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March 13, 2019 

3600.1 
Case Number: 2015-TSFO-00303 

LS. Department of llomclan<l Sccurit~ 
Freedom of Information .\ct Branch 
701 South 12th Street 
Arlington, VA 20598-6020 

Transportation 
Security 
Administration 

This letter responds to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request dated July 24, 2015, addressed 
to the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) FOIA Branch seeking access to the following 
records: All complaints submitted or logged, whether electronically, by phone or via mail, about the 
TSA's heightened security scanners and revised full-body patdowns received by TSA during calendar 
years 2013, 2014 and 2015 to date 

The processing of your request identified certain records that will be released to you. Portions not 
released are being withheld pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U .S.C. § 552. Please refer to 
the Applicable Exemptions list at the end of this letter that identifies the authority for withholding the 
exempt record, which is indicated by a mark appearing in the block next to the exemption. An additional 
enclosure with this letter explains these exemptions in more detail. 

The rules and regulations of the Transportation Security Administration applicable to Freedom of 
Information Act requests are contained in the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 6, Part 5. They are 
published in the Federal Register and are available for inspection by the public. 

There are no fees associated with processing this request because the fees incurred do not exceed the 
minimum threshold necessary for charge. 

Administrative Appeal 

Should you decide to file an appeal, it should be mailed to: 

Christine Griggs 
Acting FOIA Appeals Officer 
Office of Civil Rights & Liberties, Ombudsman and Traveler Engagement (CRL/OTE) 
Transportation Security Administration 
701 South 12th Street, West Building, TSA-33 
Arlington, VA 20598-6033 



Your appeal must be submitted within 90 days from the date of this determination. It should contain 
your FOIA request number and, to the extent possible, the reasons why you believe the initial 
determination should be reversed. In addition, the envelope should be prominently marked "FOIA 
Appeal." Please note that the TSA FOIA Appeals Officer's determination of the appeal will be 
administratively final. 

Additionally, you have the right to seek dispute resolution services from the Office of Government 
Information Services (OGIS) which mediates disputes between FOIA requesters and Federal agencies as 
a non-exclusive alternative to litigation. If you are requesting access to your own records (which is 
considered a Privacy Act request), you should know that OGIS does not have the authority to handle 
requests made under the Privacy Act of 1974. You may contact OGIS as follows: Office of Government 
Information Services, National Archives and Records Administration, 8601 Adelphi Road-OGIS, College 
Park, Maryland 20740-6001; e-mail at ogis@nara.gov; telephone at 202-741-5770; toll free at 1-877-684-
6448; or facsimile at 202-741-5796. 

If you have any questions pertaining to your request, please feel free to contact the FOIA Branch at 1-
866-364-2872 or locally at 571-227-2300. 

Sincerely, 

... /4J1[/Ut1Lc_ 
Teri M. Miller 
FOIA Officer 

Summary: 
Number of Pages Released in Part or in Full: 4,378 
Number of Pages Withheld in Full: 0 
Number of Pages Referred: 0 

APPLICABLE EXEMPTIONS 
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND/OR PRIVACY ACT 

Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) 

0 (b)(I) 0 (b)(2) 0 (b)(3) 0 (b)(4) 0 (b)(5) IZJ (b)(6) 

0 (b)(7)(A) • (b)(7)(B) 0 (b)(7)(C) 0 (b)(7)(D) 0 (b)(7)(E) 0 (b)(7)(F) 

Enclosures 



FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT 
SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552 

Transportation Security Administration (TSA) FOIA Branch applies FOIA exemptions to 
protect: 

Exemptions 

Exemption (b )(1 ): Records that contain information that is classified for national security 
purposes. 
Exemption (b)(2): Records that are related solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of 
an agency. 
Exemption (b)(3): Records specifically exempted from disclosure by Title 49 U.S.C. Section 
l 14(r), which exempts from disclosure Sensitive Security Information (SSI) that "would be 
detrimental to the security of transportation" if disclosed. 
Exemption (b)(4): Records that contain trade secrets and commercial or financial information 
obtained from a person that is privileged or confidential. 
Exemption (b )(5): Inter- or intra-agency records that are normally privileged in the civil 
discovery context. The three most frequently invoked privileges are the deliberative process 
privilege, the attorney work-product privilege, and the attorney-client privilege: 

• Deliberative process privilege - Under the deliberative process privilege, disclosure of 
these records would injure the quality of future agency decisions by discouraging the 
open and frank policy discussions between subordinates and superiors. 

• Attorney work-product privilege - Records prepared by or at the direction of a TSA 
attorney. 

• Attorney-client privilege - Records of communications between an attorney and his/her 
client relating to a matter for which the client has sought legal advice, as well as facts 
divulged by client to attorney and any opinions given by attorney based on these. 

Exemption (b)(6): Records that contain identifying information that applies to a particular 
individual when the disclosure of such information "would constitute a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy." This requires the balancing of the public's right to disclosure 
against the individual's right to privacy. 
Exemption (b)(7)(A): Records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes, but only 

to the extent that production of such law enforcement records or information ... could reasonably 
be expected to interfere with law enforcement proceedings. 
Exemption (b )(7)(C): Records containing law enforcement information when disclosure "could 
reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy" based upon 
the traditional recognition of strong privacy interests ordinarily appropriated in law enforcement 
records. 
Exemption (b)(7)(E): Records compiled for law enforcement purposes, the release of which 
would disclose techniques and/or procedures for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions, 
or would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions if such 
disclosure could reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the law. 
Exemption (b )(7)(F): Records containing law enforcement information about a person, in that 
disclosure of information about him or her could reasonably be expected to endanger his or her 
life or physical safety. 



PRIVACY ACT 
SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552a 

Transportation Security Administration (TSA) FOIA Branch applies Privacy Act exemptions to 
protect: 

Exemptions 

Exemption (d)(5): Information compiled in reasonable anticipation of civil action or 
proceeding; self-executing exemption. 
Exemption (j)(2): Principal function criminal law enforcement agency records compiled during 
course of criminal law enforcement proceeding. 
Exemption (k)(l ): classified information under an Executive Order in the interest of national 
defense or foreign policy. 
Exemption (k)(2): Non-criminal law enforcement records; criminal law enforcement records 
compiled by non-principal function criminal law enforcement agency; -coverage is less broad 
where individual has been denied a right, privilege, or benefit as result of information sought. 
Exemption (k)(5): Investigatory material used only to determine suitability, eligibility, or 
qualifications for federal civilian employment or access to classified information when the 
material comes from confidential sources. 
Exemption (k)(6): Testing or examination material used to determine appointment or promotion 
of federal employees when disclosure would compromise the objectivity or fairness of the 
process. 



Date Contact Deta1 Is 
Added 

Hello: 

The below response does not answer or address my request. Please review and let me know this problem can be resolved. 

My name is~l(_b_)(_6_, _____ ~land I cannol use advance/pre check in or kiosk service for checking in when traveling in Canada wilh Air Canada. I was told by an Air Canada check in person lhere are inhibitors on my account that need to be 
remove. 

Will you please make the necessary changes to my file or account so I can use the automated check in services. 

If you have any questions or require additional information please let me know. 

Sincerely, 

11112013 "'kb'--l'-'(6'--I ___ _. 

11:00:20 
AM 

------ Forwarded message-----
From: <HYPERLI NK "mailto:tsatcc do not reply@senture.com" \ntsatcc do not reply@senture.com> 
Dale: Fri, Dec 21, 2012 at 1 :31 PM 
Subject In Response to your inquiry. 
To: HYPERLINK~kb~1~(6~) ___________________ _. 

Thank you for your email to the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regarding TSA Pre?'" benefits for Canadian NEXUS members. 

TSA is committed to expanding TSA Pre?™ benefits to a growing passenger population in an effort to strengthen transportation security through risk-based methods. Beginning November 15, 2012, Canadian citizens traveling domestically in the United 
Stales who are members of the U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) and Canada Border Services Agency (CBSAJ NEXUS program are eligible to par1icipa1e in TSA Pre? n., and may receive expedited screening at participating U.S. airports. For 
more information about NEXUS and other CBP Trusted Traveler programs, please visit HYPERLINK "http://www.globalentry.gov" \nwww.globalentry.gov 

Canadian citizens interested in participating in TSA Pre?™ through NEXUS must enter their PASS ID into the 'Known Traveler' field when booking a flight reservation or saving their PASS ID to their airline's frequent flyer profile. Members can find their 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP l(b)(61 
Date Time: 1 I 1120\o-1 ""3 "1""1 "': o"'B"": 5_3,...A'"'M..,...._. 

Namel(b)(61 
1/112013 Emaill~(b~)~(6~'------' 
1 :02: 14 Complaints:My Complaint is Not Listed Here 

PM Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 
Comments:I fly a lot, and invariably go through full pat down screening, having been through dozens of them so far. I'm fine with it, as it keeps the flying public safe. However, the speech that officers are forced to give prior to pat down is annoying . 
especially once we"ve told the officer that we've been through pat down dozens of times before, and are asking him to please refrain from the speech. Most TSA agents say they wish they didn't have to give it but are forced to. This is silly, and a waste 
of time. TSA should stop this practice of forcing officers to go through this speech. and allow them the discretion to avoid doing it when a passenger tells them that it's not needed. or especially when a passenger is asking the TSA agent to skip the 
speech altogether. It would save officers time, so they can devole resources where it's belier needed. TSA should give il's officers lhe discretion 10 refrain from repeating that speech whenever a passenger asks them to do so. 

Thanks you for your efforts. 

kb)(61 I 



11112013 

ATTACHMENT 

~kb_)~(6_-._, -------~~nd the unnamed TSA officer 

Fro~(b)(61 
Sent: Tuesday, January O 1, 2013 11 :45 AM 
To: TSAExlemalCompliance 
Subject Complaint 

1 =02 '20 Dear TSA: 
PM 

11112013 
3:00:49 

PM 

I fiew though the San Juan airport on December 31, 2012 at 12:15 pm and expenenced an excessive body pat down and was robbed of a very precious silver bracelet by one of the TSA agents during the pat down. The officer in charge was~ 
fb,(61 I 

I wa I ked through security p I acing my shoes, jacket, and carry-on in three containers, I wa I ked through the persona I security entry, I set off the a I arm , This surprised me as I was wearing the exact same articles of clothing as when I went through security 
in JFK 

I walked back through the scanner again and began to take off my small silver earnings and was told not to. I was told thal the alarm was indicating my "chest· area. I walked through again and the alarm went off again. The man who was conducling 
the scan suggested that I had an underwriter bra on that was setting off the alarm. I expressed surprise because I was wearing the same bra as when I left the United States. 
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Remote Client IP:~!(b_)~(6_, __ ~ 
Date Time: 11112013 2:25:4 7 PM 

························---------------··························· 

Name~(b)(61 
Email_ b )(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):flight 2110 from ChS to AIL Delta airline. Terminal A-1 on Dec. 30th 8:45 
Comments:Dector went off and I explain. to the tsa rep that I had a rod inserted in my right leg from previous accident I was placed behind the glass monitor and before everyone that passes thru getting on the flight watched me being patted down 
from my neck, belween my legs. While I was patted down and in front of all passengers. I have never been so humilialed in my whole life. Spreading my legs and she didn't have lhe courtesy to take me some way else. It was like she enjoyed doing it. 
Where is the wand scanner? that she could have gotten and here is all my belongings sitting there in the open anyone could have grabbed my purse or other belongings. 



11112013 
5:02:34 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date Time · 1 1 2013 3: 12:05 PM 
Airport LAX - Los Angeles International Date Time of Travel : 
Airline Flight Number, 

Checkpoint Area of Airport ·.--------~ 
TSA Employee: (If Known) !(b)(61 
Comment : I opted out of th~e~fu~l-1 b~o_d_y_s_c_a_n-ne_r_a_t~LAX..,.,.. security. Officerkb 1(6) ~al led for a female TSA officer to do pat-down. After a couple minutes, I raised concern that my carry-on items were already out on the belt on the other 
side. He called again for a female. After a few more minutes. I complained again. noting I had valuable which could be stolen. He advised that it was my own fault. as I was refusing the full body scanner. He was quite condescending and pressured 
me to use the full body scanner. He held me more than 6 minu1es, providing good opportunily for lhief 10 have stolen my valuables. Finally, he did find a female officer and let me through. Thankfully, nolhing was stolen. 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 

Caller went through screening at PHX Gate D. on 12' 30' 12 When going through the AIT the TSA agent motioned to the caller to step out of the scanner. When she did, the TSA agent told her she moved. now she had to get a patdown. The caller 
then requested a private patdown. The TSA agent then said Woohoo a pnvate patdown ernbarssing the caller. The caller felt like this was very unprofessional behavior, and felt like 11 should be reported. Caller went through the check point at about 

11212013 8:30am. The TSA agent was a tall blond. 
8:06:58 

AM 

11212013 
8:31:03 

AM 

I to Id cal I er I wou Id make not of the incident. I al so to Id cal I er the agents are Ira i ned to be respectful. Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that al I passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. Please be advised that a passenger 
can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.govlcontac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ-1_h_·11_r;_··1 ___ ~ 
Date Time: 11112013 11 :14:02 PM 

------------------------------------------------------------------

Namel(b)(61 
Emai{h ,IR\ 

Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenrninal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc):Alaskan Airlines 122L Fairbanks 
10 Jan 2013 
-8:30AM 
Comments:I have experienced man at-down screenings as an elite flyer-female opt-out. but none as offensive as the one to which I was subjected this morning in Fairbanks. 
Dunng the at down TSA employe (b)(6:, touched my genital area twice on the inner left thigh. I told her not to do that again. She insisted she was doing her job. I told her she did not need to touch my genitalia. She called over her 
supervisor (b)(6:, and apprised him of the situation. He stated that she was to move her hand up the inner thigh until she felt resistance. When I asked if that meant she was allowed to touch genitalia. he would not respond yes or no but repeated 
the resistance descriplion. He then said I could speak with his supervisor,kbi(6:, !who was nearby on lhe phone calling armed airport personnel• 
I am a senior citizen of average height. I was standing in my stocking feet in jeans and top-clearty not a threat to these three young TSA agents. An armed airport security guard appeared behind me. 

kb·:,(61 !repeated what I had previously been told. and in so doing referred tokb)(6·, !as his supervisor. When I asked who in fact the actual supervisor was. he amended his status to that of manager. He assured me that !(b)(ff:, lwas doing 
he_r job appropriatelJ, so I .asked him to remain while she completed the right side of the pat down. She th.en .insisted that because she had stopped, she needed to repeat the left inner thigh pat down. She then fully hit my labia twice on the left and then 
tw,ce on lhe right as_ b )(6 :, !observed. I repeatedly asked h,m for a yes or no answer as to whether !(b 1(61 !con1ac1 w,th my genitalia was appropriate, but his only response was 10 repeat I hat she was 10 move her hand up the thigh un111 she 
felt resistance. He appeared uncomfortable. He finally answered yes when I persisted in receiving a yes or no answer to whether the genitalia contact was inappropriate. 
If TSA employees are allowed to touch the labia or perineum as part of their routine pat downs. then 99% of your employees are doing an inadequate job. I would suggest that you have many people capable of perfonrning this job inoffensively, and you 
would be doing your image and the flying public a favor to weed out those who can't. 
Alaska Airlines employees are notably pleasani, solicilous even, but then, lheir business depends on customer satisfaction. If TSAjobs were lied to customer salisfaction, how long would power abusers like kb·:,(61 !have a job? 
Of note is that whilefb·:,(61 ~ssiduously patted down my buttocks. breasts and genitalia, she forgot to pat down my back. I had told her that I have Shingles on my back"s upper left quadrant, and I was braced for that contact which she 
overlooked. Apparently she was focused elsewhere. 
In my experience, the majority of TSA employees are capable professionals. so I hope that someone at TSA responds to this Fairbanks situation. I do not have to go to Fairbanks for my work. or any part of Alaska for that matter. If I felt I had no pat 
down option other thar{h·11r;··1 ! I would not go 10 Fairbanks. For what il's worth, I am cc'ing this e-mail to Alaskan Airlines. 



11212013 
10:25:42 

AM 

11212013 
12 0648 

PM 

11212013 
12:07:22 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:""!(b~l-'-(6~1 __ __. 
Date Time: 112/2013 9:32:05 AM 

NameUb1(6) 
Email[b )(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Air Tran Florida flight #236 on Monday December 31, 2012 leaving at 4:16PM .. 
Comments:! understand you have a job to do but this is uncalled for: My father,fb·:1(6) !flew from CAK to Orlando on Monday on Air Tran Flight#236 ... He flies nonstop two or three times a year from these locations to visit family here in 
Ohio .. He only bnngs canyons as I do laundry for him while he 1s here. Dad is 87 years old and an A+ Rewards member for years ... NEVER has he been treated so harshly thru security• ... They put him in a room and went all over him saying he showed 
a substance on his hands and that's why they had to check him! I am furiious. Is there not a new rule that if you are over 50 or 55 you don't have to take your shoes off anymore? What about a shoe bomber? But yet you will harrass an 87 year old man 
with heart problems who is just gelling over pneumonia and probably used hand sanitizer? this is insane. I understand it is the TSA doing this, bul I feel execs al CAK should have some say so about the way their customers are trealed ... especiallly an 
elderly man who could never be a threat. I do not have the email for the head of the TSA, so I am asking you to please forward this to them ... We ONLY fly CAK and are very disappointed by this treatment... I am also forwarding this ema,..,i...,I t_o.,..A,...ir __ _,, 
Tran ... Someone has to bring it to their attention and I assure you I will take further action if he is treated this way in the future ... l am also a CAK flyer and A+ rewards member.. Thank you for reading this and forwarding it on to the TSA!"'(b"-·: ... 1(6"'-· ... 1 __ __, 
(I also sent this to CAK and Air Tran) 
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Remote Client IPj1h·11r;--, 
Dale Time: 112120·"'1""3"'1"'1 :"'4-=-1 :-=-2-=-1 A.,..,..,M_. 

Name b 6 
Email b)(61 
Comp a I nts: na pp ropn ate cree n, ng at Down Sc reem ng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Midway Airport TSA security checkpoint #8 (?); right next to 7. 
Comments:When I went to pul my coal on after passing lhrough the on board baggage/passenger check poinl. I was told to leave it off by a TSA agent because they had to pat me down. I inquired to why and I'm nol flying out (my g yr old grandson is 
flying as an unaccompanied minor) I was told because my grandson's cellphone alarmed. My grandson cellphone was off and in his coat pocket that had went through the xray. No one said nothing to me nor my grandson prior to this and nobody ever 
asked us to tum it on to see if 11 was actua 11 y a phone. The Agent told me either I or my grand son wou Id have to be patted down. I told him I et 11 be me and he took my grand son to another a re a and started patting him down why a different agent when 
through his persona I belongings ( back pack) in a different area that the first agent had a I ready gone through, The a gent patting my grand son down told my grand son on three different o cca ssions th at he was done and then stopped him as he began to 
walk away 10 swipe something else down. I lhought lhe person had 10 be present when their personal belongings are being search and an adult present when a minor is being search. I could nol be in both places at the same time. Bolh Agenls seemed 
as if they didn't know what to do and one kept going to a room off to the side to make inquires and messaged it to the other agent. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-====:::;-------····························· 
Remote Client IPJ(b 1(6) I 
Date Time 11212d13 10 29:12 AM 

Nam bi(61 
Email b)(61 
Comp a,n1s: ,scour1eous ude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):McCarran International Airport, Terminal 3, E Gates Security Check 
Comments: Last week on December 28, 2012 my wife and I were travel mg from Las Vegas to Bal ti more. My wile does not Ii ke to go through the scanners and I usu ally opt out with her. We have done so many ti mes at different airports with no issues. 
Sadly It was somewhat different this time. My wife and I kept getting asked ii we understood that the scanners were safe and did not use xrays. We kept indicating that that was not the point. The looks and demeanor from the TSA agents did not make 
for the mosl professional behaviour. I imagine they were under a lot of stress for the holidays bul they need 10 remember that it is a 1ravelers right to opt oul and request a pat down instead. Thank you. 



11212013 
12:07:34 

PM 

11212013 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:._!(b"-· ... I(-=-6~1 __ __. 
Date Time: 112/2013 1O:10:56 AM 

Nam$bi(6i 
Emai h··1rR·, 
Complaints:My Complaint is Not Listed Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Security Checkpoinl al JFK T1: 
Around 7pm, Saturday. December 29, 2012. 
For Flight AF 11 (9:45pm. Dec 29). Gate 6. 
Comments:I wish to make a very strong formal complaint about my experience at the Security Checkpoint at JFK T1: 
Around 7pm, Saturday, December 29, 2012, 
For Flight AF 11 (9A5pm, Dec 29). Gate 6. 

Not com fort ab I e with images of my undressed person being viewed by anyone, I often prefer the pat-down to the body sea n at Security, but I never understood why some peop I e we re a 11 owed to go through the meta I detector. whi I e others were forced 
to go through the body scan. So I asked. The man working said I would need 10 speak to a supervisor. I said, ok, but I wasn't really looking to speak 10 a supervisor, I simply wanted 10 understand. He repeated that I would need to speak 10 a supervisor 
and that I should have said earlier that I wouldn't go through the body scan. I asked at what point I should ask. and he repeated "earlier." This wasn't very clear or kind, but I figured the supervisor would explain later. 

In the meantime, we had been waiting about 7 minutes for the woman supposed to be patting me down, and I was starting to worry about my PC left on the security ramp, so I asked the man if he could go and make sure it was still there. He told me to 
jusl wail (not very kindly). I responded I really wasn't comforlable leaving it there, so he lei me go to a point where I could see the basket I had put lhe PC in. That didn't help al all (since I can'I see lhrough the baskel), but at leasl a supervisor had 
arrived so I thought the worst was over and she would let me at least check to see if the PC was there. 

This supervisor's name iskb·:,(61 !, and she is the most hostile woman I have ever had to deal with in my life. 

She came over barking, ·what is the problem here'" The man working responded. "She needs a pat down:· ~then said, "Well then you need a pat down and that's it. What's your problem." I said, ''I'm fine with that, but I don't understand why 
no one can check to see if.. "She cut me off saying, "Excuse me. lose the attitude. This is a government pro~onestly don't remember what else she said, 11 was so absurd and unrelated to what I was trying to say. I finally said I wasn't 
interested in arguing and that I just wanted the pat down. She continued to bark at me, cutting me off, telling me that •1• was giving Security a problem (this is absurd). until finally she left. 

The woman who periormed the pat-down was very kind and professional. She asked me if I would still like to speak to a supervisor. I said. honestly, I just don't understand why no one else can explain what the rule is between the metal detector and 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov1contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1pfb)(6) 
Date Time: 11212 0!'-1""3"'"1~, 1'"'7,..: 2-=-2-P,_.M,....., 

······················---------------····························· 

2:12:06 Subject:Su estions 
PM Name_h_il_R_i ___ .,_ __ ~ 

Email bi(61 
Comments:TSA security officer. (b··,(6 at MCO terminal B. on 112113@ appx 1245 pm was unprofessional in all communications. He was sarcastic. his tone was extremely demeaning and he was very slow-likely since I told him I was in a bit of a 
hurry, I made my fiig ht Ii ne, but he confi seated a com pl etel y unnes ces ary ite m--a nd it seemed as though he was just I ooki ng for a reason lo r the I e ngthy ti me it took him, He confi seated a Hall inch pair of cut i c I e scissors after running my very sma 11 bag 
through the scanner 3 times. I understand there is a job to be done, but ii is unacceptable 10 be unprofessional in any line of work. I am a very frequent flyer and this is lhe first lime I've ever complained and I have been in some really silly securily 
situations (my 1 0 lb dachshund got a full pat down in Atlanta for example and I went with it because they were all very friendly). The attitude and inefficiency oif:§R§J in Orlando needs to go. 
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Namefo1(6i 

11212013 Email"'fb"-·-,"'(6"'1'---------' 
2: 12: 11 Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 

PM Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):EI Paso airport, 30DEC12 apoxamally 0515. 
Comments:On 30 December at approximately 0515 am I was escorting my minor children (2 daughters) through the security check point. My 14 year old daughter was instructed to go through your '"AIT'" machine. I instructed her not to. Your 
personnel then told me she had to be patted down. I tried to talk to 2 different supervisors for over a half an hour. I was told repeatedly that it is your policy that the age of 12 1s eligible for "AIT" screening and If we opted out she had to be subjected to 
an e nha need modified pat down, I am unwi 11 i ng to have the T SA take naked pictures of my mi nor children, or al low strange rs to touch their bodies in any way, We have fl own a numb er of times before this and do not comp Iain a bout your ongoing 
violalion of our 41h Amendment rights. bul have never been subjecled to this kind of 1reatmen1. I will admit I hat I made lhe assumption that the TSA had a policy of not molesting minor children, and took coincidence as a matter of fact. Due to my 
unwillingness to allow your employees to molest my 14 year old daughter. I was not allowed to put them on their flight. This cost me several hundred dollars in the lost money for the flight as well as an unplanned road trip to take them back to their 
mother. Your policies are abhorrent and disgusting. My family will not be flying ever again while your agency exists. There is no reason to put hands on or take naked pictures of minor children. The law defines children as minors until they are 18 in 
most every state and 19 in a few. The idea that the age of 12 is acceptable is completely ridiculous. I will be passing this complaint along to my congressman as well as all the fellow citizens I can get informed, 

Caller states that on October 3rd. J acksonv111 e intern ati o na I. he went to get his ticket. and he m1ssund e rstood the mes u rem e nts of the I ugg age, they swab bed his hand with the explosive d ector. they touched his crotch during the patdown. ca 11 er /el t 
discriminated because no one else had to go through that, caller states that they informed him that the swab results showed that he had expolisive traces on his hand. 

Informed caller: 

1121201 3 The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA see ks to provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 passengers who pass I hroug h our screening ch eek points. 
3:24:44 Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area. and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 

PM 

11212013 
4:28:35 

PM 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can a I ways request to speak with the Sup erv iso ry T ra nsporta ti on Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. Additiona 11 y, a passenger may register a concern or 
complainl with security through the TSA Customer Service Manager at each airport. The "Talk to TSA" section of the TSA Web site (hllps: apps.tsa.dhs.gov lalktotsa ) offers passengers the ability to send complaints directly to the Customer Service 
Manager by clicking on the map and selecting the correct airport. 

Caller stated that on 26 NOV-2012 she flew and had a bad expieriance when going thorugh the checkpoint. She was in phoenix and she 1s visually impared and in a wheel chair due to her back condition. She went through the checkpoint and since her 
back was acting up, she did not go through any screening device but her husband went through the AIT. There were 2 women avalible to do the patdown and she feels that this was very innapropriate the way she was treated when they preformed this. 
The officer made her stand up and lean 10 lhe right and left 4 times when one time should have been enough becuase her back condition. The officer st reached her 3.4 inch sleeves down 10 her wrist like she was trying 10 lake it off of her when doing 
the upper part of the patdown. This has been bothering her for sometime and is now wanting to inform someone about this. 

Flight information: 
Phoenix Sky 
26 NOV 2012@ 7pm 
Southwest 

CCR informed her I hat Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to lhe Cus1omer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 
Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers. regardless of their personal situations and needs. are treated with dignity. respect, and courtesy. 

TS A monitors the numb er and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require s pecia I attention, This ongoing process ena b I es us to ensure prom pt, co CTecti ve action whenever we determine that 
security screening policies need modification or s pe ci fi c employees or sere ener tea ms are I he subjects of re pea I ed co mp I a in ts. 

We consider your conce ms to be a serious issue for our attention. TSA a pp rec1ates th at you took the time to share your concerns with us. We a re confident th at through the concerns brought to us by the !rave Ii ng pu bl 1c. we wi 11 be better able to 
address prob I em a re as with co CTecti ve action, 



11212013 
6:09:13 

PM 
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NameliE}7'i§37 
Emaill(b)(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):24DEC2012 at 9am at the phoenix airport. 
Comments:The Young TSA agent used excessive force in my groin area and was saying strange things to me as he was frisking me. 
I was very up set and concern that i was treated different then in other airports.Their seems to be NO Qold standards in this area for TSA. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Poor Customer Service: Other c,,ieot Date Iiru,e 1 2 2013 5:08:45 PM Airport: JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date Time of Travel: 12 29 2012 7:00 PM Airline Flight Number AF 11 to Paris (9:45pm) Checkpoint Area of Airport 
· T1. toward Gate 6 TSA Employee: (II Known) tb_i(6_.1 __pomment: I wish to make a very strong formal complaint about my experience at the Security Checkpoint at JFK T1: 

Around 7pm, Saturday. December 29, 2012. For Flight AF 11 (9:45pm. Dec 29), Gate 6. 

Not com fort ab I e with images of my undressed person being viewed by anyone, I often prefer the pat-down to the body sea n at Security, but I never understood why some peop I e we re a 11 owed to go through the meta I detector. whi I e others were forced 
to go through the body scan. So I asked. The man working said I would need to speak to a supervisor. I said, ok, but I wasn't really looking to speak to a supervisor, I simply wanted to undersland. He repeated that I would need to speak 10 a 
supervisor and that I should have said earlier that I wouldn't go through the body scan. I asked at what point I should ask, and he repeated "earlier:· This wasn·t very clear or kind, but I figured the supervisor would explain later. 

In the meantime, we had been waiting about 7 minutes for the woman supposed 10 be patting me down, and I was starling to worry aboul my PC left on the security ramp, so I asked the man if he could go and make sure ii was slill there. He lold me to 
just wait (not very kindly). I responded I really wasn't comfortable leaving it there. so he let me go to a point where I could see the basket I had put the PC in. That didn·t help at all (since I can't see through the basket), but at least a supervisor had 

1121201 3 arnved so I thought the worst was over and she would I et me at I ea st check to see 1f the PC was th ere. 

6:09:19 
PM 

11212013 
6:10:04 

PM 

This supervisor's name is~fb_)_(_6_1 _ __.land she is the most hostile woman I have ever had to deal with in my life. 

She came over barking, "What is the problem here!". The man working responded, "She needs a pat down." ~ then said, "Well then you need a pal down and that's it. What's your problem.· I said, ''I'm fine wilh that, but I don't understand 
why no one can check to see if.. · She cut me off saying. ··Excuse me, lose the attitude. This is a government property .. ·· I honestly don't remember what else she said, it was so absurd and unrelated to what I was trying to say. I finally said I wasn't 
interested in arguing and that I just wanted the pat down. She continued to bark at me. cutting me off. telling me that 'I' was giving Security a problem (this 1s absurd), until finally she left. 

The woman who petiormed the pat-down was very kind and professional. She asked me if I would still like to speak to a supervisor. I said. honestly, I just don't understand why no one else can explain what the rule is between the metal detector and 
the body scan. She explained as best and kindly as she could, and I thanked her. She asked me 1f I wanted to speak to a different supervisor about my experience and I thought that it wasn't a bad idea. The woman who patted me down had a male 
colleague nearby, and this man said to me- "She's something. Why don't you complain? Her name isl(b)(6 ! I'd complain." Seeing the looks on the laces of all the employees around me- encouraging me to complain, I realized that this woman is 
feared by the who I e crew by her apparent excessive nastiness. 

So I agreed to speak to another supervisor. But instead of a different supervisor coming over,!(b)(6) pame over having learned I wanted to complain, barking even more about my "problem." So I said to her that I was not happy about the way I was 
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Nametb)(61 
Email: (b 1(6i 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight UA 1430 terminal C premier access line 
Comments:I just went through a pat down that was on the line for sexual assault. The woman grabbed my labia 4 times when I complained and a police officer came by and said if I don't like her he would search me. He said he was exmilitary and 
was not as nice as her. What gives them the rig ht to cup my gen itai Is. I to Id her I am a rape victim and this is bothering me. She went on to grab me 2 mo re 11 mes after that. The police officer stood by me and told me a bout al I the blood he has seen 



11212013 
10:06:24 

PM 
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I 
I 

Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight # 0728/US Airways/Terminal EIAirporl DFWIGate E38. TSA check point E-38 and 33. Time belween 1 :00 and 2:15 p.m .. 12/3112012. 
Comments:I am filing a formal complaint against The TSA and the TSA screener by the name ofkbl(ffl I far violation of my 4th amendment rights as provided to me by the the U.S. Constittution, The rigth to privacy and security against 
UN REASON ABLE search es and seizures; search warrants. 0 n the above m ent,oned date as I went through the body sea n ne r something was pi eked up on my sh, rt that alerted one of the T SA s c reene rs to pu 11 me aside to be swab ed I hands) which 
was placed under a machine which gave a reading which in turn prompted another TSA screener to perform a pat-down, while another screener unloaded and searched through my back pack after it had already gone through the exray machine and 
cleared. Nolhing was found and I was cleared 10 proceed. I went on to my gale and about 20 minu1es later I was paged to return 10 TSA check point E-33. I returned and was reeted b the first screener I hat conducted the first pat-down and he 
introduced me to on9kb)(ff:, !who informed me that I needed a private screening because the first screener did not perform the first pat-down correctly. I infarme (b)(ff:, that it was probably gunpowder residue from target shooting 
wh i I e on vacation at my s, ste rs ranch. I askedf h ·-, I f,"1 !what that procedure was and he di sen bed it to me at which oi nt I to Id him that sounded just Ii ke the first pat-down b) ( s-·, a id that was not what the first screener did and I to Id him 
yes it was and I could not procede with out the private pat-down. I went ahead with it because I wanted to go home (b)(6) perfonned the pat-down just like the other guy with only on difference. He moved the back side of his hand across the 
front side of my private parts. After he was done he instructed me to go ahead and gather my belongings and wilh in a· co.up e o minu1es I heard some one 1e11 him on his radio or whatever thal I was cleared. CLEARED AGAIN. WHAT A JOKE AND 
OUT RIGHT ABUSE OF POWER. I WANT YOU TO KNOW THAT I HAVE ALREADY FILED A COMPLAINT WITH MY CONGRESSMAN IN VIRGINIA, RANDY FORBES AND THAT I WILL BE CONTACTING THE STATE ATTORNEY GENERALS 
OFFICE IN TEXAS AS WELL 
Your below response was not helpful. I was nol treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. If the selection was RANDOM, I would not have had my baggage rifled lhrough twice on lhe same lrip. I deserve an acknowledgemenl of the wrongdoing, and 
not an automated reply. Clearly your employees are disgruntled so they pull stunts like this to feel better. 

Thank you for your e-ma i I in which you inquire about the reasons for secondary screening. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted 1s important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some ins1ances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonned. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

113/2013 
10,09,58 We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers, TSA continues to develop and deploy 

new 1echnologies to address the explosives th real. In lhe meantime, lhe use of additional screening enhances our ability 10 de1ec1 explosives al our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an addilional layer of security at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

AM 

We hope this inform at,on is he I pful. 

TSA Canta ct center 

On Thu, Jan 3, 2013 at 12:46 AM, b 1(6) wrote: ~-----------------------------------~ 
I returned from a trip yesterday and my bag did not make it. I got it today and saw that my bag was selected for inspection. The same bag was also inspected last week. I now know that my bag did not make it because it was inspected yet again thus 



11312013 
10:10:36 

AM 

11312013 
12:18:11 

PM 

11312013 
2:12:41 

PM 
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Namefh·11r;·-, 

Email Address._!r_h_·11_r;_·-, _______ ~ 
Comments On Npvember 7 20) 2 I 1as scheduled to Leave ST. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands from the Henry Rohl sen Airport on flight 2290. At around 2:45 pm I entered the securit screening area. As I entered the security area based on their behavior I 
was targeted by~b_1(6_.1 _ of TSA, TSA manageillillfil]a manager, Officer {bi(6:, I of the Virgin Islands Port Authority and Homeland Security Oflice b_:1(6_) I was subjected to repeated Civil Righls Violations and inappropriate 
screenings and pat down. On three separate occasions the above mentioned persons ind i vi d ua 11 y and co 11 e ctive ly used their a ut h ori ty to subject me to de h uma ni zing and de moralizing t rea tm e nt. This treatment included but was not Ii mi ted to req ui ring 
me to remove my s k1 rt and open my underwear as they inspected my gemta I area This was done mo re than once. As I attempted to q ue st1on their behavior these ind i vi d ua Is scoffed at my inquiry as to what ng ht they had to treat me in this manner and 
why they were treating me this way. 
During lhis entire traumalizing ordeal persons were allowed en1ered and exit the room wilhout any regard for my privacy. Soon !hereafter these individuals proceeded to have a conversalion with others aboul my physical stale and engaged in laughler 
as they were having this discussion 
Based on the above described behavior the re was no reason for any additional s c reem ng or search. It is clear these ind1v1d ua Is intended to violate my c iv i I ng hts and to ridicule me. I expect this matter to be I ooked into and a 11 employees terminated 
and prosecuted, As this is a fo rma I comp I a int I expect to be kept apprised of your progress and I ooki ng into the matter as wel I as any fin al d ete rmi nations. I expect to hear from your agency s ho rtl y reg a rd i ng this matter. 
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Subjecl:Su eslions· 
Name b- ff", 
Email b1(6) 
Comments:When flying out of MSP airport. I told the screener I had a knee replacement before I went through the screener. After I passed through she said they could have used the lull body scanner. I had to have a body pat down. She should have 
told me 10 wait and I hey would help me out. 
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Namer)(6) ! 
Email b 1(6) I 
Comp a,nts:My Complaint 1s Not Listed Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Southwest air Lines From BDL 10 BWI on Jan 1, 2013 @ 2 pm for A flight at 4: 1 0 pm 
Comments:As Twic Card holder and being Type 1 diabetic in which I have Insulin Pump. I should not have to go thru any pat down screening due that I have been cleared from the Federal Goverment and have had my back round checked thru the 
FBI, CIA and homeland security. Going thru medal dectors 1s fine but the invasion of a pat down and working in chemical plants and petrochemical plants we are exposed to these potential chemicals in our bodys to have my hands wiped is absolute 
waste of money because I wear a chemical on my waist to keep me alive or on our skin and that the dector gave a false reading due to that I was subjected to this extremy invasive seach is totaly uncalled for with this type of credential, If we as a public 
go the extent to get this lype of cleareance for our jobs and this has been issued then we should nol have to go lhru these lype of seaches. The TSA personel is highly untrained and do not have lhe knowlege of what lhese credilinal mean. Also the 
secondary ID check before getting on a plane in which I witnessed was a total waste of my Tax Dollars due to that 1 person was checking and 6 others standing around watching. You are not protcting my safety unless you do a complete job in doing 
this. You need to get some consistancy in how you do things from airport to airport. If you like my help in correcting these things I will be more happy to point out the extreme flaws in the system of airport security. 



11312013 
2:12:48 

PM 
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Nam~rb 1(6) 
Email_ h 11R ·, 
Comp I a i nts; Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Oecember 281h, 2012, United Airlines, Cleveland Ohio, Flight UA5220, Security Check Point, Lane 1 at approximately 1845 hours. 
Comments:I arrived for my flight with my family, got our boarding passes and proceeded to the security check point. I was directed to lane one and my family to lane two. I followed the directions, removed my items, placed them in bins and was 
directed to the full body scan. I exited the full body scan and was asked by a TSA Agent (Possible Hispanic male adult) if I had anything in my right front pocket I remembered that I may have had tw"o small metal links to my watch band in a small clear 
plastic bag. so I stated "yes" and I removed the bag. The TSA Agent announced in a loud voice, "You got dope", I said "No, I have links to my watch.'' I had the small clear plastic bag held up so he could clearly see the links to my watch. Again, he 
stated, "You carrying dope.· Again, I staled ··No.'' A second TSA Agent walked towards me (Black Female Adult) and staled very loudly, "What, you 901 a dime bag.· Again, I staled, "No, I have links to my watch.· Everybody was looking al me, to 
include my wife and child who were observing this interaction. I kept the small clear plastic bag visible held up in my right hand. which had two small black metal watch links. The male TSA Agent then proceeded to physically search my person with his 
hands. without penrniss,on. He did not ask or give me the option to refuse and be scanned again. The female TSA Agent then stated to the male, "I had you going, got you all excited.'' And she laughed. They then ignored me and I proceeded to pick up 
my persona I items, This was the most em ba rrassi ng , intrusive rude event I have ever experienced in travel or have been subjected to by an Agent of the Fede ra I Government, These ind i vi d ua Is a re u ndertrai n ed and u np role ssiona I . My presence in a 
commercial airport, flying on public transportation does nol mean I forfeit all my civil righls, and should be subjecled to public humiliation and accused of having drugs as a source of amusemenl. I expect 10 be contacted promplly con1ac1ed about this 
issue. I hope we can resolve this without other remedies being sought by myself. I have saved and emailed this same complaint to several other individuals to ensure that this issue does not get ignored or disappear. 

Hello, 

I am writing to I et you know that the I ast 11 me I flew i nternat,ona 11 y I was unduly detained when I opted for a pat-down instead of passing through the fi ashy new body sea n ne rs. The woman who rub bed my body was standing next to me doing nothing lo r 
11312013 a good ten minutes while I just sat there. I realize that the purpose of this wait is to discourage people from selecting this option. which is ridiculous. If I have the right to choose not to subject my body to additional radiation, I shouldn't be made to wait 
2:12:58 unduly. I would like for lhe TSA agenls to please stop this behavior. 

PM 
Thanks lo r our consideration. 

(b)(6) 
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11312013 Name b)(61 
2'~t14 Email"'b....,,""(6'"')'--------'---, 

Comp a,n s: nappropna e creening/Pat Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenrninal/Airport/Gate/Etc):AF 695 MIA gate H December 13. 201~2-•_----~ 
Comments:After passing lhrough the screening machine, I was physically grabbed by a screener identified as!(b-•1(6) ! I am 67 years old and I don'I move fast, but he grabbed my arm, yelled al me (I guess I didn'I move fast enough for him) 
and even though I told him it hurt and it did not feel good to be yanked and patted down, he continued and hurt me more. He was also rude to a Lah no woman and a black man who was also given a rough time kb 1(6 I !(the supervisor gave me 
his name, but in case the supervisor lied to cover an incompetent employee. he was 5'6" a rox), about 180 lbs and bore a resemblance to actor CW. Bailey of "The Close Fame.'' This employee acted like a wild animal and should not be dealing with 
the public. II he can't be fired, have him inspect luggage instead. People lik (b)(6•1 ive MIA a bad rap and may discourage people from ever coming back to Miami and hurting our economy. If I had been 40 years younger. he would not have 
dared 10 rough me up--maybe next lime he will go after people in wheelchairs. Can't or won't I he TSA at least give him sensitivity lraining if you can'I fire him? 
Caller went through the che c kpornt in Denver I nte mati on al Airport on 1 03 2013 at 11 am. He was flying on United Airlines fi 1g ht 544 7 to Ontario, CA. He went through the Al T. His hands were swabbed because some substance was lo u nd. He had 
to have a pat down. He said that the who I e process I asted 4 5 minutes. He had a ca nis te r of ointment that he pu rch~ Home Depot. He asked the TSO to check and see ii the ointment set off the a I a nm. He said that the TSO to Id him it did set off 
the alarm. The TSO told him that he could nol take the oinlment. He said that he had an argumenl with superviso~boul taking the ointment. He lold the supervisor I hat lhe ointmenl did not viola le lhe 311 rule and was not prohibited. He said 

11312013 that he told the supervisor that TSA did not even pick up on the fact that the ointment set off the alarm. Another supervisor came up during the argument. He did not get the name of the second supervisor. Caller asked for a receipt for the ointment. 

2:15,17 He was told that TSA does not give receipts. He told them that 1fthey were going to hold his property, he needs a receipt. He was finally allowed to take the ointment. He told the supervisor that he will be filing a complaint. He is also going to file a 
p M form al complaint with the travel department of his comp any, He had contact with three or lour office rs during the incident, He said that they we re not on the same page, He a I mo st missed his II i g ht, He said that the TSO wanted to be a pol ice officer 

in real life or something. He staled that there has to be some common sense involved. He was told by the supervisor thal lotion some1imes sets off the alarm. He would have spoken with someone higher up at lhe time if he had lhe time. He wants 
to make a complaint because the process took way to long. 

I apologized to the caller for his unpleasant experience and told him that I would forward his record to the CSM at Denver for review. 



Caller fiew on 12 31 2012 from FLL to Minneapolis on Delta flight 769. She said that two years ago in March she was sexually assaulted by a TSA agent at FLL. She said the agent put her hands in her underwear and touched her privates. Her flight 
on 12 31 2012 was at 1 :39 pm, She went through the checkpoint at 11 :30 am, She is 76 years old and she said that she no longer has to go through a patdown because of her age. She gave the agent her passport. She said the passport shows her 
age. The agenl disappeared with her passport and would not tell her why she took her passport. She told lhe TSO that she did not want to go lhrough the Alt. She was told I hat she would go lhrough the AIT or get a patdown. She went through the AIT 
and still got a patdown She that the patdown was just running her fingers under her watch and bracelet She said that her daughter and granddaughter were pulled aside because they were part of her family. She said that her dau hter told her that 
she was getting a patdown because she was weanng a Jewish Star. Caller asked to go through the metal detector and was told no. The agents name 1s STFOl(b)(ff:, I She said that there was a gentleman named b·:,(6) ho was yelling 
at ther that she was holding up his line of traffic. She wants to know what the agent did when she disappeared with her passponi 

I gave the lo 11 owing inform ati onl The Trans po rtat1on Security Ad mini strat1on (T SA) is undertaking efforts to enhance security and focus its resources by moving away from a one-size-fits-al I approach and a pp I yi ng new i nte 11 i g ence driven. nsk-based 
screening procedures w hi I e enhancing techno I og y and improving the passenger experience at security checkpoints, As pa rt of this effort, TSA has imp I em ented a program to revise screening procedures lo r pa sse nge rs who appear to be age 7 5 and 
older. 

Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alamn, as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be infomned of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

11312013 TSA anticipates these changes will further reduce-though not completely eliminate-the need for a physical patdown on travelers 75 and older that would otherwise have been conducted to resolve alarms. It's important to remember, that any individual 
3:32:14 

p M may be required to remove their shoes or undergo a patdown if a no m al i es are detected during sec u nty screening th at cannot be reso I ved through other means. 

I connected her to MB 

ACCEPTED TRF to MB: 

She stated this is the first time she flew out of FLL for years because she felt she was assaulted before. She was convinced it would be alright this time. 

Tod I her I do not know why the Olli cer took her passport for a moment and she can contact the CS M by red i a Ii ng our number and enter F LL for airport code to get the number. 
The CSM may be able to tel I her why the Olli cer asked lo r her passport. 

I asked if the eq u1 pme nt al a mned when she went through screening. She stated it did not. 

She slated she did not want exposed to the machine so she told them she would nol go through and they made her have a patdown. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP!~(b~1_(6~)---~ 
Date Time: 113/2013 2:55:53 PM 

Nametb)(61 
Email b1(6i 
Comp I a i nts; Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight DL 13281 Delta Airlines/ Terminal 11 Las Vegas, NV McCarran International Airport/ Gate D4•-
Comments:To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing this letter to express my dissatisfaction with my experience with the TSA agents at the Las Vegas, NV McCarran International Airport. 

~:0/; I was traveling to Salt Lake City, Utah on December 19, 2012 on flight DL 1328 and I went through security checkpoint at approximately 9:40am through the D Gates. 

PM 

11312013 
5:21:42 

While standing in line for boarding pass and ID check, I noticed who seemed to be a TSA manager/supervisor who was dressed in a black suit who appeared to be s~- from the security checkpoint. He stood there for a good couple of 
minutes, making it very uncomfortable for me. Then, he appeared to molion to another TSA agent who was in uniform and his badge name was~ Al this pain (b )(6) who was slanding in fronl of the TSA agent checking boarding passes and 
ID, begun speaking with me, asking inappropriate questions, like "Is your purse cheetah or leopard print and where are you traveling to today?'· After my ID was chec e an was on my way over to the baggage screening these two particular 
gentlemen a Io ng with another fem a I e T SA agent converged. following me to my particular security checkpoint. Th en, once I stepped out of the body sea n ne r. another le ma I e TSA agent asked me to "p I ease step to the side as we Ii g u re out what is going 
on.'' This particular TSA agent was told by the other three TSA individuals that she would be doing a "full body pat down" and she continued to question the other TSA agents more than once as to why I needed to have a lull body pat down. I was a little 
confused as to why I was being singled out as well as being asked inappropriale queslions. After the female TSA agent had gone through the standard procedure of asking me whether I had been through this process before, she went on to nolify me 
how and what she would be doing during this full body pat down. As I stood there. bein watched by the other three TSA agents. I felt humiliated and confused. They then, continued to go through all of my bags and even placing my boots. scarf, and 
jewelry back into the sensors to be checked for the second time. While the TSA agent b)(ff:, went through my bag, he along with the TSA manager/supervisor continued to ask me questions like. "I like your nails, where do you get them done? Do 
you always travel alone? Who are you traveling to see and where are you traveling too. ere are you from?" I felt extremely uncomfortable and felt these questions being asked was to only benefit themselves in a flirtatious manner and definitely 
outside of TSA authorily. I understand lhe TSA has a duty to protect travelers, but I feel lhe way lhings were handled in my siluation were exlremely odd. I believe these gentlemen abused their authority for personal reasons. The female TSA agenl who 
performed the full body pat down asked three times as to why she was needing to do this, but none of the other male TSA agents responded other than ··this is standard procedure•· with smirks on their faces. 

I am writing this letter to not whine. but to bring to your attention the possibility that these gentlemen were abusing their authority to single out pretty women in a situation where I had absolutely no control. I would like to think that women are not being 
singled out for the perversity of lhese male TSA agents. 

Caller had a coin purse missing from her carry-on. Caller has a hip replacement and had 10 have a public or private patdown she chose a private. All of the caller belongings were left and they left her were items unattendenl. Caller spoke withf b::,(6) I 
from Lincon NE who wasnt helpful to her. Caller was taken in the washroom and not visible to her. Caller wants to know who hired them and wants to know how TSA staffs it offices. 

Advised Ca Iler: 
Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ screeners are trained to exercise great care during the screening process 10 ensure thal a passenger's belongings are returned and not damaged when a bag needs to be opened. We regret if these high 
standards were not met. 

PM Transportation Security Oflicers (TSOs) to reasonably ensure that carry-on ilems, including disabilily-related devices and aids, are kept wilhin a passenger's line-of-sighl when a passenger is required 10 undergo additional screening. When passengers 
cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's items and to ensure that the passenger is reunited with his or her property once it clears x
ray sere en i ng. 

They are hired by TSA and we do sceurily screening. TSA is a governmenl agency. TSA tracks lhese trends. 

Advised Caller: I will send you a claims fonm via mail, you just want to fill it out and submit it back to TSA If TSA finds that it 1s responsible for the missinQ items you will be offered a settlement or reinbursment for your items. 
Caller slates: Flying from Reagan 10 Eugene Oregan with a slop in Salt Lake Cily on Delta. Caller is 1raveling wilh cals and is upset that the cats are counted as her carry on even lhough she pays extra for them to fiy. Also concerned that during 
screening that the cats will get away. 

Advised caller: The baggage limits are set by the airline. 

11312013 Current Transportation Security Administration (TSA) policy requires that passengers traveling with pets remove the animal from its carrier so that the pet may be carried through the walk through metal detector (WTMD). 

5:35:27 
PM 

If a passenger believes that the removal of their pet could result in escape. a Supervisory Transportation Security Officer (TSO) can authorize an alternative screening measure that he or she deems sufficient. When permitted, an animal may remain in 
ils carrier and be carried through the WTMD by lhe passenger; however, lhe passenger, the animal, and the carrier must undergo secondary screening. 

Additional screening of the animal may include a visual observation, a patdown inspection, or Explosives Trace Detection (ETD). If additional screening requires removal of the animal from its earner, passengers may request a pnvate screening. TS Os 
may ask the owner lo r ass i sta nee during any pa rt of the inspect ion. 



11312013 
6:16:13 

PM 

11312013 
6:1624 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Pk._b-'l ... (6_·•"'"' ___ __, 
Date Time: 113/2013 5A0:05 PM 

Namefb1(6i 
Email bi(61 
Comp I a i nts; Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):On a visit with family members thal live in Hawaii, I was attempting to board Flight 21, US Airways al the Honolulu Terminal on December 30, 2012 when TSA agents 
confi seated a gift of Aunty Li Ii ko i products th at were unopened and sea I ed th at I was carrying in my I uggage to bring home to Ariza n a. 
Comments: I was comp I ete I y unaware that these products we re not al lowed; and I have no obj e ct,on to them being ta ken from me. What I do object to was the body search in pub Ii c, and then being ta ken to a p nvate room and subjected to a very 
invasive full-body search while being severely interrogated as if I were a felon: and then my two pieces of luggage thoroughlly ransacked. I am an 80 year old wife of a retired US Army Colonel, and was carrying a dependents ID issued by the US 
Government. I fully inlend to provide I his information to news media and a host of military associates unless I receive a complele appology from TSA managemenl. My husband is outraged at this incident! 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

-----------====~--------------------
Remote Client IPJ(b 1(6) I 
Date Time 1l312d13 5:18 58 PM 

Nametb1(6) 
Email bi(61 
Comp I a i nl s: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):San Juan, PR. Jet Blue flight B6 1348 scheduled to depart at 7:05 pm - incident ocurred at 5:01 pm eastern time: 6:01 pm San Juan time from SJ U to Washington, Reagan. Thru 
security I in e to get to gate A 7. 
Comments:I would like to file a formal complaint against supervisorkb:•1(6) I and her team I was subjected to an unnecessary pat down after I went through the lull body scan. The tsa man was talking and signaled at me which I understood that the 
scan was complete. He lold me it was not so I asked to go lhrough again and was told I could not. The air port here is chaotic and it is very difficult for there 10 be clear communication. After waiting for them to call~repeatedly, I was given a 
thorough pat down in front of everyone no offer of being taken aside to a partition was made. Of course, no contraband was found. I filed my complaint with~ explained what happened and suggested that perhaps if they had more clear signals to 
passengers we would not be subjected to this. She proceeded to give me a pat down. She also took down my flight infonrnation and name which iS further concerning but I anticipate this is not retaliatory. Please advise when I am to receive a response 
to my complaint so others - and myself - are not subject to the same treatment. Unfortunatley. it is not the first or second time this has happened to me. I would like to think it has nothing to do with my dark coloring. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP!(b,(61 
Date Time: 1 13/ 20'"1 ~3-=9"":o;.,7,...: 5=,3e-=P""M,......., 

10:02:28 Nam~..,.,_b.,_1(.,6 .. --, __ __,.._ ___ ., 113/2013 f 
PM Email~b_)_(6_-._, ------~ 

Comp I a i nts; Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):San Francisco International, Terminal 2, Gale 51, 
December 26, 2012, 8:45 a.m. 
Comments: My d aug hte r wears an i nsu Ii n pump, and a persona I pat-down was required. She waited a Im ost 15 minutes lo r a TSA employee to bring her through security and perform the pat-down. 
A TSA female employee name~(b-•1(6! in the area seemed to have little to do. I asked her twice to get my daughter, but~aid she was too busy- although it was very unclear what she was doing. She moved extremely slowly - with no sense of 
urgency or interest i~g the public. Finally, she brought my daughter lhrough security and performed the pat-down - all the while extremely slowly, with a negative altitude and making rude comments 10 my daughter aboul going through securily 
with an insulin pump~as slow, rude and had a terrible attitude. She is not an asset to the TSA. 
Caller is a crewmember with an airline. She went through yesterday in LAX in the known crewmember line. She was pulled to the side and came up twice as explosives tested on her hands. She said that this didn t make her feel comfortable and it 
came up lwice. She wants to know as an option to the paldown, if she could have requesled the AIT. She does not want 10 file a complain!. she just slated that she was very uncomfortable. 

; ;4;2i~; Response 

AM 
TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some ins1ances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 



11412013 
12:02:54 

PM 

11412013 
2:26 39 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client l~~b_)_(6_ •• _, ---~ 
Date Time: 114/2013 10:28:17 AM 

Namtbl(ff, 
Email_bi(61 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):6270. United. Only one checkpoinl al Palm Springs airport. 
Comments:lt has gotten better at Palm Springs airport TSA however, rudeness again this morning when I told screener that I have frozen shoulder medical condition. Biting "then you have to get pat down··_ I explained I am not "opt out"' but can't raise 
arms above shoulder. I asked for supervisor. He sent me throuqh reqular maq. It is wronq for TSA to be rude. I understand a job to do but no excuse for rudeness and treatinq people like meat to move. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 11412013 1 :26: 17 PM Airport : DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International Date/Time of Travel 01102/2013 9:00 AM Airline & Flight Number M 2036 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
Checkpoint near gate A34 TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment: Couple so issues with travel thal need 10 be addressed. Firsl. a female screener working lhe body scanner was completely rude. I accidentally left my wallet in my back pocket and after going through the scanner she curtly said, 
&quot;what's in your back pocket.&quot: Not realizing I had left it in there I said my wallet. Her response &quot;take it out.&quot; she looked at it and handed it back and said I would have to be patted down. That is fine but don't be rude about it. While 
this was going on my backpack was pu 11 ed aside by another female agent (apparently for having a bottle of dried faJ ita seasoning?). Anyway, once I got through the pat down and hand testing I went back to the be It and there was no sign of my 
backpack anywhere, I was concerned it had been ta ken, When I went to II ag someone down the a gent emerged from out of sight and asked if it was mine, Yes. She proceeded to scan it and mentioned something about a bottle of seasoning , Not as 
rude as the olher agent but nol good I could not see whal had happened to my backpack and no one explained the process. This is the poorest group of agenls I have experienced in both domeslic and inlernational travel. You have an operation issue 
here. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 

Passenger's Nam.,,e'"""'b""·• ... ' -'-6..,1 ----.--' 
Phone Number: h··,1rr1 
Email (b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ~(b_-._,(6_-_I --~ 
Dale Time: 11412013 1 :06:06 PM 

Nam~r)(61 I 
Email b)(61 7 
ComP a I nfs :· 01 scou rteo us/ Rude Employee. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):George Bush Intercontinental Airport (Houston), United Airlines flight 1490 from San Jose, Costa Rica. connecting to flight United Airlines 1616 to Chicago O"Hare, 
Comments:At about 7:50 p.m. on January 3, my family was passing through lhe TSA checkpoint at George Bush 1n1ercontinental Airporl connecting to our flight to Chicago after arrivin9 in Houston from Costa Rica. When asked to pass through the x
ray machine. we opted out. 

1/412013 
2:2S:sg They put us to the side with another woman who had also opted out and was waiting for the 'pat down' I was then brought with my daughter through the standard metal detector and cleared through security while we waited for my wife to receive a pat 

PM down. As we were waiting, we heard a TSA employee (on our side of lhe checkpoint) begin ranting aboul how "'All these passengers are opting out because lhey're uninformed aboul these machines." Nol like it's TSA's business why we were opting 
out, but I opted out not because I am uninformed about anything, but because I believe free people have an obligation to resist tyranny. 

In any case, a man a few people behind us in line also opted out and was waiting for his pat down. He was clearly angered by the TSA employee, and the two of them began a shouting match over the short wall. I couldn't hear all of it, but the TSA 
employee was shouting at the man that the machines "don't use radiation,'' which is just ignorant. I suppose she could have claimed they use a low or safe dose of radiation (not sure if thal would be correct), but il's disconcerting I hat someone 
operating an x-ray machine would make a claim like that. In case I'm not being totally clear: someone who doesn't understand that x-rays are radiation should not be operating an x-ray machine. 

In my opinion. shared by millions of my fellow Americans. people who refuse to be x-rayed as a condition of traveling in their own country are heroes, and we do not deserve to be treated like this. The clear intent of he TSA employee was to humiliate 
us in front of our fellow passengers for refusing to submit to the ,-ray, which is unacceptable. If the price of opting out is being publicly humilialed by TSA employees, it"s not an option at all. 

While the TSA employee and the man were arguing, I heard another TSA employee (the one who palled down my wife) tell a co-worked to call security to "deal with that passenger" At no point, however, did any TSA employee step in to deal with the 
co-worl<er trying to humiliate and provoke fights with travelers exercising their rights. Oh, and after she cleared security. my wife started crying due to the behavior of this woman. 

The employee was a shorl African-American woman in her 20s. dark skin, hair pulled back. She was working on the post-x-ray side of the checkpoint. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date Time: 14201312:38:22 PM Airport JAC - Jackson Hole Date Time ofTravel: 01 04 2013 Airline Flight Number: DeltJ 1639 Checkpoinl Area of Airporl: Security check TSA 
Employee: (If Known) · Tall young man with blonde hair and supervisor Comment. Inappropriate pat down of my quot;front right pocket quot;. Asked for supervisor and she was very intimidating. Never been treated so disrespectfully in any flight 

11412013 expenence m my life. I was treated like I no nghts at all. This quotsupervisor quot: should be fired' 
2:27:13 Would you like a res onse? · True 

PM Passenger's Name b. ff', 
Phone Number 
Email b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1P!'.~b~l~(6~1~--~ 
Date Time: 11412013 12:27:42 PM 

Name (b)(61 

11412013 Email.,_b .... 1~(6....,) ___ ~ 
2:27: 17 Comp a,nts: nappropnate Screening/Pat Down Screening. 

PM Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):San Diego Airport, heading for Alaska Airlines Flight 491 December 30, 2012, incidenl al security checkpoint, approximately 3:00 pm. 

11412013 
2:48:02 

PM 

Comments:After I chose to opt out of a scanner, a female security officer conducted a sexually intrusive pat down on my body. She positioned her body in a manner that blocked her co-workers or anyone else's view of her hand at the moment when 
she touched my breast and genitals. The breast and genitals were touched ma sexually intrusive manner on only one side of the body, so obviously, if you argue that it is part of secunty procedures to examine these body parts, the officer did not 
repeat the search equally on both sides of the body. In other words, she got away with "touching" me inappropriately for her own benefit. 
Recently I have gone through pat downs 6 times while traveling. Three of I hem have been done efficienlly and professionally, which allows me to compare pat downs, and to know when I am being touched sexually. 
This first official complaint marks the third time that my genitals (and now breast) have been touched sexually by a TSA officer in the United States. My rights are being violated and I am getting tired of being sexually abused by TSA officers while 
traveling. 
Commentary: Why is this happening? Are security pat down officers asked about their sexual orientation when hired? Maybe a sexual orientation screening among TSA officers will protect the public from sexual abuse of same gender pat downs. 

Caller went to Jamaica on December 7 via JetBlue. There was a NOi in the bag. His lock was damaged. There was nothing missing. The airline atlendent at check in told him to put the lock on it. Caller says that he had to have a patdown. Caller wants 
to know why we opened his bag without calling him over the intercom and letting him open it. Caller wants to know what in his bag set off the alarm, Caller says he will seek legal advice. 

Advised ca Iler: 
We suggest passengers do not lock their luggage. The bags go through x-ray. If any alarms go off, we have to open the bag and do a hand inspection. There are certain ,terns that cannot go on a plane. If an alarm is triggered. we have to make sure 
that there is not one of these items in the bag. If a hand inspection is required. we have to cut the lock or cut the bag, but we have to go in the bag. This is policy and I cannot change that. There are two brands of locks that we have master keys for. 
They are Travel Senlry and Safe Skies. I cannot tell him exactly what in his bag set off the alarm. It could have been anything. 

The ca 11 e rs mother was travel mg from DEN to SAT with SW from Gate C 33 and wh, I e going through sec u nty screening at approx. 12: 30p m to 1 : OOp m through Term i na I East his mother had to go through secondary sere en in 
the gate and once he was done with screening and realized it he walked to where she was being screened and made a comment that she was going through secondary screening. The TSO,!(b)(6:, !(possibl (b::,(6) 

11412013 making comments she would give him the long glove 

He was es cortmg her to 
then said that if he kept 

5:36:16 
PM 

Dun ng the p atdown his mother made a comment about feel mg I, ke a terrorist because of the extra screening and the TSO then ye 11 ed at her to never say th at ag am because the T SOs take th at very seriously. He Ii 11 ed out a comment ca rd at the 
checkpoint to make a comp I a int a bout the treatment of the TSO and it was suggested he cal I to a I so file a complaint, I apologized for the experience and exp I a i ned th at: Every person and item must be sere ened before entering the secured a re a, and 
the way the screening is conducted is impor1ant. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring thal all passengers are trealed with dignity, respect, and cour1esy. I also explained that I would forward his informalion to the CSM al DEN for review. 



PM 

1/412013 
8:0619 

PM 

Incident Details: The caller is diabetic and she has an insulin pump that she is not able to disconnect from for the screening. She stated on her previous trip the TSO agents argued with her about going thru the AIT. The caller is unable to disconnect 
from her pump, and she already had one insulin pump ma I function because the TSO insisted she go th ru the A IT, The passenger stated on this mo st recent trip she tried to exp I a in to the agents she wo u Id need to get a patdown because of the pump 
and they gave her grief and argued with her aboul the screening. The one agenl which gave the passenger lhe most grief and extremely insislant I hat she go lhru the AIT. The caller slated the TSO agent and was young, dark complextion female, wilh 
a thin frame, she is unsure of her ethnicity. There was another female agent that was also present and the passenger tried to explain to her the situation and she stated she was not receptive to her issue. The second female agent was tall, blond hair. 
caucas,on. medium bu, Id. The cal I er said she went thru TSA checkpoint about 2 pm. 

I apologized to the caller and advised I would send her informalion to the CSM al DEN. I advised the caller lhe AIT is completely voluntary and she is permitted 10 opl out and have a patdown. I advised lhe caller she could requesl a TSO supervisor on 
her next flight if she requested a patdown and one was not provided. The caller provided her email in the event the CSM needed to contact her for additional info. she also provided her flight info below. 

DEN 
12-24-2012 
gateA-24 
flight# 1544 
Fronteir Airlines 
departed@ 3:20pm 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time : 11412013 7:25:15 PM 
Airport, SAN - San Diego Intl-Lindbergh Field Date/Time o!Travel, 12/30/2012 3:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: Alaska Airlines 491 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Security Screening/Patdown area TSA Employee: (If Known), heavy set younger 
female with dark hair Comment : As previously officially reported to TSA, this woman touched my breasl and genilals inappropriately during a pal down. She should be watched by a supervisor or not allowed to do pal downs on females. If she look the 
liberty to do that on my body, she's probably repeating the offense with others. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email . k .. b ... l._(6"-.. '-, ___ __. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



11412013 
8:06 27 
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THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: ~f b_ •• _,(6_._I --~ 
Date Time: 114/2013 7: 12:37 PM 

Namer1(6i 
Email bi(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight #:719/Fronlier/Terminal B/Orlando International Airport, Orlando, Florida/Gate:90/Date: 3 January 20131 TSA agents involvedkb)(ff•, I 
Comments:! went through OIA's TSA checkpoint for gates 60-120 on Thursday. January 3, 2013 at approximately 12:45pm. I was in a line for the scanners (under clothing) when I "opted out". I was told to wait for a pat down by a metal detector 
behind the scanner. while my luggage, laptop. and other valuables continued on through the x-ray machine and down the conveyor belt on the other side. I did not have a clear view of my items and I had to wait at this point for approximately 5 minutes. 
I heard one of the TSA agents call for a female agent for me 3 times before one showed up. During this time, several (at least 6 or 7) airline passengers went through the scanner and went by my items that were sitting on the conveyor belt. I even saw 
one person (non-TSA) move what I think were the bins containing my ilems down the conveyor belt. When lhe female TSA agent finally came to me to lei me lhrough the gale for the pat down, she immediately had a negative altitude toward me. I was 
crying because I could not see my items and I thought someone had already stolen my laptop (the non-TSA person I saw move my stuff from the conveyor belt). I told the TSA agent that I could not see my things clearly and she said no one has passed 
ahead of me through the scanner. I said to her that "'this is untrue'". I said it calmly, in a speaking voice (1.e. non-threateningly and not loudly). The TSA agent whipped around and starred at me silently as though she was about to hit me. This woman 
was angry and I do not know why. She lied to me about my items and when I gently tried to correct her (only once), she acted aggressively. This is not someone who should be in a position of any power or interacting with the public. She had me stand 
off to the side of the scanner "traffic" and began her schpiel about pat downs. I was still crying because I did not know if my things had been stolen from lhe conveyor belt and this woman was terrifying. She refused to do lhe pat down even though I lold 
her I consented to it and I just wanted to get it over with. I repeatedly said that I was NOT objecting to the pat down. She made me wait while she called her supervisor.~hile we were waiting for the supervisor, this TSA agent told me I was 
"embarrassing myself" and that I was being ndiculous. I was not shouting, I was following the agent's commands, and no one would have known there was a problem u~y looked at my face and saw me crying. I was upset and being told that this 
was my fault and that I was "embarrassing myself" by a hostile, angry TSA agent that. at that point, really does have the power to em ban-ass me. This is a terrifying situation for a civilian. The supervisor came over with another female and attempted to 
diffuse the situalion. The original TSA agent again refused to perform the pat down. I told lhe supervisor that I was not refusing a pat down and that I would comply wilh whatever needed to be done. The supervisor slill seemed upsel and told me that I 
was standing in the way, despite the fact that I was standing exactly where the original TSA agent told me to stand for the pat down. Finally, the agents let me collect my remaining items from the conveyor belt. I was made to stand off to the side and 
was finally given a pat down by another TSA agent. Dunng the pat down, the agent went over my genitals twice. I think that this is not protocol. especially because there were no questions about this area (i.e. I did not have on baggy clothing and the 
TSA agent did not find anything suspicious). I am a petite person and I always wear tight clothing through security to try to avoid this situation. So, to me. that says that I was frisked in an inappropriate manner because I made another TSA agent angry. 
After lhe pat down, I was given the all clear to go on 10 my gate. I later asked another TSA agent the names of the people involved by pointing them oul to thal agent.fb)(ffdwas lhe supervisor and kb·•,(6!was either the orginal (angry, hostile) female 
TSA agent or the one that finally gave me the pat down (they looked similar: black. 30-40s, overweight/obese females with there hair tied back). Having to get a pat down is humiliating enough, but when someone thinks their things have been stolen, 
TSA agents should be trained to be a little nicer. I would like to know what will be done about the situation I was put m and why it took so long for a female TSA agent to come and get me. 

I have a complaint about the screening process during my la st fiig ht, 
I recently fiew from ABO to IAD Jan 1. My flight was scheduled to leave at 8: 17 bul was delayed uni ii 8:45. When I reached the scanning 
machines- I opted out and requested a pat down. I am 24 weeks pregnant. At that time, the agent requested a female assist with the 
walkie- tal k1e. For the next 15 mm utes. I waited while he requested a female assist 4 more times. No one came to a ss1st. He eventua 11 y asked for a male assist to rel ,eve one of the le male I uggage x- ray scanners so she co u Id come pat me down. 
There were only 3 women on the floor at the time- 2 women x-ray scanners and 1 woman supervisor, 

11512013 If families and children are able to go through the metal detectors- -then pregnant women should be able to as well. If that isn't the case, TSA needs to make sure that enough women are on the floor to assist when needed. The long wait time due to 

1 :o7,38 staffing was nothing but incompetent. 

PM 
Yes, I realize this was a day after a holiday- however, this was inexcusable. 
I hope this matter is resolved and doesn't occur again. 

Please feel free to call me to discuss anything lurther .. !!,.b._i(._6"·-, ____ __, 

kb)(61 I 



Caller Is wanting to report a complaint. Caller worked for Delta Airlines for many years but is now retired She said that recently it seems every time she takes a fi1ght she gets patted down and TSO s wipe her hands for explosive matenals. Callers 
states that a lot of her bras are underwire and she has metal implants as well. Caller states that if she were come through the checkpoint with no bra on she feels that she still would get a patdown. 

E sea I ated to Sup erv i sof5i('§'j'7 I spoke with the ca 11 er who complained that she is being system ati ca 11 y se I ected for add iii on a I screening n ea rty every time that she flies. She spoke with an S TSO who gave her a complaint card to sh are her comments 
and make a formal com~e, to her questions and allegations I asked about whether she was having issues printing her boarding pass. think of the TRIP program. she said no. I felt that that would rule out any Redress issues. 

ETD swabbing is completely harmless to passengers. The swabs are made of fabric or paper and do not contain any chemicals. To ensure the health of travelers, screening swabs are used only once. A Transportation Security Officer (TSO) first 
swabs a passenger's hands or accessi b I e property and then p I aces the swab inside an ETD unit. The ETD unit analyzes the swab lo r the p rese nee of residue from explosives. Any a I a rm gene rated by the ETD sere en i ng process requires the passenger 
to undergo additional screening. 

Because the described incident occurred at a security checkpoint, we have forwarded your email to the Customer Service Manager at the given airport. 

11512013 TS A monitors the nature of i nq ui ri es we receive to 1 rack 1 rends and spot areas of concern 1 hat may require s pecia I attention, This ongoing p race ss wi 11 e na bl e us to ensure prom pt. corrective action whenever we d ete rmi n e that s ecuri ty-s c reeni ng 
4:01 :03 policies need modification or specific employees or screener learns are the subjecls of repeated complaints. 

PM 

115/2013 
7:07:48 

PM 

116/2013 
9:15:13 

AM 

She asked where she could also mail a complaint. I instructed her to the TSA website where she could find the HQ address. She also wanted to send her complaint to the President. I told her that I could not provide that address. but to look for an 
address on the intern et, 

I then explained the ETD information to her in detail (above) and apologized for her circumstance at the screening checkpoint and explained that I would send her complaint to the CSM at LAX. 

Flight info: 

Date 1-2-13 at 10pm 

Gate--A-54 

Delta 933 LAX to TPA 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!~(b_-._,(6_-_I --~ 
Date Time: 11512013 6:23:06 PM 

······················---------------····························· 

S ecuri Issues Al I 01 her Security Issues 
Name bl 
Email l"1""h"".,1-,,R.,. __ ,---------, 

M essag e: When opting out of the backs caller machine at Fort Laude rd ale airport I ask the TSO if I cou Id stand where I could see my I uggage and was to Id no, the re we re plenty of cameras on 11. I exp I a i ned to him that I thought I was required to keep 
my luggage in view at all times and he informed me that I should've kept it in my possession until the were ready to give me my patdown. 
I would like a clarification of I his policy. While I undersland the cameras were on it, this has not stopped theft al TSA Checkpoinls in the past. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Pl-(b_-~i(_6~1 --~ 
Date Time: 115/2013 7:54:06 PM 

Name (b1(6) 
Email b1(6) 
Comp a, nts: na pp ro pn ate cree ni ng/ Pat Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):lo sic from ORLANDO. 
Comments:FUCK YOU TSAI I HOPE At.L OF YOU CHOKE ON A COCK AND DIEi IF I SAY I DONT WANT TO GO THROUGH THE FUCKING SCANNER THAT MEANS I DONT WANT TO GO THROUGH THE SCANNER' DONT TRY AND TALK 
ME INTO IT JUST PAT ME DOWN YOU JACK BOOTED FUCKING COMUNIST THUGS1 I WILL BE FILING ANY LAWSUIT I POSSIBLY CAN OVER THIS AND I HAVE ALL THE INDIVIDUALS NAMES AND THEIR SUPERVISORS NAMES AND 
TITLES. FUCK YOU, GO ROT IN A DITCH AND ILL SEE YOU IN COURT FUCKHEADS! 



11612013 
9:15:20 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:""!(b~l-'-(6~··-' __ __. 
Date Time: 115/2013 7A2:20 PM 

Name(b)(61 
Email b)(61 
Comp a,n s:· nappropna e creen,ng Pat Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Every flight I have ever been on· 
Comments:1 lind that making people choose between letting strangers see you naked or getting molested offensive, against our rights and illegal. In addition. getting yelled at and receiving rude treatment from tsa employees is disgusting. For 
example, I was chastised for "flinchinq" while bernq molested or "'patted down"' as you say. This is a qross violation of our riqhts and makes me not want to fly_ 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Screening 
Cu rTent Date/Ti me · 115120 13 7: 26 :06 PM 
Ai rpo r1 : DEN - Denver I nl ernationa I 
Date/Time of Travel · 12/26/2012 
Airline & Flight Number : Frontier 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : Security 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 

116/2013 Comment. I carry two 5 ml vials of medication when I travel. The medication needs to be hand-screened as light denatures it. My doctors and pharmacist recommend that it be hand-screened as they don't know what X-rays will do to it. 
9:15:24 &quot;l&quot: can go through the regular screening and so can my bags. (It is just the medication that can't.) But on top of that. because I ask for the meds to be hand-screened I am subject to having my luggage searched and an embarrassing. 

AM invasive pat down. 
If I he meds were 10 go th rough the regu I ar screening. what more would you see than you can see wi I h your eyes? It makes no sense. 
I don·t want to fly anymore. It is hard enough to travel with meds that have to be kept cold and in the dark. Now I'm made to feel like a criminal as well' 
Would you like a re _ ? · 

Passenger's Na~,._ ~-=·'--,__J 
Phone Number : (b 1(6 I 
Email b1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



11612013 
1:12:45 

PM 

Original email date and time was 1-5-2013 at 3: 15PM (DBW] 

What happened? 
On my way through secunty at the Ph1ladelph1a airport (PHL) on 12131112 at approximately 
2PM, I told a TSA agent that I was not comfortable being exposed to any radiation as a result of 
the full-body scanners, and that I preferred a pal down. He was rude in his reception of my 
request and then muttered something about there not being any radiation associated with the 
mi 11 i meter wave sea n ne rs. I c I arifi ed this statement with h, m and he said ag am that there was no 
radiation and that that had only been true of "the o Id ones,'' by which I assumed he meant the 
backscatler scanners. So, I went through only 10 have to receive a pat down anyway (which 
was suddenly na trouble on the at her side al the scanner) because of the beading on my shirt. 
After getting through security, I looked onlme (on my phone that had already been in the x-ray 
at the time of my request) and found that there is a small amount of radiation associated with 
the millimeIer wave scanners. My problems with this are as follows: I was misinformed either 
deliberately ar for lack of training by a government agent; there is no requirement 1 O disclose 
th at th ere is rad1ati on associated with the m, 11 i meter wave sea nne r, nor that some respected 
authorities advise again st its use be ca use the long-te nm effects of the mi 11 i meter wave sea nne rs 
have not been sludied; in addition to the huge invasion of privacy, subjecling any young person 
who wants to have kids ta radiation levels of any sort "without" probable cause is unnecessary 
and asks p eo pie Ii ke myse If to take on unwarranted risk. 

When did I his happen? Please provide lhe approximate time of the experience. If 
ongoing, please indicate when the problem began. 
The prob I em of not being accurate I y informed about the rad i at,on I eve Is of 
fu I I-body sea nne rs or the pat down a I tern ati ve is deli nite I y an ongoing issue I've encountered 
since lhey began 10 be implemented. Al PHL, however, there seem to be no options to avoid 
the scanners. Everyone seems to be expected toga through them and the TSA staff are not 



11612013 
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THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1PJ,_(b_I_(6_) ___ _, 
Date Time: 116/2013 11 :57:59 AM 

Namef b 1(6) 
Email1h·11rr-, 
Complaints:My Complaint is Not Listed Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Tue, 01JAN13 UA782 A ALBUQUERQUE, NM 
(ABQ) 8:20 AM WASHINGTON, DC 
(IAD - DULLES) 2:02 PM 
Comments: I sent an ema i I regarding my comp I ai nt and got a generic em ai I a bout AIT. I would appreciate ii my em ai I was read and responded to reg a rd i ng my actua I comp I a int. 
I have a complaint about the screening process during my last flight. 
I recently flew from ABO to IAD Jan 1 My flight was scheduled to 
leave at 8: 17 but was delayed until 8:45. When I reached the scanning 
machines- I opted out and requested a pat down. I am 24 weeks 
pregnant. At that time, lhe agenl requested a female assisl with lhe 
walkie- talkie. For the next 15 minutes, I waited while he requested 
a female assist 4 more times. No one came to assist. He eventually 
asked for a male assist to relieve one of the female luggage x-ray 
scanners so she could come pat me down. There were only 3 women on 
the floor at the time- 2 women x-ray scanners and 1 woman supervisor. 

If families and children are able to go through the metal detectors
•then pregnant women should be able to as well. If that isn'I the 
case, TSA needs to make sure that enough women are on the floor to 
assist when needed. The long wait time due to staffing was nothing 
but incompetent. 

Yes, I realize this was a day after a holiday- however, this was inexcusable. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: f,_h_·1_1_r;_·-, ---~ 
Date Time: 11612013 10:49:30 AM 

······················---------------····························· 

1:13:28 Name.,.b~·~5~·-_, ---~--~ 

PM Email !'-b--i)+(6--;'-----,-....,...---' 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate cree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc):Alaska flt 4, Sea-Tac airport, Secunty checkpoint at C gates. TSA agent IWH~}P) 
Comments: I am a lu 11 ti me whee I chair us er and notified this agent that I am una b I e to stand. She asked ii my seat cushion is removable. As it is a ac ea by Vel era, I said yes. She th en to Id me she needed to remove it to put it through the sea nne r. 
When I said I didn't believe that to be lhe case, she finally agreed 10 pat down the cushion by asking me to lift up my buttocks and her pressing down on the cushion rather than transfer out of my chair. 

If I am riqht that a pass enq er can't be required to transfer out of their whee I chair, p I ease notify the aqe nt of that fa ct. 



Caller stated th at he wants to know what the stand a rd procedures a re lo r a general patdown, and whether or not a passenger wo u Id have to go through a paid own 1f they go through the WT MD and 11 doesn t alarm. He wants to know if th ere is AIT at 
LAX. His daughter felt uncomfortable during a patdown procedure. and he wants to know ii there is an issue with what happened at the checkpoint, and also if there s somewhere specific that he needs to contact ii he does have a complaint. He also 
wants to know whelher or not patdowns are slill incorporated randomly, or if there s always a specific reason I hat I hey are conducted. 
His 19 year-old daughter went through the Virgin America checkpoint, Gate 37 at LAX this morning around 8:40 a.m. She was on flight 781 going from LAX to SEA scheduled to leave at 9. She went presented her ID at the checkpoint, and then on 
through the WT MD, which did not a ct,vate. Once she went through the re, she received a paid own, and this is where she le It u n comfo rtab I e. He stated that the ofli cer, whose name she did not get. used the pa Im of her hand to rub, not pat. the area of 
her abdomen and up to the border zone of her I owe r ch est area, His daughter felt as thought it could possibly be considered sexua I ly threatening , and it ma de her fee I u ncomfo rta bl e. 
A brief description of the officer is that she is an African-American woman, approximately 20-30 years of ago, short and above the ideal body weighl. 
A brief description of his daughter,!rh··,1r;-·, ps approximately 5 6, 120 lbs. She has shoulder length black hair and was wearing an olive green leather jacket, dark blue jeans and dark brown military style boots. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

11612013 Patdowns are used to resolve alarms from the walk through meIaI detector (WTM DJ, when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, as well as when random screening activities are conducted. 

3:31:16 
PM 

11612013 
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PM 

11612013 
6:1920 

PM 

I to Id h, m that a passenger can not chaos e to go through the WT MD only. but would have to either go through the AIT or a patdown. If the airport or che c kpornt they go to doesn t have the AIT, then they would have to go through a p atdown. I told him 
that LAX is on the list of airports that either has AIT or is scheduled to get it. but I could not give him definite infonmation as to whether or not they definitely had it, or ii the checkpoint she went through had the machine. 
hllp: www.tsa.gov ait-frequenlly-asked-questions 

The TSO should be describing the procedures he or she is using. TSOs are required to use the back of the hand to patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas. TSOs are required to use the front of the hand. 

I told him thal I could either take his complainl and send it 10 lhe CSM at lhe airport, or he could contact them directly. He chose to describe the incident 10 me, since I could not provide him wilh exacl hours of the CSM al the airport. I did e,plain to him 
how to contact them by calling 866-289-9673. pressing option 5, and entering the airport code when prompted. 

Since he chose to provide the information to me, I told him that I would get his information, take the complaint, and then send it to the CSM at the airport. They could look into the incident, and see ii there was anything that was inappropriate during the 
screening, and could conIacI him further if I hey needed any more information from him. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remot~ Client.IP:(~~%:: I 
Date Time: 116120 : : 

Name 1h··,1frI 
Email b1(6) 
Comp a, nl s: na pp ro pri a e cree n, ng IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flying from Dulles to Rome on Friday, January 4 on United 966 
Comments:My father and son are travelling together. My son called me Friday afternoon after they got to their departure gate at Dulles. My father. who is 82, had great difficulty at the TSA inspection point. We had reviewed your site and told Dad he 
wouldn't have to remove his shoes. Apparently your staff at Dulles doesn't know this, My father had to submit to additional scans after being humiliated. Your staff should know the latest rules and follow them, No one should be mistreated in this 
manner. 
Caller states that he was molested at a che c kpornt during a patdown by the TSO. Also, he wanted the patdown proced ute exp I a i ned. 

Advised ca Iler: 
I apoligize for your experience. 

Flight information: 
Flight path: ( nol provided) 
Flight date time: a few weeks ago unsure 
FI Ig ht # ( not provided) 
Airline: (not provided) 
Airporl: Salt Lake City 
Gate Terminal: (not provided) 
Email: (not provided) 
TSO description: didnt look at him 



11612013 
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THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPkb 1(6) 
Date Time: 1 16/ 20.!i1"'3,.;6"":..,.4""9 :""3""1 ""P"'M-,-...., 

Nam~b-"i(6) 
Ema;b)(6) 

Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):LAS Vegas McCarran International Airport Security Check. 
Comments:My husband and I travel to Phoenix monthly to Cancer Treatment Centers of America. He has stage 4 cancer. He requires Boost as he is unable to eat and is rapidly losing weight. We have brought Boost before and after it was .rayed, all 
they did was w1 pe the bottles with a cloth. 0 n Wednesday, Jan. 2nd. a young female sec u nty person d ec1d ed to do a power p I ay. She insisted that my husband (who 1s in a whee I ch air) go through a ful I body pat down, inc I ud i ng his "privates." He 
refused and started to get back to his wheelchair. She yelled at him: "Don't you walk away from me. You stand right there or I'll have you an-ested." She called for a male agent and he agreed that ii my husband did not allow the pat down the Boost 
would be thrown away. He then threw it away. Then my husband was allowed to get in his chair and even1ually board the plane WITHOUT BEING PUT THROUGH A PAT-DOWN. This had nothing to do wilh them needing to check my husband further 
for security purposes or they would have patted him down or sent him home. It had only to do with a young female agent wanting to "strut her stuff" so to speak and show her power. All she succeeded in doing was let many other travellers see what a 
sad situation was being played out before them. And of course, my husband did not have his Boost until about 9:30 the next night when we returned home. No, they do not have Boost at the hospital. Things like this should never happen to people, yet I 
re ad co nsta ntl y where certain agents a re rude and have I et their uniform put some kind of sick power plays in their heads instead of a 11 owing their uni form to make peop I e fee I they are protected, 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Pf b 1(6) 
Date Time: 1 16/ 20.!i1"'3,...1'"'1"': o"'a"":""46""""P"'M.,....... 

Name (bi(6i 
Email b1(6) 
Comp a1n s; nappropna e creen1ng at Down Screening: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):at PIT on Jan 4, 2013. 
Comments:My husband and I were returning from a holiday vacation to family and heading to TPA. I did everything I was supposed to as far as putting things on the belt to be scanned. There were so many people there and it was so hard to hear 
anything. I got into the scanner but did not hear the person say stay 8 seconds and I get out and am told that I need to be patted down. I was upset about this as i do not like to be touched by people I do not know. Well I had to be patted down and I told 
the screener that I wanted privacy because no I did not want to be patted down in front of around 500 people. How degrading. So I had to go into a room and be patted down. Again degrading. I have around 300,000 frequent flyer miles and now am not 
sure if or when I will fiy again. I felt viola led . As a therapist I looked al all the people on my flight and could by looking at them tell they were not 1errorists but grandparents, college and high school studenls. its a shame that because of 1 % of terrorisls , 
99% of people take a chance of having to be patted down. (which is violating). I work with sexual abuse survivors who as children could not tell their abusers to not touch them but they can't tell the TSA not to touch them. I can tell you that if I had an 
abuse survivor go through what I had to. th at they would have to return to therapy to deal with this. This is u n acceptab I e. For myself I should have been ab I e to go back in the sea nne r and try ag am. Also you s hou Id have peop I e who are sea nne rs who 
have loud voices as the sere en i ng a re a is always a loud place. 



Dear TSA criminals. 

Here is an article al the tap ten reasons you should quit your jobs. 

11712013 TUESDAY, DECEMBER 18, 2012 
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TSA Rants one year later 

http://1.bp.blogspat.com/-0Xotqb3MTLO/U NFUs-xvUzl/AAAAAAAAERY/JmloYHuhYvM/s 1600/Jennifer-Hudsan-pat--dawn-1.jpg 
A year ago I started a Twitter account to track citizen complaints about the U.S. Transportation Security Administration. I called it HYPERLINK "https:1/twitter.com/TSArants" \nTSA Rants. 
Over the past 12 months. I've documented more than 23,000 complaints about the TSA And that barely scratches the surface. I sampled just a few hours of Twitter traffic a day, when my schedule allowed. The actual number of TSA complaints on 
Twitler is easily several times higher than that. 
Needless to say. people writing on Twitter have a lat al ill will toward the TSA. 
What follows is a brief summary of those citizen complaints about the agency. in no particular order. 

1. Molesling a11ractive women 

The TSA pats down a lot of attractive women. HYPERLINK "'http://techmed1atarnment.blogspot.com/2012/121tsa-agents-like-to-pat-down-pretty.html'" \nas I've previously written. These women don't fit anybody's profile of a potential terrorist. But TSA 
agents continue to fee I up young ladies either because they Ii ke point I ess ·random" pat downs or they' re perverts, 

2. Conducting racial profiling 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ(bi(61 
Date Time: 1161213 U,9:40 PM 
······················---------------····························· 

Namefbl(61 
Email b1(6) 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 
Comments The la st three times w hi I e going through the imaging machine at the Toledo, Ohio airport the machine s hawed something in the a re a of my rig ht wrist. 
I wore differenl shirts for each flight and none were of heavy fabric. 

I rol I ed up my s I eeve and could show th at nothing 1s the re. 
They could see up my sleeve and my bare wrist and feel my shirt but they still insisted they have to Pat me down. 
That is just not right. 
Yau people have na camman sense. 

THERE WAS NOTH ING THERE AT ANY TIME. 

Your machine needs to be checked and fixed. 

And Stop touching people when the re is no need. 



Fromfo1(6) 
Sent: Sunday, January 06. 201 ~ 8 Ur 1--'M 
To: ContactCenter@dhs.gov: DHSOIGHOTLINE@dhs.gov: executive_Oirector@aclu.org: HelpDesk@tsa•hraccess.com: nora.castro@sanantonio.gov: (b)(ff:, trip@dhs.gov: TSA· 
ContactCenter@dhs.gov: TSA.Ombudsman@dhs.gov; tsahotline@afge.org: YBOU '-'--""-------------------------' 
Subject: TSA Rants one year later 

Dear TSA criminals, 

11712013 
10:11:11 

AM Here is an article of the top ten reasons you should quit your jobs. 

117/2013 

Sincerely, 

fh1/R1 

Phone: ~!(b_)~(6_, __ ~ 

HYPERLINK~b~)_(6~)-----------------~ 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:~!rh_-_il_R_·-, __ __. 
Date Time: 1/712013 11 :56:57 AM 

······················---------------····························· 

12:43:52 Nam 1h·I1r;·-, 
PM Emai..,l "'"b"'"1""'(6"") ___ ...___, 

Comp a, n s: na pp ro pr, a e cree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc):Flight #94, AA. JFK/gate 7. (app. 5:30 thru screening process). January 6, 2012. 
Comments:My daughter was going thru the screening process and was told by the TSA agent that they needed to inspect her MAC computer. They took several minutes and in the process proceeded to send her backpack thru the screening machine. 
They then pointed to my daughter so lhat she would see ii and pick the bag up. She went to the gate and inspected her backpack to make sure lhat her money was in lhere only to see that the MAC was never pul back or given to her. I lhink lhis is 
outrageous behavior. Luckily she had time to return to the screening area and once she asked about it they gave it back to her. What if she didn't. Do they do this all the time. I want these people reprimanded. They almost ruined a young woman 
semester abroad. She is very upset and doesn't understand how this is allowed to happen. 



11712013 
2:01:22 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ""(b~)-'-(6~••-' __ __. 
Date Time: 117/2013 1:10:02 PM 

Namefb)(6) 
Email_b 1(6) 
Complaints:My Complaint is Not Listed Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):American Airlines flight 780: ORD (Chicago OHare)Terminal 3 First Class Checkpoint wilh TSA Pre Screen. Date 
Wed Jan 2 2013 approx 4:30 AM. Issue with Pre TSA ineligibility and a pat down alternative to imaging at this checkpoint. 
Comments: I have just spoken to American Airlines Executive Platinum custom er service and was di re cted to open a case number ( not me rely leaving comments) with the TSA. The re a re 2 separate cases that require your re sol utIon vi a em a i I. At the 
first class pre tsa checkpoint I was informed that for some reason for the first time in one year I was not eligible for the TSA pre select. I was then told that since I had an infant child I could not use this first class checkpoint especially setup for American 
to avoid lhe situation that then developed. I was lold ii was because of an imaging station can't be used by adults carrying infant children. I was nol given the option of a pat down at the first class checkpoinl. I want to ensure that this does nol conlinue 
in the future and the American Airlines Executive Pl at i num and First Class passengers trave Ii ng with infants can opt for a pat down at this checkpoint. 
I have contacted American Air I in es th at was ap pa 11 ed at the Ire atme nt of one of their be st customers. They want ALL first cl ass and executive p I a tin um customers to use this checkpoint exc I us i vely at ORD and no other. 
I want to clarify that traveling with an infant and selecting a pat down in lieu of refusing imaging when with a child will be honored by the TSA and to further acknowledge that the TSA personnel who told us we cannot use this checkpoint, designed for us 
by American, was in error. 

A second case involves (b)(ff• a TSA supervisor at ORD in Tewioal 3 At the mrn checkpoint (not first class) at ORD terminal 3 my laptop was stolen by another 1nd1v1dual and eventually returned to the TSA. There was an after hours "'lost and 
found" that had my laptop that (b-•1(6) said I could not retrieve itl(b••1(6)nformed me the next day thatl(b •• 1(6) f,,as incoCTect and in error. A special trip had to be made to the airport to retrieve my stolen and then recovered laptop 
due to the actions of (b-•1(6) 01 being aware of the after hours TSA line. 
I respectively await your reply and will cut and paste this to American Airlines Executive Platinum desk for your response. 
The caller is traveling on Thursday from MKE to IAH to Cost Rica , She has a titanium shoulder and is concerned about going through screening expeditiously because she only has one hour between flights. She has to get from one side of the airport 
to anolher. 

She asked if there is a way to expedite this in any way. 

She indicated that she would have to leave the secured a re a. 

The ca 11 er stated that she knew the s c reem ng p race ss. 

I explained firsl. that she may not have to go through TSA screening as long as she remains in the secured area of the airport. Depending on lhe layout of lhe airporl, she may have to leave the secured area to make her conneclion flight. 

11712013 She asked where to request AIT screening. 
2:18:14 

PM I advised that she inform the TSO of the metal implanl and perhaps where is ii located before the screening proces begins. 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a patdown. 

I advised that the only way that to possible expedite the screening would be to required to receive a pat down. I cannot guarantee that she will not receive a pat down even if she goes through the AIT 

I explained that she would opt of the WTMD and requires! AIT screening when she presents her ID and boa ding pass at the checkpoint. She can inform the TSO of the metal implant and request to be screened by the AIT if it is available. 



11712013 
4:04:44 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP l(b)(6I 
Date Time: 117 / 20""1 ""3 ""3"'2"'0,...: 4"'2...,,P'"M,-...., 

Nam~n~I ] Email b1(6) 
Co,,. di: .H ,app,op,,ate 5c,J,,ing/Pat Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Lax-American Airlines approx 330pm 1212812012 lane 7a 
Comments Rudely hand I ed by TSA ag ent:§Rfil _ 
When returning to Dfw" from Lax on the time and date mentioned shoved I was rudely approached by TSA agentfilill:l,,hile dismantling stroller for my 3 month old daughter. The TSA agent yelled while instructing me to move to another aisle and 
before i was able to move he placed his hands on me and shoved me. I immediately made a complaint with the TSA supervisor and was given these instructions to file a fomner complaint. The agent was also confronted by my mother after he continue 
to yell and point me in lhe direction to go. It is not policy for an agent 10 put their hands on a 1raveller unless a search is warranted lei alone to shove a cilizen and yell al them. I have forwarded this issue to my a11orne~(b":,(6) pnd am requesting 
that the video tapes and reports made are reviewed and this issue be addressed as well as follow up with me advising the action that has taken place regarding this agent. 
I see your Nazi goons are still in action , , , .and with profanities, too!'!!!'! 

l(b1(6) I Detained By TSA 

Talk show host threatened with arrest for not removing shoes 

11112013 f .. b_)_(B_, ____ ...., 

4:06 09 [b)(ff, PM ._ ____ _...., 

January 7, 2013 

Radio talk show host and ardent Homeland Security critic[b::,(6) I was detained by the TSA at Austin-Bergstrom airport earlier today and threatened with arrest for refusing to take his shoes off at a security checkpoint. 

Traveling to New York to appear on CNN's Piers Morgan TonightJ(b)(6 !had already showed his ID as he approached the metal detectorj(b)(ff:1land colleague kb)(ff:, foticed that a large number of people across all age ranges were not removing 
their shoes as they walked through the metal detector. The x-ray body scanners were not in use. 

As soon as he approached secu ri ty,f b ::, ( 6 I was addressed by a T SA screen er who said, "Hello f b) ( 6:1 I' ind i eating that she knew who he was. and immediately ordered him to remove his shoes. 



I see your Naz, goons are st, 11 in action .... and with pro fan iii es, too' ., 11 ., 

... rb_,_(6_l_~loetained By TSA 

Talk show host threatened with arresl for not removing shoes 

11712013 ,_l(b_i_(B_, ____ _. 

4:~~09 l ... (b_)_(6_1 __ ~ 

117/2013 
6:11:47 

January 7, 2013 

Radio I al k show ho st and ardent Home I and Security cri Ii c Alex Jones was del ai n ed by the TSA at Aus Ii n• B ergsl ro m airport earlier lad ay and th re ate n ed with a rresl lo r refusing to take his shoes off at a s ecuri I y checkpoint. 

Traveling to New York to appear on CNN's Piers Morgan Tonight, Jones had already showed his ID as he approached the metal de1ec1or. Jones and colleaguel(b)(ff:, foticed lhat a large number of people across all age ranges were not removing 
their shoes as they walked through the metal detector. The x-ray body scanners were not in use. 

As soon as he approached security, Jones was addressed by a TSA screener who said, "Hello Mr. Jones." indicating that she knew who he was, and immediately ordered him to remove his shoes. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov1contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1~(b)(6I ! 
Date Time: 1/712013 4:15:37 PM 

························---------------··························· 

PM Name (b)(ff1 
Email,.h-.-.,I-R-.1---------~ 

Comp a,n s: ncons,s en ifferent Practices between Airports) 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):LAX International checkpoint 4/5 January 7 around 1 pm. 
Comments:I waited 10 minutes out of sight of my baggage at a security che~t for a pat down. When they found an TSA employee to do the pat down I was not offered a private screening and the employee didn't explain the pat down at all. 
believe this isn't in line wilh TSA praclices. When I asked for the supervisor,K!:W.Jwas "unavailable" 
Callers daughter Just went to the airport to fly from from JFK to SLC via JetBlue at 7:10 p.m. Before the flight her 19 year old daughters wallet was stolen. so she d1dn t have her ID. They called JetBlue who explained alternative IDs. Her daughter 
presented her school ID, a copy of her birth certificate. and her vacci nation ca rd. When she presented these, the officer said oh my gosh you have to come with me, They took her to a room and done a p atdown where they touched her crate h. She had 
a face scrubber that she had got for Chrislmas lhat had a travel size (2 ounce) botlle of liquid in it. She didn t even know the liquid was in there and didn t know the liquids had to go in a bag, but lhey made her throw it away. Caller says that her 
daughter was scared because of the way they spoke to her and patted her down. Caller s daughter said that they treated her like a criminal. Caller says that her daughter never wants to fly again. Caller says that a supervisor came over and then 
passed the process over to a woman who patted her down. Ca 11 er says that she is mad and disgusted at how scared we made her d aug hte r. 
Airport: JFK 

11712013 Airline: JetBlue 
7:24:07 Date and Time: 1 7 13 7: 1 O p.m. 

PM 

Advised ca Iler: 
Liquids do have to be 3.4 ounces or less. but have to all fit into a one quart. clear plastic, resealable bag. The bag is removed from carry on at the checkpoint and placed in a separate bin. Any time someone uses alternative ID, they may be subject to 
add1t1ona I screening. As far as how they !al ked to her by saying oh my gosh because she presented a I tern ati ve ID, I would send this to the CSM, so they can address the situation with the employee. I wou Id need the flight number and the location. as 
far as what terminal, gate, or checkpoint she went through. Also. if she happened to catch any names. that would be helpful. Once she finds this out she should call us back and let us know. Whoever she gets will be able to see this record and all of the 
information I have gathered. They can then send I his to the CSM. 



11712013 
9:09:40 

PM 

11712013 
9:09:48 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:""!(b~l-'-(6~'----' 
Date Time: 117/2013 8A5:23 PM 

Security Is s u esAI I 01 her Security Issues 
Name :Al ex Jones. 
Emailfh 1/RI 
Message:Ale, Jones Delained By TSA Agent's that new his name and who he was. Anolher tolal embJrrasment for the TSA and their slave wage paid uneducated employees thal like 10 steal peoples presonal property and harass travelers. 

Radio talk show host and ardent Home I and Security critic Al ex Jones was detained by the T SA at Austi n-B ergstro m airport earlier tad ay and threatened with arrest lo r refusing to take his shoes off at a security che c kpornt. 

Traveling to New York to appear on CNNfs Piers Morgan Tonight. Jones had already showed his ID as he approached the metal detector. Jones and colleagu~ noticed that a large number of people across all age ranges were not removing 
their shoes as they wa I ked through the metal detector. The x-ray body sea nne rs were not in use. 

As soon as he approached security, Jones was addressed by a TSA screener who said, gHello Mr. Jones.h indicating that she knew who he was, and immediately ordered him to remove his shoes. 

When Jones refused, citing the fact that innumerable other people had not removed their shoes. the TSA screener claimed that only under 12CEs and over 75CEs were not mandated to remove footwear under TSA policy. 

When Jones contested the point. arguing that numerous travelers in their 40CEs had not removed their shoes, other TSA agents ordered him to take off his shoes, before Jones was approached by a police officer who immediately got in his face and 
started threatening him with arrest. 

Despite Jones! protests thal he was clearly being discriminaled against because he was a known critic of lhe TSA (the resl of the TSA screeners also knew him by name), the officer growled, gTake your damn shoes off or lfm gonna arrest you.h 

Not even giving Jones the option to I eave the airport, the cop contrn ued with th reals to arrest Jones and prevent him from flying as the radio host threatened to /1 I e a lawsuit for ci vi I rights violations. 

One of Jone sf primary concerns regarding the removal of shoes was the fact I hat he had caught athletes fool from thal very process in another airport years previously, meaning that he now carries a spare pair of socks to change into when he boards 
the aircraft. Jones emphasized that he was not a gclean freakh but that he never encountered such issues before having to take his shoes off at TSA security. 

I have been meaning to contact TSA since last fall but this has been my first opportunily to do so. I traveled to Vegas and Raleigh-Durham from Chicago (both airporls) and opted for a physical search rather than go through the electronic imager. As a 
retired police officer, I am acquainted with pat down protocols and noted that the thoroughness with which the searches were conducted varied greatly by city. While all the TSA agents were pleasant and professional, the searches performed in 
Chicago were much less comprehensive in nature and cou Id have missed items had th ere the re been any in the clothing at the neck Ii ne at the waistband as we 11 as in the hair. I am attributing this variance in searches to the training provided to the T SA 
staff. I hope that TSA will take appropriate action to ensure uniformity in training so that the Chicago TSA employees perform the same great job that they are doing in other municipalities. 

l(b)(61 

1/712013 Caller was flying out of MIA and while he was going thru a secondary patdown his carry on bag was inspected without being in his sight and he has a ring missing from his bag. 
9:1 O: 12 Informed how to contact the CSM thru option 5 on the IVR and emailed the SF95 package. 

PM 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP._[b_ •• _,(6_._I ---~ 
Date Time: 118/2013 5:50: 19 AM 

11812013 Flight Info (If applicable. 
8:17: 19 January 8, 2013 

AM 530AM. 

11812013 
9:54:23 

AM 

Comments: I was just subjected to yet another public frisking at the hands of your agents as punishment lo r refusing to go through the naked body sea nne rs, I am not a cri mi na I and I am getting very ti red of being treated as one, 
The Fourlh Amendment 10 lhe Constitution is supposed to protect citizens from this kind of unreasonable search. I consider both the naked scanners AND the frisking to be unreasonable searches which are conslilulionally prohibiled. 
These scanners are first and foremost illegal on their face because of civil liberties violations, but they also pose a potential radiation risk. and have been proven to be ineffective. Additionally, they are a huge waste of taxpayer money and resources. 
want them removed immediately. 
I also object to the latest outrage - that I am not permitted to keep my wallet on my person at all times. The screener actually hollered at me when I removed the cash from my own property before I allowed him to take it out of my sight. I kept it anyway -
and will continue do do so in lhe future, no ma1ter what arbilrary rules you make up in an effort to try 10 force 1ravelers to go through your naked scanners. 
I am a very frequent traveler and I supported creation of the TSA to provide consistent security at airports. However, you have overstepped your constitutional authority and you are getting worse every time I fly. I refuse to subject myself to the 
sea nne rs and I wi 11 protest every ti me th at I am frisked as punishment lo r refusing. 
Get rid of them, 
I will be contacting my congressman, bolh senators and lhe White House urging them to withhold funding from your agency uni ii you starl showing respecl for lhe Constitution and lhe traveling public. 
Hello. 

My family and I were recently at the Amsterdam Airport on a layover back to the United States from Ethiopia and my five year old daughter 
was subject to a pat down search after passing through their metal detectors without any warning signals. I acknowledge the definite need to 
to have the security systems in store to protect passengers trave Ii ng a 11 over the world , My only prob I em with my five year o Id d aug hte r being subject 
to the pal down search was securily would nol explain 10 me or my wife why our daughter was being searched after passing through the metal detectors, nor 
would they take the time to explain their policy as it relates to searching children. Believe me, you would not be receiving this e-mail had my daughter unsuccessfully passed through 
the metal detector. Can you p I ease info rm me who to contact at Amsterdam Airport's regarding their policy as it relates to pat down searching of ch, ldren. I received your e-ma i I address 
from security at the Amsterdam Airport and advised to contact you. 

Thank you. 
!(b,(61 

11812013 
9:55:15 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: ._[b_,_(6_) __ __, 
Date Time: 11812013 6:36:00 AM 
------------------------------------------------------------------

Name (b1(6) 
Email b)(61 
Comp a,n s:" nappropria e creening a own Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc):AZA. 
Comments:I was told after a full body X-ray by a man to remove my ballcap, I've recently been treated for melanoma/skin cancer of the scalp and my family was behind me (I haven't told them since it was the holidays). I asked quietly if we could do it 
in private and the answer was a strong and fast no. Should I have worn a terrible wig? This is my question, I submilled to a full body/head scan ... why is a Bal leap differenl than a wig? Who makes thal choice and why? I'm very curious. Made for a sad 
way for my kids to see what was on my head ... cancer scars/melanoma. 



11812013 
12:07:44 

PM 

11812013 
12:08:16 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl~(b_)~(6_-._, ---~ 
Date Time: 118/2013 10:09:14 AM 

Name 1h··,1fi1 
Email b1(6) 
Comp a, nts: na pp ro pn ate cree n, ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight 995/Soulhwesl/Terminal A/San Antonio lnternalional Airport. Dec. 31, 2012, approximately 10:15 a.m. 
Comments:My 10-year-old with diabetes asked that her 4 insulin pens (placed in a Ziploc and containing a total of less than .5 ounces of insulin) be hand-screened. A supervisor then ordered her hands and shoes swabbed for explosives traces. This 
was hum, Ii atinq and scary for my ch, Id and com pl etel y unnecessary as she had al ready be en thouq h norm a I screen i nq. 0 n our outbound fi IQ ht from R DU on Dec. 21 , she was not sub i ect to this procedure. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ~(b_-._,(6_-_I ---~ 
Date Time: 11812013 9:34: 15 AM 
······················---------------····························· 

Namerb 1(6) 
Email_h ·,1R \ 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/ Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airporl/Gate/Etc):Flight: Jet Blue 462 (Ft. Myers to Boston) 
Airport: Southwest FI o rid a I ntemationa I . 
Conca u rse D · 
Comments:Absolutely unprofessional and unacceptable behavior from the local TSA supervisor at RSW. Her name iskbH61 ! She ordered me to undergo a complete strip search (thankfully, the officer charged with performing it was 
much more respectful. as well he should have been) and refused to explain the exact reason, claiming that a residue of explosives was detected on my hands. Since I have never touched explosives in my life, I asked her what the actual compound was 
(my tone was very courteous and respectful). She refused to identify the substance because she said she did not know the name. She scoffed at my asking this simple and civil question. I kept pressing for an answer, so she said it was something 
called TATP, bul she did not have a clue whal thal stood for. After my TSA humiliation, I learned lhat TATP stands for ACETONE PEROXIDE, and the person in charge of security al an internalional airporl does not have enough inlelligence to 
remember that. Because if she told me what it was, I could have easily given an explanation as Jl,<.-"'"-!"-"="--"""'-"'-L.<l.l"itone residue on my hands. Earlier that day. I used a (') CVS sanitizing hand wipe, which does include some acetates as inactive 
ingredients. Now, any child knows that acetone is used for cleaning and not Just explosives, but (b)(S:•1 does not know what TATP stands for. so how could she know what acetates are? I am not a chemist but there is something called 
overall intelligence. which I believe is necessary for a TSA employee, let alone a supervisor, and 1h·11R·1 learly lacks it. Instead of answering my questions. she quite literally laughed in my lace. As a law-abiding citizen of the United States of 
America, I resenl this kind of trealment from someone charged with protecting me. lns1ead, I am being harassed for ... trying to keep my hands clean??? 

Because there was no one else in the line (my plane was delayed 8 hours. and the time was after 10 P.M.), the secunty officers clearly had nothing else to do, and I was subjected to the whole routine of humiliating pat-downs, which I do not need to 
describe. That is why I would like to speak to someone at the TSA. I support what the TSA does. but will condone neither the rudeness of your staff nor their complete ignorance of what it is and who it is they should be screening. I believe "employees" 
like!(b)(ff"1 !al the RSW not only fail 10 protect lhe American public from lerrorism: lhey actually endanger us passengers reca11_se tbB'i ale completely clueless about what they are doing. She is a lhreat 10 lransportation securily and 
MUST BE SUSPENDED from her current position for additional training both in terms of professional courtesy and elementary chemistry. bi(6•10 is below that of a 7-year old. Is that the kind of person you put to monitor security in the skies? 
Please feel free to contact me, so that I can explain the whole problem in detail 1f necessary. 

I expecl disciplinary aclion to be taken against[bl(ff•, I for her rude and unprofessional treatment of American cilizens. I hope furlher explanations are given by the TSA to airport screeners about what they need to be looking for. And I 
would like some sort of guarantee that the TSA has not blacklisted me just for the fun of it, so that I will not be harassed again without ample reason, particularly at the Southwest Florida International Airport, through which I will have to travel in the 
future. 



1/812013 
2:08 23 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily Complaint: Screening Current Date Time: 1 8 2013 1:24:22 PM Airport: EWR - Newark lnternalional Date Time ofTravel: 01 07 2013 8:30 PM Airline Flight Number: United, flight 114 Checkpoinl Area of Airporl: Terminal C, 
checkpoint C-3 TSA Employee: (If Known) . TSA screener urpown S1 !Qfttyjrorfilill:fil:]Comment . We recently traveled to from Las Vegas via Philadelphia (28Dec12 and 04Jan13) and had a pleasant experience with TSA agents - they were 
friendly and even he I pfu I when dea Ii ng with my lathe r-i n-1 aw ( b} ( 6 _I who is 86 and requires whee I chair assistance to nav,g ate the airport. 

This could not be in s1arker contrast to the 1reatmen1 by TSA officers in Newark airport (C-3 checkpoint) on January 7th al -8:30pm. We walched in disbelief as he was selected for secondary screening and endured the mosl thorough body check pal 
dawn we have ever observed in any airport. This was not a simple pat down. but an inch by inch inspection which left him standing with his arms outstretched and him standing in a secondary inspection area for an extended period of time, despite 
arnvrng to the che c kpornt in a whee I chair. 
After speaking with him today, he confirmed that he was asked wait for secondary screening and endured a very uncomfortable process - the worst he had ever endured at any airport. We did not get the name of this officer, however, he is a African 
American man shorter in height slature. The TSA screener asked my falher-in-law to remove his shoes and belt (which are not easy tasks for an 87 year old with lwo replaced knees and a herniated disk in his neck). He asked lhe officer why he was 
being asked to remove these articles given his age to which the TSA officer replied ··security.' My father-in-law informed the officer that his belt was holding his pants up - the officer ignored this comment and instructed him to keep his hands out to the 
side. During this. his pants continued to drop ap pro xi matel y 6 inches be low his waist. This was very embarrassing and unco mfortab I e to h, m. At no point did your officer ack now I edge that his pants we re fa 11 mg down or offer him a private screening. 
The officer also patted him down very aggressively. At one point, he pushed on his back so hard that he nearly fell over. After the aggressive search, he was offered no assistance with collecting his belongings and putting himself back together. 
Eventually, the mobility services representative who had been escorting my falher-in-law helped him out. 

The entire scene was upsetting and embarrassing. Your officer demonstrated a complete lack of appropriate risk assessment and did not show my father-in-law the customer service and dignity and respect that are a stated part of your commitment to 
travelers. This treatment was to a traveler who requires special assistance, no less. The aggressive screening also makes no sense given our recent travel through two other U.S. airports (Philadelphia and Las Vegas). where not only did he not have 
to undergo secondary screening, but the officers involved were also very cognizanl of and respeclful of the additional assistance thal he required to get through the airport (i.e. ensured he was not standing too long, asked him if he was able to walk 
through the scanner, ensured he got his chair back while waitin for his belongings, etc.). 
We asked for and were able to speak with a supervisor, (b)(6) ho was very kind and respectful. He promised to look into the screening that had been conducted and apologized for our experience. We would still like a formal response from the 
TSA regarding this incident and a commitment to ensure t 1s experience is not repeated at this airport. To be more specific. we would like an apology issued to my father-in-law for the poor treatment by your officer(s) and we would like assurance that 
the officer(s) involved are counseled on this incident. We also want to understand how we can get permission to escort him through the screening process in lhe future: he visits twice per year and we do nol wanl him 10 endure this very uncomforlable 
situation ever again. 

Our family understands the importance of safety, but finds the treatment of my lather-in-law last night to be unacceptable and unwarranted. We welcome the opportunity to discuss with you over the phone or in a face-to-face meeting at the airport. 
which is close 10 where we live. I look forward to your reply. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name Kb)(61 !forl(b 1(6) IP hone Numbe,l(b 1(6) !Email j(b)(6) Ira leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link: http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 

1/812013 Caller was running late on her return flight from FLA back to OH and had to wait for a person to ar,-ive for the private patdown and she was separated from her carry on bags unlike her experineces on the flight down. 
4:00:58 Explained that she has described the SOP for a paldown and while her carry on bag may have ben out of her sight they were being monitored by trained TSO s to ensure security of the flight. Recommended in the future she arrive 2 hours prior to 

PM departure to allow for ample time to be screened and not be anxious to miss the boarding of her flight. 
Date 1 18121 03 
tirne elapsed 2: 10 to 2:40 
At I ant a Ai rpo r1 
AA Flight 3563 

TS A e rn ployeej b) ( 61 
Supervisorf"'"b..,.)"";(6"'",~-,-----' 

TSA 

11812013 I am an executive Platinum Flyer wilh AA, lasl year logging 115,000 miles alone wilh American Airlines. 

4:16:46 
PM 

I went thru the security screen, and the machine alert went off.f b::,(6) lnoted to go back out, which i did. I asked if i should remove my belt. He did not respond, Only asking, 1f I had another metal. I showed him my non-removal Cartier 
Bracelet .. and he waved me thru, at which tirne the alert went off a second tirne. I again asked . should i take off my belt. Which i would have easily and gladly done. 

!(b)(ffi ~oted _ n! stand aside and a screener will came for you. I waited five minutes, and requested either a request or a supervisor~egrudgingly and with much attitude requested the supervisor, About. four minutes later a re-requested. At 
this t,m b )(6 :, noted- you will be up for a full pat down now. His aggressive attitude and behavior was unwarranted. 

F,na11yfo1(61 !-supervisor appeared, he had conversation with kbl(6:, !and finally after a full eleven minutes ,!(b)(ffi tnoved for a full pat down. I have no issue with security of all flyers, however lhe immaturily and hastiness ofkbl(ffi 
s hou Id not be tolerated. 

I do regqest a rllow up on this incident. This treatment was excessive of what should be expected from TSA employees. 
fb)(61 _ 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Scrl~n.i~!.c,:rent Date1Iime: 118/2013 2:29:26 PM Airport: RSW - Southwest Florida International Dateffime ofTravel: 01/07/2013 10:00 PM Airline & Flight Number Jet Blue 462 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
Concourse D TSA Employee: (If Known) :fo.ifo.:, bomment: Absolutely unprofessional and unacceptable behavior from the local TSA supervisor at RSW. Her name is!(b)(ff:, !She ordered me to undergo a complete 
strip search (thankfully, the officer chargew,t peorm,ng 11 was much more respectful. as well he should have been) and refused to explain the exact reason, claiming that a residue of explosives was detected on my hands. Since I have never 
touched explosives in my life. I asked her what the actual compound was (my tone was very courteous and respectful). She refused to identify the substance because she said she did not know the name. She scoffed at my asking this simple and civil 
question. I kept pressing for an answer, so she said it was something called TATP, but she did not have a clue what thal stood for. After my TSA humiliation, I learned lhat TATP slands for ACETONE PEROXIDE, and lhe person in charge of securily al 
an international airport does not have enough intelligence to remember that. Because if she told me what it was, I could have easily given an explanation as to wh there was an acetone residue on my hands. Earlier that day, I used a(!) CVS sanitizing 
hand wipe. which does include some acetates as inactive ingredients. Now, any child knows that acetone is used for cleaning and not just explosives. but b)(ff:, does not know what TATP stands for, so how could she know what 
acetates are? I am not a chemist, but there is something called overall intelligence, which I believe is necessary for a TSA employee. let alone a supervisor. an (b)(ff:1 c early lacks it. Instead of answering my questions, she quite literally 
laughed in my face. As a law-abiding citizen of the United Stales of America, I resent I his kind of treatment from someone charged with proIecIing me. Instead, I am emg arassed for ... Irying to keep my hands clean??? 

Because there was no one else in the line (my plane was delayed 8 hours. and the time was after 10 P.M.), the secunty officers clearly had nothing else to do, and I was subjected to the whole routine of humiliating pat-downs, which I do not need to 
describe. Except can you please explain why suspicious residue on my hands required a testicular exam and an inspection of my crack? TSA Office1(b::,(6) I better appreciate my not farting directly into his face, which. as I understand, would be 

11812013 perfectly legal for me and extremely unpleasant for him. At least ii would justify lhe &quot:explosive&quot; part. 

4:17:08 
PM 

That Is why I wou Id I, ke to speak to someone at the T SA. I support what the T SA does. but wi 11 condone neither the rudeness of your staff nor their comp I ete ignorance of what 11 is and who it is they should be screening. I be Ii eve 
&quot:employees&quot; likefh··,1rr1 lat the RSW not only fail to protect the American public from terrorism; they actually endanger us passengers because the are completely clueless about what they are doing. She is a threat to 
transporIation security and MUST BE SUSPENDED from her currenl position for additional training both in terms of professional courtesy and elementary chemistry. (b::,(6) IQ is below that of a 7-year old. Is that the kind of person you put to 
monitor security in the skies? Please feel free to contact me, so that I can explain the whole problem in detail if necessary. 

I expect disciplinary action to be taken againstkb':1(6) tar her rude and unprofessional treatment of American citizens. I hope furlher explanations are given by the TSA to airport screeners about what they need to be looking for. And I 
would like some sort of guarantee that the TSA has not blacklisled me just for the fun of ii, so that I will not be harassed again without ample reason, particularly at the Southwest Florida International Airport, lhrough which I will have to travel in the 
future. 

With respect and wishing you a Happy New Year, 

l(b1(6) 

P.S. II you arel(b::,(6) I reading this. I hope your relatives are ashamed at being related to a pervert. 
Would you like a response?: True 

Passenger's Name t"'b'-)"'"(-'-6"-) ____ __. 



11812013 
4:17:54 

PM 

1/812013 
6:05:38 

PM 

FromJb1(6) 

Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2013 3: 13 PM 
To: tsaextemalcompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject FW: Altanta Security 

FromJb,(61 
To: tsa-oontactcenter@dhs.gov 
Subjecl: Altanta Security 
Date: Tue. 8 Jan 2013 14:55: 1 O -0500 

Date 11812103 
time elapsed 2:1 o to 2:40 
At I ant a Airport 
M Flight 3563 

TSA emplo(9e{b)(61 
Super,isar-i;1-_ b""'.""1(""6"'"., --..---~ 

TSA 

I am an executive Platinum Flyer with M. last year logging 115,000 miles alone with American Airlines. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:l(b 1(6) 
Date Time: 118120~13~4:"'"4~8,=s~o=P~M~ 

······················---------------····························· 

NamJbl(61 
Emailfh·11r;··, 
Complaints: Inattentive Screener - Lax Security 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airporl/Gate/Etc):ANC to prudhoe bay flight 53 
Alaska airlines 
Anchorage A I ask a 
Gate C4 
Flight time 2:42. 
Comments:! went thru the scanner just line. Accidentally left my gift card in back pocket., So the did the pat down and sent me over to get my hands wiped checked what ever you call it., I'm fine with all of that., It's your job. But a coworker came up 
started to talk to the guy that just checked my hands. He didn't tell me everything was good. He walked away talking to his coworker and jusl left me standing there to figure it out on my own. He let her do her scan/ screening of her gloves right in front 
of me. Personally she invaded my space and not let him do his job properly.. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date Time · 1 8 2013 4:08:56 PM 
Airport JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date Time of Travel: 01 08 2013 3:30 PM Airline Flight Number: AA Flt #575 Checkpoint Area of Airport: Terminal 8 TSA Employee: (If Known) :l(b::,(6) I 
Comment · At security, I opted for a pat-down because I refuse to go through the b acksca tier x-ray machines, The checkpoint T SA guy.kb.:,( 6 _I ! immediately passed a snide remark: quot; You don t want to go through the scanner? 0 K, I et s go play, 
quoi: As another passenger asked for a pat down rather than go through the imaging machine the same employee loudly slated quoi:great. Now we will have a pandemic and no one will make their flight I his afternoon quot;. 

11812013 lis;iRl· 6 
S:OS:56 As I waited for an agent for a pat down I noticed my personal items and carry on luggage were at the end of the conveyer belt and being bounced around. I asked t:::1!.::J if I could attend to my possessions and hs reply was quot;no you may not• quot 

p M with a sarcastic expression. 

1/812013 
8:01:57 

PM 

1/912013 
10:09:08 

AM 

I usually try to see the best in people and understand that TSA agents are just doing their job. However I feel tha{filfilj},as extremely unprofessional. rude, and epitomized everything that airline travellers hate about passing through security and air 
travel Would you like a response? : True Passenger's Name 

Phone ~L•[Ubyr · 
Email :[bi(61 
To leav,_,e_a_c_o_m_m_e_n_t_c_o_n-ce_r_n-in_g_t,..his feedback. fallow this link · http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav EDB2 ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ(b)(61 
Dale Time: 1 /8/20'..,1~3""7-:2"'7-:4_3_P=M__. 

Nam~bl(ff, 
Emai b1(6i 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ropri ate Screening/Pat Down Sc reem ng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):N/A 
Comments:The pat downs and screening are a complete disregard for rights. It is a misuse of funds and ii gives your employees a sense of power they really shouldn't have. I will never fiy again if I am told I hat I have to eilher have a pat down or a 
screening of my body. If mall security or schools were doing this, it would be shut down immediately. This is a disgrace to the founders of this nation and it is against my rights as a human being. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

'i'="'?'===a;------------------------------------
Remote Client IP:i(b)(61 I 
Date Time 11912013 8:06 39 AM 

Subject:Su estions. 
Name. 1h·11f;--, 
Email bi(61 
Comments:My wi e, almost 84, with Global Entry and two artificial metal knees greatly resents the feeling, groping. patting physical touchdown when she goes through TSA security. Is it possible to issue a TSA ID card that will enable your staff to use 
a Wand? Much less intrusive. Please advise 



The caller went to the checkpoint on Dec 26th at Ortando. The caller stated that a big tall white man at the checkpoint were extremely rude because She. Her husband. and their daughter wanted to opt of ATI. She spoke with the manager at the 
checkpoint regarding the issue but wanted to file a complaint with the TCC as will. She stated that She and Her family was separated. She stated that they knew that they would recieve a pat down by opting out but Her husband is a physician and had 
health concerns about AIT She was upset in the way they were treated and slated that the TSO made lhe following stalement to them: 

18 year old daughter was ask 6 times to why She wanted to opt out 
You don t know your science (to the daughter) 
We do not have time 
We do not the staff 
You are holding up the line 

All of lhese commenl were stated very mean, rude, and in a yelling voice. She slated that the paldown procedures they recieved were very professional but She wanled to complain on lhis particular TSO. He stated lhat She knew it was lhe day after 
Christmas but they have the rig ht to opt out if they want. 

11912013 Advised Ca Iler: 

12:10:27 
PM The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of secunty and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 

Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area. and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Super,isory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. Additionally. a passenger may register a concern or 
complaint with security through the TSA Customer Support Manager at each airport. The "Talk to TSA" section of the TSA Web site offers passengers the ability to send complaints directly to the Customer Support Manager by clicking on the map and 
selecting the correct airport. You may also get the CSM contact information by calling the TCC, pressing option 5, and entering the airport code. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport I will forward a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Support Manager with your specific flight details. 

Flight I nlorm ati on: 

Airport: MCO 
Airline: Delta Airlines 
Flight Number: 1911 
Dale: 12-26-12 
Checkpoint Time: Around 4pm 



11912013 
12:10:49 

PM 

119/2013 
1A6:19 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: k .. b ... 1 ... (6"---'-, __ __. 
Date Time: 119/2013 11 :38:16 AM 

Namerl(6) I 
Email b 1(6) I 
Comp a, ~ts,- D, scou rteo us/ Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):San Anlonio, Texas· 
Comments: Wednesday. January 09, 2 0 13 

San Antonio Intern ati o na I Airport 
ATTN: Director of Securily 
9800 Airport Blvd. 
San Antonio. TX 78216 

To Whom It May Concern: 

My name i,t"'b""l.,_(6""-."'", ____ _.! Yesterday, my daughter l""(b_.-'1(_6~) ____ _.I was traveling from LA to San Antonio on Southwest by herself. She is no longer considered an unaccompanied minor as she is older than 11 

I left work early to go pick her up. The weather was really bad and I 901 to the airport about 5 minutes before she was due to land. I went to the Southwest desk, produced her boarding pass and my ID to get a pass to go to the gate to pick her up. No 
problems there, I love Southwest Airlines. I also found out they were running about 1 O minutes late, so I had plenty of time to get there. 

I got to security, and there was a small line, nothing major. I had my coat with only my car keys and my phone in it. That is all I brought with me since I knew I was going through security. I placed my coat and shoes in a bin and waited my turn. The lady 
in fronl of me had 5 bins full of stuff. She filled them and walked off, through the security gales. I stayed behind, since I was behind her, and made sure her stuff went through. Also, at some point, her coat fell to the ground and I picked it back up and 
put it through the machine. No problem. Went through the gate, and the alarm went off. The guy there. (should have gotten his name, but didn't) asked me if I had anything in my pockets, belt etc. I said just my driver's license. He made me remove it 
and put it in a bin. Went through again, the alarm goes off again. Asked me again if I had anything in my pockets. Told me to remove my headband. It is plastic. I put 11 in a bin and went through again. Again the alarm goes off. Asked me again if I had 
anything on me and told me to go through again. and don't touch the sides. Also asked me if I had had a hip replacement. Did and the alarm goes off again. Now I understand he is frustrated at this point, I am too, since now I am late to pick up my 
daughter at the gate. Then I remembered. My bracelel. I told him and he was very irrilated and told me 10 remove ii and place ii in a bin. I said no. I don't take it off and don·t want to lose it. I told him I would remove it and let him hold ii as I went 
through. He then got irritated at me and pulled me aside and asked me if I was refusing to remove the bracelet. I told him no. I was refusing to put it in a bin and risk the chance of losing it. Again. I understand his irritation. 
Caller fiew from LAS to Orange County, her second time flying, Flight 4191, departed 8:10 AM, flew with SW Airlines. She did curbside checkin wilh her airline and is 75 years old. She had to have a patdown to complete her screening and they took 
her purse out of her sight and she is missing a $50 bill in her wallet. 
She was picking up her items after clearing screening and a heavyset female, blond hair pulled back, asked if she could take her purse and carryon and caller told her to go ahead. only the second time she flew, so unaware of the procedures. 
She is missing a S50 bill from her wallet and mirror and tweezers with a turquoise handle from her carryon. She checked to make sure the money was in her wallet when she left home for the flight. 
Sta I ed she is on a fixed income and can I afford to lose the money. 
Her carryon bag was black with red tape on some areas, had a large red round ID, plastic, with her name on it. Her purse was black with a thick leather strap with side pockets and a zipper in the middle where the wallet was located. 

Response: 
TSA regrets thal you found ilems missing and or damaged from your carry-on luggage. TSA is required by law to screen all property, including carry-on luggage, which is brought onboard commercial passenger aircraft. To ensure the securily of the 
traveling public, it is sometimes necessary for TSOs to conduct hand inspections of carry-on bags. TSOs receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great care during the screening process so 
that when bags are opened a passenger's belongings are returned in the same condition they were found. 
Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Custom er Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 
Advised ca Iler items I eft out of baggage screening a re turned aver to the Io st and found and provided following: 
Las Vegas 
M cCarra n I nte mati on al Airport 
702-261-5134 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP~kb~i~(6~·~1 ---~ 
Date Time: 119/2013 12:57:22 PM 

Name (b,(6) 

Email (b)(61 
Comp a, nts: na pp ro pn ate cree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 

119/2013 Comments:Dear sir/madam, 
2:33:20 

PM I wanted to voice my concern about the way my family was treated by airport security as well as the vagueness surrounding rules regarding allowable liquids for infants' needs on flights. 

11912013 
2:33:38 

PM 

11912013 
4:11:32 

PM 

My husband, 16-month-old toddler and I were recently passing through San Francisco airport on our way home to New York and, after presenting a bag of baby food to security, we were told we had ··too much food" and as a result one of us would 
need to have a pat down. 

To clarify, we had 10 packets of single serve baby food. Considering we had about two hours until the flighl, a five-hour flight ahead of us, then about two hours after that until we reached our home, thal amount of baby food is actually a necessity, 
especially when there is nowhere to purchase baby food at airports or on planes so families must be prepared to feed their infants. 

The TSA officer could not tell us how many packets was "too many". and indeed. I have tried to find what the allowable amount is on your website and on airport websites. I have found only vague comments about "a reasonable amount", How can a 
TSA officer judge what is a "reasonable" amount of food for my child 10 need to eat while travelling? 

In addition. I do not see the correlation between too much baby food and the necessitation of a pat down. Can you please explain why this was necessary? 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service: Screening Current Date Time 1 9 2013 12:28:11 PM Airport MCO - Orlando International Date Time of Travel : 12 26 2012 4:00 PM Airline Flight Number Delta 1911 Checkpoint Area of Airport TSA 
Security Screening T SA Employee: (If Known) : very ta 11 white T SA a gent, not sure of name 
Comment : Harassed and Berated for choosing to quot:opt out quot: of backs caller Xray screening and requesting a quot:pat down quot:. TSA agenl asked my teenage daughter 6 times- quot:Why do you wanl to opt out? quol; She calmly kepi 
requesting to. His final comment was - quot:YOU DON T KNOW YOUR SCIENCE' 1 quot: This was totally unacceptable behavior on his part. We have the right to opt out, regardless of our reasons. But just so you understand, my husband is a 
physician and th ere is Ii ttl e or question ab I e research to reassure his standard of ev1d en ce. This T SA screen er was way out of bounds - embarrassing us in front of other passengers and sending a clear message of intimidation to any other passengers 
that might dare request to quot:opt out.!! Now I know how blacks in the 60 s felt when they were shamed and threatened regarding which bus seats they could sit in!! 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Nam,...,....e,..·.,;1 .. h .. ·1 .. IR_.--... , _....,. ___ __, 
Phone Number 1h··,1rr, 
Email (b 1(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: Poor Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time· 119/2013 3:06:44 PM Airport. BWI - Baltimore-Washington International Date/Time of Travel. 01/06/2013 Airline & Flight Number· United UA717 CheckpoinUArea of Airport· 
security TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · While going through security.I approached the screening area and said to one of the employees, &quot:1 don't wish to be radiated .&quot: He replied, &quot:Step over here. It's not radiation, and it's not harmful.&quot: I said, &quot:That's not 
what I've read .&quot He said, &quo1;Don't believe everylhing you read .&quot: I said, &quot:Well, you may have read some lhings different from what I've read .&quot He said, &quot Well, I KNOW because I work for the government.&quot: Then he 
said, &quot;There are other modes of transportation you can take, you know.&quot: He called for someone to come and give me a pat-down 6 to 8 times at least, during a period of time about 15 minutes, before anyone ever came. Each time he called 
for someone, they wou Id answer h, m back th at they were busy. some with sarcastic laughter. The attitudes of al I the employees I encountered during this 11 me were either u nfnend I y and/or sarcastic. 
A woman finally came to pat me down, explained specifically what she was going to do and did it. After she finished, she turned and mumbled something I could not understand because her back was turned to me. I asked another employee standing 
there what she said and he said she was finished. 
I should have gotten their names but didn't because I was so upset. The man was kind of short, black, stocky built. The woman who gave me the pat-down was about the same physical description. 
Tha nkfu 11 y. we did not miss our flight. but it would not have matte red to anyone 1f we had. Dun ng this time that I was waiting. many. many people came through the Ii ne who were behind me. It seems to me that people s hou Id be served in the order of 
which they were in line. I think this wait was an unreasonable length of time. 
I do not appreciate the altitudes and rudeness of lhe two people I came directly into contact with and lhe people who were choosing not to tend to me after being asked that many times by lhe line superintendanl. I was polile, and did not pay the kind of 
money it costs to fly, to be treated that way. No other business I know of takes your money and treats you that way. 
Would you like a re ? · 

Passenger's Na b)(6i 
Phone Number b, 61 
Email . b)(61 
To leav~e_a_c_o_m_m_e_n-t_c_o_n-ce_r_n-,n-g~this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2IApplicationManager 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP~[b_,_(6_) ___ ~ 
Date Time: 119/2013 7: 15:55 PM 

NamPfbi!61 
Email b)(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):US Airways 1167 Terminal 2 Ohare Airporl 
Comments: I have a few comp I a i nts about the Security Person ne I at O' Ha re Airport. 

11912013 
9:0S:31 A little background: 

PM 
I travel back and forth quite often between states and yesterday i flew from Chicago to Providence via US Airways Terminal 2. 

I have encountered body scanners several times at various airports within the US but this was the first time i experienced it at O' Hare Airport. 

There has never been a need to complain about this matter before but yesterdays ordeal was upsetting. When i and my mum passed through the scanner it did not detect anything or beep. however the security lady still felt the need to do body patting 
to my mum and me. The way that this action was done was very inappropnate, amateurish and disrespectful. We got severally offended and frustrated such that, cannot give details. I did not complain on the spot as i was getting late for my flight. 

I am not upsel with the system but i believe we have been not been treated appropriately in this ma1ter. I have to say lhe Slaff is eilher inexperienced, ill trained or was just having a bad day. Consequenlially i was made to feel very uncomfortable which 
has never been the case in past. Chicago O' Hare Airport has always provided me with one of the best traveling experiences and i thoroughly enjoy taking trips from here but now I am made to second guess. 

I wo u Id highly appreciate if you take interest in this matter as i know a I ot of other p eo pie perhaps feel I lei t similar but never got around to write about it, Hoping that by the next ti me i t rave I , the airport security staff is more careful , courteous and trained 
professionally. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-;::::=====.-------··························· 
Remote Client 1p1(b)(61 
Date Time: 119120_.,1_3_1~1"'5~9-: ~, 1~P-M...,. 

111012013 Namel"1h .. ·1""1R,.·· ... , --'-----, 
8:26:36 Email b)(ff1 

AM Comp,.,a-,n=s-: n-a-p-p-r-o-p-ri-a-e-c-r-e""ening/Pat Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight from Ft. Lauderdale to Minneapolis January 8, Gate H7. planned departure time 9:30pm on Spirit airlines. 
Comments: I went through the s c reem ng machine and then I was a I so pat searched. The "search er" rub bed his hand up my thigh and made bri el contact with my rig ht te st,ca I. This is BS (aka. bovine scatto). It is my understanding that if a person goes 
through the lu I I-body screening machine, a pat down should not be conducted, 

This intrusive pat down was not conducted at the Minneapolis airport during my departure to Ft. Lauderdale. I can only surmize that the ata patdown person was getting his jollies. The patdown after I went through the screening machine was wrong, 
intrusive. out of line. humiliating btable. Please look into this and take appropriate measures with the employee in question. I susspect its on video. 
Not happy in Minnesota. Thanks b)(61 
Caller said he and his wife departed ram L A . He said she did not have her drivers license with her. She had a copy of her passport and credit cards. He said they went thru all of her bags and she had a pat down. He said they looked at her 
checkbook and mail. He said she was finally allowed thru however she went thru alot just to get thru security. They will be departing out of MIA and he wants to know 1/ she will have to go thru that again. 

111012013 I told him it will up the the TSO checking ID. Passengers who do not have a valid photo ID may present other forms of ID to assist in the verification of their identity. Passengers may present documents such as social security cards, birth certificates, 

10,04 ,35 marriage licenses. or credit cards, as long as the information on the documents bears the name of the passenger. If a passenger 1s unable to present a valid photo ID or TSA questions the identification presented, the ind1v1dual may be subJect to 
AM additional screening, We recommend that travelers arrive at least 2 hours in advance of their flight time to allow ample time. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP kb 1(6) I 
Date Time: 111012013 1 :36:08 PM 

111012013 Name.rc1(...,.b""i(6,..) ____ .....___, 

523:57 Email"'-[b~_1-'-(6~i,----,....,..--,,---' 
P M Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 

1/10/2013 
6:18:38 

PM 

Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):AA23191American Airlines/3/0'Hare, Chicago/Jan 9, 2013 
Comments:My wife has MS, uses a four-wheel walker, uses a wheelchair and attendant through screening. She is able to walk short distances with a cane, and, far obvious reasons prefers to walk through screening with a transparent cane usually 
provided at check points rather than to have a pat down done. Yesterday (see above) we were told by TSA at the Amencan screening site that they do not have and have never had such canes there so that the only way to get through was a pat down. 
The attendants were line, but even so a pat down in public is still embarrassing, even humiliating. She has used such canes frequently in the past. and we are almost positive that she has done so at O'Hare, although perhaps with different airlines. 
I urge TSA to make sure such canes are available. How much can they cost? This would make it a much less unpleasant experience for persons who can use them. AND it would save TSA money in terms of personnel time used in doing such pat 
downs, and would save TSA personnel from having to perform a pat down which I would guess they do not enjoy either. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!~(b_)-'-(6_1 ___ ~ 
Date Time: 111012013 5:36:34 PM 
------------------------------------------------------------------

Name:!(b 1(6) 
Emaiifh"\fR"·1 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc): 
Comments:My son. a college student, was initially asked to go through a full body scan at the Charelston. SC airport in December 2012. He complied willingly and when nothing was found on his person he was subjected to a cavity search by a 
member of lhe opposite sex. Same sex officers were available at lhe time of his search. Can someone explain to me why this occured? 
Sirs. 

On December 22-27, 2012, I went to Florida to visit my son, daughler in law and 1en month old grandson. In November, prior to my flight, I suffered a stress fracture in my foot and was forced to wear a special protective boot to support and protect my 
foot. 

Leaving from the Knoxville, TN (TYS) airport as I proceeded through security, I was checked as usual. They wiped the boot with something and checked it and released me to go on through security. It was a very pleasant experience. 

On my return trip home from FL. in the Fort Lauderdale. (Ft.L) airport I was treated with much disrespect and submitted to humiliation due to the boot I was required to wear. I had paid special attention to not wear a belt of any other item that might 

111012013 be a problem far security. As I approached security, I asked the person checking ID if I needed to take the boot off and walk through the scanners and they informed me that I was not allowed to do that. As I came to the scanners they told me to 

9_04 _23 walk through the scanners with the boot on and of course the buuers when off. I asked again if I could just take the boot off and walk through since it was a short distance and should not hurt my foot. Again, I was told no but that I would have to 
· PM have a pat down. I was asked 10 move to the side and put lhrough a full body pat down even though there was no other problem bul the boot. Then they wiped the boot as it had been done in Tennessee and said everylhing was fine. 

I am a 64 year old female American citizen and was very emban-assed and humiliated to have to be put through this needless process when I could have just taken the boot off and walked through. They could have checked the boot separately. I 
be Ii eve security is important but it seems to me th at some of the process th at is done at some airports is not necessary and on I y ca us es need I ess discomfort for many individuals. 

Regards, 

l(b)(61 

Caller said she had a complaint about the pat down system going through the airport. Sunday at Chicago O Hare the caller went through the AIT and when she cleared the AIT she was pulled aside and her hair was patted down. The caller said that 
she is an African American female and there were no caucasian females exposed to having their hair palled down. 

1 ~1:~2~; 3 I asked the caller if she believes she was discnminated against on the basis of her race. 

PM 
Caller said evidently. 

I transferred the ca 11 to Redress as instructed. 



Transferred from !~(b_)~(6_._I -----~ 

ORO 1-6-13 1:30 pm with United. 

1 11 012013 Caller went through the norm al secu n ty procedure She states th at she went through the Al T When she went through she d 1dn t buzz nor beep and the TSO that was doing the sere en i ng asked her to step aside bee a use she needed to give her a pat 

9 59 24 down The patdown consisted of her hair being patted down, not her body Caller states that no one else had her hair patted down, and she believes this was because she was the only black lady. Caller wants to know what procedure made her do 

PM this. 

Advised caller that normally a passengers hair is patted down because they have bobby pins in their hair or something other that cant be cleared. However, I do not know specifically why the TSO needed to do so. 

Advised ca Iler that I would be sending her a RF I , request for information, which she wi 11 need 10 respond to. She should include everything I hat she to Id me, and any add i ti o na I information I hat she remembers. Advised cal I er tha I lo r her complaint to be 
formal it must be in writing. ie email farm. This complaint will allow us to investigate what occured at that time. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

~~~~;~--~-1;~-~;-~~·:rb:·:,(:6:) :::::::--------------------------------------

Date Time 1111/2013 1 20:12 AM 

Namibi/6I 
Ema(b,(6) 
Comp I a i nl s: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Oakland International Airport (OAK) I Security Checkpoint for Terminal 1 
Comments :January 1 0th, 2013 

1/11/2013 . . . . . 
8,15,22 Transpor1at,on Securily Administration: 

AM 

1111/2013 
8:15:50 

AM 

I am writing to lodge a formal complaint against TSA Screene b::,(6) Badge NoJ(b)(6:, ! who violated my constitutional rights by subjecting me to an unnecessary, invasive, and humiliating pat down search as I passed through the security 
checkpoint. I am also lodging a formal complaint against TSA ""c""r"=e-=-e=-ne"""'f'-b"',("'6"'Badge No. unknown). who witnessed the inappropriate search and failed to stop it, as he should have. 

At approximately 4:50 pm PST on January 10, 2013. I entered the security checkpoint for Terminal 1 at Oakland International Airport (OAK) on the way to my flight. Alaska 343 to Seattle. I opted out of the body scanner and was then subjected to an 
invasive pat down search by~ who touched my buttocks and groin area. 

This search was a gross violalion of my constitutional rights, nol to mention an invasion of privacy. I want this letler added 10 Screene1b)(ff:, 
pe rlo rma nee reviews as a record of misconduct. 

I request a written response to this complaint from the airport customer service manager. 

Sincerely, 

kb,(61 

Feedback Type · Complaint 

!personnel file and also 10 Screene!(b)(6:, !personnel file, so that ii may be considered in future 

Categories : Poor Customer Service: Screening Current Date Time 1 102013 10:26:34 PM Airport EWR - Newark International Date Time of Travel : 01 06 2013 12:00 PM Airline Flight Number: Jet Blue #523 and 526 from Orlando Checkpoint 
Area of Airport : Jet Blue Terminal TSA Employee: (II Known) . 
Comment : This is a quot:complaint quot with some suggeslions. After I wenl through the metal detector and the additional quot:xray quot; type screening at Newark Aiporl, I was quot:lold quot that I needed addilional screening pat down. I was 
asked if I wanted it in public or private. I replied quot:neither quot: since I was not told why I was being stopped. I am a 58 year old large body female. I told her to go ahead in public but I was not informed why she was having to do the search or 
even why she wiped my fingers after I was to Id to quot: ho Id my hand out quot: without any courtesy on her pa rt. The TSA screener performed the search by pushing rather hard on my upper body. ( I am recovering from a bro ken col I ar bone from a few 
months ago so she did hurt my collarbone area when she was quot;inspecting me quot:.) She pushed rather hard inbetween my breasts on my bra, which was a front close type with metal clips, I would suggest that large females might be being 
stopped because I heir bras have more me1a1 clips in them so the screeners should be aware of that situation. They should ask if there are any areas on the person s body which may be quot:sore quot:. I know the screeners have a job to do, bul they 
s hou Id do it resp ectfu 11 y and be a ware that people may have a physi ca I prob I em which makes it hurt when they PUSH on so m ea ne s body. I was a I so stopped when I returned from Orlando but the screen er did not PUSH ha rd on my body Ii ke the 
Newark T SA sere ener did. I was a I so told that it looked I Ike I had metal in a certain part of my I eg ( which I did not) and she checked my chest area as wel I. The two experiences we re vastly different. I am very surprised that I was stopped TW ICE in 
one trip as I have never been quot;patted down quot: in any previous trip. Have the quot;xray quot; body scans more sensitive? I usually travel out of Philadelphia and it has been a more quotpleasant experience quot going through the TSA 
screening especially without the added quot;pat down quot;. I saw another large woman being quoi;patted down quot: which is why I suggesl thal maybe the exlra clips in large size bras may be the reason. I don t mind complying but it shouldn t be 
an unpleasant experience like at Newark. 
Would you like a re ? · e 
Passenger's Name (b·:,(6I 
Phone Number Ih··,Irr1 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 Applicat1onManager 



TSA_Burllank 

Dale: Sunday, December 30 2012 
Time: 4:30pm approx 
Date/Time of Travel: 12130112 I 4:50pm departure 
Airline & FI i g ht #: Southwest I Burbank to Oakland 
Chckpoint/area of airport:2nd security scanner bell, from the left, when facing gales 
TSA Employee: White or Hispanic male, approx 5· 10", dark short hair/mustache, 40ish 

Complaint I am an expert traveler. I put my luggage and laptop on the scanner belt and asked for a pat down search rather than going through the radio wave machine. The male attendant said he would call /or a female attendant. He didn't call right 
away, and my luggage went through lhe machine. I lried to keep an eye on ii, bul there was a lot of activity around the belt, and my view was blocked by the radio wave machine. I was asked 10 stand behind a barrier. They let another woman through, 
but asked me to wait. I to Id the officer at the belt that my i terns had gone through and I was anxious a bout I ea vi ng it u n alt ended. especially at the holidays. 

He told me I had the option of walking through the machine. I told him that I preferred not to. and asked him again to call an attendant, or take care of my luggage. He again told me that I had the option of going through the machine if I was that worried. 

111112013 I insisted I hat I hat was not an option for me, and ii was my right 10 ask for a pat down. I further told him I thought he was punishing me for my request. 

12:01:31 
p M I finally received a p atdown. and immediately complained to the supervisor on duty. He told me th at the office r's behavior was not their po Ii cy and asked me to point him out. It was ha rd to see back the re and I had a fl 1g ht to catch, so he suggested that 

I fill out a complaint form. I have been through the Burbank airport hundreds of times and never been treated so badly. It is my right to refuse to be scanned, and I deserve to be treated with the respect due any traveler in your airport. 

Passe,no.er's oarnA"l~h 1(6) 
phonefb )(61 _ I 
email HYPERLINK ._b-')..,(6-'1 ___________ __. 

Thank you 

@ 

January 11, 2013 
SJU to MCD via Air Tran (#663) 
Sc reem ng Occurred Ap pro xi matel y 12: 35 PM 
STS O :llli:iillIJ 
Caller is wanting to file a complaint. Caller says that he went through secondary screening at SJU (ETD test) and tested positive. Caller says that three separate agents went through his luggage while one agent patted him down. The caller got through 
secondary screenin cleared. and boarded his airplane. TSA officers came to retrievekb)(ffl !from his plane because the STSO was not present dunng the ETD testing. Caller had to go through another, more thorough patdown. Caller says that the 

111112013 STSO--Office b)(ff:, -was annoyed that the agents did not follow procedure correctly. Callers issue is not with STSOKfilill[] but with the four agents who allegedly did not follow procedure. 
1:34:20 

PM Caller also asks about receiving TSA PreCheck, secondary screening, and possible reimbursement. 

Caller is infonned that TSA PreCheck is available for eligible frequent flyers and Trusted Traveler participants. Caller is advised to go the Global Entry route because his employer books flights through a third-party agency. Caller is sent a claims form 
via email and informed how he can seek reimbursemenl. Caller is told that the claims process is independent of the CSM being notified. 

Caller 1s infonned that the CSM at SJU will be informed about this incident through this record. The role of CSM as the liaison between TSA and the traveling public 1s explained. TCC is not capable of looking into these incidents: CSMs are the ones 
who can properly assess the situation. 

On Jan.8 at 12:1 Opm united airlines I requested a pat down. The response was a dirty look and a "stand aside". When I asked this rude female guard if anyone was not1f1ed she responded no one was available. 

1111/2013 
2,06 , 16 For personal reasons many people do not want xray exposure. This hostile woman made no efforl to all end to my request. This occurred at LAX gate 62. The individual was a black woman with long black curly hair.wilh erecl posture. 

PM 
Sent from my iPad 



Caller wants to file a complaint. He had traveld out of Louisville. They were using AIT as primary screening. he opted out. He was then groped by employee offlced(b·:,(6) !After offlce~(b:1(6) !groped him he was ask to remove his perscript,on glasses 
for the office to look through his lens. Caller feels this was harassment and a violation of the Disability Act, the ADA because he was ask to remove his glasses to allow the officer to look through his glasses. Caller did not want to refer to the TSO as an 
officer only as an employee. He stated he was slilling complaining aboul the pat down because he opted out of lhe AIT 

Told caller 
Anytime someone opts out of the AIT they would get a pat down for screening and that would be procedure. I explained to him everything that goes through the checkpoint would be screened, I explained to him I would take his complaint and forward it 
to the CSM so they could be aware lhis had happened 10 him. 

111112013 Airport Louisville Airport 

4A 2:2o Airline: American Airline 
PM 

Flight number: 5062 

Date and time: 1-11-12 at 155 PM 

Baggage claim number: NA 

Was there a NOi: NA 

Terminal or gate: Gate A 15 
Caller wants to file a complaint. He had traveld out of Louisville. They were using AIT as primary screening. he opted out. He was then groped by employee officer~fter office~roped him he was ask to remove his perscription glasses 
for the office to look through his lens. Caller feels this was harassment and a violation of the Disability Act, the ADA because he was ask to remove his glasses to allow the officer to look through his glasses. Caller did not want to refer to the TSO as an 
officer only as an employee. He stated he was stilling complaining about the pat down because he opted out of the AIT 

Told caller 
Anytime someone opts out of the AIT they would get a pat down for screening and that would be procedure. I explained to him everything that goes through the checkpoint would be screened. I explained to him I would take his complaint and forward 11 
to the CS M so they could be aware this had happened to him. 

111112013 Airport: Louisville Airport 

4:42 20 
PM Airline: American Airline 

FI 1g ht number: 5062 

Dale and lime: 1-11- 12 at 155 PM 

Baggage claim number: NA 

Was there a NOi: NA 

Terminal or Qate: Gate A 15 



Caller wants to file a complaint. He had traveld out of Louisville. They were using AIT as primary screening. he opted out. He was then groped by employee offlced(b·•,(ffi I After offlcer[iill&Iforoped him he was ask to remove his perscript,on glasses 
for the office to look through his lens. Caller feels this was harassment and a violation of the Disability Act, the ADA because he was ask to remove his glasses to allow the officer to look through his glasses. Caller did not want to refer to the TSO as an 
officer only as an employee. He stated he was slilling complaining aboul the pat down because he opted out of lhe AIT 

Told caller 
Anytime someone opts out of the AIT they would get a pat down for screening and that would be procedure. I explained to him everything that goes through the checkpoint would be screened, I explained to him I would take his complaint and forward it 
to the CSM so they could be aware lhis had happened 10 him. 

111112013 Airport Louisville Airport 

4A2:2o Airline: American Airline 
PM 

1111/2013 
6:12:14 

PM 

Flight number: 5062 

Date and time: 1-11-12 at 155 PM 

Baggage claim number: NA 

Was there a NOi: NA 

Terminal or gate: Gate A 15 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service 
Current Date/Time: 111112013 5:27:52 PM Airport LGA - LaGuardia Dale/Time of Travel: 0111112013 5:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: american airlines Checkpoint/Area of Airport: american airlines gale c TSA Employee: (If Known) l(b:1(ff:1 I 
Comment . I opted out of the x ray machine. After waiting more than 5 minutes I asked whether they were going to do the pat down. She did not give me an answer. I asked to speak to the manager. She said that would be a long wait. I again told her 
l"d been waiting more than five minutes and my carry ans were out of my possession. She then raised her voice at me and started treating me like a cnminal '1/ you are going to opt out then etc etc' Other passengers were stanng and the line was 
backing up more and more. Overall, I waited 15 minutes for a pat down and was treated like a criminal throughout the entire experience. This kind of treatment is totally unnecessary. She was much too quick to jump to rude, harsh treatment. All that 
was needed was an assurance of how much longer I would be waiting for a pat down. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name kbl(6:, 
PhonP N1imbec · =-=~-----' 
Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Forv.ardrng this email to TCC-referrals for appropriate action. 

Evelyn Webb 

Program Assi slant 

Civil Rights Division, TSA·6 

111112013 From:=b~i""(6~1....,..--..,..,...-=-..,.,,..,,....,.=-=.,..,....------------' 
Sent: Friday, January 11, 2013 2:53 PM 

5=12 '46 T TSA c· · · ht @dh PM ,o: . 1v1lrig s s.gov 
Subject TSA Contact Us: Complaints 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-====:::::;-------····························· 
Remote Client 1pj(b)(61 
Date Time: 111112,;.0.,..1 3','-,-2"':5..,.3....,:2..,.9....,P"'M.,...., 

Name: 

w,(6) 

Email: 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: The cal I er had a horrible expIerence at D TW. 

Response Details: I advised lhe caller that TSA does not require any lype of medical documenlation. I advised the caller that the TS Os are required to complele a patdown to clear any alarm and I hey are required to explained what they are doing 
during the process. I exp I a i ned th at the TS Os a re required ta patdown the inside of the passenger legs and at her areas of the body. 

I advised the cal I er that lo r her complaint to be considered complete according to De pa rtm e nt of Homeland Security Reg ul at ions lo r it must; 

Be filed within 180 days al the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt; 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the alleged discriminatory action in sufficient detail to inform TSA of the nature al the alleged act al discrimination: and 
Be sIg ned by the complainant or someone autho nzed to sign on be ha If of the comp I a i na nt. 

111112013 I offered to email the requirements for a wri1ten formal complaint to the caller and she provided her email address. I apologized 10 lhe caller for her experence. 

6:37:46 
PM 

1/1212013 

Supervisorfili@Diotes - the caller wants to know how can she enforce that TSA TSO know what diabetic and insulin supplies so that this does not happen in the future. She stated when her blood sugar was dropping and they did notdo anything to 
fix it. She just wants to stress the point that the TSO s hou Id know detai Is a bout peop I e with diabetes so when incidents happen they know what to do. 

I advised that the TSO are security officers not medical officers that they did advise her to contact 911. She feels it is important for them ta know what ta do. I advised the caller we appreciate her calling and we would forward the record to aur disability 
s pec1al 1st for review si nee she fee Is Ii ke they d1scri mated against her because of her dIsa b1 Ii ty and color. I advised we wi 11 send her an em aI I on how she can send the comp I a int in writing. 

Airline -Southwest 
Flight - DTW to Orange County 
Date of Incident - 01 09 2013 
Incident time - 8:28am 
Flight Time - 9:30am 
Gate - 23 

Incident Details: She stated that she believes that she was delayed based on the fact that she was African American and diabetic, She stated that as she was going through the process she was in a wheelchair. She stated that Southwest airlines 
assisted her and she wenl through the AIT. She has an insulin pump. She stated that she has to have a device to atlach 10 her body. She slated that the TSOs questioned the device. She removed her insulin pump due to a prior experience. She stated 
that she did nat have any problem at Orange county. She stated that the TS Os asked if she could pat her down. She stated that the TSO stared at her for at least twa minutes. She stated the TSO would not allow her to show the device and she 

Disability Description: Wheel chair bound, metal implants and mobilily disability. 

Incident Detai Is: Ca 11 er states he had a comp I amt a bout the service in O Hare. He wants to speak to a CSR for TSA at O Ha re. He had an address for O Ha re he wanted me to ve nfy. He wants to know what I can do for his complaint. 

Told caller 
To speak to someone at O Hare, he maybe able to speak to the CSM or maybe a TSO. He wanted me to tell him who he could talk too. I told him if he wanted to call the same number he had called me on he could listen ta the IVR and chose option 
number 5 to get a number for a CSM. If someone did not answer he cou Id I eave a message and they cou Id get back up with h1 m. I told him I could take his comp I a int if he did not want to cal I. I would take the complaint and forward through an em aI I to 
the CSM. He would not give me his complaint. I then let liliI]speak to him about his complaint. 

Escalated to Supervisol(b::,(6) ! 1 spoke with the caller who complained that today while going towards gates Kand Lat ORD in a wheelchair to be screened at the checkpoint. he had an altercation with a TSO named(b)(ffi ! 11 appears that 
the TSO made him go through the AIT scanner after the caller asked not to do so, due to his inability to stand for long periods and an imbalance issue. He told them that he could not raise his hands in the AIT scanner because he would fall, he said that 
the ofli cers completely ignored his requests and comments, 

10;~:4S At this time the caller asked to rather ga through the metal detector and the TSO told him na, at which time he allegedly was accused of yelling at the TSO escalating the issue to an STSO, who the caller accused of being extremely rude to him. 
berating him for his conduct. 

The caller said that he was angry because everyone was being rude and insensitive to his disabilily, causing him to nearly fall because he was loosing his balance and his legs were going weak. 

In addition. he was administered a patdown because he has metal implants in his feet. legs and hips. 

He made a statement to me that he felt like ORD TSA officers always discriminate against people with disabilities, so I asked the caller if he fell discriminated againsl due to his disability, he said yes, therefore I gave him lhe email address,TSA
CRL@tsa.dhs.gov where he could submit his complaint in writing. He said that he would send his complaint there and that he would notify the CSM as well about how he felt. 

I gave him the CSM s number and email address due to the gravity of the complaint. 



111212013 
3:04:22 

PM 

Dear TSA: 

I would like to follow on our complain wilh your employees at O'Hare International Airporl al Chicago. 
The camp I ai nt is due to their ref us al to a pt-out our chi Id from e I ectromagneti c screening. 
We were not allowed to pass through the Pnority check point at Tenminal 3 (as we did not want to use the AIT there - the only option offered to our child). She (11 years old) was refused pat-down either at that or the next point. 
The basis of the refusa I was a new ru I e, prohibiting them to pat-down chi Id re n under the age of 12 years, 
The reply below suggests thal this is not the case. 
And it was not when we traveled in August, when she was still 10. 

Since we travel often, I would like to know what is the reply from the Customer Service Manager at O'Hare. 
We have not received one to this point. 

We understand. that lo r the maj o nty of peop I e the pat-down option is the one they have conce ms with. 
For our family is the other way around - we do not mind human contact and the TSA employees have always been extremely professional, 
However, as scientisl working with radiation I am concerned about the effecls of EMR (the FDA and NIST sludies need to be disclosed and discussed before they can be broadly accepted). 
Thank yau for your concerns and the time found to address ours. 

fb)(ffl 

111212013 
7:0413 

PM 

------ Forwarded message-----
From: <HYPERLINK "mailto:tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com" \ntsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com> 
Date: Mon, Dec 24. 2012 at 9:23 AM 

However, if an adult accompanying a child 12 years old or younger opts out of AIT screening on the child's behalf, the child will receive a modified patdown. TSA never separa1es a child from an accompanying adull. The adult may observe the entire 
patdown process and may assist by holding the child's hand. Please be assured that TSOs are trained ta conduct these procedures professionally and respectfully. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!(b)(61 
Date Time: 1 /1212'"0~13,....,,.5:~5=5-~.1~6~P=M.,........ 

······················-----------------··························· 

Namerl/R, I 
Email b 1(61 I 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Amencan Airlines # 1318, Premium check in at 40-49 gates, Los Angeles Airport. Date: 111212013 
Comments:I am a pain management physician and a frequent flyer, I frequently fly between LAX and IND airports. I carry with me a portable medical laser device that is screened separately. About 50% of the times, it is taken for secondary screening 
where it is checked for explosive residues. The screening test is always nealive until today. Today when I passed through the above TSA check, I had already passed through the body scanner and made my way to pick up my belongings. The laser 
medical device was taken for secondary screening. A junior female hispanic officer asked what the device was and I had explained ta her. I was not sure what she did or how she checked this device but soon reported that the device was positive for 
explosive residue. She wasnt sure however, the senior officers were then called. They then escorted me to a room and pat down screening was perlonmed, the gloves of the officers were then checked for explosive residues. Everything was negative 
and I was let go without futher incidence. I remarked then to the hispanic officer that "she didnt perform the test right". she replied, "All right sir. Have a nice day." The above case illustrates the state of TSA security screening which in this instance was 
both unscientific and illogical. First a junior officer who is not skilled at testing procedures cannol be placed at screening suspicious devices. Simple as lhe test may seem, it is clear that this officer didnt know what she was doing. Secondly one cannot 
understand the pat down screening when I had already passed through the body scanner and testing me far explosives or ex pl as iv e residues. S hou Id nat the I ase r device be more thoroughly examined to see if it is or not an ex pl as ive device? Why 
was nt the test repeated on the I a ser device 1tse If. What if a device did test truly positive. would you not check the device rather th an pat down the !rave I er carrying it? why was no further exam done of the device? In my case no further test was done or 
screening performed on the I ase r device, 

As a citizen who is interested in the security al a ur nation, I have ta bring to attention the procedures are u i te i na deqa ute and subopt i ma I. Pat down screening is being done where it was not required whi I e add it ion a I screening or security tests that 
required of the device 1tse If was not carried on. PI ease fee I free to contact me by e-mai I or cal I ( b I ( ffi lo r additional deta1 Is. 

Sincerely, 

!(b,(6) 



111212013 
7:0415 

PM 
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Remote Client IP! b)(61 I 
Date Time: 11121i113 5:52:25 PM 

Subj ec,.t"":S'--u-,,...'--e_st_i o_n_,s 
Name th.\ti:=::··1 

Emai(b)(61 
Comments:I am a TSA precheck Iraveler wilh two hip implants. This week when Iraveling lhrough the SEA precheck line, I hey did not have access 10 lhe new screening tool so of course my hips set off the alarms on lhe old slyle. Had to get pat down 
and had to remove my shoes which contradicts what this program is trying to do. REcommend that all stations include both methods of screening to accommodate those of us with implants. Thanks 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················--;::::::::;::==:::::.------····························· 
Remote Client IP: k~b~l-'-(6~1~--~ 
Date Time 1112/2013 7 27: 15 PM 

Namerb 1(6) 
Email(b)(61 
Comp I a i nl s: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Not giving all that information but Will state that the incident occurred approximately 11:00 AM on January 12, 2013 while daughter was trying to board Southwest Airlines flight 
in Lubbock, TX. 
Comments:Daughter was returning to college. went through screening nonmally, taking off shoes. took all electronics out of carry on luggage as required. All items went through X-ray as required. Daughter went through body scan screening device as 
required. 

1~1.i~2~13 Daughter was pulled to the side by TSA personnel. She was subjected to a pat down which she said was done professionally. A male TSA employee went through all the items in her baggage and found nothing while two female TSA employees stood 
-AM 4 by and watched. DAUGHTER WAS EMBARRASSED THAT A MALE WENT THROUGH HER BAG THAT INCLUDED HER UNDERGARMETS. 

1/1312013 
5:05:04 

PM 

My wife and I were outside of the TSA checkpoint but we could see all of this going on. A TSA employee (short hispanic guy) came over and said that daughter had "something on her hands, lotion or something" whiched caused a scanning device to 
alarm. We stated that daughter does not use lotion. then he suggested 11 was make-up. We stated daughter does not use make-up. TSA guy left. Daughter was detained for approximately 15 minutes total. Male TSA employee put all personal items 
back into luggage and finally released her to get on the airplane. They found nothing because there was nothing to find. 

OUR DAUGHTER GETS PULLED ASIDE AND CHECKED ABOUT EVERY TIME SHE FLIES SO THIS IS NOT A RANDOM EVENT. 

Blonde TSA women. one of the two that were standing watching the male go through my daughters baggage, came out and told us that our daughter was very sweet. We told that TSA person that we were not pleased at all by TSA's treatment of our 
daughter and requested a supervisor. 

Supervisor came out to discuss issue. Supervisor claimed th at something on daughters hands caused a sea n ne r to alarm. 
Probably lotion, no: probably make-up, no; probably something else, unknown. Supervisor was professional enough but not helpful in resolving the issue. 

You people know what the results of that scan contained. I want to know what it is that daughter supposedly had on her hands. I believe TSA made it up. 
I to Id the supervisor that I did not bel ,eve that the re was anything lo u nd in the sea n and th at they a re harassing my daughter. 
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Remote Client IP:!"'lh"'·""·,1'-'r;-'-·1 ___ ...., 
Dale Time: 1 /1312013 3:54 32 PM 

Namef h 1/RI 
Email_ b )(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Sc reenrng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Delta 2158 -St. Louis to Atlanta 
St. Louis Airport s ecuri I y sere en i ng · 
Comments:My wife was inappropriately pat down and screened during today's trip from St. Louis. Apparently the new equipment has a sensitivity to surgical procedures that the STL team is not trained to recognize and worse yet not trained to handle 
professi o na 11 y. My wife 40 year old wife had breast cancer in 2 00 9 and a double m asecto my in response. She has trave I ed freq ue ntl y s i nee then aero ss the world without previous prob I em (including in the new body sea n ma chm es), but tad ay the new 
screening equipment apparently picked something up from the procedure. The staff insisted on a pat down that seemed to go beyond norm al procedure and more intrusive th an one wo u Id expect in the situation, They a I so tried to do the body inspection 
in public, but my wife insisted on a more private location off to the side of the crowd. The request was eventually complied with bul it was not politely accepted (to say the least). I realize the new machines create new visuals to train the employees on 
and hope that you specifically continue to train on both intepretting the scans but more importantly handling the secondary searches with appropriate professionalism. The TSA crews have gotten better in recent years. but I continue to find the St. Louis 
crews not as p role ss,ona I nor as po Ii te as other airports. 



LAS 13 January, 2013, 1330, Virgin America 0260 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

I am required to opt out and have a pat down because lo 11 owing surgery. my rib cage is wired tog ether. I am a frequent traveler and have opted out nearly a hundred 11 mes s i nee D ece m be r 2009. 

Before today, there was never an incident and I never had a complain!. I always inform the TSA officer of the sensitive area, and in every instance before today, TSA officers have done a pal down withoul being overly rough. 

Today, however, the first TSA officer was quite rough, and when I stood back involuntanly, (in reaction to the pain). she called her supervisor, Officed(b)(6d She was s1milarty rough. and the second time I involuntarily jumped back at her rough 
treatment, I told her she was being unnecessarily rough. She said she would report me to the Metropolitan Police as "unruly", I showed her my scar and said that I knew from prior experience that is was possible to properly examine me without being 
so rough. 

She also told me twice to 11ft my shirt. which I did. It was not clear why she asked for this (11 has never happened before) but I did as directed. She then immediately asked me to put my shirt down. which I did. 

111312013 This occurred at LAS at approximately 1330 on Sunday, January 13, 2013 at the TSA location near Virgin America. Flighl 0260. Officer~badge number was not visible to me. 

6:14:31 
PM 

1114/2013 
8:37 57 

AM 

I appreciate that TSA has a difficult job to do. but this experience was so different from my (many) previous pat-downs. that I file this complaint in the hope that TSA agents can be property instructed on how to do their jobs without unnecessarily 
i nfiicti ng pain, or threatening to report travelers as "unruly" when they object to that unnecessary pain, 

Thank you 

V/R 
Ver Res ectfully, 
b1(6) 

I have been flying for many years and a new problem has cropped up that I am bothers me on several levels. I am female and comply wilh all the directions and specifications expected by lhe TSA. However, recently I have gone through two different 
metal detectors at two different airports and have been stopped BECAUSE OF MY UN DERW IRE BRA. Not only is this embarrassing, but I believe that it is sexual harrassment. Men don't have this problem. The interesting thing is that not all metal 
detectors a re bathe red by this ( which makes me wonder about my safety at these airports). I am going to be flying a minim um of three 11 mes between now and the end of March and do not want to have to go through another pat down because I AM A 
WOMAN WHO WEARS A BRA. 

How might you assist me with this problem? (And I don't expect the answer to be 1) don't wear a bra - I'm too busty for this, or 2) wear a bra without an underwire - what I wear is support is my decision.) Patting me down is not an effective use of the 
TSA officer's time. Nor is 11 a pleasant experience for me. 

Thank you for your assi sl ance with this problem . 

kb)(61 I 
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Remote Client IP:l(b)(61 

Date Time: 1 13 2,,_0"°'13'"'7=',-=-53,...,.,.19,....,,.P'"'M_, 

······················---------------····························· 

Name. b- 6"i 
1114/2013 Email b)(6) 
3:39: 13 Complaints: Inappropriate creening Pat Down Screening 

AM Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#Airline Terminal Airport Gate Etc):American flight 3281 01 07 2013 gate 5 Lubbock International airport Oscar was the lead officer. 
Comments:My driver license sayskb·:,(6) ]and my boarding pass sai,i(b·:,(6) ! 1 had a valid ID that states my name isfh··,1rr1 I You require an ID that states my legal name. fh·11r;--, !WAS ON MY LICENSE!'!!! I 
cannol ~elj_eve thal your people ~t the securily check have this _mu_ch of an issue with a middle name.I was delayed al the security• FELT UP by one of your TSA officers my bag unpacked and trealed rudely. Again my Texas drivers license says my 
name is.(b_,(61 Jand my boarding pass said!(b)(6) !so therefore I had a valid ID. ALL SPELLING COR~LL NAMES CORRECT I fly several times a month almost weekly and have never had any trouble with this 
be cause my I ega I name that is on my drive rs Ii cense al ways matches my boa rd i ng pass. I did nothing wrong. Do you u ndersta nd1i.!2.l.illlJ was extremely rude and made me Ii 11 out paperwork so that he could verify my D L number. It was a middle name 
that he could plainly see was on my DL. REALLY. I EXPECT AN APOLOGY.THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME. I just do not think that I want someone likekbi(6 !protecting me ii he isn t smart enough to read a drivers license. I have all documentation. I 
feel violated from being felt up-hands on my CROTCH and under my bra. Please check the film and you will see what I am talking about. Please just 1e11 me how this affecls safety? 



The caller stated that She was traveling through the RIC. She stated She had forgotten a bottle of water in Her baggage and was ask to leave the checkpoint to consume it and come back. She stated that She traveler frequently and is usually allowed 
to consume it at the checkpoint and disgard the bottle. She wanted to know why the TSO stated that the checkpoints that allow Her to do this are wrong, She aslo stated that She wanted to complain able being selected for a pat down because the TSO 
was training someone. She stated that if TSA is going to train new employees on patdowns they should feel each other up or ask lhe travelers 10 volunleer for the patdown if it is for !raining purposes. 

Advised Caller: 

TSO are trained to not let liquids in the checkpoint in access of 3.4 ozs. The TSO was correct in prohibiling the waler through the check point. TSA securily screening personnel make the final decision on whether 10 perm ii certain ii ems into the sterile 
area of the airport. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security
screening policies need modification or specific employees or learns are the subjecls of repeated complaints. 

In regards to the p atdown comp I a int, TSA wi 11 al ways incorporate random and u n pred i ctab I e security measures throughout the airport. P atdown s a re not only done to cl ear a I arms but a re random as we 11. 

111412013 The manager at the checkpoinl made lhe following stalement when She ask why She was choosen to complete the training: Oh well you just got picked on today. 

9:14:25 
AM 

She was very upset and wanted to let us know that making Her go back through security was only making more work for the TS Os and She felt this was red1culous over a bottle of water. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport. I can forward a copy of this record to the Customer Support Manager (CSM) at that location with your specific flight details. 

Flight Information: 

Airport: RIC 
Airline: Delta Airline 
Flight Nu rn ber: Unknown 
Date: 1-11-13 
Checkpoint Time: Unknown 
Departure Time: 1 Dam 
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Namd;bi(61 
Ernai1kbl(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ra pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc) Flight 330 
Southwest 
C 

111412013 Milwaukee (MKE) 

1 0: 1 0:SB Gate C22. 
AM Comments:On 1113113 my daughter, son and I went through security at MKE for our flight to BW I. The body scan was in use at the time. 

I was scanned first, and then my 17-year-ald son. We passed through with no issues. 

When it was my 20-year-old daughters turn, she was told the scan had to be done twice because the first time the agent "blurred" it. She had not moved or done anything during the initial scan. 

I find it highly suspect that the agent scanned a middle-aged woman and a teen-aged male with no problems, but "blurred'" the body scan al an attractive young woman. 

At the very least, the agent subjected my daughter to a second dose of radiation. At the very worst, it may be that images are being collected at this airport for later use, rather than being destroyed immediately as we are told the TSA habitually does. 

We are aware that travelers can "opt out" of a body scan in lieu of a pat dawn. You should know that your agents at BW I airport refer ta this as a "refusal," which implies that the traveler is "refusing" ta cam ply with the screening method. rather than 
"opting out"' of the screening method. 

Ordinarily my daughter does requesl a pat-down and she will do so in the future. 



1/1412013 
2:09:33 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1i:t;~b_,_(6_) ___ ~ 
Date Time: 1114/2013 12:07:00 PM 

Nam~b,(61 
Email bi(6i 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):December 30, 2012 
US Airways. Flight 195 
Departing from Denver Co. to Phoenix, AZ .. 7:55 a.m.. 
Comments:After X-Ray process, a female TSA agent requested that I step aside and had me stand with my arms wide apart I questioned why? She replied X-Ray indicated something in my left upper chest wall area that she need to inspect. I told 
her ii was a recurrent lipoma and will become painful to pressure - had the area opera led lasl year. She ignored me and proceeded with the inspection pressing hard on my chest/shoulder area. It is now very painful and I am seeing medical attenlion. 
Pain is disturbing my daily activities such as lifting my left arm up, and disturbance with sleep positions due to pressure. I expect full compensation for my pain and suffering from TSA• I am very angry at the agent for not listening to my past medical 
history. Please contact me as soon as possible with your reply or we will seek legal action. 

Thank you. 
Callers p regnant wife trave I ed through Tamp a to L GA recently. Her name 1~( b ::, ( 6) She requested a p atdown due to the p reg na ncy. The T SA otfi cer berated her for not going through the sere en i ng device te 11 i ng her she wou Id receive more 
radiation from a ce 11 phone, She described the a gent as, ( see be I ow) and gave the following information, 

White male 55-60 years old 
1/1412013 Caller fiew on 1'13'13 
2:32:55 Went through the check point at 3:00pm 

PM Traveled on Delta Air 
Flt#1875 
Gate E67 

Callers husband wants this incidenl looked into, and the agent made to apologize to his wife. His name and contact information are listed above. I told caller I would forward this informalion to the CSM al Tampa. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date Time: 1 14 2013 3:19:22 PM Airport PHL - Philadelphia lnlernational Date Time of Travel: 01 01 2013 11 :15 AM Airline Flight Number: Airlran Flight 464 Checkpoint Area of Airport 
Main security checkpoint before boarding area TSA Employee: (If Known)· African American woman, possibly in 50 s Comment. While traveling at PHI, a TSA agent tried to use intimidation against me while going through the security checkpoint. 
Upon coming to the first metal detector. the TSA agent told me to step through. and I did so. Before stepping through. the agent told me quot You re going to need a pat down. quot: I am a muslim and was wearing my Islamic headress and gown at the 
time, so I expected something of the sort. However, after stepping through, the agent told me to step in front of her. I did not hear her clearly because she was speaking lowly and mumbling. I had stepped off to the side, by mistake. She then became 

111412013 more loud and said quot;no! infronl of me! You don t want no privale screening, do you?! quot: I said quot;no. quot; After that, she ordered me to place my hands on my head and feel my entire headscarf, then she ordered that I have a slrip test done 

4_11 ,02 on my hands, to which I did. I understand that there needs to be extra security these days. but just because I am a muslim does not mean I need to be treated worse than an animal. Im a human being, with rights, and have not done anything wrong. I 
· PM expect respect, just as everyone else. Please work harder on trying to si fl through the bad peop I e so the good peop I e don t have to suffer. Thank you. 

Would you like a re~rn?•S~? · I•Je 
Passenger's Name ~~b_,_(6_1 ____ ~ 
Phone Number : 
Email J(b 1(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 



1/1412013 
4:11:40 

PM 
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Remote Client IP ~b 1(61 I 
Date Time: 1114/~ i 3 2:36:55 PM 

Name/(b)(61 
Email: (b 1(6) 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight AF028126 December 2012 
IAD Washington Du 11 es I nte mat ion a I Airport 
Terminal A 
Comments:Hello. 
I am sending you this message concerning my experience through the security screening at the Washinglon Dulles Airporl, as I was traveling on an international flighl. I was asked from a TSA agenl to go through one of lhe new x-ray scanners, but as I 
was concerned about my safety and the effects that the exposure to x-rays might have on my body, I asked the TSA agent if I could avoid going through it. The TSA agent told me that the machines were completely safe, and insisted that I go though 
the machine. Th ere was no sign anywhere saying that I had the right to refuse and to chaos e another way to be screened. I was su rp ri sed about it. and looked lo r some more i nfonmati on. I found on the T SA website on the "Sc reem ng'· category of the 
freq ue ntl y asked q ues ti o ns. that "Ind iv idua Is who do not wish to be screened by this technology wi 11 be required to undergo a I tern ati ve sere en i ng, including a thorough patdown, Signs a re posted in front of each A IT Io cation advising passengers of this 
rig ht." But as I wrote before, I he re was no sign anywhere I etti ng me know a bo ul tha I information, which is wrong be ca use it co u Id have p reve nl ed me from going through these machines. 
Best regards, 

kb)(61 
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Remote Client IP:~bl(ff, I 
Dale Time: 1 /141~ I 3 4:5340 PM 

Name b)(61 
1/1412013 E I b_- 6: 
6·07"07 ma, .....,.i__,(,.....,., ----~------PM Comp a, nts: na pp ro pr, ate cree n, ng at Down Sc reem ng. 

Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):American Airlines 
Flight 1754 
Gate D45 
4. 
Comments:I recently had an elbow/triceps surgery, and today at the airport, I was wearing an arm sling, and before I went through the scan. I offered to take out my sweater and the TSA staff said it wasn't necessary. But they swiped my hands with 
something to scan and took me to a privale room. that process took a long lime, and it resulted of me and my mom who was waiting for me, to loose our flighl to New York. I spent the whole day on stand by flighls, and until now I wasn't able to board. 
The manager at American Airlines stated that was the TSA responsibility to secure a flight for me, and knowing the time on my ticket they should not hold me back and make me miss my flight. I will seek legal assistant with this matter. because of all 
the Io ss caused by this incident. I lost money on tickets. hate Is. trades hows and also a i ob i nte rvi ew in NYC. 
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Remote Client IP!"'(b'-")""'(6'"") __ __. 
Date Time: 1114/2013 9:30:38 PM 

Namefb)(61 
Email_b,(61 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Most frequently occurs at PHL, D concourse screening. 

111412013 Comments:I would just like to say that I'm disappointed in the responses I have received when opting out of the mmw or backscatter scanners. 
10:06: 14 Pnor to being visibly pregnant. I frequently opted out without one objection from TSA officers. Now that I am clearly pregnant and continue to opt out I get comments: 

PM 
"This is completely safe for your baby. There is no need to opt oul" 

"You are taking away time we need to do our jobs. You think you are protecting the health of your baby, but you are putting America at risk'" 

"You know the pat down is a wasle of lime. Jusl go through lhe scanner" 

"The pat down is more invasive. I don't get why you would choose that"' 

I undersland that this technology is likely safe, but as studies are limited and short term al best, I choose lhe complelely safe allernative thal I have access to. The scanners are not proven 10 be "completely safe" to a developing baby. 
Regardless of my reason, pregnant or not. I am entitled to choose an alternative to your technology. I would like to see TSA officers respect these decisions. without offering rude and misguided advice. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contac\lindex.shtm 

Name (b1(6) 
Email 1h·11rr-, 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate cree ni ng/P at Down Screening 

111512013 Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenrninal/AirportlGate/Etc):M1am1 International Airport 
S:45 26 Flight# AA 1754 

AM Gate D45 
0(4) 
Monday, January 14, 2013 
Incident around 8:30 am 
Comments:Monday, January 14, 2013 
I do not appreciate the manner TSA employees used to screen my daughte~(b::,(6) I who had a severe surgery in her arm recently, as an American citizen I believe was unacceptable for her to go through intensive pat-downs when she offered 
to remove the arm sling and her sweater, and they said it wasn't necessary. When she pass through the metal detector, 11 did not beep, so why taking my daughter who is already not feeling well to a pnvate room, and touch her pnvate areas twice? The 
TSA employees knew the time of her flight, they took notes of her ticket and driver's license and still they hold her in the private room long enough for her to miss her flight. In your own website it states that Pat-downs are used to resolve alarms at the 
checkpoint, which was nol the case. I am assuming lhey were just being discriminative towards her. We have huge problem now, she missed an important event in her career. we missed our flighl and we were not able to board al all to NYC, we waited 
the whole day on stand by flights. and nothing was resolved. We lost our flights and hotel that we paid for. We missed business meetings, trade show and on top of all, she will have to wait until next year to be able to reapply for such career 
opportunity. I am very disappointed with this whole situation, and I don't understand TSA employee's motives for just picking on her, since almost everyone that were around us in the line were not touched in their pnvate areas and probably did not 
miss their flights, 



1/1512013 
12:11:19 

PM 

1115/2013 
121119 

PM 
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Nam!'T ~ Emai b1(6) 7 
Com I Ir. I Ila p 16 pl I ate SCI tie ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):PHX Sky Harbor Terminal 4 C Concourse 1114112 8am· 
Comments:! was sexually assaulted by the TSA agent that gave me a "pat down·· which turned into an extended amount of time fondling of my breasts and she molested me by shoving her hands between my vulva• I still sick to my stomach of this 
violation of my body' I broke down crying after the assault at the gate. I complained to the PHX police department that were sitting near the molestation. The police officer stated that 11 would be against the 4th Amendment to touch anyone·s privates 
and that criminals are not frisked in their crouches! I am a business traveler that flies on a weekly basis and I have a degree in radiology technology and I sell radiation protection! In other words I am not ignorant in the radiation that the back scanners 
you subjecl airline passengers 10! I am a taxpayer that is paying 10 be either sexually assaulted or radiated and having a naked pic,ure of my body taken! The woman who molested me I believe her last name wasfh··,1rr1 I called over a supervisor who 
didn't believe a thing I said about the sexual assault. I told her the agent that molested me needed to be retrained because no one should have their hands in between my vulva• The supervisor stated that since she didn't witness the allegations that she 
can't say if it was rnappropnatel The supetv1sor said since she wasnl present from the beginning that she had to start over with the screening. I said no the agent that molested me was almost done and just finishing up on my legs when she shoved her 
hand in my vulva! She acted shocked that I would use anatomically con-ect verbiage. The supervisor said no, we only lightly sweep up the leg to the inner torso! Excuse me? my crouch is not my torso, learn your f-ing anatomy a torso is from the 
abdomen to the chesl! So because I was sexually assaulted I had to be punished by being pat down lwice• ! ! !'!!I have pal downs on a weekly basis for ,he pas, three years and usually am trea,ed with respect. This was disgus,ing and the agent ,hat 
groped me should be fired'.,,,.,,,, No business traveler that has to fly to be able to get to their job should be sexually assaulted',.,,,.,,,.,,,., If my civil liberties are being taken away then there should be two women involved in the pat down. One to 
witness the actions of the other' And be Ii eve me when I say that the re a re many TSA agents just standing around not doing a damn thing on the taxpayer dime so you have enough personnel to accomplish this' ., 11 ' 
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Nam~b,(61 
Emailc!b1(6i 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Sc reem ng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):PHX Sky Harbor Terminal 4 C Concourse 1114112 8am 
Comments:! was sexually assaulted by the TSA agent that gave me a "pat down'" which turned into an extended amounl of time fondling of my breasts and she molested me by shoving her hands between my vulva• I still sick to my stomach of I his 
violation of my body' I broke down crying after the assault at the gate. I complained to the PHX police department that were silting near the molestation. The police officer stated that it would be against the 4th Amendment to touch anyone·s privates 
and that criminals are not frisked in their crouches' I am a business traveler that flies on a weekly basis and I have a degree in radiology technology and I sell radiation protection' In other words I am not ignorant in the radiation that the back scanners 
you subject airline passengers to! I am a taxpayer th at is paying to be either sexua 11 y assaulted or radiated and having a naked picture of my body ta ken! The woman who molested me I believe her I a st name wa~a I led over a supervisor who 
didn't believe a thing I said about the sexual assault. I told her ,he agenl thal molested me needed to be re,rained because no one should have I heir hands in between my vulva• The supervisor stated that since she didn't witness ,he allegations ,hat she 
can't say if it was inappropriate' The supervisor said since she wasn·t present from the beginning that she had to start over with the screening. I said no the agent that molested me was almost done and just finishing up on my legs when she shoved her 
hand in my vulva' She acted shocked that I would use anatomically con-ect verbiage. The supervisor said no, we only lightly sweep up the leg to the inner torso' Excuse me? my crouch is not my torso, learn your f-ing anatomy a torso is from the 
abdomen to the chest• So because I was sexually assaulted I had to be punished by being pat down twice!!!'!!! I have pat downs on a weekly basis for the past three years and usually am treated with respect. This was disgusting and the agent that 
groped me should be fired!!'!!!'!!! No business traveler thal has to fly to be able to get 10 I heir job should be sexually assaulted!!!'!!!'!!!'!!!' If my civil liber,ies are being laken away then there should be two women involved in ,he pat down. One to 
witness the actions of the other• And believe me when I say that there are many TSA agents just standing around not doing a damn thing on the taxpayer dime so you have enough personnel to accomplish this'.,,,, 



1/1512013 
12:11:19 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

NameJ(b)(61 
Email_b i(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):PHX Sky Harbor Terminal 4 C Concourse 1114112 8am· 
Comments:I was sexually assaulted by the TSA agent that gave me a "pat down·· which turned into an extended amount of time fondling of my breasts and she molested me by shoving her hands between my vulva• I still sick to my stomach of this 
violation of my body' I broke down crying after the assault at the gate. I complained to the PHX police department that were sitting near the molestation. The police officer stated that 11 would be against the 4th Amendment to touch anyone·s privates 
and that criminals are not frisked in their crouches! I am a business traveler that flies on a weekly basis and I have a degree in radiology technology and I sell radiation protection! In other words I am not ignorant in the radiation that the back scanners 
you subjecl airline passengers 10! I am a taxpayer that is paying 10 be either sexually assaulted or radiated and having a naked piclure of my body taken! The woman who molested me I believe her last name waskb)(6:, !called over a supervisor who 
didn't believe a thing I said about the sexual assault. I told her the agent that molested me needed to be retrained because no one should have their hands in between my vulva• The supervisor stated that since she didn't witness the allegations that she 
can't say if it was rnappropnatel The supervisor said since she wasnl present from the beginning that she had to start over with the screening. I said no the agent that molested me was almost done and just finishing up on my legs when she shoved her 
hand in my vulva! She acted shocked that I would use anatomically con-ect verbiage. The supervisor said no, we only lightly sweep up the leg to the inner torso! Excuse me? my crouch is not my torso, learn your f-ing anatomy a torso is from the 
abdomen to the chesl! So because I was sexually assaulted I had to be punished by being pat down lwice• ! ! !'!!I have pal downs on a weekly basis for lhe pasl three years and usually am trealed with respect. This was disgusling and the agent I hat 
groped me should be fired'.,,,.,,,, No business traveler that has to fly to be able to get to their job should be sexually assaulted',.,,,.,,,.,,,., If my civil liberties are being taken away then there should be two women involved in the pat down. One to 
witness the actions of the other' And be Ii eve me when I say that the re a re many TSA agents just standing around not doing a damn thing on the taxpayer dime so you have enough personnel to accomplish this' ., 11 ' 

From: Benge, Rachel M. <CTR> On Behalf Of TSAExternalCompliance 
Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2013 9:01 AM 
To: TCC-Referrals 
Subj eel: FW: Complaint M cC arra n Airport 

From l(b 1(6) 
Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2013 2:09 AM 
To: TSAEx1ernalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject Complaint McCarran Airport 

I am an Airport Equipment Mechanic I work for Clark County Department of Aviation at McCarran Airport in Las Vegas. NV. I work on the luggage conveyor systems and jet ways. I have a maroon badge and my number isi(b::,(6) I I work the graveyard 
1;1~;~~2\3 shift: I work from 11 :OD PM 10 7:30 AM 

Sunday. 1113/13 I was the Airport Equipment Mechanic assigned to Node 5 which is Southwest Airlines baggage handling system. During my normal work day at this node I have to inspect the ticket counter belts and curbside belts for proper 
operation and return to the luggage handling area of Node 5. I leave a secured area to go to the counter and curbside belts and then I return to the secured area with my badge and keypad number into Node 5. 

PM 

At approximately 4:15 AM 11131131 went through a pat down by one of your employees during my normal work day. I was not at a passenger security checkpoint. There were two female TSA employees present and one male TSA employee. A TSA 
supervisor was also present. This happened at a secured door that I musl use to enter into Node 5. I told I hem who I was and I was assigned 10 I his node and that this is my work area. The male TSA agenl patted me down. He did make the statement 
I have the right to a private screening. I was never told why I had to go through a pat down. 
This statement is from the T SA website: pat downs a re specifically used to resolve al arms and prevent dangerous items from going on a p I an e. I was not a passenger boa rd i ng an aircraft. I am an Airport Equipment Mechanic at work, during my work 
day I have will have assorted tools with me or on me to repair or fix any mechanical problems. The tools I have with me cannot be taken on as can-y-on baggage on aircraft however I wish to emphasize again I am not a passenger, and I was not at a 
passenger check point. 
My Badge was properly displayed. Why did I have to go through a pat down? I view this as pointless and harassing in nature. I had tools on me around my belt and in my pants pockets. I need my tools to do my required work. Tools are not a prohibited 
item in the area where I was working. I work with other TSA agents in the Nodes and I feel this will strain our working relationship. I feel these TSA employees patted me down with no justification or cause and feel that they used very poor judgment 
and abused their authority. 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: Ca 11 er was flying thru MIA and did not I, ke her patdown. 

Information Requesl: Wants 10 know if a notificalion card could prevent her from needing two paldowns. 

Response Details: If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO 
about any disability, medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening, their use may improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their 
condilions. Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal de1ec1or prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if lhey can sland still with their arms above 
their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device.If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector. the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A patdown procedure also 1s used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Some1imes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
If a passenger has a cast, brace, or support appliance, the way screening will be conducted depends on his or her level of ability. The passenger should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of his or her ability. of the existence of a cast, 

1115/2013 brace, or support appliance, and of any need for assislance before screening begins. 
1:01 08 

PM Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area, and the manner in which the screening is conducted 1s important. 

1115/2013 
2:50:14 

PM 

One screening procedure, which generates discussion and concern among passengers, involves use of paldown searches. Paldowns are used to resolve alarms from the walk through me1a1 detector (WTM DJ, when anomalies are discovered through 
Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ screening, as well as when random screening activities are conducted. 

A Transportation S ecu ri ty Officer (TSO) of the same gender as the passenger wi 11 conduct the pa tdow n search. and as the screening is being conducted , the TSO should be d escri bing the procedures he or she is using, TS Os a re required to use the 
back of lhe hand to patdown a passenger s sensitive areas. For non-sensilive areas, TSOs are required to use lhe front of the hand. 

Passengers have the right to request a pnvate screening. and private screening will be conducted in a room or man area away from other passengers. However, if a passenger does not permit the search, he or she will not be permitted to board an 
aircraft. 

Offered the information by em ai I but she was already on website. 

Caller said she just had a awful experience with a rude screener at BOS, She said she was trying to get through the checkpoint at BOS on January 15. 2013 around 2:15pm she was trying to board a Jet Blue flight 1177 Gate 30 in route to EW R. She 
said she flies lhrough this airport once a month and never has any problems but loday was different. She said she had been in lhe airporl since 12:00 pm. She said she was in line for 40 minu1es before reaching lhe ID checker. She said as she was 
going through the WTMD her bangle bracelet alarmed and she was asked to step aside. She asks if she could go through the AIT and was told that is not procedure to step aside. She asks can I have a pat down because she could not get the bracelet 
off. She was to Id by the TSO yes she could have a pat own but he did not say anything to anyone about her pat down and to step aside. She stood th ere for 15 minutes and nothing happened no one was cal I ed. She said at that 11 me she knew her 
plane was getting ready to leave. She said she broke the bracelet to get it off of her arm and ask the TSO if she could go through now. She was told by the TSO to go to the end of the line. She said another passenger told her she could put her bracelet 
in her bin for screening. She said she wailed for her bracelet 10 come thrnu h and it never did. She said finally the person that cleans 11>~ ~er if lhe bra.celet he picked up off .lhe floor was hers and it was. She went onto th_e cal ch her plane and 
,twas too late to board. She then went back and asks for a supervisor b:1(6) came over he called over what she called the manager b.1(6} nd she told him what happened. Hrs comment was he did not believe her. She sa,d view the video and 
you wi 11 see andltii:iill:[Jtold her no. She said the screen er that was so rude to her wa* b ·., ( ff) I She said she has flown through this airport a I ot and always has the same bracelet on with no problems. She describes he rs elf as in her 4 Os short with 
blond hair, black shirt. jacket and boots on. She is still in the airport and waiting for a 6:30 pm flight to EWR. 

I a po I og i zed to her lo r her experience and to Id her we do Ira ck trends. I to Id her because your complaint conce ms an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have lo rwa rded a ema i I to the Customer Service Manager for review. 



1115/2013 
4:04 22 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl(b,(61 I 
Date Time: 1115/~0i 3 3: i 0:12 PM 

Nam~b1(6) 
Email (b)(61 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):DFW Airport/AA Flt 1548/Terminal C December 12, 2012· 
Comments:When directed to the Radiaion screening equipment. I calmly told the TSA screener that I am a breast cancer survivor who has had radiation treatment. I have been advised by my physician to avoid additional radiation whenever an option 
is available. I requested alternative screening. I was fine with a pat down. 
The TSA employee instructed me "Go stand by the trash can." This was in the unscreened area. I politely backed up and waited about 10 minutes for someone to come get me and do the pat down in the screened area. Meanwhile my computer, my 
handbag, my carry.on, shoes, etc, were all unatlended and unprotected from someone else taking them. 
My complaints: 
1 The TSA employee was demeaning to me by telling me to stand by the trash can. It made me feel like "trash"' 
2, Why cou Id I not have the opt ion of going thru the meta I detector? If this is an eflecti ve form of screening when no rad ia ti on is present, it should be an a Item ati ve for peop I e who opt out of the radiation, 
3. My personal belongings were subjecl to theft while I was waiting on the unscreened side for the pal down. 
I would appreciate a response. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················--;::::===::::;-------····························· 
Remote Client IP: k~b_)~(_6~1 --~ 
Date Time 1115/2013 441:34 PM 

Name:i(b 1(6) 
Emaiifh··,1rr, 
Comp I a i nl s: Di scou r1 ea us/Rude Employee· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Terminal 8, JFK. for flight yesterday. Jan 14th at 5:10pm. 
Comments:Yesterday. at the secunty checkpoint in JFK's terminal 8, I was probably in the biggest hurry I've been in to catch a flight ever. Yet, as I waited to opt-out of the scanner machine. two female TSA employees ignored me, and a long line of 
people behind me, as they chatted and gossiped like a couple of high school girls. 

111512013 After waiting ~7 minutes for a male employee to come, he still was not enroute, and the two female employees continued to stand and chat. I turned at one point to see several travellers behind me, unsure why they were not allowed to step through to 

6:18:33 the scanner. 

PM 
Finally, after another -5 minutes. and after I'd mentioned 10 lhe female TSA employees lhat I was despera1e 10 catch a flighl. they complained that the male employee was simply taking too long doing anolher task. Then lhe two female employees went 
back to chatting. I would note that there were several male employees in the vicinity who did not appear to be busy. 

When the young male employee showed up. the first thing he did was mock my decision to avoid the scanner. When I responded that I was in a vital hurry, he declared that my response was "rude" and then stated his intention to slow down my 
"thorough pat-down." 

I'll note that I I ate r de alt with two very courteous employees in the baggage Ii ne: one, a young female emp I aye e who was very sympathetic to my ti me Ii m1t. and another. a man in his I ate thirties or early forties, who expertly dea It with a problematic 1te m 
(razor) in my bag, by finding it when no one else, not even myself, could track it down. I'm very grateful to this man. 

So, why write about this? Simply because the security checkpoint situation is cumbersome enough already. Rude, immature or discourteous employees have no place working in this sensitive position. The behavior and disregard I experienced 
yesterday was something you might imagine in Russia or South America-not the United States. The fact that it occurred at an airport in New York. the world's great international city, should be cause for embarrassment. This 1s our front door. Shouldn't 
we greet visitors the kindest way we can? 

I often travel through Austin, Texas, where I have never seen the airport security checkpoint employees ignoring passengers. chatting rudely or avoiding doing their jobs. Yesterday, my experience at JFK made me vow to never travel through that 
particular airport aQai n. What can we do to imp rove this s1tuati on? 



Name (b)(61 
Phone: Cell: b 1(61 

Home: ""h"'·""·,1"""-'-._ --,,,...,.=~-----, 
Mailing Address (b)(6:1 Ormand Beach FL 32176 
Email: HYPERLINK b)(ff1 ~------------------~ 
Are you filin in I his complainl form on behalf of another individual? If yes, please provide your information. 
Name 1h·,1R··, 

Phone Cell bl 61 
Hom h··,1R·1 

Mailing Address: b 1(6) Washington, DC 20001 

What happened? ~.--.--~ 
I am writing on behalf of my mother,i(b.:IWI I She is en-route to Hong Kong. but would like her oomplaint registered immediately. The violation this complaint is about happened today, 1115113 around 1 :0Opm EST at the Chicago O'Hare 
Airporl's security checkpoint in the M terminal (securily checkpoint across from Gate MS and M9). My mother cleJred security and was waiting for her shoes and bag to come through lhe machine when a female African American TSA employee 

111512013 shouted at her "Female Search'"_ My mother went to the spat she was told to stand on and waited for the pat down to begin. The TSA employee put on gloves and started ta look through her hair and what should have been a pat down inspection turned 
G: ~~06 into a complete physical violation of her person. This employee then started lifting her shirt and pulled my mother's leggings (she was not weanng pants with pockets or a belt) away from her body by the waistband and then pulled her underw-ear away 

from her body to look inside to her naked and exposed private area. When my mother told her she felt unoomfortable by this "inspection". the TSA employee did not even acknowledge that she had spoken. She then moved to the back of her pants and 
proceeded to do lhe same • she pulled her pants and underw-ear from the waistband and looked inside. My mother said something again, but the woman said nothing and abruptly 1urned her around and this time shoved her hand in between her legs 
and felt around. She did not pat, she did nat tell her what she was doing, she just put her hand in between my mother's legs and continued with the very inappropriate action. Again, my math er said she new her rights and this inspection was not correct. 
but like before the TSA employee did not say anything to her. As she looked around during this humiliating experience, she noticed that no other TSA employee was performing female (or male) searches of this kind. It was a very humiliating 
experience. 

The behavior from this TSA employee is completely unacceptable and has made my mother feel humiliated, abused and violated. The power that these employees think they have is not acceptable and this employee should be reprimanded and nat be 
al lowed to continue to harass innocent travelers. 

When did lhis happen? 
The violation happened today, 111511 3 around 1 :00pm EST at the Chicago O'Hare Airport's security checkpoint in the M terminal - international departures (security checkpoint across from Gate M8 and M9). 

Where did this happen? Chicago O'Hare Airport 
City: Chicago, IL 

Caller underslands thal baggage has 10 be searched. Is it true I hat agents have to open every single box? She was told by lhe airline thal they do so. 

No. 

At HNL her boxes were opened. They often tie their boxes to make lhem easy to carry. They remove the string, roll it up and put it in lhe box. and retape it wilh TSA tape. The airline is having to help her carry her boxes to the curb. Caller advised 

1 11512013 th at TSA needs to be aware that some people ca nnat easily carry their packages. Can they not retie the ba xes or provide plastic hand I es. 

8:24:44 
p M I advised th at TSA tracks trends and wherever there is d ete nn i ned to be a prob I em. they take a ct ion, 

111512013 
9:18:01 

PM 

Caller also advised that there is a rude female agent, a Polynesian. at the screening location. She is really rude when passengers load their stuff into the machine. One of the male TS Os told her ta go stand on line. He was called to do a pat-down. 
Her husbands bag was left right there. The female agent was rude and asked the passengers standing nearby to whom the bag belonged. Caller thought she was really rude. 

I advised th at TSA tracks trends and wherever there is d ete rm i ned to be a prob I em. they take a ct ion. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················1 ........ ·· -. - ........ ----····························· 
Remote Client IP (b1(6) ~-----~ 
Date Time 1115/2013 8 22:56 PM 

Name bi(6i 

Email b)(6) 
Comp a, nl s: na pp ro pri a e cree n, ng IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Delta Flight #1530 - 1 /1512013 From LAS to MSP. 9 am flight. Las Vegas airport: gate 034. 
I respect and appreciate your TSA officials.however the following was out of line. 
Comments:All lliers are standing around the gate area 20 minutes prior to getting on the plane. Your TSA agents (approx 4-5) are also standing with the crowd at least 20 minutes. They could have made an announcement to get ID ready. No 
problems all is good. Delta announces first class boading etc. Then my zone is called. I am in line TSA agents lhen start pulling people (me included) out of line (while I am 2 away from having my ticket read to board) to recheck boarding pass with ID. 
I have na problem with this: had we been told to get aur ID's ready. I am naw pulled aut of line and have to dig to find my ID. In the mean time 50 people get ahead of me, I drop my phone and its all mass confusion. I am mare than happy to shaw ID 
but the courts ey of tel Ii nq us to qet the ID' s ready would have been a pp rec1ated. Instead of your aq e nts causrnq mass confusion. 



111612013 
1:59:18 

PM 

Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Ca I egori es Other; Pa I-down 
Current Date Time · 1 16 2013 1 :28:38 PM Airport · EWR - Newark International Date Time of Travel · 
Airline Flight Number 
Checkpoint Area of Airport . 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment: I went through global entry pre screen etc. I still have to get a pat down since I have an artificial hip. Seems odd Would you like a response? · True Passengers Name tb·:,(61 !Phone Number tb·:,(61 !Email . 

i(b.:1(6.i p-o leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link: http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager ==-'----' 

The caller did not want to provide me wilh any contact informalion. She flew to NY from FL. She had a bad experience. She has urinary incontinence and wears adult diapers. She also had a bandage or dressing on her leg and arm. The caller stated 
that the officer at the security checkpoint attempted to remove her bandgages. The caller stated that she was treated rudely and that all of her items were screened and touched. She is angry because even her money was xrayed and touched. I 
advised the ca 11 er that I could not comment on what was going to happen at the security checkpoint. I al so advised the ca 11 er numerous times that I could not comment on what occurred at the sec u nty checkpoint as I was not the re during her screening. 

1/1612013 I advised the caller that she could file a complaint but she declined to do so. I also advised the caller that she could be screened with her bandages in place. The caller kept asking about her pads. I had to advise the caller repeatedly that I could not 
4:15:23 tell her what would happen al the security checkpoint. I advised her thal if the AIT alarmed I hen she would have to undergo a patdown. I advised her thal it was a generic oulline of a body and I hat I here would be an X where the alarm occurred. I 

PM advised her that the officers would not know if it was a pad only that it was an alarm. I advised the caller that she could bring grooming products that were 3.4 ounces or less and that were in a clear plastic resealable bag. I gave the caller a basic 
outline of T SA pre ch eek as she asked me if th ere were going to be changes in the future. I advised the caller that she could al so take a big pocketbook. She kept asking me if the same thing was going to ha pp en to her the next ti me she flew. I had to 
repeatedly advise her that I could not comment on what would happen at the security checkpoint. I advised her that I could apologize for her screening procedure and that was all I basically could do. I also advised her that she could file a complaint 
but she declined. 

1116/2013 
6:07 35 

PM 

111612013 
6:35:52 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Pk~b~)~(6_·:~, ---~ 
Dale Time: 1 /1612013 5: 18 27 PM 

Name (b)(61 

Email b1(6) 
Comp a In s: na PP ro pr, a e cree ni ng/P at Down s C reenrng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):1g30Nirgin America/SFO January 15, 2013 
Comments:My husband and I were traveling from SFO to LAX with our 5 month old daughter 10 attend a family funeral. We traveled with our older son several times when he was an infanl and we are both olherwise experienced 1ravelers, so we know 
what to expect when passing through security. I had my sleeping daughter strapped to my chest in a carrier and willingly submitted to having my hands tested. The test apparently came back positive for explosives residue. I immediately informed the 
screener th at we only had 15 mm utes to make a flight lo r a lam i I y fun era!, so whatever we needed to do to get through security, I wo u Id do it wi 11 rngly but 11 had to be fast. She informed me that baby Ioli on often tng gers a fa I se positive for exp I os,ve s but 
we had to follow procedures. I had to pass off my sleeping baby to her lather, which of course woke her up. My bag, carrier and my shoes were all tested. I was then informed I had to submit to a pat down. I said that was line but we now only had 5 
minutes to make our flight. I was told we had to go to a secure room -- given that we had no time, I offered 10 do ii righl there in securily but was told lhat was not procedure. Then we had 10 wasle more time 10 find a second female TSA screener to 
witness. I was born and raised in the USA. daughter of a Navy Vietnam veteran, niece of two other Vietnam veterans. cousin to a Desert Storm veteran, and granddaughter to two WWI I veterans, I am a mother to two small children and an attorney -- I 
was submitted to this unnecessary screening even though the TSA screener saw I was with an infant and acknowledged that baby lotion triggers this false positive on the explosives test. This inappropriate screening defied logic and common sense 
and we missed our flight and mo st of the funera I we were attending in Los Angeles, I am a 11 for safety and security when it comes to fi yi ng and I am w i 11 i ng to submit to reason ab I e searches, but when TS A knows that certain common everyday products 
like baby Ioli on trigger false positives on their tests and the passenger thal triggers the alarm fits the profile of someone who might be using thal product (ie. carrying a sleeping infanl), the TSA agents should have lhe discretion to forego the addilional 
screening. This lack of discretion not only caused us to miss an important family function, but cost us $600 in a missed flight that Virgin America will not reimburse. 

Caller slated that she had a problem wilh a TSA agent and she filed a complainl online which she was told I hat she should do, and she has never gotten any feedback from it. She is now calling to speak with a person to have I hem send the information, 
and to stress the fact that she feels as though she deserves at least a response from the CSM because she thinks they are getting paid enough to at least give her that much. 
Her daughter flew from Indiana to have ACL surgery, and once it was time for her to come back. she still had to have her leg elevated and she was in a wheelchair. She flew out of Memphis, and had previously contacted American Airtines to make 
arrangements lo r her to be ab I e to accompany her daughter to the boa rd i ng gate to ensure that she ma de it on the p I an e sale ly, They permitted her daughter to go through, but th en the TSO wou ldn t even look at her gate pass that she presented to her 
and continued to tell her 3 different times I hat she wasn tallowed to go through. She was then standing watching her daughler go through a patdown while the TSO told her I hat she was going to call her Supervisor over. When the Supervisor arrived, 
he asked her why she was upset, and after she explained the situation to him, he looked at the TSO and told her to let her through. She thinks she was just being completely rude, because it clearly stated on the pass that she was permitted through, 
and she had a I so gone to a po Ii ce officer there and someone from American Airlines and asked them if the pass stated that she was pe rm,tted through the checkpoint. 
She wants a response from the CSM, and thinks she deserves it. This is the second request that shes made, and she personally thinks the TSO should be fired due to her attitude, and shouldn t be working with the public. She thinks the way she acted 
reflecls badly on TSA and lhe Memphis airport. 

Advised Caller: 
I to Id her that I would send the information to the CS M again and include a 11 of the i n/orm ation she provided, I co u Id not guarantee that they would contact her back, but I wo u Id stress in the information that I pro vi de th at she wou Id Ii ke a response from 
them. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP l(b)(61 
Date Time: 111612!,0,-13;,-,,6"": 2'"'6"': 2"'6,....,,,P'"'M,... 

Nam~th ,/RI 
Email_ h I1R ·, 
Comp I a i nts; Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 

111612013 Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):IAD 1116/2013 

S:0?:59 United 1401 

PM 
Approx 5pm: 
Comments:Today 1116 checking in iAd airport. Going through line and diverted to body scanner away from metal detector. In body scanner and screener kepi making jokes and delayed starl of screen unless I smiled. 
Delay of about 10 secon~e scanner started. Scanner malfunctioned and I was told pat do_wn was m~ndatory. I said I wanted to be scanned by an_othe'. _machine and not patted down. They said this was not possible. After talking to 3 tsa 
employees. the manage~ badge Kiill:fil]to Id me I had no c ho1ce. Either pat down or no fl, g ht. He sa 1d , t was a ru I e. I asked to be shown the rule , n wn 11 ng and he the rules are not wntte n. 
I fiy over 150,000 miles each year for 10 years and have never had a pat down. I comply always and completely with all rules and was treated like a criminal suspect with my rights taken away. I felt very violated as the mans hands touched my 
genitals. 

If the machine breaks through no fault of my own why do I become the victim? Why can I not be scanned on another machine? 

This was a very humiliating and demeaning experience thal wasted a 101 of time and was a major violalion of my rights. 
If you agree this is proper protocol and believe in wasting so much resources on an innocent law abiding citizen, you have little chance of stopping anyone planning to cause harm. 
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······················-;=:::::::;=====.------····························· 
Remote Client 1pJ~(b_-_l(_6_1 ---~ 
Date Time 1116/2013 9 55:08 PM 

Name~b)(61 

111612013 Email.,fb'-'1 ... (6""·-, ______ _. 

10,07,36 Complainls: Inappropriate Screening/Pat Down Screening· 
PM Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Concouse H Miami International Airport at Employee security entrance bag age carousel level 

Comments:I have been an Aircraft Technician for around 36 years .i have been working in Miami International Airport for about 30 years.a couple times in the past and today being the worst i got a TSA pat down right after I Just pass a metal 
screening and a bag search thru the reg u I a r security s c rea ne rs at the e nt ran ce point of H con course at MIA this pat down was tot a 11 y una prop i ate and u np role ssiona I were after i wa m the a gent of improperly padding he sti 11 went and try to cause a big 
seen in front of all around 8 agents thal where all hanging and having a good lime and making jokes at the baggage claim level.totally unprofesional bunch of kids just having fun with our lax payers time.this agent try 10 really inlimidate me by as soon 
as i opened the door he told me to give up my bag and to raise my hands up in the air if i was a criminal this is total harrasment,i have to get a co worker as a witness and this was the only way that this agent cairn down and started behaving on a more 
professional way. 
i understand the complexibility of things and security on this new world that we live in but to have inexperience kids and no brainers harrasing employees that come to worl< to put food on their table for their families is totally unaceptable,why do we 
need to get a pal down after we just go thru a meIaI screaning and bag search i can see them checking the bag for a second time bul the pat down is tolally unapropiale I hat is why we got a Customs batch and go lhru all levels of Iraining and securily 
back ground checks just to get our ID"S . 
this kids really bel e i ved that they are Gods and they can behave and act whichever way they want.it wi 11 be nice to see the old system back to our airports so we Airport wo rl<e rs again can be trated with Dignity and Respect. 



-----Orioinal Message----
Fromkbi(6) 
Sent Thursday, January 17. 2013 7:26 AM 
To: tsa-oontactcenter@dhs.gov 
Subjecl: Feedback aboul a TSA experience at MSP 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I submitled the atlached yesIerday to the TSA office at MSP following my experience with one of your agents. I want to make sure this is brought to your a11ention because, as you will read by my oomments, the agents' behavior was inappropriate and 
completely uncalled far. As you will read by description of the incident, his partner was speaking to me at the same time he was providing instruction and, as a result. I could nat understand and was confused by what he was saying. Even his partner 

111712013 acknowledged that she was speaking to me and that is why I could not hear him. You can read details and what happened next. 

10 0842 
AM I did ask 10 speak to his supervisor and was told that he or she was upslairs. No one made an offer to call for them. 

Regards, 

1116113 3:1 0PM MSP Airline/Flight number: AA3732 Checkpoint 2 

After exiting the provision, I was given multiple instructions by two TSA agents - the one in front of me and the one behind me. The instructions were different and bath were talking. It was confusing and unclear as ta what I was supposed to da. I 
asked the gentleman behind me to hold on because the other agent was talking to me and I couldn't understand both of them. The second agentillill](unintelligible) acknowledged that she was talking to me at the same time. I asked!(b·:,(6 ko repeat 
what he said which was raise my arms for a pat down. I promptly complied, Upon a the ring my belongings. I over heardl:Efilrepeat to ~hat I could not hear him because she was speaking to me. l:EillJ responded stating "Well I thought he was 
an asshole". 11et::iill:§J know I heard what he said and asked for a commenl card (bI(6·, (unintelligible) 

111712013 Caller went through multiple security screenings through AIT and then a patdown at the SFO airport She wanted the number to the CSM at the SFO airport. Told caller that SFO has a private security firm that oonducts the screening procedures and 
3:13:42 told caller how to contact the SFO airport. 

PM 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl(b)(61 
Date Time: 1117/2·"0~1.,;3~4~:4~1~:~1 O~P~M.,... 

Namep)(6) 
Email_ b 1(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening/Pat Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):American Airlines (OBNVYBJ 
Flight 1822 from Montego Bay to Miami 

111712013 4:45 amve at 6:30pm 
6:09:44 Flight 1665 from Miami to St. Louis (Flight missed) 

PM 8: 1 O departure, 1 ODO arrival 
Revised flight on 12131 at 9:35 (1371) 
Comments:To whom it may concern: 
My boyfriend and I took a trip to Jamaica over Christmas. We flew out on the 25th and flew back on the 30th. We arrived in Miami from Jamaica on the 30th at 6:30 pm, our connecting flight was at 8:10 back to St. Louis, MO. Our flight was on time and 
we didn't have any issues getting our bags and going through customs. However, once we got lhrough we were told to go through another line and stood there for 45 minutes 10 lhem have our bags searched. I completely understand this procedure and 
didn·t mind. However, when I mentioned that our flight was at 8: 1 0 and it was 7:45 the man said, "Oh yes honey. yau are going to miss your flight but I know cheap hotels. ·· in a very sarcastic voice. He then began going through my bag which I 
understand Is procedure as well but opening my un-opened box of tampons that held 50 and opening and shredding each tampon was a little uncalled for. He then opened my medicine bottles and told me he is proud I take a vitamin. There was no 
need for these comments. He asked me about drugs and how much I use, when in fact I do not do drugs nor have I ever' I feel the procedure is supposed to be searching bags for illegal items and then letting the customer get through to make their 
flight. He indeed had no right to speak to me lhe way he did or no reason to search each and every un-opened tampon. Sorry to say but good thing I didn't need one for my flight home. He I hen let me go at 8:03 when our flight was al 8:1 0 and said 
good luck. We then had to spend $139.27 (Courtyard Marriott that AA suggested with discount rate) on a hotel roam since the ne,t flight wasn't until 9:35 the next day. We also had ta pay our babysitter another night for our 3 dogs as well as asking my 
brother to take off work to come pick us up since it was now a working day for him. Please understand that I completely agree with security but there is no need to speak or act the way that man acted, I didn't do anything wrong or have anything on me. 
That was just uncalled for. he could of searched my bag, asked me professional questions and let me on my way. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl(b)(61 I 
Date Time: 1117/2013 4:07:28 PM 

Namejrh,IRI 
Email:l(b)(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Ft Lauderdale Airport, Frontier flighl to Denver al 7:26 a.m. (went lhrough screening approx 5:45 a.m.)" 
Comments:Let me begin by saying I literally never write a complaint. After my experience this morning, I have to find a solution. Since I have had two unpleasant "pat-downs" by TSA in the past, I was very careful to not be subjected to them again. 

1 I 1 7120 13 My ca refu 11 y and c I eve rl y selected attire included. and was Ii m1ted to: running s harts ( 89 % cotto nl 11 % lycra) running bra ( no und erwi re/s1 ngle plastic cl Ip in front), sport tank top (95 % cotto n/5 %spandex). s k1 rt ( 96 % cotton/ 4 %spandex). Other than the 
6:10:04 front plastic bra clip. my outfit was completely free of buckles, buttons, bows, zippers, clips, or clasps, I had nothing in my hair, no earrings, no bracelet, no necklace. After removing my wristwatch and putting it in the tray, the only piece of jewelry I was 

PM wearing was my wedding ring. I literally left NOTHING to chance: having been submitted 10 humilialing, objectionable, and inappropriate past screenings. After proceeding successfully through the detector, a young male TSA agent said I would need 
my legs patted down because I was wearing a skirt. As previously stated, my outfit was very cleverly assembled, so I said, "Can I just take the skirt off and put it through the xray" This made the TSA agent very angry (for a reason that still puzzles me). 
I then said, ··1 have on running s harts.", th, n king maybe he was afraid there was a middle-aged woman threaten, ng to become naked. This made him even mo re co nde see nd i ng and annoyed with me - ag am, very puzzling. Me anwh i I e, a scuba camera in 
my carry-on caused a commotion and my bag had to be searched. My hands were swabbed. suitcase swabbed, camera removed. A short interTogation ensued regarding the dive camera - again, I was puzzled as to the concern - also in the carry-on 
was a wel-suit and diver log. I was, after all, in Ft. Lauderdale: surely dive gear can't be thal uncommon (I would think it would be like ski gear in Denver or golf equipment in Scottsdale). At any rate, lhe commotion over lhe camera seemed to deflect 
concern over my thighs, and I wasn't patted-down after all. 
I'm not sure why I'm chosen so often for a "pat-down": it simply can't be profiling. Feel free to look me up on FaceBook: I'm a middle-aged. white. marned, mother of five. I am unremarkable in every way - I do not have an aggressive or loud demeanor; 
nor am I mousy or skittish acting. I have "regula~· hair and conservative make-up. I am free of tattoos, gauges, and anything ethnic. 

I did not get the name of the rude young man, so it will not be possible for you to correct his behavior. For that, I apologize. What I would like to know is how to better prepare so that a "pat-down" will not be necessary. The last two pat-downs I had the 
TSA agent actually had their hands in my crotch. I find these pat-downs intrusive, inappropriate, troubling. and quite frankly, unnecessary. What wardrobe would you recommend? Is there another option when confronted with a TSA agent who wants a 
"pat-down" other than not taking the fiig ht, As a passenger, what a re my rights? Is there always a supervisor on duty who can help diffuse a situation Ii ke I encountered this mom i ng? I travel often and would appreciate advice to correct this. 

Caller fiew out of Kana on the 13th of January. The caller was going through the walk through metal detector and there was an alarm due to the caller having had hip replacement surgery. The caller told the screener he had a hip replacement. The 
screener then conducted a pat down of the caller and he also checked the hip area. The caller is upset because he did not use the wand to verify the caller had a replaced hip. The caller was flying on Alaska Airline flight 861 from Kana to Anchorage. 

111712013 The caller said he had gone through the screening check poinl al approximately 1000 hours. The caller believes the screen1er did not do his job right and wants some feed back. The caller said he normally receives a pat down and wand. 

7:34:11 
PM 

I told the caller I would forward his complaint to the Customer Support Manager at Kana. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl~(b_)~(6_-._, ---~ 
Date Time: 1118/2013 2:58:12 AM 

Nam~b,(6) 
Emaifbl(61 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):ln an appropriate Screening and Pat Down too! 

Employee Cursed at Me while I was talking to him. 

111812013 On 01/16/2013 at approximately 6am at the TSAgoing out on: Southwest Airlines Flight# 194 from BWI to MOW. 
8:19:50 

AM 

111812013 
8:20:36 

AM 

As I checked into thru TSA Screening area ... I had come thru the Screening and awaiting my carry on luggage .. I was spoken to by TScl(b)(6•1 ~sking me if" this was my Bag"? I answered Yes, and he stated that he was going to move my bag 
to a checking area and I kindly requested I hat he wailed for me to gather all of my belongings before taking my bag out of my site. He said FUCK You and took my bag over 10 a table and began to unzip my bag just tolally disregarding my verbal 
requests~ 

I asked for a supervisor and STSOl"'ILl;l."'"· .. 11..,6..,) .,....-~b"if BWI came over and was just as Rude and very unprofessional to me as he listened to the TSA rep and his statement and just totally disregarded what I was trying 10 explain to him about the Rude & 
Very Nonprofessional Incident andot:b:•1(6) ~ursing and Swearing at me ... it was also over heard by PSS TSOkb-·1(6"1 !whom was a bit helpful as he did witness the Disorder by both TSA Reps' 

To add insult to injury STSO J._(b_:'--1(_6'-1 _ __,~id tell and threaten me that I would not Fly that morning if I did not shut up and comply with his demands' 

I told him that he was wrong and I did report this very Rude & Very UN-comfortable And Negative Situation to PSS - TSO ~ ... (_b"-)(_6'-) ___ __,lwhom were kind enough to give me the two guys names as they did both refuse to give me there names and 
Badge numbers for this complaint I 

I have flown for many many years and I have never in my life been so humilialed and put thru so much on a simple screening process ! 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!"'(b"-·• ... 1(6"'-· ... 1 __ __, 
Date Time: 1117/2013 10:59:55 PM 

························---------------··························· 

Name ·-, 
Email b1(6) 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate cree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):KOA Kana, HI Airport, Hawaiin Airtines. 
Comments:As a frequent traveler, I have received quite a few pat downs. Typically, I don't mind this procedure. and even often joke with the agent, as I'm sure it's not their favorite part of the day either. 

However. on this occasion. a female TSA agent asked me to lift my shirt in order to check my waistband. As I was only wearing a white cotton tank top, which is already quite thin and was not low-hanging. I asked her to clarify, as I have never been 
asked to do this before. 

She aggressively told me again to lift my shirt, and so I held ii up about an inch or so, and did this again for the fronl. This seemed absolutely invasive and unnecessary. 



1/1812013 
10:06:47 

AM 

1/1812013 
10:23:24 

AM 

1118/2013 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Pi(b1(6) 
Date Time: 111812°"0""13,,..,,9""': 1"'7"':1"'9""A.,..M,..,..... 

Namefb)(61 
Email b1(6i 
Comp I a i nts: I nco n s i ste nt Screening (Different Practices between Airports). 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):DL 3619 from SYR on 1113113. Traveling party of 7 including a toddler 
Comments:I am a 100,000 mile per year flier and was traveling with family in and out of SYR. I find this airport to be consistently much more quick to pull people for additional screening and when challenged-they claim to '"be following the rules" 
s ugg esti ng they are the on I y airport th at does. On this occasion my wife was wearing a hooded sweatsh1 rt without a shirt beneath. and was forced to a pat down. We have not exp re nenced this in the past Addi ti o na 11 y. the todd I e r's car seat set was 
"randomly" tested for exploisves and when the monitor reacted positively all the items and my son-in-law were re screened, I am all for a safe travel experience, but beleive that this station needs to be audited and compared to their peers for the extent 
of their extra security activities which antagonize lhe traveling public. As an aside--we came thru in a non-busy period. I hope this slation doesn"I do this stuff out of boredom--bul they are truly an outlier. 

Caller was flying out of the JFK airport on 01-18-2013 going through the checkpoint at 9:00 am flying on American Airlines flight number 1749. She opted out of the AIT screening and a TSO by the name of~ told herto wait to undergo a 
patdown procedure. caller said she was worried about missing her flight and voice her concern 10 lhe TSO who in return told her thal they did not care if she missed her flight. Caller said that the TSO was very rude to her. Told her thal I will forward her 
complaint to the CSM at the JFK airport to review the complaint. Caller did not provide her email address. 
January 17. 2013 
PHX to SNA via US Airways (#662) 
Screening Occurred: Approximately 12:30-12:45 PM 

12:59: 17 Caller wants to complain because she had to go through a patdown due to positive ETD testing. Caller is not so much concerned about the ETD test in of itself but she is wondenng if the TSO that tested her set off the alarm; caller believes it was his 
PM lack of gloves that caused the alarm to go off. Caller wants to report this incident. 

Ca Iler is informed that this is going to be sent to the CSM at PH X far further review. 

Caller asked about body scanners and the new technology that would not require over 75 year old passengers to be subjected to the same screening process. She wanted to complain that this could be the type of person ten-orists could use to cause a 

1118120 13 safety issue at airports. 

1:57:32 
PM 

To Id cal I er that under this new sere en i ng procedure. passengers who appear to be 7 5 and o Ider wi 11 be a 11 owed to I eave on shoes and I ight outerwear. T SA anticipates these changes w111 further reduce-though not com pl etel y eliminate-the need far a 
physical patdown on travelers 75 and older that would otherwise have been conducted to resolve alarms. TSA continues to incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport and no individual will be guaranteed expedited 
screening. 
Caller is calling about going through the checkpoint and had a patdown When she went through she was informed that her lap top had been dropped and damaged.Caller wants to file a claim. 

Res pons e: TS A regrets that you found i terns missing and or damaged from your carry-on I ug gage, TSA is required by I aw to screen a 11 property, including carry-on baggage, th at is brought onboa rd com me rci a I passenger a i rcrafl. To ensure the security 
of the 1raveling public, it is sometimes necessary for TSOs to conduct hand inspections of carry-on bags. TSOs receive 1raining in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required 10 exercise greal care during the screening process 
so that when bags are opened a passenger's belongings are returned in the same condition they were found. 

111812013 You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim fomn will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. Claim forms are also available on our Web site at www.tsa.gov. If you 
5: 12:58 decide to file a claim, ii will be processed in accordance wilh the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

PM 
Airport: Ron aid Reagan Washing ton N at1ona I 
Airline, US Airways 
Flight Number: 2365 
Gate Number:35 
No Baggage Claim Number 
Date and Time: 1 17 2013 at 6: 15pm 



1/1812013 
8:09:36 

PM 
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Remote Client I Pf b)(6) I 
Date Time: 111 Bliln I :09:3 I PM 

Name(b)(61 
Email b)(61 
Comp a, n s: na pp ro pn a e cree n, ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):AC flight from La Guardia· 
Comments:I would like to complain that I was given no choice but to use the full body scanner that displays a naked image of myself on the screen. It is a gross infringement on my privacy and I think quite useless. After I walked through security I 
stepped on a piece of g I ass and was given sc,sso rs to get it out with no help for my health or care that I now had sc,sso rs past security. This I e ads me to be Ii eve th at the security scanners a re lo r nothing but show and Iran k i I y I don't feel I, ke showing 
your 'security' people my body, 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ""(b_)-'-(6_, __ __. 
Dale Time: 1 /1812013 9:38 43 PM 

Namer)(61 ! · 
Email _b 1(6 i 

1118120 13 Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Sc reem ng. 
10:03:34 Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Norfolk Airport- Southwest Airlines - Tuesday, January 15th - 1 :15pm EST 

PM Comments:I am 9 weeks pregnant and opted out of going through you not-so-safe x-ray scanner (at lhe advice of my DOCTOR who says I hey are nol in fact safe for anyone, especially women who are pregnant). The TSA agent selected for my pat 
down proceeded to go through her process and after she was done she pulled her co-worker over to tell her that she felt something between my legs and asked more than once if I was hiding something in my pants. I wear a size O and I am g weeks 
pregnant there 1s NO ROOM to fit anything extra into my Jeans. What she was feeling was the seam of my jeans that lines up between my legs. When I explained to her that it was the construction of Jeans and she was in fact feeling the seam her co
worker insisted on patting me down for a second time. Once I instructed this co-worl<er to change her dirty gloves, she felt up my groin area 3 additional times and was then asked by her male supervisor to lead me to a 'private room' to continue their 
investigation. In this room she proceeded to grope me 3 more times until she concluded, surprisingly, thal is it was jusl the seam in my jeans. I would like a writlen explanation as to why your horribly trained 'agents' can do as they wish 10 innocent 
travelers. I fly quite often and have never had the type of experience that took place in the Norfolk airport. It is deplorable how Americans are being treated daily by the TSA in the name of safety. I have never walked through one of your dangerous x
ray scanners and I never wi 11 no matter how int, mi dating your agents a re. The next time this takes p I ace I wi 11 cal I my lawyers immediate I y and f, I e a complaint di re ctly with the airport I do not care if I miss my flight because this wi 11 not happen again. I 
was targeted mainly because I am a young. attractive woman and it has been pretty obvious that attractive people get the most attention from your agents these days. I will also begin recording the TSA while I am in line each time I am waiting in the 
hopes I can find evidence for a lawsuit against your administration. How you are running I his federally funded program is a joke and I hope you are disbanded immediately. 

1118/2013 
10 03 34 

PM 
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Name (b1(6i 
Email b1(6) 
Comp a, nl s: na pp ro pri a e cree ni ng IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):NoifolkAirport- Southwest Airlines - Tuesday. January 15th -1 :15pm EST 
Comments:I am 9 weeks pregnant and opted out of going through you not-so-safe x-ray scanner (at the advice of my DOCTOR who says they are not in fact safe for anyone, especially women who are pregnant). The TSA agent selected for my pat 
down proceeded to go through her process and after she was done she pulled her co-worker over to tell her that she felt something between my legs and asked more than once if I was hiding something in my pants. I wear a size O and I am 9 weeks 
pregnant, I here is NO ROOM to fit anything extra into my jeans. What she was feeling was the seam of my jeans I hat lines up between my legs. When I explained to her thal it was lhe construction of jeans and she was in fact feeling the seam her co
worker insisted on patting me down for a second time. Once I instructed this co-worker to change her dirty gloves. she felt up my groin area 3 additional times and was then asked by her male supervisor to lead me to a 'private room· to continue their 
investigation. In this room she proceeded to grope me 3 more times until she concluded. surprisingly. that is 11 was just the seam in my jeans. I would like a written explanation as to why your horribly trained 'agents' can do as they wish to innocent 
travelers. I fly quite often and have never had the type of experience that took place in the Norfolk airport. It is deplorable how Americans are being treated daily by the TSA in the name of safety. I have never walked through one of your dangerous x
ray scanners and I never will no matter how intimidaling your agenls are. The next time this lakes place I will call my lawyers immediately and file a complaint directly wilh the airport, I do not care if I miss my flight because this will not happen again. I 
was targeted mainly because I am a young, attractive woman and it has been pretty obvious that attractive people get the most attention from your agents these days. I will also begin recording the TSA while I am in line each time I am waiting in the 
hopes I can Ii nd ev ide nee for a I awsu,t against your ad mini strat,on. How you are ru nm ng this federally funded program is a joke and I hope you are disbanded immediate I y. 
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Remote Client 1pl(b)(6I I 
Date Time: 1119/2013 12:06:23 AM 

111912013 Nam~,.._b ... l -6~'---~--~ 
9_12,45 Ema,.,.b ... ,_,(6 __ ..,.1 ____ ~-~ 

· AM Comp a, nts: na pp ro pn ate cree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Chicago O'Hare by Gate B-10 
Friday, January 18, 2012 @ 1 :45 pm 
Female red-head TSA screener. Believe the name wastb·•,(ffi 111 was a four letter name - sorry, was too upset to remember correctly .. 
Comments: During the course of this 'pat-down' she not only ran her hands up my I eg unti I she ran into and hit my crotch - twice, Then she took her hand and ran it from the back of my perineum to the front, along my gen ita Is in a lo rceful manner. 
I fiy all the time for my work, and I am 61 years old. I have never had a pat-down like lhis before. It was totally inappropriale, embarrassing, and she went far beyond her bounds. NOTHING necessitates her to rub my genitals. This is a formal complaint 
of sexual assault. I expect you to review the tape and provide me a response. I am seriously contemplating filing fonmal charges. 
I am a registered nurse and just retired after 35 years with the Dept of Veterans Affairs. This TSA agent went too far' 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: ~kb~i~(6~i--~ 
Dale Time: 1 /1812013 10:40: 13 PM 

Namef h·I1rr-, 
111912013 Email .,.lh_-_,1_r;_·-, ----~ 

9 : 12: 5 9 Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ropri ate Screening/Pat Down Sc reem ng _ 
AM Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Spirit Airlines Ft.Lauderdale .Florida 

GateH 

1/19/2013 
9:13:00 

AM 

January 13.2013@0645-0700 
Comments: My husband who 1s p hys1ca 11 y d1sa bled and wears a brace on his leg informed the T SA agents at the Ft. La uderd a I e Airport on Sunday 111 3/20 13 that he was unable to take his shoes off and walk throug the ch eek point. They had him go to 
a separate area, not enclosed for a pat down but in full view of other passengers. Then another screener after he had gone through this process did not want to let hime pass and was insisitng he take off his shoes again. It was not until the first 
screener came over to the 2nd screener that he was allowed 10 pass. Unfortunately because of lhe chaos and disorganization at this particular check poinl my husband missed his connecting flight. To lop everything off since the plane from El Salvador 
(the original flight) was on time he was not offered another connecting flight and he had to arrange tranportation home to orlando. Also this check point in the terminal where Spirit airlines arrives has the rudest and disorganized staff of any tsa I have 
be en involved with.The re 1s no crowd co ntro I, the passengers are rude and di respectfu I to the agents and the TSA agents did not p races s the passengers in a timely and organized fashion. Th ere is no organization of the Ii ne s, passengers cut the I in e 
and are not given clear and orderly instructions on how to pass through. A small narrow corridor leads to a small check point where many people are ushered through with no direct line formation at all. This chaos led to my husband missing his 
connecting flight on 1113/13 and myself and son nearly missing our return connecling flight on Spiril on 113113. This is a disgrace. 
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Remote Client IP!"'(b"---"-,(6,,,.-... i ___ __. 
Date Time: 1 /1812013 10:31 :40 PM 

Subj erJha pk Y9'1 
Name bi(61 

Email bi(61 
Comments:Thank you guys for lhe news article on yahoo aboul your removing the naked body scanners! You know I had a baby at Kaiser Permanenle and every shift, every nurse would grope me to "check" me. I fell it was punishment for nol 
breastfeeding. These gropings feel like punishment.meaning this is what happened in the Civil War era to the slaves .. they were paraded around naked. So Obama is trying to align himself with Abe Lincoln, these gropings and body scanners are 
exactly what Abe Li nco In would fight against. Instead use I a sers and have a rating percentage that is an ab no rma I percentage .. because some peop I e don't wash their hands using public bathrooms ... and some peop I e who hand I e cash, we 11 th ere a re 
traces of everything on cash., .etc. I appreciate this very much, I would rather be shot and killed than be groped or go through a naked body scanner. It just isn't living anymore when you cannot have modesty. I don't even want to go into a night club 
where I hey frisk you here in LA, ii isn't worth it 10 me. And there are so many perverled people, they think that you are into I hem and then I hey 1ouch you, or look at you and I hey lhink I hat you are in1eres1ed ... and not all of us are spouse chea1ers, porn 
watchers ... some of us like to think of a simpler time. Thanks again' Lasers scanning people without revealing them naked, but indicating bad materials would most likely work better. And that would eliminate groping also. The TSA employees need to 
have some self respect and I think they would smile more if they didn't have to qrope people who didn"t like them to beq,n with. 



1/1912013 
11:08:40 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: k""b~)-'-(6~••-' ___ _. 
Date Time: 1119/2013 8:09:38 AM 

Comp a, n s: na pp ro pn a e cree n, ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):UA1100/United/lAHIE14/no check in luggage checkpoinl 
Comments:I was falsely screened as having explosives and then subjected to your pat down where people are treated as criminals and inappropriately touched. Agent indicated that false positive usually turns out to be falls. This means that your 
screening too Is a re i na pp ro pri ate ly tuned ( p1cki ng up hand lotions and baby powder). I am a Glob al Services member with a pre-check. I want co nfi nmati on of how you have adjusted these machines. Your process also should include a secondary 
screening prior to subjecting p eo pie to patd own, 
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Remote Client IP:!(b 1(6) 
Dale Time: 1 /1912,;,.0.,-;13"'"'"11,...:34,,...,...:..,.14..,...,.A"'M,... 

Nam b, 61 
Emai b)(6) 
Comp a, nts: na pp ro pn ate cree ni ng/P at Down Sc reem ng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Southwest flight 2158. Thursday. January 10, 2013 ... Denver International Airport, security gate behind Southwest counters, at some time approximately between 11:30 a.m and 
12:15 p.m. Denver time· 
Comments:I am five months pregnant and was forced by a TSA agent working this security checkpoint to go through the full-body X-ray scanner. There was a passenger ahead of me and my family in line who was in a wheelchair and the TSA staff 

111912013 was having great difficulty getting that passenger through the metal detector. As they were completing that process, I was next in line and was motioned over to the full-body X-ray scanner. I politely told the agent, an older white woman with long hair 
1 :15:27 pulled severely back from her face, that I was five months pregnant and preferred not to go through the X-ray but instead to wait for the metal detector. Her response to me was a very brusque and rude "So?" She was bullying and threatening. My 

PM husband behind me wilh our 23-month-old son was concerned lhat her exlremely hostile attitude would cause me to be removed from our family group and taken away, polentially causing us to lose our personal possessions lhat had already gone 
through the conveyor belt and the car seat that had already been taken for a hand check and possibly to miss our flight 90+ minutes later. not to mention the trauma that this was causing to our son. I indicated again. remaining calm and polite, that I 
didn't mind waiting for the metal detector and the TSA agent was again threatening and bullying. With her intimidating and bullying attitude, and my awareness of the frustration of the lengthy line of travelers behind us who had already been delayed by 
the wheelchair incident. I felt that I was being given no choice and allowed her to bully me into the X-ray machine. I was in tears as the X-ray machine was run and two other agents noticed my distress and attempted to comfort me, but it was much too 
late and there was no way to re-route my screening or 10 protect my five-month-old baby in utero. 

Distraught as I was at this point, I was unable to obtain the names of the two agents who atte m pied to he Ip me after the fa ct, as I wo u Id Ii ke to commend them for their concern ( which stands in stark contrast to the behavior of the o ng i nal agent who 
forced me through the X-ray machine). And I sincerely wish I had the name of that original agent, as I would wish to name her specifically in any action that may arise if any harm came to my baby as a result of her intimidation and complete lack of 
conce m for my condition. 

My obstetrician has be en a pp nsed of the situation and wi 11 be momto n ng the baby closely for the next lour months for any developmental conce ms ( a comp I ete and in-depth ultra sound examination of the baby performed on January 2 s hawed no 
prob I ems, so it w i 11 be re I ative I y easy to pinpoint ca usa Ii ty), This incident is pa rti cul a rly di stressing be ca use I am an older moth er who has worked ha rd to ensure a sale and hea I thy pregnancy after going through fe rti I ity t rea tm e nts to get pregnant to 
begin with, and I feel that all of lhe care that I have been laking may have been compromised by one cold and uncaring TSA agent whose bullying and inlimidating actions were completely unnecessary. I will never forget her responding 10 me with that 
harsh and biting "So?" 
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.======,;-------------------------------------
Remote Client 1ptb)(61 
Date Time: 111912'"'0~1~3~1-:3~0~:0~0~P~M'"' 

111912013 Name,.,._,b""l(,..,6'-1 -------'---, 
3:05:52 Emai ,.b_,...,(6_)~---~--

PM Comp a,n1s: ,scour1eous u e mployee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):AmericanAirlines 3783; terminal 8 
Comments :On January 17 I arrived into JFK a fie r a 5-da y trip to Russi a where I bu ned my aunt and hosp ital ,zed my mother. I was completely exhausted and, despite a 3-ho ur projected I ayover, was barely ma king it to my American flight to Columbus 
scheduled for 7:40 PM. I was subjected to a pat-down, which is fine by me. However, I have every reason to believe that the three agents who searched me and my luggage were deliberately harassing me. When I winced during the pat-down (I had a 
bruise on my leg), I was requesled to show them lhe bruise. During the search of my backpack, two bollles of my medications were opened bul not closed - all the pills ended up in the backpack; a TSA agent was asking why I have Zirlec, which is an 
over-the-counter drug. Another TSA agent was reading my papers (in particular, with the details of my bank account). All of this was happening while AA were announcing the final call with my name. I begged the agents to move faster because I had to 
teach the next morning and could not miss that flight (I am an OSU professor). This only made them move slower. In my opinion, this is an acceptable example of rude treatment and potentially of racial discnmination. I demand explanations. 



111912013 
5:10:19 

PM 

1/1912013 
5:10:31 

PM 

1119/2013 
6:05 52 

PM 
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Remote Client IP .. tb"---"-,(6,,,.-... I ___ _. 
Date Time: 1119/2013 4: 12:58 PM 

Nam~rl/R, I 
Email b)(61 ! 
Comp a1nts:Damaged or M1ss1ng items in Checked or Carry-on Baggage: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Cleveland Hopkins Airporl (CLE) 
South Checkpoint 
Security check point Lane #2 
1-19-13@ 1530 hours 
Uniled Airlines flight #UA 308 Gate #C11 ~ 
Super,isar STSCQh1/R, !badge~ 
Comments:Female TSA agent at checkpoint placed my computer on top of the bin with my other belongings then she dropped my Apple laptop while going to the pat-down screening area causing damage to the cover (2 comers damaged and cover 
top knocked out of ali~nment). This will require repairs for which TSA is responsible. How do I receive payment? I need to be contacted as soon as possible. kb":1(6) ! 
Dear Sir, 

On January 14 our family left Maui to go to Hilo, Hawaii for a 3 day get away. We were traveling with my 90 year old father and 85 year old mother. My father had recently renewed his Hawaii drivers license and was waiting for the hard plastic card that 
was to be mailed to him. The machine that makes those licenses were not working I hat day so he was given a Iemporary paper license wilh his picture on it. When we went through securily at the Kahului airport the guard asked my father for 
additional picture ID which he produced and was cleared by another security agent. They then took him on the side after the pass through x ray and did a detailed pat down. The same thing happened on the way back to Maui form Hilo. My father can 
hardly walk or stand for a long period and is very hard of heanng. We understand that security Is very important but also a little bit of common sense should be used in a situation like this. What is the difference between him and another passenger, 
Ii ke us for i nsta nee? His id e nt iii cation was co nli nned and a utho ri zed and then they put him through an extended search, wh i I e other passenger that wou Id seem more of a threat and clearly not just loca Is traveling in between islands go through with the 
normal procedures. II was very hard 10 watch my father go through such an ordeal. Also which didn't make any sense, a sign was posled thal anyone over 70 need nol take off their jackets or shoes. They made my father lake off his belt, jacket, 
shoes .. Please take my comments into serious consideration so that the agents will make a better judgement calls in the future. 
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------------~~=~-------------------
Remote Client IPj(b 1(6, ! 
Date Time 1119/2-013 5 55:04 PM 

Namel(b1(6i 
Emai{bi(6i 
Comp I a i nl s: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight#1299; LAX; 1103113@ 2:45 PM; Los Angeles to Kana, Hawaii 
Comments:Wh1le attempting to board the above flight m the First Class cabin. I was detained by a TSA officer who wiped my hands with a cotton pad. He took my carryon bag, told my wife to wait at the gate and directed me to accompany him to a 
screening booth where another officer again wiped my hands with a cotton pad, Neither officer hand any name tags on th at I co u Id see, The second officer then di reeled me to remove everything from my pockets, my be It and my shoes, The first off ce r 
then left the boolh with my carryon bag. Next lhe second officer began 10 roughly run his hands over my enlire body, put them inside my pants, reached up into my genilal area and squeezed my testicles and penis, and last turned his hand sideways so 
that he could force it into my anal area. After finding nothing, the first officer returned and both told me to put my things back on and escorted me back to the gate. During the entire process I asked 5 times why this happened and the only response was 
"unknown residue·' and "false positive·' I would like to mention that pnor to boarding my wife and I were in the Delta Sky lounge for several hours and washed our hands no less then 3 times each. Also, we are members of the Trusted Traveler program 
and have never had anything this humiliating happen to us in any country. 
When I examined the contents of my bag I discovered a gold pen and mini fiashlighl were missing though neither officer mentioned anylhing about confiscating items. 
I would like to know why I was stopped, what was the supposed residue that set off some alarm, why my wife was not allowed to be present during the search. why such rough treatment during the '"pat down"', and why items were removed from my bag 
without exp I anati on. 
I would appreciate a response. 



My daughter.i(b)(ff:1 pas subJected to a real ordeal today by TSA employees in Lincoln, Nebraska when her person and several ,terns in her carrying luggage reportedly set off an "explosives alarm" (4 '"alarms" mall, I was told by the 
employee, wl'io called me over to watch her stuff while she was subjected to a thorough, repetitious pat down by female TSA staffers). The entire line came to a standstill while this happened. TSA staff did not appear to be in a problem-solving frame 
of mind when it was obvious, after looking at every single item in my daughters purse and on her person, that there were no explosives present. Airporl police were summoned. The "alarms" were relaled to my daughter's hands (here's a clue). 
clothing, and her cloth computer sleeve. I told the TSA gentleman that we had even in Nebraska visiting relatives for three days and she was never out of contact. After she was reluctantly cleared to go. we looked at the ingredients in the hand cream 
she was using religiously in the dry air of wintry Nebraska. and sure enough, it was a glycerin-based product. A quick look on line will provide ample indication that this is a frequent cause of false positive explosive alerts for TSA screenings. 

It is important to emphasize. I think, thal such alerIs • as better described than "alarms'" • lhe word used by Nebraska staff • do NOT mean I hat explosives are PRESENT. Travelers are not guilly until innocent!3 

I am asking lo r Lm col n, Nebraska based staff to receive s ufflc,ent Ira i ni ng so th at they can di sting u is h. at some pomt a fa I se positive explosives alert caused by hand cream. WITHOUT treating a young woman Ii ke a pate nti a 11 y dangerous cri mm al lo r 
nearly 30 minutes in full view and hearing of dozens of other air travelers in a small city airport! 

112012013 I know this is not an unusual occurrence. What was unusual was this staff's loud and extended drama over this incident, and the humiliation my daughter and I were subI·ected to because of it. As a retired Washington State Administrator. I was 
9:14:47 

shocked by the I ack of consi d era ti on and privacy accorded my daughter, and the fa i I ure of staff to Io o k for a reason ab I e exp I an ati on for a test result which is documented to have such common. and eas, ly exp I a i ned /al se positives. 
AM 

Thanks for your assistance in this matter. 

fb)(61 I 
Seattle, VV.ash1rigto11 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Remote Client IP:l(b 1(6) 
Date Time: 111912""0-13~8:-4=7:_1_2~P-M..,.. 

1/2012013 

9:15:36 Name,..(_b~i(6_·:_1 -------~ 
AM Email b 1(6) 

Comp·"'a"',;,.n"'s": =y.,...,o"m=p"a"'1n=1s,,.....,.,o,..,.""'1sted Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):UA1100/Terminal EIIAH/E-14/no checked baggage gate 
Comments: Inadequate response was made to my previous complaint. PI ease escalate. I was false I y screened as having explosives due to hand Ioli on that I had on. Agent indicated this ha pp ens reg u I a rl y. It is not sats ifactory practice to routm ely 
subject passengers to humiliating pat down and being treated like a criminal. The machines at this gate need to be properly calibrated to avoid such accusation. I want to know what you are going to do about your equipment. I am a Global Services 
member wilh a pre-screen check. This should have never happened. Your litlle form letter response indicating lhat your going to keep doing just what have been based on John Pistoles viewpoinl is nol acceptable. If you cannot provide adequate 
response to my complaint provide John Pistole's direct e-mail. 
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·;a=,:;:,===',--------····························· 
Remote Client 1Pf b 1(6) I 
Date Time 112012013 10:01 57 AM 

112012013 Subject:Su estions. 
11:15:23 Name b)(61 

AM Email .. (-b-)(_6_)---~---~ 

Commen s: am a commu 1ng ,g t attendant. I always commute in plain clothes, as I often ride the jump seat and my company suggests that crew travel in plain clothes to avoid having passengers think that we are working crew members that are 
being lazy. I have '"Known Crew Member· status. I have been fingerprinted twice and have had an FBI background check. I have never committed a crime. not even a misdemeanor. 

When passing through securily, I always "opt out"' of lhe x-ray body scanner. And I always receive a pat down. Instead of wasting the TSA resources on crewmembers like myself (with lhe pat•down and search), I suggest that the TSA allows us to pass 
through the regular security process with the metal detector (like all other airport employees) while we are in plain clothes. especially when commuting to/from work and when we display proper identification. 

This used to be the standard process until recently, I believe going back to this process will alleviate the additional workload of TSA personnel and allow the TSA to focus on passengers and situations that are actual threats. 
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Remote Client IP[b 1(6) 
Date Time: 112 012"'0"'1"'3"'8;-:""31,..:""o"'g""A""M.,..... 

Nam,fo)(6) 

112012013 Emaiif~b~l~(6~1-----~ 
11 : 15: 39 Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 

AM Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Gulfport MS Airport, on or about 13:00 on 18 Jan 2013/Delta Airlines· 
Comments:As I was walking through the scanner the TSA agent asked if I had anything in my pockets and I checked again and told him nothing. He told me are you sure it looks like you have something in your pockets. Again I checked and told him 
no. 

After I walked through the scanner I was stopped and informed I hat I required a "pal down" due 10 lhe bu1tons on my jeans. I was also informed I hat I could have a privale screening. Thinking this was a PAT DOWN, I opted 10 just let them do it and be 
cooperative. I feel that my definition of a pat down and the agents definition was totally different. I was in shock during and afterwards. I felt like I was groped by the agent and humiliated. The agent with excessive force began to jam the back of his 
hand into my buttocks and rub the areas in between them. This has never happened to me before in any pants. I have worn these jeans with metal buttons on several flights before through other airports such as San Diego and Mobile and never once 
has anyone "laid a hand on me", I frequently travel for business and have been patted down before and it was never like this. I feel like I was wrongfully searched and touched. Especially when there was no evidence or wrong doing on my part If this is 
a standard practice travelers s ho u Id be made a ware I hat clothing with me ta I buttons wi 11 not be al lowed or require adv a need sere en i ng and getting groped by an agent. 
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Remote Client IP:!~(b~1~(6~)--~ 
Date Time: 1120/2013 8:31 :09 AM 

Namejrh··,1f';"1 

112012013 Emai"i!(b"-1""(6""·-,-,----,....,......,,........, 
11 : 15: 39 Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening: 

AM Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Gulfport MS Airport, on or about 13:00 on 18 Jan 2013/Delta Airlines· 

1/2012013 
11:15:39 

AM 

Comments:As I was walking through the scanner the TSA agent asked if I had anything in my pockets and I checked again and told him nothing. He told me are you sure it looks like you have something in your pockets. Again I checked and told him 
no. 

After I walked through the scanner I was stopped and informed I hat I required a "pal down" due 10 lhe bu1tons on my jeans. I was also informed I hat I could have a privale screening. Thinking this was a PAT DOWN, I opted 10 just let them do it and be 
cooperative. I feel that my definition of a pat down and the agents definition was totally different. I was in shock during and afterwards. I felt like I was groped by the agent and humiliated. The agent with excessive force began to jam the back of his 
hand into my buttocks and rub the areas in between them. This has never happened to me before in any pants. I have worn these jeans with metal buttons on several flights before through other airports such as San Diego and Mobile and never once 
has anyone "laid a hand on me", I frequently travel for business and have been patted down before and it was never like this. I feel like I was wrongfully searched and touched. Especially when there was no evidence or wrong doing on my part If this is 
a standard practice travelers s ho u Id be made a ware I hat clothing with me ta I buttons wi 11 not be al lowed or require adv a need sere en i ng and getting groped by an agent. 
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Remote Client 1ptb)(61 
Date Time: 112 012"'0"'1"'3"'8;-:""31,..:""o"'g""A""M.,... 

Nam~h-1/f,"·, 
Emafb1(6i 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Gulfport MS Airport, on or about 13:00 on 18 Jan 2013/Delta Airlines· 
Comments:As I was walking through the scanner the TSA agent asked if I had anything in my pockets and I checked again and told him nothing. He told me are you sure it looks like you have something in your pockets. Again I checked and told him 
no. 

After I walked through the scanner I was stopped and informed I hat I required a "pal down" due 10 lhe bu1tons on my jeans. I was also informed I hat I could have a privale screening. Thinking this was a PAT DOWN, I opted 10 just let them do it and be 
cooperative. I feel that my definition of a pat down and the agents definition was totally different. I was in shock during and afterwards. I felt like I was groped by the agent and humiliated. The agent with excessive force began to jam the back of his 
hand into my buttocks and rub the areas in between them. This has never happened to me before in any pants. I have worn these jeans with metal buttons on several flights before through other airports such as San Diego and Mobile and never once 
has anyone "laid a hand on me", I frequently travel for business and have been patted down before and it was never like this. I feel like I was wrongfully searched and touched. Especially when there was no evidence or wrong doing on my part If this is 
a standard practice travelers s ho u Id be made a ware I hat clothing with me ta I buttons wi 11 not be al lowed or require adv a need sere en i ng and getting groped by an agent. 



It's been nearly mo months since this occurance but I've come to the conclusion something has to be said about how I was treated at Reagaon National Airport's gate security. 

On November 28th I flew on Delta Air Lines from the Dane County Regional Airport in Madison, WI to Reagan National Airporl in Arlington, VA for a job interview al The Penlagon. I am a retired US Army officer and a disabled veleran required to wear 
a medical knee brace on my right knee. Naturally, as I was going to an interview, I was wearing a business suit and used my retired military ID card for photo identification at the first point in security. I had removed the knee brace to go through 
security. although it is extreme I y di Iii cult to walk without it. The T SA officer at M adIso n said there was no need to re move the brace as I could ea s i I y raise the I eg of my trousers to show them. So, no prob I ems or complaints with the T SA personnel in 
Madison. whatsoever. 

After my interview at The Pentagon. where security had no trouble with my knee brace either. the TSA security people at Reagan National were another story entirely. I was returning to Madison via United Air Lines and, after rny discussion at Madison 
and having had no trouble with Pentagon security, I kept my knee brace on. At the ID check point I again used my retired Army ID ca rd and asked 11 I needed to remove the brace. The young I ady working that point said "No."' I proceeded to the scanner 
where I again showed the middle-aged woman operating it the brace. She said it was OK and motioned rne through the scanner. The scanner showed the knee brace as expected, When I came through she asked to see the brace again, which I 
showed her, and she said I was OK 10 go ahead. At lhis point a IaI1, greying black man, obviously a supervisor, inlerceded, pulled me aside, and proceeded 10 Ireat me as if I were a known Ierrorist. The apparent supervisor was harsch and unfriendly, 
despite my cooperating in every way, and brought up an obviously nervous trainee (he told me he was a trainee and thanked me for being so cooperative) and proceed to check my brace for explosive residue and do a pat down. When the trainee had 
comp I eted the pat down, the su pe rvi sor said 11 wasn't good enough and things got much worse with my crotch being directly hand I ed and the trainee putting both hands I NS I DE my trousers up to the web of each hand and ru nnrng them around inside my 

112012013 entire waistband, very nearly touching my genitals. While the other TSA employees thanked me for being so cooperative. the tall, greying black man remained harsh and mildly hostile. Naturally this was quite embarassing and other people going 
1 :07:58 through security were looking al my as if I were some kind of criminal. 

PM 
To summarize my concerns and complaint for a disabled veteran of the US Marine Corps and retired US Army officer, wearing a business suit, still looking very military (short hair. 6'1" and 175 lbs) having just shown both the medical brace and a 
retired mi Ii tary ID ca rd to be treated as I was, while obvious Mid d I e E as te rne rs and other foreigners breeze through security. is an outrage to say the I east. I spent a year training US Air Force security pol ice in terrorist protection wh i I e on active duty 
and can assure you what was done to me did absolutely nothing to make air Iravelers safer. 

I wi 11 await your explanation of why this happened and how it can be avoided in the future. 

Platteville. Wisconsin 53818 

fb1(6) I 

1. Information aboul the person who experienced the civil rights/civil liberties violalion 

Name: f ... b_)_(6_, ___ ~ 

Phone#: ce1tb)(61 
.__ -~'"--_"'"_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_ ... _____ ~ 

Mailing AddressJ._(b_ •• _,(6_._I ______ _.fichmond, TX 77407 

Email HYPERLIN .._(b-'1_,_(6--') __________________ __. 

3. What happened? Describe your complaint. Give as much delail about your experience as possible, including the name of the air carrier, if this occurred at an airport. 

112012013 Flight UA 1100/Gate E-14; no checked baggage at E gate IAH. I was falsely screened for explosives and subjected to a body search. Agent indicates that this happens regularly. I believe you are violating peoples civil rights by falsely accusing them 

3,1 O:OS due to inadequate screening tools. Have tried to get resolution via two other complaint fonm letters to which I have received form letters. My question and expectation have not been addressed. Screening at this gate at this airport are not in line with 
PM other areas or other airports. To repeatedly accuse people based on your machine picking up hand lotions or baby powder. Body search based on this is not warranled. 

When did this happen? Please provide the approximate time of the experience. If ongoing, please indicate when the problem began. 

January 18th. am. 1st complaint issued on January 19th. Second complaint issued January 19th evening. 

Where did this happen? 

Place: IAH 

City: Houston 



1120/2013 

Caller stated: 
He has missed a flight due to TSA Caller stated that according to the Air Tran website it advises passengers to arrive to the airport 1 and a hall hours before their flight. Caller stated that he arrived to the TPA airport at 1:50pm for a 3:20pm flight. 
Caller slated that he went to the ticket counter and checked his luggage but was delayed I here and got to the screening area about 30 minutes before his flight. Caller staled thal he informed the officers I hat he was running lale for his flight and 
requested a expedited line but they directed him ta go through the normal line. Caller stated that he opted out of the AIT and went through a pat down. Caller stated that he got to the boarding gate at 3: 18pm and his plane was already leaving. Caller 
stated that he is now going to lose his Job because of missing his flight. Ca 11 er refused to pro vi de a em a, I and stated that he would prefer to be contacted by phone atk b ':,( 6 I ! Ca 11 er wanted to know if there was anything he co u Id do to expedite 
screening in the future, 

5:01 : 22 Advised ca Iler: 
PM Since his complaint involves screening at a particular airport I would forward his complaint to the CSM there. 

Advised caller that TSA recommends that travelers arrive 2 hours in advance of their flight to provide lime for screening and boarding. 

Advised caller that the only way to expedite screening at this time is the PreCheck program. Advised caller that he could enroll into this either by opting in through an airtine or by joining one of the CBP s Trusted Traveler programs. Advised caller that 
the TT programs are ran through the CBP and he could reach them at 877-227-5511. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Date Time: 11201 

Name:tb1(6, 
Emailkb 1(6) 
Comp I a i nts: I nco n s i ste nt Screening (Different Practices between Airports): 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight USAir #3737 from BNA 10 CLT (Screening done@ BNA) on 1/2612013 
Comments:I travel frequently for business, and have always carried my contact lens cleaner (Ciba Vision Clear Care) liquid in my carry an and have "declared" it as medical liquids. I have never had a major issue with carrying this liquid onto a plane 

1120/2013 (11 has, once or twice, set off the "sniff scan'· due to the medical item containing a small amount of acid, however. the TSA supervisor always checked it more accurately, and cleared 11 to go-- I have entered with this roduct via PHL JAX BOS, GPT. 
6:09:40 PHX, LAX). However, at BNA during my return trip from Nashville to Philadelphia, the item set off the "sniff test" (it had passed a screening@ PHL just two days before), and the supervisor fb::,(6) !- badge (b)(6 isallowed (and confiscated) 

PM the item AND required me to go through a full pat down and required all of my bags to be checked. While I do understand and agree with TSA"s responsibilities for safety, I find his aclions and decisions very inconsistanl with other airports. and I was 
very disappointed in the his specific handling of this situation. I should also mention that I am cleared by the TSA Pre Check system (although I do not beleive this was available for me @ BNA). 

I wanted to report this issue to you so that you can work on consistant training on my specific item (many folks use this product as it is a common contact lens eye care product). And hopefully you will contactl(b)(ff:1 
type of item should you agree with my assessment of the situalion. 

lfor additional training on this 

On a pos1t1ve note, the T SA agent who handled the d eta i Is of the issue ( performed the scan, res can, bag i nsp ecti on and pat down) was very profession al and hand I ed hi mse If very wel I with a semi-irritated !rave 11 er (me). U nfo rtunatly, I did not gather his 
name to pass along to you. 

Thank ya u for your attention to my conce rnlissue. 

!rh1/R1 



1121/2013 
9:23 53 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date Time: 1 20 201311:17:09 PM Airport: BWI - Baltimore•Washinglon International Date Time of Travel: 01 20 2013 Airline Flighl Number 
Ch eek paint Area al Airport · 
TSA Employee: (If Known) Did not see a Badge Name Tag 
Comment· I am writing to complain about a pat-down I received today at the BWI Airport. I have had pat - down before however they have been in public. Today I ask for a private screening because the officer I received mentioned patting down my 
groin area. In human anatomy, lhe groin (the adjective is inguinal, as in inguinal canal) areas are the lwo creases at lhe junction of the torso with lhe legs,[11 on eilher side of the pubic area.[2] This is also known as the medial (adductor) 
compartment of the thigh. "I assure you this is not where I was pat dawn; therefore this has become an invasion ta the paint of sexual molestation·. 
After conversing with my travel partner I change my mind. I was traveling with my mother who has cancer, her bones are brittle so she can't 11ft anything too heavy and her pat down was almost completed. I didn't want to leave her nonetheless, the 
officer to Id me once I asked lo r a private screening it is law I so to speak) in other words I couldn't change my mind, 
1. The officer was reluctant to inform me I could have someone in lhe room with me and I hat another officer will be in the room as stated "The passenger can request a private screening al any time and a privale screening should be offered when lhe 
officer must pat down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be accompanied by a companion al his ar her choosing. 
2. I went to the T SA website be info nmed about what a pat down s ho u Id be. However. it seems to me that this 1s I ega I form of sexual mol estat1on. 
3.Why is it that when technology is rebuff and man is lead to rely on his her instinct or intellect others rights, ethics and morals goes out the window. I am the citizen you are trying to keep safe and in doing so I am being mentally agitated and 
sexually mistreated. Really, does my vagina has to be touch, bumped or violated and my breast rose 10 the poinl of feeling manhandled to be safe in I his country. 
4. My question to you is, is the country any safer when your employees offend their fellow citizens? Ask us if we want to go through this in order to be safe. Then think about the many people who have turned ta being x-rayed to avoid being violated. 

A woman who has cancer avoid ax-ray machine for fear of increase cellular changes therefore she is pat down because the government agencies has no instinct on detenmining whether or not someone is a terrorist or not. They are not trained to spot 
a 1errorist. Where is the high intelligence we as Americans boast about? The last act of 1error I hat was conducted on USA soil could have been intercepled al the highest level. Since then we have been paying for it through constant fear and 
dehumanizing behavior all in the name of safety. 
Rea 11 y the next person who pats me down may at my groin area may just be showered with some urine. I am sure TSA can come up with another lo nm of pat down especially in those s ens1t1ve areas. Change it p I ease. Thank You. I too have to 
disease my mom has and don't need anything to trigger cell changes. 
Would you like a rey,c:ensy7 -Inie 
Passenger's Name f~~--_1(_6_} ___ ~ 
Phone Number . 
Email l(b)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················--;:::::===::::;-------····························· 
Remote Client IPJ"'(b"-1"-(6,,_-... 1 __ __. 
Date Time 1120/2013 8 38:38 PM 

Email (b)(61 
Comp , · · i ng IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Lincoln Nebraska Airport, afternoon Delta Flight ta Minneapolis, Saturday. 1/19/2013. 
Comments: Dear T SA I got a lo rm response from you today which did not address the false positive explosives alert at this airport which resulted in a hum i Ii ati ng. frig htem ng. and hi g hi y pu bl 1c experience for my daughter at the hands of staff who 
treated her like a criminal - guilty until proven innocent -when there was obviously another explanation- glycerin based hand cream. My original complaint is attached below, followed by the form response. 

1 MY ORIGINAL COMPLAINT: "My daughter, !(b':,(61 !was subjected to a real ordeal today by TSA employees in Lincoln, Nebraska when her person and several items in her carrying luggage reportedly set all an "explosives alarm·· (4 "'alarms"-
1~21}~;3 their term - in all. I was_told by the em_ployee, who caHed me over to watch her stuff while she wa_s subJected to a thorough, repetitious pat down by female TSA staffers). The entire line ca".:e to a ~tandstill while this happened., TSA staff did ,not appear 

·AM to be ,n a problem-solving frame of mind even when ,twas obvious, after looking at every single ,tern ,n my daughters purse and on her person, that there were no explosives present. The alarms were related to my daughters hands (heres a clue), 
clothing, and her cloth computer sleeve. I lold the TSA gentleman thal we had been in Nebraska visiting relalives for three days and she was never oul of direcl con1ac1 with family members. After she was reluclantly cleared to go, we looked al the 
ingredients in the hand cream she was using religiously in the dry air of wintry Nebraska, and sure enough. it was a glycerin-based product. A quick look online will provide ample indication that this is a frequent cause of false positive explosive alerts 
for TSA sere en i ngs. Live and I ea m, I suppose. 
It is important to emphasize. I think, that such alerts - a better term than '"alarms" - do NOT mean that explosives are PRESENT Travelers are not guilty until proven innocent, and should not be treated as such, as she was. I am asking for Lincoln, 
Nebraska based staff 10 receive sufficienl training so thal they can distinguish, at some point, a false positive explosives alert caused by hand cream, WITHOUT treating a young woman like a potentially dangerous criminal for nearly 30 minutes in full 
view and hearing al dozens of other air travelers in a sma 11 city a i rpa rt. 
I know this is not an unusual occurrence. What was unusual was this staffs extended drama over this incident, and the humiliation my daughter and I were subjected to because of it. As a retired Washington State Administrator, I was shocked by the 
lack of consideration and privacy accorded my daughter, and the failure of staff to look for a reasonable explanation for a test result which is documented to have such common, and easily explained false positives. 
Thanks for your assistance in this matter:· 

YOUR RESPONSE: Thank you for your e-mail in which you inquire about the reasons for secondary screening. The Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass 
through our screening checkpoints, Every passenger and their property must be screened belo re entering the secured area, and the way the sere en i ng is conducted is i m po rta nt, 0 u r policies and procedures locus on ensuring th at al I passengers are 
trealed with dignily, respect, and courtesy. TSA applies a variety of securily measures in screening passengers and their property prior 10 boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and lheir carry.on 
baggage, which may be triggered by a number al factors ta include watch list processing, random selection. or alarm resolution. Far example. TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdawn on a passenger. ta resolve an alarm al the 
Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve an anomaly discovered dunng Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 



112112013 
1:50:25 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:l~(b_••_I(6_._1 ---~ 
Date Time: 1/21/20131226:21 PM 

Nam b1(6) 
Email b)(6, 
Comp a, n s: na pp ro pn a e cree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):United Flight 343F, Reagan Nat'I Airport (DCA), lnilial TSA Checkpoinl servicing Gate 11, January 12 2013. 
Comments:I am an active duty military member of 24 years. I am of senior rank, am highly decorated and have held a very high security clearance for 23+ years without interruption. I have worked in some of the most secure and sensitive facilities in 
our country. I fly often, in conj u n ct,on with my mi I ,ta ry duties. I am a frequent fi ye r with premier status for the amount of time I fly com me rci a 11 y. I am pleased to see the re is a Pre-check system and have taken advantage of it m ult, pl e 11 mes now. It is a 
major reason why I choose to fiy out of Regan National, As such here is my recent experience summarized: 

On 12 Jan 2013 I entered the TSA checkpoint indicated for access to my assigned gate, Gate 11. My primary focus was getting to Gate 11. I did not see a sign indicating the Pre-check lane. It is not to say there wasn't one, just that if there was I 
missed it due to being in a hurry. I relied on the TSA rep to advise me of my eligibility as they had in the past. Two TSA reps were casually talking at the podium about sports. I made small talk. as I always do since I understand how TSA duties can be 
mundane. After checking my military ID card, or CAC, I was passed through to the scanner. There was no mention of whether I was in the Pre-check process or not. I was confused as to whether I was in the Pre-check process or was in the normal 
process. The screener at the scanner was quick to "advise" me to take off my bools. As I was trying to ascertain by asking the screener if my military stalus would allow me 10 keep I hem on, again wondering if i was in lhe Pre-check process, the 
screener quickly told me that only applied to mi I ita ry person ne I in uni/a rm. I was confused and tried to explain that I thought I was e Ii g i ble for the Pre-check program I had used many times before in ci vi I ia n attire. The screen er did not Ii sten to my 
question and proceeded to lecture me about how he just retired from the military and he has been "in my shoes"' many times. He did not want to listen to my question but wanted me to know all about how he had been active duty and retired and that I 
just had to deal with it like he did. Again. I was trying to utilize Pre-check, not get special treatment. He simply would not listen. Still confused I left my heavy metal watch on wondering what screening process I was going through. (When I know I am 
getting fully screened I take all metal off my body, put it in my backpack and put it on the x-ray belt. I know how to travel efficiently. I lravel 50-100k a year.) While I did not know it at lhat moment my watch sel off the scanner or indicated some need for 
a pat down. Or maybe my fellow veteran of retired military status required I be patted down for "questioning"' the process. Perhaps my confused demeanor failed some SPOT check variables. Regardless I did not know that I was to be further screened 
at this moment. When I proceeded past the scanner I was directed to stop by another screener. I did not exactly know that I was getting further screened at this point. I was "directed" to hold my arms out. I was not advised of what was to come next. 
The screener simply put his hands on me and start '"patting"' me down in my T-shirt. I was startled because I was expecting a wand search at best not some huge guy putting his hands on me without notice and rubbing down my upper body. Again. I 
was not advised what was happening or lhat I was going 10 be physically touched. It was such an abrupl "'pat down" that I almosl responded defensively. It was lhat sudden. I asked that screener, '"Is this what we do nowadays? Put our hands on people 
without telling them first?"' The screener replied "'Yup. We are too busy to explain it. We just do it so there is no back-up of people waiting.'" He was extremely rude about it, had no concern for what he did and acted as if I was burdening him. To be 
clear I do not put my hands on other people unless there is a reason, and I tell them that there is a reason. What that screener did to me makes me consider words like "violation" and "assault". In the military it would be chargeable as assault for me to 
start touching another service member without advisement. 

After I gathered my property from the x-ray I sought out a TSA Supervisor. I spoke with !~(b_1(~6_l __ ~~ho was in an office directly behind the TSA checkpoint where the incident occurred. I told him everything that happened. He admitted that touching 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: ~[b_,_(6_) ___ ~ 
Date Time: 112112013 12:00: 16 PM 

Namefbi/61 
Emailb)(ff1 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):NASHVILLE AIRPORT 
Comments:I AMAN AMERICAN CITIZEN WHO WAS BORN AND RAISED HERE IN THE UNITED STATES AND I HAVE NEVER BEEN TREATED SO POORLY BY A GOVERNMENT AGENCY. MY BAGS WERE SEARCHED, MY HANDS WERE 
TESTED SAYING I HAD EXPLOSIVES ON TH EM WHICH IS ABSOLUTELY RIDICULIOUS. THEN THEY PROCEEDED TO TOUCH MY VAGINA AND BREASTS NOT ONCE BUT SEVERAL TIMES. ABSOLUTELY NO REASON WHAT SO EVER 
FOR DOING THAT. NONE• BELIEVE ME I HAVE TOLD EVERYONE WHAT HAPPENED AT THE NASHVILLE AIRPORT AND THEY ARE COMPLETELY APPALLED BY THE WAY I WAS TREATED. COME TO FIND OUT THERE WERE NO 

112112013 EXPLOSIVES ON ME SURPRISE SURPRISE. YOUR TACTICS NEED TO BE CHANGED. YOU NEED TO TARGET THE PEOPLE WHO NEED TO BE TARGETED THE TSA GUY THAT I COMPLAINED TO WAS A COMPLETE SMART MOUTH 
WITH ME AND WAS EXTREMELY RUDE AND HATEFUL. 

1:50:37 
PM 

HE KEPT TALKING ABOUlj~(b~1_(6~) __ ~l-~kb_)~(6_, __ ~IDI DN'T BLOW UP A PLANE' HE NEEDS TO COME UP WITH A DIFFERENT ANALOGY, 

IT IS A SAD DAY IN AMERICA WHEN INNOCENT PEOPLE ARE TARGETED FOR ABSOLUTELY NO REASON AT ALL. NO REASON FOR ME TO BE TOUCHED IN THAT MANNER THEY HAD ALREADY PATTED ME DOWN. NO REASON AT 
ALL 

I THINK WHAT UPSETS ME MORE IS THE SMART MOUTH TSA MANAGER THAT WAS SO EXTREMELY RUDE TO ME. I MIGHT HAVE JUST WANTED TO VENT. IT IS HIS JOB TO LISTEN, BUT NO HE WAS SO ARGUMENTITIVE AND 
HATEFUL SO NOW YOUR GETTING THE COM PLAINT. 

JUST SO YOU KNOW I CAME BACK FROM CHICAGO WITH THE SAME CLOTHES ON MY BAGS PACKED EXACTLY THE SAME WAY AND NO RED FLAGS NO NOTHING. NO TESTING OF MY HANDS, NO GROPING OF MY BODY 

SOUNDS LIKE YOU HAVE A BU NCH OF BARNEY FIFE'S RUNNING AROUND THE NASHVILLE AIRPORT 

AMENDMENT IV TO THE CONSTITUTION STATES - THE RIGHT OF THE PEOPLE TO BE SECURE IN THEIR PERSONS, HOUSES, PAPERS AND EFFECTS AGAINST UNREASONABLE SEARCH ES AND SEIZURES. I FEEL MY RIGHTS 
WERE VIOLATED IN EVERY WAY. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP! ... (b-'-1-'-(6""'I ___ _. 
Date Time: 112112013 12:00: 16 PM 

Namel(b,(61 

Emai{b,(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):NASHVILLE AIRPORT 
Comments:I AMAN AMERICAN CITIZEN WHO WAS BORN AND RAISED HERE IN THE UNITED STATES AND I HAVE NEVER BEEN TREATED SO POORLY BY A GOVERNMENT AGENCY. MY BAGS WERE SEARCHED, MY HANDS WERE 
TESTED SAYING I HAD EXPLOSIVES ON TH EM WHICH IS ABSOLUTELY RIDICULIOUS. THEN THEY PROCEEDED TO TOUCH MY VAGINA AND BREASTS NOT ONCE BUT SEVERAL TIMES. ABSOLUTELY NO REASON WHAT SO EVER 
FOR DOING THAT. NONE• BELIEVE ME I HAVE TOLD EVERYONE WHAT HAPPENED AT THE NASHVILLE AIRPORT AND THEY ARE COMPLETELY APPALLED BY THE WAY I WAS TREATED. COME TO FIND OUT THERE WERE NO 

112112013 EXPLOSIVES ON ME SURPRISE SURPRISE. YOUR TACTICS NEED TO BE CHANGED. YOU NEED TO TARGET THE PEOPLE WHO NEED TO BE TARGETED THE TSA GUY THAT I COMPLAINED TO WAS A COMPLETE SMART MOUTH 
WITH ME AND WAS EXTREMELY RUDE AND HATEFUL. 

1:50:37 
PM 

HE KEPT TALKING ABOUT ~kb~i~(6~1 __ ___,_!('-b-'-,('-6-'-) __ __,!DIDN'T BLOW UP A PLANE. HE NEEDS TO COME UP WITH A DIFFERENT ANALOGY. 

IT IS A SAD DAY IN AMERICA WHEN INNOCENT PEOPLE ARE TARGETED FOR ABSOLUTELY NO REASON AT ALL. NO REASON FOR ME TO BE TOUCHED IN THAT MANNER THEY HAD ALREADY PATTED ME DOWN. NO REASON AT 
ALL. 

I THINK WHAT UPSETS ME MORE IS THE SMART MOUTH TSA MANAGER THAT WAS SO EXTREMELY RUDE TO ME. I MIGHT HAVE JUST WANTED TO VENT. IT IS HIS JOB TO LISTEN, BUT NO HE WAS SO ARGUMENTITIVE AND 
HATEFUL SO NOW YOUR GETTING THE COM PLAINT. 

JUST SO YOU KNOW I CAME BACK FROM CHICAGO WITH THE SAME CLOTHES ON MY BAGS PACKED EXACTLY THE SAME WAY AND NO RED FLAGS NO NOTHING. NO TESTING OF MY HANDS, NO GROPING OF MY BODY 

SOUNDS LIKE YOU HAVE A BU NCH OF BARNEY FIFE'S RUNNING AROUND THE NASHVILLE AIRPORT 

AMENDMENT IV TO THE CONSTITUTION STATES - THE RIGHT OF THE PEOPLE TO BE SECURE IN THEIR PERSONS, HOUSES, PAPERS AND EFFECTS AGAINST UNREASONABLE SEARCH ES AND SEIZURES. I FEEL MY RIGHTS 
WERE VIOLATED IN EVERY WAY. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: [._b_)_(6_, ___ _. 
Date Time: 1/2112013 11:31 :37 AM 
························--------------··························· 

Name1bl(61 
Emai1fbl(61 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/ Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc):LAX on the morning of Jan 21st, 2013 
Approx 5:15am, Terminal 1 Southwest) 

112112013 TSA ernloyee narne:._(b--')_(6-'-) __ __. 
l:s, :12 Comments:Sirs. 

PM 
I travel often and have never had any problem with TSA. Generally I think TSA do a good job. 

Today I opted out and asked to get "pat down" screen. The employee[b)(ff:, Failed for male screening but it was barely audible even to me standing close to her, I waited for few minutes and when no one came I asked her again to call. She 
see rn ed annoyed that I had interrupted her private conversation with another I SA employee. 
Again the call was barely audible so I knew no one would come. So I waited another several minutes, and no one came (it was not that busy), When I asked her the third time I asked ii I could speak to a supervisor. Just then a male TSA officer came 
by chance and saw me standing and asked if I was an opt out. 

As I pa sse4: b ":,( 6) !I looked for her badge to get her name and she thrust her badge into my face (almost h ittrng me). I spoke to the supervisor and informed him that I thought!( b ":,( 6) t,as uncooperative. unp roles s ional and need I essl y 
antagonistic towards me. The pat down was very professional and other TSA officers did good job. "-"'--'-------' 

I felt that !(b)(61 ! was needlessly discourteous to me and very rude. 

Thank you for your time. 



Information about the person who experienced the cIvI I rights ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I atIon 

Name: ,_f b_,_(6_) ____ __. 

Phone#: Cell: ... f b_,_(6_) __ ~IHome:""kb""-)(""'6~, __ __. 

Mailing Address: ... !(b-;_)_(....,6~••-'.,.,-_-___ ~-~-ne_1_1v_i11_e_G_A_3_0_0_1_s __________ ., 

Email: HYPERLINi{,_b_)_(B_I _________________ __, 

Check here if you are represented by a lhird party or an attorney in this ma1ter. If so please 

provide the third party's 

112112013 name and contact informalion: nol al this time but considering 

5:17:11 
PM 

112112013 
5:17:42 

PM 

What happened? 

On December 27, 2012, roughly belween 10:15am•10:30am, I was traveling from Atlanta to 

Miami on American Airlines fi1ght #3501 I went thru the North Security Checkpoint at Atlanta 

Hartsfield•Jackson International AirporI. I went thru the body scanner. The female TSA agent 

(agent s name Is kiill:filJ waiting for me upon exiting the scanner did a man ua I pat down. 

which is totally fine with me. I have been traveling thru the Atlanla airport anywhere from 16 to 

25 round trips per year, for the last 24 years. I am very familiar with the process and have no 

issues with it, as long as passengers are trealed with respect and courtesy. The TSA agent 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:._!!b"-· .. I("'-6'-·., __ __. 
Date Time: 1/21/2013 3:24:39 PM 

······················---------------····························· 

Namej1b1(6) 
Email(b)(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ra pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/AirporUGate/Etc) 21-JAN-2013 0625 
American Airlines Flight 0686 SAT to DFW: 
Comments:During a screening, TSA supervisor insisled thal I Iurn over inlo his possession my USD cash, credit cards, and US passporI. I called for his superior. He informed my thal he is the only supervisor and thal his word is aulhoritative and 
final. Furthermore. he told me that if I refused, he would order San Antonio Police Department to peiform a "civil search." The SAPD officer declined to become involved. I refused to turn over these items. and then he accused me of attempting hide 
something. Another TSA employee said, "He is definitely hiding something."' The su pe rvi sor attempted to take hold of the cash. and it /el I to the ground. I retneved it. 

This behavior goes beyond simple inconsistency. It is inappropriate to handle money. II is intimidating and absolutely improper 10 lhreaten invocation of local law enforcement. Threats of having local law enforcemenl perform functions of TSA make the 
administration look silly and naive. 

I will not stand for being accused of being a criminal, I certainly will not be intimidated by an improperly trained staff member acting like a common criminal, shaking me down for cash. 

I am seeking the surveillance video. and I am requesting that TSA investigate this matter. I look forward to the administration's response. 



1/2112013 
6:15:17 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPkb 1(6) 
Date Time: 1121 12""0"'1',;3,-4;-:,.1 8"":""2..,.1 ""P'"'M-,--' 

Namf:~:~L J ~:,~(( b)(011 la pp I o pl I ate SCI MI ,i 11g/P at Down Screening. 

Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):From Denver International Airport, Frontier Airlines flight #708 on January 12, 2013, gate A29, concourse A security checkpoinl between 10:15 and 11 :02 am. Age~as 
main contact 
Comments:I am Type 1 diabetic with insulin pump. I informed ageni(b)(ff:ilof my pump, I said I would go through full body xray. but pump could not Was accused of refusing backscatter machine, was told pump could go through backscatter 
machine, medical letter which specifically says NOT to subject pump to x-ray was adamantly refused, was not read pat-down rights as required. carry-on subject to excessive screening in defiance of January 2012 agreement with ADA as it was 
swabbed before I had a pat-down or my hands swabbed, was subjec, to painful, squeezing patdown, I was ,old to stop "crying and bitching" (I was crying, but was trying hard 10 be polite), carry-on tested posilive so subjec, to 2 more identical pal
downs and lots of rude remarks. Eventually, everything was cleared after 3 different swabs. 

I feel this was excessive screening simply because I asked for my pump to be hand inspected. Agent fb::,(6 !was rude and kept rephrasing my words into something I HAD NOT said, I never refused to go through the backscatter machine, I simply 
asked for a hand inspection of my pump. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: ._[b--'1_(6--') ___ _. 
Date Time: 1122/2013 12: 12: 12 AM 

112212013 Name,..J .. (b ... ··,'='(6"'"!'--__ ___. ___ _, 
8: 18, 13 Emal(b 1(6 I _ _ _ 

AM Comp I a, nts: Ina pp ro pn ate Screen, ng/P at Down Screen, ng: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight 122 from Phoenix, AZ 10 Por,land, OR on 1121 at 6:45 am. 
Comments:I was pulled aside to do additional screening. I was told by the female TSA agent that she would be feeling around my breasts. This was humilating and I felt completely violated. I was not told of any alternative screenings I could partake 
in. I had to do it in front of everyone - including other TSA agents that were i nap prop ri a tel y wale hi ng this woman '1ond I e" my breasts. How is this not considered sexua I harassment? When I asked why they were doing this to me she said "be cause they 
told me to.'' This is unacceptable. 

I realize that security is of up most of importance but grabbing my breasts in front of everyone seems absolutely unnecessary. 

Why did I have no other choice than to be inappropriately touched while everyone watched? 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJb 1(6) I 
Date Time: 1121 I Oi 3 11 :38:22 PM 

Namefbi(61 
Email b)(61 
Comp I a i nts; I terns Not Permitted Through the Security Checkpoint 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):JetBlue Flt 56, Burlington VT 
Comments:We were traveling tonight from Burlington to JFK. Our 6 year-old was traveling with us and we wanted to bring a 6 oz juice box with us through security. It is our understanding under TSA policy, you could bring milk/juice for small children 
(which Is not defined on the policy page - but if an infant is 1-2 ylo, toddler 3-4 ylo, a small child should be 5-6 ylo). 

1/2212013 . . . 
8_18_ 19 We had been I hough Burlington before (along with JFK, LGA, LAX) - bul Burlington about a year ago. We have never had a problem bringing a juice box lhrough - we show it to them, I hey do some additional screening (which has varied by airport from 

· AM a full pat down secondary screening (BTV) to a swab of the boxes and test (JFK, LGAJ. 

Tonight we were told that we could not bring it through. When we told them that we had most recently brought it through JFK and had brought the same items through BTV in the prior year, I was told that they should never allow any juice boxes 
through. They did not question the size (saying it was 100 big) - just I hat it could not come through. 

We asked lo r a supervisor who informed us that no Ii quids > 3. 1 oz co u Id come through. When we asked about the kid/Juice pol icy. we we re informed th at none were a 11 owed through s i nee 2006 - which is i nco n s i ste nt with your pol icy posted on your 
web site. 

We were informed that we could purchase juice post security and that the planes would have it. Unfortunately, the TSA was misinformed as there was none to purchase post security and B6 only provides soda as part of their express service. 

As a frequent traveler, I can understand security risks. However, I think it was unreasonable that we could not bring through a juice box for our son. We still consider him to be a small child under your policy - but if we were mistaken, can you please let 
us know wha I you consider to be a sma 11 chi Id for the exception and past that in formation on your web page as we 11. 

Thanks. 

To Whom to May Concern: 

On January 16, 2013 I was attempting to board an Airtran flight from STL - MCD via the east terminal at Lambert International Airport in St Louis, MO. I was in a queue for screening since I saw everyone was going through the magnetometer. As a 
Registered Tech no log i st in Radiography IR T-R) I have worked around rad i atIon my entire p roles s ional career and understand its dangers, esp eci a 11 y the dangerous "Backscatter" which the pub Ii c has been to Id repeatedly Is not dangerous. Al I which 
preceded me wa I ked though the magnetometer with no prob I em, I was di re cted to the ha rmfu I radiation check, so I to Id the woman I wanted to opt lo r the pat down. She made me stand to the side for a bout ten-minutes wh i I e she "Went to get a 
female" for pat down screening. Al thal poinl, as a government employee, she had no idea of how ridiculous she sounded. From all appearances she was a woman and could have screened me quite easily right then and there. Now other travelers 
were being inconvenienced as well. I asked a man agent just standing if I could walk through the magnetometer, like others had resumed. In typical government employee fashion he told me I was chosen for the x-ray screen and could not deviate. 
W 1th no c ri ti ca I thinking ab i Ii ty to work with the genera I pub Ii c. I fee I sorry lo r these clearly ignorant pea pl e. A lier al most 15-m in utes of just standing without my posse ssIons in cl ear sight, I was di reeled to two young women who we re de Ii g htfu I to work 
with for advanced screening. At last I was able to put on my shoes and gather my personal belongings which were left out in the open for any TSA agent to pilfer (which there are plenty of documented cases of recently). 

112212013 It was clear to me they do not regularly work in the East Terminal at Lambert. since they were NOT rude, intolerant, nor vindictive like the others I encounter at least twice a month. !(b)(6) ! told me she normally works at the A area and~ 

8:19:34 ~s new to the TSA. Please promote these women and pul them in charge of customer service training of there is such a lhing for such an abusive governmental agency. Unfortunalely lhey are the exception not lhe rule for TSA employees at 

AM [filfilD 

St Louis is the worst airport for TSA screening. If they are so unhappy with their vocational choice they should find another line of employment, not torture the travelling public who pay their wages. It is clear the average TSA employee has no critical 
thinking ability. as exemplified by the first woman I encountered. If she had any common sense she would not have inconvenienced me or any other travelers by moving to another spot (where I could see her) and talking to several co-workers while 
pointing at me and just did the screening process. 

To continue on the theme of travel nightmares. at MCO IO rl a ndo) attempting to clear security to go to gate 1 06. the passengers were stacked up Ii ke cordwood, It appears there were about 50 uniformed agents having some so rt of ra 11 y or party, The 
queues were nol moving yel the rally cries and clapping were legion. If there is to be a celebralion, please send a memo. To have so many employees clearly neglecting their charges is unconscionable. There were at least four scanners which went 
unstaffed that could have screened all the travelers who were wrapped around the rope line. I did take a comment card, but I do not trust the local staff to tum unfavorable comments in to headquarters. I really have no confidence this will be read by 
anyone who can make a difference. 



The following has been sent to TSA Seattle as well as Port of Seattle Police. 

JAN. 17, 2013 

[bi(6) 

BRIER. WA 98036 

PORT OF SEATTLE POLICE 

2711 ALASKAN WAY 

112212013 SEATTLE, WA 98121 
8:19:55 

AM 

112212013 
11 2231 

AM 

HOMELAND SECURITYITSA 

17801 INTERNATIONAL BLVD S. 

BOX 309 SEATTLE. WA 98158 

Tsa-co nta ctce nter@d hs .gov 

COM PLAINT: SEATAC AIRPORT 

DATE: JAN 4, 2013 

Disability Description: Callers mother uses a walker. The last time she wenl through security screening al MCO on Feb 6th 2012 12:05pm on Delta Airlines she was asked 10 walk wilhout her walker. She is gelling ready to fly again from Del roil to 
MCO. 

Information Request She is needing to know the screening process for her mother since she is not able to walk without her walker. Will she be required to take her leg braces off during screening. Caller is needing to know if she will be permitted to 
go through the screening process with her mol her if she is not flying. 

Response Details: Her mother will need to inform our officers of her condition and of her ability once she gets to the screening checkpoint. Since she is not able to stand or walk without her walker she will not be able to go through the AIT screener 
and w i 11 have to go through a patdown screening, She is permitted to request a private sere en i ng room at anytime du ring the sere en i ng process and a friend or la mi ly member wi 11 be permitted to go in the room with her during sere en i ng, 

She will not be required to take her braces of during screening if she is not able to. 
If a non-trave Ii ng comp an ion wants to accompany a passenger to and or from the boa rd i ng gate, he or she is required to go to the airline ticket counter and show ide ntifi cation and request a gate pass to gain access to the secured area. After receiving 
a pass, the companion will be required to show the gate pass and valid. Government-issued photo identification at the TSA screening checkpoint to undergo security screening and proceed to the boarding gate area. 
Provided her wilh the contact number for the CSM al MCO since she did nol wanl me 10 send lhe information to the CSM. 
Email not sent. 

Incident Deta i Is; Ca 11 er stated that she did not fee I th at her mother was di scri min ated against and that it was just poor customer service, 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP!"'(b"---"-,(6,,,.-... I ___ ...., 
Date Time: 1/22/20131121 :10 AM 

1/2212013 

12:40:0S Nam~b 1(6) 
PM Email[,._ b-)~(6--.... , --~---~ 

Comp'i-la-in"'t,-s"': D""is-co-u""'rt,...e-o-us""'l"'R,...u""d-e""E,....mployee 

Flight Info ~ble. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Regan National Tuesday Jan 22, 2013 around 10:40 am· 
Comments~and~ere both rude. One telling us, after we asked for bins. in a slow loud methodical voice that they were getting more bins.!(b)(6d1 !did my requested pat down and was rude when I indicated that passeners were 
handling my property which was a good distance from where I had to stand. Your job is tough enough with out adding rudeness to the mix. especially when tire citizens are returning from something like the inauguration. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP""f h"'·""·,1'-'R-'--, ___ _...., 
Dale Time: 1 /2212013 1 :23 53 PM 

Name!lhi/R, 
Emailtb i(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening/Pat Down Sc reenrng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Delta Air Lines Flight#4634 Class L. 
Colorado Springs CO, USA 

112212013 Delta Air Lines locator GW4BND 
2:16:26 Electronic Tickerl-[_h_·11_r;_·-, ____ ~ 

PM Depart 21 Jan 2013 Monday 05:20 PM 
Gate 4, Zone:3, Seal 7B 
Ut. Drivers licenR<l;-i""h""-,1'-"r;""·-,---, 

Date of Birth kb )(6i 
COS-SLC ==~-...., 
Comments:We arrived at the TSA inspection at approximalely 3:00 PM for pre-boarding screening. We were lhe first in line for the process (2hrs prior to Flighl Time) 
Since I am 76 yr old, I was allowed to leave my shoes on my feet. I informed the screener that I had a prosthetic right knee (Titanium). The detector was two sensing poles that we walked through. When the sensors detected my prosthesis, I was 
required to remove my shoes and empty all pockets :candy. cough drops. wallet. belt etc. (3 boxes full) Passing through the sensors again. my prosthesis was again sensed. No wand was used to verify the prosthesis. The screener required me to 
step out of line in front of the ones being processd, He proceeded to place surgical gloves on both hands. reached in the front of my trowsers and proceeded to palpate my genitals; after which he placed his hand inside the back of my trowsers, 
inserled his hand and forced a finger through my jockey shorts and penetrated my rectum . All of this proceeded in full view of 20-40 TSA inspectors and many people being processed. 
I guess this was the equivalent of a cavity search for no obvious reason in full view of the whole terminal. 
I wo u Id appreciate an explanation of the reason far this search. I am a retired Government employee. have been cleared for secret clearance during this employment. I have never been arrested. etc. The fact that said inspection was performed 
publically was embarassin~ to say the least. 



1/2212013 
2:57:55 

PM 

Caller left MCO on Sunday 20 Jan. 20 13 at or around 1300 hours on American Ai rt i nes flight AA2291 d ep arti ng at 163 0. Caller states that he went through the handicapped Ii ne and he did the no rm al s c reem ng procedure. Caller went through AIT and 
an anomoly appeared around his waist band. Caller states that he recieved a patdown from an officer described as a white male approximately 5 10 abnd being approximately 40 YO. Caller indicates that the subject weighs between 150-160 lbs with 
short, I ig ht brown hair. 
Caller states that the officer noticed a pouch attached to his waist band and inside al the pouch was two fifty dollar bills and approximately 6-7 ane dollar bills. The caller removed the pouch and handed the pouch to the screener. The caller states that 
the screener walked the pouch to the entrance of the X-Ray machine where the screener took an unusual amount of time to place the pouch onto the belt. Caller indicated that the length of time to put the item on the belt was at or around 2 minutes. 
The money was missing from the pouch when it was returned to him. Caller is concerned that this individual is taking advantage of senior citizens. Caller is wanting to file a claim for the items as well as give information about the subject. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide the highest customer service to all who pass through our security checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers and their belongings are treated with 
dignity, respecl, and courtesy. Each Transportalion Security Officer (TSO) receives training on professional and courteous conduct to make the process run smoothly and to reduce inconvenience to the traveling public. 

TSA regrets that you found items missing and or damaged from your carry-on luggage. TSA is required by law to screen all property. including carry-on baggage, that is brought onboard commercial passenger aircraft. To ensure the secunty of the 
traveling public, it is sometimes necessary for TSOs to conduct hand inspections of carry-on bags. TSOs receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great care during the screening process so 
that when bags are opened a passenger's belongings are re1urned in the same condilion they were found. 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged ,terns by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-mail to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at I hat localion. 

Contact Information: 
Emaiifbl(61 
Phonellh 1/R 1 

The caller indicated I hat she is generally soughl out for addilional screening at both PHX and ATL. She indicates that she feels sexually harassed and discrminated against due to her sex and small size and figure by male TSA workers. She always is 
selected for a pat down, physical inspection of belongings, or ETD, She mentioned an incident at PHX where she received a complete pat down in regard to a small hair pin that set off an alarm. 

She just went through the checkpoint about 15 minutes ago on 1 22 13. She stated that she was in the military line and is generally not asked to remove her laptop, She indicated that she did not do so, and then all of her items were rescanned multiple 
times. She indicated that she feels picked on and unsafe. She feels lhat the male TSO pick on young girls. 

112212013 Southwest Flight ROMILNR departing at 3:55pm from C22. ( I explained that flight numbers were generally three ar four numbers, however she indicated that she did not have this). 
3:13:28 Confirmation l{h··,1r;·1 I 

PM 

1/2212013 
3:37:18 

PM 

I advised in regard to discriminalion, that I would transfer her call to an agent that can assist her in obtaining the necessary documents as a formal complaint must be made in writing. 

I exp I a i ned th at I a ptop s a re required to be re moved from carry on baggage. That is standard procedure. I exp I a ind that in the exi stance of an a I arm. TSO are required to clear these a I arms v,a add1t1ona I screening including a pat down. 

I advised that I would refer the informalion to the incident at ATL to the CSM there. 
Caller fi ew out of Newark on Jan 18th had a 2: 30PM flight on United out of Te rm i na I C. Passenger went through screening at 1 : 1 5PM . He requested a patdown because he does not Ii ke the Al T machine. The TSA ofli cer at the checkpoint was rude and 
made him put his wallet through the x-ray machine while getting the patdown. The passenger asked for his wallet not to leave his sight; he then asked for a Supervisor. She was also rude and he said this isn ta major complaint but he wanted to make 
TSA aware the agents al the check poinl was ~and the Sup wa~1h··,1r;··, !Badge#mhe Supervisor would not give their infomalion unlil lhey seen all of the passenger ID once again even though he was in the sucure area. He also 
requested that the CSM at Newark give him a call back that way he know the situation has been resolved. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of secunty and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Every person and i tern mu st be screened before entering the secured area. and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers a re treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy, 

The ca 11 er indicated that she 1s genera 11 y sought out for add iii on al sere en i ng at both PHX and AT L. She indicates that she le els s exua 11 y harassed and di scrm i nated against due to her sex and s m al I s12e and figure by ma I e TSA workers. She always is 
selected for a pat down, physical inspection of belongings, or ETD, She mentioned an incident at PHX where she received a complete pat down in regard to a small hair pin that set off an alarm. 

112212013 I explained to caller that if she would like to have TSAs Multicultural Branch investigate this as a possible sexual discrimination or civil rights violation, the complaint must be made in writing and explained that we could email her an RFI with a list of 
3:41:22 

what information was needed. Explained once received by the MB they can determine if this rises to a c1v1I rights claim. Went over the details of how the process works and provided her the EID for this call as a reference. She said that this typically 
PM 

occurs when traveling through PHX and ATL airports. I suggested she provide as many specifics on the email as possible to help with the MBs review of her submission. 

See EID~ 



1/2212013 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1;f~b_••_1(6_._1 ---~ 
Date Time: 1122/2013 5: 17:44 PM 

6'13:40 Nam~b1(6) 
PM Emailf .. _ b--~i(-6~1 ---~---~ 

Comp'i-1 a-i n"'t,-s"": I n_a_p_p_ro_p_r_i a..,.te__,,,S,...c-re_e_n_i n_.g/P at Down Screening. 

1/2212013 
6:13:45 

PM 

112212013 
7:11:29 

PM 

Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Baton Rouge, Flight AA 2758 

TSA angent is~ 
Comments:I would like to be reimbursed for the flights we missed due to TSA failing to follow procedure for screening. Please email me or call me atk~b_)~(_6_1 --~ 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1pJ(b 1(6) I 
Dale Time: 1 /2212013 5:01 29 PM 

Name b)(61 
Email b1(6) 
Comp a I nts: na pp ro pr, ate cree ni ng/P at Down Sc reem ng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 
Comments:I applied for a Global Enlry, Pre-Flight card, went through the screening and have it. I used it for the first time on the I rip I am currently on. On both flights I was "rejected,'' selecled for lhe regular screening. This makes me wonder whelher 
I am in fact enrolled in the program. How do I find out whether my number is in your system. 
Caller fiew SRO to ORD aboard United Airlines and always asks for a patdown. Caller did not request a patdown in a private area and was shuttled away(without her shoes)to a private screening location quite a ways away from the checkpoint. Caller 
wants to complain to someone al SRO because she was Ireated very rudely and feels lhe officers at SRO have no idea whal they are doing. She also feels she was mixed up with another passenger who required a private screening and this may have 
compromised security at this airport. 

Resolution: 

Provided caller with the number to the SRO CSM at 813-241-3829 to file her complaint directly with someone at the SRO. 

We always opt for the pat down instead of the xray machines. In sea Ille, TSA staff are always pleasant aboul it. In Anchorage, the staff are always grumpy about our choice to opt out. 
112212013 

8:08:07 It is our choice, and I don't think we should be shamed for doing that. 
PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Pk~b_l_(6_·•_1 ---~ 
Date Time: 1122/2013 6:46:29 PM 

112212013 Name~(b i(6) I 
8·08· 19 Email b 1(6) ! 

p M Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 
Comments:For the Fourth time in a row the imaging machine at the TOL airport has indicated something at my right wrist that required extra screening. 
The re was nothing th ere, again. 
The machine needs checked. 
I was not wearing a heavy shirt any of these limes. 
There is NO reason for this extra screening. 



112212013 
101207 

PM 

1/2212013 
10:12:12 

PM 

1/2312013 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP kb 1(61 
Date Time: 112 2120""'1"'3~9~:'="n"":"'"05,,...,,P""M,... 

Comp a, n s: na pp ro pn a e cree n, ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 
Comments:Dear TSA customer care manager team: 

I sum bitted a complaint on January 7th and 8th via the main TSA site and airport specific site (Newark), respectively. My complaint was regarding the treatment of my elderly father-in-law at Newark airport on January 7th. I have not heard from the 
Newark cus1omer care manager. My family and I appreciate a response 10 our concerns. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: f""h-'--1"-/'-'R'-·-, __ __, 
Date Time: 1122/2013 8:58:24 PM 

Nam~h-·,1r;·1 

Ema;b)(61 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 
Comments:Hello, 

I was traveling today (1122113) through BWI via American Airlines from Baltimore to Miami to Houston. As I was coming through security I had to get screened for a pat down. I was fine with that. I was rushing to get to my flight. There were 5 ladies 
around and I had to wail a few minutes for 1 lady to come and assist me. I told them I was running lale for my flight and none of them was busy. The lady!(b)(6-, kame to pat me down. She told me "if I was not rude I would have been seen 
faste(' I replied "if there were more attendants I would have been seen faster" She was very rude and had unacceptable behavior. I fly quite frequently and I don't believe I have to tolerate any form of disrespect. I appreciate the need for extra safety 
measurements however a lot of the TSA representatives are rude like the one I encountered today. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: ~f b_,_(6_) __ __, 
Date Time: 1122/2013 11 A0:59 PM 

······················----------------··························· 

8:22:55 Namek'i=b,,.1,..(6,;,;i====-----, 
AM Email '"'/h-'-""-·,1'-'R-'-"1 ------,---' 

Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Air Canada. Ft. Lauderdale airport. 
Comments: I am a very frequent t rave I er and am enrol led in tsa pre. I have never experienced anything Ii ke what ace u CTed today 112 2113, i went through the body scanner. the two ts a agents were commenting to ea chother something about the system 
not working consistenlly. i am pulled aside and lold i need an invasive pat down. i asked why since i went lhrough the scanner. i was told the machine did nol take a clear image. i volunteered to go through the machine again and am told it is a "one 
shot only" deal. so, i voluntarily go through a scanner that is an invasion of privacy, yeti still get patted down because the machine doesn't work. none of this is my fault. how can this be happening in this country. why can't tsa handle these body 
scanners years after they were introduced and after thousands of complaints? 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!~1h_-_-,1_r;_·1 ---~ 
Date Time: 1123/2013 1 0A7:06 AM 

1/2312013 Name_ j(b)(61 
12:23:23 Ema1ll'fo"':-'-i("'5""1---'------, ==~------~ PM Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 

Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Checkpoint 1erminal C, Boston Logan Airport 
TSA officer b)(6) 
Comments:f,;:;:i;-;,""'=a=o~pt-out and officer!(b·:,(61 ! performed the patdown. I understand 11 has to be a firm patdown, but there are limits. There is a difference between a firm handshake and one that crushes your hand. This difference seems to be 
lost on agen b::,(6) I am fat, and that means that if someone's idea of pressing down on my flesh until they meet resistance is to press down until they feel the bones underneath, the pressure they need to use goes way beyond firrn. And for any 
female, if one pats down the inner leg upward until they meel the resistance of lhe pubic bone, it means that they pressed for almost 1 inch into the pubis itself. Someone should also explain 10 officer~hat ii means to keep her hands horizontal 
(that is parallel to the ground), not with fingers pointing slightly upwards when she petiorms the inner leg patdown. Maybe officerkb":1(6) !is not trying to unnecessarily humiliate anyone and she has some medical condition that makes her tactile sense 
less finely tuned than normal. But then she should not be allowed to do patdowns. 
Caller went through securily at Ft. Myers airporl and claimed her ipad, phone charger, and ipad charger were laken from her purse at the screening checkpoint. The purse was on the carousel and she found the items missing immediately following the 
screening ch eek point. The ca Iler had reci eved a patdown and she says th at was the only time she wasnt in Ii ne of site of her purse. 

Told the caller in order to file a claim, she should fill out the Standard Form 95 (claim form) in accordance with the instructions and return it to the address in box number 1. A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. The claim will 
be processed in accordance wilh the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

112312013 Airport: Ft. Myers 
12:25: 10 Airline: Delta 

PM Flight number: 2074 
Date and time: Jan 22, 6 pm 
Baggage claim: ~f h_--_,1r;_·_1 ---~ 

Apologized to the caller and told her I would send the claim form ASAP. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:l(b)(61 
Date Time: 1 /23/2.,.0-13-12~:~06~:-1~2~P~M~ 

······················---------------····························· 

112312013 Namsl:,.~~-:~1(6~·~1 ----~~-~ 
2:00:53 Emailk.__ b""'i-'-(6_:"'", -------~ 

PM Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/ Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):UA5431/United/ terminal Cl MKE airport/ gate c.g 
Time through TSA screening approx. 10:50am est: 
Comments:I am newly pregnant and did nol feel comfortable going through the machine so I asked for a pal•down. I have researched that this is well within my rights. Three of the TSA officers were extremely rude and treated me like I was being 
unreasonable. making comments and rolling their eyes. The woman that patted me down (name fb)(6i7 told me that if I don't feel comfortable going though the machine. I "should not fly. Nor "should I use a cell phone, computer. or anything for that 
matter." I am extremely appalled by this treatment. I flew through CLE on the way to Milwaukee a~ertarnly not treated like this when I requested a pat-down. 
I hope that this will be addressed. 
Thank you. 
Caller asked about wheelchair procedure through the airport at the screening checkpoint several months ago and lost rings and necklace. It happened May 24, 2012 in Ft. Myers on a flight to Detroit. The screener rubbed a paper over both the hands 
and neck area of the passenger. A fler the patd own procedure she found the items missing from her Ii ngers and neck, She ca 11 ed I os t and found at Ft. Myers and they did not have the items, 

Airport: Ft. Myers 
Airline: Delta 

112312013 Date and time: May 24, 2012 between 9 and 10 a.m. 
3:43:58 

PM You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. Claim forms are also available on our Web site at www.tsa.gov. If you 
decide to file a claim, it will be processed in accordance with the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

Told caller she would be contacted by lhe CSM at Ft. Myers. 

Caller did not have an email address. Mailed caller a claim form packet 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ,..(b_)_(6_, __ ~ 
Date Time: 1123/2013 7:26:40 PM 

Name ·1 

1123/2013 Email,_b_)_(6_ •• _, ______ __, 

8 :04: 0 7 Comp a I nts: natte nt, ve ere ener - ax Security 
PM Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):UA662 at SFO, Premier Access Gale, all the way to the right" 

Comments:Dear TSA, 

112312013 
8:04:14 

PM 

1123/2013 
9:0144 

PM 

the woman in front of me at the secunty checkpoint today had a toddler with her and a stroller. Your TSA employee told her she didnl have to take the body scanner but opened the metal detector for her (she didn't even ask for 11). Is this the message 
you're sending? All adults need to go through the body scanner or be subjected to a humiliating pat down but the procreating population doesn't? II that's the case I will make sure to wear a baby doll around my chest next time I fiy to avoid the scanner. 
Whal a hypocrisy. You're clearly telling us thal you're afraid somelhing could happen 10 lhe precious child if ii got scanned bul it's OK for us idiot adults to go through it. I should also mention the lady was carrying big botlles (more lhan 3.4 ounces) of 
various liquids and just because there was a goddamn baby attached to her hip. none of this mattered to your agent. Way to teach everyone how to get through security with whatever you want to get through it. Apparently there are differently rules 
once you pop out a baby. Good to know. 

Regards, 
!(b1(61 
On Jan 10 I was a working crew member in unifonn and received a pat down, when checking her gloves the alarm for explosives went off. Two agents then went through everything in my bags removing clothes, bottles etc. I also had to get a second 
private pat down with 3 T SA a gents. 
My first question to you is why do I have to receive a second pat down using the front of the hand? Are they going to find something different with the front of their hand as oppossed to the back of their hand? Unless of course it is just to feel my breasts 
full on' Not a single agent could show me proof that they indeed get to feel my breasts full on even though I asked for that in writting. How do I know that is the truth? There must be some kind of informational card you can give to the public. 
My second question would be since I did not even ring for explosives the second time around why did I ring the first time? Seems like a huge waste of time for all involved, A joke actually! 
This pal down took 40 minutes 10 complete• I asked the agents to conIacI my company, they would not do thal. remember I was a uniformed, working crew member. I delayed the flighl. Noone knew whal was happening with me. 
Do you think this is the way this should have been handled? 
When are you going to implement the known crewmember line in SAN? 
I'd like answers to my questions. 

Sent from my iPad 

When: 23Jan2013, approximately 615 pm MST 
Where: Boise Airport (B0I), Boise, Idaho 
Synopsis of Event: Dunng TSA screening at the above noted time and date at the noted airport, I requested to '"opt-out" of the backscatter x-ray screening process. knowing that I would have to go through the patdown process instead. I was also 
traveling with breast milk that I expressed during the time I was away from child. The female TSA agent that conducted the pat down then proceeded to ask the following questions of me during the pat down process: How old is my child? Is he my 
only child? Was my child beginning to get teelh? Did I travel frequenlly? She then made comments regarding her own breastfeeding experience when her child began gelling teeth. 
My complaint is that I felt compelled to answer these personal and irrelevant questions regarding my child while in a security setting. Questions about my personal life, especially if overheard by another person will ill-intent, can leave my personal 
security and that of my lam, ly in pe ri I. In this case, someone wo u Id have val u ab I e information th at I travel frequently and am away from my 9 mo nth old son. My lea r was th at if I did not answer these questions, th en I could be denied access to my 
flight. 
Proposed R eso I uti on: Any q ues ti o ni ng of passengers during I he sere en i ng process should be Ii mi ted to those necessary to conduct I he security process and assess security th rea Is. 

Security Is a serious business, and it should be taken seriously. 



112412013 
8:51:54 

AM 

DearTSA, 
You just sent me an answer to my complaint saying " 
However, if an adult accompanying a child 12 years old or younger opts out of AIT screening on the child's behalf, the child will receive a modified patdown. 

The woman I was referring to didn't receive a patdown nor did her child. They simply had the body scanner waived, walked through the metal detector and had none of their l1qu1ds inspected. Upon my inquiry with a few friends. I've received numerous 
confirmations th at ap pa re ntl y women with children a re not subject to the same rules as everyone e Is e and receive sp eci a I t rea tme nt based on the sheer fact that they have a chi Id with them. I Ii nd this utterly u nacce ptab I e, 

Regards, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 23, 2013, at 6:27 PM. TSA-ContactCenter <TSA-ContactCenter@tsa.dhs.gov> wrote: 

> Th an k you for contacting the Trans po rtati an Security Ad mini st ration. 
> While many routine inquines can be responded to in less than 48 hours, 
> some responses that require additiona I information may take Io nge r. 
> The Contact center's frequently asked quest ions 
> <http;/ lwww. ts a. gov/ca ntact-tra nsportat ion-security-ad mini st ration> 
:::,. page has answers to the most common i nq ui ri es we receive from the 
> public. 
> If you are writing to find out if you can pack a certain item in your 
> carry-on or checked bags, you can use our "Can I bring my _____ _ 
> through the secunty checkpoint?"' tool located on the www.tsa.gov 
> homepage. Just type in the item name into the box, hit the "submit" 
> butlon, and lhe tool will tell you if il's permitted or prohibited in 
> both carry-on and checked bags. 
> The Travelers <http://www.tsa.gov/traveler-information> page has a 
> great deal of information, including acceptable IDs, traveling with 
> Ii quids, s pecia I medica I needs, tips for members of the mi I ita ry and 
> people with special medical needs, the prohibited items list, and tips 

The caller I hat he flew on Fronrier Airlines from TTN to MCO and back. He had a NOi in his baggage. His shaving kit was opened and the toothpasle was not closed back his toolhpaste was all over his shaving kit. He was upset that the TSO did not 
place the top back on it. The caller stated that he has a hip replacement and when the alarm sounded he was given a patdown. At Orlando he was able to leave his shoes on because he is 75 and go through the AIT a second time to clear the alarm 
sounded. He wanted to know why was ask to re move his shoes at TT N and not M CO. He stated that the technology at MC O was much better and he did not have to have the human pat down. He wanted to make the s ugg esti on to tel I the TSO to p I ace 
the tops back on toothpaste and the screening process should be the same in all airports. He also stated that EWR did not have the technology either and he has to get a pat down there as well. He wanted to know why AIT is not in all airports 

Advised Ca Iler: 

1124/2013 
9:01 :42 The AIT is fairly new and is not in all airpots at this time. It is something that is intended to be implimented in all airport eventually but unfortunately it is not availble at all airports now. When an alarm sounds we are required by law to clear every alarm 

AM on people or their belongings. The methods is which this additonal screening is done is up to the TSO performing the screening at lhe checkpoint. 

I do appol1ze for the inconsistency between! the different airports you have flown through. I was file your complaints that you have mentioned. Because TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of 
concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process wi 11 e na bl e us to ensure prom pt. corrective action whenever we determine that security screening po Ii ci es need modi fi cation or specific employees or screener teams a re the subject of 
repeated comp I a i nlS. 

Caller flew January 5th on Delta. She asked far a patdown. She asked far a hand inspection of her pills. The TSO was swinging the pills in her hand. The at her TSO doing the patdawn kept telling her not ta touch anything. Caller went to grab her 
sunglasses that were on top of her suitcase and was told again not to touch anything. When her suitcase came out she was missing her sunglasses. All the TSOs were rude including person at Lost and Found. 

112412013 Airporl: LGA 
10,21 ,39 Airline: Delta 

AM. Flight Number DL2395 
January 5th 7A 7am (Two hours earlier she was at the checkpoint) 
Terminal: C32 

I apologized to the caller, emailed the claim and instructions which she will receive within 24 hours. 



1/2412013 
12:07:55 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Ft~b~1~(6~)---~ 
Date Time: 1124/2013 10:34:07 AM 

Nam~f bi(61 
Email bi(61 
Comp I a i nts; Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Jan 22. LAX arriving at AA terminal. Disabled transporl took me OUT of secure area 10 UA terminal 4. 
Comments:Jan 22. Legally Disabled wheelchair bound. Arrived LAX approx 0900 on AA transferring to UA for continued flight. AA transport took me OUTSIDE secure area at AA to UA terminal mandating going back through security. Transport took 
me to UA security in wheelchair. I can stand but not walk safely without my cane. Security demanded I send cane through scanner machine and that I walk and stand without support in full-body scanner with anms up. TH IS IS NOT SAFE FOR ME. 
Three different TSA persons just continued to issue orders and would not listen to my repeated warnings that I am a fall risk and MUST have at least my cane for support. I recognize the need for security but this is the first time this legally disabled 70-
y,o. has been so completely disrespected and put at a high level of personal injury risk. TSA personnel al LAX appear to have don'l-give-a-damn atlilude and are disrespeclful with their ego-inflated power. Could nol I have been allowed to hold on 10 
some kind of stabilizing grip and a '"wand" be used ... or some other way rather than putting a disabled senior at high risk of fall/injury? 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service: Screening Current Date Time · 1 24 2013 1 :37: 16 PM Airport : BWI - Baltimore-Washington I ntemational Date Time of Travel · 01 19 2013 3:00 PM Airline Flight Number . SW1752 Checkpoint Area of Airport · A-
Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) TSOkb)(ff:, !and STSOkb·:,(61 !Comment: On Saturday. January 19, 2013, 1:50 p.m., I went through the scanner at A-Checkpoint at Thurgood Marshall Baltimore-Washington International 
Airport to boa rd Southwest flight 17 52, An anoma I y was d elected and the T SA employee, TSO kb ·1 ( ff:, ! indicated that I was to raise my a nms, I did so, Then she said she would touch me "hig h on the I eg" which, to me. means thigh, The next 
thing I knew, she roughly shoved some parl of her arm or hand inlo my crotch. I was extremely surprised and offended and told her not to touch me lhere. She had said nothing about examining that part of my body. She accused me of touching her, 
which I was unaware of doing. She would not listen to me when I told her I was wearing a sanitary pad. The super,isor, STSO !(b·:,(61 I also would not initial! listen to me when I told her about the sanitary pad and disregarded my claim that 
TSOllli:Rfil]had said nothing about touching me in the crotch area. She would not let me speak. Finally, as I was becoming more and more panicked, STS b )(6 :, decided to let me pass. 

I feel I hat most TSA employees are relatively respectful of the passengers who are compelled to pass through their screening. Some are even friendly. However communicated poorly and was very disrespeclful of my dignity and of me 
as a person. I do not know what sort of training your employees receive regarding communicating their intentions to passengers, but if they receive any at all (b·:,(61 must have missed that class. Your employees have no way of knowing what 

112412013 psychological scars people canry. Many passengers have been sexually abused and the kind of treatment I received fromkbl(ff•, !can be very damaging psychologically. Although I would not have been pleased to have my crotch examined to 

2 12 26 determ, ne the nature of the detected a noma I y ii I had be en adequately to Id to expect it, I wo u Id have tolerated the intrusion. TS A expects passengers to respect their employees. I think we passengers d ese r,e the same courtesy. It takes Ii tt I e ti me to 
PM say ··please" and "thank you· when asking a passenger to endure lhe pos1screening grope. Explaining exactly where a person will be touched would go a very long way 1oward enhancing relations with the public by ensuring calmer cus1omers and 

making TSA's job easier and more pleasant. As it now stands.TSA has a reputation among the flying public of a bunch of uneducated bullies who enjoy pushing people around. 

It is not for me to prescribe TSA policy but it would be worth considering following the Israeli model of airport security. Treat your employees as the professionals that they should be. Teach them to use their minds. to respectfully ask a few pertinent 
questions, and read body language; rather lhan relying on technology, that is known to be less lhan effective, as a panacea of threat de1ec1ion. II seems 10 work for the Israelis. It would probably work for the US, too. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone N11mber · 
Email i(b)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 

Caller son is a patient at St Jud es in Memphis, TN. He has a port that goes to his heart. The port is to draw labs and give chemo. They fiew form Tri Cities to Charlotte and then to Memphis. She gave the TSO the card for his port at Charlotte 
Douglas International Airport. She said that she does not remember getting the card back. She said that they missed the flight from Charlotte to Memphis. They will be flying tomorrow at 7 am from Memphis to Charlotte and then to Tri Cities on US 
Airways. St Jude told her thal they can not give her anolher card because of the data conlained on lhe card.The card has a unique Id on ii and it slates lhat lhe passenger should not go lhrough the metal de1ec1or. Her son has to have a patdown. She 
wanted to locate the card. She said that it was TSA s fault they missed the plane and she wants to know who is going to pay for it. 

1124/2013 I gave information per: http: www.1sa.gov airpor1-lost-found-contacts 
3:42:53 Charlotte Douglas International Airport 

PM 704-916-2200 

Memphis I nte mat ion a I Airport 
90 1-34 8-54 00 I TSA) 
901-922-8050 (Memphis Airport Police) 
I advised her that she can contact the airline and ask about getting a refund. I also told her that she can get the number for lhe CSM at lhe airporl by choosing oplion 5 on the IVR and entering lhe airporl code. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client l~(b)(61 I 
Date Time: 1124/2013 2:57:44 PM 

Namdb1(6) 
112412013 Email"'f b"-1 ... (6"") _______ __. 
4: 14: 3 7 Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 

PM Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Oelta Airlines Terminal, Philadelphia Airporl 
January 8, 2013 between 10:30-11 :00 AM 
Line 2. 
Comments:When I requested pat down rather than X-ray 
screening because of a medical condition, the young white male became very insistent that I go lhrough the X-ray. I declined and requested that my belongings, including my purse and carry-on bag which was in screening be placed where I could 
watch them and they would be safe, he refused and laughed at me saying that no one steals from the counter. I begged and pleaded to the point of tears because the screener for the pat down did not come for almost 15 minutes. Meanwhile my purse. 
etc. were still on the counter where anyone could have picked them up and left. Both the young white male and the young black male directing people through the X-ray machine tormented me about staying where I was and no. they would not get my 
belongings. Finally the female screener came and called a supervisor who apologized profusely and said he would handle the situation. No passenger should be treated in this manner and these 2 employees either should be dismissed or given a lot 
more training. It should be auIomaIic thal anyone going through pat down procedure have their belongings brought 10 I hem where they would be in full view and safe. 
Caller traveled from Pho en ix to Denver to M adIso n and had an NO I in her and her husband s bag. They checked their bags into F rontIer at 5 30 AM Ca 11 er had a brig ht green and white strap that goes around her bag that was not returned. Cal I er is not 
able to obtain this strap without buying a whole new set that included a matching tag, bag, etc. Also, the outside pocket was left unzipped and a magazine was in this pocket and was not returned but this isn t the issue. Also. caller complained that 
there was no scanner al the Phoenix airport. The caller has artifical knees and wanled to be screened, however she had to have a I ho rough patdown. 

Informed caller: 

112412013 Airline: Frontie_r 

5_30_ 19 Airporl: Phoenix Sky Harbor 
· PM Date Time: Today 735 AM 

NOi: pre sent 
Baggage clai'1(b)(61 p HX to DEN to MAD 
Flight 862 

TSA hand inspects a checked bag if an alarm was set off. which explains the NOi. Books and magazines can set off the alarm, and it is surprising at the kinds of things that people hide in these objects. Not all airports are able to have the advanced 
techno I og y. for whatever reason. but TS A is trying to spread this technology to mo re airports. 



112412013 
6:00:46 

PM 

~;~-~fbin61,Message-----

Sent: Sunday. January 20, 2013 2:50 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 

Subjecl: Fly Righls - New Reporl fromk""b~)-'-(6~••-' ___ _. 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Na 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? Na 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
The E asl ern Iowa Airport 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: ~kb~1_(6~)--~ 
Date Time: 1124/2013 6:Jg:o6 PM 

NameJ1h··,1rr1 I 
Email~b 1(6) I 
Comp a I nts ,- D, scou rteo us7 Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Transferring from Southwest flight 2333 from Sacramenlo, CA, arriving at San Diego at 9:30a to Southwest flight 312 leaving San Diego at 12:10p, arriving BWI at 7:55p; 
Southwest terminal at SAN DIEGO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
Comments:PLEASE READ CAREFULLY IT'S LONG BUT THE SITUATION WAS COMPLICATED. 

112412013 I have several complaints: 
B:01 ,06 We were traveling home from my husband's brothe(s FUNERAL and were sad and upset. 

PM 

1125/2013 
8:37 02 

AM 

1. I have a metal and plastic hip replacement. I told the screener before I went through the device. He told me "no problem, we'll take care of you." The metal alarm went off. I was wearing absolutely no metal on my clothes or body. I was directed to the 
side. Not one person told me what was happening. I have never been patted down due to my hip replacement before at any olher airport and I have traveled extensively since receiving it. I was led away by lhe screener withoul being able to retrieve my 
things off the conveyor belt after screening. 

2, M ea nwhi I e, my h us band, who is handicapped and in a wheel chair was undergoing the usu a I pat down, chair screening , etc, At other airports, his I ugg age and coat etc, coming through the x-ray screener, a re ta ken ca re of by the person doing his pat
down and screening. This person failed to do so. MY things were in separate bins but adjacent 10 his. We had about four bins on the bell in all. 

3. As I was being directed to the side, a very large, (tall and very wide) Polynesian male with curly hair (possibly Samoan or Tongan. I specify only for ID purposes) stationed at the conveyor belt started yelling "'Is this yours?"' several times. As I was 
following another screener to the side. I had no idea he was talking to me. After several increasingly belligerent attempts to get my attention, the screener I was following alerted me to the fact that he was talking to me. By this time he was quite 
annoyed and began peppering me wilh "Is this yours?" several times, pointing at various items, finally demanding what•all was mine. Al the time, lhe only things on the belt were mine and my husband"s. I replied "all of it" At I hat moment another bag 
came through that belonged to the next passenger. He pointed at it and said "Is this yours too?" I said "no" and by this time I was annoyed, so I wasn't particularly polite about it: nor, however. was I rude. He replied very rudely: "then it's not all yours, is 
it?" Remember, I still don't know exactly what's going on because no one has informed me, I'm being harassed by a bully. and the young woman screener I was following was still trying to get me to follow herl I finally asked what was going on, and was 
very curtly told by sti 11 another employee that I had set off the a I a rm therefore I had to be patted down. Severa I peop I e vying lo r my attention at once did not he Ip communication at a 11. 

4. Finally getting to the pat-down area, the same large man came over with the bag with my bottles of water in it and demanded yet again. very rudely, "Is this yours?" I responded "yes." He then very rudely informed me that I couldn't take it on the 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:~b)(61 
Date Time: 11251<' 13 3:32:33 AM 

······················---------------····························· 

Namef h·11fi··, 
Email b1(6i 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):DL 150 Atlanta Airport 24 January - Hartsfield-Jackson international. 
Comments:We had 6 suitcases, all of them had TSA's padlocks. 3 had been opened while in transit in Atlanta (arrived at 8.1 Oam 24 January). I noticed at Los Angeles airport that one suitcase was missing a padlock, the zipper's small handle had 
been broken off and name tag was also missing. I also noticed that anolher name lag was missing from anolher of my suilcases. 
I request that you investigate why the padlock was broken off as well as the zipper handle and missing name tags. 
We a re on holidays here for 5 days and wi 11 have to rep I ace pad I ock. name tags and see if 11 1s safe for us to trave I with that bag and broken zipper. 
I wi 11 appreciate a prom pt response to my complaint, 
I look forward to your response. 
Regards 

kb)(61 



112512013 
8:37:22 

AM 

112512013 
10:01:35 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP f b ,(5) I 
Date Time: 1124/2013 11: 19:25 PM 

Name b, 61 
Email (b)(61 
Comp a I nts; nco n s I ste nt cree ni ng (Different Practices between Airports). 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Southwest Airlines 
Terminal E 
Boston Log an International. 
Comments To Who rn it May Cance rn, 
I would like to bring to your attenlion my experience this afternoon in Boston. 
I am a flight attendant and was going to work a trip out of Boston to Baltimore. I went to the line at the security checkpoint and presented my ID. The man checking I Os asked why I wasn·t using the Known Crew Member access point. I told him that 
Southwest hasn't fully implemented it yet for all flight attendants. He said it was his understanding that working crew members were to use this lane. I told him that I didn"t have the correct badge to use that lane. He said that was the only lane for crew. I 
asked him where he wanted me to go. He said I would have to go to the regular family lane and cut in front. I proceeded. When I got to the head of the line, I placed my items on the belt. My bags went thru and the screener stopped the belt and viewed 
my bags for a bil. They then asked me to step over to the side. The screener asked what I was carrying. I told him I had a breast pump in lhe one bag and my expressed milk in the cooler. He then said he would have to inspect my bags. He then took 
my pump bag and started pulling everything out. He said they had never seen a pump like mine and we rent sure if it was tsa approved. ?? I said it is a hands free pump designed for traveling. It is a flight attendant's dream. It weighs less than a pound 
and all the wires and tubes altach to the pump/compressor itself. That makes it easy for me to do other things while I'm pumping. He was very adamant that the pump had too many wires and buttons. I tned explaining that those are not wires, but tubes 
that attach to flanges that attach to a motor to create suction to express the milk out of my breasts. He didnt understand what I was saying and had me to put the entire thing together and operate it. It finally clicked with him and I thought I would be on 
my way, but he then informed me lhat I couldnl travel with the milk without my child for lhe flight. I explained thal I was a flight atlendant on a lrip AWAY from my baby, hence lhe reason I had the pump. He still didn't really comprehend what I was 
saying. He then said that I was carrying too much milk anyway. He said that even if I was traveling with my child that there was no reason to have so much milk. He read the guidelines that there is no limit on how much formula/breastmilk a woman can 
carry. but it must be within reason for the travel itinerary. I once again explained that I was a fi1ght attendant away from my baby and that I was pumping milk and saving it for when I returned home so he would have it to eat on my next trip out He never 
could get that concept. He then informed me that they were going to have to test all of my milk since I had it so much of it and that it was stored inconsistently and outside of the 3.4oz limits. I explained that the milk storage bags hold 8ozs of milk. I told 
him that I have always filled my bags to the max of 8ozs and I hen double bagged them in zip lock bags to prevent leaks. He said I hat didn"I matler and they would be doing a vapor emissions test on my milk. I began 10 gel very upset to the poinl of tears 
at this time. I was now completely late for my scheduled report time to the gate for my flight to work and I still hadnt been allowed to touch my other bags to get to my phone to call my crew and/or scheduling. I asked for a supervisor. Another man with 
the name !(b )(6) ~ame over and said that I needed to follow the instructions I was given. I pleaded that I was a flight attendant and that I have been traveling with expressed milk in mass quantities since June and have NEVER had to go thru 
anything like this even when I wasn't working or in uniform. He once again said .... this is the procedure and walked away. He then proceeded to pull all of my milk out and start opening all of my ziplock bags and placing them on the metal table. All my 
ziplock bags are dated on the outside and the milk that I express from that day goes into another bag and inlo lhe dated bag. He jusl starled placing the milk all over the table and completely out of order. I was begging him to stop. I lried explaining that 
the bottoms of the acutal milk bags open up and create a little stand. well he didn't listen and just laid the bag down with the zipper part opened and my precious milk started spilling out everywhere. He then went nutso and started saying that he had an 

Caller was flying out of MSY airport, she opted oul of the ait screening and had 10 wait for a long lime for a female tso to show up 10 conducl a patdown procedure. This occured on 01-21-2013 at 9:00 am, she is upset I hat it was time, she was flying on 
US Airways. Told caller that I will document her complaint. 



r)(6, 
bl(61 

112512013 
2:08:24 

PM 

1125/2013 
6:02:18 

PM 

Pembroke Pines, FL 33028 
Airport: M1am1 International Flight AA 1754 9:05 AM January 14th 

I recently had an elbow lriceps surgery, and loday at the airport, I 
was wearing an arm sling. and before I went through the scan, I 
offered to take out my sweater and the T SA staff said it wasn t 
necessary. But they swiped my hands with something to scan and 
took me to a private room, thal process took a long time, and it 
resulted of me and my mom who was waiting for me, to loose our 
flight to New York. I spent the whole day on stand by flights, and 
1 until now I wasn t able to board. The manager at American Airlines 
stated that was lhe TSA responsibility to secure a flighl for me, and 
knowing the ti me on my ticket they should not ho Id me back and 
make me miss my fi1ght. I will to seek legal assistant with this 
matter, because of all the loss caused by this incident. I lost money 

on tickets, holels, tradeshows and also a job interview in NYC. 

When did this occur: 

January 14, 2013 The patdown started around 8 :30A M and was com plel ed a round 8: 52 AM 

Who treated you unfa i rty: 
I don't remember their name tags, I /el t so uncomfortable and nervous to be thinking to try to memorize their names. 

Who witnessed this incident 

!"-(b~1-'-(6~) ________ _,pembroke Pines, FL 33028 Phone: ~kb_)_(6_, __ ~ 

I just came back from a R/T to Fl. flying out of San Diego. You people are the rudest non friendly people I have encountered in a long tim; are you sure the people weren't Gestapo in a former life. Thee females are a collection of u gly dykes and your 
male employees for the most part are as dumb as rocks. I have 3 count them 3 joint replacements, am a senior citizen and walk with a cane. I tell your screener I am going to set of the alarm and I do . then I go through the scanner, then I was singled 
out for more s c reem ng got swabbed and so did my carry on: nobody te 11 s you shit: then di re cted to a back room for more s c reem ng and pat down. Su re would be nice if you peop I e knew how to ta I k. Flying out of o rtando some ofli ci o us bitch to Id me 
to take off my jacket and I told her that your ownw regulations do not require people over 75 to remove jackets. This was repeated again; her attitude was ii you don't comply you don't fly. 
So screw all of you including your director-Pistole and napolilano 

!(b)(61 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPt~b~1~(6~)---~ 
Date Time: 1125/2013 4:47:17 PM 

Comp a, n s: na pp ro pn a e cree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Terminal 3/Soulhwesl/PHX 
Flight took place Oct 14. 2012 so I no longer have the flight info. 
Comments: I was screened through the body sea nne r at PHX airport during a flight that I took to K Cl. I noticed before I went into the scanner. I was not asked to take my watch off or any other metal obJects that mIg ht set off the scanner. I was on I y to Id 

112512013 to stand on an X on the floor. 

6'~t24 Aller exiting the scanner I was stopped and told that I would have to be patted down on the top half of my body. I asked why that was so since I just passed through the scanner and I did not think that procedure would need to be accomplished. I was 
told that it was necessary because "'something'· was detected at my wrist area. When I showed the agent my watch it did not seem to matter. 

Then the agent said would you like me to conduct the pal down here or in a private area. I said a private area. That is when the agent called for her supervisor and as he walked over his facial expression told me I hat I had not made a good choice. 

The supervisor said that once I leave that area that I would have to undergo a complete body pat down. I asked why would one need a complete body pat down if they walked to another area nearby? I was told that these are the rules. So. I opted to 
stay where I was and was patted down there. 

I strongly object to this type of treatment and I will do whatever I have to in order to avoid another scanner experience. I believe that this process has been taken too far and I can see that going through the scanner just opens the traveller to a number of 
add1t1onal abuses. I thought this was necessary for security but what happened to me did nothing but upset me greatly. Hence my email to complain ..... even 3 months later my ire has not cooled. I am committed to avoiding air travel in the future. 

Thank you, 

kb)(61 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1p:!(b 1(6) ! 
Dale Time: 1 /2512013 4:08 06 PM 

1/2512013 Nam..,...,.. __ ....,..,.------, 

6'~t36 Email b)(6) 
Comp"'a"", n=s"': n"'a'"'p'"'p"'ro"'p'"'r"', a,.,e,,....,""c"'re'"'e,,,..m ng/P at Down Sc reem ng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Aa flight 2287 from Tulsa ok to dfw on 1125113 
Comments:I always opt out of lhe invasive screening and only go thru metal detector. bul there was only the invasive offered in Tulsa so I opted for the pat down .... Oh my I cannol believe how they handled it, i can still feel the fingers on my crotch ... I 
complained to the tsa and they said it is how they do it. but rve never been touched by tsa like this .... I never write complaints, but I am appalled by the way I was touched. even afler i showed them my global entry card. I feel ur methods are extreme or 
maybe this only happens in Tulsa. I appreciate ur attention to this matter. 

Ki od rea ards 



Hello. 

I was flying out of DIA Tuesday the 22nd of January heading to DFW. As I was going through security I looked at the agent who asked me to step into the full body scanner. I complied and when I was asked to step out Mr. Woods said."Don't eyeball 
me boy." I looked at him and bewi I dered said. "What? 1 ., he then asked me to take my hands out of my pocket and com me need to pat down my pockets. I had just passed through the fu 11 body scanner and was subjected to this. I then said, ··what is 
your name sir?" as I looked at his name tag I badgeJ(b::,(6) then said to me,''Don't worry about it! What's your name!?" This was said in a very uncalled for manner as if he felt empowered over me. I do not enjoy being harassed by someone 
who is supposed to be making me 'safe.' 

112612013 I then moved forward gathering my belonginf s .. I asked another agenUo talk to a supe":'.isor -~nd he led me to a. de
0
sk with approximately 10 agents standing around. I asked to speak w.ith a su ervisor and a man behind the desk acknowledge that he 

9_13.31 was the supervisor on duty. I told him abou b·,(61 !uncalled actions and he said. OK. The supervisor d1dn task for my name nor act like there would be any repercussion for (b:1(6) Nothing was wrote down and the only hope I have that I 
-AM will not be harassed again by this agent is a verbal "'OK."' As a tax paying citizen I am extremely appalled I hat I was treated I hat way as I went about my daily business lo ensure that I would keep payrq for the srary of a man thal will harass me as I 

traveL I would like to b~ acknowledge with this email and _told about the standard operating procedure for the TSA when handlin_g a complaint. I ~ould also like this to be filed as a direct complaint on (b )(6) Here is a physical description of llliJ 
!(b )(6 :, !to ensure there Is no mistake as to who the Agent Is: Male, approximately 6' tall, 45 - 55 yrs of age, African American, with some gray in hrs hair. 

Thanks 
fbi(61 

1126/2013 
9:1333 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-;::::====:;--------····························· 
Remote Client 1PJ(b)(61 ! 
Date Time 1126/2013 12:2042 AM 

Nam~~rrn~ I Email b)(61 I 
Comp ;, L y Complaint IS 1%1 LISted rlere 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): _ 
Comments:You at the TSA are the most useless fucks i have ever seen, i have seen afgan national army do a better job then you? seriously? why the fuck do you guys always feel the need to pull american service members aside and do pat downs. 
discriminatory fuck heads. To date you have not found 1 single terrorist attempting to board a flight. just give it up already. your USELESS! a waste of tax payer dollars that we dont have. its time to be disbanded. 
Caller states: Went through screening at the MCO airport this morning. Wants to to post a complaint and question the action of the TSO. There was no alarm when she went through the AIT. She was just putting her items on the belt when the TSO 
came up from behind her and and put her Ii ng ers in her hair and tu med her head from s1d e to side without even giving her notice that she was going to do it. 

Advised caller: They are to trealed with respect and courtesy. A Transpor1ation Securily Officer (TSO) of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the paldown search, and as the screening is being conducled, the TSO should be describing the 
112612013 procedures he or she is using. TS Os are required to use the back of the hand to patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas. TS Os are required to use the front of the hand. We understand and regret the discomfort and 
11 ; 5 5; 19 i nco nvemence passengers may expe nence as a resu It of p atdown procedures. Nevertheless, we be Ii eve these security measures a re necessary and ap prop nate for ensuring the security and conf1d en ce of al I air trave I ers. 

AM 
I advised her that I would forward lhe complaint 10 lhe CSM at lhe MCO airport. 



1126/2013 
3:1623 

PM 

1/2612013 
3:36:11 

PM 

112712013 
1A2:55 

PM 
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Remote Client IP:!~(b~1~(6~)---~ 
Date Time: 1126/2013 2:41:31 PM 

Nametb)(61 
Email bl(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Southwest flight #1544 departing POX at 4:50pm, gate C13, January 25, 2013 
Comments Rude TSA agent I went through the electronic X-ray screening apparatus that shows the human form naked. A short morbidly obese female TSA agent then gestured with her hand to move out of the screening area. I walked out of it and 
aver to the conveyor belt to get my th, ngs. Some other ma I e T SA agent started sere am i ng at me rudely to get back he re ... ??? I turned around obviously confused to see what the prob I em was. They both pointed to some random mat with footprints on 
th em gesturing that I guess I s hou Id stand there ?? ? Poor comm uni cation and rude treatment of me as a person. I s toad in the footprint mat. and the short obese le ma I e agent started feeling my ch est. poking at my body without getting my perm i sso n to 
touch my body, nor perparing me for this violation of my personal body, nor explaining why this was done. They were bolh extremely rude to me as if they had every righl to feel me up, and I resisted screaming at this degrading violation of my body 
because both of them were hostile and acting like I was some criminal for following normal procedure to walk out of the Xray screening booth and moving to pick up my luggage, which is the normal procedure I have been following in all my extensive 
travels, except this one time at the POX airport. TSA I was violated for NO REASON. I want an explanation. Nothing gives the TSA the right to touch anyone at any time without permission. TSA 1s not authorized to rape, physically assault or otherwise 
physically degrade another human being, The agents in the POX airport obviously feel it is their right to put their hands on someone whenever they feel like it. You have some perverts working for the agency. I want disciplinary action. I will be writing 
the airlines and my representalives and Congress, along with the local airport authorities. There was NO excuse for the degrading experience of inappropriately physically touching me. 

Caller stated_ he was going throu_gh the San Juan_PR airp~ Caller stated he requested a patdown instead of going through the backscatter scanner. Caller said he and his wife had already placed their belongings on the conveyor belt, including 
the callers wife purse. Caller said lhe TSolili:ii:fil] badge@lillLjold him he did not have the option to opt out of lhe backsca11er. Caller pointed oul to the TSO the backs caller was supposed 10 be optional. The TSO then yelled at him to go stand 1n 
the corner and I do not know when someone will get to you. Caller said he yelled at him like he was a child. Caller said he pointed out that their belongings, including his wifes purse had already passed through on the conveyor belt. The caller said 
the TSO told him. I do not care, you should have told me that before and that he did not care about that Callers wife also requested a patdown. Caller was again told to go stand in the corner. Caller asked to speak to a supervisor. Caller said he felt 
like the TSO was trying to intimidate and harrass him Caller said his patdown was done by Lead Supervisor 1(5\(ITT he gave the caller this phone number. Caller said the supervisor asked where is your things. when caller pointed out they had 
already gone through on the conveyor belt, the supervisor look him over to where his belongings were. Caller~g from San Juan to Newark on JetBlue flighl 214. 
Caller is requesting a call back in regards to this complaint. Caller said this complaint will not stop here unless someone does call him back. 

I told the caller I will forward his complaint to the CSM, I also appologized to the caller. I told the caller the TSOs are trained to maintain line of sight when they are not with their belongings. 
PI ease be advised that a passenger can a I ways request 10 speak with the Supervisory T ransp o r1 ati on S ecuri I y Officer at the checkpoint 10 address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 
Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:~l(b_)_(6_, __ ~ 
Date Time: 1127/2013 11 A 1 :45 AM 

Nam,fo)(61 
Emailfh·,1R··, 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):San Jose airport - January 18, 2013, delta airlines from San-Jose 10 Atlanla, approx flight lime 10:40pm· 
CommentsTo whom it may concern, 
I am canad1an living in Montreal. I was recently on a business tnp in the US and on Jan 18. 2013, I took a fi1ght from San-Jose to Atlanta: it 1s dunng this security check that I was, for the first time ever. in contact with the body scanner. I feel that 
screening was done without my consent. having no idea what that 'machine' was, no visible indication, information or alternative options seem to be clearly available for passengers to take a decision. When I asked the officers if I have to go through 
the 1unnel I was answered yes, everyone has 10 go through. I noted lhe name 'Rapiscan' and only after I did research on lhe web to learn the controversy associaled with it, the facl thal it is known to have privacy issues and health issues, yel the 
machine was still there and no information at all stating these controversies. Had I known these 2 points, I would have never accepted the screening. This is purely a violation of my rights and the rights of all passengers who do not really know what the 
machine 1s and what they a re being exposed to. 
I a I so read th at this tech no logy is in the process of being rep I aced by L-3 technology that addresses both issues of health and privacy, If that is the case, why continue using Ra pisca n. and worse, why not inform passengers that 1- they are getting x
r a ys and 2- someone is seeing lhem naked? 
th an k you in a dva nee for your attention in this matter. I am looking forward for your response. 

kb1(6) 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ(b)(6) I 
Date Time: 11271 Oi 3 1 :39:41 PM 

Name~lh)lff, 
Email_ b )(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Washington Reagan Airporl (DCA) I Terminal B Securily Checkpoint· 
Comments :January 271 h, 2 O 13 

1127/2013 . . . . . 
3:04 :SO Transportation Security Adm1nistrat1on: 

PM 
I am writing to lodge a formal complaint against TSA Screene b)(ffl Badge No. !(b":1(6) ! who violated my constitutional rights by subjecting me to an unnecessary, invasive, and humiliating pat down search as I passed through the security 
checkpoint. I am also lodging a formal complaint against TSAScreener (b·:,(61 Badge No.!(b·:,(61 !who witnessed the inappropriate search and failed to stop it 

At approximately 1:10 pm EST on January 27, 2013, I entered the security checkpoint for Terminal Bal Washington Reagan Airporl (DCA) on the way to my flighl. American 1393 to Dallas. I opted oul of the body scanner and was then subjected to an 
invasive pat down search by~ho touched my buttocks and groin area. 

This search was a violation of my constitutional rights and an invasion of privacy. I want this letter added to Screener~ personnel file and also to Screener~[=}ersonnel file, so that it may be considered in future performance reviews as a 
re cord of mi scond ucl. 

I request a wntte n response to this complaint from the airport fed era I sec u nty director. 

Sincerely, 
kb1(61 
Caller states he did not want to give his information to power hungry TSA He wanted to know if he could opt out to the AIT. He wanted to file a complaint about an experience he had at AUS. 

Airport Austin 
Airline: He asked if that was necessary 

1/2712013 
3,06 ,51 He wanted to speak to a supervisor and did not want 10 provide specific details about his experience. 

PM 

112712013 
5:03:05 

PM 

~ Cal I er said he has experienced a p atdown at AUS and feels the TSO was too aggressive during it. Ca 11 er said he feels you s ho u Id be able to choose to do the meta I detector instead of a patdown. He also did not Ii ke it because he had to wait 
for a male to do the paid own. Advised cal I er to v1s1t our website where he can place his s uqq esti o ns about ch anq es in p raced u res. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!~(b_·:_,(6_-_I --~ 
Date Time: 1127/2013 4:30:03 PM 

······················---------------····························· 

Nameri(61 I 
Emai!(b)(61 I 
Comp a,nts:Long Lines J Lengthy Wait at Checkpoint 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Ft. Lauderdale Airport. 112712013. US Airways. Gate E4. 8:30 flight. 
Comments:The lines were long and the process was very slow at Ft. Lauderdale Airport on 1127113. I requested not to go through the x-ray machine because I was afraid of the radiation no matter how slight. I was offered the pat down. That process 
took a long time. When lhe TSA employee came back she lold me that something came up on her gloves. That it could have been lhe Ioli on I used. I used Eucerine lotion this morning. I was told I needed another pat down in a room. It took forever for 
the other TSA female employee to come. I kept telling the first employee that I would miss my flight and she just stood there looking around without responding. Finally when I was pat down in the room by the second employee, I was given my property 
and headed tow a rd s my flight gate. When I got there at 8: 2 5a m, the attend ant to Id me that the flight left. That it was Ii I led and my seat was given to someone e I se. I was upset because. what I went through was u nne ces sary. My bags we re checked in 
so I know that the airlines had to know that a passenger was missing. However. I feel that my flight was cancelled because I chose not to go through the xray machine. I felt violated by the process I went through with TSA. I will now loose a day in 
wages because of I his. 



112712013 
5:03:14 

PM 

1127/2013 
7:23 02 

PM 
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Remote Client IPJ ... (b_)_(6_ •• _, --~ 
Date Time: 1127/2013 4: 15:32 PM 

Nam~b,(61 
Email b)(ff1 
Comp I a i nts; Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):AF007, AirFrance,Unknown Ierminal, JFK. 
Comments:Names will not be disclosed of each officer as I would hope that an email or a super,isor would talk to their employees and warn them that passengers are listening. January 11th 2013, Norfolk International Airport. The TSA check in booth 
before proceeding to the X-Rays was a complete mess. One employee, a white rnale wanted one line leading to one officer to check for IDs while another employee, a black male, wanted two lines to speed up the process. These two TSA employees 
argued back and forth in front of each other about what to do and held up the line of people waiting to go through security and board their planes. This was unprofessional although I did agreed with the black male TSA employee about his plans as they 
would have made more sense and move the line fasIer. This to me appeared extremely unprofessional as nobody seemed to know what I hey were doing. The X•Ray areas I had no issues with 

13 00 hours, I arnve in JFK and re po rt to my a ssIg ned terminal to boa rd the flight I e avi ng for Cha rtes De Gau 11 e Airport in Paris. F ranee. I go through the screening process with the Transportation Sec u nty Administration. this was a comp I ete joke. Not 
one single TSA employee appeared to care about what they were doing and seemed to just partially complete each task as quickly as possible. I can understand the need to expedite the screening process in such a busy airport with so many 
passengers. B ul when private screenings or pa I downs need to be conducted , I expect these employees 10 cond ucl them I ho rough I y. As I was going through the bag X-R ay area, I aver heard a b I ack fem a I e, TSA employee te 11 i ng anal her TSA ma I e 
employee and I quote, "man I was gonna cut that bitch up." When I heard this I was shocked, I thought that she must have been telling a joke. I listened a bit more and figured out that she had some sort of altercation with another female and she 
delightedly expressed how she felt towards her. The other TSA employee she was talking to her. also seemed to be more interested in the conversation and not the computer screen where all of our bags are screened. 

I was I hen asked to be palled down before proceeding. This never bothers me to be screened furl her than any olher passenger as I am an advocate for secure screening of each passengers since 911. During lhe pat down a while male employee gave 
what I would call a languid pat down. I am a police officer locally and I have never seen such a negligent pat down for contraband. I could have easily concealed contraband and comfortably gotten through the screening process. I was disgusted by this 
to the point where I told the employee that 1/ they were going to conduct a pat down, to do it more thoroughly. I love this country Ju st as much as any other patriotic citizen. and to see the safety out our Ii ves be put in Jeopardy by such carelessness is 
beyond me. 

My view on the TSA is now the most unorganized. unprofessional department I have ever seen. I pray for this country that nothing ever bad happens again and I pray it is not because of the TSA due to a complete disregard of understanding what it 
means to protect this country. 

I do not expecl a response back, nor would I care. All thal I ask is to reassure with your employees, especially at JFK, passengers are listening, they are cops, they are government workers, and most imporIantly, they understand English. 
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Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc) Flight# DL923 

Terminal: Main 
Airport: MKE 
Gate: E65. 
Comments:After going through security. the TSA officer said that she needed to "pat down my hair piece", I don't wear a hair piece and I don't have big hair. I completely understand needing to pat down people with wigs or bigger hair ... but I don't lit 
either of those criteria. Becuase of this, this cornmenl did come off as racist- she was an older white lady and I am a young black female. There are assumptions made that because I'm black, I am probably wearing fake hair. Although I don'I like 10 
believe that people think this way. unfortunately her comment made me feel like she was making an assumption because of my race. Outside of that, it was humiliating to have someone repeatedly pat down my head to ensure that I wasn't hiding 
somethinq- I qet tryinq to be safe. but it didn't feel qood ... especially since there's no way I could've hidden somethrnq in my hair without anyone seeinq it 



1128/2013 
8:1826 

AM 

1128/2013 
8:18:36 

AM 
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Name(bi(61 
Email b)(61 
Comp a I nts: na pp ro pn ate cree n1 ng at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):AC 8620 from Atlanla, GA leaving Jan 27th at 1140am 
Comments Today I was on a flight from Atlanta, GA back home to Toronto, Ontario and I have a complaint about the way my security screening was handled in Atlanta. I have a disability and arrived to the security check point in an airport wheelchair. 
When I arrived they took the forearm crutch I use to put it through the x-ray as usual, and gave me a cane that they had on site that was not made of metal for me to use. However, rather than going through the metal detector, the security agents 
proceeded to attempt to make me go into the AIT body scanning machine. Well on your website it specifically says: 

"Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. 

Well for me this is not the case so I wouldn't have been able to go in this machine. You would think that when someone arrives in a wheelchair that this would be obvious. However, the staff were extremely insensitive. I think that the staff at the Atlanta 
International airport should be more sensitive and knowledgeable about securily screening for people with disabilities. I think additional training is required. Even the woman they made do my pat down lold me that they should have never made me try 
to go through it. They seemed very annoyed that I wouldn't go through and it was a very uncomfortable situation. They also made a scene yelling really loudly "OPT OUT'" like I was somehow causing a disturbance just because I wasn't going through 
the machine. Not on I y do I have medical issues that wo u Id not make 11 pass i ble for me to go through 11. but the rad i at,on caused by exposure in these ma chin es is not acceptab I e to be required to go through. If staff are unw, 11 i ng or res,sta nt to doing pat
downs if people don't want to or physically cannot go through these machines then they should not be working in such a position. Today I witnessed everyone in the line be made to go through this machine, which I find very ironic considering it was 
announced recently that these machines will shortly be removed from airports throughout the US. Disgraceful. 
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Remote Client IP [b)(61 
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Na meJI h --, If';"·, 
Emai1(b)(61 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):DFW to SJC 
19:30 
Gate D22 ~--~ 
"Officer (b 1(6) 
Commen,;...,.s-"""h-'-.,1-=r;.,..·-,._---.s whal is killing the TSAs repulation amoung travellers. A bully plain & simple. When i approached the scanner i said i would prefer a pat down. I I hen realized he was directing me to the standard metal detector. I said "ok. I 
dont mind those". He then waived me through and made a comment that i needed to say i wanted a patdown before he told me which i was going through. When i tried to respond he started repeating "bye" and waiving at me. He said it at least 5 times 
as i stood there in shock at his be hav,or. Very di sap poi nti nQ even to a frequent traveller. 
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Remote Client IPj(b)(61 I 
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1128/2013 Name,.,(_b~i(_ff~I ---~--~ 
10,03,29 Email (b 1(61 

Comp"'a"'1n'"""s:.;-,,,1s'"'c"'o""u=eo"'u""s=""u"'e,,...,...'"'m'"'p"'o-yee 
AM 

Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Jan.27,2013.columbus international airport.betwwen5-6 p.m.united Ai~ines. 
Comments:I have been flying for a long time and have never been so degraded and angry with the security here. I am on disability, I have a colostomy bag and was treated with total disrespect. I told 3, yes 3, TSA agents that I have a bag on my 
lower left side and all 3 ignored my message. they were too busy "visiting" wilh each olher. Because of their lack of communication, professionalism and ability to listen , I was rudely and loudly told to go into the private room for a body pat down. 
When their super,isor arrived ,who was very nice, she questioned way I was there?• We went ahead with the search procedure anyway while, she said she would talk to the agents. Too little too latel I felt totally degraded with the entire procedure• It's 
bad enough I am sick and a I ittl e different than other pea pl e , but everyone should be treated with respect' May be you should send your emp I aye es back to human s ens1t1v1ty c I ass before I etli ng th em d ea I with the pu bl ,c. I le It tot a 11 y d1scri mi nated and 
degraded by the entire procedure. You rea 11 y need to do something a bout your emp I oye es! I do not get this t rea tm e nt at any other airport! 
Thank you for the a11ention to this matler, 

!lh1/R1 I 



Caller was approached by sec u nty and ordered to return to sec u nty ch eek point lo r s eco nda ry screening.She Is up set because they had a I ready cleared screening 20 minutes prior and now was being required to go th ru sere en i ng lo r a second 
time.Then her checked bags did not an-ive and airline told her that TSA was responsible for delaying bags for screening.but there was no NOI.TSo gave her contact information for the CSM and TCC. 
Apo I og i zed lo r I he inc ide nl and confirmed CSM con ta ct in formation.Every passenger and their property m usl be sere ened before e nl eri ng the secured a re a, and the way the screening is conducted is i m po rI ant. Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on 
ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy.TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of 
passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be tnggered by a number of factors to include watch 11st processing. random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a 
passenger, to resolve an alarm. The use of additional screening provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint. and keeps the traveling public safe.TSA is required by law to screen all property that is brought onboard commercial passenger 
aircraft. Many airporIs have automated in-line baggage screening systems that can screen and clear a bag remotely, resulting in no physical inspection at all. However, to ensure lhe security of the traveling public, ii is sometimes necessary for 

112812013 Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to conduct hand inspections of checked bags. TSOs receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great care during the screening process so that when bags 
11:47:48 are opened a passenger's belongings are returned to the same condition they were found. If a TSO needs to open and search a checked bag, the TSO will place an NOi inside the bag to alert the passenger that his or her bag was searched by TSA. 

AM The presence of an NOi only indicates that a passenger's baggage was searched and does not necessarily mean that an item was removed. Additionally, the lack of an NOi suggests that TSA might have never physically opened a passenger's 
luggage. 

1128/2013 
12:08:28 

PM 

The caller was flying from CL T around 7:30 AM. He slated that he was subjecled to additional screening and his apple phone charger was broken. He stated that the screener was very rude and he kept telling the passenger lhat he did not see any 
damage. He stated that he was flagged at CL T during screening because of his stridex wipes. He stated that when he went through PIT on his original flight, he was not flagged. He asked why he would have been selected for additional screening. He 
stated that he is 16 years of age. 

His flight path was: PIT to CLT and then back from CLT 10 PIT. He was not flagged for additional screening at PIT on lhe first flighl but was flagged at CLT on the way back. 

I apologized to the caller that he had this occurance. I explained that he can file a claim for the damaged charger by completing a standard claims form. They are available on our website, www.tsa.gov, or I can email the forms with in 24 hours of this 
response. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport. we have lo rwarded a copy of this to the Custa mer Su pp o rt Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 

I explained that TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening 
is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignily, respect, and courtesy. 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their ca n-y-o n baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

The callers flight details are as follow: 

Departing Airport: CL T 
An-i val Airport: Pl T 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight Number: 1904 
Terminal: Not Provided 
Gate: B Line 2 
Date and Time: January 28th, 2013 @ 7:30 am 
He stated that the screener had white hair, ilalian, and about 5 foot 6 inches. He stated lhat lhe supervisors name is[b::,(6) 
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Remote Client IP:~!r_h_·11_r;_·-, ___ ~ 
Date Time: 1 /2812013 1 O: 13: 18 AM 

1128/2013 . 
12: 1 O:OS SubJectSu _ estions 

PM Nam bi(6i 
Emai'l1 '"h'"·,"'1R"'·-'", -----~ 

Comments:I want 10 relay a problem I had at Oakland CA airport last nighl. As I was going lhrough the scanners, the TSA employee closed the metal deIecIor and asked that I use lhe full body scanner. I declined and was told I hat I would need a full 
body pat down. I accepted this. Hawver my personal items were in a tray which was put through the xray machine and were sitting in the open about 50 or so feet from where I was. Other people were picking up items from trays all around the trays 
which contained my wallet my tablet computer, my laptop and other item including keys and corns. I quickly realized that anyone picking up ,terns from trays around mine could easily grab my wallet or tablet. I began to complain and it took a minute or 
two for the TSA employees to realize what the issue was. At first they kept saying that the screener was on the way but finally they realized what my issue was. After my personal items had been in the open subject to removal by anyone dishonest 
enough to grab a wallel or tablet or laptop for minutes if not longer, lhe TSA person watching lhe line realized whal my issue was and covered my tray. My issue is not the paldown it is lhe way my personal items were allowed to remain on lhe belt 
w hi I e other passengers were picking through trays al I a round it. I fee I I was unnecess ari I y exposed to a possi b I e the ft. 



1128/2013 
1:37:54 

PM 

1128/2013 
2:28:44 

PM 

1128/2013 
3:55 29 

PM 

Caller said that she and her husband flew from Phoenix to Burbank and then back from Burbank. She went through the screening and then was told to put her left foot in front of the TSO and her leg was patted down. She said this happened in 
Burbank when she flew in October as well. She said there was no alarm. She wanted to know why her leg is being patted down. She asked if she should call someone at Burbank to ask why her leg is patted down. Caller said that the TSO did not act 
i na pp ro pri ate I y. She is g etl i ng a gg ra v ated be ca use her leg is being patted down. 

I gave the following information: Additional screening may be tnggered by a number of factors such as random selection, or alarm resolution. TSA may apply add1t1onal screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the 
Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

I told the caller that TSA does not keep records of patdowns and I do not know what triggered the patdown. I told her that she can get the number for the CSM by choosing option 5 on the IVR and entering the airport code. I told her that the airport will 
not be able to tell her why she got the patdown either. 
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Date Time 1128/2013 12:29 33 PM 

Nammh··,1rr, 
Emaibl(61 
Complainls:Consistenlly Selected for Secondary Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 
Comments: I wear an insulin pump and each 11 me I go through security I am subjected to a much too thorough pat down. I have tho ug his of removing my medical device each time. But th at would put me at risk. It is not fair that Ju st because I have a 
common medical condition that I have to suffer this indignity. I had a drs note about it but makes no difference. This last time in Columbus OH. was more thorough than at any other time. My breasts and crotch were brushed over by the person and a 
great amounl of pressure used all over and I fell thal was very wrong jusl for a medical device on my side. It was so bad that other people, who did not know me but went lhrough security wilh me, asked me if I was okay afterwards. A couple stood 
back and witnessed it since I was alone. They were that concerned over the aggressiveness of the TSA person. This should not happen to anyone just because of a medical device. 
I am writing to let you know about my experience at the Sacramento airport this morning. I am a frequent business traveler and now as a pregnant traveler, I prefer not to go through the AIT scanner. Yes, I understand the TSA has said it is sale for 
pregnant women & their unborn children. However, many experts are unconvinced thal this has been proven (there are no long term sludies) & in Europe these scanners are not allowed to be used on a large scale wilhout a medical reason. For these 
reasons, I choose to opt out. 

This morning several travelers were waived through the alternative metal detector next to the scanner. I asked if I could use that instead of the body scanner but was informed by the TSA agent that I can't "ask" to go through it and would have to go 
through the sea nne r. I requested the pat down instead. 

With regard to "asking" to go through the alternative metal detector, I object to this policy and to the TSA agent's handling of the situation. I am obviously pregnant and, given an alternative, I think all pregnant women should be able to opt for the metal 
detector if one is ava i I able and should not have to be subjected to an u np I ea sa nt and much Io nger "pat down.'' 

I believe a change should be made to this policy when it comes to pregnant travelers. 

Please advise, thank you. 



Caller states that she fi ew Delta on Jan 22 leaving from Ori a ndo - A TL - Indiana po Ii s. Ca 11 er states that she was flying up for her sister s lune ra I. Ca 11 er states th at they retu med yesterday. Ca 11 er states that there were no different i terns on the retu m 
flight, and on the departing flight she had no issues, just upon return. Caller states that she is 73 years old and she uses a wheelchair and portable oxygen machine. Caller states that in Indianapolis a security lady was very difficult to deal with and was 
rude. Caller states that she was impressed al how nice Delta was. Caller states thal her husband is also in a wheelchair and Della wheeled her around. Caller states that TSO told her she had to go through all of I heir belongings and look her husbands 
shaving lotion that costs $85. Caller states that was told the bottle was too big and her bath body lotion had the same problem, so it was also taken. Caller states that she was told that they had to stay at the checkpoint or be put in checked luggage. 
Caller did not understand why or how that would be done. Ca 11 er states th at she was told that the alarm went off on the oxygen machine. Cal I er did not understand what that meant si nee her oxygen machine needed an alarm lo r her oxygen I eve Is, 
which were Ii ne, Cal I er states that she was to Id she had to take her shoes off and get a patdown in a separate room and get explosive trace detect ion on her hands and shoes, Cal I er states that she was to Id she had to use the same powder on her 
belongings. Caller stales that her ii ems in her carry on were disarrayed because of lhe hand inspection and her clip diamond earrings were missing. Caller states that she feels I hat because she had to stand around barefoot for so long on cold floors 
th at she is now getting sick from it. Ca Iler states that she feels the TSO on duty doing the screening was rude and ca used u nne ces sa ry d ifficu It i es. Ca 11 er states th at she doesn t understand why she wou Id have had any issues with security corning back 
if she had none on the initial flight. 

Airporl IND 
Airline Delta 
Flight# 796 
Date Time 01 27 2013 10AM 

112812013 Localion Gate A7 

4:0B:03 Advised caller: 
PM 

1/28/2013 
6:04:32 

PM 

1128/2013 
6:04 57 

PM 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) has developed standard screening practices for all of our Nalion s airports, and passengers can expect essentially lhe same procedures. While the procedures are the same everywhere, the 
interpretation of those procedures results in some slight variations from airport to airport and situation to situation. Additionally, some element of uncertainty and randomness in security operations is necessary to disrupt terrorist planning and attempted 
attacks. 

Transportation Security Administration (TSA) policy allows passengers to carry travel•size loiletries in containers 3.4 ounces or smaller through screening checkpoints. All of the items musl fit comfortably in one, quart•size, clear plastic, resealable bag 
(3-1-1 rule). At the screening checkpoint, each passenger is asked to remove his or her quart-size bag of liquids, gels, and aerosols, and place it on the conveyor belt. 

Each Trans po rtati on Security Off ce r (TSO) receives training on p role ssiona I and courteous conduct to make the process run smoothly and to reduce inconvenience to the traveling public, 

TSA regrets that you found items missing and or damaged from your carry-on luggage. TSA is required by law to screen all property. including carry-on baggage, that is brought onboard commercial passenger aircraft. To ensure the security of the 
traveling public, it is sometimes necessary for TSOs to conduct hand inspections of carry-on bags. TSOs receive training in the procedures to property inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great care during the screening process so 
that when bags are opened a passenger's belongings are returned in the same condition they were found. 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. Claim forms are also available on our Web site 
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Remote Client IP:l(b)(61 
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Namefh1/R1 
Email ](b 1(6) 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc) FLIGHT#556 HAWAIIAN,HONOLULU.HONOLULU,556 TO KAHULUI, MAUI, JAN 18 2013. 748P. 
Comments:MY WIFE WAS VERY UPSET AT THE WAY SHE WAS, SERCHED AT THE AIRPORT. SHE WAS VERY EMBERRASED. AND SHES ALSO IN A WHEELCHAIR. SHE DOESNT THINK IT WAS RIGHT FOR HER PATTED DOWN ALL 
OVER ,HER BY THE TSA LADY 
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Na me: yo ureaq ue er 

Email~b 1(6i I 
Comp a I nts: Ina pp ro pr, ate Scree n1 ng/ pat Down s C reeni ng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):los angeles cus1oms agents· 
Comments: the dude g ra bb ed my nuts and winked at me. 



1/2812013 
10:22:12 

PM 

1129/2013 
8:15:46 

AM 
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Remote Client 1P:!"-(b~1-'-(6~) __ __. 
Date Time: 1128/2013 8:43:51 PM 

Namefbl(61 
Email b)(61 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):flighl# 1496 united airlines from Fl Myers 10 Cleveland on 01/2712013 rsw airport" 
Comments:I informed the woman at the screening area at about 6-6:20 a.m. on 01127/2013 that I am a Diabetic and could not go through the body scan with my insulin pump. she insisted that it would not bother my pump because. it is not a x-rays of 
peoples bones. were just checking for bombs. again I told her that the manufacturer of the insulin pump and the doctors say that you are NOT to go through any x-ray or scanning machines with the pump, but she insisted so I went through. Ever since 
my sugars have been High, so I contacted the an i mas corporation the maker of the pump and they said they a re a bso I utely not suppose to go through any airport sea nne rs, now be ca use of the tsa officer I a ck of education and unwi 11 i ng ne ss to I is ten I 
have to get a new insulin pump and go back on shots lill I receive a new pump. One week before lhis happened I had a screener at the Memphis Tn airport insist that I could go lhrougn with the pump, but she finally listened to me and let get a pal down 
which is what should be done. I am one of a million with diabetes that go through this day after day. The TSA officers should have at least 5 minutes of training about the insulin pump, so that this doesn"t happen any more. 
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Remote Client IPl-(b_-_I(_6_, __ __. 

Date Time: 1128/2013 11A0:51 PM 
------------------------------------------------------------------

Name:!(b,(61 
Emailf h I1R, 

I 
I 

Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc):CVG Airport. 
Comments:Hello. 
I have been patted down on several recenl flights. There has been nothing in my clothing thal has lriggered it. I resent this violation of me in the name of securily. Thank you 
Caller Is an American Airline emp I aye e. He had been disconnected twice when transferred to MB. 

Acee pted TR F: 

Apo I og i zed to ca 11 er for issues during transfer today. 

I asked caller how he feels he was discriminated against. 

Caller stated to say he was d1scri mi nated against th at is a Ii ttl e harsh. 
He stated he conveys 2 co nee ms. 
He is an airline Caplain with American Airlines and FFDO as well as global enlry member so he has had extensive background checks. 

When he chooses to travel out of uni lo rm he sti 11 has those background checks and is a low I eve I security threat 
He agrees with the security but where it falls apart for him is in the last 2 years he is selected every time he flys out of uniform, 

112912013 This has happened al different locations: Wesl Palm Beach, DFW, Ohare, JFK and Detroit Meire. 

1:40:28 
p M His persona I op i man is be cause the agents have the autho nty to select and in his case lo r whatever reason they exercise that power. 

None of the equipment alarmed, he was just chosen for exlra screening. 

He does think it could be petty Jealousy and to test his theory a couple of times recently instead of displaying his airline credentials (as he normally does) he used his FL dnvers license instead. 
That takes him from airline personnel to general public and he was not chosen for extra screening, 
He feels the TSA looks bad because of this. 

What he is s u bm ittrng is th at he Is being selected unfairly because of his air I in e background. 

He flew 1-25-13 from West Palm Beach and was oul of uniform and he displayed his airline credenlials. When lhey chose him for extra screening he asked for a supervisor and lhey could not say why he would have been chosen. Nexl the woman 
who came was in street clothing and he assumed she was the CSM. She told him it is in the SOP and she cannot provide it to a traveler. 

I exp I a i ned the CS M could not give him the SOP information or give to any t rave I er be ca use that is guarded info nma ti on. 

Told him I could possibly send something over to West Palm Beach. 



Caller states that on 12-29-12 she flew out of Greenville SC to Houston on United. They are a bi-racial couple and feel that they were being discriminated against. The TSO put her purse through screening about 5 times. She feels that she was put 
through more screening than the other people and that all the screeners were white. The airline did a lot to them also that they feel was not right and they have filed a complaint with United in regards to those incidents. The bags flew to Washington 
and the flighl was delayed so they ended up driving home from the layover airport and could not get their bags. 

Advised caller: If the airline does not satisfy your inquiry. the U.S. Department of Transportation's Aviation Consumer Protection D1v1s1on operates a complaint handling system for consumers who experience air travel service problems and provides a 
24-hour hotline at (202) 366-2220. I can only help with anything that TSA may have done. 
To ensure the securily of the traveling public, it is someIimes necessary for Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to conduct hand inspections of checked bags. They are required 10 put a NOi inside a bag lhat lhey do a hand inspection on. Since 
there was not a NOi inside your bag that is an indication it was not TSA inside the bag. 

1/2912013 To file a claim you should /111 out the Standard Form 95 (claim form) in accordance with the instructions and return it to the address in box number 1. A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 
2:06:41 

PM fh1/R1 I 

1129/2013 
2:08 04 

PM 

The caller is describing an unpleasant experience by herself and her husband at Greenville Airport with both TSA and United Airlines. They were visiting from Dallas with her sister and on their return trip received patdowns and additional screening 
including 5 passes with her purse. She also states that her wa 11 et was hand searched and the ind1v1d ua I business ca rd s were Io o ked through. She a I so mentioned that sere eners comments seemed rude. The ca 11 er bel ,eves this addition al sere en i ng and 
treatment were because they are a bi-racial couple. 

She says she filed a complaint with United Airlines on the 3rd of January, the event occurred on 29 December 2012. 

I explained that she would need to file her complaint in writing and confirmed her email address so that I could send the request for infonmation. I specifically asked ii she felt the screeners were rude or if she was a victim of discrimination and she 
replied she felt ii was because she and her husband are a bi-racial couple. 
Caller flew from greensboro airport and was bringing her sons diabetic medications, pump and kit. She declared to the tso at the checkpoint that her son diabetic pump can not go through xray screening. During screening a Female TSO told caller son 
to go through AIT screening while he had his pump on his body. Caller told the TSO at the screening area to allow her son to disconnect his pump, the tso told caller that the pump will be ok and told her child to go through the AIT screening. The 
lncidenl occured on 01-27-2013 at 11 :40 am flying on Delta Airlines. Told caller that she can ask for her child to undergo a patdown procedure instead of going lhrough the ail screening or etd screening to be cleared. 

As noted below - have not received a response from Mr. Winder with a copy of the Pat-Down policy that he referenced in his previous message. 

------ Forwarded message----
Fromkb1(6) 
Dale: Tue, Jan 29, 2013 at 12 39 PM 

Subject Re: TSA Contact Us: Com,.p"la""i'=n"'ts'-----------------------, 

To: "Winder. Owen·' <HYPERL1Nl<f~b_)_(6_ •• _, -------------------~ 

Mr. Winder 
Last week I requested a copy of the TSA "pat-down" policy. Please forward a copy of this policy so that I may review the current requirements and restrictions for a TSA agent when they conduct these 'pat-downs' 
As I said previously, I worked for the federal gov"t in Central Office for many years, and know that such a directive or policy must exist. 

112912013 l(b 1(6) 
2:14:58 ~--·-·---~ 

PM 

On Wed, Jan 23, 2013 at 3:26 PM, Winder. Owen <HYPERLINK._b_)'-'(_6'-1 _______________________ __. 

Thank you for sharing lhis information with us. I'm sorry that you felt uncomfortable during lhe screening experience. I would like to see what mighl be used from this experience. If you are able 10 IeI1 me lhe officer's full name it would help, but it 
appears that may not be possible. If you have an exact description of their appearance including approximate age, complexion, hair length and anything else that may identify her 

Due to changes in screening over the pa st two yea rs, phys i ca I pa !-downs have changed d ra st i ca I ly and what you describe is in most pa rt an accurate d escri pti on of what is required during a physi ca I inspection at the checkpoint. If pass i ble I wo u Id Ii ke 



1/2912013 
2:16:00 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl~l_h_·11_r;_·-, ___ ~ 
Date Time: 1129/2013 11 :36: 19 AM 

Name:!b)(61 
EmailJ/h 1/R, 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Richmond Virginia Airport 1-25-2013, Flight #3658 
Comments:I was going through! security I had explain to one employee that my watch and bracelet did not go through! at Kansas city, she said leave on jewery and they will do a body scan, then they did a pat down on me because of the design on 
my jeans, but when the finger printed me. I ask why the h1spanic lady was rude to me. I feel I am entitled to know why they had to do finger pnnt. Just wanted to know why finger pnnts was necessary and what was the problem. Authority taken to far. I 
too am a govemme nt emp I oye e. Awfu I 
This is the same automatic reply as previously received. 
I want to have a copy of the actua I po Ii cy and procedure for this. There is nothing of s ens1t1ve nature to this. and does not require a F OIA request. 
As noted below, the requirement is that the TSA officer use the back of the hand for sensitive areas, and your TSA officer used the inner palm of her hand to rub my perineum to the point where I felt it on my clitoris and labia. 
If I would have had a dress, would she have put her hand up my skirl! Is the same procedure followed for those of the muslim faith lhat wear full length garb? 
You have NOT responded to my question. You have had adequate time to review the film - was this done? I gave you the exact gate, time and screening post. There is not excuse for any of this, and I am not going away until I see that this is 
investigated. 

i(b)(61 

On Tue, Jan 29, 2013 al 3:03 PM, <HYPERLINK "mailto:tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com" \ntsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com> wro1e: 

1129120 13 Thank you for your e-ma i I reg a rd i ng patd own sere en i ng, 

4:07:07 
PM 

The Transportation Security Ad mini st ration (TSA) see ks to provide the high est I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our po Ii ci es and procedures locus on ensuring th at al I passengers. reg a rd I ess of 
their personal situations and needs, are treated with respect and courtesy. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area. and the manner in which the screening 1s conducted is important. 

One screening procedure, which generates discussion and concern among passengers, involves use of paldown searches. Patdowns are used to resolve alarms from lhe walk through metal de1ec1or (WTMD), when anomalies are discovered through 
Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, as well as when random screening activities are conducted. 

A Transportation S ecu ri ty Officer (TSO) of the same gender as the passenger wi 11 conduct the pa tdow n search. and as the screening is being conducted , the TSO should be d escri bing the procedures he or she is using, TS Os are required to use the 
back of lhe hand to patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas, TSOs are required 10 use the front of the hand. 

Passengers have the right to request a pnvate screening. and private screening will be conducted in a room or in an area away from other passengers. However. if a passenger does not permit the search, he or she will not be permitted to board an 
aircraft. 

We understand and regret the discomfort and inconvenience that you may have experienced as a result of patdown procedures. Nevertheless. we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and 
confidence of al I air travelers. T SA continues to d eve Io p and de ploy new technologies to address the exp I os1ve s threat but the use of paid owns p rov1d es an add i ti o na I I ayer of security at the che c kpornt. For mo re rnforma ti on reg a rd i ng p atdown 
procedures, please visit TSA's Web site (HYPERLINK "http://www.tsa.gov" \nwww.tsa.gov). 

Ca Iler stated: 
She went on a berevement trip on Thursday with her husband and son. Caller slated that they flew out of OFW and returned through LGA. Caller slated that she look a concealed carry course in July and has seen many people put their hands up in a 

112912013 submissive fas ion. Caller stated that going through the AIT the stance with the hands in the air looks like someone for a line up in a police station. Caller thinks that the picture for the AIT needs to be more childlike. 

5:17:06 
p M Advised ca Iler: 

The image for the AIT is a standard picture for the machines across the country. Advised ca Iler that this is SOP for TSA nationwide. Screenings using A IT a re vo I unta ry. Individuals who do not wish 10 be screened by this tech no logy wi 11 be required to 
undergo alternative screening. including a thorough patdown. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPkb 1(6) 
Date Time: 112912""0"'1""3~7;-,:2"'5'"':0"'9,...p""M,..,..... 

Nam1/h@I I 
Email bi(61 I 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):On 01/1612013 at approximately 6am at the TSA going out on: Soulhwesl Airlines Flight# 194 from BWI to MOW. 
Comments:I have not heard from anyone @ TSA on this Unsettling Issue " 

112912013 To TSA Management 

8:22:05 
PM 

112912013 
8:22:08 

PM 

Customer Complaint: Against two Very Rude TSAAgents; 

In an appropriate Screening and Pal Down too! 

Employee Cursed at Me while I was talking to him going though the line at check point ' 

On 01/16/2013 at approximately 6am at the TSAgoing out on: Southwest Airlines Flight# 194 from BWI to MOW. 

As I checked into thru TSA Screening area ... I had come thru the Screening and awaiting my carry on luggage ... I was spoken to by TSO tb":1(6) ~sking me if" this was my Bag"? I answered Yes, and he stated that he was going to move my bag 
to a checking area and I kindly requested I hat he wailed for me to gather all of my belongings before taking my bag out of my site. He sa, F OCR You and took my bag over 10 a table and began to unzip my bag just tolally disregarding my verbal 
requests~ 

I asked for a supervisor and STSO • (b)(ff:, of BWI came over and was just as Rude and very unprofessional to me as he listened to the TSA rep and his statemenl and just totally disregarded what I was trying 10 explain to him about the Rude & 
Very Nonprofessional Incident and o b)(ffl Cursing and Swearing at me 1t was also over heard by PSS TSCl;b 1(6) !whom was a bit helpful as he did witness the Disorder by both TSA Reps' 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:Jbl(61 7 
Date Time: 112912 13 7:23:56 PM 
························---------------··························· 

Nam b, 61 
Emai b)(6) 
Comp a,n s: amage or 1ssrng items in Checked or Carry-on Baggage 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc): 1865/westjetlhonolulu January 24, 2013 
Comments:lt would appear this is the only way to contact anyone at the TSA. I sent a message concerning the damage to my luggage and received a "do not rely" note suggesting it was most likely the airline responsible for opening my expensive 
shampoo and leaving the ziploc bag open 10 allow leaking through the entire contents of my luggage. I am writing to inform you , the reason I contacted you is because a TSA note had been left in my luggage. I have received lhese notices before. 
However. never before has my luggage been left in such a state as this time. Absolute carelessness' Imagine being an exhausted traveler, all my laundry had been washed prior to packing , fragile items carefully wrapped. liquids placed in sealed 
bags. and when I got home I Ii nd my bag has been rummaged through. grease on my c lathes and shampoo on books and clothes and jars of j e 11 y I ell u nwra pp ed. Also during this ti me I was subj eel to both the body sea n and a pat down and asked 3 
times to remove a belt I was not wearing. 
And now to receive an automative response saying it was likely lhe handling of the airline is not acceptable. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Fi:b)(61 
Date Time: 112 912"'0"1""3"'9;-,,,.55"":""5""8""P'"'M.,.. 

Namef b)(61 ! 
Email: (b 1(61 I 
Comp I a i nts; Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):On 01/1612013 at approximately 6am at the TSA going out on: Soulhwesl Airlines Flight# 194 from BWI to MOW. 
Comments:I have not heard from anyone @ TSA on this Unsettling Issue " 

112912013 To TSA Management 

10:04:Jg 
PM Customer Complaint: Against two Very Rude TSAAgents; 

1130/2013 
8:05:43 

AM 

In an appropriate Screening and Pal Down too! 

Employee Cursed at Me while I was talking to him going though the line at check point ' 

On 01/16/2013 at approximately 6am at the TSAgoing out on: Southwest Airlines Flight# 194 from BWI to MOW. 

As I checked into thru TSA Screening area ... I had come thru the Screening and awaiting my carry on luggage .. I was spoken to by TSO!(b::,(6) !asking me if" this was my Bag"? I answered Yes, and he stated that he was going to move my bag 
to a checking area and I kindly requested I hat he wailed for me to gather all of my belongings before taking my bag out of my site. He said FUCK You and took my bag over 10 a table and began to unzip my bag just tolally disregarding my verbal 
requests~ 

I asked for a supervisor and STSO b)(6:, f BWI came over and was just as Rude and very unprofessional to me as he listened to the TSA rep and his statemenl and just totally disregarded what I was trying 10 explain to him about the Rude & 
Very Nonprofessional Incident and o b)(6:, Cursing and Swearing at me ... it was also over heard by PSS TSDkb::,(6) !whom was a bit helpful as he did witness the Disorder by both TSA Reps' 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!(b)(61 
Date Time: 112912,;.0.,..13;-.,..10;-:..,.39,...:..,.34..,...,,P..,.M,-, 

························---------------··························· 

CO to Denver, CO on Saturday 1126/2013. 

On 1126/2 O 13, I opted out of the automated screening at the E ag I e, CO airport due to the fa ct that I am p regnant. When the TSA agent~ approached me, she stated a 11 the necessary information needed prior to my pat down. What I did not 
expect was to have her hand go up so far into my crotch area that I was given a ··camel toe" because she touched my vagina not only ~ur times. 2 times from the front and 2 times from the back. Honestly, I was beyond shocked because this 
has never happened to me before and I trave I 2-4 times a month both domes ti ca 11 y and i ntemationa 11 y and I le It tru ely vi o I ated beyond wo ~ s __ As a res 'I It. I th en asked tlill:filJ to speak to her supervisor as this AGAIN has NEVER happened in a 11 the 
years I have traveled around lhe world and opted out of the automated screening. With I his being said, she went to retreive her supervisor b _1(61 ) After a few minutes, he approached me and asked me what was wrong. I explained my situalion 
and he informed me that all of his agents are highly trained and taught to pat down until they feel resistance. Honestly. what is the TSA"s definition of resistance??? Is it touching someone's private parts??? Beyond that though!rh··,rr; ~id not provide me 
any resolve to my issue. Al I he said was th at every airport is run d iffe re ntl y. WHAT? Isn't this a goverm enta I orga ni zati on where consistent performance s hou Id be kept to a high stand a rd. 

AGAIN, I have traveled all over the world and this has NEVER happened to me and I am curious to understand why ii was happening al Eagle, CO airport? Can someone please explain I his to me as I truely find I his completely unacceplable and I feel 
violated beyond words by the TSAI I am considering seeking legal consule on this as it is inappropriate behavior. Honestly. is this how the TSA is run by allowing employees the opportunity to "'cop a feel" on both US citizen and foreignors? 

I look forward to hearing back from someone immediately about this issue. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP ~b)(61 ! 
Date Time: 1129/~ 13 1 om :41 PM 

Name](b)(61 
Em ,f h ·-,Ir;--, 
Comp I a i nts; Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):On 01/1612013 at approximately 6am at the TSA going out on: Soulhwesl Airlines Flight# 194 from BWI to MOW. 
Comments:I have not heard from anyone @ TSA on this Unsettling Issue " 

113012013 To TSA Management 

8:06:00 
AM 

1/30/2013 
9:42:28 

AM 

Customer Complaint: Against two Very Rude TSAAgents; 

In an appropriate Screening and Pal Down too! 

Employee Cursed at Me while I was talking to him going though the line at check point ' 

On 01116/2013 at approximately 6am at the TSAgoing out on: Southwest Airlines Flight# 194 from BWI to MOW. 

As I checked into thru TSA Screening area ... I had come thru the Screening and awaiting my carry on luggage .. I was spoken to by TSq(b)(ff:, ~sking me if" this was my Bag"? I answered Yes, and he stated that he was going to move my bag 
to a checking area and I kindly requested I hat he wailed for me to gather all of my belongings before taking my bag out of my site. He said FUCK You and took my bag over 10 a table and began to unzip my bag just tolally disregarding my verbal 
requests~ 

I asked for a supervisor and STSO b::,(6) of BWI came over and was just as Rude and very unprofessional to me as he listened to the TSA rep and his statemenl and just totally disregarded what I was trying 10 explain to him about the Rude & 
Very Nonprofessional Incident and o b":1(6) Cursing and Swearing at me ... it was also over heard by PSS TSrth··,1R·, !whom was a bit helpful as he did witness the Disorder by both TSA Reps' 

Caller slated her friend fiew from Orlando to Frankfurt Germany on Flutanza. Caller stated her friend had two hip replacement and TSA insisted lhat she went through lhe AIT. Caller slated she wants to complain about Customs and Border and broke 
the lock on her suitcase. Caller stated her friend wanted to know why she had to go through the AIT even if she has a doctors note. 

Advised caller the following information: 

Advised caller if a passenger has a doc1ors nole about their disability that doesn I exempt the passenger from being screened. If the passenger set of any alarms of the WTMD or the AIT the passenger would be subject to a patdown 10 resolve the 
alarms. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

Remote Client 1Pl~(b_::_,(6_:_1 --~ 
Date Time: 1 30 2013 9:07:34 AM 

1130/2013 --------------------------
10:04:42 

AM 

Nam4;"b)(61 I 
Email Addresj(b 1(61 I ,...,..,_.....,._,-----, 
Commentsl have written to complain about one of the security agents at MIA age H named J(b_:1(6_) ! I am fully aware that no disciplinary action will be taken. All I need to know is. if he is doing the pat downs (I think everyone should be patted 
down), since he is violent and rough 10 lhe elderly, do I have lhe right to request being patted down by anolher agent (there are usually three at lhat gale)? A yes or no answer will be sufficient. 



113012013 

Caller stated that she wanted to add that her husbands calogne was 3.3 ounces to the complaint that was sent up on 28 JAN 2013. 

CCR informed her I hat I his information wi 11 be added to the re cord and sent up as we 11 

EID~ 
Caller slates lhat she fiew Delta on Jan 22 leaving from Orlando - ATL - Indianapolis. Caller states thal she was flying up for her sisler s funeral. Caller stales that they returned yesterday. Caller states thal there were no different ilems on the return 
flight, and on the departing flight she had no issues, just upon return. Caller states that she is 73 years old and she uses a wheelchair and portable oxygen machine. Caller states that in Indianapolis a security lady was very difficult to deal with and was 
rude. Cal I er states that she was , m pressed at how nice De Ila was. Ca 11 er states that her h us band Is a I so in a wheelchair and De Ila wheeled her around. Cal I er states that TSO told her she had to go through a 11 of their belongings and took her husbands 
shaving lotion that costs $85. Caller states that was told the bottle was too big and her bath body lotion had the same problem, so it was also taken. Caller states that she was told that they had to stay at the checkpoint or be put in checked luggage. 
Caller did nol understand why or how thal would be done. Caller stales that she was told thal the alarm wenl off on the oxygen machine. Caller did not understand what that meant since her oxygen machine needed an alarm for her oxygen levels, 
which were fine. Caller states that she was told she had to take her shoes off and get a patdown in a separate room and get explosive trace detection on her hands and shoes. Caller states that she was told she had to use the same powder on her 
be Io ngrngs. Ca 11 er states th at her items in her carry on we re di sa rra yed because of the hand ins pe ct,on and her c Ii p diamond earrings we re missing. Cal I er states that she le els that because she had to stand around barefoot for so long on cold floors 
that she is now getting sick from it. Caller states that she feels the TSO on duty doing the screening was rude and caused unnecessary difficulties. Caller states that she doesn t understand why she would have had any issues with security coming back 
if she had none on the initial flighl. 

12:27:37 A' rt IND 
PM irpo 

Airline Delta 
Flight# 796 
Date Time 01 27 2013 1 0AM 
Location Gate A 7 

Advised ca Iler: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) has developed standard screening practices for all of our Nations airports, and passengers can expect essentially the same procedures. While the procedures are the same everywhere, the 
interpretation of those procedures results in some slight variations from airport to airport and situation to situation. Additionally, some element of uncertainty and randomness in security operations is necessary to disrupt ten-orist planning and attempted 
atlacks. 

Trans po rtat,on Security Ad mini strat,on (T SA) pol icy al lows passengers to carry trave 1-si ze to, I etri es in containers 3. 4 ounces or s ma 11 er through sere en i ng checkpoints. Al I of the items must fit comfo rta bl y in one. quart-size, clear pl a st,c. re sea I ab I e bag 
(3-1-1 rule). At the screening checkpoint, each passenger is asked to remove his or her quart-size bag of liquids. gels, and aerosols, and place it on the conveyor belt. 

Each Transportation Security Officer (TSO) receives training on professional and courteous conduct to make the process run smoothly and to reduce inconvenience to the traveling public. 



113012013 
2:04:30 

PM 

1130/2013 
2:05 09 

PM 

From~1(6) 
Sent: ednesday, January 30, 2013 11 :53 AM 
To: TSAEx1emalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject O uesti ona bl e Behavior by T SA Screening Officers at L GA 

Dear T ransporta ti on Security Administration: 

As a frequent traveler (I fly approximately 100 flights annually), and as a member of the Pre Check program, I understand the importance of the TSA and its mission to safeguard our skies, and I fully support the screening process when it furthers that 
goal. I was disappointed with the treatment that we received last Sunday, December 16, 2012 at LGA. I was traveling on the 1:30 PM US Airways fi1ght from LGA to PIT with my wife, our 23- and 16-year old daughters and our daughters 16-year old 
female friend. We proceeded through the US Airways Shuttle screening area at approximately 12:30. My 23-year old daughter and the 16-year old friend both were wearing shirts with sparkly plastic sequins, which are quite common on clothing worn 
by young women, and to which one officer slated that they d have to take off their tops for the full•body screen. The 23•year old had nothing underneath but a bra; the other young lady wore a lank lop underneath. Thankfully, one other screening officer 
said that it wouldn t be necessary and that they could proceed. My 16-year old daughter was wearing a grey sweater that had fine gold threads woven throughout. which apparently showed yellow anomalies on the full body screen. She was asked to 
go through again after removing the sweater. There apparently continued to be some concern by the officers, at which time she was given a body pat-down which was not communicated to us before it was commenced. I stepped over and simply 
inquired of the agent whether that was necessary. She snapped back that it was and turned her head and continued to pat down my daughter, front and back, which included her entire body as well as her hair. From the pat-down, my daughter 
was escorted over 10 lhe screening area 10 further have her hands swabbed for explosives. The whole process took about 1 O minutes and held up counlless other 1ravelers as well as us. We saw lhe security screen, and the yellow anoalies appeared 
in her hair (which was in a bun) and on her front hip, which in my estimation was the area on her jeans that included a metal button. How that justified a full body pat-down and a hand swab I II never understand. 

I approched the office near the screening area to casually talk to a supervisor. I was met by a male screening agent who was willing to listen to my concerns. I was also met by a female Asian agent who appeared to be a supervisor or at least the 
designated spokesperson. Unfortunately, I did not get her name. Rather than listen. she simply defended everything that was done by the screening officers. She said my daughter was asked to go through a second time so that they could clear some 
anomalies. When I asked about the entire body pat·down done without my knowledge in an effort to clear anomalies, I was met with simply more statements in defense. Clearly her entire body did not appear as anomalies on the screen, and I m 
unsure why a simple hand wand could not have given lhe agenls the satisfaction I hey apparently needed. I simply and politely slated to the agents I hat I disagreed with all that had occurred and walked away to catch our flight. That was the end of the 
discussion. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP~kb~1~(6~)---~ 
Date Time: 1130/2013 1: 19:35 PM 

······················-----------------··························· 

Name:!rh·,1rr, 

Email!(h ,rn 1 I 
Comp I a, nts: Ina pp ro pr, ate Screen, ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Delta flight DL4 786, SLC airport, terminal 2. 
Comments:I want to be clear that the TSA agents I encountered were professional and courteous. This is NOT a complaint about them. 
After opling out of AIT screening, my enhanced patdown (which I knew going in that I would be receiving) alarmed after lhe glove check. I was extremely irritated 10 find thal the second patdown could nol take place where the public could see it. If you 
don't want the public to know that some patdowns require the front of the hands over sensitive areas, perhaps the TSA shouldn't be doing it. 
It was my choice to opt out, and knew that all of this was a potential consequence of that choice, but the TSA often publicizes how few complaints they get, and I just wanted to go on record as saying that I am not okay with your screening methods. 
Thanks. 



Caller returned from FL yesterday. Caller wants to know the policy for the veils and the scarfs. When she was traveling through. there were people entering with head veils and scarves and did not have to remove them. However, caller Is mad that 
her husband. who used to work at the Buffalo airport and is a veteran of the US had to take off his baseball cap, Caller stated she will be writing a letter of complaint and discrimination. Caller feels that she is being discriminated against. 

Informed caller: 
Apologized to caller. 

Travelers are permitled to wear head coverings (religious or otherwise) through lhe security checkpoinls: however, all persons wearing head coverings are subjected to the possibility of additional securily screening, which may include a paldown and 
an exp I osive s trace detection (ETD) test. 

113012013 I ndivid ua Is may be refe r,-ed lo r add it ion a I screening if the T ransporta ti on Security Off ce r (TSO) can not reaso na bl y determine that the he ad area is Ire e of a d etecta bl e threat item, If the issue cannot be resolved through ETD or a patdown search, the 
2:09:53 individual will be offered the opportunily to remove lhe head covering in a private screening area. 

PM 

1130/2013 
4:13:00 

PM 

If a passenger is wearing a head covenng for religious or ceremonial reasons, he or she may be permitted to conduct a self patdown of the head area. If the TSO cannot determine that the area is free of a detectable threat item, 11 may be necessary for 
passengers to remove their head covering during the sere en i ng process, Passengers may request to be in a private a re a while the head cover is removed. ins peeled , 

It is through policy how everything is screened. TSA is required to pat down places or people that set off an alarm or show an anomaly. 

Suggested the caller ask to stay in her wheelchair if she cannot stand and keep her hands above her head. 

Offered to transfer the cal I to MB, however ca Iler d eel in ed. 

I would like to file a formal complaint with the tsa regarding an inappropriate pat down. The superviso~s information is st5D!lh \/R\ !The siluation occurred in DEN al approximately 1250pm at A bridge 1130113. A TSA agent in Iraining 
conducted the search while being supervised. I am glad the tsa takes great care in ensuring our safety but it must be conducted in a humane and civilized way. I've opted out of every backscatter scan and have received a total of 12 pat downs. so I am 
very familiar with the procedure. The agent is supposed to go up the inside of my thigh until he meets resistance. This agent met resistance and continued to push higher. I Jumped due to the discomfort of having manual pressure in my anus. I calmly 
asked the agent to"ease up" and expressed my discomfort. The agent then proceeded to do the same technique on the other side. I do not find this to be acceptable after expressing my discomfort. The agents hand went so deep I had to readjust my 
underwear. I lried to discuss lhe ma1ter with lhe supervising ageni. however, he would not speak 10 me or interact with me, basically ignoring me until I asked for his supervisor. He lhen stated lhat he did not believe that the search was inappropriate. I 
know for a fact this to be untrue due to my previous experiences. As I stated, I am glad the TSA is ensuring our safety but it should never make anyone feel violated. I hope to receive a response to my complaint. Thank you. 

Caller Is warned about radiation and wants to opt out of the AIT machine and wants to know how much radiation they get from an airplane fi1ght. told caller 
1130/2013 
8:28:01 She can opt out of the AIT machine and recieve a pat down insIead. 

PM 
TSA has no jurisdiction over the planes themselves. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client I Pf b)(61 I 
Date Time: 1/30/20131021 :33 PM 

SubjectSuggestions 

Nam~ 
Email@® 
Comments: My comment is in regard 10 I he in consi sl ent and apparent random results of the TSA "swab" I esl s, and I he sl e ps which the TSA takes when e ncou n teri ng a ··false positive" I esl resu It. 

First, let me state that this 1s now the third time I have been subJected to the ·enhanced" pat down procedure following the swab machine triggering an alarm. As always, the TSA agent was very excited to info nm me when the machine detected a 
"dangerous chemical that is found in explosives", When I inquiry as to the specific chemical, the TSA agent never seems to know what it is, nor do they know the amount which was detected, or where on my person the chemical was found. 

113112013 In each and every instance. the machine did not detect any chemicals when the test was performed a second time. The machine is either rigged to trigger randomly. or it is inherently flawed and prone to reporting ··false positive" results. In either case, 
8:14:04 

AM the procedure which lo 11 ows is by far the most overwhelming proof of the perversion and obsess ion the T SA has reg a rd i ng the ge mt a Is of others. 

A reasonable next step would perhaps be 10 swab the person's hands 10 confirm lhe existence of chemical residue, but lhat would be too sensible. The TSA it appears has evidence thal terrorists are compulsive when it comes to touching their genitals 
during and after handing dangerous chemicals found in explosives. That must be the reason why the enhanced pat down is identical to the original pat down with one exception. the agent uses the front of their hands to stroke (multiple times. up and 
down, back and forth) against a person's crotch. 

Oh you perverted little freaks. Really, are you serious? The response to detecting "dangerous chemicals" is to perform the same pal down procedure except for using lhe front of the hands 10 stroke my crolch! 

I suppose the "enhanced" aspect of the pat down 1s truly only appreciated by the TSA agent performing the pat down. 

Why is the TSA obsessed with touching my vagina• 

My I eg al case is with the TSA at S NA fore i ng me to accompany them to a private area where they could perform this procedure. 

I informed the agent lhat I was nol comfortable being alone in private with one (not to mention two) of them, and lhat I would prefer they conduct lhe pat down where they conducted the original pat down, right there in the securily screening area. They 
informed me that I had to follow them to a private room. I told them I did not require a private screening area and they could proceed with the pat down. They threatened me and attempted to intimate me. The supervisor told me that I would be breaking 

Caller fiew from Minneapolis via Sun Country 10 Fort Meyers and then back a week later. She was screened by one of the machines and wants to know what ii was. It was not the walk through me1a1 detector. She wants to know if it shows a detailed 
image of the body. She asked if she can request a patdown rather than use the machines. She also heard that they were removing these machines. She said that she was in a wheelchair and was made to rush through and it was not a good 
expenence. 

I told lhe caller that the machine she most likely used is the AIT. Millimeter wave systems project beams of non-ionizing radio frequency energy over the passenger's body surface: the beams do not penetrate the skin. The radio frequency energy 

113112013 reflected back from the body. 

1:05:30 
PM 

Automated Target Recognition (ATR) software upgrades further enhance passenger privacy by displaying a generic image of a person on an AIT monitor. Passengers are able to view the same outline that the TSA officer sees. 
The FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 (FAA Acl) directed "the Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ to ensure that AIT be equipped with ATR software on June 1, 2012. This Act also allowed the TSA Administra1or to grant an 
extension. which he issued for one year, ending May 31, 2013. One vendors solution (Rapiscan) did not meet that deadline. In order to meet the Congressional mandate. TSA plans to remove all of the Rapiscan AIT machines. Some will be replaced 
with other AIT units that are equipped with ATR. At the remaining locations, TSAwill use multiple security layers to provide a comparable level of security. By June 1. 2013, only AIT units equipped with ATR software that provide enhanced privacy 
protection for travelers wi 11 be used by TSA at airport security checkpoints, As a I ways, use of this tech no logy is option al and she can request a patd own at any time, 



113112013 
6:05:48 

PM 

1131/2013 
8:44:01 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client l~Duolicate 
Date Time: 113112013 3:4g:J6 PM 

Nam~lo, IDlicate 
Ema Duplicate 
Comp I a i nts; Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight #F9 2612, American Eagle, San Diego commuter 1erminal 10 LAX departing at 1 pm-connecting flights from Denver to Honolulu, HI. January 15th, 2013 
Comments:We must figure out a better way to be safe. My husband and I have not flown since the body scans and pat-downs were put in place due to not wanting to be subjected to such humiliation with our two young daughters. However, wanting to 
visit Hawaii and hearing it wasnl as bad as we thought. we decided to try. I was so relieved in the Denver airport to see the new screens that are much less invasive and felt I was treated with respect-even when my bag was check and had to get 
searched-I appreciate it was in my presence. However, in San Diego, we had to leave the main terminal and go through security again in the commuter terminal, I was horTified to see they had the blue x-ray scanners and was greatly relieved when the 
security ran me and my 2 daughters togelher through the metal detector. We arrived around 10:45 and had to wait until our 1 pm flight. Once in the terminal we found out I here were no waler fountains in the secured area to fill our now em ply water 
bottles. We did find a drinking fountain outside of the secured area which after an hour and 1/2 of waiting decided to take a drink and go back through security. My husband went first with our two daughters and I stayed behind to watch the luggage-per 
your rules. After he went, I went I went to the line again, as before, asked to opt out of the body scanner and was told that I would have to be patted down in order to proceed. I was shocked considenng I had just went through the metal detector before 
and now was not being allowed to. I was informed that it was because my daughters were with me that I got to go through the metal detector and since now I didn't I would have to be either x-rayed by a person I couldn't see with an image I was not 
allowed to view or be groped all in lhe name of my safety. I then informed AgeniDuolidhat I would jusl call lo my daughters-30 feet away 10 come out and gel a drink and then go lhrough as before. She lold me that now thal she knew what I was 
doing that she would not allow it and I either had to be x-rayed or groped--all for a drink of water. We had been in an airport since 7am that morning. It makes no sense that the metal detector was fine an 1 112 ago but not now and that I have to use my 
children to protect my privacy. So faced with either being molested visually by someone I couldn't see and not being allowed to see the image taken of me or being physically molested by someone I can see. I chose the later. I called out to my husband-
30 feet away and told him I had to be groped because I didn't have the girls with me. AgenjDu pli ! then threatened to call the police for shouting. She also wanted to put me in a secluded box to grope me. 111 am going to be violated I will not do it in 
secret, so I told her that would nol be necessary and we did it in front of all the passengers waiting for flights. I was again, committing no crime. I have the rig hi to tell her of my disapproval of your "procedures." What crime would the police charge me 
with?-she was just being a bully. Often peoples rights and freedoms are violated by "procedures" and these need to change. My business is with the private airlines not with the government and unless I have committed a crime or you have reasonable 
suspicion of a cnme, you have no right to physically touch me in that way or take a picture of me that I cannot view. I am an American Citizen. I have the right to travel in my country free-from unreasonable searches. I should have the right not to have a 
naked picture taken of me or my breasts, butt and groin being groped, I would rather you run a background check and profile then grope every American citizen in the name of "fairness" This is outragous! These are the types of things that have lead 
other countries down very dangerous roads-Germany, Russia, China. This needs 10 be changed. I do not fly very often, and I will not ever be flying into the San Diego airport again. I should nol have had to go lhrough security again and I should have 
free access to water if you are not allowing me to keep mine. Please change these. They are unconstitutional and traumatizing. My daughters had to watch in horror at my pat-down and had to watch me cry for the next hour as I had to pull myself 
together after the "screening" They have never seen me cry and it was definite damper to our vacation. There is a better way and we need to fix this before more women are traumatized. My only consolation is that it was done by a woman. My breasts 
and my groin have only been touched by my husband and by my doctor. It should stay that way. Unfortunately, I have now been molested twice by TSA and I am not sure I will ever fly again until you fix this or you are removed. 

Caller lost her computer at a terminal at LAX Sunday evening. She received a patdown and got nervous and her stufl was piled up and she forgot her computer. She got the losl and found number. She called back 2 nights and now it has been more 
than 72 hours, She went thru the checkpoint at 9:2gpm CA time She wants to be contacted by the CSM at LAX. She already left a message on the phone there for her 4 days ago. 

Advised ca Iler: 
I apoligize for your experience. I will send you a standard form 95 claim form. 
The CSM may contact you by phone or em a i I. 



I would like to file a complaint about the TSA staff at the airport in Eugene. Oregon. I have had problems there several times. 

The first time was during a body pat down in the summer of 2011. I have an implant in my body which sets off metal detector. I have had many of these body pat downs, but only the one at the Eugene, Oregon airport was more like sexual abuse than 
a body search. Each time the female agent approached my crotch (four times: once for front of each leg, and once for back). she hit my private parts hard with her hand. I was so shook up afierw-ards. I went in the bathroom and cned. It was basically 
a sexual assault. 

Another time. at the same airport. I was recovering from surgery. They took my cane. had me walk through the metal detector. and then instead of giving me my cane, they told me I should just walk over and get it. This meant I had to walk about 15' 
without the use of the cane that I needed lo r walking. 

The last time was only a few days ago. and this last incident has prompted to write this letter. The date was January 28, 2013 at approximately 4:30 am. I went through the security traveling with my cat. They told me to take my cat out of her carrier 
and walk through the meta I detector. My cat has never traveled before. so I did what they said. but naturally I was holding on tight to the cat with both arms. 

113112013 I got through the metal detector and one agent said he wanted to wipe my hands with his explosive residue tissue. Okay, but I was still holding the cat• I told him this (although, he could clearly see the large animal in my arms) and he looked at his 
1 O :g ~: 26 /el low agent with an expression of. "'can you be Ii eve this I ady? .. what we have to put up with 1 " 

He insisted that I lift my hands, while trying to keep ahold of my 12.5 lb frightened cat so that he could wipe my hands. Then I was casually told, "put the cat back in the holder." 

I had to fiag someone 10 help me. I was alone. They couldn't have cared less. There was only one agent who would help me by holding lhe cat carrier while I stuffed my frightened cal back in it, and helped me zip it up. What is going to happen when 
a passenger's an i ma I gets I ose because of their poor attitude and procedures? 

This is not lhe end of this story. Again, as always, I set off the metal detector because of an implant in my body. I was about 10 have the pal down when I was asked whether I had a laplop in my laptop bag. I said, "yes." (I had underslood lhat if ii was 
in it's own bag it could just go through.) No problem, they could take it out. But the Agent set my Apple Macbook Pro (which is new) on top of the bag, on top of my shoes' The laptop was lopsided, balanced above the sides of the plastic tub. I said, 
"be careful with that." I was told, "don't worry, nothing will happen." They put it through again, and then when it all came out. the Agent stacked the three tubs on top of each other with my belongings in them with my laptop (which had nothing on it to 
protect it) on the bottom, 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl,._/h""·"""1/"""R'-·-, ___ _. 
Date Time: 1 /3112013 1 OA 7:03 PM 

······················----------------··························· 

Nam.,._._ ...... ___ _._ ____ _, 
Emai b1(6) 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate cree ni ng Pat Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):San Francisco Airport (SFO) I Terminal 1 I Secunty Checkpoint. 
Comments:January 31. 2012 

2111201 3 Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration: 
8:08:29 

AM I am w ri ting to I od ge a form a I comp I ai nt against TSA Screener f b ::, ( 6) f Badge No, ~ho violated my con stitutiona I rights by subjecting me to an u n necessary, invasive, and hum i I ia ting pat down search as I passed through the security checkpoint, 

At approximately 4:t5 _pm_ Pi8T on January 31. 2013. I entered the secunty checkpoint for Terminal 1 at San Francisco Airport (SFO) on the way to my flight, Alaska 313 to Seattle. I opted out of the body scanner and was then subjected to an invasive 
pat down search by b I { 6 I who touched my buttocks and groin area, 

This search was a gross violation of my constitutional rights, not to mention an invasion of privacy. I want this letter added to Screene~personnel file, so that it may be considered in future peiformance reviews as a record of misconduct. 

I request a written response to this complaint from the airport fed era I security director. 

Sincerely. 
kbl(61 



21112013 
8:08:41 

AM 

21112013 
8:09:08 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Pl~1h~-~·,1~r;~·1 __ ,......... 
Date Time: 113112013 9:51 :50 PM 

~~:~J"'~~=:~i:~:: ======~====== Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight #298, American Airlines, Honolulu Airport, connecting flighls to LAX, San Diego and then Denver. Depar1ing al g:50pm 
Comments:After a wonderful two weeks in Oahu, I was given a respectful but violating pat-down. My 14 year old daughter was wearing one of those sound activated shirts that we had bought at the International Market in Waikiki the day before and 
was flagged at the s c reem ng. I was then informed th at they would have to touch her breasts to make sure the shirt was safe. I wo u Id not al low it and offered to go out of the secured area and change shirts and have th em run her through the scanner 
and run the shirt, That apparently was again st procedures, so I offered to change her shirt rig ht in front of them so they cou Id see she had nothing under it, The agents acted ho rTi fi ed and told me it would create a Ii ab i I ity nightmare and might end up on 
youtube. How feeling my daughlers breasls vs seeing her sports bra•especially if you have just spent 2 weeks on a beach is more of a liability is nol logical or reasonable. We finally compromised at her taking her shirt off in a secluded area with two 
agents present. They examined the shirt I was to put on her and then I stood in front of my daughter as she took off her shirt and held the new shirt open for her to put on. 5 mins. later-after she went through the scanner again, I was told because I 
"touched" her, I would need to be pat-down and I would not be al lowed to go through the scanner Ii ke my daughter did. It was obvious the agents le It it was as di sta stefu I and awful as I did but they had to fol low "'p raced u res.'" I am an American citizen. 
have committed no crime. I was protecting my daughter. I have the right to travel in my own country free from unreasonable searches and I have the right to travel without having my breasts. groin and butt felt up and down because of "procedure.'' This 
is a huge violation and I was humilialed and traumatized by it. There has 10 be a belier way. Unlil lhen. I will not be 1raveling anywhere I have 10 fly to get 10. I have not flown in 10ys because of the TSA. I was lold ii was belier and my fears unfounded. 
Since it is a long swim to Hawaii. I thought I would try. I was wrong. I will be telling all my friends and family not to fly if it can be helped and of my experience. Fix this. When it is, please let me know. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: !(bi(6i 
Date Time: 2111201._,3_6~,3~3~:-40-A~M,......... 

························---------------··························· 

Namerh··,1m 
Email1h·11r;·-, 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):CMH. Delta. Terminal C. 
Comments:I realize safety is important. I fly, at a minimum. 2 weeks each month and I appreciate the teams I see at the gates. Most are very nice. That said, I am extremely upset about having someone's fingers shoved into my hair this morning. This 
step in the screening process is excessive. I have very thin hair and even if I had very thick hair, ii is slill excessive and invasive. I will take my shoes off. I will take off my sweaters even if I'm embarassed about being a little overweighl because I 
understand. Hair checking is excessive. Very over the top. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl(b1(6) 
Date Time: 2/1120,.,.,.13-,-_3ff5~4~2~ATM,...... 

Namdhn I 
Email b)(61 
Compta,ri s: ong Lines I Lengthy Walt at dheckpoint: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):San Francisco Airport I Terminal 1 I Securi,y Checkpoint· 
Comments:January 31, 2012 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration: 
21112013 

8:09:56 I am writing to lodge a formal complaint against TSA Screenerl(b)(6!(Badge No. unknown). who failed to properly maintain the security checkpoint. 
AM 

21112013 

9:38 36 
AM 

21112013 

11 3224 
AM 

At approximately 4A5 pm PST on January 31, 2013, I entered the security checkpoint for Terminal 1 at San Francisco Airport (SFO) on the way to my flight, Alaska 313 to Seattle. After receiving a pat down search, I was told that the explosive testing 
equipment had nol been calibrated yel. I had to wait almosl five minutes for the TSA personnel to fix lhe equipment before I was able to leave lhe checkpoint. 

W hi I e I was waiting, Screen e~xp I a i ned to me that she had not had an o pportu ni ty to ca Ii b rate the eq u1p me nt yet. be cause the checkpoint had be en bus~( b I ( ff:, hou Id have calibrated the equipment before the che c kpornt was opened. The 
primary reason why she did not calibrate the explosive detection equipment ahead of time was to retaliate against passengers who opt out of the body scanner, intentionally delaying them at the checkpoint alter the pat down search is complete. 

I want this letter added to ScreenerllliRfil],ersonnel file, so that it may be considered in future performance reviews as a record of failure to perform her duties as a security screener. 

I request a written response to this complaint from the airport fed era I security director. 

Sincerely. 
fh11R1 

Caller is at Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport. She went through the checkpoint on 2 01 2013 about 9 am. She has an art iii cal limb from the knee down. She said that she went through the AIT and then was sent to machine that took 
pictures. She said that she flies all lhe time and this is the first time this has been done. She said lhe lady who performed the screening did not know how to do lhe screening. She slated ii was nol done lhe right way. She was not offered a private 
screening. She said that it was very embarrassing. She asked to speak with a supervisor. She spoke with supervisor Howe. He told her that procedure was followed. She said her screeing took 35 minutes. She did not get the names of the 
scree ne rs. She said the first lady was a b I ack I ady and the second one was a foreign I ady. Her ID and boarding pass was checked when she got to the checkpoint. She said it should have been checked ag am during the screening and it was not. She 
wanted to make a complaint. 

I gave the following information: Regardless of whether a passenger is screened by a walk-through metal detector, AIT, or a thorough patdown. a prosthetic is subject to additional screening. A TSO will need to see the prosthetic device, which may 
require the lifting of clothing without exposing any sensitive areas or removing a belt that holds the prosthetic to the passenger's body. TSA also will use technology to test the prosthetic for traces of explosive material. If explosive material is detected, 
the passenger will have to undergo additional screening. 

Cast and Prosthesis Imaging technology is used in some airports. Where available, this technology will also be used to inspect a prosthesis. 
I advised the cal I er that her Id and boarding pass a re checked when she arnve s at the checkpoint. 
I a po I og i zed to the ca Iler for her unp I ea s ant experience and to Id her that I would forward her record to the CS M at Rona Id Reagan Washington Nati o na I for review, 
Caller had money stolen yesterday going through Nashville. TN airport to DFW and to SLC. 
Cal ,er wa I ked past the A21 gate to get to security station at D F W to speak with someone for what he s ho u Id do. 
He thinks A 19 was his departure gate. 
Caller was wearing a me1a, cross around his neck which was covered by his sweater and he forgot he had on so he kepi triggering the alarm. He was required to have a patdown 10 complete his screening experience. His wife was busy galhering her 
items and didn t get his items. 
Cal ,er 1s 66 yea rs old and was wearing a sweater vest. Ma roan in color. wearing g I asses and dress pants which we re Ii g ht co lo red. His shirt was white with rose colored stn pes. 
Ca Iler states he noticed the TSO standing and ta I king , The airport wasn t th at busy at the ti me he went through, He thinks the TSO s ho u Id have been watching passengers property instead of talking, 
He also con1ac1ed his airline in case he dropped his money on the ac1ua1 plane itself. 
His wife saw a lady TSO gathering up the containers and putting th em aside. Ca 11 er s wife thin ks that cou Id have be en the person who took the money. This was a young cauca s i an fem ale. a tl racti ve and of average bu i Id with bland e or I ig ht brown 
hair. 
Caller states he doesn t have an email address. 

Response: 
Advised ca Iler information would be provided to the CSM at B NA for their information, 
Advised caller we track trends and spol areas of concern to provide additional training or take correclive action if required. 
Exp I a i ned th ere may be video of the screening location they cou Id review. 



21112013 
6:09 54 

PM 

21112013 
9:17:14 

PM 

21112013 
10:06:48 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl(b,(6) I 
Date Time: 211/2013 4:55:58 PM 

Name bl 61 
Emai b)(61 
Comp a,n s: nappropna e creen,ng at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Southwest, SFO, Terminal 1, Gales 20-36" 
Comments:I would like to report my TSA screening experience that I found to be inappropriate. This incident occurred at Terminal 1 for Gates 20-36, on Thursday, 31 Jan 2013, between the hour of 4:30 and 5:30 pm (the incident occurred around 4:40 
pm) as I went through the scanner and was patted down afte r\'lla rds. 

After I exited the scanner I was lold by a female TSA agent to hold. She asked me to hold a while longer lhan the passengers behind me. Wilh the wait she told me thal the machines were being calibraled. I waited and she lold me she would have 10 
··pat me down in a sensitive area" She didn't tell me what part of my body, or what area was in question. She then started patting around my right breast area and asked me to lift my right arm. This event was 1) embarrassing in that this occurred in 
front of everyone else in line and 2) inappropriate in the sense that she should have told me what area of my body was in question. She should have explained exactly where she was going to have to touch me and how (e.g., use of hands, back of 
hands, etc). Moreover, what part of having to physically touch me would rule out what she questioned? Could a re-scan through the scanner or use of a wand actually rule out what the potential issue was? After leaving the security area I was 
disco m bo bu I ated , and I felt Ii ke I was viola I ed. 

I have had p rev,ous instances where I was told I needed a pat down but I was to Id exactly the a re a in question and asked if the re was anything in th at area that could trigger the i nq u, ry. I did not receive this in this case, and 11 was even worse because it 
was in a highly sensitive area of my body. 
I undersland TSA has a job to perform but in I his case I here is a serious need for improvement. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: 
Date Time: 211120\-..-==r:nem--' 

SubjectCourteous/Professional Treatment - Report Outstanding Service 

Nam;!lbl/61 I 
Emai!(b1(61 
Comments:l'm on TSA pre-check and Global access. I fiy over 60 segments a year. Many oul of FLL on United. FLL has the most poorly trained and rude TSA agents. Every time I fly lhrough FLL I musl go thruough the full body scan and get palled 
down EVERY TIME' I've been told to remove my belt after the scan when I show I have none on. I have never been found to have anything in my pockets or on my person other than a boarding pass in my hand. I've seen many "employees" of FLL walk 
though wi hto ut scanning with shoes and be Its on. Many ti mes 1 've seen the al a nm go off as they pass through the metal detector and sti 11 waived through. 0 n e ti me wh i I e b erng patted down I po I itely asked why I am considered mo re of a th re at th an 
them. I'm told they are "employees" and I received a more thorough pat down! I'm a loyal American and not a threat. I'm not going to be bribed to carry somehthing in! They are more likely too. I've spoken with UA personnel in their United Club and 
TSA agents elsewhere and all say FLL are the worst• Please do somehting; it's insulting and dangerous. Please have TSA pre-check al UA in FLL! 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP.,kb_-•"'1(6_-'-I ___ _. 
Date Time: 211/2013 9: 19:46 PM 

Name b, 61 
Email b1(6) 
Comp a, nts: na pp ro pn ate cree n, ng/P at Down Screening: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Ua 407 at Denver airporl 
Comments:I requested a pat down this afternoon. I am a frequent flyer and I am concerned about my frequent exposure to the X-ray machine. Should these pat-downs include vaginal contact? I was patted down by an officer named Lark. She made 
contact with rny vaqina-this was throuqh my leqq,nqs but there was forceful contact with my vaqrna. Is this the nonmal procedure? This seems overly intrusive to me. I want to know what Is correct procedure 



21212013 

9:08 37 
AM 

212/2013 
1:10:01 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 11(b)(6) 
Date Time: 2/2J2u"'-I3-12-_=4~0~_3~2~A~Iv~I~ 

Namef h·1/fi""i 
Email b1(6) 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info j" applicable Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):SFO - Delta Terminal 
Comments_ ( b _I ( 6} f..as screening officer. 

As an opt-out from millimeter wave technology. I asked kindly to be exempt from the scan. TSA agents insisted that I walk through the scanner anyhow, saying they would not turn it on. After I said that I was not comfortable doin so, they said "alright. 
il's going to be awhile" despite a surplus of agents and zero people in line behind me. After an inilial scan with possibly used gloves, lhe sample detected a 1.34 level of TNT, indicating a possible explosives detection (b)(ff:, ook me 10 a back 
room, and insisted that he would only pat my groin multiple times. Why he only needed to pat my groin is beyond me. In addition, his 'scientific method' of testing a single detector strip to verify its non-detection, followe y rowing out that strip, then 
using a new one. is i ncons1ste nt with no nm al practices. His inconsistent practice in addition to his oddly s exua I secondary exam causes me to be Ii eve th at I was mistreated due to my not com plying in walking through the m111 i meter wave device. In 
addition, as I walked away. I heard a number of agents laugh derisively. 

As a frequent flyer, this is unacceptable, and I am debating whether to press charges againstkb )(6) ! and the TSA for sexual harassment. 
I went through tsa screening at the Fort Lauderdale airport on November 28. 2012 for a flight to Latrobe, PA. I refused the xray machine and had to stand for a pat down. Sometime during this process a package of very expensive jewelry including a 
Roi ex watch was removed from my light blue coal. Needless to say, I am extremely upsel over this incidenl and wanl it fixed. 

Thank you. 

fbi(61 I 
D1sabil1ty Description: Spinal Stimulator (husband) and aversion to touch (wife). 

Response Details: Advised caller: 

I apologize for your experience. 

Because your comp I ai nt concerns the conduct of TS Os at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your information to the Custom er Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation and T SA Ca res as we 11. 

I offered: 

Your complaint can be sent to either 

TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 

21212013 or vis pasta I ma i I to: 

1:41:26 
PM 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration Office of Dis ab i I ity Policy and Outreach 
601 South 12th Street TSA-33 
Arlington. VA 2 0598-6033 

Flight information: 

Flight Path: Austin to ATL 
Flight date time: 2 1 4:47pm 
Flight#: 2066 
Airline: Delta 
Airport: Austin Bergstrom 
Gate Tenminal: 3 
Emailfh 1/RI 



Disability Description: Spinal Stimulator (husband) and aversion to touch (wife). 

Response Details: Advised caller: 

I apologize for your experience. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your information 10 the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at I hat localion and TSA Cares as well. 

I offered: 

Your complaint can be sent 10 either 

TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 

21212013 or vis postal mail 10: 

1A1:26 
PM 

Transportation Security Administration Office of Disability Policy and Outreach 
601 South 12th Street TSA-33 
Ari i ngto n, VA 20598-6033 

Flight information: 

Flight Path: Austin to ATL 
Flight date time: 2 1 4A7pm 
Flight#: 2066 
Airline: Delta 
Airport: Austin Bergstrom 
Gate Terminal: 3 
Emaill(b)(6) 



Disability Description: Spinal Stimulator (husband) and aversion to touch (wife). 

Response Details: Advised caller: 

I apologize for your experience. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your information 10 the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at I hat localion and TSA Cares as well. 

I offered: 

Your complaint can be sent 10 either 

TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 

21212013 or vis postal mail 10: 

1A1:26 
PM 

21212013 
7:04:17 

PM 

Transportation Security Administration Office of Disability Policy and Outreach 
601 South 12th Street TSA-33 
Ari i ngto n, VA 20598·6033 

Flight information: 

Flight Path: Austin to ATL 
Flight date time: 2 1 4A7pm 
Flight#: 2066 
Airline: Delta 
Airport: Austin Bergstrom 
Gate Terminal: 3 

Email[b1(6) 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Clie~(b)(61 
Date Time: 21"'2~12~0-1~3~6-,1-1-,2-1-P~M-~ 

······················---------------····························· 

Namerb 1(61 
Email h··,1i:=::°I 

Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ra pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):FLL Terminal 4 H Gates. 
Comments :The F LL airport continues to abuse travelers by on I y offering the options to be scanned by a Rap i sea n or assaulted by a pat down th at i nvo Ives touching areas that should nt be searched as Im not in prison! Both of these options vi o I ate the 
basic rights of passengers privacy and lhe Fourth Amendment rights. Seriously stop violating my rig his & civil liberlies. It is not a choice to opt out and only be subjected to threats of an intrusive paldown. 



21312013 
9:07:17 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP \(b)(61 I 
Date Time: 212/20 3 10:53:12 PM 

I 
I 

Comp I a i nts; Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Salt Lake City lntemalional Airport 
Thursday, January 31 
Delta 2157@ 11 01am. 
Comments: I am writing concerning a situation that my wife had happen to her at a pp roxi ma tely 1 0: 00 am on January 31 , We we re at the Sa It Lake City I nternationa I Airport catching a II i g ht to Seattle, She is pregnant and requested not to go thru the X
Ra y but to have the pat down screening instead. She was taken thru to the cleared area and given a thorough search from a female TSA agent. The problem is that the area she was searched in was in direct view of all of the passengers who had just 
completed their screenings. While she was being searched she had a male passenger that had been cleared standing there staring at her and smiling throughout the search. This took an invasive but necessary procedure and turned it into something 
mo re. She stated that she le It as 1f she had been assaulted. 
There is no reason that passengers who are having intimate areas of their body touched should be forced to be put on display for any pervert who happens to be around to watch. The simple inclusion of a screen or partition could help to maintain the 
dignity of peop I e that request the ma nua I screening . 
Thank you for your attention to this matter 
Our info 

Mount Vernon, WA 982 /3 
!(b,(61 ! 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Missing or Damaged Items in Checked Luggage Current Date Time 2 2 2013 8:35:07 PM Airport : BNA - Nashville International Date Time of Travel 01 24 2013 Airline Flight Number : Southwest Checkpoint Area of Airport baggage 
screening TSA Employee: (II Known) , 
Comment: This may sound petty- bul it has happened before. When I return home, I find things damaged in my bag! Purposely done so'! I had an envelope of hot cocoa thal was wripped open- and powder was all over my clothes!I also had a hard 
plastic green glass with a logo on it, and it had a hard plastic green straw, which I had taken out and wrapped in clothes so it wouldn t get broken. When I got home, I found it broken. Not just a little, it was purposely snapped repeatedly. and there were 

21312013 little green shards of plastic all through my suitcase. This could not have happened by accident, I still have most of the pieces in a little baggie, 1f you care to see it. One of the pieces cut my finger before I noticed what it was and was more careful. 
9:07:39 This isn t the first time things like this has happened. I put up with the pat-downs, when I have nothing metal on me, put up with the stress of having my clothes rilled through- but this is just malicious mischief! No need for it- so why does it happen? I 

AM am a frequent flier- and I undersland the need for securily- but needlessly breaking and trashing things is not cool. Any suggeslions of whal can be done? 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name kb 1(61 ! 
Phone Number · 
Email !(b)(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 



Dear Sirs, 

It is with great reluctance that I write to you wilh a complaint. 

I am a 67 year old Bermudian, and a Muslim, who was born in Trinidad, W.1. Since 19721 have travelled through the US over 100 times. Since the despicable events of 9111 I have been pulled for special pat down searches on every occasion wilh the 
denial that this is because of profiling. I have been sent to your special room in Miami by one officer only to be tald 2 hours later that I should not have been sent there. Through all of this I have nat complained because your people have a jab to do. 

21312013 In July 2011 my wife and I were travelling ta Trinidad via JFK. As soon as we reached the metal scanner a female Afro American officer shouted aut '"Two TARGETS" for pat down. She probably realized what she had said (because al her training?) 
11:00:17 

AM and changed the demand to ·two subjects' for pat down. Even to this disrespect I have not complained. 

213/2013 
5:08:06 

PM 

On 29th January I was on my way back from Tnnidad via Miami. I has purchased several school text books for my grandson who just started elementary school. All of these books were in my one piece of luggage. When I arnved home I found two TSA 
'Notice of Baggage Inspection' slips in my bag. I also found, unfortunately. that three of the reading books I had bought were not with the other books, all of which were placed together in the baggage. 

I am sure you w i 11 agree that this is una cce pta bl e. I am a I so sure th at most peop I e Ii ke myself have no issues with our bags being checked for security reasons but we cannot accept our property being taken. es pecia I ly by peop I e who a re expected to 
be trustees of our belongings whilst in I heir control. These books were not very expensive, just over $100.00 TT, but even so they belonged 10 me. 

Under current conditions ii may be impossible to identify which officer checked any particular bags. No amount of training can make a person honest if he lends towards dishonesty. II may be worth considering selling up a camera syslem in the 
checking areas. The honest officers will be happy ta know that they have nothing to fear whilst those with sticky fingers or the urge ta be dishonest will certainly think twice before taking peoples' property. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!"'(b'-i"-(6'-.'-i ___ _, 
Date Time: 2/312013 3:13:33 PM 

························----------------··························· 

Namthi/R1 
Emaijh·11r;··, 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight DL0761, Delta, A terminal, Gate 27. 
Comments: I retired alter 31 yea rs with Delta and have been flying every weekend between T PA and ATL and T PA and ME M for 7 years, 
On 03 Feb I was flying from TPA-ATL·MEM and had an unpleasant experience with TSA. 
They blocked out the area in front of the gate counter at A27, approximately a 12x12 carpeted area. When boarding the aircraft the TSA persons were looking at IDs and Tickets. I happen ta be step into that area as I approached the gate and was told 
to step away. I asked "what is the purpose of this?" and was told to approach the gate agent and board the aircraft using a different path. The TSA employee could not answer my question. 
I was then told they we re going to search my bag before I boa rd ed , One TSA emp I oye e questioned my ticket be ca use it had no seat assignment and another searched my bag, B eca use I fly using my pass pri vi I ege s my tickets do not show a seat 
assignment until I am cleared by lhe agenl. There were few passengers on this flighl and I was the only one they chose 10 search. 
This was not right, My bag was searched as a result of my questions and ·standing on the sterile area carper The TSA employee opened it and shuffled things around. It was obvious that she was nat searching for anything. I resent the bully tactics of 
TSA and have expe nenced th em more th an o nee. Most are somewhat p role ssIona I but others think because they work for TSA they can intimidate passengers. 
Another example, last Friday I was flying from Memphis to Atlanta. As I went through the TSA line I showed The TSA employee my GOVERNMENT issued Global Entry Card as ID, she said she could not accept it because she had not seen one 
before. Fortunately there was someone there who had. 



21312013 
6:13:19 

PM 

21412013 

On Friday February 1,2013. I went through your security post at the Pittsburgh Airport. The time was approximately 4:20 p.m. I have a full hip replacement, therefore I had to have a Pat down as I did not go through the lme up that had the "X-ray 
facility" The attendant was going to pat me down in the public area and while she did not offer a private pat down, I asked for one. She had to get another female attendant for a witness. which she did. I asked that all my belongings be brought into the 
room with me. I used the white buckets which contained a red 1ravel bag, a brown puff coat, brown running shoes, and a computer. I also had a grey wheel bag ,not in a bucket. I was not allowed 10 1ouch my items and I asked the helper 10 ensure 
she had the bucket with my computer in it. She said she did. 

They took me into an untidy Janitor/utility room and did the pat down with no incident. I was then in a rush to go to my boarding gate as I had to board at 4:55 p.m. I scanned the table on which my items had been set and it was empty. After I boarded 
flight 627 Pittsburgh to P hoemx at 4: 5 5 PM I rea Ii zed I did not have my computer. I reported it to the flight attend ant who asked for my last name and she said she would phone it m. 

I now would like to determine if the computer has been turned in, as I need to have it returned to me. The computer is a black 13" laptop Asus and is registered to the name below. f._b_._1(_6_, ____ __, 

PI ease advise soonest. 

Thank you. 

b1(6) 

All lhings Be~a_u_tif_u_l'-------------------~ 
HYPERLIN~~(b_--,_(6_1 ________________ ~ 
I'm writing wilh a complaint regarding the screening process at Philadelphia lnternalional Airport on Monday, January 28, 2013 at approximately 2:00 p.m. for a flight on Southwest Airlines. 

I opted out of the body scanner and was separated from my belongings for 4 or 5 minutes while waiting behind a gate for the staff to find a female agent. I should have been allowed to stand near my belongings. which included a laptop computer. 
immediately; however. even when I asked to be allowed to do so, I had to wait several minutes more. When I then asked for a private screening, I had to wait another 4 or 5 minutes for staff to find a second female agent. I was then told to walk to a 
room aboul 100 feet or more away. I did not want 10 walk wilhout shoes but was denied lhe oppor1unity to put lhem on. I had to walk the dislance and then was asked to step into a small room with a fillhy floor. It was not right to ask me 10 walk that 
distance across the airport on dirty floors. I registered my complaint with the agent who said he was in charge (a man with long dark hair in a pony tail--1 did not get his badge number), but he refused to let me put my shoes on. I was understandably 
upset about the process and was told by the female agent that my only choice was to opt out of flying. When the whole process was completed. I also spoke to a man at the security desk name llliR§},ho gave me this contact information. 

9:07:22 The Southwest area al the airport is not properly sel up for privale screenings and needs 10 be improved. Changes also need to be implemented to keep passengers near I heir belongings, to allow them to pul their shoes on for lhe process, and 10 
AM keep the area clean. Refusing to allow passengers to put on shoes that have already been through the luggage screener and that can be screened again during the horrible patdown process is unreasonable. 

21412013 

Sincere! 

(b)(61 

Caller flew from McAllen Texas. Caller said she saw the genitals of a person being screened by the AIT. Caller said the TSO was taking tickets and then she saw the TSO go over to the screen where the screener was looking at the image of a person 
being screened. Caller said the TS Os were laughing and caller said she thought TSA had stopped using those machines. Caller wanted to know what her rights are regarding a situation like this. Caller said it was clear to her that the TSOs did not 
care. 

12:02:24 I told the caller that she can request a patdown instead of going through the AIT. 
PM I told the caller she can ask for a supervisor, and there is always one at the checkpoint. I told her it is not advisable to get confrontational, but to point out to the supervisor what is being done wrong. 

I told the caller I will forward her complaint to the CSM. 



Caller stated th at she was selected for secondary sere en i ng, and wanted to know if she was truly on a I 1st somewhere or if the screening was truly random. She a I so stated that her boarding pass had four S s notated inside. as she was coming back 
from Cancun with her children. 

Advised ca Iler: 
TSA can neither confirm nor deny whether an individual is on a Federal Watch List 

21412013 The ··s" nolation or olher marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Security Adminislration (TSAJ security procedures. This procedure is jusl one layer of security lhat TSA employs to protect the 

12: 10:39 Nation's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

PM 

214/2013 
12:40:36 

PM 

TSA does not discuss or release specifics about security screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Security Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI to the public because it is 
considered d etri me nl al to the security of trans po rI ati on. 

Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. In some instances. this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. For 
example. TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alamn of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly ... 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-;::::::==:::::::------····························· 
Remote Client 1Pfb·.,(6i 
Date Time: 214120-~1,.,3~9-:3~2~:-11~A~M,.,..... 

Nam..,.-----'----~ 
Emai 
CompJ,,,,,a", n""s"':""n"'a"p"'p"'ro""p"'r"'1 a=e....,c"'r"'e"'e""n,""ng IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):RSW, Terminal D 
2/412013 915 AM. 
Comments: I was just subjected to yet another public frisking at the hands of your agents as punishment lo r refusing to go through the naked body sea nne rs, I am not a cri mi na I and I am getting very ti red of being treated as one, 
The Fourlh Amendment 10 lhe Constitution is supposed to protect citizens from this kind of unreasonable search. I consider both the naked scanners AND the frisking to be unreasonable searches which are conslilulionally prohibiled. 
These scanners are first and foremost illegal on their face because of civil liberties violations, but they also pose a potential radiation risk. and have been proven to be ineffective. Additionally, they are a huge waste of taxpayer money and resources. 
want them removed immediately. 
I am a very frequent traveler and I supported creation of the TSA to provide consistent security at airports. However. you have overstepped your constitutional authority with these scanners, I refuse to subject myself to them and I will protest every time 
that I am frisked as punishment for refusing. 
Get rid of them. 
I wi 11 be co ntacti nq my conq res s man, both senators and the White House urq i nq th em to withhold fu ndinq from your agency unti I you start showi nq respect lo r the Con stItutIon and the travel i nq pub Ii c. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1j(b r(B) 
Date Time: 21412!..0-,-1 ""3 ..,.1"'2"": 3""9""': 3'"'4""P"'M.,. 

------------------------------------------------------------------

Nam!/bl(6i 
21412013 Email,.f h.,_· .. -,1 .. R.,_·I _______ _, 

2 :00: 02 Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
PM Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Temninal/AirportlGate/Etc):Feb 3, 2013 Frontier 385, FLL Terminal 1 Gate B9 -. 

Comments: Agent inserted himself into a reso I ved boa rd i ng sequence dispute - demanding to see my ticket and id after a I ready screened at gate be ca use I simply to Id a pushy ind iv idua I that he cutting in Ii n e, Al though the Frontier Boa rd i ng process 
issue was already resolved (via discussion between us two passengers and a Frontier agenl), the TSA agent intervened to interject his aulhority and power• totally unnecessarily. "I'll decide who goes firsl" he said, with lhe full power of TSA, threat of 
additiona I secondary screening, and rubber g I aves behind him. 

This minor incident is the kind of thing that blackens the eye of an otherwise excellent TSA. This should not occur - TSA agents should not be involved in airline boarding sequence procedures - this guy was simply trying to intimidate and show how 
powerfu I he was. 

Very di sa ppoi ntinq. 



Disability Description: Callers mother is a paralyzed 75 year old elderly person and she herself an advocate for the disabled. 

Response Details: After she said thal it was discrimination due to her mothers disability, I informed her I hat lhe complaint would need to be submitted in writing and gave her lhe information below. 

Your complaint can be sent to either 

TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 

or vis postal ma i I to: 

TransporIation Securily Administration Office of Disability Policy and Outreach 
601 South 12th Street TSA-33 
Art i ngto n. VA 20 598-60 33 

21412013 Caller is going to write in her complaint to the address above. I am sending lhis to the CSM and 10 ODPO as an FYI. 
2:09 24 

PM Incident Detai Is: During screening th ere. the TSO s patted her mother down so ha rd that she might have a so re on her buttocks. During the screening a S TSO thought it was a Joke. I a ugh i ng about the whole thing. She endured a paid own that lasted lo r 
more than 45 minutes. They kept her mother at the screening checkpoint from 12: 1 0pm to 1:15pm today. 

The caller was furious and stated that if she was in town now that she would go to the media and notify them of how TSA treats disabled elderly people. Her mother is very fragile and the caller hopes she does not have any broken bones. 

During the conversation she said it was maybe a racial issue, however after questioning. she stated that it wasn t as much a racially driven as it was a disability issue. 

She wants to speak to the head of security of EW R. 

She said she will go to the President, if needed, to seek a resolution. 

Due to the emotional trauma, she does not think her mother will recover from this for a long time. 

Ca Iler stated: 
She wants 10 know if there is a program I hat allows her to bypass the screening. Caller stated that she always opts out of the AIT and wants 10 know if there is a way she can go lhrough a TSA background check thal would allow her to bypass lhe 

21412013 patdown and go through the checkpoint. Caller stated that she will be flying out of DCA with US Air. 

3:16:24 
PM 

214/2013 
5:28:50 

PM 

Advised ca Iler: 
There is no way to bypass the screening methods. Advised caller that all persons traveling through the checkpoints must be screened and there is not a program that would allow her to bypass these. Advised caller that if she opts out of the AIT then 
the no nm al procedure Is that she wo u Id be screened by a p atdown. 
Caller is 7 months pregnant and fiew from San Diego to Pittsburgh for a funeral , Caller said she flies all the time. Caller requested to opt out of the AIT, she has done this previously. Caller has a complaint about the patdown procedure, She also has 
a complaint about damaged and missing clothing. 

Patdown Complaint at San Diego -January 28. 6:20 am, American Airlines gate 27, caller did not know the checkpoint. 
Caller said she failed the paldown and was nol told why. Caller said the TSO was grabbing her legs during lhe patdown. Caller said a red signal showed up on the swab. Caller said she asked about why she got an alarm while lhey were going 
through her I ugg age. Ca Iler said another TSO asked if they can run her eel I phone through the xray, cal I er agreed to this. Ca 11 er said the TSO who had her eel I phone and I phone had a spray bottle. Ca 11 er said they took several swabs that showed up 
ok. Ca 11 er said they told her she had to go in lo r a more thorough patdown because the one swab turned the machine red. Ca 11 er said they used their frnge rs to do a mo re thorough patdown. Ca 11 er said they made her I ift her shirt to prove she was 
pregnant Caller said she had her dog dipped and had also had her carpet cleaned and caller wondered if that may have caused the problem, Caller said the TSO said it could be or could be a lotion or perfume causing the alarm. 

Return trip from Pittsburgh, February 2. 3:25 PM, caller flew on Delta 
Caller said on her trip back, her baggage was rerouted. Caller her Samsonite suitcase was taped shut even though the caller said the suitcase was not locked. Caller said she had a long suede jacket had been shut up with part of the jacket hanging 
out and now it is damaged. Caller found a NOi in her bag, The NOi is stamped Feb 2, 3:25 pm, caller said it also has RESEASP. Caller said she is missing a new athletic bra and a dirty pair of underwear. Caller said she was given some jewelry and 
someone had rifled through lhe jewelry. Caller was given this by her grandmolher. Caller said she does not know if anylhing is missing because she did not go lhrough the jewelry because she had been to a funeral. Caller said the return flighl 
originated in Pittsburgh, caller was suppose to fly on American but was rerouted and flew on Delta flight DL2367, baggage claim numbe11h·•,!fn I Caller wondered if this had anything to do with the other incident. 

Because the described incident occurred at a security checkpoint, we have lorwa rd ed your em a i I to the Customer Service Manager at the given airport T SA monitors the nature of i nq u i ri es we receive to track trends and spot areas of conce m that may 
require special attention. This ongoing process will enable us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine thal security-screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the subjects of repeated 
comp I a i nts. We a I so e ncou rage you to check the I atest information at www. tsa. gov. 

I sent the caller a claim form and told her she will receive it in 24 hours, 
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Nam~b,(6) I 
Email b)(6, I 
Comp a, nts: D1 scou rteo us/ Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):SFO Checkpoinl F2 
Approximately 1 PM Pacific time. 
Comments:Once again appalled at the rudeness of a TSA employee and truly aghast at the Agency·s failure to follow its own protocols. 

21412013 I am a frequent contributor of bolh compliments and complaints, as I am a frequent traveler. 

6:01:15 
PM 

214/2013 
6:02:31 

PM 

I am not TSA Pre-Check on United, so went through standard screening. I oped out of the x-ray as I always do. It required four requests and more than five minutes for a TSA to respond~._b_}_(6_} __ __,I He was immediately rude to me as I came through 
the gate. 

I was agitated, and when TSA llliRfil]asked me why, I responded "My belongings have been sitting unattended for more than five minutes. and it took four requests far someone to respond.'" 

"I usually wait for the fifth request before I answer" was his response. I insisted upon speaking to a supervisor immediately. He resisted my request. I reiterated it, and a supervisor, ... f b_ •• _,(6_._I -~~sp?), responded, 

The supervisor brought[b.1(6•1 lwho was a real_ rofessional throughout, to his credit) to conduct the pat down. As I am a frequent traveler and I have had cash stolen. I insisted -- according to TSA protocol -- to keep my cash and credit cards in my 
physi ca I co ntro I. I i nv1ted the supervisor and TS ( b _I ( 6 _I o clear them. but refused to surrender them or place them out of my i mmed1ate co ntro I. 

I know that this is my righl. bul the supervisor refused to proceed with the search. He made a phone call al my insistence, and ultimately acceded 10 my approach (even though, he insisted it was an exception, which is nonsense). 

So, in summary: 

•I was treated rudely 
kb)(6i 7treated me with a snarky joke. I note with interest that I can be ARRESTED if I make a joke at a checkpoint. 

I RI$ GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov1contactlindex.shtm 
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Nam b)(ffl 

Emai (bi(61 
Comp a ,"n s: na pp ro pr, a e cree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):US flt 230 terminal A 
Comments:Agen (b)(6•1 ave me an option to throw away the water I had in my water bottle, which I would say was roughy 2 oz of water or get rescreened and empty the water. I opted for the latter, Once I left the screening section and walked back 
towards the gale agent b·-,151 ave me my water botlle. Not knowing where I should emply the water, I decided to go to a corner which was carpe,ed. I emply the water in the corner-ffilifil}1id no, like what I did and said very unprofessional "hey you 
why did you do that.'" I did not reply. but then proceeded to the security line. He then approached me and said" well then I am going to have you go through a pat down." Knowing that I simply poured water on the carpet, I knew I was not a threat to our 
national security. I went through both the screening and pat down successfully. I did asked him does he feel better going through the unnecessary screening just because he think he could use some type of power being a TSA. He said., yes and I get 
paid to do so.'' With that said I take ownership in pouring the water on the carpet. However, spending tax payers dollars on unnecessary screening, because he wanted to was simply wrong and unprofessional. I know this letter may not get to him or for 
that matter be taken serious. But, just wanted to lei TSA know I don't feel no more safe, bul he did prove his poinl. He can use his status to do whatever he wanted to do. 
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Remote Client IP ~b)(61 ! 
Date Time: 214/20 3 3: 12:oO PM 

Namef h·11fi"", 
Email b1(6) 
Comp I a i nts; Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 
Comments:I would appreciate learning why I. a 70-year-old grandmother (who is also a federal employee with CBP -- and. as such, has received a background investigation and held a Secret security clearance until my current position as staff 
assistant to the Public Affairs Officer -- 1s subjected to full. or partial, patdowns in secondary inspection every time I fly_ It really is ridiculous and hum1liat1nq. 
Forwarded 10 TCC-referrals for appropriate action. 

Evelyn Webb 

Program Assi slant 

Civil Rights Division, TSA·6 

From·bb)(61 
Sent:· onday, February 04, 20, 3 4:40 PM 
To: TSACivilrights@dhs.gov 
Subject TSA Contact Us: Complaints 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-;:::::===::::;-------····························· 
Remote Client 1Pj(b)(6) ! 
Date Time 21412013 4:40 04 PM 

Name: 

!(b)(61 
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Remote Client 1~(b)(61 
Date Time: 2/4/2u,..1-3-rc-1-3~,6-1~p-M~~ 

Name (b,(6) 
2~~;04\

3 Emai bi(6i 
p M Comp~a"",'=n.,s"': ""na""p"'p"'ro=pr"", a=e=c"'re='e ni ng/P at Down Screening. 

21412013 
10:05:59 

PM 

Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Phoenix airport. Terminal 4. flight 230 us airways· 
Comments:Agen b":i(ff me an option to throw away the water I had in my water bottle. which I would say was roughy 2 oz of water or get rescreened and empty the water. I opted for the latter. Once I left the screening section and walked back 
towards the gate agen (b)(ff:, ave me my water botlle. Not knowing where I should empty the water, I decided to go to a corner which was carpeted. I empty the water in the corner.~id not like what I did and said very unprofessional "'hey you 
why did you do that.'" I did not reply, but then proceeded to the security line. He then approached me and said'" well then I am going to have you go through a pat down.'' Knowing that I simply poured water on the carpet, I knew I was not a threat to our 
national security. I went through bolh the screening and pal down successfully. I did asked him does he feel better going through the unnecessary screening just because he think he could use some type of power being a TSA. He said·· yes and I get 
paid to do so." With that said I take ownership in pouring the water on the carpet. However, spending tax payers dollars on unnecessary screening, because he wanted to was simply wrong and unprofessional. I know this letter may not get to him or for 
th at matter be ta ken serious. But. just wanted to let T SA know I don't feel no more sale, but he did prove his point. He can use his status to do whatever he wanted to do. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Name:f b)(61 

Emailj1h·11rr-, 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ropri ate Screening/Pat Down Sc reem ng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):February 4, 2013 
RSW Terminal D 
9:15AM 
Comments:No, this information is NOT helpful. Both your "'patdown" procedures AND your naked body scanners violate the Fourth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States. 

Today I contacted my congressman, both my senators and the White House requesting that your funding be withheld until you start showing some respect for the highesl law of the land. 

This will happen every time I am forced to undergo an illegal search in retaliation for refusing to submit to the illegal searches from your rape-i-scan machines. 

You have no right 10 perform these searches. You have no warrant, you have no probable cause. you have no oath or affirmation, and you obviously have NO idea what you are looking for, all of which are required by the Fourth Amendmenl. 

You are completely out of control and I will continue to petition my elected representatives to cut your funding to zero, which is only what you deserve for your treatment of American cItIzens. 



Caller wants to know about the secunty screening at the airport. Caller wants to know if it is an x-ray. because she is a cancer survivor. Caller went through the AIT machine and had informed the TSO that she cannot have any x-rays, because she is a 
cancer survivor. The TSO stated that these are not x-rays and proceeded that the passenger walk through the AIT machine. Caller wants to know if there are signs posted in the airport saying that each passenger has a choice for screening. Caller 
wants to know if TSA does nol recommend the AIT for cancer patients. Caller is very upset that she had no way of knowing that TSA does not recommend cancer survivors to opt-out for a pal-down. Caller had no way of knowing that having a pat
dawn was an option. 

Caller is 78 years old. does not have a computer, and would like to make a complaint and suggestion. Caller hopes her suggestion will help people like her who did not know, and had no way of knowing that there are options for screening. Caller 
states thal there should be a sign saying so due to the severity of lhe health condition. Life or dealh as she stated. Caller wanted to know who she can speak to about I his. Caller wants to know whal action will be taken and how she will know thal 
something was done. Caller wants someone to contact her as far as the results of this complaint. Caller wants to know how long it will take to review this documentation. Caller wants to know how she knows if an action or no action was taken. Caller 
asked what happened to the p rev1ous machines and why they we re ta ken out. 

Complainl: Caller was not offered a pat-down once she informed lhe officer she was a cancer survivor. There is nol a sign saying that cancer patienls are not recommended to go through AIT and may opl out for a patdown instead. The TSO should 
offer passengers to be screened via patdown or the machines. The burden of being informed should not be placed on the passenger, but rather on the government to inform the passengers of the process. 

Suggestion: There should be signs stating that every passenger has the right to choose either a pat-down or to go through the AIT. For those who do not have internet, in order to become familiar with TSA travel tips and to be informed, there should be 

21512013 anolher way of informing them via signs or have the TSO belier inform the passenger of the process, their options, etc. Caller slates I hat I his is not a simple request, but rather it is very important that other cancer patiels, and all passengers are 
informed with this information. 

12:35:26 
PM 

Informed caller: 
Apologized to caller. Thanked caller for the suggestion input. 

AIT is a classification that covers two similar technologies. millimeter wave and backscatter. Both systems work in a similar way to give Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) a virtual image of a passenger that conspicuously highlights potentially 
dangerous items. AIT gives TSA a way to detect a wide variety of threats, including suicide vests and other improvised explosive devices that may be hidden under passengers' clothing and cannot be detected by walk-through metal detectors. AIT 
enhances security, reduces the need lo r pa ldow n search es for passengers with joint rep I ace m ents and other medica I cond i Ii on s, and improves passenger co nv en i ence and com fort. 

AIT ma chin es have been ind e pe nde ntl y evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. the Nation al Institute lo r Standards and Technology. and the Johns Hopkins University Appl 1ed Physics Laboratory. who have al I affirmed their safety. This testing 
took into account special pop ul at ions that a re more sensitive to radiation, such as chi Id re n. persons re cei vi ng radiation treatment for medical conditions, and pregnant and potentia 11 y pregnant women. as we 11 as TS Os who work near the equipment, In 
fact, a traveler is exposed to less radiation from one AIT scan than from 2 minutes being onboard a commercial aircraft al flight allilude. 

AIT machines are not x-rays. These machines are made to help find metallic and non-metallic threats under the passengers clothings. The AIT machine does not catch the metal joints that people have inside of their body. because it is just bounced 
off the outside of the body. 

Clarified with !/hW'n ~nd f5'i(lthat this machine is in fact not an x-ray. Informed caller that I am not a radiologist and do not know the complete make-up of what the machine is exactly, but can assure her that this has been tested to be safe for those 
Caller said she had her tr~ her luggage, she has a paldown and an ETD. She said the last lime it happened al FLL, bul she is always selected for extra screening. She wanted 10 know why. 

22~~0/; I told her I do not know why, but she could apply for Redress and it would give her an RCN that she would enter each time she fi1es. This will begin an investigation and once it 1s complete they will send her a letter. I emailed her the Redress form and 
PM the instructions which she will receive within 24 hours. 
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Remote Client IP:khWo··, 
Date Time: 2/5/201,;;3,;-;;,3'-;:o"'1"":0'"'1"'p"'M,..,...., 

Comp a, n s: na pp ro pn a e cree n, ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Denver lnlemational Airport, Main terminal, Norlh end security checkpoint" 
Comments:Hello, 
To give you some background before I state my complaint. I've been a frequent flyer for a number of years and consistently a United Premier status member for at least the last 4 years. Denver was my home airport for the last 6 years. For various 
person al reasons, I've never been a la n of the A IT screening but gave in to that option over the p atdowns. I've never vocally complained or voiced my disagreement with at I eve I of screening however my experience yesterday sti 11 has me le el i ng ups et 
and viola I ed. 

Anytime I've gone through the AIT screen. a TSA agent has directed me to step aside after the scan until they get the "all clear" signal to let me through. On Monday. February 4. 2013. at approximately 11 :45am Mountain time, I went through the north 
end security checkpoint at Denver I nternationa I Airport I uti I ized the Premier status Ii ne and th en the we stem most lane of the open I anes at the time, I stepped inside the sea n, was to Id to step through and as I was waiting lo r the "al I clear". the le ma I e 
officer - without saying a word - picked my arms up and then cupped both of my breasts. Still not saying a word to me, I pul my arms down and said "Excuse me?'" and her response was, "I was talking to him", as she motioned to her co-worker on the 
other side of the conveyor and went to cup my breasts again. I then said, '"But why are you touching me? I went through the scan." Her response. "'Well, the scan shows something". finally turning my attention to the scan monitor that showed a blur near 
my right shoulder. I said. "'You could've explained that before touching me:' She didn't say anything else to me (perhaps the male agent who motioned me through the scanner was supposed to tell me that I triggered something, but he didn't and I'm 
just guessing for some explanation here). I was so in shock that I forgot to get her name; and over 24 hours later, I'm still very upset at this complete lack of respect and lack of privacy. I was traveling wla friend and she was also surprised by what 
happened and could 1e1I I was upset. I gathered my lhings and went over to the TSA desk in the checkpoinl and told what looked 10 be a supervisor (in a suit jacket and lie) what had happened. He apologized for my experience and said it would be 
addressed. Again. I regret I didn't get his name either but was still in shock from being violated. I'm assuming there are video cameras in the security checkpoint area and these interactions would've been recorded. 

According to your website: 
"What do I do during a pat-down? 
All passengers have important rights during a pat-down. You have the right to request the pat-down be conducted in a private room and you have the right to have the pat-down witnessed by a person of your choice. All pat-downs are only conducted by 
same-gender officers. The officer wi 11 exp I am the pat-down process before and during the pat-down. If you have a medical device. please info rm the officer." 

Unfortunately, I wasn't given any of lhese righls, or explanation, before I was touched. I want to know how I his has been/will be addressed and resolved going forward so other people do not have the same experience I had. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service: Screening Current Date Time 2 5 2013 8:03:30 PM Airport : LAS - McCarran International Date Time of Travel 02 03 2013 4:30 PM Airline Flight Number 
Checkpoint Area of Airport . SCREENING 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : Sharl man aboul 50 with dark hair and dark thick muslache Commenl : I do not travel often. I have anxiety issues with the big x-ray screening machines. There was a normal metal detector that the TSA (a man about 50 wilh 
dark hair and a dark mustache) opened up as the line was getting long since they were funneling two lines into one machine. If the TSA man had been paying attention, he would have seen that I let 6 people go ahead of me because I was starting to 
have a panic attack approaching the x-ray machine. The TSA man standing in front of the metal detector opened up the metal detector side and people stated to go through. I stepped aside to go through the metal detector to avoid a full blown panic 
attack. I did not cut in line but he yelled out quot;I have a line jumper! quot; and I had to go to the back of the line. Like I said, ii he was paying attention, he would have seen that I had stepped to the side a bit and I was NOT cutting in line. I did not 
know you had 10 line up military style to go through lhe machines. He would nol let me pass through the metal detector even when he decided it was my turn. He told me I had to go through lhe x-ray machine. I asked him why I could not go through the 
metal detector. He started to laugh at me and told me quot;I make the decisions. not you, ha ha ha ... quot: He never answered my question. I was trying to keep my panic attack under control, but it wasn t working. I started to get emotional as my panic 
attack was taking over. he told me to make a dec1s1on or I would have to be patted down. I said no, I wasn t doing that and to give me some time. He started yelling. He then sent a tall African American man to pat me down in front of the people waiting 
in line to go through the machines. I wasn t going to have someone touching me in front of all these people. especially a man! This sent my panic attack beyond my control. The TSA man with the mustache oontinued to laugh at me. I told the African 
American man I was having a panic attack. He walked away. The TSA man wilh the dark mustache then had a passenger wilh her daughler walk righl in front of me to go through the metal detector just to rub ii in my face that he was not going 10 let me 
go through there. He continued to laugh at me and called a supervisor. The supervisor, a man about 6 3 who was bald came over and I told him I was having a panic attack and I needed some time. He told me that was fine. He talked to my husband on 
the other side and my husband also told him I was having a panic attack and it was due to the x-ray machine. I finally made 11 through crying and having my panic attack, for I did not want to get thrown in jail for this. The man with the dark mustache 
needs some more training on how to treat people. I would NEVER treat anybody the way he treated me. I was told later by my sister traveling with me that they cannot have a man pat you down, so why did he send a man to pat me down? The TSA 
man with the dark heavy mustache needs more training to learn to identify a passenger who is having a panic attack and not sland there and laugh and humiliate them. I do appreciale lhe job that TSA people do to make our travel safe, bul I do NOT 
appreciate being laughed at and humiliated by a TSA person due to a medical condition that I cannot control. I just hope that this incident is discussed with him and he is given more training on how to pay attention to what s going on in front of him and 
be ab I e to id ent,fy someone who is having a panic attack so he does n t hum i Ii ate them and works with them. Al so he needs to be trained that men a re NOT to be sent to pat down a woman. Thank you for your ti me in re ad i ng my complaint. I hope to 
receive a response. Thank you. 
Would you like a res0o_nsei7: True 
Passenger's Name : b ·,(6 
Phoni::i. N11mher · 
Emai~(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 
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21612013 
8:17:36 Name..,l,..(b._i,..(6._1 _____ L---, 

AM Emai""f h"'·""·,1'-'R-'-·1 _______ __, 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Oelta Flighl 731 from LGA to DTW at 4:45 am on 216/13 - Pre-Check screening area· 
Comments:I am a VERY frequent flier who just had a first-ever terrible experience with a TSA agent. After being cleared thru Pre-Check I was randomly chosen for screening of my palms. and something set off an alarm - I understand this could have 
be en hand lotion or hair product on my hands. I was then taken into a p nvate screening area lo r a complete pat-down etc. Al I this I understand, so rt of - what I o bJect to 1s the rude tone and harsh attitude of one of the fem a I e agents. who Ire ated me Ii ke 
a prison guard treats an inmate, would not let me speak, etc. This caused me to lose my temper. which made her even more rude. lfTSA agents are trained to treat the public with courtesy and respect. this female agent at Terminal Din LaGuardia 
skipped that part of the orientation! I hope never to have a repeat of this h umi Ii ati ng experience. 
Caller wanted to know why he 1s being flagged for a pat down. He said that he has tro ub I e p ri ntrng his boad i ng pass on Ii ne. When he gets the pass at the airport 11 has the sss s on it. His wife does not have a prob I em printing her boarding pass on Ii ne. 
He said that he does not think it is random because it has happened on his la st three trips, 

I gave the following information: The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) 1s a single point of contact for rnd1v1duals who have inquines or seek resolution regarding d1fficul11es they experience dunng 
their travel while screening at transportation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 

21612013 • watch list issues 
9:56:42 • screening problems at ports of entry 

AM • situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding or ident1f1ed for add1t1onal screening at our nation's transportation hubs. 

Participation in the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program is volunlary. If you wish to apply, you may do so by visiting: www.dhs.gov TRIP. 

In the alternative, you may complete the appended Traveler Inquiry Form, including your original signature. and return it with at least one unexpired photograph-bearing government-issued travel document (e.g .. driver's license or unexpired passport) to 
Trip@dhs.gov. 
I told lhe caller that I do not know why he is being flagged for additional screeing. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP kb 1(6) I 
Date Time: 2/6/2oh 11: iu:16 AM 

Nam /hi/R1 
21612013 Emai (b)(61 
12:05: 15 Comp""a~,~-n~s~,=,s~a~rr~a~y~e=~e"-ms in Checked or Carry-on Baggage: 

PM Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Oelta from San Antonio to Atlanta to Daytona Beach Airport. Salurday February 2, 2013 between 0930 and 1000. Far right securily lane. 

21612013 
2:49:56 

Comments:As I entered the far right lane I was directed to the total body x-ray (?) machine away from the metal detector isle. As I exited the machine the female employee rudely said, '"Get back in there.'" Following that she did a pat down in areas 
that included the breast area, which was repeated a second time and at no time was I informed of the process. The second issue dunng this process is that a male TSA employee asked me if I had a c-pap machine in my back pack to which I 
answered, "'Yes.'' He proceeded to take my pack back to the front of the far right isle and I began to follow him. He rudely exclaimed, "get back over there.'' I was very concerned about my new c-pap machine and wanted to observe the way it was 
handled, but was not allowed to do so. I received my new machine back in parts. I am a Registered Nurse and have never been instructed to dismantle my machine at home or in the work place so I was extremely upset about this entire experience. 
May I ask what kind of training this person may have had in order to safely dismantle my medical device? This is a new machine so was there something to support the necessity of taking it apart? I will say that I am very supportive of the security 
processes in p I ace - my son is an 8 year 82nd Airborne vet post 9-11 . and s i nee I have never had this kind of experience I was extremely taken back. I m,g ht have passed aver the rude and condescending manner in which I was treated by both 
employees, but the (I believe) inappropriate handing of my medical device put me over the edge and made this a pretty traumatic experience. I travel via airline several times a year. Is there anything I can do to avoid this type of treatment in the future? 
Thank you very much.fh ,1R1 I 
The ca 11 er wants to know the pol icy reg a rd i ng a paid own. The caller fi ew from Canada to the US and states a customs officer pushed al I a round the sides of her breast when a I arm sounded due to her bra. The ca 11 er was then offered a option of going 
through the machines or a p hysica I inspect ion a/le r she had been patted down 

PM T rave I e rs mus! go through different clearance procedures when crossing international bard e rs. 

We encourage you to contact the U.S. Customs and Border Pro1ec1ion (CBP) at (877) 227-5511. 



21612013 
3:04 09 

PM 

Caller fiew on Jan. 26. She was taken to the security checkpoint and was told she would receive a patdown instead of AIT. Ageni~~_b_)(_6_, ___ ~told the caller she may get a thrill out of 11 referring to a patdown procedure rather than going through 
the advanced imaging technology. Caller did receive a patdown from a female agent but the incident was very embar,-assing for her. 

Airport PHX 
Airline: Southwest Ai rt i nes 
Flight number: 3225 
Dale and lime: Jan. 26 9:30 am 
Gate: B 

Son p I aced a complaint that day to his boss, a Southwest employee. 

I a po I og i zed and informed ca Iler I would send this to the CSM. 
Disability Description: CPAP Machine. 

Incident Details: Caller had an issue with a patdown she received and the treatment of her CPAP machine. Caller did email the TCC earlier, and received an email stating there was insufficient information. Caller is wanting to know what information 
she would need to supply. 

Caller is also concerned about whether or nol TSA has to abide by HI PAA. Caller is a private person and did not want to divulge to her friends I hat she had a Cpap machine. 

Caller Is informed that her ,terns can be screened privately if she requested a private screening. She did not inform the TSOs that she prefer,-ed the Cpap to be private, nor did she separate her Cpap from the rest of her car,-y-on. Caller was told that 
since she failed to do either, the TSOs would have screened the items without putting any thought into whether or not she wanted discretion. 

Callers previous complaint is being copied verbatim for CSM review. CCR spoke with ~ on the reasoning behind the initial response.ffillfil]was correct in observing that the caller did not provide flight number, terminal, and gate--caller could 
not p rov1d e these on the ca 11. This re cord is being e sea I ated without the add i ti o na I inform at,on because of callers i nsi ste nee. 

21612013 Previous email-El~rpm 2-6-13 

4:24 38 
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Remote Client IPJ"'(b"-i"-(6"'-.'-i __ __. 
Date Time 2 6 2013 1110:15 AM 

Complainls:Disarrayed Items in Checked or Carry-on Baggage· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#Airline Terminal Airport Gate Etc):Delta from San Antonio to Atlanta to Daytona Beach Airport. Saturday February 2, 2013 between 0930 and 1000. Far right security lane. 
Comments:As I entered the far right lane I was directed to the total body x-ray (?) machine away from the metal detector isle. As I exited the machine the female employee rudely said, Get back in there. Following that she did a pat down in areas 
that included the breast area, which was repeated a second time and at no time was I informed of the process. The second issue during this process is that a male TSA employee asked me if I had a c-pap machine in my back pack to which I 
answered, Yes. He proceeded 10 lake my pack back to the front of the far right isle and I began 10 follow him. He rudely exclaimed, get back over there. I was very concerned about my new c-pap machine and wanted to observe lhe way it was 
handled, but was not allowed to do so. I received my new machine back in parts. I am a Registered Nurse and have never been instructed to dismantle my machine at home or in the work place so I was extremely upset about this entire experience. 
May I ask what kind of training this person may have had in order to safely dismantle my medical device? This is a new machine so was there something to support the necessity of taking 11 apart? I will say that I am very supportive of the security 



21612013 

Caller fiew from Austin on Tuesday. She was sitting there an hour and is a 79 year old greatgrandmother. They were boarding. so she got out of her seat and went to the right to get in line. A TSO tapped her on the shoulder and said come with me 
so she did. The TSO put her things on a table and with no dialogue at all began conducting a patdown. The TSO took her bags and slammed them down on the other end of the table. It had fragile things in it which were broken. She fiew with 
Southwest. She was highly offended. She was knitting prior to getting up. The TSO was was a black female who was rather short and chubby and very rude. 

Advised caller: 
TSA regrets that you found items missing and or damaged from your carry-on luggage. 
You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a SI and a rd Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 
Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy of this information to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

4:43:52 Flight information: 
PM Flight Path: Auslin 10 Baltimore 

Flight date time: 2 3 1 :50pm 
Flight# 3098 
Airline: Southwest 
Ai rpo r1: Austin Bergstrom 
Gate Terminal: far to the right (does not know) 
Email: (Not provided) 

Dear TSA, 

Previously when I've flown lhrough Syracuse, NY airport, I've had terrible experiences. As I draft I his email, I am standing in an incredibly long line 10 gel through the gates 19-27. The facl thal I have time to type an email shows that the wail time is 
outrag ea us. 

First off, why does this airport not have a priority boarding lane? Don't reply with. "TSA doesn't manage the security wait lines. That's up to the airlines on that side of security.'' That's ridiculous. Have your many agents standing around simply move the 
litlle posls around with the rope slretched between them ... and then hang a "First class/priority" sign. Easy as lhat and you can organize the air 1ravel here. For someone like me who flies almosl every day, having that firsl-classlpriority line is a big 
deal. 

Next, last time I flew through this airport. some older gentleman with TSA disassembled by whole briefcase and had all the contents strewn all over a table looking for change. Even as I told him where the change was, he continued. He told me I broke 
the rules: I asked him whal rule says I can't carry money in my bag?• 

Now, as I wait here, I witness some younger kid hop in line because he's late for his flight. A man in line is mad at him, tells the agent checking boarding passes and this agent still lets him through' A full argument 1s happening in front of my eyes and 
110 security! 

2:~;0
3\;' At this point in the email, I am through security. The patron in front of me had an electronic boarding pass and after waiting in the entire line, WAS SENT BACK TO TICKETING FOR A PAPER COPY' 11 He was pissed' I asked if you have a sign 

PM indicating they can't accept electronic boarding passes and the agent tells me no1 Then I tell him you also need a priority line and he says, "we do, right here" and motions to the lane which has a sign that says '"Crew members only." I told him then that 
you must be missing the sign that says it is the priority line as well'! 

When I came through the metal detector, because I'm wearing hospital scrubs to travel, the agent says I require a thorough patdown• So he fondles me in the public area. 

This place is a circus. While I type now, I'm witnessing a younger man bowing to some deity, apparently acquiring the courage to do a terrorist attack and no one seems to care. He's on my plane now. 

Not that this is your problem but this little Dash-8 is the most uncomfortable plane seat I've ever sat in (which I had to walk out on the Tarmac to board)''' 



Caller wanted to know more about the 4 amendment and TSAs ability to screen passenger, and if he can opt out, then to opt out of AITs. then if he can check a knive. told caller 

The Fou rI h Amendment prohibits the Gov ernme nl from conducting unreasonable searches and seizures of peop I e, p I aces, and things. Cou rI s have he Id that the search conducted in the airport screening contexl is reasonable, in th al it balances I he 
privacy interests of citizens against the Gove mm enr s interest in protecting the traveling public. 

21612013 The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) posts signs at the entrances of security screening checkpoints advising travelers that their person and property are subject to screening. This advance notice provides individuals with the opportunity to 

6,34,34 not enter that area. Once an individual elects to atlempl to enter a screening localion, screening must be completed before an individual is permilled to leave the screening location. 

PM 

21712013 
8:12:21 

AM 

In addition. Fed era I regulation prohibits interfe n ng with. assaulting. threatening, or i ntI mi dating screening personnel as they perform their screening duties. While al I passengers must su bm1t to s c reem ng to gain access to the steri I e area of the airport or 
an aircraft. TSA policy is to afford passengers professional and courteous treatment. 

Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough patdown. 

Travelers can check knives. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service 
Current Date Time: 2 6 2013 11 :27:27 PM Airporl: MCO - Orlando International Date Time o!Travel: 
Airline Flight Number· 
Checkpoint Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : The practice of quot;natural hair pat downs quot is racist. Pure and simple. I see no reason why my hair is deemed dangerous or suspect while the curly haired Caucasian in fronl of me is not subjecled to the same shameful behavior. If 
this practice is not stopped immediately I and many others will form a class action law suit. Take notice. This is not to be taken lightly. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 

Phonf Number · 
EmaiJbi(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 Applicat1onManager 

Caller said that he was calling in his capacity as city attorney. His brother-in-laws wife, child and his wife went through the checkpoint in Little Rock two weeks ago today with baby formula. It was sealed and unopened. He said they were flagged and 
al I of their possessions we re searched. He wanted to know if baby formula is a pe rm1tted item. He asked if the re are signs posted at the entry to the checkpoint giving instructions for taking formula. He stated that T SA has a com pl ex body of ru I es and 
regu I ati o ns that he does not see how the average person can not comply with them, He wanted to know if TSA is under DH S, He also wanted to know ii we have an advisory counci I or group of citizens that advises or we take re commendations from 
or al least listen to on lhese matlers. He asked if lhe formula was not declared would that cause them to be searched. Caller said thal he is going to call his congressman. 

217/2013 I gave the following information: When traveling with an infant or toddler, passengers are also allowed to bnng into the screening checkpoint more than 3.4 ounces of pre-mixed baby formula (in a powder, liquid, or frozen state); milk products: juice; gel 
3:49:36 or liquid-filled teethe rs: bottled water: and canned, jarred, processed baby food and essential non-prescription liquid medications. These items also must be declared to a TSO prior to entering the screening area, and the items must be separated from 

PM other properly. These ilems will be subjecl to additional screening, and passengers may be asked to open a container if required by a TSO. 

W hi I e passengers may be requested to open a container. they w111 never be asked to test or taste any of these items. If a container can not be opened. the containers may be al lowed into the sterile area only afle r it and the passenger u nde rgoe s 
additiona I screening , which may include a patdown, 
I told him thal the information on taking formula is on the website, however I am not aware of it being posted al the airport. I told him were are under OHS. I also lold him that the formula must be declared. I advised him thal I am not aware of a 
committee of citizen that gives input to T SA. 



21712013 

I travel frequently with a hard-sided case fu 11 of e I ectro ni c equipment. I am dismayed by your hand I mg of my equipment. I've had the case not I atched properly and not packed pro pe rl y even when I I eave notes to p I ease use the cable ti es (that I supply) 
to ensure the case doesn't come open. On one occasion my case arTived open, with stuff falling out all over the place and the whole thing in a huge plastic bag. Luckily nothing was missing and it all still worked. 

More recently, last week, my case was gone through at DFW and they didn't put the little "love note" from TSA in the case. But I knew it had been gone through as my equipment was not repacked properly. Some items were put back in the wrong 
cases, elc. I also have a six inch long flat bollle opener thal is the perfecl tool for opening some of my equipmenl .. or should I say HAD a bottle opener. It is now gone. I can undersland why someone would take it ... thinking il's nol a big deal, bul it is 
not easy to find another. 

I suppose I could choose not to fly or ship my equipment ahead, but you guys really need to hire people who can do the job properly. Why do you need to go through the baggage of someone who is a Gold Elite frequent flyer anyway? Just because it"s 
equipment and there might be something to steal or mess up? I can live with the pat downs and the xrays, but please be more responsible when handling expensive equipment. 

4:11 :39 l(b)(61 
PM ~---'---'---------' 

21712013 
9:15:32 

PM 

(b)(6) 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Screening 
CurTent Date Time . 2 7 2013 8:53: 19 PM 
Airporl: AUS - Austin-Bergstrom lnternalional Date Time ofTravel: 01 31 2013 2:45 PM Airline Flight Number: 
Checkpoint Area of Airport. Checkpoint 3 TSA Employee: (If Known): [b::1(6) pomment. After arriving at security checkpoint 3 I requested an quot;advanced pat-down quot: instead of the backscatter x-ray. TSA employee fh··,rrr·, kook 
me aside to the pat-down area and instructed me as to the pat-down procedure, as expected. The pat-down deviated from the norm when~as behind me. checking my legs. 0:ill&Jvery forcefully brought his hand up into my crotch, hurting 
my genitals. I said to him, quot:Hey, you re being a little rough. quot; He ignored me and moved to my other leg. I assumed it was an ac~ut which he was understandably embaCTassed. so I allowed him to continue. He repeated the act with 
my olher leg, forcefully bringing his hands up and hurting my genitals a second time. At this point I was bent over in pain, and when he s1ood up and came around to my front I pul my hand up and said quot:Seriously, you need to calm down. quot: His 
response was alarming: he leaned in toward my face in an aggressive manner and responded, quot:Oh, I m calm. quot: We then engaged in what I can only describe as a confrontational stare-down for a few moments. He then asked me to complete 
the pat-down procedure. After the pat-down was complete I requested to see his supervisor, who simply gave me a TS~t card to submit. The exceedingly aggressive behavior o~as frightening. I have been through perhaps a 
dozen TSA pat-downs before and. although they are not pleasant. I have never before been harmed in the process. Yet~hurt me twice in his official capacity, and not only refused to apologize but seemed to become angry when I asked him to 
stop. For the sake of other passengers who mighl encoun1e,[filfil[Jn the future, I would like to ask that he be permanently reslricted from performing pat-downs. I am requesling confirmation that this restriction has been put in place. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 

PhonP. ~umber · 
Email: _b1(6i I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 



Information about the person who experienced the cIvI I rig htslci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I atIon 

(fill in what you can) 

Nam b1(6) 

Phone#: ceI1 ... f b_)_(B_I ___ _, 

21712013 Mailing Address: ... l(b_._i(_6_, ____ __,!Brooklyn, NY 11211 

9:15:50 
PM 

218/2013 
8:14:54 

AM 

Whal happened? Describe your complaint. Give as much detail aboul your e,perience as possible, 

including the name of the air carrier, if this occurred at an airport. 

Dun ng the screening p races s at Log an Airport I opted out of the body sea nne r and requested a 

pat down. During lhis time my valuable were oul of range and barely visible. When I requested 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: [._b_)_(6_, ___ _, 
Date Time: 21712013 11 :21:56 PM 

······················---------------····························· 

Name:j(b1(61 ! : 
Emai1fb)(61 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/ Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terrninal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Oakland airport on Sat. the 19th of January at 6:50 pm heding for SLC. Ut. 
Comments:We were traveling with a friend who had just had a total hip replacement due to an accident while on vacation in Petaluma, CA. She just was released on Thursday. surgery was on Monday. We couldn't get a flight out until Sat. 
We were told not to make her stand unnecessarilyand not unaided. 
the security agent made her stand by herself to do a full body patdown. She almost fell. Her husband and myself went to aid her but the agent started screaming at us not to touch her or the wheelchair otherwise she would have to start over. She yelled 
at my friend several times to just shut up and let her do her job. She was very rude and very unprofessional. Her husband and I were taken aback by her rudeness and just wanted her to complete the patdown otherwise we would have made her 
contact a supervisor at that ti me. 
More compassion needs to be given 10 I hose thal are in wheelchairs for whaIever reason. Also, more !raining for the security agenls. 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: Ca 11 er has o steoa rthriti s and osteo po rosIs, a knee re placement and hand joint re placements in both hands, Ii ch en sci e rosIs in her p nvate area If she Is bumped or rubbed in her private a re a, she b I eeds. She had a patdown at 
TPA some time ago that was above what normally happens and she bled. 

Information Request Caller wants to know what to do to avoid what happened at TPA. 

Response Details: I offered her the address to file a complaint regarding the previous patdown. She said she had called TSA and complained. They gave her the ODPO number to call the next time which is why she called today. I told her that in 
21812013 order for it to be a formal complain! it must be done in wriling. She said it happened so long ago she did nol wanl to file one. She just does not want I his to happen again. 
102613 

AM I apologized about her previous screening experience and let her know that I would send this to our disability experts. If they need to contact her they would do so via phone or email. If they do not contact her, that does not mean they did not receive 
this. It may mean that they contacted the CS Ms at the airports. 

21812013 
12:43:36 

PM 

I am sending this to ODPO due to the seriousness of the situation. 

The caller stated that yesterday she went through the scanner and she was told that this is completely safe. She is concerned because she is 31 weeks pregnant. She stated that the TSO told her that that the AITwas safe for her baby. She stated that 
TS A w i 11 have a I awsu it if anything is wrong with her chi Id , She stated that she asked ii the system was okay, She stated that she was not to Id that she can opt out of the A IT, She asked if she can get some information about A IT in writing. She asked ii I 
had went thourgh the AIT while with child or if I had used the AIT al all. She stated that the lasl time she flew she used the WTMD, and the AIT was not even there. She asked why we offer lhe option to opt oul if the AIT if it is safe. She asked why 
anyone wo u Id want to opt out if th ere was no hea Ith co ncems. 

I advised the caller that AIT is a classification that covers two similar technologies. millimeter wave and backscatter. Both systems work in a similar way to give Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) a virtual image of a passenger that conspicuously 
highlights potenlially dangerous items. Millimeter wave systems project beams of non-ionizing radio frequency energy over the passenger's body surface; the beams do not penetrate the skin. The radio frequency energy reflected back from lhe body 
and other objects on the body is used to construct a three-dimensional image. The energy the system projects is thousands of times less than a cell phone transmission. The backscatter x-ray system works by scanning the surface of a passenger's 
body with a narrow. low-dose, low-energy x-ray beam. 

However, the radialion levels are far below those of a hospital x-ray machine and any level that mighl constitute a health concern. The amounl of radiation from a backscatter screening system is equivalenl to the exposure each person receives in 
about 2 minutes of airplane flight at altitude or the amount the person receives in about an hour due to naturally occurring background radiation at ground level. 
The extremely low dose of radiation from the entire spectrum of TSA screening technology is inconsequential. even to frequent flyers who undergo repeated screenings. When evaluating new screening technologies, TSA performs independent studies 
and evaluations to verily the systems meet regulatory and national consensus standards to ensure the health and safety of the traveling public. This testing takes into account special populations that are more sensitive to radiation, such as children, 
persons receiving radiation IreatmenI for medical condilions, and pregnanl and potenlially pregnant women, as well as employees who work near the equipmenl. All screening systems fully comply with Federal safety requirements, and measured 
radiation levels for each are well below limits established by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration. 

Screenings using A IT a re vo I unta ry, Ind i vi d ua Is who do not wish to be screened by this techno I og y wi 11 be required to undergo a thorough pa tdow n. Signs are posted in front of ea ch AIT location advising passengers of this rig ht. I explained that I can 
email the information 10 her and I hey TSOs are not required 10 IeI1 her thal the AIT is optional. I explained that I have used the AIT before, and I have went thorugh screening while with child before. I explained I hat lhe AIT is not available at all airports 
at the ti me. I cannot say why a passenger would opt out of the AIT, I do not have that information. 

I explained that I will forward the complaint to the CSM at SMF for review. 

The callers flight details are as follow: 

Departing Airport: SM F 
Dest i natiohn: E ri ry PA 
Airline: U mted Air I in es 
Flight Number: 6510 
Terminal:A 
Gate: 15 
Caller wants 10 know what it means when she regislered. She also wanls to know how she can have her ii ems wilh her at all times when she goes through screening? 

Informed caller: 

21812013 TSA is required by law to screen all property that is brought onboard commercial passenger aircraft. including carry-on luggage. To ensure the security of the traveling public, it is sometimes necessary for Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to 
4: 13: 51 conduct hand ins pe ctIons of carry-on bags. TS Os receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great ca re during the screening process so th at when bags a re opened a passenger's be longings a re 

PM ret u med to the same condition they were found, 

Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TS Os) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items. including disability-related devices and aids, are kept within a passengers line-of-sight when a passenger is 
required to undergo add1t1onal screening. When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property dunng a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's items and to ensure that the 
passenger is reunited with his or her property once it clears x-ray screening. 



21812013 

Caller tried to mail a passenger feedback form. It was sent twice to the address at the bottom of the form and sent back both times. The 0MB # has expired and it was 12 11 when it was first mailed. Her employer filled it out. (NOTE: From this point 
all information is the caller reading from the form.). Her boss flew from DFW with American airlines on flightM463 to Houston TX and went thru 
Terminal A checkpoint 21 Her boss stJled thal his wife received discour1eous treatment, lack of privacy, nons1andard screening, and inappropriale contact from TS b)(ff:, Callers boss stated that !!h··,/fi"I 1nas unlimiled power and acted like it. 
Hestated that his wife is a 69 year old cripple (arthritis victim), who has to fly over once a week. Callers boss stated that his wife has the highest TSA clearences. He ,n ,ca e that she has been told by her physician not to remover her shoes, but that 
she offers to sit down and take them off to run them thru the xray unit. The callers boss stated that the TSO took longer and was more invasive than any search they have had done previously. He stated that she had received extraordinary groping, 
which he stated is humilating and unnecessary on elderly crippled fliers whose job leaves them no choice but to fly. Also, the boss stated that the TSO s attitude was the worst, treating them in a rude and intimidating manner. The boss stated that this 
is his first ever complaint. He wanls the airline to be safe, but states thal this was uncalled for. He requests thal we please slop this woman from humiliting passengers. His name il1h··,1rr1 I- His wife i~{b)/61 I 
(Callers email is kb)(ff:, I The email given above is for her employer. who sent the feedback.). 

4:44:45 The supervisor there was~l(_b_)(_6_, ______ ..,ICaller s boss states that the supervisor was professional and provided very courteous treatment. He states that This supervisor was helpful, nice. and apoligetic. Callers boss commends him highly. 
PM 

Advised ca Iler: 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TS Os at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

Please accept our appreciation for you taking the time to share this information with us. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date Time · 2 8 2013 5A6:58 PM 
Airport SFD - San Francisco International Date Time of Travel: 02 08 2013Airline Flight N~u_m_b_e_r_: _________ ~ 
Checkpoint Area of Airport , Terminal 2 - Checkpoint for Gate 58B TSA Employee; (If Known) j(b )(6) ~omment : February 8. 2013 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration: 

I am writing to lodge a formal complaint against TSA Screener (b)(ff:1 Badge No. b)/6 who violated my constitutional rights by subjecting me to an unnecessary, invasive, and humiliating pat down search as I passed through the security checkpoint. 
I am also lodging a fo rma I comp I a i nl a gains t TSA Screener b) ( ff:, Badge No h ·-, / fi"I who witnessed the i na pp ro pri ate search and I a i I ed 10 stop it, as he should have. 

At approximately 5:40 am on February 8, 2013, I entered the security checkpoint for Terminal 2 - Gate 58B at San Francisco Airport (SFO) on the way to my fi1ght. American 2002 to M1am1. I opted out of the body scanner and was then subJected to an 
21812013 invasive pat down search by Mi g ue I. who touched my buttocks and groin area . 
6:19:18 

PM This search was a gross violation of my constitutional rights, not to mention an invasion of privacy. I want this letter added to Screene~personnel file and also to Screenerl(b)(ff:, 
pe rfo rma nee reviews as a record of m1sco nduct. 

I request a written response to this complaint from the airport federal security director. 

Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name b":i(ffi 
Phone Number , "--'-----' 

Email f b i/61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 

I personnel file, so that it may be considered in future 



Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Ca I egori es Pa I-down 
Current Date/Time. 219/2013 1:32:51 AM 
Airport SNA - Orange County John Wayne DatelTlme of Travel : 02101/2013 8:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . I get a pat down on my chest. &quot: EVERY SINGLE TIME&quot: I pass through the millimeter wave detection scanner. I get pat down regardless if my bra have metal hook or not. 

21912013 b ,(6) 9:0850 ,._ ________________________________ _. 

AM 
This has happened to me at SNA, LAX, AUS. YVR, SEA. 

And the re was never anything in my ch est besides my bra, and my flesh and bones, 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 

Email =l .. 1h ... ·· .. ,rn .. · ... 1 -------,-----,' 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicalionManager 

Ca I le~s wife went to FL yesterday, Ca Iler states that at the airport. she was fo reed to go th ru the scanner. even tho ugh she is pregnant, Ca 11 er states that the TSO never to Id her that she could opt out and receive a pa tdow n. Cal I er states that she is 
worried about radiation and no alternative was offered. He says I hat her doctor is also concerned. Caller states I hat when she requested a patdown, she was told not to worry, the device is just like a sonogram. 

2191201 3 Advised caller: 

9:18:24 Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough patdown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of this right. I apoligize for your 
AM experience. 

(NOTE: Caller stated that he would call back when he had gathered all of his information, after I stated that I could take his information and send his complaint to a CSM.). 

2/912013 
11:00:19 

AM 

Date: February 9, 2013 
Time of Incident: 8:45 am, February 8, 2013 
Airport: Lambert International, St. Louis, Southwest Airlines Terminal 
Flight Information: SW 3923, 9:55 am Departure Time 
Checkpoint/Area of Airr°rt: Secrty Screening, Southwest Terminal 
TSA Employee Name: b 1(61 

Complainl: 
I am a frequent flyer and understand the security screening system. I also understand that TSA security procedures do change from time to time. 

I followed the procedures to enter the screening devise. The TSA Security Employee Kiill:m]instructed me to put my hands above my head. touching hands. (This was a slightly different procedure from what I was used to, so it took me a few 
moments to understand that my hands had 10 1ouch as opposed to jusl be above my head.) I exited the screener as I normally would. The TSA employee seemed to be "ticked ofr' wilh me, rudely saying I did not follow insiructions. His manner 
appeared to be disgusted with me. I asked if he was speaking with me because he was looking elsewhere when we had been speaking, not making eye contact with me and speaking low enough that I couldn't hear his instructions. (It is harder to hear 
when you are in the sere ener and trying to read and fol low the guide Ii nes/i nstructi on s inside the screener) He rude I y stated that he was ta I king to me (again, acting d1sg usted ). I retu med to the screen er for a second ti me. and he waved me away. 
Apparently, I did not hold my stance long enough for a clear picture to be scanned so I was subjected to a physical pat down. 
I get the need for lhese security measures. I expect TSA employees 10 communicate effeclively and appropriately so customers are able 10 follow the securily procedures efficiently and approprialely. I don't appreciate the "power play" that this 
particular TSA seemed to use with me. It does nothing to make me feel more secure - quite the reverse. I expect TSA personnel to execute their jobs with appropriate attention to detail and respect so I can do likewise. I was disappointed that this 
was not the case rn this rn sta nee. 

Thank you for your attention. 

Sincerely, 

lib ,s, 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 

21912013 Current Date/Time . 2/9/2013 5:0228 PM 
6:05:14 Airport PBI - West Palm Beach International Date/Time of Travel: 0210712013 6:30 PM Airline & Flight Number us air Checkpoint/Area of Airport: concourse b TSA Employee: (If Known) 

PM Comment· a male tsa agent patted down my daughter who is 16 even though there was a female there. he told the female &quot;he would take care of it&quot; I did not go through with her but was told about it later. I am not happy I will be contacting 
an attorney. i don'lthink it is a ropriate for some perv to be there patting down minors when there is a female lhere and there is no reason to pat down someone that is a minor Would you like a response? : True Passenger's Name [b)(ff:, 
Phone Number b_.1(6_) mail tb·-1(6.) ~o leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link · http:/Jtsaweb.tsa.dhs.govJEDB2JAppl1cat1onManager ~---~ 

---Or/j;i~~~s~:,i~---
~~0n71~b},~~c :~;~aly 09, 2013 6.23 AJ 
To: TSAEx1emalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject Vi a I ation of ci vi I rights comp I a int 

On Tuesday. February 5th, 2013 at approximately 1250PM I was going through security at Syracuse Hancock Airport in Syracuse, NY carrying my 8 month old son in my arms. by myself. I previously called TSA before my trip to make sure I could have 
baby ii ems like food thal were oversized and fac1ory sealed. The man said ii would not be a problem, just declare them at lhe checkpoint. 

At the Syracuse location. I had 4 pouches of baby food that were unopened and clearly sealed, as well as labeled by the company. I was singled out for ··secondary screening", which was fine. I figured they had to just take a closer look at the unopened 
pouches of baby food. I was never told I needed to be pat down by the TSA officer, who is a WHITE FEMALE WITH BLONDE MEDIUM LENGTH HAIR THAT WAS WORN IN A PONY TAIL AND ALSO HAD ON DARK LIPSTICK, even though I had on 
leggings and a tighl tank top, and I never set off the metal de1ec1or or thal she would tear my bag apart even I hough it checked out during lhe regular screening. 

21912013 
?:Z?:ZB She proceeded to take everything out of my bag, and was borderline shouting at me when I changed my mind once about having her open all of my sons sealed pouches of baby food to "test them". She then told me I had to get the pat down and I kept 

PM asking her why when everyone but the baby food was line and her only response was "I told you that you needed secondary screening. I'm just doing my job" 

My 8 month old son started to move because I was standing and sitting for sa long. I needed ta adjust him because he would have fallen out of my arms if I hadn't, and she was loudly telling me to stop moving and that I wasn't being compliant because 
of this and yelled multiple times for a supervisor. who arnved 5 minutes later. He asked me what the problem was, I told him, and she tried to argue with me and tell him in so many words that i aas lying, and that I was having an issue with her testing 
the baby food and changing my mind, which was not the case. He said he would stand there and then he never did, he walked away. 

After I was packing up my things she tare out of my bag and shoved them back in with total disregard, I told my son, "I hope I got paid" and she then spun around angrily and walked towards me in a threatening manner. I was actually scared for the 
safety of my son and myself. I thought she was going to physically harm me. Instead, she started yelling at me and it was so bad, another officer had to step in front of her and stop her. The other officer. A AFRICAN AMERICAN FEMALE WITH 
SHOULDER LENGTH HAIR, asked what I said, I told her nothing and I was packing my stuff and I was leaving. repeatedly. But she would not let it go and they kept questioning me and lecturing me about how ''we don't tell you how to so your job" until 
I walked away. 

I have never been so disgusted and felt so violated and embarrassed in my life. Standing there with my infant son, being pat down for BABY FOOD. What does a pat down have to do with FACTORY SEALED POUCHES OF BABY FOOD? I will 
absolutely be pursuing legal action. The way I was treated was abominable. It was absolutely unnecessary for me to be PAT DOWN and have my bag ransacked after everything else checked out. 



211012013 
9:12:14 

AM 

Dear Isa, 

This is a complaint for bad service by two of your officers (supervisortb)(Blan~. I believe lhese two officers should receive further training or discipline. 

My wife and 1 year old baby and I went through the A gates checkpoint in PHX a few minutes ago, and we were stopped to have our bags checked because we had some baby food pouch es in our diaper bag. That's fine. and I have no complaint that 
we were chosen for extra screening to check the baby food. Fair enough. The inspector checked our food bag and diaper bag and cleared our bags except for some of the sealed baby food. At that point the officer (a nice guy, didn't catch his name) 
checked whal to do with his supervisor. ofliceillill] because we had four baby food pouches, which may have seemed excessive (nol sure what the issue ac1ually was). That's fine, we had good reason 10 need them on hand: we are traveling to the 
blizzard in New York and we wanted to be sure we did not get stuck without baby food in our diaper bag. Supervisorf51(7 instructed our inspector to give us the choice of either opening one of the baby food pouches for analysis or getting a full pat 
down and bag inspection. We explained that 1f they opened the pouch we couldn't keep 11 because it wo u Id quickly g ~, but that we would rather lose the pouch of food than to go through a search of everything we own because we were worned 
about missing our flight. Office11h··,1r;fhen told us that ifwe were going to throw it out, then we couldn't opt to have it analyzed. and we must instead now be fully patted down and all our possessions searched and bags analyzed. I asked why would it 
mattenhat we were throwing it out afterwards if they had chosen the pouch to open, bul Officej(b8~took lhe tack of ignoring me completely from thal_ poinl forward.' literally .pretendin9,,!llil1J,didn't exisl. She ins1ructed the original inspector to begin the 
analysis of our bags. I asked again why we couldn't have our food inspected as offered original y. 1ce£filili]:hen began patting down my w,fe (who JLIS1 wanted this over with Off1ce@ll§jtook a very long time w,th the pat down. (I'm not sure why. I 
think it was because she is not physically able to bend over with out holding on to a support which made the pat down of my wife's lower legs extremely difficult for office (b)( Don't get me wrong here, l"m also obese and would have the same trouble 
that she did. Me· is that she may not be suited for the job she has been assigned, either physically or in temperament.) Sure enough, one of the machines incorrectly identified one of our bags as containing explosives, which held up the entire 
process. Office (b)(6 seemed to give up on the pat down at one point and walked away withoul giving my wife instructions 10 return to our now crying baby (or even to put her shoes back on). We asked lhe nice inspector as well as a lhird inspec1or 
who came to he p analyze/search our bags what was going on with my wife and whether she could put her shoes on and return to our baby (this third guy was also a nice guy: don't know his name but when he checked our boarding passes at the 
entrance to the A gates he wrote 356 on our passes. so maybe that's his ID number?). They had no idea why officel(5'iil had left my wife in that state and the original inspector told me he didn't even know why they couldnf!W' ve opened a pouch 
for testing and let us go. They saw she was at the supervisor's table so I went to complain that we were not being h~d well and that everybody in our family had been upset by officertb::,(ff)\abrasive attitude. Superviso b::,(6) hen said she'd handle 
the siluation and came over to the inspeclion area. Everything had been completed and we were ready to go and officerfE!ill}sked if I had any furthj; q;erions. I asked why we hadn't een a lowed to open the pouch in l,eu o a full search. She said 
th~t it was b~cause my wife had volunteered to b~ searched b~fore we opted to open the _pouch (n~t true). I exP.lai.ned that it was incorrect, and officer_ (b::,(6 then went off to confer ~ith offi~erf"bITTand the returned at which point office1(b#(6 !asked 
officerlili:iLJ ,nan obviously ingenuous tone ofvo,ce, "did you inspect her shoes?" (Meaning my wife's). OfflcerV5lTlanswered no, so officer!{h··,1r; far s e must now complete the 1nspect1oncii'ii'y wife before we can go. Then she told o ,cer 356 to 
reinspect the bag he had just inspected. She was trying to teach us the lesson that ii we complained. they woul~ntionally make our lives harder. So the two inspectors completed their new tasks and officer[filfil},nnounced that we were cleared. I 
was typing some no.tes on my phone in order 10 later write this letler and office!(bM6hlinformed me a we second time that we had been cleared and co.uld go. I mentioned I wf s .iustl gelling her name. She really huffed at I hat point and lold me good, and 
do I need help spelling her name. I told her that the sarcasm was not welcome an s e walked back to her station and we began to leave the checkpoint. At that point officer /h ·,rn returned and demanded to see our boarding passes. which she took 
back to her station to make xerox copies. She then returned them and we left. 

The TSA has made some welcome slrides in the lasl year with respect to improving the experience of passengers at checkpoints, especially those of us with families. That has been mosl appreciated by me and my family, who travel a lot and have 
seen a lot of improvement. But episodes like this, of petty power plays by some of your employees, are not uncommon. I would be grateful if you would take the opportunity to train or discipline officerfb)(6! an*b··,(6!about how to properly handle 
passengers in this instance. I seriously doubt that I am the Ii rst or the I ast passenger that either of th em have harassed. 

Sincerely, 

Caller says that he checked in a brief case and a duffle bag. Caller says lhat lhe brief case was inside the duffle bag. Caller says that when he opened his brief case, the inside contenls were disarrayed. He says thal some of the files were no longer in 
the brief case, but were instead placed in the duffle bag. Caller says that his wife s credit card was in his brief case. He says that this credit card and his computer cable were missing. Caller says that he has called the credit card company and had the 
card stopped. He says th at this w, 11 be an i nco nven i ence to him because he wi 11 now have to change the credit card numbers on seve ra I websites. Cal I er says that the usb ends on the keyboard and mouse we re damaged as we 11 and they had to spend 
$6 0 for a new keyboard and mouse, The re was an NOi. but nothing stamped on it, 

Airport: PHX 
Airline: United 

Flight Number: 152,_,0..,...,.,..-----------, 
Baggage Nurnber:l(b 1(6) 
Terminal: United te~rm_in_a~i-----------~ 

Gate: 8 

211012013 Date and Time: 02 08 12 at 7:30 a. m. 

10:47:04 
AM 

Callers wife says that when she traveled from Houston to Phoenix she was rushed and did not put her license back where she generally keeps it. She says that when she went to fly out of Phoenix. she discovered she didn t have her drivers license. 
She explained to the man at the checkpoint what had happened. He then called two women over. Caller says that the woman who was approximately 5 foot 9 inches, blonde medium length hair, middle aged. with glasses. Caller says that this woman 
told her not to worry that she would get her through this, Ca 11 er says that the woman made sure her carry on items we re separated from other passengers, Ca 11 er says that the I ad y was very kind, She had to do the Ce rti fi cation of Identity form , She says 
that after she finished wilh the queslions, she had to go lhrough the AIT, and then have a paldown. Caller says that even lhrough the paldown the woman was very kind. Caller says lhat lhe lady lold her everything thal was going 10 happen and kepi 
asking her if she was okay. Caller wants to compliment this person and give her many kudos. 

Advised ca Iler: 

I would send claim forms via e-mail and they will be received within 24 hours. Instructions on how to submit these will be on the cover sheet. Once our claims office receives these, you will receive a letter of acknowledgement and also a claim number. 
You can use this claim number to check the status of your claim. 

I will also forward a copy of this information to the CSM to make them aware of this situation. 



Caller states: His wife Is missing a very expensive necklace from her carry on. She thinks that 11 was planned by the TSO s to get the item from the bag. She went through screening at ORD on 2-9-13 at around 8:30AM to 8:45AM at terminal 3 
traveling on American Airline to Palm Springs. The bag was screened and then they pulled is wife to the side. The 2 black TSO s went through the bag and one was blocking his wife s view and was distracting his wife while the other took the 
expensive pair of pearls. 

Advised caller: 
TS A is required by I aw to screen a 11 property that is brought on board commercia I passenger a ire raft, including carry-on I ugg age, To ensure the security of the traveling public, it is sometimes necessary for Trans po rtati on Security Office rs (T SOs) to 
conduct hand inspections of carry-on bags. TS Os receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required 10 exercise greal care during the screening process so that when bags are opened a passenger's belongings are 

211012013 returned to the same condition they were found. 
10:59:58 

AM Transportation Security Administration (TSA) policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items, including disability-related devices and aids. are kept within a passenger's line-of-sight when a passenger is 
required 10 undergo additional screening. When passengers cannot mainlain line-of-sight with I heir property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sighl of the passenger's items and to ensure that the 
passenger is reunited with his or her property once it clears x-ray screening. 
I have e-mailed you a claim form to your wife s daughter e-mail address. Allow 24 hours for this to arnve at the e-mail address. 
You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 
Lost and found at O Hare I nl ernationa I Airport is 77 3-3 77 -121 0. 

If they do not contact you, the number to call is 866-289-9673, hit option 5 and key in ORD to get the CSM at ORD. 

The caller flew from SAT to SAN with her grandson. She has metal Implants, so she could not go lhrough the WTMD. She had her two year old grandson. She slated that he was crying not 10 be taken away from her. She stated lhat she was subjecl a 
patdown while he was clinging to her. She stated that he is so terrified to return to the airport because he is afraid that he will be taken again. She stated that she knew a TSO that was working at the airport and he tried to help. She stated that the TSOs 
tried to s ep erate her from the two year o Id chi Id. 

I advised the caller thal Every person, regardless of age, must undergo screening to proceed beyond lhe security checkpoinl. Even babies must be individually screened. You will nol be asked to do anything that will separate you from your child or 
children. 

Transportation Security Officers (TS Os) a re s pecia I ly trained and understand your concerns regarding chi Id ren, Your chi Id re n wi 11 be approached gently and treated with respect, If your chi Id becomes uncomfortable or upset, you wi 11 be consulted about 
the best approach 10 resolving your child s concern. 

211012013 I can forward the this information to the CSM at SAT for review. 

1201 21 
PM The callers flight details are as follow: 

Departing airport: SAT 
Destination: SAN 
Airline: So UI hwesl 
Flight Number: GL8G47 
Terminal: 1 
Gate: Not Provided 
Dale and Time: November 29Ih @ 2:00 pm 

I didn't want a form pet!er from a como11tec All that iofo 1·s an your website. I want a simple answer to a simple question. Can someone take 30 seconds to answer me, or da I have to call you????? 

From HYPERLINK~th_·_,/R_i --------~-
To: HYPER LINK "ma i Ito: TSA-C o nta ct Ce nter@d hs .gov"T SA-Canta ctC e nter@d hs. gov 

211012013 Sent: Sunday, February 10, 2013 8:20 AM 
6:02:26 Subject TSA Pre_Check program 

PM 
My girlfriend has had a hip replacement and has to endure a pat-down at airports. Will the TSA pre check program avoid the pat-down at participating airports? 
B esl Rega rd s, 

kh,/Ri 



Again. th an k you lo r your response I copied at the bottom) to my em a i I be I ow. although it is b asi ca 11 y the same information th at I read on your website. And according to this inform atI0 n and the response em a i I. I can b n ng juice onto the airp I ane. The 
amount was also appropriate to our 22 hour traveling day. 

So, if the answer is YES you can bring juice on the airplane. WHY was it that the only choice at the security in Honolulu was to "abandon" the juice? Why did the TSA agent tell me the only thing I could bring more than 3 ounces was formula and also 
that I did NOT read that Juice was acceptable on the TSA website? Furthermore, why has there not been any sort of apology for the inconvenience that this may have caused us? Not to mention that we that we had to '"abandon" something that we paid 
for and were supposed to be allowed to bring in? 

As I stated earlier, the Detroit TSAwas very nice and considerate and we had NO issues with juice. They tested it and let us proceed without incident. Honolulu was a different story. Again, I am not sure how "juice is allowed" can be interpreted 
differently at d iffe rent airport T SA checkpoints. This i nte rp retati on prob I em Is deli mte I y something that needs to be addressed. 

My second email to TSA: 

211012013 Thank you for the the response that I copied below. I understand lhe procedures for traveling and have no problem following the guidelines thal TSA has outlined. What I am trying 10 understand is how, by following lhe guidelines you have stated on 

7,08 ,54 your website, I was not able to bring juice past the security checkpoint. It wasn"t a quantity issue where "reasonable" could be up for interpretation, I was not able to bring ANY juice. So, I guess my question is: 

PM 
Are you able to bring juice for a toddler through security? 

Below is what is stated on the T SA website: 

"Medically necessary liquids and gels. including medications, baby formula and food, breast milk, and juice are exempt from the 3-1-1 rules, and are allowed in reasonable quantities exceeding 3.4 ounces ( 100ml). They are not required to be in a zip
top bag. Officers may ask travelers to open these items to conduct additional screening and passengers should declare them for inspeclion al the checkpoint. 
Please be advised that passengers going on long trips should only carry on the medically necessary liquids and gels needed for their infant/toddler's immediate comfort during the flight. Please pack larger amounts of liquids for the remainder of the trip 
in a checked bag." 

First, the TSA agent in Honolulu said I hat only infant formula was exempt. The website clearly says thal more lhan just infant formula can pass lhrough inspection. As I staled earlier, she told me thal I did read that juice was acceptable on your website. 
which according to your website, she is not clear on what is or is not allowed over 3 ounces regarding children. Furthermore, I also packed the amount that would make my toddler comfortable on the Honolulu flight. as well as the other 2 connecting 
fl i g his we were taking. 

I do not mind having the agents search our bags and test the items in queslion. They have done this many times and ii has never been an issue. It is hard enough trying to get all of our items through the x-ray machine and trying to stay wilh them, our 
child and the bag they are searching. To be honest, getting through security is the hardest part of our trip. but I do understand that it is necessary. 



This is the fourth emai I that I have sent and I am sti 11 not getting the answers to the direct q ue st,ons th at I have asked. These responses a re vague and in some cases. it seems Ii ke 11 was cut and pasted from your website. I Ii nd it interesting that at the 
end of the emails the TSA sends it states. "check our website", which is exactly what I did to begin with. 

I would like the contact information to the TSA manager in Honolulu so I can contact them directly. 

Thank you. 

TSA Response: 
Thank you for your em a, I message. We a pp rec,ate that you took the time to share your concerns with us. 

Because the described incident occurred at a securily checkpoint, we have forwarded your email to the Customer Service Manager at lhe given airporI. 

TSA monitors the nature of inquiries we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process will enable us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security-screening 
policies need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the subjects of repeated complaints. 

211112013 We also encourage you to check the latest information at HYPERLINK "http://www.tsa.gov/" \nwww.tsa.gov. 
8:18:00 

AM 
My response: 
Again, thank you for your response (copied at the bo1tom) to my email below, although ii is basically the same information that I read on your website. And according to this information and lhe response email, I can bring juice onto the airplane. The 
amount was also appropriate to our 22 hour traveling day. 

So, if the answer is YES you can bring juice on the airplane, WHY was it that the only choice at the security in Honolulu was to "abandon" the juice? Why did the TSA agent tell me the only thing I could bring more than 3 ounces was formula and also 
that I did NOT read that juice was acceptable on the TSA website? Furlhermore, why has I here nol been any sorl of apology for the inconvenience I hat I his may have caused us? Not to mention that we that we had to "abandon" something that we paid 
for and were supposed to be allowed to bring in? 

As I stated earlier, the Detroit TSA was very nice and considerate and we had NO issues with juice. They tested it and let us proceed without incident. Honolulu was a different story. Again, I am not sure how "juice is allowed" can be interpreted 
differently at different airporl TSA checkpoinls. This interpretalion problem is definitely something that needs to be addressed. 

My second email 10 TSA: 



211112013 
10:10:38 

AM 

[CC: TSA Customer Comment Center.l._(b_._,(_6_) ______ _. 

Dear Covenant Securily Manager, 
I am writing to share with you my experience moving through the SFD Terminal 3 checkpoint on 2/9/13 around noon. By way of background. I am a frequent traveler and very familiar with the standard TSA procedures. My experience on the 9th was 
comp I ete I y outside what I have come to expect and. I feel . demonstrated a series of fa, I ures of com mun i cation and breakdowns i n procedure. 

The issues began al the ID check station, where I witnessed two employees joking with each other how hard it is to read certain passporIs and slate IDs. True or not, this certainly does not presenl a professional appearance. While waiting in line for 
the ATD I witnessed TSO!lh·11r;··, ~creening passengers in line far the X-ray devices using a paper trace detection strip. He was actively making fun of the procedure and using highly sarcastic language (i.e.: 
"I have to run this across your hand 6 times or it might not work'"). 
Clearly, this too is not the professional face of airport security the traveling public should expect. 

I elected to opt aut of the ATD and was guided back to a screening station by L TSQ1h·11r;··, !. L TS00:illfil:Jasked me "have yau done this before". ta which I replied that it is irrelevant whether I have been screened before. L TSO~ 
th en stated "I ask th at be cause 1f you have we can do this the short way, otherwise we have to do it the long way.'" I certainly hope th at th ere is only one way in which Covenant screens opt out passengers. L TSO !( b) ( R) !proceeded to provide an 
incomplete, sarcastic, and frankly rude "briefing" about the pat-down procedure. He then conducted the pat down. While he was finishing TSO 1h··,1rr, alked back and said "this is stupid - when I walk all the way up t ere [gesturing to the x-ray line] 
and then come back here, if they alarm, they will be through the checkpoint before we know." I have to admil. he did seem to have a poinl. L TS h·11m eplied lhat "this is how its set up". Here again, it seems unprofessional in the exlreme, and 
frankly somewhat alarming, to allow employees to actively question security measures in front of passengers. 

I asked LTSo£iill:fil]for his name, and for that of TSq(b)(?) I· He provided his and then asked "do you just want eve ones names?" 
Having never been offered lhis I decided to take him up on, , and said "yes.'' L TSO!(b)(ff:, !wenl to speak to STSO (b)(ffl STSO lili:ij]came over to me to ask if I needed help. I replied that I would like to take L TSO!iliilliI]up on his offer. 
STSO1(5Vpffered his name. I accepted and asked for the others. He informed me that he would have to ask his manager, which seemed reasonable. Over then next ~30 minutes STSOl1ili]warked very professionally to figure aut is he could in fact 
give m'tu;;! names of the screeners at the checkpoint. He offered first names only, which I told him I understood to not be TSA policy. It is my understanding that passengers can, at any time, and for any reason. ask for a TSA or TSA contractors full 
name. This is based on previous communications with TSA headquarters and several FSDs across the country. 

While waiting for STSc{§illand his manager (whose name I did not 
capture) to determine if they co u Id provide names, I ob served employees at the checkpoint doing the following: 
1. Providing conflicting infonmation about how hands should be held in the ATD - resulting in considerable confusion on the part of several non-english-speaking passengers. 
2. Pro vi in i consistent briefings during secondary screenings. 
3. TSO b)(ff:, complaining, to several of his fellow employees, about the trace-detection screenings he was assigned ta. 
4. TS Os genera 11 y mocking passenger behavior. 

STSOIZ5'Ti]eventually provided me whal. I imagine, is a complete list of employees al the checkpoint. I am impressed that, after some prompting, he did follow through on L TS~offer. Certainly I didn't expect him to. The offer, in and of itself, 
was ric'iFcitaus, and indicative of the kind of behavior that irritates passengers. contributes to poor press attention. and generally creates friction between the necessary security screenings and the desire of passengers to complete their trips. 

Caller claims that his brother, on 2-10-13, was let through lhe checkpoint at SJT 10 OFW to JFK, without being screened at all by TSA, whom he says was not present al the checkpoint. He did nol go through an xray scan or a patdown or anything. He 
says that since the checked bag wasn t able to be screened by TSA, it wasn t al lawed to go onbaard the plane. The caller s brother is an military orders and en route to Turkey and needs that bag. 

211112013 Gave CSM information for O Hare 
11:29:01 

AM l~(b-)(_6_1 _____ ~ 
Referred cal I er to Airline, American E ag I e and tra s ns ferred the cal I to Security Speci a Ii st. 



2/11/2013 
2:27:49 

PM 

DearTSA, 
I enrol led in the Globa I Entry program I a st August. 2012, he re is my card num be rl( b) (ff:, 11 travel at least 15-20 times a year both domestically and internationally. Below is the reason why I am sending this coCTespondence. 

While leaving Las Vegas on 112711 3 around 11 am I began my journey throur secun Emptied all of my pockets, took off my medical devise and places everything through the scanners. I inadvertently left my global entry ID card in my back pocket 
and proceed through the full body scan machine. TSA agent fh··,1rr1 adge h'i/l'll egan her obnoxious yelling and screaming at me, that she had been saying to empty your pockets for the past 10 minutes. I explained to her 11 was my Global 
entry id and my boarding pass in which I forgot to place into my carTY on. She said I would need a pat down. I asked as to why as I had a TSA issued ID and again she began screaming and saying she had told us all to empty our pockets. I once again 
explained that it was my global entry ID card thal was in my back pocket. She again proceeded in an unpleasant obnoxious manner that I needed a pat down. She lhen said that I needed to be checked. She lhen had her co-workerjih··,1r,\ I 
Badge #l(i)ITT swab my hands and apparently the machine alerted them that I needed to be fully searched and patted down. I said o k and asked for a s u pe tvi sor. The sup etv i sof b) ( ff:, ! Badge!{ h W'n I said that the hand swab they had done 
indicateJ'a'tor'e,gn substance. I asked the supervisor as to why I needed to be fully searched and patted down if I had a TSA issued ID. He said that it was the policy and that the machine probably picked up hand lotion. 
I asked what the point was of being cleared as a Pre-Approved traveler if they needed to go through my suitcases and treat me like I was trying to smuggle something through security. After they swabbed all of my contents which showed nothing. They 
then proceeded to walk me into a private screening room where the supervisor explained he was going 10 pal me down. I was cleared and released 10 catch my flight home. 

1 PI ease exp I am to me why the Pre-Approved !rave I er program is not recognized at LAS sec u nty. 
2. What is the point of paying S100, going through a background check, having a face to face interview to get Global Entry. lfTSA employees do not recognize this. 
3. I would like a follow up as to how you are going to deal with TSA agenl(b)(ff:, I atrocious customer service skills. My partner works for an Airline and even he could not believe the way she was speaking 10 people and they way she treated 
me. 

I look forward to your response 

Best Rega rd s, 

Caller slated that he is lrying to be a TSA employee and he was denied because he is missing his left hand. Caller was wanling to know if there is anything thal he can do for them 10 look at hiring him again. Caller said that he was lold that they are 
afraid that he would not be able to feel something if he had to give a patdown. Caller said that he has never been rejected employement due to this. Caller sad that he got a letter that said due to the loss of your hand we cannot hire you. Caller said that 
he Is wanting a o pptu m ity to show that he can do this. He stated that he does think that he was di sen mi nate d due to the loss of his hand .. However he does not I ook to use that word because it Is so harsh. Caller said that he was a pp I yi ng lo r 

211112013 employment at PierTe Regional Airport. 
2:40:01 

PM 

2111/2013 
4:1701 

PM 

Resolution: 

Advised caller that based on the information I hat he provided me and since he think thal he was basically discriminated due 10 his hand, I hat I was going 10 1ransfer his call to our Civil Rights departmenl. 
On my last two international flights, one from Saint Martin to Hartford, CT via San Juan on December 3, 2012 and again on a flight from Panama City. Panama, to Miami on Jan 19, 2013 my boarding pass was labeled '"SSSS" and I was subjected to 
add1t1ona I pat down and carry on baggage search at the gate as we were bo ardrng on each leg of the trip. The Ii rst flight was on Jet Blue and the second was on American. Both carriers told me that this had nothing to do with th em and 11 was instituted 
by TSA. I am a 69 year old housewife traveling with my husband who is a physician. I travel overseas to typical tourist destinations once or twice a year. I am an US citizen residing in Connecticut. I do not believe I pose any special security threat. 
Can you help me 10 understand why I his is suddenly happening and what I can do to correct ii. II is quite anxiety provoking for me to be subjected 10 lhese extra screenings when boarding. Thank you for your help, !~(b_·~1(_6_) _________ ~ 
South Glastonbury, CT 06073 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date Time: 2 11 2013 2:21:21 PM Airport: MIA - Miami lnternalional Date Time of Travel 02 10 2013 7:20 PM Airline Flight Number: American 1783 Checkpoinl Area of Airporl: Terminal D -
Checkpoint 4 TSA Employee: (If Known)· Taylor Comment. February 11, 2013 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration: 

I am writing to lodge a complaint against TSA Lead Screener ~or the excessive wait time for a pat down search. 

At approximately 7:20 pm on February 10. 2013, I entered Security Checkpoint 4 in Terminal D at Miami International Airport (MIA) on the way to my flight, American 1783 to San Francisco. After opting out of the body scanner, I had to stand in front of 
the checkpoint for 1 O minutes waiting for a screener to bring me I hroug h. 

When I complained toi(b)(ff:,labout the long wait. he claimed that the staff "were in the middle of a shift change", so there was not yet a person available to perform a pat down. I had to wait for several more minutes before I was led into the pat down 

2111120 13 screening area. 

4:~7M4o Requiring a passenger to stand and wait, in stocking feet on a cold tile floor, for 10 minutes for a pat dawn search is borderline punitive. 

I want this I ette r added to Screen e~e rso n ne I fi I e, so th at it may serve as a re cord of poor j udg me nt. The s u pe rvi sor s hou Id not send s c reene rs home unti I there are enough rep I ace m ent s c reene rs on hand to perform al I of the screening 
functions. 

I request a wntte n response to this complaint from the Fede ra I Security Di rector at Mi am i Intern ati o na I Airport, exp I a i ni ng what wi 11 be done to prevent such a Io ng wait for a pat down from ha pp en i ng in the lulu re. 

Siocerelv 
l(b1(6) 
Would you like a resoaose? - I • 1e 
Passenger's Namei(b)(61 I 
Phone Number : 
Email :!~(b_--,_(6_1 ________ ~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 Applicat1onManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service 
Current Date/Time: 211112013 2:16:26 PM Airport MIA - Miami International Date/Time of Travel: 0211012013 7:20 PM Airline & Flight Number: American 1783 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal D - Checkpoinl 4 TSA Employee: (If Known): 

!(b1(6i !Badge No !(b)(61 !Comment· February 11, 2013 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration: 

I am writing to lodge a complaint against TSA Screene¥b1(6':, !Badge Na1(bl(6':, I who treated me disrespectfully during the screening process. 

,..A~t'-a=~ro~x...,imately 7:20 pm on February 10. 2013, I entered Security Checkpoint 4 in Terminal D at Miami International Airport (MIA) on the way to my flight, American 1783 to San Francisco. After opting out of the body scanner, I was led by Screener 
~(b_.""1(_6'-)-~to the ,-ray belt that contained my properly. For the remainder of the screening process!(b)(ff:, !was combative, rude, and disrespeclful. 

1 Disrespectful of my personal property After I pointed out my items (a suitcase, briefcase. computer, and shoe (bl(ff:, put my heavy briefcase on top of the bin containing my shoes, and then attempted to put that bin on top of my laptop. 
politely aske<f:b':,(61 !not to stack the bins, because I did not want the weight of my briefcase to damage my cornpu ·er. (b.1(ff:, resisted and again tried to stack the bins. claiming that nothing would get damaged. I had to ask him again not to 

211112013 stack lhe bins 
4:17:41 

PM 
2. Did not offer a private screening 

fb•:1(6) ldid not ask me if I wanted a private screening before he began the pat down. After asking me about sensitive areasi(b.1(ff:1 
searcn. 

I told me to assume the search position. I had to ask for a private screening right as he was about to start the 

3. Rude and di scou rteo us behavior 
When I as kecf( b) ( 6) [or a private screening. he be ca me i r,-i lated and asked • Are you going to surprise me with anything e Iser He then asked me why I was requesting a private screening. After I explained my reaso nsk b ':,( 6 I ~ eca me angry 
and starting ah ack Ing me for my response. He made slate m ents such as: "When you e nl er the airport, you waive some of your con stitutiona I rights_- and "Do nol make that slate m ent again•' His comments we re not on I y rude, but untrue. 

4. P erlorm ed the pat down search with d1 rty g I ave sk b ':,( 6 I ~id not change his gloves before he started the pat down. I watched him hand I e seve ra I bags with the same g I oves before searching me. A finger in his I eft glove was ripped and 
l(b.:1(6) !fingertip was exposed throughout the entire search . 

._[b_.'--1(_6'-) _ __,~onduct was both rude and disrespectful. Furthermore, he did not follow proper screening procedures. I want this letter added to Screenei(b.:1(6) I personnel file. sa that it may serve as a record of serious misconduct. 

I request a written response to this complaint from the Federal Security Director at Miami International Airport. explaining what will be done to remedy each of the four concerns above. 



The caller said that she dropped her son and his friend off at PHL today and she is appalled that her son and his fnend had to undergo a patdown after going through the AIT. They had removed their shoes. and jacket. They still had their dog tags on 
and a device that holds their shirts under their pants. 

I told her that this is standard procedure: anytime there is an anomolie detected by the AIT, a patdown is required to clear that anomolie. 

She continued to vent her frus tra ti on s and said that this is not standard procedure because she ta I ked to other mothers who has dropped their sons off who did not have to have a pa tdow n. She said that TSA should be more considerate of mi I ita ry 

211112013 personnel 

5:32:13 
PM 

211112013 
6:09:54 

PM 

I told her that she could voice her concerns to the CSM by d1almg the TCC line again, selecting option 5 and entering the corresponding number for PHL. 

She said I hat she had already tried this and it gave her the wrong airport. 

I provided her with the CSM s name and telephone number. 
Name: fh··,1rr1 I 
Phonej(b 1(6) I 
Hello, 

This is a TSA Customer Comment: 

Date: Dec 28, 2012 
Time: Approx 12:00 Noon 
Airport DCA 
Date/Time of Travel: 12128112 
Airline: USAir 
Checkpoint: TSA Security 
Complaint I opted out of the scanner. and so did my spouse. We waited an extraordinary length of time for an assist (it was pretty ridiculous: total delay exceeded 30 minutes.) Meanwhile, another passenger took my spouse's carry-on by mistake, 
because we weren't allowed to remain with our belongings while waiting. We did get the bag back. but it was a huge hassle and further delay. 

PLEASE allow op1-ou1 passengers to retain belongings until il's time for the pal-down. The response we keep getting is "oh, if anybody takes your belongings we've got them on video.'' That is an insufficienl excuse, in my opinion. By the time you 
watch the video, and track down the individual that took our belongings, IF you can identify them. they may already be on a plane and gone. Meanwhile, we"ll miss OUR flight because of the delay. None of this makes sense, when you can easily avoid 
the s ituat1on by s imp I y allowing passengers to stay with their belongings unt1 I an agent 1s ava i I able to do the pat-down. 

Thank you. 

Alexandria, VA 22314 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 211112013 6:34:06 PM Airport : SFO - San Francisco International Date/Time of Travel 0211012013 10:00 AM Airline & Flight Number Alaska 305 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : A 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: While going through the security checkpoint at SFO Security Gate A, I asked for a pat down ins1ead of going through the body scanner. The female TSA officer told me, &quol;lf you want a body scan, you have 10 go over 'there' and lalk to 
the 0O.&quot: 

I want to know: why couldn't she do it? Who is the DO? Where is &quot:there&quot:? What about my suitcase? Why is it so hard to receive a pat down from the female officer in front of me? Is the TSA ill-equipped to allow me to invoke the law? 

2~1:;~~~~ 3 I also don't think that she made the pat down option available to me, even though BY LAW it should be. I did the body scan and told her, &quot:That"s not a very easy way to ask for a pat down.&quot: I said this while she was looking at me, she didn't 
respond, turned away, and moved on to the next passenger. 

PM 

kb)(6) ! 
Would you like a res"onse? · Jn ,e 
Passenger's Name : tb.1(6.:, ] 

~~a~l~l:mrer . 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · hllp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller wants to make a complaint about the sere en i ng p roe es s at LAX. He stated th at he has an i nsu Ii n pump and after he went through the Al T machine he was p u 11 ed as1d e lo r a patdown, which he was used to. however, the officer was very rude to 
him, When the patdown was Ii ni shed he tried to put his shoes back on and the officer to Id him he had to move somewhere e I se to put his shoes on, He is retired and has diabetes, It is not easy lo r him to put his shoes on. He a I so complained that while 
he was being patted down his belongings were left out in the open where anyone could run off with I hem, including his wallet containing $4,000. He feels that the officers at LAX need to be belier trained to be more respectful and I here should be belier 
procedures to ensure the safety of passenger s belongings during a patdown. 

Apologized to caller and advised: 
211212013 

8:15:4 7 Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 
AM 

211212013 
10:16:07 

AM 

Because your comp I ai nt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have lo rwa rded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 

Good Marni ng. 

This year I again plan to travel overseas wilh my 81-year-old aunt in April. I have hopes of Irying to resolve a continuing problem as we go lhrough the TSA screening. 

Never once has she be en given the courtesy of a 11 owing her to keep her shoes or I ight jacket on. As she goes through the s c reem ng. she is always di re cted to another area and must go through a '·pat down." She is never carrying any metal. .. it Is 
inside her. She has metal in her knees due to a surgery about three years ago. 

Is there any way to avoid this inevitable embarrassment for her? Can she carry a docto(s note or some other kind of notification for TSA personnel that she will always set off the alarms? We explain verbally, but it never fails that she must go through 
the pat-down procedure. 

Any suggest ions? 

Thank you. 

~-----~ 
b,(61 
ustamer ervice Representative 

Customer Care Branch 
US Coast Guard Pay & Personnel Center 
444 SE Quincy 
Topeka, Kansas 66683 

If you have any further questions please contact Customer Care at 785-339-2200 or 1-866-772-8724, You can e-mail us at PSC-Customercare@uscg.mil or complete an on-line trouble ticket at; http://www. uscg. mil/ppclccb/ 

Caller said I hat her and her husband are flying from BWI to TPA on Thursday and she has to use a wheelchair. Caller said thal her husband has a pacemaker defibulator. Caller said that she has been through I his before and sometimes she can see 
her personal belongings. She stated that she doesnt like it and was wanting to know if she can be able to see her items during screening. 

Resolution: 

211212013 
11 :lS:03 TSA is required by law to screen all property that is brought onboard commercial passenger aircraft, including carry-on luggage. To ensure the security of the traveling public, it is sometimes necessary for Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to 

AM conduct hand inspections of carry-on bags. TS Os receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required 10 exercise greal care during the screening process so that when bags are opened a passenger's belongings are 
returned to the same condition they were found. 

Transportation Security Administration (TSA) policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items, including disability-related devices and aids. are kept within a passenger's line-of-sight when a passenger is 
required 10 undergo additional screening. When passengers cannot mainlain line-of-sight with I heir property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sighl of the passenger's items and to ensure that the 
passenger is reunited with his or her property once it clears x-ray screening 

Caller said that she does not like not being able to see her items. 



211212013 
2:18:46 

PM 

2/1212013 
2:19:04 

PM 

I am writing out of conce m over mo recent s c reem ng experiences. They both occurred at the American Air Im es checkpoint at P hoemx Sky Harbor Airport: 

1. January 22, flight AA 2014; approximately 1 O:OOam 

2. February 6; flight AA 862: Approximately 9 am 

In each instance, I was subjecled to additional screening for polential explosive ma1erial. Since this checkpoint does nol have advanced screening machines, I am subjected to pat down due 10 a hip replacement. In both siluations, apparent explosives 
materials were detected after the pat down and during a review of my travel articles. 

I have traveled through this checkpoint numerous times during the last 5 years. I am eligible for precheck due to my status on American Airlines. I am the holder of a Global Entry Trusted Traveler identity. Your staff insists that the potential reason for 
apparent d ete ct1on of nitrates and some other unnamed materi a I (was not disclosed to me) is because I I ive on a go If course. I have I ived on th at go If course for yea rs. carry the same suitcase for yea rs. have my clothing cleaned at the same dry 
cleaners for years and live in one of the golf meccas of the country. I didn't notice other golfers subjected to the same process. 

I find this explanation not to be plausible. I have traveled on through other airports immediately following the PHX departure without such an instance. I can only reason that the equipment used at this checkpoint is outdated and malfunctioning. I find 
the expanded procedure to be embarrassing and lime consuming and do not appreciale lhe condescending treatment of lhe TSA agenls during this process. 

I undersland that your response will be limited until new screening equipment is installed. Is this planned? At a minimum, I requesl thal you investigate the potential malfunction of lhe detection devices and review the procedures followed by your 
personnel for frequent travelers such as myself. I fear that until changes are made. I will be subjected to the same inappropriate process. 

Thank you for your response 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Screening 
CuCTent Date Time, 2 12 2013 12:53:21 PM Airport: DEN - Denver International Date Time a/Travel, 02 1120131:30 AM Airline Flight Number· Frontier 350 Checkpoint Area of Airport, Bridge security TSA Employee: (If Known),? 
Comment : I travel frequenlly and always follow your rules to the best of my ability. I choose to opl out of the xray and submil to a pat down. Yesterday I was told 10 stand aside and wait. I asked that my belongings be where I could see them and was 
told that it was too bad since I chose the alternative. I understand that there are rules. but to be treated with disrespect is not acceptable. We are always told to watch our belongings at all times. The pat down also was rougher than ever - hard touch to 
the crotch. I resent being treated in this manner. I have done this many ti mes and have never been treated this way . I hope th at this never happens ag am. 
Would you like a re5r'W'Sf'._? - I • 1e 
Passenger's Name :_bi(61 I Phone Number: 

Email !(b 1(61 ! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 Applicat1onManager 



Yes well this isn't a matter of travel security. This is a matter of c1v1I rights and theft. Fuck the tsa. the news and my lawyer are going to tell the public regardless whether you want me to or not. I could have really screwed you by mentioning the time 
your tsa agent grabbed me by the arm and led me through a body scanner against my will while I was yelling I wanted a pat down .. I have it on video from a friend who travelled with me. I demand a response. I demand an answer. Why did your 
agents steal from me and why will you not man up and apologize, my husband works for the DoD, I know the games, I know the rules. 

On Feb 12. 2013 6:45 AM. "TCC-Security'· <HYPERLINK "ma1lto:TCC-Security@tsa.dhs.gov'"TCC-Secunty@tsa.dhs.gov> wrote: 

Thank you for contacting the TSA Contact Center (TCC) security line on February 12, 2013 at 6: 17 AM with your security concern/s. Your receipt number is TCC ID f:i:i:iili] Please reference this number in all future communications with the TCC. Your 
211212013 security report will be forwarded to the appropriate organization within the TSA for investigation and follow up. TSA does nol discuss or release the status or outcome of security invesligalions as doing so may be considered detrimental to the 
4:03:23 investigation and/or transportation security. Thank you again for bringing the matter to our attention. 

PM 

TSA TCC Security 

The caller said she flys JetBlue frequently. The caller said she went through the checkpoint at 12:1 0pm on 211212012. The caller said she went through terminal A and she forgot to take off her scarf. The caller said she thought the TSO was finished 
with creening and the caller preceded through the checkpoint. The caller said the female TSO told the caller to stand to the side for additional screening. The caller said she had to under-go a pat-down because the female TSO told the caller she had 

211212013 something in her back pockel. The caller said she did not have anylhing in her back pocket. The callersaid her hands were swabbed by a male TSO. The caller said she informed the mail TSO thal the female officer was being a bully but the caller 
4:31 :26 stated the male TSO laughed at her. 

PM 
I told the caller we monitor the number and nature of complaints to track trends. I apologized to the caller because of her treatment. I also advised the caller she can contact the CSM for SFO by calling the TCC and press 5 then type in SFO and she 
can lhen obtain lhe phone number for the CSM for SFO. I did not send the informalion to the CSM because lhe caller did not gel the TSO's name.The caller did not provide an airlineflight number and a gate number. 
Caller stated that she came through TPA last Thursday going back to ATL, and it has taken a while for her to get back to us. She believes that she was violated through the checkpoint. She was one of the people that was pulled to the side for a 
physical patdown, and while doing so, the process took longer than she believes 11 should have. She thinks that she had some money removed from her purse. It was a black. flip over, Coach shoulder purse. The money was in the zipper part on the 
inside of the purse. and she has $100 missing. She would like for someone to review the cameras and see if it may have been removed during that time. 

Flight details below: 
Airport: TPA 

211212013 Airline: Delta 
5:57: 14 Flight#: 1922 

PM Went through security: Between 3-4 p. m. 
Departure Date: 2-7-13 
Departure Time: 6:30 p. m. 
Gate: 62 

Apologized to caller and sent claims fonm. 



211312013 
9:35:35 

AM 

The ca 11 er stated that he had an issue with an agent at AUS when he opted out of the Al T for a patdown. The ca 11 er stated when they checked his I eg s, 11 was with two upward thrusts th at were very aggressive. When they checked his belt. they I ifted his 
pants probably 4 inch es, He contacted the CS M and stated that he had to wait quite so me ti me to get a response, He stated the CS M fi na 11 y contacted him to address the situation, The ca Iler stated th at on a second co nversa ti on he asked the CS M for 
the badge numbers of lhe TSOs thal were performing the paldown and was told I hat he will be con1ac1ed with this informalion. On lhe third conversation, he was told I hat I hey were not going 10 give the TSOs badge numbers or names. The caller staled 
that when speaking to the CSM, he was told that the TSO in question told the CSM that the passenger was very rude and made the following comment Don t touch my nuts during screening. 

He stated that this comment was never made and the TSO is lying about what actually happened. He was told that the CSM and their panel looked over the video and said it looked fine, but had no audio. 
The caller wants to know if its policy to not give out badge numbers when travelers want to file complainls. 

He has spoken with a pol ice officer he knows about the issue and was advised that badge numbers are considered pub Ii c re cords. He stated th at he does not want their names, nor does he want th em to know his name. He stated th at he wi 11 be filing a 
complaint with the Austin Police as well. He stated that during the patdown he told the TSO that he was being very aggressive. Caller is upset that the TSO was making up lies about what actually happenid He. stated that he has spoken with OHS as 
well. The Chief of Slaff senl a complainl form for him to fill out. He stated lhat it spoke of discrimination and he did not feel lhat lhis form is what he needed to fill out. The name he provided from DHS was: b..iWI I He also broughl up some 
information about his last call to the TCC. I viewed the linked record and he had complained about how long you have to wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

I have spoken with my supervisor about your issue. There are limited things that we can do here at the TCC. With you contact information we will forward this record to the approriate office to resolve your issue. They may be able to answer why the 
badge numbers were not p rov1d ed. H opefu 11 y when we lo rward this re cord you wi 11 be able to find a reso I uti on. 

Caller states she has had a couple of bad experiences at Denver International. After the most recent one, she faxed a complaint to the TSA Civil Rights on January 7th and she mailed her complaint a couple of days later. She has talked to her 
Congressman and he has told her that she s hou Id have received something by now and to con a ct the T SA. 

Caller slates she has had hip replacements and she has a hard time getting around. She never has an issue at Orange Counly or other airpor1s, it is always Denver. 

The first incident happened on December 2 8. 20 11, she had just had surgery within 6 weeks of the flight. they wale h ed as she strugg I ed to get her shoes off. then when she went through screening, she was pulled to the s1d e lo r add1t1ona I screening. 
211312013 She was told to go stand over there which would have been away from her purse and luggage and she was not able to see them. which upset her. 
11:02:41 

AM Caller states that she has flown over a million miles and United gave her TSA PreCheck because of her medical issues to make it easier on her. 

The second incident was in December of 2012 at Denver International. She states she went through screening and as usual she was told she would need to be patted down. The TSO told her that she would need additional screening and they 
proceeded to her luggage and I hey went lhrough ii. After that was completed, lhe TSO told her thal she would need to be palled down again. The caller states she was told 10 go to the private area for the paldown. The TSO ask her 10 spread her legs 
wider. Caller states she told the TSO that she could not because of her hip issues, the TSO then chopped into her groin area. The caller feels this was because the TSO thought she was lying to her. The TSO then took her identification and boarding 
pass and said she was going to make copied of it be cause the ca 11 er was not being coo pe rat,ve. Cal I er is afraid that she 1s going to Io se her T SA Pre Ch eek because of this officer. 

Caller is asking about passengers that are allowed through the screening process - she is 80 years old - and she had a bad experience in the past in the security checkpoint. She flies on US Airways but is not a frequent flier. She had an issue at IAD 
when she le It she was treated in a manner th at was upsetting to her 

Told the caller TSA has implemented a program 10 revise screening procedures for passengers who appear to be age 75 and older. 

211312013 Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
11 :06:38 clear an alarm, as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

AM 
TSA anticipates these changes will further reduce-though not completely eliminate-the need for a physical patdown on travelers 75 and older that would otherwise have been conducted to resolve alarms. It's important to remember, that any individual 
may be required to remove their shoes or undergo a patdown if a no m al i es are detected during sec u nty screening th at cannot be reso I ved through other means. 

Apologized to the caller for her unpleasant experience al IAD and suggesled she inform lhe TSO at the beginning of lhe checkpoint regarding her age and to ask for the implemented screening process for passengers over 75. 



Thank you for the 11 m ely res pons e. W h, I e I appreciate your tuto ri a I on the T SA po Ii ci es, you fa, I ed to answer the two questions I raised. 

1. When can we expect updaled screening equipment at lhis site? 

2. W i 11 you i mt,ate an i nvesti gati on into the rel i ab i I Ity of the explosive d ete ct,on devices to insure they a re property functioning? 

FromJb,(6) 
Sent: Tuesday, February 12, 2013 11 :25 AM 
To: TSA-contactcenter@dhs.gov 

Ccfh1/R1 I 
Subj eel: Screening Procedures 

211312013 
12:04:49 

p M I am writing out of conce m over two recent s c reem ng experiences. They both occurred at the American Air Im es checkpoint at P hoemx Sky Harbor Airport: 

1. January 22, flight AA 2014; approximately 1 O:OOam 

2. February 6; flight AA 862: Approximately 9 am 

In each instance, I was subjecled to additional screening for polential explosive maIerial. Since this checkpoint does nol have advanced screening machines, I am subjected to pat down due 10 a hip replacement. In both siluations, apparent explosives 
materials were detected after the pat down and during a review of my travel articles. 

I have traveled through this checkpoint numerous times during the last 5 years. I am eligible for precheck due to my status on American Airlines. I am the holder of a Global Entry Trusted Traveler identity. Your staff insists that the potential reason for 
apparent d ete ct,on of nitrates and some other unnamed materi a I (was not disclosed to me) is because I I ive on a go If course. I have I ived on th at golf course for yea rs. carry the same suitcase for yea rs. have my clothing cleaned at the same dry 
cleaners for years and live in one of the golf meccas of the country. I didn't notice other golfers subjected to the same process. 

Caller went through lhe DEN checkpoinl. He is an airline crewmember who was nol in uniform. He placed his property through the scanner. He wenl to the metal deIecIor. He went lhrough. He was afterward approached by a TSO who advised that 
he had to go through the body scanner if he was uniformed. He refused. He was told that he had to have a patdown. She argued with him. then advised that he had the pat-down. 

The TSO kept interrupting him, When he tried to speak, she talked over him. He asked to speak with a supervisor. A supervisor came over and told him that he could go through the scanner. He was advised that he would be stopped if he did not 
allow them to screen him. He argued with the supervisor about lhe competency of the screeners. He finally submitted 10 lhe screening so he could go on. He could not gel the screener s name. 

The su pe rvi sor was k._b-'I ... ( 5_·•"'"' __ _,I 

211 3/2013 1. Airport DEN 
2:30:49 2. Airline: United 

PM 3. Flight number: 6199 
4, Departure date and time: This date at 1239 - delayed to 1315 
5. Localion (gale number): B-83 

Conferred with f b I ( 6i Ire routing. 

I advised that I would send lhe information to the CSM for follow-up. 

Caller will be unavailable for a couple days, but he does want contact with the CSM for his complaint. 



Dear Sirs: 

B asi ca 11 y, TSA airport search es are a danger to the health of Americans. The dangers sti 11 rem am undocumented, u n-surveyed and u n- real ,zed. 

1 Rubber gloves protect TSA personnel but do not protect the spreading of germs to subsequently searched persons. To put on a fresh set of gloves (as doctors and dentists do with patients). would (a) be expensive (b) ternbly time consuming. But 
this would be the safe and sane approach if the practice of pat-downs continues which it s ho u Id n 't. 

2. Even though the individual risk is small with airport X-ray scanners, multiply that by 700 million going through airport security each year and the actual numbers of susceptible people become quite sizeable even ii the percentages are very small. 

211312013 Aboul 5% are especially sensitive and are less able 10 repair X-ray damage to their DNA. BRCA-1 and BRCA-2 are two examples of mutations associaled with breasl and ovarian cancer. The dangerous process of X-ray scans must end. 

4:03:21 
PM 

3. Continuous cont am i na Ii on to floors with fool bacteria and fungus ha pp ens because peop I e must remove their shoes. Providing p I asl i c slippers lo r al I those who remove I heir shoes ( as I hey do at some Russi an airports J might be a solution, a I be i 1, an 
expensive time consuming solution. It also causes people to bunch up and fall all over themselves and one another while handling their shoes and trying to put on the slippers. And plastic slippers completely litter the whole area. Removal of shoes 
must be discontinued. 

4. Putting your clothing, shoes and other be Io ngmgs into tubs b emg used aver and aver ag am is an unhea I thy p ra ct,ce. Ste ri I izmg those f, I thy, contaminated tubs after each use wo u Id be expensive and ti me consuming. To pro vi de d1sposa bl e pl a st,c 
tubs would be very expensive, time consuming and messy. 

Disposable plastic bags should be substituted for tubs. 

The bottom line and simplest solution to TSA airport searches is to call them what they are: an acute danger to the health of Americans. Our political leaders must demand these unsafe practices cease immediately. The end result will be the freedom 

Caller wants 10 know lhe rule thal states they cant speak durning a pat down. He states he did ask for a pat down for his screening. 

211312013 Told caller 
4:44:06 

PM 

211312013 
5:05:46 

PM 

I did not have the guidelines for whether he could or could not speak durning a pat down. 
The patdown procedures 10 resolve di flerent types of anoma Ii es. 
We have very gen era I information he re at the Contact Center, he may want to check with the CS M at the airport. They maybe ab I e to give him more clear answer as to why he wasnt a 11 owed to speak du ming a pat down. 
Caller had a knee rep I ace me nt and kidney implant. Cal I er asked 1f T SA has an expedited s c reem ng p rag ram for persons who have had med1ca I imp I ants. Ca 11 er knows how the Preche ck p rag ram works. Ca 11 er stated it 1s em ba rress i ng lo r her to have 
to be patted down every ti me. Ca 11 er asked ii the re is a way to avoid the patd own. 

I told the caller there is no expedited screening for passengers with disabilities but there is a disability lane. I told the caller that with the expedited screening she would no longer remove her shoes, jacket, belt or remove her laptop but she would still 
have to be sere ened. I to Id her everyone has to be screened. 
If a passenger has meta I implants, such as art iii c i al knees or hips, he or she should inform a T ransporta ti on Security Off ce r (TSO) before sere en i ng begins, TS A has ere ated notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about any dis a bi Ii ty, 
med i ca I condition, or med i ca I device tha I could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from s ecu ri ty screening, their use may improve communication and he Ip travelers discreet I y nol i fy T sos of their conditions. This card 
can be found at http: www.tsa.gov sites default files publications disability_notification_cards.pdf. 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AITonly if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request 10 be screened by AIT if it is available or can request 10 be screened using a patdown: however, passengers cannot requesl to be screened by the walk
through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 
Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices. passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. 
I told lhe caller she can request a private screening and she has lhe right to have someone in the room wilh her when she is being screened by patdown. 

I referred the caller to wwwtsa.gov for information about the AIT screening because caller was concerned about privacy issues. 
http: www.tsa.gov ail-frequently-asked-questions 



211312013 
10:26:56 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es 01 her; Screening 
Current Date/Time · 211 3/2013 9:15:55 PM Airport : SNA - Orange County John Wayne Date/Time al Travel . 0211 312013 12:40 PM Airline & Flight Number · US Airways/flt 490 Checkpoint/Area of Airport · gate 1 O TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
unknown Comment I want to complain about a personal patdown 1 I'm 58 yr old woman who was wearing a blue scarf with a black sweaterJeans and boots I arrived two hrs before my flt. TSA emp female pulled out of the line for a personal patdown 
right before my flt left! .. I have lived in Dana Point for over 6 yrs, My son is in the Navy overseas .. there is no reason to embarass me in front of all the other passengers! Once out of the patdown US Air decided my bad was too big! Had to pay S25.00 to 
check it! I will never fly US with TSA right there next to gate 10. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name b 1(6) 
Phone Number , '-'---'-----' 

Email fb)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning mis feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

DearTSA, 

As so m ea ne who flies freq ue nl I y, I appreciate the addition a I s ecuri I y measures I hat airports and airlines I ake to keep me and my fellow trave I ers safe and I am thankful for a 11 of the hard work and effort th at your a gents demons tra I e daily. This being 
said, I had a recent experience at the Charlotte-Doug I as I nte rnat ion a I Airport that I eft me frustrated and concerned. 

I am currently 4 ½ months pregnant. Because of this, Ida not feel comfortable going through the new scanning devices. There have been several studies on these devices that question the safety of this technology on my unborn child. I fly frequently. 
and when I am at airports that have these d evIce s, I request a ful I pat-down. I have no prob I e rn doing this and understand the importance of the pat-down for the safety of me and other passengers. 

211412013 On February 12, 2013, at around noon, I entered the security line next to the American Airlines Counter at the Charlotte-Douglas International Airport. Before approaching the scanning rnachine, I requested a pat-down. The TSA agent told me that the 

12,06 :43 machines at this airport were different and did not use any type of radiation. I again requested a pat-down and he again reiterated that the machines were safe. For a third time, I requested the pat-down and he told me that I needed to go through the 
PM machine. I did nol wanl to cause a scene, so I went ahead and proceeded to go through lhe machine. 

2/14/2013 
12:12:43 

PM 

This process and lhe way lhat I was treated by lhe TSA agenl made me very uncomfortable. At every olher airport I have been to, I have been allowed to request a pal-down and have not been pressured 10 go through the machines. I do not 
understand why the requirements are different at the Charlotte-Douglas International Airport. 

While I know that there is nothing that can be done for me now, I would like to ask two things: (1) Is it acceptable to request a pat-down at an airport rather than going through the scanning machine (i.e. if I request the pat-down, is the TSA agent 
required to allow me this right). and (2) I/the answer to my first question Is "yes". then would it be possible to make sure that the agents at the Charlotle-Douglas International Airport understand this policy so that this does not happen to anyone else? 

Thank you again for all that you do to serve the public and keep us safe. I appreciate your time and your help. 

Caller stated th at when going through D FW checkpoint, his wife who is in a wheelchair and uses a cane, went through screening and had forgot a few th, ngs in her pocket. The white male TSO took the personal items that we re in her pocket and p I aced 
them all in a smaller bowl and went to go screen these along with a purple pillow that was used on her wheel chair for her back. His wife went through a very intensive pat down (giving by a black female). which he feels shouldn't have been that rough 
since she is a 75 year old lhat can barley stand. 
After everything was completed. they went to their gate and realized that the personal items and pillow was not returned ta them. He walked all the way back to the checkpoint and they told him that everything was already thrown away and they had na 
re cord of a pi 11 ow even going through the checkpoint or being turned in so someone e I se must have taken it. The p111 ow had a se nti mental va I ue which was giving to her by her son. 
He stated that the officers at this checkpoint were not very caring and has no persona b I e ski 11 s when it comes to screening and how they treat passengers and their items, He did not raise his voice or ca use a seen e about the items th at can not be 
found, but felt like the officer did not care. He filed a report at the checkpoinl and wenl back a few limes while I hey waited on their flight 10 see if the pillow had been found, but slill nolhing. 

Date:: 12 Feb 2013@ 8:45am 
Checkpoint E33 

CCR informed him that this would be forwarded to the CSM at that airport. 



2114/2013 
2:03:39 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time: 211412013 1 :30:49 PM Airport PHX - Phoenix Sky HJrbor 1n1ernational Date/Time of Travel: 0211312013 5:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: Alaska Air Flight 639T Checkpoint/Area 
of Airport· Gate 11 TSA Employee: (If Known) · nla Comment: I would like to preface this complaint with my support of the government in their endeavor to protect myself and my fellow citizens through safety precautions and terrorist threat detection 
devices and interview. Prior to my trip yesterday, I had decided to opt out of the body scan because I have a chrome thyroid co nd1t1on and do not want any more rad1ati on unless a bsol utel y necessary. I had to wait several minutes and watched my 
property go down the conveyor belt to be x-rayed. The five containers with purse, cell phone, tablet, shoes, and coat were unattended and in plain sight of travelers for several minutes. I asked the TSA officer about my concern for my property and he 
told me not to worry - that no one will lake it. My property was lined up in the way of olher traveler's properly and most of the time I did not have plain sighl of it. Finally, a woman officer came and asked me if I minded having the pat down on the olher 
side of the body scan and metal detector: that she could not take me to a private room for the pat down because there was only one woman officer available. I was asked to face towards oncoming travelers during the pat down which placed me again 
out of vision of my property. Finally, after most of the pat down was conducted, she then allowed me to see my property and I faced my property while I waited for her to conduct some kind oftest after wiping my palms. I would like to conclude with the 
following comp I ai nt - the pat down was em ba rra sing enough without subjecting me to lace the oncoming travelers, My persona I property was subject to theft and/or com promise throughout the who I e p race ss, I wou Id expect that T SA wo u Id treat 
t rave I e rs with more consideration and respect during the persona I pat down procedure. 
Would you like a respo_nse? : True 
Passenger's Name [b )(6) !Phone Number !(b)(61 ! Email ~kh_·_-,/_R_l _______ ~~o leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

I arrived in the TSA inspection line at around 7: 1 O am on January 21. 2013 at the Gainesville, Florida regional airport. When I arrived in line, I observed a lady standing barefoot in the area just before going through the baggage x-ray machine. Her 
baggage, shoes, etc. had already gone through the x-ray screening. She had apparently been standing there for a few minutes because she was there before I arrived. 

As I was approaching the ID check point I observed Lt. Sq(b)(6:1 ~rrived_ LTSO 1s the "spelling' I was given). She relieved a man who was assisting people proceed through the body scan. The relieved person took a seat on the clP.r_d sj_de g~the 
TSA line and sat observing the line. After about 3 or4 minutes the Agen (bi(6:, urned to the lady whom had now been waiting I assume for at least six minutes (probably more-which is a long time to stand by the x-ray line). Agen b_i(6_.1 hen 
proceeded to frisk lhe woman taking much longer and being much more lhrough than I normally see done. I have seen similar extended pat downs - just not often (I do travel a lot). 

2114/2013 I asked lhe lady why she was singled oul for such trealment. She had elected not 10 use the x-ray body scan. TSA had to wait for a female (whom appeared to be late to work, bul could have been conducting business elsewhere). 
4:0548 

PM The concern is that when the female agent arrived the agent appeared to obviously and blatantly ignore and penalize the lady for not using the body scan by continuing to make her wait until the agent could no longer reasonably ignore her. The lady 
had be en in Ii ne. She should have been the first person w horn the a gent al lowed through instead of con tin ui ng to make her wait wh i I e others we re a 11 owed to proceed before her. 

Question: Is it an official or unofficial TSA policy to discourage people from electing not to use the electronic body scan? 

It was obviously uncomfortable for the lady and for others who proceeded around her. For those of us who observed this it appeared to be either a case that TSA is purposely targeting people who elect not to have the body scan, or this agent had an 
au i I ude and purposely was taking it o ul on I he i ndivid ua I . Either way it's a prob I em. 

Caller was just at PHX Tenminal 4 for a US Airways flight. He has a complaint concerning a TSA staff member and a supervisor. Caller says that as he approached the screening machine. he was told to take off his belt. Caller states that he travels 
over 65,000 miles per year and has never before been asked to take off his belt for the scanner. Caller slates I hat he said that he did not want 10 lake of his belt and I hen the TSO insisted on doing a patdown because he refused. Caller states I hat he 
told her that he hadn t refused, just indicated a preference not to remove it. Caller states that he was told that it was too late and he would get a patdown. Caller feels that he was given a patdown as retribution. Caller says that he spoke with a 
supervisor after the extensive patdown procedure. Caller states that he went to complain to the supervisor, who said to do the the com lam! onlrne. Caller says that the supervisor gave him a business card with the TCC number on 11. Caller says that 
he asked the TSO for the name of his screener, but the supervisor refused to give the TSO s name. The supervisors name wa b)(6:, 

Advised ca Iler: 
We regret that you we re not sati sf1ed with the service you received. 

2114/2013 
5: 38 :46 Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this in formation to the C us1omer Service Manager ( CSM) at th at I oca t ion. 

PM 
FI 1g ht information: 
Flight Path: Phoenix to Tucson 
Flight date time: 2 14 3:30pm 
Flight#: 2824 
Airline: US Airways 
Airport: PHX 
Gate Terminal: B5 
Emai1fb)(61 



Caller said the inconsistencies when he flies is ridiculous. He has had one of the worst expenences of his life happened day before yesterday when he was departing from Norfolk, VA. He told the TSO that he had a defibrillator. The TSO wouldn t let 
him go through the WTM D. He asked if it is mandatory that he get a fu 11 body patd own, The TSO rub bed his private parts and never even touched his chest where the device is located , Ca 11 er states he is always the person to be checked lo r bomb 
residue and he is singled out each time. He wants to know what he s doing wrong. This happens practically each time he flies. 
In December, at Ft. Walton Beach, FL (OSI) a TSA agent said he wasn t allowed to take his toothpaste because it wasn t 3.4 ozs. or less. The TSA agent was peiforming a hand inspection of his bag when he found the toothpaste. Caller says it doesn 
t matter where he flies, he is asked to have his bag ETD test. His bag is always part of the random bag checks as well. 
He doesn t know what he needs to do to stop being profiled. He thinks he is being profiled because they are asking him to inspect his bag after it clears the x-ray machine each time. There is no metal in the bag and the TS Os are constantly checking 
his bag and hands for explosives. Most recently he flew with US Airways from Norfolk, VA. Caller states he is a while male and doesn t wear a turban so he doesn t undersland why he is being racially profiled. 

211412013 Response: 
6:19:29 Advised caller the agent was following procedures with the 3-1-1 containers, 

PM Passengers who have inlernal medical devices should nol be screened by the walk-through metal de1ec1or because this may affect lhe calibration of lhe device. While TSA has no evidence lhat screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ will 
affect such devices. passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 
One screening procedure, which generates discussion and concern among passengers, involves use of patdown searches. Patdowns are used to resolve alarms from the walk through metal detector (WTM DJ, when anomalies are discovered through 
Advanced Imaging Techno I og y ( AIT) sere en i ng, as wel I as when random sere en i ng activities a re conducted. 
A Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of the same gender as the passenger wi 11 conduct the pa ldow n search, and as the screening is being conducted , the TSO should be d escri bing the procedures he or she is using. TS Os a re required to use the 
back of the hand to patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas, TS Os are required to use the front of the hand. 
Explained to caller TSA doesn t profile individuals. 

Referred 10 MB and advised caller someone would contact him regarding his issue and complaint. 

Fromfb,(61 
Sent: Thursday, February 14, 2013 8:46 PM 
To: TSAEx1emalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject Complaint about TSA Security Procedures at Li hue. Kauai, HI on 02110/2013 

Name: 1._b_,_(6_1 __ __, 

211412013 Phone (cell): l(b)(61 
9:01:11 ... -·--· ----' 

PM 

Mailing Address: ... l(_b_)(_6_, _______ ....,fhicago. IL 60660 

Incident Location: Lihue, Kauai, HI airport 

Flight information: Go! Airlines Flight YV1012, Li hue Kauai, HI to H NL, 10:00 AM 02110/2013. 

Des c ri pt ion of events: 



From i(b)(6) 
Ser,t; I hursday, February Pt, LU 1.J 6 .tt':::;I t-'IVI 

To: TSAEx1emalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject Complaint about TSA Security Procedures at HNL on 02110/2013 

(Email 4 of 4). Filing 4 separate complaints. 

211512013 f 
8:09:52 Name: ... rb_)_(6_ •• _, ___ _. 

AM 

Phone (cell )J ... (b_,_(6_1 ___ ~ 

Mailing Address: .. rb_._,(_6_1 ______ __,I Chicago. IL 60660 

Incident Location: H NL 

Flight information: United Airlines Flight 200. H NL to ORD, 8:00 PM 02110/2013. 

Caller fiys back and forth alot belween Rhode Island and Florida and she feels that a skycap person in Providence Rhode Island was very mililant wilh her. She feels he flagged her because he had a attitude. She stated lhe skycap person was with 
Southwest Airlines. 
Caller left Providence Rhode Island with frozen seafood ( stonec ra bs. bag of sh nm p and a key I Im e pie) with gel packs and she stated she had taken the same items back and forth many ti mes and had no problem and the skycap ask her what she had 
and why she was bringing stone crabs. then they patted her down and when she got her seafood back it had be en opened . 
She is wanting 10 know how to what she could do to avoid aggravating someone so that this doesn t happen because he was very rude wilh her. Caller also stated lhat she always tips the skycap person because they are usually very nice and helpful 
to her except this person. 
Caller said she probably needed to contact Southwest Airlines because that was who he was with. 

Advised Caller: 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 

2115/2013 secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is impor1ant. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring thal all passengers are 1reated with dignity, respect, and cour1esy. 
9:0451 

AM TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their cany-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also se I ects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security sere en i ng. This random element prevents te rrori sis from attempting to defeat the security system by I e ami ng how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints. provides an additional layer of secunty at the checkpoint. and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

I did apologize to the caller that this happened to her. 



211512013 
12:09:35 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date Time · 2 15 2013 11 :06:01 AM Airport · SM F - Sacramento International Date Time of Travel . 02 14 2013 1 :30 AM Airline Flight Number · Delta 2284 Checkpoint Area of Airport · A Gates TSA Employee: (If Known) . Not known 
Comment : I !rave I for business so every Thursday I have to go through the same check point. I never complain about the process as it s something th at has to be done. Though the I ast three wee ks is quite troubling lo r me. Each week I have had to 
be patted down. First, it was because I had an underwire bra, lots of women wear these types of bras so i took my patting down saying, quot I don t really understand this but sure go ahead quot;. I have traveled for business for five years and only this 
airport says quot;oh we better do a pat down quot:. Then the lasl two weeks they have wanted to pat my belly. I wear normal dress pants when traveling so I am comfortable and I m s1arting to think that they are getting some kind of enjoyment on 
touching me every week. If the xray machine is picking up something on my belly that isn t there when I am wearing light clothings then it needs to be taken out. I am quite used to the process so I try to wear clothes that will get me through the 
process. So, whats the deal with this? I don I have any issues going through St. Louis airport at all when leaving to go to California so its this airport. I m really getting tired of being felt up weekly and thinking this is some kind of discrimination thing. 
oh, and because I had on underwire bra which I wear EVERY week guy grabbed my hands checking my hands for gun residue. Its quite comical in the beginnning but its not fun anymore. I do not want to give my name because then they will give 
more problems when going lhrough their machines but I am going 10 give email address. Thank you for listening to me. As I said I understand the process has to happen but ii s very weird to me I hat all of a sudden i m under pat down weekly. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 

PhonE N1 m:~_ber · 
Emai _!b 1(6 _, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 

NO. this response is NOT to the issue. 
A customer was miss-treated by a TSA employee by purposefully making them wait unnecessarily as many other passengers passed her by, while her belongings were sitting out of her reach and control. Please explain? 

-- -- -0 rig i na I Message-- -- -
From: tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com [mailto:tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 14, 2013 7:54 PM 
To:jth\1~·-, I 
Subjecl: In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank you for your e-mail regarding your recent travel experience. 

Because your complaint concerns security screening al a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your e-mail to the Customer Service Manager at I hat airport. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special altention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that secunty-
2115I20 13 screening po Ii ci es need modification or specific employees or screener teams a re the subjects of repeated complaints, 

12:09:44 
PM 

AIT is a classification that covers two similar technologies, millimeter wave and backscatter. Both systems work in a similar way to give Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) a virtual image of a passenger that conspicuously highlights potentially 
dangerous ii ems. AIT gives TSA a way to detect a wide variety of lhreats, including suicide vests and other improvised explosive devices that may be hidden under passengers' clothing and cannot be detected by walk-through metal detectors. AIT 
enhances security, reduces the need lo r pa tdow n search es for passengers with joint rep I ace m ents and other medica I conditions, and improves pas se ng er convenience and comfort. 

AIT machines have been ind e pe nde ntl y evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration, the Na ti on al Institute lo r Standards and Technology, and the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, who have a 11 affirmed their safety, This testing 
took into account special populations I hat a re more sensitive to radiation, such as chi Id re n, persons re cei vi ng radiation treatment for medical conditions, and pregnant and po tenti a 11 y preg na nl women, as we 11 as TS Os who work near I he equipment. In 
fact, a traveler is exposed to less radiation from one AIT scan than from 2 minutes being on board a commercial aircraft at flight altitude. 

TSA is sensitive to passengers' concerns about protecting their privacy as it relates to the security screening process, particularly the use of AIT. Rigorous privacy safeguards are in place to protect passenger privacy and ensure anonymity. All 
images genera I ed by imaging techno I og y a re viewed in an area nol visible to the public. The officer assi sling the passenger never sees the image, and the officer viewing the image never interacts with the passenger. The imaging tech no logy that T SA 
uses in airports cannot store, export, print, or transmit images and no cameras. cellular telephones, or other devices capable of capturing images are permitted in the image viewing area. To further protect passenger privacy, all facial images are 
blurred. 

Privacy and securily are not mutually exclusive, and TSA has had an ongoing dialogue wilh privacy groups on these issues. AIT is an effeclive 1001 in de1ec1ing terrorist threats and another 1001 in our layered approach 10 securily. 



Caller said TSA is doing a good job. Caller wanted to compliment RDU and how TSA had retrained RDU because at one point they had reJected his concealed carry permit but then the next time he went thro11~h 11 was ar.cP.pted. Caller said his license 
is in a plastic holder and he cannot get the license out. Caller has a Florida Concealed carry permit and caller is complaining that TSA does not accept that as a valid ID at every airport. Caller did complimentjb)(ff:1 ]for a patdown he received on 
2 6 13. Caller said~s at RDU. Caller complained that one TSO said you can carry a gun lhrough here when he showed his concealed cJrry permit. 

Caller said on 1 29 at 13 30 he was going through security at F LL. Caller said his concealed carry ID was rejected by the TSO. Ca 11 er said a supervisor was standing the re and looked at his Florida Concealed carry perm it and said. not at this airport. 
but she was nice about it. Caller states he cannot get his drivers license out of his wallet because it is in a plastic holder., Caller went on and on about how TSA needs to retrain the TS Os about what is acceptable ID. 

I told the caller the TSOs always have the right to ask for additional ID if they question the ID that is presented. I told the caller I will send this to the CSM. Caller interrupted everytime I tried to give him information. I asked for a email address but he 
211 5120 13 did not p rov1d ed it and was very re I uctant to give a phone numb er. 

1:08:29 Adult passengers (18 years of age and older) are required to show a U.S. Federal or State-issued photo identification (ID) in order to be allowed through the security checkpoint and onto their flight. We are unable to determine why the Transportation 
PM Securily Officer (TSO) did nol accept lhe ID thal was presented at the screening checkpoint. 

2/1512013 

Acceptable I Os include: 
• Drivers Licenses or Other State Photo Identity Cards Issued by Department of Motor Vehicles (or equivalent) 
• U.S. Passport 
• U .s. Passport Card 
• OHS Trusted Traveler Cards (Global Entry. NEXUS, SENTRI, FAST) 
• U.S. Military ID (active duty or retired military and their dependents, and 
DOD civilians) 

Caller had a hip replacement. She told the TSOs that she had it and that that was why the wand was going off She has a card in her wallet. but it went through the xray. The TSO would not let her access it. She received a humiliating patdown in 
front of her friends and strangers, She wants to know how to avoid this in the future. This happened November 2012 in NJ, 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). 

A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

• The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 

4:37:55 • The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
PM • A passenger should nol be asked 10 remove or lift any article of clothing 10 reveal a sensitive body area. 

She Is flying from CL Ton to HNL and back. She is not warned about going through CL T, but does not know about HNL and if they have the AIT. I told her that because an airport has the AIT does not mean that they will be in use when she goes 
through the checkpoint. Any time there is an anomally or an alarm she will have to have additional screening which would be a patdown. I told her there were three ways to be screened: AIT. WTMD. and a patdown. She would have to have at least 
one of these and, someIimes, lwo. If there is no anomally and no alarm, she will not have to do the patdown. 

I told her to always tell the screener before the screening begins that she has the implant. She can ask to speak to a supervisor any time she has an issue. She can also contact the CSM via the IVR -- I instructed her how to do this -- if she feels like 
she needs additional assistance at the checkpoint. She said she did not know if she would call or not. 

I apologized for her experience. I told her that I do not know if the experience was bad because of the suprise of it. She said she thought that was part of it. I told her I do not know if the TSO did the patdown appropriately, but they do tell the 
passenger what they are doing during the patdown. She said the TSO did do that. I told her that now that she knows what to expect and that she can ask for a private screening knowing she can have a companion with her. it may not be as bad as the 
first one. She agreed, but also said that people should not be treated this way for no fault of their own. I told her sometimes some TSOs were rougher with the patdown but the procedure is consistent throughout the airports. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Olher; Disabilily Complaint Current Date/Time: 211512013 4:16:16 PM Airport: TRI - Tri-City Regional Date/Time of Travel 0210812013 Airline & Flight Number: Allegiant Air Checkpoint/Area of Airport: TSA TSA Employee: (If Known): 

jrh··,1rr, !Comment. Petite female TSO screamed at me when I questioned removing my shoes for patdown that I HAD to remove my shoes. Explained politely I was 90-years-old and disabled Didn't matter. Called Knoxville police I was unruly 

2115/2013 
6:3119 

PM 

when I questioned her and, again. po I itely exp I am ed I had never been required to do this. When she kept screaming at me to take my shoes off. I asked to speak with a su pe rvi sor. f h wc, ·-, !a pp ea red. I exp I a i ned I was a 9 0-yea r -old di sabled 
WW II vet and it was very difficult for me to bend over and remove my shoes. Furthermore, I'd never been required to do this, ever. The latest TSA regs updated Feb. 06, 2013, unequivocably states anyone 75-years or older does not have to remove 
their shoes. Finally, I explained if I HAD to remove my shoes al go-years, he would have to do it. He did it. Two Knoxville police officers were standing by to arrest me as an &quotunruly passenger&quot: as I exited. IS THIS NAZI GERMANY? Is this 
the kind of appreciation I receive for putting my life on the line in WW 11? Why aren't TSO employees disciplined for treating passengers so rudely when they are clearly in the wrong? Why aren't TSO officers required to have higher education skills and 
be taught courtesy and tactfu I ness? 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email f~h~i~/R~--~, ______ ..,... 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Olher Current Date/Time: 2116/2013 3:25:55 AM Airport JAN - Jackson lnternalional Dateffime of TrMel 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 

211612013 TSA Employee: (If Known) . 

9,13:46 Comment: I was told that I could not film someone, my older son, getting a pat down. As fJr as I knew, I lhought your policy ALLOWED people to record people gelling a pat down. I had this policy with me, and I was told that I made it up. He tried to 

AM 
make conversation ta ease the situation. and he was told he didn"t have 1st amendment rights, so he needed to close his mouth. I feel like this was not handled correctly, please respond back to me ASAP. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 

~~a~~~1:1&r . 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller had an unpleasant incident at DCA. Caller says that he has traveled 40 years in the US and abroad and has never seen this before. Caller states that he is a TSA approved (Precheck) member. Caller states that the first TSO said go to the 
other (shorter) line, so he did. Caller states that at the AIT, the TSO there said that he wanted to do a patdown. The caller says that he is a surgeon, so he asked the TSO to change his gloves. Caller states that this made the TSO angry, and the TSO 
put him in an enclosure and did additional screening. Caller says that the TSO was namedfb)(6iland the supervisors name wa~ Caller states that when he spoke with the supervisor about thisl(b::,(6 !said that he didn't see anything. Caller 
states thal he understands that TSA must be strong and he appreciates I hat. Caller feels th~ unprofessional for the TSO to become angry for being asked to change his gloves. 

Advised caller: 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. 

211612013 Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

9:15:52 
AM 

Flight information: 
Flight Path: W ashi ngto n DC to Houslon 
Flight date time: 2 2 11 :00am (boarded 10:45am) 
Flight# 258 
Airline: United 
Airporl: DCA 
Gate Terminal: 12 
Emaij(b)(61 



211612013 
1:10:01 

PM 

From: bi(6) -----o~-~i~a~'4eVi~:e-----

Sent:a· Ur~ay, r-Vruary I 6, 20 I 3 I I :2 I AIVI 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 

Subjecl: Fly Righls - New Reporl from ~tb_-._,(6_-_I --~ 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name bi(6i 
Email Addre,;;s"'s": ,','-,---,-,--....L..-----, 

Phone Number: (b)(6i 
Address: ,_(b-'1_(6--') ____ __, 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an a tlorn ey in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? yes 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Gulfport-Biloxi International Airport 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Cun-ent Date/Time· 2116/2013 1 :31 :45 PM Airport· SDF - Louisville International Date/Time of Travel: 02/16/2013 Airline & Flight Number, 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 

211612013 Comment : I opted out of the scanner because I am an extremely frequent flyer. The woman who did my pat down -~as extremely aggressive and used much more pressure than 1s usual. When I complained. she pressed even harder. She was 
3 :09: 19 very rude and seemed to purpose I y want to inflict pain and em ba rra s s m ent for having troubled her with a pat down. ~SA per screened frequent flyer and I have never received such in excusably poor or aggressive treatment at any airport in the 

PM US. She should be reprimanded and reassigned . 
Would you like a response? : True 

Passenger's Name f~b_1_(_6_--, ----~I 
Phone Number · 
Email :l(b 1(6) I 
To leav""e-a""c_o_m_m_e""nt,-c_o_n_c_e,-n"'"in_g_t""h"'"is""f,-e-e~dback. fallow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Ca I egori es Other; Pa I-down 
Current Date/Time . 2/16/2013 4:39:57 PM Airport . DCA - Washington Reagan National Date/Time al Travel : 02/1512013 Airline & Flight Number · 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : Center Pi er T SA Employee: ( If Known) : 
Comment · I have a re commendation for e nha nci ng the integrity of the trace matter testing done during pat-down screenings, This re commendation is based on serious weaknesses I observed with the current process. I am a frequent flier and 
roulinely opt for the pat-down screening. During the screening process on 2115, lhe testing for trace matter from a swabbing of lhe TSO's gloves resulted in an "alarm· Although I was subsequently cleared, the resulting increased scrutiny made we 
aware al seve ra I weaknesses in the testing integrity. 

First, I observed that after the "alarm" event, a TSO ran a cleaning process with the testing machine. However, the TSOs routinely self-test their gloves by holding a wand with the testing medium for gathering trace materials. The TSO grabs the wand 
with a gloved hand that was used in the pat-down. The TSO then swabs lhe free hand. The wand is then transferred to the swabbed hand and the hand that was just holding lhe wand is swabbed. I observed that that the wand was not cleaned after 
the alarm. This means that matter an the wand could be transferred to the gloves of the next TSO to self-test. Additionally, it could have been carryover matter an the wand that triggered my alarm result. 

Prior to the first pat-down, the TSO was already wearing gloves. She not only handled the wand immediately after the pat-down but had carried the bins with my personal items to the screening area. Thus material that resulted in the alarm could have 

211612013 been transferred 10 her gloves from the bins or the wand or at some1ime prior to encounlering me. 

5:15:00 
PM 

Because of the a I arm. I was s u bJected to second, private screening by a 'lead" TSO. I observed this TSO donning gloves as she a pp roached me. I do not where the gloves were prior to th at. I did ob serve a number of TS Os at the che c kpornt with 
'clean" gloves tucked into their waistbands. Like the first TSO. this TSO picked up the bins containing my personal items. She then lead me and two other TSOs to the private screening area, She opened the door to the private screening area with 
her gloved hand. After the pat-down she exited the private screening area by opening the door again with her gloved hand. I could nol see what else she 1ouched after exiting the private screening area. I presume she self-1es1ed by holding a wand 
with the gloved hand as pre vi a us I y described. 

Thus in addition to touching my clothing, the TS Os touched the bins, door handles, wands for the testing medium, and, possibly, their own uniforms. Matter could have transferred to the gloves from any of these sources. 

If the intent of the trace matter testing is identify possible explosives from residue an the clothing ar personal items of the travelers, the integrity al the testing process needs to be enhanced. I recommend: 

1.The TSO should don clean gloves obtained from the supply box immediately prior to conducting the pat-down. 
2.The TSO should then perform lhe pat-down. 
3 .A second TSO sha ul d swab the gloves used in the pat-down and p eiform the trace matter testing. The second TSO should a Isa be responsi b I e for op en doors or a nat her a ct iv ity need ta camp I ete the test so the pat-down affi ce r da es not pick up 
matter from other sources. 

I hope that you give my recommendalion appropriate consideration. The false alarm was aggravating, lime-consuming, and embarrassing. This process should reduce lhe number of false alarms genera led from cross-contaminalion by the TSOs and 
better i so I ate the sa urce of the matter t ri gge ring the a I a rm. Al tho ugh this false a I a rm a ccu rred at DCA, I have ob served this same cross-co nta min ati an occurring in other airports. This is a genera I rec am me nda ti on for improved testing practices. 



211612013 
7:31:00 

PM 

2/1712013 
1:23:39 

PM 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: The ca 11 er s po u se£iill&j]has knee braces. They had a bad experience in DEN seve ra I yea rs ago and she is trying to lo rego the issues ag am. The caller said s he has requested a wheelchair and wheelchair attend ant from 
Southwest for n avi g ati on ass i sta nee through the airport 

Information Request The caller is trying to avoid the experience from happening again. The caller said the TSO took his cane and required her spouse to remove his knee braces: he was then made to try and walk thru the AIT. The caller said her 
spouse has balance difficulties and is not able to stand for with his arms above his head for the AIT screening. She is concerned her spouse will have problems going thru the checkpoint . The caller wanted to know if she can take her daily dose 
container of meds in her carry on bag. The called wanted to know if she can take her Chex mix to eat during the flight. 

2-19-2013 MCI Southwest 8am flight #424 
2-19-2013 Hobby Southwest 1 :25pm fi1ght # 413 

Response Details: I apologized to the caller for the previous experience and advised I would be happy to assist her in helping to imp rave this trip. 

I advised the caller her spouse could remain in the wheelchair for the screening, I advised the caller to make the TSO agents aware of his limitations and his abilities prior to the screening 

Regardless of whether a passenger is screened by the walk-through metal detector, AIT, or a thorough patdown, the wheelchair scooter will be physically inspected. including the seat cushions and any non-removable pouches or fanny packs. It will 
also be tested for traces of explosives, and any removable pouches will be required to undergo x-ray screening. 

Passengers wha can neither stand nor walk will be screened by a patdown while they remain seated. 

A patd own p raced u re a I so is used to resolve any a I arms of a metal detector or a no ma Ii es identified by A IT. If a pa tdown is required in order to complete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO al the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO al the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a p nvate screening at any ti me 
During a private screening. the passenger may be accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
The passenger should inform TSOs of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the posilion required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when Iouched. 

A passenger should not be asked to remove or lift any article of clothing to reveal a sensitive body area. 

I advised the cal I er to declare sepera ted her medications and food items prior to the screening , 

I advised the claler she may check with the airline when she checked in regarding a disability access 

Feedback Type · Compliment 
Categories : Pat-down: P roles s ional ism 
Cun-ent Date/Time, 2/1712013 11 :36:23 AM Airport, FLL - Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International Date/Time ofTravel, 02/17/2013 12:00 AM Airline & Flight Number· West Jet 1055 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal 3 E TSA Employee: (If 
Known) khWo··, t:;omment l(b)(ffi I musl be recognized for her human instinct. During the security check poinl. an agent would not let me through lhe regular metal deIecIor. I asked not to go through the X-ray screening. I understand we 
ARE not obliged and having been diagnosed with cancer and have a marker in my breast he said I was my tough luck. I tried to have him understand I am uneasy and apprehensive, he seemed not ta care. He made me wait 1 O minutes while my 
family was on the other side. I became more agitated as others were allowed to pass through the regular screening and when I asked him why, it was his choice. !(b·•,(ffi pas called over. She saw how v1s1bly shaken I was and took the time to calm 
me down, and did her pat down. Congratulations to her for her professionalism and should be commended. I travel frequently worldwide and this was the first time I had lelt bullied by an agent who misinterpreted by refusal to be scanned by X-ray. 
Would you like a re,aaose 7 - It!IA 
Passenger's Name _(b 1(6 _, [ 
Phone N11mher · 
Email !(b 1(6) [ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller fiew from PHX last November. Caller says that he left his wallet in his pants when he went thru. so the Hispanic TSO performed a patdown. Caller says that the TSO stroked his penis and says that if it happens again. he will make a big 
scene. 

Advised ca Iler: 
All Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) are required to be courteous and respectful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. We regret that you found your expenence to be less than satisfactory. 

Please call back with furl her information so we can send your complaint to the CSM. 
(NOTE: When caller calls back with more information, please send this to the CSM.). 

2/1712013 
2:19:27 Flight information: 

PM Flight Path: Phoenix to Des Main es 
Flight date time: 
Flight# 
Airline: US Airways 
Airporl: PHX 
Gate Terminal: 
Email: Not provided 

Caller wanted to know 1/ she 1s on some type of watch list. She stated that every time her bag is inspected. She traveled recently from PIT to RDU with a connection in ATL through Delta on 2-17-13. She stated that her bag was inspected today and 
she had to have a patdown. The TSO did give her the option to have private pat down but she did not have the time. Her strap was broken on the top of her bag, it was an older bag. She stated that she did not want to file claim, 
Caller also menlioned she is a 6ft black woman: however she feels as I hough she is being singled out because of her muslin name. No one has ever been rude, but she has called before (about lhree years ago) to report a similar incident. Once she 
had purchased adult toys, and placed those in a shoe because she felt that her bag would be checked and it was. Someone turned it on: so when she picked her bag up the toy was on. 

Pertinent Information; 
Airporl: PIT 
Airline: Delta 
FI 1g ht: DL2065 
Date: 2-17-13 De arture time 7:30AM 
Baggage tag: b 1(6) 
NOi: Yes ~-· -·--~ 

Stamped on NOi: 17 Feb 709 RESWEST or RE5WE5T 

Advised ca Iler: 
211712013 The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
4:~~32 transportation hubs, such as airports and train stations. or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 

• watch list issues 
• sere en i ng problems at ports of entry 
• situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding or identified for additional screening at our nation's transportation hubs. 

OHS TRIP is part of an effort by the United States Departments of State and Homeland Security to welcome legitimate travelers while still securing our country from those who want to do us harm, 

Participation in the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program is voluntary. If you wish to apply, you may do so by visiting: www.dhs.gov TRIP. 

In the alternative, you may complete the appended Traveler Inquiry Form. including your original signature, and return it with at least one unexpired photograph-bearing government-issued travel document (e.g , driver's license or unexpired passport) to 
Trip@dhs.gov 

Ca 11 was tra nslerred to!: b 1 ( 6 I f,,ho comp I eted the record; 
Advised caller to submTI a formal complaint in wriling and would email her some information. Also advised caller thal she should receive the email within 24 hours. 



Dear TSA complaint administrator. 

I had an unfortunate expenence at the TSA checkpoint at LAX airport in Terminal ?(United) at around 8pm on Feb7th,2013. As a result I would like to make some helpful suggestions to prevent or minimize such occurrences for people with medical 
conditions: 

About me: I am 73 years old and have travelled more than a million miles on United alone over the last many years and without incident , I recently(December3rd,2012) underwent knee surgery and as a result have metal implants in the knee. I live in 
Boslon. I am a Professor and former Dean of Physical Sciences and Engineering al Harvard. This was my second flight since the surgery. Al Boston(which has mm wave body scanners JI had no problems. 

211712013 The incident: At LAX I wenl through a metal detector which of course de1ec1ed the metal in my knee. I lold the TSA agent of my knee surgery and he jusl did not believe me. Nol only was I palled down thrice by 3 differenl agents and every piece of 

5:05,33 my luggage was dissected over a period of an hour Luckily I had come early enough and just made my flight' My 73 year old wife was also with me. 

PM 
The TSA agents would not allow me to show my knee scar after surgery or even recognize my US Government issued Global Entry photo ID which showed I was a trusted traveler. Somehow the training does not seem to reflect the risk based security 
policy TSA espouses• 

Suggestions: 

1 There should be clear signs at all TSA checkpoints or a special line for travelers with medical condilions.(Your websile does mention the notificalion card which I now have printed)and perhaps I hey could even be shepherded lhrough the preferred 
TSA line as is the case with mast airlines). 

2. The agents s hou Id have a meta I detector wand which if he flashed on my knee he wo u Id have confirmed what I was saying. 



Hello. 

I had an incident occur at Hartsfield Airport sec u nt Ii ne on February 17, 2013. at ap pro xi matel y 16 00 at the security a re a that serves the American Ai rt i nes concourse T. I was at the security sea n ne r area when I informed the staff the re that I was an 
'opt-out" for the scanner process. The TSA agen h··,1rr1 name obtained from the Supervisor) rolled her eyes and pursed her lips in a way that made it clear she found my request to be annoying. She directed me to stand at another area near 
~er conveyor belt. I inquired as 10 whether I was standing where they wanted me, as al every gate the age~ts

1 
w:nt you• 10 wait in a different place, and I was nol sure if I was where they wanled me. Bolh (ff', and the male agent,fh·11R I 

K!2.ill!l...l'.name obtained from the Supervisor). ignored my question, which I then repeated and was ignored again. b::,(6) aid something under his breath, which I did not catch. After several minutes h··,1m asked me something along the lines 
of. "Are you going to wait at the gate, or stand there?" I didn't understand what she was refernng to and asked w a s e meant. She responded very snippily that I could stand there or come through the gate. I responded to that with. "Tell me where I 
should be, and I will be glad to go there." Both of these agents acted as if I were a child needing to be scolded for some unknown misbehavior. 

I am an executive platinum status with American Airlines. I go through a pat-down each time as I opt-out of the scanning process. I have rarely been treated so rudely by staff. These people were obnoxious and do not deserve to be in a customer 

211812013 re I ations environment. The situation was reported at I he ti me to the Sup erv i so~( b) ( ff:, I 
9:35:19 

AM 

2118/2013 
9:35 53 

AM 

Thank you, [,_b_)_(6_, ____ _. 

1·m[bl(61 I going through security checking point was send to go through XR . Never do, so I Ask for 

Fem ale ass i slant for pat-down 

During procedure was interrupt by another fem a I e ass i sta nl ~f h_·-, 1_r;_·1 __ ~1 And she sl arted to pat down me again from the beginning 

I have knitted dress on and the skirt. she want me to raise my dress up to see belt on my skirt, I was put in the position to choose to lifi my dress or take off my skirt so she can see my belt. I took of my skirt and for my surprise she was not interested in 
the belt anymore. She told me I do not cooperate and supervisor was called 

I had to ask for another female assistant and we finished it quickly. As a result of incompetent of 2nd assistant I was pat-down 3 times during 7 minutes. 

It is not happy experience. This particular assistant should be trained better 

PI ease watch v idea 

And call me back f ... b_)_(B_::_, __ _. 

Thanks 

(b,(6) 

(b,(6) 



Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Calegories Pal-down: Miscellaneous Other Current Dale Time 217 2013 8:33:14 PM Airport: ORD - Chicago-O Hare lnlemational Date Time of Travel: 02 02 2013 12:42 PM Airline Flight Number: UA 570 Checkpoint Area of Airport Gate F9 
TSA Emp I oye e: (If Known!( b) ( ff:1 t::o mm e nt · Agent would not revea I his name, covering it with his hand. 0 n I y the Badge numb er was visible. 

I am requesting information about this specific incident to fo 11 ow up with my own accord. as the T SA officials quot radioed quot: pol ice for 15 minutes u nti I airport staff a I e rted me that TS A cou Id not radio police, it had to be telephoned in. 
I was lhrea[ened .with f oat down, along with several other flyers, if they did not like their flight. 
Quote from_ h ·1rn I _ 

211812013 quot If you don t like it then I can give you a pat down. quot when refernng to our airport delays, which was a inquiry made on his part to us. 
9:36:18 

AM Further a11empts at identifying the individual were met with the following: 
quot: I m sorry, that is personal information quot: quot;You can fill out a complaint card quot: quot:Yau cannot approach him, but view his name from here quot: (at over 15 feet away) 

He knowing I y threatened me and other passengers with a method that is to be used for nationa I security, not as a mode of invasion of privacy. He knew peop I e did not want that and used it to threated us. I would Ii ke simply the name of the ind iv idua I as 
this is public information if he had nol hidden it from me. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name !(b)(ff:1 !Phone Number :!{h··11rr1 ~mail : {b::1(6) ~ leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link: http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 

211812013 Alter being subjected to the radiation and being humiliated once by going through a machine that shows my naked outline to a complete stranger, why then would it be necessary to put me through a pat-down experience, too? How does this make any 

9,36 :49 sense? Evidenlly the machine everyone has to walk through doesn't do the job? Then why is it being used? I really would like some answers. Thank you. 

AM 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date Time, 2 17 2013 6:39:02 PM Airport, BUF - Greater Buffalo Date Time ofTravel · 02 17 2013 7:45 PM Airline Flight Number· 
Checkpoint Area of Airport : Southwest Security Screening Point TSA Employee: (If Known): 

211812013 Comment . While serving as an enha need pat-down witness, I ob served the T SA agent giggle during the pat down whi I e her hands were fully engaged with the traveler s inner thigh. I asked the t rave I er about this following the pat-down and she 

9. 37,00 indicated that she was being complimented on her jeans. I am concerned that this pat-down and subsequent fraternization that I observed may have been sexual in nature, and wish to report this to you so that such incidents can be avoided in the 
·AM future. The incident took place at approximately 1745 at KBUF, 17 Feb 2013. Remember- its a security screening, not a dating service. 

Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 

Disability Description: The caller is a 90 year old World War II veteran with a severe hip injury. 

Response Details: I apologized for this incident and told him that I will forv,ard this record to the ODPO because he was not accomodated at the TSA checkpoint. I will also forv,ard this record to the CSM at TYS. 

2/1812013 · ·. . . . . . . . . . . locideo1 Detailh: 
12,29,21 !(b.i(6}went through the TSA checkpoint an 2-8-2013 at approximately 12:00PM at TYS. He 1s unable ta remove his shoes due to a severe hip mJury. The first TSO he encountered shouted at him to remove his shoes. When he told her that he 

·PM. could not remove them, she screamed at him. He requested a supervisor. She got a supervisor for him, but also called the police. The supervisor told him that he had to remove his shoes because he did not request a patdown procedure. He told the 
supervisor that he could not remove his shoes without someone to help him, Therefore. the supervisor assisted him in removing the shoes. He said that the supervisor was very nice and respectful. but proper procedure was not followed and he wants 
to file a complaint because of this and the rude TSA agenl. He did not know the TSA agents name, but said I hat she was a short lady. He did nol know the flight number. He boarded an Allegiant Ailrines flight at 2:20PM. The supervisors name is 

211812013 
2:19:48 

PM 

~h1/Ri I 
~··1(f,"i ~1d not want to file a formal complaint in writing. 

Caller reg ul a ~y flies out of SAN with Southwest and is concerned that the Term i na I 1 checkpoint doesn t have Al T in sta 11 ed, which causes her metal Joint implant to consistently set off an alarm, resulting in a patdown each time. She wants to know if 
having a noti fi cation ca rd would eliminate the need for a patdown, I told her that while the card may aid in the screening , it wo u Id not eliminate the pa tdow n a I tog ether. 

Caller wanted to know if she could use PreCheck to avoid the patdown. I told her that she would first fly with a participating airline, which Southwest is not, but that apparently means utilizing a different checkpoint anyhow where there is AIT installed. 
Caller realizes that her easiest option would simply be switching airlines. 



2/18/2013 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt1on: The ca 11 e rs wife flew from CL T to DAB and she 1s returning. He stated th at in CL T she was able to use the body sea n ne r. He stated that he is an air I in e employee, and he asked if she needs to expect this eve ryti me. based on the 
internal spinal stimulator, 

Response Details: I advised the caller that this is not standard procedure. I explained that I will forward this information to a disabilty specialist for review, and I will forward this to the CSM at Daytona so that they can be aware of the situation. 
apologized to the ca 11 er for the incident. I exp I am ed that his contact inform at1on. including emai I address. wi 11 be provided in the event they need to contact them reg a rd i ng the matter. 

I offered the written complaint and he did not lhink it was based on the medical condition. 

Incident Details: He stated that he does not feel that the d1sab1lity played a part in the incident. He stated that she presented the card regarding the spinal stimulator. She fiew from Daytona and they did not have the AIT. She was subJected to a 
patdown, because of the spinal stimulator the is implanted in her back. He stated that she was pulled in a private ream after the patdown, and asked to remove her pants, and her shirt. She then was asked to shake out her bra, He stated that she TSO 
was a female. She was nol required to remove her underwear or her bra. He asked if this is a standard process. 

5:24:38 The callers flight details are as follow (also included in the ltnerary Tab): 
PM 

Oepa rti ng Airport: OA B 
Destination: CL T 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight Number: 2732 
Terminal: Not Provided 
Gate: 4 or 5 
TSO involved: The TSO was one of the only females at the checkpoint during this time. however she did not remember her name. 
Dale and Time: February 18th, 2013 @ 5:1 O pm 

From bi(61 
Sent: Monday, February 18, 2013 4: 13 PM 
To: TSAOmbudsman@dhs.gov 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················;:::::====::::;-------····························· 
Remote Client 1Fj~(b_-_l(_6_--, ---~ 

211812013 Date Time 211812013 413:20 PM 

7:04:06 
PM 

Todd 

Email: 

HYPERLINK (bi(B) ~----------------------~ 
Brief Description of Inquiry: 

TSA Security at H PN airport 

Comments: 

I am writing to express my displeasure of the screening process in White Plains. NY on January 22, 2013 around 5: 10 AM, This is in regards to the private screening offered there. It is bad enough that as a uniformed crew member for an Air Carrier 



2119/2013 
8:34:43 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date Time· 2 19 2013 7:17:57 AM Airport: EWR - Newark International Date Time of Travel· 02 18 2013 5:45 PM Airline Flight Number: Virgin Atlantic VS2 ta London Checkpoint Area of Airport. Terminal B international gates including 53 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· Only 1 X-ray scanner in use (no option to use conventional metal detector). On exiting scanner, TV screen showed up something unusual around my shirt pocket area prompting TSA official to pat around my upper chest. Nothing was found 
and I was able to exit. The scanner is too sensitively calibraled and a pat down anywhere else could come close to cons1i1u1ing indecent assaull. The pat down was not in my view justified - the scanner should not have shown anything, and the 
conventional metal detector should have been in use as an option as was the case when I went through security at SFO International Terminal A gates on Feb 11 2013 at 1 O.00am without incident. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email /hl/lol 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 Applicat,onManager 

Caller is missing items from LAX. caller was in a wheelchair and they took her bags ahead to be screened. She stated that she had a bracelet on and they took her aver to the side to do a patdown. Caller stated that it came over the intercom for her to 
come to T SA and the guy went to a filing ca bi net when she got th ere and came back with a zi ploc bag with her car charger and two of her medications in it. 
She stated that when she got to Houston she noticed that she was missing her insulin which was in a small bottle and it had her name and prescription information on it. she said that all that was there was the empty box. 
Caller also is missing some nice sels of silver jewelry which was in a Brighlon pouch which was in a ziploc drawslring bag. She had 2 ziploc bags and she got one back which had a ring and a gray watch in it. 
She also is missing Betsy Johnson shower gel and body lotion and a bottle of 2.5 ounce periume and she also ahd a lot of tax paperwork from where she retired from the military. She was using a Brighton tote bag as a purse and it had a video 
cameo rder bag in th at and her sony battery charger for the video cameo rd er is a I so m1ssi ng. 
Ca Iler stated th at she acci d enta 11 y put a can of hairs pray in carry-on and they took it, but she said that was her mistake. 
She did slated that she don I think TSA was in her bag that ii wenl missing when they ran ii through security screening. 
Ca Iler a I so stated that everything missing is from her carry-on bag she did contact I a st and found and I eft a message and no one has ca I led her back yet. 
She stated th at she cal I ed so m eong I ast night. either T SA or Southwest and they are al ready se ndrng her claim fonms to her d aug hte rs address, but I could send her another claim form as wel I. 

Advised Ca Iler: 
I apologized to the caller about her missing ,terns. 

211912013 I ask her if she called the lost and found and told her that I would send her a claim form to her daughters address since she didn t have a computer to send it to her email address right now. 
12:36:15 

PM http: www.tsa.gov airport-lost-found-contacts#41 
Los Angeles 
Los Angeles International Airport 
310-242-9073 

I told the caller that I would send this up to the CSM for further review as well. 

Recent Flight 
Date: 2 1813 
Time: 6:25 AM 
Airport left from: LAX 
Airlines: Southwest Airlines 
Flight 438 
Baggage claim: Don t have baggage claim number bag is missing 
Gate: 4A 



211912013 
128:29 

PM 

Caller fi ew RS W-PH L I a st Friday a boa rd Southwest Ai rt i nes. She Is cal Ii ng to /1 I e a complaint to which the manner she was sere ened. She ap proched the che c kpornt in a whee I chair because of a ba cte nal i nfe ct,on in her ears and mob i Ii ty concerns with 
her feet, She was able to trans le r out of the wheelchair and was sere en i ng by A IT, Ca Iler was advised at this checkpoint in either terminal D or E that the A IT machine picked up traces of TNT on her hands, Cal I er then underwent s eco nda ry screening 
which included a very aggressive paldown by very rude screeners and ETD testing on her hands, which came back positive. Caller was then shutlled to a private screening locations where she underwent an additional patdown, which once again she 
deemed excessively forceful. She claims her rotator cuff we reinjured by the screeners and she almost missed her flight due to all this additional screening. Caller states she uses a hand creme, which contains glycerin, that more than likely triggered 
the additional screening, but is of the understanding that should not have caused an anomaly on the AIT technology. She fears she is on some kind of watch list because of this add1t1onal screening and wants someone at RSW to address her complaint 
as soon as possible. Caller states this incident occurred at approximately 7:50 and her flight, which she does not recall the flight number, departed at 8:45. She also states she was sick on the day of the flight and was a tad on the rude side herself. 

Resolution: 

Every person and i tern mu st be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is import ant, T ra nsportat ion Security Officers (TS Os) must conduct additiona I screening to resolve an ala rm of 
the Walk-Through Metal DeIecIor (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. TSA regrets you did not have a satisfacIory screening experience. Because your complaint concerns the conduct of 
TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern that may 
require sp eci a I attention. 
We consider your concerns to be a serious issue lo r our attention, TSA appreciates that you took the ti me to sh are your concerns with us. 

The caller wants to know who to speak with about a tramatic experience with a supervisor at a checkpoint. The caller stated she was going to the screening process was asked to turn to the side and not told why. The female officer told her in front of 
the genera I pu bl ,c that the re was an ab norm a I ity in her groin a re a. The ca 11 er stated that she was advised to speak with the s u pe rvi so r. They told her they were o in to ca 11 a le male s pec,al 1st to come and search her. She wi 11 sti 11 out in pub Ii c view and 
she stated that people were beginning to wonder what was happening. The caller stated that her fiance ask the TSOs what if she refuses the pat down. Officer (b)(ffi adge numberc~tated that they would call the police to deal with her. She 
then compleled the patdown because she felt I his was a treal. The lady that done the pat down and then wiped down her gloves and did nol explain why. The caller then ask to use lhe reslroom. The TSO laughed in her face. She and another female 
officer mumbled something under their breath and the other TSO said nevermind. She was allowed to use the restroom. After the patdown she was cleared through screening. She then went to American Airlines and had to double book her flights in 
case she missed her flight in Dallas. She ask for a complaint form and was given a form a 5X7 card that says help us improve our customer service. They wrote the date, time, and airport on the form they gave her. She was able to make the fi1ght by 5 
minutes. The caller also shared that before the screening began there was a K-9 Unit in the hall. She actually went up and petted the animal before arTiving at the checkpoint and actually talked to the officer about their jobs being similiar. The K-9 
leaned against her and never detected anything during this encounter. 

Advised Caller: 

TSA moniIors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern thal may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, correclive action whenever we determine that 
security screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the subjects of repeated complaints. 

211912013 Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TS Os at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

1 :S0:0S Passengers may register a concern or complaint with security through the TSA CSM or TSA supervisory personnel at each airport. Customer Service Managers may be contacted via the "Talk to TSA" section of lhe TSA Web site. 

PM 
FI Ig ht Information: 

Airporl: El Paso International Airporl to Dallas Forth Worth 
Airline: America Airlines 
Flight Number: 144 7 
Date: 2-18-13 
Checkpoint Time: 9:58am 

The ca 11 er wanted to know who to contact if she has not heard anything back from the CS M, She a I so wanted my to em ai I her the information about pat down comp I a i nts 

Advised Ca Iler: 

You will need to call the TCC back at 866-289-9673, press option 5, and enter the airport code (ELP). This will give you contact information for the CSM at ELP. We would not be able to view a status of a complaint here at the TCC. Once we forward 
the informalion it is I hen out of our hands. I am unsure at the amount of time this may take. The CSM is who would be conducling any investigations not the TCC. 



2/1912013 
4:07:31 

PM 

lcontact-transportation-s ecuri ty-ad m1 n i strat1on#. USP I xr0Z5 H k. m a1 Ito 

Att:TSA 
On Wednesday Feb. 13 JetBlue flight 1758 I flew from Puerto Rico to Fort Lauderdale. Do to health reasons I have been told not to go through the radiation machines. So therefore I ordered the pat down. I was kept like a prisoner. I wasn·t allowed to 
fol low my I ugg age or identify it. Thank GOD my husband was there to grab it and I had to scream to h1 m to get it. The T SA agent to Id me not to move. I waited 1 0: 00 minutes lo r some one to show up to administer the pat down. I was in my bare le et on 
the filthy germ infested floor. I feel since my shoes had been through the the X-ray machine I should have been allowed to put them back on so I didn"t have to remain barefoot. I was told by another TSA agent administrator that your luggage must 
always remain in your sight and they are suppose 10 call for a pat down through their speaker system and not scream ii so I become a focal poinl. You need 10 leach your Puerto Rico agents the proper eliquetle. I am not a criminal, but a well 
respected. wife, mother and grandmother. 
Thank you for your time, 
Respectfully you rs. 

[b)(61 I 

Disability Description: She indicated that she takes medication. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: II you be Ii eve you or someone else was di scri min ated again st or received disparate treatment or we re impacted based on dis ab i I ity or medical condition or al I eg e that TS A fai I ed to accommodate your dis a bi I ity or med i ca I co nd it ion, 
Federal regulalions require I hat your complain! be pul in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. 

Do you want information about Ii Ii ng a wntte n comp I amt? 

I advised taht she could submil her complain in writing via regular mail or email. She opted for the email address and i provided ii: 
TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 

The caller did indicate that she would take the email address. however she did not intend to write in as she felt nothing would be done. 

211912013 When traveling with medications. passengers are subject to additional screening. At the same time, regardless of whether a passenger is traveing with medication, they can be chosen at random for additional screening of themselves and carry on 
8:08:30 baggage. 

PM 
I ndivid ua Is who request that their med i ca Ii on s a re screened visua I ly may receive additiona I screening . 

I emailed the caller the RFI. 

lncidenl Details: She flew out of GEG on 2 10. She indicated that she requesled thal her medication be screened by hand. The medicalion was physically inspecled.The caller is upset because from there. her carry on baggage was physically 
inspected and she received a pat down. She asked why this occurred and why someone with medication or a sick person is considered a security risk. She indicated that the action is discriminatory. 

She indicated that this has not happened before. 

The TSO advised that she was being screened add it ion a I ly because of the medication. 

Caller states that her 25 year old daughter traveled to Vegas for 9 days. While she was there. her drivers license had expired she was using other forms of ID to travel. She is at ORD checkpoint terminal 2 going to SAV. The TSO that is currently there 
is speaking down to her and treating her with no respect. He 1s asking her to give personal information and he conducted a patdown. She has been at the airport for 8 hrs as her flight keeps getting delayed. 

Advised caller: If a passenger is unable to present a valid photo ID or TSA questions the identification presented. TSA may ask the passenger to complete a Certification of Identity form, which requests the passenger's name and current address. and 
2/1912013 may ask add1t1onal questions of the passenger to confirm his or her identity. If TSA 1s able to confirm the passenger's identity, the passenger will be cleared to enter the screening checkpoint however, the individual may be subject to additional 
10:02:45 screening, We recommend that travelers arTive at least 2 hours in advance of their flight time to allow ample time for security screening and boarding of aircraft. 

PM A patdown should be done by a TSO of the same gender. 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer ser,ice to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can a I ways request 10 speak with the Supervisory T ra nsporta Ii on Security Officer at the checkpoint 10 address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 



The caller was very disturbed and upset by a patdown that she received from a female TSO at MSP. She said that she felt like she was sexually abused by the TSO because she was wearing a skirt and the TSO used the inside of her hand when 
patting down her ge ni ta I area, She asked the TSO to stop and a su pe rvi sor was ca 11 ed aver, She was told that she would not be ab I e to boa rd her flight un I ess the patd own was completed, She repeated I y said that she would be contacting her lawyer 
about lhis incident because criminal charges should be filed against lhis TSO. She did nol have the TSOs name. 

Departing Airport: M SP 

2120120 13 Destination: DEN 

8A1,33 Dale: 2-19-2013 

AM 
Time al Screening: Approximately 5: 15AM to 6: 15AM 
Airline: Frontier 
Flight Number: 791 
Gate-Terminal: E5 

I apologized several times to the caller for her experience. I explained that a TSO should use the back of their hand when patting down this area of the body. I told her that I will be forwarding this record to the CSM at MSP for them to review and 
investigate her screening. I told her that it will be the decision of TSA at MSP of what happens after they review her screening, 
Caller sent an email yesterday about a problem she encountered at SJU an February 13. She is wanting to know why we requested additional information and asked that she call the TCC. CCR reviewed the record and found that the caller forgot to 
include the airport in her p rev1ous contact ca 11 er s inquiry is now s uff1c1ent for an escalation to the CS M at SJ U. 

The caller mostly reiterates what is said in lhe email. She does, however, go into greater delail about why she feels the TSOs were rude. 

2~2~;2~: 3 Caller says that never experienced such nasty treatment from a TSO. Multiple things that frustrated the caller were: the TSO calling for the patdown by screaming, instead of using walky-talkys: her feet having to be bare during the entire duration of 
AM patdown and wait time; and her items not being within her eyesight during screening. 

Caller goes into a nan sequitur about the AIT machines. Caller believes they are dangerously, and she thinks that some people are aware of their dangerous nature. Caller says she hears on the news about the machines, and sees with her very eyes 
how pregnant women, pilots, and flight attendants do not have to go through the AIT. 

Caller is lold that her SJU incident will be referred to the CSM at SJU for further review. 
I Just had the worst airport experience of my life at the Albany airport. After being "'randomly selected" for a 30 minute screening I almost missed my flight, missed breakfast and got to feel violated after only 5 hours of sleep. Could you please let me 
know what authorizes these enhanced pat downs requiring everything to be emptied from my bags? I have never seen anything Ii ke this and I travel a I mo st every sing I e week lo r work. 

21201201 ~(b ,(Bl 
10:06:191 .· . 

AM ,.._ ____ __. 

Sent from my iPhone 



I would appreciate if this was forwarded to the a pp ro pri ate management of T SA sere eners of St. Louis airport. WT F' He re is a Ii nk to the news story and broadcast of T SA agents sea rchmg a 4 year old handicap girl in a whee I ch air. 
htlp://fox2now.com/2013/02/19/tsa-apologizes-to-lamily-of-4-year-old-disabled-girl/ Somebody needs to pull their head out of their ass and make a mature decision about who needs to be violated like this uttin a baby girl through the trauma and in 
tears. THAT'S BULLSHIT• Below is the cut and pasle story for you to read in case you are scared of the link. Thank you for your time, your friendly taxpayer (where your paycheck comes from (b}(6} 

Parents: Disabled Child Was "Terrorized" By TSA Agents 
Posted on; 10:27 pm, February 19, 2013, by Anthony Kiekow. updated on; 05:19am, February 20, 2013 

.. ST. LOU IS. MO. (KTVI) -A 4-year--old 9irl in a wheelchair was almost subjected to a pat down search by TSA a9ents at Lambert Airport. 

The incident happened on Feb. 9. Lucy F orcks and her pa rents were on their way to Disney World, 

"The agents said she needs to get a pat down because she is in a wheelchair." Nathan Forcks said. "It was discrimination." 

Lucy's mother started to record the interaction after Lucy started crying. 

212012013 "She was clearly freaking out a very scared," Forcks said. 
10:06:21 

AM 
Forcks said the TSA agents told Lucy's mother to stop recording the incident. 

"They said it was illegal, but we knew it wasn"t." he said. 

Eventually, the TSA agents let Lucy go without performing a pat down search. 

"It was just a big waste of time. and it wasn't required,'. Forcks said. "It was tough on her.-

The T SA re I eased the lo 11 owing statement about the incident: 

TSA regrets inaccurate guidance was provided to this family during screening and offers its apology. We are com milted to maintaining the security of the travelin9 public and strive to treat all passengers with di9nity and respect. 

Forcks said he had not decided if he was going to file an official complaint. 

He added that the rest of the vacation was "great." 



From (b)(61 
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 5:00 AM 
To: TSA.Ombudsman@dhs.gov 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP! b)(61 I 
212012013 Dale Time: 21201()1 J 5:00 D9 AM 

10:06:29 
AM 

Name: 

Email: 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

Pat down incident Newark Airport 18 Feb 2013 

Comments: 

Location: Terminal B international gates. time 5.45pm. Travelling home to London on Virgin Atlantic flight VS2. 

The caller said she flew from Tunica on 2 19 2013 and she went through lhe checkpoint and she had to receive a pat-down. The caller said lhe officer performing the pat-down was very professional. The caller said she has incidents each time she 
travels. The caller said she received a pat-down because she has a knee replacement and she is blind. The caller wanted to know if she can fly without having a pat-down. The caller said the officer refused to look at her card. The caller said she was 
also tested for explosives. The caller said she is willing to use her mouth to go to jail. The caller said she feels like she needs to stop flying. The caller said everyt1rne she travels her knee sets off the alarm. The caller believes TSA is picking on the 

212012013 elderly and children. The caller said she is not a bible thumper but she believes it is the end of days. The caller said she feels violated. The caller said she has written a letter to TSA about a year ago and she never received a response. The caller said 
12:04:47 she flew on Harrah s Rebpublic Airlines and she did not know the flighl number. The caller said she does not have trouble in Nashville. The caller said she always gels secondary screening in Ft. Lauderdal and PHX. The caller wanted to know if there 

PM are any changes in the future with security screening. 

I told the caller we monitor the number and nature of complaints to track trends. I told the caller we want to see if there are certain screeners or screener teams that are subject to repeated complaints. I told the caller even ii she tells the officers she has 
the implanls and an alarm sounds or an anornoly a pp eras she would have to under-go a pat-down. I told the caller we have not go11en any updales as to when the screening procedures will change. 



21201201 
12:10:47 

PM 

2/2012013 

Hello. 

I wasn't the re and don't have Ii rst-hand knowledge of the accuracy of this news report but based on my own experiences at Lambert Airport. I wou Id certainly believe 11. Your agents at Lam be rt are nd i culousl y STUPID and know nothing about real 
security and how detect threats. They are the threats and mostly just looking for attention. I would suggest increasing your supervision over there. It's really out of hand. 

htt p://www. theb I aze, com/stori es/2013I02I19/ts a-reported I y-d eta ins-whee I chair -bo u nd-3-yea r --0ld-g i rl-ord e rs-parents- not-to-vi d eota pe-pat-dow nl 

b1(6) 

Feedback Type · Compliment 
Categories : Pat-down: P roles s ional ism 
CurTent Date/Time· 2120/2013 10:56:36 AM Airport. OLF !(b 1(6) !Wolf Point Date/Time of Travel . 
Airline & Flight Number : ~-----~ 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · You guys a re o utta control ! 

Use ya ur reasoning to justify ya ur actions• 

12: 11 :32 You are a tyranny! Nothing more, nothing less. 
PM 

Leave the American people alone. Especially our children. 

Patting down a 3 year little girl in a wheel chair!!' 
You have gone 100 far. 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. fallow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Perm i lied 11 ems: Screening 
Current Date/Time : 2120/2013 10:4 7:35 AM Airport · TPA - Tampa International ~ of Travel : 02/18/2013 4:00 PM Airline & Flight Number : Airtran 557 Checkpoint/Area of Airport · Security screening to get into C gates TSA Employee: (If 
Known) :kbl(ff:, !Acting Transportation Security Manager badge numbe~omment: I was returning from TPA to BWI with my husband and 10.5 month old daughter, and I had pre-packaged. unopened baby food in 4 oz containers in 
my carry-on I ugg age, Prior to trave Ii ng. I checked both the TSA website and ca 11 ed the info nma ti on Ii ne to confirm that my pre packaged, and unopened baby food wou Id be pe nm itted through security, (From the TS A website: Deel a re I a rger I iqu ids, 
Medications, baby formula and food, and breast milk are allowed in reasonable quanlilies exceeding 3.4 ounces and are not required 10 be in lhe zip-lop bag. Declare lhese items for inspection at the checkpoint. Officers may need 10 open these items 
to conduct addition al sere en i ng. http://www. tsa .g ovltravel er-info rmat ion/3-1-1-ca rry--ons). 

At the checkpoint. I declared my baby food, and the security screener asked me to remove it from my carry-on to put it through the x-ray machine, which I did. Then the individual at the x-ray machine put the baby food through the machine again. I 
assumed lhat was the additional screening menlioned on lhe websile. The~(b)(ff:, !Acting Transportation Security Manager (badge numberfbi(ffi !, made me go through a pat down because my baby food was in containers larger than 3.4 
oz. When I tried to explain to him that neither the website nar the phone service slated there Is a size limit for baby food, he said that often the rules and regulations do not reflect what actually goes on &quot;in the lield&quot;. The woman who gave me 

212012013 the pat down was professional. but it doesn't change the fact that the pat down itself is incredibly embarrassing and violating. 
12:11:35 

PM While I was being pat down,._!(""b""l(-'6-'-i ___ __,! tried 10 have a casual conversation with my husband as lhough everything was proceeding normally. My husband did not appreciale lhat in the least. 

The pat down was violating and graphic enough that two people I had never met before came up to me after I had left the screening process and told me that it looked like I was being "molested". Their word, not mine. I have to tell you. that's exactly 
how I felt. What is unbelievable is that I was forced to go through that process because I was bringing baby food in my carry-on to feed my daughter, who was with me. I sincerely hope this was a case of an overzealous Acting Transportation Security 
Manager, and not standard praclice. Whal a horrible thing to force a mother 10 go lhrough for just 1rying to bring food onto the plane for her child. 

I am !rave Ii ng with my d aug hte r ag am in Ap ri I, and wou Id I Ike clarification on what I can expect going through the screening process. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number : 
Email :l(b 1(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Information about lhe erson who experienced the civil righls/civil liberties violation 
Name (b1(6) 

Phone#: Cell:k~b_l~(6_1 __ ~ 

Mailing Addres,t~~-•:_1(6_._I ------~ TITUSVILLE FLORIDA 32796 

Email HYPERLINf._b_l_(6_, _________________ ___, 

What happened? 

212012013 On February 19, 2013, I arrived al Terminal A at Newark, NJ (EWRJ at approximately 12:45 pm. I proceeded 10 gel inlo the TSA line. I asked for an "OPT OUT'' 

12, 11 ,42 OUT". I waited and complimented TITUS about the fact he had a chair for me to sit in while I waited because I was recovering from surgery on my hip. 
I was told to wail and sit in the chair and a man named "TITUS" yelled "FEMALE OPT 

PM 
A TSA employee namedfb)(ffi !(badge number was. I THINK (b':,(6 but not certain) came over and called me out of the chai,!(bl(ff:, !said to stand still until she told me to move. I was unable to see my belongings as they had drifted down 
the conveyor belt, and my vision was blocked by a person. I asked (b.:1(6) about this and I told her, "I cannot see my belongings are they still there?" 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 7 & 8. 

[b)(ff:, lviolently and with a tone of ANGER in her voice. snapped at_ me for no reason, because I asked ii my belongings were still there. She couldn't say, I am not sure, com_e identi _ them? I was told to stand over in the "PAT DOWN" area. So I 
walked oVef tnere and put my feet in the yellow feet. I realized I had my license and ticket ,n my back pocket, so I proceeded to put I hem on lhe table ,n front on me. Right after I did, b 1(61 rough! my things over and placed them behind the ticket 
and license. 

I was NOT with kb) (ff:, las she removed my belongings from the conveyor be It, As she set them down, I reached lo r my Ii ce n se and ticket to p I ace them together as they had separated when they hit the table, I( b .:, ( 6) 
with UNCONTROLLABLE ANGER, YELLED AT ME AT THE TOP OF HER VOICE TO: "DO NOT TOUCH THEM, TO LEAVE THEM ALONE. I AM CALLING THE SUPERVISOR", 

!again VIOLENTLY and 

kb 1(6 I ~ad no ability to calmly state TSA procedure about coming into the pat down area. Instead she screamed and yelled at the top of her voice. Belittled me and continued to act in an unprofessional, disrespectful and ANGRY VIOLANT matter. 
This behavior is unbecoming of a TSA employee. 

Screaming she is calling the supervisor. What is the reason she cannot calmly state TSA procedure? She has to call the supervisor because I touched my license? 



Caller boa rd ed a flight to Denver this mom i ng from Chicago O Ha re. When going through the checkpoint. she was pu 11 ed aside for a paid own and an ETD test. She had to remove her coat and belt. Her property was pushed lo rward while she was 
being screened. She took her computer and put it in her bag. When she opened up her bags, she discovered that she had someone else s computer. This is her work computer. She is now at home in Billings, MT. 

I advised caller that I would send her a claim farm and advise the CSM of the issue for appropriate action. She should file a claim as that causes an investigation to occur. 

1. Airport: ORD to DEN. 
2. Airline: United 
3. Flight number: 153 

212012013 4. Departure date and time: this date, 0803 hrs. 
3:41 :33 5. Location (gate number): caller cannot now remember; she went through Checkpoint 2. 

PM 6. Baggage claim numbers: NA 

2/2012013 
3:55:37 

PM 

7. Notations on the NOi: NA 
8. Contact information: cal I er does not have a computer. 

I advised ca Iler that I would send her information 10 I he C SM and send her a claim form. 

The computer 1s a PC I a plop, larger in size. bluish gray case without any speci a I markings. Her computer has no sec u nty pass and 1s not password protected. 

Under lhese circums1ances, I also advised caller on how 10 contact lhe CSM via Option 5. 
Callers husband is 71 years old and is in Genmany. He opted out and has trouble holding his pants up. When the TSO was doing the paid own around her husband s groin area he asked the TSO, Do you ever find bombs down there? She said afler 
thatshe could not get on the airplane. Security came and they had to talk to the managers, They lost their flight. Caller said she read the whole website and could not find anything that says what a person can and cannot say. She is in big trouble with 
her main office and they do not know whether 10 let her fiy again. 

I to Id her that saying bomb in an airport is a serious thing. Th ere wi 11 not be a Ii st anywhere of everything a person can and can not say. Th ere is a section on the Blog that 1s What not to say at an airport. I instructed her how to go to the website to 
find the blog. 

212012013 Caller fiew from HNL to OGG on Hawaiian airlines flighl number 130 on 02-19-2013 at 6:30 pm going through lhe checkpoint. Caller had lolions in her carry on luggage and was asked 10 lhrow her lotions away by the TSO al the checkpoint due toils 

4_50 '48 size, caller then went to the airline counter to place the lotions in checked luggage and said when she came back to the checkpoint she said that the TSOs where making fun of her. She said that she went through AIT screening 3 times and then was 
· PM given a patdown procedure. She felt very disrespected by the attitudes of the TSOs that was working at the checkpoint on that day. Caller did not remember the TSOs name and said she barely made her flight. Told caller that I will forward her 

complaint to the CSM at the HNL airport to review the case that occurred. Sent caller a claims fonm since she did not get her lotions that the airlines was suppose to send to her. 

2/2012013 
6:53:25 

PM 

b1(6) 

This happened on February 9th, 2013. I don·t have permission from this family, nor this child to file a complaint, but you bet I'm going to do it regardless. I'm still a citizen of the United States and you can't take away my freedom of speech, therefore I 
will continue on with what I just witnessed. What I saw was a video taped by the mother of this beautiful three year old child, who is also disabled (spina bifida), in a wheelchair, on her way to Disney Land. In this video, TSAwanted to do a "pat-down·' .. 
I understand you go through the lengths that you do for a reason. I appreciate that more than you know. I know that 9111 has caused more advanced and thorough screenings due to terrorist threats, and what happened that awful September day. Was 
is really I hat necessary 10 want 10 give a lhree year old disabled child a "pat-down," I hen tell her mother thal nobody said I hey were going to do thal? The video showed lhe TSA telling the mother they were going to perform a pat-down on their 
daughter, then after her mother rightfully opposed, they claimed nobody said they were going to do that. Then. your lovely TSA employees thought they would get smart and tell the mother she couldn"t record them touching her daughter. I think you 
might senously need to look into your employees. I think there is a fine 
(cont.) line being crossed by asking to frisk a disabled three year old. Wanting the swab the chair, fine ... If you really think she was dangerous, sure. But I think making the child extremely uncomfortable, making her cry hysterically. and also wanting to 
physically remove her from her chair and pal her down like a criminal was a litlle harsh. She's three. I don"I know who collects lhese complaint forms. But I know as a molher myself, I would do jusl as the mother did and record everything. It broke my 
heart to see this and I don't think it was right. I could only imagine how broken her little heart was. But on a less personal note than a child's heart being broken, as I said before, I am a mother, and seeing this video made me extremely uncomfortable 
with taking my child to the airport ever again. We flew in December from Dallas and had no problems. I understand you cannot control every airport, but something should be done about this. If this were your child. how would you feel? I'm a young 
mother. only 24 
As I said in the complaint description, ii did not happen 10 me. But hearing the story fired me up enough to file a complaint. 
All I ask is that you consider this and actually do something about it. rm sure you get complaints regularly about random things, but this is a story that really hit home far me. You don't mess with a mother bear and her cubs, or you get eaten alive. 
Unfortunately, as hum ans. we can't do that. But one thing remains and is for sure. you don't mess with our chi Id ren. I have such a hard time watching that video without tears stinging my eyes at seeing the troub I e that ch, Id was put through and how hurt 
her Ii ttl e feelings were, Like I said before. I know you have to go to some extent to ensure the safety of passengers and citizens... I just think this was highly over-played and i na pp ro pri ate, 

Fromfb)(61 
Sent:Wednesday, reDruary LU LUl;J 4 ;;o r'M 
To: TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov 
Subjecl: TSA Complaint Submission 

To Whom it May Concern; 



NameJ,_b_)_(6_, _____ _. 

First and Mi{i$ ! a~t 
Phone#: Cell:~1(61 !Home ___ Work ___ _ 
Please note that we may contact you at the provided numbers. 
Mailing Address kh 1/Ri I TITUSVILLE 
PO Rox or Street addrt1$$ Gib1 
Email l(b 1(6) 
FLORIDA 
State 
32796 
@ What happened? Describe your complain!. Give as much detail about your experience as pOSSible, 
including the name al the air carrier, if this occurred at an airport. 
On February 19, 2013, I arrived at Terminal A at Newark, NJ (EWR) at approximately 12:45 pm. 
I proceeded to get into the TSA line. I asked for an "OPT OUT". I was told to wait and sit in the 

212012013 chair and a man named ~ yelled "FEMALE OPT OUT' I waited and complimented 
kb 1(6 I la bout the fact he had a chair for me to sit in while I waited because I was recovering 

6:53:36 f , 
PM ram surgery on my hip. . . _ 

A TSA employee named (b 1(6 I • (bad e number was, I THINK fEill but not certain) came 
over and called me out of lhe chair.' h··,(ff1 · said to stand still until she told me 10 move. I 
was unable ta see my belongings as they had drifted down the conveyor belt, and my vision 
was blocked by a person. I askedkbH61 ~bout this and I told her, "I cannot see my 
be Io ngi ngs are they st i 11 the re?" 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 7 & 8. 
Continue on an additional page. if needed. 
2 
Feb 19 13 10:50• l~1h~··,~rn~1~--------~ 
When did lhis happen? 
ABOVE 
12:55 PM 
A-1 
Lane 1 
FEB 19,2013 



212012013 
8:01:20 

PM 

This happened on February 9th. 2013. I don't have permission from this family. nor this child to file a complaint, but you bet I'm going to do it regardless. I'm still a citizen of the United States and you can't take away my freedom of speech, therefore I 
will continue on with whal I just witnessed. What I saw was a video taped by lhe molher of lhis beautiful three year old child, who is also disabled (spina bifida), in a wheelchair, on her way to Disney Land. In this video, TSA wanted to do a "pat-down" ... 
I understand you go through the lengths that you do for a reason. I appreciate that more than you know. I know that 9111 has caused more advanced and thorough screenings due to terrorist threats, and what happened that awful September day. Was 
is really that necessary to want to give a three year old dis ab I ed chi Id a "pat-down;' then te 11 her moth er that nobody said they were going to do that? The video s hawed the T SA te 11 i ng the moth er they we re going to perform a pat-down on their 
daughter, then after her mother rightfully opposed. they claimed nobody said they were going to do that. Then, your lovely TSA employees thought they would get smart and tell the mother she couldn't record them touching her daughter. I think you 
mighl seriously need to look into your employees. I think there is a fine 
(cont.) line being crossed by asking to frisk a disabled three year old. Wanting the swab the chair, fine ... If you really think she was dangerous. sure. But I think making the child extremely uncomfortable. making her cry hysterically, and also wanting to 
physically remove her from her chair and pat her down like a cnminal was a little harsh. She's three. I donl know who collects these complaint forms. But I know as a mother myself. I would do just as the mother did and record everything. It broke my 
heart to see this and I don't think it was right. I could only imagine how broken her little heart was. But on a less personal note than a child's heart being broken, as I said before, I am a mother. and seeing this video made me extremely uncomfortable 
with taking my child to the airport ever again. We flew in December from Dallas and had no problems. I understand you cannot control every airport, but something should be done about this. If this were your child, how would you feel? I'm a young 
mother, only 24 
As I said in the complaint description, it did not happen to me. But hearing the story fired me up enough to file a complaint. 
All I ask is that you consider this and actually do something about it. I'm sure you get complaints regularly about random things, but this is a story that really hit home for me. You don't mess with a mother bear and her cubs, or you get eaten alive. 
Unfortunately, as humans, we can't do lhat. But one thing remains and is for sure, you don't mess with our children. I have such a hard time watching lhat video withoul tears slinging my eyes al seeing lhe trouble that child was put lhrough and how hurl 
her little feelings were. Like I said before, I know you have toga ta same extent to ensure the safety of passengers and citizens ... I just think this was highly over-played and inappropriate. 

From: Benge, Rachel M. <CTR> On Behalf Of TSAExternalCompliance 
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 5:04 PM 
To: TCC-Relerrals 
Subjecl: MB: FW: TSA Complaint Submission Form 

Ca Iler slates that he saw a Fox News report about a 3 year old ha ndica pp ed girl going to Disney World being sere ened at Saint Louis airport and having her sl uffed a ni ma I I ake n a way f ram her. He a I so says that terrorists get thru without a problem 
(and he says that he knows they are terrorists because they are wearing bandannas), but he says that his grandmother got a patdown and that he had a horrible patdown. Caller states that he will defend his country from all threats, foreign and 
domestic. and stated that right now 11 is a dome st,c problem . He stated that the government needed to change, (NO TE: I referred this caller to security bee a use he made statements that bordered on threatening.). 

CSS Notes:~dvised that the caller made a non-specific threat to resist what TSA is doing. 

2120/2013 
jQ:02 :0S Caller wanted me to know this isn 1 personal. He has 3 brothers in law who fight for this country who risk their lives for the country. Caller thinks the screening of the 3 year shows poor judgement on the part of TSA Caller states that TSA is inefficient. 

PM He thinks thal allowing Arabs on the plane withoul a pat-down and the screening of lhe grandmother and lhe 3 year old. 

Caller never did make any threats beyond the people of this country will not stand for it and will rise up. 

Ca Iler advised th at we are o bl ig ed to protect the country from foreign and domestic e ne rn i es and we a re nol pro I eel i ng the pu bl i c from domestic enemies. 

c1Dl(b)(6) 



Caller states that her daughter s I ug gage was opened for ins pe ct,on and some of her medications were missing. Ca 11 er states that an NO I was lo und and a red striped tage was ms ide al so with the number 4 8. Caller states that ha If of her daughter s 
Ambien and Colotopen was missing, all of the Colotodine was missing. Caller states that since it is a controlled substance she cant get the prescriptions refilled. Caller was going to be traveling to France on American Airlines but the flight was 
cancelled because of problems with the plane. Caller would like to file a claim. Caller would also like to know why her daughter wasn t present during the bag s inspection. Passenger was moved around through a lot of different airlines because they 
were trying to find a flight for her with another airline since she missed her first flight so several different airlines handled the bag (Delta and United). Caller states that her daughter had the worst experience ever. Her daughter is using a knee brace and 
had to have a patdown and explosive trace detection after a self-patdown and didn t understand how the process was going to work at secunty. Caller is very upset about the situation. Caller states that the lock was also damaged and can no longer be 
used and her daughter would like to know why. 

AirportCMH 
Airline American Airlines 
Flight# 4105 
Dale Time 02 20 2013 15:55 

Baggagetagl~/h_'_1/R_-_1 ---~ 
Location B35 

212012013 Advised ca Iler: 

10,21 ,55 TSOs receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great care during the screening process so that when bags are opened a passengers belongings are returned to the same condition they were 
p M found. We regret that you we re u n satisfied with the rn an n er in which your bags we re hand I ed. 

2/2112013 
8:20:16 

AM 

2/2112013 

PI ease note th at TSA assumes a very Ii mi ted role with resp eel to checked baggage hand Ii ng. We a re on I y responsi b I e for ch eek ed baggage from the time it is presented for screening unti I the time it has been cleared of screening . Once checked 
baggage has been screened and cleared, airlines are responsible for transporting it to its final destination. As a result, the amount of time checked baggage is under TSA control is relatively short. 
You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged ,terns by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. Claim forms are also available on our Web site at www.tsa.gov. 
Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Cus torn er Service Manager (CS M) at that Io cation. 

Depending on the av a i lab I e screening eq ui pme nt of an airport, checked baggage may need to be opened for hand inspection to clear an ala rm. 

At sorne airports, checked bags are screened outside of public view At these airports. airlines take the passengers' bags at check-in and place them on a conveyor belt behind the counter where passengers will no longer have access to them. 

At other airports, airlines instruct passengers at check-in to carry their bags to a nearby screening area. 

TSA encourages passengers to keep their checked bags unlocked or use TSA locks to facilitate the process and reduce the need for breaking locks to carry out lawful inspections; however, passengers are not required to do so. Please be advised that 
TSA is not liable for any damage 10 locks or luggage from opening a bag for security purposes. 

dale w venice fla fb 21 2013 Well well if the isnt the Lesbian black Crack Whore TSA al it once again. agents singling oul a 3 year old girl in the wheeelchair making her cry. The TSA has had a History of hiring Crack whores and criminals and jail bail 
for a long time jailbait that steal Money from Tourist and Credit cards and making people Cry all due to the fact that this Goverment is Stuck in Bondage and since we are a Finincal Bankrupt nation the fed Goverment is a moral bankrupt nation as well 
and hiring Moral bankrupt Crackheads to Pat down 3 year Olds.I cant wait to see what else This gay loving Goverment will do next Patting down people who are in wheelchairs .And Keep hinng Those Black Crack Whores To feel up on People 
.Meanwhile Obama is in plam beach with his Lover playing 9 holes Plus One ThanksEiill:fil:J 
DearTSA, 

I have a lamby dol I that I want groped. can you he Ip me out? Thanks. 0 h, a I so my 3 year old may be a terrorist what do you suggest? 

8:22:37 Thanks for keeping Amerika safe from 3-year olds! Heil TSA-Hitler! 
AM 

You fucking assholes are the worst kind of assholes. 

Would you pat down a three-year-old girl who is with Muslim parents with all the garb? No, you wouldn't want to offend them. No, you're going to harass a tiny white girl. 

212112013 Your entire agency is a bunch of pathetic assholes with no fucking brains. 
8:22:58 

AM hit p:/ /radio, foxnews, com/tod ds ta rne s/to p-s tori e sits a-apologize s-for-d eta i ni ng-3-ye ar-o Id-in-wheelchair. ht m I 

If you touched my child, you'd get get your ass jackslapped across the room. 



Name:!~(b~1_(6~)---~ 

Phone #: Ce11j~~b_)_(6_ •• _, __ __. 

Mailing Address:,.f h"'·""·,1 .. R.,_1 _____ _.! Mineral Wells. TX 76067 

Email: HYPERLINKf._b_)_(6_) _______________ __. 

Are you filing in this complaint fonm on behalf of another individual? 

Namel/bi/61 

What happened? 

212112013 This happened on February 9th, 2013. I don'I have permission from this family, nor this child to file a complaint, but you bet I'm going to do it regardless. I'm still a cilizen of lhe United Slates and you can't tJke away my freedom of speech, lherefore I 
will continue on with what I just witnessed. What I saw was a video taped by the mother of this beautiful three year old child, who is also disabled (spina bifida), in a wheelchair, on her way to Disney Land. In this video, TSA wanted to do a '"pat-down" .. 

8'!,t 12 I understand you go through the lengths that you do for a reason. I appreciate that more than you know. I know that 9111 has caused more advanced and thorough screenings due to terrorist threats, and what happened that awful September day. Was 
is really that necessary to want to give a three year old disabled child a "pat-down." then tell her mother that nobody said they were going to do that? The video showed the TSA telling the mother they were going to perform a pat-down on their 
daughter, lhen after her molher rightfully opposed, they claimed nobody said they were going to do lhat. Then, your lovely TSA employees thoughl they would get smarl and tell lhe molher she couldn'I record them Iouching her daughter. I lhink you 
might seriously need to look into your employees. I think there is a fine (cont.) line being crossed by asking to frisk a disabled three year old. Wanting the swab the chair, fine ... If you really think she was dangerous, sure. But I think making the child 
extremely uncomfortab I e, ma king her cry hyste nca 11 y. and al so wanting to physically remove her from her chair and pat her down Ii ke a cri mm al was a I it tie harsh. She's three. I don't know who co 11 e cts these complaint forms. But I know as a mother 
myself, I would do just as the mother did and record everything. It broke my heart to see this and I don't think it was right. I could only imagine how broken her little heart was. But on a less personal note than a child's heart being broken, as I said 
before, I am a mother, and seeing this video made me extremely uncomfortable with taking my child to the airport ever again. We flew in December from Dallas and had no problems. I understand you cannot control every airport, but somelhing should 
be done about this. If this were your child, how would you feel? rm a young mother. only 24(cont.) years old. Yet, I still find this sickening. I have a two year old daughter who is not disabled, but if she were ever treated this way, I would be the same 
way this mother was, 1/ not a I ittl e I e ss calm. She handled herse If very wel I and the T SA should be th an kful lo r th at. 

2/2112013 
8:24:31 

AM 

2/2112013 
10:09:01 

AM 

The TSA should be ashamed of themselves for ruining a critical part of her I rip to Disney Land. I remember flying as a child and it was always a fun experience for me. I looked forward to flying and going lhrough the airport. TSA was always friendly 
and rve never had an issue with them. 

I mentioned earlier that I flew from Dallas in December with my two year old daughter. and disabled or not, this incident makes me slightly nervous to take her back again. And I can't say I will go back for a while unless something is addressed, 
Whelher ii is calling a meeting in each airport and discussing the boundaries for children, or firing the individuals who are responsible for lhis, something needs to be done. I don't want anyone to lose their job, and I would never wish that on anyone in 
this economy. But I believe they took advantage of their job, when there are people out there with college degrees who can't find work right now. And in my eyes. people who take complete advantage of the power that they have, don't need it in their 

Caller said he watched the news clip lhis morning about TSA in St Louis doing a paldown on a child in a wheelchair. Caller said he is an officer in the militiary and the caller stales ii is an embarrassment 10 lhe US and TSA. Caller said even in a 
combat zone they do not treat people the way TSA treated that child. Caller said he believes the TSO should be fired. Caller said he has never seen anything more disgusting. Caller said the child was headed to Disneyworld and caller said he feels 
there are rogue agents and they are out of control. Caller said he thinks the TSA agent needs to go to the house. Caller said Israel does their screening in another manner and it works for Israel. Caller said that TSA would never treat a person from 
the middle east this way. Caller said TSA is so afraid to treat everyone the same and they would never ask someone wearing a turban to remove their turban. Caller said he is a parent and he would never allow anyone to touch his childs private parts. 
Caller asked if a person can video at a checkpoinl. Caller stated he is going 10 post this on Face book. 

TSA does not prohibit the public. passengers. or press from photographing, videotaping, or filming at security screening checkpoints as long as 11 does not interfere with or slow down the screening process. Whether or not videotaping interferes with or 
slows down security procedures is d ete rmi n ed by su pe rvi sory personnel at the ti me of the screening, TSA may ask a p hotog rap her to stop if they are i nte rfe ring with the screening process or taking photos of x-ray monitor screens at the checkpoint. 
In addition, although TSA does not prohibit photography or videotaping at screening localions, passengers must abide by local laws, Slate slatutes, or local ordinances I hat restricl this activity 

I told the caller that TSA does track complaints that are received. I told the caller that TSA does take corrective action if it Is needed. 

Tsa Contact Center. 

My travel started at Detroit Metro Airport at about 6 am. Going thru security at about 6:30-7; 15 for a flight with Airtran. My carry on was fully unpacked and placed into several bins because they said they could not see through it and I was also fully pat 
down twice. My heart raIe monitor was not returned to my bag. I looked at it and went 10 pick it up ( it was in a bin near me) and she said I couldn't touch anything. Then I hay carried my bag and items over to another area on the side and repacked it. 
My heart rate monitor was not returned to the bag. I would like to be contacted on this matter asap at !{h.l/m ~y Name iskb)(ff•, I 

kb)(6) 



The ca 11 er has an eleven month o Id and must !rave I with 8oz containers of Ii quid lo rmu I a that can not be opened. When travel mg from RSW. she indicated th at always receives a pat down and would Ii ke to know 1f this is T SA s off ca I procedure and 
what is to be done if a container cannot be opened. She asked if the decision as to what to do was up to the independant airport She indicated that this only happens at RSW and it is alway made into a big to do . 

She indicated that she is traveling tomorrow from RSW by herself with her two and seventeen month old children by herself. She asked how she would undergo the pat down in such a situation. 

I first explained that TSA s policies and procedures are the same at all airports in the US. 

212112013 While passengers may be requested to open a container. they will never be asked to test or taste any of these items. If a container cannot be opened, the containers may be allowed into the sterile area only after it and the passenger undergoes 

11 : 54: 09 add1t1ona I screening. which may include a patdown. 

AM 

2/2112013 
12:07:15 

PM 

She should not be asked to do anything that would separate her from her children. I advised I hat she can ask to speak wilh a TSO Supervisor before the screening process begins and explain her siluation. 

I advised th at she can contact the CSM at RSW to make th em aware. The CS M may be ab I e to lac, Ii ate the screening process for sp eci a I i terns or situations. The caller d eel med to be advised on how to reach the CS M. 

Caller had surgery and she has 2 nephrostomys, Caller said she has surgerical implanted tube and bag that will catch the urine Caller said the tube comes out of her back and drains into the bag. Caller was concerned about not having more than 3.4 
ounces of liquid m the bag. Caller said she cannot control this. Caller is being treated for cancer. Caller said at O hare there was an incident where she was weanng a hat and she had to remove her hat. Caller said she tried to exp lam to the TSO she 
did not have any hair. Caller said the TSO started screaming at her and asking her ii she was refusing to be screened. Caller said she was traveling alone and she was emban-essed and scared because she lost all of her hair due to chemotherapy. 
Caller said she did nol file a complaint at I hat lime but she should have. Caller wants information aboul the screening process she can expect with the os1omy. Caller was concerned about the radiation from lhe AIT 

I told the caller she has the right to opt out of the AIT because of her concern about the radiation. 
ii is important for passengers 10 inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about the ostomy before the screening process begins. TSA has created notificalion cards that travelers may use to inform TSOs about any 
disability, medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening. their use may improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their 
conditions. This card can be found at 
http: www.tsa.gov sites default files publications disability notification cards.pd!. 
Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the 
walk-through metal detector in I ,eu of A IT or a paid own. 
If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a me1a1 detector or anomalies identified by AIT If a paldown is required in order to complele screening: 
• The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or I ift any article of c lothmg to revea I a s ens1t1ve body area. 
In addition to the patdown. TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. 
Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT or a walk-lhrough metal detector, lhe passenger's os1omy is subject to addilional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include the passenger conducling a self-patdown of lhe 
ostomy, followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passenger's hands. 

Passengers who have catheters and po r1 s attached to their bodies should inform the T ransporta Ii on Security Officer (TSO) conducting I he sere en i ng of the device ( s J and indicate where I he device ( s) is I oca ted before the screening process begins. 
Passengers should also inform the TSO of any pain or medical complications that may result from touching the port and or catheter so it can be screened appropriately. 
I told the caller there is a supervisor available at the checkpoint if she has any problems 
If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor while at the checkpoint. Passengers also can report concerns by contacting TS A's Disability and Multicultural Division at TSA.ODPO@tsa.dhs.gov 
or 



Caller said that he has a TSA customer comment card in front of him however he is going to send his complaint in an email and report it verbally. 
He went through the checkpoint at MCO on 2 212013. He was flying from MCO to JFK on Delta Flight DL 2058. Hewennhroughthe gate at 6:30 am. He asked Officej(b)(ff:, lifhe could opt out ofth.e wave scanner and.was told no. He did not 
get her badge number. He said that she was about 5 feet tall. He was encouraged to go lhrough the scanner wh,ch he did. He said lhat he did not sel off the alarm, however he std got a patdown. He said thal Officer xb.:1(ff) l1nally told him that 
he did not have to go through the wave scanner. She asked why he did not want to go through the wave scanner. He told her that was his right to be able to choose not to. He said that he was told that if he did not go tnaugr1 Ille An ne would get a 
paid own. He said that was fine. 

2121/2013 - . & . . k 
12.22.30 He wanted to know why he got a patdown after he went through lhe AIT. He said that here was no alarm. He wants to make a complaint on Officer lbi(6·, recause she told him lhat he could not opt oul when he first asked He said that he spoke 

·PM. with two managers at the airport and asked them if he has all the information that he needs to file a complaint against officer!(hW'n I He said that they told him the does have all the 1nformat1on needed He stated that 11 was 1mpl,ed that he would 
not have a very pleasant day if the did not go through the AIT and instead chose to opt out. He also wanted to make a complaint because of several miscommunicat,ons at the checkpoint. He said the person on left told him to do something and the 
person on the right told him the exact opposite. He stated that he wants to be treated like a human being and when he is treated like a criminal he makes a complaint. He wanted to know if the CSM will contact him, He said that he wants any and all 
correspondance sent to his email atj(bH6) I 
I apologized to the caller for his unpleasant experience and told him that I would forward his record to the CSM at MCO for review. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Poor Customer Service: Screening Cun-ent [)~ Tjme · 2 21 2013 12:44:13 PM Airport. MCO - Orlando International Date Time of Travel. 02 21 2013 7:00 AM Airline Flight Number: DL2058 Checkpoint Area of Airport. Security Gate 
from Della 10 Gale #76 TSA Employee: (If Known): Officer ~.:,(ff) ~omment To Whom It May Concern: 

This email is in regards to my expenence with TSA before my flight this morning on Thursday, February 21st. 2013 from Orlando International Airport to JFK in NY. My flight was on Delta Flight DL2058 at 7:10 am EST at Gate 76. I passed through the 
security gate at 6:00 am EST. 

As I was going through the security checkpoint I asked Officerkb)(ff:, Jfemale, approximate height 5 ft.) if I could opt out of the wave scanner machine. When I asked I was told I was not allowed to do this and I would indeed need to go through the 
wave scanner. When I then asked quotso you re telling me I m not allowed to opt out? quot: then she informed me that I would indeed be able to but I would need to proceed with a pat down. I said that was fine and I was then asked why I would 
make that decision, I replied that quot It s my decision. I just decided, quot; 

Furthermore, I was encouraged not to do this several times. Finally, I gave in. not wanting to cause a disturbance. and decided to proceed ahead into the millimeter wave device after I asked the security officer if I would need to wait longer. I was told 
no, I could go right ahead by a male officer. I then made sure to ask the onginal officer her name as well as if this name would be the proper way to identify her later if I felt the need to do so. I then proceeded into the machine but then heard quot wait 

212112013 a minute quot; as I stepped in. 

2:03:36 ~--~ 
I was now being instructed to raise my arms by an older, female TSA officer. I continued through the machine and stepped out. Officer!(b::,(6) ~ad notified another supervising officer that I had requested the pat down and I was told I needed to 

PM 
stand still. 

At this lime my belongings had gone through the x-ray machine and because I was unable to move forward, ilems were continuing through the machine. I could see my belongings, including my personal laptop, and asked if I could relrieve lhem as I 
was worried I would be separated from them. 

I was told by the officer in front of me that I would not be able to proceed until the supervisor came over. 

Officer J(b )(6) I a tall, african american male escorted me over to my belongings. At this time an empty bin fell onto the ground as the items that have passed through the x-ray machine continued to push forward. Fearing for my laptop being 
damaged. I pointed out that 11 I ocked Ii ke 11 wou Id be the next bin to be lo reed off of the long tab I e-1 i ke, roller surface. I stated th at my I aptop was $2. 00 0 and at this point I was told by officer spence to go a head and grab my I a ptop. As I reached for my 
macbook pro. I was then told by the older female officer to my right that quotyou re not allowed to touch that. quot: 

Continuing to be told conflicting information, I turned to Office~ho said quot:THe only person you need to listen to is me. quot: He instructed me to go ahead and grab my laptop and to put it into my backpack. 

At this time I was directed towards an area where I was patted down by Offic (b)(ff:, in a polite manner. I indicated to him that I did not understand why I did indeed ask to opt out but because I was encouraged not to, I didn t, and was confused as 
to why I was patted down anyway. Furthermore, I expressed my lack of satisfac ,on w11 the confusion as 10 what direction I should go in, what I should do in reaching for my own property, and mainly my initial request for a pat down and why that was 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time: 212112013 12:44:13 PM Airporl: MCO - Orlando International Dale/Time of Travel: 02121/2013 7:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: DL2058 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Security Gate 
from Delta to Gate #76 TSA Employee: (If Known). Officer[b)(ff:, I Comment: To Whom It May Concern: 

This email is in regards to my experience with TSA before my flight this morning on Thursday, February 21st, 2013 from Orlando International Airport to JFK in NY. My flight was on Delta Flight DL2058 at 7:10 am EST at Gate 76. I passed through the 
security gale at 6:00 am EST. 

As I was going through the security checkpoint I asked Olli cer [ b) ( 6) hem a I e. ap pro xi mate height 5 fl.) if I cou Id opt out of the wave scanner machine. When I asked I was to Id I was not al lowed to do this and I would indeed need to go through the 
wave scanner. When I then asked &quotso you're telling me I'm not allowed to opt out?&quot; then she informed me that I would indeed be able to but I would need to proceed with a pat down. I said that was line and I was then asked why I would 
make thal decision, I replied I hat &quot;lt's my decision, I jusl decided .&quot 

Furthermore, I was encouraged not to do this several times. Finally, I gave in. not wanting to cause a disturbance. and decided to proceed ahead into the millimeter wave device after I asked the security officer 1/ I would need to wait longer. I was told 
no, I could go right ahead by a male officer. I then made sure to ask the original officer her name as well as ii this name would be the proper way to identify her later if I felt the need to do so. I then proceeded into the machine but then heard &quotwait 

212112013 a minu1e&quot: as I slepped in. 

2:04:33 
PM 

I was now being instructed to raise my arms by an older, female TSA officer. I continued through the machine and stepped out. Office._[b_)(_6_) __ _,~ad notified another supervising officer that I had requested the pat down and I was told I needed to 
stand still. 

At this time my belongings had gone through the x-ray machine and because I was unable to move forward, items were continuing through the machine. I could see my belongings, including my personal laptop, and asked if I could retrieve them as I 
was worried I would be separated from them. 

I was lold by the officer in front of me that I would nol be able to proceed until the supervisor came over. 

Officer~ tall, african american male escorted me over to my belongings. At this time an empty bin fell onto the ground as the items that have passed through the x-ray machine continued to push forward. Feanng for my laptop being 
dam ag ~ted out that it I ooked Ii ke it wou Id be the next bin to be fo reed off of the long tab I e-1 i ke, roller sur/a ce, I stated th at my I aptop was S2 , 00 0 and at this point I was told by ofli cer sp ence to go ahead and grab my I a ptop. As I reached for my 
macbook pro, I was then lold by the older female officer 10 my right that &quol;you're nol allowed to touch lhat.&quot; 

Continuing to be to Id conflicting information, I tu med to Off ce ~ho said &quot: TH e on I y person you need to Ii ste n to is me. &quot: He instructed me to go ahead and grab my laptop and to put 11 into my backpack. 

At this lime I was directed towards an area where I was patted down by Officefbi(ITTin a polite manner. I indicaled to him I hat I did not understand why I did indeed ask to opt out but because I was encouraged not to, I didn'I. and was confused as 10 
why I was patted down anyway. Furthermore. I expressed my lack of satisfact~e confusion as to what direction I should go in, what I should do in reaching for my own property, and mainly my initial request for a pat down and why that was 

The caller said he was calling to complain about the handicap girl thal was patled down in Kansas Cily MS. The caller said TSA should show more discretion. The caller said he is a cilizen of lhe counlry and we work under his tax dollars. The caller 
2121/2013 said I was going to listen to him complain because I represent TSA. The caller said his grandmother had to receive at pat-down at the airport in Jacksonville. The caller said TSA should reach out to the little girl and her family and apologize. 
2:34 20 

PM I told the caller we monitor the monitor the number and nature of complaints to track trends. 

212112013 Caller flew on 03-04-2011 at 3:00 pm from the PSI airport with US Airways. She took flight 978. During her inspection process she had to undergo the patdown procedure. She said the female TSO touched her private area and made her feel 

2:53 ,46 uncomfortable. She was going through Terminal S. 

PM 
Caller wants lhis information forwarded 10 lhe CSM at lhe PSI airport. Told caller thal I will forward her complaint to lhe CSM at lhe PSI airport. Caller does nol remember what the TSO name was. 
Response Details: Advised caller that we do not have exact procedures for what has to be done once a visual inspection has been requested. 

In order to file a complaint he would have to send his submission in by writing. 

Advised caller that I would email him the information in order to complete that and any questions or concerns woudl need to be directed to our disability experts. 
2/21/2013 
3:26:08 Incident Details; Caller said that his son is diabetic and they package all of the medical items together and seperate his insulin so it can be hand checked. Caller said that one thing that is happening regularly is that they are requiring them to undergo 

PM intrusive patdowns and checking of their luggage.Caller said that all of their items and the family has been screened. However once I hey requesl the visual inspection the intrusive screening starts at that point. Caller said that ii is very discriminating. 
Caller said that due to them having medication and requesting a visual inspection he thinks that they are discriminating his son. 

Caller was wanting to know if this is a policy and he thinks that the agents are making up their own policies. 



I was detained at secunty because I would not go through the scanner. Meanwhile, my purse and carry on had gone through the x-ray and were sitting out in the open at the end of the counter. The agent would not let me retrieve my belongings nor 
would she ask for assistance to retrieve them for me. So they sat unguarded until I was escorted for the pat down. Someone could have walked off with all my personal belongings. 

2121/2013 What are my rights in a situation such as this? Should I be able to retrieve my belongings or should an agent assist? This occurred at the Orlando airport. 
4:06 06 

PM Thank you. 

fh1/R1 

Chicago, IL 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Other: Disability Complaint Current Date/Time : 2121/2013 421 :54 PM Airport : STL - Lambert St. Louis International Date/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 

212112013 Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
6:05:46 TSA Employee: (If Known) : 

PM Comment. Is this Nazi Germany folks? You pat down disabled elderly diapered women. you pat down crying little wheel chair bound children, Are fighting terrorism, or, are you the real terrorists. If terrorism is all about instilling fear and helplessness, 
how do you think you made[ b I ( ffl te el. How can you look at vou rs elves, following orders. you know violate i 11 eg al search and seizure laws, and in add iii on, a re crue I to the point of ma king he Ip I ess innocent old I ad i es and ch, ldren cry need I essl y. 
You need help, and people need to get fired. Sincerely. fh·11m ]would you like a response? . True Passenger's Namefbi(ffl Phone Numberfbi(ffl fmail : !/h··,rm ~o leave a comment concerning this feedback. 
follow this link : htlp:1/tsaweb.lsa .dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Hello there TSA, 

212112013 This is just a friendly reminder that you are a horrible "administration" and you do absolutely nothing to make flying safer. Congratulations on constantly delaying people and making the entire travel process hours longer than it needs to be and on 
S:Ol: 12 accomplishing nothing but throwing tax money down the shitter. 95% of your employees are impatient, unintelligent. and are on a severe power trip. And how many lives have the body scanners and handjob pat downs saved? My guess is close to 

PM zero. Anyway, I just wanted to remind you of how much every citizen in I his country hales you and of how inadequate you are, in case you forgot. I'm sorry you're so terrible at life, have a wonderful day. 

2121/2013 
8:02:18 

PM 

Sincerely, 
-You're hated more than me1er maids. 
Thanks this is gereat info but didn't answer my question' 

Is it TSA protocol to make parents remove a babies diaper and a TSA agent inspect the babies private parts? 

I was holding my daughter when I walked through the detector, the alarm didn"t sound and I wasn't padded down or checked with the wand but as soon as I walked through u was told they had to check the baby. 
The make sere ener asked that I wait lo r a le male screener to ch eek my d aug hte r and when she arrived she informed us we had to take the babies diaper off, o nee the diaper was re moved the agent spread her legs and I 1/ted her butt to ch eek under 
her. 

This I think at the time was OUTRAGEOUS and just want to find out if this was proper protocol 

Sent by Siri from my iPhone 5 so please pardon the spelling. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: HYPERLINK "mailto:tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com"tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com 
Date: February 21, 2013 5:54:09 PM EST 

To: HYPERLINK~b 1(6) : 
Subjecl: In Resp 11se iooo1 111qu11 y. 

Thank you for your e-ma i I concerning traveling with chi Id ren. 

Every person. regardless of age. must undergo screening to proceed beyond the secunty checkpoint. Even babies must be individually screened. You will not be asked to do anything that will separate you from your child or children. 

Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) are specially lrained and understand your concerns regarding children. Your children will be approached gently and treated wilh respect. If your child becomes uncomfortable or upset, you will be consulted aboul 
the best approach to resolving your chi Id s concern. 

The Screening Process - X-ray 
• All carry-on baggage, including children s bags and items, must go lhrough the ,-ray machine. Examples include: diaper bags, blankels, and 1oys. 



From (bi(61 
Sent: Thursday, February 21, 2013 7:49 PM 
To: TSA.Ombudsman@dhs.gov 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:l(b 1(6) I 
212112013 Dale Time: 21211201 J I :4911 PM 

9:01:35 
PM 

Name: 

fbi(61 

Email: 

HYPERLINKl,_(b_,_(6_1 ______________ __. 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

Pat downs 

Comments: 

I don·t understand your rules for patdowns•! 80+ yearold women, children in wheelchairs? 

Feedback Type · Compliment 
Categories : Pat-down 
Cun-ent Date/Time· 2121/2013 9:54:07 PM Airport· MSP - Minneapolis-St. Paul International Date/Time ofTravel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 

212112013 Comment · He ou nimrods no one likes the TSA im prett sure ii ou took a pool most people'd rather o thro h no security than jump through your hopes. I hate the TSA for what they did to this 3 year old wheel chair girl 
10:01 :46 /hl/lol 

PM ~----------------------------------------~ 

nice you ruined her vacation in a typical TSA fashion asshole move. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number : 
Email : f""b'"'"l'"-'(6'"'"1 _____ _. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller 1s at the PH L airport and she has a o sto my bag and she does not want to go to a p nvate screening room to have additional s c reenrng conducted. Ca 11 er was really up set over this matter she stated that if they would have just let her go throug ht 
the meta I detector they would have never known she had it on, She a I so wanted to know if she requested the meta I detector would the tsa officer have to ho nno r that request? 

2121/2013 Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger's ostomy is subject to additional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of the 
10: 10:26 ostomy, followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passenger's hands. 

PM 
Let the caller know even if an item is generally permilled, it may be subject to addilional screening or not allowed through lhe checkpoint if it triggers an alarm during lhe screening process, appears to have been tampered with, or poses olher security 
concerns. The final decision rests with TSA on whether to allow any items on the plane. 



You should really read the story I found on news.msn.com: "TSA apologizes after 3-year-old cries in airport pat-down (http://news.msn.com/us/tsa-apologizes-after-3-year-old-cnes-rn-airport-pat--down#tscptme)' 

212212013 YOU SHOULD BE SHAME OF THE KIND OF JERKS YOU HAVE AS ASSHOLES WORKING FOR YOU. 
8:35:20 

AM 

HYPERLI NK "httpcllwww.nbcnews.com/travel/tsa-apologizes-afler-family-told-wheelchair-bound-daughter-would-get-1 C8481122"'TSA apologizes after family told wheelchair-bound daughter would get pat-down 

Shameful. 

212212013 Just a bunch of bullies and thugs. 

1 O: 16:40 Shameful. 
AM 

212212013 
10 1655 

AM 

Reduce the deficit by defunding the TSA, home of bullies and thugs. 

I keep hearing TSA agents saying it is illegal to video at the checkpoint. I do not see on the website where it indicates this and nor do I find a law prohibiting it. Based on this article, bit maybe it is not. If it is not illegal then you need to educate your 
agents. 

TSA has apologized for what it calls "inaccurate guidance" given during the screening at Lambert-St. Louis lnlemational Airport. 

A HYPERLINK "'httpsJlwww.youtube.com/watch?feature=player embedded&v=3oPloe08a3Q" lnYouTube video recorded by the mother of a wheelchair-bound 3-year-old shows the girl bursting into tears after a TSA screening at Lambert-St. Louis 
International Airpor1. 
The Forck family was on the way to Disney World on Feb. 9 when TSA agents took away Lucy Forck's stuffed animal and pulled her aside for an additional security check, the HYPERLINK '"http://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/tsa-detains
wh ee I cha i r-bo und-tod d I er-a rti cl e-1.1269 32 7? local Lin ksEna bled =fa I se"' lnN ew York Dai I y News reported. 
The video shows a TSA agent telling Lucy's mother. Annie Forck, that it was illegal to film the patdown. Lucy. who suffers from spin a bilida. was in a wheelchair. 
TSA agents later apologized for lhe incidenl. saying in a statement to The News that '"it's okay to film TSA security checks as long as ii doesn't interfere with lhe screening process:· 
"TSA regrets inaccurate guidance was provided to this family during screening and offers its apology,'" the statement said. ··we are committed to maintaining the security of the traveling public and strive to treat all passengers with dignity and respect. 
W hi I e no pat-down was performed. we w, 11 address specific concerns with our workforce." 
According to the video, Lucy was set aside for a '"pat-down'" and "wheelchair swab.'' When Lucy's mother started recording the incident, a TSA agent told her that recording is illegal. 
"My daughter was already distraughl after the TSA agent wouldn't allow her to hold her stuffed toy 'Lam by,''" Forck says in the video. 
Forck"s video shows her daughter crying as the TSA agent takes away her toy. 
"It's i 11 eg al to do that," the TSA agent is heard saying in the video, re fern ng to the videotaping. 
"You can't touch my daughter unless I can record it."' Forck shoots back. 
Lucy's father Nathan, who is an attorney, steps in at that momenl. asking lhe TSA agenl to cite the law. 
"The problem is I don·t allow anyone to touch my daughter without being able to record it." Forck says. 
At some point, Lucy starts saying that she doesn't want to go to Disney World. 
"See, you are special,'' Forck tells her daughter as the screening continues. "'We get to do special stuff.'' 
Forck"s con,ersalion with the TSA agent in lhe video indica1es that il's the first time Lucy was 1raveling in a wheelchair. The TSA agent then informs her that the chair needs to be inspected using a I ho rough pat-down. 
This policy is also outlined on the HYPERLINK "htlp:l/www.tsa.gov/traveler-information/wheelchairs-and-scooters"' lnTSA website. 
"Shh' TSA wants to touch your kids but you are not allowed to document 11," Forck wntes in the description of her video. ··1 feel violated but it's obvious my daughter brought it on herself. I mean. look at her all dressing like a potential terrorisUdrug 
trafficker. Peop I e who ro 11 in on hot pink wheelchairs, wearing a gingerbread coat and clutching a stuffed baby I am b, a re ju st begging to be harassed .'' 
Lucy's father lold HYPERLINK "http://blogs.ri,erfronttimes.comldailyrftl2013/02/lamber1_airpor1_tsa_nathan_forck_wheelchair.php?page=2'" \nThe Riverfront Times thal he does not plan to take any legal aclion against the TSA, but wants to make a 
"public statement on what's right and what"s wrong." 
He added that "Lucy ... had an awesome trip in Disney World.'' 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Disabilily Complaint Current Date Time: 2 22 2013 9:25:09 AM Airport: STL - Lamberl St. Louis International Date Time ofTravel: 02 08 2013 8:30 AM Airline Flight Number: dl52 Checkpoint Area of Airport: 

2;~2;~0
0
1; TSA Employee: (If Known) TSA apologies for screening that upset 3-year--old Comment: TSA apologies for screening that upset 3-year-old 

AM 
SHAME ON YOU TSA IF YOU REALLY CARE, YOU SHOULD FIRE THE PEDOPHILE CLOWNS THAT NEEDS TO PAT DOWN A 3 YEAR OLD'!! Whal a bunch of idiols you are• 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 3 Year Old Little Girl Phone Number 555-555-5555 Email j""(b_.-'1(_6~) ____ ....,~ leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 

To whom it may concern, 

I travel frequently enough 10 know lhat your organization does not have any consistency belween airports. From Phoenix, to Oakland, 10 Seallle, Albuquerque, to Love Field, to San Francisco and San Diego. My wife will not pass lhrough your back 
scatter machines and thus is patted down at each location. The process, the pat down and the explanation is NEVER the same. 

I for one am embarrassed th at a government body with Union employees who a I ways ba ast a bout t raining. ca nnat seem to fol low their own rules. 

2/2212013 S . - - f - - · Oft 
10, 17, 12 There are way tao many T A employees standing around at check points which does not breed a sa e environment nor does 1t garner much public sup part. en the employees standing around are speaking to their co-workers who are supposed to 

AM. be screening people. It is a distraction and should not be allowed. TSA is a mess and should be privatized. 

Regards, 

I travel multiple times a week and am a "trusted traveler·· a Nexes & Global Entry holder. Approximately 5 months ago I started to wear an insulin pump. Before I started using the device I asked TSA agents at Newark Airport what was required in 
add1t1on to reading the postings on the TSA website. I must say that the inconsistency of procedure 1s astonishing. In fact I actually remove the device before going through many checkpoints. While the problem is widespread I have run into several 
agents who not only know what they are doing but respect the passenger at the highest level possible. The problem is that these associates are few and far between. In Denver, I actually had an argument with one agent as he insisted I could wear the 

212212013 device through the scatterback machine, which is against the warning provided by the manufac1urer of my pump. That subjected me to a closed room complele search lasting over 45 minutes. Only when his supervisor came to complete the search, 

10,17,19 was I satisfied with his help. understanding and promise to educate his staff. In Greensboro last week, I removed the device again (as previous encounters told me it wasn't worth the discussion) and even after I pointed out the inset device on my 
AM. stomach (which shows up on the scan) he nearly pulled 1t out of my body as he ran his hands through the pat down. These are just two examples but fairly typical. Botlom line 1s I respect what you do and why and frankly travel tens of thousands of 

miles each year without worrying about my safety because of the men and woman that protect me. I would just appreciate if a bit more training was done to actually make it a little easier sometime. Thanks for listening, 

fb)(61 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service: Disability Complaint Current Date Time · 2 22 2013 9:25:09 AM Airport · STL - Lambert St. Louis International Date Time of Travel · 02 08 2013 8:30 AM Airline Flight Number . dl52 Checkpoint Area of Airport . 

212212013 
10:ll:3g TSA Employee: (If Known), TSA apologies for screening that upset 3-year--old Comment· TSA apologies for screening that upset 3-year-old 

AM 
SHAME ON YOU TSA. IF YOU REALLY CARE, YOU SHOULD Fl RE THE PEDOPHILE CLOWNS THAT NEEDS TO PAT DOWN A 3 YEAR OLD' 11 What a bunch al idiots you are• 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name , 3 Year Old Little Girl Phone Number, 555-555-5555 Email t~~--_-1/_R_l ___ ~I To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link: http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 



Disability Description: Callers son is in a wheelchair. He Is allergic to many items such as soy, dye. gluten and dairy. He has a seizure disorder, is under the Autism spectrum, he is Globally Developmentally Delayed, he is non verbal and low 
cognition. He is 7 years old. He has liquid food and medication. 

Response Details: I apologized to the caller and asked her If yau believe you or someone else was discriminated against ar received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition ar allege that TSA failed ta 
accommodate your di sab i Ii ty or medical condition. Fed era I regulations require th at your comp I amt be put m writing unless your dIsa b1 Ii ty prevents you from doing so. 

Do you want informalion about filing a written complaint regarding disability discrimination or are you calling wilh a different concern such as poor customer service? 

She said that she does believe 11 to be d1scri mi nation. 

lncidenl Details: She said that she does believe it to be discrimination. 

Incident Detai Is: She saw on the news about the I 1111 e girl who was patted down and crying and the same thing happened to her son. 

212212013 First, the TSO s went through the bags where his food was and there was not really a problem but they made it a huge ordeal. She asked if she could help but they would not let her help. 

10:40:41 
AM After i nsp ecti ng the food they walked her son through in the wheelchair. This is when her son became very agitated and began to cry. This is al so when it became very chaotic. They ca 11 ed a manager over and he tried to be nice and he I pful but he kept 

212212013 
11 01 25 

AM 

making phone ca I ls reg a rd i ng how to screen her son, She said she does not know if they we re training someone or what, It was very chaotic, 

She stayed with her other son while her husband stayed with her son in the whee I chair. 

Her son was crying and agitated so she kept trying to move tow a rd him and the manager kept blocking her and te 11 i ng her she can not touch him be ca use it wou Id mess up the tests, 

The TSO that was patting her son down only had one arm. He acted like he was mad because her son could not understand what they were asking al him. She would try to answer for her son and the TSO would tell her that she can not answer far him. 
Her son was screaming and when she would try to move toward him they kept trying to block her from her son. She felt like she was being pushed away to keep her family separated. Her husband was with her son but they were so busy testing him as 
well that he really could not help her son. 

They kept testing different part al her son such as his shoes. hands and wheelchair. 

She said that there were three agents involved. Two were black and one was white with a missing anm. One of the black agents was a manager who was trying to be nice. He is the one who kept making all the phone calls and telling her that she could 
not go near him. The white agenl was doing lhe patdown and the lhird agent who was a black male went somewhere else. She is not sure. She does not have name and descriptions other than what is provided. 

Caller wants 10 express fruslration at the screening incident of the 3 year old having to have a patdown at Lamberl going to Disney World. Doesn I understand why people have to be touched, elc. 
Ca Iler states he ca 11 ed previously and another agent hung up on him. 

Response: 
Advised caller every passenger, even babies, are required to be screened before being allowed in lhe secured area of the airport. 
If an alarm triggers while going through the screening process. a pat down is required to resolve the source of the alarm. 
Advised TS Os fol low standard operating procedures when s c reem ng ind i vi d ua Is. 



Caller will be 86 in June. He has traveled on Jan.15th to Dallas. He stated durning his screening he was treated like a criminal. He wants to know why dont they clean up their act? He stated he had stepped m the frying pan (AIT) for screening and he 
was searched. He was asked to remove his hat. Caller states he has saw something in the news about a little girl traveling in a wheelchair. He doesnt understand why all the harrassment. 

Told caller 
Sc reem ngs using Al T a re vo I unta ry. Ind i vi d ua Is who do not wish to be screened by this techno I og y w, 11 be required to undergo alternative screening. including a thorough paid own. Signs are posted m front of each AIT location advising passengers of 
this right. 
He could always ask for a supervisor if the offier made him go lhrough the AIT. 

I handed the cal I over to a su pe rvi sor. 

212212013 l(b 1(6) 
11 05 16 ,.._ _____ __. 

AM Caller said he flew from BOS to Dallas on 01.15.13 departing on JetBlue Airways flight #255 at 1 :0Opm. He s not sure which airport he arrived at in Dallas but he returned home from Dallas on JetBlue Airways flight #254 on 01.29.13 and experienced 
the same thing. He said in Boston he was subject to the AIT twice and afterward he was given a pat down. He recently saw a news story of a young child at STL on her way to Disneyland and feels he was harTassed. He s heard TSA is hiring is people 
from prisons harrassing passengers when I hey I ravel. He feels his rights have been violated. 

I a po I og i zed and advised h, m: 

TSA tracks trends and spot areas of concern thal may require special atlention. I don t have any information to provide to him at this lime regarding the child traveling to Disneyland, however I can forward the details of his complaint to a CSM at BOS 
for review. I explained to him that the AIT is optional and in the future he does have the right to opt out for a pat down. If after going through the AIT an alarm sounds passengers will be subject to secondary screening. which often inovlves a pat down, 
to resolve the alarm. I asked him if he felt the harrassment was due to his age and he said no 11 was just harrassment in general. 

Passenger did not have an e-mail address but due to the extent of his anger I m forwarding to a CSM anyway. He said the government is violating passengers conslilulional rights and are the reason behind the 9 11 terrorist attacks. 
The ca 11 er had a p atdown procedure at LG B and is concerned be cause she ended up with scratches on her ca If and ankle are a. She said that she notified the TSO th at she had an art1f1c1al h, p and alarmed, the re/ore requ i nng a patdown procedure. She 
also had an ankle bracelet on. During the patdown of her leg, she pulled her leg back and the TSO asked her if that hurt. When she got on board the plane, she discovered that there were scratches on her leg and the flight attendant gave her some 
antibiotic cream. 

Date 2-21-2013 
Time of Screening: A pp roxi ma tely 11 : 00AM 

212212013 Time of Depar1ure 12:20PM 

12,11 ,10 Departing Airport: LGB 
·PM. Connecting Airport: AUS 

Destination: MCD 
Gate: 6 
Airline: Jetblue 
Flight Numberl 1416 
Description of TSO: Female, very short and dark skin. 

I apologized for her experience and told her that I will forward this record to the CSM at LGB for them to review. I collected her email address and explained that the CSM may contact her via email if they need to. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time: 212212013 1:06:32 PM Airport: SFO - San Francisca International Date/Time of Travel: 02/22/2013 8:45 AM Airline & Flight Number: United 5652 Checkpoint/Area al Airport: Terminal 3 TSA Employee: (If Known) l(b)(6) 
and Jl(b 1(61 I Comment : February 22, 2013 

Transpor1ation Securily Administration: 

I am writing to lodge a formal complaint against TSA Screener (b)( Badge No !(b)(6 !who violated my const1tut1onal nghts by subjecting me to an unnecessary. invasive, and humiliating pat down search as I passed through the secunty checkpoint. I 
am also lodging a formal complaint against TSA Screener (b':1(6) Badge No. 0:ill], who witnessed the inappropriate search and failed to stop it. as he should have. 

At approximately 8:45 am PST on February 22, 2013, I entered the security checkpoint for Terminal 3 at San Francisco Airport (SFO) on the way to my flight, United 5652 ta Palm Springs. 

212212013 invasive pat down search b~ho touched my buttocks and groin area. 

2:1701 
PM 

This search was a gross violalion of my constitutional rights, nol to mention an invasion of privacy. I wanl this le1ter added to Screenerl(b::,(6)lpersonnel file and also to Screenerl(b)(ff:, 
pe rlo rma nee reviews as a record of misconduct. 

I request a written response to this complaint from the airport fed era I security director. 

Sincerely. 

kbl/6\ 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name kbl(ff•, I 
Phone Number . 
Email =!~(b_,~(6_1 _______ __,. 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Poor Custa mer Service 

I opted out of the body scanner and was then subjected to an 

~ersonnel file, so that ii may be considered in future 

Current Date/Time : 212212013 12: 15:49 PM Airport ORD - Chicago-O'Hare International Date/Time of Travel 12104/2012 6:00 PM Airline & Flight Number : Spirit Checkpoint/Area of Airport Security check TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment · I was travelling with my 3 year old and my wife. The security personnel behaved very rudely with us and asking my wife for pat down because my 3 year old touched her (my baby has gold bangle and buued). 
we have no problem with pat down but I he way I he security person ( I ad y) behaved is very ups etl i ng. 

212212013 I went to her supervisor to explain but his response is basically we have to live with it. 
2: 17: 12 I le It Ii ke they are behaving Ii ke dictators instead of welcoming. which never happened to me in any other airports. 

PM Would you like a res onse?: True 

Passenger's Nam,.......e~: ~h_1_rn_·_-, ----~ 
Phone Number· h··,(f,"i 
Email /h i/R 1 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Disability Description: The caller stated that his wife had an incident at RSW. She has medication that can not be x-rayed and medical documentation stating so. He stated that she was ask to go through the AIT and no alarms were sounded. Her 
baggage without the medication went through the x-ray and no alarms sounded as well. She then was subjected to a patdown and they tested her and her belonging for explosives. He stated that he and his wife travel frequently and this is a lot to her 
because she is very uncomfortable about receiving a paldown. He wants 10 know if there is anything I hat can be done to prevent I his because she has to travel with this medicalion. He slated that are members of Nexus and should not be considered 
suspicious. He stated that this is discrimination to her medical conditions to subject her to additional screening only because her medicines can not be x-rayed. 

Response Details: TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process will enable us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we 
determine thal security screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener learns are the subjecl of repealed complaints. 

Because the complaint concerns security s c reem ng at a specific airport. I can forward a copy of this record to the Custa mer Support Manager ( CS M) at that I ocati on. 

212212013 Medication is usually screened by x-ray, however, if a passenger does not want a medication ,-rayed, he or she may ask for a visual inspection insIead. This requesl must be made before screening begins, and passengers are responsible for 

3:31 :47 displaying, handling, and repacking the medication if a visual inspection is requested. If the medication cannot be cleared visually. it will need to be x-rayed and may be subject to additional screening. including explosive trace detection screening. In 
add1t1on to the patdown. TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive matenal. If explosive material is detected. the passenger will have to undergo additional screening. 

PM 

If you feel I hat I his is discrimination, Federal regulations require that your complaint be in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. Do you want information aboul filing a writlen complaint regardign disabilily discrimination? 

The ca 11 er then provided that em a i I address. The caller did not want me to send to the CSM he wanted to contact the CS M hi mse If. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

You will call the TCC back at 866-289-9673, press option 5, and enter the airport code. 

Saying that one of your agents does not know the requirements for a pat down does not excuse what happened to that 3 year old in st louis. You all should be ashamed for subjecting a little girl in a wheelchair to such an uncalled for pat down. II your 
212212013 agents are not qualified they should not be running lhe lines, period. 

3:58:12 
PM 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Cun-ent Date/Time· 2122/2013 3:13:45 PM Airport· TPA - Tampa International Date/Time of Travel, 02/18/2013 4:00 PM Airline & Flight Number, 
CheckpointlArea of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I previously submitted a complaint in regards to traveling with my 10.5 month old daughter, and having to undergo a patdown on my return to BWI from TPA because I brought pre-packaged and unopened baby food through the secunty 
checkpoint. My understanding, as I described to the Security Director on duty, was that pre-packaged baby food was exempt from the 3-1-1 rule, and that I would not be subject to a patdown even if the baby food would go through additional screening. 

In response to my complaint I received an email from TSAgov which stated, &quot:While passengers may be requested to open a container, they will never be asked to test or taste any of these items. If a container cannot be opened, the containers 
may be al lowed into the s te rile area only after it and the passenger u nde rgoe s addition al sere en i ng, which may inc I ude a pa tdo wn, &quot: 

Then the response continued to refer me to the following web page: http://www.tsa.gov/traveler-informationltraveling-children. This web page states, &quot:Traveling With Baby Formula, Breast Milk. And Other Liquids For Infants And Small Children 

2/2212013 
3,SB:42 In September 2006, TSA enacted rules for carrying liquids, gels and aerosols in carry-on bags. All liquids, gels and aerosols must be in 3.4 ounce (100ml) or smaller containers, and packed in a one quart, zip-top bag. Each passenger can take one zip-

PM top bag in their carry-on. Larger quantities of liquids may be packed in checked bags. 

Medically necessary liquids and gels. including medications, baby formula and food, breast milk, and juice are exempt from the 3-1-1 rules, and are allowed in reasonable quantities exceeding 3.4 ounces ( 100ml). They are not required to be in a zip
top bag. Officers may ask travelers to open these items to conduct additional screening and passengers should declare them for inspection at the checkpoint. 
Please be advised that passengers going on long I rips should only carry on the medically necessary liquids and gels needed for their infant/toddler's immediate comforl during the flight. Please pack larger amounts of liquids for lhe remainder of the trip 
in a checked bag. 

Lastly, avoid any additional hassles by making sure nothing you plan to pack is on TSA's list of prohibited items.&quot: 

This web page does not mention any possibility of a patdown associated with bringing baby food through security. Can you please do the following? 
1 Whether a passenger may have to undergo a patdown because he or she is carrying pre-packaged baby through sec u nty. 
2, If yes, please describe in d eta i I what wou Id make it more Ii ke I y that a passenger going through security with baby food wou Id be subject to a patdown, 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number . 

Emailf b 1(6) 



Caller was subject to pat down because she did not want to go through the AIT. Traveler was forced to go through the AIT and then was patted down regardless. Caller wanted to know if she would benefit with a doctors note when traveling in the 
future. Caller described the Transportation Security Officer as a white man 5 9 approximately but no weight given. 

Response: Every person and item must be screened before entenng each secured area, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. All Transportation Secunty Officers (TSOs) are required to be courteous and respectful and are 
trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. We regret that you found your experience to be less than satisfactory. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process will enable us to ensure prompt. corrective action whenever we determine that security 
2122120 13 screening po Ii ci es need modification or s pec1f1c employees or screener teams are the subj eel of re pealed comp I am ts. 

4:07:24 
PM Informed caller I hat it is helpful 10 have a doctors note when traveling with medical condilions. 

Airport: 0 rtando I nternatIona I Airport. 
Airline: AirTran 
Flight Number: 55 
Gate: 109 
Date and Time; 2 20 2013 at 6:35pm 

2122120 13 Caller was goi mg through the Jackson M1ssi ss i p pi airport and her d aug hte r was flying on Southwest air I in es flight 5 02, she was going through the check oi nt TSO k h W'n I had to give ca 11 er a p atdown procedure which up set ca 11 er that she had 
5:19:30 to undergo a patdown procedure since she had no pockets in her pants. She also filed a complaint about the patdown procedure with supervisor b)(m I told caller that I will document her complaint. 

PM 

2/2212013 
5:55:26 

PM 

Disability Description: The caller has traveled 4x the last 2 weeks. He has a an external glocometer which is attached to him. 

Response Details: Provided the following info from the template: 

Passengers who have medical devices attached to their bodies, should inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening of the device and indicate where the device is located before the screening process begins. 

If a passenger can safely disconnect from their device, he or she can submit it for x-ray screening; however, passengers can be screened without disconnecting from devices. If a passenger cannot disconnect from the device. the type of screening 
conducted will depend on the type of device and lhe passengers abililies. Passengers should consult wilh the manufacturer of the device to determine whelher ii can pass lhrough a walk-through metal detector or can be subjected to Advanced 
Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

If the device can be safe I y screened by AIT, passengers can be screened using A IT only if they can stand sti 11 with their a rm s above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rt of a person or device, 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A patdown procedure also Is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. SomeIimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time the passenger may be accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
A passenger s ho u Id nol be asked 10 remove or Ii ft any article of clothing 10 rev ea I a sensitive body area. 

In addition to the patdown, TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. If explosive matenal is detected, the passenger will have to undergo additional screening. Regardless of the screening method used, the device will undergo 
additiona I screening , This may include, but is not Ii mi ted to, a physi ca I inspection of the device if it is not in a sensitive area , and a patd own of the device lo 11 owed by testing for traces of explosives, 

The caller stated this was the exact procedure that is he normally experiences. However it was not yesterday. 

I apologized to the caller that his experience was different yesterday and made him uncomfortable. 

The ca 11 er stated he wanted to fi I e a comp I ant regard his screening yesterday of his med i ca I device. 



From: Medley, George <CTR> 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2013 3:32 PM 
To: TCC-Relerrals 
Subjecl: passengers complaint 

Here is a oomplaint received from a passenger 

Thank yau 

George Med I ey 

212212013 Office of Civil Rights & Liberties 
TSA-6 

5:33 :49 A ' ' ' Cl k II p M dm, ni strat,ve er 

!/hl!l'ii 
511 -221 t!ilifill 

Nam (b)(61 
Mailing Address: b I 
Email: HYPERLINK bi(61 

Winston Salem NC 27127 

~--------------~ 
What happened? 
I opted out of lhe body scanner and was pulled aside to wail for someone 10 administer the 
obligatory pat down. The individual asked me why I was objecting and I inf armed him that it 
On February 17th, while gain throu h security at AUS, I declined the scanner as I always due and was therefore subject to a pat down, again as usual. However, once the pal down was finished and I was clear, two supervisors, fb·•,(ffi I 
badge number!rh·11R I and h·11m badge numbe~1h··,1m I who evidently had little to da an a Sunday morning, came over and decided that they were going to check all al my bags and proceeded to pull everything from both my briefcase and 
s u i tease for no apparent reason other th an I had the audacity to refuse the scanner and they le It the need to harass me. A lier 20 or some minutes of their I ittl e game and nothing out of the ordinary even after testing both bags m ult, pl e t, mes. they 
allowed me to proceed, Inasmuch as they asked multiple times what time my flight was I assume their intent was to take so much time I would miss it but I always allow sufficient time and had plenty even after their little charade. 

212212013 
S:OS: 21 I am Global Entry and TSA pre-checked cleared and I believe this waste of time and money on both their behalf as well as mine was nothing more than to show me they were the boss. This is certainly not what TSA is meant to be nor was anyone any 

PM safer after this pointless show. 

By way of this email I am making a formal oomplaint against lhese two and would appreciate an apology from both and some assurance that they will execute their jobs in a more focused manner lhan is more productive for the TSA and more 
be neficia I to the traveling pub Ii c. 



Fromkbl(61 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2013 6:59 PM 
To: TSA.Ombudsman@dhs.gov 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:i(h,/Ri I 
212212013 Dale Time: 2/221201 J 6:59 1 I PM 

9:19:26 
PM 

Name: 

w,(6) 

Email: 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

Ha rrassme nt by T SA 

Comments: 

On February 17th, while going through security at AUS, I declined the scanner as I always do and was therefore subject to a patdown, again as usual. However, once the patdown was finished and I was clear, two supervisors,l._(b_._,(_6_) ___ _.I badge 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Poor Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 2/2212013 g:32:03 PM Airport BO1 - Boise Air Terminal/Gowen Field Date/Time of Travel: 02/2212013 10:15 AM Airline & Flight Number: Alaska 2245 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 

TSA Employee: (If Known) : unknown (blond woman in her 40's) Commenl : I travel about 30 weeks of the year by plane. I am finding lhat lhere is little consistency in the rules and lhe treatment of people. Today lhe woman watching lhe screen as 
luggage came through was stopping nearly every passenge(s baggage for a search. She stopped me for the number of liquids which were in a bag and had four liquid medications and cosmetics. I was told by another agent that I would have to forfeit 
my items. except for the prescriptions or I could check my bag and reenter security. I felt that this was excessive. I go through airport security with the same bag three times a month and suddenly, it is not alright. 

2122120 13 I feel that we a re a 11 treated as suspects and I am a US citizen and should not be guilty unti I proven innocent. This is a consistent 1 heme, If I prefer the metal detector, I am to Id I need a patdown, If I request a p atdown I am told 1 hat 1 here is nothing 

1 O· l6-S6 dangerous about lhe scanner--and most times lhe person informing me is condescending. 
·PM. We recently went through immigration returning from another country. There was a sign that said they were there to serve us with respect and honor. Clearly this is not the motto of the TSA which I now consider to be more like the Secret Service. I 

am very unhappy. I want to be treated with courtesy and respect and not be the subject of someone on a power trip. 
Would you like a re ? · 
Passenger's N ___ .. _ ""-'-'-'----....J 

Phone Numbe b )(61 

Email b)(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Sir/Ma'am, 

My boss b·•,(ffi and I just went through lhe TSA screening process at the Orlando lntemalional Airport. We are both active duty members who were in uniform--our class A uniform (nol the camouflage uniform). NaIurally, the accoutrements 
o h ·., { ffl uni/a rm caused the med al d electors ta a I a rm. What fa 11 awed was an obtrusive pat-down of the gen era I. It was rea I ly a hum i Ii ati ng experience far a gentleman who is honorably serving our ca untry and has far over 30 years. As an 
on oo er et as a med that one of our finest endured such a disgraceful process. I'm sure other civilian travelers felt the same way. In fact, an airline pilot commented to me on the issue, agreeing that he felt the action was unnecessary. 

I'm bringing this issue to your a11ention because we both believed news reporIs slated this type of procedure would no longer occur for active duly military members in uniform. I hope that you can provide clarificalion of this incidenl. I also hope if this 
212312013 procedure is no longer policy that you would inform all TSA agents ta ensure consistency of service. Thanks in advance far your attention to this matter. 

9:12:36 
AM 

2123/2013 
9:27 27 

AM 

2/23/2013 

Sent from my iPad 

Caller is complaining about her sixteen year old daughter receiving additional screening at La Guardia on Satuday 02-16-2013 at approximately 1500 hrs in lhe terminal going to Gate C32 for a Delta flight to DFW. The passenger~h·11 r;··, I 
received a body scan, pat down, and ETD swab. The caller is claiming that her daughter was cha sen and na one else received additional screening. The caller also said that the baggage of the daughter had been inspected and t e lack had been cut 
off and the baggage was left in total disarray. 

I told lhe caller the Fourth Amendment prohibils the Government from conducting unreasonable searches and seizures of people, places, and things. Courts have held lhat lhe search conducted in lhe airporl screening conlext is reasonable, in thal it 
balances the privacy interests al citizens against the Government"s interest in protecting the traveling public. I also tald the caller TSA applies a variety al security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In same 
instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their canry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional 
screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a 
passenger's properly could also be performed. TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random elemenl prevents terrorisls from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it 
operates. Leaving out any ane group, such as senior citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 
I a I so told the cal I er enhanced security measures require that al I checked baggage undergo at I east one fa nm of sere en i ng. Depending on the a va, I ab I e sere en i ng equipment at your d ep artu re airport. checked baggage may need to be opened for hand 
inspection to clear an alarm, 
I also gave lhe c I r h La Guardia Customer Support Manager Veda Simmons 
Phone: 718-505 (b 1(6 
Email: bi(61 ~---------~ 

The caller flew lhrough MOW IQ RSW on February 23, 2013, and TSO liliI]attempted to throw away her packaged baby food. After the passenger insisted I hat lhe items were permitted, the TSO ordered a thorough paldown of the ii ems and lhe 
passenger. A supervisorj(b)(6) !walked aver to the passenger, and threatened ta detain her. He was African American, and informed the caller that he heard her make a derogatory comment regarding his race. However. the caller indicated 
that he made that information up. and she would never say anything of that nature. She believes that the supervisor's behavior was completely horrendous, and she felt harassed during the entire situation. She would like to file a complaint and also 
asked far the contact information for the CSM. 

Date and Time al Flight: February 23, 2013: 9:30 AM 
Departure Airport: MOW 
Airline: AirTran Airways 
Flight Number: 1643 

9: 2 8 :4 8 Advised Caller: 
AM 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA see ks to provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 passengers who pass I hroug h our screening ch eek points. 
Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 

Because your comp I ai nt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have fa rwa rded a copy of your I etter to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 

Regardless of whether an item is on the prohibited or permitted items list, the Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) have discretion to prohibit an individual from carrying an item through the screening checkpoint ar onbaard an aircraft if the item may 
pose a security threat. 



2123/2013 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: Ca 11 e rs wife has an Ostomy 

In formation Req u esl: Cal I er stated I hat his wife went 10 Korea and she went I hroug h the checkpoint in LAX with an Os1omy. The TSO at I he checkpoint co u Id nol ide nl i fy the Os tomy th rough the body sea nne r so I hey made her go in to a s ep erate room 
to get additional screening. He is wanting to know why becuase his wife was very upset. 

11 :00:31 Response Details: CCR inf armed him: 
AM It is important for passengers to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about the ostomy before the screening process begins. Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT or a walk-through metal 

detector. the passengers ostomy is subject to additional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of the ostomy. followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passengers hands. 

CCR emailed him information. 

Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es Traveling with Food and Beverages (3-1-1 ) : T rave Ii ng with Children C urre nl Date/Time : 212312013 11 : 15: 26 AM Airport : P HX - Phoenix Sky Harbor I nl ernationa I Da I el Ti me of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: Dear TSA, 

When travelling recently with an infant through Phoenix Sky Harbor recently, we requested that the breast milk we were traveling with be manually checked. 

The TSA agents initially said, 'jusl put ii through the xray, we do it millions of times.' When we requested the manual check again, my wife was forced to submit 10 a full body pat down. 

212312013 When asked about the ful I body pat down. the agents and s u pe rvi so r continued to cite that that was "TSA stand a rd operating procedure' 

1:2632 
PM Is I his true? I have scoured as many TSA resources as possible and have nol found any documentalion thal says I hat a request for breast milk/medicine manual inspection will automatically result in a full body pal down. 

We greatly appreciate the work of the TSA in providing a safe travel environment, but I'd like to be sure that when we travel again we prepare for the delay of a full body pat down, 1/ that is the 'standard." 

If it is not, then lhe Phoenix Sky Harbor team needs to be updaled on I hat facl. 

Man thanks for our work. 
b,(61 

ou you I ea response?: True 
Passenger's Name !(b)(ffi 
Phone Number . ==-'------' 
Email f b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Compliment 
Categories : Pat-down 
Current Date/Time : 212312013 1:47:05 PM Airport : SJU - Luis Munoz Marin International Date/Time of Travel 
Airline & Flight Number · 

212312013 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 

3_24,16 TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
· PM Comment : TSA Pre did me nothing. F ul I pat down. shoe removal etc. 

Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



2123/2013 
5:0746 

PM 

To whom 11 may concern, 

I am requesting the contact inform at,on for the T SA s u pe rvi sor on duty at Chicago Midway airport on 212311 3 between 2 pm and 3 pm ce ntra I time. 

My wife and sick newborn were s u bJected to a pat down and were not given any option conce rm ng their s c reem ng. 

Multiple TSA employees told my wife 11 was "probably because you used sanitizing lotion on your hands" - which she did right before screening - but they completely pushed her through a pat down and very noticeably brushed aside her concerns over 
a pat down, and basically told her to ·suck it up' and not cry over being patted down. 

Also, after being patted down she requested that the TSA employees pass on a request to their supervisor - that ii lotion is known to set off alarms, please place a notice on the TSA website. 

Her request to the TSA employees was met with 'if it concerns you that much go online and you can find a form .. ,' 

212412013 It is unbelievable that you would subject a handicapped three year old child to a pat down. Maybe the television coverage didn't reveal all the facts. Here in Indiana we call that child molestation, what in God's name do you call it? Legal child 

9,16,53 moleslation? Made me sick to think an agency I hat is in charge of protecting us would do this 10 a child. Shame on you• 

AM 

Feed back Type : R eq ues t for Information 
Categories : Other: Screening (AIT, Patdown) Current Date/Time . 2/23/2013 9:59:05 PM Airport : Select One Date/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. TSA 

212412013 So now why are you traumatizing small children? Fnsking little old ladies wasn't enough? When are we going to be rid of your ineptitude and uselessness? The TSA is not providing any security it serves only to harrass and delay travelers. Making 
9: 18: 12 t rave I e rs take off their shoes because one person tried to sm ugg I e something in a shoe? If one person tries to smug g I e something in his or her undergarments then do we al I disrobe before going through security? The whole TS A seems to have been a 

AM knee-jerk reaction to the 9111 bombings 12 years ago. It is ineffective and does more harm than good. When will the American people no longer be trealed like criminals al airports? You may claim it is for our safety but it is only serving to be an 
ineffective waste of ti me and money for us taxpayers and citizens. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone bl11mber · 
Email l(b 1(6) I 
To leave a comment concern1ngh1s feedback. follow this link hltp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB21ApplicationManager 



2/24/2013 
12:22:20 

PM 

The caller stated that his TSA Precheck Is messed up. He stated that he was told that his name not matching his ID and what we have may be a problem. He stated that he was invited by United. He stated that he has been rejected 24 straight times. 
He stated that he does not want to go through escalating the issue. He stated that the service level that he has gotten from our agency is horrific. He stated that he has been told that there is no way that 23 straight times was randomly choosen. He 
stated that he has not flown in the last lhree days and tried to use TSA Precheck, and he does nol wanl to deal wilh this any more. He staled thal he will just keep gelling a patdown. 

I advised the cal I er that T SA P recheck is random and u n pred i eta b I e, th ere a re no set s tatis tic for the program as a security measure, TS A Precheck is si mi I a r to the lottery in that sense, 

I advised the caller that once a passenger opts-in, the airline identifies the individual as a TSA Precheck participant when submitting a passengers reservation information to TSA. If a passenger is determined eligible for expedited screening for a 
particular flight. information is embedded in the barcode of the passengers boarding pass. TSA reads the barcode at the checkpoint and the passenger may be referred to a lane where they will undergo expedited screening. 
Even if you have opted in to TSA Precheck through your airline and you are eligible through your airline, it is important to know that you may only be eligible for expedited screening on the airline that invited you to join and at an airport where that airline 
participates. To check enrollment stalus, airline frequent flyers should contact their airline·s customer service to verify thal they are "opted in.· 

I advised the caller that we do not have any of his information here at the contact center. I explained that we cannot venfy if he has TSA Precheck. We only preform the screening for Precheck. We are partnered with the airlines and CBP for the 
program, I explained that he does need to make sure that all of his information, such as his ID, frequent flyer profile, and reservation information match. 

I explained that we can forward his reservation information to the appropriate office within TSA for review, however there is no guarantee that they will resolve any issue or contact him regarding the matter. I asked that caller if he has flown in the last 
three days, and tned to use TSA Precheck, or if he is flying in the next three days. 

Caller states: He was traveling from PHX to ATL on Delta flight# 2046 at 7:15AM on 2-24-13. He has replacement knees and they do not have body scanner at this check point. He had to have a pat down. He left his laptop at the screening 
checkpoint at PHX around 6:30AM. He had is laptop in one bin and his coat and other things in another bin. The TSO had stacked them on top of each other when he went for patdown. He picked up everything and failed to get the laptop. It is a 

212412013 Samsung. 
12:54:27 

PM Advised caller: Lost and found for Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport is 602-626-1453. I will forward this to the CSM at the airport. I have requested a claim form for you. Allow 24 hours for it to arrive at your e-mail address. If you are not able 
to locate your laptop. You can print the claim form, complete and return to the address in box 1 

Hello, 

Nobody reply on this matter to me 

???? 

l(b)(6) 

2/24/2013 
3:18:26 

PM 

HYPERLINK b )(6) 

Fromtb,(61 
Sent:unday, February 1 I, 2013 6:56 PM 
To: tsa-contactcenter@dhs.gov 

Cc: kbl/6\ 
Subject: Unhappy experience 

l'm[b)(61 '9oing through security checking point was send to go through XR . Never do. so I Ask for 

Female assistant for pat-down 

Dun ng procedure was interrupt by another female assistant l._k b_, ('--6_1 __ _,~nd she started to pat down me again from the beginning 



Hello-

I have a question about a pat down procedure that was performed on my wife. On Sunday, February 3, 2013, we flew on US Airways flighl 4514 from Scranlon/Wilkes•Barre to Philadelphia and then on US Airways flighl 1020 from Philadelphia to 
Orlando. We went through airport security at Scranton/Wilkes-Barre without incident. We were ready to board our flight ta Orlando when my wife was stopped and patted down by a TSA officer in front of our 6 year aid grandson and other 

212412013 passengers. Our grandson was visibly upset by the procedure. 
3:18:45 

PM My question is: why was my wife patted down after we had a I ready passed th rough security and had completed the first part or our fiig ht? 

212412013 
3:19:06 

PM 

2/2412013 
523:41 

PM 

Thank you. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 2/2412013 2:35: 17 PM Airport . HOU - William P. Hobby Date/Time of Travel . 02/22/2013 2:00 PM Airline & Flight Number : Southwest airlines 478 Checkpoint/Area al Airport · 
TSA Employee: (If Known) Oflice~omment A bow sifting low on the back of my dress caused the scanner to register an issue. Without warning, Officer FFi'iii'ii] (a blonde woman) patted down my lower back and rear end. a very sens1t1ve 
area. I understand that by walking through the scanner I consent to a pat-down, but I also have the right to ask for a private pat-down, an opportunity I did not receive"c!'ue'to Officer~ haste to touch me. As a result, I was touched in a sensitive 
place by a sir anger in public, without any warning, which I find unacceplable. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 

Email f~h~-'~l~R~·-, -----~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2IApplicatianManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1pJ(b)(61 
Date Time: 2/2412ll13 2:50:21 PM 
························---------------··························· 

Name (b1(6) 
Email (bi(61 
Comp a, n s: na pp ro prr a e cree nr ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Will Rogers World Airport. 
Comments:I am sure that you receive NUMEROUS complaints of this nature, but the body scan and subsequent pat downs that always seems to follow are an invasion of human privacy and decency and are INFURIATING. There has to be a better 
way. 



Dear Madam/Sir. 

My name is !(b)(ff:1 !and I am a residenl of Basking Ridge.New JerseyJ have Iravelled through Newark Liberty lnlemational airport for as long as I can remember.And while there have been limes that the security officials have been courteous 
and nice(including my most recent trip last friday-February 22 2013).most of the times they have been downright rude. 

It seems like when they have to do a thorough 'pat-down' at "random",I am the lucky person,always ... l mean.I am not that stupid to fall for that.I know it is important to have tight security and do a thorough check of all passengers.What I dont understand 
is why I hey do ii according to the skin colour and ethnicity.It is disrespectful and a lillle humilialing to be called aside" at random" of course.every single lime.I am not saying thal these measures are unnecessary.I just wish they would perform such 
checks without any discrimination. 

And even the check-in baggage inspection-while they mention clearly 'By law.all checked baggage have to be inspected'.they follow that by saying 'Your bag was opened at random and physically inspected'.I know that they will definitely not know 
whose bag it (I think)because once we check-in our bags at lhe counler ,we are no longer physically lhere with our baggage.But what amazes me is that.every single time we have travelled within lhe counlry or inlernationally ,our bags have been 
opened for" Random Inspection'" 

2124/2013 . . . . . . . . . 
6:0S: 15 A country which boasts of equality ,surely 1snt being equal 1n treating passengers the same way,espec1ally 1n Airports. 

PM 
I am not even sure if this mail is going ta be read or acknowledged.but I am frustrated with rude behaviour of the TSA officials(especially in Newark Liberty International.Airport) and I am writing with the hope that in future,law abiding passengers wont 
be treated the way I am have been treated. 

Bui I do have to let you know lhat,lhere have been a handful of TSA officials who have been very courteous and friendly and I am very graleful that there are nice people out I here. 

As a law abiding ,professional citizen of this country.I hope that there wont be any more discrimination based on gender .skin or ethnicity.in my future travels. 

Feed back Type : R eq ues t for Information 
Categories: Screening (AIT, Patdown) 

New Jersey-07920-3174. 

Current Date/Time : 212412013 4:04:08 PM Airport : Select One Date/Time of Travel 
Airline & Flight Number · 

2124/2013 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
6:08:36 TSA Employee: (If Known)· 

PM Comment : I just have a question. After going through the metal detectors/ screening area and walking to my gate. am I still subjected to a random pat down right before I board the plane? This happened at RDU. I had gone through all the proper 
screening, detecting, ID checks and was standing in line to board the pl~ale tsa agent walked up to me (male) and told me to put my arms out while she patted me down. Is this normal? And do I have the right to say no? Just checking on my 
rights. Thank you Would you like a response? True Passenger's Nam~Phone Number: 
Email :!(bi(6i ! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



212512013 
8:19:08 

AM 

2125/2013 
8:19:59 

AM 

Hello. 

Have you read what I send ? 

What about undressing me in public?? 

Whal about pat-down 3 limes?? 

Is it sexual harassment?? 

Whal about under qualified female assistanl?? 

Why do you sending me stand a rd e-mai Is. not an swe n ng my q ue st1ons ?? 

Sincerely, 

fh,IRI 

(b,(6) 

FromJb,(6) 
Sent: Sunday, February 17, 2013 6:56 PM 

To.,,...,..,.,,.,....----------, 
Cc: kbl(6) 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IF1~1h~-~·,1~r;~·1 ---~ 
Date Time: 2/24/2013 9:37:04 PM 

······················---------------····························· 

Namerh·11R"i 
Email(b)(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc)AA 2822. DFW, Terminal B, 11:30 a.m. 212412013. 
Comments:Two complaints. First. I was not permitted to go through security with the sanitary disposable that I had brought with me: the TSA agent in charge was unfamiliar with TSA's own regulations permitting such footwear. along with all other 
agents at the checkpoint. Second, the TSA screener at lhe X•ray machine inappropriately removed my laptop from a compliant bag withoul checking with me first: she then put it in a dirty bin. I had specifically brought plastic bags with me in case lhe 
laptop needed a separate screening, but it shouldn't have needed one in the first place because the bag had a separate compartment for the laptop and has not required that I remove the laptop over several dozen recent trips. This was overall an 
extremely disappointing and frustrating experience; I was not able to follow my doctors' advice regarding sanitary standards because the TSA officers were not aware of their own regulations. 

(This supersedes my previous submission - I have corrected lhe date and added airline information.) 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl(b,(6) I 
Date Time: 2124/~0i 3 9:36:24 PM 

2/2512013 Namekb)(61 
8:20:00 E ·•"'h"'°-'""i"""---~--_._--, 

AM ma,~! _l_<J_I -----~ 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):AA 2822, DFW, Terminal B, 11 30 am 212312013 
Comments Two complaints. First, I was not permitted to go through security with the sanitary disposable that I had brought with me; the TSA agent in charge was unfamiliar with TSA's own regulations permitting such footwear, along with all other 
agents at the checkpoint. Second. the TSA screener at the X-ray machine i na pp ro pri ate ly removed my laptop from a com pl ,ant bag with out checking with me first she then put it in a dirty bin. I had s pec1f1ca 11 y brought plastic bags with me in case the 
I a ptop needed a separate screening. but it sho u Id n 't have needed one in the Ii rst p I ace because the bag had a separate com pa rime nt lo r the laptop and has not required th at I remove the I a pto p over s eve ra I dozen recent trips, This was ave ral I an 
extremely disappoinling and frustrating experience; I was not able to follow my doctors' advice regarding sanitary standards because the TSA officers were not aware of their own regulations. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-=====-------····························· 
Remote Client 1Pkbl(61 
Date Time: 212412""0"'"1-c-3-,-9'°': 3""'4""': 5'"'4""'p'"'M-,-, 

212512013 N ~ bi ( 61 
820:02 ame,.~..,....,.,..---------, 

AM Ema(h,1R1 _ _ _ 
Comp I a, nl s: Ina pp ro pri ate Screen, ng IP at Down Sc reenmg · 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):AA 2282. Terminal B, 11 :30 a.m. 2/23/2013 
Comments:Two complaints. First, I was not permitted to go through secunty with the sanitary disposable that I had brought with me; the TSA agent in charge was unfamiliar with TSA's own regulations permitting such footwear, along with all other 
agents at the checkpoint. Second, the TSA screener at the X-ray machine inappropriately removed my laptop from a compliant bag without checking with me first; she then put it in a dirty bin. I had specifically brought plastic bags with me in case the 
la plop needed a separate screening, bul it shouldn't have needed one in the first place because lhe bag had a separa1e compar1men1 for lhe laptop and has not required thal I remove the laptop over several dozen recenl trips. This was overall an 
extremely disappointing and frustrating experience; I was not able to follow my doctors' advice regarding sanitary standards because the TSA officers were not aware of their own regulations. 

You mother fuckers were going to pat down a 3 year old disabled girl? What in the FUCKING HELL IS YOUR PROBLEM!'!!! I hope Blowbama is correcl when he stated I hat if the Congress doesn't act I hat a 101 of your TSA goons get laid off!!!'! You 
are a bunch of high school flunky punks and seem to get hardons over treating AMERICAN CITIZENS like shit"' 11 You can all rot in HELL',,., 

212512013,..,...,....,..,----, 
8:20:12 ~kb_,~(6_1 __ ~ 

AM 

212512013 
9:05:08 

AM 

Sent from Windows Mail 

Ca Iler wants to claim a theft of a pocket camera, Cal I er flew from Ron aid Reagan to Atlanta with a connecting II i g ht to St, Thom as, Ca Iler stated he is missing a pocket camera that was on his be It and the item was gone when he had to have a p atdown 
and additiona I screening he cam era 901 gone. 

Advised caller the following information: 

Apologize 10 lhe caller and advised caller I would send claim forms via email address 



212512013 
10:30:41 

AM 

This individual has a complaint concern. 

Thank You, 

Alyssa Ca I derwood 
TSA, H azrna I Th re at Assessment Prag ram 
Technical and Pro·ect En ineerin , LLC 
b,(61 
571-227 bl(61 

~;~-~(fir€: Mm~:e-----
Sent ~turday, F;ruary 23. 2013 12:14 PM 
To: Calderwood. Alyssa CTR 
Subjecl: The TSA is a joke 

Alyssa, when will the TSA get their heads out of the sand and treat people like people? I have been pulled out every time, not some times but every time when I fly so I feel like I have the nght to say your agents suck. Please put my name on the list 
and share it with them when I fly that I think they are rude, no compassion and kids In Wheelchairs along with old grandparents probably aren t much of a risk unless they want to embarrass themselves and your agency(which they do plenty of). 
As for no cell phones during pat downs, I hat s funny. What I find 1ruly funny is I hat I here was a quote where TSA hires quality people yet those same people were stealing olhers stuff and when brought 10 TSA attention, I hey blew ii off and made ii the 
passengers responsibility to keep on it before your org finally had the gumption to step forward. 

Disability Description: Caller s mother has a mobility limitation. 

Information Request Callers mother missed a flight in the past and she wants to know how to get through screening without delay. 

Response Details: The screening process for a wheelchair or scooter is determined by a passengers ability to stand and walk, although a passenger can be screened without standing, walking, or being required to transfer out of a wheelchair or 
scooter. Passengers should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of their ability before the screening begins.Passengers in wheelchairs or scooters who can stand but cannot walk will be asked to stand near their wheelchair or scooter and 
will be screened using a thorough patdown. Passengers who can neither stand nor walk will be screened by a patdown while they remain seated.A companion, assistant. or family member may accompany a passenger to assist him or her during any 

2125/2013 private or public screening. After providing this assislance, the companion, assistant, or family member will need to be rescreened. The passenger should inform lhe TSO of his or her need for assistance before the screening process begins. 
12 20 04 

PM If a passenger has conce ms a t>o ut his or her s c reem ng. he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor while at the checkpoint. 

Offered the information by em ai I and she accepted. 



Hello. sent this on January 21, 2013 and have not heard back from anyone at TSA. I would like a follow up to this issue. 
Thank you in advance. 

i(b)(61 

212512013 
12:23:23 

PM 

-- -- - Forwarded Message -- -- -
From: "DaNotReply@tsa.dhs.gov" <DaNotReply@tsa.dhs.gov> 
To:jth\1~·-, I 
Sent: Monday, January 21, 2013 2:01 PM 
Subjecl: TSA Contact Us: Complaints 

Thank you for your i nq ui ry to the T ransporta ti on Security Administration submitted on 112112013 at 2:01 PM, We have lo rwarde d your em ai I to the ap prop ria te group for response. -

Namerhi/R, I 
Email(b)(61 
Comp a1nts: ·c1vli Rights . . 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): Atlanta Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport 
North Security Ch eek point 
date: December 27, 2012 
!rave Ii ng on: American Air I in es flight #3501 
Time of incident between 10:15am-10:30am: 
Comments: On December 27, 2012, roughly between 10:15am-10:30am, I was traveling from Atlanla 10 Miami on American Airlines flight #3501. I went thru the North Security Checkpoinl al Atlanta Hartsfield-Jackson lnternalional Airport. I wenl thru 
the body scanner. The female TSA agent (agents name isliE:ii:i:[J waiting for me upon exiting the scanner did a manual pat down. which is totally fine with me. I have been traveling thru the Atlanta airport anywhere from 16 to 25 round trips per year, 
for the last 24 years. I am very familiar with the process and have no issues with it. as long as passengers are treated with respect and courtesy. The TSA agentfb::,(

1
6/ lwas wearing rubber gloves and when she rubbed her hand down my hair, the 

~pulled my hair. I was not expecting anything to hurt. so understandably when my hair was pulled, I had a spontaneous verbal reaction in response to the pain et. It was not out of line, loud, obscene, but a simple ouch, that hurt. TSA agent 
~did not appreciate my expressing discomfort, and decided 10 rub her hands wilh a little more firmness (with lhe rubber gloves on) again thru my hair. Once again I expressed to her thal this was painful. Her atlilude and body language was so 
aggressive, it really shocked and surprised me. She was way aut of line. I felt very uncomfortable and even bullied. I asked her to please call her supervisor aver, which she did by yelling it out loudly and then she continued ta rant at me about haw she 
was doing her Job, was I resisting her, etc. Her tone was not nice, polite. or p roles s ional . but in fact very rude and frightening. She kept getting closer to me and ta I king in an intimidating way. And yet again, TSA age nq{ h we,·-, ~ ec1d ed to rub her hands 
with the rubber gloves thru my hair one more time. This time she actually pushed her hand against my head with more force and pushed hard against and then down. It was obvious she wanted it to hurt me. When done, she physically got right up in my 
face. She was so agitated lhat as soon as her supervisor (TSA lead office (b)(ffl came up, he had 10 grab her from behind with both of his hands and by her shoulders, and pull her away from me. He look her aside and spoke to her in low voice 
and sent her away from me. I collected my items and tried to speak to lea agen h··,1fi1 He really did not want to speak to me and tried ta blow me off. I asked both him and her for her name, and at first, neither wanted ta give it to me. I insisted and 



I am sending your request to the TSA Contact Center (TCC) 

From bi(61 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 5:23 PM 
To FOIA 
Subject T SA Contact Us: Freedom of Information Act 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

Remote Client IPf b 1(61 
212512013 Dale Time: 2 24 2"0,..;1.;,,3,,;5""':2"'3""':0"'3""'p""M.,...., 

12:23:31 
PM 

Name: 

l(b)(61 

Email: 

HYPERLINK l ... (b_1_(6_i ______________ _. 

Comments: 

I was stopped and extensively searched boarding my flight today. There was nothing in my bag that justified a stop. It was not a random check. They picked up something on my bag and equipment that set off their chemical screener. The result was a 
very thorough search and pat down that was completely unjustified. They refused to tell me what checmicals tnggered the unwarranted search and invasion of my person. I want to know what I am being searched for by the scanner so I can be sens1t1ve 
where my equipment is placed around fertilizer and chemical plants where I work. I expect it was Nitrates or Nitrites and Phosphates this time but it could have been any number of perfectly legal substances I am occasionally exposed to in work 
places. I want 10 know I his so I can prevent lhe very personal intrusion of my person wilhout just cause and significanl delay as I experienced today. 



What Happened: 

On December 27, 2012, roughly between 10:15am-10:30am. I was traveling from Atlanta ta 
Miami on American Airlines fi1ght #3501 I went thru the North Security Checkpoint at Atlanta 
Ha rtsfi e ld-Ja ckso n Intern ati o na I Airport I went th ru the body sea n ne r. The le male TSA agent 
(agenl's name is~ waiting for me upon exiting the scanner did a manual pat down, 
which is totally fi~e. I have been traveling thru the Atlanta airport anywhere from 16 ta 
25 round trips per year. for the last 24 years. I am very familiar with the process and have no 
· ith it, as long as passengers are treated with respect and courtesy. The TSA agent 

212512013 as wearing rubber gloves and when she rubbed her hand down my hair, the rubber 
p y hair. I was nat expecting anything to hurt, so understandably when my hair was 

12'24 '21 11 d I h ' h ' I f I I f I' PM pu e . ad a spontaneous verbal reaction ,n response to t e pain e I. twas not out o ,ne. 
loud, obscene, but a simple 'ouch, that hurt" TSA agen!hb)(l~)l!did not appreciate my 
expressing discomfort, and decided to rub her hands wit a , I e more firmness (wilh the rubber 
gloves on) again thru my hair. Once again I expressed to her that this was painful. 
Her att1tud e and body language was so aggressive. it re ally shoe ked and surprised me. She was 
way out of line. I felt very uncomfortable and even bullied. I asked her to please call her 
supervisor over, which she did by yelling it oul loudly and then she conlinued to rant at me about 
how she was doing her job. was I resisting her, etc. Her tone was not nice, polite, or professional. 
but in fact very rnde and frig htekrnq. S ~e k_e pt getting closer to me_ and ta I king in an i nt1 mi dating 
way. And yet again. TSA agent b i(6 i ec1ded to rub her hands with the rubber gloves thru my 
hair one more time. This time she actually pushed her hand against my head with more force and 
pushed hard against and then down. It was obvious she wanted it to hurt me. When done. she 
physi ca 11 y got right up in my face. She was so agitated th at as soon as her su pe rvi sor (TSA I ead 
officerfb)(ffi !came up, he had to grab her from behind with both of his hands and by her 
shoulders, and pull her away from me. He took her aside and spoke 10 her in low voice and sent 
her away from me. I collected my items and tried to speak to lead agenfil:illfilJ He really did not 
HelloTSA: 

My name ,s!(bi(6i land I was a passenger that passed through security at Salt Lake City's International Airport yesterday, February 24. 2013 at around 1500. Upon approaching the TSA check-point, the officer waved me into the x-ray machine. I 
asked to opt out of this and requested for a pat-down. I was denied 3 times, each time the worker giving me one excuse alter another. At the first denial, the guard said that there is minimal radiation exposure. I explained that I work in an x-ray 
departmenl for a living and wanted to minimize my exposure 10 radiation as much as possible, and to please give me a pat down instead. Again, he said, no, this is "minimal" radiation. I said that I underslood, but I requested a pat down or slrip search 
if that helped them. The guard denied me a third time saying, "Yau realize you're flying. right? There is a ton of radiation exposure when you fly ... " I responded by saying, '"Yes. and that is why I am trying ta minimize my exposure to this radiation." Each 
time I tried to approach the side behind the x-ray screening machine, the TSOs held their hands up to stop me, and waved me into the x-ray machine. 

I told him thal obviously I undersland this, as I already informed him that I work in a Radiology department for a living. At this point, I asked for their supervisor and the patrons behind me started to yell at me. Your TSOs began to firmly shout at me, 
"Sir, please step into the scanner'" So I foolishly entered the x-ray machine and was scanned against my consent. 

212512013 I know my rights. Your security guards denied me three times despite me asking politely. If you refer to your own website. http://www.tsa.gov/contact-transportation-security-administration it states that these x-ray screenings are "voluntary'" and that 

2,16:4 1 your TSOs are trained to conduct these screenings "professionally and respectfully,'" I was not treated respectfully, and your TS Os did not act professionally. 

PM 
I am considering I eg al a ct1on and have al ready contacted an attorney about this situation. 

Please respond to my email as soon as possible. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

kbi(61 



DearTSA 

I walked through security at MCI. Southwest airline, gate 40, between 1 :30 and 2: 1 Opm. 

I emptied my pockets entirely, even of my handkerchief. I removed my necklace, shoes, jacket, etc and walked through the metal detector. I did NOT set off the alanm, however. I was detained until a female officer oould do a pat down. She asked if I 
had sel off lhe alarm. The officer who delained me said no. She told me I was gelling a pat down because I was wearing a dress. I always wear a skirt and have had many pat downs wherein both inner and outer thigh are checked but never like this. 

212512013 I was told th at this was the new procedure. I want to inform T SA that I Ii nd it extreme I y i ntrus,ve that an off ce r is placing her hands against my vagina. Why is this a cce pta bl e? 

4:1716 
PM 

PI ease come up with a I tern ate ways to ch eek passengers or provide us with some other options. 

Thank you. I I ook forward to h ea n ng from you. 

l(b)(61 

Dear TSA Cares: 

I have an lleostomy and travel on the airlines frequently. It is my understanding that I will need 

to self-pat-dawn the Ostomy area (outside my clothing) and then be screened for explosive residue. 

I am line with this procedure and have done it a number of times. 

Recently on a trip from Fort Myers the TSA agents made me go into a separate room and expose the 

212512013 Ostomy appliance to them. At this point I was asked ta pat-dawn the appliance and tested for explosives. 

4:1754 
PM 

If I understand the TSA procedure there was no need for me to undress and expose the appliance and 

am ups et th at the TSA agents did not know the ca rrect procedure. 

Please let me know if the procedure has changed. If not, I suspect there are quite a few travelers with Ostomy appliances 

and am surprised the agents were not aware of the correct procedure, 

Thank you for your help and support. 



Hello-

I am sitting in the Dublin airport and was just randomly selected for a pat down screen after having already been through regular screening-- Twice. I am very offended and frankly feel violated by this and feel that there is absolutely no reason to have 
random pat downs. I travel regularly and have never been subjected by such hum i Ii at ion. I was not patted down because they found something suspicious-- just because I was se I ected. This is ridiculous nonsense. 

2125/2013 
4:17:56 Please send me the statistics on how many incidences of prohibited and dangerous items you've found through these random pat downs. Frankly you should stop these baseless, offensive, violating searches immediately. 

PM 
Regards, 

fh1/R1 

Sent from my iPad 

From: b1(6) 
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 1 :21 PM 
To: TSA.Ombudsman@dhs.gov 
Subject: TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPf b i(6i 
212512013 Date Time: 212 512!"0"'1'=3""1'°': 2"'1,...: 0'"'3,...p=-M,...,.... 

4:1817 
PM 

Name: 

!(b1(6i 

Email: 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

In consistencies rn sec u nty scree ni rig 

Comments: 

Last moth I went through a full body scan at ewr and stowed any metal objects in my carry on. I passed the procedure without incident. 
Hello 
I recently traveled through SF O airport security. The process was smooth and fair I y quick. Something I wanted to b n ng to your attention that was conce ming to my experience. I am a le ma I e passenger that opted out of security sere en i ng due to my 
pregnancy. I opted for a pat down screening. As a female the TSA crew took all most professionalism and had me wait for a female screener. I was fine with this, the screener was available within a few minutes. To my surprise. the screener was a 

212512013 lesbian. I jusl wanled to get lhrough the screening, so I proceeded. This was a shock to myself and my husband as you wanted me to wait for a female screener for my comfort, yel only 10 set me up with a lesbian worker. lsnt that the same experience 

6:06:37 as having a male pat me down? Something definitely to think about in your policy. 

PM Thank you 

i(b)(61 

Sent from my iPhone 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time· 2125/2013 4:38:39 PM Airport: PSP - Palm Springs Regional Date/Time of Travel· 02/25/2013 1:10 PM Airline & Flight Number· American 1628 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Main Screening Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) 
!lb l/6\ !and Kb }(6}pomment February 25, 2013 

TransporIation Securily Administration: 

I am writ_ing to lodge a formal complaint against TSA Screener ~adge lof5y§T"lwho violated my constitutional_ rights by_subjectrng me to an unnecessary, invasive, and humiliating pat down search as I passed through the security 
checkpoint. I am also lodging a formal complaint against TSA Screener b_i(6 Ba~unknown), who witnessed the inappropriate search and failed to stop 11, as he should have. 

At approximately 1: 1 O pm PST on~ 25, 2013, I entered the security checkpoint for all gates at Palm Springs International Airport (PSP) on the way to my flight, American 1628 to Dallas. I opted out al the body scanner and was then subjected 

212512013 to an invasive pat down search by~who touched my buttocks and grain area. 

6:0649 
PM 

This search was a gross violalion of my constitutional rights, nol to mention an invasion of privacy. I wanl this le1ter added to Screene~personnel file and also to Screene1lliRfil] personnel file, so that ii may be considered in future 
pe rlo rma nee reviews as a record of misconduct. 

I request a written response to this corn plaint from 1 he airport fed era I security director. 

Sincerely_ 

!/hl!l'ii I 
Would you like a re?'ons?2 - Io 10 

Passenger's Name ~~_E_l(_6 __ , ___ ~ 
Phone Number . 

Email f"'b'-"1""(6'""1 _____ ,--.,,..,......,....--,,, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

DearTSA, 

After weighing the concern of being an some watch list for speaking out, I decided I am still a US citizen and have same free speech rights, for the time being anyway. 
The incident of TSA goons harrasing the child in the wheelchair--video on YouTube--and telling her father it's "illegal to videotape the procedures" was Just too much to take. You people are government employees. You work for the maJority of the 
travellers that you encounter everyday in many of the airports. You should have no complaints about being photographed or videotaped by the people who pay your salaries. And they shouldn't lie that it's illegal to video them. If your minions at the AIT 
devices and xray scanners don't like it, they should reIurn to jobs at fast food restaurants, where they are videotaped as a daily precaution in many establishmenls. 
My family was subjected to ridiculous '"random"screening procedures in Las Vegas as we were returning home from a short vacation. My children were wanded and groped, our luggage was run repeatedly through the scanners, and the whole process 
almost made us miss our plane. Meanwhile, hordes of middle eastern looking males, 18-30, were waltzing by on the other side of a plexiglass partition. not part of any detailed screening. In the group of random screens was a Texan going home to his 
cattle ranch, a pair of old ladies on their way back to the Midwest, and some skinny kid emulating a rap singer. All harmless travellers. It was a stupid waste of time that served no purpose, except to teach the screeners that their fellow citizens are just 
ca Ille 10 be prod ed. I joked wilh the grand poobah running the charade I hat he simply run the kids lhrough the ,-ray machine--it would be quicker lhan wanding them over and over. 

2~2~;2~~ 3 You waste our time and cost us more money and in the end you could do much less and we'd be safer, happier and less frustrated. One Israeli authority said the problem with American security is that 11 focused on the tools of a terrorist rather than the 

PM terrorist. 
When is TSA and whoever needs to sign off on lhe idea simply develop a traveller's ID thal will be available for qualified American citizens so we can sweep pasl this farce? Harmless American travellers are not lhe enemy here. 
Yau people must have another agenda. Probably related ta people who might be moving cash around the government wants to levy a tax on to pay for a more bloated system. 

Sincerely, 

kb1(6) I 
Art i ngto n. Washing ton 

"Truth has become a v,cti m of pol iii cal ha<m Ii nq." - Russe 11 BI aylock, M. D. 



DearTSA 

After weighing lhe concern of being on some watch list for speaking oul, I decided I am still a US citizen and have some free speech righls, for the time being anyway. 
The incident of TSA goons harrasing the child in the wheelchair--video on YauTube--and telling her father it's "illegal to videotape the procedures" was just toa much to take. You people are government employees. You work for the majority of the 
travellers that you encounter everyday in many of the airports. You should have no complaints about being photographed or videotaped by the people who pay your salaries. And they shouldn't lie that il"s illegal to video them. If your minions at the AIT 
devices and xray scanners don't like it, they should return to jobs at fast food restaurants. where they are videotaped as a daily precaution in many establishments. 
My family was subjected to ridiculous "random"screening procedures in Las Vegas as we were reIurning home from a short vacation. My children were wanded and groped, our luggage was run repeatedly through lhe scanners, and the whole process 
almost made us miss our plane. Meanwhile, hordes of middle eastern looking males, 18-30, were waltzing by an the other side of a plexiglass partition. not part of any detailed screening. In the group al random screens was a Texan going home to his 
cattle ranch, a pair of old ladies on their way back to the Midwest and some skinny kid emulating a rap singer. All harmless travellers. It was a stupid waste of time that served no purpose, except to teach the screeners that their fellow citizens are Just 
cattle to be prod ed. I joked with the grand poobah running the charade that he simply run the kids through the x-ray machine-it would be quicker than wanding them over and over. 

212512013 You waste our time and cast us more money and in the end you could do much less and we'd be safer, happier and less frustrated. One Israeli authority said the problem with American security is that it focused on the tools of a terrorist rather than the 
8=12:27 terrorist. 

PM When is TSA and whoever needs to sign off on the idea simply develop a travellers ID that will be available for qualified American citizens so we can sweep past this farce? Hanmless American travellers are not the enemy here. 
You people must have anolher agenda. Probably relaled to people who might be moving cash around the government wants 10 levy a lax on 10 pay for a more bloated system. 

Sincerely, 

kbi(6i 
Ari i ngta n. Washing ton 

"Truth has became a victim al political haggling." - Russell Blaylock, M.D. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Dis a bi Ii ty Complaint 
Current Date/Time : 212512013 7: 14:45 PM Airport : MCD - Orlando International Date/Time of Travel 02/1612013 5:00 PM Airline & Flight Number 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. I have a prosthesis. The scanner was not working on the lane I chose. I informed the agent as I approached the metal detector if a scanner was an option and she said na. The agent an the other side of the metal detector told me had I 

212512013 informer her I would prefer the scanner I could have. She would not listen to the fact I had done exactly that on the other side of the scanner. Then after my much more invasive pat down than usual, a different agent Just walked off with my things. I 
8:13:02 kinda of following not knowing what was going on. I was then lead to a private room and then my prosthesis was scanned from every angle. I have no idea what technology this scan is, was I subjected to additional x ray. The process was not 

PM explained, rude, and frankly insulting. More could have been seen by my simply pulling up my panls leg. It caused a huge delay, the machine did not work correctly and lhe agenl couldn't sign in. Overall, I was insulted and in my opinion, ii was less of a 
safety measure than what has been done in the past. It just wasted my time, singled me out and insulted my dignity. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



I am a Government employee who frequently flies for work as well as sports. I also coach for the local high school cheerleading squad. This past December. we flew from Kahului Airport (OGG). Maui, Hawaii to Honolulu (HNL), Oahu, Hawaii. We flew 
on two separate dates. I had a group of 2 Adults (Coaches) total and 6-8 girls ranging in ages 14-17. 
-On our firsl return I rip home (H NL to OGG), one of my 14 yr, old was approached by a TSA screener while trying to retrieve her backpack from lhe security screening belt. I normally send one adult ahead of the girls and I bring up the end. So thal the 
girls are safely between both adults. Anyway. the TSA screener lifts a backpack and says "whose is this?·· The 14 yr. old replies that it's hers. The TSA screener walks over to another area where suspected carry--ons are swiped for possible threats. 
The screener does not acknowledge the 14 yr. old or myself on the concern. Granted this is a minor traveling with an adult. Nothing was said to either one of us. Upon finishing the swipe and bag check, the screener reaches in and pulls out a botlle of 
body lotion. The 14 yr. old realized she forgot to transfer it to her luggage. The screener looks at her sternly and says '"you can't take this.'' I step forward and replied "okay, thank you.'' The bag was handed back to the 14 yr. old. 

-On our second trip, on the return home from H NL to OGG, one of my 15 yr. old was pulled to the side after going through the detector. No communication was made to me about this as I was right behind her. The screener just looked at the 15 yr. old 
and asked her to step aside. Once having the 15 yr. old step aside into a designated area, the screener began to do a pat down. There was no explanation to her or rne. I looked over to the 15 yr. old who was a bit panicked and reassured her things 

212512013 were okay. After. the pat down the screener said she was line and could go. We both walked away confused and baffled. 

9:04:18 
PM 

2/26/2013 

I did not say anything at the time in fear we would be held back or miss our flight. I do understand the needs and duties of the TSA, my husband is also in Law Enforcement. And I being a Supervisor for a Government agency respect the 
professionalism and the "just doing our Job"' However. I do not feel that the situation was handled appropriately. There could have been ways to minimize the confusion, for incidents like these are what cause passengers to be disorderly. disgruntled 
and unhappy. 
Please look into further training for your TSA screeners. CusIomer service and people skills are lacked by some. Avoiding confrontations and incidents would help the outlook of traveling and all related issues. 

Thank you for your time and consideration in this matter. 

Just an FYI .. our experience prior to that was great. The TSA staff person thal check IDs was very professional and helpful. While other TSA slafl screamed al those in the lines. The young man thal we dealt with was very direci. soft spoken and 
informative to the procedures of being screened. That we very much appreciated. 

The caller went through screening at EWR on 2-16-13 around 5:30pm for a 6:00pm flight with JetBlue from EWR to PBI. The caller thinks it was at gate 16. The caller was directed to TSA Cares bykbl(ff:, lerminal manager, at EWR. The 
caller had wheelchair assistance to the JetBlue terminal. He asked for a hand search of his carry-on due to his valuables like a Ro lex watch, 1000.00 in cash. and his wallet that contained his firearm ID from 5 different states. He was refused a hand 
inspection of his carry-on. The officers separated him from his property and states that no one was watching or protecting his items as they went through screening. The caller states that his valuables were out of his line of sight. The caller states that 
the officers dumped his ii ems out of his carry-on and he had to recover his temns from the bins. The caller is complaing due 01 the fact that he should not have been separtated from his valuables. The caller states that when he asked for a visual 
inspection a female officer. in her 20 s, came up to him and put her finger in his face and said he would miss his flight just because he asked for a supervisor. The caller states the female officer was very rude jrh··,1rr, knld the caller he was going 
to ull the video tape so he could see the way the female officer acted. The officers told him the wheelchair attendant should have watched his 1tems.!(b)(ffi Was very nice and gave him the number to a support spec1al1st to call at 866-289-9673. 
(bH6l old him to call 72 hours in advance next time to let the officers know he was coming. 

10:40:04 Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TS Os) to reasonably ensure that cany-on items. including disability-related devices and aids, are kept within a passenger's line-of-sight when a passenger is 
AM required to undergo additional screening, When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property during a patdown or private screening, TS Os have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's items and to ensure that the 

passenger is reunited with his or her property once ii clears x-ray screening. 

Passengers transporting valuable items. such as Jewelry, coins, or gold bars, may request a physical (hand) inspection of the valuable items. instead of x-ray scanning. This request will be granted 1f the TSA screening supervisor believes that a 
physi ca I inspection is s uffi ci e nt to determine that the item does not con cea I a prohibited item. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

I advised the caller to call 72 hours ina dvance ii he needed help with a disability issue but his concern was screener rudeness and not being granted a hand inspection of his cany-on. 

212612013 Mother in law is 89 and had a patdown and had her hands swabbed. Caller wants to know why she had to have a patdown and what would cause her to have a hand swab? 

11:09:25 
AM 

I told caller I was not at lhe airpori. however the agents felt it was necessary to do the patdown and hand swab. 



2126/2013 
111945 

AM 

Disability Description: Callers wife went through terminal 3 checkpoint at Phoenix Sky Harbor at 9: 10 am. She was flying to Mmneapol,s on Delta flight 220. She is a breast cancer patient who is under Dr s orders not to go through the x-ra or 
anything magnetic. He Dr told her to avoid radiation. He said that she told the TSO that she would like to request a patdown. The officer refused and sent her through the metal detector. He said that he spoke with a supervisor nam (b)(ff:1 
and was told that it was a miscommunition between her and the TSO. He did not have the name of the TSO. He wanted to make a formal complaint. He said lhat he does not want to get anyone in Irouble, however this issue should ""e~o~o-e~a~.-~ 

Incident Details: Callers wife went through the checkpoint at Phoenix Sky Harbor at 9: 10 am. She was flying to Minneapolis on Delta flight 220. Her flight was at 10: 15 am She is a breast cancer patient who Is under Dr s orders not to go through the x
ray or anything magnetic. He said that she told the TSO that she would like to request a patdown. The officer refused and sent her through the metal detector. He said that he spoke with a supervisor and was told that it was a miscommunition 
between her and the TSO. He did nol have the name of the TSO. 

I gave the following information: For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)). it must: 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt; 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the alleged discriminatory action in sufficient detail to inform TSA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
Be sIg ned by the complainant or someone autho nzed to sign on be ha If of the comp I a i na nt. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns. we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf. 

Any of the above requirements can be waived for good cause. If you are requesting that any of the above requirements be waived, please explain your good cause in your complaint. 
To file a complaint electronically. please send an e-mail to: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to place D-RFI in the subject line to allow for proper handling. 

To file a complaint via the Internet, please visit http: www.tsa.gov traveler-information travelers-filing-compliant 

I emailed him the information 

Disability Description: Caller said that he is flying with his 6 year old son and he does not want any TSA employees touching his son. Caller said that he talked to a~nd was told that his arms and torso would only be touched. Caller said he 
wanted to know if it was just arms and torso and the gentleman refused to answer anymore of his question. 

Resolution: 

As part of this effort TSA is implementing a program to revise screening procedures for passengers 12 years old and younger. The new screening procedures include permitting multiple passes through the metal detector and advanced imaging 
techno I og y to clear any a I arms as we 11 as the greater use of explosives trace detection. TSA anticipates these changes wi 11 further reduce---,, I tho ugh not el, mi nate----the need for a p hys,ca I paid own for chi Id re n th at would otherwise have be en conducted 
to resolve alarms. 

212612013 Caller stated that they still do not have any guidlines, caller was wanting to know the limits of the search. 
11:27:18 

AM 
Advised caller that TSA does not do strip searches and the patdown would depend upon the alarm and the anomalies. 

Told caller that the patdown would depenf where the alarm or the anomallies appeared. I cannot tell you exactly how the patdown would be condcuted. It would be over the clothing and be a modified version of the adult patdown. 
Told caller that TSA is reducing the need for patdowns in children by permitting multiple passes through the screening. 

Caller was wanting 10 know if his child is subject to a paldown can they refuse and leave. 

Told caller if he Is referred for a paid own and 11 is not permissable that he would not be permitted to fly. 

Ca Iler requested th at I em a i I him the information. 



2126/2013 
114918 

AM 

Caller Is wanting to know if she can get a video tape of her and her bag going through security because she thinks a pair of gold earnngs was taken from her carry-on bag. She also wants to know why she was patted down so extensively. 
She stated that she is sorry ii TSA didn t take the earrings and that only leaves one more option for the earrings missing and there wasn ta NOi. 

She also stated that the lady that done her patdown didn t a/lend her at all. 
Caller ask who Is the person I would be sending this to and how long before she would hear anything. Caller ask my name and if I had a number or anything. 
Caller stated that she talked to a CSM named Reed Barnes and he told her that Michelle Wilcox is the Deputy Director of Aviation but she hasn t talked to her either and she doesn t want to talk to anyone local because they hired them and may not 
help her. 

Advised Ca Iler: 
I told lhe caller that I could send I his up to the CSM at the airport so they could review the screening I hat was done on her and her bag. 
I told the caller that I was the only Kim here at the call center. 
I also told the caller that I would send her a claim form VIA email and she should get it within 24 hours. 
I a po I og i zed to the ca Iler that we got disconnected . 

Date: 2 1413 
Time 11:06AM 
Airport MSY 
Airline: US Airways Express 
Flight 3212 
Gate: B 

Caller stated that she wants to know if theres any special procedure for carrying an epi pen. She also had a recent surgery. and it takes a year to recover. She wants to know 1/ she goes through the x-ray and metal detection, the area still hurts, and 
she wants to know what to do in the event of a patdown. II that area is manipulated, then it can cause her sever pain. She wants to know if she can leave the screening area in the event of a patdown in that area, without having to be touched. 

2126120 13 Advised Caller 
11 :54:53 I told her that she would need to let the TSO know about the epi pen when she gets to the checkpoint and place it in a separate bin to be submitted for screening. 

AM 
I also told her that she would need to let the TSO conducting the screening before it begins that she does have an aversion to touch due to pain. If she can stand still with her arms above her head for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or a 
device th en she can go through the Al T, but the re s no way lo r me to be able to guarantee that she would be ab I e to avoid a patdown in any way. If she chooses not to receive the p atdown. she would have the option to leave. 

Caller acc1dently had 3 or 4 bottles of macadamia nut l1qu1d in his carry on. He had a money clip with $5 and a card with $5 in the side pocket. He went back and checked the liquid. A new TSO was checking him. He went the checkpoint 3 times and 
the Agricultural checkpoint 3 times. He sent an email to Alaska Airlines who sent him the ts a.gov website. There was a thin guy in a white shirt and a heavy set guy with a TSA shirt. They were both checking his luggage and doing his patdown. 

Airport Ko na 
2126120 13 Airline: Al a ska 
3:12:06 Flight Number: 801 

PM Dale and Time: Feb 22nd, 2013 at 10:30am (approximate time he was al the checkpoint) 
Location: Gate 7 

I apologized to the caller, emailed him the claim and instructions which he will receive within 24 hours. I told him I would send this to the CSM for review and thanked him for letting us know what happened. 



Caller stated th at the p ri o nty thing she is ca 11 mg about 1s her I ug gage th at she checked. It was gone through. and it s obvious that it was because she had pi I ls that were opened and loose in the I ugg age and she a I so had clothes that we re messed up. 
Some of the pills were gone, because she knows how many that she took, and some were missing. She also had a wheel damaged. There is no NOi. 

She also has a complaint about a woman TSO, when she asked for a patdown due to medical research that she has from the scanners, and the woman was just screaming at her in SEA. She found it to be very upsetting, and she kept screaming and 
re pe ati ng what she had to read. She wasn t consumer fnend I y at al I, and she wasn t being hosti I e at al I. She thinks 11 may have been something that she was trained to do. and she thought it was very em ba rras sing and had never had that happen 
before. She reported her to someone, and when she was patted down, the cheif of the TSA came in there, and they were line. Shes complaining about the woman directing people on where to go to wait for the patdown. She had blonde hair and was 
very nice looking, but she fell thal it was very embarrassing. She can t remember lhe man s name who was present during her patdown. He was very tall, blonde and very nice, along with the lady who was palling her down. 
Flight details below: 
Departure Date: 2-12-13 
Departure Time: 10:08 a.m. 
Went through screening: 8:30-9 a.m. 

2126120 13 Airport SEA 
3:12:44 Airline: United 

PM 
She doesn t want 10 provide an email address, and said if they wanted to con1ac1 her they could do so by phone. She slill wants I his information sent to the CSM aboul the screener. 

Advised Caller: 
PI ease note th at TS A assumes a very Ii m ited role with respect to checked baggage hand Ii ng, We a re only responsi b I e for checked baggage from the time it is presented for screening unti I the time it has been cleared of screening , Once checked 
baggage has been screened and cleared, airlines are responsible for transporting it 10 its final des1ina1ion. As a result, the amount of time checked baggage is under TSA control is relalively shor1. 

If a TSO needs to op en and search a checked bag, the TSO wi 11 p I ace a Notice of Ins pe ct,on ( N OI) inside the bag to ale rt the passenger that his or her bag was searched by TSA. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the appropriate Cus1omer Service Manager. 

Caller slated that when he got to the Ft Lauderdale airport, the lines were extremely long. He was wailing in line and saw a few TS Os walk away from the checkpoint. He stopped them and asked what was taking so long and if he could move to the 
front with the other 6 people that were flying on the same flight as him, but they denied this request and told him that they would have to wait. He finally got through screening with 1 min left until his departure. He was putting his items back in his 
pockets when they subjected h, m to add i ti o na I screening which included a paid own. He felt that they s ho u Id have had the individuals who have mo re recent fi 1g hts come to the front of the Ii ne so they wi 11 not miss them I, ke he did. Some airports Ii ke 
LGA have this in place. 

2;2~~~~ ~ 3 As a result of missing his flight, he had to fly 3 days later and fly out of Orlando which was 2 hours away from him. 

PM 
CCR informed him: 
While cus1omers may experience varying wait limes at each airport, TSA works wilh ils slakeholder partners to reduce wail times, especially during the higher-volume travel months. 
In addition. passengers should consult arrival times with their individual airline, and we recommend arriving at least 2 hours in advance of flight time to allow ample time for security screening and boarding of aircraft. 

CCR informed him that this inform ati o wi 11 be forwarded to the CSM. 



Caller had a notice of inspection. He said that on the bottom of the NO I it says that smart security saves ti me. He stated that there was nothing smart about it and it does not save time. He said the time was wasted and it was com pl etel y bogus. He 
and his wife flew to Cancun for a work function. His wife is pregnant and opted out of the AIT. The flew from Cancun back to Phoenix. They had to walk down a hallway that goes to customs and from there they went through security. He stated that 
the screener found a trace of whatever on his wife and she had 10 have a another pal down and her bag was inspected. He said that TSA admits I hat perfume, lotion, or soap could be what they found. After she was IesIed for explosives I here was 
nothing found. They were both pulled aside in Mexico and had a patdown. He wanted to know what the purpose of going through screening again in Phoenix was. He asked how we are saving time and what we are checking for. He stated that when 
they I eft Ont a no ea rty in the morning his wife requested a patdown. He thinks that because she opted out of the Al T they may have be en targeted. He was up set because his bag was opened and inspected. He wanted to know why his bag was 
inspected, He asked lo r a Ii st of items that sets of the a I arm , He said that you wo u Id think that his wile ma de a threat against TSA There were four a gents present during the inspection, He said they were the re 2 0 minutes and his wife had an 
invasive patdown. He stated I hat TSA at lhe airporl does not have an answer as 10 why his bag was inspected or why they said they found something on his wife and could not find anything after the inspection. He wanled to know the purpose of his 
bag being opened and inspected and he wanted to know why they got another patdown in Phoenix after getting one in Mexico. 

I gave the following information. Upon arriving in the United States from a foreign country, passengers and their baggage are first cleared for entry into the United States by U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) inspectors. CBP inspectors cover 
matters of customs, immigration, public health, food inspeclion, and plant and animal health. After clearing CBP procedures, Iravelers may exit an airporl or connect to a U.S. flighl. After completing the CBP entry process, passengers and baggage 
arriving on international flights are required to pass through TSA's security checkpoint. 

2126/2013 
3:24:40 I advised him that I do not know why his bag was inspected, I told him that if there was an alarm it would have been opened and inspected to clear the alarm. I also told him that I do not have a list of items that set off the alarm. 

PM I advised him that TSA does nol perform screening in foreign countries. I lold him that the AIT is volunIary and if a passenger does not wish 10 use the AIT they can opt out and get a paldown. I also told him thal passengers are not targeled because 
the opt out of the AIT. 

212612013 
4:13:11 

PM 

I advised him that TSA peforms screeing to check for prohibited items. I also told him that we check the passengers Id, 

m ne I son took over ca 11 : Caller Is up set with T SA s process in genera I. Ca 11 er just wanted to argue. he did not have any true questions. I disconnected cal I. 
I told him 

Feed back Type : Security Issue 
Categories : Pat-down 
Current Date/Time: 212612013 3:02:10 PM Airport: LAS - McCarran International Date/Time of Travel 02/2412013 3:11 PM Airline & Flight Number United #1729 Checkpoint/Area of Airport United terminal TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment· When I went through the security checkpoint, they checked my palms and told me I tested positive /or explosives. 
Huh? 
rve never touched an explosive in my life. The agent said it could have been the body lotion I used on my skin because it was the desert and my skin was dry. 
Regardless. I was forced to have everything in my luggage examined -- my blowdryer, company laptop, empty water bottles, all my clothing and toiletnes (which they dropped three times incidentally) - and then was taken into a back room with a 
closed door and patted down. The agent went into my pants, touched my breasts and buttocks -- I'm sure you know the dri 11. I don't ca re if it was the back of her hand or not, it was intrusive and upsetting, 
And, SURPRISE, everything came back clean. 
I appreciate that airport security is there for our safety and to identify the &quot:bad guys,&quot: but you need to invest in more-precise equipment so that innocent travelers are not subjected to this kind of treatment in the future. 
If you have false posItIve s Ii ke this, I shudder to think about the fa I se negatives that are also ace u rri ng. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name kb 1(6) fhone Numbtfb)(61 fmail !(b 1(6) ro leave a commenl concerning I his feedback, follow this link: http:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs,govlEDB21ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time· 2126/2013 3:10A6 PM Airport: JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel· 02/20/2013 5A5 PM Airline & Flight Number· DL 2162 CheckpoinUArea of Airport· Terminal 2- DL Frequent Flyer TSA Employee: (If 
Known): 
Comment · I would Ii ke to provide le ed back about the continued practice of patting down a woman of colors hair. W hi I e I understand the intent, it is the process th at is used that continues to concern me, 

In my particular situation. I passed through the AIT scanning, stepped out of the machine. waited as instructed and then without further conversation. the female TSA agent (there was also a male present) started patting down my hair, which was in 
cornrow breads. I asked the agent if the go Ives which she had on were clean and free of powder. Her snide response was I just put these on. What the agent did not realize was that I had been observing her from the time I stepped mto the AIT 
scanner to when I stepped out. She did not put on new gloves. As a matter of fact she had patted down a passenger just prior to me. I also noticed that after she had finished her pat down of me, the next passenger through, a white female wearing a 

2126/2013 wide headband and ponytail, was not subjecl to the same actions. I menlion this because I've been advised lhrough prior TSA correspondence that a &quot;headband&quot: was the same as a hat and it if could not be removed is subject 10 hands on 
6 :04: 06 screening. 

PM 
The bottomline out of my comments is the following: if agents are going to patdown a passengers hair, the putting on of clean non powder gloves, needs to be performed in front of the passenger. Especially if the gloves were used to check the 
clothing of a prior passenger; as clolhing can have dirl. other con1aminents I hat can be 1ranserfed from one passenger to another. 

Agents should not get indigent 1f asked by passenger 1f the gloves are a new clean pair. I am protecting my health and person. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Name (b)(61 
Phone Number : "'--"'--'------' 

Email l(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The caller would like to lodge a complaint. He fiew from OGG today 2 26 13 on Hawaiian Airlines flgiht 132, departing at 9: 13am from Gate 15. 

He is flying back this afternoon from Hilo al 4:44pm. 

He indicated th at what he experienced was classic bu 11 yi ng and TSO trying to assert power. 

The caller indicated I hat he called lwice in regard to traveling tools. The tools that he traveled with was under seven inches. He opted for a pal down, however the TSO e,plained that the radiation with less than what is encountered with cell phone use. 
The caller decided to got hrough AIT. He was then advised that his bag would have to be searched. He indicated that if his bag had to be searched he wanted to be patted down. The caller did not answer when asked if he was advised that he had to go 
back through the AIT. 

He indicated that TS~ecame uptight because he requested the pat down. She requesled for someone 10 conducl the pat down. The caller indicated I hat he wailed for five or ten minu1es for someone to come 10 conducl the pat down. He then 
advised that he would~ the AIT as he did not want to miss his flight. She advised that he would have to receive a pat down now that he had chosen to do that. He was not allowed to go back through the AIT. He indicated that he was all a 

2126/2013 sudden surrounded by TSOs. The Supervisor!(b':1(6) ~ame over. The caller asked if he was going to conduct the pat down. TSO Supervisor advised that he was not going to conduct the pat down. He waited a few more moments. He was 
8:52: 14 then taken into an enclosed booth and was patted down. 

PM 
He indicated that he felts bullied, especially by [§RE] and that it wasn t right. 

He indicated th at the TS Os knew he was from Maui and knew that he was going to work, 

The public would like a kinder gentler TSA that only screens for guns and dynamite. 

I advised that I would refer the infonmation to the CSM at OGG. I have documented all of the information provided and TSA does monitor the number and nature of complaints received. 

The caller did not answer if and who advised that he would have to go through the AIT again. 

He did not answer who conducted the pat down when asked. 



On December 30, 2012 I went through TSA screening at the Harlingen Texas Airport on the way to Dallas Love Field on Southwest flight 2953. 

First, I am a business traveler and ga through TSA screening several times a week around 40 weeks per year This is the first time I've every had a negative experience and this is my first complaint. 

When I exited the scanner, I was told there was something indicated in my left pocket and he would have to pat that area. I said fine even though I know nothing was in the pocket. I was asked to step aside and then Agent!/h··,1rr1 I said he would 
have to give me a chest and adomen pal. I thought that was weird for something that was supposed 10 be in my left pocket. lmmedialely, when he finished he said he had to do an inseam frisk. I aske why and he said it was jusl policy. Before I could 
say anything he ran both hands up my inseam from my knee and firmly into my crotch. I told him, that was not policy and he seemed to be enjoying it a little tao much. With that he said he also had to do it from the back. hum, same inseams from front 
and back. He ag am, ran both hand from my knees and again Ii rm I y into my crotch. I then told him he was tot a 11 y out of I in e and that I had been through hundreds of s c reem ngs and numerous pat downs and never had any agent do that. Espe cai I ly lo r 
something ide nti fi ed in my I eft pocket. 

212712013 He said that if I had a complaint to see his supervisor. I asked where the supervisor was and he pointed to a woman sitting behind an elevated desk about 20 feet away. Her head was down and when I walked over to her she was reading. I interupted 
8:06:48 her reading asked for her name and told her what happen. Her name is kh··,1r;-1 ( I asked for badge numbers but she said they did not go by badge numbers and would not give me either number. When I told her what happened she said that 

AM it could not have happened that way. I asked ii she was call me a liar, she said no but it could not have happened. I asked her how she could know that when he had her head buried in reading material. She had no respone to that. I told her I want to 
file a complaint and she gave me a card to fill out to give back to her. I told her that did nol make sense since she already indicaled she did not believe me. 

Again. this is my Ii rst comp I a int and hundreds of screenings by T SA agents ._kb_."', (_6'-1 ____ ....,! was Iota 11 y out of Ii ne and I have a se nous concern that he is 
misusing his authority for a little personal sexual gratification. 

I trust the TSA will do something about this rogue agent to keep him from doing this to other pass agers ar some child in the future. 

!(b)(61 I 
HYPERLINK '._l(b_)_(6_, _____________ __. 

212712013 Just watched the pal down, Your agency did on a lhree tear old child in a wheel chair. Utlerly discgusting• 

10:06:31 
I fiy our unfriendly skies as well And if you think for one second that behavior is appreciated in the name of safety you are mistakenl 

AM 

You need to come up with some different rules and approaches for children period ! Your methods are ridiculous 



Fro b1(6) 
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 12:17 AM 
To: TSA.Ombudsman@dhs.gov 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1j,_(b--'1_(6--') ___ __. 
212712013 Dale Time: 2/2712013 12:17: 14 AM 

10:06:54 
AM 

Name: 

Email: 

w,(6) 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

pat down due to implanted medical device and sterile medical equipment problems 

Comments: 

Sir; I am disabled by a chronic illness and have a medically needed implanted device with a complex computer system in the implant. I can not go through X ray. my MD and medical device company have told me not to use the Advanced Imaging 
I am a cancer palient and I have flown twice in the past three weeks. I am very uncomforlable with addition X-ray exposure. On a lrip leaving Orlando, I requested 10 go through the older metal detector to avoid X-ray exposure, explaining that I am a 
ca nee r patient. I am a I so a Clea rM e custom er so have advanced checks on file. I was to Id I had to have a pat down. This was pe rio rmed in ful I view of not only at her trave I ers but a I so my three children. I carry a ca rd which states I have a po rt 
implanted in my chest for chemo (cancer/chemo patient). 

I was lold because I asked not to go through the X-ray, I had to be palled down-no matler whal. My flight home and my next flighl, I avoided lhe pat down and embarrassment and walked through the X-ray. My kids were sad and thought I was hurting 
212712013 myself which is exactly what I felt. And on top of that, because of my implanted port. they still did another check' At what point do the TSA agents use some common sense? 
12:03:42 

PM There has got to be another option. A letter from my physician? Doesn't ClearMe provide advanced background checking which should be enough? 

This is both an embarrassment and a health hazed to me. 

!(b,(61 

Disability Description: The caller had total knee replacement surgery. 

Information Requesl: The caller does not want to receive patdowns when airports do nol have AIT, as he will alarm lhe WTMD. He wanled to know if there was anything else he could do, as he believes thal the patdown violates the 41h Amendment. 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 

If a passenger has metal implanls, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transpor1ation Securily Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 
2127/2013 

2:06:01 If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
PM 

Transpor1ation Securily Officers will conduct differenl patdown procedures 10 resolve different types of anomalies. During the assessment, officers will use revised patdown procedures in all ins1ances to resolve anomalies. 

The Fourth Amendment prohibits the Government from conducting unreasonable searches and s e1zures of peop I e, p I aces. and things. Gou rts have he Id that the search conducted in the airport screening context is reasonable, in that it balances the 
privacy interests of citizens against the Gove mm ent s interest in protecting 1 he traveling public, 



Callers mother has had a knee replaced. The metal detector typically alarms when she goes through. She doesn t want to go through the AIT because she doesn t want the radiation. She doesn t like the pat-down. Are there any other options for 
her? Her husband was in the Air Force for thirty years and she is a low-risk passenger, 

I advised that all passengers must be screened. The options are the WTMD. AIT, and the pat-down. If there is an alarm when the passenger goes through the equipment, then the passenger must be patted-down to resolve the alarm. She can opt out 
of the A IT, but the pat-down is the alte mati ve. 

Caller advised that her mothers concern wilh the AIT machine is wilh the amount of radiation and when they were lasl calibrated or checked. How can she get this informalion? 

2;2~ ;2~ 13 Advised th at the spec iii cs regarding the amount of rad i at1on emitted by the ma chin es is addressed on the TSA website. The information reg a rd i ng when the machines a re ca Ii b rated wi 11 not be posted as it would create a pass i ble vu I ne ra b1 I ity. That 
PM information will not be made available. 

Can she make suggestions about these issues? 

I advised that TSA does review complaints, especially if it is for a particular airport. 

Caller advised that the pat-down is not a pleasant process. 

Caller never did specify that there was a particular issue at any specific airport. 
Caller flew from PHL to LAS on 2 23 13 and when she was going through the AIT the nice lady told her to raise her arms a little bit more and when she did she screamed because her shoulder was hurt. She stated that the gentleman ask her if she had 
a injury and she said yes. She stated that he told her that all she needed to do was to tell the officer that she had a shoulder inJury and she would be able to get a patdown and she told him okay and thanked him for telling her that because she d1dn t 
know. 
Caller was going home I his morning from LAS and she told lhe officer she had bad shoulder injury and the lady said okay fine and that she would be palled down. She slated that when she wenl to be palled down the officer ask her if she was wearing 
lotion and she told her no but she had gotten a spray tan earlier She stated then another lady came out and the lady wouldn t give her her name and the officer told her to get back here now and don task any questions. 
The caller stated that she told her what the officer at the other airport had told her to just tell the officer she had a shoulder injury and they would do a patdown and she states that the lady told her to hush or she would go to Jail. She then frisked her 
again and patted her down again and then told her she could go. 
The caller started 10 leave and then she went back to where a woman was sitting behind glass and ask her what lhe other ladies name was and she told her no she wasn t gelling her name so she ask what her name was and she finally gave her her 
name and her basses name. but not the lady that was the rude screen er. 
She stated th at she was abused in this s1tuati on and is in more pain and em ot1ona 11 y upset that she cried during the who I e flight. 
Her husband stated that they a re I ooki ng lo r a reassignment of agent, re prema nd or lo r TSO to be Ii red 

Advised Caller: 

212712013 I apologized to the caller about this happening. 

5:18:28 
PM 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer ser,ice to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can a I ways request 10 speak with the S uper,iso ry T ransporta Ii on Security Olli ce r at the checkpoint 10 address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Ser,ice Manager. 

Time: 11:30 PM 
Date 2 26 13 
Flight Time: 12:23 AM 
Airporl Left From: LAS 
Airline: United Airlines 
Flight# 1254 
Emailf h i/R 1 

Term i na I : 3 Domestic 
I just flew 2/2612013 lrom Jacksonville to Atlanta to Detroit and experienced some really bullshit things that happened. 
When I got my golf bag in Detroit last nighl It smelled really funny, never happened before. 
I got home and found my shaving bag containing a pump hair spray was loose and leaked. I also found another small liquid container was nearly unscrewed, spilling nearly all its contents into my shaving bag. 

2127/2013 
6:11 :49 Your employees are the worst and have no sense of responsibility towards other people's property. Every one of your wretched employees need to shit-canned and start over with people who appreciate their job. My friend had his golf bag rifled 

PM through as well and it was not fastened properly to ils intended formal. 

The only bright spot was I didn"t have to endure a dehumanizing grope session by your many drunk with power idiots. I just had to go through the porno Rap1scan. 

Thanks for nothing. 



I simply wanted to add my voice to masses of Americans who a re fed up with your ho rri b I e employees. sense I ess policies. utter I ack of I eadersh i p and very I it tie accou ntab i Ii ty. The I ate st i nc1d e nt with the 3Y O being detained for a pat down was a 
complete joke. It looked like the 3 stooges, complete with improper separation of the child from the parent, no one knowing why or what prompted the pat down, and NOT KNOW ING THE BASIC RULES that even the flying public is well aware of. 

You cannot train your employees to perform a fairly s imp I e job, aver and aver we see exam p I es of TSA making up rules and twisting procedures in order to bu 11 y passengers, 

212712013 The flying public knows more about medical and children's issues and yet the TSA will insist their fabricated rules are law. 

8:04:02 
PM 

2127/2013 
10:03:48 

PM 

It seems that part of your mission is to annoy and publicly humiliate passengers, Having your clothing rearranged and your private parts groped in public? Order you to stand in a glass box (without explanation, reason) like a criminal in lull view of the 
entire airporl while you miss your plane? The worsl parl is the number of employees you have that tJke greal delight in humiliating and being disrespeclful to passengers, where do you recruit from? Is there some '"Hire a sadist· service? 

You conduct this service unprofessionally and wilhout the least bit of concern for lhe innocenl folks who are forced to submit to your bumbling invasion of privacy, rights and sensibilities. You have no respect because give none. 

Feedback Type Request for Information 
Categories : Screening (AI T. Patd own) 
Current Date/Time : 2127/2013 9:41: 19 PM Airport : Select One Dale/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: Hi, 
While undergoing security screening at Charlotte int. (CL T) I was informed by TSA officer that passenger scanner(the thing were you hold hands above head) is using sound wave, ultrasound technology. My previous information from media was that 
the apparatus is using m1lim1ter wave (microwave radiation) technology. Can you please provide more info about this subject to the security officer? 
The security officer that made the statements ifb)(ff:, ~t checkpoint D, about 9.20pm on 2127/2013. 

Thanks 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Response Details: I apologized to the caller and told the caller TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every person and item must be screened before 
entenng the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensunng that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can a I ways request 10 speak with the Supervisory T ransp o r1 ati on S ecuri I y Officer at the checkpoint 10 address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 

212712013 Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have for\'llarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

1 O: l ?:S2 We hope this information is helpful. 

PM 
Incident Details: Callers 79 year old mother flew!lh··,1rr1 !flew from Sacramento to Nevada. She was in a wheelchair. She went through the screening machine and was told that she needed a patdown. She was taken into a private room. She 
has had four inJections of cortizone in her spine and her back hurts. She told the TSO that she was patting her down that she was patting her too hard and 11 was hurting her back. She did not stop and continued to pat her down in this manner. They 
determined that it was the sweater causing the problem. Her mom was in tears at this point and did not ask for a supervisor. 
She does nol believe this is discrimination, just poor customer service. 



212812013 
8:12:54 

AM 

To Whom it may concern: 

I just flew out of LAX the 24th of Feb. I had, by far, the worst experience going lhrough security lhere and am very sorry I was nol able 10 gel names! I am a Marine wife, stationed in Okinawa, Japan, and I lake great pride in our country. My husband is 
willing to lay down his life in order to protect the prestige of the US, and I have to live daily with the fear of his death for the same reason. My husband and I not only sacrifice our lives. but at times we sacrifice our rights (restrictions enforced by the 
Military) so this country can remain free. 
These Security Office rs come into cont a ct with thousands of people each day, American Citizen or not, These S ecu ri ty Officers rep re sent America to each person they come in contact with. ju st as my husband does as a Marine, Therefore I take it 
personally that these disrespectful people were given a job in this type of field demanding a very important role that they are not able to achieve. I feel I hat lhe Security Officers at LAX eilher do not understand the importance of I heir job or they jusl 
don't care. I am immensely disappointed at the poor representation of the United States the Security Officers at LAX gave, and I would appreciate it if there was a strict sifting of workers at LAX in order to promote a better face of the TSA and ultimately 
the US. 

There were a few issues thal bothered me, as I was going through security. Firsl of all, lhere was a lady who was lrying to gel through security quickly because her flight was going to leave in approximately 
30 minutes. She protested the AIT screening by req ue sting a pat dawn. 
The re was a le ma I e Security Officer standing in the vicinity. however the trave I er was wa iii ng lo r about 5 minutes before she asked 1/ a le male was coming to perform the pat down. What resulted was q u,te Iran kly unacceptable. The le male Security 
Officer finally accepted her duty of performing the pat down with a roll of her eyes and a poor attitude. I am not a confrontational person, that is why I go along with the security measures, even if I do not agree with them. However it was that woman's 
right to request a pat down and the Security Officer's job to perform it in a timely and respeclful manner. I feel like thal woman was severely disrespected and I would not want that to happen 10 me. 

The second thing that bothered me was the degrading att,tud e of most of the Security Office rs in the security area. They we re ye 11 mg their i nstru ct,ons out in an extremely rid1cu Ii ng manner. I was intense I y offended by this. As an Ame nca n Citizen. if I 
am to be forced to go through these sometimes very ridiculous security measures, I do not think it is too much for me to expect to be at least treated with respect. I understand that these officers have to do their job to promote safety for all traveling 
through the airport and airspace, however if I hey can'I even treat me and olhers around me like a human being I hen they need 10 find anolher job. 

The third thing that irritated me was ag am the Security Office rs' 
disrespectfu I a It it ude. but this ti me towards the i nte ma ti on al travelers, These peop I e we re not American Citizens, potenti a 11 y couldn't u nders ta nd much Eng Ii sh and were obviously co nlu sed a bout the security measures, The security officers we re n 't 
much help. They lost their patience much too easily, and the tone of their voices giving insIructions to put certain personal ii ems in the bag was inexcusable. 
As I stated above. I am a Marine wife stationed oversees. so I understand the importance of public affairs with our international counterparts. These people were mast definitely in the US on business or pleasure, so they were bringing money into our 
Nation's economy. Beyond that, I feel it is very important for these people to be treated just as respectively as the next person for the sole reason of being Human. That is the essence of America, we treat people fairty, whether or not they are American 
Citizens. Let me clarify that I understand that they do not have the same rights as American Citizens, neither do I want security measures to be lowered for them, but they do have the right to be treated respectively. The Security Officers have the duty 
to give them I hat respect. 

PI ease. forward this to the ap prop ri ate authority at LAX as wel I as the heads of T SA I le el very strong I y that this Is an issue th at needs to be addressed asap. I hope that T SA believes in qua Ii ty security and custom er service. That is why I demand a 
more thorough screening of emp I oye es of TS A. Obvious! y background checks a re n 't enough. as the news has reported severe crimes carried out by TS A employees. I go further in re porting to you th at it is not enough. because many of your employees 
are not fit for this job because of their poor, if you will, "customer service" skills. Please do not use the excuse that these men and women are Security Officers so that for some reason excludes I hem from having to be respectful. I have given my 
argument and examples of why I feel you need a change in your service, please do not ignore it' This is very important. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 212812013 9: 10:54 AM Airport : DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International Date/Time of Travel : 02/28/2013 8:30 AM Airline & Flight Number : Delta 1966 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
E 15 TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment : Firsl of all, why in the world are there no body scanners in this terminal of DFW?? If we are going 10 continue these intrusive screening procedures, there musl be some progress on these anliquated and invasive pat downs. The TSA agent 

212812013 was rude and condescending and this is so unnecessarily time consuming far a traveler like myself who travels every single week. We can do so much better than this"' I shudder ta think what my experience will be when the number of TSA agents is 
10:06: 11 reduced. 

AM Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Namel(b)(61 
Phone Number : ~-----~ 

Email l(b 1(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning 1n1s feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller sent a written request to get a canteen back that was taken from him going through the checkpoint. (Caller later stated he filed a claim or sent an email to CMB to retrieve his item?) 
Incident happened at the FLL airport, he had less than 8 oz. in the can and was given the option to check his bag and stated he didn t have time to leave the line because he would miss his flight. 
Caller said he con1ac1ed the CMB and hasn l received a response. 
Caller said he felt harassed by not allowing him to take his canteen through the checkpoint and TSA stole the item. 
States he has Prostate cancer and he has incontinence and he was taken to a pnvate room for screening in Italy, can he contact the consulate? Asked the screening process if he 1s weanng one through the checkpoint? 
Caller mentioned the TSA and following the 4th amendment. 
Stales his sister is an attorney and doesn t want his rights violated. 
Ca Iler requested information vi a ema i I . 

Response: 
Prohibiled items left by passengers at airport security checkpoinls are referred to as voluntarily abandoned properly (VAP). Under U.S. General Services Adminislration (GSA) regulalions, an item is deemed voluntarily abandoned if it is "abandoned to 
a Federal agency in such a manner as to vest title thereto in the United States.- The Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ does not seize or confiscate personal property from passengers. Generally, when a Federal agency determines that it 
has excess personal property, it reports the excess to GSA. GSA then determines whether there are any Federal requirements for use of the property. GSA often sells at public auction any VAP with commercial value or an estimated value that exceeds 
the cost of care and handling. However, if the property has no commercial value, or the estimated cost of its continued care and handling exceeds the estimated proceeds from its sale. it may be destroyed or donated to a public body by the agency. 

2128/2013 TSA does not sell VAP. TSA typically donates non-hazardous VAP and disposes of hazardous VAP in accordance with Federal and local laws and regulalions. 
2:4 7:45 TSA security screening personnel make the final decision on whether to permit certain items into the sterile area of the airport. 

PM 
Adult diapers may appear as an anomaly on AIT monitors during screening. If an item does result in an anomaly, the individual will be referred for additional screening. including a patdown of the area(s) of the body that resulted in the anomaly. 
Addilionally, all passengers have the right 10 requesl a private screening at any time during lhe screening process. 

The Fourth Amendment prohibits the Govemme nt from conducting unreasonable searches and s e1zures of peop I e, p I aces. and things. Courts have he Id that the search conducted in the airport screening context is reasonable, in that it balances the 
privacy interests of citizens against the Government's interest in protecting the traveling public. 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) posts signs at the entrances of securily screening checkpoints advising travelers that their person and property are subject to screening. This advance notice provides individuals with the opportunity 10 
not enter that area. Once an individual elects to attempt to enter a screening location, screening must be completed before an individual is permitted to leave the screening location. 
In addition. Fed era I regulation prohibits rnterfe n ng with. as saultrng. threatening, or i nt1 mi dating screening personnel as they perform their screening duties. While al I passengers must su bm1t to s c reem ng to gain access to the steri I e area of the airport or 
an aircraft. TSA policy is to afford passengers professional and courteous treatment. 
To facilitate future screening experiences, we strongly recommend that passengers familiarize themselves with the information available on our Web site atwww.1sa.gov. 

Advised caller T SA 1sn t a I aw enforcement ageny. only res pons i b I e for screening of bag gage and passengers prior to boa rd i ng a flight. 
Exp I a i ned to ca Iler he always has the option to speak with a s u pe rvi so r at the checkpoint if th ere a re issues, 

The ca 11 er traveled from LAS to BL I with Al I egia nt and did n t want to go through AIT so he opted out for a patd own, He was di reeled to an area for a patdown and had to wait 1 0-15 minutes before a supervisor came over to exp Iain why he was having 
to wait and then another 5-10 minu1es before a male officer came over and did the patdown. He explained thal the wait was because he had just came in for his shift. 

I exp I a i ned th at they would have had to wait for a male officer to do his paid own. 

2128/2013 The caller's main complaint was that he wasn'I able 10 keep a line of sighl on his properly and I explained that: 
3:1615 

PM When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property during a paid own or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's items and to ensure that the passenger 1s reunited with his or her 
property once it clears x-ray screening. 

I explained that I would note his complaint for review. 



Caller fi ew from FLL airport. Ca 11 er states that the T SA Supervisor the re took her Ii cense and photographed it after she told him that she was going to talk about how she was treated the re with someone. 

Caller says that the supervisor spelled his name asfb::,(6) !and didn t give his badge number. She slates lhat she was going lhrough the line wilh a carry-on lhat she pul on lhe belt. She put her jacket and purse in the bin. Caller says thal 
when the TSO said to go thru the x-ray device. she said that she wanted to go through the other device. Caller states that the TSO said she would have to have a patdown. The caller told the TSO that she was 77 and asked why a patdown was 
necessary. 

Caller says that he insisted on doing a patdown. Caller stales that the TSO told her to lo!er ~~--r y;ic(Lgr sht would tum her in lo lhe police. Caller says that a female TSO did a complete patdown. Caller says that she is upset. She slates lhat 2 men 
and 1 woman TSO watched while 1 woman TSO did the patdown. She flew with AirTran. (b_i(6_.1 her daughter (NOTE: and was on the phone part of the time). Caller has bronchitis and other medical problems. She has been put on 3 new 
medications the past few days. Caller feels that the TSOs were very harsh. Caller says t at IrntIal y she was told by a different TSO that because she 1s over 75. she would not have to take off her shoes; and she thought that was nice in spite of the 
patd own requirement, 

212812013 Advised ca Iler: 

4 25: 4 0 We reg rel that you we re not satisfied with the service you received. 

PM 

2128/2013 

Because the complaint conce ms security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Custom er Service Manager (CS M) at I hat Io ca Ii on. 

FI 1g ht information: 
Flight Path: FL L to Pittsburg 
Flight date time: 2 28 11 :23am 
Flight#: 301 
Airline: AirTran 
Airport FLL 

Gate r croioal· C4 
Email (bi(61 

Caller wants to report her property missing. She flew on Feb. 9th from BNA to RDU on Southwest Airlines around noon. She could not stay with her carry-on because she was screened in her wheelchair. To do so, they had to move her out of sight of 
her carry-on property. When she arrived, she discovered that her camera was gone, along with a gold ring. hoop earrings, and a bracelet. This was in her carry-on and this disappeared during her pat-down in the wheelchair. 

Caller made a claim with her insurance bul she was advised 10 file a claim with TSA. She does not now have the parliculars of her flighl. 

I advised caller that I would send her a c I a1 m lo nm and that I would forward her issue to the CS M at B NA for ap prop nate action. I asked caller for her flight information. but she does not have it at hand. She advised that she would include a 11 of that 
information in the claim fonm I would send her, 

4:51 :27 I asked caller if she had contacted law enforcement. 
PM 

Caller advised that she would, but should she contact them in Nashville? 

Yes. 

I advised caller that, since she does not have her flight infonmation in hand, I cannot send her issue to the CSM for further review. However. if she wanted to recontact the TCC with that information, we could then send it up. I sent caller a claim form 
via e-mail. 



DearTSA, 

My name i sir h ·, 1 R ·., jon February 26. 201 3 I was travel mg out of A ti a nta. Georgia. I nte matio nal Te rm i na I. When I went through security I opted out of the screening, as 1s my option. I always choose to opt out because I have a medical 
port and always get selected for a pat down anyway. 

When I opted out I was told to stand to the side and wait for a female to be available. I asked to move about three feet so that I could keep an eye on my belongings. The employee that was speaking to me told me I could not move. I replied that he 
could cause me to loose my belongings, as I could not see them. He further said that since I was the one thal opted out, lhe TSA had nol caused anylhing. Obviously, he felt as though I had opted oul and should be punished for it. 

212812013 I had a large sum amount of cash in my purse and was very uncomfortable not being able to see it. As you know I could not have put this money in my pockels as your pockels are required to be em ply. 

7:11:55 
PM 

This employee's name i4b)(61 I according 10 I he co-worker of his that performed my pat down. 

I do not think it is right that TSA agents take it upon lhemselves 10 1reat someone that opts out rudely, or punatively. Nor do I think it is appropriale lhat I should have to risk losing cash, because I can not see my personal belongs. What would you 
reccommend I do next time? 

Respectfully, 

l(b)(61 



Wharton San Francisco 

San Francisco, CA94105 

To: 

Vice Preside ntlG en era I Manager 

212812013 Covenant Aviation S ecuri I y 

8:18:43 
PM 

31112013 
8:09:47 

AM 

3/112013 
8:1024 

AM 

1350 Old Bayshore Hwy, Suite 540 

Burlingame, CA 94010 

CC: 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini strat,on 

San Francisco lnternalional Airport 

President of US A, rv,ays 

Governor Jerry Brown 

For1unately we have a sense of humor ... 
We recently took a dive trip to the Caymans .. as we have been doing for almost 20 years .. and packed the same stuff we've been packing for all that time. We returned to the US thru Charlotte, and were a little "perplexed" by our screening 
expenence. 
Now we're both over 70., my wile happens to be over 75 so she didn't have to remove her shoes, but we dutifully emptied our pockets and had our toiletries in proper plastic bags etc. and passed through the lull body scanner, only to then be subjected 
to a full "pal-down" on the olher side of the scanner, complete with a drug wipe (?J of our hands - while younger folks were passed thru without I hose procedures .. 
So, tell me. are retirees now viewed as the '"imminent threat" ? 

Oh yes, and the baggage inspectors (initials!(hW','i !had problems releasing the webbing "quick disconnects'· on our equipment bag so they either broke the connector off, or un-threaded it (much more complicated than releasing 1t) and then tied 
it in a knot with tape .. not a big issue .. but shows a certain lack of concern for other people's property. 
OK, l"m lhru "'venting"' .... Have a nice day 

Feedback Type Security Issue 
Categories: Pat-down; Missing or Damaged Items Current Date Time· 3 1 2013 12:30:30 AM Airport, EWR - Newark International Date Time of Travel: 11 20 2012 Airline Flight Number, BA# 188 Checkpoint Area of Airport, security lanes TSA 
Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. since I refuse to go through your imaging device, I was patted down: I was not allowed to move my carry-on items myself. I had my notebook and my phone in one container, my coat, shoes and liquids another, as ordered, and one carry-on 
and a computer bag. The lady who patted me down, quite a way from my belongings, asked a college to move these. My notebook and coat, shoes and liquids I found in on container, combined. My (old) phone, a Sony Ericsson, was missing. When I 
noticed, your employee was gone, and I had a plane to catch. It was an open phone, and my T-mobile prepaid had still ca. $50 on it. I assume you have a lost and found? I would like my phone back, with the sim card. 
Would you like a response 7 : True 
Passenger's Namel(b)(61 
Phone Number . ._ _____ ., 

Emailkbl(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 



31112013 
9:37:52 

AM 

Caller has an insulin pump and travels extensively for work. goes through the process each week and his hands are swiped with a swab. Today 11 showed positive and he had to have a patdown. The most invasive patdown he has had. Agent said 11 
could have been gasoline where he filled up the rental car or washed his hands in the restroom that caused the positive test., One of the agents swiped his private area 6 times, most of the time he has to have the same procedure. but. it felt really 
invasive today and he states there were 3 agents and I hey were very professional and explained each slep of the process and the screening was performed in a privale area. He asked if there is someway he could be screened without going through 
that process again and will be flying again next week? 
Caller said even though the TSO s we re very profession al. he le It violated even tho ugh he understood why it was done. 

Flew from GRB and went lhrough the AIT for his screening, stales he didn t ask to speak with a supervisor at GRB. 

Asked if th ere is something that can be done to prevent him from having to go through that process again because he Is a p roles s ional who travels extensive I y. Cal I er states he has had worse expe nences in the past and doesn t know if the TS Os have 
received more training or seen more of the pumps to become familiar with them. but. the screening has gotten better over time. 

Response: 
Apologized to caller for his experience. 
Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT or the walk-through metal detector, the passenger's insulin pump is subject to additional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of 
the insulin pump followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of lhe passenger's hands. 

Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area of an airport and the manner in which the screening is conducted Is important. Transportation Secunty Officers (TSOs) must conduct add1t1onal screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 
happen next in lhe process. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have for\'llarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

TSA moniIors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern thal may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, correclive action whenever we determine that 
security screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the subjects of repeated complaints. 

Caller states she flew from Buffalo and asked for a pat down. She was separate from her carry on about 4 minutes. She had an envelope with 3 money orders missing from her carry on. She filed a police report. She wanted to speak to the CSM at 
Buffalo. 

Ai rpo rI: Buff a fo 

31112013 Advised Caller: 
10:50:17 

AM 
We got disconnected so I called her back at 11 am and gave her the name and phone number on her answering machine. 



3/112013 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 311/2013 8:43:50 AM 
Airport LGA - LaGuardia 
Date/Time of Travel, 03/01/2013 8:15 AM Airline & Flight Number, AA 319 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· D Concourse Pre-check lane TSA Employee: (If Known), 
Comment : This isn'I exactly a complaint, but perhaps a request .. I have metal implanls in my spine that have been selling off every metal detector since the sensilivily was changed following 9111 

I have been really happy that since Pre-check was made availab1le, I have rarely set off the metal detectors as long as I have no other metal on me at all (no belt, no metal in shoes, etc.) 

Today I once again set off the pre-check metal detector and I assume adjustments were made. 

10:50:35 My only request is to please evaluate the sens1t1v1ty settings and be sure they are at the intended level and consider those of us who are nght on the line for setting off the machine. Obviously they need to be set to levels that are adequate for 
AM security. 

In other airports when I have set off the alarm in pre-check, they have only done a swab of my hands as additional screening. At LGA, I received a full pat-down. It would be nice to have consistent procedures, especially if it's possible to avoid the 
i nvas1ve pat-down. 

Everyone at the checkpoinl was friendly and efficient, so no complaints there. In fact I have always had a posilive experience al LGA. Thank you for listening• 
Would you like a re'l"'.u..ia=?....c.u..e...., 
Passenger's Na 6"i 
Phone Number (b-·1(6'1 

Emai (bi(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller will be traveling to Europe in June. Can he wear a money bell through TSA security? 

3/112013 
12:40:sg Told caller 

PM He could take a money belt in carry on or checked luggage. I lold him if he wore it through lhe checkpoint, if lhere was an alarm durning screening then he would have to have an patdown 10 clear any alarm. 
He could ask for a privates screening, let the officer know he was traveling with cash and they could give him a private screening as well has him money but they would have to give him a patdown for his screening. 

Caller said in SFO he opted out of lhe body scanner and wanled a patdown. Caller slated he is a businessman and he travels frequently. Caller said a TSA manager was asking him several questions and then rephrased the question. Caller said 
someone in a suit came up to him in a rude manner and asked ta speak to him. Caller said he asked this person if he had ta speak to him. Caller said the man was wearing a badge. Caller said the man tald him he did not have to speak to him, so the 
caller said he told him to go way. Caller said this man proceeded to shut down two checkpoints. Caller said they shut down the checkpoints because he refused to talk to the man. Caller said the man said he was refusing a patdown and the police 
were called. Caller said he was not refusing a patdown, that he was waiting for his patdown. Caller said he was recording the situation on his lphone. Caller said he feels his civil rights were violated. Caller said all the TSOs refused to provide him 
with a name. Caller said the TSOs gave false statemenls to the police. Caller said evidence was deslroyed. Caller said he was recording audio and video and the TSO 1urned off his phone. Caller said he has a 13 minute video that shows he was 
complying with the request of the TSO. Caller has given this information to his attorney and has pasted this video online. Caller said he wants information preserved, caller said he is filing paperwork to get the video of the screening incident because 
he 1s planning to file a civil rights lawsuit. Caller was flying on Alaska Airlines AS307. Caller said he feels this was caused by a TSO who did not like him and this caused the escalation of events. Caller said his luggage had already been screened. 
Ca Iler said they brought his I ug gage to him and to Id him to hold it even though he had not been screened , Ca 11 er did not want to take his I ugg age because he felt that he would have to undergo mo re screening ii he took the I ugg age back, Ca Iler said 
the TSO just dropped his bag on the conveyor. Caller said the TSOs colluded to create evidence against him. Caller states lhis is a Civil Rights complain!. I asked the caller how he felt ii was a civil righls complaint and he only said because of what 

31112013 he went through. 
2:52:41 

PM I told the caller that 
Every person and ilem must be screened before entering lhe secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is imporlanl. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. I lold 
the caller I will forward his complaint to the CSM. I also tald the caller to get the video preserved. I do not know what forms he needs ta file to have that done and I referred him to the CSM. I told the caller that I am documenting his complaint. 

I a I so told him he needed to contact the Office of Civi I Rights lo r his complaint. 
Ofli ce of Ci vi I Rights 8 77 -336-4872 



3/112013 
324:55 

PM 

3/112013 
3:34 04 

PM 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: Ca 11 er s wife has autism. 

Information Requesl: They are flying from LAS Iomorrow and want 10 know what lhey can do 10 make the screening smoolher than it was last lime because she has autism and has to have additional screening due 10 not having proper ID. 

Response Details: I explained to the caller that when they get to the checkpoint, he should tell the officers that she does have autism and cannot be separated from him. He should also tell them that she does not want to use the AIT. Passengers can 
opt out of the AIT and choose to have a patdown. 

There are some options on how screening can ga. He can go through first. then she can came through, have her patdown, then he can step back around and ga through again. He would need to be screened again. but he should not be more than a few 
feet from her to do this. 

If he does n t even want 10 be sepa ra I ed this much, they can both request a private screening . They can be taken to the pri v a I e screening area togel her and both have a patdown. This keeps them log ether I hroug h screening . 

These are some options they have. The mo st import ant thing is com mun i cation with the officers. They wi 11 sti 11 be screened. but they can pro vi de the officers with the best way lo r th em. 

TSA Cares, if notified 3 days prior 10 lhe flight, can provide assislance or simply notify the officers at the checkpoint. SomeIimes someone may come and actually help them through. Other times, they may jusl let the officers know the passengers are 
coming and their special needs with screening. Ta do this, he should call us 3 days prior to the flight and provide us with his flight details. We will then escalate this to a disability expert. He should keep this in mind for future flights if they are ever 
concerned of this happening again. At this time, it is in the afternoon and his flight is tomorrow, so he can call the TSA Contact Center at 866-289-9673. When he gets their IVR. he should select option 5 and enter airport code LAS. this will provide him 
with the phone number for the CSM at LAS. He should let them know what is going on, so they rnay be better prepared for tomorrow. 

I understand that this time she did not have proper ID and that requires additional screening. However, she still has needs as well. Additional screening can be conducted while keeping the passengers needs in mind as well. We don t want ta upset her 
or cause her to become anxious. 

Sent e-mail. 

Incident Details: When they flew from Portland to LAS. they had hard time. He had booked her ticket in her married name and her ID has not been updated. She had to undergo additional screening. He told the officer not to separate them, but they 
were separated anyway. She told them she did not want to go through the AIT, but they told her she did not have a choice. She was really stressed during this process. Caller says they normally do not have a hard time, but the officers told them that 
because she did not have proper ID, they didn t have any rights. In the previous flight, he did nol tell lhe officer that she had autism. 

Disability Description: Caller has an insulin pump and was flying through AUS. 

Response Details: Advised caller that I would submit his complaint to our disability expert so that they may review the policy and attempt to better assist him. Advised caller that the procedure that he went through was standard policy, however, 

Incident Details: This is not because he feels that he was discriminated against. Caller is complaining about the procedure and is wanting to know if there is way ta fix. 

Caller has an insulin pump and travels extensively for work, goes through the process each week and his hands are swiped with a swab. Today it showed positive and he had to have a patdown. The most invasive patdown he has had. Agent said it 
could have been gasoline where he filled up the rental car or washed his hands in lhe reslroom that caused the positive test .. One of the agents swiped his privale area 6 limes, most of lhe time he has to have the same procedure, bul. it felt really 
invasive today and he states there were 3 agents and they were very professional and explained each step of the process and the screening was periormed in a private area. He asked if there is someway he could be screened without going through 
th at process ag am and w111 be flying again next week? 
Caller said even though the TSOs were very professional, he felt violated even though he understood why it was done. 

Asked if there is something that can be done to prevent him from having to go through that process again because he is a professional who travels extensively. Caller states he has had worse experiences in the past and daesn t know if the TS Os have 
received more training or seen more of the pumps to become familiar with them, but, the screening has gotten better over time. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time· 311/2013 11:12:17 PM Airport: PHL - Philadelphia International Date/Time of Travel· 03/01/2013 1:40 PM Airline & Flight Number· WN 2688 Checkpoint/Area of Airport. Terminal E TSA Employee: (If Known): Best Comment· 
While serving as a TSA enhanced pat-down screening witness. I observed the screener laughing and joking inappropnately with the passenger. I advised the TSA screener to avoid fraternization and stick to the screening, and she told me that she 
was providing the passenger with &quota free massage.&quot; I advised a supervisor under &quot;see something. say something&quot; right away that I was observing sexual advances during the pat-down screening. 

Perhaps more disturbing is that, during the ensuing action taken by the supervisor (who had brought me with her to formalize the complaint), another TSA employee (Washington) obstructed by pulling me away from the conversation with the 
supervisor. During this time. he selected my laptop computer (after the screening) for additional screening. Despite his efforts. I was able to continue to make my complaint. but I am concerned that he may have been attempting to intimidate a 

31212013 whistleblower, obstruct an investigation, tamper with a witness, and divert resources from true security screenings towards re-screening someone that was known to pose no threat. 

9'!~28 After the altercation, I was advised by the passenger that Best had approached her again and said suggestively &quot:Have a nice day, babe.&quot: 

3/212013 
10:59:35 

AM 

I believe four vi o I ati o ns took place he re, first, i na pp ro pri ate se xua I s ugg es ti ve comments during the pat-down sere en i ng, o bst ruction of a security enforcement a ct ion, s exua I advances after the screening , and I ax/i nconsis tent sere en i ng procedures 
adherence. I would like TSA to treat each of these as a separate complainl for enforcement and reporting purposes. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Na 
Phone , ~/h~.~i/~R~i...._..._--,,__ _ _, 

Email b1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Name:[b 1(6) 

Phone #l(b)(6, 
~--~-... -,..-,..-..,-..,------~---. 

Mailing Address:l~(b_,_(6_1 __ ~IErlanger. KY 41018 

Email: HYPERLINK (b)(ff1 

What happened? 

When I went through the full body scanner, I was asked to wait to the side. The male TSA agent asked me if I had anything in my back pockets. I said, "no" and reached in my pockets to double check. There was nothing there, He said he a female TSA 
agent would have to come over and swab my back pockets. When she came over, she swabbed my back pockels using her hands and lhe round disc. Then she swabbed the palms of my hands. After waiting a few more minutes, I was lold by the male 
TSA agent I would have to go through an additional screening. They had an agent pick up all my personal items and take them to another area where I waited. I asked the TSA agent why I was being held. He had a male supervisor come over and tell 
me they found TNT on the swab of my hands. Of course, I told them that was nd i culous and asked if I could see the re po rt or documentation that showed this results. I was told "no, that is confi d ent1al". I said, "So I am just supposed to take your word 
for it?" and he said, "yes", I asked how long I was going to have to wait and was told until they could get the female supervisor to come over for my additional screening. I waited at least an additional 15 minutes for the supervisor to show up. She was 
Caucasian, looked to be in her 50's, auburn hair and 5'6" tall. She I hen asked an African American agenl to join us. She appeared to be in her 3o·s and about my height, 5;8" tall. The supervisor told me 10 come with her and told her to pick up my 
personal belongings and come with us. I told her that I wanted to be able to see my things at all times, including my purse, laptop etc. The African American agent tald the supervisor she did not like my attitude and she was not ca ming with us. The 
supervisor told her to get my things and come on. We went to a separate area when I was given the full body pat down by the supervisor. As the supervisor was doing the pat down. the other TSA agent looked straight ahead, which was away from me, 
did not make eye contact and honestly couldn't have seen any of what the female supervisor was doing when she was patting down my backside. She did the same thing when the supervisor was patting down my front side. 

After all this I was released ta go. This was an extremely humiliating experience and completely unnecessary• 

I have these questions: 

What was the T SA a gent searching for in a pat down that wou Id not have a I ready shown up on a ful I body scan? 



Caller stated th at she contacted Southwest yesterday, and she was informed to ca 11 us. She s co ncemed be cause she was n t p I an n i ng to be on her pe nod. and sure to this, she w1II have a pad and tampon on. She s re ad stories on the i nte met and 
doesn t think it s lair that she should have to undergo a patdown because of this. She wants to know ii she would have to receive a patdown. and doesn t want to be strip searched just because of this fact. She will only be going on an hour flight from 
Tucson, and lhinks that process is humiliating. She wants lhis to be recorded, because she lhinks that additional screening due to her being on her period is ridiculous and humiliating for her, and she wants somelhing done aboul it, because she is now 
probably going to have to reschedule her flight because of this. 

3/212013 
11 3608 

AM Advised Caller: 
Sanitary napkins, panty liners, and adult diapers may appear as an anomaly on AIT monitors during screening. If an item does result in an anomaly. the individual will be referred for additional screening. including a patdown of the area(s) of the body 
that resulted in the anomaly. Additionally. all passengers have the right to request a private screening at any time dunng the screening process. 

3/212013 

I told her lhat lhere s no way for me 10 be able to guarantee that she wouldn t receive a paldown to clear an anomaly if ii did appear as one, and lhe patdown would be conducted by an officer of the same gender. We do not conduct strip searches, and 
they use the back of their hand to patdown sensitive areas of the body over the clothes. 
March 1, 2013 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I have always "opted out" of the X-ray screening machine and have reluctantly subjected myself to the humiliating "pat down" procedure. 

I strongly believe that rays from X-ray machines are harmful to one's body' I avoid and have refused X-rays that were prescribed by my dentist and my doctor. 

On a recent trip I noticed some travelers were allowed to go through the metal detector instead of the X-ray machine. When I questioned what was the criteria for being able to go only through the metal detector. I was told by the TSA agent that if you 
are 75 years or older that you didn't have to go through the X-ray machine. 

11 :56:59 On my next trip (at a different airport) I informed the TSA agent that I was over 75 years old and showed him my drivers license as proof. When I told him that I wanted to exercise my nght not to go through the X-ray machine because of my age, he 
AM insisted that age didn't mailer and that I still had to go through it. 

Don't all the airports abide by one set of TSA rules or does each airport have a different set of rules and procedures? Aren't all the TSA agents trained the same way? 

Please send me some paperwork regarding this "75 year or older" rule so that I may present it to the TSA agent on my next trip. 

Yours truly 

kb)(61 I ..,...,..._ ..,..,.... __ ----------------, 
e-mail: HYPERLINKf~b_.1_(6_,_' -----------------~ 

The ca 11 er went thru the checkpoint at DAL and he had to have a pa tdow n. The ca Iler said during his pa tdow n his I aptop was taken for add it ion a I screening, and when he was done with his sere en i ng he could not find his laptop. The ca 11 er requested 
the assislance of TSO !(b)(ff:, !she was rude and refused 10 assisl him in localing his laptop. The caller staled he went back 10 look again for lhe laptop and came back and asked for her assistance again and the TSO lold him not to speak 
to her like a child and the caller said rt Just escalated from there. The caller said everyone else at the checkpoint was very helpful except her. The caller said the other TSO was nice and located his laptop. The caller said he wanted to have this 
information documented and who e I se could he speak to. He requested the mai Ii ng address to hq. 

31212013 Provided the fo 11 owing info from the temp I ates: 

12,25,34 I apologized to the caller and advised I could documents his complaint and provide the CSM contact info at DAL. I also provided the mailing address, and apologized to the calelr for hs1 experience again. 

PM 

Dallas Love Field 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
601 South 12th Street 
Ari i ngto n. VA 20598 



31212013 
12:48:31 

PM 

Caller states: This is the 3rd time he has called. He Is trying to get the CSM manager for the Dallas Love airport but he went round and round with the IVR. He called back and they gave him ths CSM number and he get a automated answer. He need 
to file a complaint on a TSO Supervisor. He traveled yesterday out of Dallas Love on Southwest flight# 503 departing at 11 :50AM out of gate 12. He when through screening at 9:20AM. He had to have a pat down. While being screened some one 
walked away wilh his compuIer. Some on had placed a empty bin over the bin containing his compuIer and had carried ii off. He went to help 10 lhe TSO supervisor at the desk,!(b)(ff•, I She would not help him. She said if you are going to 
talk to me like a child I will not help you. He said that he was upset as his laptop had just been taken. She was very rude. She shoved her name tag in his face so he is not sure he got the correct spelling. There was another TSO that earned bu by 
the name oq1 h ·-1 I fi"I \which was very hel pfu I. He gave him the number to the airport po Ii ce and they were able to watch the camera and find his compute l( b) ( s-·, !just wa I ked away and went on break. He has a I ette r wrote to the 
President ot I SA and want to alk with the CSM at the airport. 

Advised caller: The Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity. respect, and courtesy. 
Because your complaint concerns a_n lnc_ideot that o~curred at _a _s ecific air ort we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 
The phone number for Larry Dyess 1s fb_.1(6_) ] His email 1s~(_b~i(~6_, _______ ~ 

I wi 11 lo rwa rd you camp Ii me nt lo 1""( b_.-', (_6~) ___ __,lo the CSM at the airport and appreciation you letting us know. 

I undersland that flight crews have 10 go through ore screening before getting I heir id as did I for TSA Pre and global entry but when I am go through the biweekly groping for opting oul al MGM today and an American Airlines crew all walk through with 
24 oz Starbucks it is rather insulting. 

3/312013 
9:~~22I,...,(b...,.,....,(6"")-----, 

Friday, February 28th 
Between 0710-0720 
L GA TSA S ecuri Checkpoint for American Airlines 
TSA Officer (b 1(6) 

Hello-

I travel frequently and always opt out when imaging techno I og y is required for s c reem ng. This is my persona I choice d nve n by my convictions. 

On this dale at lhe screening checkpoint I politely nolified officerfb'i(ITT I desired an opt-out from the imaging techology being used. He questioned my requesl and I politely affirmed it was my desire to opt out for a pat down. He called out for a 
female assist and continued ta educate me on the in's and out's ~ging advising it is less dangerous than being an the airplane. 

3131201 3 I attempted to exp Iain I work lo r an airline and am in a position to be wel I a cq ua i nted with the techo logy, He ess entia I ly communicated this me ant nothing and continued his verb al a ssa ult, He was not loud nor obnoxious ju st very p ers i ste nt. I le It very 

9,17,10 uncomfortable. As he conlinued on I expressed concern that I could no longer see my personal belongings. He did glance at them from time to time advising me they were still there. That was the only positive of the inIeracIion. 

AM 
He went on and on wh i I e he kept ye 11 i ng out for a fem a I e a ssIst. I might say the le ma I e off ce rs did not appear to be engaged and we re not paying attention. Had they been mo re a I e rt I cou Id have be en saved from the on-going ha rrass me nt from 

Officei(b 1(6) ! 
I worked very hard to keep my anxiety under control through the interaction with Office!(b)(ff:, ! I did professionally and firmly advise him that I was entitled to the opt out and was not going to change my mind. This made no difference in his 
camp aIg n to convince me my conv1cti o ns had no me nt. Fina 11 y a female official rescued me and she was quite p role ssIona I. 

It is my objeclive for you, and Office~ to understand I was disrespected and verbally abused that morning. This is simply nol necessary in your endeavors to serve and protect. 

I appreciate your listening. 

Best Rega rd s, 



31312013 
3:04:42 

PM 

Fronib 1(6) 
Sent: Sunday, March 03, 2013 10:53 AM 
To: tsatcc _ do _not_re ply@s entu re. corn 
Cc: TSAE xte rna I Corn pl ia nee 
Subject: Re: In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank you for your ~enenc exp!anatjrn. However, this does not come close to answenng my spec1f1c questions'"' Will I get answers to those questions? or do I need to take this to the another level? I would like to have a response from a live person. 
I can be reached at!(b )(61 ,_ ____ __, 

Thank you, 

l(b)(61 

On Sat, Mar 2, 2013 at 11:58 AM. <HYPERLINK "mailto:tsatcc do not reply@senture.com" \ntsatcc do not reply@senture.com> wrote: 

Thank you for your e-ma i I in which you inquire about the reasons for secondary screening. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is irnpor1ant. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are trealed with dignily, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

Caller went through her suitcase that she was giving to her niece. Caller looked through it tomake sure thal there was nothing inside of the suitcase that she was needing. While looking through her bag she noticed that she had an NOi inside of her 
baggage. Caller was furious wanting to know why TSA inspected her bag and was wanting to know why the NOi was placed in an outside pocket of the bag instead of right on top of her bag. Caller eventually ended the call. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

31312013 The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 

4:23 ,01 secured area, and the way the screening is conducted 1s important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

PM 
TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some ins1ances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

I can not tell you why lhe NOi was placed in an oulside pocket of lhe bag instead of right on top. I also am not able to tell you why exactly your bag was searched 

Today 03/03/2013 at approx 1400 I went thru the security checkpoint at Gate Bin CMH airport. I opted out of the invasive xray systems in use and selected the pat down process. Immediately at the start of the process he started to check my hair. I feel 
this was done because I have longer hair. My hair is pulled tight against my head so there is no doubt of nothing being "hidden" in my head. I immedialely stopped the agent and asked what he was doing and what cause he had 10 run his hand over my 
head. I was informed that he needed no cause to feel my head or the tops of my feet. I asked for a SUPERVISOR who told me that it is "standard" procedure to check hair. I told her I disagreed with her and that they do not check hair that is short or 
tight against the scalp. Since not consenting to the improper search would have prevented me from flying, I allowed them to continue. when I asked for a grievance procedure, I had to ask three times before I was given a comment card. On the 
comment card it had a place to enter the TSA ID number. When I asked the supervisor I was told her name was Pat and that was all she was required to give me. While sitting there at the TSA check point I saw two others opt out of the xray screening, 

3/312013 one was a man with short hair, one was a woman wilh her hair pulled back (similar slyle 10 mine), none of these screening people had their head groped as mine was. 
5:03:24 The card said I could turn the card in at the TSA checkpoint. I saw no secure way to leave a comment card that had complaints about the TSA staff/ procedures so I am sending it to you in an email. 

PM 
Please contact me at the return email 

fb)(6) 



Today 03/03/2013 at approx 1400 I went thru the security checkpoint at Gate Bin CMH airport. I opted out of the invasive xray systems in use and selected the pat down process. Immediately at the start of the process he started to check my hair. I feel 
this was done because I have longer hair. My hair is pulled tight against my head so there is no doubt of nothing being "hidden" in my head. I immediately stopped the agent and asked what he was doing and what cause he had to run his hand over my 
head. I was informed thal he needed no cause to feel my head or the tops of my feet. I asked for a SUPERVISOR who told me thal it is "standard" procedure to check hair. I lold her I disagreed with her and thal they do nol check hair thal is short or 
tight against the scalp. Since not consenting to the improper search would have prevented me from flying, I allowed them to continue. when I asked for a grievance procedure, I had to ask three times before I was given a comment card. On the 
comment card it had a place to enter the T SA I D number. When I asked the supervisor I was told her name wa sllli:I] and that was a 11 she was required to give me. While sitting the re at the TSA check point I saw two others opt out of the xray sere en i ng, 

31312013 one was a man with short hair, one was a woman with her hair pulled back (similar style to mine). none of these screening people had their head groped as mine was. 
5:03:24 The card said I could turn the card in at the TSA checkpoint. I saw no secure way to leave a comment card that had complainls about the TSA staff/ procedures so I am sending it to you in an email. 

PM 

3/312013 
5:03:24 

PM 

Please contact me at the return email 

Today 03/0312013 at approx 1400 I went thru the securily checkpoint at Gate Bin CMH airport. I opted out of the invasive xray systems in use and selected the pat down process. Immediately al the start of the process he started to check my hair. I feel 
this was done because I have longer hair. My hair is pulled tight against my head so there is no doubt of nothing being '"hidden·· in my head. I immediately stopped the agent and asked what he was doing and what cause he had to run his hand over my 
head. I was informed that he needed no cause to feel my head or the tops of my feet. I asked for a SUPERVISOR who told me that it 1s "standard" procedure to check hair. I told her I disagreed with her and that they do not check hair that is short or 
tight against the scalp. Since not consenting to the improper search would have prevented me from flying. I allo~hem to continue. when I asked for a grievance procedure. I had to ask three times before I was given a comment card. On the 
comment card ii had a place 10 enter the TSA ID number. When I asked lhe supervisor I was told her name was ~and thal was all she was required to give me. While sitting lhere at the TSA check point I saw two others opt out of lhe xray screening, 
one was a man with short hair, one was a woman with her hair pulled back (similar style to mine), none of these screening people had their head groped as mine was. 
The card said I could tum the card in at the TSA checkpoint. I saw no secure way to leave a comment card that had complaints about the TSA staff/ procedures so I am sending it to you in an email. 

Please contact me al the return email 

fb)(61 

From !(b)(61 
Sent: Sunday, March 03, 2013 2: 12 PM 
To: TSAExlernalCompliance 
Subject Complaint 

31312 O 13 around 1 pm Manchester-Boston Reg i o na I Airport, United 

31312013 Upon entering the security checkpoint I proceeded through the full body scan with no issues. However, my pregnant wife, under advisement from our doctor, opted out of the full body scan. Regardless of what TSA says on the safety of the full body 
5:03:49 

PM scans, ,ts my child and I'd rather opt to be on the safe side so My wife and I supported our doctor on this recommendation. Published by TSA's site the Full body scans are optional. 

Upon Opting out, A man, about 6ft tall with short brown hair, my wife was pressured by the TSA Agent to "Opt In" My wife advised him that she was opting out under advisement of her Doctor and he proceeded to pressure my wife saying that other 
pregnant women go through and its fully safe. After again indicating her wish to opt out. the agent said that if she were uncomfortable that she could opt out. She said she was uncomfortable. I wish this were the end of our issues with TSA. Opting out of 
a full body scan should be as simple as "'I opt out", This should be the end of story. Proceed to Pat down and the TSA officials should not pressure anyone into doing something they already indicated that they do not wish to do. 

Continuing to the lull body pat down, which we encountered on our first leg of our trip with no issues. It is clear now, that the officials at CLE are much more practiced and well trained. 

Unfortunately, during the pat down by a large woman with dirty blonde hair at Manchester, my wife was made uncomfortable. It's my impression that full body pat downs should not be used as a deterrent from the full body scans. A pregnant women, is 
already uncomfortable wilh her body. When the agent was conducling the pat down, she could not find my wife's waislband. Anyone who has had a pregnant wife or been pregnant, understands lhat maternily pants have a band that goes up past lheir 
midsection to help keep her pants up. After the "absence" of a waistband. The agent instructed my wife to lift her sweater, which was fine, my wife had a shirt on underneath, the agent continued to request that my wife lift her shirt. This is where the line 



The caller says he was traveling from CLL to IAH with United flight #4153 departing at 3:44pm. While going through screening at approx. 3:30pm he was told by a TSO named b::,(ffI (badge!(b)(ff:, I that he and his property would need to go 
through secondary screening because of some new policy about multiple containers of Lawry s garlic salt in his carry on bag, He says that she told a male officer to pat him down times and she came back after testing the containers of garlic salt and 
said thal it tested positive for something but wouldn't t tell him what ii tested posilive for and thal he wouldn't I be permitled to take ii on lhe plane in checked or carry on baggage and they would need to take it. She did not give him any options to take 
it back to his car ar do anything else with it, only that she was going to confiscate it. He asked her what new policy had to do with garlic salt, what the item tested positive for, and why he needed to go through 3 pat downs but she told him each time 

31312013 th at she couldn't t te 11 h, m. When she said that she would need to confiscate the salt he asked for some kind of signed form showing that 11 was confi seated and she refused to pro vi de anything. 
7:03:45 

PM I apologized for lhe experience and explained that I would send her information 10 lhe CSM at CLL for review as well as send him a claim form for possible reimbursement on the garlic salt. 

The ca 11 er spec iii cal ly asked th at the CS M contact him back after review the s1tuati on to find out what Is being done, if anything. her if needed. 

Caller states that his Ii an ce and hi mse If trave I first class. Ca 11 er states th at they fly six 11 mes a year and they fi y with a dog between Newark and Pa Im Beach. Cal I er states that the re are two pa rti cul a r supervisors at Palm Beach having a name of Cairo 
and Hilliard. These individuals give the passen er roblems each time he flies with the animal. The Caller states that he has spoken to the customer liason (CSM Bruce Buchmann) at Palm Beach and he did not get a clear answer. Caller states that 
the last lime he flew, he was embarassed by b)(ffl nd ~hen he was made to sit in a chair like a kid. Caller states that nobody was permitted 10 speak with him and it made him very agitated. Caller states that he requested a private screening 
due to the fact that the animal may run or become aggressive. Caller states that he was denied private screening and that TSA does not have a policy for a private screening for animals. Caller stated that he did not want this complaint to be forwarded 
to CS M Buchmann be cause they have a I ready had comm uni cations. Caller indicated that he wanted the information I have sent to h, m v,a emai I. 

Advised Ca Iler: 
31312013 
7 :28: 4 5 E nha need security measures require that a 11 passengers and their belongings undergo security sere en i ng at airport checkpoints; this includes service an i ma Is and pets, Current Trans po rtat ion Security Adm i ni st rat ion (TS A) policy requires that 

PM passengers !raveling wilh pets remove the animal from its carrier so that the pet may be carried through lhe walk through meIaI detector (WTM DJ. 

If a passenger believes that the removal of their pet could result in escape, a Supervisory Transportation Security Officer (TSO) can authorize an alternative screening measure that he or she deems sufficient. When permitted. an animal may remain in 
its carrier and be carried through the WTMD by the passenger; however, the passenger, the animal, and the carrier must undergo secondary screening. 

Additional screening of the animal may include a visual observation, a patdown inspection, or Explosives Trace Detection (ETD). If additional screening requires removal of the animal from its carrier, passengers may request a private screening. TS Os 
may ask the owner for assistance during any pa rt of the inspection. 

I never received any satisfaction ... in fact .... NO RESPONSE when I complained about my entire jewelry pouch being stolen from my purse AS IT WENT THROUGH the scanner at PDX. 
That was the only time the jewelry was not in my possession. I remember that my laptop was not stopped., .though it was still inside the pouch. It was the first time I had taken a laptop 
on a plane. Bui my purse was slowed and the agent LOOKED AT ME while he had my purse inside the scanner. 
Never more to see those items. 
Never a response when I complained to TSA. 
The Airport Security referred me to T SA. 
The circle of lousy security is a complete circle! 

My daughter in law had all her Jewelry and all her shoes stolen from a suitcase when she left PDX prior to my experience which is why I did not put it in a suitcasel 
31412013 
824: 18 I refuse to go lhrough the Radiation Boolhs, hence I get the whole nine yards of "pat down" .. while my luggage, purse, shoes and jackel are 

AM taken away and I cannot protect them at all' This is all wrong' 

Ta I k about not feeling safe! 



On Saturday. March 2. 2013 I was trave Ii ng through Denver intern ati o na I airport back to our home m Las Veg as Nevada. My trip was es pec1al ly d ifflcu It because I had fractured my I efl hip the previous Tuesday wh i I e ski mg at Keystone re sort. We 
easily made it through the airport after arrival until we got to security. At security a TSA agent began to insist that I stand from my wheel chair. I said that I could stand but that I would have to use crutches. She said that I would have to go through a lull 
body pat down and lhe male agents were too few. I said I would be glad to wait. Although following protocol her demeanor was curt, rude, and dismissive. I wanted patienlly and then Agentl(b )(6) !took over to complete the screening. 

He was kind, considerate of my injury, and very thorough. His actions were professional and the best example of what TSA is providing in the interest of national security. I took the time to speak to a supervisor. l~/h~·~·,1~R~1 ____ ~fvho was equally 
professi o na I and concerned with both security and the t rea tm e nt of travelers, 

31412013 TSA should be very pleased with these two individuals. They represent the best interests of the American people very well. 
8:24:24 

AM 

3/412013 
8:25 26 

AM 

~b,(61 

as Vegas, NV 8912B 

Sent from my iPad 

Hello, 

I did not get any reply to my questions 

This e-mail was forward to wrong person in Columbus OH 10, incident happened in Oklahoma 

Please send it to right person to take care 

Thanks 

kb1(6) 

b)(6) 

Fromfb1(61 

Sent Sunday. February 11. 2013 6:56 PM 
To: tsa-contactcenter dhs. ov 
Cc: (b}(6} 
SubJec . n appy experience 

I'm j(b1(6) ~oing through security checking point was send to go through XR . Never do. so I Ask for 

Fem ale assistant for pat-down 

During procedure was interrupt by another female assistantl~(b_)_(6_._I --~Ind she started to pat down me again from the beginning 



Good Momi ng. 

I would like to share a very stressful and frustrating experience with the security screening process in lhe Cincinnati (CVGJ airporl thal has become a routine/repeat situation. 

I am a frequent traveler- usually from CVG to DCA- bi weekly and a new mother of a 4 month baby. I am Irying to continue 10 breasl feed my child- and the use of a breasl pump is essential while on Ir Mel, as well as the time required to actually pump 
before boarding my flight. My experience this morning at security was absurd. And. this has become a reoccurring situation as well- my third time with this same experience now to be exact. My breast pump - a standard make/model- apparently 
causes the a I a rm lea tu re in security to go off- which then requires the lo 11 owing: my bags to be ope nl exposed and searched/ a re-run of my bag through the sea n ne rs, a personal pat down of me. a search through al I of my other bags/computer 
equipment/purse. etc. All the while- I'm losing precious time to actually pump before boarding my plane. I cannot emphasize how 1) embar,-assing this is- to have your breast pump exposed to the entire airport and 2) how stressful it is when you are a 
working mother who only has so much time in the day to actually pump- which if you do not pump in the rig hi window- your milk will dry up. The slress alone will cause your milk to diminish. I have not had this issue in any other airport that I frequenlly 
fly to- DCA and MSP, for example. While I am not blaming the staff, I know they are just trying to do their job, I am asking for some permanent remedy to this ridiculous process that does not allow staff to use their common sense. I am confident that 
working mothers everywhere who have had, or wi 11 have a si mi I a r expe nence, wou Id a I so very much appreciate a so I uti on to this issue. 

31412013 
10:03:58 

AM Thank you very much. I look forward to your reply. Details of my flight and contact information are below. 

Airport: CVG 

Time- about 6.15 am on Monday March 5 

My flight: Del ta- 7: 00 am d ep artu re to DCA: flight number: 3368 

My co nl acl information: 



From[b)(61 

Sent: Monday, March 04. 2013 9:04 AM 
To: TSA.Ombudsman@dhs.gov 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

Remote Client 1Pj(bi(6i 
31412013 Dale Time: 3 4 20·"'1""3"9"":0"3""":5"'"1""A"'"M,...., 

10:04:06 
AM 

Name: 

Email: 

HYPERLINK~l(b_l_(6_1 _______________ ~ 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

LAX American pre-screen ch eek point 

Comments: 

I fly every week on AA to San Francisco and am TSA pre-check status. The full body scan has been recently removed and replaced with metal detector which means that all of us traveling public with knee or other replacements now have to do a pat 

February 28, 2013 
LFT to IAH (#UA5661 W) 
Screening Occurred: Approximately 5:00 PM 

3/412013 Caller is wanting 10 complain about a patdown lhat he received in LFT. Caller says that his experience was a humiliating one. Caller says that he went through the AIT machine wilh no alarms going off, but after his screening he was slopped by a TSO. 
11 :32:20 The TSO told him that he was randomly chosen to go through a patdown due to an anomaly that came up during screening. Caller says that the TSO took an extended amount of time to perform the patdown. Caller told the TSO that he would just take 

AM his clothes off so the a I a rm can be resolved. The TSO a 11 eg ed I y retorted with tel Ii ng the ca 11 er to shut up or he 11 be arrested. Ca 11 er says that he doesn t have to go through a p atdown in other airports, and he is wanting information on what happened 
during his patdown to cause the alarm, 

Caller mentions that he is black and the screening did happen in LA. Caller is asked at this point if he believes the patdown was done due to discrimination or if he believes it was racially-motivated: caller declines any belief that it was due to 
discrimination. Caller does mention that he was qoinq to a funeral and he miqht have reacted in such a manner due to his emotional state. Caller is just wantinq an explanation on what happened durinq his screeninq. 
Caller wants 10 gel a hold of lhe director at the Pensacola airpor1. Last year a juice box was taken from a three year old at lhe checkpoint. Today, the daughler would not open the bottle of the Enfamil, because it would spoil and then she was told 10 
have a patdown done. This is why the passenger believes it is harassment. The passenger was able to board ten minutes before the flight departed. The passenger was flying to Detroit, Metro. Caller is putting this in as a complaint first and would 
like an explanation apology TODAY or further measures will be taken. 

Informed caller: 
Apologized to caller. 

3141201 3 Comp I a int was taken down and w111 be sent to the CS M at the airport. 

11 : 4 9: 4 3 At ti mes. the bottle has to be opened, but wi 11 never be touched , but I do not know their exact procedures, A patd own is pa rt of procedure and can not be avoided. 

AM 
Airport: Pens aco I a 
Airline: Delta 
Date time: 720 AM March 4, 2013 
Gate: 4 

To contact the CSM at Pensacola, call this number back. press option 5 on the IVR, and place the three digit airport code. However. if the caller chooses to call the CSM, then I am not able to send this information to the CSM. 



3/412013 
12:04:28 

PM 

This EMAIL is in regards to our securit on a recent flight that my wife and I took the confirmation# is JJW0Y this flight started on 02/22113 with flight #UA4753W. before GETTING ABOARD OUR RETURN FLIGHT ON 02128/13 DURING OUR 
SECURITY CHECK I (b)(6) PASSED THOURGH YOUR SECURITY SCAN WITH NO PROBLEM SO I THOUGHT THAN YOUR SECURITY PERSON APPROACHED ME AND TOLD ME I WAS CHOSEN FOR A RANDOM PAT 
DOWN, I THAN ASKED WHY HE T LD ME SOMETHING CAME UP ON THE SCREEN AND TO BE QUIET ARE ELSE I WOULD BE ARRESTED. AFTER ABOUT FIVE MINUTES OF THE PAT DOWN I THAN SUGGESTED MAYBE I SHOULD 
TAKE OFF MY CLOTHES SO MAYBE HE COULD FIND WHAT HE WAS LOOKING FOR. SINCE THIS SECURITY CHECK STARTED SOME TIME AGO I HAVE BEEN IN TOTAL AGREEMENT. BUT I THINK THIS WAS GOING OVERBOARD 
THIS WAS TOTAL EMBARRESING. PLEASE SEND ME SOME ANSWERS ABOUT THIS SITUATION. 
Hello, 
rm just curious about the ··extra security" I had to go through this past weekend while flying from the Dominican Republic. We left with friends for our trip last weekend flying JetBlue and had no issues. However on our return flight I had been "randomly 
flagged'" for ··extra secunty". Basically my boarding pass has been stamped with SSSS and I was swabbed in the Dominican Republic. and put through the same swab and a pat down in New York's JFK before getting on the connecting fi1ght. 

The JetBlue attendant says it happens randomly. I asked a TSA agent in New York about ii, and she rudely snipped at me thal she couldn'I answer why, but I was likely a securily risk? 

I finally asked the man performing the pat down, who was very professional and kind (much unlike the first TSA agent who initially compared my passport to my boarding pass .. ), but he again couldn't give me a straight answer as to how one is flagged. 
Is it truly random? Or have I done something to flag myself' 

rm really just curious at this point. I just found it odd that I had 3 different answers. and even more odd that all of the answers were mostly "I don·t know for sure. but.. 

Any help is appreciated' 

3/41201 3 Thanks, 
2:03:20 l(bl(ff, 

PM . 

PS: As a suggestion. I think it would be nice if the escort could walk you through the entire process. In the Dominican Republic I was basically led through a metal detector and left in a corner confused as to what to do next. (I'm guessing they have their 
own security agency though). But In New York, the rude TSA agent basically dumped me at one of the image scanners, and I had no idea what to do! I was scanned, and stood around. Finally an agent asked who escorted me in. because they didn't 
know where my boarding pass was. 

All the while, my cany-on and personal affects (wallet. keys, cell phone), sat on a conveyor out of my reach while other passengers walked around it. unsecured. I think that agent who escorted me should have stayed with me, especially since this was 
my first experience. Also it would have been nice ii she could have collected my belongings and secured them while I was being scanned. It's not that anything was taken, but it was left in the open for something to happen, which wasn't comforting. 

Again, other than the rude agent, I have no problems with the overall experience. I really liked how the pat-down agent explained everything prior to, and during the process, but info on why I was selected would be great. And what would be even Better 
is maybe posting signs at the checkpoint areas explaining the "extra security"' measures' That too would make the process a little less embarrassing to travelers such as I, who were being pat down in the middle of everything, gelling strange looks 
from other passengers! 

Sent from my iPad 

Caller 1s a frequent traveler from A TL. He always opts out of the Al T and get a patdown. He recently had a p atdown at A TL. The ofli cer that done the p atdown tested his g I aves lo r explosives and they tested positive. The s u pe rvi so r re-done the 
screening and his latex gloves tested negative for explosives. They made a resolution patdown report that had his name and information on it and the results of screening. Caller wants to know how this will affect him as a passenger in the future, Caller 

31412013 became upset because I could not provide him wilh an answer. He then said thal he knew who to contact, said good bye, and disconnected lhe call. 

2=42:43 Advised caller: 
PM 

3/412013 
4:09 20 

PM 

The explosive testing tests for materials commonly used in bombs. A lot of materials are also used in other things as well. 
We don t have any specific information regarding the resolution paldown reporl here in the con1ac1 cen1er. This may jusl be procedure and may not even affect him in the future. If he has further concerns he can contact the CSM at that specific airport 
who may be able to provide him with more specific information about this. I told the caller that I could tell him how to get the phone number for the CSM. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Fj(b)(61 
Date Time: 3/4/2u""1-3-2:~4-9~:4-2~P-M~~ 

Name:American Citizen 

Email~b 1(61 J 
Com~1i1ts:u1sooU1tMOS,R ue Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):BUR - Burbank, CA 3I2I1311am. 
Comments:Rude, dishonest TSA employees. Used dangerous radiation scanners, then performed overly invasive pat downs. Applied unexplained chemical on my hands for no apparent reason. Very Un-American. 



Airport OKC 
Dale/Time of Travel 2-17-13 530 
Airline & flight number: 4067 D2 OKC - MSP Checkpoint/area of airport: East TSA Employe (b)(ff:, SM 
Comp Ii ment/Comp I a int: Ask lo r pat-down. during procedure was i nte rru pt b~ b I ( ff:, l h, s a ssIsta nt She start pat -down ag am, she was rude. I had to ask for another a ssIsta nt as a result I was pat down 3 times dun ng 7 minutes. She 
s hou Id be trained better or do not work with peop I e. 

East OKC b':1(6) Su ervisor 2-17-13 -----Ori inal Message-----
From b)(61 
Sent: 
To: tsa-contactcenter@dhs.gov 
Subject RE: In Response ta ya ur inquiry. 

1 OKC 
2 22-17-13 6 am 

31412013 3 DELTA 4067 OKC-MSP 
825:54 4 02 

PM 

31512013 
825:22 

AM 

5 ?? 
6 425 442 1282 

SEE ATTACH, please 

---0 rig i na I Message---
F rom: tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com [ma1lto:tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com] 

Sent Monday March 04 2013 ]'59 PM 
To[bi(61 
Subject In Response to your inquiry. 

Caller fiew on 3 02 2013 from Miami to Atlanta and then to Charlotte on Delta flight 240. She is 75 years old and has a bladder port pacemaker. She can not go through the regular elecironics. She said thal she is always wanded. She had to wail a 
long time for the patdown. When the officer came to do the patdown she explained the process to her. She said that every part of her body was touched at least twice. She checked two bags and had a notice of inspection in both bags. There was 
nothing pnnted or stamped on the NOi s. She did not have the baggage claim numbers. She went through gate 3. She stated that the clothing m her bag was wadded up and put back in the bag and her glasses were broken. She had a clear 
cosmetic bag that contained her med i cation in her checked I ugg age. She she opened her bag T SA had left the cosmetic bag unzipped. She had a bottle of Vicodi n H yd rocodo ne 5 mg that was missing most of the medication. She said the medical ion 
was in a bollle lhat you have 10 push down on the cap to open. The botlle could nol have come open. She has 5 or 6 pills left. She said thal there is no excuse for the way she was treated and for the missing and damaged items in her luggage. She 
wanted a claim form mailed to her. 

I gave the lo 11 owing information: Trans po rtati on Security Administration (T SA) scree ne rs a re trained to exercise great ca re during the screening process to ensure that a passenger's belongings a re returned and not damaged when a bag needs to be 
opened. We reg rel if these high standards were not met. 

To file a claim you should fill out the claim form in accordance with the instructions and return 11 to the address m box number 1 Once the Claims Management Office (GMO) has received your claim form you will be sent a letter of acknowledgement 
and a claim number. You should keep the c I aim numb er lo r future reference when i nq ui ring a bout your claim, 

I mailed her a claim form. I apologized for her unpleasant experience and told her that I would forward her record ta the CSM at Miami International Airport for review. 



31512013 
825:57 

AM 

Fronfb,(6) 
Serit:7Vionday, March 04. 20 I 3 9:49 PM 
To: TSA 
Subject 

To whom it may concern, 

On 312 upon coming back from Cancun and connecting via Atlanta to Fort Lauderdale I had the most unpleasant experience. I have a medical devise called a bone stimulator in which cannot go through the xray machine. I always ask the TSA agent to 
do a hand check and never ran into an issue until this day. The officer said lhat I had to have a pat down even though I personally went through the xray machine and cleared. I told the officer thal I have done this now for about 40 trips and never had a 
pat down. The officer was rude and his supervisorfbi(ff•, !was even ruder. He gave me no choice but to have a pat down and was it a pat down ... it was humiliating and embarrassing. My wife was standing by my side and she never 
has seen anything like this as well. I would like to see an investigation into this and someone contact me before I take this to the next step. 

(bl(61 

b)(61 



Froml(bi(ff1 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 10:50 PM 
To: TSAEx1emalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject TSA Complaint on Lack of Efficiency of Agents at the Boston Logan Airport 

Complaint on Lack of Efficiency of TSAAgents at the Boston Logan Airport 

~~5~2;;; I flew at Boston Logan Airport on o 3 MAR 13 on JetB I ue FI i g ht 687 de parting at 11 00 H. 0 pted out from the fu I I-body sea nne r and requested for a pat-down around o 94 5-50 is h and patiently waited for a I most ha If an hour for someone to conduct the pat-
AM down. I was the only person in the pat-down line). Dunng that time, there were about 10 male TSA agents and 3 females behind I pass the full body scanner (13 people behind the security line and 2 people instructing passengers with their 

liquids/laptops/etc: 15 agents in ONE security lane). 

While waiting for someone to pat me down. a two-year old child, a pacemaker, needed to pass through the metal detector but parent had a difficulty making the child pass through because he was crying, and the scenario lasted about 10 minutes. The 
whole TSA Agent team, including everyone pass the full-body scanners stopped their operalion as they just watched lhe scenario (a couple made indecisive recommendalions that did nol work). 

After lhe child was cleared, I was still waiting for someone to pat me down. I was palled-down around 1010-1015 (almost after half an hour wait). The person that patted me down was one of lhe TSA agenls pass the full-body scanner, and he was just 
standing without any action even though the TSA greeter called-out out an agent since I got in front of the security lane, which was almost half an hour since I was patted-down. 

If there were designated pat-down agents, why was the person that pa tied me down (Agent's Name: l~(b~••_i(6_.~I --~ljust stood there for almost half-an-hour? Why did the whole security check operation stopped when a child was being checked? 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service 
Cu n-ent Date/Ti me · 315120 13 9: 14 :05 AM 
Ai rpo rI : BOS - Logan I nl emationa I 
Date/Time of Travel · 03/05/2013 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport · Jetblue ten-ninal security check lane TSA Employee: (II Known) llli@Dcomment , While I was waiting for an opt out, TSA agent ~atin female with glasses) grabbed my computer from the conveyor belt and 
started to stack trays on top of it. I noticed lhis after I FINALLY got a male assist 10 come get me. I said, &quot;please don't stack anything on lop of my compu~She responds wilh, &quol;I was about 10 lake it 10 lost and found because 

3/512013 nobody claimed it.&quot: To which I responded, I couldn't hear you because I was still waiting for a TSA agent to come get me. She then gets an attitude (after piling stuff on my computer -- dope) that she repeatedly asked people if it was their 
1 0: 0 5: 39 computer. Again. to which I rep Ii ed. &quot I can't hear you if l"m not here. &quot; She then sets my computer down and says, &quot; you should claim your item when somebody asks lo r it. &quot; 

AM 
The agent that did my pat down was very nice and apologized on her behalf. I fly a 101 and don't need some snotty altitude from a TSA agent who also doesn't respect other people's property. If she worked anyplace else and had that attitude, I 
would've exploded on her. Miss Authority needs an attitude adjustment. Agen~ an embarrassment to your agency. I'm sure she'd be better off waiting tables at Applebee's. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name b-.i(6) 
Phone Number : · · 

Email l(b)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link htlp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB21ApplicationManager 



31512013 
10:55:05 

AM 

Caller Is p I an n i ng to take a In p and her daughter has I ue ke mi a and she has a port in her chest Caller was wanting info nmati on for her going through screening. 

Resolution: 

Spec i fi ca I ly, you were conce med a bo ul screening lo r passengers who have port and cathel er devices. Passengers who have ca I heters and ports atl ached 10 I heir bodies s hou Id info rm the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening 
of the device(s) and indicate where the device(s) is located before the screening process begins. Passengers should also inform the TSO of any pain or medical complications that may result from touching the port and or catheter so it can be screened 
appropnately. TSA has created not1f1cation cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about any d1sab1lity, medical condition. or medical device(s) that could affect secunty screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security 
screening, their use may improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their conditions. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gov sites default files publications disability notification cards.pdf. 

Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can 
walk through on their own. An e Ii g i ble passenger can request to be screened by AIT if 11 is ava i I able or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown; however. passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through meta I d ete cto r in 
lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

Advised ca Iler if a p atdown is req uri ed she wou Id get a modified version of the patdown. 

Caller was wanting to know if she needed any documentation from the doctors. 

Advised ca Iler that documentation is not a requirement however if she has it she can present it. 

Caller thinks lhat she is on the Watch List, she remembers that she got lhe carry and concele and she states thal she called TSA and asked if she can carry her gun and they said thal in checked. So she took it in checked baggagge and she states thal 
since them she has been having problems with flying, they have been searching her more and her baggage are always searched or broken. She flew from Ft, Lauderdale to Tallahassee the last time. She states that in Tampa International, she was 
placed in a machine that she cal Is the Bomb Box. she states th at someone told her th at if she enters the machine and she has something th at she is not sup pose to have 11 wi 11 b I ow up, she states that 11 was a I ot of pressure and air when inside of that 
box. 

She states that about a month ago, she went through the Metal Detector and she got patted down and she states that the TSA officer told her that she had to have a patdown because she had residue on her gloves from her, and she states that another 
officer came in the room and p refo nmed another p atdown and she states th at th ere was no residue on the g I aves of that TSA Officer. 

Informed caller: 

TS A can neither confirm nor deny whether an i ndivid ua I is on a F edera I Watch Li st because this information is derived from classified and sensitive I aw enforcement and i ntel I ige nee info nma ti on. This protects the operation al co u nterterro ri sm and 
3/512013 intelligence collection objectives of the Federal government as well as the personal safety of those involved in counlerterrorism investigations. Federal Watch Lists remain effective tools in the government's counterterrorism and transporIation security 
12:08: 18 efforts because their contents are not disclosed. 

PM 

31512013 
12:10:47 

PM 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk•Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents teCTorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove lhe random element from lhe system and undermine security. We simply cannol assume thal all terrorists will fil a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we bel ,eve these sec u nty measures are necessary and ap prop nate for ensuring the security and conf1d en ce of al I air trave I ers. T SA continues to develop and dep lay 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ(bi(ff1 
Date Time: 31512 0·"1""3""1..,.1 "": 1""9"'; 2"'1""A"'M..---' 
······················----------------····························· 

~~:r~%~f I 

Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):March 2, 2013. Moline airport, leaving on the late afternoon flight (5:20pm). Amencan Eagle, for DFW. 
Comments:I am female, 67 years old. I went through DFW screening on Feb 28th. 4 hot spots. The zippers on the bottom of each pant leg. One wrist had watch and bracelet, and necklace , These were quickly checked as the reasons for the hot 
spots and I was let through. March 20th wenl through Moline securily, same clothes and hols spols, areas checked bul I was still required to have a pat down, first ever and very invasive. The agent was professional bul I am extremely angry lhat it was 
required in that it was obvious what caused the hot spots. 



31512013 
12:10:51 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPrb 1(6) 
Date Time: 3/5/20 ... 73~11-,~, -3:_4_6_A~M.,.... 

Name b, 61 
Email b1(6) 
Com · · ee ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):March 2, 2013. Moline airpori. leaving on the late afternoon flight (5:20pm), American Eagle, for DFw· 
Comments:I am female, 67 years old. I went through DFW screening on Feb 28th. 4 hot spots. The zippers on the bottom of each pant leg. One wrist had watch and bracelet, and necklace . These were quickly checked as the reasons for the hot 
spots and I was let through. March 20th went through Moline security, same clothes and hots spots, areas checked but I was still required to have a pat down, first ever and very invasive. The agent was professional but I am extremely angry that it was 
required in that it was obvious what caused the hot spots. 

Feedback Type Request for Information 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' , Screening (AIT. Patdown) Current Date/Time : 31512013 9:42:57 AM Airport · Select One Date/Time of Travel , 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I am a frequent traveller with United Airlines (1 K) and have opted in to the TSA Pre screening program through them. I am ALSO a member of Global Entryl(b)(ff:1 ~ but have not been selected for TSA Pre screening on any of my past 
15-20 flighls. ~---~ 

~;5~21°~; My GE number is appended to my United traveller profile and I have ensured that my name matches my GE account profile as well. I understand there is some element of randomness per trip as to whether a person is selected. but this seems more 
PM than random Is there any way to check my information with the TSA to see if something is amiss? One clear benefit of the GE program is admissibility into TSA Pre, yet I am being overlooked on each and every occasion despite having undergone the 

thorough background checks for GE qualificalion. 

315/2013 
12:59:43 

PM 

Thanks 

Disability Description: Caller is visually impaired. 

Response Details: CCR informed her: 
If the passenger and dog walk through separately, only the party that alarms the metal detector will receive additional screening. It is very important that the passenger not make contact with the dog (other than holding the leash) until the dog has been 
cleared and inspected by a TSO. 
Regardless of how the passenger and dog proceed through the walk-through metal detector, the dog will receive additional screening. A TSO will physically inspect the dog and the dogs belongings (collar, harness. leash, backpack, vest, etc.) in order 
to resolve the alarm. 

The officer fol lowed the correct pol icy but this information wi 11 be sent to the CSM lo r further assistance. 

lncidenl Details: Caller staled thal when she was flying out of Jacksonville she had 1rouble wilh a TSO agent at the check point. She is visually impaired and has a service dog. When going through the checkpoint, they left her standing I here withoul 
telling her what was happening and took her sister away from her to get separately screened. When the TSOs finally returned to her, without her sister, the red haired female officer had her and the dog go through screening. She went through the 
WTMD first and then the dog followed her in. She did not ala nm but the dog did because of the leash. The officer went to do a patdown to the dog and she told her that she was not supposed to touch her dog nor talk to them The TSO threw her hands 
up and refused to do the screening and got her supervisor. The supervisor came over and started to talk to the dog like it was a pet and when addressed by the caller, she told her that she was talking to the dog so it would not bite her. This made the 
caller upset because it is not I heir job 10 make the dog nol bite, it was hers. 
She had no issue on her first flight from Tampa to her destination, and wants to file a compliant because of the way she was treated by the TSO and also how they touched and talked to her dog. 

FLIGHT INFORMATION: 

Departing Airport:: Jacksonville 
Airline:: United 
Flight Number:: 4006 
Dale: 3 March 2013@ 12p 



Caller states that he was in route from Puerto Val I aria to Phoenix to Spokane WA with US Airways. he states that they got cleared and picked up their belongings to go through screening. he states th at his wife has a pacemaker and she cant go 
through the AIT she had to wait for a female officer to give her a patdown, they asked her to take off her watch so she did and she states that when she got to her plane she realized that she had forgot it at the tsa checkpoint, he states that this is our 
fa ult because we had to search his wife. 

31512013 Informed ca 11 er: 
220:54 PHX 

PM that he can contact the lost and found or he can call this number back and press option 5 enter the airport code, PHX and get the customer support managers number so maybe they can assist him. 
http: www.tsa.gov airport-lost-found-contacts#48 
Phoenix 
Phoenix Sky Harbor I nl ernationa I Airport 
602-626-1453 

Disability Description: Caller staled she has metal implanls due to hip and knee replacement surgery. 

Information Request: Cal I er stated she fi ew from Charlotte NC to Jackso nvi I le FI o nd a with a connecting flight to Tamp a on Us Airways. Ca 11 er stated she has metal Im plants and she had to have a paid own and the ca 11 er stated the TSO was rough for 
the patdown and the TSO didnt offer a private screening and she had to lift her anms above her head. 

Caller 1s complaining about the patdown she received. 
31512013 
227:49 Response Details: Advised caller the following information: 

PM 

Advised ca Iler where she has meta I implants and she went through the A IT it s hawed up as an Anomaly, Advised cal I er to reso Ive the anomaly she had to have a p atdown done, Advised cal I er the patd own is done to make sure to clear an ala rm. 
Advised caller the TSO has been trained on how to do a patdown and lhe reason lhe screeners us the back of their hands is because the screeners has to get close to passengers private par1s. Advised caller she could request to have a private 
screening for the patdown and she could opt out of the AIT machine but she would have to request this before any of the screening begins. 

Apo I og i zed to the ca Iler a bo ul the experience she had a I the airport. 
Caller states that she went through screening in Amsterdam and was told that TSA advised the officers that they have to undergo this form of screening. She was subjected to an extremely invasive patdown. 

Caller slates I hat lhe officers there were extremely rude and unhelpful. Caller states thal she was flying from Barcelona to Amsterdam to ATL. 

3;~;0
1
1; Advised caller that since it occured in another country there is nothing that we as TSA can do for her. 

PM 
Advised caller that she may have been subjecled to additional screening due to her name matching a watch list or an issue concerning thal. But TSA does nol tell other counlries how they can screen passengers, but they may be incopora1ing our 
screening techniques. 

Advised ca Iler that she should contact th at airport and attempt to get in touch with someone th ere to fi I e a comp I a int. 
lncidenl Details: February 14, 2013 
ROC to EWR via United (#UA4808) 
Farthest checkpoint to the right. two Ii ne s share that booth 

Caller is wanting 10 report what she calls a humiliating screening done to her by TSA. Caller says thal TSA would not accommodate her wishes for a patdown and forced her 10 hobble oul of her wheelchair into an AIT machine. Caller was advised not 
to get out of the wheelchair, and if she did. to use her crutches (caller could not use her crutches because they were put into the x-ray). Caller said that she had to go through the AIT machine even though she requested a patdown. Caller asked for a 

31512013 supervisor and was denied that request as well. 
3:29:22 

PM Caller spoke wilh Uniled Airlines aboul this issue, bul they told her that this ultimately fell under the jurisdiction of the TSA. 

Caller says th at the number she gave was her evening phone. Ca 11 er works during the day at her school . 

._fb_ •• _,(6_._I _ _.~ok over call: 2-14-13 flew back on 2-21-13 called United Airlines and was advised it was TSA issue. Caller slated while going through the checkpoinl was made to hobble 10 lhe area. 



31512013 
3:56:33 

PM 

31512013 
4:01:59 

PM 

31512013 
4:02:05 

PM 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: Ca 11 er said th at th eya re travel, ng from Provide nee to M CO on 3-1 0-12. Caller said that they have a 2 year old that has autism. Cal I er said that has issue with being touched and al so has a comp I ex where he th rows up. 

Information Requesl: Caller was wanting information for gelling him lhrough screening. 

Response Details: Specifically. you were concerned about screening of passengers with intellectual or developmental disabilities.Passengers with intellectual disabil1t1es or developmental disabilities. such as Down Syndrome or autism. can be 
screened without being separated from their parents or guardians, Pa rents or guardians should info rm the Trans po rtati on Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening of the chi Id s needs before sere en i ng begins, Pa rents or guardians may offer 
suggeslions on the best way 10 approach and screen their children, especially if it is necessary to touch him or her during screening. 

TSA has created not1f1cation cards that travelers may use to inform TS Os about any disability. medical cond1t1on, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening. their use may 
improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their conditions. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gov sites default files publications disability notification cards.pd!. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through 
meta I detectors on I y if they can wa I k through on their own. An el ig, bl e passenger can request to be screened by Al T 1/ it is a va, I ab I e or can request to be screened using a thorough paid own: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the 
walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

Caller was a I so conce rend about him standing in Ii ne and being around noise. 

Many airpor1s have lanes specifically designated for passengers with disabilities, medical conditions, or !raveling wilh young children. Although passengers slill may need 10 wait in line when using these lanes, in general the lines are much shorter and 
the wait time is less. Passengers may ask to be directed to one of these lanes when checking in with their airline or once they have reached the line used by general passengers. Use of these lanes is not limited to individuals who have physical 
d1sa b1 Ii ti es. Passengers with cog mt,ve and psychol og,ca I d1sa b1 Ii ti es who have difficulty waiting in I in es also are al lowed to use these I an es. 

If an airport or checkpoinl does not have a lane set aside for passengers with disabilities or families, or a passenger does not want to use thal lane, any passenger who has difficulty standing may request 10 move to the fronl of any line and be 
accompanied by his or her trave Ii ng companions 

Advised caller that I would email her addilional information on traveling with children who have disabilities. 

Em a i I ed caller information. 

Advised caller that once she goes over the informaiton and if she lhinks that she might need assitance I hat she can call us back 72 years before the flighl with the flight delails. 

Feedback Type · Request for Information 
Categories: Other: Screening (AIT, Patdown) Current Date/Time: 31512013 3:10:35 PM Airport: FLL - Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International Date/Time of Travel: 03/04/2013 10:45 AM Airline & Flight Number Southwest Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
· Security TSA Employee: (II Known) , I did not write down the name. 
Comment: I had a knee replacement and as a result was patted down in the fort lauderdale airporl yesterday. How can I avoid lhis in lhe future? Note from doc1or? Any olher strategy? I am 65 years old and do not prefer this 1reatmen1. It did NOT 
occur in security at BW I on my flight down to FL. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name bl ff:, 
Phone Number: bl ff:, 
Email . (b ,(61 
To I ea ve~a~c""o~m~m=e~n ~c~o~n~c~e~rn~,~n~g.....,.,, s feed back. lo 11 ow this I ink http://ts awe b. Isa .d hs. gov/ E DB21 App Ii cati o nM a nag er 

Feedback Type Request for Information 
Categories: Other; Screening (AIT, Patdown) Current Date Time· 3 5 2013 3:10:39 PM Airport: FLL - Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International Date Time of Travel: 03 04 2013 10:45 AM Airline Flight Number: Southwest Checkpoint Area of Airport 
: Security TSA Employee: (If Known) : I did nol wrile down the name. 
Comment. I had a knee replacement and as a result was patted down in the fort lauderdale airport yesterday. How can I avoid this in the future? Note from doctor? Any other strategy? I am 65 years old and do not prefer this treatment. It did NOT 
occur in secunty at BW I on my flight down to FL. 
Would you like a response?· True 

Passenger's Na,.m"e"""'.._· .. 1 =---,.1 
Phone Number h··,lffl 
Email :"'h""l""l""R""·., -----,--,-, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 



Disability Description: Caller wears an insulin pump. 

Information Requesl: Caller stated lhat she is flying out of POX on Saturday, and she wears and insulin pump and will also be bringing a back up as well. She is required to request a hand inspection of the device according to the manufacturer, and the 
last time she did that, she had a horrible experience. She was told that requesting the patdown automatically subjected her to receive additional screening and the did an ETD on the device as well. She has heard inconsistent information from other 
pa sse ne rs as we 11 as a supervisor she spoke with the last ti me she cal I ed in and had the information sent up. She wants to know what to expect this coming Saturday. along with information about what the protocol is supposed to be for requesting a 
hand inspection. 

Response Details: I tald her that theres no way for me to be able ta guarantee that she would not receive additional screening. Our information states that she can be screened either connected or disconnected from the device. She can go through 

3151201 3 screening as no rma I, whether it be through the A IT or the WT MD and receive a p atdown. She can request a hand inspection of the device and 11 cou Id subj eel that for an ETD test. Si nee I m not at the airport the re s no way for me to be ab I e to te 11 her 

6:13:35 why she was subjected to the additional screening, nor would I be able to tell her what to expect at the checkpoint Saturday. 

PM 
I advised her to contact the CSM there, explain the previous situation to them and the inconsistency that shes experienced with her responses. She may be able to give her more information on what to expect. 

Namr)(ff1 
Phon 
Email 

Caller is ooncemed because she usually approaches the checkpoint in a wheelchair and requests a patdown at the checkpoint. Her purse is generally placed 20-30 feet from her. Caller has concerns that she can not keep an eye on her purse and it can 
be losl or slolen, and on one occasion her purse was lost for a few minutes. Caller wants to know our procedure for this. 

3151201 3 Resolution: 

6:1751 
PM 

3/512013 
8:04:59 

PM 

Transportation Security Adminislration (TSAJ policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to reasonably ensure thal carry-on items, including disability-related devices and aids, are kept wilhin a passenger's line-of-sighl when a passenger is 
required to undergo additional screening. When passengers cannot maintain line-al-sight with their property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's items. This applies to not only 
passengers with d1sa b1 I iii es or med i ca I conditions. but a 11 passengers who a re se I ected for add iii on al sere en i ng. 

I just had to write ta express how ridiculous this new mandate isl., 1 

I cannot believe that to ensure security the TSA makes us walk through metal detectors -taking take off our shoes and belts, x-rays our carry-on luggage, makes us pass through explosive sniffers and be subject to pat downs --all this to ensure the 
integrity of flighls. Passengers are finally feeling safe and believe it is safe to fiy and now you are undoing all of this by letling people carry on knives! 

You people need to get a life! 



The caller stated she departed FLL on Febuary 28th. She went through the checkpoint between 10:30-11am. She ask to wait to until her belongings came through x-ray so she would not lose site of her things.The TSO looked at her and stated: Get in 
here Maam (referring to the AIT). He then stated: Step out I have to call someone to pat you down. The female TSO made her tum the other way and proceed with the pat down. She had a clutch purse with passport, ID, a money clip with $100 in it, 
and her boarding pass. After the patdown, she went 10 gale E4 and when she was getting lhe boarding pass she noticed that the money was missing. It was inside lhe carry on bag. The clutch purse was about 1 O in X 4 in. She told lhe flight atlendant 
who attempted to make several calls that no one answered regarding her situation. She did not have time to go back to the checkpoint because they were boarding the plane. She stated that she wants to let someone know that whoever is doing the x
ray sere en i ng at that checkpoint wo u Id have been the only one who could have taken the money. She did not have a d escri pti on of the TSO but she stated that there was a young coup I e with a ch, Id in a stroller going through at the same time behind 
her is all she remembers. She stated it was really busy. She wants to know if this is on video. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security
screening policies need modification or specific employees or learns are the subjecls of repeated complaints. 

3~~~0
2\;' You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged ,terns by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 

PM 

31512013 
10:01:31 

PM 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, I cam forward a copy of this record to the Customer Support Manager (CSM) at I hat localion. 

FI Ig ht Information: 

Airporl: FLL 
Airline: American Airlines 
Flight Number: 709 
Carry Baggage 
Time: Today al 10:30-11am 
Gate: E4 
Date 2-28-2013 

---0 rig i na I Me ssa•e--
F rom: !(b 1(6) 
Sent: Tuesday, March 05. 2013 7:52 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject Opportunity for improvement for TSA employees 

On March 4, 2013 I flew out of LaGuardia to Columbia, SC. Afler passing successfully through the scanning process. I was randomly selected for further testing. My palms were wiped with some sort of paper which was then inserted into a machine, 
which apparently showed some need for another test. After the test was administered a second time, I was escorted to a pnvate room where my body was palled down. At no time dunng any of this did the TSA employees explain why any of this was 
happening. They were civil but certainly not pleasant. They did explain what they would do during the patdown however. After the patdown one of the employees left the room while the other stood in front of the door. I could only assume the first 
employee left to consull a supervisor as to the next step. After a shorl wail, the employee returned to say I could go. No explanation as to why I was detained - of course I knew ii apparently was because the machine read somelhing in my palms that 
alerted authorities - no apology for the inconvenience, not even have a nice day. In fact as I was getting my belongings out of the bin, I turned to them to ask how to get to the gate area I would be flying out of, and they were gone. I couldn't believe it. 

My reason for writing you is not so much to complain bul to suggest a more customer friendly altitude toward I hose passengers who are subjected to these extra invasive procedures. If nolhing else, escort them oul of the "inlerrogation" room. I should 
prob ab I y add. I am a 65 year old, gray haired grandmother - I guess loo ks can be deceiving - hence the need for a 11 the security measures. 

Thank you for the time you spent reading my email and please consider adding better customer service training for the TSA employees. 

Sincerely, 

l ... (b_,_(6_1 __ __.I Cedar Mountain, NC. 28718 

Sent from my iPad 



31612013 
8:15:14 

AM 

3/612013 
101218 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily Complaint 
Current Date/Time . 3/5/2013 10:54:33 PM Airport . SAT - San Antonio International Date/Time al Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. It is time for a little common sense using a cast scope for every prosthesis. Why is that needed if you have a bounce scatter CT view of your entire body then immediately have 10-15 views with a mini cast scape of the same bounce scatte 
CT. It is no better than a pat down anyway because the scope does not penetrate carbon-fiber reinforced prosthetic sockets. I resent the repeat CT scans with a essentially worthless cast scope. I think you see everything with the larger bounce scatter 
ct and are duplicating the exam with the cast scope, The cast scope never penetrates the socket anyway. About time to let the cast scope go. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Nam;.;e:....i;.l_h_·1I_r;_·-,_..., _ _, 

Phon".-L==ai.......1.1.J.11.u.J.---J 
Email (b)(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Thank you for your response yesterday. I haave inlcuded it below for your reference. Your attention to this matter is greatly appreciated. 

I want to confirm. I will be al lawed to canyon the plane approximately 50 ounces al breastmilk in liquid form. I will not have my son with me. I will not have proof al his birth unless you tell me to do so. I will have solid ice packs as a part al this 
carryon to keep the mi I k cold. 

Please responsd 10 I his email with a clear yes or no. I am trying 10 prevenl any surprises at the airport. 

Orig i na I response: 

Thank you for your e-mail regarding exemplions for infants or small children. 
Breast milk and other liquids and gels intended for infants ar toddlers in quantities of 3.4 ounces or less are normally x-rayed. However, as a customer service, TSA allows passengers the option of an alternative inspection of these items. Passengers 
must request an alternative inspection before placing the ,terns on the x-ray belt; otherwise. all of the items must undergo x-ray inspection. 
Passengers flying with or without an infant or toddler may bring more than 3.4 ounces of breast milk (in a liquid or frozen state) through screening checkpoints after undergoing additional screening. In addition, breast milk must be separated from other 
property and declared to a Transpor1ation Securily Officer (TSO) prior to en1ering the checkpoint. 
Although TSA does not specifically limit the amount of breast milk a passenger may bring in their carry-on bags, we encourage travelers to be practical about these amounts. The amount a traveler carries should be reasonable and consistent with their 
i tine ra ry. Passengers s ho u Id ask to speak with a s u pe rvi so r at the security checkpoint 1/ they have any questions or conce ms with these procedures. 
When traveling with an infant or toddler, passengers are also allowed to bring into the screening checkpoint more than 3.4 ounces of pre-mixed baby formula (in a liquid, or frozen state); milk products; juice; gel or liquid-filled teethers: bottled water; 
and canned, jarred, processed baby food and essenlial non-prescription liquid medications. These items also must be declared to a TSO prior 10 entering the screening area, and lhe items must be separated from olher property. These items will be 
subject to additional screening, and passengers may be asked to open a container if required by a TSO. 
PI ease note th at powdered baby formula is neither a I iqu id. aerosol nor gel and the re/ore is not Ii m,ted in the quantity permitted through the screening checkpoint reg a rd I ess of !rave Ii ng with or without an infant or tad d I er. 
W hi I e passengers may be requested to open a container, they wi 11 never be asked to test or taste any of these items, If a container cannot be opened , the containers may be a I lowed into the steri I e area only after it and the passenger undergoes 
additiona I screening , which may include a patdown. 
All frozen items are permitted as long as they are solid and in a '"frozen state" when presented for screening. Cooling liquids or gels used to keep medical or infant child exemptions cold are not bound by 3-1-1 requirements and may be presented at 
the screening checkpoint in a frozen or partially-frozen state. It 1s important to remember, however, that any ,tern must be property screened before being allowed into the secure area of the airport. 
TS A continues to explore op po rtun it i es to lu rthe r modify screening procedures to minimize the concerns of passengers without com promising a via ti on security, The mo st current processes in place for bringing breast mi I k and other food-re I ated items 
intended for infants and toddlers safely lhrough the securily screening checkpoint can be found at http: HYPERLI NK "hllp://www.tsa.gov/"www.tsa.gov 1raveler-information traveling-children. 
Passengers are also invited ta contact their airline in advance ta request any special accommodations for their flight. In addition, please visit our Web site regularly for updates to special screening procedures at HYPERLINK 
"http:/ iww,,_ ts a. govr'www. tsa. gov. 



31612013 
10:14:14 

AM 

Feed back Type . Compliment 
Ca I egori es Pa I-down: Pro res s ion a I ism 
Current Date/Time. 3/6/2013 7:3824 AM 
Airport BOS - Logan International 
Date/Time of Travel, 03/03/2013 5:00 AM Airline & Flight Number, 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport c Ierminal 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: To Whom 11 May Concern at the Transportation Security Administration. 

I am a female in my mid-lwenties, and I have had quite a few pat downs (50 or so) over the past 3 years, as I always opt-out of the advanced imaging technology. I have never found the touch or the process of lhe pat down invasive, and I appreciate 
that I have this option to opt-out of the scan. I am always fine with having the screen in a public area, as it has not been a prying experience. 
I regret that on Sunday. 313 at Logan International Airport I opted-out of advanced imaging and had a pat down. I feel the need to share with you my experience, because the technique the young woman (probably similar age to myself) was very 
different than any pat-down I have had at that airport security check points in the past. The pat-down differed in these ways: 
Pressure with hands was much firmer - I would classify ii as groping, not palling. 
The gloved hand of the examiner spent much more time in bare contact with my skin. especially around my abdomen - had me lift shirt up to expose skin - have not been asked to do this before. 
The 11 me of the pat down was long er then past experiences, 2 other persons we re patted down in the ti me that I was st, 11 being patted. 
Hands lingered around inner-thigh as it was groped/patted (not sure what to call it now) When my pants waistband was pulled out. it was pulled 6" away from my body, exposing my underwear and her hand groped further down into my pants then 
anyone ever has, nol just along lhe waistband. 

Clearly, I am just a citizen. and not formally trained in pat-downs myself but I can tell you with assurance that this pat down I had at Logan Airport on 313 was different than any other one that I have had in the past. 
I took the time to share with you how the mechanics of this pat-down experience played out, because I know that is the infonmation that you will use to make informed decisions to address the issue to best serve the safety of your citizens. Less 
important, or possibly meaningless to you, I did nol feel as if safety, for me, or anyone else was being served when I had this pal-down on 313. What I felt was purely molested. 

Thanks lo r taking the time to read, 
Very concerned about the future 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 

Phan~ N_11m_her · 
Email_ b1(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Incident Detai Is: The ca 11 er stated that she was injured by a person who patted her down twice. She flew from B WI to F LL and had no problems. 0 n the return flight. from F LL, she was to Id that because she was wearing a Io ng ski rt. she would have to 
have a patdown. The caller stated that she has had multiple surgeries on her knee and it is extremely painful; even her own doctor will not touch it. The TSO threatened to not let her on the plane unless the passenger allowed her to touch this sensitive 
area. 

The ca 11 er offered her two other options that other T SOs in the past had done to comp I ete the patdwon: one being patting down to just above the knee and the other was let her place her Ii ngers aver the scar lo r her and I 1/ii ng the ski rt to show the scar 
tissue. The TSO stated that she could not do this. The TSO knocked her hand out of the way and actually squeezed the painful area. She was hurt so badly that she screamed out and almost lost her balance. They began to yell at her for grabbing the 
booth when she lost her balance because it sounded an alarm. The caller slates had she nol grabbed ii she would have fallen to the floor. She actually palled down the same area lwice when she had told her that the pain in lhe inside area of her knee 
was extremely painful. She believes this lady should lose her job. The caller has had to go to physical therapy because of this situation. She stated that this situation is horrible and the only thing that will satisfy her is having this TSO fired for what she 
has done. The TSO told her that 1/ she had been wearing pants. she wo u Id not have required a paid own. She stated that the airline did not provide her wheelchair lo r aver 20 minutes either. She stated that the TSO did not ca re what she was saying or 
the fact that she had this prob I em, She stated that she was treated terrib I y by both the TSO and the Su pe rvi so r, She stated that she knows that she w i 11 not get any money because this is a gave rnment agency but she believes that the supervisor at the 
checkpoint that day is 100 young to handle such a job. She stated that the TSO had no business dealing with the public and should get a desk job instead. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

31612013 TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security-
11: 11 :24 

AM screening po Ii ci es need modification or s pec1f1c employees or teams are the subj eels of repeated complaints. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, I will forward a copy of this e-mail to the Customer Support Manager (CSM) at that location. 

Flight info: 

Airporl: FLL 
Airline: Southwest Airlines 
FI Ig ht Number: Unknown 
Checkpoint Time: 2pm 
Oeparture Time 2:20pm bul was delayed 
TSO Description: Hispanic, around 50 years old. and long jet black hair. They were standing by the WTMD. 
Date 3-4-2013 
Supervisor Description: Young around 30 years old and her hair was pinned up. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

Caller said that he noliced thal we will now allow pockel knifes on lhe plane and he totaly agrees with thal. Caller said thal he does lhink I hat lhe groping is disgusting and that the patdowns need to slop. Caller said thal he would like to claim a swiss 
army knife that was taken from him a while back 

31612013 Resolution: 
12:30:33 

PM 
Advised caller that the al the time the knife was taken from him they were nol permitted. When something that is prohibled is taken ii is considered VAP and the ilem cannot be relieved. 

Every person. regardless of age. must undergo screening to proceed beyond the secunty checkpoint. Even babies must be individually screened. If there are any alarms or anomalies whrn going through screening a patdown is required. 

Caller said that he noticed that we will now allow pocket knifes on the plane and he totaly agrees with that. Caller said that he does think that the groping is disgusting and that the patdowns need to stop. Caller said that he would like to claim a swiss 
army knife that was taken from him a while back . 

31612013 Resolution: 
12:30:33 

PM 
Advised caller that the at the time the knife was taken from him they were not permitted. When something that is prohibted is taken it is considered VAP and the item cannot be relieved. 

Every person. regardless of age. must undergo screening to proceed beyond the security checkpoint. Even babies must be individually screened. If there are any alarms or anomalies whrn going through screening a patdown is required. 



Caller Is upset. What is TSA doing? They have laws that cause her to pat-down a little chair, then they change the rules to allow knives? What are they thinking? Are there a lot of people calling about this? 

31612013 I advised that I could record her comments, but I couldn t answer her questions. 
1A3:11 

PM Caller thanked me and hung up. 

Per previous conversations wilh supervisors, Work Area is compleled with Prohibited Items - Policy Issues. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Poor Customer Service; Screening CuCTent Date/Time, 31612013 12A8:10 PM Airport: FLL - Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International Date/Time of Travel: 03/02/2013 12:00 PM Airline & Flight Number, Southwest 1492 Checkpoint/Area 
of Airport: 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: TSA agents wanted to open baby food to screen it. Food was in 3.4 oz containers sealed within a quart sized plastic bag, consistent with TSA's published guidelines. Food would spoil ,r opened and given existing delays in the airport, 
op en i ng the food was not a reason ab I e request, Ba by food is medically necessary and opening it introduces a risk of contamination, which could endanger the hea Ith of my chi Id, When we denied the request, my wile was patted down, but a 11 owed to 
keep the baby food. 

3; 6;;0
4
1f There is no consistency in rules for baby food, and agents making unreasonable and potentially dangerous requests of passengers is not an accept1ble practice. Furthermore, a patdown has nothing to do with baby food in the approved 3.4 oz size. 

PM already placed in a quart sized plastic bag. 

I realize that you have little control over the guidelines. but please pass this message on to your superiors. Consistency in rules for baby food will help parents and children through security, which will result in a more pleasent and less stressful flying 
expe nence for passengers. which s hold be a go al of T SA. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name f b 1(6i 
Phone Number : """-'-'-'------' 

Email tb)(6) I 
To leaJe a Cul I II 11e1 II co11ce1 I Illig this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

To whom 11 may concern: 

I'm a TSA pre-check clienl and travel over 130k miles annually. I also have a metal implanl and today the scanner check was not available so I needed to walk through the metal detector. 

I was given a pat down by one of your employeel/b)(ff:, ! I'm accustomed to patdowns given I travel all over the country but~as absolutely the single worst experience I have had with a TSA employee. He purposely used force and over 
31612013 reached his position. I was in the TSA pre-check line and he was apparently not happy because I refused to go stand in the regular line where they have the scanners. 
4:09:10 So in his own way he violaled me just because he is in a posilion if power. People like!(b)(ff:, !hurl the reputation of the TSA and should be immediately reprimanded for events such as this. 

PM 
I'm not sure what if anything you an do but I donl think he is suitable for this job. Pis feel free to call me af~b~)_(6~•:_, --~!and I can provide add1t1onal details. 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fromkbl(61 
Sent: Wednesday, March 06. 2013 2: 18 PM 
To: 'TSAExternalCompliance@dhs.gov' 
Subject Complaint 

Please see the following complaint: 

Date: 315113@ 5:45am 

3;~~0
4
1J Location: College Station, TX (CLL) Airport 

PM 
TSA Officer Badge Name~ 

Airlines Flying: American Airlines 

Des c ri pt ion: I a I armed due to a 'Hip replacement" joint and was subject to a "pat down" 

The officer described every move in detail that he was going to perform in a tone loud enough for everyone within 30' to hear: also the ··pressure•· applied was extreme to the point al my pants having to be held up by my fingers in the belt loop, 
otherwise they wo LI Id have fal I en to ground; when I questioned the Ii rm ness. the ofli ce r said he was pe rio rmrng the pat down properly and 1f I thought this was un LI s LI al, it was bee a use the other T SA agents we re not doing 11 correctly: I have to say that 
since the institution of pat downs, I have had my share and this particular one was the most irritating and ·over the top" that I have ever experienced: this officer needs to be counseled on proper techniques as well as tone of voice; he appeared to "want 
to stand our and be noticed for his di I ige nee while not being concerned about the custom er service side. Rega rd sf b I ( 5·, I 



The caller traveled from ORD to Vegas on 3 3 13. He indicated that he received add1t1onal screening at the TSA checkpoint. He was taken to the side. He received an extensive pat down and his baggage was physically inspected. 

The same thing happened today when retu ming from LAS 10 Chicago. 

He indicated th at th ere was not an al a rm. This occurred because of something indicated on his boarding pass. He noticed that both of the boarding pass indicates SSSS. 

He asked if this will happen every time. 

He asked why he has to go through add iii on al sere en i ng. 

He asked if there was a downside in applying for Redress and if it was recommended. He asked what happens when applying for Redress. 

How asked how long the process takes. 

31612013 He asked how to apply. 

4A0:49 
PM 

He asked if he would continue to receive the expedited screening each time that he travels and that the SSSS indication will not go away. 

I indicated that the S S S S indication indicates tha I he has been ide nl i fi ed additiona I screening . I advised tha I I cou Id not d ete rmi n e why this has ace u rred or why he received the add i ti o na I screening. I explained that TSO are required to clear a I arms vi a 
additional screening. Passenger can be chosen at random far additional screening. I advised that I could not say that he would receive additional screening or the SSSS indication each time that he travels. He may and he may not. 

He has a recourse in a p plying for Redress, TR IP is a sing I e point of contact with the DH S lo r those who experience di ffi cu I ty when t rave Ii ng , such as being identified lo r additiona I screening , 

Participation in the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program is voluntary. If you wish to apply, you may do so by visiting: www.dhs.gov TRIP. Once he applies online he will receive a RCN almost instantaneously. He should provide the RCN when 
making reservations. 

I advised th at applying for Redress is the only recourse I hat I can advise as a way to resolve receiving add i Ii on al sere en i ng. 

I cannot guarantee that applying for Redress will stop the additional screening or eliminate the SSSS indication. 

I advised th at I can not guarantee I hat results of his Redress a p plication, however he wi 11 nol be reprimanded or enco u nl er re percussions for applying for Redress. 

To whom it may concern: 

I'm a TSA pre-check client and travel over 130k miles annually. I also 
have a metal implant and today the scanner check was not available so 
I needed to walk through the metal detector. 

I was given a pat down by one of your employees!( b) ( ffl ~t the Charlotte airport tad ay gate B. I'm 
accustomed to pa tdow n s given I t rave I al I over the country but ~ 
was absolutely the single worst experience I have had with a TSA 
employee. He purposely used force and over reached his position. I was 

31612013 in the TSA pre-check I in e and he was apparently not happy because I 
6:04:48 refused to go stand in the regular line where they have the scanners. 

PM So in his own way he viola led me just because he is in a posilion if 
power. People likl1h·11r;-·, ~urt the reputation of the TSA and should 
be immediately reprimanded lo r events such as this. 

I'm not sure what if anything you an do but I don'I think he ,.is~----------~ 
suitable for this job. Pis feel free to call me atHYPERLIN~(b)(ff:, pnd I 
can provide additional details. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Sent from my iPhone 



Si nee I had spinal fusion I don't fi y often: however. a re cent death in my fa mi I y made 11 necessary for me to fly from Phi I ad e I phi a I ntemat,ona I Airport to George Bush I nte mati on al in Houston and then return. 

I went online and oblained all the latest TSA, FSA and airline requirements and made sure everything we packed fit the rules and regulations. Even though I had a doctor's letter and certificalion I anticipated the metal in my back would show on a body 
sea n & require a pat down. 

In Philadelphia my older sister (age 78) and my self (age 62) had to remove our shoes. 
In Houston my sister was told she was over the age of people required to remove their shoes. 

In Philadelphia I went through the body scan without any problem, even though I have rods, pins and replaced discs all made of titanium. 
In Houston I had to have my abdomen patted as the metal inside showed on the body scan. 

I don·t understand how the policies differ from one city to another. I thought they would be uniform throughout the US and it"s territories. 

News reports indicate pocket knives, hockey sticks, go II clubs. la c rosse sticks wi 11 a 11 be al lowed in the cabin, 

31612013 W ha I idiol thinks tha t"s a good idea? 

8:00:39 
PM 

Strictly from a safety point of view, all of these ,terns can be used as weapons against the airline personnel and other passengers. Pen knives can be VERY sharp instruments and can certainly be used to stab someone. no one NEEDS to have a pen 
knife on the plane. The other items can all be used to club someone to death. 

Every crack-pot and terrorist knows this. 

Strictly from a convenience point of view: I had a small overnight case that lit the FSA requirements; however, In both Philadelphia and Houston I saw passenger alter passenger with huge suitcases and backpacks boarding planes. The overhead 
bins were full long before all of the passengers had boarded so our small carry-on bags had 10 be checked at the gale. Imagine a couple of passengers bringing I heir golf bags, hockey sticks elc. 100 bad for those seated after I hem. 

I can't get past the TSA ch eek points with a cup of coffee. but some nut and his/her com pamons can hide born bs in their shoes if under or aver a certain age. 
I can't get past the TSA check points with a large tube of toothpaste but some nut and his/her companions can bring on knives and clubs. 

I see this as a standing down when the TSA should be even more vigilant. 

I don"t think I'm an idiot, so please explain these things to me. 

kbi/61 
In the past few weeks, the large screening machines I hat basically make a pat-down unnecessary have systematically been removed from TSA Pre-Check lines. As an American wilh a hip implant and one who travels weekly, this totally removes lhe 
convenience of the Pre-Check for travelers like me (and there have be MANY like me when one includes hips with knees as well as other implants) because it is necessitating a pat down. The first time this happened in Atlanta and I was given a full pat
down at TSA Pre-Check. I spoke with the /loo r supervisor who to Id me peop I e I, ke me were sup posed to get a very a bb rev,ated pat-down and would be sped on our way. He even walked me over to the agent who did my fu 11 pat-down and told him 
what he should have done. Today. when I went back through Atlanta TSA Pre-Check (and the large machines were STILL gone), I received. yet AGAIN, another full pat-down. When I spoke up about this, based on the previous information I was given 
by the floor supervisor, I was told I hat I had been given incorrecl information lhe first lime (by your supervisor). When I went to the floor superviso~s desk today, where no floor supervisor was presenl (at 7: 15 on a busy Thursday morning), I was 
directed back to the agent who told me I had been misinformed. Obviously, that was not helpful in the least. 

Two things: 
3/712013 (1) The large machines need to be reIurned to Pre-Check; olherwise, TSA Pre-Check is not an option for people wilh implants because ii takes more lime than going through the regular line. 
8:17:46 (2) It is deplorable that your staff is as misinformed itself about rules and regulations as it is. It certainly is not a very professional face to be giving the public. 

AM 
I would appreciate a response regarding the future of the large machines to TSA Pre-Check lines. 

Thank you. 

[bi(ff, 



To Whom it may Concern, 
I fiew out of McCarran Airport in Ls Vegas NV on Monday, the 4th of March. I was on Southwest Airlines Flight 1964 to San Jose California. 

As I was traveling far business. I had some circuit boards. wires and a small metal plate in my checked baggage. These items were ta be installed in the equipment I was to work on in San Jose. I expected that this would attract the attention of the 
TSA. In fact I would have been upset if it had not. So it was no surpnse when I saw a notice inside my bag that it had been inspected. 

Whal was a surprise is lhat TSA felt it was necessary to cut off a small lock that was on ONE SIDE of the twin zippers. The suitcase was NOT locked. As I said, I expected it 10 be inspected. It was bad enough lhat lhe lock, THAT WAS NOT 
LOCKING ANYTHING. was destroyed, but the zipper pull was missing. And the metal that attached the pull. was damaged ta the paint that it can not be repaired. 

I fully understand the need for baggage inspections and support them. I also understand the need and the right of TSA to cut locks, if needed, to perform these inspections. But in this case, there was no need to cut a lock and damage my suitcase when 
ii was nol locked. 

I know that I wi 11 now be "randomly'· selected for pat down searches every time I fly, for daring to question a TSA po Ii cy. But need I ess I y damaging personal property goes beyond what the pub Ii c should have to put up with in exchange for b emg 
31712013 permitted to fly. 
8:18:53 

AM I am including my baggage claim number etc below ta possibly assist in identifying the individual responsible for this so that they may receive additional guidance/training on when or when not to cut a lock. 

Thank you 

Las Vegas. NV 89123-3810 

l(b1(6) I 
Date: 3-4-13 
Location: McCarran International Airport (LAS) 
Flight: Southwest Airlines Flighl 1994 to San Jose (SJCJ Left From Gate C16 Flight Time: Scheduled for 2:50 pm actual was aboul 3:30 pm Bag was Checked at 12:52 pm at position LASATA73 Claim#: K~b_}_(6_} __ ~ 

Date of incident: March 6, 2013 

Location: MCO Orlando International 

Time: 6:00 am 

TSA employeeJ(b)(61 
3/712013 ~-~~---~ 

B:~0~,°6 !(b)(ffl !conducted an unprofessional and verbally abusive pat down. He attempted to physically intimidate me and gn~d m_e~ I wa: com~liant and until he kept escalatin his abuse, I chalked it up ta him having a bad morning. I never raised my 
voice when speaking to him, yet he threatened me with the police. I complained to the manager. the thoroughly professiona1tb,'.(_6_) __ ] Even while complaining b_i(6_:, persisted m stanng me down and came over to where I was 
comp I a i ni ng , My wife observed other T SA emp I oye es snickering and am used by my treatment, On who I e absent the manager t e sta was la ck i ng, Baltimore TS A sta were excel I ent ! 

3/712013 
8:20:15 

AM 

Thank you for this opportunily to ask a question. My sisler has lung cancer and is being treated at MS Anderson in Houston. On her last lrip for her chemo there as she traveled home she was pulled out of the line and given a thorough pal down 
between the legs, on the breasts. and other places. It is most difficult ta undergo the medical treatments and illness without being subjected to such embarrassment at the airport. I have two questions: 

is there some so rt of security cl ea ranee she can obtain to avoid this, , .. she II i es on SW Airlines if that matters; 

in the future if she chooses to opt out of being touched where only her husband is allowed. can she turn around and choose to leave, rent a car. and drive home, or will she be held on contempt or jailed? 

I do not want to see her go through such stress again: she is ill and not likely to live much longer for Goodness sakes. I know it is just a job to your folks, but it is our private bodies they are touching. 

Thank you for your time. 



3/712013 
8:22:16 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Other 
Current Date/Time . 3/6/2013 10:03:23 PM Airport . PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. I watched a video today on YouTube about your pat down programs I think it is unethical and I have a dad that travels at least 1 a month if he ever gets padded down I will make him buy a private jet your &quot:3 once or under policy&quot: 
outrages me one of the aid es in my c I ass used to work for airlines and she to Id us about the deg radrng pol ices and a I so that pol icy causes problems lo r me I get very this rty and I just watched a mi necraft You Tube v idea of a ts a gaurd destroying a 
endermans belongings and strip searching him please change your polices if you want to keep my dad as a flyer on us airways Would you like a response?· True Passenger's Name :Kb}(6} ~olumbus Phone Number, 

Email !(b 1(61 J 
To leave a comment concerning this lee tlack. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2IApplicatianManager 

Caller traveled from Province to Orlando to Jamaica. Caller had no problem going, but had an issue coming back. Caller was told that she was being randomnly selected far additional screening and had (SSSS) on the bottom of the ticket. When 
caller arrived in Ori a ndo she did not have a ticket to board the up coming flight and asked an ofli cer to help her. This is when he came back and handed her the ticket with the SSSS at the bottom. Caller went through additional s c reenrng three ti mes m 
Orlando airport. When caller left Jamaica she went through WTMD and was taken into the backroom for a pat-<:Jown and it was fine. However, when caller got to Orlando, she was patted down in front of everyone and felt humiliated and as if she was 
sexually assaulted. The TSO lifted up her breasts and her butt while she was wearing a strapless dress, slrapless bra, and thong. During caller s two and a half hour layover, she was going lhrough security lhe whole enlire time and was not able to 
even go to the bathroom and was the last one on her flight. Caller s carry-on was searched by TSA and things were broken. Callers medication was dumped out in the bag, and because same al the pills look the same she was not able to figure out 
which one was which and therefore had to spend at least 20 0$ replacing the pres ecri pti o ns. Ca 11 er flew with J etB I ue. Caller a I so states th at wh i I e going through security, that the office rs were arguing and 11 was a mess. They were arguing about 
where to take her through security si nee the WT MD she went through was getting ready to close, The TSO the re ca 11 ed mo re security to come. and they continued arguing wh i I e they we re holding her up, Ca 11 er a I so states that her checked I ugg age 
was inspected and had no NOi in the bag. Caller said that things in her bag were broken, because of the way the officers put her belongings back in her bag the wrong way. Caller states she cannol prove lhe value of the items, because lhey were 
from vendors in Jamaica. Caller states she will wait until she flies again and has the SSSS on her ticket again or is stopped for additional screening until she applies for Redress. 

Informed caller: 
Apologized to caller. 

Advised caller to a pp I y lo r the redress p rag ram. This program helps to reso Ive passengers that have the SSSS on the ticket or a re al ways stopped lo r additional s c reenrng. 

3/712013 
9 :50 : 56 The passenger has the rig hi to ask for a private screening when a p atdown is required . 

AM 

31712013 
10:16:09 

AM 

This info nmati on and comp I amt wi 11 be sent to the CSM at the Ori and o a i rpo rl lo r documentation and i nvesti g ati on purposes. 

Because callers carry-on ii ems were broken, as well, offered to send claim form via e-mail to be received in less than 24 hours. Sent claim form via postal mail and will be received within lhree weeks. 

The "S" notation may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Security Administration (TSA) security procedures. This procedure is Just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the Nation's air 
trans po rlati on system and to keep the trave Ii ng pub Ii c safe, TSA does not discuss or release specifics about security sere en i ng procedures, This information is d eve Io ped exc I us i vely for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Security Information 
(SSIJ. 

The instructions are on the claim form as far as what the caller needs to do, present fill out, etc. The caller has up to 2 years to file a claim. TSA has up to 6 months to finish the claim process. Suggested caller be as thorough as she can on the claim 
form. 

Because there was no NOi in the bag. TSA did not hand inspect the passengers checked luggage. CBP inspects passengers bag upon reentering the US, so it is possible customs is who destroyed her bag. Referred caller ta CBP to file a complaint 
claim: (877) 227-5511 

Airline: JetBlue 
Caller fiew on 2 27 2013 from O Hare to Cancun on United Airlines flight 1198. She went through the checkpoint at about 8 am. She asked the TSO ii she would be exposed to radiation ii she goes through the AIT. He told her yes. She asked for a 
patdown. The TSO I hen asked her if she has a cell phone. She lold him no. He asked if she has a la plop. She told hiim no. He I hen asked if she watches k She told him yes. He asked her if she knows thal the Iv gives off radiation. She said I hat 
he did not respect her decisan when she requested a patdown. She works in radiology. She stated that the agent does na know her current state of health. He does not know enough about radiation to be giving her information about it. She told him 
that she is trying to minimize her exposure. She said that he just kept on and would not drop the subJect. She did not get his name. She said that she was finally given a patdown after she asked what the delay was. She was told that she is always 
welcome to go through the machine. She requested to speak with a team lead who was rude to her. She did not remember his name. He told her that the AIT does not give off radiation and no one would have told her that it did. She said that she 
was completely disrespected as a customer and she does nol appreciate it. She slated that her trealment was unprofessional, disgusling, and unacceptable. She wanted 10 make a complaint. She said thal she hopes TSA lakes her complaint and 
uses it ta educate the staff, especially the higher level positions. 

I gave the following information: The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass 
through our screening checkpoinls. 
I advised her that I would forward her record to the CSM at O Hare for review. 



I sent the lo 11 owing em a i I and got a response only to the first ha If. 
Can someone send me an explanation for the send hall of my email? 

Thank you. 

kb1(6) 

HYPERLIN,~(b_,_(6_) _________________ ~ 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Since I had spinal fusion I don't fiy often: however, a recent death in my family made it necessary for me 10 fly from Philadelphia lnlemational Airport to George Bush lnternalional in Houston and I hen return. 

I went online and obtained all the latest TSA FSA and airline requirements and made sure everything we packed fit the rules and regulations. Even though I had a doctor's letter and certification I anticipated the metal in my back would show on a body 
sea n & require a pat down. 

~r;-}1°~~ In Philadelphia my older sister (age 78) and my self (age 62) had to remove our shoes. 
p M In Houston my sister was told she was over the age of pea pl e required to rem ave their shoes. 

In Philadelphia I went through the body scan without any problem, even though I have rods, pins and replaced discs all made of titanium. 
In Houston I had to have my abdomen patted as the metal inside showed on the body scan. 

I don't u nders ta nd how the po Ii ci es d ilfe r from one city to another. I thought they wou Id be uniform throughout the US and it's te rri tori es, 

News reports indicate pocket knives, hockey sticks. go If clubs, la c rosse sticks wi 11 a 11 be al lowed in the cabin. 
What idiot thinks thal"s a good idea? 

Striclly from a safely point of view, all of these items can be used as weapons against lhe airline personnel and olher passengers. Pen knives can be VERY sharp instruments and can certainly be used to stab someone, no one NEEDS to have a pen 
knife on the plane. The other items can all be used to club someone to death. 

Every crack-pot and terrorist knows this. 

Strictly from a convenience point of view: I had a small overnight case that fit the FSA requirements: however, In both Philadelphia and Houston I saw passenger afier passenger with huge suitcases and backpacks boarding planes. The overhead 

Thank you for this opportunily to ask a question. My sisler has lung cancer and is being treated at MD Anderson in Houston. On her last I rip for her chemotherapy I here as she traveled home through the Houslon Hobby (HOU) airport 10 fly on 
Southwest Airlines from Houston. Texas to Midland, Texas she was pulled out of the line and given a thorough pat down between the legs. on the breasts, and other places. It is most difficult to undergo the medical treatments and illness without being 
s u bJected to such embarrassment at the airport. I have two questions: 

is there some so rt of security cl ea ranee she can obtain to avoid this ... she flies on SW Airlines if tha I m atl ers: 

in the future if she chooses to opt out of being touched where only her husband is allowed. can she turn around and choose to leave, rent a car. and drive home, or will she be held in contempt or jailed? 
31712013 
12: 12:42 I do not want to see her go through such stress again: she is ill and not likely to live much longer for Goodness sakes. I know it is jusl a job to your folks, but it is our private bodies I hey are touching. 

PM 
It was not I that flew; 11 was my sister. Your previous response to this question referenced my flying and was declined because I did not identify the detailed airport. Are not the rules the same at all large airports? Perhaps this better represents the 
situation. 

Thank you for your time. 

rb)(61 

Query: 
31712013 Ca Iler is wanting to know why she can t strip in Ii eu of being touched through a p atdown, 
12:35:27 

PM Resolution: 
Caller Is wanting to make her complaint on the blog. Caller is advised on how she can get to our blog. 



COMPLAINT ABOUT TSA EMPLOYEE BEHAVIOR 
EMPLOYEE NAME; S uperviso r/Ofli cerfiliilljIJ 
LOCATION: CHICAGO O'HARE AIRPORT, securily screening checkpoint near Uniled Airlines Check-In 
DATE/TIME OF INCIDENT March 2. 2013 at approximately 1 :00 p.m. Central Time 

I am writing because my wile and I were harassed by one of your supervisors at the Chicago O'Hare Airport today. I do not use this language lightly. and believe it is an accurate characterization of what happened. The supervisor's name was Officer 
~he incidenl occurred al the place and on the date and time first written above. 

Olli ce~be hav,or was part,cu I arl y su rp rising s i nee he identified hi mse If as the most senior supervisor on duty and said he was in charge of the checkpoint at the ti me. 

Description of Incident 

31712013 1. My wife and I had both cleared security screening. I had gone through TSA-Pre and had been waiting for my wife for several minutes al a bench jusl passed the securily checkpoint. For some reason she was not selected for TSA-Pre: she had 10 go 

12,39 ,07 through the regular line. She had just submitted to a pat down search since we both travel so much that we prefer not go through the full body scanners. 

PM 

3/712013 
2:07:28 

PM 

2. She had been cleared to go. had gathered her belongings, and had moved to the bench at which I had been waiting. 

3. As she was putting on her coat, Officerl(b::,(6) I came up to us along with several TSAofficers and started barking at us. He insisted he needed to inspect her bag. 

4. I characterize him as "barking" at us because he was abrupt and he used an angry and demanding tone of voice. His demeanor was discourteous and offensive. There was no ·excuse me." ·may I", "I'm afraid I need to,' "please" or any common 
courtesy used. Just barking . 

5. I asked why he needed to re-inspect my wife's bag and noted that she had already cleared security and been through a pat down. My question was not stopping them from searching the bag, An officer who was with~as already poking 
through it withoul wailing for her 10 offer ii to him. They I hen took the bag away from her (out of our sight) and said they needed 10 screen it again. There were over $5,000 worth of valuables in the bag at lhe time and bag itself was worth over $2,000. 
It is not acceptable to me ta be separated from the bag without an opportunity to witness the inspection. know where the belongings are going, or at the very least be given a receipt for the bag and its contents. 

6. As you can imagine, this made me uncomfortable. First because of the rude treatment, second because we didn't have visibility lo where her bag had gone as we were surrounded by a number of officers andi(b )(6) rho were preventing us from 
leaving even though we had been cleared through the checkpoint, and lastly because~as ignoring all of my questions and acting aggressively and in a very heavy-handed and harassing way. 
$50 million for uniforms with sequester known aboul - Brillian!!'!! 

How soon can we replace you wilh some monkeys I hat don·t need uniforms and won'I grope children??? 

IDIOTS! 

American C1t1ze n - uni i ke your boss• 

Alpha, Ml USA 

l(b1(6) 



31712013 
2:09:52 

PM 

Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es Screening (AI T, Pa td own) 
Current Date Time · 3 7 2013 1 :43: 1 O PM 
Airport Se I eel One 
Date Time of Travel : 
Airline Flight Number: 
Checkpoint Area al Airport · 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I understand that if you are 75 you no longer have to take your shoes off or light outerwear but you are subjected to additional screening and explosives detection test. Might as well take the shoes off than to have these additional things 
done. Makes no sense if new rules allow some knives and other types of items thal used to be forbidden 10 be brought on board but leaving your shoes on is more a hazard than the weapons? If I am understanding this incorrectly, I would love an 
explanation. Thank you. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 

Email !(b)(61 ! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 Applicat1onManager 

The caller s adult daughter was traveling from JFK to SYR and when going through screening she was selected for secondary screening. There was na prohibited item and nothing about the patdown itself that was problem but the caller wants to know 
why she was se I ected lo r s eco nda ry screening. I explained that: 

31712013 TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some ins1ances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 

3:02:28 factors to include random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly 
discovered dunng Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

PM 

TSA also selects passengers and I heir properly at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. 

The ca 11 er wants to know how to contact someone with the TSA spec iii cal ly at JFK to Ii nd out exactly why her daughter was chosen for secondary sere en i ng. I exp I a i ned how she can contact the CS M. 
31712013 The caller was traveling today with a passenger who was in a wheelchair. He says that they arrived approx. 1 hour before departure and because they had to wait 15-20 minutes at the checkpoint for a female officer to become available to do the 
4:33:03 passengers patdown they missed lhe flight. He wants 10 know if they can make arrangemenls for the rescheduled flight tomorrow morning at 9am. I explained thal with less than 24 hours notice there isn t anything we can do. I suggested either 

PM arriving 2 hours before departure like we normally suggest or he can try to contact the CSM at the airport they will be traveling through. 
The caller said she flew from Ontario CA this morning with her 9 yr old daughter. The caller said the TSO was very rude the agent namefbi(6·, ! The caller said the alarm went off when she went thru the machine. The caller said she 
had hairclips in her hair. The caller said she had to have a patdown and it was performed in front of everyone. The caller said she asked ii she could have the screening in private. The TSO said she could have the screening done in private if 
she wanted, but remained in lhe public view. The caller said thal she wanted to know why she could nol just take the hairpiece off and then go back thru the screening again. The TSO told her she could however she would have to go to the end of 
the line and begin again. The caller said she was humiliated and she did not think her 9 yr old daughter should have seen all that_ when she was being patted down. The caller said the TSO!(hWo··, twas rude and had to be asked 3x before 
she would give the name of her immediate supervisor!rh··,1rr1 I The caller said she wanted this information sent to TSO kbi(61 !supervisor to make them aware of how she treated her. 

3/712013 flight info: 
7:02 24 ONT 

PM 3-7-2013 
5:45-6am 
Southwest 
gate 301 

I apologized to the caller and advised I would send this information to the CSM at ONT to make aware of her experience. 

I recently traveled from Houston. I have a knee replacement about 14 months ago. All the other times I have traveled TSA has been very courteous with providing me a cane and patience. 
My Houston flighl was embarrassing. I was senl through the metal detector and provided no cane. I sent my cane through screening. 
Perhaps my fault as this time I didn't mention my knee as always before and it was never a problem. The detector rang and I was sent back through. I explained about the knee. I even showed the scar. I was told I should have gone through the other 

31812013 machine. At th at point I was sent back and lo rth through the meta I detector again. Another associate came over and heatedly discussed me with the o bse rvi ng associate. I said I wi 11 go through the other machine. 
8:13:06 This was denied and I had an extremely thorough pat down. 

AM The TSA associates in Houston need tone a lillle more observant, discuss healedly in private and 
Be respectful. 
I was not a 11 owed my cane unti I pat down was complete. so I had to wa I k and stand for a wh i I e without it. 
Sent from my iPad 



31812013 
10:06:21 

AM 

31812013 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1~""\b~)-'-(6~1 ___ ...., 
Date Time: 318/2013 820:49 AM 

Nam~r)(61 
Email_ b )(61 
Complaints:Damaged or Missing items in Checked or Carry-on Baggage: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Miami Dade Airport 
Flight DL 1460 
Thursday. March 7. 2013. 
Comments:I was requested for a pat down at Miami Dade International Airport the morning of March 7, 2013 at Miami Dade International Airport. The TSA agent moved my items from the conveyor belt just prior to the pat down. This was the last time 
I saw my Macintosh MacBook Pro La plop Computer. Undemealh the computer is my license for Windows 4. It has not been turned into Miami Dade lost and found at this poinl. This nole will be cc'd to ABC News. Thanks 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: Poor Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time· 318/2013 1 :02:52 PM Airport· PHL - Philadelphia International Date/Time of Travel· 03/07/2013 9:40 AM Airline & Flight Number: Delta 1542 Checkpoint/Area of Airport. D 
Conca u rse TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment· At the initial TSA checkpoint, I showed the agent my CBP's Trusted Traveler Global Entry card and requested TSA PRE. I was also with my 14 year old daughter, he motined me towards the screening area. when we arrived I showed the 
TSA agent lhe card and said we do not do that at this airport, I proceeded to explain lhe program, she simply said not here and to proceed towards the scanner. I then requested that my daughler and I have an allernative screen. she then closed the 
metal detector and said we would both get pat downs. I then said a couple just went through the detector, why couldn't we. she said that was ONLY for small children, and a pat down was our ONLY option. I agreed to the pat downs. 

2:03:25 I've had my GE card and gone through TSA PRE and also have had no problems when asking to go through the standard detector in my travels. One purpose of the GE card is to speed things up, especially since I've been interviewed for over an hour 
PM and my background has been lhoroughly dissected. 

Would you like a re'iU'.iu:~?'-WJ.._ _ __, 
Passenger's Name b)(61 
Phone Number "h __ ,...\/..,R•-,----,,----' 
Email 1h··,1r;·, 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller indicated that his partner,!(b)(6:, ( was going through security today at SEA airport for a Frontier Airlines flight around 0415hrs. She was stopped because of a metal belt buckle alarming at the checkpoint. He said that the belt is made into 
her dress and the ofli cers to Id her she mu st remove it to clear screening. She protested saying th at it was made into the clothing and she had no way to re rnove 11. Ca 11 er said th at she was told that she must re rnove the item or she cou Id not fi y. She 

31812013 therefore had to tear the belt off of her dress, and then required to submit to a patdown. Caller said that the traveler was extremely upset at this as well and felt that the patdown was overly invasive. He stated that she would have called but was in the 
2:05:54 midst of her I rip and provided her email address for communicalion. 

PM 

318/2013 
2:47:55 

PM 

I apologized to caller for his partners experience and explained that the TSOs will use a patdown to resolve alarms of the WTMD and AIT machines. However due to the requirement that she damage her clothing and the accusation of the patdown 
being inappropriate, advised that we would forward her complaint to the CSM at SEA for review. Also explained the process for submitting a claim for damaged items and ordered a tort claim package to be emailed. 
Caller wants 10 file a complain!. The caller and her sister traveled through CL T en route to Montego Bay. She stated I hey did not appreciate the way that were screened in CL T. She believes thal everyone does not get treated lhe way I hat she and her 
sister were treated. She believes that Caucasians do not have to under go the same treatment. She had opted out of AIT and had to undergo a patdown and ETD. She had touched her with something and was told by the gentleman she was clear to 
go. Then the female officer told her she was puffy down there. She and her sister were taken into a private screening roorn. Caller states that she asked the officer if she thought she had a penis. The caller was asked why she was traveling to 
Jamaica. 

Transferred the caller to MB. 

MB Notes: 

The caller opted out AIT and went through the walk thru the metal detector. She had to undergo a patdown. She caller stated that the officer that patted her down stated that she was puffy down there. The caller stated that she was told that she was 
clear apparently by the person who did the ETD. She was questioned a bout going to J a rn a,ca and was asked why she was trave Ii ng there. She stated that she was asked about the cash that she was ca nry i ng. The ca 11 er mentioned that she could be 
wearing a maxi pad. She was traveling on US Air and she stated that she was on a morning flight. She could not tell me what time her flight departed. She does not remember what security line she was in and she does not have the names of the 
officers involved. She only knows lhat lhey were all women. She al~me items taken from her baggage on her return trip back to the US. She staled one of them was a charge and a HDMI (Internet) cable thal was worlh a lot of money. She 
stated that she received ill treatment in Jamaica. The callers sisterl'...!:!!.!..5. also received ill treatment as well. 

I advised the caller that she would have to place her complaint in writing, I advised her that I would send her some information regarding how she would need to proceed and I obtained her email address. I told her that I was sorry for her unpleasant 
screening experience bul thal before anyone could look into the matler, her complaint would need to be in wriling. The caller clearly feels I hat she was discriminaled against due 10 her race. I also provided the caller with lhe number to the US 
Department of state and told her that she could phone them in order to get information on whom to contact in Jamaica due to her unpleasant screening experience there. 

fbi(61 



Disability Description: Caller had a hip replacement five years ago. She has gone through the AIT before. She flew from JFK to SFO on Wednesday at 4:30pm on Virgin America. She went through the WTMD. 

The woman was very inappropriate. She filed a complaint with Virgin America. She had her hand up her crotch and down her panls. The TSO was touching her private parIs. She knew if she complained that more people would come and she might 
miss her flight. 

She was never treated Ii ke this before. She was highly em ba CT ass ed. She 

She does not mind being scanned. The TSO said, Do you want to do it privately ar out in the open. Caller felt violated. She understands the procedures. Caller was very upset. 
31812013 
2 :58: 0 9 Ca Iler stated th at she was by he rs elf and so wou Id never have done a private sere en i ng, 

PM 
Caller will be filing a written complaint. She asked if the way the screener conducted herself was how she was trained. I told her that they should tell the passenger what they will be doing. The passenger can request a private screening at any time 
and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive a re as. During a private screening, another T SA emp I aye e wi 11 a I so be present and the passenger may be acco m pa ni ed by a com pa ni on of his or her choosing. 

She asked how to avoid this in the future. I told her she could always ask for a supervisor. She could also call us back 72 hours prior to her flight, excluding weekends, and lei us know that she needs assistance at the checkpoinl. We will gel her 
itinerary and we will send this to the disability experts who will take it from there. 

The caller stated that he is calling form his wife who fiew today on Delta Airlines. She has a NOi in the luggage. There was 3 different brand new hairspray bottles in her luggage that the tops were all broken off She had liquid diet supplements in the 
baggage as wel I that we re in plastic bags, The bags were opened the seal was broken on the bottle and they we re I efl open as wel I. The sup pl em e nts have al I over her be longings and have destroyed her brand new I ugg age that she bought for this 
trip. 

When she arTived at the airport and went to the ticket counter, Delta had not taken the money off the credit card and they had cancelled her ticket. Because this was Deltas mistake that put her on the next flight. She believes that she was flagged on 
this flight to be searched because of the situation at the Delta desk. Not only was her baggage in this shape but she was also taken to a private room and had to have a pat down as well. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim forTn will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. Claim forms are also available on our Web site at www.tsa.gov. If you 
decide to file a claim, ii will be processed in accordance wilh the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

Because the complaint concerns security s c reem ng at a specific airport. I wi 11 lo rward a copy of this e-mai I to the Custa mer Support Manager ( CSM) at th at I ocati on. 
31812013 
5: 15: 13 Flight Information: 

PM 
Airport: SLC 
Airline: Delta Airlines 
Flight Number:4568 
Baggage Tag Numbe~._lh=··,1._R .. ·, ___ __. 

2 NO ls included: there was on it the bottom and one on top 
Date: 3-8-20 13 
Departure Time: originally 8:40am moved 10 11 :04am 

Advised Caller: 

TSA moniIors the number and nature of complaints we receive 10 Irack I rends and spot areas of concern I hat may require special a11ention. This ongoing process will enable us to ensure prompt, correclive action whenever we determine that security 
screening po Ii ci es need modification or specific employees ar screener teams a re the subject of repeated comp I ai nts. 



The caller is a transgender male and he flew from SFO to IAH to Guatamala on February 21. 2013. However, while at SFO, the TSO conducted a patdown following an anomaly with the AIT and after feeling the callers left breast asked. are you ok. 
man? a re you ok? , When the ca Iler went through screening at IAH, the ma I e TSO told him that he did not need to conduct the p atdown and just go through the checkpoint, This occured after the Al T a I armed once again. He wanted to report the 
incidents, but did not feel discriminaled against but did find it odd thal he did nol receive I his trealment in Guatamala. Instead, he wanted information regarding lhe screening procedures for transgender passengers. 

FI Ig ht Information: 

Dale o!Travel: February 21, 2013; 12:13 PM 
Departure Airport: SFO 
Airline: United Air Im es 
Flight Number: 0543 
Terminal and Gate Numbers: Terminal 13 

Date of Travel: February 21. 2013; 7:29 PM 
Departure Airport IAH 

31812013 Airline: United Airlines 
Flight Number: 2502 

7:31 :4o Terminal and Gate Numbers: Not Provided 
PM 

3/812013 
8:1009 

PM 

Advised Caller: 

TSA policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are Ireated with respecl and courtesy and every Transportalion Securily Officer (TSO) receives training on professional conduct. 

Passengers that alarm the metal detector or the AIT will be required to undergo add1t1onal screening. Passengers directed for add1t1onal screening will undergo patdown inspections. At anytime passengers may request that patdown screenings are 
performed in a private screening area, and TSOs are instructed to honor a passenger's request for private screening, 

If additional screening is required, a transgender passenger will receive screening by a TSO of the same gender as what the passenger presents him or herself to be. If a passenger chooses to have additional screening done in a private screening 
area, a traveling companion is permitted to accompany the passenger during the private screening. 

I apologized for lhe behavior of the TSOs. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Screening 
CurTent Date/Time · 31812013 7:37:54 PM 
Airporl : ONT - Ontario International 
Date/Time of Travel· 03/08/2013 3:30 AM Airline & Flight Number· Southwest WN 2944 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Terminal 4 TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : The man directing people through the screening process was obnoxious and rude. I asked for a pat down. I am pregnant and do not feel comfortable going thru the X-ray machine. He gave me a hard time and said I'd get more radiation on 
the flight than I would in the machine. I explained my condition and he told me to be prepared to wait every time I travel because they don't have agents just standing around to help people like me. Then he mumbled something about why I would pay 
so much 10 fly then not use the techno I og y av ai I ab I e. I'm extreme I y upset and fee I harassed . I may have to choose another a i rpo rI. I fly thru ONT at I east twice a month and I his kind or treatment is very upsetting 10 me. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name (b)(6) 
Phone Number , '-"-. ---'-·-----' 

Email =kbl(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 3/9/2013 8:03:36 AM 
~i:~~~ 

9
.~~~

3 
- Chicago-O'Hare International Date/Time of Travel: 03/09/2013 6:40 AM Airline & Flight Number: American 729 Checkpoint/Area of Airport Terminal 3- First Class TSA Employee: (If Known) ~!/_h_i/_o_·-, _____ ~IComment 

Trans po rtati an Security Ad mini st ration: 

I am writing to lodge a formal complaint against TSA Screener ""(b"-·'-',(-"6.,_) ...,..,...,....,..,......,.. __ __, who violated my constitutional rights by subjecting me to an unnecessary. invasive, and humiliating pat down search as I passed through the security 
checkpoint. I am also lodging a formal complaint against TSA Screene (b·:,(61 Badge No. unknown), who witnessed lhe inappropriate search and failed to stop it, as he should have. 

At approximately 6:40 am CST on March 9, 2013. I entered the se~ckpoint for Terminal 3- First Class at Chicago O'Hare International Airport (ORD) on the way to my flight Amencan 729 to San Jose del Cabo. Mexico. I opted out of the body 
3/912013 scanner and was then subjected to an invasive pat down search by~ who touched my buttocks and groin area. 
9:13:16 

AM 

3/912013 
10:53:15 

AM 

This search was a gross violation of my constitutional rights, not ta mention an invasion of privacy. I want this letter added to Screener~ersonnel file and also to Screener~ersonnel file, so that it may be considered in future 
pe rfo rma nee reviews as a record of m1sco nduct. 

I request a written response to this complaint from the airport federal security director. 

Sincerely, 
fh1/R1 
Would you like a response? . True 

Passenger's Name :!""{b""·"',{""6-'-i __ ...., 
PhonP :"-mb_ec · 
Email {b1(61 l 
To leave a comment concerning mis feedoack. fallow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Ca Iler slates she is a Mi nnite and she wears skirts. She received a p atdown at the Shenandoah Va 11 e y a i rpo r1. When she we nl through the screening no a I arm went off. The TSO pulled her aside and she received a pa ldow n. She asked to TSO why 
she was pulled aside and she was told it was because she had a skirt on. She stated she felt insulted. She said the TSO was very professional but this was not done in private and others noticed it. 

Airport: Weyers Cave Shenandoah Va I ley 
Airline: United Express 
Flight 4050 
Date 03 08 2013 
email: !(b 1(6) 

Advised Ca Iler: 

(T SOs) a re trained on professi o na I and courteous screening procedures to make the process run smooth I y and to reduce in conve n i e nee, We regret that you we re not sa ti sli ed with the service you received. 
TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spol areas of concern that may require special atlention. 



31912013 
3:11:31 

PM 

31912013 
3:11:51 

PM 

Hello: 

Let me start by saying thal the job you do at the TSA 10 help protect our nalion's Iravelers and citizens al large is both necessary and vital. 

However, the way in which you do it still baffles me and I suspect millions of others. You seem to be taking away the wrong lessons from what happened on 9111 and other activities since, including the "shoe bomber" and the ·underwear bomber." 

Here are some curious policies that contradicl commons sense. As I list these, I hope you take lhem in the spirit intended - to improve security- and not as lhe mind of someone who would ever do one of these illegal or potentially illegal actions (i.e. 
please don't add me to your threat matrix because I'm going to point out serious gaps in policy and procedure): 

Over-reaching policies 

Doing pat-downs on children under 6, UNLESS there is a specific threat indicated by the behavior of the parents or child. I can't see any reason why this type of pat-down should ever be part of a ··random" search regimen. You should retain the 
nght to check if necessary, but doing so at random increments puts an unnecessary (and scary) burden on the country's youngest passengers. 

Limiting liquids to a certain ounce maximum. I realized the logic in this (initially). that it would take a certain amount of liquid or plastic-based explosive to cause enough damage to bring a plane down. Now, here's the fallacy of that logic, 
Unless, 1·m mistaken, you generally don'I have an automated way to detect chemicals that might be taped or otherwise hidden on the body. So lei's assume your 3.4 ounce limit calches 100% of lhe items which are put lhrough the x-ray machine (even 
through that's unrealistic to expect). Unless you also find a way to detect an explosive chemical/powder/device hidden on a person's body. the only thing you've accomplished is to unnecessarily burden the traveling public with a measure that can't 
po ssI bl y protect th em. I rea Ii ze you have. aver the course of ti me since 9/ 11. tested a va nety of measures that mIg ht he Ip with what I'm ta I king about - the "puffer" machine (I've experienced it. and I s us pe ct it only works on powdered explosives), the 
lull-view x-ray machine a person must walk through, etc. I'm not a professional security expect, but as the saying goes, ·your security is only as effective as your weakest link.'' This policy is weak beyond words. So you've prohibited me from bringing 
a sealed bottle of Pepsi through security ... and that helps prevent a disaster how? If you·re going 10 restricl anylhing liquid-wise, you should eliminate allowing beverages in aluminum cans anywhere on planes - even if they are handed out during drink 
service. Why? Because a person of norm a I strength could tear the can in ha If and create a very jagged home-made weapon equa I ly as dangerous as a kn ive. 

Patting down senior citizens or others who are traveling in a wheel chair. On the surface, I'd agree that age or physical disability make little to no difference in a person's ability to present a threat to the airplane. But here's where the logic falls 
out for me ... I've seen many a wheelchair-bound person asked to stand up (or be assisted) to personally walk through the metal detector, Fine. But what happens to the wheelchair itself? Since it always has enough metal in it to set off alarms in the 
magnetometer, it is usually wheeled around the magnetometer by a TSA staff member. While lhis seeming courtesy makes sense, I've NEVER seen the TSA personnel thoroughly check the wheelchair for guns, knives or explosives. If this were a one
time occurrence, I might chalk it up to poor training or chance for that one situation. But that's definitely not the case. Again. 1·ve NEVER seen a TSA person pay any attention to the wheelchair. probably because they realize it's metal and would send 
off a supposed I y /al se a I a rm every time. If you' re going to make seniors and others with mo bi I ity issues stand up and be guided through the metal detector, you REALLY need to pay mo re attention to the whee I ch air. Ag am, I'm no threat to the 
traveling population. I love my country and my fellow citizens. But if I can notice this major gap in security protocols, I would expect someone bent on disaster would see it, too. It would be the ultimate low-tech way to smuggle in guns. knives and 
explosive devices I can imagine. A roll of duct tape before the flight ($3.00) and anyone could strap anything 10 lhe underside of a wheelchair's seal. This issue HAS 10 be addressed, if we·re 10 expect more than lip-service to true, not just perceived 
safety. 

Under-reaching policies 

Why on earth are you going to begin allowing pockets knives on domestic and international flights beginning on 4125/13? Are there really that many "pocket knife enthusiasts" we·re inconveniencing by having them leave those at home or in the 

Feedback Type · Request for Information 
Calegari es : Screening (AI T, Paid own) 
Cu rTent Date/Ti me · 319120 13 2: ff 52 PM 
Ai rpo rI : BO L - Brad I ey I nl ernationa I 
Date/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . I am opposed to the permitting of small knives and the other items proposed by the TSA. Rather than improving times at airports it will creat greater waits as the items are evaluated. It would be better to have more electronic surveillance 
machines to he Ip remove the need for human interaction. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Name (b)(61 
Phone Number : "---'-~----' 

Email !(b)(61 ! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Fromkb)(61 
Sent: Saturday, March 09, 2013 5:23 PM 
To: TSAEx1emalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject Travelin9 with breast milk 

Dear TSA Official, 

31912013 This morning I traveled from San Jose to Portland with my 6 month old daughter and husband. I was carrying four bottles al breast milk for my baby, each totaling about four ounces. At the TSA checkpoint I told the officer I did not want my breastmilk to 
6:11:35 

PM go through the x- ray machine and requested hand inspection. The officer rolled his eyes at me and stated that It is safe for the milk to be x-rayed. I again requested hand screening and after several minutes was sent to another officer for additional 
scree11irig. 

I was holding only my infant and breastmilk at this point. as my husband had cleared security with our other belongings. This agent, Officerf51('§77told me that she could not screen me while I was holding my infant, and requested that I give my 
daughter to my husband so she could administer a patdown. She refused to let me leave the screenin9 area to hand off my dau9hter, and ~ed 10 have someone help wave my husband over to help me. I ended up having to shout at my husband 
across the busy airport to 9et his attention. I told Office~hat I would appreciate if she was more helpful in getting me through the security process. 

Once my husband arrived, I handed him the baby and Officer!(b)(6:, !detained the bag9a9e which my husband had already taken through security. statin9 that since I refused to have the breastmilk screened by X-ray. all al aur bag9a9e had ta be hand 
screened. even though our bags had al ready c I ea red security and the officer had requested th at my h us band come aver to ho Id the baby. I th en received a patdown and every item we had packed was very slowly swabbed by hand. This included taking 
out every monetary note and credit card in my wallet, rifling through my coins, and opening each of my baby's diapers, Twenty minutes later. the breastmilk was finally opened and tested with paper strips, 

311012013 I have sent you one e-mail already thal was nol answered. Please call me aj"'(b_·: ... 1(6_·~I --~!so lhat I can express my complaint about a pat-down al Ft. Lauderdale airporl lasl Monday. I have a knee replacement. There was not AIT machine nor was 
g:OS: 25 a wand used. I object ta pat-dawns. I am a retired teacher and 9randmather of three. It is a demeaning and invasive procedure I In the 5 years that I traveled back and forth to KS to visit my daughter. I was chosen for pat-down almost every sin9le 

AM time at the sec u nty area., 11 "'!( b"-·: ... , ( 5"'-·~1 _ __.! Gettysburg, PA 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Cun-ent Date/Time, 3/1012013 5:08:29 AM Airport: ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Date/Time of Travel: 02/16/2013 8:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: Delta Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Main Terminal - TSA Pre-Check TSA Employee: 
(If Known): 
Comment. I was very happy to see that the TSA Pre-Check lane was completely empty, while most other lanes were quite busy. I was shacked and disappointed ta see that there was na longer a Body Scanner in this specific lane. I fly every week, 

311012013 and since I have an artificial Joint, going through the bod scanner is my only possibility to avoid the extremely intrusive and unnecessary pat down procedure. PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE, bring back the body scanner to TSA Pre-Check"'' On a 
9:09:28 separate note, I would like to compliment TSA Office h··,1rr1 n her kindness and empathy with me that day. She was very polite and helpful, and even offered to escort me to one of the other areas, but alas all of the lines were so long it was 

AM not worth my while - she very quickly and competenlly got me through and on my way. It was a very pleasant interaction, and she should be commended for her excellent service. Thank you. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name th·11rr·, ! 
Phone ~ll_mb_er · 
Email =._[b-'.,_(6-'I--,------'. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily Complaint 
Current Date/Time· 3110/2013 10:21 :49 AM Airport· FLL - Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International Date/Time of Travel· 03/04/2013 12:15 AM Airline & Flight Number. Southwest Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Security TSA Employee: (If Known): 
African American Woman 
Comment · Are you aware how many complaints you have about pat-downs? Hundreds!! P Please call me to discuss my experiences. Not only was I patted down every single time at the Kansas City airport for the 5 years I visited our daughter and 
grand daughter, but last Monday I was palled down at lhe Ft. Lauderdale airport because I have recently had a knee replacement. I am 65 years old, a relired elementary school teacher, and a grandmolher. I am nol a terrorisl nor do I look like one. 

3110/2013 do not understand why I was patted down rather than having the security officer use a metal detection wand. At BW I I went into the AIT machine and was NOT subjected to a patdawn. But in KS. I both went through the AIT AND was still patted down• 
11 :00:18 It is invasive, demeaning, and upsetting. Please call me. There must be another solutiion to this unpleasant procedure!rh··,1rr1 I DO NOT SEND ME ANOTHER AUTOMATED RESPONSE. CALL ME' I will also be sending a letter to the TSA in 

AM Arlington, VA. I am that upset!'!! I am willing to SHOW my knee replacement scar to prove that that was why I &quot;beeped&quot when going through the security arch. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name (b)(ff', 
Phone Number h··,1f';'I 

Email !rh I/R, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Other 
Cur,-ent Date/Time, 3110/2013 8:46:47 AM Airport: SFO - San Francisco International Date/Time of Travel: 03/10/2013 5:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: United 676 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, Pre TSA Employee: (II Known), Nia Comment, As a 
Trusted Traveler, we should be able to use Pre line, even when we fly On International flights. TSA's mission is 100 valuable, and time too precious to be wasted on Trusled Traveler. lfwe are able to use Pre line for Domestic flights, we should also 
be able to for International. Ta not allow it is a waste of TSA"s time and limited resources. 

Also, the TSA agent should be given discretion whether to describe details of pat down procedure. When a frequent flyer like myself notifies the TSA agent that we are familiar wl the procedure, and are asking them to skip the description, it wasted the 

311012013 agents' time to compel them to recite the procedure anyway. The agents should be trealed as professionals who are capable of using their judgement. And if a passenger waives hearing the full description, the agent should be allowed to skip it and 

11 :00:22 get an with their work. This would better help them accomplish their job. Their work is tao vital to waste resources doing things that do not enhance security, and only ser,e ta annoy travelers. 

AM 
Thank you, 

Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number .r:(;:-b,--;i(~6:'"-.,-~-,_ __ __, 

Email (b)(ff1 
To leave a commen concerning is feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

First, I et me introduce myse If. 

I am a former Governor's policy advisor of one of the most well-respected Governors in the U .S, and am a law-abiding citizen. I just went through the most ridiculous TSA screenings last week and am quite frustrated. States and the Fed should 
WORK together on things like this for some STANDARD 

You see, a week ago I had to renew my Iowa driver's Ii ce n se. I was issued a "pap er" Ii cense and they said a new "p I asti c" one would be mailed to me in 30 days. I asked if there would be any prob I ems with TSA s i nee I !rave I extensively ( nearly 
20.000 since January) and I was told "no.'' NOT TRUE ... 

I had to go to Manchester. New Hampshire and then to Columbus, OH for work before returning to Des Moines. While it wasn't a problem LEAVING Iowa. as our TSA guys have been through this, it WAS a problem in both Manchester. NH and 
Columbus, OH and I got the "full" TSA treatment of going through my car,-y-on luggage, my computer bag and a special screening and pat down. The TSA woman in OH asked why I "didn't have a real license." I explained the IOWA renewal process 

311012013 and she looked at me as though she didn't hear a word I said. 

4:58:50 
PM 

I have complained to the IDOT and my former bass, the Governor so that they are aware of the issue and perhaps they will change their process. But it raised a more serious issue for me in that if every state has a different process, frequent travelers 
Ii ke myse If wi 11 continue to have 11 me and attention wasted on them when the re are mo re pote nti a I th reals that should probably be dea It with instead. 

Bui on lhe SAME trip, ii was announced that TSA will now allow knives as of April 25, 2013, I'm even more convinced that law-abiding people like me will be subjected to sIupid searches while polential "thugs" will still carry their weapons on board. 

Thanks for letting me air my frustration. Sometimes people should use their common sense . Perhaps someone could respond to me as well. 

Thanks! 

l(b)(61 



I fiy the Atlanta airport about 170.000 miles per year. I have qualified for your "Pre-check" program. I am no longer able to use this program because of my d1sab1lity I medical implant. 

The airport removed lhe body scanners from lhis chech-point. This forces me to go lhrough the "pat-down" process. 

311 012013 This rea 11 y slows th, ngs down at the Pre-sere en a re a as they have to Ii nd someone to do the pat-down. In some instances it can take up to 7 minutes to Ii nd someone. 

4:58 53 
PM 

I wish I did not have my disability, however lhere is nothing I can do about it. 

PI ease bring back one body scanner and stop the d1scri mi nation against the di sab I ed. 

Sent from my iPhone 

To Whom it May Concern at TSA, 

I am writing to file a complaint against the two, African-American female TSA agents at DCA (Ronald Reagan National Airport) airport on Monday. March 4. 2013 at approximately 10:08 am. I was catching my flight on United airlines to the West 
Coast that morning. I indicated that I would be opting out of the X-ra scanner and asked for a female assist. The shorter, black female agent had an attitude that was assigned to the X-Ray machine and she started to make faces and snarky remarks, 
smacking her tongue in her mouth. The other female, black agen (b)(ff:1 who gave me the pat-down also proceeded to have a natsy attitude and did not verbally direct me to follow-her. She took my two bins and then proceeded to move them to 
anolher location. I followed her. She had a negative altitude during e pat own and was disrespeclful. 

The first agent was not able to move from her post. as she was assigned to watching the x-ray machine. She continued to make remarks and noises. to egg o~(b)(ffi 
311112013 behavior at best. It poorly reflects on the TSA and the Regan National Airport! 

It was extremely disrespectful. unprofessional and just plain '"hoodlum·' 

825:13 
AM Alier the pat-down, I was so disgusted and upset, that I requested to speak with the TSA Manager on duty. I met withl(b)(ff:, I Wade-Tucker, Security Manager at Regan National Airport and explained my issues and upsetment with the treatment 

received. My work has me traveling 150 days in a year, so I choose not to go through the x-ray machines. I know the dnll and have not been treated this poorly since I last reported a similar incident with several TSA agents at the BWI airport that 
service the Southwest gates. Again. it was s eve ra I black fem a I e a gents with na sts y attitudes and I met with the T SA Manager on duty as wel I. 

I would like to know what the discilpinary actions are to be taken regarding these two female agents. l(b::,(6) !manager of TSA indicated that she would review the video to see what had taken place. I certainly hope that these agents are 
reprimanded and 1f it happens again that they are fired. No one who travels this much for business has to put up with such nonesense behavior and unprofessional attitudes when serving the public. 

Thank you, 

fh1/R1 I 
Caller had spoke to an officer about fileing a complaint. She needs to know what to do. She has been held up with Homeland Security. she states this happened to her yesterday at JFK. She was delayed or screened for 2 hours. She has never been in 
trouble or arrested. The officer lold her to think about it. She has worked for 15 years. She was so upset lhe officer made her cry. THey look her to another area for screening where they do pat downs. She does traveled internationally frequently. The 
officer said to her when has she noticed when this screening started. She stated it was when she went to Afrrica. She states this was her screening while in Customs, returning from an international trip. The officer told her someone there put her a 
wale h Ii st. He ask her if she had given anyone a prob I em causing this to happen to her. 

Told caller 
for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at transportation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may 
include: 

311112013 • watch list issues 

9: 17: 34 • sere en i ng problems at ports of entry 

AM 
• situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding or identified for additional screening at our nation's transportation hubs. 

I told her I was with TSA, we do domestic screening only.If she was on a watch list of some kind we could not tell her what of why this was happening to her. 

I told her since this had happened to her at Customs I would provided her the number for Customs. 
Customs Border Protection 877-227-5511 

OHS TRIP is part of an efforl by the Uniled States Departmenls of State and Homeland Securily to welcome legi1ima1e 1ravelers while still securing our country from those who want 10 do us harm. 



311112013 
10:33:51 

AM 

311112013 
12:23:26 

PM 

From kb 1(6) 
Sent: Sunday, March 10, 2013 10:29 PM 
To: TSAEx1emalCompliance@dhs.gov; TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov: tsaclaimsoffice@dhs.gov 
Subject Encounter at DCA Airport - March 4. 2013 1 OOBam 

To Whom it May Concern at TSA, 

I am writing to file a complaint against the twa, African-American female TSA agents at DCA (Ronald Reagan National Airport) airport on Monday. March 4. 2013 at approximately 10:08 am. I was catching my flight an United airlines ta the West 
Coast that morning. I indicated that I would be opting out of the X-ra scanner and asked for a female assist. The shorter, black female agent had an attitude that was assigned to the X-Ray machine and she started to make faces and snarky remarks, 
smacking her tongue in her mouth. The other female, black agent. /h\/R\ ho gave me the pat-down also proceeded to have a natsy attitude and did not verbally direct me to follow-her. She took my two bins and then proceeded to move them to 
anolher location. I followed her. She had a negative altitude during the pal down and was disrespeclful. 

The first agenl was nol able 10 move from her post, as she was assigned to watching lhe x•ray machine. She continued 10 make remarks and noises, 10 egg onf b::1(6) 
behavior at best. It poorly ref I ects on the T SA and the Regan Na ti on al Airport 1 

II was exiremely disrespectful, unprofessional and just plain "hoodlum" 

After the pat-down, I was so disgusted and upset, that I requested to speak with the TSA Manager on duty. I met withkbl(6·1 !Wade-Tucker, Security Manager at Regan National Airport and explained my issues and upsetment with the treatment 
received. My work has me traveling 150 days in a year, so I choose not to go through the x-ray machines. I know the drill and have not been treated this poorly since I last reported a similar incident with several TSA agents at the BWI airport that 
service the Southwest gates. Again. it was s eve ra I black fem a I e a gents with na sts y attitudes and I met with the T SA Manager on duty as wel I. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!(b1(6i I 
Date Time: 3/11/2013 11:03:11 AM 
······················----------------····························· 

Nam bl 61 
Email b)(61 
Comp a In s: na pp ro pr, a e cree n, ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc) US Airways Flight 728, March 10. 2013 
DFW (going to PHL) 
Checkpoint E·33 
STSO!rh,IRI 
Comments:Consider this a formal complaint. On March 10, 2013, I was at DFW going through security on the return leg of a business trip. After I placed my belongings on the conveyer belt and went through the x-ray screening. I was pulled aside and 
told that I had been randomly selected for additional screening. A TSA person asked me to extend my hands without giving me any explanation. Having never experienced this procedure, I simply complied. He then swabbed them and placed the swab 
in a machine. He stated 10 other TSA people standing there thal it tested posilive for bomb residue. At this point, I couldn't believe my ears and, quite frankly, didn't know what 10 lhink. The person asked me if I used hand lotion. I, in shock, answered 
that I did not. He said something about glycerin, used in hand lotion. could be used for bomb-making. At this point, I was getting extremely upset and angry, as I am a frequent flyer, and nothing like this has ever happened ta me. After searching and 
swabbing al I my belongings and, of course Ii nd i ng nothing suspicious, I was told to lo 11 ow another TSA person. This was al I ta kmg p I ace m front of many peop I e and was extremely embarrassing. I asked to see the supervisor and to Id h1 m that I wished 
to file a fonmal complaint over the way I was being treated. He seemed surprised and asked me why? At his point, he stated that i needed to go with the TSA person, and he would have the infonmation for filing a complaint when I returned. I also 
became concerned about missing my flight. At this point, I was laken to a small, dark room and asked if I had ever been patled down. i answered no, getling more upsel by the ins1ant. The person explained the procedure, staling thal he would run his 
hands dawn my legs, from groin to ankle and would reach inside my collar and my waist-band. He also stated that in a regular pat-down, he would use the back of his hand to make three swipes across my groin area. In a regular case, he would use 
the back of his hand, but in mine. he wou Id use the front. I can not put mto words hew mo rti fyi ng this experience was' Of course. nothing was found. and I had to ask if they we re Im is hed. I then retrieved my be Io ngmgs and proceeded to the su pe rvi sor's 
desk, where he gave me a post-it note with the information for filing a complaint. He showed no concern over the extraordinary trauma 10 had just experienced. 
I believe that this experience is a perfecl example of an out•Of•conlrol and arbitrary creation and use of security procedures by the TSA. It is apparent that the swabbing procedure and analytical device used to analyze the swabs can easily result in 
false results. if washing ane·s hands with a moist towelette can trigger the device. My dignity as a human being was violated. and I believe my civil rights were violated as well, in the name of a faulty procedure of questionable worth. I believe that what 
I went through constituted an improper search under the 4th Amendment, and I plan to consult the ACLU, as well as an attorney. I also plan to get in touch with my Congressman. 
I am a 61 year old University Professor who flies frequently for both business and pleasure. I have flown hundreds of time since 9111 and taken 44 flights in the last year and a half. In all my years of flying, I have never been traumatized as I was by this 
procedure. i expect 10 receive a direct response to this complaint as soon as possible. This experience has severely affected my ability 10 do my work and has raised concerns about upcoming plans for air travel. 



Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es Screening (AI T Pa td own) 
Current Date/Time . 311112013 11 :00:38 AM Airport · Select One Date/Time al Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. Goad Afternoon, I have travelled to the US four times over last year from UK (London), and each time, I get selected (at random) for a secondary screening before boarding in London. 

311112013 I have been to Id that the T SA requests this check at random. However. given this has happened each of the I ast 4 ti mes I have trave 11 ed , it does not appear that I am se I ected at random , 
12:24:08 

PM I would please like same information as to why I am being selected for a secondary check each time I travel. I fully understand and appreciate that the TSA undertakes secodnary checks. My question is why is this happening every time I travel ta the 
us 

Thank you very much lo r your time. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Emailkbl(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Caller slates: She 1raveled lhrough FLL screening on 9-20-12. She had a $5000.00 braclet slolen out of the bin at the screening checkpoinl. The day ii happened the screening equipmenl was nol working right. She had to make several passes 
though and ended up having to have a patdown. Her jewelry was left in a bin during the patdown. When she went to get it she was upset over what all she had to go thourgh. She didn t think it look right and later realized that her braclet was not there. 
She has contacted lost and fa und, Spirit Ai rt i ne and the Manager at the airport. 
She just got TSA s number from a TSO at FLL yesterday. 
Airporl: FLL 
Airline: Spirit 

311112013 Date: 9-20-12 departed 8:10 

2.39 .08 When though screening between 5:00 and 7:00. 
-PM Flight#: 126? 

Flight from FLL to Mertie Beach. 

Advised caller: TSA regrets that you found items missing and or damaged from your carry-on luggage. TSA is required by law to screen all property, including carry-on baggage, that is brought onboard commercial passenger aircraft. 
You may wish 10 file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. Once you receive the claim from you will need to print, complete and 
return to the address in box 1 and it will be processed in accordance with the Federal Tart Claims Act. 



From: Benge, Rachel M. <CTR> On Behalf Of TSAExlemalCompliance 
Sent: Monday, March 11. 2013 1:19 PM 
To: TCC-Referrals 
Subject FW: Complaint (2nd notice) 

, NMB SC 29582 
HYPERLINK b)(ffl ~----------------~ 
The "incident" occurred at Tunica (Mississippi) Regional Airport on Tuesday, February 26, 2013. I was scheduled to board Republic flight 5530, a charter flight booked via Harrah's Tunica NCM (National Casino Marketing) Junket Flight Reservations 

311112013 Department (i.e., a gambling junket). The flight was scheduled 10 depart at 2 p.m. The "incident" occurred al approximately 1 p.m. 
For starters, you should acquaint yourself with the dynamics of Tunica Regional Airport. It's an extremely small airport which. seemingly, exists primarily to accommodate the gambling junkets (approximately 2-3 arrivals and departures daily) chartered 

2:!~46 by the casinos. And who are the passengers? Primarily senior c1t1zens, some of whom can hardly walk. I. myself. am a 64-year-old widow. 
I p I aced my carry-on I uggage on the conveyor be It, as instructed, and proceeded through the metal 
detector. No alarm bells wenl off. So far, so good. Then, I was informed by a female TSA person thal I was selected for a "random" pat down. Okay. I was directed to an area al the end of the aforementioned conveyor belt where my fellow 
passengers were col I ecti ng their sea n ned carry-an I uggage and shoes, which we had be en ard ered ta re move. At this point, 
within five feel of the conveyor belt and fellow passengers, I was met by two females tlill:filJ and~. One was obviously a trainee, as she was instructed verbally by the other. The "'trainee"' spoke so rapidly. I couldnl understand her (I guess 
she was nervous). When I finally understood what she was saying, it became clear to me that I was being informed I would be touched in private areas (breast, etc.), Since I found this to be invasive. in addition to being extremely embarrassing as I 
was in clear view of fellow passengers who could only assume I was a criminal of some sort, I asked for the procedure to be conducted in a privale area. I (continuation of 3) was led to a room a arently, a stora e area) and expressed how 
embarrassing this experience was and stated that I would be contacting the TSA. At this point,~r~alled som~woman into the closet. I guess she was wanting ta sho (bi(6i and bi(m who was boss and treated me in a 
brutal, demeaning and degrading fashion. She touched my private parts, asked me to spread my legs (this was going to be done ,n a public area were I not to demand pnvacy?), demanded I left up my top so she could touch me under my shirt (again, 
this would have been done in a public area had I not asked for privacy?) and, having completed patting me down, asked ii I had anything in my pockets. (What's the purpose of a pat down?) Well, I had had it at this point (am I living in a third-world 
country?) and pulled oul a snotly tissue from my pocket (I had been blowing my nose in it) and threw it on the floor. The!(bi(6~ !person then made a show of demanding my boarding pass and driver's license and made a big drama of recording lhe 
information. I suppose this was supposed to intimidate me. I had repeatedly stated that the TSA would be hearing from me· an· h~person claimed she would give me their names. Well, she never did. What information I have is from having 
re corded the names on their badges. 
What is happening to the TSA? I can show you my passports. I have travelled to over 80 countries and never, even in countries where women are third class citizens, have I been treated in this way. II a passengers luggage passes inspection and the 
individual makes ii through me1a1 detectors withoul bells going off, why should she be signalled for degrading treatment by a disgruntled civil servanl? I've gone through me1a1 detectors, body scanners and have had me1a1 detecting wands waved 
around my body but never, never have I been subjected to such degrading treatment. 

Caller wants 10 file a complainl against a TSO. At the beginning of the screening, his daughter look off her shoes. No alarm went off when she walked through lhe me1a1 detector. She was told she had to do another random screening. She asked if 
she wanted a private screening. she said no. During the patdawn her daughter said the TSO touched her in the grain area. His daughter asked the TSO what she was doing. The TSO stated: I don t have to let you on the plane. You can find another 
way home. The TSOs dumped out her wallet. They took out every dollar and every credit card. His daughter was in tears. She called her dad who told her to go back to the checkpoint. talk to a supervisor and get the name of the supe and the 
TSO which she did. When she talked to the supervisor, the supervisor basically said Whatever. I will talk to her (the TSO) . He does not have the names with him now but will have them later. 

Caller said this was assault, punishable by law. Someone will be held accountable. He is going to talk to his attorney. He wants this to be dealt with quickly. 

3111/2013 . 
3:18 SB Airport: MEM 

PM Airline: Delta 
Flight Number: 1130 
Date and Time: March 8, 2013 at around noon (Time she was at the checkpoint) 
Location: He does not know 

I told him I could either tell him how to get in touch with the CSM or I could send the information up. He preferred that I send 11 to the CSM. I apologized to the caller, told him I would send this to the CSM. 

The caller advised that when her boss travels for business from NY to China, she is chosen for a very thorough patdown every time. Her boarding pass always has SSSS on it. She said that her boss cannot speak english very well, so she was not able 
to go online to www.tsa.gov to /111 out a form that she was advised to do. She was very confused and asked 1/ she could call back if she has problems helping her boss complete the TRIP forms. She asked 1/ anything could be done before her boss s 

311112013 flight tomorrow 
5:35:08 

PM I told her that travelers who have issues such as her boss can apply ar redress. OHS TRIP will issue a RCN to a traveler who applies for redress. I explained that her bass may have a name that is close to matching someone else s name who is on a 
watch list. A person can apply for redress electronically on www.dhs.gov TRIP. The RCN must be entered in the RCN field each time a flight is booked. If she has any issues when completing the application. she should send an email to 
TRIP@dhs.gov. I explained this information to her several times. I told her that the RCN cannot be put in for a flight that is already booked. 



311112013 
6:35:39 

PM 

Disability Description: D1sab1lity Description: Caller states that he is calling on behalf of his wile whose name is Kb )(6) ~nd is over 80 years old. Caller states that they flew from Jackson, Miss1ssipp1 (JAN) to San Antonio. TX. Caller states that 
his wile is in a wheelchair and cannot hardly walk. Caller states that when they got to the checkpoint his wile was walked through the screening technology with the assistance of a TSA employee, then her shoes set off an alarm. She removed them and 
then went through lhe scan withoul any alarms and the shoes and her jacket were screened separately. Caller stales that then they subjected her to a paldown and wenl through everything in her purse one item at a time. Caller stales that she had 10 
go through the screening machinery more th an o nee even though she has di ffi cul ty standing and walking. Ca Iler states that they gave her a cane to use because she cou Id not stay ba I an ced when she was made to stand for a patdown. Ca Iler states that 
they both le It that it was a distressing and unnecess ari I y excessive amount of security measures taken with her that caused her undue discomfort. Cal I er would Ii ke to make a complaint to the h1g he st off ce poss i b I e. Caller states that they wi 11 send in a 
written complaint via email and postal mail with all the flight details and details of the incident, and that his wile will do it herself. 

Response Details: For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)), it must 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing; 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed discriminatory action in sufficient deta i I to inform T SA of the nature of the a I leg ed a ct of discrimination: and 
Be signed by lhe complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf, 

Any of the above requirements can be waived lo r good cause. If you are requesting that any of the above requirements be waived, p I ease exp I am your good cause in your comp I amt. 
To file a complaint electronically, please send an e-mail to: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to place D-RFI in the subject line to allow for proper handling. 

To file a complaint via the Internet. please visit http: www.tsa.gov traveler-information travelers-filing-compliant 

TSA recommends that you file your complaint via e-mail or Internet in order to expedite processing. If you prefer to file a complaint via postal mail, please send it to 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
Disability Branch 
Disability and Multicultural Division 
601 South 12th Street 
TSA-33 

Caller said I hat loday when he flew out of SEAT AC today and as always he opted out of lhe AIT and was prepared to receive a pat down. The caller then wanted to know if TSA is now giving rights prior to receiving a pat down. The rights were not a 
Miranda warning. The caller was very upset with the female tso in the manner which the caller described as onerous and order him to stand next to her and generally imbarrassed him. The caller did speak with the supervisor and was told it is TSA 
policy to give passengers their rig his when they opt out. 

3111/2013 
8,02,21 I told lhe caller screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do not wish 10 be screened by this technology will be required to undergo allemative screening, including a thorough patdown. Signs are posted in fronl of each AIT localion advising 

p M passengers of this rig ht. 

311112013 Since I have a pacemaker, I am subjecl to a pat down search each time I fly. I undersland the need for lhe search, but I don't understand why I can't waive receiving the speech on how I am going to be search! It would speed up your search and 
8: 19:31 lessen your work load as well as saving me from hearing it time afler time again. I urge you to put this sensible step into your procedures. 

PM 

3111/2013 
8:19:48 

PM 

I recently concluded a round-trip from B01 to PDX. I travel enough to know all the rules of what not to do when flying, i.e. no liquids in carryons, nothing in my pockets. remove outwear and/or a top over another top. I like wearing jacket-type tops over 
another top so I can dress up or down for comfort. I do not wear any Jewelry (put 11 in my purse to put on afler security) - same thing with a belt and I wear shoes I can easily slip on and off so as not to delay anyone behind me in line - I am a very 
concientious flyer. However, I recently purchased a sweater that looks like two pieces but is only one. thinking this would be perfect for traveling as I wouldn't have to remove outer layer which looks like a jacket, but is not. Leaving Boise, no problem. 
However, when I wenl through security screening (wearing same sweater as before) I had to endure a full pat down - why, I was told thal the very lhin slrands of sparkly threadsin the sweater set the machine off. So, if I am told that is lhe reason, why 
the pat down? And, what's with all the explanations as to what they are going to do - just get it done and let me go. Also. been hearing in the news about the training of TSA agents, that perhaps they should be properly trained individuals such as 
police. security guards, etc. And also I have been hearing about the cutbacks. Well, I had two ladies Just for me, one patting me down and the other watching. I am thinking is this like a doctor's office where the male doctor has to have a female in the 
room when conducting exams. Wow. what a waste at the airport, you have hundreds of people standing around. An'fWay. it was most humiliating. Had I forgot to take something out of my pocket or put something in my carryon that I shouldn't have 
had, then yes, I would have expected 10 be searched - but definitely not in this instance as I did all the rig hi things and gave it a lot of thought prior to heading for the airport, and always do. 

Frustrated flyer. 



Got yourselves a BIG FISH this time, eh? You're doing a fine Job ......... you fr .. " .. gggingg IDIOTSI,., 1,., 

Female senator meets about 'very uncomfortable' screening by TSA 

03111113 02:36 PM ET 

311112013 Sen. Claire McCaskill (D-Mo.J complained Monday she was subject to a very uncomfortable screening by the Transpor1ation Securily Administration (TSA). 

10:05:38 
PM 

McCaskill lweeted about the experience before boarding a flight on Monday. 

The senator, who has complained about the TSA's securily techniques in lhe pasi. tweeted thal she was selected for a pat-down and thal the experience was not a pleasant one. 

"?Today in my airport screening, test on my hands was positive," McCaskill wrote to her 89,100 followers. "Got private, more aggressive pat down. OMG. #veryuncomfortable.'' 

In 2011, McCaskill referred to TSA pat-downs as "love pats" thal she said made her not look forward to flying. 

Went through Rough Pat-Down 
Female assistan~as pushing me so hard I had difficult time to keep my balance 
With the same fo~ot betw"een my legs 
When I got upset over it Supervisorfh·11r;··, !call to police on me. making me feel like a criminal 
Is it really necessary to be I hat aggressive toward me 10 make my trip safe?? 

Date 3-10-13 

311212013 Time 1150 
Airporl STL 

?:S4:00 Flight N 4684 SLC 
AM Checkpoint A 

kb1(6) 

See attachments 

Thanks 



The ca 11 er flew from A TL and indicated that the sere eners were extremely rude. Each barked out orders. and ca 11 ed aver pol ice officers when the passenger cou Id not extend his arms far e no ugh during the paid own. However, the ca 11 er did not want 
the TSA CSM to contact him, nor did he want to contact them. He did ask if he had had been placed on the watch list because of the incident. Additionally. the caller wanted information regarding TSA Precheck. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA can neither confirm nor deny whether an individual is on a Federal Watch List because this information is derived from classified and sensitive law enforcement and intelligence information. This protects the operational counterterrorism and 
i nte 11 i g ence col I e ctIon obj e ctIve s of the Fed era I gave rnment as wel I as the personal safety of those involved in co u nterterrori sm i nve stIg atIons. 

311212013 There are two primary ways 10 be considered eligible for TSA Pre\u2713n.': travelers may be inviled by a participating airline, or they may choose 10 enroll wilh one of U.S. Customs and Border Protection's (CBPJ Trusted Traveler programs. 

7:58:08 
AM 

Frequent flyers and other trave I ers who did not receive an i nvi tatIon and wou Id I Ike to participate or would Ii ke to be cons1d e red el ig1 bl e for TSA Prelu2 71 3 "' benefits on al I p arti c i pati ng airlines should apply for membership with one of CB P's Trusted 
Traveler programs. Individuals who apply and are cleared for enrollment in one of CBP's eligible Trusted Traveler programs are automatically qualified to participate in TSA Prelu2713"' when flying on a participating airline at a participating airport. For 
more information, including enrollment, please visit http: www.globalentry.gov . 

It is important to know that passengers are only eligible for TSA Prelu2713 "' benefits on the airline to which they have opted in. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: Lost and Found; Screening 
Current Date/Time : 311112013 10:32:01 PM Airport MCO - Orlando International Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : When I went through the s c reem ng I kindly requested to opt-out of the body scanners. 

311212013 I found the your TSA agenls to be highly rude and arrogant when I opted out of lhe body scanner as they pose serious health risks. Also, the additional polices of empting ones pockets of all items before the body scanner makes litlle sense if the body 
7:58:38 scanner is actually effective. 

AM 
During the pat-down I was groped and a manner that was totally unnessary. 

TSA is the reason I have reduced my business travel by more than 95% as I find their policies and behavior to be intolerable and un-Constitutional. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Lost and Found: Sere en i ng 
Current Date/Time . 311112013 10:32:01 PM Airport · MCO - Orlando International Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . When I went through the screening I kindly requested to opt-out of the body scanners. 

311212013 I lo u nd the your T SA agents to be highly rude and arrogant when I opted out of the body scanner as they pose serious hea I th risks, A I so, the additiona I po Ii ces of empting ones pockets of al I items before the body scanner makes Ii ttl e sense if the body 
7:58:38 scanner is ac1ually effective. 

AM 
Dunng the pat-down I was groped and a manner that was totally unnessary. 

TSA is the reason I have reduced my business travel by more than 95% as I find their policies and behavior to be intolerable and un-Constitutional. 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2IApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Lost and Found: Sere en i ng 
Cun-ent Date/Time· 3111/2013 10:32:01 PM Airport, MCO - Orlando International Date/Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · When I went through the screening I kindly requested to opt-out of the body scanners, 

3/1212013 I found the your TSA agents to be highly rude and arrogant when I opted out of the body scanner as they pose serious health risks. Also. the additional polices of empting ones pockets of all items before the body scanner makes little sense if the body 
7:58:38 scanner is actually effective. 

AM 
During lhe pat-down I was groped and a manner thal was totally unnessary. 

TSA is the reason I have reduced my business travel by more than 95% as I find their policies and behavior to be intolerable and un-Constitutional. 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time: 3111/2013 10:18:44 PM Airport: ORD - Chicago-O'Hare lnternalional Date/Time o!Travel: 03/0112013 Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· When I went through the screening at O'Hare airport I kindly requested to opt-out of the body scanners. The TSA agent then began lying saying that these were not the ones that give off radation and made it sounds like they were metal 
detectors. I asked are these the metal de1ec1ors and he then admitted lhey weren'I and was very rude. 

The add i ti o na I po Ii ces of empting ones pockets of al I 1te ms before the body scanner makes Ii ttl e sense if the body sea nne r is actua 11 y effe ct1ve. 

During lhe pat-down I was groped and a manner thal was totally unnessary. To make matters worse another TSA person told me thal I was not allowed 10 lake my unopened jar of peanu1 butler on lhe plane as it is deemed a liquid. Since I've never 
3/1212013 heard of anyone drinking peanut butter this policy makes no sense at all. I even volunteered ta eat some to prove it was a food but no it was confiscated (legally stolen) by TSA. 
7:58:40 

AM To make matters worse after the groping TSA lost my black belt that was with all of my stuff 

The final indignity is after all of this insanity at the screening area TSA had 6 agents, that I as a tax payer pay for, at the gate doing a secondary check. These agents spoke in a highly crude, loud and uneducated manner. 

All of these headaches and TSA has never caught one terrorist. Talk about a waste of tax payer money. TSA is the reason I have reduced my business travel by more than 90% as I find their policies and behavior to be intolerable and unAmerican. 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time : 311112013 10: 18:44 PM Airport ORD - Chicago-O'Hare International DatelTlme of Travel : 03101/2013 Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. When I went through the screening at O"Hare airport I kindly requested to opt-out al the body scanners. The TSA agent then began lying saying that these were not the ones that give off radation and made it sounds like they were metal 
detectors. I asked are these the metal detectors and he then admitted they werenl and was very rude. 

The additional polices of em piing ones pockets of all items before the body scanner makes litlle sense if the body scanner is ac1ually effective. 

Dun ng the pat-down I was groped and a manner that was tot a 11 y unnes sary. To make matte rs worse another T SA person to Id me that I was not a 11 owed to take my unopened jar of peanut butter on the p I an e as it is deemed a I iqu id. Si nee 1 've never 
311212013 heard of anyone drinking peanut butter this policy makes no sense at all. I even volunteered to eat some to prove it was a food but no it was confiscated (legally stolen) by TSA. 
7:58:40 

AM To make matters worse after the groping TSA lost my black belt that was with all of my stuff. 

The final indignity is after all of this insanity at the screening area TSA had 6 agents. that I as a tax payer pay for. at the gate doing a secondary check. These agents spoke in a highly crude, loud and uneducated manner, 

All of these headaches and TSA has never caught one terrorist. Talk about a waste of tax payer money. TSA is the reason I have reduced my business travel by more than 90% as I find their policies and behavior to be intolerable and unAmerican. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time: 3111/2013 10:18:44 PM Airport: ORD - Chicago-O'Hare lnternalional Date/Time o!Travel: 03/0112013 Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· When I went through the screening at O'Hare airport I kindly requested to opt-out of the body scanners. The TSA agent then began lying saying that these were not the ones that give off radation and made it sounds like they were metal 
detectors. I asked are these the metal de1ec1ors and he then admitted lhey weren'I and was very rude. 

The add i ti o na I po Ii ces of empting ones pockets of al I 1te ms before the body scanner makes Ii ttl e sense if the body sea nne r is actua 11 y effe ct1ve. 

During lhe pat-down I was groped and a manner thal was totally unnessary. To make matters worse another TSA person told me thal I was not allowed 10 lake my unopened jar of peanu1 butler on lhe plane as it is deemed a liquid. Since I've never 
3/1212013 heard of anyone drinking peanut butter this policy makes no sense at all. I even volunteered ta eat some to prove it was a food but no it was confiscated (legally stolen) by TSA. 
7:5840 

AM To make matters worse after the groping TSA lost my black belt that was with all of my stuff 

311212013 
7:5842 

AM 

The final indignity is after all of this insanity at the screening area TSA had 6 agents, that I as a tax payer pay for, at the gate doing a secondary check. These agents spoke in a highly crude, loud and uneducated manner. 

All of these headaches and TSA has never caught one terrorist. Talk about a waste of tax payer money. TSA is the reason I have reduced my business travel by more than 90% as I find their policies and behavior to be intolerable and unAmerican. 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time· 3111/2013 10:14:20 PM Airport. LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel: 02/24/2013 Airline & Flight Number. 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: I do not wish to go thru thee-ray exam machines and wish a pat-down instead. Each time after the pat-down, the gloves of the TSA representative are swiped and run thru a machine to check for whatever-explosive reside, I imagine. 

I resent that I am 100% of the time tested for residue and the individuals using the x-ray are not tested 100% of the lime-only if they are subject to addilional or periodic inspection. 

It is unfair to me, only because I do not care for the extra radiation and other waves used in electronic means and I do not like the electronic intrusion. 

Please re-consider your rules and gel back to me Would you like a response?: True Passenger's Name~fb_)_(_6_) ___ ~fhone Number :~l(b_ •• _,(6_._I --~!Email :~fb_)_(_6_, _____ ~~o leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link: 
http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2IApplicationManager 

Disability Description: Caller stated she has diabetes and she uses an insulin pump 

Information Request Caller stated she uses an insulin pump. Caller stated she is complaining about the patdown because she informed the TSO that her insulin pump couldnt be screened. 

Caller stated she was seeing her mother to the boa rd i ng gate. 

311212013 Response Details: Advised caller the following information: 
8:35 22 

AM 
Advised ca Iler if her i nsu Ii n pump co u Id nt go through the A IT or the WT MD then she wou Id be subject to a patdown, be ca use everything that goes through the checkpoint has to be sere ened, 

Advised ca Iler the other diabetic supp Ii es and medical ion wo u Id have to be screened a Isa. 

Tried to offer to send the information about the patdown to the ca 11 er but she hung up w hi I e asking to send the information, 



Fromtb)(61 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 10:34 AM 
To: TSAEx1emalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject Complaint About Pat-Down Requirement 

To whom it may concern, 

311212013 At around 9:00 AM on 3112113 at Orlando International Airport in Orlando, FL, I was told I needed to submit to a physical pat-down in exchange for going through a body scan machine while attempting to enter the terminal, I was uncomfortable going 

12A 0.16 through a body scan machine, as it is an unwarranted infringement on my privacy and civil rights. The body scan machines have not been tested for long-term effecls on the body, and they are an incredibly invasive, unnecessary, and ineffective 
·PM. security measure. I had done nothing wrong, had no prohibited items of any sort in my possession, and had politely complied with all TSA procedures (taking off my belt and shoes, putting my laptop in a separate bin. etc.). The pat down was highly 

i nvas,ve I un n ecessa ri ly so); the T SA emp I aye e touched highly sensitive and person al a re as of my body and treated me as if I we re a criminal throughout the entire process. Addi ti o na 11 y, said pat-down was conducted in pub Ii c. which was both 
hum i Ii at i ng and highly u n comfo rlab I e, I le It as though the pat-down was conducted in such a way as to be as hum i I ia ting and invasive as possi b I e; it lei t Ii ke a "punishment" for refusing to enter the body scan machine, 

The TSA complaint form asks how I was treated "differently'" from other potential passengers. While it is true that many passengers were NOT required to submit to the body scan machine OR a pat down at all, I am under the impression that this is 
simply how you treat American citizens who have done nothing at a 11 to warrant suspicion. I am not sure if I was treated d iffe re ntl y, but I am writing to /1 I e a complaint with the way th at you treat Americans who, again, have done a bsol utel y nothing to 
warrant any sort of suspicion. While I certainly understand the necessity of security measures. invasive methods such as body scan machines and humiliating pat-downs are totally unnecessary. Such methods infringe upon the civil liberties of 
American citizens and are in clear violation of the Fourth Amendmenl of the Uniled States Constitution. I am a proud American who loves the country in which I live, but these praclices in lhe name of "security" are simply disgusling. 

Sincerely. 
tb,(61 

HYPERLINK~tb_,_(6_) ____________ ~ 

From[b,(6) 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12. 2013 10:19AM 
To: TSA.Ombudsman@dhs.gov 
Subjecl: TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:kbl(61 7 
311212013 Date Time: 311212bn 10:19:24 AM 
12:40:18 

PM 

------------------------------------------------------------------
Name: 

l(b)(61 

Email: 

HYPERLINK[~b_)_(6_) ________ ~ 

B nef De scri pt,on of Inquiry: 

misleading information at RDU airport 

Comments: 

I am Plantinum card AA flyer, and I am 84. This 



b1(ffl 

New art MN 55055 
HYPERLINK b)(61 

What happened: 

Excessive touching of genitals. When I complained I was told I have no rights. A supervisor was called-was I refusing a pat dawn. No I said he already did that and play with my penis several times. The supervisor was yelling at me about another pat 
down. I did not refuse. The screener (perverted bully) again touched my private parts (grinning) before he would let me pass. My question is how does playing with a man's penis relate to the safety/security of this country?! I 

When did lhis happen: 
Screener and his supervisor. Incident approximately 7PM Tuesday 2126/13 Delta flight 1688 

Where did this happen? Ft. Meyers, Ft. Meyers Florida. 

311212013 Who treated you unfairly? I was so shook up and humiliated the names slipped my mind I think the supervisors name was~ or possibly ~ 
12:40:21 I.!.!.!!.!.!.!. ~ 

PM 
Is there anything else you want us to consider? This is an absolute atrocity! Being subjected to a perverted bully' And humilitated in public! This could not relate to airport security! 
D. C . re pres enta ti ves. Apologies are not accepted . 

Fro;.,-d(bl(61 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12. 2013 11 :54 AM 
To: TCC-Referrals 
Subject passenger complaint 

I am sure that I ittl e or nothing w i 11 be done, I am also contacting my 



Newport MN 55055 

b)(61 

What happened: 

Excessive touching of genitals. When I complained I was told I have no rights. A supervisor was called-was I refusing a pat dawn. No I said he already did that and play with my penis several times. The supervisor was yelling at me about another pat 
down. I did not refuse. The screener (perverted bully) again touched my private parts (grinning) before he would let me pass. My question is how does playing with a man's penis relate to the safety/security of this country?! I 

When did lhis happen: 
Screener and his supervisor. Incident approximately 7PM Tuesday 2126/13 Delta flight 1688 

Where did this happen? Ft. Meyers, Ft. Meyers Florida. 

311212013 Who treated you unfairly? I was so shook up and humiliated the names slipped my mind I think the supervisors name was~or possibld(b::,(6) 
2:18:54 ~ ~ 

PM 
Is there anything else you want us to consider? This is an absolute atrocity! Being subjected to a perverted bully' And humilitated in public! This could not relate to airport security! 
D. C . re pres enta ti ves. Apologies are not accepted . 

From: Medley, George <CTR> 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12. 2013 11 :54 AM 
To: TCC-Referrals 
Subject passenger complaint 

I am sure that I ittl e or nothing w i 11 be done, I am also contacting my 

Caller slated that she was in a wheelchair wearing a cast and traveling oul of ABE airporl lasl week on March 5th. She claimed that she was required to submit 10 a patdown after alarming the WTMD and wanted somelhing done aboul the female 
agent that conducted the screening. 

311212013 I ask her if there was a problem and it was clear that she was irate solely because she had to have a patdown and the officers would not let her pass the checkpoint otherwise. She explained that they offered a private screening and would not 
2:30: 19 elabora1e in any way that there was something done thal was oul of the ordinary. 

PM 
She kept claiming that she was involved in the law and the agent almost pushed her to the brink of a lawsuit but still would not explain anything that happened that would constitute a valid complaint. 

I told her I hat she could contact the CSM at the airport if she would like to discuss lhe issues she had or we could email I hem the information. She said I hat she would contact them herself. 



Disability Description: The caller has an insulin pump. 

Information Requesl: The caller indicated I hat she travels lhrnugh SEA and SJC regularly. 

She indicated that the insulin pump cannot be subjected to the AIT or xray screening as such may damage the pump. it can be subjected to the WTMD. She requests a pat down and indicated that her hands are swabbed. 

She asked if there is an easier way to get through lhe screening process. 

She mentioned that during a pat down at SEA a TSO literally dropped her pants. 

She indicated that the screening prncess in reg a rd to the insulin pu rn p is dys f u net ion a I and TSO a re poorly trained. 

She asked what is the conce m in reg a rd to the insulin pump as opposed to the knives that w1II soon be a 11 owed. 

311212013 She feels that the screening process for the insulin pump and passengers with disabilities needs to be addressed and changed. 

3:07:56 
PM 

She asked why Precheck was only being allowed to passengers who are frequent flyers. She 1s a frequent flyer with Alaskan Airlines, but doens t meet the requirements. 

She asked if th ere were other a 11 ernative s to participate in Precheck. 

Passengers should be provided with an option to part1pcate in Precheck directly with TSA. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: If a passenger uses an insulin pump, he or she can be screened wi I ho u t dis connecting frnm I he pump. However, it is important for the passenger 10 info rm the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening a bout 
the pump before the screening process begins. 

She cannot request to be screened by the WTMD in lieu of AIT or a pat down. 

TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. 

I advised that she does have the option of disconnecting from the insulin pump if she can safely do so. She can request that the insulin pump be screened physically and visually by the TSO. 

I advised that additiona screening, including the hand swabbing is part of the screening process. I cannot guarantee that this would not occur, or that she would not receive other additional screening. 

Feedback Type · Request for Information 
Calegari es : Screening (AI T, Paid own) 

311212013 Cun-ent Date/Time · 3112/2013 3: 14:07 PM Airport · Select One Date/Time ofTravel , 

5_08 _05 Airline & Flight Number : 
· PM Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 

TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment. Last 6 llights I have had fullscreening and pat down Would you like a response? 'True Passenger's Name '~kb_-~1(_6_1 ____ ~!Phone Number!(b::,(6) !Email !(b"'1(6'1 ro leave a comment concerning this feedback, 
follow this link : htlp:1/tsaweb.lsa .dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager ~~~--~ """-'-'=------' 



The caller wants to file a formal complaint against TSA at CLT. 

She indicated that the behavior of lhe TSOs at CLT was inappropriate. 

She indicated that she called last Monday in regard to not having a dnver s license. She was advised to bnng a birth certificate. a photo ID. and two credit cards and two other forms of ID. She indicated that she had no issues at LAX and TPA. 

The TSO at CL T and had a bad atlilude. He should not be in lhe position that he is in. He has a conlrol in power attitude. She presented her ID 10 him. He called her hon , which she indicated lhat she didn t appreciale. She indicated that he advised 
that she would have to undergo additional screening and spoke to her like a baby. 

She requested to speak with his supervisor or someone in charge of him. The TSO wou Id not get a supervisor as he indicated th at he was a supervisor. He indicated that he would give her a number to ca 11 o nee screening was comp I ete. 

She indicated that her toothpaste was taken as it was too long, however it was permitted at other airports. 

She indicated that a 4oz container of Biologe hair product was not permitted, even though it was barely full. It was permitted at other TSO. The female TSO advised that she was fine with it being cleared but the TSO Supervisor advised that it was not 

311212013 to be permitted . 

6:12:34 
PM A female TSO physically inspected her bag and her professional. beautiful, expensive clothing was crumpled deliberately by the female TSO. The female TSO was intent,ally going slowly and smirking, and advised that they had to be thorough. She 

indicated that the TO went slower after she told her to hurry up and that she was intentionally delaying the passenger, 

The female TSO changed her gloves four during the pat down. She changed the gloves afther screening the arm area, the backside, back of her neck, and underneath her bra area. 

The female TSO had no reason to touch the bottom of her breast. The caller indicated that the female TSO lifted up her breasts when searching underneath her breast. 

Another TSO referred her to as Hollywood which she felt was inappropriate. 

Another male TSO 4b 1(6) I stepped in during the process about halfway through and was smirking and laughing, even though he wasn 1 involved with her screening. 

She felt mocked. She would like the TSOs involved demoted or fired. 

She intends to contact her Senator and Govenor. 

She has a government contract and has security clearance. 

Caller is very upset at her screening. She I raveled wilh her husband out of Phoenix Sky Harbor lhrough gates 15 to 28, going down the number 1 and 2 aisles on the rig hi side at 1 0 or 10:30 am. Durning her screening, she went lhrough the a screening 
procedure which required her to stand. She is over 65. She has narrowing of the spine, which makes her have back pain. She had black pants on. They had metal circles on each side that set off an alarm. They treated her like a prisoner. She told them 
her back hurt. A woman, who did not have on a TSA uniform, came over to her after she was asked to walk to a public area. This person had on a white shirt. The caller received a patdown from the woman. She stated 11 was this lady s first time to do a 
patdown. The woman searched the inside of her collar on her shirt. including up and under her breast. She had to untuck her shirt for the screening, The woman was all over her body as well as on the inside of the top of her pants. She is pissed about 
this. She has never gotlen a pat down like this before. She had a simple pair of walking slicks and was questioned about them. They did nol offer her a chair, bul she did not ask for one. The officer explained lhe procedure to her bul it was differenl 
from any she had received in the past. A different TSO gave the agent a compliment and stated she had completed her first patdown. She states this has to be changed. 

Told caller 
I had explained to her I could take her complaint and forward it to the CSM or she could contact them for her self and give them her complaint. I explained to her how to get the number. She had given me the number she had called and it wasnt the 

311212013 number for the contact center. So I took her comp I ai nt. 

7:17:23 
PM 

Walking sticks are not allowed in carryon . canes are allowed. 
Anytime there is an alarm they will give her a patdown to clear an alarm. 

Airport: PHX 
Airline:Frontier 
Flight number:? It was late departed at 11 :32 am 
Date and time: 3-11-11 :32A M 
Terminal or gate: gate 15 to 28 going down the 1 and 2 isle on the right side 

I am forwarding this up for her because she felt her paldown was more than it shoud have been. She was very upset about how it was handled and thal olher people was watching this. 



311212013 

When wi 11 the T SA stop wasting taxpayer money with senseless procedures that apply to everyone, regard I e ss of who they a re? 

In today's news a female US Sena1or who reportedly flies lwice per week was subjecled to an "uncomfortable patdown". 

Applying the same exact screening rules to every passenger is RIDICULOUSLY STU PIO and a HUGE WASTE OF MONEY AND EFFORT. 

On 9111 none of the terrorisls were white Anglo women US Senators. The TSA is not making ANYTHING safer by applying the same search procedures to frequent business travelers such as her. It's a senseless waste of time, manpower, and money. 

The standard response to this has been: "'But if we ignore some peop I e then the term nsts w, 11 begin using those kinds of pea pl e" Right. So make sure you shake down every elderly Anglo woman. And you s ho u Id a I so conduct an an al cavity search 
on everyone, because ii you don't then the teCTorists will know that they can sneak a weapon through security hidden up some white woman's arse. Makes total sense ... only to idiots like the TSA policy makers, 

8:01 :33 If the TSA does not consider frequent business travelers, travel history. professional profile, or any other kind of profiling, then you are putting stupidity way in front of safety. 
PM 

311212013 
8:5948 

PM 

If the TSA can't do an effective job in a way that makes sense, then you shouldn't be wasting our taxpayer money. 

I am a frequent business traveler and have been flying 30-50 times per year for almost 20 years now. Am I still a threat? Am I possibly just biding my time, waiting to strike? No, but the TSA policies show that the TSA thinks so. You do nothing to 
imp rove security by searching pea pl e Ii ke me or the senator I ady. In fact, you make lo r a I e ss secure e nv i ro nme nt by searching peop I e I, ke me and the senator I ady when you could be focusing on others who are more Ii kely to be a security risk. 

Pass this nole on to a TSA policy maker. I would love to have a discussion with the source of these stupid, wasteful, and downright unsafe rules. 

Dear TSA, 
My name is ~I am 11 years old. I love to travel. I have used US Airways and US Airways Express multiple times. from the first time i flew i received a pat-down from just my wallet being in my back pocket. and now i can bring a knife on board a 
passenger plane? I highly disagree with this non-sense. To me all i see in this is saying to the foreign countries "Hey, you can bring guns on board now! come and terrorize the US!'!". I think this make no sense what so ever. I'm 
guessing Transportation Security Administration doesn't remember the awful day that many lost lives, and at that, many INNOCENT people on September 11th 2011. If you look at tweets from people in other countries. they laugh at us and think we are 
a stupid & ignorant country. Hold on, I'm confused, soi was patted down for over 2 minutes because i had a wallet in my pocket that, forgot to put in the bin and they were really mad? this really breaks my heart that loved ones or even my self could be 
on a flight that has a te CTori st that is threatening peop I e with they' re knife to cut them? The person that is in charge whi I e on boa rd is the II i g ht attendants and the purse rs. They are not SWAT or TSAP They' re there to he Ip, when they a pp Ii ed 
they didn't say "I will make sure lhat i can keep this flighl safe when someone takes they're knife out of there carry on.". I really lhink lhat our president, Barack Obama should say somelhing. As a US Citizen I would never like 10 hear thal they will allow 
this. If you are note aware of this, you could kill someone with a pocket knife. What if there was turbulance and a passenger had theyre gun in the open position and it flew out of there hands and hit someon in the neck or theyre inner wrist. A innocent 
life could be lost. I would not want to board a flight knowing that theyre was someone with a knife and was going to kill people. this doesnt give me a peice of mind. 
Thank You, 

kb)(61 

3/13/2013 
8:09:06 

AM 

DearTSA 

I would like to convey my experience at JFK International Airport about 11 days ago on Thursday 2128113 around 2pm at the security/screening area of Terminal 1 I've been a frequent flyer since 1995. routinely traveling a couple times a week and this 
is the Ii rst 11 me I le el com pe 11 ed to wnte. Suffice it to say I'm q u,te fa mi Ii ar with airport procedures and have experience with airports across the country and a broad. 

Most of the lime, I've found TSA personnel to be professional and courteous, which made this experience so notably bad. This happened when I got 10 lhe screening machine, I politely asked the lady (African-American -5'8" 175#, 30's) for a pat down 
(i.e. male assist) and said I'd wait. Without provocation. she started yelling at me to get over there. as I stood on the right side of the walkway instead of the lefi. She was not clear on her instructions and continued to badger and raise her voice till I 
understood what she wanted. I think a simple "'please step over there to your left"' would have been more effective and in keeping with TSA professionalism. Instead this tyrannical, abusive tirade was more like that of a dnll sargent at boot camp. 

Though I had 10 wait close to 10 minutes for the male screener 10 arrive, I lhought he was courteous and professional and thorough in his duties. If this was it, I would say lhe bad behavior was an anomaly, however aboul a half hour later I encountered 
another lady (Eastern European. dk blonde. -5' 130#, 60's) in the terminal who also went into a tirade because she thought I was standing in an area where I wasn't suppose to be, even though there was nothing indicating this. As before. there was no 
need for a tyrannical, abusive tirade, but for lack of understanding or better training, this is the best she could figure. If JFK was my only encounter with TSA and the U.S .. it would be many levels worse compared to the airports in China and Japan that 
trip. U nfo rtunatel y this is the case for many other travelers, where JFK is their only experience. I hope such behavior is not to I e rated and would be immediately addressed . 

Sincerely, 

kbl(61 

cc: Represenlative Van Hollen, Maryland 8th Dislrict 
The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey 



The caller wants to file a complaint against the TSA staff at Salt Lake. She has had numerous problems with them. She stated that twice in the last year. she has been forced to be separated with her bag. She stated that they are slow. and once the 
bag is placed on the conveyor. you have to wait in line and your bags are sitting there while you are going through security. She stated that this happened the past week. When she said something to them about it, they got snippy with her. She stated 
that they think they are above their own rules. 

She carries very expensive Jewelry with her and 1s concerned about that. Once specific incident, this past year she went to Michigan from SLC during Christmas time. She got separated and let people go in front of her so she could be with her bags. 
When her backpack came out of the conveyor, both epipens were missing. Luckily. she had extra epipens in her checked luggage. She has documentation of this incident. She stated that these people cover for one another. Caller states they are liars, 
cheaters, thieves, and are largely uneducated, gruff, rude, and short. 

She has not re ported any i nc1d e nts in the past but continues to get angered due to being lo reed to be sere ened away from her I ugg age. She stated that they a re not we 11 Ira i ned, and they need sensitivity Ira in, ng. 

3/13/2013 
10:4 1: 17 She slated that one time in the past, an officer rolled his eyes al her because she told him thal she did not want 10 be separaled from her items. She is ill and carries narcolics, expensive jewelry, her epipen, and does nol wanl to be separated from her 

items. She could care less about the items missing: she is just upset with the behavior al the officers at this airport. The caller believes that TSA does not understand their awn rules, stating that she is not required to be separated from her luggage. 
AM 

Response: 
I a po I og i zed to the ca Iler for her experiences. 
Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TS Os) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items are kept within a passenger's line-of-sight when a passenger is required to undergo additional screening. 
When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's items and to ensure that the passenger 1s reunited with his or her 
property once it clears x-ray screening. 
I told lhe caller that she always has the right to request a privale screening. 
Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter ta the appropriate Customer Service Manager 
I have obtained the callers email address: !(b)(ffl I 
The caller is traveling soon and he has a hip replacment. The caller said he is traveling from PHL to FL. The caller said he always causes alarms when he goes thru screening and wanted to know how ta avoid this and being a public specticle. He 
stated his d r gave him a ca rd and told him 1f he ca 11 ed TSA that we wou Id have someone waiting at the checkpoint to scan h, m immediately so he would not have to wait for an agent. 

Provided the lo 11 owing info from the temp I ate: 
I advised the caller he could request a private screening if he did not want the patdown to be performed in public. A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If a patdown is required in 
order to complete screening: The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 

3/13/2013 
10:54: 10 I apologized ta the caller and advised I did not have ability to guarantee that he would not have ta wait far a TSO to perform the patdown. 

AM 
The ca 11 er stated obvious! y we were having a comm uni cation prob I em and the ca 11 esca I ated . 

Escalated tokb)(ffl 

~Caller wanted the number for the CSM because he wanted to set up arrangements so he would not have ta wait far a patdown. Provided caller with directions on how to obtain the CSM number from the IVR. 
~ted that she is 77 years old and recently took a family ski trip caller stated that she had a knee replacement surgery a years ago and has metal in her knee and after going through security at ORD she was not to happy about the patdown that 

she received. Caller also stated that she heard thal they will be eliminating the Screening Machines at airports and wants to know if there is anything I hat will preclude her from going through lhe Screening when she flies. Caller stated I hat she does 
have a card from the hospital stating that she has a knee replacement. Advised the caller that all passengers are required to go through Screening and advised the caller that if she would feel better she could bring a Drs slip and give to the Security 
officers at the checkpoint. 

Gave the cal I er the following info: 

3/13/2013 
10:58:32 

AM 

Every person. regardless of age. must undergo screening to proceed beyond the security checkpoint. Even babies must be individually screened. However, a passenger should not be asked ta do anything that would separate the passenger from his 
her child. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) are taught to explain what they are doing during the screening process. They should also ask permission when doing something that might cause concern. Please keep in mind that a TSO is required to 
check the source of all alarms and to follow all screening requirements. While a passenger or guardian may decline to permit a search, a passenger will not be permitted to board an aircraft unless the screening is properly completed. We encourage 
you 10 visil our website at www.tsa.gov for addilional information about TSA. We continue to add new information and encourage you to check the website frequently for updated informalion. 
We hope that this information is helpful. 

Gave the cal I er the following info: 
If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure ins1ead. 
A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 



Caller Imm ed i a tel y requested to speak with a supervisor. 

~ook over call: Caller slated he fiew from Toyko Japan to Dallas (DFW), TX then on to Mobil, AL on Marrh 6,2013. Caller said he is not really sure of the exact time he would have come through TSA. He did go lhrough immigration and 
""'Eusiairisfirst and then to the TSA screening checkpoint. Caller stated he is on several different medications including morphine for pain, and because of such a long travel day, he was not able to take his medicine like he should have so he was very 

311312013 sick. He is also in a wheelchair and because he is not able to stand, he will be required to have a patdown while in his wheelchair. He stated once he arnved at the TSA checkpoint he advised the TSO on duty that he would like for this to be done as 
11 :25:44 soon as possible. Caller stated that he was very rude and proceeded to do the patdown. Caller said he was repeatdly touched on his penis and testicles. Caller wanted to know is this proper procedure. 

AM 

311312013 
223:32 

PM 

I advised caller that TSOs are required to use the back of the hand to patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas. TS Os are required to use the front of the hand. Caller said he is not sure if the used the front or back, he just knows 
he was touched there several times. Caller wants something done about this to prevent this from happening to anyone else. Caller stated he will be out of the country on April 4 and would like someone to get in touch with him as soon as possible. 
Advised caller I will forward this to CSM at DFW for review. Caller said he is able to read email but cannot send them. 

I learned this week that ru I es for plane security w1II soon change. P rev1ousl y proh i b1ted items wi 11 soon be acce ptab I e. 

I'm a 67 year old breast cancer survivor. I wear a breast prosthesis which means I·m routinely groped when I pass lhrough security. It's humiliating and demoralizing. No ma1ter how benign I am, the TSA continues to treal me as suspect. Are all 
breast cancer patients subjected to this treatment? Surely. screen ers can be trained to know the difference between a breast and a bomb. 

I can't help wonder why knives are now alright, but older cancer survivor's bodies are not. 

I would like a personal answer from an upper level management, please. I've spoken wilh the folks who answer lhe phones and they just give the stock, 

text book reply. 

Copies of this message wi 11 be sent to my Connecticut senators BI ume nth a I and Murphy. 

Essex, Ct. 06426 



311312013 
224:01 

PM 

To Whom It May Concern. 

I am writing in regards to an experience that I just had with the TSA at the Newark International Airport (NEW). I travel a couple time a week for work and I regularly request to bypass the scanners and receive a pat-down. However, today in the A 
Term i na I for the Southwest Flights I had a very !rust rating experience. 

It started when I mentioned to the TSA arnt t~at I was planning on opting out. She had to repeatedly call for help even though there were men available for the procedure. Once the gentleman came over to the female TSA agent to bring me through 
for the procedure, the TSA agent named bl( as complelely inappropriate. He immediately began referring to me as "buddy' and seemed pul out that I was asking for the pat down. The way that I undersland the law it is my righl to opt out of the 
scanners and receive the pat-down. I would prefer to not be have a TSA agent act put out about the pat-down because after all this is merely part of his job. As I mentioned earlier, I fly a couple times a week for work and I have for the last five years 
or so. Very rarely have I seen this type of rnappropnate behavior by a TSA agent and 11 is because of this that I am wntrng. After the secon<j..llLll;lird time of being referred to as 'Buddy" I politely and firmly told the TSA agent that Is not my name, at 
which point he called me sir. and I appreciated. However, because of my request to not be referred to as buddy this particular agent, namedK!2.lLJ decided to give me a hard time while we were doing the pat down. In fact. he even added a new 
procedure 10 lhe process. He asked me 10 open my mouth 10 look into it because I was chewing gum. I have never been asked I his in my five years of extremely frequenl travel. After my experience with this TSA agent I went to the TSA podium and 
asked who the supervisor is. To my dismay, I was told thal:ETI was the supervisor. There must be some accountability in this situation and that is a second reason why I am writing. 

The TSA's job is to make sure that the Airports are more secure. not to harass or condescend toward passengers. Perhaps it would be good to have this particular officer be reminded of how to interact with travelers. 

I look forward to hearing how this issue will be addressed. 

Extreme I y Frustrated, 

b1(6) 

My name is~b_)~(6_1 __ ~and I am a 15 year old girl from Houston wilh Cyslic Fibrosis. 

Recently, I traveled with my high school band on a trip to New York so we could perform there. Of course. I had to have all of my medical supplies. including a prescnption drink called Ensure. I absolutely have to have this dnnk with me if we are going 
to eat because it helps me get the extra calories I need to maintain a normal weight. 
Before I passed lhrough security, I was sure to alert lhe Slaff thal I had lhe drink, and present them with my prescriplions for my medications, including the prescription for the Ensure drink. Even wilh my prescriptions, they said they either had 10 open 
one of my sealed bottles, which would eventually spoil the drink, or do a complete pat down. Basically, I was forced to get a full pat down in front of my fellow band members and complete strangers. It was extremely embarrassing and completely 
unnecessary due to 11 being a medIca I nece ss,ty. 

3/13/2013 
2,24 ,07 Firstly, I would appreciate a review of your policy on medical supplies. I do not understand why I had to receive a complele pat down for having my Ensure with me, especially when the staff was alerled and presented wilh a prescription for the drink. 

PM 
Secondly, I am sure you have had complaints about situations like this before. I am requesting that you review and fix your policy about medical liquids and medical supplies in general. It was completely unfair for me to be treated differently from my 
peers just because I have a disability. I know for a fact people that have to have supplies or medication because of a disability have had issues and been treated unfairfy at airports before, so I believe a change in policy is called for. This has been a 
major problem for far too long. 

Thank you for cons ide n ng my case and the cases of many others with s, mi I a r experiences. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time: 311312013 12:26:13 PM Airporl: JFK - John F. Kennedy lnternalional Date/Time of Travel 03/0712013 6:15 AM Airline & Flight Number: DELTA AIRLINES &amp; DL301 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : AT THE DETECTORS (CHECK POINT) TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment : He 11 o my name 1s kb) ( 6:, ! and on March 7th, 2012 me as we 11 as my husband we re treated very unfairly during the s c reem ng p race ss. I fee I it was mainly b eca use we both opted out lo r the who I e body scanners. We we re both 
taken to a not so private area and was not asked if we wanted to be patted down in a private area. During the pat down I was told that I needed to be searched further but they didnt give me a reason. My husband began to ask why were they giving 
me a furl her pat down and no one answered. A TSA worker who had nolhing to do with the pat down gave a sly joke saying &quot:OH HHH shes going 10 be &quo1;pissed&quo1; off now&quot:, I felt this was very inappropiate. My husband asked for a 

311312013 supervisor and a woman with dreadlocks said and I quote, &quot;She was and so what that doesnt make a difference&quot;. She continued to inf arm my husband that they found &quot;explasive materials&quot: on me, which I found to be a lie. I 
2:25: 10 honestly feel this was done on purpose. When I was taken to a private screening room for &quotfurther evaluation&quot: the &quot:supervisor&quot: continued to taunt me and tell me my husband is &quot:lucky&quot; she didnt get upset because there 

PM would of be en more &quot prob I ems&q uot; I took this as a threat. I le It this who I e search was tot a 11 y unp roles s ion a I , I was treated as a common cri mi na I which was comp I ete I y u nj us ti fi able, It would be greatly appreciated if some sort of i nve stig ation is 
done due to this matter. Thank you for your lime. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name ·1 
Phone Numb er , '"1 he'--~., 1':':r;c"·1 =---,,.........J 

Email !(b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB21ApplicatianManager 

The caller staled thal he just arrived in Kan City on Southwest flight number 1026. He staled thal he refused the AIT and was given a double patdown. He staled when his lhings were given back to him that they nol give me the laptop back. He staled 
th at this is T SA s fa ult and wants his I a ptop ovemi g hted ta him today• The used a choose ward a bout the TSO s conducting the screening. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

Yau will need ta contact the lost and found at: 

311312013 Phoenix 
2: 34: 1 o Phoenix Sky Harbor I nl emationa I Airport 

PM 602-626-1453 
hltp: www. tsa. gov !rave I er-inform at,on a i rport-1 o st-found-co ntacts#48 

The caller wanted 10 know ifTSA will be responsible. 

Advised Caller: 

If TSA is at fault I hat may make lhese arrangements. 
Caller has a complaint. She was at the Portland airport. Flight 858. at 1145 hrs., to OAK. She went through the checkpoint. Everyone was very nice. She is 88 years old and doesn t have to take her shoes off. The lady came and rubbed her back 
and legs. She advised caller that she had to rub her butt. Then she asked caller to show her hands. Caller asked why and was told to wait a moment. She brushed her hands and took that to a man who checked it through the microscope, She asked 
why this was done. She was lold th at be ca use she touched her butt, she had to test her hands a I so. 

She 1s 88 years old. Why would she carry an explosive in her butt? 

I explained to caller that there are several reasons why a pat-down would be performed: to clear an alarm with the screening equipment, random seleclion, a request to opt out, or olher condilions. 
3/13/2013 

5:26:00 She 1s concerned that her under\'llear caused the extra screening. Caller wanted to know why she had to go through this. 
PM 

I advised that, since I did nol have the specifics of the situation, I could only provide her with policy. 

I advised that what she described was within TSA requirements as far as she was reporting 11, but I would be glad to send her information to the CSM at that airport for review. 

Caller said, you have my number, and then hung up. 

Caller disconnected before I could obtain the rest of her information. 



311312013 
5:59:18 

PM 

311412013 
11:00:07 

AM 

I was complain, ng a t>o ut the pat down on p eo pie with art1f1c1al joints, even when they are carrying proof of the reason for setting off the check points. 
The emb arra ssi ng situations for the elderly is rid i cu Io us and ti me consuming, 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: HYPERLINK "mailto:tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com"tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com 

Subject In Response to your inquiry. 

Date: March 9, 2013 2:22:32 PM EST 

To: HYPERLINK~b~1_(6~)-----------------~ 

Thank you for your e-mail regarding changes to the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) prohibited items list. 

Effective April 25, 2013, small knives no wider than 0.5 inches and no longer than 2.36 inches or 6 cm (from tip to where it meels the handle or hill) are permitled in carry-on luggage. Knives with locking blades, fixed blades, or molded grips, as well as 
razors and box cutlers continue to be prohibited from carry-on luggage. 

TS A continues to evo Ive and strengthen its mu It i-la yered approach to aviation security through better technology. exp anded data analysis ca pa bi Ii ties, and enhanced understanding of current i nte 11 ig en ce, The decision to permit certain items in carry-on 
luggage was made as part ofTSA's overall risk-based security approach and aligns TSA wilh International Civil Avialion Organizalion Standards and our European counterparts. II also allows Transportalion Security Officers (TSOs) to better focus 
their efforts on finding higher threat items such as explosives. 

It is important to note that TS Os have the discretion to prohibit an individual from carrying an item through the screening checkpoint or onboard an aircraft if they believe the item poses a security threat. Therefore, TSA security screening personnel 
make the final decision on whelher to permit items inlo lhe sierile area of the airport. If a passenger is unsure if an ilem meets the requiremenls described above, TSA recommends thal the ilem be placed in checked luggage. 

For more information on these changes, please v1s1t http://www.tsa.gov/p1l-sharpobjects. We also encourage all travelers to familiarize themselves with TSA Travel Tips pnor to their trip. Our Web site has information about prohibited and permitted 
items, the screening process and procedures, and guidance for special considerations that may assist in preparing for air travel. Passengers can go directly to these tips at htlp:l/www.tsa.gov/traveler-information/. 

Caller slated that she has nol flown is quite some time and seen in a AARP magizine aboul TSA Precheck Caller stated lhat some thing happen awhile back and she cannot tolerate people touching her. She also staled thal she has some health 
issues in regards to flying. Caller stated that she heard something about travelers over the age of 75 even though she is not over the ages of 75 and needed information on that as well. Caller asked if United Airline participates in the Frequant Flier 
program Advised her th at they did. Ca 11 e rs u I ti mate go al was to avoid the screening process ad ivsed her that was not an option that she wo u Id have to go through the AIT or a through p atdown. Gave the caller a t>ri ef explanation of the TSA precheck 
program and she stated that the Freq u ant flier program would better suit her. 

Gave the following info: 
The Trans po rtat1on Security Ad mini strat1on (T SA) is undertaking efforts to enhance sec u nty and focus its resources by moving away from a o ne-s ize-flts-al I a pp roach and applying new i ntel Ii g ence driven, nsk-t>ased s c reem ng procedures while 
enhancing technology and improving the passenger experience at security checkpoints. As part of this effort, TSA has implemented a program to revise screening procedures for passengers who appear to be age 75 and older. Under this new 
screening procedure, passengers who appear 10 be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and lighl outerwear. These new procedures also include permitling an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to clear an alarm, as 
well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

Gave the cal I er the following info: 
Currently, TSA Pre\u2713n.' is limited to selecl airlines and each is contacting eligible frequenl flyers wilh an invitalion to opt-in. Once a passenger opts-in, the airline identifies the individual as a TSA Pre\u2713'" parlicipant when submitling a 
passenger's reservation information to T SA. 



From~b,(61 
Sent: h~rsday, March 14. 2013 1 Jo AM 
To: TSAEx1emalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject COMPLAINT AGAINST TSA IN PHILADELPHIA 

This email is to advise you of my 2A Civil Rights Complaint as described on the TSA on-line site. 

3;;~~0
51; On Thursday, March 7, 20131 was travelling on Southwest Airlines and was at gate E-15 in Philadelphia at approximately 1 pm. 

AM 

311412013 
1A2:53 

PM 

I was already standing in line at position A-30 with 59 other passengers in line and the "B" passengers standing around 

waiting to line up. I was approached from my back right side by a voice that said "mam, put down your bags." 

I turned to see a blue shirt and she then said "this is a random patdown.'' My reply to her was "you are kidding.'' 

She then threatened me by stating "if you want to make this flight you will put your bags down now.'' Now 60 plus 

peop I e a re watching what is going on; some I ooked away and some stared as I ma de a comment to her and put 

down my hand bag and canyon. She then proceeded to put her hands al I over me, including my front and back 

waist right there in the middle of all those passengers. There was never a suggestion to move to a more private 

place probably because the surprise attack came less than two minutes before the line started to move. Note that my 

Caller fiew on 3 12 2013 from SEA 10 Juneau on Alaska Airlines flight 76. She has a stainless steel hip. She said I hat lhe agenl told her that he wishes she had lold him aboul the hip before the screening began. She had to wait 20 minutes for a 
female agent to show up. She said that she also has a neurological disorder and she was stressed and hungry. She said the agent put her four bins of items on the counter. Her computer bounced off and her phone shattered. She said that the agent 
did not use ca re when placing her be longings on the table. She did not want to Ii I e a claim. She said that the items st, 11 work. She was s u bJected to an unnecessary p atdown be cause the re we re no signs posted and her property was damaged. She 
thinks that disabled people are being discriminated against because there are no signs posted at the airport telling them the procedure for going through the checkpoint. She said that she does not want to file a written complaint. She did talk to a 
supervisor who was very nice. She wanted information on the screening of passengers with metal implanls. She wanted her record forwarded 10 lhe CSM because she thinks there should be signs in the airport that provide informalion to disabled 
passengers about their screening options. She said that she will never go through this again and she hates to fly from SEA. 

I gave the following information: If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. TSA has created nolification cards thal travelers may use to 
inform a TSO about any disability. medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening, their use may improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify 
TSOs of their conditions. Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alanm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only 1/they can stand still with 
their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. 
I told lhe caller that to make a formal complaint she would need to submit it in writing. She said that she does not want to make a complain!. 
I advised the caller that I would forward her record to the CSM at SEA for review. 
Disability Description: Caller flies several times a week on United Airlines out of LAX and has a feeding tube that is surgically implanted, He has sealed bottles of liquid nutrition. He is also a member of TSA Precheck. Every time he goes through 
screening there is no consistancy with lhe screening of his botlles of liquid. He slated that someIimes they just look at the liquids an pass him through sometimes they do the ETD swabbing and the lasl time I hat he flew he had 10 go through a paldown 
screening and had to take his belt off. 

Information Request He is wanting to know why the screening process is so different and there is no consistancy at LAX. 

311412013 Response Details: I advised him that when he goes through the AIT screener or the WTM D and an alarm sounds he will have to go through additional screening which would include a patdown. 
2:23:48 

PM I provided him with the contact number for the CSM at LAX Karen 310-242-filill]so he will be able to contact her since he did not want me to forward his information to her. 

Email not sent. 

Incident Deta i Is: Ca 11 er stated that he does not feel di scri min ated again st and he le els that its just bad customer service. 



Fromfb,(6) 
Sent:l hursday, March 14. 2013 8:54 AM 
To: tsaclaimsoffice@dhs.gov 
Subject Formal Complaint - 3 13 13 DCA 

To Whom It May Concern. 

311412013 As a federal employee, I understand the importance of having guidelines and protocol in place to protect our national security. As a frequent traveler I am well versed in TSA procedures, however. today I was shocked, emotionally hurt and violated by 
4:17:53 the actions of Travel Safety Office~(bH6 !at Terminal Bin Ronald Reagan National Airport (March 13, 2013 at 11 :40am). 

PM 

I am currently five monlhs pregnant and was required 10 I ravel for work with the federal govemmenl. Due to regular I ravel during my second trimester, my doctor has advised against me going through the full body scan at TSA checkpoints. Prior to 
today, I have been met with courteous and understanding TSA employees. Unfortunately, today was much different. After telling TSQ(b)(ffi!that I ··was not declining screening,'· but was pregnant, TSOl:E:ii£0made me wait while she argued with other 
officers about who would comp I ete my s c reenrng. Then when she did escort me to be screened she was harsh and u n sympathetic to my situation. 

The pat down procedure that she gave me was a humiliating, offensive. and invasive experience. It appeared that she enjoyed making me feel uncomfortable and intentionally prolonged the process in order to make me more upset. As previously 
mentioned, I have traveled other times during my pregnancy and I have never experienced the treatment or routine that she put me through. TSct:ii:iili] was unnecessarily aggressive in her touching. going down my pants in a manner that seemed 
above and beyond I he two finger be It touch, and using excessive force when sweeping my inner thighs and crotch. 

In addition to the aggressive manner in which she touched me, she was never clear on what she was doing or why. All procedures were explained after she had begun them, so I was often shocked to find her touching me in various areas of my body 
and confused as to the purpose of these touches or her instructions. In particular. she asked me to repeatedly lift my shirt up after I assured her there was nothing between my waistband. As a pregnant woman, lifting my shirt up in public is not 
Hi I 1ravel out of BMI on weekly basis and I have an arlificial hip. Since the scanner has been removed I along wilh multiple olher passengers in same siluation endure pat downs on a weekly basis. Please return lhe scanner and give us back some 

3114/2013 time and dignity 
6:12:29 Thank you 

PM 
Sent from my iPhone 
Dear Mr. I Ms. Decision maker, 

311412013 I think the decision to allow small knives back on planes is beyond the scope of common sense. We were all here for 9111. we need common sense restrictions to remain in play. You can scan, x-ray. pat down or what ever to keep us safe. I'm good 
6: 12:31 with thal. If the flight attendants are not comfortable with this decision: why should we are passengers find I his acceptable. Are you really looking out for my safety? 

PM 

!(b,(6) 



311412013 
827:03 

PM 

To Whom It May Concern: 

This communication is intended to provide information on how a siluation at Midway Airporl Security Inspection Zone (SIZ). The situalion, which occurred on 03/1112013 around 12:00 PM, developed as a small plastic jJr (the size of campbell soup 
can) filled with whole apricot jam was denied passage in my carry-on bag. Subsequently and for some reason, one of the TSA officers who ran a test on this jar (e.g. round white paper used on the jar and then run by the detecting device) set off the 
alarm (As of the time I I efl S IZ, nobody knows for sure why the alarm went off). 

Eventually, I left lhe Security Inspection Zone wilh the jar intact and after TSA did a pal-down on me. I checked in the carry-on bag at the airline counler with the apricot jam jar in it and then returned to the Security Zone, passed through, and went on 
to my flight gate. Here are questions: 

Why did a TSA official offered me, as one of lwo options, to exil SIZ so thal I can check-in my bag wilh the apricol jar WITHOUT first holding me uni ii a thorough inspection of items inside my carry-on bag was conducted? As a matter of fact, it was me 
who asked to have my carry-on bag inspected before exiting. 

When TSA officers just about started to conduct that inspection. again, per my request. higher ranking TSA officials showed up and stated that I cannot exit SIZ until I go through a pat-down because the detector alarm went off. With that, I offered the 
use of lhe body scanner instead of a pal-down procedure. To my surprise, TSA high-ranking officials would not come to see lhe advantage of having me go through lhe body scanner though there was at least one machine in line of sight and funclional 
as passangers were being asked to go through it. Given that the body scanner is superior to hand pat-down procedure, why would high-ranking TSA officials ignore taking advantage of it and settle only for pat-down despite my repeated offers for body 
scanner??? 

It should be noted here that if it weren't for that jar with mom-made whole apricol jam carried in my carry-on bag, none of what I described above would have happened. Nonelheless, the change/overrule of TSA Supervisor's posilion by higher-ranking 
TSA officials led me to ponder about their motive behind this change which was compounded by ignoring my offer of using a body scanner. Further, I first misunderstood the pat-down procedure from TSA officer until later it was clarified to me that it is 
no more than the standard pat-down procedure. With all due respect, I still cannot understand this behavior by high-ranking TSA officials? 

As a law-abiding citizen, I expect to receive an understanding of why this situation was handled as described above. 

If further information is needed, please I et me know by a 11 me ans. 

Best Rega rd s, 



To whom 11 may concern: 

I am writing in regard to the Pre Check lanes at the United Terminal at Ohare Airport. I have been part of the pre-check program since it was initiated at the United terminal at Ohare. and it has been a spectacular addition to the travel experience. 

However. over the pa st s eve ra I weeks, the sea n ni ng machine that had been along s1d e the pre-check lane was moved, so that now al I pre-check passengers have to go through the older sec LI nty machine. For some peop I e. that is not a problem. 
However, I have a hip replacement, so everytime I go through the older machine, I am forced to get a full pat-down because my titanium hip automatically sets off the alarm each time. The movement of the newer scanning machine away from the pre
check lane essentially negates the primary benefit for me of being part of the pre-check program. 

311412013 I spoke wilh the TSA supervisor and he indicaled thal there had been "a lot of complaints", and he encouraged me to contact TSA. 

923:16 
PM 

I recognize that there are likely many reasons for the change, bul I would strongly encourage consideration of moving the newer scanning machine directly nexl to the pre-check lane. Thank you for your consideration. 

[b)(61 

i(b)(61 

kbl(61 

kbl(61 

Hello, 

I fi ew from FLL to HP N yesterday, March 14. 20 13. I had unknowingly brought my expired I ice ns e for ide ntifi cation. I had major credit cards. h ea I th insurance ca rd s. as wel I as a checkbook. I was !rave Ii ng with my h LI s band and daughter. I was to Id that I 
would have to submit to an extensive search, inclusive of a body scan, extensive all over body pat down and a complete search of my carry on items. I informed the officer that this would be very difficult for me, as I am a sexual abuse survivor and have 
PTSO. I was told that I had no choice if I wished 10 fly. I submitted 10 it all. I have been shaking for several hours, my anxiety is out of control. Was this really necessary? Is this truly the protocol for people in my situation? Could nol the officers have 
checked the validity of my license? 

The re has to have been a better way to have gone a bout this. 

311512013..,...,....,.., ______________ _, 

8::;~50 ~[b_l_(B_I _____________ ~ 

ask me how I can help you make the changes that you want to see in your health and in your life 

Website HYPERLINK~b~1_(6~)-------------------~ 

l(b)(61 



Mr. Pistole, 
About 10 years ago I had a valuable Swiss Army knife oonfiscated by your officers, I carry that everywhere because it has a file, magnifying lens, tweezers and pliers among other attachments. I can't imagine anyone using that to take over a plane and 
I won't fly withoul it. Furlhermore I refuse 10 be x-rayed or groped by anyone and I have not flown nor will I sense that possibility has existed. If security was truly the issue you would use dogs like El Al does I believe thal this is not aboul security but 
about cowing Americans into giving up their fourth amendment rights since Muslim woman (and only Muslims lately seem ta be taking over planes) are allowed to self-check. Yeah right, can you imagine one of them bringing it to the attention of one of 

311 512013 your office rs? 0 h I ook I found a born b strapped my stomach' I wonder how that got there? Su re_ 

10_13_17 My wife has wanted to go to Hawaii with me for years and I'd love to visit a Greek island but I won't as long as your search search policies remain the same. I don't have a problem with dogs or metal detectors but I won't take off taking my clothes off 
AM. even my shoes again. I applaud your slep in the right direction but it won'I change my atlilude towards flying again. 

Sincerely, 

kbl(61 

Sent from my iPhone 

Caller states he flew from FLL on US Air. He wanted to express his ooncem about a TSO named~ He is a frequent flyer and has the TSA precheck and loves that. He had to go through the regular line at the security checkpoint. He waited for 
over 30 seconds with his hands high over his head, and when he was allowed 10 go on through he was asked 10 stop. He received a paldown, and he is tired of being treated this way. This kind of IreatmenI shows that the Tourisl win. The TSO palled 
him down in public. He was embarassed. insulted. and this stuff gets worse and worse. When he complained the TSO told him ta take a bus, that he had ta do his job. This is getting like Nazi Germany. This kind al stuff is out al control. He travels 
from Baltimore to South Florida He knows he is keeping someone in a job. He Is an American, and has TSA precheck and people know him. He knows he is going to end up on a list for calling and voicing his complaint and nothing is going to be 
done. 

3;1.i;2~~ 3 Airport: FLL ta Charlotte NC To Baltimore 
· PM Airline: US Airways 

Flight 1682 

Advised Ca Iler: 

TS A mo ni to rs the number and nature of complaints received to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require sp eci a I attention. This wi 11 e na bl e us to ensure prom pt. corrective action 
whenever needed. I I hanked him for calling and letting us know about his situation. 

Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Calegories Identification Requirements; Screening (AIT, Patdown) Current Date/Time: 3115/2013 12:50:50 PM Airporl: Selecl One Dateffime of Travel 

3115/2013 Airline & Flight Number . 
2:14:33 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 

PM TSA Employee: (If Known) . 

~~~emae:~~~:~~ c2o~:!~n~~~1;h~~~:1~:~~ 1~11%~~~i=~i~: toh~;,fi~sda~~:-~~~~~;~~v~:~:2;~~~~:~~n~~~:g~rould you like a response?: True Passenger's Name t._b_)~(_6 ... , __ __.!Phone Number t"'~"--."-,(6,,_-._1 __ _.! Email [._b-')_(_6 ... , _____ __.ITo 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt1on: Ca 11 er stated that she flew recently and she has a comp I amt in regards to the sere en i ng that she received at FL L. 

Response Details: Caller was wanting to know what the new screening procedures are for passengers over 75. 

The Trans po rtat1on Security Ad mini strat1on (T SA) is undertaking efforts to en ha nee sec u nty and focus its resources by m ovrng away from a o ne-s ize-flts-al I approach and applying new i ntel Ii g ence driven. nsk-based screening procedures while 
enhancing technology and improving the passenger experience at security checkpoints. As part of this effort, TSA has implemented a program to revise screening procedures for passengers who appear to be age 75 and older. 

Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alarm as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process 

Apologized to caller and advised her in order for her complaint to be formal thal she would need to submit it in writing, 

Emailed caller the DRFI.Also advised caller that I would forward her information up for review. If they need to get in contact with her for any reason they will so by email. 

311512013 lncidenl Details: Caller said that she placed all of her items in lhe bins and took her jacket off. Caller said she approached lhe WTMD and she advised the agent lhat she could nol go through lhe AIT because she had a brain tumor. She staled thal her 

3A8,07 physician told her to not be exposed to any type of radiation. 

PM 
Ca Iler said that the agent then told her th at she had to undergo a pa tdow n. Ca 11 er said that she told them that she co u Id not undergo a patdown because she has psoriasis and she i ncou nters pain when touched, She said that the a gent ignored her 
request and continued 10 pal her down. 

Due to her medical conditions she stated that she has difficulty standing. She said that she told the agent this and requested a chair. She said that her request for a chair was denied and the patdown continued. She stated that she does not wear a bra 
and the agent lifted her shirt up in front of everyone. She said that she lifted her breast up and searched them as well. She said that her skirt was pulled down and she was searched around the waist. 

Caller said that she has been patted down before, but she has never had her shirt lifted up, her skirt pulled down and her breast picked up.Caller said not only was it painful but it was embarassing as well. She stated at this point she was standing at 
the screening checkpoint in tears. 

Caller said lhat she is not sure if she was discriminaled due to her disability, however she does not understand what happened or why ii happened.She said lhat she went through screening aroun 12:48 and it look so long thal she feared she was going 
to miss her flight. 

Caller said that she flies about 6 time a year and she has never had this happen.Caller said that she was asked if she was 75, and was told ii she was that she would not have had to undergo this screening. 

Ca Iler was up set and was wanting to know what her age had to do with anything. 



The caller stated that her airline gave her this number to ask some questions. She was traveling from ORD to RSW. She was in a wheelchair when she went through screening at both airports. She stated that she can walk short distances and went 
through the body x-ray. On both flights the TSOs made her get a patdown as well even though she knows there was no alarms sounded. She wants to know what the purpose in the x-ray if the TSOs are still going to give patdowns and hand inspected 
bags. She staled thal she was also upset because the patdowns wwere in front of everyone including men and she felt uncomfortable. 

Advised Caller: 

Every person and i I em mu st be screened be fore entering I he secured area of an airport, and I he manner in which the screening is conducted is imp o rI ant. T ra nsporta t ion Security Ofli cers (TSOs) must conduct additiona I screening to resolve an ala rm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 
happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

In addition, passengers may requesl a private screening if additional screening is required or at any lime during the screening process. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the privale screening after the companion 
clears screening. In addition, screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in the public area rather than go to a private area for 
screening. however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area wi 11 not be pe rm,tted to enter the secured area. 

311512013 Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) al thal location. 

423:52 
PM 

The ca 11 er does not have the fi Ig ht information. The caller then stated that one person cl eared her and other TSO stopped her. The le male TSO went through her cometi c bag after it had a I ready went through sere en i ng. She stated that she has never 
be en offered a private pat down, She a I so wanted to know if we sti 11 did not I et passenger I ock their I uggage. She stated that she has to have whee I chair ass i sta nee and if the wheelchair is not there when she arrives it takes to Io ng to get her baggage 
and her baggage is jusl left there. She staled thal she would jusl feel safer is ii was locked. 

Advised Caller: 

We understand and regret lhe discomforl and inconvenience passengers may experience as a result of paldown procedures. Nevertheless, we believe these securily measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring lhe security and confidence of 
all air travelers. 

We still do not recommend for passengers to lock their luggage. However. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) are able to identify, unlock, and then relock certain locks using passkey sets available to TSA screeners, TSA-recognized locks such as 
T rave I Sentry® and Sa re Ski es® are acce pl ed and recognized by TSA for use at al I airports where TSA screening is performed . 

I a po I og i ze that I cannot cl a nfy why you we re se I ected for a pat down in both airports on a 11 three ti mes. I can on I y te 11 you that p atdown are conducts to clear al arms and can be done at random as. In the future 1f reci evrng the p atdown in the general 
public you can always request the private screening. This will be conducted by someone of the same gender and you can have someone accompany you as well. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process will enable us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security 



311512013 
6:00:47 

PM 

311512013 
6:01:53 

PM 

Dear Sirs, 

I strongly oppose your TSA policy change to allow small knives on board commercial flights. 

Small knives do not belong on commercial airplanes. 

It only took a few box cutters with razor-sharp one-inch blades in the hands of terrorists to cut terronze and bnng down four airliners in 2001 - resulting in considerable loss of life and the creation of the TSA the Dept. of Homeland Security and all the 
er, h ariced security pre ca uti o 11s we now experience. 

For the sake of my loved ones who travel by air. please reconsider this policy for the safety of all commercial air travelers and flight crews. 

I note that all major commercial flight personnel unions and air marshals have expressed their strong opposition to allowing small knives aboard airliners. 

As an air passenger, I already endure long waits, humiliating and inconvenient removal of shoes, metallic items, random pat-downs and x-ray scans, plus numerous item restrictions. I do not believe the extra few moments or minutes of time saved by 
TSA personnel, which is the justificalion for lhe small knife policy change, justifies the increased mortal risk to air travelers of allowing small knives lhrough airport securily. 

Searching for and confiscaling small knives during the airport security screening process is part of the job - because small knives no longer belong on commercial airliners, for everyone's safety. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 311512013 4:20:32 PM Airport : CLE - Cleveland Hopkins International Date/Time of Travel 03/15/2013 Airline & Flight Number M 1295 Checkpoint/Area of Airport terminal A 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : When proceeding lhrough the securily screening, I declined the body wave scan in lieu of the pat down option. After declining, I was told to sland out of sight of my luggage and belongings for over 1 O minu1es while the agents could not gel 
a male assist. while there were over 4 unoccupied male agents milling about and chatting and laughing. Upon receiving the pat down, I was not explained my full rights and the gentleman periorming the screening was rude and did not follow 
procedure. I was very upset by his non compliance with the normal practice to explain the procedures and help comfort the traveler that they are not being inappropnately treated. It was an older gentleman approx 55-60, white hair, glasses. slightly 
balding; I was unable to obtain his name as I was very upset and concerned that if if anything was said. there would be some sort of retaliatory screening. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 

Email tb1(6i I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



311612013 
10:59:18 

AM 

Name: Chose not to disclose on C RL/O TE comp I a int su bm1ssi on. 

eMail: HYPERLINK ._b--') ... (6--'1 ______________________ __. 

What happened: 

I was scheduled on a Delta fi1ght at PBI. Going through security at this airport, metal detectors are not used, and all passengers are required to pass through full body scanners. I opted out of the scanning. as, being a physicist, I do not like to subject 
my skin to radiation of that level, I have done this at other airports without incident. Usually. my bags are taken off to the side after going through the scanner. and I am then quickly patted down in a professional manner. I wish that I could say this was 
the case at PBI. I was not allowed to keep visual contact with my bags, which is slightly stressful. At any rate, a mild inconvenience. Yet, the problem came with the patdown. I was forced 10 wait for several minu1es until someone leisurely and 
frustratingly walked over to take me through to where I would have a patdown. The man was a white male approximately 6ft tall and ~50 years old, with the nam~1h·11r;-·, ( .. something. Kiill:§Dwas on his badge. and he has a rather unique 
description. Per normal operatin instructions!rh·11r;-·, !recited all the legalese you make your employees state. He offered a private screening room, which I declined. Then began the patdown. Which took approximately a full ten minutes -far 
Io nge r than at any other airport, ( b) ( ffi as extremely rough on the nice dress shirt that I was wearing, clawing at me with the patd own g I ove s, I know that pa rt of patdown procedure is to get trace amounts of d etecta bl e pa rti cl es onto the gloves for 
analysis. This is fine. Yet the clawing was so rough -- it was something I have not experienced before. I felt as though my shirl were going to be lorn off. He I hen ripped a bu1ton off my shirt in I his process. TH EN, he says "ooooopsss" in a lethargic. 
humorous manner. Exe use my tone here. but you do not fucking treat people Ii k e dogs, which is wha tKiill:§0 under your organization, has done. After the sea n. ~LAUGH ED ALO NG W ITH a fem a I e, African-American TSA a gent, who 
patted on his back and said "GOOD JOB"' I have never experienced something like this in my life. After an extended patdown which is something ENTIRELY DIFFERENT, longer, and far rougher than anything I have ever experienced (and I am a 
rather frequent flier). you can see how irritated I am that I am writing this. Nowhere in the TSA guidelines does it say to claw and ull at a passenger's clothing. The irritating part. however, is the ATTITUDE. Laughing both at me, as well as along with 
anolher TSA agent regarding my humiliating 1reatmen1 is enlirely unacceptable. I cannot believe you let agents such a (b)(ff:, and his compatriots at Palm Beach International airport work in such a manner. As a cilizen of lhe United Slates of 
America, I am treated far worse by TSA agents than I have been in nations such as China with so-called "oppressive" regimes. I honestly cannot remember the last time I was so disrespected. 

I know that I am submitting this with the "I do NOT want CRL/OTE to disclose my name to other offices" box checked, out of fear of retaliation from your agency the next time I am flying. I know that it is not your fault, you who is reading this. Also, it is 
probably not the fault of the person even who hired~ Yel. I strongly suggesl that you revie'°'1(b·:,(6) !record. as he gives the TSA, and America, a bad reputalion (I have nol had issues al olher airports). Why else would I take the time oul 
of my busy work schedule to write this? 

Thank you for your time -- I strongly hope that your agency gets these issues under control. 

When did this happen; 



Disability Description: The caller has flown several times. She stated that she had a ternble experience at the airport. 

She stated that she has urostomy and a hip replacement on the same side. She stated that she went through the body scanner and she got a patdown. She stated that the agent told her that she could not clear her for screening and she was taken to 
the supervisor. She stated that she was walked through the airport to a supervisor for a additional screening. She stated that she was asked if she could remove her ostomy for screening. She stated that she has never been asked to remove the device 
before except in Europe. She stated that they took her to a private screening area. She stated that they told what they were going to do and she asked if they could see the ostomy. She stated that they were trying to be nice. She stated that she acted 
as if she did not know what 10 do for screening of the ostomy. She staled thal she was not asked to pat down lhe ostomy. 

Information Request: She asked how she can avoid this in the future. She asked 1/ Precheck wi 11 he Ip avoid this situation. She asked if she w, 11 always have to do this and she asked 1/ tel Ii ng them wi 11 help the process. 

She did not have all of her previous flight details available, however she provided what she had. 

Response Details: II a passenger uses an ostomy, he or she can be screened without having to empty or expose the ostomy. However, it is important for passengers to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about 

311612013 the os tom y before the screening process begins. 

6:19:31 
PM 

3117/2013 
9:13:41 

AM 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) or the walk through on their own. A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. 

Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT or a walk-lhrough metal detector, lhe passenger s ostomy is subject 10 additional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include lhe passenger conducting a self-patdown of the 
ostomy, followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passengers hands. Even for expedited screeing the ostomy maybe subjected to additional screening. 

Email sent. 

I explained that I can forward this information to the CSM at MOW for review. I aplogized to the caller for the situation. I explained that I will need her flight details and her email address to forward this information to the CSM. 

Incident Details: She stated that this is really an act of poor customer service and she does not wish to file a disability related complaint. 

She stated that she has urostomy and a hip replacement on the same side. She stated that she went through the body scanner and an anomile occured so, she got a patdown. She stated that the agent told her that she could not clear her for screening 
and she was taken to the su pe rvi sor. She stated that she was wa I ked through the airport to a s u pe rvi so r for a add i ti ona I screening. She was asked if she could re move her o stom y for s c reenrng and she to Id them no she co u Id not. She stated that she 
has never been asked to remove the device before except in Europe, She stated that they took her to a private screening area. She stated that they told what they were going to do and she asked ii they could see the ostomy. She stated that they were 
trying to be nice. She staled thal she acled as if she did not know what to do for screening of the ostomy. She staled thal she was not asked to pat down the ostomy down for ETD testing. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Screening 
CuCTent Date/Time, 3/1712013 5:18:21 AM Airport: DCA - Washington Reagan National Date/Time a/Travel· 03/17/20134:45AM Airline & Flight Number· United 1734 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· TSA Gates 10-14 SecurityTSA Employee: (If 
Known) : Ivy Comment : I fiy twice a week and choose 10 not go lhru new machines: therefore, I am submilled to pat downs with my op1-ou1. I had to wail more lhan 5 minutes for a female assist and when TSA Employee Ivy completed my pat down, 
she was so forceful. I almost lost my balance several times. There is no need for this degree of force that makes you lose your balance. Having gone through more than 150 pat downs due to my extensive work schedule, Ivy was so rough that I will 
remember her face and wi 11 request another employee the next 11 me I fly thru T SA 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number : 
Email J/h,IRI 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Disability Description: Caller wanted to file a complaint on a TSO in Las Vegas. 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 

A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours. you need to fill it out and return it to the address on the form. Once the (CMO) has received your claim form, you will be sent a letter of acknowledgement and a claim number. You should keep the claim 
number for future reference when inquiring about your claim. I sent him a claim form via email. I sent him via email the RFI. 

311712013 (TSA) screeners are trained to exercise great care during the screening process to ensure that a passengers are treated with respect and dignity. I do apologized your experience was not satisfactory, and regret if these high standards were not 

12: 12:22 met. 

PM 

Incident Details: The TSO took all his diabetic medication. He had his medications in a black pouch and a doctor s statement concerning his Rx. His test strips, meter strips, and water bottle were taken. He looked on the website and saw all these 
items are allowed. He flies about 2 or 3 times a week and his doctor advised him not to go through the x-ray. He took a doctors statement stating he did not need to go through the x-ray. He does not have any metal implants. He was being forced to 
~ough x-ray and he refused. He asked for law enforcement and they backed down and gave him a patdown. The TSO was aggressive and hurt him in his private area. He had to purchase new diabetic supplies. He called for a supervisor,!(b)(6! 
~ho backed his agenl and would not lislen to the caller. He will be reporting this to the embassy in Washington DC. He states he was treated like a herd of cattle, the airport securily is out of control. He saw one pick up a child by one arm. 

Hello. 

Ju st traveled to Kon a, Hawaii. 
While going lhough the airport home I noticed your AIT. I asked a TSA agent that if I don't want to go through lhe X-Ray I can gel patted down. She told me I was correct. After pulling my bags on the bell to go through lhe bag x-ray a different agent 
agent (male) came up to me and instructed to proceed into the full body scanner. I said I don't want to. He asked me how old I was which I replied 16. He then said that you've switched to "Sonic'" detectors. I proceeded to go through the AIT 

After looking this up online I have failed to see any evidence you have switched to '"Sonic" full body scanners. Do these exist and ii so is it being used at this airport. 

If they don't exist or are not being used at this airport I was lied to by the Male TSA agent after I opted OUT of using the full body scanner and asking for the pat down, forcing me to go through the full body x-ray machine. 

This incident happened at the Kana Intl. Airport on Friday 15th at around 6:30pm Kon a Time. 
3/17/2013 

1 :20:22 Thank you. 
PM 

D 
Sent from my iPhone 

Hello, 

About 45 minutes ago I was in line for security at San Francisco Airport when a gentleman in front of me gently but firmly protested the use of the bodyscatter machine (which was the only machine open at this checkpoint.) The agent in charge said 

311712013 there was no alternative available and he would have to get out of line in order to let the rest of us go through. I was under the impression, however. that bodyscatter is optional. and that one who does not wish to go through the machine can opt to 

1 :20 :36 receive a pat--down instead - as the board next to the machine clearly read. Why, then, was this gentleman told that bodyscatter was the only way of going through the checkpoint? 

PM 
Thanks for your time. 

i(b)(61 

I am six months pregnant and I specifically asked for a pat-down at the Omaha Nebraska airport today. The officer that was directing passengers said not to worry about it that the machine was broken and had me walk through. Little did he know I had 
forgotten my cell phone was in my pocket and an alarm was set off. Two other TSA employees were present when he made that comment including a woman with blue gloves on whom I presume was doing the pat downs. Please tell me why I was 
denied my right and lied to when TSA specifically states, "Q, Can I choose the way I would like to be screened? 

311712013 A. Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do nol wish to be screened by lhis technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough paldown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers 
120:38 of this right." 

PM 
Thank you, 

!rh,IR, I 



3/17/2013 
4:54 58 

PM 

The caller wants to know if she can carry on baby formula for an infant. I explained that: 

When Iraveling wilh an infant or toddler, passengers are also allowed to bring inlo lhe screening checkpoint more than 3.4 ounces of pre-mixed baby formula (in a liquid, or frozen stale); milk products; juice: gel or liquid-filled teethers; bottled water; 
and canned, jarred, processed baby food and essential non-prescription liquid medications. These items also must be declared to a TSO prior to entering the screening area, and the items must be separated from other property. These items will be 
s u bJect to addition al sere en i ng. and passengers may be asked to open a container if required by a TSO. If a container cannot be opened. the containers may be al lowed into the steri I e are a only after it and the passenger undergoes additional 
screening, which may include a patdown. 

The caller was obviously upset that the policy gives the TSOs the authority to require containers to be opened because she uses formula that is perishable after 2 hours. When I explained the alternative of secondary screening she didn't feel that that 
was a valid alternative. 
Caller said that his wife just had a issue in Phoenix where she asked not to go through the AIT machine and they told her she would have to receive a patdown instead. But when they was in Houston they just let her go through the WTMD instead. He 

311712013 asked if what Phoenix said is the correct protocol because even the supervisor al Phoenix said thal it was. 
5:01:38 

PM 
Res pons e- I told him that is the correct protocol lo r when you opt out of the A IT machine. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contacl/index.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!(b 1(6) ! 
Date Time: 3/17/2013 5:3g:o3 PM 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

Namerb)(61 
Email(b 1(6i 
Complaints:Long Lines I Lengthy Wait at Checkpoint 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/AirporUGate/Etc):CI 0003 China Airlines, San Francisco airport International departure gate A9 
Comments: Dear Custom er Service Management. 

My 601h birthday present from TSA was having my worse experience in going through TSA screening @ approximately 2330 3/1512013 at SFO. 

311712013 My flight was Cl 0003 to Taipei. 

7:07:32 
PM 

311712013 
7:07:43 

PM 

My h us band & I opted out of going I hroug h your Pro Vision screening for 
our own reasons, mine I w i 11 detai I I ate r. I travel at least four times/ 
year either locally in the U. SA or averse as & I always opt out of 
having any Xra y screening. I am very fa mi Ii ar with the pat down 
procedure & what the exam should be. 

On this occasion my hand I ug gage went through the screening & I was 
told to wait since I had opted out. However, after waiting for a 
while, no one appeared. In lhe meantime my husband had his opt oul 
process completed so I shouted for him to retrieve my belongings as 
there was $2000 in my purse plus my I Pad in a bin. I then asked 
again ii someone was coming to do the opt out procedure. I was told to 
wait, someone would be there. After now waiting for about 1 O mins., I was 
noticed by a Manager, fh··,1rr1 !& she called for a female 
TSA screener to help me.I waited almost another 10 mins. before 
someone s hawed up. f h ·1 / r;-·, !did apologize lo r the delay. I a tot a I of 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily Complaint: Screening Current Date/Time: 3/1712013 6:12:57 PM Airport: DEN - Denver International Dale/Time of Travel: 0311712013 4:04 PM Airline & Flight Number: Delta 2016 Checkpoint/Area of Airport South TSA 
Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment : I am an Air Force active duty Lt Col and went thru the pre screen because it was sup posed to be quick and easy. I am a wounded warrior and wear a brace on my I eg. Be cause of the brace I received an extremely thorough pat down. If I 
went thru back scatter I would have been only swabbed. 
It look three times as long. 
Pre screen for military wounded is a huge failure Would you like a response?· True Passenger's Name :(b::,(6) rhone Number: fb::,(6) I Email· [b::,(ffl Ira leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link: 
http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Olher Current Date/Time: 311812013 2:36:34 AM Airport AUS - Austin-Bergstrom lnternalional Dateffime ofTravel: 03/15/2013 7:30 AM Airline & Flighl Number DL3299 Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: TSA 
Checkpoint through AIT screener TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : I went through the scanner as I do about 4 times a week every week for the past 15 years and made sure all my pockets were empty. I always hold my cash visibly in my hands. Upon exciting the machine the female TSA agent asked me to 
hand over my money for 'inspection, pat down and counting', I refused asking her 'Since when have people been required to hand over their money to TSA agents?' She yelled at me to comply. I refused saying she had no right to count my money or to 
ask me 10 hand over the cash in my hand. I lold her I would show her what it was and that was as good as it was going to get. She replied I hat ' I was going to miss my plane then, because unless you hand over the money for pal down then you ain't 
getting on that plane·. 

I refused and she yelled at her supervisor to come over and he yelled at me to 'comply or lace the police, criminal action and be detained' if I didn't hand over the cash for inspection. I told him the same thing I told the other TSA 'agent' - that they had 
no right to demand my money (ii was only about S450J and he replied 'do ii or be arrested' I 1ossed it to him and went to get my bags saying to him 'Great you keep it if you guys are so desperate to get money off everyone'. The female TSA agent 
yelled at me so loud everyone stopped 'Do not mover Da not touch your bags until I give you permission to touch a damn thing'' I turned and she threw the money at me and I took my bags. We traded insults for a second about her lack of a GED and 

311812013 customer service skills and her calling me an 'asshole.' 
8:28:15 

AM I left to get my flight and as I walked passed the cop who was watching he said 'She can't ask you for your money, she was oul of line, you should complain.' 

So he re I am, making a comp I a int. I am stunned that a T SA agent would ask lo r my cash. nobody has every done that in a 11 my !rave I - and I trave I, I !rave I about a mi 11 ,on m, I es a year so I have been through T SA checkpoints more times Iha n most T SA 
agents. 

Please clarify the rules on what the TSA agents are allowed to search and what the rules are regarding cash amounts like I was carrying - about $450. I would also like to lodge a complaint about the TSA agent and her supervisor with regards to their 
be hav,our and th reals. 
Would you like a re True 

Passenger's Na,.m,...e,-! .......... '----,.---' 
Phone Number 
Email (b)(ffl 

concerning 1s eedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es 01 her 
Current Date/Time. 3/17/2013 10:4421 PM Airport· MSP - Minneapolis-St. Paul International Date/Time of Travel· 03/14/2013 2:15 AM Airline & Flight Number. 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : I am a traveling mom slill breaslfeeding my lillle one. For thal reason I always carry my pump, cooler, cool packs, and breast milk when come back home. I noted that the knowledge of TSA personnel about breast milk rules is some1imes 
very limited. On March 14 I travelled from MSP and the agent in the front was everything but polite and was saying that I was not authorize ta pass breastmilk and if somebody let me pass the milk before was because they did not care about their jobs 

3118120 13 and did not knew the rules'" When I to Id h, m the ru I es posted on T SA we re clear about the topic he said that the information in the website was prob ab I y old' I have to te 11 th at I feel bad a bo LJI his bul Ii ng attitude. Fortunately. the supervisor came and 
8:28:24 saved the day. He knew the rules and we did the process as the rules say without any problem. Actually, he and the agent that made the pat down were very nice and diligent. We lactating moms have enough with leave our children every week to get 

AM the money and pay the bills, we have enough wilh an &quot:unsupporting&quot: system I hat make us see like breastfeeding is just a luxury and nol a necessity for healthier future for our kids. We do not need TSA bullying al us after an exhausting 
week because he/she do not know the rules. It just takes better and continuas training to give a better service. Thanks far your service (because the majority al you do a great jab') and this can help to make it better. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Emailkb1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

The caller traveled through John Wayne Airport on 3 1 13. She was asked to take out her i Pad from its carrying case. Whenever she retrieved it from the bin, and attempted to use it on her fi1ght. it was damaged. The screen was damaged and the 
sides were bent. 

I apologized ta the caller for the damage done to her i Pad. I advised her that I could send a report to the CSM at John Wayne airport and let them know that her property was damaged. 

311812013 The ca 11 er does not remember where the incident occurred, She was flying on United and her II i g ht left at 6, 55AM en route to IA H , She believes th at she went through security at a pp roxi ma tely 6: 0 DAM, 
1:58:29 

PM I told the caller that I would forward her some claim forms so that she could file a claim for the damage done ta her I pad. 

The caller also stated that she thought that she traveled through Oakland once before and had an issue with a patdown. She wasn t sure where it occurred but she thinks that it was at Oakland, She stated that she recently had back surgery at this 
particular time and the person who performed a patdown was a bit rough. The caller was nol sure of the date and did not want 10 make a complaint. 



311812013 
3:13:59 

PM 

311812013 
4:44:50 

PM 

3/18/2013 
4:45:00 

PM 

Caller stated that they frequently travel from Santo Domingo. Dominican Republic to the US where they usually come through BOS as the port-of-entry. Caller stated that the last time they entered, they were treated very badly due to being in the 
process of transgendered surgery. Caller said that when they were scanned through the checkpoint the TSO said that a patdown was required and took the caller to a private room and did not explain any of the process they were conducting, nor would 
they explain why the paldown was required. Caller said that they believe they were sexually profiled and wanted 10 know how avoid this on fulure flights. Caller went into greater delail about their medical condition, as lhe sex change procedure was 
only ha If comp I eted as wel I. 

Apo I og i zed to ca 11 er for any i na pp ro pri ate treatment they experienced on the II i g ht and exp I a i ned th at if they feel that they we re speci fi cal ly p roli I ed due to sex or med i ca I co nd it ion we could transfer th em to the Multi cultu ra I Branch for further a ssis tan ce 
and to submit a complaint to the appropriate office. Caller said that they did not wish to submit a complaint al this time but instead to avoid any inappropriate treatment in the future. Advised caller that TSOs are trained to properly screen passengers 
and maintain a high level of customer ser,ice, and to explain what is going to happen in each process. Suggested that if the traveler has any issues. they should request to speak to the super,isor TSO on duty or even the CSM at the location. 
Suggested as well 1f they are timid about the screening process they can ask for the STSO or CSM prior to beginning the screening process. Advised caller to contact the TCC in any event they have an issue with their screening so that we may handle 
the complaint appropriately, 
Caller had a NOi inside of his baggage. He was flying out of FLL. He had a TSA approved lock on his baggage. When he got his baggage back his lock was broken. Also when he was going lhrough screening at FLL he and his wife requested a 
patdown whlie waiting on the patdown their baggage got out of their line of sight and now his wifes hat is missing he wants a claim form for his broken lock and the stolen hat. 

Genera 11 y. T SA has no role in priori ti zing. sorting. or trans porting checked baggage, We a re responsible for checked I uggage from the time it is presented for screening u nti I the ti me it has be en cleared of screening. 0 nee ba gg age has been screened 
and cleared, air carriers are responsible for transporting it to its final deslination. As a resull. the amount of time checked baggage is under TSA control is relatively short, though it varies depending upon the operational conditions at each airport. In 
addition, TSA has found that many locks break off in airport baggage conveyor systems. To learn more about TSA's damaged locks. travelers should visit http: www.tsa.gov traveler-information protect-your-property. 
You may file a claim with TSA by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form) in accordance with the instructions. A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. Claim forms are also available on our Web site at www.tsa.gov. If a 
traveler decides to file a claim, it will be processed in accordance with the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TS Os) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items. including disability-related devices and aids, are kept within a passenger's line-of-sight when a passenger is 
required to undergo add1t1onal screening. When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property dunng a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's items and to ensure that the 
passenger is reunited with his or her property once it clears x-ray screening. 

Disability Description; Callers daughter has Cerebral Palsy and is paralyzed on her left side. She wears braces on her feet as well. 

Response Details: I apologized to the caller and told her that all passengers must be screened and everyone may be subject to a patdown. Children 12 and under receive a modified version of the patdown. Our security officers are trained to treat 
everyone with dignity and resp eel. 
If you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition, Federal regulations 
require thal your complaint be put in writing unless your disability prevenls you from doing so. 
I sent her the information about filing a disability related complaint. 

Incident Details; Caller wants to know what the age limit of a passenger for a patdown. They had flown from Missouri to California. Caller was flagged and received a patdown. On the way back they used an airline wheelchair hoping to not get a 
patdown. Her daughter ended up having a paldown and her hands swabbed. She is 12 years old and in a wheelchair. Her daughter is very cognitive and knew everything that was happening. Caller thought it was the most undignified lhing that she has 
ever seen. They would not allow the caller to take her daughters braces off and let her daughter go through the AIT. That was not even offered. 
They did not patdown the twin and her other sister. She bel ,eved that her daughter was flagged because she is in a wheelchair. 
She fiew on March 17th from LAX to Kansas City via Southwest flight number 629. She did not know the gate or terminal, 



1. Information about the person who experienced the civil rights civil liberties violation 

Name: "'kb"-, ... (6"") ____ __, 

Phone#: Cell:-.fh .. · .. ·,, .. R .. ·, ___ _. 

Mailing Address:._l(b-')_(6--'1 ___ _. Brookings OR 97415 

Email HYPERLINK '"("'"b"'"1(""6.,.,--------------------, 

311812013 
8:01:12 

p M 2. Are you Ii I mg in this corn plaint form on beha If of another individual? If yes, p I ease p rov1d e your info rrnati on. 

Name: b)(61 ~~-..,-_,----c--,..-_-_-_-_-_-_-_,------------------' 
Phone #: Ce11-t._h .. ·i ... l'"-R .. ··, ___ _. 

Mailing AddressJ ... (b_••_,(6_._I ___ __,I Brookings OR 97415 

3. Whal happened? Describe your complaint. Give as much detail aboul your experience as possible, including the name of the air carrier, if this occurred at an airport. 

I am starting a form a I comp I amt on be ha If of my wife and wi 11 lo rw-ard contact i nforrnati on of representation once decided upon. 

My wife and I were flying Hawaiian Airlines, originally Flight HA299, form KOA to OGG, on Friday March 15, 2013. At Approximately 0930 we were direcled to an alternative security screening checkpoinl al the airport along with fifty or so other people 
to expedite the process of getting to flights on time. It should be noted that the lines were ridiculously long and apparently poorly ran. I asked my pregnant wife, with her in agreement to opt out of the body scan. and receive a clothed body search. I 



311812013 
10:05:09 

PM 

Hello 

I want to bring 10 your atlention 10 an incident at the Jacksonville airport that I thought was very unprofessional, abusive and humiliating. This matler occurred on Thursday, March 14 at approximalely 9 am as I was checking in for my flight with Della 10 
Atlanta. 

As I was checking in at the TSA checkpoint, there was no TSA Pre, so I was directed to the body scan machine. I opted out and was told to step to side and wait for a TSA agent to conduct a pat down. I am very familiar with the procedure and would 
rather go through I his ritual I hen go through lhe body scan. It look a few minutes for the agent 10 meet me and when he greeted me he pulled a clipboard off the wall and held in fronl of me 10 read a shorl paragraph about being subject 10 a pat down. I 
scanned it quickly and told him I do this all the time and was fine with proceeding. He then snarls at me to ··shut my mouth, that he would read it to me" Now I should point out that he was holding the clipboard in front of me as if he wanted me to read 
it. I told him he didn't have to get an attitude and I could read 11 just fine. He pointed to a camera behind him and stated we were on video and he had to read it so shut my mouth. At this point I waved at the camera as he read it to me, when he 
finished I stated to him that this must be a real power trip for him to which he replied he was just doing his job. This is the only time at any airport that this procedure of reading from a prepared script has been done that I have gone through. He opened 
the gale and had me enter the secured area. I pointed oul my bags bul he told me to leave them that I could see them from his search area. 

Now I must point out that when he a pp roached me at the beginning of this process he was wearing a set of g I oves. When he started the pat down he gave a very b nef speech but did not cover al I the topics no nm ally addressed by the agents. He 
started to conduct the pat down and I asked him ii he was going to change his gloves? All agents go through this procedure in front of me without being asked; it seemed automatic (many of them will tell me to wait while they change their gloves as it 
is required). He then told me for lhe third time to shul my mouth and he did not have to change I hem. Al this point he seemed out of control and very upset so I allowed him unforIunately to proceed (though he would have gone forward with the 
process whether I condone it or not). His pat down was very forceful and rough with no comparisons to others I received. When he finished he walked over to the machine and wiped his gloves and for the first time smiled at me. A moment later I was 
told there was unknown residue d elected and th at my bags would need to be comp I ete I y checked. Al I my bags were opened and wiped down and everything was checked by two different agents ( who we re very courteous). As I was waiting I 
mentioned to the new agents that the original agent did not change his gloves. He heard me and became agitated saying he did not have to change them. I told him he should at least know the procedures ii he was going to work there. He stated he 
was following his correct procedures. I then told him lhat I would accept his apology for handling this process badly. He yelled that he was not apologizing and walked off. A minuIe later he walked back and picked up some baskets and told me again 
that he was not going to apologize. 

The two agents finished inspecting my personal belongings and then informed me that I was required to do another pat down. I asked why and couldn't understand why this was happening - asking again why the original agent did not change his 
gloves because if he had this would nol be happening. I was escorted to a private screening room wilh my belongings and once again went lhrough a pal down with lwo lead officers. I asked them about why the original agent had not changed his 
gloves and I was asked if I had made the request. I told them yes, they looked at each other with a concern on their faces and then told me next time to ask for a supervisor and it would be done. I told them that sure didn't help me this time and this 
was very em ba rras sing as I had a col league waiting for me and being lo reed to take a 11 these u n necessary steps. The two I ead officers were very p roles s ional and he I pfu I and I thanked them for that. As far as my res1d ue search resu Its. I know you 
have deducted by now th at it came up c I ea n with nothing be detected. 

I travel over 160,000 miles a year in the US and have on a whole good experience with the process at the airports. I cannot understand how this agent in Jacksonville can be what you are hoping to present to the traveling public. What he put me 

Caller slated that she was going through security al Dallas Love Field but for got 10 check her bags. She was cleared by securily, had her hands IesIed for Irace explosives, and was cleared to enter the sterile area. She then had to leave lhe slerile 
area to check her bags with the airline. She then proceeded to go back through the security checkpoint and be screened a second time. They again tested her hands with the ETD and this time it alarmed causing her to have to be subjected to a full 
body paid own. She has not Ii red any weapons or touched any exp I os,ve mate ri a Is and she had just been tested by the same machine with no a I a rm. She wants to know why this happened. She is very unhappy with her sere en i ng experience and would 
like to make a complaint to the CSM, All this occured on 03-19-2013 around 6:45am, She is going to be flying on Southwest Airlines flight 1636. She thinks the machine may have malfunctioned. 

3~1:~~~~~ 3 Apologized to caller and advised: 

AM 
TS Os are required to preform a patdown to resolve any alarms that might come from the ETD. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 



Call came in on the ombudsman line and was transferred to agent. 
Ca Iler states she sent her mother to the airport this mom i ng for a flight and got a ca 11 from her mother because of her screening experience, 
Ca Iler was asking the screening procedures if not making through I he sere en i ng process? 
Caller thinks her mother went through the AIT and stated she also had to have her hands swabbed. States she alarmed both and was taken to a private room and had a patdown and while in the room was then asked to remove all her clothing for a 
second paid own. States they inspected her persona I be Io ngings. nothing was found and she was asked to dress and a I lowed to I eave the room and enter the secured area for her flight. 
Ca Iler states her moth er was crying and told her daughter she was to Id to remove al I of her clothing , 
Fl in from LGA, wilh Uniled, via ORD to Colorado Springs, CO. 
(b)(61 is her mothers name. 

a ler state she wants to speak with the CSM at LGA and before ending the call decided she wanted the TCC record to be forwarded to the CSM instead of her calling. 

Reason for Call: 
Screening Complaint and Inform ati an 

Incident Date Time 

311912013 3-19-13 8:30 AM 

9A5:27 
AM 

Flight Details (if applicable): 

1. Airport LGA 
2. Airline: United 
3. Flight #1707 
4. Gate: C9 
5. Terminal: B 
6. Baggage Claim # NA 
7. NOi included? (Yes or No) NA 

Call Resolution: 
Apo I og i zed to ca 11 er for her mothers expe nence and advised information wo u Id be forwarded to the CS M at L GA for review. 
Explained general patdown procedures to caller, 
One screening procedure, which generates discussion and concern among passengers, involves use of paldown searches. Paldowns are used to resolve alarms from the walk through me1a1 detector (WTM DJ, when anomalies are discovered through 
Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ screening, as well as when random screening activities are conducted. 
Ju st wanted 10 I et you thieves know another reason why Americans despise the TSA, and a I ways wi 11. 

My wife has bone cancer and we live in Rio de Janeiro. She had 10 make a special trip 10 lhe US for some medical procedures. While she was there, she also picked up some pain medicalion thal is very hard 10 gel in Brazil. She had a prescriplion 
for all of it. and put 2 of the 3 bottles in her carry-on since the TSA is well known for stealing medication from bags. But she was afraid to put it all in her carry-on since TSA is also well known for making citizens throw things away from carry-ans at 
security check points. Maybe the slack-jawed, gum-snapping idiots at the check point know and obey the law ... maybe not. They just tell you to throw something away and even if they are wrong, you have to do it. 

So of course what she put in her bag was stolen. Asking public servants not to routinely steal from the public is apparently a bit too much. Hopefully she can get 11 replaced locally before she is crippled by spinal pain again. It would be nice if this were 
the first time something like this has happened to us. 

311912013 
10:03:14 

AM I cannot begin to express the depths of my loathing for the TSA and its agents. You have done nothing helpful for America,., only wasted tax money to humiliate and steal from untold numbers of citizens. I look forward to the day that the inevitable 
bud gel disaster causes you all 10 lose your jobs. Until then, enjoy your stolen pain medication ... if there were any way for me to find oul who stole it, they would really need ii. 

I am sure this email makes me a suspected 1errorist in lhe disordered mind of lhe TSA, and I will be flagged for genital pat down next lime I fly. Just don't steal my wife's pain medication while you are feeling my balls and we·1I get along jusl fine. 



Caller says th at he noticed on his I a st In p th at the s c reem ng seems to be different at each airport. He says the re Is no consistency. The sere en i ng equipment and instructions are d1ffe rent. He says that he expected 11 to be the same process at both 
airports. but it was not. 

CAK did not require him to totally empty his pockets. He left some papers and his wallet in his pockets. He says that here he had to remove his belt. 

DEN required him to totally empty his pockets, but he did not have to remove his belt. He says that here he was told he did not have to remove his belt. He went through screening and still had his papers. which were just small scraps of paper. and 
wallel in his pockets because he was permitted 10 do so at CAK. He says thal the officer direcled him 10 lhe side and done a patdown on the pockel area and the groin. He says thal he was upset and objected to this because he felt Iouching the groin 
area, especially in front of everyone. was inappropriate. He says that it was not groping or anything. but he feels this was inappropriate. Caller says that a gentleman with TSA at DEN gave him a card with our number on it to call. 

Flight Details CAK to DEN: 
Airporl: CAK 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight: 344 
Date: 03 10 13 

3119/2013 Time through checkpoint: 5 a. m. 
10:36: 18 Checkpoint Main checkpoint. Caller states there is only one checkpoint. 

AM 
Flight Detai Is DEN to CAK: 
Airporl: DEN 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight: 2671 
Date: 03 16 13 
Time through checkpoint: 9 a. m. 
Checkpoint Main checkpoint. Caller states there is only one checkpoint. 

Advised ca Iler: 
I advised the caller thal I would send to the CS Ms al these airports 10 make them aware of the inconsistency, so they can address the situation at their individual airporIs. I thanked the caller for calling and letling us know aboul the inconsistency. 

Note: Caller did not want to pro vi de an e-mai I address. 

Ca Iler says 1 hat he noticed on his I a st trip 1 hat 1 he screening seems to be different at each airport, He says the re is no consistency, The sere en i ng equipment and instructions a re different, He says that he expected it to be 1 he same process at both 
airports, but ii was nol. 

CAK did not require him to totally empty his pockets. He I ell some papers and his wa 11 et in his pockets. He says that here he had to remove his belt. 

DEN required him to tolally empty his pockets, but he did not have to remove his belt. He says thal here he was told he did not have to remove his belt. He went through screening and still had his papers, which were just small scraps of paper, and 
wallet in his pockets because he was permitted to do so at CAK. He says that the officer directed him to the side and done a patdown on the pocket area and the groin. He says that he was upset and objected to this because he felt touching the groin 
area, es pec,al ly in front of everyone. was in ap prop nate. He says that 11 was not g roping or anything. but he le els this was i na pp ro pri ate. Cal I er says that a gentleman with T SA at DEN gave him a ca rd with our number on it to ca 11. 

Flight Delails CAK to DEN: 
Airport: CAK 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight: 344 
Dale: 03 10 13 

3119120 13 Time through checkpoint: 5 a. m. 
1 0: 36: 18 Checkpoint: Mam checkpoint. Ca 11 er states there is only one checkpoint. 

AM 
Flight Delails DEN to CAK: 
Airport: DEN 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight: 2671 
Dale: 03 16 13 
Time through checkpoint: 9 a. m. 
Checkpoint: Mam checkpoint. Ca 11 er states there is only one checkpoint. 

Advised ca Iler: 
I advised the caller that I would send to the CS Ms at these airports to make them aware of the inconsistency, so they can address the situation at their individual airports. I thanked the caller for calling and letting us know about the inconsistency. 

Note: Ca Iler did not want to pro vi de an e-ma i I address. 



Caller fiew on 2 272013 from Buffalo to RSW. He then flew on 3 09 2012 from RSW back to Buffalo on AirTran Airways. He did not have the flight number. He is a diabetic and had a kidney transplant. He put his liquid medication in the bin at RSW. 
It set off the alarm. The officer asked if he could take the I a be I off the bottle, The passenger said yes, The officer then opened the $ 30 0 bot! I e of kidney medication and tested it, The TSO asked the passenger ii he could do a body sea n. The 
passenger said yes. He said I hat lhe officer used the same gloves to test the medication that he had used for the patdown. His medicalion was contaminated. He asked the officer to change his gloves and he refused. The officer told him they can go 

3119/2013 in the back. The caller said he did not have time to do that. He and his wife had three carry-on bags with them. Only two of the bags were checked. He stated that none of the bags set off an alarm. The only alarm was the medication. He went 
11 : 12: 1 7 through term i na I 4. He was not sure what gate he went through. He wanted to know why only two of the bags were checked. He said that he wants to feel sale when he 1s flying. 

AM 

3/19/2013 
12:16:48 

PM 

I advised the caller that bag that set off alarms are opened and inspected. I told him I do not know why only two of the bags were inspected. I advised him that I would forward his record to the CSM at RSW for review. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Other: Screening 
Current Date/Time 3/19/2013 11 :44:24 AM Airport LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel 03/0712013 12:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: Southwest. Fllight 828 Checkpoint/Area of Airport Security/Screening TSA Employee: (If 
Known)· 
Comment: Thank you for replying 10 my firsl complaint bul I was not satisfied with your generalized response. Specifically I asked if my husband and I are on a walch list and if so, why? Also I want to know why we are always randomly selected and 
how could that be if it is randomly. Lastly how can we stop this especially pat downs and luggage inspection? We are African American and senior citizens why does TSA think we are terrorists or a threat to our country? 
Would you like a response? : True 

Passenger's Name ~kb_·~1(_6~)----~ 
Phone Number : 
Emailfh·11r;··, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Disabilily Complaint Current Date/Time: 3/191201310:11 :49 AM Airport: DEN - Denver lnternalional Date/Time of Travel 03/1812013 4:45 PM Airline & Flight Number: Delta Checkpoint/Area of Airport: A 
concourse TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: I have arthritis and deformities in both my hands and the TSA checkpoint employee demanded that I place my fingers in the loop of my pants to hold them up while he did leg pat-down. 

3119/2013 This caused moderate pain 10 my hands and great embarrassmenl when lhe TSA employee berated me and threatened to take away my lickel for not complying and holding my pants up I hey way he wanted with my deformed hands. 
121658 

PM The experience left me in shock, the TSA agent is the classic bully, that my 5th graders are taught about in school. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name fh·\/r;··, I 
Phone Number ·kh·11r;··, I 
Email j/h,IRI I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

To Whom it may concern: 

On March 7th I was coming back from Flight Path, which is a non-uniform company mandated meeting, through the POX airport. I wasn't in uniform when I came through security. They told me I couldn't have my full size product if I wasn"t in uniform, 
so I was escorted back out of security and all I had with me was my uniform tops. So I changed into them. but I was still weanng my black Jeans and black shoes, and went through security again. I was asked if I was on duty and I told them yes. They 
let me through, no problem. I had my tags around my neck and crew tags on my suitcase. I was sitting in A gates waiting to deadhead back to Boise and 4 TSA agents and a policeman came up and said There you are. please come with us"', I asked 
them what was going on and they said I was a security breach and they had to shut down lhe line I was in because of it. They escorted me back upstairs to security. They had me give them my suilcase, ID lags, and purse and had me stand in the 
footprints and I was given a body full pat down. They didn't' ask me if I would like to do this in private. They re-X-rayed my bag and then took it apart completely in front of everyone coming thru security and took my $15 bottle of hairspray and $1 O 

do 11 a r bottle of body wash. I to Id them had I known 11 wou Id be an issue I wou Id have brought my uni lo rm or I eft my product ho me. I came through every other security check point out of uni lo rm just Ii ne on my way to Port I and. Being a newer flight 

311912013 attendant, I didn't know POX security is different from other TSA. 

2_07.33 I am a flighl a11endant for Horizon Air with all my credentials on me. 
· PM The police officer took my name and number and address and the TSA super,isor did the same. I was so shaken up, I didn't get names. But the TSA super,isor who had me tracked down like a common criminal was a short, blonde woman with moles 

on her face. I believe her last name started with MC .. 
I am ap pa 11 ed that being a Flight attendant with everything but uni form pants, I was hunted down Ii ke a dog by 5 peop I e and escorted Ii ke a cri mi na I through the airport and treated this way. I had my Known Crew tag , my Horizon employee ID, drivers 
license and FAA card all staling who I was. I felt humiliated and degraded. I almosl missed my flighl because of I his. 
This was an extreme abuse of power. I understand the rules and abide by them without complaint. I remained calm and compliant with everything they wanted. but I was madder than hell. I understand TSA's position and what they deal with on a day to 
day basis. but I am an airline emp I aye e with al I the c red e nti als. The re was no reason other than having the wrong pants on for them to treat me this way. 



311912013 
2:07:40 

PM 

Complaint Information: 

Name: [b ,(6) .. _ ---'--;_:.:.:,:.:.:.:.:.:..,--' 
Phone# Cell: !(b)(61 !Home: ""kb"'")("'-6~1 _ __,!Workk~b~)(~6 ... 1 __ _. 

Mailing Address: l(b)(6) !Prescott AZ 86305 

'--;::::=======----------~ 
Email: HYPERLIN1._b_,_(6_) ________________ __. 

Whal Happened? 

I was travelling on Southwest Airlines on Thursday, March 14, 2013. My destination was San Diego. My flight# was 4805 and my fi1ght departed at 9:20 pm. At approximately 7:45 pm I approached the secunty checkpoint at Sky Harbor Airport in 
Phoenix, AZ. The line was short. As I approached the conveyor belt to place my luggage on it, I removed from my Quart-sized Ziploc baggie 4-15ml bottles of do Ten-a essential oils and asked the attendant to keep the bottles from going through the x
ray machine. The x-ray can damage the oils, which are expensive d which I use as alternative medicine. The attendant said thal I could do lhat, but lhat I would have to have a "pat down'. I said I was willing 10 do that to save lhe oils. I was taken aside 
by two female TSA agents who explained the "pat down" process. At the conclusion of the explanation they offered me a private screening. which I accepted. The two female TSA agents led me to a small room and conducted the "pat down" At the 
conclusion, the one who did the "pat down" went to check if there was anything ·on her gloves" When there wasn't anything found, I was told that I was cleared and free to go to my gate. I left Security and headed toward gate C-19. Once I located my 
gate, I used the rest room and then bought a co u pie of ta cos at Sir Veza s restaurant, I no sooner began to eat my dinner when 3 TS A agents s u n-ou nded my tab I e and told me I needed to return to Security, When I asked why, none of the T SA agents 
could give me an answer. They took my stuff, not letting me gather my things myself. We all walked back 10 lhe Security check-point area. A lady agenl approached me and asked for my boarding pass and my ID. I gave her both. She then directed me 
to the x-ray machine again. where my things were put on the conveyor belt AGAIN. There seemed to be a lot of commotion and no one was communicating with me. I was left standing there, dinner getting cold, and no direction from anyone. The 
orig i na I T SA agent ( who was about to clock out) said she had no idea what was going on. Finally the agent who I ooked in charge said, "Passenger has be en cleared, I was pe rm1tted to gather my belongings and head back to my gate. It was very 
embarrassing and frustrating to have to go back and do what already had been done. My food was cold now. No one bothered to apologize or ask if they could assist me back to my gate. 

I found a place to eat my dinner, used the restroom again and got in line to board the plane. I boarded the plane, found an aisle seat (I was A-32 boarding pass) and put my can-y-on in the stowaway bin above me. I buckled my seat belt and then 
immediately heard the Southwest atlendant call my name over the loud speaker. I identified myself and he asked me to remove my carry-on luggage and exil the plane. This was even more humiliating lhan the second time. I was mel by two TSA 
agents at the entrance to the plane. They told me they needed to search my bag and swab it. They made me open my luggage in the waiting area and did 5 swab passes of my luggage and shoes. One agent stayed with me, the second took the swabs 
and left. The plane was now boarded and waiting for me to get on so they could take off. A Southwest employee asked the TSA agent with me 1fthey should wait which thankfully he replied 'yes". A few minutes later the TSA agent I was with received 
a phone call I had been "cleared" and I was finally allowed to board the plane. I lost my seat and had to sit next to a woman who reeked of alcohol. By then I was completely frustrated and stressed by all the commotion caused by my not wanting the 
oi Is to be x-ra yed. This situation was a bsol u tel y ridiculous. 

Hello, 
I was just given a pat down at the Moline airport. I have traveled quite often and I have never had a TSA agent reach inside my pants. I feel very violated and embarrassed as I was traveling with coworkers. I don·t mind being patted down as I know 

3119120 13 it's an extra security me a sure. but reaching inside my pants ( which we re tight f1tti ng) was i nap prop ri ate and it comp I ete ly embarrassed me. I understand airport sec u nty is an import ant part of our national security and I am happy to comply with TSA 
4:05:22 regulations. but I feel that was going too far. Thanks. 

PM 

Date: 3/1/13Time: 2:15 PMAirport: IAH 
Dale/Time of Travel: 311113 3:31 PM Airline & flight number: United UA5289 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: TSA agen1l(b}(6} lwas unprofessional and disrespectful. She was discourteous by being impolite and delaying my pat-down. I explained I 
was pregnant and she_ confirmed to be inconsiderate. Agentl(b_:1(6_) ~nd Superviso~ot involved and resolved my frustrations with agent Isom. She should be fired' 
Pass en er's Name (b )(6 :, 
Email 1h·11rr-, 
03/01113 STSO 

311912013 IAH TS ._b--'1 ... (6--') __ _. 

4:06:06 
PM ~~~:f~i«~IMessaae---

Sent: Tuesday, March 19. 2013 3:40 PM 
To: TSA-ContactCenter 
Subject TSA screening experience - complaint 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time. 3/19/2013 1 :58:22 PM Airport. MCO - Orlando International Date/Time of Travel· 03/18/2013 7AO AM Airline & Flight Number. SWA Checkpoint/Area of Airport· 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · Due to a glut of spring break travelers the airport was experiencing I had very I ittl e time to spa re to get to my flight and was subject to a very thuggish patdown by a large menacing b I ack man who gave me no explanation, 

This thug was treating me like a criminal and was behaving in a menacing way. If I touched someone the way he did me, I would rightfully be arrested. Why is it ok for him? 

3119120 13 Al tho ugh he did not use any racia I s I urs I do suspect his behavior had a raci a I component, Again, th at is only a suspicion on my pa rt, 

4:06:34 
PM 

I could not tolerate his hands on me any more and started to take my pants off so he could examine them without molesting me further. 

This triggered what I view to be an extreme overreact ion where I was subjected to police i nte rroga ti on. i ntenti o na 11 y de I ayed Io ng enough to miss my II i g ht, and treated Ii ke a criminal, 

I want to know ·why· he and his s u pe rvi sor are not in prison. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name . (b)(ff:, 
Phone Number 1h··,1rr, 
Email (b i(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller is wanting to make a complaint for a screening incident that happened to her on her flight from DFW to Vegas. The officers pulled her aside and did a patdown to her hair. Since she is an African American woman, she feels that she was 
d1scri mi nated against be cause of her race si nee they singled her about becuas e of her hair texture and sty I e. 

CCR informed her: 

If a passenger's hairpiece sets off the metal detector alarm, the hairpiece must be inspected visually and the passenger's head area must be searched with a limited patdown. If the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) determines that the hairpiece 
needs to be removed, the TSO mu st offer the person the op po rtun ity to remove the hairpiece in a private screening area. 

CCR transferred her through to the MB branch at ~(b·:,(6I Rusty 

311912013 Caller fiew from DFW to LAS. Caller went through the body scan, after going through she was told that they needed to patdown her hair. Caller states that this has never happened to her before. She states that this did not happening to anyone else. 
5:03: 1 o She believes I hat I his occured due to her being an african american, with naturally curly hair. She slates I hat I his occured on 3 14 13. 

PM 
Caller states that when she flew from LAS she went through the Al T th ere as wel I. She states that after going through the A IT, the female TSO that was conducting the screening patted down her behind and cupped 11. She did not describe to the caller 
what she was doing. that she was doing it, nor gave a reason for this. 

LAS to DFW 
3 17 13 6:45 AM Amencan Air 

Advised caller that I would email her a RFI regarding her complainl of discrimination. Advised caller thal it must be in writing to be formal. Advised caller that she should place as much information as she can into the complaint: what she told me, and 
any other inform ati an she can remember. 

Advised caller that I would forward her complaint regarding the patdown to the CSM at LAS, to have them check and see if this was done appropriately or not. 

Feedback Type Civil Rights/Liberties 
Categories: Other (fill in box): Disability Current Date/lime: 3/1912013 4:09:21 PM Airport: BGM - Binghamton Regional Date/Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 

311912013 TSA Employee: (If Known) 

6:11 : 10 Comment · Why can't people be given the choice to have a hand held scanner screening instead of a pat down? People with artificial joints, etc .. do not object to the walk through, but obviously will not pass it. The pat down is embarrassing and 
PM somet,me hum,l,at,ng. 

Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 

Email =f b)(61 ( 
To leave a comment concern1ngn1s feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



311912013 

Caller wants Ii I e a comp I a int about how things we re hand I e flight. 
Caller packed everything in clear plastic bags. Everything was in disarray and she is missing clothing. There is no NOi. 
In Milwaulkie the caller left her keys in her pocket and was subjecl to a patdown. She recenlly had surgery and informed the TSO bul they patdown I hat area anyway which she said caused her uninlentional bruising. They also kept her purse at least 15 
feet out al her reach and she is now missing $100.00. 
Her water was tested at another leg of her fi Ig ht and she saw a chemical drop in her water. 

In formation conce ming I he Pa td own: 
Mi lwa kee, TSO name was not notated, but she was a supervisor. 
Brown hair with a po nytai I. 

8:02:55 Apologised to caller. 
PM Please note that TSA assumes a very limited role with respect ta checked baggage handling. We are only responsible for checked baggage from the time it is presented for screening until the time it has been cleared of screening. Once checked 

baggage has been screened and c I ea red. air I in es are res pons i b I e for transporting 11 to its fin al d esti nation. As a result, the amount of ti me checked bag gage is under TSA co ntro I is relatively short. 
Many airports have automated in-line baggage screening systems which can screen and clear a bag remotely. resulting in no physical inspection at all. However. if a TSO needs to open and search a checked bag, the TSO will place a Notice of 
Inspection (NOi) inside the bag to alerl the passenger that his or her bag was searched by TSA. Additionally, lhe NOi contains instructions on what to do if the passenger has a complaint. The lack of an NOi suggests lhat TSA might have never 
physically opened a passenger's luggage. 

Thank you for contacting TSA with your concerns regarding travelers with disabilities and medical conditions. Specifically, you were inIeresIed in filing a civil rights complainl because you believe thal you, or someone you know, were discriminated 
against by TSA on the basis al his ar her disability or medical condition. 

The below statement posted on your TSA site must be the generic response all for all of your inappropriate discretion, did you provide this statement to the active duty marine you treated inappropriately and with disrespect? 

(b)(61 

3/19/2013 
8:0448 

PM 

Your rnattent,on to detail and bad procedures in addition to a lack of common sense Is a refiect,on on those involved and the TSA at large. You people should be ashamed of yourselves. 

--------------------------

TSA Statement 

"TSA regrets inaccurate guidance was provided to this family during screening and offers its apology. We are committed to maintaining the security of the traveling public and strive ta treat all passengers with dignity and respect. While no pat-down 
was performed. we w, 11 address specific concerns with our workforce." 



311912013 
8:13:29 

PM 

311912013 
10:01:33 

PM 

The caller traveled from SEA to SNA on 3 15 13 with Alaska Airlines. She doesn t have the fi1ght number. She departed from Gate N6. The fi1ght was scheduled to depart at 5: 1 Spm. however it was delayed until 5:55pm. She was at the checkpoint at 
3pm. 

The caller indicated that she has a knee brace and was in a wheelchair. The scanner beeped when she passed through .. The TSO asked if she could remove the brace. The caller indicated that she could not. The TSO advised that she would have to 
receive a pat down. The TSO placed her hand to near the scanner during the pat down and it beeped. She was advised that her carry on bag would have to be physically inspected. Another female TSO was called over at this time. She indicated that 
al I of her items were removed carelessly from her carry on bag and hap hazardously th row n into the bin, 

The female TSO responded rudely to her after the caller asked that she be careful with her items. 

The female TSO stated that she had too many liquid and gel items and some would be have to be discarded. The caller indicated that these items were in adherance to the 311 Rule. The items included: 

2 small tubes of toothpaste 
tiny bottles of mouthwash 
I otion, sh am poos and co nd it ions 
was for eyes 
and other I iq uid and 9e I i terns. 

The caller asked to speak with a supervisor, The female TSO indicated that she was the supervisor and did not get anyone else for her. The caller knows that everyone has a boss. 

The caller indicated that when they were finished with the physical inspection she was advised by the TSO Supervisor advised that she would have to patted down again. The caller indicated that the pat down was conducted inappropriately. The TSO 
groped her. She thinks that she was a nasty lesbian. 

The screening was nol completed until 4:48pm. Her flight was scheduled to board at 4:45pm and they still had to travel to the boarding gate. 

She le It that the add i ti o na I screening was done purposely make her miss her flight. 

She only made her flight because the flight departure time was delayed until 5:45pm. 

The caller indicated that the TSO Supervisor, who she believes to be named!(b )(6) !was on a power trip. 

She indicated that a curling iron was broken and her bag was such a mess that ii will take days to sort out. 

Feedback Type · Civil Rights/Liberties 
Calegari es : Age; Speech 
Cur,-ent Date/Time, 3/1912013 9:08:43 PM Airport: IAH - George Bush Houston Intercontinental Date/Time of Travel: 03/19/2013 11:30 AM Airline & Flight Number, United Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Terminal C TSA Employee: (If Known)· middle
aged white male, middle-aged white female, middle-aged Hispanic male (names unknown) Comment To Whom It May Concern: 

I was travelling from Houston, Texas (IAH) to San Antonio, Texas (SAT) on Tuesday, March 19. 2013. At approximately 11:30am, I entered the TSA checkpoint in terminal C. Upon approaching the screening process. I was directed to the AIT. I told the 
woman directing the procedures that I would like to opt out. I have done this on multiple occasions before and am fully aware of what I am doing. I am 16 years old, but I am cognizant of my civil liberties and rights as a U.S. citizen and traveler. After 
she called for a male assist, a white male who appeared to be in his S0's approached me and asked my age. When I responded, he laughed and lhen began to lec1ure me aboul how the machine did not emit radiation and attempted to persuade me not 
to opt out. I told him that I was fundamentally opposed to the screening process and he laughed once again. I was then directed to the other side of the AIT where I was given an extremely thorough pat-down by a trainee--no major complaints there, I 
understand the procedure. However, my mother, who was travelling with me. took a picture of the pat-down from a distance. in line with her rights as a traveler (published on TSA's website) and as an Amencan citizen. The middle-aged white male got 
extremely angry, told the trainee to halt the pat-down, and called for a supervisor. I told him that she had the right to take a picture; he denied this, After the supervisor ar,-ived. she called for the manager of security, a middle-aged Hispanic male. He 
arrived and said something along the lines of, &quot;this is MY securily checkpoint and I am NOT going to allow photography&quot; when I explained lhat it was her First Amendment right, decided by Gilk v. Cunniffe, to pholograph or film as long as 
she did not directly interfere with the process. A middle-aged white woman also involved herself in the process. and began to rummage through our carry-on luggage without even informing us that she would be conducting a search. One item in our 
bags was not complaint with 3-1-1 and she ndiculed us, saying something along the lines of, &quot;I thought y'all were so knowledgeable about the rules.&quot My pat-down. which felt quite aggressive after this incident, continued, and the m1ddle-
ag ed white fem a I e and ma I e both seemed very eager to make our travel experience as difficult as po ssi bl e simply because I opted out and my mother exercised her First Amendment rights, 

Please remind your screeners at IAH. particularly those individuals working in terminal C this morning. that filming and photography are permissible within the checkpoint and that belittling of their clientele is not only bad customer service but is 
blatantly unconstitutional . especi a 11 y when done so based on age or po I iii cal affi Ii ati on. 

Thank you for your lime, 
Cosmo A I brecht 
San Antonio TX 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name t .. b ... 1 ... (6"-.. '-, ___ _. 
Phone Number : 

Email !(b 1(6) ! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



From[b)(6) 
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 11 :04 PM 
To: TSAEx1emalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject pat-down due to baby food 

Hello. 

312012013 On Sunday evening (March 17, 2013) I flew out of EWR on United Flight 1152 at 7:10 pm. When I went through the security checkpoint for Terminal C around 5:00 pm, I was told that the 8 ounce container of vacuum packed milk and the squeeze pack 

10.07.15 of pureed fruil thal I had in my carry-on luggage for my baby daughler were allowed items, but because they could not be 1es1ed, I had to subrnil to a pat-down in order to take them wilh me. The TSA agents were polile, and the pal-down was fine, but I 
AM. don t understand the logic of the pat-down. What does patting me down have to do with the contents of the packages of food? This is the second time that this has happened to me at Newark. but not at any other airport. PDX and MIA being the 

airports th at I frequent most often. It smacks of harassment of passengers to demand that they submit to a pat-down in order to take al lowed items on board. 

Sincerely, 

kbl(61 

[b)(6) 

New York, Y 10007 

kbl(61 

HYPERLINK~fb_,_(6_) ____________ ~ 

To whom it may concern, 
I have been keeping track on the many instances where you DARE to take away a d1sa bled girls stuffed toy. you hum i I ,ated a veteran by doing a u nne sscessa ry rough pat down & a 11 the other numerous id1oti c thing you have done. 

312012013 I as many other TRUE AMERICANS will see your organization abolished & you & your employees without jobs.homeless,& without guns etc. to defend themselves.then you will have no one to cry to,as none of US will not protect you nor your 

12, 10:45 in.competent slaves. 
PM Sincerely, 

312012013 
2:05:58 

PM 

A Ame rci an patriot 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:l(b 1(6) 
Dale Time: 312012"'0.,;13,,....,.1 :"'2..,.1 "":4"'2""'P""M.,..... 

NameJ!b i(6i 
Email/h.1/f';'·, 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening/Pat Down Sc reem ng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 
Comments:TEAM SEXUAL ASSAULT DISHONORED ANOTHER WOUNDED MARINE AT PHOENIX SKY AIRPORT• IT SEEMS THAT COMMON SENSE IS NOT SOMETHING TSA HAS. BETWEEN THE RAPE OF YOUR BOSSES (ALL 
AIRLINE PASSENGERS) BY NAZI GOONS AND THEFT. YOU HAVE NOT LEARNED A THING. OF COURSE THE MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD AND OTHER TERRORISTS MUST BE PLEASED. YOU ARE ATTACKING AMERICANS NOT 
TERRORISTS• TOO BAD TH ERE IS STILL AN Al RUNE IN DUSTRY1 YOU COULD BE OUT OF A JOB. CRIMINALS AND SEXUAL PERVERTS ARE ALSO BEi NG EMPLOYED BY YOU TOOi I WILL NEVER FLY AGAIN AS LONG AS YOU EXIST• 
YOUR TACTICS FRIGHTEN AMERICANS ESPECIALLY ME!' 



3/20/2013 
2:1146 

PM 

Caller fiew from ATL to TPA on 2-18 and had a backpack that contained her cell phone inside a pocket. She laid her backpack on the conveyor belt and she felt to ensure the phone was in the correct pocket. She has had a knee replacement and 
always has to have a p atdown, Ca 11 er states th at someone sto I e her ce 11 phone wh i I e she was receiving her p atdown, 

She is flying again from TPA to ATL and will place in her purse this time. She asked if there is a lost and found she could check with for her phone. She said her brother in law had his coat stolen while he was going through screening by another 
passenger at another airport, so, she knows that these things ha pp en. 

She departed at 12:45 PM, Flighl # 155, Gate# not available, Terminal C, Airtran. 
Approximately 1 O AM when she went through security checkpoint. 
The phone 1s a black Samsung, looked like a blackberry. The cover 1s pink and gray with flowers on the back. 
Caller asked if she could retrieve her items before she has the patdown? 

Response: 
TSA regrets that you found items missing and or damaged from your carry-on luggage. 
Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Custom er Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation, 

At most airports across the country, TSA has procedures in place for handling lost and found. Items found at screening checkpoints and areas where TSA performs baggage screening are turned in to the appropriate. designated airport authorities. We 
suggest trave I ers contact the airport where their items we re misplaced or I ost. 
Atlanta 
Ha rtsfi e Id I nl ernationa I Airport 
404-530-2100 ext. O 

Once an individual enters screening they may not touch their uncleared belongings unless they have been directed to do so by a Transportation Security Officer. This includes handling carry-on baggage. items. or belongings during the screening 
process. In addilion, Federal regulation prohibits interfering with, assaulting, threalening, or intimidating screening personnel as I hey perform their screening duties. 
Greetings, 

I am writing to complain about lhe way lhat I was treated when going through securily al LAX Terminal 6 on March 15, 2013 at approximalely 7:45pm. In preparing for my trip, I read TSA's websile for information on bring my contact solution 
in my carryon luggage and discovered that it should be ok being larger than 3 ounces as it is medically necessary. 

My bag was scanned at the airport and pulled for a bag check. I was informed that they needed to test both my saline solution and my contact disinfectant solution. My saline solution passed the initial test but my contact disinfectant solution did not. At 
this poinl. I was informed that I would have 10 have an enhanced patdown and I hat bolh my of bags needed 10 be searched. During my patdown wilh my back to my bags, I noticed I hat another agent began to search my bags. At this point, I became 
alarmed and notified the agent that he should not be searching my bags without me watching. The female agent searching me then sarcastically remarked that I could see my bags so it was ok in spite of my back being turned. After the bag search was 
complete, I expected that my solution would be given back to me and I would be fine as no one had completely explained the procedure to me. It was at this point that the supervisor then sarcastically asked me if I was aware that my solution would not 
be allowed to go. I expressed that I was not as my solution is medically necessary for me to clean my contacts. He then asked me ii I would like to for him to call the specialists to test my solution and I readily agreed. I waited around 10 -15 minutes for 
the specialists to show up. Frankly, I was a little frighlened when they did show up as their shirls read explosive specialists and I couldn't imagine thal my contact disinfectant solulion required calling what appeared 10 be TSA's equivalent of the bomb 
squad. While the specialists were preparing to test my solution, I looked up and was surrounded by approximately 6 different TSA agents. My solution was finally cleared by the specialist and I was released and allowed to go to my flight. The overall 
process took a pp roxi mately 4 5 minutes. 

312012013 There were two agenls that attempted 10 help me through the process. First was whal I believe is the OSS agent that was on duty I hat evening who attempted to comforl me and gave me information on how to file a complaint. Second was lhe overall 
supervisor who attempted to explain that the agents were simply following procedure. I told him that I understand procedure but was shocked to learn that this was the procedure for contact disinfectant solution as many people need to carry it with them 

4:06:4 7 . h . I H h d f · PM In t err carry-on uggage. e a no response or this. 

The entire process left me in tears and feeling humiliated for simply trying to bring my contact disinfeclant solution in my carry-on bag. I also suffered from a lack of informalion al each slep and was treated wilh disrespect with agents speaking to me 
rudely and laughing at me. I have several upcoming trips this year and am terrified of this happening each time, I attempt to fly. I believe that there are several resolutions to this. I understand needing to test medically necessary liquids for explosive 
mate nal s. However the process taking as long as it did with me is u nacce ptab I e as 1s the way that I was treated. 

1. The explosive specialists should be posted in each security area or no further than 5 minu1es away so I hat lhe liquid can be quickly tested and the passenger can be cleared. If this is not feasible, I hen the supervisors located in each securily area 
s hou Id be trained in how to test the I iq uid so as not to further delay passengers. 

2, The entire process s hou Id be explained to the passenger so that the passenger is informed and not un n ecessa ri ly frightened. 

3. At the very least, TSA should update its website and warn passengers who carry medically necessary liquid that is more than 3 ounces that their screening may take significantly more time and should arrive at the airport 2 112 to 3 hours early. If I 
had not been at the airport 3 hours early because that was the on I y 11 me that I could get a ride to the airport, I would have been in rea I danger of mi ssrng my flight 

Finally, I urge you 10 Ira in your agents to treal passengers going through addilional screening with respect and kindness. 



Disability Description: Callers disabled son Is in a wheelchair. Normally when the wheelchair alarms the TS Os have the caller pat him down. 

In ORD, lhe machine beeped when lhe wheelchair wenl through. She pul their bags on lhe conveyor belt. The TS Os took lhe child 10 do the paldown without the caller. Nothing beeped on the conveyor bell but the TSOs told her I hat not only did the 
child need a patdown. but so did she and their luggage. She told them that that is not how the screening had been done in the past. They basically told her to shut up. Caller talked to the supervisor and asked why they were doing this. They made her 
feel like a criminal. She wants to file a complaint. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: I gave her the following information: 

Your complaint can be sent to either 

TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 

or vis postal ma i I to: 

312012013 TransporIation Securily Administration Office of Disability Policy and Outreach 
601 South 12th Street TSA-33 

4:~~25 Arlington. VA 20598-6033 

312012013 
5:43:49 

PM 

I told her I could take her information bul it will not be a formal complaint unless she puts ii in writing. She said she would write in the complaint. 

Incident Details: She said if he was not in a wheelchair they would not have been put in that position. 

Your complaint can be sent to either 

TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 

or vis postal mail to: 

Transportation Security Administration Office of Disability Policy and Outreach 
601 South 12th Street TSA-33 
Ari i ngto n. VA 20598-60 33 

Caller just arrived from a flight and noticed lhat his bag has been inspecled. There is a NOi in lhe bag and a line on it lhat he believes may be a signature. He says ii looks like a squiggley line. Caller says thal he had a lock on his bag, but it was just 
for show. He says that it was only through one of the zipper tabs. He says that the handle that was connected to the zipper and the lock are gone. He says that if the officer had looked. they would have seent that it was not actually locked. Caller is very 
upset a bout this. He says that he flies a 11 of the ti me for work and his bag has never been searched before. He says that he doesn t have anything in his bag this time that he do esn t have any other time. He says that it Is just his c lathing and deodorant 
in the bag. He wants to know why it was inspected and what can cause the scanner to alarm. He wants to know why it isn t against the law for us to remove his lock, ii it isn t against the law for him to lock his bag. He wants to understand the laws 
governing this. 

Advised caller: 
I explained to the caller that ii an alarm sounds on the scanner, we have to conduct a lawful inspection. If a hand inspection is required and the bag is locked, we have to cut the lock from the bag. I explained that it is required by law that all passengers 
and their luggage have to be screened before going on board a commercial aircraft. If the bag alarms, a hand inspection has to be done to clear lhe alarm. this is part of the screening process. He is permilled to lock his bag, with lhe knowing that if a 
hand inspection is required, the lock will be removed. I explained that this is similar to the screening of passengers. If a passenger uses the WTMD or AIT and an alarm sounds, they have a patdown. All alarms have to be cleared. I explained to the 
caller that we are not liable for locks and luggage if we have to open them to conduct a lawful inspection. I advised the caller that we suggest that passengers leave their bags unlocked. There are locks that we have master keys to. which are Travel 
Sentry and Sale Skies. We can unlock and lock these back for him. We also do random inspection to keep everything with inspections random, so no one learns the procedures of TSA. 

I would send claim forms via e-mail and they will be received within 24 hours. Once our claims office receives these, you will receive a letter of acknowledgement and also a claim number. You can use this claim number to check the status of your 
claim. 



The caller traveled from MSY with 30 ounces of breast milk. However. after going through the x-ray machine, the TSO decided to test the milk using a bottled liquid scanner. Some of the containers set off the alarm, while others did not. A supervisor 
was called over, and she decided that the milk should be tested again using another machine. When the passenger asked the supervisor had ever breastfed a child, or if she knew how important the process was. she rolled her eyes. Then the 
supervisor indicated that the passenger, although she had already underwent securily screening, would have to undergo a paldown. In addition, she informed the caller lhat her bags would have to be rescreened. 

The passenger was asked to remove her shoes. and the supervisor conducted the patdown in a rough manner, and the passenger indicated that she was made to feel uncomfortable when sensitive areas were screened. The supervisor slid her hand in 
that area two separate times. Another supervisor walked over, and the passenger asked if they normally test the milk in this manner, and they informed her that the machines were not perfect. The caller wanted to know ii there should be consistency 
between airporIs, as other airporIs including HOU and BWI do not even request that the breast milk be separaled from other belongings or placed in the bin. Addilionally, she asked if screeners should wear gloves while screening the liquids, because 
they did not at MSY The passenger also requested information regarding the general procedures for screening the liquid, and indicated that she would contact the CSM. but wanted me to file a complaint regarding consistency as well. 

Flight Information: 

Date and Time of Flight: March 20. 2013; 6:30 PM 
Departure Airport: MSY 
Airline: Southwest Airlines 

312012013 Flight Number: Not Provided ~---~ fri\iITT 
8 :49 ,39 Description of Employees Involved: The caller indicated that the supervisors name wa~(b )(6) land the last name of the other supervisor was~ 

PM 
Advised Ca Iler: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) has developed standard screening practices for all of our Nations airports, and passengers can expect essentially the same procedures. While the procedures are the same everywhere, the 
interpretation of those procedures results in some slight variations from airport to airport and situation to situation. 

Because your complaint concerns security screening al a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your e-mail to the Customer Service Manager at I hat airport. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt. corrective action whenever we determine that security
screening po Ii ci es need modification or specific employees or screener teams a re the subjects of repeated complaints, 

A Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdown search, and as the screening is being conducted. the TSO should be describing the procedures he or she is using. TSOs are required to use the 
back of the hand to patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensItIve areas, TS Os are required to use the front of the hand. 

Transportation Administration Securily (TSAJ security screeners are instrucled to wear gloves when conducling physical inspections of property and patdown inspections of individuals. Screeners musl only wear TSA-issued gloves when performing 
screening fu net ions and wi 11 use a new pair of g I aves whenever a passenger requests that they do so. Sc reene rs must a I so inspect their gloves reg u I a rl y for stains, tea rs. and other signs of damage and replace their gloves as necessary. 

Feedback Type · Request for Information 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" . Screening (AIT. Patdown) Current DatelTlme: 3/20/2013 8:24:42 PM Airport: LGA - LaGuardia DatelTlme of Travel: 03/18/2013 6:15 AM Airline & Flight Number: Delta Shuttle Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : I have been selected for SSSS every time I fiy for no reason. I am a frequenl flyer and recently been approved to TSA pre check but still ii didnl resolve lhe issue. 

3/20/2013 My known traveller# Is: kbl(m 
8:58:57 

PM I contacted my airline (della) but they are unable 10 resolve this issue. Can you please un-SSSS me? 

3/21/2013 

Would you like a res onse? . True 

Passenger's Nam~e~b_·•~1(_6~)--~~ 
Phone Number, 1h·,1r:;··, 

Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller slated that at approximately 11:10pm loday, he was passing lhrough the securily checkpoint at JFK, JetBlue Terminal 5, lane 2. He flys very frequently and always opls oul of the AIT. He underslands thal this requires for him to have undergo a 
patdown and is completely fine with that, however, on this particular occurance he feels as though he has been violated. He stated that he is very familiar with the patdown procedures and has endured hundreds of them but this time as the officer was 
approaching his genital area his hand seemed to linger for a penod of 2-3 seconds. He stated while this may not seem like much time. It is a very long time when someone is touching your genitals. The patdown was so aggressive the officer was 
almost able to close his hands around the passengers thigh and buttock. Instead of stopping when he felt resistance he seemed to jam his hand between the passengers genitals and inner thigh. He did this both in the front and back. He was very 
upset and would like some sort of aclion taken against this employee. He was lhe very lasl person in the line before lhe lane closed. 

11 : 3 0 :43 Apo I og i zed and advised cal I er: 
AM 

Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring thal all passengers, regardless of their personal situations and needs, are trealed with dignity, respect, and courIesy. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

I o fie red 10 send him the claim forms but he said he would get them off the website. 



312112013 

This is both a re po rt and a request lo r guidance re proper procedure. 

Issue: 

I want to report that my nearly brand new (end of January 2013) M acBook Pro was dropped from a bin onto the fl oar by T SA personnel. I have not yet had the I aptop checked by Apple diagnostics to determine if there was any damage. but this is notice 
of the incident. If the re is another procedure by which I s hou Id report this incident, please notify me and I wi 11 do so. 

Specific information: 

My name iskb)(6) !On Wednesday, March 20, 2013, I was traveling from Houston, Texas Geo e Bush International Airport), to Seattle, Washington, on Alaska Airlines Flight 731, departing at 5:35 p.m. The Houston airport gate assignment 
for the flight was A 11. I requested a personal putdown. The agent assigned 10 pal me down was (b)(6:1 who proceeded to pick up the bins wI1h my belongings and move them to a nearby screening area In the process ofirh ,1R, !Putting the 
bins onto the tabletop, the top bin, containing my MacBook Pro. slid off and my computer slid out of the bin and fell onto the floor.!(b)(ff:I ~ave me a card with her name, the date, and the location of the checkpoint (A North), so that I could report 
the matter accurately. 

2:17:26 ~!r-h-·11_r;_··1-~!was very pleasant and very professional and lhorough in her patdown. 
PM 

3121/2013 
2:1734 

PM 

PI ease advise me how to proceed. 

Thank Y9LJ 
i(b)(61 

Bellingham, WA 98229 

From: b)(61 
Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2013 1: 15 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject TSA Violation of Constitutional Rights - 3A 

First off I would like to say I will not be giving you my personal infonmation because I feel the TSA has already violated my privacy and rights enough. I was boarding a flight to Miami and refused your ''X-Ray Body Scanner," I was told to go to the side 
and wait for a pat down. I moved 10 lhe side and was approached by two TSA employees who explained the procedure, I consenled to the body search or else I wouldn't of been able to fly this day. After feeling every inch of my body they go 10 lhe 
testing machine 5 ft away from me and the alarm goes off. They told me they found "explosive residue." On my pants by my groin. They then escorted me to a private screening room. Another TSA employe came and explained to me they had to do 
another search and fee I up my body ag am. I asked the T SA emp I aye e "How many pea pl e have to vi o I ate me and search me?'· Of course his response was "just following protoco I;' I Ike the stupid sheep the TSA and its emp I aye es are. So 30 minutes 
later and 3 men violating me, I was cleared to fly. I asked the TSA employee who searched me last "What was the explosive residue you found on my pants?" The TSA employee then said "I was not part of the analysis.it was a false reading, I dont 
know." So the TSA harasses me, holds me up for 30 minutes because I had "explosive residue on my pants,'' and then when I ask them what it was they cant even tell me? the TSA is the biggesl infringement of privacy and lhe constitution of lhe 
United States. The fourth Amendment of the constitution states clearly."" 

"The rig ht of the peop I e to be secure in their persons. houses, papers, and effects, again st unreason ab I e searches and seizures, sh al I not be violated, and no Warrants sha 11 issue. but u pan prob ab I e cause, supported by Oath or a ffi nma ti on. and 
pa rti cul a rl y d escri bing the p I ace to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized." 

The T SA violated the 4th amendment when they halted me for an un reasonable search and seizure without prob ab I e cause other then their faulty machine detecting "'exp I os1ve res1d ue ;' this agency is an insult to the U mted States of Ame nca the 
Constitution and the freedom it stands for. This agency deserves to be charged with treason from the acts of tyranny it commits daily. From the virtual body scanner infringing on peoples privacy and the unreasonable searches and seizures. 
Everyone who works for lhis Agency should be ashamed of themselves. If you think a man in a blue shirl with lalex gloves on is going to stop "terrorisls," then your sadly mistaken. Uniled States of America, land of the police stale. 



3121/2013 
2:17:46 

PM 

Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Calegories Other; Screening (AIT, Patdown) Current Date/Time : 3/2112013 1: 16:07 PM Airport Select One Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: Hello, on March 3rd 2013 I look a flight from Newark international to Schipol airport (ams1erdamJ. Al NewJrk internalional the TSA representalive made two or lhree extra checks to my macbook pro after it was processed lhrough the xray 
device. Since that event I have continued to have severe hardware issues with my 2011 Macbook pro. Prior to going through the security checkpoint at Newark my Macbook pro functioned properly. My computer was completely shut off when 
processed and did not have any hardware issues. The macbook pro at this time continues to freeze up completely. requiring restart. And or my macbook pro completely unexpectedly shuts off completely. ie, blackscreen, no fan or lights, no response. 
would like to know who or how I may be able to find support in this matter. And what materials would I need to produce in order to document for TSA these issues following my flight. I would like to seek some form of credit or compensation for this 
matter in hopes of correcting my computer troubles following the TSA official's examinalion or my macbook pro device. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Namei(b·•,(ffi 
Phone Number :;.:kh::!i __ ,=,R=.,=====.-' 
Email =fb,(61 1 
To leav1; a CUI I 11 I 1e1 it CUI 1cer I 1111g ti 11s 1ei:-tJDack. fall aw this link · http:J/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Hello, 

I'm writing to report a 'hair pat down" that I expenenced at Denver International Airport on Wednesday March 20th around 3PM MT. On this date I proceeded through security as normal, went through the scanner, etc. However, I was subjected to a 
'hair pat down" that I feel I can safely assume was an instance of racial profiling due to the fact 1 My hair was not pulled into a complicated style, it was simply pulled up with a very. very small plastic clip 2. I don't have a great volume of hair 3. No one 

312112013 around me (including women wilh much lhicker/curly hair in larger hairslyles) was subjecled to such a pat down. I am aware I his issue has gained national atlention for instances of racial profiling. 

6:06:28 
PM 

This practice goes beyond the rea Im of what I consider to be a dig n iii ed way of ensuring passenger safety. It is one thing to be scanned or patted down on the I eg s, waist. or arms, it is q u1te another to be subjected to someone touching my 
hair/sensitive facial areas, especially in public view, and especially given that everyone isn't subjected to this. I consider this practice to be degrading and wanted to formally express my discontent with this and file a complaint. 

Sincere! 

bl(61 

Disability Description: The callers traveling companion is 85 years old. has a cane. and is hearing impaired. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: Trans po rtati on Security Office rs wi 11 conduct different patdown procedures to resolve different types of anoma I ies. During the assessment, officers wi 11 use revised p atdown procedures in a 11 instances to reso Ive anoma Ii es, 

As always, all passengers have the right to request private screening at any time during the screening process, and patdowns are conducted by same-gender officers. However, passengers who are not willing to go through the screening process will 
not be permitted to fly. 

We undersland and regret the discomfort and inconvenience passengers may experience as a result of patdown procedures. 

I told the caller that since the passenger herself is unable to write in her complaint and the caller is unwilling, I will forward the complaint to the disability branch for review. 

I tried to provide information a bo LIi how the cal I er can have the passenger write in her complaint: 
Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 

3122120 13 Ca Iler d eel in ed the information and d eel in ed the ema i I with instructions on how to do this. 
10:40:42 

AM 
Incident Details: The caller wants to issue a complaint. She stated that she came in from PIT on Sunday March, 17th, with another woman companion. She stated that they did a search on her traveling companion that was Just awful. She made a 
complaint to the supervisor and was given a comment card at the checkpoint. 

She is not interested in filing a complaint on a card. She stated that the passenger is 85 years old, had a cane. hard of hearing, and had a patdown out in the open in view of the public. She feels that TSA failed to accommodate to her traveling 
companion based on her disabil1t1es. She doesn t want to see anybody have to go through this. He stated that you can tell that she 1s elderty by looking at her, and this was unnecessary .. She told the officers that she 1s hard of heanng. 

Caller does nol wanl ~kb_)~(6_l ___ ~lto know thal she is repor1ing this. She does not want to upset her. She stated that she has authorized herself to file the complaint on this other person s behalf. She does nol wanl the passenger l~(b_._i(_6_) __ ~ 
contacted. 

The caller stated that the passenger involved is elderly and unable to write in the complaint on her own. She does not know that the caller is filing a complaint. She does not want her to know. 

Details: 
Airport: PIT 
Airline: Airtran 
Flight Number: 781 



312212013 
12:06:30 

PM 

3/2212013 
12:07:12 

PM 

3/2212013 
12:26:08 

To whom 11 may concern: 
I am not sure how to lodge a complaint about a TSA agent at Detroit Metro airport, so I will start with this email. 

On March 16th I flew from Detroit to Las Vegas on Delta Airlines. I went thru the screening line around 7 am. I went thru the machine where you hold your arms up (scanner) and when I came out. the agent must have said for me to wait there but I didn't 
hear her and started to walk. She abruptly said ·1 said to wait here•· and I said I'm sorry I didn't hear you to which she replied 'Why do think I'm standing here?' I said there was no need for her to be so nasty and she smiled and said 'I'm not being nasty' 
and I said ·you kind of are', She said you will need to wait for a pat down. I said, 'can I grab my purse· because my work computer, work credit card and all of my cash were on that belt. to which she said "No you may not!' After taking her time, she did 
the pal down and then yelled 'hand swipe!'. So then anolher agent comes over and says walk lhis way for a hand swipe and I said, can I take my purse and he says, no but we can do it here (at the end of the bell my sluff was on). He did the swipe and 
I asked him what prompted this and he said I don't know, maybe cuz you have a little glitter on your shirt (which I firmly believe it's because the agent in the line was angry that I challenged her nasty attitude). In any event, I asked for a complaint form 
and he couldn't find one or a supervisor so he told me to go on line and gave me the name of the TSA agen~ Believe me, I understand these people have a lot to deal with and I'm not one of the people who complain about a pat down or 
scanner- I believe it keeps us safer but some of these people just don't understand how to treat people. When you travel. you are in a stressed state to begin with and add to that the lines and crowds, it doesn't help for a TSA agent or anyone in the 
airport for thal matler, to treat you like I hey own you. 

Thank you. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
CuCTent Date/Time, 3/2212013 11 :44:09 AM Airport, PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Date/Time of Travel· 03/20/2013 8:00 AM Airline & Flight Number· Southwest #1026 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Security Line TSA Employee; (If Known) 
: Not Known Commenl : Traveling from Phoenix Sky Harbor to Kansas Cily with spouse and 3 children. I live in KS and have a KS DL. l,kb·:,(61 f:,nly was held up by TSA because of an issue with my KS drivers license idenlification. I just has 
my DL renewed a week prior to my trip and in KS. when you renew your license, they snip off about 113 of your DL and return the other 213 to you plus a paper DL renewal. When the KS DL employee proceeded to snip my DL. I inquired if this would be 
a problem with TSA as I was flying the following week and she assured me it would not and it was not an issue flying from KC to Phoenix. However, on 3120 when returning from Phoenix to KS it was an issue. Upon going through TSA security at the 
PHX airport, I provided TSA with my snipped DL (which still shows my picture, DL no., signature) as well as the renewal KS DL paper copy (which has my picture, DL no., signature). The TSA agent advised me of issues with my ID since it has been 
snipped and she said she had never seen I hat before. I was I hen pulled aside for addilional questioning by a supervisor (who was apparently taking instructions from her supervisor), including phone calls to someone who had the TSA agent ask me 
questions trying to verify my identification. I had no other form of identification that satisfied TSA. Aller getting past the questioning, I went through the body scan, body pat down, and had my luggage fully swiped and was cleared to board. Overall. it 
took me 45 minutes to get through TSA securty. I called the KS DL department and complained about how in KS they snip the DL and the problems it caused with TSA. The KS DL department told me that their is nothing wrong with their process. and 
they have people fly all over with a sniped DUpaper DL renewal and blamed it on over zealous TSA agents. In any case, it seems to me that TSA needs to get together with the KS DL department and work out a process that satisfies both. I know TSA 
is just trying 10 do their job, and I am not overaly upset. But if I had missed my flighl, I would feel differently. Thanks.[b)(6) I 
Would you like a re'iLl'.iu:"'-'?'-WJ..___, 
Passenger's Na .. m"-e=---_b_,(_6_1 __ .,....-~ 
Phone Number b··1(6'1 

Email (bi(61 
To leave a comment concerning this eedback. follow this link · hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Disability Description: Caller has lost his left hand and has a hook and cable prosthetic and he normally takes his arm off and puts it through the metal detector with his other carry on items. He went through the screening checkpoint at Boise Airport 
yesterday and he and he was told that he s ho u Id not do this and should not have to take his arm off lo r screening. 

He stated that he went through the screening process in Spokane and he left his arm on and he received a patdown and I hat was very invasive and he does nol wanl to have to go lhrough this again so he jusl starled taking his arm off for screening. 
Concourse C at Spokane Airport Alaska Airlines to Boise at 7:00 am Wednesday Feb 20 flight 695. 

PM lncidenl Details: Caller staled thal he does not feel discriminated against and I hat he just believes I hat lhe TSO that conducted the patdown at Spokane was very poorly trained and he hopes that they will receive additional !raining on how to conduct a 
patdown screening. 

I regret that this was his screening experience and advised him that I will forward his complaint to the CSM at Spokane so they will be aware of the issue. 

Caller states her daughter is 12 years old and has cerebral palsy. When they went through screening her daughter had a patdown and she was told 12 year olds did not need a patdown. She states she is ready to go to the media with this, and 
congress. Her daughler was frisked, this was demeaning, and irritaling. She wanted 10 know why she did not receive her email as she was promised. She can walk wilhout her braces and they denied them to even lake off her shoes. She wanls it 
noted she wants to file a formal complaint. Caller states her daughter is a twin and her twin was not screened. No one else received a patdown only her daughter in the wheelchair. She wants to know who is the one to supply the wheelchair. She is 
going to let the media know how people with disabil1t1es are treated. 

Ai rpo rI: LAX 10 Kansas City 

312212013 Airline c Southwest 

1 A 1 :OS Flight: 629 
PM Terminal: unknow 

Dale: March 17 2013 
email: l(b 1(6) 

Advised Ca Iler: 

The email was sent to your address. You need to check your spam. I will resend the form to your email. I do apologize your experience was not a pleasant one. TSOs are trained to treat everyone with respect and diginty. The airline are the ones 
who assist with the whee I ch airs. I resent the form v,a emai I. 



Disability Description: Caller uses an insulin pump that he Is able to temporarily disconnect from but it Is affected by the AIT scanners. An AIT will shut the pump off. 

Response Details: Explained 10 caller thal our information stales that passengers can be screened wilhout having to disconnect from the pump and lhey may be screened via WTMD, AIT, or a paldown. However we do not have any informalion stating 
that passengers who can disconnect from their medical device may be screened seperately from the pump and what the process would entail. Advised him that I would forward his inquiry to the appropriate office for review and request a response. He 
stated he may be contacted by phone or em a i I in the event anyone needs his most re cent flight information from March 1 0th. 

3/2212013 
1 ,55 ,33 Caller is also curious why he has never been offered the option 10 disconnect from the pump. TSOs always assume he can not do I his. 

PM 
Incident Details: The caller stated that he typically travels from ALB-Albany to MCO-Orlando roundtrip for business. He is calling because he wears an insulin pump that he can disconnect from temporanly. His issue is that he offers to disconnect the 
pump and pass through the AIT, because if he wears the device through the AIT, it will shut down the pump and he must have it reset. He states that the TSOs at ALB and sometimes other airports will not let him disconnect the device and have it 
screened while he goes lhrough the AIT; instead they jusl require he have a full body paldown and ETD screening which he states always substantially delays him. He is requesling information on the procedures and wanted to know why this is not a 
possibility for him. 

The caller traveled from DTV\I to PHX with US Airways flight # 261 departing at 5:35pm from gate D25. She went through screening at approx. 4:30 - 5:00pm and says that she opted out of AIT for a patdown. During the patdown her belongings went 
through secondary screening and now she has found that she Is missing a bank envelope, she thinks came from Tel com bank. with $600-$700 dollars is missing from her laptop bag. 

312212013 She doesn t remember exactly how much was in the envelope or which bank the envelope was from. 
3:30:15 

PM I explained that I would forward her infonmation to the CSM at DTW for review. 

Edit: 
The caller called back and told another agent that the bank was Vibe Credit Union and the envelope held $480. 
Hello. 

I left a wri1ten comment card at lhe checkpoint, but I'd like to follow up via email to ensure that my experience is recorded. 

The incident took place at SJC Terminal A, Lane 4, on Mar. 22 at 10:30 AM. I was flying DL 2279 to MSP. 

Upon reaching the checkpoint. I politely opted out of the Al T and was attended to by an agent kb·:, ( 6) 

"Do you understand that this is not an X-Ra y?·· 

"Yes, sir.'" 

! The agent was extremely brusque from the moment of first contact, repeatedly and i ncred ul o us I y q ue stIom ng my decision to opt-out: 

312212013 "There are no health or safety concerns. and you want to opt out?'" 
4:15:09 

PM 
"Yes, sir.'" 

"You know this safer than your cell phone?·· 

"Yes, sir.'" 

"And you ·still' want to opt out?'" 

"Absolutely.'' 

As he began patting me down, he clearly muttered under his breath "Less than 1 I 1 0th of a eel I phone. Stupid I., 

When I asked for clarification. he asserted that "'I didn't say you were stupid, I said opting out was stupid.'" 



312212013 
5:35 53 

PM 

The ca 11 er was !rave Ii ng from DAL to AUS and opted out of AIT lo r a p atdown procedure. He was ta ken to a p nvate screening area because he wears a compression vest around his chest and torso. The officer named b) ( ffi spoke with his 
s u pe rvi so r and told him that he did n t feel comfo rta bl e clearing his torso because of the com press ion vest, The supervisory TSO asked the passenger to disrobe and then I ell the room to et his supervisor leaving on I y TS b) ( ffi in the private 
screening area who proceeded to ask lhe passenger why he wanted to change his gender and then gave the passenger an odd look to the answer. The supervisors superviso (b)(ff:, ame in with an explosives expert and lhen left with the 
first supervisor. When she came back a second time they had him unbutton his shirt and do a self patdown of the compression vest and then test his hands for ETD. He says that T (bHff:, told him that the issue is that he has a womans body and 
if he hadn t told them that he was a transg ender ma I e they wou ldn t have had any issues with screening. He did speak with !I h ·., / rr1 I and explained the issues that he experi enc · · ree ni ng. The cal I er states that he !rave Is on a regular 
basis and has never had an experience such as this. 

The caller states that he does completely believe that this issue was caused by his gender identity. At this point I was going to put the caller on hold to transfer him to the MB but he said that he had an appointment and would need to call back. I gave 
the caller the correct number at 1-866-289-9673 because he originally called in on the Om buds line and the Event ID so the next agent would be able to see the notes for the incident. 
Attachment 1: 

Austin, TX 78705 
What happened?: See attachment 
When did this happen?: This happened from approximately 3:45pm to 4:30 pm on March 21. 2013. 
Where did this happen?: Dallas Love Field, Dallas, TX Who treated you unfairly?: 
Agenl llliRfilJ white male, middle aged, overweight, full goatee and muslache Lower level supervisor: 50s, African American male, shorl dark hair Supervisor kb)(ff:, ~frican American female, 40s, slim, approximately 5 4 
TSA Explosive Expert: white mail, 30s, muscular. short military haircut ._-'--~---...., 

I have attempted to contact the TSA Customer Service Manager for Dallas Love Field using the number I obtained from the automated voice system sponsored by the TSA Office of Civil Rights. That number connects to a general Dallas Love Field 
operator number that is unstaffed. Since I do not know the Love Field Customer Service Managers exiension, I am unable to reach him her. 

312212013 
6:10: 42 Is there any other information you want us to know about or consider?: 

PM The last time I filed a TSA complaint regarding treatment in the Atlanta airport I was never contacted despite my request. I want to know both the local resolution of this matter but I also want to know what will be done to prevent this from happening to 
other 1ransgender travelers. Additionally, I want to discuss whal can be done 10 ensure thal this never happens to me again in Love Field or any other airport. 

312212013 
7:01:58 

PM 

3/2212013 
8:02:22 

Attachment 2: 

Question 3: 

On March 21. 2013 I arrived at Dallas Love Field to fly from Dallas to Austin, TX on Southwest Airlines WN0040 departing at 5:30 pm. I entered the screening area at approximately 3:45 pm and. after placing my items in the bins to be scanned. stated 
that I was opting out of screening through the scanner. I was escorted to a station for a pat down. When asked by Agentf("5i('ITTif I wore any prosthetic devices, I explained that, as a pre---operative transgendered man. I wear a heavy compression 
vest and that he s hou Id expect to e~o me res is ta nee when patting down my torso. I fly for business on a reg ul a r~d have learned from experience that age nl s a I ways flag the resistance they fee I from my compress ion vest which is why I 
respectfully explained this to Agen~ He called over a supervisor and they decided that they needed to escort me to a private screening area. Again, this often happens and I was expecting the request and had no problems complying. This was 
one reason why I had arrived at the airport early so there would be adequate ti me to comp I ete screening if a secondary pat down was required. 

Upon entering the private screening area I provided the supervisor (who never introduced himself and I was unable to read his badge) with a copy of my court order showing the legal change in my name and gender as evidence thal I am a 
transgendered man. The two agents seemed confused by this and were unclear on whether or not they should pat me down. The supervisor informed that I should have gone through the body imaging scanner so this wouldn't have been a problem. 
explained that the re was a strong Ii kel i hood that a nomal ,es due to the chest comp re ss,on would have been flagged (many transgend e red men have experienced this) and I would have had to undergo secondary sere en in B o ting out which is my 
The caller was traveling from DAL to AUS and opted out of AIT for a patdown procedure. He was taken to a private screening area because he wears a compression vest around his chest and torso. The officer named (b::,(61 spoke with his 
s u pe rvi so r and told him that he did n I feel comfo rta bl e clearing his torso because of the com press ion vest. The supervisory TSO asked the passenger to disrobe and then I ell the room to et his supervisor leaving on I y b) ( ff:, n the p nvate 
screening area who proceeded to ask the passenger why he wanted to change his gender and then gave the passenger an odd look to the answer. The supervisors supervisor b)(ffi came in with an explosives expe an then left with the 
firsl supervisor. When she came back a second time they had him unbu1ton his shirt and do a self patdown of the compression vest and lhen test his hands for ETD. He says that TSO (b)(ffl told him that the issue is lhat he has a womans body and 
if he hadn t told them that he was a transgender male they wouldn t have had any issues with screening. He did speak withkb)(ffi !and explained the issues that he experienced with screening. The caller states that he travels on a regular 
basis and has never had an experience such as this. 

The caller stales that he does complelely believe lhat lhis issue was caused by his gender identity. At lhis point I was going to put lhe caller on hold to transfer him to the MB but he said lhat he had an appointment and would need to call back. I gave 
the caller the correct number at 1-866-289-9673 because he originally called in on the Om buds line and the Event ID so the next agent would be able to see the notes for the incident. 
Why are ind1v1duals with medical implants (pacemakers, etc.) targeted by the TSA for pat downs? Clearly, the device is an obvious ··anomaly" that should be easily recognized by even minimally trained agents. Pushing on the device causes discomfort 
both physically and emotionally. Kindly reply to this email without using a form letter. 

PM 
l(b)(6) 



312212013 
9:59:10 

PM 

3/2312013 
9:10:16 

AM 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt1on: The cal I er was very upset when she cal led because of her ha nd1ca pp ed lath er in I aws screening expe nence. 

Information Requesl: The caller and her family recently traveled from IAH to JAN. The callers father in law is in a wheelchair. He wenl through the checkpoint he was asked to stand for the AIT screening. The caller and a sister in law was assisting 
father in law but did not tell the TSO agents that her father in law could not stand on his own and required physical assistance. The caller said the screening was a complete hazard, partially because no one advised the TSO of the assistance needed 
and the sister in law did not understand the screening process of someone in a wheelchair. The caller said they wanted to get a complete understanding of the screening process for a passenger in a wheelchair before the return flight home. 
The callers concern is that they will be traveling from JAN back home to IAH and want to make sure they are prepared for the return flight. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: I a pol og1zed to the cal I er lo r the experience and advised the ca 11 er I would take her information regarding the experience and would also send her documents to file a form a I comp I a int if she wished. I a I so advised the caller I wanted 
to prevent the same experience form happening again and would like to assist her, 

The caller stated they did not want to file a complaint they Just needed to be prepared for the screening process and her other family members had not flew before and d1dn t know what to do. They Just wanted help to get him through the checkpoint 
and make it easier on a 11 concerned. so they a re req ue sting assistance lo r the return II i g ht, 

The screening process for a wheelchair or scooter 1s determined by a passengers ability to stand and walk, although a passenger can be screened without standing, walking. or being required out of a wheelchair. Passengers should inform a 
Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of their ability before the screening begins. 

If a p atdown is required in order to complete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
A companion, assislant, or family member may accompany a passenger to assist him. 

I advised the caller I was going to send a request for assistance for her father in law for the return flight to make the process a much more pleasant one. I again apologized to the caller. 

I obtained the flight itinerary for the passengers return flight and a told the caller I would send a request for a Disability specialist to contact her and make adequate arrangements. 
I told the cal I er the s pec1al 1st may contact her with inform at1on vi a em a i I or phone. 

I again apologized to the caller and adivsed if she had any additional questions or concerns to call back. 

TSA, 

I would like to take a minute to thank you all for what you do. You guys continually take a beating in the media for "problems" with screenings. I for one understand that the few isolated "'horror stones" pale in comparison to the millions of travelers 
screened each year. I understand that you have some great agents and some less than perfect, as does any profession. In my not so humble opinion, you need to be vigilante and pat down or swab whomever needs it. Kids, people with disabilities. the 
elderly and me if need be. Our enemies both foreign and domeslic are continually looking at new ways to hurt us and if anyone believes for a second that they are not considering using the aforementioned people (minus me) to further I heir agenda. 
they are sadly mistaken. True evil knows no boundaries. I would like to thank you for taking a thankless job standing on the front lines in our defense. My family and I will be traveling next month and I rest easy knowing you are all doing your job. 

I would me remiss ii I didn't mention the fact that I am not very pleased about the fact that you are going to be allowing knives aboard again. I don't care how small they are. it is a bad idea, It seems someone in the administration has dropped the ball. 
None the less thank you and keep up the good work. 

l(b)(61 



TSA. 

I sent an email 10 you in October 2012. I received a response back December 22, 2012 lhat said my email was forwarded to the "customer service manager at lhe given airporl". It is now 3 months later and I still have not received a anything. I 
would Ii ke a response ASAP. 

This is a copy of the email that I sent you: 

Dear TSA, 

We had an experience thal happened to us on December 28Ih 2011. This did happen quite a while back and we were very upset at the lime, bul as life goes on I put the incident aside. Since I still often think aboul this and it still angers me, I thoughl I'd 
finally write this letter. This involved my daughter, age 23, and me. Please understand that in the telling of this. my daughter and I have now talked to each other about what we saw and felt. At the time neither one of us realized the one was feeling the 
same thing. I will apologize in advance of the length of this letter but I would like you to understand some of what we felt happened. 

312312013 I am a recently rel ired Delta airlines employee and my daughle~ave traveled hundreds of flighls. My husband works for Delta al the ticket counler in SLC and I worked at the gales so we are quile familiar wilh TSA. 

9:10:34 
AM We checked a bag at 5:39 am for a 6:30 am flight (venf1ed by Delta's computer). We went directly to the security line, which in Fargo takes less than 30 seconds. For sake of argument and that I really do not exaggerate, I will give us 3 minutes to get 

there, We were in line 47 minutes before departure time. I am very use to working in minutes and I watch the clock a lot because my job at the gates in SLC was dependent on exact timing. 

Fargo is by far the slowest in screening compared to any airport I've been in and the line was slow moving but we had no reason to think we would not get though in time for the flight. As a few minutes ticked by and more people got in line behind us. 
talk started up amongst the passengers about getting to their flight on time. We really try to not get involved with anything to do with flying or the airports, so we just listened to the banter. A few people asked to go in front of other people and it was 
soon d ete nm i ned we were al I on the same flight. We did start talking to the lady in front of us because she spoke to us s pecifica 11 y. She was comp I a i ni ng of how s I ow the Ii ne was going and we reassured her that even tho ugh they a re slow. we have not 
missed a flight due to it. As you well know how a crowd can get, people sIarted to get very vocal and a italed. Finally after hearing a panicked "they are calling my flight"!(b':1(6) ~oinled over to our gate and said that they couldn't be because there were 
no agents there. The people just needed some reassurance that they were going to make it and (b )(6 :, sounded like she was knowledgeable so they seemed to listen to her and she was positive sounding. Every couple of minutes the people got stirred 
up and she would say various things like: It's ok; I'm sure we will make it We've never missed a flight yet; etc ... Someone finally said "They are doing a final boarding calr. Again she pointed at the gate and showed them that the two pilots were just 
arriving so they couldn't be in final boarding and that in fact they hadn't even started boardin , A lady who seemed to only speak Spanish was quite nervous. We would tell her OK over and over. A little while later she got out of line and went to the front 
of the line and lhey let her go before lhem. This seemed to upset a few eo le and a ain b-.,(6) said "lhat's ok, she doesn't understand English" During all this time I had noliced the TSA agent lhat was stationed at the exit kepi looking at us. I thought 
maybe he just looked in our area but I couldn·t help but feel it was a b)(ffl nd me. (b·:,(6) s a nice looking girl and she does get stares from guys so I just chalked it up to that. It turns out thatKiill:[] was seeing the same thing: the guy looking at us or 
her and she felt the same as me. By time we reached the agent that checks our ID. ~had settled and we had over 20 minutes before departure time. As this is old hat to us~and I had not said anything to each other for a while. Even when 
we put our belongings on the table we did not even acknowledge each other. WhenKl2lffil.Jwent thru the body scanner she was immediately pulled aside for extra screening. I thought she got dinged as random. I was next and imagine my surprise 
when I was ulled aside for extra screening. When the lady came over to me 10 do the pal down, I asked if this was just random. She said "No, I just come over when they tell me to". Odd but ok. As soon as I was told I needed to do exlra screening, I 
never gav (b)(ff:, another thought. I was focused on myself and what I needed to do. 



312312013 
10:58:44 

AM 

Dear TSA Contact Center: 

I will NEVER fly while you exist. TSA personnel deserve 10 rol in hell. 

Your '·pea pl e" a re sick. co ntem pti b I e. would-be di eta tors who do not hesitate to: 

(1) grope old ladies who can barely funclion and who cannol defend themselves 
(2) humiliate, embarrass, and steal from disabled VETERANS wha keep yau free• 
(3) grope children in wheelchairs, for God's sake 
)4) dump out of a container the ashes of loved ones that a re on the way home 
(5) force the removal of even the most personal prosthetics from everyone, 

including those al airlines empolayees 
(6) use the full body scans to leer at the naked bodies of everyone, including 

their person al parts-do that to you rs elves sometime 
(7) s tea I property r ro m passengers whenever you can 
( 8) subject sick peop I e to the most h umi Ii ati ng and unnecessary e,a min ati ans 

and body sea ns 

Every one of your employees deserves to be jailed for breaking the law, abusing American cilizens, and shunned for the rest of lheir natural lives--and that includes your adminislration and management personnel because they condone and encourage 
such perversity. 

Don't write back. Anything you have to say is of no interest--unless you are going out of existence. 

Enjoy your day making life hell for others. 

!(b)(61 

Libera Ii s m - when moa ch ers e I ect I ooters to stea I from producers 

Destruction of Freedom - when Muslims. Communists, Marxists. Socialists, and anarchists infiltrate, contaminate, and coCTupt every level of government 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
CuCTent Date/Time, 3/2312013 10:27:14 AM Airport, JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel· 03/21/2013 3:15 PM Airline & Flight Number· Delta 1643 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, Delta Security for Gate 213 TSA Employee; (If 
Known): 
Comment. On Saturday, March 21. 2013, I went through security at JFK, Delta Terminal, en route ta Seattle. As I walked aut of the scanner, the TSA agent started patting down my chest without saying a word. I said &quot:I don't want to be patted 
down&quot;, she said &quot You have to, there is an anomaly&quot;. I told her she needed to say something to me before initiating a pat down to which she did not respond. I complained to her supervisor who spoke to her as I watched. 
I am a breast cancer survivor. I have a couple of titanium markers in my breasts as tumor markers. This is the first time the screen picked up anything. I appreciate the work of the TSA but CLEARLY some agents need more training, I cringe every 

312312013 time I go inlo lhe scanner because I know I am adding more radiation 10 my body. I do not want any strangers touching me unless absolulely necessary. At lhe least, I expect common courtesy and respect from the TSA and not to have someone put 

10:58 :49 their hands all over me without saying a word. 
I have shared this with my rep rese ntati ves. but wanted to share with you because this is a tram i ng issue th at needs to be addressed. 
Thank you, 

AM 

kb)(61 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number ""1h,..,..··,1"'r;"'·1-~---,.--' 
Email 1h·11r;··, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



The caller thinks that she was discriminated against because she had to undergo a patdown due to her hair extensions. She Is African American and her colleagues are white. They wear hair extensions. but were not patted down. The airport is LAS. 

AB ake r comp I eted I he record 

312312013 Caller stated that on March 22. 2013 she went through the checkpoint around 530-630 pm through terminal E-15. She stated that when she went through the checkpoint she was with her caucas,an colleagues who each had hair extensions. However 

11 :49 :24 she being a woman of color with extensions was the only one who had her hair patted down. The first TSO gentleman was of Latin descent. The female was also of Latin descent having dark hair, heavy set with a stalky build. 

AM 
Advised ca Iler: 

We take these complaints very seriously. What is need however is the complaint to be submitted in writing. We can send this information to be sent via email. You would just need to fill it out and send it back in to the address provided. 

Caller fiew from Montgomery AL to Columbus OH. Caller states that the TSO was very hostile. Caller says the he requested a patdown and was asked why. He states that he said it was for medical reasons, since he has had lots of radiological tests. 
Caller said I hat it made him nervous, because the TSO stared at him closely and was a big guy. Caller says I hat a lady supervisor also queslioned him and he fell shaken. Caller slates I hat lhe TSO picked up his jackel and dropped ii. Caller is 
concerned that other Koreans may also be receiving adverse treatment. 

Advised ca Iler: 
The Transportation Security Administralion (TSAI regrels any unprofessional trealment you may have experienced. 
Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager 

3/23/2013 
12:23:25 Flight information: 

PM Flight Path: Montgomery to ATL to Columbus OH 
Flight date time: 3 22 1250 155 and 720 

3/23/2013 

Flight# 5102 and 1030 
Airline: Delta 
Airporl: Montgomery 
Gate Terminal: onl one and S9 
Emai(b)(61 

Good Marni ng-

I am writing to file a complaint against the Denver International Airport TSA. On Friday March 15, 2013 at approximately 11: 1 0pm, I was traveling from Denver to Orlando with a service animal, which was a small dog. This is not the first time I have 
traveled with a service animal, so I was accustom to the procedure of going through the metal detector and then having my hands swabbed. On this occasion however, I apparently failed the hand swab. My belongings were moved to anolher table and 
the male TSA agent explained that my hand swab had failed. explaining that it was likely the dog had walked through something which allowed transfer to my hands and subsequent fail of the test. He was polite as he did his work and I had no 
complaint with him. as he was professional and explained what was going on. 

It was the female supervising agent and her female counler parl who angered me and in my opinion were HIGHLY unprofessional. Apparenlly, my bag swab also failed because with NO explanation my belongings and I were silently escorled inlo a 
small room, the door was closed, I was given orders and then I received an entire body pat down, including inside my waist band. I felt violated and like I was in a foreign country not America because surely in the United States of America I could 
expect that before being escorted away into a pnvate room by tw"o female TSA officers, that the situation would be explained to me that both my hands and bags had failed the swab test and that I would be taken to a private room and what would 
happen once in that room. These two female officers said nothing to me as they escorted me to this room and only barked orders at me like I was a dog. I was not treated with respect or dignity, nor was I given the common courtesy of an explanation of 
what was going to happen. 

12: 5 8 :40 I have no issue with T SA doing their Job but I do take issue when things a re not explained to passengers, so they may understand what is going on and what to expect. Exp I a in, ng to me that my tw"o in iii al swabs had fa i I ed and that I wou Id be taken into 
PM a private room, patted down and the agents gloves tested again does NOT pose a threat to our national security or release security sensitive information, so why your tw"o agents chose to be rude and unprofessional is beyond me. It is experiences like 

this thal leave a bad taste in the mouth of American citizens. I would ask that ALL your agents receive a reminder of how to communicate with the public and how siluations like this should be handled. 

Again the date was Friday March 15, 201 3 at ap pro xi matel y 11 : 1 0 pm and it was at the South Security check point. I bel ,eve. It was the check point nearest the sec u nty checkpoint for terminal A. which was closed due to the I ate hour. prompting me to 
go down the escalator to the checkpoint below. I went through in approximately the middle of the lanes. 

I would appreciate a follow up to this email. 

Thank you. 

kbi(6i 



312312013 
12:59:03 

PM 

From !(b 1(6) 
Sent: Thursday, March 21. 2013 7:48 PM 
To: TSAEx1emalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject Incident with pat down at Dulles Airport, fo 11 owing the Ina ug u rat ion 

My name is!(b)(ffl !and I am writing to you at the advice of my Congressman Timothy J. Walz of Minnesota. It concerns an incident that happened to me following the Inauguration of President Obama on my return home from Dulles 
airport. My flight was on Delta at 6:23 pm, departing at 7:03. flight DL2077. to Minneapolis Saint Paul. I arnved at Dulles around 4:30 pm with plenty of time to check a bag and then get in the security line. When it came for my turn to come through 
the security I emptied all my pockets. took off my shoes and belt--everything required by the TSA. I proceeded to the full body scan. Apparently something was not quite right and I was flagged for a pat down. The TSA agent said to me, Do you have 
something in your pocket? Sure enough I had failed 10 pull out a tissue from the bottom of my pocket. The TSA agenl said to me, I still need 10 give you a pat down. I asked him to please don't do thal. I said it rather forcefully. The Agenl said 
again with a smile on his face, I still have to pat you down. I asked the agent again to please refrain from doing so. He told me I would not get on the plane unless he patted me down. I gave in. 

Gentleman, I did not receive a pat down from the agent---quite frankly and putting it rather crassly. I received a full groping of my genitals. I told him to stop and he just smiled. I have Post Traumatic Stress Disorder having been abused as a child and 
young adult. Perhaps you cou Id try and i magrn e the amount of work I have done to put my I ife back in order. but his i na pp ro pri ate touch created a fl ash back, hum i I 1ati on and my desire to flee. In fact, I grab bed my stuff and ran. Gentleman. I am a 62 
year old Lutheran pastor and the TSA have hired a person who should not being doing the job he does. It is my expectation that you will track down this person based on my flight time and the possible time I came though the body scan and have 
a very serious conversalion with him. II is my expectalion thal the TSA will actively investigate what I am reporting to you, and you will reporl back to me what your actions were considering this person. A copy of your investigation will be sent 
to Congressman Tim Walz who is equally interested in your response. 

Sincerely, 

!(b,(6) 

---Onginal Message--
Fromtb,(61 
Sent: Saturday, March 23, 2013 12:22 AM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject: Complaint 

312312013 Today is March 22, 2013 and I just went through securily at Honolulu internalional airporl Gold Land by Gate 12 at approximately 6pm. I have submilled to the body scan to avoid the pal down and I still subjected to having the TSA screener touch my 

3:00:23 hair. It was in a ponytail. My objections are that she did not do this to men nor women with short hair as I went to observe for a few minutes. 

PM 
First of all, I wash my hair prior to a flight so as not to attract lice. She did not change her glove and touched several other women. This is a health hazard and unwan-anted. Why bother going through the scan ifwe are going to have to be touched? 

Please address this as the procedure is NOT listed on the TSA website and this was a first. I have gone through security many times and have just had to shake my hair out of clips thus, the pony tail this time. There was no reason for the touch. 
Travel has become a stripping of a person's constitutional rights. Please offer an explanation or change procedure as it is discriminatory for individuals who choose to have long hair- women. 

kb)(61 



3/23/2013 
6:06 37 

PM 

On February 22, 2013 my husband and I arrived at SeaTac Airport about 7:20 PM for an Alaska Airlines fi1ght to Fort Lauderdale Flonda at 9:50 PM. My husband Is seven years into early on-set dementia. Alaska Airlines had offered a wheelchair 
for my husband to get to the boarding gate, but he said he was fine to walk the distance to concourse C and we did have the time. As it turned out. that was a bad decision on our part. 

When we approached lhe scanner, I said to the atlendant that my husband has demenlia and would need additional help understanding the directions about what to do in the scanner. I continued lhrough firsl with no problems. I noliced during my 
scan that the platform that we had to stand on is black with dark blue rectangular boxes for foot placement. People with dementia/ALZ see "black'" as a hole and are often featiul to step on the sutiace. There was little chance he was going to see the 
dark blue Im es for his foot placement. As his sea n continued to take more ti me than it s hou Id have. I repeated to the other attend ant near me that my husband has dementia and m,g ht be confused by the directions to be scanned. He went aver and 
talked with the scanner. He then pulled my husband aside and began talking to him. I asked what was happening, and he replied that my husband moved during the scan and they could not get a clear picture. So he would need a pat down. As soon 
as he compleled thal. two other TSA employees came forlh and asked which luggage was my husband's. I explained that we both had belongings in both carry-on pieces. They said that something was sensed during the pat down and they needed to 
search our luggage. My husband was wearing depends because of the length of our flight and the time of night we had to fly' I wonder if that what was sensed. Or maybe his fright from being in the scanner and the commotion it caused. After they 
sea nned our I ug gage with some kind of tape. it was determined that the re was cause for a more invasive search. The two agents took my husband to a room where the strip search was conducted. By the ti me he was retu med to me. my husband was 
highly distressed. He did not understand what was going on and why. At no time did any one of the TSA employees mention to me that I had the right to ask for a "Passenger Support Specialist" or ask if I would like special assistance. Even though 
two times I to Id I hem my husband has dementia and would need he Ip u nde rsl anding the di re ctions in I he scanner. Unfortunate I y, it was on I y today, in trying 10 find co nl acl information for TSA, we re these s pecia I assi ss ta nee terms ca me to my 
attention - after the fact and on your website. 

I wo u Id Ii ke to request that you have a Support Sp eci a Ii sh ava i I able on each shift at SeaTac as wel I as a 11 airports. That way when a passenger expresses the need for a ssIsta n ce. there is someone tram ed to pro vi de it. Is 11 pass i ble for the 
scanner surface could be gray with bright yellow lines for foot placement? Things your trained scanners should know about dementia/All: Patients see black as a hole and feel fear having to step on that surface. Patients do not see white - it just 
can't be focused on, it's not there. Laier in the day, dementia patients fall into sundowners - their already diminished thinking and reasoning skills fall even farther and there is increased confusion. And dementia palients do not just bounce back from 
uncomfortable situations like a strip search. The affects lasted several days, and into what was to be a wondetiul 42nd anniversary cruise to the Caribbean. My goal for TSA would be, next time we fly and need to go through security, to see a large, 
visible sign as we approach the security station indicating the availability of a Support Spec1al1st upon request. I wonder 1/ other travelers have thought to visit your website before flying to find out this kind of information. I know I didn't. 

I wo u Id Ii ke to hear back from T SA that you received this communication a bout my concerns with scanner technician training to hand I e sp eci a I pop u I ations through security, Just to hear that you read this and maybe understand my frustration at 
SeaTac February 22 wo u Id mean a I ot 10 me. I a I so forwarded I his communication 10 my ca re associate at the ALZ Associa Ii on and to the r a ci I ita tor for my Caregiver Sup po rt Grau p, as I have ex pressed my concerns with her s i nee the incident. I I hank 
you for your time to hear me out. 

Very Sincerely. 
l(b)(61 

I can be reached at:~kb_ .• _,(6_._I -----~!Arlington, WA 98223 or by phone atk~b-')_(6""') ___ ~1 My e-mail Is HYPERLINK f~b-')_(6--'·•-' _______________ __. 

Aloha, 

Per your own website, Natve American tribal IDs are an acceptable form of identification. If this is true, then the Office of Hawaiian Affiars Hawaiian registry ID is an acceptable form of identification. Since the Federal government has redefined Native 
Americans to m c I ude Native Hawaiians, then I a rn unclear as to why T SA agents would not accept such an ID as an acceptable form of identification. 

I consider I his a horrifying act of racism, especially when enforced in my native lands. What is more frustraIingly unbelievable, is lhe fact that there is absolutely no consistency belween the TSA security checkpoints of the airports of Hawaii. In 
Honolulu, obviously, the agents there understand Native American tribal IDs. and if they and I am mistaken, then your office should clearly state what TSA means by "Native American Tribal ID." So that there is clear understanding regarding your own 
requirementsl 

I look forward to receiving your response regarding this matter, meaning, I expexl a response to this email and my request for a clear definilion of whal this branch of the Federal government considers Nalive American. 

This is regarding the need for "a more thorough secunty pat down" because I had a temporary State of Hawaii drivers license and my Office of Hawaiian Affairs Native Hawaiian registry ID, plus a major credit card with my picture at the Hilo 
International Airport on Saturday. March 23, 2013 at approximately 14:45. 

312412013 Sent from my iPad ... e kala mai no typos. 

9:0721 
AM 

'O wau me ka ha'aha'a. 

(b)(61 

This message is the property of Kamehameha Schools and any attachments are conf1d e nti al to the intended rec i pIent at the e-m a i I address to which it has be en addressed. If you a re not the intended recipient you may not copy. forward, disc lose or 
use any part of this message or its attachments. If you received this transmission in en-or please notify the sender immediately by e-mail or contact ~(b )(6) l3nd then delete this message from your system. 



Disability Description: Caller has a Tens Unit and claims TSO doesn t know what it Is. 

Response Details: I told the caller efleclive April 25, 2013 he can bring 2 golf clubs in his carry-on baggage. I told the caller 10 inform the officers he has a TENSunit and where it is located. 

~l(b_,(_6_) --~!Notes: 

312412013 He wears a TENS Unit when he travels. He says he gets frisked when traveling. He is complaining that a lot of agents daesn t know what a tens unit is. He says Kennedy and LaGuardia are both problems when traveling with a TENS unit because 
11 : 11 : 57 none of the agents know what tens unit is. He says the agents there don t know what a unit is and taking it through screening is a ho rri b I e experience. He went through the checkpoint at Kennedy at the end of February flying with Jet Blue and not even 

AM the supervisor knew what a TENS unit was. I told him the wires could cause a patdown. He would like a call back from one of the CSM s or ODPO. I told him it must be submitted in writing. He declined to give me his e-mail address. He did give me 
his phone number He would like a call back from the CSM at that airport. 

Incident Details: The caller wanted to know if he can bnng a golf club in carry-on baggage. The caller said he called the airline and was told he was not allowed to bnng the ,tern as carry-on. The caller also stated he was stopped at the airport because 
he was wearing a TENS unit. The caller said the officer and the supervisor did not know what the device was and he was stopped for additional screening. The caller believes the officers are not properly trained. The caller wanted to know what he 
needs 10 do the next time he fly s. The caller requested 10 speak with a supervisor. 

DearTSA: 

I am just a little puzzled about the operation of the Trusted Traveler Program. And what exactly I bought for my $100 fee. 
http:/ lwww. tsa, gov/tsa-p re% E 2%9 C % 93 % E2 % 84 % A2/ts a-pre-ch eek-TM-how-it-works 

Your website indicates that it is operative for a very small subset al airports, terminals and airlines. 
How long would it take to provide instructions to EVERY TSA officer at every airport in the country? A week? Two weeks? 

Reading my Global Enlry card is surely no more challenging than examining a driver license. And the TSA officer at JFK Terminal 4 accepted thal as ID on March 16. 
Yet, after being pre-approved for expedited screening (shoes, 311 compliance, laptop, jacket, belt), he insisted that none of that applied. 

312412013 In fact, I do not think that he was even aware of the program. 
12:58:24 

PM As a universily professor who flies frequenlly, in the U.S. and overseas, I join the many who think thal it is a good idea for TSA to become a little more focussed in airport screening. 

3124/2013 
12:58:26 

PM 

Yau have yet to find anything suspicious in my laptop or shoes or explosive residue on my clothing in spite of numerous opportunities and pat-downs. 
Perhaps it Is time to agree that such repeated screening is a waste of your resources as well as aggravating. At all airports, and all terminals. 

And if the Trusted Traveler Program/Global Entry continues nol to provide any benefit to me (I have a lrip to the UK in May), perhaps you would be so good as to return the $100. 

Sincerely, 

!(b1(61 I 
Professor al Earth and Environmental Sciences Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory al Columbia University Palisades, New York 10964, USA 

To whom it may concern, 

Today March 24th 2013 I have expenenced the worst service provided by TSA in my entire life. I was flying our of Pearson International airport, and because of TSAI missed my flight. I would not be as angry 1f it did not involve a hold up involving my 
pregnant wife and a 2 year old. The TSA agents at this airport are inadequately trained and have poor communication skills amongst each other. They held my pregnant wife for medicine they apparently don't know, which were basic pre-natel vitamins 
and a anti biotic. These medications are pretty standard and should not incur a 40 minuIes hold up. On top of that madness my daughters stroller was flagged and as result I hey wanted to search my 2 year old and her bags, yes a 2 year was patted 
dawn by moronic TSA agents. As result I realized I needed to go to the gate to hald the plane as I was cleared. however I was called back because apparently I can't leave my wife even though I was cleared. If yau can please explain your policy to 
obtain a 2 year old for a pat down and a reason of poor communication amongst your TSA staff at Pearson International 11 would be greatly appreciated. They really need to be properly trained in communication skills and howl interact with public. I 
witnessed in multiple incident of poor communications by the same employee, after missing my flight i went back to get the employees name and any other forrn of identification but he was already gone. Honestly I feel this incident needs to be made 
more public and I will make it aware to everyone through whatever social media channels necessary. I am beyond furious al whal occurred and really will use whal ever resources I have to make this incidenl public knowledge. 

Sincerely, 



I wear an underwire bra. I travel in/out of SMF twice weekl~ess. I FREQUENTLY have problems getting through security at SMF, and today missed my flight. I had to wait TEN minutes after the alarm triggered before a female officer was 
available for a pat-down. Then during the pat-down, Office~ached for her cell phone in her pocket and tried 10 REPEAT the pal-down. I insisted that the other officer do the second pat-down. 

3~2~;2~~ 3 I HATE traveling through SMF as a buxom woman veteran business traveler. 

PM 

Greetings-

Friday, I was travel Ii ng on business and had need to boa rd an a ire raft in Roch ester, New York necessitating my passage through the Home I and Security checkpoint vi a whee I ch air as I endeavored to reach my ride home from New York. 0 n e of my 
concerns, a concern allayed by your hype regarding non-discrimination in the use of the newer AIT "puffer" scanning device, was the anomalous presentation of my not so regular human body. 

You see, when I was born, I was noticed to be anomalous to the eye and the physician worked with my parents resulting in surgery being performed on my body at that very young age. I am an individual properly described as intersexed. My parents 
chose to have me oriented aesthetically as a male. Unfortunately the internal chemistry of my physique was otherwise. The result is 1f one were to view me without clothing I would be observed as having an upper torso which is very much female 
w hi I e presenting with a I ower abdomen which I ooks so rt of ma I e, The reason I had le a red your scan device was the pro pens i ty of the reve I ato ry nature of the device to the trained but perhaps less than professi o na I eye wou Id subject me to some form 
of ha rassme nl. 

In the view of my business associates. I was subjected to a form of search I have never endured in my thirty plus years of p roles s ional travels I og g i ng we 11 into the hundreds of thousands of m, I es within our home I and. I was "puffed"' whereupon the 
operator of the device told me he was going to have to perform a "pat down" search of my upper body. NO ONE in my entire history has ever groped me. No one! That is until Friday. 

Never have I ever witnessed an apparent woman. dressed in feminine attire and presumptively presenting with identification documents illustrating a name consistent with what the eye beholds. groped/searched/patted down as to their breasts. Today, 

312412013 in full view of God and everyone, I endured a man feeling my breasts. all in the name of "I am going to have to conduct a pat down search." I was not asked. I was told the way it would occur and in seconds it had happened. 

6:08:30 
PM 

I was in such shock, mortificalion, embarrassmenl and utter emotional turmoil I did not jot down the name of the man who searched me. I know he was opera1ing the single "puffer" machine at lhat airport location in Rochester, New York at 
approximately 3:55 p.m. Eastern Time on 22 March 2013. Your own operational log entries and personnel rosters of that place and time will illustrate to you the identity of the individual of whose conduct I complain, by whose hands I was molested. 

Just now I have only finally finished my journey home and am reliving the emotional hurt of having my breasts groped. I am weighing what to do regarding the discriminatory and sexually harassing behavior to which I was subjected today. You, at the 
very leasi. have a need for determination whether your conduct "palling down" the breasts of anyone falls within lhe operational protocols of your protection processes. 

Your own website details purported compassionate concern for transgendered travellers who may present with prosthetic devices which might scan anomalously. Your words provide: 

"TSA recognizes the concerns members of the transgender community may have with undergoing the security screening process at our Nation's airports and is committed to conducting screening in a dignified and respectful manner. These travel tips 
will explain the various screening processes and technologies travelers may encounter at security checkpoints. 

Preparing for Travel 



Greetings-

Friday, I was travelling on business and had need to board an aircraft in RochesIer, New York necessitating my passage through the Homeland Security checkpoint via wheelchair as I endeavored 10 reach my ride home from New York. One of my 
concerns. a concern allayed by your hype regarding non-discrimination in the use of the newer AIT "puffer·· scanning device, was the anomalous presentation of my not so regular human body. 

You see. when I was born. I was noticed to be anomalous to the eye and the physician worked with my parents resulting in surgery being performed on my body at that very young age. I am an individual properly described as intersexed. My parents 
chose to have me oriented aesthetically as a male. Unfortunalely lhe internal chemislry of my physique was otherwise. The resull is if one were 10 view me without clothing I would be observed as having an upper torso which is very much female 
while presenting with a lower abdomen which looks sort of male. The reason I had feared your scan device was the propensity of the revelatory nature of the device to the trained but perhaps less than professional eye would subject me to some form 
of harassment. 

In the view of my business associates, I was subjecled to a form of search I have never endured in my thirty plus years of professional I ravels logging well into the hundreds of thousands of miles within our homeland. I was "'puffed"' whereupon the 
operator of the device told me he was going to have to perform a "'pat down" search of my upper body. NO ONE in my entire history has ever groped me. No one! That is until Friday. 

Never have I ever witnessed an apparent woman, dressed in le mini ne attire and presumptive I y presenting with identification documents i 11 ustrat i ng a name consistent with what the eye be ho Ids, groped/searched/patted down as to their breasts, Today, 

312412013 in full view of God and everyone, I endured a man feeling my breasts, all in the name of '"I am going 10 have to conduct a pat down search." I was nol asked. I was lold the way ii would occur and in seconds it had happened. 

6:08:30 
PM 

I was in such shock. mortification, embarrassment and utter emotional turmoil I did not jot down the name of the man who searched me. I know he was operating the single "puffer" machine at that airport location in Rochester, New York at 
approximately 3:55 p.m. Eastern Time on 22 March 2013. Your own operational log entries and personnel rosters of that place and time will illustrate to you the identity of the individual of whose conduct I complain, by whose hands I was molested. 

Just now I have only finally finished my journey home and am reliving the emotional hurt of having my breasts groped. I am weighing what to do regarding the discriminatory and sexually harassing behavior to which I was subjected today. You, at the 
very least, have a need for determination whether your conduct '·patting down'· the breasts of anyone falls within the operational protocols of your protection processes. 

Your own website details purported compassionate concern for Iransgendered travellers who may present with prosthetic devices which might scan anomalously. Your words provide: 

"TSA recognizes the concerns members of the transgender community may have with undergoing the security screening process at our Nation's airports and is committed to conducting screening in a dignified and respectful manner. These travel tips 
w i 11 exp Iain the various screening p roce sse s and technologies t rave I e rs may encounter at security checkpoints. 

Preparing for Travel 



Greetings-

Friday, I was travelling on business and had need to board an aircraft in RochesIer, New York necessitating my passage through the Homeland Security checkpoint via wheelchair as I endeavored 10 reach my ride home from New York. One of my 
concerns. a concern allayed by your hype regarding non-discrimination in the use of the newer AIT "puffer·· scanning device, was the anomalous presentation of my not so regular human body. 

You see. when I was born. I was noticed to be anomalous to the eye and the physician worked with my parents resulting in surgery being performed on my body at that very young age. I am an individual properly described as intersexed. My parents 
chose to have me oriented aesthetically as a male. Unfortunalely lhe internal chemislry of my physique was otherwise. The resull is if one were 10 view me without clothing I would be observed as having an upper torso which is very much female 
while presenting with a lower abdomen which looks sort of male. The reason I had feared your scan device was the propensity of the revelatory nature of the device to the trained but perhaps less than professional eye would subject me to some form 
of harassment. 

In the view of my business associates, I was subjecled to a form of search I have never endured in my thirty plus years of professional I ravels logging well into the hundreds of thousands of miles within our homeland. I was "'puffed"' whereupon the 
operator of the device told me he was going to have to perform a "'pat down" search of my upper body. NO ONE in my entire history has ever groped me. No one! That is until Friday. 

Never have I ever witnessed an apparent woman, dressed in le mini ne attire and presumptive I y presenting with identification documents i 11 ustrat i ng a name consistent with what the eye be ho Ids, groped/searched/patted down as to their breasts, Today, 

312412013 in full view of God and everyone, I endured a man feeling my breasts, all in the name of '"I am going 10 have to conduct a pat down search." I was nol asked. I was lold the way ii would occur and in seconds it had happened. 

6:08:30 
PM 

3/24/2013 
6:08:39 

PM 

I was in such shock. mortification, embarrassment and utter emotional turmoil I did not jot down the name of the man who searched me. I know he was operating the single "puffer" machine at that airport location in Rochester, New York at 
approximately 3:55 p.m. Eastern Time on 22 March 2013. Your own operational log entries and personnel rosters of that place and time will illustrate to you the identity of the individual of whose conduct I complain, by whose hands I was molested. 

Just now I have only finally finished my journey home and am reliving the emotional hurt of having my breasts groped. I am weighing what to do regarding the discriminatory and sexually harassing behavior to which I was subjected today. You, at the 
very least, have a need for determination whether your conduct '·patting down'· the breasts of anyone falls within the operational protocols of your protection processes. 

Your own website details purported compassionate concern for Iransgendered travellers who may present with prosthetic devices which might scan anomalously. Your words provide: 

"TSA recognizes the concerns members of the transgender community may have with undergoing the security screening process at our Nation's airports and is committed to conducting screening in a dignified and respectful manner. These travel tips 
w i 11 exp Iain the various screening p roce sse s and technologies t rave I e rs may encounter at security checkpoints. 

Preparing for Travel 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:~b,(6) I 
Date Time: 31241<' 13 5:05:28 PM 

························----------------··························· 

Namefb)(61 
Email_b,(6I 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc): 
Comments:While I recognize the necessity to appropriately screen passengers, I am concerned by the apparent lack of situational awareness and respect among TSA officers - specifically when it comes to the treatment of war wounded. I am hopeful 
you will give lhis situation the attention it deserves. 



Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Calegories Traveling with Children: Screening (AIT, Paldown) Current Dateflime 312412013 9:24:38 PM Airport Select One Dateflime o!Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: Hello, I have two inquiries aboul recenl trip I took from Nashville, TN, to Raleigh, NC. 

I noticed at the security checkpoint that families with children get to go through the metal detector; the children as well as the parents. I have seen this at several airports. If this is risk-based flexibility, then why do other low-risk groups such as the 
312512013 elderly and women need to go through the body scanner? 
9:08:40 

AM As I was waiting in the line at the gate, the TSA went down the line and asked to see into all the women's purses. When approached. I asked what the reason for this was. since I was already screened once. The TSA agents (2 of them approached 
me) did not answer my question, stating that &q uot;,t needs to be done &quot;. They a I so opened up my carry-an bag. This baffled me as the security che c kpornt 1s sup posed to be thorough and effective. Can you p I ease tel I me the reason (PI ease 
include data if available) for the second screening I received? What could someone obtain in the secure area that would be forbidden if it is truly secure? I feel fine about getting a pat-down at the security check. but I must say that it felt quite invasive 
when it occurred outside of that area. 
Would you like a resoaose? · Inie 
Passenger's Name l(b 1(6) ~----~ 
Phone Number · 
Email !(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2IApplicationManager 

Disability Description: The callers parents flew from LAX to LAS. His falher is 73 and has a feeding lube. They wenl through screening at terminal 1 around 4:00pm. 

Response Details: Prescription, over-the-counter, and homeopathic medications (l1qu1ds, gels, and aerosols) for medical purposes are not limited in amount or volume in checked or carry-on baggage. However, if these items are in carry-on luggage 
and in containers that exceed 3.4 ounces, they may not be placed in the quart-size bag and must be declared to the Transportation Security Officer. 

Regardless of the screening method used, the device will undergo additional screening. This may include, but is not limited to. a physical inspection of the device if it is not in a sensitive area, and a patdown of the device followed by testing for traces 
of explosives. 

Prescription, over-the-counler, and homeopathic medications (liquids, gels, and aerosols) for medical purposes are not limited in amount or volume in checked or carry-on baggage. However, if these items are in carry-on luggage and in containers thal 
exceed 3.4 ounces, they may not be placed in the quart-size bag and must be declared to the Transportation Security Officer. 

If you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition, Federal regulations 

312512013 require thal your complaint be put in writing unless your disability prevenls you from doing so. 

11:30:25 
AM 

Transportation Security Administration Office of Disability Policy and Outreach 
601 South 12th Street TSA-33 
Ari i ngto n. VA 20598-60 33 

I emailed the caller the information. Caller stated he would submit this complaint in writing, 

Incident Details: The caller states that his parents flew from LAX to LAS with Southwest on 3-24-13 and went through terminal 1 at approx. 4:00pm for a 5:30pm flight. The caller states that his father is 76 and was in a wheelchair and has a feeding 
tu be. The caller states the T SA office rs made his father wa I k to an area to be patted down. The ofli cer kb) ( ff:, l,vas trying to deny his lath er his Ii quid n utri ti on. far his feeding tube. in carry-on. Once his mother found out the fi 1g ht was going to 
be delayed she went back and explained tokb)(ff:, !that her husband could not do without his liquid nutrition that long. !(b)(ffl !made the callers mother open the container of nutrition before she would allow her to bring it in _carry-on ror his father, 
The caller stales that the officers made his father walk even though he was in a wheelchair. The caller states that his falher was only able to take very few steps and that was why he had the wheelchair. The caller is upset 1hatkb1(6_1 was denying 
his father his nutrition when he knows that liquid nutrition was permitted in carry-on. The son did not know the flight number. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time· 3125/2013 9:58:57 AM Airport: DCA - Washington Reagan National Date/Time al Travel. 02/01/2013 8:40 AM Airline & Flight Number. US Air Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Far left as you enter the airport TSA Employee: (If 
Known) : African American le male about 5 ·3·' regular we,g ht Comment : Dear TSA Customer Service, 

I would like to register a general observation aboul the trealment of individuals who choose to receive a pat down versus going lhrough the xray machine. 
I have been treated like a criminal at either airport - they TSA staff have to request a person ta pat me down, and the treatment I receive as an ordinary passenger is that I am a criminal. These are the actions TSA agents take as a seemingly general 
procedure: 

you not allowed 10 1ouch your belonging you are made to get the pal down and advised in a manner that presumes you have somelhing guilly aboul you you must look al your luggage at all times you must not move until they put their gloves through a 
ch em i ca I tester. 

If you go through the xray, you are treated like a regular passenger, no don't touch your luggage. no harsh demands to not look anywhere else. no chemical testing. 

312512013 It is not a rationale approach. I go through a pat down because I have had too many X-rays in the past year and do not wish to get exposed to mare. Hence I am treated like I am guilty of something until proved innocent otherwise. 
12:00:38 

PM 
Please change your approach to people who take pat downs. 
I would like to register a complaint about a female agent on this recent trip: Feb 1si, 2013 Washington, DC. Ronald Reagen Airport, departing at 9:50. I entered the security line al approximately 8:40 AM 

I had to wait a bout 7 minutes lo r an agent. A b I ack fem a I e agent treated me very poorly. Barking demands not to touch anything. I had about three bins and just pointing th em out she yelled at me not to touch them. I wasn't near th em. Then she p I aced 
them on either side of me and told me to look at my bags at all time. Given they were in front and in back of me, I was not sure which ones to look at. She yelled at me saying look at the one on her side (as if I were stupid) . not the other agent;s side 
who had laken some of the bins. 
She was very aggressive in her pat down, more than I have ever experienced. I had not provoked any such actions. She simply seemed like an angry agent. Then . again as if I were a criminal, she barked &quot: Do not move until I am dane&quat: and 
she tested her gloves. 

It was an excessive abusive experience and it is not necessary for people who choose 10 receive a pat down 10 be trealed as a criminal. 

PI ease take a ct,on towards this T SA agent working in the AM of Feb 1 st. Al so please forward this general complaint about pat down treatment to h1g her ups. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 



Caller stated th at she has had some d ifflcu lty getting through on several occasions. She stated that on Se pte m be r 4th. 2012 she was going through the checkpoint at CM H . She has a permanent di sa bi I ity that requires her to wear a TENS unit at times. 
She has herneated discs in her back that prevent her from wearing a bra. When going through the AIT machine he back brace showed as an anomaly and she was asked if they could perform a patdown. She said yes and the female officer proceeded 
to do the patdown explaining what she was doing as she did ii. When she came to the passengers breasts she explained that she would have to check underneath, since the passenger is not able to wear a bra her breasls are not lifted and sag 
somewhat. causing the officer to graze her nipples. She has been very upset because of this. She broke into tears at the checkpoint and a super,isor was called over. She feels as though she was violated and molested by TSA. She has had another 
issue going through the checkpoint at CMH where she was wearing a dress and the female officer went up her bare leg. She felt this was unecessary. She asked what she could do in the future to make her experience less stressful. 

There was also an incident in January when she was flying oul of Dayton where she was asked 10 remove her TENS uni I which is very diflicull for her. It almost caused her 10 miss her flight. 

Apo I og i zed and advised cal I er: 

Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring thal all passengers, regardless of their personal situations and needs, are trealed with dignity, respect, and cour1esy. 

Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area of an airport and the manner in which the screening is conducted 1s important. Transportation Secunty Officers (TSOs) must conduct add1t1onal screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 

3125/2013 happen next in I he process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 
125318 

PM In addition. passengers may request a private sere en i ng 1f additional s c reem ng is required or at any ti me during the screening process. A com pa ni on may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the private screening after the comp an ion 
clears screening, In addition. screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in the public area rather than go to a private area for 
screening, however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area will not be permitted to enter lhe secured area. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Ser,ice Manager (CSM) at that location. 

In the future I advised tha I you communicate with the TSO at I he ti me of screening to I et her know what your concerns are and how she can make the experience I ess s tres sfu I lo r you. They cannot sere en you properly if I hey do not know what bol he rs 
you and what your main concerns are. 



-----Or~inal Message----
From: b)(61 
Sentonday, March 25. 2013 1:49 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subjecl: TSA screening procedures 

To whom 11 may concern: 

this email is not a complaint as such, though more some comments about lhe changes to airport scanning procedures. I opt out of the full body scans (I feel it is invasive, and also I don't trusl the medical safely of the process quite yet, or at least the 
evidence still does not persuade me that it is a risk-less scan). As such I receive the "pat dawn" (excuse me that I don't know the proper word for it) whenever I fly. 

In general, after some bad stories concerning these pat downs, TSA has improved immensely in the procedure, Personally I think the person doing the physical search is always professional and communicates what he is doing. In regard to the 

312512013 physi ca I pat down, d esp i I e I hi n king it is a overboard and that the past pat down procedure was sufficient, I have no qui bb I es. 

4:02:36 
PM 

312512013 
6:16:33 

The attitude of some (and only some, I would roughly quantify it is as 
50%) of TSA agents while I wait to be patted down is why I am writing today. There is a lot of commotion at airport security but one concern travelers have it keeping their eyes on their bags. (Indeed, as the public service announcements remind 
everyone, this is also a concern and desire for the TSA.) Because lhere is a wait time between when an opt out is requested and when someone is available, often when I fly my bags go through the x-ray scanner and oul the other end where I lose 
sight of them. In JFK this Sunday past this happened. and the TSA agent rebuked me for trying to stand where I could see them. 
( Actua 11 y, he told me that "I osrng sight of my bags was the price I pay lo r an opt out.") I explained the reasoning to him and he did a 11 ow me to stand where I cou Id see them, though this took some prodding from me and was not very easy. 

So, in sum, the goal of my email is to ask that TSA consider a different procedure so I hat 1ravelers who opl out can see their bags at all times. Also, I lhink some TSA agents could be more polite, though I am fairly underslanding that ii is a stressful job 
and this affects their behavior. 

I am Spanish, though travel to the States every couple of months, If you require further information I wo u Id be mo re th an happy to cooperate, 

With kind regards, 

Dear TSA staff, 

This is in regards to my screening at John Wayne Airport in Santa Ana, CA. I was asked to be screened at time of boarding. I believe this was to be done earlier but lhis was missed. Eventually I was cleared after a lenglhy procedure including pat 
dawn. I was unable ta board as the flight had closed and I missed my flight. I was put on a next flight with my final destination landing delay by 3 hours. 

I would like to avoid this in the future. I believe my boarding pass designated that I should be screened. I want to find out haw I can be cleared for additional screening in the future? 

PM Please advise. 

Regds, 

w,(6) 



3125/2013 
g,08:41 

PM 

To Whom It May Concern. 
I would like to register a oomplaint with the SeaTac TSA. While traveling with three small children, the toddler car seat somehow did not pass inspection through the detector. As a result, instead ofwanding the seat or physically checking out the seat, 
the TSA person said I needed to have a pat down. The woman who did the pat down was friendly and professional, but the need for a pat down was unnecessary. My queslion is if lhe car seat is the problem, then why did I receive the pat down? I did 
my best to calm my children as my oldest started to get a little upset by watching this woman pat dawn his mother in front of him. I have not had any problems with the TSA in SeaTac before so this really took me by suprise. 
Please contact me to let me know you have received my email and that my concern is being taken senously. I would like to know in the future. as I travel back to SeaTac, 1/ I can refuse a pat down 1/ my toddler car seat does not pass inspection 
through the machine again. 
Sincerely, 

fb)(61 

HYPERLIN'4b 1(6) 
are you wret~ch_e_d_e-na_u_g_h-ta-be_s_a-ve_d_?_. ------------~ 

kb)(61 I 
comptetent oou n sel i ng 

Disability Description: Caller is in a wheelchair. She opted 10 have a paldown. She is a diabelic. She had her water in the quart sized bag. She told the TSO that the water was for medical reasons. Later when she picked up her items the water was 
missing. She asked the TSO where her water was and he said that he threw it away. The TSO told the caller that he advised her that the water was being thrown away and she said Ok. She stated that she did not say it was okay ta throw her water 
away. She said that she needs the water to take her medication. She wanted to file a complaint. She does not have an email address. 
She went through the checkpoint at El Paso about 5 am, She was flying on Southwest Airlines flight 3334 to Houston and then to Jackson, MS, She stated that she is still in the aiport at El Paso and she would like her water replaced. 

Response Details: Far your complaint ta be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations it must: 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Be in writing; 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed discriminatory action in sufficient deta i I to inform T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination; and 
Be signed by lhe complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns, we also need ta know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

3126/2013 
8,01 ;43 To file a complaint electronically, please send an e-mail to; TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to place D-RFI in the subject line to allow for proper handling. 

AM 

If you prefer to file a complaint vi a postal ma i I . please send ,t to 

TransporIation Securily Administration 
Disability Branch 
Di sab i Ii ty and Multi cultu ra I D1v1s1on 
601 South 12th Street 
TSA-33 
Ari i ngta n. VA 20598 

Incident Details: Caller is in a wheelchair. She opted to have a patdown. She is a diabetic. She had her water in the quart sized bag. She told the TSO that the water was for medical reasons. Later when she picked up her items the water was 
missing. She asked the TSO where her water was and he said lhat he threw it away. The TSO told the caller thal he advised her thal the waler was being lhrown away and she said Ok. She staled thal she did not say il was okay to throw her water 
away. She said that she needs the water to take her medication. She wanted to file a complaint. She does not have an email address. 
She went through the checkpoint at El Paso about 5 am. She was flying on Southwest Airlines flight 3334 to Houston and then to Jackson, MS. She stated that she is still in the a,port at El Paso and she would like her water replaced. 
I advised the caller that I can email her the information. She did not have an email address. 



Caller stated that on March 21st she was going through the Phoenix airport at approximately 10:20am. She has to use an injectable medication that uses a pen similar to that of an Ep1Pen but at the same time a little different. It is called Forteo and 
cannot be x-rayed because it may cause damage to the medication. She explained this to the officer when she was delcaring the medication but they insisted that it must be x-rayed. She told them that she has flown out of Columbus and Ft. Myer and 
they always perform a physical inspection of her medication. On this particular event I hey kept insisting I hat she pul her medication lhrough the ,-ray and kept referring to ii as an EpiPen even I hough she showed them her prescription and explained to 
them what it was and how it could not be x-rayed. The female officer then told her she was going to have to receive a patdown and have all of her bags physically inpsected. At that time the passenger requested a private room. Everything was then 
removed from her purse and backpack and she was given a pat down. All because her medication cannot be x-rayed. She wants to know why she was put through this and if the officers actions were correct. 

Apo I og i zed and advised cal I er: 

Although there is no scientific evidence to support or confirm effects of x-ray screening on medication, as a customer service initiative. the Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) augmented its screening procedures by adding alternatives for 
screening medications and associated sup plies, 

312612013 If you do not wish for your medication to be x-rayed we have alternative ways to screen it. 
10:00:17 

AM 
Because your comp I ai nt concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your e-m a i I to the Customer Service Manager at that airport, 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security
screening po Ii ci es need modification or s pec1f1c employees or screener teams are the subj eels of repeated complaints. 

Caller recently fiew out of DCA with her infant child. She had a 4oz bottle of formula along with juice and other necessary liquids for her baby. All the other liquids besides the formula pass the BLS test. The formula did not pass. The TSOs had her 
waiting there for a very long time, subjecting her 10 a patdown and making her feel very embarrassed. She asked them 10 just pour oul the formula so she should go and calch her flight but they would nol do it. She missed her flighl because of being 
held for so long. She feels as though she was treated as if she were a criminal. The supervisors name i~b':1(6) ! 
Apologized to caller and advised: 

312612013 A variety of security measures are applied to the screening of passengers and baggage, including random searches. Although a physical search may be required to clear an alarm, Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) are trained on professional 

10,23 ,43 and courteous screening procedures to make the process run smoothly and to reduce inconvenience. We regret that you were not satisfied with the service you received. 

AM 
I cannot 1e11 you why the formula alarmed but we will look into the incident. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt corrective action whenever we determine that security
screening policies need modification or specific employees or teams are the subjects of repeated complaints. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport. we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Custa mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that location. 



Dear TSA: 

Given th at neither of your generic responses 100 k ca re or my i nq ui ry, I wonder whel her you cou Id give i I another shol? 

Why doesnl the Truster Traveler Program apply to every U.S. airport. terminal, airline? The training of all TSA employees couldn't possible take more than a few days. 
And if Trusted Traveler/Global Entry proves not to provide any tangible benefit to most travelers (I have a trip to the UK in May). on what basis do you retain the S100 application fee? 

b, 61 
b)(61 

From: TSA-Co ntactCe nter <TSA-Co ntactCe nter@tsa. d hs .gov> 

~Jtb1Mrh 26 2013 651 36 r EDT 

312612013 Subject RE: Trusted Traveler Program 
12:23:42 

PM 
Thank you for contacting the T ra nsportat ion Security Adm i nis tra ti on. 
While many rouline inquiries can be responded 10 in less than 48 hours, 
some responses that require additional information may take longer. 
The Contact Center's frequently asked questions <http://www.tsa.gov/contact-transportation-security-admrnistrat10n> 
page has answers to the most common inquiries we receive from the public, 
If you are wriling to find out if you can pack a certain item in your carry-on or checked bags, you can use our "Can I bring my ______ through the security checkpoint?" tool localed on lhe www.tsa.gov homepage. Jusl type in lhe item name into 
the box, hit the ··submit" 
button, and the tool will tell you 1/ it's permitted or prohibited in both carry-on and checked bags. 
The Travelers <httpcllwww.tsa.gov/traveler-information> page has a great deal of information, including acceptable IDs, traveling with liquids, special medical needs, tips for members of the military and people with special medical needs. the 
prohibited items list, and tips for packing and dressing to get through security quickly. 
You might also be interested in TSA's new mobile web and iPhone app, that gives you 2417 access to all of the above information. You can download the mobile web version of the app on any smartphone by typing www.tsa.gov/mobile on the web 
browser. You can download the MyTSA ,Phone app <http://itunes.apple.com/us/applmy-tsa/id380200364 ?mt=8> for free on iTunes. 



312612013 
12:23:47 

PM 

Subject: Large Breasted Women Veteran Business Travelers NOT Welcome at SMF 
I am a large breasted woman veteran business traveler, I fly in/out of SM F twice 
weekly on business. I ALWAYS have problems gelling through securily. Frequently 
my underwire bra triggers an alarm. Other times, other unknown things trigger an 
alarm. Findings: 1 TSA staff are und e rsou reed with regard to ava i I able women 
officers for additional screening of women travelers, 2. There's apparently a 
litlle known secret I hat women Iravelers with underwire bras may elect 10 be 
screened through one type of machine vs another. This is now openly disclosed to 
women !rave I e rs u nti I A FT ER they trigger the alarm on one of the machines. 3. 
Staff do NOT follow SOPs when doing personal pat-downs. 4. SMF TSA staff are 
rude rude rude. Experience: Today on 24Mar2013 at 11 :47 AM, I had to wait TEN 
minutes before female staff were available to do additional screening after my 
und erwi re bra alerted the a I a rm. Dun ng the p nvate pat-down session, Olli cer 

kb)(ff:1 !interrupted her pat-down of me (she'd already completed 30% of the 
pat-down) to reach for her ringing cell phone, pull it out of her pocket, and 
place it on the table. I was then required to submit to a REPEAT pat-down of my 
personal parts, a VERY UN PLEASANT experience. Then, I missed my flight. An even 
MORE very unpleasant experience. 

Inquirer De,.t"'a"'il=,s:':----------, 
Full namefh··,1f';'1 Email Add""re"'"s""s'"': H'-'Yc,P::-E::-R::-Lccl,-N,-K"'!(_b_1("'6_).._ __________________________________ _, 

Phone: Cell f h I/R, I 

---0 rig i na I Message---
F rom: T SA-Co ntactCe nter <T SA-Co ntactCe nter@tsa. d hs .gov> 

To:!(b)(6) ! 
Sent: Mon, Mar 25, 2013 8:11 am 
Subject RE: Buxom Women Veteran Business Travelers NOT Welcome at SMF 

Caller is flying from Logan to Buffalo. Caller stales that when he arrived at lhe checkpoint he provided he person checking the ID began queslioning him. Caller was not happy about the questions being asked of him such as when he was returning. 
Ca Iler was not satisfied that they asked him if his work ca red. He was asked why he did not have a return flight scheduled. Ca Iler states that he was not happy th at the officers searched every inch of his body. 
Sup f h I/R !told him to call. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

At airports nationwide, T SA Is i m pl em e nti ng more stream I in ed, consistent, and thorough patdown procedures at security che c kpornts to provide a higher I eve I of security and increase the safety of the travel mg public. Patdowns are one import ant too I to 
help TSA detect hidden and dangerous items, such as explosives. Passengers should continue to expect an unpredictable mix of security layers that include explosives trace detection, advanced imaging technology. and canine teams, among others. 

Transportation Security Officers will conduct different patdown procedures to resolve different types of anomalies. During the assessment, officers will use revised patdown procedures in all instances to resolve anomalies. The updated patdown 

312612013 procedures will address areas of the body that we know are used as areas to conceal potentially dangerous items, like explosives. 

5:23 06 
PM TSA Adminislrator John Pistole has stated that TSA s1rives to ensure consislency whenever possible for passengers at securily checkpoinls. As always, all passengers have the rig hi to request private screening al any time during the screening 

process. and patdowns are conducted by same-gender officers. However. passengers who are not willing to go through the screening process will not be permitted to fly. 

We understand and regret the discomfort and inconvenience passengers may experience as a result of patdown procedures. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of 
al I air trave I ers. TSA continues 10 develop and d ep I oy new technologies to address the explosives th re at, and the use or p atdowns provides an addition a I I ayer or security a I the ch eek point. 

The Transportation Security Administration's (TSA) Screening of Passengers by Observation Techniques (SPOT) is an additional layer of secunty using behavioral observation and analysis techniques to identify potentially high-risk individuals. TSA 
Behavior Detection Officers (BDOs) are specially trained in the operational SPOT process to identify and screen travelers of interest. 

The Expanded Behavior Detection pilot program recognizes the importance of risk-based security by using scientifically proven behavioral observation techniques and interaction to mitigate risk by identifying potentially high-risk travelers and referring 
th em lo r add1t1ona I screening at the security che c kpornt. 



[b)(6) 

HYPERLINK (b 1(6) ,._ ________________________ _, 

Whal Happened: 

At Ohare Airport on March 17 2013 I was subjected to a private patdown in a private room with 2 TSA agents present despite my repeated insistence that I did not feel comfortable being alone with government agents. This occurred at about 12:30 
PM. I opted out of the scan and asked for a patdown. The woman who did the pat down failed to check her gloves so I ended up erroneously testing positive for explosives. They and her told me I would have to get a more thorough pat-down in a 

312612013 private room. I said I did not feel comfortable with that and I would rather have a 2nd patdown in public or go lhrough the machine. They forced me to have a secret patdown say I hat I couldn'I fly otherwise. I felt complelely violated. I did nothing 
wrong. They were the ones who failed to test their gloves. Shame on you for violating constitutional rights. This is an outrage. If you don't test your gloves before a patdown it is wrong to subject me, the innocent passenger to a private heightened 

5 :!~ 21 paid own, tel Ii ng me I am not lo reed to get a p atdown because I can chose not to fly is nd i culous. Anyone with a brain knows that is no choice at a 11. You forced me to go in a private room with 2 govt agents for the pri vi I ege of getting home. 

Where did this happen? 

Ohare. United terminal Chicago, IL US 

Who treated you unfairly? 

Two fem ale agents and the ma I e that lo reed me to get a secret pat down. 



!(b)(61 

l(bi(ff, 

,_f b_)_(6_, __ _.lwarwick, Rhode Island 02888 

HYPERLINK " ... [b_,_(6_) ______________ ~ 

What happened? 

Yesterday, March 25, 2013, I was at Cyril E. King Airport in St. Thomas, VI trying 10 relurn home from a vacation. I am an airline employee and was not in uniform but had my badges with me. I am also noticeably pregnant, a litlle over 5 months. When 
312612013 I went to go through the X-ray machine, I informed the TSA agent that I didn't want to go through the X-ray machine due ta the fact that I was pregnant. He told me that I would have to be patted down and I said okay. Normally at other airports I just go 
5 '!~ 2 3 through the other machine with no prob I ems. Al I of my items went through the scanners and I st, 11 had my badges and was escorted to the area where they wou Id do the patting down procedure. The fem a I e T SA agent then p race ed ed to describe the 

patting down process and asked ii I was sensitive in any areas and I told her that I was pregnant and that was all. She said okay acknowledging what I had told her. The TSA agent then proceeded with the pat down starting with my backside. She 
rubbed down my back enough 10 know I hat I was nol wearing a bra. I was simply wearing a lighl strapless black cotlon dress. She patted down both of my legs with her hands going up my dress. If this wasn't bad enough, when she came around 10 my 
front side she was extremely rough' I had to hold up my dress with bath hands very tightly so it wouldn't fall off. She rubbed my breasts as though I had an under wire bra on or something of the sort. It was very invasive. Then she proceeded to push 
finrnly on my stomach, enough so to cause me discomfort and pain for the rest of the day. And 1/that wasnl enough, she then searched my legs again and hit me very hard with her hand in the crotch area. It was such a hit that it dislodged my 
underwear and put it in places that it did not belong. Also causing me to have pain and an immediate discharge. I was in such shock that I couldn't believe what had just happened. I told the TSA that this is the first time that this has ever happened like 
this and she responded wilh "That is how we do ii!" I proceeded to grab my stuff and leave. My fiancee meanwhile had seen lhe whole thing and was wondering if I was okay. This happened in an open area for all to watch and see. So not only was lhis 
a painful experience, it was embarrassing. I was barely able to sleep last night due to the mental anguish that I was in due to this event. Pregnant women should nat be treated like this because they do not want ta go through the x-ray. 

I expect an explanation for this type of behavior by the TSA agent because as far as I am concerned, this was a violation of my body and my private space as well as being uncalled far. If you think a pregnant lady that is wearing a sundress and has 
badges proving she works for an airline a threat, then maybe you need to evaluate your process or the loop holes that seem to be extremely apparent. 



Good grief. I would not bother a third time were this response not quite as unhelpful as it is. 
My two previous messages make it perfectly clear that I am ALREADY a member of Global Entry/ Trusted Traveler. 
My Known Traveler Number WAS included in my airline booking/ boarding pass. I produced my Global Entry ID for the TSA officer at JFK. 
There was no expedited screening. The TSA officer was utterly clueless. 
My inquiry, for a third time, concerns the TSA basis for keeping my $100 application fee if the program doesn't actually result in any tangible benefit for most travelers at most airports on most airlines. 
Please be so good as to forward my inquiry to someone at TSA qualified to provide a real response. 

On Mar 26, 2013, at 7:30 PM, tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com wrote: 

Thank you for your e-mail regarding the Transportation Security Administration's (TSA) pre-screening process. TSA Pre?™, 

312612013 The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is undertaking efforts to focus its resources and improve passenger experience at security checkpoints by expanding its use of technology and applying new intelligence-driven, risk-based screening 
8:59:38 

PM procedures. As part of this initiative, TSA is partnering with U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) to implement a pre-screening process called TSA Pre?'" for U.S. citizens who are members of CBP's Trusted Traveler programs (such as Global 
Entry, NEXUS. and SENTRI) and eligible frequent flyers who are traveling domestically. 

Although no individual will be guaranteed expedited screening, TSA is moving away from a one-size-fits-all approach and toward a more intelligence-driven, risk-based effective and efficient security system. If TSA determines a passenger is eligible 
for expedited screening, information is embedded in the b arcade of his or her bo ardrng pass. When T SA scans the b arcade at the security che c kpornt the passenger may be referred to a I an e lo r expedited s c reem ng. Expedited sere en i ng may al low 
passengers to no longer remove certain items such as their shoes, outerwear, jackets. and belts, or remove laptops from carry-on bags. 

Passengers chosen for expedited screening who are traveling with a pet must undergo the standard screening procedures that are periormed for all animals entering the checkpoint, including screening the animal and its associated property. In 
add1t1on, chi Id re n 12 years o Id and younger who are !rave Ii ng with a passenger who is se I ected lo r TSA Pre?'" may a I so be processed through expedited screening since chi Id re n under 12 a I re ad y receive mod1f1ed sere en i ng procedures at airports 
11ationwi de. 

To participate in TSA Pre?'". members of CBP's Trusted Traveler programs must place their CBP PASS ID in the 'Known Traveler Number' field when booking their reservation. This number is then sent to TSA's Secure Flight system and taken into 
consideration during the pre-screening processing. For frequent flyer program members, participating airlines will permit some members to "opt-in" through the airline's system. Once a passenger opts-in. the airline ident1f1es the individual as a 
participant when submitting the passenger reservation infonnation to TSA's Secure Flight system. 

Travelers interested in participating in TSA Pre?'" should contact their airlines or visit CBP's Global Entry program at http: www.globalentry.gov. TSA has implemented TSA Pre?"' at the Nation's busiest airport and plans to expand the program in the 



Information about the person who experienced the cIvI I rig htslci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I at,on 

Name: k._b_)-'-(6_, ____ __, 

Phone#: Cell: .. t_b_,~(6~)---~ 

Mailing Address: .. f b_,_(6_) ______ ~ Spring TX 77388 

Email: HYPERLINK .. l(b_)_(6_••_1 __________ __. 

Whal happened? 

I fiy nearly every week. I elect to "opt out" from the scanning machines and thus get patted down. I have probably done this -60 times in the past year. My experience on March 25th was most certainly the most invasive that I have ever had. I was flying 
home to Houston from Orlando on Southwest II i g ht. 

312712013 The screenkbl(ff•, ! gave the normal speech. When doing the pat down up my leg until he ·met resistance" he made sure he went all the way up to underneath my scrotum, touching between my scrotum and my anus. This was repeated a total of 4 
10:04:26 . h' d h f f d b AM 11 mes w , le patting own ea c o my legs ro nt an ack. 

Eventually he asked 10 swab my hands. I have NEVER been requested this in 50+ pal downs. After already feeling violated I then asked for a supervisor. l(b••1(6) kame out and explained that was the rules and to deal with it. I explained thal I 
have never done this before and he said he did not care. I asked if I could see the rules in order to see that a standard pat down called for this and he said no and that I could look them up online. He proceeded to say that I either allow this or I will not 
be flying. Being that I basically did not have a choice. I complied. I have no clue 1fthat Is part of the "standard pat down", but I know that my nghts were violated and I was not treated with respect. 

This occurred on 3125113 at approx, mate ly 4 :25 pm 

Where did this happen? 

Place: MCO 

Caller said her niece is 6 monlhs pregnant and flew from PHX 10 STL on flight #f,72. She boarded at gate C7, departing at 12:10 PM flying wilh Southwest Airlines. 
Caller states her niece was jerked out of line without any explanation and an x-ray was performed on her. She had a quarter in her pocket and had to have a patdown. The patdown was done in view of other passengers and a private screening area 
wasn I offered. Caller wasn I traveling with her niece, she is just calling on her behalf. 

She wants somelhing to be done about this and for the TSO agent who jerked her niece oul of line to be reprimanded. Caller stales this is the first time her niece had traveled and didn I know she could opt-out of the screening technology, 
When the TSO realized her niece was pregnant she completely changed her tone. and went from being very aggressive to being concerned. 
The niece went through the AIT at approximately 11 :15AM. 
The female TSO was an older lady with short hair and her niece said the screener had a loud pushy voice, not really yelling at her. just telling her to stand here. put her hands up, etc. 

Caller is ultimately concerned that her niece was not offered a private screening or the option to opt out of AIT despite being pregnant. 

Response: 
Apo I og i zed to ca 11 er I hat for the experience her niece encountered and exp I a i ned the following: 

3127/2013 AIT is a classification that covers two similar technologies. millimeter wave and backscatter. Both systems work in a similar way to give Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) a virtual image of a passenger that conspicuously highlights potentially 
11 :33:09 dangerous items. 

AM Mi 11 i meter wave systems project beams of non-i o ni zing radio frequency energy aver the passenger's body sur/a ce; the beams do not penetrate the skin, The radio frequency energy refi e cted back from the body and other objects on the body is used to 
consiruct a lhree-dimensional image. The energy the system projects is thousands of times less lhan a cell phone 1ransmission. 
The backscatter x-ray system works by scanning the surface of a passenger's body with a narrow. low-dose, low-energy x-ray beam. This system uses ionizing radiation-the type people usually think of as "radiation." However, the radiation levels are 
far below those of a hospital x-ray machine and any level that might constitute a health concern. The amount of radiation from a backscatter screening system is equivalent to the exposure each person receives in about 2 minutes of airplane flight at 
altitude or the amount the person receives in about an hour due to naturally occurring background radiation at ground level. 
The extremely low dose of radiation from the entire spectrum of TSA screening technology is inconsequential, even to frequent flyers who undergo repeated screenings. 
Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening. including a thorough patdown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of 
this right. 
This testing takes into account sp eci a I po pu I ati o ns that a re mo re sensitive to radiation. such as chi Id ren, persons receiving radiation treatment for medica I conditions, and pregnant and pate nti a 11 y pregnant women, as we 11 as employees who wo rl< near 
the equipmenl. 
Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 
Asked cal I er if she wanted to address her complaint in writing and she asked 1f it could be done from the website? 
Provided infonmation to caller via email. 



312712013 
12:07:10 

PM 

Hi my name is!(b)(m !In the last three weeks-- march 7th-12th I traveled Southwest Airlines. When leaving lamber! airport the told me I would have to open my ··sealed'" premade baby bottles. I had two of them which I was going to use for the 
trip back home. The TSA attendant said that was policy they had to test what was in the sealed container. So those bottles had to be thrown out in 24 hrs so I had no bottle to travel home with. Secondly all they did in Detroit airport was put my baby 
food pouches in a machine. A week later I traveled to Florida via DeltJ airlines leaving from lambert airport again. This time no premade sealed bollles were open ... And no food pouches were examined. When I left Pensacola airport yesterday(3I26) it 
was the WORST experience ever',, Traveling with an infant for one is not easy ... But when they tell me they have to open up and test every food pouch(had 7 of them) which cost 1.68 a piece I refuse .. Because its for back up for my son. And if the food 
is not eaten within 24 hrs ,ts wasted' So the lady told me they would have to do a complete body pat down of EVERYTHI NG 1 It wouldn't have been so bad but my sister n law was travel mg with me .. With her 1 yr old child also ... And the same things did 
not apply! Please tell me what all the guidelines are for traveling with an infant because I feel like I was harassed for NO REASON!!' Just because I refused to open up every SEALED pouch of food!'! Please respond with an explanation!' 

I travelled through Fort Lauderdale Intl airport this past week and my hair was palled down by an agent. I didn"t have a problem with that. What I do have a problem with is the unsanitary way 11 is done. I strongly feel gloves should be changed each 

312712013 time this is done. How does one know ii the 5 people whose head was patted before theirs has lice, ringworm, open sores, etc? The other thing I noticed was only African-American or brown skin women were selected for this unsanitary procedure. 

2:02:29 
PM 

312712013 
2:02:59 

PM 

3/2712013 
3:01:12 

PM 

Please instruct your agents to change gloves for each intrusive head pat down. Thank you. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Screening 
Cun-ent Date/Time· 3127/2013 12:26:05 PM Airport, CLT - Charlotte/Douglas International Date/Time ofTravel · 03/2512013 8:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: US Airways Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Checkpoint E TSA Employee: (If Known), 
Comment: On Friday morning, when I went through securily, my hands were tested because I was 1raveling wilh a pel. The machine alarmed so I was subject to an extreme pat down as well as having everything unpacked and searched in my 
luggage. I was humiliated watching them removed everything out of my bag and having it fall on the floor as they placed everything in bins. I had strategically packed my carry-on so it was now completely in disarray when it was repacked. 
Approx, mate ly 5 T SA emp I aye es were pa ssmg a 11 my be longings amongst th emse Ives. I was asked if I put I otion on in the morning. As most worn en do, of course I had put I ot,on on in the mom i ng. I was told I ot,on tends to set off the machine. Just 
because I put lotion on my hands in the morning, I was subject to humiliation and 30 minutes of intrusive screening, I found this completely ridiculous. I had arrived to the airport 1.5 hours prior to my flight and was one of the last passengers to board 
the flighl because of I his hassle and embarrassment. I believe lhe search was intrusive and humilialing and all because of remnants of lotion on my hands. Please improve this process so I don't have 10 experience this horrible process everytime I 
travel with my pet. 
Would you like a resoonse? : True 
Passenger's Name tbl(m I 
Phone Number : 
Email l(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this lmk http://tsaweb.t.sa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: Ca 11 er wanted to make a complaint about the sere en i ng she received 

Response Details: Advised caller the following information: 

If a passenger cannot re move his or her shoes due to possi b I e medical com pl ,cations. discomfort, pain. ba I an c i ng problems. or b eca use the shoe is pa rt of a prosthetic, he or she should info rm a Trans po rtati on Security Officer (TSO) before screening 
begins.Passengers who cannot remove their shoes can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). the walk-through metal detector, or a thorough patdown. 

Advised ca Iler I would send to the ap prop ria te office for review. 

Incident Deta i Is: Ca 11 er stated she has a complaint about the screening process. Ca 11 er stated this occurred during her screening on Saturday March 23,2013 at Phoenix Sky Harbor to Oakland California on Southwest Airlines flight number 859, Cal I er 
stated she is 77 yea rs old and she knows she doesn t have to re move her shoes be ca use she has Rheumatoid Arth ri tis. Ca 11 er s ta I ed a I 08: O 0a m at security point D and she went th rough the screening and the a I arm went and she was 101 d to re move 
her shoes. The ca Iler stated she cou ldnt remove her shoes and was standing with no support. She put her hand on something to have stab i Ii ty and the TSO to Id her to remove her hands and other passengers helped her take her shoes off. Ca Iler stated 
she went Al T and found out I ater she was co u Id have gone through the Al T. Cal I er stated her shoes through the ma chm e and because of her shoes the re are meta I and th at why the al a rm went off. Caller stated she went up to other scree ne rs at the 
airport and they wasnt any he Ip. 

If you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition, Federal regulations 
require that your complaint be put in writing u n I ess your di sa bi I ity prevents you from domg so. 

Do you want informalion about filing a written complaint regarding disability discrimination or are you calling wilh a different concern such as poor customer service? 

Caller stated the i nc1d e nt was s imp I y poor customer service not b emg di scri mm ated ag am st because of her di sa bi I ity or med i ca I condition or a fa i I u re to a cco mod ate to her di sa bi I ity 



Complaint Information 

Information about lhe person who experienced the civil righls/civil liberties violation 

Name: f ... b_)_(6_, _______ ~ 

Phone#: Cell [b)(61 ~==:::::::'.....-~ 
Mailing Address: ... f b_)_(6_ •• _, ______ _.IMERI DIAN, ID 83646 

Email HYPERLINK ~(b~)_(6~··-' -------------------~ 

What happened? 

312712013 I was !raveling from PDX 10 BOI on Monday, March 25, 2013 lhrough security at 2:00pm. 

4:12:33 
PM 

chose to opt out for my 2 year old daughter and myself I had no issues with this on my travel to 

BOI to PDX on March 15, 2013. I was pulled aside and approached by a supervisor named 

~f b_._1 (_6_) --~I He questioned me as to why I was opting out. I advised that I informed the T SA 

agent I would be opting out. He started making me feel uncomforlable and trying 10 queslion 

my reason as to why I would not go through any of the scanners. I informed him that I was 

opting oul for medical reasons, and did not need to provide any further details. He then 

informed me that I must make my d aug hte r go through the sea n ne rs. I informed h, m that I 

chose to opt out. He told me I hat I hey cannot do a pat down on my minor child. I advised thal 



Information about the person who experienced the cIvI I rig htslci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I at,on 

Name: k._b~)("-6~' -----' 

Phone #: Ce11!"'(b'--1""'(6"") ____ _, 

Mailing Address: l~(b_)_(6_._I ---~!Providence, RI 02906 

Email: HYPERLINK~l(b_)_(6_, _____________ __. 

Whal happened? 

On 312512013 at approximately 10:00 am at ATL I cleared TSA screening. I was video 

312712013 recording my pregnant girlfriend as she received a pat-down in lieu of an x-ray screening due to 

4:12:39 
PM 

3/2712013 

her pregnancy. She previously felt violated by the TSA in PVD on 312112013 at approximately 

12:00 pm when her vagina was fell multiple times by the TSA agent. During I hat screening she 

emitted a frightened. loud "woah" because of the violation. While I was taping at ATL a large, 

fem a I e, African American TSA employee began shouting at me "Slop recording! Stop 

re cording'··. I res ponded, "Why?" She responded. "Why? I Why? I Be cause I SAi D so I., 

asked, "Is it illegal?" She responded again, "Stop recording! This is serious!". I stopped 

re cording and asked again, "Is it i I legal?" She then a pp roached me and to Id me to de I ete the 

video. I asked why and she said again that it was serious and she blocked my exit until I 

Caller wants 10 make a complaint regarding his screening experience at MCO at the checkpoinl. He was required to have a patdown and the TSO agent was patting his body inside his waistband because lhe machines showed he may have somelhing 
metallic in that area. Ou ring the patdown. his zipper accidentally came open and he felt offended. Caller stated he opened the zipper to assist the process and the TSO told him he would call the police for indecent exposure. 

Caller thought the TSO was inappropriate when he mentioned he would contact the police for indecent exposure, Caller stated the TSO didn t offer him a private area for screening. At that point he requested to speak with a supervisor and the 
supervisor, SPSO~addressed the issue. Caller is very disappointed wilh the employee who did his patdown. Callers pants dropped a little and he lhinks if the TSO needed to reach inside his pants near his genitals he should have been taken 
to a private area. The supervisor and another TSO agent took caller to a private area and completed the patdown and he has calmed down but wants to voice his side of the incident. 

Flight# 1783, Gate# not sure, Terminal:B Jetblue 
Caller slates he doesn t want anyone to get in trouble, bul. would like to see the procedures improved. 
He was not aware he could request a private screening. 

4:38:49 Response: 
PM Apologized to caller for his experience and explained following: 

Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 
happen next in the process. TS A regrets if this was not your experience. 
In addition, passengers may requesl a private screening if additional screening is required or at any lime during the screening process. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the privaIe screening after the companion 
clears screening. In addition, screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing ar lilting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in the public area rather than go to a private area for 
screening. however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area wi 11 not be pe rm,tted to enter the secured area. 
Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TS Os at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 



Last Thursday, March 21st 2013, I was going to catch a plane from Intercontinental Airport- Houston early morning (my flight was at 7 am) and refused ta go through the machine. 
The officer in charge asked for a le rn a I e assi slant to check rn e out. 

This assislant looking very angry, called me and after carrying my things over, gave me the usual speech aboul the procedure. I told her that I knew how it works because I fly so much. 

She snapped something back and then asked rne 1/ I had any sensitive parts. I told her that I had had breast cancer, broken my ribs and had Just had a skin biopsy, all on the right side. 
Then she told me to open my legs. I did. but that wasn't enough for her: she made me spread my legs almost 2 feet apart. I am 68 years' old, short legs and have arthritis and kept slipping because of my socks. 

She also kept telling me to lift my right arm higher and I told her that I couldn't do it because it hurt, but she ignored me. 

She patted me so hard on my crotch that I got tears in my eyes. When I tried to bring them a bit together, she shouted at me to open them. 

312712013 My husband stood there helplessly, watching his wife being abused by this woman. 
6:04:03 

PM 

3127/2013 

Then she told me to lift my sweater. When I did it, she told me that I shouldn't show my skin. I had no idea what she was talking about. because either I lift my top so she can feel my waist or if I didn't. she would be angry at me!!' 

When she came to the front she patted me so hard an the left side of my chest, that I said: Aih"' 1 it hurts and I took a step back. 

She called the supervisor,llli[J and complained that she hadn't even patted me on the right side and I was already complaining. 

I explained that she had hurt me while patting me and I was afraid of being hurt again. The supervisor understood what I said and told her ta be careful 

I had to stand there for almost 15 minutes with my legs spread apart and being abused by this woman. She took forever and I had to ask her a couple of times to hurry up because I might miss my plane. 

When she finished with me. I was in pain and had problems to walk because of hard pat down on my crotch and keeping my legs spread apart for too long, so I had to take l(b)(ff:, !for the rest of the day. 

I don't understand why, if we refuse to go through the X-ray machines, why can't we go through the regular ones and if it doesn't beep, we are good to go. 

Some people have too many medical problems to be forced to go through more radiation than it is necessary: I personally. besides the cancer, biopsy, broken ribs,a couple of times, bronchitis, sinuses, dentistry and a few mare things that require X

Caller slates I hat she filed a complaint on Sunday about a screening on the 171h. Caller stales that she got no reply and in her outbox the form thal she filled out was empty. Caller states thal she included her contact information in the record, but I was 
unable to find any record of the complaint in the database. Caller would like to make a complaint over the phone or find out what has happened with the complaint since she filed it if it has been received. 

Caller states that she fiew out of TF Green Airport in Providence, RI on Sunday. March 17, 2013 to Orlando on a 1:20 PM flight with Southwest. After his belongings were screened and her body scan was complete she was told by a TSO that she was 
clear. She was later approached by another TSO who told her thal she would now need a patdown and that would involve touching privale parts. Caller was informed lhat lhe patdown could be carried out in private at her request. Caller states that she 
requested a private screening and the female TSO rolled her eyes at her and treated her rudely. Caller was very upset about being asked ta leave belongings behind in the bins that had already been screened so that someone could came and steal 
th em. Cal I er states that when the patdown was complete she saw that many le ma I e passengers we re a I so getting a patdown in pub Ii c, then at the departure gate random screenings we re a I so conducted. Ca 11 er flies s eve ra I 11 mes a year and has never 
experienced such a lack of professionalism at other airport screenings. Caller did not get name or badge numbers by the female agents who conducted the patdown, but one was bleach blonde and one had short dark hair. Caller was very upset about 
what happened and wants to know that the siluation has been looked inlo by a supervisor. Caller will be in 1ouch with lhe CSM if not contacted first, to ensure that corrective aclion is taken. 

7 :02: 0 5 Advised caller: 
PM 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA see ks to provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 passengers who pass I hroug h our screening ch eek points. 
Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can a I ways request to speak with the Supervisory T ransporta ti on Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter ta the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 



The re is no response on this matter, but stand a rd letters. 

Please, do call 

Thanks 

[b,(61 

312712013 
9:02:13 

PM 

HYPERLINK""h-'-.1""/R-'-.1'-----------------------------------------------------------------' 

From~b,(61 
Sent:und~y. February 1 I, 2013 6:56 PM 
To: tsa-contactcenter@dhs.gov 
Cckbl(61 
Subject: Unhappy experience 

l'm!(b)(61 I going through security checking point was send to go through XR . Never do. so I Ask for 

Female assistant for pat-down 

Dun ng procedure was interrupt by another female assistant._[ b_.'--, (_6'-) __ __,~nd she started to pat down me again from the beginning 

I have knitled dress on and the skirt, she want me to raise my dress up to see belt on my skirt, I was put in the position to choose to lift my dress or take off my skirt so she can see my belt. I took of my skirt and for my surprise she was nol in1eres1ed in 
the belt anymore. She told me I do not cooperate and supervisor was called 



312712013 
10:02:08 

PM 

j Information about the person who experienced the c1v1 I rig hts/ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I at,on 

(fill in what you can) 

Name: 

fbi(61 

First and Middle Last 

Phone#: Cell: ~kb_,~(6_1 ___ ~ 

Mailing Address: 



Good Marni ng. 

Other lhan an automated reply from TSA- I hMe not heard back from anyone regarding this issue. I'm traveling again next week and I would like some sense for how this is going to be handled moving forward. 

Thanks Very Much' 

Fromfb)(61 ! 
Sent: Monday, March 04. 2013 7:56 AM 

312812013 To 'TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov' 
B: 13,56 Subject A screening problem for working moms with infants 

AM 

Good Marni ng. 

I would like to share a very stressful and frustrating experience with the security screening process in the Cincinnati (CVG) airport that has become a routine/repeat situation. 

I am a frequent traveler- usually from CVG to DCA- bi weekly and a new mother of a 4 month baby. I am trying to continue to breast feed my child- and the use of a breast pump is essential while on travel, as well as the time required to actually pump 
before boarding my flight. My experience I his morning at securily was absurd. And, this has become a reoccurring situalion as well- my third time with this same experience now to be exact. My breast pump - a standard make/model- apparenlly 
causes the alarm feature in security to go off- which then requires the following: my bags to be open/exposed and searched/ a re-run of my bag through the scanners, a personal pat down of me. a search through all of my other bags/computer 
equipment/purse, etc. All the while- I'm losing precious time to actually pump before boarding my plane. I cannot emphasize how 1) embarrassing this 1s- to have your breast pump exposed to the entire airport and 2) how stressful it is when you are a 
working mother who only has so much time in the day to actually pump- which if you do not pump in the right window- your milk will dry up. The stress alone will cause your milk to diminish. I have not had this issue in any other airport that I frequently 
fly to- DCA and MSP, for example. While I am not blaming the staff, I know they are jusl trying to do lheir job, I am asking for some permanent remedy 10 lhis ridiculous process that does not allow staff to use their common sense. I am confident lhat 
working mothers everywhere who have had, or will have a similar experience, would also very much appreciate a solution to this issue. 

Feedback Type · Request for Information 
Calegari es : Screening (AI T, Paid own) 
Current Date/Time · 3128/2013 8:54:25 AM Airport : Select One Date/Time of Travel , 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 

312812013 TSA Employee: (If Known) 

10.04.00 Comment· I traveled from Kansas City, MO on 22 March to Cleveland. OH on United Airlines Flight 5230 at 1145 am. I had a small carryon bag that contained an IPAD among other items. My ba was screened at the TSA screening station. Later, I 
AM. could not locale my IPAD. Was it perhaps removed and found at the TSA area in Kansas Cily? It was in a light gray cover, and is an IPAD 2. It has personal value to me. Pease contact me at (b)(ff:, or via email~!(_b~)(~6_I ______ ~1 

thank you. 
Would you like a re~==-="'-~ 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number :r:1'"h""·11"'r;"'··,~----.--.J 
Email (bi(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

The caller flew from Chicago to DCA yesterday. She was subjected to additional screening because she presented alternative ID in the fom of an expired drivers license,expired since 2011, and a disabled veterans benefit card. She did not understand 

312812013 why she was subjected to add1t1onal screening of herself and her carry on luggage. She did not understand that these documents are not acceptable fonms of ID and are considered alternative ID. She wanted to be guaranteed that she would not be 

12:07:31 subject to additional screening when she flies back to Chicago from DCA. She also has a bus card with her photo on it that she uses to ride the buses in Chicago for free. 

PM 
I told her that this is common procedure because passengers who present alternative ID may receive additional screening, such as a patdown and an inspection of their carry on luggage. i explained this to her several times. I also told her several times 
that I cannot guarantee anyone that they will not be subJect to additional screening because everyone that goes through the TSA checkpoint is subject to additional screening. 



312812013 
12:11:23 

PM 

3/28/2013 
4:1113 

PM 

Caller read that we are going to take comments about the body scanners. Caller said that he has not flown since we started the AIT. His wife does not want to get a patdown or go through the scanners and show everything she has. He wants the 
country back that he used to have. He said that TSA can check their luggage or handwand them. He stated that they are not getting to travel like they would like to. He is 71 and can not drive his wife to ME.and she will not fiy. He said that they are 
not lhe enemy of American although lhey are being Ireated as if they are. He said that he will put up with lhe danger. He wants TSA 10 gel rid of the AIT and the patdown. He wanled to know if we have been taking these comments for awhile and 
what kind of comments we are receiving. He said that in Israel they talk to passengers and are able to recognize passengers who may present a problem. He said that they do not want to stand in front of a radiation spewing machine or be groped. 

I gave the fa 11 owing information: The T ransporta ti on Security Adm i nistra ti on' s (TSA) Screening of Passengers by O bse rvati on Techniques (SPOT) is an a dditiona I I ayer of security using behavioral observation and ana I ys is techniques to identify 
potenti a 11 y high-risk individuals. 
I advised the cal I er that this is the first comment that I have received and I do not know what kinds of comments are being made. 
Ca Iler wan ts 10 know I he documentation I hat sup po rI s the method TSA uses for patdown. 

At airports nationwide, T SA Is i m pl em e nti ng more stream Im ed, consistent, and thorough patdown procedures at security che c kpomts to provide a higher I eve I of security and increase the safety of the travel mg public. Patdowns are one import ant tool to 
help TSA detect hidden and dangerous items, such as explosives. Passengers should continue to expect an unpredictable mix of security layers that include explosives trace detection, advanced imaging technology, and canine teams. among others. 
Transportation Security Officers will conduct differenl patdown procedures 10 resolve different lypes of anomalies. During the assessment, officers will use revised patdown procedures in all instances to resolve anomalies. The updaled patdown 
procedures will address areas of the body that we know are used as areas to conceal potentially dangerous items. like explosives. TSA Administrator John Pistole has stated that TSA strives to ensure consistency whenever possible for passengers at 
security checkpoints. As always, all passengers have the right to request private screening at any time during the screening process, and patdowns are conducted by same-gender officers. However, passengers who are not willing to go through the 
screening process w i 11 not be permitted to fi y, We understand and regret the discomfort and inconvenience passengers may experience as a result of patd own procedures, Nevertheless, we believe these security measures a re necessary and 
appropriale for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues 10 develop and deploy new technologies to address the explosives threat, and the use of paldowns provides an additional layer of securily at the checkpoinl. For 
more information regarding the patdown procedures, please visit TSAs Web site (www.tsa.gov). 

Escalation Notes:l(b 1(6) I 
The caller has a complaint aboul our patdown procedures. 
1 She wants documentation explaining in more detail the patdown 
2. Let the public no the expectation of a patdown 
She states that she has fa und no documentation th at explains what she is looking for and that the TS Os that she q ues ti o ns cant even say the word vagina , She stated that she has ca I led the A TL airport CS M and no one has got back to her, The cal I er 
flys about 16 10 20 times a year and she opts out of lhe AIT and gels a privale paldown. There is no documenlation in lhe room that gives the privale paldown of whal is expecled of the passenger. She slates I hat 100% of the time I hey Iouch her 
vagina. 

I advised the caller that the contact center cant address policy issues but we can provide Mr. Pistoles address. 

Please send all written correspondences for John S. Pistole to the following address: 
John S. Pistole Administrator 
Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
601 South 12th Street, TSA-1 Arlington, VA 20598 

I also told the caller we would email this information to her. I am sending this to the CSM at ATL for their review. 



312812013 
4:13:15 

PM 

!(b)(61 

!(b1(ff1 

... kb-'l_,_(6--'1 ___ __.~lovis. CA 93611 

HYPERL1N'4:~b~)_(6~'---------------~ 

Whal happened? Describe your complaint. Give as much detJil aboul your experience as possible, 

including the name of the air carrier, if this occurred at an airport. 

Agenfh·11R··, !was assigned to do my secondary screening and was obviously frustrated by my refusal to go through the scanner. He raised his voice a number of times when I did not move fast enough to the screening area. At one point 
during his pat down I lowered my hands too soon and he yelled at me loud enough to cause all the passengers within 15 feet of us to look in our direction. 

Once in the secondary screening area he advised me to "not move" (which is appropriate) while he patted me down. Agent~hen shoved me during the lat down hard enough that I had to take a hthter backwards to avoid falling. He then 
yelled at me to "not move" again because of my half-step. At this stage a passenger stepped up to intervene and I asked for a supervisor. Agentkbi(61 _ and !(b)(ffl f,,1tnessed the event and bi(6 aske~o ··calm down·' but took 
no furl her a ct ions, 

When did this happen? Please provide the approximate time of the experience. If 

ongoing, please indicate when the problem began. 

On March 12, 2013 at approximately 5:30am I was going through screening at Fresno Yosemite International. I am an airline pilot for Skywest Airlines and have been going through this same security checkpoint for 12+ years now without incident. I 



Fromfb)(61 
Sent: I hursday, March 28. <'Ul j ,- Uj 1-'M 

To: TSAEx1emalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject Your response to me on March 14 

I received your form letter response of March 14 in regard to my complaint sent to you on March 13. 

312812013 I understand th at al I passengers need to be screened and have the opportunity to ask for a s u pe rvi sor 
4:13:18 

PM 
to facilitate the process. However, I was approached at A-30 in the passenger line at Southwest Gate 15 

in Philadelphia. TH REE MINUTES before boarding and 20 minutes before takeoff for a RAN DOM PUBUC 

PAT DOWN after already submitting to a full PAT DOWN in the security line earlier for threads in 

my sweater vest. If I chose to have the assistance of a supervisor for this "surprise attack'" at Gate 15 I would 

have missed my flight. There is no way TSA would have provided assistance in time for me to get on my 

flight. It is general knowledge how "challenging" passengers are treated by TSA. 

According to your T SA Guidelines for Passengers ( 03 December 12) "How to Get Through The Line Faster." 

Hello TSA Manager 

I am working for I BM as a Managing Consultant and travel a lot to va nous c Ii e nts. I am doing this lo r I ast 1 112 year without any issue and ab I e to check in on my 1-P hone and go through with security without any issues. I observed recently a change 
and they put my name in the extra screening. I think it triggers when I went to back home after six years and just came back on 16th March. 2013 at JFK Airport from PIA (Pakistan International Airline). 

I live in Shrewsbury MA and travel from Boston Airport to Minneapolis, MN after every alternative week and I observed when I traveled on this Monday 25th March from Boston. I was not able to check-in using my phone. I collected the boarding pass 
from De Ila Agent and I ate r noticed that they have selected me for speci a I screening. The conce med officials told me that 11 wou Id be only lo r this flight and it is random. But tad ay when I was coming back from Min neapol Is. MN to Boston. MA it was the 

312812013 same protocol and I was pat down and my stuff is checked again. I request you as I travel a lot from my job. please take me out from this or let me know the formality involved in there as it is not only time consuming but emban-assing experience. 

8:12:40 
PM 

I hope you or someone will get back to me with details and resolution of this issue. I will be really grateful and appreciate any help to resolve this situation as it will improve my job travel which I do every other week. 

Best rea a rds 
b1(6) 



To whom 11 may concern, 

My name 1s kb 1(6) I and I wish to register a complaint against a TSA Officer and his supervisor for how I was treated. 
I am a ve fre uent flier, I have a Global Entry pass etc. I also have an artificial hip and am regularly screened and have pat dawns a lot. 

b)(61 

Here are the specifics of yx COT plaint' 
My complaint is wilh TSO b)(6 and LTS~ 
I was traveling on March 4. 2013 an USAir from Boston to Washington, DC. 
I went through the metal detector at Check~oint B2 on March 4. 2013 at approximately 5:00PM. As usual, I set off the metal detector and was selected for a pat down. 
LTOkb1(6! (if I mixed them up it was LTSO!(b·:,(6 !did a professional job of explaining what he was going to do and asking for my consent and permission. 
The problem began with his pal down. As he stood behind me and ran his hand up my legs, he slammed hard into the joint on both sides, crushing my testicles. As he passed in front of me, I said, "Can you please not slam your hand into my 

312812013 testicles." He told me that he had to da it that way and that he was doing his jab. I told him that I have a huge body of experience with pat dawns and that no one else had ever applied such force to my testicles in any other airport. He argued with me 
8: 12:56 d I k I . PM an as ed or a supervisor. 

When LTSOl:EE] came over, I explained what had happened and she told me thal TSO kb':1(6 !had been qualified, passed a IesI and was therefore doing it correctly. 
I said, please hear me, he may have passed a test but he is not doing this right. We went back and forth, with me asking to be treated with decency and respect, and LTSOkb)(6lelling me that TSO b·:,(6 was doing it right. She never offered me an 
apology, or recogn_ized that it may be possible that TSO f"5'i(§ldid it wrong this time. TS~refused to completeqhe_pat !down, therefore eliminating the possibility of_ any direct observation. TSO h·I1 was hostile. and L TSO !(b::,( !was in total 
denial of my experience and refused to offer even the lea~espect to what I was saying. She kept 1nsIst1ng that TS (b )(6 :, had been approved and therefore was 1nfall1ble. 

At that point, LTSc£iill:fil] boss appeared. He actually listened to me, apologized for the experience I had and asked how he could help. He also supervised the individual wha eventually came over, restarted and finally finished my pat down. 

Staff are not machines, and there has to be a way to accommodate feedback and adjust. To insist that because someone took a test and passed that they will always do their job perfectly or the right way is to deny that humans make mistakes. It also 
i nva Iida I es and disrespects ea ch persons experience. 

Please let me know what recourse I have and please tell me that I will not have to endure someone slamming his hand into my testicles again. nor a supervisor denying my experience. and finally a complete refusal to take feedback or accountability for 
action. 

Regards and respect, 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Pl~(b_)~(6_·:_, --~ 
Date Time: 3/29/20136:41 :33 AM 

························---------------··························· 

Namej(b)(61 
Email~h\1r,·-, 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ra pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc) Departed from NEWARK, NEW JERSEY (EWR) 

312912013 American Airlines Flight #119 

8_10 17 January 14, 2013 at 6:12 pm (EST) 
. ' TERMINALA 
AM GATES 30-35 

Comments:I exited the (Privacy infringement) scanner when a female African American TSA agent quickly placed her hands down my pants. She then proceeded to grape me and pressed against my stomach and abdomen. Then she moved her 
fingers 10 my genital area until I slopped her and asked anolher agent for her supervisor. 
The supervisor stated (she is a middle aged, Caucasian lady with short blonde hair) that a gentle slide al the hand on the OUTSIDE OF CLOTHING is the proper procedure. 
I informed the s u pe rvi sor th at was not how the T SA agent treated me nor did she info rm me how she p I an ned to search me. 
It was a violation and a molestation of my person. 
Since I have not heard from this supervisor at Newark International Airport, nor have I heard from lhe DeparIment of Homeland Securily (OHS), nor the Transportation and Safety Administralion (TSAI, it is necessary to submit this email as a fomal 
complaint against this TSA worker. 

Depending on your response and the outcome of my formal written complaint, I will decide if I will begin legal proceedings against this TSA worker. 

kb)(61 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:._!(b""· .. 1("'-6'-·-, __ __. 

Date Time: 3/2912013 6:41 :33 AM 

Namej(b)(61 
Email(b)(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Oeparted from NEWARK, NEW JERSEY (EWR) 

312912013 American Airlines Flight #119 

810.17 January 14. 2013 at 6:12 pm (EST) 
-AM TERMINALA 

GATES:30-35 
Comments:I exited the (Privacy infringement) scanner when a female African American TSA agent quickly placed her hands down my pants. She then proceeded to grope me and pressed against my stomach and abdomen. Then she moved her 
Ii ngers to my ge ni ta I area u nti I I stopped her and asked another agent for her su pe rvi sor. 
The supervisor stated (she is a middle aged. Caucasian lady with short blonde hair) that a gentle slide of the hand on the OUTSIDE OF CLOTHING is the proper procedure. 
I informed the supervisor that was not how lhe TSA agenl treated me nor did she inform me how she planned to search me. 
It was a violation and a molestation of my person. 
Si nee I have not heard from this supervisor at Newark Intern ati ona I Airport nor have I heard from the De pa rime nt of Hom eland Security (DH S), nor the Trans po rtat,on and Safety Adm i mstrati on I TSA), 11 is necessary to submit this em a, I as a lama I 
complaint against this TSA worker. 

Depending on your response and the outcome of my formal written complaint. I will decide if I will begin legal proceedings against this TSA worker. 

!(b1(6i 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time: 3129/2013 1 :19:13 PM Airport: ATL - Harlsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Dateflime o!Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 

312912013 TSA Employee: (If Known) . 

2 :O 7: 0 1 Comment : Please res to re at least one body sea nne r 10 I he Atlanta a i rpo r1 Pre-Check area, in addition to the met al detectors now th ere. 

PM 

3/29/2013 
2:38:04 

PM 

Often, I am Pre-Check eligible and use that area when I depart from ATL (almost every week). But because I have an art1fic1al knee, I must have a pat down when my implant raises the detectors' alarm. 
Would you like a res onse?: False 
Passenger's Name b)(61 
Phonel",Uwi,""-..f~-~~;J~'-~--~_-_-_-_-..f _ _, 

Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Complaint 1 
Caller said at Palm Springs, when she went through the AIT. she had a wristband on and no one asked her to remove it. Caller went through the AIT and said the TSO did a patdown and did swabs on her. Caller said she is upset because she felt the 
TSO should have asked her 10 remove the wristband instead of her having 10 go through thal screening. Caller slated she did see the sign thal said all items should be removed. Caller fiew on Uniled Airlines 5652. 

Complaint2 
Caller said her husband found a womans dirly underwear inside his suitcase. Caller said she has already reported this 10 Palm Springs, bul said she was disgusted this happened. Caller said there was more lhan one pair. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Every person and ilem must be screened before entering lhe secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is importanl. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 
Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 
Because your comp I amt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have lo rwa rded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 



Caller recently went thru DFW for an AA flight and this was the first time he was not selected for PreCheck. He wanted to know why he was selected for a full body search. The TSO told him only about 70 percent of passengers are selected for 
Pre Ch eek. He stated many ti mes he was not com plaining and that security had done a fine job and the patd own was not anything to make him fee I violated in anyway and that the T SOs we re very po Ii te. He did not know that PreC heck was random and 
appreciated the clJri Fi ca Ii on. 

3/29/2013 . 
3_26.40 Advised caller: 

· PM TSAs main role in PreCheck is to make sure there is a screener al the checkpoint. Precheck seleclion is complelely random and never gauranteed for security purposes. 
Precheck is not available for any international flight. 

Per lead,~ mark as informalion not complain!. 

From:l(b)(6) 
Sent: Friday, March 29, 2013 1 :54 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject: TSA agent refused a passenger the opt out po Ii cy at Greensboro, North Carolina 

Subject: TSA agent refused a passenger the opt out policy at Greensboro, North Carolina 

3/29/2013 , 
4 :OO: 5 3 Contact Inform at, on: 

PM f~b_)(_6_, __ ~ 

[bl(61 

Frisco, Texas 75034 

HYPERLINK~fb_,_(6_) _____________ ~ 

Location: Greensboro. North Carolina 

Time: Approximately 1 :00 PM on 3129113 

Airline: American Air I in es 



Good afternoon 

As a frequent almost weekly traveler I encounter multiple security checkpoints al many airports. Some Jre extremely professional others, unfortunately not so much. I am a nursing mother and choose 10 pump while away from my son. I Ira.el wilh a 
brea stp ump, cooler block, and containers. 

For the most part, officers are knowledgable and extremely courteous. it is the experience I had at the Albany. New Yori< airport that makes traveling as a nursing mother a hassle and almost degrading. 

My cooler block. as is stated on the web page was okay and as it often is after a day of travel, partially frozen. Numerous other airports have encountered my cooler block and have tested it and I have been on my merry way to the gate. 

Albany TSA assembled 3 men and 2 women to give me a through pat down and inspect all my bags not just the cooler block that your website and so many other airport TSA staff either know what this is and screen or pass through as a nursing item. 

312912013 They were even ignorant as to the fact that pump mechanisms are not to be removed from the bag. 

6:02:27 
PM 

I am shocked at their pat down and treatment of a partially frozen cooler block that is clearly allowed by their own regulations. Pe maps you should conduct additional training of the staff working at Albany on March 29, 2012 at 

I continue to be shocked at the inconsistent treatment of breastmilk and nursing items by your agency. 

315pm 

[b)(61 

3/29/2013 
6:02 53 

PM 

312912013 
6:02:53 

PM 

Sent from my iPhone 

Feedback Type Security Issue 
Categories: Pat-down; Advanced Imaging Technology CurTent Date/Time· 3129/2013 4:18:04 PM Airport: RDU - Raleigh-Dumam International Date/Time of Travel. 03/14/2013 Airline & Flight Number. 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I am a MST vi ct, m. I al ways opt lo r the scan as I don't Ii ke to be touched. This is the second ti me this has happened. I come out of the sere en i ng to the being touched in the crotch when said item s hawed something on my knee and before 
on my elbow. Nothing was found. So my question is this if the only place that shows anything is on the knee then why go for the groan and why before they grope you they don't tell you they are going to touch you. As far as I am concerned this is 
assualt. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name b)(6:1 
Phone Number , 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Security Issue 
Categories : Pat-down; Advanced Imaging Technology CurTent Date/Time : 3/2912013 4:18:04 PM Airport : RDU - Raleigh-Durham International Date/Time of Travel 03/1412013 Airline & Flight Number 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . I am a MST victim. I always opt for the scan as I don't like to be touched. This is the second time this has happened. I come out of the screening to the being touched in the crotch when said item showed something on my knee and before 
on my elbow. Nothing was found. So my question is this if the only place that shows anything is on the knee then why go for the groan and why before they grope you they don't tell you they are going to touch you. As far as I am concerned this is 
assualt. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Na,,....,,.._.,......_ ....... __ ,-..1 

Phone Number (b)(61 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



The ca 11 er traveled to New York back to Florida and th en to Ca I iforni a to v1s1t his chi Id ren a year ago it dawned on him that he has a deli b ri 11 ato r. The cal I er cannot go through the metal detector and has to have a paid own. The ca 11 er states th at no one 
ever looks at his defibrillator cards or swabs his defibrillator to see if there is any explosive material and it bothers him that no one ever swabs his defibrillator or his hands for GSR. The caller sent in an email about a year ago and received a thank you 
response and no one ever bothered 10 contact him regarding his complaint. The caller is concerned thal someone will try to disguise a bomb as a defibrillator. The caller states he wants to be safe and wants olher passanger to be safe as well. 

3/29/2013 
S:S3:34 In addition to the patdown. TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. 

PM 

3129/2013 
9:11:31 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process will enable us to ensure prompt. corrective action whenever we determine that security 
screening po Ii ci es need modification or s pec1f1c employees or screener teams are the subj eel of re pealed comp I am ts. 

I returned from Mexico while on a business trip on Wednesday March 27 thru IAH. As always I opt out of the scanners in order to avoid the excess radiation as I am traveling by air weekly. The lines were very light however I had to wait over 10 
minutes before an agent came 10 lake me for my pal down. Where I had to wait was on the opposite side from where my bags were screened making it very difficult to keep an eye on my bag, laptop and clothing. By lhe time an agenl came we had to 
run to the belt as a woman was taking my laptop. I travel thru Houston quite often and this was the worst I saw it. After screening I used the restroom close to this area and there were 4 agents in there looking at pictures on a cell phone. They 
remained there at least 15 minutes. So the problem isn't the number of available agents. Just whether they work. 

PM ~------~ rb,(6) 

Caller went on 3 legs of her journey and her ID was accepted ok. She has a temporary paper license, a copy of her old licenxe, and a birth certificate. Is a patdown required to be given as part of lhe process in thal situalion? 
3/29/2013 
1 0: 32: 00 Advised caller: 

PM You may be subject to additional screening. 

Caller is complaining for the second time and this has happened in the last 2 yrs at LAX. 
She 1s 81 yea rs old good shape and she fee Is discriminated because of age and her being W h1te and she stated that every person at checkpoint was Afnca n Ame nca n and she is conce med and annoyed 
she intends to make her complaint fonmal. 

She flew on United Express Airline. It happened last Friday morning 9: 15 or 9:30. 

313012013 She got up to the TSO who was checking boarding pass and ID and didn t have 10 lake her shoes off due to being age 81. When she put her stuff in bins she had litlle rain jacket, taking everything off but I hat. She wore lhe same outfit she has on other 

9-49,58 occasions. When she got into the AIT having her hands above her head she said they had to do check her repeatedly. After finishing she got out and they told her that they had to check her again, which kept her standing there a long time waiting for a 
· AM felamle officer. Eventually a female TSO came and was very curt and she told her she would have to touch her groin with a pat down. The caller then told her she had to have her purse with her first, they went to another room where another lady TSO 

was waiting. The caller told the TSO s that she didn t have any metal in her crotch and asked them 'what do you want me to do'. one lady left and caller said to other TSO "do you like your job'. who responded, 'its a job' When the TSO came back, 
the caller offered 10 drop her underwear so that they could see more clearly. She said lhat she did this because she simply didn t want 10 be touched. The TSO s told her to go on and didn t pat her down. She said thal they said it must have been a 
seam on her pants that alarmed on the AIT. 

She actually said that she feels discriminated against due to her age. When she got to her destination airport she went to the Customer Service airline and she told them she wanted to talk to someone with TSA and she couldn t find TSA person to 
speak with. 

I transferred the ca 11 to an MB Sp eci a Ii st: 



To whom 11 may concern, 

I am a million milers with Delta plus a Diamond and I cannot use pre trip because if I do. I still have to get a pat down due to my metal hip implant. I even have shown my joint card issued to me by doctor to the TSA agents and they don't care ... won't 
even look at it. To this date, they have yet to confirm my implant. 

How can I use pre trip to speed my security check when I get stop by T SA Now? 

313012013 Pis adv~ 
10:58:14 c.::.::......J 

AM 

fb)(61 

3/3012013 
2:09:27 

PM 

b)(61 

Phone/Fax._!(bc..· .. 1(-=-6~1 ___ _, 
The caller is at the PIT going through screening now. He wants 10 know why he and his wife was ask to open I heir child baby food or his wife will have to have a pat down. He wants to know how ii wife recieving a patdown will make a difference to the 
on why they would open the baby food. The caller stated that his wife had to be touched because they have a child and wants to know why. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

When traveling with an infant or toddler. passengers are also allowed to bring into the screening checkpoint more than 3.4 ounces of pre-mixed baby formula (in a liquid. or frozen state); milk products: juice: gel or liquid-filled teethers: bottled water: 
and canned, jarred, processed baby food and essential non-prescription liquid medications. These items also must be declared to a TSO pnor to entering the screening area, and the items must be separated from other property. These items will be 
subject to additional screening, and passengers may be asked to open a container if required by a TSO. 
Allhough TSA does nol specifically limit lhe amounl of breast milk a passenger may bring in lheir carry-on bags, we encourage 1ravelers to be practical about these amounts. The amounl a traveler carries should be reasonable and consislent wilh their 
i tine ra ry. Passengers should ask to speak with a supervisor at the security checkpoint if they have any questions or concerns with these procedures. 

Explained: 

• The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger s ho u Id nol be asked 10 remove or Ii ft any article of clothing 10 rev ea I a sensitive body area. 

The caller stated that that we will be contacting his congressman and Senator Rand Paul about this situation. He stated that he will not have his wife touched for no other reason than the fact that have to carry food for their child. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

You may want to request to speak with the supervisor at the checkpoint to address this situation. You can call the TCC back at 1-866-289-9673, press option 5, and enter the airport code. Also, TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we 
receive to track trends and spol areas of concern that may require special a11ention. This ongoing process will enable us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine thal security screening policies need modification or specific 
employees or screener teams are the subject of repeated complaints. 



To whom will probably never read this. 

My wife was palled down by one of your TSA, flunked high school and couldn't gel a job as a physical education teacher, employees. The TSA thug, I mean employee, groped her chesl in a very demoralizing and sexual way I hat was completely 
uncalled for. This occurred in the Kahului, Hawaii airport. This behavior by your employees is unacceptable. but rm assuming your standards are kept rather low considering the amount of respect shown to innocent bystanders. 

She is patted down literally every time we fly and we don't know why. We believe its due to her tattoos. but honestly why don't you racial profile the appropriate people and stop being so politically con-ect. This organization. like many 
government organizations, is done wilh complete inconsistency and lack of 1raining and preparation, ii is no wonder the TSA is made such a mockery. 

3131/2013 
4A 1 :02 l(b 1(6) I 

PM 

313112013 

j(b)(61 

To whom will probably never read this, 

My wife was patted down by one of your TSA, flunked high school and couldn't get a job as a physical education teacher, employees. The TSA thug, I mean employee, groped her chest in a very demoralizing and sexual way that was completely 
unca 11 ed for. This occurred in the Kah u I ui, Hawaii airport. This behavior by your employees is unacceptable, but I'm assuming your standards a re kept rather low considering the amount of respect shown to innocent bys ta nde rs. 

She is patted down literally every time we fly and we don't know why. We believe its due to her tattoos, but honestly why don't you racial profile the appropriate people and stop being so politically correct. This organization, like many 
government organizations. is done with comp I ete i ncons1ste n cy and I a ck of tra i nrng and pre pa ration. it is no wonder the TSA is made such a mo eke ry. 

4A 1 :02 j(b)(61 I 
PM 

313112013 
4A1:45 

PM 

+b,(6) 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service 
Current Date/Time · 3130/2013 11: 18:36 PM Airport · IAH - George Bush Houston Intercontinental Date/Time al Travel . 03117/2013 8:30 PM Airline & Flight Number · United 480 Checkpoint/Area al Airport : TSA Security TSA Employee: (If Known) . 

Ith I/RI (:;omment : Very unprofessional conduct -- when I explained to the TSA agent that my bag f my prjpr flinht was lost causing me to be running late for my second fi1ght. I very politely asked him to quickly go through the TSA pat down 
procedure, or better yet dispense with altogether, as I was waiving any right to complain. Instead of helping. t')(ff:1 k,ecame argumentative and very purposefully slowed down his description to a painfully slow talk, giving far more detail then was 
necessary to explain the pat down process. II was clear thal he was not interested in providing service, but ins1ead 1rying to punish me because I dared to challenge him purposefully going so slow. the more I asked him to please hurry so I did not 
miss my flight. the more he slowed dawn. It was clear he was on a power trip. Such behavior is unprofessional, and in my years al getting pat downs from TSA agents, I have never experienced such rude behavior. 

TSA agents are there to serve a vital function, by keeping us safe from terrorist threats. For~f b_._1(_6_, __ ~~o take a painfully slow approach with me is a waste of TSA's time and limited resources. Such unprofessional manner should not be tolerated. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name b) ff:, 
Phone Number ""b,...,..·., "'5,,.· ~~-,------' 

Email 1h·11rr-, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



My boyfriend was sexually assaulted by an agent at the Port of M 1am, wh, I e disembarking our cruise. A drug enforcement dog took interest in his bag. he was taken to a private room. and the I e ngth and head of his penis was grab bed and stroked. his 
testicles groped. The agent then forced his fingers into m boyfriend's ass through his jeans. then vigorously ran his hand up and down between his ass cheeks. Another agent was present in the room. grabbing his crotch, snorting, and clearing his 
throat the whole lime (bolh agents were named (bH61 . This all happened BEFORE checking his bags OR finding out we were California residents with valid medical marijuana IDs. We had 5 medicated lozenges in his backpack (not the initial bag 
in which the dog took interest), prescribed by a doctor. The agents did not search any other part of him: did not ask him to remove his sweater: did not check his pockets (neither in his pants nor shirt), not his collared shirt with rolled-up sleeves, nor his 
dreadlocks. They on I y sexually vi o I ated him in a private intimidation room. 

This is unconscionable• This was our second cruise; lasl year we traveled with similar medicated lozenges (also legally prescribed) upon disembarking. We were not touched physically at all last year: I his year my boyfriend was raped. We cannot ever 
leave from Port of Miami again; I hope we can get past this to even travel and experience life at all because we will not support this disgusting perversion of power. There are so many crimes against humanity in this situation. Miami is notorious for 

3/3112013 human trafficking and sexual abuse on an official level, but I cannot believe this happened to us. I'm sorry this happened at all (and continues to happen). Our American rights have been egregiously violated' Why? Because they thought my California-
5:06:13 citizen boyfriend with a medical license had stashed so much weed up his ass and around his penis (and nowhere else, and no other substance except marijuana) that he is going to bring down America? Bullshit• This is unethical and inexcusable! We 

PM are pitting brother againsl brolher by giving unprecedented power to corruptible individuals - individuals turned ugly by power. The!(b)(ffi !sexual perversion of power is a shining example. This is unjust and unAmerican! We now have fear over 
the very entity supposedly protecting us. Instead of protecting, it is sexually violating us. How has America has been saved by all these fingers up the assholes of our citizens? We have rights, we are people. and you are people' Instead, everyone is 
treated Ii ke a psychotic terrorist. and nothing e Is e. We are eq ua I, and we wi 11 stand up for our fucking rig his' We have a rig ht to I ive our Ii ves without fingers up our asses. without Ira ns po rt workers pe rvi ng on our naked sea n s or fond I mg our mo st 
intimate parts. We must stop this perverted abuse of power now• 

My boyfriend was sexually ass au I ted by an agent at the Port of M 1am, wh, I e disembarking our cruise. A drug enforcement dog took interest in his bag, he was taken to a private room. and the I e ngth and head of his penis was grab bed and stroked. his 
testicles groped. The agent then forced his fingers into m boyfriend's ass through his jeans. then vigorously ran his hand up and down between his ass cheeks. Another agent was present in the room. grabbing his crotch, snorting, and clearing his 
throat the whole lime (bolh agents were named (bH61 This all happened BEFORE checking his bags OR finding out we were California residents with valid medical marijuana IDs. We had 5 medicated lozenges in his backpack (not the initial bag 
in which the dog took interest), prescribed by a oc or. e agents did not search any other part of him: did not ask him to remove his sweater: did not check his pockets (neither in his pants nor shirt), not his collared shirt with rolled-up sleeves, nor his 
dreadlocks. They on I y sexually vi o I ated him in a private intimidation room. 

This is unconscionable• This was our second cruise; lasl year we traveled with similar medicated lozenges (also legally prescribed) upon disembarking. We were not touched physically at all last year: I his year my boyfriend was raped. We cannot ever 
leave from Port of Miami again; I hope we can get past this to even travel and experience life at all because we will not support this disgusting perversion of power. There are so many crimes against humanity in this situation. Miami is notorious for 

3/3112013 human trafficking and sexual abuse on an official level, but I cannot believe this happened to us. I'm sorry this happened at all (and continues to happen). Our American rights have been egregiously violated' Why? Because they thought my California-
5:06:13 citizen boyfriend with a medical license had stashed so much weed up his ass and around his penis (and nowhere else, and no other substance except marijuana) that he is going to bring down America? Bullshit• This is unethical and inexcusable! We 

PM are pitting brother againsl brolher by giving unprecedented power to corruptible individuals - individuals turned ugly by power. The{b)(ff:, !sexual perversion of power is a shining example. This is unjust and unAmerican! We now have fear over 
the very entity supposedly protecting us. Instead of protecting, it is sexually violating us. How has America has been saved by all these fingers up the assholes of our citizens? We have rights, we are people. and you are people' Instead, everyone is 
treated like a psychotic terrorist, and nothing else. We are equal, and we will stand up for our fucking righlsl We have a right to live our lives without fingers up our asses, without transport workers perving on our naked scans or fondling our most 
intimate parts. We must stop this perverted abuse of power now• 

313112013 
5:07:01 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegari es Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time : 3/3112013 1 :51: 16 PM Airport : LGA - LaGuardia Dale/Time of Travel : 0312612013 6:00 AM Airline & Flight Number : Soulhwesl #430 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) !rh·11r;··, P 
Comment: This 1s a complaint r,tb)(ffi !badge numbe~ 
On Tuesday morning, March 26 I arrived at Laguardia Airport at 4:05 AM. The line at Southwest Airlines was ve long and we moved very slowly and I became concerned about missing my flight. At 5:00 additional agents started and all seemed ok. 
The line al the inspection slations was nol unsualy long and I felt relieved. When I got to the scanner (b)(ffi told me to take off my shoes. I told him I was 77 years old and that was not required. He slated that in lhis case it was. I grumbled and 
took off my shoes. Meanwhile the supervisor told him that he should send people of a ce,;taio age Ip arother station. This, while I put my shoes on the belt. 
I passed through the sea n ne r and into a g I ass enclosure and was th en sum maned out by Kb H 6 I I am not a "frequent F Iyer and do take a half dozen fl i g his a year and, s i nee I wear s us pe nde rs. al most always patted down. Never have I received 
the type of pat down that he administered. Additionally. I observed that other inspectors patted down 3 people while he was patting me down. I asked for his name and number on a piece of paper. He responded by asking for my identification and 
boarding pass. I would like 10 know why he has a righl to do this. 
I handed him my license and boarding pass. The put on my shoes ( a struggle) packed up my laptop. collected my keys, cell phone, etc. and looked for[b)(ff:, I I did not see him and asked the supervisor where he was. The supervisor pointed to a 
desk. I went to the desk and asked far my Ii ce n se and boarding pass and the piece of paper with his information. He had not even started wntrn~. It was now 5: 4 9 and I was anxious s i nee Southwest states that 1f you a re 3 not at the gate 1 0 minutes prior 
to departure your reservation may not be honored. I looked to the supervisor for help and all he told me was to calm down. Finallykb )(6 :, ]handed me my documents and his name scribbled (I have scanned the paper and there seems no way to 
atlach it to this form)wilhout his badge number. Upon my requesl he added that. I then ran as fasl as someone with emphysema can to the gale. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name b)(61 
Phone Number , ~---~ 

Email !rh 1/RI 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time : 3131/2013 5:31 A 1 PM Airport : PSP - Palm Springs Regional Date/Time of Travel · 0313112013 1 :30 PM Airline & Flight Number · American 1628 Checkpoint/Area of Airport · Security Checkpoint for All Gates TSA Employee: (If 
Known) j/b l/6\ r;omment : March 31, 2013 

TransporIation Securily Administration: 

I am writing to lodge a complaint against TSA Screener~l(b_}_(_6_} __ ~~Badge No~who retaliated against me after I requested a hand inspection of my wallet. 

At approximately 1:30 pm PDT on March 31, 2013, I entered the securily checkpoint fo~all ates at Palm Springs Airport (PSPJ on the way to my flight, American 1628 to Dallas. After opting oul o~y scanner, I was escorled to the pat down 
screening area by Screen~,r kb::,(6 ! (Badge No.!(b)(ffd- Before starting the pat do"."n, b)(ff:, asked if I h~d anything in my pockets. I acknowledged that I did, rnmoved my wallet, and exp_lained t~hat _because my wa~_let had a signific~nt 
amount of cash 1ns1de, I did not wish to send 11 through the x-ray machine because 11 wou be out of my view and at risk of theft by other screeners. I told Kiill:fil]he was welcome to hand inspect rt. which he did, pronouncing looks like an ordinary 
wallet." 

7: 12,40 Screenerii.!2.l!.fil.Jthen came over, became angry that the wallet had not been x-rayed, and insisted that it be sent through the x-ray machine. I ex laine.d to ( .1( .:, that a hand inspection had already been completed, and that if the wallet was taken out 313112013 ~ ~-5· 
PM of my view and sent through x-ray. I would have no choice but to file a complaint. After stating that he "could not stop me from filing a complaint" hI1R·, scorte me to a private screening room, where!(b)(ff•,!perfonmed a pat down search. 

~completed lhe search, IesIed his gloves and informed me lhat lhe scan came back clean and I was good to go. Before I could pack up my personal property, Screenerkb)(ffl !grabbed my wallet, rifled lhrough ii, and began writing down lhe 
~tion from my driver's license. I toldfh··,1/r1!that he did not have permission to take down my personal information. kb·:,(6) !ignored my statement and continued to write down the information from my drivers license. He then threatened me that 
he could "prevent me from flying." 

~cl ions we re both unprofessional and rel al i ato ry. He threatened me and recorded my persona I information in reta Ii ation for ex pressing my in tent to fi I e a comp Iain t. I am also concerned th ad( b) ( 6 I wi 11 use the information he re corded to steal 
my identity ar take other retaliatory actions against me. 

I want this letter added to Screene~personnel file, so that it may serve as a record of misconduct. I would also like the Federal Security Director at Palm Springs Airport to remind kb)(ff:1 lhat it is acceptable for a passenger to request a hand 
inspection of a wallet during the screening process, and to ensure that the personal informatio~cap1ured is not used 10 retaliate against me. 

I request a wntte n response to this complaint from the airport fed era I sec u nty director. 

Sincerely, 

l(b)(6) 

4/112013 
10 0046 

AM 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time 41112013 8:23: 14 AM Airport DCA - Washington Reagan National Date/Time of Travel 03/2912013 5:00 PM Airline & Flight Number Delta 1630 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
Security screening entry to Delta terminal TSA Employee: (If Known) · checking the people coming out of the xray machine Comment : I was wearing a blouse with sequins on it. After I go through the machine, and I am waiting for clearance to get my 
luggage, an african american, female TSA agent tells me to tum around and look at lhe image display. She says, &quot: Look al the screen•&quot:, &quot: That is you! &quot. 
Of course. I don't know what I am looking at or for, although I see yellow on the image. She then proceeds to pat me down. without warning me or explaining what it going on. And this is a full an pat down where she is touching on and around my 
breasts. And not with the back of her hands' After she Is done, she says, &quot;DO NOT EVER WEAR THAT BLOUSE THROUGH A SCREEN AGAIN1 &quot; 

I travel very often for business. She was downright rude and could have done a belier job of exp I a i ni ng . Yes, they are rushing to get people through, but, she should have sl i 11 used some customer services ski I ls. The average person does not re al ize 
that &quot:sequins&quot: might set off an incident' 
Would you like a response? : True 

Passenger's Name :~k_b~)(_6~'----~ 
Phone Number · 
Email :kb)(61 
To leav~e~a_c_o~rn_m_e-nt_c_o_n_c~erning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2IApplicationManager 



41112013 
1:59:25 

PM 

41112013 
2:41 34 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP !(b)(61 I 
Date Time: 411/2013 12:53:24 PM 

Name: (b 1(61 
Email: (b 1(6) 
Comp a I nts: na pp ro pn ate cree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airfort/Gate/Etc):UA3557, United, Terminal B, Gale 31, Port Columbus Airport 
Comments:! am filing a complaint against TSA supervisor h·11r;--, l I was flagged for a pat down. I understand that it is for everyones safety. but I am extremely allergic to@hich is used in TSA rubber gloves. I informed the screener of this 
and that I had been informed previously that TSA Port Columbus also had Latex gloves that they could use mstead. fh·11r;--, !. the supervisor, then came to the screener and said that I was to either get pat down with thel1Efil gloveµr..J,tiat I was not 
getting on my airplane. The screener offered to pat me down without gloves and sterillized hands butkb":1(6) ! said no and would not even consider looking for Latex gloves. I had no choice but to be pat down with an allergin. WhenK.12.1.Utouches my 
skin, I swell and develope a rash that blisters. I immediatly washed my skin and am hoping I hat no rash appears. I am extremely disappointed in the aclions of that supervisor. My health was held hostage by the threat of not being able to fiy out of 
Columbus and get to work. I demand action towards this supervisor and a response from you. I can be contacted by phone at!(b)(6i I If I do not answer, leave a message with a call back number. This is completely unacceptable and I will 
pursue the m alter to the fu 11 est extent pass i ble. 
Caller has filled a complaint about a screening process that she wenl through back on February 25th. She did file a complaint but she never received any lype of follow up or apology from TSA. She asked if she would get a follow up or formal apology 
from TSA because she was molested? She said that she was molested and cussed out and the agent was screaming at her. She was using the F word in the middle of the airport. She also wants information on how to get in contact with the head of 
TSA at the airport? 

Let caller know that we do not give passengers a follow up with what has happened with the TSA agent. Let her know she would nol be gelling a formal apology from TSA in the mail. Let her know I hat she should have gotlen an apology at lhe time the 
complaint was filled. She said that she would just have to contact her attorney to file molestation charges against the agent. Also let caller know I do not have any contact information for TSA at the airports. 

Did have to caller back and get additional information. 

She said that she was molested in front of her children. She did let the agent know that she is disabled. She has traveled a lot and she knows what a patdown should feel like. She also knows that when an agent is going over a sensitive area that TSA 
s hou Id use the back of their hands. Al so when going aver an area such as the breast or b ult you should not have the pal ms touching that a re a. She said that when the agent went aver her b ult the agent was squeezing her b ult. She stated th at her 
children are very young but they are starting to pick up on words very quickly and the agent was cussing at her, 

Airport-DSM 
Airline-Allegiant Air 
Flight-603 
Time-10:30AM 
TSAj(bi(6i 

Disability Description: Caller has an insulin pump as a carry on item and another one attached to her body. 

Response Details: If you have an insulin pump that cannot be screened; you should let the TSO know at the checkpoint. You do not have to do the AIT or WTMD 1/ the insulin pump can not be subJected to that 

41112013 Also if you wish to file a complaint you can do so in writing; and I will send you the forms I hat you need to fill out in wriling. 

3:27:40 
PM 

41112013 
3:59 28 

PM 

Incident Detai Is: Ca 11 er stated that she was going through RSW and the TSO agent behind the counter said she had to go through the A IT because they do not offer pat downs the re. She wears an insulin pump that can t be screened in this manner. 
The TSO there was really nasty, and told her that either she go through the AIT or WTMD or she will not be able to fly. 

This incident occured today at RSW at 3:31pm at gate C-6. 

To whom it may concern: I flew to Florida from Columbus airport because my brother is ill. I do not hardly ever fly. Maybe four times in my life. So I checked the website for flying restrictions. The web said 3-4 oz. bottles. The gentleman at security 
ch eek stated 2 oz. I know that 1s not the truth. I a I so know I co u Id not argue the fact even though I knew he was wrong. We were not treated with respect. They were nasty to us. Not everybody uses the airlines frequently as they m,g ht think. So if they 
want to do the security job then they may need to learn some patience. There were things I had to pitch that was expensive. So once I arrived in Florida, we had to buy new stuff. I am not rich and do not have lots of money. I simply chose to fly because 
the lrip was to short and 10 long to drive and I needed to see my brother. The olher issue is, my daughter is pregnant and she wanted the pat down ins1ead of lhe ,-ray machine and they kepi on saying il was safe, and I had to say more lhan once, she 
chooses pat down. The should res ect what you choose not ar ue with ou. I also want to sa there was no line so pea le weren't waiting. So all the more reason they should"ve had patients. All we are asking is for some compensation for our 
trouble' Thank you (b1(6) e-mail HYPERLINK b)(61 phone""(b_-.-'-1(6_-_I __ _. 



4/112013 
6:12:47 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 411/2013 3:38:04 PM 
Airport MSP - Minneapolis-St. Paul International Date/Time ofTravel 03/3112013 4:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . I asked far a pat-down yesterday at MSP because I am pregnant and did not feel comfortable going through the machine available at the International arrivals terminal after Passport Control and Customs. I was on the way to my connecting 
flight. I waited for the female assist call to go through and when that lady arrived with gloves on, she pointed out that the machine 1s not backscatter and was safe for pregnant women. I felt very pressured by both women at TSA and said I would prefer 
a pat down in public. They eventually pressured me into walking through the machine. I believe it's a millimeter wave machine, but I don't know. As soon as I went through it, I knew I'd made the wrong health choice and I am upset about this pressure 
by your staff. I feel it is wrong, a violation, and I want to report it. 
Would you like a response? : True 

Passenger's Name f~b~l~(~6~1 ----~ 
Phone Number , 

Email t.,b""i .. (6""·-, __ ,---___,,-,,.... 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

I have gone through the pre screening program and received and used the process. However, on a recent lrip to Boslon, my card was losl, slolen or misplaced. I believe ii was while I was gelling a pat down (I have an artificial knee). How can I gel 
another card,..-~?,....,-,------, 
My name is b)(61 at!(b 1(6) ! in Portland Oregon. 
My known traveler number i '--'---'-----' 

41112013 Thanks for any help. 

8:08: 11 f h \IR' ! 
PM 

41212013 

Sent from iPad 

Almost every time I go through the AIT at John Wayne Airport. the screeners want to rub the scar (this is rubbing, not a pat down) I have from my gall bladder surgery 37 years ago. I do not have any metal inside me (at first I thought my overweight 
belly was just causing my pants waist band to fold over since some of the rubbing occurred on my waist). so I don't see why your AIT detects an anomaly, which 1s what I was told today when I finally got frustrated and asked why they keep doing that (I 
commute between SNA and SJC Fridays and Mondays so this is pretty often). 
I am a 47-year-old, 6' male, approximately 220 lbs, muscular with 20% body fal, and my scar e,tends from below my rib cage to my waist and is an inch or so to the right of my belly butlon. I seriously doubt your agents run their hands over a woman 
who has had breast implants. so I would expect you to make adjustments for other scars ar incisions from surgery. Should you wish me to assist you with a baseline scan to adjust your equipment for myself and others who have had surgery in their 
lives, l"d be happy to help out. I currently live in San Jose, CA but will be relocating to Irvine, CA, in the next month, so I could v1s1t any research center in these locations. In case it matlers, I typically go through secunty either at the American Airlines 
or United gates at SNA 

8:12:48 •• 
AM ~rb-)-(6-,-----~ 

4/212013 
10:05:34 

AM 

Incident Details: Caller flew from Denver International to Atlanta on Airtran Airlines. Caller stated he is disabled and his wife is disabled and they are both in a wheelchairs. Caller stated he went through the screening checkpoint but his wife was pulled 
aside for add i ti o na I screening. Ca 11 er stated she had a patdown. Cal I er stated he had to Id the screen ers she has Alzh e, mer s. Caller stated the screener was being rough with his wife so he had to give his wile medication to ca Im her down after the 
screening process. Caller stated he wanted someone from TSA to call or send a letter apologizing to his wife. Caller stated if she didnt get a call or a letter he would be calling the contact center again. Caller is upset at the patdown received by his 
wife. Caller staled he didnt gel the name of lhe screener who conducted lhe patdown. Caller stated the female screener had short blonde hair. 

Incident happened:04-01-2013@01 :30pm 
Airport: Denver Airport. 
Airline:Airtran Airlines 
Flight number:787 
Baggage Claim number: No I ugg age 
Gate Tenninal:South 221 

Advised caller I would send to the ap prop nate office. Advised cal I er someone may want to contact him 1/ they need more information. 

Sending the D RFI in case she wants to submit complaint in writing regarding the disability. 



The ca 11 er had an ace ide nt years ago, and has to wear a shoe I ift and brace. However, he always has to re move the items. and wanted to know if the re was a way to keep them on. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

There is an exception to the shoe removal policy: passengers with disabilities. medical cond1t1ons. and prosthetic devices do not have to remove their shoes. However, TSOs will give them additional screening. This includes a visual and physical 
inspection, as well as explosives trace detection sampling of the footwear while it remains on the passenger's feet. 

4/212013 Regardless of whether a passenger is screened by a walk-through metal detector, AIT, ar a thorough patdown, casts, braces, and support appliances are subject to additional screening. A TSO will need to see the device, which may require the lifting 
10:40:03 of clothing without exposing any sens1t1ve areas. TSA also will use technology to test the device for traces of explosive material. If explosive material is detected, the passenger will have to undergo additional screening. 

AM 

4/212013 
11 :48:04 

AM 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak wilh a supervisor while at the checkpoint. 

There are two primary ways to be considered eligible for TSA Pre\u2713 ™: travelers may be invited by a participating airline, or they may choose to enroll with one of U.S. Customs and Border Protection's (CBP) Trusted Traveler programs. 

Disability Description: Caller had lhe ball broken off his shoulder and cannot raise one arm above his head. 
Caller had a knee replacement. 

This call was accidently cut off and I called him back at approximately 12: 15 

Information Request Caller is waiting at the airport to get on his flight. Caller missed his flight and feels TSA is responsible. 

Response Details: Specifically, you were interested in filing a civil rights complaint because you believe that you, or someone you know. were discriminated against by TSA on the basis of his or her disability or medical condition. 
For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of lhe Rehabilitalion Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(bJ and 15.70(d)(3)), ii must: 

Be f, I ed within 18 0 days of the alleged a ct of di scri min ati on: 
Be in writing; 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i nan t: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed di sen minatory action in s uff1c1ent detai I to inform T SA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the com pla i na nt or someone authorized to sign on be ha II of the comp I a i na nt, 

In order to approprialely address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf. 

Any of the above requirements can be waived far good cause. If you are requesting that any of the above requirements be waived, please explain your good cause in your complaint. 
To file a complaint electronically. please send an e-mail to: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to place D-RFI in the subject line to allow for proper handling. 

To file a complaint via the Internet, please visit hllp: www.tsa.gov traveler-information 1ravelers-filing-compliant 

TSA recommends that you file your complaint via e-mail or Internet in order to expedite processing. If you prefer to file a complaint via postal mail, please send it to 

Transpor1ation Securily Administration 
Disability Branch 
Di sab i Ii ty and Multi cultu ra I D1v1s1on 
601 South 12th Street 

41212013 Caller went through the LAS airport on 04-02-2013 at 08:55 AM. He was flying on Delta airlines flight: 590. At the checkpoint, his stroller was screened and the TSO conducted a patdown procedure that the caller said was uncomfonmatable to him. He 

12:04:0S is upset that he was not given the option for a private screening. Caller went through Gate D at the LAS Airport. 

PM 
I told caller that I will forward his complaint to the CSM at the LAS Airport. 
Caller 1s wanting infonmation on going through screening at CVG and what the numbers are that are listed above the WTMD. She has worked with the CVG airport and has recently had to be patted down and wants to know if it was becuase of the 

41212013 numbers becuase she does not like the way things are done for airport employees. 

12:0B:4? CCR informed her: 
PM 

When going through screening if anything al a nms the W TM D or any device th en the individual is s u bJected to a patdown. We do not have information on the numbers above the WT MD and how th at screening process is run at that airport since we are 
not Io ca ted there directly, It would be best for her to contact the airport directly to get ass i sta nee as to what those numbers a re sp eci fi ca 11 y used lo r, 



Response Details: Caller said that he believes this happened because of his medical condition. 

Advised caller that he would need to write in a formal complaint. 

After evaluating allernative security protocols for flighl crewmembers lhat would maintain our high security stJndards, TSA released modified screening procedures for eligible, on-duty flighl crewmembers lhat do not require the use of AIT machines. In 
addition, flight crewmembers are subject ta random screening. observation by behavior detection officers, and TSA s additional layers of security. 

Advised ca Iler that the biometric id card is associated with TW IC . 

Advised caller that we do not have a specific ca rd that w, 11 al low him to not go through s c reem ng. Regard I e ss of who 1s traveling 1f the re a re any type of a I arms or a no m al i es th at a patdown does have to be cond i cted to clear the a I arm. 

41212013 Told caller about the notification card lhat is lisled on our website. However I did explain to the caller thal it does nol exempt you from the screening process. 

1:05:42 
PM 

41212013 
2:06:44 

PM 

Caller said that he would get that card. 

Ask caller again if he would like 10 provide a email address so I can send him a DRFI which would include whal he would need to do to send in a writeen complaint. 

Caller hung up on. 

lncidenl Details: Caller saiid I hat he completed a flighl and he was searched twice I .Caller stated that both on his re1urn flight and his departure flight. Caller said that he declared 10 lhe officer I hat he had a knee replacemenl .. Callersaid thal the officer 
advised him to proceed to screening and when the alarm went off he had to undergo a patdawn. 

Ca Iler wanted to know what type of screening the pi lots have to go I hroug h. 

Caller was wanting to know what a biometric 1d is as we 11. 

Caller is wanting a trusted 1ravelercard I hat stales that he has a metal implant so he does not have to get a patdown when the alarm goes off. 

Feedback Type · Request for Information 
Categories : Screening (AI T, Paid own) 
Cur,-ent Date/Time · 41212013 1 :06:37 PM 
Ai rpo r1 : Se I eel One 
Date/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. I travel often and every time I go through body scanner I am stopped for my right shoulder. I have no metal ar replacements and get patted down every time. I have had a muscle problem in that area. like a knot. I thought the machine only 
reacted to metal or explosives. Tired of your private invasion by some stranger &quot: doing their job&quot; why all the false readings? 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Name : ·-, ·1 
Phone Number· b. ff', 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning t is feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: Ca 11 er stated he went through JFK airport and received two patdowns he wo u Id Ii ke to comp I a in about. 

Response Details: Advised caller I would send him information delailing how to file his complaint in writing as it must be submitted in writing. 

TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 

or via postal mail to: 

Transportation Security Administration Office of Disability Policy and Outreach 
601 South 12th Street TSA-33 

4/21201 3 Ari i ngto n, VA 20598-6033 
2:58 36 

PM Send D RFI. 

lncidenl Details: Caller staled he went lhrough the screening checkpoint at JFK and he received 2 patdowns. Caller staled he informed the TSO about him having diabetes and !raveling wilh an insulin pump. Caller stated he feels like he was 
discriminated against due to his disability. He said that no one else in line was given two patdowns and he feels he was selected due to his disability. 

Caller went through the checkpoint at 02:45pm on 04-02-2013. 

The ca 11 er stated that he flies from RSW to BOS and back often. He is a do ub I e amputee and wants to know if Pre Ch eek w111 he Ip h1 m get through the checkpoints mo re easily. He stated that some off ce rs are very rough in i nco ns i derate. He just wants 
to know if there is anything that he could do to make things better, 

Advised Ca Iler: 

Eplained: 

Expedited screening may allow passengers to no longer remove certain items such as their shoes, outerwear, jackets, and belts, or remove laptops from carry-on bags. As well as leaving the 3-1-1 bag in her luggage. The screening of the passenger is 

4121201 3 the same. If an a I a rm is sounded th an the screening procedures conducted wou Id be the same as those with out PreChe ck. The T SOs are required to cl ear the al a nrns. 

3:56 56 
PM Informed Caller: 

41212013 
4:03:24 

PM 

• The paid own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any d if/ culty raising his or her a nrns. remaining in the position required for a paid own, or any areas of the body th at a re p arnfu I when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or Ii ft any article of clothing to revea I a sensitive body area. 

Feed back Type : Compliment 
Categories : Pat-down: P roles s ion a I ism 
Current Date/Ti me : 412120 13 2: 04: 56 PM 
Airport . ALB - Albany County 
Dale/Time of Travel: 04/02/2013 3:15 AM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Screening 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I am completely upset. my wife, who is 6 months pregnant, is traveling with my almost 3 year old daughter. The TSA agent insisted that my wile could not hold my daughters hand during a screening, Also made my daughter very upset 
saying thal both my wife and daughler would then have to be patted down. While I, as a son of a retired Federal DEA agent am happy 10 oblige with necessary securily procedures. I believe that we as a nation need to have more professionalism and 
realize that our security efforts are going to a bit of an extreme. I have traveled internationally and I have to say other nations have far more respect for the travelers and have just as much if not better security without violating the person or child who is 
traveling. lsraers secunty for instance, is far superior to our own and I have never had an issue with them. I hope that this will be looked into. If I had the persons name I would surely pass it on. 
Would you like a response?· False 

Passenger's Nam,.....e~:-----~ 
Phone Number (b··1(6i 

Email (b I(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



4/212013 
6:03 57 

PM 

To anyone that cares about treatment received by security at Buffalo"s International Airport on April 1. 2013: I recently visited my family in Buffalo. New York. I had a wonderful flight coming to Buffalo but I did not feel so great about the way security 
treated me on my return trip. This was my first time flying by myself and I was feeling a little unsure about security procedures. I arrived about two hours before my flight was scheduled to leave. I headed to the baggage check window where my 
luggage was handled by a gentleman thal seemed like he really did not want 10 be there. No smile, no eye contact, just a finger poinled to the direction of my gate. I smiled and staled thal I was unsure of airport security procedures and once again he 
pointed his finger to the direction of gate 23. Alright, we all have bad days maybe he worked a double. I had knee replacement and I am always patted down when I go through security. My family told me to ask for the body scan instead of having a pat 
down. A security officer pointed to a center lane where I proceeded through. I guess I was not suppose to go through unti I my scan was comp I eted. A somewhat ta 11 and s I ender woman rolled her eyes. had me go back to the center I a ne, put my feet on 
two spots. I was not last enough so she rolled her eyes in disgust again. Threw her hands in the air. She looked like she wanted to bodily move me to the spot which I finally found. She threw her arms in the air again and yelled, Don"t move or we'll 
have to scan you again. She was very demeaning and rude. No ma1ter what I did she showed disapproval. She rolled her eyes again and an older man wilh thick glasses mumbled something. I honestly did not hear him. He I hen looked right in my eyes 
and with a somewhat louder and aggravated voice said ,'"Proceed now' "' I felt somewhat embarrassed when I realized people had witnessed my treatment and agreed with the rudeness I received. I hope this is just an isolated case and not a common 
practice. I have worked with people for many years and yes they can be hard to deal with at times. Being rude and demeaning is not the way to handle a human being. Thanks for listening. 

Sincerely, 

w,(6) 

4/212013 
6:28 53 

PM 

Caller requested to speak to a supervisor immediately. 

Call taken by Preston: 

Caller stated that she called previously to file her complaint and requested that a supervisor get back in touch with her but they never did. Caller is calling again to file her complaint as well. Caller went through screening at SEA for a Alaskan Airlines 
flight on 3 15. Caller had to have a pat down due 10 a knee brace thal she was wearing. Caller stated I hat her carry on luggage had 10 be hand inspecled as well. Caller staled thal the agent I hat first performed I hat paldown was very professional and 
done her job correctly. Caller stated that a second officer came over after the patdown, took her to a separate room, and petiormed that a second pat down be done. Caller feels that her second pat down was done intentionally to make her miss her 
flight si nee she requested that the office rs be ca refu I with her items during the hand inspection. Cal I er stated that the office rs broke her curling iron and threw seve ra I of her 3-1-1 Ite ms away. 

Caller requested to speak to a supervisor at the checkpoint and lhe second screening officers stated very rudely I hat she was lhe supervisor and refused to get anyone else for her. Caller feels that this agent needs 10 be disciplined for her aclions. 

Caller requested th at the CS M contact her at her home phone number about this issue. 

Apologized to the caller for her negative experience during her screening at SEA. Advised caller that I could resend the complaint to the CSM or I could provide the CSM s contact information so she could reach them personally. Caller requested that I 
forward her complaint again. 

Caller fiew yesterday. As he got to the scanner, he opted for a patdown as Is his usual routine. A TSO smirked at him and said something to another TSO. rso!:b 1(6) ~t Terminal C Gate 30 began doing the patdown. He became very 
aggressive from the back. When he went to the front the TSO was even more agressive and lifted the caller up off his feet. The caller backed up and was offended. He told the TSO that he wanted to talk to his supervisor, 

Caller described the incident to the supervisor who had not seen what happened. STSO kb)(ff:, ! said. That is the appropriate way to do it. He told the STSO he wanted to file the complaint. He told her he has never been patted as 
aggressively as he had this ti me. She told him that it had prob ab I y not be en done properly at the other airports. He to Id her that he has fl own over a mi 11 ion mi I es. but she Ju st repeated the statement. She said the TSO would have to continue. He said 
he wanted another TSO to do it. Another TSO completed the patdown much less aggressively and the way he had always had it done. 

The smirking TSO kept staring at him. Caller asked TSO what he was staring at. This TSO turned and walked away. A different TSO gave the caller a comment card. Caller asked for the smirking TSO s name. This TSO would not give it to him. 
When the ST SO came back she told him they wo u Id not give out the name for someone be cause they we re smirking. 

41212013 Caller felt that he was humililated, inappropriately touched, and laughed at. The guy that gave him the card said they did not want 10 gel anyone in trouble. Caller is worried aboul retribution from lhe TSOs when he goes back through. He has a 

6:33:42 platinum status on American and has flown a million miles so he flies out of this airport frequently. 

PM 
Airport DFW to Dulles 
Airline: American 
Flight Number: 1425 
Date and Time: Apnl 2. 2013 at 7:15pm (Flight Time) He arrived at the checkpoint around 6pm 
Location: Terminal C Gate 30 

Caller only gave his email after I assured him that the TSOs would not have access to it. He was unsure as to whether or not to let me send this to the CSM because he feared retribution since he flies so often. He always requests a patdown because 
he Is a cancer survivor and does not want any more radiation. I told him the person I would send this to Is a CUSTOMER Service Representative. He asked what that person would do. I told him they would talk to the TSOs to find out their perspective 
of the events. I offered to tell him how to get in touch with the CSM himself or I could send this to the CSM, He told me to go ahead and send it. He asked if he should also send the comment card that he has. I told him he could do that as well. 



41212013 
7:36:07 

PM 

Caller feels th at T SA in Oak I and have abused their autho nty. She has severe anxiety. 
She was going through screening with her service dog and had to have her hands ETD tested, They said that her hands triggered an a I arm and the TSO instead of informing her of anything and insisted her to go through a patdown, 
She says there were 3 TSA males that were being completely rude. 
They refused to let her go through with her dog and when she requested her anxiety pills they refused. 
She says the way they screen there is extremely abusive and what she describes as very nasty. 
She is cal Ii ng today to make an a no nym o us complaint of the abusive and rude nature of the Officers at the screening checkpoint in Oak I and . 

Airport Oakland 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Not Known 
Dale: Friday March aboul 7PM Flight left at 9:55 10 Porlland 
Gate or Terminal: Gate 14. she isn t completely sure. 
Email: Wishes to remain anonymous, she wants to inform them of the treatment and Is afraid to provide contact details in the event they will treat her even worse. 

Caller Advised: 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our 
policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 
I wi 11 forward a record of your complaint to the Customer Support Manager for review and for their re cords. This helps TSA to monitor and track trends and issue prop er training where it needs to be made, 
The caller stated that she never thought she would be calling TSA about anything. She flew from EWR to LAX on March 29th on United. The flight departed at 1 :20pm. She is missing items that she believes were taken from the checkpoint. 

Caller explained her entire airport experience: 

She stated that she had requested a patdown. Her carry on luggage had to be re-screened because she was carrying dark chocolate. The TSOs took her carry on and separated her belongings. This included: dirty gym clothes. shoes with fruit in them. 
two pairs of glass (both in dark hard cases, one pair was Michael Kors brand and only had nms on the top, one case was dark purple or maroon in color, sunglasses were thin rimmed and oval in shape tinted fairly dark and both in dark blue plastic 
cases with aligater look fabricated prints), a white long business letter size that was unsealed with British pounds worth around 120 (had a paper clip on them), traveler checks with her name and receipts of purchase valuing near S250 and $50 
demominations, coins (eruosJ, and paper money. She also had two purses and new papers. She stated lhat she has called lhe holel because her monetary items had been in the safe and lhey were not left there. She did not see the things go lhrough 
screening and she can not say what was ha pp en i ng because her baggage was separated from her for such a Io ng ti me. 

She stated it was gone way longer than necessary and she had completed her patdown long before her luggage was returned to her. She stated that she never offered to open her belongings because she trusts TSA and never dreamed she would 
have missing items. She had to wait a very long time for her checked luggage as well which was unusual to her. She stated that she does not handle her own luggage when she travels. She has ii delivered to the hotels and knows that her checked 
baggage goes through many differents hands. This leads her to believe that the officers at the checkpoint would be the only ones who would have this opportunity. When she got her baggage and checked her suitcase, her suitcase frame was broken. 
She can no Io nger use either of her s ui teases any more. They also tested the chocolates for exp I osIve s. She stated that the TSO we re smirking at her be cause she had put the bananas in her shoes. 

41212013 The caller discussed her medical conditions as well: 
8:49:22 

PM 
She stated that she has a 24 hour nurse that stays with her around the clock with her that has had a family emergency. She stated that she submitted a form to reserve an aisle seat as well because of her need to use the restroom frequently. On this 
pa rti cul a r fiig ht ( she had arrived for another country) she she not receive this seat. She has urinary i nco nt i ne n ce and she requested that the other passenger to switch seats with her, She wanted to provide this info rma ti on so that ii someone needed to 
verify lhat she was on the flight they could do so. 

Advised Caller: 

You may wish 10 file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. Claim forms are also available on our Web site at www.tsa.gov. If you 
decide to file a claim, it will be processed in accordance with the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, I can forward a copy of this record to the Custom er Support Manager ( CSM) at th at Io cation, 

FI ig ht Information: 

Airport: EWR 
Airline: United Airlines 



412/2013 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time: 412/2013 8:32:24 PM Airport: ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Date/Time of Travel: 04/0112013 10:30 AM Airline & Flighl Number Southwest - 1972 Checkpoint/Area 
of Airport· North Terminal Main Checkpoint? (Unsure) TSA Employee: (If Known) :lrh··,1r,\ J.;omment. I opted out of the electronic screening &amp: had a pat-down. During the waistband checking portion of the pat-down, Officer ~!rh_._>1_r,_·., -~ 

pu 11 ed my pants upward (towards my chest) 5-6 inches. to the point where the crotch of my pants was crushing my testi c I es. When I o bJe cted, he to Id me th at the procedure required him to do th at. then p race ed ed to do 11 again. I told him &quot: Stop 
that!&quot; and said that I had had dozens of pat-downs and was well aware that the procedure did NOT require that he pull my pants UPWARD at all. The procedure requires pulling the waistband OUTWARD (away from the waist) to enable the 
officer to slide his fingers around lhe waistband. But it has NEVER required (and still does NOT require) the panls to be pulled upward 1owards one's chest. After my second objeclion, Office{fil@[]old me, &quot;you're either going to stop 
complaining or I'm going to stop this screening,&quot: to which I replied, &quot:you don't have to stop the screening. but&quot: and he cut me off, saying, &quot;then be quiet until I'm done.&quot: 

At that point, I demanded that he stop the screening and get a supervisor. The supervisor,kb .. 1(61 t,,as initially highly defensive of Officer[filfil[]and insisted on telling me how the leg portion of the screening is done. Only when I 
persuaded her 10 hear me out did she understand I hat I had NO complaint aboul the leg portion of the screening; my complaint was having my 1es1icles crushed by the office~s lifting my pants upward until I cried out in pain. At that point, she called a 
managed1h··,1rr, ho deal with me. 

9:00:43 Office~was INCREDIBLY professional every step of the way with me. When I told him how I had been physically abused by Office~ he said that I was absolutely right and that nothing about the procedure required the officer to pull a 
PM person's panls upward, certainly not 5-6 inches like Offcerltii:iillI] did 10 me. He completed my screening professionally and quickly, and I was on my way. 

But it 1s ABSOLUTELY OUTRAGEOUS that I should be physically assaulted in this manner. What Officer lili:ii:fuJdid to me qualifies as assault and/or battery in most states across the country, so 11 is interesting that. simply because he is wearing a 
blue shirt with a TSA badge. and is there &quot;for our protection.&quot; he is allowed to do anything he wants to citizens with no repercussions, thanks to his union. 

No one should have to cry out in pain to get a government officer to stop their abuse. This is outrageous beyond words. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name~ 
Phone Number : 
Email. ~!(b~)~(6~) _______ ____. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:~!(b_)_(6_, __ ~ 
Date Time: 412/2013 11 :07:58 PM 

Namet(b,(61 
413/2013 Email:._11 .. h .. ·>1._r, .. ··, ___ ~ 
8:13:09 Complaints:lnconsistent Screening (Different Practices between Airports). 

AM Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Qantas flighl 12 on April 2, 2013 in LAX, at 8:45pm. 
Comments:I had a reusable water bottle in my carry-on that I forgot to empty. After waiting through a 30-minute security line. it was discovered by x-ray. 

I had opted out of the scanner, and wasn't allowed to touch the bag or the bottle (which is line). TSA had physical possession of it coming out of the X-ray machine. 

The simple obvious thing to do would be for tsa staff to pour it out and re-X-ray it. Instead. tsa staff insisted that I had to either throw out the bottle itself or else go back through security from scratch at the back of the line. And then have a second pat 
down, si nee I again opted out of the sea nne r. 

This makes no sense al all, and was completely unnecessary. It was also inconsistent from what I've seen happen at olher airports when people forget 10 empty a waler bottle. 



41312013 
8:13:39 

AM 

Frorr¥b)(61 

Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 10:39 PM 
To: TSAEx1emalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject LAS screening process 

Attention T SA custom er service: 

I received a very invasive TSA screening at the Las Vegas airport on 2 Apr 13 at approximately 8:55 a.m. I was on Delta flight #590 on my way to gate D 40. This "pat down·· was not a typical pat down. Not being able to send the stroller through the 
screening machine pram pted this entire event. I was u na bl e to get my strol I er through the conveyor belt be cause 11 was too big. The T SA agent th en checked it visually and by hand. During his p hys,ca I i np section the stroller set off his alarm. He told 
me he had to check me and my bags because this happened even though my bags had already been screened through the machine. I told the agent that I purchased the stroller while on vacation and that it was only two days old. I also told them I am 
in lhe military and thal I 1ravel all the lime. I had never had any issues while traveling. All of this occurred after I had already gone through the metal detector machine removed my shoes and was cleared. I was traveling with my wife and three 
children. 

The agent asked me if I had undergone this type of search and I said no. He then tried to explain the search procedure. The agent started the search by making remove my shoes a second time. He then began the search and touched my genitals 
during this process. After performing one "'pat down" he conducted another one (that really felt like a rub down). He touched my genitals a second time while running an opened hand between my legs, upper thigh, and scrotum regions on 4 occasions. 
It felt Ii ke his thumbs were touching my genita I areas/region each ti me, He a I so touched my chest twice rubbing his hand up and down my chest and a bdom i na I region. 

At this point I felt violated beyond belief and was not quite sure what I should do. I thought I should request a supervisor: however I did not and cooperated with this very grueling and invasive ordeal trying not to draw more embarrassment to myself 
than was already apparent. The search appeared to have turned into something else (possible groping or something). It did not feel like your typical pat down. I also have 15 years of law enforcement experience/military training and have never 
received or performed a search in that manner. I fly frequently and have flown all around the world both for protecting our country and leisure, I usually don't complain, but I would be doing a disservice ii I did not report this incident. 

I immediately reported this situation to the TSA supervisor.~ at the check point. I explained to him that if the search is going to be so invasive and it is protocol that he should provide travelers with the option of a private room or 



Caller fi ew from FLL yesterday to Nas hvi I le on Southwest FI i g ht 322 
Her bag was searched and she has a box of snack bars missing and she had 2 character fountain pens she purchased at Disney and those we re bro ken and a cap from one of them was missing. 
Her bag was also lorn. The TSA lock was only put back through one hole so that left her bag unlocked. 

The NOi had KR4-2-13 #2 11 50 AM 

She slated she needs to tell someone that everytime she flys she is searched. She is an American and only been out of lhe counlry once since 1956. 

I asked if it is her person or her bag. 

She slated i I is her person I hat is searched . 

She has a knee implant and has a card from her doctor. 
She stated people who are foreign looking go right on through. 

41312013 She stated in Nashville the first time she few she went into that round thing and was able to screen her with it. 
BcS4 :o3 She said the FLL did not have that 

AM 

Told her thal would have been the AIT. 
We try to resolve the screening using it when a passenger is able to stand with their arms above their head for 5-7 seconds. 
We a re not always able to reso Ive it and the passenger sti 11 needs the patdown. 
Al tho ugh she has the card from her doctor we st i 11 must resolve her sere en i ng and everyone mu st be screened , 
I explained that ii is nol because she looks suspicious, just I hat she sets off the metal detector. 

She stated she just had to !al k to someone about it. 

Told her I am sorry her items were missing and I will send to her a claim form and cover le1ter via email. 
We wi 11 a I so report her complaint to the Customer Support Manager at FL L. 

She asked what about the bag. 
Told her she mighl wanl to also report the bag damage to the airline as we only have lhe bags a short period of time and depending on the damage it could have happened with them. 
She may file a claim since she had the NOi. 

To whom 11 may concern 

41312013 I was recently at Indianapolis airport when I noliced a flat screen tv advertise that 99% of travelers choose the AIT screenings. This is not true be I here is always a TSA agent directing people to get in line for the AIT screenings. So it's nol a choice uni ii 

9:59 :23 you make your agents aware of this. They should make people aware of the choice. Also when the line is getting to long for the AIT your agents should be moving people through the metal detector. Not standing around with their arms crossed behind 
their backs. 

AM 

There should be a revised pat down as I feel your agents put there hands in places that are unacceplable. It's basically groping of another adull. 

Thanks 

To w horn it may concern 

41312013 I was recently at Indiana pol is airport when I noticed a fl at screen tv advertise th at 99 % of trave I ers choose the AIT screenings. This is not true be the re is always a TSA a gent directing peop I e to get in Ii n e for the AIT screenings. So it's not a choice u nti I 

9,59 ,23 you make your agents aware of this. They should make people aware of the choice. Also when the line is gelling to long for the AIT your agents should be moving people through the metal detector. Not standing around with their arms crossed behind 
AM their backs. 

There should be a revised pat down as I feel your agents put there hands in places that are unacceptable. lt"s basically groping of another adult. 

Thanks 



To Whom It May Concern. 
I am a 73-year-old lady and a citizen of the United States who travels alone by air to visit family and friends living within the country. I have Meniere's disease which causes vertigo (dizziness), gait and balance problems, nausea and tinnitus (ringing in 
my ears): all of these symptoms are aggravated by air travel and therefore I require the assistance of the airline porters and a wheelchair in the airport Ierminals. Movement around me aggravates my dizziness and nausea so visual disturbances (lights 
and motion) also affect my balance and gait; standing or walking is often difficult far me without assistance. 

As a result of my neurological condition. I am unable to stand still with my arms above my head without assistance in the new "Advanced Imaging" screeners but have no trouble walking on my own through the metal detection devices. I have become 
accustomed 10 info rm i ng the T SA office rs about my cond i Ii on a I the airport checkpoints and have been genera 11 y t rea I ed kindly with respect. That was not I he case this p asl weekend (Easter) however! He re is what happened: 

On Friday. March 29th, I once again traveled alone from Detroit Metro Airport (DTW) to Chicago O'Hare Airport (ORD). As usual. I explained my condItIon to the TSA officers and they allowed me to walk through the metal detectors without incident. 
The officers in Detroit were very polite and friendly. 

I expected a similar routine when I returned ta Detroit from Chicago an Monday, April 1st but that was not to happen. The TSA officers in Chicago disregarded my explanation and request for metal detector screening: instead. they farced me into an 
extensive pat-down in front of other passengers' It is rny understanding th at a passenger has a right to privacy screening during extensive p aH:J owns-a It hough I requested this. I was denied th at option and the officers were very rude in their Ire atme nt 
of me, I was not taken aside but rather subjected to a fu 11 pat-down by a lone lema I e off ce: asked to Ii fl my shi rtlto p while she felt my breasts and down my slacks in di re ctly front of other passengers! 

~;3~~~~ Throughout this pat-down, I tried to ask why I was denied the right to walk through the metal detector and was told that was not an option because O'Hare was a "different type al airport" This appeared to me a blatant lie since I saw others go through 
p M the metal detector and I was not in the i ntematIona I term i na I. While I was undergoing this pat-down, I also saw other le ma I e passengers who after going through the Al T scree ne rs, we re pulled from the sere en i ng Ii nes and subjected to hand screening 

detectors for no apparent reason other th an because of their Muslim dress, 

Overall this was a very humbling experience. I totally understand the purpose al airport screening and in general accept the responsibility of the TSA towards our safety. However, I do not understand why any passenger should be subjected to a lack 
of sensitivity for his/her humanity. I have examined the TSA website and the procedures described there for passenger screening do not in any way reflect what I personally saw and expenenced in Chicago on Monday. I will be reporting this to my 
state senators Debbie Sta benow and Levin. 

If I was younger and less vulnerable, I would choose ta drive to my destinations but that is no I anger an option for me. There was a time in this country when the elderly were treated with respect: I can see that is not the rule among your officers ar 
employees. I wou Id suggest th at the officers in Chicago are Io ng overdue on s ensItIvIty Ira i ni ng. 

Sincerely, 

VV. BIOOmlleld, MI 48324 

Caller is flying inlernationally with a money bell. Caller asked if it will pose a problem with her screening, caller will carry less than $10,000. Caller asked if she can take food. Caller said in Mesa aboul 3 or 4 weeks ago, she had a diet Dr Pepper in 
her purse that was 32 ounces. Caller said the TSOs allowed that through the checkpoint but they removed an Agave Syrup that was 12 ounces. Caller said the syrup was sealed and covered in wax. Caller said she asked the TSO why they removed 
her syrup but we re allowing the Dr Pepper. Caller said they told her she did not understand. that the syrup was a I iqu id. 

TSA does not restrict passengers from carrying any amount of currency through our security checkpoints. We do. however, recommend that passengers speak with a TSA screening supervisor before screening begins to request a private screening. 
This will help maintain the passenger's security by ensunng the currency Is screened out of the view of the general public. During a private screening, another TSA employee will be present and the passenger may also be accompanied by a companion 
of his or her choosing, 
I told lhe caller she will have 10 have a paldown. 

4/312013 
12:54:22 If TSA discovers a passenger carrying a sum of currency that appears to be in excess of $10,000, and the passenger is traveling to or from a location outside of the United States, TSA may notify U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) to ensure 

PM compliance with international currency-reporting requirements 
I told lhe caller she cannot wear the belt while being screened and she may want to request a privale screening. 

The only screening restriction on bringing food in carry-on baggage applies to foods that are liquids. gels, or aerosols. These foods must be in containers 3.4 ounces or smaller and fit comfortably in a single, quart-size. clear plastic, resealable bag (the 
3-1-1 rule). To save time, passengers should not bring food to the security checkpoint unless it is securely wrapped or in a spill-proof container. Unpeeled natural foods like fruit are acceptable. I told the caller she can take an empty water bottle. 

Transferred this record for security review. 



Caller fiew with infant numerous times. pumped breast milk in the bottle and last weekend they were leaving the FAY airport and the TSO opened all 3 of the bottles and put a strip in the bottles. Has never had this happen before and wants to know if 
we have information as to what the strips were. contained, etc? 
The TSO was unable to provide any informtion as to what the strip was, just that it was a vapor strip and passenger asked whal the strips had on them and lhe TSO was unable to tell her. Passenger didn t know what the strips contained and ended up 
discarding the bottles and when she asked what other options she had the TSO told her that was the only option passenger had. 
Flying with United, departed at 2: 10, Flight# 4 795Y. Gate #small airport, only 1 gate. 

Response: 

41312013 Passengers flying with or without an infant or toddler may bring more than 3.4 ounces of breast milk (in a liquid or frozen state) through screening checkpoints after undergoing additional screening. In addition, breast milk must be separated from other 

1 :o3 ,06 property and declared to a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) pnor to entering the checkpoint. 

PM 
When !raveling wilh an infant or toddler, passengers are also allowed 10 bring into the screening checkpoinl more lhan 3.4 ounces of pre-mixed baby formula (in a liquid, or frozen state). 
These items also must be declared to a TSO prior to entering the screening area, and the items must be separated from other property. These items will be subject to additional screening, and passengers may be asked to open a container if required 
by a TSO. 

While passengers may be requested 10 open a container, they will never be asked to test or taste any of lhese items. If a container cannot be opened, the containers may be allowed into the sterile area only after ii and the passenger undergoes 
additiona I screening. which may include a patdown. 

Advised ca Iler no information as to what the strips are and how to contact the CSM at FAY for ass i sta nee, 
April 3, 2013 

Time: 9:15AM 
Airport: 0 akl and International Airport. Cal 1/o mi a 
Date/Time of Travel: 3129113 10:25 AM 
TSA Employee;kb)(61 ! 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am writing to you about a T SA emp I aye e who was very rude and unp roles s ional in his att1tud e and b eha vi or. 

41312013 On my day of travel, Friday morning, I had requested a "pat down" for myself and my Iraveling companion. TSA employee,l(b.i(6., I, asked 10 follow him to the manual "pal down." 2:04:55 ~. ~~--~. 
PM 

After following~ and raising my hands in the air,~spoke too fast and it was very difficult understanding him. So, I requested of~to slow down and speak slower. etorted. "'I think you should listen faster." At that 
moment, I asked for another TSA employee and to speak to his manager, He retorted. "No, you have to have me,'' patted me down, and disappeared when the manager walked over, (b·:,(6) didn't realize my traveling companion and other travelers 
were walching his unprofessional atlilude and behavior while waiting 10 be patted down. We were also shocked that my traveling companion who was waiting to be "patted down" never got searched. 

It's my opinion that TSA agents are here to help and serve the people of the United States of America. to not display the attitude and behavior of a "d1ctatorsh1p-ship style government agent;' like how clearly it was on the morning of our travel. 

I will be making a formal complaint 10 my congress represenlative, Linda Sanchez of California District 38, as well as lhe congress representative of Oakland International Airport, Barbara Lee of Dislrict 13. I sincerely hope the TSA will make better 
informed decisions about their employees and how their employees are serving the citizens of this country. 

If you have any questions. I will be available to respond by telephone or e-mail. 

fbi(61 



41312013 
2:05:03 

PM 

TSA Contact Center 

Regarding Security Screening 

O'Hare Airport, Chicago IL 

Date: Monday, Apnl 1st 

Time: 1230-1245 pm 

Airlines: Delta FL 1908 Boarding from gate E 15 

To Whom It May Concern. 

I am a 73-year-old lady and a American citizen who travels alone by air to visit family and friends within the United States. I have Meniere·s disease which causes vertigo (dizziness). gait and balance problems. nausea and tinnitus (ringing in my ears): 
al I of these symptoms a re aggravated by air t rave I and therefore I require the ass i sta nee of the airline po rte rs and a whee I chair in the airport term i na Is. Movement around me aggravates my dizziness and nausea so vi sua I disturbances (I ights and 
motion) also affect my balance and gait; standing or walking is often diflicull for me without assistance. 

As a result of my neurological condilion, I am unable 10 stand still with my arms above my head without assistance in the new "Advanced Imaging' screeners bul have no trouble walking on my own through lhe me1a1 detection devices. I have become 
accustomed to informing the TSA officers about my condition at the airport checkpoints and have been generally treated kindly with respect. That was not the case this past weekend (Easter) however' Here is what happened: 

On Friday. March 29th, I once again traveled alone from Detroit Metro Airport (DTW) to Chicago O'Hare Airport (ORD). As usual. I explained my condition to the TSA officers and they allowed me to walk through the metal detectors without incident. 

I feel duped. 
I signed up for globa I entry and pre ch eek for many reasons, mostly for two. 
I travel more than 80 days a year nationally and internationally AND I had a congenital problem that caused me to need both hips replaced. The ability to move through security easily was a major plus for me and for all the other travelers and for the 
agents as they could avoid a pat down that is not enjoyab I e by either party. 
Recently in Chicago and BWI the pre check line no longer utilize a modern scanner but an old fashion metal detector, so once again I set lhese off and gel patted down. 

4131201 3 I am a p hys1c1an who travels to teach others how to imp rove the care they p rov1d e and to provide that ca re in a sale r manner. I am about as a I ow a risk to anyone as anyone can get. I went through the ap pl ,cation process and sat for a face to face 

5: 59 : 02 i nte rvi ew on I y within the I a st 6 months. Both airports had the p recheck Ii ne using a modern sea n ne r unti I very recently. 

PM 
I could see being wanted to confirm that the medical card I carry is correct if the scanner can not return. but at present the approach used discriminates against folks with artificial joints and hardware. A simple fix is to return to the modern scanners that 
clearly are betler devices than metal detectors. 
I look forward to your response. 

Sent from my iPad 

4/312013 Caller ,s filing a complaint against TSq(bi(61 land her supervisor!(b)(ff:, lat the OAK Airport Caller wife went through the AIT screening and then had to undergo a patdown procedure. When caller ask the TSO why his wife had to 
6:39:58 undergo a patdown the TSO was very rude to him they told him it was due to his wne wearing a underwire bra. Caller said the incident occured on 04-02-2013 at 4:30 pm going to the Southwest Terminal flying on Southwest airlines on flight 995 flying 

PM from OAK to Burbank. Told caller that I will send his complaint to the CSM at the OAK airport. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service 
Current Date/Time . 414/2013 8:57:00 AM 
Airport DEN - Denver I ntemat,ona I 
Date/Time of Travel, 04/04/2013 6:00 AM Airline & Flight Number, AA 2096 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : young man with frizzy afro Comment : I requested a pal down, but the young man didn't call for a female assist for at least 1 O mins &amp: I hen when I asked how long I'd have 10 wait he spoke barely above a whisper 

4/4/2013 requesting a female assist. I waited several minutes more but no one was coming &amp: I didn't want to miss my flight. 
9:57:58 

AM 

4/4/2013 
11 :56:41 

AM 

41412013 

I am very very uncomforlable being screened in your box. I will scream for a female assist myself on my return fiighl. this is very very poor cus1omer service but I am probably expecting too much from government employees!• 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Caller has issues for laking medication lhrough an airpor1. His medication has to be kept cold and it cant be x-rayed. His is TSA Pre approved, he has to ask for a visual inspection for his medication. He then gels a patdown in Sall Lake and in CVG 
before they take chemical samples in everything in his carry on. He doesnt understand why they have to do this patdawn. He got a patdown for no reason what sa ever. The officer tald him he was using standard procedures and ripped his bag apart. 

Told caller 
They will give the medication a hand inspection and visual inspection. They can swab it for the ETD. I explained to him each officer al each terminal makes their own decision on how screening will go. They can do a patdown to clear any alarm or for 
secondary screening. It can be random. There are several layers of security and it may not always be the same way each time. 
I turned my call over tofh··,1r;·, I 

!rh,IRI !Notes: 
Every time he goes through Salt Lake and CVG he gets a pat-down after hand inspection of his medication. Reagan never gives him a pat down for asking for hand inspection of his medication His last flight they did chemical samples and done a pat 
down. They did a secondary screening on his luggage that had already been screened. He wants to know why he got the secondary screening. He says he is going to talk to his congressman. This particular accident happened in Salt Lake on 
Tuesday April 2nd. He flew out of Salt Lake at 4:55 pm. He went through securily shortly after 3 pm. He says as soon as he asks for the hand inspection of his medication lhey lold him he was going to have a patdown. He wants 10 know why this is 
pal icy at Salt Lake but not Reagan. 

I told him I would send this to the CSM to see why they screen this way at Salt Lake and not a Reagan. 

Caller stated that she went through JFK to FLL on Tuesday April 2 and feels as though she was abused by a TSO during the patdown. She wanted to know what her options were and has to fly at the end of the month again. She filled out a form and is 
wandering how to stop lhis from happening again, because she cant go in those machines. The TSOs name wasl:EillIT]and talked to the Manager at JFK before she left. Her flighl was 201 through Terminal 5 at 6 am. She did indicate thal she had 
cancer which is the reason she was not able to go through those machines; however she never let anyone at the checkpoint know of her situation. When she went through the checkpoint at FLL the TSO there was nice and gentle. The girl at JFK was 
rough and checked her sh, rt twice, pants three times as wel I as pants and groin three ti mes. She al so added th at she felt as tho ugh she was treated I, ke a c rim i na I. 

12:27:48 Advised caller: 
PM Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless al their personal situations and needs. are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets 1/ this was not your experience. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) al thal location. 



From: !rh··,1r:;··, 
To: contactcenter@DHS.gov 
Sent: Thursday, April 4, 2013 12:20:22 PM 
Subject Attention: f b)(61 I 

FrorrJ(b)(61 

~~;0
5\;' To: cantactcenter@DHS.gov 

PM Sent Thursday April 4, 2013 12: 19:13 PM 
Subjecd(b 1(61 I 

On April 2, 2013 I travelled on Jetblue Flight 201 from JFK Airport to FLL Airport. Going through Security I declined to go thru the x-ray machine. I was subjected to a body pat down. Two men at the same time were told they could go through the 
metal detector and were nol patted down. When I protested this, I was told it could be done at their discretion. Just a week before I travelled from FLL Airpori. I was subject 10 a pat down also when I refused the machine - even though a lady before 
me walked only through the metal detector, no pat down. But at least that pat down was done professionally, politely and I did nat feel violated. 

l(b)(ff:, lused her POWER to abuse me. humiliate me. She ordered me around like I was a criminal. She then proceeded to pat me down very roughly. two and three times over the same areas - inside the waist of my jeans, inside the tap of my 
blouse and especially rude, rough, disgusting was the way she patted me down in the groin three times. When I told her that I had a patdown before and it was not done 2 to 3 times in the same place, she Just gave me a look. When she was finished 
she ordered me to stand and wait for two minutes. Then she returned and said I could go. I AM NOT A CRIMINAL - I WAS A PASSENGER AT THE AIRPORT. 

The caller advised the flew from MCI 10 LAS and a return flighl from LAS to MCI lhrough ATL. Both times he went through AIT screening, while wearing 1otally different clothing, an anomaly showed on lhe right side of his body above his waist bul below 
4/41201 3 his arm pit. He is sea red th at he may have something wrong with him, such as a tumor. 
4:35 34 

PM 

4/412013 
6:1810 

PM 

4/412013 
6:18:34 

PM 

I told him that the AIT is not an xray, it takes a general scan of the outside of the body. Sometimes, a false-positive can happen. This means that the AIT is catching an anomaly, when there is really nothing there. A patdown of the area where the 
anoma I y occ u red must sti 11 be conducted I he clear a person through sere en i ng. 
If you·re supposed to be straightforward, transparent, and benevolent, why do you lie to the public? One group (first class, business, etc ... ) gets to go through a simple metal detector while the rest of us get na option, ga through invasive pat down or 
get irradiated. have a uneducated moron telling you they're in charge, and have freedom of unreasonable search removed. We live in a free country and groups like yours are the real terrorists, bent on herding people like cattle. Most of them won·t 
stand up to you, I and my fellow patriotic Americans will. 

l(b1(6) 

My wife and i just recently traveled back to Alaska from Valparaiso, FL after a family funeral. While going through TSA check point we observed a lady with two kids, both over twelve. i only kmow this because they were asked and gave their ages, go 
through the older style walk through me1a1 detector. After going through the boy was patted down modified style but lhe mom just stood there and lhen all three wenl on lheir way. My wife, who is 12 wks pregnant opted to go through this way as well. 
She an the other hand was pulled aside, her bags rechecked after going through the x-ray machine, and then also given a thorough pat down. I asked the TSA supervisor at the security check why my wife is having to go through all this when the lady 
nght in front of us Just stood there without having anything done. The lady told me "she is special because she is an employee·'. i then asked why she is above the same security that everyone else has to go through even if she is traveling and the reply 
i got was "it's TSA's SOP for employees to not have to go through a lull security check'", I could understand if the lady was working at the time in the airport, but she had carry-ons , tickets and kids. If someone could please explain why TSA feels that 
both their employees and airport employees are above lhe same laws I hat pertain 10 lhe resl of the public who pay I heir salaries then please let me know. 

fb)(61 



41412013 
6:18:57 

PM 

4/412013 
8:09:10 

PM 

Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Calegories Screening (AIT, Patdown) 
Current Date/Time . 414/2013 4:39:41 PM 
Airport Se I eel One 
Date/Ti me of Travel . 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · My wife was screened twice yesterday flying from Cancun to Kansas City and now she is sea red to fly again, If the re a reason why she was pa tied down 2 separate times or was this a random d ea I . I have also heard that ii her name is 
close to someone else she may be screened more. She was very adamant on nol having to go through that again. I understand the reason for lhe screening and pat down process but when you affect a 27 year old kindergarten teacher so much thal 
she will never fly again. I need ta know the reason behind her name being flagged and being checked twice. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Nam..,..ae,...,.,.h.,..·1_1R_._-, -...--~ 
Phone Number 1h··,1rr, 
Email b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link htlp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB21ApplicationManager 

Hi, 
My name iskbl(ff'i L I'm a 36 year old AA woman & I was at the Jackson, MS airport on March 04. 2013 flying out of Gate 15 for flight #:3981. I was selected for a modified pat down a few minutes ago which I participated with but I feel 
that this particular situation was racial profiling, The TSA managers had a TSA Female inform me that I was selected for this. She herself was an African American TSA female (the only one on the terminal at the time near the 
gates) & I point blank asked her was this random because I was the only African American period on my flight & even looking down the terminal al Gates 16-19 there were no other African Americans. It appeared 10 me as if she was instructed to 
single me out and the Caucasian lady sitting ne,t to me said she could not believe what she was witnessing. I complied with the search & was given the okay to go back to my area ta sit down but this experience was humiliating ta say the least. If 
more people were "RANDOMLY" being searched I think I would not have felt so ISOLA TED. I went back to my seat & the Caucasian lady again informed me that she felt bad that happened to me & it did not seem random in the slightest. She 
suggested I go to our gate agent (close to where the 2 TSA Caucasian men & 1 AA TSA lady & ask the agent how often are random searches occur. I did just that. 
The agent at Gate 15 working that 5:12pm flight stated he had worked there got about 1 O years & works thal parlicular gale & others often & he stated I hat he HAD NEVER seen "a random modified pat down search" 
in the gate area. That infuriated me & i then approached the 3 TSA agents & asked if anyone else but myself will get the random modified pat dawn & one gentleman replied '"no". I stated that I felt that i was racially profiled & targeted & I wanted a 
manager's contact. he brought me back the T SA emai I address. I just wanted you to have my formal complaint. 

Thank you for your lime. I initially started this email on the same day of lhe incidenl but lhought it was erased from my i Phone. Sorry for the delay but when I noliced it on my "phone only DRAFTS I completed lhe complaint & decided 10 email. 

kb)(61 I 
Sent from my iPhone 

I just returned ta Minneapolis from Denver today with my 2 children (ages 4 & 7). Their normal walk through machine was bra ken so they asked my kids ta hold still in the newer "hands up" machine. Because my kids could not hold perfectly still, they 
4/512013 said the machine wasn·t clear on whether they were okay to proceed to our gate, so they had to pat down my son and my daughter. As a mother, I would have moved to another lane. but all our stuff was already through the conveyor belt. I felt so 
8:10:00 helpless. I had warned my kids prior that a pat down was possible but not likely, but when THEIR machine is broken why should little children be subject to this? 

AM My 4-year old looked very worried, and there should have been another option. 

kbl(6) ! 



Good Momi ng' 

On 318113 some time between 5:30 PM and 5:45 PM I was going through securily in a wheelchair. When the woman inspec1or came, I immedialely lold her I had two replaced hips. She wheeled me to the pal down area and had me stand so she 
could explain the process and continued by asking me at least 4 times if I had any metal in my body. Again. I told her each time that I had two hip replacements. I even added that they were titanium. The man at the security belt yelled over that I 
shouldnl be nasty with the woman. She then said she was going to get her supervisor and I told her I was glad about that. I had my first hip replaced in 2006 so this is not something new for me. 

I immediately sal down at this point and when the supervisor came, a very pleasanl and courteous woman, I told her lhe situation aboul the problems slanding in one spot and her asking me the same question over and over again. She apologized and 
said she instructs her people every day how to handle people in wheelchairs and they don·t listen. 

41512013 I have gone through many airports since my hip replacements and never have been treated so horribly. If workers don't want to treat passengers properly, they should quit their job and let someone work who wants to work. 

10;~:42 My destination from Fort Lauderdale was to Tampa on Southwest Flight No. 2582 which departed at 7:50 PM. Why doesn·t the Southwest terminal have the booth like so many other airports? Even Long Islip Islip Airport has it and it is an extremely 
s m al I airport. The few seconds you have to stand doesn't bather me but Ii sten i ng to a nasty worn an lo r a length of t, me is unnecessary and extreme I y u ncomfo rta bl e lo r me. 

Thanks you for your concern in this matter. 

Ridge, NY 11961-1117 

kbl(61 I . 
HYPERLI NJ4b 1(6 I 
The caller re~c-en-t-ly_f_le_w_f_ro_m_T_P_A_to_P_ro_v_id_e_n_c_e_._S_h_e_i_n_d-ic-a-te-d-th_a_t_s_h_e_w_e_n_t_th_r_o_u~gh the AIT. She indicated that she has a colostomy an the left side that showed during the screening. The TSO asked if she had anything in her left pocket. The caller 

advised that she did not. but that she had a colostomy. The TSO seemed to be unaware of what a colostomy was. Another TSO was called over and acted as if they did not know what the colostomy was. either. 

She indicated that that she was taken aside and received a pat down. ETD sampling was conducted as well. 

She feels that the TSO should be better trained and provided more information in regard to medical devices and conditions. 

She indicated that this is the second lime thal this has happened. 

She fiew on 4 3 13 departing at 1 :45pm from C38. She does not know the flight number. 

I thanked the caller for calling in with her concern. I advised that I had documented this and TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints I hat are received. 
4/512013 
1 :20:42 I advised that I would refer the infonmation to the CSM at TPA to make them aware. 

PM 
I explained that she should inform the TSO of lhe ostomy before the screening process beings and indicate where lhe ostomy is located. 

I advised that she can request a private screening at any time and request a private screening at any time. The private screening will be conducted in a pnvate room or an area out of view of other passengers. 

I advised that regardless of an anomaly, the passenger's ostomy is subject to additional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of the ostomy, followed by an explosive trace detection sampling 
of the passengers hands. 



Caller asked why her 14 year old son was selected for a patdown yesterday. Caller is demanding to know why he was selected. 

The ··s" notation or olher marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Security Adminislration (TSAJ security procedures. This procedure is jusl one layer of security lhat TSA employs to protect the 
Nation's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

TSA does not discuss or release specifics about security screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Security Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI to the public because it is 
considered d etri me nl al to the security of trans po rI ati on. 
I gave her this information and she requested to speak to a supervisor. 

41512013 E sea I ation Notes: kb) ( 6 ! 
3:07:20 

PM The caller wants to know why her 14 year son was subjected to two patdowns because he had 4 S s on his boarding pass. 

I told the caller that it may have been a random selection or his name is being flagged for whatever reason. I advised the caller that there is no one that will be able to tell her why. I told the caller she may want to consider applying for redress. 

Participation in the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program is voluntary. If you wish to apply, you may do so by visiting: www.dhs.gov TRIP. 

Feedback Type · Request for Information 
Calegari es : Screening (AI T, Paid own) 
Cur,-ent Date Time . 4 5 2013 5:56:07 PM 
Ai rpo rI : Se I eel One 
Date Time of Travel : 
Airline Flight Number 
Checkpoint Area of Airport . 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 

415/2013 Comment . I asked if per-screened travelers still normally go through the high powered x-ray type machine. The answer I received earlier today while informative did not address my question at all? It just said you might not have to take off your belt 
8 :05: 2 9 shoes and Jacket? 

PM 
Please let me know if going through lhe machine I m asking about is still normally required for pre-screened travelers. I read how it may be a health risk and so want to know if I here s a reasonable alternative? 

Thanks for your help. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 

On Wednesday, April 3, 2013. my son departed Charlotte-Douglas on US Airways flight 989. My teenage son wears an Animas insulin pump and TSA required him to pass through the imaging scanner with the pump. He was not offered a pat down or 
an option to disconnect from the pump and have the pump go lhrough alternalive screening Iechniques. The pump manufacIurer, Animas, slates I hat lhe pump should not go through imaging scans. For lhe record, my son's insulin pump cost S6,000. 

4/612013 
9:07:23 Please notify TSA at Charlotte-Douglas that insulin pumps must not pass through imaging scanners. 

AM 
Thank Y9LJ 

!(b,(6) 



From kb 1(61 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 2013 1 OA4 PM 
To: TSA.Ombudsman@dhs.gov 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1pj~(b""')_(6""'·•-' --~ 
41612013 Dale Time: 4/512013 10:4419 PM 

9:08:20 
AM 

Name: 

!(bi(6i 

Email: 

HYPERLIN~.._(b--'1 ... (6--') ______________ __, 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

i na pp ra pri ate a tl it ude of T SA a gent at Sacramento Airport 

Comments: 

I was laughed at and made fun of by a TSA employee at Sacramento because I am afraid of the ait scanner and asked for a pat down inspection instead. I also was very afraid for my personal belongings which had already gone through Xray (without 



Information about the person who experienced the cIvI I rig htslci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I atIon 

NameJ(b )(6) 

Phone#: Cell:~kb~1_(6~) ___ _. 

Mailing Address:._!(bc..· .. I(-=-6~1 ____ __,Western Springs, IL 60558 

Email: HYPERLIN~~b_,_(6_) _________________ _. 

What happened? Describe your complaint. Give as much detai I about your experience as po ssI bl e, 

41612013 including the name of the air carrier, if this occurred at an airport. 

3:07:07 
PM 

I was flying out of the Chicago O'Hare airport to La Guardia on American Airlines on March 26, 

2013. The incident occurred when I was heading through s ecuri I y at the O'Hare airport. I had 

placed al I of my belongings into bins and pushed them down the belt to be sea nned . I did not 

want to go through the full-body scan so I was waiting near the metal detector 10 speak with a 

TSA agent about going through that instead. The TSA agent was helping some parents with 

small children through the metal detector and didn'I acknowledge me. I thought he may have 

just missed me. but it became apparent that he was purposefully ignoring me. I said "sir" 

several times and he continued to ignore me. Finally I lold him that I was pregnant (which I 

The caller staled thal the airport could not help. He slated that his falher in law is Irying to get him to fly. He slated that he does nol wanl them 10 go thorugh the AIT Back Scatter and he refuses 10 use the AIT withoul the privacy screening. He stated 
that he would be flying on American Airlines at DFW. He stated that he does not want his family groped either. He stated that he would hate to have to punch a TSA agent in the face over his family. 

4/612013 
3: 39 : 04 I advised 1 he cal I er that the ba c ksactter uni ts which do not have the software u pg rad es, al I images gene rated by imaging technology a re vie wed in a separate Io cation and the officer assisting the passenger cannot view the image. T SA is currently 

PM removing all syslems I hat are nol equip with lhe ATR software. By June 1, 2013, travelers will only see the AIT machines thal are equipped with ATR per a congressiional mandate on ATR compatibilily. 

I advised the caller that I do not have the infonmation to provide regarding what machines are available at DFW. I explained that if he is not comfortable with the AIT he can opt out for a patdown, which he stated that he Is not comfortable with either. All 
persons have to be screened or they are not allowed to fly. 
The caller staled thal the airport could not help. He slated that his falher in law is Irying to get him to fly. He slated that he does nol wanl them 10 go thorugh the AIT Back Scatter and he refuses 10 use the AIT withoul the privacy screening. He stated 
that he would be flying on American Airlines at DFW. He stated that he does not want his family groped either. He stated that he would hate to have to punch a TSA agent in the face over his family. 

4/612013 
3: 39 : 04 I advised 1 he cal I er that the ba c ksactter uni ts which do not have the software u pg rad es, al I images gene rated by imaging technology a re vie wed in a separate Io cation and the officer assisting the passenger cannot view the image. T SA is currently 

PM removing all syslems I hat are nol equip with lhe ATR software. By June 1, 2013, travelers will only see the AIT machines thal are equipped with ATR per a congressiional mandate on ATR compatibilily. 

I advised the caller that I do not have the infonmation to provide regarding what machines are available at DFW. I explained that if he is not comfortable with the AIT he can opt out for a patdown, which he stated that he Is not comfortable with either. All 
persons have to be screened or they are not allowed to fly. 
The caller staled thal the airport could not help. He slated that his falher in law is Irying to get him to fly. He slated that he does nol wanl them 10 go thorugh the AIT Back Scatter and he refuses 10 use the AIT withoul the privacy screening. He stated 
that he would be flying on American Airlines at DFW. He stated that he does not want his family groped either. He stated that he would hate to have to punch a TSA agent in the face over his family. 

4/612013 
3: 39 : 04 I advised 1 he cal I er that the ba c ksactter uni ts which do not have the software u pg rad es, al I images gene rated by imaging technology are vie wed in a separate Io cation and the officer assisting the passenger cannot view the image. T SA is currently 

PM removing all syslems I hat are nol equip with lhe ATR software. By June 1, 2013, travelers will only see the AIT machines thal are equipped with ATR per a congressiional mandate on ATR compatibilily. 

I advised the caller that I do not have the infonmation to provide regarding what machines are available at DFW. I explained that if he is not comfortable with the AIT he can opt out for a patdown, which he stated that he Is not comfortable with either. All 
persons have to be screened or they are not allowed to fly, 



Caller fiew from JFK and was sent through one of the scanners. The day she flew she was told that it did not have any x-ray but then she spoke with JetBlue and they told her that 11 does have x-ray. She is concerned because she Is pregnant and wants 
to know if they are supposed to tell her that the machines have x-ray. 

I told the caller that AIT is a classification that covers two similar technologies. millimeter wave and backscatter. Both systems work in a similar way to give Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) a virtual image of a passenger that conspicuously 
hi g hi Ig hts pate nti a 11 y dangerous items. 
Mi 11 i meter wave systems project beams of non-i o ni zing radio frequency energy aver the passenger's body surface; the beams do not penetrate the skin, The radio frequency energy refi e cted back from the body and other objects on the body is used to 
consIruct a lhree-dimensional image. The energy the system projects is thousands of times less lhan a cell phone Iransmission. 
The backscatter x-ray system works by scanning the surface of a passenger's body with a narrow. low-dose, low-energy x-ray beam. This system uses ionizing radiation-the type people usually think of as ''radiation." However, the radiation levels are 

41712013 far below those of a hospital x-ray machine and any level that might constitute a health concern. The amount of radiation from a backscatter screening system is equivalent to the exposure each person receives in about 2 minutes of airplane flight at 
11 :26: 17 altitude or the amount the person receives in about an hour due to naturally occurring background radiation at ground level. 

AM The extremely low dose of radiation from the entire spectrum of TSA screening technology is inconsequential, even to frequent flyers who undergo repealed screenings. When evalualing new screening technologies, TSA performs independent sludies 
and evaluations to verify the systems meet regulatory and national consensus standards to ensure the health and safety of the traveling public. This testing takes into account special populations that are more sensitive to radiation, such as children. 
persons receiving rad i at,on Ire atme nt lo r medIca I conditions, and p regnant and pate nti a 11 y pregnant women. as wel I as employees who work near the eq u, pme nt. Al I screening systems fu 11 y comp I y with Federal safety requirements. and measured 
radiation levels for each are well below limits established by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and the U .S, Occupational Safety and Health Administration. 
Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do nol wish to be screened by lhis technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough paldown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of 
this right. 
I to Id the ca 11 er th at TSO s are not required to te 11 passengers this information but sIg ns are posted te 11 mg passengers that the ma chin es are option al. 

I sent her an email. 
Disability Description: Caller has a medical drain and bandages. 

Information Requesl: He is traveling from Fort Lauderdale on April 15th at 7 pm and would like to know how to make it easier. He asked if a doctor nole would help. 

Response Details: I told the caller that passengers who have catheters and ports attached to their bodies should inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening of the device(s) and indicate where the device(s) is located 
before the screening process begins. Passengers should also inform the TSO of any pain or medical complications that may result from touching the port and or catheter so it can be screened appropriately. TSA has created notification cards that 
travelers may use 10 inform a TSO about any disability, medical condition, or medical device(s) that could affect securily screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from securily screening, lheir use may improve communication and help 
travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their conditions. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gov sites default files publications disability_notification_cards.pdf. 

I told him that a doctor note is not required but he may present it if he wants to. 

Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can 
walk through on their own. An e Ii g i ble passenger can request to be screened by AIT if 11 is ava i I able or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown; however. passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through meta I detector in 
lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

41712013 If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
124:34 

PM A patdown procedure also Is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. SomeIimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
A passenger s ho u Id nol be asked 10 remove or Ii ft any article of clothing 10 rev ea I a sensitive body area. 

Regardless of the screening method used, the port or catheter will undergo additional screening. This may include, but Is not limited to. a physical inspection of the device 1f it is not in a sensitive area, and a patdown of the device followed by testing for 
traces of exp I osive s. 

I told him to make the TSO aware of the bandages and any pain he may have. Regardless of whether a passenger is screened by a walk-through metal detector, AIT, or a patdown, dressings and or bandages may require additional screening if the 
TSO cannot reasonably determine that the area is free of a threat item. Passengers can be screened without removing or unwrapping dressings and or bandages. 

I told lhe caller that if you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacled based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condilion, 
Federal regulations require that your complaint be put in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. 



41712013 
4:57:47 

PM 

Good afternoon. My name 1s!r h ·., I rr1 !and I am and have been a frequent a i rt i ne traveler throughout the pa st 5 years. in most years flying over 1 00 fl i g his dome st,ca 11 y. I wanted to I et you know that that every ti me I fly out of the Alb any, NY 
(ALB) airport, the TSA screeners (mostly a woman with blond hair at the initial screening point) try to prevent me from exercising my right to, "opt-out" of the AIT machine technology. Due to the number of flights I am on, I would prefer the metal 
detector screen or lhe enhanced pat-down and therefore exercise my right to opt-out. However, every time I slate this, lhe TSA screener makes statements like, "don'I worry, you can go in the machine, lhey can'I see under your clolhes" or, "Oh great, 
it's ONE of these people ... so, why do you not want to go through, do you just not understand what this is'" and "It's not gonna harm you if you go through." I just do not understand why the TSA screeners don't listen to my simple request to opt-out and 
push me to get mad and answer their si I ly questions? This has a I so happened to my moth er, where they try to either make her fee I bad or pressure her to go through the A IT machine .. which is non-sense. Anyhow, I wanted to express my frustration to 
see if you or someone the re can assist for future fiig hts. 

Please let me know if you can just tell your TSA agents to listen to the passengers and not make snide comments or ask silly questions to the passengers who are simply exercising their right. 

Thank you for listening. 

kb1(6) i 
US C1t1zen andrequent Flier 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time : 41712013 3:12:52 PM 
Airport· BOS - Logan International 
Date/Time of Travel 0410512013 1 :40 PM Airline & Flight Number Amencan 1851 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: T2 - Gates 30 to 36 TSA Employee: (If Known) = ... l(b_}_(_6_} _________ __.lcomment April 7th, 2013 

Transpor1ation Securily Administration: 

I am wri t_i ng to I od ge a form a I comp I amt aga i ns_t TSA Screener !( b) ( ff) H Badge No. !~b ":,( BJ I who vi o I ated my co nstitution_al rights by s u bJecti ng me to an u nne ce_s sary. i nvas,ve, and hum i Ii ati ng pat down search as I passed through the security 
checkpoint. I am also lodging a formal complaint against TSA Screene~Ba ge o.!rh·11r:;·-, I who witnessed the inappropriate search and failed to stop 11, as he should have. 

41712013 At approximately 1:40 pm EDT on April 5, 2013, I entered the security checkpoint for Terminal 2 - Gates 30 to 36 at Boston Logan Airport (BOS) on the way to my flight, American 1851 to New York. I opted out of the body scanner and was then 

4 :S8: 11 s u bJected to an i nvas,ve pat down search by O'Hara, who touched my b ut1ocks and groin area. 

PM 
This search was a gross violalion of my constitutional rights, nol to mention an invasion of privacy. I wanl this le1ter added to Screenerfilill:fil:Jpersonnel file and also 10 Screener!(b)(ff:r! personnel file, so lhat it may be considered in future 
pe rlo rma nee reviews as a record of misconduct. 

I request a written response to this complaint from 1 he airport fed era I security director. 

ou you I ea response?; True 
Passenger's Name kb 1(6) 
Phone Number · ~~~----~ 

Email !(b)(61 ! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



41712013 
6:14:49 

PM 

4/812013 
8:03 09 

AM 

Airport: SM F ( Sacramento International ) 

Dale: 7 April 2013 

Time: Around 1 PM 

Airline: So UI hwesl 

Officer[ b)(61 I 

As usual - I cleared all the alarms and this officer was not satisfied with my pat down and kept insisting that I "squeeze" the turban - this is an ind1v1dual variance at odds with the officers' treatment of me when I repeatedly go through this airport. 

PI ease have this officer educated to the proper procedures and put a stop to the b I ata nt racial prof, Ii ng that goes on he re .. 

Thank you 

Recently on April 7th 2013, we had TSA lnspeclion on one of our luggage at LAX. 11 contains a huge blue foam: Carte~s Pillow which was prescribed by my daughte~s orthopedic surgeon for her recent wrisl surgery. I undersland the TSA has the righl 
to open the luggage to inspect the content, however. I'm not happy that my newly purchased TSA approved lock was missing. If the inspector needs to inspect my luggage, he/she should put the lock back. How do I know if one of the inspector took my 
lock without returning? Even 1f the inspector broke the lock, 11 should be put back in my luggage along with the note that my luggage has been inspected. I'm happy that TSA is doing a good Job in inspecting but not when my lock is missing without a 
trace. 

In addition. when we were going through TSA inspection point at LAX domestic flight by Virgin America terminal after custom inspection through international flight, it seems to me that one of the inspector doesn't know what"s the proper procedure to 
inspect passenger with hand inJury. She kept asking another inspector on what to do next. As l"ve mentioned earlier, my minor age daughter has a wrist injury, we went through several US airports and Japanese Airports for our recent tnp. no one gave 
her any unnecessary hassle except during our return domestic flight check at LAX. She was given a pat down, and almost another hand x-ray. Please train the TSA inspectors and make sure they know what's the proper procedure before putting them 
in lhe field. I appreciate the TSAs, but don't pul unnecessary fear on children. 

I hope my complaint will not put me on a TSA black list for retaliation. 

l(b1(6) I 
Sent from my iPad 



41812013 
8:05:01 

AM 

Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Ca I egori es Secure Flight; Advanced Imaging T echno I og y Current Da I el Ti me : 4/712013 9 :36: 3 O PM Airport : SEA - Seattle-Tacoma I nte mat ion a I Date/Ti me ofT rave I : 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: As a frequent flier I try 10 avoid unnecessary radialion and sometimes request a pat-down instead of lhe backscatter imaging machines. When I do this, I am removed from the security line, through a gate, and to a separate area to be patled 
dawn. The substantial breach of security that results from this is the fact that I can go through security without once goir,g through a metal detector or other screening device. This leaves the screening of my person solely in the competence of a single 
TSA officer. On multiple occasions I have noticed that the officer half-heatedly pats me down, almost entirely skipping over my groin and other &quot;sensitive&quot: areas. This leaves me to ponder the possibility that if one was trying to commit a 
crime and bring some form of contraband or weapon onto a fiig ht, they need not do anything but tape it to the inside of their upper I eg and refuse a scan, As a frequent trave I er. this seeming I y s imp I e way of c i rcumve nti ng the security remains rather 
worrisome 10 me. In my opinion, those who wish to skip the scan should be required to go through the metal detector in addilion to being subjected 10 a pat down. I hope this makes sense. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 

Passenger's Na.~~,-...---,...---' 
Phone Number , 
Email 1h·I1rr-, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time : 41712013 9:27:01 PM 
Airport · JFK - Jahn F. Kennedy International Date/Time al Travel : 04/07/2013 2:00 PM Airline & Flight Number : American 854 Checkpoint/Area al Airport · Terminal 8 TSA Employee: (If KnownJJ ._(_b_}(_6_} ______ ......,I Comment · April 7, 2013 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration: 

I am writing to lodge a formal complaint against TSA Screener!(b)(6:1 ltadge_ re-f b::1(61 l who violated my constitutional rights by subjecting me ta an unnecessary, invasive, and humiliating pat dawn search as I passed through the security 
checkpoint. I am a I so I odg i ng a form al complaint against TSA Screen er b I ( 6 ·1 ho witnessed the i na pp ropri ate search and fa i I e d to stop it as he should have. 

At approximately 2:00 pm EDT on April 7, 2013, I enIered the security checkpoint for Terminal 8 at John F. Kennedy Airport (LFK) on lhe way 10 my flight, American 854 lo Boston. I opted out of the body scanner and was then subjecled to an invasive 

41812013 pat down search byKiill:fil]who touched my buttocks and groin area. 

8:05:04 
AM 

4/812013 
9:52 38 

AM 

This search was a gross violation of my constitutional rights. not to mention an invasion of privacy. I want this letter added to Screene~personnel file and also to Screene£§Rfil personnel file, so that it may be considered in future 
performance reviews as a record of misconduct. 

I request a wntte n response to this complaint from the airport fed era I sec u nty director. 

OU you I e a response? -I•Je 
Passenger's NameR b)(61 
Phone Number: '--'--""------' 

Email =kb)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller fiew from Columbia to FLL then to Tampa on Spirit Airlines. She did not have the flight number with her. Her flight was at 8:09 pm. She went through the checkpoint in FLL between 7:05 and 7:20 pm. She put her passport on the tray and 
placed her bag on top of it. She took off her belt, rings, watch. and earrings. She placed them in the bin along with her lipstick and keys. She put jacket on top of them and she shoes on the side. She placed her backpack in the front. She said that 
there were lwo people in front of her. She wanted through the x-ray and then she 901 a patdown. She picked up her ilems and went 10 lhe gate. When she got to the gale she realized she did not have her passport. She went back to the checkpoint 
and showed the TSO what I ane she went through. She said that officer I ell and then she spoke with a s u pe rvi sor. She a Isa spoke with someone above the s u pe rvi sor. She said that she was ta Id that they wo u Id have to review the tape. She did not 
have 11 me to wait. She cal I ed lost and lo und the next day and was told they did not Ii nd her pass po rt. She cal led and reported the passport I ost or stolen. She did not get the name of the agents she spoke with. She said that she wants to make a 
complaint. She thinks that TSA stole the passport. She talked with three people at the airport and they did help her. She said that she trusted TSA and she did not realize they were so bad. She said that she hopes they can find out who stole her 
passport. 

I apologized to the caller for the missing passport. I advised her thal I would forward her record 10 lhe CSM at FLL for review. 



4/812013 
100110 

AM 

4/812013 
10:01:42 

AM 

I was a passenger flying to puerto rico on april 7 and had a stop in miami. At approx. 615 to 640 am I went through screening alter having a cigarrete. I informed tsa agent I have a medical device in my back and could not go through metal detectors. I 
also produced a medical card verifying this.while waiting for a male agent to pat me down I was approached by an agent who said I had to go lhrough scan machine. I told him I couldnt due to medical device.i was rudely told if I didnt go lhrough 
machine I would be refused to continue my trip. I was forced to go through machine. I tried ta get agents name.none of your agents wanted to help me. My back has been in terrible pain since this incident. I have notified my doctor and will be seeking 
care. Please contact me to try and resolve this in a professional manner. You can review video and see me standing waiting for pat down and being escorted to scanner. My contact numer iskb)(ff•, !Please contact me as soon as possible or I 
will be made to ursue this further in another fashion. Thank you. 

(b,(6) 

From my Android phone on T -Mo b1 I e. The first nationwide 4 G network. 
Today, Monday April 8, 2013 at approximately 0830, I was groped during my pat-down. In this case I define a grope as the front of the hand on my penis, It occurred even though I had a supervisor present to observe,, this was the 18th time I've been 
groped by the TSA. The TSA person reached around 10 my front between my I eg s and this is when the groping occurred. TSA badge llli:iill:D 

41812013 Today, Monday April 8, 2013 at approximately 0830, I was groped during my pat-down. In this case I define a grope as the front of the hand on my penis, It occurred even though I had a supervisor present to observe,, this was the 18th time I've been 
groped by the TSA. The TSA person reached around 10 my front between my I eg s and this is when the groping occurred. TSA badge ~ 

10:01:42 ~ 
AM 

41812013 Today, Monday April 8, 2013 at approximately 0830, I was groped during my pat-down. In this case I define a grope as the front of the hand on my penis, It occurred even though I had a supervisor present to observe,, this was the 18th time I've been 

10,01 :42 groped by the TSA. The TSA person reached around 10 my front between my legs and this is when the groping occurred. TSA badge# j(b·•,(ffi! 

AM 

Information Request Caller wanted to know about identification. Caller stated she presented an old expired driver license. Caller wanted to know about alternative forms of identification. 

Complaint - Caller flew from Ontario California to Portland Oregan on Alaska Airlines. Caller stated she had additional screening including a patdown. Caller stated she asked for another roam to have a patdown but she wasn t taken to the another 
room. Cal I er stated she feels Ii ke the who I e process was wrong. Ca 11 er stated the process took too long and she thin ks the p race ss s ho u Id not take th at Io ng to verily 1d entity. Ca 11 er wants everything to be the same at every airport. Cal I er stated 8 

ounces of finger nail remover went through in her carryon. Caller stated she just wanted to let TSA know about the incident. Caller stated she isnt happy about the incident that happened because she was subject to additional screening. Caller stated 
the supervisor at Ontario Airport i*h \/R\ I Caller stated she had her expired driver s license and credil cards and a Costco card with her picture. 

Advised caller an expired driver s I ice ns e wou ldnt be acceptab I e form of identification by its elf. 

Advised ca Iler the lo 11 owing in formation: 

Passengers who do not have a valid photo ID may present other forms of ID to assist in the verification of their identity. Passengers may present documents such as social security cards, birth certificates, marTiage licenses, or credit cards, as long as 
the informalion on lhe documents bears lhe name of the passenger. There is no standard list of what forms of alternative identification are acceptable, however, TSOs will ask for at least two forms of lhis identification.We recommend thal travelers 

41812013 arrive at least 2 hours in advance of their flight time to allow ample time for security screening and boarding al aircraft. 

11 0449 
AM 

If a passenger is unable ta present a valid photo ID or TSA questions the identification presented. the passenger may be asked to assist TSA in the identity verification process. Under this process, TSA may ask the passenger to complete a 
Cert1f1cation of Identity form which requests the passenger's name and current address, and may ask add1t1onal questions of the passenger to confirm his or her identity. If TSA is able to confirm the passenger's identity, the passenger will be cleared to 
enter the screening checkpoint; however, the individual may be subject to additional screening, 

Incident happened:04-07-2013@11 :30am 
Ai rpo rt:Onta ri o Ca Ii fo rnia 
Airline:Alaska Airlines. 
Flight number:2130 
Gate Terminal:Gate G 

Advised ca Iler the process and the procedure is S SI and T SA wi 11 not give out the info rma ti on a bout the process. Advised cal I er I co u Id nt change the process and procedures with TSA. 



41812013 

Caller wanted to know what sanitary measures T SA uses when ins pe ctmg I ug gage. She asked if a fresh pair of g I oves is used each ti me. She asked 1/ T SA wi 11 lo 11 ow her request if she puts a note m her I ugg age as king that a Ires h pair of g I aves be 
used. She said that there could be a harmful substance in another passengers bag and it could be spread to everybody else. She said that disease could be spread that way as well. She went on the TSA blog and was not able to figure out how to 
enter her comment. She stated that she is very meticulous and the TSA pol icy is just wrong. 

11 :15:41 Transportation Administration Security (TSA) security screeners are instructed to wear gloves when conducting physical inspections of property and patdown inspections of individuals. Screeners must only wear TSA-issued gloves when perfonming 
AM screening functions and will use a new pair of gloves whenever a passenger requesls that they do so. Screeners musl also inspect I heir gloves regularly for slains, I ears, and olher signs of damage and replace their gloves as necessary. 

Since the caller was not able to use the Blog. I directed her to Talk to TSA I advised her that I can not guarantee that the screeners will use a new pair of gloves ii she leaves a note in her luggage. 

Caller fi ew on Saturday from TPA. She was patted down. Cal I er said she did not understand why a woman in her 8 0 s would need to be patted down. 

TSA may apply addilional screening melhods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal De1ec1or (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. TSA also 

41812013 selects passengers and their property at random lo r enhanced security screening_ 

3:10:54 
PM 

She asked what might cause an anomally. I told her that something in a persons pocket would show as an anomally. She said the patdown was only from the waist up, across her breasts and under her anms. She asked if a person had a mastectomy 
and had the palches in I hat area would that cause it. I said ii could especially if she had nol told the screener ahead of time. 

Caller said she fi ,es al I the 11 me and this has never happened to her before. She said she do es not know why anyone who loo ks Ii ke her wo u Id be patted down. 

To whom it may concern, 

My family and I have traveled to Des Moines from Albuquerque and Austin on two separate trips within the past month. Atte m ptmg to fol low al I TSA g u1d e Ii ne s we pre pa red I ,q u1d refreshments for our two chi Id ren ( a 3 year o Id boy and an 11 mo nth old 
girl). One of our family favorites are packaged and sealed CapriSun juice packages. In Austin and Albuquerque we were able to pass through the TSA check point without any difficulties simply by separating the packaged and sealed juice boxes with 
our other liquids (including unpackaged and unsealed milk). However, I his has not been our experience in Des Moines. On both occasions flying out of Des Moines, one month apart, I elecled to receive a pat down in order 10 relain the packaged and 
sealed juice boxes. I do not mind the extensive security. nor the necessity of selective pat downs; I am annoyed with the inconsistency. 

41812013 Please specify the TSA guidelines for liquids when traveling with young children and/or infants, and please ensure Albuquerque. Austin and Des Moines understand these guidelines for consistant passenger convenience. 

Sincerely, 
4:00:23 

PM 
!(b)(61 

!(b)(61 

41812013 
4:01:16 

PM 

I am a frequent traveler, and a simple traveler. I follow all shoe rules. and rarely carry liquids. I carry my ticket and ID through the ait. Every single time I fiy I get out of the machine and have to go for a "pat down", I'm extremely glad there are 
procedures in place so that my life is nol being risked, however, I am really getting I ired of being pulled aside. II is very uncomforlable in front if all the other passengers. I practically have to get necked. One would lhink it would be more appropriate to 
be taken to a private area before being felt up. It is humiliating. I am a 29 year old, white female. I am going for my own private pilots license-mostly so I can avoid this. 
I would like to know why I am always pulled aside. I mean each and every time. If there is something that I need to be doing differently how can I get that info? I wear jeans. flops, bra, underwear, tank top and a tee shirt. It makes no sense to me' 
Obviously there is a reason and I really hope it's not based on my pale skin, freckles, and brown hair. As I previously said, it makes no sense, it is humiliating and uncomfortable. It's become very apparent to me that being pulled aside is not random 
and that I am being targeted. I would like to know why. 

Thank you in advance, 

!(b)(61 I 
Sent from my iPhone 

The caller I raveled from OMA to LAX through DEN and was delayed at OMA because she has a pacemaker and says I hat the officers at lhe checkpoint argued with her for approx. 20 minutes I hat she can use AIT even though her doctor has lold her 
not to go through it, before finally agreeing to give her a patdown. She then needed to wait for about 1 O more minutes to get a female TSO to do the patdown. 

41812013 I apologized for the experience and explained that 
5:39:33 

PM Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices. passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 

TSA moni1ors the number and nature of complaints we receive 10 1rack I rends and spot areas of concern that may require special a11ention. 



DearTSA, 

Upon my security check today, I had opted out 10 have a pa I down due to being over 5 months pregnant. My carry on had acci dentl y contained a new over the counter Palmer's stretch mark cream th at happened 10 be over 3oz. I needed this item and 
my luggage was already checked in. rm requesting that it be returned ta me ASAP. 

Also, while being patted down I felt that the assigned women was too harsh. She hit my crotch 3-4 times. Each time it was more rough than the previous time. I am familiar with the procedure and this time it was very unoomfortable. I was a little sore 
afterwards. 

41812013 I fiy often, however wise judgment should also be used while screening individuals to prevent the potential of violated situations. 
8:06:03 

PM Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Regards, 

Cary, NC 27519 

Sent from my Windows Phone 

Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es Screening (AI T, Pa td own) 
Current Date/Time . 418/2013 6:27:52 PM 
Airport Se I eel One 
Date/Ti me of Travel . 
Airline & Flight Number : 

41812013 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
8:06:39 TSA Employee: (If Known) 

PM Comment· I traveled on April 6 and went through an airport body scanner. I forgot to take off my belt. but the TSA agents said nothing about the belt, the scanner did not light up, and I was passed through without issue. Was that a mistake on the part 
of the agents and lhe machine, or is it now OK to leave belts on for body scanners? 

41812013 
8:06:56 

PM 

Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name kb·•,(ffi 
Pho11e N11mber · ==-'------' 
Email l(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
CurTent Date/Time · 41812013 5:29:09 PM 
Ai rpo rI : CM H - Po rt Columbus I nl ernationa I Da I el Ti me of Travel : 0313012 O 13 
Airline & Flight Number. swa (appx time 7:30-8 am) 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : checkpoint 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: The unprofessional pat-down received. The TSO did not allow me to keep eye contacl with my personal effects. I went lhru the electronic screening mch (no alarms were evident), then lhe TSO did a pal-down. The TSO folded my shirl up 
and then inserted their hands inside and searched around my waistband. Then she did a pat-down of the breast area making me very uncomfortable. She did a follow up of checking my hands for explosives with a swab (My father told me what this 
was for - the TSO did not explain it to me). While she was doing the pat-down, the TSO asked me to turn around causing me to not be able to keep my personal effects in sight. I had to twist my neck to be able to see my items. My father is a retired 
TSO and said some things may have changed. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number,,,..,...,.~=---,----' 

Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Information about lhe person who experienced the civil righls/civil liberties violation 

Name-kb i(6! 

Phone#: Cell: !"-(b""')-'-(6""') __ _, 

Mailing Address f~h_·,_1_r;_·-, ------~ Dow 

Email HYPERLINf<t~b--'1_(6--'i __________________ _, 

IL 62022 

41812013 Whal happened? Describe your complaint. Give as much detail aboul your experience as possible, including the name of lhe air carrier, if this occurred at an airport. 

8:06:59 
PM As there did not appear to be any secunty lines at KDEN that did not include a full body scanner, I indicated to the TSA agent in the line I was in, that I would be ··opting out" of the device. The first complaint I have with this process. was that I was 

required to wait for an extended period lo r a "screener" wh i I e being p hysica 11 y separated from a 11 of my be longings. inc I ud i ng my wa 11 et, When I asked the a gent how these items were being secured, she responded that the re we re cameras watching 
that area. While cameras may have been useful in the process of investigating the disappearance of any of my valuables, I suspect they were of litlle use in preventing such disappearance from occurring. 

I was then reunited with my belongings as they were thoroughly inspected and wiped down for explosive residue. and I was extensively padded down. When the agent tested his gloved hands for explosive residue, after padding me down, the testing 
device indicated a positive result. I was then informed that this was not unusual. and that I would be padded down again, this time in a private screening room by a different TSA agent, despite the fact that I declined a private screening when asked 
prior to my initial screening. 

When did this happen? Please provide the approximate time of the experience. If ongoing, please indicate when the problem began. 

April 1, 2013 at approximately 1400 local time. 

Caller slated they were flying oul of SEA today wilh Alaska Airlines. She looked up their information and was told to con1ac1 us for ii ems left at lhe checkpoint. Her bracelel set off an alarm, and I hey had 10 do a paldown for that. They had 2 bags, and 
one of the right and her tray on the left. She now doesn t have her watch. and she wants to know if there was any chance it was left in the tray. It was a family watch. 

41812013 Advised Caller: 

10,35,51 I told her I hat I would provide her with the number for the losl and found and any ii ems left I here at the checkpoinl would be turned over 10 I his number. 

PM 
http: www. tsa. gov !rave I er-inform at1on a i rport-I o st-found-contacts#4 
Seattle-Ta coma I nte ma ti on al 
206-787-5312 (Porl of Seattle Lost and Found) 



Fromkbl(61 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 9:34 AM 
To: TSAEx1emalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject Complaint 

fb)(61 

kb)(61 

41912013 [b ,(6) 
12:02:37 ._ ________ _, 

PM 
Alpharetta, GA, 30022 

HYPERLINK._rb_,_(6_) _________________ _. 

I am cu r,-ently 31 wee ks pregnant and had two oom pl etel y different experiences when flying this weekend and would Ii ke to know what the lo mna I process is for a pregnant person llyi ng, be ca use in my opinion, I was treated Ii ke a host i I e passenger for 
refusing to go lhrough the xray machine. 

I left Atlanla on Friday April 5th, on my way to White Plains for my baby shower, I didn'I have to explain 10 lhe TSA agenls that I didn't want to go through the x-ray machine. As soon as I took off my jacket and they saw I was pregnant they directed me 
to the metal detector. no questions asked and I was on my way. On my flight back yesterday, April 8th, was a completely different experience. 

Caller slated her bag was damaged by TSA. The zipper was broken and the peices were not pul back in lhe bag. She had a NOi in the bag. She stales the bag was already damaged because she had been babying it. 
She has had a knee replacement and had a card to use. The frist officer had told her she did not need to tell anyone of the knee replacement. She is upset that she was given a patdown. The screening is different with different officers. 

4/912013 
4:49 :30 Told caller 

PM She could file a claim .She could get a claim form from ts a.gov and download one for herself. I could mail, fax or email a claim from to them as well. She wanted one mailed to her. 

I to Id her she should al ways I et the officer know of the knee rep I ace m ent. If the re Is an al a mn d urning her screening they w111 always give a p atdown to c I ear any a I a rm. The re are several layers of security so screening may not always be the same. 
was sor,-y this had happened to her. 



41912013 
6:12:59 

PM 

Name:l(b 1(6) 

Phone:kb1(6) 
Mailirig~A~d~d-re~ss_: ___ ~ 

Pdlh\/R, I 
P hoemx. AZ. 85 061 
Emailkb 1(6) 

Des c ri pt ion of Vi o I ation: 

On Sunday, March 31. 2012 I was traveling from Bozeman Montana back home to Phoenix, Arizona on 
Allegiant Airlines depar1ing from Bozeman Airporl (BZNJ. I was nol willing to pass lhrough the regular 
body scanner and opted to receive a pat down instead. All of the TSA officers were acting as if they 
were annoyed th at I wo u Id n 1 t go through the x- ray scanner. There were only to male office rs a.: the 
security checkpoint, One appeared to be in his mid 4 0 s with no la ci a I hair and 1 he other a pp ea red to be 
in his 30 s and had facial hair. The male office wilh the facial hair was the one lhat conducled the pal 
down on me. He went through the routine speech I am aware that they have to give. My compliment 
revolves around the fa ct that the TSA officer was not using the back of his hand as he said he wo u Id in 
the areas on my body he said he would use. I am also aware that they are not place their hands anywhere 
in lhe genital area of a man and are 10 stop short of areas under lhe testicals and penis of the man being 
patted down. This officer, however. grabbed my testicals which made me become startled in the place I 
was standing in. I brought this to his attention and he kept advising me that 1f I wanted to. I could just 
talk to the airport police. I believe he was saying this as a control mechanism to make me be more 
complacenl with him touching me in my genilal areas that he should not have touched me in. The officer 
continued even after I objected to his touching me in my gen ita I area. The officer then said he once 
down the front again were his exact words. As he was s Ii ding his hands down the front of my body he 
again grabbed my testicals. I have had many pa .1 downs before and have never left the screening area of 
any airport feeling as violated as I did that night. I didn t ask for his information for fear the male officer 
would alert the airport police on me as I felt he was threatening me to do so when he touched me 
inappropriately the first time I had asked of my family members I was traveling with to go back and get 
his name but that person fai I ed to do so, so unto rtuna tely I do not have the male officers name only the 
information that it was the younger looking and only male officer I hat had facial hair of lhe two male 
officers that were in the screening area at the time myself and my traveling companions had passed 



Caller wants to know the policy for a baby going through screening. Caller is concerned about the x-rays and the pat-down. 

I read 10 cal I er: 

As part of this effort T SA is Im pleme nti ng a program to revise screening procedures for passengers 12 years o Id and younger. The new screening procedures include permitting mu Iii p I e passes through the meta I detector and advanced Imaging 
technology to clear any alarms as well as the greater use of explosives trace detection. TSA anticipates these changes will further reduce-although not eliminate-the need for a physical patdown for children that would otherwise have been conducted 
to resolve alarms. 

In addition. passengers 12 years old and younger will be allowed to leave their shoes on. However. children may be required to remove their shoes and could still undergo a patdown if anomalies are detected dunng security screening that cannot be 
resolved through other means. Transportation Security Officers use their discretion based on how old a child appears. 

Caller also wants to know if his son will have to go the metal detector. Can he opt out? 

He can opt out of the AIT. but not the WTMD. II a passenger opts out of the AIT. the alternative is a pat down. 
4/912013 
9:10:06 Caller is not enthusiastic about his son being patted down. He advised that he would contact his congressman about the issue. 

PM 
I advised caller that, the easiest route is to go through the WTMD and AIT. If there are no alarms, then no further screening would be necessary. 

Can they bring formula? Ca Iler heard that the passenger may have to taste test the formula or breast mi I k. 

I advised caller that this in not TSA policy. 

Caller said that he found it on the TSA website. 

I ran a quick search for the term taste and lo u nd and co nli nmed to ca 11 er th at the a 11 eg ed screening procedure is NOT found on the website. The al I eg ed procedure would be as offensive to T SA as it wou Id be to a passenger and is not a pa rt of the 
procedure. 

I offered to send ca 11 er the relevant pol 1c1es via e-m a i I and he provided his e-ma i I address for the purpose. 

I en1ered complaint for the interaction lype in all three work rows because caller expressed his disapproval of lhe policies, though he slated that he just wanted informalion. 
On my return flight(Delta flight 1840) from Lihue,Kauai to LAX on Sat. April 6th I was patted down by a female TSA agent, due to the fact that I wear an insulin pump and Continuos Glucose Monitor. I have always understood the reason for the pat 
downs, and never questioned the facl thal it needs to be done. I also travel enough to know the agents are nol to touch any equipmenl wore by a passenger, due 10 lhe possibility they may break the item. This agent touched my Continues Glucose 
Monitor and pieces began to fall off this piece of equipment. This monitor is now damaged to the point beyond the ability to be used. It must now be replaced. I spoke with the supervisor on duty at the Li hue airport and he told me I needed to contact 

4/912013 you on line to discuss compensation. I have already requested a new monitor from Dexcom. I will know in the next week, how much this will cost me. I will expect full compensation for any cost to me for this monitor. The TSA supervisor agreed with me 
10:02:48 that she should not be touching my equipment. I will be awaiting your response at eithefb·:,(6) ~r kbH61 ~hank you for your help in this matter. 

PM 

4110/2013 
8:02 52 

AM 

Sent from my iPad. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: f b)(61 I 
Date Time: 41912013 11 :57:50 PM 

······················----------------····························· 

Namj(bl(ff, 
Emai(b)(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info If a l1cable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):I have complained about the groping I received at OH are about six weeks ago - which was horrifying. This 1s about the agent who took this case .. 
Comments bH61 was the agent who did the follow up with me. He did nothing to satisfy my concerns. I asked him for a copy of the TSA policy on screening - or where I could find it - and he said that he did not have to give it to me. I said that 
the policy s ou e pu ,c informalion and he said he did nol and would not share it with me. Again, I repeated that this should be public information and asked where I could find it as I had looked at the TSA web sile and could not find. 
Then I ot a notice that he had been viewing my LinkedlN file. I confronted him on email and he replied that he just wanted to make sure that I was who I said I was - what the heck' I have gone from groping to voyeurism' This is disgusting' 
b)(61 

Alexandria VA 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP._[b_,_(6_) ___ _. 
Date Time: 419/2013 11 :57:50 PM 

Nam b1(6) 
411012013 Email b)(61 

8 :02: 5 2 Comp"'a"', n;;,,,s..,,; n"'a'"'p"'p"'ro"'p'"'r"'1 a,.,e,,...,,""c~ree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
AM Flight Info If a licable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):I have complained aboul the groping I received at OHare about six weeks ago - which was horrifying. This is about the agent who took this case. 

Comments lb l/6\ was the agent who did the follow up with me. He did nothing to satisfy my concerns. I asked him for a copy of the TSA policy on screening - or where I could find it - and he said that he did not have to give it to me. I said that 
the pol icy s hou Id be pu bl ,c info nmati on and he said he did not and would not sh are it with me. Ag am, I repeated th at this should be pub Ii c information and asked where I could Ii nd 11 as I had looked at the T SA web site and cou Id not find. 
Then, I ot a notice that he had been viewing my LinkedlN file. I confronted him on email and he replied that he just wanted to make sure that I was who I said I was - what the heck! I have gone from groping to voyeurism! This is disgusting' 

(b,(6) 

Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es 01 her 
Current Date/Time. 4/1012013 11:43:51 AM Airport· Select One Date/Time of Travel· 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 

411012013 TSA Employee: (If Known) : 

12,28,36 Comment . Hi, rm always getting pulled for extra pat-down or swabbing when I go thru TSA lines. I follow all TSA agent instructions. take off shoes, put everything into gray-bins, empty my wallets, leave laptop out, wear light clothes, put all liquids into 
·PM. clear plastic bags etc. l"m a 30 years old Chinese American. Am I getting pulled aside 75% of the time because of my racial profile? If not please let me know what else I can do to help my speed thru security check lines without the embarrassment 

of always getting extra TSA pat downs (and I'm always declared fine). Thank you. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email!fh-,1R··, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Recently 7 April 2013 I was traveling on a flight from Long Islands MacArthur airport in the town of Islip. As required I was preparing to go through the metal detector when I was told to go through the body scan which is optional so I declined, 
showed my TSA card indicaling I have metal implants in my knee and shoulder and would ralher have a pat down like I have done on many occasions withoul incident. However, I his time the TSA agent with the last name of Mason who was providing 
the pat down was about as condescending as they come. His poor attitude and condescending way in which he spoke to me was totally unacceptable and I will not tolerate that type of treatment again. 

411012013 I would appreciate this individual be counseled on the way he deals with the public and to treat them with respect as I'm sure he demands it of them. My drill instructor in basic training didn't have the attitude!(b)(ff:, 
2:03:50 

!had which is to say despicable. 

PM 
i(b)(61I 



Disability Description kb i(6i I has a pacemaker. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: Apologized 10 I he ca 11 er for the i nconve ni e nee. 

Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alarm, as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. 
TSA continues 10 incorporate random and u np red i cl ab I e security measures throug ho ul the airport and no ind iv idua I wi 11 be guaranteed expedited screening. 

Incident Details: Caller flew on March 22, 2013 on United Airlines. 
4110/2013 h·11fr, has a pacemaker and requested a paldown. She felt the TSO did nol wanl to do a patdown. The TSO kept insisting she go thru the AIT. 

3:05:09 1h·11fr, kept requesting a patdown 3 ar 4 times. 
PM She Is also 75 and stated she didnt think she had to remove her shoes. 

She did not feel discriminated against due to her disability nor that this was a failure to accomodate to her but more for poor customer service on part of the TSA agent. 

Columbia. SC 
United 
Flight 5731 
March 22, 2013 1 :OOpm approximately (2:27 pm) 
She did not get the 
Middle age, brown hair, white female. 

Caller stated th at she went through the checkpoint in Om ah a and used whee I chair assistance from the airline. When going though the checkpoint, she had to go through a paid own procedure. The women off ce r did an ETD to her hands and it tested 
positive for exp I osive traces, when getting add i ti o na I screening. the officer vi o I ated her and went over her breast area and then when going down to her I eg area, she went up and re ached the edge of her pa nty Ii ne r. 
She is wanting 10 file a complainl about this becuase she feels that being 90 years old, she should nol have to go through so much screening and be handled in a inappropriate manner. 

FLIGHT INFORMATION: 

4/10/2013 
3,26 :48 Departing Airport: Eppley 

PM Airlinec: Delta 
Flight Number:: 5161 
Date:: 27 March 2013@ 9:45am 
Term i na I : : the only checkpoint in the airport 
TSO:: Women. slight build. 

CCR inforemd her that this information will be forwarded to the CSM within the airport so that they are aware of the situation. 

411012013 The caller said he just went through the checkpoint at Newburn, North Carolina and he stated there was a lady that went through the checkpoint that was flying on Delta at 4:35pm to ATL an 4 10 2013. The caller said the lady was elderly and a 75 year 

4: 17,46 old grandmother that looked like she was a cancer patient and she received a pat-down while she was in her wheelchair. The caller said he does not know the flight number or the womans name. 

PM 
I told lhe caller we moniIor the number and nature of complaints to track trends. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 11l"'[b"'l ... (6'--1 ___ ...., 
Date Time: 4110/2013 4:10:11 PM 

Namf I/BL I 
Ema(b1(6) I 
Comp a,nts:My Complaint 1s Not Listed Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): : 
Comments:At Washington Reagan (DCA) on Saturday March 16 at approx 10.30am my wife and I were going thru security. My wife has dementia, has tendency to wander and a major hearing deficit. I use a cane and wear a knee brace. So I had to 

411012013 stay in a glass enclosure until checked by TSA 
5:56:51 

PM For1unately anolher passenger placed our carry on baggage exactly where instrucled by a TSA agent. A 2nd TSA agenl then said these pieces could not be left there and picked everything up including my cane. He had me leave lhe enclosure for 
another place about 30 feet away but would not let me have the cane. Yet a 3rd TSA agent witnessed my walking and instructed that I use my cane: by this time I was essentially where I was going. 

The 2nd TSA agent then did a pat down, felt the brace under my pant leg and did absolutely nothing to check it further. He did not even rub whatever it is they always rub on my hands/brace to check for explosives. I don't know what he planned to do 
about lhe cane, but he did n o t h i n g, How could my handling the cane exactly as I did prior to this nonsense have altered whatever security check on the cane was inlended - but nol carried out? Did he think that I, standing immediately in front of him, 
would somehow "erase" evidence? 

In summary. I went thru security and all there was to show for it was an unnecessarily painful 30-step walk because of a denied cane. 

What is it I missed during this process? And what can be done to see that this does not happen again? 

kb1(6) I 
Ga11hersburg MD 20877 

4/10/2013 
6:25:59 

PM 

Caller called previously (NOTE: See linked call.). She says that she was notified that her passport was found, but the email said that she forgot 11 and the passenger behind her got 11. Caller states that she is sure that the passport was not there when 
she got her things and that her shoes were rearranged from how she put them and the passport was with them, Caller wants the video rechecked, and wants to know how to get the passport back. 

Advised ca Iler: 
Because the complaint concerns security s c reenrng at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy of this information to the Customer Service Manager ( CSM) at th at I ocation. 

Previous record sent to the CSM: 4-8-13 El~ 

Caller fiew from Columbia 10 FLL lhen to Tampa on Spirit Airlines. She did nol have the flight number wilh her. Her flight was at 8:09 pm. She went through lhe checkpoint in FLL between 7:05 and 7:20 pm. She put her passport on the 1ray and 
placed her bag on top of it. She took off her belt, rings, watch, and earrings. She placed them in the bin along with her lipstick and keys. She put jacket on top of them and she shoes on the side. She placed her backpack in the front. She said that 
there were two people in front of her. She wanted through the x-ray and then she got a patdown. She picked up her items and went to the gate. When she got to the gate she realized she did not have her passport. She went back to the checkpoint 
and showed the TSO what lane she went through. She said that officer left and then she spoke with a supervisor. She also spoke with someone above the supervisor. She said that she was told that they would have to review the tape. She did not 
have time 10 wait. She called losl and found the nexl day and was told they did not find her passport. She called and reported the passport lost or stolen. She did not get the name of the agents she spoke wilh. She said thal she wants to make a 
complaint. She thinks that TSA stole the passport. She talked with three people at the airport and they did help her. She said that she trusted TSA and she did not realize they were so bad. She said that she hopes they can find out who stole her 
passport. 

I apologized to the caller for the missing passport. I advised her that I would forward her record to the CSM at FLL for review. 

S uperviso rfil:ill:§[]se nd i ng the record to the CS M a I F LL for review 04.O8.2013 



Caller traveled from LAX to Dulles a coup I e of weeks ago. 
She stated her bag was rather fu 11. 
She had a slip of paper inside thal was a NOi and she wanled to know if it was from TSA. 
She stated it did not have a date on it so she cannot say if it was on the way to Dulles or the way back. 
She wo u Id have a pp rec1ated a date stamp to let her know. 
She stated everything appeared to be alright inside. 
She is unsure what drew their attenlion to her bag. 

Told her the NOi is placed inside by TSA. 
Sometimes the re is not a date stamp but not always. 
Norm al I y it is placed on lop of the Passengers be longings before closing the bag so it w i 11 be seen when opened. 

She stated th ere a re tho us ands of trave I ers about the Al T ma chm e where you can see someones privates and body parts. 

411112013 She was palled down at LAX and again on the return I rip at Dulles. 

12:21:59 
PM She asked me if there was ever a machine that showed her privates. 

The I ady Off ce r at the Airport said we cannot see your privates, 

I explained that is correct. It is just a generic outline image. 

She stated there was 2 machines at one time and now there is only one. 
Her question is: When did we use the machines that showed your privale parts or when did we stop using I hem. 

Told her I will be happy to research that. 
She stated to me that I did not seem to know what I was talking about because I should already know that. 

Told her I will research that for her and if she is not satisfied I will be happy to get someone else to talk with her. 

TSA worked with the U.S. Department of Homeland Security's (OHS) Science Technology Directorate (ST) and private industry to develop the new ATR software. In February 2011, TSA successfully tested the new software at Hartsfield-Jackson 
Atlanta lnternalional, Las Vegas McCarran International, and Ronald Reagan Washinglon National airports. In the coming months, TSA will install !he software upgrade on all currently deployed millimeter wave imaging technology unils at U.S. 
airports. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Screening 
CuCTent Date/Time· 4111/2013 12:15:00 PM Airport, SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International Date/Time ofTravel · 04/0712013 8:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: M 1232 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Precheck Lane TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment: As a NEXUS card holder and Trusled Traveler, I enjoy the benefit of expedited screening. However, I also have an implanted pacemaker/defibrillator in my chest, which prevents me from using a 1raditional metal detector. I gladly use the 
full-body wave scanners when available to avoid the time-consuming full-body pat down. At SeaTac, my home airport, most security checkpoints have at least one full-body scanner. 

On the Precheck lane. however, there is only one detection device and it is the traditional metal detector. On my most recent trip - the first one where I was able to use the Precheck lane at SeaTac - I was forced to remove my shoes and then wait for a 
screener to come over for a full pat down. (This also caused everyone else to wait until they could clear me.J 

411112013 So the problem here is that my Trusted Traveler status actually made it more difficult for me to pass through security and subjected me to a full pat down, which I prefer to avoid if I can. 
2:05:17 

PM I wonder if ii would be possible in the future for the agent who came over to give lhe pat down to simply escort me over to the wave scanner, wait the few second while I am scanned and cleared, and then escort me back to the Precheck lane to retrieve 
my bag. This would be faster than the pat down and residue check, and less invasive as well. If not, the Precheck lane and my Trusted Traveler status are almost useless to me. 

Thank you! 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name t~b~l~(~6~1 ---~ 
Phone Number 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning ack, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Dear TSAAgent. 

On March 22. 2013, we travelled from the LAX airport aboard United, on our way to Li hue. Hawaii. My 12 year old daughter required a wheel-chair as she had a broken ankle from a soccer incident 

I was quite disturbed with the procedure of how TSA handled children with disabilities. I was required to allow a TSA male agent. transport her through a secured area, allowing interaction with additional TSA agents (approximately 5 or 6), and was 
not allowed to accompany my daughter. I was told that my husband and I would have to wait in the long security line. The security line did not have a view to where my daughter was being held. I advised the TSA agent, that I was not comfortable 
leaving my daughter in lhe hands of sir angers and I hat I wanled to accompany her lhrough security. I was denied. 

411112013 I was spoken 10 in an unprofessional manner and lold to move on. My impression was thal if I did not accepl this procedure, we would nol board our flight and we may be proseculed if I did not obey lhe orders of the TSA agent to get into line. Once 

4:06 ,02 through Security, I made my way to the area that my daughter was being held. The agent who originally had pushed her through the secured area. told me she'd be fine, was no-where to be found. A female TSA agent eventually showed up to do a pat 
PM down of my daughter 

4111/2013 
4:06 26 

PM 

4111/2013 
5:59 03 

PM 

I find this highly intimidating and completely irregular operations. Children who are injured or have d1sab1lities should always be allowed to proceed through TSA secunty with an adult. Children who are m these situations. already feel vulnerable as 
they have limited movement capabilities, but also they are dealing with many 'officials" in uniform and feel that they must do what they are told. 

I look forward to your response. 

Sincerely, 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!(b)(61 
Date Time; 4111 /20""1.,..,3"'2,-:"'20-=-,..,.2""7 ""p""M,-, 

······················----------------····························· 

Comments:I am a sixty + senior citizen that have metal joints in my hip. I cannot pass lhru a metal detector. I currently hold active DoD, Depar1ment of Juslice, Department of Stale, and DHS clearances. I have designed major communicalions 
systems for FAA in the past that have allowed me unlimited access to Centers such as Washington Center and TMAs such as DCA, JFK. and DFW. I currently hold a TS/SCI DoD clearance and have access to major Navy. Air Farce and Army strategic 
faci I 1t1es yet I cannot board a US com me rci a I flight without being sexua 11 y abused. I was v, rtua 11 y undressed (had to remove my dress coat. be It, shoes. soc ks. etc. ) in front of a 11 passengers entering the security boa rd i ng a re a while the agent p I aced his 
hands inside my pants and intimately touched me all over my body. My concern is this happens every time I must fly into an airport that does not have proper scanning facilities (Syracuse NY this past Monday). I have access to all US Government 
bu i Id i ngs including I he US Cap i 101 ( I have had USC P identification), US Commerce, Pe nl agon, and other secure faci Ii Ii es. 
Is it possible to obtain TSA documentation that will provide me from relief of this embarrassment in the future? I hope that the answer is not that I have no choice but to submit to such behavior."that is not even tolerated in our society•·, because of my 
age and implants. 
I would like to express my dissalisfaction with my recent experience (3: 15pm CDT) al the Pensacola airport screening. I am a new mo I her and travel for work. I have traveled multiple times since the birth of my son and have had no issues in the 
screening process of pumped breastmilk until today. I was told that because the milk was over 3oz that it had to be tested. I was uncomfortable with this because I feed it to my son and do not want to potentially compromise this. Then I was told I 
needed a pat down. The agent could not tel I me how a pat down re I ates to b reastm i I k. Just kept saying it was because the I ,q u1d s we re over 3oz. It was hum, Ii atmg to have a pat down Ju st because I chaos e to breastfeed my son. I can't , magi ne that al I 
of the other airports I have been through with breas tmi I k a re not following procedure. The Pensa cola airport staff needs to be educated in how to handle situations Ii ke this. 

Thank you for your time 

i(b)(61 I 



Dear Sir/Madam: 

On my last lwo trips oulside the Uniled States (Puerto Vallarta, Mexico: Nassau, Bahamas) in the last monlh, I was unable to print my boarding pass. When I got to the airport, I was given a boarding pass with SSSS prinled on lhe pass. I was 
subjected to a physical pat dawn in a public view. I was informed by the security agent that I was on a special list & would be subject to this "special security" on subsequent returns ta the US. I would like to know how I ended up on such a list and 
what I co u Id do to get myse If re moved to avoid this intrusive pat downs on such a regular basis. I understand the need for sec u nty. and I accept the poss, bi I ity of random searches, but I do re sent being subjected to this each 11 me I I eave the country. 

My personal informalion: 

4/1112013 . . l(b)(61 I 
8:01:08 _ 

PM ~-----------~ 

,a,amawo, "' ""T"' 

4/1212013 
10:23:02 

AM 

I am awaiting your prompt response. 

!(b1(61 

From b~6) ---o~~i~al :~s~a"~-
Sen1:,; ay, pr, 1,, 20 13 8:31 AM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject: Fly Rights - New Report from Paul A. Meyer 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are yau represented by a third party ar an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) da ya u be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati an? 
Race? no 

Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? na 
Gender? no 

Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Ron aid Reagan Washington N at,ona I Airport 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: Ca 11 er s wife has a knee re placement. She has a note from her doctor. He is aver 7 5. He wants to carry on his pocket knife. They we re flying out of RD U. 

Information Requesl: Caller wanled to know if his wife was supposed 10 I ell the person checking IDs that she had a metal implanl because it did not matter at lhe first airport, but she had a patdown at RDU. He also asked if he has to take off his shoes 
s i nee he is over 7 5 and when the new knives pol icy go es into effect. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: II a passenger has metal implants. such as a rti fi ci a I knees or hips, he or she should info rm a Trans po rtati on S ecu ri ty Officer (TSO) before screening begins, He said she has a note from the doctor and wanted to know if she needed 

411212013 ii. I told him she could just tell the screeners. 

1:20:55 
PM 

Passengers who appear to be 7 5 and o Ider wi 11 be a 11 owed to I eave on shoes. It s important to rem ember. that any individual may be required to re move their shoes or undergo a p atdown if anoma Ii es a re d elected during security s c reenrng that can not 
be reso I ved through other means. 

The knives policy begins on April 25th. 

I emailed the infonmation to him. 

We received this email but believe it is best handled by the Contact Center. Thank you. 

rne -work roduct, all of which are privileged and not subject to disclosure outside the agency or 
to the public. Please consult with the Office of Chief Counsel before disclosing any information contained in this email. 

From: (b)(61 

411212013 Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 5:03 PM 

2:40:44 To: tsaregulations@dhs.gov 
p M Subject Sikh travelers 

Good afternoon. 

I am I ooki ng for any information on what the s ta nda rd s and procedures a re for screening Sikh passengers with reg a rd s to their re Ii g ious attire, Do you by chance have a brochure or other p u bl i cation that describes the rules for flying and inspection 
of turbans, etc. Any informalion would be greatly appreciated. Please feel free to contact me al any time. 



From b1(6) 
Sent: Friday, April 12, 2013 2: 10 PM 
To: TSAExlemalCompliance 
Subject TSA Conduct at the Las Vegas McCarren International Airport (LAS) 

To Whom It May Concern: 

411212013 I'm emailing this letter of concern for your information: 
421:57 

PM 

My wife and I just celebrated our 25th anniversary in Las Vegas. NV: everything went great till we started our return travel home (LAS-TUSJ. 

After checking in with Southwest Airlines SWA April 10. 2013 around 1130 hours my wife and I proceeded through your Las Vegas, NV TSA checkpoint for SWA, Gate 6; after being screened through primary (X-ray and Pro Vision Full Body Scanner) 
both my wile and I were selected for secondary, we were told it was a random by the primary TSA Emp I aye e. the s eco nda ry fem a I e T SA Employee checked my wife using the Exp Io s ives Trace Detection ETD to which I ob served her picked up a swab 
which was on a small pile of used swabs near the machine to test my wife hands: I know for a fact this was not protocol and unhealthy to travelers, screening swabs should be disposed after each use to prevent the transfer of diseases or virus of other 
travelers. Anyhow the ETD alJrmed and a female supervisor was requesled for further investigation and my wife belongings were dumped oul on a table and re-inspecled. 

The Female TSA Supervisor, Philippine decent, who wouldn't give me her name, took my wife in a booth to pat my wife down: My Wife was told to lift her shirt up so the TSA Employee can pat under her clolhing to which she look her hand palms 
facing my wife's body and began to fondle her breast and tuck her hands down her pants to her private parts: note my wife was wearing skin tight pants and shirt which cling to her body. and bare feet. she already had her jacket and sandals removed 



-----Oriqinal Message----
From:fh11r;··, 
Sent Friday. Apnl 12. 2013 2 52 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subjecl: experience with putdown as a crew member in kansas cily, MO 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

On the 31 mar. i !(b)(6i I Della Flight Allendant, arrived at mci early that morning with my entire crew members. They security people direcled us to a security line lhat didn'I have the body scanner. Before i went thru that particular line i let 
the security pea pie know that i commute from mci and that i have a bra that goes off. Well, the gentleman said,"''We want the crew to come through this line" i preceded toga thru 3 times. So, of course I had ta be patted down. The security women 
asked me "if I wanted a pnvate screening", didn't believe I needed one. Well, as my fellow crew members watched me get my patdown, I could not believe the extent that I WAS TOUCHED. I have been through many a patdowns all over the world 
and never have felt so violated as I did that day. The women touched the top of my breast to my nipples. That is uncalled for. I left the screening very upset and went to my crewmembers and told them how i felt. At that time, the captain came over 

411212013 and talked with the security people, that is when i complained about how i was touched, but why I was denied 10 go through the body scanner. I have lhe know crewmember card, I was wilh my fellow working crew members. I hope to get a response 

422,05 from yau concerning this situation. Im very upset that I was treated this way. 

PM 

HERMITAGE, MO 65668 

Looking forward to a response to this letler and claim. 

Sincerely, 

kbi(6i 

411212013 
4:36:17 

PM 

Caller is flying out of Canada or in the Uniled States, she does not want to go through the ait screening nor go through a patdown procedure, she wants 10 know if she can slip down. Told caller thal she can request a private screening and have a 
companion with her, told caller that to be cleared she will have to undergo a modifed patdown procedure with no removal al clothing. Caller became upset and would nat accept the information that was given to her. I ended the call. Caller would not 
provide information on her upcoming flight for me to send to a csm or odpo to assist her. 
Disability Description: Caller had abdominal surgery. 

Response Details: Sincerely apologized to caller for this incident. 

D-RFI will be sent via e-mail and received in less than 24 hours in order to do the complaint in writing, 

A copy of this complaint will be referred ta a disability expert. 

411212013 Incident Details: Caller had abdominal surgery and did not want to go through the machines so she had to have a patdown. The TSO doing the patdown was patting the stitches on her stomach even after she told the TSO that she is in severe pain. 

8.19.04 When lhe caller told her thal she was hurting her, the TSO said that the caller needed to tell her that she was in pain. Caller states she told the TSO that she was in pain and was not lislening. Caller had to go 10 secondary screening after thal. Caller 
· PM has a pillow she uses to push against her stomach due to the severe pain. Caller was not allowed to have her pillow during either screening. Caller even tried ta show the stitches an her stomach. The TSO would nat listen to her about the stitches on 

her stomach and Ju st kept on doing the screening and causing mo re p am. 

Caller wants 10 put a complaint in wriling. 

Caller was crying on the phone, because the incident had just occurred. Ca 11 er is flying out of H NL with Is I and Air. Caller states the incident happened at 23 0 PM today. Apri I 12. 2013. The fi 1g ht number is 316 and is her retu ming flight. 

Caller is wanting 10 know why she was patted down on her flighl. Caller stated I hat she got patdown al Birmingham. 

4112120 13 Advised Caller: 
8:44:45 

PM You may have received secondary screening for multiple reasons. It may have been random or there may have been an anomaly. 

" The cal I got disconnected and I was not able to cal I her back due to her not providing a phone numb er. 



Feedback Type . Civil Rights/Liberties 
Calegories Other (fill in box) 
Current Date/Time . 4/13/2013 4:23:49 AM Airport : EWR - Newark International Date/Time of Travel : 04/09/2013 9: 15 PM Airline & Flight Number · 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: I have just compleled a series of 11 flights in 25 days lhroughout the USA lhrough EWR, PHL, CLE, SFO, CLT, and RDU. Given that I was averaging nearly 1 flight every 2 days, I requested patdowns as an alternative to full-body scans. At 
all of the airports. I had to wait at least 5 minutes far a TSA representative to come perform the patdawn, and usually for no visible reasat1---0ftentimes I was waiting for someone to finish a conversation. On multiple occasions, I nearly missed flights 
while waiting at the front of the secunty line. 

4113/2013 Nowhere was lhe TSA as inefficient and rude as at EWR. When I requested a paldown in lieu of an X-Ray, I was told lhat &quot;il's not an x-ray&quot:. I politely asked again whether I could request a patdown and was ignored. When I asked a lhird 
9:01:01 time (since I was unsure of whether my request had been acknowledged), two TSA agents yelled at me. I then waited for 1 O passengers to go through security as I waited (and tried to watch my unattended luggage and passport an the conveyor belt). 

AM 

411312013 
12:52:04 

PM 

If a patdown is to be a viable alternative to a full-body scan. it absolutely must be done quickly, efficiently, politely. and, most importantly, safely (no unattended baggage and passports!!'). 

We a 11 have flights to catch and we al I a re acting in accorda nee with TSA pa Ii ci es, so it is Iran kly unethi ca I ta treat a passenger who requests a pa tdaw n more poor I y th an at hers. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller stated that he recently fiew out of IAH to SNA and primarily flies with US Air. This is the 3rd time that his bag has been inspected, and this time he had a NOi in the bag. He s had damaged items before. and he wants to know if there s anything 
th at can be done so that he can oom ply with our rules. but to keep his items from being damaged or just th raw n back in the bag. He stated th at he has n t looked thraug h the case this ti me. he just opened it, saw the N OI and closed it because it looked 
like someone had taken all of the ii ems, dumped I hem on lhe floor and then lhrew them back in the case. He usually tries to Fed-Ex the items, but sometimes he cannot. He keeps them in a pelican case neally organized because ii s usually full of 
electronic items that he has ta keep from damage and closes it with a zip tie. He isn t sure where the inspection takes place, because depending an the airline he flies with. he sometimes has ta make a stop in PHX. 

Flight deta i Is below: 
Airporl: IAH 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight# 403 
Departure Date: 4-13-13 
Departure Time: 6:00 a.m. 
Checked Bags: 4: 15-4:30 a.m. 
Baggage Claim l~lh_·_-,1_R_·1 --~ 
There is something written on the NOi, but it s not legible. It is written in red ink that looks like a Sharpie. 

He also had a guy on the last flight he had from IAH to SNA, he was pulled aside. He usually opts out of the machines because he doesn t want to be exposed to radiation. One of the times he opted out, he was told that they had to take him to a 
separate room and conduct an enhanced paid own. He asked if he cou Id have a s eco nda ry form of a paid own done there at the che c kpornt and they to Id h, m no. th at it had to be done th at way. Th ere were to office rs there. and they to Id him th at they 
had to rub 3 ti mes vertically and 3 times hori zonta 11 y over his groin. His bags and everything had been searched and nothing triggered those, but was told th at his c lathes triggered the machine, They gave him no other opt ion to have the secondary 
patdown conducted there at lhe checkpoint, and didn t explain the process to him and what I hey were going to do uni ii he got 10 lhe separate area. He isn I sure if I hat s how ii was supposed to be done, bul he just felt that ii was sirange that he wasn t 
given any other option to just have something conducted there at the checkpoint. They were fairly busy there at the checkpoint as well, and it wasn t due to the secondary screening that he missed his original flight. 
FI 19 ht detai Is below: 
Airport: IAH 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight#: 403 
Departure Date: 4-6-13 
Departure Time: 6:00 a.m. (missed that flight and took the next flight at 8:30 a.m.) 
Went through securily: 5:30-6:00 a.m. 
Terminal Gate: A17 

One of the guys told him that he should enroll in the PreCheck program and he wants to know how he can do that. He doesn t control who he flies with, and just needs to know if there is a way for him to be able to get that information on how to receive 
PreCheck. 



She wants to report an experience. She requested a patdown because she has nad cancer and was explosed to a lot of radiation. The first man TSO was smirking at her and was making statements like: There Is no point in you getting a patdown when 
you can go through the body scan because there is no radiation. The ca 11 er stated that she le It very unco mlorta ble th at he did not want to grant her request, She stated that the re was no Ii ne and probably 12 to 14 peop I e standing around not working, 
The TSO lhat conducled the patdown had Montgomery on her name badge. She staled thal she was extremely rude and was mumbling the statements she is required to say. She also staled thal there was no point in a patdown because it has not 
radiation. The officer actually ask her if she uses a cell phone and stated that the phone uses more radiation. The caller stated that it was very unpleasant and the whole atmosphere at the checkpoint was very negative and it was as if no one wanted to 
be there or do their Jobs correctly. She stated th at she had to contrn ue te 11 i ng th em that she just wanted the patdown. She does not be Ii eve this Is who I e pea pl e should be treated and wanted to file a complaint by phone because it wi 11 be aver a week 
before she will be able to get online again. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

TS A see ks to provide a high level of security and custom er service to a 11 passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every person and item must be sere ened before entering the secured a re a, and the way the screening is conducted is 
important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

411312013 Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 
3:06:40 

PM Because your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport I will forward a copy of your complaint to the appropriale Customer Support Manager. 

4114/2013 
10 5947 

AM 

4/1412013 
2:19:57 

PM 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special atlentIon. This ongoing process will enable us to ensure prompt. corrective action. 

Flight Information: 

Airport: PHX 
Airline: Southwest Airlines 
Checkpoint Time: 12pm 
Boarding Time: was beginning to board while on the call 
Date 4-13-2013 
Terminal or Gate: D6 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time: 411412013 9:55:28 AM Airport POX - Portland lntemalional Oateffime ofTravel: 04/14/2013 7:45 AM Airline & Flighl Number Alaska 30 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: C TSA 
Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment: I had to wait a half an hour to get a pat down this morning by a TSA agent. It is unacceptable that it took that long to call over a female agent. I suspect you do this to discourage people from opting out of the body scan. Shameful behavior. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Na 
Phone Number bH6) 
Email (b i(6i 
To leave a comment concerning t 1s eedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller said his wife is getting a patdown because she refused to let the TSO xray her breast milk. Caller said in Burbank he was allowed to fill out a card and in Phoenix Sky Harbor he was told they do not allow complaint cards. Caller is on 
SouthWesl flight 2168. Caller is flying from Phoenix back to Burbank. Caller wanted to register 2 complaints. 
1 Caller complained that information stating that not allowing an x-ray screening of breast milk will cause a px to get a patdown isn ton the TSA website. 
2. Caller complained that Phoenix does not allow a person to fill out a complaint card. 

I told lhe caller the informalion is in the information I have and I read the following. 
While passengers may be requested to open a container. they will never be asked to test or taste any of these items. If a container cannot be opened, the containers may be allowed into the sterile area only after it and the passenger undergoes 
add1t1ona I screening. which may include a patdown. 
I told the caller I will forward his complaint to the appropriate office. Caller wants to see the web updated to show that if a person refuses the xray of the breast milk. they may be subject to a patdown. 
I emailed this information 10 lhe caller about lhe breasl milk. 



Disability Description: The caller recently traveled. The callers daughter has an insulin pump and he has a complaint regarding the information that is being supplied by the TSO at DCAand SFO. 

Response Details: I apologized to the caller for his experience. I told the caller I would send his information 10 lhe CSM at SFO to make them aware of the incident. 

Incident Detai Is: The cal I er said he was to Id that generally the ins u Ii n pump w111 not be affected by the new screening devices. The cal I er said he needed to get c I arifi cation. 
The caller said that at DCA the TSO told them the AIT machines would not damage the insulin pump. He said they told his family they could choose the AIT or the patdown, they had a choice. !lb l/6\ ~aid that at SFO they were forced to go thru 
the AIT machine and told I hey did not have a choice. 
He said at SFO TSq(b)(ffi !refused to listen to his spouse regarding the issue and concerns she had about the affect of the provision on the operation of the insulin pump after the AIT screening. The caller said it was very disturbing. 
The ca 11 er said th at the genera I concern is th at at DCA and SF O both airports have employees that are i nsi sting the screening is safe for the insulin pumps. 
The ca 11 er said th ere is no documentation stating the la cts of such tests being performed and documented , The ca Iler stated th at th ere is nothing pub Ii shed stating that results of any testing that has be en performed by the ADA. or has anyone in 
Washington published anything to this effecl. 
The caller s main concern is that the TSO s are providing incorrect information that is related ta many passengers health. 

4/1412013 
3:50:55 The caller said that his daughters insulin pump was S8000, and it is required that she have it to avoid the shots. The caller said that damage by the machines may void the warTanty also. Caller did not want to file the complaint in writing and just 

PM wanted to make the officers aware so thal olher passengers insulin pumps do not gel damaged. 

Flight info: 

Date: 4-14-2013 
Airport: SFO 
Screening Time: 12:30pst 
Terminal: 3 
Checkpoint F-2 

The ca 11 er wants to Ii I e a comp I amt reg ardrng a p atdown. He stated that he has a knee re placement. He stated that he was returning from H awai 1. He stated that he had a p atdown th at took aver three minutes to complete. He stated that he went up and 
down in the front and back of his legs. He stated that he ran his fingers around the collars of his shirt and the sleeves. 

He asked if there is anyway that he can avoid the pat downs in the future. He stated that he uses the AIT sometimes. He asked if there is anyway to document this complaint on this TSO. He stated that it was very excessive. He stated that it was very 
i nco n s i ste nee with the patdown s he has had in the past. 

I advised the caller thal passengers should continue to expecl an unpredictable mix of security layers that include explosives trace detection, advanced imaging technology, and canine teams, among olhers. 

Trans po rtati on Security Office rs w111 conduct different patdown procedures to resolve different types of anoma Ii es. During the assessment officers wi 11 use revised p atdown procedures in a 11 instances to reso Ive anoma Ii es and a I arms. 

We understand and regret lhe discomforl and inconvenience passengers may experience as a result of paldown procedures. Nevertheless, we believe these securily measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring lhe securily and confidence of 
all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy new technologies to address the explosives threat. and the use al patdowns provides an additional layer al security at the checkpoint. 

4114/2013 
4:34 : 18 I explained that all passengers have to be screened on every flight. I explained that this was standard procedure. He should never be asked to remove or lift any article of clothing to reveal a sensitive area of the body. 

PM 
I explained that I can forward this information ta the CSM at the location for review. 

The callers flight details are as follow: 

Departing Airport: H NL 
Destination: SAN 
Airline: Hawaii 
Flight Number: 16 
Gate: 26 
Date and Time Apnl 11th, 2013 @12 00 pm 

He stated that the officer was 5 6, and ethnic local (Hawaiian). 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time: 411412013 8:08:18 PM Airport: JFK - John F. Kennedy lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 0411412013 7:45 PM Airline & Flight Number: AZ 611 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
Terminal 1 TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: I chose not to pass through the x-ray machine and opted for a pat down. I believe that the x-ray equipment is an unnecessary risk for my health. I was rudely told to wait and the agent called for more than 5 minutes for someone to come 
and perform the sere en i ng - no one came, I grew concerned for rny persona I i terns: passport, wal I et, corn p uter which we re a 11 out of my view on a tab I e where many peop I e passed and where th ere was a lot of confusion. After a ti rn e I grew anxious 
and decided I could not wait any longer and went through lhe new x-ray machine. I tried to find a supervisor but was curtly answered by a woman who explained ii was due to slafling - this was in no way evident 10 me as I saw many slafl, men and 
women. standing around. I told her this and she said I was right, but then dismissed me saying 'I had registered my complaint' This is the reason I am writing this note - I want to register my complaint. I travel almost 300 days a year - the process is 

411512013 stressful and tinng. It would be appreciated when some of the last people you will meet m NY (those of TSA) would be kind and helpful instead of discourteous and dismissive. I hope that TSA would try to be an ambassador for NY and not a 
7:59:17 caricature. 

AM 
One other note. Why are staff exempt from going through the x-ray machine - I saw several staff pass through the old style control without any pat down - is it not critical that everyone be thoroughly screened going into a secure area - or is it all for 
show? 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name!(b 1(6) 
Phone Number : ""-'-'--""-----' 

Email[b)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type . Civil Rights/Liberties 
Calegories Olher (fill in box): 4th Amendment Current Date/Time: 4114/2013 7:14:23 PM Airport DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth 1n1ernational Dale/Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number . n/a 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : nl a 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . ALL of you 
Comment : Your organization is nothing more than an American Gestapo and you've made our airpor1s a virlual concentration camp. All thal's missing is the Arbeil Macht Frei on the doorway as we walk in. In the KZs, as Germans used to call 
concentration camps, the guards physically stripped people on the way in. The only difference is that you do it with machines. Germans were told the same thing. that it's ·too keep you safe·. It was a lie then and it's a lie now. 

The 4th Amendment of the CONSITUTION DOES NOT ALLOW this for ANY REASON WHATSOEVER. What you are doing is outright fascism• I will not fly because of your employees' Nazi mentality. They are nothing but bullies and sociopaths. We 
are hearing on a d ai I y basis about how they a re blatantly stealing from people and blatantly viola Ii on the dignity of everyone I hat goes I hroug h an a i rpo r1. You a re a greater dang er than any terrorist because you use I erro rism you rse Ives to co nl ro I us. 

You a re domg mo re damage on a da i I y basis that any real terro nst had ever dreamed of. The rea I ones want us scared and you' re proving to th em that we a re. Even though most know your tactics are Ire aso nous. they are forced to put up with it 
regardless of their beliefs about it. The rest of us refuse to fiy. 

411512013 The Fourth Amendment to the Constitution. which disallows you to search people just because you feel like it. You MUST have LEGITIMATE probable cause AND a warrant for a specific person. You MUST PROVE TO A JUDGE to search anyone and 
7:59:22 

AM it MUST be specific to that person. The entire point of our Constitution is to keep the power hungry from victimizing the citizens of this country, which you do millions of times over on a daily basis. 

It's un-American. 
It"s fascism 
It vi o I ates Presumption of Innocence 

Hitler and his goons ALSO claimed anyone who resisled WAS A TERRORIST! 

Pg. 28 - Home Front: Germany 

Hitler persuaded Hindenburg to sign a decree &quot;for the protection of lhe people and state&quot;. The decree nullified lhe right of habeas corpus, thus giving police the righl to arrest any person or group without due process of law. Police were 
empowered to open letters, monitor telephone calls. examine bank accounts and search property and persons without a warrant. 

&quot:The Germans imposed the Nazi tyranny on themselves.&quot; William L. Shirer, The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich. So are those who allow you to do what you are doing. 

&quot;Propaganda is not meant to fool the intelligencia, BUT TO PROVIDE THEM WITH AN EXCUSE.&quot; - Josef G&#246;bbels, Nazi Propagandist. Sound familiar? 



To whom 11 may concern, 

I am a lwice weekly Iraveler and I ravel all over the United Stales. I live outside of Little Rock so every work week my I ravels swrt here. I had one of the worst experiences by far I have had at any TSA Checkpoint yesterday April 14th, 2013 belween 
3pm and 4pm prior to my 4 pm flight to Charlotte. The airport seemed extra busy yesterday afternoon. I am wearing a heart monitor and was advised per my Physician that I should be "patted dawn" and nat pass thru any al the machines in TSA, 
especially the scanner. When I finally got to the area to load my belongings in the belt to be scanned, I told the woman working that I am wearing a heart momtonng device and need to bypass the scanning and be patted down. She then very rudely 
told me that I could go thru the scanner and I persisted "No, I will not due to my medical device" She seemed very irritated and told me that I would be opting out of the scanning and needed to be patted down by an officer. I am starting to get frustrated 
at this poinl because I his is whal I menlioned 5 minutes prior and she wasn'I listening. Meanwhile, my belongings have passed thru and I can not see them. She also told me " That x-ray ain't got to radiation and I would be okay." I then jusl stopped 
talking about this with her because it was obvious that her training was not sufficient to know. understand or comprehend that xray= radiation. Is this the type al people that we have as our first line al defense in our airports?? It took 20 minutes to get a 
female officer to assist me. After she called 5 times for a female, a person came over, I say person because 11 was a gentleman who had his long hair in a bun and was wearing multiple pairs of ladies earrings and wanted to argue with me about the 
la ct that they a re short handed and didn't even have a supervisor on duty•! ! ! I was not a rg um e nta ti ve, I ju st wanted to pass thru and make my fiig ht and hope no one steals my be Io ngi ngs, I did mention that I have a right to keep an eye on my 
belongings at all times and he said I do bul he didn't have the staff to accommodate ii and thal I Iechnically couldn't see my things while in the scanner. 

After 20 minutes, this gentleman re Ii eved the first woman I spoke to and she was the one to do the man ua I pat down. 

411512013 This process needs revamping. I am extremely disappoinled in the way I was Ireated as I am a platinum status member of Della and Us Air, I have been lhru many TSA check points and this was lhe worst I have encounlered in a long, long time. 

9:59:14 
AM 

(b1(ff1 

411512013 I have had an ostomy since 1995. I have never had Irouble !raveling lhrough security until Sunday April 14th al San Fransisco near the United counter about 10:30 am. I received an inappropriate patdown I would like someone from your center to 
11 :56:41 contact me about this at this e-mail address. Someone with this procedure should not have to undergo an inappropriate patdown. 

AM 

4/15/2013 
12:26:13 

PM 

Caller was extremely upset. She was at the checkpoint in TPA on Wednesday between 2:45 and 3pm, She opted for a patdown as she always does. A female African American TSO told her to send her items through x ray which included her purse. 
boarding pass, etc. Caller told the TSO I here was no one there to do her patdown at that time and she would not be able to see her items during the patdown process. The TSO told her it would be okay. Caller asked to speak to a supervisor. 

The person who came was white, has a diamond earring in his left ear. maybe 30-ish. He was slovenly looking. He had a light brawn hair and is about 5 9 . She told him that she could not see her items including her purse. He kept telling her. You 
need to calm down. He was rude and did not care that she could not see her purse and other items. He told her, Your purse is not going to get stolen. 

His attitude was that he had power over her and he enjoyed it very much. Caller said the female TSO was improperly trained and should not have sent her items through in the first place. Caller felt that the STSO was taunting her. He blocked her line 
of sight with his body. She has never been treated so bad in her life and does not get treated this way at any other airport. She has been treated badly at TPA before but this was the worst. 

Airport TPA 
Airline: Southwest 
Fl ig htN umb ere 1 04 
Dale and Time: April 10, 2013 at 2:45pm (Time she was al the checkpoint) 
Location: Southwest Terminal 

I apologized to the caller and told her I would send this to the CSM today. I told her ii someone needed to get in touch with her they would do so via email. If they had questions, they may call her. Caller wants to hear back from someone. If she 
doesn I hear back, she is going to call the govenor. She does not believe she should have to be treated this way. 

She says that she has heard that procedures have changed at Denver and I hat body scanners are no longer used I here. She wanls to know if I his is true. She wanls to know if paldowns are still done. She says she is not going to fly until AIT and 
411 5/2013 patdowns are no longer used. 

2:42 53 
PM Advised ca Iler: 

AIT is slill used. The AIT used now does nol have an image of her actual body. It just uses a generic outline of a body. Patdowns are still done as well. 



Ladies and Gentlemen: 

411512013 Yesterday afternoon, I opted out of the Advanced Imaging Technology screening at MCI Airport (Kansas City) and instead was screened with a pat-down. After patting down my mid-seclion, the female securily guard conducting the pal•down said "Nice 

4:02 :56 abs.'" I found this comment to be highly inappropriate and offensive in the context of a mandatory security screening. 

PM 

411512013 
9:08:18 

PM 

Sincerely, 
!(b)(61 

I used Pre·Check access at the A ti a nta airport tad ay. As I have metal Im plants, I was very d1sa ppornted to find th at the Pre-Ch eek area did not have a sea n ne r. and I had to be patted down. Please pro vi de a scanner so travelers I Ike me a re not 
subjected to pat ·downs, The courteous male employee who patted me down told me that the re was a sea nne r th ere but that it was removed, This makes it ha rd to u nders ta nd, 

If I had known th at th ere was not scanner. I would not have used the Pre-Check Ii n e, 

kb1(6) 

4/1512013 
10:04:52 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!~(b~i~(6~·~1 ---~ 
Date Time: 4/1512013 9: 17:28 PM 

······················---------------····························· 

Nam~b,(61 
Email h··11r;··., 

Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ra pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenrninal/Airport/Gate/Etc):MCI Kansas City Airport, Apnl 14, 2013. 4: 10 pm, Security Checkpoint for Gate 37 
Comments:After patting down my mid-section during a pat-down screening, the security guard said "Nice abs.'' I found this to be a highly inappropriate comment and offensive in the context of a mandatory security screening. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:~l(b_1_(6_, ___ ~ 
Date Time: 4115/2013 10:30: 14 PM 

Name bi(61 
Email b1(6) 
Comp a, nts: na pp ro pn ate cree n, ng at own Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/EtcJfb)(6) 

ifh"\fR"·1 I ~------~ 
Palm City FL 34990 

411612013 Localion: PBI (Palm Beach International Airporl) 
B: 16,55 Flight Jet Blue B6 140 

AM Gate 16 
Time screened Approx 4:45 A.M 
April 15, 2013 
Comments:I had a screening at the Palm Beach international airport which I believe was very in appropriate by the screener. I would like to first state I am a frequent traveler and I have screenings periormed on me every week when I fly. I am silver 
med a 11 ion on both US Al R and Del ta Air I in es: every Mand ay and Thursday I am at the airport. I no nm ally opt out and receive a pat down s c reem ng which for the most pa rt have been quite routine and never too i ntrus,ve where I le It that the person 
performing the screening was cautious about touching our private parts. Once there was one incident at Buffalo airport that I did have a TSA screener grab my groin area with the palm of his hands, however. the supervisor quickly corrected him and 
apologized. He explained that he was new and in 1raining. I accepted the apology and thought nolhing of ii. My experience al the Palm Beach international was quite different. The Screener starled out very professional ... palms up, face your luggage 
and explained how he would periorm the pat down., Everything was fine until he went up to my inner thigh he pushed his hand far enough up that his had slid in the crack of my rear end. I thought it was at first an accident, however, when he did it for 
the second ti me, I calmly to Id h, m that this was i nap prop ri ate. He stated that if I have a prob I em to speak with one of the three supervisors. I let him contrn ue the screening process. This 11 me he checked my inn er thigh from the front and ag am lo reed 
his hands too far up for too long in my groin area. I am aware that this job is somewhat sensitive in nature, but, this is the first time I felt that there was a problem with the screening. As he was perfonming the screening. I noticed the supervisor standing 
and socializing with lwo other TSA agents. When I spoke to the person performing the pal down and told him I felt it was inappropriate how he 1ouched me, A black genlleman (I assume lhe supervisor), rushed over and just stud there wilh an 
threatening stare approx 20 feet from where I was being screened. The way he came over made me feel as if I could not raise my concern to him. The issue that I have is how this was handled .... It was NOT. I wanted to speak to a supervisor however, 
I did not get the impression he would have listened. I was never asked 1f something was wrong. He never spoke to me or the TSA agent to find out what the issue was. 

I have a young daughter and I would hale 10 lhink how I would feel if someone felt her in her privale area and the person in charge would not ensure thal she was not violaled. I understand the need 10 keep us safe and I am glad to know thal we have a 
process in place: especially that because I fly every week. However, I believe the traveling public too often become victims of people in authority that do not know how to handle the role that they are placed in. I am disgusted with what happened and I 



411612013 
8:17:05 

AM 

Complaint Information 

Information about lhe person who experienced the civil righls/civil liberties violation 

Name: [,_b-')_(6-', ____ ...., 

Phone#: Cell: !,_(b_)_(6_) __ ~ 

Mailing Address: .,kb""l .. (6""·., ____ _.!Hebron KY 41048 

Email[ b 1(6) 

What happened? 
When I was next to enter the Xray machine, I told the TSA officer that I'm an opt-out. She looked mad and called for a female assist without acknowledging me or telling me where to stand. She was a short, curly-haired black woman and I didn't see her 
name lag because lhe whole time she was working at lhe machines she stood sideways, not paying a11ention to passengers. She clearly did not want to be there. While I wailed for lhe female assist, an overweighl blonde, white woman was yelling 
from the other side of the baggage belts that there isn't any radiation in the x-ray scanner. I don't know if she was attempting ta communicate with me or someone else. Then the designated female assist came ta get me and while we were waiting for 
the area to be clear, she said "Did you know that there 1snl any radiation in the machine?" I replied "Did you know that you're not supposed to discourage passengers from o ting out?" She looked away. 
After my pat-down, she took her gloves to the machine and came back and said the machine was down and I'd require additional screening. A tall, white lady (maybe b·:,(6) came and told me that the gloves tested positive for explosive residue and I 
had to go to a private room(conl'd) for additional screening. I asked if this could be done in public and she said now.~ and the other worker (maybel:E:ill5]did fair pat-downs (didn'I hurt me or pull on my hair or clolhes as other TSA workers 
have) but this is harassment and a violation of my ci vi I rights. Your emp I oye es are either camp I ete ly ig nara nt or p urposefu 11 y attempting ta deny my rights. X-rays have rad ia ti on. I don't b I am e them lo r nat wanting to do a pat-down, that wou Id be a 
terrible Job. But I'm not required to be subjected to an x-ray to travel. You need to educate your employees about their jobs and passengers' rights. I have no doubt that I was made to endure an additional search and taken out of the public view for 
more 'screening' because I exercised my right to opt-out, and they didn't like that, so I was 'punished.' Please educate your workers, and I would like a follow-up communication and reassurance that you will discontinue this illegal behavior. 

When did this happen? Please provide the approximate time of the experience. If ongoing, please indicate when the problem began. 'punished.' Please educate your workers, and I would like a follow-up communication and reassurance that you will 
discontinue this illegal behavior. 
Sunday, 04/14113 6: 1 OAM 

Where did this happen? 
Place (name of the airport or other facility): 
Ci nci nna ti/Northern Kentucky I nte rnat ion a I Airport 

City: Erlanger 
Hello: 

Your link to a comments submission file site, www.Regulations.gov search for TSA-2013-0004. isn't working though mentioned in today's NY Times. 

I am a frequent flyer who finds the current screening process disruplive and disrespeclful. If I wear a pendanl necklace, I turn it around to avoid the pal down of my breasts. When I go through lhe non-AIT pat down, I feel the prodding of my crotch 
region is crude even if I'm wearing close-fitting pants instead of looser clothing to allow easier screening. The pat down doesn't improve finding underwear bombs anyhow. 

411612013 As a health professional. I am concerned about radiation exposure repeatedly for non-clinical diagnostic purposes. Please continue to move away from radiation-type scanners. 
12:03:34 

PM Has there be en any proof of greater safety to offs et the delays and costs??? 

SLC DI !l410S 



4/1612013 
12:27:52 

PM 

4/1612013 

Caller wants to know when he goes through screening can he put an ath I et,c cup on before he has to have a patdown. He just wants to put it on at the checkpoint, not have it on a I ready. He was denied boa rd i ng yesterday because he had tested 
positive for the swab, he wants to know what he was tested for. He was then brought in a private room for his screening where there were 4 men in the room with him. He had something that happened to him as a child and touching him and haveing 
him in the private room almosl made him have a panic a11ack. He is traveling out of SI Louis Lamber. His swabed his palms of his hands not his bag. He makes products from Hemp, would that be somelhing that would have tested posilive? 

Told caller 
The majority of passengers can be screened without being touched by a Transportation Security Officer (TSO). Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 
seconds without the supporl of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through metal de1ec1ors only if they can walk lhrough on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can 
request to be screened using a thorough patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

I could not tell him he could put on the cup while at the checkpoint. 

For furture fights he could call TSA Cares and let them make arrangements for him. let them give the airport a heads up. So they understand he had some issuse. TSA Cares is for passengers with a disibity or medical condition. For his flight tomorrow 
he can ca 11 the CSM so the can understand what happened to h, m yesterday and maybe let them know why this 1s d iffucl t for him. 
Name: b1(6) 
Phone: 
Email: 

TSA Cares 855-787-2227 and it was listed on our web site. 

They can swab him for explosives. There are sometimes there are medications that would be positive. I could not tell him what exactly showed on the swab. 

He could contact the Olli ce of Hazardous Mate ri a Is Safety at 800-4 67 -4 92 2 lo r information a bout the products he handles lo r his bu ssi n ess. I could not tel I him if th ere were pro pe rti es that may test positive in the products. 

Disability Description: Caller has an anxiety disorder, 

Information Request Caller has an aversion to touch and wants to know if he is required to go through a secondary private patdown can he be allowed to place cup over his genitals before they perform the patdown. 

Response Details: Caller wants to know when he goes through screening can he put an athletic cup on before he has to have a patdown. He just wants to put it on at the checkpoint, not have it on already. He was denied boarding yesterday because 
he had tested positive for the swab, he wants to know what he was 1es1ed for. He was then brought in a privale room for his screening where there were 4 men in the room with him. He had something that happened to him as a child and 1ouching him 
and having he in the private room almost made him have a panic attack. He is traveling out of St Louis Lamber. His swabbed his palms of his hands not his bag. He makes products from Hemp. would that be something that would have tested 
positive? 

Told caller: 

The maJority of passengers can be screened without being touched by a Transportation Security Officer (TSO). Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only 1/they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 
seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can 
request to be screened using a I ho rough patdown; however, passengers cannot requesl to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

1 :02:08 I could not tell him he could put on the cup while at the checkpoint. 
PM 

For future fights he could call TSA Cares and lei them make arrangemenls for him, let them give the airport a heads up. So they undersland he had some issues. TSA Cares is for passengers wilh a disability or medical condition. For his flight 1omorrow 
he can ca.II the CSM so they can ! lrderstand what happened to him yesterday and maybe let them know why this is difficult for him. 

Name:l(b 1(6 I 
Phone 
Email: ~---------~ 
TSA Cares 855-787-2227 and it was listed on our web site. 

They can swab him for explosives. There are sometimes there are medications lhat would be positive. I could not tell him what exactly showed on the swab. 

He could contact the Office of Hazardous Materials Safety at 800-467-4922 for information about the products he handles for his business. I could not tell him 1/there were properties that may test positive in the products. 



4116/2013 
1:05:15 

PM 

Disability Description: The caller has been wearing a knee brace for about a month and a half due to arthritis. 

Response Details: I told her that if she wants 10 file a formal complaint, ii should be in writing. I gave her the following information from the RFI, and lold her that I will send her the information 10 file a formal complaint via email. 

The complaint must be: 
Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Be in writing; 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed discriminatory action in sufficient deta i I to inform T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination; and 
Be signed by lhe complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns, we also need ta know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

I told her that the email will have the mailing address, as well as a link to go to in order to file the complaint online. 

I also told her that this record will be escalated to the Office of Disabilities and Public Outreach for them ta handle. 

Incident Deta i Is: kb) ( 6) Is a crew m ember of Shuttle America and has been going through screening with 1 he knee brace far a pp roxi ma tely 1 , 5 months, She always goes through the A IT, then has her knee patted down. ETD testing is usu a I ly done 
on her hands and knee brace. However, her experience al SBN was not lhe same. She said I hat she was forced to go into a private room and pull her panls down 10 reveal the knee brace. She feels I hat I his was a failure to accomodate her to due her 
disability. She advised that the patdown was conducted by a white female. She did not capture her name, but noticed that her badge said Lead on it. There was also a african american female TSO assisting her. 

Date: 4-16-2013 
Time of Screening: Approximalely 5:35AM 
Depart Time: 6: 15AM 
Airline: U mted Express 
Flight Number: 3501 
Departing Airport: SB N 
Destination: ORD 

I am flying next month. I am scared! I cant believe you are allowing folding knives on the aircraft. My husband is a retired State Patrol and a Marine, and he said a small knife is lethal! I also remember 9-11. have you really forgotten what happened on 
that plane?????? 

With all the news the last day, I am afraid. 

Please rescind your decision to allow any kind of knife or sharp objecl on our air lines. 
I dont see how it takes extra time ta check for this, as you have pat dawns, X-rays and also scanners for luggage and carry ons. 

411612013 This is a rid1cu lous decision. 

2:20 56 
PM Thank you, 



Complaint Information 

Information about lhe person who experienced the civil righls/civil liberties violation 

Name: "'kb'--1""'(6"") ___ __. 

Phone#: Cell: ~!(b~)_(6~1---~ 

FL 34990 Mailing Address [b 1(6) ! Palm City 
'--;:::::::;:::====::::::::'..-----------, 

Email HYPERLINK b 1(6) 

What happened? See Attachment: 

411612013 When did I his happen? 

4:02:22 
PM Location: PBI (Palm Beach International Airport) 

Flight Jel Blue B6 140 

Time screened Approx. 4:45 AM 

April 15, 2013 

Where did this happen? 

Place: Palm Beach International Airporl 

City: West Palm Beach State: Florida 

Who trealed you unfairly? 



411612013 
5:58:50 

PM 

I recently had an issue with a TSA person in M1am1. 

I opted out of going in the sonic blast machine and decided for a pat down. 

According to the person, I "alarmed," so I complied with the "further open hand" search after they recorded my name and passport information. 

Obviously, the machine was giving a false positive since I have been nowhere where I would come in contact with any kind of chemical that would make that machine react. 

I requested to see the calibration paperwork of the machine because I knew that they were doing it to harass me. I have not been anywhere near any kind of farming, explosives, or anything that would set that off. 

The person that did 11 was a braze nib a rely Eng I 1sh speaking (using words I, ke scrai t and Ii nda )le m barrassi ng I y ave rwe,g ht Afnca n Ame nca n gentleman who refused to give me his I D when I asked lo r it. 

In al I fa i mess, he did do the procedure very p role ss,ona 11 y. 

I told him that I planned on reporting this incident, since I don't deserve to be on any kind of "'list" given the fact that I travel 8-10 months a year for a living. 

When I asked for his ID and lhe ID of the witness to the search, he quickly covered his badge with his hand and told me "I don't need that and my screening is complele .. you should go before you gel in trouble" 

I said "ok bud. whatever makes you happy" 

His response was "l"m not your buddy.'" 

Caller wants 10 ask someone about lhe general siluation, for her inparticular. She has a GE card. She is 77 years old, a white female, has a rig hi knee replacement which causes the alarms to go off. She thinks TSA knows aboul it. Global Entry 
doesn t make any difference for her. If she is a Trusted Traveler. why doesn t this do any good? The pat down is very invasive. It is a hideous experience. She thinks that, if she is a Trusted Traveler. this shouldn t be the case. Since the issues in 
Boston, she thin ks it wi 11 get worse. Al so. her baggage is somewhere e I se. and she is kept behind a gate unt, I someone can pat her down. M ea nwhi le. her property is vu I ne ra bl e. It 1s a very u nrel axed s ituat,on. She is pleading for some respect. Once 
you go to the Trusted Traveler lanes, there is not a scanner available, so she is advised that she must go through the pat-down. If she doesn t stand on that lane, she has to stand on line for longer than she can stand. Caller advised that there is an 
article I hat I ells how to regisler a complain! about the screening equipmenl. 

I assured caller that I would send her comments for review by the appropriate office. Whats the point of getting a Trusted Traveler membership? 

I advised that the program has a different purpose lhan whal she is describing. 

411612013 She advised that Trusted Traveler IS for the issue described. 
6:35:16 

PM Advised caller that the screeners are obliged by law to clear the alarms al the checkpoint with the pat down. 

Caller advised that she thinks this is a TSA issue and not law. 

Advised caller that if she cannot remove her shoes easily, there is a modification that can be made for the asking. 

Caller advised th at at L GA. they to Id her that she sti 11 had to remove them even though she advised them th at it was a prob I em. 

I advised caller that I recorded her comments and they would be passed on for review. 

For each point I attempted to address with information about the policy that refuted her c I a, ms, cal I er disputed or discounted my response. For this reason. I simply recorded her comments and did not offer any corrections. 



Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Calegories Identification Requirements; Screening (AIT Patdown) Current Date/Time: 4117/2013 11 :17:30 AM Airport: Select One Dale/Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 

4117/2013 Comment: Hi 
12:00:42 I am working on a visa in the US and have ta travel ta and from the UK and each time I and held at the check in desk in order ta verify details sometimes for over an hour. Are you able to confirm if there is something flagged on my passport and if there 

PM is a way of avoiding these long waits? 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Name : (b 1(6) 
Phone Number 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . hftp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: The cal I ers friend has titanium h1 ps. The ca 11 er states th at her friend Is always p rofil I ed because he Is b I ack. 

Information Requesl: The caller wants 10 know if there is some type if card her friend can get to let the officers know he has metal inmplanls. The caller stales that her friend is profilled because he is black and is made to go lhrough the machines even 
after he tells them about the metal implants. The caller states that he always has to have a pat dawn after he goes through the machines. The caller wants information regarding profilling sent to her email. 

Response Details: TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about any disability. medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security 
4117/2013 screening, their use may improve communication and help travelers discreelly notify TSOs of their conditions. This card can be found at htlp: www.1sa.gov sites default files publications disabilily_notificalion_cards.pdf. 

1:31:18 
PM I advised the cal I er that if her friend sets off an a I a rm he would be subject to a patdown. 

I advised the caller thal I would send her the informalion on profiling. 

I emailed the caller the information. 

Feed back Type . Compliment 
Calegories Professionalism: Passengers With Disabilities Current Dale/Time 4117/2013 12:14:43 PM Airporl: PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Date/Time of Travel: 0411612013 10:00 AM Airline & Flighl Number Della 1772 (PHX to ATL) 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport:,...,...,.....,..,...-----, 
TSA Employee: (If Known) !(b':1(6) t?J Comment: This TSA agent was unprofessional. unorganized. and very rude. This resulted in an extremely inefficient security checkpoint proceedings. She was excessivly loud, and rudely pointed her 
index finger at every traveller. Becuase of her unprofessional behavior there was a very long line through the metal detector. One specific action should be addressed, During this inefficient line for the metal detector she rudely directed that an elderly 

4117/2013 woman give up her walking cane to run it through lhe x-ray machine. Then she put two or three people through the metal detector prior to this elderly lady who after a few minutes was visibly uncomfortable with no place 10 sil and not having acces 10 
1 :58: 17 her cane ta lean upon. I understand the cane needs to be sent through the x-ray machine. But this should be managed gently and professionally so that the elderly lady can give up her cane and proceed directly through the medical detector. or 

PM through additional pat-down if necessary, without having to wait for several minutes without her cane or a place to sit. 
Would you like a re ? · 

Passenger's Name (b)(61 
Phone Number h·,1R··, 
Email b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . hftp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



411712013 
3:58:29 

PM 

4/17/2013 
3:5846 

PM 

To whom this may concern, 

On Tuesday, Apnl 9th I was leaving the Orlando (MCO) airport and heading home to Baltimore at approximately 2pm when I was humiliated in front of many onlookers at the secunty checkpoint. 

I am the Mother of a 12 monlh old child and before traveling I checked the TSA website for all rules and regulations regarding traveling with an infanl al the airport. I am required 10 I ravel wilh his powder formula, water (for lhe formula), small 
juice and a small pouch of baby applesauce/sweet potatoes. I was under the impression that all was allowed and may require additional screening. 

At BWI I did not have any problems. Actually, they were the nicest TSA agents I had ever met. I applaud them for their service. MCO is a different story. 

After my diaper bag went through security I was pulled ta the side and tald that my formula had to be tested. Fine. I understand that. After the formula was tested the agent then told me he had ta throw away the unopened bottle of water I had 
brought for the formula. The bottle of water, was one of those small botlles, not a large 16 ounce. I said "How do you expect me to feed my child his formula without the water?"' The agent said. "'Well I can test it:' He opened it and tested the water. 
Then I was told that my small box of apple juice and the baby food pouch would have to be thrown away, because it too was not allowed to pass through security. I than said "Then what do I feed my baby?" I also stated that I read all TSA guidelines 
and that baby food and juice was permitled, bul may require additional screening. I had very small quantities of both in sealed, unopened containers. so there should have really been no reason of suspicion. The agenl then lold me that I could be 
patted down if I wanted to take my child's food and drink through security. Of course a mother will do anything for her child, so I agreed. 

It felt as though it took forever for a female agent to come over and perform the pat down. In the mean time, my child was screaming and I had tons of onlookers trying to figure out what was going on. 

After finally being pat down, she authorized me to take the baby food and juice. After being humiliated in front al many onlookers she then told me that I could have just had the items tested. If I had known the items could have been tested, I would 
have never agreed to a pat down. 

I understand what security measures we must lake to ensure the public's safety, bul if formula, baby food and juice are permilled to pass through security after being IesIed, why the pal down? Below is the statement I found on the TSA website. 

When Iraveling wilh an infant or toddler, passengers are also allowed to bring inlo lhe screening checkpoint more than 3.4 ounces of pre-mixed baby formula (in a powder, liquid, or frozen state): milk products: juice: gel or liquid-filled teelhers: botlled 
water: and canned. jarred, processed baby food and essential non-prescription liquid medications. These items also must be declared to a TSO prior ta entering the screening area. and the items must be separated from other property. These items 
will be subJect to additional screening, and passengers may be asked to open a container if required by a TSO. 

Feedback Type · Civil Rights/Liberties 
Categories: Other (fill in box); 4th Amendment Current Date/Time: 4/1712013 2:37:13 PM Airport: PBI - West Palm Beach International Date/Time of Travel: 04116/2013 6:29 PM Airline & Flight Number: Jetblue Airways# 364 CheckpornUArea of 
Airport, speed through security &amp; &quot:Even More Sp t; priority TSA Employee: (If Known b·:, ff , spelling Comment , I am a 70 year old petite blond/white woman, an American Citizen, who wears fitted clothes 
without a belt.I was screamed at and then cursed at my &quo b)(ff:, quot: and then yelled out b b)(ff'r (b':,(6 ordered that I stand on large yellow fool prinls spread far apart in a machine. (No one could explain to me in plain English about 
radiation or display privacy. ) My ski rt does nat spread that far apart. b) ( 6 th en again screamed at me a bout my a rm position. I stood in posi ti an exactly as di a gram med in machine. She again cursed at me shouting &quot:J es us Christ 1 &quot:. Then 
she Io ud ly ordered that I be s u bJect to a pat down. To a reaso na bl e person 11 s ho u Id been obvious I could not be en con cea Ii ng any object under my clothing. She grab bed my boarding pass out of my hand and threw it in bin. and refused to return it to 
me, Big black women three ti mes tried to grab my thighs through my straight ski rt, I became upset, I was verb ally a bused, em ba rra s sed, and ha n-ass ed by such u n professi o na I conduct, As a resu It T SA "s mi sco nd u ct, I lost my priority boa rd i ng status -
for which I paid. The airport is small and Jetblue is small. Such misconducl is inexcusable. If TSA is cutting back, I suggest that the first place to begin is 10 discharge government employees I hat abuse the public and their power. Their conduct is not 
in the public interest. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 

Passenger's N.,;;accm....:,,1.h.·I.1R_-._, --..--~ 
Phone Numbe 1h·,1r;·-, 

Email !(b r(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hftp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es Screening (AI T Pa td own) 
Current Date/Time. 4/17/2013 4:37:45 PM Airport. Select One Oate/Time of Travel· 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. Dear Sir or Madam, 

I am a Flight Attendant from Germany, 
Flying for Lufthansa German Airlines. 

In December 2012 I was entering the USA at Lax Airport on duty. 
I was asked to secondary Screening be ca use my Fingerprints did not match. 

411712013 Since this Entry I am always requested to proceed to secondary screening due to the same problem. 
624:16 

p M The office rs at the immigration desk and at secondary s c reem ngs are always very nice and do not I et wait very long. 

Anyway my enlire crew has to wait till I am done at secondary screening. 

Our Lufthansa Headquarters told me about your OHS Traveller System and asked me to fill out a Redress Form. 

I fill out the redress form and uploaded all required Documenls (copy of my passport, current crewmans Landing permit and copy of my visa, issued by lhe American embassy in Munich, Germany) 

It took about 20 business days and I received the attached lefter from OHS Tnp. 
(Redress nr!lh >IR, I 
As it seemed to be the final answer I took the letter with me on my next on duty trip to the USA. 

Unfortunately I was asked to proceed to Secondary screening again. 
The officer informed that e i I her him nor DH S seem to know what's the prob I em. 

April 16, 2013 
JFK ta TPA via Delta (#DL2391) 
Screening Time: Approximately 5:30 PM 

Callers mother opted for a patdown and left her purse at the screening checkpoinl on lhe behesl of the TSOs, who affirmed her in I hat her items will be safe. The mother wenl through the patdown only to find I hat she was missing a ziploc bag out of 
her purse. The ziploc bag contained the following items. 

Sony d igita I ca me ra a Io ng with charger 
Virgin Mobile phone charger 

The callers mothe~(b)(ffi !is 72 years old and she has difficulty in speaking English. The caller starts out the contact in a combative sort of state, talking about how she believes it 1s absurd for her to not be able to speak to someone in JFK 
directly. Caller is informed about the CSMs role and how she can contact them through our IVR. The caller wants to speak to someone about the issue immediately at JFK. The caller is informed that CSMs are but one person and they handle customer 

4117/2013 service relations al some of the largest airports in the world. 
7:20 06 

PM Caller also goes quickly into the claims fonm information. also taking offense at the fact that she would have to scan the claims form in order to get her mothers signature on a PDF. Caller 1s told she will have to send it through fax or mail instead. 

Caller is informed that the CSM will be informed about her situation through mail. Caller is told that TCC is nol able 10 look into these cases individually, and TSOs are not the only ones at the checkpoinls. Caller is sent the claims form via email. 

Caller 1s a I so particularly concerned about viewing the video footage. ~kb_-~' (_6_) --~~oe s so far as to say she wants to watch the v1d eo person ally with ~ when she goes to pi ck her mother up at JFK. 

Sending this up for review and notification 10 lhe CSM at JFK due to: 
1.) The mothers condition 
2.) The cost of the items missing I cal I er estimates $ 35 0 dollars) 
3.) The items are missing out of carry-on luggage. 
4.J The lividity of the caller. 



Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es Screening (AI T. Pa td own) 
Current Date/Time. 4/17/2013 7:12:03 PM Airport. Select One Oate/Time of Travel· 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 

4117/2013 TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
7:57:41 Comment . On our return flight fromORLAN DO MY DAUGHTER WAS PULLED ASIDE FROM THE FULL BODY SCANNER. THEY DID A PATDOWN AND FOUND NOTH ING BUT STILL REQUIRED HER FINGER PRINTS. WHY was that 

PM necessary. 

4/17/2013 
9:00:18 

PM 

4118/2013 
8:19:10 

AM 

Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name ·-, ·1 

Phone Number b)(ffl 
Email (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ(b)(6) I 
Date Time: 41171 Oi 3 8:36:25 PM 

Name~(bl(ff, 
Email bi(61 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Terminal D, AA flight 1574 to Allanta· 
Comments:Officer~ was extremely rude when I asked for a pat-down. She was condescending to me several times an purposely made me wait while she halfheartedly requested male assistance. Then gave cryptic instructions - when I did 
not understand, she mocked me and made rude mumbling comments to a co-worker. I am extremely respectful towards everyone - I would expect that the TSA would hold their employees. especially!(b·•,(ffi I to the same standards. 

Feedback Type Request for Information 
Categories: Other; Screening (AIT. Patdown) CuCTent Date/Time· 4118/2013 1 :37:37 AM Airport, Select One Date/lime ofTravel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I am a medical doctor. master in molecular biology and PhD student in epidemiology. I come from Panama. I have been in several airports: Spain. UK, Cuba, Sweden and Finland. There is no peer in the level of uncomfortable security 
measuremenls compared 10 a USA airport. 

I am deeply concerned about the &quot:strengthrng&quot: of security measurements once I travel or transit in USA, after the events of Boston, the alleged explosive device found in NY, the poisoned letters send to US politicians and the explosion that 
occurred in Waco few hours ago. When I write this request, the agents who caused such events are unknown (so we. public. don't ii such tragic events have a local or foreign agent). 

My question, how long will the screening at the airport, and haw much the cost al visas (like tourism or transit) will increase be after such unfortunate and hideous events, which nobody claimed any responsibility? 
Would you like a response? : True 

~~s:i~R~~/g) Name kb 1(61 !f-'hone Number: 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback. fallow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Caller was !raveling from MOW on 4 15 13 and she had a skirl on and when she went through the AIT nothing went off and they told her thal she still needed a patdown. She staled thal she ask the agent why she had to be patdown because the AIT 
didn t set off a alarm and the agent told her that she could be hiding something underneath her skirt. 
She feels she was d1scri mi nated because she had a ski rt on and in another isle over from her another lady had a ski rt on and they did the same thing to her as we 11. 

411812013 Caller also stated that she ask a TSA supervisor why did they pick them out and she was told because they had skirts on and they told her thats policy and gave her our phone number, 
9:46: 14 She didn t want 10 provide her last name and information she just wants to make us aware that women shouldn t be patted down jusl because I hey have a dress on. 

AM 

Advised Ca Iler: 
I told lhe caller that I could send I his up to a CSM bul I would have to have all of her information before I could send it up to CSM. 
This morning at 645 am I was going thru security. They directed me to go thru the small square screener. I told the guy on the other side I had a hip replacement but I realize now he was distracted and was bullshitting with someone else. I set off the 

411 812013 alarm. I was to Id I could not go th ru the round screener and wou Id have to be patted down. I to Id the guy I rea 11 y objected and was to Id I had n o cha ice th at was procedures. During the pat down my genitals were fond I ed four times. The S tat1on 

10_02 _5 7 Manage,!(b :1(6 I l,,as far more concerned with covering his butt and my anger and language than solving his problem. Why was the frickin small scanner being used at all? I guess we must have invested in inferior technology and made us US 
AM. citizens less safe by investing in lhe bigger round screeners which also in use al the same time. 

kb1(6) 



4118/2013 
115748 

AM 

4/18/2013 
11:5748 

AM 

Caller says she had a rea 11 y bad experience in Fort Myers yesterday. She does not want to Ii I e a lo rm al complaint. She had broke her foot on vacation. Whens he got to the che c kpomt the re was confusion about her ID. She thought her husband had it 
but he didn t. Come to find out. she had it. She says that she mumbled profanity under her breath while digging through her purse because she was frustrated that she could not find her ID. She says that the officer held the ID up right beside her face 
and continued to look back and forth belween her face and the ID. She says I hat I his sel in motion lhe other events that occurred. She had 10 have a paldown and said she was groped and I hey kept wanting her to move her foot, but it was broken, so 
she couldn t. She says that she is more concerned about the officer who checked the ID than she is the one who done the patdown. She says she feels this is poor customer service and she does not feel it is disability related. She says that when she 
got home, she noticed her bag was inspected and this set her over the edge. She says that she is fine with her bag being inspected, but alter the events that occurred at the checkpoint, it made her more upset. She says that she Just wanted to tell 
someone and have someone Ii sten to her. She says that this is not my fault and I did n t have to a po log i ze. 

Advised ca Iler: 
I apologized to the caller. I explained that I know I was not the one that done this, but I apologize for TSA as a whole. 
Caller says she had a really bad experience in Fort Myers yesterday. She does not want to file a formal complaint. She had broke her foot on vacation. Whens he got to the checkpoint, there was confusion about her ID. She thought her husband had it, 
but he didn t. Come to find oul, she had it. She says I hat she mumbled profanity under her brealh while digging lhrough her purse because she was frustrated I hat she could nol find her ID. She says I hat lhe officer held the ID up right beside her face 
and continued to look back and lo rth between her face and the ID. She says that this set in motion the at her events th at occurred. She had to have a pa tdow n and said she was groped and they kept wanting her to move her foot, but it was broken, so 
she cou ldn t. She says that she is more conce med about the ofli cer who checked the ID Iha n she is the one who done the patdown. She says she le els this is poor customer service and she does not feel 11 is d1sa b1 I ity related. She says that when she 
got home. she noticed her bag was inspected and this set her aver the edge. She says th at she is Ii ne with her bag being inspected. but after the events th at occurred at the checkpoint, it made her mo re upset. She says that she ju st wanted to tel I 
someone and have someone listen 10 her. She says lhat lhis is not my fault and I didn t have 10 apologize. 

Advised caller: 
I apologized to the caller. I explained that I know I was not the one that done this. but I apologize for TSA as a whole. 
Caller says she had a really bad experience in Forl Myers yes1erday. She does not want to file a formal complaint. She had broke her foot on vacation. Whens he got 10 lhe checkpoint, lhere was confusion about her ID. She thought her husband had it, 
but he didn t. Come to find out, she had it. She says that she mumbled profanity under her breath while digging through her purse because she was frustrated that she could not find her ID. She says that the officer held the ID up right beside her face 
and continued to look back and lo rth between her face and the ID. She says that this set in m ot,on the other events th at occurred. She had to have a patdown and said she was groped and they kept wanting her to move her foot but 11 was broken, so 

4118120 13 she cou ldn t, She says that she is more conce med about the ofli cer who checked the ID than she is the one who done the pa tdow n. She says she le els this is poor customer service and she does not le el it is dis a bi Ii ty related. She says that when she 
11 :57:48 got home, she noticed her bag was inspected and this set her over the edge. She says that she is fine with her bag being inspecled, bul after the events that occurred at the checkpoint, ii made her more upset. She says I hat she just wanted 10 1e1I 

AM someone and have someone listen to her She says that this is not my fault and I didn t have to apologize. 

411812013 
12:08:36 

PM 

Advised ca Iler: 
I apologized to the caller. I explained I hat I know I was not lhe one that done this, bul I apologize for TSA as a whole. 
Hello. I am writing to inform you that I was harassed in an insulting manner by one of your employees at SFO Intl. Airport, on April 16, 2013 at 8:40 am. The name of the employee is !(b )(6) 

l<b )(6) !found it necessary to belittle my request not to walk through the large body x-ray scanner, which is supposed to be removed from all airports shortly.. ~-----~ 

He shouted at lhe top of his voice, probably six or seven times, "Female Pat-down!!", "Female Pat-down'!"all the while smirking and laughing al me. He then, 10 spite me, opened the smaller scanning machine and waved several people through thal 
one. I told him that I would walk through the smaller scanner. but he refused. again in delight to belittle me, saying loudly: "But you refused before•,- I never refused the older type of scanner. but when I requested to walk through that one again. he 
blocked 11 with a I a rg e pane of some so rt. 
I then asked lo r his name, as I became more irritated with you employee. and I be Ii eve rightly so. 
He was then relieved by another TSA person and sent away. 
I am 72 years old, a married woman, and deserve more respect and expect better manners from your personnAI fh·11r;··, !is obviously not suited for the job and should seek employment elsewhere. 
Sincerely yours. 

Kansas City,,.M .. 0"""'6"'4,_J .... J..,4._ _________________ ., 
HYPERLINlf~~-'_(6_) _______________ ~ 



411812013 
1:08:38 

PM 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: The cal I er said she had a comp I a int reg a rd i ng her friend who is bl ind that occurred at San Di ego. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: Ir you be Ii eve you or someone else was di scri min ated again st or received disparate treatment or we re impacted based on dis ab i I ity or rn ed i cal condition or allege I hat TSA fai I ed to a ccommoda I e your disability or rn ed i ca I condition, 
Federal regulations require that your complaint be put in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. 

I apologized to the caller for the experience of her passenger. I provided the caller the email address and the mailing address to file a written complaint. 

Sent the D RFI to passenger 
I incorporated the flight info in the recent flight info and itinerary. 

Incident Details: The callers friend is blind. She was traveling from San Diego on 4-10-2013 at the TSA checkpoint. The caller said her friend alarmed the WTMD because of her white cane. The passenger in question then was asked to have a 
patdown. The caller said dunng the patdown the TSO agent refused to allow the blind passenger to have her cane present. Also during the patdown the TSO explained the process but was very rough with the passenger and knocked her off balance. 
The caller then requested that the cane be returned and the passenger in question reached her hands out to find the cane. The TSO agent told the passenger to cairn down. The caller then at that point requested a Supervisor on behalf of her friend. 
The Supervisorkb \/6\j<,dvised the passengers friend to next lime conIacI TSA Cares for assislance for lhe flight to avoid an issue like this. 

The caller said that she needed assistance with the situation going on in front of him but the supervisor simply told her what she can do for the next flight. The caller said that she told Supervisorlliill] to handle the situation at that very moment. 
The TSO then advised the cane wou Id have to go th ru the x ray screening but the ca 11 er s friend refused to put the cane through the x ray, The la st ti me she had her cane x rayed by TSA it came out broken and unusable so she was re I uctant this ti rn e, 
The caller said the TSO agent disassembled the cane and sent ii thru lhe x ray anyway, and lhe cane did break during screening. The caller said her friend now has a broken cane and wants to report this abuse. The caller provided the flight info for 
she and her friend. 

4-10-2013 
approx- 9-1 Darn 
flight# 733 
Southwest 
gate6 

The caller does feel that this was a failure to accornodate to her friend s disability. 
The ca 11 er stated that she wi 11 Ii I e the written corn plaint on be hall of her fnend. Sm ce she is blind, she Is unable to Ii I e it on her own. The ca 11 er a I so wanted to know how to contact the CSM at SAN. I provided the ca 11 er the I VR and option 5 information. 

The caller also asked how to file a civil rights complaint with a group that represents the blind such as a coalition or group. 



From b)(6) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 5: 18 PM 
To: "TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov' 
Cc: 'GotF e ed ba c k@d h s, gov'; 'mi acoordi n ati o ncente r@d h s, gov' 
Subjecl: - Inquiry from MIA's website - TSA Incident 

I recently had an issue wilh a TSA person in Miami. 

411812013 I opted out of going in lhe sonic blast machine and decided for a pat down. 

3:59:55 
PM According to the person. I "alarmed,'" so I complied with the "'further open hand"' search after they recorded my name and passport information. 

Obviously, the machine was giving a false positive since I have been nowhere where I would come in contact wilh any kind of chemical I hat would make that machine react. 

I requested to see the calibration paperwork of lhe machine because I knew that they were doing ii to harass me. I have not been anywhere near any kind of farming, explosives, or anylhing that would sel thal off. 

The person that did it was a brazen/barely English speaking (using words like scrait and findaJ/embarrassingly overweight African American gen11eman who refused to give me his ID when I asked for it. 

In all fairness, he did do the procedure very professionally. 

The caller was at CMH yesterday 4 17 13 dropping off family members. She indicated I hat Caucasian and African American people were being screened more thoroughly than Korean and Middle Eastern passengers. She mentioned that TSO were 
holding ID up the Caucasian and African American passengers to verify identity. These groups of passengers were sent through the scanner and received pat downs. The caller indicated that this did not occur with the Koran and Middle Eastern 
passengers. 

She indicated that this was very shocking to her, especially in lighl of whal occurred in Boslon on 4 15 13. 
4/18/2013 

4:17:57 This occurred between 8am and 10am at the checkpoint in the Southwest terminal just past the ticket counter. The caller indicated that she watched this for two hours. 
PM 

I advised that I had documented the informalion thal she provided and TSA does monitor the number and nature of such complainls. I thanked the caller for calling to make us aware and explained I hat TSA cannot address an issue if we are unaware 
that it has occurred. 

I advised that I would refer the information to the CSM at CMH as well. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 4/1812013 8: 15: 11 PM Airport . LIT - Little Rock National Date/Time of Travel · 04/18/2013 6:30 AM Airline & Flight Number . Southwest CheckpoinUArea of Airport . 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I went through the lull body scanner. I was earing at-shirt with a metal zipper at the neck - clearly visible. Security stopped me and told me that they would have to check the zipper - put down the zipper on my chest and pat down my back. 

4118/2013 There was nolhing on my back bul my shirl. The screener did not use clean gloves. I don"I understand what lhe big deal is about a shirt with a me1a1 zipper at the neck. The zipper was in plain site. They didn't have to pat down lhe me1a1 zipper on my 
8:56: 13 jeans. This touching people"s clothing with &quot;used&quot: gloves can spread microbes and from a public health standpoint, is inexcusable. I do not care for people"s hands on me like this. This screening is getting out of hand. For your information, I 

PM am a woman born in Kansas. American c1t1zen, 57 years old. I have red hair and blue eyes. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name b·., ff 
Phone Number· b)(ffl 
Email :""h-'-.. "-,1'-'R'-·., _______ __. 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . hltp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



The caller was flying from Louisville to Charlotte yesterday and when going through the security checkpoint he was selected for additional screening. He was taken to a pnvate room where he received a patdown. He stated that the officers left his 
carry-on bag unattended and when he arrived in Charlotte. he noticed that his Norelco shaver was gone and had been replaced with one that wasn this. He stated that the razor in his bag was a different color and it does not work. He also mentioned 
that the charger in his bag does not fil the razor. The incidenl occurred between 10:00 and 10:30 a.m. 

4119/2013 Airport: SDF 
11 .45.56 Airline: US Airways 

AM. Flight number: 2247 
Date and time: 04 18 2013 between 10 and 10:30 a.m. 
Gate: B4 

Advised ca Iler: 
He will be sent a claim form and I will forward his complaint to a CSM at the airport. 
Ca I lers daughter has t rave I ed to Ft. Laude rda I e from Long Island twice and she has be en pulled aside both ti mes. Cal I er states that her d aug hte r has fl own many other ti mes and had no incidences, Ca Iler indicates that on one of her flights, she was 
pulled aside and her fingerprints were taken. Caller wants to know why we are doing this 10 an American citizen. 

Advised Caller: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some ins1ances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a pat down on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

4/19/2013 
1 ,12,37 TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 

PM citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

Name:l(b)(6) 
Phone ,_ _____ _. 

Preston took over the call. 

Caller is concerned because ever time her daughter flies out of FLL she is pulled aside for additional screening. Caller staled thal her daughter was pulled aside and fingerprinted for a previous flight. Advised caller that TSA does not fingerprint 
passengers but her daughter could have been screened by ETD. Advised caller that during the ETD testing the officers would have ran a wand with paper attached to the end of it, and then tested the paper. Advised caller that this could be what her 
da uq hter confused as fi nq e rp ri ntinq. 
Caller fiew on 4 17 2013 from Rapid City, SD 10 Dallas on American Airlines. He did not have lhe flight number. His flight was at 2:05 pm and he went lhrough the checkpoint about 1 pm. He is 63 years old and has been flying for the last 45 years. 
He wanted to make a complaint about the equipment at the airport and the way that TSA handled him. He said that he was concerned with getting everything metal off his body. He left his checkbook. a notepad, and a small squeeze bottle of lotion in 
his nght front pocket. He set off the alarm. He said that TSA thought the checkbook was a bomb and he was a terrorist. He was asked to remove the items form his pocket and they were inspected. He said that 11 was cold and that his hands were 
dry. That is why he had the lotion in his pocket. He said that his hands were swabbed for explosives. The TSO told him before swabbing his hands that if he had washed his hands or used lotion the test would be positive. The test was positive. He 
was told to get all of his belongings and to remove his wallet and bring them with him. He was taken to a screening room where he got a patdown. He said that every part of his body was patted down. He does not see the reason for this just because 

4/19/2013 of a checkbook. He wanted to complain about the length of time it took and the machine that gives false positives. He said that he does not know why his items where just not run back through the x-ray. There was a young man standing there that he 
1 : 52: 0 8 thinks was a new employee. He said that he thin ks he was used as a Ira i m ng a id for a new employee. He did not Ii ke th at. He said that he would not have objected if he has been told up front. He has never had to undergo such stuff be cause of a 

PM checkbook. He said that the agents were polite. He did not get their names. He wants to make a complaint about the lousy piece of equipment that we know gives false positives. He does not know why we subject the public to that. He wants this 
issue reviewed not just by Rapid City but by the person who purchased that piece of garbage. He said lhat he wanls to be contacted by lhe CSM and if he is not he will contact his congressional office and he knows we will respond 10 lhat. He said thal 
he is angry about the equipment and being used as a training aid. 

I advised the caller that ii there is an alarm the TSO s are required to clear that alarm. I told him that I would forward he record to the CSM at Rapid City Regional Airport for review. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP,.kb""·• ... 1(6"'"· ... 1 ___ _. 
Date Time: 4119/2013 1 :41 :49 PM 

Nam~b,(61 
Email h·11rr-, 
Complaints:My Complaint is Not Listed Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Oelta Flighl #1187 at the Akron Airport. April 15 at about 4:15 PM. 
Comments:Hello, 

I believe TSA employees at the Akron airport attempted to steal my laptop. After going through the body scanner (which I thought was going to be banned) an employee stopped me and wanted to know what was in my pocket. I had inadvertently left a 

411912013 pack of gum in a side pockel. I pulled ii out and said it was gum. He then ramped up his laugh guy attitude and questioned me again. "It's gum" I said again. He then went lhrough a pal down. 

2:08:09 
PM Why would he need to do a pat down when he already could see my body scan? 

Then he had pul some chemical on my hands to test. So I'm suspicious because I had gum? 

But m ea nwhi le. one of the other guys took my I a pto p from the bucket and hid it at another counter away from the check area. When I was al lowed to I eave, I was gathering my be longings and immediately saw it was gone. So I questioned him. He then 
admitted it's probably over at the counter. I had to then go to that other counter and ask for my laptop, which I had to describe. 

Why would they take my laptop and hide it at another counter? They left the rest of my belongings in their buckets. The laptop had already gone through the x-ray. 

I think this was an opportunity to distract me and attempt to take the laptop. With all the news about TSA thefts across the country, this is obviously a very strong possibility. 

I didn't expect this rude treatment at a small airport like Akron. LAX is ranked #3 city for most TSA thefts according to an ABC News investigation. Why do you hire such rude, egotistical people and allow this kind of treatment? We are not criminals. 
You may have some on the Akron staff. You need to sere en these peop I e far this type of be hav1or. It is u n acceptab I e. 

Sincerely, 



The caller flew from TPA and a number of LGAs were removed from her carry-on luggage. However, a small bag that contained jewelry, including a diamond ring and a string of pearls, was missing as well when she arrived to the destination. The 
passenger was in a wheelchair, and the TSO kept picking items from canry-on luggage, stating these cannot go on the plane. She did not see him take the bag, but knows that the only time the bag could have been taken was during the screening. She 
wanted to file a claim, as well as a complainl. Additionally, she wanted to compliment the female TSO who conducled her patdown at TPA. She indicated lhat lhe TSO was extremely professional and nice. 

FI Ig ht Information: 

Dale and Time of Flight: April 18, 2013; 6:45 AM 
Departure Airport: TPA 
Airline: Southwest Airlines 
Flight Number: 2451 

Advised Ca Iler: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide the highest customer service to all who pass through our security checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers and their belongings are treated with 

411912013 dignity, respeci. and courtesy. 

3:53:06 
PM 

TSA regrets that you found items missing and or damaged from your carry-on luggage. TSA is required by law to screen all property. including canry-on baggage, that is brought onboard commercial passenger aircraft. To ensure the secunty of the 
traveling public, it is sometimes necessary for TSOs to conduct hand inspections of carry-on bags. TSOs receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great care during the screening process so 
that when bags are opened a passenger's belongings are reIurned in the same condilion they were found. 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged ,terns by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. Claim forms are also available on our Web site at www.tsa.gov. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-mail to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at I hat localion. 

At most airports across the country, T SA has procedures in place for hand I mg Io st and found. lte ms lo und at screening checkpoints and a re as where TSA perlo rms baggage sere en i ng a re turned in to the ap prop ri ate. d es,g nated airport autho nt,es. We 
suggest travelers contact the airport where their items were misplaced or lost. 

Please accept our appreciation for you taking the time to share this information with us. 

I ordered a SF-95 claim form to the caller's postal address, and forwarded this information to the CSM at TPA. 

I also gave the caller the contact information for TPA lost and found: 813-554-1414. 

On April 8, 2013, my mothe1b·:,(6) !86 year old female, my son ~nd I !(bH
1
6jl was at Fort Lauderdale airporl flying back to Virginia. We had checked our bags, my mother was assisted by an airporl personnel in a wheelchair and we 

were going through security check. My mother ID consisted of her Social Security Card. a s a e issued Photo Senior Citizen Card with her signed signature and social security number on the card and a Commonwealth of Virginia Voter Registration 
Card. 

The airport security would not allow her to proceed, he called his supervisor, and the supervior would not allow her 10 board withoul additional screening. He tell me she need a driver's license or a passport. My mother do nol drive and she do not have 
a passport. The supervisor wrote on her ticket NO ID. Two female airport security had her to pass through a metal detector, thorough patdown, her purse and medicine bag searched and her shoes swabbed. No problem found. 

Checking your website: 
www.tsa.gov11raveler-information/acceptable-ids there are acceptable ID. I don'I understand what lhe problem was with her ID. My mother loves to fly but after what she went through lhis last flight she says it will be her last. I am very outraged. How 
would you fee I if was your pa rent? 

4/1912013 l(b ,(B) I 
4:08:48 C . . . 

PM hatham. Virginia 24531 

Date: April 8. 2013 
AirTrain Flighl 660 Gate: C6 
Depart: Fort Lauderdale. FL 7:15 AM 
Arrive: Atlanta. GA 9:05 AM 
Confirmation Number: ~ 
Passenger !rh11R1 I 
Fort Lauderdale Airport Supervisor Initial: J N 



April 19. 2013 
TPA to AUS via Southwest (#755) 
Screening Occurred: 6:45 AM 
Ch eek paint C3 0-45 

The husband to the complainant is the one who initiated contact. The husband is wanting to file a complaint about a patdown screening that his wife received in TPA. Caller states that his wife had a TSO that groped her breasts instead of going across 
th em with I he back of the hand. When I he husband is asked a bout specifics on the incident, he hands I he phone 10 his wife who takes over the contact. 

4~1.~~2~;J !rh··,1rr1 I had a sequined shirt with a large, sparkly flower. The sparkly flower caused an anomaly to appear on the callers breasts. The TSO showed kb)(6) 
· PM have to go through a patdown in order to be screened. 

!the area of concern on the ATR image and rnforme<t .. b._1""("-6'-·., _ __.Iha! she would 

The motion described b~(b)(ff•, I is that of a cupped hand being used on her breasts. At the time al the screening, (h·11rr·, ~ad never gone through a TSA patdown. She felt the whole procedure was odd and she felt violated. It was until the 
caller spoke to her husband th at she was made aware of the SOP of the back of the hands being used.kb ':I( 6) ~elt I Ike she was being groped dun ng the p atdown. She recal Is of another ti me when she went through sere en i ng at DAL with the same 
shirt and set off no alarms nor had to undergo a patdown. 

kb 1(6, ! is informed that her situation is going to be relayed to the CSM at TPA for further resolution: she is informed that the TCC is incapable of looking into individual cases. The caller is advised ta contact us back again if she ever receives such 
a patdown experience where she feels discomfort. 

April 19. 2013 
TPA to AUS via Southwest (#755) 
Screening Occurred: 6 :45 AM 
Ch eek point C3 0-45 

The h us band to the comp I am ant is the one who in iii ated contact. The h us band 1s wanting to Ii I e a comp I a int about a patdown screening that his wife received in TP A. Ca 11 er states th at his wife had a TSO that groped her breasts instead of going across 
th em with the back of the hand, When the husband is asked a bout specifics on the incident, he hands the phone to his wife who takes over the contact, 

4119120131 b. 5· I . . . I f so Gb·.(5· 
4-48,31 ( :,( I had a sequined shirt with a large, sparkly lower. The sparkly lower caused an anomaly to appear on the callers breasts. The T showed~ ., I 
· PM have to go through a patdown in order to be screened. 

~he area of concern on the ATR image and informed!(b':1(6) ! that she wa ul d 

The motion described b~(b··,rm l is that of a cupped hand being used on her breasls. Al the t,me of the screen1nq.kb1(61 I had never gone through a TSA patdown. She fell the whole procedure was odd and she felt violated. It was until the 
caller spoke to her husband that she was made aware of the SOP al the back of the hands being used kb 1(61 !felt like she was being groped during the patdown. She recalls al another time when she went through screening at DAL with the same 
shirt and set off no alarms nor had to undergo a patdown. 

kb 1(61 I is informed thal her situalion is going 10 be relayed 10 lhe CSM at TPA for further resolution: she is informed that the TCC is incapable of looking into individual cases. The caller is advised to con1ac1 us back again if she ever receives such 
a patdawn experience where she feels discomfort. 

April 19, 2013 
TPA to AUS via Southwest (#755) 
Sc reem ng Occurred: 6: 4 5 AM 
Checkpoint C3 0-45 

The husband to the complainant is the one who initiated contact. The husband is wanting to file a complaint about a patdawn screening that his wife received in TPA. Caller states that his wife had a TSO that groped her breasts instead of going across 
th em with the back of the hand. When the husband is asked about s pec1f1cs on the incident. he hands the phone to his wife who takes over the contact. 

4/1912013 G . . I . . . ~-~ I 
4-4 8.31 ~bl(6:, had a sequined shirt w,th a large, sparkly flower. The sparkly flower caused an anomaly to appear on the e<iller s breasts. The TSO showed kb)(ff•, I the area of concern on the ATR image and informed(b':1(6) 

· p M have ta go through a p atdown in order to be screened. 
!tha t she would 

The motion described b~( b) ( ff:, ! is th at of a cupped hand being used on her breasts, At the time of the screen i nq. !( b ·1 ( 6) ! had never gone through a TS A patd own, She le It the whole procedure was odd and she le It vi o I ated, It was unti I the 
caller spoke 10 her husband that she was made aware of the SOP of the back of the hands being usedl(b':1(6) !felt like she was being groped during lhe patdown. She recalls of another time when she wenl through screening at DAL with lhe same 
shirt and set off no alarms nor had to undergo a patdown. 

kb .. 1(6'1 I is informed that her situation is going to be relayed to the CSM at TPA for further resolution: she is infonned that the TCC is incapable of looking into individual cases. The caller is advised to contact us back again if she ever receives such 
a paldown experience where she feels discomfort. 



Caller: 
Caller is calling in behalf of his wife who finds the full body patdown really embarrasing and invasive. She has two knee replacements. She has received a patdown the last three times they have traveled. They travel on Alaska Airline. He wants to 
know if there is any document she can obtain to be exempt from receiving another patdown. 

Advised Caller: 
I told the caller there is no way that she can avoid a patdown by having paperwork saying she has two knee replacements. If she is not cleared by the WTMD and AIT then she will have to go through a patdown. If a patdown is required in order to 

4119120 13 comp I ete screening: 

5:39:38 
PM • The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. 

• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger should not be asked to remove or lift any article of clothing to reveal a sensitive body area. 

During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 

Caller is wanting information on how she can vote for the AIT vs the pat down. She read in the washington post that she can vote at the federal register website but can not find the voting section on that page. She does not like the screening procedures 
that are set in place and has avoided flying becuase of this. She thinks thal the WTMD and the dogs al the airport are the only way that should be screened at the airports. She feels that the screening procedurs are a violation to her conslilulional 

4120/2013 rights. 
1045 08 

AM CCR informed her that we have no information on this and s i nee it was created by the Fede ra I Register she can go through th em directly. 
Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do nol wish to be screened by I his technology will be required to undergo alternalive screening, including a I ho rough patdown. 
She can voice her opinion by writing to TSA HQ, but caller stated that she isnt good at writing. 
Greetings, 

I live in Charlottesville and am trying to visit my brother in San Francisco. Obviously lhe most direct airporIs to begin and end my journey are CHO and SFO. In years past, this is a journey I've made easily, bul recenl TSA changes make me hestitate. 

412012013 I know that SFO is an airport that Is using the TSA's '"Advanced Imaging Technology" and '"thorough patdown procedures." or the full body nude x-ray scanners and invasive, groping pat-downs. The thought of submitting myself to either of these 

3:00:4 7 procedures is very disturbing to me. I don't want to have to compromise myself in order to fly. I know that if I do, I will regret it. 

PM 

4/2012013 
7:16:13 

PM 

As a result, I have a simple question. Is there any way that I can fly to visit my brother in San Francisco and avoid these invasive procedures on the flight back to Charlottesville? 

Thank you, 

fh\/R, I 

To w horn it may concern -
My family and I are fairly frequent travelers and have been through many TSA security check poinls in al least a half dozen airports in the past few years around the country. Being a business Iraveler as well as a mother to 2 small children, I am aware 
of the extra inspections we will go through when we're carrying liquids for children. In 3 airports in the past 3 months, TSA has left our enfamil liquid formula fully sealed and only opened the baby bottles to test for explosives. For the first time ever, 
while going through San Diego TSA in the Virgin America Terminal on Apnl 5th. the TSA agent insisted on opening 3 unopened, shelf stable infant formula bottles. When you open them they have to be immediately consumed or instantly refrigerated. 
At no time were we offered a pat down or an alternative to our formula being opened and ruined. I am angry because when I asked to speak to the manager he explained that I should have been offered the pat down and they would have left the 
formula sealed. That wasn't offered and he and the agent seemed so indifferent to the hardship this would cause us as travelers with 8 hours of flying to go, that I felt like i needed to speak up. 

I am requesting that a Ii quid lo rmu I a ru I e be consIste ntly enforced as we 11 as explained to parents. 1 have been trave Ii ng lo r 4 years with my sea I ed Ii quid lo rmu I a or other I Iq u1d s lo r my kids without issue. This is the Ii rst time i"ve had sea Is broken and 
had to scramble to refrigerate it. This is also the first time we"ve been to San Diego and I was not impressed with this team at all. The woman checking ID and boarding passes chastized me for not having each person in our party holding their tickets 
and ID. Si.nee w.e were a mom and_ dad with a 4 year old and 10 month old, this was difficull to do and I explained that. She then shouted at my son, "what is your name?" He said l(b)\~·:,I She angrily flipped th_rough pages and said there wasn't a 
ticket for him - I pointed out that his formal name 1sfh··,1rr, land he goes byoond she rolled her eyes at me. Given how many professional TSA people I have interacted With over e years, this was appalling. 

TSA in San Diego was an extremely frustrating experience and had the potential to cause a lot of problems for my baby. Luckily we were able to keep the forumula on ice or get flight attendents to help us on our journey home. I appreciate the work 
that the TSA is trying to do, however the way we've been trealed as a family is less lhan desirable in many situations, but this was by far the worsl so I felt I needed 10 speak up. 

Thank you for your attention and consideration of reviewing infant formula regulations. 

fb1(6) I 



4121/2013 
9:09 52 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time: 4120/2013 6:53:05 PM Airport: HNL - Honolulu lnlemational Date/Time ofTravel: 0412712013 6:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· Traveling with severe sunburn with skin blisters. I always opt out because I do not like radiation risks. Asked to use metal detector because skin hurt badly ... was told no by a nasty arrogant worker wjo the proceeded to let an entire group 
through because I hey were &quot;a family&quol;. Woman came and I attempted to lift my ankle length dress up to knee level to show her the bums ans blisters. She &quot:scolded&quoi; me for being inappeopriate and said &quot:put your dress down 
now&quot;. Then I pulled the sleeve down on my dress to expose the burns and blistering on my shoulders and tries to explain burns were on my chest area and pulled the neck of my dress over slightly to show my chest area. I askes her ta not touch 
th ea ese a re as. She threw her hands up and shouted, &q uoU m don e&q uot:. A spervisor came over and got quite close ro my persona I space and said he could keep me from getting home. I spoke to my husband who was standing on the other s1d e of 
the gate without stepping out of the footprints on the floor. The supervisor said &quot;You dont talk to him. You talk to me. I talk, you listen. He yhen called another woman over and conducted their &quot;pat down&quot; .The rubbing on the back od my 
legs broke some blisters and causes pain.But nobody gave a damn. I was never trealed with such diarespect in my life. I am con1ac1ing my slate representitive.l thought TSA was supposed to take medical and physical conditions seriously. Guess they 
still are law paid apes that think tht are in charge of everyone. I am a US citizen and human being and was treated like shit. Aloha to travelling by plane again I hope TSA goes broke as a result of government cut backs .... and I hope all the workers 
involved get second degree buma on their uselesa bodies. And of all places .. l just spent a week in Hawaii being told that Hawaii believes all people are family and should be treated as such. Would the TSA apes have treated their mother or siater that 
way. 
Would you like a res onse?: 
Passenger's Na,f'f"~-..,,,.·•-~-,__J 
Phone Number . (b ·1(6 I 

Email :"'kb"-1 ... (6"-I ____ ___,,_,,.... 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

On April 19th my wife and I flew from Orlando to Westchester NY on Flt 594 Jet Blue. 

Comment #1: We had even more space tickets which entitled us to the priority line at security (West Side). This line shared a checker with the employee line and was very slow to pass our line through. While we waited to be checked agents 
continually opened a gate and let scores of non priority passengers go ahead of us in this line. Why have a priority line at a premium pnce for tickets 1f this is the way it 1s administered? 

Comment #2: Once we got through lhe check in agenls insisted we form 2 lines. Turns out 1 line was served by 1 scan machine and was very slow and the other line was served by 2 machines and was much faster. Why not let one line go lhe the 
split point and then have the people go to the next available machine? Operator an the 1 machine line was letting 1 bag go to 3 or 4 for the other 2 machines just making the situation worse. 

4121/2013 
10:59 :26 Comment #3: My wife wears an insulin pump. She was pulled aside and swabbed as usual and the two agents involved then proceeded to have a discussion as to whether the swab he tested was actually hers. The female thought he used a dirty 

AM swab. The swab tested posilive and my wife had to wait for a supervisor have all her carry ons swabbed and tested and go for a pat down. We have no problem with lhe process just lhe unprofessional way the initial swab was handled. Supervisors 
were ca I led and the who I e process was very we 11 done from that point an. 

We fly out of Orlando quite often as Florida "Snow Birds" and this is the first truly bad experience we have had. Let's hope it was an isolated incident. 

rb)(ffl 
1 

She I ton, Ct 06484 

Caller went thru the security checkpoint at Chicago Midway airport at about 10:45am after being in line about 45 minutes. Caller states that the TSOs did a poor job of security screening. She says that they were sitting around talking to each other and 
not paying attention to their jobs. She feels that this is a security concern. She had metal extension clips in her hair and the TSO did not patdown her head. Caller states that this has never occurred before on flights with her hair extension clips. Also, 
she had in her purse a lighler thal she did not have to take out. 
10:45am in line 45 minutes 

Advised ca Iler: 
We regret that you were not salisfied with the service you received. 
Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy of this information to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

4121/2013 (NOTE: Also sent record to security.). 
12:28:26 

PM Flight information: 
FI ig ht Path: Chicago to Denver Colorado 
Flight date time: 4 21 12:05 pm 
Flight#; (does not have) 
Airline: So LIi hwesl 
Airport: Midway 
Gate Terminal: B7 
Email:!(b 1(6) 



412112013 
1:34:06 

PM 

412112013 
2:46:28 

PM 

Caller stated that she didn t want the AIT or walk through metal detector in fear that she II get radiation poisoning. Wanted to request a patdown and wanted to know what the process would be for a patdown. 

Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdown search. and as the screening is being conducted, the TSO should be describing the procedures he or she is using. TSOs are required to use the back 
of the hand to patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas. TSOs are required to use the front of the hand. 

Passengers have the rig hi to request a private screening, and privale screening will be conducled in a room or in an area away from other passengers 
Caller stated that she flew out of Madison, WI on 4-12-13 and its the second time that she has flown since the full body scan has been implemented. She has a prosthesis on her left arm. and when she went through the scanner, it showed as an 
anomaly on her right arm. They proceeded to patdown that arm and she 1sn t sure why. She has no implants or anything in her arm, had a normal shirt on. and had no watch or anything like that on. This has also happened at FLL as well. She doesn t 
remember any specifics about the flights, but there sonly one terminal at Madison, so it would have been that checkpoint there. She said that if she hadn t of told the TSO that she had a prosthetic on her left arm, she doesn t think they would have ever 
known. 

Advised Caller: 
I to Id her that I would send the information to the CS M at both of those airports and see if th ere is anything they can do to figure out why it s not picking up the pro st h eti c on her left a rm, but is picking up something on her rig ht arm , and there is nothing 
there. 

Disability Description: The caller is C6 C7 quadraplegic in a wheelchair. 

Information Requesl: The caller staled he wanted 10 schedule a TSO Supervisor to perform his patdown on all future flighls. 

Response Details: If you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical cond1t1on or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition. 
Federal regulations require that your complaint be put in writing, 

I requested the complete flight info from the caller and he stated he did not have the complete info at time of this contact. He stated he would implement the complete flight info in the complaint he files. 

I apologized to the caller for the experience. 

I advised the ca Iler he may request a S uper,isor at the checkpoint pe rio rm his pa tdow n. 

Incident Deta i Is: Southwest 
4121/2013 Tulsa 

4:01 :53 Flight departed at 3: 10 
PM 4-17-2013 

The caller is upset because the wait lime for lhe screening patdown. The caller said that he has 10 wait for the patdown and he wanted to file a formal complaint. The caller said that he tells lhe agenl that he can t stand bul he can lean forward. The 
caller said that he is demeaned because the agent will then ask him to lean forward for the patdown. The caller said he does not ask to go to the front of the line like he knows he is permitted to do. He stated that he does not think its correct for him to 
m ave in front of the other passengers. The ca 11 er said th at he has the most trouble at Dal las Love Fie Id and he wanted to have a Su pe r,i so r pat him down. The cal I er said that he has requested the S uper,iso r before and the asst came or he had to wait 
a long time. 

The caller was also upset because on the last flight the large back wheel was coming off of his wheelchair. The passenger asked the TSO and the TSO super,isor to fix the wheel. The agent told him they were not wheelchair mechanics, and would 
et him a d iffe rent wheelchair that the whee Is we re not coming a pa rt. 

1h·11r;-·, said he refused and told the TSO agents to lean him back and directed the second TSO on how to fix the wheel.fh·11R··, !said he told them he was not transferring to another chair and they needed to fix the one he was in before he fell. 
The caller staled thal the TSO agenls do not know how to patdown a person in a wheelchair and they get the jollies in making the passenger wait for the paldown. The caller said this is a complete violation of his civil rights and requested to complele 
the RFI. 



4/2112013 
6:03:42 

PM 

412212013 
9:5741 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ._(b_)_(6_) ___ ...., 
Date Time: 412112013 5:37:45 PM 

Nameth·11f;-·, 
Email h··,rrr, 
Comp I a i nts; Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 
Comments The TSO working at the metal detector redirected me to the body scanner. and when I declined and requested a pat-down. she tried to patronize me and tell me it"s not an x-ray machine. I still declined. and she told me it wasn't dangerous, 
and I repeated that I wanted to opt out. She th en tried to ostracize me and yelled out that ·we have an opt-out and the guy won't even stand next to the machine" then rudely to Id me it wo u Id be a long wait, even tho ugh I counted a Im ost a dozen ma I e 
TSO"s ambling around either side of the security checkpoint, and in fact had to wait around ten minutes. 

I think it was ina 
From: (b)(61 

From:kbl(61 

ro pri ate and rude for the TSO to try and disrespect me for deciding not to go through the sea nne r. 
YPERLINK !(b)(61 I 

Sent: Saturday, Apnl 20, 2013 10:10 PM 
To: TSABLOG 
Subjecl: Flying Dul of SFO 

Greetings kb 1(6 I 

I have a question for you. I live in Charlotlesville and am trying 10 visil my brother in San Francisco. Obviously the most direct airports 10 begin and end my journey are CHO and SFO. In years past, lhis is a journey I ve made easily, but recent TSA 
changes make me hestitate. 

I know that SFO is an airport that is using the TSA s Advanced Imaging Technology and thorough patdown procedures, or the full body nude x-ray scanners and invasive, groping pat-downs. The thought of submitting myself to either of these 
procedures is very disturbing to me. I don t want to have to com promise myse If in order to fly. I know th at if I do, I wi 11 reg rel it 

As a result I have a simple question. Is there any way that I can fiy to visit my brother in San Francisco and avoid these invasive procedures on the flight back to Charlottesville? 



I am TSA Pre qualified and last month I had a full knee replacement. 

Unfortunately. the screws in the knee set off the metal detector. 

Since I am Pre qualified, the only security issue should be to venfy that there isn't anything else on me that would set off the metal detector. 

This could be done quickly and efficiently with the hand held meIaI detector wand. 

412212013 Instead, I am subjected to the full body pat down and chemical test. 

9:58:12 
AM 

This doesn't make sense because before I had the knee. none of that happened. 

I am still Pre qualified. 

Please change the procedure in the TSA-Pre line only to use the wand in these situations. 

It will be quicker, more efficient and a better experience for all concerned without compromising security. 

Thank you for your cons1d e ration. 

fbi(61 

4/2212013 
9:58:18 

AM 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time : 4122/2013 9:04:38 AM Airport : TPA - Tampa International DatelTlme of Travel : 0411712013 3:30 PM Airline & Flight Number : Jet Blue 558 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: I have had major back surgery wilh rods and screws placed around my spinal column. I require pain medication palches. In the past I was required to removed them, now I wait to apply lhem unlil after security, small scissors (medical 
device) are needed to open the non resealable pouch. This medical device was allowed on the first leg of my trip but was taken in Tampa. No standard for what is allowed and what is not. No concern about how I was to open my medication, agents 
refused to help. Later I found a kind policeman who was able to find a pair of scissors and opened the pouch for me. (Not his job but did anyways) I used the scanner but still had a pat down . .why go in the scanner if I will still have hands on me. In the 
mean time I was unable to keep &quoteyes on my belongings&quot; since my back needed to be towards belt with my things on it. When I was released to get my things an agent was digging through my bag without me observing. what proof do I 
have tha I something was not p ul in or ta ken out in my bag without my knowledge. Travelers hear tha I announcement over and over again whi I e waiting for their flights. 
The final insult, while in the bathroom a TSA agent come in used the facilities and left without washing her hands. This women touches people and their belongings, even if she wears gloves it shows yet another lack of respect for the public. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

The ca 11 er has tried to come tho rug h D CA and the checkpoint was a mess. She stated that she was putting her g ra ndd a ughte r on the plane. and she is speci a I needs, She stated that she had a brain shunt and could not go th rough the screening 
techno I og y, so she got a p atdown. She s ta I ed tha I during screening, they removed her I ap lop from her bag without tel Ii ng her and it was not rel urned. She asked how she can con ta ct DCA I os t and found . She s ta I ed tha I they missed her p I an e. 

412212013 
12:16:24 I advised the caller that at most airports across the country, TSA has procedures in place for handling lost and found. Items found at screening checkpoints and areas where TSA performs baggage screening are turned in to the appropriate, designated 

PM airport authorilies. We suggest Iravelers contact the airport where their items were misplaced or losl. I provided the contact information for the lost and found department at, Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport: 703-417-0673 (Airport Lost and 
Found Office). 

http: www.tsa.gov airport-lost-found-contacts#? 



4/2212013 
1:18:56 

PM 

Yesterday I was travel Ii ng from A ti a nta, GA to Da 11 as. TX and went through security at a pp rox1 mate ly 3: 15 

While going lhrough security I hey opened another line and had the traditional metal detector in place. For some reason ii kepi going off. I had nothing on me. I removed all of my jewelry which had to be sent lhrough the machine which was complelely 
fine with me until they let my jewelry sit there amongst other's belongings until I asked them several times to please pick my jewelry up so it wouldn't be stolen. The gentlemen that were there were completely professional. They thought it could be my 
underwire bra setting off the detector. At that point I don't understand why I couldn't have gone through one of the other machines that were in the other lines that are mostly used now instead of the older metal detectors. Or why couldn't someone with a 
wand could have come to isolate the area that was setting off the alamn? 

Once they couldn't figure out why the detector went off they called a female to pat me down. She was extremely rude and inappropriate. I was wearing skinny jeans which are form fitting so you can tell there was nothing in my jeans. During her pat 
down she placed her hand ( mostly fingers I'm sure) down my pants and in my panties. I was mort1f1ed and a I mo st in tears as this was done in pub Ii c. As well as it b erng pai nfu I since my jeans we re t1g ht without someone p uttrng their ha nds/fi ng ers in 
them. She had asked if I wanted a private screening at the beginning which I said I didn't needed however I didn't know the inside of my pants would be searched especially when my jeans were form fitting and you could have easily felt if something 
was there. I've never had a pat down where hands were inside my panls and pull them out far enough to look down inside. Also as she inspected my breast, her hands were all over them and following every line of my bra including separating my 
breasts in the middle. 

I've traveled many places and many countries. When this has happened before the people have been very nice and not been so invasive. She was very rude, but did apologize when it was obvious she was hurting me because she was wedging her 
hands in my pa nl s. I've never seen anybody place ha ndslfi ng ers in someone's pa nl s before at an airport. 

I understand the reason for security however if people are going to do this then there should be another witness watching and a pnvate wall set up. I didn't want to leave the area because I had my young son with me as well and didn"t want to leave 
him. 

(b)(61 

ewIsv1 e, 

Disability Description; The caller has liquid medication. She is calling because she wants to get expidited screening. The caller states that she has to undergo additional screening each time that she flies. 

Information Request The caller wants to know if she can get expedited screening and she wants to know why she cannot get a background check and then forgo getting additional screening due to the fact that she has medical issues? 

Response Details: The caller did not phone in on the ODPO line. The caller phoned in and was very unhappy whenever I explained to her that TSA was not expanding expedited screening to cover people with disabilities. 

The caller believes that she and other persons with disabilities are getting an unfair amount of screening due to the fact that they have disabilities. She basically said that she did not feel like she was being a good citizen because she had to undergo 
the additional s c reem ng. 

She slated that she did not necessarily sel off the metal detector but she hand to undergo a patdown especially at smaller airports due to the facl thal she had a medical liquid, Glucerna, She stated that at smaller airports she had to undergo a patdown 
be ca use addition al testing could not be pe rio rmed. 

412212013 The caller also stated that she has underwent multiple xray tests in the past and will not undergo AIT She stated that each time she opts out of AIT she must undergo a patdown. She stated that she felt that the additional screening was a violation of 
3:38:22 the American wilh Disabilities Act. 

PM 
I advised the cal I er T SA po Ii ci es were not put in place to make peop I e u n comfo rtab I e. I advised her th at the pol 1c1es we re in place to ensure the safety of the pu bl 1c as wel I as the aircraft. I advised her that whenever p eo pie needed to take additional 
liquids on the plane or ii they caused an alarm then they would have to undergo some additional screening. 

I advised the caller that she could apply for a program such as global entry but that her medical items would still have to undergo some additional screening. The caller feels that there should be some way to prescreen persons with disabilities so that 
would not have to undergo the add1t1ona I screening. 

Since the caller is complaining about policy issues, I advised her thal I would send her information to a disability specialist. I advised the caller thal I could not promise that someone would call her but I advised her I hat I would send her information for 
review. 



412212013 
5:0648 

PM 

4/2212013 
6:0244 

PM 

Caller fi ew from LAS to Monterey yesterday and thin ks she Is on some kind of Ii st because her s c reem ng process is beginning to esca I ate, she was told th ere was some so rt of anoma I y that showed up when she went through the Aff 
There were 3 in her party and they contacted Allegiant that her mother couldn t make the flight and requested a medical refund, which was refused, Allegiant knew her mother wasn t on the flight and the skycap asked where her mother was. They only 
received 2 boarding passes and the other individual was on another flight. There were 3 people who traveled, should have been 4. 
They had to change planes because something malfunctioned with the p I ane and the skycap ca I led for her mother who had can eel led. Cal I er states her bag was tagged by the Skycap with the other persons name and her tag was placed on the at her 
persons bag and that bag is missing. Stated the bags were mi stagged and she was p u 11 ed out of the Ii ne and tested lo r explosives and this is happening too ofle n. 
Ca Iler says she usu a 11 y go es th ro ug ht the AIT and has been told an anomaly was detected during the screening , 

Response: 
Apologized to caller for her screening experience and advised if an alarm triggers or an anomaly shows up going through screening she will have to have secondary screening to resolve and complete the screening process. 

Once checked baggage has been screened and cleared, air carriers are responsible for Iransporting ii to its final destination. TSA has no jurisdiction over lost or rerouted luggage. We encourage you to contact your airline for their policies on lost 
I uggage, or to fi I e a comp I a int with the custom er re I ati ans office of the airline. 
I/the airline does not satisfy your inquiry, the Department of Transportation's Aviation Consumer Protection D1v1s1on (ACPD) may be able to help. The ACPD operates a complaint handling system for consumers who experience air travel service 
problems and provides a 24-hour hotline at (202) 366-2220. 
TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some insIances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 
We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we bel ,eve these sec u nty measures are necessary and ap prop nate for ensuring the security and conf1d en ce of al I air trave I ers. T SA contrn ues to develop and dep lay 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

Exp I a i ned to caller o nee the bag has be en sere ened and cleared by TSA we no Io nger have access to a passengers bag and the baggage hand I ers a re responsi b I e lo r sorting and Ira ns porting baggage from that point on to the d esti nation. The 
changing of the planes and 4 hr. wait was her airline. 
Exp I a i ned to ca Iler the ETD sere en i ng process is another way of screening and may be performed random I y, some airports may use this met hod of random screening mo re than others. 

Dear TSA. 
I travelled alone earlier this week from DTW to DFW. Apparently the hand lotion I had applied in the vehicle while being driven to the airport caused some alarm to go off. My hands were swabbed and all of my personal things were also swabbed. 

The ONLY thing positive was my hands. 
Then I was told I would have to have a Resolution Pat Down. I asked for it to be in PUBLIC and was told NO. It was explained that my private parts would have to be patted and, again, I asked for it to be in PUBLIC. Again. I was told NO. 
There was another TSA person in the room for the pat-down but that only protected TSA; WHERE WAS THE PROTECTION FOR ME? 111 was willing to be in public after the procedure was explained to me, I should be allowed to be in PUBLIC! 

strongly object to this closeted pat-down. 

As a secondary comment, no one said "'please" or "'thank you" or "sorry for the inconvenience" - YOU HAVE A LONG WAY TO GO AS FAR AS PUBLIC OPINION GOES. Instead of viewing security as a protection for the population (as Israel does). 
Americans view you as an oven-eaching and rude bunch of people. 

Sincerely, 

kb1(6) 

I undersland that the public is invited 10 comment on the use of "body scanners" (although I cannot find anything on your web page aboul this opportunity. 

My first objection is I hat lhe x rays from ··naked scanners· is potenlially harmful. My husband is a frequent flyer and I hat is cause for concern. 

412212013 My second objeclion is that of privacy. I see no reason to go to these exIremes. It's bad enough we praclically have 10 strip down to our underwear to board a plane. This is not a belier option. And neither is the pal down. 

9:09:11 
PM 

My third objeclion is that scanners (and looking for little sharp things) are being relied on too heavily at the expense of behavioral observation, which is a reasonable alternative to invasive technologies. 



From[b)(61 

Sent: Monday, April 22, 2013 5:58 PM 
To: TSA.Ombudsman@dhs.gov 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hftp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1pJ(b)(61 I 
412212013 Dale Time: 4/2212013 5:57 51 PM 

9:09:28 
PM 

Name: 

fb)(61 

Email: 

HYPERLIN'4~~-'_(6_I ________________ ~ 
Brief Description of Inquiry: 

TSA treatment of traveler with Alzheime(s Disease 

Comments: 

Today I traveled from Columbia SC to Washington DC with my nephew, his wife and children, and my husband who has Alzheimer's disease. We encountered a TSA agent who was insulting and unkind in dealing with my ill husband. 

Caller is in a scoo1er and is nol able 10 go through the AIT screening. 

I advised him that I am lo rw-ardrng his information to the CS M at these two airports so they wi 11 be aware of the issue he 1s experiencing when he goes through the che c kpornt. 
4/23/2013 
12:23:35 lncidenl Details: He is upset because the TS Os at the airports want him to sit beside the baggage xray screener waiting for his paldown screening. He currently has skin cancer and does not want any exposure to radiation. He recenlly flew out of 

PM Dallas Love Field on April 7th before 1 0:OOam and also on April 15. He stated that the TSOs got upset and yelled at him when he moved over a few feet from the xray machine and threated to call the police on him. He also had the same issue occur 
again on Apnl 11th when he flew out of DEN. 

Caller stated her laptop is corrupted after it went through the checkpoint in her carry on. When she arrived at her destination, the computer would not turn on. She believes the xray damaged it. She had not taken it out of the case, a TSO brought it to 
her out of its case for her to put it back in. She had not removed 11, the TSO did. She was pulled to the side, given a patdown and her daughters medical equipment was inspected. Her daughter is on a feeding tube. 

The computer was working at the airport that morning before going through security. She tried 10 use it at her hotel but could not. At home, she took it to the computer s1ore and I hey lold her the files are all corrupted. 

412312013 . 
12,43,14 Airport: CVG 

PM Airline: Delta 
Flight Number: 3303 
Date and Time: April 14, 2013 at 11 :45am (Flight Time. 9:45am is when she went through the checkpoint) 
Term i na I or Gate: She do es not remember 

Caller was mailed a claim for reimbursement and was told this information would be senl to the CSM. Caller said she would have the laptop repaired by the end of the week. 



Callers daughter is fi yi ng from AT L to John Wayne and wi 11 be having surgery there on Friday. Ca 11 er states that her daughter wi 11 have to bring a cat with her. Ca 11 er is requesting that. do to the cats nature. I guarantee that the cat can stay in the 
carrying case. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

E nha need security measures require that a 11 passengers and their belongings undergo security sere en i ng at airport checkpoints; this includes service an i ma Is and pets, Current Transportation Security Adm i ni st rat ion (TS A) policy requires that 
passengers Ir ave Ii ng wi I h pets remove the an i ma I r ro rn its carrier so that the pet may be carried through I he wa I k through mel al detector (WTM DJ. 

412312013 If a passenger believes that the removal of their pet could result in escape, a Supervisory Transportation Security Officer (TSO) can authorize an alternative screening measure that he or she deems sufficient. When permitted. an animal may remain in 
2:18: 19 its carrier and be carried through the WTMD by the passenger; however, the passenger, the animal, and the carrier must undergo secondary screening. 

PM 

4/2312013 
4:02:54 

PM 

Additional screening of the animal may include a visual observation, a patdown inspection, or Explosives Trace Detection (ETD). If additional screening requires removal of the animal from its carrier, passengers may request a private screening. TS Os 
may ask the owner lo r assistance during any pa rt of the inspection. 

Caller requested that she speak with a supervisor, Missy took the call. 

Name: l(b)(ffl 
Phone: ._ ______ __, 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP·!~(b~l~(6~·~1 --~ 
Date Time: 4/23/2013 2:30:23 PM 

Name(bi(61 
Email b)(61 
Comp a,n s:· ncons,s en creen,ng (Different Practices between Airports): 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Mon Apr 8 
Flight 211 
Depart San Jose (SJC) on Southwest Airlines at 09:35 AM 
ArTive in Phoenix (PHX) at 11 :20 AM 
Comments:This was another terrible experience with TSA. Several issues: 

#1 inappropriate screening/pat down screening. I was directed to walk through the metal detector, then was escorted to a private area, and given a very intimate paH:Jown. My doctor doesn"t even grope me as much as the TSA employee did. The 
employee le It my chest, a rm pits, back, buttocks, I egs, thighs, test i c I es, and overal I groin a re a, I was very ups et, 

#2 Inconsistent screening. Never before have I received such an intimate pat-down. 

#3 Long lines. The TSA employees were slow Hall of the machines were shut down so we were filed into 2 or 3 areas. I arrived early and still almost missed boarding my flight. 

This is a violation of my privacy, civil rights. and general human courtesy. I hate flying because of the TSA process. Horrible, horrible, horrible operation going on here. 



4/2312013 
4:02:54 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP [b1(6I 
Date Time: 412 3120!-,1""3""2"': 3"'0"": 2"'3'"""P"'M,... 

Name\(b 1(6) 
Email:rh··1rR·\ 
Comp I a i nts: I nco n s i ste nt Screening (Different Practices between Airports). 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Mon Apr 8 
Flight 211 
Depart San Jose (SJC) on Southwest Airlines at 09:35 AM 
ArTive in Phoenix (PHX) at 11 :20 AM 
Comments:This was another terrible experience with TSA. Several issues: 

#1 inappropriate screening/pat down screening. I was directed to walk through the metal detector, then was escorted to a private area, and given a very intimate paH:Jown. My doctor doesn·t even grope me as much as the TSA employee did. The 
employee le It my chest, arm pits, back, buttocks, I egs, thighs, test i c I es, and overal I groin a re a, I was very ups et, 

#2 Inconsistent screening. Never before have I received such an intimate pat-down. 

#3 Long lines. The TSA employees were slow Hall of the machines were shut down so we were filed into 2 or 3 areas. I arrived early and still almost missed boarding my flight. 

This is a violation of my privacy, civil rights. and general human courtesy. I hate flying because of the TSA process. Horrible. horrible, horrible operation going on here. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time : 412312013 2:31 :51 PM Airport : LGA - LaGuard1a Date/Time of Travel 0411312013 Airtine & Flight Number 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. I am a diabetic and I wear insulin pump. While I understand everyone has to go through security and I have to go through addition security because I wear a pump. I felt disrepected about how the TSA employee handled my pat down. 

412312013 After I went through the image screener, I was asked to go to the side and a woman TSA began to pat me down. When she reached my insulin pump (which I wear on the side of my stomach). she asked me what it was. When I stated it was an 
4:03:22 insulun pump, she asked me about five times what it was and continued to pat me down around my insulun pump. When I explained to her what it was, she gave me a puzzling look. While I have no problem with getting a pat down. I did not like the 

PM fact that she had no clue whal an insulin pump was. There are many people thal wear different medical devices and every TSA employee should be aware of what medical devices some people may where and not make them feel like they are doing 
something wrong for wearing it. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name ._f h=··,1-'-R"·1 ____ ...., 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller has long hair in dredlocks. For spiritual reasons his hair is not allowed to be touched. He opts for a patdown each time he flies. When flying out of Dallas Fort Worth. they told him they had to touch his hair or he can go through the AIT. He 
missed his flight because of this. He told them he usually touches his own hair and then they do the ETD. The supervisor said he could not fly. He had to fly so he let them touch his hair. They even called the police because the STSO said the caller 
had no other options. The police told him he had to do what the STSO said. 

FLL told him they could put a machine through his hair. similar to a wand, for screening. They also told him he could get an ETD. He feels like he was discriminated against at DFW for spiritual. religious and racial reasons. 

llliR]fotes: 

4123/2013 f f f - - - - - f - - - - - - - f 
4_08,08 The caller stated that he had lawn or the past our years. He stated that he had never an Inc1dent regarding his hair be ore. He stated that he has always been allowed to pat down his own hair. He stated that his relIgIon prohibited someone ram 

· PM touching his hair. He stated that he was forced to allow his hair to be patted down before he could get on board the plane. He stated that the local police was also called in regards to the incident. The incident occurred on 4_ 19_ 13 at DFW at Gate E 
the caller believes. The caller stated that he wasn t exactly sure of the gate but he believed that it was. He stated that the two officers that would not allow him to board the plane without having his hair touched was TSMl(b_i(6_:, land STSO 

!/bi(61 I 
The ca 11 er stated that he had fly out of the same gate on Friday and is very upset about having to go through the same procedure ag am. 

I advised the caller thal he would have to put his complaint in writing. I apologized to the caller for the incident and advised him that I would send his information 10 lhe CSM as well since he was flying again this coming Friday from DFW again. 
advised him that the information he would be receiving tonight would be a link for the complaint to be filed. The caller wanted to know his rights as well. I advised the caller that the procedures in the FLL airport were correct. 



Disability Description: Caller stated that she flew from Canton Akron on Sunday and when she went through the body scan she passed however her luggage did not. Caller said that she told them that she had a CPAP machine and a bottle of water. 
Caller said that the first set of agents were very nice. However the agents at the second area was awful, Caller said that the agent patted down her machine and had his dirty paws all over her item, Caller said that he could clearly see what the machine 
was. Caller said thal she asked them not to touch her CPAP because their gloves are dirty. Caller said I hat a female agent told her not to worry about it because she had to have a patdown anyway. 

Caller said that she did te 11 th em that she was worried about it because the machine cost 150 0. 00. Ca 11 er said th at they th en pi eked up her bottle of d1sti 11 ed water and to Id her th at she co u Id not take it. Ca 11 er said that after that the officers contm ued to 
search her bag touching her dirty clothing then her machine. Caller said that due to this she had to go home and spend 3hrs sanitizing her machine. Caller said that the agents were very rude and very unprofessional, Caller said that one agent told her 
that she was the one who had the altitude problem. Caller said that due to this she doesnt wanl to fly again. Caller said that due to her being harassed over her cell phone, cpap machine and her distilled waler thal the plane was delayed. 

412312013 Airline-United Air Express UA5858Y 
4:19:10 Airporl-CAK 

PM Date and Time-4-21-13 10:15am 
Terminal-Gate 1 

Resolution: 

Apologized to caller and advised her that I would forward her informaiton to the CSM at that location for review. Told caller if they need to get back in contact with her that they will do so by email. 

The caller wants to know if the the TSOs do not have to provide I heir names when asked. He also wants to know if it is policy for TSA to detain passengers when they state they wanl to file a complaint and need the TSO name. 

Advised Caller: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) does not disclose the idenlily of Federal TSOs. However, a TSO s last name and position are printed on his or her nameplate. TSOs also wear a me1a1 badge with a unique number assigned 10 each 
TSO. TS Os must disp I ay their badge and nameplate at a 11 times when screening passengers. 

Situation That O ccu red: 
The caller staled thal on April 11th around 7:30-7:45am he went through a checkpoint a DTW. The caller stated that he requested a patdown in lieu of the AIT as he always does because of his concern of exposure to ~-ray. The TSO I hat came to 
conduct the screening was rude from the beginning of the process. The caller stated that he had some items in his pockets and told the officer they were there because he did not want to put them in a bin until he got back to the belt. The TSO said to 
him m a unp roles s ional manner that he should just hold the items m his hand th en. After the patdown was conducted the ca 11 er went back to get his baggage from the conveyer and the TSO actua 11 y put his hand on his back and pushed him. The ca 11 er 
stated he asked the TSO not to push him and the TSO made the fol I owing statement: I wil I push or touch you where ever I want, and when I want. 

At this point the caller asked the TSO for his name because he was going to file a complaint on him. He stated that the TSO would not give it to him and actually hid his badge from sight. The caller stated that he then asked for the STSO available and 

412312013 this person detained him over requesting.th.is information. The.caller stated that the STSO said he will not give this informa.tion until he has the callers information first. He took his license and called the mrport police as well. The caller/eels that the 

4-4 2,18 STSO made him go through all this to 1nt1m1date and harass him. The STSO did finally give the caller the TSO s name, which was OfficerKiill&[]The STSO would not give hrs name or any other 1nformat1on. This all took about 20 mu,nutes or longer 
· PM and the caller stated I hat he was really early or he amy have m,ssed his fl,ghl. The caller wants 10 know where and how to file a complaint. 

Advised Caller: 

TSA moni1ors the number and nature of complaints we receive 10 1rack I rends and spot areas of concern I hat may require special a11ention. This ongoing process will enable us to ensure prompt, correclive action whenever we determine that security 
screening po Ii ci es need modification or specific employees or screener teams a re the subject of repeated comp I ai nts. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Every person and ilem must be screened before entering lhe secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is importanl. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the appropriate Cus1omer Service Manager. 

Airport: DTW 
Departure Time: 8:40am 
Hiya. I recently travelled to and from Vegas and was stopped at every point for a search and pat down etc. I was given the web address to remove myself from the list now I have successfully completed my Journey. I can't find on the web site 

412412013 where/how to do this. Can you please help me with this step and explain how to do it? 
8:03:22 Thanks, 

AM !(b)(61 I 



412412013 
8:05:14 

AM 

Feedback Type . Civil Rights/Liberties 
Ca I egori es 41 h Amendment 
Current Date/Time . 4/24/2013 6:57:54 AM Airport : BOS - Logan International Date/Time al Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Boston Logan, Security At E1 TSA Employee: (II Known) , Victor Comment, I was berated b~b::,(6) ! a TSA employee, while opting out through a pat down. This incident not only alarmed me. but other passengers around 
me. He caused unnecessary stress for me and other passeners. I need 10 be called aboul this incidenl this week. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's N....,.....__.,.,.. ___ _, 
Phone Number b) ff:, 
Email =~b~i~(6~i-----~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Caller is a FF with Continental and United and always gels addilional screening, such as a paldown and ETD. Caller is very annoyed and upset that she is always gelling this additional screening, because she is a US Cilizen. Caller stales she does 
not have a computer. 

412412013 Informed caller: 

10 3848 Apolog,zed to caller. 
AM. Suggested caller apply far Redress. This program helps passengers who have had additional screening by accident due to being on a watch list incorrectly or by someones name appearing the same as hers who is on the watch list. I cannot 

guarantee th at she won t have prob I ems in the future, but this Ines to help with future trips and having additional s c reenrng. Once the caller a pp Ii es far this program, she w, 11 receive a R CN. Every ti me she flies, she needs to put this numb er into the 
ap prop ria te fie Id when she makes the reservation, 

412412013 
11:12:20 

AM 

4124/2013 
1:00:33 

PM 

Offered ta send redress forms via e-mail. Redress forms were sent via postal mail and will be received within three weeks. 
Hello TSA. I just have a small complaint/concern. I'm a crew member for an airline so when I travel on personal time I prefer not to go through the body scan. I always opt out and understand I have to be patted down. But almost every time I have to 
stand at the gate for quite a while (5-8 minutes) before a "male assist" comes. Sometimes it seems they call for one grudgingling. This morning experience is what made me finally write. I arrived at the US Air tenminal at Washington National airport at 
around 10;15 ( I always fly out of there) I opted out as usual and was told to wail by the gate. I waited lhere quite a while before anyone even called for a male assisl. Then it was even longer before one finally arrived. It definitely wasn'I busy. He 
escorted me to the pat down area and asked if I wanted a private screening. I said no thanks. He then proceeded the pat dawn without the usual explantians such as '"back al the hands,sensitive areas,etc" I understand and have no problems with the 
pat down procedures but 11 seems as though some of the agents prefer not to do it or want to sort of "'punish"' the ones that opt out of the scan. I just wanted this brought to someones attention. Thanks for your attention 

Caller and wife, !(b)(ffl I traveled 03-27-12 to 04-16-13 from Greenboro NC to Detroit and Salt Lake and an to Phoenix. 
They we re sere ened in Greensboro and Sa It Lake on the in i ti a I trip. 
At Phoenix on the return trip she walked through the metal detector and it set off the machine and she got a patdown instead of the AIT 

In the screening process his wife was tald by TSA Officers that it was OK to go through the AIT machine wearing her insulin pump. 
They Ju st cal I ed the manufacturer they said the Animas pumps have not been tested lo r magnetic fie Ids so they do not know 1/ it wi 11 affect it. 
It could cost them a lot of money later if it causes an issue. 

I asked if the pump is malfunctioning. 

At this ti me the pump is lu net ion i ng a I right but he said this co u Id have caused an issue which could potenti a 11 y be Ii fe threatening, 
He is upset I hat lhe Officers said is is safe. They said it is not like XRays. 

Told him all the infonmation I have is regarding how to be screened. 
We do not have infonmation either way. 
I explained ultimalely it is the passengers responsibility to know if their equipment is safe with the screening equipment. 
She does have the right to Opt Out of the AIT and have a patdawn. Signs are posted at each AIT location advising of this. 

He insisted on registering a complaint. Todl him I will send over his complaint and I need the date and time of the AIT screenings. 

He told me that she was screened: 
3-26-13 Greensboro at 3:30 PM She was at screening around 2:30 PM They Flew Delta. 
3-26-13 Salt Lake at 12:30 PM She was at screening around 11 :30 PM . They Flew Delta 

In reviewing notes the ti mes did not seem rig ht. 
Also at the beginning he said it was the 27th when they began their trip. 

Did a callback: 
!(b':1(6) ! said she 1s unsure of the dates sa call her husband atkbi(61 ! 
She a I so s a,d she can not remember wh, ch a, rport 11 was th at had her rem ave her pump and send 11 through the mach, ne 
She said it was all a case of mishandling. 
Told her I will call her husband as I need to be sure of lhe information in sending up the complaint. 



Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Calegories Duration of Screening Process; Pal-down Current Date/Time: 4/241201311:53:58 AM Airport: EWR - Newark lnternalional Date/Time ofTravel: 04122/2013 2:00 PM Airline & Flighl Number United 1466 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
Check-in, Security and Gate TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment: On Monday, April 22nd. I traveled with my my wife, who 1s 24 weeks pregnant and my 1 year old son on United Flight 1466 from Prov1denciales (PLS). Turks and Caicos to Newark, NJ (EWR). My person and luggage were subjected to 
three (3) extra security checks - once at check-in, again at security and lastly at the gate - just prior to boarding at the PLS airport My 1 year old son was patted down at security as well. 

4/2412013 I was informed by the security staff at PLS that the airline. United, required these extra security measures. My question is: Is this true? Who determines which passengers are subjected to heightened security checks and how many times those checks 
1 :57:29 are to take place? Is it soley the airline? Is it the TCI Airport Authonty? The TSA? All three? Other? 

PM 

4/24/2013 
3:50:47 

PM 

Please advise. Thank you. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Namr:"e~,.··,...._1..__--.__, 
Phone Number 1h·,1rr, 
Email (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2IApplicationManager 

April 24, 2013 

Dear Sirs: 
I am a senior citizen that travels by air anywhere from 2 to 4 times a year. I am writing to ask if you could develop a better way of screening persons that have had hip and knee replacements. I have had both my knees replaced and every time I go 

through screening at an airport, my knees set off the sea nne r. I am th en subjected to a ·pat-down' 
As one of the vanguard of the "baby-boomer' generation, I'm sure I am one of the many thousands that will have this problem in years to come. II you could only wand me and see that the knees are what set off the scanner, that would be more efficient 
for your employees and so very much better for me. 

Thank ou for our time 
(b,(6) 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time · 4124/2013 3:1428 PM Airport : SFO - San Francisco International Date/Time of Travel : 04/1712013 4:43 PM Airline & Flight Number : Delta DL4588 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : security in terminal 1 TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
not known Comment W hi I e going through the ful I body scanner, I was flagged for a pat-down, no explanation as to why. A lier the pat-down. my hands we re wiped with a mate ri a I and re ad by a machine. My q ue st1on - what does the body sea n find 

412412013 that warrants testing for explosive materials. If one has nothing to do with the other - ie body scan. hand wipe - then everyone should be screened in such a manner, I felt singled out without the courtesy of an explanation and harassed, 
3:51 :32 Would you like a res onse?: True 

PM Passenger's Name 
Phone ~lh~-~il~R~i='----,. __ _, 

412512013 
10:06:56 

AM 

Email (b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Screening 
Cun-ent Date/Time· 4125/2013 9:04:27 AM Airport: PHL - Philadelphia International Date/Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I want to participate in the survey regarding the full-body scanners. I travel to and from PHL International every 6-8 weeks from London Heathrow and I opt out of the full-body scan due to health concerns and concerns for my eyes which 
have had multiple operations. The 'pat-down' takes over 20 minu1es and is humiliating and 1axing physically. I am required 10 remove my hand luggage from the scanner as queues of people jostle me, place my property on the floor and replace it on 
the belt without assistance. I am elderly and frail. The pat down employees chide me for being 'afraid" in their words of the scanner. The whole procedure treats me as a potential security threat when it is my right to pass through in as much dignity as 
anyone else. 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name k .. b .. l._(6,_·-"", ___ _, 

Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



-----Original Message----
From: Singh. Harleen 
Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 2013 9:55 AM 

ccfb,(6) To: TS!"!:0 r• a1Co:alia:ce 

Su~JeC : ~: your ahineOrm I SA complaint 

Dead(b1(6 ! 
This one, despite the word "discriminatory,'' is a complaint about the person nol liking the fact that, when they opt oul of the AIT, I hey require a pal-down and apparent mishandling of their property. 
Let"s refer it back to the TCC far their handling. I'm copying them an this email. 
Thanks very much. 

~ 
412512013 Ms. Harleen K. s· h 10:31: 13 ,ng 

AM Policy Advisor 
M ulticu It u ra I Branch, Dis a bi Ii ty and Mu I ti cultural Di vision Office of C iv i I Rights and Liberti es, Ombudsman, & T rave I er Engagement Transportation S ecu ri ty Adm i ni st rat ion De pa rtm e nt of Homeland Security 

---Original Message---
F rom: T SAExte rna I Com pl ,ance 
Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 2013 9:23 AM 
To: Singh, Harleen 
Subject FW: your online form TSA complaint 

The only info nma ti on provided here is the comp I a i na nt's name. 

---Orininal Messane--
From: [b)(61 
Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 2013 2:08 PM 

Caller slated that when she was in houston, she had her diaper bag with her I hat had infanl related ii ems inside. These were all 2oz or less but could not go inside the quart size bag. She pulled lhese out and sent these for screening but once 
completed, the officer required additional screening of her which included a patdown of her. She is upset that this happened because she is 7 months pregnant and had her 1 year aid screeming next to her. She feels that this was un necessary because 
she fol lowed al I the ru I es th at were on the website. 

4125/2013 CCR informed her: 
3:04:55 If a container cannot be opened, the containers may be allowed into the sterile area only after it and the passenger undergoes additional screening, which may include a patdown. Since the liquids did not fit within the 3-1-1 requirement because they 

PM were infant related, additional screening was within the policy. 
Since caller is wanting to file a formal complaint about the way that things were handled. CCR advised her that she can write into HQ to do so. 
She can get lhe address on the tsa website. 

Caller had a bag of jewelry lost. Caller had 2 Ziploc bags and she is prelly sure they were in her black shoulder bag I hat she carried on. Caller said she asked her husband if he could have placed it in her red checked bag, bul he said no. Caller said 
she is not sure if he would remember. Caller said she found a NOi in her bag and her checked bag had a band around the bag that she did not put on it. Caller said she has been married for 35 years and all the jewelry her husband has bought far her 
aver al I their years of marriage was in those bags and a lot of the j ewe I ry was very expensive. Caller said the re was a wide band go Id watch and a tiny jade bead necklace with Ii Ii g re e and a si Iver cross on it. There was al so 2 big hearts one on top of 

412512013 the other, one gold heart and one was silver, it hung on a triple strand chain. Caller said there were a lot of earrings: Caller said they flew from Mesa to Grand Rapids .on April 9 and. they went through security around noon. Caller was in a wheelchair 

3_11 '42 and she 901 out of the wheelchair and walked through lhe AIT and lhen she had to have a patdown. Caller sa,d she ,s ,n her 70s. Caller·s daughter,kbi(6:, !called ,n aboul the m,ss1ng Jewelry and they called lost and found at Mesa. Caller flew on 
· PM Allegiant Air. caller does not know the flight number. Caller would like to know if someone can check the video to see if the jewelry fell out. 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim fonm). A claim fonm will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. Claim forms are also available on our Web site atwww.tsa.gov. 
Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-mail to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at I hat localion. 



4125/2013 
4:0351 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time: 412512013 3:24:55 PM Airport SHV - Shreveport Regional Dale/Time of Travel: 0412412013 7:05 AM Airline & Flight Number: della dl5439 CheckpoinllArea of Airporl: securily 
check point TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment : I was random I y pu 11 out of I in e at the che c kpornt lo r a pat down. It was not exp I a i ned to me why I was randomly se I ected nor was 11 exp I am ed to me what the process was going to be after they wipe my hands and put the ca rd in the machine. 
The machine made a sound so they(2 ladies) inform me that they was going to take every item out of my luggage and purse. After this was done they told me to go behind the screen and she proceeded to body search me. I ask whay was she doing all 
this and she said because lhe machine buzzed. My complainl is the way I was treated withoul anyone e,planing the process. This process took 20 minutes. I think if the agents was more friendly and explain lhe process to the customers they would be 
more comfortable with this process. The agent also tald me that she was going ta take my ID out of my person and she wrote dawn my license number, my name and address. What is she going to do with that information? 
Would you like a re'l"'-"-""'-'?-·..u=---, 
Passenger's N~..._,..._b ... ··~, ~5~· ---,__.J 
Phone Numbe (b 1(6) 

Email -.. b"-.. "-,(6,,,.· ... 1 ----,------,-----,' 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller ca 11 ed in regards to several p rev,ous comp I a i nts that he has submitted vi a e-ma, I and Ii ve agent ca 11 er stated that he has not been cal led by the CSM at MCD and wants some type of a ct,on taken Ca 11 er was re ally out of sorts and co nfro ntati o na I 
with me tried to reassure the caller that I would FWD to CSM at MCD for further assistance and some type of remedy for his complaint. Caller stated that he would like to speak to a supervisor. 

4125/2013 Escalation Notes:!rh·11R I 
4:21:46 

PM This caller says I hat he has called in several limes aboul his issue that happened at MCO on 2 21 2013. The caller was confrontational right from the start and says thal he has recorded all lhe calls thal he has done today. The caller appeared 10 be 
taking notes on who he has talked ta. His main issue is that he was made to go through the AIT machine and get a patdown at MCD and the airport hasn t gotten back to him. I eventually ended the call with him but I am reforwarding the callers 
complaint to MCO. 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I would like to complain about how I was treated by a TSAofflcer at a checkpoint. Chicago O'Hare, Terminal 1, checkpoint 2, 9:00 p.m. (+/- 5 mm) Apnl 25. The officer was white. 40s, slightly balding. and mentioning his need to go on break. 

Our conversation was something like this: 

Me: "So who gels to use the metal detector?" 

Officer: [misunderstands question] No. (pause, no response] It's for airport employees. Are you an airport employee? (pause, no response from me] Negative. You can get out of line and have a pat-down. Would you like a pat-down today? 

412612013 
10:09:00 

AM It was a pol 1te q ue st,on that got a rude response. W hi I e I am a patient person, I Ii nd 11 a pp al Ii ng that our country is represented by rude ofli cers to tho us ands of i nternat,ona I !rave I e rs. Even more conce ming is his need to remind me who is in control, 
by his use of "pat-down", It was completely inappropriate, and I'm sony to say I have seen power-tripping in TSA employees before. Please get this under control. 

I recorded this while sitting at my gate, so please be assured it is an accurate account, 

Sincerely, 

w,(6) 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!"'(b'--1""'(6"") ___ _. 
Date Time: 4126/2013 11 :45:55 AM 

Name](b)(61 
Emai{bi(6i 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 

4126/2013 Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):This happened al Houston-Hobby Airporl on April 25 at 2:30 pm. I was going through security to take a flight from Houston 10 Atlanla. 
2:07:09 Comments:I am a 60-year old woman who travels between 150 and 200 legs a year. I am experienced in traveling, placing items in the right bin for scanning, and with all forms of screening. 'TSA Pre-Chek" was shown on my ticket. 

PM 
The zipper in my pants apparently triggered a "crotch" threat. As sometimes happens, i was told they needed to check me (this happens periodically and they are usually checking one area that showed up on the screen). The TSA employee told me to 
gather my bags bul they did not need to review them, and then wilhout explanation I was lold we had to go to a private room and they would go through all my bags. The TSA employee groped every area of my body, making six swipes over my groin 
area - extremely inappropriate and horribly humiliating. They pulled my pants away from my body three different times to inspect my underwear. I am 5' 8112" tall and weigh 110 - so not a lot of places to hide things. After that humiliating experience. 
they went through everything in my suitcase and briefcase, wiping every pocket and surface, taking about 25 minutes in total. When I reminded them I was Pre-Chek, they said they didn't recognize Pre-Check (it is TSA Pre-Chekl ). When I reminded 
them I would miss my plane, they told me that was just too bad, they had procedures. They spilled all the cosmetics on the bottom of my suitcase, and left a big mess, abandoning me after taking their time in moving through my things. I quickly packed 
to calch my plane, but lhey had doubled up the bins wilh my computer (or either it never came out of lhe little room) and I did not see it. So, of course, it was left behind. When I called 10 follow up, lhe same supervisor who had basically smiled every 
time I urged her to please complete the review so that I could try to catch my plane, laughed at me when I called from Atlanta - she thought it was hysterically funny that I (the highly flustered anxious flyer) had left the computer behind. 

I know you can do better th an this, Nothing about that ho rTi b I e p race ss made the country safer or stronger. It was s imp I y abuse, made worse by the attitudes of the TS A employees, 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: ~kb_-._,(6_-_I --~ 
Date Time: 4126/2013 11 :45:55 AM 

Comp a, nts: na pp ro pn ate cree ni ng/P at Down Screening: 
4126/2013 Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):This happened al Houston-Hobby Airporl on April 25 at 2:30 pm. I was going through security to take a flight from Houston 10 Atlanla. 

2:07:09 Comments:I am a 60-year old woman who travels between 150 and 200 legs a year. I am experienced in traveling, placing items in the right bin for scanning, and with all forms of screening. 'TSA Pre-Chek" was shown on my ticket. 
PM 

The zipper in my pants apparently triggered a "crotch" threat. As sometimes happens, i was told they needed to check me (this happens periodically and they are usually checking one area that showed up on the screen). The TSA employee told me to 
gather my bags bul they did not need to review them, and then wilhout explanation I was lold we had to go to a private room and they would go through all my bags. The TSA employee groped every area of my body, making six swipes over my groin 
area - extremely inappropriate and horribly humiliating. They pulled my pants away from my body three different times to inspect my underwear. I am 5' 8112" tall and weigh 110 - so not a lot of places to hide things. After that humiliating experience. 
they went through everything in my suitcase and briefcase, wiping every pocket and surface, taking about 25 minutes in total. When I reminded them I was Pre-Chek, they said they didn't recognize Pre-Check (it is TSA Pre-Chekl ). When I reminded 
them I would miss my plane, they told me that was just too bad, they had procedures. They spilled all the cosmetics on the bottom of my suitcase, and left a big mess, abandoning me after taking their time in moving through my things. I quickly packed 
to calch my plane, but lhey had doubled up the bins wilh my computer (or either it never came out of lhe little room) and I did not see it. So, of course, it was left behind. When I called 10 follow up, lhe same supervisor who had basically smiled every 
time I urged her to please complete the review so that I could try to catch my plane, laughed at me when I called from Atlanta - she thought it was hysterically funny that I (the highly flustered anxious flyer) had left the computer behind. 

I know you can do better th an this, Nothing about that ho rTi b I e p race ss made the country safer or stronger. It was s imp I y abuse, made worse by the attitudes of the TS A employees, 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl""(b"-I""(6"---'-, __ __. 
Date Time: 4126/2013 11 A5:55 AM 

Nam~b,(61 
Emaifbl(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 

4126/2013 Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):This happened al Houston-Hobby Airporl on April 25 at 2:30 pm. I was going through security to take a flight from Houston 10 Atlanla. 
2:07:09 Comments:I am a 60-year old woman who travels between 150 and 200 legs a year. I am experienced in traveling, placing items in the right bin for scanning, and with all forms of screening. 'TSA Pre-Chek" was shown on my ticket. 

PM 
The zipper in my pants apparently triggered a "crotch" threat. As sometimes happens, i was told they needed to check me (this happens periodically and they are usually checking one area that showed up on the screen). The TSA employee told me to 
gather my bags bul they did not need to review them, and then wilhout explanation I was lold we had to go to a private room and they would go through all my bags. The TSA employee groped every area of my body, making six swipes over my groin 
area - extremely inappropriate and horribly humiliating. They pulled my pants away from my body three different times to inspect my underwear. I am 5' 8112" tall and weigh 110 - so not a lot of places to hide things. After that humiliating experience. 
they went through everything in my suitcase and briefcase, wiping every pocket and surface, taking about 25 minutes in total. When I reminded them I was Pre-Chek, they said they didn't recognize Pre-Check (it is TSA Pre-Chekl ). When I reminded 
them I would miss my plane, they told me that was just too bad, they had procedures. They spilled all the cosmetics on the bottom of my suitcase, and left a big mess, abandoning me after taking their time in moving through my things. I quickly packed 
to calch my plane, but lhey had doubled up the bins wilh my computer (or either it never came out of lhe little room) and I did not see it. So, of course, it was left behind. When I called 10 follow up, lhe same supervisor who had basically smiled every 
time I urged her to please complete the review so that I could try to catch my plane, laughed at me when I called from Atlanta - she thought it was hysterically funny that I (the highly flustered anxious flyer) had left the computer behind. 

I know you can do better th an this, Nothing about that ho rTi b I e p race ss made the country safer or stronger. It was s imp I y abuse, made worse by the attitudes of the TS A employees, 

To Whom it May Concern: 

I was reIurning to Oakland CA from Boise ID on Tuesday 4123 al 7:00pm. I went through lhe body scan and they asked to check my hair my upper back and my left knee. I made a comment to my Caucasian co-worker that they were checking my hair 
because of my dread locks. The security women then told me that they check everyone with a ponytail or with bobby pins. My carry on bag was then scanned. I was told it needed to be scanned again. I was then told that they needed to do an extra 
search on my bag. As I waited for them to take everything out of my bag one thing at a ti me, I was told nothing. They th en tested some piece of paper that made a sound when they ran 11 through a machine. I was then told that because of my bag I 

412612013 would need to have a more extensive body pat down. I was asked if I wanted this done privately, and due to my concern that I was being racially profiled i chose to be patted down in public view. I was asked if I was wearing a belt three times. I was 

2_07 _38 then subject to the exlra pat down. I had to lift my shirl so they could see my waisl band twice. The woman touched my hair my collar and told me 10 widen my stance several times. My bag was lhen scanned a lotal of three more times. They tested 
· PM each item including my cell phone and wallet they flipped through each book and magazine. After a 25 minute extra search I was then told they would "let·· me repack my bag myself. During the time I was being searched there were two white women 

who also got stopped one before and one after me. Neither of them were searched as long or as extensively as I was. It was a completely hummil,ating experience especially since they essentially found nothing in my bag or on my person. It was very 
clear that there were only a few people of color in the airport at this time. I feel I was racially profiled and humiliated for no reason in front of a co-worker. I am extremely disappointed that in 2013 this type of behavior is tolerated. 

Sincerely, 

[b1(ff1 

Caller is wanting to file a complaint against an agent is San Diego. Caller states that the agent was extremely rude and dismissive. Caller states that he talked with the agent s immediate supervisor. who the caller thought would be taking care of it. but 
when he walked away the Su pe rvi sor told the agent to not worry about it and described the ca 11 er with a vulgar word. The agent s na m ~The agent was approx. 5 8 • ba Id shaved he ad, darker skinned. The Supervisor had short cropped hair 

4126120 13 and was a I so darker skinned, Cal I er states that this occurred at approx, 12: 2 0 PM 4 26, 
3:27:31 

PM This happened after the caller told the agent that he had PTSD and didn t appreciate the patdown. The agent then became rude and hostile towards the caller. 

4126/2013 
4:06 09 

PM 

Advised caller that I would be forwarding this to our CSM there at SAN who will attempt to rectify this situation. 
To whom it may concern, 

I am a I rusted traveler that has 2 artificial knees. Unfortunately mosl if nol all of the trusled traveler check points do not have scanner devices so I have 10 lake off all the lhings I do at a normal check point and go through the same "pat down" that 
goes on at a normal check point. The reason for writing to you is to see if the trusted traveler areas could be allocated one of the scanner devices for people like me. I am particularly interested in one being installed at the Atlanta Hartsfield airport. 

Thanks, 

l(b)(61 



Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Screening (AIT, Paldown) Current DatefTime 412612013 3:49:01 PM Airport Select One DatefTime o!Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment - I 115ft tbt: TSA Precheck and depending on the airport I sometimes sel off the metal detector. I hMe an 8&quot:x1I2&quot: titanium rod inserled inlo my left lower leg. When ii goes off they say lhat it was my lower legs. Why does lhis then 

4/26/2013 precipj(b)(ff:, ! pat down? My groin does not set it off, my shoulders and chest are not setting it off. 

4:07:11 !rh 1/RI ! 
PM Also when they start to explain the pat down process doesn't it seem reasonable that a known traveler in the Precheck lane would know these procedures? It seems like they could simply ask rather than going through the whole speal when it would not 

be necessary. 

Wo u Id you Ii k e a res,=,on"'s"'e'"'?-'_-""=---, 
Passenger's Name b 6 
Phone Number _r::,-:';';:':""-"-'--,-----' 

Email : b )(6) 
To leavi,-,,..,.,...,,,,,.,,.,,..,.""'"""'P'i'Tl'rl, this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Cun-ent Date/Time, 4126/2013 3:14:01 PM Airport: BOS - Logan International Date/Time o!Travel, 04/26/2013 1 :45 PM Airline & Flight Number: American 1851 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Termainl 2 -Gate 33 TSA Employee: (If Known):~ 

Kb )(6) ~ommenl : April 26, 2013 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini strat1on: 

1 am writing to lodge a formal complaint againsl TSA Screener Kb}(6} ljadge ro, b)(6) who violaled my constitutional rights by subjecting me to an unnecessary, invasive, and humilialing pat down search as I passed through the security 
checkpoint. I am also lodging a formal complaint against TSA Screener (b )(6 Badge No. (b )(6) ho witnessed the inappropriate search and failed to stop it, as he should have. 

At approximately 1:45 pm o~, 2013, I entered the security checkpoint for Terminal 2-Gate 33 at Boston Logan Airport (BOS) on the way to my flight, American 1851 to New York. I opted out of the body scanner and was then subjected to an 
4126/2013 invasive pat down search b~who 1ouched my buttocks and groin area. 

4:0731 
PM This search was a gross violation of my const1tut1onal nghts, not to mention an invasion of privacy. I want this letter added to Screener~ersonnel file and also to Screenerl(b )(6) !personnel file. so that it may be considered in future 

pe rfo rma 11ce reviews as a record of misconduct, 

I WQI IASt a writtrn response ta this complaint from the airport federal security director. 
kb1(6) . 

Sincerely, 

kbl(6) 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name (b )(6) 
Phone Number , "'-'-"--'----' 

Email =kh \/R\ I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Information about the person who experienced the cIvI I rig htslci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I atIon 

Name: f b 1(6) 
,__---;::::::::::;=:::::::'....--, 

Phone#: Cell"'"l(b_,_(6_) __ ~1 Home:!"-(b~)-'-(6~) __ _. 

Mailing Addressl"'(b"-i"-(6,,,.· ... I ___ __, Newlon MA 02458 

Email: HYPERLINK °k"'"b~)_(6-'-,-------------~ 

Whal happened? 

My wife and I went to visit my brother and his family in Florida. On the return flight (JetBlue 356, 4114113), we cleared security, going through x-ray machine that scans the whole body, and especially the inner contents. namely the body under the 
clothing (all pocket contents, belt. etc., having been placed through a different machine for inspection). As we were boarding, two TSA agents approached me and asked ii I was in first class. I replied that JetBlue did not have first class. but we the 

412612013 extra legroom seats at lhe front. One agenl asked if he could inspect my hand (actually he meant my arm) by laking a swab with a paper. I agreed. He did. He inserted lhe paper in a machine and said it IesIs positive. He called security and asked 
for inspectors. My wife. who was waiting to board came over and asked what was happening. The TSA agent asked if we were together. My wife said yes. He then said "we have to test you also." One of the TSA's told my wife they were looking for 

6: ~~27 explosives. I congratulated him on their thoroughness by examining 78-year old folks who are well-known for terrorism. 

The inspectors came. Two male TSA's took me and one female TSA took my wife to private booths. In my case, one of the TSA's with blue gloves blackened by prior inspections (presumably), asked me to take my belt off, and everything oul of my 
pockets. I had a vial of Tramadol, which I take for back pain. He wanted to know what it was and how it worked. I offered to take off my pants so they can inspect the 

Them as well as my bare skin. He said no. He then told me that he is going to sweep my body: up the left leg on the outside, the crotch, then down the leg. He repeats for the right leg, Then he does the front and back of the legs. Thinking he was done, 
I sIarted to move when he bellows: stand still, we are not done. So I wait. Then he came to the fronl and stuck his filthy hand down into my pants and swept lhe back of the panls and then the genitals. 

The odd thing about the experience was that I had a brief case (a canvas bag from L.L. Bean), which contained a tube of betamethasone diproprionate cream and a tube of fiuocinolone acetamide (I use them because of allergic reaction to whatever the 
spray the inside of planes for killing bugs). Neither of the TSA's (the groper and the voyeur) looked inside the bag, nor at the contents of my pockets. 

Attached is a copy of our itinerary for the trip. 

When did this happen? Please provide the approximate time of the experience. If 

ongoing, please indicate when the problem began. 
The callers daughter fiew from DEN with Frontier, and had requesled a patdown, as she did nol wanl to undergo screening with AIT. The TSO refused her request, and forced her to undergo AIT screening. He wanted to know why this happened, and 
wanted to file a complaint as well. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

4126/2013 
6:4S:02 Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough patdown. 

PM 
I gave the caller the contact information for the CSM at DEN, as he did not have any information regarding the flight. 

Nameri/61 
Phone]b)(61 

Dear TSAAgents, 
This email concerns an incident that occurred at Chicago's O'Hare airport at approximately 9:30 am in the 2nd security line for United, I was headed to a C gate. on Apnl 13th, 2013. 
I had a pair of scissors with me in my carry-on bag. I removed them from my bag for screening. The TSA agent told me that the scissors were too big, based on a comparison with her name tag. According to your website, "Scissors - metal with pointed 
tips and blades shorter lhan 4 inches are allowed, bul blades longer than 4 inches are prohibited". These same scissors had been measured in Anchorage by a TSA agenl using a ruler. I have other pairs of the scissors and I can assure you that they 
do in fa ct measure less than 4 inches. 

412712013 I asked the TSA agent if she was sure and told her that they had been measured in Anchorage and were deemed to be short enough. She was determined that her name tag badge was a sufficient measunng stick and refused to believe that the 
9:14:27 scissors could possibly have measure accurately by the people in Anchorage would actually used a ruler. 

AM Addilionally, your website could use some proofreading your website, "Will by child receive a patdown?" 
I realize the sequester is in place, but I would hope that you can still provide employees with rulers and proofread your website. 
I would appreciate being reimbursed for the pair of scissors that was unjustly confiscated from me; however as I realize that this is unlikely to happen. I would appreciate if you could train your employees on how to properly measure items and ensure 
that the standards are uniform across airports so that this does not happen to other travelers. In the future, I will probably travel with my own ruler, especially when flying through O'Hare. 
Sincerely, 
Yet another irritated costumer• 



Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es Screening (AI T Pa td own) 
Current Date/Time. 4/27/2013 10:56:39 AM Airport· Select One Date/Time af Travel· 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 

4127/2013 TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
1 :04:42 Comment . I have just returned from Vegas and cannot find one of my suitcase packed make up items. However there was a TSA card in my suitcase saying my luggage had been searched and I wondered if someone had omitted to put it back, as I 

PM have family travelling back from Vegas in a week they could collect the make up for me and return it as it was an expensive item. Can you please advise on how I might fac1llitate this. Many thanks. 

412712013 
4:59:55 

PM 

Would you like a response?: True 

Passenger's Name :~!(b~-~1(~6~1----~ 
Phone Number · 

Email l(b ,(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service 
Current Date/Time. 4/27/2013 4:23:47 PM Airport. RDU - Raleigh-Durham International Date/Time al Travel: 04/271201310:50 AM Airline & Flight Number: AA1537 CheckpoinUArea of Airport. c gates TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment : While waiting for a pat down(6 112 months pregnant) one of the male TSA agents began singing a song about baby mamas. I informed the agent that i am a wife not a baby mama and he proceeded to tell me that i am my husband's baby 
mama. Fortunately i am older than i look so my feelings were not hurt. However, if i were a young, unwed mother i probably would have been distraught. The agent's behavior was unprofessional at best.tsa agents' job is to ensure the safety of our 
citizens, and nolhing more. It cerlainly is nol to commenl on lhe personal lives of passengers. I hope this issue will be properly addressed. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number r;bc"·C:,(~6'ti -~-,_ __ __, 

Email :"'b"-1 ... (6"-I--,-------,---,,_ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Morning, 

Myself and three Mannes were waiting at 1hr TSA Pre checkin lme in the south tier, gates 10-22. The regular gates opened at about 420am. We waited patiently while displaying our military IDs at the sign placed at the TSA Pre line so we could see 
what the TSA Pre check was all about. It was terrible and no service at all, making all of us feel like 2nd class citizens. 

We were ignored for a half hour until I asked about the pre check. The manager wasnt even aware that we were standing there, even though TSA employees were looking at us. None addressed us until i spoke up. 

The manager informed us that the TSA Pre check would open at 500am. Once it opened, we were told it would be another 15 minutes by the blue shirt TSA employee. After ten minutes, we were informed that civilians could go through the pre check 
process, but the active duly military had to go through regular checkout wilhout an explanation. 

In addition. i was given an extra pocket pat down as i went through the lme. We were treated so poorly that civilian flyers were making comments on our treatment to TSA employees, who honestly, acted like they couldnt care less. 

4/28/2013 
9,11 ,54 Lastly, the entire operalion looked disorganized, poorly planned, poorly executed, and with a visible air of indifference. When i asked for a customer commenl card, i got a cold stare and mumbled reply from the blue shirl TSA employee. 

AM 
I wi 11 a void this airport in a 11 lulu re trave I considerations. W hi I e we ask for no special treatment. we le It embarrassed usi ng your TSA Pre check process. This 1s eas i I y the worst airport ope ration 1 've been witness to in 1 g yea rs of mi I ,ta ry service and 
travel. 

Regards, 

Sent from my iPad 



This Phoenix Arizona, Ierminal 3 gave the mosl offensive/intrusive pat down of all airporIs including JFK, London, Paris, and many US airports. I am an amputee with a proslhesis and undergo a pal down on most flights. Today, I'm still hurling in my 
private area because of his roughness trying to go so high on the groin. 

412812013 Can't you change your policies, especially for frequent, law abiding flyers?. 

10 55 05 
AM 

412812013 
1:14:29 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm ~~~-~~-~::;-.~::-J -----------------
Name bi(61 
Email (b)(ff1 
Comp a,nIs: terns o erm, le rough the Securily Checkpoint· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):US Airways flight 76 leaving SEA-TAC on 4128/13. 
Comments :Ajar of d ulce de leche was taken. The options given at the ti me were to surrender the jar or go back out pay lo r a checked bag, then come back through the sec u nty Ii ne. Not having the money to spend checking a bag I chose the Ii rst 
option, however. I was visibly upset and crying. I then received my enhanced pat down and walked away crying. A few minutes later. I pulled myself together and came back to speak with a supervisor. as the item is actually a solid and I felt the 
decision to confiscate ii was unfair. The supervisor lold me she could not return the item and kept telling me it falls under lhe category of liquid/gel even though she admitledly did not know what ii was and could nol define what liquid v. Gel v. Solid 
actually meant. Instead she asked me if it was like a deodorant and when I said no, told me that I just admitted that it wasn't a solid if it isn't like deodorant. Basically, we argued in circles because she could not actually define anything and relied on 
comparisons of things. I was also told that she could not give back the item even if she wanted to and even if I was right because I 'voluntanly" surrendered it. I was only given two options at the time: give 11 up or pay for checked luggage. I was not 
given the option to speak to the supervisor at the time and had not thought of it at the time. Instead. as I stood there, I was told. ''we are here until 12:30" I was asked if the item was as expensive as a checked bag as if that were a helpful question. 
Instead I find it insulling. I have already paid for the dulce de leche and now am expected, flippantly, to pay another $25 to keep it or give ii over and consider it worthless. This was actually an expensive gift for my boyfriend and is hard to find. I had 
already told him I got it for him. Even if it had been a $2 snack for the flight, though, the principle of the thing is that where does it stop? The supervisor's response to my claim that this was absurd and in no way suspicious: "I can't tell you what a 
terrorist looks like. That would be discnmination"' So, we harrass everyone and indiscriminately confiscate goods from law abiding cItIzens because anyone and anything could pose a harm??? It's an absurd and terrifying idea and it infringes on the 
very thing it supposedly protects; my rights as a citizen of this country to live freely. I am deeply offended at the way I was treated today. The supervisor I spoke with only offered me a "comment card'. not even the satisfaction of the right to 'complain', 
That is what lhis is. Not a comment, a very clear complainl. Even if she had agreed that the item was taken in error, I was told it would slill nol be returned and no apology given because I ·volunlarily surrendered ii'. Whal happened was bullying and the 
response from the supervisor was disrespectful. My time and my money and my dignity have been wasted with no regard. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time: 4128/2013 10 36 11 AM Airport MCO - Orlando lnlemational Da1elT1me of Travel: 04/27/2013 5:15 PM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: GATES 70-129 TSA Employee: (If Known) :kb)(ff:, !Comment· Ta whom it may concern: 

While traveling home from Disne World, we had our boarding passes for our family printed for us at our hotel, including a boarding pass for our infant daughter. Upon ar,-iving at the airport, we proceeded to security about 1: 15 before our flight was to 
leave. The security agent, b)(ff:, , refused to accept our infant boarding pass because it did not say infanl on it. II had my name and my daughters name on the prinled page, making clear thal it was her boarding pass, along wilh a number distinct 
from my boarding pass. I was required to rush across the airport with infant in tow ta get a new boarding pass printed stating infant. The need to rush meant my wife had to stay near security with our bags and alder daughter. and my youngest child 
cried in her stro 11 ed as I ran through the airport to the check in area. In discussions I ate r with multi p I e T SA representatives, I was to Id that this was unnecessary and the agent could have s1 m ply wntte n infant on the bo ardmg pass si nee it was cl early a 
dis ti net boarding pass intended lo r my daughter. 

We stopped at the supervisor's desk briefly to complain, but got only a stock answer about it being the airlines fault and an extremely muddled explanation of what the policy is. In our rush, I forgot to get the name of the supervisor, but it was 4:45 PM 

412812013 on 4127 and only one supervisor was at the desk. His inability to explain your policies around this boarding pass was completely shocking, and I wish we had the time while at the airport to elevate the matter further. 

1:1453 
PM 

In addition, we were not allowed to bring our ice packs that keep our child's milk cold through the checkpoint since they were slightly thawed. However, lhe agenl there indicated we could keep them if my wife submitted 10 a pat down search. 
Obviously, we rejected this unrelated bit of security and wondered why it would be ok ta take the items through after a pat dawn search. They are either prohibited ar not, and this offer was frankly a bit disturbing. 

In gen era I, the level of service we were provided and the I a ck of compassion shown by your person ne I was dee ply di stressing. I would Ii ke to know the specific a ct ions you p I an to take to address these co nee ms and regain my confidence in your 
agency. Please provide me with a very specific, adequate response as soon as possible. 

ou you I ea resoonse?: True 
Passenger's Name tb)(61 
Phone Number . ._-'--~----...., 

Email ·kb)(61 
To leav~e-a~c-o~m_m_e_n_t -co_n_c_e_r_n-in_g_t_h_is-f~e-e-d~back, follow this link : hltp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicatiorlMatlager 

Ca Iler had a de I ay in LAX because her h us band was stopped to be screened. They we re to Id that the airline requested lo r TS A to ch eek him, They flew Al as ka Airlines, They were coming from Mexico with stop over in LAX and th en to Anchorage, 
Alaska. She was in a wheel chair because she had an injured leg. Her husband had to be double screened and was separated from her. He was taken aside and gave him a patdown right in front of everybody. She said that she could see him and 
thought that that they were treating him like a criminal and sa she asked why they were doing that to him; so they told her that the airline was the one that asked them ta check him. She also said that they had traveled before and never had that kind 
of prob I em. That is very strange. she said th at they did th at. maybe it was because they thought he was a te r,-ori st or something Ii ke that. She said that she understand they have to do their Job lo r security purposes. but cou Id have taken him to a 
private room , not do it in front of everybody e I se th ere, 
They left at 2:30 pm from Mexico and arrived in LAX at 6:15 pm. Then they left from LAX at 6:45pm. She was said she was glad they had enough time to get on their next flighl. 

Response: 

412812013 -The U.S. Department of Homeland Security (OHS) has developed the Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) to assist individuals who believe they have been incorrectly delayed, denied boarding. identified for additional screening, or have 

3:26:24 expenenced difficulties when seeking entry into the United States. 

PM 

-OHS TRIP will inform you in writing when review of your inquiry is complete. 

-You may complete the enclosed form and enclose other documents like passport. Please follow instructions on the form. 

-When you submit an on line inquiry, a control number will be assigned to you. 

-A lier getting a I ette r with a CR N . he wi 11 need to carry it whenever he needs to travel . 



Caller fi1es from BWI but does not know which line to get in. She has a joint stent and the WTMDs always alarm and then she has to have a patdown. She is in her late 80s. 
4/2812013 

5 :56: 3 O Advised ca Iler: 
PM Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). 

Feed back Type : R eq ues t for Information 
Categories : Other: Screening (AIT, Patdown) Current Date/Time . 4128/2013 7:49:54 PM Airport : Select One Date/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . Howdy, 

So. I did the wave scanny thing today, and the person at SEA got, well, all huffy, that I didn't take my cash out of my pocket. Wasn't anything huge. about $500 in 20s, but what's the big deal with that? I've gotten both answers, that you have to take 
4129/2013 •everylhing· out, and lhat lhey shouldn't be worrying aboul it, when it's in your pockets. (To be fair 10 lhe SEA folk, I heard both answers from them, but I also had this issue at OKC aboul 6 months ago). Unsurprisingly, I'm not REAL comfortable with 

8:13:03 putting a good hunk of cash out of my control, and it's not like there's anything saying &quot;no, cash needs to go in the basket too&quot;. 
AM 

On the other hand, I can keep my big rings on, and my pendant (not to mention the dozen piercings I have) and that's cool? 

All I'm asking for is a clarification. Should I be pulling my cash out and sticking it in a bag or something, or should I put up with the scanner people giving me grief for going through and having X amount of money on me? 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name . (b)(ff:, 
Phone Number · 
Email =~kb~1~(6~)----~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Disability Description: The caller asked who she will need to speak to regarding her sons experience at the airport today. She stated that he called her and was upset. He travels for his job. 

Response Details: II a passenger uses an ostomy, he or she can be screened without having to empty or expose the ostomy. However, it is important for passengers to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about 
the os tom y before the screening process begins. TSA has ere ated notification cards I hat Ir ave I e rs may use to in form TS Os about any di sa bi Ii ty, med i ca I condition, or med i ca I device tha I could affect security screening. Although these cards do not 
exempt anyone from security screening, their use may improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TS Os of their conditions. 

Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger s ostomy is subject to additional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of the 
os1omy, followed by an explosive trace de1ec1ion sampling of the passengers hands. 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 

The passenger can request a private screening al any time and a privale screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. During a privale screening, anolher TSA employee will also be presenl and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 

412912013 I explained that I can forward her concern to the appropriate office for review. I explained that I can email the information to her regarding the written complaint. 

12:35:08 
PM 

I apologized to the caller for the situation. 

Email sent. 

NOTE: 
I tried to call back for futher details regarding the EW R incidents. however the number was busy. Sending to ODPO and CSMs for review anyway. 

lncidenl Details: She staled thal he has a ostomy and he has a pouch. She staled thal today, at SDF, he had 10 empty his baggage completely. She stated that his hands did nol pass the search, so he was laken to a private area and basically slrip 
searched. She stated that they took a granola bar from him. She stated that he has to have certain foods for his condition. in the event he is not able to relieve himself on the flight. She stated that they would not give their last names and badge 
numbers to him at the che c kpornt. She stated that his osto my 1s a p nvate pa rt of his I 1fe, and he do es not want everyone knowing about 11. She stated th at he used the b I ue ca rd to I et th em know of his o stom y. She stated that he was treated as a 
terriost. 

She stated that this happens at EWR all the time, however not usually to this extent. She stated that in the past at EW R he was required to expose his ostomy bag by lifting his shirt. No specific details were provided regarding the incidents at EW R. 

She stated that she does feel that this is disability discrimination because, if he did not have the ostomy this would not have happened, She stated her son does intend on submitting a complaint in writing. 



4/29/2013 
2:59:30 

PM 

4/29/2013 
3:42:49 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily Complaint 
Current Date/Time . 4/29/2013 12:25:52 PM Airport · DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel : 04/28/2013 Airline & Flight Number · 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : To whom it may concern, 
My girlfriend and I were traveling from Cleveland Hopkins Airport to Denver International Airport and back this past weekend. My girlfriend is type 1 diabetic and wears and insulin pump. The agents that we dealt with in Cleveland were great. She 
explained to them th at she was type 1 and wore and ins u Ii n pump and had her supp Ii es ready to show them. She did a q u1ck pat down fol lowed by an exp I os,ve s wipe down of her hands. and we we re finished. The women we d ea It with was extremely 
friendly and knew exactly what her insulin pump was, and was familiar with her situation. 
Now to the return flight from Denver. My girlfriend did all of lhe exact same things as in Cleveland when she went thru securily at the Denver airport and not one person was familiar with her insulin pump. She was taken over to have her bags 
checked because they were unclear as to what her diabetic supplies were. The women searching her belongings had to ask two other people and not one of them knew what her insulin pump and claimed that they have never seen one before. 
Ju st because someone has a med1ca I issue such as diabetes. that person should not be singled out due to the fact that your agents a re not lam, Ii a r with the situation. I understand that there are a lot of issues out th ere and you cannot know every 
single one, but with diabetes being such a large problem in the US, there should not be an issue with anyone not knowing what an insulin pump or diabetic supplies are. I understand and appreciate how detailed you are with keeping everyone safe. 
am alright wilh searching bags and pat downs I just would like some consistency at all the airports in the US when it comes to dealing with diabetics. This is not the first time we have had 10 deal with this and I'm sure it will not be lhe last. All I am 
asking is that your agents in Denver become as educated about diabetes as well as the ones in Cleveland have been. Thank you for your time. 

kbi(61 l 
VVouid you Ii ea response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number . 
Email !(b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller is a law major and volunteers wilh ACLU. Caller asked aboul the filming of his screening. Caller said the last lime he flew a TSO groped his genilals and caller wanls to video tape his screening to keep this from happening again. Caller asked 
what are his rights when it comes to screening at the checkpoint. Caller wanted to know if he can video tape what is happening. Caller said when the TSO learned he was with the ACLU, he started treating him with more respect. 

TS A do es not prohibit the pub Ii c, passengers, or press from photographing, videotaping, or Ii I ming at security sere en i ng checkpoints as Io ng as it does not interfere with or s I ow down the screening process, Whether or not v ideota ping interferes with or 
slows down security procedures is determined by supervisory personnel at lhe time of the screening. TSA may ask a photographer to stop if they are interfering with the screening process or taking photos of x-ray moni1or screens at the checkpoinl. 
In addition. a I though TSA does not prohibit photography or vi deota ping at screening Io cations, passengers mu st abide by local laws, State statutes, or loca I ordinances that restrict this activity. M em be rs of the press should contact TSA s Office of 
Public Affairs. at 571-227-2829, prior to filming or taking photographs at a security checkpoint. 
W hi I e the re is a difference between taking a casua I photo and someone conducting su rvei 11 an ce, trave I ers should not be su rp ri sed if TSA or local law enforcement i nq ui res about their actions. 

Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Calegories Olher; Screening (AIT, Patdown) Current Date/Time : 4129/2013 3:26:45 PM Airport Select One Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: Dear Madame or Sir, 

after our arrival at MIA airport last year in June, I have been sel!Jed fur an add'ltional secutiy screening. It took two hours for my family and me and there was no issue to be pointed out dunng this screening. This year we will arrive again at MIA airport 
412912013 ,n June !(b:1(6) !german passport numbef~_b_.1_(6_--'~~~-

4:09: 16 Would you please check my files and let me know if I have to expect another screening I his year again? 
PM 

Thank you yery much for your help. 
kind reagrds lri m Berlin/Ge nma ny 

!(b1(6i ! 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name :!1h·11f;-·, 
Phone Number , "'"'-"-'-'-'------' 

Email !rh1/R1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



412912013 
4:32:01 

PM 

4/2912013 
4:50:52 

PM 

412912013 
6:14:45 

PM 

The caller want to know the policy regarding the AIT. The caller opted out of the AIT due to pregnancy and was not allowed to go through the metal detector at IND. She was made to have a patdown. She travels every week and IND Is the only one 
that requires her to have a patdown instead of going through the metal detector, The caller said the website states that if you do not want to go through the AIT you can go through the metal detector. 

Sc reem ngs using AIT a re vo I unta ry. Ind i vi d ua Is who do not wish to be screened by this techno I og y w111 be required to undergo alte mati ve s c reem ng. including a thorough p atdown. 

A passenger can request 10 be screened by ima9in9 Iechnolo9y if it is available or can request to be screened using a Ihorou9h patdown, but cannot request to be screened by a meIaI detector in lieu of imaging technology or a paldown. 
hit p: www. tsa. gov t rave I er-information ad vanced-i ma9i n9-techno I og y-a nd-wal k-t h rough-metal-detector 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct ofTSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at IND. 

Disability Description: Caller has MS, but can walk short distances. 

Response Details: Do you feel this is disability discrimination or poor customer service? 

If you believe you were discriminated againsl or received disparate trealment or were impacted based on disabilily or medical condilion or allege thal TSA failed 10 accommodate your disability or medical condition, Federal regulalions require I hat your 
complaint be put in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. 

Since her complaint is that she was judged because she was in a wheelchair. I would send the information for the formal complaint. 

Incident Details: Caller had wheelchair assistance and was in line at security at the Daytona Beach International Airport. She was flying with Delta on flight 1019. They are on delay and will not be flying out until 6:00 p.m. She began to stand at the 
checkpoint and a£iill:fil:Jtold her to stay in her wheelchair. He told her she she could not get out of her wheelchair. The took her over to the side to be be patted down. An officer by the name of!rh··11rrI !informed her how she was going to be 
patted down. She told her she would rub the backs of her ha_nds over he_r breasts, buttocks, and_groin. She told 1h·I1rr·1 she could stand and wanted to go through AI_T.!(b':1(6) ~old her she could not. Caller requested a supervisor.!rh·11r;-·1 
advised her that she could do the patdown 1n private or public. After asking 3 times for a supervisor, (b·:,(6) had a supervisor come over. The supervisor asked her 1f she could stand and walked and stood. She informed the supervisor thal she 
could walk and stand. She was taken back to the screening area, stood up, and went through AIT. T e supervisor asked her if she told h··11frI hat she could stand and walk and she informed the supervisor that he did not give her time. The supervisor 
told her that!rh··11fr1 !had a mental issue and he probably thought he was being nice to her. She says that he reduced her to tears and (b)(ff:, did not help any. She says she is 100 percent happy to oblige with security and feels more 
comfortable flying knowing that there is security. She says that she is not going to be degraded. She says she has cried her eyes out in front of everyone she will be traveling with. She first said that this is disability discrimination. She then says that 
discriminalion is based on age and religion and this did not fall into discrimination. She says that she was judged because she was in a wheelchair. She says lhat!(b)(ffi !judged her by thinking that because she was in a wheelchair she couldn I stand 
or wa I k. She says that this was not poor customer service. 

Hello. 

I would like to complain about the TSA screening service I received at ATL Airport on Friday. April 26. approximately 12:50PM. 

The incident took place at scanner 22 with a male TSA agent. After seeing a mother and child bypass the body scanner and go through the metal detector. I requested that I too avoid the body scanner and simply go through the metal detector. Instead 
the agent said "No, you have to go through the scanner." I did not reply back and did go through the scanner, then was asked to wait outside. Another agent asked if I had anything in my pockets and I replied "No.'' and received a brief 5 second pat 
down outside the scanner on my backside where my pockets where. After nothing was found. I was then instructed to wait again, and follow a female agent to have my fingers tested for residue. After I passed, I was free to go. 

My complaint is three fold. First, asking to bypass the scanner is not only allowed, but the TSA agent should inform the passenger that this is possible but going through the metal detector and a standard pat down is required if bypassing the body 
scanner. The agenl did not inform me of this right, even though it is standard process according to the TSA blog. Second, I watched approximately 20 people ahead of me go through the body scanner, and none received a posl body scanner pat 
down. Finally, I would like to note that I was again singled out and required to go through the hand residue test. 

All that I ask is that you inform the team at the ATL about the scanner opt out request and ensure they are fully trained. That is all, thanks. 



Burlingame, California 94010 

HYPERLIN~~(b~i~(6~1-------------~ 
April 21. 2013 
Via Email Only 
HYPERLINK "mailtoTSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov"TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs,gov 
To Whom it May Concern: 
I write as an alto mey and a concerned citizen com pe 11 ed to write to you as a vi ct, m of 
TS A's screening protocol, which resulted in a TSA agent taking me in a private room 
and touching my genliles over my pants with the palm of his hands. It is astounding that 
this conduct takes place in our great country that champions civil liberties and 
constitutional rights. The impact of the incident left me humiliated and uncomfortable. 
The whole experience is still difficult to shake from my conscience. I request an 

412912013 apology and an inquiry 10 lake place to ascertain whether any procedure was violated in 

10,04,47 this instance so this does not happen to anyone else. 

PM 
On Friday, March 21, 2013, I was scheduled to fly from SFO to LAX to celebrate my 
grandmothers' 90th birthday. I placed both bags in the x-ray machine and agreed to go 
through the machine that takes an image of your body. I believe one has the option to 
avoid the , magi ng if one agrees to a pat down. Anyway, I went through that machine 
and according to the TSA agent. there was an "anomaly" in my pocket. I told him I had 
my wallet in my pocket, which he surmised was the "anomaly.'' He told me I would 
need to get my hands tested for explosives. 

In turn, I went over to another TSA agent and she swiped my hand and placed the swab 
on a machine. According to her, the machine regislered thal I had remnants of 
explosive material on my hand. She also commented that lotion sometimes triggers 
th at res u It. As a consequence of the detection, she said that a 11 of my pe rsc n al 1te ms 
(that had just cleared through security) needed to be hand searched and that I would 
need to be pal down. I watched the TSA agent rifle through my personal ii ems. After it 
was cleared. another TSA agent told me that I needed to go to a private room so he 



412912013 
10:04:47 

PM 

4129/2013 
100451 

PM 

fb1(61 I 
Burlingame, ~a_lifufoia 94010 
HYPERLINK!,-[b--'_1_(6--'i _____________ _. 
April 21. 2013 
Via Email Only 
HYPERLINK "mailtoTSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov"TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs,gov 
To Whom it May Concern: 
I write as an alto mey and a concerned citizen com pe 11 ed to write to you as a vi ct, m of 
TS A's screening protocol, which resulted in a TSA agent taking me in a private room 
and touching my genliles over my pants with the palm of his hands. It is astounding that 
this conduct takes place in our great country that champions civil liberties and 
constitutional rights. The impact of the incident left me humiliated and uncomfortable. 
The whole experience is still difficult to shake from my conscience. I request an 
apology and an inquiry 10 lake place to ascertain whether any procedure was violated in 
this instance so this does not happen to anyone else. 

On Friday, March 21, 2013, I was scheduled to fly from SFO to LAX to celebrate my 
grandmothers' 90th birthday. I placed both bags in the x-ray machine and agreed to go 
through the machine that takes an image of your body I believe one has the option to 
avoid the , magi ng if one agrees to a pat down. Anyway, I went through that machine 
and according to the TSA agent. there was an "anomaly" in my pocket. I told him I had 
my wallet in my pocket, which he surmised was the "anomaly.'' He told me I would 
need to get my hands tested for explosives. 

In turn, I went over to another TSA agent and she swiped my hand and placed the swab 
on a machine. According to her, the machine regislered thal I had remnants of 
explosive material on my hand. She also commented that lotion sometimes triggers 
th at res u It. As a consequence of the detection, she said that a 11 of my person al 1te ms 
(that had just cleared through security) needed to be hand searched and that I would 
need to be pal down. I watched the TSA agent rifle through my personal ii ems. After it 
was cleared. another TSA agent told me that I needed to go to a private room so he 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Screening 
CuCTent Date/Time· 4129/2013 9:17:26 PM Airport· RNO - Reno/Tahoe International Date/Time of Travel, 04/29/2013 7:15 AM Airline & Flight Number, Southwest 462 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Only one TSA Employee: (II Known), 
Comment : I feel I am being discriminated against. I fly every week, at least once, between Oakland and Reno. The screening is always the same: I get scanned, and then get an additional explosive 1es1 done on my hands because I wear an insulin 
pump. That seems discriminatory enough. However, this afternoon after passing the scanner screen, I was informed by the agent doing the hands test that I would also need to undergo a full pat down. When I asked why, he said, &quot;We learned 
recently we were supposed to be doing 11 all the time.&quot When I asked him why then they had not done it when I flew in from Oakland that morning. he said he couldn't say. When I asked him why I go through the scanner 1f I'm going to get a full pat 
down anyway, his response was, &quot:That's a very good question.&quot: 

I arn a retired Navy officer who was on active duty on 9111/2001. I understand the need for security. I also think, though, that it has to rnake sense. This makes no sense, and is inconsistent. Perhaps I'm biased, but I believe the screeners in Oakland 
are probably pretty well versed in appropriate screening practice. On the other hand. this 1s not the first time I have been exposed to illogical and capricious screening practices at the Reno airport. If I wasn't going through there every week I could live 
with it, but given the frequency that I have to interact with this I ocat ion I re ally feel it needs to be imp roved. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name f""h-'·"11"-R"'·., ____ __. 
Phone Number . 
Email ,k~b_)~(6_, _____ ~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es Screening (AI T Pa td own) 
Current Date/Time . 4/30/2013 12:15A6 PM Airport · Select One Date/Time of Travel . 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. Good morning, 

4130120 13 Yesterday I trave I ed from Punta Cana DR to Boston MA and got selected for add i ti o na I screening I fours S's on my boa rd i ng pass) I was wondering if 1 his was a random screening or whether it was something mo re and I need to take additiona I steps, 

2_08 _ 10 My name is Raymond Gratlon, unfortunalely I can't remember my flighl numbers bul the flight left Punta Cana al 1 :26PM flying on Jet Blue and arrived at JFK al 5:17PM. At JFK I was screened again before my 8:48PM flight 10 Boston. Any 
· PM information would be appreciated. 

Thank you, 

kbl(61 I 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Nam.;=.e..:i. _.(b;;.1_(6..,·-, ...... -..---' 
Phone Number: b·. 6", 
Email (b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hftp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

From bi(61 
Sent: Tuesday, Apnl 30, 2013 1 :39 PM 
To: TSA.Ombudsman@dhs.gov 
Subjecl: TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 

Remote Client 1pj(b)(61 I 
413012013 Date Time: 4 30 2013 1 :39: 12 PM 

-----------------------------------------------------------------4:35:00 
PM 

Name: 

Email: 

HYPERLINK~l(b_)_(6_, ____________ ~ 

B nef De scri pt,on of Inquiry: 

AIT VS T SA p recheck? 

Comments: 

Im approved as part of the TSA PreCheck and enjoy the convenience. However, my metal implant always makes me go off if the lane doesn t have an AIT. This confuses 99% of your workforce, and I m lhen told I should have gone through lhe 
4130/2013 SO INSTEAD OF DETAINING A PERSON WHO IS ON THE TERRORIST WATCH LIST AND POTENTIONALLY PREVENTING THE BOSTON BOMBING: YOU TRY TO PAT DOWN A 3 YR OLD, STRIP SEARCH 90 YR OLD WOMEN. AND 

8:03:36 DETAIN AND HARRASS A WOUN OED UNITED STATES MARINE IN HIS WHEELCHAIR???? OUTSTANDING WORK BRAVO!'!! 
PM 



The ca 11 er registered for a trusted trave I er program to gain access to the TSA preche ck I in e because he has metal , m plants. He was not al lowed to go through the TSA pre ch eek Ii ne and wants to know why. 

I told him thal the TSA precheck program is an e,pediled screening program thal allows passengers to keep their shoes on, belts on, light outer wear like jackets on and other things 10 make screening faster. Passengers must still be screened 
regularly by the AIT or a patdown procedure. Ta be considered eligible for TSA precheck after registering with the trusted traveler program, at the time of reservation making the passenger must enter the pass ID into the known traveler ID field. They 
must al so make sure the name and date of birth on their reservation mate hes their trusted trave I er m em be rs hip ca rd. This sti 11 does not guarantee the passenger to get se I ected lo r TSA p recheck because the i nfonmati on is submitted to the secure flight 

413012013 program by the airline, The secure flight p rag ram either se I ects the passenger or does not, The T SOs at the checkpoint scan the boa rd i ng pass and direct passengers which I ine to go to, They do not make the decision themselves, 
8A9:43 

PM He asked if there is a list al participating airlines and airports anline. 

5/112013 
12:03:51 

PM 

I explained to him how to find the list of participating airlines and airports on www.tsa.gov under the FAQs on the TSA precheck section. 

He went to the list and said that American does participate at JFK and LAX. 

The caller is upset with TSA because a suilcase was inspected. He had been visiting friends. They had a bo, of dominos which were opened and nol closed back properly. He also has a domino missing. He staled thal there is no excuse for this. He 
had a necklace that was not placed back properly. foot medicine that had been tested and was not placed back properly, but his wife had it protected which prevented it from spilling. He stated that even though his luggage was in disarray, he was very 
pleased with the TSO sat this airport. He stated that they were very friendly and smiled. 

However, on lhe flight from DEN to DFW, he had to dump a car and had to have additional screening because of residue on his hands. He stated that they pul him in a room 10 pal him down. He wanls to know if in the future if he can avoid being patted 
dawn in a private room. He stated that he had a boot on his foot and felt very uncomfortable. He stated that the TSO was not pleasant and had no personality or sense of humor, and he wanted ta have a public patdown, rather being taken into a room. 

Response: 
I obtained the following details about the flight from DFW back to DEN in regards to the suitcase being in disarray: 
Airport: DFW 
Airline: Frontier 
Dale: 04 30 13 
Flight Number: 135 
Time: 2:55 p.m. Departure 
NOi: YES 
Baggage Claim Numbef b)(6) 
NOi: YES Nothing writte~n------~ 

Gate: 32 
Email: ~kb ___ l(_6_)-----~ 

The following is information about the patdawn incident that occured at DEN: 
Incident at DEN 
Airport: DEN 
Airline: Frontier 
Flight Number: 130 
Date 04 26 13 
Time: 11:22 a.m. 
Terminal A Gale 47 or 48 
Email:!fh··,1rr, 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security-



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time: 511/2013 10:52:57 AM Airport: BOS - Logan International Date/Time of Travel· 04/18/2013 4:15 AM Airline & Flight Number: United 1218 B0S-SFO 0600 Checkpoint/Area of Airport. Terminal C TSA Employee: (If Known). 

!rh··,1rr1 !(female) Comment Husband and wile traveling with our 12-month old son. I, the husband, was holding the baby. Female screener~(b~)(_6~) ______ ~_uarding the walk-through-metal-detector (WTMD) directed my wile 
to the millimeter wave (MMW) Nude-0-Scope (NoS), causing me to hand the baby to my wile. myself be directed to the NoS with a dirty look from the screener, and opt out. 

Unpublished but obvious TSA pal icy for quite a while has been that all parents traveling with a child under 12 are allowed through the WTMD and able ta avoid the NoS or opt-out process. This screener insisted on separating us. and the male-assist 
51112013 who perlonmed my opt-out grope defended her and claimed 11 was SOP to send only one parent through the WTM D. This is blatantly false as evidenced by my many trips with this baby through many airports. including BOS. in the past year where we 
12: 04 :4 7 have not be en separated. 

PM 
TSA unexpectedly separating myself from my wile during this period made it much harder for her ta re-pack our property, protect it from damage and potential theft, and simultaneously handle the baby. It also backed up the x-ray line. Male assist 
performing my opt-out grope claimed that he didn't care since he was paid by the hour and not per passenger screened. That is evidence of classic government-bureaucrat mentality. 
Would you like a re--:.nos,se_? - I • 1e 

Passenger's Name l(b 1(6 I 
Phone Number : ,_ ______ .., 

Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . hltp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

51112013 Caller stated her sister text her and told her she was accused of having explosives on her hands and took to a room, and was groped and made to feel like a criminal, and the caller wanted us to know. I told her i could send a complaint to CSM but i 

6:49:4 7 need all the information, and the caller said she didn't have all that information. 

PM 
Advised: Her if she wants to file a complaint she may call us back with the information. 

51112013 Caller stated her sister text her and told her she was accused of having explosives on her hands and took to a room, and was groped and made to feel like a criminal, and the caller wanted us to know. I told her i could send a complaint to CSM but i 

6:49:4 7 need all the information, and the caller said she didn't have all that information. 

PM 

5/112013 
8:43 20 

PM 

Advised: Her if she wants to file a complaint she may call us back with the information. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service 
Current Date/Time . 51112013 5:53:04 PM 
Airport PHL - Philadelphia International Date/Time of Travel 0510112013 9:30 AM Airline & Flight Number : USAlr 1489 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Terminal B TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I was witness to very rude, disrespectful treatment of the traveler two people in front of me in line, going through the screening process. At the head of the line, the traveler asked ii he could NOT be screened as he was concerned about 
electromagnetic energy from the machine, as he was trying wilh his wife to have a baby, and as a physician there were concerns aboul electromagnetic energy and birth defects (he was very polite yet serious). The nice TSA lady said she didn't think 
the machine emitted energy, but that he could request a pat-down instead of the metal detector. At the point of going through the metal detector, the traveler very politely asked for the alternate/pat-down screening. Three TSA representatives and 
what appeared to be a senior officer were involved, telling the rnan that he must go through the metal detector and that he was in the wrong line for a pat-down. and that he needed to go through now as he was holding up the line. The rnan, continuing 
to be polite, said that he had been told he could request the alternate, and ii he could be directed to where he needed to go. he would comply. At this point, the senior officer raised his voice saying that the traveler had two choices: He could go 
through the metal detector now, or lhe officer would alert the air line thal the traveller had refused to be scanned and he would not be allowed 10 fly today or perhaps in the future. The officer said this at leasl three times, in a loud and inlimidating voice 
until the man complied. I am writing because it is shameful that this traveler was subjected to such treatment. particularly when he had alerted the earlier TSA agent of his wishes and was just trying to da what he could to ensure that he would have a 
healthy baby. The traveller tried to be polite and was bullied by the senior officer. I regret not getting the man's badge number or name, but quite frankly. I was worried that he would then come after me as a possible accomplice to whatever cnme he 
felt the traveller had committed. The traveller had what might have been a scandanavian accent, which further upset me that he was a guest in our country experiencing such rude treatment and lack of respect for his rights. 
I have a 101 of respecl for what lhe TSA and law enforcement folks are trying to do to protecl us, but the senior officer's behavior was wrong and embarrassing. I was compelled to wrile as I hope lhe traveller has also filed a complain!. and mine can 
ser,e ta support him. 
Would you like a re ? · 

Passenger's Name b)(6:, 
Phone Number bl 61 
Email (b)(6, 
To leave a commen concerning 1s feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



The caller flew out this morning from BLI with Alaska Airlines departing at Am from Gate A The caller indicated that he didn't t have the fi1ght number He finished screening at 4am, but doesn't recall the time that 11 started. 

The caller indicated I hat lhe female document checker had problems with his TWIG card that he presented for ID. The female TSO (5 2-5 4, medium build, black hair) accused him of tampering wilh the TWIG card: however he was permitted to enter 
the checkpoint. 

A blonde female TSO that was very nice and polite pointed out that he had forgotten to remove a cell phone in his pocket. 

He passed through the WTMD with no problem: however a male TSO by the name ofl(b }(6lLead Supervisor) roughly grabbed his shoulder and indicated that his pants were too baggy and that he would have to conduct a pat down. The caller feels 
th at th ere was no reason for the pat down and that he was deceived. The caller indicated that he was wearing W rang I er boot cut cowboy cut Jeans and when pu 11 ed out at the th1g h the re Is about two inches of slack fabric, I e ss Iha n the pants of the TS 0 
unifo nms and reg u I a r s I acks worn by other passengers. The TSO roug hi y touched his private parts. 

The caller asked if there was video of this. 

The caller indicated that he doesn't t like that he cannot always see his things during the screening process. He indicated that he has not been able to maintain line of sight with his items. He should be penmitted to collect his belongings and bring them 

51212013 with him if additiona I screening is required . 

8A1:34 
AM 

TSA still owes him $850 for cross and chain piece of jewelry that became missing a couple of years ago as it he was required to remove it at the checkpoint. It was never found. He indicated that he did file a claim and 11 was ignored. 

He indicated that he did nol like lhe attitudes from Tso·s as they act like their have God like slatus and if a passenger disagrees wilh a TSO, lhe TSO can prevent them from flying or get them arrested. 

The ca 11 er indicated that he would Ii ke to p rov1d e kudos to the two fem a I e TSO that we re very nice and polite. 

The caller asked if there was a restriction in regard to powder and a fungal powder was not permitted. He indicated that screening for residue was not conducted. 

The caller indicated that he requested a contact number from one of the female TSO's and indicated that he didn't t want to speak with anyone at the airport. He indicated that he didn't t want to speak with a supervisor however the TSO Leadi(b)(6I 
ca me over and was rude to him~ rov ided a comment ca rd which the passenger completed and p I aced in the a p prop ri ate box, 

The ca 11 er stated that this is the only airport that requires him to remove his shoes and p I ace on the conveyor be It. Other airports require that the shoes be placed in a bin and not on the conveyor be It di rec ti y. TSO are ha rd on passengers if they don t 
place shoes on the covey s be It. They badger people and TSO make their own ru I es. 

The caller asked how long he should allow for the CSM to conIacI him back. 

Caller slated that the IAH airporl has no sense at all and whoever is over TSA has brains are made of water and there is nol enough to give a flea a foot bath. They are idiots. Caller flew from San Jose, Cosla Rica 10 IAH to SAT. He says he is 
severely disabled. He has a lot of metal in his back and hip and alarms the screening devices which requires him to go through a Pat down. He raised his shirt willingly (not requested to do so) which showed to the officer the scar from his surgery which 
he feels should have justified any alarms that went off. 

He stated that this black screener had frisked him down like he just walked oul of Afghanislan. Caller says I hat he is 72 years old and is not Arabic. so he doesn I understand why he has to be screened. 
He had recently filed a complaint about a similar incident that happened when coming into the US through IAH. He feels that the screening procedures for TSA are idiotic and don't do any justice because the individual who bombed BOS got back into 
the US and still did what he did. He had no bombs inside of him and for the officers to go through so much screening, he feels that all of it is ridiculous. 

51212013 Ca Iler says th at he has served his dues to this co u nl ry and is sick of the gov ernme nl bul I y i ng pea pie. 

11 :3S:OO CCR informed him: 
AM 

51212013 
1:43:17 

PM 

When individuals alarm a screening device a patdown procedure is required to clear any of those alarms. Raising his shirt was not required 10 do and does not allow for him to go lhrough the checkpoint wilhout being screened. 
The officers were just following the procedures that are set in place for clearing an individual for screening. 
CCR tried to info nm him that TSA will screen everyone that goes through the checkpoint and since he has a hard time standing and walking. he does not have to go through any screening device and can automatically go through a patdown to be 
cleared. 

Since he is complaining about the way the officers handled the situation, his information can be forwarded to the airport for further assistance. 

Caller declined this because he has before and nothing came about. he continued to vent and the call was disconnected. 
Caller flew on March 11, 2013 from LaGuardia to Palm Beach on Delta Airlines. She had an old cell phone in her carry-on along with an umbrella and altoids. The cell phone is missing. She said that she was distracted at the checkpoint by a woman 
and some chi Id re n. She did not keep an eye on her bag. She said that she does not know if that is where her ce 11 disappeared or not. She wanted to know 1f the ce 11 phone has be en lo u nd. She a I so wanted to suggest th at the customer s ho u Id always 
be facing the belt and the agent should have her back to it and be facing the customer. She stated that she was stopped after she went through the AIT The TSO asked to see the back of her watch. She said that she never used to be stopped. Now 
she is stopped and has to have a patdown everytime she flies. She said I hat she is old and she should only have 10 undergo one form of screening. 

I gave information per: http: www.tsa.gov airport-lost-found-contacts 
La Guardia Ai rpo rI 
718-66 2-5043 
I started to tell the caller that the TSO Is required to clear every alarm. She interrupted and did not allow me to finish my statement. I told her that I would make note of her suggestion about the passenger facing the belt. 



51212013 
2:08:25 

PM 

51212013 
226:42 

PM 

5/212013 
3:3847 

PM 

Caller Is very concerned because her eel I phone was lo u nd at the ABO airport and she had 11 sent to her and was told by U PS the person put the shipping d ocu rn ent on the outside of the box which had her personal information including the credit card 
information, expiration date, etc. The phone was in the bin and she doesn t understand how it came out of the pocket of her purse, states she is a mastectomy patient and had to have a patdown and didn t realize the phone was missing because she 
was having to get dressed and gal her her ii ems for her flight. Caller states she contacted the airport lost and found and was provided another number 10 contact for TSA losl and found. 

The issue is that identity theft is such a problem and she was told the item would be shipped on 4-23-13, but, wasn t shipped until the 26th and she only received yesterday and had to track 11 down because her business is closed on Monday when 11 
was delivered. If it had been shipped as stated on the 23rd she would have received at her place of business during her open days. 

States she spoke with Deborah Griego, 505-246-fiE}i]direct # for CSM, who arranged to do the shipping and would like her to be more careful in the future. 
Flight# not available, Gate# not available. 
Flew from ABO to Houston Hobby, nonstop SW flight that departed at 2:30 PM (only nonstop), 

Response: 
E ncou raged caller to can eel the credit ca rd as a precaution and to check the charges to assure no one has obtained and used the number. 
Apo I og i zed to ca 11 er for the incident and advised information wou Id be provided to the CS M. 

Conferred with floor support. G. Henline. 

Feed back Type : Security Issue 
Categories: Duration of Screening Process: Pat-down Current Date/Time: 5/212013 1 :34:42 PM Airport· LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. TO whom its my concern, 
My name •skb)(6:, ! l"m been working for LAX for the last 4 years with Virgin Australia under the contract of Virgin America. On Apnl 30, 2013 around 8:30pm, I had an incident with the TSA females at terminal 3. It all started when I was 

going through security with a wheelchair passenger. When the wheelchair was taken in to do a female assist. During that time I was walking through the metal detector, the alarm went off. I went in the first time, TSA asked me to put my badge in the 
machine, I hen walk in again. Alarm wenl off again so I hat's when TSA decided 10 get me a female assisl. While I was waiting: I asked TSA if I can get my badge back because I don'I feel safe without ii. She kind of gave me a attitude just because I 
was asking for my badge. Then, when I went through with TSA. she asked me what else do I have in my pocket. My answer was my money, then she asked me to take it out and put it in the container: as well my shoes,belt,and ring. When I did that she 
took the container and walked away. I ask her excuse me why you taking my money, can you please leave it on the table. I don't see the need for you to put the money on ex-ray belt. Then, she took my stuff to the ex-ray belt, other TSA staff approach 
me to give me instructions on how is the procedure of pat down. When she started with the pat down, I felt uncomfortable and humiliated knowing that I been working at the airport for the last 4 years. In the other hand, TSA she should only said, 
remove your belt not your badge maybe I would've not go11en lhe pat down .. Also, when I went back 10 gel my pen from lhe table. The group of TSA lhat checked me and wheelchair passenger. They making me feel humiliated and they were laughing I 
got a pat down. 

I understand th at al I of us we have i nstru ct,on' s to lo 11 ow and work to do, but a 11 with Respect. &quot; Not with hum i I ,ati on &quot;. 
Please take this inconsideration for future customer's or staff. 

Thank lo r your understanding, 
If you need more information 
please callkb 1(61 I 

Thank You 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Nam~e_: ____ ~ 
Phone Number :!(b)(ff', 
Email jrh·\/r;·-, 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The caller uses a wheelchair and travels from Houston Hobby. The caller said her wheelchair does not clear the ETD testing. The caller wanted know how to clear the chair. She wanted to know if she should wash it down would that help. The 
caller said it takes more time and she is wanting to know if there is something she could do to expedile lhe process. The caller said ii seems 10 blow the agents minds when the ETD is posilive from the wheelchair and asked should she get a 
supervisor. 

Response Details: 
I advised the caller I could not suggest anything or that she should wash the wheelchair. 

In addition to the patdown, TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. If explosive matenal is detected, the passenger will have to undergo additional screening. I told the caller 1f she requested a supervisor the process would 
remain the same. If there is ETD is positive additional screening is required to clear. 

Email not sent. 



51212013 
5:55:40 

PM 

5/312013 
12 02 00 

PM 

Disability Description: Caller has a prosthetic arm and the caller said he feels like he 1s treated like a criminal because of his disability. Caller said that he cannot remember the last time he flew. 

Information Requesl: Caller said he needs 10 gel through TSA withoul the usual struggle. Caller said his prosthetic arm is incapable of carrying anything, so he gets treated like a criminal. Caller said he gels rude, embarrassing, up againsl the wall, 
idiotic kind of treatment. Caller said they are supposed to do things in a dignified manner. Caller said he always opts out of the screening technology at the screening areas. 

Caller stated he has a trusted traveler card and he stated that he cannot be asked to remove his jacket, belt, his laptop or shoes. Caller became confrontational when I told him he can only get the expedited screening when selected. Caller said he 
has a problem wi I h peop I e who do nol know wha I the sys I em is. 

Response Details: I told the caller I will refer this to a disability specialist. I told him I cannot give him the name of the specialist that will help him. 

If a passenger uses a prosthesis, he or she is not required to remove the prosthesis, and Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) cannot accept a passengers offer to remove the prosthesis. The way screening will be conducted depends on the 
passengers level of ability. Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only 1f they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. 

The patdown should be conducled by a TSO of lhe same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TSOs of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the posilion required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when 1ouched. 
A passenger should not be asked to remove or Ii ft any art i c I e of clothing to rev ea I a sensitive body area. 

In addition to the patdown. TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. 

I was going to explain to the caller that he could be asked to remove his shoes and other items. but I stopped when he became confrontational. 

I emailed this information to the caller. 

Aloha, 
Yesterday my grandson and I CAME HOME from Oahu. We had returned from an overnight trip to Oahu. 
We we re going through the Hawaiian Airlines T SA checkpoint leaving from Oahu to Maui . 
I was placing all my items that I had in the bin and my Grandson was going through to the other side, 
he made the buzzer go off because he has a brace on his right hand. The TSA guard told him lhe brace was the problem and 
my 11 year old grandson started removing the brace. I told the TSA guard he can't remove the brace because he has a broken 
finger. He turned to me and told me to stop yelling and he didn't tell the child to remove the brace. He goes on to inform me 
that if the child doesn't remove the brace he will have to be patted down. 
I instructed him to pat down lhe child because the brace was not corning off. 
He I et my 11 year old go through then I went through. He pul I ed both of us aside and to Id us to stick out our hands then proceeded 
to wipe our hands as well as our bags that had just gone through x-ray. By now we were the center of attention from everyone around 
and there were 3 officers there as we waited while they checked for our things for gun powder residue or what ever they could find. 
I was so up sel by the whole experience or the T SA a gents involved. 
I felt I was being punished for not removing a brace that the 11 year old needed for a fracture to his finger. 
I am confused by the very unprofessional treatment I received on Oahu. when only the day before we had no problems going through security on Maui ' 
The Oahu TSA Guards had no professionalism about them whatsoever. So night and day from Maui TSA Guards. The guards there are very courteous as well as professional. 
MAUI NO KA 01! 

Respectfully, 

Caller slated she just wanted to complain, she flew Fri, and the agent that screened her was rude to her, because she didn t want to go through the AIT machine, she stated she preferred 10 have a Patdown, and she staled he ask her questions as if she 
5/312013 had something to hide. She stated she went through the AIT machine because he embarrassed her so bad. but she just wanted to know she had the right to opt out of it and request a patdown. 
12 03 29 

PM 
Advised: I apologized and advised her Yes, she has the right 10 opl out of ii and request a patdown. 



5/312013 
124544 

PM 

Caller states she sent an email due to an expenence she received at Honolulu airport. She received a response from her email stating they needed additional information. She was traveling with her grandson who had a broken finger. He had a brace 
on his finger and he was not supposed to remove the brace. They were going through the checkpoint and the screening equipment alarmed when her grandson went through. He began to take off the brace and go through screening again. She yelled 
and said "do not take lhat brace off"_ The TSO said do not yell al me I did not tell him to take his brace off. He gave her a disgusled look. As her grandson went through again it beeped again. So, lhey had 10 have a paldown. The TSO got some 
others to help him and they begin wiping her grandsons hands and then her hands. She had to stick out her hands and she felt singled out. harassed and embarrassed. When they came from Maui they had no problem, the TSO just used a wand. 
They we re traveling with a group of 1 00 students and were rushing to get to the p I ane. 

Maui (OGG) Kahului Airporl 
Airport Honolulu International 
Airline: Hawaiian 
Flight 236 
Terminal: Gate 55 
Baggage Claim N umber: Unknown 
Date 05 02 2013 
email: !(b 1(6) 
Phone: "-l(b~)-'-(6~'---' 

Advi sed Caller: 

Because your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the appropriate CusIomer Service Manager. 

Caller states they called 3 weeks ago to file a report against 3 TSA agents at BOS and she called the main number to file a complaint. Callers wife_ lili:ill took over the call at this point and provided following information: 

Caller informed the TSO that she couldn t go through the AIT because of a shoulder replacement. husband coLildn t stand straight because of his back. When the TSO was told her husband was former military the attitude of the TSO changed and 
be cause he could n t stand straight he had to have a p atdown and the TSO grab bed h1 m and squeezed his testicles. One of the TSO agents ye 11 ed at their 11 year old daughter b eca LI se she had a sma 11 amount of water which they d idn t even real Ize 
she had. 

Caller said the supervisor was standing there and made him remove his belt which was nylon. 
Caller was told to stand up straIg ht and he informed the TSO he needed his walking stick and it was n t given to him and it was x- rayed 3 ti mes before it was given back and the d a Lighters canyon bag was hand searched and tore al I a pa rt. 

Caller slated he was in the military and had to have searches and never had anything as invasive. They were flying via Icelandic Airways from BOS to Germany They asked when they would hear somelhing concerning I heir complaint? They didn I get 
the name or Badge# of the TSOs. 

Response: 

51312013 Apologized to caller for the screening experience and assured the information would be provided to the CSM at BOS for their review. 

1 :29: 2 0 Informed ca 11 er of the previous record and information from both of the ca 11 s would be provided to the CSM . Exp I am ed the CS M may be ab I e to review the video of the screening and if add i ti o na I inform atIon is required they genera 11 y prefer to 
p M comm u 11i cate via em.a i I. 

Informed caller removal of his belt is standard screening procedures. 

Explained to caller they always have the option of speaking with a supervisor while at the checkpoint and there should be signs posted by the AIT advising them of the option to opt-out of the AIT screening . but. would be required to have a patdown to 
comp I ete the screening process. 

Returned ca 11 at approx. 2: 5 7 PM to clarify the issue, ca 11 er states their comp I amt Is because of fa i I u re to a cco mod ate for her h LI s bands dIsa b1 I ity and the rudeness of the screen ers and a I so they d idn t Ii ke the TSO yel Ii ng at their 11 year o Id daughter. 
Provided following information vi a phone and vi a ema i I. 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act ( 
• Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
• Be i11 writing: 
• Include the name and address of the comp I a i nan t: 
• Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
• Describe the al I eg ed di sen minatory action in s uff1c1ent detai I to inform T SA of the nature of the al I eg ed act of discrimination: and 



51312013 
220:28 

PM 

51312013 
2:20:57 

PM 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

In 1998 I had a total hip replacement (all metal). 

I am very sorry to hear that the T SA w1II soon discontinue use of Advanced Imaging Technology ( backs caller a ndlor m1II i meter wave). which was very convenient for pea pie Ii ke me. I travel fair I y freq ue ntl y, and am wandering if the re is anything I can do 
(pre-screening, etc.) to avoid a full pat-down every time I pass through security, because I know my hip will set off the metal detector 

Respectfully, 

fbi(61 

b)(61 

Feedback Type · Security Issue 
Categories : Permitted &amp; Prohibited Items; Pat-down Current Date/Time 513/2013 1 :21 :53 PM Airport : EWR - Newark International Date/Time of Travel : 04124/2013 8: 15 AM Airline & Flight Number : UA 1623 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Not 
Sure TSA Employee: (II Known) , Not Sure Comment , I was traveling with my family and received a pat down, because 1 had a 6oz yogurt in my backpack. My son has a dietary issues. so we packed him some food, so he could eat something before 
or during our flight. He is very difficult lo find food for since he can't eat most things. I was told in order to keep the yogurt I had to have a pat down. In the end I lhink what I had to go through was excessive for the matler al hand. A full body pat down 
seemed out of place for the circumstances. I agree with being safer and leaving no doubt that there is threat to anyone, but I think the search was a little too personal for my liking. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number · 
Email l(b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Today, May 3. 2013 at approximately 10:20am, I opted out of being radiated and chose what I understood to be a pat-down. Instead I was mauled by LTSofilill:§I] He was pushing so hard that I nearly fell down. 
I have several bruises developing due to the aggressive mauling I received. He jammed his hands up in my crotch so hard that my testicles are sore and will probably be for several days. The supervisor that was present (my request as l"ve been 
groped 18 times. so far), tried to justify the mauling by saying the screener needed to use "sufficient pressure", Well, under no circumstance should a "pat-down" be so aggressive that the receiver receives bruises nor should it cause pain. 

51312013 Fi re the 2 idiots. 
4:08:48 

PM 



Today, May 3. 2013 at approximately 10:20am, I opted out of being radiated and chose what I understood to be a pat-down. Instead I was mauled by LTSO ~ He was pushing so hard that I nearly fell down. 
I have several bruises developing due to the aggressive mauling I received. He jammed his hands up in my crotch so hard that my testicles are sore and will probably be for several days. The supervisor that was present (my request as I've been 
groped 18 times, so far), lried to justify the mauling by saying the screener needed to use "sufficienl pressure". Well, under no circumstance should a "pat-down" be so aggressive lhat lhe receiver receives bruises nor should it cause pain. 

51312013 Fi re the 2 idiots. 
4:08:48 

PM l,..,(b...,.,(....,6.,...1 ----, 

Today, May 3, 2013 at approximately 10:20am, I opted oul of being radiated and chose what I underslood 10 be a pal-down. Instead I was mauled by LTSO f5i(ITT He was pushing so hard that I nearly fell down. 
I have several bruises developing due to the aggressive mauling I received. He jammed his hands up in my crotch so hard that my testicles are sore and wi~y be for several days. The supervisor that was present (my request as rve been 
groped 18 times, so far), tned to Justify the mauling by saying the screener needed to use "sufficient pressure"' Well. under no circumstance should a "'pat-down·' be so aggressive that the receiver receives bruises nor should it cause pain. 

513/2013 
4,0B:4B Fire lhe 2 idiols. 

PM 

51312013 
6:46:28 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Disabilily Complaint Current Date/Time: 51312013 4:19:43 PM Airport: IAH - George Bush Houston lnterconlinental Date/Time of Travel 03/2912013 3:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: United 1015 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : #71 TSA Employee: (If Known) :~omment : April 2, 2013 

Dear Sir: 

I am writing you again as we expenenced another very unnecessary and extremely unpleasant experience with a TSA Supervisor at the Houston Airport. 

We were returning from Mexico on March 29th and just 901 through cus1oms. It was about 3:30pm (EST). We were rechecking our carry-on bags through security al checkpoinl #71, when we encountered extremely rude TSA agents. 

My husband and I were traveling with our 7 year old special needs son who has Down syndrome. We have traveled many times with him and have not had a problem since our last experience in Newark back in March 2008. when I wrote the first time. 
We explained to the screener and Supervisor as we have done in every airport we have traveled in, that our son has special needs which of course they could clearly see and he has medications, as well as some drinks (water and yogurt shakes) 
because of his diet in the cooler bag. We explained that we also have a note from the TSA and a doctor's note. The problem started then as no one wanted to look al any of ii. If this kind of documentation is going to be disregarded by your 
employees, then I guess there is no reason to carry it in the future. 

From this point, they proceeded to pull my husband aside and explained that they would have to go through all of our bags. We were told it was because the I pads were standing upright in the bags instead of laying down fiat. Never heard this in all 
the years we have traveled, bul the funny thing if this is really why we were being pulled aside, they never went lhrough or rechecked any of those bags. It was very clear lhat lhis was discrimination from lhe s1art. 

They went right for my son's Dannon yogurt drink which is all of 3.1 fl oz .. which according to your policy ·any liquids or gels under 3.4 fl oz. is allowed" It was also clearly written in the letter we were carrying "TSA allows medications and foods, 
liquids and other items specifically needed for medical conditions in reason amounts .... " I think not only was this considered reasonable amounts. but again we clearly told them that he has a special diet. They again did not want to listen to anything 
we had to say and proceeded 10 pal my husband down; even after we explained three times lhat we have documentalion. We were very upsel al this point and the Supervisor had the audacity 10 say "if you just be quiet ii will go faster.'' Seriously, is 
this how you train your employees on how to treat passengers? 

At this point my husband was so ups et and started shaking be ca use he /el t th at he was being disrespected during the pat down, He even to Id the Su pe rvi sor his pants were p racti ca 11 y fa 11 i ng down as they made him take off his be It. The arrogant 
Supervisor said "then hold lhem up·. I said "well you just told him to put his hands out 10 lhe side which do you want"? As I look at your policies and I will quote what is in there: 

·our current policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless of their personal situations and needs, are treated equally and with the dignity, respect, and courtesy they deserve.'' 

Neither my husband nor I will say lhat lhis was followed. It 901 to the point where I said to the Supervisor "look how you are upselling my son·, because at lhis point my son was clearly shaken seeing his father gelling palled down and realizing now 
that this was because of his drinks. My son continued to say ''I'm sorry, I'm sorry••· This is absolutely the most despicable thing I have seen. We have enough as a family with a special needs child to deal with without your employees upsetting him 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily Complaint 
Current Date/Time . 513/2013 6:53A7 PM 
Airport SMX - Santa Maria Public 

51312013 Date/Time of Travel. 04/30/2013 

7,58 ,55 Airline & Flight Number : SkyWest 
PM Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 

TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I have bilateral knee rep I ace m ents and fly from SM X at I ea st four ti mes yearly, In the pa st few yea rs, I have successfully used the body scanner without being discriminated against due to my knees, This trip, I found out th at the body 
scanner at SMX had been sent to Fresno and I was forced to undergo a body patdown after selling off (obviously with my knees) the metal detector alarm. This discrimination is unfair!! Please obtain a replacemenl body scanner for the SMX airporl so 
that all passengers will be screened fairly' Thank you, !(b)(ff•, lfh·11r;-·, !Would you like a response?· True Passenger"s Name l(b·:,(6) !Phone Number tb)(ff:, Fmail ,kb)(ff:, !To leave a comment 
concerning this feedback, follow this link: http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2IApplicat1onManager 

~~~~
0
1w: Messaae---

Sent:~tu;day, May 04, 2013 4:34 AM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject In regards of Tsa pat down being conducted by a male towards a female 

51412013 l(b ,(B) 
320:12 ,._ ______ __. 

PM Torrance, CA 90503 

!rh11R, ! 
Las -Lax United Airlines flight number 334 y Time 6:15 April 29 between the hours 4:30-5: 15 or so when I was proceeding to the check point. I was an the far right of ticket document check. After passing I was on the far right of the body scanners. I 
went through the body sea nne r and Iha n a ma I e in his 3 Os white ave rage h e,g ht touched my hands and tried to open my , m paired hand wh i I e trying to take exp I os,ve res1d ue. I have a d1sa bled hand and the Ts a off ce r was forcing my hand op en. Than 
after I was patted down on my chest on bare skin the Tsa officer had no gloves either. There was skin on skin contact on my breast. I was in the area with another female officer that patted my bottom correctly. The male Tsa officer patted my bare 
chesl. I later called the checkpoint at terminal 3 united airlines and reported what had occurred. I spoke to the terminal manager namtl1h··,1r;·1 land he lold me that they would run video cameras and that I had to contact Tsa and thal he was not 
allowed to discuss the matter. I would like same information about the standards of operations I also was told the way the pat down was conducted is wrong. This is considered to be sexual harassment and also battery. Please contact me in regards of 
this issue Thank you ' 
Sent from my iPa 



The caller's husband receives cancer treatment in PHL and she flies from ATL to PHL quite often. At PHL this morning she had a very bad expenence at the checkpoint. 

Her husband can nol lift his arm up because of meIaI plates where he had a tumor so he has always been palled down. She does not have a problem wilh that or the fact that he needed the pat down or the way it was conducled. 

She does not le el that the issue had anything to do with his di sa bi I ity and was simply the TSO s being rude to her. 

He had trealment yesterday and his cushion that he used in the wheelchair set off an alarm. The cushion was under him in an airline provided wheelchair. 

The caller and their bags had already been cleared and she was in the sterile area. The TSOs brought her back to go through and hand inspected all of bags, she had one with clothes and a bag with their medication. She always tells them about the 
medications before screening and they dumped the med i cation out of the bag that they a re ca r,-i ed in and she did not le el comfortable with the medicine being dumped out in pub Ii c because the re we re narcotics, She does not mind having items 
inspected if necessary but she was already through to the screening checkpoinl and everything was cleared before they were broughl back in. 

They we re hand bumping each other and giving h1g h Ii ves when they we re finished which she found very up sefti ng. She spoke to a supervisor at the checkpoint after this and he recognized her from a p rev,ous flight and gave her a ca rd to contact us. 
51412013 She was told that before her next flight she can contact us to request assistance for her husband so she is planning on calling back closer to her time of her next flight on 5-23-13. 
5A8:16 

PM 

5/412013 

FI ig ht information: 
Airport: PHL 
Airline: US Air 
Flight 3263 
Date: 05-04-2013 
Time: departed 2: 15 pm at the checkpoint just around 12 pm 
Location: Gate C26 at ter,-ninal D 

Advised ca Iler: 

I will be escalating this to the CSM at your airport so they are aware of the situation and complaint. 

You can contact us before your next flight to request assistance. We do offer that for people with disabilities. 

I recently (April 28) traveled from Long Beach airporl for lhe first lime since the remodel. I have a suggeslion. I have a hip replacement and always need a pat down search. This means walking barefool on lhe non•carpeted floor. It would be a greal 
help if that area had some padding on it since the bottoms of my feet are very sensitive. I imagine anyone else who has to walk barefoot in that area is also in pain. 

7:13:02 Obviously, I don't travel a lot, but those who do would benefit from this improvement. Thank you. 
PM 

5/512013 
9:14:34 

AM 

fb)(61 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: [b 1(6) 
Date Time: 5141201'"'3~8~:~5~1 ,~5~9~P~M~ 

······················---------------····························· 

NamJbi(6i 
Emai{bl(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Fl, ht Info If a l1cable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Ter,-ninal/AirporUGate/Etc) FLL-EWR FLIGHT 597 .. DEPARTED FLL MAY 3, 2013. SOMEONE MUST CONTACT ME.l(b)(61 I AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. COMPLAINT BEING MADE ON BEHALF 
OF b1(6) BY HER DAUGHTER!lbi(6i I '-----'----'---' 
Commen s: OMEON E TO CALL ME AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. AGAIN, k_.b""i""(6""·-, __ _, 



51512013 
9:14:57 

AM 

Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Calegories Screening (AIT, Patdown) 
Current Date/Time . 515/2013 1 :21 :56 AM 
Airport Se I eel One 
Date/Ti me of Travel . 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I am recently pregnant, and would rather have a pat-down instead of other screening methods. But when I request a pat-down, I'm told that my belongings will sit unattended (laptop, wallet, etc.) on the other side of security while I wait for 
someone to conduct my screening. Why can't I walch my things while wailing, or at leasl have a TSA officer watch my lhings? Each lime I'm told to just hope no one s1eals my things. Does the voluntary part of scanning include &quotchoosing&quot: 
to leave my computer unattended in front of scares al strangers? 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name [b)(61 I 
Phone Number : 
Email :k~b_)~(6_, _____ ~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

The ca 11 er said he went through the checkpoint at Denver and received a pat-dawn by a ma I e officer. Ca 11 er states the affi ce r put his hand up his shorts during the p atdown. 

The caller said the incident occurred on 5 5 2013 between 8: 1 0am and 8:15am. 

51512013 The caller flew on United Airlines but does not know the flight number, gate, terminal number officer"s name or badge number. 
3:48:56 

PM 
The caller wanted to know if the TSA can put their hands up people s clothing. 

I told the caller TSA does not put their hands up passengers clothing and the screening process does not involve any removing ar lifting of clothing. I told the caller I would forward the information to the CSM. 

Yesterday (514113) I flew from Boston to Ft. Lauderdale. When going through security I went through the ·x-ray" machine and was pulled slightly over to the side and quickly told my back had to be patted down. I was very embarrassed because I 
51512013 have a scoliosis. I was thoroughly patted down on my back while being very embarrassed. I wasn't offered a private pat down. I had been screened in Ft. Lauderdale 3 days before thal and they were only interested in my watch. I realize there is 
4:57:49 heightened security in Baston but patting down a 62 year old with a back deformity seems extreme. What is the procedure supposed to be? 

PM 

5/612013 
8:21:08 

AM 

!(b,(61 ! 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: ~kb~i~(6~-~i --~ 
Date Time: 5/512013 10:58:51 PM 

------------------------------------------------------------------

Namej(b)(61 
Email1h··,1r;·-, 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rte a us/ Rude Em pl ayee 
Flight Info (If appl1cab~r Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc):Jet blue flight 701 from jfk to san Juan. gate 2. 
Comments:Employee (b)(ff:1 was stationed after the scanner, I went through the scanner and was told to wait. She turned around and put gloves on and told me she needed to pat down my back, but before I could say or ask anything, or had a 
chance to move my hairs e swiped her hands down my back and hair with gloves on and ripped my hair oul. This was totally inappropriate and rude behavior. She should have 1. given me time to move my hair 2. asked me to move my hair if it was in 
her way, instead of ripping my hair out. This is an extremely barbaric way to treat customers and she should be removed from her position. She is bath tao rude and incompetent ta be working at this station. Customers should never have their hair 
n pped out d uri nQ a search. 



516/2013 

I am writing to express my extreme displeasure at the way I was treated at the MSP airport security checkpoint 6 at 2pm on 512113. The TSA agent manning the xray scanner requested another agent come for a pat down as something was alarming 
between the waist and the shoulders. I travel frequenlly for work and have never had to go lhrough something like lhe pat down thal occurred next. The TSA resource did not do a good job of explaining the procedure at all. I asked to be screened in 
private if my breasts or genitals were going to be touched. The agent just mumbled something like I use the back of my hands and started the pat down. 

The contact that was made at the breast, genital and waist areas (after I had to hold my shirt up to just under my breasts in the middle of the airport) definitely necessitated screening in private. Cupping my genitals when there was something between 
the waisl and the shoulders, was unnecessary. I get that you have to do what you have 10 do, but I am very upset that my desire to be screened in private was ignored. 

8; 21 ; 16 The contact made me le el dirty and violated. Th ere was of course nothing found on me - I was just mortified in front of co-workers and the entire crowd at the airport for no reason. It wou Id have be en much better to have just been taken to a pri ate room 
AM to ensure that the re was nothing on me besides an und erw ire bra . 

PLEASE ensure that your agents provide for private screening when requested. I can assure you that I will not allow anyone to touch me in front of anyone else in the future now that I know what you do. 

fbi(61 I .. 
HYPERU NK(b i(6 I 

l(b,(61 I 
April 27, 2013 

DearTSA 

Dn 23 Apr 2013, I was traveling through the San Jose Airport with my 89-year old father (who has dementia) to visit his grandson's Marine Corps graduation. He is able to walk, and can function at a reasonable level. but understandably struggles when 
going though a UN reasonab I e search. 

While going through the TSA screening process, I was shocked to see he was sent to a ··secondary inspection" area to undergo additional screening. He was asked to remove his belt and place his hands over this head. while the screening device 
scanned him several times. He struggles with balance issues, so this was not an easy maneuver for him to accomplish, especially while trying to keep 1s pants from falling down. The pat down, removing his belt and the use of the scanning device he 
was forced to undergo seemed not only excessive, but contrary to your policy as stated in your web site below dealing with those 75 yeas old and over are, according to your policy. given some leeway in the screening process. 

51612013 It was shocking and embarrassing for both my father, onlookers and the TSA screeners to force an 89-year old man through a series of gyrations that only seemed to slow everyone down, but did little to enhance secunty. I have a difficult time seeing 

8,21 ,32 that security is really enhanced through such a process. 

AM 
Perhaps equally important, is the seemingly ridiculous position your policies place TSA workers in who must carry out mindless tasks void of common sense. When concern was expressed to the supervisor, he was understanding and encouraged me 
to contact the TSA or my elected rep rese ntati ve, which I'm doing. 

Without compromising security, would it not be possible to place one person, who would have the ability to exercise independent judgment and assess that an 89-old World War 2 veteran with dementia is NOT a security threat. Or perhaps more 
simply, the TSA could follow their own policy stated on their web site, 
"These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to clear an alarm. as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. ·· 
Does "an additional pass· mean lhey do not go through the AIT imaging devices or must pass through lhe devices? Apparently, as practiced in San Jose, it means 89 yr olds musl pass through the devices. 

This I ette r is not intended to scold and I ecture, but a simple request to consider RE-examining your po Ii ci es as it rel ates to seniors, I understand safety is your p ri ma ry conce m and appreciate your efforts to accomplish that objective, 

Thank you 

Sincerely, 



5/612013 
8:21 35 

AM 

Good evening. 

I am a frequent flier who has, 10 dale, had nothing bul pleasant to neutral experiences with TSA screeners at various airporIs across the country. I have NEVER experienced such unprofessionalism wilh any other airport TSA personnel until I travelled 
home frame Houston-Hobby in Texas. 

The screen er who my h us band interacted with was rude, He patted down my h us band without adequate warning; he ju st a bru ptl y stated he needed to pat him down without exp I a i ni ng where or why, When my husband inquired about which area of 
concern lhe screener had, lhe screener simply pointed to the body scan screen and grumbled, "See the yellow? I have 10 pal you down." I consider this to be poor personal communicalion skills at the security check poinl. All other TSA screeners who 
have "had" to pat me down took the time to politely explain why the pat down was necessary and what parts al my person they were going ta touch before making contact. This interaction would be much more preferable as it at least gives the traveler 
a sense of personal respect. We reported the incident to a supervisor, who was more interested in explaining the body scan policy without catching on that our concern was the screeners attitude, not TSA protocol. 

We would have been happy 10 move on withoul furlher complaint. bul upon arriving home I found one of my bags had been searched, was left in complete dissarray, and no nice little notice card from TSA (the bag was locked with a TSA approved 
device). Again, I am fine with this process and actually expected the search due to what I had packed in that suitcase (perfectly allowable per TSA FAQ's) but they did not re-tighten the straps holding all al my contents in place. It is fortunate that I 
placed my more de Ii cate items in my other s ui tease where they rem am ed safe I y strapped down. or e Is e I would have lo u nd damaged Ite ms and would have had to fil I out a claim with T SA, a process which I am sure might be mo re p I eas ant Iha n 
interacting with the screener (sarcasm). 

I am happy to report that TSA has never left me feeling so violated (I never had a privacy issue with body scanners. I think that whale issue was plain silly), but dissapointed at that wonderful record being tarnished with my experience at Houston
Hobby. In this age of ever increasing discontent concerning government mismanagement. I hope this e-rna1I finds itself in the hands of someone who can correct Houston-Hobby staff before they find themselves under investigation for more senous 
transgressions (like inappropriate fondling, selling uniforms, and stealing goods from travelers - 'cause none of that has happened in TSA - more sarcasm). It's the little things that assures success. 

Thank yau for your time, 

kbl(61 I 

Please review security video footage from Sunday, April 5th, 2013 from 4:00pm to 4:30pm at Tampa International Airport. You will see an agent lead me away from the standard pat down area, conduct an invasive frisk. then proceed to push rny 
genitalia with enough force to make me lose my balance. I'm considering legal action. Please inform me of the actions taken to discipline this individual; he made me feel a rage I never before have experienced 

5/612013 . 
S:21 :39 -fre _ uent flier out al TPA 

AM (b1(6) 

Sent from my iPhone 

The ca 11 er has lw"o knee re placements. The cal I er said everyti me she travels she has to go through the metal detector and she has to receive a pat-down. The ca 11 er said she always has to go to a p nvate room and have a pat-down performed again. 
5/612013 The caller said she is a 78 year old woman and she is not a threat. The caller said she will be traveling again and she wanted to know what she needs to do to avoid this happening, 
2:11:17 

PM I told the caller if she goes through the metal detector ar the AIT and alarm sounds or an anomaly appears she would have to under-go a pat-dawn. I told the caller she would have to under-go a pat-down even if she tells the officer she has the metal 
implants. I told the caller she can request to speak with a supervisor. 

516/2013 
2:13:15 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-;::::::===:::;-------····························· 
Remote Client IP._!l._h.,_··,1.,_R._·1.._ __ _, 

Date Time 51612013 12 38:34 PM 

Namefb)(61 
Email b1(6i 
Comp I a i nl s: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight 1973. Southwest. Gate 8. Charlotte, NC 
April 22.2013, @ 8 00 am. flight 10 25am. 
Comments:Your TSA man was very disrespectful. I understand when and alert goes off you have to do your job, however when you start looking through my check books all three of them and credit slots then you have carried it to far. I am a member 
of the Department of Homeland Security, therefore I take every measure to make sure I am doing the correct lhing. 

Secondly, your lady pat down, let her know il"s very rude and rnappropnate in front of men as well as women going through my legs, in my pants. You all need to know how to conduct searches properly or further more get a closed in room. I would had 
ta ken off my clothes if needed the way she searched me! 

Sincerely, 

kb)(61 



516/2013 
2:13:39 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Perm i lied 11 ems: Screening 
Current Date/Ti me . 5/6/2013 1 : 27 :59 PM 
Airport RSW - Southwest Florida International DateiTlme of Travel : 05/05/2013 2:00 AM Airline & Flight Number southwest Checkpoint/Area of Airport : secunty screening TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· we have flown with small children before and we have read the rules for what we can take with us. We had 3 juice boxes for 2 children under 3 years old. We had them in plastic bags and we took them out of our carry ons. We also had 1 
baby food pouch of about 4 ounces unopened. The security a gent fi rsl to Id us I hat I hey were not a 11 owed, which per the website is i nco rrecl. Second she said that they a 11 had 10 be opened and tested . This makes I hem useless as I hey a re no Io nge r 
seated containers and it also contaminates the baby food pouch. Then it was submit to a full pat dawn or don·t have the juice, which is fine its not the first time. It happened on the previous flight and was what I would expect of a pat dawn. The one in 
Flonda was a bit more questionable with lots of feeling around the chest area and a full on hands down the pants. Mind you this is a nursing mother of 2 children under 3. After that we were finally given the ok to proceed. The cherry on top is that the 
other couple we were traveling with who also had 1 child under 2 and who had 1 juice box and 2 baby food pouches was let through without an issue. No &quot:you can't have that&quot;. no aggressive pat down, no threat to open the food, no hassel at 
all. 
Would you like a response? . True 

Passenger's Na~m_e_. ---~ 
Phone NumbP' fh·\/r;·-, 

Email !(b i(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

The caller was stopped in POX on Salurday morning. The alarm wenl off when she went lhrough screening and they said it detected something on her hands. They used the wand and were able to clear thal alarm. She was subjecled to a pat down 
because there were two at her alarms. The caller was cleared at the checkpoint to board the aircraft after the additional screening. 

One of the agents told her she should remove the items from her carry on when she got home and clean the inside of the bag with alcohol so she did not set off an alarm in the future, When the caller asked the officer what was in her bag that would 
need to be cleaned, the officer told her she did not want 10 know what is in it. She was not sure why they did nol tell her when she asked and they did not tell her she could not be told aboul it. She was nol sure if lhat was a policy. She is worried that it 
may have been something dangerous and wanted to know what it was. 

Flight information: 
5/612013 Airporl: POX 
3:39:4 7 Airline: Frontier 

PM Flight number: 232 
Date: 05-04-20 13 
Time: Al the checkpoint around 5:30 AM Departure time was 6:1 O AM 
Location: Gate C1 O 

Advised ca Iler: 

I can escalate this information to the CSM at the airport far them ta review this information. 



51612013 
4:09:51 

PM 

Disability Description: The caller has PTSD due to being a victim of sexual assault and can not handle a man touching his buttocks 

Res pons e D eta i Is: I apologized th at he had a bad experience at the checkpoint. 

I will escalate this information to the for a review. 
I told him that it would be escalated to the CSM at DFW. The caller had concerns that the CSM was one of the people that patted him down in the private roorn. I advised hirn that this would not have been the case. 

I advised the caller that he would need to contact the airline for any complaints about their ser,ice. 

I called the passenger and spoke to hirn and his mother. 
I spoke 10 lhe callers mother and gave her inforrnalion on submilling a wri1ten complaint. 

For your comp I amt to be cons1d e red comp I ete according to Department of Home I and Security Regu I ati ons it mu st: 
Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Be in writing; 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed di scri rn i natory action in sufficient deta i I to i nforrn T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination; and 
Be signed by lhe complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf, 

To file a complaint electronically. please send an e-mail to: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to place D-RFI in the subject line to allow for proper handling. 

Incident Details: The caller has not flown for a while. He flew from Tucson to DFW to Madrid. He had a return flight from Madrid To DFW to Tucson. He stated that he was abused. sexually assaulted, and basically tortured by TSA. This happened 
when he was trying to get on his flight lrorn DFW to Tucson and had to go through the checkpoint. He stated that he had not problems at any other point of his itinerary. 

The first time he went to the checkpoint, he was told that he would need to have his buttocks area patted down because of an alarm, he considered this being groped. He asked them to change their gloves before they patted him down and the TSO 



51612013 
4:18:41 

PM 

5/612013 
4:50 58 

PM 

l(b)(61 

fb)(61 

... l(b_)_(6_, -~I cop pell TX 75019 

HYPERLINK (b1(6) 

What happened: 

I was just subJected to a half an hour pat down and complete interrogation at the Memphis Airport right down to what street I lived on' 

The security manager f._b-')_(6-'••-' ____ _.I is unqueslionably the worst I have encountered in all my airline Ira.els. 

I am a 56 year old. business woman and look every bit my age. I arrived at the airport dressed in business attire and s hawed no signs of any type of behavior that could be considered h1g h risk. The re we re plenty of p eo pie in I in e who we re dressed in 
foreign attire th at as a passenger I sure wished they wo u Id search, But no they barely I ooked at these p eo pie, 

The pat down was invasive, humiliating and having my bags searched far over a half an hour was ridiculous. Now the same fat. slow agent is doing pre-screening at my gate to DFW. For all I know I will be felt out again. 

Please if anything can be done to retrain this crew at Memphis would appreciate it The airport TSA is slow, worse than anywhere and I have seen them harrass other business travelers. 

The saddest thing of all is in no way am I safer on this flight than if none of this had occurred Ti 

When did this happen? 

She slated that they were coming lhrough PHX 10 BUR today, and went through security around 7:25-7:30 a.m. Her husband has 2 knee replacements, and generally he goes lhrough the AIT, bul there was only one of those available, and it was at the 
other end. She thinks that there should be a sign saying that any passenger with metal implants would need to go to the specific line that has the AIT. The lines weren t long at all, and they got to walk up and go right through. but because there was no 
sign the re saying that he s hou Id go through the AIT because of the metal , m plants, he got a patdown because he set off the WT MD. She thinks that the patdown was too much lo r an 88 year o Id. She does n t understand why they did n t have th em a 11 
open. Once he went through, and was patted down. they sent him back through. 
Flight details below: 
Airport: PHX 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight#; 3384 
Went through securily: 7:25-7:30 a.m. 
Departure Time: 9:25 a.m. 
Departure Date: 5-6-13 
Terminal Gate: 4 C6 

Advised Ca Iler: 
I to Id the ca 11 er th at I wo u Id send her info nmati on up to the CSM at that airport so that they would know that she was upset about the fa ct that the re was no s1g n. and th at she thin ks th ere s ho u Id be a sign set up so that passengers can know if they have 
metal implants then they should go through the line for the AIT. 



Please forward this to the appropnate handler of HYPERLINK "'mailto:tsacc_do_not_reply@senture.com"tsacc_do_not_reply@senture.com e-mail responses. 

Point 1: We DID speak with a Supervisory Transportation Security Officer immediately - all she did was similar to you. explain how they are required to screen. I will reiterate one more time: We did not have a problem with being screened - it was the 
poor altitude of the screener and his failure to properly communicate his intent prior to touching my husband. Bad. horrible. awful. training. This e-mail indicates that TSA 1s not interested in correcting il"s bad. awful. hornble training. It 1s also important 
to note that the screener just touched the fabric around my husbands knee to con/inn that there was in fact a metal object there (a zipper to convert the pants to shorts) - which the scanner already alerted them to, but he did not bother to LOOK and see 
what that object was (it was UNDER the clolhJ. Major security FAIL. 

Point 2: I never claimed anything was lost or stolen, I stated that it was '"fortunate that nothing had been broken"', Again, TSA shows a complete failure to read and comprehend the complaint I sent. I was not complaining about my bag being searched. 
I was complaining I hat lhe TSA agenl who searched my bag did not re-secure the straps after pulling them all apart and did not provide the flier with the appropriale informalion after opening my bag. Again BAD, HORRIBLE. AWFUL !raining. And for 
you to even attempt to place the blame on the airline or the airport is shameful. The actions that occurred to my bag was clearly done by TSA not the airline or the airport. Again - the bag was locked with a TSA approved device, are you implying that 
my bag could have been opened by someone other than TSA? Is the e-mail response I received from TSA an official statement that the approved locks that only TSAstaff are supposed to a master key to is a farce and a sham? 

51612013 Point 3: I recommend that the individual who responded to me actually read the complaint to improve their own bad, horrible, awful handling of a tax payers valid complaint and concerns regarding EFFECTIVE security practices at our nations airports. 
4:52:41 p M The authors e-mai I response was far from hel pfu I and totally off the mark. 

Assurance that the actions of the Houston based TSA staff were NOT acceptable and that they will be provided corrective training is all I had hoped for. However, an e-mail containing only excuses that do not even remotely address my complaint or 
concern only irritate me further and confirms TSA's lack of efficacy and respect for the secunty of America·s c1t1zens. I assure you, ladies and gentlemen, that the actions of the TSA staff in Houston and the individual responding to my initial corn plaint 
are an embarrassment to your organization's published mission statement and workforce expectations. 

To quote from your website: "We are your neighbors. friends and relatives.'" My neighbors, friends, and relatives all have a higher work ethic and respect for me and each other than your Houston staff exhibited. 

Regards, 
!(b)(61 

cc: Committee on Oversight and Government Reform 
I am a member of TSA Pre check via Global Entry, ID ~!(-b-)(_6_) __ ~11 use lhe pre check lane al DCA and IAD whenever possible arid appreciate the shor1er line for securily. However, I have a metal hip replacement that requires me to still complete 
the full screening process, including removing shoes. empty pockets, etc. Plus, if the pre check lane does not have an AIT machine in use. I must endure the full pat-down procedure. 

Do you have, or are you planning to have something that can be noted in my profile identifying the hip replacement and avoid the extra steps? As of now the only benefit to me is a typically shorter line, but if I am traveling with my wife, she is still stuck 
in lhe normal routine. 

Thanks lo r whatever info nnati on you can p rov1d e. I spoke to one of the pre check headquarters staff at an AAAE conference and they promised answers. but no one responded. 

!(b,(61 

51612013 TSA Chief Secunty Officer, Retired. 

6:2540 
PM 

b)(61 



The caller wants to file a complaint regarding TSOs at ORD. She stated that this incident makes her lose confidence in TSA. She stated that she plans to email as well. 

She Slated that she was kith her rarents, She Slated that her falher went lhrough the scanner and he forgot 10 lake OUI his wallet, She stated I hat he wenl to take out lhe wallet and a TSO kept yelling at him telling him to take it out. She stated that she 
believes that her name is b :,(6) She stated that the older woman was yelling at her father. 

She stated that her mother has a pacemaker and she cannot go through the scanners. She stated that she got a patdown. She stated that the agent was very rough with her and she grabbed her arms and she grabbed her vagina. She stated that she 
told her mother not to call a family member over for the screening. She stated that it look 15 minules. She slated that the agent was squeezing her skin. She stated that they would normally just rub lhe fabric. She stated I hat lhe agenl she thinks was 
Wiley. She stated that she feels as if she was assaulted. 

Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers. regardless of their personal situations and needs, are treated with dignity. respect, and courtesy. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

5/612013 
6:34:42 TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, cor,-ective action whenever we deter,-nine that 

PM security screening policies need modification or specific employees or sere ener tea ms are I he subjects of re pea I ed co mp I a i nts. 

5/612013 
8:08 23 

PM 

I explained that if she sends an email, it will also be sent the TCC here. 

The caller's flighl details are as follow: 

Departing Airport: 0 RD 
Destination: Sant a Ana 
Airline: American 
Flight 1775 @ 6: 15 pm 
Terminal:3 
Gate: K8 
Dale and Time: May 5th, 2013 @ 4:00 pm 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I could use some help. For the last 9+ years, every time I fly, I am hassled at the airport - every time. Not occasionally, every time. At first I was told it is because of my fair complexion and light hair color - we can't profile? Have you seen the 
pictures of the bombers from the Boston area? Not exactly blonde, blue eyed Amencan citizens like me - so am I being discnminated against? Then 11 was because I am a woman. Really? 

The lasl time I his happened (April 2013) lhe agenl told me I am apparenlly on some lisl and thus had the "SSSS" designation on my boarding pass because of it. Some list for what? Who would put me on a list? Who has that right? A friend who 
works for TSA says this is not right either. He advised me to write or call to be removed immediately. The last time I went through ·screening· was the worst. It was so bad I couldn't bring myself to deal with this letter until now - I tried to call, but your 
phone system is screwed up and I kept going around and around and around with 11 which wou Id not let me make a selection, and then it di scan n ected me. Not rea I he I pful. Because of these rid i cu Io us encounters I'm re ally dreading flying. 

On Sunday, April 14, 2013, I was returning from a fun lrip to Mexico with friend. We had a lwo for one for first class so finally I got to get on a plane first, but lhars where lhis horrendous nightmare of a day sIarted. I was pulled over lhere at the 
departure airport (Puerto Vallarta) and my carry on searched. This has become routine harassment for me to endure. I cleared customs in san Diego without incident. Then we had to go back through security AGAIN in San Diego - which is stupid in 
and of itself - in order to board the plane for PDX. I thought he was joking when he said I was lucky - I was going to get the ·super secunty check" today. Ha ha ha 1 The three people travelling with me laughed, until they witness the inhumane, 
degrading. insulting. ridiculous, uncalled for. harassment I had to endure in MY OWN COUNTRY. I am NOT a ter,-orist, I have never been a terTOrist - never will be. How or why I would be on any list is BS• And for what? In San Diego I was grabbed. 
groped, "wanded", pinched, insulled: my pollery was broken, and the original print I was bringing home was bent and ripped. My family kind of 901 a kick out of this palhetic IreatmenI al first, but now they too are fed up. My oldesl son is leaving for his 
8th, yes 8th. tour to the Middle East (career Army), and my youngest is a police officer. Seriously? On a watch list?? There are NO terrorists in our family. I am nearly 61. borne in Havre, Montana, inlili:iL) I have live here in MY country all my life. I 
finished college here and am a high school administrator here. I am not a ter,-orist person of interest, or questionable character. Why am I being targeted? Why am I on a list of any kind? It is particularly insulting when I am constantly put through this 
he 11 and yet a multitude of mi nori ties a re a I lowed to wa I tz right through behind me without question or a second thought! Please he Ip! 

I expect to be taken off whatever ridiculous list I have been added to immediately. I have provided some information - what else is needed? 

b)(6) 

l(b)(61 

~l1~h~·,~1R~--~, -----~l.lancouver, WA 

(bi(61 

Thank you for your immediate attention to this matter. 



51612013 
8:08:23 

PM 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I could use some help. For lhe last 9+ years, every time I fly, I am hassled at the airport - every time. Nol occasionally, every lime. Al first I was told it is because of my fair complexion and lighl hair color - we can't profile? Have you seen the 
pictures of the bombers from the Boston area? Not exactly blonde, blue eyed American citizens like me - so am I being discriminated against? Then it was because I am a woman. Really? 

The last time this happened (April 2013) the agent told me I am apparently on some list and thus had the "SSSS" designation on my boarding pass because of it. Some list for what? Who would put me on a list? Who has that right? A friend who 
works for TSA says this is nol righl either. He advised me to wrile or call to be removed immediately. The last lime I went through "screening· was the worst. II was so bad I couldn't bring myself 10 deal with this letter until now -- I tried to call, but your 
phone system is screwed up and I kept going around and around and around with it which would not let me make a selection, and then it disconnected me. Not real helpful. Because of these ridiculous encounters I'm really dreading flying. 

On Sunday, April 14, 2013. I was returning from a fun trip to Mexico with friend. We had a two for one for first class so finally I got to get on a plane first, but that's where this horrendous nightmare of a day started. I was pulled over there at the 
departure airport (PuerI0 Vallarla) and my carry on searched. This has become routine harassment for me to endure. I cleared cusIoms in san Diego without incident. Then we had to go back lhrough security AGAIN in San Diego - which is stupid in 
and of itself - in order to board the plane for PDX. I thought he was joking when he said I was lucky - I was going to get the ·super security check" today. Ha ha ha' The three people travelling with me laughed, until they witness the inhumane, 
degrading, insulting, ridiculous, uncalled for, harassment I had to endure in MY OWN COUNTRY. I am NOT a terrorist I have never been a terrorist - never will be. How or why I would be on any list is BS• And for what? In San Diego I was grabbed, 
groped. "wanded", pinched. insulted: my pottery was broken. and the original print I was bringing home was bent and ripped. My family kind of got a kick out of this pathetic treatment at first, but now th~ are fed up. My oldest son is leaving for his 
8th, yes Slh, tour to the Middle East (career Army), and my youngest is a police officer. Seriously? On a watch list?? There are NO terrorisls in our family. I am nearly 61, borne in Hawe, Montana, in l!2.llJ I have live here in MY country all my life. I 
finished college here and am a high school administrator here. I am not a terrorist, person of interest. or questionable character. Why am I being targeted? Why am I on a list of any kind? It is particularly insulting when I am constantly put through this 
he 11 and yet a m ult1tud e of mi no ri ties a re al lowed to waltz right through behind me without q ue st,on or a second thought' Please he Ip I 

I expecl to be taken off whatever ridiculous list I have been added to immediately. I have provided some information - what else is needed? 

(b,(6) 

~kb~-~1(~6~1 -----~!Vancouver, WA 

51712013 
12:03:52 

PM 

[bl(61 

Thank you for your immediate a11ention to this matler. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Permitted Items: Sc reenrng 
Current Date/Time· 51712013 10:38:19 AM Airport: DEN - Denver International Date/Time o!Travel · 05/02/2013 2:00 AM Airline & Flight Number, Frontier720 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· A Gates TSA Employee; (If Known)· 
Comment : Firsi. this is an observation that includes all airports and all security screens and is nol connected 10 a specific time or flighl. 
I am 76 yrs old and am therefore allowed to wear my light jacket and shoes during screening. This turns out to be a theater of the absurd. If I wear my sport coat thru screening in Denver for example, I am always subjected to a pat down and explosive 
ch eek. Why? Because th ere a re buttons on my jacket as the re would be on al I Ii g ht Jackets. So the a I lowance to wear a jacket is m eanrngles s and in fa ct causes me mo re scrutiny than otherwise. If I wear my shoes th ru a mag net,c screen, I have to 
go back and take them off and be res c reened adding to the process instead of easing the requirement, Rath er than easing the burden for old er passengers, TSA has created a circumstance of fa I se expectations and has in la ct added to the annoyance 
and time of the process of security screening . 
Would you like a response? . Tr.,=uc=e,...,..,------, 
Passenger's Name LTG (Ret.fb::,(ff1 ! Phone Number kb-:,(6) !Email!(b·:,(6) fo leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



51712013 
2:08:24 

PM 

51712013 
3:05:19 

PM 

kb1(6) 

(b)(61 

Fromkb1(6) 
Sent: Sunday, February 17, 2013 6:56 PM 
To: tsa-contactcenter dhs. ov 
Cc: (b1(6) 
Subject: Unhappy experience 

l'm!(b)(61 !going through security checking point was send to go through XR..Never do. so I Ask for 

Female assistant for pat-down 

Dun ng procedure was interrupt by another female ass i sta nf._b_._' (_6_) __ __,rnd she started to pat down me again from the beginning 

I have knitled dress on and the skirt, she want me to raise my dress up to see belt on my skirt, I was put in the position to choose to lift my dress or take off my skirt so she can see my belt. I took of my skirt and for my surprise she was nol inIeresIed in 
the belt anymore. She told me I do not cooperate and supervisor was called 

I had to ask for another female assistant and we finished it quickly. As a result of incompetent of 2nd assistant I was pat-down 3 times during 7 minutes, 

It is not happy experience. This particular assistant should be trained better 
The caller works for an organization called Childrens Flight of Hope, which helps ill or injured children travel. She called 10 provide information regarding a very bad experience that one family had in Birmingham to Boston on April 29th. The family has 
a 5 year old that is in a wheelchair and has multiple disabilities. The child must travel with lots of equipment and food supplements. She stated that the officers opened her special formula. which ruined it and it had to be thrown away. even though she 
insisted that they do not open it. She stated that the mother rea 11 y protested the way the office rs we re screening her daughter and they made her go through a ful I body patdown. which caused th em to a I most miss their flight to A ti a nta. She stated that 
the mother is a special ed teacher and they have flown before, but never had such a bad experience. She did not feel that it was disability discrimination. She did feel that it was poor customer service. 

Airport: Bi rmi ngha m traveling to A ti a nta 
Airline: Delta 
Flight number: 1206 
Monday 10:45 a.m. april 29 
Does not know what terminal it was at. 

Advised ca Iler: 
We are very sorry for the bad experience this family had. I will forward the complain! to the CSM. I advised her to contact the TSA Cares line and provide us with lhe itinerary the next time they fly at least 72 hours in advance. 



From b)(61 
Sent: Tuesday, May 07, 2013 4:08 PM 
To: TSA.Ombudsman@dhs.gov 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: .. kb"-·.,""(6"'1'-----' 
51712013 Dale Time: 5/712013 4:08:18 PM 

8:09:44 
PM 

517/2013 
9:06:44 

PM 

Name: 

!(bl(61 

Email: 

HYPERLIN~ .. (b-')_,_(6--'1 ______________ ___, 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

TSA makes me ash a med of my mi I ita ry service 

Comments: 

I flew again yesterday and, as happens every time I'm forced to run the TSA gauntlet, I feel shamed that I served (and shed blood) for a country that now treats its citizens like this. We are now forced to take off shoes. remove belts -- all for no apparent 

Caller: Arrived from Argentina. During the screening al the checkpoint before going to Miami customer was slopped for additional screening. 
Stated that a fem a I e officer asked her to many quest ions. 

Location: Miami International. 
Gate: Not provided 
Airline: American Airline 
Flight #490 

Advised: The Trans po rtati on Security Administration (T SA) see ks to provide a high level of security and custom er service to a 11 travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints, Every passenger and their property must be sere ened before 
entering lhe secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is importanl. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy.Tried to get more info bul she said to forget the 
complaint after advised is a random screening. 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 



51812013 
10:02:23 

AM 

518/2013 
12:05:56 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!~(b~1_(6~)--~ 
Date Time: 518/2013 820:44 AM 

Namf I(~\ I 
Ema;b)(6, I 
Comp I IF.lfiaPPI op1 lat@ Scree11irig/Pat Dow11 Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight 2028 out of Orlando on 516113 al 3 55pm. Gale A78 
Comments:Hello, 
I went through security with my husband, 3 year old daughter, 2 year old son and 6 month old son. I had a separate bag for my (2) 6 ounce milk boxes, (2) 6 ounce Juice boxes, a 2 ounce formula bottle and a 4.1 ounce baby food. The young female 
TSA screener (about my age) informed me that I was not allowed to bring any of the items through except for the baby formula. I explained that I desperately needed the milk for my diet restricted 2 year old and the baby absolutely needed baby food. 
We arrived at about 2:00pm and we would not be getting home until approximately 8:00pm and my infant cannol go that long without food. The agenl informed me that I would be allowed to keep the milk only in exchange for me or my husband doing a 
full body pat down. I was shocked, humiliated, and infuriated. I told her that my husband would be willing to do a pat down in exchange for keeping my son·s milk. My husband did it and was horrified at being extorted to keep MILK' The agent kept my 
baby food and j u,ce. I was al most in tears as we we re leaving. The worn an then said she found I ,q u1d in my diaper bag. She went through the entire bag and lo und another 4. 1 o u nee package of baby food. I begged her to al low me to keep in lo r my 
infant. Her response was, "You chose milk for your pat down so you can't keep this too," I cannot put into words how upset I am and how upsetting it was to have a screaming infant on a plane for 2 hours simply because a single individual was absurdly 
harassing me and my family. I have flown multiple times with the same exact items and have never had an issue. I still cannol believe we were extorted into having a pat down in exchange (her words) for keeping my son's milk. Additionally, I was too 
afraid that she would further harass us if I fussed about being able to keep my infant"s food. This was a ridiculous incident that kept no one safer, did nothing to improve air port security and only caused stress for my small children and family. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:l(b)(61 I 
Date Time: 5/8/2u13 10:55: 10 AM 
························---------------··························· 

Namekb1(6i 
Email·l1h··,1r:;--, 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc):Departing from MCD Flight 2028 out of Ortando on 516113 at 3:55pm. Gate A78. 
Comments,: Hello, 
I went through securily with my husband, 3 year old daughter, 2 year old son and 6 month old son. I had a separate bag for my (2) 6 ounce milk boxes, (2) 6 ounce juice boxes, a 2 ounce formula bottle and a 4.1 ounce baby food. The young female 
TSA screener (about my age) informed me that I was not allowed to bring any of the items through except for the baby formula. I explained that I desperately needed the milk for my diet restricted 2 year old and the baby absolutely needed baby food. 
We arrived at about 2: 0 Op m and we would not be getting home u nti I ap pro xi matel y 8: 0Op m and my infant cannot go that long without food. The agent informed me that I would be al lowed to keep the mi I k on I y in exchange lo r me or my husband doing a 
lull body pat down. I was shocked, humiliated, and infuriated. I told her that my husband would be willing to do a pat down in exchange for keeping my son"s milk. My husband did it and was horrified at being extorted to keep MILK! The agent kept my 
baby food and juice. I was almost in tears as we were leaving. The woman then said she found liquid in my diaper bag. She went through the entire bag and found another 4.1 ounce package of baby food. I begged her to allow me to keep in for my 
infant. Her response was, "You chose milk for your pat down so you can't keep this too." I cannot put into words how upset I am and how upsetting it was to have a screaming infant on a plane for 2 hours simply because a single individual was absurdly 
harassing me and my family. I have flown multiple times with the same exact ,terns and have never had an issue. I still cannot believe we were extorted into having a pat down in exchange (her words) for keeping my son's milk. Add1t1onally. I was too 
afraid that she would further harass us if I fussed about being able to keep my infant's food. This was a ridiculous incident that kept no one safer, did nothing to improve air port security and only caused stress for my small children and family. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service 
Current Date/Ti me . 519/2013 9: 52: 36 AM 
Airport DCA - Washington Reagan National DatelTlme of Travel : 05108/2013 9:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: for Gate 34 TSA Employee: (II Known) . 
Comment : TSA lines at DCA are the worst I've encountered anywhere in the US. Yesterday I waited on line for over 30 minutes. Three observalions: 

The right most screening area was empty much of the time because they were efficient and no one made an effort to direct passengers there. 

51912013 2. The 2nd (middle?) screening areas had long delays, and it appeared 10 me thal this was caused by a single TSAwho should be reprimanded. He was the assistant (have a nice day and pat down the gentlemen) at lhe screening machine. He was 

1 0: 18:34 having an animated and apparently unwanted one-way conversation with the young black woman who was operating the machine. He appeared ta me to be impaired. I hope you can do something about it. I'm sorry I didn't get his name. 

AM 

5/912013 
101837 

AM 

3. A minor annoyance: I experienced reverse discrimination: An attendant outside the screening area (white shirt-perhaps not TSA ?) removed a family from the line and moved them to the head of the line. This was not because they were going to miss 
their flight or were in any obvious distress. It was because the atlendant recognized them as members of his own elhnic and cultural minority. They exchanged pleasanlries in a foreign language. 

And BTW. th ere were 3 supervisors watching the who I e thing. 
Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Security Issue 
Categories: Pat-down: Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time. 519/2013 9:27:36 AM Airport· RDU - Raleigh-Durham International Date/Time al Travel. 05107/2013 5:30 AM Airline & Flight Number· AA 623 Checkpoint/Area al Airport: 
TSA Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) Uniformed Screeners and Duty Security Manager Comment My wife, who wears bi-lateral external prosthesis (breast cancer survivor), alerted the AIT. A male uniformed screener swiped my wife's hands 
with a cloth pad and something tested positive for further screening. Then a female uniformed screener (later ID'ed as a supervisor) approached and assisted, The male screener. without explanation as to what he was looking for. rummaged through 
my wife's bags and swiped contents. My wife explained she was a breasl cancer survivor and had handled her prosthesis earlier I hat morning. My wife lold both TSA screeners she was a U. s. Navy Captain who just re1urned from a year deployment 10 
Kabul, Afghanistan. The TSA screeners continued searching my wife's bags and said a body pat dawn was required. Her bags were again machine screened. Then my wife was escorted to a private screening room. She was subjected ta a full body 
pat down. While out of my sight, I spoke with a non-uniformed secunty manager (name escapes me but he is a retired USMC gunnery sergeant). Agitated, I identified myself by name and as a retired Marine (he did likewise) and asked that he help me 
understand why my wife. a cancer survivor and active duty senior officer just back from a year deployment. was being put through such screening. To his credit he was polite and professional explaining protocols etc. and later provided me TSA/DHS 
contact info for future use. Questions: 1) Why did screeners go lhrough my wife's bags without explanalion as to why and what was lhe purpose of swiping conlents?: 2) Why was my wife subjected 10 full body (vice target area) pat down when lhe AIT 
alerted only the breast area?: 3) What alerted and why was there reason to swipe my wife"s hands?; 4) Why da military personnel - active, reserve, retired - and whether in uniform or not (all have ID cards) have to go through the same degree al 
screening as the general populace? Thank you. 

!(b,(6) 

PS Again, though annoyed by our experience, we appreciate the courteous manner in which the TSA non-uniformed duty security carried out his duties. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 

Passenger's Narmc:'e':';:'!b~·-, .. s .. ·,__1 ._ __ _J 
Phone,,..,.U1.11111::JUJJ.11.u.L. ___ ...L __ __,, 

Email (b)(ff1 
To lea""°.,,.,.,,,.l'ffl',,,,,,..,.,,,,,..,,,.'""'.,..,"""'"""""'~k. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller asked about the patdown procedure. Caller is claiming that his genitals were touched. Caller asked if a TSO is supposed ta touch his genitals. Caller said this has happened twice. 

5/912013 
11 :24 :21 I spoke witt-£EE)and he stated they patdown to the point of resistance with the backs of the hands and ii they need to, they use the front of the hands. Caller did not want to give his name or phone number. He hung up when I asked if I could put him 

AM on hold again, I did not have a number to call him back. 



51912013 
1:01:02 

PM 

Caller was travel mg out of Portland International and he was pulled aside lo r additional screening. caller Is wanting to know what information that they got when they sea n ned his hand. Caller stated th at he Is not a te rri os,t and he is wanting the 
information about what is going on. 

Told caller that anytime that you get pulled aside for additional screening is because there may have been an alarm or anomalies and they have to resolve that. Also told caller that they may have done an explosive trace detection on his hands and I 
was not able to tell him why he was pulled aside. Also told caller that sometime 11 is at random that they pull aside for additional screening. 

E sea I ation Notes: f h ·.,IR I 
The caller wants to know what we check for when he gets secondary screening. He mentioned a screen he had to put his hand on and he wants to know what 11 is we were checking. He isn't complaining about the patdown but what 11 is we check 
when he is subject to s eco nda ry screening , The cal I er became angry and threatened to get a I awye r if I did nt te 11 him what it was we were checking when he was pulled lo r secondary sere en i ng. He understands the procedures lo r s eco nda ry screening 
and he says he coopera I ed. 

I directed the caller to the IVR to qet the name and number of the CSM at PDX 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: f b 1(6) I 
Date Time: 5/912013 12:30:33 PM 

······················----------------····························· 

5/912013 N ~~b-.. -16-.1----~1 .. 
2:09:30 am I'-"-"'! .,.._ ____ _,__ ~-., 

PM Email~b~l~(6~I~-----~ 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc):ln between flights; arriving on AA87 from London Heathrow into Chicago O"Hare, going through TSA screening pnor to boarding AA 337 from O"Hare to St. Louis, MO 
Comments To begin with, there was an extremely long line waiting to be screened with only three screening locations in operation. the wait time was close to one hour and many people were complaining about the insufficient manpower. I am 75 
years old and have a steel replacement hip. I went lhrough the screening and showed lhe attendant the card provided by my surgeon, verifying the hip replacemenl. I was then subjected to not only a complete pat down but also electronic screening. 
The whole incident took about 15 minutes and it was a extremely demeaning experience. Why single out a 75 year old white man with a proven physical disability, yet allow two females in black Burka"s to walk through security with little if any security 
checks? You appear to have your priorities out of order' 

Caller and her husband crossed through our checkpoint at LAX and he underwent a patdown following a pass through the AIT machine. She wants to know why and if this is normal. I told her that passengers must undergo a patdown as a normal part 
5191201 3 of aviation security. It does n t me an that the re is a prob I em with h, m at al I: it sometimes occurs at random. 
528:43 

PM 

May 9, 2013 

Dear Sirs, 

51912013 I travelled through Yakima Airport this morning and found it very disturbing that the person I was travelling with, a male, was picked for secondary screening, which consisted of a 5 minute pat down and extensive search of accessories. The next 

6:02:51 person selected was a female, and since there were no female TSA agents on duty, her secondary screening consisted swabbing her shoes. After she was done she went quickly to the bathroom. which I found very suspicious. 

PM 

I am not saying that she had anything, but if you are trying to uphold your illusion of security, I would suggest making sure a female is on duty to complete the pat downs. 

Sincerely, 



51912013 
7:10:19 

PM 

Caller states she traveled from Eugene to SEA to Sacramento to Minneapolis and did not have any problem. On her return fi1ght she flew from Minneapolis to Sacramento to Portland on to Eugene. She had a terrible experience. She was asked to 
remove her shoes and walk over to the patdown area on the filthy floor. She requested a pat down to avoid the x ray. She has an advanced stage cancer, and walks on a walker. There were signs all over the airport stating ii you are over 75 years old 
you do not have to remove your shoes. She is 80 years old. She lold the TSO she had traveled for several days and had on sandals. She thinks the rules should apply to all lhe airporIs. None of the other airports ask her to remove her shoes. Caller 
did not fee I th at she was treated differently be ca use of her age or dis ab i I ity. just did not understand why she cou ldn t I eave her shoes on. 

Airport: SMF 
Airline: Alaska 
Flight 2526 
Terminal: Gate B9 

Advised Ca Iler: 

Because your comp I amt concerns security screen i nq at a s pec1f1c airport we have forwarded a copy of this e-m a i I to the Customer Service Ma naqe r ( CSM) at th at I ocation. 
Caller wanted to speak 10 Janel Napolitano or John Pistol Caller wanted to know the stalus of his patdown complaint .. I told the caller I do nol have the phone number for either party but I could give him an address for Mr Pistole. Caller asked who 
was above Ms Napolitano, and I advised that would be the President. 

I advised the caller that this has been forwarded as high as it could go. Caller wants to speak to a supervisor. 

511012013 ~ took over call: Caller wanted a phone number to either John Pistole or Janet Napolitano. Caller stated he wrote a letter like he was instructed to do and has yet to hear from anyone. Caller wants this issue addressed. I advised caller that I 

9: 56: 11 could have my supervisor look into the matter ag am. Ca 11 er agreed but also wanted to speak with my supervisor. I then gave cal I to Su pe rvi so r kb·:, ( 6) I 
AM 

,_f b_)(_6_, ___ _,I Notes: 

On Jan 24th one of the TSA agents in Austin was to friendly with him. He contacted the AUS CSM, and also filed a complaint with Austin Police Department. He has forwarded a complaint to Mr. Pistole and Janet N, He sent in a formal complaint 
form and hasn I heard anylhing back from anyone. I lold him his record was sent 10 lhe passenger ombudsman. I told him I would look further into his situation and have someone get in touch with him. He wants John Pistole to call him. I told him I 
could n t guarantee who would ca 11 him back but I would I ook into his situation. 

I was blown up by a road side bomb in Afghanistan and ii injured my back. 

I have a morphine pump that Is implanted in my abdomen to control my pain, 

The device is made of metal and ii always sels off the metal deIecIors. 

It's incredibly embarrassing when the TSA agent tells me to pick up my shirt so he or she can see where the pump Is implanted. 

I avoid flying as much as I can because of this. 

511012013 I carry a medical card from the pump manufacturer that states I have a device in my body but the TSA always does a full pat down and body screen with a hand help metal detector. 
10:00:31 

AM Is lhis the best treatment I can get from the TSA? 

I donl like people staring at me. 

Thanks 

Sent from my iPad 



5/1012013 
10:00:46 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP!"'(b'-")""'(6'"") __ __. 
Date Time: 511012013 7:55:56 AM 

Nam~b,(61 
Email b1(6i 
Complaints:My Complaint is Not Listed Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):MCI: May 10, 2013; Della #2062 at 6:15am: gate 57 
Comments:I missed my flight at MCI this morning (May 10, 2013; Delta #2062 at 6: 15am) because of TSA incompetence. My daughter. who was traveling by my side, made the plane flight. I have a disability that requires a titanium hip. The titanium 
hip set off the alarm (it always does). The call for "'female assist"' when unanswered. I sat there and sat there ... telling TSA that my plane was leaving. By the time the woman came for the pat down, the plane had left .... with my daughter and my 
suitcase. The impression was that TSA was overloaded and understaffed: there were literally hundreds of people in line and a very large bottleneck. 

Hello. 
I have some question about my rights as a working airline crew member. At airports without Known Crew Member must I submit to a standard pat down or do I have the right to a modified pat down? I have a knee replacement so I WILL set off the 
metal detector, and I choose not to use lhe new screening technology, What are lhe proper procedures? Until recenlly I was given the modified, but lalely I have nol been exlended this courtesy. I appreciale your time and look forward to your 

511 0/20 13 answer. 
12:04:37 Thank you. 

PM kb1(6) 

511012013 
12:05:12 

PM 

USAirways 

Sent from my iPad 

Feedback Type Security Issue 
Categories : Other; Pat-down 
Current Date/Time: 5110/2013 9:53:51 AM Airport SLC - Sall Lake City International Date/Time of Travel: 05108/2013 12:00 AM Airline & Flighl Number 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I am approved in the TSA pre-check program However, I have a surgical implant in my right knee, so the pre-check doesn"t really help much at all. In Salt Lake City, the pre-check line doesn't have a full-body imager. so I have to do all the 
usual removals and have a pat-down. In several other airpor1s, I've been required 10 have a pal-down even after going through lhe full-body imager. Is there any way to get an exemption from lhe pat-down requirement--for example, a le1ter from my 
doctor? 
Would you like a re....,.:w ..... ....1.='-~ 
Passenger's Na;em:::ea:.i;,;.._,..., __ ..--_...., 
Phone Number b 1(6) 
Email 1h··,1rr1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Disability Description: Caller said she called to get assistance and no one has called her back. Caller Is flying from MCO tomorrow. This Is her return flight. Caller asked if there is someone she can call to find out who will be assisting her tomorrow. 

El~ 
Disability Description: Caller s son is autistic and cannot stand still for the AIT screening. If a patdown is required, he may need assistance. 

Information Request Caller asked if there is someone she can call to find out who will be assisting her tomorrow. 

~526 Return 515 2013 2:17:00 PM JetBlue MCO Upcoming 

Ca Iler is conce med that they may need assistance ii he is required to have a patd own. 

Response Details: I told the caller I will send the request again. I gave her the CSM number to contact. 

Name: f._b~l~(6~1 ___ ..,! 
511012013 Phone:l(b 1(61 I 
2:19:07 

PM 4:30pm~---~ 
I calle,tb)(6:1 ~ack because I realized there was an incorrect date on the return flight. It was listed at 05 17 2011, but should be 5 11 2013. Caller said she spoke to the CSM and was able to make arrangements for tomorrow. 

5/1012013 

Informed caller I hat I would forward the information 10 ODPO and emailed lhe information on aulism screening .Passengers with inlellecIuaI disabilities or developmental disabilities, such as Down Syndrome or autism, can be screened wilhout being 
separated from their parents or guardians. Parents or guardians should inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening of the child s needs before screening begins. Parents or guardians may offer suggestions on the best 
way to approach and sere en their ch, ldren, esp eci a 11 y if it Is necessary to touch him or her during screening. 
Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arrns above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk•through metal detector, lhe passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure insIead. 
Ca Iler is conce med that her son wi 11 not be ab I e to p eiform the standing sti 11 part for the A IT and th at he wo u Id not react we 11 to the p atdown procedures. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1F~~-•_1(_6_) ____ ~ 
Date Time: 511012013 5:48:33 PM 

······················---------------····························· 

6:24:02 Name,._(...,.b""i(6,.,.·:'-1 __ ___........., 
PM Email b)(6i 

5/1012013 

Compi;m_.,,,."""""'""',,.,,..e,1.reening/Pat Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terrninal/Airport/Gate/Etc):DL4646, Spokane Intl Airport. 
Comments:I was singled out because I am fat. I was taken to a back room where I was required to prove that I was not concealing anything under the fold of my stomach. My personal items were searched and I was forced to wait while the TSA 
personnel searched my posessions. Befogre I entered lhe screening area I took great care to be sure I was in compliance with all TSA regulations. I selecled my travel clothing carefully and had my idenlification ready. I was slill treated wilh disrespect. 
To satisfy the search requirement and to avoid groping I removed my clothing to demonstrate I was not concealing weapons. explosives or contraband. I am a citizen of this country, a patriot, a retired sheriiff, a grandfather and not a criminal. I should 
not have be en treated the way I was. I did not fee I protected, I felt via lated. suspected and ace used. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: kb 1(6) 
Date Time: 511 01201"-1'"'3"'5,..:4..,.8"":"'"33,,....,,P""M,.... 

------------------------------------------------------------------

6:24:02 NameJ(b 1(6) 
PM Email:'"I1'"h'"·>1"'R'"··,---"""'--, 

Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terrninal/Airport/Gate/Etc):DL4646, Spokane Intl Airport. 
Comments:I was singled out because I am fat. I was taken to a back room where I was required to prove that I was not concealing anything under the fold of my stomach. My personal items were searched and I was forced to wait while the TSA 
personnel searched my posessions. Befogre I entered lhe screening area I took great care to be sure I was in compliance with all TSA regulations. I selecled my travel clothing carefully and had my idenlification ready. I was slill treated wilh disrespect. 
To satisfy the search requirement and to avoid groping I removed my clothing to demonstrate I was not concealing weapons. explosives or contraband. I am a citizen of this country, a patriot, a retired sheriiff, a grandfather and not a criminal. I should 
not have be en treated the way I was. I did not fee I protected, I felt via lated. suspected and ace used. 



To Whom It May Concern: 

On Wednesday, May 7, I fiew on Southwest Flt. 504 from Newark airporl (EWR), Terminal C. I was escorled to Security in a wheelchair at around 5:30 p.m. When I T)Ched Security, the agent manning the line motioned for me to go lhrough the full 
body scanner I declined, and asked for the pat-down. He ignored me, and let five or six people pass through the scanner and/or metal detector. The agent's name is b 1(6 _, ] I was unable to get his badge number. 

He then turned to me and directed me to put my carry-on, purse and shoes on the belt, but did not call for a female agent. I said that I would wait until I was ready to go through the pat-down, so that I would not have to let my personal items be out of 
my sight. He then continued to ignore me, letting many more people through the security procedure, and made no atlempl to get an agent to atlend to me. I then asked if he would call the female attendani. bul to no avail. He turned away, and did 
nothing except let more pea pie through. 

Eventual I 
511112013 (b )(6) 

, a female agent turned up.!(b)(ff:1 ! whom I recognized as the same agent who gave me the pat-down a month earlier on a different flight. She stood on the other side of the glass half-door from where I sat in the wheel chair, but 
till would not open that door 10 let me through. Finally another agenl showed up next to her, saw me silting there, and let me through. 

9:0446 
AM 

511112013 
9:05:00 

AM 

!(bi ( 6:, ~as fnend I y, thorough, yet gentle, and she is to be comm ended for her p roles s ional ism on both occasions. ~ on the other hand. was hosti I e, s narky, disdainful . d1srespectlu I, and lacking in compass ion for the handicapped and for 
humanity in genera I . It was b I ata ntl y obvious 1 hat 1 his man was on some so rt of power trip, I am seriously considering fi Ii ng a I awsuit under 1 he Americans with Di sa bi I it i es Act for the harsh and discriminatory treatment I was subjected to by him, This 
agent needs to be dealt with appropriately, and I would appreciate your feedback. 

Thank you. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1p!(b1(6i I 
Date Time: 5/10/20131040:14 PM 

Namefbi(61 
Email1h·,1R··, 
Comp I a i nts; Ina pp ro pri ate Screening/Pat Down Screening: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):DL4646 Spokane Intl Airporl 
Comments:! thank you far the response to my previous communication. I add that the TSO did nat advise me what was ocurring. They did nat advise me of options and they scared my wife because they farced me to go to a roam and closed the door. 
Acco rd i nnq to your response to me they vi o I ated T SA protoco I and my rights. 



DearTSA, 
This morning, May 11 2013, at8.54 am at JFK airport, section 3 screening/scanning area. I ask for female assist, as not to go through the scanners. I waited patiently, after 5 minutes I reminded the TSA representative that my flight is 9.18am. (Matos 
was her name on the tag), she made several a11empts 10 call but no one came. I ask if I could go through lhe regular scanner that I was standing ne,t, she told me it was not a regular scanner - however, during my wait a child and molher went through. 
I asked again to go through, this time she said it's because I ask for "female assist.' 

- At 9.05am. a TSA female came up walking very slowly. 
- At 9.1 Oam I was finished wilh the 'pat down' 
-At g_11am I went over to the supervisor desk to ask for a complaint form, he ask me what happened (large hispanic man) and he ask for ID and wrote down my details and was taking his time looking far a complaint form. I was never ask far my ID 
before with a complaint form request. or have a supervisor write down my name and driving license number on a piece of paper (creep me out). I usually was Just given the complaint card to fill out. I ask the supervisor why he was writing down my 
details as this is further delays me and my flight is at risk of being missed, He told me "this is procedure"' and "he sends it to the HR so that they will expect my complaint"' 

My complaints are: 
a. please have quicker female assists on hand to take care of people who have the right to refuse going through the scanner (that has a reputation of taking images of passengers naked). 

511112013 b. Perhaps generate a "lhree call out ma,imum' for a female assist to come 10 a passenger with a ma,imum wait time of 5 minutes or let passengers go through the regular scanners (from 1 O years ago) when they ask 10 not go lhrough the newer ATD 

11 : 13,05 canners. This would save time and man power on both parties. 

AM 
b. For supervisors to not add on to the frustration of the situation by adding 'new' procedures and telling you that he sends my details to 'HR?" what has HR got to do with passenger complaints. And this large hispanic man was a supervisor, 

Anyhow. my goal is the p u rsu,t of better travel through security, I am happy that the ·naked" sea nne r technology has now been switched to outlining the body - however at the J F K airport it does not state the switch and i 11 ustrate the type of picture - white 
plains NY airport demonstrates this. 

Please respond with solutions of what can be down to pretend this problem. 

Thank you, 

Disability Description: The caller broke her wrist and arm. She has a me1a1 implant. 

Information Request: The caller wanted to know how she would get thru the checkpoint since she had the metal implants. 
The caller said that she was told if she had a letter from her doctor she would be ok. 
She said she was on the TSA website and it said she only had to present a card. 

The caller feels the TSA agents are thugs and unprofessional. 
The ca 11 er said she fee Is the patdown is degrading. 
She stated I should watch the way they a ct, and she does not want them pa ft i ng her down. 
The caller staled she will probley will not fly anymore if she is going to have to be groped and degraded. 
She asked where she would file a complaint after she is groped and degraded. 
She wanted to know if anything wou Id be done with her complaint if she Ii I ed one. 

511112013 The ca 11 er said she would not be groped and degraded and then disco n necl ed the ca 11. 
2:0912 

PM Response Details: I told the caller if a passenger has metal implants. such as artificial knees, he or she should inform a Transportation Secunty Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 
TS A has ere ated notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about any dis a bi Ii ty, medica I condition. Although these ca rd s do not exempt anyone from security screening. their use may imp rove communication and he Ip travelers discreetly 
notify TS Os of their condilions. 
A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. 
I told the caller the TSO will use the backs of hands for sensitive areas and the front of hands for non sensitive areas during the patdown. 
I a po I og i zed to the ca Iler lo r the concern and advised the cal I er she may request to speak to a su pe rvi sor at the checkpoint. 
I told lhe caller if she refused to have lhe addilional screening she will not be allowed to enter lhe secure area of the airport or board the flight to travel. 
I told the caller she could call back if she had a complaint and I would help in document her information. 
I wou Id then pro vi de the to the correct department. 

I advised the caller I could not really speak to what if situations. but I would help her ii she wanted to file a complaint. 
I offered to send the info regarding lhe patdown and metal implants 10 lhe caller, she refused and disconnected the call. 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: The cal I er broke her wnst and arm. She has a metal , m plant. 

Information Requesl: The caller wanted 10 know how she would get thru lhe checkpoint since she had the metJI implanls. 
The caller said that she was told if she had a letter from her dactar she would be ok. 

She said she was on the TSA website and 11 said she only had to present a card. 
The ca 11 er fee Is the TSA agents are thugs and u n professi o na I. 
The ca 11 er said she fee Is the patdown is degrading. 
She stated I should watch the way they act, and she does nat want them patting her down. 
The ca 11 er stated she wi 11 pro bl ey wi 11 not fly anymore 1f she Is going to have to be groped and degraded. 
She asked where she would file a oomplaint after she is groped and degraded. 
She wanted to know if anything would be done with her complaint if she filed one. 

5111120 13 The ca 11 er said she would not be groped and degraded and then disconnected the cal I. 
2:09:12 

PM Response Details: I told the caller if a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 
TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about any disability, medical condition. Although these cards do nat exempt anyone from security screening, their use may improve communication and help travelers discreetly 
notify TS Os of their cond iii on s. 
A patd own procedure a I so is used to resolve any a I a nms of a metal d etectar or a nom a Ii es identified by A IT. 
I told lhe caller the TSO will use the backs of hands for sensitive areas and the front of hands for non sensilive areas during the patdown. 
I a pa I og i zed ta the ca Iler lo r the concern and advised the cal I er she may request ta speak to a su pe rvi sor at the checkpoint. 
I to Id the ca 11 er if she refused to have the add iii on al sere en i ng she w, 11 not be al lowed to enter the secure a re a of the airport or boa rd the flight to travel. 
I told the caller she oould call back if she had a oomplaint and I would help in document her infonmation. 
I wou Id I hen provide the to the correct department. 

I advised the caller I could nat really speak ta what if situations, but I would help her if she wanted ta file a complaint. 
I offered to send the info regarding the patdown and metal implants to the caller, she refused and disconnected the call. 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: The cal I er broke her wnst and arm. She has a metal , m plant. 

Information Requesl: The caller wanted 10 know how she would get thru lhe checkpoint since she had the metal implanls. 
The caller said that she was told if she had a letter from her dactar she would be ok. 

She said she was on the TSA website and 11 said she only had to present a card. 
The ca 11 er fee Is the TSA agents are thugs and u n professi o na I. 
The ca 11 er said she fee Is the patdown is degrading. 
She stated I should watch the way they act, and she does nat want them patting her down. 
The caller stated she will probley will not fly anymore 1f she Is going to have to be groped and degraded. 
She asked where she would file a oomplaint after she is groped and degraded. 
She wanted to know if anything would be done with her oomplaint if she filed one. 

5111120 13 The ca 11 er said she would not be groped and degraded and then disconnected the cal I. 
2:09:12 

PM Response Details: I told the caller if a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 
TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about any disability, medical condition. Although these cards do nat exempt anyone from security screening, their use may improve communication and help travelers discreetly 
notify TS Os of their cond iii on s. 
A patd own procedure a I so is used to resolve any a I a nms of a metal d etectar or a no ma Ii es identified by A IT. 
I told lhe caller the TSO will use the backs of hands for sensitive areas and the front of hands for non sensilive areas during the patdown. 
I a pa I og i zed ta the ca Iler lo r the concern and advised the cal I er she may request ta speak to a su pe rvi sor at the checkpoint. 
I to Id the ca 11 er if she refused to have the addition al sere en i ng she w, 11 not be al lowed to enter the secure a re a of the airport or boa rd the flight to travel. 
I told the caller she oould call back if she had a oomplaint and I would help in document her infonmation. 
I wou Id I hen provide the to the oorre ct department. 

I advised the caller I could nat really speak ta what if situations, but I would help her if she wanted ta file a complaint. 
I offered to send the info regarding the patdown and metal implants to the caller, she refused and disconnected the call. 



511112013 
5:32:08 

PM 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: Ca 11 er has a 5 year old aut1sti c son. He cannot hear very we 11. The caller a I so has a mi Id case of Autism. 

Information Requesl: They would like to avoid lheir experience from the previous flight. How can they better prepare for the screening process? 

Response Details: Passengers with intellectual disabilities or developmental disabil1t1es, such as Down Syndrome or autism. can be screened without being separated from their parents or guardians. Parents or guardians should inform the 
Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening of the child s needs before screening begins. Parents or guardians may offer suggestions on the best way to approach and screen their children. especially if it is necessary to touch him or 
her during screening . 

If a p atdown is required in order to complete s c reem ng: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. SomeIimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in lhe position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body I hat are painful when touched. 
A passenger should not be asked to remove or lift any article of clothing to reveal a sensitive body area. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor while at the checkpoint. 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act it must 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing; 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination 

The caller opled to file lhe formal complain!. So I am emailing her I hat informalion as well as lhe screening process for the aulism spectrum. 

Incident Details: They had a bad screening experience recently at CLT. They were flying to Orlando. She set off the WTMD. They separated her from her son. Her husband was attending to their 2 year old. So he could not give their son his full 
attention. He was running around on his own while she was finishing her screening. At the end she was subjected to a patdown. She had to lift up her shirt in front of the other people at the security checkpoint. She did not know that she could request a 
private screening. The TSO slated that if her son touched her he would have to have a patdown also. A supervisor pulled the TSO 10 lhe side and corrected her. The TSO s were courteous and Irying to help resolve the situation. But they were bringing 
more TSO s in to help which was causing her son more stress. She would like to make a formal complaint if it can help others avoid the same situation. 
On 12-May at about 1 Dam, I went lhrough the D concourse securily checkpoint premium lane and opted oul. 

I then was made to wait a pp roxi mately Ii ve mm utes for a pat down wh i I e a vaI I ab I e male T SA agents we re "'busy·' restocking bins at nearly empty I a nes. I have never had to wait that I e ngth of ti me for a patdown at such an empty checkpoint. 

5/1212013 
U 9,29 Addilionally, lhe female agent running lhe x-ray scanner decided to move my belongings from the x-ray belt while I was not present. This is nol supposed to happen. 

PM 
I mentioned my complaint to the two-striper who was "'m charge·' and he appeared totally unconcerned and disinterested. 



Namel(b 1(6) 

Phone:[~b-)-(B-•• -, --~ 

Date of incident: May 4, 2013 

Time : Around 11 :30 AM- 12:00 Noon 

Location: LaG ua rd i a Airport 

511212013 Airline Security: Jel Blue 

3:35:36 
PM 

Female atlendant, lold me to go lhrough the Full body scanner. I stepped in, withoul telling me, she decides to touch the combs I had in my hair wilh the same gloves she has been using on everyone else. 

I feel I his is a violalion as the full body scanner was suppose to be in lieu of any pal down or body search. I feel the attendanl had not right to touch me without my permission, and there was no need as I was going through the scanner. 

They are just gelling out of control and I hey need to be re-trained. 

Also, my fiance was behind me and was also lold to go through the scanner- He did. When he came out, the male attendant patted him down on his butt- again wilhout asking permission. 

I travel with an ESA animal every weekend and had a very stressful siluation last night, totally different TSA situalion than I have every had wilh my animal. 

Can you please provide me with the spec1f1c rules on TSA handling animals in private screening room? I know they have to pat down and that is fine, usually I get my hands patted down too. I have been told that TSA is not allowed to assist or handle 
animals aside from pat down for testing. 

511212013 But this situation was the TSA agent would not let me get my cat out of the carrier, and she had to force it out by dumping it upside down, the cat has hip pain which is issue, plus I do private room rather than walk through to alleviate animal stress. She 

5: 12: 5 8 forced the inspection of the cat cowering the corn er but never did any born b test on the pat down, which is always done too. 

PM 
I had nearly had a an,iely hearl a11ack watching I his happen so would like to know the rules so I can carry them in my pet carrier to avoid I his again. 
Once again, this had only happened to me 1 time in 2 years, but was very strange. It was very hard on the both the animal and me. Didn't seem right. 

Thank you, 

!(b)(61 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time . 5/12/2013 4: 14:09 PM Airport . ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Date/Time of Travel . 0511212013 3:30 PM Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : Domestic South TSA Emp I aye e: ( If Known) !I h ·., / f';'1 !Comment : I passed through the Atlanta domestic te rmrn al South Del ta Sky P ri onty checkpoint at around 3: 3 Op m on Sunday 12 May. I was wearing a 
dark brown jacket, brown striped button-down shirt, tan trousers and distinctive purple moccasins. I am a large white male with short brown hair and thick black glasses. 

511212013 After waiting for several minutes for an opt-out pat down, I was humiliated nearly to tears when the screener patting me down and his female colleague monitoring the line started laughing at me. As a larger passenger, traveling through the airport is a 

5: 13,05 sensitive enough experience. and I was appalled that the TSA were so unprofessional. 

PM 
Superviso~.._(b_·~1(_6~) _______ ~I was dismissive and refused to give me the names of lhe screener and his colleague. But I imagine thal the screening tapes will be sufficient to identify I hem. 
Would you like a response? : True 

Passenger's Name k"'b'-)"'"(-'-6~1 __ _, 
Phore bl11mber · 
Ema;;tb)(61 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Frorr¥b)(61 

Sent: Sunday, May 12. 2013 1 :39 PM 
To: TSAEx1emalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject TSA complaint 

5~1:~;2~~ 3 Lakewood, WA 98499 

PM 

5113/2013 
8:32:29 

AM 

HYPERLI NK "mailto:TSAExtemalCompliance@dhs.gov"TSAExtemalCompliance@dhs.gov 

Dear Sirs: 

I am an air traveler and therefore forced to go through the TSA checkpoints. I had the unfortunate experience of having a screener who was painfully rough and inappropriate with his touching. I am filing this complaint against him and request a written 

On Saturday 11th May I travelled on UA5883 CMH-ORD. I am a frequent flyer with United, flying once monthly lhrough CMH and ORD. I am also in lhe Global Entry Scheme. I was formerly a US airline employee and thus able 10 use the 
magnetometer daily. this has therefore only become an issue since I reverted to my new job as an overseas airline pilot. further I am trying to explain that I have some background to refer to and am a trusted traveler. 

As my job involves receiving a large degree of radiation and EMR in the normal course of periorming it I opt out of the xray or backscatter machine. As such I usually advise the checkpoint TSA officer as early as I can even before putting my bags on 
the xray machine that I wou Id I Ike a pat down so they can arrange a search er with I it tie or no disruption to my p rog res s through the checkpoint. 

on this occasion I lo 11 owed my usu a I procedure and advised the TSA ofli cer that I wanted a pat down in Ii e u of the machine early. He radioed for a pat down and I waited at the checkpoint for my searcher as usu a I wh i I e my baggage went through the 
xray. from this point onward it was out of my control and sight for at least 5 minutes till a searcher finally appeared and took me through and retrieved my baggage from the xray machine belt. apart from the lengthy time to obtain a patdown on a not 
very busy morning this procedure leaves my ba gg age open to ta mp eri ng or the ft and your officers open to accusations of the same. I would urge you to come up with a better procedure for those of us who opt for a patdown. i I should take no more Ii me 
than the scanner to pass through (patdown officers should be available at all times with no reason for a wait unless they are performing other searches which they were not) and at no point should I be separated from my baggage in my mind. I am also 
an ex customs ofli cer and we we re never al lowed to separate anyone from their baggage at any time due to the above mentioned reasons as wel I as in the case of finding an offe nee you a re u na bl e to prove that the baggage was not tampered with 
(chain of evidence). 

this has also happened on one occasion at ORD to me also this year but usually an officer gets me very quickly for the patdown there and I don't lose sight of my baggage. I get the feeling at ORD it is no big problem for them ii you opt out but at CMH 
they seem to give you a II it ude tha I you both er them by o pl i ng out, and therefore make you wait as punishment. 



Caller stated she wears an ms u Ii n pump. Ca 11 er stated she is n 'I a 11 owed to go through the Al T machine and every ti me she travels the screener tel Is her she could go through the A IT. She feels Ii ke the screen ers don t want !rave I e rs to get a pat down. 
Ca Iler stated the s c reene rs need to be polite to trave I ers who want to opt out of the AIT and the scree ne rs are rude to the trave I ers at the checkpoint. She ca I led the man ula ct u re r and was told she could not go through the AIT Ca 11 er fee Is Ii ke she is 
being punished for requesling a pat down. She fiew Pittsburg to Chicago, slated she doesn't have lhe name of the screener. 

5~1:!~2~~ 3 Caller stated the screening happens at both Pittsburg and Chicago airport. Every time she travels she gets an attitude from the screener when she requests a pat down. Caller thinks the TSO should stop questioning what travelers say and they don t 
AM need to co nv i nee the travelers to go through the AIT. 

Advised caller I would send the information to the CSM at the airport but the caller stated she doesn't remember which airport she was flying from. Caller stated she will call back in with the other airport. 

Feedback Type · Request for Information 
Categories : Screening (AI T, Paid own) 
CurTent Date/Time· 5113/2013 12:46:33 PM Airport. Select One Date/Time ofTravel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· Hi, I am an Iraqi born British Neurosurgeon. I live and work at University College London Hospitals in London. I make regular trips to the US for business and pleasure. I have an ESTA authorisation and I travel using rny British passport. 

5/1312013 
2:22:57 Every time I travel to the US I get subjected to a special security treatment with a body search. I am pleased that there are strict measures in place to make travel safer however, I was told that I can apply for a TSA number to spare me the 

embarrassment of having to get searched in front of other passengers. I am very happy to go to an interview if required. can you please advise me of how to proceed? 
PM 

B esl regards, 

Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name: !rh··,1rr1 !Passport Nol._(b_-~1(_6~, -~fhone Number :._l(b_.'--1(_6"'", __ _,!Email: !._(b_)~(6_-_I ------~!To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link: hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicalionManager 

hello, so I included the reply I got to this query. from what you sent me it would appear your officers in CMH did breach the law by not allowing me to maintain sight of my luggage. you offer no resolution to this query and further there is no ability to 
re ply to the person who offered the advice. 
am I to take it I should contact my congressman to take the matter further? 

[b)(ffl 

5/1312013 
4:16:53 

PM 

Thank you for your e-mail regarding mainlaining a line of sight wilh your belongings al the Transportalion Security Administration (TSA) security checkpoint. 

TSA is required by law to screen all property that is brought onboard commercial passenger aircraft. including cafTY·On luggage. To ensure the security of the traveling public, it is sometimes necessary for Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to 
conduct hand inspections of carry-on bags. TSOs receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great care during the screening process so that when bags are opened a passenger's belongings are 
returned to the same condition I hey were found. 

Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TS Os) to reasonably ensure that cafTY·On items. including disability-related devices and aids, are kept within a passengers line-of-sight when a passenger 1s 
required to undergo additiona I screening , 
When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sighl with their property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to mainlain conlrol and sight of lhe passenger's items and 10 ensure that the passenger is reuniled with his or her 
property once it clears x- ray screening. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) see ks 10 provide the high esl I eve I of security and customer service to those who pass through our sere en i ng che ckp o i nl s. Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring tha I a 11 passengers, regardless 
of their personal situations and needs, are treated with dignity. respect, and courtesy. Every person and item must be screened before entering each secured area. and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. All Transportation 
Security Office rs 
(TSOs) are required to be courteous and respectful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. We regret that you found your experience to be less than satisfactory. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process will enable us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security 
screening po Ii ci es need rn od i fi cation or s pec1f1c employees or screener tea rn s are the subj eel of re pealed corn p I amts. 

We hope this i nforrn at1on is he I pful. 

TSA Canta ct center 



5/13/2013 
7:48 03 

PM 

The ca 11 er stated that he flew out of Ron aid Reagan Airport 
Call transferred to MB agent !(b·:,(6) ! 
Ca Iler had a patdown on the ge ni ta I area. 
As a I ittl e bit of background information, he has recently had surgery. He wo u Id not be frustrated if this happened frequently, only be cause of the comment made by the agent after he comp I eted the p atdown. 
After the patdown was completed by the agent, the passenger is stating that the agent gave a strange look and asked, and I quote. 
How did I do? 
with a grin. 
The passenger fee Is Ii ke the comments were unca 11 ed for and stated he le els sing I ed out or d1scri mi nated because of h, m self being a ma I e. 

Caller Advised: 
If you feel you have been discriminated against because of sex, I will forward you some information on how to file a civil rights or liberties complaint via email within 24 hours. By law your complaint must be made in writing. 

---0 rig i na I Message--
F rom kb 1(61 

Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 5:31 PM 
To: TSAEx1emalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Cc: i nfo@sj c. org 
Subject: complaint about pat-down search at SJ C 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

I understand and trust magnetometer arches. and ha pp i I y wa I k through them when asked. I a I so understand how many of the newer body scanners work. and chaos e not to. 

511 3/2013 Usually, my "opting out" from lines through modern body scanners doesn't cause me much concern: I notify an agent, wait, get patted down, and am on my way. 
8:37 05 

PM However. on my way to a US Air flight last Friday (May 10, 2013) at San Jose's international airport (SJC), the TSA agent who conducted a pat-down search on me around 5:35am repeatedly told me about how the full-body scanners used new 
technology. and asked if I understood. I believe that he was trying to intimidate me and trying to discourage me from opting out in the future. 

I find his behavior highly unprofessional, and believe that this agent requires better training and management. He was successful in discouraging me from flying through SJC. 

I don't recall getting the agent's name, but he was a tall (6'3"?) black man with average to muscular build, probably 35 to 45 years old. 

Please investigate. 

!(b,(6) 
S unnyva I e, CA 



To Whom it May Concern. 

I am writing about an experience I had today while flying. I was leaving Orlando, Florida and rel urning home in Denver, Colorado on a 9:05 Southwest flighl. 

Dunng the security screening process, I was posItIoned to go through the ProVision scanning machine. and I elected to receive a pat-down instead. I nearly always do this. as I worry that ProV1s1on and similar scanners simply has not been around 
long enough to understand the long-term health risks it may pose. My entire family, 6 other people. also chose the pat-down as well. 

When I was pulled aside far the pat-down procedure, the TSA agent who periarmed the patdown was courteous and polite. He did everything right, telling me what he was going to do before doing it and how he was going to da it. 

Unfortunately, another TSA agent also followed us over, This gentleman had no role in my pat-down, he did not perform any actions whatsoever in that capacity. it seemed the only reason he came over was to talk to me while I got my pat-down. 

His conversation started friendly enough. with him asking me why I was choosing the pat-dawn instead of the scanner. In turn, I answered politely, stating I was worried about health risks they may pose. He said they aren't X-Rays and I said I 
understand that but I prefer to play it safe and take the pat-down. I reiterated that 11 was my right to do so. and he replied '-Yeah yeah, of course it's you're right, we're in America, land of the free.'" I thought that might be the end of the conversation. but 
he continued. 

511312013 He told me that the machines emit less radiation than a cell phone or a television. I said I don't really believe that, but thanked him for the information. He told me he's just telling me the facts. I said okay, and proceeded ta try not ta discuss the matter 
9:13:02 

PM with him further. This seemed to make him quite angry, because everything after that was more akin to verbal assault. 

He told me I hat if we had anolher 9111, I can '"bel [my] ass" that I'll have to go through ProVision and not gel a pat-down. I asked why so many people are allowed to go lhrough jusl the metal detectors, since I've traveled many times when a Provision 
machine was malfunctioning and everyone in that line (including me) went through a regular metal detector instead. He told me only airline employees go through that, and I said I'm not an airline employee. but rve gotten on a plane after going through 
only a metal detector dozens of times, even since ProVision became commonplace in airports. He said what I was saying was impossible. a particularly humorous comment since I looked behind him to see that. since the 7 of us elected the pat-down 
instead of Provision. every single person in my security line was now going through only the X-ray. 

He continued ta badger me for no reason, telling me what a fool I was far nat trusting in the Provision. I was polite in return, though I was unwilling ta yield any ground in the discussion and agree with anything he was saying. At no point did I insult or 
harass him. tho ugh he repeated I y did so to me. 

The gentleman actually performing lhe pat-down ignored him, and I tried 10 do the same, but the other agenl kept trying to re-engage me in some kind of debate, including one time when he ended his sentence with "end of discussion'" only to lei a few 
moments of silence pass before harassing me same more. He referred to me and my family (including my wife) as "a bunch of right-fighters aver here". but the real kicker came at the very end of my pat-down. when he told me. "I'm surprised you're not 
on the no-fly list." and then walked away. 

This was very insulting. I'm a very well-behaved flier, and I have never had any run-in with any kind of law-enforcement aside from my wife gelling a speeding lickel once. I pay my taxes, I vote, and I'm a generally upstanding cilizen. I don't see why 
exercising my right to a pat-down is something that should indicate I should not be allowed to fly ever again. I found this agent's behavior extremely rude and unnecessary When he walked away, the agent that performed my actual pat-down shook 



To Whom it May Concern. 

(Resending this after being told that it cannot be forwarded to the appropriate place due to nat including the airport from which I departed, a detail rve added) 

I am writing about an experience I had today while flying. I was leaving Orlando, Florida (MCOJ and returning home in Denver, Colorado (DEN) on a 9:05 Soulhwesl flight. 

Dunng the security screening process, I was posItIoned to go through the ProVision scanning machine. and I elected to receive a pat-down instead. I nearly always do this. as I worry that ProV1s1on and similar scanners simply have not been around 
long enough to understand the long-term health risks they may pose. My entire family, 6 other people, also chose the pat-down as well. 

When I was pulled aside far the pat-down procedure, the TSA agent who performed the patdown was courteous and polite. He did everything right, telling me what he was going to do before doing it. 

Unfortunately, another TSA agent also followed us over, This gentleman had no role in my pat-down, he did not perform any actions whatsoever in that capacity. it seemed the only reason he came over was to talk to me while I got my pat-down. 

511412013 His conversation started friendly enough. with him asking me why I was choosing the pat-dawn instead of the scanner. In turn, I answered politely, stating I was worried about health risks they may pose. He said they aren't X-Rays and I said I 
823:02 

AM understand that but I prefer to play it safe and take the pat-down. I reiterated that 11 was my right to do so. and he replied '-Yeah yeah, of course it's you're right, we're in America, land of the free.'" I thought that might be the end of the conversation. but 

5114/2013 
8:50:47 

AM 

5114/2013 
4:34:20 

PM 

he continued. 

He told me that the machines emit less radiation than a cell phone or a television. I said I don't really believe that, but thanked him for the information. He told me he's just telling me the facts. I said okay, and proceeded ta try not ta discuss the matter 
with him further. This seemed to make him quite angry, because everything after that was more akin to verbal assault. 

He told me I hat if we had anolher 9111, I can '"bel [my] ass" that I'll have to go through ProVision and not gel a pat-down. I asked why so many people are allowed to go lhrough jusl the metal detectors, since I've traveled many times when a Provision 
machine was malfunctioning and everyone in that line (including me) went through a regular metal detector instead. He told me only airline employees go through that, and I said I'm not an airline employee. but rve gotten on a plane after going through 
only a metal detector dozens of times, even since ProVision became commonplace in airports. He said what I was saying was impossible. a particularly humorous comment since I looked behind him to see that. since the 7 of us elected the pat-down 
instead of Provision. every sing I e person in my security Ii ne was now going through only the meta I d ete cto r. 

He continued ta badger me for no reason, telling me what a fool I was far nat trusting in the Provision. I was polite in return, though I was unwilling ta yield any ground in the discussion and agree with anything he was saying. At no point did I insult or 
harass him. tho ugh he repeated I y did so to me. 

The gentleman actually performing lhe pat-down ignored him, and I tried 10 do the same, but the other agenl kept trying to re-engage me in some kind of debate, including one time when he ended his sentence with "end of discussion'" only to lei a few 
moments of silence pass before harassing me same more. He referred to me and my family (including my wife) as "a bunch of right-fighters aver here". but the real kicker came at the very end of my pat-down. when he told me. "I'm surprised you're not 

Caller slated she flew from Albany, New York to Massena New York on Cape Air. Caller staled the TSO!(b·•,(ffi!conducled a patdown and she touched in her private parts. Caller stated she has never had lhis kind of screenin . Caller stated she had to 
tell the screener ta remove her hands from her private parts. Caller stated the screener was rough when she was touching her. Caller stated the screener touched her on all private parts. Caller stated she spoke with b )(6 :, ho is a TSA director 
at Albany New York. Ca 11 er told this person she has never had a patdown Ii ke this before. Ca 11 er wanted to make a complaint about the p atdown. Ca 11 er stated she fee Is Ii ke the s c reenrng was over the top. Ca 11 er stated she never I eft the secured area 
yet she had to be screened again, Cal I er stated that TSO!( b ::, (ff)! was rude and u n professi o na I. 

Advised caller I would send up to the CSM for review. Advised caller if the CSM has more questions they may send and email or by phone. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hltp:llwww.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!"'(b'--1""'(6"") __ __, 
Date Time: 5/1412013 1 :47:42 PM 

Namep)(61 
Email bi(61 
Comp I a i nts; Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight 494 I JelBlue I Terminal A I Denver lnternalional Airport I Gate A35. 
Comments:I opted for a patdown when going through the security checkpoint instead of the x-ray. The woman who patted me dawn was extraordinarily rude when I asked questions out of curiosity about the process. far example about what she was 
checking for when wiping her gloves. She in fact started yelling at me just because I asked a question. Her name was !rh··,1rr1 land her badge number iskbl(ff:, lor perhaps!J:illill Thank you, and I hope she is told that she should treat passengers with 
more respect and courtesy, 



The ca 11 er has a comp I amt. She flew to LAX on Wednesday May 8th. She stated th at she has a comp I a int. She stated that she requested a pat down rather than using the AIT at EI Paso. She stated th at she was told that she could not do that. She 
stated that she was not sure of the T SOs name, however she did speak with a manager at the checkpoint, She stated that they made her go through the x-ray machine despite her request not to. 

I advised the caller caller that screening by the AIT is voluntary. Passengers can opt out and receive a patdown or alternative screening rather than using the technology. The passengers right of this is posted at each AIT location. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide the highest level of security and customer service to all passengers. Every person and item must be screened before entering the airport's secured area, and the manner in which the 
screening is conducted is important. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt. corrective action whenever we determine that security
screening po Ii ci es need modification or specific employees or teams a re the subjects of repeated complaints, 

511412013 Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy of this e-mail to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 
5:22:10 

PM The callers flight details are as follow: 

Departing Airport: EL P 
Destination: LAX 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number: 3588@ 10:25am 
Terminal: B 
Gate: B6 
Date and Time: May 8th. 2013 @ 8:30 am 

She stated that the employee was a male officer. She stated that he was mexican, and tall in height. She stated that she told the supervisor and they told her to call the TCC. She stated that there was also a female TSO standing with him that told her 
the same thing. 
Caller said he traveled from Bogota ,Colombia to Orlando ( MCO) and then 10 BOS. He was selected for secondary screening at Orlando but was not happy with lhe way lhe patdown was conducted because it was like he was being molested. The 
TSO failed to inform him of the procedure. He did not think the way he was selected for screening was random and that he was targeted because he was corning from Colombia or maybe he is on a watch list. He is a USA citizen and never had trouble 
with the law. He also found a NOi inside his luggage but did not claimed any missing items. 
Ca Iler stated the contents of his carry on was emptied in front of everybody exposing his persona I items. 

511512013 He traveled on 05 13 13 flight number 1784 from Bogota to MCO to BOS flight number 950 on Jetblue he was at the checkpoint at 1 :30 pm , he was once again elected for screening before boarding the plane but all they checked was his 
10: 44 :45 documentation. 

AM 

I apologized to the caller for his experience and explained to him that he was probably randomly selected for screening and the same happened to his luggage thal TSA is required to put the NOi inside the bag if it was hand inspected. 
I explained to him how to apply for redress since he had trouble last time he traveled and provided him with the dhs.gov trip website and explained the RCN and the determination letter 
Advised th at his comp I a int would be sent to the CSM at the airport. 

Feedback Type Request for Information 
Categories : Screening (AI T. Patd own) 
Current Date Time : 5 15 2013 11 :03:50 AM Airport : Select One Date Time of Travel : 
Airline Flight Number· 
Checkpoint Area of Airport 

511512013 TSA Employee: (If Known) . 

12.18.02 Comment: Why do they do an ETD on me every lime i carry on my lillle dog. ils supposed to be random. the screener says its now mandatory. I cant for the life of me figure out why i present more of a risk !raveling wilh my dog. If you try to ask the 
·PM. screeners the reason, they just get that quote:cop hostile attitude quote: and give me the look that you better stop asking questions or we re going to make your life miserable. I have no problem complying, I feel its not to much to ask why. 

Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name :!(b)(ff:, 
Phone Number : ="-'-''------' 

Emailkb)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning 111,s feedback. follow this link http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 Applicat1onManager 



511512013 
1A3:20 

PM 

511512013 

Caller fi ew from FLL to Manchester. N H yesterday vi a SW and going through security she took items from her husband's bag and put with hers. She packed a Swiss Army Knife, did n t get to ma i I it and had to th row out, they unpacked her bag and took 
everything out. She is ha ndica pp ed and had to have a pat down and he stood the re and watched the I ugg age but did n t rea Ii ze everything was n t rep a eked into the carryo n. They boarded and her husband placed her bag in the ove mead bin and when 
she arrived home and checked the bag there are items missing from her bag. She had items she bought for gifts and a fleece blanket lhat wasn I repacked in her carryon bag and her lpod was between lhe bag as well as watches, bottle of perfume, 
keychains and sunglasses. She had taken the sunglasses from his checked bag and placed in her carryon. The caller states the watches and peifume were gifts for the people who were watching their house while they were traveling. 
They realize the knife was their fault and they take the loss on that, but, the other items she wants to retrieve. 
Flight #738. Gate #B6, 

Response: 
TSA regrets that you found items missing and or damaged from your carry-on luggage. Provided claim form via email. 
You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 
Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-rna i I to the Custom er Service Manager (CS M) at I hat Io ca Ii on. 

At most airports, TSA has procedures in place for handling lost and found. Items found at screening checkpoints and areas where TSA peiforms baggage screening are turned in to the appropriate, designated airport authorities. We suggest travelers 
contact the airport where their items were mi sp I aced or lost. 
F o rI Laude rd ale 
Fort Lauderdale Airport 
954-359-2247 

Caller contacted us at the TCC again, after previously being told to contact the lost and found. Caller found it hard to believe a large item was not sent to the lost and found. Caller did not know if she was suppose to call back, if the lost and found did 
not have the item. It was a large blanket. 2 yard piece of fabnc. Caller was concerned about something being put into a different bag. She packed a Swiss Army Knife and he did not get to mail and had to throw out, they unpacked her bag and took 
everything out and she is handicapped and had to have a patdown and he stood there and watched the luggage but did not realize everything was not repacked into the carry on. Caller stated she was very frustrated. 

2: 14:52 Advised Caller: 
PM 

This information was previously sent to the CSM and you should receive a claim form, to your email, within 24 hours of the previous call. Most screening checkpoints are under video surveillance. You may complete the claim form and follow the 
insIructions to file a claim for the missing items. 

Caller fiew from San Diego to SFO. She Is 84 years old and asked 1f she had to remove her light outer jacket and shoes. She said she did not have to in San Diego. but when she came back through SFO. they were not pleasant and they told her she 
had to do a patd own, She to Id the sere ener that she was not supposed to have to do that s i nee she is over 7 5 because they have signs saying she did not have to re move those i terns, The TSO said. Maybe the computer is wrong. The TSO I et the 
caller go lhrough without having the patdown. Caller wanted 10 know if the rule is in effect because she is leaving in June 10 go from San Diego to SEA. 

511 5/2013 Airport: SFO 
2_27 .09 Airline: Southwest 

· PM Dale and Time: April 7Ih at 11 am (time she was at the checkpoinl) 
Location: Terminal 7 

511512013 
4:04:20 

PM 

I told her the rule is in effect and they would allow her to make an additional pass if there is an alarm. She said she did not hear an alarm when she went through the AIT. I told her it may not be an alarm she would hear. I told her that if it was 
necessary they would still do a patdown. She said when she protested the screener let her go. I lold her I would send this 10 lhe CSM. She did not have email and did not want to give a phone number. 

Feed back Type : R eq ues t for Information 
Categories: Screening (AIT, Patdown) 
Current Date/Time : 511512013 2:41 :43 PM Airport : Select One Date/Time of Travel 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: This will be the second time I will try to get a very simple question answered. I understand that as a government employee 11 may be your job to purposefully not answer questions and if this Is the case I will stop asking. 

The past 6 monlhs EVERY time I fly with my small carry on dog I get screened for bomb residue. It was my underslanding that this was supposed to be a random screening but since I have been selected and friends of mine also with carry on pets 
have been selected it is obvious that this is not a random process. When I inquired at I.AX the other night the agent informed me that it now mandatory to do ETD with all carry on pets. When I asked him why he said he's just following protocol and it's 
not his job to question it. He told me to contact the TSA for an answer. Please don't misunderstand me I have no problem complying I would just like to know the reason for this new procedure. How does traveling with a five pound dog that has her 
carrier checked by X-ray pose a greater risk than traveling alone? 
The response I 901 earlier in the day was I hat since I didn't give an airport they couldn't forward my complainl and therefore couldn't help me. 

l"m not COMPLAINING, Iust feel l"m entitled to an explanation since l"m being singled out every time I fly. Thank you and I await your answer Would you like a response? True Passenger's Name :!rh··,1rr1 
Email Jh 1/RI I 

!Phone Number 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Disability Description: The caller has a brain stem inJury. 

Response Details: I will forward the information to the CSM at SEA. Caller fiew on Southwest Airlines. 

SEA-OAK FLT 252 from Terminal B12 on May 14 around 7:00 AM 
Des c ri pt ion of the T SA Agent Asian woman, no badge numb er or name. 
Did not ask for a supervisor. She was in pain. The agent I hat jerked the wheelchair was an Asian woman. 

Email address:k~b~)_(6~·•-' ----~ 

Told caller I would forward the information 10 lhe CSM at SEA. 
Caller asked for a number assigned ta the complaint and provided the El D tlill:fuJ Name and employee ID number was provided to the caller. 

Incident Details: The caller is calling because she was traveling recently this week and she wants to make a complaint regarding a handicapped person. She said it seems there was heightened security. she isn t sure if the officers were acting as flight 

511512013 atlendants and skycaps. She is complaining because it was unsuitable behavior, rough, unkind, crude and abusive to her needs as a handicapped individual. 

5:17:50 
PM 

She spoke with the airline and they told her because of the TSA heightened security TSA may have been dealing with passengers outside of the checkpoint area. 

She says that during the securily check a TSA person jerked her wheelchair into the reclined posilion and she is injured. 

The caller says she was confused about the people who were in charge of her in her wheelchair. The airline said it may have been the skycap and the skycap suggested it was TSA She says that going on and off the plane the wheelchair wasn t there 
and wasn t set up properly. She was made to stand and she cannot do so. 

When she was at the screening checkpoint a TSO jerked her wheelchair. As her carry on bags were going through. she was waiting about 10 minutes. Finally a lady came, TSA lady opened gate and pulled her through to get into the security 
checkpoint and took her to the p I ace where the patdown would be conducted. 

She says both people, the one who moved her to the screening area and the one who conducled the paldown were TSA. 

At that ti me she d idn t have a whee I chair attendant but a fnend. 

The a11endant was really rough. She has a brain stern injury and this jerking motion reinjured her. She has pain anyway but it was a hard jerk and she has pain from ii. 

To whom it concerns, 

l"d like to file a formal complaint regarding a pat down in Denver airport secunty at 2:45 PM for A gates. Upon reaching a radiation screening, I chose to opt out due to pregnancy. The woman performing the "pat down'· proceeded to stick her hand up 
my butt crack and when she continued on my front side did the same to my privates. This is inc red i b I y intrusive lo r a supposed routine sere en i ng, esp eci a 11 y for someone pregnant, who has no other choice. opting out, To make matte rs worse. when I 

51151201 , asked her why she did that, she ignored my question, simply carried on, and finally gave me a cheerfully sarcastic, "Have a nice day, ma'am.'' As she walked away, she was laughing with her partner associate. This TSA agent's name was!(b-•1(6) 

6:02:34 b_i(6;, !As a flight attendant. I have a good idea al what's appropriate as opposed ta not. 

PM 

Sent from my iPhone 



511512013 
6:02:37 

PM 

5/15/2013 

Dear kb1(6) 

I received the message about your recent experience with TSA in Madison, Wisconsin. It was forwarded to me by lhe TSA Contacl Genier. I am sorry 10 hear thal you felt the experience was far from whal you expected it should be. I have passed lhis 
message an to our local Federal Security Director and Security Super,isars so that they may review the incident and work with the Officers to ensure that none are treating passengers with mare extreme pat-down pressure than necessary. 

T ra nsportat ion Security Officers do have specific standard procedures which they must fol low and we rarely do have a complaint about their work here at Madison. I thank you lo r sending us your feed back as it helps us to keep improving and reminds 
everyone how i m po rI ant ea ch pa sse nge~s percept ions can be. 

I hope your next travel experience wi 11 be much more posItIve and please contact me at 60 8-39 5-60 1 0. or by em a i I. if I can be of any further a ssIsta n ce. 

Yours Iruly, 

Nancy Mello 

Nancy Mello 
Customer Support an~ 911~litv lrnorrvement Manager U.S. Department of Homeland Security Transportation Security Administration - MSN, EAU. LSE 
2701 International Lane[b_.1(6_) _ 
Madison WI 537,.Qi....,..,... 
Phone: 608-39ct..12.l!..filJ 
Fax: 608-441-5286 

---0 riq i na I Message--
F rom: kb) ( 61 
Sent: Friday, May 03, 2013 2:13 PM 
To: TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov 
Subject Security "Patdown" at Madison, WI 

Today, May 3. 2013 at approximately 10:20am, I opted aut of being radiated and chase what I understood to be a pat-down. Instead I was mauled by LTSO~ He was pushing so hard that I nearly fell dawn. 

I have several bruises developing due to the aggressive mauling I received. He jammed his harms up in my crotch so hard that my testicles are sore and will probably be for several days. The super,isor that was present (my request as I've been 
groped 18 times, so far), lried to justify the mauling by saying the screener needed to use "sufficient pressure". Well, under no circumstance should a "pat-down" be so aggressive lhat lhe receiver receives bruises nor should it cause pain. 

Caller is calling from Portugal. She left from EWR yesIerday. She is missing a lock and has an NOi. She wanted to know if the TSO wore gloves when they inspected her luggage and if their gloves are changed for every suitcase. If nol. she will have 
to wash all the items in the suitcase. 

7:07:24 Transportation Administration Security (TSA) security screeners are instructed to wear gloves when conducting physical inspections of property and patdown inspections of individuals. It told her that generally they will change them, but I cannot say 
PM for sure if they changed the gloves before I hey inspecled her luggage. 

She said she will think about it then. 



Attached: 

Marlboro NJ 07746 

fb1(6) I 

511512013 
8:02:24 

PM 

5/1612013 
10:11:27 

AM 

511612013 
10:11:29 

AM 

Dear kb 1(6) ! 
I ask you. (beg you is a better word) to please take a moment of your time to review this em aI I personally. This past Mand ay. May 13, my daughter and son i n-1 aw acco m pa ni ed my grand son to Newark L1 be rty airport to embark on a Io ng Journey for 

my grandson's surgery in Genoa, Italy. My 24 year old grandson was in an auto accident in April 2011. After 2 years of going to the "best" Drs in NYC. Johns Hopkins MD, NJ, etc. he was finally diagnosed 2 months ago with Lymphadema (blockage in 
the lymphatic system thal translales to accumulated fluids that settle in the legs, abdomen, etc). He has gained 120 pounds as a resull of inactivity and the fluid retenlion. The medical community in the US only Ire at but has no means of correcting the 
disease. Therefore, he is going to Genoa where the surgeons have been performing microsurgery for this since 1980. Not only is this a difficult painful trip for him, but also the expense is exorbitant. Needless to say, this is a journey of hope. That is 
until he was rnet with such insensitivity and lack of human kindness at Newark Liberty Airport. 
I do not mean to take your time in providing this medical history, but I have to make a point. 
My grandson is in a wheelchair and had to have his legs wrapped by a certified lymphatic therapist in order to prevent additional swelling while flying. His legs look like elepahantitis as a result of lhe bilateral Irauma. As a result he lives with acute pain 
and cannot wa I k or even stand com fort ably. 
The T SA guards ( I have no other term to describe them) made h1 m stand and patted his entire body down, even going into his shorts. What can I say. you can certainly empathize with what he mu st have /el t as this was going on. Is there no other way 
to determine who has the BOMB???? Is the re any thought as to the pain and suffering of the handicapped traveler as they go through the ind i g ni ties of the "pat down?" 

I must interject I hat when they reached their connecting airporl, Munich, they were greeted by many assists I hat were caring and compassionate and nol only provided a private van to take him to the nexl gate for lhe plane I hat was going to Genoa, 
but made sure he was comfortable on that plane. And ........ when they arrived in Genoa, again. the personnel were so caring that they whisked him to the front of the customs line and made a very uncomfortable journey bearable. 
What has happened to the moral compass we in the USA were accustomed to??? 9-11 cannot be used as an excuse for the ignorance and bullying tactics of the immature goons that man the security gates at Newark Liberty Airport. 

I am providing the flight information so that you can address this issue and hopefully, this will not happen to another passenger. Sometimes, we are not at our best health - wise and are forced to utilize the airlines. Those passengers who are 
brave I y seeking medical treatment with no other means or transportation should be treated wi I h respect, compass ion and at least an u nde rsl anding of the ordeal that these ha ndica pp ed passengers m usl endure. No one should ever be su bi e cted 10 I he 
indignities of Ben's experience and I would hope that this would serve as a wake up call for your TSA personnel who act without proper understanding and move by rote rather than using their intelligence. 

I have often thought that those young men and women who are in our Armed Forces should be manning our airports when they return to our shores. They are the ones who cannot get the jobs in the civilian world. They are the very people who have 
had the training and expertise and probably would be more efficient at sizing up a situation that required individualized attention. Why not use them to protect our citizens at home as they have distinguished their efforts all over the world? 

Flighl information. 
Mon. May 13, 2013 Newark. UA 1062 5:25 PM Mon. May 14. 2013 Munich LH 19422 9:25 AM 
Mon. May 14,2013 Genoa 11:05AM 

I lhank yo~(b)(~·:, !For looking into to this ma1ter and hopefully correcting lhis injustice so thal no one else will ever be subjected to this lype of insensitive and callous treatment. 
It often helps ·w en we imagine our own family members being placed in these situations. I hope that you can transfer my hurt and anger to your own feelings had this most unfortunate situation been done to one of yours. I thank you for your input 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : D1sa b1 I ity Complaint 
Cun-ent Date/Time· 5116/2013 6:21 :33 AM Airport: CLT - Charlotte Douglas International Date/Time of Travel, 05/1612013 6:00 AM Airline & Flight Number· US Airways Checkpoint/Area of Airport, B TSA Employee: (II Known), 
Comment: Was cleared for precheck. I have Titanium implant in knee. Scanner lane closed due to Sequester. Had to suffer the indignity of pat down or go to loooong line. Seriously? Sequester? Borrow personnel from RNO as they have Ions of 
excess staff standing around. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name :._!r"h-"·11-'-R"·., ____ __, 

Phone Number : 
Email l(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Dis a bi Ii ty Complaint 
Current Date/Time: 5116/2013 6:21 :29 AM Airport CLT - Charlolle Douglas InIernational Dale/Time of Travel: 0511612013 6:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: US Airways Checkpoint/Area of Airporl: B TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment . Was cleared for precheck. I have Titanium implant in knee. Scanner lane closed due to Sequester. Had to suffer the indignity of pat down or go to loooong line. Seriously? Sequester? Borrow personnel from RNO as they have tons of 
excess staff standing around. 
Would you like a response?: True 

Passenger's Name t~b~)'-(6_·:~, ----~ 
Phone Number : 
Email J""h-'-.1""/"R'-·., _______ _, 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller flew last Thurs from BWI to ECP and she hasn t ever had her bag screened before. She has a colorful Vera Bradley bag this time with NOi inside checked baggage. 
Then she flew back on Southwest Airlines flight number 1799 from ECP to BWI and she opened her bag and all her items was disarrayed and no NOi was inside but she new it had been gone through by TSA. 

Advised Caller: 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is imporIant. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring thal all passengers are Ireated with dignity, respect, and ccurIesy. 

511712013 TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
g:og:s? factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 

AM an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

5/1712013 
10:22:52 

AM 

TSA also se I ects passengers and their property at random lo r enhanced security sere en i ng. This random element prevents te rrori sis from attempting to defeat the security system by I e ami ng how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints. provides an additional layer of secunty at the checkpoint. and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

I apologized to the caller about her disarrayed items and I told her to call the same phone number back and push option 5 and put in the airport code ECP to speak with a CSM. 
Ca Iler stated th at he does not fly much any more due to b I adder cancer that he just went through, Ca Iler stated th at he has a U ros to my and feels em ba rra s sed at ti me when he has to go through the screening process, He wanted to know if the re was 
any way that the process cculd be speeded up some whal if feels ii is to much of a burden to fly. Advised the caller that he may want 10 check into one of TSA precheck programs and this might smooth things along some whal better for him. Asked the 
caller if he ever takes any medical documentation along with him to help and he stated that he hasn t lately. 

Gave the cal I er the following info: 
Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seccnds without the supporl of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the 
walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. A patdown procedure 
also is used to resolve any ala rm s of a meta I d ete cto r or anoma Ii es id e nt iii ed by AIT. If a p atdown is required in order to comp I ete sere en i ng: 

Gave the cal I er the following info: 
Frequent flyers and other trave I ers who did not receive an i nvi tatIon and wou Id I Ike to participate or would Ii ke to be cons1d e red el ig1 bl e for TSA Prelu2 71 3 '" benefits on al I p arti c i pati ng airlines should apply for membership with one of CB P's Trusted 
Traveler programs. Individuals who apply and are cleared for enrollment in one of CBP's eligible Trusted Traveler programs are automatically qualified to participate in TSA Prelu2713"' when flying on a participating airline at a participating airport. For 
more information, including enrollment, please visit http: www.globalentry.gov . 



To whom 11 may concern: 

For your review and action as deemed appropnate.~!(b~i(_,6~1-------~~pplied to the Redress program on 0510212013. The traveler's concerns are outside the scope of this program. Please refer to the traveler's comments listed below. The 
traveler's redress case has been administratively closed. 

Thank You for your time and assistance. 

Sincerely, 

511712013 OHS TRIP 
12:02:17 

PM 

5/17/2013 
1:1923 

PM 

Tr ave I er Information: 

Namel(b,(61 

Addressk._b-'l ... (6--'1 ___ _.! West. University Place, WA 98466 

Email Address: f~b_)_(6_••_1 ---~ 

Phone Number: l~(b ... i~(6 ... ·~I --~ 

Caller fiew from PHL yesterday and found a NOi inside her bag and everytime (last 3 times she has flown) she has had one in her bag, why is her bag pulled? 
She isn t missing anything or nothing is damaged in her bag and she is just complaining. 

Caller fiew on 5-6- from LAS. and said the TSOs were demanding and unnecessary in the way they treat people. she doesn t like the fact that there is no diversity at LAS. 
Caller says there are too many TSOs sitling around and they are only black, every single TSO agent was black, only black race was represented and she is sick of being told whal to do by the people who she is paying their salary and retirement. 
Doesn t appreciate their attitude and they aren t pleasant or polite. they are useless and she hates them and they haven t stopped a single terrorist, there should be a better way to go about it. 
She Is offended and was to Id the meta I detect ors were being shut down and everyone had to go through the Al T and everyone was patted down al so. 
Do the TS Os have to go through scanner when they report to work? 

Response: 
E nha need sec u nty measures require that a 11 checked bag gage undergo at I east one form of screening. Depending on the ava i I able s c reem ng equipment at your departure airport, checked baggage may need to be opened for hand i nsp ecti on to clear 
ari alarm. 
Explained to caller there are many things than could trigger an alarm such as books, food items, metal objects, elc. 
Explained to caller the AIT has signs posted advising passengers they have the option to opt out of the AIT and they would be required to have a full body patdown to complete their screening experience. 
Exp I a i ned to caller the TS Os have to have exte n sIve fede ra I background ch eeks and a re issued security badges a 11 owing them access to the secured areas. 



511712013 
2:00:03 

PM 

-----Original Message-----
F rom: TSAE xte rna I Com pl ia nee 
Sent Friday, May 17, 2013 1147 AM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Cc: Bandy, Kimberly J; Singh, Harleen , Shora, Na war: CarIagena, Michelle 
Subject FW: Fly Rights - New Report from Brendan O\'Connor 

This should go to the CSQIM as it is customer service related. The "agent became surly and attempted to confiscate my cheese so that he could eat it.'' 

Thanks, 
Bryan 

-----Ornpl M;ssaoe----
From: b1(6) 
Sent:1day,ay 17, 2013 9:46 AM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subjecl: Fly Righls - New Reporl from Brendan O\'Connor 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name: bl 
Email Addre~s",s'<: '"b"","'6"'1,------_.., 

Phone Numbe 1h··,1f";"I 
Address:~(b_·•~1(6_·~I ---~Madison. WI 53703 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

I wish to infonm you of a very dissatisfying screening at the San Diego airport on May 17, 2013. Checkpoint Area #6. 

I elected to opt oul as I normally do since I fly every week and I here is a history of cancer in our family. My doctor has advised me not to be exposed 10 any more radialion than possible and since I fly so much, I his is a precaution that I take. 

I wo u Id Ii ke to I et you know that an individual named kb I ( ff•, I made my !rave I expe nence very u np I ea sant. First of al I, I had to wait twenty minutes for someone to do the screening. There were several women at the te nm i na I but no one 
seemed to come forward when the gentleman stated "opt out--female assist", ~was finally assigned and from our first meeting I could tell she was very put out about having to do this, From this point on, there was no pleasantry exchanged; an 
order in a very dictatorial manner 10 stand here, do this, etc. (army seargentJ: and she made me feel like I com milled a crime. She also did nol go through the full verbage and gave me a very rough pal down. 

I am a million miler traveler in both American and United and I can tell you I don't expect to be treated like that. It is my right to ask for an opt out and it is up to the TSA folks to ensure that my rights are honored with dignity and respect. 

5118/2013 I never filed a complainl before but I can tell you that this experience actually made me go gel the name of I his individual and ask for a comment card. lf~oes nol enjoy her job, she should not be in a service-oriented business, particularly air 
9:04:41 travel' 

AM 
I would appreciate it if [§R§}] could be spoken to so she does not exhibit this behavior with other folks. Air travel is difficult enough these days: thus, we don't need unpleasant folks making it more unpleasant. 

Thank you very much. 



Dear TSA: 

Thank you for your response 10 my email, which contained lwo questions regarding PreCheck. Your response says, "We hope this information is helpful.'' Unfortunalely it was not. Your response contains informalion I already know and that is posted on 
your website, and on the website of my airline. My email asked for addition explanation of why I would not be selected through my airline. and if there are minimum travel requirements. It also indicated I am unhappy with what I consider to be the unfair 
option that requires me to pay $1 00 to CB P i I I want to participate in the Trusted Traveler p rag ram, when others do not have to pay anything. In addition. my em a i I indicates the government has p rev,ous invested in background ch eeks lo r me. which 
TSA could leverage, and should, in general. for efficiency's sake. Would you please take the time to address rny specific concerns and questions? 

Sincerely, 

511812013 Fromkbl(B, I 
To: tsa-contactcenter@dhs.gov 

9 :'.!:1~44 Subject: Q_ Selection for Precheck by TSA 
Date: Thu, 16 May 2013 17:05:49 -0700 

511812013 

Dear TSA: 

I travel frequently, and would like to participate in TSA's Precheck program without paying CSP $100 10 participate in lhe Global Traveler program. I don'I understand why some folks gel it for free, and olhers not. One of my airlines (US Airways) said 
TSA has nat selected me as eligible for the PreCheck program: that I do not meet the criteria. The US government has granted me multiple security clearances. which are active and I use for work, and has done several background investigations in 
support of those and past clearances, and I used to work for the State Department. I am frustrated about having to go through the same shoe-removing, pat-down process over, over. and over again. Why would I not be selected as eligible for the 
PreCheck program through my airline? Are there rninirnum travel requirements on a single airline? 

l(b)(61 

Your response; 

Thank yau for your email regarding traveler eligibility and enrollment for TSA Pre?'" benefits. 
Caller opted for a patdown and left her laptop at the checkpoint at La Guardia and left it there. SHe has been trying to reach a person al LGA for lhe lost and found with no success. 

11:22:57 
AM Advised ca Iler the lost and lo und numb er at LaG ua rd i a Airport is 718-662-5043, 

Advised to speak with a CSM she can call the TCC number and enter aptian 5. 
Caller said she Ju st wanted to tel I me about an expe nence she just had at the CVG Airport. She stated she to Id the TSO th at she d idn t want to go through the sea n ne r. the tso told her 11 d idn t have any rad1ati on, and she stated again she did not want to 
go through it. She stated she would rather have a patdown and was advised by the TSO she rnay have to be patted down in sensitive areas. She stated thats line she would still like to have the patdown and she stated the TSO said well I rn glad you 

511812013 like it, we don t. Caller said she thoughl thal was very inappropriate and rude, and just wanted us to know. 
11:41:13 

AM 

511812013 
5:08:19 

PM 

Advised: I apologized and caller hung up. Did not provide any information. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ"-(b_·•"-1(6_.'-I ___ _, 
Dale Time: 5/1812013 4:01 23 PM 

Nam$b1(6) 
Email h·,rr;··1 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Austrian Air flight 66. Terminal 5, between gates 9 and 10, security checkpoint. 
Comments:Officer~as very hot-headed and discourteous when I questioned his assertion that I could not pal down my I urban for the swabbing. I complied, but his atlilude was very negative. 



On May 3rd. 2013, between 8:30 and 9:00 AM. I became one of the people that have been abused by TSA. 

Background: I broke my leg in three places and had leg surgery on April 8Ih where I received plates, pins and screws to repair the breaks in my tibia and fibula. I am under orders of my OocIor not to put ANY weight on my left leg. 

I arrived at Checkpoint numb er 3 at O'Hare Airport in a whee I ch air with my crutches in my hand. being pushed by someone from United. I p I aced my carry-an bag on the belt for X-Ray, the T SA agent al so to Id me to put my crutch es through x- ray as 
well. 

I am a frequent traveler taking at least 50 flights a year for the last 5 years: I even have a trusted traveler number and global entry status. I was sitting in the wheel chair provided by United not sure what to do next since this was the first time I had to 
go through security when I could not walk. I also understand that TSA agents are not to be questioned, and even a bad joke can land you in serious trouble. 

At this lime, TSA agen1!(b::1(6) ! instrucled me 10 walk lhrough the body scanner. I told him at least twice lhat I could not walk: he kept repeating that I had to 90 through the body scanner. I finally told a9en1~111 could do is to hop on one leg, 
he instructed me to do that. I actually made an attempt to hop on one leg into the body scanner. (What happens if you do not follow TSA instructions?) As soon as I got into the scanner it was activated and I was told it was not good because I was 
moving. I WAS TRYING TO BALLNCE ON ONE LEG AFTER HOPPING INTO IT, NO KIDDING I WAS MOOVING I WAS TRYING TO REGAIN MY BALANCE• Then the scanner was activated a second time, while I was still trying to regain my 
balance, not surprisin;i½y this_att

1
emptalso failed. While I was struggling in the body scanner, my wife asked agent~hat he was doing to me. He told her that I told him that I could walk. I did not say that, and would not since I was very aware 

511812013 of my condition. Agen b 1(61 did not IeI1 the truth, is this TSA maIerial? 

5:08:23 
PM 

511912013 
9:28:05 

AM 

After the second failed attempt to get a scan, I was instructed to get out. Agent[Eill£[:Jsaid that he saw me standin next to the X-ray belt, I said yes but I was using my crutches (I got up to pull out my laptop from my carry on). My wife, very 
concerned about me came over to me, and she was told to get away. Someone who was apparently agent bl(ffl supervisor took over. My wife now tried to bring me my crutches that made it through the X-ray machine, again she was told to get 
away, leaving me wilhout crutches, a wheel chair, or the ability to walk. 

I to Id the supervisor that I was very upset how I was treated, that I cannot wa I k, he only proceeded to tel I me th at I fa i I ed the scan s i nee I was moving and droned on and on about what he was going to do in the pat down. I fee I th at in retaliation for 
being upset, I got the longest pat down that day. 

To say that I am upset, and disgusted with the actions of the TSA agents that day would be an understatement. I have made an attempt to explain why. however I am not sure it is possible to put into words how this unfolded. We all count on TSA to do 
a competent job insuring fi Ig ht security: however that Is no Ii cense to abuse peop I e. Agent llli:iill:[Jacti on s show that he cannot hand I e the res pons i b1 I ity of having autho nty aver peop I e. 

I considered I hat it mighl be besl not to say anylhing, concerned about additional special treatment I might get the next time I travel. Regardless, the TSA agent's actions I hat day were seriously wrong and arrogant, and they must treat people with 
disabilities correctly. 

Feel free to contact me on my cell phone at ~f b_)_(_6_1 --~Iii you want to discuss this further, 

!(b1(6i 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1pj(b)(61 
Date Time: 5/19/2·"'0-13-4~,2=5~,0~9-A~M_.. 

······················---------------····························· 

Nam bI(61 
Email b 1(6) 
Comp · · Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline!Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Chicago O'Hare (ORD). Austnan Air 066 to Vienna. This concerns security checkpoint betw"een gates 9 and 10, Terminal 5 .. 
Comments:At the checkpoint I opted out of the scanner, as I alwa s do. At the end of the pat down and I said I'd pat my turban for swabbing, Officer fbITT,,as very unpleasant and discourteous when I questioned the requirement that the officer do the 
patting of lhe turban. I complied bul was disturbed by Office 1h·I1fr-, atlilude. I wrote down his name to file this report and when he saw me do lhis he~d for my passport and boarding pass. I now suspect he had my luggage pulled, out of retribulion, 
because it did not arrive with me in Vienna. despite having a 3 hr layover in Chicago after my arrival from Denver. The officer who patted me down was courteous and sympathetic. 



5119/2013 

Good morning. 

I just competed lhe security screening through the ATL terminal F international Ierminal I his morning at around 9:50. My flight is DL 1276 scheduled to depart at 1 O: 15 (delayed to 10:40) from atl to crnh. 

When entering the screening procedure I identified myself as an "opt out" to the full body scanning machine. Today I was wearing a tank top layered under a cardigan. While waiting for a screenin agent to perform my pat down I was told to remove 
my cardigan and I was told it was a jacket. When I told the agent that I did not feel comfortable removing it, i was told that I had no choice. I was told by an officer named!(b)(ff•, Jhat officer b)(ff:1 required that I remove the cardigan for the pat down. 
then inquired wilh ofliced1h··,1r; !as to whal her full name was. She told me lhat she did nol have to give me her name and I was going to show her respect. She was wearing no other identifiable information that I could see. She then slated that she 
refused to perform my pat down. 

She instructed her supervisor to d ea I with me because she did not want to any more, Her supervisor then stated she understood and took me to the pat down area, Alier the pat down. the su pe rvi sor to Id me she wou Id speak with office~( b) ( ff:, land if I 
ran into this siluation again I should just slay where I am and requesl a manager. 

11 :06:31 As a frequent traveler, I hope to be as accommodating as possible to aid in the security of the airline industry. I understand all the security procedures in place, the need for their enforcement and I work very hard to make the screening procedure as 
AM easy as possible. However. today's incident displayed a disregard of the travelers bill of rights and also the required identification procedures of airport employees. 

As a side note, this is not the first violation of the traveler bill of rights I have experienced at the atlanta airport. As a prior medical patient who was required to wear an external medical device. I have experienced an extreme amount of embarrassment 
and discomfort when trave Ii ng though the security che c kpornts in all ant a. 

Thank you for your lime 

Sent from my iPhone 

The caller said she has a complaint aboul the screening process at PHL. The caller said the incident occurred around 4:00pm on 5 15 2013. The caller said she went through lhe AIT and she had to under-go a pat-down. The caller said she was 
5119/2013 wearing light tan pants and the TSO was rubbing her hand up and down her left leg. The caller said she has really bag vericose veins and the officer wanted to know what the caller had on her leg. The caller said she also has a hump in her back and 
12: 44: 58 the officers in the pa st rubbed her hump too ha rd. The caller wanted to know why she wou Id sti 11 have to under-go a pat-down 1/ she goes through the screening process. 

PM 

511912013 
3:33:57 

PM 

I told lhe caller we moniIor the number and nature of complaints to tracks trends. I told the caller we wanl to see if there are cerlain screeners or screener learns thal are subject to repeated complaints. 

If you want to know why TSA has a bad reputation, I'll clue you in. In line in Newark, there was a long line waiting to go through the body scan machine (line was less than 12 inches from where I stood). Your screener tells me I have to take my 
sandals off. I responded "I will", I'm not sure what she heard or what she thought she heard but my hearing is better than hers. She 'casually' strolls over to the screener on the next line and tells him than I'm 'trying to get over on he~ and something 
else I couldn'I fully hear. (My sister informed me ii was" why people have to be like that today. I guess I'll have to let ii go."J She then comes back to me telling me to allow others to get their stuff through the x-ray until I decide 10 lake my shoes off 
( line hasn't moved an inch). I do let everything that can go through to go -- which was actually just my sister's things since no one was picking things up on the other end. The line begins to move so I put my sandals through and move the 18 inches to 
the line. The screener then walks to the other side of the scanning machine and talks to the screeners on that side and walks back. I go through the screening and the screener just starts patting my stomach. I ask her what she's doing and she 
immediately calls for a supervisor. If anyone asks what is happening it immediately gets elevated to the supervisor? Or was it just me because the other screener thought she could ruin my day? The supervisor comes over with an attitude about me 
calling when I said I just asked what was going on and didn'I call for a supervisor. The screener said she called for him. So why he conlinued to engage with me I don't know. But he informed me that I called his screener a smarta$$. I told him I did 
not say such thing - my choice of profanity would certainly have been more descriptive of her actual intelligence. I said I just wanted to complete the pat down so I could move on. The supervisor said that's what he was suggesting because otherwise 
he was going to pull my boarding pass and then I'd have real problems. I got through the pat down, walked through and since the supervisor was followrn my progress I told him the issue started with his agent and my shoes. He didnl want to hear 
anything so I told my sister to walk away because it wasn't worth the aggravation. We started to walk away but I decided I wanted his name - (b-·1(6'1 He said to me that ii I want to take it to that level (really, that's an escalation - isn't that why 
they wear name lags?), he could go there too and needed to see my boarding pass to make a copy. If he was trying to intimidate me, it wasn'I working. But I can see how things can get out of hands quickly. I did nol go into line looking for an 
argument. I don't think I was crazy to want to be barefoot as little as possible in Newark airport. And I in no way delayed the line or others from getting through the screening process. Just sayin' if you want to create more positive image for TSA, you 
might want to teach l(b )(6 bow to defuse situations instead of inciting them. 

Sincerelv 
!(b,(61 

Sent from my iPad 



Fro~(b)(61 

Sent: Sunday, May 19. 2013 3:09 AM 
To: TSAExlemalCompliance 
Subject Complaint to body scan opt-a ut treatment 

511912013 !(b i(6i ~Urbank, CA 91506 

3:34 :41 HYPERLINK[b)(ff1 
PM ~--------------------~ 

5/2012013 
8:23:24 

AM 

On Tuesday, 4130113. around 11 : 30 am at LAX in Los Angeles, CA, I was at the security che c kpornt lo r American Ai rt i nes economy section. Al I passengers were to go through a body sea nne r-howeve r. I noticed that the first class passengers on the 
other side of the glass wall only had to go through a metal detector. Near the front of the line. I informed a Hispanic or Caucasian or Islander male TSA agent in his 20s-30s that I was requesting a pat-down in lieu of going through the scanner. He 
asked me 10 wait in front to the side, precisely where all other passengers would drop off lheir items on the conveyor belt and walk in front of me inlo lhe body scanner. This fell uncomfortable like I was in the way and sublly encouraged 10 just go in the 
scanner like everyone else was doing. The agent had generically called out for a female agent assist. I waited for several minutes when I made eye contact with the agent again, and this time he made a more concerted effort to get a female agent over 
to do the pat-down. This is not the first time I felt an unjust wait to move through the checkpoint when refusing the body scan. I paid my ticket like every other passenger and I am entitled to get through secunty as fast as anyone else. I suggest the TSA 
needs more organization to execute this common-sense service. After approximately 5-10 minutes (which is extremely long given my position in the midst of a crowd of people), a female agent became available. and the male agent I had spoken with 
as well as another one then called out "Lockdown!" several limes so everyone at the checkpoinl could easily hear. It was horribly humiliating. I had done nothing wrong, merely wanting 10 avoid the invasion and x-rays of lhe body scanner and yet I felt 
like a potential security threat, when I had done as much as any other passenger going through security, and no one was calling out lockdown each time the first class passengers went through security, as they weren"t going through body scanners 
either. I felt completely discriminated against and degraded for my rightful choice of an alternative security method. I should have been able to go through a metal detector like the first class passengers as my luggage perfectly checked out too ... I took 
off my shoes, sweater. pulled out my laptop and baggie of liquids all less than 3 oz., it's like nothing I do is enough to be considered who I am--just a person flying to the midwest to see family. The experience was awful and makes me want to avoid 
flying whenever possible. The TSA should never call out tense words like "lockdown" on ordinary passengers. We should all be trealed with dignity and respecl--innocent until proven guilty comes to mind, yet I felt guilty until proved innocenl. 

I broke by back and have to wear a brace. When I go through airport security TSA gives me a choice of having to go lhrough a humilialing pat down or removing my brace and going through the regular procedure. I love ii thal your security people 1e11 
me not to hurt myself. So it's my choice that I take a chance and remove my brace. What I didn't expect that as soon as I passed through the scanner and my brace was checked that they won't give me back my brace right away. I didn't mind taking 
the chance th at I become paralyzed by removing my b re ce but to pro long the poss i b1 Ii ty I re sent very much. Now my only cha ice is not to fly at al I. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Disabilily Complaint Current Date/Time: 5/2012013 2:52:47 AM Airport: LAS - McCarran International Dateffime ofTravel: 05/19/2013 4:45 PM Airline & Flighl Number Allegianl Air Flight 516 Checkpoint/Area 
of Airport · Security Screening Checkpoint to Terminal D TSA Employee: (If Known) · 3 Employees, Unknown Names Comment · When attempting to tell the first TSA Employee I encountered that I have an implanted defibrillator cardiac device in my 
ch est, the T SA emp I aye e told me that I needed to Ju st p race ed through the &q uot;Ad vanced Imaging Technology Machine &quot;, that it was harm I e ss and that it wouldn't cause me any prob I ems. I refused to pass th ru the Al T Machine and the Metal 
Detector. and asked to be patted down instead, as I informed him that my Electrophysiologist and Cardiologist has told me on numerous occasions to NOT pass thru either machine. The TSA Employee proceeded to tell me, and I quote &quot Your 
physician doesn't have ANY idea what he is lalking about, lhe AIT Machine has no effect on pacemakers or implanted devices, il's jusl cell phone technology.&quot: Well, on the conlrary, cell phone technology CAN in facl have adverse effects on 
Implanted Defibrillators. So much so that I can not have a cell phone within 6 inches from the site of my implant. Cell phone technology has been PROVEN to carry a risk of programing erasure of Defibrillators. The TSA Employee proceeds to yell 
across the room &quot:OPT-Out I need a pat down&quot; and tells me to position myself and stand in a small area between the ATI Machine, Baggage X-ray Machine and Metal Detector archway. I told her no. I was not going to take a chance in 
potentially causing myself physical harm by waiting in such a small area wedged between the very machines that I am not suppose to be near. After about ten minutes of standing off to the side next to another TSA Employee who for some reason 
would not proceed in a pal down, but rather just stood next to me, not allowing me to move, while my family and friends waited on the other side. When I asked the male TSA Employee next 10 me why we were just standing there wailing and not 

512012013 completing a pat down, another woman TSA Employee behind the baggage x-ray monitor rudely replies, &quot;Anybody who OPTs Out deserves to stand and wait&quot;. I was so utterly shocked by her response that I was literally speechless. My 
8:24:08 family and friends became so enraged by the way that I was being treated, they approached a TSA Manager and demanded answers. I was finally allowed through and the male TSA Employee that escorted me and had been just standing there next to 

AM me during the entire ordeal. doing nothing. proceeded with my pat down. I received no apology from anyone for the way I was treated. I was made to feel as though I was a serious inconvenience to all TSA employees I encountered, and I left the 
security area feeling horribly mislreated because of a medical condition beyond my conlrol. I did NOT choose 10 suffer 7 cardiac arrests at lhe age of 37, nor do I like the idea of having a foreign object implanled in my chest and wired to my heari. bul 
this something I live with to keep myself alive. TSA Employees are NOT Electrophysiologists or Cardiologists and should NEVER advise any medically challenged human as to what will and will not effect them adversely. I was informed enough by my 
doctors to refuse. The next person with a similar condition to my own might not be as informed and could suffer serious medical injury at the hands of TSA Employees giving medical advise when they have NO business doing so. It is not at all difficult 
to treat another person with kindness and dignity. What happened to me today. should NEVER happen to anyone living with a medical condition that can not be controlled. It was extremely unkind, rude and unappreciated. 
Would you like a response?: True 

Passenger's Nam,;;=e~c"""'-'----,.-...J 
Phone Number 
Email (b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller is complaining lhat lhe Amarillo Airport lacks communication skills while conducting screening. She stated lhat once while traveling through Amarillo before they had AIT she was subjected 10 a patdown and was not told why. Another time her 
husband had to undergo a patdown after going through the AIT She is fine with all of this but wishes they would let her know what is going on before they just start patting them down. 

5120120 13 Advised ca Iler: 
9:11:40 

AM TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process will enable us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security 
screening po Ii ci es need modification or s pec1f1c employees or screener teams are the subj eel of re pealed comp I aints. 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: The cal I er s partner has a pacemaker. 

Response Details: I apologized for the experience. 

For the wntten to be complete it must 
Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Be in writing; 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed discriminatory action in sufficient deta i I to inform T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination; and 
Be signed by lhe complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns, we also need ta know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 

512012013 behalf, 

2:08:07 
PM 

512012013 
3:30:11 

PM 

Any of the above requirements can be waived for good cause. 

To file a complaint electronically, please send an e-mail to: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to place D-RFI in the subject line to allow for proper handling. 

I will send an email with this information as well. 

I will escalate this information 10 our disability specialisl for review. 

Incident Details: The caller went through LAS to Fresno 05-19-2013 at 3:40 pm. The caller would like file a complaint for what happened when they went through the checkpoint. He was in a group of about 8 people and his partner has a pacemaker in 
his chest and they did notify the TS Os of that. 

They were told by the cardiologist nat to go through any of the machines. At the checkpoint the passenger told the TSO that he could nat want to go through the machines. He walked to the other side and asked if they were going to pat him down to 
screen him. The caller said a lady literally Jumped over a desk and told him that he was the one that opted out and he deserved to wait. 

The TSO also grabbed a bag thal did not belong 10 I hem like I hey were going to inspect in as well until he notified them I hat it was not their bag but that of the people in front of him. The passengers bags were marked with lhe casino name and he 
was not sure why they grabbed it because every thing had already been screened and the passenger was just waiting for a pat down. 

Caller fiew OAK-LAS yesterday morning aboard Southwest Airlines #312. Caller is unhappy wilh the manner in which her pat down was conducted. Caller indicates at approximately 11 :30AM yesterday morning, she was undergoing screening at the 
checkpoint to the far right of the Southwest terminal when she was selected for additional screening. A short Caucasian or Hispanic lady conducted her patdown and feels her breasts were cupped for an extended period al time in an unnecessary 
manner. Her arm was also grabbed rather forcefully by this female TSO. The caller Is 83 years old and travels with a cane and was going through the checkpoint for persons with disabilities and medical conditions. Caller wants her complaint 
i nves ti gated and addressed sp eci fi ca 11 y by personnel at OAK. 

Resolution: 

Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers. regardless of their persona I situations and needs, a re treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy, Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area of an 
airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is importanl. TransporIation Securily Officers (TSOs) must conduct addilional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Melal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered 
during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 
Because your comp I amt concerns the conduct of TSO s at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your I ette r to the Customer Service Manager ( CSM) at th at I ocation. T SA mo ni to rs the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to 
track trends and spot areas of co ncem th at may require s pecia I attention, This ongoing process ena b I es us to ensure prom pt, co n-ecti ve action whenever we d ete n-n i ne that security screening po Ii ci es need modification or specific employees or 
Screener I ea ms a re the subj eels of repeated complaints. We consider your concerns to be a serious issue for our atl ention. TSA a pp recia I es th at you 100 k the time 10 share your concerns wi I h us. We a re con fide nl tha I through the co ncems broug hi to 
us by the traveling public, we will be better able ta address problem areas with corrective action. 



The caller was at JFK last weekend for a flight. He was at the checkpoint and saw his wife getting a hand patdown. He took pictures and the TSO told him that 11 was illegal to do that and forced him to delete the pictures. He wants to know if this is 
legal. 

Response: 

5120/2013 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
3_44.04 TSA does not proh1b1t the public, passengers, or press from photographing, v1deotap1ng, or f1lm1ng at security screening checkpoints as long as ,t does not interfere with or slow down the screening process. Whether or not v1deotap1ng interferes with or 

· PM slows down security procedures is determined by supervisory personnel at lhe time of the screening. TSA may ask a photographer to stop if they are interfering with the screening process or taking photos of x-ray moniIor screens at the checkpoinl. 

In addition. al though T SA does not prohibit p hotog rap hy or videotaping at s c reem ng Io cations, passengers mu st abide by local laws, State statutes, or loca I ordinances that restrict this a ctIvIty. 

On 17 May during my flight from SAT to PHX you opened one of my checked bags and obviously removed the contents which consisted of rare publications from the period of 1912 or earlier through 1973, published in Japan. China, Russia, and the 
USA. Some were very fragile so I packed them so that they would nol shift and suffer any damage. 

On arrival at PHX, the piece of checked baggage you did not examine was easily retrieved. but the one you opened did not appear A Baggage repo.,rt,....b-;.1( ... 6 ... l ___ ,__a_s_s_u_bm_,11_,ed with a copy handed to me at 10:01am, more than an hour and a half 
after the enquiry began for bag j(b )(6 1 ! Some time after 11 :O0pm the bag was delivered to my hotel and held at the desk with a card marked ~lh_·_.,I_R_·, -------~ 

On opening the bag I found significant damage to some of the publication including separated bindings. mutilated dust cover, and torn end pages in the paperbacks because they were not properly repacked after examination. 

In addition, security screening for my return flight was the worst such experience I have ever had. First I was told the whole-body scanner was "harmless" when, after 51 years work in medical facilities, I know the statement was false. When I 

512012013 protested going through the scanner I was offered a search but agreed 10 lhe scanner and wenl through it. I was then detained, subjected 10 a pat down, and then a swab of my left palm that was run through whal may have been a free radical assay 

6_22,56 test apparatus. 
· PM The whole secunty screen was more unpleasant than passing through the US Army Camp Alpha out-processing as I was departing Da Nang VN in December 1972. 

5121/2013 

I am 81 and disabled from my 26 years active USAF service. I am nol happy at what TSAdid 17-19 May 2013. 

Respectfully, 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client lj6)(6) ! 
Date Time: 512111113 3: 14:1 S PM 

3:53:24 N l b. 5· PM am~~-~(_i_(._I __ ..,_ _____ _, 
Ema1fh··,1r;·, 
Comp I a i nts; Ina pp ro pri ate Screening/Pat Down Screening: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Alaska Airlines 2102, SEA 
TAC, Departing Seattle, May 9. 2013 at 8am and Arriving Pasco/Tri-Cities May 9, 2013 at 8:50am. 
Comments:I stood over an hour at the TSA check, Gate N-S observing the long Imes and persons going through TSA checks. After removing my shoes and undergoing a full body scan, I was asked by the TSA agent if she could search my hair. I 
consider the request a violation of my rights as an African American female and racial discrimination as I did not see the TSA agent search any white person with full hair. 



512112013 
354:16 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Other; Screening 
Current Date/Time . 5/2112013 3:25:45 PM Airport . MDT - Harrisburg International Date/Time of Travel . 05118/2013 11 :DO AM Airline & Flight Number . 

Checkpoint/Area of Airport =~---~ 
TSA Employee: (If Known) J(b)(6) 
Comment : I entered lhe TSA checkpoint like any other day by showing my I Os to TSA agent at the beginning of lhe line for the conveyor belt. Then I put my laptop, belt, and cell phone with holster in a tray and senl it through lhe conveyor belt to be 
scanned by the machine. Bowls were placed an either side of pieces of luggage on the conveyor belt ta ensure the personnel operating the machine knew that it they were crew bags. I made sure that my bags were not tampered with as they went 
through the machine. I held up my lanyard with my company ID picture showing outward as I stepped through the x-ray scanner. With all things satisfactory at this point, I proceeded to gather my things at the other end of the conveyor belt and 
assembled my luggage to go to work. As I put my belt back on. and attached my cell phone holster with cell phone to my belt, I noticed that a trio ofTSA officers were examining and going through my luggage as if a possible bomb were inside. I told 
them that it was most likely my possibly metallic can-opener that was causing the X-Ray screener to show whatever indication I hat it showed. 

Des p1te several checks of my IDs, a scanning ma chm e examination, and an actual hand search of my bag revealing no proh i b1ted items, agent!( b ·:,~ 6) ! stated th at I needed to be given a pat-down. I reminded h1 m that I was a crewm ember in ful I 
unifonm; he stated that it did not matter. I submitted to the pat down after I replied that I would like to examine his own personal identification after t e pat-down's conclusion. To his credit officer ~as at least willing to show me his own 
identification wi I ho u t complaint. 

This pat-down was given in ful I view of my lei low c rewmemb ers and the passengers of whom I was to fly to Atlanta. I can not describe how angry, frustrated. and embarrassed I was during and after the pat-down. But I wo u Id com pa re my situation to 
that of a priest being wrongfully ar,-ested for pedophilia in front of his entire congregation. Most importantly, incidents such as the one that occurred to me distract flight crewmembers from their most important job: passenger safety. 

All flight crewmembers share a collective desire to have a hassle-free and expeditious method al being processed through an airport's security system in order ta do our jobs. There are many, many fallacies behind the current procedure at the 
Harrisburg airport of giving crewm em be rs an automatic pat-down after anything suspicious pops up on the scanner ma chm e. A flight crewm ember must go through numerous background ch eeks and th real assessments before being al lowed to start 
their jobs. In addition, there are probably some highly in-depth background checks that have occurred without my knowledge. It is insulting to think that if one were to commit an act of terrorism. a flight crewmember would hide a weapon in one's 
luggage and take that piece of luggage through a TSA checkpoint when there are many olher ways of bringing it onboard without ever coming across a TSA inspeclion checkpoinl. Furthermore, in every cockpil there is a crash axe thal is to be used in 
the event of an emergency. Therefore one would not even have a need to bring a potential weapon through a security checkpoint. 

I understand that at one point recently the TSA was considering relaxing its policies to allow passengers to carry certain knives. But is it TSA policy to give crewmembers a pat-down even after an explanation can be made for a certain indication on a 
scanning machine? If this is the case, lhen there is a major malfunction in this governmenl agency. Furthermore, over the last 6 years, I have carried a can-opener lhrough the airport checkpoints in Atlanla, Denver, Wichita, Chicago O'Hare, Madison, 
Des Moines. Oklahoma City, Tulsa, Dallas-Lave. Miami, Fort-Lauderdale, Tampa. Memphis. Baton Rouge, Alexandria (LA), Gulfport (MS). Houston Intercontinental, Jackson (MS), New York Kennedy, New York La Guardia. White Plains (NY), 
Baltimore, Washington Reagan. Washington Dulles, Savannah. Charleston (WV), and Charleston (SC) to name a few. Never before have I been asked to submit to a pat-down while in uniform. So either every other TSA checkpoint that I have been to 
in the last 6 years has been wrong in not giving me a pat-down or Har,-isburg operates on a totally different policy than the rest of the country. 

It should be plainly obvious that the TSA should not spend their time aggravating crewmembers by singling them out for pointless additional screening and instead should be focusing on passengers who are more likely to pose greater security 

Feedback Type · Request for Information 
Categories : Screening (AI T, Paid own) 
Cur,-ent Date/Time · 5/2112013 1 :57: 18 PM Airport · Select One Date/Time of Travel , 
Airline & Flight Number : 

512112013 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 

3.54 .22 TSA Employee: (If Known) 
· PM Comment· Why are some people allowed to go thru the metal detector while others go thru the radiation? How is this detenmined and how can you explain the unfair/biased treatment? 

Would you like a re n 7: True 
Passenger's Name b)(ffl 
Phone Number b)(ffl 
Email ·~b_)~(6_, _____ ~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



512112013 
4:09:06 

PM 

5/2112013 
6:06:52 

PM 

Caller said he trave Is with a bishop with the Eastern Orthodox church. Ca 11 er said his bag was searched. Ca 11 er said there were sacred and expensive 1te ms packed in this suitcase which we,g hed about 4 0 pounds. Cal I er said the re are books, 
vestments and clothing items in this suitcase. Caller said he found a NOi in the suitcase that when they got the suitcase back. the suitcase was disarrayed. Caller said the flight did not leave until 8:35 pm Caller said they had a satchel with books and 
the books were removed from the satchel and were loose in lhe suitcase. Caller said an ilem that is worn around lhe neck was I hen placed in the salchel. Caller said I hey had a Pastoral metal staff I hat would have been broken down in seclions also in 
this case. Caller was upset over the sacred items being disarrayed. Caller also said because they wear robes, they have to have a patdown when they go through the airport. Caller asked about the Precheck program. 

Airport 
Airline 

Denver to Wichita 
United 

Flight numbers UA 341 
Date and ti me of incident 
Baggage tag number Caller did not have this number with him, 
Description of bag, color, style, size, brand - Black, hard sided Samsonite with 3 locks but it was not locked 
NOi with Writing TSA DEN 8 2013 May 19 PM 7: 14 
Terminal or Gate B Terminal. B-36 

I apologized to the caller and told lhe caller he can con1ac1 the CSM prior to travel to make arrangements for screening special ii ems. 
Because the described incident occurred at a security checkpoint, we have forwarded your email to the Customer Service Manager at the given airport. 

TSA is partnering with U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) to implement a pre-screening process called TSA Pre\u2713"' for U.S. citizens who are members of CBP's Trusted Traveler programs (such as Global Entry, NEXUS, and SENTRI) 
and eligible frequent flyers. 

To participate in TSA Prelu2713 "', members of CBP's Trusted Traveler programs must place their CBP PASS ID in the 'Known Traveler Number' field when booking their reservation. This number is then sent to TSA's Secure Flight system and taken 
into consideration during the pre-screening processing. For frequent flyer program members. participating airlines will permit some members to "opt-in" through the airline's system. Once a passenger opts-in. the airline identifies the individual as a 
participant when submitting the passenger reservation informalion to TSA's Secure Flight system. 
Travelers interested in participating in TSA Prelu2713 '" should contact their airlines or visit CB P's Global Entry program at http: www.globalentry.gov 
I gave the ca 11 er a comprehensive exp I an ati on of the Precheck program. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Poor Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time· 5121/2013 3:43:41 PM Airport· ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Date/Time a/Travel· 05/1912013 Airline & Flight Number· KLM 0621 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . During my recent flight. I was very unhappy with the type of customer service I received at the airport. I'm all for security and taking precautions but I can't help but get the feeling that some security officials in the airport get a thrill out of 
having a little bit of authority and telling people what to do. When my flight first arrived to the USA from Amsterdam. I walked off the plane and then remembered that I left a bag of duty free items beside my seat. So. I turned around to go back to the 
plane (others were still getting off the plane) and told the flight attendant I left a bag on the plane. She said to come on and get it. as I had only taken like 10 steps away from the plane's door at this point. When I tried. some guys (who never identified 
themselves) s1arted yelling &quol;Sir, you can'I go back on lhe plane. You can'I go back&quot;. That's a little ridiculous. If someone leaves something in their seat and needs to get ii back, then by all means walk with them 10 lhe seal if you'd like, but 
don't yell at them that they can"t pick up their own personal belongings that they just left 60 seconds ago. The agent said &quot:Well, it is for security because if you were going to customs and realized you had something you didn't want customs to see 
you could go back on the plane and leave it&quot;, which is pretty stupid because if there was something I didn't want the agent to see when I got off the plane, I'd just stop in the airport bathroom and put it there before walking to the customs 
checkpoint. I wouldn't go back on the plane where I had just been for 9 hours! It was such a huge ordeal just for me to get some cookies that I bought during the flight. Next. I went through customs and handed the officer my form. He was polite and 
said thanks. Nexi. I waited away from the desk for my friend (who was traveling with me) to also hand in his form and go through customs. Some woman just walked by and s1arted yelling, &quot:You can't wait here! This isn't a wailing room!&quot:. 
Now, nobody who is traveling wants to just walk away and leave friends or family behind, especially in a large airport where it could be easy to get lost. Perhaps having a line for individuals to stand behind or another area where we could wait for 
friends/family would make more sense. In any event, having someone yelling, &quot;You can't wait here. you can't wait here&quot: is not a very nice &quot;welcome home&quot: message to get when arriving in the USA. Next, as I had a connecting 
flight, I had to go through security again. Instead of using the new scanner machine. I asked to have a pat down. The female agent there mumbled something, which I couldn't hear. but she pointed to my right. which I took to mean she wanted me to go 
to the other side. She then yelled, &quot;That's not the door• I said the door here•&quot: and she rolled her eyes. Again, it was very disrespeclful. Could you please remind agents working in lhe airporl thal when someone gels off lhe plane it may be 
difficult to hear because of the pressure change during the flight's landing? I was trying to hold my nose and blow and swallow and whatever I could to get my ears to open back up. I didn't need someone to roll their eyes simply because I didn't hear 
th em we 11 the Ii rst time. So, a guy fin ally com es to do the &quot; pat down&q uot: that I requested. He asked me to stand on a mat and did the pat down and then said &quot;al rig ht hang on&q uot: and th en he walked away and never came back' ., ' so, 1 'm 
just standing there waiting, with another connecting flight to catch and I didn't know what to do. If I walked away, I might get accused of trying to bypass security, but if I just stood there, I could miss my flight and who knows how long I'd be standing 
there. So, I looked around for someone to ask for assislance and nobody was close enough for me to ask anything. So, I finally yelled over 10 my friend (who went through the scanner machine) if he could find someone 10 ask for help. So, he yelled out 
to the man who had patted me down &quot;ls my friend ok to go now?&quot: and the guy turned and said &quot:Oh, yeah ... he's good&quot:. Well, gee, thanks for letting me know. He had just totally forgotten me and left me standing there. Finally. I 
think there needs to be a belier understanding between airport employees, airline employees and employees of stores in the airport about what people can and cannot do/bnng on board. Like I said earlier, when I left behind my bag of cookies (which 
were gifts) on the plane. the KLM attendant said &quot;Sure, run back on and grab your bag&quot; and then the other airport official was telling me not to go back on. Also. my friend brought some type of marmalade at an airport store (past security) in 
Amsterdam. When he asked if he could carry ii on, the guy said yes because he would put it in a bag with a seal, which showed it was OK 10 bring on the plane, as it was purchased at the airport. Well, of course in Atlanla lhe security checkpoinl 
person started talking about how he can't bring it with him if it's over so many ounces and blah blah blah. He actually got to bring it with him but apparently it's because she didn't know how many grams were in an ounce (since grams were listed and 
not ounces). But what is the point of even having stores se 11 wine and Jelly and such if you can't take it with you? And if 11' s p I aced in checked I ug gage it w, 11 be destroyed by al I the peop I e throwing your bags everywhere. Overal I, it was really just an 
unhappy traveling experience. The city I visited was great and I had fun there, but coming through American airports made me feel like a prisoner with people just shouting often contradictory orders at me. The biggest problem was really people's 
atliludes there. I have a full-lime job, 2 parl time jobs, and I'm finishing up my PhD now. I'm nol an uneducaled person and I don't need someone yelling at me like I'm a two year old idiol. If I step to the righl and you wanted me to step to the left, jusl 
say &quot;Oh. I'm sorry, Sir. I meant for you to come on this side&quot:, but just rolling eyes, yelling and making snide remarks is extremely disrespectful. Finally, when I was going through that same security checkpoint, some older guy said to the 
Ii nes of peop I e the re, &q uot:AI right. we are checking your bags and you. we don't need to see your bo ardrng pass and ID &quot;, which by its elf is not a problem. But then he started repeating hi mse If. pre/acing 11 each time with &quot: OK. pea pl e, I'm 
going to say this one mo re time ... we don't need to see your passports and , . , &quot; , That I ittl e comment a bout &quotOK, peop I e I'm going to tel I you one mo re ti me&q uot: is ju st rude and u nne ces sa ry, For peop I e who don't work at an airport or who are 
not seasoned 1ravelers, the airport is a big maze and a big ball of confusion: Where do I go? Where do I pick up my bags? Do I get my bags and I hen go through customs or do I go through cus1oms and I hen get my bags? and on and on. Being treated 



Caller asked what the ticketing and boarding procedures for traveling with an infant are. He then corrected himself and asked what we require to be on the boarding pass when a passenger Is traveling with an infant whether the child s name should be 
on it, or ii it should just say that he was traveling with an infant. He said that going through IND yesterday, his wile, 2 kids and his wifes motherweren t permitted to go through security because the TSO said that the boarding pass was not marked 
correctly. They had her go back and forth between lhere and the United counler, and ultimately missed an internalional flight. The TSO couldn l tell her what was wrong wilh the boarding pass. He isn t sure if it said that the passenger was traveling with 
an infant or if it said the passenger was traveling with the chi Id and had the name of the chi Id on the ticket. Her sister was with them trave Ii ng with her chi Id, and her boarding pass was marked exactly the same way and they let her through. He has read 
the information that he could find online about it and he hasn t seen anything that says what they did was correct. and told her that there was no guarantee shed be able to make it through security today. He asked how to contact the CSM there at the 
airport directly, and asked ii TSO reimbursed for missed flights. He also asked how many claims they reimbursed for, 

5122120 13 Advised Caller 
8:22:49 First, I told him that a passenger would carry the child through the screening, and if an alarm were to sound then they would conduct a patdown to clear the alarm. 

AM 

512212013 
8:26 53 

AM 

5/2212013 
8:27:51 

AM 

Once he correctly informed me of what he was asking. I told him that we have no information on the specifications on requirements for what is on the boarding pass when a passenger is traveling with an infant. The information on the boarding pass 
would be up to the airline as to what was p n nted out. I have no way of tel Ii ng him why they wo u Id n t have I et his wife through the che c kpornt and I et her sister through, but I would take the information and th en send it up to the CSM at the checkpoint so 
that they could review the information to see what happened. 

I then told him how to contact the CSM by calling back the number he dialed to reach me. pressing option 5, entering the airport code and it would then provide him with the contact information for the CSM. 

I also told him that we have claim forms that can be completed and it would be determined once they were complete whether or not the passenger would be reimbursed, I told him that we do not handle the claims here. so there is no way for me to 
know how often claims are reimbursed for missed flights. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Pl(b1(6) 
Date Time: 512112°"0""13,,..,,7""':4'"'1-:4'"'1,..,,,P'"'M,.. 

Name bl 61 
Email b)(ff1 
Comp a I nts; na pp ro pn ate cree ni ng/P at Down Screening: 
Flight Info (If applicabr Enter Eliobi,/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Kennedy Airporl, NY 
Comments:My partne i_b )(6 _1 _ and I flew from NY to Boston on 5/19/13 via American Airlines. has a pacemaker and in the past has had a special screening. On this day 3 different TSA employees insisted that there was no need for 
s pec1al s c reem ng and had h1 m go through the rad i atIon booth. Im mediately afle r exiting the booth h ·1 I fr, xperi enced d izzi ne ss and a strange fee Ii ng in his ch est. He was checked by paramedics who indicated th at his heart beat was erratic. We flew 
back to Boston as his Dr's are here., He is still having issues with erratic heart beat. lethargic, and very uncomfortable. Why did TSA indicate it was ok for him to go thru the radiation screening? This is very upsetting and we would like some answers. 
Thank You 

Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es Screening (AI T, Pa td own) 
Current Date/Time . 5/2112013 6:32:30 PM Airport . Select One Date/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. You did NOT answer my previous question. I am not concerned with the requirements for screening nor am I impressed with your claims for safety. What I am concerned about is the unfairness of allowing some people to walk through a 
meta I detector and wh1 I e others have to be radiated. I believe that con stItues profi I mg etc. I wi 11 never go thru th at machine again. You are Ire ated Ii ke a criminal and I be Ii eve women are targeted lo r it more than men. I Ju st want to know how you can 
decide who gets to walk thru a metal detector and who has to be emotionally violated with the radation? I am sure I will now receive the same non answer but I would really appreciate your direct answer to my direct question. 
Would you like a re n 7: True 
Passenger's Name b··1 6 
Phone Number b 1(6) 

Email (b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



The caller stated that his father,!(b)(ffi I was traveling from M1am1 International to Ecuador on 5 21 13 and when going through security, he was taken into a separate room to receive a patdown from TSA He had a brand new ,Phone in his carry-
on bag that is now missing. He does not think that his father dropped it out of his bag when going through the airport. 

Passengers name:k~b_)~(_6~1 --~ 

512212013 Airport: Miami I nte mati on al 

10.20 .33 Airline: American A1rl1nes 
AM. Flight: He did not have the flight number 

512212013 
11:29:45 

AM 

Date and time: Departed 5 21 13 at 6:55 p.m., but went through the checkpoint a little after 4:00 p.m. 
Location: Terminal D 

Advised ca Iler: 
The complaint will be forwarded to the CSM at the airport and a claim form will be sent within 24 hours. He can also check with the lost and found at Miami International by calling 305-421-2410. 
Caller was at M DW yesterday and had to have a patdown. A TSO went through her carry on luggage and the agent forgot to replace her prescription eyeglasses, which she really needs. The TSO removed her toiletries bag and a large bottle of 
hydrogen peroxide which they kept. The glasses are very lhick bifocals and she is legally blind and the glasses are very expensive. She has an emergency pair she can use to keep from walking into trees, etc. 
Caller wanted to state that everyone there was very nice and she had wheelchair assistance. 
Flight# 1575. Gate #A 17. Southwest 

Response: 
TSA regrets that you found items missing and or damaged from your carry-on luggage. Apologized to caller and provided claim form via email. 
You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged ,terns by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 
Because the complaint conce ms security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Custom er Service Manager I CS M) at that Io cation, 

At most airports across the country, TSA has procedures in place for handling lost and found. Items found at screening checkpoints and areas where TSA performs baggage screening are turned in to the appropriate. designated airport authorities. We 
suggest trave I ers contact the airport where their items we re misplaced or Io st. 
Chicago 
Midway lnternalional Airport 
773-498-1308 

This was my first time flying and I was unsatisfied with the service of your officers. I had an issue with one of my items that was in my carry on. So I had to go lhrow check point again. Other officers saying things undernealh their breath thal had nothing 
to do with the issue. Now the woman that stopped my bag switched posted and asked me to lifi my hair up and attempted to pat down the other woman I was with when we first went through the check point none of that was done. This issue took place 

5122120 13 at Mi am i i nte mati on al airport for flight d 50 to reg an nat,ona I airport. My name i st b) ( ffi I Due to this issue I'm not considering flying to this airport due to your horrible customer service that your ts a staff p rov1d ed. 
2:05:25 

PM Sent from my iPhone 



UN CLASS I Fl ED/INONE 

I booked a flight for my son previous BACK SurgeryJb)(ff:, l::onfkbl(6:, !Before going thru the scanner informed the officer of his condition and he could hardly walk. He has a spinal stimulators unit in his back and a ID Medical card 
explaining his condition. Showed the card and explained just had back surgery and the officer hit his back 5 times saying it will be 0.K. The officer did not listen and hurt my son. Hitting his back, come on' He had tears in his eyes from the pain while 
others around viewed his pain drawing up from the hitting his back' You owe my son a tremendous apoloqj TSA !uidance-Passengers who have medical devices attached to their bodies, stimulators. spinal stimulators, devices should info nm the 
officer conducting the screening of the device and where it is located before the screening process begins. b )(6) flight for May 25. 2013 MSY to BHM for a medical appointment. How do you prevent the previous incident & not going through the 
scanner but have a Pat down? If scanned lhe slimulator will shut down! Southwest Airlines- By law, I'm required 10 inform you that should you wish 10 pursue this ma1ter further; you may contact the United Stales Department of Transportalion. 

VR, 

(bl(61 
512212013 . . 

2:05:57 
PM 



Disability Description: Caller has a very very mild case of cerebral palsy on her right side of her body and she has a limp on her right side. 

She also can t open her fist and she keeps a piece of paper in her fist so I hat her fist slay locked over the paper. 

Response Details: I apologized to the caller about this happening to her 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 

Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt; 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the alleged discriminatory action in sufficient detail to inform TSA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
Be sIg ned by the complainant or someone autho nzed to sign on be ha If of the comp I a i na nt. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns. we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

512212013 TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
4:53:37 behalf. 

PM 

TSA recommends that you file your complaint via e-mail or Internet in order to expedite processing. If you prefer to file a complaint via postal mail, please send it to 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
Disability Branch 
Disability and Multicultural Division 
60 1 South 12th Street 
TSA-33 
Ari i ngto n, VA 20598 

She stated that she would rather file corn plaint by mail. 

Sent informalion on how to file a formal complaint. 

Disability Description: The callers mo1her._fb-')_(_6""1 ____ _.t1ew from MCO on 5-22-13 His mother is 75 and has a pacemaker. She gave the card to the officers. 

Response Details: If a passenger has an internal medical device, such a stomach or cardiac pacemaker or a defibrillator, it is important for h1rn or her to inform the Transportation Secunty Officer (TSO) conducting the screening before the screening 
process begins, 

Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices. passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 

If you believe you or someone else was discriminaled againsl or received disparaIe Ireatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condilion or allege thal TSA failed 10 accommodate your disability or medical condition, Federal regulalions 
require that your complaint be put in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. 
Your complaint can be sent to either 

TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 
5/2212013 
7:59: 15 or vis postal mail to: 

PM 
TransporIation Securily Administration Office of Disability Policy and Outreach 
601 South 12th Street TSA-33 
Art i ngto n. VA 20 598-60 33 

I advised the caller thal he did not have 10 file a complainl wright away. 
I emailed the caller the information. 

Incident Details: The complaint concerns the officers at MCO. The caller states that one of the officers jerked his mother, (b·., ff out of the wheel chair and made her go through the machines after her sons had given the officer her 
pacemaker card and told lhe officer lhat his mother had a pacemaker and had to have a patdown. The officers insisted that (bH6l had to go through lhe machines. His mother went lhrough screening around 6:25pm through the JelBlue 
terminal. The caller states the female officer was very rude to his mother. The caller states they are going to take their mother to the doctor and make sure her pacemaker is not damaged. !rh··,1rr, !was wearing a Black dress with a Brown 
jacket. The cal I er wants to know 1f they have to Ii I e a comp I amt rig ht away. 



kbl(61 

Dale: 5120113 Time lhrough secuirty: 3:00 to 3:30 Checkpoint/area of airport: Terminal A 

FI 1g ht 5868 United Air depmtmg from Gate A 7 at 5:01 

As I went through the body sea nne r something showed up on my rig ht chest a re a. The agent pointed it out to me and I tried to quietly explain to her I had a prosthesis that has a s m al I weight m it. The women looked at me and said okay m aam I have 
to feel under your breasts, I can do it here or take you to a room in private. I was completely caught off guard, felt like I had been slapped in the face and tears began to form in my eyes. I was thinking this could not really be happening. I guess I was 

512312013 not following orders well enough because eventually I was told by two or three agents in a very monotone, procedural voice things like ... 

8:19:44 
AM 

"Maam can you get your things and come here" 

11 Maam no not there. come here 11 

"Maam ii is nol like we are going 10 make you lake your clothes off' 

And the worst of al I was .. 

"Maam I underderstand but this is lhe procedure" 

These agents DID NOT understand. I spent two years of hell dealing with breast cancer, surgery, chemo and radiation. 

Feedback Type · Request for Information 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" . Screening (AIT. Patdown) Current DatelTlme: 5/23/2013 7:29:41 AM Airport Select One Date/Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: Screening: I am a trusted traveler and yet almost always get the SSSS on my AA ticket. I am a platinum member. fly frequently. and still get the additional screening. I would like my name removed from this secondary secunty screening 

512312013 selection. How does this happen? Or more importantly, how did I get on the list to begin with? 
8:20:47 

AM TSA Pre - There is no option for this program, yet I meet all the criteria. 
every time I fly. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name :!(b 1(6) 
Phorie N11mher · ==""-----' 
Ema11tb)(61 I 

Please provide some additional information ar explain why this program is not available to me. I have never broken a law, been arrested, etc., and yet I am treated like a criminal 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



512312013 
11:11:16 

AM 

5/2312013 
12:47:22 

PM 

512312013 
1:37:28 

PM 

Caller had an extremely negative expenence going through MOW on 5-16-13 at 9:00 or 9:30 AM, catching a 10:10 AM flight. She 1s 77 years old and was going through with her husband who was in a wheelchair. She went through the scanner and 
was told to raise her hands and she was standing around and she felt she had been there longer than the few seconds she had experienced in the past and they told her to raise her arms again. which she did and they were busy talking and she was 
told to exit. As she exited the machine she was lold to wait, when she walked oul of the machine she saw photos on her left side, a whole group of photos and the TSO told her lhey had 10 pal her down. They told her, Don t leave yet, we have to look 
at your picture. the photos were in vertical form similar to a filmstrip and individual pictures, approx. 5-6 photos. There were several agents looking at images and one of them told her to wait. 

As she was having the patdown she objected and the agent stopped when she asked why they were doing the patdown? She has flown many times and been through the AIT and nothing has ever shown up and it has been 5 years since her surgery 
and nothing should have shown up. 
Flight# 939 via SW, Gate# not available. 
She said it made her very u ncomfo rta bl e and very nervous and her husband is handicapped and she is a Co Ion Cancer su rvi var and she s hou Id have asked mo re questions. 
Even thinks there may have been something that could have shown up she should know about and is nervous about going through this technology again. 
She would go lhrough again if she was explained what happened and she would like to know what the images were and if something showed up she would like to know. 
The screening makes her feel comfortable and she doesn t mind that, but, thinks passengers should be told what is happening and provided more information. She said they could have been training agents or something and she is a former school 
teacher and thin ks pea pl e should be to Id 1f they a re training agents. 
She states the images were posted on a wall as she exited the machine on her left. when she turned around it would have been on her right and then she said she was unsure if the images were on a wall or screen. but. she saw the images that 
appeared to be a filmstrip. 
She would like to have reassurance she wasn t exposed to anything that could bring on another cancer 

Response: 
Apologized to caller lhat she had a negative experience and explained information would be provided to the CSM at MOW for lheir review. Advised surveillance video may be available to for the CSM to review to see what took place with her 
screening. 

All images generated by imaging technology are viewed in an area not visible to the public. The officer assisting the passenger never sees the image, and the officer viewing the image never interacts with the passenger. The imaging technology that 
TSA uses in airpor1s cannot store, expori. print, or transmil images and no cameras, cellular telephones, or other devices capable of capluring images are permilled in the image viewing area. 

AIT is a classification that covers two similar technologies. millimeter wave and backscatter. Both systems work in a similar way to give Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) a virtual image of a passenger that conspicuously highlights potentially 
dangerous items. AIT gives TSA a way to detect a wide variety of threats, including suicide vests and other improvised explosive devices that may be hidden under passengers' clothing and cannot be detected by walk-through metal detectors. AIT 
enhances security, reduces the need lo r pa ldow n search es for passengers with joint rep I ace m ents and other medica I cond i Ii on s, and improves passenger co nv en i ence and com fort. 
Millimeter wave systems project beams of non-ionizing radio frequency energy over the passenger's body suiface: the beams do not penetrate the skin. The radio frequency energy reflected back from the body and other objects on the body is used to 
construct a three-dimensional image. The energy the system projects is thousands of times I e ss Iha n a eel I phone Ira ns mission. 
The backscatter x-ray system works by scanning the surface of a passenger's body with a narTow, low-dose. low-energy x-ray beam. This system uses ionizing radiation-the type people usually think of as ·radiation.'' However, the radiation levels are 
far below those of a hospital x-ray machine and any level I hat might cons1i1u1e a health concern. The amounl of radiation from a backscatter screening system is equivalent to the exposure each person receives in about 2 minu1es of airplane flight at 
altitude or the amount the person receives in about an hour due to naturally occurring background radiation at ground level. 

Caller said on 04-25-2013 at 11 :50 pm he was sexually harassed by a male TSO at lhe DFW airport during a paldown. He was flying on Spirit airlines flighl NK254. He said lhe male TSO grabbed his leg and squeezed very tighl asking what is I his? 
The caller responded to him that it was just his leg. Caller said the TSO was around 5 1 O had gray hair and a gray mustache. Caller could not remember what gate or terminal he was going through. 

Told caller that I will forward the complaint to the CSM at the DFW airport. Caller was flying from DFW to BOS. Caller stated that his phone number is the best way to contact him. 
Caller asked if she opls oul of the technology do they have lhe right to ask why she did not want 10 go through the AIT. Caller complained thal she was given the 3rd degree over opting oul. Caller said her doc1or has told her the AIT is nol safe. Caller 
said when she did a patdown, she had a tank top on and a blouse over the tank top. Caller was not wearing a bra. Caller asked to go in a private room and the TSO called to get another TSA employee. Caller said the TSO got mad at her because 
she asked her to call again to get her patdown because caller was worried about missing her plane. Caller said the TSO said she did not know why the other TSA employee did not come over to do the patdown and she could see the other TSA 
employee la ug hi ng and ta I king instead of coming over to do her pa tdow n. Cal I er was asked to remove her blouse, Ca Iler said she was em ba CT ass ed because she said she is fat and did not want to show her flabby arms in public, Ca Iler said she was 
questioned as to why she chose to opt out of the AIT. Caller said lhe TSOs were both blonde and cute. Caller said they interrogated her about her reasons for wanting to opt out, caller said she s1arted crying. Caller said the TSA employee told her 
she had not missed her plane that she had 10 minutes to catch her plane if she would hurry. Caller said when she got to the gate, the airplane left early. Caller was flying to NY to see a show her friend was in and this friend is a Broadway star. Caller 
said the tickets cost $400 and she did not get to see the show. Caller felt that TSAwas too nosey, she is 5 feet tall, does not move fast and uses a cane and she is a little old lady. Caller feels they crossed the line with her. Caller does not have a 
computer and can only check her em ai I from the Ii bra ry. Cal I er is req ues ting to be contacted by phone, 

Airport Detroit Metro 
Airline Spirit Airlines 
Flight numbers 
Dale and lime of incident 05 05 2013 5:30 am 
Baggage tag number NA 
Description of bag, color. sty I e, size. brand N A 
NOi with Writing ? N A 
Terminal or Gate Does not remember - it may have been D16 or B16 
Contact information Cal I er prefers to be contacted by phone 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Every person and ilem must be screened before entering lhe secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is importanl. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 
Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 
Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 



5/2312013 
2:13:13 

PM 

Caller Is flying in a few week for the first time with her 10 yr old son. Son takes miralax. She wants to know if that will be a problem. She also has body piercing. 

Indianapolis to Orlando on Southwest, probably on AirTrans. 

Response: 

-Passengers are al lawed to bring medications in pill, powder or any other solid form through security screening checkpoints in unlimited amounts, as long as they are screened. 

-An individual will never be required to remove or show a body piercing. If, during the screening process, a body piercing results in an alarm of the Walk Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ ar an anomaly during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) 
screening. the Transportation Secunty Officer (TSO) will resolve the alarm or anomaly by conducting a patdown. In order to ensure security, patdown inspections may include sensitive areas of the body and TSOs are trained to maintain the highest 
levels of professionalism. 

Fromfb)(61 

Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2013 1 :26 PM 
To: TSA.Ombudsman@dhs.gov 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP!b 1(6) ! 
512312013 Dale Time: 51231 01 J 1 :26 Oi PM 

4:07:27 
PM 

Name: 

Email: 

HYPERLINK~fb_)_(6_) _______________ ~ 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

Comp I a int of a gent 

Comments: 

I just finished undergoing the most invasive, rude, disrespectful encounter with one of your agents. After flying for aver 40 years, rarely have I been treated so rudely. I am an RN, have worked in psych. I have done pat dawns. I am traveling with an 



The caller was traveling out of POX on May 16 with Delta. When she went through the checkpoint, she went through the AIT and was bringing carry on luggage only. There was an anomaly and they had to rub something over her hand with a wand. 
She was then asked to go off to the side and was told that she would need to go into a different room for a patdown. She was told that there was explosive residue on her hands. She told them that the only thing on her hands was her Viva La Combe 
hand lotion. 

She was taken into the room for the patdown with two le ma I e off ce rs and she asked them to hurry with the p atdown and to contact Del ta about her flight because her flight was at 6: 2 5 and the patdown was started at a I mo st 6: 0 0 pm. 0 n e of the 
officers to Id her that it would not take that long and she would not miss her II i g ht, The I ady who was doing the p atdown, the ca Iler described her as ori e nta I woman, did not know the p raced u re we 11 and had to I oak at the procedure i 11 ustrat ions on the 
wall to conduct the paldown. She found this frustrating because it look far longer and they would nol con1ac1 Della on her behalf. By lhe time she 901 to the flight they had just closed lhe gate. 

She said they had to do ETD on her belongings. She said th at they never reached into her jacket pocket to look at her hand lotion. though she kept pornti ng at 11 and tel Ii ng them that the lotion in the pocket was the issue. They never I ooked in her 
jacket, and she ended up removing it her self after she was cleared and showing it to them, They let her keep it and told her that the glycerin in it can set off the machine. She stated that has seen nothing saying that there was nothing that stated 
glycerin set lhe machines off. She was upset I hat I hey never looked in her jackel because she could have had somelhing dangerous in it. 

She wants a copy of the report because she ended up missing her flight because of this, she had to get a hotel room with her husband, who had to dnve back three hours, her husband lost a full day pay, and she lost a day of her vacation. She arnved 
at three o clock to a 11 ow ti me. She is frustrated be ca use it was a hand lotion: she is frustrated because she kept pointing at the issue and they did not I oak at it, She spoke of pass i ble contacting her I oca I news crew because of her !rust rations and the 

5123/2013 way the screening was done. 
4:36 03 

PM FI 1g ht information: 
Airport POX 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Does not have the old flight number because she was rerouted. 
Date: 05-16-2013 departure was at 6:25 pm 
Time: She had the patdown between 5:30 PM and 6:00 PM 
Localion: Terminal D 

Advised caller: 

Spoke to the securily specialist aboul the lotion: they said thal because the officers saw the lotion it was fine. 

I will escalate this to the CSM for review of the complaint. 

The caller did not have her flighl number because lhe information she had was for her rerouted flighl. She was going 10 contact us back with I hat informalion. 
Caller has concerns regarding TSAat Midway. He was going through Lane 19 which was the Priority Lane and itwas4 times as slow as the other line. It took 10 minutes for 10-12 passengers to go through. He said that they were doing OJTwhich 
is whal he heard lhe TSOs saying to each other. He opted oul of the AIT and had to stand in a position I hat blocked the AIT. He waited 5 and a half minu1es for a patdown. He asked to speak 10 a supervisor and was lold there was no supervisor 
there. Aller a few minutes. STSO kb)(ff:, ~nd TSoj(b)(6) ! came to the checkpoint. 

Caller askedkbH61 l,vhy they are doing traIn1ng on the Pnonty Line and not the other one Caller asked fb 1(6) lwhy did he have to wait and why are they doing training. !(b·:,(6) !denied that any training was occurring. Caller told him that 
they were clearly do,ng 6J r and that was the term the other TSOs were say,ng to each olher f h ,IR, I sa,d, Are you telling me how I am running my station here? 

Caller told t b 1(6) I he wanted to talk to a manager because this was cl early a high er d ec1s1on Iha n a s u pe rvi so r could make. !( b) ( ff:, ! said, You don t get to talk to the Manager, you get to talk to me. 

,""'~'-"'""id if he could have his paldown now. The TSOs summoned the manage~~~-b-')(~6_, __ ~I Caller asked him, Why is this taking so long? I s1ood here 5.5 minu1es for a patdown . ._{b-')_(_6"-1 _ _,~aid they were doing 1raining. Caller staled thal 
"--'----' said they were not doing training anywhere in the airport. 

Caller stated that he has 5 million miles on airlines. He believes there are serious operational issues at Midway. He stated that the TS Os were very belligerent to him. 

Airport: Midway 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Number: Not ha nduy 
Dale and Time: Today al checkpoinl al 7:50am. Cleared it about 8:10am at Lane 19 

I thanked the caller lo r I etti ng us know the situation. I told him if he had further q ue st,ons or concerns he cou Id ca 11 back to I et us know. I told him I would send this to the CSM at Midway. He wanted to know if kb::, ( 6) 
caller he was not. He said that the CSM would get a separate complaint, then. I told him I would send this up today. 

!was the CSM. I told the 



Fromkb1(6) 
Sent: Friday, May 24, 2013 12: 16 AM 
To: TSA.Ombudsman@dhs.gov 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl"'(b"'l ... (6"') ___ ...., 
512412013 Dale Time: 5/2412013 12:16:09 AM 

10:21:27 
AM 

Name: 

[b)(61 

512412013 

Email: 

HYPERLINK 1~(b_,_(6_) ______________ ~ 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

Patdown VS. AIT 

Comments: 

My wife was supposed to fly tonight from LGA to CLE with our 17-month old daughter. We are not comfortable with the AIT scanners· health risks. and my wife asked to not use the AIT for both our daughter and herself (in case she is pregnant). The 
The caller stJled thal her father flew on flighl number 241 from ORD to IAD on American Airlines. He was connecting on flight number 4064 from IAD to CKB on United Airlines. He was not on the flighl from Dulles. The caller has spoken wilh ORD and 
is certain that he made the flight from ORD. She has been on the phone with various people and was advised by United Airlines to contact TSA. She know that he never made it to CKB because it was closed from 11pm to 3am. He was suppose to to 
land at 11 :59pm. Her fathers neighbor was suppose to pick him up and called the caller this morning at 5am stating that he was not at the airport. 

The caller described thal man as follows: He wears dress pants and a veleran baseball hat, he passes his boarding pass in his front pockel. 85 years old but looks 70, black dress shoes, and very clean cut and professional. He is in great health but 
had op en heart surgery 7 months ago. He has a pace maker. She stated that he a I ways gets a pa tdow n when traveling. 

She stated that there is no way he would have wondered off or be a missing person because his mental health is very sharp. She believes something is wrong. He only has with him two days of medications and if he is not found this could be 
detrimental to his heallh. She is requesting that TSA view the tapes and see if he made the flight in IAH because United Airlines stated lhat his boarding pass had been used but no one is cerlain thal he was the one who used it. She is very upsel and 
wants to know what to do. 

10:25:24 Advised Caller: 
AM 

Afle r s peaking with sec u nty I have be advised to inform you th at you s ho u Id contact local law enforcement. 

Provided: 

The CSM at IAD is 

Name: 1(b)(61 
Phone: ,_ ____ _...., 



5/2412013 
2:21:07 

PM 

Caller stated that he fiew out of the PHX airport and when going through the checkpoint in Terminal 4C he did not have a valid ID and only had a temp ID. He showed his Temp ID to~TSO) and the TSO stated that this was not a valid ID and 
demanded a valid ID from him, He told him that he needed to show a Valid ID but then saw that the caller had a bill fold with more credit cards inside. The TSO demanded to see those so the caller pulled out the credit cards. The TSO began to write 
down his numbers bul then stJled thal this also was not sufficient and he would need somelhing more. He put these away and lhe officer yelled at him because he was not done with the cards yet. The caller slid the wallet across at him and caller thinks 
it must have rubbed the officer the wrong way so the TSO told the passenger he was oin to receive a patdown now. The supervisor!1h·11r;··, t,,,as requested and he apologized over and over to the caller for the officer. The supervisor told him 
that he would have to call in to file a complaint and did not provide the caller with (b·•,(ffi ast name nor ID number. 
He is also wanting to write a letter and have it permanently placed i~ personnel file. 

CCR informed him that this information will be forwarded to the airport electronically and he can write his complaint into TSA HQ. 

TransporIation Securily Administration 
601 South 12th Street 
Art i ngton. VA 20 598 

The answer I recieved from this e-mail was pretty much saying sorry maam we understand but it is the procedure, here is the procedure. 

NOW PLEASE SEND ME A CONTACT NAME, NUMBER, E-MAIL, ADDRESS anything I can use to open up a conversation about security checks for people who have been through the tragedy of an illness or an accident. 

Should these people be excluded from security checks absolutely not, should they be treated like a possible criminal with extra intrusive security absolutely not. 

Fror.-l(b)(61 ! 
To I $A-ContactCenter@dhs.gov 
Sent: Thursday, May 23. 2013 6:55:56 AM 
Subject: Please Re ad and Respond - Incident at South Bend Airport 

fb)(61 



Caller opened her s u i tease after her trip home and she had documents inside and upon arnva I her c lathing was in a heap and her documents she had lo r her work we re destroyed. 
She said her TSA lock was also broken. 

I asked if she saw her bag after clearing Customs or could it have been cut off in the foreign country who may not have been able to open the TSA lock. 
She stated she did not look at her lock so it could have been. 

She had a NOi. It did nol have a time stamp on it. 

She fiew from Kigali to Amsterdam and entered the US at Detroit and boarded a flight to Louisville SDF. 
She fiew on Delta Flight #6027 from Detroit to Louisville, KY departing at 12:30 AM 5-24-13 
Bag Ta~(b 1(6) I 
The bag is a black cloth large suitcase. Wenger brand. 

512412013 She stated her documents cannot be replaced unless she goes to Kigali and gets them again, and she would have no guarantee they would arrive in the US undamaged. 
423:39 She does nol wish to file a claim. 

PM 
Told her I am sorry she had that experience. 

She slated she also feels perseculed because she is often patted down and it is because she has large breasls. 
She stated it happened in the lo reign country as wel I. 
I started to say something and she said she is aware TSA Is not in other countries. 
She stated In Detro it she was wearing a bra and a knit shirt and knit pants so she does not understand why her I a rge breasts caused a p atdown, 
She slated nothing on her should have caused a problem with the equipment. 

Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

Todd her I will send over a copy of her complainl to the Customer Supporl Manager. 

In typing up my notes I real ,zed I did not read a date back to her so I ca 11 ed her back and confirmed the Detroit flight was tad ay. 
Disability Description: Caller had a knee replacement about 18 monlhs ago. Caller is 75 years old. 

Information Request: Cal I er does not want to have to have a patdown at a 11. Ca 11 er wi 11 not fly any more because she do esn t want to have a patdown. Caller saw a p atdown procedure being done on TV and do es not want to have to go through one. 
Caller is almost in tears and very distressed and angry. Caller would like to know what ID is better: military ID, drivers license, or passport.Caller would like to know why people have to take their turbans off for screening. Caller feels that suspicious 
peop I e a re not screened as much as she is. Ca Iler wo u Id a I so Ii ke to know why TSA does not do screening Ii ke I sra e Ii airports that do ba c kg round checks. 

Response Details: The Transportation Secunty Administrations (TSA) Screening of Passengers by Observation Techniques (SPOT) is an additional layer of secunty using behavioral observation and analysis techniques to identify potentially high-risk 
individuals. BDOs are specially trained in the operational SPOT process to identify and screen travelers of interest. 

Secure Flight is a program developed by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (OHS) to provide uniform watch list matching by the Transportation Security Administration (TSA). 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AITonly if they can stand still with their amns above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rI of a person or device. 

512412013 Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 

5,10,56 clear an alamn, as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be infomned of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

PM TSA anticipates these changes will further reduce though not completely eliminate the need for a physical patdown on travelers 75 and older that would otherwise have been conducted to resolve alarms. 

The Transportation Security Administrations (TSA) identity verification policy requires all adult passengers (18 and older) to provide a valid Federal or State Government-issued photo identification (ID) for inspection before entering the security 
checkpoint. In addilion, Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) always have lhe option of requesting a second form of ID. Military ID, drivers license, and passport are all acceptable. 

We understand and regret the discomfort and inconvenience passengers may experience as a result of patdown procedures. Nevertheless. we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensunng the security and confidence of 
all air travelers, 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide the highest level of security and customer service to all who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless of 
their personal situations and needs, are treated with respect and courtesy. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. 
If you want a non-traveling companion to accompany you during the screening process they need on I y request a gate pass from the airline ticket counter. 
Emailed information to caller. 



Disability Description: Caller has lymphodema. 

Information Requesl: She wanls to know what she can do to make her experience better once she leaves SFO, because PHL was horrible for her. 

She a I so has to fi y in m1d-J u n e for surgery on her I eg s and wants to know if th ere is anything spec iii c that she needs to do in regards to trave Ii ng i ntematIona 11 y. 

Response Details: I told her that I would get her flight information and get some assistance set up for her at the checkpoint there al SFO because her experience at PHL was unpleasanl. 

I a I so told her th at due to her expe nence I would send her inform atIon to the CSM the re at that airport as we 11. 

I a I so lold her th at we have no info rma Ii on in reg a rd s to the screening procedures in foreign countries, but wou Id send her some information and phone numbers for the De pa rtme nl of State and CB P 10 see if she can get in formation from them. 

I told her that if she would like some assistance out of PHL when she leaves for Germany. to contact us back within 72 hours of her flight and we would set that up for her as well. 

512512013 Em a i I sent 

12:42:57 
PM 

Incident Details: Caller stated that she called TSA Cares before her flight from PHL to SFO. and was told and confirmed on the website that if she had difficulty standing in line, that she could either go through the medical line, or could go through the 
front of the line. PHL told her no. If she was in a wheelchair that she could go through. They told her that they didn t care that she had called TSA and gotten that information, but they told her that they would let her go through just this once. One issue 
she also had was thal she told them she couldn t go through the body scanner, and they told her thal she had to wait for a female, and she waited for like 10 minutes. There was no where to sit down, and she was in an incredible amounl of pain once 
the person who conducted the patdown arrived. They acted like they didn t care. said he d call someone again. When they finally got someone to do the patdown, she was excellent. They were both African-American who were rude to her. The female 
was small in stature, late 20 s-early 30s. The male was skinny and probably early 20s. The woman who conducted the patdown was also short in stature and probably early 30s. She was extremely nice. 

Flight details below: 
Terminal Gate: D11 
Airline: United 
Went through security: 2:30 p.m. 
Departure Date: 5-24-13 
Departure Time: 3: 17 p.m. (delayed due to storms) 
Airport: PHL 
Flight#: UA44 7 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service: Lost and Found Current Date/Time : 5/2512013 11: 13:56 AM Airport BLI - Bellingham International Date/Time of Travel : 05124/2013 6:00 PM Airline & Flight Number AS2491 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : TSA 
area TSA Employee: (If Known) kb) ( ff:, !Comment , In the process of being pul I ed aside for extra screening (Pat down), I was not a I lowed to retrieve my persona I effects from 2 bins (one with a computer and the other with a 11 my person al 
effecls, 1 backpack and 1 carry on. As I was standing in the pal down area, my bag and backpack stopped at the end of the rollers and forced my 2 bins to jam up and flip the one with my personal effects onto the one wilh my computer. I was nol 

512512013 allowed to go rectify the situation and it was left up to another passenger. Some of my personal items were left on the floor for a bit while another PASSENGER was left to deal with my goods. THIS IS TOTALLY UNACCEPTABLE' In the process of 

1.01 , 13 this happening. I discovered when I got to Seattle that my bluetooth headset had been forgotten or left on the floor or on the exit conveyor or taken by the passenger that attended to my goods in the flopped bin. What is your POLICY in regards to a 
· PM travellers goods sitting on the exit run while said traveller is going through a pat down? I am not a happy traveler and will deal with this to the very top if need be! 

Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name h··,1rr, 
Phone Number b)(ffi 
Email 1h·11rr, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



The ca 11 er want stated that she is getting selected for add i ti o na I on every flight. She stated that she has went through the Redress program and actua 11 y flew twice with no prob I ems. She stated th at she flew from SEA and was again selected. She 
wants to know ii a under wire bra will cause an alamn in the machine that shows her naked. She wants to know why the TSO told her that she can pat down her breast in the public and send her through but if she requests a private screening she will 
have to have a full pat down. She wants 10 know an alarm on her chesl would cause lhe TSOs to test her hands and clothes for bomb residue. She wants to know why even after applying for Redress and using her RCN that she is slill gelling additional 
screening. She stated that TSA ruins every trip that she takes. She wants to know why the web site does not say that requesting a private screening will result in such treatment. She stated that she has had people fill her up. put their hands in the pants. 
grope her. and harass her enough. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

We do not have an itemized list of possible things that could set off alarms in the AIT. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) see ks 10 provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 travelers who pass through our sere en i ng checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 

512512013 factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 

6 ,38 ,56 an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

PM 
TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents ten-orists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove lhe random element from lhe system and undermine security. We simply cannol assume thal all terrorists will fil a particular profile. 

This request w1II be granted if the T SA screening s u pe rvi so r be Ii eves that a physi ca I ins pe ct1on is sufficient to determine that the item does not co nee a I a prohibited 1te m. 

In addition, passengers at any lime may request a privale screening. For E•ample: This oplion is often exercised by passengers carrying jewelry or gold bars, so as not to alert other individuals about the presence of valuable property. During a private 
screening. another TSA employee will be present and the passenger may also be accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. (Explained: the additional TSO and companion is for witness for the complete additional screening) 

In addition, passengers may requesl a private screening if additional screening is required or at any lime during the screening process. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the private screening after the companion 
clears screening. In addition, screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in the public area rather than go to a private area for 
screening. however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area wi 11 not be pe rm1tted to enter the secured area. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport I can forward a copy of your letler to the Customer Support Manager (CSMJ at that location. 



The ca 11 er want stated that she is getting selected for add i ti o na I on every flight. She stated that she has went through the Redress program and actua 11 y flew twice with no prob I ems. She stated th at she flew from SEA and was again selected. She 
wants to know ii a under wire bra will cause an alamn in the machine that shows her naked. She wants to know why the TSO told her that she can pat down her breast in the public and send her through but if she requests a private screening she will 
have to have a full pat down. She wants 10 know an alarm on her chesl would cause lhe TSOs to test her hands and clothes for bomb residue. She wants to know why even after applying for Redress and using her RCN that she is slill gelling additional 
screening. She stated that TSA ruins every trip that she takes. She wants to know why the web site does not say that requesting a private screening will result in such treatment. She stated that she has had people fill her up. put their hands in the pants. 
grope her. and harass her enough. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

We do not have an itemized list of possible things that could set off alarms in the AIT. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) see ks 10 provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 travelers who pass through our sere en i ng checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 

512512013 factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 

6:38 ,56 an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

PM 
TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents ten-orists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove lhe random element from lhe system and undermine security. We simply cannol assume thal all terrorists will fil a particular profile. 

This request w, 11 be granted if the T SA screening s u pe rvi so r be Ii eves that a physi ca I ins pe ct,on is sufficient to determine that the item does not co ncea I a prohibited 1te m. 

In addition, passengers at any lime may request a privale screening. For E•ample: This oplion is often exercised by passengers carrying jewelry or gold bars, so as not to alert other individuals about the presence of valuable property. During a private 
screening. another TSA employee will be present and the passenger may also be accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. (Explained: the additional TSO and companion is for witness for the complete additional screening) 

In addition, passengers may requesl a private screening if additional screening is required or at any lime during the screening process. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the private screening after the companion 
clears screening. In addition, screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in the public area rather than go to a private area for 
screening. however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area wi 11 not be pe rm,tted to enter the secured area. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport I can forward a copy of your letler to the Customer Support Manager (CSMJ at that location. 

Disability Description: Caller s wife is 55 years old and is in a wheelchair. 

Response Details: Advised that I understand his concern. 

If you believe your wife was discriminaled against or received dispara1e 1reatmen1 or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition, Federal regulalions require I hat 
the complaint be put in writing unless her disability prevents her from doing so. 

Do you want info mna ti on a bout Ii Ii ng a form a I written complaint reg a rd i ng di sa bi I ity di scri min ati on or a re you cal Ii ng with a different concern such as poor customer service? 

Advised this w, 11 be sent to the Di sab i Ii ty Branch within TSA and mo re specifically to the D1sa b1 Ii ty and Mu I ti cultural Branch, which 1s Io cated at h eadq ua rte rs. This complaint wi 11 go to headq ua rte rs. It w, 11 be returned in letter lo rm. 

I advised ca Iler that I would get the information e-ma i I ed 10 him and he has 180 days 10 gel this sub mi tied. 

5~2~;2~ ~ 3 Advised I understand his concern and if he 1s up set and le els a complaint needs to be Ii I ed against TSA and these part,cu I ar agents, then he should. 

PM 
Advised I don t know how he would con1ac1 OHS for a complaint such as I his. I lold him if I knew I would 1e1I him, but I really don t know. 

Sent e-mail. 

lncidenl Details: He says I hat loday at approximately 12:30 p.m. they went through lhe checkpoinl al JAX. He says I hat lhe agenl groped his wife. He says the female officer put her hands all over his wife s body as olher people were going by in their 
whee I chairs. He says that the p atdown she received was not the same that others received. He says that they have fl own from AT L. LAX, and New York and no one else does it this way. He says that they groped his wife. He says that the agent ca 11 ed 
out the bump on her back, which he says is from her d efomned spine. The s u pe rvi so r told her it was a Ing ht. He to Id the agent this was not ng ht and requested a su pe rvi sor. He says the supervisor had red hair. He says the supervisor saw nothing wrong 
with the patdown that was done. They kept telling them that they were doing this by the book. He requested the supervisors supervisor. He says that the supervisor went off and came back with a woman in street clothes who claimed to be over 
everything there. She gave him a comment card to fill out and it had our number on it. He says there are 22 levels of employment there. He says this happened once before several years ago, bul it was an ine,perienced agent. He wants his complainl 
to go some where. He says he doesn t just want it to go away. He wants to know if there is any way to get above TSA to OHS. He says there is only one checkpoint and they went through the wheelchair line that is beside the gate. He says they are in 
about 20 violations rig ht now. He says th at none of the employees would give their names. He says that the woman who cl a, med to be over al I of 11 that gave h, m the card would not p rov1d e her name or address. He says the complaint is reg a rd i ng 
disability discrimination. Caller says they live in Atlanta and were just visiting Jacksonville. 



Disability Description: Callers wife is 55 years old and is in a wheelchair. 

Response Details: Advised that I understand his concern. 

If you believe your wife was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition, Federal regulations require that 
the complaint be put in writing unless her disability prevents her from doing so. 

Do you want information about filing a formal written complaint regarding disability discrimination or are you calling with a different concern such as poor customer service? 

Advised this will be senl to the Disability Branch within TSA and more specifically to the Disabilily and Mullicultural Branch, which is localed al headquarIers. This complaint will go to headquarters. II will be returned in le1ter form. 

I advised caller that I would get the inform at,on e-ma i I ed to h, m and he has 180 days to get this submitted. 

5126/2013 
1 :Ol: 12 Advised I undersland his concern and if he is upsel and feels a complaint needs to be filed against TSA and these particular agents, then he should. 

PM 
Advised I don t know how he would contact OHS for a complaint such as this. I told him 1f I knew I would tell him, but I really don t know. 

Sent e-mail. 

Incident Detai Is: He says that tad ay at ap pro xi matel y 12: 30 p. m. they went through the checkpoint at JAX. He says that the agent groped his wile. He says the fem a I e officer put her hands a 11 aver his wife s body as other peop I e we re going by in their 
whee I chairs, He says that the p atdown she received was not the same that others received, He says that they have fi own from AT L, LAX. and New York and no one else does it this way, He says that they groped his wife, He says that the agent ca 11 ed 
out lhe bump on her back, which he says is from her deformed spine. The supervisor told her it was alright. He told the agent I his was not right and requested a supervisor. He says the supervisor had red hair. He says the supervisor saw nothing wrong 
with the patdown that was done. They kept telling them that they were doing this by the book. He requested the supervisors supervisor. He says that the supervisor went off and came back with a woman in street clothes who claimed to be over 
everything there. She gave h, m a comment card to Ii 11 out and 11 had our number on it. He says there are 22 I eve Is of emp I oyment th ere. He says this happened o nee before s eve ra I years ago, but it was an inexperienced agent. He wants his comp I a int 
to go some where. He says he doesn t just want it to go away. He wants to know if there is any way to get above TSA to OHS. He says there is only one checkpoint and they went through the wheelchair line that is beside the gate. He says they are in 
about 20 violalions right now. He says that none of lhe employees would give their names. He says thal the woman who claimed to be over all of it I hat gave him the card would not provide her name or address. He says lhe complaint is regarding 
disability discrimination. Caller says they live in Atlanta and were just visiting Jacksonville. 

Disability Description: Caller s wife is 55 years old and is in a wheelchair. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: Advised that I understand his con cem 

If you believe your wife was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition, Federal regulations require that 
the complaint be put in wnting unless her disability prevents her from doing so. 

Do you want informalion about filing a formal wri1ten complaint regarding disability discrimination or are you calling with a different concern such as poor customer service? 

Advised this will be sent to the Disability Branch within TSA and more specifically to the Disability and Multicultural Branch. which is located at headquarters, This complaint will go to headquarters. It will be returned in letter form. 

I advised ca Iler that I would get the information e-ma i I ed to him and he has 180 days to get this submitted. 

5126/2013 
1 :Ol: 12 Advised I understand his concern and if he is upset and feels a complaint needs to be filed against TSA and these particular agents. then he should. 

PM 
Advised I don t know how he would contact OHS for a complaint such as this. I told him if I knew I would tell him, but I really don t know. 

Sent e-mail. 

Incident Details: He says that today at approximately 12:30 p.m. they went through the checkpoint at JAX. He says that the agent groped his wife. He says the female officer put her hands all over his wife s body as other people were going by in their 
whee I chairs. He says that the p atdown she received was not the same that others received. He says that they have fi own from AT L. LAX, and New York and no one else does it this way. He says that they groped his wife. He says that the agent ca 11 ed 
out the bump on her back, which he says is from her deformed spine. The supervisor told her it was alright. He told the agent this was not right and requested a supervisor. He says the supervisor had red hair. He says the supervisor saw nothing wrong 
with the pa td own that was done. They kept I el Ii ng them I hat I hey were doing this by the book. He req ue ste d the su pe rv i sor s supervisor. He says that the su pe rv i sor we nl off and came back with a woman in street clothes who c I aimed to be over 
everything there. She gave him a comment card to fill out and it had our number on it. He says there are 22 levels of employment there. He says this happened once before several years ago, but it was an inexperienced agent. He wants his complaint 
to go some where. He says he does n t just want it to go away. He wants to know if th ere is any way to get above TSA to D HS. He says there is only one checkpoint and they went through the wheelchair Ii ne that Is beside the gate. He says they a re in 
about 20 violations right now. He says that none of the employees would give their names. He says that the woman who claimed to be over all of it that gave him the card would not provide her name or address. He says the complaint is regarding 
disabilily discrimination. Caller says they live in Atlanta and were just visiting Jacksonville. 



5126/2013 
5:02 58 

PM 

512612013 
6:10:40 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 5/26/2~8 PM Airport . ORD - Chicago-O'Hare International Date/Time al Travel · 05/26/2013 8:00 AM Airline & Flight Number · united 580 Checkpoint/Area of Airport . united maybe 2? 
TSA Employee: (If Known)~ (sp?) Comment After being in the scanner, Since I was weanng a tank top with a design on the front which is metallic. I signaled somebody and was told to assume the position on the public display mat for a pat 
down. I was wearing a tank top (snugfit) with BARE arms, but the &quot;officer&quot; felt my arms first, as insane as it sounds, then said she was going to feel around my breasts., .. I offered to show her there was nothing hidden down there although 
you could see with my light shirl. bul she said she couldn't look. She could invasively feel though and with her rubber gloves on she proceed to vigorously go over under around and ACROSS my breasts totally moving my lops around so thal my bra 
partly showed anyway. She then decided to examine my long straight hair that was laying flat against my head with her disgusting powdered gloves. Well my hair was clean when I started the trip and heaven knows what she was looking for that the 
scanner wouldn"t have seen, but since I dared to question her a couple of times I believe she was deliberately giving me a hard time. She then sent me for a hand swab and I wasn"t even told what they put on me chemical wise ... .what if I had an 
allergy?? This screening process is so disappointing to me ... as my dangerous hair was being examined. my husband walked through with a case with 3 metal nail clippers and a metal tweezer. I think I could damage someone with those, but certainly 
not wilh my hair. I have a coast guard friend who once told me thal the TSA pat down is very unprofessional and done wrong. What can we expect though when you take a bunch of people, pay them minimum wage and tell them they have all kinds of 
authority over people, something they not only aren"t prepared to have responsibly, but then aren"t trained very long to exercise. Anyone who is ignorant enough to think that the process I went through made them safer while others walk through with 
meta I objects they could use as weapons needs to have their head examined. If these situations a re not addressed and these types of peop I e weeded out, the re w1II eventually be a lot of Americans fi yi ng I ess and I ess. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 

Passenger's Nam,...,....e,-,.;b"-1 ... (6'"')'---.---' 
Phone Number' lh'>IR'·, 

Email :"'b'--1-'-'(6'-"l----,-----
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

························=====:;--------··························· 
Remote Client IP: k~b_)~(6_-._, --~ 
Date Time 5126/2013 5 01: 18 PM 

Namef h·,1R··, 
Email h··,1R·1 
Comp I a i nl s: Di scou r1 ea us/Rude Employee· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):This was at the Atlanta airport on 5124, my flight came in at 4:30 from Grand Cayman on Delta. This incident was at approximately 5:15-5:30 at security after customs and 
immigration. 
Comments:I was not sure which category to put this complaint under, but was very upset at the absolute rudeness of more than one TSA employee. I am 25 weeks pregnant, and visibly pregnant. The two employees manning the line, were very 
friendly and professional. As we were funneled closer to the security line we ended up in a line with just scanner and no metal de1ec1or. I couldn't get anyone"s a11ention to opt oul of the scanner. My husband was in front of me and as he went through 
the scanner told the 3 people on the other end that I was opting out due to be being pregnant. They just stared at me and said that there was nothing they could do. I told them I was not going through the scanner and they replied that I was holding up 
the line. I said can I walk through the scanner while it is off and then have a pat down? She said "'NOI" and then "you need to go to the back of the line and go through another line"' At this point we had been waiting for 30 minutes and I told her I needed 
to sit down and that I was 2 5 wee ks p regnant. she repeated that there is nothing she can do, Al I of my belongings and shoes at this point we re through the machine and out of my sight (thank goodness my h us band was the re), So, I go to the next Ii ne 
and try to just go up to the metal detector to go lhrough. I was stopped by a male TSA employee who said "'what are you doing, go 10 lhe back of the line" I lold him what was happening and he said, '"where are your belongings?" I lold him I hey were on 
the other side of the machine with my husband, to which he replied "you can·t do that I" Sa, I walked away and up ta the metal detector and told them I was opting for a pat down. I was told them by the female in this line (one line over) that I held up the 
line. and where were my things, my things needed to be with me. The female TSA employee came over and led me to the pat down. She asked if any areas were hurt or were sensitive, and I replied that I was pregnant. Her reply was a large eye roll 
and "Ma'am I did not ask you to state the obvious."' She then asked me where my things were and I pointed to my husband 10 feet away. Then she said that my things needed to be with me. I get it, but you wouldn't let me be with my things'! After the 
pat down I asked her if lhat is how we 1reat people who are pregnant in this counlry, and she replied, '"I just do my job". I could not believe lhe lack of respect, but nol one, bul 4.4.5 TSA employees. I left feeling sick, and lired as I did not have the 
energy with being pregnant ta deal with this kind of nonsense behavior. 



The caller receives pat downs regularly. She mentioned alarms going off. 

She traveled to Europe from FLL on 4 26. She had no earrings, belt, or watch. She indicated that she was scanned with the wand and received a patdown. She indicaled thal a female TSO indicaled thal she had to physically inspect her bag as well. 

In Toronto while going through security an agent obtained her ticket and wrote SSSS with a marker. The caller looked on her ticket and noticed SSSS pnnted on a boarding pass as well. 

She indicated that she is almost 65. 

She fi ew from Cop en hag en and Germany the fo 11 owing day. A lady ( she be Ii eves that the I ady was with security. She was n t a stewardess) came on the plane in Germany and asked to see her passport. The I ad y indicated that her passport wasn t 
scanned. 

She indicated that she cannot obtain a boarding pass online. It must be obtained at the airline ticket counter even though the money for reservation has been taken from her account. 

The ca 11 er indicated that she thought that the SSS S was tern po ra ry. 

5;~7;!0
0
1; She indicated that she obtained the gist of applying for Redress via the IVR 

AM 
She indicated that she would like to get to the bottom of this. She indicated that her husband is becoming frustrated with waiting on her, 

She asked if OHS would share her information with foreign governments. 

I advised that she does have a recourse in applying for Redress. The Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their 
travel while screening al transportalion hubs. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
• situations where travelers believe they have be en u nfa i rl y or in correct! y de I ayed, denied boa rd i ng, or i denti fi ed for add i ti o na I screening at our nation· s airports or ports of entry. 
• d ifflcu lty p ri ntrng a boa rd i ng pass at home or at the ki ask. 

Participation in the program is voluntary. She can apply online or complete and submit redress forms. I confirmed that the website address is www.dhs.gov TRIP. 

Once she applies. DH S wi 11 share her information with ap prop ri ate federal agencies in hopes of reso Iv i ng in correct or mis i denti fi cat ion issues. 

She will receive a RCN once she applies. She will receive this almost ins1antaneously if she applies on line and should provide this 10 lhe airline when reservalions are made. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time · 5127/2013 5:20:08 PM Airport : BNA - Nashville International Date/Time of Travel · 05/26/2013 3:05 PM Airline & Flight Number · Southwest Airlines Flight #1943 Checkpoint/Area of Airport . Main Checkpoint Area in between 
Conca u rse AIB and C T SA Employee: ( If Known) : 
Comment · I was instructed to use AIT during the screening process. After an alarm was initiated, I was asked if anything was in my pocket. I flipped the pocket inside out and said &quot; No, it's probably this button on the pocket. my pockets are 
emply.&quot: I was told thal the area would be palled down and before I had the chance to opt oul, the agent patted down the area. I was then lold I had to undergo even further screening. Before lhe process sIarted (and again, it was happening 
quick as I was not tald what was going on until I was instructed to &quot:stick out my hands&quot: I said &quot:private please&quot;. I was tald &quot;we are just going to swab your hands&quot:. I again, said &quot:private&quat:. The agent looked 
confused and went to get a supervisor, who said, we are Just going to swab your hands. there is no need for private. I again said, &quoU want 11 in pnvate or I want a supervisor&quot My stuff was collected by another agent and 3 agents escorted me 
to a room. one blocked the door but kept it open. another stayed in the room, and the third began to perform the procedure. I pulled my hands away and only then did the agent shut the door. After it was completed, the agent told me &quot:We'II put 
your s tufl back in your su i tea se&q uot;. I i m media I ely said &quol;I' 11 hand I e my own stuff unless you have fu rI her need to inspect i I thanks &quot. 

I would like to know: 

512712013 1 )Why I was nol given the OPPORTUNITY to be screened in private to resolve the AIT alarm (it was MMW technology with ATD software) 

6:12:30 
PM 

512712013 
7:04:21 

PM 

2)Why it was so difficult to be screened in private when I was told I would need further screening. It is my understanding that I have that right and the agents are supposed to be trained for private enhanced screening. 

3)Why when I volunlarily agree 10 AIT, private screening options are made more complicaled, more time consuming, more invasive, and more hostile by lhe agents. 

4) Why your agents le el 11 is OK to repack my belongings in my s ui tease after the sere en i ng agent has said the be Io ngrngs have no issue. Your agent picked up a $2 500. 00 I aptop without my permission to re pack it in my su ilea se. as he was saying 
&quot:we'II repack your belongings&quot: and I am NOT ok with this. 

The lack of sensitivity, concern for my privacy, and desire to grab my belongings and repack them is a complete joke. I don't care if the intentions were to help me. once the screening process is done and my belongings have been 
&quot;returned&quot: to me, your agents have no right to touch them unless 11 is for additional screening. Your agents had humiliated me enough by touching me in public. forcing me to walk barefoot to the screening room after my shoes had been 
cleared, the last thing a humiliated. embarrassed, and frightened passenger wants is for his belongings to be handled by the same people who just did those things to him. 

Lets make this clear. I have no issue with being screened, and no issue with being patted down in the area that set off the alarm. the whole issue here is the lack of a chance ta be screened in private immediately after the AIT alarm, the fight I had to 
put up for the addition al screening to be in p nvate. not being al lowed to wear my security-cleared footw"ea r to the screening room. the add1t1ona I hostile !realm e nt because I wanted 11 in p nvate. and the desire to continue to handle my belongings outside 
of the standard screening procedure (post patdown. post x-ray machine. post hand swab). 

A response on how this issue will be addressed is expected. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP[bi(61 
Date Time: 51271-"1\J""1,-;:J...,.G"A"0.-:5"'8...,.P"'M-
······················----------------····························· 

Comp a, n s: na pp ra pr, a e cree nr ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Good afternoon, 
Today at Logan airport my bag was selected for secondary screening. I asked the officer ii I could remain with my bag and she refused. She twice took my bag and its contents out of my vision. I complained and was told that control of my bag did not 
require my being able to see what was happening at all times. I sirongly disagree. My bag is my responsibility and to remove ii from my direct vision can not be a TSA authorized event. 
To complicate matters. the TSA officer who flagged the bag, left her post and traded with another officer to inspect the bag despite having a plethora of other officers ta complete the bag check. As often as I travel, I can not remember the officer on the 
X-ray screen personally conducting a secondary screen. 
I respect the task that security officers must do to protect our airlines, but do not believe that in conducting their jobs they should ever be allowed to take our bags out of our vision. 
Comments: See above 



5128/2013 
8:05 04 

AM 

Caller fiew from St. Louis to ATL to Sarasota on 5-23. second trip in a row she has lost or lost. wrecked or broken her TSA lock. In Apnl the lock was damaged.so bad she had to get a bolt cutter to cut 11 off. She thinks they opened and failed to place 
the lock back on, but, there wasn t a NOi inside her bag 
She asked securily who provided her comment card.~-----~ 
Delta, Flight #1179, Gate# B 4 ar 10?, Taggage Tag .. kb""·"',("'6-'-i ___ __. 
FI yi ng freq ue ntl y and al ways get stopped because of meta I in body. al ways gets a patdown. inconvenience and holds up the I in e and can t view her items dun ng the p atdown. Co u Id she get on the expedited screening I 1st. 

Response: 
Apologized to caller and provided claim farm via email. 
We are responsible for checked luggage from the time it is presented for screening until the time it has been cleared of screening. Once baggage has been screened and cleared, air carriers are responsible for transporting it to its final destination. 
You may file a claim with TSA by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form) in accordance with the instructions. A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 

If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, hear she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about any disability, 
med i ca I condition, or med i ca I d ev,ce that could affect security sere en i ng. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening, their use may imp rove communication and he Ip travelers discreetly notify TSO s of their co ndItIons. 
Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rI of a person or device. 

There are two primary ways to be considered eligible for TSA Pre\u2713 ™: travelers may be invited by a participating airline, or they may choose to enroll with one of U.S. Customs and Border Protection's (CBP) Trusted Traveler programs. 
For more information, including enrollment, please visit http: www.globalentry.gov , 
Random seleclion only, not a guarantee for precheck, guarantee for GE when reentering the US from international flighl. 
May not have to remvoe shoes, jacket, computer from bag. etc., if an alarm sounds or an anomaly shows up may still have to have a patdown. 

Caller Is a GI o ba I Entry m ember and is registered lo r T SA Precheck and has used it before. Th en he was denied 4 out of 5 trips. He said he was denied twice th en se I ected than denied twice. He knows it Is random but he said he Is denied more th an 
selected but also said he used to receive it all the time. He mentioned receiving it at Hobby and via Southwest a year ago but corrected himself later. He asked why he can't go through the metal detector, When he asks they direct him around it. 
He flies vi a United from Newark, Delta from Cincinnati, and American from D FW. 
He also asked what I mean by an appropriate flight and why he can not use all the participating airlines from any particpating airport if he is in the system. 

I to Id the ca 11 er th at the screening technology is optiona I and he can not request the meta I detector in place of the A IT or a Patdown, 

I also told him that TSA Precheck is a random process and there are no statistics. This is to keep terrorists from gaming the system. I told him to go to his frequent flier profile and verify that his name. birth date, and member pass id match his Global 
Entry card exactly. 

512812013 I told him to verify that his information is correct and try again and ii he is continually not selected. then to call us back with his flight information within 3 days of flying from a participating airport on a participating airline and we can send this to the 
9:09:09 appropriale office for review. 

AM 
TSA is expanding the TSA Precheck initiative to the Nation's busiest airports and will announce add1t1onal participating airlines and airports once operationally ready. The location chart can be viewed at www.tsa.gov. 
Southwest and Hobby do not particpate at this time. You must be flying on an airline that particpates at the participating airport. 

In addition. participants who have opted in for TSA Precheck will not know in advance if they have been selected for expedited screening. If TSA determines a passenger is eligible for expedited screening for a particular flight, information is embedded 
in the barcode of the passenger's boarding pass. TSA reads the barcode at the checkpoint and the passenger may be referred to a lane where they will undergo expedited screening. 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: Ca 11 er said th at he 1s having a knee surgery and he 1s in a brace. 

Information Requesl: Caller wanled to know whal to expect at screening. 

Response Details: Mobility aids such as crutches, canes, walkers. support braces, orthopedic shoes, and prosthetic devices are permitted through the screening checkpoint after proper security screening or inspection. 

If a passenger has difficulty walking and uses a mobility device, the way his or her screening will be conducled depends on his or her level of abilily. II is impor1ant for a passenger to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducling the 
screening of his or her level of ability before the screening process begins. 

TS A has ere ated notification cards that travelers may use to inform TS Os about any dis ab i I ity, medical condition, or medical device that could a fleet security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security sere en i ng, their use may 
improve communication and help travelers discreetly nolify TSOs of their conditions. This card can be found al http: www.tsa.gov siles default files publications disability_notification_cards.pdf. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their anms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through 
meta I detectors on I y ii they can wa I k through on their own, An el igi bl e passenger can request to be screened by A IT if it is a vai I ab I e or can request to be screened using a thorough patd own; however. passengers cannot request to be screened by the 

512812013 walk-through me1a1 detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

11:04:57 
AM If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 

A patd own procedure a I so is used to resolve any a I a nms of a metal detector or a nom a Ii es identified by A IT. If a pa tdown is required in order to complete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 

Caller ask if he can take the brace off and send ii through screening. 

Advised caller that he would be pe rm,tted to do that. 

Emailed caller information. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Poor Customer Service 
CurTent Date/Time. 5/2812013 9:46:37 AM Airport: MHT - Manchester Date/Time of Travel· 05/27/2013 9:40 AM Airline & Flight Number· Us Airways Flight 3287 Checkpoint/Area of Airport. screening TSA Employee: (If Known) !(b)(m 
supervisor Comment: I was traveling with my son on return from my daughte~s high school gradualion.My son and I went lhrough the screening and I was informed that I could nol bring in two unopened containers of yogurt.The agent however 
screened them and than passed them through but informed me that I had two choices,! could toss them or I could exit and consume them and than return back through screening. I elected to exit and than returned back through screening.I was miffed 
be cause 11 see rn ed th at I should have been told that my only re al option was to toss or consume th em p nor to entering the screening process. The first T SA agent made it sound Ii ke I would be ab I e to do something else. I retu med through the sere en i ng 
area and the Ii rst a gent despite seeing her exact same marks on my boa rd i ng pass studied it intently Ii ke it was the first ti me she had seen i t.I understand that even though I was seated off to the side of the screening area consuming the yogurt, I cou Id 
have snuck down and retuned quickly wilh some small implemenl hidden on my body that could do harm.I had no bags because I left them with my family.I refused to go lhrough the 1otal body scan because I fell thal I had just gone through one not less 
than 30 minutes prior I would limit rny exposure to ionizing radiation.The agent explained I would require a total pat down and I did not object.I was asked why I refused the screening and I explained.I was miffed by the inconvenience of losing the right 
to bring unopened yogurt containe~derstood the reasoning.I did not feel inclined to small talk and when the agent tried to engage me in worthless small talk I declined.This is a small airport and they had all seen me throughout the initial 
process. I understand the vi g i I an ce ~ inserted hi mse If into the who I e process in a most aggressive manner, He asked why I re fused the screening and seem contented with my answer but th en was bothered by my a It it ude. He came over a second 
time and said&quot;What is your problem?&quoi; I declined 10 engage him in much conversalion and he was fuming .He decided 10 lake my boarding pass and hold ii.He did nothing except stand off to the side.I was very early so I knew he could nol 

5/2812013 hold it long enough so that I would miss my flight.This seemed to be a demonstration of his power.I believe that supervisors should be much better trained to handle the different passenger reactions and I never did anything to endanger anyone.I never 
12:03:30 cursed nor did I make a remark about carrying any bombs or fireanms.l made no comments about the process.He eventually returned my boarding pass and I said I was glad his actions were making it safer for my me to fly.I informed him that my 

PM decision to fiy did not mean I would be abrogate my rights as a citizen to object or express myself.I informed him that I would be writing a complaint and he came over and responded&quot:I am the supervisor and you can bitch about me all you 
want.&quol;The profanity and choice of words were totally unnecessary.I complied wilh all of their requests and did not refuse screening.If a traveler refuses the tolal body scan than the pal down should be proffered wilh out any judgement or 

resu position on the part of the TSA screeners.Many people may varying reasons to object to the scan and I thought this was why the pat down was offered.There was a wheelchair attendant who witnessed the whole process and she believed l:EJ 
( b) ( 6 as in ap prop nate. I hope !( b) ( m I receives more intensive Ira i ni ng in how to provide custom er service and how to respond to customers. He s hou Id know that his power should not be exercised injudiciously. His parting comments we re &quot; If I 
make a mistake and miss something than you would probably be one of the first to complain.&quot:He does not understand his job because if he makes a mistake I will not complain I will be dead because the plane was taken down. If he means to 
imply thal I would complain because I might be on a different flight that was not taken down than he is admilling that I am nol a terrorisl and he has wasted his time and may have missed lhe suspect who came after me thal he should have studied 
more intently. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller stated she flew from Michigan (PLN) to Virginia and when she was pulled aside for a patdown, her bag was left unattended and a lot of jewelry was missing, no noi. 

Response: gave caller Airport code PLN. 

I advised the ca Iler we regret that you we re not sa ti sli ed with the manner in which I uggage was hand I ed , 

To ensure the security of the traveling public. it is sometimes necessary for Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to conduct hand inspections of checked bags. TSOs receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are 
512812013 required to exercise great care during the screening process so that when bags are opened a passenger's belongings are returned to the same condition they were found. 

2:43:55 
PM If a TSO needs 10 open and search a checked bag, the TSO will place an NOi inside the bag to alert lhe passenger that his or her bag was searched by TSA. The presence of an NOi only indicates I hat a passenger's baggage was searched and does 

not necessarily mean that an item was removed. Additionally, the lack of an NOi suggests that TSA might have never physically opened a passenger's luggage. 

You can cont a ct the customer service manager at th at airport by 
calling 866-289-9673 
choose opt ion 5 
enter the airport code 
gives you csm name a11d riumber 

The ca 11 er stated that he wi 11 be flying from Da 11 as to FL He has a colostomy and wants to know what to do for screening. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

If a passenger uses an ostomy, he or she can be screened without having to empty or expose the ostomy. However. it 1s important for passengers to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about the ostomy before 
the screening process begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform TSOs about any disability. medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from 

512812013 security screening, their use may improve communicalion and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their condilions. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gov sites defaull files publications disability_nolification_cards.pdf. 

5:04:04 
PM 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. A patdown procedure also 1s used to resolve any alarms of 
a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger's ostomy is subject to additional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include the 
passenger conducting a self-patdown of the ostomy, followed by an explosive I race detection sampling of the passenger's hands. 

We do nol require medical documenlation. 

Caller is an assistant U.S. attorney who is unhappy she received a patdown on her flight out of RSW on Monday. Caller fiew AirTran airways, but is unable to provide me with a flight number. She underwent AIT screening and wants to know why she 
received a pal-down. Caller wants 10 know why specifically she was selected for a pat-down, including her breasls. 

Resolution: 
512912013 
10:03:50 Advised caller that passengers can receive secondary screening for a number of reasons, including alarm resolution or random paldowns. Advised caller I am unable to provide specifics of why she was selecled for secondary screening, bul would be 

AM happy to forward her complaint to the RSW CSM for review. Caller did not have specific flight information, so I was unable to forward her complaint. Advised caller to contact us back when she has her flight information and I would be happy to forward 
her complaint to the CSM. 



5129/2013 

The ca 11 er flew through OAK the day before yesterday. He stated that his laptop went through screening and /el I off the conveyor be It. He stated th at they gave him a custom er comment ca rd to /1 I e a claim with a Im k that does not work. He stated that 
the link on the card is claims.tsa.dhs.gov. He was told that there would be a report available on the incident and he would need to reference the report with her name with the flight number. He stated that he had a patdown so he could not get to the 
la plop uni ii it was complete. He staled thal they took pictures of the laptop at the checkpoint. He staled thal the compu1er does tum on. He slated that he is going to the apple store for diagnostics to see if anything is damaged internally. 

He stated that the re we re w,tnes ses at the checkpoint for the incident. He asked how they w, 11 even know when he went through the checkpoint. 

He stated that the agents lasl name was!(b )(6) ! She was a short young Asian women and very nice and reassuring. He staled that a older man with a tan also reassured him. 

I apologized to the caller for the incident and explained that he can file a claim for the damages. The forms can be sent via email within 24 hours of this response. He would need to complete and return the forms in accordance with the instruction to file 
the claim. I explained that I am not sure what report she was referencing at the checkpoint, however I can forward this information to the CSM at OAK for review, so that they can be aware of the incident. I explained that we have means of verification 
for incidenls at the checkpoinl. 

10: 11 :33 The callers flight details are as followed, with item description: 
AM 

5129/2013 
10:24:51 

AM 

Departing Airport: OAK 
Destination: LAX 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number: 2361 @ 6:00 
Terminal: 2 
Gate: 26 
Date and Time 05-27-2013@ 4:30 pm 
Des c ri pt ion of the item: Im ac I a ptop. si Iver in a bin a Ione. He stated that he was told that his suitcase pushed the bin off the conveyor belt. 

Caller said on Monday, 05.27.13, she was flying oul of RSW on AirTran flighl #698. She wenl through screening at around 3:00pm al Gate 88 (she snot positive of the gate number) for her 4:20pm flight. Shes a small woman with small breasts and 
was wearing light summer clothes. She was not wearing any underwear when she went through the AIT. Aller the AIT she was pulled aside for a pat down. The TSO conducting the pat down was very professional and used the backs of her hands 
however the passenger was confused as to why she had to have the pat down. She said th ere was nothing that co u Id have appeared as an anomaly on the AIT and there s no way she could hide anything m or around her smal I breasts. She s a former 
state prosecutor and currently works in the c iv i I division so she knows the re was no prob ab I e cause for her pat down, She did have two I a rg e containers of yogurt in her bag which caused her bag to be subject to additiona I screening but she does n t 
understand why she was subject to add i Ii on al sere en i ng. The TSO s we re pro res s ion a I and nice she j usl does n t u nde rsl and the reason for the pat down. 

I a po I og i zed lo r her negative expe nence and advised her when secondary s c reem ng is needed 11 wi 11 be conducted. I. unfortunate I y, can not tel I her why she was subject to a pat down but 1/ an anomaly does a pp ear on the AIT she wi 11 receive secondary 
screening, Also, there are exceptions to certain guidelines for different reasons. If a passenger has an exemption to a guideline, such as medically necessary items exceeding 3.4 oz, the passenger may also be subject to secondary screening. 

Based on her complaint and the guidelines I have it appears her secondary screening was conducted the way it should have been. However, she specifically asked if I was going to do anything with her complaint so I advised her I could escalate it to a 
CSM for review if she would like. I m sending to a CSM at her request. 

I recently took a trip to Las Vegas, departing from Louisville, KY. They full body scanner in Louisville did not show any anomalies. The security scan on my return trip showed up an area in my shoulder and I was taken for a pat-down. This is easily 

512912013 explained by screws in my s ho u Ider as a resu It of surgery several years ago. Also very i nte resting is that it showed only one s hou Ider while I have screws in both s hou Ide rs. 

121031 
PM Bui I do think that both machines should have picked ii up. Maybe your calibralion standards need to be improved. I was wearing the exact same clothing on each trip. 

[bl(61 



512912013 
12:11:00 

PM 

From: !(b 1(6) 
Sent: Wednesday, May 29. 2013 9: 19 AM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject Complaint from Dulles Airport 

To Whom it May Concern, 

Attached is a complaint for an incident that occun-ed at Dulles Airport on 05/18/2013. 

(b,(6) 

Attachment 



Caller asked for pe rm1ssi on to re cord the cal I. 

Placed him on hold. 

I came back on the lme and advised him we are recording the call so he may record it. 

I asked for his lasl name but he said he wanted mine firsl. 

Told him we do not give our last names but I can give him my number I provided my First Name and Employee #. 

He sti 11 would not provide his persona I information. 

He stated he is ca 11 mg about his sere en i ng he had the other day. 
He looked at the website and his wife was recording the screening but she was asked to stop, 

512912013 They had a police officer come over and he told them I hey should just let it go or the Officers will screw with him uni ii he misses his flight. 

12:41:57 p M He wants to know if he can get a re cording of it sm ce it is TSA policy to a 11 ow recording and his wife was not bothering anyone. 
She was recording his pa tdow n. 

5129/2013 
6:07 39 

PM 

He was al Orlando International Monday 5-27-13 around 10:30 AM AirTran Gate 103. 

He stated he also le It the paid own was excessive. 
He also wanted to comp I ai nt that they took a copy of his ID. 
He is concerned about being on a no fly list now. 

Told him we could never confirm or deny anyone 1s on a no fiy list as that is guarded and sensitive information. 

Told him we are finished unless he can provide his personal information. 
He 9ave me his personal information but said just be honest does anyone care. 

Told him TSA cares anytime a traveler is unhappy. I will send over his complaint. 

He asked if someone will call him or contact him. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time : 512912013 5:01 :53 PM Airport : PBI - West Palm Beach International Date/Time of Travel 05/09/2013 6:45 AM Airline & Flight Number : Delta Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : My friend and I were waiti n9 on Ii ne to go through I he body scanners, at other a i rpo r1 s it seems more random, wi I h some peop I e going th rough the meta I detectors and some th rough the body sea nne r, but he re a I tha I time everyone was 
being ushered throu9h the body scanners. I saw a si9n sayin9 I could opt out, so I requested to opt out. The TSA a9ent ( a male) seemed very annoyed by my request and a woman TSA a9ent near by stated something about how I would have to 
&quot;wait a very long time&quot; and they encouraged me to just go through the body scanner. I politely declined. At this point my fnend had already gone through and was waiting for me on the other side; after a couple of minutes a women TSA 
agent ( not the same one that encouraged me not to opt out) proceeded with the pat down, she was very polite and professional, I then boarded my plane and arrived safely in my destination. I was just offended that I felt my right to opt out was being 
frowned upon, I was treated like an annoyance and was frankly kind of embarrassed for making a decision I SHOULD be allowed to make. Thank you for your lime. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name kbl(ffl I 
Phone Number , 

Email :k~b~)~(6~'-----~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.9ov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller will fly from West Palm Beach to NY Monday 06-03-13. 
She stated she normally flys from FLL so she is not at all familiar with that airport 
She slated she is 90 years old and has 2 knee replacemenls and an inserl in her back. 
She wants to take advantage of our services. 

I asked if she is needing help getting to the checkpoint. 

She sated she is not. 
She stated screening is horn bl e because they fee I her al I over because of her I egs. 
She stated her knees make a noise and she is only 4 ft 8 inches and looks like a little person. 

Told her we will talk about her metal implants. 
Because her joints set off the metal detectors she needs to let the Officer know about them and we may be able to resolve her screening with the AIT Machine. 

513012013 She slated she cannot use it because her implant is something like a pacemaker except on another parl of her body. 

11:11:46 
AM I exp I a i ned the patdown is a 11 that is I efl s i nee she can not do the metal detector or the Al T machine. and we must screen her in order to cl ear her to fi y. 

Al I passengers mu st be screened , 

She stated everyone else goes on through right away if they do not make a noise but because of her knees she gets a patdown. 

Toi d her norm a 11 y ii a passenger does not set off the machine they go on through but sometimes we do random patd owns so other passengers may receive one as we 11. 

She ask why we must pat her down. 

Told her we must make sure she does not have anything concealed and to clear her screening, 

She stated the Officers told her they were looking for explosives. She does not know where we think she would hide them. 

She said an article she read indicated we could help old people or partially disabled. 

Told her we do help by providing information on what to expect at the checkpoint and other things but I cannot promise her she will not receive a patdown. 

Caller slated he had an embarrassing experience at the TSA check point. He states he entered lhe check point emptying his things, then he was getting a paldown and the TSO touched something and yelled at the caller whal is that, a cross? The 
ca Iler said no it is my hearing aid meter, and the TSO yel I ed take it off it has to be screened. Ca Iler stated th en the TSO continued the pa tdow n rea I ly ha rd, turning ca Iler around u nti I the ca 11 e rs pants fel I to his knees. Ca Iler stated he had kl e enex and 
money in his hands and the TSO yelled pull up your pants. caller said he stated I cant my hands are full. he said the TSO took the stuff out of his hands and allowed him to pull up his pants. Caller stated I am 81 yrs old and I did not deserve to be 
treated like a criminal. 

Advised: I apologized, and told caller I would take his information and send his complaint to the CSM at the Airport. 

Airport; PHL 

513012013 Airline; U .S Airways 
1:36:43 

PM Flight#: 3246 

Date: May 30, 2003 

Time: 11:25 am 

Gate: C21 

Terminal: C21 

Emai!(b)(61 



I wish to file a formal complaint against a TSAagent who treated me rudely and disrespectfully as I was going through security at the St. Louis Airport (STL) the morning of Monday, May 27. 2013. at approximately 8:45-9:00 am. 

The agent who checked photo-IDs against names on Boarding Passes called her supervisor over to question him about my ID. While I have never had a problem my Texas Driver's license shows my name as hyphenated ~f b_,(_6_) ______ ~ 
whereas I ordered the tickets in my marned name which is Evans. The boarding pass did show my middle initial as "L'" so I suppose for most agents this has been acceptable. 

However, the agent who came 10 look at my idenlification was immedialely rude and hoslile toward me. He asked me if I had another form of Pholo ldenlification. I said I did nol. He took my boarding pass and asked me 10 step to the side. His manner 
was threatening and disrespectful. He was talking down to me as if I was a child. I was getting nervous about my flight at this point and his manner made me uncertain as to whether or not I would be permitted to board my flight. He again asked me if I 
had any other 1d e ntifi cation. I volunteered to show him a 11 of my credit cards. The on I y other document I had with my Photo ID was a Costco ca rd and that was not sufli ci e nt. He repeated that I had to go through additional screening because I did not 
have my primary form of ID with me. I replied that my Texas Dri 

At the time I was talking to him off to the side he asked me if i was going to make trouble for him. That in and of itself was insulting. I am a 49 year old professional woman, not a belligerent teenager. He said "well we are going to need to conduct 
add1t1ona I security". He did not explain to me what this enta i I ed. By his demeanor I was assuming he meant that I would be ta ken into a room for questioning. He repeated that I had to go through additional screening because I did not have my primary 
form of ID with me. I replied that my Texas Driver License was my primary form of ID. He said "no it isn"t. if it doesn"t match your boarding pass, it's not your primary form of ID" I replied that I fly frequently and have never ever had a problem. He said 

513012013 "well lhat doesn"I mean il's right". He held my boarding pass and said "'go on down there". I looked at him confused. I did not know what he meant. He said "lhe line, lhe line get into the lasl one with the shortest line" At lhat point I understood that he 

2: 11 ,57 wished for me to pass through the Xray as all of the others were doing. 

PM 
He was very loud and he humiliated me. He called loudly "This one needs additional security", He was treating me like a criminal. I did not know if I was going to get strip searched or interrogated or what. He frightened me, and made me feel shame in 
front of the olher travelers. He made a big deal of being loud and poinling me out to the olher agents, as well as lhe other passengers, "'This one, This young lady right here". At this poinl I was quite nervous and needless to say embarrassed. I am a 49 
year old woman being talked down to like a delinquent teenager. 

Once I passed through the Xra y machine, a very p roles s ion a I young woman a pp roached me and exp I a i ned step by step what we needed to do next, Fram that point on I was in good hands, I received a fu 11 body pat down and chemical testing of al I of 
my belongings. She was very very respectful and took her time, using a genlle tone. She explained every thing that she was doing and made sure I understood before she proceeded. 

I of course did not wish to have the fully body pat down, but since she treated me respectfully I knew that she was Just doing her job. My complaint is not that I was selected for additional screening, but the manner in which the agent spoke to me. I 
wonder why the agent who humiliated me could not have conducted himself in such a manner as the woman who patted me down? He frightened me unnecessarily and humiliated me in front of everyone. I feel that his treatment toward me was abusive 
and unnecessary. I would have appreciated that he use the same respeclful tone as the woman who palled me down instead of trealing me like a criminal. I would have appreciated lhat he in a gentle tone explain to me slep by step what the 
procedures were going to be so that I did not have to fear being strip searched or interrogated. This is truly what i expected based on his treatment toward me. 

I went to wait for my flight and grew more and more anxious and upset. I finally decided that I needed to speak to someone about his behavior. At this point I was shaking with humiliation. I returned to security and the supervisor ~fh_·-,1_r;_·, ____ ~ 
came to meet me. She 100 was very, very professional. She listened 10 my complainl and agreed that no TSA officer should treal me as that agenl did. She told me his name which I believe waskb)(ffl I or!1h··,1r;·1 ! I could not remember 
before I had the chance to note it down. I pointed him out to her and she assured me that he would be talked to. I did not have time to sit down and file a formal written report. as my plane was boarding soon. I gave her my card and thanked her for her 

Caller had traveled from NY, LaGuardia to Denver. At Denver during screening, she says al LaGuarida she uses the old xray, Denver has lhe newer machines. Her husband had a pacemaker and was able to use lhe AIT. She was wearing some 
necklaces. She was told because of the necklaces she had to get extra screening, she got a patdown. She is upset she had to get the additonal screening and did not have to do this before. 

Told caller 
We recommend all personal items to be removed, things like a belt, wallets and jewelry. 
The officers can make a Judgement call per passenger. I told her if there was an alarm dunng screening the officers would have to give a patdown to clear any alarm. If the officer felt comfortable enough to allow her go through with out a patdown to 

513012013 clear any alarm then that would be left up to that officer. 
3:53:07 

PM The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) strongly recommends that passengers remove all items and accessories from their pockets before beginning the security screening process. Removing items such as wallets, belts, bulky jewelry. 
money. keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve an anomaly discovered dunng Advanced Imaging Technology 
(AIT) screening. 

They will clear any alarm during the screening. 
They do offer a private screening when there was an alarm of a sentive part of the body. 
We try to make it as safe as possible to travel. 
I told her if she wanted me to I would note my call as a complaint for her. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl(b1(6) I 
Date Time: 5130/2013 2:27:56 PM 

5/3012013 Nam..,..=---~-----~ 
4:09:09 Email b)(ff1 

PM Comp""a-,n-t_s_; n_a_p_p_ro_p_r-,a-te~-c-re_e_n-,n-g_a_t""'ow11 Screening. 

Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight # 2175 from VPS airport on 5129113 (2 35pm) Gate B2. 
Comments:I am a 63 yr old female who was visiting my daughter in Ft Walton Beach. I was traveling with my 71b dog. I went through the checkpoint and was told to step aside to get my hands checked?? The guard swiped both palms with a round 
piece of paper and placed the paper in a computer. He then told me my hands tested pos1t1ve for explosives and I would have to go in to a private screening room. I did as I was told and met 2 female guards in said room. One of them went through my 
hand bag while the other patted me down, leaving no body areas out. I was horrified'!! I didn't say anything to them as I was already a nervous wreck and just wanted to get home to Raleigh, NC. I think it is a shame that this is what our country has 
been reduced to. I realize precautions are very necessary bul so is common sense! Any idiot could look at me and tell I was no threat. I saw plenty of passengers that I would have been suspicious of bul they wenl through with no problem. Target real 
threats for Gods sake, not little old ladies who pose no threats whatsoever'., 1 I'm appalled.l(b)(ff•, !.BTW, ironically my daughters husband was also just returning from Afghanistan and has served in the USAF for 25 years keeping these idiots 
v iolati nq rn e sale'" 'I 

From:kbl(61 
Sent: Thursday, May 30. 2013 1 :49 PM 
To: T SA-Canta ct Ce nter@d hs .gov: TSAExte rna I Com pl 1ance@d hs .gov 
Subject Complaint at St. Louis Airport 

I wish to file a formal complaint against a TSA agent who treated rne rudely and disrespectfully as I was going through security at the St. Louis Airport (STL) the morning of Monday. May 27, 2013, at approximately 8:45-9:00 arn. 

5~3~~~~~ 3 The a gent who checked photo-IDs again _st na rn es on _Boa rd i ng Passes ca 11 ed_ her s u pe rvi sor aver to quest ion hi rn about my ID. W hi I e I have never had_ a problem my Texas Drivers Ii cense shows my name as hyphenated '!( b ·:, ( 6) 
· PM whereas I ordered lhe tickets 1rl my married riame which 1s Evans. The boarding pass did show my middle initial as "L" so I suppose for most agents this has been acceplable. ~~~-----~ 

However, the agent who came 10 look at my idenlification was immedialely rude and hoslile toward me. He asked me if I had another form of Pholo ldenlification. I said I did nol. He took my boarding pass and asked me 10 step to the side. His manner 
was threatening and disrespectful. He was talking down to me as if I was a child. I was getting nervous about my flight at this point and his manner made me uncertain as to whether or not I would be permitted to board my flight. He again asked me if I 
had any other 1d e ntifi cation. I volunteered to show him a 11 of my credit cards. The on I y other document I had with my Photo ID was a Costco ca rd and that was not sufli ci e nt. He repeated that I had to go through additional s c reem ng because I did not 
have my primary form of ID with me. I replied that my Texas Ori 

At the time I was talking to him off to the side he asked me if i was going to make trouble for him. That in and of itself was insulting. I am a 49 year old professional woman, not a belligerent teenager. He said ''well we are going to need to conduct 
additional security" He did not explain to me what this entailed. By his demeanor I was assuming he meant that I would be taken into a room for questioning. He repeated that I had to go through additional screening because I did not have my primary 
form of ID with me. I replied that my Texas Driver License was my primary form of ID. He said "no it isn·t. if it doesn·t match your boarding pass, it's not your primary form of ID". I replied that I fly frequently and have never ever had a problem. He said 
"well that doesnl mean it's nght". He held my boarding pass and said "'go on down there" I looked at him confused. I did not know what he meant. He said 'lhe line, the line get into the last one with the shortest line'·_ At that point I understood that he 
wished for me to pass through the Xray as all of the others were doing, 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Olher Current Date/Time: 513012013 6:23:26 PM Airport EWR - Newark International Dateffime ofTravel: 0512612013 12:45 PM Airline & Flight Number: UA97 to UA518 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal 
C TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : While waiting to go through security, we encountered horri b I e customer service from a young ma I e T SA agent at Newark. He was barking comm ands. and refused to assist in moving bags down the conveyor be It even tho ugh the Ii ne was 
backing up and individuals couldn't stand by their bags if they wanted to wait in line. The worst incident occurred when he joked to another passing (female) employee, that ii any travelers wanted to avoid going through the full body scanner, they 

5130/2013 would have to get a full pat-down, especially lhe sensitive areas. He said this several times, placing emphasis on &quot:sensilive areas,&quot: and laughed. This is disgusling, bul I felt I could not do anylhing since I've often encountered TSA agents 
7:56:25 who like ta throw their power around. and I certainly wouldn't want to jeopardize catching my flight. I see it as a complete invasion of my privacy to be scanned, and an unlawful search without a warrant, but I'd rather go through it than to be groped and 

PM sexually harassed by one of the poorly trained and incompetent employees of the Newark TSA. 
Would you like a ry~qooy:e? -Inw 
Passenger's Nam({~_ b~i_(6~-'----~ 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Olher Current Date/Time: 513012013 6:23:26 PM Airport EWR - Newark International Dateffime of Travel: 0512612013 12:45 PM Airline & Flight Number: UA97 to UA518 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal 
C TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : While waiting to go through security, we encountered horri b I e customer service from a young ma I e T SA agent at Newark. He was barking comm ands. and refused to a ss1st in moving bags down the conveyor be It even tho ugh the Ii ne was 
backing up and individuals couldn't stand by their bags if they wanted to wait in line. The worst incident occurred when he joked to another passing (female) employee, that ii any travelers wanted to avoid going through the full body scanner, they 

5130/2013 would have to get a full pat-down, especially lhe sensitive areas. He said this several times, placing emphasis on &quot:sensilive areas,&quot: and laughed. This is disgusling, bul I felt I could not do anylhing since I've often encountered TSA agents 
7:56:25 who like ta throw their power around. and I certainly wouldn't want to jeopardize catching my flight. I see it as a complete invasion of my privacy to be scanned, and an unlawful search without a warrant, but I'd rather go through it than to be groped and 

PM sexually harassed by one of the poorly trained and incompetent employees of the Newark TSA. 
Would you like a ret,no•sf? · I • re 
Passenger's Name fb 1(6 _, ~-------' 
Phnnt Nqmher · 
Emai{bi(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Olher Current Date/Time: 513012013 6:23:26 PM Airport EWR - Newark International Date/Time of Travel: 0512612013 12:45 PM Airline & Flight Number: UA97 to UA518 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal 
C TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : While waiting to go through security, we encountered horri b I e customer service from a young ma I e T SA agent at Newark. He was barking comm ands. and refused to assist in moving bags down the conveyor be It even tho ugh the Ii ne was 
backing up and individuals couldn't stand by their bags if they wanted to wait in line. The worst incident occurred when he joked to another passing (female) employee, that ii any travelers wanted to avoid going through the full body scanner, they 

5130/2013 would have to get a full pat-down, especially lhe sensitive areas. He said this several times, placing emphasis on &quot:sensilive areas,&quot: and laughed. This is disgusling, bul I felt I could not do anylhing since I've often encountered TSA agents 
7:56:25 who like ta throw their power around. and I certainly wouldn't want to jeopardize catching my flight. I see it as a complete invasion of my privacy to be scanned, and an unlawful search without a warrant, but I'd rather go through it than to be groped and 

PM sexually harassed by one of the poorly trained and incompetent employees of the Newark TSA. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name ._t .. h .. ··,1 .. R .. ··, ____ _. 

Phon~ N_11m_her · 
Email[b 1(6 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 

513112013 Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time: 513112013 7:10:33 AM Airport: PBI - West Palm Beach International Dateffime ofTravel: 05/31/2013 6:45 AM Airline & Flighl Number AA 493 Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: C TSA 

8_17,50 Employee: (If Known) !lb l/6\ t:;omment : Pulling down pants during pat dawn Would you like a response? · False Passenger's Name : 
·AM Phone Number 

Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



513112013 
10:00:06 

AM 

Dear TSA Contact Center, 
Is this the norm al treatment th at you receive lo r ccm plaints? I have NEVER heard another word back from D TW, Just /el I into a b I ack hole,. .. negative marketing for sure, kbl(61 

Dear Mike, 
This is very interesting. You got ward of my complaint and asked for details. I immediately wrote back to you with the answers you requested. Weeks later and not a word from you ..................... ???? 

--- Original Message --
Fram: Estigoy, Mike 
To¥b l/6\ I TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov 
Cc: Jar,ie. Keith : Estigoy. Mike 
Sent: Tuesday, Apnl 23, 2013 7:46 AM 
Subject RE: EID:~ 

Dear fb)(6) 

j(b)(61 

I am i nvesti gating your trave I through the sec u nty checkpoint ea rt i er this week. I am the Customer Se r,i ce Manager for T SA and w1II I ook into your concerns. Please provide the lo 11 owmg information for i nc1d e nt lo 11 ow-up: 

Caller slated he has a complainl but does not want it sent to CSM. He slates he just wanls tsa 10 know lhe process did nol have to go I hat far. He slated the officers Badge# [filill]@ JFK bul he don't think the officer was rude jusl did not have to go as 
far as he did. 

5/3112013 Caller stated he is a Turkish Airline pilot and flew into JFK airport. Stated he was going through the checkpoint as a regular passenger. He states he showed his Turkish Airline Id which does not have an expiration date. and requested to be screened 
12:36:24 with the metal detector, not the AIT machine. He states the officer told him because his Id don't have a expiration date, he will have 10 have a paldown. Caller stated to TSO he didn't want a paldown, Caller states he was told to put on his Pilot shirt and 

PM then he was allowed to go through the metal detector. 

513112013 

Advised: I will document call, offered to send his complaint to CSM at JFK but he said no. 
We are traveling from Houston to San Diego today. TSA officer told us that we are only allow to take two sprout packages. Sprout is 4 oz solid food in a pack that is manufacturer sealed. She told us that if we want to take all five then she need to do 
a pat down and search both bags. She did that and then to Id us actua 11 y we can on I y take two packages because it 1s 3 hour flight. She told us that only way for us to take a 11 Ii ve is if she op ens the packages. She did th at and we took the baby food 
for our 1 year old baby. Can you tell us where we cculd have found a policy that lead this person to make all of above claims? I could not find it on your website 

2:03:35 Sincerely 
PM kb,(61 

Sent from my iPhone 



The caller is at PHL and during the screening, she stated that the TSO did not change her gloves and touched her hair and face. She talked to the supervisor. The caller Is very upset because she only had a rubber band. She wants to know why she 
must ask for them to change gloves every time that they touch her face or hair. She wants to know if there is an online form that she can complete to file a complaint. or someone that she can talk to. 

Response: 

513112013 Transportation Administration Security (TSA) security screeners are instructed to wear gloves when conducting physical inspections of property and patdown inspections of individuals. Screeners must only wear TSA-issued gloves when perfonming 
5:31 :02 screening functions and will use a new pair of gloves whenever a passenger requesls that they do so. 

PM 

5131/2013 
9:11:27 

PM 

Response: 
I told the caller that she can go on TSA's website and file a complaint, I can forward the complaint for her, or she can call the CSM directly: 

Name=rb)(61 I 
Phone: ~-----~ 
Caller is a frequent flyer. He stales that he and his wife were at MCO, bul missed their flight due 10 lhe screening there. He is a physician specializing in delivering very underweight babies. Caller stales that he and his wife are over 50 and opt for a 
patdown to avoid radiation. He says that his wife was screened by a lady TSO who took her back and screened her for 45 minutes and asked her inappropriate questions. Caller states that he knocked politely at the door to let his wife know that he 
would wait for her at the plane, but the TSO closed the door in his face and would not let him tell her anything. Caller states that a very nice and helpful supervisor named!/h·11r;-·, hold him the name of the female TSO,kb·•,(ffi I gave him 
this number, and also gave him his business card and said that he would assist him to get through tomorrow. Caller says that the supervisor also suggested that he consider applying for TSA Precheck. 

Advised ca Iler: 
Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your information to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

FI Ig ht information: 
Flight Path: Orlando to Washington DC 
Flight date time: 5 31 5:51 pm 
Flight#: 226 
Airline: JetBlue 
Airport: MCO 
Gate Terminal: 9 
Email:jlh·11rr·, 



Todayl(bH61 !aged 84, and a premier gold with United Airlines. departed Denver aboard a UA 3:04 flight from Denver to Tucson after being hospitalized at University Hospital in Denver, CO following a fall while exiting at LH flight from 
Frankfurt, Germany on May 25. 

,.!( b_)""( 6_ .• '-, _ _.!was wheelchair bound, When she went through security in Denver ( at a pp roxi mate ly 12 A 5 PM) she was patted down, The re was nothing s us pi ci o us. 

~H_e_r_o_x~e~n tank (for which she had a prescription and a hospital rental agreement) was put through the scanner and tested "positive.'' That descriptor- "positive" - was never explained in spite of repeated inquires. As a result of that oxygen tank test, 
,.(b_·•"'-1(6_."'"I _ _,was subjected to a more thorough and invasive pat down. The TSA agent did everything TWICE which meant that kbl(ffl !',-as subjected to unnecessary discomfort, delay and embarrassment. 

513112013 I would like to know why. 

9:17:29 
PM 

6/112013 
9:08:40 

AM 

The TSA is frequently accused of misdirected efforts and I truly believe that this was that sorl of event (which was witnessed, obviously, by hundreds of travelers who wondered, as I did, why the need to harass this elderly woman). 

Why was the 1raveler subjecled to an additional exlraordinary search because of a machine? Seems to me your efforts (al least those of the Denver TSAJ would have been better directed toward lhe machine• 

I would very much appreciate the cour1esy of a reply. 

kb)(6) 

Sir, 
On 5/31113 at RSW (sw regional.fl) I went through the security screening gate at (d) gate at 600am. 
I am disabled and have a service dog. When I approached the screening TSA agent I asked him what I should do to get through the security gate, He seemed very unsure of himself and what to do. He was an older white male .tall, with a white 

mustache and gray hair. 
He did not know TSA search pol icy on service dogs. 
He told me to take all the restraints off the dog and have the dog walk through the metal detector in a very busy screening area. I knew he was violating TSA policy and I tried to explain this to him that I can·t remove the collar.lease. I requested a 
Man ue I pat down. anything other Iha n doing this.He refused and ordered me to release my dog there by separating her from me entirely without co ntro I or restraint. I rel u cte na ly com pl 1ed, He was I ucky she is we 11 d1scl I pen ed and did not sprint through 
security. All the screening of me and my d09 was done with the dog separate from me, , Again, I was required to be separated and all restraints .collars, harness to be 

Your agent put me,the owner of this dog.as well as the security of the airport in danger.I could have been held civilly responsible if my dog got scared and bit a person and or another dog that was in the area, Serious traing is need there. 

kbl(6) 
Naples, Fl. 34114 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 611/2013 3:40A5 PM 
Airport SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International DateiTlme of Travel: 05/31/2013 6:45AM Airline & Flight Number Delta 9233 Checkpoint/Area of Airport security checkin TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment· I was doing a day trip for business from SFO to SEA. Somehow I got this SSSS status. and got fully patted down on my flight from SFO to SEA No big deal. On my way back though, I didn't get a pat down, so I happily wen through security, 
only to be stopped by airline at lhe boarding area, and was forced 10 go back to security again, which caused me to miss my flighl and was slrangled al the airport for 2 .5 more hours. The TSA supervisor admitted ii was a mistake on TSA for letting me 
thru without patting dawn in the first place, but said he could do nothing. He suggested me ta write to TSA to remove myself from SSSS, so here I am. Gladly I didn't have a connecting flight, otherwise it would be a total disaster. 

My questions are: 
1. How do I get off I his lisl? I understand lhe a Igo to identify SSSS is classified, but is I here a way I can provide voluntary information 10 gel myself cleared? I'm a permanenl resident in the US, and really can't see why I'm associated with high risk 

6/112013 terrorist group, so if there is anything I can do to get myself off the list that would be great. 
5:21 :43 

PM 2. Searching from internet, it seems this actually happens quite often, with people missing flights every single instance. I understand TSA employee work under great stress, so I don't blame them for missing some SSSS, but is there anything I should 
look for next time to make sure this doesn't happen again? In this case, I actually did tell the guy doing lhe screening that I'm SSSS, bul he just let me through normal screening, so I guess it should be ok. What can I do to prevent this from happening 
again? 

Thanks a lot! 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name b':1(6) 
Phone Number. ._~-'---·---' 

Email l(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Good Morning 

Here I am ag am. I should not have to do this to report on one of your officer? at O'Hare Airport from Friday the 31 st of May. I was trave 11 i ng for a family In p to New Yo rl< La Guardia and I can understand th at you a re short staffed because of budget 
cuts, but I cannot understand a couple of things so p I ease info rm me. Why when we have to go through a body scan where we as passengers do not know the I eve I of radiation th at goes through our bodies, why do we have to be subjected to a pat 
down. I wear the standard jewelry necklace worn on the outside of my blouse and no underwire bra and was slopped for a pat down. Why???// And Why when I explain to your TSA Officer? I hat I am skittish aboul the patdown because of previous 
TSA people taking the opportunities to subject me and at hers to indiginities of a free extra pat in personal areas do they feel the need ta make fun al me? What I have experienced I feel is pea pie that have power issues and have to screen people so 
closely and mvasively. When I did object and told a supervis1or the female supervisor disappeared and was left standing there. 
When I asked what they saw they wou Id not te 11 me, Timely response is not in the makeup of these p eo pie and so I relented and I et your officer with g I ove s that had been worn from one passenger to another . and she lo und nothing, , I sat down to 
put on my shoes and she proceeded to discuss me with olher passengers and her fellow agents . My daughter told her she showed a lack of professionalism, extreme ... and she argued with my daughler and dismissed her with a hand I hat she is over 
it , that was four passengers again. A tti tud e is everything and this woman has a t erri b I e power complex. We went further to another supervisor that took down a re po rt and he reported her name is bumpers .. 

He let is slip that this has happened before. Ok, how are we to trust that this unprofessionalism and rude behaviour and also unnecessary pat downs won't continue. 

~\~;29~~ i This makes a pleasant flight to a family birthday very unhappy I would be interested ta know how you rectify this because we feel like cattle hurded into pens. Now you may not care at all about this but I have emailed and called before. What can 
you do to guarantee th at your peop I e a re decent to passengers without the unautho nzed un warranted pat downs 7 

AM 

I was 1emp1ed to ask my clienl who works for the TSA this question but it is appropriate that I his is asked at the head. In my business, I am a Real Estale Broker and everyone is treated wilh respect, I would expect at least this from your people 

Thank You 

Sent from my iPad 



61212013 
4:11:16 

PM 

6/212013 
5:28 20 

PM 

613/2013 

Caller has a comp I a int about FL L. Ca 11 er states that his wife is 6 months p regnant and her doctor told her not to go through the xray. He says th at she requested the WT MD. but the TSO refused and did a patdown instead. 

Advised ca Iler: 
We regret that you were not satisfied with the service you received. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Cus torn er Service Manager (CS M) at that Io cation, 

FI ig ht information: 
Flight Path FLL to BOS 
Flight date tirne: 6 2 6:30 (delayed from 5:30) 
Flight#: 976 
Airline: JetBlue 
Airport: FLL 

Gate Tennina,.I-'-: "'"F"""g.,..----, 
on behalf offh··,1rr1 

Email:!(b 1(6) 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:l(b 1(6) 
Dale Time: 612120"'"13"'""2""':4"'9""': 1"'o""'P'"'M..,....__. 

Namet(b)(61 
Email•)th"\fR"·1 

rmerican Airlines· 

Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ropri ate Screening/Pat Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenninal/Airport/Gate/Etc):American Airlines flight 266, PHLI-KLAX. June 1, 2013 
Comments:The s1eel arch supports in my flight boots cause a magnetometer alarm every flight. I notify the screener 10 expect that as I pass. Thereafter I request a privale screening.~y in question employe (b)(6:1 onducted lhe intial 
pat down which he stated would be "standard." I olitely corrected him that I'd receive a "modified" pat down in front of supervisor/observer !fh·11r;-·, I It was conducted. Thereafter~ left to "check his gloves.'" He told b)(6:1 is gloves 
had alarmed. They both disappeared. (b)(6·1 returned stating, "I need some ID information." "'I'll conduct a resolut100 oat dowo·' he continued. putting on gloves. It's important to understand that I undergo this procedure on every flight and I've 
NEVER had a screener return stating his examination gloves alanned. I don't believe they did yesterday, and followingj(b::1(6) !resolution pat down, I told him so. 
l"d very much appreciate and expect a follow-up investigation and report on this incident, to include 1angible confirmalion of an alarm on the initial screener'sJb":,(61 !gloves. I believe these employees crossed a line for personal reasons and 
wrongly believe airline crews work for them. It's the other way around. Finally, it's my belief there are plenty personnel milling about to assign one to Known rewmember (KCMJ responsibilities, like has been accomplished at PHNL. 
Thank you for your attention. 
Sincerely, 

kbl(61 I 
CA American A1rl1nes, LAX: 

To whom it may concern, 

I understand th at you a re continuing to take comments on airport sea nne rs. 
I find it curious that with available infonnation about radiation and full body scanners, Europe had made a decision not to employ something injurious to the health of their citizens while in America we plunge ahead without regard. A reflection of this 
truth is the facl thal those who work in airports/airlines are exiremely concerned about radialion exposure. I opt all the time for a pat-down in light of this informalion. I would suggest that this is not lhe way 10 go with airport security measures. 

8:03:25 Sjncernlv 
AM l~(b_,(_6_1 ------' 



To whom this may concern--

I am writing to express a complain! against TSA agent._l(_b"-)(_6'-1 ____ _.~ho was working in lhe international terminal al Hartsfield-Jackson AirpM in Atlanla yesIerday, 2 June 2013. 

Yesterday, I flew on Delta flight 80 from ATL to BRU. Before going through secunty at the international gate, my passport and boarding pass were checked by TSA agent~l(b_ •• _,(6_._I ---~lat the international terminal in Atlanta some time around 
3pm. Below is a transcript of our exchange: 

TSA Agentllli:iill:[J ··so are you going to enJoy Belgian beers while you are in Brussels?" 

me: "Yes, and also the chocolates." 

Agent ~ "Wei I, you better drink a I ot of beer now because in 1 0 or 20 years they' re going to have Shari 'ah I aw aver the re, and you won't be ab I e to get any al co ho I:' 

61312013 me: "Yeah ... " as I walked slowly away 

9:59:10 
AM 

6/312013 
9:5915 

AM 

61312013 
9:59:28 

AM 

W hi I e this comment was not di re ctly offensive to me, I lo und it who 11 y i na pp ro pri ate. host i I e, and i nfla mma tory, The re was a bso I ute ly no reason lo rr:A,--,':e""n,,..t-"-'i,i-'' (-"6'!-) ..,..,,,10 vo I unta ri ly express his viewpoints to me, The re was no indication th at Agent 
fh·\/r;·-, !was expressing a joke, and even if he had been joking, such a joke is hardly funny. The Mexican man whose ID was screened by Agent (b)(ff•, Jusl a ter me walked away from Agenl ~ilh a similarly shocked look on his face. 

While I do not know what was said between them, it seemed as if Agen~had made similarly inflammatory comments to this man as well. 

I am, once again, extremely disappointed in the lack of cultural sensitivity and politeness displayed by TSA agents. As an American citizen who travels internationally multiple times each year. I am repeatedly shocked by the lack of professionalism 
displayed by TSA agents, who represenl the face of lhe US government to international travelers. 

This interaction with TSA Agen~trumps the other uncomfortable interactions I have had with TSA and CBP agents (one of whom referred to me as 'fat' in what was, once again, an unneeded expression of his opinions). Immediately after 
leaving this uncomfortable interaction with Agenfb)(ffl II queued up for the security screening. When I told the TSA agent standing there (whose name I don't know) that I preferred a pat down rather than going through the millimeter-wave scanner. 
he barked back "'I don't care.'' Again, this agenl's rude response, lhough typical for the TSA staff in Allanta, is disappointing and unusual compared 10 lhe always polile TSA agents I encounler in San Francisco. 

I wo u Id be happy to answer further q ue stIons reg a rd i ng my interaction with Agent llli:iill:[J because I am dee ply di sap pointed by the I ack of professi ona Ii s m th at seems to run ramp ant among T SA staff. pa rti cul arty in Atlanta. 

Kind regards, 
fh1/R1 

MY Question is same clothing We are checkef in Laguardia no trouble more courtedy No pat downs Why when this lhe same equipmmt. Something wtong with Chicsgo 
ewui pmrnt or pea pie? 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Poor Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 6/312013 9:07:38 AM Airport: TPA - Tampa International Date/Time of Travel 06/03/2013 8:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: SWA Checkpoint/Area of Airport: SWA gate. C gates 
TSA Employee: (II Known) !(b)(6'•1 I and fEj]a supervisor Comment. Traveling with my family today business select. Family consists of me, wife. 13 yo daughter and 11yo twins. The TSA agent at the screener allowed me and my twins to go through 
the normal metal deIecIor. The agent then separaled my wife and daughter and insisled they either submil to the full body scanner or a body pat down. I objecled as I do not want the images or the extra radiation. (I am aware of TSA's position that the 
scans are safe. I am also aware of the argents to the contrary,). The agent stated that of my wife and 13 yo daughter had immediately followed us. instead of being 10-15 seconds behind us, they would have been allowed to use the regular metal 
detector. Joss lee was called and also insisted the pat down of my child was necessary. After much back and forth he allowed my daughter to walk through but insisted my wife submit to full body screen or a pat down. The supervisor (Joe?) was zero 
he Ip and took a hosti I e approach, He stated I needed to educate mys elf and if I was so conce med not I et my daughter use a ce 11 phone, I am used to the la ck of customer relations and the inflated sense of authority th at many agents possess. Today 
was a new low. I am disgusled with TSA and the conlinued disrespect they show the Iraveling public. To insist a 13 yo girl be subjected 10 a pat down by a stranger is unfathomable. Furthermore, after allowing my daughler to walk through, having my 
wife patted down was a pun stove measure. You should have more pride and professionalism in your ranks. Simply disgusting and a new low for TSA. Unbelievable. 
Would you like a re_ ... _ ""'· .,_..w..._~ 
Passenger's N.,.a~m~e~b_,_(6_I -~-~ 
Phone Numbe (b 1(61 
Email b1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



How can she file a public comment on the use of backscatter machines, read in the paper there is a comment period which is ending soon and she isn t comfortable with the machines. 
She has a 13 year old girl who she doesn t want to go through the X-ray. 
She is in HI 

Response: 
61312013 Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
11 :31 :31 601 South 12th Street 

AM Arlington. VA 20598 

61312013 

Advised ca Iler the AIT is voluntary and she has the right to opt-out and would be required to have a patdown to complete her screening experience. 
2 Hrs prior to flight if domestic, 3 for i nl ernationa I . 

Explained to caller there will be 2 TSOs present if requied to have a patdown and she can have someone present with her. 
The caller staled thal she flew from Seattle on May 31 sl and had the worst experience that she has ever had. She provided me with lhe following informalion regarding her experience: 

She has two metal knees and told the officer that she would set off the metal detector. Instead of having her go through the AIT, he sent her through the metal detector anyway. When it set the alarm off. she had to wait 10 minutes for a female officer 
to be come a vai I ab I e to pat her down. When she fin ally received the patdown, she stated that a 11 of the officers eq ui pme nt was not wo rl<i ng properly and it took 12 minutes to receive the patd own, She was a I ready running late and informed the officers 
of this. She ended up missing her flight and was very upset. She spoke with a supervisor at the checkpoint, but she was not satisfied wilh the response she received. She slated that the checkpoint was short-staffed and that they should have had 
more than one female officer working. She also mentioned that she has heart palpitations and this did not help her condition. The caller does not have an email address. 

1 :34:55 Airport: Seattle 
PM Airline: Soulhwesl 

Flight#: 3742 

61312013 
2:08:43 

PM 

Went through security on May 31st around 3:00 p.m. 
GateC 

Advised ca Iler: 
I wi 11 lo rwa rd her complaint to the CSM at that spec iii c location. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP._kb_·•"-1(6_."-I __ __, 
Date Time: 6/312013 11 :54:13 AM 

------------------------------------------------------------------

Namtbi!61 
Emai(b)(61 
Complaints:My Complaint is Not Listed Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc):Billings Logan International Airport, main checkpoint. 
Comments:I flew out of Billings airport 612113. When I got to TSA, that agent at the podium was rude when I was trying to deal with my toddler and didn't realize I was next in line. 
When I got 10 lhe actual screening, the agent at the beginning told me I might have to get a pat down or have those 3 containers of fluids tested because of the size (they were food for my 1-year-oldJ & I told her I was fine wilh that. She was the only 
agent there that was kind and polite to me. The male TSA agent at the end of the screening line told me I had too much food for the length of my trip. I have a problem with that. as he does not know how much my son eats, and I, being pregnant have to 
eat as often as my son does. Also, my trip was going to be a MINIMUM of 8 hours from my departure from BIL to my arrival to my final destination. and I cannot afford airport food, nor can my son·s food sensitivities tolerate it. 
After this, instead of the 3 containers being tested like I was told, two very rude TSA agents tested EVERY food and liquid in my bag whether it was sealed or not. & whether over size or not. They emptied my bags COMPLETELY, and did not put 
things back where they found them, including my ticket and boarding pass. They would not lei me hold my loddler while waiting 10 be patted down, would not let me put him in the stroller "'because ii hadn't been screened yet,'" and yel got upsel al me, 
because he ended up wandering around. This whole pat down & hand-check process took over 45 minutes. and I almost missed my flight before even leaving TSA. The pat down itself was not done according to protocol: after telling me how it was 
supposed to be done, the lady did not use the backs of her hands for "sensitive areas." My son and I both felt traumatized by the whole expenence, and I have NEVER had that feeling going through TSA in my whole life. I have been flying for almost 30 
years. and have been in and out of Billings over a dozen times. To top it off, when I got to my gate, I almost could not get on my flight, because the agents doing my screening did not put my ticket and ID back where they got it. and I could not find it. 
Being 17 weeks pregnant, I do nol need lhe kind of stress these agents put me lhrough. 



61312013 
2:09:26 

PM 

61312013 
2:09:29 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 6/3/2013 12:41 :24 PM Airport . MCO - Orlando International Date/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. I am against use of millimeter wave scanning technology and the required full body pat dawn when you 'opt out' Also, you do not provide timely screening for persons who opt out as I have to wait for long periods of time until a female 
screener is found. If I additionally desire a private screening, then I have to wait a very long time and there is no urgency to try to serve me as a traveling passenger. You treat those who opt out as second class citizens. I travel for business quite often 
and go through this in every airport that has millimeter wave scanners, not just MCD. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name '!rh··,1f';'1 
Phone Number . """'-"-'-'-'------' 

Email =~kb~1~(6~)-----~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type : Civil Rights/Liberties 
Categories : Other (fill in box) 
Current Date/Time : 61312013 12:37:01 PM Airport : MCO - Orlando International Date/Time of Travel 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I am against use of active m, 11 i meter wave techno I og y and fu 11 body pat downs. 
Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller had a bad expe nence at F LL. She wants to know what her rig his a re because she is pregnant. She said that she does not want to go through sere en i ng technology. She opted out of the A IT and asked for the W TM D. She had to have a p atdown 
and even was ma de to pee when the TSO s hand made contact with her crate h area, She had to Id her that her breasts a re tender but she pushed on them anyway and even pushed on her stomach so hard she moved it, She had asked her to I ift her 
shirt and pull her pants down 6 inches 10 see where her panls mel her shirt. She asked for a supervisor who was not cooperative either. He told her thal she had to have a patdown because she declined the AIT scanner. She did this because she is 
pregnant and had been allowed to use the WTM D at bath Boston and Chicago Midway with no issue. He made her start completley from the beginning again and this is when she started crying. The TSO did offer a private screening but she declined it 
because they would not let her husband go with her even though he is military and has an 1d. After the screening she was hyperventilating and noone even cared. 
She was going through the JetBlue tenninal F8 on June 2nd at 3:30 pm. 

I apologized to the caller and told her that the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who 

6131201 3 pass through our screening checkpoints. Every person and item must be sere ened before entering the secured a re a, and the way the screening is conducted is import ant, Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers a re treated 

2,32,33 with dignity, respect, and cour1esy. 

PM 
Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 

TSA moni1ors the number and nature of complaints we receive 10 1rack I rends and spot areas of concern I hat may require special a11ention. This ongoing process enables us 10 ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we delermine that security
screening policies need modification or specific employees ar teams are the subjects al repeated complaints. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Cus torn er Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 

I told her that passengers can opt out al the screening machines but would have to have a thorough patdown. The screening machines are optional and signs are posted of this right. 
I told her th at passengers can not ask lo r the W TM D in p I ace of the AIT or patdown. 

Passengers can request a private screening at any time and be accompanied by someone of their own choosing. 



Hello. 

I Just returned home in San Diego. CA from my father's funeral in our home town of Alton, Ill and flying out of St. Louis International Airport for my return fi1ght. I put some memoirs of the funeral, including an American flag that was used to cover the 
coffin of my father bee a use he wanted a mi I ita ry style lune ra I in a checked piece of I ug gage with a few other things. expecting it wo u Id be treated with some respect by the TSA emp I oye es, even if they saw it as just an American FI ag , I returned home 
and as I was unpacking everything, much to my chagrin I discovered the flag had been complelely unfolded and then not even folded back up in the correct manner due lhe respect of the flag of our great country. 

I do understand the need lo r security in this day and age we are now in, but why unrave I the flag? The baggage went threw an X-ray examination and obvious I y they saw the re was nothing hidden inside the fi ag at that ti me. And even a ca refu I visual 
inspect ion of the open bag and a pat down of the flag could have been done without unfurling it if they had any sense? My main purpose of this em a i I is just to ca 11 this to your attention so someone else does not have this ha pp en to them , Ho pefu 11 y 

6/312013 some guidelines could be made up 10 cover this type of situation, 
5:07 20 

PM 

61312013 
5:07:45 

PM 

Thank You 

Hello 

I arrived in Palm Beach International Airport June 3rd al 2:00 pm for Della flighl number 1174 headed to LGA i came up to security and refused the machine soi was given lhe pat down the man who gave me the pat down was a real ass it was as if i 
had done something wrong for asking nicely not to go through the machine which i have the right to refuse the man was really rude and made me feel very uncomfortable as i walked away he starts talking about me that i was shaking when he was 
touching me and this Is wrong I feel vi o I ated by this man and I want com pens ati on for my dramatic Ira um at1zi ng expe nence this ug I y man caused me 
P.S i have the mans icture if ou would like to see this ugly man 
you can reach me a~l_h_--,_1r;_·-_, --~ 

w,(6) 



Dear Sirs: 

I object to the inlrusive and potenlially dangerous body scanning that is used in screening passengers who fly. 

The United States operates one of the most intrusive passenger screening systems in the world. Yet I am concerned about the health and effectiveness of the body scanners. 

As a 68 year old grandmother, I fiy perhaps 12 times a year, I have always opt-ed oul of the body scanners, having survived breast cancer and being aware of the dangers of too much radiation. Nol only do I find the pat-downs annoying, I feel they 
are unnecessary. La st month I had to wait 50 minutes to get to the head of the security Ii ne in B WI, and then another 20 minutes for a fem a I e assistant to pat me 
down. I nearty missed my flight (the flight itself was only 1 hour). 
I watched adults with chi Id re n go through the metal detector instead of the body sea n ne r. Why not g ra ndmothe rs? 

Since TSA is thinking of deciding to make body scanners the primary screening technique in US airports. I wonder if we would really benefit from this. Israel questions all passengers. and has staff trained to spot potential terrorists. Why can't the US 
do the same? 
Body scanners are expensive, especially for their use in small airports. Terrorists. even if deterred from using airplanes to kill people, will devise other plans, as did the Boston Marathon bombers, the Oklahoma building bombing. the Newtown school 

61312013 massacre, etc. 

5:08:35 
PM 

61312013 
6:11:35 

PM 

Please consider my comments when deciding your policies. 

Sincerely, 

Ori ea ns. MA 0265 3 

Feedback Type · Request for Information 
Categories : Screening (AI T, Paid own) 
CurTent Date/Time · 61312013 5:08:10 PM 
Ai rpo r1 : Se I eel One 
Date/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . I had the patdown and was had my hands swabbed at SanJuan Luiz airport. I asked the security what she was using and what for 2 times. I didnt get an answer. I have eczema and am concerned what was used to swab. I feel I should of 
been asked about allergies first• What was used? 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name kbl(6) 
Phone Number · ~~---~ 

Email : !(b)(61 ! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . hltp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

This is to info rm you that we a re vehemently against the sea n ni ng machines th at em it rad i at1on - no matter what the rad i at1on dose' 

61312013 If necessary, we will submil to body pat downs -it that is the only alternative you can come up wilh. 

8:19:06 ~-----------~ 
PM rb,(6) 

West Orange, NJ 07052 



6/312013 
8:20 04 

PM 

6/412013 
8:22 39 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Lost and Found: Sere en i ng 
Current Date/Time. 6/3/2013 6:31:38 PM 
Airport DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International DateiTlme of Travel : 05131/2013 5:30 PM Airline & Flight Number : Frontier 6:55 flight to Denver CheckpomUArea of Airport Gate 32 TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I am a senior citizen who was traveling with a friend to Denver. I was selected for extra screening, which in &amp: of itself is no big deal. After the body scan they directed me to stand on the footprints to do the pat down. My carry-on 
luggage was diverted by TSA agenls to be gone through. In between the luggage x-ray machine &amp: lhe hand screening my roll of jewelry was removed. At no time was my luggage out of control of the TSA agents. It is my belief that a learn of 2 
agents identified that there was jewelry &amp: where it was located (in my zippered c-pap bag), what recourse do I have? Can I file a claim? Have other things gone missing while these particular agents were on duty? Will this be seriously be 
investigated? These pieces are p rec1ous to me I Please reply. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Name b)(61 
Phone Number "h-.,...,1..,r,""·-,------,---~ 
Email 1h·,1R·, 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . hftp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Missing or Damaged llems in Checked Luggage: Screening Current Date/Time: 61312013 10:25:16 PM Airport: CHS - Charleston International Airport Date/Time of Travel 06/031201310:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: united6171 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· When unpacking our checked baggage we found the baggage inspection notice and also noticed that several pieces of our clothing (one suit jacket, two pair of jeans, two pairs of shorts, pajamas, two sweaters) were wet. Why were our 
clothes wet when none of our Ii quid i terns were damaged? 
Also, after passing through your screening device, I was told that I was randomly selected for further screening. Then I was told that my purse had been alerted on, and I then was subjected to a complete pat down including my crotch. my breasts and 
the inner waistband of my jeans. My luggage was completely searched, including my undergarments. I do not recall them opening my purse and evaluating the contents which included a checkbook, a com holder. my eyeglasses. a necklace. a pen 
and kleenex. My purse is 7.5&quot by 8.5&quot: and I do not know the cause of the alert, but i feel that i was meeting a quota for a complete pat down and that I had not alerted anything. While this was happening to me, my husband who has two 
artificial hips was also being completely patted down. However, another passenger had her luggage opened because they saw a plastic waler bottle and she told the security agent that she forgot that she placed ii in the suitcase and no further 
screening of any kind was done on that passenger. How was she allowed to continue on with no screening and I was completely patted down? I felt very violated and nothing was found because there was nothing to find. I feel that i did not warrant 
such a search and th at if my purse was a concern th en a thorough eva I uat1on of my purse s ho u Id have been done and not the comp I ete pat down th at i was subjected to. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Name b 1(6i 
Phone Number b··1(6i 
Email (b)(6) 
To leave a comment concerning t 1s eedback, follow this link . hftp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller said she is a realtor and came through security on Friday. Caller has a problem with TSA using the same gloves for doing a patdown on everyone. Caller said the TSO asked for permission to touch her. Caller said the TSO had a bad attitude. 
Caller fiew from Chicago to NY. Caller said the TSO refused to tell her what lhe problem was and where it was located. Caller said a female supervisor came over to her after she requested this. Caller complained about the female TSO being rude 
and pushy. Caller said the TSO was overheard talking about the caller with other co-workers and other passengers. Caller said this TSO put out her hand up to stop her from talking when she complained about the TSO talking about her. Caller 
complained about TSOs coping a feel. Caller said the only thing she had on was a necklace that belonged to her mom. Caller expressed concern her complaint will not be taken seriously. Caller expressed concern about having to do repeated 
screenings by the AIT. Ca Iler complained about the gloves being used on several passengers. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer ser,ice to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 
I advised the caller that the complaint has already been sent to the CSM. I told the caller that TS Os that are the subject of repeated complaints can be fired, 

61412013 I advised the caller she can request to opt out of the AIT, but if she does, she will have to undergo a patdown. I told the caller she can request a private screening at any time and that should be offered if they pat down a sensitive area. I told her if she 

9:34 ,40 request a private screening, there would be another TSO present and she has the right to have someone in the room with her too. 

AM 
I advised the cal I er she can write 
John S. Pistole 
Administrator 
Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
601 South 12th Street, TSA-1 
Ari i ngto n. VA 20598 

I advised the ca Iler that she has the right to request they change their gloves. 



Caller fi ew on US A, rways yesterday she has a N OI in her bag. Nothing was missing or damaged. She is conce med about whether or not the TSO s use g I oves during the inspection and 1f they change them after each bag inspection. She is concerned 
that her clean clothes and personal items were contaminated. She is upset that she will have to rewash all of her clean clothes because TSOs are not required to change their gloves after each bag inspection. 

61412013 Advised caller: 

9:45:10 
AM 

6/412013 
12:06:23 

PM 

Transportation Administration Security (TSA) security screeners are instructed to wear gloves when conducting physical inspections of property and patdown inspections of individuals. Screeners must only wear TSA-issued gloves when performing 
screening functions and will use a new pair of gloves whenever a passenger requesls that they do so. Screeners musl also inspect I heir gloves regularly for slains, I ears, and olher signs of damage and replace their gloves as necessary. 

Disability Description: The caller is in a wheelchair and she wears a tens unil. 

Information Request: The caller said she fi ew from Newark to Denver on 5 2 8 201 3 at 11 :0Oam on United Air I in es flight# 14 9 7Y from gate# C85 leaving at 12: 12 pm. The caller was flying with another lady. The ca 11 er said they both went through the 
checkpoint at 9:45am. The caller said she cannot go through the AIT and she has to under-go a pat-down when she fly s. The caller said she was in a wheelchair and she had an attendant pushing her wheelchair and pulling a walker. The caller said 
she was wearing a thermocare pad and she had a tens uni I on. The caller said she held the tens unit in her hand. The caller said lhe TSO thal gave her a patdown was confused when she saw the tens unit. The caller said the female TSO stuck her 
hands down her slacks to see where the thermo care wrap was at. The caller said the TSO then ran her hand underneath her breast s and grabbed ahold of her bra. The caller said the officer touched her back causing her pain. The caller said the TSA 
told her to go to another room an disrobe but a supervisor told the passenger she could go through the checkpoint. The caller said her fnend was earring her carry-on bag for her. The caller said the TSO did not put a NOi in her carry-on bag after he 
inspected the bag, The caller said the officers removed some LGA s that was in her carry-on bag, The caller said some of the LGA s were over 3.4 ounces. The caller said the officer left some items in her carry-on bag that were over 3.4 ounces. The 
caller wanted to know why the officers would only take some of the items. 

I told the caller I would forward the information to the CSM for further review. I told the caller 1f any items are over 3.4 ounces they are not permitted in carry-on baggage. I told the caller the screened does have the final say as to what items are 
permitted in carry-on baggage. I told the caller we want to see if there are certain screeners or screener teams that are subject to repeated complaints. The caller also wanted to provide her husbands e-mail address ._!(_b-'-)(~6~'---------~ 

Incident Details: Information Request: The caller said she flew from Newark to Denver on 5 28 2013 at 11 :OOam on United Airlines flight#1497Y from gate# C85 leaving at 12: 12pm. The caller was flying with another lady. The caller said they both 
went through the checkpoint at 9:45am. The caller said she cannot go through the AIT and she has to under-go a pat-down when she fly s. The caller said she was in a wheelchair and she had an attendant pushing her wheelchair and pulling a walker. 
The caller said she was wearing a thermocare pad and she had a tens unit on. The caller said she held the tens unit in her hand. The caller said the TSO that gave her a patdown was confused when she saw the tens unit. The caller said the female 
TSO s1uck her hands down her slacks to see where the thermocare wrap was at. The caller said the TSO then ran her hand underneath her breasl s and grabbed a hold of her bra. The caller said the officer touched her back causing her pain. The 
caller said the TSA told her to go to another room an disrobe but a supervisor told the passenger she could go through the checkpoint. The caller said her friend was carrying her carry-on bag for her. The caller said the TSO did not put a NOi in her 
carry-on bag after he inspected the bag. The caller said the officers removed some LGA s that was in her carry-on bag. The caller said some of the LGA s were over 3.4 ounces. The caller said the officer left some items in her carry-on bag that were 
over 3.4 ounces. The caller wanted to know why the officers would only take some of the items. The caller said she did not get the names of the officers involved in the incident. The caller said she believes the officers need additional training regarding 
passengers wilh a lens unit. 

I told the caller I would forward the information to the CSM for further review. I told the caller 1f any ,terns are over 3.4 ounces they are not permitted in carry-on baggage. I told the caller the screened does have the final say as to what items are 
permitted in carry-on baggage. I told the caller we want to see if there are certain screeners or screener teams that are subject to repeated complaints. The caller also wanted to provide her husbands e-mail address._!r"h""··,1-'-R"·-, _________ __, 

Information Request The caller said she flew from Newark to Denver on 5 28 2013 at 11:00am on United Airlines flight#1497Y from gate# C85 leaving at 12:12pm. The caller was flying with another lady. The caller said they both went through the 
checkpoint at 9:45am. The caller said she cannot go through the AIT and she has to under-go a pat-down when she fly s. The caller said she was in a wheelchair and she had an attendant pushing her wheelchair and pulling a walker. The caller said 
she was wearing a thermocare pad and she had a tens unit on. The caller said she held the tens unit in her hand. The caller said the TSO that gave her a patdown was confused when she saw the tens unit. The caller said the female TSO stuck her 



6/412013 
1:58:22 

PM 

6/412013 
3:54:12 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time: 61412013 12:59:40 PM Airport DTW - Detroit Melropolitan Wayne County Date/Time of Travel: 06/0412013 12:30 PM Airline & Flighl Number UA3636 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
Terminal D (North) TSA Employee: (If Known) :!(b)k6!Comment: First. I would share that I am a very frequent flier, TSA Pre-screened (though not working today due to small lines)/United Premier 1 K. I share this because I screen all the time and am 
very lam i Ii a r with the procedures. It is my believe t at T SA has an immediate adve rsi on and bias against those who choose to opt out of the sea n machine. This was wel I demonstrated by k ~ :, ( 6 ! who was very nice to me. unti I the moment I stated th at 
I was opting out. Immediately, his demeanor changed and he got very &quot; boot sergeant in the military&quot; on me, gruffly ordering me to move here and stand there. When I asked him or a bin for my computer ... he barked that rt was back on the 
end, even though he was standing near one that he could have handed me. Then when I got ready to go wilh him, he sarcaslically asks- are you 75 years old? (I am 46 and obviously dont look close 10 75). Then gel your shoes off. When he goes in 
to his mandated speech about the pat-down I tell him I know the procedure, just continue. This bothers him more- and in an intimidating manner, he gets right in my face and quietly, yet strongly states .... &quot:I have 57 days till retirement and that 
supervisor (pointing to his boss) will be all over my ass (no need for his expletive) if I dont say this. Then he starts the speech over from scratch (knowing I am in a hurry). Finally. I decide to keep my mouth shut before I say something I will regret- so 
when he asks me if I have any sensitive body parts- I refuse to answer him, He asks again and again I dont answer. Finally he brings over his supervisor. who although much more calm than him, immediately assess that I am the one who had been 
rude. For1unately though, the supervisor gets another, much nicer and more professional employee and lhe pat down ends with no furlher trouble. 

I share this, not so much to cause a problem for[iill]as to share that I have expenenced this on numerous times before, when I opt out. I really do believe that TSA should look more closely at the way individuals are treated once they decide to opt 
out. Most of TSAs employees are professional in the manner which they do their jobs. I have previously sent in more than one compliment here for their professionalism. But there is no need to treat some one the way I was treated today, just 
because they chose to opt oul. 
Would you like a re'?'J'JU:"'-'?'-WJ.._.., 
Passenger's Naf""""'"b'"'l(-"6-'-1---.---' 
Phon'i,l:l",W,!L"-"-"-'-'-'"'-'-L....--,__J 
Email (b)(61 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Hello. 

I'm afraid this doesn't quite answer either of my questions. 

For item 1 - I've received confirmation from all three airlines that my Nexus ID was included on my reservations. I absolutely understand that random screenings will occur, but I have actually been turned away from TSA Pre every time I've attempted 
to use it. Can you confirm that I don't share a name with a suspicious person, and I hat I here is a possibility that I will not be randomly selected on a future flight? 

For ilem 2 - Why does it need to be a female agent? And in lhe case thal I must be screened by a female agenl. what is being done to decrease wail time, particularly at DCA? There are very few female agenls in comparison 10 male agenls available 
for screenings at DCA; it's not unusual for 2-3 male screenings ta occur in the time I'm waiting for a female agent. 

Thank you 

(b)(61 



Caller immediately asked for a supervisor or manager. I gave her to a supervisor. 

Superviso~(bi(61 I ..,...,._ ....,..,..._ --, 
The caller alleges that she held for 20 minutes to speak with an agent and after she explained what happened to her he hung up on her. She then called back and spoke with!(b)(6 !asking for a supervisor or manager and [b_i(6_:, look over the call. 
She complained that he wasn ta supervisor because he hadn t apologized to her and then she asked to speak with his supervisor and it was at this point when I took the call. 

The ca lie describes recent travel in which she was required to undergo secondary screening of her hair by a TSO at two differenl airports. She complained that she was not lold that her hair would be patted down, it just happened and she is offended. 
She objects to the original agent jrh··,1R I telling her that the process is random and she is offended that he would say so. She is also upset that the officer who patted down her hair didn t use clean gloves but gloves that had been used to pat down 
others. 

She says she observed a caucasian woman whose hair was in a bun thal was nol patted down at all. She wishes to file a civil rig his complaint about this experience al both airporIs. She has no names of the personnel at eilher airport. 

The caller is upset because she feels like she was discriminated against recently at ONT and PHX. 
The caller flew from ONT to PHX on Wed 29 May via SW FLT 2612 and agian on Sun 02 Jun via SW FLT 558. 

61412013 She says she is a fair skinned woman of African descent with hair that is in medium loose curls who was required on both occasions to have her hair patted down while other caucasian passengers were not. 
4:33:13 

PM 

6/412013 
5:06:58 

PM 

I explained to the caller that I would look into the issue of the disconnected call and ii she wishes to pursue the complaint she could speak with one of our Multicultural agents to assist her in the process. She agreed that she would like to do so. Call 
was transferred to MB agenl RHyde al this point. 

K§R§I]took over the call: 

Caller slates lhat a female officer patted down her hair. Caller wants to know 1) if this is a health issue with the amount of people thal the officer touches, 2) if this is a mandale lhat lhe the TSA placed oul thal the officers will touch the hair of an African 
American or of foreign decent. 

Advised caller that I am not aware of the reason of why her hair was screened. but the only policy reason that I know of is if a passenger s hair alanms; commonly due to pins in their hair. 

Advised caller that whenever an officer needs to patdown a passenger. the passenger has the ability to request that the officer change their gloves before continuing the patdown. 

Ca Iler wanted to know if she wo u Id have heard the a I a rm of the machine where she has to stand with her hands above her head , 

Advised caller that I believe that the AIT machine does not audibly alarm, but it shows on the screen if there is an area of concern. 

Caller went through checkpoint at SI Louis traveling to LGA. She wanted to know why il was a praclice at I hat airport that white men go lhrough the WTMD, everyone else go through the AIT. The caller opted for a patdown so she could watch I his 
happening. She felt like she was racially profiled. This happened at Terminal 1 going to the C gate. She was flying on American. Her flight was scheduled at 11:50am but was delayed. She went through the checkpoint at 10am. 

I to Id her that was not the procedure and trans le rred her to MB, 

llliRfil:]ook over the ca 11. 

Informed the ca Iler on how she can make a lo nma I complaint, Listed the following things to the ca 11 er about the requirements for her lo rma I comp I a int. 
• Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination; 
• Be in writing: 
• Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt 
• Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination; 
• Describe the al I eg ed di scrim i na tory action in sufficient de ta i I to in form T SA of the nature of the a I leg ed a ct of discrimination: and 
• Be signed by the complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 
In order to ap prop nately address your concerns, we a I so need to know the airport at which you we re sere ened by T SA. 

Escalating lhis record and recommending classificalion as MB Orange. 



61412013 
6:02:39 

PM 

6/412013 

Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es Other 
Current Date/Time . 6/4/2013 4:55:06 PM 
Airport Se I eel One 
Date/Ti me of Travel . 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· About 2 weeks ago my family and I fiew for our vacation. I was stopped by one of the TSA agents because my airline ticket had my married name on it (my legal name of 3 years) and my drivers lie has my maiden name on it. however i did 
have the legal change of name card that verified my identity. I was subjected to a full body pat down because of I his- So I complied with lhe request. Our flight then got delayed by about an hour or 2 and in this very small airport(lhen was cancelled) 
There were no rest roams or restauants in the waiting area after you ga through the TSA screening. My husband and 4 year old son were goign to go eat dinner and they told me that I would have toga through another pat dawn ... which they did. I did 
see others that went and had to get the pat down ( not sure why) but they were offered a private one as where I was not offered anything Ii ke th at. I rea 11 y am questioning the judgement and &quot: ru I es&q uot: th at these agents put me against. I have 
know flown in 4 other airports- using my married- legal name on my airline ticket and still with my current DL with my maiden name and providing my change of name card and NOT ONCE was I ever treated the way I was at this one airport with the 
TSA officers. Why is it that 4 other airlines did nol put me through lhe pat downs? To be honesi. the woman who seemed to be in charge was VERY rude 10 me ... one of the woman queslioned my son about his name. He can be very shy al times and 
of course. this happened ta be a time when he was shy .. it was almost as if she wouldnt let him ga through if he didnt say his name. I would really like to know the rules that TSA is to follow in situations like this. She clearly could ID me put really used 
her powers to make me feel very violated i nfront of an entire room of peers- twice. Again I ask, what a re the ru I es in these sit ua ti ons and if this officer was lo lowing the ru I es. why have I gone through 4 other airports and never once had this issue. 

Thank you for taking lhe time to read this and I look forward to hearing back wilh some insight on this situalion. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name b·:1(6) 
Phone Number b··1 6 
Email (b)(61 
To leave a commen concerning 1s feedback. fallow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Caller wanted to file a complaint concerning the Denver airport. She wants to make sure someone gets back with her stating her complaint was addressed. She has been in law enforcement far 20 years sa she knows about professionalism. During 
screening she overtooked lip balm in her pocket. She was patted down again immediately when that was found, and her hands were swiped. The beeper beeps and she still stays professional and does not say anything but is patted down again. She 
had a 250.00 pair of sunglasses and her purse value was way over that. She tried to explain to them how to close her purse appropriately. Her boyfriend told the TSO you need to explain to her what is going on her. He is a 15 year fire fighter. 

She wants someone to apologize to her. She was not asked ta show her ID or badge. Her boyfriend had to intervene. She said as a police officer she always carrys a gun in her purse so of course she would have residue in her purse. She told them 
after the 3rd patdown she was going to miss her flight. They had to call an explosive expert and she was not acknowledged as being an officer. She does not want special treatment but thinks that information was pertinent to the issue at hand. She 
collected her purse and shoes and her boyfriend had multiple items allowed through the screening checkpoint. She is starting her 21st year as a police officer. She wants to have a follow up on her treatment and an explanation of the screening. She 
needs 10 know what she needs to do in the future so she does not come unglued. She does not have any respect for TSA. They did not acknowledge her position as an officer. Her boyfriend would be happy to testify of her trealment. She should 
have same respect as an officer. 

6 :05: 56 Airport: Denver to Vegas 
PM Airline: Frontier 

Date: 05 31 2013 09:30 am 

Advised Ca Iler: 

Because your camp I ai nt concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your information to the Custa mer Service Manager (CS M) at that locati an. 

TS A mo ni to rs the number and nature of complaints received to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require sp eci a I attention, This wi 11 e na bl e us to ensure prom pt. corrective action 
whenever needed. I do apologized your experience was unpleasant, and appreciate you calling to inform us of your experience. 



61412013 
7:06:05 

PM 

Caller stated that they came from Orlando International today. She was given our number by one of the agents at MCO to file a report. She stated that she was going through security and she had someone come up. She had a knee brace on, and the 
agent asked if there was metal in the brace. She said yes, and the agent told her she would need to take it off, so she did, She told her that she needed to go through the AIT because of the wires in her knee because they would set off the WTMD. She 
told her thal she would have to wail. She told her thal everything had already wenl through the scanner, and she needed to get to her things. They were cleaning the floor and lhey had lhe machine shul down. She stood and waited and she said her 
stuff was just sitting out there and that someone would get it. She told her to just go through the other one, and she said that it would set it off. The agent told her that she would just need to go through the other one because she didn t know how long it 
would be shut down. The re was a black TSO there na m ed~ho was very hateful . She said as soon as it went off that she needs to step rig ht over here. She said th at she needs someone to pat her down so she can go get her th, ngs. The TS 0 
said that she would have to wait. She said that he ignored her when she asked for him to call a female over. She said that she needed to get to her items, and the TSO told her that her items would be fine. She asked if the male could just do the 
patdown. She said that aboul 8 people went through while she was trying to explain 10 him thal he needed to call a female over. It had taken aboul 15 minutes 10 gel this done. She asked him at this point where she needed to go to file a complaint and 
when he asked her why she said that it was because he was very rude. He told her that this is where their conversation ends, and that he would no longer talk to her. At that point he called for someone and a Supervisor came over and she explained to 
her what happened. She went and got sorooe jo do the paid own and the TSO doing the patdown told her that the other ofli cer had done her wrong and that she needed to go up to the podium and /1 I e a complaint. Once the paid own was complete. 
she went up to the podium and spoke with b)(ff:1 ! She asked her if she wanted to fill out the paper or just tell her and she just told her what had happened. The were in the closest scanners to the Homeland Security that were there that day. At this 
point fh·11fr1 ~old her lhat she needed to take lhe paper and file a complaint so lhat lhey could come check thal airport. They have had several complaints on him, and she said that she had also been over lhere twice 10 IeI1 the ones who were 
cleaning the floor that the passengers were more important. They weren t calibrating the machines or anything so they should ve been open. She s been through many airports and have never had anyone refuse to call a female, and has been through 
many patdowns as well due to her knee. 
Flight deta i Is below: 
Airporl: MCO 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight# 909 
Departure Date: 6-4-13 
Departure Time: 11 :55 a.m. 
Went through security: 10:00-10:30 a.m. 
Terminal Gate: 28 

She also wants to know about lhe PreCheck and lhe programs I hat are available 10 pay $100 for 10 gel through screening faster. 

Advised Caller: 
Because your comp I ai nt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 

There are two primary ways to be considered eligible for TSA PreCheck '": travelers may be invited by a participating airline, or they may choose to enroll with one of U.S. Customs and Border Protection's (CBP) Trusted Traveler programs. 

Cur,-ently, TSA PreCheck ™ is limited to select airlines and each is contacting eligible frequent flyers with an invitation to opt-in. 

Frequent flyers and other travelers who did not receive an invitation and would like to participate or would like to be considered eligible for TSA PreCheck '" benefits on all participating airlines should apply for membership with one of CBP's Trusted 



The ca 11 er stated that she had to go through extra security because she did not have her ID. The ca 11 er stated that she had to have a paid own and a 11 her carry on belongs we re hand searched as we 11 as her checked baggage. She stated th at when she 
flew from Houston it was no where near this bad, She almost missed her flight after she was told that she could fly with a social security card. 

She is very upset because a gift that she had bought was damaged during checked luggage inspectionthat she will not be able to replace by tomorrow. She stated that she had it packed a certain way to prevent this for happening and it was not placed 
back. She 1s very upset that her baggage was hand searched with no one asking her or telling her before. She stated that this should not happen. She wants them to be more careful. She wants to file a complaint regarding this issue. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

Depending on the available screening equipment at your departure airport. checked baggage may need to be opened for hand inspection to clear an alarm. 

Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) receive 1raining in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags. TSOs are required to exercise great care during the screening process so thal when bags are opened a passenger's belongings are 
returned in the same condition they were found. 

PI ease note th at TS A assumes a very Ii m ited role with respect to checked baggage hand Ii ng, We a re only responsi b I e lo r checked baggage from the time it is presented lo r screening unti I the time it has been cleared after screening. 0 nee checked 

61412013 baggage has been screened and cleared, airlines are responsible for transporting it 10 its final deslination. Many airports have au1oma1ed in-line baggage screening syslems which can screen and clear a bag remotely, resulting in no physical inspection 

828,55 at all. As a result, the amount of time checked baggage is under TSA control is relatively short. 

PM 

61412013 

TSA is required by law to screen all property that is brought onboard commercial passenger aircraft. Many airports have automated in-line baggage screening systems that can screen and clear a bag remotely, resulting in no physical inspection at all. 
However, to ensure lhe security of the traveling public, ii is sometimes necessary for Transportalion Security Officers (TSOs) to conduct hand inspections of checked bags. TSOs receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags 
and are required to exercise great care during the screening process so that when bags are opened a passenger's belongings are returned to the same condition they were found. 

If a TSO needs to open and search a checked bag, the TSO will place an NOi inside the bag to alert the passenger that his or her bag was searched by TSA The presence of an NOi only indicates that a passenger's baggage was searched and does 
not necessarily mean that an item was removed. Addilionally, lhe lack of an NOi suggests lhat TSA might have never physically opened a passenger's luggage. 

You may wish to file a cla1rn for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A cla1rn form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. Claim forms are also available on our Web site at www.tsa.gov. If you 
decide to file a claim, it will be processed in accordance with the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport. I can lo rward a copy of this record to the Custa mer Support Manager ( CSM) at th at I oca ti on. 

Flight Information: 

Airport: TPA 

Tonight I was badly mislreated by two TSA agents al the security checkpoint at Terminal E in PhiladelphiaJ/h··,1rr1 I and her supervisorj(b)(ff:, I unnecessarily humilialed me, an 8 month pregnant US citizen. I travel OFTEN for work, and 
every time I do, I am graciously offered the metal detector rather than the controversial, unsafe X-ray-like machine/body scanner. Normally. I don·t have to ask, men and women alike kindly and Wisely offer me this option as it is safer for my baby. 
Tonight I was embarrassed when Margie screamed ··supervisorlll" as I was speaking to her and getting visibly upset. I began to cry and they insisted on doing a pat down. I told them I didnl want a pat down as the last time I did that it was an 
invasive. inappropriate, and uncomfortable experience. I was furious to opt for the X-ray machine. I am livid that I was embarrassed, that my health, safety and dignity was not considered, and that !(b)(ffi land her supervisorliE:illtelt it was okay to treat 
a pregnant woman this way. I would like to see her disciplined. if not fired. This is unacceptable behavior and something thal should stop immediately. Pregnant women in this counlry should not have 10 choose belween pulling her baby/fetus at risk 
and enduring a humiliating pat down. Time to readjust your priorities, TSAI 

9:02:00 I look forward to your follow-up. 
PM 



Caller and his wife fiew from Phoenix Sky Harbor to Newark and his wife was wearing a brace for a broken elbow. Caller said they went through C1 at Sky Harbor at 9 am. Caller said his wife was pulled aside for a patdown. Caller said this was done 
before she oollected her items from the conveyor belt. Caller said his wife had some liquids that included makeup that was valuable. Caller said she is also missing her wallet with all her ID and a makeup case. Caller said she had a large soft pink 
and while case. Caller said I hey were given informalion about lost and found by Southwest. Caller said she is not cerlain if she had these items when she left lhe checkpoint. Caller said she has no ID 10 gel back home and asked what they can do. 

I gave the caller the phone number for lost and found. 
Phoenix Sky Harbor I nternationa I Airport 
602-626-1453 

Passengers who do not have a valid photo ID may present other forms of ID to assist in the verification of their identity. Passengers may present documents such as social security cards. birth certificates. marriage licenses, or credit cards, as long as 

61512013 the information on the documents bears the name of the passenger. There is no standard list of what forms of alternative identification are acceptable. however, TS Os will ask for at least two forms of this identification. 

827:34 
AM If a passenger is unable ta present a valid photo ID or TSA questions the identification presented. the passenger may be asked to assist TSA in the identity verification process. Under this process, TSA may ask the passenger to complete a 

Cert1f1cation of Identity form, which requests the passenger's name and current address. and may ask add1t1onal questions of the passenger to confirm his or her identity. If TSA is able to confirm the passenger's identity, the passenger will be cleared to 
enter the sere en i ng checkpoint; however. the ind iv idua I may be subject to add i ti o na I screening. If we a re unable to confirm a passenger's identity, or a passenger refuses to provide I D or cooperate in the ID veri fi cation process, TSA wi 11 deny the 
passenger enlry into the security checkpoint. We reoommend that travelers arrive at least 2 hours in advance of their flight time 10 allow ample time for security screening and boarding of aircraft. 

I advised the cal I er he can ca 11 the CS M to see 1f she did leave the items at the checkpoint, after checking I ost and found. 
Phone; 1-866-28 9-96 73 

I wanted to bring to your attention my recent experience at the security checkpoint at Phoenix SkyHarbor Terminal 4, Time 1 :30 pm . A gates. 

At the checkpoint I wanted to opt out of the scanner as I have doubts a bout the amount of radiation and its effect. 

One TSA Agent(not TSA agent who finally gave me pat dawn) there first tried to dissuade me from opting out by describing the process haw '"they will go up your thighs" making it sound like it's going to be a sexual act or something. When I insisted. 
they started making fun of it among themselves. The same TSA agent then told me "Ok I will give you someone who gives you the best pat down·'. as if I am asking for a sexual favor and he is arranging for the best man to do the job. Then moments 
later he got the agent who was going to give me the pat down and said, "'well he is not the best, but the 2nd best". 

6/512013 I felt totally humiliated and ridiculed. as if I was asking for something which is so ridiculous. I was appalled by the unprofessional behavior of the TSA agent. If pat-downs are not welcome. TSA shd get rid it. Don't keep the opt-out option open and then 
2:22: 13 have your agents humiliate passengers who opt-out. 

PM 

But I will add that the TSA agent who finally gave me the pat down was cordial and professional. 



Hello. 

I am resending the email below since I did nol get an answer yet and my fly is going 10 be pretly soon. 

I would really appreciate if you can be a little more specific aboul whal documentation I should need in order to pass security control wilh a muscle relaxer devise which is nol a11ached to my body. 

I just want 10 make sure thal this device will pass control securily airporl after pass the X Ray since this device is very expensive and I will need ii during my travels. 

Thank you for your help, 

61512013 ~ 
223:02 

PM 

61512013 
223:16 

PM 

--- Mens aie re envia do --
De kb 1 ( 6 I 
Para: "tsatcc _do_ not_re ply@s entu re. com" < ts atcc _do_ not_re pl y@senture.com > 

Enviado: M1ercoles 29 de Mayo de 2013 19:10 
As unto: In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank you for your answer but I would Ii ke to have a more concrete answer. 
My devise is not attached to my body so the body screen does not affect me in any way. 

My only concern is that I wi 11 carry this devise with me since I need it during my fly so I was wondering if during the checkpoint the Transportation Security Officer wi 11 required to show him/her some med i ca I d ocu m entat ion to prove th at this devise is a 
medical devise. 

I am waiting to hearing from you. 
Thank you. 

Feedback Type · Request for Information 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" . Screening (AIT. Patdown) Current DatelTlme: 6/512013 1 :02:38 PM Airport: Select One Date/Time of Travel 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I have been o pied in the T SA Pre Ch eek with American Airlines for some time with no issues in being afforded the T SA Pre Check Ii ne when traveling. Lately however I have not be en cleared I I trave I every other week coast to coast). I 
wanted to be sure that there isn't a problem with my information at TSA American Airlines FF EHK5592. known traveler gender is Female, DOBkb)(ff:, ! 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Nam;.:e:...·"'(.;;b .. i .. (6_·., ..... ...,.. ___ _. 
Phone Number h·,1R··, 
Email jrh•·,1r;·, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

When traveling out of Li hue, H I over the weekend I was advised that I would need to be patted down because I was t rave Ii ng with baby yogurt lo r my baby and it was not opened. When I pushed back and advised the agent that I have traveled lo r the 
last 2 years without ever being advised of this rule she referred me 10 lhe TSA.GOV website. In researching lhe websile it clearly stales that baby food is allowed and has been since 2006. The agent said thal the rule changed about a year ago, but I 

6/51201 3 do not see anything stating this. Please advise me of the rule. My son is autistic and on I y eats yogurt. Fortun ate ly this weekend I was t rave Ii ng with my husband so he could hold my son w hi I e I received a pat down. In the future I wi 11 be traveling 
6 :00: 36 alone and cannot picture how a pat down can be conducted wh i I e I am holding my son. 

PM 
Thank you, 

!rh1/R1 



Query: 
Caller has a partner that is flying with him. Caller s partner has a pacemaker and he is wanting to know how she can go through screening. 

Resolution: 
If a passenger has an internal medical device. such a stomach or cardiac pacemaker or a defibnllator, it is important for him or her to inform the Transportation Secunty Officer (TSO) conducting the screening before the screening process begins. 

6151201 3 Verba I declaration, doctor s notes, and written d eel a rat ions can be uti I ized in order to inform the officer of a pa rticu I ar concern during screening , 

727:18 
PM 

Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices. passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 

TSA does not require passengers 10 have medications in I heir original prescriplion bottles: however, some stJles have individual laws regarding the labeling of prescriplion medication which passengers may need to comply. Medicalions in daily 
dosage containers a re al lowed through the ch eek point once they have been screened. 

The caller was very upset because her jewelry bag containing a diamond cross was missing from her purse after going through screening at HNL. She said that she has had problems with items getting stolen for the past 8 or 9 years when going 
through Terminal 1 She said that she was pulled aside for a patdown while her carry on bags were searched out of her view. The jewelry bag was very small. 1 inch by 1 inch and pink in color. making it very easy to steal from her purse. She said that 
she never has any problems with TSA personnel at other sections of the airport, always Terminal 1. She said that this terminal is for the very small aircraft. 

Date: 6-5-2013 
Time of Screening: Approximately 12: 00 PM 
Depart time: 12:35PM 

61512013 Departing Airport: H NL 
Terminal 1 

9=15:55 Airline Mokulele 
PM 

Flight Number: She did not have it and could not remember it. 
Destination: MKK 
Description of TSO that Screened her carry on luggage: White male with dark hair 

I told her that I will forward this record to the CSM at HNL for them to review and start the investigation process. I told her that the CSM will review the screening to see what may have happened, ii anything. to her item, I told her that she can file a 
claim to seek reimbursement for the missing ilem and I will send the claims form package via email within 24 hours. 

The ca 11 er requested multi p I e ti mes that I remove her telephone numb er from the ca 11 record. so I removed it from the ca 11 re cord. 

Feedback Type · Civil Rights/Liberties 
Categories : 4th Amendment 
CuCTent Date/Time· 615/2013 10:55:50 PM Airport· MSP - Minneapolis-St. Paul International Date/Time ofTravel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I am writing because I am deep I y concerned about the Airport Body Scanners, They use aggressive tech no logy that uti Ii zes a form of radiation that has not been tested on humans over time, 

An investigative report in 2011 by ProPublica and PBS NewsHour concluded that the X-ray scanners. then still in use. could cause cancer in 6 to 100 United States airline passengers every year. and that the European Union banned those machines 
be cause of hea Ith concerns. 

61612013 It violates our rights as Americans to force us to be exposed 10 machinery that is likely jeopardizing our health. And it is shorlsighted as a nalion to use machinery thal is likely making it's population more ill, over time adding to the drain of our 

B:io: 14 healthcare system. 

AM 
I'm all for safety on airplanes, but these aggressive machines are not used elsewhere in the world - and there are still no guns getting on flights. 

Why is it that the screening process is hyper sensitive to whether I have a swig of water left in my reusable water bottle but I can get a package of shaving razors. tweezers, or a metal fork through with no problem? 

You are focusing on the wrong things, Please remove the machines u nti I proper research has been done, or give p eo pie an a I ternat ive opt ion that is not as ti me consuming and persona 11 y invasive as the pat down, 

As passengers we should not be forced to choose between waiting to be invasively touched and missing our flight - or exposing ourself to unnecessary radiation that in the end may cause us to miss our life. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



This morning I read in the New York Times Letters to the Editor section that the TSA is allowing public comments on airport body scanners until June 23, 2013. This is my email letter to express concern on the exclusive use of body scanners for airport 
security. 

I fly out of DTW and with rare exception select the "pat down" for my security clearance. The rare exceptions have been one time when I was slightly late and another when I was traveling with my elderly mother. 

I work as a nurse practitioner in hematology/oncology in a large urban health care center. Since statistics do not change overnight, I feel certain that in 10 years time we will note and exponential increase in the number of leukemia and lymphoma 
cases. On hislory, we will be able to trace back to frequent travel in airports with exclusive use of body scanners and the radiation exposure caused by this use as the cause. Additionally, we may also see an increase in solid tumor cancers. 
Le uk em i a and I ymp ho ma, in add it ion to being catastrophic diagnoses. a re very expensive to treat. They occur without reg a rd to age. 

Upon arrival at the body scanner I request a pat-down from the TSA member directing traffic. On occasion the service is relatively quick. On other occasions. it is very evident that the wait period is prolonged. I cannot help but think that the prolonged 
6/612013 wait is to cause discomfort, wilh the hope thal the traveler (me) will change my mind and opt for screening by the body scanner. For lhis reason, I try to always arrive al the airport wilh excessive time to waste. The pat-downs I have received have 
9:58: 13 always been thorough and mostly professional. The unprofessional behavior is not from inappropriate touching, but merely surly TSA workers who are expressing their dislike about having to do the pat-down. 

AM 
The policy to install body scanners for exclusive air passenger screening has been a huge TSA mistake which is going to come back to haunt us - especially those with frequent travel histories and a new diagnosis of cancer. 

Thank you for allowing this public comment. 

fbi(61 
Dearborn, Michigan 

Query: 
Caller is wanting to know if the AIT affects pregnant women. Caller's daughter was forced to go through AIT in HPN--at least according to the caller. 

Resolution: 
AIT ma chm es have been ind e pe nde ntl y evaluated by the the Johns Hopkins Uni ve rs ity Applied P hys1cs Laboratory. who have al I affirmed their safety. This testing took into account special populations that a re more sensitive to rad i at1on. such as 
children, persons receiving radiation treatment for medical conditions, and pregnant and potentially pregnant women. In fact, a traveler is exposed to less radiation from one AIT scan than from 2 minutes being onboard a commercial aircraft at flight 

6/61201 3 altitude. 
121301 

PM Caller 1s info nmed that pregnant peop I e should not be affected by the Al T machines. 

61612013 

Caller is informed that we can send up her complain! to a CSM. Caller does not want 10 send up information: she only wants 10 know if her daughler can opt oul for a patdown. 

Caller 1s i nfonmed that anyone can opt out for a patdown. Caller 1s advised to contact us if the re is any more issues. 

On May 14, I registered for Delta flight 1206 leaving Austin, Texas, at 5:50 pm. While going through security, I set off the alarm because I forgot my passport in a side pocket of a pant suit I was wearing. The woman who directed me to an area 
where I was to receive a pat down was extremely rude to me. I was becoming worTied that I would miss my flight because the person who was to do the pat down was not available right away. I don't know why ... but when she arrived, she was very 
calming and respectful and she is the one who lold me I could log a complaint. I filled out a complaint form as soon as I had compleled the security check and asked for a contact from someone. This has not occurred. 

I feel like I was treated like a criminal by the first woman. Her voice tone, facial expression and then refusal to answer my question about how long I would need to wait for pat down. A small gesture or giving infonmation would have helped me 
immensely. 
This person stood talking with her male colleague and laughing, elc ... so why not treat passengers respeclfully. As ii was, I arrived at my gate just as the loading was beginning. 

This experience makes me wonder about the Austin, Texas Secunty .. 

12: 11:os'"'tb...,,-(6'"')--------, 
PM [ .. 

ElemidJi, MN 56601 

• fbi(61 

• 

• 



I recently went through several body scans that '"showed something" on my torso. I saw the scans and the highlighted areas. I have no implants or devices. yet I was subjected to a complete pat-down twice. Why does this happen????? I stood off to 
the side and observed nearly everyone having scans that "'showed something'" (I could see the highlights on their scans), requiring pat downs. In fact, the ONLY person I observed go through without a single "highlight" on her scan, was a tall beautiful 
woman who was told, '"No you don"I need one (pat-down), you're perfecl" (!J Excuse me?????? 

There is Just something WRONG about this scanning business .. 

61612013 . . r
b,(61 

12:17:06 _ 
PM ~S-t._J_o_h_n_s-bu_r_y_,_V_T_0_5_8_1_9 ____ ~ 

!(b)(6) ! 
HYPERLIN~(b 1(6) 

I want this message to be brought to the highest level of attention. I am an active duty military police officer. K-g to be exact so when you hear my complaint in a few sentences you'll know that this is coming from one of your own in the law 
enforcement I sec u nty world. 

My wife has her new mililary ID with new lasl name ~ bul license still had her old lasl name~. This is the stern of my complaint email. Just for future reference. 

First of a 11 l"m a frequent flyer due to being a ctIve duty. and secondly 1 've be en in the mi I itary for 6 yea rs so this Is not new to me. I recently fi ew from Norfolk Virginia with my wife I newly wed) and we encountered a prob I em because of her ID being 
expired & not having a new last name. As I briefly explained to the TSA agent working that day. we are fresh off of a deployment and haven't been in the USA for even a month. Not having enough time to change licenses & ID's (which were in states 
VERY far away). 

At the end of our vacation (right now. today 6 June 1 0:00am Minnesota time) we had gotten our boarding passes and went through the TSA line here @ the St. Paul I Minneapolis airport. The agent (Ali was his name) was made aware of our situation. 
being that we are newly wed and haven't gotten everything changed because we simply couldn't even if we'd wanted to. (And these tickets were bought before my wife had her last name changed). 

61612013 So we then were almost late for our respective flights because the agents wanted to see our certified marriage license I certificate.. Which blows my mind. Because what if we hadnt had that with us on our person? What would TSA have done then? 

2: 14,49 Why didn"t they show a little compassion towards TWO active duty military members? 

PM 
Then from there on a supervisor was called over, and he then made my wife gel a pat down after being scanned, then her bag was hand searched. 

I want to know why this was a problem all because of us getting marned. No one asked us our situation. no one helped us. and the way we were talked to and dealt with by the TSA employees were rude and very confrontational. 

l"m lhoroughly pissed off 10 say the leasl. And I want I his email responded with by someone of higher authority within TSA who is competenl on your regulations and procedures. Although I'm not working for TSA I know you're a federal agency and 
there are standards everywhere in your agency and I do not appreciate getting treated one way in one city, and completely torn apart in another. 

A very irritated pair of mi I ita ry members, 

l(b)(61 

Sent From my iPhone 



6/612013 
2:15:27 

PM 

6/612013 

DearTSA, 

Please be more considerate of the individuals with disabilities that travel through your airports on a weekly basis. If I do not get "pre-check" my disability forces me to go through your disability line because I cannot sland for long periods. On Thursday 
May 16 and May 23 I did not get pre-checked so I tried ta go through the disability line. As I was nat in a wheelchair I was met with a lot of resistance from the officer checking ids and boarding passes. One officer even rolled her eyes when I tried ta 
explain my disability. I do not feel It is necessary to wear my disability placard around my neck like a necklace in order to pass through secunty. I also do not feel I need to be traveling in a wheelchair to be considered disabled either. If a wheelchair 
and a stroller are your only way to distinguish. I think you need to adjust your way of distinction. Last week May 30 I was pre-checked and I passed through the south pre-check line without any issues. I did not even have to take my sandals off. The 
officer did my pat down, tested my hands, tested my prosthetic and sent me on my way. She was polite and I had no issues. Today in the pre-check line was very different. When Irying to explain why I alarmed I was again greeled with looks of 
disdain and asked to remove my sandals which did not cause the alarm as then have na metal on them. I tried to explain ta Officerfiiilli[]shart African American woman, about 5 feet tall) that they could gladly test my shoes if they like as it is not 
easy to get my sa nda Is off without s1tti ng but that was not acce ptab I e. So I I ea ned on the ma chm e and I took off my sa nda Is and sent them through. I th en went through the scanner again and a I armed. ag am and the officer did not even ca 11 for a fem a I e 
assist, he made me stand there. Eventually the Officer1(b)(ffdcame around as if to take me for my pat down but did not. She proceeded to slowly walk to get her gloves and then proceeded to go to my items on the belt and proceed to test my shoes 
for explosives and drug residue; which she could have one w1Ih them on my feet. She also did not advise me thal she was going to test my shoes or why, which I feel is not proper procedure. In the meantime, I was not offer a place to sit and left 
standing there on my stump of my leg for 5 minutes in pain which was unnecessary. Your procedure should be ta take the person that alarms ta the screening area first and then put on the gloves and test any items. That is what they usually do. 
PI ease have mo re consideration lo r peop I e with di sab i Ii ties and rea Ii ze that not dis ab I ed people are in wheelchairs and deserve the same amount of respect that you give to wounded soldiers and veterans. 

Sincerely, 

kbl(61 

Caller wants 10 complain about her screening at MIA. She went thru the AIT and had to have a patdown. She was fine with the additional screening however she had her dreadlocks patted down and the TSO did not change her gloves to do so. She 
stated had she gotten head lice from a previous inspection then she would have had to cut her dreads because she cannot simply wash her hair. 

She is a former TSA agent and knows this is not the proper protocol and thinks this need to be addressed. 

3:19:22 Advised caller: 
PM Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA moniIors the number and nature of complaints we receive 10 Irack I rends and spot areas of concern I hat may require special a11ention. This ongoing process will enable us to ensure prompt, correclive action whenever we determine that security 
screening pa Ii ci es need modification or specific employees ar screener teams a re the subject of repeated camp I ai nts. 

The caller said he travels frequently with Southwest Airlines. The caller is a Canadian citizen thal is working in the U.S. The caller said he travels between Canada and the U.S. The caller said he was slopped when traveling from Buffalo and he is 
always stopped for additional screening. The caller said he flew from BWI today and he was stopped for additional screening. The caller said the officers gave him a pat-down in a private location. The caller said the officers had to search his luggage. 
The ca 11 er wanted to know what he can do to clear up the issue. The cal I er said he always has SSSS on his boarding pass. The ca 11 er wanted to know if he can apply for TSA expedited screening program. 

61612013 I told the caller I would send him the forms to apply for Redress. I sent the caller the forms for Redress via e-mail. The caller provided an alternate e-mail addresstb)(6:, I I told the caller the Redress for individuals who have inquiries ar 
4:13:27 - . 

PM 

61612013 
6:13:59 

PM 

seek resolution regarding difficulties they expenence during their travel while screening at transportation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U.S. borders. To participate in TSA Pre, members of CB P's Trusted Traveler programs 
must place their CBP PASS ID in the 'Known Traveler Number' field when booking their reservation. This number is then sent to TSA's Secure Flight system and taken into consideration during the pre-screening processing. For frequent flyer program 
members, parIicipaIing airlines will permit some members 10 "opt-in" through the airline's system. Once a passenger opts-in, the airline identifies the individual as a participanl when submitling the passenger reservation information to TSA's Secure 
FI ig ht system. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Dis a bi Ii ty Complaint 
Current Date/Ti me : 61612013 5: 11 :06 PM 
Airport· PIT - Pittsburgh International Date/Time of Travel. 06/04/2013 5:00AM Airline & Flight Number: AA 1469 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Main terminal TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment : TS a precheck requires pat down due to knee prosthesis. Neg ates the benefit of T SA p recheck. 
Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



61712013 
10:44:03 

AM 

The caller went through security at Key West airport on 6 5 13 to board Delta flight 1366. The caller had her hair m a pony tail and whenever she went through the AIT unit, it alarmed. The female officer at the security checkpoint stated You have 
something hiding in the bun on the back of your head The caller stated that she did not have a bun but that she had a ponytail and the officer wanded her hair. The caller was cleared and she went through security. Approximately half an hour later, 
the caller exited security to give someone a photo at a restaurant localed outside the secured area. The restauranl was named lhe Conch Restaurant. The caller stated I hat she was gone approximately 30 seconds 10 a minute. The caller staled thal 
she went back through security. The incident described occurred between 10:30 and 11 :OOAM 

The ca 11 er stated that whenever she went back through security, the agents began to act very strangely, The fem a I e officer at the security checkpoint stated You a re hiding something in your bun and I have to touch your sensitive a re as, The ca Iler 
stated that she bee am e irate and advised I he office rs th at they were not going to touch her sensitive areas. Apparently I he sensitive areas the officers were I al king about was her chest area. The ca Iler slated th at the incident e sea I ated and went on far 
several minutes with the officer telling her that she was going to touch her sensitive area and the caller stating that they would not be touching her. The caller stated that they eventually went behind a curtain and she allowed the officer to wand her hair 
but she did not permit the officers to pat her down. The caller stated that incident escalated to the point where she was cursing at the officer and another officer, a young male, intervened. 

Eventually the caller was able to go on 10 board her flight without gelling a patdown. The caller stated that the female officer repeatedly snapped lhe blue gloves on her hand. The caller staled thal the officers swarmed her and trealed her, in her 
words, weirdly. And the caller was very upset with the conduct of the female officer. The caller did not get a name of the officers. 

I apologized to the caller for her screening experience. I advised her that I would send her information to the CSM at the airport. I advised her that we did monitor the number and nature of complaints we received at the TCC. The caller stated that it 
was a tiny airport with three lanes and that she was in zone 2 to board a Delta flight. 

Disability Description: Caller stated he will soon be using oxygen. 

Information Request Caller asked what are the requirement for take a POC through TSA. I gave the caller the information in the template. but the caller was still not satisfied. 

Caller said a friend with an POC received grief over taking the his device through TSA security. Caller said he was told that he could not take his POC when in reality, TSA was wrong and he was allowed to take the POC through. Caller said he was 
concerned about having a hard time getting his POC lhrough the securily checkpoint. 

Response Details: Generally. the Federal Aviation Administration does not allow portable compressed oxygen tanks on commercial airline flights because oxygen Is considered a hazardous material. However. passengers may check with their airline 
before purchasing tickets to ask if they will test an oxygen tank for safety (48 hours ahead of the flight). allow passengers to carry a specified portable oxygen concentrator (POC), or provide oxygen to the passenger. 

If a passenger uses a POC, the manner in which the passenger is screened depends on whether he or she can disconnect from the oxygen concentrator. Passengers should check with their doctor to determine whether they can safely disconnect 
during screening. It is important for a passenger to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening whether he or she can disconnect before the screening process begins. 

If a passenger can disconnect from his or her POC, it is recommend thal the passenger check lhe equipment as checked baggage whenever possible. Passengers who can disconnecl can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if 

61712013 they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger 

12:SB:25 can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown: however. passengers cannot request to be screened by a metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

PM 
If a passenger cannol disconneci. or chooses not 10 be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal deIecIor, the passenger will be screened using a I ho rough patdown procedure instead. A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal 
detector or anomalies identified by AIT If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

The patd own wi 11 be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers mu st wait for a TSO of the same gender to be come a vai I ab I e, 
The passenger can request a privale screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a privale screening, anolher TSA employee will also be presenl and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
A passenger s ho u Id nol be asked 10 remove or Ii ft any article of clothing 10 rev ea I a sensitive body area. 

In addition to the patdown, T SA may use techno I og y to test for traces of exp I osIve mate ri a I. 

I advised the caller the POC will be screened by xray if he can disconnect, if not it will be screened by other melhods. Caller still was nol satisfied. I offered 10 send his flight information over to ODPO to make arrangements to get help gelling through 
the checkpoint. This caller was still not satisfied with my answer and the caller does not have any flight arranged. Caller then asked where he can write to get an answer to his question. I turned the call over to Missy. 



Hello. 

I travel nearly every week. and have been passmg through your scanners regularly. However, based on recent articles and ··mconclus1ve" scient1f1c studies I have read. I understand that they could be harmful to human health. particularly that of a 
developing fetus. And given the fa ct that my husband and I e nde avo r to have a chi Id in the lo rese ea ble future. I have chosen to opt-out of the scanner and e I ect the pat-down instead. 

Sometimes the process goes very smoothly. But 90% of the time I request the pat-down, I must wait several minutes for the "female assist" to be found, end a conversation with colleague, or just get up off of a chair and come over to the screening 
area. Wilh few exceptions, I experience the height of bad attitudes and unprofessionalism. The sense I gel is that the TSA is trying 10 make ii as inconvenienl as possible to request a pal-down 10 force people to use the scanners. This is 
una cce pta bl e. 

61712013 Please advise as to how I should address the matter. 
2:13:57 

PM 

Thank you, 

l(b)(6) 

61712013 
2:14:13 

PM 

Houslon, TX 

You did NOT resolve or even answer my queslion: you said something about an "anomaly" resulting in further pat-downs?• Excuse me, bul if what I saw were an excessive number of "anomalies" I hen doesn't I hat logically imply thal the body scan 
screening process is wa rthles s? 

Why don't you just admit it?P I've been wanded and palled and swabbed so many times that it is downright laughable' Of course I don't believe the system works or is really capable of finding terrorists. It's just another ludicrous ploy designed to prey 
on the public's fears. And I also believe thal body scans are harmful because of the radialion ... no rnatler how "low.'' 

There is Just something WRONG about this scanning busmess .. 

St. Johnsbury, VT 05819 
fh,IR, . . I 
HYPERLIN~~b_l_(6_1 _______________________ ~ 

rb)(61 



Caller fiew to and from Love Field on Wednesday from Dallas to attend a funeral and said there was a TSA agent who works there who is very arrogant and it is a power thing with her. The TSO touched her bottom inappropriately and told her she 
tested positive lo r explosives? Ca 11 er said the TSO agent who was a black I ady and appeared to be gay was ave rweig ht and prob ab I y between 30-4 0 yea rs o Id, 

A secondary screening was required and the TSO wanted to close the door to the private room where the patdown was to be conducted. The caller protested to the closing of the door and is complaining that the TSO wanted to put her hand down her 
pants. After protesting to the TSO about this the TSO left and brought another. older white lady to do the screening. 

The caller informed the TSO lhat it was a power thing and lhat she would nol allow her to be touched again, at lhis time the TSO relrieved two older white female TSOs one of which palled her down and said lhere was nothing there. The caller 
objected stating she would not allow herself to be sexually assaulted. The black TSO left after the two white TSOs arrived. 

None of the officers would provide the black TS Os name. As she was leaving a gentleman came to her, refused to provide the TSOs name but wrote his name on a card which had another person's information on it. 

Recapping: the caller had been through the AIT, a gentleman came over and she thought he was going to touch her. This is the point where the black lady came over and asked what was in her back pocket. She didn"t have any back pockets because 
she was wearing dress slacks. This point is where the black TSO touched her buttocks inappropriately, like a dirty old man might touch a woman. 

61712013 The caller gave lhe TSO a dirty look and this is when she was informed she would have to have a patdown and was taken to the room where she was informed in detail what she was going 10 do and the TSO closed the door. The caller told her she 

2,31 : 12 would not close the door or touch her. Seeing she would not be submissive she went to get another older white lady to assist. When the TSOs returned to the room the caller continued to tell the black TSO she wouldn·t touch her or put her hand down 
PM her pants. She told the white TS Os she didn't know what the black TS Os problem was but they were not on the same page. 

The caller says she spoke with a gentleman by lhe name of[b·:,(6) I STSO who wrole his name down and said he was lhe black TSOs supervisor on the back of another persons card.!/h··,1rr1 I STSO, wanted to argue with her and all she 
wanted was the ladies name. She told him they couldn t treat people this way and that it isn t over and she has talked with her coworkers about the people that work at Love Field and how they treat people. 

Flight# no available, Gate# not available, 

Caller again stated the black TSO told caller without anyone present that she would put her hands in caller's pants. 

Caller states she has the name of CSM. Larry Dyess, and asked who was over him because she isn t dropping the issue. 

Caller stated this woman needs to be stopped and cannot continue to molest people. She said her husband wondered what would happen if an elderly person or child went through and she decided to molest them? She then stated it is against the law 
to touch people inappropriately. 

Caller slated if she didn I hear from anyone she would go over their head at DAL and slated she had a friend who was placed on a list for complaining and didn I wanl her name placed on a list. 

The caller flew from EWR to ATL to MLU, and was forced to go lhrough the WTMD three times. However, she was also given a full patdown before being cleared. On the flight from MLU, she was forced 10 undergo the WTMD three times again. 
However. she was only wearing a lycra shirt, cotton jeans, and had no belt or shoes on. She asked the screener if the problem was her belly ring or underwear, and he indicated that was not an issue. Then. she was subjected to another patdown 
before being cleared. However, she 1s upset because of past trauma. and believes that she was discriminated against due to her gender. The caller maintained that no male was forced to undergo these procedures. She wanted to know why she was 
chosen for additional screening. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 

61712013 factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 

3:41 :OD an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

PM 
I forwarded the call to to MB: 

The caller is very upset and wants to know why she caused an alarm whenever she went through the walk through metal detector. I advised the caller that I could not tell her why she caused an alarm. I advised the caller that all I could tell her is that if 
th ere was an a I a rm. th en the officers at the security checkpoint would have to clear the alarm. I advised the ca 11 er that in order to clear the a I arm they would have to pe riorm a patdown. The caller a I so wears an u nde rwi re bra. I advised the cal I er that 
the und e rwi re could po ssi bl y ca use an ala rm. 

The caller attempted to get me to tell her what she could wear to avoid getting a patdown. I advised the caller that I could not tell her what would cause the alarm to sound. I advised her that unless I was there I could not even begin to do so. The 
caller stated th at she a I so /el t d1scri mi nated against be cause her breasts we re large as we 11. I advised the ca 11 er that she wo u Id have to p I ace her complaint in writing. I advised her that she would receive an emai I with a Ii nk that would al low her to 
place it in writing. 



61712013 
3A2:02 

PM 

6/712013 
4:43:11 

PM 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: Ca 11 er requested a s u pe rvi so r without p rov1d i ng any information. 

11 was I ate r del ermined that she is diabetic. 

Response Details: Advised caller that her hands being swabbed is part of the screening for an insulin or other monitoring device once a self pat down has been completed. Advised caller that generally once a passenger enters the screening area they 
are not a 11 owed to leave u nti I screening has been comp I eted, 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)), it must: 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing; 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed discriminatory action in sufficient deta i I to inform T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination: and 
Be signed by lhe complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TS A accepts e-ma i Is as being signed. 

Incident Details: Preston took over the call. 

Caller wants to know if she has to know if she has to give up her rights because she has a Dexicon glucose meter attached to her. Caller feels that she was harassed at the checkpoint because she was not allowed to leave to leave the screening area. 
Caller slated that she has filed a complaint againsl TSA in the past, and was advised by the TSA Administration lhat if she experiences difficully at the checkpoint she would be allowed to gather her lhings, go 10 lhe airporl lobby, and request a 
supervisor or manager. Caller stated that she was not allowed to do this. Caller stated that she requested a disability expert to come to the checkpoint to assist her. Caller feels that she was treated differently because she wears the meter. Caller 
stated that she al ready has a lawsuit f, I ed with the D1abeti cs of America ag am st TSA and wou Id be conta ctrng them, a Io ng with her I awye r. concerning this incident. Ca 11 er said that she wi 11 be going to the news with this complaint as wel I. Ca 11 er stated 
th at another passenger with a pacemaker went through screening rig ht after she did and did not have to have his hands swab bed, Ca 11 er stated that the other passenger was Caucasian and she is African American and did n t know ii this had anything 
to do with it or not. 

Incident Detai Is: 
Airport: John Wayne 
Airline: So UI hwesl 
Date and Time: 6 7 2013 3:30pm 

Caller had emailed us because she tried to find where she can comment about the AIT machine on our web site but cannol find it. She was sent an email back that said I hat we cannot assist her. She wanls to know how to find I his. She complained 
about the A IT being very dang emus and that she has been una b I e to see her be longings when she was screened by P atdown be ca use the area is not set up properly a I lowing her to see them and she ended up losing a computer. Also the airports are 
not pro pe rl y staffed with same gender person ne I so that peop I e who opt out of the technology can be patted down in a timely manner. 

I told lhe caller to go to the Talk to TSA section of lhe webite. She said she had and this is how she ended up calling us. I gave her the address to headquarters al Transportation Security Administralion 
601 South 12th Street 
Art i ngton. VA 20 598 
I told her that the AIT is voluntary and signs are posted advising callers of this right. Also. TSA TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive and I have her complaint documented. 

I told her that TSA agents are trained to maintain line of sight of her property and if they cannot they are trained to make sure she gets her items back. I told her that if she has a bad experience she may call us back with her complaint. She stated that it 
is not the fau It of the peop I e on the ground and again asked lo r someone she may write to. I to Id her to write to Headquarters at the address I gave her. 

I even offered to send her information about the AIT machine but she said she knew aboul them and lhey are dangerous. 
June 7, 2013 
DEN to DFW via American Airlines (#1778) 
Screening Occurred: 3: 05 PM 

6171201 3 Caller 1s wanting to complain about how it took ap proximate I y 1 0 to 15 minutes to get a patdown. Caller a I so complains about how his 1te ms we re screened, though no item was p hys1ca 11 y damaged. Caller complains about the pre carious p I ace m ent of 

S:12:06 his items. 

PM 

TSA monitors the numb er and nature of complaints we receive to Ira ck Ire nds and spot a re as of conce m that may require special attention. This ongoing process wi 11 enable us to ensure prom pt. corrective action whenever we determine that security 
screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the subject of repeated complaints. 



The ca 11 er stated that he has an ostomy. He be came a member of Glob al Entry to try to reduce the end lo r so much s c reem ng. He stated that he us ua 11 y does not have prob I ems at ORD. However, everyti me he travels esp eci a 11 y in CLE he is taken a 
room and to show the ostomy and was ask to remove his pants to do so. He stated that he is a FM representative and has GE he can not believe all this would be necessary for as often as he flies. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

If a passenger uses an ostomy. he or she can be screened without having to empty or expose the ostomy. However, it is important for passengers to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about the ostomy before 
the screening process begins. TSA has created nolification cards thal travelers may use to inform TSOs about any disability, medical condition, or medical device I hat could affect security screening. All hough these cards do nol exempt anyone from 
security screening, their use may improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their conditions. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gov sites. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the 
walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 

61812013 A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a me1a1 detector or anomalies identified by AIT If a pal down is required in order to complele screening: 

12:25:09 
PM 

• The paid own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. During a private screening. another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a paid own, or any areas of the body th at a re p arnfu I when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or Ii ft any article of clothing to revea I a sensitive body area, 

In addition to the patdown, TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. If explosive material is detected, the passenger will have to undergo additional screening. 

Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger's ostomy is subject to additional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of the 
os1omy, followed by an explosive trace de1ec1ion sampling of the passenger's hands. 

If you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical cond1t1on, Federal regulations 
require that your complaint be put in writing u n I ess your di sa bi I ity prevents you from doing so, 

Do you want information about filing a written com laint re arding disability discrimination or are you calling with a different concern such as poor customer service? 

Caller slated that his autistic stepdaughter b)(6) . . n a Domestic flight from ATL to Seattle. When ~pproached the checkpoint she was advised to go lhrough the AIT by the female TSO at lhe checkpoinl. Caller stated that 
when his stepdaughter gets nervous she freezes up. When (b 1(61 froze up she said that she didn t know what to do. Her mother then tried to explain to her what to do and asked the TSO if she could just pull her to the side for a patdown. The 
security officer then shouted at the callers wife and said no she is going through this. Caller felt that the secunty screener was beyond unprofessional. Wanted to file a complaint on the TSO. 

6/812013 Advised caller: If you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacled based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condilion, 
1 :02: 16 Federal regulations require that your complaint be put in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. Caller then stated that he thought it was poor customer service. Sent the information on to the CSM of the airport. Gave caller name. 

PM phone numb er and ema i I of the CSM at AT L. 

Name: rb 1(6) 
Phone: 
Email: ._ _______ __, 



Good morning. 

This morning I flew out of John Wayne airport localed in Orange Counly, California. I am currently 12 weeks pregnanl and am not able to walk lhrough the AIT X-ray screening. I advised the TSA employee lhat I am unable because of my pregnancy 
and that I would need to walk through the metal detector. Your employee did not let me and told me that I need to receive a Pat Down. I told him I do not want a pat down and then he told me I have to because I am choosing not to walk through the X
ray. I told him for the health of my child I_ ha_ve been advised not to. They just kept telling me that I have to get a pat down. Then they went and got the supervisor. her name was!/bl/6\ !She was descnbed to be about 5'5'" around 60 years of age 
with short s ho u Ider length brown hair ( b _I 6 ·, and one if her associates took me to a private screening room and that"s when I became very upset and confused because I found it very i nap prop ri ate and i nco n side rate th at they were performing this, They 
told me 10 put my arms up and I did the (b)(6 grabbed KY haTand yelled sternly, ( without any gloves on, her associate was wearing gloves) "'pul you hand like this"', I pulled my hand away & she yelled "assault"' and lhen threalened to call the 
Sheriffs department. If anyone assaulted anybody is was b )(6 assaulting me by grabbing my hand and yelling at me. 

61812013 Clearly I am very upset. I have flown many times while pregnant, and I was always advised to walk through the metal detectors, never a Pat Down. I am informing you of this because I looked on your web site and it says, and I quote, "'Also. AIT 
1: 12:33 screening is optional and alternalive screening is available for all passengers.'' 

PM 

6/812013 
6:13:37 

PM 

Alternative screening being metal detectors. 

Thank you 

~~~rg:(§1, Messaoe-

Sent: Saturday, June 08, 2013 4:40 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subj eel: Sec u nty Checkpoint at Ori a ndo I nte mati on al Airport 

Dear TSA E xte rna I Comp Ii a nee: 

I am writing regarding my recent experience while passing through the TSA security checkpoint at Orlando International Airport. I generally opt out of passing through the scanners in favor of a hand search and in the past l"ve almost always found the 
TS A agent conducting the search to be both p roles s ion a I and courteous. Today the agent was po Ii te and courteous, however as he conducted the search he did not exp Iain what he was doing as he did it and he a I so neglected to inquire as to ii I had 
any injuries or medical conditions causing me any sensilivily. As it happens I had a ralher severe sunburn under my clothing which caused me some discomfort during the agent"s search. As I fly wilh some frequency, I was not particularly surprised by 
the search itself, however the agent's lack of communication during his search was unacceptable. Were I less familiar with the "pat-down" process, or a parent of a child experiencing it. I would have found the lack of communication during the entire 
expe nence very di sire ssrng. Add iii on ally, while the m, Id discomfort I expe nenced due to my sunburn was tolerable. my con cem is that there are other travelers with med i ca I conditions who might experience s1g mf,ca nt pain or worse due to an agent not 
making an inquiry as to medical conditions prior to conducting a hand search, this is also unacceptable. The agent's name wasli5i/6land. unfortunately he rushed off before I could note his full badge number, but the purpose of my email is primarily to 
address my complaint wilh the TSA itself ralher than the specific agent. These are problems which should have been addresse'iitiiFie agent's lrainin and reinforced by his managernrt. In my min] I his is. at a minimum, a failure of leadership at lhe 
TSA ,n Orlando and ,t needs to be addressed. Should representatives of the TSAw1sh to communicate w,th me further, feel free to ema,I me a bi(61 or by telephone at b_.1(6_) Thanks very much. 

Best regards. 

fbi(61 

Sent from my iPhone 



6/912013 
9:01:04 

AM 

Callers sister is a cancer patient. Callers brother in law and s1sted/hW'l~nd/b){m I were going through screening at Houston Hobby yesterday. She is a 4 foot 9, 90 lb woman and was in a wheelchair. They have been flying from Tulsa to 
Houston and back for five years to get cancer treatments at MD Anderson. Generally he assists her to go through the checkpoint. This time he was sent through another lane. Neither of them could keep an eye on their bag. Out of the comer of her 
eye, as she was gellin her atdown, ~saw a man who wenl through ahead of her pick up an empty back pack. ~computer was in lhe bin and lhe man picked it up and pul it in his own backpack. When they alerled the TSOs at lhe 
checkpoint.[fil]and b:I(ff:1 were told that the TSOs could not look at the video to see who took the computer. They were given a complaint from the TSO. They were told to go online to file a claim, but they do not have a computer. flill]had been 
trying to take care his w1 e an get their property. They would have to pay $400 for another plane ticket. They were pushed to catch the plane for her treatments. The TSOs were nonchalant and uncanng about their situation. Caller stated that the two 
have been through a lot in the past five years and this was just too much. He said if TSA can find a woman s Roi ex watch through their video. then they can find the person who took their computer. 

Airport: Hobby 
Airline: SW 
Flight Number: 1597 
Dale and Time: May 8 al 12:05pm (Flight time, they were al the checkpoint about an hour before) 
Location: Caller does not know 

contact information: 
,-,..,-,.,----,.,.,(H-,-,omeJ 

1c:-,.,-,,.,.,.,.---,, (His Cell) 
1s very ard of hearing. 

I apologized to the caller, mailed the claim to._f b_)_(_6_1 ___ __,land told lhe caller I hat I would send this 10 a CSM for review. I told him lhe claim form will go out wilhin 24 hours and I his would be senl to the CSM today. 

June 8, 2013 

Las Vegas, NV 89134 

Adm i ni strator-C ustome r Service 
Seattle-Tacoma lnternalional Airport 
P. 0. Box 68727 
Seattle. WA 98168? 

Dear Madam or Sir: 

The purpose of this letter is to descnbe an unusual incident at your airport while passing through security the morning of Monday, June 3rd. 

6/912013 
9:20:SS My husband and I were flying from Sea Ille 10 Reno on Alaskan Air and passed through security the same way we have done throughout the entire world. With our passports and tickets in hand, we went lhrough the line and, as is always the case, my 

77-year-old husband set off the alarm due to both knees being replaced. He explained the surgeries to the agent and she immediately called over another agent to do the further exam. 
AM 

The agent was extremely unhappy that he had been called over and spent the next twenty minutes blaming and berating my husband for this great inconvenience. He stated that it was my husband's duty to info nm an agent at the beginning of the line 
so that he could have been senl direclly to the x-ray machine, thus avoiding the lecture and pal-down. When my husband asked lhe agenl where the sign informing customers of thal policy was, the agent said lhere was none. We have never seen 
such a sign anywhere in any airport. nor have we ever heard of such a policy. 

In the past, in all airports we've visited around the United States and the world, the agent called over to examine my husband has simply used the wand and/or patted him down and sent him on his way. This agent did not. He took his frustrations with 
his job out on an elderly, frail man in an efforl to make himself feel better. 

I will not identify this particular agent by description or name due to his instability but I do want to let you know of this incident so that you might consider a sign at the entry to the line describing this policy of notifying someone of such things as knee 
and hip re placements, Perhaps. this wi 11 prevent others who visit your airport from having to undergo such an ord ea I as my husband did. 

Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 



Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Calegories Traveling with Children: Screening (AIT, Paldown) Current Dateflime 619120131 :58:36 PM Airporl: Selecl One Dale/Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : Hello, 

My understanding is that the full body scanners are a new technology and (1) have not been scientifically tested for long term issues on the human body - much less pregnancies - and (2) therefore have differing expert opinion on actual safety. 

I am pregnant and nol willing to put my child's development at risk especially when other, less controversial, technologies are available for usage. 

Recently I was travel Ii ng via the US and your policies require that I pick up my baggage and recheck 1t fore i ng me to th en go through a security Ii ne. I was directed to a pa rti cul a r I in e and patiently moved through the winding security Ii ne u nti I I lo u nd 
myself at the end lined up to go through a lull body scanner. I advised a security officer conducting traffic of my preference and I was immediately 'offered' an 'opt-out' option which I was not provided details of and I therefore assumed was something 

61912013 similar to the old wand used if you had accidentally sel off lhe magnetic detector. My husband and I were qui le embarrassed as we were then singled out by the guard who began shouting 'opt-out' and 'have and opt-out here' several times. 

3:19:36 
PM 

This 'opt-out' option, in the opinion I developed through experiencing it. was quite invasive. When I was required to put my feet on the yellow stickers my legs were spread so far apart that I felt quite exposed, vulnerable and I would go so far as to say 
violated. especially since a stranger was feeling uncomfortably close to my private areas while in such a vulnerable position. In addition, prior to the procedure starting they asked me if there were any areas I was sensitive to having touched. When I 
calmly voiced my preference I hat my private areas not be touched I was relalively quickly surrounded by three security officers being quite belligerent wilh me. I am not exaggera1ing when I say I felt dirly - in the sense thal I had been mildly sexually 
assaulted - when the security officer was finished with me. These feelings are there every time that I remember (including right now) being forced to spread my legs so far apart while a strangers hands touch my intimate areas. I felt that I was bullied 
into accepting this quite invasive procedure despite there being a perfectly valid option available, the old magnetic scanner, that was being denied to me yet provided to a whole line of other people who happened to be directed to the right line unlike 
myself. 

On my return journey, as I approached the security person who was to review my documents I calmly informed them that I did not wish to go through the full body scanner and that I felt the 'opt-out' option was too invasive. I asked that they allow me to 
use the old magnetic scanner (which I had seen in use on the departing journey and is apparently opened for people for whom the full body scanner is not a reasonable option). This caused quite a lot of trouble. I was having to ask to speak with 
managers of increasing authority/knowledge. Most of those that I spoke with just said that they didn't have the authority as it was the policy but they were mostly polite. However, I must say that the senior manager on the floor was quite belligerent and 
bullying. The end resull was that, after much bullying, harassment and time, I was allowed to go through the magnetic scanner. I vastly appreciated the help of the senior personnel who facilitaled this which allowed me to travel by air without being 
violated. 

I have a few members of family in the US that I occasionally like to visit and in the coming couple of weeks I would like to visit your country to shop for baby supplies as Canada (my preferred country) is a longer flight/distance from my gynecologist ii 
there are any problems wilh the pregnancy. I would think a boost via tourism to your economy would be welcome. However, if I must face choosing my baby's safety vs my feeling mildly sexually assaulted and bullied I cannot in good conscience visit 
your country any more. It's just not a reasonable decision that you could possibly expect someone to make. I would like to point out that even the Israeli airport security, one of the strictest security forces in the world, has gone on record saying that the 

From:~b)(6) 
Sent: u~da.y. June 09. 2013 2:08 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject Complaint 

I would like to file a complaint. I lost the form that the manager of TSA at the airport gave me. Last Tuesday June 4th I was traveling back from Philadelphia to St. Louis. MO. Sadly the complaint form had the name of the officer I want to complain 
about. She is a black woman. I was flying in lhe afternoon. II was probably around 1 pm. I did speak to the manager on duty about it. I fly almost every week for work. I fly domestically only for work. I am dismayed and frustrated that there is NO 

6191201 3 consistency between airports. What goes at one airport do es not go at another so that makes it VERY di Iii cult on travelers to know what to expect. This pa rticu I ar day I had on a business suit with matching pieces. I went through the sea nne r and the 
3:19:59 agent insisted I take off my suit coat because it 1s OUTERWEAR. Now I have gone through security without taking off my jacket or they pat down my arms and back if I dont. I was not able to take off this particular suit jacket because the tank top I had 

PM on under it was very small and would expose my breasts without the suit jacket. I explained it to the woman. I asked for a pat down. She said that would not suffice. I had to be taken in a back room and HAD TO take off my jacket. I had to wait for two 
female agenls to escort me to a back room and nol touch any of my ii ems and be patted down in the back. They by the way did NOT insist that I take off my jacket. I could tell by their atliludes towards me and lhe situation that they fell it unwarranted 
and over the top. The irony of the situation is that one of the agents that took me to the back room was Muslim in traditional dress and covered from head to toe except for her face. Yet I was penalized because I did not want part of my breasts 
hanging out in public due to an unreasonable TSA agent. This 1s the first time I have ever filed a complaint because I know TSA agents have a job to do. Because I have not seen the data, I am not convinced that their actions are keeping us any safer 
and until I do. I wont see it as anything other as an inconvenience. What I would like to see is some consistency between airports. I would also like to see some civility on the part of the TSA agents. For whatever reasons, I see it time and again they 
get dug in to a particular position and because TSA has unlimiled powers over us as travelers they can prelly much do and say as they please to us. I have a rule thal I do not speak while going through TSA because I know I hey can use anylhing 
against me and prevent me from getting to my flight and getting my job done but this Tuesday I had to say something. I am a taxpayer and a citizen with no record. I had no reason to be treated that way. If I find the name of that agent I will write again 
because I really want her repnmanded and I want your agency to adopt consistency. I have seen plenty of them mess up. I always pack according to the rules. I am meticulous by nature and want to get through the process as quickly as possible so 
as to avoid issues and time lost. I have seen them let a passenger through on someone else's passport at Lambert and it was only discovered when the second passenger realized she had the wrong passport and brought it up to TSA while passenger 
one on wrong passport was already on his way to the gate. 
Frustrated and feeling violated, 

kbl(61 



61912013 
5:17:10 

PM 

6/10/2013 
8:2710 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPk~b_l_(6_1 ___ ~ 
Date Time: 619/2013 3: 11 :26 PM 

Nam~(b 1(6, 
Email_ b 1(6) 
Comp I a i nts; Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Oelta, PHL-
Comments:This morning (Sunday, June 9th) around 6:30am in the Philadelphia airport, the TSA officers prevented me from accompanying my wife and infant son through the security checkpoint. They said I had to take a different route through the 
scanners. and when I said I opted out and would like to stay with my family, they made me go through a pat down screening instead of letting me follow them through the metal detectors. 

The TSA website clearly states that parents of children who cannot be screened may opl out to stay with lheir family. Quoting from the TSA's "Traveling with Children" websile: 

"Parents carrying infants or children cannot be screened by the imaging technology. In addition. parents accompanying children may opt out of being screened by imaging technology to prevent them from being separated from their family." 

There is no mention of "only one parent", yel not one of lhe TSA employees I encountered in Philadelphia were aware of the policies posled on lhe primary TSA web-page. 

When I complained to the supervisor, he was rude and told me I didn't know what I was talking about. It was clear he had no intention of behaving any differently to any other travelers. 

There is absolulely no reason to force a family to separa1e while traveling. It's already hard enough with an infant; having uninformed TSA agents implementing made-up policies makes travel thal much harder. 

To: All Supervisors and Department Administration 
Dale: 0611012013 

The attenlion the main stream media and social media has received 
from video footage, pictures, and verbal accounts of encounters with security 
ch eeks. It has been growing every year si nee the i nee pti on of the T SA and the 
procedures used to choose persons to be subject to furl her search during 
travel in airports across the country. 

I request inform at1on th at T SA collects that wi 11 justify such procedures. p I ease include rea I ti me facts of any and al I American C1t1ze n s in the I ast 20 years 
that have been found guilty of Hijacking an American Plane and/or plotting ten-or among an American plane. these facts must be known to not be in any part, a conspired plot by any American Government agency. 

There are numerous videos of TSA groping people including young children that are American Citizens, Im sure there has been many complaints of methods used to search and frisk passengers, 

The other Item I request is statistics of the numbers of actual terror weapons thwarted by TSA agents. with the 1 000s of people passing through security at the airports and enough suspicion to fully seach young kids from age 1 and up, this 
is cause for release of reasons why adults and children alike are being searched. wilh numerous persons filling profiles of past terrorisl and still having time to search non profile-fitting persons. I request all records and /or stalistics of persons 
arrested due to the fact of the TSA finding tools from people passinf security points that would be used to commit terror, 

with the billions of tax dollars spent to run the TSA and the years in operation there must be pages upon pages of ten-orist an-ests from the procedun-es of the TSA and their commitment to thwart any terror activiy on our homeland, 

Thank You for your Patiotism Pursant to previous sprcial order WH 
Authority Auth-tru e. htm 



611012013 
8:28:54 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Ti me . 6/9/2013 9: 31 :59 PM 
Airport ORD - Chicago-O'Hare International Date/Time of Travel : 06/09/2013 9:30 AM Airline & Flight Number : AA 1667 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Gate K TSA Employee: (If Known) : unknown Comment : I went through the X-Ray machine at 
O'Hare approximately 8:40 AM and when I exited the machine a female TSA Agent immediately said she was going to pat me down. Without further comment, she proceeded to place one hand on each of my breasts, and then told me to go. I have 
had multiple surgeries for b re asl cancer and she did not even give me I he o pport unity to advise her of tha I and to please be gentle as I have consl ant pain in my left b re asl. I us ua 11 y wear an insert in my bra, but never wear it when I Ir ave I because it is 
a gel substance. Therefore, I feel there was no reason for a pat dawn of my breasts (and in full view al at her passengers). I feel very via lated by this woman and would have tried to get her name, but my husband was in a wheel chair and I had to 
retrieve our carry-ons and q u1ckl y keep up with the person assisting us to the gate. I would Ii ke an explanation as to why this agent acted in the manner she did. I find this una cce pta bl e behavior. 

I would appreciate an immediate response to my complaint. 
Would you like a re;>IJl-"-""'-'?-1.W"'--~ 
Passenger's Naµm.,,eci;(_.b.,1(.,6.,1 __ ..--_ _. 
Phone Number b. 6'I 
Email b1(6) 

htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Disability Description: Caller will fly Saturday with her daughter age 13 from Salt Lake City to Lang Beach, CA. 

Caller is on TPN and she has a central line in her chest and her food and fluids are all done by IV into a port. She needs to bring her supplies with her, 
Once before she had issues and her daughter was upsel. 
Her daughter wants ta go an a trip again sa that is why she is calling. 

Response Details: Call dropped. 
I called her back 801-636-0152 

Told her I am sorry she had trouble once before. Offered to take a complaint but she said it was last year and her main concern is doing better this time. 
She said what happened is she put her items on the conveyor and thought she told th em and her d aug hte r had the bag and they to Id her d aug hte r not to a pp roach her. 
She had a doctors statement inside the bag. 
Somehow a bag of her fluid got zipped up in the bag and leaked and she had to replace some supplies while an her trip. 
She does not want to do a complaint. 

611012013 Told her it is impor1ant she keep her medicalion bag since it is hers. 
1:55:09 

Also I explained if something alarms and we do not know why we do not allow anyone to approach the bag. If a person alarms we da not allow someone to approach them. 
PM 

611012013 
2:13:33 

PM 

Toi d her to pack whatever she needs in a tote or bag and inform the Officer up front that she has I iq uid nutrition and fi u ids, 

She stated she has syringes to put it into the port. 
I explained she may bnng whatever she needs as long as she tells them she has it. 
She is allowed her medical bag in addition to her purse and a carry on bag ii all she has it it is medical supplies. 

Told her ta inform the Officer about her part before screening begins. 
Offered information about the N ot1f1cation Ca rd but she stated she would verb ally te 11 th em. 
Advised if we a re unable to comp I ete her screening with the AIT machine she wi 11 receive the pa tdow n and under norm al ci re um stances her daughter can be with her if she wo u Id Ii ke to have a private patdown, 

She mentioned she wears a pump with AA batteries in it to deliver her fluids. 
She wanted to know 1f it is an issue with the Airtine for her to have it hooked up during the flight. 

Told to check with lhe airline but I would nol imagine ii is an issue. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Disability Complaint: Screening Current Date/Time · 611012013 12:23:25 PM Airport : DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International Date/Time al Travel . 06110/2013 9:30 AM Airline & Flight Number · American #2783 Checkpoint/Area al Airport 
: B7 TSA Employee: (If Known): Various Comment: My dad is 80 years old; has trouble walking etc. subject to electronic scan; then a pat down; then a chemical wand. The TSA agents were not very elderly friendly; P.S. my dad is a decorated 
Korean War veteran. He understands the need for safety; I saw this more as abuse. Very disappointing. 
Would you like a re,ooose 7 - It!IA 
Passenger's Name _(b_i(6_) 
Phone Number. ~-------~ 

Email !/h 1/Ri 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.go,IEDB2/ApplicationManager 



Disability Description: The caller has metal implants and has lost 200 pounds, so she has a lot of excess skin on her stomach. She Is also elderly and 100% disabled. 

Response Details: Advised caller: 
She will need to provide her formal complaint in writing. I will forward her complaint to the CSM and our disability specialists and send her an email with instructions on filing the complaint. It must be submitted within 180 days of the incident. 

Sent email. Sending to ODPO and CSM. 

Incident Details: She recently flew from GUC and had a very bad experience. She stated that she went through the AIT and was selected for additional screening. which included a patdown. She thinks that they made her receive a patdown because 
of the excess skin on her stomach. She did not Ii ke receiving the p atdown and the who I e ti me it was being done. a male officer kept tu rm ng around and staring at her. She al so stated th at the off ce rs got up set because of her I ,q u1d prescn pti on 
medication. 

6110/2013 She has a metal rod from her hip to her ankle and a knee replacement. She is also elderly and 100% disabled. 
6:45:22 

PM The female officers were older and the male officer that kept staring at her was in his late 20s with long blonde hair. 

She wanted to file a formal complaint because she feels that she was discriminated against because of her disability. 

Airport Gunnison 
Airline: United Airlines 
Flight#: 6158 
06-09-13 at 6:55 p.m. she went through secunty 
She does not know what terminal or gate 

Caller slated that when going lhrough the checkpoint, she was upset with lhe way lhe officers did her patdown screening. She let the officers know thal she had a large metal implanl in her leg and they made her go lhrough the body scanner. She 
alarmed the scanner and the officers made her go through a full body patdown to where the officers touched all her private parts. She is very upset about this because it did not happen when she initially flew out to Orlando. 

611012013 Caller did not have any flight information to forward to CSM. 
7:21:37 

PM CCR informed her that she can call the CSM directly when she gets the flight information at 1-866-289-9673 opt 5 with the airport 

Ca Iler ju st returned home and Maui and she is dis a bled. The ca Iler had a temporary Hawaii drivers Ii cense, e Ide rly affairs picture ID and boa rd i ng pass. She was in the process of changing the name. They did not give her back the boa rd i ng pass, 
temporary ID and elderly affairs ID. The Hawaiian airlines agent put her name in and found her seat. because the TSO took her boarding pass. Caller questioned the TSO and he said you must have put 11 in the folder, which had the itinerary. She 
remembers the TSA man took her by the wheelchair and was given a wooden cane to stand and go through the WTMD. She was then taken to side for a patdown, because she did not provide a valid photo ID. She gave a grey-haired older man in a 
TSA uniform, her documenls. One woman searched lhe carry on and another search the caller. This all happened in Kahului around 11: 15 this morning. Caller went lhrough 6 marriages and divorce decrees. Caller already contacted the CSM and left 
her contact information. 

611 012013 Advised Ca Iler: 
7A5:15 

PM You may contact the Kahului Airport lost and found at 808-872-3421 You may also redial the number, select menu option 5 and enter the airport code. We will be forwarding your information to the CSM at the airport. 

6/10/2013 
9:1041 

PM 

Airport: OGG 
Airline: Hawaiian Airlines 
Date and Time: June 10th 2013 1 OAOAM 
Gate Terminal: One security for all departing flights. 
Officer: Large framed Grey-haired O Ider man in a TSA uni lo rm 
Caller had difficulties three years ago going through PHX because the AIT was not working and he had to go through the WTMD even though he had informed TSO of his metal implants.When he alarmed not only did he have to have a pat down he 
was then subjected to a secondary pat down in a p nvate room. Ca 11 er wants to request an ap poi ntm e nt lo r an Al T s c reem ng. 
Relayed the CSM contact through option numb er 5 on the IV R and re I ayed the T CC number and he stated he had ca 11 ed in on the Ca res Ii ne but it was not ide nti fi ed on the te I e phone sere en, 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client l~(b 1(6) 
Date Time: 611012\,,0"'1"'3'"'1"'0,...A'"'1'"':2"'7,..p"'M,..,..... 

Nam~b,(61 
Emajbi(6i 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):United Airlines Flighl 4875. Departing Durango for Denver at 5:59pm MDT on Monday June 10, 2013. 
Comments: My concerns: 
1 In ap prop nate Sere en i ng I Pat Down S re ee ni ng 
2, Inconsistent screening (different practices between airports) 

611112013 ! : Long Ii nesll e ngthy wait at checkpoint 

8:31 : 15 Discourteous I Rude Employee 

AM 
On Monday June 10, 2013. I flew from Durango to Denver on United Airlines flight number 4875 departing Durango at 5:59pm MDT. My experience with TSA at the Durango airport was appalling and downright offensive, to the point where I plan to 
seek legal advice. I arrived at the Durango airport with enough time 10 check a piece of luggage from Durango to my final deslinalion (San Francisco). After gelling my boarding pass and checking my luggage at lhe United Airlines ticket counter, I 
immediately went to the security line. The security line was at a standstill for about 5 minutes with approximately 7 people waiting for their carry on luggage to pass through the x-ray machine and walk through the security gate. I am not sure what was 
ha ppem ng dun ng these 5 min as the other side of the security gate was not vis i b I e to me. 

I spoke 10 lhe passengers wailing in line. All seven (7) passengers were on the same flight to Denver (flight 4875). As we were standing in line, lhe United staff member al the gate announced final boarding call for flight 4875. The TSA staff member 
who was overseeing the bags going into the x-ray machine proceeded to tell all us that he was aware we were on the flight that was currently boarding. He also expressed his ambivalence as to whether or not we made it on the flight. This TSA staff 
member didn"t make any attempt to move faster. To the contrary, he actually appeared to move slower. He insisted that bags would need to be re-run through the x-ray machine if the bags were touching each other going into the machine (I have not 
heard of this rule at other airports). This TSA staff member was a Caucasian man with grey hair who appeared to be in his 50s-60s. 

After waiting in line for approximately 1 O min with only 7 people in line, I finally had my bags running through the screening area. At this point, I noticed that there were 3 additional TSA staff members on the other side of the security gate. Their roles 
appeared to be: (1) screening passengers as they walked through the gate (Hispanic man in his 30s-40s). (2) watching the monitor for carry-on luggage x-ray screening (Caucasian woman who appeared to be in her 50s-60s), (3) the role of the 3rd 
woman was unclear (I believe she was suppose to be the manual screener for luggage and/or people?). The man who was responsible for directing people through the security gate was distracted, Once all my bags made it into the luggage x-ray 
machine box (past the flaps), I looked al the Hispanic man to receive the signal to walk through lhe human x-ray machine but, he was looking away. He didn't nolice lhat I was waiting to pass through. Eventually, I caught his attention by making eye 
contact and asked if it was ok to walk through. He said yes. I walked through the human x-ray machine without a problem (no alarms went off). The Hispanic staff member confirmed that I had passed the screening. I waited for my personal belongings 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: The cal I er indicated that she has an imp I anted ne urosti m ulator. 

She he has demagnelised titanium rods in her back and neck. 

She indicated that m the upper pa rt of her buttock I owe r back she has an Im planted computer that runs her stimulator. She has a card in regard to the device. She does n t want to miss her flight. She w111 get the re early. 

Information Requesl: She asked if newer AIT Iechnology is used or if the old ones are still in use al BDL. She indicated I hat knowing such would determine how what she can do at lhe checkpoint. 

She asked if he advise of the computer ahead of time and expressed concern that TSO may think that it Is a bomb. 

611112013 She asked if there TSA s website is were she would go 10 see the prohibited items list. She indicated that she was on the websile under Traveler lnformalion. She asked if she should select lhe link for liquids. 

11:30:34 
AM She Is travel mg from B DL to SL C. 

611112013 
220:50 

PM 

The caller menlioned thal she thinks thal she will be screened via a patdown as that seems to be the simplest way. 

She asked if this applied at all airports. 

Response Details: I explained that the information that I have indicates that BDL is listed as an airport that has or is scheduled to receive AIT. It does not indicate which technology Is listed. I advised that she can determine this by contacting the CSM 
via 866 289 9673 and option 5. 

I advised that she inform the TSO of the metal implants and internal devices before the screening process begins. Doing so, can help facilitate the screening process. If there is an alarm or anomaly. TSO will know that she advised of the metal implants 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!rh,IRI I 
Date Time: 6/11/2013 12:51 :38 PM 
························---------------··························· 

~~:r~11i8,' j care 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):June 10, Allegiant Air Plattsburgh. NY-Las Vegas Nevada Flight 569 approx Just after 4 PM. 
Comments:I would like to discuss a terTible and stressful situation that happened yesterday with the "supervisor" on duty. I did ask for another manager immediatelly and was told he was all that was available. He was rude, mocking me, tormenting, 
and messed up and backed tracked al whal he said•he lried to intimidate me and flat out lied aboul whal he said and what happened. I wanl to discuss this on the phone with a manager, right awav)!h··,rm !Thank you 



Caller spoke with Bush s u pe rvi sors, which he fee Is suffer from a power com pl ex . He can not stand lo r a very long pe nod of ti me and needs to sit during a patdown. The TSO at Bush stated that if you a re loo king for that you wont get that here. Ca 11 er 
was told by the TSO told that he wish someone would take his phone and throw it in the tarmac because he is tired of answering the phone of for these people when the information is on the website. He then looked at his companion and asked her 
what she lhought she was was looking at. He talked to one of them June 11, 2013 4:30pm and the other 2 days perviously. 
He goes overseas for business frequently and his leatherman tool never gets there. These are 70.00 tools and wants to know why. He does not have NOls. 
Another TSO at Bush told him the only way he can sit during a patdown was because the only policy they have is for the sticks and chair community (referring to persons with disabilities). The TSOs told him he sounds like he is one of those 
argumentative types of peop I e, 

611112013 This was a 35 minute rant. He is mainly upset with the Rudeness and lnconstistency at the airports. For every question he has he is referred to the TSA by the airline and CBP. 
4:52:06 

PM Advised ca Iler: 
TSA moni1ors the number and nature of complaints we receive 10 1rack I rends and spot areas of concern I hat may require special a11ention. This ongoing process will enable us to ensure prompt, correclive action whenever we determine that security 
screening po Ii ci es need modification or specific employees or screener teams a re the subject of repeated comp I ai nts. 

PI ease note th at TS A assumes a very Ii m ited role with respect to checked baggage hand Ii ng, We a re only responsi b I e lo r checked baggage from the time it is presented lo r screening unti I the time it has been cleared of screening , Once checked 
baggage has been screened and cleared, airlines are responsible for transporting it 10 its final des1ina1ion. As a result, the amount of time checked baggage is under TSA control is relalively shor1. 

Caller slated that she needs to lodge a complaint aboul whal she encountered at EWR on 1-14-12. She went through the scanner lhat shows naked pictures of her body. The TSA agent stuck her hands down her pants, and no one has con1ac1ed her 
regarding this. She doesn t know her name, but she filed a complaint with a supervisor at the airport on that day, and has heard nothing back. She wants to know how she can file a police report for that. 

She had to stop the officer from doing that. The supervisor told her that it was a gentle slide out of the clothes. not inside of the pants. She thinks it is inappropriate and shouldn t have to be done once you go through the naked body scanner. She said 
there was nothing bul skin down her pants and she had to stop her because she was touching her genitalia. 
Flight details below: 
Airport: EWR 
Airline: American Airlines 
Flight#: 119 
Deparlure Date: 1-14-13 

611112013 Departure Time: 6:12 p.m. 
7:07:01 Went through security: Anywhere between 3:30-6: 12 p.m. 

PM Terminal Gate: A 30-35 

She was wean ng either a turtle n eek or sweater and a pair of baggy jeans. The agent who conducted the p atdown was African American, between 20-4 0 with short dark hair. The supervisor was caucas,an, short, 5 1 or 5 2. an o Ider woman. 

She wants 10 know when they will call her back. 

Advised Caller: 
Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TS Os at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

I told her that we have no information in regards to when they will contact her back, but she if she hasn t heard anything back by next week she can always call us back and we can see what we can do from there. 

611112013 Your agent in lhe west palm beach airporl did a pat down wilh black gloves that left marks on my white shirl. Use gloves I hat do not leave marks or if they were dirty I hey should change them before touching passengers. I will spend lhe resl of the day 
1O:10:40 traveling with black marks on my chest. Very inconsiderate. 

PM 



Cal led and spoke with another agent about his o sto my issues at CLE when travel mg and mentioned the expedited s c reem ng p race ss. Ca 11 er has GE and thought he was guaranteed he would be al lowed through pre ch eek everyt, me he flies. Has had 
for about a year and a half and has never been allowed. States he books his flights and hasn t been entering his PASS ID in the Known Traveler Field. 
Generally flies Uniled from ORD, works for the FAA on a contract basis and flies frequently. 
When he goes through the AIT at CLE he states he has an ostomy and the agents don t seem to know what that is and he is required to have a patdown. Stated he had to rub his hands over the bag and his hands were tested for explosives, which isn t 
an issue and he had to have a patdown and has be en questioned about the o stomy. States CLE d idn t seem to know what an osto my was and d idn t sh are the information with the agent on the other side of the machine. 
His bag was hand inspected the past 3-4 times he flew and he had a computer inside. 

Response: 
Exp I a i ned to caller 11 an anomaly shows up on the sere en gomg through the A IT it w, 11 require a paid own to comp I ete the screening process, even if he informs the agent. 

6112120 13 Exp I a i ned to ca Iler if he does n t want to go through either technology he can request a patdown, Confirmed the process for sere en i ng of an ostomy bag and advised he is welcome to speak with a supervisor while at the checkpoint to resolve any 

8 '42,50 issues. 

AM 
Exp I a i ned the p recheck process may only a 11 ow a passenger to not remove shoes, 3-1-1 bag and computer from the bag, be It outerwear. etc. W, 11 st, 11 have to be sere ened. 
Advised to enter his PASS ID# in the Known Traveler field when booking future flights and if he continues to have issues he can contact the TCC within 72 hrs, of a denied flight and provide information, we can forward to the appropriate office for 
review. Explained his ticket should be booked in the exact name as on his GE card because lhe number is lied to his name. 
Explained random selection only. not a guarantee and the difference between precheck and trusted traveler. GE. 
Must be flying with a pa rti ci p ati ng air Im e from a part1c1 patmg airport to be e Ii g i ble. Consideration 1s given at the ti me of the booking, dun ng the pre-sere en i ng processing. 

Advised ca Iler the screening tech no logy lo r detecting mel al objects in checked ba gg age is much sl ro nger than the carryo n and other items can a I so trigger a I arms ne ces s i ta Ii ng hand inspect ion of a bag . 
TSA encourages passengers to trans po rt v a I ua b I es including electronics in ca rryon bag. 

Feedback Type Request for Information 
Categories: TSA Pre?"' , Screening (AIT, Patdown) Current Date/lime: 611212013 8:40:24 AM Airport, Select One Date/Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 

611212013 TSA Employee (If Known) 
9:58:41 Comment · I have metal knees. What is the point of a TSA pre screen if I still have to be patted down? 

AM Would you like a res onse?: True 

6/1212013 

Passen"g~e~r~·s~N~a.limiJe!J/lh~1-/~o::·_1~_-_-_-.,J.---' 
Phone., 
Email b)(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

TSA. 

Yesterday I went through the SEA airport on my way home To Dallas. I entered the security line at 11 :OD am and exited at 11 :45. The reason it took so long was not only because of the very long line but because they subjected me to extensive 
security procedures. I am a 54 year old, white, Grandmother, who flies frequently. My husband 1s a corporate executive with a large American company. who also travels frequently and has pre-screening. After exiting the scanner they palled me down 
and then swabbed my hands, which showed an obviously false positive result. They then took me aside and swabbed everything in my purse and camera case. After waiting for a superior, they took me to an inner room and proceeded to do a rather 
invasive pat down. Afterwards they jusl said, "you can go" 

12:03:28 Why are you doing inaccurate tests and subjecting innocent law abiding travelers to such harrassment? Have you heard the saying, "straining out a gnat but swallowing a camel?"' This 1s what you people are doing. How many white, middle aged 
PM grandmothers from Lewisville TX are suicide bombers? 

To add insult to injury, I open my suitcase to find your, "notice of baggage inspection" and found one of my sweaters cover in white fingerprints. 

I am sending this complaint to my congressman as well. 

fbi(61 



611212013 
12:04:02 

PM 

From:~b)(61 
Sent:uesday, June 1 i, 20, 3 1 :24 AM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject Unprofessional Behavior by TSA employees at VPS airport, FL 

TSA E xte ma I Com pl ia nee: 

I am writing to express my concern at the unprofessional behavior of TSA agents at the VPS Airport. FL. on 10 June 2013 approx. 2pm, 

My son proceeded through the security area and opt-ed out of the AIT screening. He did so fully aware of the TSA's decision to require pat-downs of all travelers who do so. 

One of the two agents who 'assisted' him exhibited behavior associated with anger and resentment at my son's choice, despite the clear TSA policy: "Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this technology 
will be required 10 undergo alternalive screening, including a lhorough patdown. Signs are posled in front of each AIT location advising passengers of lhis right". 

Addilionally, the agent slammed his carry-on luggage onto a table and proceeded to hand search through every bil of his carry on baggage AND wallet, examining every card and checking it against his ID. I have never seen a person's personal 
documents searched through in the security area. 

Feedback Type · Request for Information 
Categories : Screening (AI T, Paid own) 
Cun-ent Date/Time· 6112/2013 10:29:02 AM Airport. Select One Date/Time of Travel. 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · My granddaugher was traveling from Orlando to Pittsburg with her school for a camp. Her mother had decided to braid her hair to eliminate stress. The TSA agent in Orlando and the agent in Pittsburg examined her hair. We need to know 

611212013 the policy, to avoid her being embarrassed in the future. 
120419 

PM Thanks, 

Cance med G ra ndmol her 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email !(b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



PM 

The caller wanted to transport a live plant as well as a fossil in carry-on luggage. Also, her son is a quadnpelegic, and she is upset that his blankets must be screened. Also, she believes that he Is discriminated against because he has to receive a 
patdown as he cannot be moved out of his wheelchair, and must wait for a long time to be screened. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

PI ants and seeds are permitted in carry-on and checked baggage after u nde rgoi ng proper security screening, 

Search Results For: 

fossils 

You may transport this item in carry-on baggage or in checked baggage. 

Passengers should inform the personnel overseeing the checkpoint line that they have difficulty standing ar waiting in line due to a disability or medical condition before entering the line. 

TSA personnel should honor a passenger's request to move to the front of the line. 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations far Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. §15.3(b) and §15.70(d)(3)), it must be in writing. 

The caller indicated that she has already filed a formal complaint, but believes this does nothing. 

All accessible property, including blankets, must be screened before allowed through the checkpoint. 
Ca Iler stated was strip searched when she went to New York. 
She fiew from Long lslandMcArlhur NY to Orlando International. 
Part of it happened at Orlando but mostly at New Yark. She said she did not even have her underwear when she left New Yark. 
She stated she is having a nxIety now. 

I asked if this was a patdown. 

She stated it was. 
She stated she is flying back out of Orlando International tonight to Long Island, 

She said it happened 04-02-13. 

I asked if she called us before. 

611212013 She stated she has ca 11 ed several ti mes_ 

2=~~19 Told her I am searching and find no record fo¥b 1(6) !at{b)(61 
I asked if she might have used a different phone number before. ~----~ 
She wo u Id not answer. 

On Tuesday 4-2-13 she was al Long Island McArthur NY to fly 10 Orlando International on Southwest Flight #1097 Confirmation# CA55MDJ Departing at 8:20 PM. 
She kept talking and saying something about leaving Orlando to NY and so I asked her to let me talk and help her. 
I repeated the d eta i Is she had given back to her and she said that Is what she said but not what she me ant. 
She was unsure if it happened at Orlando Intern ati o na I or New York 
Si nee she rec a nl ed the information I am nol entering a da I e. 

Told her if she arrived in Orlando TSA would not have screened her if she was at her destination. 
(She seemed confused) 
I explained we only need to screen when you are preparing for a flight. 

She said she thin ks something happened on Mather Day. 



Caller wanted to get the patdown information for Macarthur NY. She was patted down and striped naked. She wants to go online and let the public know what TSA does when they have a patdown. She states when people come from international 
flights they need to know what to expect. 

611212013 Advised Ca Iler: 

3A9:24 
PM TSA does not have jurisidciton over international flights. She request the number for the department who does handle that. 

We encourage you to con1ac1 the U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) at (877) 227-5511 

She kept going on and on about her experience. I asked her if she had another question since she had already called about her patdown experience. 
December 9, 2009, Caller advises thal she was inappropriately touched by a TSO in Washington DC. Caller is wanting 10 file a complaint about I his. Caller indicates I hat while going through screening, she was groped by a female officer. 

Advised Caller: 

At airpor1s nalionwide, TSA is implementing more streamlined, consistenl. and thorough patdown procedures at securily checkpoinls to provide a higher level of security and increase the safety of the 1raveling public. Patdown are one important tool 10 
help TSA detect hidden and dangerous items. such as explosives. Passengers should continue to expect an unpredictable mix of security layers that include explosives trace detection. advanced imaging technology, and canine teams, among others. 

611212013 T ra nsportat ion Security Officers wi 11 conduct d ilfe rent patdown procedures to resolve different types of a noma I ies. During the assessment, off ce rs wi 11 use revised patd own procedures in a 11 instances to resolve a no m al i es, The updated patdown 
554:49 procedures will address areas of the body thal we know are used as areas 10 conceal potentially dangerous items, like explosives. 

PM 
TSA Administrator John Pistole has stated that T SA stnve s to ensure consistency whenever possi b I e lo r passengers at security checkpoints. As al ways. al I passengers have the rig ht to request private screening at any time during the screening 
process, and patdowns are conducted by same-gender officers. However, passengers who are not willing to go through the screening process will not be permitted to fiy. 

We understand and regret the discomfort and inconvenience passengers may experience as a result of patdown procedures. Nevertheless. we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of 
al I air trave I ers. TSA contrn ues to develop and d ep I oy new technologies to address the explosives th re at. and the use of patdown s provides an add1t1ona I I ayer of security at the checkpoint. 

December 9, 2009, Caller advises that she was inappropriately touched by a TSO in Washington DC. Caller 1s wanting to file a complaint about this. Caller indicates that while going through screening, she was groped by a female officer. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

At airports nationwide, T SA 1s i m pl em e nti ng more stream I in ed, consistent, and thorough patdown procedures at security che c kpornts to provide a higher I eve I of security and increase the safety of the travel mg public. Patdown a re one Im po rta nt tool to 
help TSA detect hidden and dangerous items, such as explosives. Passengers should continue to expect an unpredictable mix of security layers that include explosives trace detection, advanced imaging technology. and canine teams, among others. 

611212013 Transportation Security Officers will conduct different patdown procedures to resolve different types of anomalies. During the assessment, officers will use revised patdown procedures in all instances to resolve anomalies. The updated patdown 
5: 54 :4 9 procedures wi 11 address areas of the body that we know are used as areas to conceal pate nti ally dangerous items. Ii ke explosives. 

PM 
TSA Adminislrator John Pistole has stated that TSA slrives to ensure consislency whenever possible for passengers at securily checkpoinls. As always, all passengers have the rig hi to request private screening al any time during the screening 
process. and patdowns are conducted by same-gender officers. However. passengers who are not willing to go through the screening process will not be permitted to fly. 

We understand and regret the discomfort and inconvenience passengers may experience as a result of patdown procedures. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of 
all air travelers. TSA continues 10 develop and deploy new technologies to address the explosives threat, and the use of paldowns provides an additional layer of securily at the checkpoinl. 

December 9, 2009, Caller advises thal she was inappropriately touched by a TSO in Washington DC. Caller is wanting 10 file a complaint about I his. Caller indicates I hat while going through screening, she was groped by a female officer. 

Advised Caller: 

At airpor1s nalionwide, TSA is implementing more streamlined, consistenl. and thorough patdown procedures at securily checkpoinls to provide a higher level of security and increase the safety of the 1raveling public. Patdown are one important tool 10 
help TSA detect hidden and dangerous items. such as explosives. Passengers should continue to expect an unpredictable mix of security layers that include explosives trace detection. advanced imaging technology, and canine teams, among others. 

611212013 T ra nsportat ion Security Officers wi 11 conduct d ilfe rent patdown procedures to resolve different types of a noma I ies. During the assessment, off ce rs wi 11 use revised patd own procedures in a 11 instances to resolve a no m al i es, The updated patdown 
5:54:49 procedures will address areas of the body thal we know are used as areas 10 conceal potentially dangerous items, like explosives. 

PM 
TSA Administrator John Pistole has stated that TSA stnves to ensure consistency whenever possible for passengers at security checkpoints. As always. all passengers have the right to request private screening at any time during the screening 
process, and patdowns are conducted by same-gender officers. However, passengers who are not willing to go through the screening process will not be permitted to fiy. 

We understand and regret the discomfort and inconvenience passengers may experience as a result of patdown procedures. Nevertheless. we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of 
al I air trave I ers. TSA contrn ues to develop and d ep I oy new technologies to address the explosives th re at. and the use of patdown s provides an add1t1ona I I ayer of security at the checkpoint. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time: 6112/2013 8:42:25 PM Airport: EWR - Newark lnternalional Dateffime of TrMel 06/1212013 6:00 PM Airline & Flighl Number United 679 Checkpoinl/Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I am pregnant and did not want to go through the X-ray machine. I told the attendant and he mentioned it was safe but i was not about to take a 21 year olds word for it when my babys health is at stake. A sign with Ida information and 
radiation levels like what is posted on your website would have convinced me but you have nothing posted. So the not so friendly officer screamed out &quot;female assist&quot;, I waited. No one came. for approximately 5 minutes. The attendant was 
right in fronl of me and showed absolutely no concern for lhe fact that I was waiting. Neither did lhe other officers around who saw me waiting. I lold them that I needed to go lhrough and they showed absolutely no concern and just screamed out again 
&quot: female assist&quot: loudly but to no one. In short, I waited for over 13 minutes (according to my phone) until finally someone came when I insisted I talk to a supervisor. In those 13 minutes, several people were simply walked through the metal 

611212013 detector Be cause they we re travelers acco m pa nyi ng mi no rs with no pat down wh1 I e i and another p regnant woman waited. A lier the pat down: I had to run to my gate and was the I ast person to board the p I ane. Your lack of si g nag e advising about the 

8_59.43 radiation of the machine is silly, especially when you do had multiple signs about potential impact to undeveloped film! The lack of systems to get assists other than yelling out to thin air is backwards and clearly ineffective and inefficient, and 
· PM ultimalely, the absolutely lack of concern or customer service mindsel of your officers is simply appalling. I hcpe you take this inlo consideration across airports. I am absolulely respectful of your work to keep us safe and never complain about any of 

you measures. but the I east you can do is rem ember th at you a re paid for by us the taxpayers and at minimum. should act with a sense of urgency and custom er service mindset. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name kbl(6:, 
Phone Number: "-"--"'------' 

Email kbl(61 ! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this lmk http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

~~~,r~/§~I M:ssa:e---
Sent: ;ednes ay,une 12, 2013 4:50 PM 
To: TSAEx1ernalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject TSA Complaint 

To w horn it may con cem. 

I have been retained by l(b::,(6) ~ith regards to a Complaint filed with the TSA in January of this year. We sent a Complaint letter to the TSA, a copy of which is attached hereto, but have yet to receive a response. Please let us know the status 
of the Complaint. and what action, if any, has been taken with regard to my client's situation. 

611212013 · .· rbl(61 
8:59 53 

PM Westlake, OH 44145 

rb)(61 

January 11, 2013 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
C iv i I Rights & Liberti es. Ombudsman and T rave I er Engagement I TSA-6) 
Multicultural Branch 
701 s. 12th Street 
Ari i ngto n. VA 20 598 

6113/2013 I dislike your "groping" procedure by a person of my gender can I ask for another gender? 
8:2943 

AM 



611312013 
8:30:36 

AM 

6/13/2013 
10 08 35 

AM 

Feedback Type . Civil Rights/Liberties 
Calegories Olher (fill in box): 4th Amendmenl Current Dale/Time 611312013 5:51 :56 AM Airport: PHL - Philadelphia International Dale/Time of Travel: 0611112013 Airline & Flight Number: US Airways #991 Checkpoint/Area of Airport Security 
screening in Customs TSA Employee: (If Known) · multiple, name tags not obvious Comment · Recently diagnosed with breast cancer, I declined to go through the full body scanners. &quot;Opting out&quot: policy subjects you to intimidation, delay, 
denigration and overall hostility. I was told &quot;opting out&quot; denies the option of the metal detector screener. The &quot;pat down&quot; seems designed to punish you for being a belligerent. The &quot;low grade&quot radiation exposure they 
insinuate is &quot:low risk&quot: is anything but. &quot:low grade&quot; radiation lodges in the body instead of passing through like an xray. What is it doing to children and women of childbearing years? 
Michael Chertoff et al is making a fortune from the machines. You are irradialing the entire flying public dangerously. Are you tracking birth defects and miscarriage and cancer rates? It would be less galling if you had only slopped lhe Boston 
Marathon bomber. I am a 66 yo silver haired 4· 11 &quot: female with a NY Irish ancestry. I am not the profile of a terrorist bomber. Screening policy should emulate the Israelis. 
This absolute i nvas1on of our bodies in the name of sec u nty is far mo re damaging than the N SA spying. We met New Zealanders who to Id us no one wants to come to Ame nca anymore because of the T SA harassment &amp: irradiation exposure. 
I want Janet Napolitano to read this! Her TSA has left a bitter taste to the end of an otherwise fabulous family trip to Italy! 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name /hW'n 
Phone Number ,..,...-"-""'-"-'-'---.----' 

Email b)(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Good morning. 

I just went through the TSA security checkpoint at the Cleveland (CLE) airport. I am a frequent traveler and have never felt so disrespected and unsafe going through a security checkpoint. As a pregnant women I opted out of the body scanner, which I 
have done many times before, the genlleman working the line had me wait by the baggage scanner, not unusual, my bags went through the baggage scanner and came out lhe other end and wailed for me al the bottom of the baggage belt. I s1ood 
there waiting for over 15 minutes as my bags sat at the bottom of the baggage belt unattended. As I voiced my concern, about my laptop. purse and other valuable sitting there unattended, to the gentleman working the line, he replied with, "well, that's 
what happens when you choose to opt-out". I was in a security area, but felt as secure as leaving an unattended purse at a busy amusement park. I am highly disappointed in the lack of respect I received as a traveler. as a person, and as someone 
who went against the norm and opted out of the fu 11 body scanner because Io ng term research has not been done on the affects of fu 11 y body sea n ne rs on an unborn let us, 

With that said, I understand you cannot control the actions of others and the comments they make but you can add additional security at the end of a baggage belt so when travelers wait in line for a pat down. away from their bags, they can still feel 
safe and secure. 

Thank you, 

l(b1(6) 



Caller and her husband were at LAS yesterday I June 12th) on the way home to Austin. They we re in or at Annex C lo r their Southwest fi Ig ht ( 4 80 schedu I ed lo r departure at 171 0 hrs. ) . Their contact with the first T SA officer was obnoxious. She was 
getting a bin and the officer told her to give it a rest: he told her to get out of the way. then he took the bin and put it in the stack. Her husband exchanged some words with the screener following this, 

She then refused the AIT and knew that she would be patted down. She understands their description of the process. She was asked to move over for screening. The female officer came up to her, and the caller asked her to change her gloves. She 
rolled her eyes but did so. She explained the screening process to the caller. She then went up the caller s inner thigh and according to the caller, pressed her hand into the callers vagina. Caller questioned this and the screener disputed it. The 
screener became agitated. then did the same again and placed her hand against her labia and against her clitoris. Caller accused the screener of doing this again and advised that it was uncomfortable. Caller asked for a supervisor, 

The su pe rvi sor j( b) ( ff:, ! ca me over and was very profession al. The TSO s hawed the supervisor what she did on the ca 11 er and th en did it again ( ca 11 er ave rs th at she was sexually a ssa ul ted now three ti mes when this occurred). Supervisor!( b 1 ( ff:, ~ave 
caller a comment card and advised that he would review the procedure with the TSO. Caller left but then came back and asked for the person whom Is in charge. She was given John Pistole s contact information. She asked who he was an was told 
he was the top administrator. Caller asked to speak to the person in charge there at the airport and advised that she needed to speak with them now. There was a delay, and then a woman finally showed up. Caller spoke to this woman,!(b::,(6) ! 

~ffillli[}'hom explained lhe complexities of the screening machines. Caller advised that this was nol the subject of the complainl. 

Additionally, her husband was patted down. There was no touching of his genitalia whatsoever. That patdown was done by the same officer whom gave her an issue with the bins. 

611312013 Caller is very familiar with lhe screening procedure since she flies often. There was a woman wilh a dog following her whom was nol patted down. Caller thinks that everyone should be patted down. Caller feels I hat she was relaliated against for 

11 ,59 ,57 opting-out. Caller said that she knows that the policy does not allow for screening of her person in the manner in which she experienced. 

AM 

6/13/2013 
1:4655 

PM 

When she asked for the TSO s name, STSOKfilili]and said they cannot provide the name of the TSO for security reasons, but she got it during the screening: Tsofb::,(6I The complaint card said that she could ask for that information. 

Caller advised that she felt that she was sexually assaulted three times. She cried for the remainder of the trip. 

Relevant flight and event information was collected and appears below: 

1 Airport: LAS 
2. Airline: Southwest 
3. Flight number: 480 
4. Departure date and time: June 12Ih, 171 O hrs. 
5. Approximate time of incident: 1645 hrs 
6. Location (terminal or ate number C Annex 
7. Contact information._b"-'-'i(-'6-'i ______ _, 

She wants the womans head on a stake but will accept a formal apology, at the very least. from Office[§Rfil 

Caller had a hip replacement and yesterday he was going from DCA to LGA Marine Air Terminal, Delta, Shuttle flights. Today he is al LGA and the procedures were different. 
Going through checkpoint he told the TSO he had joint replacements and TSO mentioned the AIT and caller agreed, was told to take his shoes off and he said he was over 70 and the TSO said he had a choice and if he didn t want to remove his shoes 
he co u Id go through the magnetometer. They took him aside and he had a thorough patdown and he said at DCA they wa I ked him through without a problem. Understands the re Is a Job to do and afle r he took his be It off and they measured his shoes 
with some kind of instrument was told he was free to go. 
The supervisor then came to him and told him to take his shoes off and he told him he had gone through the magnetometer. Told supervisor what he had been lold and he told lhe supervisor he would check inlo it and asked whal is the correcl 
procedure? 
Caller asked about the proper procedures and consistency between airports? 
Call dropped at approx. 1 :53 PM. 

Response: 
No response. see note. 



On June 11th, 2013, estimated time: between 6:30am and 7:30am. 

TSA agents requested a bag search, hand swab, body search ("pat down and wand) after being cleared of lhe walk in full body scan. An additional search was performed on a travel bag and hygiene bag which conlained a Galaxy Note phone, external 
power pack, colognes, facial care products. toothpaste, etc. 
The hygiene bag was detached from my backpack and was carried away by another agent after two scans for further assessment as the initial agent checked other bags in question m my presence. 
The a gent comp I eted his search and released me to continue past the checkpoint and to the food court. 
I did nol have my hygiene bag re1urned to me by lhe other agent. 
Oes c ri pt ion: Black I ea the r hygiene bag 
Contents: Galaxy Note Phone wlhard cover, external power charger (white) with dual connector ports, colognes, etc. 

6/1312013 
2 :04: 3 0 Contact person: 

PM 
(b,(6) 

Or email b 1(61 

Thank you 

Sent from Yahoo' Mail on Android 

To: The Highest Official in TSA 

From[ b)(61 I 
On May 28th, 2013 between the hours of 11 :30 am and 1 :30 pm, I was involved in a pat down due to the facl thal I had forgot my identification. A pat down was acceptable and understandable. I was nol offered the choice of a public or a privale pal 
dawn. I was directed ta the area ta the right after passing through the body scanner. The pat down began. However, the young man involved in periorming this task pulled my pants and briefs down exposing all of my left buttocks and some of my right 
buttocks. The young man never attempted to re ct1fy the s i tuat1on and I had been told not to move. My wile and those standing by, witnessed the entire event. The young man turned to my wife and said that wasn t supposed to happen (while he was 
grinning), He continued the pat down and sti 11 did not attempt to rectify his admitted error of person al vi o I ation, After he re I eased me to move, I then pul I ed my under garments and pants up to cover my nakedness, My dignity was severely compromised 
due to ca rel e ssnes s ! 

I am positive that if you review your cameras you will see the details as I have described them. 

6/1412013 
8,18,55 My wife and I continued our trip to Orlando Florida and upon re1urning to DFW, I stopped to report lhis to the Lead TSA in charge at that time,[b·:,(6) p left her my name, and telephone number. I will list all ofmy contact information here for you 

as well: ~----~ 
AM 

Tyler Texas 15103 

Thank you for your immediate a11ention to this matler. I expect to hear from you very soon. 

w,(6) 

Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es Screening (AI T Pa td own) 
Current Date/Time . 6/1412013 6:27:37 AM Airport : Select One Date/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 

6114/2013 TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
8:19:54 Comment . I was taking pictures al my friend during a patdown at FLL on June 4, 2013 when 2 TSA agents tald me to stop. According to the TSA website. this is allowed. If this is the case, why was I stopped? Is it allowed to da this at FLL? 

AM Would you like a rero_nse? · I•m 
Passenger's Name _(b_:1(6_) I 
Phone Number · 
Email :i(b)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link htlp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB21ApplicationManager 



6114/2013 
12 05 03 

PM 

Good Marni ng. 

As a frequent traveler I have no issues with random I ug gage ch eeks, scanners. occasi o na I pat downs, hand swiping etc. I have had my bags randomly checked numerous ti mes as I see the notice ms ide my bag upon arnvmg at my de stm ati on. 
Typically I can barely tell that items in my bag have been moved and the search has been done very considerately. in my opinion. 

I'd like to share my most recent experience with a bag check which wasn't handled so considerately. June 6th I boarded a flight in HNL with a final destination in SRO. This involved a transfer in ATL and was obviously a fairly long travel day. Upon 
arriving home and opening my suitcase I could tell that ii had been searched even before seeing your notice. The contenls were in complete shambles. I pack items that may leak inside a plastic bag as a layer of protection. I pack cosmetic items 
inside a zippered container to keep them secure. I also had purchased a souvenir glass that I had carefully wrapped inside other clothing to make sure it was secure. Due to the careless search of my bag the contents of the plastic bag and cosmetic 
bag were just dumped into the s u i tease while al I other items were randomly scattered around. therefore the g I ass was cracked. 0 n e of the 1te ms that could I ea k, did. so I now had lotion al I over n ea rlly 1te ms and I have 2 permanently stained items 
related to the dumped cosmetic bag. As this was a long travel day, these items had time to soak in and were not treated immediately to prevent stains. 

I' 11 admit to being very disappointed in the careless manner that my person al belongings we re treated, This is coming from one of the ch ee rlead e rs who tries to get peop I e to I ighte n up over a 11 the new checks, ru I es and inspect ions, 

Does the TSA offer any type of compensation for these types of issues? The broken glass cost me $10 and the 2 stained articles of clothing would cost about $40 to replace. 

Thank You, 



What happened? Describe your complaint. Give as much detail about your experience as possible. 
including the name of the air carrier, if this occurred at an airport. 

I flew out of Billings Airport 612113 at 0600. I got to the airport a little before 0500. When I got to TSA, 
the agent at the podium was rude when I was trying to deal with my toddler and didn't realize I was next 
in line. When I got 10 lhe actual screening, the agent at the the beginning told me I might have to get a 
pat down OR have 3 of my containers of my son's food tested, because of the size (they were food for 
my 1-year-old) & I told her I was fine with that. She was the only agent that was kind and polite to me. 
The male TSA agent at the end of the screening line told me I had too much food for the length of my 

611412013 trip. I have a problem with that, as he doesn't know how much my son eats, and I being pregnant, have 
to eat as alien as my son does. Also, my trip was going to be a MINIMUM of 8 hours from my departure 

12'05 '28 · B'II · I ' f d ' ' I ff d . f d ' PM time in , rngs to my amva ,n my rnal est1nat1on, and cannot a or airport oo , nor can my sons 
food sensi ti vi ties to I erate it, 
After I his, instead of the 3 containers of food being tested like I was lold, two very rude TSA agenls 
tested EVERY food and liquid in my bag whether sealed or not, and whether over size or not. They 
emptied my bags COMPLETELY, and did not put things back where they found them. including my ticket 
and boarding pass. They would not let me hold my son while waiting to get patted down, would not let 
me put him in his slroller "because it hadn'I been screened yet,'' and yet got upset at me, because he 
ended up wa nde ring around. This who I e pat down and hand-check process took aver 4 5 minutes. and I 
almost missed my flight before even leaving TSA. The pat down itself was not done according to 
protoco I: after te 11 i ng me how it was sup posed to be done, the lady did not use the backs of her hands 
for "sensitive areas.'' My son and I bolh felt traumatized by the whole experience, and I have NEVER had 
that feeling going through TSA in my whole life. I have been flying far almost 30 years, and have been in 
and out of Billings over a dozen times. To top it off, when I got to my gate, I almost could not get on my 
II i g ht, because the agents doing my sere en i ng did not put my ticket and ID back where they got it, and I 
could not find it. Being 17 weeks pregnanl. I do not need the kind of stress these agents put me through. 
In addition to all the other issues I had with the pat down and screening. I am wandering when it 



Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini strat,on 
Civil Rights & Liberties, Ombudsman and Traveler Engagement {TSA-6) 
Multicultural Branch 
701 S. 12th Street 
Art i ngton. VA 20 598 

re: TSA Complaint 
Security Checkpoint 

611412013 Terminal 8 
Bush Intercontinental Airport {IAH) 

12'05 '29 M 10 2013 PM ay . 
1:00-1:45 p.m. 
Uniled Flighl 4507 
2:26 p.m. Scheduled Departure Time 
May 14. 2013 

To Whom it may Concern: 
I am writing to formally complain about the distress in , overl invasive and extensive 
pat-down performed on me by TSA employee (b)(ffi recently. 
This event took place on May 10.2013 at IAH Terminal B, at about 1 :15 p.m. I do not 
believe that the exam I received could ever be described as a "pat-down." I was 
subjected to an invasive, aggressive search that even involved searching certain body 
cavities. 

As I went through the security area in Terminal 8 at IAH, I informed the TSA agents I hat 
I had an implanted intrathecal pump that required me to avoid the scanners and the 



Disability Description: Caller is a diabetic. He wears an insulin pump. carrys diabetic supplies. 

He feels as if he was violated at Tampa airport. 

Caller asked questions concerning: 

He is a type 1 diabetic and he feels he was mistreated. He gets his juice, vials, meter, and pump hand inspected. In lhe pasl this always worked out. TSO lold him he could not bring one of his juice bottles. As a diabetic he feels it was necessary and 
should be ruled as medically necessary. He advised the TSO he was a diabetic and he needed some items hand inspected. She was very put aut. She said he would need to get a patdawn and all his item inspected, after he and all his items were 
cleared. When he had a patdown before he realized it was easier to disconnect from his pump. She called for someone to assist him and she told him to have extra procedures done he feels was unnecessary. He was an older gentleman who did the 
patdown. Another man came over and he had an attitude. They swiped all the inside of his baggage. When his juice was inspected it was placed in a box of some sort. He never had an issue with this before, He always uses bottles that are factory 
sealed. He had a total of 3 bollles, and was told one of I hem was alarming. He was told I his particular botlle of juice was not going to be carried on. He had to allow 6 hours for travel. This process took about 30 minutes. If I hat vapor test was 
available why did they nat do that in the beginning? He feels like he was violated as someone with a disability. He has several thousand dollars worth of supplies in his luggage and now is afraid to fly again. Tampa has done this to him before. 

Airport: Tampa Bay 

611412013 Airline: Southwest 

5_07,49 Date: 06 12 2013 01 :30 pm 

-PM ~~:~1et~bt!,1(~%ttll----,. ____ _J 

Response Details: response from the 1emplate below: 

(T SOs) a re trained on professi o na I and courteous s c reem ng procedures to make the p race ss run smooth I y and to reduce in conve n i e nee. We reg rel that you were not s ati sfi ed with the service you received. TSA monitors the number and nature of 
complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security-screening policies need modification or 
specific employees or I ea ms a re the subj eels of repeated complaints. Because the comp I a i nl concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Custom er Service Manager (CS M) at I hat Io ca Ii on. T SA 
appreciates that yau took the time to share this concern with us. 

Ca Iler attempted 10 fly on Monday from JFK 10 Orlando. Ca 11 er states tha I the Ii nes a I the airport were very slow and we re co nl i nuousl y stopped. Cal I er states that when she did gel to the ch eek point she was t rea I ed very disrespectfu 11 y by officers at 
the checkpoint. Caller indicates that the officers were extremely rude. Caller indicates that the officers did not take into account her disability. Caller is not satisfied with the fact that she is not getting to use the AIT machine because she has an 
animal. Caller feels that TSA does not accomodate people well enough that have medical disabilities. 

Caller is wanting 10 know if there is any kind of expedited screening process. 

611412013 Advised Caller 
6:32:32 

PM We are sorry thal you are not able to go through the AIT machine with your animal. You musl remain with your animal at all times and while you are in the AIT machine, you will nol be with your animal. You can be screened using lhe WTMD or by use 
of a patdawn or both. 

We do have an expedited screening process that is called TSA PRECHECK. It is important to remember, that even if a passenger opts in for TSA Prelu2713™ with their airline or includes their CBP trusted traveler information when booking a flight, 
TSA Pre\u2713'" does nol guaranlee an individual expedited screening. 

If you 1oin on of CBP TT programs there is a 100 dollar fee that last for 5 years. 



611412013 
8:03:16 

PM 

6/1512013 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time: 611412013 6:10:53 PM Airport PVD - T F Green StJte Date/Time of Travel 06/1312013 4:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: UA3692 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: main TSA 
Employee: (If Known) · several - seemed to be policy of particular airport Comment · While I do have a complaint below. primarily I am concerned about the inconsistencies I have seen at this particular airport. Being a federal agency requiring 
consistency. I am a bit concerned about this airports zealous enforcement of something I don't 'believe' to be actual TSA policy. 

Specifically, I have recently learned that - when walking through the new scanners in use - removing one's belt is simply ·recommended". 

I travel frequently, and have confirmed in several areas that this is only a recommendation. All involved are usually satisfied with the caveat that this recommendation means that the likelihood of needing a pat down is greater. I have also found that my 
belts are low-profile and I have never needed that potential pat down due to it. 

Additionally, this has been the case at no-less than 8 airports over the last year. Most don't stop me, some do and we discuss the recommendation piece. 

PVD seems to have its own interpretation, however. Everyone - probably 4 different officers stopped me regarding this. They also seemed to have quite a different impression of what &quot;recommended&quot: meant (when they would acknowledge 
that ii was that). One mentioned lhat lhey would need to get a supervisor. I encouraged this as I certainly don't lhink a specific branch of TSA should be making up their own rules regarding air travel. The supervisor did nol show immedialely, so I 
progressed through to the scanner where I was told I would be patted down regardless because of the belt. At this point in time, I didn't care to fight these guys anymore. Pat me down, whatever, I've forgotten my wallet before and been patted down. 
Not the end of the world. Still, this wasn't enough, take off your belt ... why? I don't know. Anyway, bigger fish to fry, nght. and I moved on with the intent on sending this to someone else whom they would actually listen to. 

My complaint portion is specific to a heavier set women with closely cropped red hair. At one point she commented &quot;l'm sorry you're having a bad day&quot: to me, as I hough that was why I decided oul of the blue 10 make up my own TSA policy 
contrary to he rs. 

So, while I doubt the officers appreciated me trying to tell them how to do their jobs - who does? - I like to think I was polite as I could be, despite having to explain that removing the belt was only recommended and I was simply trying to save myself 
some time (lol, or not) al four differenl times. I found her comment 10 quile rude and very likely the opposite of construclive. 

My request is simply for someone with the ability to communicate with the actual policy and its interpretation. Policies such as yours should be enacted evenly for safety purposes only and with the least disturbance to air travellers as possible. 
Generally. I believe we all have the same goals and I think overall this group probably does fine work (all staff were working diligently and were very well distributed, the lines moved quickly. etc): I simply think that they have an interpretation that is not 
the standard. If I hat is not lhe case, then nationally we have some problems. 

Please ensure that this standard 1s either communicated to them (or. all the other airports in the nation other than them) please. 

I am requesting a response as I would like confirmation both on interpretalion, bul also that this has been communicated to the PVD supervisors. 

Caller: 
Caller is missing his TSA locks from his last two flights. They were missing from Orlando in April and this time from MSY. He has a NOi. Nothing is missing inside of the luggage. He paid $18 for two locks in the airport. He is 79 years old and been 
flying since 1944. Last Apnl at EWR they made him remove his belt. While he was using the AIT his pants fell to his ankles. Then he had to go through a patdown. Now he uses a rope instead of a belt. Why would they not put 1s TSA lock back? 

12:40:46 Response: 
PM I apologized to the caller that he is missing his TSA locks. 

You may file a claim with TSA by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim fonm) in accordance with the instructions. A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 



I had pro state cancer surgery m 1996, dun ng which they removed my prostate g I and and p I aced 4 or 5 titanium clamps on the arteries that entered the prostate g I and to keep th em from b I eedmg. 

These small clamps show up on an x-ray. 

I donl feel that I should have to submit to a pat-down when the only thing a body scan would show is the internal titanium clamps. 

I recently spoke wilh a representalive at your TSA Cares Hotline and she said thal even though the body scan would only show the titanium clamps I would still be subject to a pat-down which would include lhe TSA agenl feeling between my legs all 
the way up until they touch my genitals. 

I feel this is obscene and unacceptable. 

611512013 I request that if I submit medical proof of my surgery and statements from my oncologist that the titanium clamps were placed to seal off the arteries that I should not be submitted to the humiliating pat-down described by your TSA Cares Hotline. 
1:23:42 

PM I am getting older and less able to drive the 600 miles every summer to visit my grandchildren. When I am no longer able to undertake a trip of that distance I will never be able to see my grandchildren again as long the TSA perfonns obscene pat
downs withoul any evidence supporting such a procedure, but, in fact, with evidence supporIing thal such a pat-down is totally unnecessary. 

PI ease I et me know if you can p rov1d e me a I ette r of exemption for a pat-down if the body sea n c I ea rty shows th at the on I y q ue st,ona ble device setting off the a I arm consists of the t,ta ni um clamps. 

I have copied my state senator,._!(b-'1-'-(6--'l ___ _,!on this email. 

Thank you. 

!(b,(61 I 
HYPERLIN1~(b __ ,_(6_1 ___________ _. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Locks; Screening 
Current Date/Time· 6/1512013 2:06:36 PM Airport· PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Date/Time of Travel: 06/14/2013 12:00 AM Airline & Flight Number· Delta Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Security check TSA Employee: (II Known), 
Comment: A security lock that has worked for more than six years was apparently deslroyed.Why? Where are the remains of the lock? How do I get OUR remains back? 
During the screening event there was no female available for the pat down• After a 5 to 1 O minute wait a female from another station preformed an incomplete search. 

6115120 13 I want to speak to a supervisor m person. 
3:21 :42 Sent 6/1512013 @ 1345. 

PM Would you like a res/Jlll"""-'-..W"'i 
Passenger's Name · b)(61 

Phon'H-'~\l-'-"LI.LJ.11..1..l.L.._L-_J 
Email b1(ffl 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Disability Description: Caller stales that he is 80 years old. He has a hip replacemenl. 

Incident Details: Caller flew out of DCA on 6-12-13. Caller went through the checkpoint with no issues because he used the over 75 screening lanes. 

Caller slates lhat lhe next day he flew out of LGA. Caller slates lhat he was told that he had to take his shoes off or he would then need to go through lhe WTMD. Caller stales that he was subjecled to a patdown due to his meIaI hip implanl and ETD of 
his shoes. 

6/15/2013 
4:23:0 1 Caller states that he got about 10 steps and was told to come back to the checkpoint because he was required to come back and take his shoes off Caller states that he was given the reason that he set the WTMD off Caller states that he told the 

PM officer that he always sets the WTMD off due to his implant. The caller I hen explained what happened in DCA 10 lhe officer, who then became annoyed al the caller. 

Caller does not want this lo rwarded to the CSM at L GA as he fee Is that they wi 11 just brush it under the rug, because the officer th at was being rude to him was supposedly a Su pe rvi sor there. Ca 11 er states th at he wi 11 be completing his comp I amt with 
the DOJ against said officer. 

Ca Iler wo u Id not a I low me to start or comp I ete the dis a bi Ii ty complaint portion of the record. 



Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Calegories Pal-down: Miscellaneous/Other Current Dale/Time: 6/1512013 5:21 :56 PM Airporl: LAS - McCarran International DatefTime of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 

611512013 TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
6:07:08 Comment : I am on a watch lisl and would like 10 know why. Please con1ac1 me as soon as possible. 

PM Would you like a r __ ,._ ""'· """--'--'"'"'.__~ 
Passenger's Nam b_.1(6_) 
Phone Number ·;-a('"b'"1("'6'"1----,--~ 

Email b)(61 
To leav~e-a-co_m_m_e_n_c_o_n_c_e~rning this feedback. fallow this link · http:J/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

I am a 73-year-old female with 2 knee replacemenls. As a result, when I fly, I always have to undergo a pat down. Some1imes, lhese are quite unpleasant, especially when I am banged between my legs - often twice - with lhe side of lhe examine~s 
hand. Sometimes, the examiner is very pleasant. I have sent - at least twice - perhaps more - favorable comments about such exams. I don't understand why all that is done to me is necessary, especially the explosive residue check. I'd prefer the 
former metal detector wand' 

Despite my intensive dislike for these exams, I appreciate all you do for air 1ravelers' security. Thal is why I am letting you know about the following. 

On 12 June 2013 I was in line at the security check at Sky Harbor airport in Phoenix, Checkpoint 4. I was there early to catch a 9:55 a.m. flight. While waiting in a long line, with lots of people waiting in between the ribboned zigzag line. I saw a 
greenish suitcase on the floor at the beginning of the check system - where the bins are. As I got closer, the suitcase was still there, I reported it to a man in uniform (light blue shirt). He completely ignored me. I then walked to the walk-through 
screening device, losing my place in line, and told the TSA employee there. She reacted immediately, and called someone 10 come. 
A male TSA employee came, picked up the suitcase, and put it over a partition behind the baggage belt. He took his time. I saw no indication that the abandoned suitcase was a cause for concern. 

I learned that the employee in the light blue shirt was a "contractor.'' That apparently explained his lack of reaction. Shouldn't all employees in a crowded pre-security check area, when an abandoned suitcase is reported, either be required to react or 
to direct the reporting person to the appropriate personnel? Uniform colors are not well-known enough to me 10 be able to distinguish who is and who is not a TSA employee. That is probably true of other people going through security as well. 

6~1:~~2~~ 3 I can only laud the lady at the secunty gate for her quick response, but I was frankly appalled at the time 11 took for her to get a response to her call, and then the casual nature of the response. 

AM 
Surely you have video you can use to check the accuracy of what I have described here. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. I do not need a reply from you. I hope, however, that you will do what is needed to see to 11 that an abandoned suitcase in a crowded -pre-security line is better handled - as a matter of course. 

Thank you. 

kbl(61 

The caller stated that he had a very bad experience at LAX when going through the checkpoint with his family. He~at he was told by TSO!lh·11r;-·, !a male, that the machine (AIT) was broken and it would be 45 minutes before it would be 
working again. However, he senl another family lhrough. When they received patdowns, the female officer, TSO ~a female, did not ask her if she wanted a private screening. TSO[b)(6) I a female, helped with the patdown. He also spoke 
with Su pe tvi sor [filfil[]a t the ch eek paint. He was at Gate 68A and flying with Al ask a Airlines. 

611612013 LAX going through Gate 68A Alaska Airlines 

1_23 '42 Airport: LAX 
· PM Airline: Alaska Airlines 

Flight#: 
Dale and lime: 06-16-13 at 10 a.m. 
Gate68A 

Sent email: 
I will forward his complaint 10 lhe CSM. 



Callers wife traveled from LAS and she went through checkpoint D. She placed an item in the scanner. but when she received a patdown the ,tern was missing. She put her purse with cell phone in a rubber container. They pull her purse out of the 
container and place it on the be It, A blackberry was in the corner pocket was the purse and her blackberry was missing. It may have fa 11 en into the machine, but the agents did not know and we re not he I pful, He cont a ct the lost and lo u nd and filed a 
missing item report. Caller wanted to file a claim and complain!. 

Advised Caller: 

Securily Officers receive training to properly inspecl passenger bags and are required to exercise great care during lhe screening process so that when bags are opened your belongings are returned 10 lhe same condition they were found. Because the 
complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-mail to the Customer Support Manager (CSM) at that location. You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a claim form. A 

611612013 claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 
2:06:52 

PM Airporl: LAS 
Airline: Unsure 

6/1612013 
3:11:17 

PM 

Flight Number: 0916 
Date and Time: June 15th 2013 4:20-4:59 AM 
Localion: Checkpoint D 
Description of Item: Blackberry 9350 Serial Number for the phone ist~~-1(_6_) ______ ~ 

Callers son just turned 21 He was supposed to fly from POX to SAN with Spirit. He arrived 30 minutes before the flight and was told by Spirit airlines that he could make it. but would have to run. He told her he walked through and was told to step to 
the side. She says he has metal in his body and may have triggered an alarm. He was traveling with his friend. They were detained at TSA He was strip searched in public and they were looking for drugs: however, he did not have to remove his 
clothing. She feels that he was profiled because he is in a rock band. He has long hair and latloos. She says lhat lhe officer had on a glove and went under his clothing and put his finger between his bullocks and felt his genitals. He says they touched 
his penis under the clothing. This was all done in public. She says that he was treated harshly and inhumanly. She says that she travels all the time and has had patdowns. She says no one has ever done anything like this to her. She says that he is 
now at a train station waiting and wont get home until Tuesday. He is afraid of the airport and says they would have raped him if it had been in private. She told him she would buy him another ticket, but he says he is not going back to the airport 
because he is afraid he will be raped. He works at the YMCA and works with children. She says that it was difficult to get this job and he had extensive background checks along with drug tests. She says he was profiled based on his appearance. He 
told them he was going 10 miss his flight and asked I hem for help. He asked them to show him to the gale and let the airline know he was delained. The officer refused and told him this was his problem. Caller says he does have a disability. In her 
exact words, he is not playing with a full deck. She says he has short term memory loss as well. She added this information and did not say that it had anything to do with the screening. She says he was profiled because of his rock star appearance. 
She does n t have his exact flight information. She doesn t know what checkpoint this was. She says it had to be the one th at a passenger flying with Spirit air I in es would have used. 

Passengers Name:l(b)(61 
Airport: POX ~-----~ 

Airline: Spirit 
Flight Number: 4 70 
Dale and Time: 06 16 13 
Time through security: 5:40 a.m. 
Flight time: 6:05 a.m. 

Advised ca Iler: 
Advised caller that if an alarm sounds or an anomaly is detected, a patdown is done to resolve this. This is a full patdown of the entire body. Advised caller that if a patdown is for a sensitive area, a private screening is offered. 

I will forward a copy of this information to the CSM to make them aware of this situation. 



This message was sent to you and al so to Au strn Office. I wo u Id Ii ke some kind of response to the specific s1tuati on. Let me know the next step. PM O 6116 

On May 14, I registered for Delta flight 1206 leaving Austin, Texas, at 5:50 pm. While going through security, I set off the alarm because I forgot my passport in a side pocket of a pant suit I was wearing. The woman who directed me to an area 
where I was to receive a pat down was extremely rude to me. I was becoming worried that I would miss my flight because the person who was to do the pat down was not available right away. I don't know why ... but when she arrived, she was very 
ca Im i ng and respectfu I and she is the one who told me I could I og a complaint, I Ii 11 ed out a comp I ai nt lo rm as soon as I had completed the security check and asked lo r a contact from someone, This has not occurred, 

I feel like I was treated like a criminal by the first woman. Her voice tone, facial expression and then refusal to answer my question about how long I would need to wait for pat down. A small gesture or giving information would have helped me 
immensely. 
This person stood ta I king with her ma I e co 11 e ague and la ug hi ng , etc , , so why not treat passengers respectfu 11 y. As it was, I arrived at my gate just as the loading was beginning , 

611612013 This experience makes me wonder about the Austin, Texas Security .. 
3:17:48 

PM 

Bemidji, MN 56601 

fb)(ff, 

0 

0 

Disability Description; Caller is in a wheelchair. 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 

We truly do apologize, regarding the experience you have. Our Officers receive training to properly accommodate for persons traveling with disabilities. We will be sending the information to a disability expert, regarding the issue you reported. We will 

611612013 be sending you an email with instructions 10 file an official wri1ten complaint. 

5:01:29 
PM 

Sent Email. 

lncidenl Details: Caller is in a wheelchair and when he wenl through, I hey went lhrough his luggage without him being presenl. Caller told the genlleman when he was gelling a patdown I hat his leg cannot be moved. He tried moving it and he was in a 
lot of pain. Caller stated this was the first time he felt so humiliated and abused. Caller is still in a lot of pain. Caller was flying JetBlue and at Gate F5. Caller must see an orthopedic which is not covered by his insurance. Caller is in FLL traveling to 
LGA. 



TS A can neither oonfi rm nor deny whether an ind iv idua I is on a Fed era I Watch Li st because this information is de rived from c I ass i fi ed and sensitive law enforcement and i nte 11 i g ence inform at ion, 

Are you aware that MOST law enforcement are terrorists themselves. Beating innocent unarmed people and breaking the rules ta do so. You .... ha. hope you feel good about molesting little kids in wheel chairs to look for bombs, and exposing people 
to th at stupid x- ray machine so you can see their g e nti I es. What a sad excuse you have to grope peop I e and vi o I ate their rig his. I am aware that you have not caught one terrorists using these methods .... With the recent terronst attacks you would think 
that you did find someone. But nope. you are probably the ones letting them in' 

611612013 On Sat, Jun 15, 2013 at 5:40 PM, TSA-Con1ac1Center <HYPERLINK "mailto:TSA-Con1ac1Center@tsa.dhs.gov" \nTSA-ContactCenter@1sa.dhs.gov> wrote: 

5:14:01 
PM 

Thank you for contacting the T ra nsportat ion Security Adm i nis tra ti on. 
While many rouline inquiries can be responded 10 in less than 48 hours, 
some responses that require additional information may take I anger. 
The Contact Center's freq ue ntl y asked questions 
< htt p://www. tsa, gov/contact-transporta ti o n-secu ri ty-adm i ni strat ion> 
page has answers to the most common i nq ui ri es we receive from the 
public. 
If you a re writing to find out 1f you can pack a certain 1te m in your 
carry-on or checked bags, you can use our "Can I bring my 
through the security checkpoint?" tool localed on lhe HYPERLINK "htlp:l/www.tsa.gov" \nwww.tsa.gov 
homepage. Just type in the item name into the box, hit the ··submit" 
button, and the tool wi 11 te 11 you 1f it's permitted or prohibited in 
both carry-on and checked bags. 
The Travelers <hllp://www.tsa.gov/traveler-information> page has a 
great deal of information, including acceptable IDs, traveling with 

611712013 Caller was !raveling lhrough the SEA airport on 06-12-2013 at 6:00 am flying on Southwest from SEA to Chicago. Caller was going through Gate B, She was lold that she will have 10 undergo a paldown procedure for wearing a dress. The TSO told her 
11 :43:52 that everyone wearing a dress must go through a patdown procedure. Caller said she felt very uncomfortable by that statement and procedure. I told caller that I will forward her complaint ta the CSM at the SEA airport. 

AM 



Caller wants to register a complaint at the highest level possible. She flies out of SMF. The last four times she has flown from there, she was assaulted by TSOs. Every time she goes through SMF she has to have a patdown. It does not happen at 
any other airport and she has fl own from s eve ra I different airports, She does not believe she should be patted down every ti me she flies through that airport, She said she has read the TSA procedures on pa tdow n s and she knows the lo 11 owing: II 
there is a paldown it must be conducted by a person of the same sex, they must use the back of hand and gloves, lhe passenger musl be warned and have time to respond, the TSO must ask if there is a reason nol to touch a certain area, and they 
have to tell the passenger what they are doing. 

Early Friday morning she had a minor surgery and had a complex wound in the under side of her arm. The TSO told her that she must patdown the caller, she then poked the caller in the wound. The pain was explosive. The TSO dislodged the 
drainage lube and opened a stitch. Caller was furious, bul walked away because she knew she had to get to SEA. 

When she arrived at SEA she spoke to an STSO. He gave her the names of._kb_}_(_6_} __ ..,land another person but ultimately she was told that she needed to talk to the TSOs at SMF. 

So, last nighl around 11 :30pm, when she arrived back 10 SM F off Alaska Flighl Number 720, she asked STScf b::,(6) ~or a contact number for FSD Kimberly Siro at SMF-. f h··,rrr1 ~efused to give her .the. contact information. She handed the 
caller a comment card instead. Caller told the STSO that this was way too serious for her to only receive a comment card.aller toldkb·•,(ffi ~he wanted to talk to the person in charge of TSA at SMF. ~told her to just fill out the comment 
card. 

611712013 Caller slated that anyone will understand her rage. Caller said her next call is going to be 10 Congresswoman, Doris Matsui. 

1A4:21 
PM 

Incident Information: 
Airport: SMF 
Airline: Alaska 
Flight Number: 820 
Date and Time: June 14th between 5 and 6 pm 
Location: Terminal B 

I asked her if she felt as though this was disability or medically related discrimination. She said she did not know if it is discrimination of any kind, she just knows it happens every time she goes through SMF and it does not happen any where else. 

I apologized to the caller and told her that I would send this information up to the CSM at SMF. She said she wanted to know who she could speak with higher up than someone at SMF. perhaps someone in Washington. I told her I could give her the 
Headquarters address. She wanted to know if there was a phone number for headquarters. I told her I do not have a phone number, but do have the address. She took lhe address: 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini strat1on 
601 South 12th Street 
Ari i ngto n, VA 20598 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Poor Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 6117/2013 12:50:15 PM Airport: DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International Date/Time of Travel 06/1512013 Airline & Flight Number M 886 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal D 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : I was next in line for lhe scanner and the TSA agent failed to tell me to step up to the scanner and when he relised that I was waiting he yelled at me thal &quot: I needed to learn how to participate&quot: I I hen told him you need to give 

611712013 instructions. I went through the scanner and passed and then was patted down???? I can·t help but think the pat down was harrasment after passing through the scanner because I had the nerve to tell the rude TSA agent to give instructions. 
2:09:48 Would you like a response? : True 

PM Passenger's Nam~e~. ~h~··,~1r;~·1~---~ 
Phone Number: 1h··,1rr, 
Email (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB21ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es Screening (AI T, Pa td own) 
Current Date/Ti me . 6/ 1712 O 13 12: 30: 34 PM Airport · Select One Date/Time of Tr ave I . 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 

6117/2013 TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
2:09:54 Comment . Please explain if I am 'required" to tell a TSA agent 'why' I am opting out of AIT/Machine screening? When I answered &quot;its my right to opt out,&quot: I was told by the TSA Agent &quot:its our right to ask why.&quot: I have ·never' 

PM been asked why in the many many times I have traveled and opted out so I felt this was quite intrusive and frankly. none of TSA's business. 

Also, please describe whal data was cap1ured from my driver's license and boarding pass when they were given to •another· TSA agenl after my paldown so he could &quot:log&quot: my information onto a record &quo1;jus1 in case you decide to 
comoljp &:m !Ol' Wo1 Jld y91 J like a response? · True Passenger's Name : Provided if necessary far investigation Phone Number _ 
Emai bi(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



6/1712013 
2:09:55 

PM 

Feedback Type . Civil Rights/Liberties 
Ca I egori es Age . . 
Current Date/Time· 6117/2013 12:30:29 PM Airport· DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel· 06/16/2013 6:00 PM Airline & Flight Number· SW 2061 Checkpoint/Area al Airport: North Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) i(b.:,(6.1 
Comment : My 1 7 r old son had hands swab bed. Offi cerfE:ii£[] seemed to swap swabs with others on the counter before submitting swab to d ete ct,on device. Device claimed Exp I os,ve s Detected. F ul I body pat down comp I eted in separate room by 
supervisor. Office b)(ff:1 ailed to assist. Further swabbing occur,-ed by supervisor. Office~ook swabs to detection device. I (mother) accompanied him. No Explosives Detected. This officer was intimidating to my son and suspiciously 
using olher swabs in original detection device. He backed off when he saw I was accompanying my son. Minors should be safe to travel unaccompanied bul this situation could have easily resulled in a false positive if I had not been present 10 monitor 
Offi cert h I /R , bet ions 

True 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

To whom it may concern, 
I would like to issue a complaint against the TSA officers at the Denver International Airport. On June 11, 2013 my husband, myself and my 13 month old daughter where traveling and had quite an experience going through secunty. I have been 
traveling with my daughter since she was born. always understood the following: 

I could travel with breast milk or formula but they would need to be tested. In the past I had no problem with this ruling as the container is unsealed and I COMPLETELY understand the need to test this. 
If I was traveling with babyfood and 11 was homemade. it wo u Id need to be tested. If it was sea led. new babyhood (i.e. bought from a store), no testing wo u Id be conducted. 

On June 131 h, after a year al traveling with ba byfood, TSA sudden I y informed me that I would either have to: 
a) open the previously store-sealed babyfood for testing, or 
b) undergo a full pat down and all of my luggage would be hand searched. 

Opening store bought babyfood spoils the food. As it has to be refrigerated after opening. 

611712013 U nde rgoi ng a ful I pat down and having my previous I y T SA screened and checked I ugg age hand searched in no way ensures that the sea led b abyfood I am carrying with me isn't contaminated, 
4:18:27 

PM Look. I understand TSA's policies are a necessity in today's world. I understand testing anything that is unopened. But causing me ta spoil food that is being brought on for a baby or undergo non related additional security screenings because I am a 
mother 1s utterly ridiculous. 

I called over two sets of managers to complain and was repeatedly told lhese were my only two options and that they were sorry those that came before I hem "didn't do their jobs ro erl .'' I asked to see their SOPs as this was a new rule thal after a 
year was suddenly being enforced. They told me they were unable to shaw me those. I did not catch the first "manage(' name but she was quite rude and less than understanding. (b·•,(ffi who is cc'd on this email, did understand my concerns yet 
seemed I ess than cl ear on the pol 1c1es hi mse If. 

I urge TSA to get your policies in line with whal makes common sense. If the babyfood would have been in less than a 3oz container ii wouldn't have even regislered with you guys and it could have been unsealed (as all our other liquids are). I repeat 
again TESTING SEALED BABYFOOD MAKES NO SENSE. NOR DOES GIVING ME A PAT DOWN FOR BRINGING IT ON. Pat downs are humiliating and had I not had my husband with me, where was I supposed ta put my baby? 

i(b)(61 



Fro+b)(6) 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2013 1 :58 PM 
To: TSAEx1emalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject Complaint To TSA 

Dear Sirs: 

On Sunday June 16th I traveled on JetBlue Flight 509 from Newark to Ft. Lauderdale. I understand and appreciate the job TSA does to make flying sale not only for me. but for everyone. As a result I grin and bear the screenings, the pat downs and 

611712013 the searches of my luggage as a price we pay to be a litlle safer from the lhreats which exist in our world. Yesterday though I experienced a problem which candidly was lhe result of some of your staffers who simply lacked respect for my belongings 
which they were searching. To make a long story short. before going to the airport I went to a Restaurant in Clifton, New Jersey and purchased two quarts of hot dog relish ( the only place that this relish is sold ) and a pint of seasoned mustard. They 

4: ~~37 were packed in my check through bag. I fully understand and appreciate that when run through an x-ray, hot dog relish may not ( probably is not ) readily recognizable. So I was likewise not surprised that my bag was selected for a further inspection, 
opened and searched. The relish was packed in plastic containers. which were in paper bags which were then placed into a plastic bag to prevent spillage. A person of any intelligence clearly would have discerned that when they opened my bag. 
During I hat search I hey noted it was a food stuff, however they removed the plastic containers from their paper bags and plaslic outerbags and just shoved everylhing back into my suitcase. Suffice it 10 say that on arrival at home I had a suit and sport 
jacket slathered in relish with much less then I started with in any plastic container. As a result I now have to get my clothes drycleaned, my suitcase cleaned and I will not be able to consume the spilt relish. This is most unfortunate in that all the 
searching officer needed to do was to simply re sore the items to their p nor co nd1t1on. 

I doubl thal anylhing can be done to reclify my inconvenience, bul hopefully you might enforce a policy of putting things back as they were when conducting your searches. I remain: 

Sincerely, 

The ca 11 er s ta I ed tha I she flew from LAX on May 30th and I he TSO informed her I hat s i nee she had baby lo rm u I a and food that was over 3 .4 ounces and that he could not see through them , tha I one of the adults must undergo a ful I patdown. They were 
able to put some of the items through the bottled liquid scanner, but they still had her husband receive the thorough patdown. which she stated was very thorough and somewhat intrusive and she is upset about it. 

Airport: LAX 
6117/2013 Airline: Virgin American 

5:26:05 Flight#: Doesnt remember flight number 
PM Date and time: 05-30-13 at 9:30 a.m. 

Location: Terminal 3 

Advised ca Iler: 
Generally, the baby exemption ,terns must under,io additional screemnq. I will forward her complaint to the CSM so they can review the incident. 



611712013 

Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Calegories Other; Screening (AIT, Patdown) Current Date/Time : 6117/2013 5:21 :40 PM Airport Select One Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: On June 16th, at approximately 5pm, I entered the security area of Terminal 4 (security row/gate 5) of the JFK lnternalional Airport. I declined to be screened by lhe xray/backscatter machine. The TSA Agenl asked if I was opting out and I 
said &quot;yes.&quot: He then asked &quot;why?&quot: I was surprised by his question, and responded that it was my right to opt out. He then said &quot:yes, and its our right to ask why.&quot: Being somewhat intimidated, I responded 
&quot; medical reasons. &quot; 

I was I hen escorted 10 lhe private area I requesled, bul when I was told I was finished, I asked for my Driver's License and Boarding pass back, but was told that it was in another TSA Agent's hands, being logged. When I asked why, I was told it was 
being logged &quoUn case you complain about what happened here.&quot: When I said that"s never happened in the dozens of times I've flown, the response was &quot:every airport is different.&quot: I asked &quot;have the rules changed since 
Wednesday?&quot; I was told &quoU Just flew on Fnday.&quot: Which meant absolutely nothing to me, and did not answer my question. 

6:51 :40 I then finally responded that if thal was the case at JFK, I would never fly inlo JFK again, to which the TSAAgent responded &quot;get used to it.&quoi; 
PM 

At no time did I indicate I would complain. and in fact assured the 2 TSA agents who did my patdown screening that they did a fine job and I had no issues. 

My questions/concerns are: 
1) Where is the regulation that allows TSA Agents to ask WHY I'm opting out? 
2) What information was taken from my Drivers License and Boarding Pass? 
3) Where is the regulation that allows TSAAgents to log my ID and travel information? 
4) How is my information kept secure and private? 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email l(b 1(6) ~ 
To leave a comment concerning 11s feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller said she flies a lot on Southwest and was told by the airline that hair spray could be placed in her checked baggage. Caller has flown out of Oklahoma and the hair spray went to Louisiana with her. Today when she flew from Louisiana to 
Oklahoma. Caller got home and found three Notice of Inspections in her baggage, one of the Notice of Inspections had one hair spray removed and the caller wanted to know why her hair spray was taken out. The caller also said when she flew she 
was wearing a new pair of jeans with e I asti c waist and the AIT at both airports indicated an a noma I y in her back pocket. The on I y prob I em with that is the jeans do not have back pockets. Caller asked the TSO s at both airports why was 11 saying she 
had something in her back pocket and she had no pockets. The TSO sat both airports notified their supervisor, 

I advised the caller: 
611712013 She would receive a claim form and instruction in 24 hours. I told the caller to fill out the claim form and send it to the address on the claim form box 1 and mail the form to the Claims Management Branch. Claims Management Branch will respond 

7:31 :50 with a letter of acknowledgement and a claim number to monitor the claims process on the ts a.gov website. I told the caller that the claims process was under the Federal Tort Claim Act. 
PM As TSA screens bags for prohibited ilems, TSOs may find dangerous or hazardous materials inside checked baggage, which could include common household ilems. When carried in checked baggage these items may present a threat to the safely of 

the aircraft. Aircrafi operators are notified when these items are found, and they will make the final decision to remove or allow dangerous or hazardous materials from checked bags following inspection. 
Patdowns are used to resolve alarms from the walk through metal detector (WTM DJ, when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, as well as when random screening act1v1t1es are conducted. 



The caller flew yesterday. She stated that when she arnved she was without her cash. She stated that the agent told her that he was checking her luggage while she undergo a patdown. She is missing 28,000 Jamaican Dollars or 24.000 Jamaican. 
She asked how soon she needs to file the claim. She asked why her baggage was taken away from her and screened out of her view. 

They are not required to keep the baggage in the passengers view. 

Passengers have two yea rs to Ii I e a claim, I apologized to the cal I er lo r the manner in which their bags we re hand I ed and exp Iain ed that the TS Os receive training in the procedures to pro pe rl y inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great 
care during the screening process so I hat when bags are opened a passenger's belongings are reIurned to the same condition they were found. You may wish 10 file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim 
form). A claim form will be sent to you via email within 24 hours of this response. Claim forms are also available on our Web site at www.tsa.gov. Complete and return the form in accordance with the instructions. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have lo rwarded a copy of this to the Custom er Su pp o rt Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. T SA monitors the number and nature of comp I ai nts we receive to track trends and spot 
611712013 areas of concern tha I may require sp eci a I atl ention. 

7:4313 
PM The callers flight details and baggage description are as follow: 

Departing Airport: IA H 
Destination: FL L 
Airline: United airline 
Flight Number: 1238@ 440 pm 
Terminal: C 
Gate: C34 
Date and Time: June 16th. 2013 @ 3:30 pm 
Baggage Description: Flora I beige with cream and brown I eaves, She stated th at it does have some green, The currency was inside the bag, 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJb)(6) I 
Date Time: 6/1717..r I 3 b.58.0 I PIVI 

611712013 Name (bi(61 8:20:01 I""-,~'-------'----, 

PM 
Email b)(ff1 
Comp a, nts: na pp ro pn ate cree n, ng at Down Screening: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Porlland Oregon-terminal that would have given me access to Gate Don Monday 06110/13 at 10am 
Comments:i was informed that i tested positive in 5 areas. i asked where are these areas? i was told they couldn't tell me. i was informed that i would need to me patted down. i informed employee i had on no underwear, no bra. pull on pants with no 
metal. a camisole and a sweatshirt. asked again where did i set off an alarm? they couldn't tell me. i again said i wouldn't be patted down in public. i was rudely taken to a very small closet that in appearance looked that it was used for storage and 
occasionally pat down/inspections. a tas employee put on a pair of gloves and started to inspect my hair as if i was her baby chimp and she was looking for bugs' i asked for the inspections to halt. a tas employee that i do not know her name. however 
she is missing her front 2 upper teelh and is lacking in proper hygiene ( she shouldn'I be to hard to locate ) was rude. her attitude was inappropriate. the bottom line is i was physically frisked, groped, grabbed by a tas employee. i could eilher allow this 
to happen or miss my flight. i would like to know what 5 areas i set off, when i was wearing basically nothing. i had no metal on my person. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

~~~~;~--~·l;~·~;-~~;rs~; ~ :: I 
Date Time: 61171 : : 1 

611712013 N (bi(BI 
8:20:01 ame,"-,-·-;..,.~· -------'-----, 

PM Ema, b 1(6) 
Com.mrtmn====.,,..""'""'""'' ~/Pat Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Portland Oregon-terminal that would have given me access to Gate Don Monday 06/10113 at 10am 
Comments:i was informed that i tested positive in 5 areas. i asked where are these areas? i was told they couldn't tell me. i was informed that i would need to me patted down. 1 informed employee i had on no underwear, no bra. pull on pants with no 
metal, a camisole and a sweatshirt. asked again where did i set off an alarm? they couldn't tell me. i again said i wouldn't be patted down in public. i was rudely taken to a very small closet that in appearance looked that it was used for storage and 
occasionally pat down/inspections. a las employee pul on a pair of gloves and started to inspect my hair as if i was her baby chimp and she was looking for bugs! i asked for lhe inspections to halt. a las employee that i do not know her name, however 
she is missing her front 2 upper teeth and is lacking in proper hygiene ( she shouldn"t be to hard to locate ) was rude. her attitude was inappropriate. the bottom line is i was physically frisked, groped, grabbed by a tas employee. i could either allow this 
to happen or miss my fi1qht. i would like to know what 5 areas i set off, when I was weannq basically nothinq. i had no metal on my person. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP !b 1(6) I 
Date Time: 6/171~ 13 6:58:01 PM 

6/1712013 Nam (b)(6 ) 
8:20:01 Emai,-(b-:~i(-6~:_1 ----~--~ 

PM Comp a I nts: na pp ro pn ate cree n1 ng at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Porlland Oregon-terminal that would have given me access to Gate Don Monday 06110/13 at 10am 
Comments:i was informed that i tested positive in 5 areas. i asked where are these areas? i was told they couldn't tell me. i was informed that i would need to me patted down. i informed employee i had on no underwear, no bra. pull on pants with no 
metal. a camisole and a sweatshirt. asked again where did i set off an alarm? they couldn't tell me. i again said i wouldn't be patted down in public. i was rudely taken to a very small closet that in appearance looked that it was used for storage and 
occasionally pat down/inspections. a tas employee put on a pair of gloves and started to inspect my hair as if i was her baby chimp and she was looking for bugs' i asked for the inspections to halt. a tas employee that i do not know her name. however 
she is missing her front 2 upper teelh and is lacking in proper hygiene ( she shouldn'I be to hard to locate ) was rude. her attitude was inappropriate. the bottom line is i was physically frisked, groped, grabbed by a tas employee. i could eilher allow this 
to happen or miss my flight. i would like to know what 5 areas i set off, when i was wearing basically nothing. i had no metal on my person. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time · 6117/2013 7:03:48 PM Airport : SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International Date/Time of Travel : 06/16/2013 10:00 AM Airline & Flight Number · UA 842 CheckpoinUArea of Airport · 2 TSA 
Employee: (If Known) :~omment: I requested to &quotopt out&quot: of the metal detector and was rudely asked repeatedly why I ·1 can't just go through: everyone else does?" After requesting to be hand searched four times, I asked to 
speak to a Supervisor and was told "I run things around he re." I then said that I have the rig ht not to go through the meta I detector and was then to Id I have to wait. I th en stood for an add it ion a I five minutes w hi I e the employee re-stated why I should 
'jusl go through lhe me1a1 detector'. 

Ifs my opinion he attempted to make me as uncomfortable as possible dunng the search. The employe~ggressively pressed rather than simply touching me as he was patting me down. I was further subjected to the employeel(b)(ff:1 
611712013 derogatory demeanor that left me upset and scratched. Because of his rough handling of the pat down search. by pressing extra hard while rubbing his hand over the waist band firmly against my skin, it caused a red abrasion on my stoma,..CIPl"I 'rrllO"'l"'l l.,.lffllls,....... 

8:20:27 gloves. 
PM 

6/1712013 
9:13:02 

PM 

I am disappointed that better training isn't provided to employees. As such, I strongly suggest that this employee receive both anger management training and psychological testing before returning to active duty. Without further training, the flying 
public will be subjected and TSA liable. for this employee's physical and verbal abuse. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name!(b·:1(6) 
Phone Number "'-'-'--""------' 

Email f h 1/R, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

------------===~-------------------
Remote Client IP:!{h--1/R"I 
Date Time: 611712'='0"'13"'a"'":"'38,...:.,..19""'='"P'"'M_, 

Nam~t)Ll3L I 
Emal(b 1(6) I 
Comp a,nls:My Complaint 1s Nol Listed Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Ohare airport 6-15-13. United 910.Flight leaving at 8:41 am 
Comments:Wh1le going through secunty at Ohare the alarm kept going off-my sister and daughter were waiting on the other side for me. The attendant told me to take off all jewlery and place it in bowl to go thru the x-ray. After my pat down 
(attendant was very nice) my quite expensive ean-ings were gone-there were NO other passengers that went thru and my family got my bag/purse on the other side. TSA agent looked around and said no ean-ings-1 clearly had them and then they went 
missing. They were obviously stolen!•!! Nothing in lost and found• Please lei me know what 10 do about I his siluation! ! !' Coming back from Boston was perfec1-no jewlery asked to be taken off-no pat down! 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time. 6/17/2013 8:52:07 PM Airport. CVG - Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky International Date/Time al Travel: 06/13/2013 4:15AM Airline & Flight Number· DL 1379 Checkpoint/Area al Airport· 
TSA Employee (l~f _K_no_w_n-)_: ___ ~ 
Comment· I am *b)(ff:, !with Delta and TSA PreCheck enrolled business flier and do almost 250K miles per year. I have been flying for almost a decade in the US and this past Thursday (05/1312013) was the most uncomfortable 
experience going lhrough an airpor1. I fly in-oul of CVG airport almosl 2-3 times a week and have been doing thal for almost 18 months. On 05/13, I was flying back home from CVG, trying to get on DL 1379 to SAN. 

I am a!(b·:,( !and wear a turban. I went through the scatter X-ray machines at CVG airport, as usual I do every week. It reported an anomaly on the turban. Something to note here is since TSA has installed the new scatter X-ray machines, they always 
report anomaly with the turban, the older full body X-ray scanners didn't used to. Basically the newer machines have added to the processing time through the airport. At surface, it seems like that these machines can't even look through just plain cloth 
on your body, makes you wonder how effective they are? 

I went through the regular routine of self-patting down the turban and doing a hand swab. Surpnsingly, on 05113. the hand swab tnggered an alarm. For a frequent flier, this was an odd development. Clearly. I knew the machine was reporting a false 
alarm but knowing TSA how it operates, I knew my reasoning will fall into deaf ears. So, I complied with a full physical pat down, re-screening of my luggage and private pat down of my turban by a TSA agent. So, 15 minutes later after going through 

611712013 the whole exercise, nothing was odd was identified, which was not a surprise 10 me. 

10:05:21 
PM 

Now the biggest surprise came when I was notified that I would need to take off my turban for screening. This was a first for me in my decade of flying and I was completely caught off guard and found this completely unreasonable. I spoke to a 
supervisor and TSA manager on duty to reason with them and explain my situation. I am a known traveller at CVG (many TSA agents/supervisors know me personally), have gone through full secondary screening already, a TSA agent has patted down 
my turban and not come up with anything. The swab off his hands didn't report anything eilher. But the TSA manager expressed his helplessness and after some back-n-forlh, I realized my reasoning was not getting anywhere and I would miss my 
flight, I complied. Took off my turban, folded it and they ran it through the X ray, came back with NOTH ING. And now I was CLEAR toga. AE I mentioned earlier, I was NOT surprised again and knew this was a false alarm. 

I am pretty sure the TSA employees on ground followed the established rules. Most of them knew me very well (since I flew in-out on a weekly basis) and very respectful and apologetic and at the same time felt helpless. 

My ask is. what can TSA da differently since I have now narrated my incident and proved that your current protocols brake dawn and failed by tagging a wrong person as a potential threat. It caused me extreme difficulty and harassment to go through 
the whole experience. TSA wasted government resources (3-4 TSA agents for almost 30-45 minutes) on processing just me alone. Being a taxpayer. I feel extremely upset, ,ts like funding an agency to make your own life difficult' 

The whole thing s1arted because your swab analysis machine reported a wrong result and nobody (leading upto the TSA manager on ground) had any discretion 10 look at other facls to lei me lhrough. I should not be penalized due to TSA's faully 
machinery and poorly designed. u nreasa na bl e and imp racti ca I rules. 

I expect a lull inquiry into this complain and want to be notified the outcome and what your agency plans to do prevent this from happening in future. 

Thanks, 



6/18/2013 
8:3615 

AM 

ma i Ito: T SA-ContactC ente r@d h s. gov 

Re: Complaint: Officer~nd"'!(b""i-'-(6""1 __ _,Pakland Airport, CA 

Dear T SA Rep rese ntati ve: 

On 30 May 2013, I had the misfortune 10 pass through lhe Oakland International Airport and encounter lhe most unprofessional TSA agents I have ever wilnessed. 

Let me preface this by stating that I am a frequent flyer. am well aware of the threat this nation is exposed to and recognize that security measures are part of today's security. I have also come to understand that since 9111 TSA has come to represent 
overbearing, authoritarian representatives who pat down children in wheelchairs, 80+ year old women and conduct physical searches our forefathers would shake their heads at and wonder why the hell a second revolution isn't taking place. 

I previously filed a complaint about two of your Oakland Airport representatives (L rsq:~b_)_(_6_, -~Ind TSq(b·:,(61 !to their super,isor STSO kb::,(6) twho took my complaint in a professional manner and is to be recognized as 
such). "'-'-'---'-------' ~~-'---~ 

L rsc£filill]and TSOkb)(ff:, ~r~ op lhe albec ~ide of that equation. L rsokb::,(Blwas overbearing, lacked any communicative skills and intenlionally did nol give me a complaint form after I asked if one existed. For her to be in a "Lead" role for TSA 
is a sad commentary. Regarding rsq_b)(6I ! as he started to test my hands for gunpowder residue. I was so incensed that I pulled out my retired military ID and held it to my left side and told him how sad it was that a two tour Iraqi vet is now 
subJect to such inspections. whereupon he pulled out his pink military ID card, shoved 11 in my face and told me that being a military man we all have orders to follow. The issue was not orders, ,rs the way you people are performing your jobs. His 
condescending actions, s ha king his he ad when he conducted the inspection, and then walking away in a dismissive manner would have any emp I oye e docked, rep ri ma nd ed. retrained in custom er se r,i ce or reassigned , And to think, they a 11 I ive on our 
tax money ... 

I hope to hear back from someone within T SA to address this I ette r and if I don't. re st assured that I wi 11 vote, don ate to and do everything I legally can to diminish the role T SA plays in the our cIvI I Ii bert,es from this date forward. 

Bollom Ii ne: I am disgusted by this and other episodes with TSA and you can mark me down as one more i nfu ri a ted American who wi 11 ho Id you accountable when the tables a re turned in the po Ii ti ca I I ands cape of things. 

Again, if I do not hear back. TSA will forever be another federal agency totally lacking in my trust and I will back all efforts to defund, or do away with your orgamzat,on. 

Sincerely, 

l(b)(61 

To w horn it may concern. 

I was touched inappropnately dunng a pat down at La Guardia Airport and also at Des Moines International airport. Both female TSA agents thought it was appropriate to touch my groin area with the palm of their hand. However, according to how 11 

611812013 was described, they were to go up my leg with the hand and stop at the groin area, not palm the area to "check it", I had asked a question to the TSAwebsite in regards to this, and never received a response. I believe there should be specific 

8,36, 17 guidelines and training on where a person will be touched, and discipline and re-training of the officers at the airports who Iouched me inappropriately. 

AM 

I would like a response to this e-mail, thank you. 

fb)(61 



6/1812013 
10:25:29 

AM 

6/18/2013 
10:25:56 

AM 

611812013 
10:51:16 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1pJ(b)(61 ! 
Date Time: 6/1812013 9:05:57 AM 

Namekbl(6i 

Em a ifh ··, ( fi"I 
Comp I a i nts; Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Logan Airport, Boslon Mass., the main area where passengers are screened before proceeding 10 lheir respective gates. Soulhwesl Airlines was where I was heading. 
CommentsTraveling Boston to Denver, I went through the full body scan. A TSA agent told me to step out. As I did, another agent loudly told me to "STOP'" I was confused. took another step, and he yelled "STOPI" at me again. He came up to me 
and glared at me. I am not exaggerating, he glared, and asked me if I had emptied my pockets. I told him that I had, and he glared at me again, locked eyes with me, and didn't say anything. He clearly thought I was lying. He told me that he would have 
to pat down my chest since I had my shirt unbuttoned. (I wore a short sleeve shirt over a T shirt) Please explain this? Because my shirt was UNBUTTONED? meaning what? That he wouldn't have patted down my chest if it HAD been buttoned? He 
th en gave me a ful I pat down and I was al lowed to proceed. 

Fram Denver to Boston, I was al so asked to wait after having the scan, but the TSA agent the re was PO LI TE and IN FORMAT I VE. He showed me that the scan noted something in the area of my shorts pockets. and we both rea Ii zed that meta I snaps 
on my pockets had set the scan off. 

I had no problem whatsoever with the scan or pat down in Boston. but the agent in Boston was RU DE and full of himself and acted like the Gestapo. I did nothing wrong. He had no right to glare at me and imply that I was a liar by his look and the tone 
of his voice. I found it humiliating. A response to this would be nice. Thanks. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Permitted I terns 
Current Date/Time : 6118/2013 9:49:07 AM Airport ORF - Norfolk International Date/Time of Travel : 0611712013 Airline & Flight Number : United Flight 3875Y Checkpoint/Area of Airporl : 
TSA Employee: (If Known*bi(6i I 
Comment: I was traveling with my 1 year old daughter. I read the instructions on ,terns you can bring with an infant on this website. It stated I could bring any food and formula items I needed for her. I had a on the go pack of fruit. They told me if I 
wouldn't open it (which would have required me to have my daughter eat rather quickly) that either my husband or I would have to be searched. What? How do the two correlate? And when I didn't pass the first screening they had to re screen me. I 
asked the question several times, what on my person could make me fail the test? They would not answer. It is very fruslrating when you are ignored. 
On my flight to Virginia on Friday morning from Mpls/St. Paul Airport with a jar of fruit also, I did not have to receive a pat down. I would like to know why the difference. I would also like to understand why on your website it doesn't state that you could 
be subject to a pat down if you bring any of your daughters necessary items to live. ???? I am very frustrated with this system. I try to follow the rules but when they are not clearly stated it is hard to know what to do? 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Name : h··,Irr1 

Phone,i:.u.1WJL.Ua1'-'-".1.U.'-"'-'----'-----~ 
Email b)(61 

To leav~e_a_c_o_m_m_e_n_t_c_o_n_c_e_rn_,n_g~t-,-s~e-e--a-c ..... , follow this link . http:!ltsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/Applicatio11Ma11ager 

Caller was returning from Pans and upon arrival in ATL was subjected to s eco nda ry screening and in the p races s the TSO I eft her pass po rt and boarding pass out of her carry on bag. 
She was contacted by lost and found stating they found her documents but that she was going to have to pay for shipping the documents to her.Caller requested that I send her the documents and wanted to know why she was subjected to secondary 
screening. 
Explained that in the future she should inform TSO before screening begins that she has metal implants so she could be directed to the AIT instead of the WTMD and she said she di~lained that if she alarmed during either one of the technologies 
we are required to clear the alarm by a thorough pat down. She th en stated she never heard any alarms and she does n t understand why this happened. Ca 11 er stated she was to Id by ~hat when they found the pass po rt they would send it to her. 
Mailed the SF95 and informed caller how to relay information to the CSM through option 5 on the IVR. 

Caller: 
Caller fi ew from D TW on June 13th. Around 1 p. m. she went through the security che c kpornt. She had to go through a p atdown. The TSO said she was going to p atdown her arms and then touched her breast. She had her hair done lo r $25 lo r a 
wedding, It was completely messed up. The caller believes the woman should not have her breast felt up. Her sister said the same exact thing happened to her and she described the same worker that did it to her. She did not get the workers name. 
She immediately went to the desk and she was handed a card by two female workers who offered her no help al all. 

Airport: DTW 
611812013 Airline: Frontier Airlines 
11 :07: 11 Dale and lime: June 13th al 1 p.m. 

AM 
Response: 
TS A regrets th at you were not happy with your screening experience. Be ca use your complaint concerns the conduct of T SOs at a spec iii c airport we have lo rwarded a copy of your letter to the Custom er Service Manager (CS M) at that Io cation. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt. corrective action whenever we determine that 
security s c reem ng pol 1c1es need mod1f1cation or spec iii c employees or sere ener teams are the subjects of re pealed comp I a i nts. 



6/18/2013 
2:23 25 

PM 

On June 11, 2013. I attempted to travel from Houston to Mam I a on a flight with United Airlines. Unfortunate I y, a/le r 26 hours delay. my whole trip was can eel ed, which I ead to my returning home to San Antonio. This required me to re-check my bags at 
airport security in terminal B, which led to a disturbing experience. 

Upon arriving at the terminal, I was shuffled to the security line, where I removed my shoes and put everything necessary into the bin to go through the security scanner. As I went through the scanner, something I had forgotten about set off the alarm. I 
was told to go through again. At no time was I asked if there was anything I had forgotten about, such as a piece of jewelry or money in a pocket(I still had my wedding ring on and there was a nickel in my back pocket that I was not aware of...that's itI) 
Aller going through the scanner again, I was told there was an alert on my hand (I'm guessing my wedding ring)and back pocket area., A small pad was passed over my hands, placed into the scanner. and the message "no alarm" appeared. That is 
when it was declared I would have to undergo, nol just a public pat down and wand scan, but, also a privale paldown in a closed room. Everything I had with me was scanned wilh the small pad and each time the message "no alarm" appeared. This 
still warranted that I be patted down thoroughly in a separate room. Then, I received a lecture from the woman who did the search that "next time. remember to take everything out of your pockets, and this won't happen again'" Agents who conducted 
this search we re u np role ss1ona I, and treated me Ii ke I was a piece of scum. making comments and joking around with each other while doing their search. No one, no m alter what their pos1t1on in I ife. deserves to be treated with such contempt. I'm 
guessing if I'd been of the same ethnic background, things would have been different. I' sure they would never want their own mom treated with such disdain. 

These quest ions remain in my mind: 

How many people with my profile have been found to be a threat in any way?: 58 year old, small. grey haired. U.S. citizen. retired military, anglo-American woman who forgot that she had a nickel in her pocket 

What warranted that I continued to be searched in any way after the first "'no alarm" message appeared? .. afler it was found that there was a nickel in my back pocket? ... afler the wand and initial pad swipe proved no results? 

Why was a non-English speaking Asian man allowed to leave his bag unattended repeatedly. even afler being reported to security? Even though reported to security, this man was allowed to go through security unchecked, while a retired military 
woman with a nickel in her back pocket was thoroughly searched. In view of recent events in Boston. I would have hoped something like a bag le/I unattended would have great priority. 

My experience at the Houston airport, from airline employees, to security agents, proved that Houston is a place to be avoided at all costs. It is controlled by a group of people who have no idea what the rest of the world is like. There is such a thing as 
professionalism. politeness, and dignity, that employees at the Houston airport know nothing about. It is scary to think of what goes unchecked at that airport. 

[b)(61 

611812013 
2:55:44 

PM 

Feed back Type : R eq ues t for Information 
Categories : Traveling with a Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time · 6118/2013 1 :22:20 PM Airport · Select One Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. I am a Trusted Traveler PASSID!(b:1(5:, ! 1 also have a metal hip joint. What I cannot understand is why. having met the requirements for the Trusted Traveler program, TSA cannot develop a process whereby people with implants do 
not have to be manually handled everytime we travel through an airport that does not have an AIT machine? Using myself as an example, my metal joint will ALWAYS be on my right hip. Yet I have to endure the entire patdown process over my entire 
body. I use Pre-Check whenever possible, but this lane often does not have an AIT machine, so I have to be pulled from the line, remove my shoes, stand to the side until a female officer can be made available, and quite honestly, often made to feel 
like someone suspicious. Can't TSA pul a designalion on my Trusted Traveler card thal I have a metal implanl in my righl hip, much like an organ donor is noled on a driver's license? And then resume using lhe me1a1 wands, and by simply waving the 
wand over my right hip, the point of the metal is determined, it matches the Government issued ID card with the location of the implant noted. and I am quickly waved through the line. There are so many of us with metal implants. Wouldn't this make 
the screening process smoother. reduce the number of complaints. and improve overall efficiency? And those of us who have been willing already to provide s1gmf1cant personal information to speed up our screening won't feel like such cnminals. I can 
tel I you that I have not had p I ea sa nt experiences with the TS A officers si nee my hip was done, 
Would you like a respo_nse?: True 
Passenger's r-ia~~ec-:J".'Lh"7~~1(~6~1--,-____ ..J 
Phone Number !!_b 1(6 I 
Email f~b_l_(6_1 ______ ~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



6/18/2013 
4:1858 

PM 

Caller fi yi ng in a co u pie days and asked if something Is a security threat why i sn t everything done across the board? 
In LAS everytime she goes through the line when she gets through they pat down her head, she has dreadlocks in her hair and can see her scalp. theres nothing that could possibly be in there. States she doesn't use any type metal pins, etc. 
She said it feels degrading and is embarassing and ii is the only localion she is having her head patted down and wonders why? 
She is going through the AIT and the TSOs don t tell her why they are patting her head down and she thinks it is because she has the dreadlocks. She has been flying frequently and doesn t want to be singled out and if it only happened everynow and 
then she wouldn t think as much about it and she said it didn t happen the last time, but, when she traveled a couple weeks ago. 
States if it happens again she will call back to the TCC with names, etc. States she is more aggravated with the process than the TSO performing their job and she is all for security and safety, but, just wonders why she is having to have the 
procedure? 

Response: 
Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 
For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ 
screening. 
TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. 
Informed ca 11 er she is welcome to speak with a supervisor at the checkpoint for any issues she is experiencing. 

The ca 11 er has a ly n phodema machine that can not go through the x- ray machine and she always presents medical documentation for sere en i ng. She stated that she has never had any issues. She stated that D F W was a trip to he 11. She stated th at 
everything she had was put through the x-ray, and she walked through the machine. She stated that she called TSA before she flew. She stated that the supervisor said that. because she did not want the machine x-ray screened all of her items must 
undergo an additional inspeclion. She stated that she was very rude. She slated that she was talked to like a criminal. She stated I hat I hey aggressively harassed her. She stated I hat a women by the name oj(b )(6) preformed her paldown and was 
very aggressive. She stated that she was trying to be careful. because she can not be inspected without causing pain. She stated that she was contacted by the head of TSA on her flights to make sure that everything was okay and went smoothly. She 
stated that she has the contact information for John Pi sto I e. She stated that she does not want to deal with the supervisor at DFW over T SA, because th at is who ordered the add iii on al sere en i ng to begin with. She stated that she do es not want the 
mailing address for John Pistole, she want the number that she has mistakenly misplaced, She stated that she missed her flight because of the incident. 

I informed the caller that she can be randomly selected for additional screening. I apologized for the treatment she recieved at the checkpoint. I apologized the caller that the matter was not sent to the CSM yesterday regarding the rude screener. 
apologized to the caller for the actions and the rudeness of the TSOs at the checkpoint. I explained that I can forw-ard this to the TSOs boss at the airport over TSA, not the supervisor. 

Caller did nol feel that this IreatmenI was due to her disability, just the screeners being rude. 

I offered the em aI I address for John P1sto I e the administrator of TSA. 

6/18/2013 
6,25:44 I explained that on the previous flights we senl the information to the TSA Cares disability specialist for review and to request assislance through the checkpoinl regarding her device. 

PM 
I exp I a i ned th at th ere is only some much that I can do he re at the contact center. I p rov1d ed the contact information for the CSM at DFW: 

Name: l(b 1(6) 
Phone: 
Email: ~-----------~ 
The callers flight details are as follow: 

Airport: DFW 
Destination: P HX 
Airline: American Airlines 
Flight Number: 1403 @ 5:30 pm 
Date and Time: 06-15-2013@ 5:00 pm 



Recently my wife and I made a tnp from Ft. Walton Beach, Florida v,a American Airtines to Albuquerque. NM On the outbound leg from Ft. Walton Beach my wife's scan showed anomalies at the back of her head. at her left shoulder. and at her hip. 
She does not have any medical devices installed in her body like artificial joints. etc. A thorough check was made of her carry-on luggage and her purse. In addition she was given a lull body pat-down (including her hair) in private by two female TSA 
employees. Nolhing was found and we conlinued on our way. 

On the return I rip from Albuquerque she wenl through a similar scanner as used at Ft. Walton Beach, Florida. The same anomalies showed up in the same places. Again, the luggage, etc. was searched and she was subjected to anolher private pat
down by female TSA agents. Both of these searches were negative and she was released to continue the trip. 

611812013 We support efforts to assure the security of Americans flying on commercial airlines. However, we do suggest that you take a closer look at the sorts of things which might be falsely tripping your scanners. We certainly have no idea what caused the 

9:02 ,57 scan troubles but would like to avoid both the delay and the embarrassment of a full search in future travels. Is there an alternate path to go through security 1f the full body scan is not used? 

PM 

611812013 
9:03:16 

PM 

Destin, Florida 

Dear sir or ma·am, 

Recently I had the opportunity to contrast the performance of Italian airport security agents and that of the TSA. Sadly, TSA loses by a mile. 
For example, I was in the securily line at Fiumicino airport, a long line because of a large influx of passengers al thal time. The security agents were quite patient and polite in getting people through the checkpoinl. While I was waiting in line, a woman 
who had short time until her flight boarded brought that to the attention of security. Two agents escorted her through the line and ushered her to the front and expeditiously screened her. easing her way onto her flight. 

In contrast, at the Philadelphia airport, going through another long security line to be rescreened after clearing immigration and customs, another woman had a short time until her flight departed. The TSA agent told her that she had to receive 
permission FROM EVERYONE ahead of her in the line to get lhrough quicker, there WAS NOTHING HE COULD DO' At the same time, lhere were three or four agents standing around doing nothing but jawjacking (Thousands Slanding Around!) at the 
checkpoint verifying boarding passesftickets and ID. One of them could easily have helped this woman, who was forced by your lackeys to beg other passengers to allow her to pass through (which we did). It would seem the twit claiming there was 
nothing he could do didn't want to be bothered to do more than stand there with his thumb up his anterior orifice. Oh, he did smirk a bit when he claimed he couldn't do anything .. 

Since TSA was created, which was a major error by the government to begin wilh, I have become ever more convinced that hiring lhe minimum wage, low qualification 'renl-a-cops' who formerly performed airport security screening was simply sIupid. 
Putting the same twits in a fancier uniform, giving them more power over the flying public, unionizing them and making them federal government employees just gives them a greater sense of entitlement and allows them to lord it over the public who is 
forced to put up with the ineffective sere en i ng has s I es. 
TSA has prevented, as far as I know, exactly zero airline terrorism incidents since the boondoggle agency was created. The attempted airliner explosions were stopped by alert passengers. aided by incompetent wanna-be bombers, not by TSA. 

In my opinion, TSA has done nothing but cost the taxpayers billions of dollars and create another unnecessary government agency. We, the flying public certainly aren't safer for your presence or screening groping. 
Far from it. we hate going through the process, but are forced to do so by bureaucrats who have exempted themselves from comp I yi ng with the rules they impose on everyone else. 

Oh, before I forget, the Italian security screening doesn'I require one to remove shoes. Mine had to come off due to selling off the metal detector (steel shank in shoes). Maybe they know something aboul reducing unnecessary hassles that you could 
learn .. They are certainly more efficient and helpful to the public. 

sincerely, 

[b)(61 

Caller stated th at she cal I ed in recently be cause her d aug hte r I ost her photo ID and wanted to know 1f she wo u Id be able to go through the sere en i ng and sti 11 be able to board the p I ane. Ca 11 er stated she was to Id that the re would shouldn't t be ANY 
problems if she presented her student ID and her birth certificate. Caller stated that her daughter was patdown in front of everyone and was treated as ii she had done something wrong. Caller stated she was very dissatisfied with how she was 

611812013 trealed. 
9:20:37 

PM Advised caller: 
Anytime that she presents two alternative forms of ID and the TSO at the checkpoint still questions her identity she may be subject to the additional screening, Additional screening being the COi form. patdown, etc. She may not always receive 
additiona I screening , it s re al I y depending on the security officer a I the ch eek point. U nfo rtua tel y, the TSO at Cha rlolle sti 11 questioned her identity and felt she needed to go through the add i ti o na I screening. 



Caller stated that she is upset that she has to go through a patdown because of her metal knee. Caller stated that she went through the WTM D and had to receive a patdown afterwards. Wanted to know what she needed to do so she doesn t have to 

6118120 13 receive a patdown. 

g,40:57 
p M Advised ca Iler: 

She could go through the AIT that doesn t penetrate the skin so it shouldn t set off any alarms. If it does alarm, the passenger would just receive a patdown of the area that was alarmed. 

Caller slated that she I raveled 10 Boston with her daughter to school. Caller said thal she knows thal she was racially profile coming and going. Caller said that she wenl through the screening and she was subject 10 a patdown as well. Caller said that 
she also had her hands swabbed. Caller said that she knows that it was because her skin is darker than others. Caller said that this occurred at BWI and BOS. Caller said that her daughter is very pale and she did not experience this treatment. Caller 
said that she works in a farmers market and she is darker th an others, however she has always I ived in the US and she does not deserve this treatment. 

611912013 Resolution: 
g,16:35 

AM Transferred Call 

611912013 
11:35:14 

AM 

6/19/2013 

The caller stated that she felt that she was being discriminated against because her skin was darker than normal. The caller stated that she got a pat down both coming and going and that she got her hands swabbed. I advised the caller that she 
would need to file her comp I a int in writing. I advised her that I would send her an em a1 I with a Ii nk so th at she cou Id Ii I e it writing. The caller stated th at she had sent an ema i I in the past few moments. I checked the MB m a1 I box and we did not receive 
an em a i I. The cal I er advised me that she had sent it to the TS A contact center, I advised the ca Iler that I would send her the ap prop ria te Ii n k so that she could get her complaint sent back to us in writing, 

Caller wants to know how to avoid the AIT and to have a private patdown,he has metal implant in his back. During his last screening he was ask to lift his shirt and was embarrassed by the public exposure. 
If a passenger has meta I implants, such as art iii c i al knees or hips, he or she should inform a T ransporta ti on Security Off ce r (TSO) before sere en i ng begins, TS A has ere ated notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about any dis a bi Ii ty, 
medical condition, or medical device thal could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening, their use may improve communication and help travelers discreetly nolify TSOs of their conditions.Many 
passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-
7 seconds without the support of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it 1s available or can request to be screened using a patdown.lf a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-
th rough meta I d ete cto r, the passenger w i 11 be screened using a thorough pa tdow n procedure instead, 
A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a me1a1 detector or anomalies identified by AIT If a pal down is required in order 10 complele screening: 

• The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. 
The caller advised thal she has a pacemaker from St. Judes Hospilal. Initially, she wanted to know what she needs to do in order to opt oul of the AIT because her doctors have told her not to be screened by the AIT. She has an upcoming trip out of 
POX on 8-14-2013 on United Airlines. 

I to Id her that a passenger s hou Id info rm the TSO s before sere en i ng begins th at they have a pacemaker and wish to opt out of the A IT to receive a patd own, 

Then. she stated that on a previous trip from POX to PSP and on the return flight frorn PSP to POX she was forced to be screened by the AIT by the TSOs there. The departing flight from POX. on 2-28-2013, left at approximately 8:00AM and she went 
through screening about 6: ODAM . She said that at the T SA che c kpornt at PD X, a le ma I e TSO to Id her that her doctor did not know what he was talking about and needed to brush up on the new technology: after she had presented her pacemaker I D 
ca rd and told them that she was not able to be screened by the AIT. 

12:09: 19 The return flight from PSP to POX was on 3-3-2013 at approximately 4:30PM and she went through screening about 1 :OOPM or 2:00PM. She said that this checkpoint, two male TSOs told her that her card did not mean anything and that she would be 
PM Ii ne b erng screened by the Al T. She said th at she felt very e rn barrassed and intimidated by these actions. She said that she flew both ways on Ho nzo n Airlines. 

I told her I hat I will forward this record to the CSMs at bolh POX and PSP since TSA failed to accomodale her based on her disability or medical condition. I offered to go over the information for filing a formal complaint in wriling, bul she said thal was 
not her intent and she did not wish to file a formal complaint, only to let someone know what has happened to her 

She said that she might call back in within a few hours to provide her specific flight details. I told her that she can reference this El D when she calls back in. 

Caller does not have email available to her. 
Alternate number listed 1s her cell phone number. 



6/19/2013 

Disability Description: The caller indicated that she lives in HI and traveled from KOA with Go Airtines (an inter island carrier). 

The caller indicated lhat she has a dialysis catheter. 

The ca 11 er was i nte rru pted with static and i nte rfe re n ce. and the cal I dis connected. I contacted the caller. 

The caller has a dialysis catheler in her leg that looks like a large IV. There are two tubes that came out from her leg. When not in use, it is Iaped to her leg and wrapped in gauze. 

Genera 11 y,she receives a p atdown of the area th at the catheter 1s in, and she 1s asked questions. 

She indicated that when traveling with GO Airlines, after going through AIT, she had to go in a room and take off her pants as advised by a supervisor. The male supervisor indicated that they would have 10 see the calheter as well. 

She indicated that she doesn t understand TSA s official procedure in regard to the screening of the catheter. She indicated that she d1dn t understand why she had to take off her pants in order to show her catheter. She wants something in wntrng in 
regard to the procedure and wants to know if the procedure was followed properly. 

1 :33:42 She asked if the email would have may name on it and an indication that it was official TSA procedure. 
PM 

She asked if a doctors note in regard to the catheter could not be used to excuse the screening process in regard to the catheter, 

I explained that the information that I can provide in regard to the screening of a port or catheter indicates: 

Rega rd I e ss of the sere en i ng method used. the po rt or catheter wi 11 undergo add i ti o na I screening. This may include, but is not Ii mi ted to, a physi ca I inspection of the device if it is not in a sensitive area. and a patdown of the device fa 11 owed by testing far 
traces of explosives. 

I advised that if she would like to file an official complaint I can email information on how to do so. The caller indicated that she would like to receive such information so I ordered the information to be emailed. 

I indicated that I could email the information lhat I shared in regard to the screening of porIs and catheters. 

I exp I a i ned th at med i ca I documentation is not required. Presenting such do es not exempt anyone from the sere en i ng process. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time : 6/1912013 12:30:30 PM Airport POX - Portland International Date/Time of Travel : 06/1812013 Airline & Flight Number Horizon Air 2563 CheckpornUArea of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : POX has both body scanners and metal detectors. My 13yo daughter who was flying alone didn'I wanl to go through lhe scanner, and preferred the metal deIecIor. A TSA agent told her no, she had no choice but 10 go through the scanner 

611912013 and didn't have an option. When went through earlier in the morning I had a choice of scanner or full body pat down and my husband was told to go through the metal detector. Is it POX TSA policy to send women and girls through the scanner and only 
2:17:25 men get the option of the metal detector? Please advise. l"m extremely upset over how my daughter was treated I,., I Not that I would be happy if I heard she had full body pat down either, but 11 seems suspiciously unfair and unethical. 

PM Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Numbe "h,..,..·.,1~r;"°·1==---,__J 

Email bi(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller stated that she was flying out of Denver International Airport and she was prompted to go through the WTMD. She was alarmed because there was metal in her clothing. Caller stated that when she was told that she was going to have to receive 
a paldown, she requested it to be in a private screening location. The TSO left lhe callers purse on the conveyor bell. Caller stated that she was concerned because it was al the end of the conveyor aboul 1 O feel away from her. Caller was requesting 

6119/2013 to get her purse that way it s not left for someone to just take it and the TSO wouldn t let her get it nor would they get it for her Caller was very upset and stated that she felt this incident could ve been handled differently. 
5:22 06 

PM Advised ca Iler 
I apologized to the caller that this was her experience. Because your complainl concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate CusIomer Service Manager 



611912013 
8:11:05 

PM 

Fro461(6) 

Sent:lNednesday, June 19, 2013 6:15 PM 
To: TSAExlemalCompliance 
Subject Incident at STL on 6/211 3 

Please see my attached complaint form. I appreciate you taking this matter very seriously. 

Name:f b 1(6) 

Phone:~!lh-'-·1~/R-"·., ___ ~ 

Mailing Addresd""("'b-"1( ... 6-'-·., ________ _. Wildwood 

Email: HYPERLINK (b)(6) 

MO 

,.._ ______________________ __. 

What happened? 

63040 



Callers daughter will be flying from Jacksonville. FL tomorrow evening. She has a knee brace and will be in a wheelchair. She will also be taking syringes. He wanted to know the procedure for going through the checkpoint in a wheelchair with a 
brace, He also wanted to know how to trans po rt the syringes, He said that she does have a notification ca rd, 

I gave the following information: If a passenger has a cast brace, or support appliance, the way screening will be conducted depends on his or her level of ability. The passenger should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of his or her 
ability, of the existence of a cast, brace, or support appliance, and of any need for assistance before screening begins. 

TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform TS Os about any disability. medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening, their use may 
imp rove communication and he Ip travelers discreetly notify TSO s of their co nd1t1ons. 
Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by a 
walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 

612012013 A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a me1a1 detector or anomalies identified by AIT If a patdown is required in order to complele screening: 

8:58:09 
AM 

• The paid own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. During a private screening. another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a paid own, or any areas of the body th at a re p ainfu I when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or Ii ft any article of clothing to revea I a sensitive body area, 

In addition to the patdown, TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. If explosive material is detected, the passenger will have to undergo additional screening. Regardless of whether a passenger is screened by a walk-through 
metal detector, AIT. or a thorough paid own, casts, braces, and support appliances are subject to additional screening. TSA also will use technology to test the device for traces of explosive matenal. If explosive material is detected, the passenger will 
have to undergo addition al sere en i ng. 

A companion, assistant, or family member may accompany a passenger to assist him or her during any private or public screening. After providing this assistance, the companion, assistant, or family member will need to be re screened. 

The screening process for a wheelchair or scooter is delermined by a passenger's ability to stand and walk, although a passenger can be screened without standing, walking, or being required to transfer out of a wheelchair or scoo1er. Passengers 
should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of their ability before the screening begins. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Screening 
Cun-ent Date/Time · 6120/2013 8:24: 13 AM Airport : BWI - Baltimore-Washington International Date/Time of Travel , 06/19/2013 Airline & Flight Number , Southwest Checkpoint/Area of Airport , 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. I am currently pregnant and I'm a frequent traveler. So while I know I'm already exposed to doses of radiation I try to keep me self from receiving more. Out of every airport big small whatever that I've used throughout my pregnancy this is 

612012013 the ONLY one that I received a hard time from a TSA agent and was forced to go through the full body scan instead of other means. I didnl need a speech about technology and how it supposedly emits less radiation then an ultra sound ?• I wasnl 
1 O: 18:20 aware Baltimore TSA agents were doctors too!!'! Then proceeds to give me a whole speech After. I was very disappointed by this last I checked anyone pregnant or not can object to a scan and opt for a pat down so why was I given such a hard time 

AM at this airport?!?! 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller and her daughter were traveling through BWI and her daughter has a medical condition I hat prevenls her from being touched and when they presented lhe le1ter from her doctor the TSO directed I hem to wail while they caller for a supervisor and 
a gruffy TSO in a hurry for some reason accidentally stepped on her daughters foot resulting the need for her daughter to be treated medically and the TSO made a sarcastic remark as she apologized for stepping on her foot.A pat down was required 

6/2012013 because of tissues in her pocket and caller wants to know how they can travel in the future without this type of incident.She contrasted the excellent service they received when they returned home while going through screening at SNA,she stated that 
11 :43:56 everyone was positive and friendly.Apologized for the incident and explained that in the future if she has difficulties to ask for a PSS and to call TSA Cares 72 hours prior to travel and we would forward her travel information to ODPO and she stated 

AM she had called me on thal line and I verified that the call came in on Gene line. Informed caller how to relay incident directly to CSM lhrough IVR and explained how declare her medical condilion in the fulure and em ply all pockels prior to en1ering the 
AIT 



6/20/2013 
4:16:11 

PM 

Caller said she took a group of students to the Dominican Republic. On the return tnp. when they flew from FLL to DC. one student went back to get his passport because he left it in the tray and the student was re screened after getting the passport 
and then he went and got on the plane. Caller said TSA removed him from the plane and did a full body patdown without notifying any of the chaperones about the screening. Caller stated she did not find out about this until the parent of the 16 year old 
student called her. The caller asked if this is normal procedure. Caller does not know if lhe sludent told them he was traveling with a school group. Caller said lhe sludent did tell them he was 16 years old. 

Airport FLL 
Airline JetBlue 
Flight numbers 1482 
Date and time of incident 06 19 2013 approximately 8:45 am 
Baggage tag number NA 
Description of bag. color, style, size, brand NA 
NOi with Writing ? NA 
Terminal or Gate Terminal 3 Gate FB 
Contact information f b) ( ffi !ce 11 phone 

I told lhe caller that I do not know the procedures in regards to this and I will forward this to the CSM al FLL. 

To whom it may concern: 

The below message throws one more absurdity on to the pile. You seem to be saying that a random enhanced search of a few passengers will deter a terrorist because he or she won·t be able to take precautionary measures based on the knowledge 
of a more specific targeting methodology. Point one; A terrorist always faces the hazard of being detected in advance and is reconciled to it. Knowing that he or she is unlikely to be profiled. and that a 76-year--Old white-haired lady is as likely to be 
searched as a more suspicious looking individual, decreases the risk element in the terrorisl's calculalions. Point two: A terrorist willingly faces martyrdom. From that standpoinl, the risk of being arresled must seem a minor price 10 pay. Surely a 
place in paradise is guaranteed eventually to those who try and fail. 

Sincerely, 

[bl(61 I 
San Rafael, CA 94903 (HYPERLIN~ ... (b_)_(B_I ______________ ~ 

6/20/2013 
4:21:44 

PM 

------ Forwarded message-----
From: <HYPERLI NK "mailto:tsatcc do not reply@senture.com"tsatcc do not reply@senture.com> 
Dale: Tue, Jun 18, 2013 at 6:18 PM 
Subject In Response to your inquiry. 
To: HYPERLINK._[b-'-1_(6-'-) ____________ ___, 

Thank you for your e-ma i I in which you inquire about the reasons for secondary screening. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is impor1ant. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are trealed with dignily, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 



612012013 
4:22:40 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es 01 her 
Current Date/Time· 6120/2013 3:50:00 PM Airport: SMF - Sacramento International Date/Time of Travel· 06/14/2013 Airline & Flight Number· Alaska 820 CheckpoinUArea of Airport· Terminal B TSA Employee: (If Known) j(b::,(6) !comment 
: This Is a copy of the letter recapping my discussion with!(b)(ff:, !on June 19, 2013. ~~~--~ 

June 20, 2013 

w,(6) 

Pursuant to our telephone conversalion, I will summarize and commenl as follows wilh copies to Congressional Represenlative Doris Matsui's Office, Senators Barbara Boxer and Diane Feinstein, and 10 TSA HeadquarIers. 

You stated both that what happened to me was anoma Io us and that the le ed back you get from citizens is 9 9. 9 % positive. I responded with rnqu in ng how that statistic was generated, and you said that 11 was not mathematically ( stati st,ca 11 y) generated 
but rather was your assessment based on what you read, This statistic is therefore neither factual nor reliable. You changed your assessment while we were on the phone to 'mostly positive" and since the term "mostly" means greater than half and is 
still quantitative, I will leave that on the lable as needing to be validated but more realistic lhan your first staIement. Instinctively, my response is thal your sample is not random nor validated in any way, and I could go on for pages wilh faults in lhe way 
that your ··statistics•· are generated 

My response to your statement is th at - Ii ke myse If the 3 previous times I have been through SM F - unawareness, genera I inconvenience and fear of reta Ii ation tend to keep the genera I public from comp I a i ni ng especi a 11 y to a Fede ra I agency, The 
general consensus is that since Federal Agencies are usually immune from litigation, and people generally do not know to contact Congress about complainlS, I hey just don'I wanl to bother. For this reason and many others, abuses are allowed to 
continue unanswered, employees a re not he Id a cca unta bl e, and pea pie w i 11 s imp I y suffer the injustice of having their rights trampled. 

It was not unti I your staff crossed the Ii ne in damaging me to the need of addition al surgery th at I was outraged enough not to care about any of those things. and being on va cation this week gave me the ti me I need to thoroughly complain about the 
abuse and Iorture I experienced at SMF. In theory, TSA is not allowed to retaliate against a cilizen who complains, but my recent experience with both TSA and HIPAA has given me a 73.7% Z-tail validaled certainly that regulations are ignored upon 
convenience. I have not computed the type II error in my evaluation. and I am not likely to proceed with this analysis. As this is four injuries for four flights out of SMF, it gives me enough data to rebut that what is happening to me is anomalous. 
however, it would be very d1fficult for me to get enough information to perfonm a valid study on the breadth and scope of the damage and humiliation that Is happening not only to me at SMF but to other similarly situated people. Further, 11 is not up to 
me as a citizen to do your quality control without compensation. It should be made easy and clear that every citizen. whether victimized or not, is able and encouraged to complain loud and long and clear about the mistreatment at SMF. Since SMF is 
in Representative Matsui's district, copies should go to her office along with the 2 California Senators, Diane Feinstein and Barbara Boxer. The complaint forms should be very visible and very accessible. Your slafl should enthusiaslically encourage 
them to be used and not hide them far away from the work area under a basket behind a computer so that even a super,isor has to search for them. Personally. I would like ta see a huge banner reading something like "TSA Complaint forms here" 
accompanied by a complaint box so that a citizen can register a comp I a int within a matter of seconds. 

It is tolally within your aulhority to move the complaint forms and make them immediately visible and accessible and to further instruct your staff to encourage citizens 10 use them. I did not use one, but it seems to me I hat it should be half sheet, check 
boxes and comment line with a signature date and contact method. Also, a sign that directs people to the TSA web page for further complaint detail would be a very good idea. Do not expect the general public ta know these things, because I am far 

Disability Description: Caller s mother is elderly, in a wheelchair, hearing impaired. 

Response Details: I advised that I would send the callers information and issues to TSA Cares for review. Further, I would send the same to the Customer Support Manager at PHL for review. 

Caller asked if he would be contacted. 

I advised th at I co u Id not promise that he wou Id be contacted. but th at I wo u Id recommend in the strong est terms that ca 11 er be contacted. 

lncidenl Details: Caller wants an explanation about somelhing that happened 10 his mother this morning al the TSA checkpoint at PHL. She was in a wheelchair en route to PHL on a US Air flighl scheduled for departure at 1005 hrs to FLL. She was 
being pushed in the wheelchair by an airline attendant. She was taken by TSA for additional screening and detained for 45 minutes by one female and three male screeners (including one super,isor). She was patted down. groped, had to remove her 
shoes, and her carry-on bag and purse were emptied. They took her checked bag from the plane for a search. 

6120/2013 She is elderly, 84 pounds, obviously has mobility issues, and requires hearing aids. Caller says this is outrageous. His mother advised lhat lhey would not explain to her why they did this. Callers mother lold him that she was slrip searched, but she 
4:34:55 spoke ta caller s wife and did not indicate the same. 

PM 
Caller is a retired FBI agent out of MIA Was a spokesperson for LE in multiple agencies. John Pistole was in the FBI when caller was there with the media division. Caller wants an explanation. 

Caller stated that his mother told him that she was advised that an alarm went off, but she never went through the magnetometer. Hes heard stories in the media about these kinds of things happening. Congress. etc., have addressed this kind of 
issue. 

Callers mothers name is!""(b~::-'-1(6_:~1 _ __. Caller doesn t want anyone to call her directly, so he doesn t want to provide her conIacI number. 

Caller wants contact with someone at the airport whom can advise him why his mother was detained for so long, why her checked bag was pulled from the plane, etc. 

Flight information: Flight 1555, PHL at 1005 hrs. this date. Callers nephew checked her in curbside. 



Disability Description: Callers mother is elderly. in a wheelchair, hearing impaired. 

Response Details: I advised I hat I would send the caller s information and issues 10 TSA Cares for review. Furlher, I would send the same to the Customer Support Manager at PHL for review. 

Caller asked if he would be contacted. 

I advised that I could nol promise thal he would be contacted, but that I would recommend in the strongest terms that caller be conIacIed. 

Incident Details: Caller wants an explanation about something that happened to his mother this morning at the TSA checkpoint at PHL. She was in a wheelchair en route to PHL on a US Air flight scheduled for departure at 1005 hrs to FLL She was 
being pushed in the whee I chair by an airline attend ant, She was ta ken by T SA lo r additiona I screening and detained lo r 45 minutes by one le male and three ma I e sere eners (including one supervisor), She was patted down, groped, had to remove her 
shoes, and her carry-on bag and purse were emptied. They took her checked bag from the plane for a search. 

6120120 13 She Is e Ide rty. 84 pounds. obviously has mob i Ii ty issues, and requires hearing aids. Ca 11 er says this Is outrageous. His moth er advised that they wou Id not exp I a in to her why they did this. Ca 11 er s mother told him that she was sin p searched. but she 
4:34:55 spoke to callers wife and did not indicate the same. 

PM 
Caller is a retired FBI agent out of MIA. Was a spokesperson for LE in multiple agencies. John Pistole was in the FBI when caller was there with the media division. Caller wants an explanation. 

Caller stated that his mother told him that she was advised that an ala nm went off, but she never went through the magnetometer. He s heard stories in the media about these kinds of things happening. Congress, etc., have addressed this kind of 
issue. 

Callers mothers name is .. f b_i(_6_i __ _, Caller doesn t want anyone to call her directly, so he doesn t want to provide her contact number. 

Caller wants contact wilh someone at the airport whom can advise him why his mother was detained for so long, why her checked bag was pulled from the plane, etc. 

Flight information: Flight 1555. PHL at 1005 hrs. this date. Callers nephew checked her in curbside. 

Caller asked questions concerning: 

612012013 How to file a complaint. TSO made her go lhrough screening at ATL, and a patdown. She wanted TSA to know she is upset. 
9:31:37 

PM I responded from the temp I ate below: 

We encourage you to visit our websile at www.1sa.gov to submit your complaint in wriling. 
Caller is from WA state. She is blind. She lost a necklace pendant on her trip in March. She was not sure if she lost it in NY or at the other airport she went through. She called to report the loss and was given the number for lost and found at LGA 
and sent a claim form. She said that she ended up speaking with three people. One of the people told her that since she was blind they would send in her claim for her. She has not heard anything. She had a notice of inspection on her 11st flight that 
was stamped 5 31 2013 @ 5A9 am, She said that holes were worn in her luggage and her Clari< shoes were damaged. They had worn places on them to. She wanted a contact number for the airline. Caller said that she is in a wheelchair and 
always gels a patdown. 

I gave the lo 11 owing i nforrn ati on: Please note that T SA a ssu rn es a very Ii rn i ted ro I e with respect to checked baggage hand Ii ng. We a re only responsible for checked ba gg age from the ti me it is presented for sere en i ng u nt i I the ti me it has been cl ea red of 
612112013 screening. Once checked baggage has been screened and cleared, airlines are responsible for transporIing it to its final destination. As a result, lhe amounl of time checked baggage is under TSA conlrol is relatively short. 
103617 

AM If a TSO needs to op en and search a checked bag, the TSO wi 11 p I ace a Notice of Ins pe ctIon ( N OI) inside the bag to ale rt the passenger that his or her bag was searched by TSA. 

Please be advised that TSA is not liable for any damage to locks or luggage from opening a bag for security purposes 
I suggested that she call the airline because she said that the bag had holes worn in it. I advised her that the bag may have been damaged while on the conveyor belt or when it was being loaded on the plane. I told her that I do not have a contact 
number for the airlines. 
I told the caller that we can not file a claim for her here at the TSA Contact Center. I gave her the number for the Claims Management Office at 571-227-1300. 
I did review her previous record and she was sent a claim form and given the number for losl and found. 



6/2112013 
12:02:12 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client l~(b 1(6) 
Date Time: 6121 12\;,0"'1;..;3,-1;.,0,,..:..,.4""7 :""1""8""'A"'M..,.. 

Nam h··,/fi"I 
Emai (b)(61 
Comp a ,"n s; na pp ro pn a e cree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Denver 10 Boston, United Airlines· 
Comments:my mother in law, who is 91 years old was "patted down" after she had gone through the security check in Denver. She had tissues in her pocket, which I assume prompted the pat down. Let me tell you how outraged our family isl My 
mother in I aw weighs 92 pounds. is in a whee I chair and has macul a r degeneration and 1s ha rd of h ea n ng. She wears a hearing aid. She did not hear the staff ask her to empty her pockets. or she would have. 
Funny that being her age, she didn't have to take off her shoes, but embarrassment and humiliation apparently is for everyone. 
Query: 
Caller has a security concern about LGA and a spec1f1c checkpoint, Concourse B in Terminal D. Caller says that he travels frequently out of many airports, and LGA seems to be the most un-secure airport that he goes through. 

An incident occurred approximalely a week and a half ago, where the caller noliced the irregular behavior of another passenger. Caller informed the TSOs at the screening checkpoinl and received word from the TSOs that this person would be 
screened more thoroughly. Caller watched the person go through screening without receiving any form of additional screening. Caller would also like to express his concern about the lack of a body scanner at concourse Bin Terminal D, the only 
concourse that does not have a body sea n ne r. Ca 11 er says that the L GA su pe rvi sor said that his concern was leg iii mate and it would be one year from now u nti I they get the sea n ne rs. Ca 11 er was advised to fly out of a different co ncou rs e or airport if he 
was concerned. Caller believes that this was totally inappropriate because it is a security concern. Caller has also noticed that there are no swabbings done at LGA in his last ten visits. Caller is not trying to get anyone in trouble, caller is just wanting to 
make the concourse safer. 

612112013 Caller 1s informed that his concerns will be sent up to the CSM at LGA for additional review. 

3:1441 
PM 

Caller is wanting 10 speak with a supervisor. 

Escalation Noted(b 1(6) ! 
The ca 11 er has expressed conce ms that about L GA. He flys out of the re twice a week and flys out of 15 d iffe rent airports and L GA has serious security problems. He has two issues he wants to address. 

1 He saw someone that kept touching his shirt like he had something hidden there. He told the TSO s and they said they would check. When the passenger that was touching his shirt went through the checkpoint the TSO s just sent him through the 
meta I detector without a paid own. This concerned the ca 11 er. 
2. He llys out of Concours B terminal B and there are no body scanners there, He also says they never swab anybody. When he spoke to a supervisor about this she said that they would be getting a AIT in about a year. She informed him do to 
bud gel reasons is why there is only one at LGA. The caller expressed great concern about a TSA supervisor expressing concern over a security flaw at that airport. 

I assured the caller that he would speak with a security aqent from the TCC and we would send this to a CSM at LGA. 
Sir/Ma'am, 

! an active duty So Id i er trave Ii ng from El Pa so TX to Ho nol u I u HI. I and my Aide are !rave Ii ng in dress umfo rm and have been treated other th an service members to our country. 

This began when the firsl set of screene~s (bolh females) ran us through lhe me1a1 detector even though they clearly seen us in dress uniform wilh awards and badges. Once the Alarm was set off they explained I hat we needed a pat down. 

The second screener (male) began to explain me to begin to me that they should have never sent me through the metal detector and began to tell me to remove items from my uniform. I explained that this is a uniform and removal of items are not 

612112013 authorized. I also stated that my aide was through and wants photos of this search/pat down, his response was "I don't have time for this", my response was neither do I. He escorted be back out to began the entire process again? Meanwhile, my aide 

4,10,17 somehow and now both surprised lhat he suddenly 1es1ed positive for explosives and was taken to another room? Exaclly al the lime when he was reaching for his camera. 

PM 
I have been proudly serving our country for the past 33 112 years and never have I been treated in such manner. C1v1lian travelers did take photographs with their phone and captured the entire event with one stating ., this is embarrassing can·t you see 

he is a So Id i er in uniform serving our country'", 

I am not looking for an explanation or apology I am looking to get this fixed before more is added to the great TSA record it has become known for. 

w,(6) 



Greetings: 
I am precheck eligible on American Airlines (Platinum) and have participated since it was a pilot program. Now that I fly Delta, I no longer get precheck (although I am Silver elite). I often travel with my husband!(b)(ffl !on Delta and he gets 
precheck. Needless to say, going lhrough different lines is inconvenient. Also, since I opt out of millimeIer wave detection, I have had probably hundreds of pat-downs, using a lot of TSA resources. What are my oplions for becoming a known traveler 
when flying Delta so that we can save bath of us time? 

Sent from my iPad 

Caller went through Austin, San Diego. and Phoenix security yesterday. Caller states that while he was being screened in Austin. patches of cotton were rubbed on his hands and placed in a machine. What was the purpose of that? He is 87. He also 
received screening by AIT and patdown, even though the A IT did not a I arm . 

Lincoln NE 

612112013 Advised ca Iler: 
6:01 :37 .The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) has expanded the use of ETD technology in airports. In addition to the screening of carry-on and checked baggage, passengers may undergo screening of their hands using an ETD swab at the 

PM security checkpoint. the checkpoint queue. or at boa rd i ng areas. 

6/21/2013 
828:05 

PM 

TSA has used this technology to screen passengers' hands since 2008: however, the decision to expand this procedure to the checkpoint queue, checkpoinl. and other areas of lhe airporl was based, in part, on lhe attempted airline bombing on 
December 25, 2009. Expanding the use al ETD is considered a valuable additional layer al security. 

Callers 7 and 8 year aid grandchildren flew home unaccompanied from BUR to PHX after visiting her. There mother is muslim and meet them at the gate at PHX by obtaining a gate pass from the airline, US Ai~{ys
11
T:, mother stated that her private 

parts were touched after she had to have a patdown. She believes that the patdown was inappropriate and does not understand why she had to have the patdown since she was not boarding a flight. The mother. b.1(6.:, told the caller that the TSOs 
would not allow her to use the AIT scanner because it was out of order, nor could she use the WTMD. The mother also said that she feels she was profiled based on her religion and required to have a patdown. e 1g that the children were on was 
US Airways 2836 that arrived today, June 21st at 1130hrs, and the incident occurred around 1100hrs. Caller would like to file a complaint with the manager al PHX due to the inappropriate patdown and was calling to see if someone could look into this 
as discrimination or profiling. 

Apologized to caller for her daughter-in-laws experience and explained that every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. Because your 
complainl concerns the conduct of TSOs al a specific airport we will forward the complaint to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at lhat location for review. Also, explained that if she feels that the incident occurred due to profiling, she will need to 
put her complaint in writing to TSAs Multicultural Branch. Explained that we will send her a email containing a request far i nformatian that she can respond ta in order to request the investigation. 



Date corre ctIon on pat down Opt out as it took place May 22 not June 22. 

On Jun 22, 2013, at 6:44 AMj~/h~··,~rn~I~-~lwroIe: 

Dear TSMdministrator. 

I am a 68 year old fem a I e who flys a few times every year. I do not ever want to go through your ful I body sea n ne r be ca use of hea Ith co ncems with radiation bu i Id up or microwave damage over ti me to my body. Neither my husband nor myself have 
gone through the full body scanner since it was instigated. We have always chosen to opt out for the pat down and have allowed extra time to do this. Dr Oz has even recommended that over 65 men and women. pregnant women and children should 
not go through this machine, so going through it is not an option for me. I don't have a problem with the metal detector but that never seems to be a choice. 

On May 22nd, 2013, we were flying out of Detroit. Ml on a flight to Paris using. Delta 
612212013 Air France partner flight. The female assist had me spread my legs wider than usual and proceeded as usual except this time I received a karate like chop to the vagina . not once but each time she examined a leg facing front and facing back. This 

9:23: 17 was shocking to me but I was out in public view and my husband was having his own pat down so I was reluctant to say anything for fear I'd be sent through scanner, 
AM 

Subsequently I have read that I can have someone else observe my pat down which I will do I the future. This female assist TSA agent was blond in her 50's and really was out of line. we are asked asked if you have any sensitive areas but isn't it a 
given th at the vagina is sensitive. I have never had this happen to me before. I would appreciate a res pons e to this. 

fb)(6) t . 
HYPERLINK "~b~·•_,(6_.~I --------------~ 

Dear TSMdministrator, 

I am a 68 year old female who flys a few times every year. I do not ever want 10 go through your full body scanner because of health concerns with radiation buildup or microwave damage over lime to my body. Neither my husband nor myself have 
gone through the full body scanner since it was instigated. We have always chosen to opt out for the pat down and have allowed extra time to do this. Dr Oz has even recommended that over 65 men and women, pregnant women and children should 
not go through this machine. so going through it is not an option for me. I don't have a problem with the metal detector but that never seems to be a choice. 

612212013 On June 22nd we were flying out of Detroit, Ml on a flighl to Paris using. Delta Air France partner flight. The female assist had me spread my legs wider than usual and proceeded as usual except this lime I received a karate like chop to the vagina , 

9:23:20 not once but each time she examined a leg facing front and facing back. This was shocking to me but I was out in public view and my husband was having his own pat down so I was reluctant to say anything for fear I'd be sent through scanner. 

AM 
subsequently I have read that I can have someone else observe my pat down which I will do I the future. This female assist TSA agent was blond in her 50's and really was out of line. we are asked asked if you have any sensitive areas but isn't it a 

given that the vagina is sensitive. I have never had lhis happen 10 me before. I would appreciate a response 10 lhis. 

Feed back Type : R eq ues t for Information 
Categories: Screening (AIT, Patdown) 
Current Date/Time : 612212013 12:53:46 AM Airport Select One Date/Time of Travel 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 

612212013 TSA Employee: (If Known)· 

9.24.17 Comment: I am a british cItIzen holding a green card. I have been screened by CBP and have a Global Entry &quot:Trusted Traveller&quot: status. yet every time I board an airplane overseas bound for the USA I get &quotrandomly&quot; selected 
· AM for additional screening! It happens every time so I know it is not &quot;random&quot;, Can you pse advise how I can get removed from whatever &quot;watch list&quot I am currently on? Thank you. 

kb}(6} I 
Would you like a res onse? . True 

Passenger's Nam~e~h_i_/R_i __ ~-~ 
Phone Number 
Email b)(ff1 

1s feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Hi - I travel occasionally throughout the year on business and for persona I reasons. This past Thursday. June 20th. I was flying from DCA to M HT on my way home from a business trip. I have had surgery and can no long er raise my rig ht arm above 
my head. I tell the screeners this at every airport and am almost always directed to the other x-ray machine. 

This past week, though, when I told the screener at DCA (aisle 1, about 5-5: 15 PM) that I could not do raise my arm over my head. he instead called "female assist" for a pat down. This was not an efficient use of resources, and the two women who 
were doing the pat down told me that they should not have been called, that I should have been directed to the other x-ray machine where I don't have to lift up my arms (as I always had been in the past), and that the screener must be new. I asked 

612212013 them to please tell him that and to take this as a training opportunity. I left to catch my flight, so I don't know if this was done. 
11:19:34 

AM I am asking that the screeners at DCA be reminded of this policy. It's an unnecessary use of staff time and resources to do pat downs under these circumstances. It's also bad for the airline industry to have passengers subjected to unnecessary 
paid owns. Alternative I y, 1f this screener was correct and this 1s a new po Ii cy to have pea pl e Ii ke me with medical conditions be subjected to patdown s, I would Ii ke to know this. too. 

Thank you, 

kb)(61 
The caller is wanting to know what the stalus of her claim. She filed it on May 30 2013 and hasnt heard anything. Several times during lhe call she says thal no one has contacted her. The caller has a speech problem and is very upsel. The caller 
states that she hasnt had any contact from anyone from Memphis or the claims management branch. The caller has called in 6 previous times to the TCC. 
The caller is also upset with the screening that done to her when she fiew out of Memphis on Jan 31 2013. Aller investigating the callers incident took place on Jan 31 2013 and has been calling ever since. I asked the caller 1f she has gotten a letter 
from the CMB and she says no she hasnt. I asked the caller 3 times if the CSM had contacted her about her flight and she states that no one has contacted her. The flight path appears to be Memphis to MSP to SFO. I advised the caller I would 
forward this to the appropriate office for further review. 

EI cE§R§I] she indicates that she flew out of Memphis and had seve ra I items taken out of bag. She was given the number to the CSM. 

612212013 El[liE:ii:i:[JThe Passenger asks if she can file a claim for all lhe missing items. She was lold yes and that she could fax her claim in to the CMB. She was given the losl and found number to Memphis. The agenl asked the passenger if she would like 

5:12:32 her to submit the complaint to the CSM. The passenger declined. 

PM 
EID!lliRfilrhe passenger describes in this EID that the items that were taken were in her carry on. She was given additional screening and doesnt understand why this was done. She also was calling back to let us know that the items werent in 
I os t and found . The agent goes over I he p atdown procedures and the A IT procedures. 

El~he passenger in this EID descnbes how she had to check a second carryon and when she arnved at SFO there was a NOi in the bag and her bracelet was missing. This EID was sent to the CSM. The CSM replied and stated this is an 
airline issue and that he would contact the passenger, 

El~ The passenger is calling back to ask if she can file a claim for the missing bracelet. Claim forms were sent. 

EID kb)(ff:1 !The passenger is calling back to see if her claim has been recieved by the CMB. They haven! responed. The agent provided the contact information to the CMB. 

Feedback Type Request for Information 
Categories : Screening (AI T. Patd own): Perm i tied I terns Current Date/lime : 612212013 9:01 : 04 PM Airport , Select One Date/lime ofT rave I · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 

612312013 TSA Employee: (If Known) ~-. -. --~ 

9_34.02 Comment· Good evening. My uncle!(b.1(6.1 ! arrived at his destination to discover a note from your organization about the removal of an item in his check-in bag. The item was not specified but he determined it was a steel masonry float. Can 
· AM you advise if this item can be relrieved by a family member. The flighl was from JFK on Flight #799. 

Would you like a res onse? . True 

Passenger's Na~m_e.-b_1_(6_··.1 --..--~ 
Phone Number 
Email b1(6) 
To leave a commen concerning 1s feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt1on: Ca 11 er had a notification card stating that the medication cannot be xrayed. They wa nded the medication. She flew from Co I um bus. But when she arnved at the PH X this did not happen. They acted Ii ke she was a security 
threat. The TSO sent her to a different line down different conveyor belts. She was pulled out of line, she had to take her shoes off. They had to pick up her property and take it to a different line. She felt like she was being segregated. 

Response Details: This call came in on the normal general line so I began handling it as if it were going to be a CSM escalation. I told her I would send this ta a CSM, but she did not want it to just go to someone at PHX. She said she wanted ta file a 
comp I a int with corporate. I told her she cou Id wnte to Headquarters if she would Ii ke. She did so I gave her the H eadq ua rte rs Address. She wanted to know if I was going to send her a copy of the complaint. I told her I cou Id not but gave her the El D 
number. 

After talking with her I realized it was a TSA CARES issue. She said she felt like this happened because of her medical condition. I tald her to file a formal complaint she would have to put it in writing. I gave her the address ta send it to. She asked if 
I could Just email that to her. I told her I could not but remembered after the call that I could so I did. 

Caller was calling from the PHX airport and had 10 hang up because she had to board her flighl. 

Incident Detai Is: Ca 11 er had a notification card stating that the medication cannot be xra yed. They wa nded the medication. She flew from Co I um bus. But when she arnved at the PH X this did not happen. They acted Ii ke she was a security threat. 
The TSO sent her to a different line down different conveyor belts. She was pulled out of line, she had to take her shoes off They had to pick up her property and take it to a different line. She felt like she was being segregated. 

612312013 She walked through the AIT and then was told she had to do a patdown because her medication could not be xrayed. They put the medication in a machine. She said there was na reason for this and it was humiliating. They did not have ta do this in 
11 '55 '46 CMH and should not have had to do this in PHX. 

AM 

She asked 10 speak to a supervisor. He gave her a card with a name on it otb::,(6) !manager. She had 10 paldown a breast lhat just had a biopsy on it. She asked for the policy thal said she had to have a patdown when her medication could 
not be xrayed. She did not want to give her email address at first because she said that was another way for her to get on same sort of list. But then she said it was hard to get in touch with her by phone during working hours. 

It was such a contra st from her previous II i g ht that she le It h umi Ii ated, The screening procedures were com pl etel y i nco n s i ste nt. 

Airport: PHX 
Airline: SW 
Flight Number: 3681 
Location: Terminal 4 Gate C 17 
Date and Time: June 23 at 7:30am (Time she went through the checkpoint) 



Disability Description: The caller wants to file a complaint on TSA m CLT. The caller flew on June 13th from CLT to SEA and she wants to file a complaint on TSA She went through screening around 6:15am. 

Response Details: I gave the caller the email and postal address to file a complaint 

TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 

or vis postal mail 10: 

Transportation Security Admmistrat,on Office of Disability Policy and Outreach 
601 South 12th Street TSA-33 
Ari i ngto n, VA 20598-6033 

If a passenger has a service dog due to a disability or medical condition, both the passenger and the dog will be screened. The passenger should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) that the dog is a service animal and not a pet, and we 

612312013 recommend thal passengers have documentation or I hat lhe dog wear gear (a harness, vesi. etc.) to indicale I hat it is a service animal. 

1:31:55 
PM 

Passengers are expected to maintain control of their animals by holding onto the leash throughout the screening process, and they should not be separated from their dogs by TSA personnel. 

Passengers with service dogs will be screened either by a walk-through me1a1 detector or thorough patdown. If the passenger and service animal are screened by a walk-through metal detector, they can proceed in one of three ways: 

The passenger can wa I k through Ii rst with the dog following behind on ,ts I eas h. 
The dog can walk through Ii rst on its I ea sh with the passenger following behind . 
The passenger and dog can walk through at the same time. 

If a passenger and the dog wa I k through at the same ti me and the meta I detector a I arms. both the passenger and dog a re subject to additional s c reem ng. including a thorough p atdown. If the passenger and dog walk through separate I y. only the party 
that alarms the metal detector will receive additional screening, It is very important that the passenger not make contact with the dog (other than holding the leash) until the dog has been cleared and inspected by a TSO. 

In addition to the patdown, TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. If explosive material is detected, the passenger will have to undergo additional screening. 

Regardless of how the passenger and dog proceed through the walk-through metal detector, the dog will receive additional screening. A TSO will physically inspect the dog and the dogs belongings (collar. harness. leash, backpack, vest, etc.) in order 
to resolve the alarm. 

The caller had issues when she came to PHL. She flew out on Thursday 06.20.2013 at approximately 6-6:30. She had a 7:00 am flight. She had issues with lhe checkpoint. She is lhinking of calling the lawyer. She flew with US Airways. She went 
through the AIT and had to do a patdown. She started to get patted down by a man and when he got to her breasts he said, oh you re a woman. He had a woman come over and told her that she was a woman. The TSO told her that she did not 
present herse If as a woman and from here on out. when she came through the checkpoint she needed to I et the TSO know th at she was in fact a woman. 
She indicated that everything she was wearing was true to size and she was not presenting he rse II as a man. She was told by another agent that techn i ca I ly as agent they should know and if they have questions then they s hou Id request to see a 
boarding pass withoul saying anything thal could be rude. She says that she feels discriminated against and thinks she may need 10 call a lawyer. 

She had a short hair but her clothing clearty allowed them to see her breasts. 

612312013 Advised caller: 

1 =59: 18 I transferred to MB. 
PM 

ABaker com leted lhe call. 
I spoke with b)(ff:, ho was visibly upset. I did explain to her that the complaint needed to be in writing and sent to the Multi Cultural Division of civil rights and liberties. She kept insisting that she felt singled out and discriminated against based on 
her sexual onentatlon. 

The TSO agent that she spoke with first was a caucasian lady that was short, pudgy and had white hair. This was the agent that lold her that she needed to present herself as a woman and explain I hat she was a woman everytime she came through 
the checkpoint. 

I also let her know that I would send this complaint to the CSM at PHL as well. so that an instance such as this would not be repeated. 



6/2312013 
3:13:24 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time: 6/2312013 1 :21 :22 PM Airport: CLT - Charlotte Douglas International Dale/Time of Travel: 0612212013 9:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Re entry security check TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I am a pregnant woman and this was my first and pro ba bl y I ast time fi yi ng s i nee becoming pregnant. Upon my re entry to the U.S. I requested a pat down because Ii ke MANY other p regnant women I did not feel com pl etel y comfo rtab I e with 
the body scanner. When I requested a pat down I had not one but two men make comments to me more than once about why I was opting out and why I should continue with the scanner instead. I feel as though it is unnecessary to explain myself more 
than once 10 someone about the decision I am making for my child. The scanners could be completely harmless but it is my right to choose withoul being questioned continually. Once I had made ii very clear lhat I would not be going through a scanner 
they loudly told me that it was going ta take a while since they didn"t have an available female. I also do not understand why a female is not nearby far female passengers who opt out. While in the Roanoke VA airport the TSA agents gave me not grief 
and were al I very understanding of my decision. That behavior is what I wo u Id exp eel out of any airport. 
The le ma I es who pa tied me down Ii n both airports) we re very professi o na I and very understanding, I wish I could say the same for the men who have become confused into thinking they a re doctors, 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The caller flew from HOU on Southwest airlines to BWI. She has a card stating that she has metal implants. She had just had knee replacement surgery. She had to undergo a patdown. She gave the black card. her pink master card, and her driver 
license. She cannot find that black card stating that she has her metal implants, with her name, doctors name, along with the surgery dale, and she is missing a pink master card with her name on ii. She stated that they gave her drivers license back. 
She stated that her purse was searched and now the items are missing from her wallet. She stated that they took everything out al her purse. She stated that she has her drivers license. She stated that she does not consider the items to be lost and 
found. 

612312013 I advised the caller thal the medical documentation is not required for her screening. She would need to let lhe TSOs know if her metal implanls before screening begins. 

4:21:06 
PM 

612312013 
5A8:39 

PM 

lte ms lo und at screening checkpoints and a re as where TSA perfonms baggage sere en i ng a re tu med in to the ap prop ri ate. d es,g nated airport autho nt,es. We suggest trave I ers contact the airport where their items were m1sp I aced or I ost. I p rov1d ed the 
contact information lo r the Io st and found department at. W i 11 i am P. Hobby Airport: 713-454-69 33. 

http: www.tsa.gov airport-lost-found-contacts#? 

I advised the caller that they can contact the CSM at the airport by calling 8662899673. select option 5 when it is presented, provide the appropriate airport code for the airport. and the IVR will provide the contact information for the CSM at that 
location. 
Caller stated th at she is missing her bi I lfol d. She went with H awai ,an Airlines to go to Mau,. They searched her because of a hip rep I ace me nt and when she picked up her purse she did n t check to see if everything was in 11. and she thin ks someone 
took the wallet from her purse while she was getting her patdown. The purse is black. a little larger than a bill fold. about a 4x6. 2 zippers inside. 3 credit cards, drivers license, medicare card and AARP. There was a little day planner with addresses in 
ii, aboul $160 in it, and a calculator. 

FI 1g ht detai Is below: 
Airport: HNL 
Airline: Hawaiian 
Flight#: 386 
Departure Date: 6-22-13 
Departure Time: 10:07 a.m. 
Went through securily: 9:30 a.m. 
Terminal Gate: 52 

She also wants to know how she would be able to get back without ID. 

Advised Ca Iler: 
You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim fonm will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. Claim forms are also available on our Web site at www.tsa.gov. If you 
decide to file a claim, it will be processed in accordance with the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

Because the complaint conce ms security screening at a specific a i rpa rt. we have fa rwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Gusto mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that I a cation. 

Passengers who do not have a valid photo ID may present other forms of ID to assist in the verification of their identity. Passengers may present documents as long as the information on the documents bears the name of the passenger. There is no 
standard lisl of whal forms of alternative identificalion are acceptable, however, TSOs will ask for at least two forms of this idenlification. 

If a passenger is unable to present a valid photo ID or TSA questions the ident1f1cation presented. the passenger may be asked to assist TSA in the identity verification process. Under this process, TSA may ask the passenger to complete a 
Certification of Identity fonm, which requests the passenger's name and current address, and may ask additional questions of the passenger to confirm his or her identity. 



The caller was upset over a patdown that she received. She stated that she flew from DAL to LAS and then from LAS back to DAL. She indicated that she is a grandmother of 10 and a mother of 4. When she went through the checkpoint the first time 
on 06.14.2013 at around 7 pm. she stated that she went through the checkpoint with other ladies and men. The men were not touched: however the women were, She felt as though TSA is sexist and racist, because they just chose the women to be 
patted down as opposed the men. She le 11 as though she was groped and had her bull and breasts felt up. 
The same incident happened to her on her way home from LAS on 06.22.2013 at around 3 or 4. There were men at LAS, as far as TSA agents as well as passengers but they were not subjected to the patdown procedures. 

612312013 She did state that she would go to the press or the media. Her blood pressure 1s up and will not come down over this whole situation. 
6:00:46 

PM Advised ca Iler: 
That I can send the complaint to the CSM. but the actually discriminatory complaint has to be done in writing. At first she was reluctant to provide me with her telephone number or email address but she finally provide me with those details, so that the 
information co u Id be in writing. 

She is very untrusling of TSA al this point, and I did try to reassure her. 
The caller was upset over a patdown that she received. She stated that she flew from DAL to LAS and then from LAS back to DAL. She indicated that she is a grandmother of 10 and a mother of 4. When she went through the checkpoint the first time 
on 06.14.2013 at around 7 pm. she stated that she went through the checkpoint with other ladies and men. The men were not touched: however the women were, She felt as though TSA is sexist and racist, because they just chose the women to be 
patted down as opposed the men. She le 11 as though she was groped and had her bull and breasts felt up. 
The same incident happened to her on her way home from LAS on 06.22.2013 at around 3 or 4. There were men at LAS, as far as TSA agents as well as passengers but they were not subjected to the patdown procedures. 

612312013 She did state that she would go to the press or the media. Her blood pressure 1s up and will not come down over this whole situation. 
6:00:46 

PM Advised ca Iler: 
That I can send the complaint to the CSM. but the actually discriminatory complaint has to be done in writing. At first she was reluctant to provide me with her telephone number or email address but she finally provide me with those details, so that the 
information co u Id be in writing. 

She is very untrusling of TSA al this point, and I did try to reassure her. 
The caller was upset over a patdown that she received. She stated that she flew from DAL to LAS and then from LAS back to DAL. She indicated that she is a grandmother of 10 and a mother of 4. When she went through the checkpoint the first time 
on 06.14.2013 at around 7 pm. she stated that she went through the checkpoint with other ladies and men. The men were not touched: however the women were, She felt as though TSA is sexist and racist, because they just chose the women to be 
patted down as opposed the men. She le 11 as though she was groped and had her bull and breasts felt up. 
The same incident happened to her on her way home from LAS on 06.22.2013 at around 3 or 4. There were men at LAS, as far as TSA agents as well as passengers but they were not subjected to the patdown procedures. 

612312013 She did state that she would go to the press or the media. Her blood pressure 1s up and will not come down over this whole situation. 
6:00:46 

PM Advised ca Iler: 
That I can send the complaint to the CSM. but the actually discriminatory complaint has to be done in writing. At first she was reluctant to provide me with her telephone number or email address but she finally provide me with those details, so that the 
information co u Id be in writing. 

She is very untrusling of TSA al this point, and I did try to reassure her. 
To whom 11 may concern, 
I just passed through security at Bgm airport preparing to go on flight dl3757 to dtw. Although the all the TSA staff were very friendly. I was very disappointed when I heard a staff member yell out to search me/ pat me down because i have an insulin 
pump. Nol only inappropriate to tell oui, bul whal better overl way of profiling an there be? I know from other travels lhat my pump needs to be tested for explosives- for which makes sense to me. but to mandate a pal down because of an illness ... 

612412013 Really? I was embarrassed and felt very singled out as people looked on. This is an experience that will be shared with many and only hope this gets heard to avoid future embarrassment. 

8:~~57 rbi(6, 1 

Sent from my iPhone 

Disability Description: Metal impants, hip replacement. 

Information Request: Cal I er asked questions concerning meta I imp I ants dun ng the sere en i ng process as she trave I ed to Du bl in Ireland from the U . S.. I instructed the cal I er from the temp I ate below on the proper procedures ( patdowns. documentation, 

612412013 AIT screening .... etc) when doing traveling with metal implants. 

10;_~:41 I explained to the caller that they would need to notify the TSO conducting the screening about the location of the implant so that it wouldn t be a surprise when if it alarmed; if it did alarm then additional screening may occur, specifically in the area of 
the of the implant. such as a patdown by a same-sex officer 



612412013 
12:05:52 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time: 6124/2013 10:33:22 AM Airport: CHS - Charleston 1n1ernational Airport Dale/Time of Travel: 05128/2013 1 :OD PM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I am a diabetic and I travel with an insulin pump. I know that the TSA's position is that the body scanners are safe for this device, but the manufacturer of the pump won't endorse that, and the fact that my life depends on this device leads 
me to opt-out of the body scanner for a pal-down. I understand the importance of safety and I have no problem with the pat-down procedures. What I have a problem with is the resistance I am mel with every lime I go through this. I travel between 2 
and 4 times each month on business, and almost every time I am met with resistance from the TSA agents and at times almost have to convince them to allow me to opt-out. I understand that this makes mare work for them. and I wish things could be 
d1ffe rent but they a re not. 0 n one occasion. trave Ii ng from Cha rteston, SC the agent went as far as to reprimand me in an un pleasant tone. stating that I would &quot;j ust have wa1t&q uot:. &quot you '11 be here a whi le&q uot: and &q uot;,t wi 11 be at least 
15 minutes before someone can come screen you&quot (it took no more than a minute before someone was there). I am not enjoying this process any mare than they are and the last thing I need is to be made to feel guilty or bad about it. I would like 
to see zero resistance to my requesl to opt-out, and the agents 10 be as cooperative and understanding as we have to be as passengers. If someone opts-out, understand I hat it's for a good reason, not because we enjoy being patted-down. It's nol 
pleasant far either party, but let's all behave like adults and cooperate in the name of keeping everyone safe. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name~!(_b_1(_6_--, ___ ~ 
Phone Number : 
Email [(b 1(6) ] 
To lea~e d c61 I 11 I 1e1 it Cui 1ce1I1111g ti IIS feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2IApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Security Issue 
Categories : Other; Pat-down 
Current Date/Time: 6124/2013 1 :46:19 PM Airport: BWI - Ballimore-Washington International Dateffime of Travel 06/2112013 6:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: 282 Airlran Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : Hello, 

612412013 On a return flight from Cancun Friday 6121-2013 I was informed by Baltimore TSA supervisors I have a security flag on my ticket that will require extra security processes EVERY time I fly from now on. She suggested I contact your department as I 
226:49 believe this is unwarrented. The code on my ticket that seems to have prompted this is SSSS in lhe lower left corner. Everyone was very nice and I have no complaints on how I was 1reated. I just want a closer look into why this has occurred and what 

PM information I can provide to eliminate this extra delay. 

6/2412013 
4:21:42 

PM 

Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name . bl(ff:, 
Phone Number,...,....,.......,.... ...... '-----.------' 

Email hWo··, 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Hello , My wife was travelling from MCO Orlando t O JFk New York. She was selected for a special Pat down. It was done by a male TSA agent, he had his hands between her breast. I would like to know if this was proper procedure, ar if this was 
suppose to be done by a female TSA agent. I can be reach afh··,(fi'I pr at my email: HYPERLINK!(b·•,(ffi !Thank you. 

l(b)(61 

contained in this communication 1s intended for the use of the named 1nd1v1dual or entity. All information contained in this communication is not intended or construed as an offer, solicitation, or a recommendation to 
purchase any security. Advice. sugge communication are not necessarily those of Pershing LLC nor do they warrant a complete or accurate statement. 

If you are not an intended party to this communication, please notify the sender and delete/destroy any and a co I tended recipients shall not review, reproduce, disseminate nor disclose any information contained in this 
communication. Pershing LL C reserves the ng ht to monitor and retain a 11 incoming and outgoing communications as permitted by a pp Ii cab I e law. 

Email communications may contain viruses or other defects. Pershing LLC does not accepl liability nor does it warrant thal email communications are virus or defect free. 



612412013 
421:59 

PM 

6/2412013 
4:22:01 

PM 

Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Calegories Duration of Screening Process; Carry-on Properly Oul of View During Screening Currenl Date/Time: 6124/2013 3:56:11 PM Airport: IAD - Washington-Dulles International Date/Time ofTravel: 06/09/2013 11 :15 AM Airline & Flight 
Number · Korean Air Checkpoint/Area of Air art . 
TSA Employee: (If Known) Supervisor (bH6l , Officed(b)(6':1kMs.); OfficerllliTIJ: Ms.) Comment Hello, I will gladly give more details when your representative calls me but the long and short of the problem 1s that I requested an opt-out and was left 
standing, out of sight of my luggage, for m1nu es. The customer service that I received from the gate officer and the inspecting officer was reprehensible. although the pat down itself was as it should be and not a problem Attitude suffers dearly at 
this location, which is so unusual for Dulles. Something is not right there, all lhe way up to the Supervisor, with whom I lried to receive some satisfaction. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name b·:,(6) 
Phone Number 1h··,1rr, 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB21ApplicatianManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Screening 
CuCTent Date/Time· 6124/2013 3:51 :29 PM Airport· ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Date/Tirne ofTravel · 06/1512013 8:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: M Checkpoint/Area of Airport: security TSA Employee: (II Known), 
Comment: My daughler is 16 and was travelling alone for the first time and I got a gale pass to go wilh her. While going through security, she was told to slep aside and then her hands were wiped with some lissue and lhen 2 women said they had to 
pat her down so took her to a room. I went with them. On questioning them. the one doing the pat down was very rude and the other one said 'Oh its some chemical we don·t want ta see on airplanes·. Of course the pat down didn"t yield anything and I 
shudder to think what would have happened if I hadnl got a gate pass to go with her. We could not get a satisfactory answer from either one of the agents. I have been flying for several years and have NEVER had any bad experience and would like to 
know what happened this time. 
Would you like a response?: True ..,...,.....,.-,-----, ~--------~ 
Passenger's Namefb)(ff:1 !(mother) Phone Number[b·:,(6) le.mail· rb::,(6) ~ leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link· http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Caller wanted to file a complaint concernin4b::,(6) lwho is an STSO at JFK wha treated him in a very rude way today, by allowing a black gentleman ta get in the line in front him. causing him and his son to be separated during the screening 
process. When the cal I er comp I am ed an S TSO to Id him th at ' .. he cou Id do anything i ns1d e the checkpoint that he wanted to do, and th at he makes the ru I es the re"• It appeared to the cal I er that the man al lowed to cut I in e in front of h1 m, was a friend 
of the STSO because they exchanged smirks when the caller complained about being separated from his son during the screening. He said that the TSO became upset and gave him secondary screening (patdown and his carry on luggage) for 
complaining. During the search of his luggage, his laptop was stepped on by the TSO, who never apologized. 

The co nne ct1on withk b) ( ff:, ! was very bad and eve ntua 11 y the cal I dis connected. I ca 11 ed h1 m back and received his voice m a1 I, so I I eft a message a pol og1zi ng for the incident and also to assure him that I would send his complaint to the CSM at 
JFK. I could not confirm whether or not the laptop was damaged due to the disconnection. 

He informed me that was boarding a flight to Paris France just minutes after the phone call. The email address that I gathered is mast likely the best way to contact him because he will be in Paris for several weeks. 

612412013 I advised on the message that I left the caller: 

5';4~,°8 (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment yau may have experienced. TSA seeks ta provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers wha pass through our screening checkpoints. Every person and item must be screened 
before entenng the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can a I ways request 10 speak with the Supervisory T ransporta Ii on Security Officer at the checkpoint 10 address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forvvarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

Dale Time--6-24-13 at 5:04pm. 
Gate or Terminal--Terminal 4 line 6 
Airline-Swiss Airline 
Flight #- LXO 17 



612412013 
627:22 

PM 

612412013 
823:53 

PM 

This electronic transmission contains infomnation from the law offices od(b::,(6) I This transmission is confidential and may be protected in whole or in part by attorney-client privilege. as well as other privileges and/or immunities. This 
transmission is intended solely for use by the above named recipient. If you are not lhe above named recipienl. be aware that any disclosure, copying, dislribution or use of any portion of lhis transmission is striclly prohibited. If you are not the above 
named recipient, you should immediately reply ta this e-mail, stating you received this e-mail in error, and then delete the e-mail and any attachments from your system. If you are the above named recipient, unless you notify us otherwise in writing, 
your electronic reply to the above identified sender constitutes your acknowledgement that electronic transmissions are susceptible to interception and your agreement to send and receive confidential information via this medium. 

DearTSA, 

I was at the Des Morn es airport today. boarding a flight. While at the T SA che c kpornt I asked a su pe rvi sor if I could bypass the Al T sere en i ng and opt for a pat-down. She told me that was not a 11 owed to do th at. I told her th at was not true. and she 
left, instructing other TSA agents to subject me to additional screening. I found this not only unprofessional. and in violation of the TSA's own rules, but found the additional screening to be more punitive. rather than effective. Certainly someone 
questioning the TSA's application of lhe TSA's own rules is far more likely to be a non-lhreat lhan the average passenger (allhough as they are both so unlikely to be a threat, lhat I have no idea why locking the cockpit doors has not already eliminated 
the need far officious TSA supervisors). Please look into this matter and update me on your findings. Thank you. 

Des Moines, Iowa 50309 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Pao r Customer Service 
CuCTent Date/Time· 6124/2013 6:46:42 PM Airport· EWR - Newark International Date/Time ofTravel · 06/24/2013 6:30 AM Airline & Flight Number, Alaska #15 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . I asked far a pat dawn rather than ga through the xray. My belongings, purse and computer and carry on were left at the end al the belt after they were screened, exposed to all, while I was waiting for a female TSA employee ta pat me 
down. This took awhile. I asked another TSA employee about protecting my things and she stated they will be left at the end of the belt. When the pat down employee finally came, I told her my belongings were unguarded and she said &quot:YOU 
asked for a pat down&quot:. I felt I was being reprimanded for asking for a pat down, and my punishment could be my belongings being stolen. This is not acceptable. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name · (b)(ff:, 
Phone Number . ~-· -·--~ 

Emai!(b)(6) ! 
To leave a comment concerning \h,s feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Perm i lied 11 ems: Screening 
Current Date/Time . 6/24/2013 9:52:20 PM Airport . TVC - Cherry Capital Date/Time of Travel · 06/24/2013 11 :OD AM Airline & Flight Number · Delta 3705 Checkpoint/Area al Airport · 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· The TSA staff at TVC Cherry Capital must undergo updated training about proper screening procedures for breastmilk. which is classified as a medically necessary liquid by TSA's own policies. 

On June 24th I was traveling with my husband and 11 month old daughter. I alerted the TSA officer at the security checkpoint that I had battles of breastmilk. When I had traveled previously from/to Denver and Austin, the guards took the milk around 
the X Ray device to engage in a separate screening, since x rays damage breastm,lk. Today, however, the officer running the primary scanning machine (an older woman with gray hair) told us that 11 had to be x rayed. We disagreed and pointed to 
TS A's own policies. She said that if we didn't x ray it. we would have to have ALL of our luggage examined (not just the breastmilk, which was standard procedure in the other airports) and that I would have to go through a pat down (even though I did 
go through the metal detector, and TSA policy states thal pat downs are only necessary when a passenger opts out of the imaging technology or me1a1 detectors). 

To expedite our travels (and since the TSA guard would not budge), my husband and I agreed to let them search all bags as long as they did not X-ray the breastmilk. I also agreed to undergo a pat down since the screener insisted that it was 
necessary since the milk wasn't x rayed. 

612412013 It was not necessary for me to be subjected to a through pat dawn, especially since I was carrying the baby on me. In every other airport, we were simply given a hand test (swab?) when carrying the baby, but the screener made me move the baby, 
10:09:14 

PM who became agitated. This is an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 

We also asked for the supervisor. The supervisor was an older male. My husband told the supervisor his staff needs to re read breastmilk guidelines. The supervisor became defensive and insisled they were &quot;fully trained on all SOPs&quoi:. 
The supervisor refused to explain said procedures (such as the need for a pat down when not using x ray), but he did (thankfully) correct staff that any bag that went through the X-ray did not need ta be searched. The screener did insist an searching 
through diaper bag even though all bags had successfully passed through X-ray. My husband asked another older female screener for the business card of supervisor. and was told that the older gentleman was the supervisor. We were never given his 
name, though we requested it. 

The supervisor then called for security, which was not needed since all my husband was asking for was supervisors name. This escalation was not needed and made the situation more tense. Clearly he did not like the fact that my husband 
questioned him and was overly d efe ns i ve of the situation. 

I recommend entire TVC slafl gets training on handling of breastmilk, breasl pumps and other child safety issues. This is a tourist destination airport and I am concerned for other families traveling here as staff is clearly not trained for these 
situations. 

The TSA clearly has a poor public reputation (and pending lawsuit) stemming from improper execution of TSA policies regarding breastmilk. It was shocking that there were at least six staff at the TVC airport who were NOT properly trained (or were 
afraid to confronl the supervisor) on these mailers. 
Would you like a response? . True 

Caller fiew on June 20th and re1urned on lhe 24th from Minneapolis. She is visually impaired and went through lhe AIT and she had a patdown. The TSO were speaking to her husband rather than her while she was being palled down and she thinks 
that this is innapropriate. She wants to make a complaint about this. 

This happened on the 20lh from Minneapolis to Seattle on Delta flight number 1653. She was going through G15 al about 5:00 am. She does not have any names or descriptions of the TSO s involved because she did not think aboul this until she 901 
on the plane because it was so early. 

I asked her if you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition, Federal 

612512013 regulations require that your complaint be put in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. 

10:18:56 
AM 

6/2512013 
12:56:07 

PM 

I a I so asked her if she is ca 11 mg with a d ilfe rent concern such as poor customer service? She stated that this is poor customer service. 

I apologized to the caller and told her I hat our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are 1reated with dignity, respeci. and courtesy. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special altention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt corrective action whenever we determine that security
screening po Ii ci es need modification or specific employees or teams a re the subjects of repeated complaints, 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific a i rpa rt. we have forwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Gusto mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that I a cation. 

TS A appreciates that you took the ti me to sh are this concern with us. 
The caller said he is an employee with United Airlines. The caller said he traveled with his 13 year old daughter kb )(6) kaday from George Bush lntercantinentail Airport. The caller stated they held her for aver 30 minutes and she had to under-
go a pat-down. The cal I er said the officer at the che c kpornt to Id h, m that his daughter is on a watch Ii st. The ca 11 er wanted to know what he needs to do to get his daughter off of the watch I 1st. 

I sent the caller the forms to apply for Redress via pasta I mail. I told the caller the U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution 
reg a rd i ng di ffi cu Iii es they experience during their trave I wh i I e sere en i ng at transportation hubs. such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel d ifflcu Iii es may include: 
• traveler's belief that they are on a government watch list. 
• situations where travelers believe I hey have be en unfairly or in correct! y de I ayed, denied boa rd i ng, or identified for add i ti o na I screening 



To Whom it May Concern--

On June 16th, as I was going thru security wilh my grandsons, who were unaccompanied minors, I presented my card which stales I cannot go lhrough the Iraditional security scanner, due 10 a surgically implanted spinal stimulator. I was bullied & 
harassed by the TSA, who kept insisting, despite my explanations, that I should/could go through it, and that my Dr. should go to their web site and read up on it. He would hold his hand up to interrupt me as I spoke. and not let me finish what I was 
saying. Then another TSA chimed m and loudly asked me if l"d 'lumed it off• & when I said no, she said "well. if you'd tum 11 off. you wouldn't have any problem." as though I didn't know what I was talking about. When I continued to stand my ground. 
they and a third TSA all acted put-upon, conferred amongst themselves, and one of them said loudly. '"she wants a pat-down.'" I waited while they called, 3 times. for a female to come and do a pat-down, and then another. more polite TSA worker. 
asked if I'd be willing to go thru lhe all-body scanner, which I said I would--l'd done I hat before, and it wouldn't affect my inlemal spinal stimulator. So I did that, and then had a minimal pal-down after I came lhrough the scanner. 

This kind of harassment Is why the public dislikes your employees so much. They acted as though I didn't know what I was talking about. talked down to me as though I was a child, and belittled me in front of other people. I was well aware. also, that 
612512013 if I put up too much of a light, I might be hauled off in handcuffs. 

2:03:31 
PM The airline was Southwest. and it was flight 1806, scheduled to leave St. Louis Airport at 3:55 p.m. The man who did the initial harassing was a middle-aged man with gray hair. 

Caller: 
Caller flew from BDL yesterday with Southwest Airlines. She was in a wheelchair. Her hands tested positive from a test so they took her into a private area for additional screening. This included a patdown as well as her carry-on luggage being hand 
inspected. 0 n ce she was c I ea red they were backing her out of the room m her whee I ch air. Someone behind her dropped her I a plop. After she took the I aptop out of her I ugg age when she got home it was damaged. She could not see who dropped it. 
She does not know ii she was getting whee I chair ass i sta nee from Southwest. 

Airport: BDL 
Airline: Southwest 

612512013 Flight#; 2584 
3,04 ,23 Dale and I1me: 06 24 13 al 6 a.m. 

PM Location: B6 

612612013 
1:04:49 

PM 

Response: 
TS Os receive training in the procedures 10 pro pe rl y inspect passenger bags and are required to e xe rci se great ca re during the screening process so I hat when bags a re opened a passenger's be Io ngi ngs are rel urned to the same condition they we re 
found. We regret that you were unsatisfied with the manner in which your bags were handled. 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim fonm). A claim fonm will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 

Because the complaint conce ms security screening at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Customer Service Manager (CS M) at that location. 
Caller went through the checkpoint at Daytona Beach International Airport between 6 and 6; 15 am on 6 20 2013. She was flying to Birmingham on Delta flight 1280. The flight departed at 7: 15 am. She said that she took off her shoes and put them 
and her other items in the bin. She handed her liquid medication to the TSO and requested a visual inspection. She said I hat lhe TSO told her thal since she had liquid medication she and her belongings will require further inspection. Everylhing was 
taken out of the luggage and her carry-on bag and inspected. She was then given a patdown. She said that she asked to speak with a supervisor. She said that they were going to get a TSA person who said that she was belligerent. She asked for 
another s u pe rvi so r. The supervisor she spoke with told her that he does not see any reason why they should go through her bag or give her a patdown. He went to speak with someone else and then he to Id her that it was a mi scorn m umcation 
problem. She said that she was humilated and angry. This is the first time this has happened to her. The TSO told her that they were simply doing their job. She stated that they apparently do not know what their job is. She did not have a problem 
on her trip back. She wanted to make a complaint. She said that she would like to be contacled by someone about her complain!. 

I apologized for her unpleasant experience and told her that I would forward her record to the CSM at Daytona Beach International Airport for review. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date Time · 6 26 2013 12:09:49 PM Airport : I ND - Indianapolis International Date Time of Travel · 06 24 2013 Airline Flight Number · 
Checkpoint Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : I understand the need for screening of passengers, but the consistancy of regulations is something thal differs from airport 10 airport and is very frustrating. 
1 as I entered the airport I was reading all the signs (b terminal entrance) it said only ticketed passenger, retail food purchase past this point . there was no sign saying I could not take my recently purchased cup of coffee. as soon as i get to the 
screening station I am told I have to dump my coffee and my family as well ( I want my refund $15). if you are going to have this rule how hard 1s it to post it before people purchase items? 

2. How come screening policies change from airport to airpor1. ex .. my CPAP machine in lhe bag was scanned fine by San Diego airport, but in Indianapolis I had to remove the CPAP machine from the bag? How hard is it to have consistancy in 
6126120 13 screening po Ii ci es? 

2:04:49 
PM 3.after I made it through the X-ray machine for my self and I put my shoes on I was walking away from x-ray machine, the TSA agent that was just standing there came towards me in an aggressive manner. first he went from just standing there to 

putting his hand on his gun belt (like he was getlineg ready to take someone down) stepped towards me and s1uck oul his chest. He went from a non-aggrssive stance to an aggresive pos1ure as I walked by, is this a coincedence or is it because I was 
vocal about my displeasure of having to th row away my cup of coffee when the re was no sign( s) posted? How ha rd is it to a ct p roffesiona I and not Ii ke you are the big man who can arrest you for speaking your mind? as a passenger I do have some 
nghts. Yes, I do know the difference between an aggresive Non-aggressive stance. My time in the military trained me to know the difference. 

amp: pholo ID, pal down search, and lhe woman at the body x-ray and the was very proffesional and pleasanl. 

Email 
To leas1,,-..,,..,..,,,.""""""T"T"""'..,.,"""..,.this feedback. follow this link · http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 

Caller has a complain!. Callers husband is handicapped. Caller said they wenl through Logan Airport and I hey flew on Della 10 Raleigh Durham. Caller said they were supposed to leave at 12:45 and did not leave lill 2 pm. Caller said her husband is 
paralyzed in his right arm and he cannot move this at all. Caller said he told them he was paralyzed in that arm when they tried to do the AIT. Caller said they pulled him aside and they did a complete patdown. Caller said he had his arm on a sling 
and TSA swabbed it for explosives. Caller said they touched his genitals with the back of their hands and also his backside. Caller said they put their fingers inside his waist band. Caller said after the sling was swabbed and they put this swab in a 
device. Caller ask ii there was an easier way for him to be screened. Caller said her husband has a difficult time getting his belt back on and he has to drop his pants to his knees to get his belt back on. Caller said her husband really does not want 
anyone to assist him with his belt. Caller wanted this recorded but does not want 10 complain about Logan TSOs, it is more of a complaint aboul the procedures used. Caller said her husbands arm is alrophied and he cannot move it withoul lifting it 
with his other arm. Caller wanted to suggest that TSA address the issue of screening a person with the disability of a paralyzed arm. Caller would like to see TSA develop another screening method that would allow the person to retain their dignity by 
being able to help themselves. 

I explained to the caller thal the patdown is done if someone cannot undergo the AIT. I told her the AIT is the preferred method of screening and if that can t be done, I hey have to do the patdown. I told lhe caller I will forward her information about lhe 
AIT and information that has the patdown procedures. I told her he can request a private room, but TSA would not want her husband to drop his pants. I provided her the information for filing a disability related complaint. 
If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor while at the checkpoint. Passengers also can report concerns by contacting TSA's D1sab1lity and Multicultural Division at TSA.ODPO@tsa.dhs.gov 

612612013 or 
3:30:32 

PM Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
Di sab i Ii ty and Multi cultu ra I D1v1s1on 
601 South 12th Street 
Ari i ngto n, VA 20598 

TSA encourages passengers with d1sab1lities or medical conditions to arrive at the airport early 

I told her about TSA Cares and how it works Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at 1-855-787-2227 I told her 10 call 72 hours before a flight. 

I told her she can ask for a Passenger Support Specialist 



-----Original Message-----
From: TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov [mailto:TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday. June 25. 2013 11 :27 PM 
To: T SA-Conta ctC e nter@d hs. gov; TSA-C o nta ct Ce nter@d hs .gov; TS A-Co ntactCente r@dhs.gov 
Cc: TSA-ContactCen1er@dhs.gov 
Subject Got Feedback . PHL - Philadelphia International 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 

612612013 Current Date/Time : 612512013 11 :26:46 PM Airport PHL - Ph1ladelph1a International Date/Time of Travel 06/23/2013 8: 15 AM Airtine & Flight Number US Airways Checkpoint/Area of Airport 

4 _06 56 TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
· PM Comment : I recently traveled out of Philadelphia with my husband, 3-year old and 10-month old. Prior 10 1raveling 10 lhe airport I checked lhe travel policies regarding travel with children and infants on lhe airporl and TSA websites. I packed juice 

boxes and unopened pouches of baby food far the flight and placed them in a clear Ziplock bag, and alerted security to this prior to going through the metal detector. While packing things up (and trying ta contain my 3-year aid and 10 month old) I was 
informed that anyone trave Ii ng with a Ii quid of any kmd. including j u,ce boxes. greater then 3 oz was subject to a ful I pat-down and manual ms pecti on of al I bag gage. I asked tw-i ce to cl a nfy. as I have not had this expe nence m the pa st and the T SA 
website did not indicate anything a bout this po Ii cy, The TSA a gent said that only one person needed to receive a pat down and that we co u Id pi ck which one of us was pat down but that our bags wo u Id need to be hand inspected as we 11. My husband 
then was pal down while I tried to keep my children calm at lhe checkpoint. If I had been 1raveling alone, there is no way I would have been able 10 receive a patdown at security and contain my small children at lhe same lime unless we went 10 an 
enclosed area. I found the entire experience ta be very odd. and would like to clarify if this is indeed the policy. If so. it should be recommended that parents not travel with juice, as I certainly never would have brought it if I knew it would be such a 
hassle. If this is truly the policy for individuals traveling with small children. I will clarify with all of my friends and family not to travel with juice boxes. If it 1s not the policy. I would greatly appreciate if you provide additional education to the TSA agents 

6127/2013 

in the Philadelphia Airport. 
Would you like a re 7 -

Passenger's Name b 1(6) 
Phone Numbe 1h··,1rr, 
Email · b 1(6) 
To leav""e""a"'c"'o"'m""m,,...,.e""nt,...c"'o""n""c"'"er.,..,n""1n"'g=...,.,s feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller says he has been on a watch list for about 4 years now. He says he applied for a redress number, but it is not doing him any good. He is still experiencing problems. He arrived betw"een 2 and 3 hours early for his flight yesterday and still almost 
missed hjs flight. He is pulling his redress number in his airline information. He wants to know how I his works. He applied for the redress number 3 years ago. He lhinks he compleled the entire application process. His redress control number is 

!(b·:1(6) !He says that he cannot print a boarding pass at home or at a kiosk. The airline manager has to print his boarding pass. He says that he receives a patdown and a physical inspection of all of his bags at TSA. He says that when he gets to the 
gate. the airline has to call Homeland Security and stay on the phone with them for some time before he can board. This 1s what almost made him late yesterday. He wants to know why he is still having problems. 

Advised ca Iler: 
Advised caller that redress does nat always resolve the situation depending on the findings. Advised caller that he should have received a final determination letter when the application process was completed 3 years ago. Advised caller that if the 
issue is d1scove red and can be corrected dun ng the process. it would be. Advised ca 11 er th at if it can not be corrected a passenger can st, 11 expe nence problems. Advised ca 11 er that his status shows that 11 is closed and a I ette r has been forwarded to the 
address included on his a pp Ii cation, 

11 :01 :35 If you have nat received written correspondence. yau can request a copy of your final determination letter via e-mail by sending a message to TRIP@dhs.gav. Please include your Redress Control Number (RCNJ in the subject line, and your full name, 
AM date of b1 rth and comp I ete ma, Ii ng address m the body of your e-ma, I. 

hit ps :/ II rip .dhs. gov Is tatus. asp x 
OHS TRIP Case Status 

Closed 
OHS has compleled its review of your submission. A letter was forwarded to you al the address provided in your application. 



6127/2013 

Caller Is trying to reach someone in traveler ombudsman and Traveler Engagement. Office of C iv i I Rights and L1 be rti es. She says an officer done something u nusua I and she wants to know if this Is cons1d e red d1scri mi nation or vi o I atIon of her ci vi I 
rights and liberties. Caller wants to speak with the Ombudsman. 
Advised ca Iler: 
I attempted to find out if the incident was an alleged act of discrimination. We have a multicultural branch here that handles Civil Rights and Liberties. 

CALL TRANSFERRED TO MB AGENT !"-(b_,-'-(6_) __ _. 

11 : 36: 36 Ca Iler states she is an ex pe ri e need trave I er. never has anyone asked to check her hair for any reason. Is this a ct ion norm al to receive s eco nda ry screening in the form of a p atdown on the hair? 
AM Caller Advised: 

612712013 
12:23:45 

PM 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be petiormed. TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security 
screening. This random element prevents terro ri sis from attempting to defeat the security system by I earning how it operates. 

Caller did nol wish to pursue a civil rights or liberties complaint. 
Disability Description: Caller has a complaint about a patdown. Caller said the supervisor was the cause of the complaint. Caller would like to see the supervisor fired or severely repnmanded. Caller flew from JFK to Pittsburgh. Caller has artificial 
knees and she always causes an alann, caller tells them before she is screened. This time an alarm went off Caller said she was asked if she had any sensitive spots and caller told her she had a disease and has sensitive spots all over. Caller said 
the TSO ignored her and sIarted presses hard on her body and this caused lhe caller to jump around. Caller said a supervisor!(b·:,(61 ( came over and started a new patdown. Caller said she kept jumping and caller stated she almost had a 
gynecological exam. Caller said she was not offered a private screening and she was not given the opportunity to use the AIT. Caller feels the supervisor was using vengeance and pressed harder and went into personal private area in a most 
inappropriate manner. Caller was flying on DL3999 or DL3383, Terminal 2. GTZPIJ 

When asked, caller staled she does feel like she was discriminated against based on her disability. Caller agreed to submit complaint in writing. I covered the D RFI with her verbally. 

Response Details: For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)), it must 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt; 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the alleged discriminatory action in sufficient detail to inform TSA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
Be sIg ned by the complainant or someone autho nzed to sign on be ha If of the comp I a i na nt. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns. we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf. 

Any of the above requirements can be waived for good cause. If you are requesting that any of the above requirements be waived, please explain your good cause in your complaint. 
To file a complaint electronically. please send an e-mail to: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to place D-RFI in the subject line to allow for proper handling. 

To file a complaint via the Internet, please visit hltp: www.tsa.gov traveler-information travelers-filing-compliant 

TSA recommends that you file your complaint via e-mail or Internet in order to expedite processing. If you prefer to file a complaint via postal mail, please send it to 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
Disability Branch 
Disability and Multicultural Division 



Caller tried the website but found it confusing. He has a complaint against a rude screener at LAX last Thursday 6-20-13 at 6:20 AM. 
He was at LAX at Terrace 3 Checkpoint Isle 6. The were reparing to board an Allegiant Flight to Montana. 
The head guy was Kiill:fil:J He stated I hat Olli cer b) ( 61 as nice 
The screen er was a ta 11 man with an accent that sou n e uss i an. Olli cerfilill:fil:J knows the rude TSO. 
His wile has some physical problems and she did not want to go through the Al T. She needed to get her p atdown and go on to the bathroom. 
The TSO was rude to his wife because she opted out of the AIT machine. He was even ruder when she said she needed to go to the bathroom, 
He stated the Officer just smirked at I hem. He was making her wait on purpose. 
His wifes name is j(b·:,(61 I 

6127120 13 He ( Ca 11 er ) said he waved at a le male Officer he could see the re at the checkpoint. 
1 :53: 11 The F ema I e Officer came aver and said: I did n t even know someone needed a pa tdow n. She conducted the patd own for his wife and they went on. 

PM 
Told him I am sorry his wife had an unpleasant experience. 

I will send his complaint to the Customer Support Manager. 

He asked if he will receive feedback. 

Told him not necessarily. I will send his contact information in case they need it. 
I wi 11 say we do I ake complaints seriously. 
Good morning -

After yet ANOTHER less that positive experience with TSA, and after receiving a TSA Customer Commenl Card from the supervisor in Las Vegas, I am writing to share my ongoing experience. 

First, I must stress that. although I may not agree with the need for the continued level of security at our airports, I am willing to comply. As I travel about the country, I will ALWAYS follow the rules put forth by TSA 

With that underslanding, I am conlinually amazed al the lack of professionalism of the TSA agents, somelhing that is consistently presented in their altitudes and lack of respect of the traveling public. I once again had an "experience" at LAS, at 
approximately 11:30am at checkpoint "C-AMEX". I spoke with LTScfb)(ffi I 
Because I am insecure about the safety of the electronic screening machines, I always "opt-out" and willingly accept a personal pat-down screening. I have learned to notify the TSA agent that I will be opting out BEFORE I get to the detector so that I 
can avoid a situalion where my personal items have passed through and I am no longer able to watch I hem. (FYI - my laptop was laken by another traveller recently at BNA in a similar situation.) But, due 10 lhe lack of concern on lhe part of the agents, 
during yesterday's experience. I was left standing where I could not see my property. 

When I was fi na I ly escorted in, and after pointing out my property to the TS A screener, I watched him stack my persona I property , .. placing a fu 11 bin on top of the bin with my I a pto p computer and i Pad. I immediately stopped him and asked that he not 

612712013 stack anything on top of my expensive electronics. With an altitude, he then pul my dirty shoes, which I inlentionally left outside of a bin and on the conveyor belt, on top of my sport coal (which was in lhe bin.) 

2:20:53 
PM After the pat-down screening, I asked the agent why he felt that it was OK to put heavy items on top of my computer and why it was OK for him to put my dirty shoes on top of my Jacket. He acted as if he had done nothing wrong. I asked him if. in 

training, was he ever told NOT to do this and to better care for a travele~s property. He acted as if it did not matter to him. Apparently, his "superviso~· (L TSq(b":1(6) !stepped nearby and overheard the conversation. He, too, acted as if the had no 

6127/2013 
3:37 56 

PM 

responsibilily for this. So, I asked for his informalion and he handed me the Comment Card. 

I am astounded by the fact th at the T SA can exp eel passengers to abide by a Io ng Ii st of ever-changing ru I es yet they themse Ives have no ob Ii g ati on to the traveller and the safety and security of their property. Not p I acing something on top of a I a pto p 
computer seems reasonable - something that can easily be handled with training. Not placing someone's direct shoes on top of their other items also seems reasonable, and too is something that can easily be handled with training, 

The bad attitudes are something else. I am astonished by this. If I were to be as unpleasant to them as they are to me, I am sure they would not react well. 

What can I do? This is NOT about safety. This is about customer service. This is something that can be changed. This is something that MUST be changed. 

Thanks, 

The caller said he fiew from Kingston, Jamaica 10 MIA then to ATL on American Airlines flight# 1466. The caller said he does not know lhe gate or 1erminal he was at. The caller said while he was going through the TSA screening checkpoint at MIA on 
6 27 2013 at 10:35am a male TSO by the name of!/b l/6\ !took his laptop to a table while he was undergoing a pat-down. The caller said the officer forgot to return the laptop. The caller wanted to know how to get his laptop back. The caller said he 
also had jewelry missing from his two checked bags. The caller also stated he had liquid spilled onto his clothing that was inside of his checked bag. The caller said he did not have a NOi in his checked bag s. The caller said the two bags were a 
Rimowa brand. The caller said one bag was brown and the other bag was silver. The callers baggage tag numbers arejrh·\/r;·-, land fh··,1rr1 I-

I told the caller I would forward the information to the CSM for further review. I gave the caller the phone number for the lost and found for Miami International Airport 305-421-2410. I sent the caller a claim form via e-mail so he can file a claim if he 
cannot recover his laptop. 



Date- 6127 I 13 
Time- approx 8:30 am 
Airporl - CVG 
Area- security line 
TSA Employee ~,.,G,...·,...·,1..,.R.,...., ---, 

An unfo rl una le incident occurred I his mo ming I hat was c I early p reve nl ab I e, TSA Age n!( b) ( ff:1 ~ i reeled my son through a mel a I d ete eta r after I rep ea led I y requested a pa I down, Because I used I he WO t "x-ra y" !e rs us "mel al detector" he refused 
to listen any further as to why my son should receive a pat dawn. Regardless al the reason why .. It is my understanding that if I request a pat down. my son should receive a pat down. As a result. Agent. h··,Irr1 has needlessly subjected my son to 
a shunt malfunction I my son has a programmable shunt that has a magnet control I mg the va Ive) 

I am going to first slate the facts as to what occurred on 6127113 at approximalely 8:30am and I hen I will summarize: 

Facts: 
1 ). When m son and I finished taking off our shoes in the security line we found ourselves in the body scan line 2). I reached out to TSAAgent!(b)(ffl Lnd told him my son needed a pat down - he cannot go through the scanning. 

612712013 3). Age (bH6l irected my son and .1 to follow him lowards lhe me1a1 detector to which I replied he cannot go lhrough the "x-ray", - he needs 10 be patted down 4). Agent~ol very firm in his tone and again directed bolh of us to follow him 
towards the metal detector. Agentf h ·,rR! repeatedly stated that TSA has not used x-ray for sometime. 

5=~t47 5). While m.ovrn towards the metal detector I repeatedly tried to explain that my son has a shunt with a magnetic valve and he ··cannot go t.hrough th,s_machine"' 

612812013 

6). Agen h1IR·, as agitated and directed an older gentleman on the other side of the metal detector to take my son through .... I asked 1f this machine 1s turned off - no one answered me and they directed my son through the metal detector. 
7). At lhis,.E2Jg!.,the machine beeped and I turned to agenl !rh··,1r;··, land as_ked him why he was so disrespectful and why would he nol listen 10 me. 
8). Agentlf..l:W.§Jthen told me that I said he could not go through x-ray and this was not an x-ray. 

To the best of my ability. this states the sequential facts of what occun-ed. On the surface. this might appear to be a simple misunderstanding and perhaps uestionable customer service. In reality. Ageni(b)(ffl ! had an attitude from the moment I 
engaged him and asked for a pat down. In my opinion, Ageni.f§Rfil was disrespectfu I and arroga nl. Al no Ii me did he stop to Ii ste n to my co ncems. Agent ( b) ( 6 is going to stick to his osition I hat I ind i ca I ed my son could not go through x-ray - which 
is true I did make that statement. However. that does not negate the fact that I originally requested a pat down for my son and I insisted that he not go through the metal detector. Agen (b::,(6) heard me reference x-ray and that was the end of the 
story - he q u,t I 1ste n i ng and Iran kly tned to make a pomt that my conce ms were unwa n-anted. 

I can only assume that Agenl !rh··,1r;·1 went aboul his job the rest of loday without regard to lhe impact lhat he had on my son and our family. But, the reality is that his arrogance and disrespecl needlessly subjected my son to a polential life 
threatening situation. I am not being overly dramatic here - google the impact of subjecting a programmable shunt to a metal detector - if the valve moves. the result can be critical. When we arrived in Tampa we contacted our sons Neurosurgeon who 
at this point wants us to closely monitor his behavior and if we seen any changes go straight to the ER. ... what a way to enJoy vacation ... And why? Because agent!rh··,1r;·1 !was in to big of a hurry to exert his power and and act as 1f he knows more 
than the customer - what a shame! 

In speaking with the supervisor after the incident I was instructed that in the future I should absolutely refuse toga through the metal detector ... Honestly, I never felt that completely disregarding a TSA Agents direction was an option .. 

Good Momi ng , 

I wanted to let you know about the rude treatment that I just received going through security at F LL airport. I had a pat down after go, ng through the sea n ne r by a woman by the name of b 1 ( 61 I She wasn't able to explain my rights and gave me a 
lull pat down After she was done. she didn't say she was done She was rude I asked for a comment card and they didn't give me one A supervisor by the name oo/b 1(6 1 !came over and demanded a copy of my boarding pass. He said he 
was do,ng that because I asked for a comment card Now I understand why !lh ,IR I I was rude 
The supervisor called the sheriff when I didn't want to give him my boarding pass to make a copy of it. All I wanted to say is thad(bH6l ~hould not be doing pat downs and she really couldn't explain herself in Englishtb·•,(ffi !was angry 
and didn't want to hear what I said. This is horri b I e customer service. I fly every week and have never been Ire ated Ii ke this. 

7:53:55 Please have a customer service rep contact me al your earliest convenience. I appreciale your time. This happened at 630am EST 
AM 

l(b1(6) I 
l(b1(6) I 



612812013 
10:09:og 

AM 

Greetings, 
I travel two or three times per year as a job requirement. I travel with a Guide Dog. MOST of the time. the TSA agents are pretty good. If one of them doesn't know what to do with my guide, he/she will ask another agent and will usually get a coCTect 
and quick response. 

This was not the case on Wednesday. June 26. at the Atlanta International Airport. The first time I went through security, I had no problem. My flight was cancelled and I was stuck in the airport for many hours. During that time, I had to relieve my 
guide. The relieving area for the dogs is back beyond baggage claim which meant I had to go through security again. It was much busier this time due to the time of day, and there were many more TSA agents around. 
The first TSA agent told me I had to go back to the airline counter because my boarding pass did not indicate I had a service animal with me. After waiting in line (again) the airline agent told me the inforTnation was, in fact, on my boarding pass - the 
TSA agent just didn'I know whal he was looking for. I again waited in another line and had to educate the TSA agenl on what 10 look for on the Southwest boarding pass as an indication I had a service animal with me. 
Again, I waited in line for screening. FIVE (count them, FIVE) TSA agents couldn't figure out what to da with my guide dog. I walked through the screener alone - the leash was on the floor by my guide as he waited for my command to come through. 
did NOT sound the alarm when I walked through. I called my guide and. as expected. his harness set off the alarTn. None of these agents knew what to do with the dog and kept asking others (no correct responses were given). I told them they 
needed to pat down the dog and sometimes he gets wiped with some type of pad to detect ( I think) drugs. They sti 11 didn't get it. 
Finally, one of them told another 10 just pat down lhe dog, bul then she said she had to pat me down as well! I never set off any alarm and have never had this happen before. I explained this 10 her but she said that since I was with the dog, that was 
their pa Ii cy. It was clear none of them knew what the policy was in the first p I ace. 
I am al I far security and wo u Id not have had any prob I em had they chosen to pat me down for a I mo st any other reason that co u Id be considered val id. but to use the dog as an excuse was just wrong. The pat down is hum i Ii ati ng enough on its own. 

So, now I'm asking ... are these TSA agenls really trained in I his area? If so, their training is obviously inadequale. What is the policy for a pal down when traveling with a service animal? Is ii required or were they just covering I heir butts because they 
didn't know what the policy was? I expect you"ll tell me it's up to the agents own discretion, but I'm asking anyway. I'd really like ta be prepared for my future flights. 

Thank you for Ii ste ni ng and I hope to get a response soon, 

Downe rs Grove, IL 60515-4451 

Feedback Type Request for Information 
Categories : Screening (AI T. Patd own) 
Current Date/Time : 6128/2013 9:59:23 AM Airport Select One Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 

612812013 TSA Employee: (If Known) . 

10,09 ,32 Comment : I flew from Phoenix and had a purchase from the airport gift shop removed from my bag at the TSA screening. 

AM 
Can I send someone to the airport to pick that up? 
Would you like a response?: True 

Passenger's N.,.,..~,.,...~~--.---' 
Phone Numbe b)(61 
Email (b I(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . hltp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 6/28/2013 11 :02: 17 AM Airport · LAX - Las Angeles International Date/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. After opting out al the large screener, i was waiting for a male assist ta perform a patdown. In the interim, the scanner went into calibration. I watched 10 ar 15 passengers pass through the metal detector next ta the scanner, but when I 

612812013 asked if I could go the same route and be on my way, I was told that because I had already opted out of the scanner. I had to wait for the patdown, and was ineligible to pass the way all the other passengers were going. I waited for a few minutes, 
12:05:45 asked again, and was denied again, all while other passengers were passing me through the alternate detector. This delay was in my opinion unnecessary and prejudicial, I stated I didn't want to use the large scanner. and was held up, while people 

PM who said nothing got exaclly whal I wanted, in fronl of me, while I was made to wait. This was unfair, frustraIing, and caused delay and extra hassle not just for me, but for the already busy agents at securily. This policy appears to be faully, and should 
be revised. Should someone apt out of the scanner. does it not make sense that they use the same alternate method deemed acceptable for passengers whose only difference is that they did not voice a preference? 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number · 
Email kb I(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Complaint Information 

If you don't speak/write English, CRLIOTE has access to interpreIers and can talk to you in any language. 

j Information about the person who experienced the cIvI I rig htslci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I atIon 

(fill in what you can) 

Name: kbl(61 

612812013 First and Mid d I e Last 

12,os,s2 I I 
PM Phone#: Cell: ,_(b_,_(6_) __ _,Home: ,_tb-'-)_(6-'-1 __ _.!Nork: 

Please note that we may contact you at the provided numbers. 

Mailing Address: ._l(b_)_(6_) _______ __. 

PO Box or Street address 

Email: 

Fl. lauderdale, Fl, 33316 

City State Zip 

o Check here if you are represented by a lhird party or an attorney in this ma1ter. If so please provide the third party's 

Caller fiew from Kingston, Jamaica 10 Miam~rican Airlines flighl 1466 on 6 27 2013. He was making a connecting flight to ATL in Miami. He has an artificial knee which set off the alarm. A female TSO called a male TSO namedkbl(61 Ito 
petiorm his pat down. He was not sure ho~ was spelled. Caller put all al his items in the bin including a laptop. He said that he was not allowed ta pick up the items before his pat down. The TSO picked up the items, however they did not get 
his laptop. He said that one of the officers asked him if he left something. He did not realize that he had left anything and told them no. He has called lost and found and gets a voicemail. He said that he will be back in the Miami Airport on Sunday 
June 30, 2013. He wanted a claim form emailed to him, He said that with all of the technology available he does not understand how this happened. 

Airport - Mi am i I nternationa I Ai rpa rt 
Airline -Amencan Airlines 
Flight Numbers - 664 
Departure Times - 11 :40 am 
Arrival Times - He arrived at the airport at 9AO am 

612812013 Date And Time of Incident - 6 27 2013 
12:24:38 Location Of Incident 

PM Gate -60 
Terminal - D 
Phone Number -kbl(61 
Email 1h··,1rr1 
Name Of Actual Person Involved b )(6) 

I gave information per: http: www.tsa.gov airport-lost-found-contacts 
Mi am i I nl ernationa I Airport 
305-421-2410 
I advised him to leave a m essaq e with I ost and found a ski nq th em to ca 11 him back. I ema i I ed him a claim form. I advised h1 m that I wou Id forward his re cord to the CS M at Mi am i I nternatIona I Airport lo r review. 



Fronib1(6) 
Sent: Friday, June 28, 2013 1 :02 PM 
To: TSAExlemalCompliance: Nalasha Sparks 
Subject Complaint 

1 Information about the person who experienced the civil rights/civil liberties violation 

(fill in what you can) 

612812013 Name: ~b ,(Bl 
2:05:50 ... t_._. -· ----~ 

PM 
Phone#: Cell:._f b~) ... (6_·•~' --~!Home: NIA Work: NIA 

Please note that we may contact you at the provided numbers. 

Mailing Address: ._l(b~)_(6~) ___ __.I Cary, NC 27519 

Email: HYPERLINK._b~) ... (6_·•~' _________________ _. 

o Check here if you are represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter, If so please provide the third party's 

name and contact information: Not at this time, but seriously considering it. 

What happened? Describe your complaint. Give as much detail about your experience as possible, including the name of the air carrier. if this occurred at an airport. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Cur,-ent Date/Time· 6128/2013 2:54:15 PM Airport· UH - Lihue Date/Time of Travel: 06/01/2013 Airline & Flight Number: American Airlines 266 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. On June 2, I submitted a complaint about a private screening conducted by Sup (b·•1(6) and employee kb··1(6i ! 1 would like feedback on that complaint. Absent substantiation thatl(b)(ff•, 

612812013 my c1v1I rights were violat.ed by the subsequent &quot:resolut1on pat down&quot conducted b (b)(6) 

4:09:51 Thank ou for our attention. 

PM b1(6i ..,,,,,,,,,.,,...,.,.,,.,,.,.,,,,,,,...,..,,..,.... 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Na,p,....,-,-----, 
Phone Number: b)(61 
Email (b I(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

! g I aves &q uat: a I armed, &quot: I believe 

The caller has a complaint about the screening process in DEN. The caller is wearing a white linen shirt that she can see through and they still had to do a patdown and she stated that her arms and back were the parts that were patted down and were 
scrapped and it was not actua 11 y a paid own because th en she would have been patted. They stated that because the clothing was bulky. She said that no one would admit th at they were wrong to give her paid own. She was up set that no one wou Id 
admit that the machines were set to sensitive and it is wrong that she has to have a patdown. She stated that it was not random but she was still singled out though they told her why. She wanted an admittance that this TSA policy is wrong. 

Advised ca Iler: 
6128/2013 

4:47: 17 TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 
PM 

TSA a I so selects passengers and their property at random far enhanced security screening. 

I explained that if there was an alarm they would have to do a patdown regardless of the material that her shirt was made out of. She hung up before I was able to offer to send her complaint to the CSM or offer her any other information. She did not 
have complaints about rude screener simply aboul the fact that he had a pal down. 



This incident requires some background information that will lead up to the incident at GEG which was very unfortunate, and has resulted in a disservice of TSA officers and our government pol1c1es and gives Spokane International Airport and TSA 
agents a bad name. Bad service at a restaurant allows me a complaint with a positive result of future better service and a discount. Horrible treatment from TSA by not following their OWN policy, has no recourse. Training proper officials, hiring 
educated individuals, who do not gel "cocky" aboul their position should be a priority. I understJnd the safety of our country, but please review the below events and let me know your lhoughts on the matler. I would like 10 give you lhe opportunity to 
respond to these unfortunate events. 

PI ease read be I ow for the events of the incident. 

Sincerely, 

~f b_i_(6_._I ---~I mom of twin 2 year olds 

6 ~2~;2~~ 3 June 19, 2013 

PM 
I fiew with my girls from Memphis to Spokane the day of June 19, 2013 on Delta Airlines. Having never traveled with toddlers via plane before (the last time they were infants), I kept tabs on TSA's requirements for juice, food, etc prior to my trip. At 
MEMPHIS airport, I lold the agent that I had my twin 2 year olds juice (64 oz) and desitin (6oz) along with Ibuprofen and olher infant medicalions in case of illness or fevers while flying, of which I kepi in a separate open reusable grocery bag, and I hey 
said no problem. They put it in a little machine to "snitr- it, and that"s all. The container was kept sealed, and my girls sippy cups were not touched. nor was their food. Successful policy implementation. Relief. 

June 26, 2013 

Upon arriving at SPOKANE airport, my parents, myself, and twin 2 year olds found out our flight was delayed and we may nol make our connection. Our once 59 min connection in Minneapolis was now 20. The gate agent lold us not to shop or eat but 
to run to the plane. I was glad to have the yogurt for my girls breakfast and lunch as they cannot be sustained on pretzels alone. We found out from the Delta agent that our connection which had been 59 minutes was decreased to 20 minutes due to 
flight delays. 



Dear Manager. 

On my most recent lrip, on lhe way back (June 22, 2013) some of your TSA agents searched my main checked luggage. After I returned home I got my key to unlock my small lock on my suilcase, only to find that the lock had been taken off and that 
my bag had been searched and gone through. There was a printed form in my luggage titled: "Transportation Security Administration' and then the words: 'Notice of Baggage Inspection.' 

I realize that the TSA has an obligation to do what it can to make sure that people who fiy on airliners are safe. Other important oonsiderations, in my view. should include a respect for privacy. civil liberties, the Constitution (including Constitutional 
protections against unreasonable searches and seizures, especially those conducted withoul a warrant), and for lhe people the TSA agenls come in contact with. 

Why was my main luggage checked by TSA personnel on my most recent flight? Your note indicated that only 'some' bags are opened and physically inspected. As far as I am aware all bags have to go through baggage scanners. Also, people have 
to go through scanners, So why was my bag chosen for additional scrutiny? Obviously no prohibited items were within my bag. Items in my bag were all rummaged through and were not put back in the way I had packed them, I recall a time before 
one of my flights years ago when airporl security personnel asked to inspect my main bag, but they came to me in person and asked me to open lhe lock, which I did, so they could inspect the oontenls in front of me. Why didn't the TSA personnel in 
question ask me ta open the bag and inspect the bag in front al me in this instance? 

Also, on my most recent trip (June 22. 2013). a TSA agent did not let me walk through the 'doorway' as some people were permitted to (and that's not the first time that's happened to me), but instead they pointed me towards a newer "scanne~ similar 

612812013 to a 'boolh' where someone walks in, faces a certain direction, puts their feet where footmarks are painted, and I hen is 'scanned.' Why did I also receive increased scrutiny there instead of being permitted to simply walk through lhe 'doorway' panel? 
Then. even after I had that increased scrutiny of my person, a TSA agent came up to me an June 22, 2013 and asked that he be permitted to search my left leg, and he proceeded to use a 'wand' around me left leg, and to physically 'pat dawn' my left 

10:08'48 I All h f d k d . . d . f' d . PM eg. e oun was an empty poc et, so he waste hrs time an mine. only to ,n nothing. 

How much radialion are airline passengers being subjecled to in relation 10 I heir being scanned, both in the 'doorways' they walk through, and in relalion to the newer 'boolh' where they have to pul their feet where lhe yellow feet marks are? How much 
radiation do the ·wands' give off? Also, when they are being scanned in a 'booth' ar etc. is it harmful for a person's eyes ar for them to keep their eyes a pen in a 'booth' where they stand and are scanned with their hands up? Also, is it really necessary 
that the TSA have airline passengers have to put their hands up in the booth they walk into and are scanned in or when an agent uses a 'wand" over their body7 ll"s humiliating for some people to have to stand there with their hands up and be given 
extra intrusive inspections. especially when they're innocent, have done nothing wrong, and they have no prohibited items anyway. 

These are just examples, and there have been many mare on my flights in recent years. For example, on a recent trip a TSA agent selected me for additional scrutiny after I walked through a security scanner, and had me put my arms and legs out 
while they proceeded to use the wand' over my body, and to give me a full body ·pat down.' That full body 'pat down' was very intrusive as the TSA agent placed their hands almost all over my body, including on the edges of my 'private parts.' 

When I've gotlen such additional 'scrutiny' on this trip and others lhe TSA agenls in question never give me explanations as to why I'm being given such additional scrutiny while other people keep walking by quickly through the screening process. 
They usually don't even attempt to answer my question(s) but merely look at me or shrug their shoulders. 

Virtually every flight I've ever been on. I've shown the security personnel my official US Passport which proves that I'm a US citizen. I've never done anything to bring attention to myself, I've acted properly, and I'm friendly and nice to people, including 
to TSA personnel. I have a clean record, and I'm an upstanding US citizen, with a doctoral degree and an occupalion as a college professor. I don't understand why I'm being almost continually singled out and given 'extra scrutiny" whether in relalion 
to my person and/army baggage on almost every flight I've been an in recent years. I remember in the past couple years that a US Senator (I believe Senator Rand Paul of Kentucky) was singled out for ·extra scrutiny' by TSA personnel at an airport, 



-----Original Message----
From: [(b i(6) 
Sent: ~r 1uay, J•riE! 20, 20 I 3 I 1.0 I PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subjecl: TRI Airporl June 26 

Incident occurred on June 26, 2013 at the TRI cities Airport in Johnson City. TN at 5:45 AM, TSA Managerf~b_)_(_6_1 --~ 

I was Iravelin from TRI to Palm Beach, when I wenl thru lhe checkpoint, lhe officer checked my boarding pass and my driver license, she noticed lhat my extended lasl name did not appeared on my boarding pass: she went to check wilh her 
supervisor (b::1(6) After several minutes in which I was standing in my socks, holding the line, he told me that I needed to go back to the airline counter to get a new boarding pass with my complete name on it. 

Side note: I have travel in and out of the US more than a one hundred times and this was the first time ever that I was ever asked to have my extended last name on my boarding pass. Part of my job responsibilities are to buy plane tickets and airlines 

612912013 doesn't have lhe option to add exlended last names on a reservation. If this is was problem, I'm pretty sure thal millions of latinos would not be able to fly in the United States daily. 

9:03:23 
AM 

I went back to my airline and they told me that I needed to call a 1800 number to make the change and that I was probably going to missed my flight. I went back to speak with!(bH61 !to explain my situation, my flight was about to leave in 15 
minutes. and he asked to show him another form of ID, which I did, and he still wouldn't allow me to go thru, he said that it was my fault to have my extended last name on my driver license. 

Side note: In the la tin cultural is common to add your mother's last name to your complete name. 

After a little discussionkb·:1(6) ~old me that he would allow me to go thru but he needed to have a complete check of my luggage and a pat-down. I don't understand why having a extended last name on my license have to do with my luggage being 
search and receiving a full body pat-down. Is having an exlended last name a crime? Did I all of sudden became a suspect because of having a extended lasl name on my license? Because I needed to board my flight I accepted his requesl without 
complain it but I felt like I have treated like a criminal, I think this was extremely inappropriate and I expectkbl(6) to be reprimanded and an apology. Times are changing in the US and there is no place for ignorance in Federal employees. 

rb)(61 

6/29/2013 
11 0149 

AM 

Sunrise, FL 33323 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service: D1sab1lity Complaint Current DatelTlme : 6/2912013 10:07:44 AM Airport : ROG - Rochester-Monroe County Date/Time of Travel 06/2912013 8:30 AM Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Security checkpoint-main TSA Employee: (II Known) . Blond highlighted hair pulled up. 30's? 
Comment : I informed lhe nice older woman working lhe front of the line I hat I was choosing not 10 go through the body scanner due 10 a medical issue. She was very kind and alerted a 30-something blond highlighted gal for her to take me in the back. 
She questioned me why (which is truly none of her business) but I told her I had an insulin pump. She instructed me to go through the regular machine. I told her again that I couldn"t. He began arguing with me re: whether or not I could go through. I 
explained that 1/ she wo u Id a 11 ow me to get my bags off the belt I wo u Id show her my Dr s note as wel I as Med tro ni e's information I have printed and !rave I with every week I I fly weekly lo r work). The badge n ng and harassment continued as she 
replied &quot:whatever&quot numerous times and kept repeating that this was my choice, and not necessary. I was on the verge of tears at this point, because who wants to be patted down in public and spoken to in that manner for all to see? Not 
me. The lack of cusIomer service and lhe disrespect shown 10 me as a American with a disability as disgraceful. I've done the patdown I asked for a supervisor. An older man came over and was intently listening, took the handout I had for him, and 
said &quot;people go through every day&quot;. I then informed him that here are approx 8 different brands of insulin pumps and mine clearly states not to go through the body scanners. He agreed after seeing the 4 page printout I provided to him. I 
told him even if i was 100% wrong. I'd be cautious about telling someone with a $10,000 medical device to go through a machine that the manufacturer states Is not recommended He never once apologized for her behavior but stated it wasnl 
&quotacceptable customer service&quot. It's absolutely and positively the worst flying experience of my life. By the end of the conversation with the supervisor I was in tears because of the treatment by that woman. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name h·,1R··, 
Phone Number b 1(6) 
Email (b i(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

I live in Dallas and use OFW frequently but also I ravel 10 a number of airporIs. All hough I am cleared for Pre-Check, I have a surgical implant in my knee thal sets off the ancient metal deIecIors. When can we expecl to see body scanners replace 
6129/2013 metal detectors at the Pre-Check checkpoints, specifically at OFW? Going through a secondary pat-down defeats the purpose of Pre-Check. 

1:08:19 
PM thank~,_~b_)_(6_1 __ _. 



The callers daughter fiew from RDU to Houston. The caller dropped his daughter off before 5:45 am to catch a flight with Southwest airlines. She checked her bag curbside. The caller states that the TSA agents at the checkpoint forced his daughter 
to go through the metal detector after she told them she had a pacemaker. She also showed them her Pacemaker card. After screening she complained of being light headed, The caller was very upset about this, The caller was unsure as to whether 
his daughter went through lhe WTM Dor AIT. He did not feel thal she was discriminated againsl or anything of thal nature, jusl that the officers would nol listen 10 her. 

I advised the caller to have his daughter call us to give us more details. I apologized to the caller and told him I would forward this information to the CSM 1f we havent heard from her by the end of the shift. She is on her way to Houston now. I went 

6129120 13 aver 1 he procedures for a pacemaker with the ca 11 er. I provided the EID to the ca 11 er. 

1A4:05 
PM 

If a passenger has an internal medical device, such as a pacemaker or a defibrillator, it is important for him or her to inform the officer conducting his ar her screening before the screening process begins. Passengers can use TSA's Notification Card to 
communicate discreetly with secunty officers. However, showing this card or other medical documentation will not exempt a passenger from additional screening when necessary. 

Passengers who have inlernal medical devices should nol be screened by a metal detector and should instead request 10 be screened by imaging Iechnology or a patdown. While TSA has no evidence I hat screening by imaging Iechnology will affect 
such devices, passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. 

Caller flew in to BWI from Branson MO then Midway. Caller states that she had medical papers from a doctor about the operations she has had. Caller states that she showed the TSO her medical note and her Foteo Injectable medication, the TSO 
gave her a patdown. Cal I er states that she has 2 knee re placements and a broken lemur and lots of medications as we 11 as an i nco nti ne n ce pad and a mastectomy. She flew with Southwest. 

612912013 Advised ca Iler: 
220:07 

PM 
Transportation Security Officers will conduct different patdown procedures to resolve different types of anomalies. 
We regret that you found your experience to be less than satisfactory. 

To whom 11 may concern: 

I hope this email finds you well. I just wanted 10 let you know thal I had Irouble at lhe TSA checkpoint in PBI yesIerday, Friday, June 28, 2013. 

Aller refusing to go through the scanner. the "agent" told me that he would do a complete pat-down. l"m used to the procedure as I opt out every time. 

I proceeded to explain to him that I was going to strip naked so thal he could observe lhat I was nol hiding anything and he would lherefore not need to touch me. 

He told me that it was not allowed and that I would be arrested 1f I did so. He called for a supervisor who told me the same thing. 

I think it is imperative that you educale your "agents" on the First Amendment, specifically lhe parts about speech and protesi. both of which are protected, even at the TSA checkpoint. In fact, the specific act of stripping completely naked at lhe 
checkpoint has already been settled by the courts. 

In an unrelated incident, another one of your "agents" got furious with me for taking her picture as she dug through my bag. You should probably also educate them about photography at the checkpoints. which is not illegal. She has no reasonable 

612912013 expectation of privacy while she does her job I here, nor should she, considering I hat, statistically speaking, she is incompetenl and likely a thief. 

4:57:41 
PM 

Speaking of theft, afler my bags were retrieved from the x-ray conveyor they were placed in front of me and I was asked 1f that was all of my belongings. I told the "'agent" that I wasn't sure. He said I needed to say that they were all of my belongings. 
proceeded to check, but he told me I could not touch them. I again told him that there is no way for me to know if they have stolen any of my belongings until I am allowed to check and until then. I will not confirm that they are all of my belongings. 

A couple of things you should take away from this letter: 

1 - There is a First Amendment. You and your employees should read it and understand that violations of citizens' civil rights is a serious matter. Next time I attempt to exercise a constitutionally protected right, I might not be so forgiving when your 
twenly-year-old high school dropout law enforcement wannabe tries to prevent me. 

2 - Speaking of law enforcement. you should remind your "agents" that they are not law enforcement and have no powers of arrest. Therefore, they should not threaten to arrest someone. Especially when that someone is exercising their constitutional 
rights. In fact. your "agents" don't even have the authority to detain anyone for even the very shortest period of time. 

3 - Your full body nude scanners are easily defeated. You should ask for my money back. 

Have a great day .. and thanks for listening. 



Flying from Orlando back to Nashville. 

I could nol find my driver's license so I presenled my State Of TN concealed carry perm ii. 

My State of TN con cea I ed carry permit was NOT accepted when I presented it at check-in at the O rtando airport by TSA security. 

I was pushed to side of a line.. and waited over 20 minutes while a supervisor Jrrived .. while hundreds of people banged their way pasl me! 

The su pe rvi sor did NOT know if the TN concealed carry perm it was a cce pta bl e . . even though I showed her the information from YOUR web site on my phone. 
It's NOT easy to get a concealed carry permit in any state ... it's difficult. 

6~3~~~~~ 3 I finally was escorted through security and waited AGAIN for another person ta arrive to keep me a complete pat-down and go through my kit again. 

AM 
In short, , , I missed my flight and had to wait 5 hours to get on another fiig ht back to N ashvi 11 e, 

I would certainly like an explanation. 

The caller asked about the AIT. She went through the scanner at her departing airport without any questions. She stated that on the return flight she was asked if she had hair extensions. She asked what the scanner reveils. She asked why she was not 

613012013 subjected to this on the departing flight. She stated I hat I his was embarrassing. She did not want the people she was flying wilh to know she had I hem. She asked if this was harassmenl. She stated that she patted down her head. She slated I hat she 

4:56:55 will just call the airport directly. 

PM 
The AIT identifies anything foreign objects on her body. I explained that bobby pins will do the samething, from personal experience. I explained that a pat down procedure is use to resolve any alarms of the WTMD or anomalies identified by the AIT 
explained that I am nol sure which technology was used on I he departure flight. 
Why do I get a head pat down going through security? Occurred mare than once. I notice no other female or males received this before me or after. I wa curious why I gat the head pat down. Please reply (flying out of Phoenix this afternoon.) 

6/3012013 kbl(61 ! 
5:13:24 

PM 

71112013 
8:03:38 

AM 

Sent from Yahoo• Mail on Android 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time: 613012013 11 :27:58 PM Airporl: HPN - Westchester Counly Dateffime ofTravel: 0613012013 11 :00 AM Airline & Flight Number: Jet Blue 395 Checkpoinl/Area of Airport: Only 
security area at airport terminal TSA Employee: (If Known)· Station Manager Comment· I am a Pilot for CitationAir and was on duty and traveling in full uniform from our main headquarters city to our training base in Orlando, FL. When entering the 
security s c reem ng area I was asked for add iii on al ID other th an my Airline ID and com pl 1ed with my drivers Ii cense. I was then asked if I was going to use the fu 11 body scanner or going to opt-a ut which I have never been asked in the years of the 
TS A's existence. I asked the TSA agent what was going on, and she said the supervisor at the HPN airport considers Flight Crewmembers of non-scheduled airlines to not be Crewmembers at all. Then I was completely discriminated against, even 
denied lhe abilily to walk through lhe regular metal deIecIor type scanner (even though I did it anyway) and then given a complete hand/body pat-down, all while showing them my Airline ID badge that clearly has my TSA Compliant CHRC and Air 
Carrier ID number. My bags were searched even after going through the x-ray scan and my water's, toothpaste, and hair spray were all confiscated. I literally travel on-duty on the airlines several times a month and have never, ever been given this 
type of search anywhere else than he re and today. My First Olli cer who was trave Ii ng with me was al so subjected to the same truly ave rwhe I ming search. This was absurd. As a FI Ig ht C rewmemb er, in uni lo rm and on duty being subjected to this 
search, even after passing through the metal detector and not setting anything off. smacks of a deliberate attempt to intimidate. Whomever is managing this station should be fired. Not only is what happened to myself and my First Officer a complete 
waste of time and TSA's resources, I feel it was a sick, deliberate a11empt to show some authority where none is truly deserved. In fact, I am so sure this is happening to Flight Crews traveling on duty with airline tickets I hat I am going to request media 
attention from people I know in the NYC media market to film this happening and shaw what an complete idiot yau have running this station. The only positive thing I have to say about this experience is that the TSA agents working the security 
checkpoint seemed gen ui nel y apologetic lo r having to do this screening and continuously repeated they were doing it because they had to because the s u pe rvi so r demanded it. Wei I, I am demanding this supervisor be Ii red. They have gone 
comp I ete I y rogue. Conduct your own i nvesti ga ti on and ask the a gents on duty if they are constantly giving Crewme m bers who a re trave Ii ng on duty the same treatment I received today, and you wi 11 find out exactly what I am ta I king a bout, Either that, 
or you can wait and watch i I on I he evening news. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name :llh"·,1rr1 
Phone Number , ;:.fh:..;.!·.,1=r,=-,===::::;--~ 

Email !(b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



-----Original Message----
From,kbi(6) 
Sent: Sunday. June 30. 2013 5:45 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subj eel: Mandatory re mova I of turban 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

While at the DFW airport check-in today, I went through the customary process of having my turban go through a hand wand. and then I conducted a self-pat dawn of my turban. As has occurred a few times in the past, the swab test on my hands 
resulted in a positive. 

71112013 In the past when this has occurred al DFW, the TSA personnel has taken me into private screening, and conducted a full body, including turban pal down. The Lead Officer however indicaled thal it was "mandatory" per TSA regulations that I remove 
8:03:51 my turban and have it screened separately through the X-ray. 

AM 
Note, my turban did not show a positive during the customary full body scan, and my hands generated the positive on the chemical swab. It strikes me as incongruous with security and policy for a TSA officer to take the position it is mandatory to 
remove the turban after a chemical positive. The officer could (and have always done so in the past) done the pat down in private to recheck the chemical positive as well as feel for any inappropriate objecls. Running lhe turban separalely lhrough the 
X-Ray does not accomplish any security objective. 

I don't send this so much as a compliant but to encourage some logic in procedures. The TSA does a great job, I would be remiss not to encourage better policy that doesn't unduly infringe upon religious liberty. 

Best. 

kbl(61 

Caller fiew DCA-MCO yesterday aboard JetBlue #823 which departed at 2:40PM. Caller has metal implants and was subjected to secondary screening, which including a thorough pat-down, pat-down of her head. and ETD sampling on by two different 
agents at separa1e limes. This occurred at approximately 1:30 PM at Terminal A. Caller does not remember specific gate number but advises ii is the first to the left upon entering Terminal A. Caller stated lhe female agent palled down inside her shirl 
and blouse and did not offer her a private screening. Caller is unhappy with the manner in which her patdown was conducted and wants ta make a complaint. 

Resolution: 

The Trans po rtat1on Security Ad mini strat1on (T SA) see ks to p rov1d e a high I eve I of sec u nty and customer service to those who pass through our sere en i ng che c kpornts. Our po Ii ci es and procedures locus on ensuring th at al I passengers. reg a rd I ess of 
their person al situations and needs, a re treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy, Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important, 
Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are 
required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained ta explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport 

7 I 1 12013 we have lo rwa rded a copy of your I etter to the Customer Service Manager IC SM) at that location. T SA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require sp eci a I attention. This 
8 :56: 1 0 ongoing process e na bl es us to ensure prompt, corrective a ct ion whenever we determine th at security screening policies need modification or spec iii c employees or sere en er teams a re the subjects of repeated comp I a i nts, We consider your concerns to 

AM be a serious issue for our atl ention. TSA appreciates tha I you took I he ti me to sh are your concerns with us. 



71112013 
10 09 30 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP· k~b_)_(6_-._, --~ 
Date Time: 711/2013 9:04:22 AM 

Name[bl(61 
Email{(b)(61 
Comp I a i nts; Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):United flight 512 
JFK to SFO 
Terminal 7 
6130113 approx 4: 15 p,"m...,....,..,...._--, 
Na me of T SA pe rso~"'/ h"'·""-, l""R-'-·1 __ _, 

Comments:Waiting to go through screening with my son,husband and 82 yr. old mom at JFK. My mom does not walk,she was seated in her own chair. My husband and I went thru the booth and my son,an active duty USCG.stayed with my mom to 
push her thought the side gate like she always does. It took 10 min to get a female to do a pat down. Once th~showed up and she had a terrible attitude. She took my mom aside and saw all the rest of us waiting with all the bags and took 
another 20 Min to pat her down. She touched every park of her body front and back making my mom bend over in her chair and even felt her bare legs - even though she had a skirt on. She swabbed every part of the chair.her shoes every rubber grip. 
have never seen anylhing like it. And she walked so slowly on purpose cause she could see we were getting annoyed. When I said why are you doing that to her? She turned and honestly sneered at us. I went to find a supervisor and lold her ( I didn't 
get her name but she was nice) that we had been ther 20 min and what she did to my moml(b)(6 !then starts mouthing off at me and commented about my size and the supervisor had to tell her several times to stop and called her over. I did say that 
my tax dollars pay your sa I ary' Se starts I aug hrng. I have been in security mg mt for 3 5 yea rs and as I said my son is in the U scg. We respect security and autho nty but this woman was a d1sg race. It would take a lot for me to send a comp I amt and I 
have seen many pathetic TSA workers since I travel frequently but this one was the worse. A nasty.rude person that enjoyed making us all wait for no good reason. It was an injustice and she should not be in any type of work where she can't be 
impartial. 
Caller works for the Department of Defense and he has not been selected for TSA PreCheck. Every time he goes and shows the government ID he has a problem. Caller has a government ID with a chip in it. Caller has been patdown three times. He 
was randomly pulled aside one time. He was pulled aside in MIA to NY because his pants had little buckles on the side. Caller wife had stroke and they had to inspect her wheelchair. 

71112013 Advised Ca Iler: 

12:38:00 
PM 

71112013 
12:38:16 

PM 

Government employees are not automatically eligible for expedited screening. You can pursue TSA PreCheck eligibility through a Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Trusted Traveler program. An added benefit of participating through a CBP 
Trusted T rave I er program is the trave I er wi 11 receive expedited screening when flying on a 11 pa rti ci p ati ng airlines. For more info rma Ii on, inc I ud i ng p I an ned and pa rti ci p ati ng airports and security I a nes. Any a I arms by I he WTO M and anoma Ii es detected 
by the AIT are resolved by a patdown. Wands are not used. Everyone has to be screened. Expedited screening may allow you to no longer remove certain items such as their shoes, light outerwear, belt, and laptops from carry-on bags and 3-1-1 bag. 
You may also part1c1pate in TSA PreCheck through a FF program and opting in. The wheelchair will be inspected including any non removable pouches will be submitted for x-ray screening. 

Caller is standing al the airport in Richmond, VA. His wife opted out of lhe AIT and requesled a patdown. He says she was groped and borderline assaulted. The supervisor team could not have cared less. They were given a comment card. She has 
done this multiple times but this patdown was different from all of the rest. The woman started giving her instructions, but was mumbling. Callers wife could not hear her, so she asked her to speak up. Caller says the officer changed at thak prnnt. sr 
groped the caller s wife i na pp ro pri ate I y between the legs and on the ch est. She was upset. so they approached the s u pe rvi so r who said they could not give the name of the le ma I e officer and gave th em a ca rcJ. The supervisor s name was b ., ( 6 ) 
The caller says he was nice, but was indifferent to the situation. Caller says that the officer who conducted the patdown wore a pony tail, had dark hair that was twisted up with a brown clip. She was approximately 5 foot 5 inches. Caller wants to know 
what is done in situations like this. Caller wanls to know if he will hear something from the CSM to find oul the outcome. He wants to know if he can contact the CSM. 
Passengers Name:[bl(B•, I 
Airport: RIC 
Airline: JetBlue 
Flight 1182 
Date: 07 01 13 
Time: 12:20 p.m. - 12:23 p.m. 
Terminal: B 

Advised ca Iler: 
I would generally take the information and send the complaint to the CSM over TSA at Richmond. Advised caller that I cannot speak for someone else. They may address this with the employees and they may follow up with he and his wife. However, I 
am not the CSM and I cannot give a promise that they will be contacted again. Advised caller that if he has not heard anything after some time, he can call this number. 866-289-9673, back and select option 5 in the IVR. He can enter the airport code 
for Richmond and it will provide him with lhe CSM s number. 



Caller 1s standing at the airport in Richmond, VA. His wile opted out of the A IT and requested a paid own. He says she was groped and borde rt i ne a ssa ul ted. The supervisor team cou Id not have cared I ess. They were given a comment card. She has 
done this multiple times but this patdown was different from all of the rest. The woman started giving her instructions. but was mumbling. Caller s wife could not hear her, so she asked her to speak up. Caller says the officer changed at that point. She 
groped the callers wife inappropriately between lhe legs and on the chesl. She was upset, so they approached the supervisor who said they could not give the name of the female officer and gave them a card. The supervisors name wa~1h·,1R··, I 
The caller says he was nice, but was indifferent to the situation. Caller says that the officer who conducted the patdown wore a pony tail, had dark hair that was twisted up with a brown clip. She was approximately 5 foot 5 inches. Caller wants to know 
what is done in situ"tioos .like Ibis Caller wants to know 1/ he will hear something from the CSM to find out the outcome. He wants to know if he can contact the CSM. 
Passengers Name:fb.1(6.:, I 
Airporl: RIC 

71112013 Airline: JetBlue 
12:38: 16 Flight: 1182 

PM Date: 07 01 13 

71112013 
12:38:16 

PM 

Time: 12:20 p.m. -12:23 p.m. 
Terminal: B 

Advised ca Iler: 
I would generally lake the information and send the complaint to the CSM over TSA at Richmond. Advised caller thal I cannot speak for someone else. They may address lhis with the employees and lhey may follow up with he and his wife. However, I 
am not the CSM and I cannot give a promise that they will be contacted again. Advised caller that if he has not heard anything after some time. he can call this number, 866-289-9673, back and select option 5 in the IVR. He can enter the airport code 
for Richmond and it wi 11 pro vi de him with the CSM s numb er. 
Caller is standing al the airport in Richmond, VA. His wife opted out of lhe AIT and requesled a patdown. He says she was groped and borderline assaulted. The supervisor team could not have cared less. They were given a comment card. She has 
done this multiple times but this patdown was different from all of the rest. The woman started giving her instructions, but was mumbling. Callers wife could not hear her, so she asked her to speak up. Caller says the officer changed at that oint. She 
groped the caller s wife i na pp ropri ate I y between the legs and on the ch est. She was upset. so they approached the s u pe rvi so r who said they could not give the name of the le ma I e off ce r and gave th em a ca rd. The supervisor s name was ( b ·:, ( 6) 
The caller says he was nice, but was indifferent to the situation. Caller says that the officer who conducted the patdown wore a pony tail, had dark hair that was twisted up with a brown clip. She was approximately 5 foot 5 inches. Caller wants to know 
what is done in situations like this. Caller wanls to know if he will hear something from the CSM to find oul the outcome. He wants to know if he can contact the CSM. 
Passengers Nam,l:b)(ff:, I 
Airport: RIC 
Airline: JetBlue 
Flight 1182 
Date: 07 01 13 
Time: 12:20 p.m. - 12:23 p.m. 
Terminal: B 

Advised ca Iler: 
I would generally take the information and send the complaint to the CSM over TSA at Richmond. Advised caller that I cannot speak for someone else. They may address this with the employees and they may follow up with he and his wife. However, I 
am not the CSM and I cannot give a promise that they will be contacted again. Advised caller that if he has not heard anything after some time, he can call this number. 866-289-9673, back and select option 5 in the IVR. He can enter the airport code 
for Richmond and it will provide him with lhe CSM s number. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time: 7/112013 1 :30:17 PM Airport: AUS - Austin-Bergstrom International Date/Time o!Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: To Whom This May Concern: 

I am writing this message in regards to two recent encounters that my pregnant wife and I had at Austin-Bergstrom International Airport (AUS). On two separate occasions. namely 613113 and 619113, my pregnant wife and I were departing from AUS. 
On both occasions, my pregnant wife requested to receive a pat down rather than pass through the x-ray system(s) when traveling through security screening. On both occasions, the TSA agents refused her pat down request and INSISTED that she 
pass lhrough the securily screening system. 

Again. my v1s1 bl y pregnant wile requested a pat down sere en i ng and again. she was told that she was RE QUI RED to pass through the security machines. I then i nte rve n ed and reminded your T SA agents that 11' s exp Ii ci ti y posted that passengers can 
opt-out for a pat down in lieu of passing through the machines. At this point, your TSA agents complied to allow my wife to have a pat down, but not before repeatedly trying to talk her out of it by saying that passing through the machines pose no risks 

71112013 to pregnancies. 

2:15:22 
PM 

Allow me to repeat that. your TSA agents, on two separate occasions, repeatedly tned to convince my wife that nothing would happen to the baby if she walked through the machine. Again, this wasn't a one time event This occurred twice. and I was 
appalled then. and remain appalled to this day, that your TSA agents would 1) try to force a pregnant women to walk through you systems and 2) try to coerce her to change her mind after agreeing to give her a pat down. 

I waited a month to write this because I didn't want it to be merely an emotional response, but to this very day thinking about these events bother me. The actions of TSA agents at AUS are reprehensible, and your agents clearly have no concern for 
the p hys,ca I and emotion al we I I-being of a pregnant moth er and her infant chi Id. I can on I y imagine how many pregnant women have be en made to unwi 11 i ng I y pass through your security ma chm es. Please be aware th at I a I so contacted AUS reg a rd i ng 
the way operates its security screenings. 

Respectfully, 

[b1(ff1 I 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number . 
Email !(b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Poor Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 711/2013 4:01:02 PM Airport HSV - Huntsville International Date/Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 

1I112013 Comment : I be Ii eve th at the TSA o rgamzat,on s ho u Id be e Ii mm ated. You are in con seq u ent,al in stop ping terronsm. You co ntm ue to i nfn nge on the average citizens constitutional rights with your dangerous use of body scanners and mole station 
4:22:26 patdown procedures. Your minimal regulations in regards to the requirements for being a TSA agent, such as a high school diploma ensure that the majority of your TSA agents are poorly educated and more than eager to abuse any fabricated sense 

PM of authority and power. You fail not only as an organization but as individual human beings. 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



I was flying today at LAX Tom Bradley south screening and was behind a group of two Muslim women and one child, (about five or six), then another two Muslim women. The Muslim women went through the old style non-X-ray screening machine and 
had a pat down of their head scarfs only. When I asked to have the same screening I was told NO. I either had X-rays or full pat down. 

When I asked why. I was told it was just random. A clear evasion. Then I was told it was because of the child. This was not an infant. It was a kid with a backpack. And the second pair of women had no one else with them. 

The supervisor at the time was STsol(b::,(6) I Very evasive and threatening. He didn't want to tell me who he was. Asked for my ID, but wouldn't show me his. Finally when he showed me his ID he would hold it in front of me for two seconds 
then pull it back. I never could see it 10 focus that long. He did this two or three times, then held it I front of me while wiggling it back and forlh. He was acting like he was teasing a child. All the while he had my ID and made a point of writing down all 
my information. I had started feeling discriminated against, but now I was feeling threatened and retaliated against. This was unprofessional and not what I expect from a government agent. He also took a situation where a few soft words could have 
calmed the waters and instead escalated it to where I am concerned about retaliation and retribution against me. Not a trivial concern when you are dealing with the TSA 

71112013 Thank you for your attention. 
6:2513 

PM !/bi(61 I 

kb1(6) 

Please excuse any spelling errors. I blame them on auIocorrect. 
Sent with Good (www.good.com) 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date Time · 7 1 2013 825:09 PM 
Airport SAN - San Diego Intl-Lindbergh Field Date Time of Travel : 07 01 2013 5:00 PM Airline Flight Number Alaskan 5770 Checkpoint Area of Airport Gate 17 TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I have been a frequent flyer ever since the new AIT screening has started and have always opted out of it (appx 45+ flights) until today. I unfortunately went into a lane that was using AIT instead of the one that was only using a standard x
ray machine. I requesled from the TSA employee 10 opl out of the A.IT and he told me it would be over 20 minutes to get somebody 10 do ii. When I asked him if I could just move over 10 lhe lane righl next to the one I was in for the x-ray he told me it 
was too late and I had to go through the AIT. I then asked if it would really take over 20 minutes to get a pat down and he said yes. When questioned why the wait was so long (I have never spent more than 5-6 minutes waiting in any other airport) he 

71112013 said it was because there was no available agents (even though there were quite a few in the area) in the area that could do 11. Due to delays at the rental car company I couldn t wait over 20 minutes and finally broke down for the AIT scanner. In front 
9:16:57 of me was a woman who had a cat with her and he allowed her to go through the x-ray with the cat and within 10 seconds there was a screener there for her. How could this have happened if it was supposed to take over 20 minutes for me? I have 

PM never agreed with the new A.IT screening measures due to insufficient dala backing up their effectiveness nor thal it is Iruly 100% safe or privale. We as fliers already go through ridiculous precaulions that in my and many others are just for show, but if 
thats what it takes then thats fine. What I m not fine with is being told we can opt out of these screenings since the AIT is voluntary, but then told we have to wait an extremely long amount of time. The airport was not even crowded at the time to pass 
through secunty was only 10-15 minutes .. .faster than what it would have taken me to get a pat down. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email l(b 1(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . hltp: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 



71212013 
827:43 

AM 

71212013 
8:27:49 

AM 

Q. W 111 I receive expedited s c reem ng every time I fly? 
A Although no individual will be guaranteed expedited screening. TSA is moving away from a one-size-lits-all approach and toward a more intelligence-driven. risk-based effective and efficient security system. If TSA determines a passenger is 
eligible for expedited screening, informalion is embedded in lhe barcode of his or her boarding pass. When TSA scans the barcode at the security checkpoint, the passenger may be referred to a lane for expediled screening. Expedited screening may 
allow passengers to no longer remove certain items such as their shoes, outerwear. jackets, and belts. or remove laptops from carry-on bags. 

Dear Sirs: 

I am enrolled in TSA Pre and got to use it for the first time last month. I am also a member of Global Pass which has been a wondetiul useful program. but I wish I could say the same for TSA Pre. Before I outline what I believe to be a flaw in the 
program. I would like to summarize my background. I served 21 years in the USAF and retired at the rank of LT Col. I held compartmented security clearances dunng that time and also had such clearances in my 24 year follow on career as a Defense 
Industry Program Manager on classified programs. Those clearances required extensive background investigations before approval, So it was easy for me to agree to a background check to get TSA Pre, as you already knew everything about me. 

Three years ago I started having problems with my knees and over two years underwent two full knee replacements. Because of this. prior to getting into TSA Pre, I have been subjected to a full pat down every time I fiy, even though I always 
preannounce that I have metal knees. I figured that once I was ID'd as a trusted 1raveler I his would stop, but as I learned lasl month, not only am I dead wrong on this, but I disrupt the flow in the TSA pre line because I am slill having to go through both 
scanners and also get the pat down. So my question is this. Since you know all about me and since I have had high level security clearance for over 45 years, why must I be subjected to these invasive pat down's if I am a trusted traveler? Just because 
I have known metal knees. I have not suddenly become less trustworthy, but I am treated as though I am. I will be 75 this year and I still will not get relief either by the new 75 year old rules or the TSA pre because those knees are going to alarm no 
matter what my designation and the pat down will proceed. I think you need to reevaluate the rules on this. If the purpose of TSA Pre is to off load some of the TSA effort because a traveler has subjected himself to a background check to minimize 
required procedures, ii makes sense to me I hat I hat should apply to eliminating pat down for known medical conditions. I do understand I hat I might be subjecl to a random search from time to time and that is OK It is the cons1ant delays and invasive 
pat downs on every flight as a trusted trave I er that I object to. 

I do hope TSA will reconsider its policies for TSA Pre members to take these things into consideration. I would appreciate a response to my email letting me know what will be done and if the policy will stand, at least an explanation as to why trusted 
!rave I e rs are not trusted. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client l~b 1(6) 
Date Time: 71112 13 ii :36:18 PM 
························----------------··························· 

Nam°{b)lff, 
Erna~ b)(61 

Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/ Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Virgin America Flight vx 205 leaving from Chicago O"Hare to SFO on June 22, 2013. 
Commentstb·:1(6) !at O'Hare was extremely rude and disrespectful. I requested a pat down instead of full body screening. My family (with a toddler) went through the metal detector and I was left waiting for 15 minutes. I asked to speak to the 
supervisor andfrh··,1rr1 !appeared. He said I'd just have 10 wait and implied it was my fault for nol wanling the full body screen. When I finally had a female officer help me, he proceeded to tell me why he was right and I was wrong and he started 
to lecture me on how professional he was being. I asked him to stop talking to me as I had to join my family and catch a flight. but he kept talking at me. In addition. I witnessed TSA officers take away baby food from another family. That family was so 
upset that they gave me their contact information and asked me to pass on their experience as wel I. 



71212013 
828:11 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time. 71212013 6:56A9 AM 
Airport IAD - Washington-Dulles International Date/Time of Travel 0612412013 5:30 PM Airline & Flight Number United UA645 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : Tr ave I Ii ng to Sa 11 Lake City r ro m Washing Ion Dul I es on United UA64 5 
scheduled at 1756 on 24 June. I was on the rental car bus at 1601 and in 
Ii ne for security not I ate r Iha n 16 30 with posted wait ti mes of 25 and 26 mm utes. I was in Ii ne for over an hour and observed these items at the screening point. 
1. Everyone when thru the scan. 
2. At least half the passengers were told they must have moved and had to be scanned again. 
3. At least half the passengers had a problem with the scan that required a physical pat down. No pat downs produced any results except delays. 
4. As each passenger stepped out of the scan a TSA agent stood in front of him to block his/her exit and confuse him/her. Then either stepped as side or told the passenger to wait for a pat down. 
5, The ba gg age belt stopped freq ue ntl y lo r Io ng periods leaving passengers backed up at the check point waiting for there be Io ngi ngs, 

What could cause this? 
1 M alfu n ct,om ng eq u, pme nt. 
2. Untrained employess. 
3. A slow down strike by public servants who took an oath nol to strike. 

Or 

Inadequate suppervision of TSA supervisors. 

FI 1g ht UA64 5 I eft over an hour I ate. Stand by passengers were told to continue to stand by because checked m passengers were st, 11 comm i ng thru security. This was going on for a very Io ng ti me and should have been noticed by T SA supervisors. I 
did not observe many hard working honest public servants trying to do their jobs effectively and efficiently for the TSA at Dulles on 24 June. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name · b·., 6 
Phone Number "'1h""'·-~,1r;""-~, =~-..---' 
Email (b)(61 
To leave ·a commen concerning ,s eedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



71212013 
2:01:19 

PM 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: The cal I er has b1 I ate ra I knee rep I ace me nts. us es a wheelchair, and has a service am m al. 

Response Details: Advised caller thal when !raveling wilh a service animal you have to remain in possession of lhe service animal at all times and lhe service animal has 10 go through the WTMD. This means she has to use I his as well. AnyIime and 
alarm sounds a TSA agent has to conduct a full patdawn. Advised caller that she could request a private screening at any time. 

If she feels she has been discriminated based on her disability and race, her complaints have to be put in writing to be formal, Advised I could e-mail the instructions for making these complaints formal. Advised caller that since she does not have 
internet, I would have to read lhese to her. 

For your comp I amt to be cons1d e red comp I ete according to Department of Home I and Security Regu I ati ons, 11 must: 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Describe the al I eg ed di scrim i na tory action in sufficient de ta i I to in form T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the complainant or someone authorized to sign an behalf al the complainant. 

In order to ap prop nately address your concerns, we a I so need to know the airport at which you we re sere ened by T SA. 

If you prefer to file a complaint via postal mail, please send it 10 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini strat,on 
Disability Branch 
Di sa bi Ii ty and Multi cultu ra I Division 
601 South 12th Street 
TSA-33 
Arlington, VA 20598 

Transferred call to MB 

The caller basically repeated the same sIory as below and would not allow me to interrupt her. The caller repeated referred 10 herself as a disabled white woman. She slated that the officers more or less did not reassure her before the paldown began 
and that they glared at her. She believed that the passengers were discrminating against her because they staring at her because she had a pat down. The caller stated that she had done a lot of research in regards to getting a pat down and she 

Caller wants 10 file a complain!. Caller said her sisler looks like a boy and has a male name. Callers sisters name is [b)(ff:, I Caller said a TSO kept insisling thal he needed to do a patdown of her sisters chest. Caller said her sister is 16 and was 
trying ta explain that she is a female. but she never told the officer. Caller said this happened at the North gate. this T O was operating the AIT at Detroit Metro. Caller did not witness this, but was told this by sister. Caller said her sister did have a 
patdown by a male officer. Caller said the TSO laughed at her sister. Callers sister was flying from Detroit to Phoenix on US Airway. Caller said her sister feels discriminated against because of this incident. 

I placed lhe caller on hold to check with MB and caller hung up. 
I called back at 8: 15 am 
I gave the ca 11 er the below inform at,on. I told her I wi 11 ema i I her information about how to Ii I e a comp I a int. I told her that the comp I a int needs to be f, I ed by her sIste r or someone authonzed to Ii I e the comp I amt lo r her. 
Specifically, you were interested in filing a civil rights complaint because you believe that you, or someone you know, were discriminated against by TSA on the basis of his or her disability or medical condition. 
For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of lhe Rehabilitalion Act (6 C.F.R. §15.3(b) and §15.70(d)(3)), it must: 

• Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
• Be i11 writing; 
• Include the name and address of the comp I a i nan t: 

71312013 • Include the date of the alleged act al discrimination: 
8 :00 A 7 • Describe the al I eg ed di sen minatory action in s uff1c1ent detai I to inform T SA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 

AM • Be signed by the com pla i na nt or someone authorized to sign on be ha II of the comp Iain ant, 
In order to approprialely address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA recommends that you file your complaint via e-mail or Internet in order to expedite processing. If you prefer to file a complaint via postal mail, please send it to 

TransporIation Securily Administration 
Disability Branch 
Di sab i Ii ty and Multi cultu ra I D1v1s1on 
601 South 12th Street 
TSA-33 
Ari i ngta n. VA 20598 Thank you. 



Caller stated that he wants to know if there is a security specialist where he can report negligence in procedure. They gave him the paid own. and did not have him go through the metal detector. He wants to know what would have happened 1f he had 
shoved a Saturday Night Special up his orifice. He could have gotten through with a gun. The lack of having him go through the metal detector as well makes him lose faith in the TSA, and he wants to express his issues elsewhere. 

71312013 Advised Ca Iler: 
11:35:33 

I to Id h, m that the system we have in p I ace loo ks for proh, bi ted items that a re brought through the checkpoint. If a person chooses to opt out of the A IT. th en they receive a patdown. The system is n t loo I proof but gen era I ly 1te ms brought through a re 
AM 

caught. I told him that they have specific procedures in process, and they were fol lowed based off the information we have. I told him that if he wants to em a i I his comp I a int in, then he can do so. T SA-Canta ctC e nter@d hs. gov 

Caller 1s cal Ii ng in reg a rd s to an incident that happened at Norfolk i nte mati on al she stated that she le It that she was raci a I d1scri mi nated against she stated that she /el t her second paid own was due to her race and felt that it was not required and went 
beyond what is required of the TSA Agents at the ch eek point. 

Escalated to a SupervisoL I spoke with the lady and explained that due to the allegation of discrimination that she could file her complaint in writing to make it formal. I apologized for the incident and explained to her that I would need to collect some 
information about the incident and transfer her to an MB spec1al1st here at the TCC. 

71312013 The allegation was that she was selected out of the line for secondary screening due to being an African American woman at 79 yrs of age. She had her diabetes supplies, pump and drinks, with her and did not realize that she had a drink in her carry 

11 ,42 ,53 on bag with her. She did not declare the items. and the insulin pump was disconnected inside her carry on bag. The insulin pump and medication is now missing and she cannot get another prescnption in the meantime. 

AM 
I sent her a claim form via email. 

Gate----3 

Airline--South West 

The caller has started working for a new boss. She stated that he has a CBP program and he has Global Entry. He stated that he should have TSA Precheck and he is not being choosen. She stated that it is not working. She asked if it will provide a 
different method of screening such as not using the sea n ne rs. 

TSA Precheck allows selecl frequent flyers of par1icipa1ing airlines and members of U.S. Custom and boarder Protections Trusted Traveler Programs who are flying on participating airlines, to receive expedited screening benefils during domestic 
t rave Is. El igi bl e pa rti ci pates use dedicated screening I anes lo r screening benefits which include leaving on shoes, Ii g ht outerwear and belts. as we 11 as I e avi ng I a ptop s and 3-1-1 comp Ii ant I iqu ids in carry-an bags. I exp I a i ned that if he cannot or chaoses 
not to be screened by the A IT, he would be screened using a patdown instead. He can not choose the W TM D aver the A IT or the paid own. 

7/312013 CSP trusted 1raveler program participants, should enter the PASS ID from the back of their card into the known traveler field of lheir frequent flyer profile or enter it at lhe time of booking to be eligible for TSA Precheck benefits. Travelers should ensure 
1:24:05 that their PASS ID is included in the known traveler field correctly. In addition, program members should enter their full name, date of birth. and PASS ID exactly as it appears on their membership card. For example, if the name listed on a travelers 

PM card includes a middle initial or middle name, 11 must be entered that way in their reservation and airline profile. 

7/312013 
2:08 32 

PM 

TSA Precheck does not guarantee an individual expedited screening. Even if a passenger opts in for TSA Precheck with their airline or includes their CBP I rusted traveler program ID when booking a flight, TSA will always incorporate random and 
unpredictable security measures throughout the airport to retain a certain element of randomness to prevent terrorists from learning how the system operates. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: Poor Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time. 713/2013 1:05:04 PM Airport· ORD - Chicago-O'Hare International Date/Time of Travel. 07103/2013 Airline & Flight Number. 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : United 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : My wife has pro sthel i c hips 
We have travelled before and she had never had a manual pat Down Including between and under her breasts She has always gone thru the new scanner I am not sure why this was not offered This is highly inappropriate and likely the result of poorly 
trained staff Would you like a response? True Passenger's Name :[b)(ff:, I Phone Numberl(b::,(6) IEma11 kb)(ffl I To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link: 
hltp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller wants to make a complaint. Ca 11 er and his wife were travel mg from Boston on June 22nd. They were in the Ii ne being sere ened and the gentlemen asked his wife to rem ave her shoes. They a re both m their upper 70 s and the signs a re posted 
that says if you are over 75 you do not have to remove shoes. The same man that had asked her to remove her shoes was the man that checked her purse, which is white, and he took it out of her sight. 

The woman that checked his wa 11 et took everything out and went through every bi 11 and credit ca rd. She took the tray out of sight. He was furious. 

As they were waiting to board the plane she discovered 20 dollars missing and he thinks he is missing 40 dollars. 

He also mentioned that he had a pocket knife that is only an inch and a half long with nail file and scissors on it, which he had been carrying for years with no issues. It had made it through the checkpoint at Baltimore to Boston and several other flights 
he had made previous I y. They took it from him and this is what started the add i ti o na I screening. 

They fiew via Southwest and he is not sure of lhe flight number. It was the gate all the way al the end. He was in wheelchair and he had a black polo shirt on with a logo on it lhat said Colgate University. She had while slacks and a beige top and they 
had their granddaughter with them who is 16. 

The woman that took his wallet was black and tall and stocky built. 

72~;0
0
1; The man took her purse was about 6 feet tall. glasses, and was white. 

PM 
He asked why they would let tools such as a screwdriver up to 7 inches on a flight but not a one and a half inch knife and why their items were taken out of their sight. 

I apologized to the caller and told him that Transportation Security Administration (TSA) policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items. including disability-related devices and aids. are kept within a 
passenger's line-of-sight. When passengers cannot mainlain line-of-sight with I heir properly during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to mainlain conlrol and sight of lhe passenger's items and to ensure that the passenger is 
reunited with his or her property once it clears x-ray screening. 
I to Id h, m that TSA screening is risk based and even if an item 1s genera 11 y permitted it may not be a 11 owed 1/ the TSO at the checkpoint bel ,eves the item poses a sec u nty nsk. The final decision rests with T Sa on whether to al low any item on the p I ane. 

I told him that I would forward this information to a CSM for review. 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 

TSA, 

I was forced to use the Al T radiation scanner. The rude officer said my two options we re to go through or go through and get a pat down. I nvas,on of privacy much. l"m h1g hly di sap pointed. Ridiculous. Thank you for i ncre asi ng Ame nca 's cancer rate. 

l(b1(6) 
71312013 ,._ ______ _. 

6:05:31 
PM 

71312013 
8:10:15 

PM 

This message was sent by ( b) (ff:, Please note that Ad dThi s do es not verify em a i I address es, ~-----------------------' 
To stop receiving any emails from AddThis. please visit ._(b"--',(-'6..,_) ________________________________ __. 

The ca 11 er said his 17 year old daughter was mo I ested at the checkpoint in PHX. I asked the ca 11 er what exactly occurred. The ca 11 er stated his d aug hte r did not want to go through the AIT and have T SA look at naked pictures of her body. The caller 
said the officer took her to a private room and gave her daughter a pat-down. 

I asked the caller which airport the incident occurred at he stated he said he did not know if the incident occurred at PHX International or Mesa Gateway. I indicated to the caller if a passenger opts out of a the AIT the passenger would have to under-go 
a pat-down. The caller became extremely upset and used profanity throughout the call. I told the caller to stop using profanity or I would disconnect the call. The caller became more upset and stated his daughter does not have to go through screening. 
I told the caller if his daughter refuses a pat-down she would not be permitted to fly. The caller told me to forget about the issue that he was going to help his daughter on his own. The caller then hung up the phone. 



7/312013 
104110 

PM 

Caller stated the T SA at CL T a re rude and unprofessional. They treated his bags Ii ke a bunch of th e,ve s. He had I ,quo r that was made to be taken out of carryo n and placed m checked. He thin ks whomever invented the A IT is sorry person because his 
young son had to be patdown because the AIT detected his deodorant. He is extremely unhappy with the poor quality of service at CLT He had a NOi but nothing is missing as of yet. 

CLT 
US Air 
Flight 2642 
July 3, 2013 a~t 5~p_m ___ ~ 
Baggage Tag:kbl(61 ! 
Description: Red, ca rryo n s Ize 
NOie nothing written or stamped 
Terminal and Gate: NA 

TS A monitors the numb er and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot a re as of concern that may require special attention, This ongoing process wi 11 enable us to ensure prom pt, co n-ecti ve action whenever we d ete n-n i ne that security 
screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener learns are the subjecl of repealed complaints. 

-----Oriqina1 Messaae----
From: !(b)(ff, 
Sent Thursday, July 04, 2013 636 AM 
To: IS/\Exlec•aT"mpliance@dhs.gov 
cctb,(61 
Subject Complaint -PHt 

Good morning , 

I would like to report an utter lack of professionalism coming from one of your security screeners at PHL. 

71412013 I fiy frequently and am familiar with TSA pre-flight security procedures. This morning, July 4. 2013, at about 6:15 AM, I was awaiting security screening in Terminal A at PHL prior to an American Airlines flight to Chicago en route to Sacramento. 

11 ,03 ,53 requested nol to be screened the whole-body scalier machine because I am 24 weeks pregnant. I was offered a pat-down ins1ead. After lhe officer asked me if I preferred 10 be patted down than go lhrough the machine, I said yes. He lhen proceeded 
to turn his back to me and say to his coworker, she s knocked up and then used his radio to request a female screener. I consider this grossly inappropriate and unprofessional. 

AM 

The gentleman in question was a Caucasian male, about 5 10 , He had brown hair with a short ponytail. I unfortunately was not able to see his name badge and he walked away from me alter he made the offending comment. 

The female agent who performed the pat-down search was exceptionally professional and friendly. I mentioned her coworkers comment and she agreed that it was rude and unprofessional. 

Please contact me ii you have any questions. My contact information is below. 

Thank you. 



I am funous. Because of my knee replacement. I must undergo a pat-down each time I fly. That has worked out so far. however, the pat-down I received pnor to Frontier 1735 from Washington D.C. to Kansas City on Sunday. June 30. was not to be 
tolerated!'! This patdown was administered by a larger black woman and I didn't get her name. 

I wore a skirt that day since I had been to a function that required dressier attire. I had just attended a Daughters of the American Revolution annual national conference. I had on underwear and pantyhose. The screener asked me to put one foot 
forward as always. however. each time she did her hand search. she managed to rather roughly hit my crotch -- four times to be exact. 

I was afraid to confront her right there, for feJr that things would get even worse for me and I would miss my flight! 

71412013 I am a 68 year old white female, modestly and appropriately dressed. etc. I have never been arrested and have no outward signs of needing to be searched in this manner. 
1:05:27 

PM I want to hear from you. I plan 10 write my Senators, Congressmen and anyone else I know who need to know about this. Just like everyone, I want 10 protect all who are travelling from anyone who might intend harm. However, this is ridiculous. 

7/512013 
8:1852 

AM 

Please, please - do something about this'., 

!(b)(61 
Kansas Crty 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time: 71412013 10:08:10 PM Airport: BOS - Logan International Date/Time of Travel· 06/23/2013 Airline & Flight Number: United 1581 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal C TSA Employee: (If Known)~(sp) Comment. My 
name is!(b:1(6) ! I have had cancer and do not go through the xray screening. I always comply with your rules and have always understood that you should at all times be in possession of your carry on bags. Normally I do not have a problem 
with a pat down and seeing where my things are as they go through the xray. On June 23rd I was instructed to stand aside and wait for a female to do the pat down. My things went through and I could not see them. I was very upset and asked why. I 
was told that I chose this and lhat lhe slate police walch the bags. There is no way thal they know whose bags are whose. It goes against all of your rules to do it lhis way. I had this problem once before in Denver and I wrote to you. You said to ask for 
a super,isor, so I did. He said that this is how it goes and that they were busy. Several female workers were just standing around talking. He told me to wait with my bags in the future. I feel that I am being targeted and mistreated with this kind of 
behavior. I have been in many airports where the TSA people are kind and courteous. I am very upset by this and do not understand why this happens. I am 69 years old and feel very mistreated by some people who are not looking to keep us safe. but 
they are on a power trip. 
Would you like a re~ ..... ...._7_·...u=----~ 
Passen er·s Name b)(ff:, hone Number. 
Email bi(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The caller and her husband flew from ORD to TPA on 7 3 13 on American Airlines Flight 1502 departing at 12:30pm from Gate Kg_ She indicated that they were at the checkpoint at Terminal 3 at about 10:20am The caller indicated that she went 
through the AIT after hr h, 1sba•d He went through the AIT with two necklaces. She had on a clay necklace. A female TSO (caucasian, obese, very young, twenties or thirties, ski at the end of her last name) didn t say anything to the caller but put 
her hand up to stop the (b":1(6) land lifted up the necklace. The female TSO then proceeded to roughly feel of her breast including her nipples. The TSO didn t go under her arms or along her sides. She indicated that she did not receive a 
proper pat down. The search was limited to her breast. She indicated that she has received four million patdowns and knows exactly what the procedure is to use the palm of the hand, to apply a certain amount of pressure. to be taken aside, and for 
the pat down to be conducted along her sides and not just the actua I breast area. 

The caller requesled a supervisor. She indicated lhat lhe female TSO immediately left the checkpoint. The Super,isor ((lall, African American, forties, hair was in a bun) provided a customer comment card after the caller asked if there was anything 
that could be provided to them. The caller indicated that she submitted the card to the Super,isor. The super,isor picked up the phone, a gentleman came over to her and they began to input the information from her comment card into a computer (eye 
level screen. they were there for quite some time). Two other 1nd1v1duals came over to where the super,isor and gentleman were and they began laughing. The caller indicated that the incident was not the business of the other two officers and not a 
show for them, The caller indicated that even the Super,isor, along with the others. began to roar with laughter. The caller indicated that she was unsettled by the demeanor of the Supervisor. 

71512013 The caller asked what would have caused the additional screening as she has never received a patdown afler passing through AIT. 
8:25:12 

AM 
She would like to know the status of her inquiry. 

The caller indicated that her and her husband live near Tampa. 

She asked if she would receive some type of contact and indicated that she would not be happy if she did not receive some type of contact, even if it was just confirmation that the CSM had received the information that I had sent. 

I apologized in regard to the negative screening experience. I advised that I would refer the information to the CSM would have the means to look into the situation and address the issue. I advised that I would include an indication that the caller would 
Ii ke to be contacted in regard to this. I exp I am ed further th at I had documented the rnforma ti on th at she p rov1d ed and th at TSA monitors the numb er and nature of complaints received. 

I indicated that I had no way of knowing what prompted the additional screening. I explained that alarms and ancmalies are required to be cleared via additional screening. 



7/512013 
2:2647 

PM 

Caller filed a complaint about the behavior of a TSA employee several months ago. He said that he filled out the form and wrote a letter further explaining the situation. He emailed and faxed the form. He said that it has been 4 or 5 months and he 
has not heard anything. He said that it is shocking to him that he has not heard from TSA. Caller wanted to know what the next step is. He wants someone from TSA to contact him about his case. 

I advised the caller that I do not have any information on his case. I told him that I would forward his record to the appropriate office. 

The previous EID is !(bi(6i I 
The previous record is below: 
Caller stated: 
He has two cases that he would like to report and wanted to know the hours of operation for the TCC. Caller stated that he flew into Washington DC from Rome and then onto Seattle where he lives. Caller stated that he flew with United Airlines from 
Washington DCA to Seatlle. Caller slated that when he arrived in Seatlle his suitcase was not there and he was told lhat it was delayed by TSA. Caller stated that when ii arrived to him the suitcase was damaged along with some ilems inside. Caller 
stated that there were some bottles of oil that had not been reclosed properly and leaked all over his luggage destroying everything inside. Caller stated that he had a NOi inside of his luggage. 

Complain! 2 
Caller stated that he lives in Seattle and works for the FAA. Caller stated that he was in Santa Barbara CA for work. Caller stated that he does not go through the AIT since he travels so often. Caller stated that he requests a pat down very often when 
he travels because he doesn t Ii ke the Al T machines. Cal I er stated that the pat down was conducted norm a 11 y unti I the ETD testing was comp I eted. Ca 11 er stated that something set the ETD off and the office rs told him th at they would have to take him 
to another room to do the test again. Cal I er stated that the second test ca me out Ii ne and then when he started to I eave the office rs told him that they had to search his I ug gage again. Cal I er stated that he thinks they went above and beyond what the 
search should have been. Caller thinks I hat I hey done this because of his nationality. Caller stated I hat he asked the supervisor for his name and badge number and he refused to give it. Caller believes that the officers done I his to discourage him 
from requesting a pat down in the future since it causes mare work for them. 

Advised ca Iler: 
Transportation Security Adminislration (TSAJ screeners are trained to exercise great care during the screening process 10 ensure thal a passenger's belongings are returned and not damaged when a bag needs to be opened. TSA monitors the number 
and nature of complaints received to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process will enable us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security screening policies need 
modification or s pec1f1c employees or screener teams are the subject of re pealed comp I aints. 

Advised caller that to file a formal complaint for discrimination it would have to be done in writing and he would be sent an RFI with the instructions to do so. 
Caller said she went through Gate 30 at Reagan Airport. Caller said she recently had a pacemaker put in and caller had to have a patdown. Caller said her screening process was hectic, Caller said she had some cream that was removed because it 
was too large. Caller said she felt like she was treated like a criminal, all because she was not allowed 10 watch or touch her bag during lhe screening process. Caller complained that someone was palling her down and I hat another TSOs was going 
through her bag which had her dirty underwear in it. Caller said during this process. she had a pair of pants removed and she wants to get the pants back. Caller is upset that TSA did not allow her to watch them going through her bag. Caller said TSA 
s hou Id change their process to al low a person watch the TSO th at is going through their bag. Cal I er said she was going to cal I her Congressman. 

71512013 We understand and regret lhe discomforl and inconvenience I hat you may have experienced as a result of patdown procedures. I offered to send the caller a claim form for the missing pants. Caller did not want 10 listen to anylhing I was lelling her, 

5:14:14 other than she did take the lost and found phone number. I tried to explain to the caller that the TSOs have specific procedures for screening passengers. I told her I will send her complaint to the CSM but the caller hung up before I could get her flight 
information. PM 

I gave the losl and lo und information 
Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport 
703-417-0673 

I am sending to the CSM as an FYI even though caller hung up before I could gel all her information. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time. 715/2013 9:2324 PM 
Airport MCO - Orlando International 
Date/Time of Travel, 06/28/2013 8:45 PM Airline & Flight Number, Southwest #2613 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Terminal A TSA Employee; (If Known)· 
Comment: This was my 2nd flight after knee replacement, I had no difficully traveling from PHL to MCO, but on the return it was a nightmare. 

I showed my medical card when entering secunty and was told to go through the handicapped line. I showed my card to the screening agent and was told to go through the metal detector-of course 1t went off. 

A female securily agenl ran over, looked at me and said &quot:You·re in 1rouble now&quot: the agent who told me to enter said &quot:lt was my fault, she showed me her card bul I couldn'I hear what she said so I waved her through&quot: he was 
ignored and she told me to stand by the x-ray scanner and said extremely loud &quot;STAY THERE AND DON'T MOVES.quot; 

I waited there. she returned to the cleared side of the scanners and had a conversation with another female security officer. When they were done talking, the original officer left and the 2nd one approached me and told me to go through the x-ray 

71512013 scanner. Since lhis was the scanner I wenl through in Philly it made perfect sense, so I did. As I exited, the first officer re1urned to the area and YELLED as she reached the end of the conveyer belts (I was just exiting scanner) YOU'RE IN DOUBLE 

10,08,34 TROUBLE NOW, I TOLD YOU NOT TO MOVE. 

PM 
She came over to me. to Id off ce r #2 to I eave, and informed me that now I was going to be patted down, I was pretty much in shock over the who I e thing , everyone was starring because she was ye 11 i ng, and rig ht in the m idd I e between two carry on 
conveyer belts she started rubbing her hands all over me. Ok, I realize you have 10 make sure nothing is hidden, but when she got 10 my breasts she 1otally groped them, squeezed, several times each breast, then stuck her hand between my legs and 
rubbed there, never asked if I wanted privacy, was nasty and rude, and then after she was finished she did the entire process a second time. When that was done she put the liquid on the square, checked my hands, and then rubbed that square on 
both my breasts as we 11. Afterwards she stated that o nee you set off an a I a rm this procedure is required. I told her I co Id understand that, but I eou Id not understand why she did nothing but ye 11 at me when the agent had to Id me to go through the 
detector. I was told he'd be talk to later, 

I mentioned this humiliating experience at a picnic yesterday and was told I should contact you immediately and I should check the website for guidelines. According to what is on the website. if she was going to be handling private areas I should have 
be en offered a private screening with another attendant present. I was not checked. I was groped. squeezed, and roughly hand I ed, a I mo st Io sing my bal a nee as she went down my I eg s--1 am only a few months pa st surgery. 

I was 100 stunned and embarrassed 10 lhink of looking at the offensive agent's name tag, but I'm 5'7 and she was shorter lhan I am, on the heavy side, probably in her 30's, and black. 

The agent who told me to go through the detector was a gentleman. 50 's or early 60 's. average b ui ldlh e1g ht. with greyish hair. 

The 2nd female who told me to go through lhe scanner was older than the first, probably 50's, lall, thin, and very very light hair, blunt cut. 



71612013 
4:56:00 

PM 

71712013 
11:14:16 

AM 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: Ca 11 e rs mother fi ew this mom i ng. the 06 July 20 13 from ORD and went through screening at or around 07 00 hours. Cal I er states that her mother is a breast ca nee r survivor who had an awful experience at the checkpoint. Ca 11 er 
states that her mother received add it ion a I screening that included a ful I patdown of the breast. Cal I er states that she understands pa It i ng down the u nde rwi re of the breast but a ful I p atdown of the breast is excessive, Ca 11 er indicates that her mother 
feels as though she was singled oul because she was a breasl cancer survivor and the caller feels as though lhis is extremely discrimina1ory. Caller indicates that the breast is an extremely intima1e place that should not be rubbed in the manner thal it 
was. Caller expressed that her mother feels extremely violated and the caller feels that being violated in this manner is on the same level as rape. Caller has indicated that her mother will never travel again because of the patdown that she received. 

Caller slates lhat if she does not hear from the CSM by Monday or Tuesday, she will con1ac1 the media and possibly get some money from TSA. 

Response Details: For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Secunty Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)). it must: 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Describe the al I eg ed di scrim i na tory action in sufficient de ta i I to in form T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In order to ap prop nately address your concerns, we a I so need to know the airport at which you we re sere ened by T SA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complain! on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization 10 file the complain! on his or her 
behalf. 

Any of the above requirements can be waived for good cause. II you are requesting that any of the above requirements be waived. please explain your good cause in your complaint. 
To file a complaint electronically, please send an e-mail to: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to place D-RFI in the subject line to allow for proper handling. 

To file a complaint via the Internet. please visit http: www.tsa.gov traveler-informat,on travelers-filing-compliant 

TSA recommends thal you file your complaint via e-mail or Internet in order to expedile processing. 

John S. Pistole 
Administrator 
Transpor1ation Securily Administration 
601 South 12th Street, TSA-1 

Feedback Type · Request for Information 
Calegari es : Screening (AI T, Paid own) 
Cun-ent Date/Time· 71712013 9:25:46 AM 
Ai rpo r1 : Se I eel One 
Date/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. While going through the screening process at EWR on 717/13, one TSA employee was telling us to carry our boarding passes with us through the scanner. However, I had an electronic boarding pass on my phone which I had already 
packed in my bag to be scanned. He told me I should carry the phone with me to the body scanner then hand 11 to him. After going though secunty. I checked with another agent and they said e-boarding passes donl have to be displayed a 2nd time 
just prior to entering the body scanner. Which is the proper procedure? Why do not all TSA employees follow the same procedures? And why is a 2nd ID check required when our IDs are just checked carefully not 2 mins prior to entering the body 
scanner? 
Thank you for your cl a ri fi cation of the proper procedure. 
Would you like a re~? : True 
Passenger's Name ~ 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b)(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



71712013 
11:23:34 

AM 

Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Screening (AIT, Paldown) Current Dateflime 7161201310:23:20 AM Airport: Selecl One Dateffime of TrMel 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: The TSA Pre Check for MilitJry at SEATAC is very convenient and a nice privilege but why can't my wife who is traveling with me use the Pre check line? She is an ID card holder and a DOD Civilian Employee. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name b)(61 
Phone Number , ~-~-~ 

Email !(b)(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

The caller went lhrough TPA at around 5:30 am. He slated that he removed everything from his pockels, and he opted for a patdown. He staled thal he had lwo one hundred bills missing. He slated I hat I hey were not in the bin al the checkpoint. He 
stated that he was one of the only people to opt for a patdawn for screening. 

I apologized to the caller for the manner in which their items were handled and explained that the TS Os receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger items and are required to exercise great care during the screening process so that 
when items are inspected a passenger"s belongings are re1urned to the same condition they were found. You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged ii ems by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be senl to you 
via email within 24 hours of this response. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this to the Customer Support Manager (CSM) at that location. 
7/712013 
12:37:39 The callers flight details are as follow: 

PM 
Departing Airport: TPA 
Destination: A TL 
Fina I D esti nation: SL C 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Number and Time: 1872 @ 6: 25 pm 
Terminal: Unknown 
Gate: E 
Date and Time: July 6th. 2013 @ 5:30 am 
Disability Description: Caller s son has a cochlear implanl. 

Response Details: I advised the caller that we generally do not use wands. Passengers who are deaf or hearing impaired may be screened without removing hearing aids or cochlear implants. It is recommended that passengers who are deaf or 
hearing impaired notify a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. It is also is helpful if the passenger informs the TSO of the best way to communicate during the screening process. 

I explained that we do have the WTMD, similar to the wands which are metal detectors, and the AIT. She can opt out and receive a patdown for screening. I advised the caller that I will forward this information to the CSM at DFW, so that they can be 
aware of the s1tuati on. 

The callers flight details are as follow: 

Airport: DFW 
71712013 Destination: A TL 
2:42:36 Airline: American 

PM Flight Number and Time: 1472 @ 11 :30 am 
Terminal: C 
Gate: 27 
Dale and Time: July 7th, 2013 @ 9:38 am 

Incident Details: The caller was at DFW today on Terminal C gate 27. She stated that her son has special needs. She stated that as instructed by his doctor that he cannot go through the machine. She stated that the TSOs laughed at her and told her 
that her doctor does not know what he is talking about. She staled thal five olher agents came to her also. She stated I hat I hey did give him a patdown and wanded him. He has cochlear implanls. She stated I hat I hey argued with the agents for 20 
minutes over this incident. She stated that he has a magnet in his brain. She stated that the TSOs tried ta say that the device was similar to a pacemaker. She stated that they treated her as if she was a criminal. She stated that she was standing 5 feet 
away from the line and they told her to get away for the line. 



71712013 
3:14:26 

PM 

Good day: 

A few weeks ago, while Iraveling 10 NYC from RSW, Florida, the agents frightened my daughter who has cerebral palsy, is menially challenged and is non-ambulalory. The agent who took her from me, was especially nice; it were lhe other agents I 
had an issue with. 

The agent who was to bring my daughter down the ramp for a pat down told me I should go thru the screening, which I did, and come back up the ramp so that I could walk down with the agent and my daughter. My daughter got extremely upset, crying 
& yelling for mom. The agenl who had her told her I would be right back 10 bring her with me. 

First. I forgot to take off my shoes before going th ru the sere en i ng (my error) but three agents Ii te ra 11 y stepped abruptly tow a rd me. de ma ndmg I re move my shoes. ( I was distracted by my daughter ye 11 mg for me and s imp I y lo rgot I sti 11 had my shoes 
on). I held up my hands and told the agents to calm down. And promptly removed my shoes. I proceeded thru the screening, and turned to go back up the ramp, the same side the agents were on, to retrieve my daughter, as I was instructed to do by 
the agent that had my daughler. Again, I was literally attacked by a female agent who grabbed my arm and another male agenl behind her and was told I could not go back up the ramp. I lried to explain to them that I was only following the first agents 
instructions ta meet my daughter, wham she still had. They called out to the first agent if she said I should ga get my daughter and she said yes. By this time, my daughter is in hysterical tears, daesn·t understand what is going on and only sees me 
not with her. The agent and I both tried to talk to her while the agent was bringing her down the ramp. Finally, we are down there and another female agent is inspecting her & her chair. Just when I thought the worse was over, ANOTHER agent, at the 
desk at the end of the ramp, wants to know why my daughter isn't standing up so they could inspect the underside of her removable seat. The agent who patted my daughter down was also very kind and supportive to her and let me stay with my 
daughter. The agent at the desk was really obnoxious and rude. 

I understand what happened, but your agents need some serious sensitivity training on how to communicate with each other, give clear and concise directions and be more compassionate with those md1v1duals who cannot understand what is going on 
around them. Some families choose to keep their family intact and travel with everyone in the family. Your agents really should be more understanding and have a heart. These individuals are NOT garbage and should not be treated like 2nd class 
citizens. They have lhe same rights to be shown respect and dignity. 

I take responsI bi I ity for my errors, however. I was mo re concerned with my daughter than with myself. 

Should you wish to contact me further regarding this matler, please feel free 10 contact me al the following address and/or phone number. Please, sensitivity training is seriously needed here al RSW, Ft. Myers, FL. 

Respectful I y you rs 

!(b)(61 

j(b)(61 



From: b)(61 
Sent: Sunday. July 07, 2013 10:26 AM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Ccfh11R, 
Subjecl: Complaint 

Information about lhe person who experienced the civil righls/civil liberties violation: 

Namel(b,(61 

Phone#: Cell:""f h-'-··,"'1R-'-.1'-----' 
71712013 -

3: ~~43 Mailing Address: ,_f b_)_(6_) _______ _.I Temple, TX 76502 

Emailkb)(61 

Whal happened? Describe your complaint. Give as much detail aboul your e,perience as possible.including the name of the air carrier, if this occurred at an airport. 

kb1(6) 

Stale of Rhode Island 

Rhode Island State Police 

l(b)(61 



Disability Description: The caller indicated that her nephew has a cochlear implant. 

Response Details: I explained I hat lhe use of the hand wands al the checkpoint has been phased oul. I advised that the child or passenger can request to be screened via a patdown. I advised that the passenger or parent advise TSOs of the cochleJr 
implant before screening begins and then request the patdawn screening. 

I advised th at her sister wou Id have had to obtain a gate pass in order to escort her son through the checkpoint and to the gate. 

Incident Details: The caller indicated that her nephew traveling on 7 7 13 from DFW on American Airlines llight 1472 departing at 11:30am Terminal C. She indicated that they were at the checkpoint for Gates 17-19 between 9:45am-10am. Her 
nephew was traveling to ATL with a group for a camp. The caller explained that her nephew cannot be subjected to the AIT or WTMD due to the cochlear implant. The caller first asked 1f he could be hand wanded rather than to use any of the 
technologies. 

The caller went on ta explain that the mother requested that her son be screened via the hand wand and pat down. The caller indicated that the five TSOs laughed at her and her son at this time. She doesn t have name or a description of the TS Os. 

The caller stated that the TSO kept telling her sister to stay behind the red line. The callers sister did not have a gate pass to escort her son through the checkpoint and to the boarding gate. 

71812013 The caller indicated that they do not want this to happen to someone one. The caller indicated that her sister did feel sort al that her son had been discriminated against. 
8:03:01 

AM 
I advised the following 

If you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition, Federal regulations 
require that your complaint be put in writing u n I ess your di sa bi I ity prevents you from doing so. 

Do you want informalion about filing a written complaint regarding disability discrimination or are you calling wilh a different concern such as poor customer service? 

I offered to p rov1d e information on how to f, I e the complaint in writing which the ca 11 er Ii rst de c Ii ned. The ca 11 er was very ind ec1s1ve as to how she wanted to proceed. She at Ii rst did n t want to su bm,t a written comp I a int, however she wants this to be 
addressed so that it doesn t happen to someone else and does feel that her nephew was discriminated against, in a sense. She seems primarily upset though in regard to the fact that her nephew and sister were laughed at, and that her sister was very 
upset. I emailed lhe RFI to the caller in the evenl thal she wanted to submit a wri1ten complaint in the future. I advised I hat I would also refer the informalion to the CSM al DFW to address the issue. I apologized and explained I hat I had documented 
the information ta the caller. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints received so that we can track trends and spot areas al concern that may require special attention. 

I advised th at her sister or nephew can a I ways request the ass i sta nee of a PSS at the checkpoint to assist them through the checkpoint. 

The caller mentioned that she may call in with a description of the TSO, is she can obtain such. 

To whom it may concern al TSA, 

Greeting. 

This is a legal proceeding, and has the force and effect of a certified letler, being recorded electronically. 

My name is ""fh-'·"1 /""R"'·-, __ __,! 1 am an inhabitant of the Re pub Ii c of Arizona. 

I am hereby officially ordering, as an American, a privale and sovereign citizen of the republic of Arizona,lhat lhe Transpor1ation Securily Administration provide me with the underlying legal foundalion for lhe procedures implemenled al security 
checkpoints in American airports. which include practices such as pat-downs, backscatter imaging machines, and at her various practices. which are clearly against U.S. law (Bill of rights, Article 4 ). 

It is against the law in America to search any person"s body, house, papers, or property without a search warrant supported by oath or affirmat,on, and upon probable cause that a crime has been committed; and that warrant must specify the places to 
be searched. and the things to be seized. 

7~8;;~2
1l I demand that the TSA provide me with the legal reason that it is breaking U.S. Law ta coerce Americans into complying with these unlawful procedures, under duress and threat that they will nat otherwise be allowed ta board a commercial flight. 

AM 
TSA has 15 days to respond with a detailed legal response, specifying exactly what law, statute. court decision, or reason it purports to have for the violation of the 4th amendment to the Constitution of the United States of America. 

Failure to respond within 15 days of the receipt al this notice will result in issuance of a notice of default. 

Most s i ncerel 
(b)(61 



71812013 
10:27:52 

AM 

7/812013 
12 0607 

PM 

Caller stated she is blind and she has service animal. Caller stated the incident happened 07072013@07: 15am at Orlando International Airport. Caller stated the service animal and herself set off the alarm and the caller had a patdown. Caller stated 
she wasnt offered a private screening and a male screener was beside of her and she made the statement that the male screener could have seen what was going on and there wasnt another TSA screener that was there when the female screener was 
doing a patdown and the caller staled the female agenl didnl give her a chance to requesl a private screener the agent started doing the paldown. The caller stated she had to remind the female screener I hat she was 10 offer a private screening and 
search the service and the caller felt like she had to tell the screener on how to do her job and the caller the agent was treated like she was respected with dignity and she was discriminated against because of her disability and the caller feels the 
fem a I e agent needs to be retrained on her job duties. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:l,_(b-'-1_(6-'-) __ __. 
Date Time: 718/2013 11 :03:24 AM 

Namet)(61 I 
Comp a I nts: D, scou rteo us/ Rude Employee 
Email b i(6i I 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):713I13 United Airlines flight 5297. 
Comments:On 713 at approximately 5am I flew from Milwaukee to Little Rock and there was a middle aged/older female TSA agent who was extremely rude and unprofessional. I put all my things in the scanner, and proceeded into the scanner as 
instructed. I got out and the agent pushed me backwards and told me I had to get back in, which I did. When I got out she demanded I empty my pockets I told her there was nothing in my pockets - she didn't believe me and again demanded I empty 
my pockets I pulled them all inside out showing there was nothing in them. Then tried to show her the card I got from my dr. last year after having bi-lateral knee replacement, she pushed my hand away said she didn't want it, I tried explaining that was 
why the scanner showed the difference and why the wand she had kept running up and down my body was showing an alarm. She again pushed my hand away, next demanded I gel my license again, when I retrieved it from my purse which had gone 
thru the scanner. She demanded I take everything out, which I did, next she started a full body pat down. I felt totally violated at this point, next she demanded to know where the braces were I again told her that I had had knee replacement surgery and 
th ere were no braces. This woman was so rude and unprofessional she d elm itely started my trip our with a sour taste in my mouth. I al so d ea It with T SA agents m Little Rock as wel I as Chicago, none of these agents were rude nor we re they 
unp roles s ion a I they were courteous and treated pea pie as human beings not scum that had to be d ea It with, I do not le el that alter paying close to S 1 000 to fi y to Little Rock I should have been subjected to such poor manners and unp roles s ion a I ism, I 
know that I have seen this woman on prior I rips and she has always been rude bul it has never ever been to this exlreme. This is a woman that eilher hates people or her job and I do not believe she should deal wilh people as she is so unprofessional. 
If this treatment wasn"t bad enough after this exchange she took all my bags and sprayed cotton squares and swabbed my carry on as well as my purse. Really was this necessary. they had already passed through the scanner. This happened after I 
c I a1 med my ca rryo n and purse. I think she was Ju st further exerting the authority she le It she had. I have to say I have never been mo re annoyed, frustrated, nor angered by any person associated with Gen era I Mitchel I Airport nor with any T SA person. 

I do not believe that she should be a I lowed to d ea I wi I h passengers. 



Disability Description: The caller needs liquid nutnt,on. 

Response Details: I apologized for her bad experience at lhe checkpoint. 

For your comp I amt to be cons1d e red comp I ete, it must be m writing and including the following inform at,on: 

The name and address of the complainant 
The date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
A d escri pti on of the a 11 eg ed d1scri minatory a ct,on in sufficient deta, I to inform T SA of the nature of the al I eg ed act of di sen mi nation: and 
The signature of the oomplainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In addition. ta appropriately address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

I am going to send you an email with information on filing the written oomplaint which will include an email and mailing address to send it to. 

71812013 I will also send information regarding the policies for carrying large quantities of medically necessary liquids which does include the pal icy if a patdown is requested or required. 
1:05:50 

PM 

71812013 
2:01:10 

PM 

I will escalate this complaint to our disability specialist but you will need to submit a complaint in writing as well. 

Incident Details: The caller had the worst experience going through security at LIT with her medically necessary liquids. She has traveled through before with no problems. They made her take her items out of the coaler and put through the ,-ray. 
Then TSA put everything through another bucket looking machine. When she asked why because you thought the x-ray be enough, she was told that it was procedure and they had to. She also told them that it was not done went she went through 
before they argued with her and told her they did , 

She Had big bags of liquid medicine, TPN, with a label with her name and address an it in medicinal bags (3 of them): it was clear liquid. She was given the option ta have everything patted down instead al going through the screening. She was not 
told that the paid own co u Id be in p nvate unti I after everything was al ready put through both machines. The TSO told her that he offered the patdown when she to Id h, m she was hum, Ii ated that they went through her stuff it in front of everyone. He told 
her that it could have been done in private but not until after when she told him she was humiliated. She was very upset about this and embarrassed. She feels picked on because of the oooler with medicine that she had to carry. She has carried the 
same cooler a month ago al DCA and LIT wilh no issue. She said that nol once did they say a private screening before they put lhe liquid lhrough all the screening technology. This caused her to miss her flighl this morning and she had to go on a 
later flight. 

Flight information: 
Airporl: LIT 
Airline: Southwest 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov1contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: kb)(6) 
Date Time: 7181201"'3~1"'2~: 3"'5....,: s"'o""'P'"'M-,,, 

························---------------··························· 

Namw,1(61 
Emaitbl(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ra pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Fli ht#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Monday, May 13, Delta Flight #1690. BDL to ATL. passenger, Lois S. Avery, departing at 4:09 p.m. 
Comments:My mother, b)(ff:1 arrived at Bradley International Airport, Hartford. CT for her flight at approximately 1 :300 p.m. She was met with her prean-anged wheelchair assist and after going through her security check, she was told by a male 
TSA agent 10 gel out o er c air to be physically screened by the scanner which required holding both arms overhead. Despile her age of 89 years, the agent insisted that she gel out of her chair. My molher has had a total knee and total hip operation, 
bath which required implants for which she carries a proof of implant card. 

The TSA agent was considerably out of line in asking her to get out of her wheelchair. Yes, she can walk, however. she is 89 years old and this was a totally inappropriate and uncalled for demand, 

When she traveled east earlier in the month, departing from the Albuquerque airport, the TSA agents could not have been nicer to her, allowing her to pass through a different security screening process that allowed her to remain seated. 

I would like a response from the TSA via email or by telephone!rh·11r;··, !from someone in authority who can provide me with a good explanation of why this happened. My only regret is that I was not accompanying her at the Hartford screening 
because I would have now been able to provide you with lhe name of the TSA agent who was so lacking in compassion for my mother's situation. 



71812013 
2:01:18 

PM 

I recently traveled to Alaska from Denver At both airports, I was subjected to a full body scan. I don't fly often (once every other year or so for vacation). so it was a bit of a shock. 

The following occurred on July 6Ih between 8-8:30pm: 

At the Ted Stevens airport I was subjected further to a pat down search. I wasn't told this would happen. the security agent asked me if I had "anything in my back pocket", to which I responded. "no". He then physically turned me around around groped 
me around my buttocks. Then he stood up and pointed away as if to say "you're done here", 

I found the attitude of the TSA agents that I encountered to be rude and dismissive. NO ONE should be subjected to being scanned. or especially TOUCHED, without verbal or written consent. 

Here is the text of the pat down policy from your website 
"What do I do during a pat-down? 
All passengers have important rights during a pat-down. You have the right to request the pat-down be conducted in a private room and you have the right to have the pat-down witnessed by a person of your choice. All pat-downs are only conducted by 
same-gender officers. The off ce r wi 11 exp I am the pat-down process before and during the pat-down. If you have a medical device, p I ease info rm the off ce r" 

-I was not given the option of a private room. 
-I was not given the option of having a witness. 
-I was not asked if I had a medical device. 
-I was not told I was going to be touched AT ALL until it happened. 

I don'I know yet how far I wanl to take this, bul if I was running this agency, I would go to e,treme lengths to protect the privacy and rights of the American public. 

I won't be flying again unti I these issues are resolved, 

Thank You 

My formal complaint it attached. I also submitted the attached complaint card to TSA in PHL on July 8, 2013. 

+b)(61 

Passenger Name (b)(61 
Phone Number:~h~---,1-r;-·1 ---~-~ 

Emai b1(6) 

71812013 Date July 8, 2013 
6:12:01 Time: 2:00 PM 

PM Airporl: PHL 
Date-Time of Travel: July 8. 2013 5PM 
Airline and flight number: US Airways 
Checkpoint area of air o rt: A-Ea st Checkpoint 
TSA Employee b)(ff1 

Complaint: 
As a very seasoned traveler who often opts out from the millimeter wave scanner, I am well acquainted with the proper procedures concerning manual pat downs. However, this time, the pat down included between my buttocks and partially up into my 
vagina. It was unprofessional, and I felt violated-so much so, I left in tears. I want to prevent lhis from happening to other women. I reported lhis to supervisor!(b·:1(6) !and he advised I fill oul this card. Please follow up on what is to be done to 
remedy this I 



Caller went through security at the airport at Harrisburg. She was immediately told to go through the body scanner and she has issues with them because they have naked images. Today she had a patdown and her private area was touched which had 
never happened before. She wants to know why she was not given the option of the walk through metal detector. She asked if there is a difference in people and the way they are screened such as someone who shows up with lots of clothes looking 
suspicious as compared at her who was clean with no earrings and does not look like a threat. She wants to know who she can talk to about her screening and who she can write a letler to about our very civil rights violaling screening process. 

71812013 I a po I og i zed to the caller and to Id her that our security office rs are Ira i ned in the proper manner to conduct paid owns and s ho u Id exp I a in what they are doing during the p race ss. They wi 11 use the back of the hand on the more sensitive a re a to point of 
6:44:21 contact and the front of the hand for less sensitive areas. I told her that screening is risk based and unpredicatable. I told her that when you opt out of the AIT then you will have a patdown for screening, 

PM 

71812013 
7:43:42 

PM 

I told her to please send all written correspondences for John S. Pistole to the following address: John S. Pistole Administrator Transportation Security Administration 601 South 12th Street, TSA-1 Arlington, VA 20598 

I also told her that she may dial 866-289-9673, option 5 and MDT to reach a CSM to voice her concerns about her experience today. 

Disability Description: Callers father is in a wheelchair. 

Response Details: Advised caller: 
Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 
PI ease be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the S uperv,sory Trans po rtati on Security Off ce r at the checkpoint to address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 
Because your comp I ai nt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 

Incident Detai Is: Ca 11 er and her lather just went th ru the T SA checkpoint at SEA Ju st had a very bad experience with a TSO. Her father 1s in a whee I ch air and was given an option to wa I k th ru s c reem ng or have a paid own. He walked thru and his watch 
set off an alarm. He then had to go thru a patdown and was not given the option to stay seated in his wheelchair or to use his cane to remain standing or any other assistance while going thru the patdown. They would not let anyone assist him and her 
falher was having a very hard time remaining in the required posilion for a patdown. He was lold by lhe TSO -if you are nol cooperative you will go to the back of lhe line! -
The TSO was about 5 ft 5 inches, asian decent. dark hair and skin. She could not get his name because he turned to walk off. 
She wo u Id Ii ke a fol low up courtesy response conce rm ng the situation. This a I so al rnost caused them to be I ate for their fi 1g ht. 

To Whom It May Concern: 

Recently I flew out of PHX (Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport) to STL (Lambert-St. Louis International Airport). Before my trip, I contacted the Transportation Security Administration and asked what to do since I now have a pacemaker. The 
gentleman I spoke to was very polite and helpful and instructed rne to NOT go through any of the scanners. Instead. he advised rne to show the security agent my pacemaker card and request a "pat-down" so as not to take a chance in accidentally re
calibrating my device. He then sent me an email with these same instructions. These were the same instructions my cardiologist gave me when I received my pacemaker. 

However. at the security checkpoint at PHX, I was advised that I had to go through the scanner. I showed the agent my card and relayed the information I had been given. The agent told me that they were very understaffed and that I could either go 
through the scanner or miss rny fi1ght as they had no one to do the '·pat-down'·_ The agent then personally guaranteed that the scanner would not cause me any problems. As there were approximately 300 people behind me that I was holding up, and 
with the agent bullying me, they made me feel as if I had no choice but to go through the scanner. 

Upon arriving at STL for my return to PHX. I experienced the exact same scenario. The agent told me I had no choice as they had no one to periorm the "pat-down". 

7/812013 
S:19:Sl When I returned home, I had to schedule a visit to my cardiologist to check on my pacemaker. By forcing me to go through the scanner, the agents endangered my life. violated their own rules and my doctors orders. It seemed that all they were 

PM concerned wilh was keeping the line moving. 

Please contact me to resolve this issue. 

Sincerely, 

(6114113 Southwest Airlines Flight 1526 departed from PHX approximately 6:40pm, arrived STL approximately 11 :35pm; 6118113 Southwest Airlines Flighl 1155 departed STL approximately 7:50pm, arrived at PHX approximately 9:00pm) 



To w horn it may concern. 

On June 20, 2013, rny wife, ten year old son and myself arrived at 0830 HRS to the St.Paul, Minnesota Airport. at which time we had a bad experience with some of the TSA staff members. 

On June 19th. my wife and our 10 year old son were wearing a Halter heart monitor. issued by Mayo Clinic - Rochester Minnesota, for a medical condition called Long QT Syndrome. 

The reason, I mention this is that I feel your TSA personnel working near The Mayo Clinic need to be cognitive of medical conditions of near bye medical facilities. 

We flown for the past five years, from New Jersey to Rochester Minnesota and have never have a issue of a Haler monitor. 

This year.however we planned a trip to Target Field for a baseball game, causing us to fly out of St.Paul Minnesota, where we were detained/searched,eventually causing us to miss our flight. 

At 1030 HRS, as the TSA process continued, I emphasized to your staff. our flight has begun boarding ( 1030 HRS), can you please move forth with the clearance processing. I was advised they were waiting for a supervisor while.your staff members 

71812013 kept asking what were the rules 1oday,10 one anolher. 

10:21:13 
p M At 1 04 0 HRS, my son was c I ea red and my wife stood awaiting for a member to pat her down completed. I watched this in disgust, as your member I unknown older fem a I e ) ran the edge of her hand up both of her inner I egs to her to her crotch area 

as if she was a criminal. 

As a police officer for twenty years, I am very familiar with searches and pat downs due to the fact, I actually teach this block of instruction at police academy's in New Jersey as well as in-service training for my department. 

I understand securities matter,' I get it'., but to conduct this extensive of a search was quite frankly a bit too much. for the situation presented. 

As a result of your staff not knowing the rules and procedures, we missed our flight as we arrived at 1050 HRS. to be told we could not board the flight. 

My family Io st fours hours of our va cation a Io ng with the added embarrassment to my wife. 

I don·t want any airline credits ect., however I want assurance that this matter will be addressed for the future flyers. who have medical equipment or needs. 

Please continue training and educating your staff, 

Thank you. 



Caller and daughter flew on June 27 from Portland OR to Billings and then on July 7, caller flew on Silver Air to Gross Point. Caller is in her 70s and said she has open shingles sores in the back of her head and she has a very expensive cream that 
she has to use on them. Caller said when she went through security, someone suddenly started patting down her hair and did not say anything about patting down her head. Caller said the TSO then used the same gloves and went through her 
daughters hair and did nol change her gloves, this happened in Porlland. 

Caller said in Billings, a TSO told her that she had to pat down her bun on her head and caller jumped back and refused and told her she had open sores in her head. Caller Is upset because the TSO used the same gloves for screening luggage and 
other passengers, Caller said she is upset because the TSO used dirty gloves and came up behind her and did not tell her she was going to do a patdown. Caller said this same TSO patted down her daughters hair with the same gloves. 

Ca Iler said she is concerned about TS As policy for patting down peop I es heads without changing g I ove s. Ca Iler said the TSO s could be transferring disease and things Ii ke head I ice. Ca Iler said her doctor advised her to keep her he ad covered to 
protect her head from germs because of the open sores. Caller said the TSO that did the patdown was short and had dark hair. Caller said the TSO was not rude but was pleasant. but she just did not warn her that she was going to pat down her head. 
Caller thinks TSA should re-evaluate their policy of using the same gloves for doing patdowns without changing gloves. Caller said she fully supports Homeland Security. 

Airport Portland Oregon 
Airline Alaska Airlines 
Flight numbers - Caller no longer has this information 

71912013 Dale and lime of incident 
Baggage tag number NA 

12:59:23 
PM 

Description of bag, color. sty I e, size. brand N A 
NOi with Writing NA 
Terminal or Gate Caller does not remember 
Contact information kb) ( 6:, !- home phone 

I advised the cal I er she can ask for a PSS at the checkpoint lo r future t rave I 
Travelers may call TSA Cares 1011 free al 1·855·787·2227 

I advised the caller she can also call the TSA cares line. 
TS A recommends that passengers ca 11 72 hours ahead of travel to for information about what to expect during screening. 
Travelers may call TSA Cares 1011 free al 1·855·787·2227 prior to traveling with queslions aboul screening policies, procedures and what 10 expect at the security checkpoint 
I told the caller that she can ask the TSO to change their gloves. 

This ongoing process enables us to ensure prom pl. corrective aclion whenever we determine I hat securily screening policies need modificalion or specific employees or screener teams are the subjects of repeated complaints. We consider your 
concerns to be a serious issue for our attention. TSA appreciates that you took the time to share your concerns with us. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!"'lh-'-.. "-,IR-'-·'-I __ __, 
Date Time: 71912013 12:30:19 PM 

······················----------------····························· 

71912013 Namellh I/R, I 
2,32,04 Emailtb 1(6, I 

Complaints:My Complaint is Not Listed Here 
PM Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc) Jet Blue Airways/DCAID61Flt#1482/June 19,20131 Ft lauderdale International Airpo~(b)(61 

Comments:inappropriate,inconsistent,inattentive? Not certain what it's called, when my (just turned 16) son.[§[} was removed frm plane afler all were boar"d-ed.,..., d"'o_o_r_s-c"'"lo_s_e_dT"."'D.-o_o_rs_re_.opened, officer came 1n told my son to retrieve his carryons and 
follow him off plane. The other 17 studenls were all seated around him, they had jusl returned from a missions trip to Dominican Republic. The chaperones were seated a few seats bhind my son and had no knowledge of I his until the next day when I 
told them. My son had stated the officer told him that with palm of his hands he will pat down my boy's entire body, except with the back of his hand he will pat down his privates, in which the officer did just that' My son stated that an additional officer 
present stated "are we even legally allowed to do this"' This is absurd, the whole thing. Why Is my son not given the right to have his legal guardian (chaperone )present during somethino like this? Also, why was he removed from the plane? Please 
shed light on this matter for me. I cannot even send my son now to see his Grandmother on a plane in fear of officers doing this to him again. I want to know "why"Jh·11r;··, ] 

!(b)(61 !Virginia Beach, Va 

Caller is outraged over a patdown that was done at Sacramento, caller does not have the date. Caller said a retired Marine Corporal was patted down because he had too many medals on his chest. Caller said this was reported in the Military Times 
and on Fox News about 30 minutes. Caller said he has seen 85 year old women being subjected to secondary patdowns. Caller asked whal kind of idiots are operating TSA. Caller considers this abuse. Caller said this soldier could not raise his arm 

7/912013 and he told TSA he could not lift his arm., caller said we subject Americans to worse treatment than we do foreign visitors. Caller said he is former veteran, caller said he is connected to the FBI in regards to terror threats. Caller complains that women 
2:49:29 in the Islamic dress are allowed to go through without having to get a patdown and the caller said this is outrageous because TSA pats down Americans. Caller asked who the real threat is? 

PM 
I advised the caller I will register his complaint. I offered John Pistol es address, caller declined. 



Dear Sir or Madam. 

After being a frequent air !rave I er for more th an a decade, I have d eve Io ped a tremendous I eve I of respect and admiration lo r the work that the men and women of the TSA do. I ge nurn ely a pp recIate the hard work that your orga ni zati on performs to 
ena b I e us to t rave I in relative safety. 

However, over the past few weeks I have really started to notice an adverse physical effect whenever I pass through a Provision ATD scanner. The effect generally wears off after about 15 minutes, but it is still quite disconcerting that there is any 
noticeable effect at all. I do not experience this effecl when I pass through one of the old style scanners. Clearly, I cannot prove that this effecl is real, but I am neither a hypochondriac nor a person who is in lhe habit of complaining. 

71912013 My concerns were furlher compounded loday, when walking lhrough Boston Logan airporl's terminal C. As I approached the Provision ATD scanner, I noticed an old slyle scanner right next 10 it. Withoul exception, all airporl employees walked through 

6:04 ,41 the old style scanner, while members of the public all went through the ATD scanner. When I asked the TSA representative if I could use the old style scanner instead. I was told no, and that my choices were either to wait for a pat down, or us the 
p M Provis ion AT D scanner. I in iii ally opted for the pat down. but with a wait of mo re than 15 minutes, I re I uctantl y re I e nted and wa I ked through the P rovIsIon AT D scanner ( predictably experiencing the negative physical effects Immediate I y afterwards). 

While I do understand that it can take time to free up an employee to perform a pat down, I cannot understand why there Is a different scanner type used for employees and the general public. Please can you explain this discrepancy to me? The only 
conclusion I am able to draw at this point is that the employees are aware of the negative physical effects of the Provision ATD scanner. If this is the case. then surely a member of the public should be able to choose the old style scanner as an 
option. 

Yours faithfully 

fbi(6) 

7/912013 
8:0640 

PM 

From:~b 1(6) 
Sent: uesday, July 09, 2013 3:41 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject BOSTON LOGAN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 

Hi. I wanna make sure that the complaint I filled today get to the people on charge. My name i¥b)(ff:1 !and I was forced to go through the scanner because after 30 minutes waiting for a pat down NOBODY attended my request. I asked to 
the officers on lhe door 3 times and they just ignored me. Meanwhile a woman was trying to sIeal my belongings, including my computer. That was why you delayed my request, 10 make sure someone else can steal from me?. Thank you so much for 
lacking consideration. I could see 3 officers available to help me and any of them did it. 

Do you think because you are fed era I em p loyes you can di sres pe ct the p eo pie Ii ke this? This happened about 2 pm tad ay at the first security door at Boston Log an I nte rnat ion a I Airport, My des ti nation was Atlanta, 

Please teach to this lazy asses how to do their job and respect us. the people who pay for your salaries' 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP f b 1(6) I 
Date Time: 7l10/201311:05:26 AM 

Name:!(b 1(6) 
Emai!lh1/R1 

711 012013 Comp I a i nts; Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
11 :59:43 Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):TCX 3435 Thomas Cook Airline - from Bargas Bulgaria Airporl 

AM Comments:I departed your country from BourgasAirport on Saturday 22nd June 2013 on flight no.TCX3453 Thomas Cook Airlines on a 753_280, schedukled tom fly at 01.40 but actually departing at 05.20. 

INAPPROPRIATE SECURITY CHECKS RESULTING IN VIOLATION OF A MINOR AND A PERSON IN RECOVERY FROM MAJOR SURGERY 

Going through your airport security checks my 14 year old nephew was subjected to intrusive hand-search by your security operative putting his hands inside his underwear without any other adult being present. This is a criminal offence in the 
European Union and a letter will be sent to the Bnt1sh Home Office with a view to pursuing it as a criminal matter. 
For myself, I was roughly frisked by on of your female operatives with such forcefulness that I cried out in pain and tried to remove her hand from my operation scars. When I tried to explain that I had been operated on for Cancer, their poor grasp of 
English resulled in me being 1reated like a common criminal and dragged forcibly behind a curtain, much 10 my husband and nephews distress, where two of your operatives held me and insisled on continuing with the search, despile lhe fact that I was 
crying with pain. They instructed me to undress and show them my operation scars. which I refused to do. The search continued as did my pain. I was then brusquely told to go. No one showed any concern for my situation. My nephew and I were 
deep I y upset by our Ire atme nt and I had to endure co nti nurnq pain in the term i na I and on our fi 1q ht home thanks to the ins ens1t1v1ty and Iran k ly u n necessary prob i nq of Securty quard s 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Screening 
Cun-ent Date/Time· 7110/2013 10:2221 AM Airport. LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel. 07/09/2013 11:30 AM Airline & Flight Number. Delta 1706 Checkpoint/Area of Airport. Security line TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : My wife and I we re trave Ii ng with two cats and we re required to remove them from their carrying cases and hold th em whi I e being screened . A It hough I hese ca ts a re norm al I y very friendly and a I so seda I ed, they we re te rri fi ed by the noise 
and unfamiliar environment of the airport, panicked. and one of them seriously scratched my wife. We heard from the airport police and paramedics that this is a frequent occurrence and that other cases have been far worse. 

The policy of requiring pets to go through screening outside their cases is irresponsible and invites injury to their owners and inconvenience, possibly expensive or disruptive, to the airport should the cat escape and need to be trapped again (this kind 
of incident was also said to have happened recently). If it is necessary 10 put the case through the X-ray scanner, then lhe traveller should be offered a private screening room, just as those receiving pat-downs are, and just as we were for our second 

711012013 cat once the first misbehaved. Then the cat would no longer be able to flee and the owner would not need to take the responsibility for restraining the cat upon their own body. 

12:00:13 
PM The TSA's cun-ent pet screening policy is, as I said, irresponsible and dangerous. contrary to the airport and airline policies requiring all pets to remain in can-iers. and creates a significant risk of injury to the owners of animals that have likely never had 

to endure stressful Ir ave I s i I uations be fore. I expect it is only a ma lier of ti me before it res u I Is in a I awsuit, one th at could be a voided by s imp I y adopting a mo re a ccommoda Ii ng procedure for the few i ndivid ua Is who do carry pets to the airport. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 

Passenger's Name ._b_-'"'1(_6-'-I __ _, 
Pho11e N11mber · 
Email l(b)(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:/ltsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



7110/2013 
1:0440 

PM 

Disability Description: Caller said that she had a bad experience when going through screening the last time she traveled. 

Information Request Caller wants to avoid a patdown and said that she does not have to be groped. 

Response Details: Advised caller that when you have metal implants and the location you are traveling from does not have the AIT that you do have to undergo a patdown in order to travel. 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rt of a person or device. An e Ii g i ble passenger can request to be screened by AIT 1f it is ava i I able or can request to be screened using a paid own: however, passengers cannot request to be sere ened by the wa I k
t h rough metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 

If a passenger cannot or chaoses nat to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdawn procedure instead. 
A patdown procedure also Is used to resolve any alanms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

Caller said I hat lhe last time she I raveled from PHX she was groped. 

Advised caller si nee she is trave Ii ng from ORD on 8-2 7 -1 3 if she thinks that she needs assistance that she can cal I back in closer to her fi Ig ht time and we can lo rwa rd her information up. 0 r she can request a PSS when going through screening to 
assist her. 
Emailed caller information. 

TSA Cares toll free at 1-855-787-2227 

Caller Is very upset about the way TSA does the screening. He is upset that the screening he has to go through to fly violates his personal area and he should not have to make a choice to show his private parts and he has to go through radiation. He 
doesnt feel that young children and individuals of all ages have to go through a pat down and get their private parts touched. 
Caller went on and on aboul the way he hates TSA and his tax dollars are nol getting put 10 useful things, 

CCR informed him: 
Every person, reg a rd I ess of age, must undergo screening to p race ed beyond the security checkpoint, We believe these security measures a re ne ces sa ry and a pp ro pri ate lo r ensuring the security and confide nee of a 11 air t rave I e rs. 

7110/2013 Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals wha do not wish to be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough patdown. 
1 :23:51 Passengers have the right to request a pnvate screening. and private screening will be conducted in a room or in an area away from other passengers. However, if a passenger does not permit the search, he or she will not be penm,tted to board an 

PM aircraft. 

The screening devices give Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) a virtual image of a passenger that conspicuously highlights potentially dangerous items. AIT gives TSA a way to detect a wide variety al threats without showing any personal areas 
of an ind1v1d ua Is body. 

With the radiation factor, a traveler is exposed 10 less radiation from one AIT scan than from 2 minutes being onboard a commercial aircraft at flight altitude. 

Si nee he do es have po Ii cv issue, CCR advised him that he can wnte his concerns to HQ to Qet the proper assistance. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP~kb_·•~1(6_·~1 --~ 
Date Time: 7/1012013 12:0544 PM 

······················----------------····························· 

7110/2013 Nam<""'b ... ·., ""5,_· ----'----, 
2.06 50 Ema,,.(b_i~(6~•-' -----~ 

· PM Comp a,n s: nappropna e creening/Pat Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):July 1. 2013 at approximately 6 a.m. in the Delta terminal area. I am not completely sure of the female employee·s name. I believe 11 is!(bH6) !). 
Comments:I read that one of the TSA pledge items for an employee is to treat travellers with respect and dignity. The employee who did my pat down screening was not only rude and insulting, but struck me 1n the center of my chest using the side of 
her hand wilh unnecessary force. When I asked her why she hit me so hard, she became even more beligerant, aggressive and insulling. She left my immediale area and continue 10 shout back insults to me, like how I am just one of those people who 
complain about everything. As she swabbed some items very slowly, she would shout far some one to come and watch me because she couldn't leave someone like me alone. (Very humiliating in front al other travellers) She then left my carry on 
luggage contents in a mess as she touched each and every item including clothing. The bag was left on a small area and piled on top like a heap - so some items were ruined. Her comment and laughter at the end asking if I wanted her to repack 
everything just fi na I ized the event with even more h umi Ii ation, At the very I ea st, this employee needs to take some sensi ti vi ty training on how to properly do her job with elderly trave 11 e rs. Hitting someone with this type of lo rce cou Id not possibly detect 
any illegal itemlsubslance. 



Caller wanted to know who to call and file a complaint. The entire experience was poor and the Helena Airport. Caller Is a retired marine 17 years ago and the air traffic control manager in Hawaii. He was visiting his father. Caller traveled from Helena 
Airport at 3:55PM to SEA to H NL and the TSO in Helena were less then professional, Caller stated they were ignorant. Caller stated every person that went through had their bag opened up and was screened. The TSO checking the ID against the 
boarding pass took an excessive amount of time to very lhe ID. He kepi looking at the ID and back at him. Callers wife cannol be screened by the WTMD due 10 a neuroslimulator. Caller staled it was very humiliating for his wife to get the paldown in 
the public. Caller had bow cases with archery equipment and went ahead of time. Caller requested that after TSA checks these, he would like to zip tie them shut. The bag check lady assured him that if they zip ties were removed it would be placed 
back on. She told him to I eave them unlocked and they wi 11 lock it back up. They asked the lady at the counter to see if they were z, p tied shut. She came back and said 11 was z, p tied and locked up. They arrive home and the archery case lock was 
gone, The zip ti es were connected, The other case was opened. it was $1 00 0 bow and $139 arrows. Al I arrows were popped out of the ho Ider and they tried to take the tips off th em, Cal I er had a second bow case different colors and the second case 
was fine. The quiver was wrapped and the TS Os unwrapped and ii was nol placed back. They did not put it back in the same condition. His wife s luggage also had a NOi. There were 4 one gallon bags with loiletries that were opened and left open. 
They were all closed when the bag was checked. Caller stated there was gel all over her items in the suitcase. Caller did not want reimbursement. Caller wants someone to go through the Helena Airport because they are to excessive and are they are 
not putting checked luggage together right. Caller stated other customers were getting upset, during the screening too. Caller stated a TSO started to open an i Pad case at an angle. Caller told him it must be opened flat. The TSO did not even open it 
after he was told to open it flat. A TSO asked for a supervisor because a passenger asked the agent to be careful when taking papers out of a bag, Caller flys a lot. The experience in Helena did not do TSA any good. It could be better because it is a 
small airport. Caller staled nothing was damaged. However, the TS Os are shori. curt and excessive. Caller stated you cannot see them when luggage is checked and I hey do not believe lhe TSOs are following the proper training. Caller stated arrows 
were not p I aced back in clips. There were NOi s in a 11 the I ugg age that was checked. 

7110/2013 
2:1 B: 11 Advised Caller: 

PM 
We regret that you were not satisfied with the service you received. We seek to provide the highest level of security and customer service to all passengers. Security Officers receive training to properly inspect passenger bags and are required to 
exercise great ca re during the screening process so that when bags a re opened your be longings are retu med to the same co ndItIon they were found. We man it ors the number and nature of comp I a i nts we receive to track Ire nds and spot areas of 
concern that may require special attention. Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy of this incident to the Customer Support Manager (CSM) at that location. 

Airport HLN 
Airline: Al a ska Air I in es 
Flight Number: 2326 
Dale and Time: July 9th 2013 3:55PM 
Baggage Tag Numbe!._(b"-· .. 1("'-6'-·., ___ _, 

NOi: Nothing written or stamped. 
Description of Bag: Dark blue skyline suitcase with big red heavy duty tags stating NRSjrVMS and a Black Bow case with the same tag NRSjrVMS made by Plano. 

Disability Description: Caller has diabetes. 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 

Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers. regardless of their personal situations and needs, are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

Individuals who request that their medications are screened visually may receive additional screening. A Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of the same gender will conduct the patdown search. and as the screening is being conducted. the TSO 
should be describing the procedures he or she is using. TSOs are required to use the back of the hand to patdown any sensItIve areas. For non-sensitive areas, TSOs are required to use the front of the hand. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) al thal location. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt. corrective action whenever we determine that 
security screening policies need modification or spec iii c employees or sere ener tea ms are the subjects of repeated co mp I a i nts, 

711012013 We will be sending you an email about how to file an official complaint, in writing. 

6:07:35 Sent Email: 
PM 

Incident Details: Caller was told that she may have the insulin hand inspected. She previously contacted the TCC and was advised to request a hand inspection. Caller stated there were no problems in STL. Caller stated there were problems in DEN. 
They treated her horrible, during the patdown. Caller told the TSOs she was diabetic and requested a hand inspection. The TSO proceeded to opened her carry on and then did a patdown that was. Caller stated the TSO shoved her hand in her vagina 
and groped her breast and it hurt, Ca Iler stated it was u n comfo rtab I e, Cal I er wanted to know who to ta I k to about and report this to, Ca 11 er was dis tra ug ht and crying during the incident, Ca 11 er was very confused, be ca use she only asked for a hand 
inspection. Caller said the TSO said, why should we believe you when she told I hem it was just medication. Callers blood sugar was dropping and it look a long time. She was humiliated and she felt molested and discriminaled against because she 
was diabetic. She had a notification card and the TSO did not even look at it. Caller asked for a supervisor and they stated they were supervisors. Caller stated the TSO was fondling her. Caller was afraid to go into the private screening with the officer 
and wanted the camera to see 11. 

Airporl DEN: 
Airline Frontier 
Flight Number: 9290 
Location: Gate 40 
Dale and Time: July 9th at 2:30 and 2:48PM 
The TSO doing the patdown was!(b)(ff:, f::aller was standing by the camera. 



7/1012013 
6:36:54 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ .. (b-'l_,_(6--'1 __ __. 
Date Time: 7110/2013 5:06:52 PM 

Nam~bi/61 
Emafb,(6) 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Detroit Metro Airport - July 1, 2013 at approximately 6 a.m. at lhe Delta terminal. 
Comments This morning I provided information regarding a very unpleasant situation I experienced on July 1 I am still very upset over the ordeal and I neglected to state the airport at which this occurred. Your response email did not state whether 
you have saved my first email. The following is a copy of your response email. Please advise if I need to resend my onginal email containing an explanation of the situation. Thank you. 

From: tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com Your junk email filler is set 10 exclusive. 
Sent: Wed 7110/13 4:10 PM 

Tofb,(6) I 
Generally. when there are problems, complaints, and concerns with security screening at one of our Nation's airports, we would forward a copy of the complaint to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that airport. However, we are unable to extend 
this courtesy 10 you because you did not mention the exact airport you departed. We hope lhis information is helpful. 
Thank you for your response to my suggestion. Here is the relevant part of your response: 

"Passengers who cannot remove lheir shoes can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT), the walk-through metal delector, or a thorough patdown. Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still wilh their arms 
above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own." 

My wife can walk through metal detectors on her own. but she needs a simple cane for balance. We take a metallic quad cane which goes through the screening device used for shoes, backpacks, etc so she can't use that. If TSA had a standby 
simple wooden cane available to temporarily lend her for balance, she could walk lhrough the metal deIecIor on her own. In my experience, no such cane has been available or offered to her. Having one would save lots of lime for everyone by 
avoiding a patdown. Once through. her shoes could be taken off and run through the same screening device used for her metallic cane. 

Please let me know if TSA will consider this suggestion. 

Yours, 

fb)(61 

711012013 
6:36:57 

PM 
Date: Tue, 09 Jul 2013 13:20:08 -0700 
To: TSA-ContactCenter dhs.gov 
Fro (b1(6) 
Subject: time-saving sugge stIon re peop I e in whee I ch airs 

Due 10 a slroke, my wife is unable 10 walk lhrough the TSA securily gate withoul her shoes on and perhaps an ouIstretched hand on either side of lhe gate (or better yel a standby wooden cane) for balance As a result, she sits in a wheelchair for ten 
to twenty minutes while a TSA woman checks her out for explosives, etc. This has happened on our last eight to ten airplane trips. She does need a wheelchair to get to the departure gate because of the long walking distance. 

I don't understand why she can't walk through the gate with her shoes on and a little help for balance. sit back down in the wheelchair, take off her shoes and run them through the security check just like all other shoes. That would save lots of time. 

A response would be appreciated. 

Fa i tiax. CA 949 30 



From¥b)(6I 

Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2013 10:01 PM 

~: b~?~::IGariance 

,,Jre :7 amp aInt 

l(b1(6) 
.... ;:::;:.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::_~ _ _, 

711112013 ... [b_i_(B_i ______ ~ 
843"52 

-AM Leesburg, VA 20176 

!(b)(61 

7111/2013 

HYPERLINK,_(b-'-)_(6--'-1 ______________ ___, 

I Whal happened? 

On July 10, 2013, at approximalely 3:35 p.m. at Dulles lnternalional Airport (IADJ, I was proceeding lhrough the employee checkpoinl in the main 1erminal. I was dressed in shor1s, at-shirt, rubber flip-flops, and a small, tighl fitting cap worn backward 
on my head. I showed my crew badge to the different TSA person el an my way to the x-ray machine belt. I emptied my pockets into a bin and pushed it through the opening. I stepped toward the magnetometer and was stopped by a TSA screener. She 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 711112013 2:07:17 AM Airport : PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Date/Time of Travel 0711012013 10:00 PM Airline & Flight Number : us airways 11 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport, terminal four, Gate A30 TSA Employee: (II Known) , 
Comment : I have two hip replacements so I always look for the scnning machines. When I got in line, lhe TSA agents were running the scanning machine. By the lime I 901 to the luggage Xray machines lhey decided to slop using the scanning 
machine and switched ta the magnetic machine. WHY DID THEY DO THIS? Someone decided that they didn"t need to use the scanner anymore and the magnetic machine was better? While the airport wasn't that busy. there 30-50 people waiting in 
queue. I thought the scanners were more secure than the magnetic machines. There were plenty of TSA agents around, some were standing around doing nothing. 
Of course, now I had to have a pat down. I have had them before, its no big de al but as I stood th ere getting the pat down I looked at a 11 this tech no logy sitting there doing nothing while I got an o Id fashion pat down. something they have be en doing 
before they discovered eleclricity. 

8:44: 10 When I asked the TSA agent why they shut down the scanner in favor of the magnetic machine, I got no response. He just kept mumbling what he had to do and asked me questions before he started his pat down. He had no personality. Later, I saw 
AM him walking about the place smiling and talking to his TSA associates. He seemed happy with them. But with me, I was just another person to process. 

Here is my question. why does TSA run the magnetic machines and no scanning machines where there are more than one scanning machines in the screening area and what appears to be TSA personnel available? I thought the TSA liked the 
sea nning machines over the mag net1c machines. Guess not. Seems they sti 11 prefer the old fashioned magnetic machines. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller 1s wanting info rrnati on on the Preche ck screening and if it w1II give her a pass through screening to where she wi 11 not have to wait 30-4 5 mm e veryt1me for a same gender officer to give a patdown. 

711112013 CCR informed her: 
8:50:20 

AM 
There is no program that will allow her to get a pass through screening. Even with the precheck, she will have to go through a WTMD, AIT or a patdawn ta get through the checkpoint. 
She can write her s ugg esti ans about adding mo re patdown s c reene rs to HO if she would Ii ke to. 
If she still would like to do the precheck, she should apply for membership with one of CBP's Trusted Traveler programs. For enrollment, please visit http: www.globalentry.gov , There will be a online application, face to face interview and a fee that 
can be clarified on that websile. 



711112013 
9:55:52 

AM 

Caller Is embarrassed as a US citizen to come back into his country because he had problems in Madrid. Spain due to US Airways telling passengers that TSA protocol is being implemented at TSAs request. 
They had to go through screening and baggage check where pa sse ng ers a re boarding and had an add it ion a I checki n point where their passports and tickets we re viewed and they had to go through a second pa tdow n. same as they had just gone 
th rough. The prob I em ensued where they blocked off a section of the airport where they we re told they could n t leave the secure area of the airport. 
There was a cafeteria in the airport and they wanted to get a cup of coffee and were told they couldn't leave the area they were in and the whole area was a secured area. 
Caller states that TSA needs to be aware that US Airways is informing cItIzens that 11 is TSA protocol. 

Response: 
Travelers must go through different clearance procedures when crossing international borders. 
Travelers departing a foreign country are required to com ply with the customs and i mm igrati on exit procedures of that country. Passengers and their bag gage are a I so screened for security according to standards es tab Ii shed by the government of that 
country. As sovereign entities, foreign countries may establish their own security requirements for airports and air carriers that are not necessarily the same as those required in the United States. 
Explained to caller that TSA only has a presence in the US, not foreign counlries. 

Provided following to caller, advised he should take the issue up with the air Im e and: 

If lhe airline does not salisfy your inquiry, lhe U.S. DeparIment of TransporIation's Avialion Consumer ProIecIion Division operates a complaint handling syslem for consumers who experience air Iravel service problems and provides a 24-hour holline 
at (202) 366-2220 . 
Caller wanted to know why hes forced to go through he AIT or have a pat down. He witnesses other passengers, with children. going through WTMD. He says he feels discriminated against and its not fair. Hes currently at Charleston and he 
experienced ii al JFK on his flight down I here as well. 

1;~1;~0,1; I apologized and advised him: 

AM 
I cannot IeI1 him why he s not being permitted through the WTMD. I a11empted to tell him of other screening lanes for specific passengers and advise him maybe thal s what he s noticing bul he interrupted me and wouldn t lel me finish. He asked why 
he was being subject to the AIT. I told him I don t have that information but the AIT is optional and he will be subject ta a pat down. If he feels discriminated against I can take his complaint and forward ta the appropriate office for review but I would 
need his contact information and a basis for di scri mm ati on and mo re specific d eta i Is from his comp I amt. He refused to pro vi de me the inform at,on and said he Ju st wanted to make a complaint. 
To w horn it may concern: 

I am writing to re part a violation of personal preference to not be scanned through the metal detector in my recently visit to the Charlotte Airport. 

I am currently pregnant and expressed to 3 different TSA personnel, one who specifically asked me if I've "requested to opt-out" to opt-out of the scans. The one who asked me stated "just walk this way" through the metal detector. My assumption was 
that there would be no scan and I would be subject 10 a pat down on lhe other side: however, no one addressed me on lhe other side and I walched the man on lhe other end of the metal detector watching lhe indicator on the scan. 

I am very up set about not on I y the potenti a I ha rm to my unborn chi Id by this - but. al so about the comp I ete blatant disrespect of a request to mu I tip I e ind i vi d ua Is. 

I am considering discussing this issue with my atlorney - and can only hope (and you should hope) tha I there is nothing wrong with my chi Id. 

711112013 I would address this with your staff and address this issue - as 11 is a great concern. 
4:20:30 

PM I went through lhe A terminal security checkpoint on 7111113 at approximalely 2:15 pm. 

I wo u Id exp eel the airport to have video s urve i I lance of this if requested by the proper autho nt,es. 

Regards, 

"Get used to a different way of looking at things. A change m perspective brings a whole new world of opportunity'· 



711112013 
421:03 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time. 7111/2013 2:51 :39 PM Airport. DFW - Dallas/Fart Worth International Date/Time al Travel: 07/10/2013 2:15 PM Airline & Flight Number· Spirit 403 Checkpoint/Area al Airport· E33 TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment: I declined to go through the full body image machine. It took over 5 minutes to get a female agent to come and do the pat down. The pat down was somewhat invasive and when she walked away to test her gloves, I joked with a fellow 
male flier that had just had one and asked ii he felt &quotviolated&quot;. When she came back and told me that I was free to go, she muttered a comment under her breath that I could not hear. I said, &quot;Excuse me?&quot; and she walked away. 
I followed her and asked her to repeat what she had said. She said &quot: I said, &quot;did you request this&quol; ?&quot;, I responded &quot;what do you mean?&quoi; as I was confused. She said &quot:Did you refuse to go through lhe 
machine?!&quot: I said. &quot;Yes, I refused toga through the machine. I had 3 miscarriages going through the machine. I stopped going through the machine and had a baby. I don't know if it"s related but I won't take the risk.&quat: She responded, 
&quot;We 11. go through the machine next 11 me. &quot: I asked for her name because she was walking away and I could not see her badge. She ignored me and continued wa I king. I lo 11 owed and asked for her name ag am - she walked into sec u nty Ii ne 
4 and the other agents stopped me. I asked them for her name, and they would not provide it. I went to the supervisor, Fann, and reported the incident. He would not give me her name either (but he knows who the agent is). She is caucasian with red 
hair. I pay for TSA agents in an indirect way. They are employed for my securily. I shouldn't have 10 explain why I decline the machine nor be spoken to that way by a disgruntled employee. I would like disciplanary action taken againsl her to ensure 
that she does not treat others this way. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name b·., 6 
Phon N m r 
Emai(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2IApplicationManager 

To whom it may concern: 

I am w ri ting to re po rt a vi o I ati on of person al preference to not be scanned through the meta I d ete cto r in my recently visit to the Charlotte Airport. 

I am currently pregnant and expressed to 3 different TSA personnel. one who specifically asked me if rve "requested ta opt-out·· to opt-out al the scans. The one who asked me stated "'just walk this way" through the metal detector. My assumption was 
that there would be no scan and I would be subject to a pat down on the other side; however, no one addressed me on the other side and I watched the man on the other end of the metal detector watching the indicator on the scan. 

I am very upsel about not only the potential harm 10 my unborn child by this - but, also aboul the complete blatant disrespect of a request to mulliple individuals. 

I am considering discussing this issue with my attorney - and can only hope I and you should hope) that there is nothing wrong with my chi Id. 

I would address I his with your slafl and address I his issue - as it is a greal concern. 

I went through the A tenminal secunty checkpoint on 7111113 at approximately 2:15 pm in the Charlotte Airport. 

7111120 13 I wo u Id exp eel the airport 10 have video s urve i I la nee of this if requested by the prop er authorities. 
6:10:48 

PM 
Regards, 

On Thu, Jul 11, 2013 at 3:08 PM,-.!rh .. -.. ·,1 .. R._·, _____ _.l<HYPERLI NK ._b_.'"'1(_6 ... I ______________________ _, 

To whom it may concern: 

I am writing to report a violation of personal preference to not be scanned through the metal detector in my recently visit to the Charlotte Airport. 

I am currently pregnanl and expressed to 3 different TSA personnel, one who specifically asked me if I"ve "requesled to opt-out'" to opt-out of the scans. The one who asked me staled "'just walk lhis way" through lhe me1a1 detector. My assumplion was 
that there would be no scan and I would be subject to a pat dawn on the at her side; however. no one addressed me on the at her side and I watched the man on the at her end of the metal detector watching the indicator an the scan. 

I am very upset about not only the potential harm to my unborn child by this - but, also about the complete blatant disrespect of a request to multiple individuals. 



Caller States: 
She wanted to file a oomplaint concerning screening at 2 different airports. As she traveled from DEN and on her return flight from FLL. She had very short shorts on, about a 2 inches inseam. She request that she receive a patdown and the woman 
touched her in her private parts. Now she feels dirty, molesled, and violated. She wanted it noted lhat lhis is a violalion of her 4Ih amendment rights. She wanted 10 make sure her complaint was being recorded. Since she was touched she will not 
be flying anymore and her children will not have to go through this. She would like ta contacted and receive confirmation about this complaint. 

Airport DEN and FLL 
7111/2013 Dale: DEN June 23,2013 10:30 pm 

6:56:02 Date: FLL June 29,2013 6:30 pm 
PM 

Advised Ca Iler: 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter ta the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

TS A monitors the numb er and nature of oom plaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require s pecia I attention, This ongoing process ena b I es us to ensure prom pt, co r,-ecti ve action whenever we determine that 
security screening policies need modification or specific employees or sere ener tea ms are I he subjects of re pea I ed comp I a int s. 
Dear TSA, 

I am a 57 year old Grandmother, born and raised in the USA. I have never been arresled. I am a hard working law abiding citizen. I am also a licensed mortgage broker which requires me 10 register wilh NMLS, the Nalional Mortgage Licensing 
System. I am also licensed with the state of Florida. These licenses require credit checks, background checks and finger printing annually. I am also a Clear card ha Ider which means more finger printing and an iris scan. 

I refuse to go through your fu 11 body sea nne rs and la i I to see how making me do so would help nationa I security, The re fore I am constantly subjected to pat downs when the re is a p er/ect ly a cce pta bl e meta I d ete cto r standing near by but only used for 
7111/2013 traffic conlrol. I fail to see why, with lhe information jusl stated, I can't be allowed to only go lhrough the metal deIecIor machines. 
100419 

PM I do not believe the safety information given on the new scanners. I believe it will be years before we know if they are harmful or not. I also don·t think they make a huge difference in our national security. But my main purpose for writing Is I think il"s 
ridiculous to force me to choose between a potentially harmful scanner and an invasive pat down. I should probably be writing this to my newspaper, television station or politician if I really expect any results but since you"re the direct oonnection. I'm 
stating my case. 

Sincerely, 

kb1(6) 

THIS IS A LEGAL PROCEED! NG, AND HAS ALL THE FORCE OF A REGISTERED LETTER. BEi NG ELECTRONICALLY RECORDED. 

To whom it may concern al TSA: 

Thank you for your res pons e of tad ay. 

I will address your letter briefly, lhus: 

Cases th at you cited: 

1) United States v. Aukai 

2) United States v. Hartwell 

711112013 3) United States v. McCarty 

10:04:30 
PM ... Are all cases in which a reasonable suspicion existed to believe that the defendant was in the comiss1on of a crime, and was therefore searched lawfully and found to have been guilty of such (the possession of drugs deemed illegal). 

4) United States v. Marquez 

Although[ b::,(6) ~as indeed found guilty of possessing cocaine, the manner of "randomly selecting"' him for a secondary security screening was unlawful (regardless of the opinion of any Judge - Judges are to follow the law, not invent 
it), ~--------~ 

Also, I find it difficult ta believe (though I may be wrong) that any magnetometer, hand held or otherwise, would detect the presence of cocaine. It seems ta me that a magnetometer will detect the presence of metal, not plant matter. 

As I stated in my previous letter to you, I am not interested in reading about court cases which are irrelevant to the issue at hand (like the ones above cited, from your letter). 

The issue at hand is the warra ntl ess. ca useless searches that a re taking place da i I y at TSA ch eek paints a era ss America. 

These searches are unlawful, and are being imposed upon law abiding Americans at airports, with the threat that if they do not comply, they will be denied their lawful right to contract with an airline, and board a scheduled flight. 

That is called harassment, and it is a crime. 



7111/2013 
10:20:06 

PM 

Caller s mother Is di ab eti c and wears an i nsu Ii n pump and can not go through the WT MD and she ask lo r a pat down but was not al lowed to have a pat down and was forced to go through the AIT. She does not speak good English. 
Exp I a i ned how to relay the incident to the CS M through option 5 on the IVR and recommended she have a 11 the d eta i Is from her mother to give an info nmed report directly to the CSM, 
Advised in lhe future for her to call TSA Cares with her flight informalion 72 hours prior to travel so we can forward her information to the ODPO so they can relay her needs prior to travel. 
Caller says one officer handed him a piece of paper that contained a link to file a claim. this link doesn t exist. He wants to see if he can leave a complaint over the phone. 
Caller opted out of Al T this morning. He informed the agents he was opting out and his I ug gage was being hand I ed and moved by TSA and other passengers. When he was re united with his bags.kb) ( 5:, !was very bel I ige rent and 
condescending. He started getting verbally confrontational about it and saying he didn t need to have full view of his bags. 
In conclusion, when he completed the paldownl(b)(6) tJeliberately came up to him and giving him a hard time. 
He s hou ldn t have to be treated Ii ke trash for opting out of the AIT 

Flight Detai Is; 
Airline: American 
Airport: Ronald Reagan 

711212013 Flight Number 1465 
8:24: 17 Date and Time: Today at 7 AM to 7:20AM 

AM Baggage: NA 
NOL NA 

711212013 
9:40 38 

AM 

Location: American Terminal. Gate 32 

Emailf b)(61 I 

Caller Advised: 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of secunty and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our 
po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers a re treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy, Because your comp I a int concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate 
Customer Service Manager. 

Caller said that he was assaulted by a screenernamedfb::,(ffl Ion 710 2013 at Charlotte Douglas International Airport. He went through checkpoint D at 6:50 pm with his pregnant wife. He was videota_ in his wifes pat down. He said that he 
had the camera pointed away from the checkpoint. He was videotaping lhe pat down because about a month ago she had an excessively rough pal down and her genitalia was touched. He said that TSO I told him thal he could not film. He was 
corrected by the caller and he continued td'ape th! pat down. He sa_id that he was shoved by TSO 1h··,1f';'1 He spoke with supervisor Hancock who told him that it_ is laswul to tap:. H: said that supervisor (b·:1(6) told him that he vie~ed the tape and 
no contact was made between h1 m an TS h ·,IR I He th en spoke w, th the duty s uperviso h ·1 / R ·., ho al so to Id hI m that contact did not occur and that TS ~en, ed touch, ng h, m. Tdday he! spoke with Terry Stanton who , s Ass, slant Fede ra I 
Security director for screening who told him he reviewed the video tape and it is clear that contact was made. He said that he was lied to on the evening of 7 10 2013. He was told that TS b)(ffl was counseled on how to get peoples attention. but 
not on assaulting passengers. He asked b)(ff:, if he did lhe same lhing to his mother would he punch him in the face. He said thatkb::,(6)kold him probably. He wants to know why it is acceptable for b)(ff:, to do thal to him but nol for 
him to do that to his mother. He wants his recor sent to the Federal Security Director and to TSA Headquarters. He said that he does not believe that the CSM will do anything. He will follow-up with the Fed era ecun y irector next week. He did 
not want to provide him last name or his email address. 

I apologized to him for his unpleasant experience and told him thal I would forward his record to the CSM at Charlotte Douglas lnternalional for review. 



Caller wants to know if all passengers are allowed to have a private screening. She wants to know if the passenger asks for a private screening if one must be provided. Caller was traveling from DFW Terminal E. She runs a business for rescue 
animals. She says the person ask for a private screening and was ~old b) the officer they did not have the factilities to have a private screening. The caller wants to know if this is true that some airports do not have private screening locations.The 
passenger had a kitten with her. Her organization is called Where i (b)( for a cat that was lost at JFK and it was lost by American Airlines. 

Told caller 
I wasnt sure why the passenger was told they could not have a private screening. I would be happy to send her complaint to the CSM at DFW. She did not have all the flight information but I told her I would send it anyway. 

If a passenger believes that the removal of their pet could result in escape, a Supervisory Transportation Security Officer (TSO) can authorize an alternative screening measure that he or she deems sufficient. When permitted. an animal may remain in 
its carrier and be carried through the WTMD by the passenger: however, the passenger, the animal. and the carrier must undergo secondary screening. 

Addilional screening of the animal may include a visual observation, a patdown inspection, or Explosives Trace DeIecIion (ETD). If addilional screening requires removal of the animal from its carrier, passengers may request a private screening. TSOs 
may ask the owner lo r ass i sta nee during any pa rt of the inspect ion. 

711212013 Airporl: DFW to Seattlle 

954 '36 Airline: Alaska 
AM 

Flight number: NA 

Date and time: 7-7-13 Departed around 1 

Baggage claim number: NA 

Was th ere a NO I . was there anything on it: NA 

Terminal or gate: NA 

Baggage De scri ptIon: NA 

Items Damaged: Passenger was told I hey could not have a private screening with a cal 

Caller had a notice of inspection. She wanted to know what the procedure is for inspecting a bag and what determines whether or not a bag is inspected. She said that she is allergic to latex gloves. She wanted to know if gloves are worn during the 
inspection. She asked why she was not notified that her bag was being inspected. She wanted to know where she can get more information on why her bag was inspected. She asked why it is TSA policy not to inform the passenger that they are 
opening their luggage. She thinks this is a violation of her rights. She wanted to know if the information that I provided is on the airline and the TSA website. 

711212013 I gave the following information: Transportation Administration Security (TSA) security screeners are instructed to wear gloves when conducting physical inspections of property and patdown inspections of individuals. Screeners must only wear TSA-
12: 4 8: 37 issued g I aves when performing sere en i ng functions and w111 use a new pair of gloves whenever a passenger requests th at they do so. Screen ers mu st a I so inspect their g I aves reg ul arty for stains, tears. and other signs of damage and re place their 

PM gloves as necessary. 

TSOs use nit rile gloves. not late,. Nit rile gloves provide more protection and sanitary efficiency than late, and are commonly used by other Federal agencies. 
If a TSO needs to open and search a checked bag, the TSO will place an NOi inside the bag to alert the passenger that his or her bag was searched by TSA. 
I advised her that bags are opened at random and to clear alarms. I advised her that TSA puts the NOi in the bag to inform the passenger that their bag was inspected. I told her that we do not ask the passengers permission or notify the passenger 
that their bag is being inspected. I also told her thal I do not know why TSA has that policy. I advised her that is lhe policy at all airports where TSA performs lhe screening. I told her lhat TSA does not keep a record of whal caused a bag to be 
opened and inspected. I told her that I do not know if the information is on the airline website. 

7112120 13 Your emp I oye es are a bunch of faci st. menta 11 y deficient bu 11 i es with ove rb I own dreams of g ra nde ur ju st because they've got on a uni lo rm and a re EPIC FAIL in security of any sort! They are pedofi I es, grope rs and should be arrested for a ssa ult on 

6,12,21 travelers! They are close to being the worst• 

PM 
Have a nice day 1 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current • ~~7/1212013 8:37:02 PM Airport: SFO - San Francisca International Date/Time of Travel: 07112/2013 7:15 PM Airline & Flight Number: Alaska 303 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Terminal 1 TSA Employee: (If Known)~ 

!(b)(61 !anM6iComment July 12, 2013 

Transpor1ation Securily Administration: 

I am writing to I od ge a form a I comp I amt against ~ne f5TI"§'fl( Badge No. llli[), who vi o I ated standard ope rating procedures by conducting an aggressive and improper pat down on me as I passed through the security checkpoint. I am a I so 
I od g i ng a lo rma I complaint again st TS A Sere ene~( Ba~ unknown), who witnessed the in ap prop ria te search and fai I ed to stop it, as he s ho u Id have, 

At approximately 5: 15 pm PDT on July 12, 2013, I entered the security checkpoint for Terminal 1 at San Francisco Airport (SFO) on the way to my flight, Alaska 303 to Seattle. I opted out of the body scanner and was then subjected to a pat down 
search byKb )(6) I 

7;~~~~0~ During lhe search,Kfilifilpoked me hard in the stomach four times, causing me to bend forward. Then, while checking my torsoJb)(ffi Iran his hand along the same part of my groin three times, though no anomaly had been detected. 

PM filill:§[J actions we re intended so I e ly to hum i Ii ate me in retaliation for requesting a private screening. I want Screener~ I aced on unpaid administrative I ea vi ng pe ndrng an i nvesti gati on into his improper pat down search. I al so want this I ette r 
added to Screene~ersonnel file so that it may be considered in future perfonmance reviews as a record of misconduct. 

I request a written response ta this complaint from the airport federal security director. 

Sincerely, 
Chris Mullen 
Would you like a response? : True 

Passenger's Name k~b_)~(_6~1 ---~ 
Phone Number , 

Email tbl(6i I 
To leave a comment concerning mis feeaback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service 
Current Date/Time: 7/13/2013 12:57:00 AM Airporl: FLL - Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International Date/Time ofTravel: 0711212013 Airline & Flight Number: Delta 1527 Checkpoinl/Area of Airport: Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known): 

711312013 Comment . Women tsa agent working the pat down outside of the body scanner was extremely condescending and NASTY. I did not get her badge number because I was so shocked at the way I had just been treated. I travel to Ft Lauderdale several 

9:04: 16 times a month. 
Would you like a re~.:w=?~·..w=----~ 

AM Passen er's Name bl 6:1 hone Number 

Email -~b~)_(6~)--~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



711312013 
11:00:26 

AM 

Caller states that a T SA agent harassed his wife at LAX Terminal 7 tad ay at 7: 4 0 am I ane 1 He says that the supervisor was kb H 6 I !num be¥ h ·.,IR! and the harassing agent was ~). Cal I er states that she brought baby food and the 
fem a I e TSO said that she brought too many and insisted that his wife should have a purse. Ca 11 er says that the TSO gave her a patd own, got the s u pe rvi so r, then the supervisor said that they wou Id have to ch eek in the rest of the baby food . He says 
that after they came back from doing so, the same TSO again double checked her things, palled her down twice more and ran her stuff through lhe xray over again. Caller says thal they were very delayed and almost missed their flight. 

Advised caller: 
We regret that you we re not sa ti sfi ed with the service you received. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy of this information to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

Flight information: 
Flight Path: Los Angeles 10 Los Cabos Mexico 
Flight date time: 7 13 8:30 am 
Flight# 1206 
Airline: United 
Airporl: LAX 
Gate Terminal: 60 
Witnesses: his wife Irene Levi, his father-in-law .. fb_}_(_6_} ___ ....,I and his mother-in-lawfb}(6} 
Email:l(b)(61 ~---~ 

Caller: 
Caller flew from HOU on 07 0813. He went through security at 5:10 p.m. He went through the AIT. Once he stepped through the AIT a TSO proceeded to give him a patdown without saying a word. He asked the TSO, What are you doing? two times. 
The TSO told him that he needed give h1 m a paid own from an al a rm on the Al T. He to Id the officer that he knows that a passenger 1s sup posed to be asked before a paid own started. He asked the TSO who could handle this issue. He was abrasive 
and rude and told him to. go over there and talk to them. Then he walked away. At the same time all of his electronics are sitting on the conveyor belt where anyone can take them. The officers name is bl/6\ He got the name from his 
supervisor. The STSO gave him a complaint form 10 fill oul. He slated that ~was one of his besl TSO s. He is not worried about how lhe TSO normally does his job. His response should be geared towar reso ving my issue wilh what jusl happened 

711312013 to me. The STSO said that someone will call him back within 24 to 48 hou~at has not happened. Who can he contact if he is not happy with the response from the CSM at HOU? 

5:28:22 
PM Response: 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) al thal location. 

You can contact the CSM at HOU directly by calling us back, pressing option 5. and entering the airport code (HOU). If you are not happy with the CSM s response to your complaint you can call us back so we can escalate the issue to a passenger 
ombudsman. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time 7114/2013 3:47:47 PM Airport: SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International Date/Time of Travel: 07114/2013 7:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: American 360 CheckpoinUArea of Airport Security Checkpoint 2 TSA Employee: (If Known) 
!(b,(61 !ancfb)(61 pomment. July 14th. 2013 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration: 

I am writing to lodge a formal complaint against TSA Screene."-b'-,('-6-'-)-==~ 
checkpoint. I am also lodging a formal complaint against TSA Screener b 1(61 

who violated my constitutional rights by subjecting me to an unnecessary. invasive, and humiliating pat down search as I passed through the security 
,i.,,~..,,...._ "'(b"")""(6""·,..,:, who wilnessed the inappropriale search and failed to stop ii, as he should have. 

At approximately 7:30 am PDT on July 14, 2013, I entered Security Checkpoint 2 at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (SEA) on the way to my fi1ght. American 360 to Chicago. I opted out of the body scanner and was then subjected to an invasive 
711412013 pat down search b~ho touched my buttocks and groin area. 

5:15:15 
PM This search was a gross violation of my constitutional rights, not to mention an invasion of privacy. I want this letter added to Screene,!(bH61 

pe rfo rma nee reviews as a record of m1sco nduct. 

I request a written response to this complaint from the airport federal security director. 

Sincerely, 
Chris Mullen 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name!(b·:,(61 I 
Phone Number . 
Email -f .. h_.·, .. 1 .. R ... ··, ________ ...., 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

!personnel file and also to Screened(b)(ffi! personnel file. so that it may be considered in future 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily Complaint: Screening Current Dateflime 711412013 4:23:46 PM Airport SMF - Sacramento International Dale/Time of Travel: 06/13/2013 3:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport. Terminal A security checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) · Field Comment · 0MB 1652-0030 I have used a wheelchair as a result al a spinal cord injury in 2004. I have flown domestically over 50 times since then, and 
each time I fly I get patted down because I canl go through the metal detectors on account of having too much metal from surgeries. 

On June 13 I was flying from Sacramento to Denver for a wedding, and was expecting a routine security screening. Because I have been screened so many times, I know what to expect and prepare myself well by removing anything from my 
wheelchair and person that could be a problem. However, I da utilize a urinary drainage bag strapped to my right thigh most al the time. I almost always mention it to the screener at the beginning al screening, and it has never been a problem. 

I was screened by Employee Field on June 13, 2013, and as I nonmally do, at the beginning of the screening I told him I had a urinary drainage bag on my right thigh. The bag was empty at that moment but when he came to the part of the screening 
where normally employees use the back of lheir hand to feel lhe groin area, he used the fronl of his hand and felt extensively, asking what was under my pants. I reminded him that I was utilizing a urinary drainage bag - and again, ii was obviously 
empty at that moment. 

He continued to feel around in my groin area with the front of his hand until I asked him to stop, He then said he would need to inspect the drainage bag. I told him I didn't think that was necessary as it had never been requested in previous screenings. 

711412013 He then said he could just swipe ii and do a chemical screening on it. I declined because I wasn't going to have him reach down my pants. He said thal I could 1ouch the device with my hand and then he could swipe my hand for the chemical screening. 

5: 15,24 Again, I declined as this would have required me to reach down my pants in a very public - and already embarrassing - situation. 

PM 

711412013 
5:15:25 

PM 

At that point he seemed to not know what to do and wasn't going to let me through the checkpoint, so I requested to speak with his supervisor, the supervisor came over and I requested a different screener. He asked why, saying that Employee Field 
was one of his best screeners, bul Employee Field was still there so I asked to speak 10 him (lhe supervisor) privately. I told him it made me feel very uncomfortable to talk about it in fronl of Employee Field. He did not seem to consider my request. 

So I again asked for a different screener. Finally the supervisor agreed. Another employee came and completed the screening without incident and I went on my way, though embarrassed and feeling incredibly uncomfortable after being unnecessanly 
groped in public, 

The good news for me is that on my return flight I decided to try the new body scan screening method - as I can stand up for short periods al time - and there were no problems. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name tb)(61 
Phone Number : ~-----~ 

Email l(b)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning mis feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time 7114/2013 4:30:34 PM Airport AUS - Austin-Bergstrom International Date/Time of Travel 07/1312013 3:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: Frontier 211 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
security to gate 24 TSA Employee: (II Known) . 
Comment : My mother, who will be 89 next week, and I were returning from visiting her grandson and great-grand-daughter in Austin TX. Our lrip originated in Riverton, WY: TSA personnel there were solicitous and courteous, and had no problem with 
her ID. On our return trip, when she presented her ID (which was a temporary Wyoming state-issued ID, because she does not drive, and had an expired drive(s license) to the agent in Austin. and a certified copy of her birth certificate, she was asked 
for additional forms of ID. which she presented; in fact, she opened her wallet and had more than a dozen cards of various types, all with her name prominently displayed. She was then removed from line to wait (standing) for a supervisor, who 
personally took her through the line for a &quot;personal hand-off&quot;, calling her &quot;sweetie&quot; and other childish. condescending names: the supervisor had her ID in hand, and could easily have called her by her name. The supervisor then 
unintentionally turned my carry-on upside down, spilling everything, and I hen disappeared with my mom, telling me to &quoi;get another bin&quot: and &quoi:come on&quot; after I finished cleaning up the mess. When I did find my mom, she said that 
there had been no place for her to sit while waiting for her pat-dawn (did I mention that she has a pacemaker, and has to be patted down every time she goes through security?), and she continued to stand. even though I had told the first TSA agent, 
and the supervisor, that she could not stand and needed a seat; they simply said there were none, and made no effort to get one. We had asked for a wheelchair, but the initial agent said that we should have asked for one at check-in. (At check-in time. 
we did not know that she would be asked to stand for 30 minutes and therefore would need a wheelchair; we expected that she would walk through security and on to the the plane, which she can do without problem.) The agent apparently did not call 
for a wheelchair, because when the screening process was completed, we were asked if we wanted one, and told thal the wait would be &quot:a while&quot:. By this lime, our flight was already boarding, and we feared that waiting for a wheelchair 
would make us miss the flight, sa we did not wait any I anger for one. This entire process was very distressing for my mom. who has a heart condition, osteoporosis. and upper spine fractures: your agents, of course. had no way of knowing this, but 
anyone who looks at her can tell that she is a frail-appearing, elderly woman with a visible deformity of her back, who weighs approximately 100 pounds; she looks in need of assistance. (When we finally got to the plane, other passengers - total 
strangers - offered to assist her with her carry-on luggage: that is another story). She cannot travel alone, because of the stress of going through security. This episode has made us seriously consider driving from Wyoming to Austin in the fall. which 
will lake 2-3 days each way, for another grandchild's wedding, rather than suffer lhrough the ordeal of a11empting to get her lhrough security screening again. There is nothing that you can do to remedy the fiasco that occurred in Auslin 7/13113, but you 
can and should create an atmosphere of courtesy towards the people you are screening. TSA personnel in WY treated her kindly and respectfully: those in Austin that we encountered were curt, impatient, uncaring. and dismissive. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name '~~_b_i(_6_, ___ ~ 
Phone Number · 
Email .kbl(61 
To I ea v""e-a"c-o"'"m_m_e_n_t -co_n_c_e_r_n,..i n_g_t_h,..i s_f,....,eed back. lo 11 ow this I ink http://ts awe b. tsa .d hs. gov/ E DB2I App Ii cati o nM a nag er 



711512013 
8:10:19 

AM 

711512013 
10:31:57 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time· 7114/2013 7:12:10 PM Airport: ORD - Chicago-O"Hare International Date/Time of Travel· 07/12/2013 10:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: American Airlines #1693 Checkpoint/Area al Airport: U.S. Customs at Dublin, Ireland, on 
way to ORD TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment · As a 5" tall, 121 pound, 70 year old woman. I was horrified and deeply upset that I was &quotchosen&quot; to be frisked. I had to stand with my anms spread out,on the wall. legs apart and endure a complete body pat-down.including a 
search under my clothing, along lhe waistband of my pants. Does this make our counlry safe? II makes no sense at all!!! Do I look like someone who is a threat? 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number t;;b:-•~5-;--·., -~-1---...I 

Email : b 1(6) 
~----------,s feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Caller had an incident in April and mailed a letter on May 7, filed a claim, slates she was also ins1ructed to send a letter which she mailed on 6-12. certified, senl to Mgmt. Branch in VA, 601 South 12th SI. 
Problem occurred when flying from LAS to EWR 
States lte ms we re confiscated at the checkpoint and she a I so has a complaint about the way she was treated. 
She was accused of having explosives and it was detenmined there were sparkles in a scarf a friend gave her which she was wearing which triggered the alarms and the scarf was long and hanging down the front of her clothing, 
to a room and required to have a patdown and she asked the TSO to change her gloves. Slates lhe TSO didn t return a cigare11e case and exlender. 
She said nothing was explained to her and she was left in the roam and she didn t know what was happening which had her so upset. 
When she rea Ii zed what it was because of the sparkle on the s earl it triggered the a I a rm. 
She sent 

Response: 

States she was taken 

You may also email TSACla1msOffice@tsa.dhs.gov and a Claims Specialist will respond to your email within three business days. If you have filed a claim and have not yet received a claim number, you may call (571) 227-1300 for additional 
assist.a nee. 

Disability Description: Caller has cancer and is a rape victim, 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security
screening policies need modification or specific employees or 1eams are the subjecls of repeated complaints. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of secunty and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area. and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

If you do opt out of the screening a patdown will be used for the screening. A traveler is exposed to less radiation from one AIT scan than from 2 minutes being onboard a commercial aircraft at flight altitude. The AIT uses a very low dose of 
radialion. 

7115/2013 
11 :S6 :10 We will be sending you an email so you may file an official complaint. 

AM 
Sent Email. 

Incident Details: The Civil Rights Division transferred the caller. Caller stated he called the TCC twice and two people were rude to him and directed him to go back through the IVR. 

Caller wanted to file a complaint about screening at lhe FLL and ATL. Caller entered the airport and is a cancer patient and rape victim. When he entered the airport at the TSA Screening checkpoint, he approached the TSO. Caller made the requesl to 
opt-out al the AIT and the TSO said. if you a int going through those scanners bay you are gonna get touched. Caller was shocked and he did not want to go through the scanner. He was very upset had a panic attack. 

The TSO who issued the patdown was very kind and courteous. Caller stated none of the other officers would provide him with their names. All the officers laughed at him and said they were not x-ray machines and he would not get cancer. The officers 
laughed at him when he said he was a rape victim. Caller read in the media that the screening 1echnology was 10 times and powerful as a doctors x-ray. Caller slated the Supervisor TSO was laughing and chuckling under his breath, as he informed the 
ca Iler a ba ut the private roams. 

Caller had to wait 2 or 3 more hours to catch another flight. Caller does not want to fly again. In ATL there is a different screening area and he went to the medical lane. He was told TSA screening would take 10 minutes and it took 30. When loading 
the elecironics, he put lwo la plops in one bin and he was told to pul all items in a separate bin. Caller was offended when he asked for more bins and the officer ignored him. He asked for an opl out and they laughed at him again. Caller stated he was 
a cancer patient and rape victim. He stated he had a similar experience at ATL as with FLL. Caller stated the officer stuck his hands down his pants and tried ta put his fingers in his pants. Caller stated he had to see his psychiatrist because the 
expe nence was tra umatiz1 ng. 



711512013 
4:03:04 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time. 7115/2013 2:48:23 PM Airport. SLC - Salt Lake City International Date/Time al Travel: 07/14/2013 5:15 PM Airline & Flight Number: Delta 4464 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: screening TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment : My daughter wears an insulin pump and was told by the comp any to request a pat down instead of going through the metal detectors a Io ng with her insulin. A pat down was requested and denied. Can you please advise what action I 
should take due to the detector deactivating her insulin pump? Where do I need to file a claim to have the insulin pump and equipment replaced. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Nam.,e,-J-'h~-""I1'-'R-'-·-, ---,---' 
Phone Number h··,rrr, 
Email (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller just went lhrough JFK to fly 10 Ireland. She asked lhe people at the Delta counter if she could take her yogurt with her on the plane. They told her yes. When she got 10 lhe checkpoint, she went through lhe AIT and lhe officer told her I hat she 
would have ta go back ta the regular part of the airport and eat the yogurt or throw it away. She left the checkpoint and at the yogurt. She went back ta the security checkpoint and went through again. This time the officer said she had multiple 
ab no rma Ii ties around her knee. They thought she had something strapped to her knee. They done another p atdown. She says that she had a short ski rt on and her knees we re vi si b I e. She says that the re was 5 or 6 agents around her during the 
patdown. She says she asked for a manager 15 times. She says that a manager came over and tried to diffuse the situation. She says that the manager asked what was going on. The agents explained that she had an anomaly around her knee and 
had already had a patdown. The manager advised them 10 put her through lhe AIT again. She went back through lhe AIT and lhe anomaly showed again. She pulled her skirt up a lillle and lhe male officer at the AIT told her I hat everyone didn I need 10 
see this. She says that he was heckling her. She says that the manager asked her if she had a knee replacement. which she said no to. The manager said to let her go one because they could see that nathin was an her knee. Caller says that that she 
told him she was going to comp I a in on them. The male agent. whom she said had been heckling her. gave the imp re ssIon that he did n t ca re because it did n t m alter. She says that his name is Officer ( b) ( ff:1 ( spel Ii ng not provided). She says 
that they told her that ii she was going to complain they were going to complain. At that point a man in a suit with a walkie talkie took her passport and boarding pass. He made a copy of these documents. e as e w at was going to be done with this 
and was told that it was going in a file. Caller says that she is concerned because of identity theft. He individual in lhe suit iskb·:1(6) I He told her thal he was going to have someone waiting at her gate to throw her out of lhe airporI. She 
wants reassurance that nothing is going to happen at the gate and she will get on her flight. She wants someone ta contact her when she returns from Ireland on July 22. She wants ta know what will happen with this. She wants ta know how to follow 
up. Her flight is at 7: 30 p. m. She states she was heckled, ha rrass ed, and this was i na pp ro pri ate. She is most concerned with the ma I e officer~ and the comment he made when she Ii fled her ski rt sl Ig htl y and !( b) ( 6", !She is a I so up set 
because there was so many agents around for her patdown. Caller did get very upset. began screaming, and threatened with lawyers. 
Airporl: JFK 
Airline: Delta 

711512013 Flight Number DL 199 

4,26 .42 Terminal Gate: B26 
PM Dale and Time: 07 15 13 4:00 p.m. 

Advised caller: 
Advised caller that I cannot help that the airline told her she could take the yogurt. Yogurt does have to be 3.4 ounces or less. 

I did have to advise caller that I did not do this to her and am here to help her, so she should not scream at me or threaten me. 

I will forward a copy of this information to the CSM to make them aware of this situation. Advised caller that the CSM is over all of TSA at that airport, so they are the boss of the agents on the floor. Advised caller that I would send this to them for their 
review. How they handle the situation is al their discretion. 

Advised caller that this is not something th at is going to be resolved before her flight. I wi 11 send it over, but I can not ensure the CS M is going to review this before her flight. I cannot speak on their be hall and can not tel I her what they wi 11 do for the 
situation. 

Advised caller that I don t know if~!(_b_)(_6_1 ____ ~!is a TSA employee or not. If he is not, maybe the CSM can get her complaint about him in the right location. 

Advised caller that if she doesn t hear anything and needs to follow up, she can call this number back, select option 5, enter airport code JFK and it will provide her with the number for the CSM, 

Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es Screening (AI T, Pa td own) 
Current Date/Time. 7/15/2013 3:58:33 PM Airport. Select One Date/Time of Travel· 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 

711 5/2013 TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
6:08:07 Comment. why am I not permitted to pass through a metal detector for screening but a parent with two or three children is allowed to do this? How is that parent any less risk than I am and why is a metal detector adequate for the parent and 

PM child(ren). but not acceptable for me? 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 

PhnntN_11m_her · 
Email_ b1(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time· 7115/2013 7:31:37 PM Airport: SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International Date/Time al Travel. 07/14/2013 7:30 AM Airline & Flight Number. American 360 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Security Checkpoint 2 TSA Employee: (If Known) 
: n/a Comment Transportation Security Administration: 

The privale screening room al Security Checkpoint 2 at Seatlle-Tacoma InIernational Airport (SEA) is nol being properly maintained. The room is filled with supplies unrelaled to the screening process. 

On July 14. 2013 at approximately 7:30 am PDT, I was taken to a pnvate screening room at Secunty Checkpoint 2 that was filled with large water jugs meant for a water machine. Water from one of the jugs had spilled on the floor and It had not been 
c I ea ned up. I had to step a round it to a void getting my socks wet during the pat down search. 

7~1-~~2~~3 When I pointed out the spill to TSA Screener1(51('ITT(Badge No. Kfilill). who was conducting the search, he did not make any effort ta clean it up. After the search. I also painted out the spill to TSA Screene,l(b::,(6!(sadge No.~- Similarly, 
· PM l(b I(6 I made no effort to acknowledge or clea~pill 

A passenger requesting a private screening should be entitled 10 a clean screening room. The private screening rooms should not be used to store olher supplies, especially waler jugs I hat can spill and soil a passenger's clothing. 

u u a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name b)(ff:, 
Phone Number . "-'-'-'-----' 

Email !(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The caller stated he was calling on behalf of a friend that had called him. The caller said his friend was flying from Missoula to Minneapolis and her laptop was never returned to her after she had to go through a pat-down. The caller stated his friend 

711512013 needs 10 gel her laptop back asap. 

9:42:22 
PM 

I told the caller I can send him a claim form. I gave the caller the phone number for the lost and found for Missoula International 406-728-4381 I gave the caller the phone number for the CSM for Missoula Ralph Barclay Phone: 406-255-[iill] The 
caller stated he would call the two number s. The caller stated he would call back and get a claim form if they cannot find the laptop. 

To whom this may concern, 

On July 13, 2013 I was subjected to a pat down without informed consent. This event has left me feeling violated and angry. I am requesting, at the very least, a formal apology from the TSA for allowing this to happen, and a promise to retrain the 
individuals responsible. 

On the above date my husband and I were travelling from Las Vegas to Seattle on Alaska Airtines flight 605 scheduled to leave at 13:25 at gate E14. 

At the security check, I thought that the machine I was asked to walk through was lhe X-ray lype machine I hat projecls an almosl naked image of you to an officer at another localion in the airport. I told lhe male officer directing people through this 
machine that I was not comfortable going through and wanted a "pat down·· in private as I thought that this involved use of a wand and no physical touching. In retrospect I think that the male officer had a responsibility at this point to explain to me what 
the machine does and describe the images that the machine projects. I also feel that he had a duty to explain to me what a "pat down" actually involved. Had I known this, as well as the fact that the machine I was being asked to walk through was a 
body sea nne r that uses beta particles. I would have never requested a pat down. 

7115/2013 f ff' . . ~-5· . . - - - s -
10,06 ,49 A emale o ,cer (I think her name tag sa1d~ook me ta a pnvate roam and. ta my horror. explained the protocol. I then told her that I could not submit to this and would reluctantly ga through the machine. he then explained that she had ta get 

·PM. her s u pe rvi so r who wou Id exp I am what would happen next. The supervisor ( a woman) to Id me that I had to have the pat down at this point. as going through the ma chm e was no longer an option. At no point did anyone explain that I would not be ab I e to 
change my mind. At this point I was pretty scared and upset about having to go through with the process. so the supervisor allowed my husband to be present. I was in tears as the officer conducted the pat down. and was so upset that it took hours for 
me to calm down. 

This experience has comp I ete I y shaken my confidence in the T SA and I hope they are not as ca re I ess with other protoco Is. 

Sincerely, 

l(b1(6) 

Sent from my iPhone 



7/16/2013 
8:25:53 

AM 

7/16/2013 

Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es Screening (AI T Pa td own) 
Current Date/Time. 7/1612013 2:58:17 AM Airport: GEG - Spokane International Date/Time of Travel· 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. Yesterday I flew from GEG ta DFW via SLC on Delta Airlines. With multiple TSA agents in the security area the flow of passengers was congested and progress was very slow getting out into the gate. Being a healthcare professional for 
thirty two years after removing my shoes, watch, keys, belt. wallet corns in my pocket. rings, eye glasses for security and being scanned I asked one of your TSA for the amount of radiation absorbed dose (rad) or radiation equivalent man (rem) I had 
just received. Amongst the TSA agent co-worker chatter they appeared confused and I repeated the question asking how much radiation I just received. Two agents made a Hawaiian hand motion telling me that it was radio waves. From a distance I 
could see that that baggage on I he conveyor be I ts were being penetrated for contents. 

Of the electro-magnetic spectrum which goes from gamma rays down to radio rays, could you please share with me what mini-amperage or kilovoltage you are using on your airport baggage scanners?. Likewise every state is governed by the 
department of health safety radiation safety division; why aren't TSA agents wearing radiation safety badges?, 

Thank you. 

Would you like a res,.._==~T~ru=e--~ 
Passenger's N ·., 
Phone Number'l;t'b~)(:".'6~,-~-,_ __ ....1 

Email bi(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB2IApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Poor Customer Service· Screening CuCTent Date/Time· 7116/2013 1 :43:59 AM Airport: SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International Date/Time ofTravel, 06/2912013 11 :30 PM Airline & Flight Number: AS 24 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, 
TSA Employee: (If Known) !(b)(61 ! 
Comment. My partner chase a pat down screening rather than going through the body scanner on this particular night. After waiting a few minutes. tbl(6i] grumpily assisted my partner. b::,(6) did not grab my partner's belongings from the x-ray 
machine. He left them there unattended, which I believe 1s a violation of policy. Fortunately, I was watchrn to ensure none of his belongings were t~hen my partner realized b)(6i as not brining his belongings, he smiled in disbelief. My 
partner is Canadian and treads lightly with the TSA out of fear of retribution. Upon seeing him smile, b)(6:, aid &quot:Oh ... you think that's funny?&quot: I told~that he was being rude, which he did not like. ~then proceeded to pat 
down my partner, and while doing so, tried 10 stare me down as I was watching. 

8:25:57 TSA agents work for the public and should be held accountable, which 1s why I'm submitting this complaint. I believe K§R§I]needs a reminder about the operating procedures of the manual pat down as well as a course in dealing with the public. I 
AM appreciate how stressful that job may be, but that's no excuse for treating people poorly. We all have bad days and it's entirely possibl~as having a rough day himself. II he's like the many other TSA agents I have encountered, however, he 

views his badge as a license 10 1reat people poorly and 10 intimidale. This behavior is unacceptable. 
Would you like a rerQQQ@? · True 
Passenger's Name.(b.1(6.:, ] 
Phone Number , 
Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller stated that there was a swiss army knife in a credit card format that was in her carry an luggage. They made her take it apart and the officers took the knife parts out and she is wanting to see if she can get this back. 
She a I so had pads that she sewed on her bra strap far com/a rt and the off ce r th at was giving her a patdown made a huge deal about these. ca 11 mg aver other office rs th at were ma I es. She felt very embarrassed and didn't Ii ke th at the off ce rs wanted to 
cut this off of the strap. 

711612013 CCR informed her: 

11 : 06 : 50 Prohibited items I eft by passengers at airport security checkpoints a re refe CTed to as vo I unta n ly abandoned property (VAP). 
AM Under U.S. General Services Administration (GSA) regulations, an item is deemed voluntarily abandoned ii it is "abandoned to a Federal agency in such a manner as to vest title thereto in the United States.'' The Transportation Security Administration 

(T SA) do es not seize or confiscate persona I pro pe r1 y from passengers. 

A Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdown search. Passengers have the right to request a pnvate screening and no pnvate areas should be exposed when going through the screening. 
CCR informed her that her flight information can be forwarded to the airport for assistance, but caller declined. 



711612013 

Caller stated that he Is at SAT airport and has just cleared the TSA checkpoint at United Airlines Terminal B. He is calling as he wishes to submit a complaint regarding STSq(b::,(6) ~p?, badge numbe~ Caller stated that he was 
required to have a patdown screening and therefore he ask for a private screening area. The STSO allegedly stated that they do not offer private screening and became very combative and ruae to the caller. kb_i@C tales that the officer was very 
demeaning and I hat once he ask for a manager he was allowed to have his privale screening. He said that he tried 10 contact lhe CSM by phone but did not receive an answer and is calling the TCC to see if we can further assist. The incident 
occurred at 1130hrs local time, today July 16th. 

12:52:20 
PM Apologized to caller for his experience and confirmed that passengers should always be offered a private screening during a patdown. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our 

screening checkpoints. Every person and item musl be screened before enIering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducled is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are Ireated with dignity, 
respect. and courtesy. 

711612013 

Advised th at we would forward his information and complaint to the CS M at th at airport for review and hand Ii n g, 
Caller: 
Caller needs the phone number to the CSM at SEA. He would like to contact her about a complaint of a recent screening experience he had. He is a Nexus member. The Precheck line closed at 8 p.m. It is not very business minded to have it closed 
when people travel at all hours. First he had to stand in line for 30 minutes before he went through security. He set off an alarm because he is wearin a prosthetic device. They then ask him to take off shoes. belt and take his la to out of his carry-on. 
He opted out of radiation generating device for a patdown. The TSO s were an-ogant and poorly trained. He did get the name of a TSO b·:,(6) who was just standing around doing nothing. He was indifferent about 1h·11fr-, complaint that 
the Precheck line was shut down. He said, We do nol care about that really. 

Airline: Al a ska 
Date and time: 07 14 13 at 10:40 p.m. 
Fighl # 103 
Location: Terminal C 

3:12: 12 Response: 
PM If any passenger who has difficully slanding may requesl to move to the front of any line and be accompanied by his or her traveling companions. This requesl may be made for any disabilily or medical condilion thal makes waiting and standing 

difficult. including cognitive and psychological conditions. 

It is important to remember, that even ii a passenger opts in for TSA Prelu2713"' with their airline or includes their CBP trusted traveler information when booking a flight. TSA Pre\u2713 '" does not guarantee an individual expedited screening. TSA 
will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport. 

Because the complaint concerns security s c reem ng at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy of this e-mai I to the Custa mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 

I told lhe caller he can conIacI the CSM al SEA, Julie Dennis, by phone at 206-214-t§TIJ I also gave him the event ID from lhe call, [§RE] 

I just received a "punitive patdown" from the folks in GTF .. ,gates 1 and 2 checkpoint. 

The agent kept g rabbi ng my tubs and moving th, ngs in and out. .. comp I ete I y out of I in e s i nee the previous agent had commented that it looked Ii ke I really knew what I was doing. 

7116/2013 Bilchy control freak is how I would describe her .. anyway ... would nol stop when I requested that she do so .. kepl on her nasty, used gloves .. etc. 
4:1329 

PM Travelers have rights. 

Someone ought 10 remind lhe folks in GTF of I hat. 

l(b)(61 



Name (b)(61 

Phone ~(b~·~1(6~·~I _,.,,..,..,..,,,....-........., 
Mailin Address (b 1(6) Bridgewater MA, 02324 
Email bi(ff1 

The Air Carrier was Delta. On July 1, 2013 (about 6:4 7-6:50 PM), I arrive to the screening area. I knew I would set off machines as I have a knee replacement and metal in my back. I told TSA of this. I was prepared to be pulled aside and rescanned. 
When I he re is not a fu 11 body sea nne r I know I wi 11 be re-sea n ned . So I was p u 11 ed aside and to Id what wou Id ha pp en. I Ii fled my arms out and pre pa red myself for the i nv asi ve p atdown. when she Iouched me i na pp ro pri ate I y she said ··oops sorry•' After 
she started to walk away I screamed at her that "she touched me and all's she could say to me was "oops, sorry?" I asked where she was going (screamed) I was then approtched and told to calm down' I screamed "are you kidding me' Calm down• I 
have gone thru many screenings and never have I been touched down in my private area'" I finally sat down to put my sneakers on and to get a hold of myself. My head was pounding and I was crying. A lady approached me who told me they were 
going to look at the tape. I told her "I waited to say 'ANYTHING' until she was done with the screening. I was in shock and because of the shock I felt I it did not register what she did to me until she started to walk away. 

I called my husband, hysterical I I called my brother who just had dropped me off. I just could not believe I was touched in my private area. I still can't believe this happened to me. I da not know what else ta do. 

Thank you, 

71161201l,,_(b~l~(6~1----~ 
6:03:45 

PM 
One thing that is really bothering me is that no one has called me. They have my name and number. But no phone call. Why? After what I went thru someone should have called me. 

When did lhis happen? 
It happened approximately at 7:46 to 7:48 PM an July 1st. 

Where did this happen? 
Norfolk, VA ORF airport 
Norfolk, VA USA 

Who treated you unfairly? 
She had light brown hair in ponytail. I saw her walk by me with her supervisor to go and watch Iape of paldown. 

Have you contacted the T SA Custa mer Service Manager at the airport. of any other D HS component or other fede ra I. state, or I ocal government agency or court about this comp I a int? 
Yes, at airport on 7-1-13. they took all info. 

If so, has anyone responded to your complaint? 

Caller and his wife traveled Saturday from Oakland and wenl through TSA screening. They pul their bags through, his wife look off her ring and watch, and I hey put them through the x ray machine. They were signaled to go through secondary 
screening. Her ring was gone when they retrieved the carry on. Her watch was not the re either. 
Caller a I so asked me why he was selected lo r secondary screening 

Flight Delails: 
Ai rpo rl: 0 akl and 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight 1540 

7116/2013 Dale and Time: July 13th between 11 am and 12pm 
7:04: 11 Terminal 1 

PM Baggage Tag: N A. the bag was grey, a small woman s purse with small chrome spikes inside of a white bin 
NOie NA 

Email Address: k"'b'""l""'(6'""1 _____ __. 

Caller Advised: 
I wi 11 lo rwa rd the information to the Customer Support Manager for review and a I so send him claim forms to evaluate this for reimbursement 
There are many factors to consider. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of facIors to include walch list processing, random seleclion, or alarm resolution. 
For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown an a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) ar resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) 
screeninq_ 



711612013 
8:02:38 

PM 

Forv.arded to TCC-referrals for appropriate action. 

Evelyn Webb 

Program Assi slant 

Civil Rights Division, TSA-6 

From:tb)(61 
Sent:uesday, July 16, 2013 3:05 PM 
To: TSACivilrights@dhs.gov 
Subject TSA Contact Us: Complaints 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

·,=====.------------------------------------
Remote Client IP:1lb)(61 I 
Date Time 7116/~b, 3 3 04:63 PM 

Name: 

Email: 



711612013 
9:00:35 

PM 

I was a passenger flying out of (BDL) Hartford, CT on July 4. 2013 on Southwest Airlines. I was departing from gate B6. I entered the security area and proceeded through the scan process 

with hands up over my head, I exited the scan and immediately was told I would need step aside and needed to have a '·pat down·' of my front chest area. Then I was told my hands would need to be swabbed. The issue I have with all this is that my 
carry-on and my purse, we re I eft a good di stance from me, wh i I e a 11 the extra security measures were undertaken, 

I have no issue with TSA and all enhanced security procedures. My concern is that I was taken so far away from my purse, phone, glasses, and no one monitors those items while I'm being 

patted down, hands swabbed, etc. How does one deal with this situation. As a frequent flyer. I am always concerned about disputing anything TSA says. I don't believe that TSA should 

have such an image. that the public is scared to ask "'why" are you doing this. I believe we should be able to approach TSA members without fear of a reprimand, delay, etc. 

So could you please address the issue of one having to "'step aside" while leaving their belongings unattended. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Whal happened? 
Abuse of Power 
On June 29, 2013 at around 11 :00 PM at LAX a Isa agent by the name of ~yelled at me twice and touched me on my pnvate part after she did this she said,·· And I am not done yet". When she said this. I told her that I didn't want her to 
continue with the pat down or search. She said that if I wanted to travel, she had to continue with the pat down. She really made me feel uncomfortable when she rubbed my legs. I felt hopeless and I started to cry. I told her that I didn't want to travel 
anymore. Then she called her supervisor who was very respectful and understanding wilh me. This kind supervisor was able to see that ~as bein _ rude with me and he sent her 10 another area and called another female tsa agenl who did 
the pat down and I didn't have a problem with her bee a use she did the pat down right. She was resp ectfu I and didn't touch me in ap prop ria~ev ( b _:, ( 6 _I as mad at me because I opted out of the Xra y machine, and she had to do more work 
by doing the pat down. I don't Ii ke to go in the xray machine bee a use I don't want to be seen nude and to be expose to rad i at1on. I rea 11 y don't und erst an w y eve ryti me I !rave I. I am asked to get in the Xra y machine. PI ease start an investigation on 

kb)(ff:, !She might have done this before. 

Name (b1(6) 

Phan,__,,,...,.,.,,,....---...., 
711612013 Address b)(61 Pico Rivera, CA 90660 

9:~0M49 When did this happen? 

June 29, 2013 at LAX at around 11 :00 pm. 

---Original Message--
From !(b,(61 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16. 2013 7:31 PM 
To: TSAExlernalCompliance 
Cc:!(b1(ffl ! 
Subject: complaint 

My name is[._b-')_(_6'--1 __ __,!and I was harrased by a Isa agent by lhe name of~al LAX. see a11achmen1 with written complaint. 



7117/2013 
9:28:25 

AM 

Caller stated she was stopped by T SA and she had to have a paid own because the a I a rm s went off Caller wanted to know why the a I arms went off 

Advised caller 1f the a I arms go off or if an a na lomy shows up on the Al T machine she could be subject to a patdown be cause T SA has to reso Ive the a I arms or ana Io mi es. Advised caller lo r security purposes TSA i snt going to di fulg e any inform at,on to 
passengers that way other passengers that want to do ha rm wo u Id nt find out the information on how to get through the checkpoint, 
Hello. 

My daughter travels from Maryland to Flonda fairty often, and always uses BWI Airport, and Tampa International Airport. She has never had any issues with security or anything else for that matter. until her last flight out of BW I last month. 

She fiew oul of BWI to Tampa on Sunday, June 16, 2013 al 8:30 am on Southwest flight 3041. 

She 1s Type 1 diabetic. and uses an Animas insulin pump. This is the first time she has flown with the pump, however we talked to Animas, her doctor and we did our own research and we knew that she could not go through the full body scan at 
security. She to Id two agents th at she was wearing an ins u Ii n pump and could not go through the sea n. and both of them to Id her it was Ii ne to go through, that peop I e with pumps go through a 11 the ti me without any problems. They didn't give her the 
option of the hand scan or the pat down. My 19 year old daughter being told by two large male security agents thal she had to go through, of course she listened. She immediately textd me when she was through securily and told me thal they said 
everything was fine. 
Her mom and I we re waiting to I eave the airport u nti I she boarded the plane, and when we saw her b erng put through the ful I body sea n, I immediately spoke to a le male agent and voiced my concerns. She asked if I wanted to speak with the s u pe rvi so r 
and I said yes. 

An older man came over to talk with us. I wish I would have got his name. but unfortunately I didn't. I would recognize him in a heartbeat though. My wife began telling him what had happened, and he told her to calm down. Okay. I do understand that 

711712013 he was trying to make sure the situation didn't escalate. He told my wife and I that people with pumps go through all the time, that there is nothing in the machines that can mess up the pumps. He even went so far as to point out that if the machines 

9 ,58 ,03 were bad for you, the agents would be green from working next to them all day long. He eased our minds slightly, so my wife and I went and sat down and waited until our daughters plane took off. 

AM 
Fast forward to now. 

Turns out she was NOT suppose to go through the full body scan. Her pump has been malfunctioning, giving her inconsistencies with her blood glucose numbers. giving her wrong amounts of insulin and putting her life at risk. I am beyond livid. She 
was diagnosed with Type 1 in December after being hospitalized for a week with diabetic keloacidosis. She almost in a coma and almost died. We are extremely careful wilh her medical needs, as any parenl would be. This siluation is inexcusable. 
And it isn't as if we were asking for speci a I treatment, or for them to go above and beyond. When my d aug hte r flew home, the agent at Ta mp a i nte rna ti on al was wand e rfu I. That agent did everything as she should have (hand s ca nli nsp ecti on/ pat down) 
without my daughter even asking. As a m alter of fa ct. my daughter was tel Ii ng her about BW I sec u nty. and she ( the agent) even voiced concern over my d aug hte rs insulin pump working properly after being put through the fu 11 body sea n. 

Basically, I am writing because I am extremely upsel and concerned about lhe procedures at BWI when ii comes 10 a person's medical issues. As I said, she has flown many times, some before her diagnoses, some after when she was self injecting, 
all without incident. This was her first time flying with the pump and they basically blew her off. Over $7,000 pump ruined. Magnets inside messed up so badly that it could have boiled her insulin rendering it useless. Even much more important than the 
cost of the pump. whichkb::,(6) !•s replacing free of charge by the way, 1s the fact that it could have made her extremely sick. Hopefully she has no lasting issues from all the episodes of hypoglycemia she's had recently. Thank God she didn't end back 
up at the hosp ita I. 

Thank you for your time. I just don't want something like this to happen to my daughter again, or anyone else either. 

fb,(6) I 
Caller fiew from Dallas Love Field to Houston to Jackson on Tuesday. Caller had a paid own and she had some coins in her purse. Caller said her purse was screened by a TSO and the TSO picked up her purse while she was having the patdown. 
Caller said she had to go over to the TSO after her patdown was completed. Caller said the TSO told her he was going to screen her purse and she watched the TSO screen her purse, but it was out of her sight while she was having the patdown. 
Caller said she is now missing S20 from lhe purse. Caller said she is nol accusing the TSO, she jusl does not have an explanation for the missing money. 

Airport Dallas Love Field 
Airline Southwest 

711712013 Flight numbers Caller does not remember lhe flight from Love Field 10 Houston but took flighl 305 to Jackson. 

10.21 ,44 Date and time of incident 7 15 2013 4:30 pm 
AM. Baggage tag number N a 

Description of bag. color, style, size, brand - black handbag with shades of yellow on it, yellow and black on the side, medium size purse 
NOi with Writing 
Terminal_ or Gate_ C~lle: does not re,:07hA[ 
Contact 1nformat1on kb:1(6) ! homel~.!,_b_l(_6_..r __ ~lell phone 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a SI and a rd Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 
Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the 



Caller flew from Kansas City to Indianapolis a week or two ago. The TSO broke one of the handles on his carry-on bag. He said that the TSO filled out a claim form for him. The TSO took pictures and got all of his information. He told him he would 
submit it for a refund. He wanted to check the status of his claim. Caller said that he also wants to say that he thinks the pat down is a bit excessive. He did not have a specific pat down incident that he wanted to report. He said that his comment is 
general. 

I gave the following information: At the direction of Congress, TSA established a program at some airports using private contractors instead of Federal security officers. These airports. although regulated by TSA, are not staffed by a Federal workforce. 

711712013 Claims for lost or damaged property that may have been made at those airporIs must be made directly to the conlract company. To address your concerns, you should conIacI thal airport's contract screening company by the links provided on our Web 

11 :26:24 site at http: www.tsa.gov stakeholders frequently-asked-questions-2. 

AM 

711712013 
5:25:26 

PM 

TSA encourages private contract companies to evaluate all claims and requests for reconsideration fully. However. TSA does not have any authority over the adjudication of claims made to the contractor. 

Under the Federal Tort Claims Act, the Government has no authority to compensate claimants for the acts or omissions of its contractors. If you feel that you are not being treated fairly by the contracting company, you may proceed directly against the 
company. 

I told him that I made note of his comment about the pat downs and I would log his record as a complaint. 
The caller said he has not flown in a long time. The caller said he flew to from Dallas Texas to TPA and his lock on his new checked bag was cut. The caller wanted to know ii it is written at the airport that TSA is allowed to cut his lock and go through 
his bag. The caller said his wife also had to under-go a pat-down and have her cpap removed from her bag. The caller said her porlable oxygen concenlrator had to x-rayed also. 

I told the caller TSA is required to screen all baggage. I told the caller TSA are supposed to have a passkey to be able to open the baggage. I told the caller if TSA does not have a pass key they will cut the lock. I told the caller I do not have 
information on how the airport is set up. I told the ca Iler I can e-ma i I him information about T SA rules on I ocks. I told the ca Iler T SA is required by law to screen a 11 baggage. I told the ca Iler if a bag is x-rayed and an a no moly appears the bag wou Id 
have to be opened. The caller wanled to know if he can speak to someone else because I did not satisfy his inquiry. I offered to send the caller a claim form but lhe caller declined. 

Preston took over the call: 
Caller stated that he flew from Dallas to TPA and his lock was cut off of his bag. Caller wanted to voice a complaint that his bag was inspected and he did not know that checked baggage was inspected. Caller stated that his lock was cut off of his 
baggage. Callers wife was upset because she was subjected 10 a patdown after she sel off an alarm and the zipper was ripped off of her bag. Caller did not have a NOi inside of her luggage. Caller stated I hat I heir flighl was delayed and they had to 
change planes and she was upset about that as well. 

Advised ca Iler that a 11 ba gg age mu st be screened before it is a 11 owed to be p I aced on the plane, Advised ca Iler that if the lock is not a TSA approved lock then it would have had to be cut off to perform the i nsp ecti on. Advised cal I er that ii she set off 
an alarm lhe officers would have to clear her through secondary screening before she is allowed to board the plane. Advised caller thal if TSA had inspected her checked bag she would have had a NOi from TSA and since she did not, she would need 
to contact the airline since the baggage handlers are responsible for loading baggage on the plane. Advised caller that any complaints about their flights would need to be directed to the airline. 
A TSA security person broke the zipper on my handbag while she was looking in my purse prior to an individual pat down. I did not realize it was damaged until I was at the departure gate. Because I have a boot on my ankle I could not make it back to 
security. How can I get recompense for lhe repair to this $160 bag which is no longer made. 

7117/2013 ,...,..,----,-,----, 
6:0942 ~l(b_)_(6_, __ ~ 

PM 
[b)(61 ~ent from my iPhone 



711712013 
9:09:54 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: ._f b_,_(6_) __ __. 
Date Time: 7117/2013 8:00:31 PM 

NameJ(b 1(6) 

Emailj(bi(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Frontier Airline 
Terminal C 
Louis Arm strong Intern ati o na I Airport IMS Y) 
Gate C9: 
Comments:On July 8, 2013 al approximately 16:15, I was accompanying relatives lhrough checkpoint Charlie to gate C9. As we began our screening process, I was instructed by TSO [b)(ff:, I who was positioned as DO, 10 step in line to 
undergo screening via the AIT machine. I then informed him that I was medically unable to lift my arm up due to shoulder complications resulting from a surgery I underwent. He acknowledged my injury, asked how my healing process was going. and 
instructed me to proceed th ro u h the meta I detector once he was in his proper position. I went through the metal detector without alarming and proceeded to gather my things. W hi I e wa I kin to the conveyor be It, I spoke to and ack now I edged a few of 
my co-workers, whereas STS (b)(6:, was watching and quickly walked pass me. ignoring as I spoke. As I was putting my shoes on and retrieving my purse & eel' phonr- STSO (b)(6:, approached me by pushing my purse and cell phone out of 
my hand back into the bin, nast, y·an· rudely saying "You need 10 go back out on the other side.'' I then asked, "Why? I was already screened and cleared." STSO (b)(6:, then began 10 raise her voice saying ·-vou need to go back on the olher side to be 
screened." I then informed her that I was unable to lift my arm to go through the body scanner and didn't understand what the problem was. She then said ·That's no excuse, you need to go back out and bk p_attet down." Frustrated. confused and 
embarrassed, I walked back though checkpoint and stood outside of the gate next to the X-Ray #1 TSO (b)(ff:, looked at me confused and asked. "What happened?" and before I could respond STSO bl(6 approached TSO!(b)(6i !and said. 
'Winston, you know better. she needs a pat down.'' I asked 'Why do I have to be patted down? ' se screening with the A IT, I CANNOT I ift my arm to go through, and was c I ea red when I went through he re [the metal detector]. Th at' s not the 
proper procedure ... this is ridiculous.'' STSO (6 then rolled her eyes and walked away. TS b)(ff:, hen called for a female assist, where as I had to wait over 5 minutes because by STSO!(b)(6:, bisappearing, there were no available females on 
the floor and had to wait for TSO b)(6-, to be "tapped" from her AIT position to come pa me own. While waiting LTSctb)(6:, f,,alked past and jokingly asked_ ··Are you up here causing trouble?" I replied "No, that's you're supervisor 
making me get a pat down after being cleared and telling her I couldn't lift my are to go through AITl(b·:,(6 !this isn't right.'' He acknowledged that he knew. and relieved TSO~to come and get me. I explained to TSO!(b)(6i ~hat I didn't 
understand why I was embarrassed and h umi Ii ated and forced to be patted down because I cou Id not I ift my arm to go through A IT, and th at I co u Id n 't I ift my arm for her to properly pat me down, She acknow I edged my concern and p race ed ed to pat me 
down. 

~;~-~fg1,W1 Messaoe-----

Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2013 7:35 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 

Cckb1(6i 
Subject Filing a Complaint for Discrimination 

To w horn it may concern: 

I have been unlawfully discriminated against by two of your employees. This incident occurred at the Dulles Airport Security Check Point in Virginia. 

I was flying to Turkey by Turkish Airlines. After finishing my check-in procedure with the airline, I used the stairs behind the check-in counter to go downstairs to finalize my security clearance with TSA. When I reached downstairs, I was greeted by a 

711712013 Home Land Security officer and after scanning my password he lold me to proceed to the TSA's check point. When I got close to the full-body scanner, I immedialely stopped and told the TSA officer thal I was pregnant and my doctor did nol wanl me 
to go through the full-body scanners. I did present my docto(s official letter about my medical condition and asked for a pat-down. There were two male and one female TSA employee at check point #23 that I was dealing with. The female agent told 

9'~~59 the others that I was pregnant but one of the male agent (I assume he was the supervisor) insisted without even thinking about my medical cond1t1on. Him and other male employee of yours mentally forced me to go through the "full-body" X-Ray 
Scanners. I have started to cry and asked for a pat-down again. But unfortunately. they did not care an treated me like a piece of dirt .. 

I am 16 weeks pregnant with our first child. This is my sixth pregnancy and I had five miscarriages in the past. Due to my high risk pregnancy, my doctor did not want me to go through your full body scanners at all. These scanners are fairly new and 
there is not enough tests about the effects to the fetus. I am a permanent resident of this free country and I believe that have some rights too. If you think these machines are safe, you should have a disclosure about the safety. But. if you think they are 
not safe at all, you also should be disclosing this information to the public, especially to the pregnant woman and offer pat-down. I am very disturbed about this discrimination and will be holding you responsible for any defects that may occur. 

I am kindly asking you to research this unacceptable t rea tm e nt and come up with a better solution for peop I e with s pecia I needs. I w i 11 be escalating this discrimination and fi I e a comp I a int with my congressman as we 11 as with the Office of the President 
of the United States of Ame nca. 

Necessary in formation for your i nve stig ation: 

Passenger Nam4b)(6:, 
Date of incident: "'07=1~16~1~20~1~3-~ 

Time: approximalely 9:35 pm 
Was trying to go to gate B 



711712013 
10:11:07 

PM 

TSA Contact Center: 

CRCL received the below and are forwarding to you to handle as deemed appropriate. 

Sincerely, 

U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
Office for Ci vi I Rights and Ci vi I Liberties 

---Orininal ~1es-caae
From: [b)(61 

Sent: Sunday. June 23. 2013 5: 13 AM 
To: CRCL 

Subject Fly Rights - New Report from,.kb'-·• ... 1(6"'-· ... 1 _____ _. 

Are you 18 ar over? yes 

Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 

Caller traveled on 6 17 2013 from MIA 10 La Habana, Cuba from gate E6. Caller states I hat he was treated wilh disrespect when he went through lhe checkpoint. The TSO treated him with rudeness during a patdown. Calles said I hey gave him a hard 
time unnecessarily because he was trying to hold his pants. They told him he was hiding something and grabbed his behind. 

I advised the caller 
7118/2013 TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoinls. Every person and item musl be screened before enIering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is 

8:30:54 important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 
AM 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory T ransp o rtati on Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

I am a 70 year old woman and a very frequent traveller and I have a favorite shirt I like to wear when I fly. It has a metal thread woven in it that lights up the scan. I always get a brief pat down all over the shirt area. But today in the Pensicola 
7118120 13 Intern ati o na I Airport at approx, mate ly 9: 50AM I received an invasive pat down by a Manis h woman with very short I ight brown hair husky & about 5 '7" She patted into my crotch a re a and a 11 aver my butt and I eg s. There was nothing on the sea n to 
12: 16:36 indicate this type of pat down. I truly felt violated, I reportedly asked why she needed to pat areas that were not lit up on the scan. She said nothing but continued to grope, I always cooperate and feel safe with all you do but this felt very invasive. 

PM PI ease watch this woman she maybe over stepping her bounds. Thank yo u-ltii:iill:[J 
Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android 



Caller wants to file a complaint. He stated he was inappropriately patted down. He was in a wheelchair because right now he is on crutches. The officer went from the back to the front from his spine to his belly button and checked his waistline. His left 
foot is messed up due to a spider bite he sustained in Canada and that is why he is on the crutches. 
The Officer put his hand inside his panls and was Iouching his QUOTE: nut sack and balls. END QUOTE. (he repeated that several times) He staled the Officer did this 3 separate times. 
He has his name on a paper but it is not legible because the supervisor wrote it this way on purpose .. He thinks the Supervisor of first shift is Office~ 
The Officer who did the patdown is kb) ( ff:, !-

I repeated back to him what I have in my noles. When I 901 to the one line about his body parts I made a notalion verbally that is his words, not mine. 

CS M Referra I Information: 
Airport LaGuardia 

711812013 Airline: Delta 
12:49:2g 

PM Flight #:6266 (departing LaGuardia for RDU) 

Date: 7-17-13 

Time: 10: 15 to 10:20 AM 

Specific location - Terminal or Gate: Terminal D 

Phone#: (Cell): ~l(b_)_(6_, __ ~ 

Thanked him for the information and to Id h1 m we w111 send to the CS M at LaG ua rd i a. 
Caller is communicating through a Sign Language Interpreter. 

Caller wants to file a complaint against Sky Harbor ai~ine. 

Somel hi ng happened at I he PH X airport? 

Yes. 

Caller was visiling there (PHX) from SLC. Before leaving SLC, she had to get her license exchanged, and she went 10 lhe OMV. In Utah, they will give you a paper license until the real license comes. They went through screening in SLC and there 
was no problem. They took the paper license for ID. At Sky Harbor. caller showed the ID and they were told that it could not be accepted. Caller was told that they couldn t use the paper ID. She was patted down. 

Do they believe that they were discriminated against because of their disability? 
7118/2013 

4:41 :38 No. 
PM 

Whats wrong with the paper IO? They showed additional ID. They didn t have the right to do that. The baby was crying and she was crying. 

So, the screeners allowed her to proceed through the checkpoint after showing additional ID. 

I advised that the screeners at SLC were allowed to take the paper ID and the screeners at PHX were allowed to ask for additional ID. The pat-down administered at the checkpoint in PHX was also part of the procedure. There is nothing in the 
complainl as related that indicates I hat any of the screeners did anything thal was nol according to TSA policy. However, I will send the informalion to the CSM al PHX for review. 

What good will that do? 

If we don I send any information at a 11, then no good wi 11 be done. 

Caller thanked me for my ti me and I closed the ca 11. 



Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es Screening (AI T Pa td own) 
Current Date/Time. 7118/2013 8:14:56 PM Airport. Select One Date/Time of Travel· 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. I was on my way ta NY (flying from Caracas, Venezuela) by traveling with DELTA AIRLINES. I had ta stop in Atlanta. I was cleared by Immigration and Customs at the airport. To continue my journey I needed to be rechecked by TSA for 
bo ardmg a p I an e to NY. So far so good. I got thru your sea n ni ng system and then an T SA Agent walked up to me and patted me down. He questioned about what was in my pocket I responded: My money (only bi I ls), he ordered me to take it out. I 
obeyed and took it out and showed him that it was only money. He took it and continued to pat my back while he grabbed my money. I tried to look back and had an eye on my money and the agent seemed to disturbed by my checking on him and my 

7118/2013 money and told me: EASY GUY, GEEZZZ YOU THINK I WILL RUN AWAY WITH YOUR MONEY? I jusl told him I was checking on my belongings. He instructed me to remove my wallet too. The TSA agent look my wallet and money and handed my 
9 :05: 52 stuff ta another a gent who asked me to extend my hand to him ta rub a sort al pap er over my fi ng e rp ri nts and put that pa per in a machine. I was cleared from that point an and he handed my money and wa 11 et back to me. sa that ta continue my trip. 

PM This is the Ii rst time I expe nenced such a procedure. and I am not agree that another person takes my money and ho Id 11 and try to m ave away from s1g ht checking other stuffs. I could have lost some money either by stealing or s Ii p pmg away a bi 11 or 2 
in that procedures and of course, TSA w i 11 be no responsi b I e lo r my lost. 

My question is: TSA Agent has the right to take my money and walk around with it as it were any other nan-value object? 
Would you like a res onse? : True 

Passenger's Nam;;;,-e~,c"-'-'---,.----' 
Phone Number : (b 1(6) 
Email (b)(6) 
To leave a commen concerning this feedback. follow this lmk http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller wanted to know why she has to go through a pat down 1f she opts out of the AIT. Caller wants to do the metal detector only. Caller has health concerns as a breast cancer survivor. Caller also wanted to know why TSA does not have TSA Pre 
at the El Paso airport. Caller also wanted to know ii she could carry on yogurt in a 3 ounce container. 

711812013 I advised the call ere 
9:35:41 

Sc reenmgs using Al T a re voluntary. Ind i vi d ua Is who do not wish to be screened by this techno I og y w, 11 be required to undergo alternative screening. including a thorough patdown. Signs are posted m front of each AIT location advising passengers of 
PM 

this right. 

Yogurt in a 3 ounce container can be placed in your 3-1-1 bag. 
Callers daughter is 16 yea rs old TX to FL and traveled back by herself. She was made to go through he body scanner and a fu 11 body p atdown. Is this norm a I lo r s c reenmg? Ca 11 er had conce ms for her daughter and the sere en i ng. 

Told caller 
Al I passengers a re go n i ng to be sere ened reg ua rd I ess of the age. When a passenger go es through the A IT for sere en i ng and the res an alarm they w, 11 give a paid own to clear any alarm. 

711912013 There could be all kinds of things that may or may not cause an alarm. 
9:39:06 

AM 

7119/2013 
12:02:26 

PM 

Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening. including a thorough patdown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of 
this right. 

Anytime they wanted to they can opt out of the AIT screening and ask for a patdown. 

The patdown should have been by a female officer, the caller said 11 was. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP·! .. (b_·•"-1(6_.'-I __ __. 

Date Time: 7/1912013 10:55:59 AM 
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Namef h·11f;--, 
Email(b)(61 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rte a us/ Rude Em pl ayee _ _ 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc):Baltimore washington airport, gate check for a and b gates. I had a very inppropriate and unecessanly rude interaction with offlcer~round 10: 15 this morning. I am a 
frequent traveller and have never had an issue with a tsa officer before, I am pregnant so I optout of the radiowave scanner. Perhaps this extra cautious but everything about pregnancy is extra cautious. ~t is a right. When is was waiting for the 
pat down I could not see my purse. I shifted over lwo steps to see the purse. There was no one else slanding there and he stated "move over you messing up the whole flow of this line." I asked if I could sland over to the other side and he stated "you 
chose to apt out, stand aver there and try to see your bag from there" which I could not. I felt from the moment I asked for the opt out he displayed poor social skills and acted as if I was crazy ar a criminal. This is not my first time opting out and it has 
never been a hostile expenence for me before. I think officer mccabe could use some remediaton on customer service and listening to customers. For example when I asked 1f I could watch the bag he stated that he could not watch the bag. I looked at 
his badge prior to walking through and he made sure to come over and te 11 me his ful I name after the pat down in a very angry voice. Pe maps another consideration wou Id be Ii nd i ng somewhere lo r people waiting lo r a pat down to stand so that they 
can see there be Io ngi ngs. Th an k you for considering this issue; it was unnecesa ry and u pseti ng. 
Comments:See above 



Caller fiew to Stewart Newburg from RSW. She says that her property was damaged by a TSA agent at Fort Myers Southwest Florida airport. Caller states that the items were in a carry-on. She says that she is 3 months pregnant and opted out of the 
AIT Caller says that a female TSO in her 50s of normal height and somewhat more than normal weight screened her. She says that she brought a light purse with her phone. Nintendo 3DS and flight papers in it. She says that she put her purse and 
shoes in a bin and placed her bag next to the purse on the conveyor. She states thal there were only 3 people in line. During her paldown, the TSO picked up her heavy red carry-on bag from the conveyor bell and threw it on top of her purse, crushing 
her items. Caller says that she requested to adjust this. but was told to stand there or else. Caller says that she went through around 5:20 am. 

Advised ca Iler: 
TSA regrets that you found items missing and or damaged from your carry-on luggage. 
You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 

711912013 Because the complaint concerns security s c reem ng at a specific airport. we have lo rwarded a copy of this information to the Customer Service Manager ( CSM) at th at I ocation. 

4:2747 
PM 

Flight information: 
Flight Path: Fort Myers to Philadelphia to Newburg (Stewart) 
Flight date time: 7 19 6:00 am 
Flight#: 1932 
Airline: US Airlines 
Airport: Southwest FI ori d a 
Gate Terminal: D1 
Witnesses: no others 
Email !(b 1(6) 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer tervice- S~reening Current Date/Time · 7120/2013 12:05:00 AM Airport · BOS - Logan International Date/Time of Travel . 06/23/2013 10:00 AM Airline & Flight Number : United 1581 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Terminal 
C TSA Employee: (If Known b .1 ( 6 .:, p) Comment On July 4, I sent you a complaint about the way I was treated when I opted for the paid own. I choose this because I have had cancer On July 5. I received the fo 11 owing response from you: 

Thank you for your e-mail regarding your recenl travel experience. 

712012013 Because your comp I amt concerns security screening at a s pec1f1c airport we have forwarded a copy of your e-m a i I to the Customer Service Manager at that airport. 

9:05 07 
AM TSA moni1ors the number and nature of complaints we receive 10 1rack I rends and spot areas of concern I hat may require special a11ention. This ongoing process enables us 10 ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we delermine that security-

screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the subjects of repeated complaints. 

To date, I have heard nothing else from you. 
my possessions in sight at all times. 

I don't appreciate being hass I ed when I go through the screening process, I always try to fol low a 11 of your ru I es, In this case, your employee didn't fol low your rules, S peci fi cal ly, I was not a I lowed to keep 

Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name :~l(b~·-'1(~6'-1 _____ __.I Phone Number t._b_)"'(_6'-, __ _.I Email f ... b~)-'(_6'-1 ____ __.ro leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link: http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/Applicat1onManager 

I went through the back scatter machine today and still was patted down on my leg in an overly aggressive manner. I travel a lot and this is the first time the screener bumped a private body area. If you are so confident of your new technology, why are 
7120120 13 pat downs sti 11 necessary? You s ho u Id emphasize decency with your sere eners. 
12:54:52 

PM Sent from my iPhone 

Dear Sir/Madame 

I Just returned from Reagan National Airport where I observed my 20 year old son go through the check point. He advised the person at the radiation center that he wanted a '·pat down·' and did not want to go through the radiation section. The person 
asked him to step aside and I ell him unattended lo r 5 to 1 0 min without concern for his need at which ti me my son was lo reed to go through the radiation section due to being I ate lo r his II i g ht, 

712012013 I find this unacceptable and disrespectful to the human person. You seem to Just want to do your job with no concern for the respect of the individual. 
12:54:56 

PM 
What a sad world we live in' 

Sincerely, 



To Whom it may concern: 

I am writing you 10 express my concern ofTSA at Las Vegas airport. My husband and I arrived at the airport to return home on Wednesday, July 17, 2013. We arrive 2.5 hours early for our flight. When we 901 to security, there was a line, this did nol 
surprise us because there is always a line in Las Vegas. Gate D and Gate C only had one individual checking identification cards. This slowed the line to a 30 min wait. we asked the supervisor if there was anyone that could help get the line moving 
and his comment was "'Blame it on sequestration and write your congressman". I was amazed that this was his solution. I am a manager at a hospital and I would never allow my staff to blame being behind on our schedule on the government or 
administration. 

Once we completed security including the body scanner and rode the tram to our gate, we saw three TSA agents walking through the terminal. One was texting on her phone, the other was talking with his co-worker complaining about his boss. This 
was not professional. If they were not on duty they still represent TSA while in their uniforms. At no time should an employee be allowed to text while on the job. 

While waiting at the gate to board our plane, the gate agent announced that everyone needed to take out their ID for screening by TSA, didn't we just go through screening al security? Two new TSA employees showed up at the gate looked at all of 

712012013 the passengers and then just walked away. shoudn't they have been at security checking in passengers? The gate agent announced that we did not need our ID anymore. What is going an with Las Vegas airport? I have traveled to LAX. Chicago. 

3:07 ,31 Detroit, Atlanta, Ft. Meyers, NY. Miami and Boston and have never had TSA screen again at the gate. These are large airports that get passengers on and off planes quickly without additional secunty or subject to additional pat downs at the gate. 

PM 
Last year I was singled out at the gate for a pat down in front of at least 300 passengers, I his was humiliating. I received an apology from the TSA supervisor and accepted the apology and moved on from the incident. Now when ever we travel to Las 
Vegas (average 2 times a year), I am very anxious at the airport. I continue ta have anxiety when I see the TSA agents at the gate that I am going to board my plane to go home. On this trip my husband warned me to get ready for a possible pat 
down. I was not sure what my reaction would be if I had to go through this again. I was a vi ct, m of sexual ass au It when I was much younger so I do not to I erate strangers touching me. The I ast pat down had me in tears and I al most had a panic atlack. 

I wish someone could explain to me why TSA policy is so different in Las Vegas than any other airporl across lhe United Slates. This experience makes me not want to visit Las Vegas. 

Sincerely, 

kbl(61 

Dear Madam/Sir 

I am a turbaned Sikh passenger who is a frequent flyer - I also have clearance through the Pre Check GOES program 

This incident happened at around 16:00 at McCarran International Airport 

Time: 16:00 

712012013 Date: 19 Jul 2013 

5:12:08 
PM 

FI ig ht Southwest 17 6 

Checkpoint C 

I went through the AIT screening machine and Office~aid that "my headwear had alarmed and that he would pat it down" he did not heed my reply that I was allowed a self-pat down 

He then went to officel(b":1(6) ~ho came over and said that "Because my head wear had a I armed - I would have to remove it and get it checked" 

I mentioned to them that I fly frequently and that my headwear always shows up as an anomaly and that it is a hand wand and wand and self pat down procedure to clear it - he refused to listen to me citing "SOP" 



Caller refused to provide his name or contact number. 

Was at the JNU airport and was subjected 10 a pat down after her opted out from lhe AIT machine. There was a TSO there at the checkpoint who was allowing women women 10 just go through the metal detector and onto their flight. When he asked 

712012013 her why he was subjected to the patdown she told him that she did not have to tell him and it was none of his business. He also indicated that people are not nice and unfriendly. He also stated that the TSO was biased towards women. 

524:37 
p M Advised ca Iler: 

That it is at the discretion of the TSO at the checkpoinl. However if he feels he was treated differenlly or lhe TSO was biased towards women .... 

He th en indicated that he wanted to speak with his lawyer before he provided anymore inform at1on and hung up the phone. 

Feedback Type · Request for Information 
Categories : Screening (AI T, Paid own) 
Cur,-ent Date/Time· 7121/2013 2:00:24 AM Airport: Select One Date/Time ofTravel, 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · Hello 

I was an exchange student in the US in 2003-2004 and have an arrest record for 2003 (minor misdemeanor - shoplifting offence). The case was dismissed as there was no evidence that the offence was committed. As my finger prints are on record. 
712112013 every time I fly into the US I am subject to extended screening in the back room. However, as my records have been numerously checked out by TSA staff on arrival and appropriate notes have been made on the system I suppose. Immigration staff 

9:53:45 hand me my passport over before I even get to the counter and tell me I am free to go (after having waiting 3-4 hours at a time). I was hoping to get this rectified as I present no risk to the safety and security of the United States and have no criminal 
AM record of any sort in any country. I am a UK citizen working in Banking and am planning to travel to the US for work with colleagues in the nearesl future. For obvious reasons, I would very much like 10 avoid the embarrassment of being taken away to 

the &quot:special waiting room&quot: in front of my senior colleagues. Can I register for PSE and get my fingerprints removed from the TSA system in order to ease travel into the US? Can I potentially register for TSA Pre? I am of course happy to 
provide any pap ers/ev ide nee required to a ss1st with this query. 

Your assistance is much appreciated. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name LB 

Phorl N' m:~_ber · 
Email_ b 1(6 ., 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPkb)(61 I 
Date Time: 7/2112013 10:24:05 AM 
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Nam~b,(61 
Ema;jh·11r;··, 
Complaints:Long Lines I Lengthy Wait at Checkpoint 

712112013 Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/AirportiGate/Etc) Sunday July 14, 2013 
11 :06:36 United Flight 3762 departing Chicago O'Hare 1 :22 

AM Gate c1 (nol sure abou1 this detailr 
Comments:My family and I (total of 4 people) were in the Security Checkpoint line at O'Hare airport at 12:20 pm on Sunday July 14. We were trying to get to our gate by 1 pm so that we could be at the gate 20 minutes before our flight time. We stood 
in line with hundreds of other people for 30 minutes and the line barely moved dunng that time. There was only one person checking 1D's for a huge line of people. At 12:50 we were starting to panic about missing our flight and flagged down a TSA 
employee who was walking by to see if there was a way to expedite our processing so we would make our flight. He informed us that the next Security Checkpoint (#3) was completely empty and stated that "he didn't know why all the passengers were 
being routed to this Security Checkpoinl. the next one was completely emply." At this point we RAN to the nexl Security Checkpoint and it was indeed completely empty. Nol one passenger in line. With all the TSA employees standing around al the 
airport, at least one should have had the consideration to inform the passengers waiting in line and the security people waving everyone towards Checkpoint #2 that people could get through the next checkpoint much more quickly. I got to the 
Checkpoint #3 before my family. and was patted down though my belt & shoes were off and I was complying with all the rules. I ran ahead to the gate to try to get the ai~ine to keep the gate open for my family. The other three members of my family 
were all patted down as well. Really? All 4 members of my family? (two of whom are minors by the way). It seemed that the TSA employees at Checkpoint #3 didn't have enough to do. This 100% patdown of my family was extremely exasperating as 
my family was in danger of missing our flight due to TSA incompetence and now was being subjecled to furl her delay for no apparent reason. We did make our flight, I hanks 10 lhe grace and consideration of the gale agent. But, we were the last four 
people to board by far and we could well have missed our flight because of wasting 30 minutes in a line that wasn't moving, due to poor flow management and lack of attention by the ORD TSA. 



Caller stated there is health problem with having to take off his shoes and walk barefoot through security. He requested a patdown and he was required to go through barefoot where many other people walk barefoot in DEN. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

Screening shoes by x-ray is an effective method of identifying any type of anomalies. including explosives. TSA is sensitive to concerns over the issue of sanitation in the screening locations. TSA's Office of Occupational Safety. Health, and 

7121120 13 Environment reviewed our procedures for sere en i ng the footwear of passengers at T SA checkpoints, and they determined the re was no need for add i ti o na I sa ni ta ry procedures beyond those a I ready in p I ace. Non ethe I ess. p asse ng e rs are permitted to 

11 ,36 ,35 wear disposable boolies, socks, or slippers through lhe screening checkpoint to help pro1ec1 their feet at walk-through me1a1 detector and lhe AIT machines. 

AM 

7121/2013 
3:1741 

PM 

You can wnte your concerns about the policy to h eadq ua rte rs at: 

Transpor1ation Securily Administration 
601 South 12th Street 
Art i ngto n. VA 20 598 

I have a complaint about extremely poor customer assistance and public relations and perhaps racial prejudice exhibited bA(b )(6) ! a black female screening officer at DCA airport on duty of 1230 pm at screening area for gates 1-34 
as I was pre paring to board U SAi rways fl i te 344 3 from DCA to LIT I am a frequent trave I er and am accustomed to being patted down because of a metal h1 p imp I ant. 

when the screening ga I e buzzed I lold ofli cerlli:illi:[Jtha t the buzz was be ca use I have a meta I hip and she 101 d rn e 10 step back and ca 11 ed for le ma I e assi sl. When the pat down ofli cer arrived , offi cerf51(ITTo pen ed the gate pa rti a 11 y and 
simultaneously asked if I had on a belt ar anything in my pockets. I re lied '"no, I told you I have a metal hip'"_ She then shut the gate refusing to let me through and said "I don·t need this shit, I've been w~day and don't need that attitude"' She 
processed another dozen ~assen ers with the pat down officer . ( b) ( ffi sta ndrng the re wa iii ng to p races s me but being prevented by Office r~ho now had her back to me as if to ignore that i exi sled or needed to be processed. Fin ally 
office~/h\/R\ ~sked office b)(ff:, if she wanted a supervisor and she replied '"no. I just didn't need that attitude" and let throu h another 5 or 6 passenger, obviously" disciplining" me by not letting me proceed. I then asked Office~the pat 
down officer, 10 call a supervisor, which she did The supervisor let me through the gate irnmedialely upon hearing officer (b·:,(6) story. 

There was no reason for her behavior other than I believe she was punishing a white women who didnl defer to her. I had not raised my voice nor said anything other than what is recorded above. and when the supervisor arnved I did not argue but 
said I merely wanted to get through with the pat down and get to my plane. 

I believe Office~needs training in public relations in order to change her attitude about the public and her job. TSA employees like her give the Public a bad opinion of the agency. Having retired as a Senior Executive with DOD, and being 
2doors from the pentagon crash site on 9111 and participating in the planning for the War on Terronsm. I appreciate the job TSA does for our secunty. but I do not appreciate being harassed by your employees like Office~ 

Res ectfull 
(b)(61 

Sent from my iPad 



Hello. 

Last night. my husband and I were at Sky Harbor (Phoenix) to meet our 9-year-old granddaughter's plane coming in from Flonda-this was approximately 8:30 p.m. last night. This was her first experience flying alone. I have an artificial hip so I always 
alert the TSA agents regarding my condition. Last night, at D gate. I was told that the scanners had been shut down for the night and that I would need to have a pat-down. I said that was fine. 

Having a pat-down is never fun but I fly quite often and am used to it. It can be a neutral experience or it can be a bad one, depending on the personality and actions of the agent(s). For some reason, last night I was subjected to two pat-downs, even 
though I had no metal on my person (I deliberately do nol wear anylhing that mighl slow things down .... i.e., I wear a sports bra, elc. ). The agents was, I would say, far from pleasant. There were two female agents involved in this scenario. 

712112013 Then one of the agents decided to test my purse. My purse (which has traveled all over lhe world with no problems) was then given another test to check for dangerous substances. II failed lwice and I was lold I had to wait until a supervisor arrived. By 

7:09 ,41 this point in time, our granddaughter had arrived and my husband was there to greet her. They were then waiting for me. One of the agents went through every item in my purse and then accused me of having an ··attitude". I felt that I had been very 
PM cooperative but was astounded at this treatment, especially since: a) I was not getting on a plane, only meeting a plane; and b) I am a 62-year old grandmother with an artificial hip. 

When the "supervisor" arrived, she looked at the results and let me continue on immediately. The irony 1s that at that point, I was not even proceeding to a gate as my husband and granddaughter we waiting for me outside of secunty. in baggage claim. 

I am originally from New Jersey and lived and worked in New York City. I am totally on your side regarding our security and the measures that need to be taken to prevent terronsm. However, last night I feel that I was subjected to needless 
unpleasantness. So, that is why I am writing this email. 

Best regards, 

kb)(61 I 
Caller has PTSD and major depression and he has severe back and neck issues. He said that he flew three days ago from ATL. He was 1raveling wilh a service dog. He has metal in his body and can not go lhrough the metal de1ec1or. He said that 
the TSO asked the same question over and over again. He kept asking him where the metal in his body is. He said that he told him that he does not know. He said that he was asked four times. He said that the TSO made him break down. He said 
that the supervisor told the TSO to give him a patdown like any other person. He said that he 1s member of Precheck. A different TSA agent took him to the gate and Delta escorted him from there. He is not military and does not qualify for wounded 
warrior. He was a civilian Anny employee who is now on disability. He said that he is treated like a worthless piece of person. He wants the same benefits as the wounded warrior. He said that all of his information is in a packet with the dog and 
anyone should know thal. He staled thal he did not want the information on filing a complain!. He asked if he should go lhrough lhe handicapped line or the PreCheck line. He does nol have a flight scheduled at lhis time. 

I gave the lo 11 owing information: T SA strives to provide the highest I eve I of security while ensuring th at al I passengers are treated with dignity and respect, To that end, TS A I au nched TS A Ca res. a h el pl in e number designed to assist travelers with 
712212013 disabililies and medical condilions. 
9:2143 

AM Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at 1-855-787-2227 prior to traveling with questions about screening pol1c1es, procedures and what to expect at the security checkpoint. TSA Cares serves as an add1t1onal. dedicated resource specifically for 
passengers with disabilities, medical conditions or other circumstances or their loved ones who want to prepare for the screening process prior to flying. 

The hours of operation for the TSA Cares helpline are Monday through Friday 8 a.m. - 11 p.m. EST and weekends and Holidays 9 a.m. - 8 p.m. EST. TSA recommends that passengers call no less than 72 hours ahead of travel in case it is 
determined that it is necessary to coordinate sup port at the airport. 
I to Id him that when he ca 11 s TSA Ca res they wi 11 provide him with information on what he s hou Id do and expect at the checkpoint. 



Fromfb)(6I 

Sent: Sunday, July 21, 2013 9:24 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:._!(b"-· .. 1("'-6'-·., __ __. 

712212013 Dale Time: 7/2112013 9:2417 PM 

10:16:00 
AM 

Name: 

Email: 

HYPERLINK l ... (b_,_(6_1 _____________ ~ 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

What is the status? 

Comments: 

I got 2 calls from the TSA ombudsman. one about my complaint about the horrible way I was treated at SMF on June 13, 2013 and one to tell me that the legislative unit had received inquiries frorri._(b_."'"i(_6'-1 -~U._(b_ •• _,(6_._I __ _,pnd kbl(61 I 1 



712212013 
12:31:59 

PM 

-----Orqi_ngl_ Messaae----
From: b1(6) 
Sent Sunday. July 21. 2013 8:36 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subjecl: Fly Righls - New Reporl from Brianna MJrie Upton 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name: .. (b.:.·!.11 ,:",-=-----'--, 
Email Address,,("'b..,1(_6,,,I..,_ __ ...,._~ 
Phone Number: b)(6i 
Add res (b 1(61 Los Angeles CA 90034 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? yes 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
The E asl em Iowa Airport 



Namd:bi(61 

Phone#: Cell=k~b~i~(6~'---~ 

Mailing Addressl~(b_·•~1(6_-~I -~!Rochester NY 14606 

Emai1[bi(6I 

Whal happened?: 

My son and I recently went on vacation. When going thru airport security, we were both asked 

712212013 to go thru an additional pat-down at the security check poinl. The agents were extremely 

226:06 
PM 

po Ii te. They a 11 seemed ge num ely conce med with my comfort I eve I. My complaint is with my 

son. He is only 16 years old, and I was not asked nor informed he was being pulled aside for a 

pat-down W hi I e I never lost sight of him. the agents were perturbed that I was constantly 

looking over and checking up on him. When I finally lold them Hey, he s a 16 year old kid , 

they were extremely apologetic. 

My comp I amt 1s that you should n t b emg p u 11 mg as1d e ch, ldren without their pa rents knowledge 

(or approval). My son later told me he was terrified and felt pressured inlo complying. He was 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Screening 
Cur,-ent Date/Time· 7122/2013 2:37:58 PM Airport· DEN - Denver International Date/Time ofTravel, 07122/2013 1:15 PM Airline & Flight Number· DL 1916 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, 

712212013 TSA Employee: (If Known) : 

4_25 ,29 Comment. Violated by tsa agent during pat down even though I was precheck. And of course nothing was found and no reason given. What is the point of precheck? 
· PM Would you like a res onse? : True 

Passenger's Name h··,1fr1 
Phone Number (b 1(61 

Email ."'b""i.,_(6"-·•~' ----,-----,, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time· 712212013 9:3=-2"':0cs8c,P_,M-"---'-""'"'""'-· SFO - San Francisca International Date/Time of Travel: 07/22/2013 5:15 PM Airline & Flight Number: British Airways 286 CheckpoinUArea of Airport· International Terminal, A Gates, Checkpoint 
Lane 3 TSA Employee: (If Known) b)(61 omment July 22nd, 2013 

Transpor1ation Securily Administration: 

I am writing to I od ge a form a I comp I amt against CAS Sere ene,I( b) ( ff:, ~Badge N ~ who was dis resp ectfu I to my personal property during the screening process. 

At approximately 5:15 pm PDT on July 22, 2013, I en1ered Security Checkpoint Lane 3 of lhe A Gales at the 1n1ern i n T rminal of San Francisco Airport (SFOJ on the way to my flight, British Airways 286 to London. I opled out of the body scanner 
and. after waiting for 15 minutes, was escorted to the pat down screening area by Screenej(b)(6) !(Badge No (b::,(6) 

712212013 When I requested a private screening from I( b) ( ff:, I he requested help from!( b) ( 6:1 ! to carry my person al property to the private sere en i ng room , Unable to ca_r my property with two hands .~oo k my briefcase and threw it on top of the bin 
1 O: 11 :30 containing my laptop and mobile telephone. He was complelely unconcerned that the weight of the briefcase mighl damage my electronics. I had to instruc 1h ·,1r; 1 10 remove my laptop and phone from undemealh the briefcase before proceeding to 

PM the private screening area. 

~hould have been more respectful of my property. If unable to carry my property on his own without stacking it, he should have asked for help from another screener, or made two trips. 

I request a written response ta this complaint. 

Sincerely, 
!(b)(6) ! 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name~(b_-~1(_6~, --~ 
Phone Number , 
Emailkb 1(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Feedback Type · Compliment 
Categories: Professionalism: Passengers With Disabil1t1es Current Date/Time: 7123/2013 7:51:58 AM Airport: ABO - Albuquerque International Sunport Date/Time of Travel 07/2312013 4:45 AM Airline & Flight Number: SWA 446 Checkpoint1Area 
of Airport · Check point TSA Employee: (If Known) , 
Comment: My wife uses a walker and when she flys from Albuquerque(our home) the walker sets off an alarm. She lhen has to go through prolracted screening and has had to have a pat down as many as 3 times on one occasion. Today lhe alarm 
went off and she complained that this is the only airport that sets off the alarm and they needed to do something about it. The female TSA agent became quite rude. She asked for the agents badge number and the agent just walked away. saying your 

712312013 entitled to your own opinion. Ever since my wife 2 years ago when my wife became ill she has been treated rudely approximately 50% of the time. My wife asked the agent for her ident1f1cation and the agent just walked away. Since she could not get 
8:43:56 her badge# she could only describe her as a worn an of African-American decent. There should be no room for rudeness in the TSA and agents should irnrnediately give identification when asked. To not do so is an admission of guilt. 

AM Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name b)(6:, 
Phone Numbe (b 1(61 

Email · "'b"-1.,_(6""·:~, ---,--------,,...,..... 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Other; Screening 
Current Date/Time. 7123/2013 1 :06:30AM Airport: VPS Okaloosa County Air Terminal Date/Time of Travel· 07/11/2013 Airline & Flight Number· 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport ·,..,..,_.....,.,..._ ---, 
TSA Employee: (II Known) [b_i(6_:, landkb·:,(61 I Comment. I arrived at the TSA checkpoint on July 11 at approximately 5:30am. There was an issue with the way US Airways had my name listed on my boarding pass, so the TSA officer 
asked to see multiple forms of ID. I showed her ID's in addition to my Drivers License and she allowed me to go lhrough securily. About 25 minutes laier I was at the gale about to board my flight when an African American woman whose name I did not 
get came running towards me screaming &quot;Maam, maam, come with me' &quot;. Of course I was very confused and concerned because if I would have gone with her the flight would have left me. She did not care about my flight but stated I 

712312013 &quot;Had to go with her&quot; but she would not tell me why. She was yelling so loudly everyone in the terminal was very concerned. A blonde lady came running towards me and informed me that because of the name issue they should have 
8:44: 12 performed an additional pat down on me at the security checkpoint but because they did not she had to do one then. 

AM This is absolutely ridiculous and absurd and the next time these TSA agenls make a mistake I hey need to let ii go. It is not my fault they screwed up and my flight should nol be in jeopardy because of their errors. 
I have been through airports all over the country and have never had an issue with my name the way it is in the US Airways system until this airport. It was a ridiculous incident and I feel as if I was being singled out and harassed. I would like an 
apology from these specific office rs involved lo r this absurd incident. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date Time: 7 22 2013 11 :21 :04 PM Airport: SEA - Seattle-Tacoma 1n1ernational Dale Time of Travel: 07 22 2013 Airline Flighl Number 628 Checkpoint Area of Airport: checkpoint 2 TSA 
Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment : Today wh i I e at Se a tac I was pulled aside for a p atdown by a security guard. This is not not the Ii rst time I have had an occasion to experience this but this ti me it seemed p arti cu I a rl y i nvas1ve. I was pulled aside as my contact so I uti on 
contains hydrogen peroxide and only comes in one size. Generally, it is tested and approved with no additional concerns. 

712312013 Today I was pulled aside, my carryon and purse were examined, it was wiped down with some cloth and tested which was not explained to me. I was patted down twice front and back inside and outside legs , twice. 

8A4:15 
AM 

I am a 66 year retired female school teacher that travels quite often for contract work and appreciate the work the TSA is required to complete. But, today, there was no explanation of why I was completely searched and patted down. And when the 
security person was done, they jusl walked away and quot:you can go now NOT EVEN A Thank You. I was very polite and did not say a word. I have traveled al least 25 times lhrough airports in lhe pasl 2 years. This is lhe first lime I have been 
subjected to this treatment as well as the brusque treatment of the security guard Thank you for taking the time to address this concern. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name b·. ff', 
Phone Number b 1(61 
Email . ._h=··,1-'-R"·, _____ --,-, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 Applicat1onManager 

Caller is a 72 year old disabled Vietnam veteran with a defibrillator. He flew yesterday from BOS to LAS via PHL on US Airways. He cant remember his flight number but his flight departed at 11:30am. He went through screening at approximately 
10:30 at the US Air terminal. The TSO s he came in contact with were a young white female, a young black male. and a middle aged man who appeared to be Hispanic. 

He said he felt discriminated against based on his disability and his veteran stalus. He was made to take everything off bul his pants and his wallet was left unattended on the conveyor belt. There was approximalely 3,000 dollars in his wallet and they 
wouldn t let his wife hold it for him. He s never had consistency at his airports. The TSO told him he had to take his shoes off and when he told the officer he was 72 the TSO responded Well too bad, you should have been 75. He said he felt as if he 

712312013 was treated Ii ke a en mi na I and a freak in a circus wh i I e getting his pat down. He said had he not told him a bout his deli bri I lator he wou Id have be en perm i tied through with no prob I em. 

102713 
AM I apologized and advised him because he feels discriminated against based on his disability he would need to submit his complaint in writing unless a disability prevenls him from doing so. He declined and said he was not interested in filing a written 

complaint. I then asked him if he felt it was more of a poor customer ser,ice complaint and he said yes because of this I am forwarding his complaint to the CSM. 

7123/2013 
2:4113 

PM 

(I initially told him I would escalate his concerns to ODPO but when typing up my notes I realized I had given him wrong information so I called him back to clarify.) 

He doesn t have an e-mail address however, he does have two cell phones. You can reach him by phone at the contact information listed above or a third alternate number at f~b_._1(_6_, __ ~ 

So now you wanl me 10 pay $85 to be groped less (?) by your Nazi goons????????? 

You know what you can do wilh that tactic!!'!!!'!!!'! 



712312013 

Callers 84 year old mother flew on 7 9 2013 from Lexington Bluegrass to PGD. She was allowed to leave on her shoes. She flew from PGD today at 2:25 pm and was not allowed to leave her shoes on. She told the TSO that she did not have to 
remove her shoes and he told her that she does at PGD. She flew on Allegiant Air and she did not have any liquid or carry-on items. She stated that all she had was a purse. She has a broken hip. a rod in her hip, and breast prosthesis, She always 
gets a pat down. Caller said thal her mother has trouble removing her shoes and she was exciled thal she no longer has to remove them. She was upset when she was made to remove her shoes. Caller wanled to know why she did nol have to 
remove her shoes at Lexington Bluegrass and she did have to remove them at PGD. 

I gave the following information: The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is undertaking efforts to enhance security and focus its resources by moving away from a one-size-fits-all approach and applying new intelligence driven. risk-based 
screening procedures w hi I e enhancing techno I og y and improving I he passenger experience at security check poi nl s. As pa rI of this effort, TSA has imp I em ented a program to revise screening procedures for passengers who appear to be age 7 5 and 
older 

3:04: 14 Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
PM clear an alarm, as well as greater use of explosives trace deIecIion. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes 10 lhe screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

TSA antIcIpates these changes will further reduce-though not completely eliminate-the need for a physical patdown on travelers 75 and older that would otherwise have been conducted to resolve alarms. It's important to remember, that any individual 
may be required to remove their shoes or undergo a pa tdow n ii a no m al i es are detected during security screening th at cannot be reso I ved through other means. 

While the procedures are the same everywhere, the interpretation of those procedures results in some slight variations from airport to airport and situation to situation. 
I advised her that I would forward her record to the CSM at Charlotte County Airport for review. 

Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Screening (AIT, Paldown) Current Dateflime 712312013 3:25:12 PM Airport Select One Dateflime o!Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 

7123/2013 Comment: Guys .. ,my name is {b1(6) I .. My DOB is kb)(6) ! My Global Entry number is fh,1R1 I The reason I am writing is lhat I am signed up forTSA Pre Check lhru United Airlines I am a Platinum (75,000 to 
4:29:29 100,000 per year) Frequent Fyler. The people I regularly travel with receive the preferred screening constatntly. I seem NEVER to. What could be wrong ?? Something is not matching up in the computer systems. HELP ., 11 

PM Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name b··1 ff 

712312013 

Phone Numbe 1h··,1r;·1 

Email cfh1/R1 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

The caller states that when she went through security screening at 12:45 Sunday at BOS. She was 21 weeks pregnant. is a nurse and her husband Is a doctor. She had to wait 12-15 minutes for a patdown even though multiple female TSOs walked 
past her. The callers husband asked a female TSO to do the patdown which she did and in a very thorough manner and in the process touching her vagina. She will be flying back to PA from EWR. 

Advised ca Iler: 
All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets 1/ this was not your experience. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your information 10 the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at I hat localion. 
You may request a PSS assist you for your upcoming flight. 

4:39:46 Flight information: 
PM Flight Path: Boslon 10 EWR 

Flight date time: 7 21 2:30 pm 
Flight# 4144 
Airline: United 
Airporl: BOS 
Gate Terminal: Terminal A 

W1tnes~b)(61 
Email: ~"'(6"'.1'---'--------i 



712312013 
4:51:51 

PM 

Caller advised th at her phone was dropped and broken at the checkpoint. She has be en sent from once place to another and no one is taking responsi bi I Ity. 

Yesterday, she flew from DFW on Spiril. Flight 877, from Terminal E, to ATL. She got 10 lhe airporl al 7:10 and checked in her bag. She had her grandson with her. They went through securily together. Her grandson went through just before her. 
They didn t have the AIT. but she had to opt out for her defib and other issues. She requested the pat-down instead. She asked her grandson to sit and wait for her. She had to wait 6-8 minutes for someone to come and pat her down. The screener 
put on her g I aves. She opened the gate, and p I aced her in front of a I a rge fan. She complained about the fan. The screener unplugged the fan and moved it. then began the pat-down. She handed the caller her purse and shoes and told her th at she 
could put her shoes on. The she did the ETD test, and the screener advised her that they had to do some additional screening, Caller advised that she would not be taken away from grandson and refused. Her grandson started to walk toward her 
upset. The screener told her that she couldn t talk to or Iouch her grandson. The female screener dropped her phone and broke it. Then her purse had to be re-screened. Caller advised the screeners that someone will have to reimburse her if she 
misses her flight. She was advised that that was not going to happen. 

Caller advised that she saw someone pass by with a shillelagh. a walking stick. and she complained. Caller asked for her heart medicine out of her purse. She advised the screener that she had to have her nitroglycerin. kb )(6) I the supervisor, 
came up and advised the screener that she would give the caller her medicine. The supervisor told her thal she was supposed to have booties for her bare feet when she went lhrough the screening procedure. The female screener look the caller s 
purse away the second time. The supervisor called the screener back and told her that she couldn t look at the purse out of the passengers view. She was given paperwork by the supervisor (a complaint card) and told to complete it. Caller was the 
last one to board the plane. When she sat down in her seat, she opened her purse and discovered that her debit card, driver s license, her medical cards, etc .. were missing in her wallet. She was allowed to get off the plane, but was advised that she 
would miss the flight, so she returned to the plane. Now she does not have her IDs and will have to cancel her credit cards, etc. She doesn t have her drivers license and social security card, so she is concerned about returning and going through 
screening again. Her next move is to contact the media if she doesn I get some response. 

The su pe rvi sor at the ch eckpo i nt.._l( b_, (_6_) __ ....,I was extreme I y profession al. The male screen er. I( b) (ff:, 

Can she contact someone at the airport to recover her losl documents? 

I exp I a i ned th at items I eft at the che c kpornt a re sent to lost and lo und at the airport. 

I provided: Dallas Fort Worth International Airport, Terminal E (Traveler's Aide) - 972-973-4420. 

Caller asked about what should she do about her phone. 

!needs re-training or firing. 

I advised that I would send her a claim form, the filing of which will cause an investigation 10 occur. They will pull videotape and determine what happened. I obtained her mailing address for the purpose and performed a fulfillmenl. 

How does she get back to Dallas without her I D7 

Advised caller to bring whatever they can locate for ID purposes. If lhey cant find enough or what lhey have is not acceplable, lhey can complele a form, the Certificalion of Identity, al the checkpoint that will allow lhe agenls to find them in public 
records. Once they have been located, they will be permitted to pass through the checkpoint. 
Caller: 
Caller flew from ONT to SFO with United Airlines yesterday. She received a patdown from a black female at terminal 2. She grabbed her butt and put a lot of pressure on her thighs. She asked her what she was doing. The TSO could tell she was 
visible upset about it and was laughing about the situation. She did not get the name or badge number of the worker. She has been patted down numerous times and never had a bad expenence like this. She wants an answer in writing about what 
action is being taken because of the TSO actions. This happened at terminal 2 between 7: 15 p.m. and 7:45 p.m. Her flight departed from gate 201. 

Response: 
712312013 All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets 1/ this was not your experience. 
6:38:22 

PM Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) al thal location. 

I told the caller that she contact the CSM at ONT by phone at: 

Namel(b)(61 
Phone!._ ______ __, 

Caller slated that she was flying on the July 22nd, 2013 Gulfporl, MS and wanted to complain because she had 10 go through the screening process and receive a patdown. Caller slated that she was aware that active duty military doesn I have to do 
certain things through screening and wanted to file a complaint since she wasn table to go through the Precheck intended for Active Duty Military. 

712312013 Advised Caller: 
7:43:46 Active Duty Military TSA Precheck is only at Baltimore Washington lnternalional Thurgood Marshall (BW IJ, Charlotte Douglas International (CL T), Denver lnternalional (DEN), Harlsfield-Jackson Atlanta International (ATL), Honolulu lnlernational (HNL), 

PM Lambert-St. Louis International (STL), Ronald Reagan Washington National (DCAJ, Seattle-Tacoma International (SEA). Ted Stevens Anchorage (ANC) and Washington Dulles International Airport (IADJ. So when she was flying through the Gulfport. 
MS that airport doesn t recomze PreCheck for active duty military so she would ve had to go through the normal screening process. Which was information that was on our website at Isa.gov. 

Caller slated that they would jusl file a claim online and send it in. 



712312013 
8:16:18 

PM 

From b)(61 
Sent: Tuesday, July 23. 2013 2:07 PM 
To: TSAExlemalCom;liance 
Cc~b,(61 
Su Ject: COMPLAIN 

To Whom It May Concern: 

PI ease see the attached complaint form reg a rd i ng our cl ,ent ~kb_·~, (_6_) ----~I Please contact us at your ea~ i est convenience reg a rd i ng reso I uti on of this matter. Your cooperation is greatly appreciated. Thank you. 

Sincerely 

Houston. I x I I UU4 

Offic,b)(61 
Cell: .. 

Fax: (l 3) 838-2250 
Callers friend flew to San Jose from Denver, Minneapolis. She says each time he stopped he was given a special search. She says he wanls to know why he is pulled off to the side for personal search? 

7124/2013 
9:40:06 Told caller 

AM I could not tell her why her friend was searched, I told her every person gets screened. If there was an alarm darning screening they will have to give her a patdown to clear an alarm. It could be something in his pocket, his clothes or it could be metal in 
the body. I could nol tell her what caused her friend to get lhe addilional screening. 



Caller wi 11 be fi yi ng on August 2. 2013 from New Ori eans to Salt Lake City. He wears a p I asti c brace with strips on it. He said that he is always p u 11 ed as1d e lo r secondary screening. He does offer to take off the brace. He said that his wife is his 
caregiver and he is being separated from her. He wanted to know how to get through the checkpoint as fast as possible , He said that he does have a RC N. 

I gave the following information: If a passenger has a cast. brace, or support appliance, the way screening will be conducted depends on his or her level of ability. The passenger should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of his or her 
ability, of the existence of a cast, brace, or support appliance, and of any need for assistance before screening begins. 

TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform TS Os about any disability. medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening, their use may 
improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their condItIons. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gov sites default files publications disability_not1f1cation_cards.pdf. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through 
meta I detectors on I y if they can wa I k through on their own. An el ig, bl e passenger can request to be screened by Al T 1f it is a va, I ab I e or can request to be screened using a thorough paid own: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by a 
walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

712412013 If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
10:44:25 

AM A paid own procedure also Is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

• The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. SomeIimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in lhe position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• A passenger should not be asked to remove or lift any article of clothing to reveal a sensitive body area. 

In addition to the patdown. TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. If explosive material is detected, the passenger will have to undergo additional screening. For more information about the technology used to test for traces of 
explosive material, please visit http: www.tsa.gov press releases 2010 0217 tsa-expands-use-explosive-1race-detection-technology-airports-nationwide. 

Regardless of whether a passenger is screened by a walk-through metal detector, AIT, or a thorough patdown, casts. braces, and support appliances are subject to add1t1onal screening. A TSO will need to see the device, which may require the lifting 
of clothing without exposing any sensitive areas. TSA also will use technology to test the device for traces of explosive material. II explosive material is detected, the passenger will have to undergo additional screening. 

Cast and Prosthesis Imaging technology is used in some airports. Where available, this technology will also be used to inspect a cast. A companion. assistant, or family member may accompany a passenger to assist him or her during any private or 



712412013 

Caller wants to make a complaint. 
She was at Phoenix AZ (Sky harbor) and had problems at screening. 
7-23-13 at 4:30 AM to board a Delta Flight #1492 bound for Minnesota and on 10 Louisville, KY at 7:AM. 
They were at Gate A5. 
She was travel mg with her daughter fo ·11 rr1 I and her cousin f b I ( ff) 
The nameofTSOwasl'.bl(ffl I ==~-~ 
He did a swabbing with something blue on her cousins hands. She asked her daughter and she thought they were checking for chemicals. 
There were several people in line and they were the only ones that were chosen to be checked. 
At that pomt she made a remark to her cousin that maybe she s ho u Id not have but she said to her: may be we are being racially p rof1 I ed. 
She feels he heard her remark and that started it, 
Once he sent her cousin to her lane, when she and her daughter came inlo lhe line they pul their things in the bin. 
He fol lowed them aver and said something to the other Officer. 
When they ran her things through they we re to Id their things needed to be checked again. 
They ran them through the sea nne r twice and even opened them. 
He was standing I here with lhe other Officer laughing al them. Thal made her angry. 

11:31:50 
AM They a I so took her cousin to another I an e and patted her down. She told them she had a cathe rter and a col oscopy and they made her raise her ski rt. 

Her cousinfb·:,(61 !was offered a private patdown but refused it. After she would not go to another room with them they told her to raise her skirt. 
She will have her cousin call us since she was nol with her and does nol know all the details. 
Told her we will be happy to take her complaint so please have her call us about it. 
I explained I take calls off the computer but any agent can assist her Cousin. 

Another Officer was very nice bul she does not have his name but he gave them the name of Officer,.b,.· ... ,('"°6..,1.,...._., 
She stated right after they came through a lady came by and set off the metal detector and told Office b':,(61 he had a metal knee and he told her to go on. He was too busy with them at the time. 
She does not know why they s ep erated her and her Cousin. 
They did not go through her Cousins bag. just her and her daughter, 

I asked if she feels she was discrimated against or does she feel it was a Rude Screener. 

She stated it is a Rude Screener issue. 

Told her I will send her complaint over to the Customer Support Manaqer. 



-----Original Message----
Fromf h··,1rr, 
Sent: Wednesday, July 24. 2013 4:58 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subj eel: Q ues ti on about pa 11ern of consecutive extra security checks 

TSA. 

I am concerned about a pattern of additional securily checks I have been subjected 10 during recent Iravel. Each of lhe past three times I have passed through airporl security, either returning to the US or departing, I have been flagged for additional 
screening. PI ease see the be low Ii st. 

This pattern does not appear to be random or co i nci denta I. Please advise the reason for the add i ti o na I screening and what I can do in order to have my name removed from whatever Ii st is triggering it, 

7~2~:2~~ 3 July 7. 2013 - Heathrow airport. While boarding a flight from Heathrow to Dulles. I was flagged for additional screening by a TSA agent at the gate. The agent interviewed me about my travel and work and then I was allowed ta board the flight. 

PM 
July 7, 2013 -After retrieving my luggage at Dulles following the flight from Heathrow, I was directed to the customs screening area. After waiting there for approximately 30 minutes I was allowed to enter the country. My luggage was not searched. nor 
was I interviewed. The agents would provide no reason for detaining me. 

July 24, 2013 - I was tagged for add1t1onal screening while going through security for my flight from Dulles to Lahore, Pakistan via Doha. I was subjected to an intensive pat down and my carry-on luggage was thoroughly searched. 

I am a holder of a US diplomatic passport and I am currently Iransilioning from PCS assignments in Pakistan (Islamabad to Lahore) where I work at the US Embassy and Consulales. My passport number is!(b)(6:, 
passport is kb )(6 :, !. Please advise haw this matter can be resolved. I understand the need for random screening al all pass part holders. but I feel that my situation is not random in any way. 

I and the full name on lhe 

I would like to state that all the personnel I have dealt with in each of these screenings were professional and efficient. I have no complaints in this area. 

Thank yau. 

kbi(61 

Caller wants 10 know if they have to touch your breasts and groin. She says I hat she has a complain!. She says that she and her husband had been visiting their son in Florida. Her husband has stage 4 pancrealic cancer and she is disabled as well. 
They were both in wheelchairs. She says that when she gat to the WTMD, she was asked if she had anything on her. She had change in her back packet and put it in a bin. Then she went through the WTMD. The officer then asked her again if she had 
anything on her. She says that the officer then performed a p atdown in public. She says the officer touched her breasts and groin. She says that the officer then sent her through the Al T machine. After she went through this, the officer asked her for the 
third time if she had anything on her. The caller told her that she had already been searched and been through the machine. The caller told her that ii she had anything, she would have found it by now. The officer then sent her bags back through x-ray 
screening and inspected them. They I hen told her she was clear. She says that they even checked the wheelchairs, which belonged to the airport. She says thal she was harrassed. She says she doesn t know why she was harrassed, but she was. She 
says that the officer was rude, nasty, and didn t like her. Caller says she had a 10 hour delay. She gave me two flight numbers, 3120 and 2186. She doesn t know which flight these ga with. She says she traveled from Orlando. ta Washington. D.C. to 

712412013 LGA via US Airways. She does not know which airport in D.C. this happened at. Caller says she will call her lawyers and let them handle this. Caller says that this all started when she presented her EBT card because she d1dn t have her state issued 
6:54:30 ID. She says that her EBT card is government issued. She was complaining that the airline took her boarding passes and there was a delay of 10 hours. 

PM 
Advised ca Iler: 
The patdown process requires every part of the body be patted down, including breasts and groin. The office rs have to go up the I eg untI I they m eel resistance. Advised ca 11 er th at add1t1ona I screening is done if a val id, government issued ID Is not 
presented. Her EBT card may be issued by the government, but it is not an acceptable ID. I could send her complaint to the CSM if I knew what airport this occurred at. Advised caller that her complaint about the delay and her tickets being taken away 
is for her airline. Advised caller thal she should call US Airways, oblain her airport, correcl flight number, gate boarded lhrough, arrival time from Orlando, and flight lime. Then we can send her complaint 10 lhe CSM. 

Caller was at San Juan Puerto Rico fighl 304 to JFK. Caller purchased lhe ticket and went through screening. She provided her ticket to the TSO and he called over a supervisor, lhey pulled her aside for additional screening in fronl of her daughter. A 
large woman said she must receive a patdown. She was not provided a reason other then there was a problem with her boarding pass. The TSO offered a private screening. The woman patted her down in front of her 7 year old daughter. Caller said 
be cause the re was an issue with the boa rd i ng pass Ca 11 er stated there was SSSS on the boarding pass. Cal I er stated it only happened once. 

Advised Ca Iler: 
712412013 
10:03:02 The "S" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 

PM Nation's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

TSA does nat discuss or release specifics about security screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Security Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI to the public. 



712512013 
10:04:10 

AM 

7125/2013 
103140 

AM 

712512013 
11:27:41 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP!~(b~l~(6~-~I ---~ 
Date Time: 7l24/201310:03:19 PM 

Name~b)(61 
Email h··,1rr1 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Oelta 3770, CVG 
Comments:When I opted out of the body scanner. the TSA agent assigned to pat me down dropped my shoes onto my laptop. I said I didn"t appreciate him dropping my shoes on my laptop. He then gave me the most thorough and creepy pat-down I 
have ever received. I /el t I needed to take a shower afterwards. He was an o Ider man with what sounded Ii ke a Ke ntuckv accent. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1~(b)(61 
Date Time: 712 51·°"20-=-1.,..,3,...9-=-,-=56-=-:""'4""7 ""'A.,..M,-, 

······················-----------------··························· 

Nam~rrl : Email b)(61 I 
Comp a1n s:My Complain 1s I\Jot Listed Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc):Us air 3365 pittsburgh. 
Comments This is more of a genera I complaint, What kind of t raining do tsa agents reci eve? While I am sure you w i 11 tel I me about how great it is, I wou Id I ave to know why from airport to airport and even sere ener to sere ener they a re so 
inconsistenl. My one child had to remove his coat and shoes while another did not. I had a small pocketknife stolen from me by a Isa agent. This same knife went lhrough security screenings at Las Vegas, New Orleans getting 10 Pitlsburgh and 
Memphis. I was told by the tsa agent that even though it had been announced in the media the change never took place. "'This happens all the time." Meanwhile my 8 year old son was sent to stand by himself in the terminal. Basically, I was appalled by 
this secunty screening. Andi have been groped, harassed and been detained frequently by the TSA in the past year. While I realize that flying is not a right, as an American liberty and freedom is. I feel that this was taken from me. Along with my 
property. It's pretty ironic that after visiting the flight 93 memorial this week those great Americans deaths have lead to what we now have. A cluster. 
The caller stated that she has a disability. pregnancy. She stated that in the ADA, it clearly states that pregnancy is a disability. She flew from Orange County and wanted to go through the metal detector instead of the AIT. She did not want to be 
touched and receive a paid own. However. they would not I et her be screened by the metal detector and performed a patdown. She al ready had papers th at she printed off from the website reg a rd i ng dis ab i I 1ty d1scn mi nation and she did not want me to 
send her the RFI. She asked for an email that states passengers cannot choose to go through the metal detector. 

Advised ca Iler: 
AIT safety has been verified. This testing takes into account special populations that a re more sensitive to radiation, such as chi Id re n. persons receiving radiation treatment lo r med i ca I conditions. and pregnant and pate nti ally pregnant women. as we 11 
as employees who work near the equipment, Al I screening systems fully com ply with Fede ra I safety requirements. and measured radiation I eve Is lo r ea ch a re wel I be low Ii mits est a bl ishe d by the U , S , Food and Drug Adm i nis tra ti on 
According to TSA policy, passengers cannot choose 10 be screened by the metal de1ec1or. If you opl out of the AIT, you must receive a paldown. You can always request a private screening and be accompanied by a traveling companion. 

Sent email. 

The caller stated that her daughter has a metal headband braided into her hair and that set the alarm off at Helena Regional Airport. She stated that her daughter asked the TSO s if they could just clear it with a wand and was told no that she must 
undergo a patd own, The ca Iler wanted to know how we could screen a fem a I e pro pe rfy without using a wand, in the scenario that the i ndivid ua I had i terns inserted into their rectum and vagina. The cal I er wanted to know why we don t use wands, The 
caller slated that she had called a TSA person at Helena Regional Airporl yesterday to ask about the use of wands but had 10 leave a message. She staled thal the man called her back today belween the hours of 9: 15 AM and 9:45 AM and that he 

7125/2013 was rude and condesending. The caller wanted to make a complaint about Helena refusing to use a wand. 
113840 

AM 
Advised Caller: I advised lhe caller that TSA may apply addilional screening melhods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk•Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging 
Technology (AIT) screening. Advised that wands may be used at some locations but not all. Advised that I could not release information in regard to why we do or do not use one screening method versus another. Advised the caller that her coplaint 
would be forwarded to the CSM. 
Ca Iler ju st went through TS A security at MC O and the screen ers at the gate tried to force her through the A IT Ca 11 er has a d efi b ri 11 ato r and opted-out of Al T sere en i ng and requested a pa tdow n. due to concerns it may affect her device, Ca Iler was flying 
MCO·PHL aboard US Airways #754 and was at the B terminal. She does not recall the gale bul advised me it was in the 50s. Caller began to cry and lhe TSO s eventually patted her down. Caller is very unhappy with the manner in which she was 
treated and the officers attempts to force her through the AIT machine. This incident occurred at approximately 11 :30 AM this morning. 

7125/2013 
12: 12:36 Resolution: 

PM 
Advised caller AIT screening is voluntary and passengers may opt-out and receive a patdown. Because your complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy of your e-mail to the Customer Ser,ice Manager at that 
airport. Apo I og1zed to caller lo r any i nco nven i ence. 



Disability Description: Caller mom is diabetic and has an insulin pump. 

Response Details: Apologized to caller aboul the incident and lold her I could forward her informalion on lhe formal complaint process for TSA s disabilily branch so that we could have this addressed properly. By law we must hMe her complain! in 
writing. 

Informed her that for such short notice I recommend she call the Customer Support Manager directly, and I will also send her infonmation to the Customer Support Manager at BOS as an FYI so that they can have this for their records. I could send it to 
the disability branch as a request for assistance but lhe flight is less than a day away and I don t believe they d get it in lime. 

To get a hold of the Customer Support Manager directly, please call the TSA Contact Center, press option 5, and input airport code BOS, translated as 267 on a touchtone phone, and receive the number for the CSM. 

7125/2013 
12,26 ,28 Offered the email of lhe RFI and caller accepted 

PM 
Recommend sending to CSM and OD PO for review 

lncidenl Details: She has had bad experiences before but I his one in Boston was particularly bad. She has been instructed by physicians she cannot go through any of the scanners wilh her insulin pump. The TSO s forced her to go through the body 
scanner with the insulin pump an. even though the physician told her not to da this. She informed them al this and they still forced her through. Also, some glass was broken on the floor around the patdown area. and she was barefoot. 
She does n t want this to happen to anyone else. 

She is also flying in less than a day from now and wanted to request assistance 

Caller is traveling with her infant and said that the TSO at the Reno Tahoe airport on 07-25-2013 at 10:50 am would nat allow baby food in her carry an luggage saying that baby food is not allowed at all. The same TSO at the checkpoint made her 
712 5120 13 husband go through a ful I patdown procedure as we 11. They were flying on Southwest a i rt i nes flight numb er 56 5 flying to PD X. Ca 11 er is upset because she knows her baby food should have been permitted si nee she is trave Ii ng with her infant. 

1:55:30 
PM Told caller how to contact the CSM at the Reno airport and will forward lhe complaint 10 lhe CSM. 

The caller is a victim of physical and sexual abuse. She stated that she has metal implants. She stated that for the last few years she has been driving almost a hour and a half to the nearest airport with the AIT, because Colorado Springs does not 
have the AIT She stated that she would normally fly from Colorado Springs, however she had a bad experiance there about two years ago. She stated that she was subjected to a patdown, for screening and she is not comfortable with that type of 
sexual assault. She staled thal she refused to fiy and gMe up her right so that she would not hMe to get a patdown. She slated that they made her slay in lhe checkpoint until the paldown was complele. She slated that she would prefer lhe AIT. 

She stated th at she was told that Co Io rad o S n n s was getting the A IT a few yea rs ago. however the lost the funding for construction. She stated that she was informed the other day th at Colorado Springs was undergoing construction lo r Al T 
placement, She stated that she spoke with b) ( ff:, and Colorado Springs reg a rd i ng the situation, and they told her th at they were getting the A IT, however instead a different airport got their machines to rep I ace the back scatter machines in place 
at that location. She stated lhat lhey did not get the scanner and this is obsurd. She stated that the olher airport had 100 many complaints regarding private areas showing during screening by the back scatter, and they had the replace the machines. 
She stated th at TSA is choosing those ind iv idua Is comp I a i ni ng over a di sa b I ed person. 

She stated that the WTMD is not safe for screening, because people can place bombs in there underwear and get through, just like the underwear bomber, 

I explained that I am not aware of this happening, nor do I know why Colorado Springs does not have the AIT. I explained that we have screening process in place, such as ETD testing of belongings, and passengers, patdown inspections randomly 
administered, and other process. I explained that I am not firmil1ar with the underwear bomber. 

712512013 I explained that the website has a list of AIT locations and scheduled AIT locations. However, Colorado Springs is not on that lisl. 

227:20 
PM 

Where are imaging technology machines located? 
A Currently. there are more than 740 Advanced Imaging Technology machines located at almost 160 airports nationwide. 

Airports that have, or are scheduled to receive, imaging technology: 

Cedar Rapids Eastern Iowa Airport (CID) 
Charleston lnternalional Airport (CHS) 
Charleston Yeager Airport (CRW) 
Charlotte Douglas I nte mati on al Airport (CL T) 
Chattanooga Metropolitan Airport (CHA) 
Chicago Midway Airport (MOW) 
Chicago O'Hare International Airport (ORD) 
Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky International Airport ( CVG) 
Cleveland International Airport (CLE) 
Col urn bia Metropolitan Airport ( CA E) 
Corpus Christi I nternationa I Ai rpa rt ( CR P) 



Disability Description: Caller has metal knee implants and breathing problems. 

Response Details: Caller has metal knee implants and breathing problems. 

Response Details: I apologized to the caller and told her that TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every person and item must be screened before entering 
the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus an ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity. respect, and courtesy. 

I asked her if you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition, Federal 
regu I ati o ns require that your complaint be put in writing un I ess your dis ab i I ity prevents you from doing so. 

Do you want info nmati on about Ii Ii ng a wntte n comp I amt reg ardmg di sab i Ii ty di sen mi nation or a re you ca 11 mg with a d iffe rent con cem such as poor customer service? 

712512013 She slated that this was POOR customer service. 

2A4:34 
PM 

Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the appropriate Cus1omer Service Manager. 

If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees. he or she s ho u Id inform a Transportation Sec u nty Olli ce r (TSO) before screening begins. I told her th at it is not required th at she tel I them but 1/ she has concerns about her screening th en 11 is 
helpful if they know this so she can be screened appropriately. 

I told her that if a patdawn is required then the patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. We recommend arriving 2 hours before the flight. 

I told her that many airports have special lanes available for passengers with medical conditions or disabilities who have trouble standing in line. She may ask where these lanes are located when checking in with the airline or when she reaches the 
checkpoint. I lold her that she may also ask for a PSS to assist her. 

I mentioned that she may find information regarding TSA Precheck expedited screening at the ts a.gov website. The program allows you to leave on shoes, light outerwear, belts and laptops in bags. 

I referred to a CSM and did nol send email. 

The caller look her in laws to the airport on Tuesday. She had an issue with a TSA agent at Washin ton Dulles airport. Her mother and father-in-law were flying on United airlines at 8:05 am on 7 23 13 departing from gate D5. The mother-in-law had 
just had a pacemaker two weeks prior to flying. The caller gave me an officers name of (b::,(6) She stated that her mother-in-law was not comfortable going through the AIT machine and wanted a voluntary pat down. She said that the agent 
argued with them rudely about a voluntary pat down. Also the TSO told her mother in law to ta e o her shoes even though she is over 75. Once everyone finally got through the checkpoint the agent once again argued very rudely about the callers 
mother-in-law taking off her shoes. The TSO said that she never asked the mother-in-law to take her shoes off. The caller returned after helping her mother and father-in-law onto the plane. The caller asked to speak to a supervisor. The agent once 
again starled arguing wilh the caller about speaking to a supervisor. The caller states that she wailed 15 minutes for a supervisor. The caller is not salisfied with the response thal she was given by the supervisor. She stated that she is nol confident 
th at the s upervisar wi 11 fa 11 ow up on the situation. 

Advised ca Iler: 

Apologized far her inconvenience. 

712512013 Airport Washington Dulles 
325:55 Airline: United 

PM Flight Number: 642 
Departure Arrival time: 8:05 am 
Date and time of incident 7 23 13 6: 10 am 
Baggage tag numbers: 
Des c ri pt ion al baggage: 
Was there an NOi: 
Anything written on an NOi: 
Localion (Terminal Gate): going to D5 
Al I contact info obtainable: 

Also I am going to send this information to a Customer Support Manager for review. 



712512013 
3:57:28 

PM 

7125/2013 

Caller was at SEA on Tuesday night taking Jetblue red eye and before she got to the airport she checked her phone and was in a wheelchair, gets to the gate and was going to charge her phone and the whole front was cracked. She had to have a 
patdown and unsure what happened, removed the phone from her pocket and placed in the bin going through security. Didn't see TSA hand inspect her bag. doesn't know what happened to the phone. AT and T told her it would be $169 to replace 
and ii is a new phone. 
Flight# 264, Gate # B5, 
Pnnted a claim form from the website but doesnl want to file if she won·t be reimbursed. 

Response: 
Advised caller how to contact the CSM at SEA and explained they have the capability to view surveillance video of the screening location to see if the item was damaged by TSA. 
Disability Description: Caller is missing items from his checked baggage. Specifically, the caller is missing a small 1-shirt from Cooperstown. Caller also believes that the patdown he received because of his amputee status was discriminatory. Caller 
speak of other times where he was wanded instead of having to go through a patdown. 

5:23:20 Incident Details: Caller was sent an RFI and advised that his complaint will have to be in wntrng in order to be official. The statement about ODPO complaints was read to the caller and he said that he thought 11 was discriminatory. 
PM 

712512013 
6:01:56 

PM 

Caller was also sent a claims form for the missing ii ems in his luggage and explained how he can seek reimbursement. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://wwwtsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················--;:::::===:;--------····························· 
Remote Client IP:~!r_h_·11_r;_·., __ ~ 
Date Time 7125/2013 4 56:44 PM 

Nam b, 61 
Email b)(61 
Comp a,n1s: ,scour1eous u e mp oyee· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):United Airlines Flight 4251 leaving ORD at 8am on 7123/13 flying to Louisville. 
Comments:My name came up for Secondary Screening. TSA employee with the last name ofkb1(6 !at O'Hare Airport (ORD) approached me as 1f he were a drill sergeant speaking in a rude and abrasive manner. His supervisor.!(b)(ff:, ! 
approached us during the pat down as I had expressed discomfort with~tyle. !/b)(6 ~hen walked away and when I askedkbH6.1 ! for~ame, he refused to give it to me. I had to walk up to!(b)(6 !myself to write down h,s name. 



Namel(b)(61 

Phone #:l~(b_,_(6_) ___ ~ 

Address:l~(b_,_(6_) ___ __.I Chicago, IL 60661 Unit 4703 

Email HYPERLINK j~~b_)_(6_••-' ________________ __. 

Whal happened? Describe your complaint. Give as much detJil aboul your experience as possible, 

including the name of the air carrier, if this occurred at an airport. 

712512013 I was selected for secondary screening al ORD. I was flying Uniled Airlines on flight 4251 

8:03:43 
PM 

leaving Chicago at 8 am on 7123113 going to Louisville. A TSAemployee with the last name of 

~pproached me in an abrasive and rude manner (acting as if he were a drill sergeant) to 

perform the pat-down. He was getting in my face and speaking in a threatening manner. His 

supervisor, k"'b"").,_(6""·•~' __ _,I approached us in the middle of lhe pat-down as I expressed my 

disapproval wit~stylejrh··,rr; !then walked away and when I asked,.!(b_."'1(_6'-, --~!for 

!(b·•1(6) !name, he replied by saying "You mean the guy that was simply doing his job?" He 

refused to give me his name. I had to find!(b)(6 !and look at his badge to get his name. 



I have to wnte and complain about the agents in Hilo. Hawaii. I have had several bad experiences there. I am a frequent interisland traveler for work. I do technical assistance for community water systems and am a ten year veteran of the Navy. having 
served in the Nuclear submarine program and a crew member and a power plant operator. The latest experience was that I saw the agents whispering to each other as I approached the security check point. I opted out of using the scanner and was 
trealed very rudely again. This lime the chosen screener was rude in lelling me I hat lhe machine does not use radiation. The second time he told me this I started 10 reply that I have a background as a radialion worker and wanted a more technical 
explanation about the operation of the machine. He cut me off saying that he did not want a rebuttal. Then he proceeded to do the pat down. He did not listen when I told him of the sensitive areas on my body. Then when checking my groin area. he 
re ally whacked me with his hand TW ICE' He was definitely doing his be st to smack my te st,cles. The area between my testicles and a nus deli ni te ly got hit Ii nm ly. If he had connected with my testi c I es during either hit it was a ha rd enough hit that 11 
would have dropped me on the ground. This was not funny, it was an assault and not a security check. 

I request th at the crew be addressed for this chi Id i sh behavior and that something be done to a I low frequent travelers a reduced screening on site, During my previous pass through this area we (my wife and I frequent! y t rave I together) had to wait whi I e 
many other people were screened. This is a whole other sIory as we were told 10 wait until they ··gal to it" and there was no time line given after we had wailed in line to even get 10 lhe screening area. We paid for and had a flight to catch 100. This is 
not right that we should just have to randomly wait to get our screening. I will happily submit to a background check as I am sure that I KNOW from my former occupation and security clearance that I can still pass a check. 

712612013 These are the high Ii g hts of the event. I can give a more detailed d escri pti on if I hear from anybody. Please, ta I k to these people. There s hou Id be no need for phys i ca I abuse of working trave I ers. 
7:57:56 

AM 

712612013 
7:58:36 

AM 

b)(61 

(808) 214-5628 (FAX) 

[b)(ffl 

Feedback Type · Request for Information 
Calegari es : Screening (AI T, Paid own) 
Cun-ent Date/Time· 7126/2013 12:10:59 AM Airport. Select One Date/Time of Travel. 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I have had an arm injury since Jan. 2013. In March and then again in July when flying out of Madison WI, my anrn set off the body scanner. I have not had surgery and there is no metal or anything foreign in my anrn. Why is the scanner 
going off? I have been told repeatedly it is impossible yel it has happened to me twice. I do have tendonosis in the biceps, extensor and flexor. Also I here is a splil I believe in the extensor. I also have nerve problems at the elbow and a possible torn 
muscle toward the wrist. The &quot;yellow boxes&quot: highlighted my right elbow. I am curious what is triggering it.... I start my flights from Portland Oregon and the scanner does not pick it up there. Thank you. 
Would you like a response? : True 

Passenger's Name~!(_b~)(_6~1----~ 
Phone Number : 

Email !(b)(61 ! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



712612013 
10:08:40 

AM 

-----Original Messa:e----
Fro~(b 1(6) 
Sent FC,day, July; , 2D13 12:39 AM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subjecl: Fly Righls - New Reporl from Edward Kretchrner 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Gen. Edward Lawrence Logan lnternalional Airport 



DearTSA 

I am writing to you to express my grave concern over your new "trusted traveler" program. 

I understand that you want to expedite long lines and avoid oomplaints and potential law suits over "groping issues,'' but I think this particular policy does not make sense and, and. most importantly, is wildly unsafe, 

The following quotes are excerpts I read from a news article on Reuters this morning: 

For a mere $85 dollars travelers "don't have to remove their shoes, jackets and belts during screening. And persons only need be stopped or checked "ii they appear suspicious,'' "TSA Administrator John Pistole on Friday announced that all travelers 
will soon be able 10 join PreCheck- as long as they pay $85 for a five-year membership, provide idenlifying information, pass a background check, and undergo fingerprinting. If his estimates are accurate, the TSA will reap about S255 million from the 
program in 2013." "Reuters" Published time: July 22, 2013 20:25 Edited time: July 23, 2013 16:49) 

I am glad that you're at least doing a background check and fingerprints -- although I don't know what good that will do since terrorists don't plan on living past the flight anyway. 

712612013 That aside, I have a variety of problems with this policy that I will outline to you now: 
11:59:59 

AM 

1 . ) This policy of rel axed security seems particularly unwise at a ti me when the threats to our safety are becoming greater and mo re comp I ex. There are an uni magi na bl e numb er of ways a person can hide drugs or weapons in their shoes! coats etc. 
As a traveler I am now frightened of anyone on my flight who can afford to spend $85 for a 5 year membership -- which is probably everyone since that's not much money for a 5 year stretch and plane tickets are already so expensive. And how can I 
t rusl some u nde scribed background check, even if I hey a re tho rough (an how thorough can they be for $85? Just because someone doesn't have a record yet doesn'I mean they won't commit a crime in the future. Does the TSA think the on I y pea pie 
guilty of gun crimes are those who didn't get background checks? 

2.) This program may seem immensely hypocritical to many Amencans at a time when the federal government is using drones to kill American citizens suspected of terrorism and tapping our cell phones all in the name of safety But 1/ they have $85 
we can trust them on a plane without scrutiny? This sends a very confused message to the American public and quite frankly defies common sense. 

Caller fiew oul of JFK and she did not want to go through the AIT screening so she decided 10 opl out. As a result of opling out, there was some confrontalion and the caller ended up speaking with TSO superviorl(b)(ff:, ltold the caller thal she 
7126/2013 should be arrested and told the caller she hoped she never came back through JFK again. Caller said the TSO was very rude to her as a result of her opting out of AIT screening for a patdown. Caller was flying on United airlines flight number 5711. 
12:41 :49 This occurred today. 07-26-2013 at 9:00 am. The caller boarding through Gate 11 to fly from JFK to IAD. 

PM 
Told caller thal I will forward lhe complaint 10 lhe CSM at lhe JFK airport. 



Caller will travel to DC on the 23rd of August. In the past he has had problems. He flies from GEG. Spokane. The last time, when he went through the equipment he was told that the alarm went off and it didn I. He thinks that the screening 
procedure is a ruse, Ca 11 er stated that the screen ers subjected him to a pat-down and made him face away from his carry-on property so that they co u Id stea I some of his documents, He wants to have someone meet him or ghost him at the 
checkpoint to make certain that no one from TSA steals his documents again. He will pass through Spokane again on his way to DC with more documents and wants to make cerlain thal the same thing doesn t happen again. 

Did they confiscate the documents I a st ti me? 

Yes. 

Documents are not prohibited property. so there 1s no reason why they should be confiscated. 

He doesn I understand how documents thal can incriminale an entire organization or a business would be prohibited and thus confiscaled. They don t have a right to take his documents. If his back was purposely turned to the screeners so that they 

712612013 could steal his documents, he wants assurance that it won t happen again. 

12:57:15 
PM I advised that the screeners are performing their tasks as required by law. Any person or item that goes aboard the aircraft must be screened, Did he see the screeners steal his documents? 

7126/2013 
4:0313 

PM 

No. 

If he believes that TSA screeners stole his documents, he should file a claim. The form can be found on the TSA website. The claim will be investigated and there will be a review of the evidence to determine what happened. 

Caller was adamant that the screeners took his documents and that the screening procedure was a ruse that allowed them to take key incriminating documents. He is telling us in advance that he wants to take his documents and is concerned about 
passing through at Spokane. He can ask for a supervisor if he has any concerns while there at the checkpoint. 

Caller advised that he didn t want 10 do that because the Mormon Church hires lhe TSA at Spokane, Washington. Because the evidence he has incriminates lhe Mormon Church, they are stealing his documents al the checkpoint. 

I advised caller to file a claim for the alleged stolen property to have the investigation performed. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hftp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1pj(b)(61 I 
Dale Time: 7/2612013 2: 10 00 PM 

Comp a, n s: na pp ro pr, a e cree ni ng/ Pat Down Sc reem ng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Bush Intercontinental (IAH) terminal C 
Comments:I am wriling to complain about my experience wilh TSA at Bush lntercon1inen1a1 Airport today prior 10 my 1: 15pm flight. As a physician it is my routine practice to opt out of full-body scanner. I am a frequent flier and undersland that some 
wait time is expected. However, generally the TSA agents are respectful and try their best to expedite the process. This was not at all my experience today at IAH. 

Shortly after I informed the gentleman TSA agent that I would like to opt out, he switched positions with l(b)(6) I I again waited several minutes before inquiring when there would be a female agent to assist me.!(b·:,(6) !simply brushed me off 
and stated that I would jusl have to wait. Not only was she rude but she did nothing to attempt to assist me. Even1ually after nolifying 2 additional agents I was finally assisted. I had to wait at least 15 minutes for a process lhat generally takes half the 
time. I understand that TSA is often short-staffed and pat downs may become a hassle and today it seemed as if I was being punished for that. It is extremely unfair for your agents to attempt to subject passengers to this type of treatment when they 
chose opt out. Even the shift supervisofb·•,(ffi !had no apologies for my experience when I discussed it with her. 

I hope that this agent is reprimanded for her behavior so she does nol subject another passenger to this treatment. In the meanlime I will be looking into PreCheck because your currenl screening practices for lhe general public have proven 
una cce pta bl e. 

Sincerely, 

l(b)(61 



Caller requested to speak to a s u pe rvi so r When asked lo r her name ca 11 er said she did not want to p rov1d e it at this ti me. 

E sea I ation Notes :I( b) ( 61 I 
712612013 Caller requested a supervisor as soon as she called in. The caller states that she had a hip replacement and she normally sets off the AIT. She went through the airport at DFW at 7:30 PM on July 25 2013 and was told that she would have to have 
7:10:55 her hair palled down. She had metal extensions in her hair. The was at lhe American gale 836. The TSO palled her down her hair with dirty gloves. The caller feels lhat lhe TSO did that on purpose because of her ethnicily. The caller lhought she 

PM was caller DFW. 

I told the caller that we have to clear all alanms and that the TSO can pat down her head. I also advised the caller that she could ask the TSO to change her gloves. When I was trying verify the airport name and phone number the line went dead. 

Dearkb 1(6) !1sa contact, 
I was traveling to Orlando to care for my elderly parent with health issues on 7125/13 southwest flight 650. I was checking in through security at about 11 :50am and tsa agentl(b)(ff:, lat check in reads my name off of my drivers license and starts 
making inappropriate comments. He asked "Is that your maiden or marned name" ?(why is this his business?) Then he starts snickering and said " your husband must have had a fun time in high school'"_ I think he thought he was being funny. but I felt 
he was being a bully and bordering on sexual harassment with his tone. I felt humiliated and angry bring treated this way. It was not a good way to start off my trip. 
When I got lhrough security baggage check, I asked a female tsa agent to tell me his name and give me some customer service contact information. Then I ended up gelling an extra pat down of the em ply pockets on my hips. ( I had already been thru 

7127/2013 the .ray and was cleared to go to the gate). I think the message from tsa is that their agents can act juvenile. and if you complain you get some extra unwanted invasion of pri,.v,.ac,..y,._. ,----, 
11 ; 0 1 ; 59 I think the agents need extra training on p role ss1ona I ways to interact with the pub Ii c. They are sup posed to be ma king us safe, not making us fee I bu 11 i ed or harassed. I hope!( b I ( ffl lio es not repeat this be hav1or with others and wou Id I Ike him and 

AM other tsa agents to treat my fa mi I y with the respect we de serve when traveling. 
Sincerely, 

!(b)(61 

7127/2013 
1:02:39 

PM 

7127/2013 
1:0247 

PM 

Recently, every time I go through airport TSA screening I get pulled aside and groped because. I'm told, my crotch doesn't fit your profile. Sound funny? I'm not laughing and I'm not happy about being singled out for my physical shape. People come 
in different shapes and sizes but you folks don"t seem to understand that. There should be a better way of conducting security than asking people to step into rooms so you can run your hands all over private areas over and over and over again. 

I'd like a response but please leave out the part where you're overworked, underpaid. and doing the best you can! 

To clarify, this occurred at RDU in NC 7125123 

On Jul 27, 2013. at 10:37 AM, .. fb_,_(6_) _____________ _. 

> Dear !( b I ( 6:, hsa contact. 
> I was !rave Ii ng to Ori a ndo to ca re lo r my elderly pa rent with hea Ith issues on 712 511 3 southwest flight 650. I was checking in through sec u nty at about 11 : 50 am and ts a agent kb I ( 6:, !at check in reads my name off of my drivers I ice ns e and starts 
making inappropriate comments. He asked "Is that your maiden or married name" ?(why is this his business?) Then he starts snickering and said"' your husband must have had a fun time in high school'", I think he thought he was being funny. but I felt 
he was being a bully and bordering on sexual harassment with his lone. I felt humilialed and angry bring treated this way. It was not a good way to start off my lrip. 
> When I got through security baggage check. I asked a fem a I e tsa agent to te 11 me his name and give me some customer service contact information. Then I ended up getting an extra pat down of the empty pockets on my hips. ( I had a I ready be en 
thru the xray and was cleared to go to the gate). I think the message from Isa is that their agents can act juvenile, and if you complain you get some extra unwanted invasion of rivac . 
> I think the agents need extra training on professional ways to interact with the public. They are supposed to be making us safe, not making us feel bullied or harassed. I hope b::,(6) does not repeat this behavior with others and would like him 
and other Isa agents to treal my family with the respect we deserve when 1raveling. 
> Sincerely, 

i(bl(61 
> 



Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es Perm i lied 11 ems 
Current Date/Ti me . 7I2712 O 13 12: 06 26 PM Airport · Select One Date/Time of Tr ave I . 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . May I travel with a 12 oz bottle of Clear Ca re contact I ens so I uti on (contains 3 % hydrogen peroxide)? 

712712013 I have done so lo r s eve ra I years ( several dozen trips), but was recently told th at I wo u Id have to submit the bottle to additiona I screening and ... myself to an addition al pat down ... if I wanted to take the botl I e through security, This occurred around 
1:03:15 1pm on 7126/13 at Boston Logan airport. 

PM 

712712013 

Has there be en a po Ii cy change? 

Thanks! 
Would you like a res onse? . True 

Passenger's N.,.a,...m,...e==~---,.---1 
Phone Numbe (b)(6) 

Emai b1(6) 
To leave a commen concerning his feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:l(b)(61 

Date Time: 712 712,,_0.,..13,....,,.5 ,-=2..,.2--=. 3-=g-=p"'M..,., 

······················----------------··························· 

6:10:55 Nam ,._b_.)_(6_, __ ...._ __ ~ 
PM Email bi(6r 

7/2812013 
g,16:29 

AM 

Compl\ia"1n;.;,;s:.;-,,,a"'m"'a"'g"'e=o"'r....,,""ss""in·g items in Checked or Carry-on Baggage 

Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight 173 Southwest Ontario CA July 18. 
Comments: It is my sad duty to re po rt gross misconduct by three of your agents, I was subjected to a length I y. largely u n nece sssa ry screening on going through sec u rity--three scans, a pat down, and a number of other demands which required 12 or 
15 minutes. I am 86 years old with white hair. As a prudent man I regularly carry 300 or 400 dollars in my carry.on as insurance against a losl billfold, flight delays, anolher 9·11, etc. During lhese procedures I saw a lhird agent take my rucksack around 
the comer out of sight and reappear with it three minutes later. I had to hurry to my gate and didn"t check my rucksack till much later. My money is missiing. A thorough search in all my baggage and clothing turned up nothing. I did not dream that a 
umfo nmed rep re sentat1ve of the US government would stoop to such b eha vi our. 
To Whom II May Concern: 

I am a frequent flyer and fiy through LAX delta terminal twice a week. When I asked for opt-out the Tsa personnel jokingly said. '"No.'" On 
7127113 around 8:30pm a Tsa personnel named~id not follow proper opt out protocol. I asked ii she was going to grab my belongings off the xray belt and place it on the table where bag checks and pat downs are done and she said, "'No.'" 

She had me stand behind a big pole obstrucling my view of my belongings I hat were still on the xray bell (you could probably find footage of this). This was unprofessional and places more liabilily on your parl had my belongings been stolen. Also, ii 
backs up the other passengers' be longings on the xray belt and is i neffi ci e nt. Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Regards. 

!(b1(61 I 
Sent v,a the Samsung Galaxy S '"Ill, an AT & T 4G L TE smartphone 

Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es Screening (AI T Pa td own) 
Current Date/Time. 7128/2013 4:42:45AM Airport: Select One Date/Time of Travel· 

Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 

7128/2013 TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
9:16:58 Comment . Please explain to me the inconsistencies of traveling in the country and the way TSA agents treat you? At one airport it"s okay if you bring hair grease at the next airport it's not ok if you pack grease. At one airport they patch your hair down 

AM at the next they don't pat your hair down. I Am Not Going To Get Started On The the inconsistency of TSA agents while I Travel in a soft cast soft cast. 
Would you like a response?: True 

Passenger's Name~ 

Phone ~I !OOh_er · 
Email :[_bi(61 
To leav~e_a_c_o_m_m_e-nt_c_o_n_c_er-n~ing this feedback, follow this link . http:!ltsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/Applicatio11Ma11ager 



712812013 
9:59:53 

AM 

Caller states that he and his girlfnend had a bad experience with a TSA supervisor. He did not get her name, but this occurred around 7: 15 am at PHX. He says that his girlfriend went through the checkpoint and got a patdown and was taken into a 
private room. He states that she was in there a while and the TSO did not tell him anything about what was going on. He says that when he asked to see a supervisor, he was told that the TSO screening her was a supervisor. He says that when the 
door opened and he asked the supervisor whal was going on, the door was slammed in his face. He says thal eventually, the supervisor said that his girlfriend was fine 10 board after lhe supervisor left her in the room with another TSO a couple of 
times. Caller states that the supervisor claimed that she told his girlfriend what was going on. but did not. He says that the supervisor did admit that the door should not have been slammed in his face. He states that they were at checkpoint 1-15. 

Advised ca Iler: 
We regret that you were not salisfied with the service you received. 

Because the complaint concerns security s c reem ng at a specific airport. we have lo rw-arded a copy of this e-mai I to the Custa mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 

Flight information: 
Flight Path: Phoenix to Seattle 
Flight date time: 7 28 7:30 am 
Flight#: 633 
Airline: Alaskan 
Airport PHX 
Gate Termi,I"'-'-,-!.,._ ____ _, 
Witnesses (b )(6) 
Email (b)(ff1 

Disability Description: She is a passenger who is blind and has a guide dog thal she has I raveled wilh through many airports. 

Response Details: For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Secunty Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)), 11 must be in writing and including the following 
info rmat iori; 

The name and address of the complainant; 
The date of the a 11 eg ed act of di sen mi nation: 
A description of the alleged discriminatory action in sufficient detail to inform TSA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination; and 
The signaIure of the complainanl or someone aulhorized to sign on behalf of lhe complainant. 

In addition. to ap prop ri a tel y address your concerns, we a I so need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

7128/2013 . . 
2,39 :45 Also sent caller a cla,m package for the damage to her carry on 1Iems. Emailed the RFI to the passenger. 

PM 
Incident Details: Caller says that she had a horrific experience. She is a passenger who is blind and has a guide dog that she has traveled with through many airports. She states that she took Delta flight 2001 and had an incredibly rude screener 
who was very condescending. Caller said that she would like to put her dog on sit and walk through the WTMD herself with her service dog following on a long leash. Caller states that the TSO refused to allow this and also refused to allow her friend 
flying with her 10 hold the dog while the caller went through and even chased the friend away and would not let her be wilh her while she was being screened. She says that she was forced 10 walk lhrough the WTMD al the same time as lhe dog, which 
of course set off the WTMD due to the collar. Caller says that her dog does not like to be touched while in a harness. so she started to take the harness off far the patdown. Caller states that she was screamed at and told dont do that and then the 
TSO took the whole harness off and put it through the xray and did the patdown taking an excruciatingly long time saying where she was going to put her gloved hands and asking questions like Are you capable of moving your foot? and Are you 
capable of moving your arm 2 inches? , Caller feels that the patdown was excessive and vengeful: furthermore caller says that the TSO did not test her hands for explosives and did not pat down the dog, but destroyed her purse and removed an 
expensive sleep preventative for lhe dog without telling her, only leaving the open box and instructions. Caller said that she requesled a supervisor early in the process, bul no supervisor was brought until near the end of lhe process. She says that 
when she complained to the supervisor. the su ervisor gave her a comment card and said There is nothing you can do just take the card. She says that neither the TSO nar the supervisor gave their names even when asked for their names but her 
friend said that the supervisor was named I h ·., I fr, Cal I er states she was to Id that a 11 dogs are screened the same and to Id them that hers was a service dog and was told th at they did not care. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Ti me : 712812013 8: 3 5: 18 PM Airport : DEN - Denver International Date/Ti me of T rave I : 
Airline & Flight Number · 

712912013 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 

8_05,52 TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
· AM Comment : A pat down for wearing a butlon down shirt? Because its not &quot body conform i ng&q uot;?' Rea 11 y?? Next ti me I'm wearing my swi msu it1 

Would you like a re:3-nc~osr;? · In le 
Passenger's Name tb 1(6 _, _ 
Phone Number : ,._ ___ _. 

Email !(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time: 712812013 8:07:08 PM Airport: JFK - John F. Kennedy lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 0612212013 12:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: American 6091, codeshare wi1h[b::,(ff1 I 
Pacific Checkpoint/Area of Airport. Terminal 7, Cathay TSA Employee: (If Known)· Grey-haired man operating body scanner Comment · My wife is pregnant. She requested ta receive a pat-down screening. While she was seated. awaiting screening, 
the TSA agent made several rude and unprofessional comments. Another woman was seated next to my wife, also awaiting pat-down screening (she confided to my wife that she had been a cancer patient). I witnessed this while waiting for my bags to 
move on the x-ray be It. 

When I moved through security. I complained to the supervising agent at his desk. He was very efficient. He immediately removed the agent from the line, and placed him in the far right comer of security. He was located about 15 feet from my wife 

712912013 wh i I e she received her pat-down search. I cou Id see him I e eri ng at her. with a snotty expression on his face. It was disgusting. 

8:05 54 J,b· (6' I AM My wife,tb 1(6) !and myself, 't .1 I are both members of Global Enlry and TSA Pre-Check. 

I do not think that most members of the TSA are bad people or unprofessional. I am actually fnendly with many of them at Boston Logan. Please give local TSA supervisors, including the excellent JFK supervisor, the necessary authority to deal with 
employees who clearly should not be dealing with members of the public. 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name b. ff', 
Phone Number "1'"h~·-,1"'R,--.. ,~---..,...__, 

Email (b)(61 
To leave ·a cornmen concerning ,s eedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The caller indicated that she was scheduled to travel from LAX on Friday, however her flight was canceled and she traveled on Saturday 7 29 13 on Allegiant Ar flight 1336 departing at 2:10pm from A33. She went through screening at about 11 :45am. 

She has to be screened via a pat down due to a spinal cord stimulator that is implanted in her back. She opted out of AIT and requested a pat down. She was advised by a female TSO that she would have to wait for someone to do the patdown and 
that the callers lhree children (12, 9, 4) would have to proceed through lhe screening process while she waited for a paldown. Her four year old became upset and was crying hyslerically. The caller could see her older children, however she could nol 
see her youngest child. The caller indicated that when they went through security on Friday, TSO assisted her in collecting her and her children s belongings from the conveyor belt and ensured that her children were with her while she waited for the 
pat down. Essentially, her children were not separated from her. 

The female TSO was an African American lady with chin length straighl black hair. The caller is 5 2 and indicated thal the TSO was taller than she. The caller indicated that she weighs 117, and the female TSO was heavier than her. Approx 140. 

712912013 The caller indicated also that the same TSO was rude to her during the identity venf1cation process. The caller under\'llent gastnc bypass and has lost over 120 pounds. The female TSO asked for additional ID (credit cards with her name) and indicated 
S:04:37 that the caller should have her ID updated as the photo doesn t look like her. 

AM 
The caller then asked who shuts off the emergency exit alarms at the airport. The caller indicated that her four year old tripped and fell into an emergency exit door and the alarm sounded. An Allegiant agent advised that someone tried toga through 
th at day and was arrested. The agent said this in the presence of her chi Id and upset the chi Id. 

I apologized and advised that I would refer the information to the CSM at LAX to make them aware and sa the issue may be addressed. The caller indicated that she did not have an email address. 

I explained that her complainl in regard to the airline agent would need to be addressed by the airline. 

I explained that TSA conducts baggage and passenger screening at the airport so I do not know specifically who would shut off such an alarm. I advised that she contact airport secunty as they may be able to address her question. 



Hello. 

I was pre-check cleared at IND on Friday 7126. Upon Jrrival al the pre-check screening poinl, I asked for a scan as opposed to a metJI deIecIor and pat down due to a hip proslhesis. I was advised thal I would have to undergo a pat-down as the 
scanner had been taken from the pre-check screening paint. A deactivated scanner is sitting unused in lane 7 at I ND. I have undergone all processes and background checks to be able ta use trusted traveler program and the pre-check process. It is 
nd i culous th at I should have to have a pat down, when a perfectly good sea nne r sits unused. PI ease fix this situation. Thank you. 

!(b,(6) 

fb)(61 

Office: (b,(6) Mobile lhI/RI Fax: +001 404 474 2595 
Email: HYPERLINK (b)(ff1 

'-------------------------------------------------------------' 
71291201i(bl(B, 
12:15:181~. _-__ , ----~ 

PM 

HYPERLIN ~(b_)~(6_·•~' ---------------------------------------------~ 

(bl(61 

This message is sent in ca nfi dence for the addressee only. It may ca ntai n I eg ally p rivi I eg ed information. The ca ntents are nat to be disclosed ta anyone other than the addressee. Una utharised recipients are requested ta preserve this confide nti a Ii ty 
and to advise us of any errors in Ira ns mission. Thank you. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Cun-ent Date/Time. 7/2912013 11 :24:21 AM Airport. BNA - Nashville International Date/Time of Travel· 07/27/2013 12:30 PM Airline & Flight Number. Southwest, 1708 Checkpoint/Area of Airport. screening area TSA Employee: (II Known). no 
name lag displayed Comment: BEFORE buying tickets, I called you folks and then emailed. I was assured that traveling with my wife and daughters (9&amp;7) would exempl us from any pat downs and the body scanner. After my wife and daughters 

712912013 walked through the metal detectors, an agent put a chair in the way and stopped my walk. He then rudely ordered me to go to the body scanner. I WAS separated from my family (unlike what your website says). When I questioned this process, I was 

12,15,34 told only ONE pamnt goes through the metal detector and that TSA has discretion with the body scanner and who goes through it. None of this happened at the SMF airport when we went to Tennessee a week pnor. Why did this happen? This may 
PM stop my further arr travels. 

Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's N,w.,i,,w..1.11.LJ.L.----I 
Phone Numbe (b)(61 

Email b1(6) 
To leave· a commen concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller Is a Nexus Member. and he was approved for the Trusted Traveler Program. he also enrolled with United Airlines. 

Informed caller: 

TSA is committed to expanding TSA Pre\u2713 '" benefits to a growing passenger population in an effort to strengthen transportation security through risk-based methods. Beginning November 15. 2012, Canadian citizens traveling domestically in the 
Uniled States who are members of lhe U .s. CusIoms and Border Protection (CBPJ and Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) NEXUS program are eligible to participate in TSA Pre\u2713'" and may receive expedited screening at participating U .s. 
airports. For more information about NEXUS and other CBP Trusted Traveler programs, please visit www.globalentry.gov . 

712912013 Canadian citizens interested in participating in TSA Pre\u2713'" through NEXUS must enter their PASS ID into the ·Known Traveler' field when booking a flight reservation or saving their PASS ID to their airline's frequent flyer profile. Members can 
3:15:00 find their PASS ID online by accessing their Global Online Enrollment System (GOES) account or on the back of their membership card in the top-left corner. 

PM 
If TSA determines a passenger Is eligible for expedited screening through TSA Pre\u2713 "', information is imbedded in the barcode of the passenger's boarding pass. When TSA scans the barcode at the designated security checkpoint the passenger 
may be referred to the TSA Pre\u2713'" lane for expedited screening. Expedited screening for TSA Pre\u2713 '" passengers may include being able to leave their shoes, light outerwear, and belt on and allowing them to keep their laptop in its case 
and their 3-1-1 compliant liquids gels bag in their carry-on. However, all lravelers may be required 10 undergo additional screening, including a patdown inspection, to resolve an alarm. 

Passengers who make their flight reservation through a travel agent. travel Web site (such as Expedia, Traveloc1ty. or Orbitz), or an employer's travel-booking system are strongly encouraged to contact a representative there to ensure that their Global 
Entry PASS ID was successfully added to the "Known Traveler Number Field" of their airline reservation. Confirming that the PASS ID was successfully included on an airline reservation each time a passenger travels will help to ensure that he or she 
is considered for TSA Pre\u2713 n.,. 

It is important to keep in mind that TSA Prelu2713 '" does not quarantee an individual expedited screeninq. TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throuqhout the airport. 
The caller is trying to reach the office of civil rights and liberties. 

She stated th at 13 year old daughter was !rave Ii ng from Li hue to H NL. She stated that she was patted down without pa rental con sent or an a i rt i ne rep being pre sent. She stated that she was told by local T SA that they had to lo 11 ow those g u1d e Ii nes. 

7129120 13 She stated th at our regu I ati o ns state that T SA has to have pa re nta I consent to touch a chi Id, She stated th at she did not want this sent to the CS M , She asked for a s u pe rvi so r. 

3:20:09 
PM 

7129/2013 
3:30:34 

PM 

I advised the caller that we can sent this complaint to the CSM at Li hue regarding the situation. I explained that TSA does not have to have parental consent for a patdown on a child. All passengers have to be screened regardless of age. 

July 28, 2013 
MCO to PHL via US Airways 
Screening Occurred: 9: 30-1 O: 2 O AM 
Terminal: B Gate: 56 
Checkpoint: Furthest to the I ell 

Caller is wanting 10 relay an unpleasant experience he had in going lhrough screening. Caller opled out ofTSA PreCheck in order to go lhrough screening with his parIner. A TSO close to the AIT machines received a call and during that call, the TSO 
looked atkh \/R\ f','as stopped for secondary screening while he was trying to retrieve bins for his items and both he and his partner had to go through patdowns, all whilst being asked multiple questions by BDOs. The caller alleges that 
the TSO pe rtorm i ng the patdown was very invasive. even going so far as to touching his pubic hair during the screening: other passengers watching the patdown snickered. pointed. and I aug hed. Caller was flustered by this and spoke with the 
supervisor (Wiley) at the checkpoint. Caller believes that the only reason that his party might have seemed suspicious would be because they are men of color. 

Caller was informed that this incident is going to be forwarded to the CSM at the airport. Caller will also be sent an RFI for alleged civil rights discrimination on the grounds of race. Caller was provided with the information needed for an RH which 
includes: 
Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination; 
• Be in writing; 
• Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
• Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
• Describe the al I eg ed discriminatory action in sufficient deta i I to inform T SA of the nature of the al I eg ed a ct of discrimination; and 
• Be signed by lhe complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 
In order to appropriately address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 



Cal I was transferred to me byf b I ( 61 I 
Her 13 year old daughter was patted down and she told him she wants to file a Civil Rights Complaint. 

Told her I can assist her. 
Confirmed it is about her 13 year o Id d aug hte rs patdown. 

She slated ii is and it is because there was no parenl there to witness it. 
Her Daughter was flying as an unaccompanied Minor and feels she felt that she was touched inappropriately. 
She does not know why she was selected. 

I asked if she realizes there is a difference in a complaint about lhe patdown which I could send 10 lhe CSM and a Civil Righls Issue. 
As a comp I ai nt I could send info to the CSM at Li hue to address the issue. 

She stated it is Civil Rights. 

712912013 I asked if she can tell me what protected class her daughler feels she was discriminated against. 

3:38:20 
PM 

She stated it is because she is a woman - her d aug hte r I ooks mature. 
She was told in Honolulu by a manager it is a Civil Rights issue and she is well aware of what is Civil Rights. 

Placed her on hold to check with floor support. 

Thanked her for holding. 

The Incident happened in Li hue Airport 
It happened 7-27-13 at approximately 3:15 PM 
Des c ri pt ion of the incident 
Told her I do need to tell her that she will be required to pul her complaint in wriling. 

She refused to give me any futher details and said it is a waste of her time. 

Told her I am sorry she is unhappy. 

Caller has gone lhrough airport lost and found and TSA lost and found. He was told to call us to have an investigation opened. He has a lot of metal in his body, so he got pulled to the side to get a patdown. While he was being palled down, another 
man went through security. This man had a laptop that was identical to the callers. TSA put the other man s laptop back in this laptop bag. but he didn t realize it and picked up the caller s laptop. This guy has called lost and found, but they did not get 
his information. Now they don t know who this Is to get the callers laptop back. He wants us to find out who the guy is that has his laptop, so he can get it back. This happened in a lane on the right side of the checkpoint. He says he has already filed a 
claim. 

Airport ATL 
7129120 13 Airline: De Ila 
3:41 :20 Flight Number: 1580 

PM Terminal: S 
Date: 07 21 13 
Time Through Secunty: 4:00 p.m - 4:30 p.m. 

Advised ca Iler: 
I will send this to the CSM for review. Advised that I would note that he would like for them to look into this for him. I cannot make a promise on someone else s behalf, so I cannot guarantee that he ill hear something back. Advised caller to give it some 
time and 1f he hasn t heard anythinq. he can call our number. 866-289-9673, select option 5 when he hears 11, and enter airport code ATL. This will provide him with the CSM s number. 
The caller was complaining because TSA is gelling rid of the AIT machines, which save her a lot of lhe time from having to undergo a patdown procedure. She said thal she is 79 and has both knees surgically repaired. She said that when she travels 
through an airport that does not have AIT. she has to undergo a very invasive patdown procedure. She wants to know if there is any other way to be screened than a patdown. She said that she usually flies out of ABE, FLL, PHL and RSW. 

7/2912013 I told her that TSA is replacing the old rapiscan technology with new technology, AITs are not being completely removed. I reviewed the list of airports that have. or are scheduled to receive, AIT. I told her that the only airport that she travels out of that 
4: 13: 21 do es not have AIT is ABE. TSA has modified the screening procedures lo r passengers under I he age of 12 and over the age of 7 5 to a I low rn ul tip I e pass es th rough the AIT and w TM D, to try and keep from a patdown procedure. However, if those 

PM technologies keep alarming, a patdown procedure must be used to resolve them. 

http://www. ts a. gov/ a it-frequent ly-asked-q ue stions 



Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es Identification R eq ui rem ents; Screening (AI T Pa td own) Current Date/Ti me : 712912 O 13 6: 4 6: 2 O PM Airport Sele ct One Date/Ti me of Tr ave I : 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: My son and I had a flighl from El Paso Texas 10 Bwi. We were informed since his documents for identity were shred or thrown away they would do a full pat down and a screening. I went lhrough the checkpoint because I had my military 
dependent identification. My question is we had documents with is name and then were told if he didn't have a social security card he was denied access to the flight. 

712912013 I had to continue to catch the flight but he was left in El Paso with the clothes on his back as his luggage was already checked in. 

8'~~16 I got to Maryland and had to wait until today to get a copy al his birth certificate. If this is faxed to him will he still be denied access. He is not a resident of El Paso his home state is Maryland. 

Also, they told me at the airport it depends on the person on duty to make that decision. 

Your help will be greatly appreciated. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Namsl,.(b_."'1(_6'-, ____ ...., 
Phon1 Number · 
Email[b )(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link htlp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB2IApplicationManager 

Caller stated that he had an bad experience at JFK that was very disturbing ta him. Caller stated that he has a metal implant in his shoulder and after he was inf armed the TSO s at the checkpoint about the metal implant he was still prompted over to 
go through the WTMD. After he walked through and the alanm sounded the TSO gave him a patdown instead of wanded him like they have at other airports. They then proceeded to do Explosive Trace Detections on his hands, shoes and computer. 
Then the person that was scanning his carry on had a couple other officers help her with dumping the items out of his bag and going through it more thoroughly. Caller stated that he didn t think that the workers were very professional with how they did 
the additional screening. 

Caller never stated that he felt singled out due to his metal implant, just felt that the staff at JFK wasn I very professional. 

7129/2013 After he wenl through his wife went through lhe WTMD and she has a metal knee. She proceeded 10 explain her metal knee and they quickly examined her knee and sent her on through and she didn I have to go lhrough all the stuff he did like taking off 
9:24:06 his shoes even tho he is older than 75. 

PM 
Caller stated that he was flying on May 26th, 2013 around 3:00PM. The flight was a connecting flight from Moscow to ATL. Flying through Delta. Caller stated that he thinks he fiew in from Terminal F and had to go through Terminal B which had him go 
through the TSA checkpoint. 

Advised Caller: 
I apologize but anytime that you re alarmed through a WTMD the TSO may prompt you over for a patdown and do a ETD to make sure that you ve not been exposed to any kind of explosives. That is part of our policy. I apologize that he had to go 
through all the additional screening but ii sounded like lhe experience that he went through is all parl of our policy when an alarm is made through lhe WTMD. I would send a copy of his complaint on to the CSM al JFK so they know of the complaint. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time. 7129/2013 9:10:06 PM Airport. SGF - Springfield-Branson National Date/Time of Travel. 07/2512013Airline & Flight Number: Delta 5020 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Security Gate TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: I fly for work appxomately 1-2 per month and have never had anything remotely as absurd as this happen to me before. Immediately afler passing through the medal detector I was pulled to the side and told I had been selected for a 
random screening. No big deal I thought I would get the pat down and be on my way. This was at 12:10 and my flight didn't leave until 12:45. I was told to empty my pockets and put all my belongings on the table while I was searched. During my pat 
down 2 TSA members starting to perform a search of my belongings while anolher asked me a siring of consistant questions. None of I his is a issue for me because I am all for safety, bul after 20 minu1es of this is where it all went down hill. After a 
very through search of myself and my belongings which included going through all my business materials in my book bag, looking through everything in my wallet, empting my suitcase which included removing the liner, going through my shaving bag 
and asking about prescn pti on medications, and tearing the bottoms out of al I my shoes it was obvious that I was no threat. W hi I e 11 was obvious I was no th re at I was sti 11 he Id wh, I e my plane boarded. At this point two of the T SA m em be rs went over to 
speak with a member of the local law enforcement in which another 10 or so minutes went by. At this point I am staring to get furious knowing that my flight is soon to leave. Finally the local police officer walks over to me and asks for my drivers 
license. He tells me lhat lhe reason I have been searched is because I was exibiting nervous stress like behavior prior to entering security and he asked if I was stressed or nervous about anything. I lold him no that I was just tired and ready to get 
home to see my wife and child and I did tell him that I do take anxiety medicine, but hadn't taken it in a few days. 

Later afler I had thought about it I remember being approached at the Delta ticket line by one of the same members of the TSA that seached me. He was way overly friendly asking me a lot of odd questions and smiling at me. As a heterosexual male 

712912013 ii seemed odd to me, so I didn't engage in much conversation with him. The same TSA memeber approached me in the security line as well. This must have been my nervous siress like behavior. I was also traveling with a coworker lhat said he 

1O: 10,40 noticed nothing unusual about my behavior. 

PM 
Now back to where I left off when the officer told me I had why I had been screened. He asked me a few basic questions and told me that he was going to go run my license to do a background check. By this point my flight is about to leave and I'm 
getting upsel and the fact that I hadn't taken my anxiety medicine in several days didn't help. I asked someone to go check on my flight and several minutes later to inform me I hat I had missed my flighl. This coupled with lhe fact that I had already 
been through 35 minutes of Q&amp;A and an extensive search made me furious and nearly sent me into a full blown anxiety attack. After convincing a memeber of the TSA to remove my medicine from my bag I practically had ta be carried ta the 
water lo unta in in order to take my medicine and I had to walk through the airport barefoot si nee my shoes had be en searched. 

I wasnt' able 10 catch a flighl unlil several hrs later causing me to miss and engagemenl parly that I was supposed to atlend upon re1urning home. 

Again I am a 11 about safety and as much as I fly I appreciate safety measure b erng put in place. but this was way ave rdo n e. I'm not one to react adversly in situations and this pushed me to my Ii m,t. It was obvious th at within the first 20 min of 
searching myself and my belongings that I wasn't a threat yet I continued to be treated as one and was made to miss my flight. 

THE TSA MISSED IT ON TH IS ONE''''! 
Would you like a re ? · 

Passenger's Na;c.m...;e'-'-b_,_(6_1 ____ __. 
Phone Number 
Email . b)(ff1 ~----------~ 



713012013 
8:16:44 

AM 

To Whom It May Concern. 

I felt incredibly violated when opting oul for lhe security scanners; I was "palled down" in a way that seemed very inappropriale. I do not choose to go lhrough the scanners for heallh reasons and have ALWAYS opted out over the past year and jusl 
recently gat patted down in the TSA area out of RNO before flying into Denver a few days ago, so i am very familiar with the process. The security women in the past wham are appointed to pat me down always do so respectfully and only go to my 
upper thigh ... not the case a few minutes ago here in Denver International. The TSA agent was incredibly salty from the get go after I said hello sweetly and stood on the mat with my feet in the appropriate places to be helpful. She asked me if I had 
ever opted out and I I et her know that I always do and have been through it countless ti mes, seeing as I travel quite ofle n. Everything about the pat down was norm al u nt i I the worn an I ite ra 11 y lei t down the crack of my butt. I have never had another TS A 
person do that during the 'pa I down· ever be fore. 

She then told me 10 point my right foot outward and then in a swiping motion moved up my thigh pasl the upper inner part to where she continued uni ii she was 1ouching my vagina lips. I commented that she was actually 1ouching my vagina and I felt 
uncomfortable. This caused my boyfriend ta the right of me and the TSA agent patting him down to both look over with concern because of the tone in my voice. 

Now, I am not someone who gets offended easily or allows myself to feel uncomfortable. I was feeling bath of these, especially after the woman went on to tell me that I obviously have never been patted down before after opting out for the security 
scanner. I then assured her that was not true since I had actually just been patted down about 4 days prior...and have been patted down at the Denver airport previously and have never had that happen during the search. She then began to continue the 
pat down and told me now to place my left leg at a point outward. I felt helpless because I have to listen to what this woman was telling me to do. I believe to just prove her point to me she began to do the exact same thing but then continued upward 
about 2 inches past where she had on lhe first leg 10 where this woman's hand was between the lips of my vagina. I am a frequenl flyer and stand up individual and am completely embarrassed, offended, violaled, and incredibly upset I hat I his was 
something I felt powerless in because this is a woman in power and I felt helpless nat being able ta stop any al this from happening. I do nat understand why I have been through plenty of pat downs and never felt violated before now. 

Again, I do nat go through the scanner for health reasons, and truly hope that nothing like this would ever happen in the future. I am not certain of my next actions regarding this incident, but would like to be assured that this isn't a normal occurrence at 
Denver Intern ati o na I Airport. 

Sincerely, 



Santa Monica, CA 90401 

~~l(b)(61 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mm i strat,on 
TS A Contact Center 
tel , 1-866-28 9-96 73 

713012013 Dear Sir or Ma'am, 

8:17:08 
AM 

713012013 
8:19:17 

AM 

I wish to notify your office. TSA of a very inappropriate, awful experience I recently had with your TSA agency at LAX airport Terminal 4, in Los Angeles. 

On Saturday morning, July 19, 2013, I came through the TSA passenger checkpoint in Terminal 4 at LAX in order 10 catch my flight aboard American Airlines. Not wanting to go lhrough the body scanner, which I have now learned is Iechnically 
referred to as the "AIT" ar "L3". I therefore requested a pat dawn. I told the male TSO officer standing near me. who I have naw learned is referred to as the Divesting Officer, that I was "opting aut" from the AIT body scanner, and that I therefore 
wanted a Pat Down. I then heard him call out. "Female Assistl Opt out"' No other TS Os came for me for a substantial amount of time, even though I observed several female TSOs standing around and doing nothing. 5 minutes later I expressed my 
concern to the Divesting Officer in that I was still waiting, and I was concerned that I could not see my property after it had been fed through the X-Ray machine. The Divesting Officer then asked a female TSO, who was walking near us, ii she could 
pat me down. The female TSO very sassily and coldly responded, Tm busy.', and continued 10 walk away from us. 

A few more mm utes passed by and a male TSO came out to say to me. 'We have no one ava i I able for you.". and then encouraged me to go through the A IT L3. Dis appointed and apprehensive, I then decided to go through the A IT L3. 

I am now aware thal this TSO's conniving words and (lack of) aclion toward me were totally inappropriate. I am aware of the sign thal you post at lhe checkpoint that clearly states that there are alternalives to going through the AIT body scanner. 
think that it is reasonable for a passenger, such as me, to expect that I should be accommodated for within a reasonable amount of time. 

Thus, rather than walking through the AIT L3. what I should have done, instead, which I now understand is my complete right. insisted that I receive a pat down and waited, 

I need to ask your a/lice, TSA, what kinds al measures has your agency put in place to prevent something like this happening again to me or another passenger? Should I have instead insisted that I be pat dawn ASAP? Perhaps, I should be the 

Ca Iler fi ew from Sea II I e 10 San ta Ana Ca Ii forni a. Ca 11 er stated her mol her has an os tomy and knee re pl a ceme nl surgery. Ca Iler slated before I hey went I hroug h the checkpoint her moth er gave the scree ne rs a notification ca rd. The screener 101 d the 
mother to go through the AIT machine but the passenger declined. Caller stated that TS~sked her mother to raise her shirt to have a patdown. The caller stated the female agent didnt offer her math er a private screening for the patdawn of 
her ostomy. Caller stated that her mother started crying because she had a patdown in pu~r also claimed the screeners were rude and unprofessional at the airport that day. According to the caller, the screeners refused to listen at the 
checkpoint and the caller wanted to complain about the incident because she doesnt want other passengers to go through the same thing. 

Apa I og i zed ta the ca Iler and advised ca Iler I would send ta the CS M at the airport. Advised ca Iler if the CSM has further questions they may contact her through the em ai I address ar the phone number that was provided. 
Caller traveled from LaGuard1a Terminal D with Delta 1499 to Atlanta at about 3:40 pm on Sunday July 28th. She is 6 months pregnant and requested a hand check of her insulin and a patdown. The TSO was nasty to her and said that she was only 
going to take some of her items. She took her purse and somehow the insulin ended up in the bin that was x-rayed. She is not sure whether it actually went through x-ray or not. She said that a Hispanic female TSO told her that she was asking for too 
much. A TSO supervisor came over and asked who put lhe inuslin in there and the Hispanic officer said thal she (pointed to the caller) does not know what is going on, she has a 101 of issues. The caller fell threalened because of the TSO s aggressive 
behavior and had to walk all. The TSO began to speak lauder and louder about the caller. The TSO is heavy set, about 30 s and female Hispanic. She is nat sure of her name. 

713012013 She asked what the rules a re reg a rd i ng asking for the patd own and the a I te mat ive inspection of her medication, 
9:47:58 

AM I apologized ta the caller and told her that the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level al security and customer service to all passengers wha 
pass through our screening checkpoints. Every person and ,tern must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted Is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated 
with dignity. respect, and courtesy. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 
I to Id her that the sere en i nq tech noloqy is voluntary and she has the option of req uesti nq a patdown. Also she has the option of requesti nq an alte mati ve i nsp ecti on of her medication. 



Caller stated he wanted to file a complaint on TSO at FLL. states he flew from FLL to JFK, he is 77 yrs old. He states he had taken off his shoes and a TSO told him if he was over 75 he didn t have to take his shoes or belt off. so he states he went 
ahead and took his shoes off and put them in the bin, however he didn t take his belt off because his pants would fall down. He stated the screener was rude because after his body scan the TSO told him he would have to have a patdown. and told him 
nexl time lake off your belt. Caller states what really upset him was the TSO grabbed his hands and tested them for explosives wilhout gloves on. He stated I noticed other TSO with gloves on. 

(TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have expenenced. Our policies and procedures focus on ensunng that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 
PI ease be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory T ra nsp o rtati on Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 
Because your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the appropriate Cus1omer Service Manager. 

7130/2013 Airport: F LL 
11 :54:41 Airline: Jetblue 

AM Flight#: NA 
Date: July 24, 2013 
Time: 8:16 am 
Baggage# (10 digits) NA 
Gate: NA 

Email:@)(61 
TermiJ~· NA 

NOi: 
Description bag: NA 

Disability Description: The passenger uses a feeding tube. 

Information Request She wanted to know what he could do in the future to prevent this from happening again. He has an upcoming flight. but the caller did not have all of the flight details. She provided the passengers email address and wanted 
information sent to him reg a rd i ng the screening process for the medical ly-ne ces sary I 1q u1d s on his up coming flight from MI A. 

Response Details: Liquids, gels, and aerosols are screened by x-ray, and medically necessary items in excess of 3.4 ounces will receive addilional screening which could include screening with bottled liquid screening technologies. Depending on the 
technology available at the checkpoint, a passenger could be asked to open the liquid or gel for screening. TSA will not touch the liquid or gel during this process. If the passenger does not want a liquid, gel, or aerosol x-rayed or opened, he or she 
s hou Id info rm the TSO before screening begins. Add1t1ona I screening of the passenger and his or her property may be required. which may include a paid own. 

I will forward the complaint to the appropriate departmenl. In the fulure, you can contact lhe TSA Cares line at least 72 hours before your flight to request assistance from a passenger support specialist. 

7130/2013 Sent email. 
12:41 :06 Forwarding the complaint to ODPO and the CSM. 

PM 

713012013 
8:07:49 

PM 

Incident Details: The caller was calling on behalf of her friend who cannot speak because his larynx was removed in surgery due to throat cancer. He has cartons of liquids that he must consume through the feeding tube. These cartons cannot be 
opened or they ruin. He recently flew from DEN and was to Id by a TSO th at they have to open the containers and the re a re no other options. The caller stated th at he wo u Id g I ad I y receive a patdown or add1t1ona I screening. but the containers cannot 
be opened. The T SOs opened the containers and ruined the supplements. She did not le el that this was any type of dis ab i I ity discri mi nation. but le It that it was poor customer service reg a rd i ng the di sa bi I ity. The passenger did not get the name of the 
TSO that conducted the screening. 

Airport: DEN 
Airline: American Airlines 
Flight 1460 
Date and time: Went through security around 10:00 a.m. on 07-29 
Terminal: Marn terminal 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:""!(b-')-'-(6--'1 __ __. 
Date Time: 7130/2013 7:36:46 PM 

Nam b)(61 

Ema (b)(6) 
Comp a·,n s: nappropna e creen,ng at Down Screening: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Tulsa International Airport Flight 2178 SWA TUL to DAL 7130113 
Comments:Male TSA officer groped extremely high to the point where my genitals were being touched. I told him he went too high and was not responded to. I mentioned I wanted to file a complaint and was also ignored. I fly weekly and have had 
hundreds of pat downs and this was the first time ever I felt extremely uncomfortable. 



The ca 11 er is angry about the i ncons,ste nt sere en i ngs she 1s receive i ng at multi p I e airports. She 1s Ii 11 i ng o LJI a comp I a int on Ii ne over her treatment at Newark i nternat,ona Ur h ·,IR·., I was the TSO who patted her down at the Newark airport. She 
flew on Southwest airlines, and the flight departed at 8: 15 p.m. The flight was supposed to depart at 5: 10 p.m. It was flight 580. She was at the screening checkpoint at 3:53 p.m. at gate 15. She also stated that her laptop did not go through proper 
screening. The caller stated I hat she asked the TSO if they would like her 10 lake her laptop oul of her bag, and thal they told her no that ii would be ok. A member of her traveling companion had water she was let through wilh. The callers sunscreen 

7130/2013 was not in a bag and was let through. She also has a concern about not changing gloves between checking baggage. 
8:5846 

PM Advised ca Iler: 

7130/2013 
9:4944 

PM 

I apologize for the screening inconsistancies that you have been experiencing. I advised her that we did not have the TSO training materials at this site and recommended that she contact the CSM at the airport for further support and information. I 
also advised that I would send her out an em a, I of the paid own sere en i ng procedure that we have. 
The caller states that her words have been distorted horribly. She has done a lot of research. She is fluent in more than one language. She made a statement that she could hear me typing. She read a study on the AIT machine. They just installed a 
new machine thal returns a nude image. She says thal she feels like she is being viewed nude by the AIT machine. On the 13th of June the TSO poked her in the rig hi breast. At approximately 9:00 a.m. that morning she had a procedure on that 
breast. The TSO tore a stitch and dislodged the drainage tube. She once again states that the pain behind this was blinding. She said that she was bleeding pretty badly for a good length of time. She made her flight to Seattle. The airline helped her 
stop her bleeding. Alaskan airlines 1s who the lady that helped her worked for. When she arrived in Seattle she spoke to Alaska airlines and they found her a hospital. Her hospital class1f1ed her as a victim of a violent crime. The doctors had to 
reinsert the surgical tube and re-stitch the wound. She now has a horrible scar were there should have been a very little one. !rh·,1R··, !would do nothing for her about this situation and. James Smith has hung up on her a few times. He stated 
that there will be no consequences to the TSO that did this 10 her. She is mad about this response from Mr. James Smilh. Her letters thal she has written have been returned endlessly to her. We sent her an email that said TSA con1ac1 cen1er has 
referred you to the office of chief council. She received an email stating that her previous email on seeking how to file a criminal complaint has been received. TSA can not give you legal advise is what she was told. She has been referred to the 
ofli ce of i nte mal afla i rs. the de pa rtme nt of Home I and security. the FBI. and the U.S. Department of Justice. She read a re po rt to the German par Ii am ent. She said th at it stated the L3 screener was rejected in Germ any. The ca 11 er stated that the re are 
major stockholders with TSA and that s why the L3 scanner is let in. She also stated that the L3 gives a 50% false positive on people it scans and 100% false positive on people with disabilities. She also states that this report is only readable in the 
German language but can be found on the internel. All the biogs and complaints she has read that TSA are making children taking off their braces. She has read about amputees have to take off their artificial limbs. She staled thal is kind of like 
asking her to take off her underwear and show you her crotch. She stated that breast milk does not have to go through X ray it can be accordingly screened. She read a blog post were TSA made a lady miss her flight. They would not let her through 
the checkpoint with her breast m, I k because it was over 3 .4 oz. She states that she read another b I og about someone who had a I ready been cl eared and they stopped one of them to pat them down for add1t1ona I screening due to breast m, I k. The 
caller is flying again in September. She wants to know how to stop the ones who think it's their job is to torture and torment the disabled, She states that the callers who call to file complaints with us just get laughed at. She went to court over this 
issue. The court lold her that they did not have jurisdiction and that she needed to go to Washington to the federal court syslem. The CSM at SMF James Smith has stated I hat I here is nothing he will do for her. The caller slated that he is playing a 
game of alphabet soup which is the way the federal government plays the victim. She states that her person was violated and tormented. The FBI called her and told her the same things. She lost her temper and she said that James Smith s best 
fashion accessory wo u Id be an u nme nti on ab I e a second 11 me. She stated if she sees an obituary for James Smith that she wou Id have a street party. She wo u Id not be the cause of that obituary. but she wou Id celebrate it. The ca 11 er states that she 
fol lows the teachings of Gha nd i , and she would never hurt anyone under any ci rcu m stances, She said that the FBI said they only i nve stig ate peop I e who olfe nd their pub Ii c olfi c i als, She stated that someone sent her more contacts: the ofli ce of ci vi I 
rights, internal affairs, and inspector general for the DHS. She asks what she can do to prevent any further torture from SMF. She slated they should not be 1ouching her at all PERIOD! She should be able to walk through the L3 machine, which she 
still knows doesn t give a cartoon image of her, or the WTMD without further molestation. She states that she is physically able to go through the AIT machine. She states that anything keeping her from traveling on an aircraft is a violation of the 
interstate commerce c I a use. She states obvious I y SM F is not on her side. She declares that Sacramento is not on her side. The cal I er states that the FBI or attorney general a re not on her side. She also be Ii eves that the Federal Sec u nt,es di rector is 
not going to be on her side. She does not believe that ODPO is going to be on her side. She told the emergency room to send all her medical treatment against the TSA as we are the direct cause of all of her injuries so we should pay for them. She 
states thal disabled people get a 101 of abuse because they do not have a 101 of money. She got a phone call from the FBI today I hat caused more abuse to her being a disabled person. She stales that she has never had a problem al any other airport 
except SMF. She has to look at an ugly ragged scar on her body. BLOOD ... HAS ... BEEN .... SPILLED ..... She stated. There is nothing she can do to minimize them spilling more blood she asked. She stated that she feels sorry for me because I have 
be en educated by them. She stated that a good 4 year degree from O I e Miss. would help my education. Then she re,te rated to say may be I s hou Id go to Notre Dame we re they wo u Id make fun of my accent. She then to Id me to NEVER Iha n k her for 
calling the TSA and just to tell her to have a good evening. 

Advised ca Iler: 

Providing her name would be to help us identify this record. I informed her that I did not have access to her records without her name. I advised her that it is my job to record and document what she says and I want to be sure to be as accurate as I 
can be. I apologized 10 I he ca 11 er for her experience at th at airport. I advised her tha I the procedures she was describing should not be hap pe ni ng . Advised that those peop I e who we re wrongfully screened could ca 11 the TSA and fi I e complaints a bout 
those situations. I stated that our procedure would be to submit the complaints to the CSM at the appropriate airports. I informed her that it is not our intention to maim or torture anyone in any way form or fashion. It is the TSA s intention to try to 
make the skies a safer place to travel for all of the citizens. I offered to see 1f her case had been escalated already. I explained to her that we had already escalated her case to the appropnate body for investigation. I explained that we can escalate 
Dear Sir or Madam. 

When I am traveling out of my uniform. with my ailrline ID badge visible, I have found that there is absolutely no consistency among TSA agents in allowing me to go through the metal detectors instead of the body scanners, I believe the whole point in 
allowing crew members 10 opl out of the body scanner is 10 lower our exposure 10 radiation. Over the course of a lypical career a flight crew member is exposed 10 lwice the radiation of the average populalion due to the effecls of allilude alone. When 
going through security, we are not less prone to radiation when we are not in our uniforms. 

Occasionally. when getting a pat down. the procedure is explained in a somewhat condescending tone and the procedure itself can be over reaching. Last month, while leaving Chicago, I got in a lane that was sending passengers through a metal 
7131/2013 detector. Then, all of a sudden, lhey closed off the de1ec1or and starled sending passengers through the body scanner. When I asked why I couldn'I go through lhe me1a1 detector, after showing my 10, again I was 1reated with condescension and 
8:18:28 rudeness. 

AM 
Why a re your agents wasting time patting down crew m em be rs when it seems that they should be performing more worth wh i I e tasks? 

Sincerely, 

[b,(61 
Uniled Airlines 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time: 713112013 2:48:30 AM Airport IAD - Washington-Dulles 1n1ernational Dale/Time of Travel: 0712612013 11 :15 AM Airline & Flighl Number UA1120 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
United terminal 4 TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment : I have been advised by my doctor to a void using the new. I a rger sere eners while pregnant. I trave I q u,te a bit lo r work. so th ere was some concern about the cum u I at,ve effect (despite T SA saying they a re safe, the re are unknown effects on 
babies in utero). So far, while it had taken a bit longer. the &quot;female assist&quot; pat down has not been a problem and Ive found overall through this experience and many years of travel that the majority of TSA employees are professional and 
pleasa ni, despite some eye-ro 11 i ng for my desire 10 o pl out of the reg u I a r screening by ma I e employees ( al I the women have been kind and understanding). 

However, on this particular day at Dulles, I was shocked by how rude one or two of the employees were to the passengers. 

7131/2013 
8,19:45 After waiting about 5 minutes for a female assist, the agent closest to us said a few limes &quot:well, they can just wait&quot: and other such comments. (I was there wailing with a female from Korea thal needed additional screening). II ended up 

taking about 10-12 mare minutes of waiting to get a female assist to come. which wasn't that bad. It was the fact the male employee kept on deep sighing and saying &quot;they can just wait&quot: after the repeated calls for a female assist. 
AM 

713112013 

Need I e ss to say, it was an emb arra ssi ng experience a 11 around. I know you must be bombarded with complaints from u ng ratefu I travelers al I the time, I do nt mean to be u ngratefu I - the vast majority of interactions with TSA staff has been fine, But I do 
believe that passengers who &quot:opl out&quot; of regular screening should not be scoffed al, for whatever reason. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name kbl(ffi 
Phone Number , ==~--~ 
Email f~b_l_(6_, _____ ~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller had a ticket sent by her son for Newark Airport on United 6-28-13. The flight was delayed by a day. 

Told her TSA has nothing to do with flight delays. 

When she came back from Newark she went through the X Rays OK but they pul I ed her aside and patted her down. 
She saw a speci a I on Good Mo ming America and thought th at is what happened to me. 
She is 84 yea rs old and she do es not Ii ke having her breasts touched, She stated she was so e rn ba rrassed she did not even te 11 her son, 
This happened 7-4-13. 

Told her I cannot comment about the Good Morning America show since I do not have information on the broadcast. 

TSA also selects passengers and I heir properly at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. It is likely she was ramdomly selecled. 

We understand the discomfort but feel the Patdown is an effective tool. 

9.40:24 She said she does undersland but seems to always be selected. 
AM 

7131/2013 
9:4116 

AM 

She stated the fare was high and they st, 11 charged for the bag. 

Told her thal was the airline and we do not control lhe fees. 

She took a carry on which she does not norm a 11 y do and T SA took her toothpaste. She asked if tooth paste 1s cons1d e red Ii quid. 

Told her it is. 
Also told her that may be why she had secondary screening if she had prohibited items in her bag. 

She stated that was at Buffalo when she flew out to Newark. 

Told toothpaste does fall under 3-1-1 and must be 3.4 ounces ar less and in the quart bag. 
Think of any item that is smearable or spreadable 11 might violate 3-1-1 

Caller 1s flying from OKC to Washington DC. Caller brought a lunch and he was told because his lunch has liquid, he cannot bring the food. Caller offered to eat half the lunch in front of the TSOs but they refused. Caller 1s complaining that the food at 
the airport is expensive and not healthy. Caller said he does not like the attitude of the staff. Caller said that the TSOs allowed him to leave the checkpoint to eat his food, but caller complained because they did a patdown before he was allowed to 
leave lhe slerile area. Caller said he disagrees wilh TSAs policy regarding taking food with liquids. Caller was flying on American Airlines. 

The only screening restriction on bringing food in carry-on baggage applies to foods that are liquids. gels, or aerosols. These foods must be in containers 3.4 ounces or smaller and fit comfortably in a single, quart-size, clear plastic, resealable bag (the 
3-1-1 rule). To save time, passengers should not bring food to the security checkpoint unless it is securely wrapped or in a spill-proof container. Unpeeled natural foods like fruit are acceptable. 
I did advise lhe caller that foods without liquids are allowed through the checkpoinl. 

I exp I a i ned to the cal I er the importance of sere en i ng everyone. TSA mo ni to rs the number and nature of complaints we re ce,ve in order to Ira ck trends and spot a re as of concern that may require special attention. 



7131/2013 
10:01:23 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time · 7131/2013 8:08:52 AM Airport : ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Date/Time of Travel : 06/28/2013 7:30 PM Airline & Flight Number : Delta 704 Checkpoint/Area of Airport · south terminal I domestic TSA Employee: (If 
Known): caucasian male. likely late 20's to mid 30"s Comment When I requested an alternate pat-down screening, the gentleman unprofessionally altempted to talk me into using the imaging device by insisting that the technology did not employ any 
&quotrad i at ion, &quot; Of course many of the screening devices in use are based on e I ectro mag net i c wave tech no logy and waves from the el e ctroma g n eti c spectrum are considered radiation. It was very di sa ppoi nti ng to I is ten to this man ignorantly 
promo1ing one form of screening over the olher, and with complele disregards for the passenge~s personal beliefs and choices. Is that really what he's paid to do? To talk passengers out of alternalive screening? I was visibly offended and he was 
stubborn I y u na po log eti c. And why would he, when he believes the screening technol agy his daddy invented is the safest thing ever? 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name ·1 

Phone Number b. 6", 
Email b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this lmk http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Disability Description: The caller has an insulin pump. 

Information Request He wanted to know how to avoid issues on his upcoming flights. He also wanted to speak to someone at TSA directly because the website and the TSOs insist that the AIT is safe for insulin pumps, However, his physician and 
the manufacturer state 01 he rwi s e. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: Passengers can always request to opt out of the AIT and request a p atdown. T SOs are Ira i ned how to be po Ii te and courteous to everyone. Complaints are I ooked at and handled a pp ropri ate I y. I w, 11 forward the comp I amt to the 
ap prop ria te ofli ces, In the future, you may contact us at I east 72 hours before your flight so that we can request a ssis tan ce for you th rough a passenger sup po rt s pecia I is t, 

Sending email with RFI. 

713112013 Sending to ODPO as a complaint. 

12: 19:51 Sending to Pass Ombuds since the CSM is not returning his call. 

PM 

713112013 
12:39:29 

PM 

He requested that someone from headquarters contact him back. 

Incident Details: He stated that every time he flies through LAX, he is treated bad by the agents because he wants to opt-out of the AIT He stated that his insulin pump manufacturer and his physician informed him that because he insulin pump is so 
sensitive, he should not go through any type of screening done by a machine and he should requesl a patdown. He has no problem receiving a patdown, but he stated I hat when he requesls one at LAX, I hey 1reat him horribly. The TSO always gets on 
the microphone and shouts Opt out• We have a male opt out• while he stands there for five minutes with his items sitting on the conveyor system. He stated that he has tried ta call Karen Hennington, the CSM at LAX, three times, beginning July 17th. 
and left her messages, but she has never returned his phone call. He was extremely upset about this and stated that no one cares about his experience. He stated that this may be more of a customer service issue, but he did want to file a d1sab1lity
related written complaint so that someone would be able to address his issue. He asked multiple times that someone contact him back after we forward his complaint. 

Caller slated that he had items missing oul of his carry on bag. The bag went through X-Ray and when he wenl through the AIT, lhe X-Ray belt stopped and they additionally screened his luggage. When he stepped out of lhe AIT, they turned him 
around and proceeded ta do a patdown to him. He did not realize that these were missing out of the luggage until he got home. 
He stated that he did not open up the bag on the flight nor anytime after the TSA checkpoint so he feels that the agents either stole these out of his luggage or were not competent enough to place it back in the correct bag. 

He already contacted I he lost and found office and reci e ved no ass is ta nee. 

Airport:: Tampa 
Airline:: Airtran 
Flight Number:: 10 
Time Date:: 6:50am@ July 27, 2013 

TSO; Woman and man working behind X-Ray. 

CCR informed him that this will be sent to the airport for further assistance. 
Caller wanted to know how poppy seed filling, marshmallow fluff, and solid jam can be considered a threat. She stated that all of the items were in sealed containers. She said that they are not a gel or a liquid, She is very frustrated with TSA and 
ORO. She said that she looks like a 30 year old terrorist to TSA. She was nol allowed to take lhe poppy seed filling, marshmallow fluff, or solid jam lhrough the checkpoint. She was not allowed to go back and ask the airline 10 put the items in her 
checked luggage and she was not given any other options at her than destroying the items. She was not al lawed to destroy the items and TSA would not destroy them in front al her. She was given an embarrassing pat down. She said the pat dawn 
was private. She was told that it could be perfonmed m front of everybody, god, and country. She said that TSA allows firearms and knives to be taken on the plane. She said that items are missed all the time. She mentioned a knife being missed at 

713112013 SLC, She stated that she is going to write Senator Diane Finestein, Senator Barbara Boxer, and her local newspaper, She stated that she is very upset with TSA 
1:36:20 

PM 
I gave the following information: The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) current policy allows passengers to carry liquids. gels, and aerosols in travel-size containers (3.4 ounces or smaller) in one. quart-size, clear plastic. resealable bag 
through security checkpoints (the 3-1-1 rule). This includes canned or jarred goods. 

I advised her that a firearm and a knife are not permitted in carry-on. 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: The cal I er indicated that she has doub I e hip rep I ace m ents. 

Information Request: She would Ii ke to know the proper procedure at various airports. 

She indicated that she had to undergo a patdown at LGA two years ago and was separated from her belongings and could not seem them which concerns her. She doesn t wish 10 file a complain! in regard to this, although I advised lhat I could refer the 
information to the CSM if she could provide itinerary information. She doesn t have the information. 

She asked if the PSS can assist with her belongings and be present during the pat down. 

She asked how to know if AIT is used at an airport. She will be traveling out of BOS and PHL. 

She asked if a CPAP machine is permitted through the checkpoint. She indicated that the CPAP cannot be touched due to contamination. She indicated that there was a water container in regard to the machine and asked if that and the tube has to be 

713112013 removed from the case. 

1:38:18 
PM 

She asked if TSO change their g I oves between s c reem ngs. 

She asked if there is a 3oz total in regard to liquids and if all liquids (toilelry and medically necessary ie rx gels) must be in lhe same quart bag or if lhey can be in separate bags. 

She asked in 1/ item in tu bles such as make up and toothpaste must ad he re to the 311 Rule. 

She asked if hairspray is permitted in checked and carry on baggage as well as carry on. 

She asked if tablets, Kindles, and I pads can remain in carry on. 

She mentioned using the notification card to discreelly advise the TSO of lhe meIaI implant. 

The ca 11 er requested the verbiage in reg a rd to Ii ne of sIg ht be ema i I ed. 

Response Details: I advised I hat TSA policies and procedures are the same at all airports in lhe US. 

DI RECTOR TSA: Note I fiew oul of BWI. Asked for pal down [no radiation] after pal down, TSA gave me my luggage and laptop also gave someone else's laptop. I called TSA person over told her, she said take it we don'I know owns it. I refused to 
take another person's laptop and insisted TSA keep it. 

l(b)(61 

7131/2013 
2:07 55 cell f b 1(6) 

PM ~----~ 

fa X 4 1 0-3 98-462 9 

l(b)(61 

Wanled to voice concerns about violations of rights TSA doing. Like mulistation and he was profiled a few years ago for having darker skin. Was patted down and had to have ETD 6 years ago he is ilalian. He stales he doesn t feel safer by having 
people pat him down. Caller felt we are all just drones here and don t see how we are blind to all of the bad things TSA does. Also our company should not be growing but shrinking 

7131/2013 Response: 
3:48 08 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

PM Apologized thal he felt lh1s way and had a bad experience but officers are trained to perform patdowns so lhey do not violate a persons rights they will use the back of their hands when going over sens,t,ve areas. Also lhe only way anyone will receive a 
patdown is if they request this or they set off some form of alarm when going through the AIT or WTMD machines. Explained that TSA is here for the safety of passengers. Asked if I could place him on hold to see what else I could for him if he felt he 
was violated and other peop I e were being violated however the ca 11 er would not a 11 ow it he continued to state how we we re no good and only the re to vi o I ate peop I e. Al so advised that T SA w, 11 never perform a strip search. 



Name!/bi(6i . . 7 
Phone#: Cell: ~f b_I_(6_·_, -~r 
Please note that we may contact you at the provided numbers. 
Address: fh·11f;-·, 1- Sugarland TX 77479 
Email: f h I/R, I 
Check here if you are represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter. If so please 
provide lhe third party's name and conIacI information: Council on American Islamic Relations- Houston, TX Chapter (CAI R TX) 
Are you filing In this complaint form on behalf of another individual? If yes. please 
provide our information. 
Name: 
(b)(61 

713112013 Whal Happened? 
Give as much detail about your experience as possible, 

4: 10:40 . I d' h I h . . 'f . d PM inc u 1ng t e name o t e air cam er. 1 this occurre at an airport. 

Please disregard our previous complaint sent to your office yesterday as ii had some 
i na ccu racies. 
On May 27, 201 j1h··,1fn was traveling on business from St. Louis to Dallas (South West fi1ght 683). While going through secunty at the St. Louis airport at around 9:00 am CSTJ.kb)(6) ! as she always does, chose not to go through the 
scanner, and instead requested a pat down. During the pat down. the TSA officed1b)l6.i .Inappropriately began to pull urth··,{.R) lonq shirt, which exposed"'(b"-i"-(6"'-·'--I -~pelvic area front and back, to whic~(b::,(6) !objected as it 
exposed her body to the public, and was complelely unnecessary. TSA officerfh·,rn1 [';,j"peared disgruntled and irrilated over[h·11R'1 ]questioning of her 
pulling up the shirt. 

fh··,rm !further explained that she has received hundreds of pat downs by airport 
screeners, and was never required to pull her shirt up and expose herself in this manner. The TSA officer ignored her concerns and only staled "this is how lhe pat downs should be doneJ(b::,(6) ! then requested she be taken to a privale area. The 
pat down continued in the private screening area, where the TSA officer continued her inappropriate actions. Mare specifically, the pat down was very aggressive and over zealous, especially in the genital area. 

When did this happen? 
App ro xi mate I y 9 :O0a m CST. The prob I em beg an during the screening process. 



Name:!(b1(61 I 
Phone#: Cell: k~b~l~(6~1 ___ ~! 
Please note that we ma contact ou at the provided numbers. 
Mailing Address (b)(6i artford NC 27944 
Email (h I(R 1 
Check here jf YQII are represented by f third party or an attorney in this matter. If so please provide the third party's name and contact information: 

!(b1(6i _ 
Are you filing in this complaint farm an behalf al another individual? If yes, please 
provide our information. 
Name: 1h·11fr, 
Cell: (hW'i'I Home: Work:-•-·-·-· 
Mailing Address b)(6·1 Hartford NC 27944 
What happened? 
My wife boarded A delta flight on 6-25-13 number 3646 out of DTW for ORF. As she passed thru security she was pulled aside and was patted down in view of other passengers coming thru security One of her two main complaints was that she was 
touched improperly by the officer doing the search in plain view. As she was being FONDLED another TSA agent was going lhru all her belongings to the point of removing all her credit cards and other items from her wallet. When the things were 

713112013 returned Her Green card was not to be Found. I have na problem with TSA and some of there over zealous employees keeping our country safe HOWEVER I think a pat down in public is uncalled far and I do not see haw you can hide a bomb in a 
4: ~~42 credit card I Oh and is not that why you have those little wipes? So please Tell me why your agent went thru my wife"s wallet and why they thought a pat down in public vies was called for. I can be reached at the number above and you need to replace 

the aree• mud 
kb)(6) 

Where did this happen? 

7/3112013 

Place (name of the airport or other facility): DTW 
Delroil USA 
Who t rea led ya u unfairly? 
My Wile who does not speak English we 11 and was very embarrassed by the ordeal did not get names and badge numbers However I feel 11 s ho u Id not be to hard for you to find out who was working that station. Again the fi Ig ht was De Ila flight number 
3646 leaving DTW at 10: 13 Am on 7-25-13 for Norfolk Va. 

From: Medley, George <CTR> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2013 8:31 AM 
To: TCC•Referrals 
Subject Passenger Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:k"'h""l""(""R""·., __ __, 
Date Time: 7131/2013 6:04:05 PM 

······················----------------··························· 

6:53:23 Nam1't'(ij)yl'-'1h._\..,1.._ ___ _, 
PM Emai[~(b_,_(6_1 ___ ~ 

Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport1Gate/Etc):Ashev1lle (AVL) North Carolina Airport. 
Comments: I travel through mo re that 5 0 US airports per year and TSA AVL over screens at AVL because they have too many agents who have nothing to do so they go out of their way to over screen pas angers. I have had T SA pul I my check on 
bags to take out power cords to rescreen and no airport has ever done that in the US or internationally. I have seen thern pull 80+ year old women 10 pal them down for no reason al all. Something needs to be done to stop this abuse of passangers 
including myself. We are wasting tax payers dollars for all of the unnedded TSA agents at AVL I have seem more than 5 or 6 agents just standing around doing nothing that it begs the question as to why there are so many TSA agents at such a small 
airport. 



As a frequent traveler I am surprised and discouraged that we continue to meet a 21st century challenge with 19th century technology. I know we have TSA pre check to help in a very limited way to allow known frequent travelers to move more quickly 
through security, however it is so Ii mited in a pp Ii cation that it be comes nearly m ea ni ngles s, The long Ii nes and /rust rated passengers, not to say anything about the TS A employees a re nearly an em ba rrassme nt to our tech no logical age. Sere en i ng and 
pat downs?? Somewhat efleclive but surely not the answer! The largest number of flyers on a weekly basis are frequenl flyers who I ravel at leasl once a month. Why can't we offer a background check and screening for these type of passengers and 
then once they have documentation showing that they have gone to this effort, have a couple of lines with fingerprint scanners (very much like Clear Card did) and allow these documented travelers to simply identify themselves with their card and 
!rave I documents. th en prove th at they are who they a re with a finger print? These p eo pie are extremely low risk. The Ii nger p n nt option would be much faster than the s I ow p race ss that is uti I ,zed presently. I'm sure this has been talked about. What 
is the down side? I'd really like to know. 

i(b)(61 

7 ;3 ~~2~ ~ 3 Layton. Utah 84041 

PM .~~--,-.,..,...---------------, 
HYPERLIN"l(b)(6) 

8/112013 
8:24:43 

AM 

~ ... _. ::::::::::=-.-------------' 
Cell PhoneJ,_b-'-1_(6-'-) ___ ...., 

Follow us: 

b1(6) 

Hello, 

My name is[§}@[] am looking for information on filing a complaint about a female supervisor at Logan Airport in Boston, Massachusetts. I feel that she was not respectful in the "pat down'· that I had to experience because a random hand test set off 
an alarm. She touched me in an inappropriate manner and was extremely rude to me. She treated me like I was a criminal in front on my 1 year old son. I was hysterical following this incident and when I got to my gate and asked to have a supervisor 
sent down to talk to I was told there was no one available and if I had a problem I needed 10 go back upstairs and gel paperwork. This whole process took long enough to give me 5 minutes 10 gel on lhe airplane before take off so I could not go and get 
the paperwork and I was horrified by my experience I did not want to see that wan again. Please direct me in how I can proceed about filing a complaint. I can not believe a person in a supervisor position can behave the way that she did. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On June 29 in Greensboro (GSO West terminal) , me and everyone in front and behind me. in the security line got the full all over pat down, I believe the because the machine was broken. IT was ridiculous. It didn"t even occur to the agents (I was the 

81112013 sixth in line that i saw) that something might be amiss with the machine when we were all getting patted down and that we had nothing on us. 

8:25:14 
AM 

Next time, I don't want a female to do the pat down. It's disgusting and gross. I thought that's what the fancy new machines were for. 

[b)(61 



To whom 11 may concern, 

I was !raveling from DTV\I on 7125113 when I was lhe the objecl of an inappropriate comment by two of your TSA agenls. I am a 5'11 male approx. 176 lbs. I went lhrough the body scanner and upon exiting the female agent slopped me. She asked 
me "What did you have for breakfast?" This has nothing ta do with security, but since I didn't want ta cause an issue I answered "oatmeal." Another agent approached us and said "what, no eggs and bacon?" Or something to that effect, implying that I 
was fat (which I am not). He then asked 1f I had brown sugar and raisins with my oatmeal. After feeling degraded by his inappropriate comments, he initiated a pat down in front of everyone on my abdominal region. I am in good shape as I am an US 
Army Officer, His pat down and previous comments were inappropriate and uncalled for. 

I would hope that your agents at DTW would act in a professional manner. In this incident, they did nat. 

8/112013 l(b 1(6) 
8:2553 ~------------------------~ 

"Reoorl ISA emnlovee miscond,1ct LIQ 2611/9 in 3 verus" 

AM My interaction now adds to your ., 1 0% of offenses involved i na pp ro pri ate comments or abusive b eha vi or." 

• 
rb i(ffl . lbiladejphja PA 19148 

HYPERLINK [,_b""'i_(6""'.1 _____________________ _, 

When did I his incident occur? 
04-04-13 
Who treated you unfa i rty? 
The first agent who asked me to turn off my ca me ra. I d eel i ned and he did not take it any further. 
The second agent,[b::1(6) !stepped in fronl of myself witnessing my friend's paldown. He gently pushed down my arm that was holding lhe camera. 

What happened? 

81112013 
10:17:49 

AM From: Medley, George <CTR> 
Sent: Thursday, August O 1, 2013 8:29 AM 
To: TCC-Referrals 
Subject Passenger Complaint 

Here is a comp I a i nl received from a passenger 

Thank you 

George Med I ey 
Office of Civil Rights & Liberties 
TSA-6 
Adm i ni st rat ive CI erk 11 I contractor) 
HYPERLINK "mailto:george.medley.Disabled@tsa.dhs.gov" george.rnedley.Disabled@tsa.dhs.gov 

s11-221l(b)(61 ! 



Caller traveled on Friday last week, from San Luis Obispo airport. They arrived at 4: 15 am, before the doors opened travel mg to Los Angles for a 5:50 am flight. His wife had a lock on her checked bag, he also had a checked bag with a lock. He says 
his wiles bag was not re-locked and she had items sticking out of the bag. His wile used to work for United. 

He says they showed up at 4: 15 am, they went through the line. He told the gentleman that worked there he was disabled, he doesn·t have toes. He told the officer he could not take off his shoes, he cant walk without his shoes. He had traveled before 
through Dulles and used the machine for screening and swab his shoes for him. he went through the WTMD for this flight. He told the officer he could swab his shoes. He was told by a black man and a blond headed man with blue eyes that he can't 
have his items back. The plane began to board and he says they were about to miss the plane. The blond headed man told him he did not care if he missed the plane. The blond headed man gave him a patdown and touched him in a sensitive area. He 
did not offer him a privale screening for the patdown. He had offered to the officer to show him his toes were missing. He says the officer was very rude and crabby, he was swealing. He did nol get lhe screener's name. He feels his 4Ih amendment 
rights were violated. 

At first I understood he said he worked or TSA but he then stated he used to work at a airport he was a taxi cab driver. He was wearing a watch and told the officer the alarm was caused by the watch. The officer gave him a patdown anyway. He was 
unhappy al how the screening was handled. He says the officer should have told him to take lhe watch off for screening. He says the officer did not care if he embarrassed him in public or thal he was about 10 miss his plane. He says the officer did not 
respect him, he has spoken with an attorney already. 

He says the officer was not a police officer and had no right to speak to him like this. He is upset he almost missed the flight because it took so long to go through screening and the officer told him he should have arrived earlier. He does not remember 

81112013 the officer offering him a private screening for the patdown. He says he has I raveled a 101 and knows how screening should go with TSA and this is not how it should be. He was upset at lhe patdown but more upset at how the officer handled the 

10,38, 14 screening. 

AM 
Told caller 
I could take his flight informalion and send it 10 lhe CSM at lhe departing airporl so they could be aware I his happened. 
I told the caller I was sorry this happened. 

Anytime there is an alarm the officer will give a patdown to clear the alann. 
He should remove all personal items before screening sIarts so I here may not be an alarm. 

He was very upset so I again told him sending my record as a complaint to the CSM so they could be aware as well. They would have to handle or address his complaint for him. 

Airporl: San Luis 
Airline: United E, press 
Flight number: UA5348 
Date and time: 7-26-13 deparled at 5:50 am 
Baggage claim number: !lhW'n I 
Was there a NOi, was there anything on it: Yes, nothing extra on it 

81112013 When I flew from Newark to Fl. Lauderdale I was subjected to an AIT and a pat down. Why?!?! ?P! 
12:12:28 

PM 

8/112013 
12:12:30 

PM 

I am writing to express my frustration when I go though TSA screening, I am an airline employee.and work in Minneapolis but travel to Detroit and Fort Lauderdale oflen, I always seem to have a problem when I go though TSA screening, I have 
several health concerns.I have had 3 back fusions, arthrilis , I have an implanled pacermaker/defibulalor, and have breast cancer. When I go out of Minneapolis I go I hough the employee check point, there always seems to be several TSA agents 
there. I can not go though the metal detector as it would stop my implanted device,which in turn would stop my hearl. I have been told by different agents in Minneapolis that I should walk down to the to the other end of the terminal to go though the 
Advanced Imaging Technology. I go though the employee line because it is shorter so I donl have so far to walk. I can not go though the metal detector so I request a pat down. Although there are always several agents there standing around I always 
have to wait. I am always told I should go the the Imaging technology, I always request a pat down and always have to wait. This past week when I traveled it was the first time an agent felt my right breast which I have had removed and question what 
was "hard" in there. I told her it was my expander from my masceIomy. Which after all this time(I had my surgery lasl November.and fly at least twice a month) has been the first time it has been an issue. i was taken to a privale area and should her 
what it was. I am curious why no agent before her ever questioned it. I get a pat down often. 
In Detroit I go though the imaging, which I don't like to do( I get a enough radiation which all my medical issues) and was asked what my def1bulator was, I was told to remove it, I told the agent(again many agents standing around) that 11 was implanted 
and I could not remove it, she said remove your device mam, I again told the agent I could not I was implanted, the agent got very irritated with me and said if you don't remove you device I will gelling a supervisor. My response the was if you can get 
a surgeon here to take ii out of my body, then I will remove it. This finally sank into her head and she said oh okay.and I was cleared. In Fort Lauderdale I was told I had 10 go though lhe Imaging and could not be palled down( this pasl weekend). I was 
running late and did not want to argue with anyone as I was pretty worn out from work and my medical issues. I take air reservations all day and always asked about TSA security. I refer them to the web site. but can appreciate the frustration. I realize 
this is the way 11 has b eco rn e s i nee y 11 a pd a ccepj th,t, however agents need to be mo re sensitive and accom idati ng when it com es to the dis ab I ed. I could stay on dIsa b1 Ii ti y and rn ay have to some day. lo r now though I work and think as a cItIze n 
deserve more respect and empathyf._b_,(_6_I ____ _._ 



81112013 
12:12:43 

PM 

811/2013 
1:05:16 

PM 

I'm writing you in regards to a blatant disregard for the respect of another human being by the TSA. My wife was flying out of SeaTac on the 30th of July, 2013 between 11 a.m. and 12 p.m. when she was pulled from the security line for random 
inspection. I am a 21 year Army veteran and my wife is a retired Correctional Officer, we understand the mindset behind this line of reasoning. After she had been through the check point a male TSA officer told her he had to further check her bags and 
personal. My wife is 63 years old and looks to be aboul as much of a lhreat as a 5 year-old kid. The first inappropriate thing is he patted her down. When did TSA authorize male officers 10 pal down females? Next he started recklessly rummaging 
through her personal belongings, throwing items (including her medications) out on the inspection table. He showed the same lack of respect putting her things back into bag. My wife had to unpack her belongs and neatly put them back after the 
inspection. No reason was given for the inspection. the attitude of the officer was extremely rude, and there was a complete lack of professionalism and courtesy shown towards my wife. My wife suffers from PTSD and Bi-polar disorder from being 
violently attacked by a prisoner while working in the prisons. The prisoner was twice the size of my wife but because of her training and tenacity she was able to subdue the prisoner even though he inflicted a great amount of bodily harm to her. 
F o r1 una tel y these conditions are being control led through medications. I have seen her when she during pe ri ads of medication adj us tme nl s when her cond i Ii on is pre v a I e nl. If this inc ide nl would have been during one of those ti mes, this wou Id have 
be en em ba rrassi ng for the T SA. 
I am a retired professional Soldier; my wife is a medically retired professional Correctional Officer. We know how people in this situation are supposed to act. If this person was working under my command or under my wife and showed this type of 
disrespect and u n professi o na Ii s m to another individual in the pe rfo rma nee of their duties, there would be cons eq ue n ces. 
Thank you for your lime! 

Caller had traveled from Akron Canton on Tuesday, she was running late. Her luggage was over weight, so it took her some time there. She has had 2 knee replacements, she used a wheelchair. She was imbarrased because of some cheese, they 
thought it was a bomb. She had left on her jacket, there was an alarm. She had cheeses and jams, the jam was taken. She had already had a patdown and had to take off her shoes. She had to remove her shoes 2 times. She ask why they were doing 
the screening in view of the public. The officer offerd her a private screening, she didnt want it because she was late and would miss her flight. She missed her fi1ght she was offered a second flight. So she had to go through screening again. They had 
to have her hands swabbed, as well as all her items that had to be screened and she again she had to be screened again. She drove to Orlando, so she wouldnt have to use Atlanta, 

Told caller 
We recommend arriving 2 hours to advance to her flight time so she would have the time for sceening. 
She had left the jacket on and it caused an a I a rm, they wou Id have to give her a patd own to clear the ala rm. We can not assume any a I a rm or any one person is safe to just go through without the prop er screening. Be ca use she had I eft the secure area 
when she missed her flight she had 10 be screened again as well as all her ii ems because she was out of the secure area and back in the normal public area. 
They had offered her a private screening for her patdown but she told them she did not have time. I told her we can never assume anyone reguardles of color or race to just go through with out screening. 
Caller stated she wants to file a complaint about a TSO at LaGuardia. States she 1s pregnant and didn t want to go through the X-Ray so she ask for a patdown, she states the TSO rudely tells her to get over her, pulls her aside. and roughly pats her 
down and she stated she was hum i Ii ated , She states it was at the Jetblue security checkpoint, She a I so states she had the patdown at Orlando airport and they were very kind and professi o na I there, 

(TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding 
scree ni rig procedures. 

811/2013 
1 ,09 ,52 Because your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the appropriate Cus1omer Service Manager. 

PM 

8/112013 
1:5258 

PM 

Airport: LaG ua rd i a 
Airline: Jetblue 
Flight#: 499 
Date: July 29, 2013 
Time: 9:00pm 
Emai!(b,(61 
Caller wants to complain about discourteous treatment from a TSA agent. Caller and his wife flew on Saturday. Caller and his wife usually opt out of AIT and request a pat-down. He requested once at the line. that he be able to walk through the 
WTMD. The officer raised his voice at the caller, and was very, very negative telling the caller go to an area that left the caller unable to see his carry-on luggage. 

Caller waited in this area wilh his wife for around 5-10 minutes for the pat-down. Lead Officer~as the name of the TSA employee. As the caller and his wife finished with their pat-down, he walked by the officer to see his badge with the officer 
saying: "Oh my he is going to complain'· and the caller felt he was trying to embarrass him. 

Advised, 

Airport: BWI 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number: 3952 
Dale and Time of Incident: 7:45 AM on July 27, 2013 
Location: Checkpoint C 
Contact infq,""h"".""""R"'·, __________ _,ls his work number !(b 1(6) 

Advised ca Iler that I am sending I his comp I a i nl information 10 I he C SM at B WI 

! is his evening home phone number 



81112013 
2A1:43 

PM 

8/112013 
4:04:26 

PM 

Fromkb1(6) 
Sent: Thursday, August O 1, 2013 11 :50 AM 
To: TSAEx1emalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject Travel Experience 

To whom this may concern, 

My h us band and I recently t rave I ed from Bi 11 i ngs. Montana where we we re visiting fam i I y to our home in St. t.ou is, Missouri this pa st week. We arrived at the airport with plenty of time to get through security and to our gate without being rushed. 
However. that all changed when we noticed that TSA decided to shut down the right side of the line. There were nearty 20 TSA employees standing around. some working and others just talking and laughing. while only one line was moving. Prior to the 
two lines being closed down to one, there was just a body scanner and a metal detector. however, only the body scanner was the one being used. As I am pregnant, I option for a pat down because I do not want to endanger my child. I know the 
protocol and the rules lhat come with it. However, prior to even getting patted down, the 8 people ahead of my husband and I all had to have lheir bags checked and scanned multiple times. Everyone's belongings went through lhe machine twice 
holding the line up. Finally my husband got through the body scanner and his bag needed to be checked again .... They were suspicious of my breastpump which I clearly need as a mom and a mom to be. They took everything out of the breastpump bag 
and touched a 11 of my babies bottles and products that I use. Never in my I ife have I been so violated. They touched a 11 of my things that go on my body and feed my chi Id. I did not have anything to use to clean or sanitize it with afle r my be longings 
were dealt with like trash. They were not gentle with any of my things and fiddled and threw things as if they had no meaning at all. I am disgusted with how your service treats moms and parents alone. It is extremely rude and a violation/destruction of 
ones belongings thal are very personal. II is 2013. Figure ii out. A breasIpump is not a weapon. Your employees were so worried about my pump that they failed to see that I had accidentally left a liquid in my purse that was not in a plastic bag. How 
does that happen? How do your employees find interest in a breastpump. but not in a liquid that was not in a bag. 

I am disgusted with the TSA. Something needs to change• 

~~~](b)(B~essaoe-
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2013 3 23 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject: Fly Rights - New Report from Carol Angiolillo 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Gallatin Field Airport 



81112013 
6:05:20 

PM 

On Monday Ju I y 29th at about 11 :4 5AM I passed through the screening section at B DL on my way to M DW. As I was being molested by the government ( I always d eel me the o pportu ni ty to be radiated by the gave mment be cause that very same 
government told me Agent Orange was safe in Viet Nam and we all know what happened with that), I was watching an old women, 78 years old, being taken out of a wheel chair by a group of TSA agents and manhandled into the radiation machine. 
This poor old woman could jusl barely sland up, barely walk and had extreme difficulty standing upright with her arms up so she could be properly radiated. II took a group of TSA goons on both sides of lhe machine to get her in, get her radialed, and 
get her a ut without her fa 11 i ng down. W hi I e a 11 this was going on, pea pie were zipping through the metal detector so I wonder how i m po rta nt the x- ray machine rea I ly is.. What bothered me mo st is the I a ck of consideration for an o Id women, obviously 
somebody's Grandma and obviously NOT threat to our security. 

First of all. has the government lost all compassion for America' elderly and for American citizens?? 

Secondly, one look at this woman who is obviously someone's grandma and could hardly be considered a threat so why go through the exercise? 

Do the TSA Im e persona I have I e ss sense than our government as a whole? 

I'm a comb at d1sa bled and deco rated veteran of the Vi et Nam war which was fought sup posed ly to contain communism, I'm a I so a citizen and a taxpayer. I be Ii eve th at those machines are a vi o I ati on of my Fourth Amendment ng hts against 
unreasonable search and a violation of the Bill of Rights against being searched without being charged with a crime. The pat down is absolutely criminal because I've not been charged with anything. I went to war to protect those rights. at least that's 
what they told me when I enlisled. I understand I hat in these days and limes we need to be vigilant, but I his exhibilion was just unconscionable in addilion to a violalion of rig his afforded us by lhe Constitution and lhe Bill of Rights. 

On another topic, the TSA agents told me lhat flying is a privilege nol a right. Is this true?? 

I would like a response 10 all of this, 

To whom this may concern, 

I am flying out of DCA and requested to opt out of the full body imaging scanner. I presented my U.S. Department of Defense Common Access Card and boarding pass along with my request. I was curtly informed that I have no choice to opt out of this, 
even ii I consent to a pat-down or otherwise adequate security screening process, 

81112013 Is this true? Or if not. what do I need to tell the next TSA agent to ensure my request is actually considered? 

6:05:25 
PM Vlr, 

811/2013 
6:05:30 

PM 

M 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time : 81112013 5:56:22 PM 
Airport, JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel· 0711712013 8:05 PM Airline & Flight Number, Delta #210 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, Right afler I went through the AIT machine TSA Employee: (II Known), Unknown Comment: I 
would like to know, as a 65 year old women, why I received a pat down after I went through the AIT machine at Kennedy Airporl on June 17. I had nothing on me so why was I palled down? 
Would you like a res onse? . True 

Passenger's Na~m_e_..,h,.1,_rn.,·-.. , --..----~ 
Phone r fh.\ti:=::··1 

Email (b 1(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



8/112013 
9:04:06 

PM 

81112013 
10:02:10 

PM 

Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Calegories Screening (AIT, Patdown) 
Current Date/Time . 811/2013 8:35A9 PM 
Airport Se I eel One 
Date/Ti me of Travel . 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· When is the TSA going to stop pretending that the Nude-0-Vision and the Freedom Fondle make American safer? Israelis are not submitted to these injustices, and yet they seem to maintain the security of their air travel just fine. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number . 
Emailfb1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Other 
CurTent Date/Time · 81112013 9:05:12 PM 
Ai rpo r1 : IAD - Washington-Du 11 es I nl ernationa I Da I el Ti me of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: I opt oul of the x-ray when flying and get the paldown instead. The last time at Dulles I was not allowed near my wallet which was in one of the gray bins about six feet away and I was not allowed 10 1ouch it until the patdown was complete. 
I was very worried that it would be stolen. but the TSA response was we have cameras. A lot of good that would do if someone took my wallet and ran with it. What is the ridiculous reasoning behind not allowing a person close to their wallet or 
belongings in the gray bins that have just passed through x-ray screening during a patdown. Thank you. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name 1h··,1r:;-, 
Phone Number h'i/10··1 
Email (b)(ff1 
To leave a commen concerning 1s feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Disability Description: The callers daughter is m a wheelchair. 

Response Details: For your complain! to be considered complete according 10 Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabililation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(dJ(3)J, it musl: 

Be f, I ed within 18 0 days of the alleged a ct of di scri mm ati on: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i nan t: 
Include the date of the alleged act al discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed di sen minatory action in s uff1c1ent detai I to inform T SA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the com pla i na nt or someone authorized to sign on be ha II of the comp I a i na nt, 

In order to approprialely address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf. 

81112013 If you prefer to file a complaint via postal mail, please send it to 
10:28:43 

PM 

81212013 
10:14:25 

AM 

8/212013 
120412 

PM 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
Disability Branch 
Disability and Multicultural Division 
60 1 South 12th Street 
TSA-33 
Ari i ngto n, VA 20598 

Every passenger has to be screened. If they can not go through the screening technology, they will receive add1t1onal screening including a patdown. 

The caller refused to give the email address. 

Incident Details: The caller would like to make a complaint. He has a 12 year old child. He bought three first class tickets for his family. The security m DFW. He said that he has never complained before. He says they had to do so much screening 
that they missed the flight. He says that people with guns are allowed through the checkpoint. There is a letter from her doctor that she has metal inside her leg that he showed them. She is in a wheelchair and can not walk at all to do the equipment. 
He is upset lhat lhey screen her every time. They found explosive trace deIecIion on her hands as well. He says thal they should not have 10 screen her. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov1contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP·!-.lh.,_· .. ·,1 .. R.,_·I __ __. 

Date Time: 8/212013 SA 1 :29 AM 
······················----------------··························· 

Nam~b1(6) 
Emai(bl(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 
Comments:your agents touched my balls and fondled them, stop molesting people or taking nude photos of them. its criminal and the people will rise up to overthrow you 

Feedback Type Request for Information 
Categories : Screening (AI T. Patd own) 
Current Date/Time : 81212013 11 :22:55 AM Airport Select One Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : Why is my check•in luggage always been opened and searched everytime i fiy out of Lafayette, LA(LFT)? i put sluff like bottle of fluids wrapped in a plaslic bag. Is that the reason? 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name h·I1r;··, 
Phone Numbe (b 1(61 
Email (b i/61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



The ca 11 er checked into DFW with his mo minor chi Id re n, who are 14 and 16. His ch, ldren have a fi 1g ht back to their moth er and he was not flying with them. They were s u bJect to a patdown search and he d eel i ned the patdown on their beha If. The 
TS Os informed him the only way to go is to complete this search. He ended up agreeing to the patdown. During his son s patdown, he was hit in the stomach and leg. A TSO made his son lift his shirt but then told him that he could not allow him to do 
that in public. 

He said that his daughter s patdown was i na pp ro pri ate bee a use the lady picked her breasts up and moved th em from side to side and up and down though she stated she wou Id use the back of her hand to pat them down. She patted down her back 
and buttocks and he does not think that the buttocks of a child should be touched more than once. The TSO went from her should to the top of her leg on one side, the middle of he back and down. and the other shoulder to the top of her leg, He was in 
the private room wi I h her be ca use he would not I et her go a lone. He was lold th at he co u Id nol record the pa ldow n with vi d ea. 

He spoke to ~f b_._1 (_6_, ___ ~lat the che c kpornt who was less than he I pful. He is in the terminal A2 8 and the flight does not leave lo r a wh, I e yet. 

Flight Information: 
Airport: DFW 

81212013 Airport: Delta 
12:4 7:25 Airline: American 

PM Flight 400 

81212013 
4:11:02 

PM 

Date: 08-02-2013 
Time: About 11:30 AM 
Location: Gate A35 

Advised ca Iler: 

All passengers must be screened, If there is an alarm or anomaly shown in the screening technology. a patdown would be required for them to be cleared. If the minors are over the age of 12 they would receive a patdown following the regular 
procedures. 

A passenger wo u Id be offered a private sere en i ng 1f the I iftrng of clothes are necessary or sens iii ve areas need to be screened. If a patdown is done in a p nvate area a passenger may have a com pamon of their chaos i ng. 

Patdown procedures may be necessary. However I apologize thal you feel thal the experience was a bad one. I will forward this information 10 lhe CSM at lhat airport along wilh your con1ac1 information. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hltp:llwww.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Pl~(b~l~(6~1~-~ 
Date Time: 8/212013 2: 12:32 PM 

Name:Anonymous 

Emailfbi(61 ~ 
Comp a, nts: Ina pp ro pn ate Screen, ng/ at Down Screening: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):United flight, Dulles lnternalional Airport. 

Thursday, July 25th, approximately 8:30. 
Comments:I was again inappropriately groped by a TSA agent. who touched my genitals. This happened on both the outbound and return flights of my trip .. two different agents at two different airports. I am sick of this nonsense, so I am going to 
speak up. 

I opted out of the nude scanning machine. During the patdown, the TSA agenl"s hand made contact with my scrotum once while he was patting down my legs. I felt the weight of my testicle being moved as his hand made contact with my crotch. The 
contact was brief, but nevertheless inappropriate and uncomfortable. 

No one s hou Id touch my testicles except lo r my girl friend and my doctor. It is not ok for T SA agents to touch my scrotum. 

The nude scanning machines, taking off shoes, and inappropriate touching need to stop. The TSA is little more than costly theatre, both in terms of money and civil liberties. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPkb 1(6) ! 
Date Time: 812/2013 2:07:30 PM 

81212013 Comp a, nts: na pp ro pn ate cree n, ng at Down Screening. 
4:11 :07 Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):United flight, Chicago O'Hare, Terminal 1. 

PM 
Monday, July 22nd, approximately 14:24 .. 
Comments:I was inappropriately groped by a TSA agent, who touched my genitals. This is not the first time. but I am sick of this nonsense, so I am going to speak up. 

I opted out of the nude scanning machine. During the patdown, the TSA agent"s hand made contact with my scrotum twice while he was patting down my legs. I felt the weight of my testicle being moved as his hand made contact with my crotch. The 
contact was brief. but nevertheless inappropriate and uncomfortable. 

No one should 1ouch my 1es1icles except for my girlfriend and my doc1or. It is not ok for TSA agents to touch my scro1um. 

The nude sea nm nq machines, taki nq off shoes. and i na pp ro pri ate touch i nq need to stop. The T SA is I ittl e mo re than costly theatre. both in terms of money and ci vi I Ii be rti es. 
The callers were flying from Fiji to Honollulu. The caller had a stop over in Western Samoa and was told I hey have a contracl with the US government for screening. The airport is APW. The caller wanted 10 inform TSA that crimes were commilled. The 
caller stated he was horrified that US passengers travel and get treated bad. They were suppose to stop for an hour and all the passengers were forced off the plane and go through security again. The caller took off everything and went through the 
metal detector. The security did not ask him or give him any information about a patdown. The security just started doing Patdown and touched everyone in very inappropriate ways. The ,terns that the passengers purchased were from Fiji and security 

81212013 took and gathered up everything and left the building. The passenger never has been so humilated and touched so profoundly or treated so horribly. There was no reason for a patdown or physical searches to any passenger. The caller stated they 
6:01 :53 were forced off the plane without any word and were 1ouched in bad ways. The caller was told thal there is a new contracl with Weslern Samoa and TSA to do screening. 

PM 

81312013 
11:01:25 

AM 

Response: 

Advised the caller thal TSA is nol in Western Samoa and that we have no informalion on who he will need to talk to. Advised the caller 10 see who does the screening I here. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service 
Current Date/Time: 81312013 10:16:16 AM Airport PHL - Philadelphia lnternalional Oateflime a/Travel 08/021201312:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: Jet Blue Checkpoinl/Area of Airport: Terminal E TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment . I am a 32 week pregnant woman and was traveling from PHL home to BOS for work. I make this trip every 6-8 weeks through either BOS/M HT to Baltimore, PHL or Newark. I have never experienced an issue when requesting a pat down. 
Yesterday, a roughly 60 yo famale TSA agent told me &quotno. you arenl getting a pat down. You donl need one&quot; when I requested this. I requested it again and was spoken to like a 3 yo child who didn't understand her the first time. Luckily, a 
very nice male TSA officer in the area overheard the conversation and advised her that she was out of line and I was entitled to opt out and request a pat down. should I chose to do so. She proceeded to state &quot;line then she'll just have to stand 
by. &quot; Unfortunately, I was so angry, I didn'I catch eilher of their names. Apparently this woman needed 10 be taughl the definition of an &quot;oplional&quot; screening. She was beyond rude and unprofessional, unlike the gentleman who slepped 
in to assist me, who I would like to thank. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



81312013 
321:37 

PM 

Disability Description: Rotrator cup and artificial hip 

Response Details: Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed 10 leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging 
technology (AIT) to clear an alarm. as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes ta the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

~ stated that he did not feel that he was treated differently because of his disability, just that the screening officer was very rude to him. 

Incident Details:kbl(6:, !is a 90 year aid War World 2 veteran, that traveled on July 7, 2013 at 6:40 am on Delta airlines. He flew from Orlando. FL to Salt Lake City ta Reno. He traveled from Orlando International Airportkb-·1(6"1 !was going 
through the screening machine and was told to put his arms up above his head, which he told the TSO that he was unable to do since he has a rotrator cup inJury and an artificial hip. He had previously been told by someone that since he was over the 
age of 75 he did not have to be screened. The TSO was ) He was then placed in another line and gave a patdown from the TSO. The patdown was uncomfortable for the passenger in the way the TSO went from the top of his head to 
his toes. The TSO put exp I osive s trace del eel ion swab by ( b I ( 6:, feet. I h W'n did not know what that was p I aced by his foot. The sere en i ng process wasn t explained to ~ The situation was very em ba rrassi ng to him. 

His wife {bl(61 I had the same process the TSO didn t seem to be hurried. 

Greetings, 

My name is~ and I was traveling on my way back to LAX from Dulles. I spent the week at a scientific conference in DC. Before departing I knew that I didn't have curTent identification, and as such I contacted the administrative offices at LAX to 
discuss the best plan of action. I was lold on both occasions I called that as long as I had a supplemental form of y ID, examples both women gave were social securily card or birth certificale. Leaving lax went smoothly but Dulles was a different 
situation. The tsa agent informed me that my ID was expired to which I responded I was aware and retold the conversation from lax representatives. He called for a monitor who with absolutely no customer service tells me I have to have a 

81312013 supplemental pat down search in order to detenmine my identity. I AGAIN retold the conversation from the lax representative to which he responded, "our policy here is different'·_ I asked him how a search of my person was going to verify who I was. He 
5:13:45 called for a su ervisor to come and search my person in the middle of the airport for all to see. They ran a variety of swabs again every piece of belonging I had, After they were satisfied I was able to move along with my airport experience. I will never 

PM forge (b)(6) and his crass atlilude 

Please provide clanty on the procedural variances from airport to airport and why someone would have to be subJect to this nonsense. I merely came with an expired ID card . 

. In this life, push onward and upward emblazing your own path: incessanlly testing and redefining your limits in pursuit of aspiring to achieve grealness .. l._(b_,(_6_) ______ _. 



Dear Sir or Madam. 

I would appreciate some clarity on carry-on liquids, as I have experienced different interpretation of policy by TSA agents. 

My 7 year old son has severe food allergies, so we must carry on l1qu1d medications and also a few juice boxes (single-serve, branded) over 3.4 oz. Have a doctor's letter on medical necessity. 

Flying out of Philadelphia, we declared the medications and juice boxes. My wife and I went through AIT. TSA agent opened one of the medicine bottles for IesIing. No problem. Smooth process and kid-friendly TSA agents. 

Flying back home a week later from Orlando, FL: Same l1qu1ds and doctor's letter. We were told that since the TSA couldn't open the juice boxes, one of us (me or my wife) would have to be patled down. I asked the agents (2 different agents) why I 
couldn't just go through AIT like I had at PHL -- no answer given at all -- just that I had to be patted down. OK. no big deal, I went through pat-down. But what's the official policy here? And why couldn't I get an answer to my question? Not consistent. 
And, what is the logic 10 having one of us being patted down and the other 3 going through simple meIa1 detector? No testing was performed on any of the liquid medications in bottles thal could have been opened. 

My other comment here Is an overall attitude of the entire TSA team at Orlando. Every time I've flown out of Orlando with my family (3 times now), the TSA experience has been poor. Worst of any airport in the US -- and we've traveled a fair bit. 
would think Ori a ndo T SA would be among the best with children, given the Disney location, 

81412013 Example: agent at x-ray machine feed-in kept telling me I had to push my bags onto the feed-in belt to the x-ray machine, then asked me why I kept pushing when the belt was stopped. Simple answeL I couldn't see if the belt was moving from where I 
9:13:07 

AM was standing because I had a long line of luggage on tables. kid car seats, etc, with my kids in front of me in the line. I'm a frequent business traveler with an 10 north of 150. I know how the x-ray machine feed belt works. All the agent had to do was 
communicate clearly or simply help me push the luggage into the machine when the belt was moving instead of standing there making unhelpful comments. 

Example: Agent at Orlando security line intake, upon being presented with multiple boarding passes at once (with my two kids standing next to me) tells me each passenger has to present their own boarding pass. I told him rm not going to have my 
children hold their own boarding passes, due to their ages and likelihood of passes being dropped -- we·re all standing right there together. Attitude.. Again. no problems in Philadelphia, and no atlitude from the agents. 

rm all for keeping everyone safe in the air. Seems to me PHL agents did their job just as well or better than Orlando agents, wilh a much betler experience for my family. 

Other observation for lack of consistency: Some airports' TSA demand that boarding passes be kept m hand when gomg through metal detector/A IT (Newark NJ). while others do not and in fact insist that nothing can be in my hand at all when going 
through AIT. What"s the policy? When I put my boarding pass in a bin for x-ray, with other materials, and the TSA agent at the metal detector wants to see it, it's already in the x-ray and the agent's not happy ... 

Sincerely, 

kbi/61 

Feedback Type · Request for Information 
Categories : Other: Screening (AIT, Patdown) Current Date/Time : 81412013 5:24:49 AM Airport : Select One Date/Time of Travel 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : Hello, 
Id like to make a Freedom of Information Request please (FOIR). Since 2006 I have visited the USA 5-6 times for work and vacation purposes. 

Each time I have entered through various different ports: Philadelphia, Chicago, San Francisco and Seattle. 
81412013 
9:13:57 Unfortunately, each time I have entered, I am referred for a secondary discussion on the purpose of my visit. I have been detained, referred and interviewed each time for up to 60 minutes at a time and yet no one seems to be able to tell me why. 

AM 
I am a British passport ho Ider and enter via ESTA - each ti me it is a pp roved. My passport number is ~k b~-~i (~6~i -~ 

Si mp I y. Id Ii ke to better understand why I am detai I ed and questioned so extensive I y and is the re anything I can do to help expedite my entry into the US. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name fh·11rr·, ! 
Phone N11mher · 
Email fb)(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



8/512013 
8:1037 

AM 

8/512013 
8:1037 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Ti me : 81512013 1 : 50 :52 AM Ai rpo r1 : DEN - Denver I nl emationa I Date/Ti me of T rave I : 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: Firsl of all, I am not now your &quot:customer&quot: nor ever HAVE been. I am a passenger who LOVED 10 fly unlil your agency began making me feel like a criminal. Because of you and 2 punilive grope searches in a row I have not 
flown since my 6oth. birthday, 8 years ago. Do you honestly believe your agency can continue its groping and nasty tactics much longer before you are disbanded and later tried as constitutional criminals? I am absolutely serious. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name (b)(61 
Phone Number · ~---~ 
Email f b 1(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Ti me : 81512013 1 : 50 :52 AM Ai rpo r1 : DEN - Denver I nl emationa I Date/Ti me of T rave I : 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: Firsl of all, I am not now your &quot:customer&quot: nor ever HAVE been. I am a passenger who LOVED 10 fly unlil your agency began making me feel like a criminal. Because of you and 2 punilive grope searches in a row I have not 
flown since my 6oth. birthday, 8 years ago. Do you honestly believe your agency can continue its groping and nasty tactics much longer before you are disbanded and later tried as constitutional criminals? I am absolutely serious. 
Would you like a resnonse? · I•m 
Passenger's Name :Kb)(61 
Phone N11rnbec · ~'--""---...., 
Email fb)(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type . Civil Rights Liberties 
Ca I egori es 41 h Amendment 
Current Date Time· 8 4 2013 9:51 :27 PM 
Airport RDU - Raleigh-Durham International Date Time ofTravel 08 04 2013 12:30 PM Airline Flight Number: United Flight 4662 Checkpoint Area of Airport Security Gate TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment· I understand the agents are doing their job. My issue is with the complete and utter violation I felt after receiving a pat down. First my hand set off the swab alann where they swab your hands. They went back through all my stuff and I 
guess determined I needed a pat down. At lhis point I was not told I would be gelling patted down. Then They starl picking up all my stuff, including my very small, frighlened dog and carrying it away. Im like where are you going and they realize lhen 
I hadn t been told I was getting patted down. They brought me into a private room, I would have much rather had it done out in public but was not given the option. I felt like a criminal. She felt every part of my body. Nobody has touched by butt in 6 

8/512013 years except for my boyfriend, yet she touched 11 three times. My thighs were touched, my vagina. But oh, I guess since they do 11 with the back of the hand that makes 11 ok? I m petite and weight about 110 lbs. She was a good 100 pounds more 
8:10:49 than me and touched me so hard I was not able to stand still. I feel completely and utterly violated and molested and left in tears. I have never been the victim of sexual assault but I can only imagine if this pat down has affected me like this how it 

AM musl affect someone who has been assaulted, someone who is more modest, someone younger, shyer lhan myself. I am sickened. A complaint is also being lodged with the ACLU and thal is just lhe beginning. No body should be touched like thal. 
There is no freedom in this country anymore. We re just slaves. I m so hurt and disgusted by what happened to me today I will not tolerate it and remain quiet. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 

Passenger's Nam;-,=-e.....,_· .. 1 =---,........1 
Phone,;,wWLLt:L..U.J.11.1..l.l.. __ --,.1 
Email . (b 1(6) ~------~ To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 Applicat,onManager 



81512013 
8:10:57 

AM 

Feed back Type . Compliment 
Calegories Professionalism: Liquids 
Current Date/Time . 8/4/2013 8:24:58 PM 
Airport SLC - Salt Lake City International Date/Time of Travel: 08/04/2013 2:30 PM Airline & Flight Number DL 1883 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal 2 line 4 TSA Employee: (If Known): shorter white slightly chubby guy at the end of line 4 
Comment · I travel with 4 children (age 5, 4, 3, and g months) all the time with sealed baby food for my 9 month old. I have flown at least 6-8 times in the last month alone. We were rushed to get to our gate and the TSA agent told me that I couldn't 
take lhe baby food with me unless I submitted to a pal down and had my baby food opened and tested. I would assume wilh all the training these agenls go lhrough that they know that baby food musl be consumed within an hour of being opened or ii 
must be thrown out. I did not have time for a pat down to begin with, and I wasn't comfortable with my children being unsupervised while I was being pat down. Plus I was not going to be pat down just to have all my baby food be opened and then 
unusable. This is an a bsol utel y absurd po Ii cy. Ba by food is exp ens1ve and my 9 month o Id baby has had nothing to eat al I day. The re was no prob I em with the four 4oz bottles of med1crn e I had with me. But my baby food was the threat? This po Ii cy is 
inappropriate. And I feel like TSA needs to compensate me for the baby food that was thrown out. I was embarrassed and incredibly upset. The TSA agent was very condescending, There is never any reason for a TSA agent to speak down or in a 
belitlling manner to a passenger. I have never before today, in the lilerally hundreds of times that I have been through security, have been reduced to tears. When these policies or actions of your agents end up lhreatening the health and well being of 
my children, I take major issue with this. Please contact me. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 

Passenger's Na"m"e'-'-l""h-'·.,I"R"-1'----,----' 
Phone Number Ih·1Im 
Ema h·1Im 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB2IApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Dis a bi Ii ty Complaint 
Current Date/Time: 81412013 7:48:29 PM 
Airport · MIA - Miami International 
Date/Time of Travel 08/03/2013 11 :30 AM Airline & Flight Number: USA1rw-ays 718 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : J TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment · I was traveling with an adult with a severe/profound intellectual disability (think 2 or 3 year old) who uses a wheelchair for distances. When we fiew out of PHL screening went great. When we flew out of MIA they refused to let my son walk 
th rough the meta I detector and then screen the wheelchair which is what we did in PH L. So I hey insisted on a patdown. I was fine with that. When I hey asked him to p LIi out his arms we to Id them he wo u Id nol u nders ta nd and do th at so j usl co nl i nue 

8/512013 with the patdown. My son stood up and they didn"t start patting him down. Then he started to wander away and they didn't do anything ta stop him. My daughter jumped up and ran ta get her brother and held his hand to keep him standing still while 
8: 11 : 0 0 they patted h1 m down and of course she was then s u bJect to a patdown. I have no o bJection to a patdown but to let a person with a severe i nte 11 ectua I d1sa b1 I ity wa I k away and make no attempt to stop him was rid1cu lous. He has no concept of safety 

AM and could have easily been hurt, (My daughter at one point once she was helping to Id me she told the guy if he was air a id to touch my son he s hou Id get someone else to do it,) As far as I know the re was no reason to refuse to I et him wa I k through 
the metal de1ec1or and since he was wearing a diaper ii would have been more effective to do it lhat way. I admit I forgot to call TSA Cares before MIA but we set nothing up as a result of my call before we flew out of PHL. Your staff needs 10 
understand that if the parents/companions are not allowed ta assist in a patdown (and I read that if they were under age 12 parents are allowed to hold their hands) they need ta do something other than letting the person walk away. 

81512013 
9:43:59 

AM 

Would you like a resf'o"'n"'s.,,e._?~: ..,Fa,.l"'s.,e _________ .., 
Passen er's Name . b·., ff Phone Number. 

Email b1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Disability Description: The caller and her son flew from MSP to MOW on 8-1-13 and went through screening around 5:30pm through the middle checkpoint. 

The callers son has Hydrocephalus. He has 2 shunts. One in his Brain and the other in his spine. The caller requested a patdown because one of his shunts is magnetic. 

Response Details: Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging 
Techno I og y (Al T) wi 11 affect such devices, passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather th an usmg screening techno I og y. 

I emailed the caller the information. 

Incident Details: The TSO asked her son why he could not go through the AIT machines. The son told the TSO he could not go through the machines as well as the the mother told the the TSO that her son could not go through the machines. The 
officer got rude with her and was s ugg es ting to her son that he should go through the machines, The cal I er states the officer was very rude with her te 11 i ng her that he did not have time to educate her a bout the machines and took her son to be 
screened and at that time she could not see her son. The caller slates lhe officer wanted 10 pal her son down and the son told him thal he wanted 10 wait on his mother. The molher states the officer was very firm when he did lhe patdown on her son. 
The caller states the officers put her in a position of trying ta explain to him what her sans disability was and she does not think she should have ta educate the officer about her sons disability. The caller states a supervisor came and helped her and 
was very friendly but states the TSO was very rude. The caller states the officer did accommodate her sons d1sab1lity needs. The officer in question was officer Tate and he was at MSP. The callers son was 14 years old. 

The caller stales the officer was very rude and condescending and her nor her son were treated with respect, dignity, and courtesy. The caller stales the officer yelled at her. The caller stales that she should nol have to give her sons medical hislory to 
the officer ta be able to get a patdown. 



He just tried boarding a plane but was refused because he wouldn t have a patdown. He wants to know his other options. he will not got through the x-ray machine and he doesn t want the patdown. He is going to his Dad s funeral and has been denied 
boarding. He wanted to take his clothes off at the checkpoint but the officers would not allow him to. 

8/512013 I advised him that the officers will not allow him to take his clothes off. He will have to have a patdown if he opts out of the AIT Every passenger must be screened and if he will not allow them to screen him. he will not be allowed into the sterile area. 
101200 

AM He asked ii he could go into the airport naked or wear a thong through screening so that he would not have to have a patdown. I told him that it didn't matter what he wore, he will still be subject to a patdown ii he opted out of the AIT 

He then asked for a supervisor. 

Disability Description: The caller asked if he can meet or speak with someone at TSA at MCO to discuss the screening of passengers in wheelchairs. 

Information Request The caller indicated that his wife traveled on Thursday of last week from MCD. She feels that she has been inappropriately touched. The TSO felt around her groin area with the front of her hand. 

81512013 The caller also mentioned addressing the fact that components picked up by the wheelchair (such has from the pavement that transfers to the passengers hands) that results in a detection of explosive residue. 
10:21:30 

AM Response Details: I explained that I can share general information in regard to the screening process for those in wheelchairs as well as the pat down screening. 

81512013 
11:34:02 

AM 

I advised the caller on how to contact the CSM at MCO via the IVR (866 289 9673) and option 5. 

Ca Iler wants to wear a speed o and boa rd the plane without screening , 
Explained that TSA is required by law 10 screen all passengers and I heir bags.If you are chosen for AIT and you want to opt out you can have a thorough pat down but if you refuse both you will nol be allowed to enIer the security check point.Caller was 
referred by f h 1/R I I 

kb 1(61 !Notes: 
I to Id h, m we we re not escalating this to Passenger Ombudsman. He co u Id either go through the Al T, have a p atdown or not fly. That was his cha ices. 
Ca Iler stated th at she was abused at a checkpoint, She stated that she had to go through the A IT and when th ere was an a I a rm she was prompted aver for a patdown, Ca Iler stated th at she was referred aver and received a pa tdow n and then the TSO 
stuck her finger in her vagina and kept playing wilh her breasts asking her whal she had stuffed in her bra. 

81512013 Advised Caller: 
1:14:44 

PM When anyone goes through the AIT and alarms are set the TSO swill prompt whoever was alarmed over to receive a patdown. II she feels she was abused during the process of the patdown I can take the information and send it on a CSM of the 
airport. SUP requesl. 

Caller said her son who is disabled yesterday flew to Houston. her son had to go through a patdown by the TSA agent who she said was very insensitive to his pain. 
Her son has terminal cancer and is in consIant pain and cant stand without help, he was in a wheelchair and a TSA officer came to inspect him, his legs, arms, elc. and her son began to cry. He is 37 years old and afterward he was so nervous 
because of the stress he doesn t want to fly anymore and she had to calm him down and wait for awhile. They have to fly back to SEA to their home, is there a way he can be wanded so he isn t touched or can he remove his shirt in a private area so 
they can see he i sn t co nee a Ii ng anything under c lathing? 
Spoke with United and was told they don t have any control over TSA. 
They wi 11 be returning to SEA from Ho us ton Hob by on Wednesday and she stated he do esn I need a ssis tan ce going through the screening. 

81512013 Res pons e: 
3:16:22 Apologized to caller for their experience and advised TSOs are trained to be sensitive to passengers needs. 

PM Exp I a i ned if u na bl e to go through I he sere en i ng technology he would be required to have a patdown because we don t use wands any more for screening. 

Advised caller to inform the TSO her son Is a cancer patient and in constant pain and 11 is pai nfu I to touch him. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id nol be asked 10 remove or Ii ft any article of clothing 10 rev ea I a sensitive body area. 

If a passenger has conce ms about his or her s c reem ng. he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor while at the checkpoint. 
TS A encourages passengers with di sa bi I it i es or medical conditions to arrive at the airport early, 



The ca 11 er is flying from North Caro Ii na to PIT. He stated th at he fi ys this seve ra I times. He stated that he has been stopped lo r additional screening. after going through the machines. He asked what the reason is for this additional patdown. He stated 
that he is flying from RDU to PIT and he has SSSS on his boarding pass. He stated that he has spoken with the airline and they told him to contact TSA. He spoke to TSA at RDU and PIT and they told him to call the airline, that they have nothing to do 
with the matter. He asked if there is a fee for the program. He asked if I his will help with intemalional travel a swell. 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
transportation hubs, such as airports, or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
• traveler's belief that they are on a government watch list. 
• situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or identified for additional screening at our nation·s airports or ports of entry. 
• d ifflcu lty printing a boa rd i ng pass at home or at the ki ask. 

81512013 
329:55 When an individual applies for redress, OHS TRIP will assign a record identifier or Redress Control Number (RCN). OHS TRIP will inform redress applicanls in wriling when lhe OHS review of an inquiry is complele. Reviews of requesls for redress 

PM take a minimum of 30 business days. Applicants may check the status of inquiries by entering the Redress Control Number. 

After the complaint is resolved, OHS TRIP recommends that travelers provide this RCN when making reservations or updating their traveler profile with an airline. This info will assist security technologies to help prevent misidentification from occurring 
due the similarily of a traveler"s name and personal information to anolher person in syslems which contain informalion from Federal, stale, local and foreign sources. 
Participation in the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program is voluntary. The Redress Application process can be found at www.dhs.gov TRIP. 

In the alternative, travelers may apply through email or the U.S. Mail by completing the attached Traveler Inquiry Form, signing the document, and returning the original with at least one unexpired photograph-bearing government-issued travel 
document (e.g., driver"s license or unexpired passport). 

The program does not have a fee associated with it and it is the only way to make a i nq u1 ry reg a rd i ng the issue. 
Ca Iler slated th at she reci eved a p atdown and the fem a I e security touched her. She did nol Ii k e I he p atdown and fee Is that the patdown is again st her privacy. She first went th rough the screening devices and then was subjected to add i Ii on al sere en i ng. 

She 1s wanting to file a complaint about the way the policy says a screening has to be done or she cant fiy to SFO. 

CCR informed her: 
Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is imporlant. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of 

81512013 the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. If subject 
3:34:57 to additional screening, then a patdown procedure will have to be given. Patdown are conducted by same-gender officers. However. passengers who are not willing to go through the screening process will not be permitted to fly. 

PM 
Since she does not like the policy of a patdown and she feels that it goes against her privacy, she can write her concerns into HO. 

CCR provided her with the lo 11 owing address; 
601 South 12th Street 
Ari i ngto n. VA 20 598 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Screening 
CurTent Date/Time · 81512013 2:37:10 PM 
Airporl: SFO - San Francisco 1n1ernational Dale/Time of Travel: 08104/2013 Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : TSA screening area TSA Employee: (If Known) . n/a Comment · Two suggestions to help TSA improve the screening process: 

1. The requirement that TSA agents are made to ask our name. and we have to recite our name back to them is dumb and annoying. TSA should stop the practice. It adds nothing to security, and only serves to annoy passengers, creating a lack of 
8/512013 respect for TSA agents trying 10 do a laugh job. 
4:1347 

PM 2. When a person chooses to &quotopt-out&quot: of machine screening and go through a pat down, it is a waste of the TSA agents' time to force them to go through full de scrip of the pat-down process when the passenger is begging them to skip it. If 
the passenger is willing to waive the recitation of the speech, then the agent should be allowed the discretion to go ahead with the pat-down without having to recite the whole process. Agents hate doing it. Passengers are annoyed having to listen to 
ii. TSA could belier concentra1e it's efforts where needed to cal ch the liny handful of bad people, rather than wasling their time annoying people like myself wilh no ill intent. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name j(b··,1m 
Phone Number k,..,h...,1-{,;,R=I ====,---~ 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller: 
Caller fiew from IAD to SFO recently. The name she got at the checkpoint was kb)(ff:1 She does not know if that was the TSO or her supervisor. She declined to go through the AIT because she is pregnant. She has a history of repeat 
miscarriages. Her doctor recommended that she does not use the AIT. When she requested this lhe TSO rolled her eyes and walked off 10 gel her gloves. She started snapping commands al her. She took her 10 lhe center of an open area where 
everyone could see her be patted down. She never asked her for a private screening. She did not warn her and ran her hand up her inner thigh and. in the callers words: rammed her hand into her vagina. She said that was a little high. The TSO said 
she had to go until she met resistance. She did the same thing in the front. She walked off to test her gloves for explosives and came back and wished her a wonderful flight. A couple passengers who were watching gave her husband business cards 
and said they would be witnesses if they decided to pursue a lawsuit. She is deeply traumatized. She is going to the ACLU, She is utterly disgusted by how TSA is treating people. The fact she has to worry about getting groped is ridiculous. She wants 
me to guarantee that this will nol happen on her upcoming flights. 

Response: 
All TS Os are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

81512013 Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter ta the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

5:16:27 
PM I told the caller she can contact the CSM at IAD. SFO, and PHF by phone at: 

Name: rb 1(6) 
Phone:._ ______ _. 

Name: rb 1(6) I 
Phone: ~-----~ 
Name: fbl(ff1 I 
Phone:.__-----~-

I reco rn mended that the ca 11 er cal I the CSM s at SF O and PH F about her upcoming trips to see what they reco rn mend so she does not have a similar experience as above. I recommended that she ask for a S TSO at the checkpoint as soon as she 
request a patdown. If she wants a private screening her husband can go with her to the private screening. 
Caller: 
Caller fi ew from IAD to SF O recently. The name she got at the checkpoint was kb) ( ffi IS he does not know 1f that was the TSO or her su pe rvi sor. She de c Ii ned to go through the AIT because she 1s p regnant. She has a history of repeat 
miscarriages. Her doctor recommended that she does not use the AIT When she requested this the TSO rolled her eyes and walked off to get her gloves. She started snapping commands at her. She took her to the center of an open area where 
everyone could see her be palled down. She never asked her for a private screening. She did not warn her and ran her hand up her inner I high and, in the callers words: rammed her hand into her vagina. She said I hat was a little high. The TSO said 
she had to go until she met resistance. She did the same thing in the front. She walked off to test her gloves far explosives and came back and wished her a wonderful flight. A couple passengers who were watching gave her husband business cards 
and said they would be wi tne sse s 1f they decided to pursue a I awsu it. She is dee ply Ira umatized. She 1s going to the ACLU. She 1s utterly disgusted by how T SA 1s treating peop I e. The fact she has to worry about getting groped is ridiculous. She wants 
me to g ua ra ntee that this wi 11 not happen on her upcoming fiig hts. 

Response: 
All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets 1f this was not your experience. 

81512013 Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) al thal location. 

5:16:27 
PM 

I told the caller she can contact the CSM at IAD, SFO. and PH F by phone at: 

Name: rb 1(6) 
Phone: ~------' 
Name: l(b)(ffi I 
Phone: ... -----~-

Name: rb)(61 I 
Phone: ~-----~ 
I recommended that the caller call the CSM s at SFO and PHF about her upcoming trips to see what they recommend so she does not have a similar experience as above. I recommended that she ask for a STSO at the checkpoint as soon as she 
request a patdown. If she wants a pnvate screeninq her husband can qo with her to the private screenrnq. 



Caller: 
Caller fiew from IAD to SFO recently. The name she got at the checkpoint wa4b)(ff:, I She does not know if that was the TSO or her supervisor. She declined to go through the AIT because she is pregnant. She has a history of repeat 
miscarriages. Her doctor recommended that she does not use the AIT. When sne requested th,s )ne TSO rolled her eyes and walked off 10 gel her gloves. She started snapping commands al her. She took her 10 lhe center of an open area where 
everyone could see her be patted down. She never asked her for a private screening. She did not warn her and ran her hand up her inner thigh and. in the callers words: rammed her hand into her vagina. She said that was a little high. The TSO said 
she had to go until she met resistance. She did the same thing in the front. She walked off to test her gloves for explosives and came back and wished her a wonderful flight. A couple passengers who were watching gave her husband business cards 
and said they would be witnesses if they decided to pursue a lawsuit. She is deeply traumatized. She is going to the ACLU, She is utterly disgusted by how TSA is treating people. The fact she has to worry about getting groped is ridiculous. She wants 
me to guarantee that this will nol happen on her upcoming flights. 

Response: 
All TS Os are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

81512013 Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter ta the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

5:16:27 
PM I told the caller she can contact the CSM at IAD. SFO, and PHF by phone at: 

81512013 
6:51:27 

PM 

Namefb,(6) 

Phone~-------' 

Name: rb)(ff1 
Phone: 

::===-=--::.-::.:..:..-_-~--' 
Name: rb)(6) 
Phone: ,._ ____ _. 

I recommended that the ca 11 er cal I the CSM s at SF O and PH F about her upcoming trips to see what they recommend so she does not have a similar experience as above. I recommended that she ask for a S TSO at the checkpoint as soon as she 
request a patdown. If she wants a private screening her husband can go with her to the private screening. 
Hello. 

I fi y very reg u I a rl y, and a I ways choose to opt out of the sea nni ng machines because I am not certain, persona 11 y. of the long-term effects of reg u I a r usage, and I understand th at i~ight as a passenger, to choose a pat down instead. I have done 
this many, many times in the past several years, and usually TSA staff, especially in lhe pasl couple of years, are very kind and accommodating. Today, however, I encountered~al IAH, al the International arrivals checkpoint. From the exit I was 
directed to. by CBP, there was only one option. and though United had told me to proceed ta Terminal C for TSA Pre Check, which I had been selected for, the only sign that I could see, and that the United personnel were aware of, was the one that I 
went to. which was labeled ABCDE -~ 

Realizing that I would have to go through lhe slandard procedure I lold your agentJb)(ff:,1 that I would prefer to opt out. He laughed at me and exhaled loudly, and told me "Well, you're going 10 have to go stand over lhere!" I told him lhat I was cleared 
for Pre-Check, if that mattered, but couldn"t find the right checkpoint, to which he told me "well, plenty of other passengers can find it"' I told him that United had told me ta go to Terminal C, and pointed to the ABCDE sign above me he laughed again 
and said I had to take the tram: 
"Other people can figure it out.'' His demeanor was rude and condescending. and to me, a US citizen and a frequent traveler, not acceptable. As I said, I travel regularly - several hundred thousand miles a year -- and it is rare that I meet a TSA 
employee that is so rude. The woman,0:illf[Jwho palled me down was kind, and did her job well. As I was passing through the gate I took note of his name tag and said !/h·•,!fn I thank you [filfilJ to which he replied "don't you say anything which 
didn't happen." It was the final comment which convinced me to comment about him. I am not sa arrogant as ta say that the TSA "work for us" but. ultimately. this sort of employee do nothing to further security: he was so caught up in what I thought he"d 
say, and in chuckling ~ I waited for a pat-down that he clearly /el t was s, 11 y, that he wouldn't have noticed a genuine th re at if it had a pp ea red before h, m. I hope that You '11 do more to promote agents I, k,ffillfi[]. and di scou rage b eha vi ors Ii ke 
those I witnessed fro~ 

Thank you. 

kbl(61 



81512013 
925:23 

PM 

Caller wants to complain about harassment at checkpoints. She says that she flew from PH X to BOS and at the che c kpomt the re at gate 41 . she was told to go th ri° ugh tie Al T. She states that she Is di sabled and uses a cane and can not raise her 
arms and the TSO did not listen, but kept insisting that she go through and was pushing her physically around. Caller says that during the patdown. a TSO named 1h·I1fr-, stuck her hand in her rectum. She feels that she was discriminated against both 
racially and because she is disabled. 

Advised caller: 
For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. §15.3(b) and §15.70(d)(3)). it must be in writing and including the following information: 
• The name and address of the complainant 
• The date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
• A d escri pti on of the a 11 eg ed d1scri minatory a ct,on in sufficient deta, I to inform T SA of the nature of the al I eg ed act of di sen mi nation: and 
• The signature of the complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 
In addition, to a p prop ri a tel y address your concerns, we a I so need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

Transportation Sec u nty Officers wi 11 conduct different patdown procedures to resolve different types of a nomal ,es. During the assessment off ce rs w, 11 use revised patd own procedures m al I m stances to resolve a no m al i es. The updated patdown 
procedures w i 11 address areas of the body that we know a re used as areas to conceal patent i ally dangerous items. Ii ke explosives, 

(NOTE: Caller said that she would call back with her email address. Please email her the RFI information at that time.). 

Feedback Type Request for Information 
Categories : Other; Screening (AI T. Patd own) Cu n-ent Date/Ti me · 815120 13 9: 5 7 :09 PM Airport , Se I ect One Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I have requested info n-na ti on from the T SA recently and have not yet received a response. Please contact me exp Iain i ng my d eta i nme nt. 

On 7124/131 was traveling through Bob Hope Airport in Burbank, California. It is usually extremely easy to travel through this historical suburban airport, where everyone beams with the small town pride. As a frequent air traveler I got through the 
security checkpoint relatively quickly, even with my medical liquids. However, just after lying my shoes and grabbing my bag I heard the yell "Bravo!" from a TSA employee about 15 feet to my right. Then every other TSA employee yelled "Bravo!" as 
if the word were contagious. 

81612013 Not caring what was going on I continued my walk the five feet into the gate area. Suddenly a TSA employee stood in front of me and said I could not enter the gate area. Confused I asked why? The TSA employee pointed to a man. whom I did not 

8:31 :46 know, never interacted with, nor was even close to. Apparently lhe man attempted to enter lhe gate area wilhout being properly screened. The man was a bit flusIered and embarrassed, but claimed he had already been lhrough security and went 
back quickly to retrieve something. As far as I know, he was never detained by a police officer. but only told to "freeze" and wait by a TSA employee. I was told to do the same. 

AM 

I told the TSA employee that this had nothing to do with me and I already went through security I would like to get to my gate. More TSA employees approached and [bye red thjs jmagjnary line, which I could no longer pass. I again asked another 
person why was I being held? No answer. I asked for a TSA Supervisor, which interestingly enough was the same woman that had given me no answer. Supervisor b_,(61 baid that lhey had 10 investigate the matter of this "securily threat." 
Again, I insisted this had nothing to do with me and I was being detained without cause, as well as the other 10-15 passengers who had already been properly screened. By this time. the TSA employees began yelling at me to "go with the program.•· 
So, I began yelling back that they were abusing their powers and their procedures were absurd. Every TSA employee insisted it was "procedure" but could not exp lam why this procedure required holding already screened passengers, who were not 
considered a "security threat." 

By this time Burbank Police Deparlment had also swarmed around the imaginary line into the gate area. Among them was Otficer!lhWo··, !who was sitting at the security camera desk right before the imaginary line. He told me I could not go 
into the gate area. This provoked a q ue st,on of whether the Burbank Po Ii ce D ep artm ent and authority or a T SA employee. I ag am asked why I was being detained. At first, he denied I was being detained and then after I asked to enter the gate area. 
he agreed I was being detained. I fe It it was i 11 eg al, but apparently the T SA employee has the a utho ri ty to detain me without ca use, Moreover. I Ii nd out that the TS A employee has authority aver the Burbank Pol ice De pa rime nt to detain people I N 
THIS AREA ONLY, yet has no authorily to arresl and certainly no real abilities to prevent a true securily threat from causing harm; they need the Burbank Police for I hat. This seems rather convoluted and chaotic if I here were a true security th real. 

I want to sire ss how much I understand the need for airport security after 9111 I have lam, ly members that work or have worked for many gave mm ent agencies. including Home I and Security and T SA I a I so understand the need to have a workforce 
that follows rules, but it does not help when they are unable to explain what they are doing and cannot apply logic and rationality to their actions. This type of pseudo-law enforcement sycophant mentality breeds problems and already has in high profile 
TSA airport cases. There is a reason lhe American public is increasingly becoming frustrated wilh the TSA airport employees, and this is another example of that. In I his situation, I was cleared as not being a threat, but was suddenly held as though I 



I traveled yesterday from Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) to San Francisco International Airport (SFO) on United Airlines flight 703. I am wntmg to express my concern and d1ssat1sfaction with the delay in screening and pat-down I expenenced 
at Terminal 7. I proceeded through the Pre-check line after presenting my boarding pass and driver's license for identification. As usual, I activated the alarm due to a titanium hip implant associated with hip replacement surgery in 2004. The agent 
named [§R§Jcalled once for "male assist,'' to which there was no response. Sensing there was no response to his call, I expressed concern to him that he had nol called a second time for "male assist." Sensing his lack of response to my concern, I 
asked him to call far a supervisor. After some delay, a supervisor named!(b)(6 !did appear. advising me that the TSA checkpoint was short staffed at that time, that agents petiorming pat-downs had to be certified to do this, and that someone would 
eventually take ca re of me .0:i:ii£i0 offered to re Ii eve !I h ·., / R ·., f o th at he co u Id pat me down. but!( b) ( 6 ! said he did not want to pat me down. Another agent a pp ea red. and we proceeded with the pat down. 

My general complaint is that this process took 20 minutes ar mare instead of the usual 5-10 minutes. I do not think that TSA checkpoint staffing issues should become my issue. My specific complaint is thatfb)(ff:, ldid not make enough effort to get me 
a ti me I y pat-down process as I bel ,eve he could have and should have down. 

81612013 Please understand that I pass through that same TSA checkpoint once ar twice weekly, so I have a good idea of function and timelines for processing a traveler that activates the alarm. 

10:24:21 
AM 

With concern and dissatisfaclion, I am 

Very truly yours, f~b_1_(_6_1 ----~ 

Los Angeles CA 90045-4202 

!lh1/R1 I 
The caller stated that she has been flying a lot over the last few years and has never had a complaint about TSA, until now. On 8-5-2013, she took Jetblue flight 1059 from BOS to PHL at 3: 15PM. When going through screening, she was in line for the 
WT MD. She was sere ened by the W TM D mu Iii pie times and it kept a I arming. even afle r she had removed al I of her Jewelry and anything else that could have been meta I. She was patted down and c I ea red through the s c reem ng checkpoint. She later 
realized that she was wearing a new bikini top that had a metal decorative piece on the top of it. She was upset that she got through screening and this was not caught. She asked why the AIT was not used to pin point this metal piece and she 
wandered if it wou Id have pin poi nl ed the meta I piece. 

I to Id her that the p atdown is used to clear a person through sere en i ng 1f they a I arm the WT MD and cannot be cl eared by the W TM D. The patdown procedure 1s used to verify that the person does not have any prohibited items on their person. If she 
81612013 was already in line for and used the WTMD, the TSOs would not send her through the AIT. The procedure is to clear an alarm of the WTMD by using a thorough patdown. I cannot specifically state that the AIT would have caught this as an anomalies 
12:26:34 or not. 

PM 
She was not happy with this answer and stated that she could have got through screening with wires attached to her body and that she needs to speak with someone else. I placed her on hold to talk with a CSS here at the TCC. I spoke to CSS Wayne 
and he le It that this was not a security issue. 

I to Id her that our CS S did not fee I that this was a security issue. as the TS Os fol lowed standard protoco I. 

She requested to speak with someone e Is e, I turned the cal I over to ~l(_b_) (_6_, ___ ~ 



8/612013 
3:48:54 

PM 

Caller has a comp I a int. Cal I er and spouse flew from Denver June 15 and ca 11 er said she packed everything correctly. Ca 11 e rs husband was with her purse wh1 I e cal I er was b erng screened. Ca 11 er said th ere were 4 agents and they to Id her she wo u Id 
have to be xrayed. Caller said she had to stand with her arms above her head. Caller had on capri pants and a thin silky material jacket thing over her tank top, Caller said she went through the AIT and the TSO sent her over for a patdown. Caller 
was told they did nol know why she was lold to do the patdown because the TSO they senl her to, did not see anything on the screen. Caller would prefer a patdown anyway. Caller said one TSO asked her to remove her top (her jacket). Caller said 
this TSO took her top away and when the TSO brought her top back, her top was filthy dirty. Caller asked the TSO what he did to her top. Caller said the TSO said he put it through on the belt. Caller complained and the TSO just shrugged his 
shoulders. Caller said she could not believe the TSO put her top in a bin where eo les dirty shoes had been. Caller said she complained because she needed to wear this to get to her destination, but now it was too dirty to wear. Caller was flying 
from Denver to Utah to Fargo. Caller said she went to speak to the supervisor. (b·•,(ffi t the south location at 16:00. Caller said she told him she felt like she was going to cry and!/h·11r;··, !told her to go ahead and cry. Caller said the TSO that 
took her jacket told her I hat she should have been more worried about what was on lhe floor instead of in lhe bins. Caller said she filed a complaint while she was at the airport, but they did not write down anylhing and told her to call lhe TCC. Caller 
said the people she complained to were very rude as well. Caller does not have email. 

Airport 
Airline 

Denver 
Delta 

FI ig ht numbers D L3469 
Date and time of incident 06 152013 4 pm 
Baggage tag number NA 
Description of bag, color, style, size, brand NA 
NOi with Writing Na 
Terminal or Gate 20111b 
Contact information~fb_,(_6_) __ ~1- home phone, caller does not have email 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer ser,ice to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 
PI ease be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the S uper,iso ry T ransporta ti on Security Olli cer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 
Because your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the appropriate Cus1omer Service Manager. 

---0 no i na I Me ssaoe--
F rom[ b) ( 6) 
Sent: Tuesday, Augusl 06, 2013 3:11 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subj eel: Screening Issue at O rtando I nternat1ona I 

As a result of breasl cancer my wife has had multiple x-rays recenlly and when 1ravelling asks to opt oul of the electronic screening process. Departing this morning from MCO she expressed her desire to be palled down as opposed to the eleclronic 
screening. The TSA agents on duty were non responsive and when she pressed the issue she was told that she would have to step to another area for the pat down. Her carry on baggage had already been processed and she asked if she could take 

8/612013 them with her, the answer was that she could leave them on the belt and pick them up later. This would have left her baggage unguarded dunng a very busy time of day, she was told that they had video cameras covering the area. This would only help 
4: 11 : 0 7 after the la ct if anything was missing or tampered with when she ret u med, I cannot believe that this is within policy, my u nders ta ndi ng that you needed to be with your belongings at a 11 times, This was not an isolated inc ide nee I noticed several other 

PM passengers requesling to bypass lhe scanners being pushed off 10 a holding area and forced to wait for extended periods. This all links to a lack of super,ision, a lack of any form of customer service and potential violalion of TSA regulalion. 

[J 



8/612013 
4:1113 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 

Securi TSA Employee: (If Known) i(b.1(6,1 ~ ~ ) Mgr Comment · My wife has a TIA (strake)within the year and hip replacement this Spring. She entered the security area and explained she had a hip replacement. The agent 
Calegories Poor Customer Servic"· 5.crneoioo :went :ate/Time: 816/2013 3:50:10 PM Airporl: LAX - Los Angeles lnlernational Dale/Time of Travel: 08/0512013 2:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: American Air# 1278 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 

&quo /b l/6\ quot demanded she remover hers oes an submit to a patdown. My wife requested the screen to disclose the hip replacement and tned to show she is age 78 Ma 2013) Agentl::5:ZJ refused the screen, told my wife to complain to the 
Federal Government, required shoe removal for someone over age 75, demanded she leave her shoes 15-20 feet away and walk barefoot to the patdown area. Further agent h·11 said there was no such machine to view the hip replacement as the 
funding by the U.S. Government was insufficient and inadequate for TSA. When husband (I re uesled her name to complain of the rude and offensive behavior to my wife Agen /hWo covered her name tag wilh her hand and refused to show her 
identification and stormed away. She said &quat;l'm~quot:. I complained ta Manage {b··,1m who explained LAX for American Air does have the machine scrutiny my wife asked far and tried to explain away the rude behavior. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name h··1rR·\ 

Phone N m r /hW'n 
Email b1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller works at a hospital. One of her patients has a new defibnllator. What information about screening does the patient need? 

Advised ca Iler: 

81612013 If a passenger has an internal medical device, such a stomach or cardiac pacemaker ar a defibrillator, it is important far him or her ta inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening before the screening process begins. 

5A3:59 
PM 

Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices, passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology, 

Fro~(b1(6) 
Senf: I ~e~day, August 06, 20 I 3 4: I 5 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subject Harassment Complaint 

August 6, 2013 

81612013 
6,05,59 Transportation Security Administration 

PM Civil Rights & Liberties. Ombudsman and Traveler Engagement (TSA-6) 

Multicultural Branch 

701 South 12th Street 

Arlington, VA 20598 

To w horn it may concern: 

It had been several years since I have fl awn, and the last time I went through security you all had the old metal detectors. I am very cautious when going through security at the airparl. always waiting for instruction from the TSA agents to give me the 
go ahead to continue through the designated area. I never want to do something wrong, because I know how se nous airport security 1s. I waited on the other side of the new sea n ni ng devise. and the agent never instructed me to enter the machine. she 
simply stared at me, so I continued to wait in fear of going too soon and getting yelled at. Eventually, I asked if she was ready for me, and she replied, "Do I need to go get security•? Are you really going to hesitate and be uncooperative??" I said, "No 



Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es Screening (AI T, Pa td own) 
Current Date Time · 8 7 2013 9:47: 11 
Airport Se I eel One 
Date Time of Travel : 
Airline Flight Number: 

8/712013 Checkpoint Area al Airport · 
10:05:32 TSA Employee: (If Known) 

AM Comment· Yesterday while at SAT we had to keep our boarding pass in hand to have a second viewing of it after we were scanned, thus slowing down the process. Why is that? We had just shown it 5 seconds earlier 10 feet prior to the scanner. No 
one a lhe check point could provide me an explanation and refused to answer my queslion. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Emailkb 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. foll aw this link · http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav EDB2 ApplicationManager 

Caller is laking a new puppy through the checkpoinl. She does not want 10 go through the AIT machine, as she referred 10 as lhe cooker, nor her dog. She wants to know how the dog will be screened while she is being patted down, or groped as she 
referred. Caller was very mad to hear the rules. 

Advised ca Iler: 

8/712013 Individuals who da not wish ta be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough patdown. 
11 :36:48 

AM (TSA) security procedures do not prohibit travelers from bringing a pet on their flight. However, travelers should contact their airline or travel agent before arTiving at the airport to determine any airline's policy on traveling with pets. TSA requires that all 
an i ma Is and associated property a re sere ened prior to boa rd i ng. 

Pets traveling in the aircraft cabin must be presented to a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) at the screening checkpoint. The animal's owner Is required to carTY the animal through the walk-through metal detector (WTMD) or walk the animal 
through the WTMD on a leash. TS Os are required to resolve any alarms associated with the animal using visual observation and patdown inspections. The TSO may require owners to assist by controlling the animal during this process. 

Disability Description: She is 72 years old and uses a wheelchair. 

Response Details: Advised caller thal when a passenger is wearing a head scarf, we do have to do some additional screening. Advised caller that if lhe ETD IesIs positive, which could be from any number of things, we do have to conduct a patdown. 
This is the same screening procedure for everyone, no matter what race. 

If you believe you were discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition or have a claim of racial 
discriminalion, Federal regulations require thal your complaint be put in writing unless your disability prevenls you from doing so. 

81712013 Do you want inforTnation about filing a wntten complaint regarding discrimination or are you calling with a different concern such as poor customer service? 

2:3801 
PM 

Advised I would send her lhe instructions for filing a writlen formal complain!. 

Incident Detai Is: Ca 11 er recently traveled. She says th at she was in a wheelchair, but did go through the W TM D. She was wea ri ng a head sea rf. so after the W TM D, the off ce r told her that she could rub her head down and they cou Id test her hands, or 
they could do it. She told the officer to do it. The ETD tested positive. Caller says that the woman s hands could have been contaminated for all she knows. Caller says that a white woman told her she would have to take her to another area. Caller told 
the officer that her traveling companion who is 89 years old, cannot see, and is also in a wheelchair, would have to come wilh her. She says thal they done a patdown on her. She says lhat she has had the same nappy hair on her head for her entire 72 
year life and has never had a problem before. Caller says that she told the officer taking her for the patdawn that her people had lived here for 450 years and have never hijacked one al your (whites) planes. She says that the officer threatened her with 
the police. The caller continued and explained that she is a descendant of slaves. She says that we (whites) took her voting rights away and murdered the little boy recently. Caller says this was discrimination and poor customer service. She says her 
complaint is not going to go anywhere. 



81712013 
3A1:48 

PM 

Caller stated th at she has a Breast Prosthesis and the last ti me she flew she stated that she was given a hard time when she went through the s c reem ng Check point. She stated that she had no id ea that she was suppose to te 11 the office rs at the 
check about her prosthesis and was given a hard time and had her hands swabbed for explosive traces. She stated that they are getting ready to fly again on 08 30 2013 and needs to know if there is any way she can avoid all of the hassle s again at 
the check point. 

Gave the cal I er the following info: 
A breast cancer survivor who wears breast prostheses. has mastectomy scars, wears head coverings or a compression sleeve may want to inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of her needs before screening begins. TSA has created 
notification cards I hat Ir ave I e rs may use to in form TS Os about any dis ab i I ity, medical condition, or medical device that co u Id affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from s ecuri I y sere en i ng, I heir use may imp rove 
communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their conditions. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gov sites default files publications disability_notification_cards.pdf Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology 
(AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An 
eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Poor Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 8/712013 7:27:33 PM Airport OAK - Metropolitan Oakland International Date/Time of Travel: 08107/2013 3:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: Alaska 2610T Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport . Baggage check TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment : My experience going through I he security screening process is u n accep tab I e. Using POX as a com pa ri son, OAK TSA is i ne ffi ci e nl. u norga ni zed and I ack s in qua Ii ty of service. 

I started going through the security Ii ne, it was about 1 0 0 pea pl e deep with what seemed Ii ke one person checking boarding passes and I Os. It took about Ii ve minutes for the one Ii ne to break into three. but th ere was only two agents checking 
documents, ONE passenger at a time. I left Portland the same time of the day with about the same amount of people in line, and while there was one line, there were three agents with two lines on either side of their table checking IDs. The line went 
fast. At Oakland, it felt as though their thoroughness was hidden behind the slow service. 

81712013 Also in Portland, they have the option to go through the body scanner or the metal detector with no pat down if 11 is cleared. I felt punished in Oakland's Airport for opting out of the body scanner. Not only did I have to wait in a separate line, I was 
8:05:23 expected to be pat down regardless as to whether or not the metal detector went off or not (it didn't in my case). I waited 15 minutes out of sight of my valuables and personal items including my boarding pass, ID and laptop for someone to become 

PM 'available' to pat me down. When I asked agents around me if I could watch my stuff or how long it would be, they told me too bad -- I have to wail and they walked away. Meanwhile, agents were challing with each other. When I finally did get through 
the metal detector. I was thoroughly pat down. I felt physically violated. 

I do not feel safer knowing that this is a requirement of the Oakland airport. I would rather spend more money flying out of other local airports than dealing with being treated like I am being punished for not going through the body scanner. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email !lh 1/R, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



81712013 
8:05:31 

PM 

What happened? 

Tuesday 6 August 2013,Houston Hobby Airport Southwest Airlines. 

Before I entereed the xray machine I remembered I hat I forgot to remove my wallet from my pocket. I took ii out and tried 10 gel the atlention of one of lhe TSA personell as 10 what 10 do. They were ralher busy tJlking to each olher and paid me no 
mind. I went ahead and put up the arms and waited for the agent to operate the machine. when I thought she had, she said rather rudely "You moved' Don't move•·· She finally apparently returned to her proper task and I got through the machine.when 
another male agent finaly noticed the wallet and sent it back for the xray. While waiting, the male agent kept asking me "What did you say? You got Problem with the way I do Things?" As I had said nothing this agent made me feel very uncomfortable 
and uneasy. The Male agent kept asking '"What did you say?"' What did you say?"' You got aproblem with 

me? To which I did finally respond by saying "'Not Yet". I thought it best to end this ridiculous episode and went on to my gate. I felt that the agent was excessively rude and felt the additional pat down after the xray was unecessary.l beleive that my 
privacy was somewhat vi o I ated. This agent puts the worse face on your agency and is a poor rep re sentatIve of it. 

When did this happen? 

0900 August 6,2013 When pasing through x ray machine 

Where did this happen? 

Hobby Airport. Houston. TX 

Who treated you unfa i rty? 

Hello. 

I always "'opt out'· of going through the metal detectors at airport screening, and generally have had no problems with the pat-down, etc. However, on occasion, I have been queried by the TSA agent about why I am opting out. and sometimes that 
agent has cha 11 e nged me about my concerns reg a rd i ng the hea I th hazards of the rn a chin es, 0 n a recent trip out of Boston. an agent told rn e that T SA personnel a re not supposed to q ue ty passengers in that way, and certainly not make them feel in 
any way defensive aboul opting out. Indeed, he insIructed me to see a TSA supervisor if any agent did act in that manner in the future. This evening, my wife flew out of Boslon, was queried by an agent when she requesled to opt on, and when she 
reported her concerns to a supervisor, he rudely told her the agents could ask whatever they wish. 

For my own records. for future travel. can you tell me just what the TSA policy is on opting out. and. if it is in writing, where I could find it? 

81812013 Thank you very much for your help. 

8:28:19 
AM 

"The professo~s purpose is to think olherwise'" f~~-•_,(_6_) ______ ~ 
(b)(61 

oston. r)(ff, 



Caller has 2 comp I a i nts against 2 TSA ofli cers reg ardrng s c reem ng. the Ii rst incident was in SF O, he flew on 8-6 and did n t understand going through the AIT why the officer contrn ued to with an open hand rub him across his backside 4-5 ti mes. The 
TSO kept asking what was back there and it was the band of his underwear, he found it offensive as if he was groping him. Departed 8:15 PM to LAX, Flight# not available, Gate# 44? 

Second complaint was as an employee of Delta when leaving Palm Springs yesterday the document checker told him a SIDA badges isn tan acceptable form of ID and asked for another form of ID. Caller said he has used before without any problem. 
Stated the TSO d idn t even know what the SI DA badge was. 

Response: 
8181201 3 Provided to cal I ere 
9:56:37 SFO 1s one of these airports which, although regulated by TSA, is not staffed by a Federal workforce. To address your concerns, you should contact the SFO contractor, Covenant Aviation Security, directly at: 

AM Covenant Aviation Security 
Attenlion: Claims Department 
1350 Old Bayshore Highway, Suite 540 
Burlingame. CA 94010 
Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at SFO. we have forwarded a copy of this e-mail to the Customer Service Manager at that location. 

Explained to caller the TSO always has the option to request a second form of ID regardless of what is presented initially. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service: Missing or Damaged Items in Checked Luggage Current DatelTlme : 8/812013 9: 16:58 Airport : DCA - Washington Reagan National Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 

81812013 Comment : As us ua I, T SA shows poor manners, a mis erab I e att1tute, and poor care of a passenger's items. They managed to tear my hand bag and badly banged my computer. When I asked them why it is th at I seem to always get add i ti o na I 
10:02:51 screening, I was rudely told it was procedure (it's profiling, let's talk straight). When I asked to not go through the nude scanner since I know a passenger can request a pat-down instead and since the health repercussions of these scanners is not 

AM tested, I was rudely told no. I'll just stop flying at this rate, so wonderful job TSA. 

8/812013 

Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Ca Iler does n t have a computer. She had a disturbing experience coming back from Iowa. She wan ts 10 s ugg est th at these pea pie w horn a re checking passengers should advise th at they have to re move their jewelry. Cal I er we nl through the 
equipment. They advised caller that should have removed her jewelry. She was given the choice of going into a private screening or having the pat-down periormed in public. Caller chose to have the pat-down done in private. Caller advised that she 
had no problem in TPA. 

10:53:55 When and where did this occur? 
AM 

This occurred Des Moines on Sunday about 0930. The man in charge was very nice. The screeners were cold and 1nd1fferent. They should have told her to remove her necklace. She doesn t like having the pat-down performed. 

I advised caller that I would forward her commenls to the CSM at Des Moines for review. 



81812013 
12:07:57 

PM 

TSA Contact Center: 

CRCL received the below and are forwarding to you to handle as deemed appropriate. 

Sincerely, 

U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
Office for Ci vi I Rights and Ci vi I Liberties 

---Original Message--
Fromtb)(61 
Sent: Sunday. August 04. 2013 3:08 PM 
To: CRCL 
Subject Fly Rights - New Report from._kb~·•-'-1(6_.~I __ __. 

Are you 18 ar over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? yes 

Caller said lhat his 13 year old daughter traveled alone on Sunday and she went through the full body scan.Caller said that after lhe body scan that she was pulled aside for a patdown. Caller lhat you did on or the other. He wanted to know what she 
was patted down. He said that same thing happened to his nephew and this is questionable. 

Resolution: 

TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, 
81812013 a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 
1:07:48 

PM Caller wanted to know if I hey keep any type of record of thal. 

Told caller that I would not think that there would be a record. However he can contact the CSM at that location and they may be able to assist him. 

Call this number back choose option 5 code 745. 



From¥b)(61 

Sent: l hursday, August 08, 2013 12:25 PM 
To: TSAEx1emalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject flight 2103, Aug 6, 2013 GRR 

July 27, my husband and I flew AA aut of Lubbock TX ta Grand Rapids. There was no incident in tubbock. 

s;s;~0
2\;' Aug 5, we flew flt #3077 AA out of GRR to Dallas DFW. I was patted dawn, because I had metallic thread in my shirt. TSA employee's. knew right off, it was my shirt. I don't consider that an incident. But, getting thru the check point was ridiculous. A 

PM ndiculous amount of people and ONE person checking ID's and boarding passes. 

Aug 5, fit. 3077 plane was 40 min late on take of in GRR, then at DFW we sat 30 min. on the tarmac and another 10 min until someone brought the exit ramp to the plane. We missed our connecting fi1ght to Lubbock, therefore we had to stay over in 
Da I las to boa rd the next mo ming, with no change of clothes. 

Aug 6. we fiew AA out of DFW back to Lubbock, TX. I was patted down again, because I had to wear that same shirt. 

This is my real complaint after the pat down, they wanted to search my bag. A woman, with blonde hair, ask me "is there anything in here that might hurt me?". I said no and the same bag had been screened hours before in Grand Rapids. She said 
"Michigan has their own problems'. She pulled the lop half of lhe bag out and piled it up, then focused in on my makeup bag, which had no liquid in it and moved on to a small, hanging bag, with clear, less than a quari. pockets. She said" 0, look at all 
those liquids" in a shameful tone. like I was 5 yrs aid. I told her that everything there was a travel size. There was twa small aerosols and a stick deodorant along with contacts & teeth stuff. She began taking items aut and putting them in a quart bag, 

Disability Description: Callers son has a g tube and has liquid nulrition. 

Information Request: Is she pe rm1tted to take her sons formula for his g tu be in ca nry on. 

Response Details: I apologized that she did not have a positive experience at the screening checkpoint and provided her with the contact information for the CSM so she will be able to conIacI them about the experience she had at screening 
checkpoint at PHL. 

!lh1/R1 I 
Phonej(b 1(61 
She slated that she would prefer I hat I forward her complaint 10 lhe CSM and she will wail on lhe reply. 

8/812013 
2:59:25 I also advised her that anytime she is at the screening checkpoint and has any issues she can ask to speak with a PSS and they will be able to further assist her, 

PM 
If she needs assistance with her son getting through the screening process she can contact TSA Cares 72 hours prior to her flight and we will be able ta forward her request for assistance to our Disability specialist at HQ. 
She Is permitted to take medically necessary I iqu ids in carry on and wi 11 need to keep them separated from the other canry on items and d eel a re them to the TSO lo r screening at the beginning of the checkpoint. 
Email not sent. 

Incident Details: Caller flew from PHL last night 8 7 13 at 8:00 pm. On the way to Philadelphia she got patted dawn far having formula that she did not want opened and she was fine with that. On the way home the TSA agents in PHL made her stand 
outside the scanner 10-15 minutes while they decided what to do with her. Her son was in a stroller and she told them that she could take her child out of the stroller for screening but he is not able to walk. The officers then took her around the 
sea nne rs and told her that she would have to have a patdown, She stated that she did not get the opt ion to go through the AIT screener and told her that she would have to have a patdown, She told the officers that she did not want a patd own and 
they told her thal since she refused to go through lhe AIT screener she would have 10 go through a patdown. She advised the officers thal she did not gel the option to go lhrough the AIT screener and they threatened to call lhe police on her. She is 
very upset due ta this incident. 



81812013 
3:04:38 

PM 

81812013 
3:14:38 

PM 

Caller and his wile signed up lo r speedy or Global Entry. His wile has a pacemaker and Is a di a bet1c. He says the practically stn p her down lo r s c reem ng. He says he heard about pre sere en i ng wh1 I e waiting on the phone. He wants to know if his wife 
has to be screened Ii ke that everyti me? 

Told caller 
I exp I a i ned to him lo r screening we have 3 means. We have the A IT. WT MD and the patdown. If his wife has a pacemaker she probably o pis out and she would receive a patdown for screening. If she want ab I e to use the techno I og y lo r s c reem ng they 
w i 11 have to give her a patd own lo r her screening , 

I explained what the expedited screening was, 
Expedited screening could include no longer rem ovmg the 
following items: 
Shoes 
3-1-1 compliant bag from carry-on 
Laptop from bag 
Light outerwear jacket 
Belt 

I to Id h1 m this probably wou Id not help his wife because this screening also includes using the techno I og y for s c reem ng. she wo u Id sti 11 have to have a patdown for scree nmg. 
I explained to him we can never assume any one passenger was fine to go through without screening, we have to make sure everyone on the plane was safe to travel, 
Disability Description: The caller did not specify a disability but indicated that because of a disability, he normally doesn t remove his shoes at the checkpoint. 

Response Details: I explained that the information on our website is curTent and up to date. 

I advised that his written complaint should be sent to 
TSA s D1sab1lity Branch, Disability and Multicultural Division. 

I advised that I would email information on how 10 file a complainl in writing that would include the address to submit his complaint. 

I advised that I did not have specific information on what his rights are under the American With Disabil1t1es Act are, and advised that I would refer this inquiry to the Disability Branch as well. 

He may be contacted by phone. 

The ca 11 er indicated that he would prefer to be contacted vi a ema i I rather th an by phone. 

Incident Detai Is: The cal I er indicated that he visited our we bp age prior to travel mg regarding med i ca I conditions and di sab i I ItIes, p arti cu I a rl y in regard to passengers who can not remove his shoes. 

He indicated that the informalion indicaIes that passengers who can t remove shoes should inform TSO before screening begins of this and can still be screened via the AIT,WTMD, or a thorough pal down. 

He indicated th at genera 11 y when he trave Is he advises that he can not rem ave his shoes and pass es through screening without being required to rem ave them. The shoes are ofle n swabbed. 

He traveled from BOS and SAN and at both checkpoints he was required to remove his shoes. TSO directed him to go through lhe AIT screening wilh his shoes on. He was then permitted 10 sil while he removed his shoes. His shoes were placed in a 
bin and went through .ray screening. 

TS Os at both airports advised that if he did not go through this procedure he would not be permitted to enter the checkpoint and be screened. 

The caller asked what is different this year in regard to the screening procedure. He indicated that he makes this trip every year and has done so for the past ten years. 

He asked when the re was a change in pol icy and what rights he has under the American with Dis ab i I ities Act, 



81812013 
4:03:04 

PM 

TSA Contact Center: 

CRCL received the below and are forwarding to you to handle as deemed appropriate. 

Sincerely, 

U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
Office for Ci vi I Rights and Ci vi I Liberties 

---Orio~· nal Me~:a•e--
From:[(b 1(6) 
Sent: 1 ~rsaay, ugust dB, 2o13 3:12 PM 
To: CRCL 
Subject Fly Rights - New Report from~kb_ .• _,(6_._I ----~ 

CONTACT INEQRMAJIQN 
Full Name:_(b1(6) 
Email Addre":s-:-s";1=(b=1=(6;::1===c.._-----, 

Phone Number[h··1rR·\ 

Address: f~b_)_(6_, _____ ~ 

Are you 18 ar over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? Yes 
Ethnicity? Yes 
Religion? Yes 



81812013 
4:03:41 

PM 

8/812013 
4:04 03 

PM 

8/912013 
8:1923 

AM 

Hello. 

I sent the following inquiry last nighl (just below) seeking information on TSA policy. I received a response (the following document below), which I much appreciate, but which did nol answer the main question I asked. Thal questions is: first, whal is 
the policy regarding what TSA agents can say/do when a traveler "opts out" (i.e .. can they query that traveler about why they are opting out. forcing them to defend that traveler's request -- the agent I talked to in Boston this past July 18 [JetBlue 
security, c. 8:00 AM] was adamant that the TSA should not ask the traveler why he/she was opting out, and should m no way make that traveler feel defensive about the request): and, second. is that policy in writing? As I said, my wife had a bad 
experience last night in Boston -- including. by the way, with the supervisor to whom she complained! -- and I would like to know my rights the next time I travel. 

Thank you. 

fb)(61 

My original email. sent last night, August 7 .. 

Hello. 

I always "opt out·· of going through the metal detectors at airport screening, and generally have had no problems with the pat-down, etc. However, on occasion, I have been queried by the TSA agent about why I am opting out. and sometimes that 
agent has cha 11 e nged me about my concerns reg a rd i ng the heal th hazards of the ma chm es. 0 n a recent In p out of Boston, an agent told me that T SA personnel a re not supposed to query passengers in that way. and certainly not make them le el m 
any way defensive about opting out. Indeed. he instructed me to see a TSA supervisor if any agent did act in that manner in the future. This evening, my wife flew out of Boston, was queried by an agent when she requested to opt on. and when she 
reported her concerns to a supervisor, he rudely lold her the agents could ask whatever lhey wish. 

For my own records, for future travel, can you tell me just what the TSA policy is on opting out, and, 1f it is in writing. where I could find it? 

Thank you very much for your help. 

Your response, received today, August 8: 

Thank you for your e-mail regarding the rude behavior you experienced from a Transportation Security Officer (TSO). 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and lhe way lhe screening is conducled is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are 1reated with dignity, respect, and cour1esy. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Cu n-ent Date/Ti me · 818120 13 1 : 54: 17 PM 
Airporl: XNA - Nor1hwes1 Arkansas Regional Dale/Time of Travel: 08/08/2013 7:05 AM Airline & Flight Number: 3014 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: AmEagle Securily gate TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment. After having to get soaking wet from the heavy rain while running from the car rental return parking lot to the check in counter, I had to be humiliated in front of everyone. I was told that because I was soaking wet, I threw off the machine 
and was to be searched by bemg pat down, to include between and under my breasts. Not even offered pnvacy of any sort• By the way, I am a U.S. Army captain with almost 11 years of service, hold a top secret security clearance, work at the 
Pentagon, and was on travel orders. I mean, seriously, I was already humiliated by being soaking wet and cold in the airport and then to be further humiliated by this action was just absurd! I hope to never have to experience that again! 

kbi(6i I 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name khwo··, 
Phone Number f"h--'",1'=r,""·.,=-'-----.-----' 
Email !lh 11R, I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1pj(b)(61 
Dale Time: 819120""'1..,.3"'1-,-2~: 1""'4-:4'"'1""'A'"'M__, 

Namer-,._...'"!-'".._ __ __, ___ _, 
Email b1(6) 
Comp a, nts: na pp ropn ate cree nr ng/ Pat Down Sc reenmg. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenninal/Airport/Gate/Etc):LAX terminal 2; screener namedkb)(6i I August 8, 2014 at approximately 8 pm. 
Comments:When I asked 10 op1-ou1, the agent at the screening machine rolled ~is ey;s andsai~ the machines are new. He continued to talk me oul of the opt oul. The agent who performed the enhanced paldown then proceeded to dig inlo my crotch 
in a truly alarming manner. I was afraid to protest, but I did note her name wasl(b::,(6) [ I have opted out every time I have flown, but this is the first time I have been subjected to this aggressive and intrusive of a search. This molestation, 
coup I ed with the amiress i venes s of the first TSA aqe nt, leads me to bel ,eve Iha I rave e rs who opt out a re b emq punished by aq e nts. I want an i nvesti q ati on and fol low up from T SA. 



819/2013 
8:20:29 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 8/8/2013 10:54:46 PM Airport . LIT - Little Rock National Date/Time of Travel · 08/08/2013 Airline & Flight Number · 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: While going through security this morning, I requested a pat down. I am 6 weeks pregnant and my doctor recommended I bypass the scanning machine. When I said this to the agent, he attempted 10 lalk me out of the pal down, lelling me 
that the machines are safe and my doctor was overreacting. It was uncomfortable and not appropriate. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller wants to complain about discrimination at the Phoenix Airport. Caller stated she was discriminated because of her ethnicity while she was having a patdown. 

Advised caller I would transfer her to the MB department that would be able to assist her. 

ITT7i'i'il The caller was transferred to MB : The caller staled thal she felt as though she had been discriminaled against based on race, as she was asked by a TSO after having when through screening if they could touch her hair that was braided. The 
819/2013 ~tated that she is African American and feels this is the only reason she was asked to do this as no one else that she has seen go through screening has required their hair ta be patted down. 
9:06:45 

AM Advised caller: I advised the caller that in order for her complaint to be considered official she would need to file it in writing. Advised the caller that she could file her complaint by mailing it to· Transportation Security Administration 
Disability Branch 
Disability and Multicultural Division 
60 1 South 12th Street 
TSA-33 
Ari i ngto n, VA 20598 

The ca 11 er was unwi 11 i ng to pro vi de her emai I address. 

The caller states that he does not want ta go to the airport and make a scene but he is upset. 

On 17 July he was traveling with his wife and 2 grand daughters ages 15 months and 6 yea rs old. During the screening process the st ro 11 er had a foreign substance ala rm and patdowns were conducted on both he and his wife at the checkpoint, They 
had 5 bags belwee n them. 

81912013 Dunng the screening his hearing aid was lost. The TSO kept insisting that he had his hearing aid. Ultimately an additional patdown was conducted including emptying of pockets to determine whether or not he had the hearing aid. Eventually they 

9:44 : 18 reviewed the tapes and it was determined that the hearing aid went through the x ray machine. 

AM 

81912013 
10:04:56 

AM 

The caller filed a claim and heard nothing back. He called in to the CMB an Monday and was told he would have a call back within 3 business days. Today is the fourth day and he has had na response. 

He is upset because he is going to lose his part time job if he cannot retrieve or replace his hearing aid. 

I told the caller that going ta the airport and creating a scene would not likely salve his problem. I told him I would send the information to the passenger ombudsman for assistance since he has not had any response from CMB within the time frame he 
was told. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: !"'(b"--."-,(6,,_-._1 __ _. 
Date Time: 8/912013 9:33:46 AM 
------------------------------------------------------------------

Namth1rn, I 
Emai]bl(61 I 
Comp I a i nts: I terns Not Permitted Through the Security Checkpoint 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc):Flight#VX 231 virginAmenca, ohare airport gate L3 
8-9-13. @7:40 am 
Comments:T.S.A. Womarlli:iill:Dbecame fus1ura1ed because I requested a patdown ins1ead of walking through lhe body scanner. 
She made me throw away my toothpaste and my hair grease, but al lawed my son to keep his. I felt humilated and singled out. And then she laughed at me. 



819/2013 
10:05:13 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time: 819/2013 9:18:31 AM Airport: DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel: 08/0712013 12:30 PM Airline & Flighl Number United 5380 Checkpoint/Area of Airport Don't 
remember TSA Employee: (If Known)· 2 female security agents Comment: I am 7 weeks pregnant &amp: my doctor advised against using the metal detectors. I told the employee I could not go through the detector &amp: she rudely asked me if I was 
&quot;optrng out&quot &amp: that they were short staffed &amp; I would have to wait. In the meantime all of my luggage had been scanned including my work computer &amp; she refused to move it to a more safe location. Everytime I asked her why 
it was taking so Io ng she just said &q uot;you opted out&q uot;. as if I rea I ly had a choice! It took at I ea st 15 minutes for someone to come &amp; do the pat down, to me this does NOT seem Ii ke there is rea I ly an option to not use the screening 
machines! I am flying again today from a smaller airport &amp: I am anticipating gelling the same trealment, if TSA wants to say that every passenger has a choice whether 10 use the machines or not than I expect I hat lhe choice should be honored in 
a timely &amp; courteous manner• 
Would you like a res onse? : True 

Passenger's Nam,.e,..,.. (.,b._i._(6=··, -..---' 
Phone Number : 

Email . ._b-')-'-(6_·•'""' ----,-----,-----,,-,-', 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

DearTSA: 

Yesterday when returning from London Heathrow to Dallas/Fort Worth, I found when I went to the departure gate, that I was on a list which flagged my name for addition security measures. which included checking my shoes, looking at the bottoms of 
my feet, going through my coin purse and jewelry hold-all, enlire handbag and back pack as well as a physical pat-down. This was nol just a random, pick out the fourlh or 10th passenger as they go through security sort of check, bul something 
ordained by TSA in the USA since my name was on a check list sent to the security employees at the AA gate. 

I am a member of Global Entry. TSA Pre-check. AA Executive Platinum flyer as well as 73 years old and am just wondering what provoked this additional check. Is it something that I've done or not done and how do I avoid this in the future or is that 
not possible? 

819/2013 I"d appreciate any clues that you can give me. Fortunately I was at the gate early so other than d1scomfittrng, I wasnl really inconvenienced but there were quite a few young people in the extra security line afier me If this 1s likely to happen again, then 
12:07:04 I'll make sure to plan to be at the gate earlier than I normally would be. 

PM 
Thank you in advance far your answer. 

Austin. IX 18159 

HYPERLINK._b-'1-'-(6-'-) ______________ __, 

!(b,(61 ! 
The caller wanted to express her disapproval of the patdown process conducted on passengers, indicating that TS Os molest passengers. Also, she called the process unconstitutional, 

81912013 Advised Ca Iler: 

3:35:48 
PM The Fourth Amendment prohibits the Government from conducting unreasonable searches and seizures of peop I e, p I aces, and things, Courts have he Id that the search conducted in the airport screening context is reasonable. in that it balances the 

privacy in1eres1s of citizens against the Government"s in1eres1 in protecting the 1raveling public. 



Dear Sirs, 

I have a total left shoulder replacement, which includes titanium and other materials. Since I have had 5 major surgeries on that shoulder, it is very tender and painful. 

I also have a spinal fusion, which includes titanium and other materials. 

Contrary to popular opinion, including within the TSA, and based on my ample traveling experience, the traditional scanner at the airport PLUS the newer full body scanner WILL DETECT my prosthesis. As a result, 70% of the time I am subject to 
painful and humiliating searches. Painful because TSA agents make me lift my left arm and they touch my shoulder, and humiliating because TSA agents. complete strangers, wind up touching my private areas, including genital areas. This is 
humiliating to me. 

8/912013 I travel very frequently as a network engineer for a large technology and communications company. I am therefore seeking your help to find solutions to my predicament. which is that I must travel because of my work but I can no longer tolerate the 
8:15: 15 pain and humiliation of being groped by TSA agents. 

PM 
Sincerely, 

Because 

Sent from my iPad 

Dear Sirs, 

I have a total left shoulder replacement, which includes titanium and other materials. Since I have had 5 major surgeries on that shoulder, it is very tender and painful, 

I also have a spinal fusion. which includes titanium and other materials. 

Contrary to popular opinion, including within the TSA, and based on my ample traveling experience, the traditional scanner at the airport PLUS the newer full body scanner WILL DETECT my prosthesis. As a result. 70% of the time I am subject to 
painful and humiliating searches. Painful because TSA agents make me lift my left arm and they touch my shoulder, and humilialing because TSA agents, complete strangers, wind up 1ouching my private areas, including genital areas. This is 
humiliating to me. 

81912013 I travel very frequently as a network engineer for a I a rg e technology and communications comp any, I am therefore seeking your help to find solutions to my predicament, which is that I must trave I because of my work but I can no longer tole rate the 
8: 15: 15 pain and humilialion of being groped by TSA agents. 

PM 
Sincerely, 

Because 

Sent from my iPad 



f b ::, ( 6) I is ca 11 i ng reg a rd i ng a comp I a int that she has made during a previous ca 11 against T SA She was to Id that she wo u Id be contacted back reg ardmg her complaint. She has n t been contacted back. This incident happened at Washmgto n-Dul I es 
Intern at, o na I. She is very upset. 

81912013 
8:34:34 

PM 

Advised the cal I eL 

Apologized to the caller. The complaint was sent to the incorrect CMS, Gave her the contact information for the CSM at Washington-Dulles International at 703-662-2222. 

Previous cal I: 
Event Id:~ 

Caller flew from IAD to SFO recently. The name she got at the checkpoint was ~b::,(6) ~ She does not know if that was the TSO or her supervisor. She declined to go through the AIT because she is pregnant. She has a history of repeat 
mi scarnages. Her doctor recommended th at she does not use the AIT. When s e requested this the TSO ro 11 ed her eyes and wa I ked off to get her g I aves. She started snap ping comm ands at her. She took her to the center of an op en a re a where 
everyone could see her be patted down. She never asked her for a private screening. She did not warn her and ran her hand up her inner thigh and, in the callers words; rammed her hand into her vagina. She said that was a little high. The TSO said 
she had 10 go unti I she met res i sta nee. She did the same thing in the front. She wa I ked off 10 1 es1 her g Io ves lo r explosives and came back and wished her a wand e rful fl i g hi. A couple passengers who were watching gave her husband business cards 
and said they would be witnesses if they decided to pursue a lawsuit. She is deeply traumatized. She is going to the ACLU. She is utterly disgusted by how TSA is treating people. The fact she has to worry about getting groped is ridiculous. She wants 
me to g ua ra ntee that this wi 11 not happen on her upcoming fi 1g hts. 

Response: 
All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next m the process. TSA regrets 1/ this was not your experience. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) al thal location. 

I told the caller she can contact the CSM at IAD, SFO. and PH F by phone at: 

Name: rb 1(6) 
Phone: ~----~ 
Nam4bl(ff1 
Phonj ~------~ 



81912013 
8:34:34 

PM 

81912013 
9:19:50 

PM 

I( b I ( ff:, Ii s ca 11 i ng reg a rd i ng a comp I a int that she has made during a previous ca 11 against T SA She was to Id that she wo u Id be contacted back reg ardmg her complaint. She has n t been contacted back. This incident happened at Washmgto n-Dul I es 
Intern au o na . She is very upset. 

Advised the cal I eL 

Apologized to the caller. The complaint was sent to the incorrect CMS, Gave her the contact information for the CSM at Washington-Dulles International at 703-662-2222. 

Previous cal I: 
Eventld~ 

Caller flew from IAD to SFO recently. The name she got at the checkpoint was!(b::,(6) ! She does not know if that was the TSO or her supervisor. She declined to go through the AIT because she is pregnant. She has a history of repeat 
mi scarnages. Her doctor recommended th at she does not use the AIT. When she requested this the TSO ro 11 ed her eyes and wa I ked off to get her g I aves. She started snap pmg comm ands at her. She took her to the center of an op en a re a where 
everyone could see her be patted down. She never asked her for a private screening. She did not warn her and ran her hand up her inner thigh and, in the callers words; rammed her hand into her vagina. She said that was a little high. The TSO said 
she had 10 go unti I she met res i sta nee. She did the same thing in the front. She wa I ked off 10 1 es1 her g Io ves lo r explosives and came back and wished her a wand e rful fl i g hi. A couple passengers who were watching gave her husband business cards 
and said they would be witnesses if they decided to pursue a lawsuit. She is deeply traumatized. She is going to the ACLU. She is utterly disgusted by how TSA is treating people. The fact she has to worry about getting groped is ridiculous. She wants 
me to g ua ra ntee that this wi 11 not happen on her upcoming fi 1g hts. 

Response: 
All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next m the process. TSA regrets 1/ this was not your experience. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) al thal location. 

I told the caller she can contact the CSM at IAD, SFO. and PH F by phone at: 

Name: [b ,(6) 
Phone: I ~----~ 
Name: l(b 1(6) 
Phone: ~------~ 
Sirs: 
On Wednesday evening,August 7, I was traveling thru the Philadelphia Pa. Airport on U.S. Air. We were told there had been a security issue on an incoming plane. As a result my flight from Phoenix Az. to Philadelphia was delayed about 2 hours. I was 
sched u I ed on a co nne ctmg flight from Phi I ad e I phi a to Is Ii p, New York. This flight was leaving from the "F" concourse. I arrived at the "F" co ncou rs e security check point. No other travelers were present at that ti me. I , mm ed i a tel y put my bag on the be It. 
As I entered the security enclosure, I noted that the security agents were ignoring me and involved in a conversation. talking and laughing with each other. I stood there for a moment, and after what was clearly an inappropriate amount of time to have 
been left slanding there, I molioned to the agent I said I needed to get to my fight, and lhat I needed lhem to proceed wilh this security check. At that point, agentfb·:,(6) I sauntered over to me, and in the mosl aggressive, hoslile and 
threatening tone.said" ya wanna say that again lady?··, along with additional threatening language. I repeated that I had a flight that I need to get to. The agent standing next to her began laughing' She began to slowly direct me to put my feet on the 
yellow marks where they a I ready we re. She th en di reeled me to raise my arms, which we re a I ready raised. She them I eft me sta i nmg the re m that pos1t1on while she and the other agent I a ughed' . It was clearly in an effort to further harass me that she 
then did a pat down on my "bare" arms. The tall male agent, whose name I did not get, continued to laugh while your agent!(b)(ffi !continued to be verbally abusive. 
As a result of their intentional delay tactic, I missed my flighl and had to reroute. 
These are the people hired by TSA to protect our traveling security• Where are your standards ? 

Why aren't these people who are clearly unqualified to hold these positions allowed to remain in these jobs while they demonstrate their lack of qualification? 
My letter is being sent, not only because I was the object of verbal abuse. but becaus~(b)(6) !and her associate are clearly a threat to our travel security. 
I wi 11 co nl i nue to make the necessary authorities aware of this incident . 

I look forward to your response and explanation. 

Sincerely, 

kbi(61 

Sent from my iPad 



Disability Description: The caller is autistic. 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 

I a po I og i zed to the caller lo r the confusion at the che c kpomt and indicated that the lo rma I comp I a int must be p I aced in wnt i ng. 

The A via Ii on and Transportation Security Act (AT SA) esl ab Ii shed I he Trans po rI ati on S ecuri I y Administration (T SA) and mandated dead Ii ne s for enhanced s ecuri I y measures I hat require al I checked baggage undergo at least one form of screening. 
Depending on the available screening equipment of an airport, checked baggage may need to be opened for hand inspection to clear an alarm. 

At some airports, checked bags are screened outside of public view. At these airports. airlines take the passengers bags at check-in and place them on a conveyor belt behind the counter where passengers will no longer have access to them. 

At other airports, airlines instruct passengers at check-in to carry their bags to a nearby screening area. 

Transportation Security Administration (TSA) policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items, including disability-related devices and aids. are kept within a passengers line-of-sight when a passenger is 

811012013 required 10 undergo additional screening. When passengers cannot mainlain line•of-sight with I heir property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sighl of the passengers ii ems and 10 ensure thal the 
g:oe:os passenger is reunited with his or her property once it clears x-ray screening. 

AM 
I offered to e-mail this information to the caller, and he accepted, 

Additionally, I forwarded the record to ODPO. 

Incident Details: The caller flew from DEN to EW R to Brussels, Belgium, and he had an unpleasant experience with the screening process. He indicated that the TSOs were extremely loud, and screamed at the passengers, The passenger explained 
that this causes emolional distress for travelers diagnosed wilh autism. While at EWR, a TSO asked him what line he wanted to be in. However, lhe passenger was not aware of which line he should proceed through. The officer repeated the question 
several times, but would not explain the differences between the line. Finally. he just told the passenger which line to enter. !!h··,1rr1 !explained that no officers in either DIA or EWR seemed trained in the methods of assisting passengers with 
autism. Add iii on ally, he fa und that his computer was broken wh i I e in his checked I ugg age, but the re was no NOi. He p I aced the device in his checked I ug gage due to an m c ide nt in 20 10 where he was unab I e to take the computer through the security 
checkpoint because he was asked to tum the item on. Unfortunately, the battery was not working properly, and the officer informed him that the item had to be checked. When being screened at both airports, he also complained about the way his 
carry•on luggage was left oul of his view. fh\1r:,··, !indicated lhat lhis also causes undue slress on passengers with autism. He requested that TSA train the TSOs in lhe proper manner 10 speak to passengers wilh autism, as yelling only serves to 
cause confusion and distress. Also. he wanted to know if passengers are allowed to watch their checked luggage be screened by the TSA. 

W hi I e the ca 11 er wanted to fi I e a written complaint, he indicated that it wou Id be better lo r him to have the instruct ions e-ma i I ed to him rather than explaining the information over the phone, 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1pfb)(61 I 
Date Time: 811012013 8:58:55 AM 

······················----------------····························· 

8110/2013 Name,,_(_b~r(_B~) -~---~ 

11 0636 Emai'i-(b-'1-'(6""I-,-----,-....,..--' 
AM. Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate cree ni ng/P at Down Screening 

Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Seaftle Sea-Tac Airport UA 1265 
Comments:Hello. 

TSA Agent badgeKiill&[]tried to force myself and my family through the millimeter wave scanner against our will. It was clearly marked it was optional and I made mention several times if our intent. He repeatedly said it was mandatory. After 
pointing to the sign, he finally complied but not after humiliating me in front of other passengers (yelling at me to stand ma corner). This is unacceptable conduct and shows poor training and a lack of professional conduct. I felt compelled to record his 
badge number. 

Additionally after our refusal, he then let 5 other passengers through the X-ray alone, which I have no objections too. 



To the Director of Homeland Security 

TSA appears to have abandoned ils responsibility to make sure we have no explosives on commercial flights. Al peak traffic times I found thal TSA is shutting the lines to the scanner and sending people through the magnetic machines because ii is 
faster. Dummy me, I thought that the purpose of the scanners was to make flying safer because the scanners could tell if we had a shoe ar underwear bomber with explosives trying to get on the flight. 

The following story explains how I found this out. 

I flew to St. Louis, Mo. in February to do a commercial. When I was returning I was at Lambert Field and waiting to go through the scanners when I was told that the scanner wasn·t working and that I had ta go through the old metal detector. I refused 
to because I have 3 metal joints and I always set them to ringing. I told the attendant that I wasn't going to be patted down when there was a perfectly good scanner setting there. 

And then I asked what was wrong wilh the scanners. Nothing I was told. II is 100 slow when I here is a lot of travelers and just use the old style metal detectors. I didn'I think too much aboul it until the second incident in Atlanta. But back 10 St. Louis. 

The attend ant took me to the rear after I asked to speak with a su pe rvi sor. I sat on a tab I e and sm1 I ed at al I of the passengers going by who were c I ea red to their gates. When the third s u pe rvi so r came, she asked how long it would be u nti I my flight. It 
was about 1 PM and my flight was at 5:30. So she went to get the 4th level of supervisor. 

811012013 At the 5th level I was finally told that I could go through the scanner but woe to me if there was a problem because I would still be patted down. I cleared and was on my way. 
1:09:06 

PM 

811012013 
3:09:10 

PM 

Fast forward to July and we are going to London and departing from Atlanta. I got the same song and dance but my flight was in an hour so I had no choice but to submit to a pat down. While being patted down. I ask to see his supervisor. The 
supervisor came over and admilled that the rules came from "above· and when I hey were busy, they would shul down the scanners and use the old methods. 

What was the point of spending billions for scanners if we aren't going to use them? Does TSC do a profiling behind the scenes or are they just praying that no one with explosives wants to board at that time? 

Oh, TSA did have a bomb sniffing dog working. It was in the basement where we picked up our bags after clearing customs on the way home. I have a picture of the 85 year old lady whose bags were being checked the TSA officer. Really, she just 
gat aff of the plane and now you are sniffing her bags? 

If doesn't make me feel good to know that no one on the plane went through a scanner. Why did we waste the money? 

!(b)(61 

Greer, SC 29651 

Dear TSA Contact: 

According to your web site. "'If a passenger has metal implants. such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should info nm a Transportation Secunty Officer (TSO) before screening begins. Passengers can use TSA's Not1f1cation Card to communicate 
discreetly with security ofli cers, However, showing this ca rd or other med i ca I d ocu m entat ion wi 11 not exempt a passenger from add it ion a I screening [ emphasis added]." 

As the recipient of a full-hip replacement who has been given the full embarrassing and humiliating pat down an several occasions, I believe that your policy is both counterproductive and discriminatory, in that it wastes valuable time and manpower by 
sing Ii ng out individuals with med i ca I conditions for what I regard as i nvas1ve screening. The bottom Ii ne is that I am ti red of being mistreated and regarded as a pate nti a I terrorist by TSA personnel . 

I have noted that your agency will be implementing a TSA Pre?'" in the near future. In my mind, individuals with metal implanls should be included as part of the pre-check program, and I also believe that since we're lalking about medical 
conditions, such individuals should not have to pay for the privilege al being included in the program. 

Sincerely, 

rb)(6) i 
Southeast Reg ion a I Office, Al I an ta 



8/10/2013 
3:34:42 

PM 

8/10/2013 
5:09 25 

PM 

8/10/2013 
7:10:08 

PM 

Caller fi ew Friday MS Y-M DW a boa rd Southwest # 194 5 at 6: 30AM. She Is 82 yea rs of age and alarmed the AIT which resulted m a pat-down. The pat-down was conducted by a le ma I e TSO ap proximate I y 30 years of age. The cal I er indicated the 
female TSO was either Hispanic or of Asian descent. Caller feels the pat-down was rather aggressive in nature and the young lady needs to be held accountable for the manner in which she touched her. Caller does not recall the gate or terminal she 
flew out of but did say I his occurred between 5:30-6:00AM. Caller was advised the AIT alJrmed due to something in her back pockel. Caller indicates her pants did not have back pockets. She was also subjected to ETD sampling of her hands. 

Resolution: 

T ra nsporta t ion Security Ofli cers (TSOs) must conduct additiona I screening to resolve an an anomaly di sea vered during Adv a need Imaging T echnol 09y (AI T) screening. Explosive Ir ace de I eel ion sa mp Ii ng may also be used. TSA regrets your 
experience was unsatisfactory. Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. TSA monitors the number and nature of 
complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security screening policies need modification 
or specific employees or screener teams a re the subjects of repeated complaints. We consider your concerns to be a serious issue for our a tlenti on, T SA appreciates that you took the ti me to share your concerns with us, 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service: Other Current Date/Time 8110/2013 2:58:06 PM Airport : SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International Date/Time of Travel : 06/20/2013 1 :00 PM Airline & Flight Number : Alaska Airlines CheckpomUArea of Airport 
Family lane, checkpoint 6 I believe TSA Employee: (If Known) : Female employee Comment . I was travelling with my then 8 month old daughter and was in the family lane when this incident occurred. I only witnessed this incident and thankfully was 
not lhe one targeled by this specific TSA agent. The family ahead of us (mother, father, and child) were going lhrough the securily checkpoint and the mother declared her breast milk beforehand to the agent. She polilely asked the agent if she could 
please hand check the milk instead al putting it through the machine as the agent was telling her to do. She said she did not want the milk to be subject to xrays and knew that her right was to have it screened personally. The tsa agent was incredibly 
rude to the mother, acted disgusted by the fact that she was being asked to handle breast milk and flat out refused for a few moments. She finally gave m but from there it got really ugly. From what I witnessed, the agent acted ma retaliatory manner 
and was so disrespectful to the mother it literally made me nauseous. She forced the mother to go through a lengthy pat down, all the while being so disrespectful to her and her husband, treating them as if they were suspects. I spoke to the husband 
briefly giving them my support and let them know that they were not in the wrong here. I too am a breastfeeding mom (I don'I pump though, for reasons such as discrimination like this) and I read up on the rules for declaring breast milk at the 
checkpoint. They did everything right and they did it with class and respect. The way the mother was treated purely because she cared about her child's nutrition was appalling and still to this day it bothers me. lt"s been almost 2 months now and it still 
comes to my mind and makes me just as angry. I hope they Ii I ed a form a I comp I amt with the agency and I re ally hope th at th at fem a I e agent was disciplined with more Iha n a s I ap on the wrist. I am supposed to fee I safe with your agents and now I don't 
trust them. Honestly I do believe she should be fired but I know that's not going to happen. She let the small amount of power get to her and used it to belittle a harmless mother who just wanted to care for her child. It makes me sick. 
Would you like a rpoaose? - It!lft 
Passenger's Nam1(b )(61 
Phone Number . ._ _____ _. 

Email :!~(b~i~(6~i-------~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : h1tp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.9ov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

I am 77 years of age and have an implanted medical device (pacemaker) in my body. On the advice of my cardiologisl and the manufacIurer of the device I do not pass through lhe TSA screening machines. I request and obtain a pal down at every 
airport I pass through. The procedure at my two home airports is for the TSA agent to periorm the pat dawn on my body and then swab my shoes and pass the swabs through some machine. I am never asked to remove my shoes. Recently I passed 
through the Newark and Ci ncm natI airports where I was told because I had requested a pat down that I had to remove my shoes. I cha 11 e nged both requests and was told by a supervisor that removing my shoes reg a rd I ess of my age was the correct 
procedure, Obviously, you can see my confusion. Please tell me the correct procedure for a 77 year old man with an implant who requests a pat down? 
Thank you for your cooperation with I his matter. 

Res ectfull 
(b,(6) 

Dear Sir ar Mad'am, 

8/11/2013 Is the policy regarding the removal of non-metal belts supposed to be consistent across U.S. airports? At ATL and SAT, passengers are allowed to wear non-metal belts through security screening. However, at BOS, passengers are required to 
1 :14:09 remove non-metal belts and receive a pat down inspection even though lhe full body scanner does not alarm on the belt. I'm nol concerned about having to remove lhe belt, but instead wilh the apparent inconsistenl application of this policy. 

PM 



Caller wondenng about precheck has global entry and GE number has been put in on every ticket she orders. She doesn't have any issues unless she flies with United. Caller has flown about 11 times with United and never gets Precheck from them. 
Yesterday she did not alarm any machine and she got a pat down, she stated the TSO said it was because she was wearing a dress at LA and she has never heard of this before, United Airlines tell her that she has been selectively dis-enrolled 
everytime she tries 10 go through precheck. Caller stJled her lasl flight was yesterday. 

Asked caller which airport has she flown out of LA and Washington Dullos. Advised those are participating airporls. Advised caller that I would escalate this up to the appropriate office. 
Asked caller ii it has been 72 hrs since last or next flight. 
Advised caller that I will gel some further information from her to escalale I his issue so it will be investigated further. 

4.Date and time of flight: 8 1 O 13 arrived at 4:00am- she was in TSA screening at 5:00 am 
811112013 5.Departure airport: LAX 
3:03:09 6.Airline: United Airlines 

PM 7.Flight number: doesn I have flight number.Terminal 6 
8. R ese rvati on Confirmation number: Not Provided 
9.Method of participation:did you opt-in through your airline as a frequent flyer or are you a CBP Trusted Traveler? Through Global Entry 
10. Method of reservation-travel agent, travel web sjte /ex· Orbjtz ~r Expedia) employers travel-booking system, airline website, airline, agent etc.-Not provided 
11. Trusted Traveler and or Frequenl Flyer number£b1(6:1 j 
12. Redress number (Optional) ._'-'---'-----' 

13. Arrival Airport (destination): Washington Dullos (IAD) 

14. Email AddressJ(b)(6) I 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time: 811112013 3:01:38 PM Airport: PIT - Pittsburgh lnternalional Date/Time of Travel 08/101201311:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: US Air 3903 Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: Security 
Screening TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : First, the lines at 10: 10 am (when I went through screening) were extremely long. Only two TSA agents were checking documents. The woman who checked mine was very rude, not responding to greetings or other types of polite 
discourse. Next, I had to go through the AIT. Those machines have been thoroughly discredited and their use discontinued at many airports. I don't know why PIT does not keep up with curTent policy. When I got out, a TSA agent got right up in my 
face and said she had 10 pal down my breast area, not explaining why beyond that metal was detected. I pulled down lhe neck of my lank lop slightly 10 show her I had a spor1s bra (a VERY COMMON STYLE OF BRA) wilh a fronl hook and eye 
closure. This closure type is a VERY COMMON ONE. She got very hostile and pushy with her hands IN PUBLIC and insisted on touching me very inappropriately. I wanted to cry' And because I touched my shirt I had to have my hands wanded in 

811112013 front of hundreds of people I'' She did not apologize for her rudeness, either. I spoke with a (male) supervisor afterwards and he said the further checks happened because I set off an alarm. I told him that I always wear this bra while traveling and I 
S:OS: 45 have NEVER set off an alarm and that maybe the image database needed to be updated. He said he would speak to the agent about her deplorable attitude and snippy rudeness. but I don't trust him. 

PM 

8/1212013 

What happened to me was despicable and totally unnecessary. Don't trot out that tired trope that it is necessary for national security. It isn·t. Recall what a Pennsylvanian said many years ago: &quot;Those who would give up essential liberty to 
purchase a litlle temporary safety deserve neither liberty nor safety.&quot: My civil rights were infringed and pnvacy invaded because you have agents who are poo~y trained, rude, and who definitely should not be interacting with the public. 
Would you like a response?; True 
Passenger's Name!lh··,1rr1 
Email !lh 1/R 1 

I PhD Phone Number 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB2IApplicationManager 

I recent I y received a pat down when my carry on I ugg age I rig gered an ala rm. I had already gone through a meta I d ete eta r wi I ho u t triggering the ala rm. Are I he rules that I receive a pat down rather than just my I ugg age being searched? The age nl only 
said that this was how they resolved any luggage alarms. However. I don't see anything that says a person receives a pat down because of a carry on alarm. Looking for clarification. 

8:13:56 Thank you, 
AM 

l(b)(61 I 
Sent from my iPhon 



811212013 

Caller has a complaint regarding Hilo Airport. She forgot to take her 3-1-1 bag out of her carry on. She had a bag that contained liquid medication for her kids in sealed bottles. 
Security noticed the bag inside her carry on so they ran it through the equipment again. As the Off ce r asked her to co me over to the stat ion she asked her about the medication, 
The Officer was I ooki ng inside I he bag. The Officer asked the passenger to open the bolll es of medication and she to Id I he Officer she wo u Id rather she nol open I he sea I ed bolll es The officer asked her 10 stand wh i I e she patted her down. When she 
asked the Officer about why she was being patted down. the officer replied it was due ta not wanting the bottles of medication to be opened. 

Declared liquid medications and olher liquids for disabililies and medical condilions must be kept separate from all other property submitted for x-ray screening. 
It is important for those to be declared because of the LGA rule. 

She stated it is difficult to remember everything and she did forget to declare her liquids. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior ta boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening al passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonned. 

9:53:29 I explained because she did not declare her LGA s she had additional screening. 
AM 

She was not satisfied with the explanation given. 

They ran the bag through twice so she does not know why more was needed. 
After she got upset with the Officer, the Officer claimed she had told her she could open the medication or have a patdown. 

Her name was Officer [film] She lhinks the Officer was having a bad day. 
She was at the checkpoint 8-11-13 at Hilo at 6 PM at Terminal (She does nat know) At Gate 6. She was going to fly Hawaiian Flight #381 bound for Honolulu. 

She asked me for lhe CSM number. 
Told I do not have that available far her but she can obtain it from the IVR but if she is going to call direct we should nat refer this over. 
Told her I will forward it to the CSM. 

She slated to repeat herself again (she had several limes already). Told her we have this covered unless she has a new question. 



811212013 
10:01:32 

AM 

Fromtb1(6) 
Sent: unday, August 11, 2013 9A3 PM 
To: TSAEx1emalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Ccjth\1i::::··, 

Subject: Complaint 

Dear Sir or Madam. 

I was travel mg on American Eagle on the morning of August 10. 2013 from Madison. WI to Dallas Fort Worth, TX. As a pilot for Amencan Airlines I am continually exposed to excessive amounts or radiation from sun spots, high altitude flying, medical x
rays, etc., and try to limit my exposure whenever possible. When going through security in MSN I advised the screener I wished to opt out of going through the full body scanner and wanted to be processed through the magnetometer. I was told that 
was not an option as I was not wearing my pilot uniform but still had the chance to go through the full body scan. When I indicated I would go through the pat down procedure lhe screener was not happy and seemed irritaled that he had to go through 
the whole screening process with me. After he was finished running his hands over my clothes and luggage he went around the corner to put his gloves in the machine that detects explosive material. The alarm on the machine went off indicating I 
needed to go into a room lo r secondary screening. A lier the second screening the screener put his g I aves m the same ma chm e and it did not go off. They th en searched my I ug gage and said I was free to go. When I asked the supervisor why the 
machine went off the first time and not the second he said that it happens "all the time" and if I had a complaint I should write a letter saying you should get them better equipment. I asked ii it went off 'all the time" how does he know that the machine is 
not malfunclioning and thal I really was a potenlial th real. He didn't have an answer for me. I also indicaled to him that I thought the first screener had done something 10 make the machine go off lhe first lime. He scoffed al the idea and said he was 
sure it was due to the poor quality of the equipment they were working with. 

I would hope that you still have the tapes for MSN on the morning of August 10th, 2013 at approximately 6:00 a.m. I believe the first screener was upset that he was required to do his job and he purposely made the machine go off so I would have to 
go through a secondary screening. The supervisor and the 3rd screener were courteous and professional. The screener who gave me the first pat down, however, seemed to be typical of the type of TSA worker that we are warned about in our security 
classes at American Airlines and have come to hear about so often in the media. 



Caller traveled recently and had a N OI ms ide. 
She is curious about how bags are chosen. 

All checked baggage undergo at least one form of screening. Depending on the available screening equipment at your departure airport, checked baggage may need to be opened for hand inspection to clear an alarm. 
Bags can be chosen at random at any time. 

She had a NOi from Minneapolis and it was fine but ATL did not open her bag. 
She stated ATL does not have that liquid rule either, 

Told her all al TSA has the liquid rule so ATL has that too. if carry on. 
Some screening may vary but the 3-1-1 is the same at all airports. 

811212013 She asked if a nail file in checked caused the search. 

10:22:35 
AM Told her bags can alarm for a number of reasons too numerous to say. 

Sometimes it can be due to overpacking or lotions etc. It is not a problem but we must open to clear the bag. 

The TSA agent touched her should as she walked out of the AIT Machine. 
The Officer said may I touch your shoulder and she I et her. 

She said the only thing on her shoulder was her bra strap. 

Told her I cannot say but ii could have been an anomoly and I hat was the way of lhe Officer preventing her from having a patdown. 
It may have been the catch on her bra strap. 
Told she could have asked the Officer a question. 

She was satisfied. 

Caller slated she wants to file a complaint againsl a TSA employee. It was regarding something that happened al the checkpoint. She staled the TSA employee was lhe rudest she has ever encountered in her entire career. 

Person involved - calle~i:.(..,b .. i(~6.;.1,-----1 
Phone #:of caller (Cell)7'.~b~i~(6~1--~ 
Airporl: Orlando International 
Airline: JetBlue 
Flight# 1294 
Date: 8-9-13 
She was lhe checkpoint at: 6:15 PM 
Specific location - Terminal 1 

Name of Officer: ~kb~1_(6~)--~ 

811212013 She stated the officer was rude. She opted out al the AIT and asked the officer who was watching her bags while she was having a patdawn. 
10:57:47 

She stated the officer said, Quote I do not know, it is not my Job to watch your stuff UnOuote 
AM 

She stated the officer was confrontational and obnoxious. She stated she could not see her bag while getting palled down and the officer was loud and yelling orders, The off ce r told her that she s hou Id not have pushed the bags through, 

Advised ca Iler: 
Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can a I ways request 10 speak with the Supervisory T ransporta Ii on Security Olli cer a I the checkpoint 10 address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 

She stated she did speak with a s u pe rvi so r and he gave her the inform at1on to cal I us. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport we will forward a copy of your complaint to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 



Caller said that she had an incident at PHX. Caller said that she made a report to someone by the name of Diego. Caller said that she has hip replacements and she did show them her medical card. Caller said that parts of her body were touched and 
things were uncalled for. Caller said that she was told that she would be touched in sensitive places. Caller stated the agent advised her that she can request a private screening, in which she refused because she was not comfortable going anywhere 
private with lhis lady. 

Caller said that she p I aced her hand in her underwear and she was violated. Cal I er said that when she !al ked to Di ego, he to Id her that JetBlue did not have scanners and a p atdown was required. Ca 11 er said th at her crotch was squeezed and her 
breast was grab bed, 

Caller said that the agent threatened to call the police and have her arrested. She stated that she was crying and upset and she just wanted to get away from the agent. She said that this was a terrible way to end her trip and she is not sure that she 
wi 11 ever go back to Pho en ix. Caller said that the workers need to be more s ens1t1ve and stop treating peop I e Ii ke an i ma Is. 

Airporl- PHX 
Airline- Jetblue 136 

811212013 Date and Time- 8-7-1311 :38 PM was delayed a couple hours 

11 :35:46 Gate or Terminal- She thinks that it was Gate 5 

AM 

Resolution: 

Apologized to caller: 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

Caller already had the number to the CSM and she requesled that I give ii to her again. She stated she just called that number and she was rerouled to us. 

Name: rb 1(6) 
Phone: ~----~ 
Caller stated that if someone needs to contact her by phone that they call her cell number which is ._k""b-'-1('"'6'"'1 ___ __, 

Thank you for that information, but it is not answering my specific question, I went through the body scanner at Detro it Metro Airport and after I stepped out of the body sea nne r the T SA officer asked me to stand th ere for a second be ca use she had to 
examine my hair. Now I and a African American woman with short dred locks. 
Now my question is, is it "standard procedure" for some one to have to get their hair examined when there was no type on metal clips, bobby pins etc. in their hair. I hope that I can get a better response because I don't want to have to take legal 
actions. 

Thank YOII 

On Aug 3, 2013. at 5:44 PM, tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com wrote: 

> Thank you for your e-mail in which you inquire aboul the reasons for secondary screening. 

811212013 > The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 

12:04:30 secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

PM 
> 

> TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances. this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 
> 

> TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as 
senior citizens. persons with di sab i Ii ties, and chi Id ren. would rem ave the random e I ement from the system and undermine security. We simply can not assume th at al I te rrori sis wi 11 fit a part1cu I ar profi I e. 
> 

> We u nde rsl and the i nco nv en i ence passengers may have experienced . Neve rthe I ess, we be Ii eve these s ecuri I y measures a re necessary and a pp ro pri ate lo r ensuring I he security and confidence or a 11 air Ir ave I e rs. T SA continues to develop and 
deploy new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime. the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint, and 
keeps the !rave Ii ng pu bl 1c sale. 



811212013 
12:05:01 

PM 

Date of Travel: Friday. 8119113 

Time: 3:00 pm (peak Friday evening travel time) 

Airport: BWI 

Thank goodness I arrived at the airport with plenty of time to get to my flight or I would have missed 11, courtesy of your TSA agents. 

To begin with, there were three lanes but the majority of people were moving to mo of the open lanes, and several of us were directed to the third. I quickly found out why: 

There were no bins. The woman who had been 'sent" for the bins, apparently needed to visit the manufacturer as it took her a good five minutes to finally show up with bins - that was the time I waited, the woman manning the X-Ray machine 
said "she is getting them", so I have no idea how long it actually took her but when she walked up with the bins, she looked like she was walking down the aisle at a wedding, step, pause, step, pause. It was absolutely ridiculous. 

"Bin woman" then took over the X-Ray machine and took several minutes for the women to change seats - while travelers waited. 

I was chosen for a pat down and hand and purse testing. I noticed immediately that my computer case was not on the belt. Surprise! It had been pulled off the belt and was on the floor by 'Bin woman's" feet. I asked why it was on the floor and 
was told someone else would have to get it, I couldn't go behind lhe belt, nor could I get anyone to assist me. 

Another woman eventually came over and said that I had left a bottle of water in the case. Seven minutes for a bottle of water? I apologized and told her to throw it away. My case was dropped on the floor and the woman walked away. 

I asked for a supervisor and requesled a customer service form and the supervisor's response? "What you want that for?" 

I have been through many TSA checkpoints in my travels and can only say that BW l's staff has definitely hit rock bo1tom. It was obvious the clerks and supervisors were not at all interested in security or cus1omer service, they are just putting in I heir 
hours to get paychecks. 

The caller needs to fill out a complaint. He said his TSA agent made him miss his flighl. He thinks he is being racially profiled because of his lasl name. He says that they were asking him queslions like they were making him confess something. 
They took over an hour to verify his identity. They were calling a bunch of people to ask private questions about him and his security. They also questioned his friend about why they were traveling together and what they were doing. on the trip. They 
did not apologize for making him miss his flight and said this is the US and how it works. 

His last name was nol correclly prinled on his boarding flight and they took him to ask him private questions. He showed his drivers license that did not match the lasl name on the boarding pass and his studenl ID did have the correct last name. This 
has not happened to him before. Delta gave him a free flight because of this. 

He also had to have a full body patdown though he told them that he was missing his flight. 

Advised ca Iler: 
8112/2013 
12:29:52 If the name on the boarding pass does not match the government issued photo ID and the identity is able to be verified, a passenger may still have to have additional screening which can include a patdown. 

PM 
Because you felt that you were racially profiled, I will transfer you to our MB department. 

kb1(61 
Caller stated that he believes he was racially profiled by TSA due to the incident described above. based on his race which made him miss his flight. He said that he would like to take any recourse available. He also ask if he could take legal action 
against TSA due to the incident. 

Advised caller that if he believes that he received disperate treatment at the TSA checkpoint based on his race, he may wish to submit a written complainl to the TSA Multicultural Branch for investigation. The claim must be in writing and clearly slate 
the reason he believes he was profiled. Collected his email address and explained that we will send him information, called a request for information, detailing the information needed to determine if this incident rises to the level of a civil rights 
complaint. 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: The ca 11 er is a dIsa bled veteran and he uses a cane. He stated th at the I a st ti me he flew the re was confusion on which Ii ne he needed to use. He stated that he was chewed out lo r getting in the wrong I in e at D CA. He stated that 
he has not gotten Precheck yet or completed the $85.00 process. He is flying tomorrow. He stated that he was told by a contractor to use the Precheck lane and a agent was very rude to him for getting in the wrong line. He stated that he has a 
Prostetic a swell so he has to use lhe AIT 

Information Request: He stated that he is flying tomorrow. He wants to know which line to use. He stated that he was apologized to by the agent that conducted his patdown. He stated that he does not want any special treatment or to make a deal of 
the incident that occurred. He stated that he just wants to know which line he can use. 

I apologized to the caller for the manner in which he was treated. The Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to 
al I passengers who pass through our s c reem ng checkpoints. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area. 0 u r pol IcIes and procedures locus on ensuring th at al I passengers are treated with dignity, respect and 
courtesy. 

811212013 Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager 
1:38:10 

PM I explained that we can forward his information to our wounded warrior program and they can actually escort him through screening. I explained that he can request a PSS from the Travel Document checker at the checkpoint. 

811212013 
3:03:40 

PM 

Many airports have lanes specifically designated for passengers with disabilities, medical conditions, or traveling with young children. Although passengers still may need to wait in line when using these lanes, in general the lines are much shorter and 
the wait ti me is less. Passengers may ask to be di reeled to one of these I a nes when checking in with their airline or once they have reached the Ii ne used by general passengers. 

If an airport or checkpoinl does not have a lane set aside for passengers with disabilities or families, or a passenger does not want to use thal lane, any passenger who has difficulty standing may request 10 move to the fronl of any line and be 
accompanied by his or her trave Ii ng companions. 

It is important to know, however, that not every security line is managed by TSA. and that airport authorities or the airlines may oversee the line. Nonetheless, TSA, airlines, or airport personnel should honor a passenger's request to move to the front of 
the line. Passengers should inform lhe personnel overseeing the checkpoint line lhat lhey have difficulty standing or waiting in line due to a disability or medical condition before enIering the line. 

The caller wants to file a complaint. Caller said on July 29 she fiew from ATL. Caller said said on her previous flight she did nol have a problem, but in ATL lhe TSO insisled on palling down her hair. Caller said she told lhe TSO she had brain surgery 
and caller said the TSO told her they still had to do the patdown. Caller said the TSO acted like she did not care and did not believe her. Caller said she flew 3 other times and no one patted down her head. Caller said she has seizures and her 
doctor told her that her brain had not healed yet. which is why she was concerned. Caller said the TSO that did the patdown was a black female. Caller does not use a computer anymore and does not have an email address. 

Airporl ATL 
Airline American 
FI 19 ht numbers Caller does not know 
Date and time of incident 7 29 2013 approximately 11 arn 
Terminal or Gate: Caller does not remember 
Contact information f h ·., I rr1 I- home phone 

I told the caller that the TS Os are required to treat everyone with dignity and respect. I told her she can request a PSS or ask to speak to a supervisor, 
Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) al thal location. 
I told the caller I cannot send this complaint to every airport. 

I told the caller to tell the TSOs about her medical condition before her screening begins. I also told her she can call the TSA Cares line 72 hours prior to travel to an-ange assistance. 
Travelers may call TSA Cares 1011 free al 1-855-787-2227 

I asked the ca 11 er if she /el t d1scri mi nated against. 

The ca 11 er has a corn p I ai nt against TSA security, She fl ys a I ot for her ch ri sti an organization. She stated that lo r the first ti me she II ew fro rn Cha mp ag ne to ORD to A TL. She stated that returning fro rn the II i g ht she had the AIT screening. She stated that 
she had 10 gel a patdown on her head. She stated I hat she had brain surgery once and she has seizures. She stated that she told the TSO about this and she told her I hat she had to conduct the paldown of thal area. She stated I hat I here was not an 
alarm that went off, she just wanted to patdown her head. She stated that she almost had a seizure. She stated that she does not need to have a patdown of her head without a doctor present. 

I advised the caller that her complaint has already been documented and sent to the CSM at ATL. 

811212013 There are several reasons as to why she could have received additional screening, including random selection or alarm resolution. If an anomaly occurs or an alarm occurs a patdown is used to resolve those alarms. Each airports technology could be 
3:41:38 

different, depending on what is available at that airport. 
PM 

She can conIacI the CSM al ATL regarding the matter: 

Name:rb)(61 
Phone ,_ _____ __, 



Disability Description: Caller has a 10 year old with Autism. 

Response Details: I apologized to the caller and told the caller I hat if you believe you or someone else was discriminated againsl or received disparate trealment or were impacled based on disabilily or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to 
accommodate your disability or medical condition. Federal regulations require that your complaint be put in writing unless your disability prevents yau from doing so. She stated that they failed to accomodate her sons disability. 

I also told her that parents or guardians should infonrn the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening of the child s needs before screening begins. Parents or guardians may offer suggestions on the best way to approach and 
screen their children, especially if it is necessary to touch him or her during screening. 

I sent an email about f1liing a disability related complaint as well as information about passengers with Autism. 

811212013 Sent email. 
4:26 50 

PM Incident Detai Is: Ca 11 er went through security at Dulles on August 11 th at about 5: 30 pm. She has a 10 year old with a di sa bi I ity. He has Autism. He always uses the A IT with pa rental con sent. The T SA officer wou Id not let him go through the AIT. The 
caller asked to please let him go through and he said that children are not allowed through. She said that the TSO finally let him go through but by this time her son was becoming upset. This was not the normal routine for her son so he ran through the 
AIT and there were anomalies on his chesl and pocket. They had to pat him down so he became increasingly upset. She said that all she could was hold him down for lhe patdown. He was hyslerical. She said that it look an hour 10 calm him down. 
TSA needs education an Autism. She said that they failed ta accomadate his disability. 
She had to get a supervisor over and told him that she had told the secunty officer in the beginning that her son always uses the AIT. 
She also said that TSO s need to listen to the parents. 

She is located in Landon, England. 

Caller requested assistance on Ju I y 26 for a wheelchair dis ab i I 1ty. She is at the airport now and they wi 11 not let her through security the way she requested. The worn an they are s peaking to is name~( b) ( 6 !with Al a ska n Ai rt i nes J( b) ( ff! ~ oes not know 
what TSA is does not know how to hand I e the situation. 

8112120 13 Advised ca Iler: 
4:37:15 

PM 

811212013 
8:07 08 

PM 

8/1212013 
8:07:08 

PM 

8/13/2013 
8:35 35 

AM 

Contact a PSS. Caller then handed the phone td(b)(ff:d(with Alaskan Airlines). 

S uper,isa llli@D-es pa nded that the passenger arriving in the whee I chair s ho u Id request a PSS and explain their ca pa bi I it i es and Ii m ita ti on s and if they can not get a ut of the chair they would be pat down. 
I was traveling out of Ft Myers last week and I have a question about screening. I was traveling with my g yr old son and wife. My son and I went through the metal detector. My very attractive wife was sent through the scanner. There was no reason for 
this other than the thrills of the man looking at the monitor. I actually ovemeard the female "officer" standing next to him say "ya liked that one", I started to tell her to opt out but she would then have been groped for 30 min. I would like something to be 
done aboul this. I have yet decided what I can do myself but this is ridiculous. The tsa goes against our rights on many fronts but sexual enjoymenl goes inlo a whole new direclion. 

Dis usted and mad, 
hr/RI 

Sent from my iPad 

I was traveling out of Ft Myers last week and I have a question about screening. I was traveling with my g yr old son and wife, My son and I went through the metal detector. My very attractive wife was sent through the scanner. There was no reason for 
this olher than the thrills of the man looking at lhe monitor. I actually overheard the female "officer" slanding nexl to him say "ya liked thal one". I starled to tell her 10 opl out but she would then have been groped for 30 min. I would like somelhing 10 be 
done about this. I have yet decided what I can do myself but this is ridiculous. The tsa goes against our rights on many fronts but sexual enjoyment goes into a whale new direction. 

Sent from my iPad 

This will be my second atlempl to obtain an answer to my question. 
I thought I made it quite clear in my earlier message, but apparently someone misunderstood my question and just gave me a bunch of rhetoric. 

I am 77 year old male with an implanted medical device in my body. On the advice of my cardiologist and the manufacturer of the device whenever I travel I never go through the TSA screening machines. Instead I always request a pat down. At my 
two home airports the TSA agents always conduct my pat down with my shoes on and then sit me down and swab my shoes. Those swabs are then run through some machine. Recenlly I was in lhe Newark and Cincinnali airports where lhe local TSA 
agents told me because I had requested a pat down I had ta remove my shoes. Obviously. this has led ta same confusion an my part., Therefore I must ask again, IF I REQUEST A PAT DOWN DO I HAVE TO REMOVE MY SHOES? I believe a 
simple yes or no should suffice. 

Thank Y9LJ 
l(b1(6) 



This is my second time wntrng to you. To date, I have NOT received an answer. I expect one' 

811312013 For a flighl to Ft Lauderdale, FL in mid July, I went through lhe AIT screening and also was subjected 10 a pat down. WHY?!?!?! 
10:13:16 

AM ~l(b-)(-6-, --~ 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Poor Customer Service; Screening CuCTent Date/Time· 8113/2013 8:02:16 AM Airport: EWR - Newark International Date/Time of Travel, 08/07/2013 Airline & Flight Number, 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport Terminal B 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I opted out of the &quot;backscatter&quot screening for personal reasons. The gentleman on the front of the line was very nice, did not lecture me or argue me, called repeatedly for a female screener because he was concerned that I was 
under time pressure, and generally made the process painless. He and I proceeded to joke about it a bit. including the fact that my flight left shortly before 1 0pm so I had plenty of time and wasn't rushed, I truly wish that more of your employees could 
be like him, he was a truly delightful gentleman. 

The le ma I e screener heard that I had u nti I s ho rtl y before 1 0 pm when she Ii na 11 y ap peered, and said that I cou Id wait a 11 night as far as she was concerned. She proceeded with the in-depth pat-down WITHOUT explaining what she was going to do or 
811312013 how she was going to do it, or indeed wami ng me about when she was going to touch me where. When I cha 11 e nged her on this. she replied that I had seemed to be an experienced t rave I er so she didn't see the need to give me the spiel. 
10:13:39 

AM Regarding this specific interaction with TSA, I am unhappy with: 

8/1312013 
3:24:01 

PM 

- the &quot;she can wait all night for all I care&quot: comment. and 
- lhe lack of communicalion regarding a very invasive physical contact during the pat-down. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email fh 1/RI 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2IApplicatianManager 

The caller stated that his mother-in-law went through the checkpoint at Dulles and that she was discriminated against due ta race. The caller stated that his mother-in-law was patted dawn three times including a head and scalp patdown. The caller 
stated that the bag was inspected and that some food was confiscated. The cal I er stated that he is not autho nzed to Ii I e a comp I amt on her be ha If and that he thought she wou Id not file a form a I written complaint reg a rd i ng di sen mi nation. The caller 
wanted to know what she would have had to be patted down and why her hair would have had to have been patted down. 

Flight Details: 
Airport: IAD 
Destination: Miami 
Airline: American Airlines 
Flight number: AA993 
Date Time of departure: 08 132013 2:40PM 
Checkpoint: Un known 
Approximate time of screening :12:30 PM - 1 :00 PM 08 13 2013 

Advised the cal I er:Ad vised the caller that 1/ he is not autho nzed to Ii I e the comp I amt on be ha If of the passenger then the passenger wo u Id need to Ii I e the comp I amt in writing themse Ives far it to be considered a fa rm al complaint. Advised the caller Th at 
I could email him the form to provide to the passenger if she wished to make such a complaint. Advised caller TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector 
(WTM DJ or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

Forwarded to MB 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: ~f b_••_1(6_._1 ---~ 
Date Time: 8/1312013 7:38:17 PM 

Comp a In s: a pp ro pr, a e cree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Gale D, flight #UA1051 
Comments:I went through screening at around 7:30am this morning (August 13, 2013) and usually opt far the pat-down instead of the millimeter wave. They called a female agent to do it. I normally don't think much about the pat downs after they 
happen because they feel professional. but this one had me feeling very uncomfortable after\'llard. This woman pressed her hands very forcefully against my crotch twice (one time for each leg). I don't recall ever having another agent touch me in this 
manner and I really feel violated. I'd strongly recommend you have better supervision of your staff, and/or re-train them on appropriate pat-downs. Thanks for your time and hope you resolve this matter in a timely manner. 
Sincerely 

kb1(61 

This is a followup email regarding a June 13th email I sent. But I didnt get a response. I also called in July as well. 

--- F o r\'lla rded Message --

F ro~1 h 1 / R 1 

To: "T SA-Canta ct Ce nter@d hs .gov·· <TSA-Co ntactCente r@dhs.gov> 
Cc fh>1R, I 
Sent: Thursday, June 13, 2013 9:28 AM 
Subjecl: Losl Items at Los Angeles lnt'I Airport 

On June 11th. 2013, estimated time: between 6:30am and 7:30am 
TSA agents requested a bag search, hand swab, body search ("pat down and wand) after being cleared of lhe walk in full body scan. An additional search was performed on a travel bag and hygiene bag which conlained a Galaxy Note phone, external 

811312013 power pack. colognes, facial care products. toothpaste, etc. 
8:03:41 The hygiene bag was detached from my backpack and was carried away by another agent after two scans for further assessment as the initial agent checked other bags in question in my presence. 

PM The a gent comp I eted his sear ch and released me to continue past the checkpoint and to the food court. 
I did nol have my hygiene bag re1urned to me by lhe other agent. 
Des c ri pt ion: Black I ea the r hygiene bag 
Contents: Galaxy Note Phone wlhard cover, ex1ernal power charger (white) with dual connector ports. colognes, etc. 
Contact 
b1(6) 

Sent from Yahoo' Mail on Android 



Caller said that he is a founding member of homeland secunty. He has a bilateral hip replacement. He said that every time he flies he receives add1t1onal screening. He screening Is because his metal implants set off the ala nm. He wanted 
information on Ii Ii ng for TR IP, He thought that wo u Id stop the secondary screening. He said th at he has a TW IC ca rd , He said that the notification card is a waste of taxpayer money, He said that the additiona I screening be ca use of the hip 
replacement is harassment. 

I gave the folowing infonmation: The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (DHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during 
their travel while screening al transportalion hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel diflicullies may include: 
• traveler's belief that they are on a government watch list. 
• situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 
• difficulty printing a boarding pass at home or at the kiosk. 

If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about any disability, 
med i ca I condition, or med i ca I d ev,ce that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from s ecu ri ty screening, their use may imp rove communication and he Ip travelers discreetly notify T SOs of their conditions. This card 
can be found at hltp: www.tsa.gov sites default files publications disability notification cards.pdf. 

811412013 Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
8:06:08 

AM heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rt of a person or device. An e Ii g i ble passenger can request to be screened by AIT 1f it is ava i I able or can request to be screened using a paid own: however, passengers cannot request to be sere ened by the wa I k-
t h rough metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A paid own procedure al so Is used to resolve any al a nms of a metal detector or ano ma Ii es id ent1f1ed by Al T. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

• The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. SomeIimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in lhe position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• A passenger should not be asked to remove or lift any article of clothing to reveal a sensitive body area. 

In addition to the patdown. TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. If explosive material is detected. the passenger will have to undergo additional screening, 
A companion, assistant, or family member may accompany a passenger to assist him or her during any privale or public screening. After providing this assistance, the companion, assistant, or family member will need to be rescreened. If a passenger 
has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor while at the checkpoint. I told him that he can ask for a passenger sup po rt s pecia I ist at the checkpoint if he needs ass i sta nee. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!b,(61 J 
Date Time: 8/131213 10:42:35 ~ 
........................ ________________ .......................... . 

8114/2013 Nam (b ,(Bl 
8:08 24 '!=--'-,-.._ __ ._ _ __, 

AM ~:!~!T( ~,,.,,,,••~.,~")"'n"'a"'p"'p"'ro"'p"r", a"'e"""'"'c"'re"'e· ni ng/P at Down Screening 

Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport1Gate/Etc):Ph1ladelph1a International Airport, Gate D. flight #UA 1051 
Comments:I went through screening at around 7:30am this morning (August 13, 2013) and usually opt for the pat-down instead of the millimeter wave. They called a female agent to do it. I nonmally don't think much about the pat downs after they 
happen because they feel professional, but I his one had me feeling very uncomforlable afterward. This woman pressed her hands very forcefully against my crotch twice (one lime for each leg). I don't recall ever having another agent touch me in this 
manner and I really feel violated. I'd strongly recommend you have better supervision of your staff, and/or re-train them on appropriate pat-downs. Thanks for your time and hope you resolve this matter in a timely manner. 

l(b)(61 I 



Disability Description: Caller has a titanium hip and a bad ankle and she beeps the metal detector. 

Information Requesl: Last time she could not see her stuff while she has the paldown. 
She does not want someone having her bag because her ID is in it and her camera. 

Last time the wheelchair attendant had her stuff but she does not like not being able to watch it. 

Nothing was missing but she likes to watch her things. 

She walks at screening but it is hard for her to not do the wheelchair assist with all that walking. She thought of not getting a wheelchair assist this time but thought why should I suffer. 

811412013 
12:43:56 

PM Response Details: Transportation Security Administration (TSA) policy requires Transportation Secunty Officers (TSOs) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items. including disability-related devices and aids, are kept within a passengers line-of-sight 
when a passenger is required to undergo additional screening, When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passengers items 
and to ensure that the passenger is re united wi I h his or her property once it clears x-ray screening . 

I asked if she went to a room for a private patdown. 

She slated she had it in lhe public area. 

Told her since last time the wheelchair attendant collected her things trying to be helpful 11 may be she could just ask them not to do that. 

TSA wi 11 watch her belongings when she ca nnol see I hem. 

She began to tell me nobody likes the TSA and the liquid rule is ridiculous. 
She sees no point in it. 

I asked if she had a question. 

The caller staled thal his in laws flew from EWR. He slated that they worn a Turban and his wife had 10 remove the Turban. He slated that they are very old. He asked why they had to remove lhe Turban if we have scanners 10 scan everylhing. 

Travelers a re permitted to wear head coverings I rel 1g i o us or otherwise) through the security checkpoints: however, a 11 persons wearing head coverings are s u bJected to the poss, bi I ity of additional security sere en i ng, which may inc I ude a patdown and 
an exp I osive s trace detection IE TD) test. 

811412013 Individuals may be referred for additional screening if the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) cannot reasonably determine that the head area is free of a detectable threat item. If the issue cannot be resolved through ETD or a patdown search, the 
l : 1 0: 3 3 individual wi 11 be offered the opportunity to remove the head covering in a private screening area. 

PM 
If a passenger is wearing a head covering for religious or ceremonial reasons, he or she may be permitted to conduct a self patdown of lhe head area. If the TSO cannot delermine that the area is free of a detectable lhreat item, it may be necessary for 
passengers to remove their head covering during the screening process. Passengers may request ta be in a private area while the head caver is removed, inspected, and restored. In addition, it is TSA policy that passengers are screened by a TSO of 
the same gender. Passengers who do not permit the search wi 11 not be a 11 owed to boa rd an aircraft. 

I explained that all alarms have to be resolved, and we do recommend that passengers remove all personal item for screening. 



The caller is departing LAS through the TSA checkpoint bound for SFO 
He is upset because he opted out :r the AIJ had t1 wait for some time before the patdown was completed all the while his property had already gone through and was out of his sight. 
He spoke with a supervisor named b)(ff:, who provided the number for him to call and register his complaint. He is upset because this is lhe second time this has happened at lhis airport and anyone could have gone through his property and 
the TSOs didn t seem ta care. He said one individual had tald him that he could have kept his carry an items with him until his patdown had been completed and then let them go through. 

I exp I a i ned th at TS Os are trained to keep an eye on passenger s property if they a re unable to do so. 
I told him thal to my knowledge keeping possession of carry on properly until a paldown was compleled was not standard procedure at any airporI. I told him I would forward his complaint 10 lhe CSM at LAS for review. 

Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TS Os) to reasonably ensure that canry-on items. including disability-related devices and aids, are kept within a passenger's line-of-sight when a passenger is 

811412013 required to undergo additional screening, When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property during a patdown or private screening, TS Os have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's items and to ensure that the 

1,23 :47 passenger is reunited with his or her property once ii clears x-ray screening. 

PM 
14 August 2013 Southwest FLT 
Date of flight 
Time of flight: 1145h 
Airline: Sa uthwest 
Flight number: 1043 
Gate: C level routed over to the wheelchair lane 
Departure airporl: Las Vegas 
Arri val airport SF 0 

I told the caller that the CSM may be contacting him about his complaint but could not guarantee they would do so. 
The caller flew from LEX yesterday, and he is pilot on ASJ express. He stated that he filed a complaint regarding the sensitive WTMD at LEX. He stated that he removed his shoes, watch. personal items, and he had the patdown, with nothing found. 
He stated that he fee Is as 1/ his ci vi I rights violated by the paid own and the system, and they ran the re hands up his crotch and a 11 over his body. He stated that he is a known !rave I er. pi lot, and he has a CrewPAS S. He stated th at two other 
c rewmemb ers went through with no issue. He stated th at he filed a comp I ai nt at the airport and he le It as if it would la 11 on deaf ea rs, He stated that the flight was de I ayed because of the additiona I screening , 

We understand and regret the discomfort and inconvenience passengers may experience as a result of patdawn procedures. Nevertheless. we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate far ensuring the security and confidence al 
all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy new technologies to address the explosives threat. and the use of patdowns provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint. 

Leaving out any one group, such as senior citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume lhat all terrorisls will fit a particular profile. 

Flight-deck crewmembers who use this program are subJect to random screening, observation by behavior detection officers, and TSA's additional layers of security. 

I explained that we can forward his complainl to the CSM al LEX for review. 
8114/2013 

1 :32:25 The callers flight details are as follow: 
PM 

Departing Airport: LEX 
Destination Airport: ATL 
Airline: Xjet airline (DELTA) 
Flight Number and Time: 5364 @ 6:00 am 
Terminal: B 
Gate: 84 
Date and Time: August 13th, 2013 @ 5:15 am 

I explained that no ma1ter his complaint or his creditials, there is no way to guaranlee thal he will nol be subjected to additional screening. 



The ca 11 er stated that her son !rave I ed from Tok yo to Kennedy Airport and that he has been subjected to a p atdown and ETD and wanted to know why he was se I ected lo r this. The ca 11 er stated that her son had been selected in adv a nee as the 
boarding pass had SSSS printed on it and wanted to know what it meant. The caller wanted to know why he was selected and if he was on a federal watch list. The caller did not know ii the officers had been professional or not. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a numb er of 
factors to include random selection, or alarm resolution.TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during 
Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

The ··s" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
811412013 Nation's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

2:01:29 
PM TSA does not discuss or release specifics about securily screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Securily Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI 10 lhe public because it is 

considered detrimental to the security of transportation. 

TS A can neither confirm nor deny whether an i ndivid ua I is on a F edera I Watch Li st because this information is derived from classified and sensitive I aw enforcement and i nte 11 ig en ce information. This protects the operation al co u nterterro ri sm and 
intelligence collection objectives of the Federal government as well as the personal safety of those involved in counlerterrorism investigations. Federal Watch Lists remain effective tools in the government's counterterrorism and transpor1ation security 
efforts because their contents are not disclosed. 
TSA Contact Center 

Caller had a bad expe nance Boston Logan 63 Oa m Del ta Air I in es- Domestic FI i g ht , he had a random patdown, after the A IT he states that the officers went through al I his items. He was wa med that he was going to receive the aid own, he states that 
the officer asked him alot of questions, He states that he asked to speak to the supervisor, he states thai(b)(ff:1 ! asked ii he had sensitive areas of the body and passenger said no, he states that when the officer (b)(ff:1 as conducting the 
patdown he caused him great pain by 1ouching and kinda of smacking his Groin. He states that another officer asked him if he was uncomfortable with the procedure. Passenger informed the officer that he was not uncomforlable with lhe procedure 
itself but he doesn t think its right for the officer to have treated his groin area like that. Another officer then approached him and asked him if he was taking pictures with his phone. He offered his phone to the officer and the officer refused. He states 
that he felt as 1f he was a threat and he doesn t want to provide his information because he doesn t want us to put him on a watch list 

Informed caller: 

TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted 1s 
811412013 important, Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers a re treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy, Please be advised th at a passenger can always request to speak with the Su pe rvi sory Trans po rtati on Security Officer at the 

3:35:04 checkpoint to address any complainl regarding screening procedures.Because your complaint concerns an incidenl thal occurred at a specific airporl we have forwarded a copy of your le1ter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 
PM 

8114/2013 
4:2348 

PM 

SPOT uses non-intrusive behavior observation and analysis techniques to identify behavior that may signal a person's intent to commit a terrorist or criminal act. The program is derived from other behavioral analysis programs that have been 
successfully employed by law enforcement and security personnel both in the United States and internationally.TSA recognizes that travelers exhibiting behavior indicalive of stress, fear, or deception does nol automatically mean they have terrorist or 
criminal intent. SPOT helps security officers focus on determining if a traveler presents a higher risk or if the traveler's behavior has a non threatening origin. Passengers who exhibit specific observable behavior may be referred for additional screening 
at security checkpoints that may include Patdown and physical inspection of carry-on baggage. Referrals are only based on specific observed behavior. not on a traveler's appearance, race, ethnicity, gender, or religion. 

Caller speaks to the supervisor at Phoenix airport wilh TSA, the person in charge of US Airways. She says needs to cus1omer card card. She says once before TSA had broke $900.00 worth of sluff and her money was not given back to her. She says 
she got a patdown 2 times. they told her not to touch her items, she says she was a victim. she ask for her her phone back but they would not give it to her. 

Told caller 
I could take her complaint for her and email it 10 lhe Phoenix airporl or she can call the same number she had called me on and chose option number 5 to get lhe CSM number. 
I told her any passenger can get additonal screening. If they were screening her and her items, she would have to wait until she and the items were both done with screening before she could get something like her phone. 
She said she had tried o t1on number 5 and 11 just went in a ci re I e and went to the garbage. I ask /loo r sup po rt if I could give her the CS M numb er so they can take their own complaint. 
Name (b)(61 
Phan..,_ ______ _, 

I told her I was at the only contact center for TSA. I assist passengers with questions for screening and what they can take on board a plane. 
TSA does screeninq in all airports in the US to make sure everyone in the US travels safely. 



8/1412013 
5:26:18 

PM 

Caller said he had items stolen from him at a checkpoint. Caller said he had a small razor phone stolen from him. This happened m SFO. Caller said he filed a claim and got paid for the phone. Caller said he has a $500 lpod and he does not want to 
lose this when he travels to Hong Kong, Caller asked ii he can ask for a supervisor to screen his IPOD so it does not come up missing. Caller said he wants to avoid having his IPOD stolen. Caller asked if he can bring a BIC razor and his toothpaste 
and toothbrush. 

I to Id the ca 11 er SF O Is screened by private contractors. 
Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AITonly if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request 10 be screened by AIT if it is available or can request 10 be screened using a patdown: however, passengers cannot requesl to be screened by the walk
through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 

There are two primary ways to be considered eligible for TSA Prelu2713™: travelers may be invited by a participating airline, or they may choose to enroll with one of U.S. Customs and Border Protection's (CBP) Trusted Traveler programs. 
Frequent flyers and other travelers who did not receive an invitation and would like to parIicipaIe or would like to be considered eligible for TSA Pre\u2713'" benefils on all participating airlines should apply for membership with one of CBP's Trusled 
Traveler programs. Individuals who apply and are cleared for enrollment in one of CBP"s eligible Trusted Traveler programs are automatically qualified to participate in TSA Prelu2713 '" when flying on a participating airline at a participating airport. 

I told the caller he can bring his toothpaste if it is 3.4 ounces or smaller. 

Di sa bi Ii ty Description: The cal I ers father has a pacemaker. 

Response Details: I advised the caller that if a passenger has an internal medical device. such a pacemaker, it is important for him or her to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening before the screening process 
begins. 

Passengers who have inlernal medical devices should nol be screened by the walk-through metal deIecIor because lhis may affect lhe calibration of lhe device. While TSA has no evidence lhat screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ will 
affect such devices. passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 

The AIT is not a metal detector, however it does create a 3D image of the body, highlighting any foreign items on the body. 

I explained that ii a passenger is not able to use the WTM D. they would be directed to the AIT They can opt out of the AIT if preferred. 

I explained that I can forward this information to the CSM at JFK, and to a disability specialist. 

811412013 TSA Cares is a helpline to assist travelers with disabilities and medical conditions. Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at 1--855-787-2227 prior to traveling with questions about screening policies, procedures and what to expect at the security 

5 :2 7: 13 checkpoint. T SA Ca res serves as an add iii on al, dedicated resource sp eci fi ca 11 y for passengers with di sab i Ii ties, medIca I conditions or other circumstances or their I oved ones who want to pre pa re for the sere en i ng process p nor to fi yi ng. 

PM 
The hours of operalion for lhe TSA Cares helpline are Monday through Friday 8 a.m. - 11 p.m. EST and weekends and Holidays 9 a.m. - 8 p.m. EST. They can call 72 hours in advance of the flight for assistance and information that may be needed. 

I advised the cal I er that if they feel that they need any assistance with the sere en i ng process, they can request a PSS from the T rave I Document checker, and they can assist them through the screening procedures. 

Email sent. 

Incident Details: The caller called about 5 minute ago regarding a complaint. She stated that her elderly parents fiew from JFK. She stated that he was forced to used the AIT and he has a pacemaker. She stated that he has a doctors note that states 
that he cannot be screened using a metal detector. She asked what the AIT is exactly. She stated that this is disrespectable. She stated that they had an airline wheelchair and attendant. 

She stated that she feels as if this was a customer service issue, however they did not have any concern for his medical condition, or the documentation submitted. She stated that this is a failure to accommodate his medical condition. 

She stated th at he has had the pacemaker lo r a s ho rl time and they a re not aware of our technologies, and she is concerned for him , 

Airporl Deparling: JFK 
Destination SJ U 



Fronfb)(61 

Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 3:00 PM 
To: TSAEx1emalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject Complaint - discrimination against mother traveling with 15 month old child 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am writing to make a complaint because of the way I was treated - along with my 15-month-old daughter - during airline security screening on August 8, 2013 at approximately 9:30-10 pm, en route to Gate 31 for USAirways Flight 3294 at 10:40 pm to 

811412013 Syracuse, NY at Reagan National AirporI. 

6:02:54 
PM 

I attempted 10 go through security with my daughter in a soft harnesslinfanl carrier and the alarm went off. Then, I removed lhe carrier and put ii through lhe x-ray machine and a11empted to walk through a couple more times without ii, holding my 
daughter, still setting off the alarm. I explained to the security people that I believed it was my underwire bra as I had no shoes. jewelry. hair clips, items in my pockets, etc. and tald them I would be willing to undergo a pat dawn if needed. I had a very 
wi 11 mg and com pl ,ant attitude during the entire debacle. I am al so a very conscientious traveler and make an effort to comply with T SA regulations. I was a I so a parent pa ssmg through security with a s ma 11 chi Id. 

The female securily attendant harshly and loudly commanded me to "wait over lhere" and lhen called and complained 10 her supervisor because I did not wait where she told me 10. This command was completely arbilrary, because lhere was no 
specific "over there·· where she pointed to, except to go to a place where other travelers were passing through security where I would block them. She had a negative attitude. The supervisor arrived and then he seemed ta run in circles, looking for my 
strol I er or ca rs eat. I to Id him th at I was not traveling with a strol I er or carse at (because I was gomg to vis it my parents. and they have a fu 11 set of infant sup pl ,es lo r my daughter at their home in Syracuse). Al I I had was the soft infant carrier. Afle r 
thinking about it, the supervisor told me to SET MY DAUGHTER ON A TABLE AND HOLD HER ARM OR LEG WITH ONE HAND while I was pat down. I found this to be a major safety concern for my 15-month-old daughter. However. I knew if I did 
not comply, I would be delayed and possibly not board my flight to visit my parents so I did it. The patdown by lhe female security attendanl was harsh and violating, and she slammed into my private parIs (labia) so lhat lhey stung. I was not offered 
privacy, and this very intrusive search took place in front of a debaarding flight headed out to baggage claim. I was also separated from my possessions during this search. I did not get names but the female security agent and supervisor were both 
African-American. She was ave rage he,g ht with short hair. The s u pe rvi so r was ta 11 er and a large man who used a lot of nonve r1l al gestures. 

I feel lhat I was discriminated against because I was !raveling wilh my young daughter, and also because I had my baby in a baby carrier. I have gone through security al numerous airports with her in a carrier, strapped 10 me, and never had a previous 
issue with the carrier, including at tondon Heathrow Airport and other points in Europe and the US. 



Disability Description: The caller is traveling from LAX on Saturday. 

He has a titanium meIaI implant in his knee. 

He is asth m atIc as wel I and takes medication for that. 

Information Requesl: He was advised to call 72 hours in advance of his flight. He has requested a wheelchair at the airport as walking a long distance and standing in a long line is difficult. 

The ca 11 er asked if the new ru I e a 11 ows passengers who are 7 5 to I eave shoes on. He asked if he had to rem ave his be It. 

Response Details: I advised I hat TSOs may check their gloves for explosvie material and this is a standard part of screening. I explained that passengers are chosen at random for additional screening. Additional screening, including a patdown, is 
required to clear alarms and anomalies. 

I advised that TSA has phased out the use of hand wands. 

811412013 72 hour advance notification is only required if the passenger is requesting a specific assistance at the TSA checkpoint. The caller indicated that he did not want to request such assistance. 
7:04:22 

PM 
I advised th at many passengers with metal implants prefer to be sere ened by A IT, Passengers can be screened using A IT on I y ii they can stand sti 11 with their arms above their heads lo r 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device, An el ig i b I e 
passenger can request 10 be screened by AIT if it is available or can request 10 be screened using a patdown. 

Passengers who appear to be 7 5 yea rs of age and o Ider a re permitted to I eave shoes on. T SA re commends that belts be re moved and placed in a bin before pa ssrng through the WT MD or Al T to reduce the need of an a I arm. 

lncidenl Details: He indicaled thal the last two times that he went through securily at LAX, lhe WTM D alarmed and he received a patdown. 

The TSO walked over to his desk and removed his gloves. The TSO explained that he had to check for gunpowder residue. The TSO advised that the radar doesn t pick it up. The caller indicated that he is elderly and not a threat. He also expressed 
concern that other passengers did not receive addition al sere en i ng of this nature and could have had gunpowder residue on th em, He indicated that many passengers went through the checkpoint without receiving a patdown, 

The ca 11 er indicated that this happened I a st year 

He indicated that he has complained to people at LAX. 

The caller asked why cant they use the wand. 



811412013 
9:01:40 

PM 

What happened? D escn be your complaint. Give as much d eta i I about your experience as possi b I e. incl udrng the name of the air earner, 1/ this occurred at an airport. 
I was at the T SA sere en i ng checkpoint at J acksonvi 11 e I nte rnat ion a I Airport (KJ AX) on August 09 , 2013, to catch a Southwest fiig ht, when at a pp roxi ma tely 6: 2 5 PM , I opted out of the body scanner screening option, I asked if I co u Id go through the 
metal detector instead of the body scanner and was told thal I cculd either go through lhe body scanner or receive a pat-down. Even with a DoD ID (I am aclive duty Navy), I was lold, the metal detector alone was not an option. I witnessed a Sailor in 
uniform and several families walk through the metal detector with no body scanner and no pat-down. I was told that these two groups were exempt from the body scanner. 

I was taken to a pat-down site a few minutes later and given the pat-down instructions. The agent began his pat-down. then stopped when he was about to pat-down the lower, front section of my body. He informed me that he would be touching 
sensitive areas. I requesled thal the agent not touch my genitals. At this lime, the agent called his supervisor. 

The su pe rvi sor came over and went back over the pat-down instructions with me. 

I assured him that I understood the ins1ructions, just did not want my genitals touched. After a litlle bil of back and forth, I found myself surrounded by TSA agents and a police ofticer. I explained I hat all I wanted was for my genitals to be left 
untouched during the pat-down process. The supervisor cou Id not assure me th at my genitals wou Id not be touched during the screening. I asked the s u pe rvi sor if he wou Id Ii ke his genitals touched by strangers, at which point I was threatened by the 
po Ii ce officer to comply with the search. or gather my be Io ngrngs. I eave the airport and miss my flight. I then gave in to the inti mid at,on and told the supervisor to conduct his search. He patted me down with much firmer hands Iha n the previous agent. 
touching my genitals in the process. After the search, I gathered my belongings, and continued on my way. 

When did this happen? 
1830L 09 August 2013 

Where did this happen? 
Jacksonville International, Jacksonville, FL 

Who treated you unfairly? 

Original TSA A ent Name unknown 
Supervisor:.,b"'-.'",(6,,_-;.,I __ ....,. 
Police Offic (b 1(6) Badge Number: [filffiJ 

Is the re any other information you want us to know about or consider? 



August 15. 2013 

By email 

RE: INAPPROPRIATE ESCALATION OF SITUATION BY._kb""'1"""(6"""l _ __,!AND INSUFFICIENT RESPONSE BY suPrnv1zoR._kb-'-1"""(6~) __ _.!sAN DIEGO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT TERMINAL 2 

811512013 Deal(b ,(B) 
8A9:15 "-· ~~--~ 

AM 
I am writing to inform you of inappropriate oonduct bJ(b·:,(6) !YPERLINK \I "BM , ftn1"[1] and unhelpful attitude of superviso1b)(ff:, In SAN on August 12, 2013. On that day, I was seeking to board Japan Airlines Flight JL 065 (Terminal 2) from 
SAN to Tokyo/Nari la departing at 13:10. I arrived at security screening at approximalely 11 :30 - 11 :45 a .m. 
Before detailing the incident I would like to mention that I worked as a prosecutor (Deputy City Attorney) with the city of San Diego and have at her law enforcement training and thus have same degree of knowledge (albeit in another context) of what 
can be accom pl ,shed by law enforcement or sec u nty person ne I and the dangers and stresso rs they face. Furthermore. I travel i nte mati on ally reg ul arty and have be en through security sere en i ng in numerous domestic and international airports. 
including many "opt-outs" of the lull body scanners. 
Re1urning to August 12, I opted oul of the body scanner and was told to wail. A person I was unable to identify stated lhat I should have mentioned lhat I was opting out earlier (before placing my belongings on the conveyor to be scanned) so that I 
could be kept with my property. There were no signs informing me al this and it has nat been a problem before. As my property was now past the scanner. I asked my traveling companion to keep watch of it. I also realized that I had forgotten some 
keys m my pocket and removed them and held thlm on my rger for display . ..,..,.....,.,---, 
A few minutes later, a man I later would learn wa h··,1rr1 approached me. kbl(ffl !carried my possessions (which had been sent back to where I had waited) and instructed me to follow him. I followed him to a side area and he asked ii all my 
possessions were there. I held oul the keys that I had pulled from my pocket, and motioned 1owards one of lhe baskets, where my backpack was, which had previously contained my passpori. wallet, and cellphone. I did nol see any of the smaller 
items assport, wallet, cellphone) therein. 
( b ·:, ( 6 I u rtl y instructed me not to touch my be longings. I pul I ed my hand back. to indicate that I had no mtenti on of d1so bey i ng his m struction, and a po log ized. I attempted to tel I him that I would not touch my be Io ngmgs. that my pass po rt was 
missing. and to ask him to lift the backpack so that I could confirm its presence. He interrupted me and said "Don't worry about it." I attempted to tell him that I could not confirm ii my possessions were there unless I could see under the backpack. as 
some of my possessions appeared 10 be absent. Again, he interrupted me telling me to "Forget about it." 
I told him I was concerned because there have been reports of thefts from screening areas. Continuing his pattern al dismissive, scornful responses, he said that, "There are re parts of theft from everywhere. We gotta move on.- I again told him that I 

The caller is 6 weeks pregnanl and is currenlly on fertility treatment injeclable medicalions that are to be kept cool. She had a flight today and when she arrived for screening she declared her medications and set her carry on to go through lhe 
conveyor for x-ray. She then proceeded into the AIT machine telling the TSO that she was pregnant. During the scan she asked the TSO if this consisted of any radiation. The TSO said yes. The caller then began ta panic repeating she was pregnant. 
She wanted to know how much radiation the AIT had, but the TSO did not know the answer. The TSO then referred the situation to the TSO Supervisor and they did not know the answer. The caller became scared and had to Google the information 
herself. She was so upset and scared that she missed her flight. She wishes to file a complaint with the TS Os at the checkpoint. 

Advised ca Iler: 

8115/2013 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1 O:S 1 :23 Screenings using AIT are voluntary. lnd1v1duals who do not wish to be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, 1nclud1ng a thorough patdown. They are not dangerous to pregnant women. 

AM 
Airport: La ui s Arm strong 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight#: 2084 
Dale and Time: August 15, 2013 at 6:15 am 
Description al passenger: White shirt, very light pink jeans, carrying beige purse and maroon carry an luggage. 
Location: Gate B15 

Email: ._!(b_)_(6_, ___ ~ 



Disability Description: Caller has metal implants. 

Information Requesl: She said that every lime she flies she is practically raped by the TSO s because she alarms lhe meIa1 detector. She wanls to know if I here is another alternative because she doe nol wanl to be felt up. 

I asked her if she is referring to a patdown and she stated that ( if that s the terminology you want to use). 

She said lhat lhey do not have a AIT at Portand, Maine, so every time she alarms. 

811512013 Response Details: I told the caller that many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). The AITwill reduce the chances of having a patdown but 

1 :11 :S6 not eliminate the chances of a patdown. 

PM 
I told her that if there is no AIT then she can use the metal detector and if there are alarms then they would have to do a patdawn. TSO s are trained ta be courteous and respectful during this process and they should explain what they are doing in the 
process. 

I told her lhat if she gives us her itinerary within 72 hours of her flight then we can send a request for assistance for her at the checkpoint. Also she may ask for a PSS while at the checkpoint if she needs assistance. 

Caller did not have her fi Ig ht information yet. 
She also did not want email. 

Hi. 

I have just gotten back from my vacation where I fiew to Israel with a Delta flight. I am diabetic and I wear a insulin pump which I shouldn't take off at anytime of the day or night. Along with that my doctor has written me a plane letter to show at the 
screening stations so I hey shouldn't make me go through I hose machines for they can break lhe pump and it would cost me $8,000.00 to repair. 

As I got to the TSA agent, I lold her quietly that I am diabetic and I can't pass through the screening machine and I would like a Pat down instead. She asked me to see a doctors letler and I handed it 10 her. So she walks off and lells the olher two TSA 
employees working along with her that im such a foal for listening to doctors they just like scaring patients sa they tell them not toga through the machine but really there is nothing wrong with passing. (they all started laughing about patients and 
doctors these days being over rea ctIve about al I circumstances wh1 I e I was standing th ere and waiting.) I was watching a 11 this happen while they were just making me wait u nti I they are done joking about the s1tuati on. A lier waiting and watching a 11 this 

811512013 for 10 minutes I walked over to her again and reminded her that I was still waiting, so she yelled at me to continue waiting until someone has the time to come and take care of me ........ as ii im an animal. 

2:19:08 
PM 

I was very annoyed and embarrassed since this became a whole laughing matter right there and all I wanted to do was get onto my flight. Finally one nice agent came over to me and did the pat down for me and this was after 20 Ml NUTES of waiting 
and being I aug hed at. 

I don·t usually have the time to report unimportant matters as I am a business woman and work every minute in the day, but this was something lhat hurl me and I wanled to make the TSA aware of lhis so they can hopefully prevent it from happening 
again. 

Thank You, 
!(bi(6i 



Caller was at the Sacramento Airport. Caller states that an officer stole a gem stone from her purse va I ued at or around $ 50. 00. Caller states that she was getting a patdown at the ti me he was searching her bag. Caller was asked by the female that 
was doing her patdown if she wanted to watch the officer go through her purse. Caller states that she believes it to be a hint from the female and she did not pick up on it. Caller states that the incident occurred on 08 13 2013 at or around 1610 hours. 
Caller does want to file a claim for the missing gem. Caller describes lhe male as 5 6-5 7 with darker hair possibly hispanic. Caller states thal the female was heavy set with brown eyes and dark curly hair possibly hispanic as well. 

Flight Details 
Alaska Airlines 2628 
Dale Time: 08 13 2013 at or around 161 0 
Gate Terminal: B5 
Baggage De scri pt,on: BI ack medium sized woven purse made by SAC. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

8~1:~~2~~ 3 The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide the highest customer service to all who pass through our security checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensunng that all passengers and their belongings are treated with 
PM dignity, respect. and courtesy. Each Transportation Security Officer (TSO) receives training on professional and courteous conduct to make the process run smoothly and to reduce inconvenience to the traveling public, 

TSA regrets that you found items missing and or damaged from your carry-on luggage. TSA is required by law to screen all property. including carry-on baggage, that is brought onboard commercial passenger aircraft. To ensure the security of the 
traveling public, it is sometimes necessary for TSOs to conduct hand inspections of carry-on bags. TSOs receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great care during the screening process so 
that when bags are opened a passenger's belongings are returned in the same condition they were found. 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. Claim forms are also available on our Web site at www.tsa.gov. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Custom er Service Manager (CS M) at that Io cation. 

Caller recently had a bad experience with the pat down procedure at MSP_ l(b)(ff:, ~as travelling with her mother who recently had surgery on her wrist to Baltimore. They had opted out of the AIT to have a patdown because they didn t want 
her to go through anything that may have radiation. Her mother had a g I ave on wnst lo cover the hand that had surgery and she was asked to remove it to have ETD test done 11 and was repeated I y asked to raise her arms for the p atdown even though 

811512013 she stated she was in pain from doing this. The daughter stated she felt like her mother was treated as a criminal. 
7:29:26 

PM Response: 

8/1512013 

Apo I og i zed that she lei t th at she did have a bad experience with the paid own however the p raced ures you have told me the officers fol lowed are standard paid own procedures. If you le el this needs to be addressed to the CS M of th at airport you can 
contact us back and press option 5 and enter the airport code MS P and it 11 give you the contact information for the CS M at that airport, 
Disability Description: Caller has a medical device attached to his body. 

Response Details: I advised caller that I will be escalating the infonmation and complaint to the CSM at the Charlotte Douglas Airport. I also advised the caller that i am sending his claim fonm to the email address that was provided. I also advised 
caller that i will be sending him information as to how he can submit a formal complaint. 

Incident Details: Caller just returned from vacation. Caller flew in from Jamaica and landed in Charlotte, NC. He told the officer that he has a device attached to him and his leg was injured. When he got to the front of the line, he requested from the 
officer to provide him with a patdown. He has neural stimulator and 11 is in the lower region of his backside. The agent doing the paid own was being very rough on his hip area and the agent wouldn t allow him to go into a private screening room. The 
officer applied a lot of pressure on his leg as well and put him in severe pain. Caller requested to speak with the Supervisor at the screening checkpoint and he wasn t of very much assistance either and was also rude. Caller is wanting to file a 
complain! in regards to the incident. He also had a TSA approved lock on his luggage and when he landed at La Guardia, he found I hat lhe lock was missing. When he got home and checked inside lhe luggage he found thal he was missing some very 
expensive shirts. He would also like to complain and file a claim as well. Caller feels like this was discrimination in regards to his disability. 

9:44:45 Airporl: Charlotte Douglas 
PM Airline: US Airways 

Flight Number: 2072 
Date and Flight Time: August 13, at 6:45 PM 
Baggage Tag Numh.,f h \/R, I 
Luggage Description: black suitcase, weight was 53 pounds, soft material case, no rips or anything, the brand is not known. 
NOl:NO 

Location: Ga,..te~C=1~2--------~ 
Contact lnh._!(b_."')(_6'-1 _______ _, 



I submitted the grievance regarding neglect on the part of your staff memberl(b )(6) lat Los Angeles International Airport some 10 days ago. I was advised by the TSA Contact Center shortly thereafter that this complaint was being referred to the Los 
Angeles I nte rnat ion a I Airport faci I ity for review and response. 

I am concerned because I still have not received a response to my grievance. 

Thank you for your attention. I am patiently awaiting a reply to my grievance. 

Sincerely yours, .. [b_._,(_6_) ____ __, 

811612013 On Tue, Aug 6, 2013 al 8 59 AM ._(_b_,(_6_1 ____________________________ __, 

221:18 
PM 

I traveled yesterday from Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) to San Francisco International Airport (SFO) on United Airlines flight 703. I am writing to express my concern and dissatisfaction with the delay in screening and pat-down I experienced 
at Terminal 7. I proceeded through lhe Pre-check line after presenting my boarding pass and driver's license for idenlification. As usual, I activated lhe alarm due 10 a titanium hip implanl associated wilh hip replacemenl surgery in 2004. The agent 
named Sergio called once for '"male assist." to which there was no response. Sensing there was no response to his call, I expressed concern to him that he had not called a second time for '"male assist." Sensing his lack of response to my concern, I 
asked him to call for a supervisor. After sorne delay, a supervisor named!{hWo··,~id appear. adv1sin me that the TSA checkpoint was short staffed at that time, that agents performing pat-downs had to be certified to do this, and that someone would 
eventually take care of mefb•:1(6) pffered to relievel(b}(6}lso that he could pat me down, but b}(6} aid he did not want to pat me down. Another agent appeared, and we proceeded with the pat down. 

My general complaint is that this process took 20 minutes or more instead of the usual 5-10 minutes. I do not think that TSA checkpoint staffing issues should become my issue. My specific complaint is that Sergio did not make enough effort to get me 
a ti me I y pat-down process as I believe he could have and should have down. 

Please understand that I pass through that same TSA checkpoint once or twice weekly, so I have a good idea of function and timelines for processing a traveler that activates the alarm. 

With concern and dissatisfaction, I am 

Caller: 
Caller flew from JFK to Austria today. He opted out of AIT to have a patdown. The TSO left him waiting for 15 minutes. He let other people in front of him. He could not get a name of the officer. His spoke to two different STSO who would not give the 
name of the officer. The TSO was a short b I ack male. He turned his badge upside down so he cou Id not read the name. He wants a response from the CSM. 

811612013 Response: 
5:1 0:00 Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

PM 
I told the caller he can contact the CSM at JFK by phone at: 

Name: l(b ,(6) 
Phone: ~-----~ 



8/16/2013 
6:33:59 

PM 

8/16/2013 
6:40 55 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time: 811612013 5:43:45 PM Airport ITO - Hilo lnlemational Date/Time of Travel: 0811512013 6:15 PM Airline & Flight Number: Hawaiian Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: Gales 3-9 TSA 
Employee: (If Known) · Female. Middle-aged, White Employee Comment . My complaint is directed towards a single employee at the security checkpoint. I don·t know her name. but she was a middle aged white woman. I choose to &quot:Opt 
Out&quot: of the screening and be patted down. The female TSA employee that I spoke to asked me to walk around to the far side of the secunty checkpoint. where I would not be able to see my belongings come out of the x-ray machine, in order to 
bypass the scanner and metal detector, even though there was a gate right in front of me that I could have walked through and be able to watch my belongings. I responded by saying I'd like to keep an eye on my things the whole time. She gave me 
atlilude, made me wail, which I didn't mind, while she let a family walk lhrough the gale right in front of me first. I was able to watch my belongings come out of lhe x-ray machine, but only after I asked and asserted my rights. 

Once I was standing on the yellow footp n nts. She went through the rehearsed speech about the procedures of the pat down, which I have heard many ti mes, s i nee I always opt out and !rave I freq ue ntl y lo r work. Afle r the speech, she put on gloves and 
proceeded with the pat down and told me her opinion in a way that was bullying about why I don't need to be afraid of the scanning machine and I should just go ahead and go through the machine instead of opting out. I did not ask for her opinion nor 
did I appreciate being scolded while in a very vulnerable posilion of being pat down in public. It is my right to be able to opt oul and hearing a TSA employee talk down to me about my rights is unacceplable. 

I am a cancer survivor and the reason I do not go through the scanning machine is because my I'm following my doctors orders because she doesnl believe that the machines have been tested enough to know if their effects could bring my cancer 
back. I told this to the woman who then continued to tell me her opinion and said that my doctor was incoCTect. 

I do no mind taking the extra time to be pat down to avoid cancer again and have always followed directions of the TSA employees during this process, but I do mind being told their personal opinions. It is none of her business why I choose to opt out 
and it was u n professi ona I for her to try to tel I me otherwise. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone N11mher · 
Email fb)(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Disability Description: Escalation Noles !(b 1(6) ! 
The ca 11 er wants to make a form al complaint against TSA for their !realm e nt of women es pec,al ly with cancer. She bel ,eves th at our pol 1c1es are d1scri mi nati ng against women. The ca 11 er seemed angry and her voice kept raising 

I advised the caller thal she could file a formal complaint 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing; 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i nan t: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed di sen minatory action in s uff1c1ent detai I to inform T SA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the com pla i na nt or someone authorized to sign on be ha II of the comp I a i na nt, 

In order to approprialely address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mm i strat,on 
Disability Branch 
Di sa bi Ii ty and Multi cultu ra I Division 
601 South 12th Street 
TSA-33 
Arlington, VA 20598Thank you. 

Response Details: I told the caller that if she opts out of the AIT. which is her choice, that she will have a patdown. They will use the back of their hand on sensitive areas. They will go until they meet resistance. When I confirmed that this was the 
same lo r women wi I h breast cancer she asked 10 speak to a s uperviso rf b ::, ( 6 ltoo k over I he ca 11. 



Caller stated th at she sent a letter to US Airways and was searched twice at sec u nty at CL T on her way back from Jam aIca. Due to the body searched she ended up missing her flight. Her g ra ndd a ughte r who was the re with her was very Ing hte n ed. 
1(b)(6) ! indicated that she was made to feel as though she was a criminal standing on the cold ground, hands above her head. Her granddaughter even wanted to know if she were going to jail. When she finally arrived home a video camera, and 

fried fish were missing from her carryon. The two expensive perfumes, and clothing items were in her checked luggage, now I hose are missing as well. She mentioned also that her flight was originally scheduled to go to BWI but was missed due to 
security. The flights later on were all too late in the evening so she chose to take a flight to DCA instead. When at DCA and waiting at the baggage claims area and there were no bags. she talked to Customer Relations and found bags had gone to 
BW I. With that said she had to drive all the way to Baltimore then to get her things. 

811712013 Dale: 08.11.2013 

12,07 ,28 Time: 430 pm 
'PM. Flight: 869 

Gate or Terminal: Customs 
Airline: US Airways . , 
Baggage Claim Numbel(bi(6, I 
Bag Description: 1 Bag 1s a large bag with rolls and a brown lining in the middle, the other is small and green pulled by the handle. 

I lei her know thal we would send this informalion to the CSM due to her pat down complain! as well as items missing from her checked and carryon bags. 
I am also sending claims forms to her via email as well. 

Name: ,_[b-'-1_(6-'-) ___ __. 

Phone#: Cell: Home: Work: ... [b_ •• _,(6_._I __ __, 

Mailing Address: 

... [b_••_1(6_._1 ----~!Galena, OH 43021 

Email: HYPERLINK b 1(6) 
8/17/2013 
3:1244 

PM 

o Check here if you are represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter. If so please provide the third party's 

name and contact information: 

I am not represented by I eg al counsel yet but wi 11 pursue that avenue ii this ever occurs again, 

k Are you filing in this complaint form on behalf of another individual? 

NO 



Caller: said his 2 yr old son Just went through the Detroit Metro Airport checkpoint today with his mom and was separated from her dunng his screening process. He wants to file a formal complaint. He would not give his last name nor his email 
address. He said his job was in the legal field but he did not say he was an attorney. 

Response:The Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ is undertaking efforts to enhance security and focus its resources by applying new risk-based. intelligence driven screening procedures and enhancing its use of technology. while also 
improving the passenger experience at sec u nty checkpoints. 

811712013 As part of this efforl TSA is implemenling a program to revise screening procedures for passengers 12 years old and younger. The new screening procedures include permitling mulliple passes through the metal detector and advanced imaging 

6:40:04 technology to clear any alarms as well as the greater use of explosives trace detection. TSA anticipates these changes will further reduce-although not eliminate-the need for a physical patdown for children that would otherwise have been conducted 

PM 
to resolve a I arms. 

In addition, passengers 12 years old and younger will be allowed to leave their shoes on. However, children may be required to remove I heir shoes and could still undergo a patdown if anomalies are detected during securily screening that cannot be 
resolved through other means. Transportation Security Officers use their discretion based on how old a child appears. 

TSA continues to incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport and no individual will be guaranteed expedited screening. Airport security checkpoints are only one part of a multi-layered system for aviation security. 
Also advised him would send this to the customer support manager at lhat airport. 

I had a rather unpleasant & unprofessional experience at O'Hare airport with one of your TSA agents and I'd like it to go on record. 

I am a seasoned traveler and travel as much as once a week so I am very familiar with the TSA rules and regulations. On Tuesday, 
August 13. 2013, I was at the American Airlines securit stop around 5:00pm and I chose to opt out of the machine and have a pat-down screening. 
The T SA officer that was assigned to me b) ( ff:, was extreme I y rude and unprofessional tow a rd s me. She relu sed to gather my 
belongings and take I hem to the pat-down area and was speaking 10 me in a very unprofessional manner. She eventually made someone else perform my screening. 
This caused an add i ti o na I de I ay as I had to wait for another agent AFTER she brought me back to the screening area. 

811812013 I know my rights and I know that I am allowed to have a pat-down if I choose. And it is the agent's job to conduct these pat-down screenings, whether they like the person or not. Please review these rights with the staff at O'Hare (includin4b)(ff:1 
922:08 It is unacceplable for the TSA staff 10 be rude & unprofessional towards the travelers who choose not 10 use the machines. ,_ ___ _, 

AM 
Thank you-



811812013 
922:13 

AM 

To whom 11 may concern: 

I am a parent who was recently picking up my son from a family summer visil from United Airlines al LAX. I can'I begin to tell you first of all, in all my travels, and all the times I've been to the airport, how professional and courIeous mosl everyone has 
always been. I have had a lot of experience or enough to know when things are done well, necessary (all be it frustrating at times) for our safety and security, and even when some employees go above and beyond to listen and be helpful to get you 
through the process or help you make your flight on 11 me. I wi 11 take this o pportu ni ty, first and foremost to a 11 of those emp I oye es and your management for p I acing those p eo pie in the rig ht positions and lo r giving the rig ht personnel the training and 
tools to take on the responsibility of utilizing the authority to protect and our Nation's security from any harm. 

Now, with that said. I would like a formal inquiry into the actions of a specific employee on the evening of August 11th at approximately p.m. PST. My mother and I went through security to get passes and then through the routine security scan etc ... My 
mother, who has an artificial Hip replacement. knew she would register the metal detector and did which was not a problem. She went to the side and allowed the necessary search and cleared with no problem. The women was also very nice and 
courteous and professional, She asked to see her things and went through all the proper questions. used gloves and performed a routine pat down and search. I went just to support my mother and everything was fine. I was putting my things in the 
plastic container down on the counter and putting my bell back on. Keep in mind, I was not under suspect and my ii ems had been cleared in lhe x•ray and rouline examination. I returned upward 10 lhe plastic container and was blocked by lwo agents 
standing at the counter (space is limited there) I was patient and waited, then asked politely if I could get to my wallet and keys. During this time, my mother and I both realized that the male agent was rummaging through my personal items. He did 
respond and we heard him say"Oh this looks interesting. I haven't one like this .... 'Did someone leave this here'. I said, excuse me can get to my things. He seemed startled and put my wallet and items down and walked away. I expected him to ask to 
search my things or say I needed to search the items or something. but it was obvious that something else was happening when he just quickly walked away. Bewildered, I asked the women who searched my mother "Hey. what was that about.'' She 
shrugged her shoulders and said I don't know. I repeated myself and so the agent came back over. I asked why he was searching my items and nol asking or answering me. So he stepped closer to me and said rudely, Ok sir! Can you open this for 
me? When I flicked the lighter he said, ·There, now you have to surrender it." On the way out to take it back to my car as one option that was given, he made a snide comment. I turned and asked to speak to his supervisor. On the way to the 
supervisor he stated another comment. "I wasn't going to make a big deal out of it and let you keep it (as in the terminal) until you had such an attitude". After speaking to the supervisor she was shocked at the comments he had made. Everyone 
refused to give me a name or ID# of any kind, but two people referred to him as fh \/R ! This "agent" has short red hair and is about 5'8" 170'#, After all the things I stated above. I don't even have a problem with them sending me to the car and am 
glad that there are precautions even if I'm not lhat aware of them. But, lhere are boundaries and you train your officers to handle situalions in the same way with every person for a reason. In this instance,ffiR}Jid not follow protocol, did not inform 
anyone that he was searching personal affects and did not protect the airport according protocol because he was stopping me from taking a lighter onto terminal. He was abusing his authority with complete disregard for protocol and was caught in a 
dIshone st act. This man should not have a badge. he should not be in the position he Is in so that he just can abuse his authority with others. I ve had contact with many T SA and airport personnel. He s Ii p ped through the cracks of your background 
checks. He is not the type of person who should be at that position. As I stated, I would like a formal inquiry and at the very least would like a punitive letter placed in his file for his next review. Furthermore, I would be happiest to come down to the 
TSA office and sil in room with a supervisor and an internal investigator to make him feel how he tries 10 make others feel when they just Irying to comply and travel or get to their family members. Concerned cilizen. 

Most seriously, 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:l(b 1(6) 
Date Time: 811812.,_0.,.13,..,.1 0,..:.,.33,_.:_,.2_,.8 _,.A_,.M,-, 

······················----------------····························· 

NamibI(61 
Emai]h I/R, 
Complaints: Damaged or Missing items in Checked or Carry-on Baggage 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/AirportlGate/Etc): 
Comments: August 181 h. 2013 

b1(6) I 
811812013 ------.-----~Raleigh, NC 27612 

11 :12:56 ,_(b_.1,..(6_., ___ .._I ___ ~ 
AM ~b~1_(6~) _______ ~I 

Transportation Security Administration 
TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov 
1 · 866· 28 9· 96 73 

Attn: Customer Service - Complaints and Reimbursement 

To whom it may concern, 

This letter is being written to report an incident that occurred on Monday, August 12th at 6:20 a.m. at the Trenton Airport. At this time I was on my way to catch flight 919, a 6:30 a.m. plane to Raleigh, NC. 

The lines for security were very backed up and TSA was having issues keeping up, maybe from understaffing or training. Whatever the reason, I became very nervous waiting in line and worried that I would miss my plane. It was a relief when the 
announcement came at 6:15 a.m. for the Raleigh passengers to move ahead. 



FromJb1(6) 

Sent: Sunday, August 18, 2013 1:19 AM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP._kb_-._,(6_-_I --~ 

811812013 Dale Time: 8/1812013 1: 18 57 AM 

11:13:40 
AM 

Name: 

Email: 

HYPERLINK._l(b_)_(6_ •• _, _____________ ...., 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

Complaint about Treatment in TSA area at SFO 

Comments: 

On August 2, 2013 I and my husband left out of LGB far SFO with no hassles ar problems. We both went through security together at the same time with our IDs and did our security part by your rules with no problems. 

I am writing to you 10 IeI1 you of my experience at Hobby Airport. on Wednesday, August 14th, 2013, approximately -5:30 pm. Let me tell you a lillle about myself first. I am a business professional, and manage a staff of 123 off season, and 159 in 
season. headcount. I have over 4 million dollars in inventory, and annual sales volume over 27 million dollars. I am educated and pay my taxes on a daily, monthly. and annual basis. I am VERY aware of my constitutional rights, specifically amendment 
4. 

On the day in question, I was traveling from Hobby Airport in Houston, Texas to my final deslination. I engaged the TSA securily line at Hobby airport in Houston Texas and as I approached the genlleman at the podium, I presented my Iemporary, yet 
valid drivers license (I just recently relocated and had to change drivers license states) to the person there. He stated that this ID was NOT valid and asked for secondary picture ID, which I thought was strange since I was on a RETURN flight and had 
presented this exact same ID at another airport and had NO ISSSUES. Nonetheless, I complied and presented a second picture ID. The gentleman stated he needed a supervisor to look in to the matter and contacted a supervisor named "Maui" to 
assist. This person came over and stated that neither of these ID's were legitimate and asked ii I had a credit card with my name on it. I presented not one, but two additional credit cards. This person now had 4 PIECES of ID. at that point he stated that 
since my Io·s were not sufficient, I would be required to submit to a "modified pat down'. When I inquired why, he simply staled that "that was policy", When I informed him thal I respectfully disagreed, due to having traveled on lhis identification just 

811812013 two days ago, he told me that they were inconsistent with the enforcement of the policies so that the "terrorist couldn't figure them out·. Are you kidding me? When I asked what my options were at that point. he stated I could either submit to the 
1 :05: 15 modified pat down or I was free to leave the airport, but either way I was not boarding a plane today unless I followed their policies. I ended up relinquishing my 4th amendment rights so that I could get home. 

PM 
I ask you, is ii TSA policy to seleclively enforce policies? Is ii within TSA authority 10 randomly violate the constitution of the United Stales? Is it within your aulhority to CREATE a policy I hat suits your needs (staling my ID was nol valid, then asking for 
another form, then asking for a credit card?) until you can isolate air passengers to search? Why is the policy not enforced consistently throughout ALL airports? As a frequent traveler, to not only witness first hand the lack of professionalism displayed 
by~ but a I so the I a ck of consIste n cy of your team at this airport I Hob by) I am DEEPLY conce med about my safety and security as an air passenger. I am very di sa ppoi nted at how this s ituat1on was handled, that my 4th am end me nt rig ht was 
stripped away by the misinformation of a SUPERVISOR. and the I ack of consistency at which your policies are enforced, It's no wonder that the po pula ti on of the United States has an overwhelmingly large lea r of the American government, This 
supervisor and the rest of the team should be held accountable for this mishap, disciplined, and PROPERLY relrained on how to execute GOVERNMENT policy so as to NOT CREATE a perception of BIG GOVERNMENT!•! 

Di ssa ppointed American Citizen 



Went through terminal 2 minneapolis, humphrey terminal, at 12: 10 pm sunday august 18. 2013. Why would someone be subjected to a patdown after going through adv secunty screening? I have a hip replacement and travel often from both chicago 
airports and have never never never been patted down after this type screening. When going through basic meta I d ete cto rs i have been wand ed and briefly pa ftedd own but today was subjected to a pat down which i consid oed to be abusive by a 
female tsa stJffer, who also palled my breasts down even though i informed her of lhe hip. 

In addition. my husband has been informed numerous times by tsa staff to hold cash and wallet, without any metal, above his head during these type screenings for secunty purposes and to not put cash etc on the conveyor lme due to possible theft by 

811812013 travelers or even staff. Today the same female staffer took his wallet gave it to another staffer who then sent it through the conveyor line screener. Normally a staffer will open and inspect in front of him but this female staffer said you cant do what he 

3,10,06 did though he always does ii in full view of Isa. While I his took place his wallet was completely out of view. 

PM 
It appears that the fem a I e staffer whose name , did not get due to her curt and a brusque nature requires some co u nci I mg and re-education. In addition what a re the prop er procedures? I have never comp I am ed about this who I e i nconve ni e nt process 
until today. The female staffer appeared to be in her 60's. with salt and pap per hair, pulled back, and she wore glasses. 

Thank you 

[b)(61 

811812013 
525:26 

PM 

8118/13 10:43am 
I Just went through TSA and fortunately I was here ahead of time because there were 10 agents standing around talking to each other not working and only one agent checking IDs• Three more agents were sitting m a side room. The TSA only had one 
screening area open, while the line of passengers was backed up' The father. son. and grandmother in front of me all were allowed to go through the metal detector. I told the agent directing individuals into the machines that I had a diabetic sensor on 
my abdomen and he wouldn't lei me go through the metal detector.he said it will be fine, and made me go though the radio wave de1ec1or. I went through and as I was leaving the screening area to get my bags on the x-ray machine, I was stopped by a 
female agent that said she had to pat down my left side. I said no it is a diabetic sensor and the agent I told before I went thru machine said it was fine. She did not listen to me and reached out and touched exactly where I told her not to' I said no Do 
not to touch 11 and after the fact said oh sorry did I move it? I said you need to listen to people and not touch a device that someone tells you not to• I am so sick of my civil rights being violated every week with your Gestapo staff' 
Then I proceed to the x-ray machine to get my carry-on luggage only to have my lead glasses (which I pull out of my work bag every week going through security as a courtesy) have 2 agents pull them out look at them. I told what they were prior to the 
agent opening up lhe box to examine lhe glasses. Then he says I have 10 run tests on all the boxes for explosives• Excuse me? I fly with these 3 wkslmonlh for the past 3.5 yrs! So I had 10 wait why he put on exam gloves then slowly swiped each of 
side of the four boxes' Just because the idiots that work for your TSA don't know that lead glasses are for radiation protection in hospitals used by doctors and staff doesn't mean I have to go through this scrutiny in order for me to do MY job every 
week' 

kb1(6) 
Business I ravel er 
Southwest A-List Preferred 

Sir or Ma'am. 
Chi co airport T SA does Pat-Downs and Adv a need Pat-Downs even when no a I arms are triggered at the Sec u nty Checkpoint. In fact. my eight month p regnant wife and I . a US Veteran. returning home to America from being saved lo nm a 

terrorist a bd ucti on in SE Asia, were subjected to an Adv a need Pat-Down, after already cl earing the Security Checkpoint, and go /ten re-dressed. 

We we re not al lowed to be searched in a private room. We we re searched in front of the other passengers. pa st the checkpoint, feet away from the tarmac. It was very hum i Ii ati ng. embarrassing, deg rad mg. and saddening. Now that we a re finally sale. 
home in America, the land of Freedoms and Rights, where my wife can give birth. this is how we are treated. How can this be? 

Our belongings were taken away. Were were refused to have them. nor have them in our sight. This includes the confiscation of our purse and wallets, phones, and all personal valuables. My wife, a foreign national permanent immigrant to the USA 
was happy to leave her corrupt 3rd world nation. She was shocked that after arriving in America she is treated worse than in a 3rd world developing nation .. , 

CIC is not LAX or SFO. It is a small provincial airport with only two employees and a couple flights a day. It appears the the TSA in Chico, CA-CIC are following Frontier Law and not proper Federal protocol. I would hope that this issue will be rectified 

8118120 13 for the future. Thank you for your ti me. Good day. 

7:06:39 
PM 

l(b}(6} 

http://www.tsa.gov/traveler-informationlpat-downs 

http://www.tsa.gov/traveler-informationlprotect-your-property 

http://www.chico.ca.us/airportlhome_page.asp 



-----Ociqina1 Messaae----
Frorrl(b i(6i 
Sent: Sunday. August 18. 2013 12:34 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subjecl: Discrimination observation 

Good afternoon- 1 'm actually trying to notify you of a situation I ob served this mo rm ng ( not something that happened to me personally). 

811812013 I was lraveling loday- my departure airporl was Charlolle Douglas in Charlolle nc. lnwas in lhe security line. Ahead of me was an older middle eastern couple with Arabic passports- they were also clearly Muslim The TSA agents were rude to this 

7:31 :30 husband and wife, grew impatient when they could not understand instructions in English clearly and then periarmed a very public very invasive pat down al the wife. Yes it was a female officer completing the pat dawn but she went above and beyond 
what was necessary. 

PM 

This interaction happened aboul 4:50am in the dell a 1erminal. Please follow up on this. I must admit for the first time, I was ashamed to be an American after the way we treated lhese people- clearly biased by their nationalily and religion. 

If you have any questions, feel Ire e to cal I me. 

Sent from my iPhone 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:.'"l(b-.-1('"'6-, ---,.-------------------------------------

Date Time 811812013 810:23 PM 

Name (b)(6 

Email (b)(ff1 
Comp a,n1s: ong ines I Lenglhy Wait at Checkpoint' 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):SJC an Saturday the 17th at around 18:15 

811912013 Comments:I arrived at SJC to pick up my unaccompanied minor. The airport was empty and I opted out of the AIT scanning. 
8:29:53 

AM The screener on duty required that I go through a pat down (even lhough a family after me just walked lhrough the metal de1ec1or without the unnecessary extras) and then called for a "male assist". After wailing about 5 minu1es (other staf were 
standing around chatting but otherwise not caring) a male staff member walked past me and it was mentioned to him that I was waiting for a male assist. He looked disdainfully at me but likewise ignored the staff member who was asking for 
assistance. Another staff member walked through the gate s ho rtl y after and the seen e was repeated. 

Finally, the older officer came back (after yel a noter request being called out) and took me aside for a full pat down. 

My issues with this experience are: 
1) I waited around for the better part ol 15 minutes in an empty airport with staff just standing around. 
2) If other parents can go through the metal detectors (they haven'I losl their effectiveness, obviously), I hen why was I nol able to withoul the extra, unnecesary, hassle to collect my unaccompanied minor? 
3) Metal detectors work just fine (the rest al the world uses them and we still trust them enough ta let parents and several other groups through) so why are we treating people who choose not to use the AIT like terrorists? Last I checked, we were 
meant to be The Land of the Free, not the I and of the pointlessly paranoid. 
4) The staff member who patted me down (I didn't get his name) was gruff and obviously incensed that anyone would opt out of AIT scanning. 



8/1912013 
11:10:25 

AM 

Caller fiys regularly with l1qu1d. gel, and aerosol medications which are over 3.4 ounces. These medications are always screened additionally. sometimes out of the passengers sight. Caller states her carry-on luggage and her person are also 
sometimes subject to additional screening because of this. Caller wants to know if TSA PreCheck may exempt her from this additional screening, 

Resolution: 

Advised caller that medically necessary LG As over 3.4 ounces are subject to additional screening. This sometimes may also result in additional screening of the passenger and their belongings. including a pat-down and hand inspection of a carry-on 
ba9. PreCheck will not exempt you from this additional screening. TransporIation Securily Administration (TSA) policy requires Transportalion Security Officers (TSOs) 10 reasonably ensure that carry-on items, including disability-related devices and 
aids, are kept within a passenger's line-of-sight when a passenger is required to undergo additional screening. When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to 
maintain control and sight of the passenger's items and to ensure that the passenger Is reunited with his or her property once it clears x-ray screening. 

(b,(61 
Phone#: Cell: ~b~l~(6~I __ ~Homekbl(61 
Please note that we may contact you at the provided numbers. 
Maili[ Addmsskb 1l61 IF"I Paso. TX 79904 
Email b1(6) I 
What happened? Describe your complaint. Give as much detail about your experience as possible, 
including the name of the air carrier, if this occurred at an airport. 
On Wednesday. 31 July 2013. I arrived from Mexico City on American Airlines flight #1526 at 
Terminal D at the Dallas/Fort-Worlh International AirporI. After 9oing throu9h immigration and 
customs I p race ed ed to go through the security gate in order to boa rd a second plane to my 
final destination. 

Since I am a cancer survivor, I always request a pal down, as I do nol feel comfortable walking 

1 through the X-ray machine. As I was standing in line to go through security, I approached a TSA 
8~1-~9

2~~3 agent !(b·:,(61 !to let him know in advance that I wanted a pat down search. He 
· PM acknowledged my request and I went back to the line to wait my tum. Once it was my turn. EE] 

~aid to let my carry-on lu99a9e go through lhe security scan and for me to wail uni ii a TSA 
agent came to 9et me for the pat down. I proceeded to do as he said. I placed my coat and 
shoes in one of the gray trays: then, on a second tray. I placed my smaller carry-on. which had 
my purse inside, and the third item was my larger carry-on. which did not need a tray. While 
waiting behind the partition, near the scanner, for the TSA agent to come do the pat down I tried 
to keep an eye on my luggage as it proceeded through the security scan. 
As I stood behind waiting, I noticed that on I y my larger carry-on and the tray with my coat and 
shoes made it through. The tray with my smaller carry-on, which contained my purse with my 
credit cards, identificalion cards, money, and jewelry did not make it through. At leasi. I could not 
see it. I became concerned and anxious as passengers kept going through the Ii ne whi I e I had to 
remain behind and could not see where my smaller carry-on bag was. I kept waiting for the TSA 
agent to arrive to do the pat down and after about a minute and a half, I approached !rh··11r;··1 I 
and told him I was concerned thal one of my carry-on bags with my valuables in it, was not with 
the rest of my personal belongin9sJrh··11R·1 !dismissed my concern and in a harsh tone of 
voice said I had to wait for the TSA agent. I tried to tell him again what my concern was, that this 



Disability Description: The caller thinks she was publicly raped by TSA due to a hip replacement. She flew from GTF and was patted down. 

Information Requesl: The caller slates lhat she fiew under kb)(ffl I The caller states thal she is patted down ever time she flies from every place thal does not have a body scanner. The caller states she cannol take ii anymore. The caller 
states that her son is getting married September 14th in Buffalo and states she does not even want to go to his wedding because she has to be patted down. She would be flying from ANC to BUF and from BU F to ANC. The caller states that a female 
officer in GTF groped her breast and did not use the back of her hand. The caller states that it does not matter whether they use the back of their hands or not she is tired of being raped. The caller wants to know why TSA does not require every 
airport to have a body scanner to prevent patd owns, The cal I er wants someone to help her so she w i 11 not have to have a pa tdown, The ca Iler wants to know if they screen al I turbans, 

811912013 Response Details: A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT The passenger can request a private screening at any time. 

2:22:14 
PM I advised the caller that ii she has medical documentation she could present it to the officers but she would still have to have a patdown if she sets off alarms. 

I advised the caller that if she has concerns she could ask for a PSS. 

I offered to email the caller the information but she declined. 

I advised the caller that if turbans set off alarms they are patted down as well. 

Disability Description: The caller thinks she was publicly raped by TSA due to a hip replacement. She flew from GTF and was patted down. 

Information Request The caller states that she fiew under!(b)(ffl I The caller states that she is patted down ever time she flies from every place that does not have a body scanner. The caller states she cannot take it anymore. The caller 
states tha I her son is getting married September 14th in Buffa lo and s ta I es she does not even want to go 10 his weddi n9 because she has 10 be patted down. She would be flyi n9 from ANC 10 BU F and from BU F to AN C. The ca Iler states I hat a le ma I e 
officer in GTF groped her breast and did not use the back of her hand. The caller states that it does not matter whether they use the back of their hands or not she is tired of being raped. The caller wants to know why TSA does not require every 
airport to have a body scanner to prevent paid owns. The cal I er wants someone to help her so she wi 11 not have to have a patdown. The caller wants to know if they screen al I turbans. 

811912013 Response Details: A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies idenlified by AIT The passenger can request a private screening al any time. 

2:22:14 
PM I advised the cal I er that if she has med i ca I documentation she could present it to the off ce rs but she wou Id sti 11 have to have a paid own 1/ she sets off a I arms. 

I advised the caller thal if she has concerns she could ask for a PSS. 

I offered to emai I the ca 11 er the information but she d eel in ed. 

I advised the caller thal if turbans set off alarms they are patted down as well. 

Disability Description: The caller thinks she was publicly raped by TSA due to a hip replacement. She flew from GTF and was palled down. 

Information Request: The caller states that she fiew unde~(b::,(6) I The caller states that she is patted down ever time she flies from every place that does not have a body scanner. The caller states she cannot take it anymore. The caller 
states that her son is getting married September 14th in Buffa lo and states she does not even want to go to his wedding because she has to be patted down, She would be flying from ANC to BU F and from BU F to AN C. The ca Iler states that a le ma I e 
officer in GTF groped her breasl and did not use lhe back of her hand. The caller states that it does nol matler whelher they use lhe back of their hands or nol she is tired of being raped. The caller wanls to know why TSA does not require every 
airport to have a body scanner to prevent patdowns. The caller wants someone to help her so she will not have to have a patdown. The caller wants to know if they screen all turbans. 

8119120 13 Res pons e D eta i Is: A p atdown procedure a I so is used to reso Ive any a I arms of a meta I detector or a noma I ies ide nti fi ed by AIT. The p asse nge r can request a private screening at any time, 

2:22:14 
PM 

I advised the caller that if she has medical documentation she could present it to the officers but she would still have to have a patdown if she sets off alarms. 

I advised the caller that ii she has concerns she could ask for a PSS. 

I offered to email the caller the information but she declined. 

I advised the cal I er that ii turbans set off ala rm s they a re patted down as we 11. 



Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es Screening (AI T Pa td own) 
Current Date/Time . 8/19/2013 4:59:22 PM Airport . Select One Oate/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 

8119/2013 TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
6:08:07 Comment . my wife is constantly subjected ta &quat;random&quot: security checks. I was wondering how we might ga about re solving the situation so that it does not happen in the future. She is clearly on a list al some sort and I'd like to see if we can 

PM get her off of it. who can we speak with about this? 

8/19/2013 
8:1649 

PM 

8/20/2013 
12:24:38 

PM 

Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b)(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Calegories Pal-down: Carry-on Property Out of View During Screening Current Dale/Time 811912013 6:51 :31 PM Airport: LAS - McCarran International Date/Time of Travel: 08/0412013 5:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: United Flight 1249Y 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport. D Terminal Main Check Point TSA Employee: (If Known) :ltii:iill:[J Unknown female agent, brown hair blue eyes tan or medium skin tone Comment. I expressed reasonable concern about sending my carry-on through 
the x-ray machine before an agent was available to escort me through to the security screening area. ~became very aggressive, demanding that I put my canry on into the machine before she would even call an agent for a pat down. I 
apologized, repeated my concern and explained that the system was different at my local airport: this only made her angrier. Her emotions where apparent to everyone at the check point and my subsequent pat-down by another agent was extremely 
rough, my downstairs lady parts were contacted multiple times, but I was_100 scaref by then 1f say anything. I was so upset I cried all the way to my gate. However, what upsets me _now is thal I had lhis really bad experi_ence at lhe expense of national 
safety. The agents were so busy getting mad at me. they failed to ma1nta1n security h 11R ·, walked away from her post to get 1n my face. turning her back to the crowd and d1stract1ng other agents who were now watching as she directed her attention 
solely on me, she is separating passengers from their unattended canry-on for indetenminate amounts of time, and the unknown agent who was thorough enough to stick her hands in my lady parts. completely ignored my hair which was held in a large 
bun at the back of my head in an equally large clip. 

There are really great TSA agents. SFO does a great job. they are polite, they are firm without raising their voices, they maintain control of the crowded environment, their agents are present, professional and paying attention. 
They donl show aggression or try to intimidate passengers, they don't get angry when passengers raise questions. express concern, or display confusion. they don't loose control of their emotions or encourage their co-workers to perform punitive pat
downs, they don't forget basic steps in a routine screening, and in 6 years they have managed to /never/ put their hands in my tutu. 

Mccarren airport and agents like these are failing in their duty. They promote negative stereotypes about the TSA and foster an antagonist climate towards airport safety. Let's all help to make the basic safety rules more clear and de-escalate the 
an i m os1ty on both sides. We al I want the same thing, sale ski es. PI ease re I ay my concerns to Mccarren T SA so that they can work to Im prove their performance. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone N11mhec · 
Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es 01 her: Screening 
Current Date/Time . 8/20/2013 11 :27:41 AM Airport · HOU - William P. Hobby Date/Time of Travel · 08/19/2013 12:00 PM Airline & Flight Number · 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : checkpoint after clearing customs TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment· I would like to complain about a screening conducted on 8119. I was traveling with two young children (9 months and four years old) and was carrying the baby in a carTier. One of the agents allowed me to go through the detector with the 
baby in lhe carrier and then 1es1ed my hands followin9 so I hat I did not have to remove the baby. A second agent then took lhe pre-mixed formula (liquid in individual boxes ready for use) I had declared and asked if she could open them. Because they 
ga bad if they are opened and not used, I declined and then she insisted an conducting a pat down check on me while I was carrying the baby even though my hands had just been tested. She also asked for my son to stand away from me during this 
test and my son was concerned. He had to find his father in the screening area due to this. I understand that you are trying to keep us safe and appreciate your efforts but please make an effort to sync up your screening for families so that we do not 
have to be tested/checked multiple times during a screening, One child had to go to the bathroom, the other had a dirty diaper and everyone was cranky due to the lines. I know this is common but the hassle is felt by parents and children. Thank you. 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : h1tp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.9ov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Calegories Other; Screening (AIT, Patdown) Current Date/Time : 8120/2013 1 :07:05 PM Airport Select One Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 

8120/2013 Comment: When returning from Venice, Italy, I was slopped lwice there and again in Philadelphia. I had SSSS on my tickets/boarding passes. I had just renewed my passport in April. I had never been stopped before. I would like 10 cleJr this up 
2:09:01 before traveling again. 

PM Travel date was August 7, 2013. Thank you. 

8/20/2013 

Would you like a res onse? · True 

Passenger's Na.,m,...e-b""·'-"1 -'-6~' - ...... ---' 
Phone Number ·., ·1 

Email (b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Hello Sir/Madam, 

I was going through the security lhis morning at Midway International Airport (Chicago). For some reason I think someone slole my Gold bracelet while I was waiting for the pat down. Can someone please find out if they have any information regarding 
this matter. I was going through the security around 6:50 AM. 

4:32:39 Any help in this matter would be appreciated. 
PM 

8/21/2013 

Thanks, 

Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es Screening (AI T, Pa td own) 
Current Date/Time . 8/2112013 6:38:31 AM Airport : IAD - Washington-Dulles International Date/Time of Travel . 08120/2013 Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: Hi, 

8:10:07 I am a Canadian Citizen and travel between US and Canada often for personal reasons and I am also a member of Nexus. 
AM In the last three occasions (Since July) flying out of IAD I have been subject to enhanced screening with a SSSS stamp placed on my boarding pass. This is occurred since July and was not the case the previous years when I flew to the US. I would 

like to find out lhe reason why I am subject 10 I his advanced screening and I would like to do something aboul it. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name!(b)(ff:, 
Phone Number , ~~~---~ 

Email kb 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



8/2112013 
9:31:45 

AM 

Caller needs to speak to someone over T SA. 
He has went through the cost and aggravations for PreCheck. He has a metal alarm evertime he travels. He has a bad knee and has to the the patdown. He wants them to wand the knee and look at his knee and see the scare. He says he has gone 
through the AIT before and has not had a problem. He wants them 10 put the AIT in the PreScreening line. 

Told caller 
I could give him an address for John Pistole. he did not want it. I had ask him if I could help him. I tried to explain to him about the proGdure for screening with metal. 
Anytime there was meIaI in the body, let the officer know where the metal was located in the body. If I here was 
an alarm during screening the officer will give a patdawn ta clear any alarm. They are just verifing it was the metal 
in the body instead of something on the body. 

The PreCheck was designed for passengers with disabilities bul was for more of a bussiness Iraveler. Anytime you go through screening and there was an alarm they will have to give a patdown 10 clear an alarm. He can wrile Mr Pistole a letler or he 
can go on the blog to make his suggestion of having the AIT at the PreCheck locations. 
He kept saying a four letter word so I told him if he said that one more time I would turn over the call to a supervisor, he said he would be glad to speak to a supervisor I turned the call over to J(b)(6I 

It may or may nol cause an alarm, it would depend on several things like the kind of metal or even how deep it was 
in the body. 

Escalated to a Suoervisorc I spoke with the caller and explained that there is simply na way for the TCC to put an AIT in the Precheck line. I offered him an alternative by having private screening when a patdown occurs. He was not happy with rny 
s ugg esti on. I offered him the HQ address he d eel i ned. I then to Id him th at I simply do not have the authority to change the s c reem ng eq uI pme nt in the checkpoints and th at he needs to sI m ply accept the procedures for what they a re, security for his 
personal safety. 

He felt irritated that he has been approved for Precheck but has to still have a patdown due to the WTMD being in the Precheck line. I apologized and told him that there simply wasn t anything that I could do for him here and ended the ca11.[§R§IJ 

DEN, PHL and MCO. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:l,_(b--'1_(6--') ___ __. 
Date Time: 812112013 8:58:37 AM 

Namt,b·"i(6) 
Emai b1(6) 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight VX 0170 

812112013 LAX. Terminal 3, Virgin America 
1 0: 19: 14 Comments: I era ssed through security just before 11 pm for an 11 : 3 5p m flight on August 20. 2013. I made the mistake of having a water bottle with water in my bag. When the TSA officer --Olli cer BI ue--pul I ed my bags she rattled off a number of 

AM opt ions that I did not understand, When I stated that I had a flight in I ess th an ha If an hour and wanted to know the protoco I th at would get me through security the quickest, she gathered a 11 my be longings and said I would need to re-enter security after 
disposing of the water. However, she did not allow me to exit and correct lhe problem as she described and began swabbing and searching my suitcase. She did not swab the bag that had caused her to pull me aside and despile lelling me lhat I could 
not touch my belongings, handed me a purse that was found in the same bag as the water bottle. She then re-ran my suitcase through security. After doing sa, she said I could either dispose of the bottle completely. drink the water, ar leave security 
and pour out the water. When I asked her where I could go to dnnk the water as she described she made me exit security anyway. When I stated that my flight was in 20 minutes, her colleague told her she was making me miss my flight. When I stated 
th at I le It she was i ntenti o na 11 y making me miss my II i g ht by going through protoco I as slowly as po ssi bl e. she said it wou Id tea ch me not to have water again, I understand the purpose of p rota col , but I could not understand why she was acting in a 
manner to prolong the process--she refused to provide directions or give me an explanation of protocol. For example, she would tell me to walk one slep forward then backup, then backup again, before stating I hat we would be exiling through a gate-
she kept me uninformed and spoke to me in a condescending manner. I felt harassed the entire time. I made a paint of telling her that at no paint did I ever refuse to follow protocol or have my bags rescreened. I asked her to share the process and 
keep me informed so that I wouldnl miss my flight. I also felt it peculiar that she insisted on swabbing a bag that raised no concerns. resend in it through security, before requiring me to exit and be screened again. I also heard a TSA officer inform 
another woman, in a different line. that she had a water bottle in her bag. She was given the option to throw it out immediately and proceed without incident. The disparate treatment we received made me feel like I was being unfairly harassed for 
something unrelated to security concerns. In my mind, had she truly felt I he water been a threat, she would have spent her lime checking it for subslances or given me an oplion to correcl the problem rather than spend 15 minutes "teaching me a 
lesson." The entire experience felt like an abuse of power that had the intention of provoking me rather than keep me safe. I travel frequently and have never felt harassed or unfairly targeted by at her TSA employees. 



812112013 
12:09:42 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 8/2112013 9:58:43 AM Airport : TUL - Tulsa International Date/Time al Travel : 08/05/2013 5:45 PM Airline & Flight Number · Delta 4662 Checkpoint/Area al Airport · 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I was subjected to pat-down because of a double layer of fabric at a pocket on my dress. It seems to me that the equipment is too sensitive ii a pat-down is triggered by a pocket with nothing in it. I find pat-downs very objectionable, and do 
not imagine that they increase passenger security. 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

I could nol get a TSA rep on lhe phone, only au10 announcements, and I need to talk to an agent. 

I have GOES ID but I cannot seem to apply and use this when I travel through TSA at DFW or at SNA (or anywhere in the USA). Homeland Security advised that I could. The TSA agents at DFW & SNA pushed back my GOES card and only wanted 
my DL. They don't seem to want anyone who might be different, because maybe they would have to think. They still put me through the X-ray machines and pat downs. 

I went to the TSA.GOV website but I don't see where I can add my number there. American Airlines added me as a Trusted Traveler but there are no advantages to using it in the USA with TSA. I tried using the GOES ID along with my DR, at the 
airport and they push it aside as if they donl recognize it or don't want to. 

How can I apply my GOES ID to TSA within the USA? There should be an easier transition from GOES to TSA using Trusted Traveler but I haven'I' found it. Too much information leading nowhere, both on the phone and website. Your program isn't 
8/2112013 going ta work well if people can't apply it. 

2:17:07 
PM Thanks, 

rb,(6) 

PS I just spoke to a AA agent an AA Advantage agent and they both said they don't know why 11 was not printing out on my ticket that I was a trusted traveler, all information 1s there in my records, there is nothing more they can do. She did advise 
there are only certain terminals at the participating airports that use Trusted Traveler. However, at SNA there is only one place to enter, and that TSA agent pushed my GOES card away. So I don't see that it's much use within the USA and I have to 
hope you expand it to be used universally and Ira in your agents how 10 recognize and use them. Right now it's exasperating rather than convenient. Please advise if there is anylhing you can do about this. 



812112013 
2:17:49 

PM 

TSA Contact Center: 

CRCL received the below and are forwarding to you to handle as deemed appropriate. 

Sincerely, 

U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
Office for Ci vi I Rights and Ci vi I Liberties 

~~~rg:rg: Messaae---
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 4: 18 PM 
To: CRCL 
Subject Fly Rights - New Report frord._[bc..· .. 1(-=-6~1 __ __. 

Calabasas CA 91302 

Are you 18 ar over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 



!(bH61 !was told to call TSA. She had a very uncomfortable expenence with Delta airlines and TSA. She is in a wheelchair and had problems at the airport. When she was at the TSA checkpoint. she was made to stand up in the machine while the 
thing went around her. The TSO agent then calls her to the side for a pat down. She was wearin a Ion dress that was a see through sundress.She felt that the pat down was not conducted correctly. She felt the entire body search. The TSO put her 
hand only on certain body parts. The TSO didn t pat down her arms and one side of her body. (b)(ff:, specially got upset when the TSO touched her vagina and only patted down one side of her bodykb)(ff:, !is a victim of rape and lhis 
experience ups et her very much. She did not get the T SOs name and no one wo u Id te 11 her their name. This incident happened at Charlotte Doug I as I nte rnat ion a I Airport. 

Advised the cal I ere 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 
Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless of their personal situations and needs. are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain 
what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

Passenger Support Specialist are available at every checkpoint on every shift and are intended to be the first line of resolution for conflicts. They are available to assist passengers that may require assistance through the passenger screening 
checkpoint. 

812112013 TSA strives 10 provide the highesl level of security while ensuring thal all passengers are trealed with dignily and respect. To I hat end, TSA launched TSA Cares, a helpline number designed to assist 1ravelers with disabilities and medical conditions. 

3A0:34 
PM 

Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at 1-855-787-2227 prior to traveling. TSA Cares serves as an additional, dedicated resource spec1f1cally for passengers with disabil1t1es, medical conditions or other circumstances or their loved ones who want to 
prep are for the screening process prior to flying, 

The hours of operation for the TSA Cares helpline are Monday through Friday 8 a.m. - 11 p.m. EST and weekends and Holidays 9 a.m. - 8 p.m. EST. TSA recommends that passengers call no less than 72 hours ahead of travel in case it is determined 
th at it is necessary to coordinate sup po rt at the airport. 

Ai rpo rt:Charlotte Doug I as International Airport 
Airline: Delta 
Flight numbers: 567 6 
Date and time: 8 20 2013 she arrived around 6:00 am, the departure was 7: 15 am 
Specific location of incident (what terminal or gate) TSA checkpoint 
Individuals contact information (phone number or EMAIL) 

l(b1(6) I 
This week, lhe TSA in MAUI (OGG) refused to accept my daughler's pholo ID card from lhe University of California and was subjected to a search. (This was a search, not a limiled pat down--it went beyond the legal definilion of pat down). 

The UC ID is a state issued photo identification. Why is that not acceptab I e? 

812112013 (b 1(6) 
4:0648 ""(b~1"'"(6,...,_.....__ ____ __, 

PM an ,ego 

812212013 

Caller fiew from Orlando to PHL and there was a problem with screening she was pulled aside and patted down and tested for explosives then they lei her go. She states when she came back out of PHL the same thing happened again. TSA told her 
she was pu 11 ed aside because she has meta I showing. She got worried and went to physician they did a ct sea n and fa und nothing. She wants to know how to keep this from ha pp en i ng again. 

1247 55 
PM Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this 1echnology will be required 10 undergo alternalive screening, including a lhorough patdown. Signs are posted in fronl of each AIT localion advising passengers of this right. 

812212013 
2:06 08 

PM 

The caller said she flew from Houslon to Oklahoma City on April 15, 2013 at 6:35am on Southwest Airlines flight#283. The caller said she went through securily and she was told 10 stand to the side and wail for a pat-down. The caller said she s1ood for 
5 minutes and the officers took her into a room and periormed a pat-down. The caller said the second incident occured at Oklahoma City on August 16, 2013 at 6:40am on Southwest Airlines flight# 344. The caller said she was told she had something 
on her hands that co u Id set off an a I a rm. The ca 11 er said the office rs swabbed her hands. The caller said one officer told her she s hou Id go but the other officer to Id her that she wo u Id have to have her purse searched and another pat-down. The ca 11 er 
said the officer to Id her the machine must be broke, The ca 11 er the officer told her they were going to search her purse, The ca 11 er said the officer searched the purse and they found a bottle ol lotion in the purse, The officer offered the ca 11 er a cha nee to 
give the lotion 10 a non-traveling companion bul the caller refused. The caller said the officer then took lhe lolion. The caller said she is upsel al the way she was treated. 

I told the caller TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process will enable us to ensure prompt. corrective action whenever we determine 
th at security screening policies need modification or spec iii c employees or sere ener tea ms are the subject of repeated complaints. 



8/2212013 
2:10:57 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Servir;,lsc.reenGg Current Date/Time: 812212013 12:42:55 PM Airporl: JFK - John F, Kennedy lnternalional Date/Time of TrMel 08/1512013 Airline & Flight Number: DeltJ 141 Checkpoint/Area of Airport security TSA 
Employee: (If Known)· Super,iso b.1(6.:, omment: I happen to be an attorney in NYC, going thru security on Aug 15, 2013 for Delta 141 from JFK to SFO at around 2:15 pm. Opted out and waiting for a TSA officer to do a pat down. My laptop and 
all rny out of pocket valuables have c eared the machine and sit at the very end of the conveyer belt out of my sight. Other passengers are picking up their stuff at the far end of the conveyer belt. As I'm waiting, I asked an officer to have someone to 
keep an eye on my stuff. He response, it was not his problem. I asked for a super,isor. Super,isorfilill&[Jcomes up, and absolutely brazenly tells me that under TSA procedures my valuables are not TSA's concern and that nobody is going to keep 
an eye on them. I Ir Mel a 101. Usually TSA officers are very accommodaling about my valuables sitting at the far end of the conveyer belt while I'm wailing for an officer to do a pat down, and will keep an eye on my stuff. It goes without saying that, if 
any of my valuables were stolen, TSA would have had a lawsuit on its hands. Besides, even in NYC, who talks to customers like that? 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name t"'b"").,_(6"-·:~, ___ _. 
Phone Number : 

Email =~kb~1 ... (6~)----~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

!(b)(61 

l(b,(61 

f""h ... ·1"-1'-'R'-·., __ _,! Greenlawn, NY 11740 

HYPERLINK b)(6) ,_ ____________________ __, 

As my wife and I stood on the line (at JFK's Jet blue's terminal 5, where TSA security checks your ID and boarding pass) my wife produced her ID and prepared our boarding passes for inspection. As we have done for many years, my wife held our 
boarding passes (our lwo young childrens her's and mine) and prepared 10 hand it 10 lhe guard at the podium for inspection. With my wife in fronl (and our lwo young children between us) she turns and asks me for my ID so she in 1urn can hand it to the 
guard. As I handed my (NYS Drivers license) to my wife another guard who was walking by admonishes my wife (for holding my ID) and instructs her to give it back to me. He explained that I should be holding and presenting my own ID. My wife 
immediately complied, handed the guard my pass and ID and explained that since I was carrying all the bags we do this so as not to slow down the line. The guard shook his head no and handed my pass & ID back to me. As I listened to his 

8122120 13 explanation I said nothing but I did in fact ro 11 my eyes, in disagreement, as he handed the items back to me, The guard took offense to my facia I expression and says "oh you have an attitude now", I responded by yes and who do you think you are 

10:08:51 speaking to me I his way. He saw me looking at his name tag and says "Office,filillJ and pats his ID whith a smirk. I then said OK no problem (as I did not want to escalale lhe situation). 

PM 
When we reached the podium the guard ( who had heard the entire exchange between me and l(Si(l:he c ked my wifes and chi Id re n s boa rd i ng passes and I et them through, se pe rating me from my lam i ly. I stood wa iii ng u nti I she processed seve ra I other 
people (who were behind me) and then checked my boarding pass. I was finally allowed to co~ the screening process and was selected for the body scanner. I travel quite frequently and know from experience to not wear a watch, belt, sweaters or 
carry coins so as not 10 slow lhe process. I wenl through the body scanner without incident bul yet was lold to "stand to the side" wilhout explanation. When I reached for my shoes a female TSA guard called out "no ~ve to check them" even 
though they just came out of the x-ray machine. I was then ordered to stand barefoot in front of all the passengers and ordered to put my "arms up'"_ I did so and was told to "put them up higher" I then saw TSA guard ~!anding a few feet away, 
amoung other Isa person ne 11. smirking at me. I knew then that this extra scrutiny was orchestrated by him. At this ti me another g a urd ca me over and asked lo r my I D and my boarding pass. I handed it over and another guard came aver with my wifes 
bag and asked if it was mine. I told him it belonged to my wife and he then proceeded to pull everything out of my wifes bag on a table in front of me. My wife and two young children watched me being searched and bullied, causing my 7 year old 
daughter to cry. As the guard completed a slow methodical search of my entire body I asked to speak to a super,isor. The TSA guard (black female) thal told me I couldn't have my shoes said I'm the super,isor. I told her I wanled to file a formal 
complaint againstl(5'«lfor his rudeness and abuse of authority. She then said "tell me and I'll handle it". I explained the entire incident from the beginning. I was singled out by an obnoxious guard who took offense to my facial expressions and retaliated 
against me when Fsfotd up to his antagonizing. He abused his authority and violated my nghts as a citizen by orchastrating a complete pat down without cause or reason. I was denied my shoes and made to walk barefoot, in front of everyone, even 
though my sneakers went through x-ray without incident. I was searched in full view of my family and other passengers in an exagerrated manner with no attempts to shield me or provide any manner of privacy. My wifes bag was searhed and 
rummaged through,_ eve.n I hough we purposesly never carry liqwds or sharp objects and none were found. At no time was I given any sort of explanat.ion for having be_en singled rL w.hen they handed ~e back my boarding pas_s I found they had 
punched two holes into ,t. Only after the guards finnished humm1l1at1ng me and my family did security guard[Eill}valk back to the front. The entire 1nc1dent was also witnessed by (b,.1(6.i et Blue's Security Coordinator. I take great 
offense to the treatment I received and ask that this matter be investigated. 



The ca 11 er indicated that the N ot1f1cation Ca rd 1s a Joke as it do es not p rov1d e enough space for him to describe ad eq uatel y his med i ca I condition or device that may affect s c reem ng. He indicated th at he has been in the computer industry for 30 years 
and this should not be an issue. The ca Iler indicated that he wears a brace on his loot and I eg that can not be removed as he is immobile without it, He cannot raise his hands above his he ad and cannot use the AIT because he must use a can, 

The caller indicated that he did not want to be screened via a patdown. He does not want TS Os to touch his body. 

He indicated th at TSO were dumb, high s c hoo I graduates that knew nothing about medica I conditions, 

812312013 He indicated that he will be contacting Senator Claire McCaskill next. 

11:01:40 
AM I advised that the notification card is not required and that he can present any medical documentation that he would like in regard to his medical condition. He can also verbally inform the TSO of the brace and that it cannot be removed. He would not 

be required to remove the brace. 

I advised th at he can request to be screened vi a a p atdown if he can not use the Al T 

Caller flew from Boston Logan to Tampa. She said last August she flew from Boston to Florida her hair piece was missing from her purse. She said that her hairpiece is missing yet again. She said that this is the third time this similar type hairpiece has 
gone mi ssrng from her purse. She dis covered it mi ssrng when she got home. She said that she was pul I ed aside for a search because she had an an amol y with the Al T. She said that leads her to another comp I amt. 

She is always searched. Even when noone else is searched, she is. Another lady made the AIT buzz and the TSO just lei her go. She said that she could not see her image on the AIT to see if there were boxes on it or not. JetBlues line was long and 
after 45 minutes a man left the line because he was so aggravated. Then they brought in more TSO s and the line started moving. She went through the AIT and had to have a patdown. She said that they wanded her down below and she does not 
know what that was all about but her whole body was searched. By the time she reached the gate the plane was late and everyone was mad, but she made the flight. 

Ai rpo r1: Bos ton 
Airline:JetBlue 
Flight Number:691 
Date and Time:August 21 at 3:30 pm 
Terminal or Gate:C 

812312013 She does not have email. 

11:20:04 
AM I apologized to the caller that she is missing an item from her purse. I told her that she may file a claim for the missing item and I told her she would receive the fomn in her postal address in about 7 to 10 days. 

812312013 
12:29:34 

PM 

I also apologized that she was not happy with her screening experience. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WT.MD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered 
during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Passengers may also be selected at random for add1t1onal screening. 

I told her I hat if there are anomalies detected by the AIT they show up on a generic outline of the passenger. Without seeing the other passengers image we cannot assume why she was not palled down. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have lor\'llarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

TSA moni1ors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, correclive action whenever we determine that 
security screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the subjects of repeated complaints. 

My w1f~nd I recently flew from Boston to Harrisburg, flight USAIRWAYS 4193 about 5PM She is a 77 ylo Filipino full US citizen with coronary heart disease, atrial fibrillation, post CVA with bilateral knee replacements and breast cancer. 
Fluent English and can walk short distances. Not acutely ill. Only reason not in wheelchair is that USAIRWAYS could not find an attendant and made us walk. At security set aside for check. Agent not at all friendly and spoke quickly and hard to 
understand. Made her get pal down 3 times front back and side and pull up blouse to "check waislline" exposing mid body. Right out in open with everyone around gaulking. Repeated this. My wife could not seem 10 do righl move and agenl irrilated. 
Not a single kind word. Apparently no suspicion but acted like it. When finally done turned around and walked away. Had to ask if she could go. When I commented she sneered at mer 
My q ue st1on is why embarrass. pa rti a 11 y strip. and hum i Ii ate a 77 year old woman with no s us p1c1ous activity ca rryrng nothing with a medical history no one wo u Id want? 
This is why TSA has a bad name. 
No security lapse would occur being reasonable, decent, and just a lillle understanding and kind. I am a physician and if I treated any patient even parlially like I hat I would be oul of business. 
Where does being mean get you? 

Gettysburg, PA 



The caller is trying to get the number for IG TSA. File a complaint, security, firing, Wife was working on a checkpoint, female select passenger, Arab decent, full outfit. covering face. burka to the floor. She requested a pnvate screening. female not 
allowed to show lace, private screening, patdown. standard procedures done, when alarmed, not allowed to rescreen lady. male sworn ETD machine, from the checkpoint, LEO min by min. union and wife seen video. Supervisor did not go to machine, 
alJrm on selected person, time to alarm went 10 ETD 7 min passes, called for female sup and baggage to regulate patdown to clear alarm. Female sup came in, took ladies sweater, went lhrough ,ray, told to go back to work on lhe floor, female in 
room with selectee with 2 min. exited, released her to get an the plane. without petiorming the resolution patdown, got an plane, realized they did not da it, interrogated his wife. breach, contact la cal LEO s, have authority to have flight to return or 

8/2312013 destination. TSA to rescreen every passenger. and bag on aircraft. LEOs were not notified at departing or arriving airport, decided to contact the call center and told her to rescreen her only, total violation, SOP ETD swipe hands to make sure they are 
1 :11 :55 clear, she did not even have gloves on, the husband use to work for TSA. Injury from military no longer with TSA, removed from service. saying she caused the breach, TSA denied her unemployment, under oath said she had no evidence to remove 

PM her and did ii anyway. Audio CD recording. 

8/2312013 
2:11:26 

PM 

8/23/2013 
2:4913 

PM 

Response: 

Caller said she came through Charlotte on August 20th. 2013. She said that she was handicapped and in a wheel chair. She wants to file a complaint. When they sent her through the checkpoint, she said she was searched inappropriately. She went 
through the AIT and was asked to step over to the side. She was told by the TSO to spread her legs and put her hands over her head. The agent put her hands up one side of her leg and touched her vagina, then the agent went down the same leg but 
did not pal down the olher leg. 
She did not do the leg or at her side. Caller said she had an a sun dress which you can see through. The agent made her feel uncomfortable. She said she felt like she had been raped. Caller feels that noone cares or is going to help her. 

Res pons e: Because your complaint conce ms the conduct of TS Os at a specific airport we have lo rwa rded your complaint to the Customer Service Manager ( CSM) at th at I ocat ion, TS A monitors the numb er and nature of complaints we receive in 
order 10 Ir a ck I rends and spot a re as of concern I hat may require special a tte nl ion. This ongoing process en ab I es us to ensure prompt, corrective a ct ion whenever we del ermine th at security screening policies need modification or specific employees or 
screener teams are the subjects of repeated complaints. We consider your concerns to be a serious issue for our attention. TSA appreciates that you took the time ta share your concerns with us. We are confident that through the concerns brought to 
us by the !rave Ii ng pu bl ,c. we wi 11 be better able to address problem areas with corrective action 

Also, gave caller the CSM information at CLT so she can contact the CSM directly. Name: ._l(_b_)(_6_, __ ...,IPhone: ._[b_.'--1(_6"") __ __. 

Also, advised I cannot advise you about getting a lawyer or 1f you need. She told me to send the email or something and do what I need to do. 

Ta I ked with Missy, she advised go ahead and re-send 10 CS M . 

Cannot restrain myself any longer. I am a 67 year old insulin dependent diabetic. I use a Norvo Nordisk Levemir injection pen. Because the studies of the effect of airport security hand luggage X-ray equipment on the medication are inconclusive. my 
Doctor and the medication manufacIurer both advise lhat I should ask for a hand check of the injection pens when I travel. Today (August 23) my wife and I returned from a vacation on Delta flight 251 from Amsterdam 10 Detroit connecting then to Delta 
flight 2385 to New Orleans. our home. 

Alier clearing Immigration and Customs and re-checking our luggage we went through the TSA security checkpoint in the same area, I took my insulin pen out of my carry on bag and asked a tall blonde headed young man for a hand check. He told me, 
in no uncertain terms, thal thal was nol possible and to pul it in the tray wilh my phone, etc. I noticed another agent nearby and asked him for a hand check of my insulin and he was glad 10 accommodate me. I could see that this did not sit very well 
with the blonde headed young man. I went through the body scanner and as I was gathering my carryon, cell phone, etc. the blonde headed young man who had now apparently come up behind me, tapped me an the shoulder and announced in a very 
Io ud and aggressive manner ··step over here with me' " When I asked why he responded, ag am in the same manner so everyone could hear " I'm going to hand search and pat you down'" I again said "'why?·' At the same 11 me the agent who had hand 
checked my ins u Ii n gave me back my injection pen which I put in my shirt pocket, The b Io nde young man then, in the same Io ud and aggressive manner to Id me to "Take that out of your pocket and in fact. empty everything out of your pockets and take 
off your belt!"' all of which I had just collecled from the conveyor bell with my carryon. He then proceeded to further embarrass and humiliate me with much aggressiveness by trying his best to pull my pants down during the ensuing "pat down.'' Every 
time he pulled at my pants I asked him to stop and pulled them back up. I had a 34 year career in law enforcement before retiring and had the utmost respect for the TSA before this, even defending the TSA when my friends told horror stories about 
how they were treated. Never again' This young man destroyed that respect and made me bel ,eve that a 11 the horror stories about the TSA may we 11 be true. 

I know that I'll never gel a response from you, but I just had 10 gel this off my chest in the hope thal you may add me to the documenled list of complaints. 

!(b)(61 
New Orleans. LA 

Sent from my iPad 



Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Calegories Other; Screening (AIT, Patdown) Current Date/Time: 8123/2013 12:47:18 PM Airporl: Selecl One Date/Time of TrMel 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: HELLO GOOD MORNING, 

I AM WRITING ON BEHALF OF MY HUSBAND. THE LAST TIME HE WENT THRU THE BOARDER BY CAR HE WAS STOPPED FOR EXTRA SCREEN ING. HE HAS SOME PROBLEMS EVERYTIME GOING TO THE US 

HE WAS TOLD TO DO A OHS TRIP INQUIRY NEXT TIME HE TRAVELS TO THE US. 

s;2;~2~~3 TONIGHT WE WANT TO GO TO VISIT FAMILY IN OHIO ( QUINCEANERA)AND WE WANT TO KNOW HOW TO WE PROCEED WITH THIS IN ORDER NOT TO WAIT LONG IN IMMIGRATION. WEARE TRAVELING WITH OUR DAUGHTER 
-PM AS WELL. 

812312013 
422:53 

PM 

8124/2013 
9:1016 

AM 

IF YOU COULD HELP ME WITH THIS I WOULD REALLY APPRECIATE. 

HIS CELL# l~~b~)(~6~1 --~ 

THANKS IN ADVANCE 
True 

To leave a comment concerning this eedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Disability Description: Caller wears an insulin pump. 

Response Details: I advised caller that i will send her information to her email that was provided in regards to how to file the formal complaint. I also advised her i will be escalating the call to ODPO and the CSM 

Incident Details: Caller flew from PHX to Reno yesterday. She had an unpleasant experience with a screener. She has an insulin pump and she was advised ta not walk through the scanners. Yesterday. she had an early morning flight and she 
requested a pat down. She was standing to the side for more than a half hour waiting for a female TSA officer. She was ex1remely upset because she could have missed her flight Caller asked me to call her back in about 10 minutes then her call was 
dropped, She was told she wou Id be ab I e to wa I k through the technologies s i nee the re was not a le ma I e officer ava i I able. even tho ugh her physician recommended that she not be sere ened by A IT. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Pf b 1(6) 
Date Time: 8/2412"'0"'1""3'"'1"":""5o"":""4"'8""A""M.,.. 

Nam b)(61 

Emai (bi(6i 
Comp a, nts: na pp ro pn ate cree n, ng at Down Screening: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Gale A12, San Francisco Airporl, Jet Blue flight 278, traveled through securily appro,imately 10:15PM on 812312013 wearing a beige colored I-shirt reading 'The Law'. 
Comments: I have two camp I ai nts .. 

A) My digital camera was removed from my backpack during my first pat-down and placed in a different section of the scanning area. After being patted down for the second time, I noticed it was missing from my belongings in the private screening 
area and they starled to send my bags back through lhe x-ray machine at which point somebody located ii near one of lhe baggage inspection stalions. If I had not noticed it was missing I would hMe had to take my vacation without it and ii was 
entirely the screeners· fault for not replacing it in my belongings as I was not allowed to handle them during screening. 

BJ My backpack. which contained my wallet and other valuable items. was taken out of my sight for several minutes during my first pat-down which is against TSA policy. I am concerned that some cash may have been taken out of my wallet. I would 
like the security tapes reviewed and to see a copy myself to confirm thal nothing was removed from my backpack while it was out of my sight. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Pf~b~l ... (6~)---~ 
Date Time: 8124/2013 1 :20:26 PM 

Namekbi(61 
Ema1tb1(6i 

I 
I 

Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 

812412013 Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Aug 23rd approx. 7:30PM 

3_19.00 Transiting from UA 434 to UA 5521 
· PM SFO Terminal 1 (after disembarking from 

train from Terminal 3) 

812412013 
6:13:47 

PM 

Headed towards gate 34 
Comments:After l"d stepped through the metal detector. 
a TSA employee stopped me. placed his hands on my shoulders, left them there for an extended moment while he spoke to a colleague to the side, then asked me "'Do you have anything in there" I presumed that he was reaching to pat a pocket. but 
he p I aced his hand to my crotch and jost I ed me the re. 

On reflection, I believe that this inappropriate action was deliberate on his part. 

If you wish further d escri pti on of some of the T SA group at that screening site. do not hesitate to contact me. 

Sincerely, .. kb"--."",(6,,,.-... 1 ____ _. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP.'"·1(-b-,("'6_) ___ ..---------····························· 

Date Time 8124/2013 602:35 PM 

Namekb)(61 I 
Emai~b 1(6) ! 
Comµ a,"n1s·:My Complaint 1s Not Listed Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Virgin America Airlines Flight VX202 SFO Airport Terminal 2 Gate 50 at approximately 5:45am Thursday August 8. 2013 
Comments: I have a I 1st of comp I a i nts Ii sted below: 
1) Reverse discrimination or racial profiling from the African American attendant; I am white. The attendant was on a power trip, rude, and had an attitude like she wanted to harrass me. She not only subjected me to a pat down in plain view of 
everyone but I hen marched me over 10 a private room for anolher pat down wilh 2 other female atlendants accompanying us nol telling me why I his was necessary. You could just feel prejudice oozing out of her. She would not let me tell my husband 
what was happening and he was left to wonder what happened to me and where I went. Of course they didn"t find anything and I was allowed to leave. I felt I was singled out by the African American woman as if to say "'See how it feels to be racially 
profiled and discriminated against white blonde woman'" It was either that or she was lesbian and wanted to embarrass me. I also felt she wanted to punish me for opting out from the X-Ray machine to discourage me from opting out in the future. 
2) I chose to opt out from the X-Ray machine and was forced to wait 15 - 20 minutes before an attendant came to pat me down. I feel I was being punished for opting out of getting X-rayed. I feel I was being made to wait a long time on purpose to 
discourage me from opting oul. That is not fair! I do not want the X-Ray exposure and expecl to be moved along at the same length of time as someone willing to use the machine. The TSA should have adequate staff to accommodate both people 
willing to go in the X-Ray machine and people who are not willing and wish to opt out of using the machine. There should be a male & female floater that can go between both areas and as soon as there is someone in line to that opts out, they are 
attended to immediately and not made to wait. 
3) I was made to wait so long that my purse. cell phone. and jewelry was left unattended just sitting out there. Anyone could have picked it up and walked off with my things. This is not acceptable! 
4) No one seems 10 be in charge directing the lines. Someone needs 10 be in charge to keep things moving! 
TSA gets an F for their treatment of me on Aug. 8th and I'd like a response and a promise that things will improve for people who opt out of going through the X-Ray machine' 

The caller was wanting to talk to a Supervisor at Buffalo NY. Explained 10 lhe caller I hat I here was no way I could refer her to a supervisor in Buffalo, NY. She wanted to talk to a supervisor here then. 

E sea I at1on Notes Ir h ·-,IR I 
8124/2013 The caller flew out of BUF on Della flighl 2107 departing at 6:48am. The caller states that she had a hip replacemenl and recenlly had breast cancer surgery. She was unable to raise her arm for the scanner and this seem to upset the TSO al the 

6:27:23 checkpoint. He kept barking orders at her and others around her. The TSO seemed annoyed that he would have to get someone to do a patdown on her. The TSO was a white male about 6 feet thin around the age of 30 to 40. She was very upset 
PM with the TSO s attitude toward her and the rest of the peop I e in the Ii ne. The caller did not fee I that this was related to her dis ab i I 1ty. just that the TSO was a very rude individual . 

I apologized to the caller and told her I hat I would forward this 10 lhe CSM for furl her review. 



8125/2013 
11 31 31 

AM 

812512013 
1:16:23 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Disabilily Complaint Current Date/Time: 8/251201310:13:41 AM Airport: MSY - Louis Armstrong New Orleans lnternalional Date/Time of Travel 08/2312013 Airline & Flight Number: Ac 7972 Checkpoinl/Area of 
Airport · TSA. Security check pint T SA Em pl ayee: (If Known) . Bia ck woman with blonde crew cut hair 
Comment : I have never be en so hum i Ii ated and expe nenced such rudeness as I did with this fem a I e security guard who patted me down. I have had a pace maker for the past three yea rs and wh i I e I have be en to Id the re 1s mm i ma I nsk in going through 
X-ray screening. I always choose to be pat down. I have done a lot of travelling in the US, Europe and Middle East and each person who has patted me down has been very sensitive and friendly. From the moment this individual came to me, she had 
a demeaning tone and attitude. She seemed like she was upset wilh me and scolded me for touching my luggage when she asked me to go with her. While she may have followed full prolocol in explaining what she was going 10 be doing and whal she 
did. there was no need ta be so rude and demeaning and speak to me in such a robotic voice. It's bad enough I have to endure this disability. There·s no reason for people to treat us like we're criminals. I just hope at hers who are patted are treated with 
mo re dignity and respect. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Nam (b)(61 
Phone Number 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller says that she called previously and asked about bnngrng injectable medication. She says that she is flying from PHX to Chicago in 45 minutes. They have just came through security at T3 south. She says that she was told previously to hand the 
injectable medications to the officer and they would hand them back on the other side. She was told there would be no problem. She says that when she went through screening, she done what she was told. She says the medications were still in the 
bag from the pharmacy. She says thal she received a paldown and her bags were hand inspected as well. Caller says thal one agent had her lift her shirt and anolher came and told her to pul it down as if ii where her fault. She says that the agent 
opened the bag these were in. They were further in a cardboard package and had a plastic cap on them. She is upset that she received additional screening because she says she was told she would have no problems. She says that the officer went 
th raug h her wa 11 et. She says that his is not protocol and we a re not required to screen everything. She says that this was a power trip that the officers a re on. 

Advised ca Iler: 
I explained to the caller that injectable medications are permitted in carry an. She followed the correct process as far as taking them out and declaring them. However, anytime there is a declared liquid that cannot be opened ta be tested further, we da 
have to do addition al sere en i ng, incl udrng a p atdown. The agent here p rov1d ed her with the correct information, and the rnd1v1d ua Is at the airport fol lowed the correct procedures as wel I. Advised ca 11 er th at everyone done what they were sup posed to 
do. If is required by fede ra I I aw that we screen every i tern that com es through. If we have to conduct additiona I screening, we have to go through everything to properly clear it. 
To whom it may concern, 
I would like to report tge ridiculous conduct of your First Class American Airlines terminal 3 agentKb}(6} Ion 8125113 at 3:25 PM. I wear a prosthetic limb and pass thru security weekly, most all handled very well by agents who have come ta 
understand the process well. This agent had to mull over with three other female agents what to do even though the senior agent. I assumed 1s supervisor said to just do a private. I said I didn't need one, was happy to lift my dress slightly so they could 
quickly test it and my hands. She insisted I go through the machine twice. even though I'm 6 months pregnant, then still forced me into a private screening. I was extremely upset wanting to limit my baby"s exposure, and knowing everyone else grasps 
the concept that any residue would come off on I heir hands wilh a pal down, or would be in my clolhing. This isn't rockel science. I would very much like this woman to be reprimanded for her behavior, particularly amazed she wasn't by disregarding 
her s u pe rvi so r either. 

8125/2013 
5: 15: 34 I understand and respect security risks and needs but I s hou ldn"t continue to be subjected to agents who don't understand the tech no logy, our persona I risks or what is ess entia I. For P etes sake I'm a 40 year old white girl traveling for wo rl< who is 

PM clearly pregnanl. I can only imagine what she would have asked me 10 do if I had jeans on. 

I appreciate your attention to this matter. 

kbl(61 

Sent from Yahoo' Mail on Android 

8125/2013 Kudos far test but I spent 20 min. waiting for a pat down because I had no idea I should have said I have hip implants. It would have been much faster far me ta go through the scanner. 

5:1548 l(b 1(6) I 
PM 



812512013 
5:15:55 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: k~b_)~(6_, __ ~ 
Date Time: 8/2512013 3:5g:42 PM 

Namerbr, I 
Comp a,n s:My Complaint IS Not Llstea Here 
Email: (b 1(6) I 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Virgin America Airlines Flight #VX205 OHARE airport in Chicago Terminal 3 Gate L3 al approximately 11 :45 I 12:00noon 
August 15. 2013 
Comments: I have a I 1st of comp I a i nts Ii sted below: 
1) I chose to opt out from the X-Ray machine and was forced to wait 15 - 20 minutes before an attendant came to pat me down. There were 4 of us waiting for a pat down: My husband and myself and another couple. My husband and the other male 
were immediately tended 10 while the other woman & I were forced to wait at least 15 minu1es before the other woman was palled down. This was only after I expressed annoyance at the wail to the woman herding everyone through lhe X-Ray 
machine. After the other woman was patted down & allowed to go, the inspector assigned to pat her down went over to the conveyor belt and was just standing around instead of corning over to attend to me. I also saw 3 other women at the podium just 
standing a round and not doing anything. Fina 11 y I started obJecti ng to the woman who kept he rd i ng everyone through that the le ma I e inspector who attended to the person before me was just standing around over at the conveyor belt and that there were 
also 3 women standing around at the podium doing nothing. All along she just kept saying: Female inspector for pat down needed but never once looked around to speak to anyone to get someone over there. It was like she didn't care that I was 
standing there for so long. While I was complaining to the woman, an elderly African American genllernan walking by heard me and then went to the podium and had one of the females pal me down & then finally I was free 10 go. I felt I was being 
punished for opting out of getting X-rayed. I feel I was being made to wait a long time on purpose to discourage me from opting out. That is not fair' I do not want the X-Ray exposure and expect to be moved along at the same length of time as 
someone willing to use the machine. The TSA should have adequate staff to accommodate both people willing to go in the X-Ray machine and people who are not willing and wish to opt out of using the machine. There should be a male & female 
floater that can go between both areas and as soon as there is someone in line to that opts out, they are attended to immediately and not made to wait. This was totally unacceptable! 
2) I was made to wait so long that my purse, cell phone, and jewelry all were left unattended just sitting out there all that time• Anyone could have picked up my lhings and walked off with lhern (and I hat means other passengers as well as TSA 
employees.) That is not acceptable' Luckily my husband gathered up all my things and had them safe. However, what if I were traveling alone?I I am putting my personal things into the care of TSA when I hand them over to go through the conveyor X
Ray machine and I expect the courtesy and respect that my valuables are kept safe by TSA employees and not just sitting out for a long penod of time where anyone can take them. This all boils down to keeping the lines moving so a passenger who 
opts out of the X-Ray machine is attended to immediately so he can collect his valuable belongings as they come off the conveyor belt. 
3) No one seemed to be in charge directing lhe lines and coordinating people over to where help was needed whelher ii is at the X-Ray machine or whether someone is needed 10 pal down a passenger who is opting out. It was very chaotic! Someone 
needs to be in charge to keep things moving' It seems as if the employees at TSA are not trained to think & if they see something that needs to be done then do it. The human X-Ray machine has been around for over a year which in my mind is plenty 
of time to work the kinks out of getting things organized so the lines flow smoothly. TSA needs a lot of work in this area at both SFO & Ohare airports. I've had problems at both airports. Get busy TSA and please get this straightened out"' 
TSA gets an F for their treatment of me on Aug. 15th and I'd like a response and a promise that things will improve for people who opt out of going through the X-Ray machine in the future!! 



812512013 
5:16:17 

PM 

Fromtb1(6) 
Sent: u~day, August 25, 2013 2:58 PM 
To: TSAExlemalCompliance 
Subject complaint TSA SJU 

On ar about 07:05AM, 21 August 2013, at tuis Munoz Marin International Airport, SJU; I was treated unfairly by TSA personnel. I was diagnosed several years ago with severe Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). I've served my country for over 
30 years and served in four different comb at tours. I have been awarded two Bro rize Star Medals for heroism in com bat and a Legion of Me nt for my mi Ii ta ry service. 

About a year ago, I obtained a service dog that was cert1f1ed by Train-a-Dog Save-a-Wamor Program in San Antonio. Texas. My service dog helps me control my PTSD and Panic attacks. I decided to go on vacation to Puerto Rico from 13-21 Aug for 
R&R (Rest and Relaxation) 

According ta TSA guidelines, passengers are expected ta maintain control of their service dogs by holding onto the leash throughout the screening process and they should not be separated from their dogs by TSA personnel. TSA personnel in Texas 
fol lowed these g u i del mes m et1cu lously as my dog was screened in SAT. 

On 21 Aug 2013, during my boarding process for Flight AA1755 from SJU to DFW, I proceeded to a TSA check point with my working dog. 

My dog walked in from of me as he walked through the metal detectors. Logically, my dog has vaccination dog tags and a metal collar which activated the metal detector. The TSO instructed me to remove my dog's collar and reenter the metal 
detector with my dog. 

I refused to remove my dog collar and explained him that I'm required to maintain my animal an the leash as he conducts pat down an my dog. I further explained that I must maintained control of my service dog. 

This infuriated the TSA agent: he proceeded to raise his voice and scream at me, and stated 'You don't know "shit" about my job", 

His combative attitude triggered a PTSD episode and panic attack as I was confined to a small plastic cage. Another TSA agent screamed at me to shut up or I will be arrested, his name isl._(b--'-1(_6-'-) __ ...., Finally a TSO agent and former Armed Farces 



Fro (bi(61 
Sent: Sunday, August 25, 2013 4:39 PM 
To: TSAExlemalCom liance dhs. ov 
Subject Complaint - (bl(ffl JFK T1 August 10 

Information about the person who experienced the civil rights/civil liberties violation 

Name:!(b 1(6) 

812512013 .-,-,--,,-,----, 
7:17:05 Cell: t~b_1~(6_) __ ~ 

PM 
Email: HYPERLINK (b 1(6) ,._ _______________________ _, 

What happened? 

On Aug 1 O at approximately 8:30-8:45PM I was passing through rightmost lane in the terminal 1 security checkpoint at JFK, in arder to board Lufthansa flight 405, 9:55PM departure to Frankfurt. 

After passing through a millimeter-wave machine I was selected for secondary screening, apparently because I forgot to take my cell phone out al the packet. 

I was standing by the scanner as directed by the agent waiting far the screening. Another agent came and asked me to step away for screening. ta the area without carpet. I politely painted to the agent that the floor is cald, and I either want to get 

812612013 The caller has precheck since September. In roughly March, he left a loaded magazine in his luggage. It was found during a precheck screening. He didn t receive precheck until last week. He I raveled 10 California. On the way to California he was 

8_52 ,32 carrying auto parts. He alarmed during the screening. The auto parts tested positive for ETD. He received a full patdown. On the way back on his trip, he received TSA precheck. He traveled today and he did not receive the TSA precheck. He 
· AM wanted to know if the fact that he alarmed during screening would proh, bit him from getting pre ch eek. I advised the ca 11 er that this was inform at,on I did not have. I advised the ca 11 er th at preche ck was indeed random and that I couldn't te 11 him 1/ the 

seoondary screening and ala nm would cause him an issue in the future. I advised the caller that screening policies and procedures were a matter of sensitive security information. 



The ca 11 er is upset because she spoke with the TSA manager at OM A on Thursday about a patd own com pl1ai nt and m1ssi ng al I ergy m ed1cation from her carry on bag. She says she spoke with kb ::1 ( 6) ~nd was expecting a cal I back before now. 
She a I so is comp I a i ni ng th at she had a p atdown and additiona I screening be ca use she was wearing a gird le, She was taken to a private room s hawed the gird I e and was given the same screening as had occurred at the pub Ii c checkpoint. 

I apologized that she had a bad experience at the checkpoint with the missing medication and the additional screening, also that she has not heard back from!""(b_:-'i(_6~) _ __. 

I told her I would forward her information to the customer support manager at OMA for review and send a claim form for the missing medication. also I provided the lost and found number if she wanted to contact them to see if the vitamins had been 
turned in. 

I explained to her that if she is upset about the missing allergy medication and slow response from!(b)(ffl 
the proper procedure to which she rep Ii ed she does want the information, 

FI ig ht information: 
Date of Flight: 21 August 2013 
Time of Flight: 0600h 

~ he can /1 I e a comp I amt but the comp I a int would have to be Ii I ed in writing and I asked if she wanted the information sent to her reg ardmg 

812612013 Departure Airport: OMA - MSY 
Air I I ne: Southwest 

9:!~oo Flight# 108 
Gate: unknown 

There were some vitamins in a pouch on the outside of her checked bag that are missing. 

hit p: www. tsa, gov t rave I er-information a i rport-I o st-found-co ntacts#24 
Omaha 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of lhe Rehabilitalion Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(bJ and 15.70(d)(3)), ii must: 
Be in writing: 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a SI and a rd Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : D1sa b1 I ity Complaint 
CurTent Date/Time· 8126/2013 10:43:16 AM Airport. PHL - Philadelphia International Date/Time of Travel. 08/26/2013 10:30 AM Airline & Flight Number. 
Checkpoinl/Area of Airport Terminal F 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: I am a Type 1 Diabetic who wears an insulin Pump. I fly every week an am subject to additional screening because of my pump - my pocket 1s patted down and my hands are tested. 

812612013 Today, I was lold that the rules have changed over the weekend, and that i would have 10 go through a full body pat down. Is this correct? If so, this is discrimination, and i will be con1ac1ing the American Diabeles Association for their help in reversing 

12: 1 O: 18 this dec,s,on. 

PM 
It is not my choice to wear a pump, the pump contains less than an ounce of liquid, and yet diabetics are forced this additional screening and the humiliation that goes with it. 

I would appreciate a response to this complaint. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Nam4b)(61 
Phone Number : ~-~---~ 

Email !(b)(ff1 7 
To leave a comment concerning \Fus feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Caller stated she spoke with a TSA manager and she was to Id to send the comment ca rd to T SA head q LI arters. Caller stated she had to have a patdown done at both airports. Ca 11 er stated she had a patdown on the way back and the re was an incident 
where she has to get screened using a powder on the screening, Caller stated she had the ETD screening done on her hand. Caller stated she is a female that was born in Wisconsin. Caller stated the manager told the passenger to wear her hair 
down. Caller stated she flew on Frontier Airlines. Caller wants to know why she needs have additional screening. Caller flew from Ronald Reagan Airport to Madison WI. . Caller slated she felt like she was being profiled for her race or her body shape. 
Caller stated she is the only one being pulled aside,caller stated her husband ar daughter gets pulled aside for additional screening. 

Advised ca Iler the fo 11 owing information: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) often uses Explosives Trace Detection (ETD) technology in airports as part of security screening. In addition 10 lhe screening of carry-on and checked baggage, passengers may undergo screening of 
their hands using an ETD swab at the security checkpoint, the checkpoint queue, the checkpoint, or at boarding areas. 

ETD swabbing is completely harmless to passengers. The swabs are made of fabric or paper and do not contain any chemicals. To ensure the health of travelers, screening swabs are used only once. A Transportation Security Officer (TSO) first 

812612013 swabs a passenger's hands or accessible property and then places lhe swab inside an ETD unit. The ETD unit analyzes the swab for the presence of residue from explosives. Any alarm generated by the ETD screening process requires the passenger 

12,44,20 to undergo additional screening. 

PM 

Advised ca Iler the lo 11 owing in formation: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide the highest level of security and customer service to all who pass through our screening checkpoints. TSA policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless of 
their personal situations and needs, are treated wilh respect and courtesy. We regret that you found your experience to be less lhan satisfactory. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and lhe manner in which the 
screening is co nd LI cted is important. 

We understand that the intensive nature of the patdown inspection can be stressful. Accordingly. TSA's Disability Coalition maintains an ongoing dialogue with 60 groups representing a cross-section of the disability community. Several organizations 
that represent the in1eres1s of viclims of sexual assault and violence are included in this group, and TSA has been augmenting lhe training provided 10 Transportalion Security Officers (TSO) 10 increase their sensitivity to victims of sexual violence and 
abuse. All TSOs are required to be courteous and respectful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. 



Told her I will review with her the information she covered withkb)(6 ! 
~?.:.:~.f:~.~.:.'.'.~'..:~?.;l'.?.'.(.~.1 . .J ............................................. . 
Caller stated she spoke with a TSA manager and she was told to send the comment card to TSA headquarters. Caller stated she had to have a patdown done at both airports. Caller stated she had a patdown on the way back and there was an incident 
where she has to get screened using a powder on the screening, Caller stated she had the ETD screening done on her hand. Caller stated she is a female that was born in Wisconsin. Caller stated the manager told the passenger to wear her hair 
down. Caller stated she flew on Frontier Airlines. Caller wants to know why she needs have additional screening. Caller flew from Ronald Reagan Airport to Madison WI. . Caller slated she felt like she was being profiled for her race or her body shape. 
Caller stated she is the only one being pulled aside,caller stated neither her husband or daughter gets pulled aside for additional screening. 

Advised caller the following information: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) often uses Explosives Trace Detection (ETD) technology in airports as part of security screening. In add1t1on to the screening of carry-on and checked baggage. passengers may undergo screening of 
their hands using an ETD swab at the security checkpoint. the checkpoint queue, the checkpoint, or at boarding areas. 

812612013 ETD swabbing is completely harmless to passengers. The swabs are made of fabric or paper and do not contain any chemicals. To ensure the health of travelers, screening swabs are used only once. A Transportation Security Officer (TSO) first 
121:00 p M swabs a passenger's hands or accessi b I e property and then p I aces the swab inside an ETD unit. The ETD unit analyzes the swab lo r the p rese nee of residue from explosives. Any a I a rm gene rated by the ETD sere en i ng process requires the passenger 

to undergo add i ti ona I screening. 

Advised ca Iler the fa 11 owing information: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) see ks 10 provide the high esl I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 who pass I hro ugh our screening ch eek points. T SA policies and procedures focus on ensuring I hat a 11 passengers, reg a rd I ess of 
their personal situations and needs, are treated with respect and courtesy. We regret that you found your experience to be less than satisfactory. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the manner in which the 
screening is conducted is important. 

We understand lhat lhe intensive na1ure of the paldown inspection can be stressful. Accordingly, TSA's Disability Coalilion mainlains an ongoing dialogue with 60 groups representing a cross-seclion of the disabilily community. Several organizalions 
that represent the interests of victims of sexual assault and violence are included in this group, and TSA has been augmenting the training provided to Transportation Security Officers (TSO) to increase their sensitivity to victims of sexual violence and 
abuse. All TSDs are required to be courteous and respectful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. 

The caller flew from IND to MEM wilh Delta flight DL6112 on 7-31-13 and wenl through screening aboul 11 :35pm for a 12:35pm flight. Her carry-on was screened by x-ray. The caller stales the officers screened her bag and then took her bag to 
another area to screen it while she was going through screening. The caller states that she had fruit, her purse, and water in her carry-on. The caller states they should have screened her carry-on where she could see it and when her carry-on was 
returned to her, her fruit and $20.00 was missing. The caller states the officers would not give her water back but she now understands that she was not supposed to have it. The luggage was a small black bag with double handles that zips. The bag 
had Holly Springs Primary School written on it in gold. The caller wants to know how many pages are with the claim form. The caller wants to know if she has to mail or lax the claim form in. The caller is upset that they took her bag away to screen it 
while she was being screened. 

Transportation Security Administration (TSA) policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items, including disability-related devices and aids. are kept within a passenger's line-of-sight when a passenger is 

812612013 required 10 undergo additional screening. When passengers cannot mainlain line-of-sight with I heir property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sighl of the passenger's items and to ensure that the 

3:J4: 11 passenger is reunited with his or her property once it clears x-ray screening. 

PM 

You may wish 10 file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. Claim forms are also available on our Web site at www.tsa.gov. If you 
decide to file a claim, it will be processed in accordance with the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have lo rwarded a copy to the Customer Service Manager IC SM) at that location, 

I advised the caller the claim form comes with a letter explaining how to fill it out and where to send it to. 

The Passengers d aug hte rs name i s~!(b_}(_6_} __ ~!,md can be contacted if ne ces sa ry, 



812612013 
5:08:40 

PM 

8/26/2013 
6:16:41 

PM 

Caller has a hip implant and knee replacement. Caller flew from LGA and went through the screening equipment twice and had to undergo a patdown. Caller said her I pad came up missing after her bag was checked twice. Caller said her desceased 
husbands pictures are on the I Pad and she wants her I Pad back .. Caller said the I pad came up missing before she got on the plane 

Airport LGA 
Airline JetBlue 
Flight numbers B61117 
Dale and lime of incident 08 22 2013 4 pm 
Baggage tag number NA 
Description of bag, color. sty I e, size. brand 
NOi with Writing NA 

Terminal or Gate Caller thj~ks it wa~ A 14 
Contact information ._,l"h-"11-'-R", __ _,! 

- carry-on, ye 11 ow cloth bag without whee Is 

I apologized to the caller for the missing IPad. 
You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a SI and a rd Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 
Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Custa mer Ser,ice Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 

I told her to check with lost and found. 
La Guardia Ai rpo r1 
718-66 2-5043 

August 2013 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

My name is l(b::,(6) land I recenlly travelled from DFW to Denver on American Airlines on Wednesday, July 241h, 2013. Al about 9:30 pm, I wenl through a security checkpoint at DFW Terminal A. This checkpoint was using a 
millimeter wave machine to screen travelers instead of a metal detector. though a metal detector was present and operational. When I was directed to go through the millimeter wave machine, I asked for a pat-down instead. I have encountered this 
situation many times in the past few years of my air travels and have never had any issues. I do not feel comfortable being in the millimeter wave machine and have asked politely for a pat-down, which. up to this day, had always been administered 
professionally. I have had multiple pat-downs in multiple states and airports and never had any complaints. This trip was unfortunately a different experience. 

The female TSA agent that had originally asked me to step into the millimeter wave machine indicated I should step through the millimeter wave machine to the other side to wait for my pat-down. I responded that I did not want to walk through the 
machine - thal was the whole poinl. She sighed and rolled her eyes and allowed me 10 walk around the machine 10 wait. Her attitude indicated I was causing a great inconvenience for her. She lhen had me stand and wail for a female agent 10 be 
available to do that pat-down. There were several female TSA agents present at this time at the checkpoint. including the one directing me, but they none of them offered to pat me down. I was instructed to stand in an area such that I was directly 
blocking the exit of the millimeter wave machine. As a result of me being in the way, so to speak. by standing where I had been told, the next several travelers behind me in line were screened with the metal detector and allowed to collect their 
be Io ngi ngs and proceed to their gates, When I saw this, I asked why the other t rave I e rs got to go through the meta I detector and not the mi 11 i meter wave machine, and I olfe red to move so I was not b I ocki ng the mi 11 i meter wave machine or to go 
through the metal detector like the other travelers 10 save time (since it seemed no female agent wanted to jump to the task of palling me down). The agenl who had directed me to sland there snippily told me I didn't gel a choice and to stay where I 
was. I was taken aback by her rudeness and unwarranted sass. 

Aller a few minutes. another female TSA agent whose badge indicated her last name was!lh·11R! came up to me and took me over to another nearby area for the pat-down. She explained the process, giving the prepared memorized instructions I have 
heard before. She then began to give me the most invasive and inappropriate pat-down I have ever experienced. Initially, the pat-down was rather rough and Agen1w··,1a6lapplied unnecessarily hard pressure in r~ her hands over me. She pulled 
and pushed on me with such force that my body moved back and forth and my clothing (jeans and a s I eeveles s cotton shirt) became dish eve I ed. My jeans were sta n a r oat cut; I was not wearing a be It. Agent l!.!2..LlJ insultingly told me I had better 
hang on to my pants so they didn't come off. She then proceeded to run her hands down my legs. However, instead of starting on my upper lhough and palling downwards towards my ankles as I have experienced in the past, she ac1ually put her 
hands on my vagina and then moved down to my thighs and continued from there. I found this alarming but felt I should give Agentfh··,1RUhe benefit of the doubt. When Agentl:E:ii]proceeded to my other leg, she did the same thing. again touching 
my vagina through my jeans. I considered my options. I co u Id make a fuss, but I knew I was al ready ma king the TSA agents at this checkpoint frustrated, based on their rude and unhel pfu I be hav1or tow a rd s me so far. I said nothing. 



Caller fi ew from Las Vegas Saturday at 6: 2 5 am. Cal I er says that he was a bo LJt to be p atdown and asked the screener if he had a same gender preference. Cal I er states that the su pe rvi sor immediately assigned a different TSO to screen h1 m without 
even asking any questions, and then made him lea rful that he would be arrested . He says th at he was conce med about being sexua 11 y mo I ested and that he intended it as a harm I ess quest ion. Ca Iler states that he is a high I y pa id consultant who flies 
frequenlly. 

Advised caller: 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced 
Because your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the appropriate Cus1omer Service Manager. 

8126120 13 FI 1g ht information: 
7:03:46 Flight Path: Las Vegas (to Chicago cancelled) instead to Dallas to Pittsburgh 

PM Flight date time: 8 24 6:25 am 
Flight#: (does not have) 
Airline: American airlines 
Airport: McCarran 
Gate Terminal: (does not have) and (one next to) 
Time: 6:25 am (supervisor was supposed to file an incident report: no names nor badges given) 
W 1tnes ses: su erv i sor and new agent: 
Email: (b)(ff1 

I recently traveled and requested a pat down to avoid any radiation exposure as directed by my MD. 

Your weak spot is allowing any passenger to be escorled through the glass gale by lhe TSA agenl before being wand screened. Their baggage may pass lhrough and they retrieve ii and walk the passenger to the pat down area. 
If you allow anyone to go back with the TSA rep you have defeated your own security measures. I noticed this right away. Could not believe it. Though you use 2 measures, pat down and chemical detection, it does no good if a person is allowed ahead 
of the other passengers to be escorted. Rig ht? 

3 methods should be used' a wand for metal, then 

812712013 escort the person after being checked and then the pat down and chemical detection. 

8:57:33 
AM 

I sent a similar message to a "wrong email" address I misread. You may get it anyway. 

The backscatter millimeter wave is still radiation no matter what you want the TSA reps to tell the public. 
Please don't mislead the public on this issue. 

Thank you, hope lhis helps. 

w,(6) 



812712013 
8:58:44 

AM 

From~l(6) 
Sent:onday, August 26, 2013 10c35 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP[bi(61 j 
Dale Time: 8/261lo I J I 6.34.46 Fil 
-----------------------------

Name: 

fbi(61 

8/27/2013 
10:01 :45 

Email: 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

website and trave I ers with medica I needs 

Comments: 

First, your website is difficult and conflicted; mare below. In addition, the actual person I finally, after several tries, spoke to was RUDE, did not bother to listen to me, read something at me so fast I could not follow in, and kept telling me that it was on 

Caller said on Sunday he went lhrough security and caller had a patdown. Caller said a TSO refused to do a private screening. Caller wanted to file a formal complaint but he did not want to provide his name or contact informalion. Caller said a TSO 
touched his genitals. Caller asked if he could send an email. 

AM I told lhe caller I needed his name and contact informalion regarding filing a formal complaint. 
I gave the caller the email address, TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov 

Ca Iler s pregnant d aug hte r II ew out of SL C this morning a boa rd JetB I ue. She opted out of A IT sere en i ng and requested a pat-down, Ca Iler states the ma I e officer was very rude and i nconve ni e need by her requesting a pat-down. Ca 11 er s d aug hte r has 
previously con1ac1 the TCC and verified lhat she is able to request a patdown in lieu of AIT screening. Caller does not have specific flight information and will call back when she oblains the flight number, gate, destinalion airport, and a brief description 
of the male TSO who she deems was rude. This incident occurred at approximately 8:30AM. 

8127/2013 . 
11 :S3:SS Resolution: 

AM 
Advised caller we can forward her complaint to the SLC CSM when she calls back to provide specific flight information. Confirmed to caller that AIT screening is voluntary for all passengers. Any passenger, including pregnant passengers, may request 
a pat-down in lieu of AIT screening. 



8127/2013 

Caller said she fiew from Charleston SC to Philly to Frankfort in First Class to Florence Italy. Caller said on their return trip, they flew from Florence Italy. Caller said they were gone for 23 days. 
Caller said on the return trip horne, they flew from Florence to Frankfort Germany then to Charlotte and then to home.Caller said in Frankfort, she was late for boarding and she was running to catch her plane when she was stopped and had to go back 
to security because she had S S S on her boa rd i ng pass. Cal I er said she opted for a pa td own and was asked to remove her shoes. Ca 11 er said they were very nice and the screening went wel I. Ca Iler wan ts 10 know why she had S S S S on her boa rd i ng 
pass and does this mean that everytime she flies, she will have that on her boarding pass,. Caller said at the hotel. she did not have any problem printing her boarding pass, but they had to make several attempts before her husbands boarding pass 
would print. Ca 11 er said that something strange happened when she went through screening, the re was a mi dd I e eastern man from Saudi Ara b1a who I 1ve in Mi ch1g an was having to undergo the add i ti o na I screening too. Ca 11 er said this man was a 
doctor and caller said this man turned out to be her seat mate. Caller thought this was odd. Caller flew on Lufthansa and then changed to US Airway 

11 !~: 12 The ··s" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
Nation's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

TSA does not discuss or release specifics about securily screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Securily Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI 10 lhe public because it is 
considered detrimental to the security of transportation. 
I told the caller that I have no information saying she will always have the SSSS on her boarding pass. I told her that if she has add1t1onal problems, she can call back and apply for Redress. 
I called her back at 1222 to tell her that since this happened in Germany, that it was not TSAs jurisdiction. 

Callers daughter is pregnant and wanted to request a patdown at SLC this morning and the officer was very rude to her. He seemed to be inconvenienced because she requested a patdown. Caller is wanting to file a complaint against this agent so 
other passengers wi 11 not be treated the same. She did not get the office rs name. 

812712013 Airporl: SLC 
12.02.03 Airline: Frontier flight# F9570 Depart at 10:17am 

·PM. Arrived at checkpoint@ 8:30am on 8 27 

8127/2013 
12:11:36 

PM 

I advised her that I would forward lhe complaint 10 lhe CSM at SLC so I hey will be aware of the issue. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

-----------===~-------------------
Remote Client 1Pfb,(6i 1 
Date Time 81271~013 10:1640 AM 

Nam~ 
Ema (b1(6) 
Comp I a i nl s: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Gate N SeaTac 
Comments:I saw the most disgraceful act absolutely embarrased to have witnessed it. A man in his 80s with a cane and a WW2 veteran hat on being pulled aside for an extra pat down? Are you freaking kidding me? This guy fought for our country 
and has to dea I with that shit getting on a p I ane? ?? ?! ! ! If you people think that poor man pas es a threat you need to open your eyes and smel I the roses. Absolute intrusion of his rights and you s ho u Id be Ire aki ng em ba rra s sed. 

The ca 11 er flew to Puerto Rico this mom i ng. She stated that she was p u 11 ed as1d e for a p atdown. She stated that she do es not have her drivers Ii cense. She stated they did not give her drive rs Ii cense back. because she can not Ii nd them. She flew from 
EW R. She stated that she called someone and they said that the number was no longer available for Continental. 

8127120 13 lte ms lo und at screening checkpoints and a re as where TSA performs baggage sere en i ng a re turned in to the ap prop ri ate. d es1g nated airport autho nt1es. We suggest trave I ers contact the airport where their items we re m1sp I aced or I ost. I p rov1d ed the 
3:36:41 contact information for the lost and found department at, Newark Liberty International Airport: 908-787-0667. 

PM 
http: www.tsa.gov traveler-information airport-lost-found-contacts#21 



812712013 
6A1:56 

PM 

I am writing to formally file a complaint with the Transportation Security Administration 
("TSA"), Office of Civil Rights and Liberties. Ombudsman and Traveler Engagement, Disability and Multicultural Division ("DMD") about the unlawful racial discrimination and physical assault I recently endured at the hands of a TSA agent while 
traveling out of Dulles lnternalional Airport in Sterling, Virginia. 

I am a p hys1c1an who frequently travels to and from Washington. DC and have flown in and out of a 11 three major airports in the region- Ron aid Reagan Nation al Airport. B alt, more Washington International Airport and Du 11 es International Airport 
("Dulles"), Of these three airports, Dulles is by far the place where I have encountered discrimination. disrespect, and mistreatment by TSA agents multiple times. It was this last incident at Dulles that prompted me to file this complaint. 

On Friday. June 28. 2013 at approximately 11 :00 am, I became the victim of unlawful racial discrimination and physical assault. While passing through the airport security checkpoint at Dulles, I opted out of the full-body scanner and requested a pat 
down. TSAagent,kb)(6) ~onducted the initial pat down. She a ressively performe.d the pat down, pressing.her hands very hard against my body and .hitti.ng my crotch. I politely asked her to slowdown and avoid hitting my crotch w,t.h intense 
force because th, s Is a very s ens,\.ve area, D esp rte my request, agent ( b :, ( 6 ) pe ated hr tt, ng my crotch one more tr me. I felt v, o I ated and could not tolerate th, s k Ind of phys I ca I abuse, I requested that she stop Immediately and cal I a s u pe rv, so r. 

Supervisory Trans~ortation Security Officerfb::,(6) ! was called on to supervise a subsequent pat down. Ageni(b)(ffl !got confrontational with her supervisor when he asked her to be mindful of my request. SupervisorKfilifil]hen asked another 
TSA Agent, name~o conduct another pat down. which was done respectfully and without the need to invade my genitalia. Upon exiting the security checkpoint area, I completed a TSA comment card detailing the incident and providing my 
contact i nlo rmat ion 7olliis"a"ate. I have yet to receive a res pons e in writing or by telephone from T SA staff at Du 11 es, 

Taking in its totality the sum of all disrespectful experiences I have endured at Dulles, 
including this recent incident. one can reason ab I y reach the conclusion that I have been the victim of un I awful raci a I di sen mi nation. 1 My background is Asian Ame nca n and the ma· o ri t 
the past, have been Caucasian -this includes agentfb·:,(6) ! In contrast, I have had no problem with TSA agents who appear to be minorities, like SupervisorlliillI]and agent h··,rrr·, 
respect and dignity. This excessively aggressive pat down style at Dulles is not an isolaled matler but a serious systemic issue I hat needs to be addressed immediately. 

of the T SA agents, who have acted di sres pe ctful tow a rd s me in 
They have been p role ssiona I and have treated me with courtesy, 

As a physician, I conduct physical examinations of patients from al I backgrounds and walks of Ii le on a daily basis. I know Ii rst-h and how cnt,ca I it is lo r a patient to feel that the examination is conducted with ca re, respect and cultu ra I sens iii vi ty. W hi I e 
my fie Id of wo rik may not involve nation al security. I know very wel I the dis ti ncti on between a pat down and physi ca I assault, Unfortunate I y. I endured the I atte r. 

I wholeheartedly support TSA"s efforts to keep travelers safe and am aware of the constitutionality of airport security screenings: however, TSA's right to search citizens in an airport is not unlimited. I have an undisputed constitutional right of privacy 
when 11 comes to my gen ital ,a. The level of lo rce a pp Ii ed ag am st my crotch was unreason ab I e and s imp I y crossed the Ii ne. The T SA staff at Du 11 es needs serious training on ci vi I Ity. profession al ism, sexua I harassment, and cultu ra I awareness, 
especi a 11 y wh i I e conducting pat downs. 

I am confident that the DMD will examine this complaint carefully, bring it to the attention 
of the TSA staff at Dul I es. and remedy this s i tuat,on as soon as poss, bl e. I I oak forward to h ea n ng from your office in the coming weeks. Should you need to speak with me directly, my telephone number is kb) ( ff:, ! Thank you for your prom pt 
attention to this matter. ._-'--~---' 

Sincerely, 

Caller is in Midway I ravel Southwest to Columbus Ohio. He has had shoulder replacement, he has a card. In Columbus they accepted lhe card. He says he cant remove his bell but the officer made him take his back off. He had to have a patdown. He 
is upset at his screening in Midway. He isnt happy for the patdown and how they had to do his screening. He says the officer smirked at him. He says it was racial profiling because he was African American. He had gotten the officers name. He says 
the supervisor was th ere watching and ask the officer why he had provided the ca 11 er with his name. He stated he would get an attorney and Ii I e charges against TSA. 

812712013 Told caller 
7';4M48 I explained to him screening may be differ slightly from airport or from agent to agent. Passengers can ask to leave on shoes or belts. It is up to the officer to allow the passenger to leave on shoes or belts. He should always let the officer know of the 

metal in his body. If there was an ala nm they will give a patdown to cleare any alarm. 
I offered him the CSM contact information but he did not want it. he wanted to be transfered. I told him I could not transfer the call. 
I could nol tell him why lhe officer smirked at him. He slated he felt this was due to racial profiling. I offered to transfer him to a special agent that deals with racial discriminalion, he did not want 10 be transfered. 
I was sorry this had happened to him. 



812712013 
8:02:39 

PM 

Attachment: 

TSA SEARCH/SCREEN ING VIOLATION COM PLAINT 
AT HUNTSVILLE (HSV)AIRPORT 
SUN DAY. AUGUST 25TH. 2013 
ABOUT 5:45 am - 6: 10 am 

Report syf"=b""l""(6'""1---,,..,...,.....,..,..-----'----. 
Bahamian Passport~kb_·~1(_6_) _______ ~ 

TSA Supervisor: 1(6) (Incident reported to) 
TSA OfficeL TS (pat down violations) 

Report of the Incident as it occurred: 

On Sunday, August 25th, 2013 I arrived at the Huntsville (HSV) Airport about 4:55 am and after turning in the rental car keys at the Dollar car Rental drop box I checked-In at the Delta Airlines ticket counter on Flight DL 1878, departing from Gate 8 at 
6:30 am for Atlanta, via DL 717 en-route to Nassau Bahamas my final destination. On entenng the Security check point line. I passed through the metal detector and in one of my carry-on luggage was an 8 oz carton of Almond Milk, which I take for 
medical purposes: post Prostate Cancer therapy and extra Calcium for bone replacement health due to a spinal injury of four (4) lumbar vertebrae. My focus was on the security check, and I did not recall the almond milk supplement. When a lady 
security officer asked me if it was for medical purposes, I confirmed this and indicated the medical conditions already named. 

She informed me that since 1t was a few ounces over the 3.5 limit. I would have to get a pat-down search. As she pointed me to a male officer, another female officer told me to move all of my personal belongings over to another search counter. I 
complied and in the midst of this activity, having four trays, my shoes, my wallet and my carry-on to move over, this could not be done in two or three trips, I saw the attitude of the male and female officer changed drastically towards me: he called me 
to stand on a shoe marked-pad with, out-stretched arms while she sternly said: "Sir you must move all of your belongings over 10 lhat counter." I responded saying: "I am doing the best I could, you need to give me some time.· Then as I re1urned to get 
the carry-on pulley, she took it and said: ·1 got this." So I responded: "You told me to move my things, so I can take that." She said roughly, "I got it, I am just doing my job, I do this all the time.· Then she made some sort of head motion to the male 
officer. I did not refuse the search but when the male officer. TSOjrh··,1rr1 ~old me how he would conduct the search, that on the pat down of the legs he would come into contact with my crotch/private, I obJected saying, this would be uncomfortable for 
me and I requested a private search; in which, I would remove my pants to dispel any suspicions. Officel1h··,1rr1 !responded saying: "This is the procedure we follow when someone car,-ies liquid in their carry-on for medical purposes, as you did.'' He 
also asked where on my body I was having pains (he saw my walking cane) and I showed him lhe abdomen area, the small of the back, bolh hips and thighs, due to my spinal injury. As oflicer!rh··,1rr1~onduc1ed the search he patled up 
my legs and thighs right into my crotch/private touching my genitals. I expressed my objection and uncomfortable feeling about this and asked him not to come in contact with my genitals on searching the other leg. However, he did the same thing 
patting up into my crotch/private and touching my genitals. Again I expressed m disapproval of this and he responded in the same manner, saying that he was only carryin out the search according to procedure. I expressed again my feelings of 
public embar,-assment for I felt that my privacy rights were violated. Office (b·:,(6) actions appeared to be racially motivated. therefore, I asked for a supervisor and L TS b)(ff:1 eard my complaint. He indicated a private search request was an 
option and should have been respected. He then lold me aboul the complainl form and my right 10 file a formal complaint. Supervisorj:b::,(6) ~lso indicated lhat he would speak with TSOfbl(ffi I 



The ca 11 er was told that he was red flagged. He stated that his passport has been sto I en. He has a Tens unit, medications. and he has meta I in his bag. He stated that his daughter is wanting to take h1 m away. He stated that he has to have patients 
because, he has had several back surgeries, and elbow surgery. He stated that standing in line takes patience. He returned from Mexico he was put inside a glass room at MIA because his passport was stolen in Mexico. He stated that he has to 
remove all of his clothing in the glass room. He stated that everytime he fiys it is a circle. He staled thal he needs a card thal says I hat he has metal implants. He stated that he would like to find out if he is on a lisl of some sort. He stated I hat in LAS 
they tried to x-ray his money. He stated that in PHL he was told that he was on a red flagged list and he asked why, however they would not tell him. He stated that he is wanting to know how he can h this issue. He stated that he even has issues at 
the bank with his Identity being stolen several times. He stated that his ID number. Social Security Number, and his other information is flagged. He asked if he can send the letter certified mail. 

He stated that his daughter is wanling to take him somewhere in a few months when she graduates, however he does not want her to experience the circus al the airport. 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
transportation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
• traveler's belief that they are on a government watch list. 
• situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 
• d ifflcu lty p ri ntrng a boa rd i ng pass at home or at the ki ask. 

812812013 OHS TRIP is part of an efforl by the Uniled States Departmenls of State and Homeland Securily to welcome legilimate travelers while securing our country from those who want 10 do us harm. 

1:03:14 
PM 

8/28/2013 
2:11 58 

PM 

For those who encounter misidentification. the D HS T rave I er Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) he I ps prevent watch I 1st name confusion. or misidentification. Travelers may a pp I y for D HS redress o nl in e. DH S components wi 11 review the request and 
share information with other agencies to address the issues identified in the TRIP application. TSA's Secure Flight uses the results of the redress process in its watch list matching process to help prevent future delays for misidentified passengers, 
However, because airline procedures for screening passengers againsl Federal watch lists vary, individuals may still be required 10 check in for flights at the airlines lickel counter. 

When an individual applies for redress. OHS TRIP will assign a record ident1f1er or Redress Control Number (RCN). OHS TRIP will inform redress applicants in writing when the OHS review of an inquiry is complete. Reviews of requests for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. Applicants may check the status of inquiries by entering the Redress Control Number. 

After the complaint is resolved. OHS TRIP recommends that travelers provide this RCN when making reservations or updating their traveler profile with an airline. This info will assist security technologies to help prevent misidentification from occurring 
due the similarity of a traveler's name and personal information to another person in systems which contain information from Federal, state, local and foreign sources. 
Participation in the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program is voluntary. The Redress Application process can be found at www.dhs.gov TRIP. 

In the alte rna ti ve, t rave I e rs may apply through ema i I or the U.S. Mai I by completing the attached T rave I er I nq ui ry Form. signing the document, and returning the orig i na I with at I ea st one unexpired photog ra ph-bea ring govern me nt-i ss ued t rave I 
document (e.g., driver's license or unexpired passport). I explained that the forms need to clearly legible and they need to be able to see the picture clearly as well. He can return the form cert1f1ed mail. 

I explained that returning to the United States he would go through CBP, not TSA. We are a general con1ac1 cen1er, and a single point of contact for over 450 airports within lhe United Slates, we do not have his information. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Cur,-ent Date/Time, 8/28/2013 1:40:13 PM Airport: SAN - San Diego Intl-Lindbergh Field Date/Time of Travel· 08/26/2013 3:15 PM Airline & Flight Number· American Airlines AA528 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Terminal 2 TSA Employee; (If 
Known): 
Comment. I had a very big problem with a couple of your agents earlier this week when my pregnant girlfriend and I attempted to travel from Chicago to San Diego and back again. My girlfriend's doctor informed her to opt-out of security check point 
body scans at the airport. Whether or not the TSA deems these devices &quotsafe&quot; does not matter; doctors are telling pregnant women not to use them and instead ask for a pat-down. 

At the Chicago airport, when we were departing, we were informed that they were safe and given quite a bit of attitude when we insisled on a pat-down. Eventually, my girlfriend was given the pat-down and the woman who administered it was perfectly 
Ii ne and p roles s ion a I . Our experience during our return flight security procedure at the San Diego airport was much worse. 

Not only did the agent give us attitude reg a rd i ng the pat-down, she asked my girl friend ii she used her ce 11 phone and that the body sea nne r was as det ri menta I as using a ce 11 phone, When my girl friend insisted on not entering the body sea n ne r, she 
told her thal is was merely an x-ray machine! This was a flal out lie to a pregnant woman and it upsel my girlfriend very much. I have no idea why an agent would behave in this manner. As I stated, whether or not they are &quot:safe&quoi; is not the 
issue: my girlfriend was advised by her doctor, a medical professional, to not go through the scanners and the agent in San Diego attempted to equate a body scanner to cell phone use before lying to my girlfriend and telling her it was merely an x-ray 
machine. This 1s unacceptable and incredibly unprofessional and I think the TSA needs to address the fact that doctors are informing pregnant women not to enter these machines and train staff to respond appropnately. Eventually. my girlfriend was 
given a pat-down and again, it was administered by a competent and p role ssiona I employee, but she was ups et th at someone would attempt to ci rcumna vi gate the advice of her doctor by lying to her and trying to coerce her into a scan she was 
explicitly told 10 avoid. Needless to say, we were not happy aboul the way TSA agents handled the situalion on either end of our trip bul especially in the San Diego airport. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name kbl(6:, I 
Phone Number , 
Emailkbl(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Disability Description: Caller travels with liquid medications. 

Information Requesl: She is needing to know the screening process for liquid medicalions. Is she permitled to advise the TSO that she does not want her liquid medications opened. 

Response Details: She is permitted to inform our officers that she does not want her medications opened at the checkpoint but I can not guarantee that the bottles will not be opened because this is the decision of the TSO at the checkpoint. 
If she requests that her medications not be opened she wi 11 have to go through additiona I screening which would include a patd own, 
I am forwarding her complaint to the CSM at MCI. 

8;2:~2~~ 3 Incident Details: Caller went through screening at Kansas City for a fi1ght to PHX on Southwest on August 14th and has medical conditions and is on several medications including liquids. An agent opened her bottle of liquid medications and stuck his 
PM nose in the bottle and put the cap face down on the table with all the germs and then he stuck a swab inside the bottle. She does not remember the exact time that she went through screening and she does not remember what the officer looked like. 

812812013 
6:50:28 

PM 

812812013 
8:02:00 

PM 

Caller feels that the officers overstepped his bounds in opening her medications and sticking his nose in it and then sticking a swab inside the bottle. 

Caller stated that she didn t feel that this was anything disability related, just that the officer did not know what he was doing. Caller just wanted to make for sure that this officer didn t contaminate someone else s medications. 

Caller stated that every time he flies from JFK he wears paper slippers and they give him a hard time. He just traveled to Orlando on August 8th. They asked him to remove them and he said that he cannot remove them. Then he had the patdown and 
the girt still insisted that he take off the paper shoes. This only happens at JFK and has occured on several occasions. 
He said the supervisor just stood there with his hands on his hip. The TSO that patted him down was a black female. about 160 or 170 pounds. The supervisor was a white male who wore glasses and was about 200 pounds. 
He asked if he can gel a copy of lhe policy. 

AirporUFK 
Airline:JetBlue 
Flight Number:483 
Date and Time:August 8th 10 am 
Terminal or Gate:21 

I apologized to the caller and told him that because your complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy of your e-mail to the Customer Service Manager at that airport. TSA monitors the number and nature of 
comp I a i nts we receive to track Ire nds and spot areas of concern th at may require s pec1al attention. 
Screening shoes by x-ray is an effective method of identifying any type of anomalies, including explosives. Our highly trained Transportation Security Officers (TSO) can see if a shoe has been tampered with when they view it on the x-ray equipment. 
By requiring all passengers to remove shoes at the walk-through metal detector or at the Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) for x-ray screening, we increase both security and efficiency al the checkpoint. 

TSA is sensitive to concerns over the issue of sanitation in the screening locations. TSA's Office of Occupational Safety, Health. and Environment reviewed our procedures for screening the footwear of passengers at TSA checkpoints. and they 
determined the re was no need for add i ti o na I sa ni ta ry procedures beyond those already in p I ace. Additiona 11 y, TSA entered into a M emora nd um of U nders ta ndi ng with the U, S, Pub Ii c Health Service to further review our screening practices and to 
advise us of any appropriale additional steps we might take 10 assure lhe health of travelers. TSA will continue to evaluate screening practices and make changes as appropriate. 

Nonetheless, passengers are permitted to wear disposable booties, socks, or slippers through the screening checkpoint to help protect their feet at walk-through metal detector and the AIT machines. The disposable footwear may be removed and 
placed into the i ndivid ua I's a cce ssi bl e property prior to exiting the screening checkpoint, 

Although some airports may offer disposable booties or slippers to passengers as a courtesy. this is not a TSA-wide practice or requirement. 
I also told him he may ask for a supervisor at any time. 
Sent email. 
I apologize 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP!~(b_,_(6_I __ ~ 
Date Time: 8/2812013 5:48:06 PM 

Nam b1(6) 
Email b1(6) 
Comp a,n s; nappropna e creen,ng at Down Screening: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):SFO terminal 3 checkpoint closest to gate 68 
Comments:I turned around to see a screener handling the items in my tray including my wallet in the immediate moments Before the tray went into the X-ray machine. I don't see any reason other than potential theft for a screaner to handle my 
belonqinqs as they qo into the X-ray. 



Caller said that herself and her husband both have TSA Precheck and are GE members. Coming back from Aspen. CO she had a very fearful experience with a TSA agent, spec1f1cally the patdown. Her husband Is 71 and he has lots of metal implants 
in his body. He has never had a problem at a checkpoint before. Her husband went through the machine and then had to go through a patd own. Her husband had a horri b I e p atdown. She stated that the TSA a gent touched very private parts of his 
body. Other passengers came up 10 lhern afterwards and said lhey had never seen lhat before. She asked if this call was recorded, she hoped. They asked for a manager and she said that she should have known right away not to tell him anything. 
She told the manager about the experience and he was very defensive. Her husband was very upset. She wanted to drop it right away but the TSA agent was very defensive and told her to cairn down. The agent came up to her husband and said that 
is the way the patdown Is to happen. The caller was waiting for their plane about 5 minutes when an agent came up to them and asked for their name. He said give me all of your information. The caller wanted to just drop it but the TSA agent tned to 
grab husbands boarding pass. They told the agent that they would like to drop it. The agent said you are not flying today and I am calling the police. The agent then talked a United agent. The gate agent told the caller that they will not allow you to fiy 

8129/2013 today. She asked the United ageni, have you had a lot of trouble with this man. The United agent at the gate told her to call and personally report this and lhat was all he wanted 10 say. Then the United agenl talked to the TSA agent and lhen told the 
11 :32:56 caller, I am very sorry this happened, you can get on the plane. The agents name at the Pitkin county airport was EE) She did not have the last name. kb·:,(6) !is the area manager of TSA at the airport. She stated that she is scared about the 

AM incident. 

Response: Apologized for incident. And advised that I would send her complaint to lhe CSM, Mr. Shoshone, at the airport. 

Also.!(b1(61 I talked to the caller to reassure her that there would be no retaliation on her 

Caller says that he purchased a train ticket to travel from Chicago to Kansas City. He says that when he got to the Amtrak TSA checkpoint. there was a TSA agent wanting to inspect his bag. He says that these individuals had TSA on their shirts. He 
says there was a TSA agent with a canine, a supervisor, and the individual wanting to inspect his bag. These individuals were all with the police officers, he says that he told the TSA agent that he would not let him inspect is bag because this was 
against his constitutional rig hi to randomly inspect. If they were pulling everyone it would be different, but they weren't. He says that he had two bags, one of which was a duffel full of clothes. He wanled to know if John s. Pistole's information was on 

812912013 the Web site. He says he may call back for this later. 

12:57:24 
p M Advised ca Iler: 

Advised caller that TSA does nol conduct lhe screening for Arnlrak. Advised caller thal we do deploy canine unils and other TSA agents to train stations just to show a presence 10 Iry to ward off terrorists, but we don't screen passengers and their 
luggage for trains. Advised caller that at an airport we screen all passengers with some form of screening. All passengers items are x-rayed and the passengers will at least go through a machine to be screened. We do pull individuals for patdowns and 
hand inspect bags randomly. just to keep randomness in our procedures. We don't want everything to be the exact same every single time, so that 11 becomes predictable. Advised caller that if he wants to he can send a written correspondence to the 
TSA administrator, John S. Pistole. I do not know ii this infonnation is on the Web site or not. 

8/29/2013 
1:22:13 

PM 

Caller said right before patdown he is asking aboul sexual preference of lhe screener and he said he has a formal complaint at the airport about I his. He said I his is harassment that he is not allowed to ask this question. He wants 10 lalk 10 my 
supervisor and said he had already read the template regarding transgender. 

Res pons e: Thank you for contacting the Transportation S ecu ri ty Ad mini st ration reg a rd i ng the security sere en i ng of tra nsgend er ind iv idua Is, I was going to read this tern pl ate but he said he had already been onl i ne and read it, I advised him he can 
contact the CSM at the airport where he filed lhe complaint. I advised him I don t have a personal opinion aboul this. He asked to speak to my supervisor. 

~responded that we do not have add1t1ona I information on his issue.Recommended he contact John Pi stole for his specific quest ions. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Disability Complaint: Screening Current Date/Time · 8/2912013 12:00:37 PM Airport : MCO - Orlando International Date/Time of Travel . 08/24/2013 7:30 PM Airline & Flight Number · SPIRIT FLIGHT804 CheckpoinUArea of Airport · 
MAIN OPEN AREA NEAR LARGE WINDOWS TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment· When going through security check point with my family of 4 after our vacation cruise.(son-S!(b··,(6 !son-11jrh··,1r;·,lwife-41 and I am 47). After waiting some time in line. I found it odd when it was our tum to show our ID's at the podium, all the 
lines behind the podium closed and 4-6 TSA officers formed a line aboul 1 O ft_ behind the podium. My older son and I bolh noticed 2 TSA officers rocking back an forth and one of lhern said &quot;l've been wanting to get busy&quot:. 
Another TSA officer said, &quot;Step this way, there is no waiting in line&quot;. I thought that was odd because it was PACKED with people. My wife and son(17) were told to go one way and my son (8) and I told to go the another way to the metal 

detectors. 

812912013 My 8yr old, won-ied but by my side. I told him &quot:Don't worry.this is just like we've done before&quot:. He asked. &quot:Why is~nd Mom way over there?&quot: I said &quot:1 don't know, just stay by me and behave&quot: I told 1 of the 2 

2_16-JO female TSA officers that I have an artificial hip,(like we are suppose to do). The next lhing I heard was 1 of the 2 the women on the radio asking for a male TSA officer for a manual pat down and search because I refused to go through lhe meIaI 
· PM detectors. I said no such thing11 

I was taken to an area where I was thoroughly patted down. to Id to keep my pa I ms facing up, stand up st ra ig ht because I tned to keep my pants from fa 11 i ng off' My son got scared when my pants started fa 11 i ng down ( he was th, n king the same was 
going to happen to him). My hands were wiped down and tested for explosives. This was our first time flying as a family. I understand you are there to protect us, but if you review the video tapes, what was done to me was over the top, 
I was honesl gave all information upfront and complied. Now my son i(b)(6lis having a hard time underslanding,if your honest and IeI1 the truth why would the TSA embarrass and intimidate you in public. We had no problem the prior week when we 

went through Detro it and every port of cal I on our week long cruise. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name fh··,1rr1 !Phone Number :l(b::,(6) I Email ·!(b·:,(6) !To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link: http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Hello. I am writing to inform you about the disrespectful and inconsistent treatment of families in US airports. I would like to see changes made to consistently and respectfully implement secunty measures that account for the needs of families traveling 
with bottle-fed infants. I wo u Id appreciate a response sharing what wi 11 be done to ensure another fa mi I y do es not experience what I have, detailed as lo 11 ows. 

I traveled from Washington N at,ona I Airport on August 21 , 20 13 with my husband. three-ye ar-o Id d aug hte r. and three-month-a Id son. My son is bottled fed with lo rm u I a. When packing lo r our In p we put al I bottles with water. sea led and open packages 
of powdered formula. and sealed boxed liquid formula in a separate bag to facilitate the TSA check. After these items were separately checked in the security screening at Washington National Airport, we were let through without any questions or 
problems. I was pleased with how we were treated. 

On the return flight from Denver International Airport on August 28, 2013 we encountered a problem which resulted in what I can best describe as a gross disrespect for Amencans, families, and mothers, and a completely inconsistent implementation of 
policy from airport to airport and per the TSA statement on its website. 

We arrived at the Denver airport just as we did at the Washington one - with the same amount of battles and formula all separated out and ready ta be checked. And as with our out-bound flight I also arrived with Virginia state-issued identity cards for 
both of my children-proof on laminated paper, in addition to my children physically being with me-that I had a bottle-fed baby (and three-year-old). 

812912013 The TSA official said I hat I could not bring through an 8 ounce, sealed from the store package of Gerber ready-lo-feed liquid formula. I would have to open ii so it could be checked. Opening it was essentially tossing it because once opened, it eilher 
needs to be consumed by the baby in one hour and my son had just eaten (thanks ta our careful planning). or has ta be refrigerated. I was under the belief that ice packs were not allowed, since they are frozen liquid. Turns out they are allowed. I 

4 20' 5 9 I earned that I esson. 
PM 

8129/2013 
6:02:27 

PM 

I politely informed lhe TSA official I hat I his same package had gone through the security at the Washington airport just fine. This Denver-based official said he could not let it through. The official asked the supervisor to come over to verify his own 
decision. I then, calmly and respectfully, pulled up this website from TSA that says the following, and read it to the official (http://www.tsa.gav/traveling-formula-breast-milk-and-juice): 

'Although formula. breast mil~ juice is inspected at the checkpoint, you, your infant or toddler will not be asked to test or taste the breast milk, formula. or juice. Our Security Officers MAY test liquid exemptions (exempt items more than 3 ounces) 
ilems for explosives. Officers~lso ask you to open the conlainer during the screening process." (capitalization added for emphasis here) 

I said to both officers that 11 seems there is some interpretation here to be had by each airport - that officers "may" test the formula. I asked them, since the Washington official chose to not have me open and/or toss my formula. if they would do the 
same but they said it is their right to check this. They said I could undergo a pat down in order to keep the formula. I decided to undergo the pat down. 

You may ask why I didn't just throw out the 8 ounces of formula. The reason is because we were to be traveling for several hours, and with the worsening service offered at airports these days, I needed to be prepared to feed my infant son. I am not 
aware of baby formula being available for purchase in the airports-something that would be a welcome support for families in a pinch. Also, we have a tight family budget nght now and it's difficult to make the choice to throw away perfectly good food 
for my chi Id . 

Because I was exhausted traveling with my two young children and already having been awake since 5:30am that day with the baby (it was now 11am), I didn't realize that I was consenting to a pat down and not just a wanding. So I said 1·d undergo 

Dear Sir or Madam 

I hope this email finds you and your team in good spirits"' 

I recently compleled a domestic trip from NY LGA to Atlanla Hartsfield Airport. My trip originated on August 14 and completed on August 27. During this trip, I was !ravelling with a 3yr old, a 5 yr old and 7 yr old. I have always carried tetra packs of 
milk for the children and until now. never been stopped. So as I was leaving NY - they scanned the bags. checked the tetra pack of milk and let me go an my merry way. 

On return, on Atlanta Hartsfield Airport, TSA agent objected to carrying milk. It was organic tetra pack of milk as my child can't drink others. Unfortunately the makers of tetra pack of milk are not aligned with TSA requirement of 3.4 oz of milk size. 
They make only one size for travel. I tried to tell the agent the milk was for a child but his response to me was" she not a baby anymore, she does nol need milk". Another TSA agent came along and offered for me to keep my Telra pack, but in 
exchange, I, the adult had ta have a entire body pat down, through examination of all of my carry an luggage. I would like to understand, how does carrying a 4oz Tetra pack al milk equate to having an entire body pat down and examination of my carry 
on luggage. I know TSA due to their pol1c1es have right to examine all of my luggage and I am happy to allow them to do so. And they did. My hand luggage went through xray, I walked through whatever metal detector I was guided through. What i 
don't understand is how is ability to carry milk equate to having an entire body pat down and 'thorough' check of my bags? Mind you, this tetra pack was sealed with straw attached I glued to the box as it is sold. 

As a law abiding citizen, I do realize that TSA has to take precaution to keep me and other safe. I have no issues with rules (i don't agree with some of the rules. but am happy ta abide by them). But above was just uncalled for and I would be very 
interested to know how having or excha ngrng for entire body pat down on me the ad u It would justify a 11 owa nee of m, I k to be carried far a tad d I er. 

Thank you in advance lo r your consideration. 

Best Rega rd s, 
!(b)(61 I 

"The secret to happiness is to admire without desiring." - F H. Bradley 



Caller said that she travels internationally and lately she Is subjected to additional screening including patdowns when re-entering the US. The airline told her to call TSA to see 1f she was on some type of list or if there was any reason she was 
812912013 subjected to this security. 
6:34:48 

PM Explained to caller that OHS has a SPOC for travelers who experience difficulties when traveling or crossin9 international borders, such as constantly being subjected to additional security. Explained that she could submit a traveler inquiry form to 
request DH S investigate the ci re um stances a re try to redress any of these issues. 0 rdered the lo rms to be sent to her vi a post per her request. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

~~~~;~--~-l;~-~;-;~j'"(b-1(-6-, ---i-------------------------------------

Date Time 8129/2013 742:58 PM 

Nam,th,IRI 

812912013 Emait"'b"'l ... (6"'1 _________ _, 

7,59, 16 Complainls: DiscourIeous/Rude Employee· 

PM 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):JFK Terminal 3 (American Airlin~e_s~)-----~ 
Comments:I was treated rudely by a number of TSA employees this morning, under the ··supervis,on'· o4bH61 ~fter I had put my bag/shoes/etc. in the bin and through the x-ray machine, I was told to go through the Rapiscan machine. I 
refuse to use those death-traps (that you are still using such dangerous machines is another matter entirely), and opted out. At this point, I could no longer see my belongings, and I asked that they be placed somewhere I could see them. The TSA at 
JFK has a reputJlion for stealing passengers' belongings, and I did not want to become a victim. I was ridiculed by the staff, who refused to take my request seriously. I asked 10 see a supervisor, and no supervisor was called (I believe it was an 
employee name~ho was ignoring my requests at this point). After not getting any results by askin9 politely, I had to raise my voice, and eventually a supervisor kb)(ff:, ! appeared. He was not particularly helpful: he just kept asking 
"have all your conTefnsbeen addressed". as if he couldn't wait to go back to whatever he had been doing before being called out to handle this situation. After a particularly rough pat-down, I was allowed to proceed. 

There are good TSA employees, and there are bad TSA employees. Every employee I observed that morning fell inlo lhe la1ter category. Like many Americans, I'm counting the days until the TSA gets disbanded and all the lhugs you employ are out of 
work. They deserve it. 

Hello, 

I was recently subjected to a public pat down due to wearing an underwire bra through an airport. The experience was rather humiliating and I'm wondenng if the Isa is doing anything to prevent this situation or at least lessen the frequency. Underwire 
bras are the only bras that I can wear and I shouldn't have to avoid flying simply to avoid a public patdown. I just googled this situation to see if its happened to other women and I see that it happens frequently and some of these women are so upset 
th at they contact I awye rs. 

In my case, I went through the detector three times. each time receiving an alarm, and the tsa agent kept suggesting that I remove every piece of Jewelry including earrings and necklaces before a second agent walked over (taking pity on me I 
suppose) and asked me point blank if I was wearing an underwire bra. It was almost 20 minutes before I finally was subjected to the patdown (of course i had to wait for a female agent to appear). Fortunately, I did not miss my flight. 

I understand that these searches are necessary to ensure passenger safety, however, patdowns due to underwear construction is a bit ridiculous. 

812912013 Why not ban all underwire bras? Then those of us who have to wear them just won't spend our money flying, 
7:59:46 

PM Why not acquire better detectors that can differentiate metal locations on the body? Where are the body scan detectors? Won't they be able to do this? 

Why not ensure that female agents are readily available so female passengers don't have to wait for their public patdown? 

Why not explain to all tsa agents that an underwire bra may set off the detectors so that further delays, multiple passes, and removal of tiny jewelry is not necessary, when an underwire is the most likely culprit. 

Thank you for your time. 

kb1(6) I 
Sent from my iPhone 



8/29/2013 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl(b1(6) 
Date Time: 812912'""0~n-s:-3-6_-,4-r-P-M.,... 

9:00:55 Name,.!(~b_l(~6_, ---~---~ 

PM Emai"i!(b"'l"'(6""--"", ----,--,,---,---=' 

8/29/2013 
9:00 55 

PM 

Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):MIA Ierminal H 
Comments The treatment of passengers at MIA has always been discourteous, but in terminal H. there has been a lot of personal violence. My genitals have been fondled (the screener spent almost three minutes holding my testicles in his hand) and 
he treated me roughly. While he was groping me and twisting my arm. money was also stolen from my carry on. When I asked to see his supervisor at the check point, he told me to shut the I' .. up or he would throw my a" in Jail and send me to 
Guantanamo, I have committed no crime. When I fi na 11 y got through and asked to see the su pe rvi sor. the man was tot a 11 y indifferent, I am more afraid of your bul Ii es at the check point than I am of te CTori sts, do I have to wear a cl e ri ca I co 11 a r to receive 
some respecl? I am indignant! 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP!(b1(6) 
Date Time: 8/2912"'0~13...,,8'"':3~6~:4=7=P~M,.. 

Nam~rh1/fi1 
Email_ h·i1fi··, 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):MIA Ierminal H 
Comments The treatment of passengers at MIA has always been discourteous, but in terminal H. there has been a lot of personal violence. My genitals have been fondled (the screener spent almost three minutes holding my testicles in his hand) and 
he treated me roughly. While he was groping me and twisting my arm. money was also stolen from my carry on. When I asked to see his supervisor at the check point, he told me to shut the I' .. up or he would throw my a" in Jail and send me to 
Guantanamo, I have committed no crime. When I fi na 11 y got through and asked to see the su pe rvi sor. the man was tot a 11 y indifferent, I am more afraid of your bul Ii es at the check point than I am of te CTori sts, do I have to wear a cl e ri ca I col I a r to receive 
some respecl? I am indignant! 

Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es Screening (AI T, Pa td own) 
Current Date/Time . 8/30/2013 9:29:02 AM Airport : Select One Date/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . round trip tamp a to newark &amp: then back - I was patted down after xray walk through going and again returning .. but then in a private room with my carry-ans and shoes. 

8/30/2013 .. 
10:07:00 After 112 hr I could reJOln my husband and told .. have a nice day! 

AM 
Someone told me it was because I have a small build and my clothes not clingy. 

What do you say? 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number . 
Email kb 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicalionManager 



8/30/2013 
10 07 03 

AM 

8/30/2013 
11 01 56 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Disabilily Complaint Current Dateflime 813012013 8:26:17 AM Airport: MCI - Kansas City lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 08130/2013 6:45-7:20 Airline & Flighl Number 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) Kiill&[] 
Comment · This is the second time my request lo r pat down screening has been obstructed by T SA, I am recovering from surgery, must wear a brave and use crutches, I requested pat down screening, After putting my crutches through the belt 
screener,!rh··,1R! refused pal own, made me stand and wait, sent me to the scanner ( where I had to ste out and wait again for calibralion) and, of course, still had to have pat down done afterwards. His conduct was deliberately obstructionist. 
Happening once I would chalk it up to poor customer service. however I was treated similarly by b )(6) n my last trip through. In contrast, the agents at Love Field are extremely considerate and helpful and still get the jab done. 
Would you like a re.,.s .. p.,o.._n,.s,.e ... ?_-__.J .. • .. Je ..... __________ _, 

Passenger's Name[b 1(6) 
Phone Number: ~---------------~ 

Email !(b)(61 ! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller and dad flew from MS P to SEA and through security at MS P everyone had to go through the body sea n ne r. She Is 1 7 wee ks pregnant s ho u Id she have been directed through that tech no logy? 
States they didn t see any signs posted at the AIT machine informing they could opt-out. 

Response: 
The extremely low dose of radiation from the entire spectrum of TSA screening technology is inconsequential. even to frequent flyers who undergo repeated screenings. 
This testing takes into account sp eci a I po pu I ati o ns that a re mare sensitive to radiation. such as chi Id ren, persons receiving radiation treatment lo r medica I conditions, and pregnant and pote nti a 11 y pregnant women, as we 11 as employees who wo rl< near 
the equipmenl. All screening systems fully comply with Federal safety requirements, and measured radiation levels for each are well below limits established by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health 
Adm i ni st rat ion. 
TSA is sensitive to passengers' concerns about protecting their pnvacy as it relates to the secunty screening process. particularly the use of AIT. 
I ndivid ua Is who do not wish to be sere ened by this technology w i 11 be required to undergo alte ma ti ve screening, including a thorough patdown. Signs a re posted in front of each A IT Io cation advising passengers of this right. 

Explained AIT is a voluntary alternative screening process and she always has the right to opt out. 
Disability Description: The caller has an insulin pump. 

Response Details: I gave the following information: To file a claim, you should fill out the claim farm in accordance with the instructions and return it to the address in box number 1. Once TSA s Claims Management Branch (CMB) has received your 
claim form you will be sent a letter of acknowledgement and a claim number. You should keep the claim number for future reference when inquiring about the claim. 
Far your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act it must 

Be filed within 180 days al the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt; 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the alleged discriminatory action in sufficient detail to inform TSA of the nature al the alleged act al discrimination: and 
Be sIg ned by the complainant or someone autho nzed to sign on be ha If of the comp I a i na nt. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns. we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

813012013 TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their awn behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 

12 3944 behalf. 

PM 
Any of the above requirements can be waived for good cause. If you are requesting that any of the above requirements be waived, please explain your good cause in your complaint. 
To file a complaint electronically. please send an e-mail ta: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure ta place D-RFI in the subject line to all aw for proper handling. 

To file a complaint via the Internet, please visit http: www.tsa.gov traveler-information travelers-filing-compliant 

TSA recommends that you file your complaint via e-mail or Internet in order to expedite processing. If you prefer ta file a complaint via postal mail, please send it to 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
Disability Branch 
Disability and Multicultural Division 
60 1 South 12th Street 
TSA-33 
Ari i ngto n, VA 20598 

I emailed her a claim form and the D-RFI. 



8/3012013 
12:46:20 

PM 

Recently flew from DEN wanted to talk to someone about the screening. She said the scree ne rs we re I azy. She got the re at 4: 55 PM and went through ta king shoes off and putting her stuff on the belt. She told th em she was going to opt out and do the 
patdown. She does this all the time because she doesn t trust the AIT machine. She said some of the officers were standing over in the corner talking, Alter a while of waiting one of them finally motioned her over, 

Response: 
Apologized taht she had a bad experience at the checkpoint. We do keep a record lo all complaints and ii we do find that this is a repeating issue at a particular airport we would forward this to the CSM at that airport so they can take proper action. If 
you would like you can also contact the CSM at the airport yourself and to get their contact information you II need to call I his number back and press option 5 and enter the airport code DEN and it II give you their con1ac1 information if you would like to 
contact them as well. 
Who is the supervisor for this individual? I want to make a complaint. 

I was !raveling wilh my family lhrough Logan Airporl on August 19 on American Airlines. My 20 year old son went lhrough securily with my 12 year old daughter. They were allowed to go lhrough the metal de1ec1or. My 18 year old son asked for a pat
down, as did my husband and I. 

My 18 year old was given the pat-down fairly quickly. I was told to wait. OfficertlllillI]told me that it would be at least 30 minutes and I needed to go through the scanner. I told him I was not going to go tzough t!e scanner and would wait. A few 
minutes later, another officer escorted my husband through and palled him down. When thal officer finished, he did not return to take me for a pat-down. I waited a few more minutes and then asked Office h·11fr-, 10 call someone again. He lold me in 
a very sarcastic voice that he was not going to do it. he had already asked (about 10 minutes had now passed and the rest of my family was waiting on the other side). 

I asked him to again ask for someone. He argued with me and told me that he had told me it would be at least a half-hour wait and that I should just go through the scanner because no one was going to help me any more quickly. While this was 
occurring, olher TSA officers were just standing around talking to one anolher on the olher side of the securily checkpoint. I told!(b·:,(61 to call someone again lhat lhis was ridiculous (I was now about 15 minutes into the wait). He then gave me a dirty 
look, and said loudly in the general direction of the other side ··this guy is tired of waiting, he wants me to ask again" I waited longer. Finally, another officer came and did the pat down. 

While I was waiting (for at least 20 minutes), the officers present, including tb/~6/ !let anyone with a child go through the metal detector, but directed anyone else to go through the scanner. Aside from the rudeness and abusive treatment by~ 

813012013 which I demand be addressed, I find ii laughable that you people would thin a terrorisls would nol use their children as a means 10 gel through security. What kind of s1upid policy is this? 

4:36:18 ~ 
p M PI ease advise as to what I need to do to fol low up with my comp I amt against Office, rJ:W.§.L..i 

!(b,(61 

b,(61 

kb1(61 

Beverly Hills. California 90210 

Email HYPERLINK • b)(6) ,._ __________________________________________ _. 



TSA: 

I sent the message below to you on August 13. in follow-up of a prior message on August 12. I received a reply that my inquiry was being referred to someone who could give me an answer. I have heard nothing since. 

In the meantime. I have !rave I ed by air twice, and I do confirm that there are TSA signs in the s c reem ng area th at imp I y that there may be a health risk from m, 11 i meter-wave sea n ne rs. Therefore. I rephrase my prior request. PI ease give me the 
information that I would need to advise a patient or, ii you have indeed proven that the technology is harmless. remove the signs that suggest otherwise. 

May I expect a reply, please? 

813012013 
4:36:20 ~--------~ PM b1(6) 

8/30/2013 
5:05 29 

PM 

Falls Church, VA 22042 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

Froni(b 1(6) 
The caller flew from SAV, and was identified for additional screening with a patdown and ETD. He wanted to know why this happened, and if this would happen again. 

Advised Caller: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some ins1ances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

The U.S. Departmenl of Homeland Securily Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolulion regarding difficullies they experience during their travel while screening al 
transportation hubs, such as airports. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
• traveler's belief that they are on a government watch 11st. 
• situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 

For those who encounter misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevent watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for OHS redress online. OHS components will review the request and 
share information with other agencies to address the issues identified in the TRIP application. TSA's Secure Flight uses the results of the redress process in ,ts watch list matching process to help prevent future delays for misidentified passengers. 
However, because airline procedures for screening passengers against Federal watch lists vary, individuals may still be required to check in for flights at the airlines ticket counter. 

When an individual applies for redress, OHS TRIP will assign a record identifier or Redress Control Number (RCN). OHS TRIP will inform redress applicants in writing when the OHS review of an inquiry is complete. Reviews of requests for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. Applicants may check the status of inquines at https:1/trip.dhs.govlstatus.htm by entering the Redress Control Number. Travelers who wish to check the status of an inquiry but do not have their Redress Control 
Number may contact OHS TRIP by e-mail or by mail. 

After the complaint is resolved. OHS TRIP recommends that travelers provide this RCN when making reservations or updating their traveler profile with an airline. This info will assist security technologies to help prevent misidentification. 

Participation in the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program is voluntary. The Redress Application process can be found at www.dhs.gov/TRIP. 



I would like to file a complaint regarding a TSO at DIA. 
The TSO, a white male aged 22-28. about 6ft tall with short blond/brown hair and glasses, was working the middle bod scanner at the North station on 8130, around 1035am. took me out of line alter the scan, accused me of "flipping him off' in the 
scanner and staled thal if I "wanled to act up, he will teach me." Instead of immediately contacting his supervisor, bl(6i I was forced to wait. When Supervisor [filuirrived, lhe TSO proceeded to accuse me in front of everyone about what had 
happened, telling SupervisorEfilI}:o "look at the picture, you'll see." I agreed and asked to see the picture, which was refused. I asked for the TSO"s name and badge number, which was refused. 
I was then subjected to a ful I pat down. with the TSO smirking at me from his post. 
It is unfortunate that a new and obviously inexperienced TSO would choose to act so unprofessionally, arguing with me in front of the public and his supervisor. 
PI ease acknow I edge this complaint, including information regarding how the incident w i 11 be handled. 

8130120 13 Thank you. 
10:09:08 

PM 
!!bi(6i 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily Complaint: Screening Current Date/Time: 8/3012013 9:24:10 PM Airport: ORD - Chicago-O'Hare lntemalional Date/Time of Travel 08/2912013 5:45 AM Airline & Flight Number: American Airlines 1062 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport· American Airlines Terminal 3 - ORD to MIA TSA Employee: (If Known)· Woman Comment· My mother who has a pacemaker showed her pacemaker medical card was at Screening and was told by a TSAworker to walk through the imaging 

813012013 machine she was not offer a pat down so my mother had to get out of her wheelchair to walk into the machine. NOW her pacemaker 1s NOT working normally. Why did this woman tell my mother to go through the machine? is this usual practice for 

10_09 _ 13 people with pacemakers?? 
·PM. Would you like a response?: True 

Passenger's Nam,-e.-h_·-,1_R_-, __ ...-~ 
Phone Number 1h··,1r;·, 
Email (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Disability Complaint: Screening Current Date/Time · 813112013 10:50:40 AM Airport . SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International Date/Time al Travel . 08/31/2013 9:00 AM Airline & Flight Number · DL 1814 Checkpoint/Area of Airport . TSA Pre 
Check near Delta counters TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment · We would appreciate a scanner so that pat down is not done. My husband has an artificial knee and would appreciate the scanner because the pat down is personally invasive and takes longer. 

8/3112013 This is not limited ta the Seatac airport but at so many around the country. 
11:03:32 

AM Please out scanners at TSA Pre Check!!! 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Nam.,:.;.;,,.h,_··,,.1R,.·,.._ __ r-~ 

Phone Number 
Email (b)(ff1 
To leave a commen concerning his feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



813112013 
7:04:20 

PM 

91112013 
1:13:58 

PM 

91112013 
5:01:21 

PM 

To: The TSA Chief Supervisor. Midway Airport lllrno,s 

I am a cancer palient who was travelling back to Seattle from Cancer Treatmenl CenIers of America at Midwestern Hospital in Zion, Illinois in May or early June, 2013.( I can get the exact flight info if needed). I do not go through the scanners because 
of my cancer and not wanting to risk further injury to my DNA, even though the scanners are purported to be safe. 

Because I get the pat-downs, I must wait for a female attendant to come and call me through the gate. This often involves a delay. On one occasion, my belongings. including all my money, ID and credit cards. as well as my medications and computer 
and C-Pap machine, had gone through the conveyor scanner and were silting unprotected and unsupervised, not visible to me, on lhe other side as I waited for at least 15 minutes. I voiced my concern to a TSA agent at that time and was rudely told it 
was no concern of theirs and that in the future I should not put my items through until the female agent was ready to call me through. 

In May(?early June), 2013, at Midway Airport in the late afternoon. when the wheelchair attendant brought me to the security checkpoint, I did as they had advised me. I took off my shoes, put all my belongings in a bin and.after informing TSAI needed 
a pal-down, stacked lhe trays with my belongings togelher, off to the side, so I would not obstrucl the flow of passengers as I wailed for lhe TSA agenl who would pat me down, which is when I would put my belongings through the conveyor. There 
were at least 10 or so young TSA agents in front of and behind the 2 scanners, at least 5 of them female. They were loud, talking andklaughi!q to each other and yelling at passengers at times, ordering them in an authoritarian manner, not friendly or 
polite, or professional, in my opinion. They appeared unconcerned and distracted. A tall young man, who I later learned was named b )(6 :, approached me and yelled at me to put my ,terns through the conveyor. He grabbed my containers, which I 
had my hands on as ifto force them into the conveyor. I held onto them and was trying to explain the situation. He started yelling at me in a loud voice, interrupting me over and over, yelling to his friends that I was refusing to put my belongings 
through, which is not the case. I held onto my belongings and told them I wanted a supervisor. His TSA friends made me move furlher away and were glaring al me. One female attendanl moved to the gale I would be going lhrough and was standing 
behind it, glaring at me. I thought she was there to pat me down. When I approached her she stated "No! rm not going to take care of you'"- The supervisor. a very polite and professional tall young white male with long light brown hair pulled back 
into a neat ponyta i I. came to me and I exp I a i ned what had happened and he immediately took ca re of 11. having one of the le male agents who had been sta ndrng back the re the whole time pat me down. I cou Id fee I her anger and resentment towards 
me as she did so. She was sullen in her facial expression and in her speech. I asked the name of the man who had been yelling at me (a tall young black man). Initially she did not answer me. I had to ask her several times and she said his name 
was kiill:§IJ although she would not tell me his first name. 

It has taken me awhile to lodge this complaint due to my health situation, but I have been meaning to do so. The way I was treated. the unprofessional and cavalier way this group of young agents was acting among each other and the fact that I was 
verbally abused and yelled at for no reason needs to be addressed. I would like a response from the Midway Airport TSA chief supervisor and will take it higher if need be. I am certain you have security footage that will bear witness to all I have 
writlen here. 

I do not want one more person to ever have to experience what I did that day. Also, T SA needs to have a table where we who a re wa iii ng lo r the pat downs can have our belongings with us. and the agents need to be trained to he Ip us in this. The re Is 
much theft happening at airports, some by convicted ex-TS A agents, and I do not feel that we who opt out of the scanners should be discriminated against like this by being forced to leave our valuables unattended and vulnerable to theft while we wait 
to go through. 

TSA Agenkiill:fil] needs to be spoken to that it is not OK to treat passengers that way. 

I look forward to your response. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Screening 
Cur,-ent Date/Time· 91112013 11 :26:04 AM Airport: JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time ofTravel · 09/01/2013 10:45 AM Airline & Flight Number, NH009 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal 7 TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment: A TSA manager abused their position 10 non-randomly select me for a &quot;full slandard&quot: pat down. Al the time indicated above, I !raveled lhrough security at JFK's Terminal 7 en route to Tokyo wilh my girlfriend. Al the beginning of 
the checkpoint 3 TSA officers were talking to each other and paid no attention as my girlfriend and I stood waiting, assuming we needed to. for them to check pass arts and boarding passes. After 1 minute we continued forward. as it was unclear if we 
were supposed to wait. and the officers were still talking to each other. While taking off shoes for the screening a moment later, a female officer named &quot h·,1r:;·-, &quot: came over, checked our passports boarding passes and saw they had not 
been &quot:checked in.&quot: I mentioned that no one was paying attention when we entered the security checkpoint. The officer took some offense to the comment while checking my passport and boa\$illl,l!,ass. Once I eventually had proceeded 
pa st I he body scanner the agent stopped me and req u esl ed a ma I e assist for a fu 11 pat down. The re was a q ues ti on from another a gent nearby on why I was stopped, to which the first age nl re I ied &q uo1tlQlj]Jo Id me to. &quot I asked if I he re was 
any problem with the screening and the agent said no. I was then given a full standard pat down by a different agent. While professional, it was unpleasant. and clearly not random. &quot b)(ff:, quot: who roamed different parts of the checkpoint 
while I was there, appears to be some kind of manager, and abused her authonty to punish me with a full standard pat down for pointing out that she and other agents were chatting instead of checking passports at the start of the checkpoint. This Is a 
clear abuse of power and pemaps criminal. I will be checking my rights to file official charges for the harassment. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name kb·:,(61 
Phone Number . ==-'-----' 
Email !(b)(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Hi I recent flew and am 5112 weeks pregnant. At the security station I asked the TSA agent whether it was safe to go through the body scan machine his response was that·· it is not radiation more if a sound wave and that it is safer than an ultrasound." 
He did not give me any other option than to proceed and given that he was a TSA agent I followed without further inquiry. Since my trip I have read up online and there's seems to be debate In The medical community as to the safety of body scans 
during early pregnancy and that I should have been given The option of a pat down. I feel mislead and feel that information regarding the options should be formally displayed at the security checks for passengers to be aware of. 
Sincerely, 
Conce med p regnant trave I er 

Sent from my iPhone 



9/112013 
6:1653 

PM 

9/212013 
9:01 25 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!~(b~1_(6~)--~ 
Date Time: 911/2013 5:05: 17 PM 

Name (bi(6i 
Email: (b 1(6) 
Comp a, nts: na pp ro pn ate cree n, ng/ Pat Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):AA flighl 1954, LAX 10 SFO, departing 3:35 pm from Terminal 4. 
Comments:I am traveling with my 6-year--old son and husband. I was asked to go to the metal detector with my son. since children do not go through the other type of scanner. My son went through first, and then I went through. The metal detector did 
not beep. After I went through, a female agent was called over to pat me down. even though the metal detector did not go off. The agent said it was because my skirt was long. Had I known I would be subjected to a pat down, I would have asked my 
husband to walk through the metal detector with my son, and I would have gone through the other type of scanner. I am very frustrated that I was not given the choice. I found the pat-down intrusive and completely unnecessary. 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am w ri ting about my experience moving through the security Ii ne at the airport in Burlington, VT in the hopes I hat my encounter w i 11 I e ad to more sensitivity t raining . 

I am pregnant. While my obstetrician cleared me for flying, she also instructed me to opt out of the AIT screening. I appreciate the need for safe flights, and I am resigned to the pat downs of which I have had several. At the Burlington airport. however, 
the agent was immediately irrilated at my request 10 opl out of screening. She lectured me on the safety of lhe AIT screening and I hen barked al me when I did not correctly guess where she wanted me to walk. During the pal down, she was 
antagonistic. When she got to my waist. she demanded I remove my bellyband in front of other passengers though doing so would reveal my underwear. I had just attended a conference with several of the passengers walking by and was humiliated. 
When I refused to remove th at vital item of clothing ( the be 11 yba nd ). she blamed me for not requesting a private screening. 

I understand the need for careful security checks and I appreciate flying on a safe plane. but all passengers deser,e to be treated with courtesy and dignity. While agents might disagree with a doctor's orders, they should understand that a passenger is 
Ii ke ly to fo 11 ow the medical advice she has received from a trusted p roles s ional . When passengers opt out of the A IT s c reem ng. agents s hou Id give c I ear and pol 1te instructions about where they want passengers to walk and stand, rather than expecting 
passengers to magica 11 y know and th en shouting at them when they step on the wrong patch of carpet. Agents s hou Id be mindful of a passenger's be longings and ensure they a re watched and sale, Fin ally, agents s ho u Id be trained in how to pat down 
pregnant women. It would be useful for I hem to learn aboul maternity clothing-particularly the bellyband that allows women 10 extend lhe time they can wear non-maternity panls. While kindness would be ideal, screeners should al least restrain from 
op en host i Ii ty. 

It is already uncomfortable to fly while pregnant. But it is particularly unpleasant to be humiliated by the TSA agent before the journey has even begun. 

Thank you for taking the time to consider my experience. 

Sincerely, 

l(b)(61 

91212013 
9:02:01 

AM 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Other: Screening 
Current Date/Time : 91212013 7:34:38 AM 
Airport, PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Date/Time ofTravel, 2 4:30 AM Airline & Flight Number· UA1237 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, Terminal 2 TSA Employee: (II Known), 
Comment : I am a pregnant woman who did not want to go lhrough lhe full body scanner due to my condition. I was happy to go through lhe regular scanner. Tsa at Phoenix would not lei me go through the regular scanner and lold me I hat I had to go 
through a full body pat down, including sensitive areas. At any other airport I've been in while traveling Pregnant. I've been allowed to go through the regular metal detector. While I was getting a full-body pat down, tsa let a woman with a CAT go 
through the regular scanner instead of the full-body scanner. The explanation I was given is that the cat is a wanm-blooded animal. so she could go through the regular metal detector, but that I could not choose. Even if that's the case, why would tsa 
select a PREGNANT woman for a more thorough check. I have no problem with security. but the less intrusive option should be available for a pregnant woman without the drastic alternative of a pat-down. This is one example of tsa not focus in it's 
re sources on I he proper I hreats. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name b·:,(61 
Phone;.,.,=='-".J..U.LL.J..1---__ _. 
Email b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



9/212013 
3:1320 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP .. kb"---"-,(6,,,.-... 1 ___ _. 
Date Time: 912/2013 1 :04: 1 O PM 

Nam~h>IR, I 
Ema (b1(6) 
Com i111tS.IIICOIISIStellt SCI Ml ill lg !uifferent Practices between Airports). 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):While leaving on flight 3760 out of the KC airport, a female flight attendant insisled thal I must go throLJgh the body scanner because "all other scanners had been removed from 
the air ports and where no longer available" She was saying this while my son and husband were going through the other detector .... This was so ridiculous it would have been laughable except she insisted what I was pointing at was not available. I 
was offered a full body pat down but I could go through as a family in Phoenix and not put in this position. BOTTOM LINE: The KC TSA secunty is the worst I travel through and regularly gives misinformation, or lacks common sense responses making 
them appear uneducated and unprofessional. Is it to much to hope for them to step up thief game? Certainly the center of our nation can hire better or train better!!' 
Comments :Consistent weak p ractces 
Hello. 

I fiew ou, of MSP to Fargo, ND yesterday. As I was going through security I was notified that I was chosen for a special screening and one worker called to another "hey, she a "quote", which I believe would make me part of a quota for special pat 
down screening. As I went through the screening I was so angry, I can hardly put into words how angry I was. The security person was polite and appropriate as she touched me where you would never allow a stranger to touch you and I had no ability 
to say "'no". All of this because I came through and at the time their quota number came up. I realize TSA has a job but they also have less intrusive options, and they had them that day too. 

9/212013 Last December I escorted my 85 year old Mother home from Hawaii. TSA palled her down too• They had shut I heir body scanner down for the day. The woman who did the screening was polile. 
3:1324 

PM This is the best we can hope for inAmenca and the TSA; that the workers are polite while they run their hands all over you and you can't say "'no". And all this while other alternatives are available, they just choose not to use them. 

I hale ,hat we allow lhis in lhe United Slates. 

Caller said he is going to a funeral in Cl eve I and on Thursday and he takes ap pro xi matel y twenty different p, 11 medications and wanted to know if he cou Id p I ace those in a d a, ly dosage container because he has so many bottles he wo u Id need another 
bag to travel with. 

TSA recommends that the prescriptions be carried in the prescription bottle. This is only a recommendation and daily dosage containers can be used. Be sure and separate the medications from your other carry on items and declare the medications 
as your medically necessary items and the medications will be screened separately. -

9/212013 The caller wanted 10 know if he needed to carry a piece of paper listing ,he medica,ions. 
6:1617 

PM TSA does not require this documentation; however, this may be helpful in the event medical personnel need infonmation on types of medication you are taking in the event of an emergency. 

9/312013 
2:1728 

PM 

Caller wanted to know if he should ask for a pat down since he has a pace maker, defibrillator, and stints. 

Notify the transportation sec u nty officer that you have a pace maker and you a re opting out for the pat down. Do not go through the screening and opt out lo r the pat down. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

Remote Client IP:~!(b_)_(6_, __ ~ 
Date Time: 9 3 2013 1 :30: 1 O PM 

Namtb,(61 
Ema;jbl(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening Pat Down Screening: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight# Airline Terminal Airpor, Gate EtcJ:Us 4020 
Hu ntsvi 11 e security 
Comments: The machine indicated a block srrateg i cal ly Io cated in my groin region. I was wearing jeans. The agent patted me down much to ha rd. This was em ba rrasi ng and un cal I ed for. 0 bvi o us ly this is an ,sue be cause , had an unrequested 
manager show up before i cou Id s Ii p on my tenn n is shoes, This do es not make us safer but it does create a jobs program lo r suspected p eo pie, 

!(b,(61 ! 



91312013 
2A7:30 

PM 

Caller fiew from Rochester NY to Munthin New Brunswick Canada and then back to Newark to Rochester. Caller said he fiew on United. When caller flew to Canada, he did not have any problems at all but when he tned to return from Munthin New 
Brunswick, caller said when he printed his ticket, it had SSSS on the boarding pass. Caller said when they saw the SSSS on his boarding pass, caller said they called for additional personnel and he had to have a patdown. Caller stated he was 
embarrassed by this. Caller wanted 10 know what is going on. Caller said he contacted the airline and they transferred him 10 TSA. 

TSA does not discuss or release spec1f1cs about security screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Security Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI to the public because it is 
considered d etri mental to the security of trans po rtati on, 

I did advise the caller he could apply for Redress. 
The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (DHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
transportation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
• traveler's belief that they are on a government watch list. 
• situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or identified for additional screening at our nation·s airports or ports of entry. 
• d ifflcu lty printing a boa rd i ng pass at home or at the ki ask. 

DHS TRIP is part of an efforl by the Uniled States Departmenls of State and Homeland Securily to welcome legilimate travelers while securing our country from those who want 10 do us harm. 
For those who encounter misidentification, the DHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevent watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for DHS redress online. DHS components will review the request and 
share information with other agencies to address the issues identified in the TRIP application. TSA's Secure Flight uses the results of the redress process in ,ts watch list matching process to help prevent future delays for misidentified passengers. 
However, because airline procedures for screening passengers against Federal watch lists vary, individuals may still be required to check in for flights at the airlines ticket counter. 

When an individual applies for redress, DHS TRIP will assign a record identifier or Redress Control Number (RCN). DHS TRIP will inform redress applicants in writing when the DHS review of an inquiry is complete. Reviews of requests for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. Applicants may check the status of inquines at https: trip.dhs.gov status.him by entering the Redress Control Number. Travelers who wish to check the status of an inquiry but do not have their Redress Control 
Number may contact DHS TRIP by e-mail or by mail. 
After lhe complaint is resolved, DHS TRIP recommends that travelers provide this RCN when making reservations or updaling their traveler profile with an airline. This info will assisl security technologies to help prevent misidentificalion from occurring 
due the similarity of a traveler"s name and personal information to another person in systems which contain information from Federal, state. local and foreign sources. 
Participation in the DHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program Is voluntary. The Redress Application process can be found at www.dhs.gov TRIP. 
In the alternative, travelers may apply through email or the U.S. Mail by completing the attached Traveler Inquiry Form, signing the document, and returning the original with at least one unexpired photograph-bearing government-issued travel 
document (e.g., driver"s license or unexpired passport) 

The "S" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
Nation's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 
I emailed the caller the Redress Application. 

DearTSA 

I Ju st returned from fi Ig ht th at started in Lisbon, Portugal and ended in San F ranc,sco. We transferred in Newark to our SF fl Ig ht. 0 ur Newark expe nence was not good to say the I east. Though we were Iran sfe rri ng from an international flight to a 
domestic flight, we endured a lot of inspection. Not only were we ex-rayed by a large machine, I was also patted down and we had only been on the ground less than an hour. And I had already been patted down in Lisbon. How can I avoid so many 
pat downs? My husband's luggage was inspected by you (TSA inspector?), and largely intact, but my luggage was also inspected, rummaged through and lhings stolen. No note was attached. I think you need to inspect your inspectors as much as 

91312013 we are inspected. I know you shouldn"t put valuables in your checked bags, but stealing is also a crime. 

4:05 , 11 and fewer jokes. Nice for them to be friendly. but they should also do their job. 
And we a re not a I lowed to lock things. I' 11 try not to pass through Newark again. Immigration was awful, too. Workers need efficiency training 

PM 
Sincerely yours, 

i(b)(61 

91312013 
7:59:17 

PM 

I am writing to express sincere disgrace in how my medically ill elderly mother and her mentally disabled sister where treated at TSA check point@ approximately 12:55pm Monday Sept 2 2013. My mother and her sister along with my brother where 
returning from funeral services of their father, a purple hearl recipienl of the US Marine Corp, after my molher had jusl fell and broke her elbow hours prior 10 arriving at the airport only to be Ireated very disrespeclfully by Portland TSA agents. My 
mother cares for her mentally disabled sister was called for a pat down along with my brother and aunt. The agent let my mentally disabled aunt walk away unattended and my mother called out for her. As my mom called out to her sister and stepped 
forward to te 11 the agent her sister is menta 11 y di sabled he grab bed my mother and pushed her back. My mother just suffered a broken el bow hours prior to this and is term i na 11 y i 11. I am so dIsg usted by how she was treated and how thoughtless and 
careless your agents treated a 61 year old sick woman with a newly broken elbow and letting a mentally disabled woman wonder off I am all for the necessary measures to do the job but what i do not expect nor will i condone is ill treatment of ill 
elderly or disabled people. Perhaps some sensilivily training and some common sense in situational awareness would go along way. This type of behavior is unwarranted and a black mark on your agents. Perhaps hiring qualily personnel instead of 
quantity and intense training may benefit the TSA. There is no excuse for this behavior. Period. Evaluate your people. 

Sincerely, 

[b)(6) 

Sent from my iPhone 



Thank you for your bureaucratic response to my comment about things stolen from my I ugg age. I guess you a re saying 11 isn't your fau It th, ngs are stolen. Th at th at is what is to be expected. I Ju st wanted to I et you know that things a re sto I en even 
though your inspectors have a very short time. Things a p peaced to be shoved back in very haphazard I y. 

But yau didn't answer my other question about haw can I decrease the number of times I am patted down. I am a very small Asian woman, aged 75 and am wondering why I get picked, even after x-ray screening, for pat dawns. Wear less clothing? 
Nothing with metal on it? Do you have any answers? 

Thank you, 

!(b)(61 

91312013 From~b~'~(6~1--~~~~ 
7:59 ,30 To: tsa-contactcenter dhs.gov 

Subj eel: Baggage Ins pe ct,on 
PM Date: Tue, 3 Sep 2013 18:18:07 +0000 

DearTSA 

I just re1urned from flight that started in Lisbon, Portugal and ended in San Francisco. We transferred in Newark 10 our SF flighl. Our Newark experience was not good 10 say the leasl. Though we were transferring from an international flighl to a 
domestic flight, we endured a lat al inspection. Not only were we ex-rayed by a large machine, I was also patted down and we had only been on the 9round less than an hour. And I had already been patted dawn in Lisbon. How can I avoid sa many 
pat downs? My husband's I uggage was inspected by you (T SA inspector?). and I a rgel y intact. but my I ugg age was a I so inspected, rummaged through and things sto I en. No note was attached. I think you need to inspect your ins pe cto rs as much as 
we are inspected. I know you shouldn't put valuables in your checked bags. but stealing is also a crime. And we are not allowed to lock things. I'll try not to pass through Newark again. Immigration was awful, too. Workers need efficiency training 
and fewer jokes. Nice for I hem to be friendly, but they should also do their job. 

Sincerely yours. 

!(b,(6) 

I travel frequently wilh my son who is age 9. He has an internal medical device which often causes anomalies durin9 lhe scan. Each time we visit Hawaii, especially Kon a, I encounter confusion, and uninformed officers and supervisors. 

Today, they wanted to scan him more than 3 times, or perform a physical pat down which I was told would take 20 minutes. 

I opted for the manual screen as I knew the scanner would nol clear and my explanations were ignored. 

9; 3~~0
4\;' They physically patted him down, then literally wiped every shoe, physical item, and electronic in our bags. 

PM 
I never encounler this behavior at LAX, JFK, ORD, TPA or many other airports I travel. I feel you should be aware of lhis behavior, as all lhe officers act as if lhey have not been advised of screenin9 procedures. 

!(b)(61 



Caller went to pick up her daughter from the airport on August 27th and she wants to file a complaint. Caller went to get a gate pass and go through security at Southwest. There was not many people at the checkpoint and the plane already amved. 
Caller has underwire bras and it sets off the alarms. Caller is aware of the procedures and she was in a hurry. The TSOs argued with her regarding her request to opt out of the AIT Caller said she had a right to opt out and the TSOs took a long time to 
get a female screener 10 proceed with a patdown. There were 4 female TSOs standing around and she had to wail 5 more minutes. Caller was irritated. Caller said they lei her daughter walk lhrough and do not walch were she was going. Caller was 
finally patted down. The TSO said, you need to stop and let me tell you. The TSO was not courteous or doing her job properly with the patdown. she was engaging and being nasty to the passenger. The manager was called over and she was told she 
cannot do a dancer pose lo r the patdown. The way they handled the ca 11 er was not pol Ite. The manager was an Afnca n American woman and the officer got in her face. Ca 11 er said she had no problem about the patdown. The TSO argued with the way 
she needs to stand. The passenger said. why do I have to stand that way so you can touch my ..... ? The TSO said not to use that language and the passenger said the word three more times. The officer said they will arrest her for indecent exposure. 
She finally did lhe patdown. The caller said they were hostile, rude and argumentative. Callers daughter was trying to call and she was nol able 10 answer lhe phone, further aggravating the passenger. 

Advised Caller: 

9/412013 
2,39,32 Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring thal all passengers are trealed with dignily, respect, and courtesy.Please be advised lhat a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoinl to 

address any complaint regarding screening procedures. The Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service. Because 
your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager 

PM 

91412013 
2:46:49 

PM 

Airporl: SFO 
Airline: Southwest Checkpoint 
Flight#: Did not have it 
Date and Time: August 27th 2013 3:30PM 
Lo ca Ii on: Soul hwesl Check poi nl 
STSO Description: Short b I ea ch blond hair African American Woman. 
TSO: GI ass es and brown s ho u Ider length hair. 

Ca I lers bag was inspected. 
She fi ew from N ashvi 11 e TN yesterday. 
She wondered if the bags are chosen random or did we think she had something inside. 

Security measures require that all checked baggage undergo at least one form of screening. Depending on the available screening equipment at your departure airport, checked baggage may need to be opened for hand inspection to clear an alarm. 
A bag may a I so be selected at random. 

It does not mean she did anything wrong if her bag alarmed. A host of things can cause an alarm. 

She asked if the baggage screeners wear gloves. 
All her clothing was clean and she is wondering if she needs 10 wash it if the Officers did not wear gloves. 

Trans po rtati on Adm i mstrati on Security (T SA) security sere eners a re instructed to wear g I aves when conducting physical i nsp ecti on s of property and patdown i nsp ecti on s. 

She asked if they change their gloves after each bag. She is thinking if they handled other bags and then Iouched her clothing. 

Sc reene rs must al so inspect their gloves regu I arl y lo r stains. tea rs, and 0th er sIg ns of damage and rep I ace their g I aves as n ece ssa ry. 



Hello. 

I'm writing 10 inform you about an issue thal I hMe encountered at two different airports. 

On 7 July 2013, around 1850 at SDF, I was flying SWA 2149. Going through the secunty line. I encountered TSA offlcerkb::,(6) I The hairpins in my hair signaled the need to check my hair.kb)(6) ldid not tell me what she was going to 
do or what she needed me to do - she ju st began to put her hands tow a rd my head , I turned my head away from her be ca use I did not know what she was doing , Without speaking to me, she th en p I aced her hands on my shoulders and beg an pushing 
me to tum. She still had not told me whal she was going to do or what she needed me 10 do. 

I told her not to put her hands on me and explained that she needed to tell me what she needed me to do and what she was going to do. At that point she said she needed to check the pins in my hair. I then turned - I had no problem once she followed 
protocol. She then said, "no" and called for a supervisor. She smiled at me and said, "now you can just wait.'' I said, "that's line.'' The supervisor came over and kb)(m I fabricated the situation and said, "she did not want me to touch her.'' I 
immediately said, "no, that is not what happened,'' and then explained to him all of the above, specifying that I know part of the pal-down protocol is that she is to explain what she is going 10 do before and during the pal down and she never explained 
what she was going to do or what she needed me to do. 

This supervisor, a male whose name I did not get, then asked me if it was ok to check my hair. I said, "yes, but not by her.'' I also asked him for a formal complaint fonn. He immediately called for another female officer to.check my ]air. and explained 
what needed to checked. He brought me the yellow comment card, and explained the best way to contact TSA and also gave me lhe card for SDF customer relations. He lhen explained lhat he was going to speak wil~(b.1(6} _ bul he did not want 

9;~~0
1
1; to do so right then. I told him that I understood and thanked him. 

PM 
Because I was on military orders, once I got to my location I was unable to rewrite and forward this complaint in a reasonable amount of time. Because so much time passed I was concerned that nothing would be done because the 
contemporaneousness was loss, so once I came off orders I did not forward this complaint. 

Then. I encountered another female T SA officer who did the same thing at Myrtle Beach Airport on 2 Sep 201 3 around 1630. I was flying DL 5 782. I went through the scanner and my zipper signaled that my I ell side needed to be checked. This T SA 
Agent put her hand on my right side and pushed me to turned me. I stepped aside and asked her to tell me what she was going to do. but not to push me. She said she needed me to turn around, so I did. Then she said, "you see that yellow right there, 
that means you need to be checked.'' She was very condescending, and I turned to her and said, "I don't mind being checked, but I know you are supposed to tell me what you are going to do.'' She dismissed me by looking away and leaning on a post 
for one of the security lines. I could not get her name because she was clearly ignoring me and I did not want to create a scene. She was an older lady, very petite with big. reddish brown hair 

On the Pat-Downs page on the TSAgov website, it states, "The officer will explain the pat-down process before and during the pat-down." I have no problem with officers conducting pat-downs according to protocol, but there is absolutely no excuse for 
pushing a person. Logically speaking, if a person is not going 10 comply with a pat-down, pushing I hat person will only create a hostile and/or volalile environment. This is very simple: "I need you Iurn around so that I can check your hair and this is the 
procedure I'm going to follow ... " or "Please turn around so that I can check your left side and this is the procedure I'm going to follow ... 

As a trave I er. I am expected to lo 11 ow the rules concerning be I ts, shoes. laptops, pockets, Ii quids, step on the yellow, put my hands up when I enter the sea n ne r -- wait -- and com ply with any search that is requested of my bag and/or person IF I want to 
get to my destination -- and I follow lhe rules, each and every time. However, just as I am expected to follow the rules, I expect (and should be able to expecl) all TSA officers to do lhe same. The very fact that this has happened twice in a very short 
period of time (along with the recent report of TSA failures) tells me that officers are either not being trained, ignore their training or are being allowed to not follow their training, and that is wholly unacceptable. If I don"t follow the rules, I don't fly-- if 



91412013 
4:07:03 

PM 

9/412013 
5:0515 

PM 

kb,(61 

Thank you for contacting TSA's Office of Public Affairs. Your inquiry has been forwarded to the TSA Contact Center at HYPERLINK mailto:TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov. Additionally, you may contact the TSA Contact 
Center at (866) 289-9673. 

Thank you, 

TSA Media Team 

FromJb,(61 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 1 :49 PM 
To: TSAMedia 

Cckb 1(61 !Final 
Subject TSA Inquiry 

September 4, 2013 

DearTSA, 

I am a male heterosexual, and I travel by airplane often. I do not want exposure to extra radiation from BackScatter Technology- no matter how miniscule. Since your website claims BackScatter technology gives off radiation equivalent to two minutes 
of air t rave I and given my u nders ta nda ble desire to minimize my radiation exposure, I a I ways opt out or subjecting myself to backscatter techno I og y. As a result TSA requires me 10 gel a pat down performed by a male TSA agent. 

Caller had an issue yesIerday going lhrough security at DEN, she was pulled from the line and searched away from her items. They made her stand away from her bags which were going back through security. They searched her bags in fronl of her 
and 2 TSOs took the backpack and roller bag to go through security again. When she boarded her flight she couldn t find her wallet in the backpack after retrieving her items. Her sister was still at the airport and she called her and she asked the TSO 
if she had seen a wallet and was to Id they cou ldn t Ii nd 11. Her sister was pers,ste nt and finally they found one and gave to her sister and 11 belonged to ca 11 er. She does n t know why it was taken from her bag and where it was lo u nd, but she boa rd ed 
her flight and didn t have her wallet and doesn t want to blame anyone for the incident. but. stated it is a horrible feeling getting on the plane without any money. Her sister has the wallet in WY and she is in OK and her sister told her there was still 
money in lhe wallet. 

The first ti me she walked through security and was taken to another a re a for add i ti o na I screening when she questioned the TSO as to why she was having add i ti o na I screening was to Id her computer may have triggered an al a nm. 
performed the p atdown had red hair and wore g I asses and was a cauca s i an le male, probably 5 Os or so. 
Flight #nol available, Gale A51, American Airlines, she wenl through on the Security Line North on the West Line. 
The wallet was in her carryon which was a backpack that had 2 zippers and the wallet was in the front zipper pocket. 
Caller Is Iha n kfu I lo r the security, thin ks someone s ho u Id be aware of the incident that took p I ace. 

Response: 
TSA regrets that you found items missing and or damaged from your carry-on luggage. It is sometimes necessary for Transportation Security Officers (TS Os) to conduct hand inspections of carry-on bags. 

The TSO that 

When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's items and to ensure that the passenger Is reunited with his or her 
property once it clears x-ray screening. 

Because the complaint conce ms security screening at a specific airport. we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Custa mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 
Advised caller 1/ additional info nmati on is required by the CS M, they prefer to communicate vi a em a i I. 



9/412013 
8:02 33 

PM 

9/512013 
8:2716 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily Complaint: Screening Current Date/Time: 91412013 7:51 :15 PM Airport OGG - Kahului Date/Time of Travel: 0611012013 12:15 PM Airline & Flighl Number Alaska 812 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: TSA wheelchair paldown 
TSA Employee: (If Known) · older thin male Comment · I have mobility/walking issues. Was in a wheelchair. I have a metal shunt in my skull so can't go through metal detector. I can't put my shoes on and off myself. The TSA man took a long time and 
made me get up out of the chair take everything out of my pockets, belt off. shoes off Wife came forward to help but he put his anm out and shouted &quot;STAY BACK&quot: so she said that I couldnl take my own shoes on and off. He took SO LONG 
and my wife told him we would be late for our flight. He didn't care. I am 72 and my wife is a senior. We travel a lot and we have never been treated in the manner we were that day. 
Other wheelchair cus1omers were going through al a fast pace, but this man was so fanatical to the point of being deliberately upsetting even cleaning mer the whole wheelchair THAT BELONGED TO THE AIRPORT. It was not our personal 
wheelchair to put any stuff an• 
Would you like a res.Fo,'-o'-'ns=;e'-?'--:'-T'-'ru=e ______ ., 
Passenger's Name :[bl(6i ~hone Number :!(b)(6i ~mail J(b)(ff:, ~o leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link· http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-;:::::::::;:::==::;-------····························· 
Remote Client IP]"'(b"-l .. (6"'-·'-1 __ __, 
Date Time 9/512013 2:34 37 AM 

Nam#ib,(61 
Emafb1(6i 
Comp I a i nl s: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight from San Jose Airport ta LAX 
Flight VX 0236 Sept. 4, 2013 
Virgin America board 2:20 pm/Depart 2:50 pm 
Gate 14 
Incident ace u rred in San Jose a i rpa rt security checkpoint. 
Comments:I arrived at the airport approximately 1 pm. During the pat down, the woman who administered the pat down. Thrust upward into the groin area very hard twice from left and then right. Most attendants are careful not to do what she did. I 
did not get the name of the attendant, but she has very long brown hair. I would like to file a complaint in regards to this situation. This incident has distressed me greatly. This is very unethical conduct. I have gone thru other airports and this is the 
worst trealment I have received. 
Dear TSA, 
I traveled from San Diego. Ca to New Jersey last week. Going from CA to NJ was a breeze. I was quickly and professionally shuffled through a metal detector. Coming back to Ca from Nj was a completely different story. 
I watched shocked and horrified, from a sing I e Ii ne as e I derl y pea pie in wheel chairs were plucked from their chairs to be shuffi ed through a Body sea n machine. They we re supposed to s trel ch out their arms, which looked cha 11 e ngi ng for them. 

noticed some people were passing though the metal detector. When I got ta the front al the line, I asked ta go through the metal detector: having noticed two options. I was told I could not go through the metal detector. because only children and 

91512013 families were allowed. I was forced, based on my refusal to be subJected to the body scan; to a full body pat down. I was set aside before continuing, ignored for ten minutes, and forced to walk through the machine, even still. 

8 :2 7: 22 I understand the i mporta nee of security. but even more i mporta ntl y are our Ire edoms, How a re mothers, la the rs and chi Id re n a I esse r threat and a re a 11 owed a I ess invasive search? This is discri mi nation. I think you need to reconsider your tactics at the 
AM Newark, NJ airporl. 

~ 
Sent from my iPad 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 
·;a=,:;:,====,--------····························· 

Remote Client IP~f b_,_(6_) ___ ~ 
Date Time 9/512013 9:3710 AM 

91512013 ii) 6 
10:34:14 Nam.,_""'(~)----~--~ 

AM Email .. h_.··1 .. 1 .. R._··, _______ _. 
Complainls:My Complaint is Not Listed Here· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Southwest Airlines Flt 988, Terminal A Columbus. Ohio (CMH) 
Comments:Yesterday about 1535, my wife and I were leaving from Columbus, Ohio (CMH) returning to Tampa, FL When we got to the security screening checkpoint, we both went through the body scanner and were both selected for pat down 
screening as the scanner had indicated an anomaly on her right shoulder and left knee area and on my right knee and left shoulder area, Both of us were patted down and of course there was nothing to be found on either of us. Both the male and 
female TSO looked al each other rather quizzically when the scanner showed "something" in the areas menlioned and I also looked al the images and wondered what ii supposedly had seen. Neither of us have any implanls in the aforementioned 
areas so I am questioning the sensitivity of this particular unit as this is the first time either of us have ever been asked to be patted dawn due ta something being detected. 
Since I have worked for TSA and am familiar with this technoloqy, I find this troublinq and wonder how many people are beinq selected for additional screeninq needlessly. 



91512013 
10:35:16 

AM 

-----Original Message----
From(b 1(61 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 4:32 AM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subjecl: Fly Righls - New Reporl from Karanveer Singh Bembey 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name (b)(61 
Email AddrLe-ss'-',,.,,..,..,.,,,,------~-, 

Phone Numbe ~------....... Addres 1h··,1rr1 Richings Park. Iver, Bucks, SLO 9BP 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 



Heres is the problem: Going to Spokane.WA from Burbank. CA there was no TSA interference. Returning to Burbank, CA with the SAME luggage, the overzealous TSA agent found a problem. Thus issued the unwanted touching between my legs. 
am still pissed off about it! Quit groping peoples genitals! I think you and your bosses are a bunch of perverts. When will I ever want to fiy again? I once liked to fly but now you have ruined the experience for me. 

l(b1(6) 

91512013 
12:17:32 

PM 

91512013 

On Wed, Mar 27, 2013 at 8:55 AM, TSA-ContactCenter <HYPERLINK "maillo:TSA-ContactCenter@lsa.dhs.gov" \nTSA-ContactCen1er@tsa.dhs.gov> wrote: 

Thank you for contacting the Transportation Security Adm i nis tra ti on. 
While many rouline inquiries can be responded 10 in less than 48 hours, 
some responses that require additional information may take longer. 
The Contact Center's freq ue ntl y asked questions 
< ht! p://www. tsa, gov/contact -transporta ti o n-secu ri ty-adm i ni st rat ion> 
page has answers to the most common i nq ui ri es we receive from the 
public. 
If you a re writing to find out 1f you can pack a certain Ite m in your 
carry-on or checked bags, you can use our "Can I bring my 
through the security checkpoint?" tool localed on lhe HYPERLINK "htlp:llwww.tsa.gov" \nwww.tsa.gov 
homepage. Just type in the item name into the box, hit the ··submit" 
button, and the tool will tell you 1f it's permitted or prohibited in 
both carry-on and checked bags. 
The Travelers <hllp://www.tsa.gov1traveler-information> page has a 
great deal of information, including acceptable IDs, traveling with 
liquids, special medical needs, tips for members of the military and 
people with special medical needs, the prohibited items list. and tips 
for packing and dressing to get through security quickly. 
You might also be interested in TSA's new mobile web and i Phone app. 
that gives you 2417 access to all of the above information. You can 
download the mobile web version of the app on any smartphone by typing 
HYPERLINK "http://www.tsa.gov/mobile" \nwww.tsa.gov/mobile on the web browser. You can download lhe MyTSA 
iPhone app <httpcllitunes.apple.com/us/applmy-tsa/id380200364?mt=B> for 
I recently fiew from Vancouver to Denver to Omaha on United and had trouble with my travel due to the "'Quad S" classification on my boarding pass. 

Full Name: ~fb_._1(_6_, __________ ~foflen confusion that I'm female because my mom liked boys names for girls) 

Summary of I rip: Received additional security screening in Vancouver including pat down and swabbing for explosive materials, which was fine. Arrived in Denver about 1 :30 p.m. Went to my gale for the nexl flight. Asked the agent if I needed 10 do 
anything such as check-in, etc. since I was traveling standby to try to get home earlier. He assured me I didn't and checked the flight. I was first person on standby list with several available seats so he said I would get on. At time of boarding (4 p.m.). 
received boarding pass from agent she scanned it and 11 gave her a red screen saying I couldn't boa rd and re moved me from the fi Ig ht. She cal led T SA She co u Id n 't c I ear the Quad S even though I had a slam p showing I received add iii on al 
screening in Vancouver. They kept me off the flight due to the Quad S. 4 TSA agents and I believe a TSA manager came down the gate. They went through all my bags and patted me down at the gate. Documented on my boarding pass that I had 
been screened by TSA at 4:23 p.m. I asked all of lhem (5 people) to assure me that I didn't need to do anything else 10 ensure it wouldn't happen again when my boarding pass was scanned. They said "No, jusl hang on to this boarding pass and you 
will be fine"' They reiterated this multiple times because I was almost in tears due to the additional stress at this point.The manager looking person also said "there is some type of glitch in the system, this should not happen once your have been fully 
screened." I wait over 4 hours for next flight due solely to this issue. Pnor to boarding next fi1ght. I go to the United agent and tell him what had happened earlier and ask him to double check everything to make sure I wonl have any issue getting on 
the flight. He tells me he's glad I came up because I'm not listed on the flight...even though I am holding a boarding pass for it with TSA documentation showing additional screening. He shows that I flew out standby on the 4:30 flight. He adds me to 
the flighl and reprinls a boarding pass. At lime of boarding, he scans the boarding pass. Red screen saying "no board". He allows me to board anyway but comes on the plane later saying he would suggest I contact TSA to make sure there is nol 
some issue. He thin ks that now that my name is tagged, it wi 11 continue to ha pp en every ti me I travel . 

12:18:00 
p M Quest ions/Cance ms: 

1. Was this a one time random seleclion thal shouldn't happen again or do I need 10 do something to clear myself for future I ravel? I am a heallhcare consultant traveling multiple times per year and can·I afford to miss flights due to this. 
2. If I do need to do something, please send me instructions for additional paperwork or processes I need to jump through to get this resolved. 

Your prom pt attention is a pp recia ted. 

Thank you for your help. 



!(bi(61 

HYPERLIN1~b_1_(6_, ________________ ~ 

I went through security at JFK before my Virgin America flight #11 on 913 at approximately 6:40am local time. I chose to opt out of the screening machine and to receive a paid own instead. I would later find out that the agent giving me the patdown was 
kbH6i ! He explained the process and started the patdown. 

When going up the inside of my right leg. he used an excessive amount of force on the way up, slamming his hand into my genitals and causing me pain. I complained to him, saying that he didn't need to be so rough. He replied that he had to go up 

91512013 until he met resistJnce. I told him that I underslood, but lhat didn'I mean he had to use so much force. At lhis point he said somelhing along the lines of "if you opt out, we have to treat you as having something to hide" as justificalion for lhe way he did 

12, 18,23 the patdown. He used an equal amount of force on my left leg, even though I told him it was too rough. 

PM 

91512013 
2:10:32 

PM 

He finished the patdown. I grabbed my belongings, and went to put on my shoesfbeltletc. I came back to the agent and asked him for his name, telling him I would be filing a complaint. 

(#3, cont'd) He said he wouldn't give me his name until I talked to his supervisor, I pressed again. and he refused again. 

At this point the supervisor, who was nearby, came over on his own, I would later find out his last name is!(b·:,(6i!(b::,(6) ! told tb·:,(6!that I was complaining about thera_tdoyn and wanted his name, !(bi(fflkurned to me and said something along 
the lines of, "if you want his name, I need to see your ID and boarding pass." I told him I didn't want to show him my ID, and asked again for lhe agenl's name. At this point, bi(6 began insisling on seeing my ID and boarding pass regardless of 
whether or not I wanted the last name or to file a complaint. I complied. He walked over to his desk and started writing my information down. I asked him why he was doing that, and he said it was for his own report. I made sure he knew that I was 
uncomfortable with the T SA writing down my persona I information, but he made 11 appear I had no c ho,ce in the matter. 

Feedback Type · Request for Information 
Calegari es : Screening (AI T, Paid own) 
Cun-ent Date Time . 9 5 2013 1 A4: 16 PM 
Ai rpo r1 : Se I eel One 
Date Time of Travel : 
Airline Flight Number 
Checkpoint Area of Airport . 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . Though I agree with any effort to reduce the unnecessary activities to board air travel I find it discrimatory to believe that frequent fliers are deserving of relief from the non essential checks than are other law abiding citizens?? I am 76 years 
old an excused from removing my shoes but do not understand the I 091c towards me being less perpetrator because I am one ye a r older??? 
It is these less log i ca I decisions la ck i ng common sense that deserves the added criticism over the a I ready non sense creating the de I ays ?? 
Rel urn to reasonable securily practices along wilh passenger assistance to help fill the gap•!?? 
Or how about you devise a mechanism to implode anyone who passes thru the device with any bombing material and trust the reasonable security practice prevail.. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name k§RfilJ 
Phone Number : 
Email !lh1/R1 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 Applicat,onManager 



91512013 
4:18:03 

PM 

Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Calegories Screening (AIT, Patdown) 
Current Date/Time . 9/5/2013 3:41 :34 PM 
Airport Se I eel One 
Date/Ti me of Travel . 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · Why does tsa at terminal b checkpoint in Newark airport require travelers to produce their pap er boa rd i ng pass a SEC ON D time during the security checkpoint process (rig ht as you enter the scanner)? It is i nconsis tent with requirements at 
other airports and is an inconvenience. Also ii has no substanlive securily value because all you need to say is you have an electronic boarding pass and they waive you through wilhout examining anything. ll's the perfect example of government 
inefficiency and should be stopped. I would appreciate a reply. Sincerely, a concerned frequent flyer. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name b':1(6) 
Phone Number : 
Email l(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration (TSA) 

HYPERLINK "mailto:TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov"TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov 

17801 I nternationa I BI vd. S., Box 30 9 

Seattle, WA 98158 

1-866-289-9673 

Airport and Terminal: Seattle Tacoma, Central #8 

91512013 Date and Time of Trip: August 21. 2013 4:34 pm 

6=~7~4 7 Airline and Flight#: Southwest, 1433 

Name of Officer: Supervisof~b~l~(~6~1 ------~ 

Other: ~fb_._,(_6_) __ ~1Claim numbef""b~)-'(_6~'--~~rovided me with on-site) 

Dear TSA Contact Center: 

On August 21st at 4:34 pm I went through the security line at Sea ti le Tacoma Airport. I was making my way to Southwest Fli9ht # 1433, heading to Oakland and then finally Los Angeles. As I usually do when flying with my son (2.5 years old, with a 
d1sab1lity-downs). I requested a hand pat-down to the officer at the entry point instead of having to take him through the equipment that emits electromagnetic lgammalx-rays and/or the metal detector. I have requested this every time I have flown in 
the United States with him and have never had a problem. 



9/612013 

TSA. 

Let me get this straight. You want the public to pay to make your job easier? I may be mistaken, but I'm pretty sure your job is funded by the public. 

Airport screening, as ,tis currently and foolishly done, 1s invasive and offensive. Since the TSA is incapable of rudimentary profiling, ,t has fell upon another scheme: charge the public to eliminate something the public doesn't want. 

You want me to pay exlra so you won't get the perverted pleasure of groping me. If I pay extra, and you do as you should have done from lhe get-go, I'll be able to bypass much of the screening process. The lines will be shorIer, and you will be able 10 
concentrate on those who more probably should be screened. You also may be able eliminate positions, thereby lowering cost to the tax payers. 

Suggestion: Why don't you have a clerl< run a bunch of the names of travelers through the various data bases. and simply assign a code to those deserving it; a code that indicates all is well and good; a code that permits the holders to bypass 
screening . when tha I person buys a ticket, and provides accep tab I e proof of ide nl i fi cation, that person gets the code au tom at i ca I ly stamped on I he boa rd i ng pass. 

8:02:00 You can always do a bit of discreet profiling as a form of double-checking. 
AM 

You are paid to do the above. You need not "charge extra.'' 

Sincerely 

... l(_b_)(_6_, ____________ __,IPOB: St. Paul, Minnesola Currently living in Jacksonville, Oregon 

l"m betting my record is cleaner than yours. Go ahead, dig up my record and see what you can find. Maybe that will give you a clue as to how damn dumb 11 is to do a secondary screening on me at the airport. 

Disability Description: Caller is going to be traveling for business with State Farm. Caller said that when she comes home from Blooming ton she is always subject to additional screening because she has metal implants. 

Information Request: Cal I er wanted to know how she can avoid the add1t1ona I screening. 

Response Details: Advised caller when going lhrough screening with metal implant it generally does cause a alarm when going through the WTMD. 

If the airport that you are travel mg from has the Al T you can go through that. However if there are a I arms or a no m al i es a p atdown is required. 

Ca Iler said I hat I hey Don t have tha I machine at I hat airport. 

~;6~2i~! Told caller that a Patdown would be required in order to travel. 

AM 
Caller said I hat she also has to undergo ETD sampling and she does not undersIand why this is done ever time. 

Told caller that is standard screening procedures that she can request a PSS for assistance if needed. 

Also advised caller I hat I can forward her complaint to the CSM at that location for review. 

Caller said that she did t want to do that she would just try to ta I k them th ere the next ti me th at she travels. 
Emailed caller information. 

The caller wants to file a complaint. They fiew from DEN on 9-5-13 and his wife was held up without being told why. The caller states they missed their flight due to the screening process. The caller states they swabed her hands and took her to a 
room and patled her down. The caller stales the process look aboul 15 minutes. They live in Colorado Springs which takes about 2 hours but it Iurned inlo a 9 hour day because they missed their flight. The caller wants to know if there is a clear 
program or something that they can join to avoid this happening again. 

9/612013 In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and I heir carry-on baggage, which may be lriggered by a number of factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply 
11 :03:02 additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical 

AM search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and I heir properly at random for enhanced security screening. 

I advised the cal I er there was an expedited sere en i ng program that they co u Id Join. I advised the cal I er that since this is the first ti me this has happened it could have been random se I ecti on but if it starts ha pp en i ng ever ti me she flies to ca 11 and we 
could assist her then. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Ti me : 91612013 1 0: 5 8: 53 AM Airport DC A - W ashi ngto n Reagan N ationa I Da I e/Ti me of T rave I : 0910212013 Airline & Flight Numb er : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I had a terrible experience with TSA. I opted out of the scan because I am pregnant. I was shown to the area where they would pat me down. After the initial pat down, I was told that I'd have to be taken into a private screening, No further 
information was given 10 me. Following the private screening, lhey seated me in a chair by the checkpoinl and conlinued to whisper, still giving me no information. Next, lhe supervisor came over and was calling back and fort on his walky lalky. Still, I 
was given no information about what was going an. Next. 2 TSA men were placed in front of me, as if they were there to make sure I didn't try to flee the scene. Again, na information had been given ta me. Finally, I asked the supervisor what was going 
on, and he went on to say that I opted out of the scan, and therefore, they were doing a detailed check of me, b/c most of the people who opt out are criminals. I couldn't believe my ears. How dare him label me as a criminal because I opted out of the 
scan, due to pregnancy. He became very agitated and impatient and took his power to show me that he was in control and very proud of it. In the meantime, my bags were being inspected and wiped down, even alter they told me that my bags were 
cleared. After waiting for an additional 15 minutes, the supervisor finally told us that we were waiting for an explosive materials investigator 10 come from a differenl area of the airport, although still not telling us why. After inquiring AGAIN what exactly 
was going an. the supervisor proceeded to (finally) tell me that my clothes had tested pasted for explosive materials. and they needed to inspect me and my things further. He went an to tell me again that this was my fault because I opted out of the 

916/2013 scan. When I explained to him again that I was pregnant. he said it didn't really matter to him- when I opted out I redflagged them to believe that I could be a criminal. He also went on to tell me that the scan Is fine for pregnant women, so again, this 
12:02:38 was my fault for opting out. I immediately told him that what I choose to do when I'm pregnant is none of his business. In addition, as a citizen, I have the right to opt out of the scan (just as an older gentleman did. at the same time that I did- he wasn't 

PM given any Irouble). Additionally, there isn't 100% proof that the scans are safe for pregnant women. Regardless, it is my choice as a citizen whelher or not I want to go lhrough the scan- the supervisor has no righl to tell me thal this whole situation is my 
fault/that I'm a potential criminal/etc. At this point, I was angry, scared, upset, and in tears. Alter the investigator finally arrived. he again inspected all of my belongings and again found out that they were okay. Still, more whispering and more talking 
back and forth on the walky talky but no more information given to me. Alter about 10 more minutes, the supervisor looks at me and says, &quot;Good news, you·re cleared for your fi1ght. The cause might've Just been some lotion that you have 
one.&quot His jolly response hit a nerve, after the way he had treated me through this whole process. He took advantage of the situation and his power- he made me feel embarassed, scared, powerless. etc. How dare him treat me this way- how dare 
him make me feel like I was a criminal- how dare him keep me in security for an hour and nol relay what was going on- how dare him treal me lhe way I did. I can honestly say, I lost a ton of respecl for lhe TSA slafl, and I will never forgel this awful 
experience that I had. It was a disgusting, terrible, awful experience. 

91612013 
1:52:25 

PM 

Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 

Email cf'-'h-'-.1"-l'-'R'-·., ------,--' 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller Is upset about the way she and daughter had to go through screening. They were separated from their items and the TSO wouldn t let her stay with her luggage. Caller uses laptop bag as a purse and she was at one location and her other items 
were at another location. Her money and everything were in the computer bag and now she is missing a Wi Fi Computer Mouse which cost approx. $40 dollars. Caller states this is her property and the TSO can look through her items if they want to, 
but doesn t need to take them 10 a location she can nol access them . 
Caller flew from EWR to TPA, via Jetblue, Flight # 573 and there were mechanical problems and they had to switch ta Gate 17 and take another plane. They were originally supposed to depart from Gate 16. She was required to have additional 
screening after going through the Al T and the TSO took away her baggage and brought back to her and her computer mouse is missing. 

Response: 
Apologized ta caller and provided claim form via email. 
TSA regrets that you found items missing and or damaged from your carry-on luggage. TSA is required by law to screen all property. including carry-on baggage, that is brought onboard commercial passenger aircraft. To ensure the secunty of the 
traveling public, it is sometimes necessary for TSOs to conduct hand inspections of carry-on bags. TSOs receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great care during the screening process so 
that when bags are opened a passenger's belongings are reIurned in the same condilion they were found. 
Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific a i rpa rl. we have fa rwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Custom er Service Manager ( CS M) at that I a cation. 

it is sometimes necessary lo r T ra nsportat ion Security Officers (TS Os) to conduct hand inspections of carry-on bags. TS Os receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and a re required to exercise great ca re during the 
screening process so that when bags are opened a passenger's belongings are reIurned to the same condition they were found. 

When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's items and to ensure that the passenger Is reunited with his or her 
property once it clears x-ray screening. 

At most airports across the country, TSA has procedures in place for handling last and found. Items found at screening checkpoints and areas where TSA periarms baggage screening are turned in to the appropriate. designated airport authorities. We 
suggest travelers contact the airport where their items were misplaced or lost. 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a SI and a rd Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. Newark 
Newark Liberty International Airport 
90 8-78 7 -066 7 



The ca 11 er asked if there was a s pec1f1c s c reem ng p race ss for mus Ii n women. He indicated that he trave I ed out of IAD about a month ago to Los Angeles and w,tnes sed mo mus Ii n women in trad 1t1ona I garb. The cal I er indicated that they opted out of the 
AIT to go through the WTM D and then received a Ii mi ted patd own of their head area. 

He asked what a thorough pa tdow n was for a women. 

The caller asked if they could have opted out of the AIT. 

The caller mentioned that he would send his wife through the checkpoint dressed as a muslin women. 

The callers ultimate complaint was that the women did not receive a thorough pat down. 

I explained that the screening process and procedure is the same for all passengers passing through the checkpoint regardless of their religious affiliations. I explained that AIT is voluntary and passengers can opt of the AIT to receive a thorough 
patdown. 

91612013 I explained that patdowns should be conducled by TSOs of the same gender. TSO are trained to use lhe back of their hand when conducting a paldown of a sensilive are and the palm of their hand over a non sensitive area. 

2:57:46 
PM 

A passenger can request a p nvate screening. During a private screening another T SA emp I aye e wou Id be present at the passenger can request for someone to be pre sent with them as wel I. 

i advised that a passenger can t request the WTMD in lieu of the AIT or a patdown. I advised thal the ladies may have been referred to the WTMD. TSA incorporates random and unpredictable screening at our airpor1s to keep those who want 10 do us 
harm from circumventing the system. 

I advised th at patd owns a re required to clear ala rm s and passengers can be chosen at random lo r a p atdown screening, I advised th at a Ii mi ted patdown may be required to clear an a I arm in a specific location, 

I advised that I had decameter his concern. 

TS A mo ni to rs the number and nature of complaints received so th at we can track trends and spot a re as of concern that may req ui re speci a I attention, 

Passengers can wear whatever they Ii ke through the screening checkpoint. 

Travelers a re permitted to wear head coverings I religious or otherwise) through the security checkpoints; however. a 11 persons wearing head coverings a re subjected to the po ssi bi I ity of add it ion a I security sere en i ng, which may inc I ude a pa tdow n and 
an explosives trace de1ec1ion (ETD) test. 

Caller has a complainl on a supervisor in San Antonio at Terminal B. Caller says she travels every week. She was in line to go through screening via the WTMD and was lold ii was for crew members and employees only. She spoke to supervisor and 
ask why they did not post a sign so passengers would know this. She was told she can walk through the AIT or get a patdown. She says the officers were rude and ugly to her. She felt it was their way or the highway. She says the supervisor told her 
she was fed up with the caller and wa I ked off with no exp I anati on at al I. Cal I er said they had only be en standing th ere lo r about 5 minutes. 

Told caller 
I explained to her that during screening passengers cant ask to be screened by the WTMD instead of the AIT. If they have the AIT she can use it or get a patdown which is what the officer told her. She wanted to know why there wasnt a sign posted 
saying the WTMD was for crew members and employees. I told her they may use the WTMD sometimes for screening of passengers as well but I did not know if they could or would post a sign. This 1s her complaint. why can they not post a sign. 
I am forwarding her complaint to the CSM so they could address her complaint for her. 

9; 6i~~3~
3 If the passenger cannot be separated from the device, he or she cannot be screened by the walk-through metal detector or Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) and will be screened using a patdown procedure. An eligible passenger can request to be 

screened by AIT if 11 is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown; however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 
PM 

Airporl: San Antonio 

Airline: American 

Flight number: 1512 

Date and time: 155 



l(b)(ff:, lis at the Las Vegas Airport. She is calling because she has a complaint about the TSO. She had to go through the checkpoint 2 times. The first times she asked for a pat down instead of being scanned. While this was happening her bag 
was searched. She was traveling back to Atlanta. She was there because her mother had been sick and she passed away. The TSO told her that there was 15 items that she could not have in her bag and that she can have them checked. The items 
were 3 ounces or less. These items included special make up items and shampoo.!(b":1(6) !has allergies that require certain types of items. She then went 10 have the items checked but she didn t have a bag. She then went to the checkpoinl again 
but she didn t have time for the patdown so she went through the machine. This time she was not allowed 4 of the items in her bag. She said that the TSO was rude and his name i9(b)(6:1 !She is requesting to be called by the CSM. 

Advised the cal I ere 

Apologized for the incident. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 

91612013 Every person and ilem must be screened before entering lhe secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is importanl. 

5:29:31 
PM 

Because your comp I amt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 

Airport Mc Carran I nternationa I 
Airline: Delta 
Flight numbers: cl2202 
Dale and lime: 9-6-2013 about 2:35 pm 
Specific location of incident (what terminal or gate) TSA security checkpoint 
I nd1v1d ua Is contact inform at1on ( phone number or EM A IL) 

l(b}(6} lor 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time : 91712013 7: 11 :35 AM 
Airport. BOS - Logan International 
Dale/Time of Travel: 09/07/2013 6:50 AM Airline & Flight Number: American 289 Checkpoint/Area of Airporl: Terminal B Gates 30 - 36 TSA Employee: (If Known)~Badge No.llliRfil]commenl: Sep1ember 7, 2013 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mm i strat1on: 

I am writing to lodge a formal complaint againsl TSA ScreenellliRfil:J(Badge No.l(b)(ff:, I, who violated my constitutional rights by subjecling me 10 an unnecessary, invasive, and humiliating pat down search as I passed through the security 
checkpoint. 

91712013 At approximately 6:50 am EDT on September 7, 2013. I entered the security checkpoint for Terminal B -Gates 30 -36 at Boston Logan International Airport (BOS) on the way to my flight, American 289 to Chicago. I opted out of the body scanner and 

9,29:42 was then subjecled to an invasive pat down search b~who touched my bullocks and groin area. 

AM 
This search was a gross violation of my con st1tut1ona I ng hts, not to m ent1on an invasion of privacy. I want this letter added to Sc reene f b) ( ffi !personne I Ii I e, so that it may be considered in lulu re performance reviews as a re cord of misconduct. 

I request a written response to this complaint from the airport federal security director. 

Sincerely. 
!(bl(6l 

Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name fh··,1rr1 ! 
Phone Number . 
Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



9/712013 
9:2947 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer r i Screening Current Date/Time: 917/2013 12:25:38 AM Airport SFO - San Francisco International Dateffime ofTravel: 916/13 8:30 PM Airline & Flighl Number Swa 1366 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal 1 
TSA Employee: (If Known) (bi(6:, Comment· My wife was traveling with almond milk. She announced this to the tsa agent. The agent demanded that she open the almond mil for testing. My wife has food allergies. and travels with almond milk 
for medical reasons. Every other 11 me we have !rave I ed. the containers have been swabbed, and not opened. Opening the containers wou Id s poi I them, so we were told th at the containers could be opened. di sea rd ed, or my wife could s u bm,t to a pat 
down. During the pat down, we were then told her luggage. and all of its contents had to be swabed. In the most unprofessional display, another tsa muttered that the containers only need be swabbed. My wile was subjected to an invasive search, 
and the parameters of lhe search were expanded at the whim of the tsa agenl. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passen er's Name b·:,(6) Phone Number 
Email · b)(61 
To leav""e~i,"-c~o'"· m-m~e~n~c~o~n~ce~r~n~,n~g=-,s"feedback, follow this link : hltp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicatiotlMarlager 

Disability Description: The caller takes medication for a skin condition. 

Response Details: Advised caller I would send claim forms via email and send the information to the CSM at the airport. Advised caller if the CSM has further questions they would contact her either through her email address or the phone number. 
Sending the DRFI information via email and sending to ODPO. 

lncidenl Details: Caller flew from Las Vegas to Atlanla on Della Airlines. Caller stated when she went lhrough the checkpoint she was stopped because of the liquids, gels and aerosols. Caller stated she opted out of the AIT machine and requested to 
have a patdown. Caller stated the screener was rude at the checkpoint and she couldnt bring her liquid medication through the checkpoint. Caller stated all of her liquids,gels and aerosols were 3.4 ounces or smaller and the passenger feels like the 
screener wanted to keep the items. Cal I er wants to be reimbursed far the items that we re taken. Ca 11 er stated the Ii quids the screen er took were for a medical co nd1t1on and the passenger explained to the screen er the Ii quids ere medically necessary 

91712013 for a skin condition. Ca Iler stated the screener was very rude. 
12:45:37 

PM 
Incident happened:09-06-2013@02:00pm 
Airport McC a rra n 
Airline:Della Airline 
Flight number:2202 
Gate Tenminal:Gate D36 

The caller indicated that she is always stopped for additional screening. The caller indicated that the female TSO !(b)(6:, 
supervisor apologized and provided her a card wilh TCC number. 

! groped her in public. She was humiliated. She indicated that she reported this to a TSO Supervisor,"'i(b"-·: ... ,(6"'-·"-1 ___ __,! The 

The ca 11 er indicated that she travels through the FLL at I ea st once a mo nth and knows how the procedure 1s to be done. She has never experienced this before. 

9/712013 
6,02,27 She traveled on AirTran flight 5056 departing at 7:30pm from CS. She was at lhe checkpoint between 5:30pm and 6pm. 

PM 
The ca 11 er indicated that the lady behind her made a comment th at she cou ldn t be Ii eve th at the TSO was conducting the patdown in this way. The caller indicated that the le ma I e TSO bee am e red as she had re al ized what she had done was wrong. 
The female TSO attempted to explain it away by asking the caller to look at another screen. 

I apologized and advised that I have documented the information and would refer to the CSM at FLL. 

The caller indicated lhat she is always slopped for additional screening. The caller indicaled that the female TSO !(b::,(6) 
supervisor apologized and provided her a card with TCC number. 

I groped her in public. She was humiliated. She indicated that she reporled this to a TSO Supervisor, .. ~b_}_(_6_} ____ ~1The 

The ca 11 er indicated that she travels through the FL L at I ea st once a mo nth and knows how the procedure is to be done. She has never experienced this before, 

9/712013 
e:02:27 She traveled on AirTran flight 5056 departing at 7:30pm from CB. She was at the checkpoint between 5:30pm and 6pm. 

PM 
The caller indicated that the lady behind her made a comment that she couldn t believe that the TSO was conducting the patdown in this way. The caller indicated that the female TSO became red as she had realized what she had done was wrong. 
The female TSO attempted 10 explain it away by asking the caller 10 look at anolher screen. 

I a po I og i zed and advised that I have documented the info nmati on and would refer to the CSM at F LL. 



The caller indicated that she Is always stopped for additional screening. The caller indicated that the female TSO l(b::,(6) 
supervisor apologized and provided her a card with TCC number. 

I groped her in public. She was humiliated. She indicated that she reported this to a TSO Supervisor""j(_b'-')(~6-'-1 ____ _.! The 

The ca 11 er indicated that she travels through the FL L at I ea st once a mo nth and knows how the procedure is to be done. She has never experienced this before. 

9/712013 
6:02:27 She traveled on AirTran flight 5056 departing at 7:30pm from CB. She was at the checkpoint between 5:30pm and 6pm. 

PM 

91812013 
10:11:28 

AM 

The caller indicated that the lady behind her made a comment that she couldn t believe that the TSO was conducting the patdown in this way. The caller indicated that the female TSO became red as she had realized what she had done was wrong. 
The female TSO attempted to explain it away by asking the caller to look at another screen. 

I apologized and advised lhat I have documented the informalion and would refer 10 lhe CSM at FLL. 

Caller dropped off a friend at the airport and she missed her flight, the reason was because she was being screened by the TSA for about 45 minutes. So she would like to know why we take so long. 

Advised caller that TSO's are required to screen every single person thoroughly and their luggage as well. Explained that if a passenger goes through the WTMD or the AIT and alarms they are required to have a thorough patdown. When their luggage 
goes through the xray machine, if it al arms the T SO's a re required to physically inspect the I ug gage entirely and completely to cl ear 11 in to the secure area. They w, 11 not a 11 ow something through unless it has been cleared. if not cleared they wi 11 spend 
time screening no matter what time the plane is scheduled for take off TSA advises passengers to arTive atleast 2 hours in advance to allow ample to for screening and boarding. 
With PGD being squarely in lhe middle of replacement hips and knees counlry, why would you nol have a WAND? My knee did not set off the screener in LEX. It is bad enough lhat lhe TSA is nol sIandardized between airports, but then nol having the 
ability to check a obvious replaced knee is crazy. 

91812013 Ridiculous that I had to get a FULL pat down for a re placement knee. 
1:11:47 

PM !(b)(61 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time: 91812013 11 :26:54 AM Airport SEA - Seallle-Tacoma International Date/Time of Travel: 09/0812013 7:45 AM Airline & Flight Number: American 1236 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Checkpoint 2 TSA Employee: (If Known) 

kb 1(6) I Comment · September 8. 2013 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration: 

1 am writing to lodge a formal complaint against TSA Screene~(Badge NoJ(b::,(6) land TSA Screenej(b·:,(6) rsadge No. unknown), for handing my personal property disrespectfully during the screening process. 

At approximately 7A5 am EDT on September 8, 2013. I entered Security Checkpoint 2 at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (SEA) on the way to my flight, American 1236 to Chicago. As I placed my property on the conveyor belt, ScreenerKiill:§[J 
removed my shoes from lhe plastic bin and placed them directly on the belt. I always put my shoes in a bin, because on a previous occasion, my shoes were crushed between bags and damaged while coming out lhe other end of the x-ray machine. 
When I explained this to Screener~ her response was nonchalant. 

91812013 Then, as Screener£E:iZBI:Jwas gathering my property to carry it to the pat down screening area, he attempted to place my shoes on top of my laptop, When I told Screene~ot to place the soles of my shoes on my computer, because I found 

1:12:20 ii disgusting, he said, "Fine, I'll just leave your shoes here [on lhe belt]". I had to request that a plaslic bin be brought over to pul my shoes in, so that they were not left on th~ 

PM 
Screeners ~nd~need to be more respectful when handling passengers· personal property after the passenge~ of AIT. They should remember that shoes can get damaged by the conveyor belt, and also that the soles of shoes 
are filthy a~ not ~d on top of other property simply because it is more convenient to carry everything. Screene~could have easily made two trips from the conveyor belt to the pat down screening area. 

Please add this letter to Screener~personnel file and also to Screene~(b)(6:, 

I request a written response to this complaint from the airport fed era I security director. 

Sincere! 
(b)(6) 
Would you like a response?, True 
Passenger's Name kb 1(6) 
Phone Number · ._--'-------' 

! personnel file, so that it may be considered in future performance reviews as a record of misconduct. 

Email l(b ,(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedoack, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Perm i lied 11 ems: Screening 
Current Date/Time . 9/8/2013 1 :53:52 PM 
Airport DEN - Denver I ntematIona I 
Date/Time of Travel, 09/07/2013 12:00 PM Airline & Flight Number· Southwest Checkpoint/Area of Airport· 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. The TSA needs to establish a clear policy on &quot;Forever Comfy&quot: seat cushions, which contain a sealed layer of gel. I bought one of those cushions in hopes of making Southwest's new airplane seats tolerable. I realized that the 
I ayer of gel cou Id be prob I em ati c. but the cushion passed through security at B WI without incident, and worked we 11 for me on the flight to Denver. 

Unfortunately, lhe cushion caused a problem for me when I went lhrough the securily checkpoint at DEN yesterday. I was subjecled to the indignily of addilional screening (full•body pat-down, carry-on bags opened and items inside swabbed, etc.) 
9/812013 simply because the cushion was one of my carry-on items. I don't think the screeners really knew what to do with it. They told me that the additional screening was necessary because they couldn"t test the gel inside the cushion, but then they let me 
3: 15: 56 take it on the plane anyway. It seems to me that cushions with sea I ed I aye rs of g e I should either be prohibited or a 11 owed to pass through che c kpornts without incident. 

PM 

91812013 
5:34:17 

PM 

9/912013 
8:00:43 

AM 

In closing, I musl ask one more question: Why is lhe TSA wasting ils time and the lax payers' money subjecting people with security clearances to additional screening? People with clearances of a certain level and higher should be given exemptions 
from such treatment. so that the TSA can better focus its effort on truly high-risk travelers. 

Sincerely, 

True 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: kb 1(6) 
Date Time: 9/81201\'i3i-4+:.;,5;,-3 :""2.,,.2""P""M.,..... 

------------------------------------------------------------------

Namef h·I1Fi, 
Email h··,1rrI 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight 3062 From: Montgomery, AL to Dallas. TX. 
Comments:I went through TSA screening on Sunday Sep 8th in Montgomery Alabama. I was randomly selected for a pat down.kb)(ff:1 !began to start her search without telling me where she was going to touch me. I continued to tell tlllLJ 

fh·11rr·, lhat I was uncomforlable. After saying it for a third time, she finally offered me a private room. She was rude, offensive and made me uncomfortable. Then a Quest officer came inlo lhe room and the horrible process started over again. No 
one could explain to me why I was selected for a search. I am completely offended and I hope the appropriate action is taken againstj(b·:,(61 I 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-;:=::::;===:;--------····························· 
Remote Client IP'-'f h-'--."-,IR-'-·'-I __ __, 
Date Time 91912013 5:48 58 AM 

Namep)(6) 
Email bi(6i 
Comp I a i nl s: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight 4463.Hobby Airport.Gate 21 
Comments:Walked through body screening. Stepped out and was blocked by a large African American TSA male agent. An African American woman began patting me down from behind touching only my breasts from the side. I asked - I thought if I 
only got the pat down if I opted out of the body screening? Did something come up? The female agent didn't answer my questions and instead said I was done and free to go. I fly every few months and have never been patted down. I should have been 
informed of what was going on before anyone put their hands on me. This made me very uncomfortable. 



9/912013 
8:03 34 

AM 

9/912013 
9:40 54 

AM 

-----Oriqinal Message----
From{b 1(6) 
Sent~nday. September 08. 2013 8:28 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subjecl: Rough handling by TSA agent rod Clarke at the Tucson airporl 

Five minutes ago I went thru the secunty gate at the Tucson international airport located before the a gates.fb::,(6) I was the agent who gave me an ·enhanced oat down' Despite me clearly telling him that my right leg was sensitive he proceeded to 
give me a rough pat down on my right leg. In fact before he touched my leg I had already complained that his handling of me was rough. He was handling me so roughly that my body was involuntarily swaying. When he put his hand in my wasteland 
he pulled so hard that my body moved. Having to go lhru this process every lime thal I fly is bad enough, bul having an agenl use an unreasonable amounl so much so that I verbally complained lhree time during the screening process is a horribly 
violation. 

I believe that his behavior was due my request that he get new gloves, not from his pocket, but from the glove box. 

I can't believe that this is the first complaint against._kb_.")(_6-'-1 __ ..,! Especially seeing that he refused to give me his TSA number. 

rb)(61 

Caller stated that she got a Call from TSA in regards to Civil Right Complaint the Reference number is llliREJ she stated that she does want to file a Civil Rights Complaint and provided the following email information advised the caller the we would 
be sending addilional form for her to file out. 

Previous em ai I from the passenger is copied be low: 
I am writing to formally file a complaint with the Transportalion Security Administration 
( TSA ), Office al Civil Rights and Liberties, Ombudsman and Traveler Engagement, Disability and Multicultural Division ( OM D ) about the unlawful racial discrimination and physical assault I recently endured at the hands of a TSA agent while 
traveling out of Dulles International Airport in Sterling, Virginia. 

I am a physician who frequently Iravels to and from Washington, DC and have flown in and out of all lhree major airports in the region- Ronald Reagan Nalional Airport, Baltimore Washinglon International Airport and Dulles International Airport ( Dulles 
). Of these three airports, Dulles is by far the place where I have encountered discrimination. disrespect, and mistreatment by TSA agents multiple times. It was this last incident at Dulles that prompted me to file this complaint. 

On Friday, June 28, 2013 at approximately 11 :00 am, I became the victim of unlawful racial discrimination and physical assault. While passing through the airport security checkpoint at Dulles, I opted out of the full-body scanner and requested a pat 
down. TSA agenfb':1(6) I conducted lhe inilial pat down. She aggressively performed the pal down, pressing her hands very hard against my body and hilling my crotch. I polilely asked her to slow down and avoid hitling my crolch with intense 
force because this 1s a very sensitive area. Despite my request, agent kbl(ffl !repeated hitting my crotch one more time. I felt violated and could not tolerate this kind al physical abuse. I requested that she stop immediately and call a supervisor. 

Supervisory T ra nsportat ion Security Officer J b ::, ( 6) I was cal I ed on to supervise a s u bseq ue nt pat down, Agent kb) ( ff:, !got confrontation a I with her s u pe rvi so r when he asked her to be mi ndfu I of my request, Su pe rvi so r kb I ( ff:, hhen asked another 
TSA Agenl. name~ 10 conducl another pat down, which was done respectfully and wilhout the need 10 invade my genitalia. Upon e,iting lhe security checkpoinl area, I completed a TSA comment card delailing the incident and providing my 
contact information. To this date, I have yet to receive a response in writing ar by telephone from TSA staff at Dulles. 

Taking in its totality the sum of all disrespectful experiences I have endured at Dulles, 
including this recenl incident, one can reasonably reach the conclusion that I have been lhe viclim of unlawful racial discrimination. 1 My background is Asian American and the ma·orit 
the past, have been Caucasian - this includes agen~ In contrast, I have had na problem with TSA agents who appear to be minorities. like Supervisort:iw:fil]and agent (b·•,(ffi 
respect and dignity. This excessively aggressive pat down style at Dulles Is not an isolated matter but a serious systemic issue that needs to be addressed immediately. 

of the TSA agents, who have acled disrespectful towards me in 
They have been professional and have treated me with courtesy. 

As a physician, I conduct physical e,aminations of palients from all backgrounds and walks of life on a daily basis. I know first-hand how critical ii is for a palient to feel lhat lhe examinalion is conducted with care, respect and cultural sensilivily. While 
my fie Id of work may not involve nation al security, I know very wel I the disti ncti an between a pat down and physi ca I assault. Unfortunate I y, I endured the I atte r. 

I wholeheartedly support TSA s efforts to keep travelers safe and am aware of the constitutionality of airport security screenings; however, TSA s right to search citizens in an airport is not unlimited. I have an undisputed constitutional right of privacy 
when it comes to my genitalia. The level of force applied against my crotch was unreasonable and simply crossed the line. The TSA Slaff al Dulles needs serious training on civility, professionalism. sexual harassmenl. and cultural awareness, 
especi a 11 y wh i I e conducting pat downs. 



From bi(6i 
Sent: Monday, September 09. 2013 9:37 AM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ(b)(61 
91912013 Da I e Time: 9/91201;,1"'3-,;9,...,:J""?'"': 0"'3,-A'"'M,.,...... 

12:06:18 
PM 

Name: 

[b)(6) 

Email: 

HYPERLIN (b)(ff1 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

Respect without Irradiation? 

Comments: 

I travel 100+ flights per year: so frequently that several TSA personnel recognize me and make small talk during my frequent passes through their stations. 



Fro (b)(61 
Sent: Monday, September 09. 2013 9:37 AM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Pf""h-'-.1"-/'-'R'-·-, ___ __. 

91912013 Dale Time: 9/912013 9:37:03 AM 

12:06:18 
PM 

Name: 

kbl(61 

Email: 

HYPERLINK (b)(6) 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

Respect without Irradiation? 

Comments: 

I travel 100+ flights per year: so frequently that several TSA personnel recognize me and make small talk during my frequent passes through their stations. 

Caller slated that the last lime she went through the checkpoint, she alarmed the AIT. She had to go through addilional screening where she was patted down and wanded. I hey found nothing and then went 10 lhe ETD device where she was swabbed. 

91912013 She did not understand why she had to go through all this additional screening for nothing. 

1:49:58 
PM 

CCR informed her: 
TSA may apply addilional screening melhods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal De1ec1or (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. This is 
required when someone alarms. 
Caller stated th at he Ju st starting travel mg recently and has a i ntema I medical device and he stated that wh1 I e he was at RS T they made him I ift up his shirt in front of everybody and this has never happened before and he wants to know why. Advised 
the caller that they may of wanted to see the exact location of the device and that may of required that he life up his shirt 

9/912013 
3 :05: 56 Gave the cal I er the following info: 

Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices, passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 

PM 

Caller said she had an expe nence at the checkpoint Cal I er had her hair patted down and caller said she 1s Afnca n American and she /el t this was disc rim i nato ry be cause everyone did not have to have their hair patted down. Caller said the re was a 
German with a ponytai I and a cap that did not have to have a p atdown. 

I explained to the caller that the hair patdown is part of our screening procedures and if she does not allow the patdown, she may not be allowed on the plane. I told her that the hair patdown is conducted on persons of different race and ever persons 
919/2013 wearing religious hair covering. I told her one of the supervisors at the TCC always gets a hair patdown whenever she flies. 
5:15:07 I explained to the caller that there have been individuals who have hidden items in their hair. 

PM all passengers have the right to request private screening at any lime during the screening process, and patdowns are conducled by same-gender officers. However, passengers who are nol willing to go through the screening process will not be 
permitted to fly. 
I did tell her she can always ask to speak to a supervisor at the checkpoint 



Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Ca I egori es Pa I-down 
Current Date/Time. 9/9/2013 4:38:51 PM 
Airport BWI - Baltimore-Washington International DatelTlme of Travel : 09108/2013 6:00 AM Airline & Flight Number US Airways 4007 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: Hello-

I travelled through BWI Airport yesterday morning. I elected for a pat-down instead of the backscatter screening. My pat down raised an alarm and I was then directed to a private room for another pat down. 

9/912013 My first question is: why wasn't I given the option 10 have backscatler screening before the second pat-down? My second queslion is: why wasn't I given the option to have lhe second pat down in public view? 
6:1300 

PM In the private room with two TSA officers. I was given a second pat down, as I mentioned. Before this pat down began, one of the officers commented, &quot;let's get this party started&quot:. He then informed me that he would be touching my groin 
area with the back of his hand in six different motions, three vertica I and three ho rizo nta I . My I ast question is, does this type of comment and groin e-area pat-down adhere to your protoco I? 

Thanks, 
!lh\/R\ 

Would you like a re;,..:.:ua=-=:... 
Passenger's Na~m~e-~~--......, 
Phone Number b·., ff 
Email (b 1(ffl 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The caller flew from FLL to ATL last weekend. She was selected for a patdown and was instructed not to touch her belongings until cleared. She stated that a agent picked everything up. and then dropped her laptop causing the battery to come loose, 
and the DVD drive to come out. she stated that they took pictures of the matter. She missed her flight at 4: 13 and she did not leave until 11 ;00 pm tonight. She stated that she was given our number to call regarding the report that was filed. She is 
calling to find out what she needs to do exactly. She slated that her flight left at 3:58. She stated lhat she was lold by a~ manager that she can file the claim over the phone. She asked how long this process will take. She asked how she can 
find out if the manager actually does what they are suppose to do exactly. 

I a po I og i zed to the ca Iler lo r the manner in which their bags we re hand I ed and explained that the TS Os receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and a re required to exercise great ca re during the screening process so th at 
when bags are opened a passenger's belongings are returned 10 lhe same condition I hey were found. You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a SI and a rd Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you via 
email within 24 hours of this response. Claim forms are also available on our Web site at www.tsa.gov. Complete and return the form in accordance with the instructions. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have lo rwarded a copy of this to the Custom er Su pp o rt Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. T SA monitors the number and nature of comp I ai nts we receive to track trends and spot 
areas of concern tha I may require sp eci a I atl ention. 

Once the Transportation Secunty Administration's (TSA) Claims Management Office has processed a traveler's claim form, he or she will receive a letter of acknowledgement and a claim number. The claim number should be kept for future reference 
91912013 when inquiring about the claim. TSA will tries to resolve claims as quickly as possible but may need time for a further investigation of the facts. If TSA denies a claim. or has not finally resolved it within 6 months of when it was filed, travelers may have 
7: 15:02 a right 10 bring their claim to court. 

PM 
I advised the cal I er that they can contact the CS M at the airport by ca 11 i ng 8662 89 96 73, se I eel option 5 when it is presented. pro vi de the a pp ro pri ate airport code lo r the airport, and the IV R wi 11 p rov1d e the contact inform at1on for the CS M at that 
location. 

The callers flight details are as follow: 

Departing Airport: FL L 
Destination: A TL 
Airline: Spirit Airlines 
Flight Number and Time: 600 @ 4: 13 pm 
Terminal: H 
Gate: 10 
Date and Time: September 5th, 2013 between 3:00 pm and 4:00 pm 



Hi, 

I had a very serious issue with a T SA officer and I he in formation requested on your com me nl ca rd lo 11 ows: 

Date: July 22 
Time: 3:43pm 
Airport Chicago O'Hare 
Time al Travel: Flight departed at 7:40pm 
Airline: Delta 

Check Point Area: Terminal 2 T E 
TSA Employee: Officerfiill:fil] 

What Happened: My boyfriend and I both requested pat down checks when flying out of Chicago O'hare (information above). It was clear from when she approached me that Officed1h·,1R··, I was annoyed or bothered by having to do the check ... or she 

91912013 was just having a very bad day. She was extremely slow in explaining what she was going to do, when I expressed that I underslood, she would lell me 10 be quite and lislen and begin again. The she proceeded 10 administer an extremely aggressive, 

1 0: 0 5: 58 uncomfortable pat down that era ssed person al boundaries repeated I y. 

PM 
1. She began by pulling my hair. hard, as she checked around the neckline. 

2. As she checked the breast area. she was extremely rough, then jammed her hands aggressively into my armpits. I was extremely shocked at this point, and my boyfriend wha was watching was stunned and said something to me quietly. 

3. When she began to check my legs. she ran her hands down my legs so aggressively that she began to pull my pants off. then when she ran her hands up my legs. she actually jammed her hand into my groin area. This is very difficult to say. She 
rammed it so aggressively into my groin. that her hand actually pushed the pantyliner I was wearing into my vagina, where it lodged. This was painful and is extremely difficult 10 share. And was extremely humiliating to experience. 

4. At that point, I asked her clearly if she could my more gentle. She was offended and asked me "'what does that mean?" When I told her she was being rough and crossing boundaries ... she got angry and expressed that she "'was just doing her job.'' 

5. When she began the olher leg, she started pulling my pants down again, and I mentioned that that is what I was talking aboui. she said "oh, okay." Then she proceeded to do the exacl same thing she did on the other side and she rammed her hand 
into my groin AGAIN. 

I was so stunned that someone would touch another human being this way, that I was really in a state of shock. My boyfriend was very upset and shocked as well. (He by the way had a quick, efficient check with no problems.) The gentleman who 
was pulling his shoes on near me, made a comment 10 me thal the woman was clearly very angry and aggressive. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time 9110/2013 6:48:11 AM Airport : BOS - Logan International Date/Time of Travel 0911012013 6:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: JetBlue B6289 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Gates 
C40-42 checkpoint TSA Employee: (II Known) . 
Comment: I always op1-ou1, despite assurances of no raditation scanners (never can be sure). One of the men manning the scanner was rude when I opted oul, sighing &quoi;Well, stand over lhere then.&quoi; Then a colleague of his reminded me 
there was no radiation: I said I knew, and the first man said &quot:I stopped with that battle a LONG time ago.&quot: I don't care what he thinks, it's just unnecessary and unprofessional - opting-out is my choice. Then the woman who gave me a pat-

911012013 down pressed down excessively hard all over, and pulled on my pants so hard that I got wedgies' She also rammed her hand into my private area while checking my inside leg to the point where I said &quotow1 &quot; I fly almost every month, I've 
8:22:53 been patted down dozens and dozens of times, and usually it's fine and everyone just goes through the motions. I got the feeling the people at this gate though were trying to discourage pat-downs by making it as miserable and aggressive as possible. 

AM It's nol going to slop me, ii just makes TSA look unprofessional. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name b)(m 
Phone Number 

Email =.,;.b...,.-''(,..,B"") =='""c'"'o"'n""c.,.er"'n"',n'"'g,,-/,.is feedback. fall aw this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



Disability Description: The caller wants to file a complaint about TSA The caller flew from CLT on 9-9-13 with United and went through screening around 3:30pm. She states that the officers at CLT strip searched her because she had a bottle of 
diabetic shake. 

Response Details: If you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition, 
Federal regulations require that your complaint be put in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. 

Your complaint can be sent 
vis postal mail to: 

TransporIation Securily Administration Office of Disability Policy and Outreach 
9110/2013 601 South 12th Street TSA-33 
11 :45:54 Artington. VA 20598-6033 

AM 

9/10/2013 
1:28:12 

PM 

I advised the caller thal for fulure flights if she has concerns to ask for a PSS to assist her lhrough screening. 

I emailed the caller the information. 

lncidenl Details: The caller states the shake was medically necessary due to her Diabetes. The caller stales that the officers hand searched her ii ems and accidentally spilled one of her bags. The caller slates I hat her diapers, bras, and everything 
fell out of her bag. The caller states that she was very embarrassed. The caller states that the officers told her she had to be patted down for the second time after they discovered she had a diabetic shake in her carry-on. They told her she could not 
have the_ shake after she had ca 11 ed TSA and was to Id 11 was permitted. The ca 11 er states th at it is _not fair to treat a p ernon with med i ca I co nd i_tions that way and I e~o with rel Ig i o us rags on their he ads. The ca 11 er thin ks her treatment was due to 
a d1sab1l1ty. The caller was offered a private patdown but refused. The caller also states that she 1s also mIss1ng a shirt and contacted CLT directly. A superv1sor.~alled her back and told her that she watched the tapes and the blouse was 
put back in the suilcase. The caller is very upset at lhe way she was Ireated because of a diabelic shake. 

Caller fiew from Pitlsbur9h to Phoenix on Southwest Airlines. Caller stated she is on an injectable medication for osteoporosis. Caller staled the medication can nol go through lhe screening checkpoint and have a hand and visual inspeclion of her 
medication. Caller stated she informed the screeners that the medication couldnt 90 through the screening. Caller stated she made it through the checkpoint and someone came to her and told her she could not touch her canyon luggage. Caller stated 
the screeners were rude and she was told she was going to have a patdown and get wand ed. Caller stated she is 62 years old and she was being yelled at by the screeners because she was going to be subject to additional screeners. Caller stated a 
male agent opened the cooler and asked ii there is anything sharp in the container and the medication was cleared. Caller stated she was subject to a patdown and her personal items was screened and the screening was complaining about the 
screening and the caller stated she is going to contact the newspaper. Caller stated she has never went lhrough the screening and she was told 10 lift her shirt up in the fronl and back. Caller staled she didnt get the name of the screeners. Caller staled 
it was a male and female. Caller wants to complain about the screening she had at the checkpoint. Caller did not feel that she was treated this way because she was carrying injectable medication, but instead just feels that the screeners were very 
rude. Caller stated the additional screening was done in the public. 

Incident happened:09-09-2013@12:00pm 
Airport: Pittsburgh 
Airline: Southwest Airlines 
FI ig ht number: D idnt remember 
Gate Terminal:A9 

Advised ca Iler I would send to the CS M at P ittb urg h airport. Advised cal I er if the CSM has further quest ions they may contact her e ma i I address or a phone numb er 



l._(b_,(_6_1 ______ _.land!(b)(61 

My wife and I recently went through the GOES process and were approved for the 

Global Entry program wilh the ID's shown above. In August, we had our 

first experience. Our attempt to enter the 'TSA Pre-check" line was denied 

because my wife was in a wheelchair. 

911012013 We explained that the chair was only needed for her to travel long dislances 

423:38 
PM such as in an airport, but that she was fully capable of walking through the 

xray or metal detection machines and such so long as she didn'I have to 

rem ave her shoes ( she wears a carbon f, be r brace that fits down in her 

shoe, bul won'I function if the shoe is removed). 

Nevertheless, access was denied and we were sent to the regular security 

Ii ne where she had to endure the fu 11 pat-down wand i ng examination - such 

a disappoinlment. 



(b)(6) 
1h··,1rr, ork;._h_·I_1_R_·., --~ 
h·,1rr, maha NE 68130 

HYPERLINK ... l(b--')_(6--'1 ______________ _, 

Description of Complaint 
fh,IR\ I 

On August 26, 2013 at a pp roxi mately 11 :05 am I was in Ii ne at security at Rona Id 
Reagan Washington National Airport. I was flying Frontier flight 1751 which caused me 
to have to use Terminal A. My flighl gate was #7 for an 11 :55 flight. 
As I approached the security area I noticed that there was not a full body scanner 
available in this particular security area. In January 2013 I had a total knee 
replacement. and have found that I set off the a I arms on tradition a I scanners. As I travel 

911012013 frequenlly I was told by a TSA agent several months ago that I should always use the 
fu 11 body scanner, ar I would have to notify the T SA a gent. 

4:!~36 So noting there was not a full body scanner, I told the female TSA agent at the 
traditional scanner that I had a total knee replacement. She told me to use the lull body 
scanner, and as she looked around realized there was not one. She directed me 
through the regular scanner as she called far female assistance. She told me I would 
have to have a "'pat down" which I have had in the past. I have never had an Iss ue 
when having this done in the past. 
As I was wailing, the agent called again for female assisl. Wilhin the next couple of 
minutes a young woman came over. and was clearly agitated. She asked me to identify 
my be longings on the scanner be It I pointed them out she carried them Iowa rd a tab le 
and said "'follow me", I told her I had a total knee, and I could not use the normal 
scanner. She said 'Tm going 10 pal you down. Do you understand what I hat is?' I said 
yes. She asked me if I wanted to be patted down in private. I said no, as I have had 
this done in the past without i nc1d e nt. 
She then asked me to raise my arms and place my feet shoulder width apart, which I 
did. She began lhe pat down on my back, then to my arms, then 10 my legs. When she 
placed her hand on my inner thigh she asked me to spread my legs wider. With her 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Cur,-ent Date/Time· 9110/2013 3:22:21 PM Airport· DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International Date/Time of Travel, 09/10/2013 2:00 PM Airline & Flight Number, UA5620 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, E6 TSA Employee; (If Known)· 
Comment : As usual, I told the TSA lady thal I had a meIaI shoulder. She direcled me into the machine and I raised my hands. Since I could not raise them completely mer my head, I was told I had 10 have a pal down. When someone called for an 

911012013 agent, one agent didn"t want to do it and another was rather angry with him for not helping me. The guy who patted me down was polite to me and told me I could easily have gone through the machine since I didn't have to have my arms raised all the 

424,52 way up. WHICH IS IT??? I AM SICK OF TSA NOT KNOWING THEIR JOBS AND l"M SICK OF HEARING THEM CRABBING TO EACH OTHER IN THE BACKGROUND. YOU ARE A BUNCH OF IGNORANT BUFFOONS"' 
PM Would you like a res onse? · True 

Passenger's Na m,...,.a.e,.._,,b"'I'"'( 5'"'··,'-----,.----' 
Phone Number· (b)(ffl 
Emai h··,1r;·I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP ~b)(61 7 
Date Time: 9110/~ 13 5:04:33 PM 

Namr)(61 I 
Email b)(61 
Comp a I nts ,- D1 scou rteo us/ Rude Jm pl oyee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight # 2951 
US Airways 
PHXto MRY 
Departed 914113 @ 1 :45 PM 

911012013 Comments:My wife and I were flying from Phoenix 10 Mon1erey to celebrate our daughter's 1st birlhday with family. We carefully packed our belongings, went to the TSAwebsite, read the "Traveling wilh Children" document and printed lhe most 
G:00:52 recent version. We read the document several times and even highlighted the important parts for our family. 

PM 
Upon reaching the TSA checkpoint, we placed our belongings on the conveyor belt and went through the metal detectors. Our baby-bag was taken and examined by hand, which we understand, but then the TSA employe~(b::1(6) 
took baby food and gave us the ultimatum of eilher opening the sealed baby food or palling down my wife and baby. 

~badge# ui:iifil] 

We said absolutely not and pulled out the "'Traveling with Children" document that we nnted from the TSA website kb )(6) h,plied. "I don't care what that says, either we need to open and test this baby food or both your baby and your wife get a 
pat down" I said absolutely no to the pat-downs and referred to the document Again bi(61 said, "I don't care what that says", 

This was frustrating and worrisome far a few reasons. My wife and I did the best that we could to come prepared to the TSA checkpoint and found that the online rules did not match the "rules in force" or what was actually happening. How can I trust 
the TSA? How can I best prepare my family for what will happen at TSA? How can we hold TSA accountable 1/ the rules aren't being enforced? 

I asked for her supervisor and !lbl(ffi [badgeKiill:fil:J came over. She was more respectful and professional, although she gave us lhe same nonsense thal TSA doesn't have to follow whal is printed online but that we as the passenger have to do 
whatever TSA tells us. 

This is trouble!!! If TSA is going to expect American citizens to trust and respect TSA, then TSA must be held accountable, protect individual liberties. and treat Americans as innocent until proven guilty! 

Very unhappy and very di sp I eased with yet another poor T SA ex pe ri e nee. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:._!rh'"'·"",1'"-'R'-·-, __ __, 
Date Time: 9/1112013 1 :53:28 PM 

······················---------------····························· 

9111/2013 Name,.....-~---~--~ 
2:09 59 E I b)(61 

PM ma, ---,-.,.----.....,.....,... 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate cree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Orlando Airport 9111113 - 9: 15 AM Southwest Airlines I Airtran security line far left, (closest to Starbucks) .. 
Comments:My young daughter was flying from MCD - IND this morning alone. She called me from the gate very upset as when she was going through the xray machine the TSA agent who motioned her in started at her breasts and said, "looks like 
you are little cold". She ignored him and he said it again with a grin. 
She did not get his name as she was embarrassed and afraid so she went to her gate. She described him as late 30's balding with wispy blonde hair and an eastern European I or Slavic accent. 

I fiy every week and have witnessed the best and the worst of the TSA but this type of behavior toward a young female passenger especially travelling alone on all days especially on 9111 is despicable. 
Heard of the program that is costing $85.00 and wanted to know if it kept her from having to go through screening such as x-ray and a patdown because she feels those procedures violate her civil rights. She stated a few years ago she had to go 
through a patdown procedure and she asked the officer if she would have to touch her private area and the officer told her yes. The caller stated she started screening at the top of her lugs that she was going to touch her in her private area. She stated 

9111/2013 she hasn t flown since because she was traumatized by the experience. 
2:52:14 

PM Response: 
Apo I og i zed that she did have a bad experience however the $ 85. 00 wi 11 be lo r preche ck which is an expedited screening procedure. Going through shorter Ii ne, not having to rem ave shoes and things of that nature you a re sti 11 required to go through the 
screening procedures such as W TM D or AIT and you could sti 11 be subject to a p atdown, 



Fromtb)(61 
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 3:32 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJb)(6) I 
911112013 Dale Time: 9/1112 7 3 3:3212 PM 

4:10:43 
PM 

Name: 

l(b)(61 

Email: 

HYPERLINK~b~1~(6~)------------------~ 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

Accusation al both di sa bi Ii ty di scrim i nation and sexua I abuse in Detroit 

Comments: 

I HEREBY ACCUSE TWO TSA DETROIT EMPLOYEES OF WRONGDOING. 



Fro (b)(61 
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 3:32 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1pf._b~)_(6~·•-' ___ _. 

911112013 Dale Time: 9/1112013 3:3212 PM 

4:10:43 
PM 

Name: 

i(b)(6) 

Email: 

HYPERLINl'f._~_,_(6_) __________________ _. 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

Accusation al both di sa bi Ii ty di scrim i nation and sexua I abuse in Detroit 

Comments: 

I HEREBY ACCUSE TWO TSA DETROIT EMPLOYEES OF WRONGDOING. 

The callers sister in law flew from Norlh Carolina loday and she had her hands swapped with paper. He asked why this happened. He asked why they let her on the plane, because she kept testing positive. He asked how they can lodge a complaint. 
He asked what would happen if a passengers missed there flight. He asked if TSA would reimbush the cost of rescheduling a flight or make arrangements far the passengers. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) often uses Explosives Trace Detection (ETD) technology in airports as part of security screening. In addition to the screening of carry-on and checked baggage, passengers may undergo screening of 
their hands using an ETD swab at lhe security checkpoinl. the checkpoinl queue, lhe checkpoint, or at boarding areas. 

ETD swabbing 1s com pl etel y harmless to passengers. The swabs a re made of lab ri c or paper and do not contain any chemicals. To ensure the hea Ith of trave I ers, s c reenrng swabs a re used on I y once. A Transportation Sec u nty Olli cer I TSO) Ii rst 
swabs a passenger's hands or accessi b I e property and then p I aces the swab inside an ETD unit, The ETD unit ana I yzes the swab lo r the p rese nee of residue from explosives, Any a I a rm gene rated by the ETD sere en i ng process requires the passenger 
to undergo additional screening. 

You a I so expressed co ncems reg a rd i ng the ETD swabs you received. Please note that any al a rm generated by the ETD screening process requires the passenger to undergo additional sere en i ng. Th ere a re seve ra I i terns that contain the same 
chemicals that are associated with explosives, and ccllection of these types of particles will result in an ETD alarm. TS Os are trained to resolve these alarms using a variety of resolution techniques. 

9/11/2013 Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and 
7:44: 11 courtesy. 

PM 
TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some ins1ances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown an a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ ar resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the i nco nven i ence passengers may have experienced , Nevertheless, we be Ii eve these security measures a re necessary and ap prop ria te for ensuring the security and ccnfid en ce of al I air trave I ers, 

I advised the caller that they can contact the CSM at the airport by calling 8662899673, select option 5 when it is presented. provide the appropriate airport code far the airport, and the IVR will provide the contact information for the CSM at that 
location. 

They can file a claim wilh TSA. However, generally we do not make flight arrangements or do anything if a person misses there flight. 



9/11/2013 
9:01:17 

PM 

I would Just like to write as a concerned parent of a child that has Autism. 

We recenlly flew out of Atlanta and had a horrible experience with lhe security. I called ahead and spoke with someone in Atlanta and was told I hat he would have to go lhrough a extra pal down due to a compression/weighted vest my child wears. 
When we arrived in security i told the officer that we were told to go through special needs as he we knew my child"s vest would alarm and he would need to be pulled aside and patted down. The group in front of us received a lot of assistance blc they 
had a family member with a wheel chair. When we came up we were not given any help at all. I felt we were treated bad just blc my child does not look like a disabled child and that we were causing them a trouble by coming through that section of 
security. After my husband went through they let me child walk through scanner. He kept alarming and the agent told him (6yr old) that it was because he was touching the sides. The agent behind him said no it was b/c of his vest and the other 
made him walk through again. This of course was making my child get even more upset blc he had 10 go through multiple times. After all I hat I hey finally pull him aside to be palled down and instead of listening 10 me they said my husband had to go 
over to the side with him. Even after my request to let me go with him as i was the one that had him the whole way through the airport until his dad went first in the screen process. He does better with me when it comes to dealing with him and so then 
he started running ci re I es in the pat down area. Al I the wh, I e i was I eft to get 3 su ilea ses. a car seat 2 back packs. and 3 buckets with shoes etc. I was looked at blc i was not clearing 11 off fast enough and , am not super woman and was doing the 
be st i cou Id to get the i terns off be It and repacked. I was never offered any help to get our items moved to area where they were sea nni ng him down, 

On the other end of our trip we flew out of Canto nl Akron Airport and had a wonderful experience. We I, ke to fly out of this airport as it Is a sma 11 er airport and makes !rave I easier. We were ab I e to come through it and put his vest in the bucket to be 
sent through xray b/c it is not so busy and quick to get through security. The agent there saw the vest and was looking at it. I spoke with the other TSA agent and told him what the item was and he knew exactly what it was for and let the other agent 
know that ii was okay. They even assisted us so i could put his vest back on as soon as it came out to make the rest of our lrip good. He even lold my child how proud he was him and gave him a Jr. TSA sticker. It was so nice to see that some of the 
TSA take their job to heart and make it a nice experience for kids to fly. 

Your TSA agents in Atlanta need to be sent through training on how to deal with kids who are autistic and have special equipment to help them through areas like the airport. Especially due the the fact that 1 in 50 kids are being diagnosed now. 

Thanks, 

w,(s11 

Caller slates lhat on August 30th she was traveling with her granddaughter who is 13 years old. She traveled from Brussels Belguim to Dulles to LAX. She slates lhat she had a problem going lhrough TSA in Dulles. She has (IBSJ Irritable Bowel 
Syndrome. she also was wearing a money belt, and she was wearing a dress. She is 82 years old. She states that the TSO officer was patting her down. and when they came across her stomach they seen that she had a money belt. so they made 
her take her money belt off. She states that she raised her dress when she was put in the room. She took off her money belt. Once they took off her money belt one of the TSO gave the money belt to the other TSO in the room and she started 
inspecting the money belt. Then she didn t see anything else since the other TSO gave her another patdown. There was over 500 hundred dollars in her money belt, but when she received her money belt back the money was gone. She states that 
she didn t look inside her money bell uni ii she got home, and that s when she seen that the money was gone. She was traveling first class. She is 4 11 and she is blonde. 

911212013 Airport: Washington Dulles 
10:20:02 Time: 2:25pm 

AM Airline: United Airlines 
Flight Number: 9510 
Date 08 30 2013 

9/1212013 

Informed caller: 
I apologized for this happening to her and that I would send this to the CSM at Dulles. I offered to send claim forms to the passenger so that she could file for reimbursement for the missing money but she declined. She just wanted to let someone at 
the airport know that this had happened to her so that 11 wou Id not happen to someone else. 
The caller said that she flew yesIerday from BON on JetBlue, flighl 938 and went through screening around 9:25 a.m. She had 10 have a paldown and she claims that the officer quote karate chopped her crotch area twice end quote. She stated I hat 
the officer was rude after she asked her to watch it and she asked for a supervisor, who she stated was no help. She stated that the officers last name was KiillJ 

11 :50:49 Advised: 
AM All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to e,plain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regreIs if I his was not your experience. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we will forward a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 



911212013 
225:00 

PM 

Caller said the re was an incident at FL L with T SA on 9-11. a gentleman by the name ol( b) ( m I.vent through the security checkpoint at approx. 9: 30 PM and placed his ca rryo n I uggage and computer case with boo ks. 1 tray with his I a pto p 
and another with other personal items. Items were going through the x-ray and he opted out for the screening and was taken to another location for search and his items were left on the conveyor belt. After the search he was bro ugh his 2 bags and 1 
tray wilh his shoes and other items by the TSOs. Because of the lime constrain! he had missed his flight the day before and lhe TSO opened the bag and removed a bottle of water with lemon. Slates lhe TSOs failed 10 re1urn all of his items, his laptop 
was left behind and is at the lost and found. They are trying to charge him for shipping the item and he doesn t have the money to pay for it. States he had just started a new job and the laptop was his work computer. 
Flew from FLL to ATL. 
Caller mentioned someone by the name otkb':1(6) !unsure who the individual is at FLL. 
She slates UPS will deliver without charging him if TSA will speak with the losl and found. 
He was the only individual that was going through security because everyone else had gone through and there were 5-6 TSO agents at the security checkpoint. 
Passenger ass urned the laptop was in his bag, she 1s asking for the T SOs to accept res pons i bi Ii ty for not doing what they were required by fa i I mg to bring the I a pto p to him with other belongings. 
Can she get the names of the officers on duty? States TSA didn t follow procedures 
Asked for a phone number of who is over the CSM because stales the CSM isn t assisting the gentleman and won t provide information as to who is his supervisor. 
Caller requested a copy of our conversation be provided to her. 

Response: 
Apo I og i zed to ca 11 er I ha~ had a bad screening experience and provided phone # and em a i I address lo r CS M for her to con ta ct to see what they can resolve. Advised I could provide information to C SM , but, as she wants to speak with the 
individual, not sending to CSM. 
Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TS Os) to reasonably ensure that cany-on items. including disability-related devices and aids, are kept within a passenger's line-of-sight when a passenger is 
required to undergo additional screening, When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property during a patdown or private screening, TS Os have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's items and to ensure that the 
passenger is reunited with his or her property once ii clears x-ray screening. 

Advised she can contact the Administrator of TSA to voice her comp I a int. 
Please send all written correspondences for John S. Pistole to the following address: 
John s. Pistole 
Administrator 
Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini strat1on 
601 South 12th Street, TSA-1 
Ari i ngto n, VA 20598 

Provided information via emai I. 
Explained to caller unable to provide record of our conversation to her via email. 



To Whom II May Concern: 

I want to file a Formal Complaint! 

I went through the Security Check Point at Phi ladel phi a I nte mati on al Airport Gate F on Monday 919113 ap pro xi matel y between 8 :00 pm and 8: 2 Op m. 

I went through lhe machine that does the full body scan with no issues. I was aboul to walk to grab my belongings which went through securily with no issues! 

I was stopped and a T SA agent who swiped my hands. At Ii rst I was told I was Ii ne to go. then I was told no wait a minute. I was told th at my hands came up positive for so m ethrng. When I rnqu ired as to what my hands came up pas i ti ve for I was 
told they didn't know maybe a lotion or something. I again asked what my hands came back positive for and that I felt I should be told why I have to go through this. I was brought into a small room with two very large women. I was told they were 

911212013 going to do a full body pat down on me. They asked if I had any sensitive areas on my body. They told me when they get to my breasts, bull, and groin/genitals they would use the back of I heir hands. I said I wasn't okay with being 1ouched on my 
privates' I asked if I could go through the machine again or if there were other options. They asked if I was refusing. I said what happens if I do? I was told that they would have to call their supervisor and the Police would come in. I interpreted this 

2:!~05 that I would either be forcibly searched or arrested for not complying with their demands' 

I felt very coerced and pressured al this point. They asked me if I was refusing. I said I guess I don't have a choice if I want 10 gel on my plane? 

The women doing the pat down put her hands up my th1g h which I had a s k1 rt on. I began to fee I Ii g htheaded and dizzy, I started to shake. I le It very violated and traumatized by the whole ordeal. I have been raped in my pa st and this made me 
flashback to that past trauma. I couldn't wait to get out of the room I felt like I was going to pass out. I asked the TSA agents how they handle rape victims & the one women replied rather flippantly how are we supposed to know they have been raped? 

I went Imm ed i a tel y to the nearest bath room and began to sob. I wasn't able to s I ee p that night. and have had disturbed s I ee p ever s i nee then' 

I really feel that there should be olher options for passengers particularly those with PTSD as this process is exlremely evasive. Touching rapellrauma victims on their privales, and making them feel closed in, 1rapped, intimidated, and coerced to 
comp I y just re-traumatizes them'- How do you hand I e active duty & veterans? I· m sure many of them a re not okay with having strange rs in their faces and pa tl i ng them down? 

I feel I should have been shown what came up on their swab because I was NOT Shown any evidence that I tested Positive for anything! I also don't know how something on my hand supposedly coming up positive can justify touching my privates? 
How are the lwo even remotely connected? I have never been arrested in my life. I am a law abiding citizen and Social Worker and feel lhat my Civil Rights were violaled! 

The caller flew from DEN 10 Wisconsin and her husband has pacemakers and probes in his brains, so he wanted a patdown. During the screening al the DEN checkpoint lhe TSO was very rude and told him thal he had 10 go through the AIT. They 
911212013 went through screening on 09-11-2013 at 8:30 am flying on Southwest airlines from DEN to MKE, then to MSP. The caller does not remember their flight number. They where going through Terminal C and Gate C-48. The female TSO was African-

4:02:4 7 American, short. and middle-aged. 
PM 

Told caller thal I will forward her complaint to the CSM at the DEN airporl to view the incident. 
Caller went through JFK on August 28. Caller is 63 years old. He has a medical condition has a machine on his heart. As he was coming through screening. he went through the technology. he triggered an alarm and the officer rubbed very hard on his 
chest and caused him pain. He spoke with the screening supervisor and he put in a complaint with him there. Caller wants to file a complaint. He does not feel that this was discrimination based on his disability or failure to accomodate. He spec1f1cally 
said it was just poor customer service. 

Advised. 

Passengers who have medical devices attached to their bodies, such as bone grow th st i m ula tors, spin al sti mu I ato rs. neurosti mu I ato rs, ports, feeding tubes. TENS Unit or other types of devices should info rm the Trans po rtati on Security Officer (TSO) 
conducting the screening of the device and indicate where the device is located before lhe screening process begins. If a passenger cannot or chooses not 10 be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal de1ec1or, the passenger will be screened using a 
thorough pa tdow n procedure instead. 
A patdown procedure also 1s used to resolve any alanms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. I also advised that he is able to request a pat down before the screening process begins. 

911212013 
4:25:29 Airporl: JFK 

PM Airline: JetBlue 
Flight Number: 581 
Date and Time of Flight August 28, at 3:45 PM 
Baggage Tag Number: NA 
Description of Baggage: NA 
NOi: NA 
Anything on the N OI: NA 
Localion: Gate 18, Terminal 5 
Contact lnfot._~--•"-1(6_.'-I ______ __. 

I advised the caller that i will be submitting the complaint to the CSM at JFK. 



9/1212013 
5:53:15 

PM 

911212013 
6:18:03 

PM 

9/13/2013 

Disability Description: Caller said she has a prosthetic leg and a catheter implant. She also uses a wheelchair. 

Response Details: I advised her 10 ask for a PSS or supervisor for assistance at lhe checkpoinl in the fulure. I also advised her I would send this to the CSM at LAX Airport. I advised her thal I would send information on how 10 file a disabilily-related 
complaint. 

Los An eles International Airport 
Name: (b 1(6) 
Phone ~-----~ 
Incident Details: Caller said she had a most unpleasant experience at LAX. She has a catheter implant for dialysis and it set off an alarm. She also has a prosthetic leg and uses a wheelchair and she showed security her note from her doctor. She 
said the initial paldown was invasive and lhey pressed her breasts and proslhetic leg very hard, hurting her. She has a cycle machine for dialysis and they took it to another area away from her. She informed the officers lhat she has tender areas of 
her body. She said they then pressed all over her abdomen. She said they dusted her hand with that powder and she said when she asked their names they crossed their arms sa she could not see their name tags. She said she was going to Maryland 
and this is not the first time this has happened, but the first time with her machine. The caller stated that her cousin is an attorney and told her to file a lawsuit. She said they pressed her so hard she fell back in her wheelchair. She said she prefers a 
phone call versus email due to her bad vision. She said she talked to her doctor and her nurse after this happened and they were horrified and told her they were going to follow up on this as well. She said she was a nervous wreck and was afraid the 
machine would nol work after they dusled it with powder. She said they screened her prosthelic leg by making her put it up against the machine and she told them she would need to sit down, but they told her thal she would have to stand. 

Airport: LAX 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight #:not available (she went from LAX to DPIJ 
Date and Time:August 20, 2013 11 a.m. 
Location: Che c kpornt during the screening. 

Ema1!(b1(61 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time · 9112/2013 5:51 :21 PM Airport · JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel , 09/06/2013 6:30 PM Airline & Flight Number , JetBlue 153 Checkpoint/Area of Airport , Terminal 5 TSA Employee: (If Known) , 
Comment : I travel to NY every week from FL and have been doing so for the past 7 years. Almosl every time I go lhrough your screening machine it detects somelhing that is not there and an agent has 10 pal down that area. Last Friday it detected 
something in the middle of my back when all I had on was a thin cattan shirt. They are tao sensitive. I should nat have to be subjected to having areas of my body patted down every week for no fault of my own. I would like to know what is happening 
about this. Th an k you. 
Would you like a response?· True 

Passenger's Na~m_e_-··1 ~--... 
Phone Number bH61 
Email : b i(6i . . 
To lea,,i;.',r,+1,m,-..,,...,..,.,,.,,.,,,,."""..,..,'""''""'~dback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Ca Iler recently left from SAN and she has a hip rep I ace m ent, she info rrned the officer of the hip rep I ace me nt before the screening procedure began however she s ti 11 a I a rrned, She stated the officer di re cted her to a I it tie glass cubical where she had to 
wait for aboul 3-5 minutes. She finally asked the female officer what she was waiting for and the officer told she would have to wait for anolher female officer 10 come conduct a patdown.!(bH61 ~idn t like the facl thal she had to wait so long in the 
glass cubical for so long and wanted to complain in regards to it. After about 5 minutes she stated a male officer came and relieved the female officer and she then received the patdown 

12:52:06 Response: 
PM Apologized for lhe inconvience she experienced at the checkpoinl. We do keep records of all complains in regard to airporIs if we find thal this is a reoccurring issue al SAN it would be forwarded to the CSM at the airport for further review. However it 

is generally standard procedure far passengers to have to wait for an officer of the same gender to come and conduct the patdown. If no officer was available the wait time may be a little longer than normal. 

If you would like to contact the CSM directly in regards to this you can call this number back and press option 5 and enter the airport code SAN and it II give you the contact information for the CSM there 



911312013 
12:58:13 

PM 

The ca 11 er was interested in T SA Precheck. He ttys on Southwest al ot and he asked if they a re el 1g i b I e. He stated th at he thin ks he may be on a Ii st. He stated that he is subjected to a p atdown a lot and he thin ks he 1s on some type of DH S Ii st. He 
asked how he can find out if he is on a list. 

I advised the cal I er that Southwest is not currently a participating airline with T SA Preche ck. 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (DHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travels . 

. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
• Traveler's belief that they are on a government watch list. 
• Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding. or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 
• Difficully printing a boarding pass at home or at lhe kiosk. 

When an individual applies for redress, OHS TRIP will assign a record ident1f1er or Redress Control Number (RCN). DHS TRIP will inform redress applicants in writing when the DHS review of an inquiry is complete. Reviews of requests for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. 

I explained that I can email the forms to his email address to complete and return in accordance with the instructions. 

We are not able to confirm or deny if he is on a watch list. The list remains an effective tool, because it is not disclosed. 
Yesterday, my husband and I were travelling through the Delta terminal at LaGuardia in NY. My husband had to have the "pat down·· and informed the TSA person (whose first name ended in ~that he was hard of hearing and wore hearings 
aids. This person tried to make a joke and said very loudly "'You wear heanng aids and you still canl hear?" And laughed at him I,., I This was an insult to us both and was most offensive since 'iFiis'Tsa'new problem for my husband. I think this person 
s hou Id be stem ly spoken to and ma de aware that he is a Govt employee and I ea m to be mo re u nders ta ndi ng to a 11 the p eo pie he serves. 

911312013 Thank you for the a11ention to this remark and I hope this employee can get some sensitivity training very soon•!!!' 

2:41 : 14 Sincerely, 

PM !(b,(6) 

Hello. 

Alter giving this a lot of thought since 2128113 and due to a second incident on 911 while departing for our Honeymoon. my wife and I have decided to 

bring two incidents to your attention. I am writing this in letter 'e mail" format because your little blue card is too small for us to give you all the facts. 

One, because she worked 34 p I us yea rs lo r the Airlines, and two because we are both executive, frequent t rave I e rs. "business a It ire", Second , my b rather in I aw 

was an employee Of TSA in San Diego and he has always coached us on 'how to pack' our canyon's to meet and exceed your security guide lines. 

911312013 The first incident occurred as we are going through your Security@ IAH, United Air lines flight to get married in Las Vegas and both of our carryon·s were pulled aside 

2:41 27 
PM 

Even though we are both 'professionally, business class dressed'. TSA opened my wile's cosmetic bag and my carry on 'shaving kit', even though we 

Had clearly followed 'all of your 'guide line's and limits of sizes for all small containers in baggies, none of it ·appeared" to meet or pass this particular 

Agent's scrutiny. He/ she put us through 'hell' and into a ·severe time crunch' to meet our flight. 

Second incident occurred at I AH again whi I e going through Security to catch an 8 AM US Air flight to P hoe nix en route to our Honeymoon Al ask an Cruise, 

Again, we are both professionally dressed, Not sloppy nor casual. We both packed all of our Rx's in baggies, all cosmetics and shaving materials in 1.5 Oz 

containers. both of our 'electric tooth brushes' In separate clear plastic bags, within TSA ·guidelines", In our carryon's just in case our big suit cases were lost. 

we'd have a change of clothes, etc. Brother in law (TSAJ advised me To carry my Rx's meds in a small plastic bottle on my person which I carry in my left front pants pocket. 



Hello. 

After giving this a lot of thought since 2128113 and due to a second incident on 911 while departing for our Honeymoon, my wife and I have decided to 

bring two incidenls to your attention. I am writing this in letter 'e mail' formal because your litlle blue card is too small for us 10 give you all the facls. 

One. because she worked 34 p I us yea rs for the Air Im es. and two because we are both executive, frequent !rave I e rs, "busm ess attire" Second. my b rather m I aw 

was an employee Of TSA in San Diego and he has always coached us on "how to pack' our carryon's to meet and exceed your securily guide lines. 

911312013 The first incidenl occurred as we are going through your Security@ IAH, Uniled Air lines flighl to get married in Las Vegas and both of our carryon·s were pulled aside 

2A1:27 
PM Even though we are both 'professionally, business class dressed' TSA opened my wife's cosmetic bag and my carry on 'shaving kit', even though we 

Had clearly followed ·a11 of your 'guide line's and limils of sizes for all small containers in baggies, none of ii 'appeared" 10 meet or pass this parlicular 

Agent's scrutiny. He/ she put us through 'hell' and into a ·severe time crunch' to meet our flight 

Second i nc1d e nt occurred at IAH again wh1 I e going through Security to catch an 8 AM US Air flight to P hoe nix en route to our Honeymoon Al a ska n Cruise. 

Again, we are bolh professionally dressed, Not sloppy nor casual. We both packed all of our Rx's in baggies, all cosmetics and shaving materials in 1.5 Oz 

containers, both of our 'electnc tooth brushes' In separate clear plastic bags, within TSA ·guidelines", In our carryon's Just in case our big suit cases were lost, 

we 'd have a change of clolhes, etc. Brolher in law (TSAJ advised me To carry my Rx's meds in a small plaslic bottle on my person which I carry in my left fronl pants pockel. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Profess1onalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 911312013 1 :25:53 PM Airport PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Date/Time of Travel : 09113/2013 10:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: Southwest flight 250 
Checkpor/Arna of Ajrnor. D Gate TSA Employee: (II Known) [filili):supervisor)j(b::,(6) I &amp; h'11R··, . . Comment 'As I was about to go through security. I REQUESTED not to go through the scanner due to the fact that I am 
pregnant]b_i(6_:, jtrainee) under the direction of~b)(ff•, I proceeded to do a full body pal down (b.1(61 seemed unclear of how to do certain procedures and I did not see her pul on new gloves. After the pat down, they said 11es1ed 
positive for explosives and would need to go through ad ,t,onal bag check They did not inform me i would receive an additional pat down in private. They then called the superviso~ho proceeded to inform me that some of the toiletries had to be 
in a zip lock even though I have checked the requirements in the past and abided by these requirements and have NEVER put these particular 1te ms in a zi plock. I trave I 2-3 times plweek lo r work and have always taken the a pp ro pri ate 1te ms in a 
ziplock and the others in my toiletries bag. I feel I was pinpointed because they had to open my bag and search it. They were rude and unprofessional. I then had to go checkimy bag a!d go back through security a second time with a second pat down. 
I travel oul of Phoenix 2-3 times each week and I have never encounlered such unprofessional behavior by TSA agen1s!tiw: I !/b)(ffl !&amp: filill:§[J When i asked Agen (bi(61 if i would have 10 receive snolher pat down going through security 
the 2nd time, she said i chose to receive the pat down. I then received a second pat down by Ageni(b':1(6) !my second time through security and did not test positive for explosives. When I asked Agentfb)(ffl l,vhy I would test positive for 
explosives my first ti me through sec u nty and th en 2 0 mm s later, I would test negative. her answer was that I s ho u Id ask the officer conducting the pat down to wear a new pair of g I aves and use a new test strip. none of which I saw Agent~ o 

911312013 when she tested me initially. My complaint is against the lack of comman sense that these three agents displayed; why would I &quot:choose&quot; (in Agent!/b)(ffl !words) to be publicly humiliated with a pat down if I was carrying explosives? My 

2-4 2_20 additional complainl is the discriminatory &amp: humiliating procedures TSA makes pregnant women endure. Other airports I have flown out of have simply opened the family scanner to me when I inform I'm pregnant. I have also received pat downs al 
· PM other airports due to bring pregnant in the past and i have never experienced such unprofessional treatment by TSA agents before. I feel as though because the procedures were conducted inappropriately by a TSA trainee, that is why I tested positive. 

I fiy frequenlly and do nol like being discriminaled against because I am pregnant. I am given two choices of either subjecting my felus to harmful rays (per Ooc1ors words) or being given a humiliating pat down every time I fly. This is discrimination• I 
would like a response from someone as to how TSA plans to develop a procedure to accommodate pregnant women just as they do handicap people &amp: children and even elderly people. 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



911412013 
926:20 

AM 

911412013 
926:53 

AM 

To Whom It May Concern; 

My experience at the Newark Liberty Airport was astonishingly poor as I passed through security. I. along with other passengers. was aghast at the poor treatment rude and unfnendly behavior, and incompetence (including a lack of common sense) of 
the TSA agents. This continued from the moment I showed my boarding pass through to the physical search of my backpack. This all occun-ed at Terminal A, for the security point heading to Gate 35 around 3:50 p.m. on September 13. 2013. 

As I walked up, and was waived forward to display my ID and boarding pass, there was no indication that he could not take my mobile ticket. Instead, when I stood there and realized there was no mobile reader. I said "I was under the impression that I 
could use a mobile device for my ticker. He did nol respond, and instead glared at me for a moment, then 1urned to glare al the other podium wilh a very subtle head nod in the direction of lhe reader at lhe second podium. I turned 10 find it, but clearly 
was not given any clear communications from the officer. 

The officer that did help me through the ID check station told me to head down to another security line, which was about a dozen people deep. At first, I didn·t think anything of it. but realized that all of the passengers in the other line were getting 
through while my lme remained stagnant, with at best. very slow movement. It took about 40 minutes to get through a line 12 people deep. I watched as they searched four peoples bags. made one wait for a pat down, had an argument as to why the 
second monitor went out, argued with a passenger about whether or not a bag was hers through the monitor, rather than passing it through and doing a physical search (which after about 5 minutes of talking over the monitor image. the passenger 
insisled they do anyway - and yes, it was the passenger who finally insisted. 

They also queslioned my bag, at which point I told them 10 simply "do what [they] needed to do to get me through this line". The officer gutted my bag of a notebook, magazine, receipt file folder, and an empty water bottle, He then firmly asked if he 
could pass it through the machine again - as if I truly had an option in the matter. There was nothing inside that proved to be a security risk. 

Additionally, I witnessed the officer stationed at the body scanner be rude to multiple passengers - one was running late and stressed to get to her gate, and he barked at her 

In general, travelling can be stressful, but I'd like to insist that TSA not make things worse in the matter, and at least be trained and pleasant as we comply with security regulations as best as we can. I wish I had gotten the names of your officers, but I 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : P role ss1ona Ii sm/C ustome r Service: Sc reem n Current Date/Ti me 91141201 3 5: 5 7: 19 AM Airport D CA - Washington Reagan Nati o na I Date/Ti me of Travel 0911412013 5: 15 AM Airline & FI i g ht Number : aa 1219 Che c kpomU Area of 
Airport, Gates 23-34 TSA Employee: (If Known) b)(ff:1 n~1h··,1r;··, ~omment: Told TSA Officer that I could not raise m arms for the time needed for the AIT millimeter machines. Was directed past metal detector for a pat down. 
stated that I did not opl out, but could not raise my arms for the time needed for the AIT millimeter machines. Spoke with TSA Office (b)(ff:, ho acknowledged thal the person al the checkpoint entry made a mistake (she indicate that this erson 
was new), and that I must now go through a pat down. I asked if I could go back out and through security again. (bH6l said tha cou er a few more minutes of discussion, I decided to do so. I was then told by TSA Office ._(""b .. i(-"'6-··,...,.. _ _, 
that this was not an option; that I must go through a pat down (there was no choice). He was rather aggressive ins a mg 1s he did not create an atmosphere that inspired a feeling of safety). I was then forced to go through an enhanced pat down. 
Note that I am also TSA PreCheck qualified. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Nam,;.;.:ecs1 ... h_·,_1R_·._, ---,.----' 
Phone Number 1h··,1r;·, 
Email · .. b"-.. "-,(6,,_·._i ____ _, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: Other: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time· 9/1512013 5:41:28 PM Airport· ASE - Aspen Pitkin County Sardy Field Date/Time of Travel· 09/15/2013 3:00 PM Airline & Flight Number· united 5166 CheckpoinUArea of 
Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 

9115/2013 Comment: The blonde woman TSA agenl threalened to pat down my 4 year old daughter because she had a cup of water. She spoke in a very nasty tone and scared my little girl. We are avid travellers and each have global enlry cards. There was no 
7:10: 16 need to threaten a 4 year old, especially in the manner in which she did. 

PM Would you like a re ? · 

Passenger's Name (b)(ffi 
Phone Number b·., ff 
Email (b)(ff1 

his feedback. follow this lmk http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Professionalism Customer Service Current Date Time: 9 16 2013 1 :18:31 ~rt SFO - San Francisco International Date Time ofTravel: 09 14 2013 6:15 AM Airline Flight Number: United Airlines, 
Flight #UA284 Checkpoint Area of Airport · United Domestic. Checkpoint F1 (?) TSA Employee: (If Known) . First name:~omment . On Saturday, September 14. 2013 at about 6:15am I was going through United Airlines domestic security 
checkpoint F 1 (?) at San Francisco International Airport and expenenced an incident I would like to report. I was proceeding as normal, putting all my items on the X-ray conveyer belt. Then, when 11 came time to enter the screening imaging machine, I 
told the security officer working that I have Juvenile Diabetes (Type I), have an insulin pump and wireless sensor, and would like to opt-out and get the pat-down. The TSA officer (bH61 approx. six foot, 60 years old). acted like he didn t hear. After 
jusl staring at me, I had to repeal this personal information again in front of everyone. I said because I have an insulin pump and sensor, lhe company the makes it (Medtronic Min.me 10 d me to opt-out. He acknowledged me by saying, in a 
condescending way, quot:Do you even know what this thing (AIT) is? quot: I told him I have a PhD and am not stupid, but the insulin pump company specifically told me to opt-out, and that is my right, so I would like to opt-out and have the full pat
down instead. He then asked where my bags were. and I told him on the X-ray conveyer belt. He got mad and told me I shouldn t have done that. (This might be correct, but if so. I didn t know because no one else has ever indicated this to me over the 
last several years and 25+ trips,) Then he had me wait and mumbled under his breath about me as he walked past. After a while, a female TSA employee came over. and I got teary eyed and explained to the woman doing the patdown what happened 

9116/2013 and how mean the first TSA employee was. She kindly had me talk to the supervisor, who said he would say something 10 lhe employee. And told me not 10 be inlimidated, and I d be ok. 
8:31 06 

AM I fi y ap pro xi matel y every other mo nth, and most T SA employees I have encountered are p role ss,ona I and courteous, but this experience was u n acceptab I e. especi a 11 y toward someone with a chronic i 11 n ess and di sa bi I ity according to the Americans 
with Dis a bi Ii ti es Act. I would Ii ke this incident addressed and th en be contacted with what is being done to resolve this type of u np role ssiona I behavior? (For my own security though. I do not want my name or contact information disclosed to the spec iii c 
TSA agent who was so unprofessional.) I support the work the TSA is doing 10 keep us safe, but do not feel the 1reatmen1 I received is acceplable nor within the standards set forlh by the Transpor1ation Securily Administration. 
Would you like a resoonse? : True 

Passenger's Name k~b_)~(6_·•_1 ---~ 
Phon,..,, til11mber · 

Emai~b)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 

Dear TSA, 

I writing because of an upsetting incident which occurred while I was traveling from SLC to NYC-Kennedy on September 15. While waiting in line for scanning, I decided to opt for a search rather than go through the scanner & the male TSA agent 
asked if I would like a massage as well (I am female.) In light of the fact that we are asked to be herded through Imes and be as compliant as possible while being treated like criminals, to have to deal with such sexist, inappropriate remarks is truly 
unacceptable. I told the agent the comment was not funny & mentioned it to the female agent who gave me the pat-down. She said she was his supervisor & said she would "have a talk with him." The whole situation was stressful, disconcerting and not 
refleclive of what is expected from professionals of any stripe. I am truly disheartened & disgusled by the experience. We deserve betler than I his. 

911612013 Sincerely, 

s::~09 f~b_)(_6_1 -~ 

"There is a poem at the heart of things." -Wallace Stevens 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP !(b)(61 ! 
Date Time: 9/1512013 7:58:32 PM 

Nam~,(b 1(6) 
Email bi(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):American Airlines I Newark Airporl I Terminal A I 730pm I Sunday 15 2013 
Comments:I am reporting an absurd behavior by the agents on duty at aprox 730pm 9/15/13. This event JUST Happened and is being reported by me on behalf of my wife who is 4 1.2 months pregnant. 

9/16/2013 
8: 32 : 06 Our concern is obvousl y centered around the ful I body sea n ne rs that rn any experts have said to avoid when p regnant. 

AM 
My wife who is traveling by her self asked for an alternative to a full body scan and instead for a metal detector wand. 

She was told that wands were not available and that she would have to have a full body pat down. She was forced to be patted down in public, and THEN brought to a separate roorn in which she was patted down again. with INAPPROPRIATE and 
VIOLA Tl NG touching around and over her mid and I owe r stomach region. 

Her travel wardrobe 1s LEGGINGS and a T SHIRT. There is NO WHERE that anything other then her female body could show through this outfit 

She has been crying hysterically in lhe terminal with eye witnesses to whal happened, even offering her tissues for her 10 blow her nose. 

Before I call my attorney and or the news outlets I DEMAND a call explaining this RIDICULOUS behavior and have proper action taken by superiors at TSA 

fo c~r reach me at~G_·-_,IR_-_, --~ 

Caller said that she traveled recently and after alarming the AIT, she was subjected to a patdown screening. She was upset at the experience because the screener just told her to step out of the machine and began patting her down without explaining 
any lhing to her about what was happening and conducled the screening in lhe public area. She is 1raveling again soon and did not want this to happen: she never menlioned wanling to submit a complaint nor provide the airport where lhe incidenl 

9116/2013 occurred. She thinks that the issue was caused due to having implants from her mastectomy. 
9:47 56 

AM Explained to caller that a patdown is used to resolve various alarms of the WTMD or AIT. Advised her that I could not determine what may have alarmed the machine and required the patdown. but explained that officers are required to explain the 
procedure as I hey perform it and should offer a private screening area so thal she does not have to be screened in public. Suggesled if she encounlers this siluation again, she should ask for a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist 10 be present 
and ensure the process in conducted properly. 



He is calling on behalf of his wife,f~b_)_(_6_) ___ ~ 

The caller is a former FAA employee and his wife and her are US citizen. 

The caller indicated that he attempted to book a reservation for his wife with United. He was asked for a Redress number and was not able to proceed with the reservation. He applied for a Redress for her and has a RCN ~ He is concerned 
about the status of the Redress application. He indicated that he sent the a copy of her passport and the signature from via mail on 8 19. He submitted a fonm online via email as well. 

He asked if the Redress numb er is rea 11 y needed. 

His wife has metal knee implants and routinely receives additional screening. 

I explained that a Redress number is not required as not all passengers will not have a Redress number. 

I explained that TRIP is a single point of contact with the OHS for those who experience difficult when traveling such as difficulty with obtaining a boarding pass or being routinely identified for additional screening. 

911612013 I advised that applying for Redress will not eliminate the additional screening that she may receive in regard to the metal implants as TSO are required to resolve alarms and anomalies via additional screening including a patdown. 
1A0:42 

PM 
Pending Paperwork 
OHS has received your application but has nol received the required identification documents or the signed OHS TRIP Privacy Sta1ement (0MB NO. 1652-0044). We are nol able 10 process your applicalion without this information. 
https: trip.dhs.gov status.asp, 

I advised th at if submitted vi a reg u I a r ma i I , it can take up to three weeks lo r the sere en i ng process that a 11 ma i I going into a fed era I faci I ity must encounter. It may be that the documents have been received but have not yet be en processed by DH S. 

I advised that it can take up to 7-10days for the status to be updated. 

I advised that he check the status again in about a week. If it has not changed. he should give us a call back, 

I advised that he contact the airline he in regard to not being able to get past the Redress field. 

Caller slated she 1ravels from Tampa Airport she gets additional screening al the airport and it makes her have anxiely. Caller stated she has more paldowns and hand searched and her purse was swabbed. Caller stated she wants 10 know what is 
going on with the additional screening. Caller stated it only happens when she flies from Tampa Airport but not when she returns back to Florida. Caller wants to know what the swabbing is used for and what are they looking for. 

Advised caller the following information: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) often uses Explosives Trace Detection (ETD) technology in airports as part of security screening. In addition to the screening of carry-on and checked baggage, passengers may undergo screening of 
their hands using an ETD swab at lhe security checkpoinl. the checkpoinl queue, lhe checkpoint, or at boarding areas. 

9;1:~~2~:3 ETD swabbing 1s completely harmless to passengers. The swabs are made of fabric or paper and do not contain any chemicals. To ensure the health of travelers, screening swabs are used only once. A Transportation Secunty Officer (TSO) first 
p M swabs a passenger's hands or accessi b I e property and then p I aces the swab inside an ETD unit, The ETD unit ana I yzes the swab lo r the p rese nee of residue from explosives, Any a I a rm gene rated by the ETD sere en i ng process requires the passenger 

to undergo additional screening. 

You a I so expressed concerns reg a rd i ng the ETD swabs you received. Please note that any al a nm generated by the ETD screening process requires the passenger to undergo addition al sere en i ng. Th ere a re seve ra I items th at contain the same 
chemicals that are associated with explosives, and collection of these types of particles will result in an ETD alarm, TS Os are trained to resolve these alarms using a variety of resolution techniques. 

Caller slated she has used fertilizer before she flies out of Florida 



911612013 
420:38 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl(b 1(6) 
Date Time: 911612!.0""1"3""2"':3"'2"":4"'"4.,..,,P""M.,... 

Name:l(b 1(6) 
Emailj1h··,1rr-, 
Comp I a i nts; I natte nti ve Sere ener - Lax Security 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight 585 Nashville to Raleigh 
Nashville Airport 
Comments: I had a very u np I ea sant expe nence tad ay with the TSA. The I in e for the ch eek point at the N ashvi 11 e airport was very long. I was in Ii ne 45 minutes. W hi I e the employees can not do anything about this they could of he I ped a passenger out 
in need. I am pregnant and while I was waiting I had to go pee. I could not step out of line or I would have missed my flight. I asked the first TSA member who checked my ID if he could let me pass through. I explained to him that I was pregnant, had to 
pee and was going to get a pat down anyways as I did not want 10 go lhrough the machine. He lold me very nicely he couldn't and was sorry but 10 ask the passengers ahead to lei me lhrough. The problem was how was I supposed to ask 100 
passengers to cut in line? I was on the verge of tears as it was hurting. When you are pregnant you have a lot of weight on uterus. I found another TSA Employee and she told me the same thing. At this point I am bawling and a couple noticed my 
anxiety and got me to the front. At this time I told the next T SA I wanted a pat down because I was pregnant and please get someone qui ck ly as I need to pee. I waited an add iii on al 1 0 minutes to get a pat down. In addition my th, ngs th at included a 
$1000 camera where already at the end of the scanner and anyone could have picked them up. At this point I am still crying and people keep asking what is wrong. I see about 5 female TSA Employees who could of assisted but didn't, I ask the 
genlleman TSA what was laking so long and he said he was doing his besl. I asked why lhe lady at lhe scanner could not do the pat down, pointed at her and he said someone had 10 lake over for her. She saw me point and rolled her eyes•! She heard 
what was going on. saw me crying and rolled her eyes. Finally she came to get me, while walking very slowly without a care. She did the pat down, which I was familiar with as I got one in the Raleigh airport. One thing she did that I thought was 
unnecessary was that she grabbed my pants in the back and looked down my pants seeing my bottom' I le It Ii ke I was b erng checked for a dirty diaper. She was very rude and u n sympathetic. A lier that she told me to wait and went to talk to some 
people. Finally she told me to go. I am sorry but the TSA is a business as well and should treat people with more respect. Pregnancy is a disability and the employees should have helped a pregnant lady out. I was visibly upset and while I understand 
security is a lop priorily so is a person's needs. I hope some disciplinary action as well goes out to that employee. She was an African American lady working in the wesl wing of the check point in the business line. She was working the scanner. I would 
have talked to the supervisor but as I mentioned I had to pee and was about to miss my flight. Really this problem could have been resolved if they escorted to me a front of the line. I wasn·t asking to skip inspecting me or my things. I was simply 
asking to get through faster (like business or priority members do every day) so a pregnant lady could go pee and not get a UTI. 

No 

First and Middle Name: 

Last Name: 

Main Phone: 

fb1(6) 

911612013 Work Phone: 

4:20:58 
PM 

Cell Phone: 

PO Box or Street address: 

City: 

Great Mills 

State: 

MD 



911712013 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: The cal I er indicated that she has cancer of the eye. 

Response Details: I advised I hat her complaint musl be submitled in writing and advised that I would email information on how to do so. 

I advised th at I wo u Id a I so refer the information to the CSM at DEN to make them aware. 

lncidenl Details: The caller indicated that she passed through lhe TSA checkpoint at DEN between 12pm -12:15pm. The caller advised the documenl checker of her condition and lhat she would like to opt oul of AIT. The document checker referred 
her to an African American TSO near the AIT. The caller advised al her medical condition again and that she would like to apt out al the AIT to receive a patdawn. The TSO lectured her an the fact that the radiation emitted was the same as on the 
plane and when using a eel I phone. A le male TSO advised that rad i owa ves. and not rad1ati on was used. The ca 11 er contacted her doctor and advised th at radIowaves had the same effect. 

2:33:57 She was made to go through lhe AIT and indicated I hat it caused so much anxiely that she had to take medication. 
PM 

The ca 11 er indicated that she always receives such di Iii cu I ty at DEN in reg a rd to opting out of the Al T; however this Is the first ti me that she was refused to be pe nm itted to opt lo r a p atdown. 

She indicated that she inlends to seek an attorney and would like 10 make a formal complain!. She does feel thal she was discriminated againsl and received desparate treatment. 

The ca 11 er was !rave Ii ng with De Ila flight D 121 08 de parting at 1 :25 pm from gate C 36. The checkpoint was on the 5th ftoo r. 

She did nol have the names of the TS Os. 

Caller has a complain!. Caller wenl through McCarran loday Caller had 10 have a paldown and he has a complaint aboul the way his screening was handled. Caller said he opled out of the AIT and he had to do lhe patdown. Caller felt like it made 
the supervisor angry that he opted aut. Caller said he has filed complaints in the past and no one has responded to his complaints. Caller wanted to know what happens when a complaint is filed. Caller wanted to know if he could contact the CSM at 

911712013 McCarran. 
2:55:18 

PM We regret lhat you found your experience to be less than salisfactory. 
TSA monitors the number and nature al complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention 
I to Id the ca 11 er how to contact the CSM at M cC arra n. 
On the morning of Friday September 13, 2013 we were in the Southwest terminal in the St. Louis airport for SW Flight 3847 departing at 8:30am from St. Louis to Los Angeles International airport. 

Upon entering the TSA security checkpoint, after placing our carry-ons on the belt for scanning. both my wife and myself were asked to stand in the x-ray screening machine. Those representatives were courteous and prompt in their attention and pat
down a ct ions. 

After our screenings and pat-downs, plus waiting a few minutes for our possessions and one carry-on bag to come lhrough the scanning system, thal bag was carried to us by an agent and I was asked if it was mine and told it would need to be opened 
and inspected. I said "Fine - No problem - as to us the mare security the better·• 

911712013 The bag was_ laced an an~, _ __· n table ~nd one_of the two representatives attending this situation c~mmenced taking out the po~sessions and inspecting each. _No_ p_roblem! I was later tald by TSA Supervisor~hat these two representatives 
were TS bi(6:1 nd TS (b_i(6_.1 one being a trainer and the other a trainee. I bel1eve"bi(6flthe trainee and Amaro was the trainer, but I could have these two 1nd1v1duals reversed. 

6:0618 ~ 
PM 

STSO Superviso~would know which person was the trainer (the problem individual) and who was the trainee. 

As l:E:iZ&J the trainee, I 1fted my wife's sma 11 j ewe I ry case out of the bag, as it has a zipper al most comp I ete ly e nci rel i ng 11. I asked as he started to unzip 11 to wait a second and 1f I could please show him how to unzip it so the rings and other s m al I 
jewelry pieces in the case would not fall out. As he had started to unzip I had made my comment to please hold up opening the case I had raised my right hand slightly above my waist and outstretched a little just to emphasize "hold up unzipping" for a 
second. 

He looked al the other TSO, apparently lhe Traine~ who immediately said in a very aulhoritarian manner and voice, "Don't raise your hands and threaten us· I said "Are you kidding - I work closely with f b)(ff:1 
da: I mean nothing other then to not pleae do not o~ewelry case till I show him haw to a pen it so the jewelry does not spill aut" 

I I respecl TSA and whal you 



Caller states that his girlfriend flew in to SNA from DEN. He states that she had a metal button on her shorts that alarmed the WTM D. and her checked luggage got pulled up to the checkpoint and all of her luggage. both checked and carry-on, the TSO 
went through. Caller says that the TSO put a hand up her blouse and groped her and put a hand down her pants and groped her. He states that when the luggage was claimed, the locks were unlocked and the bags were open and the front 2 pouches 
of one bag were empty. He stJles that she had a ring in a little square baggie I hat was an heirloom in one of those pouches along with gold jewelry including 6 rings, a cross, and a bracelet and some clothes and all of that is missing. 

Advised caller: 
We regret that you we re u ns ati sfi ed with the manner in which your bags were handled, 

http: www.tsa.gov traveler-information airport-lost-found-contacts#45 
You may contact DEN lost and found at: 
Denver Intern ati o na I Airport 
303-342-4062 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 
911712013 Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have lo rwarded a copy of this i nlorrn ation to the Customer Service Manager ( CSM) at th at I ocat ion, 
7:19:54 

PM FI ig ht information: 
Flight Path: Denver to SNA 
Flight date time: 9 15 (scheduled for 9:55 am) delayed 20 minutes 
Flight#: 2603 
Airline: Southwest 
Airport: DEN 

Gate Terminal: C,..2"-9'-,-.,...-----, 
Baggage claim t~~~i~(6~i--~ 
Baggage d escri ti on: maroon ro 11 i ng bag with handle 
On behalf of: b)(61 
NOi: (does no....,,-~a=v=e--~ 

Email: (does not have) 

Caller slates lhat his girlfriend flew in to SNA from DEN. He slates lhat she had a metal butlon on her shor1s that alarmed lhe WTMD, and her checked luggage 901 pulled up 10 lhe checkpoint and all of her luggage, both checked and carry-on, the TSO 
went through. Cal I er says that the TSO put a hand up her blouse and groped her and put a hand down her pants and groped her. He states that when the I ug gage was claimed, the locks were unlocked and the bags were op en and the front 2 pouches 
of one bag were empty. He states th at she had a ring in a I 1111 e square bag g i e that was an heirloom in one of those pouches a long with go Id j ewe I ry inc I ud i ng 6 rings, a cross, and a bracelet; and some clothes and al I of that 1s m1ssi ng. 

Advised ca Iler: 
We regret that you were unsatisfied with the manner in which your bags were handled. 

http: www. tsa, gov t rave I er-information a i rport-1 o st-found-co ntacts#45 
You may contact DEN lost and found at: 
Denver International Airport 
303-342-4062 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a SI and a rd Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 
911 7120 13 Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy of this information to the Customer Service Manager ( CSM) at th at I ocat ion. 
7:19:54 

PM Flight information: 
Flight Path: Denver to S NA 
Flight date time: 9 15 (scheduled for 9:55 am) delayed 20 minutes 
Flight# 2603 
Airline: Southwest 
Airporl: DEN 
Gate Terminal: C.-29",-.,..,...---, 
Baggage claim #j;""b_·•-'-1(6_-_I __ ...., 

Baggage d e~rj ptj on· m aron n ro 11 i ng bag with handle 
on behalf of~ 1(6) ] 
NOi: (does not have) 
Email: (does not have) 



911712013 
822:08 

PM 

Caller Is flying to LAS in November. Caller missed his flight three years ago. He was flying at 7 AM from Dallas Love field three years ago. Caller arrived at 4AM because Southwest airlines opens at 4:30 at 5 am he was standing for security. They did 
not open security until 6AM, Caller is a type one diabetic and carries a small duffle kit and uses a insulin pump. Caller was pulled off the side and he received a patdown. He had to wait 20 minutes to get a patdown by a male TSO and when he went 
through he missed his flight. Caller was there 2 hours before the flighl. They could not gel him lhrough security in time. Caller wanted to know when they will open and information about gelling through faster. Caller wanted lhe number to the CSM, as 
he has called them in the past for information. Caller did not want to miss the flight again, because he is taking the same trip. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

We recommend that you contact your airline or airport to determine the earliest time you may check in for your flight and the operating hours for the security checkpoint. Many airports have lanes specifically designated for passengers with disabilities, 
med i ca I conditions. or trave Ii ng with young ch, ldren. Although passengers st, 11 may need to wait in Ii ne when using these I anes. in genera I the Ii nes are much shorter and the wait time Is I e ss. Passengers may ask to be di reeled to one of these I an es 
when checking in with their airline or once they have reached the line used by general passengers. You can info nm the officer of the device and request a patdown, rather then being screened by the technology. You can ask for a PSS if you need 
ass is ta nee through I he checkpoint. 

Nam~(b1(6) 
Phan 

The caller wants to know why TSA subjected a military person to a patdown. The caller states the that the soldier was embarrassed. The patdown was at SAN approximately 1 O minutes and the soldier was pulled out of line and subjected to a 
9118120 13 paid own. The ca 11 er thinks that T SA should be ashamed to patdown a service member that fights lo r their country. 

1A2:50 
PM 

9/18/2013 
1:5536 

PM 

9/18/2013 
6:11 37 

PM 

I advised the caller that it could have been random selection that the person in question was ulled aside for secondary screening or resolution of an alarm. 
Caller has an issue with 2 TSA employees who work at LA::tb·:,(6) I an (b·•,(ffi TSOs. Caller states when entering the security checkpoint there was a lady befor~and he was walking briskly because he was late. This TSO 
put her hand out and wouldn t allow him through the ban-acades. She takes his ID and looks at it. he has a beard and stands 6 4 and she made comments about him being islamic, States he is a rodeo cowboy and makes his living traveling throughout 
the US, was wearing a 5 inch brim cowboy hat, wrangler jeans, boots and professional PRC shirt, caucasian male. 
Stae!(b·:,(6) t,vas TSAsecurity and her supervisor is fh·11r;··, I he spoke with the supervisor and TSOS advised him to call the TCC. 
Alier p I ac, ng hrs I a plop and business papers and other ,terns , n the trays, he gets in the AIT and steps out afterward and the TSO. f h ·., / R ·1 I told him to stop and placed his hand on his chest. 
Without proper notification the TSO started feeling of his neck. chest, upper body, etc., didn t say he needed to give him a search, patdown, etc. Said he was stopped in line and the TSO felt his back. stomach, chest area.and the way he did it wasn ta 
prop er search. 
His complaint is that!rh··,1rr1I inappropriately touched him and~made the racial comment to him. 
Flight departed at 7PM, Flight# 245, Gate # 28. 

Response: 
(TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 
PI ease be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the S uperv iso ry Trans po rtati on Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 
Because your comp I ai nt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have lo rwa rded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 

Feedback Type . Civil Rights/Liberties 
Calegories Olher (fill in box); Disability Current Date/Time: 9/1812013 5:12:34 PM Airport: IAD - Washington-Dulles International Date/Time of Travel 09/1712013 Airline & Flight Number: Iceland Air Fl644 Checkpoint/Area of Airport while taking 
off shoes at conveyer belt TSA Employee: (If Known)· Blonde woman about 32 years old Comment· At approximatetely 4:45 PM on Tuesday, 9/17/1013, as I placed my luggage on the inspection conveyance I requested a manual pat down and was 
initially denied said request by a TSA employee (blonde, female, about 32 years old). She attempted to force me to enter the radio wave facility against my will by making me stand for 20 minutes while she chatted with a male customer. She allowed 
my belongings to be rifled by an unknown child while refusing to allow me to pick up my baggage. She spoke in a ~ing manner to me and denied my rights to a safer pat down until I asked to see a supervisor. I want the badge number and id of 
this tsa employee. I spoke with a lower level supervisor who did very little to assuage the situalion. I then spoke to~n upper level supervisor who look down an image of my boarding pass. I have a righl not to be forced into a machine lhat I 
consider dangerous. I also have a right not to be forced to stand, shoeless. for 20 minutes and watch at least one strange passenger rifling my luggage. I have arthritis and vitiligo and cannot be kept standing without the support of my shoes and under 
lights that damage my skin. When I fly back on 9.23 I want assurance that my rights will not be trampled. 
Would you like a response?; True 
Passenger's Name!(b)(61 
Phone Number : .._'-'---'------' 

Email !(b1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller said he wants to register a comp I amt. He said during screening at Denver Airport, he had to go through a patdown and they searched through his I uggage. He said the office rs had poor manners and were di sta stefu I. He said he wi 11 go on Ii ne 
and also register a comp I a int because he said he has to go now to catch his II i g ht, 

Sending Info to CSM 
Airport: Denver I nte ma ti on al Airport 
Airline:United Airlines 
Flight #:not available 

911812013 Date and Time:09-18-2013 5: Pam 

7:48 24 
PM Localion:screening checkpoinl 

Email:not available (he said he had to go and catch his flight) 

Name: Robert Kappa - CSM 

Pho n Fr 303-34;;fi'5"ii"iil 
Email bi(61 

Response:! asked him if he wanted to apply for redress and I also advised him I would send this to the CSM at the airport. 

Attach\""...,-,--------, 
Name: (b 1(6) 
Cell: (b)(61 
Home th.\ti:=::··1 

Mailing Address:.,_!(b:::.·,,-1."-6 ... I ..,..,... __ __.!-'-A""la"'m""e""d""a"", ""C'-A"-. "-94'-5""0'"'1 ______ __, 
Email HYPERLINK"-tb~_,-'-(6~1 _______________ _. 

What happened? 
I was searched in violation of your own TSA policy. I was screened via your X-ray machine and found to not be in violation; then also patted down. In violation of your own published policy, I was succumbed to your excessive searches at the beginning 
of my trip and also at lhe interim point. My spousal unit was not allowed to be present at my excessive search. I was boarding AS255 al Puerto Vallarta flight returning home on 05Sept. At the PV gate I was pulled aside at lhe jelway, they physically 
searched my carry-ans, and physically searched me for explosives. all with negative results. 
I then retrieved my I ug gage at LAX. successfully went through custom s/i m m,g ration. Had to I eave the AS terminal . walked outside and then entered the AA terminal at LAX and went through the security process again. I submitted my AS Boarding Pass 
for AA flight 2465 from LAX to SFO. my boarding pass flagged a "RED" signal. The TSA agent told me to step to the side. She then told her co-worker, 'look at this red light" , she then told me to step aside. She then radio-ed someone to come. No one 
responded: she lhen radio-ed again. She lold me to slep aside again: told my spousal partner to move forward away from me. His name iskb-·1(6'1 I He was forced 10 go through the scanning process and never allowed to be wilh me. 

I I was then met by a TSA agent (male). He told me I was to go through the x-ray scanning process. I willingly complied. I was scanned and NO ISSUES OR EXCEPTIONS WERE FOUND. I WAS COMPLETELY CLEARED THROUGH THIS 
9119 2013 PROCESS. 

9:~~SS Instead. I was then taken aside to 3 TSA agents. The male TSA agent told me that I was now going to be physically patted down. EVEN THOUGH THERE WAS NOTHING TO WARRANT SUCH A SEARCH•!! He then brought over a black female TSA 
agent. She informed me lhat she was going to pat me down physically, including my groin areas. She was EXCESSIVELY SLOW AND EMBARMSSINGL Y physical in palling me down. She palled me down very slowly on the front of my body, 
including my groin area, and then had me turn around and patted me down on the back of my body. and again in my groin area. I must tell you. I was employed by the State of CA, Dept. of Corrections. I was a Peace Officer. performed many searches 
of criminals m my career. YOUR TSA is a mockery of the search process. Exceedingly slow and humiliating'., 
Alter physically searching me and finding nothing, the black female TSA agent then swabbed me again (after I was swabbed in Puerto Vallarta for the same thing and nothing was found) for explosives. 
She took the swabbing material and atlempled to process it through lhe machine #1. GUESS WHAT??? THE MACHINE WAS BROKE!! She then took my swabbing material to anolher machine. She tried a "test' on that machine and guess what??? 
She stated out loud, "I tested this machine and it came out positive for explosives - however it was just a test, and it wasn"t her results.' She stated, this machine is also broken." 
The male TSA agent then spoke to his supervisor. He said. You know. we need to have these machines calibrated because they are not working.'' She replied, IA/ell. I thought we just had these machines calibrated so I don't know what to do." He then 
told me and the TSA black woman to follow him over to a third machine. We moved over 
to the lhird machine where she inserted my "explosive results" paper into this third machine. This machine confirmed I was negative for explosives and they finally let me go. My significanl other approached us al the third machine and asked lhe male 
TSA agent what was going on and why I was singled out. He said it was totally up to Alaska Airlines why they singled me out and it wasn't TSA at all. It was Alaska Airlines. 
He denied any knowledge as to wl ry I was put through this and said 11 was AS air Im es who did this to me. The re are two sp eci f1c vi o I ati o ns that T SA did against me: 
FIRST, PLEASE SEE THE TSA POLICY ON THE TSA WEBSITE - I HAVE COPIED IT BELOW TO SHOW YOU YOUR OWN POLICY TO POI NT OUT HOW YOU VIOLATED IT! 
TSA POLICY PERYOUR OWN WEB_SITE RE: Pat-Downs 
What to Know Before You Go 
If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by imaging technology or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. A patdown procedure also 1s used to resolve any alarms of a 



Caller said she and her husband a re fi yi ng in one week to Portland Oregon. She said that last ti me her husband, was in the screening, and was asked to put his hands aver his he ad. Because he has numerous ruptured disk in his n eek and back. he 
almost passed out. She asked what they need to do to go through the screening. 

Response: Transportation Security Officers (TS Os) are instructed to listen and respond appropriately to any information a passenger offers concerning his or her physical limitations. TSOs should provide any help that a passenger requests to facilitate 

911912013 the screening process. Under no circumstances should passengers be forced to perform actions that cause pain or put them at nsk of inJury. For example, TSOs should offer a chair to passengers whose weakness or balance problems put them at risk 

12: 51 : 32 of la 11 i ng during sere en i ng, Passengers who have difli cul ty with b ala nee, standing. or walking a I so may decline meta I detector screening. and ask instead lo r a ful I p atdown screening w hi I e they a re seated, 

PM 

9/19/2013 
2:04:01 

PM 

Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Super,isory Transportation Security Officer or Passenger Support Specialist at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. We hope this 
information 1s he I pfu I. 

The caller is flying and he is subjected to additional screening. He stated that this happens everytime he flies. He stated that he wants to clear his name. He stated that he gets a patdown. He stated that he flys with his children and it gets out of hand. 
He stated that he gets a p atdown eve ryt i me. 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (DHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
transportation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
• Traveler's belief thal they are on a government watch lisl. 
• Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 
• Difficulty pnnting a boarding pass at home or at the kiosk. 

When an individual applies for redress, DHS TRIP will assign a record identifier or Redress Control Number (RCN). DHS TRIP will inform redress applicanls in wriling when lhe DHS review of an inquiry is complele. Reviews of requesls for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. Applicants may check the status of inquiries on line by entering the RCN. 

Every passenger and their property must be sere ened before entering the secured a re a, and the way the screening is conducted is import ant, Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers a re treated with dignity, respect, and 
courtesy. 

Alier the complaint is resolved. DH S TRIP recommends th at !rave I e rs pro vi de this R CN when making rese r,ati o ns or updating thei r !rave I er profile with an a i rt i ne. This info wi 11 assist sec u nty techno I og i es to help prevent m1s1d e ntifi cation from occurring 
due to the similarity of a traveler's name and personal information to another person in systems that contain information from Federal, State, local, and foreign sources. 

I explained that there is no guarantee that this will resolve the issue. I explained that I can email the forms within 24 hours of this response. 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

Feedback Type Civil Rights/Liberties 
Categories : 4th Amendment 
Current Date/Time: 9119/2013 12:47:07 PM Airport: DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International Date/Time ofTravel: 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 

911912013 TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
2: 13: 13 Comment : I am a Gov't sludent and the queslion was raised under what authority do you use to do a warrantless pal-down search? Whal are determining fac1ors that a TSA agent could articulate to say under oalh that would grant a search warrant if 

PM time existed? 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 

PhonlN_' ,rn~ec · 
Email bi(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link htlp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB21ApplicationManager 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1~,_b_)_(6_, ___ _. 
Date Time: 9/1912013 3:57:29 PM 

Namekb)(61 ! 
Emai~b 1(6) ! 
Comp aints·: Discourteous/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):coming from UA63, 9119113, Madrid->Newark 
Newark I nte mat ion a I Airport, 
3:30pm, terminal C. near gate C 100 
This was the security check after rechecking I ugg age for a tra nsler fiig ht to Chicago, . 

9119/2013 Comments:I had 10 wait about 15-20 miniutes before a male assisl for paldown could be found. (this is not the fault of lhe person before lhe scanner: He asked at leasl 1 O times for male assist). 
6:04:4 7 [I did ask him if I could wait to put my bag through since rve had to wait a long time before and I don't like it if my luggage is left unattended. but he said I had to put it through and wait and that it wouldn"t take very long] 

PM 
I was told to stand to the side (right side), closer to the x-ray machine. The operator of the X-ray machine started to make fun of me for opting out and when I asked ii he could remove my tray from the line (since I had been standing there for so long) 
he made fun of me again and said that ii was my fault if I thal I was standing there. since I was opting oul. Then he continued to tell at leasl 4 other TSA employees aboul how stupid I was to stand there so nobody could see me, even though I told him I 
was told by the person in front of the scanner to stand there. 

So, in summary, I have no issues with the pat-down. no issues with the long wait, but a big problem with the behavior of the person behind the X-ray scanner. 

I asked his name and he refused to tell me his name. Instead he asked for my name. I gave him my drivers license. which he looked at. THen he told me he was not going to tell me his name. 

I asked anotherTSA person for his name. and she said it wasl(bl(ff:, 
~s his first name). ~------~ 

I'm not even sure if that is true, since he refused to tell me his full name, even though I asked if I didn"t have the right to know his name. 

He is a black male, shaved head (or very short hair). medium 10 heavy build, at least 5 foot 9. 



I Just re-read my incident report and find myself once again crying because of the abusive, embarrassing and demeaning experience I was subjected to. 
As a former Peace Officer, I found your "pat-down" techniques are antiquated, abusive, slow. and ABSOLUTELY OFFENSIVE. I have been employed to search true criminals in my position of Peace Officer, and I never patted down a known-criminal 
as slowly as your TSA did. Your Iechnique was so very slow, it actually crossed lhe border of "excessively slow", demonsIrating your TSA was borderline pornographic touching. She lingered excessively at my frontal and back groin area. She also 
lingered excessively at my chest (boobs) area. It was very demeaning and disgusting. 

I am a former Peace Officer with the State of California; I am a former Probation Officer with Tulare County, CA., I was a Youth Counselor employed by the State Dept. of CoCTections, Calif. Youth Authority, responsible for over-site of criminals aged 18 
- 25 years old. I am exceplionally qualified in Law Enforcement Search and Seizure procedures, of which I found your TSA flunkies to be totally lacking. 

How dare you insult my credible and ethical law enforcemenl background by subjecting me to this insulting and nonsensical search. If you really want to find criminals, get your "search" criIeria in order•!!! 
Instead, as a peace officer professional, you have upset me terribly. I find that I am now crying each time I review my complaint form. I am ashamed of calling myself an American Citizen based on your stupid/non
sensical/embarrassing/unacceptable/search criteria. How can you call yourselves true TSA agents if you are searching the absolute WRONG CRITERIA??? WHAT A JOKE YOU ARE AT TSA'I' 

911912013 I expecl an immediate response to my complaint. 
G:o5 ,01 I complied with every TSA screening process and I was found not to be in compliance. 

PM Why do you now hold me responsible?? 

!(b)(61 

-- -- - Forwarded Message -- -- -
Fromkb1(6i 
To: "HYPERLINK '·mailto:TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov·'TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov·' <HYPERLINK "mailto:TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov"TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 17. 2013 9: 15 PM 
Subjecl: Civil Righls/Civil Liberties Complaint 

Attached pis. find my complaint describing the most humiliating. embarrassing and demeaning experience in my life with TSA at LAX. I am still traumatized by this recent vacation travel expenence, and find the policy posted on the TSA website vs. 
what happened to me to be polar opposites. 

Feedback Type · Security Issue 
Categories : Duration of Screening Process: Pat-down Current DatelTlme : 9/2012013 10:37:50 AM Airport : ORF - Norfolk International Date/Time of Travel 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoinl/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 

912012013 Comment: To the TSA and DHS, 

12 09 38 
PM 

your security is bullshil I really can't believe I hat we have to do all of this crap here I saw a guy get his hands inspecled because of your stupid millimeter wave scanner thing. And apparently the overlapping layers on my shorts warrants a pat down. So 
disrespectfully I say to all of you. eat shit you worthless people. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



9/20/2013 

Feedback Type . Civil Rights/Liberties 
Ca I egori es 41 h Amendment 
Current Date/Time. 9/20/2013 10:31:59 AM Airport· DFW - Dallas!Fort Worth International Date/Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . I sent an em a i I the other day quest ion i ng under what a ut hori ty T SA uses to do pat-down searches. I got a response, which loo ks pretty much Ii k e a stand a rd response. I find it i nte resting th at in your ema i I the response stops in the 41 h 
Amendment at the Ii rst group of commas of the amendment. There several key point to the amendment th at you have I efl off. The 4th amendment has a &quot sha 11. &quot; but&q uot: and several &quot: and &quot: in it which means it a 11 has to go 
together, you don't get to stop where you want. It includes: shall not be violated, and no warrant issued. BUT upon probable cause, AND under oath or aflinmation. AND where is searched, AND the person or things to be seized, 

12:09:3g So you are saying that the courts have said the safety of many outweigh the privacy of the one? Also. that because you have a sign that you are covered? I don't remember reading that in the 4th Amendment that it's ok as long as you have a sign. 
PM 

Al so, the other q ues ti on I posed , that was not answered is: what determines who gets searched? Is it the whim of the agent? I have seen s eve ra I cases where it loo ks Ii ke the agent on I y patted down mi dd I e aged men and attractive or overweight 
females. Is lhat covered by the sign also? 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 

~~
0a~~=f ~\7€t'. 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The caller filled out a form at the airport regarding a complaint. He has called and left vo,cemail to the CSM. No one has called back. A complaint was done in July. 

The passenger had previously filed a complaint regarding a patdown and there was follow-up feedback from the CSM. However, the passenger is not satisfied with the CS Ms response and would like to send the complainl to someone else. 

Original complaint:~ 

9120/2013 Caller fiew from HOU on 07 0813. He went through securily at 5:10 p.m. He went through lhe AIT. Once he slepped lhrough the AIT a TSO proceeded 10 give him a patdown wilhout saying a word. He asked the TSO, What are you doing? two limes. 
1 :23:03 The TSO told him that he needed give him a patdown from an alarm on the AIT. He told the officer that he knows that a passenger is supposed to be asked before a patdown started. He asked the TSO who could handle this issue. He was abrasive 

PM and rude and told him to, go over there and talk to them. Then he walked away. At the same time all of his electronics are sitting on the conveyor belt where anyone can take them. The officers name •*b·:,(6) I He got the name from his 
supervisor. The STSO gave him a complaint form to fill out. He stated thaf(5)(lwas one of his best TSO s. He is not worried about how the TSO normally does his job. His response should be geared toward resolving my issue with what just happened 
to me. The STSO said that someone will call him back within 24 10 48 hou'rt't11at has not happened. Who can he contact if he is nol happy with the response from the CSM al HOU? 



Caller said he trave I ed a few months ago and got a thorough check and that TSA has u n professi ona I workers. He said they took h, m to another are a and conducted an i na pp ro pri ate P atdown. He asked 1f they mo I est you during the screening p race ss . 
He said he is going to send trip an email next time before he flies east and if they try to molest him again he will refuse that. He asked if he was on a list and that he felt he was singled out. 

Response:The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (DHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while 
screening at transporIation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U .s. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
• Traveler's belief that they are on a government watch list. 
• Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or ident1f1ed for add1t1onal screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 
• Difficulty printing a boarding pass at home or at the kiosk. 

OHS TRIP is part of an effort by the U.S. Departments of State and Homeland Security to welcome legitimate travelers while securing our country from those who want to do us harm. 

For those who encounter misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevent watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for DHS redress online at http: trip.dhs.gov, 

912012013 Travelers may also apply through e-mail or U.S. Mail by completing lhe attached Traveler Inquiry Form, signing the document, and reIurning the original with at least one unexpired, photograph-bearing, Governmenl-issued Iravel documenl (e.g., 

3:53 ,50 drivers license or unexpired passport) to Trip@dhs.gov or mailing it to the following address: 

PM 
OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) 
601 South Thu Streel, TSA-901 
Ari i ngto n. VA 20598-6901 

OHS components will review the request and share information with other agencies to address the issues identified in the TRIP application. TSA's Secure Flight uses the results of the redress process in its watch list matching process to help prevent 
future delays for misidentified passengers. However, because airline procedures for screening passengers against Federal watch lisls vary, individuals may still be required 10 check in for flights at the airlines lickel counter. 
When an individual applies for redress, OHS TRIP will assign a record identifier or Redress Control Number (RCN). OHS TRIP will inform redress applicants in writing when the OHS review of an inquiry is complete. Reviews of requests for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. Applicants may check the status of rnquines at http: tnp.dhs.gov status.him by entering the RCN. Travelers who wish to check the status of an inquiry, but do not have their RCN, may contact OHS TRIP by e-mail 
or by mail. 

After the complaint is resolved. OHS TRIP recommends that travelers provide this RCN when making reservations or updating their traveler profile with an airline. This info will assist security technologies to help prevent misidentification from occurring 
due to the similarity of a travelers name and personal information to another person in systems that contain information from Federal, State, local. and foreign sources. 

I advised him he can ask the officer at the checkpoint for a pass or supervisor for assistance at the checkpoint. I also advised he can have a friend or family member be with him during the Patdown. 

Caller said about a month ago, he was traveling from LAX to Spokane, Washington. He had a carry-on bag and he noticed this TSA gentleman was handling bags roughly. He was throwing them on the conveyor belt. The caller said he was ushered 
through the security screening and he was given a patdown. The next thing he knew, his bag was grabbed off the conveyor belt and they started going through his stuff and started screening the bag at that point. They went through the bag and ripped 
it hard and the shoulder strap came off. The TSO admitted he did it and was very apologetic. The man gave the caller his name. It was STSO,kb)(ff:, I' he TSO gave him a claim numbe1(b::,(6) rnd said they would take care of it. The caller 
said he thought a claim was filed. 

Response: (I went to Claims and entered ffillE] The claim number did not exist). Also, advised the caller I will be sending you, by email, claim form SF95 and a cover letter. You should receive it within 24 hours. I do apologize for the damage to 
your bag and the i nco nven i ence you have been caused. Complete the form and send to CM B. They wi 11 send you an acknowledgement and a claim number. Canta ct them in the future for questions concerning your claim. 

Ai rpo rI where the incident occurred: LAX 
Airline they were flying with: Delta 

9/2012013 Flight Numbers (departure times arrival times): 4856 Depart 8:10 p.m. 
5:12:54 Date and Time of Incident: August 19th, 2013 Around 6:30 p.m. 

PM Baggage Tag Claim Numbers (Look for Bar Code 1 O Digils: numbers or lellers: N A it was carry-on 
Bag Description (color style size brand etc: Harken Brand, Waterproof backpack with roll top. Gray color 
Was there an NOi?: NA 
Anything on NOi: N A 
Localion of Incident Terminal or Gate: Term 5 

Phone Number or Email:,.!(""b"'l(-"'6-'-·-, ________ __. 



The caller is trying to contact a complaint line. Every time he travels he is racially profiled at Denver, CO when he is departing. He flies 2-3 times per year. Monday. he went to NY and had special screening as he departed Denver. He had cologne on 
his hands that may have been flammable. He thinks he was racially profiled. 

Call was transferred to MB. 

912012013 The caller explained that he feels that he is racial profiled when passing through DEN. He indicated that in 2008 or 2009, he was identified for a pat down. When asked why. the TSO indicated that he had to check him for possession of weed. 
5A2:10 

PM The ca 11 er indicated that he is with the DEN Sheri ff Office. Each ti me he pass es through DEN he indicated that TS Os immediately exchange glances that indicate that he w i 11 require additiona I screening. The ca 11 er indicated th at he has worked in 
security and can pick up on these exchanges. The caller indicates that he iis discnminated against based on his ethnicity and his age. He is 29. 

I advised that TSA s Civil Righls can assist passengers who feel they have been discriminated againsl or profiled in lhe screening process. All civil rig his complaints are required to be submilled in writing. I can email information on how to submit a 
form al complaint in writing and ard ered the information to be em ai I ed. 

The caller flew from ORO on 9 19 13 with United flight 646F departing at 1 pm from Gale C27. The flight was cancelled due to weal her. 

The incident occurred at 11 :30am at the checkpoint in Terminal B. in the Premiere Lane. 

The caller indicated lhat she has a right knee replacemenl and requests to be screened via a paldown. The caller wailed to for a female TSO to come 10 her, and waved to the female TSO as she approached. The female TSO asked if the caller was 
waving at her in a hateful tone. The caller advised that she was. 

The TSO advised that she follow her. The TSO did not ask if she would like private screening initially, but did ask. The caller opted for a private screening, 

The caller indicated that the TSO s tone was rough and crass in her direction. The caller cited as the TSO as aggressive. 

The female TSO complained three times to the other female agent in the room and to the caller that the room was too small. 

The caller indicated that the other female TSO in the room was intimidated and acted submissively toward the female TSO. 

9/21/2013 
12,57 , 10 The female TSO asked the caller to raise her arms in the air with her palms up twice, so the caller did so twice. 

PM The caller indicated that her back was to the TSO. 

The female TSO loudly asked ii she was making fun of her. The caller indicated that she was not and then politely asked for a manager and the other agent nodded in the positive. After the callers request the female became quieter and her demeanor 
be ca me more polite, less aggressive, she I owe red the volume of her voice. 

The caller spoke with the manager.kb 1(61 pos. heavyset Hispanic or Caucasian. dark curly hair, brown eyes 5 11 or 6ft tall, mustache or small beard) and provided her provided her with a yellow customer comment card. 

The caller would like to request lhat her complaint be indicaled in the female TSOs personnel file, but would not like for her identity 10 not be shared with the employee to maintain her privacy. 

The ca 11 er exp I am ed that she is a form er reg i o na I H R director for a fede ra I government agency and held a security clearance and is always concerned when she sees poor emp I aye es selected and a 11 owed to run amock. 

She has been a manager since 1992, and is always concerned if staff is ill managed and poor behavior isn I addressed 

The ca 11 er bel ,eves th at the female TSO s first name •~ She described her as C auca s ion or His panic. dark brown hair, dark brown eyes. in her 40 s, ave rwe ight, and between 5 6 or 7. 

Caller said every time she flies through DTW. she gets a patdown of some part of her body and sometimes they do not tell her 11 is about to happen. Today she fiew through Reagan National and the same thing happened. She wanted to know what 
would ca use it and if th ere is a procedure she needs to know about or if there is something she is doing to cause it, She does not have meta I imp I ants, 

I told her I do not know specifically what is causing it, but i could be something on her clothing. She may ask to speak to a supervisor or just ask the TSO what caused it. She said she has asked why she is getting the extra screening. but no one gives 
her an answer. 

912112013 I told her she could also apply for redress since she is consislently selected for expedited screening. Travelers may apply for OHS redress online at hllps: lrip.dhs.gov. Her name may be similar to someone else s. She said that that could be lhe 

1 :54 :48 problem because when there is no space and the R in her last name is not captialized, she does get additional screening. She took the website address but said she would make sure her name is entered correctly. 

PM 
She asked if she could apply to go through the expedited line, if that would help. I told her she could if she wanted. 

Currently, TSA Pre\u2713 '" is limited to select airlines and each is contacting eligible frequent flyers with an invitation to opt-in. Once a passenger opts-in, the airline identifies the individual as a TSA Pre\u2713'" participant when submitting a 
passenger's reservation information to T SA. 

For CSP Trusled Traveler program participants, travelers should enter lhe PASS ID from lhe back of their card inlo the known traveler field of their frequenl flyer profile or enter it at the lime of booking to be eligible for TSA Pre\u2713'" benefits. 



9/2112013 
4:15:14 

PM 

Caller would like to file a complaint about the screening process at the Salt Lake City Airport. He said he amved at the check in line and 11 was long so they went to the back of the line. When they got to the roped off area. the agent said it would be 
approximately 10 minutes more. When they got to the machine where you take off your shoes. a female agent there handed him his wallet back. Then he said it has a metal clip in it. She said you can keep it. Then he got into the AIT machine and 
when he stepped out, the agent on the other side pulled him to the side and asked if he had anything in his pocket. He said yes my wallet. Then the agent asked why. He said the female agent gave it back to me. Then the agent on the olher side 
asked him to hand the wallet to him. which he did. He said he would need to give the caller a patdown on his buttocks with the back of his hand. And that s what he did. Then he told the caller to tum around and stick your hands up and out in front of 
him. 
That s what the caller did , The female agent wiped the callers hands with some type of dry wipe and they told him they were checking for some type of explosives. As this was going on, other people were going through the security line. The agent 
that had patted him down was still holding the wallet. Then the female agent said he would need to be addilional screened. Then the man holding lhe wallet stopped the line and he called for a supervisor or a special agent 3 or 4 times. He never got 
a response so instead the agent in the next line came over and then the supervisor did come there. Then they took the caller into a side room and they closed the door. The agent explained he would need to do a more thorough patdown and 
explained about the back of the hand. He said he would run his hands in his waistline and up and down his leg until he met resistance. The caller said he did that. Then he turned around and did a patdown on his back, waistline and buttocks. The 
caller put his arms down and he was told that they would check his front. Then the agent went up inside his thighs, and the caller said he went further than when he met resistance. Then he went to the front and rubbed his hands across the front of his 
crotch and I hen across his genitals three times vertically and I hen horizontally. The caller said ii was very strongly done. Then they went outside in the room and I hey 
searched his carry on and wallet. The other agent went through is stuff and it was not that thorough, but the agent rummaged through his bag. He said he would have to check his hands for explosives. Then they said he could leave. 

Response; Advised the caller I do apologize for your bad experience. I will be sending your complaint to the CSM at the Salt Lake City Airport. Thank you for letting us know about the incident. 

Airport where the incident occurred: Salt Lake I nternationa I 
Airline they we re flying with: De Ila 
Flight Numbers (departure times arrival times): 1882 Depart 3: 15 p.m. (MT) 
Dale and Time of Incident (Check-In): September 20th, 2013 Time 12:40 p.m. (MTJ Approximalely 
Location of Incident Terminal or Gate: Terminal D Gate 1 O 

Phone Number or Emai1i(b)(61 I 

To w horn it may concern. 

Per the instructions at httpcllwww.tsa.gov/traveler-informationltransgender-travelers, I wished to submit a concern about a recent interaction at Dallas-Love Field. 

On September 20, 2013, I was travelling from Dallas-Love Field, to Seattle. I am a transgendered woman, and was presenting with a female gender identity (though my identification and ticket had my male name on them due to complications in the 
name/sex change process in my home slate). 

Dun ng security sere en i ng, two incidents occurred which concern me. 

First, I was subjecled to enhanced screening and patdown of my upper back due to an "anomaly on my upper back." This turned out to be my bra. I didn't see non-transwomen's bras checked, so it seemed like my bra was only searched because I am 
trans·_ 

912112013 Secondly, according to TSA's transgender guidelines; httpJ/www.tsa.gov/traveler-information/transgender-travelers, ii I am searched. I am entitled to be searched by an officer of the gender I am presenting. Even though I was wearing female clothing, 
5:15:08 nail polish, earrings, and have breasts, the officers defaulted to having me searched by a male, and only allowed a female to search me after I insisted twice on the right to be searched by a female officer. 

PM 
I am concerned that the search policy at Dallas-Love Field may be discriminatory in practice or effect, by allowing women with female genitalia to pass without being subjected to additional screening, while women with male genitalia may be deemed 
suspicious for merely wearing a bra, 

I am also concerned TSA officers at Love-Field may not be adequately trained as to the TSA's policy on transgender searches. Had I not asserted my right to a female officer. I suspect I would have been patted down by a male. I suspect many 
Iran swo men would not be as aware of their rights and would have su bm,tted to the search. 

Because I, like many Irans-women, suffer from PTSD from sexual assaull. non-consensual contact with a man would have been highly traumalic. The fact that I was subjecled to heightened screening and nearly had a male officer frisk me was slill 
quite unpleasant. I hope TSA may consider additional training at Love Field, as it is a common destination for transgender individuals due to it's proximity to e3000, a transgender electrolysis clinic. 

Thank you for your ti me and considering my conce ms. 

[b)(61 



The caller wants to file a. complaint on a screener that injured him during a patdown. Caller stated the officers name is !(b·:I(6) lat the Anchorage airport,llliRfil:}tated the officer was very. directive, and rough,l~b)bff:1 l,,sked the officer to be a little 
more gentle with h1m.!(b)(6:1 ! stated he did opt out of AIT for a patdown .. he waited 5 minutes fmsomeone. Caller stated that the officer was pressing against him really hard dunn the atdown and slid his hand up .Is utt crack and took his thumb 
and pressed hard on a vein m that area hurting him. He also squeezed hIs heel very roughly hurting his ankle.llli:Rfilaiso spoke w,th a supervisor he believes his last name wa (b )(6) aller staled hIs groin area Is still hurting from lh1s Inc1dent 

912212013 Res pons e: 
2:20:S0 The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 

PM Every person and ilem must be screened before entering lhe secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is importanl. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

Because your comp I amt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have lo rvva rded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 

The caller stated that he opted out of the AIT machine like he always does. but this time, the officer became verbally abusive. The officer patted him down and pushed against him so hard it was hurting him. The caller stated that the officer squeezed 
his tendons and when he was suppose to slop where he meets resistance, he pushed really hard up his backside. The officer was being very rude lhe whole time. When the officer starled to pat down lhe front, he pushed inlo his groin really hard. 
When the caller requested to speak to a supervisor, the supervisor was dismissive. The caller stated multiple times that the officer hurt him. The caller stated he is still hurting as we speak. The caller stated that the officer should not be around people 
nor s hou Id he be so hard on p eo pie when they get a pat down. The caller showed his wile the amount of pressure the officer used to pat h, m down and he knocked her over. The cal I er stated that this is an ass au It and if the officer was a norm al person 
he would have called the police. He stated that he has dealt with really nice people with TSA and has never had an issue until today. 

Response: 

Airport: Ted Stevens Anchorage 
Airline: Alaska 
Flight Number: 140 

912212013 Departure Time: Today 09-22-13 at 10:00 am 

2:45:27 Ar,-ival Airport and Time: Portland at 4:20 pm 
PM Loca1Ion: Checkpoint 

Gate:C 

9/2212013 
6:10:19 

PM 

Contact Information: 
bluehi!(b)(61 

The officers name is._l(_b_)(_6_i ___ _, 

Response: 

Name: 1(b)(61 
Phone:._ ______ _. 

Advised the cal I er tha I his information wi 11 be sent 10 I he C us1omer Support Manager th ere at Anchor age 
To whom 11 may concern, 
I am a Us Airvvays flight attendant who was traveling with my infant Thursday September 19th out of PHX Sky Harbor Airport. Security screening occurred at "A" security checkpoint. When passing through the metal detector I set off the alarm. It 
apparenlly was of interest since I had 5 agenls slanding around me telling me different lhings to do. That was unnecessary as well as confusing. I was set aside for personal screening. The female agent who was performing it asked me to hold my 
daughter out at arms length. I did so. She started searching my child until a nearby male agent informed her that children under 12 years of age were not to be screened. I am that outraged that my 5 month old child had to endure a "pat down". How 
could this female TSA agent lack this pertinent information? No apology was even offered for the offense. Alier the screening on me began, she then asked 1f I would like it to be private. This is something that I should have been asked BEFORE it 
began. My belongings were throughly inspected and tested as was I. No metal items were found as it was my undervvire bra that set of/the alarm. Perhaps the sensors were set too sensitively. I was informed that I was "cleared to go" Before I even 
moved, the same male agent very loudly announced that a phone call had to be made for me 10 be cleared and I was to slay where I was. He turned and walked away. I wailed five minutes. No word about my clearing. I waited 1en minutes. I 
inquired to the female agents who were aside me. "The supervisor needs to called. It'll only take a minute." I was told. I asked why since I had been cleared. "It's because you alarmed with a baby" was her reply. I do not understand this. I was 
searched and so was my ch, Id. What about this raises a flag? This phone ca 11 matter took more than 1 5 minutes. 
As a flight attendant my background is consistently checked , I am a I so trained in security, I am very aware of po Ii ci es and procedures by the screening process as I encounter them weekly w hi I e at work I am shocked and a ppa I led at this situation, 
My daughter and I should have been trealed with respect. It concerns me thal your agenls have not been fully armed with knowledge and perhaps poorly trained. I would like an explanation and an apology for this fiasco. I would also like the female 

agent who preformed my screening to have this discrepancy on her file. She should receive the proper training so that she may become a proper asset in keeping airports and this country safe. 
I look forvvard to hearing lo r you. 

HYPERLINK ""(b~l-'-(6~I ________________ _. 



9/2212013 
7:09:00 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 912212013 6:06:37 PM Airport PHL - Philadelphia International Date/Time of Travel: 0912212013 6:15 PM Airline & Flight Number: us airways flight 
1886 Checkpoint/Area of Airport . 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· my pregnant wife was traveling with our 11 month old son. she told TSA officer that she was bringing baby food and water for formula for the flight. The officer asked my wife to surrender an extra few bottles of water as she thought it was 
not necessary for the duration of lhat flighl. She then proceeded to open every packel of food for my son which would lhen make the useless since it needs to be refrigerated wilhin 1 hour. when my wife questioned lhis she was told thal if they didn't 
get to open the bag of food she would be subject to a pat down. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Nam b 1(6) 
Phone Number : ~---~ 
Email !(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Other; Professionalism/Customer Service Current ~e, 9/2212013 11:26:19 PM Airport· CMH - Port Columbus International Date/Time of Travel: 09/22/2013 9:15 AM Airline & Flight Number· Southwest Flt 683 Checkpoint/Area 
of Airporl : &quot;A&quoi; Terminal TSA Employee: (If Known) : ~omment Please allow me to first slate that I'm no stranger 10 lhe importance of thorough screening and securily. I work as a pilot for an airline, I'm based in CMH, and I go 
through screening checkpoints a 11 over the country. every sing I e work day. 

I was going through the checkpoint this morning at just about 0805 (for the purposes of video review, I'm a black male, 5'9&quot;, bald.mustache, wearing gray slacks and a green shirt). Of course, they were making everybody go through the lull-body 
scanner, and not being very vocal about having lhe option to not do so. After putting my belongings on lhe conveyer, I told one of the screeners thal I was a male opt-out. I waited until I was led through the checkpoint, and follwed the screener 10 lhe 
belt to gather up my belongings. As we were gathering my things. I informed the screener that I wanted a private screening. One particular screener (he was standing in the middle. between the two lines), shook his head, and made a face as if he 
couldn't believe that somebody wo u Id ask for a private sere en i ng. 

I said lhat I was sorry if ii took more people, but that if I had lhe option for a private screening (which I know that I did), lhat's what I wanted. That's when~ame over, and said, &quot:1'11 go with you to do it&quot:, with quite a bit of attitude. 

912312013 So, as we were walking into the private screening room~ made sure to ask me, &quot:Yeah. this 1s real funny, 1snl it?&quot:. I couldn't believe that he had the nerve to ask me that. So, I just said, &quot:Well. it's getting to be to me&quot;. His 
S:33 :SS follow-up: &quot:Yeah, that's right it's all about you&quot:. At this point, I was downright angry. 

AM 
I said nothing else, completed my private pat down. and then went to the woman that seemed to be the supervisor. I asked for a TSA complaint card, and she proceeded to try to talk me out of filling out the complain card, and just tell her what 
happened. I told her what happened, but still wanted to card. She also looked down at my crew badge (I was out of uniform. but wearing my badge to jumpseat). and insisted on knowing what airline I worked for. In reality, my employer has NOTHING 
to do with it, because I was traveling OFF-DUTY I felt as if she were trying to intimidate me the entire time. 

You know, I don·t expect any special treatment when I travel. I expect to be screened just like everybody else, and I expect the same rights as everybody else. But. for those screeners to behave like I'm doing them an inconvenience - well. that is 
simply unacceptable. And, 11 happens all too often to me in Columbus. 

How long does this have to go on? 

Thank you so much for taking the time to read this. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name!rh·11rr·, Phone Number!~(b~i~(6~-~i --~I Email :I ~(_b~)(_6~'-------~1 To leave a commenl concerning lhis feedback, follow this link: http:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller slated that he was going through BWI yesterday. He wenl through the scanner fine and was lold to step over to the side. He staled thal when he did, the TSO 1reated him like he was a criminal. He wanted him to empty his pockets, which only 
had the ticket and some money in it. He then did a patdown. There was a lady behind him, and he said she looked at him like she was sorry that he would have to go through that. He isn t sure if it was his zipper or the implants he has in his mouth. He 
fee Is Ii ke he was being rude to him. and it was not a favorab I e experience. 

Flight details below: 
Airport: BWI 
Airline: Southwest 

912312013 Flight#: 482 

11 30 18 Departure Date: 9-22-13 
AM. Departure Time, 320 p.m. 

Went through security: 2:00 p.m. 
Gate Terminal: B14 
He was white, approximately mid-40s to 50 years old. 

Advised Caller: 
I told him theres no way for me to tell him why he had to undergo a patdown, and even with the expedited screening he should receive for being over 75, if any anomaly appears on the screen, they would have to do a patdown to clear the anomoly. 
told him I hat it s possible it could ve been the items left in his pockels, but there is no way for me to tell him that for sure. I told him thal I could gel his information and send ii to the CSM al thal airport, and they could review it, and contact him from thal 
point if there was anything further they needed to do or know. 



Disability Description: The caller has a wound on his leg in a bandage to keep the infection out and uses a cane. 

Response Details: I apologize that you had a bad experience al checkpoinl. 

The re is not Ii m,t on carrying cash but the officers may question it if they believe 11 is from an i 11 eg al a ctIvIty. 

I can send a claim form 10 you to complele for compensation on the lost ii ems. This will be invesligated. 

The AIT does not actually look for meta I so other types of things can al a rm 11. 

I offered to go over the information aboul filing a complain! by email, mail, or both. The caller asked thal I send ii to him so he could have it in writing. 

I will for\'llard this information about the complaint to the appropriate place. However, you should also be sure to send it in writing for 11 to be considered complete. That can be sent by mail or email. 

912312013 You can ask for a PSS at the checkpoinl in the fulure, they are there and lrained 10 assisl passengers with disabilities or medical conditions go through the screening checkpoint. 

12:05:37 
PM Incident Details: The caller has a complaint. He flew out of ORD on Friday. They had a delay going through because they were carrying a piece of cheese. The TSO was unsure of what 11 was so it took longer for them to process it because 11 was a 

well wrapped square block. He also had to carry a bag of medical supplies and had no problem at ORD with those supplies. 

However. he had an issue with the medical supplies at PHX. He had a quart bottle of liquid wound cleaner, he had a bottle of go% spray alcohol. sterile water and a bottle of a drying agent that was also a spray. He walks with a cane and is not very 
steady yet because he just changed from a walker. At P HX they asked if they had anything and he to Id them about a I a pto p and i Pad. They had about 8 bins when they finally put their Ite ms through on the belt. They would not a 11 ow h, m to take a cane 
in the AIT at all. He got in there and asked for his cane to help him get out but the officer would not give it to him. He tripped out of the AIT and another agent caught him, He alarmed the AIT so he had to have some additional screening as well. He 
told the officer thal he has medical supplies and to feel free to go lhrough ii to check. The TSO said she had 10 open the alcohol to check the liquid, I hey also had to open the sterile waler and his olher ii ems. He told them that opening the bottle would 
make it no good because it was contaminated. They did this to all of the sterile liquids causing air to get inside. He also has Lotramen that he uses as a drying agent. He told them that they could spray it but they would not do that. He also had a 
bottle of ant, bacteria I soap th at was over the 3. 4 ounces and they said th at he co u Id not take th at. he a I so had ointments and other dry supp Ii es. He had an i nfe ct,on that he was able to get rid of and was nervous a bout not having the Ite ms be 
completely sterile to use. 

The lady threw his things back in the bag when she was finished and he told her that he would appreciate if she put the items back in neatly. When he got to the plane he realized that his alcohol had spilled all over his medical items in the bag. The lid 
was not put back on correct! y and when she threw it in the bag it sp i 11 ed on everything causing the bag to s m el I strong I y Ii ke a I cohol . 

He was carrying $8,000 and when asked he said ii was none of their business, which was apparenlly a red flag. He does nol think that ii should be a problem thal he carry that. 



912312013 
12:12:23 

PM 

TSA Contact Center: 

CRCL received the below and are forwarding to you to handle as deemed appropriate. 

Sincerely, 

U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
Office for Ci vi I Rights and Ci vi I Liberties 

---Oriqjla~Mes:a•:--
From: ~b )(s\ 
Sent:a~ur~y, epember 21, 2013 12:56 PM 
To: CRCL 
Subject Fly Rights - New Re po rt from Chuck Newnham 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name "-(b--'1-'-(6,..1..,...,,.,... _ ___..._ ___ __, 
Email Address b)(61 
Phone Nu"'m""b""e"'r:tl~S~t_-_-_-_-_-..,1------' 
Address: ._b~·•-'-1(6_.~I ____ _. 

Are you 18 ar over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Other: Screening 
Cun-ent Date/Time, 9/2312013 11 :43:33 AM Airport, RIC - Richmond International Date/Time of Travel, 09/2312013 11 :15 AM Airline & Flight Number: Jet Blue 1145 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Security Checkpoint TSA Employee: (II Known), 
Multiple Commenl : This airporl utilizes poor security equipment. Apparently, the equipmenl is &quot:100 sensilive&quot: according to TSA employees working the equipmenl. For some reason, the machine showed a &quot;block&quol; of some sort 
when I went through the let me see you naked machine. I went back through and there was no &quot;block&quot:. Then the ignorant TSA employees didn't know exactly what to do. One just let me go and then another said I had to be pa tied down to 
make sure that I was not carrying anything illegal. Nobody could tell me what I had done wrong. Oh, no wonder, I had done nothing wrong. All I could learn is that the equipment indicated something. Well, 1/ I had an less on, I would be walking 
through the airport naked, Obviously, I had nothing wrong except having to endure a mo ro ni c organization, TS A, that seems to thrive on vi o I ati ng citizens rights. It is not my problem th at your equipment does not work properly, Of course, your first 
question is &quot:did ii just happen to me or did ii happen to others as well.&quot: Well, of course, it happened to others. So, what does TSA do? Just keep on violaling people as I hey go through the security check point. The employee who did the 

912312013 pat down was as nice as he could be. The supervisor I talked with when I complained could have cared less about my situation. Her sorry ass attitude was simply &quot;let me give you this farm so you will go away&quot:. I am a law abiding citizen 

12, 13,04 who has never so much as received a traffic ticket. I had a 35 year career in public safety with zero problems. I also have zero tolerance for ignorant agencies such as TSA who cannot seem to ever get things right. Get your equipment fixed so it 
·p M. works rig ht, Stop making a mockery of the citizens who a re simply trying to get from one p I ace to the other. No wand er that agency receives so many complaints, 

I expect to receive a personal mail response that addresses what you plan to do about fixing the equipment at RIC so that it is not so &quot;overly sensitive&quot:. As you can tell, I am furious about the way I was treated in this process. You 
continually viol ate the ng hts of c1t1ze n s who have done nothing wrong. The re is no prob ab I e cause. And. oh, save your breath about te 11 i ng me how you are trying to make trave I safe. We both know that is a joke .. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Narp,,."-'1h_,.·-,"-'1R:,.··'-' --.-.J 
Phone Number · (b 1(6) 
Emai (bi(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



9/23/2013 
124519 

PM 

9/23/2013 
2:02:55 

PM 

9/23/2013 
2:02 55 

PM 

Caller wants to know what TPA s c reem ng p race ss is be cause she has be en boycotting ever sm ce T SA has had so many sea nda Is and she saw so much on the i nte met such as rem ovmg babies diapers. s ep arati ng from pa rents. etc.? 
Considering flying again.and has a newborn daughter, 4 months old who will be in a carrier, 
Are they still patting everyone down and do they slill have 10 remove shoes, etc.? 

Response: 
WTMD, AIT and Patdowns are 3 methods of screening. 
Advised caller she will remove the child from the carrier and carry it through lhe WTMD, any carriers, strollers, etc. will go through X-Ray machine. 
Every person. regardless of age. must undergo screening to proceed beyond the security checkpoint. Even a baby must be individually screened, however, it is Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ policy that passengers will not be separated 
from their children. 
Advised she is allowed to have more than 3.4 ozs. of milk. formula, etc. for the child. 
Advised pa td owns a re performed to reso Ive a I arms, a no m al i es r ro m the AIT, etc. 
AIT is a voluntary screening method to the WTM D. if directed can opt out but must have patdown to complete screening process. 
Shoes must be removed u n I ess th ere is a medIca I cond iii on that prevents a passenger being able to rem ave. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time · 9123/2013 1 :36:39 PM Airport : ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Date/Time of Travel : 09/19/2013 7:30 PM Airline & Flight Number : AirTran 213 Checkpoint/Area of Airport . North Security TSA Employee: (If Known) 
: NA Comment : The pat down procedure was more i nvas,ve than I have ever experienced. It le It as 1f the T SA agent was graping me. I travel a Im ost 2 ti mes a week through airports and regularly Opt Out of the A IT s c reem ng so I am very fa mi I ,ar with 
the pat down process. I have never before felt as ii the agent was intentionally touching my body/skin as opposed to looking or feeling for something concealed, I reported my experience to a supervisor at the security checkpoint. He told me he wants 
his agents to get as close to my skin as possible. The closer to my skin lhe betler. He did nol see how this pal down may have been excessive. He also did nol really want 10 address my concerns. He basically handed me a card and said fill it oul and 
send it in. I was very upset by the whole process. Very unprofessional during the pat down and the supervisor was also unprofessional. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time: 912312013 1 :36:39 PM Airport ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta lnternalional Date/Time of Travel 09119/2013 7:30 PM Airline & Flighl Number AirTran 213 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Norlh Securily TSA Employee: (If Known) 
. NA Comment . The pat down procedure was more invasive than I have ever experienced. It felt as if the TSA agent was groping me. I travel almost 2 times a week through airports and regularly Opt Out of the AIT screening so I am very familiar with 
the pat down process. I have never before felt as if the agent was intentionally touching my body/skin as opposed to looking or feeling for something concealed. I reported my experience to a supervisor at the security checkpoint. He told me he wants 
his agents to get as close to my skin as possible. The closer to my skin the better. He did not see how this pat down may have been excessive. He also did not really want to address my concerns. He basically handed me a card and said fill it out and 
send it in. I was very upset by the whole process. Very unprofessional during the pat down and the supervisor was also unprofessional. 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Screening Current Dale/Time: 9/2312013 3:51 :39 PM Airporl: SMF - Sacramento lntemalional Dateflime o!Travel: 0912212013 7:15 AM Airline & Flighl Number 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Terminal B 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· During my recent security screening I was incorrectly informed that it was safe to expose my insulin pump to the body imaging scanner. While this may be true of some devices. it is not true of mine. The manufacturer of my insulin pump 
tells me: 

&quot;Your pump should not go through the X-ray screening that is used for carry-on or checked luggage. The new airport screening. Whole Body Imaging Technology is also a fonrn of X-ray. If you are chosen to go through this fonrn of screening, you 
will need to disconnect from the pump at your skin site prior to the scan and request alternate methods of screening the pump other than using X-ray.&quotl(b':1(6) ! 
The TSA website incorrectly states: &quot;Passengers who have insulin pumps can be screened using imaging technology, metal detector, or a thorough patdown.&quot: (ref: http://www.tsa.gov/traveler-informationlpassengers-diabetes). 

While I have no issues with metal detectors, or receiving pat down security checks in lieu of body scans. I do have concerns over TSA personnel advising diabetics incorrectly that the body image scanners are 'safe' for their devices without any 

912312013 knowledge of lhe particular medical device. 

4:16:47 
p M After i nfonrn i ng the T SA personnel that I had a medIca I device th at could not go through the body scanner I was to Id that I was incorrect and that it was safe to go through because 'everyone e Is e does it' This Is unacceptable. After pers1sti ng I 

eventually received a pat-down with no issue, however the T SA personnel seemed quite annoyed, 

rm disappointed with the lack of professional courtesy and respect that I received and I hope the TSA will improve its employee training and guidiance ta ensure the advice and direction they provide is safe and accurate. 

These are expensive, sensitive medical devices that need to be thoroughly tested to ensure various scanners do not cause short or long term damage to their functionality, and that needs to come from the manufacturer. I recommend annotating your 
traveller guidance to have people consult their device manufacIurer for specific guidance regarding what scanning machines are safe for exposure. 

Thanks, and I look lo rw-ard to your improvements. 

Would you like a reronsy: True 
Passenger's Name b_:1(6 
Phone Number : 
Email kb i(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Missing or Damaged Items: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time : 9/2312013 5:51 :32 PM Airport IND - Indianapolis International Date/Time of Travel 09/23/2013 5:45 AM Airline & Flight Number us airw-ays 558 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport· security/checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) ~omment , Officer AMAH was extremely rude. When taken over for a pat-down/screening, I told the officer that I had been through this before and she can go ahead 
and start. She proceeded to give me looks and told me it was for my safety ffiafilie'e,plain 10 me whal was going 10 happen. 

&quot;For my safety&quot:? Really? You telling me you're going to touch me is for my safety? lsn·t that what a security checkpoint in for? 

She then continued to give me looks and sIood I here, not beginning the pat down. After a minute, she asked if I wanled another officer. I said yes, if she wasn't going to start. But I never 901 another officer. 

9123/2013 As other people were taking their bags off the belt, I told Officel(b)(ff:1 !that somebody could be going through my bags, and that I couldn't see all of my belongings. Officel(b)(ff:1 lthen sluggishly walked over, threw two of my bins together, both 
6:24:53 containing a computer and sunglasses, on top of each other. then throwing my garment bags on top of each other. She had little care for my belongings. My sunglasses are now fractured, requiring me to purchase a new pair. I'm assuming TSA will pay 

PM for a new pair since it was your officer who had lillle regard for my lhings. 

After 2 more minutes of Off1ce~lugg1shly asking another TSA officer to watch the screening, I finally got my pat down. 

Poor professionalism. Poor quality. Poor customer service. Poor atlilude. Litlle regard for passengers belongings. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name 1h·11fr-, 
Phone Number h·i1R··, 

Emailkbl(61 l 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



From~l(6) 
Sent:~nd~y. September 23. 2013 4:01 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!(b 1(6) 
912312013 Da I e Time: 912 312,;,.0"'13""4.,.:"'0"'"6"": 5"'6""P""M.,... 

6:25:12 
PM 

Name: 

fb)(61 

Email: 

HYPERLINK~l(b_)_(6_, _____________ ~ 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

Medical Advice Training 

Comments: 

I recently went thru DFW and SLC security and I would like to address the need for some extra training for your TSA Agents. At both airports I gave the agents my blue card from the TSA website that details my medical devices and then asked for a 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Profess,onalism/Customer Service: Screening Current DateiTlme : 9/23/2013 10:44:07 PM Airport LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel 09/2312013 7:00 PM Airline & Flight Number 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport · checkpoint to gate 23 TSA Employee: (If Known) , female Comment , When going through the screening station prior to entering the gate lounges, my partner requested a pat down due to being pregnant. The female officer 
refused, saying she had 10 go through &#168:her&#168: machine. When my partner insisted lhe officer allowed her 10 go through the metal detector machine ins1ead of lhe micro scanner machine. My pariner has had no problems when requesting a 

912412013 pat down in several other airports, both in the us and other countries, and we were shocked at the officers rude manner. 
8:23: 19 Please make sure, that your officers know the &quot;rules&quot; of the secunty-procedure and act along these rules and are aware of the alternatives in special situations like a pregnancy and also respect the passengers wishes to use these 

AM alte rna ti ves ! 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Pass'i':".l"'!:"-""""=..LL.L.11.L.LL..-.,_...J(Husband) Phone Number · 
Email b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller s daughter 1s in T PA She 1s p regnant and had asked far a patdown. She had to wait so long for a patdown that she missed her flight. Ca 11 er told the screener what time her fi 1g ht departed. but st, 11 did not get the paid own in 11 me even though she 
had arrived over an hour prior to her flight time. Caller said he knows TSA has a job to do, but there has to be some common sense used. He does not know ii she asked to speak to a supervisor, but he does not think she should have had to alter she 
101 d them what Ii me her flight I eaves. Ca 11 er was very up sel. 

9124/2013 . . 
9 :23 : 3 8 Airplane: TPA to Prov, dence, RI 

AM Airline: Soulhwesl 
Flight Number: He does not know 
Date and Time: September 24 around 6 or 6:30 possibly 
Location: He thinks she went through the main one. 

I apologized to the caller and told him I would send this to the CSM for review. 



Caller called last week about getting a d1sab1lity specialist for her son who has autism. She said that she was told that someone would contact her within 72 hours. They will be flying tomorrow and no one has called her. She said that her son will 
have difficulty waiting in line. She said that she was told on her last call that he can get a modified patdown and will not be separated from her. She wanted to know who she should ask to request a passenger support specialist. 

I gave the lo 11 owing information: Many airports have I anes sp eci fi ca 11 y d es1g nated lo r passengers with d1sa b1 Ii ti es. med i ca I conditions. or !rave Ii ng with young chi Id re n. Although passengers sti 11 may need to wait in I in e when using these I an es. in 
general the lines are much shorter and the wait time is less. Passengers may ask to be directed to one of these lanes when checking in with their airline or once they have reached the line used by general passengers. Use of these lanes is not limited 

9124/2013 to individuals who have physical disabililies. Passengers with cognitive and psychological disabililies who have difficulty waiting in lines also are allowed 10 use these lanes. 
9:45 24 

AM If an airport or checkpoint does not have a lane set aside for passengers with disabilities or families. or a passenger does not want to use that lane. any passenger who has difficulty standing may request to move to the front of any line and be 
accompanied by his or her traveling companions. This request may be made for any disability or medical condition that makes waiting and standing difficult, including cognitive and psychological conditions. 

Passengers should inform the personnel overseeing the checkpoint line that they have difficulty standing or waiting in line due to a disability or medical condition before entering the line. 
I to Id her that she wo u Id not be contacted u n I ess th ere is add1t1ona I information required. I to Id her that she can request a patdown for her son and she wi 11 not be separated from her chi Id. I advised her that her request for assistance was sub mi tied 
and she may be met and assisted, I told her that she can ask for a passenger supporl specialist at the checkpoint. 

Caller said that last Wednesday, 09.18.13, a TSO at DTW took her license for approximately 40 minutes after she had already shown them. She said he had no nght to do that and she always feels singled out for scrutiny and it s harassment. Every 
time she goes through screening a female TSO will take gloves and press on her shirl and mess it up checking for residue. She said she would like to know why the TSO took her license for about 40 minutes. She can t remember the time but it was 
early in the morning for a Southwest Airlines flight when TSA first s1arted checking people in. The TSO told her she always had other oplions for transpor1ation if she would prefer. She didn t like the comment and wanted to make a complain!. 

912412013 I apologized for her alleged expenence and advised her I can for\'llard her complaint to the CSM for review. I asked her if there was a spec1f1c reason she felt discriminated against: she said no Just that it happens every time she fi1es out of DTW. 
10:36:25 confirmed the complaint with her and asked if she knew when the TSO pressed on her shirt checking for residue were they conducting an ETD or doing a pat down. She stated she would like to contact the CSM herself because she never gave me that 

AM information and I was making ii up. I gave her options on how to do I hat lhrough the IVR and she declined and said I could contact them for her. 

I told her it was procedure that a TSO could ask for her ID even after showing it a first time but I wasn I sure why they would need to keep them 40 minutes but I can have the CSM review that for her. She then said it wasn t 40 minutes but instead a 
long time. 

Caller fiew September 20 at 6pm at Dulles. The TSO was very rude. It wasn t just an attitude, it was her words as well. Caller regularly gets patdowns. Female TSO~as chewing gum loudly. She mumbled her words. She stated the 
procedure the caller should do. TSO asked. Do you have a problem with me? Caller said. No. TSO said. You look like you have a real attitude. Caller had been l~ut in the distance. Caller said the TSO was very thuggish and 
confrontational. As she walked away, caller asked another TSO who 10 lalk 10 about a complaint. 

What kind of pea pl e is T SA hi n ng? There was no p role ss1ona Ii sm. Their demeanor was bad. Their be hav1our was threaten, ng. If she had responded in the same tone, the re would have been a big problem. 

Caller will not be able 10 read any emails or speak to someone for another week. She does not check her email consistently so she prefers to be called. In the past, lhe caller said, she had been 1reated professionally, the people doing her patdowns 
912412013 have always been very respectful. She believes this TSO needs more training. Someone working for TSA should be able to speak clearly and be able to deal with many different types of people. 
11:34:52 

AM Airport Dulles 
Airline: United 
Flight Number: She does not know 
Date and Time: September 20 at 6pm 
Location: Gate C 26 

I apologized to the caller, thanked her for letting us know her experience. She asked if someone would contact her back. I told her that once I send this to the CSM it is up to them to decide what to do, but that the situation will be looked into. 



On Friday mo rm ng at O 500 on Se pte m be r 20th 20 13 I was trying to clear the Security Screening checkpoint on my way to catch my flight to Denver with an O 54 0. I was travel mg in my United Airlines U mfo rm. I had mis placed my ID but I was in 
possession of a printed meter that is in Ii e u of my ID that had been sup plied to me from our Corporate Security Office, I was a I so in passes s ion of a Pas i ti ve Space ticket to Denver that I had printed out at one of United Airlines kiosks, 
I was Iurned away by a AirServe person who told me I needed 10 gel some sorl of form from lhe ticket counter before entering security. I knew lhis was wrong as I told her I already HAD the meIer thal she was referring to. I went to anolher line and was 
also questioned by a female named Shawdee who was checking IO's against Boarding passes. She was confused because I was in Uniform. Pilots in uniform normally go through Known Crew Member. I explained that since my ID was being replaced 
I was not able to c I ear known crew m ember and was therefore trying to c I ear security to make my flight to Denver where an Airbus A320 awaited me for my next assignment. She was confused and ca 11 ed for a CSS. 
Ivan the CSS arrived and I showed him my Deadhead Ticket, my passport and my printed meter in lieu of my airline ID. He He He stated that the meter did not mean anything and I would have to clear security as everyone else which I said was fine 
with me. I just needed to get lo my flight in order to avoid a delr ~r ca,cellalion in Denver. 
As I was waiting to go through the body scanner TSA Screener (b)(ff:, pproached me. I asked her if she was a CSS. She did not answer but I gave her my printed meter and asked her if she recognized that. She accompanied me through security 
while reading the meter and then afler I was through she spoke to van again. Then informed me they were going to do a pat down and a bag search' I was patted down by a male TSA screener and thenfb)(6ilook 15 minutes searching my bags and 
swabbing various individual items such as my athletic shoes, shaving kit. computer, cellular phone and other items with an explosives detection swab and running them through a detector. Removing eve~rom my lap to and overnight bag and 

9124/2013 inspecting each item. Then when she put lhe items back she made sure to SMASH a sandwich I had broughl with me by placing it al the BOTTOM of my my laptop back and shoving the la plop down on top of it. 
12:22: 1 g of it. I finally left security and made it to my aircrafl at gate 80 literally as the cabin door was being closed'' I was 15 seconds from missing my flight causing an unpredictable disruption of my airlines schedule at down stations because of my absence to 

PM be in position to fiy my flight' It would have cost my company TENS OF THOUSANDS of dollars as they would have had to reroute people on other airlines or put them up in hotels"',,., 

This is a clear case of harassment and wreaks of disrespect and the a II it ude of cynicism, contempt and scorn I have unfo rtuna I ely had to endure si nee MY friends and coworkers were murdered on 9111. I WAS a persona I friend of ~lr_h_·, 1_r;_·., _____ ~ 
who's aircraft was crashed in Pennsylvania! 

I have written my congressman as well and demand that this type of mistreatment stop in the future. The people who are responsible for this harassment should be at a minimum counseled and instructed as to when it is appropriate to bag search a 
crew member in uniform and I hen asked to explain WHY, when I made ii clear I was going to miss my flight, thal the screeners acIually SLOWED down the process and took longer lhan anyIime I have EVER seen 10 explore my bags and make sure 
they PUNISHED me'IIP'II 

Good morning. 

Today I wenl through TSA screening at the Wichita airport (ICTJ. II was not a pleasant experience. I emptied all my pockets, removed my bell, sent everything lhrough the xray machine. I proceeded through lhe walk-lhrough detector and set it off. The 
TSA rep told me to go back, take my shoes off and come through again. First, I'm 75 ... I asked why I needed to take off my shoes. He replied that I was to be patted down, so I must take my shoes off. I explained I had a metal knee, but that didn't phase 

912412013 him. I was not wanded. I had difficulty removing my shoes, but followed the instruction. I waited several minutes for another agent to come over and initiate the pat-down. Not a particularly pleasant process. All the while my bags were at the end of the 
12:22:41 xray line where anyone so disposed to steal my "stuff'. 

PM 
What a stupid, unnecessary process. The agents were ··acting" polite but I suspect they just take joy in inconveniencing some travelers. I didn't observe anyone else getting patted down while I was there ... just me. I am not happy about this process or 
they way it was implemented at IC T. This Vietnam Vet Is very ups et with the process at ICT. 

!(b)(61 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time· 9124/2013 2:55:53 PM Airport: ORD - Chicago-O"Hare International Date/Time of Travel· 09/23/2013 2:00 PM Airline & Flight Number· Aer Lingus FL 123 from Dublin. United to Indianapolis FL 3500 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· 
security check going from intern ati o na I to domestic TSA Employee: ( If Known) : One unknown man. the other was a I ady with the I a st name of Wheeler Comment : As we were p race ed i ng through this I in e. a gentleman who works for T SA was tel Ii ng 
everyone in a very nasty tone to pay attention to the signs! He then yelled at people to stay back until they were told to proceed tokbH6l !who was checking boarding passes) and to READ the signs posted. Two gentlemen in line from another 
country proceeded farther tokb )(6 :, I than I hey should have before it was their turn. I did not nolice I hat either one of the gentlemen said anything to the TSA worker when they were told to get back and READ the sign as 10 when to proceed, but 
this TSA worker said to the one gentlemen if he didn't like it he would send him to the back of the line! This TSA worker then said something to ~bH6l Indicating that he could handle these people and she said she would welcome his help and 
they both chuckled. I toldkb·•,(ffi I (when 11 was my turn, and I certainly stayed back until I was called), that the TSA worker was rude and s e said &quo ;oh, you think he was rude&quot:? She checked my boarding pass and I did somewhat grab 
the boarding pass back from her which I should not have done. She then said to me that I didn"t need to be mad at her. I did apologize to her as this was wrong of me. 

I have no problem with the security that I have to go through to ensure my safety and the safety for everyone else. but I do NOT appreciate being talked down to and talked to rudely and made to feel like an idiot. Not only was the TSA worker andllliRJ 
~ rude to me. they were a very poor reflection on people entering the USA from another country. 

912412013 
4:14:32 I had a knee replacement in July and, of course, I set off the de1ec1ors. I told !(b)(ffl !who by lhen was at the detectors and not at lhe boarding pass check-in area any longer)thal I had a knee replacement. I had no problem with her at lhis point 

PM and she told me to step to the side. which I did with no problem to wait for a pat down. Another very nice lady patted me down and described to me what she was doing as she was patting me down. I also have no problem with this procedure and the 
lady doing this procedure did not make me feel uncomfortable at all. 

I do not think anyone should be degraded and we all should be treated wilh respect. I know lhe TSA workers find ii is hard sometimes 10 work with people, bul if this is the case, maybe this line of work is not for them, especially the TSA gentleman 
who I described as being so rude 1 

Also, the other TSA workers were fine to/from Dublin. Ireland. Some not as friendly as others. but not rude. 
F I 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Other 
CurTent Date/Time. 9124/2013 4:45:22 PM Airport: LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel· 09/23/2013 10:00 PM Airline & Flight Number. di 1262 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: tenrTinal 5. security checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known). 

Comment . while traveling with a baby before, i went thru regular metal detector with infant in arms. and were let thru (given that it was ok). while at this location i also went thru the metal detector as instructed by the TSA agent, only after going thru i 
was asked to wait for a pat down even if the metal detector did not beep. while waiting 'standing' with the 3 month old sleeping baby in my hands next to the metal detector for a looooong 3-5 minutes for a female assist i asked the agent why i was 
standing there. he replyed &quot;because of the baby&quot (P?) 

912412013 is it normal procedure for a mother with a baby to be patted down than why isn't a sign about that? ar even an separate line? ar the minimum of having a female assist standing there for such cases? 
6: 18: 31 if it 1s no nrTal procedure, why wasn't it done to me at the other airports( maybe the other airports we re wrong'?) 

PM 
in any case, having a mother sland on her feel with a sleeping baby in her hands 10:00 al night for more than 60 seconds without a valid reason, is unexceptable to me, and needs an explanation! 

this is Ju st of my bad experience at this in sta nee' 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Namq;b 1(6i 
Phone Number : ==~--~ 
Emai1kbl(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Disability Description: The caller has a knee brace, 

Response Details: I apologize for your experience. I can help you address this issue. The first thing I can do is give you the telephone number to your airporIs lost and found so you can check with them for your missing ilem. In addition i can send 
you a claim form. sa that yau can file an official claim with us for your item items. Yau can also access claim forms on line at TSA s Claims Management Branch Web site at http: www.tsa.gov traveler-information claims-management-branch. This Web 
site also has information related to f1 Ii ng a c I aI m, checking the status of a claim. and other claim- re I ated is s LI es. I wi 11 need to col lee! some additional i nfonmati on from yo LI before i can process this. 

Airporl: Kona 

Airline: Hawaiian 

Flight Number: 269 

Location (Terminal Gate): 10b 

912412013 Departure time 1302 

9:17:30 
PM 

Date and time of incident: 09 24 13 1245 

Baggage tag numbers: !.._(b--'1 ... (6--'I ______ _. 

Description of baggage: b I ue, ha rd s1d ed. I arge, ri co brand 

Was there an NOi: Yes 

Anything written on a NOi: no 

Also I am going to send this information to a Customer Support Manager for review. 

For your complaint to be oonsidered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)), it must; 

Be in writing;Be filed within 180 days al the alleged act of discrimination: 



9125/2013 

I have an amputated arm 

11 is difficult to get my belt on with one arm or impossible. 

I have a TSA pre 

Because I cannot easily get my fake arm off you send me to a pat down 

You d1scri mi nate me based on my dis ab i I 1ty 

Will you change your policy especially since I have passed the PRE PROGRAM? 

This is the 7 th email with no response 

12:31 :38 Best Regards, 
PM 



-----Owinal Messa:e----
From b)(61 
Sent ednesday, eptember 25, 2013 10:56 AM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subjecl: Complaint 9123113 at Jackson Hole, WY airport 

To whom 11 may concern, 
I would like to file a formal complaint for being treated unjustly at the Jackson Hole, WY airport at 6:30 am on Monday. September 23rd. Unfortunately, I do not have the name of the attendant but it occured in the far left security line at approximately 

6:30am. The a11endant was a middle aged woman with blond hair in a french twist. 

I was carrying a coo I er of breast mi I k. I informed the security attendant that I had the breast mi I k. She cal I ed over another m ember of her team who gave me a hard ti me about the bottles being over 3 oz. It is my understanding that the 3 oz ru I e does 
not apply to breast milk. I told her calmly that my plan was boarding and I was in a hurry and she yelled at me and told me that I needed to calm down. She tried to open a bottle of breast milk (which would have contaminated the product) and I told 

912512013 her that I did nol wanl it opened by her and she rudely said that I would need to have a full pat down if I chose not to let her open the container. Firsl. I do not understand how having a pal down inspection has anything to do wilh the breast milk. She 

2: 13,54 then proceeded to spend the next 5 minutes asking me several questions and starting over several times. This caused both me and my entire family to almost miss our flight to Chicago. 

PM 
I feel that this attendant had no right to detain me this way or to open my bottle of sanitized breast milk. I have traveled many times carrying breast milk in large and small airports and have never had an experience like this. She acted in a vindictive 

and unprofessional manner. I don't want other nursing mothers to have 10 lhis same unfortunate experience that I had at this airport. I will never return to Jackson Hole because of lhis incident. I hope someone in your organizalion is able to address 
this issue. 

Thank you. 

• "Eal Fil, Live Fit, Be Fit" 

Yesterday I brought my aunt (in her late 80s and with dementia) to the MSP airport to return her to her home in California after a short visit with my mom and dad. I sat and watched the TSA give her the third. fourth and fifth degree of rub down, pat 
down, chem i ca I swipes of her feet and checking under her shoes ... When I a pp roached her whee I chair to conso I e her concern about the long interrogation, the T SA employee barked at me to p I ease "ST A Y AW A Y FROM THE CH A IR•" W h1ch further 
confused and frightened this sweet lady. 

The T SA agent th en swab bed the entire airport-provided whee I chair for another few moments and FINALLY I et us go to our gate. 

TSA employees - YOU and everyone who has created and is continually funding your organization should be ASHAMED' 
9/2512013 

4:12:06 
PM You are Iurning America into nothing more than a police stale. 

Land of the free and home of the brave? 
No, land of the imprisoned and home of the fearful. 

l(b)(61 ~tillwater, MN 

l(b,(61 • ! 
H'i'PERLINK b)(ff, 

~---------------------~ 
PI ease cons1d er this a form al complaint about your contm ua I abuse of I aw-abiding American citizens. 



912512013 
4:13:17 

PM 

To Whom it May Concern, 

Please allow me ta set the scene regarding the overall negligence of the TSA staff at the Philadelphia International Airport (PHL) on Tuesday. September 24, 2013, and the ensuing chaos that fallowed. My partner.!(b)(ff:, ! and I were escorting 
our au ntk b) ( ff:, ~o gate E 11 far a Southwest Air Im es flight to O rtando. At ap proximate I y 11 : 15am. our expe nence m sec u nty be came one of le ar. "---'-~---' 

My aund(b)(6 !is chronologically 73 years of age: she is cognilively 5-6 years of age. She is approximately 4'10"; her stance is off-balance, and uses a walker or a wheelchair. She spent three wonderful weeks here in Philadelphia, and all wenl 
s moat h I y u nti I we arrived at security. I flagged the first T SA agent we saw standing in Ii ne and asked him if my aunt cou Id avoid the body machine, as she can not p hysica 11 y ho Id her arms above her head and stand sti 11 wi tha ut fa 11 i ng. I a I so relayed that 
she is mentally handicapped and physi ca 11 y di sabled. The physical dis ab i I 1ty was u1te v1s1 bl e, as she stood the re holding her walker. He stated that she co u Id be "patted down" As my partner and I- who we re only escorting her to the gate- put our 
belongtgs r the bins to be x-raye.d, I told yet another TSA agent that my aunt Ih··,IR could not st.and in the machine due to her multle drbilities. My partner and I .went through security:!(b·:,(6 !stood waiting- .and .waiting. Finally. I asked a fema.le TSA 
agent, Ih,I [fil1J who was standing at the end of the conveyer belt, to please assist my aunt (bi(6 For lhe third time, I staled tha b·,(6 1s both menially and physically handicapped. She responded to me with disrespect and abruptness, as 1f 11 were 
not her jab to actually assist people in security. I replied that I only wanted to advise her al h·,Ir;··, ental faculties. as she needed special assistance.!rh··1Ir;·1 land I saw her go overt (b)(ffl nd ruffly lead her tot.he back, where there was benches
plenv of er,rty seating. She talked tcfili}ill]in an abrupt and demanding tone. We followed both b·:,(6) andl'.E!ili] ~turned to my partner and me, and ordered that we not touch b·:,(6) to "stay back"~and I watched the TSA agent 
seat b)(ff:1 n her walker. not on the bench next to her, and before we could do anything, briskly as e h·1IR to take o~s! The fall on the hard floor happened quicklyj(r,wiJcould not bend to touch her toes; she could not take off her own 
shoes! She fell from the walker- I hat lhe TSA agenl had NOT locked in lace- and landed wilh force on I e oor. Chaos followed. I ran 10 my aunt, who was stunned- like a sma c I who fell off her bicycle onto the hard pavement- wide eyed and 
scare" I l.ifled ber oft the ground and sat her down. The TSA agent, bH6) admonished me, saying. "You didn't give me enough time.•· Enough time ta what- further injure a mentally and physically handicapped elderly woman? Another female TSA 
agent, {b.:r!6.1 I was immediately at the scene, not asking if my aun b)(ff:, as okay- if she were injured: only asking if I could stop communicating with the TSA agent who caused my aunt to fall. No apologies from either person: no concern. A 
security guard took our IDs and began an incident report. In the meantime, was told that I needed to be patted down, as I ·touched" my aunt. Let me pose this question: Who was going to Ii/I my aunt OFF the floor? Who was poing to put an anm 
around her and ask if SHE was okay? I was then frisked as if I were going 10 prison- a full pat down- touching every area lhat any appropriately modesl person would consider a violation of space. This was in front of everyoneKb)(ffl hhen offered 
me a small card that expressed- TSA Cares. I can assure you this motto is on the opposite end of the spectrum from what we experienced. "For next time"!rh·,1r;··, ~tated, with a deadpan facial expression. If TSA offers an escort aptian for the 
d1sa bled, then why didn't the airline offer this info nmati on, as we made an advanced phone cal I to the air Im e? Additionally. we spoke with a Southwest ticket agent that momi ng when we checked baggage. I q ue st1oned !( b H 6) ~eg ardmg this I apse 
in. communication. She had absolutely nothing to offer: no information: no reason: and still no apology. Most rely, ~ere will not be a 'next time". My aunt was extremely frightened. This is her last memory of Philadelpli1a. As we were leaving security, 

kb.1(6.:, ]provided a ·:help us improve our customer servi~:' postcard. ls.this a joke? When we safely put (b:1(6 n the plane home, I immediate! called the number on lhe card. There was no avenue to speak with a person regarding this incident. 
I here was, ~awever, vo1cema1I stating where we could "blog a complaint v,a a website. My partner and I walked back to security ta see (b )(6 :, where I asked far her business card- that she had not offered me- and far the name of the TSA agent 
who in iii ated this ace ide nt, which she al so had not provided, even though I inquired about the incident report bemg written. 

We repealedly tol~to listen to the TSA agents, even thoug b::,(6) was ver apprehensive regarding securily procedures. We 1old!(b·:,(6)!10 trusl the people working there: they would not hurt her. We have now lost her trusl. as she was hurt, both 
emotionally and phfs;iirry. She does not understand why the TSA agent (b·:,(6) placed her on her walker without the brakes locked: she only wanted to fallow our lead, and that was to comply with whatever was asked of her during the security 
process. 

My family is in disbelief at lhe disregard, carelessness, and lack of empathy shown by lhe TSA slafl. Please review the video surveillance of this incident. We are anxiously wailing for your response. 



912512013 
6:10:28 

PM 

9125/2013 
8:24 53 

PM 

Fromkb1(6) 
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 3: 15 PM 
To Kapp, Robert;!(b)(61 I 
Cc: DENcustomerservice@dhs.gov: Bramer, Zachary; Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject: Customer w/a ouple of d1sab1lity related issues 

Sir, 

Came through security at DIA Checkpoint A terminal 9119113 12:00 - 12: 15. I should be easy to pick out of the video tapes as I use a wheelchair and was accompanied by my service dog, a golden lab. Last line to the left. 

2 issues which require add1t1ona I staff Ira i ni ng: 

First, I can wa I k a bit. but told th em they co u Id not I eave me stand Io ng. I went through the metal detector without any problem but then had th em te 11 me I could not go sit in the fixed seats 1 0 feet away u nti I they swabbed my hands and check my 
wheelchair and returned it to me, that I should lean against a column, where they then left me until I nearly went down and just went and sat down anyway. It was very inappropriate and uncaring. When I went through ATL security 3 days later they got 
my wheelchair screened in about a minute and a half and back to me very quickly. 

The second issue is when lhey scanned my back pack they did not like my belt buckle. II was stuck in an open water botlle pocket on the outside. They asked if they could do additional screening and when I consenled (and lold them I was sure it was 
the buckle and where it was located) they separated me from my bag for 5 minutes or more, instead of waiting for my wheelchair to be returned to me so they were going through it in my presence. I had my wallet and all my money in it, and given the 

Caller said she is coming through lhe ck point tomorrow with a glucose monitor that is a chip that is a11ached to her and goes to a receiver and insulin pump and cant delach I hem and they canl go thru the X-Ray machine and she said wonl allow them 
to touch her. She has a flight tomorrow she is going from Albany, New York to Atlanta and then monday coming back. She is concerned about the glucose monitor and what does she need to do. She said she had a problem in past being told it was a 
eel phone but it is a glucose mo ni tor. She said she does not want to be groped and she 1s not a terrorist and she asked to speak to my supervisor. 

Response:lf a passenger uses an insulin pump. he or she can be screened without disconnecting from the pump. However, it is important for the passenger to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about the pump 
before the screening process begins. 
Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the 
walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a paid own. 

I checked wilh supervisor,ID:ill:Jand advised her I hat if an alarm sounded from the AIT machine she would have to have additional screening as well as the items with her would have to be screened. 

E sea I ation Notes :I( b) ( 6 I 
The caller doesnt want to lift her shirt up in the middle of the airport because of the gluecose monitor she has attached to her stomache. I told the caller to inform the TSO s of any issue s she may have and to request a private screening. 



912512013 

Thursday Sept. 19, 20131 fiew out of the Tampa Airport (TPA), Going through secunty I went through! the big x-ray machine. As I stepped down, a TSA employee approached me saying I needed to have my top patted. Excuse me? I was wearing a 
brig ht g re em knit top with si Iver studs toward the top of the shirt, 

I was not a happy camper, to say the least. I was asked to step over to another TSA employee who gave me the option of having the '"pat down" at that location or privately. My response was "do what you need to do'" Good grief, I'm 69 years old. 
What the hell does TSA think I would do with a decorative top? I wasn't embarrassed, I was pissed. 

10:04:35 If I had not gone through lhe big machine, I could belier undersland the reasoning, but since I did, why was that necessary? I"ve never seen anything printed that says women should not wear anything decorative through security. This is gelling out-of-
PM hand and totally ridiculous. Is it any wonder why the general public has no respect for TSA? My opinion is that the TSA employees are individuals with limited education, and at least semi-clean criminal histories. 

9/2612013 
10:23:14 

AM 

While I don't expexct a response from this. at least I"ve let you know that I have no respect for the TSA employees who appear as though they have "power" and they have yet to do anything to impress me. And most of them are not smiling or pleasant 
to the 1ravelers. If they don't like their job, they should leave. 

fh,IR, 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current DatelTlme : 9/2612013 8:56:24 AM Airport STL - Lambert St. Louis International Date/Time of Travel 09/2612013 5:30 AM Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport · Main terminal TSA Employee: (If Known) fiill:§[]Comrnent : I was behind an elderly couple in the first class screening line at STL around 5:30am on 9126. The couple appeared to be in their late 70s to early 80s, and the 
man was somewhat frail. The woman could not go through the traditional scanner due to metal implants, and requested a pat down ins1ead of going through the X-ray scanner, which is well with her righls. Agent Kfilifil]began talk_in down to the 
woman. as if she did not understand her options, though the woman clearly did understand the difference. Agent l(b_:,\6J I then became more stand-offish, taking up an aggressive posture. When her husband tried to chime in, (b:1(6) became outright 
confrontat,ona I, creating a one-sided argument where the re should have been none. The co u pie was obv,ousl y upse y this. and rightfully so. Having w,tnes sed the entire exchange, I fee I that Agent ~o nduct was u np role ss,ona I, overly 
aggressive, and need I ess I y abusive, In e sse nee, I saw a completely unth rea ten i ng e I derly co u pie being b ul Ii ed without ca use, and I would request that the TSA review the footage and the ch eek in manifest to identify this coup I e and issue them a fo rrna I 
apology. 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · hftp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller slated that she flew from EW R to PHX on 09 15 2013 on US Airways and slated that she I hat lhe screening procedures were a lillle bit oul of hand. She staled thal she has an artificial hip and has a Medical Card slating this which she submitted 
to the screening officers but still felt that the officers were not treating her the way that she should of been treated. She also stated that her Luggage was also inspected and thought that they may of been targeting her since her incident at the screening 
ch eek point she stated that she le It Ii ke a criminal . She stated that her suit case was a I so searched and a 11 th at she had in her I ugg age was a curling I ran and hair drier advised the ca 11 er th at her baggage was prob ab I y search to clear and alarm. She 
did state th at th ere was a NO I inside the suitcase. 

9/26120 13 Gave the cal I er the following info: 
10:48:4 7 An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT 1/ it is available or can request to be screened using a patdown; however. passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 

AM 
Gave the cal I er the following info: 
We are only responsible for checked baggage from the time it is presented for screening until the time it has been cleared after screening. 



Disability Description: Caller was reading today about TSA special services. 

Recently I hey flew from New Jersey- NewJrk, and his daughter was pregnant and had a patdown and it really embJrrassed him. 
She could not go through the Scanner. 

Information Request He wanted infonmation about his daughter Opting out of the AIT because of her pregnancy. 
He do es not want her pa lied down in the open area . 

Response Oetails: Told him a passenger can opt out of the AIT for health concerns and we must resolve their screening with at patdown. 

She can request a private patdown at any time. 
During a private patdown another Officer of the same gender will also be present. 
It may take a few minutes for 2 Officers to be available. 

912612013 He asked if they have 10 call in advance to do I hat. 

10:58:41 
AM Told him they do not. 

When she informs the Officer she needs to avoid the equipment and have the Patdown she can let them know she would prefer a private one. 

Advised I wi 11 send an emai I of the inform at,on. 
He can share that with his daughter, 

Al so I et her knaw: 
If you have any concerns or need ass i sta nee at the checkpoint you may ask to 
speak with a Passenger Support Specialist. 

He asked if the Passenger Support Specialist is in the same area. 

Told him they may have to get one for them but we have PSS available. 

Ca Iler has an exl erna I medical device and was recently subj eel ed to add i ti o na I screening because I he g I ucose monitor and receiver can not be x-r a yed. Cal I er ind i ca I es he has trave I ed n ume ro us times be fore and was nol su bi e cted 10 I his additiona I 
screening. which included explosive trace detection sampling of his person and the entire contents of his two bags. Caller is unhappy this occurred and wishes to file a formal complaint. This incident occurred at PDX. Caller feels he may have been 
discriminated against because he did not wish the external device to be ,-rayed. 

9126/2013 Resolution: 
120751 

PM Advised caller that 1f a visual inspection of an item 1s requested, additional screening of the passenger. their belongings, and the device may occur. This can include a but it not limited to explosive trace detection sampling and a patdown. You may file 
a formal complaint in writing and I will be happy to email the infonmation on how to file a formal complaint. 

Caller signed up for VA program Wounded Warrior with TSA and on August 4th he flew out of Phoenix and ii was great. A lady helped him there. He said he was in a wheelchair. On the return flighl from Philadelphia he mentioned lhe Wounded 

912612013 Warrior to about 3 ar 4 al theTSA personnel. No one knew anything about it and a supervisor said there is a program but that he needed a form to present to be eligible. He said it was funny though and because he asked them about it he got a lot of 
l: 10,23 extra screening and even a patdown. He said he is not complaining but he Just wants us to know if we are going to spend all that extra money we need to do 11 better or the same. He did not want to file a complaint he just wanted us to know. 

PM 
Response: Advised caller he could always ask for a PSS 10 gel assistance and that I would register call as a complaint if he would like. 



912612013 

Caller traveled in April from Washington and lives in the west coast. She is a US citizen and lives in the state of Washington and her family lives in Columbia. She said she put liquids in her check bag and she forgot some small important items and 
she has nail polish she only buys over there. that is missing from her check bag.She said she got an not in her check bag when she traveled on Delta from Seattle. She asked ii she could have the card for a frequent Flyer and she said she is afraid 
she is taking too many rays and does not want to go through the machine She said she does nol wanl to be embarrassed during lhe screening process. 

Response:To proIecI a passenger's rights under Federal law and to file a valid claim, travelers must send lheir claim in writing to TSA, staling the circumstances of the loss and the exact amount claimed (fair market value of lost or destroyed property, 
reasonable cost of repair for damaged property), within 2 years after the claim occurred. The claim must be signed by the claimant or an authorized representative (e.g., an attorney or other personal representative with appropriate proof of authority). 
TSA is responsible for reviewing all claims relating to the screening of passengers and their baggage. 

254:05 To file a claim, you should fill oul the Standard Form 95 (claim form) in accordance wilh the instructions and return it 10 lhe address in box number 1. A claim form will be sent 10 you within 24 hours of this response. While use of the form is nol 
PM mandatory, it may help travelers ensure that they meet the legal requirements for filing a claim. If you decide to file a claim, it will be processed in accordance with the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

Once TSA's Claims Management Branch (CMB) has received your claim form, you will be sent a letter of acknowledgement and a claim number. You should keep the claim number for future reference when inquiring about the claim. TSA tries to 
resolve claims as quickly as possible but may need time for further investigation of lhe facts. If TSA denies a claim, or has not finally resolved it within 6 months after it was filed, travelers have a rig hi to bring their claim 10 courI. 

For information on the Trusted Traveler program. including enrollment please visit http: www.globalentry.gov 

I to Id her she can advise the om cer a I the ch eek point th at she wants to have a thorough pa ldow n instead of go through the machine. I advised she can ask for a private sere en i ng. I advised she can ask for a supervisor 10 assi sl her a I the checkpoint. I 
asked for her phone number but she did not give it. 

Caller indicated that she traveled lasl Friday, September 20th, from SEA to LGB on JelBlue flight 1007 that departed at 1700hrs. She was calling because when she was going lhrough the checkpoint for Gate D5 around 1600hrs, a very tall blonde 
female TSO was operating the AIT told her after being scanned, that she needed additional screening because her butt looked lake on AIT. The officer conducted a patdown and ETD screening, made derogatory comments about the travelers rear 
during the p race ss. She said th at wh i I e the ofli cer patted down her rear she commented that she was wrong and it was rea I. Ca 11 er said that she could be identified due to arnving to the checkpoint on crutches. She a I so wanted it noted th at she had a 

912612013 colleague who was about ten passengers behind her that received the same treatment, only her anomoly was her breasts: the colleague intends to contact the TCC about her incident later as well. 
4:43:19 

PM Apologized to caller for her experience and explained that TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every person and item must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted Is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. Advised that we would forward her complaint to the CSM at the SEA 
airport for review and see if any add it ion a I assistance can be provided, 

So much for random screening. You jerks randomly screened me on my flight home as well. This is pure profiling and nothing more. You have never found anything in any random screening. 
Fram now on I wi 11 be leaving you nasty notes in my bag. 

GO FUCK YOURSELF!!! 
I HATE YOUR BULLSHIT LIES SO DONT EVEN RESPOND UNLESS YOU ARE READY TO MAKE THIS RIGHT AND CORRECT YOUR DISFU NCTION. 

Sincerely, 
One pissed off voting am eri can ,I( b) ( 6) 

On Sep 23. 2013 12:14 PM. <HYPERLINK "mailto:tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com"tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com~ wrote: 

Thank you for your e-ma i I in which you inquire about the reasons for secondary screening. 

912612013 The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 

8:21 :01 secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is imporIant. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are trealed with dignily, respect, and courtesy. 

PM 
TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group. such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and 
deploy new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime. the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an add1t1onal layer of security at the checkpoint and 
keeps the t rave Ii ng public sale. 

We hope this information is helpful. 



Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 9/26/2013 5:53: 13 PM Airport . Select One Oate/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 

912612013 TSA Employee: (If Known) : 

8_21 ,22 Comment. I wear a turban for religious reasons. On a recent trip from Antigua (ANU) I was taken to a private room and was requested to unwrap my turban and let down my hair before I could board the flight back ta Atlanta. When I asked why, I was 
· PM informed that TSA in USA had set guidelines for this type of security check. A pat down by the officer was not considered adequate screening. Do they really operate under TSA guidelins in Antigua? Is this a TSA request? I will be travellling to ANU on 

a frequent basis and wo u Id Ii ke some clarili cation. Thank you, I ook fa rwa rd to hearing from you office. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Nai'm""e'-'-!h_.·-"",I"'R-'-·, __ ...,.. _ __, 
Phone Number b)(ffl 
Email · .. b ... 1 ... (6"--."'", _____ _, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller and wife flying tomorTow and he is worried about going through screening because of a previous experience. 
Caller slates lhe TSO performed a patdown in public and grabbed his genilals, asked if that is allowed? Stated he completed a complaint at the airport and nolhing was ever done 10 lhe TSO, wanled him 10 go to jail. Said a woman supervisor was 
telling the TSO that he hadn t touched him enough during the patdawn. 
Asked if he 1s required to go through the naked machine. what can he do to reduce his chances of having a patdown? 
Mentioned the re a re certain I a nes at the airport that passengers can go th rough and a void screening! 

Response: 
Sc reenrngs using Al T a re vo I unta ry. Ind i vi d ua Is who do not wish to be screened by this techno I og y w111 be required to undergo alternative screening. including a thorough paid own. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of 
this rig ht. WTM D. A IT or P atdown is required to comp I ete screening process be/a re a I lowed to boa rd a flight. 

TSA has required updated software on all Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) machines. 
912712013 This software. also referred to as Automated Target Recognition (ATR), 1s designed to enhance pnvacy by eliminating the image of an actual passenger. ATR detects potential threats and indicates their location on a generic, computer-generated 

9:56:29 outline of a person that appears on a monitor attached to the AIT unit. If a potential threat is detected, the area will require additional screening. If potential threats are not detected, the outline is not generated. an 'OK" appears on the monitor, and the 
AM passenger is cl ea red from screening. In addition, passengers are able to view the same outline I hat the T SA officer sees. 

Rigorous privacy safeguards are in place to protect passenger privacy and ensure anonymity. There are no realistic images produced of passengers dunng the screening process. All operational units utilize a virtual figure on which anomalies are 
presented for resolution. The imaging technology that TSA uses in airports cannot store, export, print. or transmit images. 

A Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdawn search, and as the screening is being conducted. the TSO should be describing the procedures he or she is using. TSOs are required ta use the 
back of the hand to patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sens1t1ve areas, TS Os are required to use the front of the hand. 

Advised caller he has lhe option to speak with a supervisor while at the checkpoinl if there is an issue, also, how to con1ac1 the CSM at any airport. 
Advised ca Iler airlines may have se I ect I anes far business t rave I e rs, passengers with children, p hysica I dis a bi Ii ti es, etc. which may not be as crowded but everyone has to go th ra ugh screening process ta boa rd a flight. 
Advised caller to empty pockets of a 11 items and p I ace in ca fTYOn before beg i nnrng s c reenrng p race ss. 

The caller indicated that he called PHL and was referred to the TCC. He was scheduled to fly from PHI. to BNA to TPA on 9 25 with Southwest flight 136 departing at 9: 15 from Gate E 
He arnved to the airport at 7am, but had to wait until 8: 15 to enter the line at the checkpoint as he had forgotlen his license and had to wait for someone to bring it to him. 
His sere en i ng beg an at 8: 50, The ca Iler indicated that the re was an anoma I y with the A IT, His bags we re physically inspected and he received a patdown in the checkpoint area, The ca Iler indicated that he had forgotten to re move a contain er of shower 
gel from his carry on baggage. The bag was put through xray screening again. Two TSOs then came over and escorted him to a private room were he received another patdown screening. The caller indicated that he reached the boarding gale at 9:05 
and the doors were locked. He was not permitted ta board and therefore missed his flight from PHL. 

912712013 He was able to get on another flight to TPA via Chicago. The caller indicated that he doesn t feel that the second patdown screening was necessary or required, and caused him to miss his flight. 
11 :54: 16 He used to travel a lot wilh his falher who had a pacemaker and indicated that his falher was never taken into a private room for screening. 

AM 
I a po I og i zed and advised that I would refer the information to the CS M at PH L to make them aware. I advised th at would have the me ans to possibly I ook into the s1tuati on to determine why the second patdown was required. 

i advised that I would refer the information wilhout the flight number wilh an indication that he does have the information, just not with him. I advised that he can call back with the information and provided lhe EID. I advised I hat I would include an 
indication that he does have the information so that the CSM may contact him for the flight number if necessary. 

TS A monitors the numb er and nature of complaints received so that we can track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. 



Caller said he is a 70 year old retired accountant with one leg and he is in a wheelchair. He flew on this past Monday from Chicago Ohare to LaGuardia. He said the Officer who screened him, knowing that the plane was already boarding, was 
incredibly rude and disrespectful to him, He said he should have been respectful to him because he is an elder. He has traveled around the world and this guy slowly started asking him, are you wearing a belt, are you wearing a belt, He asked the 
same question of lhe caller 4 limes. He said he was disabled and he is not flying as much as he did but he does fly as much as he can. The caller said that there was a lot of just a minuIe and wail a minute coming from the man. He lold the man 
am going to miss my plane The agent made it such a long thing. The caller did have a member of airport staff with him to assist him. When they finally got through the checkpoint, they had to rush to get to the plane. He said he did get a patdown 
from him and the caller had nail clippers with no outside blades and you had to use your fingernail to open the clippers. The caller said the TSO stole the nail clippers. The TSO did not look at his foot and he did not go through his bag at that time. 
The caller said he was insulted and incensed and that the TSO was such a rude guy and purposefully tried to.make you miss your plan. No he does not feel that he has been discriminated against because he has a disability. He did not test his foot 

9127/2013 but he kept going slowly. The Officers name wa~(b)(ffl I Also, lhe caller asked if the officer had 10 go lhrough testing and training. 
11 5727 

AM Res pons e: Advised caller that TSO undergo training lo r screening. 
Airport where the incident occurred: Chicago Ohare 
Airline they were flying wilh: Della 
Flight Numbers (departure times arrival times): # is not available 
Date and Time of Incident (Check-In): September 23rd, 2013 
Location of Incident Terminal or Gate: Terminal 2 

Disability Description: Caller has a body cast covering an incision. 

1:30 p.m. 

Response Details: Be filed within 180 days of lhe alleged act of discriminalion; 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Describe the al I eg ed di scrim i na tory action in sufficient de ta i I to in form T SA of the nature of the a I leg ed a ct of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In order to ap prop nately address your concerns, we a I so need to know the airport at which you we re sere ened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complainl on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complainl on his or her 
912712013 behalf. 
6:43:57 

PM Email offered. Email sent 
Advised caller of PSS oplion. 

9127/2013 
7:10:31 

PM 

Incident Detai Is: The ca 11 er is trave Ii ng from Denver intern ati o na I. They arrived 4 hours early to the airport. Th ere were 2 agents!( b ·:, ( 6) ! and[ h ·., I rr1 I giving the caller a patdown. The ca 11 er states that they to Id him th at he needed to rem ave 
~ cast. The caller states that the agent touched his incision and caused a severe amount of pain. The caller stated he could not touch him like that. The caller said that the agents went to get a supervisor. The caller states his name is!rh·11R! 
l'.Q.llliLJ The caller states thal the supervisor told him I hat if he was not willing to conlinue screening that he would have 10 get law enforcement involved and that the caller wouldn t be going anywere. The caller stales that the supervisor was not 
accomoda ting to the fa ct that the ca 11 er had s urg i ca I incisions that co u Id not be touched. The cal I er states that the su pe rvi sor was going to force a pa tdow n on the ca 11 er. The cal I er states that the su pe rvi sor was not looking for a solution to the prob I em 
and was just making m alters bad. 

The caller stales that the first two agents were very professional and courteous. The caller states thal it was lhe supervisor who the complainl is on. 

Caller said she has a complainl al the Minneapolis Airport on the security officer at the checkpoinl. She did not gel his name and said he was not running lhe scanner but standing by the machine. She said she was gelling ready to go through the 
machine and she said he sexually harrassed her and asked if she wanted a complimentary patdown. She said he did not touch her and she said she did not get his name. She said she thinks he meant it as a joke but she said it was inappropriate 
be hav1or and that he needs to know that. 

Sending Info to CSM 
Airport:MSP - Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport 
Airline:Sun Country 
Flight #:395 
Dale and Time: 09-15-131 :0Opm al the checkpoint. (the flight itself took off at 2:40pm) 

Location:secunt check oint in terminal 2 about to go in the scanner. 
Email b)(ff1 

Response:I advised she must submit in writing her complaint. I had supervisor!(bH6),ook at record with me as well while she was still on the phone. I advised her we will send this to the CSM at that airport. 

Name: Granl Reno - CSM 
Phone: 612-486l(b )(6d 
Em a i I: ms pcoord i nationce nter@tsa. d hs .gov 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time. 9/27/2013 6:05:01 PM Airport. HNL - Honolulu International Date/Time of Travel· 09/23/2013 9:00 PM Airline & Flight Number· 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: I was al the Honolulu Airport and opted for a pat down insIead of going through the machine. I am not comfortable with this equipmenl and was lead by a female staff member 10 an open area directly in fronl of where all the passengers are 

912712013 going through security. I was offered a private room but declined and the process was started. I had gone through a pat dawn before so I understand the proper way these are done. The pat down seemed toga fine until the female TSA worker did the 

8 _ 17, 2 7 pat down on the front of my body. When she was checking my breast area she used both hands at once and c i rel ed around the bottoms of my breasts at the same ti me which le It strange. After she patted down both of my I eg s she proceeded to take 
· PM the back of her hand and placed it directing on my vagina. I am pretty confident that the TSA workers are not allowed to touch genitals and therefore I am logging a formal compliant and want to hear back from someone. I felt extremely uncomfortable, 

embarassed and viola led after this was done as I was facing the entire population of passengers who were wailing in the security line while she was doing my pat down. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 

Passenger's Na.,m,...e,--o;.b"---'1 (""6 .. 1 ----,,--' 
Phone Number h··,1f'i, 

Email 1h·I1fr-1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time: 912812013 9:31:55 AM Airport BOS - Logan lnternalional Date/Time ofTravel: 09128/2013 9:00 AM Airline & Flighl Number US Airways Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal B TSA Employee: (If Known): Badge[§R§IJ 
Comment. An officer at the Baston Lagan Security did not ask my permission before patting me down and groping bath of my breasts before I passed through security by the X-Ray machine on 9128113 at 9:00 AM in Terminal B of Logan Airport. I am 

912812013 on US Air Flight 625. This is absolutely unacceptable and I am going to publicize this act on every social media outlet I can find. I am sure it was caught on security cameras and I am making a complaint in person todal before I catch my flight. This 

9:44:32 was not a frisk -- NOBODY asked_ my permission before touching me. That is assault. The_ Fo_urth Amendment guarantees the people a right against unreasonable searches and seizures. The security officer was Badge ~b )(6) !The Boston Logan officer 
AM who helped me make this complaint was kb :,(6 I I and he refused to g,ve me Badgd1h ·11R I l,ame. 

Would you like a response? . True 

Passenger's Nam.,-;,-e=-=--.,..........1 
Phone Number, (b)(61 

Email :"'b"-1 ... (6"") __ ,--___ ,,........ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Cun-ent Date/Time· 9128/2013 9:40:46 AM Airport: BOS - Logan International Date/Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) Correct badge# ,s!(b)(6) ~omment A MALE officer at the Boston Logan Security did not ask my permission before patting me down and groping both of my breasts before I passed through secunty by the X-Ray machine 

912812013 on 9128/13 at 9:00 AM in Terminal B of Logan Airport. I am on US Air Flight 625. This is absolutely unacceptable and I am going to publicize this act on every social media outlet I can find. I am sure it was caught on security cameras and I am making a 
11 :07:58 complainl in person today before I cal ch my flight. This was nol a frisk -- NOBODY asked my perm is i n f r ouching me. That is assaull. The Fourth Amendment guarantees lhe people a right against unreasonable searches and seizures. The 

AM security officer was Badgrnh~ Boston_Logan officer who helped me make this complaint wa (b)(ff:, and!(b)(6) I 
They Ju st told me the co n-ect badge # , s ltiill:filJ 
Wo u Id you Ii ke a re~w.,_.,_?,._-.LW"-----, 

Passenger's Na~m_e~b_l_(6_-_, ----,.-~ 
Phone Number b·., 6 

Email (b)(ffl 
1s eedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



912812013 
527:14 

PM 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I flew from JFK's Terminal 1 on 9/20, and wanted to relate my negative experience during the TSA screening process. 

When my tum to pass through the scanner arose, I requested an opt out, at which point TSA employee.fb·:,(6) !informed me that there would be a wait. I said that was fine and proceeded to wait for an indetenminate amount of time. (I do not 
have exact temporal references for the series of events I will relay, as all of my belongings were in the bin: however, to provide a general time line, I believe I started lhe security process al approximately 11 :15am, and by the time I requested a 
complaint form, it was 11 :45am.) 

After a few minutes, I asked if I would be able to step to the other side of the barrier, in order to watch my belongings (which had passed through the scanner).kb)(ff:1 !informed me that this was not possible as a female assist was unavailable to 
begin the screening process. I indicated I hat I understood that I would have to conlinue to wait, but inquired as to whelher someone could watch me watch my belongings, as I was concerned I hat I hey were out of my sight line. She then smirked and 
asked why I would push my belongings through, when I knew I was waiting ta be screened. I responded that I had never been made to wait this long before. and when I have had to wait, it has always been on the other end of the conveyor belt. 

I then continued to wait for what seemed like an inordinate amount of time. before I then inquired as to whether she had an estimate of how much longer it would be. At this point.!(b::,(6) !informed me that there were no female officers on duty and 
that she did not know why I was continuing to wait, as I would continue to do so indefinilely. I expressed my displeasure at this response, as female passengers should have lhe same right 10 opl out as male ones.!(b:1(6) I shrugged and said that 
this was true, but that the re was st i 11 na one on duty to screen fem a I e passengers. 

I then asked to speak to a supervisor. andkbl(ffi !halfheartedly called for one. After what seemed like another inordinate wait, I inquired as to whether this meant that there were also no supervisors on duty, while also mentioning that I would like 
to file a complaint regarding how unprofessionally my simple opt out request was being handled. 

kbl(ff:, !then made another halfhearted call for a supervisor, and one arrived shortly thereafter. Once he was apprised of the situation, my pat down was conducted immediately. without further incident. Thus, contrary to t._b--'-1(_6-'-) __ _.!initial 
statements, there were in fact female officers on duty, she was just reluctant to procure one for me. 

I have na problem with waiting for a TSA officer ta became available to conduct a pat down, but I feel thatkbl(ffi I actions were exlremely unprofessional in both manner and action. I fly relatively frequently for a leisure traveler. and while we"ve 
al I had frustrating experiences with the sere en i ng process, this is honestly the first ti me I feel that I have encountered truly unp roles s ional actions on the part of a T SA emp I aye e. Altha ugh f h ·1 / R ·., l,vas never exp Ii c illy rude. her attitude throughout 
our interaction, and blatant misstatements regarding the absence of female personnel on staff, were unnecessary. I would also like to note that all of my other encounters with TSA personnel that day, from my pat down to the supervisors I spoke with, 
were pleasanl and straighlforward. 

I appreciate the di ffi cu It task that the TSA has with respect to security, and only hope that my future encounters are mo re profession al than this one was. 



912812013 
7:05:38 

PM 

I want to let you know about my expenence with TSA on 9129113. 

First, let me give some background on my situation. I travel for work flying twice a week for the last 5 or so years. I am also diabetic and use an insulin pump. I am very accustomed to the necessary procedures that I must go through to get through 
security. My insulin pump is different than most, having no tube. it is wireless, and tubeless. My normal TSA experience goes like this: 

All my normal belongings go on the belt and go through the xray. and then I go through the scanner. Before I enter the scanner I hand my pump controller (looks like a glucose monitor, but tells a pod containing insulin that is attached to my leg when to 
inJect me with insulin). I was told by the manufacturer of this device that since it communicates wirelessly and I travel every week, that they do not recommend it go through the xray. The controller is then ETD'd, and usually I rub my hands over the 
area where my pod is and then my hands are ETD'd as well. All clear., 

I have verified the above procedure with ,.k b-"1 ('--6-') ___ _.~ ra nsportat ion Security Adm i nis tra ti on - Department of Home I and S ecu ri ty Senior Po Ii cy Advisor Office of Dis ab i I ity Policy and Outreach to be co CTect. 

Yesterday I handed my controller to the TSA officer to ETD it and he didn't know what to do with it, so he asked a supervisor The supervisor told him to do a modified pat down, and then ETD the controller. After the pat down when the officer ETD'd his 
hands, the alJrm wenl off. I was told lhat I would then be subjected to a resolution pat down in a privale screening room where my privale area would also be searched using lhe palm of a hand. I refused on the grounds thal a different type of pat down 
would not result in a different ETD would not render different results. The police were called and copies were made of my boarding pass and driver's license. The supervisor then called his supervisor who said that if they could check all of my 
be Io ngings. pat me down again and ETD everything, I could proceed. 

If they would have followed the correct procedures. that I know to be correct and asked them to follow. I never would have been subJected to the embarrassment of standing there with three police officers, and several TSA officers surrounding me. I am 
seriously considering changing employment over this ordeal so I no long er have to go through such headaches, I do understand the need to keep people sale, but I was very clear a bout what my device was rep eating it about ten times, yet according to 
the supervisor, the first officer I encountered did not undersland what ii was. Him and actually discussed ii enough thal I now know he is a type 1 diabetic as well. I do not want to require special assistance going lhrough TSA and I do not need ii, but 
your officers need to listen to what is being said by travelers and follow the procedures they have already in place. 

At the end the supervisor apologized and admitted that they did not do what they should have done, which is fine. Their earlier demeanor though was rude, basically cutting me off verbally anytime I tried to explain and resolve the situation. I will be 

The caller was on a flight from ORD lasl night to LGA. While on the plane, she realized lhat she did nol pick up her Samsung Tablet. She found lhe lost and found phone number on the website, bul they are closed today. She was pulled for a patdown, 
she stated that she was in a roped in area, and she saw her things coming through, and saw a TSA agent next to her container. She told them that she needs to be facing her purse. She was made turn around, away from her purse. They would not let 
her face her belongings because of the patdown. She stated that when she finished, the other TSA agent told her that she had to go through the purse She lost line of site with it. She knows which container her tablet was in. which had a lime green 
cover. She stated that on the plane when electronics had to be turned off, she realized that she didn t pick it up. She feels that something happened to her tablet. At the beginning of the call, she indicated that she wants to file a claim, and asked what 
she needs to do. 

Response: 
I obtained the following details from the caller: 
Airporl: ORD 

912912013 Airline: American airlines 
10: 17:35 Flight: M336 

AM Date: 09 28 13 
Time: She wenl thorugh security around 6:30-6:45 p.m. 
Description of Baggage: Tablet was taken out and placed in a bin with her liquids. It had a lime green cover with a red stylus attached 
Terminal Gate: Gate K15 It was a Ion walk from security) 
Contact lnlo:._b-')-'-(6_·•"'"' ______ __, 

I initially told the caller that it is the passengers responsibility that all items are picked up after screening. She then stated that she understands that. but she believes something happened to her item. I told her that I will happily take her flight 
information and forw-ard it to the CSM at ORD for review. I told her that I will also forw-ard a claims form to her email address that she has provided to me. 

I apologized for lhe experience, and told her that we will look into the matter. 



DearTSA, 

I am traveling this Wednesday, Ocl. 2, 2013 out of Midway Airport to Atlanta and am concerned with lhe Security Screening. The lasl time I traveled my bra set off lhe machine. I then had to be screened wilh the wand and then the pat down. While I 
totally understand this and was a willing participant, I am nervous that this will occur again. Needless to say. it was embarrassing and humiliating and upsetting that my bra did all this when there isn't even a wire in there---it is a plastic wire. I am sure 
you have come across this issue before, and appreciate your help. 

9129/2013 
7,09,54 My question is this: have things improved to prevent this from occurring again? If at all possible, can you get back to me before Wednesday? 

PM 
Thank you in advance lo r any a ssIsta n ce you can give me. 

Sincerely, 

kb1(61 I 
HYPERLINKl(b)(61 I 
The caller indicated lhat she concerns 1n regard to two separate screening instances that occurred at IAH. 

When traveling from IAD to her leather notebook containing scriptures, was opened, layed with the printing up, and was sent through xray screening again after it had already been screened b xray and been physically inspected by a TSO. The caller 
indicated that her husband wondered if lhe same had occurred it ii would have been the Koran. 

The caller indicated that she cannot comfortably raise her arms above her head. She requested to be screened v,a the WTMD. She was advised that she would have to go through AIT, or receive a patdown. 

She is 78 

She asked if she can go through the WT MD due to her age or if she can obtain documentation ind i eating that she can do so. 

She asked if ii can be considered that passengers over 75 be permilled to request WTMD screening, rather lhan AIT or a patdown. 

The ca 11 er indicates that she does n t understand why TSA wo u Id thm k that someone over 7 5. and not someone younger, would have born bs in their shoes. She indicated that she was happy lo r procedure. 

9130120 13 she asked for the reasoning behind the change in the screening process for passengers who are over I he age of 7 5. 
8:40:19 

AM 
She asked for a number or contact to write to in regard to making these changed. 

I advised that I did nol have a conIacI number, but could provide a mailing address for TSA Headquarters. 

She asked who monitors comp I a i nts. 

TransporIation Securily Administration 
601 South 12th Street 
Art i ngto n. VA 20 598 

I advised that I had documented her complain! and TSA monitors lhe number and naIure of complainls. 

I advised th at TSA standard procedure is th at passengers can not request WTM D screening , in Ii e u of the A IT or patd own, This a pp Ii es to a 11 passengers, 

Caller fiew from Manchester NH on SW on Sept 20th. She had one checked bag. She had two NOls. She had a patdown. She packed her hair dryer. It is a dryer base where you put brushes. Her hair dryer is missing. She asked if there is a discard 
bin al the airport. 

The patdown is degrading. She asked 1/ the re was a way that she co u Id get screened so that she wo u Id not have to go through the machines. 
913012013 

9:38: 19 I told her I hat she could always ask for a paldown. All passengers will be screened either through paldown, AIT or WTMD. 
AM 

I gave her the lost and lo und numb er. 
Manchester Airport 
603-624-6349 



September 27, 2013 

Ms. Vera Adams 
Deputy Fede ra I Security Di rector 
Los Angeles International Airport 
C/0 email: TSA-Con1JctCen1er@dhs.gov 
1 866 289 !rh ,1rr1I 

RE: REPORTED ABUSE BY TSA AT LAX by AGEN7':~b~1_(6~)--~ 

Dear Ms. Adams: 

My name i~ I am a resident of Del Mar California, a Managing Director of a prominent Private Equity firm and a respected U.S. Citizen. 

913012013 I am writing you to inform you that I am considering taking an action against the TSA. legal or otherwise, for an incident that occurred on September 18. 2013 in the Los Angeles International Terminal. I arrived into LAX via flight 9392, Air France, at 
10:03:23 

AM ap pro xi matel y 3: 30 pm. Admitted I y, in the Iran s ition a re a after c I ea n ng pass po rt, I advanced to the front of the existing Ii ne, as king for pe rm,ssi on from some to advance. in order to avoid missing my connecting fi 19 ht vi a Delta, to San Di ego. 

In the process, I was pulled from the line from a TSA officer, on1(b)(ff:1 I who confronted me, inlimidated, and exercised un-necessary physical force in pulling me from the area.l(b)(ff:, lultimalely look me to what was apparently a 
high security room with another female officer where I was Roughed and Patted down, and physically groped. I was handled so aggressively on my breasts that my bra was relocated to the side of my body and my genital area groped. While there are 
other details that are relevant needless to say, the foregoing will provide a clear picture as to the seriousness of this situation. 

On several occasions I asked to speak to a supervisor, was initially denied, and asked to make a call 10 my atlorney and was denied, and prohibited from exercising my rights 10 know why I was being detained. 

The impact of this s i tuat,on has left a profound impress ion on me. As such, I have decided to bring this to your attention and inform you th at I am reg,ste ring a complaint with your d ep artm ent. and wi 11 seek out any other agency that s ho u Id be informed 
of this unfortunate series of events. I am also considering taking legal action. 

I would like to be contacted by the appropriate manager/officer within the TSA or applicable agency, to discuss the steps which will be taken to look into this situation. Subject to your confirmation of my complaint and the relevant facts. I would like to 
know your intent regarding the course of disc, pl in ary a ct,on. 

I would appreciate your immediate response al which time I am willing to provide additional detail. In the absence of a response within a reasonable period of lime, I will lake legal action and seek my remedy to file formal complaints and filing for a 
punitive action and potential damages. I am going to copy in addition the LAX Police Department and my Congressman. the honorable Darrell Issa. 



Caller: 
Caller fiew from Alaska to ORD to LNK on Saturday. She had a layover at ORD. She wears a back and leg brace. She usually lifts up her first shirt for them to wand the back brace. She wears a second shirt to keep herself modest. The TSO refused to 
let her lift up her shirl. She was taken 10 a private room to complele lhe screening with a patdown. She asked if she could sil down for a minuIe and one of lhe TSO said , No you have to put your feet on the yellow marks. The walk to the room was a 
far enough distance that she asked if they could contact customer service for her. She wanted wheelchair assistance to the gate. They told her it was not their responsibility. One of the TSO stayed behind in the private screening room. They even 
asked her how she was going to get to her gate since 11 was so far away. She has metal in her body and Is paralysed in one leg. When she got to LNK she found that she was missing $4 70 to $490 from her purse. She Is also missing two bills from 
Tanzania that have great sentimental value to her. The only time she was not in sight of her purse was when the TSO was carrying it behind her on the walk to the private screening area. She believes the TSO who stayed in the room after the patdown 
was stashing the money somewhere. She filed a report with lhe police at the LNK airport. They said they were going 10 look at the video foolage of when she was al ORD. Her husband did nol go with her and lhey never told her lhat he could. She did 
not get there names or badge numbers. One al the TSO s was a black female in her mid 20 s with her hair pulled back in a ponytail. She was 5 6 and around 115 pounds. The other TSO was a black female in her late 30 s. She was heavier set with 
stra,g hte n ed hair. They were extremely rude to her throughout the entire procedure. She was am a zed that they we re not wi 11 mg to help her get assistance to the gate. It would not have taken them th at Io ng to cal I custom er service. Why was she not 
al lowed to Ii ft her shirt to have the brace wa nded? They do this at every other airport she has fl own from in the US, 

Airport: ORD 
Airline: United 
Date and time: 09 28 13 between 11 :30 a .m. and 12:00 p.m. 

913012013 Localion: Terminal 2 

10:22:42 
AM Response: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 

Yau may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 

Because your comp I ai nt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your I etter to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 

I told the caller she can contact the CSM at ORD by phone at 

Name:l(b 1(6) 
Phone~.------~ 

I told the caller if the TSO considered the area around the back brace a sensitive area they would not of let her raise her shirt at the checkpoint. I cannot speak for the decision of the TSD. The CSM from ORD can probably give you an answer. Give 
him a couple days to contact you. If he has not called or emailed you in 2 to 3 days give him a call. 

DearTSA. 

I am writing this formal complaint regarding the TSA at terminal A of Newark Liberty airport on the morning of September 30th. I was due to get on a flight JetBlue b6 at gate 17 that was scheduled to depart at 9am. I missed my flight due in part to the 
lack of available resources at the TSA security checkpoint. 

Once I checked in, an went to security there was only one person who was checking ids and a Long line of people waiting. At one point, the luggage scannersfx-ray machines were stopped with na explanation given and we stood there for a while. By 
the time everything started moving again 11 was too late. I missed my flight to a business tnp. By mere minutes I could have made my flight. It was clear to me that there were not enough resources to handle the Monday morning passangers. At 
another point, the line stopped since there was not an available female employee to check/pat-down a female passenger. However. they could have continued with other passengers while they waited for the additional resources. 

913012013 I appreciate and commend the work and effort that the TSA has implemented over the years in keeping us safe. I typically fully support all of the TSA measures and policies. However. this was the absolute worst experience that I have ever had with 

12,04 ,35 air travel. In my 20+ years of professional work experience I have never missed a flight until now. 

PM 
I slrongly recommend I hat lhe TSA group that manages gates 11 - 18 at Newark airporl terminal A consider looking at ils slaffing levels and review the the number of resources needed. Going to vacation and missing an hour or two at a beach is 
nothing in comparison to having to meet with your customers and the bad impression that they naw have by my arriving 5 hours later from the scheduled meeting time due to this incident. 

PI ea s consider revising your staffing I eve Is at this term i na I and gate area so th at other passengers a re not lu rthe r negatively impacted , 

Thank yau. 



913012013 
12:05:17 

PM 

Dear TSA: 

Yesterday I had yet another di sap pointing encounter with your security precess and I had to write and express my concerns, It was one in a Ii ne of many unfortunate encounters with your emp I oyees, 

I am a federal employee; a Foreign Service Officer, and I have focused much of my 15•year career on visas and border security issues. I understand the many challenges that you face. I flew out of lhe Green Bay airporl on SepIember 29 to return 10 
Washington, D.C. I was the only person going through security. I was told to put the cheese I had purchased in a bin for scanning along with my toiletries. I did as instructed. Then my bag was rescanned, along with my other goods, and the agent 
opened my bag, removed another Ite m ( a ca nd I e), and scanned it again. I then asked why my cheese was sere ened so ca refu 11 y, a Io ng with the cand I e. I was to Id that cheese has many common pro pe rti es with explosives (those were the exact words 
used), and that paste needs to be screened. I had no paste. I asked what the agent meant. The agent had opened my bag and removed a candle (clearly labeled as a candle), but she thought it was a jar of paste even after opening the lid. I 
explained that it was a cand I e. She said that they did nol notice the wick. 

This only took a few minutes; it's not like Green Bay is a bustling metropolis. I was selected again for a random search at the gate. That did not seem random when I had already had my luggage carefully inspected, and then 50 feet down a hallway, 
one of the same agents is pulling me out of the line. I asked him a few more questions about cheese. I am from the Midwest. I have seen the Packers on TV (and the hats their fans wear). I am pretty sure that Wisconsin has a reputation for cheese. 
It's called the Dairy State and a lot of people who visit there buy some cheese. I refrained from buying any jelly, toiletries, or other items for sale in the tourist area I visited, to avoid problems with security. I thought I was safe with cheddar cheese, 
which is labeled, is obviously cheese, and is a solid. Not a liquid or a paste. I asked the second officer al the gate, who had a nametag on thal said "Lead Agent,' more queslions and pointed oul thal I simply cannot take their security screening 
process seriously if I am told that cheese and explosives share similar properties. That is ridiculous. It is asinine. His response implied that I was an idiot: he agreed with his subordinate that cheese and explosives share common properties. 

I travel more than many people. In the past year I have visited five foreign countries (four trips on official business) and also taken three domestic tnps. I know what can and can't be packed. I dress carefully to move quickly thrcugh airport security. I 
even. after having been inapprcpriately touched by at least six different TSA agents who apparently believed that my bra contained some sort of dangercus device over the past 10 years, have started wearing different bras in order to avoid that sort of 
atlention: ii doesn'I help, though, I still had someone Iouch my breasts while on my way to Green Bay from DC on September 26. I guess you call it a pat down but on the receiving end, it's slill inappropriale. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ(b)(6) 
Date Time: 913 012'"0~13-1.,.0 :""'0-,-1 ""': 3..,1 ""'A""'M.,. 

························----------------··························· 

9130/2013 Namef(b)(61 I 
12 g~ 19 Email_b)(61 I 

Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Chicago airport - Sept. 29. 2013. 
Comments:For the second time in two months, I was "randomly" selected by the TSA machine for "additional screening.'' Yesterday, this involved a full 5-minute, complete pat-down of my entire body. including my hair!' My question is: Why should an 
almosI•70•year•old U.S. female cilizen (who hasn'I even had a speeding lickel!J be subjecled to such indignities? Can the screeners nol have the discretion to make decisions aboul the intensity of lhe addilional screening when they look al an older 
adult who is only wearing at-shirt, slacks and socks (and na jewelry)? I make every effort to '"travel wisely'" so I won't set off any machines. but I seem to be unlucky about the "random" buzzer. The TSA agent was polite: however, the process felt very 
degrading. Also, I was not al lowed to be near my posse ss,ons. which could have been stolen, had my husband not retneved them. In total . al most 1 0 minutes of my time and T SA ti me were wasted, when you could have been paying attention to many 
more passengers than just orie inriocerit woman! Please reconsider your "random" scree11iri9 practices! 
Caller says he flew from St Martin to San Juan into Baston. At both airports he was opted toga through additional security involving AIT. a patdown, and explosive trace detection. They told him to contact the TSA Contact Center ta have this 
resolved. 
Each ti me he and his wife went through regu I ar security screening but he was pulled aside for add it ion a I screening, 
He said an agent told him thal his boarding passes were marked. This has happened mulliple limes. 

913012013 Caller Advised: 

1:12:24 Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (DHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at transportation hubs. 
PM Examples of travel difficulties may include: 

• Traveler's belief that they are on a government watch list. 
• Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or ident1f1ed for add1t1onal screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 
• Difficulty printing a boarding pass at home or at the kiosk. 
For those who encounler misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevenl watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for DHS redress online al https: trip.dhs.gov . 

I to Id h, m al so that I could emai I him the forms to f, 11 out with the i nstru ct,ons and where to send this. 



Caller: 
Caller left MCO this morning. She is 65 years old. She was using a wheelchair. She has had a knee replacement, foot surgery, and fibro myalgia. At BHM they let her have a patdown in her wheelchair. The TSO wanted her to use the AIT at MCO. She 
was rude lhroughout the screening procedure. She let two males also in wheelchairs who were in front of her go to the side for a patdown. Why cant she do the same? She did not gel her name or badge number. The TSO asked her if she could stand 
or walk in a rude tone. She responded yes but if she used the AIT with her arms above her head she would lose her balance. This happened at terminal A around 7A5. The TSO was a heavier set white female in her mid 60 s who was 5 5 She wore 
glasses and her hair was in a pony tai I. She should not have to explain why she is in a wheelchair. 

Response: 

913012013 The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 

1:58:57 
PM 

9/3012013 

Because your comp I ai nt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have lo rwa rded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 

I told her she can contact the CSM at MCO by phone at 

Name: [b)(ff, 
PhoneJ ~-----~ 
I told the caller to give her a couple days to contact her first. If she does not call you in 2 to 3 business days give her a call. 

Disability Description: Caller would not tell me a disability or medical condition. He just said it is more complicated than that. He wants to know if his email reply stating this his information was sent to a disability expert and Ombudsman means that it 
was sent to another office. 

Information Requesl: I asked him: if you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparaIe Ireatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege I hat TSA failed to accommodate your disability or 
medical condition, Federal regulations require that your complaint be put in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. 

Do you want infonmation about filing a written complaint regarding disability discrimination or are you calling with a different concern such as poor customer service? 

He said that it is more complicated than this but he wants the information about a disability related complaint. 

The caller indicated that he emailed TSA a few years ago, two or three times in regard to to civil liberties and religious concerns that he believes that TSA violates. He indicated that he received an auto response indicating that he would receive a 
response, but he did nol. He asked if the email he received saying this was being sent 10 ODPO and ombudsmen. When I replied yes he said that this has happened before and he has never had a response. He also said lhat lhe email about not being 
able to remove his shoes says you may receive additional screening. He wants to know what the additional screening could be. He wants to know if there is some message that an individual can use that can exemempt him from the shoe rule. 

2:18:48 There are exemptions for 12 and under and 75 and older. He wants to know who makes these rules and if he can be exempted from this rule. 
PM He said to just email him the civil rig hi complaint information and this will be all for now. 

Response Details: I told him he cannot be exempt from screening. If a passenger cannot remove his or her shoes due to possible medical complications, discomfort. pain, balancing problems. or because the shoe is part of a prosthetic, he or she 
s hou Id info nm a Transportation S ecu ri ty Olli cer (TSO) before screening begins, Please keep in mind that a TSO is required to check the source of a 11 a I arms and to fol low a 11 sere en i ng requirements. Additiona I screening could be a patd own, explosive 
trace detection, physical inspection of lhe shoes which may require that the passenger lift the bottom hem of his or her pants. Every person, regardless of age, must undergo screening to proceed beyond lhe security checkpoinl. Even babies must be 
individually screened. 

Security is risk based and I do not know who makes the rules. I told him I would email the information. I did not offer the PSS due to the nature of the call. 
Sent email. 

Incident Detai Is: He said that 11 is mo re complicated than that but he would Ii ke to have the inform at,on about filing the comp I amt. 



9/3012013 
3:00:57 

PM 

She was travel Ii ng yesterday from Newport News to All ant a that departed at 1 : 15 PM and during the screening she stated the T SA employees we re rude. She fil I ed out a complaint form at the checkpoint and she d idn t have 11 me to complete it. She was 
calling to finish her complaint. She had a patdown due to an artificial knee, she did make the officer aware of her knee. Caller felt the officer was very intimidating and her property was separated from her because of a tube of hand cream that was 
found in her luggage that was over 3.4oz. She is 75 years old, she saw the sign I hat she didn t need to take off her shoes so she didn t lake them off. She was told she had to remove her shoes so she had to go back and place them on the conveyor 
system. When she got back to the AIT the officer asked if she had anything in her pockets and she told him she had her pill box in her pocketl so she had to go back and place it on the convey system as well. She alarmed in the AIT and the officer 
stood in front of the Al T wa I kway b I ocki ng her in and advised her to wait there. She told the officer th at she wanted to p I ace a 11 of her property tog ether si nee they we re separated and she to Id the officer she was wanting out to place it al I tog ether and to 
where she could see it because she had about $10,000 worth of jewelry in her luggage. The officer wouldn t let her out of the AIT until a female was able do a patdown, she stated the patdown was very thorough the officer touched her breast, pelvis, 
and between her legs. They pulled oul the hand cream from her luggage and told her t1 hand cream had to be lhrown away or placed in checked luggage, she chose to let lhem throw it away, afterwards she got all her stuff and left. She felt the officer 
was very rude because they didn t tell her what they were doing while it was happenin (b..1(6.i !stated she was going through the checkpoint between 11 :00 - 11 :30Am. The officer was large about 200 pounds, tall, African American, nice looking. 
She was offered a private sere en i ng a re a for the paid own 

Response: 
Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Trans po rtati on Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager 

If you wo u Id Ii ke you can speak with the CS M directly you can ca 11 this numb er back and press option 5 and enter the airport code PH F and it 11 give you the contact information for the CSM, 

The caller stated that she had breast cancer and that she has metal breast expanders in her chest. She stated that she knows that she is going to ala nm the metal detector and that she will be subjected to a paid own. The caller advised that she is 4 
weeks post op and that she does not want to be patted down. The caller became upset. The caller made the statement that she is just going to expose herself to the officers so that they can see her. The caller stated that we have her number and that 
we can go ahead and flag her. The caller also began to make comments about how the TS Os at LAX are less lhan satisfactory. 

Advised the cal I er: A breast cancer survivor who wears breast prostheses. has ma ste cto my sea rs, wears he ad coverings or a compression sleeve may want to info rm a Trans po rtati on Security Officer (TSO) of her needs before screening begins. TSA 
has ere ated notification cards that travelers may use to inform TS Os about any dis ab i I ity, medical condition, or medical device that could a fleet security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security sere en i ng, their use may 
improve communication and help travelers discreetly nolify TSOs of their conditions. This card can be found al http: www.tsa.gov sites default files publicalions disability_notification_cards.pdf 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their anms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through 
meta I detectors on I y ii they can wa I k through on their own, An el igi bl e passenger can request to be screened by Al T if it is a vai I ab I e or can request to be screened using a thorough patd own; however. passengers cannot request to be sere e ned by the 
walk-through me1a1 detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 

9130120 13 A patd own procedure a I so is used to resolve any a I a nms of a metal detector or a no ma Ii es identified by A IT. If a pa tdown is required in order to complete screening; 

4:01:40 
PM 

• The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or I ift any article of c lathing to revea I a s ens1t1ve body area. 

In addition to the paldown, TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

I advised the caller that she would have to be screened and that all she needs to do is communicale her concerns wilh the TSOs and indicate to them if any area of her body is painful when touched. 

The ca 11 er terminated the cal I. 



Caller stated th at she is ha ndIca pp ed, and when she is going through sere en i ng at ORD. If she chooses to not go through the machine, and go through the patdown, she has never had a problem. but the one thing that bathe rs her, Is that they put her 
purse miles away from where the patdown is. They couldn t find it at one point, and she wants to know ii there is any way for her to stop that from happening. She doesn t want to lose her valuables and other things. She has asked them this before, and 
they are very hurried. She says thal it s easy enough for them 10 let them have the purse near her so that she can see ii. They have her facing a certain direction, and she wants to know why she can t either face the direction of her purse, or have them 
place it in front of her. She is always given the option of requesting a private screening and she wants to know if she can have her items in the room with her during the screening. 

Advised Ca Iler: 
TSA is required by law 10 screen all property lhat is brought onboard commercial passenger aircraft, including carry-on luggage. To ensure lhe security of the !raveling public, it is sometimes necessary for TransporIation Securily Officers (TSOs) 10 

913012013 conduct hand inspections of carry-on bags. 

4:05:10 
PM 

9/30/2013 
8:2618 

PM 

10/112013 

Transportation Security Administration (TSA) policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items, including disability-related devices and aids. are kept within a passenger's line-of-sight when a passenger is 
required 10 undergo additional screening. When passengers cannot mainlain line-of-sight with I heir property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sighl of the passenger's items and to ensure that the 
passenger is reunited with his or her property once it clears x-ray screening. 

I told her that she can request to have them moved in front of her or taken in the room for the private screening with her, She can request to have them hand inspected as well so they will be screened with her. 

l(b )(6) Ires ponded that she has the right to ask for a private screening:of her valuables and she can have her patdown in private. Replied that she should contact the CSM prior to travel to determine if she can have both done at the same time. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time, 9/30/2013 7;3g:56 PM Airport, HOU - William P. Hobby Date/Time a/Travel· 09/30/2013 2:30 PM Airline & Flight Number· United 1015 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . I am a 62 year old woman who recently vacationed in Cancun, Mexico. On October 29 I was returning from Cancun to Cincinnati, with a connecting flight in Houston, Texas. I can't go through the security scanners at airports because I have 
a an Implanted Pulse Generator (neurotransmitter) implanted in my chest wall. It's similar to a pacemaker, but the leads go to the occipital nerves in my brain instead of my heart. I have a card from the manufacturer stating I am not to go through 
security scanners because the scanner can damage my neurostimulator. When I told the Mexican security agents about this, they were very understanding and immediately got a female agent who did the pat down. After clearing Immigration and then 
Customs in Houslon I told the TSA agent at securily that I couldn't go lhrough the scanner and why and lried to show him the card from the manufacturer. He refused to look al the card, said he'd &quot never heard of that&quot; and said I needed to go 
through the scanner. I told him it was like a pacemaker, but for the brain. and again said I couldn't go through the scanner. He told me people with pacemakers could go through the scanner and insisted I go through the scanner. I insisted I would not, 
and he told me he wasn't going to argue with me that I WOULD go through the scanner. I told him I wasn't trying to argue with him but that I WOULD NOT go through. He finally said I had to wait for a female agent and told me to stand aside and 
&quot:get out of everybody else's way&quot;. I never got close enough to him to see his name tag and when I asked for his name he told me &quot;none of your business&quot: and told me again to get out of the way. I then had to wait 20 minutes for 
a female agent to do the pat down and afterwards had to rush to the gate to catch my flighl. Fortunately, I was travelling with my husband who galhered my belongings from the X-Ray machine and waited for me 10 gel through this ordeal. I am an 
American citizen who was treated with great understanding and respect by the Mexican authorities. I was treated by an American agent with anything but respect or understanding for my medical condition of which he is obviously ignorant. I am quite 
sure that I am not the only passenger who requests not to go through a secunty scanner and I have to wonder if they are all treated as badly as I was. The sad thing is that during my travels I find most TSA agents to be officious, pompous and arrogant. 
And they are almost all in poor physical condition. The agent who treated me so despicably was approximately 5' 8&quot: tall and weighed probably 350 pounds. The female agent who did my pat down was approximately 5' 8&quot: and I would 
eslimate weighed 250 pounds; and this is typical for most TSA agents. Masi of these supposed &quot:securily&quot: agents would be tolally useless in a true emergency or during a threat. My hope in wriling this le1ter is lhat lhe Transportation Security 
Administration and the Department of Homeland Security takes a good, long look at all TSA agents and re-evaluate what type of people are guarding America·s airports. And that agents be trained to be respectful to ALL passengers and at least listen 
to a passenger's explanation of her medical condition and accept that exp I an ati on instead of being unreasonable. rude and dIsresp ectfu I. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time : 101112013 7: 16:4 7 AM Airport : PWM - Portland International Jetport Date/Time of Travel 10/0112013 6:30 AM Ai~ine & Flight Number 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. After this morning's experience with TSA, I now know exactly what the founders meant when then used the phrase &quot;unreasonable search and seizure.&quot: I believe that I was singled out for more than the usual punishment for opting 
out of the scanners. 

8:27:10 Nol only was I groped once, but then they took me into a back room, groped me again - a groping thal was tantamount to sexual molestalion - and then went through my carry-on luggage item by item. 
AM 

This is insanel The fourth amendment Is supposed to protect us from the likes of you. I will be writing to my congressman, each of my senators, and the White House this morning. I will ask that all funding for your agency be withheld until you decide to 
obey the Constitution of the United States. 

cc: Trey Radel, Bill Nelson, Marco Rubio, Barack Obama Would you like a response? · True Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number . 
Email !(b 1(6) ! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



10/112013 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 101112013 7: 16:47 AM Airport : PWM - Portland International Jetport Date/Time of Travel · 10/0112013 6:30 AM Airline & Flight Number · 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : After this morning's experience with TSA, I now know exactly what the founders meant when then used lhe phrase &quot:unreasonable search and seizure.&quot: I believe I hat I was singled out for more than the usual punishmenl for opling 
out of the scanners. 

8:27:10 Not only was I groped once, but then they took me into a back room. groped me again - a groping that was tantamount to sexual molestation - and then went through my carry-on luggage item by item. 
AM 

10/112013 
12:19:53 

PM 

This is insane' The fourth amendment is supposed to protect us from the likes of you. I will be writing to my congressman, each of my senators, and the White House this morning. I will ask that all funding for your agency be withheld until you decide to 
obey the Constitution of the United States. 

cc: Trey Radel, Bill Nelson, Marco Rubio, Barack Obama Would you like a response?: True Passenger's Name: 
Phone Number : 
Email l(b)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller wants to file a complaint and said she has to get an attorney because TSA doesn t know how to treat people at the airport. Flight #1883, US Airways, Gate #C26. 
Flew from PHL to TPA and she is 81 years old and she was in a wheelchair and said she couldn t stand. She requested a wheelchair and upon arrival at the airport she was wheeled to security and she stood up for security, TSO asked if she could 
stand and she told them she would do whatever I hey asked her to do. She was unable to walk through the WTMD. She had a patdown as she s1ood by lhe wheelchair. 

States she was on a bus for 5 hrs. before she arnved at the airport. Arrived at the airport at approx. 5PM, fi1ght departed at 6:24 PM. arrived in TPA at 9: 19 and had to wait for her ride to Clearwater, FL where she lives and arrived at home 11 PM. 
States the trip was approx. 12 hrs. 

States she is a sick lady and has had surgery on her breasts and that area was sensitive (states she didn t inform the TSO of this fact). She said she needs knee replacements and is sick. 
A su pe rvi sor was ca 11 ed and her bag was taken and checked 3 ti mes, she had medications with her and a sa ndw,ch and an 8 oz. bottle of water that was ha If fu 11 be cause she had used on the bus ride to the airport to take her medications and stated 
she forgot was in the bag. States she spent hall an hour with the TSOs trying to get them to let her go through the screening technology. States they tested the water and a TSO wanted to undress her in a room? She also states they kept asking the 
wheelchair attendanl if she had touched the passenger. 
Caller was patted down in the general area and said they tested the water and she told them it was just water. 
Caller said TSA needs to catch the criminals who are coming from other countries trying to do us harm and not people who live here and are citizens. Doesn t want this to happen to other old ladies. 
When I returned her call. she stated that she told the TSO she would go through other screening and that she went through the AIT to complete her screeing process. 
Call dropped al 12:35, 

Response: 
Returned ca 11 at approx, 12 :4 8 PM and provided following information: 
Apologized to caller for her experience and informed information would be provided to the CSM al PHL for their review. 
The screening process for a wheelchair or scooter is determined by a passenger's ability to stand and walk, although a passenger can be screened without standing, walking. or being required to transfer out of a wheelchair or scooter. 
Passengers in whee I chairs or scooters who can stand but cannot wa I k wi 11 be asked to stand near their wheelchair or scooter and wi 11 be sere ened using a thorough patdown. 
The wheelchair scooter will be physically inspected, including the seat cushions and any non-removable pouches or fanny packs. It will also be tested for traces of explosives, and any removable pouches will be required to undergo x-ray screening. 

Explained a private screening would have been offered to her by the TSO and TSA doesn t require people to remove their clothing. 
Exp I a i ned to caller anytime she is ta king mo re than 3 .4 ozs. of Ii quid through checkpoint 11 is s u bJect to add iii on al sere en i ng. 

Caller said Judge (b)(ff:, s a federal judge needing assistance through the checkpoint. Caller said the judge has a knee replacement and she cannot get a contact with OHS. Caller usually sends a formal email to request TSA meet her at the 
checkpoint. She is an rt,c e e era I judge and feels uncomfortable about setting off alarms and getting a patdown. Caller usually get a recording and provides the email address. Caller does not have the contact information for RIC. Caller never had 
to do this before. Caller said she flew two weeks ago and did not have to provide the information. but just sent an email to the coordination center. Caller usually calls a federal number and has a option at each airport with call letters. Caller said she 
would jusl con1acl!(b)(ff:1 pnd did not want to provide all the information. Caller felt she had the wrong number and never had to speak to a representative before. 

101112013 Advised Caller: 
12:48:10 

PM 
Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at 1-855-787-2227 prior to traveling with questions about screening policies, procedures and whal to expect at the securily checkpoint. Through TSA cares we can gather lhe flight information and send it to a 
disability expert for assistance. 



10/112013 
2:17:30 

PM 

From: Benge, Rachel M. <CTR> On Behalf Of TSAExlemalCompliance 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 9: 13 AM 
To: TCC-Referrals 
Subject FW: TSA Complaint - Memphis International Airport 

(b,(6) 

bl(61 ordova TN 381 08 
HYPERLINK"-b~1-'-(6~) ______________ ___, 

My husband and I were flying out from MEM-DFW on Monday 9130113 via flight no: AA 1375. Aller going through the security screening at 6:00AM at checkpoint C. I was told to put my arms up in a non verbal way communicated by a female officer 
(Officer!(b )(6) ! As soon as I extended both arms, she started groping on my breasts without prompting me first in the presence of other people. Not only did she failed to caution me about the at down but she continued to forcefully put pressure on 
my breasts uni ii I requested a private screening. She then brought me into a room and reinspecled my breasls area in the same manner in the presence of another female officer (Office (b :,(6 I I told the ladies that the pressure was causing pain 
and discomfort as I was having my menses and Office~isrespectfully ignored my feedback and did not say a word. While I understand her duties to ensure safety of the passengers, she should have followed proper procedure to inform me 
about her actions. (I am attaching a photo of the beaded long dress that I wore at the time of the incident). 
As a frequent traveler due to the nature of my job, I am well-versed with the TSA protocol and is willing to cooperate in any way possible but sadly. this unpleasant experience had left me traumatized, embar,-assed and I felt that my privacy had been 
violaled. In anolher word, it felt as if I was being molested by a man. 

Thank you for your ti me and I I ook forward to a fa vorab I e response at your earliest convenience. 

Where did this happen? Memphis international airport, Memphis USA 

Frorr!1h·11r;··, 

Sent: Tuesday, October 01. 2013 3:52 AM 
To: TSAExlemalCompliance 
Subject TSA Complaint - Memphis International Airport 

Hello. 

Please find attached the complaint for and a photo for your further action. 

Caller was 1ravelin9 Monday morning 9-16-2013 from Pillsburgh 10 Detroit to SEA, he went through screening and he received a patdown. He stated the officer was very rude to him. Caller kept his wallel, boarding pass, and ID in his pockels. The 
officer questioned him about what was in his pockets. The officer spoke very loudly to him. The flight was at 11:00AMj(bl(m !stated he didn t know he had to empty all of his pockets. He was pulled aside and had a ETD test and had a patdown. 
He also has a C PAP ma chm e, and wants to know why it has to be taken out of the bag to go through screening because 3 years ago he would take it out and they wou Id wipe the machine down and wanted to know why. He stated a 11 of his bad 
experiences with TSA happens in Pitts burgh, 

Response: 
Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

1011/2013 
2: 52 : 13 PI ease be advised that a passenger can a I ways request 10 speak with the Supervisory T ransp o r1 ati on S ecuri I y Officer at the checkpoint 10 address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 

PM 
Because your comp I amt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 
We hope this information is helpful. 

All TSA officers are trained to follow the same process and procedures they may differ slightly from airport to airport depending on the resources they have available. 

They can run the CPAP through the x-ray and they do have the option to do an ETD test on the device as well just to get it cleared to go through the checkpoint this refers back to the slight differences in the airports on how they can conduct the 
screening. 



10/112013 
4:12:27 

PM 

1011/2013 

TSA: 

I made a claim at the Atlanta. GA airport security concourse on July 19. 2013 when I deplaned in a wheelchair, from AirTran Flight 1416 from Chicago, IL. at approximately on 12:30 AM due to a delayed fi1ght. I was given a card to fill out and told to 
call TSA Midway or to mail the information or to email you the information. I did call TSA Chicago Midway and speak to a person there. I simply relayed what had happened to me during my 'pat down" in the security room. I told the person that I 
wanted to see if I here was going to be any lingering effects 10 my back before proceeding further wilh my complaint. 

SomeIime in late August, or perhaps early September, I was called by TSA and asked how I was doing. I explained I was still undergoing treatment for my back, that there had been no conclusion to my problem, so I still didn'I know. The person 
calling told me that there was a videotape of the '"incident·. I said that was good. That way, everyone would know exactly what had happened in that room. They could readily see that I had been "patted" rather hard in the front, making me lose my 
ba I an ce and /al I backwards. If the other woman had not been behind me and caught me, I would have fa 11 en fl at out on my he ad and back. For that much I am grateful, but the way that I /el I and was caught. caused me to wrench my back. I had told 
the woman who was doing the pat down that I had a bad back: that it was already extremely sore and to please be careful, I knew I had degenerative disc disease and a bulging disc in my lower back that had previously shown up on an MRI, I was 
undergoing a series of nerve blocks to help with the pain associated with lhe problem. As a result of thal backward fall, I had to be taken 10 lhe gate ina wheelchair and helped onto the plane. 

The fa 11 seems to have e sea I ated I he problem. Now I am Ii vi ng in consl ant pain, soon to undergo a second MR I and be referred Io Emory Spine Center for prob ab I e surgery as I can not have anymore blocks. 

This is an update to my c I aI m on Ii I e and I wi 11 continue to update as more information Is ava i I able. PI ease contact me if the re is more s pec1f1c info nmati on that you need. 

Dale: October 01, 2013 

Where: ATL: International Terminal coming in from GuadalaJara. Secunty checkin into Atlanta. 

Time: Approximately 1 :20 EST 

TSA Employee: K~b_}(_6_} -~ 

Complainl: pushed I slapped on left shoulder lwice. Very aggressive. This was non-provoked. Please review video. He did nol inform me he wanted to do a "pat down". I had already walked lhrough scanner. 

6 :0 7: 0 0 The su pe rvi sor was ca 11 ed even though I was com pl etel y coo pe ratIve. I was advised to make this comp I amt by those of TSA who observed his conduct. 
PM 

Thank you for looking into this. I appreciate your making flying safe, l~(b_i_(6_._I -~I has no reason to get rough however. Very Unprofessional. 

[bi(61 

Sent from my iPhone 



The ca 11 er s wife flew from Houston to B NA He states that she had to undergo a paid own procedure. The caller states that one TSO placed her hands down her pants and squeezed the !rave I er s b LJtt cheeks. The caller states that he does not have 
the detailed information from the flight at the moment. He states that he will gather more information as well as a lull descritpion of events and contact us back to file a CSM complaint. 

Advised ca Iler: 

10/1/2013 
6: 18: 2 7 In addition, passengers may request a private sere en i ng if add it ion a I screening is required or at any ti me during the screening process, A com pa ni on may accompany a passenger who needs ass i sta nee to the private screening after the comp an ion 

PM clears screening. In addilion, screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a paldown inspection I hat will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in lhe public area rather lhan go to a privale area for 
screening. however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area will not be permitted to enter the secured area. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TS Os at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time : 10/112013 9:55:20 PM Airport : PWM - Portland International Jetport DatelTlme of Travel : 10/0112013 6:30 AM Airline & Flight Number 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. &quot;We consider your concerns to be a serious issue for our attention .. We are confident that through the concerns brought to us by the traveling public, we will be better able to address problem areas with corrective action.&quot; 

Utter non sense, You have never considered my concerns at a 11, and you have certainly never addressed problem areas with corrective a ct ion, 

101112013 The problem is that you violate the fourth amendment to the Constitution as a matter of policy. This amendment specifically prohibits the behavior you inflict on the traveling public each and every day by requiring citizens to submit to full body scans 

1 0: 12: 27 and retal 1ati ng against those who refuse_ 

PM 
You should be ashamed of yourselves for your Soviet-style behavior. Get rid of the scope and grope - restore the Constitution. We have the right 10 be secure in our persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures. 

Civics 101 Ever heard of it? 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number : 
Emailkb1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 101112013 9:02:02 PM Airport . PWM - Portland International Jetport Date/Time of Travel . 1010112013 6:30 AM Airline & Flight Number · 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : No, lhis information is NOT helpful. 

What would be hel pfu I is lo r you to stop reta Ii ati ng against peop I e who understandably opt out of the fu 11 body scans. 

Whal would be helpful is for you to comply wilh the fourlh amendment to the Constitution. 

What would be hel pfu I is lo r you to stop rub bing your blue-gloved hands aero ss my ge ni ta Is. 

1011/2013 . . . 
1 O: 12,32 Whal would be helpful 1s for you to slop harassing ,nnocent passengers. 

PM 

10/212013 

I have the right to travel' I have the right to be secure in my person, house, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures. This right shall not be violated, by you or anyone else. 

I have written to my congressman, each of my senators, and to the While House today, asking that your agency be investigated for retalialion against people who opt out of your body scanners. You have no right to scope me, no right to grope me, and 
no right to paw through my possessions. 

If you suspect that you have pissed off an American citizen today, well, then maybe you have a clue. 

I suggest you start by reading the Bill of Rights. in full, to each of your employees. and insist that they comply with each of these rights. most especially Amendment 4. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

I realize there are times you must invade my personal belongings in a checked bag, which has a TSA approved lock. I am a 100,000 mile flyer and resent receiving my checked bag with NO LOCK (which I use ta protect the belongings inside) and my 
clothing disheveled when I have taken great care to pack things in an orderty fashion to minimize wrinkling. Also. the zipped interior section of my luggage was not zipped after TSA's rummaging through my items. Thus, when opening my suitcase. 
items in that fell out of the bag. 

In addition, I have a known traveler number, but seem to be 'randomly selected" to go through a different line more often than I go through the TSA prechecked section. I am not sure why this is happening, but possibly it is time to begin profiling and 
refrain from harassing the frequenl business traveler. I went through the effort of gelling the known traveler number so I would have more seamless travel, but ii appears lhings are worse than ever. 

10:00:49 I am aware I will probably get the FULL pat down every time I travel from now on. 
AM 

w,(51 

HYPERLINK ~l(b~)_(6~'-------------~ 



Caller Is complaining that a TSO. she believes his name is!(b::,(6) !insisted on doing a patdown of her breast. Caller said this TSO was white. caller does not know the approximate age of the TSO. Caller said she went through the screening 
equipment 3 times to show that she did not have anything on her. Caller said she refused to let the TSO pat her down. Caller saw a policeman standing near and she insisted that the policeman be present to prove that she was clear to go through. 
Caller said lhe policeman walched as she went through the screening and the policeman declared she did not have anylhing on her. Caller said she had her 2 children with her. Caller said lhe TSO pushed her child away and told I hem they could not 
be with mommy. Caller said her 7 year old child is a special needs child. Caller said the policeman handed her a card with the namefh··,1rr1 !written on it and caller believes that is the name of the employee. Caller said she filled this out but 
could not Ii nd a place to I eave this card. Ca 11 er said this TSO made a huge scene and had both of her ch, ldren sere am i ng. Caller said she thought she was supposed to hand her medication to the TSO. Cal I er said the TSO got upset when she took 
the medication out of the bag and told her not to touch the medication. Caller said her son had just got out of the hospital and the TSO took the hand of her special needs 7 year old who was crying and told him he could not be with mommy. Caller 
does not know lhe name of the police officer but he was black. Caller said she does not want to be contacted aboul this, but she feels it is wrong for a male TSO to try 10 pal down a female. Caller finally agreed to give her contact information, but still 
do es not want to be contacted. 

Airport - Orlando International 

1 012120 13 Airline Southwest 

11 ,06 ,01 Flight numbers Caller does not have this but it was a Southwest flight to Birmingham 
AM. Date and time of incident 10 1 2013 3:40 pm 

Baggage tag number NA 
Description of bag, color, style, size, brand NA 
NOi with Writing n a 
Term i na I or Gate Ca 11 er do es not know what gate this happened 
Contact information kb) ( ff:, I 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. I did apologize to the caller and told her she has the right to be patted down by a female officer. I told her she can request a private 
screening at any ti me and another T SA emp I aye e wou Id be present and she could have someone in the room with her too. 
PI ease be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory T ransporta ti on Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 
Because your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the appropriate CusIomer Service Manager. 

DearTSA 

Like most Americans I hate that we have to go through all the screening since 9111 and honestly I hear tons of awful stories about folks being groped and mistreated. I flew from OKC to San Francisco and back this last week and just wanted to share 
my experience. 

101212013 I honestly ran into some of your employees smiling and relating to us on human terms and ii was nice. Nobody barked commands at me like I was in the military or jail and even though we were put lhrough all the required screening lhe whole thing 
2:13:23 seemed lighter, less intrusive and seemed quicker. Your people were all still taking their job seriously 1·m sure, I got patted down etc just like always, but there seems to be a different attitude among your staff, maybe like they're not seeing us as the 

PM enemy quite so much. 

Anyway, since 1·m always quick to gripe I feel I need 10 be quick 10 compliment 100. Thank you and everyone in lhe TSA for keeping us safe and making my I rip a bit nicer . 

Bethany OK 



b1(6) 

~l(b_._1(_6_.i -----~I Columbus OH 43209 

HYPERLIN~,_(b_)_(6_, ______________ __. 

I am a professional business execulive (72 years of age) who Ira.els regularly, both in the U.S. and abroad, from my personal residence and professional offices in Columbus, Ohio. I also regulJrly commute to the New York Metropolitan AirporIs, most 
101212013 frequently ta Islip (MacArthur Airport) an the eastern end of Long Island. In many of these trips I am accompanied by my wife, a professor at The Ohio State University. 

4:09:48 
PM 

In all cases when I travel (and when I travel with my spouse), I am dressed in a professional manner. always with a coat and tie (a circumstance which is unusual in this day and age). In most instances, the individuals with whom we interact are both 
professional and respeclful, as it is our custom 10 be gracious to and appreciative of the efforts of all whom we encounter. 

I travel (fly) at least 50 times per year. My wife and I have "international" Global Entry status (my account number is~kb_·~1(_6_) ____ ~ 

For a variety of reasons, it is always our desire to avoid the various electronic devices involved in screening and therefore we always "opl out" asking for the individual screening ("pat down") process. In most every incidence, while an inconvenience, 
this is an acceptable, generally benign, and unobtrusive process. 

This complaint relates to my experience at the Lang Island (MacArthur Airport-Islip) an this past Sunday. the 29th of September. The specific incident occurred at approximately 5:30 p.m. in the afternoon. My wife and I were flying from Islip (ISP) to 
B alt, more ( BW I) on Southwest #4011 . connecting in Bal ti more to Southwest #231 to Columbus. The departure time was 6: 20 p. m .. subs eq ue ntly delayed u nti I 6: 5 0 p. m. 



Ce11l(b)(61 ~omeJ(b 1(6) 

Address:~kb~••_1(6_."'"I --~fikeville KY 41501 

EmailJ(b)(ff1 

Passenger Name:~[b_••_1(6_._1 ---~ 

101212013 Whal happened? 

6:08:19 
PM 

My h us band J .. b ... l._( 5"-··'--1 ___ _.!and I were Ir ave Ii ng from Louis vi I le, Kentucky to Orlando, 

Flonda on September 21, 2013 aboard Southwest Airlines Flight No. 728. At approximately 6: 

45 AM, we a11empted to go lhrough security 10 go to our gate. Traveling with my husband and I were our lwo small children, ages 2 and 4 monlhs. My children were initially secured in a 

do ub I e stro 11 er which our air I in e perm i tied us to check at the gate. After p I acing our persona I 

i I ems and shoes on I he belt, we removed I he children from I he double stroller. Officer 

~b}(6} !was present and it was obvious that he had an attitude toward our parental status. I held on to my son's. age 2, hand and held my 4 month old daughter in my arms while my 

husband folded the stroller and placed it on the beltway. First, Office~(b 1(6) (b 1 ~old my 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 1012/2013 9: 15:04 PM Airport . PWM - Portland International Jetport Date/Time of Travel . 1010112013 6:30 AM Airline & Flight Number · 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : No, I his information is NOT helpful. If you want to be helpful, you can keep your hands out of my pants. 

F n I have sent the lo 11 owing letter to my congressman, each of my senators and to the White House yesterday in response to your gross violations of the Constitution: 

Dear Congressman/Senator/Mr. President, 

After my expe nence this mom i ng with TSA in Portland, Maine, I be Ii eve it is ti me to op en an i nvesti g ati on into their motives. methods and even their very existence. It is d iffi cu It lo r me to say this. be cause I supported their lo rmation, bel ,evi ng that a 
sing I e agency wou Id ensure consistent screening th at would have to com port with Constitution al constraints on search es and seizures. 

\ 0i2i!0
21} This has proved to be a false hope. I have been punished many times for opting out of the full body scanners, but this morning was the last straw. I got the usual garden-variety groping punishment, but then they took me into a back room and groped 

PM me again, using techniques that included rubbing the front of their hands across my genital area. While this was going on they took apart my carry-on luggage and examined Just about everything in 11. The excuse was that &quot:my hands 
alarmed.&quot; but I didn't hear any alarm. They were punishing me, plain and simple, for refusing to go through their scanners. 

I would like to know if this is standard policy or if it is the actions of rogue agents and management who are trying to decrease the number of opt-outs at their particular location. Either way, I want it curtailed immediately. Our fourth amendment rights as 
American c1t1ze n s have been under constant attack lo r the I a st fifty yea rs. but under T SA it has gotten comp I ete I y out of hand. Investigate this agency, lo rce them to comply with the Con st1tut1on. and restore the ng hts that the founders guaranteed to us 
in the Bill of Rights. 

I will be happy ta testify and describe my experience. 

Thanks in a dva nee for your attention. 

cc: Congressman Trey Radel, Senator Bill Nelson, Senator Marco Rubio. President Barack Obama Would you like a response? : True Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number . 
Email :""f h"'·""·,I'-'R-'-·1 ______ __. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The caller flew from BOS 10 Virginia by way of Washinglon. The caller slates she had a Departmenl of Transilional assistance issued by the stale of Massachusetls, welfare card and a previous boarding pass from JelBlue and the officers questioned 
her ID. The supervisor told her she looked suspicious and had to have a patdown. The supervisor did offer her a private screening. The caller states that she has na issue with screening but is upset that the supervisor told her she looked suspicious 
in front of the other passengers. The ca 11 er states th at when she received her su ilea se she had a NO I and the re was a large tear in her suitcase. 

Airporl BOS 
Airline JetBlue 
Flight Nu# 06489 

101312013 Date and Time 1~-2:l 3.al 1Q05~m 

8_2342 Baggage Cla,m ll!;b 1(6 I I 
· AM Description al Baggage The luggage is a black suitcase 

Was there a NOi Yes 
Anything Written on NO I October 2nd 9: 17 am 

Contact Information (Email) ~kb~)_(6_.~I ---~ 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged ,terns by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim fonm). A claim fonm will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Service Manager (CSMJ at BOS. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl"-1'-'h-"·11-'-R""·-, ___ __. 
Date Time: 10/312013 1024:31 AM 

Nam b1(6) 
101312013 Email,_b_, .... (6_1 ____ ~~ 
12: 14: 05 Comp a, nts: na pp ro pn ate cree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 

PM Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight#WN3123 
Airline: Southwest 

101312013 
2:09:23 

PM 

Airport: DCA 
Date: Sept 20 
Time: approximalely Jp· 
Comments:! experienced EXTREMELY invasive screening at DCA bordering on assault. My bra with an underwire set off the scanner at security. When I was pat down, the TSA agent informed me that she would be feeling between my butt cheeks 
from the back and front. I had on a dress. She touched the i ns1d e of my b ult cheek and rub bed between my labia on both legs. I have been pat down before and s i nee and have N EVER had someone pat me down in such in int, mate way. In my oprn ion, 
this is unacceptable. I hope this is not the policy of the TSA I should be able to fly with an underwire bra without fear of being sexually assaulted. Please let me know how you plan on addressing this issue. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJb 1(6) I 
Date Time: 10/31 Oi 3 12:04:26 PM 

Namtb)(61 
Email_h··,1r;·-, 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):AA1337 FLL terminal 3. 1130-1145 am 1014113 
GateE2 
Comments: I was i na pp ro pri ate I y touched by T SA person and she and her lei low screen er I iteral ly wa I ked away from me re ally fast --1 ell me in the screening room a Ione- when I told th em I wanted her name. She REFUSED to tum around and give 
her name. She made fun of me when I told her I wanted her to put on clean gloves. She struck me HARD in my genitals. She should NOT be able to molest law abiding American citizens. My pubic bone hurts. I would like to press molestation charges. 
I want her name!• She very tall, obese, and has blonde short spikf hair: The supervisor refused to give me her name unless I STAYED to give a reprt. I refused to waste my time. I Reqiest lhe TSA persons name be given to me so I can file a report. 
This hiding names should NOT be lawful. EPLEASE CALL ME at_h ·,rr; I I 
Caller wants to know why she was treated the way she was when she went through screening on a recent flight at the PHL airport? 
Said the TSO kepi harassing her and pressing her breasls and she said she can t sleep and wanls to know why they did her that way? 
Said it was mafia at PHL when they screened her. 
Caller thought someone wo u Id be conta ctrng her. 

10/3/2013 Response: 
3:06:37 Passengers in wheelchairs or scooters who can stand but cannot walk will be asked to stand near their wheelchair or scooter and will be screened using a thorough patdown. Passengers who can neither stand nor walk will be screened by a patdown 

PM while they remain seated. 
If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or the walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
Explained to caller her information has been forwarded to the CSM on 10-1-13. 
Asked if there is anything else she wants to add to her complaint and she kept repeating the same information previously provided. 

Exp I a i ned to ca Iler on the previous ca 11 I requested her em a i I and told her ii the re was add it ion a I info rma ti on needed the CSM may contact her via ema i I. 



1013/2013 
3:33:23 

PM 

The caller is 77. He fiew on 9 29 from BTV to LGAon Delta flight 7315 departing at 2:05pm. 

He was al the checkpoint at 1 :22pm. He indicated that he has always been allowed to leave his shoes on when going through screening. He opted to be screened via a patdown. The TSO!(b::,(6) ! advised thal he had 10 remove his shoes. The 
caller indicated his age and the TSO~dvised that he would confer with his TSO Super,isar ~ The Super,isar advised that he had to take aff his sneakers so that they could swab the battam of his foot. The caller doesn t think that the 
TSOs knows the rules. 

He removed his shoes and proceeded I hroug h the screening. 

He asked if there is a way that he can apply for TSA Precheck using a fonrn at an airport. He is a US Citizen. 

At this point, the caller placed his secretary on lhe line as he had an important call 10 lake. 

I advised to the callers secretary that ,rs important to remember, that any individual may be required to remove their shoes ar undergo a patdown 1f anomalies are detected during security screening that cannot be resolved through other means. 
advised that I would refer his complaint to the CS M at BUR, however there may be a delay in the CS M receiving the information due to the government shut down, 

There are twa ways to participate in Precheck. A passenger must either be invited by a participating airline or be, or became a member of one of the CBP s Trusted Traveler Programs (Global Entry, Sentri, or Nexus). 

If they have not been invited. they would have to become members of the Trusted Traveler Program. I referred her to globalentry.gov for more information about the program including enrollment. 

To be eligible for the Precheck benefit, the nine digit Pass ID found on the back of the membership card must be input into the Known Traveler Field of airline profiles are at when making reser,ations. 

Caller fiew from JFK to SFO with Virgin America. Caller went lhrough the AIT and received a paldown. Caller states that her carry on bags were unattended at the checkpoinl while she was going lhrough the screening. Caller stales that she now has 
a camera missing. 

Flight Detai Is 
Virgin America 29 
Date Time: 1 O 02 2013 at ar around 1750 
Gate Tenrninal: A2 
Baggage Description: Womans handbag with suede on the side. Caller states that there is a navy blue portion of the bag. Caller states that there are gold studs on the bag. 
•· Camera was in a well padded camera bag .. 
Advised Ca Iler: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide the highest customer ser,ice to all who pass through our security checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers and their belongings are treated with 
dignity, respeci. and courtesy. Each Transportalion Security Officer (TSO) receives training on professional and courteous conduct to make the process run smoothly and to reduce inconvenience to the traveling public. 

101312013 TSA regrets that you found items missing and or damaged from your carry-on luggage. TSA is required by law to screen all property. including carry-on baggage, that is brought onboard commercial passenger aircraft. To ensure the secunty of the 
8:40:26 traveling public, it is sometimes necessary for TSOs to conduct hand inspections of carry-on bags. TSOs receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great care during the screening process so 

PM that when bags are opened a passenger's belongings are re1urned in the same condilion they were found. 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim fonrn). A claim fonrn will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. Claim forms are also available on our Web site at www.tsa.gov. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-mail to the Customer Ser,ice Manager (CSM) at I hat localion. 

Kennedy International Airport 
718-917-3810 

San Francisca 
San Francisco International Airport 
650-821-7014 



10/412013 

The ca 11 er indicated that prefers not to be screened by the A IT. He indicated that he asked to be screened by the WT MD .. He was not permitted to and was screened vi a a p atdown. 

He expressed frustration I hat a family of four was permitled to pass through the WTMD and did nol receive a patdown. H 

The caller asked who, and what lobbyist makes these rules as they do not make sense. 

He asked why a passenger ca nnol required to be screened by the WT MD. 

9:15:00 I advised that passengers are not permitted to request to be screened via the WTMD in lieu of the AIT or patdown screening This is a TSA policy and procedure. 
AM 

II advised thal he can request a paldown instead of the AIT. 

I advised that if he would like to know who and how these processes are determined he can contact TSA Headquarters and I offered a mailing address, which he declined. 

He asked if he had not reached headquarters or if he reached the DHS. I advised thal he has reached the general information contact center for TSA. TSA Headquarters is located in Arlinglon VA, the TCC is localed in KY. 

The ca 11 er indicated that he would ca 11 headquarters. 
To whom it may concern, 

As I was going through the security checkpoint at Tampa International Airport. I requested to have a pat-down instead of going through the metal detector or body scanner. I read on the TSA website that that was an option. Upon my request, two 
female TSA agents told me that everyone had to go through the metal detector. When I mentioned that it was what I wanted to do (as a personal choice because I am pregnant) they completely dismissed my request. Not only did they dismiss my 
request bul they conlinued to belittle me by raising I heir voices and just continued to yell that I had to go though the metal de1ec1or. I remained calm and respectful, but I was embarrassed by lhe attenlion they were drawing to a perfectly acceptable 

101412013 request that I had. About 20 minutes later, I decided to mention the problem to TSA Supervisolili:ii:fil] She acknowledged the fact that I do have the right to request a pat down. She apologized and said she would review the surveillance and speak 
11 :59:37 with the two female TSA agents. I appreciated her help. but I Just want to make sure that those two agents were spoken to. Thank for your time and I would appreciate any follow up information you can provide me with. 

AM 
l(bi(ff, 

Sent from my iPad 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time· 10/5/2013 12:05:16 AM Airport· BOS - Logan International Date/Time of Travel· 10/04/2013 3:45 PM Airline & Flight Number· American 187 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal B- Gates 30 - 36 TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Callahan - 10632 Comment October 4. 2013 

Transpor1ation Securily Administration: 

I am writing to lodge a formal complaint against TSA Screene{b)(ff:, !Badge No~, who violated my constitutional rights by subjecting me to an unnecessary, invasive, and humiliating pat down search as I passed through the security 
checkpoint. 

At approximately 3:45 pm EDT on October 4, 20J3 _I enterrd the security checkpoint for Terminal B Gates 30 - 36 at Boston Logan International Airport (BOS) on the way to my flight, American 187 to Chicago. I opted out of the body scanner and was 
101512013 then subjected to an invasive pat down search b (b :,(6 I who touched my bullocks and groin area. 
10:00:58 

AM This search was a gross violalion of my constitutional rights, nol to mention an invasion of privacy. I wanl this le1ter added to Screenefb)(ff:, 

I request a wntte n response to this complaint from the airport fed era I sec u nty director. 

Sincerely, 

w~~~b you like la response? : True 
Passenger's Name :!1h·11f;-·, 
Phone Number : """'-"-'-"-----' 

Email jrh··,1rr1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

I personnel file, so tha I it may be considered in future perfo rma nee reviews as a record of mi sea nd u ct. 



10/512013 
125:38 

PM 

Sirs: 

I Ju st returned from vacation to find th at the I oc k on my suitcase had been opened by a T SA inspector at Boston-Logan. 

My first question is: After the inspection, WHY DIDN'T THE AGENT RELOCK THE LOCK? 

This is one of many instances I witnessed on this trip of the TSA compromising the personal security of 1nd1v1d ua I flyers. 

For example, at FCA TSOs routinely require passengers to remove their money belts even though they know full well what they contain. (The idea behind the money belt is to conceal one's cash and passport so they don't get lost or stolen.) In this 
case, the passenger had left his money belt (which contained his passport) in the bin and frantically returned to retrieve it. thereby salvaging his vacation. 

And at Boston Logan, a $20 bill was left lying on the floor because passengers are required to empty their pockets of harmless items. 

So my second quest ion: Does the T SA in any way consider the person al security of passengers in formulating its procedures? 

Third question: My wife has an artificial knee, which sets off your metal detectors, After telling TSOs at FCA and in Boston that this was the case, she was subjected to humiliating pat-downs when simple wandings would have sufficed. (The pat-down 
at FCA was indiscreet to the poinl of being exhibitionistic. Unfortunalely, I did nol rake down the name of lhe TSO.) Can you explain the reasoning behind this policy? 



From~bi(6i 
Sent:aturday, October 05. 2013 3:33 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP~kb~i~(6~1--~ 

10/512013 Dale Time: 101512013 3:33 27 PM 

5:12:55 
PM 

Name: 

Email: 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

In ap prop ria te screening of cancer victim 

Comments: 

I am w ri ting the Ombudsman because your "Civi I Rights" and ·· . Medi cal Conditions." we blinks do not offer sat i sfa eta ry opt ions. 

Dear Sir/madam 

In a re cent expe nence at St. Louis airport • I was forced to go through the mi 11 i meter screen des p1te my clear ve rll al request of a pat down. 
At Kansas City airport , the officials quickly obliged to do a pat when requested for. 
I a I so me nl ion ed to the I ad y officer about my experience a I the st Louis airport and she encouraged me to voice my complain. 
The officer at stlouis airport did not look in to my request and forced it on me despite my clear objection. I also mentioned that I am trying to be pregnant and thus would like to avoid it. 

101512013 He claimed that the screen did not have any radiation. I do not think this is clear yet. 
7:06:06 We fear about the treatment at airport and submit to it. 

PM I am very dissapointed with the trealment in my home town and would like 10 officially complain. 

Manv thank~ for your time 
i(b)(61 ] 

Sent from my iPhone 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Missing or Damaged llems 
Current Date Time· 10 6 2013 8:0126 AM Airport: ORF - Natiolk International Date Time of Travel. 10 03 2013 Airline Flight Number· Southwest (don t remember schedule to leave Norfolk, VA@12:25 pm Checkpoint Area of Airport· checked 1 
bag on the outside at Norfolk. VA airport TSA Employee: ( If Known) : unknown Comment Not once but twice this happened, in July, 201 3 I traveled from Norfolk.VA to Fort Laude rd ale, FL and my bag was inspected one of my bedroom shoes was 
missing. I over looked that. 
Then Ocl 3rd, 2013 I traveled from Norfolk, VA to FLL, FL and again my bag was inspected lhis time a can of shaving er #232;me never opened was missing and two pictures of myself taken when I was 15yrs old given to me by a friend, were 

101612013 missing. 
9:16:27 I would like to know why 2 times my bag was inspected and why would these items come up missing. 

AM I agree with the pat downs. the inspections of bags and all of this security for my our safety, but why take items that are not a threat to anyone. 
Please give me a good reason for this, I am a 75 years old grandmother, and am certainly nol out 10 harm anyone. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name b)(ff', 
Phone Number h'\/R··, 

Email b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : D1sab1lity or Medical Condition; Professionalism/Customer Servic~t Date/Time 101612013 2:41 :06 AM Airport : DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel : 1010212013 5:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: Southwest to Boise 
21 05 Checkpoint/ Area of Airport : south T SA Employee: (If Known) : su pe rvi sor ~ refused to give name of offender 
Comment: My husband1h·,1rr, I and I were at the securily point of the scanner. He has a medication pump thal has lubing that runs from the pump, through a permanenl cenlral intravenous port (IV) located in his left chest. I am not only his 
wife. but a registered nurse who acts as his outpatient caregiver. Just before advancing toward the scanner. a female clerk demanded that he take of his waist pack that holds his medication pump. He started to explain that he could not do this, as it is 
connected to his chest. She cut him off, before he was able to finish his sentence. she yelled again &quoU said, take it off, 11 can't go through the scanner&quot:. Which we already knew. He attempted to explain again and was directed to another area 
for &quot;pat down search&quot;, When traveling he is required to pack three days of medication (glass vials) and syringes. tubing supplies including ice packs, which are necessary to stabilize the medication after it is mixed, He car,-ies all of the items 
togelher in a back pack. We were both separated from the back pack as I continued through the process, and he was taken 10 another area. I was walking over to collect both of our bags and belongings, I saw lhe clerk with greasy hair, holding my 
husband's back pack yelling &quot;who does this belong to &quot:. I stated it is my husbands, he was taken to another area", &quot: He started walking with it &quot:, I heard him say &quot: well YOU will need to witness this&quot:. as he was walking 
off with the back pack. I had no idea what he was doing, or what I was sup posed to be witnessing. I was attempting to gather up 6 bins of our belongings, I looked up and saw that he had a I ready opened the back pack. and was tossing i terns out. I 
walked up just as he tossed out an extremely fragile, and expensive medication cartridge. One day supply costs over S400.00. He said &quotWHAT is this&quot; He never even looked up. He began lecturing me about the ice packs and how he was 

10/6/2013 going to throw I hem out, as they had turned &quot;slushy&quol;. Although, if he had bothered to ask he would have known that those were acting as insulation. I reached toward one of the ice packs, to see for myself the condition of the ice pack. He 
9:16:31 then SCREAMED at me &quot:DO NOT TOUCH THAT•&quot: At this point I was absolutely speechless, and was having difficulty maintaining my composure. Thinking to myself, this Psycho is yelling at me, after what he has just done? My husband 

AM was still being detained. I. or my husband, was never allowed &quot;be a witness &quot:. or give an explanation, which any professional would know to be necessary. At some point another. person (a supervisor, who was Hispanic) walked up, to the 
other side of the greasy haired one. who had just turned his back on me. There was a whispering discussion between them. The supervisor walked away. not saying anything to me. The greasy haired clerk jammed everything back into the back pack, 
and, (obviously angry thal his own decision was over ruled) slated "boss says you can keep the ice packs.&quot; He then moved closer to me and sneered &quot;and ... YOU are welcome&quol;. Was I supposed 10 be thanking him for somelhing? 
Before I could say anything. I saw my husband walking toward me, the clerk immediately walked away. Obviously this is an incident that violates civil liberties. 

Your employee is a hostile sociopath. with no social boundaries. who. obviously derives great pleasure in domineering and humiliating any one around him, who he can use as a target of opportunity. This behavior may not be illegal. it is socially 
unacceptable, and, unfortunalely for us, he used this opportunily to targel someone who is physically disabled, and, is dependent on the mercy and justice of olher human beings You should also know that my husband is a veteran, whose disability is 
the result of exposure related to a lifetime of Military service. He has already given his life, for this country. It is ironic that he is treated with complete contempt and disregard, by a United States government agency who we all would assume to be 
committed, and behave in a manner that supports excellence in security. 
Would you like a res ... po_n_s_e_?_: T_ru_e _____ ~ 
Passenger's Name :j(b·•,(ffi !Phone Number !(b)(6:, !Email !(b)(ffl !To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link: htlp:lltsaweb.lsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Dear Sirs, 

My wife and I passed through lhe security screen al Term. E, Logan Airport at approx.05.45 a .m. this morning, October 7 2013, in preparation for boarding flighl BA 238. 

When she emerged from the body scanner. my wife was subject to a "pat down" by a TSA employee~ 

While she was pleasant 10 my wife, your employee felt down the buttoned side of my wife's cashmere cardigan with sufficient force to rip off lhe fourth from bottom of 10 matching buttons. The cardigan, which is a little over a year old, came with no 
spare buttons. The button ripped off by your employee's actions could not be found in the course of a search (ta the extent that a search is even possible in such a congested and secure area). Save in the unlikely event that a replacement, exactly 

1 017120 13 m atchrng. button can be located. the card1g an, of which my wife is very fond and which is worth a lot more to her than its monetary value of around USS 1 00. has be en ruined. 
8:25:57 

AM I made plain my and my wife's dismay to your Superviso1(b::,(6) I but let me be clear: the manner in which your employee brushed down the garment was unnecessarily forceful and has resulted in wholly avoidable damage. It is a miserable 
enough experience to be I eft shoe-I ess, b eltles s and subjected to a body scan, without having ta run the risk that one's clothing wi 11 be damaged in this way by the neg I ige nt a ct ions of one of your em pl ayees. 

101712013 
10:14:18 

AM 

Quite apart from ofleri ng some redress to my wife, I wou Id hope that you might consider the adoption of a more respectful approach to the possessions and clothing of those, who have no option but to endure these searches, 

Yours faithfully, 

i(b)(61 

Good Morning --
1 had the pleasure of going th ru airport security at Washington Dulles to Mi nnea po Ii s yesterday, When I got home, I lo und the notice from T SA that my s ui tease was selected lo r physi ca I inspection, I greatly appreciate al I that TSA does to keep the 
American people safe when flying. I don't mind taking off my shoes and/or jacket and going thru the occasional pat down. I always wonder WHY, however, whenever my suitcase is physically checked, my electric toolhbrush gels triggered AND the 
agent doesn't turn it a/fl This has happened on more than one occasion. It's unnerving ta me to pick up my suitcase after a long flight only to find something buzzing from it. At least the agent could give me the courtesy of turning off the electric 
toothbrush if 11 is tu med on to truly see if 11 is an e I ectri c toothbrush. 

Thank you• 
Caller stated that she is calling for her Boss who keeps getting searched while going through the TSA Prescreening. The caller seem to think that once he is selected for the screening that he gets toga through the Screening Check with aut any type of 
screening. Advised the caller that they still have to be screened but the degree of screening is not the same as the nonmal screening advised the caller that some of the advantages of the TSa precheck is that the traveler will not have to take of shoes, 
coats etc but sti 11 w i 11 have to go through the AIT machine or a patd own, She a I so stated th at she contacted American airlines and insured th at al I of his profi I e information was cu CTent and up to date. 

1 01712013 Gave the cal I er the following info: 

11 ,45 ,32 Even though selected for the TSA Prech you still have to go through a certain degree of screening. When TSA scans the barcode at the secunty checkpoint. the passenger may be referred to a lane for expedited screening. Expedited screening may 
AM allow passengers to no longer remove certain items such as their shoes, outerwear, jackets. and belts, or remove laptops from CafTY--On bags. 



Caller fiew from Islip - Long Island Macarthur NY airport Saturday 10-05-13 with a carry on bag. 
Her bag went through the conveyor. 
When she arrived she is missing a makeup bag. 
Her back was to the screener while she had a patdown so she could not see her bag. 
She does not know if the screen er opened her bag. 
She had a bottle of White Diamonds perfume .33 ounces and some BB Cream - not sure how many ounces it was. 
She did nol bring a quart bag and during our conversation revealed she is not familiar wilh the 3-1-1 Rule 

REPONSE: 

I explained she should not have items like that in a makeup case. The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) requires liquids, gels, and aerosols (LGAs) to fit comfortably in a single, quart-size, clear plastic, resealable bag (3-1-1 rule). 
Powdered make-up 1s not restncted. 
It could be someone took her items because she did not have in a bag but they should have talked with her about it. 

101712013 Any LGA be it food or makeup must be 3.4 ounces and in the bag. 

11:56:19 
AM 

CSM Referral lnfonnation: 
Airporl: Islip - Long Island Macarlhur 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight# 1673 
Date: 10-05-13 
Departure time: 1 :15 PM (She was at the checkpoint around 12 Noon) 
Baggage tag #: NA It was carry on 
Description of baggage: It is si Iver colored cloth 
Was there a NOi?: NA it was carry on. 
Specific location - Terminal or Gate: She does nol know. It was just Southwest. 
Phone#: (Home) !rh ,IR> I 
She does not have a Cell phone. 
She does now own a computer so she does not have email. 

After providing info she told me she also had lipstick and blush and eyebrow pencil in the bag and wants reimbursed for her items. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Cun-ent Date/Time· 1017/2013 11:34:47 AM Airport. SLC - Salt Lake City International Date/Time ofTravel · 10/06/2013 2:30 PM Airline & Flight Number· Southwest- 2788 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . My Massachusetts State issued ID (Liquor ID) was not accepted as a valid form of identification. None of the staff had never seen or had any knowledge about a state issued liquor ID. They brought out their manual of valid identifications, 
but I was not shown the manual or asked any more questions. I was asked to have a pat down. The lady who gave me a pat down was nice and not at all rude. But it is insulting to be pulled out of line when you have a valid identification. I do not have a 

101712013 driver's license as I do not drive and have in the past traveled through other airports with the MA Liquor ID. 
12:19:24 

PM The TSA website lists the following as a form of valid identification - &quot;Drivers Licenses or other state photo identity cards issued by Department of Motor Vehicles (or equivalent)&quot:. My Liquor ID is issued by the Department of Motor Vehicles 
and is a photo id entity card. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name~!(b_)~(6_1 ___ ~I 
Phorie N11mher · 
Emai!(b)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller fi ew from Rock Springs. WY to Denver. CO and than to Portland. 0 R on August 1 01 h. She flew with her mother and lather who a re in their 80 s. She is upset because she fee Is that they we re mistreated at the airport. Their flight was delayed 
for 2 hours. the airport workers disappeared for 30 minutes and they couldn t find anyone, a man working on the runway did not help her mother when she needed it (the man was quite a distance away). When they got to the TSA checkpoint they 
would not provide them with a wheelchair but were told I hat I hey could not do that. Her father had a small knife in his pocket that was given 10 him by her deceased son. They lold him that he could not bring ii on lhe plane, which she feels was wrong. 

10/7/2013 She was also upset because her parents went through a patdown (her father has a pacemaker and could not go through the WTM DJ. She feels that elderly people should not have to be patted down. She did not feel that the TSO s were outwardly 
12:30:33 rude to her parents but should not have subjected them to that kind of expenance. She would like to put in a complaint. 

PM 
Advised Caller: Im sorry I hat you feel I hat your experiance was bad, however everything that you ve told me indicate thal the TSO s were doing their job as instrucled. Wheelchair assislance unfortunately is nol provided by the TSA, you would have 
to contact the airline. Knives of any kind are not permitted on carry on. All passengers have to go through screening, there are no exceptions. If they cannot go through the WTMD they may be subject to patdown procedures. I will however submit 
your comp I amt to the CSM at the airport so th at he can review it. 



Disability Description: The caller wears a knee brace called an unloader brace because there is no cartilage left in his knee. 

Response Details: I told him that I will forward this record 10 lhe CSM at IAH due to the inconsistency in the screening procedures. I advised thal during a patdown procedure, passengers should not be asked to lift or remove a arlicle of clothing to 
reveal a sensitive body area. 

Hair Spray and moose are not exempt from the 311 rule. Screen ers at the checkpoint have the Ii nal say over what is or is not permitted in carry on. For future flights, hair spray brought in carry on should be 311 comp Ii ant. meaning that it is 3 .4 ounces 
or smaller and placed inside a quart sized clear and resealable plastic bag. 

Incident Details: The caller advised that he is upset due to the lack of consistency between TSA screening at POX and IAH. The caller said that on his departing trip out of POX, the TSA screened him v,a patdown and ETD testing to clear his brace. On 
the return trip from Saltillo. Mexico to POX, his first connecting flight in the U.S. was at IAH, He stated that the screeners at IAH first asked him to lift his pant leg to show them the brace. which he could not do. Then. they asked him to pull his pants 
down from the waist: he complied with their instruclion and pulled his pants down to show them the brace. He said thal he asked I hem why I hey forced him to pull his panls down, insIead of performing the same screening procedures that POX did and 
their response was that the screeners were not comfortable saying that it was a brace. 

1 017120 13 The ca 11 er advised that he does not want to file a form a I comp I ai nt based on discrimination or disparate treatment, He just wants the I ack of consistency to be fixed. 

12:54:37 
PM 

Details al Flight: 
Airport: IAH 
Airline: United 
Flight Number from IAH to DEN: 1650 
Flight Number from Saltillo, Mexico to IAH: 4574 
Date 9-25-2013 
Approximate Ti me of Screening: 11 : 3 DAM 
Approximate DeparIure Time: 12:15PM 
Gate-Terminal: Caller could not remember 

Caller Cell Phon~.._(b-'1_,_(6--') __ __. 

He was also concerned because his wife was allowed to take a botlle of hair spray through screening at POX for a flight to SEA. However, when she returned from SEA to POX, she was not allowed 10 lake the bottle of hair spray. He advised that the 
battle of hair spray was larger than 3.4 ounces. but it had less than that in it. He said that from what he could understand on the TSA website that hair spray and moose were exempt from the 311 guidelines. 

The caller son will be traveling an Saturday. He has a titanium rod in his leg. The caller wants to know if her son needs a letter from his doctor or what he needs to do. The caller wants ta know if her son will be able to stand on both feet while he is 
being screened. 

If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he ar she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AITonly if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request 10 be screened by AIT if it is available or can request 10 be screened using a patdown: however, passengers cannot requesl to be screened by the walk
through metal detector in lieu al AIT or a thorough patdown. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
10/7/2013 A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a meIaI detector or anomalies identified by AIT 

1:31 58 
PM If a p atdown is required in order to complete s c reem ng: 

The patdown should be conducled by a TSO of lhe same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TSOs of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the posilion required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when Iouched. 
A passenger sha ul d not be asked to remove or Ii ft any art i c I e of clothing to rev ea I a sensitive body area. 

I advised the cal I er that her son would be s ta ndi ng on both feet when he is sere ened by the AIT. 

I advised the cal I er that medical documentation was not required. 



Disability Description: The caller is a combat wounded disabled veteran. 

Information Requesl: The caller says thal screening is difficult every lime. His knees are damaged to the point that he needs help to take off his shoes and his belt. 

He usually goes through the AIT. X-ray, where he holds his arms above his head. 

He has Ien pounds of lead in him plus knee replacements and he usually has to get pulled aside for screening. He does nol need assislance, his problem is the facl thal he has to go lhrough different screening twice. He usually sIarts lhrough the 
metal detector and that is the one that alarms. 

Response Details: II a passenger cannot remove his or her shoes due to possible medical complications, discomfort, pain, balancing problems, or because the shoe is part of a prosthetic. he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer 
(TSO) before screening begins. 

Passengers who cannot remove their shoes can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT), the walk-through metal detector. or a thorough paid own. 

101712013 
4,53 :47 Regardless of whether a passenger is screened by the walk-through metal detector, AIT, or a patdown, his or her shoes are subject to additional screening, which may require thal the passenger lift lhe botlom hem of his or her panls for ETD. A 

passenger can request to be seated during this additiona I screening. 
PM 

If a passenger has meta I implants he or she s hou Id info rm a T ra nsportat ion Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins, 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be 
screened using a paid own. The Al T does not penetrate the skin and does not I oak for Ju st metal so the meta I imp I ants s hou Id not cause an issue. 

You are not required to remove the belt though it is recommended because removing items such as belts may reduce lhe chances of requiring a passenger 10 undergo additional screening to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging 

I wi 11 send information by emai I. 

If you get to the checkpoint and lhink you need assistance, you can ask for a PSS at lhe checkpoint. 

Caller filled out the application for Redress and he was supposed to receive a response but has not yet. He called us and was told to email TRIP for his Redress Control Number. He did this but he received an email that said that office was shut down 
due to the government shutdown. He was unable to get his RCN. He is flying next wednesday October 16th. He does not even know 1/ he is on a watchl1st but he had tried to fly with his cousin who is on a watch 11st and was denied boarding. His aunt 

101712013 was allowed to fly. He is just trying to avoid issues. He asked if having the RCN would stop the issues. 

5:58:15 
PM 

I told him that I cannot confirm whether or not he is on a watch list because this is classified information. I told him he would need to email trip at TRIP@dhs.gov to get his RCN as he did before but he will need to wait until the government shutdown is 
over to get 11. Then he may use it for future flights. For the upcoming flight I suggested arriving early in case he gets additional screening or any other delay. 

Even wilh the RCN we cannot ensure your I ravel will always be delay-free, as lhe redress program does not affect other slandard screening procedures in place at airports such as random paldowns and anomalies that rnusl be cleared. 



101712013 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Dateflime 10/712013 5:06:15 PM Airport LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of TrMel 08/1712013 noon Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · Hello, 

On August 17th an an American flight from LA ta Chicago I asked for an opt-out during screening. They made me wait 15 minutes, even though there was a female TSA agent standing there not doing anything else. While I was waiting one of the TSA 
agents was ta I king to me trying to get me to go through the fu 11 body sea n. He asked the fo 11 owing questions and made the fol I owing statements: 

&quol;Why don't you want to go lhrough the full body scan?&quot: 

&quot;There·s no reason not to go through the full body scan.&quot: 

6: 15:45 &quol;Who told you the full body scans are unsafe?&quot: 
PM 

&quot;W hy do you think the ful I body scan 1s unsafe? &quot 

and on and on. I had 10 keep saying, &quot: I don't want 10 go through.&quoi; 

Eventually someone in charge told the only female agent to do the pat-down. Her response, &quot:Why do I have to do it? Get someone else&quot;. The response, &quot:Your the only female agent here.&quot 

Finally I got lhe pat-down and was on my way. The whole thing look 15 minu1e sand I felt harassed and hassled. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Na.i'm=b'-!-)'-'6'--1 __ _, ___ _, 
Phone,"'"-IWl""-..LL.L.11.1.l.L..---L..., 
Email (b)(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. fallow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Cur,-ent Date/Time· 1018/2013 7:18:03 AM Airport: RSW - Southwest Florida International Date/Time of Travel. 10/08/2013 7:00 AM Airline & Flight Number· 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : Another flight, another opt-out, another punishment grope. I am ti red of it. 

Here is my complaint letter, sent 10 my congressman, each of my senators. and to the White House lhis morning 

Dear Congressman/Senator/Mr. President. 

This morning I was once again subjecled to groping by TSA at RSW airpor1. As usual, it was I heir punishment for refusing 10 submil to the naked body scanners. 

1 018120 13 Both the naked body sea n ne rs and the intrusive searches a re vi o I at,ons of the Fourth Am end me nt to the US Constitution: 

B:~~OB &quot The right of the people 10 be secure in I heir persons. houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warranls shall issue, but upon probable cause. supported by Oath or affirmation, and 
particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.&quot: 

There is no way the TSA outrages live up to this standard. 

1 They have no probable cause. Refusing to submit to a naked body scan is NOT probable cause. 

2. They have no warrant. 

3. They have no sup parting oath or affirmation. 

4, They have no specifics as to what they expect to find when they grope my crotch, 

Therefore. these searches are illegal and by law they must desist from carrying them out immediately. 

PI ease introduce I egisla ti on to with hold lu nd i ng from TS A unti I they respect the Constitution and the traveling public, 



Fromfb)(61 
Sent: I uesday, October 08. 2013 5:08 AM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl(b 1(6) 

1 01812013 Da I e Time: 1 01812fi,0-,-13,i-,,5'-,: 0"'8""': 1"'9'"'A'"'M.,... 

10:01:08 
AM 

1018/2013 
12:02:21 

PM 

Name: 

kb1(6) 

Email: 

HYPERLIN1~(b_)_(6_ •• _, -----------------~ 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

negative ex pe ri e nee 

Comments: 

Yesterday, I flew out of Detroit. I went through the main security screening checkpoint at around 10:15 a.m. I am 75. I was put through the xray machine which I have not experienced before. The woman (a heavy set black woman) first told me to take 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Cun-ent Date/Time, 1018/2013 10:30:44 AM Airport, SEA - Seattle-Taooma International Date/Time of Travel, 09/15/2013 12:30 PM Airline & Flight Number· Alaska Airlines 612 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, TSA screening TSA Employee: (If Known) 

Comment. Screening alarm went off because of rhinestones on my back pockets of my jeans. Then I had my hands swabbed and was detained for being positive-I asked for what and they didn't not answer me. I told my husband ahead of me that I 
was being pulled aside for i nsp ecti on and they told me &quot; You can't ta I k to him or anyo n e&q uot:. I had a sma 11 tube of As pe rcre am in the contained I had a I so put a smal I bottle of lotion and my purse. I told them I had used the cream on my foot. 
back, hips and hands for arthritis pain. They continued to swap everything and called a &quot:bomb&quot; man over. Through the whole ordeal I told them it was the Aspercream-they continued with search and pat down--They ended up after a half 
hour-to say I _oould go-told my husband ii was probably lhe AspercreamHhe lube tested positive, and my cell _phone inside my _purse and of course e_verything I had packed and touched, becaur the_cream was on my hands. Do_esn't TSA know about 
Aspercream ingredients and bel,eve senor c1t1zens. It was totally hum1l,at1ng. I had Just gotten off a cruise ship and was returning home Would you l,ke a response?· True Passengers Name :_9_.1(6_) fhone Number kbi(6•1 ! Email· 

[b)(ff•, lo leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link htlp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB2IApplicationManager 

Caller said the last few times she traveled there was a hassel. Caller has a pacemaker defibrillator and cannot go through the metal detectors. Caller travels by herself and has a carry on bag with a hand bag. Usually when arriving to the metal detector 
she informs the officer and she places her items on the x-ray then at the same time they pull her aside away from her belongings. Caller said one time her keys were stolen. Caller said at PHL. that do not allow her to maintain line of sight. Callers 
concern was being able to see her items. 

1018/2013 . 
2:07:31 Advised Caller: 

PM 
Transportation Security Administration (TSA) policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to reasonably ensure that can-y-on items, including disability-related devices and aids. are kept within a passenger's line-of-sight when a passenger is 
required 10 undergo additional screening. When passengers cannot mainlain line-of-sight with I heir property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain oontrol and sighl of the passenger's items and to ensure that the 
passenger is reunited with his or her property once it clears x-ray screening. You can always request a supervisor at the screening checkpoint. 



10/8/2013 
9:06 23 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time. 1018/2013 8:17:45 PM Airport. LAS - McCarran International Date/Time of Travel· 10/05/2013 7:00 AM Airline & Flight Number. Virgin America Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Terminal 3 TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: Terminal 3 security was overty aggressive. I passed through body scanner. TSA lady said do you have pockets? I said no. Without any warning starts thigh pat down right there. I travel a lot. There are steps between do you have pockets 
and you're all up on my thigh. Such as, I'm going to pat you down. Please step over here, The person in front of me was being patted all over right outside of the scanner. This is not how Tenminal 1 is at all. Please look into this, Aggressive to the 
level ofwe are prisoners travelling to the mess hall from cells. Except I travel a lot and am a resident of Las Vegas which depends on tourism money. This image of being treated like felons without rights is nol why we just spent the money to build 
Terminal 3. It is supposed ta be a beautiful place ta travel from. 
Would you like a response? : True 

Passenger's Name :!~(b~-~i(~6~i ----~ 
Phone Number : 
Email l(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

-----Original Message----
Fromtb·•,(ffi 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 7:42 AM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subjecl: Abuse of power 

1019120 13 Good momi ng , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
10_24 _15 I have never sent a formal complaint before so pardon my nov,ce approach. This morn,ng I arrived at lhe airporl shortly before my boarding I,me due to traffic. I gave myself 2 hours for a 1 hour drive. I am afraid of the new scanning machine and 

AM. always elect a pat down which is typically uneventful and done by professionals. Today, i explained my situation ta Officefb)(ffi t,,'ha informed me my planes boarding time had no effect on their schedule. I would have ta wait and if I missed my 
flight 11 was not her problem. During the actual pat down I was belittled, called a liar, and lectured the entire time. I believe her job is security, not belittling passengers. It Is not right to treat people like this. especially when they are unable to respond 
due to fear of missing their flights. I am hoping making someone aware of this young lady's attitude will prevent other passengers from being exposed to her temper. Thank you for your time. 

10/912013 
10:28:36 

AM 

Sincerely, 

Sent from my iPhone 

The caller flew from BOS to Chicago to Peoria an AA 289. Her bag was inspected and there is an NOi present. Her complaint is that the officer did not lock her bag back up zipper and the zipper was 6 inches open. She also wants to complain that she 
had a knee re placement I ast year and they took away the x- ray at the airports she flies out of mo st ofle n which are PIA and BM I. This means that she has to get a patdown every time she flies. She is 71 years old. 

I advised the caller thal we reg rel the issue wilh the lock not being reIurned to its original zipper locked slate and I would be notifying the CSM at the BOS airporl about her bag not being relocked. 

I advised the caller that if a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should infomn a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins which she says she does. Many passengers with metal implants that 
regularly alanm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a 
person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request 10 be screened using a patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through meIaI detector in lieu of AIT or a 
thorough patdawn. I asked the caller if the patdown was taking place correctly and she says yes. She just does not like the hassle of having to do it. I advised the caller that we are not allowed ta forward any passenger who sets off an alarm and we 
must clear al I al a mns before a 11 owing them fotwa rd. 



Had an issue when travelling from PHL to Rome. She was in a wheel chair and the agents weren t nice. She was going over seas for a month and she had cash with her US dollars and Euros. She had the money. credit cards. licence passport all in a 
ziploc back. Caller was upset that when she was being wheeled around for the patdown she tried to keep her money in her hand and the officer told her she had to be separated from it to go through screening the officer also opened the bag and hand 
inspected the money. While she was going for lhe patdown she lold the person wheeling her to stay with her belongings and I hat person ran off and didn't reIurn for another 15 minutes. She was asked if she could walk and take off her shoes she wasn 
table to do this. She thinks that this is unfair and people shouldn't be required to be separated from their money because they could do no harm with just paper and was wanting to get this policy changed. Do we have the contact information for the 
PHL airport. 

Response: 

1 01912013 Apo I og i zed that this did occur but a 11 i terns a re required to go through screening and you can not have anything on your person while you a re going through the screening p race ss. Most i terns must go through the x- ray screening and office rs a re standing 

12,45,55 at the end of the conveyor to try and ensure no ones property Is stolen. I'm sorry that this policy shouldn't be in place but we cannot change the policy from here we do keep a record of all complaints and if we do find that it is a frequent complaint with a 
·PM. particular airport it would be forwarded to the CSM there so they can look into this matter I cannot promise it would change the policy though. If you would like you can always request a private screening and depending on the airports procedures you 

could never be separaled from your properly. If you would like 10 attempt to change this policy you can wrile 10 lhe TSA adminislrator John s. Pistole by mail at 

John S. Pistole 
Administrator 
TransporIation Securily Administration 
601 South 12th Street, TSA-1 
Art i ngton. VA 20 598 

Caller and her family flew to Mexico. During her trip, her sister in law had her luggage locked. The luggage was destroyed and had been cut into all around it. There was a NOi inside the luggage. They were flying with Delta. Her sisters name is l1h··,1rr1 I 
kb)(ff:, ! Caller wants to file a complaint and a claim. She also wants to complain that her brothers lock was broken. She also wants to file a complaint for the screening she received when she was on her return flight when she was at LAX. She stated 

she walked through the AIT and did not trigger an alarrn but the officers still insisted on a patdown of a particular area, 

Advised. 

Airport: LAS 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Number: 1552 
Date and Time of Flight: October 1 at 6:30 AM 
Baggage Tag Number: Not available. was left in Mexico on the damaged piece of luggage 
Description of Luggage: dark purple suitcase, 4 wheels, Advantage was lhe brand 
NOL Yes 

101912013 Anything on ~N_O_I_: _N_o ______ ~ 

1 :OO: 18 Contact lnfo,.!(b_i"'-(6_:'-, _____ __, 

PM 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is not liable for any damage to locks or luggage from opening a bag for security purposes. 

Airport: LAX 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Number: 2462 
Date and Time of Flight: October 8, she came through screening around 6:30 PM 
Baggage Tag Number: NA 
Description of Luggage: she was wearing a pink tank top and a pair of jean capris 
NOL NA 

Gate 5 
Anything on NOi: NA 
Location: D111a. I 0 rmi• al 
Contact In fol( b i ( 6 1 ~--------~ 
I advised th at i wi 11 be sending the comp I a int to the CS M at LAS and LAX Airport. I advised that I wo u Id send the claim forms to the emai I address p rov1d ed. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP [b)(ff, 
Date Time: 10/9/20~,-3-1-:4_7_:_4_4_P_M~ 

Namf 1(6) ~ 
Emaii:ii(si I 
Com4=ili ilS. ifiaPPI op11am S I E!@h1rig/Pat Dow11 Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Detroit Metro Airport, Flight from Detroit to Denver, Norlh Terminal, Flight date: 101s113· 
Comments: I am writing to comp Iain a bout the s c reene rs and the overly invasive screening process from the TSA agents at the Detroit Metro Airport yesterday. 

A little background, I had just left St. Mary's hospital where I was told I was in the process of possibly having a miscarriage. I had the paperwork with me along with the hospital bracelet on. due to the fact that I literally left the hospital and rushed to the 

101912013 airport 10 make my flight back home so I could gel home to my husband and go see my doc1or in Denver. 

2:12:46 
PM 

When a woman mi sea rri es. she is bleeding hea vi I y along with heavy cram ping. Inc I uded in this process 1s the horri b I e knowledge of the I ass of her baby. When I got the security at Detro it Metro I was unable to avoid the Xra y Sea nnrng. which my 
OB/GYN told me to avoid at all costs, no lines for the metal detector were available. Because St. Mary's wasn't 100% sure that the bleeding meant I was losing the baby I thought it prudent NOT to go through the scanner. So I opted out. Like usual as 
soon as you say you are opling out the negative atliludes and poor treatment starts. Every time I opt oul I am treated like I am suspected of a crime. 

As standard practice, I went through the overly invasive pat down where a female agent gropes my private body parts, all of which were extremely sensitive due to my pregnancy. There is no reason to have a woman karate chop my vagina and grope 
my rear end. During this pat down, the le male agent came into contact with my thick menstrua I pad that the hosp ita I issued to me lo r the b I eedi ng and became ala rm ed. I s hawed her the hosp i ta I bracelet and to Id her it was a me nst rua I pad and that I 
was possibly going through a miscarriage. She began to treat me like a terrorist. She told me that she didn'I believe me and lhat she was 44 years old and knew what a menstrual pad felt like and that wasn'I a pad, in all of her experience. Talk about 
condescending and uncaring. My heart was breaking and now I was being humiliated on top of it. There is no reason for that kind of treatment. I am a good person. I pay my taxes, I believe in my country. in our constitution and our right to freedom and 
this whole experience made me feel like I was in a different country where people are treated with suspicion and like they were subjects, not free beings. 

No one at the airport had a righl to invade my personal life, to even know what I was going through. I am a private citizen and experiencing one of the most horrible situations a woman can experience and this is how I was being treated. Whal makes 
this government agency, funded by us hard working Americans, think they have a right to invade people's privacy and disallow them to travel freely inside of our borders? 

Management was called and they grabbed my stuff and led me to the private screening room without any information as to what we were doing or where we were going. I was now quite angry on top of devastated. I already felt that the level of groping 
that occurred during the initial pat down was inappropriale. No one has a right to touch my private parts. In any other parl of society it would be considered inappropriate sexual contact and I hey would be arrested. This is the worst offence against my 
personal freedom and right to privacy. I was losing my child and distraught over it and when you add the treatment by TSA, the threat of '"you can either let me use the front of my hands to grope your breasts and vagina or we are going to call the cops 
Caller said she wants 10 make a complain!. She flew out of Charlotte Airport to Providence, RI on Thursday around 2:30pm at 1erminal D. She said her minor child did not want the ,-ray screening and wanled a patdown instead because she was 
afraid of the machine. She said her daughter left the airport in tears and she said the agent insulted her daughter and insulted them for not using a microwave. She said the TSA agent also went over to another TSA agent and they were laughing at 
them. She said she did not get that TSA agents name and this was her daughters first time flying. She said she was belittled by the TSA agent She said her daughter showed her ID at the security checkpoint. 

Sending Info to CSM 
Ai rpo rt:Charlotte I ntemat1ona I Doug I as Airport 
Airline:US Air 
Flight#: 1992 
Date and Time:10-3-13 2:30pm 

101912013 Location:Tenrninal D 
3:26:34 Emailt'"'b""')-("'"6,..., --------, 

PM 

Response:I advised her I will send this info to the CSM at that airport. 

Name: Terry Stanton -CSM 
Phone 704-916-2200 
Email:!(b 1(6) 



10/10/201 
3 1 03 58 

PM 

10/10/201 
3 1 57 32 

PM 

10110/201 
3 2:02:59 

PM 

Caller indicated that her sister,kbHffl ! frequently travels from GEG to ONT to vIsIt her and her elderly father. She was calling on her behalf today because she always Is subject to rude treatment by the TSOs at the checkpoint at Spokane 
airport. Her most recent flight was Oct 7th on Southwest Airlines flight 311 departing at 0745hrs. and she arrived to the airport about 1.5hrs early. She said that this and each other time she goes through the checkpoints the officers talk to her in a 
demeaning lone, and lately have been requiring a paldown even lhough she does not alarm any of the equipmenl. On this flight she had a minialure decoralive hammer lhat lhe officers told her was prohibiled and thus she had to receive additional 
screening. They required she abandon the item as she did not have time to take it to the airline to check in. Caller indicated that at other airports when something was determined to be prohibited, the TS Os tried to assist by contacting an airline rep to 
come to the checkpoint. or offe n ng to ship the item. She a I so stated that during the add1t1ona I screening the office rs emptied her carry-on for i nsp ecti on and n ea rty broke the I uggage by being rough with the zippers and pouches, and one of them told 
her she could not touch anything or she would mess up and have to do everything all over. She is calling on her sisters behalf to request a complaint be submitted due to the poor customer service and rudeness she consistently experiences at this 
airport. 

Apologized to caller for her sisters experience and explained that TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every person and item must be screened before 
entering the secured area. and the way the screening is conducted is important. 0 ur policies and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers a re treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy, Explained that if she experiences any prob I ems or has 
concerns during the screening process, she can always request 10 speak to a STSO or TSM to address her concerns. Collected her recenl flight informalion and advised I hat we would forward this complaint to the CSM at the airport for review to see if 
any additional assistance can be provided, and welcomed her to contact the TCC any time she has questions or complaints regarding screening. 
Caller would like to report a theft of money that turned up missing while going through the screening checkpoint. When he came through screening, he was asked to empty his pockets and he placed his money in the bin. The TS Os at the checkpoint 
had to give the patdown to him. He was departing oul of DTW, and came through security around 12-12:30 on October 8 and he flew 10 MDW. 

Advised. 

Airporl: DTW 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number: 3307 
Date and Time of Flight October 8, he came through screening around 12 to 12:30 
Baggage Tag Number: NA 
Description of t.uggage: he was wearing a green sports jacket that was placed in the bin, and the wallet boarding pass and money on top of it. 
NOi: NA 
Anything on NOi: NA 
Localion: caller says there were two checkpoint and he was al the one in lhe middle, but he isn I entirely sure 

Contact Inf~( bi ( 6 i ! 
I advised the caller that i would be sending the complaint to the CSM at Pittsburgh International Airport. I also advised that i would be sending the claim for to the email address that was provided,. 

Attached: 

Nam,tb,(61 

Home·f~h_·._,I_R_·., ---~ 

Mailing Address: ._kb~·•-'-1(6_.~I ___ __. 

What happened? 

Cincinnati. OH 45212 

I requested a hand check for the breastmilk I was transporIing home for my infanl son, after having pumped ii for him during the 36 hours I was away. The first agenl informed me that I musl put ii through the x-ray machine. When I explained what I 
was carrying, he insisted that I put it through x-ray. After a third insistence by the agent that I put it through x-ray, I requested a supervisor. A female supervisor accepted my cooler and ice packs and said she would hand check them. All of my bags 
were th en subjected to a hand check and I was fo reed to undergo a fu 11 pat down. U pan my questioning, she ins isled this was be cause I had mo re than the a 11 owa ble amount of I Iq u1d s, which she noted a 3 .4 oz. This is contrary to the stated po Ii cy per 
the TSA website which reads "Declare larger liquids. Medications, baby formula and food, and breast milk are allowed in reasonable quantities exceeding three ounces and are not required to be in the zip-top bag. Declare these items for inspection at 
the checkpoint. Officers may need 10 open these items to conduct additiona I screening . " I had a reason ab I e am o u nl of breas tmi I k based upon I he Ieng th of my trip, and s hou Id not have been su bi e ct 10 I he very i nv asi ve ful I pat down and f u 11 
examination of my bags. 

Prior research told me that ( 1) x-ray was not safe for breastmilk and (2) I needed to declare breastmilk for separate inspection. I understood that the officers could I would inspect the breastmilk, but believe I was unfairly treated due to my status as a 
nursing mother. The ful I pat down and hand ch eek of al I of my bags was unnecessary. PI ease note th at I have traveled through security a pp roxI mate ly 1 0 other ti mes with b re astm i I k at various airports (never before at O"H are) and had zero issues with 
having breast mi I k being hand checked. However, I be Ii eve the officers i nvo I ved need to receive a rep ri ma nd and training on the a ctua I pol icy re I ated to nursing mothers who carry breast mi I k home far their chi Id ren, 

When did this happen? 

Wednesday October 9 2013 at approximately 6:30 pm CST 



The ca 11 er s h us band passed away two years ago and she I ost quite a bit of hair. She has her hair cove red up with a spray. She came up to NJ on August 2 5 to Spetem be r 16 and then flew back. When she went through to come home she had no 
problem. However, at PBI a lady that was examining her had to push her hair back to search it. She very shot hair but it is covered with a liquid spray underneath to hide it. She went through the AIT. She has had a patdown and says she has never 
had her hair Iouched. She has been in a nursing home and convalescent home as well. She complained aboul flying back and forlh and usually not having any problems. She stated that a friend of a friend has very long hair and has had 10 have 
additiona I screening but tel Is them not to touch her hair and they do not. She asked if she could te 11 them her sea Ip is sensitive and not to touch her hair 

EW R to PBI she had no problem nor has she had problems back and forth in the past. She says that just that person at PBI .did this and it must be them specifically. 

101101201 Advised caller: 

3 4:59:31 
PM If there is an alarm or anomaly on the AIT they have to do additional screening on that area. She displays a generic image of a person on an AIT monitor highlighting any areas that may require additional screening. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. 

You can tell the TSO at the checkpoint that your scalp is sensitive and they will try to screen you accordingly. 

I offered to give her the CSM number stating that due to the Government Shutdown they are furloughed perl(b )(6) ITHerefore it could be longer for them to get back. 

The passenger kept interrupting me and would not I et me give her the information, A I ead disconnected the ca 11. 

Oct7.2013 

Nazis of the TSA 

Office of the [ha ha] "Civil Rights and Liberties" 

External Compliance Division 

601 S 12th St 

101111201 Arlington VA 20598 
3 

12 02 35 
PM 

Dear External Compliance Nazis: 

I picked up a complaint form yesterday from your Ft Meyers airport gestapo desk, and used it - plus the backs of three pages of your official "Civil Rights for Travelers" website that I had printed a few years ago and which I carry with me whenever I fly 
... just in case I need it - to wnte out the complaint I had against your gestapo agents at the Ft Meyers airporl. But the pen I had didn't want to work correctly, we had a bouncy flight over the remnants of a failed tropical storm, and my one-year-old son 
was kicking me as I was writing. Even I can barely read what I wrote, so I am typing this up from those notes. 

Copies of this a re going to be sent a I so to my US Senato rs and my Congressman, at I ea st one of whom has made statements on the /loo r of Congress crit i ca I of the nature and efficacy of the job TS A do es, though nowhere near as pointedly as those 
criticisms need to be staled. A copy will also be going out to a public and fairly popular internet blog site, as well as facebook and where ever else I can think of. In fairness, I shall append any official response lhis complainl gets to the blog site and 



Oct 7. 2013 

Nazis of the TSA 

Office of the [ha ha] "'Ci vi I Rig his and Li bert,es" 

External Compliance Division 

601 S 12th St 

101111201 Arlington VA 20598 
3 

12:02:35 
PM 

Dear Exte ma I Comp Ii a nee Nazis: 

I picked up a complaint form yesterday from your Ft Meyers airport gestapo desk, and used it - plus the backs of three pages of your official "Civil Rights for Travelers" website that I had printed a few years ago and which I carry with me whenever I fiy 
.. just in case I need it - to write out the complaint I had against your gestapo agents at the Ft Meyers airport. But the pen I had didn't want to work correctly, we had a bouncy flight over the remnants of a failed tropical storm, and my one-year-old son 

was kicking me as I was wriling. Even I can barely read whal I wrote, so I am typing this up from those notes. 

Copies of this are going to be sent also 10 my US Senators and my Congressman, al least one of whom has made statements on the floor of Congress critical of lhe na1ure and efficacy of the job TSA does, though nowhere near as pointedly as those 
criticisms need to be stated. A copy will also be going out to a public and fairly popular internet blog site. as well as face book and where ever else I can think of. In fairness, I shall append any official response this complaint gets to the blog site and 

Caller said when she flies to San Francisco she has no problems going through the screening process but usually flies under Tina and she said she got her driver license changed 10 reflect that. She said each time she flies oul of Yakima, WA she 
gets her bag searched. She asked the odds of having her bag searched and being patted down. She said she is European and never had this problem before but for the last year she said she feels she is being singled out. She said she does have a 
patdown complaint and she said it is just at this airport and she feels it is racial profiling. She said she gets an no, each time and she feels this is an invasion of her privacy but she said she does not feel like anything is missing. She said she bought a 
metal bag and asked if that would make a diffference. She said she did not want me to send this to the CSM at the airport and she did not want to apply for redress. She said that if it happens one more time she is going to call back and aware that we 
record our phone calls and that there will be a record of this phone call today. 

Response:The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while 
screening at transpor1ation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U .s. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
• Traveler's belief that they are on a government watch list. 
• Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or ident1f1ed for add1t1onal screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 
• Difficulty printing a boarding pass at home or at the kiosk. 

10111/201 
3 At airports nationwide, TSA is implementing more streamlined, consistent, and thorough patdown procedures at security checkpoints to provide a higher level of security and increase the safety of the traveling public. Patdowns are one important tool to 

12,46, 14 help TSA detect hidden and dangerous items. such as explosives. Passengers should continue to expect an unpredictable mix of security layers that include explosives trace detection. advanced imaging technology, and canine teams. among others. 

PM 
Transportation Security Officers will conduct differenl patdown procedures 10 resolve different lypes of anomalies. During the assessment, officers will use revised patdown procedures in all instances to resolve anomalies. The updaled patdown 
procedures will address areas of the body that we know are used as areas to conceal potentially dangerous items, like explosives. 

TS A Administrator John Pistole has stated that T SA strives to ensure consistency whenever possi b I e lo r passengers at security checkpoints, As a I ways, a 11 passengers have the rig ht to request private screening at any time during the screening 
process, and patdowns are conducled by same-gender officers. However, passengers who are nol willing to go through the screening process will not be permilled to fiy. 

We understand and regret the discomfort and inconvenience passengers may experience as a result of patdown procedures. Nevertheless. we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensunng the security and confidence of 
al I air trave I ers, TS A continues to develop and d ep I oy new technologies to address the explosives th re at, and the use of p atdowns pro vi des an add it ion a I I ayer of security at the checkpoint 

For those who encounter misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevent watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for OHS redress online 

I offered to send the CSM at the airport an email about her complaint but I did advise her of the government shutdown at this time. I advised if the bag triggers an alarm it will have to be hand inspected. 



This boy sti 11 be Ii eves the First Amendment hasn't been repealed and wi 11 voice his opinion concerning T SA joke lo r security vi a remarks or jokes m any fas hi on he wishes. Not try to arrest me . 

--------------------------

SA Lo udsp ea kers Threaten T rave I e rs with Arre st For Joking About S ecuri I y 

Prisoner training: Don'I complain about your grope down 

10112I201 ... f b_)(_B_) -----' 
3 9:23:34 l(b)(6, 

AM ~-_. _. --~ 

10/12/201 
3 11752 

PM 

Oclober 11, 2013 

Travelers who crack jokes aboul the TSA's ludicrous security procedures could face arresi. according to a new loudspeaker warning being broadcast at airports in lhe U.S. 

While traveling through George Bush lnterconIinenIaI Airport in Houstonkb)(ffi ~eard a security announcement repeatedly aired on the airport intercom that left him disturbed. 

"You a re a I so reminded that any i na pp ro pri ate remarks or jokes concerning security rn ay res u 11 in your arrest," I he loudspeaker rn ess age s ta I es. 

Oclober 7, 2013 
CLT to JFK via JetBlue (#218) 
Sc reem ng Occurred: 12 :00 PM 
Gate: 5 

October 8, 2013 
JFK to CLT via JetBlue (#1119) 
Screening Occurred: 2-3: 00 PM 
Terminal: 5 

Caller Is wantm to complain about the patdown experience she had at both CL T and JFK. Caller says that she felt violated and felt down by the TSOs at both airports. Caller states that she was in a wheelchair and was receiving assistance in going 
through the checkpoint. 

Caller was advised that this information will be sent up to both the CSM at JFK and CLT for further resolution. Caller was advised that it might take awhile for her complaint to be reviewed due to the government shutdown. 



l"m a very frequent traveler (million miles plus in less than 8 years, most all domestic) and I always opt out of the newer body scan devices due to radiation concerns. 

I really dislike the variable level of pat-down I receive as well as lhe variable way your personell perform the pat downs against 'standard'. 

To the first issue, in Orlando this week I just had a guy put Is finger in my bellybutton and wiggle it in a circular motion three times. This is the first time anyone was been that invasive during the pat down. Also, this individual hit multiple spots on my 
body multiple times. I don't mind thoroughness or even randomizing the screening, but this wasn't that - just a guy doing it differently than others, 

101131201 It is absurd to think that you are making things safer for me in a material way. You are making some things safer on the aggregate. but if anyone wanted to circumvent your policies everyone knows it isn't rocket science to do it. I yearn for a time when 

3 ?: l S: 12 your policies protect more than encumber. 

PM 
If I am T SA pre-check one day and then my be 11 ybutto n may have contraband in it the next, then we have a prob I em. Of course I'm e xagg era ting and I know that random added security measures over TSA pre-ch eek screening is a good thing 
(randomness is good) but the extent to which you carry out some of your searches Is really appalling. 

Why not lei people sign up for a program like global entry and even perhaps a level of security deeper and lei me be a known person. I make ten limes as much as someone working food service in an airporl (not a slight, jusl a fact). I don't see why 
rm treated as a higher risk target than employees in the airport because from a risk assessment standpoint no one, looking close enough, would choose to inspect my bellybutton and not staff. 

kb1(6) 

My name is kb)(ff:, 11 was born Septmber,4th 1947 on the island of Barbados in the West Indies.Presently I reside at!rh··,1rr1 !Wilmington in the the state of Delaware.I have lived at this address for over 15 yearsand have been a 
citizen of the United States s i nee 2000. I am self employed, I buy clothing and other mis eel laneous items in the United States and then take to Barb ados and re-se 11 th em. I have been doing this on a part ti me and th en on a ful I ti me basis si nee 1994 and 
this activity takes me down to Barbados on regular intntervalas.Whenever I travel ,I am singled out for pat downs searches of my person.On the last occasion when this happened October.3rd 2013 flying from Barbados to Philadelphia I asked the the 
American Airline personnel I what was lhe reason for the search and she lold me it was not American Airline but US security.When I returned home I wrote American Airline customer relations and I hey confirmed I hat it was indeed TSA and conjunction 

101141201 with them.I have noticed that I am watch and followed 24 hours a day,I have also noticed that my house is under 24 hour surveillance. I have even had someone come to my house under the guise that he was from the County and he need to get to the 
3 9: 2 3 A 9 sewer on my property and then he p roceded to chap down al I the trees from my back yard. I refuse to be Ii eve it Is a criminal matter because if I did not see crime as an option when I was young man, I would be quite stupid to i nvo I ved myse If in such 

AM things at 66 years old. 
I have a couple of quelions as to why I am consIantly singled out and embarassed before my neighbors and fellow travellers and whal th real do I pose to the United Stales 

HYPERLINK l~(b_)_(6_) _______________ ~ 



10/14/201 
3 

1011 51 
AM 

10/141201 
3 

12:05:11 
PM 

Caller went through New Orleans to LAS on Fnday, contacted TSA prior because her daughter wears an insulin pump and was told there would be no problem because her daughter wears an insulin pump. States she was told to request a patdown for 
her daughter upon arrival at the checkpoint and she said she told the Document Checker. She asked the TSO for a patdown and didn t get it and her daughter was told to go through the machine and it set off the machine and her machine. The TSO 
saw the pump and asked what ii was and where it was connecled, he was picking and prodding at the pump and he broke it. Caller stales her daughter told lhe male TSO not to pull up on the machine and lhat s when he broke lhe machine. They had 
to hold it together with scotch tape and upon boarding she got some band aids to assist holding in place and at Houston had to run to the connecting plane. Upon arrival at LAS they looked for a pharmacy and missed the important meeting she was to 
attend on Friday night. They had to purchase insulin and needles to get her through the weekend. In her checked suitcase was a NOi and she is missing medications. Zan ax, and a $250 necklace Is missing which her father bought for her in 2010 and 
he died in May 2011. The necklace was a gold necklace that stated Daddy s Girl on it. 
Flight# not available, SW Airlines, deparled al 11 :10 AM, Gale# B4, Baggage Tag# not available. 
The checked suitcase was a black d uffl e bag. nothing written or stamped on the NO I. 
Flew from New Orleans via Hobby to LAS 

Caller fiew on 10-13-13 from LAS and they didn tallow her 10 board the flight wilh her needles, only lhe insulin. She explained at LAS what happened at New Orleans and lhe TSO asked if she was wearing the insulin pump and they told her no 
because it was broken at MSY and she had to go through the AIT machine. States her carry on went through the x-ray and when they saw the needles they were removed. The carryon bag was a fanny pack she was wearing around the waist and 
when they saw the needles they came flying at her and the TSO lady said she couldn t take the needles on board, only the insulin. Caller states she explained to the TSO her daughter had to have the needles to take the insulin and the TSO said, 
s not my problem , States they almost missed their flight because it was taking so long for the screening and they arrived approx. 7:30 for the flight. 
The TSO was a tall thin lady with reddish blonde hair, short, teased on top and very rude. 
Flight# 3132. Gate #C4, Baggage Tag # not available, SW Airlines. departed at 1 O: 1 DAM. 
There was a NOi in her checked bag on the return flight but nothing missing. 

kb l/6\ l1s her daugher s name. 

Response: 
Apologized to caller for her screening experience and explained information would be provided to the CSM at MSY and LAS for review. 

Provided claim form via ema i I and provided following : 

That 

At most airports across the country, TSA has procedures in place for handling lost and found. Items found at screening checkpoints and areas where TSA periorms baggage screening are turned in to the appropriate. designated airport authorities. We 
suggest travelers contact the airport where their items were misplaced or lost. 

New Ori ea ns Kenner 
New Ori ea ns I nte rna ti on al Airport 
504-463-2252 (MSY Support Operations Center) 

Caller stated that she traveled from PSP to POX on Alaska Airlines flight 2618 on October 8th departing at 1445hrs. She said that she went through the checkpoint about 30 minutes prior to the flight departure and when she passed through the WTMD. 
it al a nrned and the officers had to i nsp eel her purse and c I aI med that a US B memory stick was the cul p nt. She was required to step aside lo r a p atdown and the female TSO ask her if he had anything under her clothing. She to Id the officer she had a 
money be It. and the officer had her remove it, stepped out of view and returned a few moments I ater and returned her money be It claiming she had it scanned. She said she did not need any cash out of the belt unti I today, and when she opened it, only 
one of the seven one-hundred dollar bills were inside lhe envelope of the belt. She is upset and thinks I hat lhe money was lifted from her during the inspection. The officer that conducted the pal down was a African American, slightly heavy built, and 
approximately five and a half feet tall. The caller said that she is seventy-five years old, and about the same height as the officer. She was wearing black jeans, a three-quarter sleeve black jacket with a bright orange top underneath and a black purse. 
She said that she also wears eyeglasses, and had her hair in a low pony tail. 

Apologized to caller for her experience and lhe missing money, and advised her that we would forward her complaint to the CSM at Palm Springs Intl Airport for review to see if they can provide additional assislance invesIigaIing the matter. Also 
advised her of her right to file a Federal Tort Claim and sent a form to her email address per request. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP""f h-'--."-,IR-'-·'-1 ___ _, 

Date Time: 10/14/2013 12:04:29 PM 

~~:~f ~;,;~:, 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 

10114/201 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):4680SIU.S. Airways/Terminal C/Washington - R. Reagan Nalional Airport/Gate A 43 - on Friday, October 111h. 

3 1 :07:33 and 
PM 

2169KIU .S. Airways/Terminal C/Laguardia International/Gale A41 - on Monday, October 14th. 
Comments:I want to begin by saying that I appreciate the efforts of the TSA greatly and I know that they are necessary to keep passengers safe. As a consistently innocent traveler, I have felt very frustrated nearly every time I go through security. I 
am always polite but have recently decided that I should say something about my experiences during the last week. On Fnday, October 11th, as I was going through security, I took my jacket off and put it in the bin to be scanned. An agent told me that 
I didn't need to take my jacket off and to put it back on - so I did. I went through the body scanner and then was told I needed a pat down. I agreed, I don't want to be troublesome. As the woman patted me down, she said, "Next time, take your jacket off 
and you won'I need lhis." I was angered by thal statement considering I had my jackel off and was asked to put it back on. II shows that there was a lack of coordination among the agents and that they were not on the same page aboul policies. 
This morning, on Monday, October 14th, as I was in security. I asked if I could choose an alternate form of being scanned. I ask for this often because I am afraid that going through the tube-type, full body scanners frequently will damage my health. as 
I go through security at least twice a week. I was told that I did not have a choice and that it wasn't harmful. I went through but was annoyed. This is not the first time that has happened and I feel that I actually do have a right to choose an alternative 
scan, the agents just don't want to waste their time. I hope the TSA will keep doing their job to keep us safe. but for those of us who are innocent (which is the majority). it would be nice to be treated that way. 

Caller fiew from Charlotte to ATL to Cancun Mexico. Caller is complaining about the TSO wearing the same gloves for screening everyones luggage. Caller is a nurse and said she is very aware of how germs can be passed. Caller asked why TSA 
10114/201 does not use a new pair of gloves when screening a passengers luggage. 
3 2:04:32 

PM 

10115/201 
3 8:20:21 

AM 

Transportation Administration Security (TSA) security screeners are instructed to wear gloves when conducting physical inspections of property and patdown inspections of individuals. Screeners must only wear TSA-issued gloves when performing 
screening lu net ions and wi 11 use a new pair of g I aves whenever a passenger requests that they do so 

Feedback Type · Civil Rights/Liberties 
Categories : 4th Amendment: Age 
Cu r,-ent Date/Ti me · 1 0115120 13 6: 04 :09 AM Airport . DEN - Denver I ntemationa I Date/Ti me of Travel . 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· Just another note to let you know your terminology of &quot;customer service&quot; is outrageously offensive to this 68-yr.--Old grandpa who got your retaliatory grope treatment 2X in a row for asking questions, being old and an easy target. 
I am not and never have been your &quot:customer&quot: nor will I fly again until your agency of above-the-law thugs is disbanded. You should be ashamed --- no, arrested. 8 years of not willing to fiy because of you. TSA go find another counlry to 
be part of. You are an embarrassment to all of us who are made to feel like criminals in public. Do you seriously believe the Patriot Act supercedes the entire Constitution? Your agency is a dangerous cancer and I will be happy to watch all of you 
prosecuted when our backbone I ess country finally wakes up. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number : 
Email l(b)(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Dear TSA members. 

I just read an arlicle regarding 'comments or jokes about TSA security personnel may cause you to be arrested while in an airport·. Or, something similar. Please, may I just make a comment, your agency has been the biggest joke in lhis country 
since your inception after 9/11 When I say joke, I mean nobody takes yau seriously, at all. 

Your agency and personnel does not comm and respect from the genera I public on I y blatant hatred and contempt. I have not met a member of your overly i n/I ated egotistical department that I would urinate on to put out a fire, And. now. you verb ally 
warn the public I hey are subject to possible arrest for making jokes at your expense. Really? What more can be said about TSA thal isn't considered humorous anyways? 

Just saying 'TSA' 1s a Joke, it is the only delivery a person needs to invoke images of the most incompetent people in the world. Sometimes I almost feel pity on the personnel working at their posts but then, I laugh and 1t goes away. 

I have started a viral request for people to post videos of lhern poinling and laughing at any TSA worker' as long as ii is done inside an airport. 

10115/201 David Letterman"s "'Top Ten Questions to Ask Yourself Before Becoming a TSAAgent" 
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10. '"Do I need a degree in groping?" 
9. "Arn I only doing this for the sweet TSA uniform?" 
8. "If I find explosive underpants, may I keep them?" 
7. "Will I enjoy being cursed at 40 hours a week for minimum wage?" 
6. "If I find explosive underpants, may I keep lhern?'" That was No. 8. Who checks lhese things anyway? 
5. "Should I practice by frisking people on the street?" 
4. "In five years, whose pants do I see my hands ,n?" 
3. "Do I really want to know what a lat guy's thighs feel like?"' 
2. "May I frisk myself?" 

"What"s the closest airport to Shakira's house?"' 

Thanks lo r supp I yi ng past, present and future jokes about the biggest joke in America, except of course, Obama , 

926 
Dear RDU Airport, 
Your three young black women (one wearing a headdress) wilh no other customers to help were rude and crude to me yesterday who requested an opt-out. I am definitely not writing about the professional, older woman who actually did lhe '"pal
dawn."' She was expert in every way. but the three younger women wha obviously have had no customer service training and resent their jobs. They were not helping anyone else, but I suppose they resented the infringement upon their '"gossip time" 
and resisted helping me or, when they were forced, acted in an abrasive, obnoxious manner. Who do they think 1s paying their salaries? Do they think passengers don't count? In my opinion, they need to be immediately removed from their 
assignments and taken to training which they have not had. At one point. when I asked a question, one said '"yes,'' and one said '"no."' simultaneously, so, obviously, they are unaware of the requirements of their jobs. They were on duty at the 
Southwest check-in at 12 p rn , October 14, 2013. 

Siocerelv 
kbl(61 
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Caller had sent m a complaint m Salt Lake City, she had got a response in email and by letter this week from TSA. She was trying to contact the person that wrote her the letter, it was from someone from headquarters named Ray Santana. She was 
traveling with 3 minors, at Salt Lake City one of the minors that was 14 years old was pulled over and checked thoroughly. She says she was discriminated against since she was a women. She was watching the officer pull the minor by the arm and 
took him inlo a room and he did nol have an adult with him. She thought he was being arresled, she was told by another officer that someone should have been present with the minor during the screening. The officer that had taken the minor was in her 
face yelling saying he didn t know he was a minor and the child did not say he was 14 years old. The caller had requested a police officer, the officer told her there wasn tone available at the time so they continued the patdown. She says then 4 police 
ofli cers showed up and told her to shut up and ask if she wanted the chi Id screened or not. The officer told her if she spoke again she wo u Id be arrested. She says as the officer was fee Ii ng of the kids privates the officer was I ooki ng at her g ri nm ng. She 
was upset they had not told her what they were doing with the child and why they were doing this. She wasn t happy how they had treated her in the room, she says her civil rights had been taken away because she as a woman. She ask if the private 
room for screening had surveillance. She wants copies of all the surveillance. 
She was upset at the letter she had got did not address her complaint about her being discriminated against since she was a women, she wasn t upset that the child got a patdown. 

Told caller 
I only had the mailing address for headquarters, she had it already. 

MB Notes: 

The caller was transferred to me via!(b-·1(6'1 I The caller stated lhat she had received three responses from TSA. The caller staled thal the original incident happened in July. She said that there were lwo parts to the complain!. The caller stated 
that she had three minors with her. One of them was patted down both in public and private. She stated that she got very upset and asked for a police officer. The officer initially stated that an officer was not in the vicinity. The caller then stated that 
the officer was acting map prop nate whenever he was patting down the 14 year o Id mmor. The caller stated th at she asked for a po Ii ce officer ag am and the I oca I I aw enforcement showed up. The cal I er stated that the police ofli cer as we 11 as the officer 
conducting the search acted rudely toward her. She stated that she was told that she was not allowed to speak. I advised the caller that in regards to what happened with the police officer was not in TSA s jurisdiction. I advised her that she would 
need to address I hat issue with I hat department. She stated that she was nol unhappy that the child got the paldown but she was unhappy because she was lold that she was not allowed 10 speak. She stated that the issue was not addressed in the 
response that she received. 

The caller has received three separate responses from TSA in regards to the incident. She was very angry and yelling throughout the call. She stated that she was told that she was on a watch list. The caller repeatedly stated that she wanted copies 
of the securily tape. She slated that she sent in the complaint approximately a week to two weeks after the complaint. However according 10 her previous email in regards 10 lhe incident!(b)(6) !she actually reported the incident over a month after 
it occurred. It was sent to MB on 8 28 13. The caller repeatedly stated that she wasn t all that concerned about the patdown incident and went on to further say that if it wasn t her child then she would have been incredibly angry. She was very upset 
be cause she stated that her issue was not address. I advised the caller that a 11 I could do in reg a rd s to the incident is to lo rwa rd the inform at1on to the MB branch ag am. I advised the ca 11 er th at if she was upset over the treatment she received from the 
police officer then she should take it up with that particular entity. The caller told me that TSA was at the airport with this officer and I advised her that it didn t matter. 

I provided the caller with information on how to contact the CSM by using option number 5 on the IVR. I advised her that she could attempt to contact the CSM but that I could not guarantee a response due to the government shut down. 



Caller said his wife has a medical port and the TSO told her she wou Id have to have a paid own. Caller said she was offered a private patdown. but she d eel in ed because they told her she may have to have add1t1ona I screening. Ca 11 er said his wife is 
upset because they patted down her breast area, Caller finally told me his wife has an aversion to touch due to sexual trauma. Caller did not feel it was appropriate to have the port patted down. he thought TSA should be able to look at it and clear her 
visually. 

The maJority of passengers can be screened without being touched by a Transportation Secunty Officer (TSO). Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only 1fthey can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 
seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can 
request to be screened using a I ho rough patdown; however, passengers cannot requesl to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 
If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A patdown procedure a I so is used to reso Ive any a I arms of a metal detector or a no m al i es identified by A IT. If they fee I comfo rtab I e, passengers who have d iffi cu I ty b erng touched should inform the TSO that they may need a ss1sta n ce during a 
patdown. 

TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform TS Os about any disability. medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening, their use may 
improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their cond1t1ons. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gov sites default files publications disabil1ty_notificat1on_cards.pdf. 

101151201 If a patdown is required in order to complele screening: 
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• The paid own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a paid own, or any areas of the body th at a re p arnfu I when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or Ii ft any article of clothing to revea I a sensitive body area, 

In addition to the patdown, TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. If explosive material is detected, the passenger will have to undergo additional screening. For more information about the technology used to test for traces of 
explosive material, please visit http: www.tsa.gov press releases 2010 02 17 tsa-expands-use-explosive-trace-detect1on-technology-airports-nationw1de. 
A companion, assistant, or family member may accompany a passenger to assist him or her during any private or public screening. After providing this assistance, the companion. assistant, or family member will need to be rescreened. The passenger 
should inform the TSO of his or her need for assistance before lhe screening process begins. 
If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. Passengers also can report concerns by contacting TSA's Disability and Multicultural 
Division 

Caller was 1rying to reach lhe CSM at Charlotte Douglas and when he pushed option 5 he got us. He said that he gets Precheck and lhe designated checkpoint has an AIT thal is a few feel away. They make him go lhrough the walk lhrough metal 
detector and he has to have a patdown. He asked the TSO what is the benefit of having Precheck if he has to do this everytime and why he can t just use the AIT. The TSO told him that the next time he flies he can tell them that he has metal implants 
so he can use the AIT. Then, the next time he fiew he told them about the metal implants and requested the AIT but they would not let him use it and made him go through the metal detector. He said that the screeners are still operating at the 
checkpoint when I mentioned the CSM is on furlough. 

I told the caller that just because you have Precheck does not guarantee that you will not have to have a patdown even if you use the AIT 
I told him I could take his complaint and send it to the CSM or he can wait until the government shutdown 1s over and call them at 866-289-9673. option 5, and CL T. I told him that the CSMs are on furlough although the screeners are still there. I also 
told him he may ask for a supervisor if he does have issues at the checkpoint. He is going to call them himself. 
Caller would like to give feedback. Caller said she had a flight on US Air thal was cancelled, she had to get online and try to find anolher ticket. They did not offer a hotel or anylhing to her. She found her own ticket on Delta. She had 10 gel her baggage 
off of the plane and move it for another flight. She had to go through screening all over again, she ended up being chosen for hand screening and then she had to go to a private room and had to be a thorough patdown. She said there a flaw with the 
machine they took a swab from her hand. Ch eek that machine and see why that may go off because it s hou Id not have went off. DIA. Ca 11 er i nsi sled in re cei vi ng al I the ch em i cal s th at would make the ETD al a rm 

Advised ca Iler the fa 11 owing in formation: 
Explosives Trace Detection (ETD) technology in airports as part of security screening. In addition to the screening of carry-on and checked baggage, passengers may undergo screening of their hands using an ETD swab at the security checkpoint, the 
checkpoint queue, the checkpoint, or at boa rd i ng a re as. 

101151201 ETD swabbing is completely harmless to passengers. The swabs are made of fabric or paper and do not contain any chemicals. To ensure lhe health of travelers, screening swabs are used only once. A Transportation Security Officer (TSO) first 

3 6:21 :27 swabs a passenger's hands or accessible property and then places the swab inside an ETD unit. The ETD unit analyzes the swab for the presence of residue from explosives. Any alarm generated by the ETD screening process requires the passenger 

PM 
to undergo add i ti o na I screening. 

You a I so ex pressed co ncems reg a rd i ng the ETD swabs you received. Please note that any a I a rm genera I ed by the ETD screening process requires I he passenger to undergo addition al sere en i ng. Th ere a re sever a I i I ems th at contain the same 
chemicals that are associated with explosives, and collection of these types of particles will result in an ETD alarm. TS Os are trained to resolve these alarms using a variety of resolution techniques. 

Told caller that we did not have a list of chemicals and the TSO s were doing their job by giving her additional screening. Explained that when she leaves the secure area she will always have to go back through screening. Supervisor Call. 

~responded that TCC does not have a list of chemicals that are associated with explosives. 
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THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl(b1(6i I 
Date Time: 10/15/2013 9: 14:52 PM 

Nam,4b)(61 
Emaifh··,1rr1 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Greal Lake ffgiht 7262 Cortez, Co 955AM 
Comments:Excessive Pat down at~, including 6 touches of groin area and hair pat down even though I have short hair. Just because I had knee surgery should not condemn me to excessive touching in inappropriate areas. I am a 62 year 
old pilot and I resent excessive inappropnate touching during these pat downs. When you have a joint implant you are singled out every time, there is no way not to get a pat down every time you board an aircraft. It is very unfair, a metal detector could 
verify an implant instead of a pat down. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ-1_h_·11_r;_·-, __ ~ 
Dale Time: 1011612013 12:46 37 PM 

Namtb)lff, 
Emai bi(61 
Comp I a i nts: Discourteous/Rude Employee. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Temninal/Airport/Gate/Etc):I am an elite frequent flier and am very familiar with your policies & procedures. I am also retired from the law enforcement community. On October 02. 2013, I entered the 
screening area al Phoenix Sky Harbor for Alaska Flight 635 to Seatlle in Terminal 2. I arrived about an hour early. 
Comments:While removing items from my pockets and preparing my trays for screening, I caught the eye of a female TSA employee and told her I wished to opt-out of the scatter machine as I always do. She started yelling at me to "Take that paper 
out of your pocket1", I told her she needn"t bark orders at me and asked her not to be so rude and to give me a chance to finish my process. She called for a male screener (an older, tall. balding gentleman). When he arrived I was standing by waiting 
for him, The female whispered something to him and he immediately ordered me to take off my dress shirt. I thought it was a joke, Ultimately I stripped down to my undershirt in front of all the other passengers in line, completely embarrassed and 
violaled. After completing my pat down, I dressed and approached the supervisor's desk, which was surrounded by about 6 or 7 employees in and out of uniform. I explained what happened and asked why I had to take off my shirl. The man seated at 
the desk told me it was because I didn"t have it tucked in and buttoned all the way up. Then all the other employees began to chime in and I was verbally ganged up on. 

As I told them, I have been through screening across the country at many airports and multiple times, but have never been asked to take of articles of clothing, and especially in public, I felt I was being retaliated against for refusing to go through the 
scatter machine. Since when did the TSA take over the role of my molher? If my shirl is nol completely butloned up and tucked in I am subjected to humiliation? How does this make lhe public more secure? As rel ired law enforcement, I have 
periormed strip searches and pat downs on hundreds if not thousands of people. I would like to know the reasoning behind this abusive and outrageous treatment. How is it TSA's place to tell me how to dress? By having my shirt untucked, it actually 
makes 11 easier for them to check me in a pat down. This procedure is nothing more than unjustified sexual harassment. I understand the need for security and safety, but your people are now crossing the line into disrespectful absurdity. There is no 
reason to treat people in such a harsh and callus manner, 



Location: Laguardia airport (LGA), Terminal C, East Side TSA secunty checkpoint 

Date and Time: October 1, 2013, approximately 10:30 AM 

I recently mailed a complaint card because my treatment at the TSA security checkpoint on October 1 was unacceptable. The two TSA staff members I was interacting with were unreasonable, nasty, and extremely unprofessional. I opted out of the 
body scanning machine, as I normally do, to avoid its radiation risk. The female agent posted at the body scanning machine (whose name I was not able to obtain) asked me to wait while she located a male staff member to pat me down. I waited 
patiently for several minutes. but meanwhile all my belongings were on the other side of the scanner and out of my sight. My wallet, cell phone, laptop. and all my carryon items were sitting out in the open where I could not see them and with dozens of 
people passing through. I expressed concern about the safety of my belongings to the agent and indicated that I wanted to be escorted to my belongings or have them brought to me so I could monitor them. She brushed me off and angrily told me I 
would be brought to my belongings as soon as they found someone to pat me down. I asked calmly about how long that would take and she rolled her eyes as she replied, "as soon as we find someone,'' showing no concern for me or my property. 

I was very unhappy about the way I was being treated, and asked the a ent to see her supervisor. At first her response was that I could see the supervisor only after .1 had received my pat down, but she did eventually get the acting supervisor.tbi(] 
[§@[] was unable to obtain!rh··,1rr, !badge number (bH6) was at least as bad, if not worse, than the first woman. When I expressed my concern to!(b.1(6.:, ! she made a sarcastic remark and walked away, refusing to be of a~p or 

express any sense of concern or u nde rstarid i rig , 

101161201 Not only was my property unmonitored for approximately 1 o minutes, where any other passenger could take my valuables (either intentionally or accidentally), but I have also always understood it to be a security risk to leave ones belongings 
3 2:02:06 p M unattended in a secure area of an airport. These T SA agents actively prevented me from monitoring my belongings. 

Addilionally, while I was paliently waiting for an officer 10 pal me down with my property out of sight, lhe same TSA agent posled al the body scanning machine kept yelling at me every 30 seconds 10 stand in a differenl place while wailing. "Sland over 
there." "I told you to step aside,'" etc. As hard as I tried to follow her direction and get out of the way of other passengers, she kept reprimanding me for being in the wrong spot. I felt like I was being treated as a prisoner or someone who had committed 
a cnme, not a paying customer trying to get on an airplane. 

First and foremost, it is unacceplable to prevent a passenger from maintaining visual contacl with his/her belongings, especially when they are not in anyone's care. Passengers should always and wilhout exceplion have the rig hi to, at a minimum, be 
escorted to an area where they can maintain visual contact with their belongings. The way I was treated by the TSA agents was also totally unacceptable. As a paying passenger I expect to be treated with respect and to have my concerns understood 
and addressed, not be rude I y brushed off esp eci a 11 y when my conce m 1s as reaso na bl e as keeping rny belongings in s1g ht. 

As a follow-up, when f b 1(6 1 lheard me request to file a complaint, her suggestion was I hat I sign up for lhe paid TSA pre-check program so I don"I have to go lhrough the securily process in the future. Apparenlly she missed the point. The security 
screening wasn't the problem: the problem was the way it was handled. 

In most of my other recent experiences with TSA agents I have been treated with a fair amount of respect. However, experiences like the one I had on October 1 lead me to believe that, at least some, TSA agents are trained to perform their jobs 
robotically and wilhout exercising discrelion, thought, or common sense, as in a strict "My job is to do X and I don't know anything aboul anylhing outside of my direct responsibilily." Training employees to engage with customers in a positive way and 
take a helpful. more critically thoughtful approach to their jobs will not only will make the experience more pleasant for customers (and agents), but will enhance security too. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : D1sab1lity or Medical Condition; Screening Current Date/T1rne : 10/16/2013 1 :22:42 PM Airport CMH - Port Columbus International Date/T1rne of Travel 10/16/2013 1 :00 PM Airline & Flight Number Delta CheckpornUArea of Airport 
near gate C49 TSA Employee: (II Known) . 
Comment : I have spoken to your cus1omer se r, ice agent and read your website a bout the ru I es. I st i 11 do not und e rs ta nd why I witnessed the following occur: 

A very sickly woman, african arnerican, in her 40's I believe. was in front of me in line. She was in a wheelchair and was asked 1f she could walk a short distance. She said yes. Once she was already in the Advanced Imaging Technology scanner. she 
was asked to raise her hands. She could not. This woman was probably 80-901bs and very sickly. She almost fell over. So alter awhile of trying this, they had her sit back down in the wheelchair and pushed her through the regular metal detector for 
a lhorough pat down. They made her stand throughoul this enlire process, meanwhile, she was having a hard time keeping her balance. 

101161201 When I asked the agent at the final customer service station why they could not just have her walk through the small metal detector. he said that was reserved for certain folks with special criteria. So instead, they put this poor woman through a 10-
3 2:02: 12 minute patdown, which was very disturbing to watch. She had to lift her shirt up from her pants and all the while. standing, which she could barely do. 

PM 
1) After they realized she could not hold her hands above her head, why could this woman have not just walked through the metal detector on her own and been sparred the invasive putdown? 

2) Why wasn't it clearly explained to her that she would need to raise her arms above her head for 5-7 seconds, before having to get up from her wheelchair to enter Advanced Imaging Technology? 

3) What is the &quot;special criteria&quot: reserved for people allowed to go through a metal detector? 
Would you like a res onse? : True 

Passenger's Na ~,-.,.,....----,......1 
Phone,w.lWl=....,.==--.....1--, 
Email (b 1(6) 

1s feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



1 )Information about the person who experienced the c1v1 I rig hts/ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I at1on 
(fill in what you can) 

No 

First and Middle Name: 

Last Name: 

l(b1(6) I 
Main Phone: 

10116/201 l(b 1(6) 
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Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

PO Box or Street address: 

City: 

Decatur 

State: 
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Nam b1(6) 
Emai (b)(61 
Comp a, n s: na pp ro pr, a e cree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc):Flight from Newark NJ to Burlington VT on United Airlines affiliate on 9 October 2013. 
Comments:Female TSA agent insisted I remove my neck sea rt. Her attitude prior to that was rude, abrupt. and generally disrespectful, I declined the scanning machine and received a pat-down. 

I have no complaints about the pat-down. I did ask the female agent who periormed the pat-down if men were required to remove neck ties during security screening and she said no. I asked why I was required to, and she had no answer. When the pat
down was complete she referred me to a male agent, saying "This woman has a question for you." 
I inquired about the requirement to remove my n eek sea rf. 

He had no answer except to say, in essence, that agents are allowed to change things up when they feel like it. If so, then at any given security screening there should be consistency. If I have to take off my neck decoration, so should men have to 
remove theirs, as should any other female thus adorned. 

The real problem as I perceive it is that many TSA agenls have a rather grandiose sense of power and passengers can do little about it since the TSA has the capacity to prevent passengers from continuing their journeys. 

l"ve traveled a good bit and had not experienced prior to this trip the rudeness. arrogance, and bully-boy attitudes that I did in Dulles and Newark. 
I will say, as well. that in contrast, the TSA agents at O'Hare Airport on our return journey were polite, pleasant, and genuinely seemed to wish to be reasonable. 
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Comp I a i nts; Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):United Airlines flight from Dulles to Newark, taken on 8 Oclober. Flighl was supposed to leave about 8:30 p.m., but was delayed. 
Comments:Going through screening, when I was standing in the x-ray machine, a male TSA agent said. "Pretty good shape for a 75 year-old." 
l"d have objected (particularty had I known the flight was going to be delayed, but your lot have us all between a rock and a hard place, donl you. You have the capacity to make us miss our next connection. 
At any rate. I do not believe that it is appropriate for agents, male or female. to comment on the physical condition of passengers, and I highly resent his sexist and ageist remarks. 
This morning, October 15, 2013, I flew to San Francisco, departing from SeaTac. My experience in security check is one I hope to never repeat. I was traveling two weeks following shoulder surgery and wearing a large sling, per my doctor's orders. 
went through the metal detector with no problem but the TSA employee monitoring the machine directed me to have a pat-down and have my sling wiped to check for explosives. To everyone"s surprise, the sling tested pos1t1ve for explosives. So, I had 
to take the sling off, a painful and unnecessary experience, and be patted down without the support of the sling, also painful. My luggage and purse were also searched. Eventually, I was cleared of the possibility of carrying explosives and was able to 
get on my way. As I was walking away I noticed that a very elderly woman in a wheelchair was going through the same experience. The agenls were professional and kind and doing their jobs as directed, and I appreciate the jobs they do, but it seems 
to be a waste of valuable resources. money and time to target people with medical devices and/or with a obvious disabilities. What happened to common sense? 

3 8:18:00 
AM With concern for all people with disabilities-

10117/201 
3 

11:50:02 

[b i(ffl 
Tumwater, WA 

Caller stated she flew from Destin Flonda Airport to Ronald Reagan on US Airways and was asked to throw away all of her liquids, gels and aerosols regardless of their size. Caller stated she has metal rod in her leg and she requested to have a 
patdown and not go through the AIT. Caller stated the TSA Agen1(b-·1(6"i palled the olice on her as a result. This is the same TSO that conducted the callers patdo~n _CaHer sjres she was simply trying to put on her shoes and the agent said 
she was t,red of lhe way lhe passenger was act,ng. Caller stated lhat she asked TSO b:1(6) hal was allowed in her 3.1.1 bag. The passenger slated that TSA agent bi(6_1 was rude and unprofessional. Caller wants to know why she was 
treated like a terrorist at the checkpoint. Caller stated she didnt have this much trouble at Ronald Reagan Airport. 

AM Advised caller I would send to the CSM at the airport in regards to the incident. Advised caller because of the government shutdown there may a significant delay in regards to the issue. 

10/17/201 
3 

12:24:57 
PM 

Couldnt find the airport code for Destin. I put in OSI and its not listed in the work row. Advised to put in pending template 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-====::::;-------····························· 
Remote Client IPJ(b 1(6) ! 
Date Time 1011712013 11 35:51 AM 

Nam~ 
Emai@% 
Complainls:My Complaint is Not Listed Here· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):St. t.ouis airport 10117114 10:20 am 
Comments:I needed a female assist for an opt-out and they wouldn't get one and Just told me they were short-staffed and it would be "a while" and that I should just do the vision machine like everyone else and how if I have a cell phone, this was no 
different. I shouldn't have to justify my choice to them nor should I have to finally give in be after waiting for 15 minutes. there was still no assist. I had to catch my flight so I finally gave in and got the vision machine since they clearly had no intention of 
getting anyone to do a pat•down. This is so une,cusable. 



10/17/201 
3 

12:25:33 
PM 

Forv.arded to TCC-referrals for appropriate action. 

Evelyn Webb 

Program Assi slant 

Civil Rights Division, TSA-6 

Frorr{b)(ff1 

Sent: Saturday, October 12, 2013 1 :50 PM 
To: TSACivilrights@dhs.gov 
Subject TSA Contact Us: Complaints 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

~~~~;~--~-1;~-~t rrf.,.~-b_-)_("'6: •• _,-_-_-_-_-_-_-~..--------------------------------------

Date Time 10112/2013 1:50 17 PM 

Name: 

kb)(61 

Email: 

I travel every week for work and lhus every week I go lhrough TSA. Every week the folks are usually pretty reasonable, but some1imes I am surprised al the complete lack of any manners and professionalism. This week was one of those times. 
Today at approximately 1015 AM I went through the preferred access line in the San Antonio Airport on the Delta airlines terminal and put my items through. Since I was wearing bedazzled jeans was the lucky winner of a pat down since your machine 
can't seem to tel I the d1ffe re n ce between a few sparkles and a weapon of mass di structi on. The woman assigned to do this snapped, 'up here. move up he re.' Yikes. ok l"m moving .... no need to snap. Then as usu a I she checked my watch, brace I et and 

10117/201 the back of my pockets. Then she proceeded to put her filthy latex gloves in my hair. I understand there are security measures in place. but how about some sanitary measures? It's absolutely disgusting to have someone who's probably touched 100 
3 2:02:22 other people already place I heir filthy gloves all over you. Not 10 menlion the manners of this short, latino lady with a terrible bleach job were unbelievable. If TSA were privately run you would be oul of business. The public wouldn't sland for the 

PM ap pa 11 i ng I eve I of service and gross waste of money that we a 11 observe every week with comp I ete disgust. 

10117/201 
3 8:05:08 

PM 

Feedback Type Security Issue 
Categories: Pat-down; Advanced Imaging Technology CuCTent Date/Time· 1011712013 5:56:56 PM Airport, JAN - Jackson International Date/Time of Travel, 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· We don't want naked xrays and we don't want to be groped. Your employees don't like it either. These dogs are non-agressive and more reliable than the machines and make a happier airport. Isn't a shame that Russia is once again 
showing ii self to be of a less Police-State than America? 

hltp://rt.corn/news/security-bornb-dogs-sniff-433I 
Would you like a response? . False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



10/18/201 
3 8 0413 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 10118/2013 12:23:27 AM Airport : SLC - Salt Lake City International Date/Time al Travel : 10/14/2013 7:30 PM Airline & Flight Number · Jet Blue 1531 Checkpoint/Area of Airport · 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I would like clarification regarding insulin pumps, According to TSA in SLC airport if my insulin pump cannot go through the X ray machine I must have a agent pat me down. What I don't understand is this is the only airport that requires me 
to do this and when I traveled through lhis airport in Maleh I was not required to have a pat down. Every olher airport swipes my insulin pump with the clolh, I proceed through security and there is no hassle. Due to the TSA agents in SLC I had to get a 
da ctars note stating my insulin pump cou Id not go through an X ray machine. As the agent stated, he had never seen a insulin pump th at could not be X rayed. He required me to remove my pump and actua 11 y went on to Animas Corporations web site 
to_verify what I was informing him of was accurate information. He did not require me to be patted down. m~ pump was_wiped with the cloth and I went o_n my wa7. So, what 1_s the accurate information for insulin pumps as each time I travel through 
this airport there IS a different set of rules from the TSA Agents Would you like a response?: True Passengers Name fhW'il Phone Numbed(bi(61 - Email' !(b:1(6) ro leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow 
this link: http:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB2IApplicationManager 

The caller was traveling from Logan International to Jacksonville on October 16, 2013. Her flight was scheduled for 8:00 pm but she arrived at the airport around 5:00pm. Her flight number was JetBlue flight 1209. She stated that she received a 
patdown from a TSO and the officer was not gentle. She staled thal the officer grabbed her and touched her crotch area. A supervisor was called over and she stated lhe supervisor was rude. 

Informed caller: 
TSA regrets if this was not your experience. In addition, passengers may request a private screening if add i Ii on al sere en i ng is required or at any ti me during the screening process. A companion may a cco m pa ny a passenger who needs assi sl ance to 

101181201 the private screening after the companion clears screening. In addition. Screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a Patdawn inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose ta remain in the public 
area rather than go to a private area for screening, however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area will not be permitted to enter the secured area. 

3 
10 2622 

AM Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) al thal location. 

Gave caller the m a1 Ii ng address to where she can ma i I in her complaint. 

Transpor1ation Securily Administration 
601 South 12th Street 
Art i ngton. VA 20 598 

The caller stated that he is frustrated. He is a frequent traveler. He has had this problem more than once. He is in Jackson, MS. A female TSO picked up his jacket and his computer was in the bin beside it. His 3-1-1 bag was in another bin. The 
young lady, a black female screener, picked up his jacket. He had placed his wallet in his Jacket before screening. The agent picked it up and the wallet fell out. He stated the agent was very rude, so he asked for a supervisor. He was told by this 
agent that she was the lead. He asked for her supervisor. He had to go through the pat-down which he thought was a bit more thorough than usual. On the other side, he met a TSA supervisor who gave her name a~(b)(ff•1 I He complained to 
her about lhe rude TSO. He was told I hat she was looking for something. He was given every excuse and caller poinled out I hat none of these applied to nor excused her poor behavior. 

10118/201 He talked toilhi/RI 
3 

I a TS M, she knew who he was re fern ng to. and she was d1sreg arding it. This was at 7: 15 this date. Ca 11 er advised that the TSO addressed with him apparent d1sg us!. She should have provided her name when asked. 

10:41 :44 I advised caller that I cannol tell him if it is a requiremenl thal the screeners provide their name when asked, but will note thal he suggested that the agents be required 10 provide their name. 
AM 

I asked cal I er if he wanted to provide his e-ma i I address. He d eel in ed because TSA did not respond to a previous e-m a1 I. He wants a cal I. When I asked if he wanted to provide his e-ma i I address to al low me to Ii nk the re cords, he advised that he 
would typically fi 11 out the cards at the airport and these were his previous contacts, 

I advised caller that I would send his comments and complaints to the CSM at the airport far appropriate action. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 1011812013 12:10:26 PM Airporl: HSV - Huntsville International Dateffime ofTravel: 10/11/2013 12:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: AA3220 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
. Screening Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment: To whom it may concern: 

Recently I wenl on a vacation with my wife, depar1ing from the Huntsville lnlemational Airport. My experience with the securily screening was unacceptable. I hope thal you will investigate this ma1ter further. 

I choose to opt-out of going through the AIT machine and to receive a pat-down instead. I have opted for the pat-down instead of going through the AIT machine every time I have flown in the last several years. Every other time I have done this there 

101181201 have been no issues. This time, however, when the officer reached my groin area he brought his hands up very quickly striking me in the testicles each time he did this, In general, the attitude of this officer and another officer working at the time was 

3 similar to what would expecl to find in a fraternity house or locker room. 

12:45:02 
PM 

As a Ii censed a ire raft mechanic, and ci vi I engineer who wo rl<s as a prOJect manager for gen era I aviation airports for the State of Te nne sse e. I fully understand the need lo r airport security. I do not have an issue with the pat-down procedure. I do have 
an issue with what was either a deliberate act on the part of the officer who patted me down (which I suspect is the case) or in a fundamental lack of training. 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller states that her g ra ndmothe r has been sexually vi o I ated. Ca 11 er states that her grandmother was taken to a private sere en i ng a re a and was told to I ift her dress. pu 11 her underwear down and bend aver so her an al and vaginal reg ion co u Id be 
examined. Caller states that her grandmother fiew from PHX to MCI. Callers grandmother states that the alleged strip search occurred at PHX. Callers grandmothers name is!lh··,1r;·1 I Caller made contact with the grandmother to obtain 
further informalion al which poinl. the grandmother slates I hat she wishes that the caller would just let it go and not worry about it. 

"The entire conversation with the grandmother co u Id be heard on the phone Ii ne." 

Flight Delails: 
Southwest Airlines 
10 17 2013 at or around 0745 
Gate Tenminal: Unknown 

Advised Caller: 

101181201 TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior ta boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening al passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
3 1:18:24 

PM factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a Patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks 10 provide a high level of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless of 
their person al situations and needs, a re treated with dignity. respect, and courtesy. 

Every person and i tern mu st be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is import ant, T ra nsportat ion Security Officers (TS Os) must conduct additiona I screening to resolve an ala rm of 
the Walk-Through Metal De1ec1or (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considera1e and lhoughtful and are trained to explain what lhey are doing and what will 
happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

In addition, passengers may request a private sere en i ng if add it ion a I screening is required or at any ti me during the screening process, A com pa ni on may accompany a passenger who needs ass i sta nee to the private screening after the comp an ion 
c I ea rs screening . In add i Ii on, Screen ers should offer a pri v a I e screening before beginning a p atdown inspect ion that wi 11 require dis placing or Ii fti ng clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in the pub Ii c area rather than go to a private a re a for 
screening. however, passengers who refuse screening in the public ar private area will not be permitted to enter the secured area. 



10/18/201 
3 41421 

PM 

10/181201 
3 4:14:59 

PM 

10119/201 
3 3:20:52 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl""(b"-I""(6"---'-, ___ _. 
Date Time: 10/18/2013 2:51 :10 PM 

Namnb,(61 
Ema_pi(6I 
Complaints:My Complaint is Not Listed Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):1209/Uniled/Term. CIIAHI 
Comments:After being scanned. I was subjected to an inappropriate "pat-down" which included TSA agent putting hand inside my bra and inserting their hand down my pants inside my underwear. 

Feed back Type : Security Issue 
Categories : Pat-down 
Current Date/Time : 1011812013 3:24:17 PM Airport LGA - LaGuardia DatelTlme of Travel : 1011812013 Airline & Flight Number: B6 1117 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Terminal B? 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . Ca 
Comment : I received a male opt out pal down at -305pm and the TSA agent did not check my wallel thal I brought in my hand. Agent name sIarted with ffi:ill 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name (b":i(ffi 
Phone Number , "----'--~---' 

Emailkb 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.9ov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Security Issue 
Calegari es : Other 
Current Date/Time, 10119/2013 12:51:59 PM Airport: ORD - Chicago-O'Hare International Date/Time of Travel, 10/17/2013 3:00 PM Airline & Flight Number, American M2813 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, TSA screening area near American gates 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . There was a large number of passengers waiting to be screened. A TSA employee. a tall older gentleman with grey hair. &quot;entertained&quot: us with jokes and trivia questions while we waited. I also thought the 9eneral demeanor of 
the employees was somewhat unruly--loud talking, instructions to each other back and forth, &quot:that man doesn't need a pat down&quot:. and so forth. After having been screened at Frankfort and London earlier in the day, and seeing the stern 
professi o na Ii s m and order exhibited in those countries, I found this sides how to be depressing and a I arming, 
Would you like a re,,,,_,..._. ..... 7_·-"-"=-~ 

Passenger's Na;;;mcce=-(b_I_(6_-_-, --.-~ 
Phone Number 
Email h1/Ri 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················====::::;-------··························· 
Remote Client llf~~""--~,/R~-~I ___ _. 

Date Time 10/2012013 5:43 20 AM 

101201201 Narrl""(b,_.1~(6~·-, ____ ~--~ 
3 9:28:50 Emaii\'.~9_··1_(6_1 _______ ~ 

AM Comp I a i nl s: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):UA 1555 IAD to SFO 6:39 
Comments:I am concerned about the accuracy of the so-called explosive detection device. I arrived at the airport at 5am with my hands extremely dry and with no gel. lotion or anything on any part of my body. It was much too earty to deal with 
extras. And yet, because I had a forgotten hotel room key in my pocket. I was screened for explosives and it registered positive. I would like to know the accuracy of these machines since in addition to triggering an alarm for lotions and gels, they also 
alarm for dry hands. Because there was NOTHING at all on my hands, I suggested that there was an error wilh the machine and polilely requesled that my hands be tested again. lnsIead, I was forced to submit to a pal down that, surprise surprise, 
revealed nothing-using what seemed to be the EXACT same technology that was used on my hands. The invasion of my privacy could have been avoided were the machines more accurate and had my request that my hands be tested again been 
accepted. To assist me in pursuing this matter further, I would like to know why my request to be tested again was not granted and also the percentage of false positives the palm explosive screening machines generate. 



Re: Orlando airport pat down delay 30 min; SW 889, Ortando to Atlanta, 10-19-2013, 2 PM, Superviso~._b-'••_1(6_.'-I ___ __. 

I want to complain of being delayed more than 30 min at the Orlando airport for opting to have a pat-down. 

After the initial delay and first pat-down. the TSA screener told me my hands were positive and this requires a repeat more thorough second go around in a closed room. I asked what was positive and he said "We can not tell you for security reason" 

The whole episode lasted from 2:00PM to 2: 30 PM, a delay of 30 min for my flight SW 889 scheduled for departing 3:30 PM. 

I complained to supervisoj._(b""'••-'-1(6_."'"I ___ __,~nd am formally filing this complaint for "intentional harassment of passenger opting for a pat-down". 

101201201 I want you to reply to this email by a formal letter (not email) that you have investigated this problem. 

3 
11:11:27 

AM 

Specifically: 1 )Whal percentage of pat-down al your specific location was positive requiring second delay ,i.e. what was lhe false-positive rate of your wipe-down test? 
2)Why is "we can not tell you for security reason" an appropriate answer for an inquiry by the passenger? 
3) Why is the passenger asked for a pat-down always asked to wait for an ava i I able agent when the agent s ho u Id be a I ready b erng assigned for such option? 

4 )Whal is the average documenled pat-down time delay, i.e. Is there an unwri1ten policy 10 make the pal-down oplion an INEFFICIENT process so as to deter passenger opting for this option? 

I intend to address this to my congressman if you can not provide me with an accepta b I e answer to ea ch of the above quest ion, Please be reminded that I ask for a form a I I etter for this explanation, 

Sincerely, ~ 

Fro~(b)(61 
Sent: Sunday. October 20, 2013 12:01 AM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

-----------~~=~-------------------
Remote Client IP: ~f h""'·~·,1""'R~·1 ---~ 

10120/201 Date Time 10120/2013 12 00:37 AM 
3 

11:11:42 
AM Name: 

fb)(61 

Email: 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

X Ray of back brace 

Comments: 

@Bradley Airport, prior to scan, I asked TSA officer ii I needed to remove my post-surgical back brace, and he said "no", I got into the "tube" and that TSA officer made me take it off saying it had to go thru XRay, making me lift laptop, carry on, etc wlo 



10120/201 
3 1:11:17 

PM 

You replied: 
"we would forward a copy of the complaint to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that airport. However. we are unable to extend this courtesy to you because you did not mention the exact airport you departed.'' 

Information requested: 

MCO. Orland, Florida. SW 889, Orlando to AllantJ, 10-19-2013, 2 PM, TSA Supervisof._~_ •• _,(6_._I ____ _. 

From:!(b)(61 
To: "T SA-Contact Ce nter@d hs .gov·· <TSA-Ca ntactCente r@dhs.gov> 

Cc!/h\/R\ I 
Sent: Sunday, October 20, 2013 g,22 AM 
Subjecl: Orlando pal down 

Re: Orlando airport pat down delay 30 min; SW 889. Orlando to Atlanta, 10-19-2013. 2 PM. Superviso .. f b_._,(_6_) ____ ~ 

I want to complain of being delayed more th an 3 0 min at the Ori a ndo airport for opting to have a pat-down. 

After lhe inilial delay and firsl pat-down, the TSA screener told me my hands were positive and this requires a repeat more thorough second go around in a closed room. I asked what was positive and he said "We can nol tell you for security reason". 

The whole episode lasted from 2:00PM to 2: 30 PM, a delay of 30 min for my fi1ght SW 889 scheduled for departing 3:30 PM. 

I complained to supervisorl'.._h_i_/_o_·-, ---~land am formally filing this complaint for "intentional harassment al passenger opting for a pat-down". 

I want you to reply to this email by a formal letter (not email) that you have investigated this problem. 

Specifically: 1 )What percentage of pat-dawn at your specific location was positive requiring second delay ,i.e. what was the false-positive rate of your wipe-dawn test? 



Froml(b 1(6) 
Sent: Sunday, October 20, 2013 3:02 AM 
To: TSAExlemalCom liance 
Cc: (b)(6) 
Subject: equest or clarification of procedures for passenger with temporary driver's license 

To whom this request concerns: 

10120/201 
3 1:11:38 

PM On October 15th 2013, I flew from Seattle, WA to Denver, CO on Alaska Airlines flight 670. Upon leaving TSA afler being screened for security, I accidentally left my driver's license at the TSA. The following day I spoke with Rose at TSA at SeaTac 
and had it confirmed that my license was there and that it would be sent to my home address. I then called the airlines and explained my situation. I also informed them that I had been issued a temporary id from the state of Washington, and that I had 
on me three forms of photo id. I was informed thal this was acceplable to fiy, and thal I needed to arrive early for my flight and thal I should expecl to undergo addilional security measures. 

At the gate in Denver this afternoon (October 19, 2013), I explained my situation and was directed 10 a manager. I showed lhe manager my 1emporary id, which I believe meets the description of acceptable id as it was a "Drivers License or other slate 
photo identity cards issued by Department of Motor Vehicles (or equivalent)" as listed on the TSA website. I then showed the manager my American Express card which has my photo, my Costco card which has my photo. and my faculty photo ID card 
at St. Martin's University where I work in Lacey, WA. The manager stated that I did everything right. that my showing the multiple forms of ID meant that they would not have to verify my identity through a publicly available database. He also informed 
me that I would be subjected to add it ion a I screening procedures. 

The screening procedures I underwent included: AIT screening. a search of all my belongings by 2 security officers where I had to watch and was not allowed to touch my belongings, and a pat-down by a same sex security officer. In the pat down 
procedure I was offered a private room where a second female officer was present. 



ATTENTION WORKERS OR PRESIDENT OF TSA; 

HELLO MY NAME IS'.b I(6i ! SORRY TH IS LETTER IS A LITTLE BIT LATE , HOW EVER I DID NOT KNOW WHERE I SHOULD WRITE TO , AND I FOUND OUT WHEN I RECEIVED MY LAST LETTER BACK FROM THE Al RLI NES 
WHICH I ALWAYS TAKE (JET BLUE). WHEN THEY ISSUED ME A FIFTY DOLLAR CREDIT AND A SINCERE APOLOGY NOTE WITH IT. SAYING THAT THEY WERE VERY, VERY, SORRY TO HEAR WHAT HAD HAPPENED TO ME BEFORE I 
HAD GOTTEN ON MY FLIGHT TO FORT LAUDERDALE. 

IN BRIEF I AM A HANDICAP WOMEN WHO NEEDS ASSISTANCE AND CANNOT GO THROGH THE MACHINES BECAUSE I HAVE A MORPHINE PAIN PUMP AND A PACE MAKER. I SHW MY CARDS TO THEVLADY WHO CHECKS MY ID 
THEY ALWAYS TRY TO TAK MENTO JUST STANDING THERE WITH MY ARMS UP AND I SAY ABSOLUTELY NOT ITS STOPS EVERYTHING, AND I WILL GO RIGHT BACK IN HOSPITAL THATS WHY I KNOW AND WAIT MY TURN FOR 

SOMEONE TO PAT ME DOWN. 

NOW I AM A PRO AT THIS I OFTEN GO SEE MY MOM WHO LIVES THERE IT SO HAPPENED THAT THAT MONTH IT WAS TWICE I WAS THERE ALREADY(LIKE 2ND WEEK AUGUST AND THEN THIS TRIP FOR JEWISH HOLIDAYS), SO 
10/21/201 I PROCEED TO GO THROUGH I GET A LADY I FORGET HER NAME, SHE STARTS TO TALK AND SAY ALL THE THINGS THEY NEED TO SAY, AND I SAY HONEY YOU REALLY DONT HAVE TO CONTINUE I DO THIS SO OFTEN I COULD 

3 TELL IT TP YOU . 
10:11:35 

AM SO SHE DOES ASK ME IF I HAVE ANY SENSITIVE AREAS, AND I SAID YES. I SAID (MY LOWER BACK.MY KNEE BECAUSE I HAD ABRACE NIT. MY PUMP AREA AND THATS IT)BWULD YOU LIKE A PRIVATE SCREENING I SAID NO ITS 
OKAY RIGHT HERE, BUT I SAID TO HER CAN YOU MOVE JUST A LITTLE BECAUSE TH ERE WAS A HUGE FAN AND IT WAS BLOWING ON ME. l'M TELING YOU IN PLAIN ENGLISH SHE WAS SO RUDE DID NOT CARE. 

SO HERE WE START WTHTHE PROCESS CAN YOU STAND. I SAID NO l'M NA LOT OF PAIN TODAY. (IWANT TO TELL YOU SHE WASAN AFRICAN AMERICAN WOMEN IF YOU NEED TO LOOK HER UP FOR THAT TIME OF FLIGHT I 
TOOK THE RED EYE FLIGHT TO FT LAUDERDALE SEPT 2,2013FLT101) 

CONTINUING AS I DO NOT CARE SHE IS OF AFRICAN AMERICAN DESCENT, SHE STARTS PLEASE PUT YOUR HANDS OUT, REALLY NOW I AM GOING UNDER YOUR BREASTS. THE WAY SHE DID IT. EVEN THE KID WHO WAS 
WHEELING ME HAD TO LOOK AWAY . SO I WAITED. THEN PLEASE CAN YOU MOVE TO THE LEFT SIDE , HAND GOES UNDER THE BUTTOCKS REALLY HARD. SO I SAY SOM ETH ING TO HER 
I SAID, YOU KNOW I TRAVEL MAYBE TWICE A MONTH AND I HAVE NEVER EVER GOTTEN A PAT DOWN LIKE THIS. SO SHE SAYS WELL. I GUESS THERE NOT DOING THERE JOB WELL BECAUSE YOU HAVE TO GET IN BETWEEN 
EACH AND EVERY GROOVE. DO YOU BELIEVE THAT, NO THIS GETS EVEN BETTER.JUST WAIT. AFTER I TOLD HER TO STOP AND BE SOFTER SHE HAD NOT FINISHED YET SO SHE HAD TO DO THE AREA AND I TOLD HER PLEASE 
1(1 HATE TO BE SO PERSONNEL WITH YOU IN THIS LETTER BOY I DO NOT EVEN KNOW YOU MR OR MRS TSA)BUT SHE TAKES HER GLOVES AND TOLD HER I HAVE MY MENSTRUEL CYCLE SO PLEASE BE GENTLE WHAT DOES 
SHE DO GOES FROM BOTTOM LEGS TO CROUCH AREA AND US HES MY PAD IN. YOU KNOW I SAID THATS DISGUSTING WHAT DO YOU KNOW SHE DOES. I AM IN TEARS NOW. 
I SAID TO HR , YOU KNOW I TOLD YOU I HAD MY PERIOD, AND HER NASTY COMMENT IS 'THANK GOD WE WEAR GLOVES IS FOR PEOPLE LIKE YOU.MY BOY WHO WAS WHEELING ME SAID YOUWANT TO REPORT HER. AND THE 
REASON I DID NOT IS BECAUSE SHE WAS RUDE TOO. 

Caller fiew from Munich, Germany on 10-10 via ATL and 10 MCO after going through checkpoint al ATL, was pulled mer because of wearing sweatpants. He is 87 yrs. old and had a walker and an Adidas jackel and they took the delachable metal 
basket with his jacket and they took the walker to another line and he had a patdown. His canyon was placed on a separate line and his bag is with his wallet in one location and he was out of control of his item. When he got his walker back his basket 
and jacket was missing and was to Id he had to re po rt at the end of the I in e. He spoke with Delta and they could n t retrieve his items. 
Flight# DL 1669, Gate# not available. 

Response: 
101211201 Apologized to caller and provided claim fonm via postal mail. 

3 You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim fonm). A claim fonm will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 
10:59:22 Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-mail to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at I hat localion. 

AM 
At most airports across the country, T SA has procedures in place for hand I mg Io st and found. lte ms found at screening checkpoints and a re as where T SA perlo nms baggage screern ng a re turned in to the ap prop ri ate. d esIg nated airport authont1e s. We 
suggest travelers contact the airport where their items were misplaced or lost. 
Atlanta 
Ha rtsfi e Id I ntemationa I Airport 
404-530-2100 ext. 0 



10/21/201 
3 

11:39:12 
AM 

Caller wants to complain because going through security yesterday at F LL she had to have a paid own. States she recently had a hip rep I ace m ent and a ca rd to inform them and the a I a rm went off and they put her in a separate area and a I ad y came 
and gave her a complete patdown. There was a glass you could see thrcugh and a door and a TSO went ahead of her and she had to wait for a lady, States it wasn ta room even though she mentioned a door. glass enclosure. State the TSO did the 
buttocks, breasl, vagina, elc and made her spread her legs and she had to spread her legs and she didn I have shoes on and it s difficult for her to sland for a lenglh of time withoul her shoes. Caller states she was offered a private screening area and 
chose to have in the public area, glass enclosure. She is 68 years old and doesn t understand why she had to go through this She was just disgusted that she had to have the patdown because she had the card and to the extent of the patdown, had to 
raise her top to her waist and the TSO went around her waistband. She stated she did n t have a problem at BW I and went through the same screening, W TM D. States the TSO exp I am ed what she would be doing when pe rfo rmmg the p atdown and 
she had to stand still until the gloves were tested. 
Flying from FIi 10 Baltimore, Flight# 588, Gate # 84 
She would like to have an answer as to why she had to go through this procedure, she doesn t have an email address. but, would like to have a response. 

Response: 
Transportation Security Officers will conduct differenl patdown procedures 10 resolve different lypes of anomalies. During the assessment, officers will use revised patdown procedures in all instances to resolve anomalies. The updaled patdown 
procedures w i 11 address areas of the body that we know a re used as areas to conceal patent i ally dangerous items, Ii ke explosives. 
We understand and regret the discomfort and inconvenience passengers may experience as a result of patdown procedures. Nevertheless. we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensunng the security and confidence of 
all air travelers, 
TransporIation Securily Officers (TSOs) musl conduct additional screening 10 resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Melal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ screening. 
In addition. passengers may request a private screening if additional screening is required or at any time during the screening process. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the private screening after the companion 
clears screening. In addition, screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a paid own inspection that will require displacing or 11/iing clothing. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) al thal location. 

Exp I a i ned to caller the TSO appeared to fol low standard screening procedures performing the patdown. 
Caller was at lhe Midway airport, lhere was a incidenl. He is writing up whal happened. He is online and is looking for the rules for opling out of the AIT for screening so he can provide the information for his a11orney. He wanls to know where to find 
them. He says all officers were telling him he should not be opting out, he had told the officers that he was a cancer survivor and wanted to opt out of the AIT for screening. He was made to feel he had to go through the AIT for his screening. He says he 
was attacked by rude scree ne rs. He says before they al lowed him to opt out the re was 3 different officers that we re te 11 i ng hi m he s ho u Id use the AIT far s c reem ng. His doctor had told him he should not go through the Al T far his scree ni n . He sa s 
they were boarder Ii n e ag g resive a bout him going through the A IT He says the officers to Id him they were trained to get passengers to use the A IT instead of opting out for sere en i ng, He says the most abusive was an officer named ._b"--'1 (-'6..,_) __ __, 

Told caller 
Sc reem ngs using Al T a re voluntary. Ind i vi d ua Is who do not wish to be screened by this techno I og y w111 be required to undergo alternative screening. including a thorough patdown. Signs are posted m front of each AIT location advising passengers of 

101211201 this right 

3 I was sorry this was happening to him. I would email him the information for his record and I would also send his complaint to the CSM as well so they 100 can be aware I his is happening. 

12:19:51 
PM 

Airport: Midway 
Airline: AirTran 
Flight number: 413 
Date and time: 10-21-13 Departed at 12:35 pm 
Terminal or gate: Main screening area 
Items Damaged: Caller is being told he has 10 use the AIT for his screening, even I hough he is opting out for health concerns. He says the officers are telling him they are trained to try to get passengers use the AIT instead of opting out for a paldown. 
He is a cancer survivor and was told by his doctor he should not use the AIT for his screening. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:l(b 1(6) I 
Date Time: 1012112013 1 :25:48 PM 

························----------------··························· 

101211201 Name,...!(_b~)(_B~, ------~ 
3 2,14,58 Email=lh~··,~rn~I------~ 

Comp I a i nts: I nco n s i ste nt Screening (Different Practices between Airports) 
PM 

Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 12.45pm Monday 21st October screening area nearest A 15 .. 
Comments:After 45 minutes wait I opted out of millimeter wave and was told to step aside and wait. Staff performed a rotation a few minutes later and I told the new barrier attendant I was an opt out. she looked confused and looked at the X-ray 
operator who informed me I should not have come down lhis ramp (I had no choice) as lhey didn'I have a "barrier" which i assume is a metal detector so I would probably need 10 leave security and line up again. I informed her opt outs don't normally 
need a metal detector and I was waved through and handed to "Herb". Herb failed to get my items from the belt, failed to tell me the full speech on what he was doing and forgot to pat down my feet. He told me i was done but then remembered he 
needed to test his gloves' He then let me return to my belongings and as I started to put my shoes on he was told by another officer about missing my feet so I had to go back again and have them done. however no glove test for my feet pat down. The 
whole time this was happening the entire line was held from being precessed which explains the wait times I guess 

How about we do this right people? 



10121/201 
3 2:15:16 

PM 

Hello. 

I traveled on Uniled Airlines from Denver to Baltimore on Friday, Ocl. 18. I am a 1K wilh United and have tsa pre check. While going lhrough security, I was pulled over as random. Upon swiping my palms, I was incredulous to find that I tested 
"positive" for explosives. The agent explained that the machine was extremely sensitive and they were having issues with it, especially with women, as certain hand lotions are setting it off. After searching my luggage, I was sent to a private pat down 
room and had to await a female agent. She was very harried. I was not angry with any of the agents as they a re only doing their job. She suggested I write and te 11 you about this as she 1s being run ragged having to deal with al I of these machine 
ma I/u net ions and the "hand lotion" a I e rt I can guarantee you that you a re going to have a lot of upset women/ts a agents if this prob I em isn't co n-ected. 

Thank VOii 
fbi(61 

10/211201 
3 2:27:40 

PM 

The caller finds the recording confusing, she pressed five and got the same recording. She asked about the NOi. The same bag was inspecled from TPA to LAX and back from LAX to TPA. She does nol know whal it is I hat caused it to be screened. 
The first time they opened it tram TPA it was a wreck. Going back from LAX it was still gone through but was not messed up. There were initials on the NOi. She does not mind that the bag was inspected it was just the fact that it was put back with no 
respect and a total disregard for the contents. The one from TPAis stamped and has the initials. 10-12 6:09. It was her husbands bagfhwo··, I She does not think anything was damaged but everything. 

She has a tolal knee replacement wilh metal in her knee. She asked if there was anyway for her 10 avoid the patdown wilh AIT. She has left on her bracelet because she lhough it was her knee thal was causing the need for a patdown. She does nol 
mind screening but often she has to wait for a female officer and is left running ta catch her flight. 

Flight Info: 
Airporl: TPA 
Airline: Delta 
Flight: 1558 
Date: 10-12-2013 
Time: Departure 7:00 AM Checked bag stamp- about 5:45 AM or so 
Baggage Taath i/R I I 
Description: Red, T rave I Pro brand. It 1s a two wheel roller bag, 2 5 inch. It is canvas. 
NOie Included. Oct 12 609. Initials were put on i[b'i(ff•, ! hand written. 

Advised ca Iler: 

Th ere were two I uggage tags on one hand I e and one on another hand I e. 

Many airports have automated i n-1 i ne baggage screening systems th at can screen and clear a bag remote I y. resulting in no physi ca I inspect ion at a 11. However, to ensure the security of the t rave Ii ng public, it is sometimes necessary lo r T ransporta ti on 
Securily Officers (TSOs) 10 conducl hand inspections of checked bags. We do not TSOs receive !raining in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great care during the screening process so thal when bags are 
opened a passenger's belongings are returned to the same condition they were found. 

I am going to forward this in/an-nation to the CSM for review. 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). If there is an alarm on the WTM Dor an anomaly on the AIT a patdown procedure would be 
required. 

Millimeter wave systems project beams of non-ionizing radio frequency energy over the passenger's body surface: the beams do not penelrate the skin. The radio frequency energy reflected back from the body and olher objects on lhe body. AIT 
enhances security, reduces the need far patdawn searches for passengers with joint replacements and other medical conditions. A generic image of a person on an AIT monitor highlighting any areas that may require additional screening. 

We do recommend removing items such as jewelry. because this may reduce the chances of req ui ring a passenger to undergo add it ion a I screening 



Disability Description: The callers husband utilizes a feeding tube and l1qu1d nutrition as he cannot swallow. The caller mentioned that walking barefoot on hard floors also causes discomfort. 

Information Requesl: The caller indicated I hat screening is very difficult for her husband and prevents them from traveling as often as they would like. 

She complained a bout customs ta kmg forever and the fact that there was only on le ma I e and one white agent. She indicated that an Asian agent seemed to be taking al I other Asian passengers into a separate Ii ne. 

The caller suggested that a pre screening should be conducted by TSA designaled doctors thal would allow passengers wilh disabililies or medical condition to by pass or a receive a more expedited screening. 

Response Details: I advised medically necessary liquids must be declared to a TSO and placed in a bin with no other items to be screened separately from other property via xray screening. I advised that this is standard screening procedure. 
advised that she can request that the items be screened in private where the passenger wi 11 be asked to hand I e and repack the medication, 

I advised that I would refer the information to the CSM at LAX to make them aware as well. 

I advised that passengers who cannot remove their shoes due to discomfort. medical complication, pain, or balancing issues should information TSOs of this before screening begins. 

101211201 Passengers who cannot remove their shoes can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). the walk-through metal detector, or a thorough patdown. Her shoes are subject to additional screening, which may require that the passenger lift 
3 3:05:02 

p M the bottom hem of his or her pants. A passenger can request to be seated during this additional s c reenmg. 

I advised that TSA Cares is a program thal can provide assislance through the checkpoinl for passengers with disabilities and medical conditions. She should call 855-787-2227 at least 72 hours prior to travel with itinerary information such as the 
departing airports. airlines, flight number, and departure time to request the assistance. 

They can also request the assistance of a PSS at the checkpoint. The PSS can address questions or concerns, and can assist them through screening, 

I advised th at I did not know why the fo rmu I a wou Id have sol id i fi ed. 

I olfe red to ema i I the information that I provided to her and did so, 

I provided a contact number customs at 8 77 227 5 511 

I advised that the airline handled wheelchair assistance. 

I advised that all passengers must be screened before boarding an aircraft. 



-----Original Message----
From!(b 1(6) 
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 3:13 P~M-------~ 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance@dhs.govi(~b~)~(6_)~----~ 
Subjecl: TSA Harassmenl - Officer King - NY - JFK - Terminal 8 - 2pm - Oct 21, 2013 

TSA Harassment - Officer King - NY - JFK - Terminal 8 - 2pm - Oct 21, 
2013 

To Whom it May Concern, 

Earlier today I was going through TSAscreening at JFK Terminal 8 when I was selected for secondary screening as retribution. 

101211201 Office1(5ifl-pproached me as I was putting my luggage into the baggage scanner and asked, "How are you?" 
34:09:40 ·~ 

PM 

10/21/201 
344548 

PM 

I answered, "Great," 

He seemed perturbed I didn't carry on the conversation, and blocked my entry into the x-ray machine which was open to pass through. He then 
asked me, "Where are you going?"' I told him I had just provided my 
Boarding Pass and Passport to his colleague at the entry to security, and added, "Can you ask me that?'" 

Officefb::,(6lhen stated, "I can ask you anything I want. Where are you going?" 

My response was, "I don"t think you can ask me anything" 

He then ran through the x-ray machine. I went through the machine without problem and my bags were already on the belt having gone through screening, again without problem. 

Officerlli[J"as yelling at the lady at the x-ray machine to hold me for a secondary as he ran over to get blue gloves. 

I asked him why he had chosen me for secondary screening, and he told me, "I can choose anyone I want." I told him I thought it was retribution and he told me he was again entitled to choose passengers for secondary based on "what I decide." 

Caller is 84 and states thal she gets a pat down every time she flies and her carry-on luggage gels opened and extensively searched every lime. She says that she flew 10 TPA from Manches1er 1 O days ago and the TSO seemed to think that there 
was something on her or in her bag, but she brings no liquids nor sharp items nor contraband. She states that she flew to Manchester from TPA today and had a very similar experience. 

Advised ca Iler: 
The U.S. Departmenl of Homeland Securily Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolulion regarding difficullies they experience during their travel while screening al 
transportation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
- Traveler's belief that they are on a government watch list. 
• Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding. or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 
• Diflicully printing a boarding pass at home or at lhe kiosk. 

0 HS TRIP is pa rt of an effort by the U.S. Departments of State and Home I and Security to we I come I eg i ti mate travelers wh i I e securing our country from those who want to do us ha rm. 

For those who encounler misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevenl watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for DHS redress online. 
(NOTE: Caller interrupted at this point to indicate that she does not plan further travel by air and therefore will probably not need this.). 



10121/201 
3 6:13:10 

PM 

TSA Contact Center: 

CRCL received the below and are forwarding to you to handle as deemed appropriate. 

Sincerely, 

U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
Office for Ci vi I Rights and Ci vi I Liberties 

~ro~a~msl, 11Ps<a• P-

Sent: Monday, October 14, 2013 9: 13 AM 
To: CRCL 
Subject Fly Rights - New Report frorrl""(b_.-'I(_6~, ____ _, 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Namel~[b~i,...(6~1----~-~ 
Email Addresj~(b_·._,(6_._1 -----~ 
Phone Number: 
Address: 

Are you 18 ar over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Screening 
Cur,-ent Date/Time· 10/2112013 5:2726 PM Airport. SFO - San Francisco International Date/Time of Travel: 10/19/2013 11:55 PM Airline & Flight Number· Delta Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Security Screening TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: My daughler was carrying a 5.5 month old baby. She wenl through the screening, bags went through screening but she requested lhat a small bag containing her breasl milk not go through the xray. She was taken aside, all her bags were 
visually checked again and the bag containing her milk. The milk was in a clear plastic bag. She had to go through a pat down carrying the baby. The baby starting crying and she asked if she could give the baby to me and they would not allow it. I do 

101211201 not see what this accomplished. Why couldn't they just check the bag with the milk? What purpose did this serve? Besides all of this, there were 4 TSA agents watching. I understand that some of the policies are changing, etc. TSA precheck for one 
3 6: 13:26 but this policy I think needs to be revisited. 

PM Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



10121/201 
3 8:07:41 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 1012112013 6:18:16 PM Airport: FLL - Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International Date/Time of Travel: 1011812013 11 :45 AM Airline & Flighl Number JetBlue 536 Checkpoinl/Area of 
Airport · Baggage Body Sean T SA Employee: ( If Known) : 
Comment: I have a prosthesis in my leg and chose to go through the pat down lane because I'm a RADIATION worker. When I entered the scanner and the alarm went off I told the TSA (woman) worker I had a prosthesis. She rudely told me that I 
entered the wrong line. and there are machines for that now. That I was holding her line up. She was rather abusive in her tone. My 16 year old daughter was trying to retrieve all of our luggage from the belt. and asked me what to do with it. I started to 
tell her, and lhe TSA worker yelled at me NOT TO SPEAK TO HER OR ANYBODY ELSE. I told her she was being rude and she started yelling al me I hat YOU LIAR. My daughler became overwhelmed and slarted crying, The Police Officer at the end 
of the line tried to speak with her and calm her down. And older TSA worker aided me in the pat down process and apologized for the abhorrent behavior of her co-worker. When I met up with the rest of my party, they explained they received similar 
treatment as well. I'm sure if I asked the employee her name, I would have had more trouble than it was worth for the day. SHAME ON YOU FOR EMPLOYING SUCH ABBUSIVE PEOPLE' THERE ARE PLENTY OF PEOPLE WHO NEED GOOD 
JOBS. THIS WOMAN SURELY DOESN'T DESERVE HERS! 

his feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Dear Sirs, : 

On Friday October 18th at the San Jose California airport I went through the body scan knowing I would have to have a "pat down" on my left knee because of a replacement. To my surprise the TSA agent patted down my right knee and insisted that 
was the correct knee. 0 n our return In p from Las Veg as on October 21 st. . the same thing occurred. The agent body searched the wrong knee again i ns,sti ng th at was the correct knee. l"m assuming that the sea n is a negative picture which is 
showing everything in reverse and the agents have not be en properly trained to re cog ni ze this, Need I ess to say my traveling com pa ni o ns and I were dismayed to have witnessed such an obvious glitch in the security process, 

101221201 I would appreciate a response from you letting me know whether my assumptions are correct and what is planned to correct this problem of lack of adequate training. If I am incorrect in my assumptions I would appreciate an explanation as to why I've 
3 2: 02:01 be en searched on the knee with no rep I ace m ent rather th an the one with metal in it. 

PM 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: Permitted Items: Screening 
Cprreot P~te/Time 10/22/2013 4:40:20 PM Airport CLT - Charlotte Douglas International Date/Time of Travel 10/22/2013 2:30 PM Airline & Flight Number American 1041 CheckpornUArea of Airport Termrna B TSA Employee: (If Known) liliTI 

!(b,.1(6.i ~amp; two other folks Comment , today I was going through PreCheck just like I do every week. However, I do usually fly on Sundays. Anyway, the line was really long. as a matter of fact, longer than the normal security line. And the fs:ilJ 
folks kept asking DO YOU HAVE PRECHECK on your boarding Pass? As though all people should. ONe guy in lhe pre check line moved to the other line just to get through quicker. 

I was stopped for a random hand wipe. No problem. The the I ady at the sea n ne r said my red bag needed to be checked. And nother lady got it and put it on the tab I e. She asked if I had anything sharp and I to Id her I did have 2 picture Ira mes in the 
bag that could be it? She went through ALL my clothes and laid them in one of those dirty bins. Kept on going through all 4 pairs of shoes and wiped them with something. Another lady came over and said that she needt to do a pat down and 
explained that she was going 10 1ouch my buttocks and my breasts. I told her to quit I al king about that and just do ii. 

10122/201 It didnl stop here. Although my red bag was the only ,tern that was id'd as the bag to check, they went through my purse and then my gym bag which had party supplies, snacks, etc of which were laid on the counter and dirty bins. 
3 6:10:42 

PM This encounter look 30 minu1es and I missed lhe preboarding call. Luckily, I had a firsl class seal and they held space for me to have my baggage up above my head. 

I have traveled every week for several yes rs now and have never been treated Ii ke this• I exp eel an a po I og y 

F uthe rm ore, I wou Id Ii ke to know w HY they cheeked me and my other be longings when none of that was identified as something 10 check? Perhaps they were al I new and didn't know what to do. However, one lady expressed th at she was al mos I on 
the edge and I agreed with her whole heartedly 1 

Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name (b':1(6) 
Phone Number ' "---'-'--'~---' 

Email !(b 1(61 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



From [b,(61 
Sent: Tuesday, October 22. 2013 2:26 PM 
To: TSAEx1emalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject Complaint on a TSA Worker in Memphis 

I was traveling with my husband from Memphis ta Chicago Midway on a 6am flight on Sunday October 13th. When going through security I set off the full body scanner apparently because of the under,,ire in my Bra. A black man in his 40"s directed me 
to step aside, when I started to move to where he directed me he yelled in my face '"I TOLD YOU TO MOVE THERE"' 

10122/201 
3 6:10:5g 

PM At that porn! a woman TSA worker, white also appeared to be m her 40"s did a pat down and i was cleared. She did nothing inappropriate. 

10/221201 
3 8:05:44 

PM 

As I was wa I king to pi ck up my i terns from the bins the Man moved towards the woman and muttered something I was unable to hear. I be Ii eve it was in reg a rd s to why i was stopped. 

I do not a pp nc,ate being yelled at Ii ke a dog wh, I e travel mg and I do not le el comfortable th at comments seemed to be made about me when I wa I ked away. I fee I this mans actions we re very i na pp ro pri ate and wo u Id a pp rec,ate if someone would I ook 
into the matter, If needed I can look up my flight number and offer more information if contacted, 

I did make a phone call to the TSA manager on Monday night October 14th and she suggested I file a formal complaint. 

Hello, 

l"m contacting your to make a complaint about TSA Oflice{iill&]at Washington Dulles International Airport (IAD). On October 21st 2013 I had a very discourteous encounter with TSA OfficerlililL]at 4:00PM EST while trying to catch my 5:00PM EST 
flight UA 326 (Gate D) to Seattle (SEA). I prefer not to go through the backscatter machines out of concern for rny health and rny right to opt-out. Initially when I arrived to the screening area I told Officer 1h·11R hat I would like to opt-out at this point 
OflicerfE:iu ignored my requesl and walked away without a response. This left me with no TSA officer to make my request 10 op1-ou1 of the backscatler scanner. After waiting for several minutes Office h·1rn came back and I again told him that I would 
like to apt-out. This time he opened the door without a verbal response and motioned me to come forward. As he was walking towards my bags he stepped an my foot and made no response. I told him excuse me you stepped on my foot and he 
ignored me wal kmg by me and he pretty much put his s ho u Ider mto me. 1 'm not sure 1/ Office rffili] was having a bad day or what but I ~ preci ate being i ntent,ona 11 y abused when trying to get to my flight. I fol lowed T SA Officer liEfil to the pat 
down area where he proceeded. There was little to no communication before the process was initiated and after completed TSA Officer~ran the detection card through the machine and walked away without any communication to me on whether I 
was clear to leave. I fiy quite a bit around the country bul this was lhe most unprofessional experience I've e~countered while going lhrough TSA security screening. Assuming thal everything was in order I left lhe security screening area bul being 
that I was in the nation's capital I would have expected a mare professional and rigid screening. TSA Officet.!::l.l.!:.!ilwas both physically abusive and unprofessional by not communicating to me my rights when being Ril1-AAwn and what confused me the 
most was that I was never told th at I was Ire e to p race ed when T SA Office £Ei:iij§lj ust wa I ked off without uttering a single word. No one should be treated this way and I hope to Ii nd that someone ta I ks to TSA Office~ about his b eha vi or and attitude 
so 110 011e else has to encounter such an occasion i11 the future. 

If you need any more inform at,on my contact information 1s as fol lows: 

HYPERLIN~,_~b_)_(6_, ____________ __. 



101221201 
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Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 1012212013 8:10:01 PM Airport · TPA - Tampa International Date/Time of Travel . 10/1912013 1 :30 PM Airline & Flight Number : Wes~et Checkpoint/Area of Airport · Security screening TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : It was my understanding that passenger privacy was to be maintained during the s cann n i ng process by blurring a 11 images projected from a Body Sea nne r and p I acing the screener vi ewrng the , mag es in a remote Io cation. This was not 
what I observed when being processed through the security screening checkpoint at Tampa airport on Oct. 19, 2013. While waiting in the long lineup adjacent to the security Body Scanning machine, I noticed that the viewing screen was clearly visible 
through the glass wall and that numerous passengers waiting in line were focused on the screened images. I opted out of the screening process after asking an airport official if this was available. There was no sign visible to me telling me of my right 10 
request a &quot;pat down&quot:. I am concerned that the images were so clearly on view to the waiting passengers and that there is no private area set up for the &quot;pat down&quot:. I was advised that I could request a &quot:screen&quot: be 
brought out but afle r waiting in Ii ne lo r a Io ng ti me. I was concerned th at further delays wou Id cause me to miss my flight and I al lowed the pat down to be conducted in fu 11 view of other passengers. I have always found the Tamp a Airport to be a 
wond erfu I experience but I fee I th at it can do better in this area. 
Would you like a rr,s.JULIS.el-'-'-..W"'----, 

(b)(61 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp://www.tsa.gov/contac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Pf~b_1_(6_--, ___ ~ 
Date Time: 1012212013 11 :25:49 PM 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

Na b)(61 
Email bi(6i 

101231201 Comp a, n s: na pp ro prr a e cree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
3 8: 19:38 Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Jet Blue Terminal 4 JFK. 

AM Comments:I am handicapped and have all the medical documents as proof. I told the young man that I was unable to lift my hands over my head and that I was handicapped, When you say that, they immediately think you are opting out. Opting out 
means that you don't want to go lhru the scanner and you prefer a pat down. I have no problem wilh the pal down. What I have is a problem that I am denied lhe right to go lhru the other scanner where I don't have 10 lift my arms. The agent lold me that 
I don·t get a chance to select which scanning device I go through. I feel that my rights as a handicap person is violated and that I am being persecuted because I am handicap. I was immediately sent to be patted down. Those procedures are very 
demeaning, especially when they are touching your scrotum. That's very invasive. He pulls my pants so hard that they fall down which was embarrassing. Thal"s not a pat down. You need to improve on your technique. The problem ensued when I 
asked to speak to a supervisor. who seemingly did not have the time or the professional fortitude to hear my complaint. We were engaged in conversation and I walked away to grab a seat because I am not able to stand for long periods of time. I have 
severe rheumatoid ar1hritis. He look it I hat I was being rude to him and he said because you walked off, I'm walking off. I am a senior adult and probably old enough to be his father. He was very rude and spoke condescendingly toward me. I just 
wanted to know why the rules are different from airport to airport to airport. I was treated with the utmost respect and dignity at the New Orleans Airport. Secondly, the agents I think attempt to do the job they were hired to do. But why are they so mean 
to the public. They are constantly yelling and screaming at us as 1f we are cattle. Very rarely do you encounter anyone that 1s pleasant. it seems that being rude is a part of their job description. This 1s my second complaint about the same thing. The 
supervisor needs to be reassigned as he only exacerbated the problem. The incident took place Friday, October 18, between 4:30 - 5:30 at JFK. 

Dear TSA, 
I am writing to explain why I will be opting out of the TSA body scanners from now on. When the body scanners were first implemented, I always felt pain in my right forearm where I have two large steel implants. I am a frequent traveler, and I always 
felt the same kind of pain after going lhrough a body scanner bul never when I departed from an airport that did not use lhe body scanners. Therefore, I began opling for lhe body pat-down to avoid the pain in my arm. 

Afle r a year or so. I read that the body scanners had been adjusted, so I started going through them ag am. I have been doing so for the past 2-3 yea rs without any p am. Yesterday I went through a body scanner at IND, and I now have the same sharp 

101231201 pain in my right foreanm. It may or may not be a coincidence that the body scanner had been shutdown and restarted for "calibration" just before I entered the machine. 

3 2:25:35 
PM I can no longer trust that the body scanners will not cause me pain, so I will opt for the body pat-down from now on. I am not accusing anyone or requesting compensation or anything like that. I am merely informing you why I am forced to opt out of 

your screening process. 
Sincerely, 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Dateflime 10/2412013 8:03:29 AM Airport EWR - Newark International Dateffime of TrMel 10/2012013 6:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport. Terminal AJ Screening area TSA Employee: (If Known). Officer~omment · The officer made me remove my head covering and did not want ta listen that I can leave it on. She was disrepectfull and violated my 
re Ii gous requirement. She did not care. PI ease me ntore her. I have attached your pol icy. 

Head Coverings 
101241201 On August 4, 2007, TSA implemented revisions to its screening procedures for head coverings. TSA does not conduct ethnic or religious profiling. and employs multiple checks and balances ta ensure profiling does not happen. 

3 
1 0: 0 3: 17 Al I members of the traveling pub Ii c a re pe nm itted to wear he ad coverings (whether re Ii g i o us or not) through the security checkpoints, The new s ta nda rd procedures subject a 11 persons wearing head coverings to the po ssi bi I ity of add it ion a I security 

AM screening, which may include a pat-down search of the head covering. Individuals may be referred for additional screening if the securily officer cannot reasonably determine that the head area is free of a detectable lhreat item. If the issue cannot be 
resolved through a pat-down search. the individual will be offered the opportunity to remove the head covering in a private screening area. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's N~~-~-~---~---,..__.J 
Phone Number (b 1(6 i 

Email !(b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Disability Description: Callers so~(b 1(6) Is Type 1 diabetic. 

Response Details: I apologized to the caller and told her that TSO s are trained to listen to passengers concerns. Also. If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, they do have the right to ask for a 
patdown instead. 
I told her that he may ask for a supervisor or even a Passenger Suppa rt Specialist for assistance at any time. 
I to Id her we do not have evidence that the AIT affects these d ev1ce s because they use I ow dose energy frequency waves which are bounced off the body and do not penetrate the skin, the Walk Thro ugh Metal Detector uses magnets and this is why 
there are concerns about these machines. 
I told her I hat she may visit Isa .gov to print a claim form if needed and fill it oul according 10 lhe instructions or I can email her a claim form. She wanted email. 
I told her I would forward her information to a CSM and a disabiltiy expert for review. 
Sent email and referred to CSM and ODPO. 

lncidenl Details: Her son fiew for the first time from Orlando International to Charlotle and back to Orlando. He had a le1ter from his doctor slating that he cannot use the screening technology, He has an insulin pump and lried to give lhe le1ter to the 

101241201 TSO saying that he cannot go through the body scanner and was brushed off. He asked for a patdawn both times he flew. In Orlando he asked for a supervisor and they tald him that there is not someone available. 
In Charlotte Doug I as they made him use the Al T but she is not sure of how they did this. 

3 
10 09 36 

AM The first flight was from Orlando 1n1ernational on October 181h at about 10:30 am on Southwest and she is not sure of the flight number. 
He asked for a supervisor and he was tald there was none available. They made him go through the full body scanner. 

The second flight was from Charlotte Doug I as at at about 7: 00 am on October 22nd on Southwest. He asked for a patd own and they to Id him we send p eo pie al I the time through the body scanner. even tho ugh he stated that it cou Id damage the device, 
and they said nolhing will happen. 
She stated that it is not supposed ta be subjected to magnetic fields. 

I asked her If you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition, 
Federal regulalions require I hat your complainl be pul in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. 

Do you want info nmati on about Ii Ii ng a wntte n comp I amt reg ardrng di sab i Ii ty di sen mi nation or a re you ca 11 mg with a d iffe rent concern such as poor customer service? 
She thinks it was poor customer service and she wants to know if the device is damaged if they will be compensated. 



10/24/201 
3 

12:03:01 
PM 

Attached: 

September 30, 2013 - Approximate~ AM - Las Vegas, NV Airport 
TSA Worker, I believe his name wa~ was very rude as I went through security check outbound for Chicago. 
TSA worker was working the X-Ray checkpoint and having everyone walk through. I was instructed before flying by my doctor not to, under any circumstances. to go through any x-ray machines at the airport. As I approached this worker, I told him ·1 
don't want to go through the x-ray.'' I was told by another TSA worker that I simply had to make the request and oould get a pat down instead. He responded, "why not?" I said "because I'm pregnant.'' 
TSA- "It's perfeclly safe." 
JH - "I don't want to. My doctor said no.'' 
TSA- "Your doctor doesn't know what he is talking about.'' 
JH - "I don't care, I'm not going through it and you don't know that it is sale.'' 
TSA- "Go stand over lhere· pointing to the side of the ,-ray machine. TSA let about 3 others go through. I did as instrucled and stood off to the side. 
TSA- as he approached me said. ··ooes your doctor do a sonogram?" 
JH - "That's none of your business. It's my body and I'm not putting my baby at risk. I'm not going through it." 
TSA- Shouts out loud, "I've got a female refusing to go through! Need female pat down!" 
JH - Went 10 meet female TSA. I starled crying, overwhelmed by lhe situation and explained what happened 10 lhe female TSA. She offered to have me speak to a supervisor and a private pat down. I explained, that is all I wanted was a pat down, it 
does not need ta be private. and I was fine having it in front of others. I reported the incident to the supervisor who asked me what occurred as I was going through the pat down with the female TSA. Female TSA mentioned that others have complained 
about the same TSA worker in the past. The supervisor said he would follow up with the problematic TSA employee. 
I am required to travel to Las Vegas again. Nov. 14 and 15, 2013 and hope to have a much better experience. I appreciate your looking into this matter and customer service. 

Fromfb1(ff1 
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2013 11 :40 AM 
To: TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov 
Subjecl: TSA COMPLAINT - Follow up requested 

To Whom IT May Concern: 

Please see the atlached documenlation of my experience while entering lhe screening process of Las Vegas Airporl on SepIember 30, 2013. I have to fly to and from Las Vegas again on Nov. 14th and 15Ih for business and am extremely hopeful not 
to run into the same TSA employee. 

For follow up, I can be reached via my cell (248) 231-7089 or email HYPERLINK~(_b_)(_6_, ____________________ ~ 

I look forward to your prompt reply. 

101241201 The caller is calling on behalf of his wife. The caller wanted 10 know if his wife can refuse 10 have a pal-down. The caller believes his wife will be touched inappropriately. 

3 2:54:34 
I told the caller if an alarm sounds or an anomaly appears she would have to under-go a pat-down. I told the caller passengers are randomly selected for a pat-down. TSOs are required to use the back of the hand to patdown a passenger's sensitive 
areas. For non-sensitive areas. TSOs are required to use the front of the hand. The caller became upset and disconnected the call. 

PM 



The ca 11 er had two bad experiences. She 1s sti 11 lea rful with on. Her su ilea se was ripped down in M D to AZ.. She went and spoke to someone and was to Id that the re was nothing they could do about it. Her su ilea se was new but she can find a new 
case. She is a diabetic, African American, and 71 years old. She has spoken to TSA at the Super market. She always carries a bottle of water and her diabetic supplies. She does not use a needle. she uses pills. She needs water when she takes 
them. She had hair pins because she twisted her hair up and had them on top of her hair. She told I hem thal she had them. She also had knee braces on both knees, a back brace, and a sanitary napkin on. She does nol like 10 go into the bathroom 
on the plane. She was called aside and a lady lifted up her pant legs. She heard that pocket knives were allowed on the plane. She was told by the TSO at the supermarket to tell the TSOs everything and take out the bottle of water 

The I ady was very nice but people saw the knee braces and back brace, They took her into a private room, She le It vi o I ated because they had to le el between her I eg s. She le It violated by this, She has traveled a 11 over the world. She now t rave Is 
with her sister because she travels with her sister. Southwest airline seals are too small and she does not want to fiy because she was uncomfortable but she does not care aboul the people. She is very upset that they went between her legs and 
grabbed her pocket books. They asked her sister if she wanted to go in with her Her sister did not because she is a professional person. 

She does not know what to do. She does not want to go to the bathroom in the plane so she has to wear the sanitary napkin. The guy asked her ii she used hand sanitizer before she got on the plane, she was told that there was something in it that 
they use 10 make bombs wilh. She said thal there is something on her hands from using the hand sanitizer. She has it in her 3-1-1 bag and it is small. She though thal the waler caused her to have a patdown. 

She wishes that someone would apologize to her when they realized that she did not have anything else on. 

101241201 She asked about her suitcase. She found a paper in her sislers. This was torn when she went through 10 AZ. It was taken off lhe conveyor belt to the floor. She had tape on it. It fell off lhe conveyor with Soulhwesl airlines. She flew out of PHX. 

3 4,35,26 Flight 13. 

PM 

10124/201 

Advised ca Iler: 

I apologize for the fact that you felt uncomfortable with the patdown. 

Sanitary napkins, panty liners. and adult diapers may appear as an anomaly on AIT monitors during screening. If an item does result in an anomaly, the individual will be referred for additional screening, including a patdown of the area(s) of the body 
that resulled in the anomaly. If a patdown is required to clear a passenger during screening, it is not something thal is optional to get through lhe checkpoint. You do have lhe right to ask for a private room if a patdown is required at all. 

ATR detects potenti a I threats and indicates their I ocation on a gene nc. computer-generated out I in e of a person that a pp ea rs on a man itor attached to the Al T unit. If a potential threat is detected, the a re a wi 11 require additional s c reem ng. 

We a re on I y responsi b I e for ch eek ed baggage from the time it is presented for screening unti I the time it has been cleared of screening . Once checked ba gg age has been screened and cl ea red, airlines a re responsi b I e for trans po r1 i ng it to its final 
destination. Many airports have automated in-line baggage screening systems which can screen and clear a bag remotely, resulting in no physical inspection at all. However, if a TSO needs to open and search a checked bag, the TSO will place a 
Notice of Ins pe ct,on ( N OI) inside the bag to ale rt the passenger that his or her bag was searched by T SA. Add1t1ona 11 y. the NOi contains instructions on what to do 1f the passenger has a complaint. The I ack of an NO I suggests that T SA might have 
never physically opened a passenger's luggage. 

You can go to Isa.gov website and you have the right to file a claim. However, if a bag is damaged during transport and not the screening, TSA would not be responsible. 
Disability Description: Caller has an ileos1omy. 

Information Request: She wants to know the screening process far the future. 

Response Details: Advised caller thal she should first be informing the officer of the ostomy before going lhrough screening. She could do this discretely by writing this on a piece of paper. Anytime an alarm is lriggered a patdown has 10 be completed 
to resolve the alarm. She doesn t have to empty or expose the ostomy. but they could have her pat the pouch down herself then do explosive testing on her hand. 

Advised ca Iler that it is protoco I to conduct a patdown if an a I a rm is t ri gge red, They have to be sure that this is what triggered the a I a rm, 

Advised caller that this is nothing personal to her. There are no guidelines as to what a terrorist should look like. The reason we have to do this is because if passengers with ostomies didn t get additional screening a passenger could conceal a gun 
near their ostomy. Then even if it triggered an alarm. the officer would Just think it was the ostomy. If there 1s no patdown conducted. that gun would have just gone on the plane. 

3 4:43: 18 Passengers with me1a1 implants don t always receive patdowns because the AIT doesn t penelrate I heir skin. It doesn I detect lhese implants because they are inlernal. Her s is on the outside of her body, so ii is detected. 
PM 

She can file the formal written complaint for her feelings of discrimination. She can offer her suggestions in this as well. 

If during screening, the passenger has quest ions concerns or needs assi sl ance, they should request a PSS. 

Sent ostomy screening guidelines and dRFI. 

lncidenl Details: For the past 6 months the caller has had to receive addilional screening because of her oslomy. She recenlly flew from SLC to Kauai to Lihue and back. She also fiew 3 weeks before to and from Rochester. The most recent incident 
was from Li hue. She was upset about the patdown she received. She stated that she felt the patdown was discriminatory. She said there were many other people out their who looked suspicious, but she did not. She was very upset by having to receive 
a patdown. She says she has s ugg esti on s that 1f passengers with osto mi es have documentation from their doctor they should n t have to receive a p atdown. 



Caller fi ew out of SM F in June. She went through the Al T machine and was than assulted by the TSO. The TSO n pped a stitch out of her breast and she bled and had to have surgery m Seattle, WA and is now ma, med and sea rred. The I ast 4 times 
that she has flown out of SMF she has been assulted by the violent TSOs at the airport. When she contacted the CSM (a Mr. Smith) he threatened her. He told her that she can opt out of the AIT machine but ii she does she will be assulted again by 

10124/201 the TSOs. He refused to lei her be wanded. She is filing a seclion 424 complain! and has a Hippa report. She has also filed a report with the Department of Justice. She wanls to know if she is on a secret TSA list lhat requires us to assault her. She 
3 6:48:02 has filed for redress. 

PM 

10124/201 
3 9:05:49 

PM 

10/25/201 
3 8 34 00 

AM 

Advised Ca Iler: I ndivid ua Is who do not wish to be sere ened by the A IT wi 11 be required to undergo a I ternative screening. inc I ud i ng a thorough patd own, Advised her that she can request a passenger support speci a Ii st or a supervisor if she feels th at 
she is being treated unfairly. I assured her I hat she is not on a secrel TSA watch list, explained to her whal redress was for. 
Four times for four flights out of SMF, I have been hurt from the levels of discomfort through the level of torturous maiming requiring additional surgery at my destination in Seattle. I have made the decision never again to allow a TSA agent to touch 
me. I do not have to bleed or hurt to fiy' 

So I have information that is conflicling. The L3 machines (according to the report presented to the German Parliament a few years ago) returns 100% false positives for people with disabilities. I have filed a 504 complaint with lhe department of 
Justice for this. but have no resolution of this even thought it is months old. I have decided that I will never again go through that machine because it has caused me pain four flights for four flights out of SMF and no where else in American Air Space 
have I had to suffer such p hys,ca I horror nor d eh um an izi ng experiences. It te 11 s me that the machine in Sacramento Is bro ken. but they i ns,st th at it is not. I may be somewhat egotistical . but I think that I . as a hum an b emg. have rank over any ma chm e 
anywhere under any circumstances. Therefore my contention that the L3 machine at Sacramento is faulty is the position I am taking at this time, because I have suffered enough pain at that airport for one lifetime due to that machine. 

This last flight (June 14, 2013) required that I have additional surgery at my destination to replace a surgical drainage tube that the TSA agent destroyed when she ripped open my surgical wound, and additional suture that was necessary due to the 
tissue damage she caused. TSA of course, denied all responsibility for my surgery, and other than calling me a liar, defended that they did nothing wrong and 11 was my tough luck to bleed until I arrived at an emergency room in Seattle. After all they 
gave me a whole 4 seconds to anticipate the degree of torture that they were getting ready to do to me. I will therefore demand that any TSA agent who approaches me hold their ground until they can state at least 7 protections that any American 
Citizen has wilh respect to their aggression. 

The complexity is this: I will have to fly again in the next few months. Although I currently do not have a surgical wound, (only a puckered and red scar resulting from TSA's ripping open my wound on the last trip) I will not suffer any pain for flying and I 
will opl out of the L3 scanner since it reIurns 100% false posilives for people with disabilities. I talked with someone at TSA today who told me lhat if I do not trip lhe meIaI detector, thal I would not have 10 be touched by a TSA screener, yet, I am 
under retaliatory threat in violation of Title 18, section 242, because James Smith at SMF has threatened me with horrible "enhanced pat down" and dehumanizing treatment for going through this airport and trying to avoid further pain, suffering and 
dehuminization. I will be - from start to finish - video recording 100% of my experience with TSA in order for my attorneys to proceed with a conspiracy complaint and Mr. Smith's threats of physical torture and humiliation in add1t1on to file in federal 
court far conspiracy under color of I aw to deprive a citizen of her rights. or to otherwise threaten and execute reta I ia tory behavior against a citizen. In spite of the tatters of the Bi 11 of Rights. we have not quite reached Nazism. 

When I talked to a TSA agent tonight, he said that I would not be touched except that I set off an alarm in the metal detector; therefore I intend to go through it in my Tai- Chi uniform (think Kaise(s bill-boards only with shorts) which consists of very 
short shorts and a tight fitting sports bra. I really don't care what other passengers think about this skinny grandmother m such garb, if it prevents pain and suffenng, it's worth 11. Other than the gold crown on my molar, there will be no metal on my 
body s i nee my s pi na I fusion is ceramic. and I have not gone through knee replacement surgery at this ti me. I should not be touched by a TSA screen er under these c i rcums tan ces. If indeed these peop I e at SM F insist on touching me. what can I do to 
protect myself from not only their torIure but conspiracy to torIure and harm a citizen? They would not have anywhere to touch except for whal would be considered sexual assault anywhere else in the civilized world. 

What should I do under these ci re um stances to s ubsta nti ate a reta Ii atory behavior under Tille 18 beyond the fact that I have been threatened. have been hum i Ii ated, have a prior experience with p am and suffering at SM F and that the Di rector Kimberly 
Siro has done nothing that has been made public to improve the bullying that is going on at SMF? I would appreciate any advice you can give me that will prevent the execution of these threats, harm and pain at the airport and stop these threats 
before they can be made actual. I expect that I will be traveling by air over the End-Of-Year holidays, bul flight reservations have nol yet been made. I do have a "TRIP" number lhat I secured when the torture reached 4 flights for 4 flights, and ii is 
affirmed that I am not on some "terrorist" watch list. What other advice can you offer me to prevent dehumanizing and torturous bullying by TSA agents? 

Not a very good experience getting through security this morning. I got to the airport at 5:15 am for my flight that leaves at 7:20 am. The line was about 50 people deep waiting to get through security. Two different areas were staffed with TSA 
employees, but only one person checking ID. The pre-check area was open bul you could not gel to it withoul going through lhe one person checking ID. In the meanlime four employees stood there wailing with no one to screen. I stopped counting at 
over 100 people in line and could see the line had backed all the way to the exterior doors before a second person was placed up there to check ID's. 

Once I did get through, the p eo pie were very polite. 

On another note, why do I get very inconsistent screenings within the pre-check set up. I went through the background process for the GOES systems and prior to breaking my leg again enjoyed the benefits of going through pre-check since I am a very 
high volume traveler. Now that I have a walking boot which I cannot take off I am subjected to either a testing of my hands and boot, a full body pat down, testing of my hands and boot, or just a testing of my boot. No one seems to be able to decide 
which is the correct procedure and they all swear that the other stations are doing it wrong. My question is why if I were a known traveler on one day, then because I break my leg and am required to wear a boot. do I have to be patted down or have my 
hands tested. I can kind of undersland the brace/booi. bul either I am a trusted Iraveler or I am not. 

In general the TSA does a very good job. most of the employees are polite and professional, Just wish they all were and I did not see wasted labor with people standing around not able to work due to someone not paying attention or due to a 
scheduling issue. 

l(b)(61 

Sent from my iPad 



Caller wants to Ii I e a comp I a int against an agent. She we~ th ro ug ! the body sea nne r and the agent then immediate I y touched her breast. The agent did not tel I her there was an a I arm but s imp I y came up and touched her breast. She had to wait lo r 
another female agent to come over. The agents name wa (b )(6) that had touched her breast and she was rude. She has spoke to a supervisor and he was rude as well. They were allowing other passengers to use the WTM D but she had to use the 
AIT. The supervisor told her I hat lhe breasl area wasn t a sensitive parl of the body, the supervisor was a black male 40 or 50 years old. Her husband saw the whole thing, he is up set this happened as well. 

Told caller 
I explained to her if there was an alarm during screening they will have to give her a patdown to clear any alarm. I was sorry the officer did not tell her there was an alarm or that they were about to touch her breast. 
I could take her complaint for her and send it to the CSM at MCO so they could handle her complaint for her. 
For follow up on her complaint it would have to come from the CSM, they would have to handle their own complaints. 

10125/201 
3 Airport MCO 

11 :20: 11 Airline: Soulhwesl 
AM Flight number: 328 

Date and time: 10-25-13 11:00 AM 
Terminal or gate: Terminal A, GATE?. it was the gate that had the number 14 above the AIT machine. 

I am sending this complaint to the CSM because she was upset the officer came up to her once she had came out of the AIT and just touched her breast without telling her what she was doing. 
She had spoke to a supervisor as we 11 and was to Id by the male s u pe rvi so r th at he did not consider the breast area a s ent,ve pa rt of the body. She is upset as Is her husband this happened. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time . 10/25/2013 3:0122 PM Airport : ORD - Chicago-O"Hare International Date/Time of Travel . 10/21/2013 5:00 PM Airline & Flight Number · United 1543 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal 1 TSA Pre TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I was treated rudely by a TSA agent. 

I fly nearly every week. I am TSA Pre. I have an artificial knee and typically either go over to the scanner or accept a pat down after showing my ticket and ID. 

This day. the scanner lines were particularly busy. So, I opted to go through the TSA Pre lane and accept a pat-down. 

When I went through the metal detector and set it off, I told the agent that I have an arlificial knee and I was &quot:male assist.&quot: 

The agent made a rather dramatic ordeal of the situation. He told me to step back through the metal detector and to wait to the side. Then he stood with his hand up, stopping the entire line - for no apparent reason - or pemaps to say &quot:Look at 
this guy causing a delay to those of you behind him.&quot: 

10/25/201 
3 4: 06 : 36 Alier a minute or so. he waved me though the metal detector and had me wait to the side. Why did he make me go back through the detector? Other peop I e set it off and didn't have to go back through. 

PM 
While I waited, I watched two olher genllemen set off the alarm, get palled-down and move on - while I stood and waited. 

Why? My perception &quot;I am in control of this situation. You'll do what I say.&quot: 

Also, while I waited I had my hands in my pockets and the agent said &quol;Take your hands out of your pocket.&quot: (Is that really a policy? Maybe it is. But my bell was off and I didn't want my pants 10 fall down.) 

Alier a few minutes. the agent waved me through for a pat-down. Be cause I am frequent flyer and bee a use of my artificial knee, I am accustom to pat-downs. However. this was the first ti me that le It that I was treated rudely and degraded. 

The agent said &quot:Step on the carpet.&quol; I did. &quot:No lhe other one.&quot: (Which was literally adjacent to and touching the firsl carpet.) I sIood and spread my legs, and held my arms out to the side. &quoi;Turn around&quot: the agent 
says. 

Why not: &quot;Could you please step on this carpet. face this direction, and hold your arms out to the side&quot:? My perception: agent thinks &quot;I am in control of this situation. You"II do what I say.&quot: 

He proceeded to give me - what I consider - an unnecessarily aggressive fnsk. The agent asked me twice to spread my legs even wider so that he could get his hand up higher in my crotch. That has never happened to me. He asked me to do 11 



Caller stated that this morning they left DFW, Terminal C. and he and his wife opted out of the AIT. and opted for the patdown. He stated that the man that patted him down made the comment that he would rather be patting down his wife, as he was 
patting him down. He got the TSO s name, which was!(b )(6) ! He spoke with a supervisor at the checkpoint.!(b )(6) ! She directed him to call the contact center and provided him with an index card with incident details. He stated that 
the TSO that made this commenl told him the machines weren t dangerous, there s no radiation, and proceeded wilh the patdown. 

Response: 

101251201 I obtained a few additiona I deta i Is from the cal I ere 

3 541 : 15 Airporl: DFW 
PM Airline: American Airlines 

Date 10 25 13 
Time: 8: 15 a.m. indicated on index card iven to passenger. The card also has she spoke with Pax and will address today . 
Contact In form ati o ( b) ( 5, ._ _________ __, 

I apologized to the caller and for his wife for their experience today. I told him that I will be forwarding this complaint to the CSM at DFW for review. I told him that the CSM may be in contact with him. but I can t provide a time frame. I provided the El D 
of the cal I to the ca Iler: ~ 
Caller states that he traveled from Orlando to PR. Caller uses a wheelchair. He was taken aside far a patdown. He was asked to stand up and then to sit down. They did a hand swab. but he did not know what it was and it was not explained. Caller 
states that his pants pockets we re pulled inside out. He I ifted his sweater so they co u Id inspect it be cause they kept patting down his back. Ca 11 er was told that that was not necessary and that if he took off any article of clothing he wou Id be put in 
prison. Caller is 75 years old, Caller did not want the inspection to be done in front of everyone. Caller feels that he was made to look like a criminal, They made him lift his feet to check the chair and did screening of his shoes. Caller states that the 
screener was rude 10 him and made him feel embarrassed in fronl of everyone. Caller states thal he is in agreement wilh security screening, but he does not appreciale lhe way I hat it was carried out. Caller slates I hat his wife was not allowed 10 assisl 
him during the screening. Caller feels that there was an abuse of power and the way he was treated was uncalled for. especially since the screening he went through in PR was respectful and considerate. Caller states that he was screened with no 
add1t1ona I T SA officer pre sent. TSO was chubby and had a se nous face. His last name starts with a V. Caller states that the way the p atdown was carried out was very rough at MC O. 

MCO lo SJU 
Flight 733 
Date Time 10 24 2013 1145AM - 12PM 
Airline JetBlue 

1 01251201 Advised caller: 

3 5 51 32 
PM The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks 10 provide a high level of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless of 

their person al situations and needs, a re treated with dignity. respect, and courtesy. 

Every person and i tern mu st be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important, A 11 TS Os a re required to be considerate and thoughtful and a re trained to exp I a in what they are 
doing and whal will happen next in lhe process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

In addition. passengers may request a private screening 1f additional screening is required or at any time during the screening process. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the private screening after the companion 
c I ea rs screening , In addition. sere eners s ho u Id offer a private screening before beginning a pa tdow n inspection that wi 11 require displacing or I ifti ng clothing, Passengers may choose to remain in the pub Ii c area rather th an go to a private area lo r 
screening, however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area will not be permitted to enter lhe secured area. 
During a private screening. another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TS Os at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 

The caller flew on July 28th and filed a complaint about a patdown she received at SMF. The caller wanted to know what the TSA was doing about our AIT machines bringing 100% false positives on people with disabilities. She states that Germany 
had done away with the AIT machines due to this flaw, and she wants to know what we are doing about it. The caller also wanted to speak to an Ombudsman ar someone in the disabilities department to find out what the status of her disability claims 

10/25/201 are. 

3 644 27 
PM Advised ca Iler: 

We do not have any inform at,on confirming that the A IT machine brings a fa I se positive to peop I e with di sab i Ii ties. I a po I og i zed to the caller and advised her th at th ere is nothing further we can do to assist her at the contact center at this ti me, and 
unfortunately I would be unable to guide her in who to contact to find out this information. I thanked the caller and she hung up. 



Caller was flying from Denver to San F ranci sea and was selected for P recheck sere en i ng. He has not a GOES member nor has he opted in through a frequent fi ye r program. He has had a right knee re placement. and the meta I imp I ant set off an a I a rm 
and initiated additional screening. He had told them prior to the beginning of screening of the metal implant. Caller was upset that as a fellow Department of Homeland security employee (wearing his ID) he was subjected to the more aggressive 
additiona I screening . He fe 11 he s ho u Id have be en a 11 owed to raise his pa nl I eg to show the sear on his knee to a 11 ow the officer to clear the alJrm instead of the explosive trace and other more aggressive pa ldow n procedure. He was embarrassed by 
the spectacle, but had rejected the offer for a private screening. I did confirm that he had not observed an unprofessional behaviour of the TSO s. 

United airlines 
Nol sure if it was the North or South checkpoinl 
10 18 2013 at 10:30 or 11AM 

Advised ca Iler: 

Currently, the Secure Flight data that is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevent known or suspected terrorists from gaining access to an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA·s new initiative will use this same information to 
10126/201 also identify low-risk passengers to determine 1f they should be directed to the TSA Pre\u2713 '" lane for expedited screening. 

3 
11 :46:00 TSA's new risk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Pre\u2713'" lanes. Additionally, all passengers musl have their identificalion verified by a TSA 

AM officer and will go through a metal detector or Advanced Imaging Technology scanner as part of security procedures. 

Every person and i tern mu st be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is import ant, Transportation Security Officers (TS Os) must conduct additiona I screening to resolve an ala rm of 
the Walk-Through Metal De1ec1or (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considera1e and lhoughtful and are trained to explain what lhey are doing and what will 
happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

In addition, passengers may request a private sere en i ng if add it ion a I screening is required or at any ti me during the screening process, A com pa ni on may accompany a passenger who needs ass i sta nee to the private screening after the comp an ion 
clears screening. In addilion, screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a paldown inspection I hat will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in lhe public area rather lhan go to a privale area for 
screening. however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area will not be permitted to enter the secured area. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TS Os at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

Dear TSA Adminislration: 

I believe that during my family's recent trip to Atlanta. GA my family was treated with disrespect because of racial prejudice your TSA employees hold towards seemingly white people. My family is actually of mixed race. but we look white. A few of 
the African American employees working for our airline and TSA both had bad attitudes that was manifested in how they treated us. I travel enough to know normal routines of most employees for both the airlines and TSA As the TSA workers with all 
slowness pulled aside my son and his family for extra searches, pat downs, stroller wipe down, elc., they were making bad remarks about my son to each other. He was stressed so he started begging them 10 hurry more since ii was s1arting to look 
Ii ke they we re going to miss their flight. It was obvious they were using their power to show my son he would have to submit to them and wait as Io ng as they decided he s hou Id. It seemed as if the airline counter clerks had the same attitude as they 
made us wait for their extremely slow work too. It was not about secunty as it should always be. I work with the public too as a teacher of middle school students and know not to let my personal feelings influence how I perform in my job working with 
kids. It must always be with fairness and a servant's heart. I believe your Atlanta TSA workers were not performing with fairness or a servant's heart as public workers should remember to always do since they are working for the people (my son said 
ii was a young black man in particular thal was really bad). My son and his family wenl through the Southwest check in counter before me because I was with my very slow senior mother in law. He and his family was also far ahead of us in the TSA 
line. I asked for the pat down and had to wait for it too because of a rare condition I have I am afraid of the machines triggering a flair up in me. Somehow, I made it on my plane but my son and his family missed theirs. The actions of the TSA workers 
th ere at A ti a nta a re u n acceptab I e when they cause a fa mi I y with a baby and preschooler to miss their flight. My son is a m, I itary officer with top security clearance too I 

10/261201 
3 5,12,20 Nol only was my son trealed bad, but when I got home and opened my bag, I had syrup spilled in my suitcase. Because we were there for my other son's military graduation, I wanted to fix him special food he likes and boughl an expensive large bollle 

PM of real maple syrup and coconut oil while there and didn't want to leave them. I closed the lids tight, put them in a thick plastic bag and tied the top tight before placing them in my suitcase. I found a TSA card saying my bag was searched which 
explains the sloppy syrup spill and coconut oil on my fairly new suitcase and clothing. 

I believe you have a group of bad atlilude workers in I hat airport and it shouldn't be tolerated. Discriminalion is never acceptable when your job is to represent our governmenl. If they wanl to be that way on their own time, we cannot change that, but 
public workers should be held accountable for fair treatment of all people and respect for their property. I am not asking for compensation. I cleaned the mess up. but I don"t want others to be stressed out missing their flights without good cause in the 
lulu re, so I decided to wnte. 



10126/201 
3 5:12:46 

PM 

Feed back Type . Compliment 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time . 10126/2013 3:24:03 PM Airport · PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Date/Time of Travel · 10/26/2013 12:00 PM Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : Like it. Please implement across all airpor1s. It's nice to nol have to slrip, get groped and borderline molesled or have naked piclures taken of me before getting on a plane. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email !(b i(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller said he has an insulin pump and was walking in line al the checkpoint and told the officer he had 10 have a paldown due to the insulin pump.He said at both Spokane and Chicago they had him go through the WTMD anyway and at Chicago he 
went through the WTMD and it ruined his insulin pump and the motor went bad. He said the VA gave it to him and it is still under warranty but he said the VA should not have to replace it because the WTMD ruined it. He asked what he should do at 
the checkpoint because he said the i nsu Ii n pump can inject h1 m if this ha pp ens and he is concerned about his heal th. He said he has a card th at says he has the medical device that he got from the manufacturer. 

Response:I advised him he can ask for a supervisor if the officer at the checkpoint will not listen to him and I gave him the website to go to and print out a notification card that TSA created that he can show the officer at the checkpoint. 

10/261201 If a passenger uses an insulin pump, he or she can be screened without disconnecting from the pump. However, ii is important for lhe passenger to inform lhe Transpor1ation Securily Officer (TSO) conducting lhe screening aboul the pump before lhe 
3 7:04:07 screening process begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform TSOs about any disability, medical condition, ar medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from 

PM security screening, their use may improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their conditions. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gov sites default files publications d1sab1lity_notification_cards.pdf. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. 

The passenger can request a private screening at any time. 



She would like to file a complaint against a TSA Officer at the Denver airport. She has been in Mexico for two weeks and was unable to call. The caller stated that when she went to the checkpoint, she OP.led out of the AIT machine and requested a 
patdown. The officer gave her a hard patdown. She rubbed up her leg and hit her crotch. The caller stated that she was touched inappropriately and would like to report this officer. The officers name wasi(b )(6) rhe caller stated that she 
patted her in a way that no one should be pated down. The caller stated that the officer was not rude but should never pat anyone down like she did. 

Airport: Denver 
Airline: United 
Flight Number: Unknown 
Departure Time: 10-1-13 in the afternoon, maybe 4:00 
Arrival Airport and Time: Mexico 
Description of luggage: Checked a Hiking Pack, had a Tei I Brownish Purse as carry on 
Description of passenger: Long brown skirt. The caller is unsure of what shirt she was wearing. The passenger has Reddish Brown Hair and is Caucasian 

Location: Secunty Checkpoint 
Contact Information: Annona mous 

~0~2;~2~~ Response: 

PM 
A variety of security measures a re applied to the screening of passengers and baggage, including random searches, Al though a p hysica I search may be required to clear an ala rm. Trans po rtati on Security Office rs (T SOs) a re trained on professi o na I 
and courteous sere en i ng procedures to make I he process run s m 001 hi y and to reduce i nconve ni e nee. We regret that you we re not sa Ii s fi ed with the service you received . 

Because the complaint conce ms security s c reem ng at a specific airport. we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-mai I to the Custa mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 

RESPONSE Patdown Complaint General Response 

Transpor1ation Securily Officers will conduct differenl patdown procedures 10 resolve different types of anomalies. During the assessment, officers will use revised patdown procedures in all ins1ances to resolve anomalies. 

We understand and regret the discomfort and m convenience passengers may experience as a result of paid own p raced u res. 

Everything I have seen in the news media and on the TSA web site raves aboul how those travelers who use PreCheck won't have to take off their shoes, belts, jackels or empty their pockets. Not exactly true. If the traveler has had joinl replacemenl 
surgery they either set off the magnetometer and get a full pat down or REMOVE THEIR SHOES, BELT AND JACKET AND EMPTY THEIR POCKETS to go through the body scanner. 

101281201 Why don't you tell the public this? If a passenger has a metal joint PreCheck is of no use to them whatsoever. 

3 s;3~:06kbl(6l b 
Claremore. K 

Sent from my iPad 



On October 10. 2013 I was traveling to Phoenix for my year two Doctoral Residency. I am a retired Marine/Air Force and former Law Enforcement Officer. Pnor to this flight I underwent two major abdominal surgeries in less than 30 days. The first 
surgery on 8122 was planned, the second surgery on 9118 was an emergency. I arrived at DIA and went through the TSA checkpoint that leads to the USO where I intended to wait for my flight. 

I showed my ticket and I D put my i terns on the conveyor be It in bins and suddenly they closed our Ii ne and instructed me to go through the body scanner. I comp Ii ed and went through the sea nne r. They stated that I had something in my back I eft 
pocket they asked what it was and I told them I had nothing in any of my pockets. They then ran something aver my hands and said '-You tested positive for exp I os,ve s go aver the re.'" I I ater learned that the hand lotion I had put on my hands can 
cause a false positive they never asked if I'd used hand lotion. 

I was then directed to an area on the side where TSA employees were pulling my bins off the conveyor belt and were tossing it around like trash. I politely asked them to be careful as my laptop was very expensive, in return I received a dirty look. 
They proceeded to go through a 11 my items. I stood pol 1te I y by wh i I e my belongings were gone through with a fine tooth comb and no reg a rd lo r my privacy or ca re for my items. 

I was lhen taken 10 a private room for a "Pat down". I listened to the instructions and stated "I understand, but please be careful in my abdominal area as I've recently undergone major surgery and I have a small open wound." I indicated the area of 
the wound. They completed a rear pat down first then proceeded to the front. I again asked the TSA agent to be careful in that area. When she got to my abdominal area she worked her way from my rib cage down. As soon as she hit this area she 
used extreme pressure and pulling in her "pat-down" for a third time I asked that she be careful and reminded her of the surgery. She pushed harder and pulled across my abdomen. When she hit my pelvic-abdominal area she continue to use 
extreme pressure and p u 11 i ng, I had asked repeated I y for her to use ca re and each ti me she used mo re pressure and pulled across my abdomen area ha rd er. I felt a pop and she stated, you're done you can put your stuff back together and I eft, 

101281201 As she was walking away I heard her say "Holy Cow, Wow" in a very demeaning tone. I was in tears by this time and gathered my items. When I walked out I was looking for a supervisor. Unable to find one I approached the three Denver Police 
3 8:34:37 

AM Officers, I advised them what happened. The offered a paramedic which I refused as I was very upset and knew better than to "I ose it" because T SA would go nuts I They brought over a su pe rvi sor, he acted as though it was no big de al. By this 11 me I 
could feel wetness over the area I had felt a pop. I asked for the woman's name or badge number. I was instructed they don't do that and instead was handed a card that said. 

DEN - A-Bridge- 1600- 10-10-13. As a LEO when asked I was require to provide my last name and badge number. I was shocked' How will this person be identified. I was required to be placed on antibiotics. saw two physicians. and feared 
add1t1onal surgery. Thankfully that did not happen. 

American citizens should not be treated this way .... I complied and was treated like a criminal. Actually I was 1reated worse than a criminal as I never trealed anyone lhe way I was treating even when pulling them under arrest. 

I tried to re po rt this previously but do to the gave rnment shutdown was u nab I e to. I received the message that due to the shutdown no emai Is were being checked. The date of the i nc1d e nt I cal led my husband an Active Duty Mi Ii ta ry m ember and my 
son a Law Enforcement Officer they were both angry, shocked. and worried about me. 

I"d like to know what TSA plans to do about this. I have contacted FOX news and my son I understand wrote his Senators and Congress reps. This is unacceptable treatment. When someone has a medical condition care and caution should be used 
especially when the agent is advised (3) times. Thank the Lord no further surgeries were required. I am fully intent on bringing this situation to light and believe that TSA agents are in serious need of training on how to handle situations appropriately. 

Sincerely 
!(b)(61 

10128/201 
3 8:34:50 

AM 

10/281201 
3 8:34:59 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!"-(b_·•"-1(6_.'-I __ __. 
Date Time: 1012712013 7:47:23 PM 

······················----------------····························· 

Comp a, n s: na pp ro pr, a e cree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):JFK airport 640pm October 27 secunty line for sun country flight to min~olis. 
Comments:lf an agent intends to pay someone down, they need to tell them they will be touching them, not just grab the person from behind. 11 l!:!.lJ don't they run the risk of severely traumatizing rape survivors. 
Sir, 
I Just passed thru TSA security at the alternative checkpoint at the Pittsburgh PA airport at 5:50PM tonight. When requesting help for a companion that needed help with a delay due to a medical emergency 11 was explained they were unable to help 
but the information was delivered in a rude condensing manner. Three white male agents in their 50's teamed up to impart that information in a rude condensing manner. Furthermore my luggage was inspected and I received a pat down. I understand 
this is for safety but my understanding was that I should be able to see all my luggage at all limes. One piece of luggage was moved to an area were I could not walch the luggage and I am unsure if it was inspecled. I did not dare question lhe agenls 
as they kept saying how they had found an unknown powder on my box-I had taken the box out of attic storage. Anyway my companion missed her flight and chose to sleep in the airport rather than go thru TSA security-pretty extreme measures 
reflecting the expenence with your personnel. I was shocked to hear Pittsburgh is a training center- I sincerely hope this is not the customer service you teach here. 

Siocerelv 
i(b)(61 

Sent from my iPad 



10/281201 
3 9:52:23 

AM 

Caller will be flying on October 30. 2013. He is disabled and has a bone growth stimulator that can not be x-rayed. He has a letter from the manufacturer that says 11 can t be x-rayed. He will not be wearing the bone growth stimulator. He will be 
taking it as a carry-on. On his last trip from FL where he lives he had a problem getting the bone growth stimulator through the checkpoint. He said that the TSO called a supervisor and he had to wait. They told him that he was supposed to call TSA 
72 hours before his flight 10 I ell them about the bone growth stimulaior. He called TSA cares two or three weeks ago and was told 10 just tell the TSO I hat it can not be ,-rayed. He called JetBlue and they told him to call lhe TSA Contact Center. He 
said that he has ma de arrangement with JetBlue to get an attendant to assist him and he does not need anyone to meet and assist him through the checkpoint. He said that the information that T SA Cares and I provided is not what he was to Id at the 
airport and we a re not on the same page. 

I gave the following information: Passengers who have medical devices a11ached to their bodies such as bone growlh stimulators should inform the Transportalion Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening of lhe device and indicate where lhe 
device is located before the screening process begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about any disability, medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do 
not exempt anyone from security screening, their use may improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their condItIons. If a passenger can safely disconnect from their device. he or she can submit it for x-ray screening; 
however. passengers can be screened without disconnecting from devices. 
Regardless of lhe screening melhod used, the device will undergo additional screening. This may include, but is not limited to, a physical inspection of lhe device if it is not in a sensitive area, and a patdown of lhe device followed by IesIing for I races 
of explosives. 

Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at 1-855-787-2227 prior to traveling with questions about screening policies, procedures and what to expect at the security checkpoint. 
The hours of operalion for lhe TSA Cares helpline are Monday through Friday 8 a.m. - 11 p.m. EST and weekends and Holidays 9 a.m. - 8 p.m. EST. TSA recommends lhat passengers call no less than 72 hours ahead of travel in case it is 
determined that it is necessary to coordinate support at the airport. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 
I advised the caller thal I can give him an address to file a complaint aboul his experience. He did not want 10 file a complain!. 

Callers middle name isEiill] Caller is a frequent flyer with United and her husband is a Premier member with United. She says she has been flying since 1970 and has flown all over the world. She says that on October 16. she flew from SFO to AUS 
and retu med on Oct ob er 25. She says that at SF O she was pul I ed aside for add iii on al sere en i ng. The ofli cer told her she needed to use the regular Ii ne instead of the Pre ch eek Ii ne with her metal , m plants. She has a ful I meta I hip and knee 
replacement, At AUS she went through the regu I ar security Ii ne at ap proximately 12 p, m , and the checkpoint was not busy, She says th at she went through AIT and was then stopped. She says she was wa nded, patted down, and her hands we re 
swabbed. She says that when she 901 to the boarding gale, some military members said they had shrapnel in lheir bodies and they didn I trigger any alarms, so she shouldn I have eilher. They lold her this was nol righl and she didn I look like a 
terrorist. She says that when she was pulled to the side. she couldn t see her belongings. She was told an officer was watching these for her. but when she got back to her items, they had been touched. She says she already handled this part of her 
complaint directly with AUS. She says she was told that there was a card she could get saying she had metal implants, was a frequent flyer. and a US citizen to avoid these problems in the future. She wanted to confirm that TSA was in fact only in the 
US because she has never had these problems in Europe or Asia, She wants to know if it could have been her hair clip or shoes that triggered the alarm. She wants to know what she can do in the future and ii she removes all of these items ii she 
would have any problems then. She wanted 10 know if she could demand her items be moved closer to her when she receives additional screening. She says that when she had lhe addilional screening in SFO, they brought her ii ems over near her, so 
she could see them. 

Advised ca Iler: 
The only card TSA has is a nolification card, which just offers a discrete way of informing the officers of her metal implanls. This is no different than verbally declaring the implants. There is no such card that would exempt her from receiving additional 

1 01281201 screening· 

3 
10 54 34 

AM 

Anytime the re is an ala rm. the ofli cers have to conduct a patdown and add it ion a I screening, It is not ne ces sari I y her meta I imp I ants that triggered the a I a nn, The AIT does n t penetrate and is not a meta I detector. so it is much I e ss Ii ke I y to a I a nn 
because of the metal implants. Im not saying it is impossible, but ii is much less likely. Advised caller thal it is most likely thal their were something on her body that was detected. Her hair clip may have been whal was detected. Her shoes are also a 
possibility. Advised caller that there are no guidelines on what a terrorist should look like or who is a terrorist. We have to do this to all passengers that trigger an alarm. This is nothing personal to her, just protocol. It is not the metal aspect that the 
machine detects. It is anything elevated from the skin. If a passenger has a thick pony tail or a bandage 11 can detect this because 11 is elevated from the body. Glasses, earrings, necklaces are Just a few of the ,terns that can be detected. This machine 
is designed to detect anything on the surface, not ju st meta I objects, If a passenger had a knife ma de of plastic and went through the WTM D it may not a I arm be ca use it is not meta I. However, the AIT would detect this being on the surface because it is 
not a part of the passenger s body. Even if she removes lhe hair clip and shoes, I cannol guarantee that there will never be an alarm of some sorI. 

I co nfi nned she had al ready handled her complaint about the items not being watched di rec ti y with the airport. 

Advised caller that in the future, she can turn around and look at the screen to see where the boxes are. The screen will show a generic outline of a body and a box around each of the anomalies detected. She can see where lhese are to try to narrow 
down what caused it. If it is on her head. she could see that it may be her hair clip. 

She can ask that her items be removed from the conveyor and brought to her line of sight, but I cannot guarantee this. They are trained to watch items if the passenger cannot, so she may just need to ask them if they would mind watching her things 
while she receives her additional screening. 



Hi, 

I'm writing 10 express my concern over the process of opling out from AIT scanners at the airport, something I do regularly. I have been disappointed by the lack of staffing available for paldowns, as well as the apparenl lack of system readiness for 
people wha opt out. rve regularly had to wait 1 O minutes ar mare for an agent to show up, watching nearly a hundred people pass through the AIT scanner while I wait. Na wander the vast majority of people use the AIT scanners: there"s a strong 
dIsin centi ve far opting out. 

10/281201 
3 Considering thal the long-term heallh effecls of Backscatler X-Rays and Millimeter Wave scanners are virtually unknown, it is incredible 10 me thal the process of opling out is so highly disincenlivized, not to mention that so many thousands of people 

12:0l: 13 are being intentionally exposed ta this untested technology everyday. 

PM 
If the TSA intends to keep the AIT scanners, I hope you will do the right thing and make opting out a smoother process. I'm not sure whether the answer is more staffers. or better training of existing staffers to be aware of opt outs. or spacing staffers 
better so lhat lhey are more readily available, bul I hope a solution will be found. 

Thank you. 

!(b1(ff1 

10128/201 
3 

12:36:26 
PM 

10128/201 
3 2:02:41 

PM 

Caller indicated that she was traveling through the Delta Airlines checkpoint at SDF on October 17th, going through screernng between 0500 and 0600 hours that morning. She said that she alanmed the WTMD and thus required a patdown to clear, 
and handed off her carry-on baggage to a TSO for sere en i ng, She said that after comp I eti ng the p atdown, a lema I e TSO brought her property to her and advised that during screening her I aptop was damaged and handed her the computer and a piece 
that had broken off of it. Caller said that she missed her flight, and when she came back to the checkpoint, she spoke to a male officer at lhe podium aboul the incident and he provided her a tort claim form. She was completing the form today and 
said that she never received a statement or anything from the checkpoint that day that acknowledged an incident occurred ar any way to signify that something happened. She thought someone would contact her since she made the complaint to the 
officers that day. She no Io nger has her flight info nmati on specifics, other than the airline and time frame of the incident. nor remembers what attire she had on that day other than she has short brown hair and had a patdown. 

Apologized to caller for her experience and explained thal I would forward the informalion to the CSM al SDF for review to see if any addilional assistance can be provided. Explained lhe tori claim process and that she has up to two years from the 
incident to file, and the claims management branch is responsible for investigating the claim. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time : 1012812013 12:02: 18 PM Airport : DTW - Detroit Metropolitan Wayne County Date/Time of Travel 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: Dear TSA, 

I travel often with my 3 small children. I will say first that I find TSA employees to be professional, courteous and very accomodaling of families. My issue is with pal-down procedures. While traveling yesterday with my 13 month old daughter, I was 
pulled aside for a more thorough search. This involved being patted down--including, to my surprise, my breasts and genitals. I am nat a modest person and have never been a victim of any sexual assault. The TSA screener could not have been mare 
respectful and p role ss,ona I. Despite this. I was I eft lee Ii ng violated and hum, Ii ated by the process. My daughter was afraid and needed a long time to be calmed afterwards. I le el strongly that this pat down procedure goes too far in terms of sacrificing 
personal privacy for security. I also do not believe it is effective. There is nothing that I could have concealed in my bra that would not have fit in a diaper or the pocket of my baby carrier. What will the next procedure be-pat downs of infants? A simple 
sel of questions designed to assess my reaclion by a trained examiner would have been far more effective and likely taken less time. El Al uses this approach effectively to screen passengers all the time. 

The idea of my daughter having to endure such hum1liat1on some day has prompted me to write to you. I would ask you to please re-examine the need for such physically invasive and humiliating airport screening procedures given the existence of 
proven nori-i rwa s ive methods, 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's N,.a,.m,...1 .. h,.I/_.R'-'·-, __ ..-_ __, 
Phone Numbe 
Ema b1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning is feedback, follow this link : http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/Applica1ionManager 

Ca Iler needs information for procedure for sree n i ng. She had t rave I ed from Denver to Da 11 as yes te rda y. She went th rough the body sea nne r and was 101 d to step aside and ho Id o LIi her a rm s and to Id not to touch her back pocket. Her hands we re swab 
and had residue that had explosive materials on it. She was told it may have been her lotion. She was told there was an alarm al her back pocket on her pants. Her belongings were all screened and she was taken in a private room where she was 
given a body search then to Id to have a nice day. Her checked I ugg age was searched. there was a paper in the bag. The re was an article in the bag, th, ngs th at was wrapped in bubble wrap and not re rapped. Ever 11 me she travels to Dal I as her bag 
was searched. she wants to know why they are having to do this every time she travels. She packs her clothes and a lap top in her checked bag. 

101281201 Told caller 

3 3,24, 14 I explained to her if there was an alarm during screening they will have to give a patdown to clear any alarm. They can swab and test for traces of explosives as well. It can be from lotions or as simple as medications. I told her it could be as simple as 
PM the frabric of her pants that caused the alarm. Anytime there was an alarm of the sentive part of the body they will offer a private screening. 

I could not tell her why they were having to open her checked bag for screening. But they xray all bags, if they xray the bag and see something large like a lap top and they cant see through the whole bag they will have to a pen the bag to screen it. I told 
her I was sorry this happened to her but her checked bag had nothing to do with her screening at the checkpoint. 

I explained to her they are trained 10 put things back as close to the way they find lhem. If this happened each time she travels out of the same airporl she should let us know. We can let lhem know al thal airport this was happening so they can address 
this ta the officers. 



Caller fi ew from Kansas City and during screening she was s u bJect to add iii on al sere en i ng. She had a ETD swab done to her hand. She stated that T SA is way aver the top with innocent peop I e. She claims that they a re p rofi Ii ng her due to her 
appearance as a Arab, but she is Italian. She wishes to file a complaint. 

Advised ca Iler: 

10128/201 TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, 
3 6:08:38 a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

PM 

10/281201 
3 6:17:59 

PM 

Airport: Kansas City 
Airline: Delta 
Flight#: Unknown 
Date and Time: October 28th. 2013 at 12:30 pm 
Pass enq er Des c ri · e ans. black acket 
Pass r N 
Phan (b)(ff1 

Denver Intl Southwest 

My husban,tb1(61 I and I were at the security point of the scanner. He has a medication pump that has tubing that runs from lhe pump, through a permanent central intravenous port (IV) located in his left chest. I am not only his wife, but a 
registered nurse who acts as his outpatient caregiver. Just before advancing toward the scanner, a female clerk demanded that he take of his waist pack that holds his medication pump. He started to explain that he could not do this. as it is connected 
to his chest. She cut him off, before he was able to finish his sentence, she yelled again I said, take it off, it cant go through the scanner Which we already knew. He attempted to explain again and was directed to another area for pat down search 
When traveling he is required to pack three days of medication (glass vials) and syringes, tubing supplies including ice packs, which are necessary to stabilize the medication after it is mixed, He can-ies all of the items together in a back pack. We were 
both separated from lhe back 
pack as I continued through the process, and he was taken to another area. I was walking over to collect both of our bags and belongings. I saw the clerk with greasy hair. holding my husband s back pack yelling who does this belong to , I stated it is 
my husbands, he was taken to another area . He started walking with 11. I heard him say well YOU will need to witness this, as he was walking off with the back pack. I had no idea what he was doing, or what I was supposed to be witnessing. I was 
attempting to gather up 6 bins of our belongings. I looked up and saw that he had already opened the backpack, and was tossing items out. I walked up just as he tossed out an extremely fragile, and expensive medication cartridge. One day supply 
costs over S400.00. He said WHAT is this He never even looked up. He began lecturing me about the ice packs and how he was going to throw lhem out, as they had turned slushy. Although, if he had bothered to ask he would have known thal 
those were acting as insulation. I reached toward one of the ice packs, to see for myself the condition of the ice pack. He then SCREAMED at me DO NOT TOUCH THAT' At this point I was absolutely speechless, and was having difficulty maintaining 
my composure. Thinking to myself, this Psycho Is yelling at me, after what he has Just done? My husband was still being detained. I. or my husband, was never allowed be a witness . or give an explanation, which any professional would know to be 
necessary. At some point another, person (a supervisor, who was Hispanic) walked up, to the other side of the greasy haired one, who had just turned his back on me. 

There was a whispering discussion between them. The super,isor walked away, not saying anything to me. The greasy haired clerk jammed everything back into the back pack. and, (obviously angry that his own decision was over ruled) stated boss 
says you can keep the ice packs. He then moved closer to me and sneered and ... YOU are welcome Was I supposed to be thanking him for something? Before I could say anything, I saw my husband walking toward me, the clerk immediately 
walked away .. Obviously this is an incident that violates civil liberties. 

Your employee is a hostile sociopath, with no social boundaries, who, obviously derives great pleasure in domineering and humiliating any one around him. who he can use as a target of opportunity. This behavior may not be illegal, it is socially 
unacceptable, and, unfortunately for us, he used this opportunity to target someone who is physically disabled. and, is dependent on the mercy and Justice of other human beings You should also know that my husband Is a veteran. whose disability is 
the result of exposure related to a 
lifetime of Mililary service. He has already given his life, for lhis country. II is ironic that he is treated with complele contempt and disregard, by a United Slates governmenl agency who we all would assume to be commilled, and behave in a manner 
that support 
excellence in sec u nty. 

Everytime she goes through screening she alarms. She was wanting to know if there was a way to prevent having a patdown done everytime she goes through security because she is flat chested and 11 is embarassing to her to have a patdown 
conducted. She flew out of SFO at 12: 1 0PM gate 20 

1°?i?fi Response: 
Apo I og i zed but it is our stand a rd procedure for a p atdown to be conducted when any alarms go off when going through the Al T or W TM D anyone not just persons that have had surgery a re subject to these patdowns. It appears from the information you 
ve given me that the office rs are following standard operating procedures, 

PM 

If you wo u Id Ii ke you can contact the CSM at that airport at 650-266-1966. 



!(b)(61 

!(b)(61 

Seattle. WA 98111 

!(b,(6) 

Oclober 28, 2013 

101281201 Transpor1ation Securily Administration 

3 9:05:51 
p M C iv i I Rights & Liberti es. Ombudsman and 

Taveler Engagement (TSA-6) 

701 S. 12th Street 

Ari i ngto n, VA 20598 

Re: Complaint Regarding Unprofessional and Inappropriate Conduct By Screeners Sky Harbor Airpori. Terminal2, Phoenix Arizona 

October 24,2013, approx. 1 :OOPM 

Re pre check status 
It seems to me somewhat i rrat ion a I to use a Id technology to initiate a new process. sp eci fi ca 11 y P SA Pre-Check 

At both the Denver and Seattle airports, the Pre-Ch eek process resu Its in a passenger with a prosthetic joint such as myself being "frisked" because that queue uses o Id "meta I detector" technology, I s us pe ct that those of us who a re frequent. high 

101291201 mileage travelers are relalively older, and lhus more likely to have prosthetic joinls or chemotherapy port implantalions. Should I anticipate that this "glitch" in the process will be fixed, or should I return 10 lhe old non Pre-Check premium flier line? 

3 8:20:03 
I should specify that I do not so much dis Ii ke the "'pat down". so much as the wait for a fem ale T SA agent. AM 

Respectful I y you rs 
Citizen 

fb)(6) 



Caller stated she came through J F K to Sara sot a and when she went through screening, she was pulled aside lo r a p nvate paid own after she was told a scan s hawed something between her legs. She stated a supervisor came out and searched her 
and the only thing they found was a pantyliner. She states they also searched her bags and her shoes and let her go on to her flight. She states this has happened another time at JFK when she flew on American Airlines and she is tired of it. She said 
these pea pie have no Ir a i ni ng and after the private screening they should not have searched her bags. She stated that they found nol hi ng on her and she has done nol hi ng wrong. She slates she wi 11 take this to Washington if she has 10. She 
demanded the CSM phone number. 

Sometimes those show up Sanitary napkins. panty liners, and adult diapers may appear as an anomaly on AIT monitors during screening. If an item does result in an anomaly, the individual will be referred for additional screening, including a patdown 
of the area(s) of the body that resulled in the anomaly. Addilionally, all passengers have the right 10 request a private screening al any time during the screening process. 

We regret that you were unsatisfied with the manner in which your screening was handled. TSOs receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passengers and their bags and are required to exercise great care during the screening process. 
10/29/201 Whal I will do for you is reporl this incidenl to the CSM al the airport where this happened, make them aware of this incident. 

3 
11:35:05 

AM 

10/291201 
3 

12:28:00 
PM 

10129/201 
3 2:13:38 

PM 

Name:f bl(61 
Phone ~-----~ 

Airporl: JFK 
Airline: Jetblue 
Flight#: 163 
Date Oct 28, 2013 
Time: 7:46am 

The caller flew on Oct 19 from Detroit airport and got a patdown by a TSO namedl(b)(ff:1 I She stated that the TSOs hand went up her leg twice and touched her private area. When the caller complained. the TSO got a supervisor, STSO 
kb:1(ff:1 l1n front of the supervisor the TSO told lhe caller to sit down and lift her legs up 10 check the botlom of her feel. The supervisor said he didn t know why she did it bul would talk to her about ii. He look a copy of the callers boarding pass and 
told the caller it was to make a record of it, then he gave the caller a card with a number to file a complaint. Caller feels victimized and thought it was rude. She thought maybe she made the officer mad because she called her out on touching her 
inappropriately. It was not easy to lift her feet as she is 54. Caller did not set off any alarms and they had already searched her. She stated she was standing on dirty carpet in her socks. Caller stated she is disgusted by hygeine procedures at the 
airport and is also wo rTi ed about a 11 the officers and p eo pie going in and out of the bath room and thin ks they s hou Id wear booties. 

Airport where the incident occurred: Detroit 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight numbers: 1648 
Dale and lime of incident Ocl 19 2013, 5:45am to 5:55 am 
What terminal or gate? Unknown 
lnd1v1dual s contact information emaiIJ .. 1h"'·""·,1 .. R.,_I ________ _.I if by phone the best time to call is in the morning. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1p~b)(61 J 
Dale Time: 10128 2013 i I A1 26 A 

Na~ff'h\/R, 
Em b1(6I 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening/Pat Down Sc reem ng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Albany International Airport, 10-26-13 @approx 1 :45 pm .. 
Comments:lnappropriate pat down by lwo TSA representalives, al one poinl I was almosl taken off my feel be his version of "unlil I meet resislance" 



Caller Is calling on behalf of her 70 year old friend who flew out of DEN last Sunday. Her friend lives on a ranch and does not fly frequently. She was screened in a room by 3 different women for at least 50 minutes. The TSO stated that residue was on 
the gloves from her skin collected from the pat down procedure. She stated that they pulled her shirt up. They also searched her purse. The passenger is very upset and still crying, The caller said the only way they released her from the room was 
when the passenger staled she wanted to call her lawyer: at I hat point lhe officers let her leave the room. The caller staled she is traumatized by this incidenl. She has cancelled her up and corning flight due 10 I his experience. This happened last 
Sunday. The caller stated that she had to go and might call back with additional details. 

Advised: 

I apologized that the callers friend was upset and had gone through this undesirable experience. 

10/29/201 
3 2:20:28 TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security-

PM screening policies need modification or specific employees or learns are the subjecls of repeated complaints. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport. we have lo rw-arded a copy of this e-mai I to the Custa mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io ca ti on. 

We regret I hat you we re nol satisfied with I he service you received. 
I asked if I could get additional information such as the name of the passenger and the caller did not have time to continue the conversation. 

The caller stated she was a principal and that she had to go to check lunchroom duty, but wanted to know if her friend could have sorne type of telephone number to speak with someone else about this matter. I offered to place her on hold to check for 
additional information and reaffirmed I hat I would be sending I his to the CSM. The caller asked if she could call back when convenient and I stated yes I hat she could and offered lhe EID number to provide to the TSA agent so that she would have lhe 
information from our call. The caller took the EID number and said she would call back. 
Caller states that she had a screening situation on October 25th ,flight 316 with American Airlines out of DFW. this was terminal A near gate 33. and she had a doctors note saying that she has vaginal discharge. and she has to place toilet paper in 
her private area, she is in a wheel chair and she is 81 years old.She slates lhat she had to wait for another TSO officer to become available, she states thal she had to get a patdown, she stales that this was ridiculous. Caller states that this look 30 
minutes, she states that she has a complaint sheet, and she has the names of the officers, LT 50 0715 @ A-35 is wrote on paper. 

Informed caller: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
10129/201 secured area, and the way the screening is conducted Is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 
3 4:23:21 

PM TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some insIances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

Caller flew from Denver, CO to Sacramento, CA on October 8th. She was in a wheelchair and received a patdown by 2 female TSOs, one was new and was being trained. They were very serious and not very friendly. She would like to put in a 

101291201 complaint. She also was in a hurry to get to her plane and le/I her coat and would like to know how to get 11 back. 

344417 
PM Advised Caller: I apologized for her e,perience. I will put complaint in the record. 

Offered to give ca 11 er the phone number for lost and lo u nd at Denver International Airport. however cal I er did not have a pen. 



10129/201 
3 6:05:10 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion; Screening Current Dale/Time 10/2912013 5:21 :57 PM Airport: ORD - ~'Hare lntemalional Date/Time of TrMel 10/181201312:45 PM Airline & Flight Number: AA 335 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
· Jermjnal 3 I think Security checkpoint 6 - far right as one faces the ticket counter TSA Employee: (If Known)· Office~tall African American male) Comment: I came through the body scan machine and, as is usual, the man I now know to be 

!( b) ( ffl !told me to wait. However, instead of sending me on my way. he told me to tum around. Then. without any wa ming . he agg re ss,ve I y placed his hands in contact with my back. I have a back condition and had been treated in the ER just 8 
days earlier for intense back pain. I had been in physical therapy since (and still am seeing the physical therapist). I felt a spasm of intense pain in my back and up and down my right side. I screamed and jumped forward[b·:,(6) !said, in a hostile 
tone, &quot;What you 901 on your back? You got an anomaly on your back.&quot: I Iurned to face him and said, &quol;I hMe a back condition. You just lit up my back. I am in pain.&quot: He replied in a hostile tone, &quol;You got an anomaly on your 
back. I got to pat you down.&quot: The pain was intensifying and I was feel in faint. I said, &quot:I am in pain and I need to sit down. I fell like I am going to pass out.&quot: He replied in a hostile tone, &quoU got to pat you down.&quot: I was feeling 
faint and the only thing I cou Id Ii nd to grab to steady myself was b ·:, ( 6) a rm. I grabbed it. At that point he may have fin ally rea Ii zed that he had hurt me as he said, &quot: You can hold onto my a rm. &quot: I said. &q uotl need to sit down. I am 
going to pass out. &quot; 

At that point, another TSA officer came over with a chair and waive,tb·:,(6) ! out al the way. I do not know this officer's name, He was African American and shorter thankb)(ffl I As outrageous asj(h··,1rr, !was, this other officer was 
laudatory. After I sat down. he asked me 1f I was okay. I told him that I had a back condition and his partner had lit up my back. I thanked him for the chair and said that I had felt like I was going to pass out from the pain. In a soothing voice he said 
that the machine had shown an anomaly on my back and I had to be patted down but I should just sit there until I was ready and then, if I wanted, we could do the pat down in private. He asked if I needed medical assistance. The level of pain was 
reducing and I said I was concerned about missing my flight so do the pal down bul be careful of my back. He allowed me to stay seated, asked me to lean forward and gently palled down my lower back and then told me I was clear to go. He asked if 
I would like assistance getting ta the gate. I declined the offer, slowly got up and gathered my belongings. I then walked over toward!(b)(ff•, ! to get his name. He must have seen me reading his name tag because he came over and in a hostile 
manner took his id ent1f1cation badge off and fl ashed 11 aggressively in front of my face and then tu med his back and wa I ked away. 

On my way ro the gale, I purchased some food. I arrived al the gate as the flighl was boarding. Once on board, I ate the food and took some pain medication. This was the firsl time in 36 hours I had had to take pain medication. In about one minute, 
!( b) ( ff:, [undid the beneficial effects of three separate ha ur-1 a ng phys i ca I therapy sessions. After I took the medical ion, I wrote down everything th at had happened. This camp I ai nt is based on those notes. 

I have been patted down before and since (this past Friday) by TSA agents and have never been patted down as aggressively and harshly as I was b~(b 1(6) ! In every other instance. the agent always said in a polite tone of voice, &quotl have to 
pat down your _.&quot: I have never had a TSA agent pat me down wilh no advance warning. Ha~(b·:,(6) !lold me up front that he needed to pat down my back, I would have advised him of my back condition and this incident would nol have 
occurred. 

I don't know it[b·:,(6) !failure to tell me first what he was going to do violated a TSA protocol but in light of my other experiences, I suspect that it did, His hostility and his indifference to my medical condition and to the pain I was in is nothing 
short of ouIrageous. And then, when I wenl to get his name, he lilerally added insult to injury with his conlinued hostile conduct. 

On the other hand. the conduct of the other TSA agent the shorter African American gent I ema n. was I aud ato ry. His professi ona Ii s m and comp ass ion enabled me to make my fi Ig ht. Without 11. th ere is a good chance that I wou Id have passed out end 
ended up back in the ER 
Would you like a res onse?: True 

Passenger's Name"(_b--')('--6~'--__, 



My original e-mail of October 5. 2013. to which you have yet to reply. 

Sirs: 

I just reIurned from vacation to find that the lock on my suitcase had been opened by a TSA inspector at Boston-Logan. 

101291201 My first question is: After the inspeclion, WHY 01 DN'T THE AGENT RELOCK THE LOCK? 

3 8:04:49 
PM 

This is one of many instances I witnessed on this trip of lhe TSA compromising the personal securily of individual flyers. 

For example, at FCA TSOs routinely require passengers 10 remove their money bells even lhough they know full well what lhey contain. (The idea behind the money belt is to conceal one's cash and passport so lhey don·t get lost or stolen.) In this 
case, the passenger had left his money belt (which contained his passport) in the bin and frantically returned to retrieve it, thereby salvaging his vacation. 

And at Boston Logan. a $20 bill was left lying on the floor because passengers are required to empty their pockets of harmless items. 

So my second question: Does the TSA in any way consider the personal security of passengers in formulating its procedures? 

Caller went to fiy with her dog this morning from Florida 10 Medford via United and was stopped at the airline ticket counter. The airline told her that TSAwould not allow her dog 10 be too large for ils kennel and medicated. They lhen would not let her 
board her flight. She was directed to call TSA. She has flown from Utah to FL on the same airline with the same dog before with no problem. 

101301201 Advised ca Iler: 

3 9}~'57 Pets traveling in the aircraft cabin must be presented to a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) at the screening checkpoint. The animal's owner is required to carry the animal through the walk-through metal detector (WTMD) or walk the animal 
through the WTMD on a leash. TSOs are required to resolve any alarms associated with the animal using visual observation and patdown inspections. The TSO may require owners to assist by controlling the animal during this process. All accessible 
property associated with animals, such as cabin kennels, must be separately screened using the x-ray machine. 

Contact the U.S. Department of Transportation's Aviation Consumer Protection Division operates a complaint handling system for consumers who experience air travel service problems and provides a 24-hour hotline at (202) 366-2220. 



Caller wants to know who she can speak to reg a rd i ng a complaint. She has a service dog. she has fi own before with the dog. and usu ally she wa I ks first and then the dog walks behind her. And if she beeps then they do a patdown, she states that the 
TSO officer made her take off her leash and vest and told her she had to pick up the service dog and walk through. The dog ran away and by luck her husband was with her and ran after the dog, The TSO yelled at him and told him that he had to get 
his fingers swabbed and she stales that this was a mess. She does not feel discriminaled against, bul she feels like this is poor training. She has never experienced lhis before. She !raveled back oul of Chicago and stated they were wonderful. All she 
had to do was walk through the machines with the animal. She specifically said this was poor training and customer service, not disability-related. She did not want information on how to file a disability-related complaint. 

Phoenix Sky Harbor 
September 19, 2013 
9:30am 
Terminal 3 
American Airlines 

Informed caller: 

1 01301201 Spec iii ca I ly, you were conce med about screening for passengers who have service dogs. II a passenger has a service dog due to a dis a bi Ii ty or medica I condition. both the passenger and the dog wi 11 be sere ened, The passenger should inform a 

3 Transpor1ation Securily Officer (TSO) that the dog is a service animal and nol a pet, and we recommend that passengers have documenlation or thal the dog wear gear (a harness, vest, etc.) to indicate that it is a service animal. 

10:48:43 
AM Passengers are expected to maintain control of their animals by holding onto the leash throughout the screening process, and they should not be separated from their dogs by TSA personnel. 

Passengers with service dogs will be screened either by a walk-through me1a1 detector or thorough patdown. If the passenger and service animal are screened by a walk-lhrough metal detector, they can proceed in one of three ways: 

• The passenger can wa I k through first with the dog lo 11 owing behind on its I e ash. 
• The dog can wa I k through first on its I ea sh with the passenger lo 11 owing behind, 
• The passenger and dog can walk through al the same time. 

If a passenger and the dog wa I k through at the same ti me and the meta I detector a I arms. both the passenger and dog a re subject to additional s c reem ng. including a thorough p atdown. If the passenger and dog walk through separate I y. only the party 
that alarms the metal detector will receive additional screening, It is very important that the passenger not make contact with the dog (other than holding the leash) until the dog has been cleared and inspected by a TSO. 

The caller is trying to get in touch with the TSA Lost and Found at LAX. He has been dialing 310 242 9073. He indicated that the line is always busy and he cannot ger through. 

He flew from LAX on Thursday of la st week at a round 1 O am. He received a p atdown. He w advised to re move his belt. He forget his belt at the checkpoint. 

10/30/201 
3 I con/inned that he was dialing the correct number the TSA Lost and Found at LAX. 

11 ;~' OB Los Ange I es I nternationa I Airport 
310-242-9073 
hit p://www. tsa, gov It rave I er-information/a i rport-1 o st-found-co ntacts#46 



Caller asked why he is screened everytI me he gets on the plane and has to remove his shoes, belt and hat before he go es through the wtmd or ai t machine. He said he did not want the preche ck info and could look into th at hi mse If. He d eel in ed his 
phone#. 

Response:Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) are required to screen all footwear to ensure they do not contain prohibited items. Mandatory shoe screening by x-ray is an effective method of identifying any type of anomalies. including explosives. 
TS Os can see if a shoe has been tampered with when they view it on the x-ray equipment. By requiring all passengers to remove shoes for x-ray screening, we increase both security and efficiency at the checkpoint. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) suggests that passengers place their footwear directly on the x-ray belt instead of in plastic bins. This makes it easier for TSOs to get a clearer x-ray image. 

I advised him he can apply lo r preche ck and screening may a 11 ow passengers to no Io nge r remove certain items such as their shoes. belts. or remove I a ptop s from carry-on bags but I advised him th at sti 11 is no guarantee he would not have to re move 
his shoes. 

10/30/201 
3 1 :lS:33 The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 

PM secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is imporIant. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring thal all passengers are Ireated with dignity, respect, and courIesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also se I ects passengers and their property at random lo r enhanced security sere en i ng. This random element prevents te rrori sis from attempting to defeat the security system by I earning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints. provides an additional layer of secunty at the checkpoint. and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Other: Screening 
Current Date/Time : 10/30/2013 2:50:39 PM Airport DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel : 10/2612013 9:45 AM Airtine & Flight Number American Airlines Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Terminal Secunty TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· To Whom It May Concern: 

I strongly protest the treatment to which I was subjected when traveling through the Denver, CO International airport on October 26, 2013. A sign informed me that if I wished not to go through the body scanner. I could opt out for a pat down. By pat 
down, I took it literally as a pat down, not a body groping. I was separated from my things (since I could not go through with them, it was all I had and would've been helpless and stuck if someone stole them). I was NOT given the option of going 
through the metal detector as listed on your website, though people before me were allowed through it. I had been willing to open my luggage ii necessary even though it would take longer, as I had time and nothing to hide. Even though they knew I 
had a problem with being touched, they gave me no other options (as I said, I thought ii would be a "pal down· not a body groping!). So, the only options given me were 10 go through the body scanner or get groped! Perhaps you may not believe ii, bul 
some people don·t like getting naked pictures taken of themselves by radiation or having strangers feel them up. I know what you tell people about those machines, but there is no evidence to back it up. There should be a third option: I was wearing no 

10130/201 metal. I was willing to have my carry-ans examined, I am a citizen of the United States in good standing. you have my name, my address. and all my information. I am not that big or strong (in other words, I am no threat), why on earth are you doing 
3 4:06:23 this to me? In other countries, they have scanners that only scan for what you are looking for, which would be much more effective than those body scanners: maybe they cost money, but in all fairness, so did those scanners. I vehemently protest such 

PM violalion of righls for myself and all travelers like me, and insist that you give travelers a third option that does nol violate their rights as human beings. I know thal dogs can be trained to find lhese things you are looking for, and thal it can be done at a 
distance. why not that option? There are others still ... I don·t think US citizens should be subjected to such treatment, but at least we would not be violated, and I think non-citizens would appreciate the better treatment as well. Please take this under 
consi d era ti on. 

!(b)(61 I 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 

Emailkb 1(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



10130/201 
3 4:06:23 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Other; Screening 
Current Date/Time . 10130/2013 2:50:39 PM Airport · DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel : 10/2612013 9:45 AM Airline & Flight Number · American Airlines Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Terminal Security TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment: To Whom It May Concern: 

I slrongly protest the treatment 10 which I was subjected when traveling through lhe Denver, CO lnlemational airport on October 26, 2013. A sign informed me thal if I wished not to go through the body scanner, I could opl out for a pat down. By pal 
down, I took it literally as a pat down, not a body groping. I was separated from my things (since I could not go through with them, it was all I had and would've been helpless and stuck if someone stole them). I was NOT given the option of going 
through the metal detector as listed on your website, though people before me were allowed through it. I had been willing to open my luggage if necessary even though 11 would take longer, as I had time and nothing to hide. Even though they knew I 
had a problem with being touched. they gave me no other options (as I said. I thought it would be a "pat down" not a body groping!), So, the only options given me were to go through the body scanner or get groped! Pe maps you may not believe it. but 
some people don't like gelling naked pictures taken of themselves by radiation or having strangers feel them up. I know what you 1e11 people about those machines, but I here is no evidence 10 back it up. There should be a third option: I was wearing no 
metal, I was willing to have my carry-ons examined, I am a citizen of the United States in good standing. you have my name, my address, and all my information. I am not that big or strong (in other words, I am no threat), why on earth are you doing 
this to me? In other countries. they have scanners that only scan for what you are looking for, which would be much more effective than those body scanners: maybe they cost money, but in all fairness, so did those scanners. I vehemently protest such 
violation of rights for myself and all travelers like me, and insist that you give travelers a third option that does not violate their rights as human beings. I know that dogs can be trained to find these things you are looking for, and that it can be done at a 
distance, why not that option? There are others slill ... I don't think US citizens should be subjecled to such treatment, but at leasl we would not be violated, and I think non-cilizens would appreciate the belier treatment as well. Please take this under 
consi d era ti an. 

!(b,(61 ! 

10130/201 
3 4:06:23 

PM 

Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Emailkb 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Other: Screening 
Current Date/Time· 10/30/2013 2:50:39 PM Airport, DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel: 10/26/2013 9:45 AM Airline & Flight Number, American Airlines Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal Security TSA Employee: (II Known), 
Comment: To Whom II May Concern: 

I strongly protest the treatment to which I was subjected when traveling through the Denver, CO International airport on October 26, 2013. A sign informed me that if I wished not to go through the body scanner. I could opt out for a pat down. By pat 
down. I took it literally as a pat down, not a body groping. I was separated from my things (since I could not go through with them, it was all I had and would've been helpless and stuck if someone stole them). I was NOT given the option of going 
through the metal detector as listed on your websile, though people before me were allowed lhrough ii. I had been willing to open my luggage if necessary even I hough it would lake longer, as I had time and nolhing to hide. Even I hough they knew I 
had a problem with being touched, they gave me no other options (as I said, I thought it would be a "pat down· not a body groping'). So. the only options given me were to go through the body scanner or get groped' Perhaps you may not believe it, but 
some people don't like getting naked pictures taken of themselves by radiation or having strangers feel them up. I know what you tell people about those machines, but there 1s no evidence to back it up. There should be a third option: I was weanng no 
metal, I was willing to have my cany-ons examined, I am a citizen of the United States in good standing, you have my name. my address, and all my information. I am not that big or strong (in other words, I am no threat), why on earth are you doing 
this to me? In other countries, they have scanners that only scan for what you are looking for, which would be much more effective than those body scanners; maybe they cost money, but in all fairness, so did lhose scanners. I vehemently protest such 
violation of rights for myself and all travelers like me, and insist that you give travelers a third option that does not violate their rights as human beings. I know that dogs can be trained to find these things you are looking for. and that it can be done at a 
distance. why not that option? There are others still ... I don't think US citizens should be subjected to such treatment, but at least we would not be violated, and I think non-citizens would appreciate the better treatment as well. Please take this under 
consi d erati o 11. 

Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 

Email f"'b'-"1""(6'-"1--.,.....--,--.,,...,.....,....-
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hllp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB2IApplicationManager 

Hello. 

101301201 During my flight on 11th Oct from Maui 10 Los Angeles my luggage was checked. When I opened my back I noticed I hat my small transparent cases for small items were left open. Later on while unpacking my luggage I realized thal from my zip bag 

3 6:02:42 with jewelry there were two gold earrings from two sets missing and another set was broken. I am pretty disappointed that I am not only forced to go through the full body scanners. exposed to the radiation and still being pat-down checked. 

PM 

Kind Regards. 



Caller wants to verify TSA policies at the check-point regarding minors and their screening. Can I explain the procedures to him? 

I advised that the queslion was very general. Does he have a specific issue or concern? 

Caller has a 14 yo daughter. If they go through the screening checkpoint. what is the screening procedure? 

They would be lhe same as lhose applied to the caller. If she goes lhrough the screening equipmenl and there are no alarms, then there is no need for further or secondary screening. If there is an alarm, they have 10 clear it wilh a pal-down, and the 
policy is the same for anyone over 12 yo. 

What does the pat-down entail exactly? 

You are patted down: you are not required to remove or displace any clothing: there will be a female screener performing the pat-down: they will use the back of the hand to pat-down any sensitive areas. 

Why does a le male screener have to do that? 

1 oi3oi2o1 TSA tries to provide a female screener for a female passenger. 
3 7:02:10 

PM 
When you say sensitive areas, what areas speci fi cal ly a re we ta I king a bout? 

The best I could advise is the breast and crotch area. Those would be the sensitive areas: the areas a reasonable person would have issues with. These areas have to be patted down as well, and the screeners will use the back of their hand in those 
areas. 

So, you are saying I hat I hey are going 10 come into contact with lhe genital area, the anus, the groin, inner thighs, the buttocks, the breasts, those areas? 

I believe the statement I made before covers that. 

Caller asked for my name. 

I provided my first name. 

Caller asked for my last name. 



10131/201 
3 8:39:34 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Missing or Damaged llems: Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time: 10/31/2013 2:59:19 AM Airport: SFO - San Francisco International Date/Time of Travel: 10/0812013 Airline & Flight Number: Air Canada 0738 
Ch eek pa i ntl Are a of Airport : Security check in TSA E mp I oye e: (If Known) · 
Comment : I have been a type 1 d1abeti c lo r 5 7 yea rs and lo r the past 15 years have been wearing a M edtro ni c insulin pump.My I eve I of control is excel lent. 
I have flown many times wearing a Medtronic insulin pump and have had no problems at security check points in North America.Mexico or Europe, 

On October 8th, I had cleared the metal detector and explained to the attendant official that the insulin pumps (I carry a spare pump in case of failure of the imbedded pump) could not be x-rayed and that I would prefer a &quot;pat down&quot:. I was 
assured that the scanner would not do ANY damage to an insulin pump and before I could consider or protest was whisked through and &quotscanned&quot;. 
Unknown to me both pumps were damaged and I began the long day's journey (landing in Kingston Ontario at 1200 midnight) without proper delivery of insulin from 0900. If you are at all familiar with Type 1 diabetes you will know how serious a 

problem this is. 
I was surprised to see a rather high blood glucose level once I was on board my first flight,but thought little of it since the stress of travel,same food I had eaten might have had this effect. I programmed the pump to deliver adequate insulin to correct 

the g I ucose level, not knowing that the pump del 1ve red on I y a s Ii g ht percentage of the programmed dose required.The motor mechanism in the pump had been damaged in the sea n ne r. 
The next morning I was ill ,suffering a severely high blood glucose level (19 mmol)and high levels of ketones. Still, I thought perhaps travel stress had had an extraordinary effect, since the pump did not indicate that it had failed;it was still delivering ( 
minute doses of) insulin. 
I gave mys elf an injection ( not using the pump) of insulin and within 5 ha urs my blood glucose I eve I had returned ta norm a I. Good. 
I tested the purnp and it showed no problems:it was deliver/mg mrniscule amounts of insulin. 
That afternoon I went for a walk. an activity that usually helps to stabilize and lower blood sugar levels. I was out for most of the afternoon.visiting with a friend before the walk. I felt unusually tired all afternoon, assuming that jet-lag was having an 
eflecl along with lhe very high blood glucose test of that morning. I was horrified to see a blood sugar result of 30(mmol) by 5 o'clock accompanied by high levels of kelones. II struck me then lhat lhe pump had been adversely aflecled by the scanning 
device. I phoned the Medtronic 24 hour Helpline ta ask how the pump might have been affected. I was led through a specific test and it was determined that the motor mechanism had been damaged and the pump was delivering only a THIRD of the 
daily doses required to maintain my health.The total I daily dose of insulin I reuire is quite low, so basically I was receiving no more thanthree or four units of insulin. 
A brand new pump was delivered to my door by 11 pm that night and with help I was able to reprogramme and start to use the device by about 1 am. 
From the lime the damage to the pump was recognized and restarting lhe new pump I had been severely ill;dehydraled,vomiting with severe abdominal pain and at the same time.needed to take hourly blood tests, insulin injections and urine analysis 

to determine whether or not hospitalization would be needed. 
The keto-ac1dot1c condition lasted for 2 more days of severe illness. I have not experienced this cond1t1on in my entire life as a diabetic. My self-care is excellent and I am being honoured this coming month for Just that level of self management. 
The after effects of this episode have I as ted; ext raord i nary efforts on my b eha If to stab i Ii ze diabetes management and regain the norm al level of cont ro I. Disruptions in s I eep continue to be a prob I em, 

I am very unhappy about the level of respect that was afforded me when I Ct.EARLY STATED stated that I was wearing an insulin pump and could not be exposed to x-ray. It is not clear ta me haw difficult it is to remember that Insulin pumps are 
exempt. Are your security staff not tram ed to protect the heal th of passengers as we 11 as their security? 

As I flew my heallh was rapidly deteriora1ing and no one could have helped on board a plane.Even if it had been possible 10 delermine the damage done,I could not use lhe second pump, since it too had been damaged. 
It would have been so simple to listen to me and give me the pat-down that I had requested. 

Caller will be traveling with a pet on board. 
The airline told her specific size far the cage etc and she has that. 
She knows what the need. 
It is a Kitten 
She has proof of his shots but lhought lhe vet said they need a heallh certificate 1 O days before lhe trip. 
Someone at the airline said just so the cat looks healthy. 

RESPONSE: 
10/311201 
3 1 :27: 11 Told her we do not require paperwork but I cannot say about the airline. 

PM 
If she thinks I here is risk of escape she can let lhe Officer know. 
( She confirmed she expects na issues far the young kitty). 

Pets traveling in the aircraft cabin must be presented to a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) at the screening checkpoint. The animal's owner is required to carry the animal through lhe walk-lhrough metal detector (WTMD) or walk the animal 
through the WTMD an a leash. TS Os are required to resolve any alarms associated with the animal using visual observation and patdown inspections. 
All accessible property associated with animals, such as cabin kennels. must be separately screened using the x-ray machine. 

Confirmed she should never leave the killy in the carrier for the XRay machine screening. 



10131/201 
3 6:02:25 

PM 

Please read the email below, I received a request to fill out a survey based on the email I sent below. The survey was a waste, so I thought I would resend the email so the issue can be addressed .. 

I want to let you know about my expenence with TSA on 9129113. 

First, let me give some background on my situation. I travel for work flying twice a week for the last 5 or so years. I am also diabetic and use an insulin pump. I am very accustomed to the necessary procedures that I must go through to get through 
security. My insulin pump is different than most, having no tube. it is wireless, and tubeless. My nonmal TSA experience goes like this: 

All my normal belongings go on the belt and go through the xray. and then I go through the scanner. Before I enter the scanner I hand my pump controller (looks like a glucose monitor, but tells a pod containing insulin that is attached to my leg when to 
inJect me with insulin). I was told by the manufacturer of this device that since it communicates wirelessly and I travel every week, that they do not recommend it go through the xray. The controller is then ETD'd, and usually I rub my hands over the 
area where my pod is and then my hands are ETD'd as well. All clear., 

I have verified the above procedure with Jeremy B uzzel I T ra nsportat ion Security Adm i nis tra ti on - Department of Home I and S ecu ri ty Senior Policy Advisor Office of Dis ab i I ity Policy and Outreach to be co r,-ect. 

Yesterday I handed my controller to the TSA officer to ETD it and he didn't know what to do with it, so he asked a supervisor. The supervisor told him to do a modified pat down, and then ETD the controller. After the pat down when the officer ETD'd his 
hands, the alJrm wenl off. I was told lhat I would then be subjected to a resolution pat down in a privale screening room where my privale area would also be searched using lhe palm of a hand. I refused on the grounds thal a different type of pat down 
would not result in a different ETD would not render different results. The police were called and copies were made of my boarding pass and driver's license. The supervisor then called his supervisor who said that if they could check all of my 
be Io ngings. pat me down again and ETD everything, I could proceed. 

If they would have followed the correct procedures. that I know to be correct and asked them to follow. I never would have been subJected to the embarrassment of standing there with three police officers, and several TSA officers surrounding me. I am 
seriously considering changing employment over this ordeal so I no long er have to go through such headaches, I do understand the need to keep people sale, but I was very clear a bout what my device was rep eating it about ten times, yet according to 
the supervisor, the first officer I encountered did not undersland what ii was. Him and actually discussed ii enough thal I now know he is a type 1 diabetic as well. I do not want to require special assistance going lhrough TSA and I do not need ii, but 
your officers need to listen to what is being said by travelers and follow the procedures they have already in place. 

To Whom It May Concern: 

You need to be made aware of an inappropriate incident that occurred between myself and one of your security staff,l(b::,(6) ton Sunday evening October 27th/13 at Sky Harbor Airport in Phoenix, AZ. 
I was passing through the security check point on my way to catching a U.S. A1 rways flight to Calgary. I went through the sea nne r and the a I a rm went off so the security gentleman who was observing the scanner asked me if I had anything metal on 
and I didn't other than a pair of earrings that I removed. I went through again and the alarm went off and we couldn't figure out why so the gentleman called for female security personnel for a "pat down'thW','i I showed up and immediately 
starting raising her voice, physically touched me and was ordering me in a very loud and bossy manner to get my carryon items and to hurry up. She was ex1remely accusa1ory and confrontalional for absolutely no reason. I am a 64 year old educated, 
professional woman who travels a lot, holder of a NEXUS card and was a former flight attendant and in all my years of travel have never been exposed to someone as rude and ignorant askb::,(6) !She made me stand out in the open while she 
patted me down, asked me to raise my top. roll my waist band down while she inappropriately touched me in public. I fully understand the need for security but I also feel the need for privacy during a pat-down or why would a full body scan not have 
be en offered? I le It violated by a young woman who obviously has the need to express the a utho ri ty she thinks she has! 

101311201 This situation needs to be dealt with and I would like to know that she has been spoken to and that this situation is taken seriously. 

3 6:03:02 
PM I will look forward to your comments and reply. 

Sincerely 

Canada 

Homtb)(61 

Cell: 
e-mal ~-------~ 



10131/201 
3 6:03:44 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 10131/2013 5:25:09 PM Airport: DAL - Dallas Love Field Dateffime ofTravel: 10/31/2013 3:45 PM Airline & Flighl Number Della 5272 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
DAL Main Checkpoint for Delta/United (Terminal 1) TSA Employee: (If Known) l(b)(ff:, ! Comment· OtficP.!lh··,1rr1 I rrevented me from boarding my flight an time. I arrived at the security checkpoint at 3:20pm for a 3:45pm departure. 
Another T SA officer cal I ed for Sup erv i sorlililLfil},eca use my middle i mt,al was included in the first name of the boarding pass. making 11 &quot: d1ffi cult to verify my id entity. &quot; I fly twice a week, every week, with my name s pe 11 ed this way on the 
boarding pass, and have never been denied boarding. The same is true for countless members of the traveling public. Officerkh··,rfi'I !stated that I would need to undergo enhanced screening, but that I wo~iss my flight. He verified my TSA 
PreCheck status. He then proceeded with the full body paldown and luggage check. I reached the gate and the flighl door had been closed. After returning to the security checkpoint and requesting Officer r.l2.lill.U name and ID, he behaved 
unprofessionally. He became agitated, explaining that he had done me a favor by expediting my pat-down. He also suggested that he would call Dallas Police to verify my identity. which would delay me 45 minutes further, and asked whether or not I 
wanted that. I asked for the name of the TSA officer at the podium, which was not provided. I am exceptionally disappointed for two reasons. TSA has an obli ation to ensure consistent security screening across airports. My boarding pass name is 
often my first name and middle initial, along with my last name and suffix initials. Never is it spelled exactly as it is on my drivers license or passport. Office b)(ff:, elay prevented me from successfully boarding my flight. causing significant extra 
expense and friction in my travel plan. Second, the way which Oflice~ehaved after the incident was unprofessional. I appreciate his willingness 10 go through the pat-down as fast as possible, but he should have exercised belier judgment in 
bath deciding that the pat-down was necessary (I am PreCheck verified. the middle initial matched with my ID, etc.) and in responding professionally to my request far his badge. He did not a/fer any apology or condolence for my having missed the 
flight but he did insist that I have my boarding pass name changed for all future flights (cannot happen) and that I should stop conversing with him unless I would like Dallas Police to be involved. I don't expect much from the TSA but I do expect belter 
that this. Please have a member of your team contact me to discuss resolution of this problem. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number . 
Email kb 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Sirs: 

Yesterday I received four identical e-mail "responses"' from TSA which failed to answer any of my questions regarding carelessness with my personal property and apparently gratuitous pat-downs of my wife. 

My original e-mail of October 5 and your non-responses with my comments follow. 

I look forward to eventually receiving hone st answers to my q ue st,ons. 

[bl(61 I 
Pbiebfldge, Mofitar1a 

My original e-mail al October 5, 2013: 

101311201 Sirs: 
3 8:07:59 

PM 
I just returned from vacation to find that the lack on my suitcase had been opened by a TSA inspector at Baston-Logan. 

My first question is: After the inspection. WHY DIDN'T THE AGENT RELOCK THE LOCK? 

This is one of many instances I witnessed on this trip of the TSA compromising the personal security al individual flyers. 

For example. at FCA TSOs routinely require passengers to remove their money belts even though they know full well what they contain. (The idea behind the money belt is to conceal one's cash and passport so they don't get lost or stolen.) In this 
case, the passenger had left his money belt (which contained his passport) in lhe bin and franlically returned to retrieve ii, thereby salvaging his vacation. 

And at Boston Logan. a $2 0 bi 11 was I ell I yi ng on the fi oor because passengers a re required to empty their pockets of harmless 1te ms. 

So my second quest ion: Does the T SA in any way consider the person al security of passengers in formula Ii ng its procedures? 

Third question: My wife has an artificial knee, which sets off your metal detectors. After telling TSOs at FCA and in Boston that this was the case. she was subjected to humiliating pat-downs when simple wandings would have sufficed. (The pat-down 
at FCA was indiscreet to the point of being exhibitionistic. Unfortunately, I did not take down the name of the TSO.) Can you explain the reasoning behind this policy? 



~ is calling about an incident that occurred on 10-27-2013 at Denver International Airport. The caller stated she is traumatized by this incident. The caller said that when she went through security the alamr went off because she thinks because 
~ knee replacement. A TSO then gave her a patdown. The female TSO kept saying that something was wrong and called for another TSO to come over. Then that TSO gave her a patdown. They then took her to a small room. She was not 
allowed to put her shoes on and her feet was very cold. She said I hen a policeman was called who had a badge. Her purse was then searched 3 times. They kept her cellphone. They would not allow her 10 call her son or friend in Denver. They would 
not tell her what was wrong. It has took several days for her to calm dawn. She said that she is close to 72 years old. She had traveled to Denver to go to musical with her friend. She had the same clothes on she previously wore when she went through 
security in anther airport. The TSO never exp I a i ned to her what was going on. She said th at they were very closed mouth. She le It very viol o ated. She has another fi Ig ht coming up next Friday and Sunday. She is concerned that the same thing wi 11 
happen. She finally told them that if they do not figure this out that she was going to call her lawyer, then soon after they called softeon.e else sr said that this man was head of something and then about 10 minutes after that she was allowed to 
leave. The process took about 40 or 50 minutes. She is requesling to be contacted by the CSM at her home telephone number is hi/RI Her friend previous called and made a complaint on her behalf. The Evenl I D:liE:ii:i:[J She called back 10 
give her side al the incident. 

Advised the cal I er: 
1111/2013 
1 :35: 12 Apologized for the experinece that she had. 

PM 

11/1/2013 
2:0510 

PM 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-mail to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at I hat location. 

If you a re concerned about your upcoming flight you may cal I us back with your flight Itm erary to request assistance through the checkpoint. T rave I e rs may cal I T SA Ca res tol I free at 1-85 5-78 7 -222 7 p nor to traveling with questions a bout screening 
po Ii ci es, procedures and what to expect at the security checkpoint, TSA Ca res serves as an addition al, dedicated re source s pecifica 11 y for passengers with dis ab i I ities. med i ca I conditions or other circumstances or their I oved ones who want to pre pa re 
for the screening process prior to flying. 

The hours of operation for the TSA Cares helpline are Monday through Friday 8 a.m. - 11 p.m. EST and weekends and Holidays 9 a.m. - 8 p.m. EST. TSA recommends that passengers call no less than 72 hours ahead of travel in case 11 is determined 
that it is necessary to coordinate support at the airport. 

You may always ask for a Passenger Suppa rt Specialist for assistance. Passenger Support Specialist are available at every checkpoint on every shift and are intended to be the first line of resolution for conflicts. They are available ta assist 
pa sse nqers that may require assistance th ro uqh the passe nqe r s c reem nq checkpoint. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Missing or Damaged Items: Other Current Date/Time 11/112013 12:07:19 PM Airport: JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel 10131/2013 7:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: El Al 002 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
Terminal 4 going to gate B31 TSA Employee: (If Known), Do not know name Comment, I requested a pat down as I always do. This is the first time my bags were taken and NOT kept in front of me. While I was being pat down by a very tall black 
young woman, I noticed a male TSA officer hanging around on the other side of a small wall where my bags were kepi next to the machine that screens for gun powder and other substances. I do not know why I was laken out of sight of I hat area. I 
went in, grabbed a bite to eat and proceeded to the bathroom closest to my gate. I went to get my clear toothbrush case to brush my teeth and where I had put same earrings and a diamond bracelet my husband had given me far our anniversary. The 
bracelet was missing. I went to the gate but there wasn·t enough time to go back and complain without missing my flight. The ONLY time my bag was out of my site was when it was taken from me dunng my pat down. I expect the TSA to assume FULL 
responsibility for the actions of their employees and to either get the employee who stole it to return it to me or to reimburse me the 2600 that it cost. I will be contacting my attorney on my return and he is being made aware of this, Just for the record, I 
caughl another TSA employee red handed stealing a pearl necklace from my carry on several years ago. You have a serious problem on your hands. I cannol begin to express my anger and expect you to reclify the situalion immedialely. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name /hW'n 
Phone h··1rR·\ 

Email /b i/6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



Dal las, TX 75252 

Dale: November 1, 2013 

111112013 Re: Personnel Altitude and Security Issue at SFO Airport on Oclober 30, 2013 

5:06:42 
PM 

The following descnbes relevant events at the SFO Airport Checkpoint for Gates 50-59 on October 30, 2013 at about 22:00. 

When making my way through the checkpoint for my Amencan Airlines fi1ght. I elected to opt out of the millimeter-wave "body scan" flow and waited for the TSA representative to invite me through the access gate. I was offered the standard 
instructions to indicate which persona I articles boxes were mine and to not a ctua I ly touch them , The boxes eventua I ly came through on the belt, but I had been observing that that my assigned TS A re prese nta ti ve was engaged in 
conversationlsocializalion/elc with another TSA represenlative, facing away from me and the conveyor bell, for 5-10 seconds. I polilely lapped lhe TSA representative on lhe arm between the elbow and shoulder with the back of my index finger and 
said, '"Here's my box coming through now." The TSA representative turned around and looked down at his arm silently with a look as if "I know you didn't just do that," or "How dare you touch me." I asked him verbally if that kind of look was really 
warranted here. He rep Ii ed with something s1 mi I a r to "You may address me with 'Excuse me, sir.'" Fee Ii ng th at this was out of Ii ne, I asked the T SA re prese ntati ve to summon his supervisor. 



On October 28th. 2013. while visiting my mother in Sullivan M1ssoun I lost my wallet which contained all of my credit cards and identification. My fi1ght from St. Louis M1ssoun to Crescent City California was to leave on the 29th. I contacted the St. Louis 
international airport to get a phone number for TSA. I talked with a TSA agent who infomned me to get a police report and asked if I had any other fomn of identification. I said I had a blue cross insurance card but no photo identification. the worn an told 
me TSA have ability 10 find out who you are and you are not the first person who has gone lhrough this but you will beable 10 board the plane. 

After a thorough pat down and twice through the provision aid machine, (which really exposes you through a lot of radiation) I was successfully accepted by the TSA and boarded the plane. When I reached Sacramento California I was informed that the 
lane to Crescent Ci had mechanical d s function and I wo u Id not be fi yi ng out unti I the following day, The next day on October 30th, at the Sacramento airport I wou Id be rn et with unp roles s ion a I ism and u n necessary t rea tm e nt by T SA AGENTS 

hI/R1 
ALONG W 1TH DEPUTY SHERRI (b 1(6) (b 1(7)( The following is what transpired. 

On October 30, 2013 at approximately 0920 hours I presented myself to TSA and was led aside where TSA agen~approached me. I understand not having any identification is a big deal and I didn't expect special treatment, but I did expect to 
be with pro res s ion a I ism and in tel I ige nee which was not I he case. 

Agenf'51('§Tlapproached me and ask me where my 1dentification was. Her demeanor was brash and short. I had worn a black halter top so there could be clear transparency for a visual inspection. Afterkb)(ff:, !determined I would be let through 
for bo~ was told to wa I k through the Provision AT D radiation machine with arms up, I complied. after I was let out of th at machine she informed me I needed to be patted down, I expected to be patted down from the waist down be ca use you 

111212013 could clearly see thal there was nothing on the top to hide anylhing in. In fact I was almost embarrassed to have worn the top as I fell it was 100 revealing. Butb)(ff:, ~ad olher plans. She asked Macintosh to pat me down. I argued that I did not 
_ , need my breast to be touched as you could see there was nothing there. l(b )(6) ~el led out for all to hear. "YOU AGREED TO DO THIS'"_ I asked if I coul take off my pants because I had swimming suit bottoms on, and the two a ents were 

9-!,~27 forceful in telling me to keep my pants on. I complied with that as well. I telt this pat down was a little excessive and over the top especially since I had already been cleared by the St. Louis airport the day before without rnciden (b)(6) viewed me 
as a threat and infomned me she was going to write me up. I don"t know what she meant by that, but it was a threat just the same. Once patted down I was taken t~that had a black skirting around the top of it so they could go through my things. 

!(b)(ff•, !asked me if I had anything sharp in my back pack. I asked her to define sharp because I didn't know what she considered 10 be sharp. She then ha4'.£lffilJ reIurn and said I refused to answer her question. I was asked again and I said I 
didn't think so. They conducted the search on my bag. I said nothing more. I was then let go. 

after I left I bought something to eat. As I sat there processing this event in my mind I decided there was a story to write up as I am a reporter for the Crescentcitytimes.com online newspaper. Once I finished eatinfV returned to the TSA area to observe 
how other people were trealed. during that time I utilized my phone to video lar _howd rher females were being handled, 1 had only been SI anding there observing when I heard lb l/6)_ ell out toMW"thal'~b::,(6) !approached me 
~nd asked m~ what I was taking pictures ofl told her I was not taking pi~tures. b_i(6_:, stated, "your not allowed to view this or take pictures as this is a confidential area._l aske 1h·1n'iI here the sign was tha saTo lh~t. After she looked around she 
, nfo rmed me 11 was pol icy. I told her I was not v, o I a ting any law and cont, nued to stan th ere. Deputy She nff!( b ) ( 6 :, : ( b ! now approach es me. He asked me what I wa_s do, n _ I to Id h, m I was a reporter and I was obse rv, ng how TSA agents worked. He 
said you need to leave this area or I am going to take you to the ticket counter and have you taken out of here. I responded stating. " let me get this straight office (b )(6 :, :(b I , your going to falsify a report utilizing creative writing to have me kicked off 
the plane". He then said, this is abnormal behavior and you are being watched on the video. Officefh··,1fn·1h·-1 !informed me he was going to stand next 10 me and I said that's fine. He soon left and walked back over to the agents. 

as I begin observing other peop I e. I dis covered many pea pl e we re sta ndrng in the same a re a as me lo r several minutes watching others come through as I had. The re was no I eg i tm ate comp I amt that anyone had th ere was a strong s hawing of 
retaliation and harassment by these people which indicated to me their lack of intelligence in how to effectively deal with people. Meaning this. I would think the TSA would hire people who have at least a bachelors degree in criminal justice so they 
know how 10 act and talk to people instead of abusing their power under the color of authorily and making it miserable for people to travel. 



Disability Description: Caller has a prosthetic device in her knee. The caller stated that her knee is made of metal and plastic. 

Response Details: Advised the caller I hat in Michigan, the lwo airports that participate are Detroit Melropolitan Wayne Counly Airporl (DTW) and Gerald R. Ford lnlemational Airport (GRR). 

If a passenger has metal implants. such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a meIaI detector or anomalies identified by AIT 

We understand and regret the discomfort and inconvenience passengers may experience as a result of patdown procedures. Nevertheless. we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensunng the security and confidence of 
all air travelers, 

Specifically, you were interested in filing a civil rights complaint because yau believe that you, or someone yau know, were discriminated against by TSA on the basis al his ar her disability or medical condition. 

Sent Email 
11/212013 

1 :07:29 Incident Details: The caller was traveling from Kalamazoo to Detroit, then from Detroit to Florida. In Kalamazoo the boarding pass said she had TSA PreCheck. The caller stated that they told her they da not have PreCheck. 
PM 

The caller stated that she is a retired delta employee. The caller stated that everytime she goes through the machine. it will set off an alarm and she gets patted down. The caller shows them her employee ID and other documents to prove she has 
worked for the airlines. 

The ca 11 er stated that she shows them or tel Is them before screening that she had a knee re placement. 

Most of the lime, they just lake her to get patted down. 

The ca 11 er stated that they treat her Ii ke a en mi na I. Eve ryti me she I eaves out of Ka I amazoo they treat her I, ke a c rim i na I and other airports as wel I. She got patted down and does not Ii ke it. The ca 11 er stated that she le els di scri min ated ag am st because 
she is disabled. 

The caller feels like they are treating her like a terrorist. She feels like if her knee sets the alarm she should not get patted down since other people wha do not have a knee replacement do nat get patted down. 



The caller is a 100% disabled police officer. The callers last flight through TPA his arm was tested with ETD. The caller then was taken to a room where he stated that he was nearly stnpped searched. The caller stated that he was told it was a 
chemical patch he had that set off the ETD. The caller stated that he was missing a pair of cowboy boots and a chain off the boots. The caller mentioned that the officers also left his empty water container out. The caller stated that when he goes 
through AIT or WTMD and alarms he only gels a parlial patdown, but when he Iested positive on ETD he is laken to a room and his property hand searched and given a very thorough patdown. The caller staled thal he has flown every other month for 
the last 5 years and this is the first time this has happened to him. The caller stated that he had a note from his doctor showing his medical issues. including metal implants and braces etc. The caller stated that he was taken to another room for 
add1t1ona I screening and he has mob i I Ity issues which were tested d uri ngt his ti me. When asked the caller first said th at he did not declare any medIca I or mob i I Ity issues to the TSO s but then after I co nfi nrned this he changed his mind and to Id me he 
did let them know. It was very unclear whether the caller declared anything to the officers. 

The caller said he was made to raise his shirt empty his pockets and remove his shoes when he got in the room for additional screening. The caller stated that in order to remove a medical brace he has to undo his pants. The caller stated that it is not 
fair to whee I ch air passengers to check for ETD when its the airline that is giving the passenger the whee I ch air. The ca 11 er said th at he only had his aver night bag with him and no other property. The ca 11 er stated that there was no reason to give him 
additional screening for testing positive on the ETD test since this was all that he had with him and is a retired police officer. The caller stated that he is flying again on 11 12 2013 and returning on 11 20 2013. The caller informed us that ii he has to go 
through this again he will be conIacIing the news. The caller wanted to know why I did not understand that the ETD does not pick up explosives and is used for checking for medical chemicals on lhe skin. The caller agreed with me sending this 
complaint to the CSM of TPA. The caller stated that he could not believe what TSA does to passengers. 

The ca 11 er was advised that in the future inform the TSO of the medical patch, imp I ants etc be/a re screening begins so that they a re aware of the items. 

111212013 I discussed wilh the caller thal there is no set statistic on how often someone will get a ETD swab test. I discussed wilh the caller thal for lhe safety of lhe public TSA must resolve all alarms and anomalies. I informed lhe caller that if he IesIed positive 

1, 17,39 on the ETD that he would have to be additionally screened along with his property so they could clear him to go on board as they would with any other passenger. 

PM 
Ca Iler is ultimately concerned with the screening procedures set in place for ETD tests and sere en i ng of wheelchairs so I am sending to CS M , 

I discussed with the caller that we do not have a set list of what will or will not set of an ETD test. 

Regardless of whether a passenger is screened by the walk-through metal detector, AIT. or a thorough Patdown. the wheelchair scooter will be physically inspected, including the seat cushions and any non-removable pouches or fanny packs. It will 
also be tested for traces of explosives, and any removable pouches will be required to undergo ,-ray screening. 

I exp I a i ned to the cal I er that al so when passengers have an o sto my they w111 I et the passenger self P atdown the area and then do the ETD on the passenger. 

I advised the caller thal the ETD test is used on properly and passengers. 

I advised the cal I er that there is no way to guarentee th at a passenger w111 not revi eve a pat down. I informed the caller that T SA relol ves a I arms with p atdowns. I also informed the cal I er that passengers are selected at random far add1t1ona I screening 
such as the Patdown. 

I informed the caller that doctors notes are not required but can be presented but they do not exempt passengers from screening. 



To Whom It May Concern: 

Thank you for your reply, however it has indicated nothing that I am not already fully aware of and that abide by. I did ask for a Supervisory TSO and that Is how I go"'-"b"l(,_,6""I'---,1,!-.,.,.!:""-=••,a business card with the information as to who I could 
contact to express my concerns but that is a 11 I received from her. I lee I that she s hou Id have be en pulled aside and immediately spoken with, I wi 11 not be satisfied unti I I hear tha has been d ea It with by T SA, 

I am not normally one to complain but this incident was rude, embarrassing and uncalled for and needs to be dealt with so that other travellers are not treated in this manner by TSO staff with attitudes like l(b::,(6) 

I believe I de ser,e something more th an a "form I ette r·· and also be Ii eve I des er,e a form a I apology. 

11/212013 Sincerely, 

1:35:47 
PM 

l(b1(6) 

Thank you for your e-mail regarding the rude behavior you experienced from a Transportation Security Officer (TSO). 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high I e vel or security and cus torn er service to a 11 passengers who pass th rough our screening check poi nl s. 
Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity. respect, and courtesy. 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the S uper,iso ry T ransporta ti on Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Ser,ice Manager. 

We hope this information is helpful. 



After having Just received another "form letter" from your agency I can't tell you how extremely disappointed I am in your agency. I will not use up any more of my valuable time dealing with this issue. 

i(b)(61 

Begin forwarded message: 

From b1(6) 

Dale: November 2, 2013 10:31: 11 AM MDT 

To: H YPERL INK "'mai Ito: T SA-co ntactce nter@d hs. gov"'T SA-conta ctce nter@d hs .gov 

111212013 Subjecl: Inappropriate Incident 

6:36:00 
PM 

To Whom It May Concern: 

Thank you for your reply, however it has indicated nothing that I am not a I ready fu 11 y aware of and that abide by, I did ask for a Supervisory TSO and that is how I got t.b:::.!.l.l (;::6,:_1 -~:"":~'"-"''-;a business ca rd with the information as to who I could 
contact to express my concerns bul thal is all I received from her. I feel thal she should have been pulled aside and immediately spoken with. I will nol be satisfied until I hear thal (b·:,(6) has been dealt with by TSA. 

I am not normally one 10 complain but this incident was rude, embarrassing and uncalled for and needs to be deal I with so that olher travellers are not treated in this manner by TSO slafl with attitudes like k~b~)_(_6~, -~ 

I believe I deserve something more than a "form letter" and also believe I deserve a formal apology. 

On October 251h, my husband and I flew from Manchester, NH 10 Jacksonville, FL with a connecting flight in Atlanta, GA. My flighl deparled al 7:15, yet my husband and I were at lhe airporl al 5:00 am. We have a great deal of patience and respect for 
TSA agents. as I can only imagine how rude and inconsiderate flyers can be due to increased security measures. Whenever I have flown. I have always found the TSA agents to be professional and courteous with passengers, however. I was not 
pleased with T SA at the Manchester Airport. 

I am pregnant and it was requested by my doctor to avoid X Rays and the Magnetic Body Scan. When flying to Manches1er, I had no problem wilh this al the Jacksonville International Airport. When I told an agent this at lhe Manchester Airport, and 
asked if I could elect for an alternative or for a full body pat down, I was denied this request. I had arrived early just in case this would take longer than the body scan, that I had plenty of time. I even had paperwork from my physician, however, the TSA 
agent told me that I didn't look pregnant and that if I refused to go through the scanner, I would be arrested and would not make my flight. I motioned to another TSA agent who walked over and I explained my situation and provided paperwork. I told 
them I was not trying to avoid security and that I was willing to do whatever I needed to do to avoid the body scan. The other TSA agent told me that they didn't do body pat downs at that airport because they didn't have time; that ii a passenger refused 
to go through the scan, they did nol fly. 

111312013 I find this information very difficult to believe. I felt as though the agents did not WANT to complete full body pat downs or any other alternative secunty screening because 11 was much easier to simply send someone through the body scanner. This 1s 

9:54:0S very alarming as 1t pertains to my safety and the safety of other passengers, 

AM 
I would advise that someone look into this matter and possibly give the agents at the Manchester Airport some '"refresher classes" on the aspects of their duties. 

Thank you, 

l(b)(61 



Dea rf b I ( 6 1 Ism ce we I ast corresponded. I have be en a cce ssrng a 11 United Ai rt i nes fl i g his through the security entrance in Te rmrn al 6, and this has worked we 11 for me, be cause I have consistently be en able to go through the sea n ni ng 
machine expeditiously. On Wednesday October 30 2013, I proceeded through the security clearance and the scanning machine in the usual fashion, and the male agent greeting me as I passed through the scanning machine noticed wires for my 
TENS (TanscutJneous Electrical Nerve Slimulation unit)protruding from my left pants pockel - I had removed the 1ransducer piece of the equipment , and had left the electrode pads and lead wires attached to my hips as I have been doing withoul 
incident for several weeks - this piece of equipment is for control of left hip pain. Unlike other agents positioned at the exit from the scanning machine that expeditiously check my hands for explosives because of the presence of the wires. this fellow 
seemed at a I ass in i nte rp reti ng the imaging Ii nd i ngs and in understanding the nature and purpose of the wire and other accessory prosthetic equipment attached exte rna 11 y to my hip. He cal I ed for ma I e a ss1st - the re was a bit of a de I ay - not n ea rty as 
prolonged as the de I ay with the I a st situation about which I wrote to you, 

I was concerned about what appeared to be his lack of training and competency establishment, and asked to speak to a supervisor. I was directed to Agent!(b 1(6) r-hom I found most professional and accommodating. I told him that I had 
corresponded with you previous I y about an earlier conce m. He asked me to point out the agent about whom I was complain, ng. and I did so kb) ( 5:, ~dvi sed me that he would conduct his own i nvesti gati on, and that he would communicate with you 
reg a rd i ng his findings. He suggested that I communicate my concern to you as wel I. 

Before concluding this message, I wish to offer my sympathy for the TSA agent that was fatally shot at LAX airport yesterday. This is very sad and frightening as well. particularly because of the random nature of the assault. It does deepen my 
appreciation lo r T SA agents and the m1ssi on they fu Iii 11. 

111312013 Thank you, and I'll wait 10 hear back from. 

12:26:04 B t d~b)(61 
PM es regar '!<._ __ .'---'-'-------' 

11/3/2013 
1:11 32 

PM 

On Fri. Aug 16, 2013 at 12:41 PM~b_1_(6_, _____________________________ ~ 

I submitted the grievance regarding neglect on the part of your staff memberl(b )(6) rt Los Angeles International Airport some 10 days ago. I was advised by the TSA Contact Center shortly thereafter that this complaint was being referred to the Los 
Angeles International Airport faci I ity for review and response. 

I am concerned because I st i 11 have not received a response to my g ri ev a nee. 

Thank you for your attention. I am paliently awaiting a reply to my grievance. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : P role ss1ona Ii sm/C ustome r Service: Sc reem ng Current Date/Ti me 11131201 3 12 :00: 0 8 PM Airport : SA V - Savannah I Hi Ito n Head Intern ati o na I Date/Ti me of Travel 1110212013 11 : 30 AM Ai rt i ne & Flight Numb er US Ai rvvays #2 802 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport · T sa screening TSA Employee: (If Known) : Various Comment : I was t rave Ii ng through SA V sere en i ng and decided to opt out the imaging, th ere were about three a gents wo rl<i ng the imaging device, ( Not sure if three p eo pie 
were needed) Around seven Iota I working the screening. The TSA agent, tall young African American decenl. told me to wail by the gate to get pat down. He said I here were no males available for I hem to pat me down. I asked him how long was a 
supposed to wait then, and just ignored me and walked away. I walked up to the UNATTENDED gate to call him over, and asked him again he said that's what I get if I opt out. I told him to contact his superior. he refused, and said there was nobody 
available so I asked if he could pat me down and refused again saying he was in a fixed position. This kind of behavior 1s far from professional it's more like a club bouncer. I saw this was an old psychological scheme of &quot;comply by 
segregation&quot; tactic. (Ironic considering he is black) My flight time was nearing so I decided to go through the imaging machine. On the other side of the airport by the gates. there were two older agents just laughing and looking at videos on their 
smartphones for about 20 minutes. Keep in mind there were no other male agents per lhe screener. These agents at I his airport really serve no purpose other than getting a free paycheck for goofing around. Considering I here are TSA agenls losing 
lives on the job. and peoples lives at risk, this kind of behavior and lack of efficiency should not be taken lightly. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name b)(61 
Phone Number'"1'"h'"·""'r;"'··,-'--~---.----.J 
Email h··,(f,"i 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



11/312013 
5:15:54 

PM 

11/412013 

Caller stated she is in her 60 s, she fi ,es often for business. She norm a 11 y flies out of the Ab i I e ne Airport on American Eagle Airline and it the Airport used to have an Al T machine but now has a WT MD. She stated she always she sets the al a rm off the 
WT MD and she thinks it may be because of her u nderwi re bra. She states she must a I ways go through a pat down and it is em ba rra ssi ng, Wants to know if I have any s ugg es ti o ns. 

Advised caller Walk Through Metal Detectors 
lte ms that could set off a metal detector include: 

·keys 
•loose change 
•mobile electronic devices 
•heavy j ewe I ry 
•clolhing with metal butlons, snaps, or cuffs 
•meta I hair barrettes or other hair decoration 
•belt buckles 
• u 11der-wi re bras 
Advised when traveling she may want to not wear an under-wire bra, adv the WTMD would pick up anylhing metal. Then would require pat down. 

To whom it may concern: 

This is my third attempt to conta~ver the last going on three weeks. My family and I were at John Wayne Airport Sunday October 20th to catch United Airlines flight UA669 home to San Francisco. Before coming through security I notified 
the TSA officer that my daughter has a prosthetic leg, and that it has a metal pole in it , and thal it buzzed coming lhrough security when we flew down. He lold me ok, and said let her walk lhrough and that if it alarmed she could be pal down on the 
other side. My husband and other two chilp~<>n ~~ot th:.--., ,qhf.,rst followed by my daughter and then myself. Of course when my daughter when through the alarm b_uzzed. They asked us to wait to the side and that a female officer would c~ pat 
down. I told my husband to get our things.l(b.1(61 ssisted us, and I explained to her the situation and she was very nice and understanding. Therth 1rn ·, I came to also assist. I was told she was the supenor of~ and 
she knew what to do. I was apparent that se d, not. Trst s e asked me to expose my daughter's leg to her in front of all the people coming through security who were now looking at us like we did something wrong. I told her I would not. she could 
see through my daughters pants and she could touch it. Then she got on the phone to call someone, I don't know who, but clearly she did not know what to do. Finally when she found oul how to proceed, she said we had 10 go to a private room. She 
was very rude and not sensitive to this situation which is very delicate not only to my six year old daughter. but to my family and myself. She made a spectacle out of it and made brought unwanted attention to my daughter. She asked me about my 
things and I told her my husband would get them, then for some reason he was told he could not touch them. The next thing I know, were in this room and here she comes with all of my stuff, I asked her what was she darn and she said my husband 
wasn't claiming them. When he was trying to find out from me what was going on, she kept closing the door in his lace and wouldn't tell him anything. Then she stood in front of me and my daughter while giving direction to 1h··,1rr1 n what she was 
supposed to do. She tried 10 make small talk with us because she noticed our bags from Disneyland. I didn't have anything 10 say 10 her other lhan to answer her questions that were pertinent to this situalion. She got upset by that and told me " if you 
want to play it this way. I can play to·· I told her I wasn't playing and that I was very upset. She seemed oblivious to that. I can't even believe her behavior period. 

8:28:07 My family and I will be coming through John Wayne again next month. and I cr'J eve• beoio I° think about having to subject my dau_ hter or myself to this women. She clearly doesn't know or understand customer service, Children with Disabi_lities, _or 
AM human kindness. After this happened 1,mmed,ately asked for a manager, andib 1/61 _came. My husband and I along w,th /h'ill'il explained 10 h,m whal happened, thenfh'ill'il f',xcused herself!/h'ill'il ~aid he would be e-ma,11ngltiill] 

~bout this situation and told me to call or e-mail him about it also. I have done so twice with no response and this is my third attempt. This is a very important and serious matter to my family and to myself. We have been traveling with my 
~ter for six years through many airports, and John Wayne at least three to four time a year. We have never been treated this way before. and hope it does not ever happen again. Please contact me to follow-up. 

Thank you, 

The first caller works for Frontier Airlines. She transferred the actual caller to me. She fiew from ILG recently. She had to have a pat down of her hands for some reason. Why did they have additional screening? Her things were to the side where she 
could not see them she is missing $1 00. mane y in two separate compartments 

Airport: ILG 
Airline: Frontier 
Flight#: 377 

111412013 Date and time: 1 O 22 13 at around 5:30 a.m. 
10:22:57 Description: Brown satchel with a side zipper where she had her wallet. 

AM Location: It is a small airport. It only has one terminal. 

The name and phone numbers are for the passenger with the missing money. It is not the name of the Frontier Airlines employee. 
Response: 
I to Id the ca 11 er she wou Id have had an a I a rm from another screening procedure for them to put her through add it ion a I screening, 
You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a SI and a rd Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 7 to 1 O days of this response. 
Because the complaint conce ms security screening at a specific airport. we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Custa mer Service Manager (CS M) at that location. They may have video footage of the terminal that they can view. 



1114/2013 
10:23:27 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 111412013 8:56:52 AM Airport: PHL - Philadelphia lntemalional Date/Time of TrMel 11/0312013 6:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: USAirways - 795 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport · security screening TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: I travel frequently between Tampa and Philadelphia and I am TSA Precheck. First the difference between the attitude and treatment between these two airports is stark. The former -- polite and courteous while the latter - rude, 
disrespectful and offensive. In Phila one can only use Precheck in Terminal C but we informed of this option only after we were in line in terminal B. 
In Tampa I am asked whether I have any metal, artificial joints, etc. and because I do, I am direcled to the screening machine that does nol set off an alarm. On one occasion, when I did set off the alarm, I received a pat down thal was gentle and 
respectful. Yesterday I was not asked about metal nor was I directed to the scanner that does not set off alarm - rather when I set off the alarm, I was taken to be patted down even though the other scanner was just next to where I was. I requested that 
I be Ire ated carefully because I have just had breast surgery. The woman who patted me was surly. banged down my back and between my legs with forcefu I Ii st and when I commented on the roughness of !realm e nt I was to Id &quot; That is regulation 
pat-down.&quot: Since my experience in Tampa has been so dramatically different, I felt the need to report this truly unpleasant treatment. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Narm,..e__._,{h=··,1~R~1---,. ____ _. 
Phone Number (b)(61 

Email (b)(6, 
To leav ing this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Forwarded to TCC 

---Original Message---
F rom: T SA-Co ntactCe nter@d hs. gov ( ma i I to: T SA-Contact Ce nter@d hs .gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 3:34 PM 
To: T SA-Conta etc en ter@d hs .gov: TSA-C on ta ct Ce nl er@d hs .gov: TSA-Co nl acl Cente r@dhs.gov: TSA-ContactC ente r@d h s. gov 
Cc: TSA-Co nta ct Ce nter@d hs. gov 
Subject: Got Feed back : 0 RD - Ch1cago--O' Ha re International 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
111412013 Categories : TSA Pre?'" . Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time 10130/2013 3:34:00 PM Airport : ORD - Chicago-O'Hare International Date/Time of Travel 10130/2013 12: 10 PM Airline & Flight Number ASA29 Checkpoint/Area of 
10:33:15 Airport, Terminal 3 near American Airlines TSA Employee: (If Known): One more overweight idiot with a government job Comment, Your precheck does not wort< for those with medical devices such as a pacemaker. Do you realize pacemaker 

AM patients cannol go through lhe me1a1 detectors unless you want them to die while forcing them to be screened since the detectro could possibly cause the device to not properly send a signal 10 lhe hearl to beal? I paid for precheck through GOES and I 
would expect your screeners ta do a hand pat down in the precheck line. Apparently they are not trained ar misinformed as ta their job function and what exactly is required for precheck patrons who have implanted medical devices. Idiot employees 
instead made me go through regular Ii ne, take off my be It, remove coat remove wale h, take computer out of bag. stand at xray, etc. An noyrng to say the I east. I paid lo r this service si nee I am 77 years o Id and can not handle any mo re stress with 
t rave Ii ng , You need to get your a gents at the preche ck Ii n e trained to perform a pat down and not force th em to use two Ii nes while po ssi bl y having their persona I items sto I en from the xray be It, This is the second ti me in a week this has happened so I 
would venture 10 say you have not Ir a i ned your employees ad eq ua tel y to handle those with i m pl a nl ed medical devices in the precheck Ii ne. This a I so occurred in Seattle on Wed, Oct 23 a I 7: 00 am fiig ht ASA20. I spoke with the su pe rv i sor who 101 d me 
the employees in Seattle were not trained. It appears they were not trained in Chicago either. Get it fixed'., 

Would you like a 'El"'"'. ><,S_"'-'-..:....1.W<'-----, 
Passenger's Nam b_:1(6_) 
Phone Number :t;b"'1"'1s"'"·;-1 ~--.,_ __ _, 

Email /h\1i:=::··, 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



11/4/2013 

I fiew out of Great Falls. Mt on September 17th to Denver, final destination of Pittsburgh, on the early morning flight. 

I have a recently implanted neurostimulator, and this was my first time flying after I his implant. 

I didn't have a good experience being screened. I must confess I also confused the process by unthinkingly packed jam and syrup gifts in my canyon which I realize was a no no. and that incident was resolved to my satisfaction. 

However• I was very displeased by my IreatmenI over my implant. I stated I had an implant, and thal I had been instrucled not to go through the usual scanner, bul to have a pat down or wanded. Bui no one seemed to lislen to me• The gentleman on 
the other side of the scanner tald me to walk on through it. I said I wasn"t ta be scanned. but he said to come on through. I asked if it was off. he just waved ta me to come through it, so I assumed it was not active for me. On the at her side, he said "You 
don't have a artificial jornl"',I said no I have an implant. 

I was instructed when I received it that scanners could affect the settings in lhe device even if the device is Iurned off. My device was Iurned off, as I had been insIructed to do by my docIor. 

The TSA agent was not listening to what I was saying, and was just trying to get me through there. I then was patted down by a very polite woman. and continued on my way. 
My husband, who has a knee replacement was also told to walk through after he had said he had a knee implant. then the same agent said" you don't have a hip replacement". 

12:07:01 At first I just thought that was haw it is nowadays to fly, but after thinking about it I decided to make a complaint. This man did not listen to what I. THE CUSTOMER, was telling him. Maybe he doesn"t hear well. As the customer I deserve to be 
PM listened to, and treated with respect, not just made to jump through hoops that could be harmful. I have worked as a nurse for 40 years and have learned we need to listen to what people are trying to tell us,even 1f interferes with how we want things to 

go. 

1114/2013 
12:07:55 

PM 

In stressful situations pea pie are nervous and, yes. it can be trying to be patient with them. But this is part al his job,as a public EMPLOYEE. I gat the impression from him that he had the power and would do things his way1 

We the pub Ii c need to be treated with patience and respect, just as we need to be patient and respectfu I to those who doing a job to keep our country safe, 

This gentleman could learn a lesson from the agents in Pittsburgh. where the agent listened to what I told her and then offered me choices that applied to my needs. 

That was how it should be done. 

Thank yau for your time, 
!(b1(6) I 
Great Falls, Mt 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time · 11/412013 11: 18:38 AM Airport : JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel · 10/30/2013 11 :00 AM Airline & Flight Number · US Airways 2069 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Secunty Screening TSA Emplo~ Known) Agent£i:ilimJnd kb)(ff:, ~omment : After I opted out of a body scan, a TSA agent in the security screening area (hereafter, the screening agent) pulled me aside and 
called out "Male opt out, need an agent for a search," Agent!W.§Jsaid something in reply to the screening agent's request and they both laughed. Agent[till£[)spent the next 5-10 minutes milling about the security area and chatting with another 
colleague. Finally, I asked the screening agent when an agent would be available to perform the search. He called out again for an agent and then added lhat lhe delay was my fault for opting oul of the body scan. Agent!(b::,(6!soon appeared and 
escorted me toward the search area. This is when I realized thatAgen!/hW'i !was responsible for performing the search. 

Agent[filill]then asked me, 'Where are your bags?" "At the end of the luggage screening line with the other bags." I replied. He glared at me and then ordered me to tum around and follow him, "What?" I asked, He repeated that I should turn around 
and follow him, which I did. He took me back to the screening area, informed the screening agent that I had "an attitude' and walked away. Shortly l_hereafter, I was directed to Agent~ho perform4d_lhe ~at down. My gripe about Agenfii:ii:fil] 
(Badge[filfilD 1s that he stonewalled my efforts to collect 1nformat1on - full name, badge number - about AgentE:ii:i:[l He cla,med that there had Just been a shift change and that he did not know Agen b i(6 ut repeatedly refused to specify the 
time at which the shift change had occurred. Lastly, I asked Agen~o direct me to a supervisor who would have a roster of agents on duty that morning so that I could obtain Agen~full name and badge number. He stated that he was a 
supervisor and that no one else was available. 

I have opted out of body scans 10+ times at airports across America. In every case, TSA agents have handled the subsequent body search quickly and professionally. But based on my recent experience. it appears that measures designed to 
enhance the profession al ism of JFK's TSA staff a re needed. 
Would you like a rr5ooose? · I • IP 
Passenger's Namt(b 1(61 
Phone Number : ~-------~ 

Emailkb 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller was a United employee for 17 years. She has worked out of SFO. LAX and New York. She was in NY dunng 911 

She had an incident wilh TSOs at LAX lwice. Caller stated that people are willing to go lhrough with the procedures if they are 1reated with respecl. The thing thal bothered her was lhat lhe female TSO pulled the caller out of the line. She had very 
expensive luggage. Louis Vittan. The TSO would not answer when the caller spake. Caller asked if there was something wrong. The TSO treated the caller as a nonentity. Caller stated that people get angry when they are treated this way. A person 
can relate to a TSO who talks to them. 

Caller was stopped anolher time when returning from Europe. The TSO also did not engage her. The TSOs at LAX have a cold aloof attitude. 

Caller 1s 70 years old. She said. You have to engage with people respectfully to minimalize the intrusions of the patdowns. searching luggage. Passengers feel helpless. She said people think, now you are not giving me a reason why you are 

111412013 singling me out. 

5'~~,°7 With these twa instances, caller was angry. She did not feel like she deserved to be treated as a nonentity. In NY. the TSOs treat passengers with the highest of respect. At LAX, there was no respect. She does not even like to travel now because of 
the attitude of the TSO s. She does not want to deal with how the T SOs treat people. 

Caller slated that the TSO does nol necessarily have to answer the queslions. A TSO could say, We pick ever so many people, sorry for the inconvenience. I will finish in a moment and you can be on your way. 

Caller said she knows the re a re nuts on the p I ane. but someone needs to talk to the agents and te 11 them to be more respectful . Answer the passenger s q ue st1on. don t 19 no re the person. 

Caller slated, You have a job 10 do, it is difficult .... with rational people you can say, I will be finished in a moment. You don t feel like your dignity is ripped apart while someone is going lhrough your luggage. 

I thanked the caller lo r her comments. I al so to Id her that she can go onl in e and p rov1d e sugge st1ons. I did tel I her that I have made a record of what she said. Caller said that s i nee I had made a record of it she does not need to do anything e I se. 

To Whom It May Concern. 

I am writing the Transportation Security Administration because of an unprofessional and highly upsetting event I experienced at the Dallas Fort Worth airport. As I have had positive experiences with your organization before. I thought it 
important to share with you the way that some of your employees are treating the citizens of this country. 

This letter is specifically in reference to a situation brought on by my slatus as a queer person, but ii is also on behalf of human beings everywhere. No person, be I hey seemingly "normal" or '"differenr from your perception of the norm, should 
be treated as "less than· by anybody, but especially by a government employee. Our government is in place to protect the interests of its people. 

Before I begin. I need to explain something to you. I wear men's clothing and a breast binder, which is a special shirt that makes my breasts almost completely flat. A few years ago, I bound my breasts for the first time and felt more comfortable 
than I have ever fell. This year, I purchased a binder and made it a part of my every day attire. II is so much a parl of my identity I hat if I get dressed and do nol wear it, I feel wrong. Wilhout my binder under my clothing, I feel uncomfortable and have 
Ii ttl e confide nee. 

111412013 Let me make something very clear: I do not want to be a man. I do not identify as transgender. I love being a woman and I love my body, but my "look" is a large factor of my gender identity. My identity is what many in my community would refer to as 
S:OS: 12 "boi." The style in which I feel comfortable is youlhful and masculine. When I wear my clothes, binder and all, I feel like a complete and atlractive human being. 

PM 
My style, however, can be confusing to people in everyday life with whom I am not acquainted. I often encounter people trying to determine my gender or confusing me for a man. For the most part, this does not bother me, as cunosity 1s a natural 
human response. Two places I have recently noticed this confusion were at different airports, one being Seattle Tacoma and the other being Dallas Fort Worth, when I got to the security checkpoint. I am going to describe the two very different 
experiences wi I h the TSA as me ans 10 exp Iain wha I should and what s hou Id not happen with regards to LG BT peop I e at the airport: 

About a month ago, I !raveled 10 Seallle 10 see family and friends. When I was going through securily for my return fiighl, I was greeted by a friendly male TSA employee. I work for a company that sells construclion equipment and lheir logo is on my 
luggage. "A tool guy. huh?" he said, smiling at me. I nodded and smiled back, as I had no reason to be offended. 

I wa I ked through the scan, as everyone had to, Something showed up on my chest, so I was asked by a le male TS A employee to step aside for a pat down, an employee with whom I am thoroughly impressed, It seemed she recognized me as 
transgender, which-again-does not offend me, as it is a common mistake. Whal she did nexl is exactly what she should have done. In a calm, quiet tone, she asked me if I would be more comfortable with a male or a female patting me down. 
assured her I was fine with her petiorming the pat dawn. She ran her hand across the front al my chest in a quick, thorough, and professional sweep and. when she realized there was nothing there, allowed me ta put on my shoes and be an my way to 
the gate. 

This is what should happen. The employee made every effort she could to make me feel comfortable in an uncomfortable situalion. Though she never explicitly tried to idenlify my gender, she was sensitive to my "gender queer" stalus in asking if I 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time. 1115/2013 8:35:46AM Airport: ORF - Notiolk International Date/Time of Travel· 11/04/2013 12:30 PM Airline & Flight Number· US Airways 4247 Checkpoint/Area of Airport. Southwest/US Airways TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment : November 5, 2013 
Dear TSA Supervisor, 

In my fairly frequent flying, I have found TSA agents to be respectful, responsible, and courteous. Not today. My two worst experiences flying have taken place at the security station at the Southwest/US Airways concourse at the Notiolk International 
Airport. 
I had a boarding pass for the 1 :45 pm US Airways flight to Philadelphia. I went through security around 12:30pm. 
With an orange TSA pre-check sticker on my boarding pass, I was directed to go through the walk-through metal de1ec1or. The alarm went off. I had no shoes on, no pockets, no belt loops, no belt, jusl elastic-waisl pants and a cotton shirt. I look off 
all my jewelry - a watch and a silver chain. The alarm rang each time, three times total. The TSA woman said that the machine was indicating something at my waist. I lifted my shirt to show them my elastic waistband. 
The re we re two T SA women, one of them probably in tram i ng. They kicked in to their procedures. I knew what was coming and co u Id feel mys elf beg i nnrng to get very up set. I began deep breathing. &quot: Don't touch your th, ngs. Fol low me. Stand 
he re, &quot: Power asserted, Al I assumptions of innocence ob Ii terated , 

111512013 Perhaps the TSA agent was new and learning, but I NEVER wanl to experience what she pul me lhrough again - two deep crolch feels, breast pressing all over. I s1ood lhere silently crying. My adult son touched my hand to comfort me. He then had 
to have the full pat down. Unbeknownst to us, he wasn't supposed to touch me. &quot;Those are the rules.&quot; the woman said. 

1 o:o1 '38 W f S · ? Th f h' . h f I d . AM ho protects me rom ecunty. ey ound not 1ng on e,t er o us, no meta aroun my waist or anywhere else. 
&quotYou're free to go, ma'am,&quot: she finally said. 
No apology for violating me when I had followed all of the rules. No acknowledgment I hat lhe machine had been wrong. And no inkling of humanity for a 58 year old woman who had done nolhing wrong having to suffer such a public violation. In any 
other a re n a of my Ii fe, this would have been cal I ed assault and I would have pressed charges. 
My second worst experience flying, also at this security post was triggenng the metal detector and subsequent full body pat down because there were wires in my bra. I have never encountered any experience remotely like these in any other 
airport. 
Is lhere no way to travel without being assaulted by TSA agents for a bra and elaslic? This has gone too far. I do nol deserve this 1reatmen1, nor does anyone. I would never tolerate this kind of disrespect anywhere else in my life. 
I understand that security may have been heightened due to the tragedy that occurred in the LA airport last week. My husband was a Congressman recently. I understand the necessity for airport security. 
And in the name of security yesterday, my freedom and humanity were taken away from me. I did not feel safer, believe me. 
I never want to fly through Norfolk again. And, yet, I must, for I live in New Hampshire and my mother is near death in Virginia Beach. Please. do not make me go through this Orwellian experience again. Please rethink and rewrite your policies. I am 
asking for some balance in our securily policies. The pendulum has swung 100 far. Please train your TSA agents 10 be responsible as well as understanding, respectful and humane. 

Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Nami~(b-.-,(-6-1--------~r hone Numbe~~(b_.~1(_6-'-) __ ~I Email .. kb._1""("-6-'-'·, ________ __.!To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : P role ss1ona Ii sm/C ustome r Service: Sc reenrng Current Date/Ti me 1115/201 3 9: 40: 46 AM Airport G NV - Ga i ne sv111 e Reg i o na I Date/Ti me of Travel 0912512013 5: 0 0 AM Airline & FI i g ht Number : US Airways Che c kporntl Area of Airport 

TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. Dear TSA, 

My name d(b.:1(6) ! I live in Alachua, FL. I just got back from my recent trip to India, I do have a complaint about one of your security officials. I was traveling that morning and I did went to through the scan machine. Nothing came on for me. 

111512013 Then, one security official (a lady) saw that I was wearing a Saree (A traditional wear): She told me thal she has 10 do a pat-down. Wow, what a pat-down that was. I really think it was improper in the sense that she was touching me everywhere. 

12,06,35 Even between my legs and all the way up. rve been in airports around the world. I've been in JFK (New York), Newark, Charlotte, LGA, London (Heathrow), China (Shanghai). Delhi (India), and I never experienced such a pat down. Every airport has 
·PM. been so respectful to me and I appreciate that. In Gainesville Airport, this lady really was improper to me. In my heart. I didn"t really like it. It didnl seem too nght. I am not sure what her name is, but she was working there that working as one of your 

security offi ci a I. 

I would really appreciate it if you can look into this complaint. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name :[b·:,(6I 
Phon~ Number · ~-----~ 
Email !(b 1(6 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB2IApplicationManager 



The ca 11 er was !rave Ii ng out of Colona B. C. into the US and got a ful I search out of Seattle. His i tine ra ry was Colon a to Seattle to Oak I and. He went to I unch and came back into the security area and he received a fu 11 search including a patdown and 
was told it was because of SSSS on the boarding pass. This has never happened before to him and he immigrated to Canada from US, He didn t set off any alarms going through the AIT when he received a patdown. 

Advised: 

The "S" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Security Administration (TSA) security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
Nalion's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

TSA does not discuss or release spec1f1cs about security screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Security Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI to the public because it is 
considered d etri mental to the security of trans po rtati on, 

111512013 Explained that a patdown is required to clear discrepancies in the AIT or WTM D. 

4:50:31 
PM 

The U.S. Departmenl of Homeland Securily Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolulion regarding difficullies they experience during their travel while screening al 
transportation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
• Traveler's belief that they are on a government watch list. 
• Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding. or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 
• Oifficully printing a boarding pass at home or at lhe kiosk. 

For those who encounter misidentification. the D HS T rave I er Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) he I ps prevent watch I 1st name confusion. or misidentification. Travelers may a pp I y lo r D HS redress on Ii ne at htlps: trip. d h s. gov . DH S components wi 11 
review the request and share information with other agencies to address the issues identified in the TRIP application. TS A's Secure Flight uses the results of the redress process in its watch list matching process to help prevent future delays for 
misidentified passengers. However, because airline procedures for screening passengers against Federal walch lists vary, individuals may still be required to check in for flighls al the airlines ticket counler. 

Passenger Namef b)(61 

..===:::::----' 
Phone Number: f~b_)_(6_) ___ ~ 

Address._kb-')-'-(6--'1 ___ __,! Arlington WA 98225 

Emailf b)(ff1 

What Happened? 

111512013 Dallas Fort Worth Airport 

6:17:45 
PM 

D- Terminal Security Area 

Date: Nov 3rd 2013 Time: Approx 5:30-6:30PM 

Air CarrieL American Airlines 

I received a full-body patdown when I went through the security screening and was touched exceedingly unappropriately on my scrotum by the man doing the patdown. Before the patdown I was reluctant to allow the man to touch me and I asked for his 
s u pe rvi so r. The Su pe rvi sor came over to us and both he and the man who was to do the p atdown repeated I y i nte rru pted me when I attempted to express my concerns about the security proceedings and intimidated me to discontinue speaking. When 
the man giving the patdown explained to me what he was going to do. he used language similar to; "I will use the back of my hand for sensitive areas." 

When the man doing the patdown cam to patting down my legs he reached ALL THE WAY UP my groin area firmly, touching my scrotum and brushing it all the way down as he slid his hand down the inside of my leg. This was done 2 times on each 
leg for a total of 4 times firmly 1ouching and rubbing my groin area. 



Dear TSA Contact Center: 

I submitled the above-referenced claim via your website on Sep1ember 5th, 2013 but have not heard anything back yet (except for a brief standardized survey). I am contacting you loday to follow-up on the status of lhe claim. If you could please 
provide me with a case update, it would be greatly appreciated. 

Thank you for your time and attention to this matter, 

Sincerely, 

11/512013 Fror¥b)(ff, I 
To: tsa-contactcenter@dhs.gov 

B:~~59 Subject: Damaged Item: August 21, 2013 Flight Out of Seattle (#206-214-9300) 
Date: Thu, 5 Sep 2013 20: 18:48 +0000 

11/612013 
8:17:49 

AM 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mm i strat1on (T SA) 

HYPER LI N K "m ai I to :TSA-Co nl acl Cente r@dhs.gov "TSA-C on ta ct Ce nl er@d hs .gov 

17801 International Blvd. S., Box 309 

Seattle, WA 98158 

1-866-289-9673 

I wanted to offer a comment from a recent lrip through a TSA Pre checkpoint al O'Hare Field in Chicago. On last Sunday, about 2pm, at lhe Terminal 2 TSA Pre, a TSA officer namedliE:ii:i:[Jwas unhelpful (I use the word loosely). I travel a lot 
(100,000 miles annually). and because of an artificial knee. I need ta have a hand pat down for security screening. Prior to the procedure, I commented to Officerfilill&[]that at every at her TSA facility, the bags are carried from the scanning belt to 
the screening area. to avoid separation of bags from the owner. His comment (and he seemed very offended) was "I don't carry bags for nobody". This seemed inappropriate. Furthermore, his pat down was one of the lightest I've ever received. 

I realize that protection of the travelling public is the principal duty of TSA, but customer service is also an essential part of a well-functioning agency. 



Caller Is 78 yrs old and takes a wheelchair, she states she had a bad experience at SAT. She states she went through screening and an alarm went off. She said she had on gold Jewelry and pins in her hair. She states the officer put dirty gloves on and 
told her she had to do a patdown. She states the officer proceeded to put her hand down her panties. She states she asked for a supervisor and a private screening, she said the supervisor came and put a spanish speaking officer in charge. Caller 
states the agent was talking in Spanish. She said she wenl in for the privale screening and she took the pins oul of her hair and the alarm did not go off again after I hat. Caller slates she just wants the rules changed instead of the agent talking so 
much; they need to be trained to listen. She is upset because they did not offer any other screening methods than a patdown, she said she felt disrespected. 

Advised ca Iler A variety of security measures are a pp Ii ed to the screening of passengers and baggage. inc I ud i ng random search es, Al tho ugh a physical search may be required to clear an a I a rm, Transportation Security Olli cers (TS Os) a re trained on 
professional and courteous screening procedures 10 make the process run smoothly and to reduce inconvenience. We regret lhat you were not salisfied with the service you received. 

111612013 TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. Because the complaint concerns secunty screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-
11 :33 :15 mail to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. Apologized again for her experience. 

AM 

Airport: SAT to Sun Va 11 ey Idaho 
Airline: Delta 
Flight#: NA 
Date: October 31, 2013 
Time: 6:20 AM 
Gate: 4 
Terminal: She stales only 1 terminal 
Email: She states she don t have a computer 
Caller stated on October 18 he fiew from Ronald Reagan on Southwest Airlines. Caller stated his wife had a small suede bag with jewelry inside her purse. Caller stated he got separated from his wife and she had to have a patdown. After this. the 
bag of jewelry was missing from her carry-on luggage. Caller stated during lhe patdown, her purse got oul of their sight and he thinks that is when the jewelry went missing. The caller stated there was a ring, 2 diamond earrings, and a diamond cross 
worth 3,000 to 4,000 dollars. Caller stated he thinks the screeners removed the jewelry bag. Caller wants to know what can be done about the missing jewelry. 

Incident happened: 10-18-2013@01 :30pm 

111612013 Airporl:Ronald Reagan 

12'42,28 Airl1ne:Southwest Airlines 
·PM. FI Ig ht num be r:23 30 

Gate Terminal:Didnt Remember 
Description of purse:Black leather purse and the jewelry bag was paige in color. 

Advised caller I will forward the issue to the CSM at Ronald Reagan airport. Advised caller I will send claim forms to the email address and he will need to download the claim forms, print them out and fill them out and send back to the CMB. 

Caller said that she has flown many years with Del ta. She flew yesterday and had a ho rri b I e experience with T SA Cal I er said that she was di reeled to the Pre Check Ii ne. Cal I er said that she has a cyst in her chest and she requested a paid own. Cal I er 
said that she was also traveling with an animal. Caller said that she had to take her laptop out and placed it in the tray Caller said that the line was no better and it was chaos. Caller said that she patted down the animal and moved the carrier to the 
side. 

Caller said that one of the trays le 11 off the conveyor on her dog. Ca 11 er said that they checked the dog for about 4 5 min to make sure that 11 was ok. Ca 11 er said th at if she did not see the tray fal Ii ng on her 8 pound york,e th at it would have been 
seriously hurt. Caller said that her problem is the negligence of the officers. She said that the dog is now not eating and just laying around and sleeping, 

Caller said that she was pulled aside by STSO._!!,.b._l(._6"·., ___ __.!and he talked to her about the incident. Caller said that she has a written statement from the officer. 

11/6/2013 ,-,-,--,-,---, 
1:49 04 Name of Passenger-!(b)(6) 

PM Airporl- OTW 
Airline- Delta 2244 
Date and Time- 11-5-13 11:00 am 
Gate or Terminal- 77 Lane 5 

Resolution: 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. 



11/612013 
3:06:02 

PM 

1116/2013 

Monday, November 4, 2013. at 10: 15am 

Term i na I 5 I nl emationa I , O'Hare Airport, Chicago 

Term i na I to enter American Air Im es term i na I after clearing customs, coming in from V1etna m, vi a Seo u I. Korea. 

Prior to boarding American Airlines flight 2988 from O'Hare to Philadelphia al approximately 11 :30 am. 

I am a 66-year-old woman, 1a11, blonde, Caucasian, & was wearing a pointed straw hat from Vietnam, because thal was the easiesl way to carry it through the airport. Upon setting off the alarm as I went lhrough the scanner, I poinled to my hips and 
told the TSA agent that I had two replacement hips. This agent chastised me, pointed to the most modern kiosk-type scanner that reads the body, & asked why I didn't use it. I replied that there was a barricade in front of it and no line. appearing to me 
that it was closed. This agent asked why I didn't tell her I had two replacement hips before I went through the scanner. implying I was either hiding my condition or making her job more difficult. She then referred me to Office1'.iill:fil who would give 
me a body check. 

TS A agent Off ce liE:illiI]fema I e. young mid d I e-ag ed. b I ack, gave me an overly long , d eta i I ed des c ri pt ion of the body search she would perform, I told her to proceed & she continued to describe the steps of the body search. Then she started a 
zealous search, repealing pat-dow~same body parts several times. Upon finishing the search on lhe oulside of my clothes, she told me she needed to go inside the waistband of my jeans. I became impatient & pulled the waislband away from 
my body & said go ahead. Officer~ook offense at this & told me she didn't like women, she liked men. She repeated next, 'I like dick: I don·t like women.· 

I don't mind being searched. I declined being searched in private. I don't expect courtesy. However, I DO ex _ect_ common civility from a government employee. I consider Office~omment "I like dick" to be out of line, offensive & 
unbecoming to the agency she serves. Both TSA agents I encountered were aggressively ho st, I e but Off ce ( b I ( 6 :, needs rem ed i a I Ira i ni ng in how to comm umcate with the pu bl ,c. 

fb1(61 

HYPERL1Nif,_b_)_(6_, ___________________ __, 

Hello, 

This mom i ng I was in Ii ne for sere en i ng at Se a tac airport when I asked the agent to pat me down m stead of requiring me to go through either machine due to my early pregnancy ( 13 weeks with twins). He ignored my request, tel Ii ng me to go through 
the metal detector, I told him I was concerned about the safety of the machine and told him again of my request for a pat down and pointed to my obviously pregnant belly. 

This time , in a very stern voice. he told me stop talking and to listen to him, that he had chosen me to go through the machine and to do it. Not knowing what else to do, I complied. 

My question is what can be done when an agent doesn't comply with your organization's own policies, as it is my understanding that anyone, regardless of whether a medical condition exists, can request a pat down. Also, what can be done the next 
time I encounler an agent like this? 

3:06:27 I am gravely concerned about the effects of even minimal radiation and ahould not be forced to put my unborn and still developing children m danger because I would like to occasionally travel. particularly when another, safer, and equally effective 
PM option exists. 

Please advise as I would appreciate your assistance 

Best regards, 

l(b)(6) 



On October 17th I was at the TSA checkpoint at SFO at about 7:1 0PM. I was separated from my bags while I awaited a female assist for a patdown (SFO has few female officers. and it can take upwards of 15 minutes for a female assist to be located) 
when the TSA agent closed the metal detector as I was about to step into it. and insisted that I use the AIT scanner instead. 

I watched my bags. which had already gone through the x-ray. closely, repeatedly asking the TSA agent to have them moved to a secure area. My requests were refused. After waiting about 10 minutes, I watched as a passenger (1) placed his own 
laptop in his bag, (2) removed the colorful scarf I had placed over my own laptop and (3) placed my laptop in his bag as well. I asked the TSA agent closes to me to stop him. She refused. I started yelling for the TSA agent who was manning the X
Ray to do something, he refused, and the TSA agent closest to me told me to be quiet o~experience consequences. I respectfully told her "if your very expensive laptop were being stolen, you would be equally upset" I continued to yell. not 
wanting the other passenger to walk away wilh my bag, unlil finally a TSA agent named (b:1(ff:1 sked the passenger 10 put my laptop back. I asked repeatedly for him to be held so that I could inspect my bags to make sure nothing else had been 

111612013 taken, but my request was refused. I asked for him to be held for police, that I would wan o , e a report, and my request was refused. When I had finally undergone my patdown and was able to talk with agen~ he told me "no harm, no foul. 
4: 16: 0 7 your I aptop has been recovered and the guy to Id me 11 was an honest mistake." I asked to file a complaint with T SA an~old me that the re is no comp I a int process and that there was no h1g her supervisor for me to talk to. He did add th at I 

PM could call the police if I wanted to. 

I would like to file a report about this experience which was completely improper. and doesn't meet the bar for basic security even in a department store or other space where private security guards are utilized. I would like access to the videotapes 
that would identify the passenger who attempted to stead my laptop and I would like clarification on TSA policies regarding separating a passenger from her bags and thefts that occur at checkpoints. 

Sincerely, 

fb)(6) 

11/6/2013 
4:1612 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP·l~(b~,_(6~)---~ 
Date Time: 1116/2013 2:55:45 PM 

------------------------------------------------------------------

Namfbi(61 
EmaZbl(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc):09/23I2013 southwest fi1ght from Birmingham Alabama airport en route to Denver Colorado airport leaving at 10:1 0am 
1013112013 southwest flight from Denver to Birmingham leaving at 10:20am: 
Comments:ln Birmingham: I am the daughler/caregiver and accompanied my 89 year old father who has Alzheimer. We inquired and were told that he could leave his jacket and shoes on while proceeding through screening. When the alarm beeped, 
the TSA Officers immediately ordered me aside and began "yelling" for a pat-down. My father was confused and I was distanced from him. He was ordered to remove his hat. jacket. belt, and shoes and in the middle of the screening area where he 
was then subjected to a COMPLETE pat-down from head to toe. This was all so unnecessary had the TSA Officers simply used a wand to re-screen him. It is hard to imagine that 4 TSA Officers had to briskly take him to the center of the screening 
area and perform such a humiliating search on this innocent man. He was upset afterward believing he had done something wrong. 
In Denver: Again, I accompanied my father and the firsl TSA Officer inquired about his age which we told him was 89 years. The Officer advised I hat he was nol required to remove his hat, jacket, belt or shoes however he should remove everything 
from his pockets and hold them in his hands as he passed through xray security. Just as we approached the security machine, another TSA Officer began loudly telling him to take off his jacket and shoes and put all of his pocket items in a bin. When I 
attempted to explain the other TSA Officers instructions, she informed me he would be the subject of a pat-down if he kept his jacket on. So. we removed his jacket and hat and he proceeded through the x-ray machine. He still had his eyeglass case 
and a Vick's brand nasal inhaler in his hands. The TSA Officers on the other side of the x-ray machine grabbed him roughly to see what was in his hands and reprimanded him for not placing the items in a bin. 
IT WOULD BE NICE IF ALL OF YOUR OFFICERS RECEIVED THE SAME TRAINING INFORMATION SO THAT U.S. CITIZENS ARE NOT SUBJECTED TO THE WHIMS OF THE NEXT OFFICER THEY ENCOUNTER THIS WAS ALL 
EMBARRASSING, UNNECESSARY, AND UPSETTING TO ME AND MY FATHER AND TSA AS AN ORGANIZATION CAN DO BETTER. SHAME ON JOHN PISTOLE FOR ALLOWING SUCH BEHAVIOR BY THE OFFICERS UNDER HIS 
COMMAND. SHAME ON THESE TSA OFFICERS FOR THEIR AGGRESSIVE AND DISRESPECTFUL ACTIONS TOWARD INNOCENT CITIZENS OF THIS COUNTRY. 



!( b) ( ff:, ~al I ed yesterday to request a ssIsta n ce for m j ured service members through the Wounded Warrior p rag ram. He was to Id by the agent he ta I ked to that his request would be sent and inform atIon wou Id be sent to him m an em aI I reg ardmg 
using a cane. He has not received any information in an email, He wanted to make sure that he gave the agent his correct information about his flights. He is just requesting for the email to be resent to him. His email address is 

!(b1(61 I 
His fi Ig ht information Is: 
Departure fiig ht 
Airline: United 
Flight date and time: 11-12-2013 at 2:51 pm 

Flight# 39~7 
Emaii(b 1(6~) 

Cell phone~b~i~(6~·~I -~ 

Return flight: 
Airport LAS 
Airline: United 

111612013 Flight date and time: 11-15-2013 at 9:52 am 
4:!~ 15 Flight..,#...,1_2,,,2_6 _______ __, 

Em a I l[fu{.m 
Cell P'tm"nij~(b_)_(6_.:_, --~ 

Advised the cal I er: 

Apologized for him not receiving his email. We can resend thal email 10 you. Your flight ilinerary was sent to the Wounded Warrior program with the correct flight information. 

Mo bi I ity a ids such as crutch es. canes. walkers, sup po rt braces. orthopedic shoes. and prosthetic devices a re permitted through the screening checkpoint after proper security sere en i ng or i nsp ecti on. 

If a passenger has difficulty walking and uses a mobility device, the way his or her screening will be conducled depends on his or her level of abilily. It is imporIant for a passenger to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducling the 
screening of his or her level of ability before the screening process begins. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the 
walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 
Callers daughler traveled on 11 06 2013 from MCO to Puerto Rico. Caller wants to know if it is normal that in 4 times in a month her daughler had been experiencing difficulties when travel. The last time she was traveling with a baby and she was 
delayed during the screening process. She had to go through a patdown. 

I advised the caller 
The U.S. Departmenl of Homeland Securily (DHS) has developed lhe Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) to assist individuals who believe they have been incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, identified for additional screening, or have 
experienced diffi cul ties when seeking entry into the United States. 

11/7/2013 . . . . . . . . . . . 
9_39.01 To part1c1pate 1n the program, please submit a completed Traveler Inquiry Form and requested copies of 1dent1ty documents to DHS TRIP. You may download an electronic form from the website at www.dhs.gov trip, or you may complete the enclosed 

· AM form. Please do nol send original identity documents as I hey will nol be returned. DHS will review lhe information submitted and work with other Federal agencies, if necessary, to resolve individual concerns. DHS TRIP will inform you in writing when 
review of your inquiry is complete. 

When you submit an online inquiry. a control number will be assigned to you. The control number will be displayed on the Traveler Inquiry Form acknowledgement page along with your name. Please print the acknowledgement page, sign it, and send it 
to DHS TRIP along with lhe requested copies of identity documents. If completing lhe enclosed form, please sign ii and send it to DHS TRIP along with the requested copies of identity documenls. Again, please do not send original identity documenls 
as they will not be returned. 

I did not send the forms because she is going to apply online. 



I was a recent air traveler. I flew out of Philadelphia, PA on November 1, 2013 and returned via Palm Beach lntemat,onal in Florida on November 5th 2013. I am not a frequent flyer, and have not done so in years. I had a cochlear implant 
surgery in 2012. Before flying on November 1st I did research about what to expect and what my responsibilities are as a flyer and going through security. 

I cannot tell you how scary and confusing my trip was. I went to security with my cochlear implant ID card and driver's license in Philadelphia and requested the metal detector and pat down. The TSA officer said you will be fine and I was 
denied and forced to go through the full body scan. After that my implant for the rest of the trip was working differently. 

I made ii a point when returning home 10 be more adamant to the TSA officers about my siluation. I verbally said to the lady ( she had a really bad bloody eye) that I have a cochlear implanl thal will be effected by the full scan and want a pal 
down, she said "what is that? What do you mean." I said on way here I went through and I don't want to. She again ushered me through the full body scan, I was then taken to an area and my hands were wiped down with a liquid. My implant was not 
working after going through the machine. It is currently not back to norm a I, a I tho ugh 11 did come back some. 

111712013 I cannot fathom, thal in a world where over 300,000 people have cochlear implanls, lhat TSA agents don't know what they are or how 10 respond when someone advises of such. Never mind that insurance does not cover implants and we are talking 

10: 20: 13 about a 1 O thousand dollar machine that was damaged by your agents incompetence. I don't ever want to fly again. and I expect some type of response as to what you, as a government agency, are going to do to correct this. 

AM 

Recently I noticed the pre-check Ii nes have exp anded exponentially and ju st today I earned from a TSA official the recent enrol Im e nt of 7 5 + year o Ids and other flyer categories have caused the expanded Ii nes, This is one of the mo st frus tra ting 
decisions I have seen in a long time. By way of example lhe Minneapolis pre-check line has now gone from the shor1es1 and fastest line to the longest and slowest. While I understand lhe security consideralions,trying 10 move seniors lhrough a line 
with any sort of speed is monumentally ridiculous. Watching them this morning, they clearly benefit from the extra time afforded by a normal check-in. My concerns were voiced by every other person in the line. 

I understand pre-ch eek is a security driven cons ide rat ion and not a frequent flyer perquisite yet at the same time, this decision has uprooted what was a s ensi bl e so I uti on to move Ii ne s quickly and now s I owed to to an emb arra ssi ng craw I with no 

111712013 obvious benefit other than lhe occasional awkward pal-down of 75year olds in lhe screening line. 

12:03:47 
PM 

11/7/2013 
4:05 33 

PM 

I respectfu 11 y ask you to re-cons1d er this change if the information given to me by the TSA off ce r was correct - which by the way. she similarly le It was a rid i cu Io us policy change. 

Sent from my iPad 

The ca 11 er stated he just got off of a fl 19 ht from Germany and his I ugg age was sent to SF O instead of Sacramento. The caller wanted to know why his bag was sent to SF O. The caller said his bag was inspected. The cal I er wanted to know why his bag 
was inspected. The caller said he had honey in his bag, The caller wanted to know why the officers would inspect his bag, The caller stated he is treated like a terrorist when he enters the airport. The caller stated he loves the United States. The caller 
is upset because he is trealed badly and he does nol have the credilability he deserves. Caller staled he does not like having 10 be touched after her goes through the AIT. The caller said he is upset because he left his wedding band on and he had to 
under-go a pat-down. The caller is upset because TSA spends money on the screening machines and passengers have to receive a pat-down after they go through the AIT. 

I told the caller to contact the airline. I told the caller TSA screens baggage. I told the caller it is the baggage handlers responsibility to place the bags on the plane. I told the caller I cannot tell him why his bag was inspected. I told the caller sometimes 
books or magazines may appear as an anomaly and the bag would have to be opened. I lold the caller baggage is sometimes randomly selected for additional screening. i told lhe caller if the officer s cannot 1e11 whal is inside of a bag I hey will open 
the bag. I told the caller food items may cause an alarm. I told the caller the officer s may do an ETD swabbing of the food items. I told the caller all baggage has to be screened. I told the caller we monitor the number and nature of complaints to tracks 
Ire nds. I told the cal I er T SA wants to see if their are certain screener s or sere ener teams th at are subject to re pealed comp I a int s. 



I recently had a connection from Lynchburg Va. To Charlotte NC airport. I clear TSA in Lynchburg with my carryon and had misc. cables. laptop and a 3" magnetic tipped screw driver that had various replaceable tips that were housed in a Red 
Rubber tip case specifically designed to hold the replacement tips,. when I get to charlotte I had extra time , so I went outside for a smoke and re-entered the screening afterwards. 

I go through my normal pat down and examination of my laptop bag as I always do , wherf,b_)_(_6_) ___ _,!describes my extra screw driver tips that are approx. ¾" long and secured in its rubber case as drill bits and would not allow me to them 
take wilh me . 

I tried to explain 10 him thal I have traveled with these lips for over 5 yrs , and never had issue, and he insisled they were illegal, and kept them . 

111812013 I have I raveled wilh this same set for over 5 yrs. on a regular if not daily basis through airport security .. 

8:33:34 
AM 

I always get lhe extra screening due to a left prosthetic leg that alarms TSA screens me every time I pass through the screening process, and have searched my la plop bag 80% of time, due to the amount of networking type cables I carry for my 
job, 

That concerns them through x-ray,,. which I have never had issue allowing . 

I have flown for over 15 yrs and realize there are NO standards in the rules between Agents and it at their discretion of what the rules are or aren't he insisted this was a rule. and was listed at TS A.GOV., I after clearing and getting to my gate I 
went to TSA.Gov , and pulled up lhe rules , that I already Knew ,but wanted to confirm and they are follows direclly from your site 

s COIISd ale sky Harbor Airport 
United Terminal 
7: 11 AM flight Scottsdale to Newark 

Went thru TSA check expedited screening at about 6am Random check with machine thal detects residues alarmed Taken to boolh for patdown 

TSA person somehow ended up with my belt and either failed to return 11 to me or put it somewhere where I failed to see it. 

Can it be senl to me? 

111812013 It is a leather woven belt (the kind that has no holes but that the buckle bar simply goes thru the webbing). It is brown and of good quality. 
10:10:52 

AM Thanks, understand if simply impossible. 

rb)(ff, 
1 

Bridgeport, CT 066 05 



To whom 11 may concern: 

For your review and action as deemed appropnate. ,.!(ba.· ... ,(""6 ... 1 ____ ....,~ppl,ed to the Redress program on 04/06/2013. The traveler's concerns are outside the scope of this program. Please refer to the traveler's comments listed below. The 
traveler's redress case has been administratively closed. 

Thank You lo r your time and assistance. 

Sincerely, 

11/812013 OHS TRIP 
10:11:11 

AM 

11/812013 
12:12:48 

PM 

Tr ave I er Information: 

Nam¥b1(6) 

Address .. kb-'-)_(6-'-) _______ ....,!New Yori< NY US 10021 

Email Addresf._b_)_(_6_, _________ __, 

Phone Numbe1._b-'-1_(6-'-) __ _, 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.sh1m 

Remote Client 1Pf._b_)_(6_·•-' ___ ...., 
Date Time: 11/8/2013 10:39:23 AM 
······················---------------····························· 

Nam h"·1fR"\ 

Emai (bi(6i 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate cree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc)SEATAC Delta TSA-3. 
Comments: I went tho ugh the T SA P recheck security screening Ii ne at a bout 1 :45p m on 1117113, I was selected for add i ti o na I screening on my purse, Si nee I was t rave Ii ng alone. I went to gather my other other i terns to fol low the TS A agent, He told 
me twice (actually shouled) 10 leave the items where lhey were while he took my purse. I told him I did not want to leave my items unatlended. He said I could walch them from where he took my purse. How am I supposed to watch lhe agenl examining 
my purse and watch my other items at the same time? As a frequent traveler, I occasionally get selected for additional screening either on my person or my property, but I have never been told to leave my items unattended. When he was done, I went 
back to claim my items and noted a male passenger was advised that they wanted to further examine one of his bag- and to gather the rest of his belongings. Please advise what the proper procedure Is. Are we to leave items unattended where they 
could be s to I en or tampered with?, On another note- there were a I ot of p eo pie going through the TSA preche ck screening station. because they al lowed the genera I public to go th ru 



1118/2013 
1:03:48 

PM 

The caller flew from PIT to FLL and stated that she had a hornble experience. She had to have a patdown and her bags were hand-inspected. Everything was scanned individually. Her checked bag was missing items and there was an NOi inside of 
it. with nothing hand-written or stamped on it. She had two bags and was removing items from both of them before realizing items were missing, so she is unsure which bag they were missing from, 

Airport PIT 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight 397 
Dale and lime: 11-8-13 and wenl through screening around 5 a.m. 
One bag is a ween Eddie Bauer brand, with ween tags. 4 wheel railer bag. The second bag is a brownish tan color with brown trim, roller bag with 4 wheels. 
Baggage Tag t.__ b-')-'-(6_•"'"' _______ __,J 

Response: 
Apologized to caller and provided claim form via email. 
We a re only responsi b I e lo r checked baggage from the time it is presented lo r screening unti I the time it has been cleared of screening , Once checked ba gg age has been screened and c I ea red, airlines a re responsi b I e lo r t ra nsp o rt i ng it to its fin al 
destination. As a result, lhe amounl of time checked baggage is under TSA conlrol is relatively short. 
You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 
Because the complaint concerns security s c reem ng at a specific airport. we have lo rw-arded a copy of this e-mai I to the Custa mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 
B aggg e Sere en i ngs a re under s urve i I la nee video and can be reviewed by the CS M. may contact passenger vi a e ma i I if additiona I information is required. 

At most airporls across the country, TSA has procedures in place for handling lost and found. Items found at screening checkpoints and areas where TSA performs baggage screening are turned in to the appropriate. designated airporl authorities. We 
suggest travelers contact the airport where their items were misplaced or lost. 
Pittsburgh 
Pi llsb urg h I nl ernationa I Airport 
412-472-3500 (Airport lost found) 

Whal happened: 

Dunng a pat down screening, a uniformed TSA representative intentionally and repeatedly assaulted me and violated my civil rights by using excessive, unnecessary force to my groin. The force was applied using the inside and outside bndge of his 
hands. The amount of force used was intended to cause discomfort, pain or injury and was unnecessary to meet the requirements of the screening. The force from the TSA representative's hand impacted my testicles between my groin and his hand in 
a crushing-like manner. The action cause inilial pain that became increasingly worse and lasled over 30 hours. 
I regard this incident as a phys i ca I ass au It and viol at ion of my ci vi I rights. I request an offi ci a I i nvesti ga ti on and response. 

When did this happen? 

The pat down screening and subsequent conversation with the TSA manager took place approximately between 0600 and 0630 hours on 7 November 2013. 

1118/2013 
2,19,03 Where did this happen? 

PM ATL South Terminal TSA securily checkpoint. 
Atlanta GA 

Who treated you unfairly? 

According to my limited knowledge of TSA procedures and policies, as far as rm aware of, the TSA representative that periormed the pat down screening is the only individual that treated me unfairly. I do not have a name or badge number of any TSA 
representative involved; however. the TSA representative that approached me as the on-site manager stated that another uniformed TSA representative had indicated to her who the TSA representative was that conducted the pat down. The TSA 
re prese nta ti ve was th at conducted the pat down had a I a rg e, athletic bui Id, ap proximately six feet ta 11. 
The TSA manager was also uniformed. She was sitling in a TSA booth behind and to the rig hi of the screening lines. She was approximately 5 feet, 4 inches and average build. 
Additionally, the carry-on x-ray screening TSA representative interacted with the pat down TSA representative prior to the pat down screening because I had left a water bottle in my carry-on. She even asked him to verity the water bottle on the x-ray 
image. 

The TSA manager on duty at the lime of the incident expressed concern and asked if I required medical assislance. The TSA manager said she would address the matter wilh screening TSA representalive individually. Additionally, the manager told 
me she would conduct a group briefing regarding the incident. Finally. she asked if I'd like to fill out a comment card; at the time I declined, but as I thought mare about the situation, I later decided it was necessary to file this complaint to initiate a 
form al response to the actions of the TSA rep re sentat1ve that pe rlorm ed the pat down. 



To whom 11 may concern: 

For your review and action as deemed appropnate ... fh_.1 .. 1 .. 0 ... ··, ____ __,boplied to the Redress program on 0912712013. The traveler's concerns are outside the scope of this program. Please refer to the traveler's comments listed below. The 
traveler's redress case has been administratively closed. 

Thank You for your time and assistance. 

Sincerely, 

11/812013 OHS TRIP 
2:19:04 

PM 

Tr ave I er Inform ati an: 

Name:[b)(ff, 
~-~::.::.-::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.=-~ 

Addressl(b)(61 ~stacada OR US 97023 

Email Address~l(_b_)(_B_, _______ ~ 

Comments submitted to Redress (OHS TRIP): 



Caller said on 10-28-13 she flew PHL to Nashville, TN on Southwest #1613 departing at 3:55 PM 
Ca Iler was in the Ii ne for Security sometime before 1 PM , 

Due to cancer on her face she does not use the machines she has the patdown. 
The Officer checked her carry on bags and she had forgot about her Ii quids and the Officer dumped out her things. 
Caller is missing a pair of Talbot light blue jeans and a 2 jewelry pendant and one snake chain. 
The Jeans were in a brown cJrry on bag. The pe nda nl s we re in her purse. 
One pendant looks like a cage with leaves on it. It is about an inch high -sterling silver and one is like that but it is metallic antiqued charcoal colored. 
The TSO put his hands down into her purse. 
Caller feels the Officer took her jewelry out of her purse and stuck it in his pocket. She felt he acted suspicious. 
The TSO is a black man but she did not calch his name. 
Caller feels the TSO moved her away from her things and he went over to the Girl TSO and was smiling almost laughing at her. 

Caller asked how long she has to file a claim. 

111812013 Her mol her is dying from cancer and she does not have computer access right now_ 

320:24 
PM 

1118/2013 
8:19:56 

PM 

1118/2013 

RESPONSE: 

Told her I am sorry she is upset. 

If she wishes to file a claim she can access a form on www.tsa.gov. 
She has up to 2 years from the incident date to file. 

We wi 11 send her complaint to the Customer Support Manager. 

Caller asked what will be done and will TSA review the tapes. 
Told I cannot speculate on what aclion will be taken. 

CSM Referral lnformalion: 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
On Nov 6 I was travelling from PHX to SFO US Airways flight 403. I received eligibility for TSAprecheck. As I was going through the security checkpoint near gate A5 in Phoenix, I was selected for additional screening. There was something (I think 
paint residue from painting a closet the day before) on my hands which I ed to a fu 11 pat down and checking & rem ova I of contents of my carryo n. In the course of this my Ii I teri ng water bottle, red, stain I ess steel in a black netted s Ii ng for carrying was 
removed from my bag and not returned. I think this was inadvertent. Since now it was just 15 minutes before my departure time, I rushed to the gate. I did not discover my missing water bottle until landing in SFO. I got the TSA lost and found number 
from US Airways and called and left a message. I waited 48 hours having heard nothing and left another message today. I would like to have I his filler bottle found or replaced at your expense since you removed ii and did not return it. The bottle is 
about $75 and sling $10. Thanks. I would appreciate your prompt response. 
Sincerely. 

fbi(61 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPj~(b_._1(_6_, ---~ 
Date Time: 11/812013 6:04:53 PM 

8:19:58 Nam kb 1(6) 
PM Ema~"'(b"")"-(6""'·•"", ------'------, 

Comp I a i nts; Ina pp ro pri ate Screening/Pat Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Charleston, SC (CHS) Concourse B checkpoinl. 7 am EST, 111s113· 
Comments:After opting out, I respectfully indicated to the TSA officer that I would keep my head wear on during the patdown, as is my right per the TSA website. I was subsequently verbally abused, threatened, and intimidated by several TSA 
officers, including the involuntary removal of my headwear despite my protest. I was then subjected to an aggresive. retaliatory patdown in a pnvate area without the ability to have a witness. I fly around the US weekly on business and have never been 
subjected to any abuse of this sort, until today. I am disgusted with the treatment I received from the Charleston TSA and request a formal inquiry into this matter. 



11/9/2013 
1:2633 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion Current Dale/Time 11/912013 12:00:39 PM Airport: DEN - Denver International Dale/Time of Travel: 11/0912013 9:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: UA 1619 Checkpoint/Area of Airport Tsa pre-check 
south west T SA Employee: ( If Knaw n) : 
Comment : When I told the agent checking IDs that I have an imp I ant her option was to go through the common Ii ne rather than mentioning that the T SA pre-check on the other side had a scanner. Wou Id be the benefit of both TSA and mys elf if I knew 
about the scanner option to e Ii min ate the patdown, Al so, a sign indicating which Ii nes have a sea n ne r would be helpful , 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

thank you for responding, but you did not answer my question: since I have metal implants and will still have to pass thru the metal detector when going thru the TSA Pre line (when so approved), will I still be faced with the same pat-down procedure 
as one gets I hru the regu I ar screening Ii ne s. 
thank you 

In a message dated 1117/2013 8:16:08 P.M. Mountain Standard Time, tsatcc do not reply@senture.com writes: 

Thank you for your e-mail regarding the Transportation Security Administration·s (TSA) pre-screening process, TSA Pre?'". 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is undertaking efforts to focus its resources and improve passenger experience at security checkpoints by expanding its use of technology and applying new intelligence-driven. risk-based screening 
procedures. As part of I his initialive, TSA is par1nering with U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) to implement a pre-screening process called TSA Pre?'". Eligible passengers include U .s. citizens who are members of certain airline frequent 
flyer programs or who are members al one al CBP's Trusted Traveler programs, including Global Entry, SENTRI and NEXUS. Additionally, Canadian citizens who are NEXUS members are also eligible far TSA Pre?'"- Individuals interested in joining 
a CBP Trusted Traveler program can learn more by visiting wv,w_cbp.gov. 

All hough no individual will be guaranteed expedited screening, TSA is moving away from a one-size-fits-all approach and toward a more intelligence-driven, risk-based effective and efficient security system. If TSA determines a passenger is eligible 

111912013 for expedited screening, information is embedded in the barcode of his or her boarding pass. When TSA scans the barcode at the security checkpoint, the passenger may be referred ta a lane for expedited screening. Expedited screening may allow 
S:22:22 passengers to no longer remove certain items such as their shoes, outerwear. jackets, and belts. or remove laptops from carry-on bags. 

PM 
Passengers chosen for expedited screening who a re trave Ii ng with a pet must undergo the standard screening procedures th at are performed for al I a ni ma Is entering I he checkpoint, including screening I he a ni ma I and its associated pro pe r1 y. In 
addition, children 12 years aid and younger who are traveling with a passenger who is selected for TSA Pre?'" may also be processed through expedited screening since children under 12 already receive modified screening procedures at airports 
nat1onwi de. 

To participate in TSA Pre?'", members of CBP"s Trusted Traveler programs must place their CBP PASS ID in the 'Known Traveler Number" field when booking their reservation. This number is then sent to TSA's Secure Flight system and taken into 
consideration during the pre-screening processing. For frequent flyer program members, participating airlines will permit same members to "opt-in" through the airline·s system. Once a passenger opts-in. the airline identifies the individual as a 
participant when submitting the passenger reservation information to TSA's Secure Flight system. 

Travelers interested in participating in TSA Pre?'" should con1ac1 their airlines or visit CBP's Global Entry program al http://www.globalentry.gov/. TSA has implemenled TSA Pre?'" at the Nation's busiesl airport and plans to expand the program in 
the future with more airlines at additional airports. For more information. including a list of participating airlines and airports, please visit http://wv,w.tsa.gov/tsa-pre%E2%9C%93%E2%84%A2. 

We hope this information is helpful. 

TSA Contact Center 
NOTICE: The information contained in this message and any attachments is pri vi I eged and conf1d e nti al and the re fore protected from di sci osu re. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient. or an employee or agent who is responsi b I e lo r 



Remote Client 1ptb)(61 
Date Time: 111912""0~,-3~1~;4~4~;4-7-p~M ....... 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
1 )Information about the person who experienced the c1v1 I rig htslci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I at,on 
(fill in what you can) 

No 

First and Middle Name: 

Last Name: 

11/91201~ 
522:43 r:..::::.:.::.. 

PM 
Main Phone: 

[b)(6) 

Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

PO Box or Street address: 

City: 



11/912013 
7:13:15 

PM 

To Whom it May Concern 

This is an appeal for some common sense review and revision of TSA policies and procedures at US airports. While I am far from being a super-frequent traveler, I do travel often for family visils, volunleer work and for vacations. I am elderly, 
handicapped, and have a hip transplant which sets aff the screening equipment in most airports. When it is not a full body scanner - which most are not - 1 am then subjected to really intrusive (crotch, breasts. buttocks) and excessive pat-downs. 

In contrast, last month I boarded a Lufthansa flight in Barcelona, Spain. When the airport scanner detected my hip replacement, a woman official just gently ran her hands across my hips and sent me on my way, accepting my explanation. Is there 
some GOOD reason why Spain should have such a different approach 10 Ierrorism threats? Why they can Ireat people with common sense and lhe US cannol? 

I truly believe that real terronsts are delighted to see that EVERY American who attempts to board a plane in this country is harassed by il"s own citizens because their tactics - the terrorists - have scared the daylights out of our public officials. Not 
only do I find mys elf resenting these fa eel e ss terrorists. but a I so my own over-reactive government for imposing on its citizens what I be Ii eve a re excessive mi I ita ri stic procedures, 

I cite a recent specific local example related to this same trip. We live in a isolated community and must drive 70+ miles ta a small regional airport to catch feeder airlines ta either Dallas or Houston. In this case, we went to Hobbs. New Mexico to 
catch a United Airtines flight. It rained that morning. enough that our flight from Hobbs (Lea County Airport) was delayed - after the entire group of passengers had already passed through the TSA screening. In my case, I was processed by an in
experienced young woman who was terrified she would be fired if she did not repeat everything three times. (I told her that I have been through this at least 100 times, but that did not deter her.) It took almost 10 minutes of poking and patting for her to 
do her thing. When lhe flight was delayed, ALL passengers had to return 10 lhe lobby (i.e. out of the secure area) to re-book their flights. (In larger airports, this would have been accomplished at a terminal in the secure area - but never mind.) And -
you guessed it - we all had to go through the whole bloody thing again, including my having to wait 15 minutes until the stumbling novice and her "say everything three times" routine could even start ta process me again. I indicated ta the supervisor 
that I thought this was. in my exact words, "beyond reasonable." He threatened me as being disruptive. something I perceived that he delighted in doing. 

Why should a 75 year-old otherwise quite placid and reasonable cripple who requires wheelchair assistance be subjected to this sorl of treatment every time she decides 10 lake a trip by air? I should be easy-peesy. ll's not. 

If no-fiy lists can be created, pre-screened lists should be as well. I discovered that a letter or certificate from my doctor is meaningless. People shculd be able to easily apply for pre-screened status. This Is NOT an easy process. and is not available 
to most ordinary flyers. like myself. If I could avoid the treatment I described to you above, I would be willing to pay the S85 fee that is quoted in the TSA materials on the website for the special status which is available to a select number of people 
who ha pp en to fi y from ce nl r a I airports and have access to the service. 

W hi I e I am dou btfu I th at this memo wi 11 either reach anyone who can do anything about it, or be taken senousl y. I do a pp recIate the cha nee to vent my op i mon. 

Sincerely, 

erlsbad Nm 8822f 
_\b1(6) _ 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Dateflime 11/101201310:59:48 AM Airport: LAX - Los Angeles lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 11/09/2013 12:15 PM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · This is an encouragement to be consistent on how to hand I e passenger items when passengers elect to opt-out and be patted down as I (and my wile) always do, 

In most airports the procedure is to first take the passenger ta identify their items on the conveyor. and then for the TSA Agent ta collect the items from the conveyor after those items have gone through the x-ray machine and place them in a safe place 
where the passenger can keep those items in view. The pat down takes place. 

This procedure works great; however, lhis is not the procedure consistenlly used at all airports 

Twice, in the past year, this failure to conduct business in this manner has resulted in damage to my computer or, as happened yesterday in Los Angeles International (Terminal 1 ), my computer almost being upended off the conveyor onto the floor. 
This occurred because other i terns behind my i terns were a 11 owed to continue through the x-ray machine and jam the end of the conveyor crunching, and fi na 11 y upending items, 

111101201 Yesterday, when I observed this happening to the bin in which I had placed my computer and shoes, I quickly protested. The TSA Agent at the end of the conveyor beside where this was occurring and did not appear ta be watching the conveyor, told 
3 1 :30:46 

p M me to &quot: calm d own&q uot and ignored my concern. At the 11 me I was standing in the p utdown area with a different agent patting me down and considered myse If u nab I e to break off and go to the conveyor myse If to protect my computer. 

11110/201 
3 7:37:57 

PM 

Moments earlier I had protested lhat my compu1er was nol in view as I waited for an agenl to come and pat me down. Last year, when being palled down in BWI, I observed someone pickup my computer from the conveyor, look at ii and then look 
around as if they intended to take it. In this instance, where I also protested, they placed it back in the bin and left the security area. 

At LAX yesterday. in the end one of my shoes went out of the bin onto the floor and my computer which was being upended by other items crowding up behind it, wobbled up and tipped in the tray but did not. One of my two shoes was not so lucky. but 
ii was a shoe -- no harm, no foul. The Agenl who had ins1ructed me to calm down, had to find and retrieve one of my shoes once the pal down was completed. But she only did so after I pointed out I hat my shoe was on her side of the conveyor on the 
floor and I could not access it. It was clear to me that she was watching very little. My shoe had actually between her legs. 

A la r more serious thing happened I a st D ece m be r at B WI when a TSA agent banged my computer down the computer ro 11 e rs instead of moving it slowly to the end or carrying it. 

This incident at BWI resulted in the failure al the hard drive in my computer. Because the computer was less than one year old Apple replaced it at no charge and also retrieved as much of my data as they could. They indicated they would report this to 
TSA and I assume that they did. 

I think the procedure used in some airports where the TSA Agent firsl retrieves a passenger's items and places them in a safe place in view of the passenger before proceeding with the putdown works just fine. I encourage TSA to encourage all 
airports to follow this procedure or a similar one. 

Caller slated she did not want to register for anything. She did nol wanl to go through the AIT machine, but the TSO insisted she pass through it. She experienced heart palpitations. She has a family history of breast cancer. 

Advised: 

I apologized thal she was not happy wilh the screening procedure. I suggested thal the nexl time she fly, she could request a Pal-Down procedure. 

AIT is a classification that covers two similar technologies. millimeter wave and backscatter. Both systems work in a similar way to give Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) a virtual image that conspicuously highlights potentially dangerous items 
on a passenger. However, as of May 17, 2013. no backscatter AITsystems are deployed to U.S. airports. 
Millimeter wave systems project beams of non-ionizing radio frequency energy over the passenger's body surface: the beams do not penelrate the skin. The radio frequency energy reflected back from the body and olher objecls on the body is used to 
construct a three-dimensional image. The energy the system projects is thousands of times less than a cell phone transmission. 
The ca 11 er stated she did not use ce 11 phones. 
The extremely low dose of radiation from the entire spectrum of TSA screening technology is inconsequential, even to frequent flyers who undergo repeated screenings. When evaluating new screening technologies, TSA performs independent studies 
and evaluations to verify lhe systems meet regulatory and national consensus standards to ensure the health and safety of lhe traveling public. This testing takes into account special populalions that are more sensitive to radiation, such as children, 
persons receiving radiation treatment for medical conditions, and pregnant and potentially pregnant women, as well as employees who work near the equipment. All screening systems fully comply with Federal safety requirements, and measured 
radiation levels for each are well below limits established by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration. 
Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough patdown. 

She stated that the TSO did not give her the option for a Pat-Dawn. 

The ca 11 er was not s ati sfi ed with my response and I offered to take additiona I information for her comp I a int. She said it wo u Id not do any good, 



Caller stated that she was traveling out of Palm Beach International Airport on 11-11-13. She stated when she arnved at the airport the TSA agent had placed the wrong gate number on her boarding pass. Caller did not realized she was at the wrong 
gate unti I she had a I ready c I ea red screening once, Due to airport I ayout, getting to the correct gate required her to undergo screening again, Ca 11 er stated that she had told the TS Os that she had a meta I knee and that she was e pi I ept i c, She tried to 
provide lhe TSO s with her card but they refused to look al it. She stated I hat she the original ~as supposed to pat her down was pulled away and another TSO conducted lhe patdown. Caller overheard the first TSO say This woman is crazy 
in Spanish. The second TSO who arrived to conduct the patdown was accompanied by STSctLb.l.!:.!il..who stood there and watched the patdown. During the patdown, caller stated that they grabbed her breasts, buttocks, and pulled her pants out in 
the front and the back and I ooked down her pants. Caller stated th at she has never le It so violated and stated mu Iii pie times that she le It the TSO s we re very arrogant and rude. 

Advised Ca Iler: 
I apologized that this happened and I explained that anytime theres an alarm during the screening process that the person alarmed was going to receive a patdown. I told her that her card for her metal implants was great for communication but it would 
not change her screening or exempt her from actua 11 y receiving the paid own. 

Flight Information: 
Airport West Palm Beach 

11/111201 Airline: JetBlue 
3 9:03:51 Flight number: 561 

AM Dale and lime: Nov 9 Deparled 1 :49 PM 
Terminal or gate:Gate B5 

11/11/201 
3 

11 :46:08 
AM 

I told her I would provide her the information to make her complaint official and I too would take her complaint for her. She can email her complaint to TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov or via postal mail to: 
Transpor1ation Securily Administration Office of Disability Policy and Outreach 
601 South 12th Street TSA-33 
Art i ngto n. VA 20 598 

She had ask who was over TSA. I lold her John S Pislole was the administrator, she wanted contact informalion for him as well. 
Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
60 1 South 12th Street 
Arlington, VA 20598 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 11111/2013 10:56:57 AM Airport : OAK - Oakland International Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . TSA stands for Those Stupid A .. holes. I have never seen such incompetence. There are no terrorists that TSA has EVER stopped. Some idiot puts a bomb in his pants overseas and comes to the US, WE have to go through naked body 
scanners or be subject to gay pat downs ... some idiot comes in from overseas with a shoe bomb .. WE have to take off OUR shoes .. l have a medical device to breath at night.I get singled out for further inspection .. a woman nearby, older, WHITE. 
certainly not a threat.has her hair up in a bun. they make her take her hair down ... a little old lady in a walker, yah, real threat isn't she, is pulled out of line and thoroughly inspected, including herwalker .. tell me the last time a LOL was a threat..all the 
terrorisls were muslim males belween the ages of 18-35. Whal the hell is wrong with you people? .. What kind of idiots are running lhe TSA? The TSA has no purpose olher than to harass the traveling public. At LAX, four TSA agents just slanding 
around goofing off at gate 13 ... they don't have a rec room? No. they get to be stupid in front of all the passengers ... in OAK, 0530, over 50 agents standing around the area doing nothing . .what a drain on the federal govt monies ... they know they have 
power over p eo pie. you dare to q ue st1on what they a re doing and they threaten you with p u 11 i ng you off the p I an e ... j us! shut up and take it.. .. my daughter was going home through OAK. her grandmother had Ju st passed, she was crying. the TSA jerk 
was mean to her, pulled her out of line to further inspect her stuff. pulling underwear out of her case in front of people ... are agents insane or just mean? .. nobody treats my kid like that..seriously ... you are the most hated and incompetent organization in 
the country .. in fact ... YOU ARE the 1errorists ... you terrorize every passenger at every oppor1unity ... because you CAN! And while I really am sorry for your loss of an agent, he had a family and was a human being, lhe organization should be disbanded 
as it does NOTHING worthwhile, and the agents are for the most part rude. I recently traveled OAK/HOUILAXIPHX and observed utter nonsense. to go through the naked scanner and STILL be patted down by some gay guy? That is why air travel is 
off, people don't want to deal with the idiots of the TSA. And I have to go to Hawaii in January through OAK and I just have to endure it. Just expressing my 1st amendment rights ... but oh, can't question the TSA, can't complain ... they are in 
charge., .more like gestapo than anything else. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Nam9kb)(ff:1 
Phone Number . ~-----~ 

Emai!(b,(6I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Callers wife and he travelled to Newark from Richmond VA on Friday November 8th via United 4510. The flight number was 5810 on United from Newark to Richmond. He printed tickets out at home before they left. He received a preboardrng email 
from United while in Manhattan on his phone so he wasn t able to download the ticket then but had to wait and get a boarding pass at the desk. Their boarding passes had SSSS on both. When they got to checkpoint they were told they had to wait to 
the side. Two agents arrived and told them they had to be searched. 11 was very humilialing to them and lhey were kept there close 10 half an hour, lheir license and lickels were taken and had to be copied. He has medical issues that causes him to 
frequent the bathroom. This screening kept him from doing so. The agents gave them some forms to complete and he was wanting to know why this happened to them. Caller is ultimately concerned about how rude the agents who conducted the 
paid own were. They were at terminal A going to gate 26 around 4:15pm. 

Response: 
The ··s" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
Nation's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

TSA does not discuss or release specifics about securily screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Securily Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI 10 lhe public because it is 
considered detrimental to the security of transportation. 

111111201 For those who encounter misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevent watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for OHS redress online at https: trip.dhs.gov Travelers may also apply 

3 2,36,57 through e-mail or U.S. Mail by compleling the atlached Traveler Inquiry Form, signing lhe document, and returning lhe original wilh at least one unexpired, photograph-bearing, Government-issued travel document (e.g., driver's license or unexpired 
passport) to Trip@dhs.gov or mailing it to the following address: 

PM 

OHS components will review the request and share information with other agencies to address the issues identified in the TRIP application. TSA's Secure Flight uses the results of the redress process in its watch list matching process to help prevent 
future delays for misidentified passengers. However, because airline procedures for screening passengers against Federal watch Ii sis vary, individuals may still be required 10 check in for flights at the airlines lickel counter. 

When an individual applies for redress, OHS TRIP will assign a record ident1f1er or Redress Control Number (RCN). OHS TRIP will inform redress applicants in writing when the OHS review of an inquiry is complete. Reviews of requests for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. Applicants may check the status of inquiries at https; trip.dhs.gov status.him by entering the RCN. Travelers who wish to check the status of an inquiry, but do not have their RCN, may contact OHS TRIP by e-mail 
or by mail. 

After the complaint is resolved. DH S TRIP recommends th at !rave I e rs pro vi de this R CN when making reservations or updating thei r t rave I er profile with an a i rt i ne. This info WI 11 assist security technologies to help prevent m1s1d e ntifi cation from o ccu rri ng 
due to the similarity of a traveler's name and personal information to another person in systems that contain information from Federal, State, local, and foreign sources. 

Due to you stating that the officers were rude we will also forward a copy of this to the CSM at that manager that way they can review the events during that time and take the necessary action. Sent email regarding how to apply for redress. 

On November 10, I sent the following email to HYPERLINK "mailto:TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov"TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov: 

On October 7, 2013, my husband and I were denied expedited boarding using the TSA PreCheck system solely because I was using my own manual wheelchair. We had all the appropriate paperwork with us and our boarding pass was marked 
Precheck as we were signed up and approved in advance. 

Nowhere in the ru I es are wheelchair use rs denied part1c1 pat1on. I understand th at random checks are al lowed. but this was not random. If memory serves me correctly, the re we re five employees at the check point and I was ag reeab I e to having my 
wheelchair examined as usual. 

What can I do so this does not happen again? 

The response I received is below. The response does not answer my question which was "during the TSA PreCheck process, how can a person using her own wheelchair achieve the same righls and courtesies extended to a traveler not using a 
whee I chair?" I t rave I freq ue ntl y and I am very aware of the security process. I am ab I e to walk through the meta I detector without assistance and do not require a pat down. 

111111201 I would appreciate some help so that I can benefit from expedited boarding using the PreCheck process next time I travel. I'd like to know what, if any, extra steps I can expect as a wheelchair user. Many thanks in advance. 

3 5:16:40 
PM 

---Onginal Message---

F ~m ·_ tsrytcc do oat IBP Iv <ts atcc do 
To (b1(61 I 
Sent: Sun, Nov 10, 2013 5: 18 pm 
Subject: In Response to your i nq u1 ry. 

not re pl y@senture, com> 

Thank you for your e-mail regarding the Transportation Security Administration's (TSA) pre-screening process, TSA Pre?'". 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is undertaking efforts to focus its resources and improve passenger experience at security checkpoints by expanding its use of technology and applying new intelligence-driven. risk-based screening 
procedures. As part of I his initialive, TSA is par1nering with U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) to implement a pre-screening process called TSA Pre?'". Eligible passengers include U .s. citizens who are members of certain airline frequent 
flyer programs or who are members of one of CBP's Trusted Traveler programs, including Global Entry, SENTRI and NEXUS. Additionally, Canadian citizens who are NEXUS members are also eligible for TSA Pre?'"- Individuals interested in joining 
a CBP Trusted Traveler program can learn more by visiting HYPERLINK "'http://www.cbp.gov'· \nwww.cbp.gov. 

All hough no individual will be guaranteed expedited screening, TSA is moving away from a one-size-fits-all approach and toward a more intelligence-driven, risk-based effective and efficient security system. If TSA determines a passenger is eligible 



11/11/201 
3 5:17:09 

PM 

111121201 
3 8:29:59 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 11/1112013 4:53:25 PM Airporl: ROC - Roches1er-Monroe County Dateffime of Travel: 09/08/2013 Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Security Screening TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: I would just like to take a moment to submit feedback about a negative experience I had with a member of the TSA staff at ROC airport. My husband and I were traveling together from ROC to JFK on Sunday, September 8, 2013, and for 
personal reasons both opted to have pat-down screening rather than going through the machines. My husband wears an insulin pump, the manufacturer of which strongly recommends that it is NOT worn in airport screening machines since it can 
potentially damage the pump: I was 8 weeks pregnanl al the time and elected to forego the x-ray machine. As we bolh placed our items in lhe bins on the conveyor bell and informed the TSA agent of our wish 10 bypass the x-ray machines, we both 
received snide and careless remarks from the agent. My husband (who is also an Endocrinologist and therefore very familiar with insulin pumps as a physician and as a patient) exchanged more than 1 remark with the agent who treated him with a hint 
of d1sd am and who was clearly j udgrng h, ml us lo r our elections. The tw"o remarks I remember most distinctly we re &quot: pea pl e do 11 a 11 the ti me&q uot: and &quot whatever, 11' s fine. but you' re gonna do what you want. &quot: I found it most i romc that 
placed directly next to the TSA agent was a very pleasant and congenial TSA sign that clearly stated that it was any passengers right to select their method of screening and that it was the TSA's pleasure to accommodate those requests. 

We had been traveling for a friend"s wedding and experienced none of this same negative judgement from our home airport of JFK. On the contrary, the agents there were accommodating and helpful. While this interaction did not cause any personal 
harm or loss of belongings. it was quite disconcerting to listen to this particular ROC agent bully passenger after passenger. I can only hope that continued education and training will be provided to TSA agents so that they fully understand that just 
because &quot:people do it all the time.&quot: doesn"t mean that it's right and doesn"t give them allowance to judge us for what may prove to be a very personal decision. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 

Phan'!;!'!~~::· Emaiib,{&1 ] 
To leav7"rnerii coricerrllnb this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

On November 12, 2013, I received the following email from you in response ta my email of November 11, 2013. To answer your question, we were at Atlanta airport an October 7. 2013 for Delta flight 1852 ta PBI. Thank you for agreeing ta help me 
solve this dilemma. 

Thank ya u for your e-ma i I reg a rd i ng your recent trave I ex pe ri e nee. 

Generally. when there are problems, complaints, and concerns with security screening at one of our Nation's airports, we would forward a copy of the complaint to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that airport. However, we are unable to 
extend this courtesy to you because you did not menlion the exacl airport you departed. 

We hope this inform at,on is he I pful. 

~ro~bfis)I Message. 

To: tsa-contactcenter <tsa-contactcenter@dhs.gov> 
Sent: Mon, Nov 11. 2013 3A8 pm 
Subject: Fwd: In Response to your inquiry. 

On November 10, I sent the following email to HYPERLI NK "mailto:TSA-CantactCenter@dhs.gov"TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gav: 

On October 7, 2013, my husband and I were denied expedited boarding using the TSA PreCheck system solely because I was using my own manual wheelchair. We had all the appropriate paperwork with us and our boarding pass was marked 
Precheck as we were signed up and approved in advance. 

Nowhere in the ru I es are wheelchair use rs denied part1c1 pat,on. I understand th at random checks are al lowed. but this was not random. If memory serves me correctly, the re we re five employees at the check point and I was ag reeab I e to having my 
wheelchair examined as usual. 

What can I do so this does not happen again? 



11112/201 

Good evening and happy Veteran's Day. 

I'm writing because of my experience today flying out of Minneapolis-St. Paul lnternalional Airport. I am active duty military, jusl returned from Afghanislan in July, and am stationed at Fort Lewis. I was visiting family for lhe Veteran·s Day weekend and 
I eft early this mo ming to return. 
I am a veteran and experienced traveler who is very disappointed with how I have been treated at security check-points throughout the US. Below are just a few of the ridiculous things that I've witnessed since I've returned from Afghanistan. 
- I flew pre-check out of Seata c on the 8th of November and had to wait lo r Ii rst class passengers who ap pa re ntl y get priority the re over active duty mi I ita ry, Acccrdi ng to your website. the imp Ii cation is that frequent flier programs were a utomat i ca I ly 
enrolled. How long did it lake you to enroll active duty military? Before deployment I was told on 2 separate occasions that I was not eligible for pre-check because my CAC wasn't registering in your system. My CAC worked with I scanned in at 
Khandahar Airfield. 
- When flying out of LAX 2 weeks ago, I was selected for "add1t1onal screening" from the pre-check line, despite flying pre-check down to LAX form Seatac, and despite repeatedly informing the TSA agent that I am an active duty Army officer. The 
'additional screening" included a pat down and an opening of my carryon. 
- Al pre-check lanes at JFK in lale SepIember I was required to remove shoes and belt and told I hat "only children and lhe elderly" do not have to remove shoes etc. I asked why I his was the case, as I did nol have to do it coming out of Seatac, and 
was threatened with removal from the checkpoint and denial of entry to the gate area. 
-Again at JFK. I exited the back-scanner device (which I still have significant pnvacy concerns with) and immediately was groped (yes. groped) by a TSA agent without warning. He rushed up to me, stuck his hand on my inner thigh and proceed to 
make a rather intrusive analysis of my anatomy. There was no explanation. 

3 8}i'54 What is going on here? '"TSA Pre?'" is a pre-screening initiative that makes risk assessments on passengers who voluntarily participate prior to their arrival at the airport checkpoint." (from your website). I would like to know what risk assumptions you 
are making about an active duty army officer with a security clearance that would presuppose me receiving a pat-down. I am tired of this. And so are the rest of my military friends and veterans who are exhausted and frustrated that it's taken this 
organization over a decade to admit that active duty soldiers don't require the same security screen as everyone else,,, .and then you ccmpletely mess up the execution. 

My suggestion Is that a 11 active duty m, I itary members receive their own screening that is d1ffe rent than Pre-check. I don't want to wait around with a bunch of people who get the same screening that I do simply because they are wea I thy enough to 
afford flying first class for the last 10 years. Additionally, think about the perception of this organization here. 

Figure it out. 

-A disappointed frequent flier veteran 

Good evening and happy Veteran's Day. 

I'm writing because of my experience today flying out of Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport. I am active duty military, just returned from Afghanistan in July. and am stationed at Fort Lewis. I was visiting family for the Veteran's Day weekend and 
left early lhis morning 10 reIurn. 
I am a veteran and experienced traveler who is very disappointed with how I have been treated at security check-points throughout the US. Below are just a few of the ridiculous things that 1·ve witnessed since I've returned from Afghanistan. 
- I flew pre-check out of Seata c on the 8th of Nave m ber and had to wait lo r Ii rst class passengers who ap pa re ntl y get p nority the re over a ct,ve duty mi I ,ta ry. According to your website, the imp Ii cation is that frequent fl ,er programs were a utomati cal ly 
enrolled, How long did it take you to enroll active duty military? Before deployment I was told on 2 separate occasions that I was not eligible for pre-check because my CAC wasn't registering in your system. My CAC worked with I scanned in at 
Kha nda ha r Airfield . 
- When flying out of LAX 2 weeks ago, I was selected for "additional screening" from the pre-check line, despite flying pre-check down to LAX form Seatac, and despite repeatedly informing the TSA agent that I am an active duty Army officer. The 
'additional screening· included a pat down and an opening of my carryon. 
- At pre-check lanes at JFK in late September I was required to remove shoes and belt and told that "only children and the elderly" do not have to remove shoes etc. I asked why this was the case, as I did not have to do it coming out of Seatac, and 
was threalened with removal from the checkpoint and denial of entry to the gate area. 
- Again at JFK, I exited the back-scanner device (which I still have significant privacy concerns with) and immediately was groped (yes. groped) by a TSA agent without warning. He rushed up to me, stuck his hand on my inner thigh and proceed to 
make a rather intrusive analysis of my anatomy. There was no explanation. 

11/12/201 
3 8 30 54 

AM Whal is going on here? '"TSA Pre?'" is a pre-screening initialive lhat makes risk assessments on passengers who voluntarily parIicipaIe prior 10 lheir arrival at lhe airpo~ checkpoinl." (from your website). I would like 10 know what risk assumplions you 
are making about an active duty army officer with a security clearance that would presuppose me receiving a pat-down. I am tired of this. And so are the rest of my military friends and veterans who are exhausted and frustrated that it's taken this 
organization over a decade to admit that active duty soldiers don't require the same secunty screen as everyone else .... and then you completely mess up the execution. 

My suggestion is that all active duty military members receive their own screening that is different than Pre-check. I don't want to wait around with a bunch of people who get the same screening that I do simply because they are wealthy enough to 
afford flying first class for the last 10 years. Additionally, think about the perception of this organization here. 

Figure it out. 

-A disappointed frequenl flier veteran 



11112/201 

Good evening and happy Veteran's Day. 

I'm writing because of my experience today flying out of Minneapolis-St. Paul lnternalional Airport. I am active duty military, jusl returned from Afghanislan in July, and am stationed at Fort Lewis. I was visiting family for lhe Veteran·s Day weekend and 
I eft early this mo ming to return. 
I am a veteran and experienced traveler who is very disappointed with how I have been treated at security check-points throughout the US. Below are just a few of the ridiculous things that I've witnessed since I've returned from Afghanistan. 
- I flew pre-check out of Seata c on the 8th of November and had to wait lo r Ii rst class passengers who ap pa re ntl y get priority the re over active duty mi I ita ry, Acccrdi ng to your website. the imp Ii cation is that frequent flier programs were a utomat i ca I ly 
enrolled. How long did it lake you to enroll active duty military? Before deployment I was told on 2 separate occasions that I was not eligible for pre-check because my CAC wasn't registering in your system. My CAC worked with I scanned in at 
Khandahar Airfield. 
- When flying out of LAX 2 weeks ago, I was selected for "add1t1onal screening" from the pre-check line, despite flying pre-check down to LAX form Seatac, and despite repeatedly informing the TSA agent that I am an active duty Army officer. The 
'additional screening" included a pat down and an opening of my carryon. 
- Al pre-check lanes at JFK in lale SepIember I was required to remove shoes and belt and told I hat "only children and lhe elderly" do not have to remove shoes etc. I asked why I his was the case, as I did nol have to do it coming out of Seatac, and 
was threatened with removal from the checkpoint and denial of entry to the gate area. 
-Again at JFK. I exited the back-scanner device (which I still have significant pnvacy concerns with) and immediately was groped (yes. groped) by a TSA agent without warning. He rushed up to me, stuck his hand on my inner thigh and proceed to 
make a rather intrusive analysis of my anatomy. There was no explanation. 

3 8}i'54 What is going on here? '"TSA Pre?'" is a pre-screening initiative that makes risk assessments on passengers who voluntarily participate prior to their arrival at the airport checkpoint." (from your website). I would like to know what risk assumptions you 
are making about an active duty army officer with a security clearance that would presuppose me receiving a pat-down. I am tired of this. And so are the rest of my military friends and veterans who are exhausted and frustrated that it's taken this 
organization over a decade to admit that active duty soldiers don't require the same security screen as everyone else,,, .and then you ccmpletely mess up the execution. 

My suggestion Is that a 11 active duty mI I itary members receive their own screening that is d1ffe rent than Pre-check. I don't want to wait around with a bunch of people who get the same screening that I do simply because they are wea I thy enough to 
afford flying first class for the last 10 years. Additionally, think about the perception of this organization here. 

Figure it out. 

-A disappointed frequent flier veteran 

Disability Description: The callers husband has a metal hip replacement. 

Information Request She wanted to know how to make screening for her husband smoother for the next time that he travels. She asked if there is someone she can contact before he travels to coordinate his screening. 

Response Details: I told her that every passenger must be screened at cleared. Therefore, if a passenger does not go through AIT or WTMD screening, they will receive a patdown to clear them through screening. I told her that If a patdown is required 
in order to complete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. SomeIimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. , 
A passenger s ho u Id nol be asked 10 remove or Ii ft any article of clothing 10 rev ea I a sensitive body area. 

11112/201 I told her that she can contact the CSM at the airport he will be traveling. Then, I explained that she would obtain the CS Ms contact number by dialing the TCC contact number, 866-289-9673. then select option 5. After selecting option 5, she will need 
3 to enter the airport code. 

10:28:23 
AM She can also call the TSA Cares number again to request assistance for her husband at the TSA checkpoint. This would mean that a PSS would assist him through screening. TSA Cares would collect the flight itinerary information, such as airline, 

flight number, airport, date and ti me. This inform atIon wou Id then be sent to the OD PO to coordinate assistance. 

Her husband can also requesl a PSS or supervisor while at lhe TSA checkpoint for assistance. 

I offered to send this information to her vi a em aI I, but the caller said that she wo u Id find the information onl i ne. She said that the request lo r assistance sounds I Ike the be st option to her and w111 uti I Ize this option in the future. 

lncidenl Details: She advised thal he !raveled previously out of LGB and POX. Because LGB does not have AIT, he was subject to a paldown. She does not like thal he had 10 have an invasive paldown because he has a metal hip replacement. She 
said that he also had to have a patdown at POX. She wanted to know the guidelines for a patdown and how he might be able to avoid getting a patdown in the future. 

When asked about filing a complaint, she did not wish to file a complaint. She only wanted information on how to make traveling easier for him the next time that he travels. Because she did not want to file a complaint. she did not provide any specific 
information aboul the flight. 



11112/201 
3 2:14:11 

PM 

Good momi ng. 

I Just traveled through the TSA checkpoint in Las Vegas. where they took away an unopened. sealed Jar of Nutella, which is like peanut butter. only made with hazelnuts. It is not a jell. it is the consistency of peanut butter. She told me that anything 
that could be spread was not allowed. This is not what is on your site. It is ridiculous that a small knife is now allowed, but a jar of what is basically peanut butter, that is still sealed, is not. I think what is taken is very arbitrary; case in point, I also had 
the same size conlainer of butler (spreadable) sitling with the Nutella, and that was not taken. As you might guess, they took away a large part of my nutrition budget for the week. TSA owes me money for the inappropriately confiscated ilems, which 
was a bout $4 .50. 

I travel every week and it is something new every week. One week they kept me waiting with my cane ( I am an older female with a slight disability) for 20 minutes at the San Francisco airport. because the agent at the checkpoint did not recognize a 
standard security document for standby passenger. When his supervisor came. she also did not know what to do, and she went moseying around for quite a while. talking and laughing in my view, until she found someone who did know. That person 
came over, explained to the agent what a security document was, and then I could go. No one apologized or acknowledged my inconvenience. 

I have had agents approach me from the back and start patting me down after I went through the scanner, without announcing their intentions or that they were even there. Of course, that is actually assault. 

I had an agent pat down my bra area, ask me what that was and when I said it was my bra, she screamed in my face something like 'hand scan", which forced me to wait many minutes for someone to mosey over to do that task. By screaming in my 
face like thal. it appeared she was exerting her aulhority on a helpless victim, me. 

I frequently see sma 11 parties of agents come to the gate to randomly check carry on items that we re supposed I y a I ready checked a I the ch eek poi nl. forcing everyone to get back o ul their ide nl i I y items and have people paw I hroug h their i I ems Ii ke they 
are criminals. The last time, two agents worked through the line waiting to board the plane, probably spreading germs from item to item. while two more stood leaning on the barrier, laughing and flirting with each other. 

This makes it a pp ear that you have way too many agents on duty, if you have to have them roaming a round intimidating p eo pie who have already gone through the check points. It also appears that you do not have confidence in your ch eek point 
procedures. 

I wish 10 inquire about an Enhanced Securily check procedure required of me. I am 80 years old. 

Date of this incident: Sept. 18, 2013 approximately 7:30pm 
JFK Airport New York 
British Airways flight BA 8006 10 Orly Airport, Paris France 

I approached the Sec u nty zone with s ati sfacti on, when I saw the posted notice that p asse nge rs 7 5 years and o Ider we re no Io nge r required to remove shoes when going through Security. But as I entered Security, a B ri ti sh Airways attendant he Id up 
his hand and said to me, "No, you cannot enter. You must come with me." 

"Why?,'" I asked? The answer: "you must go to Enhanced Security, and I will take you there." He then pointed to my boarding pass which had four SSSS stamped on it (in red). 

Once I arrived at Enhanced Security. I was told to empty my pockets, take everything out of my carry-on, and take off my shoes as well, I said that I did not see why I had to remove my shoes, since I had just seen the notice stating that 75 year olds 
were no longer required to do this. I was lold that if I refused, "you will be arresled." I was I hen subjected 10 a complele securily procedure, including a pat down of my butlocks and genitals. I was then lold to grasp or squeeze some odd-looking 

111121201 device. I asked what this was, and why I had to squeeze or handle it (don't remember exactly which). I got no reply from the TSA agents. 

3 2:14:20 
PM When I got through with this procedure. collected my belongings. and got dressed. I finally arrived at the boarding gate, and found my wile who had been looking for me with great concern: she was a few feet ahead of me at the original security and did 

not see me laken away to anolher location. I then asked a British Airways person at the Boarding gate why I his happened--why I was singled out for this Enhanced Security. "We don't do thal," she told me. "TSA does ii, and they pick oul people at 
random." 

Is this accurate? Did TSA pick me at random for Enhanced Security? If so. how and why can TSA select an 80 year old man? II so, would TSA at random select a 95 year old man and put him through this? Or a seven year old girl? 

Was I selected because I have a dangerous profile? If so, this must be revealed to me, because there is nothing whatsoever in my background that should bring me to the attention of TSA as a security risk. 

Please tell me exactly WHY I was subjected to this procedure on Sept. 18. 2013 

New York, NY 10021 



11112/201 
3 2:17:18 

PM 

11112/201 
3 2:32:32 

PM 

Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Calegories Duration of Screening Process; Olher Current Date/Time: 1111212013 11 :59:47 AM Airport CLE - Cleveland Hopkins lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 11/11/2013 Airline & Flight Number: American Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I am a retired Special Agent with the FBI (25 years with the FBI and 10 years as a Police Officer in Connecticut). While employed as an FBI agent I travelled dozens of times on aircrafts with my weapon. As a &quot;retired&quot: agent I 
know longer have the authority to travel on an airline with my weapon. However. I do carry my retirement credentials. Why do I still have to wait in long security lines and then be subjected to an &quotextra pat down?&quot; It is my contention that TSA 
should recognize and respect my retirement credentials an allow me to circumvent the security line. My wife is a currenl FBI agenl and I was travelling with her recently. So she filled out the necessary paperwork and was allowed to circumvent the line 
but I had ta stand in line for over an hour (Palm Springs Airport). I have contacted bath my Senator as well as the Retired Agents Association and filed a complaint concerning this matter. Your attention to this matter is appreciated. 
Would you like a re ? · 

Passenger's Na,:m:.::ec.,,b.,1(._6_,1 __ ..,..., 
Phone Number (hW'i'I 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a commen concerning 1s eedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Disability Description: Caller has a pacemaker. 

Response Details: Apologized to caller for his experience and advised him to always inform the TSO in the future before beginning his screening he can t go through the WTMD and if the AIT isn t available to request a patdawn. Explained he can 
provide med1ca I documentation, a I tho ugh, not required and he s ho u Id always verb ally inform the TSO of any medical condition th at cou Id affect the screening process. 
Thanked him for letting us know of his experience and advised anytime we receive complaints comments infonmation is provided to the CSM for review. 
Advised if additional information is required, CSM may contact via email. 

Incident Detai Is: Ca 11 er flew between OAK and Long Beach. CA and he had an incident when he flew over the weekend he wants to re I ate to T SA The re are 2 types of scanners used and in OAK he is ab I e to go through the AIT and on return trip at 
Long Beach, he showed his card indicating he had a pacemaker and he told the female TSO he wasn t suppose to go through that technology (WTMD). Caller states she told him to come on through and they would tum off the machine as he came 
through. 
The agent was a female about 50s and approx. 5.5 inches tall and had dark reddish hair and she summoned a much taller older male to pat him dawn after he went through the WTMD. States he didn t set off any alarm and didn t understand the 
paid own. Stated the fem a I e TSO asked him if he had a pacemaker afle r he went through the W TM D and the ma I e she summoned for the p atdown stated he was n I suppose to go through with a pacemaker. Ca 11 er told them he knew that but was to Id 
to go through and thought TSA would be able to handle the situation. 
There were only 3-4 TSA agenls working al the time, on the floor and at lhe supervisor slation. 
Flight #not available, via Jetblue from Long Beach ta Oakland, Gate #7, departed at 3:56PM. 
He has a ca 11 into his ca rd iolog i st. but. currently not having any symptoms. but states he 1s Iota 11 y de pendent on his pacemaker and re al ize s that someone e Is e may encounter the same situation. 
Just a personal comment When he went through the WTM D and the male TSO realized what had happened he made the comment that, It looks like you are okay and if there were a problem they would already know about it. 

I came through Tampa airport Sunday night. I always choose not to go through the radiation in the scanning machines. I was pat down and your employee touched my genitals rnappropnately. 
She did not have to GO SO HIGH AS TO TOUCH THE INSIDE OF MY GENITALS. 
I've been pat down numerous times, and never I his way. Disgusting!! 

111121201 Not only was I pat dawn once, but i was appalled that your machine malfunctioned and I was required ta be pat dawn again by another TSA agent. 

3 9:06:23 
p M I am extremely up set and disturbed at this treatment, and even more up set that your machine ma 1/u net ions! ! 

WHERE can I go to place an official complaint about this?? 
AND I want to speak to someone high in the ranks about this 



11/13/201 

Disability Description: Caller has an insulin pump and travels quite a bit and carries three juice boxes for her diabetes. 

Information Requesl: She is needing to know if this is TSA regulations. 

Response Details: I advised her that TSA regulations state that if she does not want her l1qu1ds to be opened she will have to go through additional screening which would include a patdown screening. Whether the items are swabbed for the ETD or if 
they need to be opened is up to the TSO at the checkpoint because they have the final say. 

3 9:05:36 She requested the contact number for the CSM at PHX. 
AM fh,IR\ I 

11/13/201 

Phone: k~b~)_(6~'---~ 

Incident Details: She placed the three juice boxes in a zip top bag. Usually they just swab her items and everythings fine but at PHX yesterday the TSO advised her that she will need to open ane al the juice boxes and the caller refused for her juice 
box to be opened and had to go through add1t1ona I screening. 

Caller 1s trying to get in touch wit~regarding a complaint he filed. She called yesterday and he did not pay attention to her. He needs to get back to his Senator about it. Caller said he is 81 years old, has a metal hip implant and is a cancer 
patient at SI o an Kettering hos pit~~ 

He said all of this started with a complaint. When he was at DCA the TSO told him he did not have ta remove his shoes. He went through the AIT and was on his way. But when he went through LGA the next day he was told by the TSO to remove his 
shoes. Caller told the TSO he was 81 years old and did not have to remove his shoes. TSO said, I m telling you to take off your shoes. The only chairs available were at the beginning of the line so he would have to go all the way back there to take 
off his shoes. TSO told him if he did not want to take off his shoes, he would have to go through the Magnatometer (WTM D). Caller said that was okay because that is what he had been doing. The TSO also did a patdown on the caller. then an ETD 
of his shoes. The TSO then lold him he was free to go. 

Caller walked 15 feet and a TSO came up to him and told him to come back. This TSO had talked to the first TSO the caller had come into contact with. Caller told him he wanted to talk to an STSO. The person said he was the STSO, then told the 
caller to remove his shoes. Caller did so and the STSO looked at them and told caller he could put them back on. Caller asked what was going on, why he had to do that. STSO said he didn t have to tell the caller the reason. Caller was very angry. 

Caller stated that he is a veteran. worked for airlines and was in security. His jog was the Advanced Passenger Information Coordinator for all airlines at JFK. Caller felt as though he was treated badly by the STSO so he filed a complaint. No one 
responded so he went to his Senator. 

3 9:59:02 I offered him the CSM phone number, but he did not want it. He felt that it was a relaliation for asking a simple question. Whal made him angry firsl was that there were no chairs where he could remove his shoes. Caller said he lives in Virginia, near 
AM Washington, and said The next thing I amd going to do is walk in there. 

Caller said You d think [the STSO] would explain what he was doing. Caller wants some feedback from the STSO. Caller stated that the STSO will examine his own conduct and if he is satisfied with it. caller is okay with that. But I want feedback 
from him .. I am a veteran and I think thal is important. He can I tell I am a veteran, but he could treat me like a citizen, with dignity. 

He had called !(b )(6) ! He cannot get through to fh \/R\ I He went to his Senators (McCain) Chief of Staff He had filed a complaint in June and he just heard something last week. He contacted his Senator about a 
month ago. The Chief of Staff told the caller to call back whenever he heard from TSA so as to bring her up to par. Caller said when he went to his Senator he got immediate action. He said he was supposed to call the OCRL s Marble Schlanger 
(sp?J 

He is preparing to fiy again so I told him to ask to speak to a PSS. If there are no alarms or anomalies, he can go right through the screening. I told him to be sure he tells them he has a metal implant. I also told him he could call the OCRL at 571-227-
kh\iRI He said he would. 

Caller did not say which airport he is flying from. The gist al this call, after his venting, was ta get a phone number for someone from OCRL and to know what to da when going through screening with a metal implant. 

My wife and I were flying out of LAX this past Sunday, 11/10. 
Our ba ardi ng passes said Preche ck. 
I was told that this meant I could keep my belt and shoes on. 
Of course I set off the ala rm. as my belt has a metal buck I e, 
They had me take off my belt and shoes, go lhrough again, and slill beep. 

11113/201 I was then subjected to a pat dawn, before being allowed to continue. 
3 4:07:41 I have a titanium rod in my left shoulder area, which did NOT react when I went through SEATAC, a few days earlier. 

PM 
I do appreciale lhe need for screening, but it seems thal precheck was supposed to cover those conditions. 

Are the units set differently at each airport? 
We had p I e nty of ti me to catch our fiig ht, but I was rea 11 y confused by the whole process, 



11/13/201 
3 610 00 

PM 

11/13/201 

To Whom It May Concern: 
Recently my girlfriend and I went on a trip to Denver, We enjoyed o urse Ives during our vis it, but upon our return to the Denver Airport to depart, I was struck by the I eve I of a rroga nee and b I ata nt disregard for my rights during the screening process, 
After going through check-in and then anolher level of check-in al the security screening area, I observed that there was a typical metal deIecIor in use and an automated imaging device or xray type device being used to screen passengers. Mosl 
passengers (almost all) were quickly herded through the Xray screening. Knowing that I did not have to submit ta X-ray screening, I moved toward the metal detector where I was stopped by an arrogant, pushy female TSA agent and informed that I 
could not go through the meta I detector and wo u Id have to go through their "primary s c reem ng" the Xray imaging machine. I thought about discussing the fa ct that I don 'I have to opt lo r that method of screening and it Is my ng ht according too the 
Offi ci a I TSA website to choose a I ternate screening or what I would ca 11 tradition a I screening, Instead. I saw a ma I e TS A agent working the imaging machine and I decided to raise my object ion to him and opt lo r alte mate screening, Imm ed i a tel y he 
knew I was displeased and said something to the effect that I was lucky because the machine had just gone down for calibration. Anyway, now I am redirected back to the screening I was entitled to in the first place and, of course, wenl through withoul 
incident. 
As an attorney. I find it di sres pe ctful and outrageous that pea pl e are being di reeled to a I eve I of screening they can chaos e to deny and select tradItIona I meta I detector sere en i ng and p atdown if necessary. To come aero ss as if a person has no rig his 
during this process and you will be screened by the method the TSA agent chooses is a ridiculous abuse of power and citizen's rights. I inform you of this as I am sure this happens on a daily basis and it is only a matter of time before Denver TSA 
agents bring unwanted publicity and I awsu its 10 your doorstep. 
It would be a good idea if your Denver TSA screeners foll aw your own policy and get same badly needed training or perhaps just read your from your own official website that every person can choose alternative/traditional screening. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time · 11113/2013 5:34A4 PM Airport : DCA - Washington Reagan National Date/Time al Travel . 1111212013 6:30 AM Airline & Flight Number · Delta 3492 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport Delta Air Lines Checkpoint TSA Emp I aye e: ( If Known ~omment : Going through security at D CA Is always an un pleasant experience for me and yesterday's trip was no difference. First my Hawa1 i State driver's Ii ce n se was given 
unfair scrutiny in my opinion without the TSO ever asking me ~~ns for verification (ii he had questions about the ID.) I would have gladly provided my US Passport or my Federal Employee badge. Next. I was &quot:randomly&quot: selected to 
have my hands swabbed. Again, I felt very judged and was appalled at the lack of professionalism and courIesy. I looked past I his, though, because I know TS O's are in a difficult position jusl trying to do I heir job lhe besl they can with the regulations 
imp I em ented by TSA. 

However, there is absolutely no excuse for TSO's being rude, indignant, and unprofessional. As I was stepping into the AIT, a TSO rudely yelled at my to take of my sweatshirt. She did not ask me, she yelled at me. That upset me so I asked her why I 
needed to when she had already lei through individuals with suit jackets and heavier coats. While I realize every passenger is a different case, I expect 10 be trealed equally with respect and fairness. Tsofb)(ffl !was rude, unhelpful, and stunningly 
bad at her jab. When I asked her for her name, she refused in an angry way and in my opinion, failed to da her job. This is unacceptable. Her fellow TSO, whose name I do not remember. did nothing to rectify the situation and refused to make eye 
contact with me and instead wanted to complete his pat down without addressing the s1tuati on. 

3 6: 1 O: 16 While the two supervisors who I spoke with were much more professional, their ambivalence towards the situalion was equally as shocking. 
PM 

11/13/201 
3 610 32 

PM 

I have yet to find any policy dictating that light outer garments (sweatshirts) need to be taken off, especially considering 11 was 40 degrees outside at the time. If this is indeed a requirement. I can accept that. But I expect that to be applied judiciously to 
all passengers and that TS O's can articulate that policy effectively. 

I have had plenty of good encounters with TSA going through security but I can say with confidence that 90% of my negative experiences with TSA have been at DCA. I have never before formally complained. but something needs to be done. TSA at 
DCA is failing to uphold the high standards that the Department of Homeland Security has set and I hope that something Is done to train TS O's to better interact with passengers and treat them with respect while also being confident in their knowledge 
so that they can better control situations. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name 1h··,1f';'1 
Phan · 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time : 11113/2013 4:35:26 PM Airport . CLT - Charlotte Douglas International Date/Time al Travel : 11 /0812013 4:30 PM Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : CHECKPOINT B TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment · A Iler passing through the backscatter machine, I was subjected to an add it ion a I pat-down which I did not consent to as I exited the machine. Upon quest ion i ng the procedure the TS A agent rep Ii ed &quot: That's the way it i s&q uot;. I am a 
frequest Iraveler and I his is the firsl time I have ever been patted down after going through a backscatter machine. The agent was rude in his response and I feel I hat after all of the press the TSA has go11en I his year about wasled funds, sleeping on 
the jab, leering at backscatter images, etc ... the agency should not al law agents ta act in this manner. I did not see any of this behavior demonstrated on my return flight form JFK on 11111/13. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email J(bi(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



He traveled from Yemen to Kata to ORD to RDU with Qatar Airlines. 

He indicated that in Doha federal police approached him and began asking him queslions which they did nol have the righl to do. 

I explained that this is out of TSAjurisdiction as TSA is only present at airports m the US. 

He asked who the guy was. I advised that I did nol know. 

He indicated that at ORD ORD yesterday, a federal officer with a badge that indicated Federal Police along with a TSO approached him just after he got off the plane. The TSO questioned him. He asked what he was doing in Yemen. The caller replied 
that he was visiting family. The TSO replied with a smartelic answer, The caller indicated that this was not his business. 

The TSO asked if he is traveling with family and if he knew why he was stopped. The caller indicated that he was and that he did not know why he was stopped. 

The caller indicated that he was questioned due to misinformation. A doctor advised that he was paranoid, however he is not. The caller indicated that he is conscious. 

111141201 TSA conducted a patdown inspection. The federal officer indicated that he is responsible for anything that was in his luggage. His luggage was screened. 
3 8:54:05 

AM 

11/14/201 
3 9:15:37 

AM 

The fede ra I po Ii ce put anti psychotic medical ion in his drink and food on the p I an e, He do esn t know 1 00 percent lo r sure. however he has ta ken this medication before and is experiencing the same systems, He fee Is that they a re trying to make him 
angry so lhat lhey can take some type of action and then be punished for lhe action. 

He thinks that Fed era I Po Ii ce d ea Is only with terrorist and he is not a terrorist. 

He asked what Customs does. He asked if I knew of an a11orney that would take I his case or if there is another agency thal can provide information. 

He asked lo r another number for Custa ms. 

I advised that this is oul of TSAjurisdiclion as well as lhis would have been aparl of Customs clearance which occurs when a passenger arrives into the US from anolher country. I advised lhat I have documented his complainl and the information in 
reviewed. however there is nothing further that we can do. I referred the caller to CBP at 877 227 5511 and that he contact the entity that he is referring to as the Federal Police. 

The number that I provided for Customs is the only number that I have. 

I explained that US Customs and Border protection controls people and items coming into the country. 

Caller slates that he wenl through Miami Airport, he opted out of the AIT and they placed him rig hi beside the AIT and did an patdown, he states that he had to wait for a patdown. And he didn't want to be placed beside the AIT since he can still get 
radiation from the machine. Caller wants to know if in the future that happens again can he ask to be moved away from the AIT machines. And he wants to know how to get in contact with the CSM. 

Informed caller: Informed caller I hat usually he does have 10 wait until an officer becomes available. That yes he can always ask to be moved away and he can call this number back that he dialed and press option 5 and enter the airport code for miami 
and get the numb er to the CS M. 



Disability Description: The caller has metal implants and had a bad experience at the checkpoint. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: I advised that I would send ca 11 er a claim form and information on fi Ii ng a dis a bi Ii ty-rel ated complaint, I read the RF I statement to the ca Iler and stated twice in the cal I that she would have to commit her complaint in writing, 

Incident Details: The caller advised that she is calling from the United desk and asked if I could speak to one of their customers. 

The passenger had a problem in Pasco. WA at 0602. She is in SFO now. The caller stated that they put her through such drama at the checkpoint due to the metal in her body. She had to take her shoes, belt, and coat off. She said that it was 
humiliating. The flight attendant asked if she could help the caller carry her baggage. The TSOs refused to allow the woman to help her. She was told to remove her jackel. belts, socks, and shoes. She had a pat-down from a female screener and 
four males were standing around watching. 

When she said she needed ass i sta nee making it to the plane, she stated that the off ce rs to Id her that was too bad . 
11/14/201 

3 Does she believe that they discriminated against her because of her injuries? 
11:19:14 

AM Yes, they humiliated her, and didnt offer to help her. 

I advised caller that she would have to put her complaint in writing. Caller advised that she understood. Later in the call, I read to her: 

If you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition, Federal regulations 
require thal your complaint be put in writing unless your disability prevenls you from doing so. 

Do you want information about Ii Ii ng a wntte n comp I amt reg ardmg di sab i Ii ty di sen mi nation or a re you ca 11 mg with a d iffe rent concern such as poor customer service? 

Caller slated that she believed thal she was discriminated agains1. 

She also was missing an i Pad 5 from her carry-on bag. 

1. Airport: Pasco 
2. Airline: United Express 

Caller was at a meeting lhis morning lalking wilh a friend. The caller is flying out of lhe counlry. He was told by a friend lhat at Cincinnatli while he was being wanded his belongings went through lhe scanner and his bag was missing after he got back 
from his additional screening. The caller asked if he can keep his money and credit cards in his pocket during screening because if his things go missing then his vacation is ruined. He asked if he can ask the TSO to watch his bag if he is pulled aside 
for a patdown. 

I told him to apologize to his friend and to tell him he may call us to file a complaint or call the CSM direclly. 

11114/201 Also, the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) strongly recommends that passengers remove all items and accessories from their pockets before beginning the security screening process. Removing ,terns such as wallets. belts. bulky jewelry, 
3 1 :44:39 money, keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology 

PM (AIT) screening. To avoid the chance of leaving personal items behind, we recommend passengers place their belongings in I heir carry-on baggage before entering the checkpoint. 

TSOs receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great care during the screening process. 
T ra nsportat ion Security Adm i ni st rat ion (TS A) policy requires Transportation S ecu ri ty Officers (TS Os) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items, a re kept within a passenger's Ii ne-of-si g ht when a passenger is required to undergo additiona I screening , 
When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sighl with their property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained 10 maintain control and sight of the passenger"s ii ems and 10 ensure thal the passenger is reunited with his or her 
property once it clears x- ray screening. 
I to Id h, m he may voice his concern to the TSO at the checkpoint. 



11/14/201 
3 2:53:31 

PM 

11/14/201 
3 6 01 27 

PM 

The ca 11 er wou Id I, ke to clear his name when he goes to travel . The ca 11 er states that the I ast 2 ti mes he flew the office rs searched his bag and took him to a room and searched him as wel I. The caller has a NOi and he wants to know why the officers 
keep checking his luggage. The TSA officer told him the problem was his last name but, the caller is not sure if the officer was being serious. The caller states that he was also stopped in the boarding gate area. and screened again. The caller wants 
to know how 10 clear his name. The caller does not have 1rouble printing his boarding pass or crossing boarders. 

Every passenger and their property must be sere ened before entering the secured a re a, and the way the screening is conducted is import ant, Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers a re treated with dignity, respect, and 
courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
transportation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
Traveler's belief that they are on a government walch list. 
Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly ar incorrectly delayed. denied boarding, or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports ar ports of entry. 
Difficulty printing a boa rd i ng pass at home or at the kiosk. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is cons1antly exploring initiatives to expand and enhance our security and lhreat mitigation efforts. As part of this initiative, TSA has expanded security screening beyond the security checkpoint to other 
secured areas of the airport, including boarding gates. 

These additional screening activities include but are not limited to screening passengers, checking passengers' identifications and boarding passes, and searching carry-on baggage either visually or with Explosives Trace Detection (ETD) units. These 
checks may be unannounced and may occur at any boarding gate al any time. 

As always, passengers receiving a paid own inspection may request a private sere en i ng at any 11 me dun ng the process and have a companion. ass i slant. or fa mi I y member ( after he or she has been screened) accompany them to the p nvate screening. 

TSA also selects passengers and I heir properly at random for enhanced security screening. 

DH S TRIP is pa rt of an effort by the U.S. Departments of State and Home I and Security to we I come I eg i ti mate travelers wh i I e securing our country from those who want to do us ha rm. 

For those who encounler misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevent watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for OHS redress online at htlps: trip.dhs.gov. Travelers may also apply 
through e-mail or U.S. Mail by completing the attached Traveler Inquiry Form, signing the document, and returning the original with at least one unexpired, photograph-bearing, Government-issued travel document. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Profess,onalism/Customer Service: Screening Current DatelTlme : 11114/2013 4:48:01 PM Airport : JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoinl/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I always opt out of the screening and chaos e a pat down - not for h ea I th reasons, but because I obj eel to the screening itself. However, a I mo st every time I have gone through this procedure I have waited twice as Io ng as my husband to 
receive a pat-down (I am a female). In fact, on two occasions the only reason why I was patted-down more quickly (still waiting about twice as long as my husband) was because my husband. waiting for me on the other side of security, told security 
that I had been waiting a long time. I once waited for aboul 40 minutes! And that was in addilion to the wait time for the actual security line. 
Being an American citizen I was under the impression that men and women are Constitutionally required to be treated equally. The fact that I am always left to wait longer than my husband impresses upon me the fact that I am not treated equally by 
the TSA, and I will venture to say that other women are not either. When I once told a TSA security guard this, he laughed at me. He said that I had to wait longer because there are less female security agents to pat me down. However, laughing at a 
Constitutional right does not make me feel better about the injustice to begin with. and it is not my problem that there are fewer women to pat me down. I should be treated equally, and it is appalling that I never am, and that I would get laughed at for 
having a problem wilh this. I wanted to let you know that this is a persistent problem. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email !(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



11/14/201 
3 6:01 :30 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 11/1412013 4:45:35 PM Airport: TPA - Tampa lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 11/14/2013 Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : gate 79 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· The TSA screening system is rather dracoinian. The ability of &quot:some screeners&quot: to communicate appears to be very rude or lacking any cultural diversity. Please send your screeners to training such that they recognize how to 
communicate and do nol a 11emp t to get a customers atl ention by using commands that they probably use with I heir wife or chi Id ren. Some of us humans do not respond to someone shouting on I y &quot: I ook at me! ! •&quot: re pe ate I y to get a customers 
attention when the customer is more than 1 O feet away and on the other side of the xray conveyor with more than 20 individules all because because my computer bag was on my computer in a tote. There are simple phrases such as &quot:excuse me 
sir&quot:. After listening to the rude screener. not uttering a word, I recognized 11 was highly probable, when the conveyor x ray screener talked to the human screener, that i was going to be singled out for a pat down and, was. People are not stupid 
cattle that your TSA employees can bully and be rude to. In addition, since the TSA is supposed to be a safety system, it is appalling from a public safety expectation, that there are any acceptions to to the screening process such as the &quot:TSA 
pre screening.&quot: From the rich, 10 poor, from pilots 10 hollywood actors including polilicians everyone should be included and subjected 10 lhe TSA screening system. Ironically, from a safely point of veiw, having read, understood and 
implemented many USA and eurapean standards such as iec 12100. 13849, 60204, ect or asha 79 there is something called &quot:forseeable risk&quot: that appears to be mitageted for one rouge musician, potlitican, actor, sports or media mogal 
th at wi 11 someday cati strop hi ca 11 y defeat the T SA pre sere en i ng p races s Risk Assesment and Hazard Ana lys1s. It is shamefu 11 and sad th at the risk assessme ntl hazard analysis that the TSA is supposed enforce to prate ct the pub Ii c has a gap lo r a 
single rouge TSA pre screened individual due to political hollywood/ big bussiness special favors. Yes, some of the tsa associates are pleasent: though, most appear to lack appropriate human intreration skills and need some of their own cool aid to 
rectify their arroganl behaviors. Thanks for lhe added value in the I ravel experience and realizing how lhe process is only for a common individule. ironically, The sloppy over weight screener jusl walked by. I feel safe now. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email fbl(6:, ~o leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicalionManager 

Fro'1(b)(61 
Sent: Friday, November 1 ::>. LU I .j I u I tJ. AM 

To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subject Re: Got Feedback. JFK - John F. Kennedy International 

Hello, 

I will try to give you more information, however, I am not trying to file a civil rights complaint. I simply want to inform the TSA that this is an ongoing problem and that it needs to be rectified. Furthermore. while this has happened numerous times. I was 
11115/201 not able to record the latest incident (when I was laughed at for voicing my concerns) because, as you know, when going through security I am not able to have my shoes on, let alone a pen and paper to record names and descriptions. Not to mention 

3 that given the treatment I was already subjected to. I don't think it would have gone over well ii I had returned to the security guard in questions with pen in hand and asked for his name and other identifying details. 
12:03:17 

PM However, to answer your questions to the best al my knowledge: 

Contact information - full name, telephone number, email, Detailed description 

~l(b_)_(6_, ___ ~1Phone,_l(b_)_(6_, __ _,I E-mail: HYPERLINKk._b~)("'-6~' ------------' 

Airport 

It has happened ta me on numerous occasions, but the most egregious and the latest event took place at JFK. 

Date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the experience 

I believe the event at JFK took place on March 5, 2013. I don't remember what time it was. But as I mentioned, my complaint is more general, and less tied to this specific event. I travel quite a bit and find this to be a persistent problem. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time: 11/15/2013 2:17:07 PM Airport· BOS - Logan International Date/Time of Travel· 11115/2013 12:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: American 1551 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal B Gates 30 - 36 TSA Employee: (If Known): 

!(b )(6) !Comment November 15. 2013 

Transpor1ation Securily Administration: 

I am writing to I od ge a form a I comp I amt aga i ns'J SA Scree or [§Rfil who vi O I ated my constitutional rights by S LI bJecti ng me to an Un necessary. invasive, and hum i I 1ati ng pat down search as I passed through the security checkpoint. I am al so 
lodging a formal complaint against TSA Screen _b,.1(6_) _, who witnessed the inappropriate search and failed to stop it, as he should have. 

At approximately 12:00 pm EST on November 15, 2013, I entered the security checkpoint for Terminal B Gates 30 - 36 at Boston Logan International Airport (BOS) on the way to my flight, American 1551 to Chicago. I opted out of the body scanner 
11115/201 and was then subjected to an invasive pat down search b~ who touched my buttocks and groin area. 
3 4:58:36 

PM 

11/15/201 
3 6:10:10 

PM 

This search was a gross violalion of my constitutional rights, nol to mention an invasion of privacy. I wanl this le1ter added to Screene!(b::,(6) !personnel file and also 10 Screenert~h~i~/R~--~, -~!personnel file, so that it may be considered in fulure 
pe rlo rma nee reviews as a record of misconduct. 

I request a written response to this complaint from the airport fed era I security director. 

Siocecelv 
kb)(6) 
Would you like a response?: True 

Passenger's Name~!(b~-~1(~6~1 ----~ 
Phone Number : 
Email f~b_l_(6_, ________ ~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 11/15/2013 5:21 :37 PM Airporl: SJC - San Jose lnlernational Dale/Time of Travel: 1111412013 6:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: Southwest 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal B TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I am currently 2. 5 months pregnant and have be en requesting a pat down si nee I found out I was pregnant. I travel a I most every week out of SJ C and have al ways be en accommodated property. On my recent In p out. I requested a pat down 
from an agent that I have seen many times before and he tried to discourage me from my request by pointing out the millimeter machine. I'm well aware of what machines are used and as a tax payer who requests additional assistance from a govt 
employee to do his job (simply calling a female employee), I find it very unprofessional and rude to question my requesl. If TSA doesn't want 10 offer pat downs to travelers, then don't, but don't offer it and then reprimand a passenger who has a right to 
make such a request. 
I Just departed out of CMH this afternoon and ran into a similar situation but this agent said &quot don't mind me zapping you with more radiation by using my radio to call a female agent.&quot If these men were pregnant and willing to &quot:zap&quot: 
their unborn child with unknown radiation, then so be it. but I don't need commentary about my decision to be patted down. 
A badge is just a piece of metal when it comes to these guys. I've always shown utmosl respecl to TSA agents but lhese two need to respect the passengers more. If I receive a remark again, I will be taking badge numbers and names, as well as 
letting them know that they don't have a say in my request. Customer service is a part of everyone's jobs. If they don't like their jobs, they should find new ones. 
Would you like a rysqao~e? - I• 1e 
Passenger's Nam~-_,(_b_i(_6 __ , _____ ~ 

Phnnt N11rnbec · 
Emairb,(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning mis feeoback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Complaint Form: 

Phone #: CeI1~1h-;=\1="=.,-======-, 
Mailing Addrestb 1(6) brlington, WA 98223 
Email HYPERLINKk._b~)-'-(6~1 ______________ _. 

What happened? 
@ Dallas Fort Worlh Airport 
D-Term i na I Security Are a 
Date: Nov 3. 2013 Time: 5:30-6:30pm 
Air Carrier: American Airlines 

111151201 I received a full-body patdown when I went lhrough the securily screening and was Iouched exceedingly unapproprialely on my scrotum by the man doing the patdown. Before the patdown I was reluctanl to allow the man to touch me and I asked for 

3 8,20,01 his supervisor. The supervisor came over to us and bath he and the man who was to do the patdawn repeatedly interrupted me when I attempted to express my concerns about the security proceedings and intimidated rne to discontinue speaking. 
PM When the man giving the patdown explained to me what he was going to do. he used language similar to: "I will use the back of my hand for sensitive areas." 

When lhe man doing the paldown came to palling down my legs. He Reached All The Way Up my groin area firmly, Iouching my scrotum, and brushing it all the way down as slid his hand down lhe inside of my leg. This was done 2 times on each leg 
for a total of 4 times firmly touching and rubbing my groin area. 

After the patdown, I decided to come back to the screening area to get the man's name and badge number in order to file a complaint against him. I was not able to speak with him and the supervisor who was sent to speak with me(this time a woman 
refused to give me the man's name. She said, " I do not give out the names of any of my officers." 

Frustrated. humiliated, feeling molested and not knowing what else to do, I proceeded to my airport gate for my flight. I was also not able to get the supervisors name either. 

When did I his happen? Please provide lhe approximate time of the experience. If ongoing, please indicale when the problem began. 
Ti me of the incident is described in the pre vi a us paragraph. 

Where did this happen? 
Place: Dallas Fort Worlh lnt'I Airporl 
City: Da I las State ar County: TX 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 1111512013 7:28:24 PM Airport : EWR - Newark International Date/Time of Travel 11114/2013 8:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: United UA 1464 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airporl . C terminal. E gates TSA Employee: (II Known) . 
Comment: I had to pass lhis checkpoint in exlreme hurry. There were no lines and a group of approximately four of your employees was not otherwise engaged. I had just arrived wilh a delay of over one hour from Reykjavik that was entirely owing to 
problems with lcelandAir. I was also misdirected by several airport employees, and as a consequence arrived at the United check-in counter too late to have my luggage transported to the plane. I am lucky I even made the flight. which was the last one 
out that mg ht. We were forced to book both flights rnde pe ndentl y. otherwise I could have Ju st rechecked the luggage. 

I pul my things on the belt after having disposed of all prohibited items. I then enIered the scanner wilh completely empty pockets. My pants had various buttons visible on the outside, as well as zippers. While lhey registered on the scanner, ii should 
have been clear what they were. Instead. a very rude female officer proceeded to pat me down on all sides. 

When I po Ii tely, but with some urgency asked her to please hurry up as I had a flight to catch immediately, she repeated the pat down mo re thoroug hi y, I was already pretty flustered when I got to the checkpoint, and the situation got only worse from 

111151201 there. She and the olher employees lingering about were rude, inappropriate, and unprofessional. I was lectured about being lhere earlier, when none of the time crunch was essentially my fault, and they obviously thought ii was funny judging by the 

3 S: 20: 10 others' facial expressions and comments. 

PM 
At this point I was at the brink of a nervous breakdown. To top it all off. the same female officer wiped my hands for traces of explosives - apparently obvious distress makes this necessary- and a male colleague asked her if a supervisor should be 
called. 

I barely made the flight due to their actions and am beyond insulted by their behavior. While in general hardly any of the agents I have encountered in recent years are parlicularly friendly, this group. and specifically this female agent, were completely 
lacking common courlesy. I can do without snide remarks when I am already having a bad time. and I deserve respect. 

They would likely tell you I was just another hysterical passenger making a scene, and that they were simply doing their jab. In any other industry they would nat ar na longer have one with this level of &quot:custamer service&quot;. 
Would you Jke_ a respo~se? : True 
Passenger' .(b )(61 _ 
Phone Number : 
Email!{h,IRI 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



11/15/201 
3 

10:21:54 
PM 

11116/201 

Fromi(b1(6) 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 7:18 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 

SubjectJ""\b~)-'-(6~'------------' 

Dear TSA Ombudsman: 

I submitted video evidence ta the TSA and to the United States Department of Justice regarding a few instances that illustrate a much larger involvement al the Department of Justice, Homeland Security. the TSA. Federal Marshals. and police officers 
in my life. 

I am a US born Amencan Citizen. I am a Physician who worked hard all my life for a career. I was then blacklisted and extorted by a group of individuals with incidents that started during my tenure at Georgetown School of Medicine when I was Class 
President. 

Again, I submitted video evidence of Federal Marshals saying "hurry, go harass that lucking asshole" inside of a Federal Courthouse in Las Vegas, Nevada, and then looking into my camcorder. which they held and turned on themselves and said "is 
this still on? I don't give a fuck!" and laughing. I was harassed and lhreatened in lhe Federal Courlhouse and intimidaled out of filing a lawsuit and taking care of other court business. This is a criminal action that I want justice for. 

I submitled video evidence to the TSA ofTSA agents yelling at me, calling me a 1errorist as I went through lhe security line al 4:30 am by myself. They can be heard talking aboul "terrorists don't file lawsuits, they go 10 Me,ico ... mass murder". Are 
these appropriate things to say to an American Citizen? Then they selected me for additional screening. even though I kept my composure and was completely silent. I took this action because the entire time I spend at airports, federal courthouses, 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Fj(b)(61 
Date Time: 11116''")2-0~1~3~1~,o-2~,-4-5-p-M.,........ 

······················---------------····························· 

3 3: 12:46 Nam .l',-b-")(..,.6~1 -----'------, 
PM Email b 1(6) 

Comp""a-,n-s-: n_a_p_p_ra_p_r-,a-e-~c_re_e_n-'1ng/Pat Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight Number 1881 Delta Tenminal 3 CVG Airport. 
Comments:I was asked to take off an article of clothing that did not need to be taken off. I placed my jacket in the bucket to be screened and then was asked to take off a puffer vest that I was wearing over a long sleeve shirt. This was NOT a jacket 
and part of my clolhes. I told lhe TSA worker I didn'I wanl to take ii off because you could see my bra through the under shirt. She was very rude and told me that I should have gone through pre check•in if I wanted to keep ii on ( I don't even know what 
that means pertaining to security). Taking off the vest was unnecessary as I was about toga through a scanning device anyways. I would have gladly unzipped the vest but ta take it completely off without being given any other option was unacceptable' 
I le It exposed and em ba rras sed' This really needs to be addressed. 



11/16/201 
3 5:21 :42 

PM 

Fro~(b)(61 
Sent: Saturday, November 16, 2013 4:14 PM 
To: Ombudsman TSA: internal.affairs usdo· av 
Subject F ~(b_1_(6_) ___________ ~ 

From!(b 1(6) I 
To: tsa om~1dsman®Jsa clbs goy tsa-contactcenjer@dhs gov; rnternal.affairs@usdoj.gov 
Subject F b 1(6 I I 
Dale: Sat, 16 Nov 2013 12:57:48 -0800 

Fro~(b1(6) 

To: tsa.omb11dsman@tsa dbs nov 
Subjec1:"'kb'"")""'(6'"") __________ __. 
Date: Fri, 15 Nov 2013 16: 18:03 -0800 

Dear TSA Ombudsman: 



Fro4b)(61 
Sent: Saturday, November 16, 2013 2'48 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1pj(bi(ff, 
111161201 Dale Time: 11116112"""01'"'3,..2"":..,.4""8:""o"'6""P""M.,... 

3 5:21 :47 
PM 

Name: 

l(b1(6) 

Email: 

fbi(61 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

Unprofessional conduct at DCA 

Comments: 

Greetings, 



11/17/201 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 11117/2013 9:57:56 AM Airport CHA - Cha1tanooga Metropolilan Date/Time of TrMel 11/1112013 5:15 AM Airline & Flight Number: U.S. Airways 4704 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· To Whom It May Concern, 

On Monday. November 11th, I was scheduled to depart from Chattanooga on U.S. Airways flight 4704 at 5:20 AM. I checked in for my flight around 4:30 AM, but when I arrived at the TSA security checkpoint. I found that it had not yet opened and that 
there was a long line of passengers already waiting. The checkpoint finally opened at 4:45 AM, 5 minutes before my flight was scheduled to board. 

After I wenl through the full body scanner, one of the TSA officials told me she had 10 look through my carry-on bag because something in it may have set off an alarm. I waited paliently while she looked lhrough each of my items and tested each piece. 
She was still looking through all my belongings when she informed me that another TSA official would need to pat me dawn. I was patted dawn and again was found to have nothing al concern on my person. Finally all my belongings were cleared and 
nothing prohibited was found in my possession, but the first TSA official told me that she would have to give me an even more thorough pat down in a private room. By this point I was already visibly distraught as I worried I would miss my flight and I 
also had no idea why I was being singled out in this manner. I have never felt this humiliated in my life nor more unsafe at the hands of a governmental body I have been taught to trust with our country's well-being. 

3 By the time I was finally cleared to go to my gate. the doors had been shut. I was placed on standby for the next flight that would get me home to Boston, but since this was a national holiday all the flights were either full ar overbooked. My last choice 
11 :03:35 to get home was to wait until the next morning and take the 5:20 AM flight again. Luckily. U.S. Airways personnel knew I wasn't actually late to my flight and they didnl charge me the $200 fee they usually would for someone looking to change their 

AM ticket. I only had to pay the difference in fares. but it was still a hefty sum ($97) for me since I am a full-time student. 

Aller this stressful and emotionally draining ordeal, I sincerely hope those in charge of the TSA personnel in Chattanooga learn from my experience and make some changes to their operating procedures. First al all, it is completely unacceptable for 
airport security to open 5 minutes before the first flight 1s scheduled to board. If a passenger should miss his/her flight because of this. TSA should take full responsibility and reimburse any expenses incurred from such an inconvenience. Secondly. I 
seriously have to wonder why I needed to have 2 pat downs after I had a I ready gone through a ful I body scanner and nothing dangerous had been lo und in my possession, Is this s ta nda rd procedure? If so. what's the point in going through the lu 11 body 
scanner 10 begin with? 

I wo u Id very much appreciate hearing from someone in charge to appease my concerns. 

Sincerely, 

!(~~~1a you 1le a r ? · 
Passenger's Name (b)(61 
Phone Numbe 
Email (b 1(6) 
To whom it may concern: 

On Sunday, November 17. 2013 at approximately 9:00AM UTC, I was going through TSA passenger screening at Memphis International Airport. 

While going lhrough the securily check-point, I had 10 undergo a pal-down. It is important to note thal I identify as a female. A male TSA Agent approached me, and while putting on blue plastic gloves he stated 'Put your arms out. You're going to feel 
slight pressure.'" I responded ta the agent and said "Isn't a female officer supposed to pat-me down?" Quickly, a female officer approached the scene to conduct my pat-dawn, the male agent responded ta me and stated--and I quote verbatim-'"What? 
I'm not cute enough?" Several male TSA agents laughed afler he made that juvenile comment. 

Based off of information currently available on your website, "All pat-downs are only conducled by same-gender officers." http:llwww.1sa.gov/traveler-informa1ion/pat-downs 

11117/201 I am uncertain of whether the agent's actions were meant to be a joke: however, passengers are strongly discouraged from Joking with TSA officers while in the check-point screening. Thus. agents should be subject to the same expectations 
3 3:08: 15 passengers are. II we are expected to take the screening process seriously. agents should mirror that behavior and be held to the same expectations and standards travelers are. Also, if travelers are expected to honor and comply with travel 

PM regulations e.g. no liquids, being subject to pat-downs to address concerns, etc., agenls should be expected to honor and comply with 1ravel regulations e.g. ALL pat-downs conducted be same gendered person, etc. 

Please review your pat-down requirements with all agents working at Memphis International Airport. especially ones working the morning of Sunday. November 17, 2013. The agent's behavior was embarrassing, inappropriate. unprofessional. and 
absolutely unacceptable. Although I ascertained information to identify him from his badge, it is not my intent to get anyone in 'trouble,' or impact one's professional occupation. so I have elected to not include such information in this email. I'm hoping 
that this was an isolaled personnel issue thal can be correcled and prevented in the future with addilional professional development and 1raining. Thank you. 

kbi(6i 
Licensed attorney in the State of Michigan 

Sent from my iPhone 



November 17, 2013 

Transpor1ation Securily Administration 

To Whom It May Concern: 
I am writing to complain about the humiliating experience I endured at the hands of your Tampa Bay TSA agents on Wednesday. Nov. 13. 2013. 

My ID and boarding pass was stolen from beside me as I was seated an the tram toga ta my SW Terminal around 1 :DO PM for a 1 :30 PM departure. It happened so quickly and I spent the next ten minutes going back and forth between the Main 
Terminal and SW Terminal trying to determine if I had dropped it or if someone had turned it in to an agent. Your agent at the I oad i ng area suggested I go back and have another boa rd i ng pass printed. but I wo u Id have to sti 11 go through the screening 
process, I totally understood that wou Id be the case, but had hoped it cou Id be expedited to a cco mm od ate my now 15 minute departure to Kansas City. 
By the time I had returned 10 Security al the terminal, as usual, lhere was a very long line. When I explained to the first agent lhat my ID was stolen and my plane was departing in a ma1ter of minutes, could I could go lhrough the fas1er lane that 
accommodates priority passengers, wheel chairs, the elderly and children, I was tald No. He could only let me go through after my name was announced on the intercom. I waited in line and, of course, my name was called and I had ta weave myself 
th ra ugh again to the other side. I was to Id to go to the Ira nt and then waited for another two passengers to be slowly checked through. Your TSA agent then asked for my ID and I went through the same p races s I had gone through three other 11 mes 

111171201 before. He then slowly called another agent over and they again asked for other ID and an explanation of what had happened. I explained again that my plane was probably already gone, but could they please hurry through this process so that I could 

3 5,02 ,00 be on my way. They told me to calm down and I hat I hey were going to put me through a much more detailed screening and accompanied me to wait for anolher two more passengers to go lhrough the XRay. I was I hen told that there was something 
suspicious following my screening and I would have to go through a Pat Down. I attempted to withhold my very angry thoughts and advised ta please do it quickly. That was apparently not the thing to ask, as the next female agent proceeded ta go as 
slow as she could - asking me to spread my legs apart and hold my blouse up while keeping my hands above my head. 

PM 

11117/201 
3 6:05:07 

PM 

At this point I advised your agent to call a supervisor over and another very unfriendly agent advised me that I was delaying the process. I was again told to hold my arms up while lifting my shirt so that my waistline was exposed. I was near tears, but 
did convey I hat I would share my experience wilh the local media and to please get I his over asap. After more advice 10 be quiet, my belongings were searched while I had to stand I here to witness I heir sloppy re1urn to my bag. Although probably 
inappropriate far the time. my last comment to the supervisor was that I totally could understand how the recent situation in LA occurred and haw humiliating this had been for me. She replied that she was very protective of her officers and that I was 
treading on thin ice. 
I shut my mouth and headed in tears to my SW gate, where a very nice agent helped me to call the Airport Police and report the stolen ID and rescheduled my flight to a later connection. The next surprising thing that occurred was at Indianapolis as I 
was the last person off the Tampa flight and the last person on the KC flighl. A TSA agent was called over and asked if he could see my ID. I've never had to show my ID again after going lhrough Securily, so I simply said NO - it was stolen at the 
Tampa Airport. He was very kind and after I shared that I had such a terrible experience in Tampa. suggested I report it and that they were alot more friendly in Indianapolis. Now I'm concerned that I will always be the target for additional security 
measures wherever I fly. 
I am dreading my ret um fiig ht and have gone through unnecessary expense and i nconve ni e nee in order to get my passport here in ti me to go through security again in Kans as City, I am asking your he Ip in rectifying. improving and making those 
accountable for the poor service the TSA is providing 10 protect its passengers and our nation. The last thing I would like 10 see, however, is the arming of the TSA agents! 
Sincerely, 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hltp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:f~b_)_(_6_, ___ ~ 
Dale Time: 11117/2013 4:56:30 PM 

Namd(b1(6i 

Email (b)(6, 
Comp a,n s: ncons,s en creenrng (Different Practices between Airports). 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenninal/Airport1Gate/Etc):DL6218, delta from LGA to RDU 
Comments:I am 33 weeks pregnant. When I travelled to NYC from ROU last week, I was allowed (wilhout even requesling it myself) to walk through the regular metal detector rather lhan the full body scanner because of my pregnancy. No furl her 
screening-such as a pat down-was required. Today at LGA I asked specifically ta walk through the metal detector instead al the full body scanner. They refused this and required a full body pat dawn that included the agent's hands running around my 
underwear band-not Just the waistband of my pants. All this happened after I watched a young boy AND his elderly guardian be allowed to go through the metal detector with no pat down at all. After reading the guidelines on the website and asking the 
agents on site, I strongly recommend you consider adding a valid opt-out option for pregnant women that does not require an invasive and humiliating pat down. I fail to see how a (nonpregnant) guardian accompanying a child under 12 is an 
acceptable candidate for the metal de1ec1or but a 33 week pregnant woman is nol. There will be people who will 1ry to subverl wha1ever rules you put in place, so denying the validily of lhis concern on the basis thal women may try to "fake a 
pregnancy·· is unreasonable. It is appropriate for me ta do all I can to maintain and protect the health of my fetus and that includes avoiding unnecessary exposure to potential teratogenic agents. Please take these concerns seriously and consider a 
revision to your guidelines. 



11/18/201 
3 9:05:56 

AM 

From~b,(61 
Sent:unday, November 17, 2013 6:05 PM 
To: TSAExlemalCompliance 
Subject TSA Complaint 

I arrived at Hobby airport in Houston an 11.12.13 at 5:45 am far a 7 am Air Tran flight to Atlanta to attend ASMBS surgery conference. Went through security line wearing a form fitting sweater and jeans. The seasonal sweater apparently had metallic 
thread that set off the scanner. I then received a pat down (including my breasts) in public. Next. I had my hands checked for explosive residue. Was told my hands were positive for 'something' and asked to go into isolated back room with door closed 
for further screening. 

In the back room, had my purse, it's contents, and my shoes searched and wiped down for explosives. Informed I was going to have undergo yet another pat down that required the breast and groin region. I asked what exact chemical or compound was 
on my hands that was justifying this search. Not one of the ofli cers f b ::, ( 6) I could tel I me. They asked if I had lotion on my hands. I exp I am ed I had on I y ap pl 1ed the same lotion I routinely used and it has never set off any 11 ag s' des p1te my 
frequent air travel. Stated I had already undergone one breast pat down and didn't feel I should be subject to a second breast pat down in addition to a groin pat down as this seemed to be a violation of my rights as a US citizen. Was told if I didn't 
comply I wouldn'I be allowed to make my flight (which I had to, 10 go to my doctor conference, to present my poster or I wouldn't be able 10 submil research for 2 years 10 lhat organization). I explained this 10 lhe officers and they laughed and said 
'you 're a surgeon?' And I firmly said 'yes.' 

Again they said I didn't have a choice - pat down ar no fiig ht. The supervising officer told me the same thing. She cited this was an exception to the 4th amendment because the explosive trace detector had been positive for some substance I which, 
again, no one could name). 

To not miss my flight, I had to agree to undergo physical pat down including my breasts (again) and groin. I also had to raise my shirt to expose my abdomen. chest back. If someone had forced me to do this outside of TSA this would be considered 
sexual assault. I'm not sure why this is acceptable if performed by the TSA. We don't teach little children 'it's not ok for someone to touch you down there UNLESS it's the TSA.' After all this. they (of course) found nothing and sent me on my way. 

I am all for airport safety, but this debacle left me feeling violated and vulnerable. As Abraham Lincoln said 'Nearly all men can stand adversity. but if yau want to test a man"s character, give him power.' This episode clearly represents an abuse of 
power at the expense of my rights as a c1t12en of the United States. I am disheartened our country has come to this. 



11/18/201 

Your information was lo rwa rded to the T SA Contact Center. 

From: FOIA sfr Ii 1esdav Seolerorr 03. 2013 9:00 AM 
To b1(6i 
Subject RE: TSA Contact Us: Freedom al Information Act 

Good morning. 

3 We are forwarding your email ta the TSA Contact Center (TCC). 
10:09:36 

AM 

Gerri Lewis 

Transportation Security Administration (TSA) 

Freedom of Information Act Office (FOIA) 

1-866-364-28 72 

The caller flew from BDL to TPA and returned back from TPA. She received Precheck on the departing flighl. and her return flighl she had a rude officer. She stated I hat she has a back brace. She stated that she was asked 10 raise her arms if she was 
able. She stated that an officer wiped her hands with a cloth and her brace. She asked the officer why this was required. She stated that she has never seen this before. She stated that the officer was female and very rude. She asked why she had to 
undergo this and what they were looking for. She asked how she was TSA Precheck approved on one fi1ght and humiliated on the next. 

I explained that in lhe furture she can contact our TSA Cares line for information regarding a medical condition or disability. lnformalion can be provided that is specific to her medical condition or she can be referred to a disability specialisl with in TSA. 

I a po I og i zed to the ca Iler far the experience. I explained that the office rs are trained to treat passengers with dignity and respect during the sere en i ng process, 

If a passenger has a cast. brace, or support appliance. the way screening will be conducted depends an his or her level of ability. So. she was asked if she can raise her arms far screening. 

11/18/201 
3 Regardless of whether a passenger is screened by a walk-through metal detector, AIT. or a thorough patdown, casts, braces, and support appliances are subject to additional screening, A TSO will need to see the device, which may require the lifting 

12, 1 0:0S of clothing wilhout exposing any sensitive areas. TSA also will use 1echnology to test the device for I races of explosive material. That is what was occurring with the cloth swab. 

PM 
I exp I a i ned th at the security procedures a re d es,g ned to be random. 

I explained that I can forward the information 10 a CSM at TPA so I hat I hey can be aware of the siluation. 

Departing Airport: TPA 
Destination: B D L 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Number: Unknown 
Gate: Unknown 
Terminal: Unknown 
Dale and Time: November 9th @ 4:15 pm 



11118/201 
3 2:11:41 

PM 

11118/201 
3 4:29:53 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1p[b 1(6) I 
Date Time: 11/18/2013 11 :50:50 AM 

~~~/bSis~ 1 

Comp I a i nts; Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Orlando Airport (MCD) securily gates - headed to gate 122· 
Comments :Abusive Situation: 
I am concerned that the TSA discriminates against women and mistreats the traveling public. Your employeefb::I(6) ! at MCO, exhibits some of the most rude, incompetent and unprofessional behavior I have ever witnessed. Yesterday 
afternoon (November 17th) I was flying out of MCD. For medical reasons, I requested a female assist pat-down, instead of going through the new, intense x-ray machines. I travel frequently and am very familiar with the process. I was in the fly by 
priority lane and got up to the securily x-ray bell within a matter of minu1es. In spite of this, the entire security process ended up laking me an hour due 10 lhe rudeness and incompelence of the TSA employees I encounlered. 

Apparently, !/hW0··1 !does not care about the pat down process or is not up-to-speed on the process. I waited 15 minutes, and h, had done nothing to get me a female assist. Meanwhile, my husband was already thru security and patted down by 
the male assist. I was still waiting for a female to come over so I could send my carryon bags and bins through the scanner, so I asked _(b_i(6_.1 ~hat was going on and when someone would be over. He acted really annoyed and shouted "female 
assist" and I hen just went on with his business with no update for me, leaving me slanding there wilh my bins. 

While I was standing there waiting, I asked !(b--1(6"1 I another TSA emplo~ee what was going on and why it was taking so long. He was completely unhelpful. and just said he didn't know, and I'd have to wait. I saw a female TSA agent standing 
around doing absolutely nothing on the other side of the scanners, so I aske _ b_:1(6_) rhat was going on and when she or someone else was going to come do my pat-down. He said he didn't know and I'd just have to wait. I asked him to 
explain the process, as no one seemed to know whal was going on, and I did not want 10 stand there waiting all afternoon. He shrugged his shoulders and said ii wasn't his problem, and that I'd jusl have to wait for the female to come help me, and he 
walked away. 

Alier another 5 minutes of watching the fem a I e _TSA a gent on the other side stand around doing nothing. I was ti red of waiting, so I as ke1( b ~ ( 6 ~ f I cou Id go through the sea nne r in the_ I ane next to mine. which is the o Id-style body sea nne r that I'm okay 
w,th. He sa,d, "Sure, I don't care what you do,'' ,n a very snotty tone of voice. So I sent my stuff thru lhe x-ray bell and was aboul to go thru t e ody scanner, when your employee,fb-1(61 I who was manning lhat scanner told me I could not go 
through, and he opened a side gate for me. I told him tha{filfil)iad said I could go through that scanner, and otherwise I needed a female assist. He was completely unhelpful and just said I couldn't go thrau _ h his scanner, and I'd have to come 
through the door and wait. Once I walked through the door to the other side of the scanner, I was about to grab my things from the x-ray belt, when all of a sudden the female TSA Agentfh··,1r;·-, !1hadg bi(6:1 who had been standing around doing 
absolutely nothing for the last 10+ minutes while I'd been waiting on the other side, came over to do the pat down. I asked her why she had kept me waiting and had not come over and gotten me over ten minutes earlier. She said she was just doing 
what the guys 1e1I her, and she had been waiting for me. I said, "So whal were you going to do, wait here all day?! That's idiotic,'' Her response was thal she jusl does as told. Seriously, who stands around staring into space al work when they know 
there is a task ta do and someone is waiting on them?~ 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : P role ss,ona Ii sm/C ustome r Service: Sc reem ng Current Date/Ti me 11I1812013 2 :06 :04 PM A, rport : PH X - P hoe nix Sky Harbor Intern ati o na I Date/Ti me of Travel 11I1712013 Airline & FI i g ht Number : Al a ska 64 5 Che c kpo1 nu Area of 
Airport , Concourse 2 security TSA Employee; (If Known) , 2 Supervisors plus 2 others I will describe Comment , I arrived at the PHX Concourse 2 security checkpoint@ 520 on the way back to Seattle from my son's MBA graduation at the University 
of Phoenix. 
I arn 75+and had spent two nights in a strange bed so my back was quite stiff. At the checkpoint I asked if I could keep on my shoes,because bending was somewhat difficult. I was told YES.then the fun began. 
I took off my jacket and put it in the tray to be x rayed along with my car keys.cell phone.billfold and some change. I was then full body scanned. When I stepped out I was told I must remove my belt and whatever that other thing was, my empty cell 
phone case, then step back into the scanner to be scanned again, This time I was to Id to remove whatever was in my back pocket.a c lath hanky and my comb, He then p roceded to give me a pat down in the a re a of my back pocket. Then bee a use my 
bell and cellphone case mighl carry explosives they had 10 be ,-rayed. And my hands wiped down with the explosive detection pads because I might have handled explosives.I finally was allowed to recover my suitcase etc. 
Then began my second fun time. I had placed snacks. 2 a pp I es. a Snickers bar ,a bag of Cashews, and a new sti 11 sea I ed botl I e of water. in a clear p I asti c bag. I was then to Id that I could not have the water. I pointed out that it had not been opened and 
was clearly still sealed.The ind1v1dual.a supervisor, then said&quot:But you could have used a needle and snnge to remove the water and replace it with explosives&quot: He then said &quot but you can keep it 1f you have a medical problem&quot: I 
replied &quot;l'm 75+,have been here in the desert for three days and have a horrible dehydration headache' But he said &quotthat's not sufficient.but if I can wipe the bottle down with the explosives cloth you can still have it.&quot: At this point I said 
&quot just keep it,l'I1 buy one on lhe concourse.&quoi; He then took lhe botlle and handed ii to the woman operating the x ray, wh placed it on the shelf nexl to her. 
I was then allowed to get my suitcase etc. After putting things in my pockets etc I asked if I could have my cell phone case and belt.Rather sarcastically the man running the scanner said&quot;lt"s right there&quot: and pointed. The change tray had 
be en p I aced behind my s u i tease where I could not see it u nti I I moved to the other side of my su ilea se. 
As I left the area I rounded a corner waited a few seconds the looked back at the screening area.All four of the people involved were having A GOOD LAUGH. 
The individual running lhe scanner was 40-45 6'2-3&quot; 230 lbs. The supervisor was a petite woman 50+or-with greying hair,110-1151bs. The supervisor who checked my bag was 50-55 greying hair.and a rough face as if he had had severe achne 
as a boy.The young woman at the e-ray(took no part in the fun) was black and maybe 30. 
Would you like a r~~p_ooeye? · I•Je 
Passenger's Namsf b 1(6 I ! (ret) Phone Number !(b 1(6) !Email f~b_i_(6_·-_1 -----~!To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



To whom 11 may concern, 

The T SA "Dis ab i I Ity Notification Card" Is a Joke. 

On Nov.10. 2013 at 5:45am I was screened at the Indianapolis International Airport. I was flymg US Airways to Philadelphia and on to Cancun. Mexico. 

I presented the "Disabilily Notification Card" to the inspecIors at three different stopping poinls and was given lhe same comment each lime. (I have a colonic slent implanl thal I identified on the card) see attached 

111181201 Quale "I have no idea what that card is, proceed through the screening process". 

3 6:0B:1g 
PM 

On the return flighl from Mexico, Nov. 15, 6:30pm, I passed through screening in Philadelphia, PA. 

I experienced the same situation and was even verba 11 y ridiculed for q ue st,om ng why the T SA agent didn't know how to discreetly handle this "Dis ab i I Ity Notifi cation Card" 

I then passed lhrough the full body scan which must have revealed the implant because the agent at thal station lhen gave me a public pat down and manual wand search. 

Because the first agent continued to verbally assault me even though I had passed her slation, two other agents noticed my wife was concerned with this beraIing and they pulled my wife aside from lhe ouIput of lhe luggage scanner, wilh all of her 
belongings. and took her to an extensive screening process that appeared to be conducted just to intimidate me. They were constantly looking out of the screening area to where I was watching them. 

My experience has shown me that both locations have not been trained in what a "Disability Notification Card" is and how to discreetly assist the bearer of such card. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 1111812013 5:15:24 PM Airport : STL - Lambert St. Louis International Date/Time of Travel : 11118/2013 Airline & Flight Number Delta 2465 CheckpomUArea of Airport 
Conca u rse A T SA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment: I got a new Driver license from my home state of Georgia. I was issued a temporary license wilh picture id and state logo. I made arrangements to travel. I called the TSA hotline and asked if any issue 10 travel wilh this ID. I was told there 
shouldn"t. I brought my birth certificate and social just on case. I ask the TSA agents in Valdosta and they had no issue. I buried my family member and hurried to STL airport. When I got to TSA check point it started. The agent checking called a 

11118/201 supervisor I showed him my ID. He said ,ts expired. I said I Just got it. He said no problem show me a credit card. I did. They loudly said &quot We got a modified&quot:. An agent personally walked me to the scanner like a criminal. When I got out it 
3 6:09:11 was like what is in your pocket. I said nothing. They patted me down in front of everyone and found nothing. Next they took my possessions and too to a table. They opened everything. Then I got a full pat down in front of god and every body. Guess 

PM what. Found nothing. I am a veteran and I have never been Ireated like this before. On a day I bury a family member you treal me like a criminal. Horrible service in St Louis. 
Would you like a response? . True 

Passenger's Nam;:,;,el=1h;:·="=R=··, ===,-' 
Phone Number ;fh°l1i:=::··, 

Email kb 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



b1(6) 

Work: L---....-,-,-..,..,.. ..... -----, 
Mailing Address: b)(ffl ulsa, OK 74119 

Emai (b1(6) 

When did lhis happen? 
November 15, 2013, starting between 2: 1 O PM and 2:30 PM 

Where did this happen? 
Tu Is a I nl emationa I Airport, Tulsa OK 

Attached Letter: 

1111 ~I201 l(b 1(6 ) 

10:07:59 '--__________ __, 

AM TULSA, OK 74119 

FAX: 918-584-1129 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
Civil Rights & Liberties, Ombudsman and Traveler Engagemenl (TSA-6) Multicultural Branch 
701 S. 12th Street 
Art i ngto n, VA 20 598 

Jeff Mulder, Director of Airports 
Tulsa International Airport 
P.O. Box 581838 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74158 

Re: TSA Complaint 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time 1111912013 11 :00:37 AM Airport BUF - Greater Buffalo Date/Time of Travel 1111912013 10: 15 AM Airline & Flight Number : Delta 6211 Checkpoint/Area of Airport Security just 
after passing thru body scanner TSA Employee: (If Known) =kb )(6 [middle aged African American woman) Comment - Hello, 

My name isfb)(ffl J and I just had a very unpleasant experience with one of your TSA employees at Buffalo-Niagara airport. I rarely complain about such things, but Polly was unnecessarily rude and made me feel like an absolute idiot and 
implied I was lying to her. ( didnl catch her last name, but she is a middle aged African American woman. 

Essenlially, I was taking off my fleece prior to passing lhrough the bo!y sca~ner, but the first TSA agent told me 10 keep my fleece on. He said thal because I was wearing short sleeves and because lhe terminal was cold, I could wear my fleece trough 
the body scanner. That"s what I did. And then after I passed through, /b )/6 eprimanded me for not taking it off I explained that I was actually in the process of taking it off before her colleague told me ta keep it an. At that paint, she said in a very 
loud voice where other passengers could hear, that I was not telling the truth. She said that more likely I asked to keep my fleece on, and then the first TSA agent agreed. She went on to complain that now she had to did a manual pat-down and swipe 

11119/201 my hands for chemicals. 
3 

12: 11 :42 I have no problem with a manual pat down or swiping my hands. But I'm a nice, educated physician who is not an idiot, and I follow the rules. I didn"t like being accused of lying, and in a way that others could hear. The entire situation was bizarre and 
PM rude. I did try to correct Po 11 y again stating th at I did only as I was told, but I never heard an a po I og y from her. I thought that an a po logy was the least she cou Id do after making judgments about me. 

I just would like this feedback to get back to her. I'm sure that she is overall a nice woman, but my personal experience was very poor and hurtful. 

Thank vo11 
!(b)(6) ! 

Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name (b)(6) 

~~a~¥~1W~er. ,__ ____ _,I 
To leave a comment concerning \h,s feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



11119/201 
3 

12:12:09 
PM 

Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Calegories Duration of Screening Process; Pal-down Current Date/Time: 1111912013 10:03:20 AM Airport: SMF - Sacramenlo International Date/Time of Travel: 1111912013 Airline & Flight Number: Southwest 2451 10 Denver Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport· Terminal B checkpoint, far left lane TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: Good morning, 

I am a frequent flier, having flown 140+ flights in the last 2 years and lhree trips in lhe last 10 days. This morning, during an op1-ou1 pat-down, the office~s gloves alarmed which iniliated additional screening. This was incredibly frustra1ing as it turned 
out to be a false-positive. 

Al tho ugh both office rs screening me were p role ssiona I , I found it i nfuri ati ng that they cou Id not offer me any subs ta nt ive rat ion a I e for why I needed to be re-patted down, in private and with pa I ms on my &quot; sensitive areas, &quot; I a rti cul ated my 
displeasure to the officers and my underslanding that they are just doing their jobs. However, ii does your officers a disservice to have them enforce policies without any sorl of explanation as it fruslrates passengers and makes officers look 
unintelligent. For example, it makes little sense to me that the sample wouldn't be retested on a different machine first before re-screening me and all of my luggage. If officers could offer some compelling rationale for policies, they might be better 
accepted by passengers for whom there is Ii ttl e discretion or consideration in security checkpoints. 

Thank you, 

fb1(61 I 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name""kb~)-'-(6~••-' _____ __.I Phone Number ~!(b_-_1(_6_, --~I Email ""!(b_.-'1(_6~) ______ _,~o leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link: hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicalionManager 

The caller flew from BUR and while going through the checkpoint. the female TSO went through her purse numerous times. She is now missnig her prescription medication. She stated that she could not see the TSO while she was conducting the 
search. She was al gate A1 and departed around 9:05 a.m. She did nol wanl to provide the airline or flighl number. The caller thinks lhe TSO threw the medications away, even though she declared them. She lhought lhe officer may be new and did 
not know the policy. One TSO was looking at the screen the whole time. The TSO that was rude to her was a heavyset African American female. She asked for a supervisor. The super,isar was very polite and very professional. 

Response: 
Transportation Security Adminislration (TSAJ policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to reasonably ensure thal carry-on items, including disability-related devices and aids, are kept wilhin a passenger's line-of-sighl when a passenger is 

111191201 required to undergo additional screening. When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's items and to ensure that the 
3 1 : 36 :4 7 passenger 1s reunited with his or her property once it clears x- ray s c reenrng. 

PM 

Burbank 
Bob Hope Airport 
818-84 0-8840 

111191201 Caller was flying through MSP as a nurse providing assistance to a traveler she was not flying and she had two go through theAIT twice and then was subjected to two patdowns and told she would have to go into a private room for a further 

3 2:4 1 ,33 patdown.The TSO made her expose her waisl line and touched her crotch and she feels like it was inappropriate and was upset that lhe TSO never explained why she was being subjected 10 such a screening when she wasnl even flying. 
Explained that I could forward the information to the CSM or I could tell her how to.She wanted to relay the information directly so I instructed her how to contact the CSM through option 5 on the IVR. 

PM 

111191201 

Caller is pulled aside 50 percent of the time she is flying, She says she is 58 and she is pulled aside time after time and has to undergo a patdown. 
3 out of 6 flights she has been pulled aside and had her hair patled down, her stomach, and her legs patled down numerous times. 
It s way above the standard amount when she is traveling with other people, who never receive this treatment. 

3 2:49:45 Caller Advised: 
PM I told lhe caller OHS has a program called OHS TRIP for people who believe I hey may have been mistakenly misidenlified as someone on a Federal Watch List, experience delays when traveling, or other general concerns wilh receiving secondary 

screening on a more than often than not basis. 
I told her she can v1s1t www.dhs.gov tnp to download this form to apply, or I could email the form to her. The latter of which she requested. 
I told her I would put in a request for this form to be sent to her. which can take up to 24 hours to receive. 
Caller was at AUS yesterday. She was going through the Precheck line, so she had on her shoes and belt. She says that the machine beeped, so she removed her shoes and belt and went back lhrough. It beeped again, so lhey pulled her 10 lhe side 10 
conduct a full patdown. She says she told them she had a card explaining her metal implant in her knee, but they would not let her touch her possessions to get this. She insists that whenever she uses the other lines she always just gets wand ed. She 
i nsi sis these are in fact wands. She says the office rs we re rude to her dun ng the p races s. She says that she paid for this and went through Ii ng erpri nti ng. so she fee Is she should n t receive additional s c reenrng. 

11/191201 Advised caller: 
3 5: 15:37 Precheck is not necessarily beneficial to passengers with metal implants because anytime there is an alarm, we have to conduct a full patdown procedure to clear the alarm. Advised caller that I could take her complaint regarding the rude screeners, 

PM but in the future when she flies, she will receive a patdown every time there 1s an ala nm. Advised caller that the wands were done away with some years ago. I suppose this 1s something that is used by Just this one airport. Advised caller that this is 
federal law that we do this. I gave a hypothetical situation to her. If a passenger came through with a metal hip implant. the machine beeped, and the officer dismissed this because they had a metal implant. If they had a knife or gun also in the same 
vicinity of thal hip implant and the officers did not do a patdown, a gun or knife would have jusl made it onto the plane. Her card from the hospilal is not going 10 exempt her from this. It doesn t matter I hat she had fingerprinting and a background check, 
people pull complete 180 degree behavior rotation every day. 



11/19/201 
3 611 25 

PM 

Location: South DIA 
Time:0800 
DATE:11 /17113 

I am d1sa bled. I use a cane. wear a brace attached to my left shoe and have an intern al medical device ( I ntrathe cal Pain pump). 

INCIDENT #1 
I told agents that I needed a hand pat-dawn as usual when I fly.I don·t go thru xray because al the internal pump. I asked for TSA"s wooden cane to use as mine was in ane al my baskets on the conveyor. TSO~as handling luggage on the 
conveyor, but she kept saying to me. "'I will pat you down."' I stood there nearly 15mrnutes as she continued to mess with bags and other people. She went to other conveyors as well. Other TSA folks offered an~kept ry,ng they would pat me down. 
but TS~ kept saying she would do me. I kept complaining that my two (2) baskets with my purse and valuables were at the end of the conveyor unprotected. I couldn't see them. Finally another lady TS b)(6 came forward and took me thru 
the glass gate to do the pat down. 

INCIDENT#2 
TS~took me to a table which was fine. She put on clean gloves.She kept trying to pull the wooden cane out of my hands saying, "'Do you need this to stand?" I kept pulling it back from her and saying "'yes'", She could have let me use my own 
can which was in one of my baskets right next to me. She con1aminated her hands by 1rying to snatch the wooden TSA cane out of my hand. Then she started the pal-down on me wilh the contaminaled gloves on I hat she had been pulling on the cane 
with. This contaminated my screening. So she tested her gloves and went ta get all these supervisors saying. "'Something got on my gloves from her screening. She needs ta be re-screened." Sa now everyone went thru all my bags and purse and carry
on to check for something. Plus I had to be re-screened by two (2) TSA ladies in a separate room. Of.course, thi~nd screening turned up nothing. I went to the supervisor area and asked for this lady's name who contaminated me and TSO_~ 
would not give me her name and told me I could not look around to see her name on her name tag. Finally TSOID2.lill...JJave me TS~ame and apologized for everyone.I rushed to gate C46. I got there 1ust as Southwest Fl#182 was calling for 
pre-boarders Ii ke me. 

WHAT INEPT TREATMENT. I FLY IN THE US AND INTERNATIONALLY A LOT THESE FOLKS NEED MORE TRAINING. NO ONE SEEMS TO KNOW THE RULES1 

b)(61 

(b,(6) Phone/FAX 
Cellular 

11/19/201 
3 61144 

PM 

TSA Will Now "Pre-Screen· Your Taxes, Car Registralion, Passport, Employment History, And More 

November 04. 201{bl(61 

Travelers are now being subjected to even more invasive screening procedures by the infamous Transpor1ation Securily Administration (TSA). Before "allowing· people to travel, lhe TSA is performing unwarranted checks of a wide variety of personal 
documents, going further than ever before into the lives al innocent passengers. As expected, Americans will roll aver for the new intrusions and accept that they are necessary ta protect the Homeland. 

The new pre-screening procedure is more exhaustive than a federal background check. The TSA will now be dramatically expanding their reach into the lives of every passenger. and scouring all of the following documents, according to the New York 
Times: 

private employment inform at1on 
vehicle reg is tra ti on s 
t rave I hi s1ory 
property ownership records 
physi ca I characteri sties 
tax identification numbers 
pa st Ir ave I i ti nera ri es 
I aw enforcement inform ati an 
"intelligence" information 
passport numbers 
freq ue nl flier information 
other "identifiers" linked to OHS databases 

"I think the best way to look at it is as a pre-crime assessment every time you fly,'' sai (b::,(6) to the New Yori< Times.kb::,(ff1 !s a consultant to the Identity Project. one of the groups that oppose the prescreening initiatives. 'The 
default will be lhe highest, most intrusive level of search, and anything less will be con , ,one on prov, mg some additional informa11on ,n some fashion: 

What gives the TSA this authority? The const1tut1on does not even provide for the TSA's existence. In fact, the const1tut1on ensures that the federal government will not perform these kinds of searches without probable cause or a warrant. Yet all day, 
every day, the agency devotes itself to performing warrantless searches of travelers. Its existence is a travesty, and its mission-creep is alarming (and predictable). 
And what will the TSA do with this informalion? Nobody is explaining what criteria lhe agency will be looking for to indicale whether a passenger will be denied the rig hi to travel. How can job history and vehicle regislration possibly be relevant to flight 
safety? What happens if you have criminal convictions on your record? Mare groping? 



11119/201 
3 6:12:58 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time 11/1912013 4:56:20 PM Airporl: MC,Q..,.:...,Qllando International Dale/Time of Travel: 11/19/2013 Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport. Gate checkpoint 1-59 TSA Employee: (If Known) ffilifil) employee number~amment · I just had a very negative experience going through security at MCO as a result al one particular TSA agent with an extremely 
poor attitude. I am currently pregnant with my first chi Id. and wh i I e I re al ize it 1s pro ba bl y an overly cautious view, I have decided to opt out of the body sea n ne r wh i I e pregnant just for peace of mind. In doing so. my d ec1s1on was quickly met with 
criticism b~/b l/6\!as she appeared visibly annoyed, and while I waited for pat down assistance I heard her tell a fellow agent how silly it was to opt out, that there is radiation everywhere including on planes, and there was no way the machine could 
hurt the baby. Subsequent to that, in the 15 minutes i waited for a pat down (which I also thought was excessive), i watched her bark commands at travelers and roll her eyes repealedly when anyone did something she clearly thought was dumb. While 
I completely understand the fact that as a TSA agent her main job is ensuring security and not making sure I have a pleasant experience, I still don·t think it"s tao much to ask not to feel belittled and berated in the process. I have traveled through the 
MCO airport many times without incident, but this has given me a negative feeling about the airport as a whole. Traveling 1s already stressful enough without having to deal with someone with such a poor attitude a~ 
Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

I have a global entry pass and just used PreCheck a few weeks ago for the first time. I have an artificial knee and had to remove my coat and shoes and go thru a full pat down. Pre check did not have a body scanner! This was in Denver. Is this 
typical? It took longer to get thru security than if I didn't have PreCheck. 

Question: does PreCheck in all airports have ONLY the old fashioned X-ray machine???? I Just wasted $100 1f that 1s the case. Please tell me this is not true. 

11120l201'b)(6) 
3 8:23:1.f ,.._· -------~ 

AM 

><(((('> ><(((('> 

(Sent from my i Phone) 

Caller was at DEN and was chosen for addilional screening. Caller stated he was chosen for screening based on his race. He feels racially discriminated agains1. Caller received a paldown and claims he was sexually assaulted during it. 

Advised Caller I would Iran sfe r h, m to MB. 

l(b)(61 

111201201 Caller feels he was subjected to add i ti ona I screening on a recent fi 1g ht out of DEN because he 1s an African American. Ca 11 er states he fi ew last Tuesday out of DEN a board Del ta # 161 0 and was p rofi I ed and d1scri mi nated against be cause of his race. 
3 Ca Iler states this occurred between 7 :DOA M and 8: ODAM on November 12, 20 13. Ca 11 er states his I ugg age was phys ica 11 y inspected. they performed ETD sampling, and gave him a lu 11 pat down and squeezed his testicles while doing so. 

11:54:07 
AM Resolution: 

Advised caller that a formal complaint must be submitted in writing, Collected callers email address and advised him I would send him information on how to file his formal complaint on the basis of racial profiling. Provided caller with El D number 

!(b 1(6i I upon his request. 

The caller states that her iPhane was stolen in Albuquerque. The caller states that during her pat dawn she states that she saw same man go through the line and grabbed her phone and left with it. The caller believes that it is the TSA s fault because 
of her separation from her 1te m. 

Advised ca Iler: 
111201201 
3 1 :25:25 We regret that you were not satisfied with the service you received. I can assist you with obtaining a claim form so you can file a claim in writing to us for you item. It generally does take 24 hours to receive any document I send you. Also make sure 

PM th at you check your junk and spam lo I ders as my correspondence do esn t a I ways come to your in box, 

You may also email TSAClaimsOffice@tsa.dhs.gov and a Claims Specialist will respond to your email within three business days. If you have filed a claim and have not yet received a claim number, you may call (571) 227-1300 for additional 
assistance. 



HYPERLINl<t._.h .. I .. !R .. I _____________ __, 

When did I his occur? 
November 15, 2013 Starting between 2:1 OPM and 2:30PM 

Who treated you unfairly? 

J Brian Johnston, assistant federal security director for law enforcement Tulsa Oklahoma and various other unknown TSA employees. 

111201201 Re TSA Complaint 
!(bi(61 

3 2 '16'17 Mx- 918-584-1129 PM -
On Friday, November 15, 2013, I was scheduled to fly on American Airlines flight number 2287 
to Dallas leaving Tulsa at 3:35 p.m. From there, I was flying on to New York City for an 
exciting week end meeting same a Id atta rney friends th at were gathering from across the nation. 
I arrived at the security checkpoint in Tulsa probably sometime between 2: 10 and 2:30 p.m. I 
went through the radiation scanner and upon exiting. I was told by a TSA employee that he was 
then going 10 sexually molest (he used lhe euphemism "pat down") me because the apparently 
defective machine '"alarmed" on my back. There was absolutely nothing an my back other than 
the I-sh, rt I was wearing. 
I informed this young man that I was refusing to be sexua I ly mo I es ted , From somewhere came a 
woman whose name I did not get. I can besl describe her as an angry old hag probably in her 
50's with long blond hair. She told me in a very rude and angry manner that I "had to" submit to 
sexual molestation. I told this woman that I not "have to"' submit to anything. She loudly called 
for a supervisor, and a man in, ii I remember correctly, a brown suit came over. I was then taken 
off to the side. The old hag carried my belongings over to the side and conlinued to berate me by 
telling me several more times in her rude and angry manner that I "had ta" submit to sexual 

Feedback Type · Compliment 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" . Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time : 11120/2013 2:05:35 PM Airport DSM - Des Moines International Date/Time of Travel : 11114/2013 Airline & Flight Number United Flight 6334 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
· PreCheck TSA Employee: (If Known) , 
Comment: I have a pacemaker. When the only oplion for PreCheck is a metal detector, it creaIes problems. The Des Moines airport is set up well for me to use lhe other type of imaging Iechnology. I'm able to take advanlage of all PreCheck a1tribuIes 
and staff is saved time and effort. 

Other airports have not been as well set up. I have had a pat down as a result of the equipment issue (A recent trip so I think that was either St. Louis or Portland, OR) At the Pittsburgh airport the TSA attendant was kind in letting me move over to the 
111201201 other lane, but I had to move out of PreCheck. 
3 411 56 

PM It is my hope that you wi 11 take pacemakers into consideration in setting up Pre Ch eek I anes. I consider it fa rtunate that the new sec u nty equipment Is pacemaker safe and hope that 11 is always ava i I able as an option. 

Thank you. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 

Passenger's Na~m~_b_,(_6_1 __ ~-~ 
Phon'i'-"""-'="-".u..LL.L.U---....J 
Email b)(ff1 
To leave a commen concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



111201201 
3 6:01 :25 

PM 

11120/201 
3 6:01 :33 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP~kb~••_I(6_.~I ---~ 
Date Time: 11/20/2013 4A6: 16 PM 

Nam (b)(61 

Em (bi(6i 
Comp a, nts: na pp ro pn ate cree n, ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):DL Flighl 5141 departing from Westchester Co. Airport in While Plains, NY on 20Nov2013. 
Comments:I approached the check-in line by a rude TSA agent who was "flexing his muscles" and trying to look intimadating. He made a snide remark. "Don't be shy. Step on up." I was not being shy. He was blocking the entrance and I was 
unce rt am as to whether or not he needed any documentation such as I D or a boarding pass. Then. when I told to next T SA agent that I wou Id I Ike to opt out because I am pregnant and no Io ng-term studies exist on the effects of the new sere en i ng 
procedures, he proceedPrlfo treat me like I was an idiot. It is my right to opt out. This is my first pregnancy and I will do anything and everything to protect the child in me. Your TSA agents should not try to coerce persons into decisions they do not 
want. Then, the TSA agen b_1(6_.1 ! who did my pat down made me spread my legs further than shoulder width apart and 1ouched my genalalia inappropriately. She also lifted my shirl and stuck her hands down my pants inappropriately. What 
the hell are you looking for? I am appauled that you treat non-threatening US citizens this way. You need to check your protocol because I have had other pat downs where I was not touched so inappopriately. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPtb)(61 I 
Date Time: 1112012013 4:25:31 PM 
------------------------------------------------------------------

Nami-""~i..,... ___ _._ _ _, 
Emai(b)(61 
Comp ain s·: nappropria e creening/Pat Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 
Comments: I do not want to be subjected to the body screen ers, I am not co mforta b I e with th at and yet your agents don't seem very friendly when one requests no body scanners, This is a serious privacy invasion, 
He has a left should replacement and it is titanium. He flies a lot for work, when he goes through TSA he goes through patdown. When flying at one point an officer told him that he could go through the WTMD instead of having the patdown since it isn t 
opting out of the AIT he just is n I able too si nee he can t raise his hands about his head .. When going through some of the checkpoints they wi 11 a 11 ow h1 m to go through metal detector others they make him have a paid own. St Louis he was told if he 
can t go through! he body scanner he had to have a patdown and was wanting to know why some airports will not allow him to go through the WTMD since he can t raise his arm 

11120/201 Response: 
3 7: 31 : 39 TSA monitors the numb er and nature of complaints we receive to Ira ck Ire nds and spot a re as of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process wi 11 enable us to ensure prom pt. corrective action whenever we d ete nm i ne that security 

PM screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the subject of repeated complaints. 

111211201 
3 

10:27:28 
AM 

Something to keep in mind is that all airports will differ a little in the procedures. If you are not able to go through the AIT it will be up to the officer at the checkpoint to determine how you are cleared through screening whether it be through the WTMD 
or a paid own. The officer is the one that will also make that final dec1s1ons and that is how it will differ from airport to airport. 

Caller indicated that she trave I ed on Nave m be r 12th from ABO airport on Southwest Airlines fi 19 ht 17 8. She cal I ed yesterday and spoke with an agent at the T CC about an incident th at occurred th at day around 134 4 hrs. and was ca 11 i ng back tad ay to 
provide the flight information. The caller states that her iPhone was stolen in Albuquerque. She was selected for a patdown screening afier placing her items into one of the screening bins. The caller states that during her pat down she states that she 
saw some man, a passenger, go lhrough the line and grabbed her phone and left wilh ii. The caller believes I hat it is the TSA s faull because of her se aration from her item. She filed a report immediately with the airport police and will be filing a tort 
claim with TSA due to negligence. She provided two reference numbers from airport police in case they were usefulfb)(6i !an-....!h .. 1"'/R-'-·"-1 ___ _. 

Apologized to caller for her experience and loss, and advised that we would forward her complaint to the CSM at ABQ for review to see if any additional assistance can be provided. She states that she understands that she will not get her phone back, 
but would like some sorl of correclive action taken so that passengers are not separated from their property to the point where another traveler can s1eal an article on lhe belt and take off. 



The caller would like to file a complaint on San Francisco. 
The caller stated that there were multiple misunderstanding. The TSA Screener got upset and stomped away from the passenger. 
The caller staled thal she requested for a Patdown. The caller stated that she always opted out of the machines 
The officer told her to follow and the caller followed her The officer told her to wait a second and the passenger did. 
The officer then offered to see if she wanted a private room. The cal I er stated no. 
The officer turned her back and said something, The passenger stated she did not do anything but stand th ere, 
The officer started 10 walk and lhen turned around and told lhe passenger, I lold you 10 follow me. in a stem voice 
The caller stated that she then used a Rude Tone in return. 
When the passenger got to the area to be patted down. the officer asked 1/ she had any sensitive a re a she needed to be aware of. 
The caller stated. My nipples. 
The office rd stated, I can nol do this, your so immature. You will have 10 have a different Screener. 
The passenger recieved her patdown then requested to file a complaint with the supervisor. 

The ca 11 er stated that she be Ii eves the nip pie area was i m po rta nt to te 11 her s i nee they do touch the breasts with the top pa rt of the hand. 
11/21/201 

3 The caller stated that there would have never been any issues if the officers direct instructions face to face with people and not tum their backs to them. 
12:55:43 

PM The caller stated that at Kennedy, they told her thank you for telling me. when she makes the statement about her nipples. 

11121/201 
3 4:05:14 

PM 

The caller stated that she has filed a lot of complaints but never against TSA. The caller stated that she does have issues with TSA, but has never been called immature by a officer.A 

The caller would like general information about wearing a kelvar vest and also taking pictures of her kid going through screening 

Date: 11-12-13 
Flight: United 824 
Departure: San Francisco to Kennedy 

Terminal:---------~ 
S uperviso ( b ·:1 ( 6 I al I er to Id supervisor 
TSO h,IRI 
Checkpoint: ArTived g,30 pm and 10:00 pm 
Description: Purple Skinny Jeans, Ankle Boots Brown lace up, Glasses, Korean, 5 ft 2 in, Orange Jacket wilh olive green jacket. Shirl Black. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: D1sab1lity or Medical Condition; Professionalism/Customer Service CurTent Date/Time 11/21/2013 1 :58:39 PM Airport SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International Date/Time of Travel 11/20/2013 9:45 AM Airline & Flight Number Alaska 
Airlines 460 Checkpoint/Area of Airport. Checkpoint 5 TSA Employee: (If Known)!(b)(ffl !Comment. I am writing to let you know what a terrible experience I had with TSA at Seatac airport in Seattle. I am a breastfeeding mom and was traveling on 
business on Wed. November 20lh. As I was going lhrough TSA/security checkpoint 5 (approx. 9:45am), I was following protocol, and had all of m ii ems in bins to be x-rayed and declared my bottles of breaslmilk. I asked I hat I hey be hand inspecled, 
as breastmilk should not go through the x-ray machine. After I walked through, I was stopped and held back by an extremely rude agent name 1h·11R·, fh··1rn !would not let me stay with my breastmilk, and insisted that someone pull me aside for a full 
body pat down and sear.ch of a 11 of my ca CTY-O n be longings. I asked her why this was necessary, and she would not say why. Another T SA agent even q ue st,oned why this was necessary. and she just said &quot she needs to be searched because she 
exceeded the I iq uid al Iowan ce&q uot:. Being a working mom to a 7 -mo nth old baby is ch al Ieng i ng. Keeping up with b rea stfe ed i ng is even mo re cha I Ieng i ng. es pecia I ly when trave Ii ng lo r work. Your TS A agent, f h ··1 { m !ma de matte rs even worse. 

Please confirm if it is standard protocol to thoroughly search breastfeeding moms, including full pat down and rifling through all of their belongings. solely because they declared breastmilk. Seatac airpor£§R§J is the first lace I've encountered this 
treatment. I regularly travel for work, and want to be sure I'm aware of the proper protocol for the future. (I have not had any issues at other airports such as LAX. LAS or PDX thus far. Only SEA with this particular agent (b)(6) I checkpoint 5). I/this is 
NOT protocol, please speak with and re-train!(b)(61 lfthis IS in fact protocol, I want you to know how ridiculous and offensive it is, What a horrible way to treat new moms who are doing everything possible to provide the very est for their young 
babies. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Nam,{b 1(6) 
Phone Number , ._-'-~-----' 

Email Vb 1(6) J _ _ 
To leave a co111111e11t co11ce1111119 u 11s I dback. follow th,s link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

m ne I son took over ca 11 : Ca 11 er stated her daughter has a brain injury and has a meta I imp I ant so she cannot go through the meta I detector, she signed her daughter up through the pre-check program so she cou Id get through screening faster. Ca 11 er 

11121 1201 stated she was rude I y advised by the TSO at the checkpoint that because she has to opt out for a paid own she cannot go through the pre-check Ii ne. Ca 11 er is upset because this Ii ne is shorter and she had to wait a long 11 me for a fem a I e to perform the 

3 4:29:00 patdown. 

PM 
I advised caller this is the process for opting out of the WTMD pre-check or not. I did advise caller if she feels like she was treated rudely we can send to the CSM at the airport. I placed the agent back on the phone to take additional information. Call 
was disconnected and was unable to call back because caller refused to give contact number. 



11121/201 
3 

10:22:2g 
PM 

Caller fiew from FLL on Monday, NOV 18. She has a hip implant and had additional screening. She requested to get a patdown and she was asked to step to the side while she waited on a female TSO to arrive. She waited for almost 20 minutes and 
during the whole time. they had her luggage completely out of view. She kept asking the officers to call a female officer and the TSO s told her they do not have a phone. She doest feel like this is discrimination based on her disability. Caller wants to 
complain because her luggage was out of sight and because she had 10 wait so long to get a female for a patdown. 

Advised. 

Airporl: FLL 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Number: 
Date and Time of Flight Nov 18. she came through the checkpoint around 12: 15 PM 
Baggage Tag Number: NA 
Description of Luggage: she was wearing blue jeans, a nylon jacket, black leather shoes before she removed them, she was carrying her purse also. 
NOi: NA 
Anything on NOi: NA 
Localion: she wenl through the checkpoinl thal led to Gate 07 
Contact Inf« b 1 ( 6) ! 
I advised caller I will be sending the complaint to the CSM at FLL. 
Dear sir: 

I recently fiew from Ft. Lauderdale airport on Monday Nov 18. I have a hip implant and needed to be screened further. I requested a pat down as I do not want to subject myself to additional screening and tests. I had to wait 20 minutes to get a female 
to do the pat down! I was told I hat no one had a phone to call for a female and all I hey did was to shout out "Female Assist" I was asked to sland in lhe area aside from lhe area where my carryon bag and hand bag were placed. Neilher of them was 

111221201 in my view while I waited for 20 minutes' I know that is a big No No at airports as we are always advised to keep bags in sight' I feel that it was inhuman to make me wait that long without being able to see my bags. 
3 8:13:26 

AM I have never been treated this way and I have traveled in other states and other countries, 

siocernlv 
!(b)(61 

Caller flew last week, she had to go through the TSA checkpoints 3 different times. Every time that she went through one she was pulled aside and given additional screening and patdowns. She said that there was a symbol on her boarding pass that 
her husband did not have that she suspects meant that she had to be screened. 

Advised Caller: TSA applies a variety of securily measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered 

111221201 by a number of factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. 

3 2:29:5g 
PM 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
transporIation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U .s. borders. Examples of travel diflicullies may include: 
• Traveler's belief that they are on a government watch list. 
• Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or ident1f1ed for add1t1onal screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 

Travelers may apply for OHS redress online at hllps: lrip.dhs.gov. Travelers may also apply through e-mail or U.S. Mail or by e-mail at Trip@dhs.gov. Caller staled thal she would rather apply online than by mail. Did not give address. 

Feedback Type . Civil Rights/Liberties 
Calegari es Parental Status: Marital Stal us Current Dale/Time : 1112212013 7:47:03 PM Airport : BW I - Baltimore-Washinglon International Date/Time of Travel : 1111412013 8:15 PM Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) Last name similar to &quot;C1bola&quot; Comment: I was serving as a pat-down witness for my travel companion who had opted-out of full-body scanner. Ole (last name similar tofbl(ffl I asked travelling companion if she 
was pregnant after patting down the belly area, This was interpreted to be a targeted insult, serving as retaliation for opting out of the program. Further. this was interpreted to be a medical request pertaining to marital and/or parental status, in 
violalion of a protected class and/or private medical records. 

111221201 Supervisor indicated that the question may have been intended to prevent too much pressure being applied during the pat-down, but this portion of the pat-down had already been completed by the time the questioning took place. 

3 8 04 01 
PM Wilful retalialion for lhe proper and peaceful exercise of TSA-granled rig his must not be I0IeraIed. Violations of medical records must not be I0IeraIed. Violations of proIecIed classes of persons must not be tolerated. 

Please note that this was not the first difficulty experienced at BWI pertaining to retaliation against an opt-out. During another flight, Of&hWo··, !was observed encouraging excessive delay while TSA was retrieving an opt-out customer (same 
customer and witness as in the complaint). Any efforts you can take to prevent such syste ma tic reta I ia ti on in the future would be g really a pp recia ted. 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



111221201 
3 8:04:14 

PM 

11122/201 
3 8:04:16 

PM 

111231201 
3 

11:52:47 
AM 

111231201 
3 1 :09:08 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 1112212013 6:02:31 PM Airport MCO - Orlando International Date/Time of Travel: 11122113 5:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: Alaska 19L Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
security TSA Employee: (If Known)· unknown Comment. Every time I fly I choose to opt out of the imaging machines for a pat down screen. Although this is not normally a problem this experience was incredibly upsetting. When I asked the man to opt 
out I was met with aggressive pressunng and what felt like mockery. He mentioned the machines are not XRay, which I know. He then asked if I ever use a cell phone, or go to the doctor. I said I do, but would prefer to opt out for personal reasons. 
After several more attempts at trying to convince me he finally gave up. He then harassed my travel partner in the same way. Once it was made aware that he would have to do the pat down himself he was outwardly rude, aggressive, and 
unprofessional. I have no issue opting oul, bul once someone has exercised I heir right 10 do so they should not be punished and openly mocked for their decision. 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time, 1112212013 6:02:23 PM Airport: MCO - Orlando International Date/Time of Travel· 11/2212013 5:00 PM Airline & Flight Number, Alaska 19 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, 
passenger screening TSA Employee: (If Known): older black man - seemed like a manager Comment When choosing to opt out of AIT, I was harassed for my choice and publicly humiliated in fronl of olher passengers. The TSA employee repeatedly 
questioned my reasons for opting out and attempted to bully me into the AIT machine. When I still would not consent to the AIT machine he gave me a very invasive and rough pat down. I have opted out every time rve flown and never had this terrible 
of an experience. 
Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The ca 11 er wanted information about going through sere en i ng. The caller went through s c reenrng at SM F and saw someone go through with her sweater and shoes on and she wanted to know how that I ad y did this. The caller was told it is at the TS 0 
discretion whether or not they want someone to remove their sweater. The caller stated that she thinks screening should be more consistent across the board. The caller stated that she usually opts out of the AIT and usually gets a patdown. The caller 
stated that she does not have a problem following the rules but wanted to give her feed back about screening being consistent. The caller slated that she always is asked to take off her sweater or over shirt even if it is not bulky bul constantly sees 
others going through with thicker garments on than her. The caller stated that she has had to strip down basically to a tank top and that its not fair that others get to go through with think bulky clothing on. 

Airport- SMF 
Airline- Southwest 
Flight Number- 2356 
Date - 11 23 2013 
Terminal- B 
Gate-,...1---------~ 
Email /hl/lol 
Phone Number- (b)(61 ~-----~ 

The caller was advised: 

Expedited screening may allow passengers to no longer remove certain items such as their shoes, outerwear, jackets. and belts. 

TSA works ha rd to a chi eve consistency in the security training process. 

The caller was advised that I would forward her complaint over to the CSM of SMF. 

Going through screening today at SM F I opted out so had to have the full pat down. I watched another woman just walk through with her bulky sweater on. Why is this? I have never been allowed to go through with a sweater. jacket, etc on and in fact 
usually we are told "'All sweaters and Jackets must be removed'"_ When I asked about this I was told 11 is up to the agent's discretion and if the sweater isn't bulky you can keep it on. It seems to me that there are not consistent pol1c1es for passengers 
within TSA. I would not have as much of a problem with screening if the rules made sense. But when one person gets to go through with a sweater, not be x-rayed or patted down and I have to be patted down regularly despite following all the rules, I 
have a problem. If you could give me an explanation I would appreciate it. 

Thank you. 

fb1(ff1 



November 23, 2013 

Greetings, 

Recently. my young ad u I tlstud ent got a pump to better treat her type 1 diabetes of almost 1 0 years. She works at a restaurant in MS P term i na I #2. Because the pump 1s an i ntncate electronic d ev1ce, where its accuracy and precision are ess ent1al to 
her health and well-being, it cannot be exposed to body scans and x-rays. Each day she has then been subjected to humiliating and invasive pat-downs (between her breasts and butt cheeks-really!?). On Wednesday, she was frustrated-her pump 
was out and visible, but the TSA agent got vindictive, made her go inlo a private screening area, where she did NOT explain whal she was doing, did NOT have another person present. She roughly palled her down. In the process the agent dislodged 
the fine cannula (plastic needle) that gives the insulin subcutaneously. The sassy TSA agent suggested that she get another job. She went to work in tears and then, proceeded to work for over an hour without any insulin. She predictably got elevated 
blood sugars unti I someone came in to relieve her so that she could come home---rn i ssing mo st of a day's shift and the related wages that she counts on. 

11123/201 
3 5:11:01 

PM This kind of treatment is humiliating and demeaning. A life of insulin-dependent diabetes is extremely difficult and taxing as a person has to estimate act1v1ty. stress, carbohydrate intakes. while completing cares, such as blood glucose checks, 
calculating insulin delivery into their hourly activities. They live as normally as possible, but there is nothing normal about all that has to be done and done well. 

Most of my experience has been with kind and professional agents, so perhaps better training and supervision would have been in order here. Your service to keeping our skies as safe as possible is necessary and appreciated. However, please 
ex am your procedures and I re atme nl of those wi I h insulin pumps and continuous b load g I ucose monitoring systems for the sake or the diabetic community who travel and work beyond those TSA barriers. 

Sincerely, 

kb)(6) 

(more importantly, pissed-off mama-bear) 

Caller slated he wanted to talk to someone aboul the way he was trealed al the check point San Francisco. Caller did not want 10 lalk 10 me unless I was the correcl person to take the complain!. He was staled he needed to talk to ASA. I could not 
understand what he was talking about. Asked more questions how he was treated. He stated he felt he was neglected. They was not busy. He had to wait a long time for a person to come and do his pat down of the same gender. He stated he had to 

111241201 wait 30 minutes. 
3 4:07:09 

PM Pul caller on hold and askedl(b::,(6) lwhat 10 do. He told me to do call as ODPO. Advised caller, caller did nol wanl me 10 lake the complaint. He wanted 10 call back tomorrow and speak to someone who does ODPO all the time. I tried to 
assure him I could take the call and refer it. But he insisted he call back. 



11124/201 
3 7:16:og 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client l~~(b_-•_I(6_-_I ---~ 
Date Time: 11124/2013 6:03:59 PM 

Namtb1(6) 

Ema.J/1/Ri 
Comp I a i nts; Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Airport • LAX 
Terminal - 7 
Date -11-23-13 
Time - approx. 8: 15 to 8:45 AM 
Comments:I found lhe TSA employees al the terminal I isled to be unprofessional, particularly the larger of the two female screeners employed to do addilional screenings and pal downs. 
I have several metal implants. which cause the machine to beep every time I fly. The screening is usually quick, courteous, and while not pleasant, not intrusive. This experience was neither quick nor courteous. was VERY unpleasant and was 
deli ni te ly rntrusi ve. 
If you wi 11 bear with me. I w i 11 com pa re the procedures I am used to with those fo 11 owed at LAX. 
There were people lrickling lhrough at the ra1e of perhaps one or lwo every two or lhree minutes. 

I was I 1sted as PRE-check on my ticket, but since I do have imp I ants, I required add i ti o na I screening. 
Normal - I step to the side, a female screener is available within 30 seconds, or perhaps a minute if the line is busy. 
LAX• I step to the side. The screener at the metal detector calls for a female screener. Two minutes 1a1er he calls again. 2 minutes later he calls again. Two minutes later, he calls the team leader of the screeners (who were joking around and paying 
no attention to the metal detectors. A female screener then comes over, yells at ME for standing "in the wrong place (where I was told to stand). All in all. it took more than 5 minutes to get the attention of the screeners, at a time when the line was far 
from busy. 
Second step - normal - I am asked to stand with my arms out. A wand is run over my body. 
LAX • no wand was used. 
Normal. - The areas which beep are felt with the palm of the hand. Other areas are lightly patted with the back of the hand. 
LAX - Al I areas of my body were squeezed with the pa Im. including into my crotch and my breasts. 
Norm al, - the screen er stands so I can see her name badge when checking for chem i ca I residue. (often, the re is no check) 
LAX• lhe screener s1ood so all I could see was the sheriff badge. Her name plale was unreadable. I felt loo inlimidated to ask her name, so I apologize for the incomplete information. 
The impression I was left with was that the team leaders didn't give a damn about their customers (who do ultimately pay their salary), and that the woman in particular gets a thrill out of intimidating and bullying her customers. 

Feedback Type · Security Issue 
Calegari es : Pat-down 
Cur,-ent Date/Time· 11/2412013 5:51:41 PM Airport. LGA - LaGuardia Date/Time a/Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number : B6 1117 

111241201 Checkpoint/Area of Airport -~· ______ -~ 
3 7: 16:27 TSA Employee: (If Known) kb _1(6 I r~omment Twice I have been patted down by~fter opting out of screening from the machine. Both times I have taken my wallet with me to the pat down and the TSA agent did not visually 

PM check 11. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name :._if'"'h"'-"""R""·-, __ __. 

Phone Number . 

11125/201 
3 8:06:57 

AM 

Emai!l(b 1(61 j 
To leave a comment concernIngh1s feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.go,IEDB2/ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················--;:::::::::;==::::::;------····························· 
Remote Client IP: ~f h~--~,1r;~·"-1 --~ 
Date Time 1112512013 1247:41 AM 

~~:~(g«sf b 1(61 

Comp I a i nl s: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Nome Airport. Alaska Airlines 141, November24, 2013, 12:30 
Comments: I was pu 11 ed aside and given the most vi o I a ting patdown. I was touched i na pp ro pri ate I y. I was on my way to Anchorage lo r a medical procedure to rep air fractured wrist My wrist was moved in a way th at caused severe pain. As this was 
going on my personnel belongings were being pulled from my bag. Important medical paperwork was flung through the air bringing me to tears, My expensive camera was turned on leaving the battery to deplete. This was a horriling experience and I 
hope it will be looked into:( 



11125/201 
3 

10 04 23 
AM 

11125/201 
3 4:44:13 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Screening Current Dale/Time 11/2512013 9:27:11 AM Airport: BOS - Logan lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 1112412013 Airline & Flight Number: Jel blue flight 69 Checkpoint/Area of Airport Terminal 
C TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : I am a 78 year old man who has di Iii cul ty wa I king, b LJI do not require a whee I ch air. When I went to the security checkpoint. I was told, quite rude I y. that I had to wait in the regular Ii ne. When I went through the checkpoint, I ap pa re ntl y set 
off an alarm and was subjected to a humiliating experience. The TSA officer talked to me as if I were two years old. He kept asking if I had possessions. My wile, son, and I were traveling together and my wile and I had one bag of which she was in 
possession at lhe time. I told the officer thal I could not sland for long periods of lime. He was, kind enough 10 gel me a chair, but I was then subjecled to an invasive pat-down after which the officer said that he musl check with his supervisor in order 
for me to proceed. After a long discussion, I was finally al lawed to proceed. 
Would you like a reooo_nse? · I•m 
Passenger's Name !(b:1(6) ! Phone Number""!(b~)-'-(6~1 __ __.!Email !(b)(61 !To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . httpJ/tsaweb.tsa .dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

I was at SWF, en route to Aruba, and I have an ankle that is broken so I can·t walk at all. The person at the beginning of the TSA line gave me a pass that I didn't need to be checked. I 'm 67 years old. My husband was given a pass too. We got to 
the point where a young girl said. "you're not under 6 or over 75", I responded "true", And she said, so you're over 75. I said no. that's not the statement you made. At that point. someone ripped the pass out of my hand and they gave me a 
THOROUGH pat down, they went over my leg wilh the casl three times slowly, she stuck her hand in the waislline of my pants, I had to remove my shoe and ii took several minutes, because of the wheelchair. The whole process took 10 agonizing 
minutes. When I was than being rolled toward my plane. a young woman said she had never seen such disrespect. she said she was TSA, and what happened ta me was reprehensible. I am angry. 

Sent from my iPad 

The caller flew from SAT this morning at 8:50 AM on Delta flight 2428. He is not a novice. 

He flies every year on Jet Blue from NY to FL. He knows the deal with his bollle of water and he has never had an issue with this. He wears suspenders thal are metal and they have to use a wand. He had a problem in SAT. The machine went off 
and he was told that he had to be patted down. He says that the man put his hands in his underwear. He thinks that is way beyond. He did put his hand along the top part of his underwear. He was not offered a private screening. He has been in 
every kind of a ire raft and has never had someone do this. 

1112512 o 1 Advised ca Iler: 
3 5 5745 

PM The patdown procedures may change as different threats come into p I ace they may be revised to be more effective. 

11125/201 

Trans po r1 ati on S ecuri I y Office rs wi 11 conduct di ffe re nl patdown procedures 10 resolve di flerent types of anoma Ii es. 

We understand and regret the discomfort and inconvenience passengers may experience as a result of paid own procedures. Neve rthe I ess. we be Ii eve these security measures a re necessary and a pp ro pri ate lo r ens u n ng the security. 

TSA moni1ors the number and nature of complaints we receive 10 1rack I rends and spot areas of concern that may require special a11ention. 
The caller flew from PHX to AUS texas last Tuesday v,a Southwest Airlines. The caller had TSA Precheck on his boarding pass and was directed to a specific line by TSA. The caller stated that he is 76 and 1s not required to remove his shoes 
anyways. The caller stated that the majority of the passengers getting sent over to the TSA Precheck lane were senior citizens. The caller stated that he had metal implants and that the WTMD was the only screening available at the Precheck lane. 
The caller staled thal mosl of the passengers I hat were referred over 10 lhe TSA Precheck lane had me1a1 implants and set off the alarm. The caller slated that ii was at least a 15 minute wait for patdowns due to the WTMD alarms. The caller wanted to 
know why the passengers including his self were referred over to the line that only had a WTMD. The caller stated that they were not allowed out of line ta go through the AIT. The caller wanted to know haw to present himself ta TSA and inform them 
that he would like to opt out of the WTMS and opt in for the AIT. The caller stated that the traveling public is scared to make any comments to TSA. in fear of being taken to a room and missing their flights. The caller stated that 11 is a problem when 
American citizens fear what TSA will inconvenience them with. The caller stated that he does not feel as though senior citizens should be referred to WTMD only when most will ala nm it. The caller stated that there was only 1 AIT available at PHXs 
Southwest Term i na I . The cal I er stated I hat he hoped tha I this was being re corded and noted so I hat someone wi II be nol i fi ed . 

The ca 11 er was advised that TSA Preche ck is optional . 

3 8:09:59 The caller was advised that passengers always have the option to opt out of the WTMD but are unable to request lhe WTMD. 
PM 

The caller was advised that we allow passengers to opt out for a patdown or the AIT if they wished to do so. 

The caller was informed I hat Southwest is new to TSA Precheck and I hat some airlines select passengers at random against TSA secure flighl information and may allow them to use TSA Precheck. 

The ca 11 er was advised to inform the TSO before s c reem ng begins that he has metal , m plants and that he wo u Id Ii ke to use the Al T. 

The caller was advised that we would forward a copy of this complaint over 10 lhe CSM of PHX. 

The caller was advised that a lot of passenQers want to use precheck for its expedited benefits. but it is not required. 



11/25/201 
3 9 0544 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 1112512013 8:52:55 PM Airport: OGG - Kahului Dale/Time of Travel: 1112212013 Airline & Flight Number: United -to San Francisco 10:30 Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: Tsa security 
check in air terminal entrance TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment: To whom 1t may effect .my wife and I have a major complaint. We were treated like shit in the airport Maui Hawaii .we told the asshole agents we both had replacement hips 3'"'1 Times, made us go the detector 3 times.then the shirt hole 
agent kept insisting I empty my pockets, never once even attempted to use a wan on me. I'm pasted pissedoff!'!!!'!, then the shitass started groping us. me twice•!!, then the ass wanted to look at my saddles again?, do you breed shit in the sewer to 
be airport security officers.born stupid ,teach I hem thal!'. The agents then lhrew the contence of our baggage all over lwo plastic containers, which broke a watch and other items. Then he rudely tells me you need 10 gel get bags out of the way now 
with it all screwed up, after surviving the NAM you treat me and my wife like. you degenerate low life and fu/21"' 1. 
Would you like a re~ponse? · I•m 
Passenger's Name ~b 1(6 I ! Phone Number J(b 1(6) ~mail .. kb"-·"'1("'6.,_i ________ __.(ro leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Passenger Name: l(b)(61 

Ce11*b)(61 

Home~(b)(61 

Mailing Address: 

._l(b-')_(6--'••_1 ___ __.I Minneapolis, MN 55407 

Email: HYPERLIN._t b_ •• _1(6_._I ________________ _. 

111251201 Are you filing in this complaint form an behalf al another individual? If yes please provide your information. 
3 

10:10:02 
PM 

111261201 
3 

11:57:22 
AM 

11126/201 
3 

12:16:44 
PM 

Nam'4b)(61 

Cell#:l(b 1(6) 

Home~(b)(61 

I 
I 

Mailing Address: ... l(_b_)(_6_1 ____ ..,~inneapolis MN 

My young adult daughter recently got an insulin pump to better treat her type 1' diabetes of almost ten years, She works at a restaurant in MSP terminal #2 (Humphrey terminal). Because the pump is an intricate electronic device, where accuracy and 
precision are essential to her health, it cannot be exposed 10 body scans and x-rays. Each day she has been subjected 10 pal downs, but on Wednesday November 20lh, it was especially rough and humiliating and ended with her pump inserlion site 
being dislodged. She was frustrated with the process and the TSA agent picked up on this, made her go into a private screening area, did not explain the procedure and did not explain that she didn't have ta go in there and that she could have another 
person present. The fine cannula that is inserted s ubcuta neousl y got dis I od ged. The sassy T SA agent to Id her that she should get another Job. She went to work in tea rs. proceeded to work lo r over an hour without insulin waiting for another person to 
Caller was flying out of LAX and was told Precheck means nothing and she would have ta go through traditional screening.She arrived in a wheelchair and two different supervisors told her Precheck was ignored at I.AX.When I asked her if she felt like 
she was targeted because she was in a wheelchair she said she didn't think it would have mattered if she had had two good legs.Finally someone apologized to the operator of the wheelchair but no one ever apologized to her.I explained that we do not 
have any information on expedited screening for trave I ers in whee I chairs but us ua 11 y ii travelers wi 11 inform the TSO of their ca pa bi I it i es they can go through the WTM D is they can do so on their own or can go through the AIT ii they can hold their hands 
over their head for 5-7 seconds.But if they cannot perform these two functions they would have to go through a patdown.Caller slated she was not required to go lhrough a paldown when she left the country and I explained I hat TSA does incorporate a 
random function in the screening process and na one is guaranteed to get expedited screening all the time.Conferred with Kiill:[Jand gave caller the CSM contact information explaining that she was in the airport and could possibly better inform caller 
of LAX SO P's in this matter. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time · 11/26/2013 9:58:45 AM Airport : EWR - Newark International Date/Time of Travel · 11/25/2013 2:00 PM Airline & Flight Number : Jet blue CheckpoinUArea of Airport · 
Security point one fi oor from air train TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment· Rudeness, humiliating pat down Would you like a response?: True Passenger's Name l(b •• 1(6) !Phone Number j(b)(ff•1 I Email(b)(6) ITo leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link. 
hltp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicalionManager 



111261201 
3 1:01:58 

PM 

11126/201 
3 3:21:11 

PM 

Caller and wile travel frequently. Ca 11 er said his wife has an art1f1c1al knee. Ca 11 er said everyt1 me she com es through, she has a ful I body patdown and this upsets the ca 11 e rs wife so much th at she doesn t want to !rave I anymore. Ca 11 er asked if she 
could get a card that would exempt her from this patdown. Caller said she does inform TSA about the knee. Caller said his wife wears an underwire bra. Caller stated that TSA pats down her crotch area and also her breast area. Caller said she has 
been using lhe me1a1 detector. 

If a passenger has metal implants, she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 
Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AITonly if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request 10 be screened by AIT if it is available or can request 10 be screened using a patdown: however, passengers cannot requesl to be screened by the walk
through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 
A paid own procedure also 1s used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 
• The patd own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. 
• The passenger can request a privale screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a privale screening, anolher TSA employee will also be presenl and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id nol be asked 10 remove or Ii ft any article of clothing 10 rev ea I a sensitive body area. 
I told the caller she cannot be exempted from the screening. 

TS A is imp I em enti ng mo re stream Ii ned, consistent, and thorough p atdown procedures at security checkpoints to provide a higher I eve I of security and increase the safety of the t rave Ii ng public, 
We understand and regret lhe discomforl and inconvenience passengers may experience as a result of paldown procedures. Nevertheless, we believe these securily measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring lhe securily and confidence of 
all air travelers. 

I told the caller his wile should request the AIT ii available. I also advised him to have her not wear an underwire bra to avoid having an alarm. 
Disability Description: Caller has a heart monitor. 

Information Request She asked how to go through screening. The monitor is attached to her belt and she has electrodes on her. 

Response Details: Passengers who have medical devices attached to their bodies should inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening of the device and indicate where the device is located before the screening process 
begins. 

If lhe device can be safely screened by AIT, passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still wilh their arms above lheir heads for 5-7 seconds without lhe support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using 
walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. 

If a p atdown is required in order to complete screening; 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or I ill any article of c lathing to revea I a s ens1t1ve body area. 

Regardless of lhe screening melhod used, the device will undergo additional screening. This may include, but is not limited to, a physical inspection of lhe device if it is not in a sensitive area, and a patdown of lhe device followed by 1es1ing for I races 
of explosives. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

I emailed the information to her. 



11126/201 
3 4:42:47 

PM 

Caller fi ew from Juno AK as an on duty fi Ig ht crew member with Empire air I in es. He states th at despite b erng a crew m ember. he was not a 11 owed to b n ng his usu a I L GAs and was required to go through the Al T unit and to have a patdown. He says 
that he took a picture of himself being patted down. He has a SIDA for Anchorage and is part of the 12.5 security program. He says that he went through security at about 9:30 am today and his flight was later cancelled due to weather. He says that 
he has not been treated like this at other airports. 

Advised caller: 
Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have lo rwarded a copy of this information to the Customer Service Manager ( CSM) at th at I ocat ion, 

FI ig ht information: 
Flight Path: Juneau to Sitka AK 
Flight date time: 11 26 10:30 am (cancelled) 
Flight#: 62 (cancelled) 
Airline: Alaska airlines 
Airport: Juneau 
Gate Temninal: C2 
EmailJ(b)(ff1 

The caller flew through MCO to HSV with no issues. When the caller returned from HSV to MCO. The caller went through the AIT and did not alarm. The caller stated that her head dress showed on the body scanner and then she had to get a patdown 
and ETD. The caller slated that she is a Muslim not a terrorist and I hat she feels very violated and like they only did this because she is Muslim. The caller stated that this did not happen al MCO only HSV. 

The caller was advised: 

Ai rpo rI po Ii ce is sepa ra I e from TSA and we are on I y located at I he security check point. 

111261201 ETD is a form of TSA Secunty. 

3 6 5615 
PM The ca 11 er was advised that a I arms are resolved by a p atdown. 

I explained that ETD is used at random and also after self Patdown or when traveling with extra liquids. The caller was advised that TSA uses ETD for different reasons. 

TRANSFERRED TO MB AGENT!(b 1(6) 

Informed I ady that we have documented the information here and I wo u Id need to collect an emai I so that we can send the RF I to her so that TSA pro pe rl y has this procedure completed according to I aw. She gave me her ema i I address. and I told her 
she should receive the form in 24 hours with instructions. 
She said she believed she was discriminaled against because of her perceived religion, which is American Muslim 



Disability Description: Caller is a passenger who is quadriplegic. 

Response Details: For your complainl to be considered complete according 10 Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabililation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)), it must be in writing and including the following 
information: 

The name and address of the complainant: 
The date of the alleged acl of discrimination: 
A description of the alleged discriminatory action in sufficient detail to inform TSA of the nature of the alleged act af discrimination: and 
The signature of the corn pl a i na nt or so rn eo ne a utho ri zed to sIg n on be hall of the corn p I ai nant. 

In addition, to a p prop ri a tel y address your concerns, we a I so need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

111261201 
3 8,26,38 lncidenl Details: Caller flew on a weekend from SFO. He stales that he was in a wheelchair and nobody was available while about 100 to 150 passengers without disabilites went lhrough. He says thal he waited for 30 minutes while the female TSO 

screening him kept trying to get a male TSO for a patdown, but could nat get anyone willing ta do it. He states that everyone else was moving up without a problem. and the only at her person in a wheelchair was an elderly woman wha got a female 
PM 

111271201 
3 1:59:13 

PM 

TSO assisting her with a patdown. His middle name iskb::,(6) ! 
Flight information: 
Flight Path: SFO to Orlando 
Flight date time: 10 31 2:09 pm 
Flight#: 1023 
Airline: United 
Airport SFO 
Gate Tenminal: 41 
Witnesses: the le ma I e TSO who kept ca 11 i ng for someone to do the patd own 
Email !rh ,1~1 I 
Cell phonef~b_)_(_6_, --~ 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time, 1112712013 12:31:00 PM Airport, PHL - Philadelphia International Date/Time of Travel: 11/27/2013 8:00 AM Airline & Flight Number· Air Canada/United 8191 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airporl: 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: My daughter phoned me from the airport and she was upset. She said there were &quot not that many people&quot: at the security checkpoint. She had been ordered out of line to go through the scanner. The attendant rudely shouted 
&quot:MOVE!&quot:. She is blond, slender, tall and attractive with a Nordic last name. Not your usual suspect, and plenty of others were not selected for this personally &quot:invasive&quot: procedure. Be that as it may. you can plead random 
selection if you wish, but you cannot excuse hiring and dressing people up in a uniform that then feel drunk with power and humiliate and herd passengers around as callle. This is not a camp in Nazi Germany. We are paying customers who want to 
appreciate the work you do to keep us safe. If you have not done so, please put name tags on your employees, inform them that they should give their name to a passenger if asked, and tell them they should at all times be gentle and polite 
(&quot:please move quickly. Miss. Thank you.&quot:) Let them know there is a long line of Jobless people and 1/ they are rude they will be dismissed. AND DO SO' Yes I do expect not only a reply but that the responsible party be called out , warned, 
and &quot:re-trained&quot:, On the fiip side , I would like to add that when I travelled through Philadelphia International in late April of 2012, I elected for the pat-down because I have a medical condition, and I have the highest praise for the kind 
ladies that helped me at lhat lime. What happened loday, however, is unacceplable. My daughter is not a complainer and if lhis upset her, it was real and somelhing you should correct immediately. I repeat- it was not crowded at the lime of the 
incident. Thank you for ya ur attention. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Namel(b 1(6) 
Phone Number: ,._'--"'-----' 

Email !(b ,(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl"-(b_,-'-(6_1 __ __. 
Date Time: 11127/2013 3:39:38 PM 

Nam~tl/R, 
Ema1l_b1(6i 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):11-27-2013 
FI ig ht AS6700. 
San Di ego airport commuter te rmrn al. 

111271201 10am .. 
3 4 : 06 : 04 Comments :Greetings: 

PM 

11/28/201 
3 7 05 20 

PM 

My constitutional rights were violated today during a T SA screening when a T SA employee did an unauthorized extensive pat down and fond I ed my genitals because of u nreaso na bl e suspicion and without prob ab I e cause. Furthermore. a battery 
charge can be fi I ed lo r the employee fond Ii ng my genitals which went beyond the procedures, 

Furthermore, after the pat down, the employee further detained me as he wanted to do a sniffer test on my wrist and requested I take out the Kleenex. 

As I questioned why, this lead to further harassment from the TSA procedures that see it as suspect behavior, 

The reason I was initially harrassed was because of my innocent questioning: I saw a sign that said I could leave on my shoes and light clothing, so I left my shoes on. Afterwards, an agent requested I take off my shoes, so I pointed to the sign. He said 
the sign did not apply to me because I was not "'prescreened." He immediately flagged me as a suspect. 

All hough TSA is meant 10 protect lhe USA from harm, they have become the harmers. 

Hence, My constitutional rights were violated today during a TSA screening when a TSA employee did an unauthorized extensive pat down and fondled my genitals because of unreasonable suspicion and without probable cause. Furthermore, a 
battery charge can be fi I ed lo r the employee fond Ii ng my genitals which went beyond the procedures, 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time : 1112812013 5:56:01 PM Airport : ORD - Chicago-O'Hare International Date/Time of Travel : 11 /0812013 Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) :lili:ii:fil] 
Comment · Agent's behavior was disrespectful and inappropriate during patdown. He was intentionally rough in the area where I had infomned him I was injured, grabbed my groin area far more than any other TSA patdown I've ever had, was 
needlessly hard on bags when moving them around, and intentionally slowed his pace when I informed I was in a hurry 10 catch a flight. Complelely unprofessional and offensive. 
Would you like a response? . False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



I am absolutely amazed at how inconsistent TSA is related to the pre-check process. I've recently travelled to Minneapolis and New York with returns to Boston the past few weeks. The frustration felt due to these inconstancies are avoidable. 

Traveling from Mm neapol 1s to Boston I had a stopover at Reagan. This required me to I eave one secure US Air lac, I ity to head down to the US Air Shuttle term i na I. Arriving at the security che c kpomt I I ooked for the T SA Pre-ch eek Ii ne. Upon Ii nd i ng it 
the line was closed. I inquired why and was informed it was closed for the day. This required me to remove 3 laptops that I was transporting from our Minneapolis office to Boston from my carryon luggage. No easy task considering I wrapped them in 
clothing 10 eliminate the risk of damage. The additional removal of shoes, jackel. belt, jewelry etc. was also required. I typically have any items that are to be removed already off and in my backpack 10 avoid delays. 

My second experience was this past Tuesday at LaGuardia. Sarne situation, pre-check was closed al the Delta security check. Same situation, but I was handed an expedited card lhat had differenl requirements than were in place at Washington and 
Boston. This resulted in my holding up the line to the x-ray machine as I was forced to quickly remove items that were allowed at Boston. 

111291201 So there are 2 primary questions 
3 4:07:09 

PM 

Why do they close the pre-check Ii ne? Are the re certain hours that Pre-checked flyers travel? In each case the Ii ne was "closed already'· there were numerous other pre-checked flyers at the gate. 

2. Why the inconsistencies in procedures? Boston I was allowed to keep shoes on, belt on. jewelry on, laptops in baggage. NYC, belt off, jacket off, laptops out, jewelry off. Reagan, laptops out. shoes on. jacket off. 

In each case the pre-check line was closed, there were 8-12 TSA agents standing around talking to each other. These individual agents were not taking part of any pre-screening, pat downs or luggage checks. Simply standing around taking no part in 
any s ecuri I y measures. 

And one other issue, why on Tuesday 11126 was lhere only 1 checkpoint open for US Air and Delta terminal. Total chaos, pre-screeners didn't seem 10 know what lines to direct people to. And the crowds were chaotic as the lack of control was scary. 
If the screeners and agents cannot provide direction without screaming at individuals, they should find alternative employment. And again. numerous agents standing around shooting the breeze with each other. 

Please let me know how 10 contact lhe supervisor o1b·:,(6) la security staff member who works in the jet blue building at JFK in NY. I requested a pat down and she came to the gale and opened it for me to en1er. As I walked lhrough she 
yelled in a loud . nasty tone, from behind me, Follow me•! I told her that there was no reason to give me an attitude. She did not apologize. She continued in her rude manner so I asked her name and she ignored me. Finally she called over a 
su ervisor who gave me her name. 
(b)(ff:1 ehavior reflected very poorly on your organization. She acted as though she hates her job and if that is the case, I would imagine there are plenty of people out there who would be grateful for it, and willing to be minimally pleasant to the 
public. 
Please email me the head of personnel at J FK"s Jet Blue terminal s that I may lodge my complaint, or feel free to send it directly. I would appreciate a response to this email. 
Thank you. 

111291201 l(b 1(6) 
3 4:07:14 ~------~ 

PM 

Sent from my iPad 



The caller wanted to know if passengers could still opt out of the AIT. as his wifes request to be screened by a patdown was refused by the male TSO conducting her screening. In fact, she was informed by the officer that PHX does not conduct 
patdowns, and she had to undergo screening by AIT. The caller wanted to know if this was true, and also wanted to file a complaint against the TSO. 

FI ig ht Information: 

Date and Time of Flight: November 29, 2013. 
Departure Airport: PH X 
Airline: The caller did not have this information. 
Flight Number: The caller did not have this information. 

11129/201 Terminal and Gate Number: 4 
3 8: 17: 14 Description of TSO: The caller did nol have this informalion. 

PM Time of Incident: Between 9:00 and 10:00 AM 

Advised Ca Iler: 
Trans po r1 ati on S ecuri I y Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA see ks to provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 passengers who pass I hroug h our screening ch eek points. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do nol wish to be screened by lhis technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough paldown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of 
this right. 

On October 1 Olh 2013 al 11 am we were going through TSA check point to take AA to ORD from Chatlanooga airporl thal the TSA held us up more than they should have. I had my 4 year old son and my 9 month old daughter and we were off to 
Greece for vacation. 

I had my daughters milk. formula and one food jar (3 oz) in her diaper bag. The TSA stopped us. ran everything through the X-ray machine and all the bottles and jars of liquid individually again. 

After that the TSA a9ent told me that the mom would now have to 9et a pat down search done as the food jar was 3 oz. I argued with her that I have travelled a lot with my son and dau9hter previously and there are no such restrictions. 

11/30/201 
3 9:3B:OB Then the last/TSA gave me such an intrusive pat down search in front of the rest of the passerby's that I was very emban-assed and even complained to the manager who said nothing to her employees. Now I'm finally back in States and would like to 

AM lodge and formal comlplain. 

l(b)(61 

Sent from my iPhone 



11130/201 
3 9:38:20 

AM 

I am following up on an incident that I reported on 30 Aug at DIA. I was harassed by a TSO and Supervisorkbi(ff:, 
I received an email from TSA on 3 September acknowledging my complaint but have heard nothing since. 
I would like to know the stalus of the complain!. 
Thank you. 

!The TSO singled me out andl(b)(61 

On Sep 3, 2013 2: 1 O AM, "TSA-ContactCenter" < HYPERLINK '"mailto:TSA-ContactCenter@tsa.dhs.gov"TSA-ContactCenter@tsa.dhs.gov> wrote: 

Thank you for contacting the Transportation Security Administralion. 
While many routine inquiries can be responded to in less than 48 hours, 
some responses that require additional information may take I onger. 
The Contact Center's frequently asked questions 
<hltp://www.tsa.gov/contact-transporta1ion-security-adminis1ration> 
page has answers ta the most common i nq ui ri es we receive from the 
public. 
If you are writing to find out if you can pack a certain item in your 
carry-on or checked bags, you can use our "Can I bring my _____ _ 
through the security checkpoint?" tool located on the HYPERLINK '"http://www.tsa.gov'" lnwww.tsa.gov 
homepage. Just type in the item name into the box, hit the "submit" 
button. and the tool will tell you if it's permitted or prohibited in 
both carry-on and checked bags. 
The Travelers <http://www.tsa.gov/traveler-information> page has a 
great dea I of information, incl udrng acce ptab I e IDs, travel mg with 
liquids, special medical needs, tips for members of the military and 
people with special medical needs, lhe prohibiled items lisl. and tips 
for packing and dressing to get through security quickly. 

Is ub j ected me to a ful I patdown for no reason. 



The ca 11 er is 63 years o Id and has had two hip rep I ace m ents. She says that she shows the card ( a ca rd her doctor has made out for her discussing the hip rep I ace m ents) to the agents and she says they do not ca re and made her go through a patdown. 
She does not want to go through a patdown because it was a humiliating experience. She flies regularly on Virgin America. AA, and Delta. She said that the event took place at LAX and she flies frequently to the east coast to visit her mother. She 
wants to know if there is any way she can guarantee that she will never have to go lhrough a paldown again. She heard about a program where she can be fingerprinted and get the precheck on her boarding pass and she will not have to go through 
additional screening because she will be precheck. The caller complained about the patdown during most of the call. The caller states that she was offered a private screening but declined. 

I asked the caller if she was groped or sexually touched in any inappropriate ways and she described that the officer used the back of her hand and got near her female parts. There was nothing that the caller described that was out of the ordinary of a 
patdown and she never answered yes to the question if she believed she was groped or touched inappropriately. 

I advised the cal I er that Trans portat,on Security Officers wi 11 conduct d1ffe rent p atdown procedures to resolve different types of a nomal ,es. During the assessment off ce rs w, 11 use revised patdown procedures in a 11 instances to reso Ive a nomal ,es. The 
updated pa tdow n procedures wi 11 address areas of the body that we know a re used as a re as to concea I potentia I ly dangerous items. Ii ke explosives, 

TSA Administrator John Pistole has stated that TSA strives to ensure consistency whenever possible for passengers at security checkpoints. As always. all passengers have the right to request private screening at any time during the screening 
process. and patdowns are conducted by same-gender officers. I told the caller that there is no way to ever guarantee that a patdown will never be conducted on any passenger. We understand and regret the discomfort and inconvenience passengers 
may experience as a res u It of patdown procedures, Nevertheless, we believe these security measures a re necessary and ap prop ria te lo r ensuring the security and co nlide nee of a 11 air t rave I e rs. 

~ 1~3i~2g~ I advised the caller that There are two primary ways to be considered eligible for TSA Pre\u2713 '": travelers may be invited by a participating airline, or they may choose to enroll with one of U.S. Customs and Border Protection·s (CBP) Trusted 
PM Traveler programs. 

11130/201 
3 3:16:15 

PM 

Currently, TSA Pre\u2713n.' is limited to selecl airlines and each is contacting eligible frequenl flyers with an invitalion to opt-in. Once a passenger opts-in, the airline identifies the individual as a TSA Pre\u2713'" parlicipant when submitling a 
passenger's reservation information to T SA. 

Frequent flyers and other travelers who did not receive an invitation and would like to participate or would like to be considered eligible for TSA Prelu2713™ benefits on all participating airlines should apply for membership with one of CBP's Trusted 
Traveler programs. Individuals who apply and are cleared for enrollment in one of CBP's eligible Trusted Traveler programs are automatically qualified to participate in TSA Pre\u2713'" when flying on a participating airline at a par1icipa1ing airport. For 
more information. including enrollment, please visit http: www.globalentry.gov 

To check enrollment status, airline frequent flyers should contact their airline's customer service to verify that they are "opted in.'' For CBP Trusted Traveler program participants, travelers should enter the PASS ID from the back of their card into the 
known 1raveler field of lheir frequent flyer profile or enter it at lhe time of booking to be eligible for TSA Pre\u2713'" benefils. Travelers should ensure lhat lheir PASS ID is included in lhe known traveler field correclly. In addition, program members 
should enter their full name. date of birth, and PASS ID exactly as it appears on their membership card. 

It is important to remember, that even ii a passenger opts in for TSA Prelu2713'" with their airline or includes their CBP trusted traveler information when booking a flight. TSA Pre\u2713 '" does not guarantee an individual expedited screening. TSA 
will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport. 

3. You still conlinue to avoid answering real questions. In regards to the second email you replied 

"Spec1f1cally. you felt that the ID you presented should have been accepted." 

That's where the queslion about tsa inconsistency comes inlo play. Later in your email you state that an airline id is proper id so apparently TSA agrees lhat my id should be accepted. So when will you explain TSA's inconsistency in training or reason 
for the lack of knowledge that many tsa screeners have? What changes when I tell a screener that my blue jeans are a uniform making my id suddenly acceptable? Another question is this- when receiving a pat down the screener asks me to face my 
belongings to keep an eye on them. Why is it suddenly important to watch my things? When I send my items through the X-ray they sit on the other side out of view for several minutes because it seems I am being made to wait several minutes as 
punishment for opting out. During the wait, the security of my items seems unimportant because the tsa make me aware that doing their job is inconvenient for them because I opted out. 

2. The cut and paste response I received to the email below neither answered the question or addressed the issue. On one hand your response says that a screener can ask for more id and in the same response you say that a valid airline id is 
adequate. That's talking out both sides of your mouth as the screeners representing tsa do. One day my id isn't questioned, the next day I'm told it's not good enough. One airport has no problem with it and the next airport questions me several times 
about it. This is yet another question that my email asked and your response did not answer. Why are lhe screeners represenling Tsa so inconsistent? Why after all lhis time does your agency fail repealedly al disseminating informalion and getting 
some rese m b I ance of uniformity? Please in your next response, answer my quest ions brought up in the orig i na I ema i I as we 11 as the addition al ones I posed in response to your I a ck of a response. 

Looking forward to a response that answers questions ... 

1 TSA.gov says an airline ID. Why do many agents tell me it's not valid without a date on it? Your site makes no mention of a date. lt"s the way my airline issues id badges now. Tonight in ATL I was told that I have to have alternate ID because I was 
not in uniform. I was wearing a button up shirt and jeans. When I told the Isa agent that 11 is my uniform, they responded with "that will do" and accepted my ID. 

Sent from my iPhone 



11/30/201 
3 6 08 24 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 11130/2013 5:06:25 PM Airport: PHL - Philadelphia International Dale/Time of Travel: 1113012013 6:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: Delta dl754 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: tsa 
secondary TSA Employee: (If Known) ~omment · Upon answering screening questions. I answered no to any liquids, as I was truly unaware that a relative had packed a lunch in our bag.Kiill&IJaccused me of lying called his supervisor and 
started a pattern of deliberate overly o~ss that culminated with a physical pat down. This man and his alleged&quot;supervisor&quot: enjoyed harassing a military man in front of his 4 year old son. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Nam,,,..e..,b,,,·•-' _6~) __ ,___, 
Phone Number· (b)(ff'r 

Email =~b~l-'-(6~1~------~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Scret:ng ~rrent Date/Time · 121112013 8:59:56 AM Airport · HPN - Westchester County Date/Time of Travel : 1210112013 8:45 AM Airline & Flight Number . Delta 5179 CheckpoinUArea of Airport · 
Main TSA Employee: (If Known) Supervising Officer b:1(6 omment I travel 20 to 30 weeks a year, therefore automatically get TSA pre benefits. I am a chef and occasionally have to travel with knives, which I check. Today, I forgot to check my bag 
with my work knives -- which is not the first time I have one so. In the past. the TSA agents have always been understanding and immediately escort me back to the check in counter so I can check my bag. Today was different. 

When the bag sea n ned and showed my knives, Su pe rvi sing Offi cef b) ( S:•1 ~ rea ted me Ii ke a cri mi na I, even to the dismay of at her TSA officers, two of whom felt she was being over zealous. Judging by their reaction to her, this is Ii kel y not the first ti me 
she's gone overboard. She was not unpleasant. but ordered a full pat-down, seized my knives. took photos of them, and called the local police to run a background check on me -- irregardless of my extensive travel history, TSA pre-status, and the fact 
that I had food and chef coats in my bag. 

As stated earlier, this has happened to me at both LaGuardia and JFK, and both times the officers on duty escorted my back to check in to check my bag. then expedited me back through security. I never missed my flight-- until today. Supervising 
121112013 Officerkb \/6 !clearly enjoys displaying her authority, both to the detriment of the travelers who make her salary possible, and clearly to some of the other officers whose rolling eyes and body language made 11 apparent that I am not the only passenger 
9:33:49 that has experienced her tendency toward over-zealousness. 

AM 
I do appreciate safety and the intense work necessary to keep everyone safe, but I also know there are common sense approaches to security - like getting the bag with culinary tools into the belly of the plane. Calling the local police and causing a 
passenger to miss their flight when there should have been ample time is over-zealous. 

As a well-known chef and author, I will be writing about this experience and posting ii. We all wanl to be safe, but have the right to not be trealed like a criminal over an honest mistake. 
Would you like a re'l"'.iu;"'-'?-=,._.., 
Passenger's Nam,...,...e,.,_,.b~1-'-(6~) ____ _, 
Phone Number (b)(6) 
Email : b)(6, 
To leav"e-a;-c~o""m=m~e~n-c~o~n~ce~r~n-,n~g=-,s=e'"'edback. follow this link · hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: Ca 11 er stated she recently had surgery and was wean ng a com press ion garment. 

Response Details: Advised caller the following information: 
Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. TS Os must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal 
Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the 
process. TSA regrets if this was not your 

Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TS Os) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items. including disability-related devices and aids, are kept within a passengers line-of-sight when a passenger is 
required to undergo add1t1onal screening. When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property dunng a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passengers items and to ensure that the 
passenger is reunited with his or her property once it clears x-ray screening. 

Once an individual elects to enter a screening location. such as the Walk through Metal Detector ar the Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT), screening must be completed before an individual is permitted to leave the screening location. 

Once an individual enters screening they may not touch their uncleared belongings unless they have been directed to do so by a Transportation Security Officer. This includes handling carry-on baggage. items. or belongings during the screening 

12/112013 process. 

9:59:59 
AM 

12/212013 
8:1832 

AM 

If an individual declines screening or refuses to complete the screening process. the individual will not be penmitted to enter the stenle area of the airport or to board an aircraft. 

Told caller I would send the complaint to the CSM so they would be aware of the issue and could address it. 

Advised caller I would send the comp I a int to the d1sa b1 Ii ty d ep artm ent and em a, I the RF I. 

lncidenl DetJils: Caller said when she was leaving lhe airporl she was told she could file a complaint wilh TSA. She went through Dallas Love Field a lillle after 2:00pm yesterday wearing a compression garment. She flew through DFW, on Southwest 
and did not have these issues. All her luggage cleared at Dallas, but when she went through the machine she alarmed and lit up on both sides. They had to da a patdown which she said was nat a problem. She tald them to be gentle on her leg 
because of her surgery and she was wearing a compression garment. The officer patted her down and tested her for explosives which she thought she cleared. She saw the officer pacing back and forth. the officer then said she had to strip search her. 
Caller asked if she could removed her belt to be screened again in which the officer responded no and the passenger asked ii she could wear her shoes to the screening in which she was also told no , Caller stated she did not want to do a strip 
search and they told her if she did not she would be arrested. A Police officer came and would not arresl her because she was doing nothing wrong and the Police officer said she was really polite. The police officer said he had no jurisdiction there but 
he was a Dallas Police Officer. Caller asked if she could ga back to the restroom and remove her ganment, they told her no. Since the passenger would nat go through a strip search TSA officers later said they had put her an a list that she could nat fly 
for the entire day and she /el t comp I ete I y violated. She would have preferred to have screening information given to her about com press ion garments because they would not I et her remove it and she did not rea I ized that. She did not get to take that 
flight and had to make another flight. She said she flies a whole lot and usually when your stuff comes off the conveyor belt that it is cleared, they say grab your belongings and step to the side. They would not let her touch her belongings at Dallas like 
they do al all other airports. She had plenty of cash and laptops but they would nol allow her near it, it made her feel really nervous and violated. She staled it was a larger African American lady and lhe caller said she was african american too bul she 
was treated very differently. Caller said they never explained the process to her or what they were going to do nat once through the entire process. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Permitted Items Current Date/Time 121112013 8:03:08 PM Airport MOW - Chicago Midway Date/Time of Travel 11/26/2013 8:45 AM Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. On 26 Nav@ approx 0840 I was escorted thru the body scanner due to being on crutches by 2 TSA agents (1 black female &amp: 1 white male). The black female TSA agent asked me ta hand her the contents from my packets and I 
proceeded to hand her my POV keys, green apple chapst,ck &amp: my US Anmy issued ID tags. The agent never placed my items in a bucket to my knowledge and after clearing the scanner and pat down I proceeded to receive all of my belongings 
and the belongings of my wife and 3 children, whom I was traveling with. In the midst of securing my family we departed for our plane to DAL w/o receiving my keys to my POV, chapstick or govt property ID tags. I called TSA once we reached our 1st 
stop 10 notify I hem and was told I hat lhe items would be taken to Lost &amp: Found for us to claim upon our return. I received a call lhe next day from a male (name unknown) stating that they had my items. Upon our return 10 MOW from DAL I was 
told that Lost &amp: Found was closed. I called 773-498-1:Eill]and spake with a VERY rude and unprofessional gentleman that told me that I &quot:shouldn"t have lost my keys&quot: to which I informed him that I did nat lose them, I handed them over 
per guidance from the female TSA agent. After about 5 minutes of being rudely spoken to I asked for supervisor. lead or manager and was told that there was such person. I strongly disagreed and said that someone had to be there that was above 
him and he placed me on hold and eventually a gentleman by the name ol!rh·11R !came on the line and stated that he was the manager. I asked for his employee# or ID information and he said my name iskbl(6 !and that is all you need. I was again 
spoken to in a very rude and unprofessional manner and do not appreciate that, especially being an active duly member of the US Army and DEF veteran. I explained my situation t~and said that I could not believe I hat no one was there to man 
the Lost &amp: Found and ta accommodate travelers. Without my keys I told him that my family and I had na way of getting home or getting inside al aur house and he was very non cha I ant and uncaring. After speaking withl::filili]for approximately 
10 minutes he told me that there was nothing he could do and no one else that I could speak with about this situation that I truly feel was brought about by TSA. As a result of this, I had to pay $81 for a shuttle to get my family home to Oswego. IL pay 
$75 for a locksmith to get us into our home and will have to pay additional monies for gas, tolls, additional parking (3 extra days) and a shuttle to get me back to MOW once my items are located. This is only a snapshot into the HORRID treatment that 
I received at the hands of TSA. I spoke with members of TSA and TDC all to no avail. II appears that no one had an interest in offering any assistance 10 my family and I with our ordeal, not 10 menlion thal we were traveling with 3 small children, ages 
10, 5 and 3. I find this to be a travesty and unacceptable. TSA needs ta make amends to me for all of the costs that I have had to incur and will incur due to this issue of na one manning Lost &amp: Found although the airport is still open. To me, that 
is a security issue and security needs to be overseen during al I ope rational hours. I am in the p races s of notifying every soci a I media out I et that I can of this ordeal and the treatment that my lam, ly and I have had to endure. The reason th at I was 
initially directed to the body scanner is because I am wounded and on crutches/wheelchair due to being a unifonmed service member, 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number "h,...,..··,1""r;""·1=~----. ___ ..J 

Email bi(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning ack, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



12/212013 
8:25:13 

AM 

12/212013 
12:14:45 

PM 

Caller fiew from EWR to Ft. Myers on Fnday, 11-29. Caller 1s a 70 yr. old female and 1s in 4th stage colorectal cancer. Before she went through secunty she stated to the TSO she had medical documentation to provide and was very adamant m 
presenting the documentation but the TSO didn t even look at it. She has a Titanium Hepatic Pump and at FT Myers they only had her to pat down her pump and they tested her hands but she wasn t required to remove her shoes, jacket, etc. At EW R 
she was told to remove shoes, jewelry and she was patted down. There was a heavy sel African American lady who staled she wasn t qualified to perform lhe patdown for the caller but due to how busy they were, she wenl ahead and did the patdown 
anyway. She couldn t see her items during the process and if it wasn t for her husband watching her items they would be missing. Caller thinks this is disgusting that someone behind her had a turban on and she was allowed through without any 
re course. She thin ks it was tot a 11 y unnecessary lo r the patdown and hop es it does n I happen again because she is !rave Ii ng for treatments freq ue ntl y to NY 
Ca Iler thin ks she should get some sort of com pen sa ti on. thin ks she should be moved to first class because of the incident. 
Caller is grateful that TSA is conscientious, but, still fell embarassed over the incident and it was totally uncalled for and she hopes this never happens to anyone else. 
Departed 3:49 PM, arrived at airport 1 :30, Flight # UA 1299YN, Gate # C83. 

Response: 
Apogized to ca Iler and exp I a i ned she is welcome 10 provide med i ca I docume nl ati on, but, it does nol prevent anyone from going I hroug h I he screening process. 
Explained it is the discretion of the TSO if a person appears to be 75 or older they may be allowed to leave their shoes on during screening. 
Advised if she is n I offered a private area lo r a patdown she can request anytime during the process. 
Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 
Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) al thal location. 
Advised ca Iler if add it ion a I info rma ti on is required she may be contacted vi a em ai I. 
Questioned ca 11 er as to the com pen sati on she is seeking and she mentioned she thinks she s hou Id be moved to first cl ass. some type of upgrade. 
Explained to caller TSA is responsible for screening all baggage and passengers who board aircraft at our nations airports. No jurisdiction over the aircraft, refen-ed to her airline and explained they have no jurisdiction over the screening process. 

Disability Description: Callers son was in a wheelchair for screening. 

Response Details: Told caller 
I could only help her with her complaint for screening with TSA 
I explained to her that her complainl had two parts 10 it. The attendanl thal made her son get out of the wheelchair would have to be handled by her airline, they provide passengers with wheelchairs and part 2 was wilh screening with TSA. 
I told her that passengers can use wheelchairs or crutches for screening but would need to let the officer know before screening starts. 
I ask if the officer knew her son needed a wheelchair or crutches, she said they did not have them to use for screening but wanted the officer to recommend her and her son to go through the handicap line for screening or be taken aside, however I 
never understood she had ask for either. She said the officer should have been able to see her son could not walk on his foot. 
I told her passengers with metal can use the AIT for screening, if there was an alarm during screening they will give a paldown to clear any alarm. 
She now has stated once I ask if they even had a wheelchair or crutches to use for screening, she stated they did not have them at the checkpoint. 
I could take her complaint on behalf of TSA and send it to the CSM so they could handle her complaint for her. 
She would have to handle the complaint for the wheelchair attendant with her airline or the provided number from the first call, she was given the number for Aviation Consumer Protection Division at 202-366-2220. 

Incident Details: Caller has spoke to Southwest. She says her issues are with TSA, Southwest has compensated her. She spoke to someone with TSA last Tuesday and she would get a report within 24 hours, she has not gotten the report. Her son has 
pins and plates in his ankle, he had surgery on Nov 12th. She says I hey were stopped at screening ins1ead of using the handicap pass for screening she had to go lhrough the normal screening wilh out lhe wheelchair and crulches. She says the 
wheelchair attendent made her son get out of the wheelchair and go through the normal screening line, she did not know what the wheelchair attendant did with the wheelchair or where the crutches. 
She says the officer made her son hop through screening, once he was in the AIT, he was told he could not use the AIT for his screening. She says the officer was told about the metal in her sons body and still had him go through the AIT for screening 
then said once he was in the AIT he should not use it for screening, 
The officer would nol allow her son to use lhe crutches for his screening. She and her son both told lhe officer about the plale in his leg and could nol use ii for screening. She says the officer ordered him to not use lhe crutch for screening. She wants 
some sort of compensation. Southwest has offered her one way tickets. They declared the metal in her sons body. 
They did not have a whee I ch air or crutch es to use for screening. She told the ofli cer her son was n I able to walk through for sere en i ng and co u Id not use AIT lo r s c reem ng. She wanted the officer to officer them to go to the handicap side lo r s c reem ng, I 
never understood she ask for the handicap screening , 
She says her son was cause pain because of I his. 

Airport:SFO 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight number: 323 
Date and time: 9:35 AM 11-25-13 
Terminal or gate: Gate 28 
Items Damaged: 



12/212013 

Attn: John s. pistole, administrator 

My family and I Jrrived at O'HJre airport on Salurday, November 30, 2013 about 12:45 pm. 
Because my husband had a tsa pre-screening on his boarding pass, were able to enter in the first United security entrance for special boarding. My daughter and I had to go through the regular screening area. In Newark. I was given a disability pass 
be cause of my rep I ace m ent knee. I didn't have to remove my shoes and they were tested after I passed thru the machines. 

Bui O'Hare, I had to remove my shoes. I was spoken to roughly and rudely. I have diabetes and wear a V-go which is a small plaslic device holding insulin which I can dispense as needed. They tested my palms for explosives. Then a very nasly 
man said, "what the hell is that?" I explained it was a diabetic device and lifted up my sweater just slightly by the waist so he could seek it. "Don't pick up your shirt." he bellowed causing all the other passengers to stare at me. 
"Whal"s wrong with you?," he continued. "'I never told you to pick up your shirt'" He went away smirking as he retold his coworkers my story. 

Some of your TSA employees are drunk wilh power. On one occasion they did nol like lhe look of my Cpap machine and told me to step back while I hey ran around looking for clolh to check for explosives. They told me if I took a slep forward or lried 
to touch my machine, they would handcuff me. Recently in Minnesota they claimed they found residue of explosives a I was hustled into a room where I never agreed to go and manhandled with hands stuck in my underpants and all over my body. I 
had to take off my socks and it was freezing in the room. It didn't matter that it was a woman groping me. The porn! was that my personal space, body and respect was violated. Never found out what gave the false pos1t1ve, but I can tell you I never 
had explosives. 

2:13:51 I was a counselor to 911 families and surviving victims after the attack in 2001, and I certainly don't want to re-experience that awful event. But we are still a free society and should have respect for our citizens. 
PM 

You need an eduction course for your workers on basic health issues. What does a C-pap look like and do. What is a replacement joint? What is diabetes equipment--needles, pumps. V""9os? I also saw on a recent trip, a frail old man who could not 
re al I y sl and dragged out of his wheelchair to go the re the screening . 

Many of your employees feel they are fully m charge and enjoy acting like nazis as they complete their duties. 

There must be a balance between safety and basic decent 1reatmen1. You guys really have to work on lhe 1a1er. I never hear back when I write to you. I hope this lime is differeni. and I am also contacting my senators. 

Sincerely, 

Sent from my iPad 

Callers 17 year old daughter went through secondary screening when they returned from Haiti recently. She had SSSS on her boarding pass. One TSO said it was random. Another told them to call OHS about it. At JFK she went through a very 
invasive and excessive patdown. The TSO s were hostile when speaking to his daughter and wife. When he joined them they back off somewhat. 

Airport: JFK 
Airline: JetBlue 
Flight#: 268 
Date and time: 11 27 13 at about 6:00 p.m. 
Location: Terminal 

121212013 Response: 
2:48: 10 I told the caller that the SSSS on her boarding pass was a random selection for secondary screening. 

PM 
Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TS Os at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

I told the caller to give the CSM a couple days to respond to him about the complaint. If you have not heard from him in 2 to 3 days go ahead and give him a call. 

Nam~(b1(6) 
Phon 



1212/2013 
5:01:01 

PM 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: The cal I er indicated that she has a pacemaker deli bu I ato r 

Response Details: As the caller indicaled that she would like information in regard to filing a formal complaint, I advised I hat I would email the criieria to do so. 

I advised th at I wo u Id a I so refer the information to the CSM at BOS to make them aware. 

I advised that she can always request lhe assistance of the PSS at the checkpoint who can address concerns and provide assistance through screening. I advised that she can request a TSO Supervisor as well. 

Incident Details: The caller indicated that she flew from BOS to MCI on Saturday with Southwest flight 1212 departing at 5:10pm from E1A. She indicated that she had the Precheck indication on her boarding pass. A TSO advised that passengers 
make her aware if they have an expedited ticket, The cal I er stepped out of Ii ne. The ca Iler advised th at TSO that she had a pacemaker d efi b ul a tor and the TSO acknowledged this. 

The caller was directed to the WTMD by an older female TSO, tall, slender, blond hair. glasses, caucasian). She reiterated that she has a pacemaker and that she normally goes through AIT. The TSO advised that she would be fine. There was an 
alarm of the WTMD. The TSO advised that it was because of her bracelets and became upset when the caller would not remove them. The caller indicated that the bracelets have never caused an alarm. The TSO (elderly, caucasian, short. stocky, 
glasses. salt and pepper hair) that conducted the patdown to clear the alarm advised that the caller that she should not have been directed to the WTMD. This TSO ( offered to get an EMS for her. The caller indicated that she declined this as the EMS 
does not have the capability of the checking the pacemaker. 

The ca 11 er indicated that a Southwest representative at BOS wou Id check into this. 

The caller indicated I hat she felt very scared that the pacemaker would fail. The caller indicated I hat she submitled a device check via phone to the hospital a few moments ago to make sure I hat lhe device is working. She won t receive information 
until tomorrow. 

The caller indicated that if the WTMD had caused the pacemaker to stop. she could have died if she experienced any type of arithmia. 

fbi(61 

!(bl(61 

12/212013 
6:0942 

PM 

l ... (b_,_(6_) ___ _,~aunakee, WI 53597 

HYPERLIN'4,_b_)_(6_, _______________ _. 

I have been flying out al Dane County WI airport since July al 2012. Beginning in 2013, I have been flying mare weeks than nat. On many many occasions, I have been tald that I need to have a "pat down" due to an area on my body. I. after many 
trips in vol vi ng a tng ger lo r a pat down, started to rea I ize it was happening often and the same person was typically the person to give the pat down. I have fl own the same amount of 11 mes out of many other airports. and have only be en to Id a "pat 
down" was needed on one occasion. Again. I didn't think much of it but just thought it was odd that t happened to me so much. I was in a conversation with a friend and was telling her about the frequency of the occurrences and we both agreed it was 
odd I hat is was always my rig hi breast area thal triggered the pal down. In addition to that, I had made a comment that the other thing I hat was odd was the person performing lhe majority of them was lhe same person. She asked for a descriplion and 
I gave the fallowing: "average frame, dark hair, short buzz cut, very manly stature and honestly looks to be very · butch"" A few days later. this friend of mind said she needed to talk with me. She had found out that the "lady" that had been patting me 
down on many many occasions was a transgender and had been leading the life of a man. I. to say the very least am shocked and appalled to find this out. I believe in sexual equality and donl care what each person choses to do in his/her life own 
personal life, but when a person undergoing medical procedures to become one of the opposite sex and he/she then is performing duties at his/her job as the birth sex - I have a problem. I was misled and quite honestly consider myself to have been 
violaled by the TSA. To quole lhe TSA documentation, "Pat-downs are conducted by an officer of the same gender as presented by the individual al the checkpoint." I consider lhis complain! to be a very serious issue and would expecl to hear from 
someone regarding it in the very near future. 

When did this happen? 

These are the dates I have fl awn since the first of the year 

Flight dates: 

1113/2013 11 :12 am 112112013 11: 12 am 1129/2013 6:30 am 



121212013 
6:0947 

PM 

Feedback Type . Civil Rights/Liberties 
Ca I egori es 41 h Amendment: Speech 
Current Date/Time . 1212/2013 5: 16:02 PM Airport . AUS - Austin-Bergstrom International Date/Time al Travel : 12/02/2013 12:00 PM Airline & Flight Number . 

Checkpoint/Area of Airport=..,...,.....,.,....----, 
TSA Employee: (If Known) k~b~l~(6~1~--~ 
Comment: I am a current employee at Austin Airport. Everyday I am simply inconvenienced by TSA going lhrough checkpoint jusl to get to work. I am okay as long as TSA employees do not use their hands to physically Iouch me. In today's issue, I 
went through the metal detector and the alarm went aff signalling an extra check, again they usually just wipe my palms for whatever reason and I'm on my way. no big deal. However, this time the asked me for a patdown. I do not consent ta any 
search no matter whom they may be. or what the reason may be. There is just no reason for someone to I ay their hands a 11 aver your body I Ike that. Anyhow, I asked them for other options and ( b :1 ( 6) to Id me. &quot You can either be searched 
and head to work. or you can I eave, &quot: No matter what the cons eq ue n ces would have been for me to miss wo rl<, I wou Id have rather of I efl. so I made my decision to I eave rather than be sea re e , ( b) ( ff) then responded , &quot You cannot 
leave wilhout being searched.&quot: &quot:But you gave me an option firsl now your going back on your word?&quot: I responded. & uoI·Sir ou can be searched first lhen leave, or work it doesnt ma1ter what you do after, you must get 
searched.&quot; An Austin Police officer came to the scene ta back up~ and I proceded with the search with his words. b::,(6) as way out of line did nat a/fer any other way to 9et through. I know my rights and I know I could have just 
argued more. however, that would have just taken up all my time and n~ld have happened because there is this sense o power w,t the TSA officers in Austin. Espec1a11,fh··,1rr1 ] this man feels that he owns the airport he believes he 
could make me lose my job as he claimed and made threats about doing so. If this is how TSA represents themselves and protects the states, how has this program lasted for so long? How does TSA higher-ups allow such incompetent people run the 
security program at every airport. This would not of been a problem as long as my rights were not violaled. Nor if he had not made any personal remarks aboul making me lose my job. A job that pays the bills for my family and kids. Why is he the man 
in charge? 
Would you like a res onse? : True 

Passenger's Na~m_e_ .• (.,b,.1(,.6,.i_-.r-~ 
Phone N m r 
Email (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Hello. 

I'm writing to voice my frustrations with the Pre-Check line for the A,B, and C concourses at POX. The past two times I've traveled through POX, I've been detained while transiting Pre-Check. I am a Global Entry member, and have undergone an 
extensive background check by the TSA as part of I hat program. For the TSA 10 identify me as needing exlra screening seems absurd. The real fruslration, however, is I hat my screenings seem to occur for the same reason. I pass through the metal 
detector, and it sounds a random beep which tells the agent ta check my hands. The machine that tests the hand swabs then indicates that I supposedly have explosives on my hands, so rm taken into the back room for a pat down and full luggage 
search. Similar hand checks at other airports do not result in a I arms. 

121312013 Dales Monday, 1017, 6pm (AS 386) AND Monday, 1212, 6:30pm (AS 379) 

8:22:31 
AM 

While the agents are always accommodating and fnendly, I believe there is a flaw in the process by which you identify people for extra screening (random beep). Furthermore, the hand swab machine seems to identify false positives. as my luggage, 
shoes, and body always check clean in the second search. I might suggest re-calibrating the hand swab machine, but am no expert on the equipment. Perhaps that's the correct course of action. I'd appreciate a response, and am eager to hear what 
can be done to pre vent these u n necessary detainments in I he future. 

Thank you. 

Ca Iler wan ts 10 know why a re you s ep erated from your hand bag and your person al belongings. 

1213/2013 Resolution: 
8:4743 

AM Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TS Os) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items. including disability-related devices and aids, are kept within a passenger's line-of-sight when a passenger is 
required to undergo additional screening, When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property during a patdown or private screening, TS Os have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's items and to ensure that the 
passenger is reunited with his or her property once ii clears x-ray screening. 

Caller said that this does not happen at LGA 



Caller fiew from Ph1ladelph1a to Orlando. She only had a tote. She was alone so the TSO told her to go down a separate lme. She said you do not have to take off her jacket or shoes. She alarmed due to a knee implant. She then had to remove the 
jacket and tote. Her bag went through behind her back while she received a thorough patdown. This was new to her. She went on her way and when she got home she is missing a pair of earrings from her carry on. Her necklace was still there. She had 
them packed in the bag on the bo1tom and lhe bag even zippers on lhe top 10 close the tole. 
She also said the TSO told her that she can use the AIT since she has metal implants. 

AirportPhiladelphia 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number: 1004 
Date and Time: November 29th at about 12:30 pm 
Terminal or Gate:E12 

1213/2013 Description or Bag: II is b I ack with turquoise b ullerfi i es on it. 
9:43:14 

AM 
I apologized to the caller that she is missing the earrings from her bag, You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport. we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Custa mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that I a ca ti an. 

Advised caller that if a passenger has metal implanls, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. I told her she can ask for the AIT if it is available. This reduces the chances of a patdown but never completely eliminates the chances of a patdown. 

The caller stated that she had a bad experience with PreCheck m Seattle Tacoma yesterday,12-02-13, at 10:00AM at Gate B10 for Southwest Airlines. 
She has a metal knee so she was offered the patdown, because they did not have an AIT machine at that line. She was upset because she was not told this prior to entering the line. She stated that she went through the trouble to get PreCheck and felt 
there should be an AIT machine available and a sign posled. The TSO did take her over to anolher line and let her use the AIT bul she had to have her belongings scanned again and stated it was a waste of time for everyone. She feels the Supervisor, 

12/3/2013 !lb \/6\ t,vas rude because he told her that she is free to be her own advocate and check on it at the beginning of the line. 
11 0800 

AM RESPONSE: 

Told her I am sorry she had that experience but am glad they did let her go to the other line and use the AIT 
I wi 11 send her complaint to the Customer Support Manager. 



12/312013 
12:08:38 

PM 

Caller has a metal plate in her neck. She Is always asked if she has metal in her body. On her last trip from Kansas City to Raleigh she was asked what was in her pocket. She did not have a pocket. She was patted down and tested for explosives. 
She said that the agent used the palm of her hand. She said that she did not set off an alarm. She said that she watched other passengers who were patted down for 45 minutes. All of the other passengers were seniors, She thinks that she was 
discriminaled against because she is a senior. She flew on Southwest Airlines form Kansas City. 
On the way home from Raleigh, NC they had a notice of inspection. She had two bags of sand and shells inside of three bags in her luggage. The bags were left open and she had sand in her luggage. She got a patdown in RDU after going through 
the x-ray. She said that the agent used the back of her hand and tested her for explosives. She wanted to make a complaint. 

Airporl - RDU 
Airline -AirTran 
Flight Numbers - 446 
Departure Ti mes -2; 26 pm 
Arrival Times - She arrived at RDU at approximately 11 :21 am 
Date And Time of Incident - 11 29 2013 
Baggage Tag Numbers -!(b)(61 
Description 01 Luggage ~~--~ 
Color - Black 
Style - Soft-sided with wheels 
Size - Large 
Brand - Does not know 

Was There An NOi - Yes 
Was Anything On The NOi - No 
Location Of I nc1d e nt 
Gate -A24 
Terminal - Does not know 
Phonp Nqmher fb 1151 J.,ork an~(b 1(6, ! cell 
Email *bi(61 ! 
Na me Ob-f A,..c""t-ua""l""P,,..e-r-so_n....,..I n_v_o,.....lved -kb I ( 6:, I was the name on the I ugg age) 
I advised her that anytime there is an alarm lhat alarm musl be cleared. 
I apologized for the sand in her bag. I advised her that I would forward her record to the CSM at RDU for review. 
I transferred her to MB. 

The caller staled she is disabled and she is in a wheelchair. The caller said she went through the checkpoint at ATL and her experience was completely horrible. The caller said she had TSA Pre-Check on her flight to ATL bul when she flew oul of ATL 
she was not selected. The caller said she had TSA Pre-Check on her boarding pass. The caller said she went through the checkpoint and she asked the TSO about the expedited screening and the TSO simply stated that it is just paperwork. The caller 

1213120 13 said she arnved at AT L on 11 30 2013 at 12: 30 pm. The ca 11 er stated she was flying on De Ila Air I in es. The cal I er said she had to wait for 1 hour be cause the TSO s we re performing the pat-down on every ind i vi d ua I in the I in e at the checkpoint. 
1:26:19 

PM I told lhe caller passengers are randomly selecled for TSA Pre-Check. The caller slated that the screening was not random. The caller stated lhe officer s were disregarding the expedited screening process. I told the caller we monitor the number and 
nature of complaints to track tends. I told the caller we want to see if there are certain screener s or screener teams that are subject to repeated complaints. 



Just a comment regarding my most recent flight out of Appleton WI on November 26, 2013 

I fiy approximately 75,000 miles a year to many US and International airports. 

I am 6 7 years o Id and observe how TSA lo I ks conduct their ins pe ct,ons. 

Point being at my most recent trip this is what look place: 

First stop was to check my ticket and ID. No prob I em the T SA employee was very p roles s ional and cordial . 

Over to the belt where I placed my backpack (carried with me over the last 5 years) and assorted other items in lhe plastic tub. 

Walked through the metal detector not the x-ray machine. No alarms. I got the "special pass'· because I was TSA "pre screened". 

121312013 Now the problem beg,ns The belt ,-ray screener pulled my backpack out so ,t could be checked by another screener Never stated exactly what they were looking for After thoroughly going through my backpack it was re-screened. This occurred 2 

2 19 28 more times Finally, after another search of my backpack ,t was determined the problem was some loose change Which ,n all of my travels has never been an issue at any airport. 

PM 
Then I guess the screener decided to make an additional check my backpack and "wiped my backpack down". Again no explanation as to what was going on. She then took the wiping pad to a machine not visible to me and made a statement that the 
wipe was eilher a "strike or line" to show up on the machine. 

This then prompted a complete '·pat down·' by a male TSA employee. Even though I went through the metal detector. 

I am sure this situation is repeated all over the US on a daily basis. The check in/screening process at ATW thal I went lhrough was a wasle of my time bul I did not complain or confront lhe TSA screeners. I am sure they enjoyed their time hassling a 
"TSA pre screened traveler··. 

There appears to be a lot of room for improvement. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" . Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time : 12/312013 2:43:34 PM Airport : PHL - Philadelphia International DatelTlme of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 

121312013 TSA Employee: (If Known)· 

4 _11 ,21 Comment: I have an artificial knee and I am certififed TSA Precheck/Global Entry but TSA precheck 1s many times worthless as many gates only have xray machines and my knee sets 11 off. I tell them in advance and have a card from the implant 
· PM manufacturer. but I still have to remove my shoes and have a lull body pat down with swabbing of my luggage and hands defeating any time saving purpose. Anything I can do? 

Would you like a r...,....._-= __ 7_-..w=---~ 
Passenger's Nam b 1(6) 

1213/2013 
6:04:43 

PM 

Phone Number ~h--,~1-r;-·-, ---~--~ 

Ema (bi(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time : 12/312013 5: 16:24 PM Airport : JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel 12103/2013 5:00 PM Airline & Flight Number DL442 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Terminal 4 TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment· I have a pacemaker and cannot use the metal detector. However in the pre check lane there are only metal detectors - so I am subject to a pat down. There should be a way through the pre check lane to access the advanced screening 
machines. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Namf b)(61 
Phone Number, ,._ _____ __, 

Email !(bl(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



From b)(6I 

Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 4:49 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hftp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!~(b~i~(6~·~1 --~ 
12/312013 Dale Time: 121312013 4:49 09 PM 

6:05:04 
PM 

12/4/2013 
1:5951 

PM 

Name: 

!(b,(61 

Email: 

HYPERLIN ,_b-')_(6-'1 ___________________ _. 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

Unreasonable security screening 

Comments: 

I was unreasonably searched and detained yesterday at Denver International Airport. I have a very rare. painful neurological condition named small fiber neuropathy. Unfortunately, I didn't know about your pre-flight procedures for disabled people until 

The caller said she flew from Charolelle to Cleveland and her checked baggage was inspected by TSA. The caller said she was upset when she discovered she had a NOi in her checked baggage. The caller stated the NOi had Mill RQ 12/03113 16:58 
written on it. The caller wanted to know if the officers keep a record of the bags that they check. The caller wanted to know why her checked bag was inspected. The caller said she was upset when she found the NOi in her checked bag. 

I told the caller all baggage is required by law to be screened, I told the caller passengers baggage can be randomly selected for inspection. I told the caller the officers will leave a NOi in the bag with a timestamp. I told the caller sometimes food 
ii ems may cause an alarm. I told lhe caller books and magazine may sometime appear as anomalies and the officers would have to open the bag and do a physical inspection of the bag. I told the caller even a person is subject 10 go through 
additional screening. I told the caller a passenger may even have to receive a pat-down after going through AIT or the metal detector. I told the caller the officers do the same thing if a bag alarms. I told the caller I do not know why her bag was 
selected for add i ti o na I screening. 



Disability Description: The caller uses a wheel chair. 

Response Details: The caller was advised that typically and according 10 lhe information available al the TCC TSA Cares Private screening is optional for passengers. 

I a po I og i zed to the caller that she was not sati sf,ed with her experience. I explained to the caller that this ty pi ca 11 y is not required of passengers and that I was unsure as to why in this s ituat,on the policy was different. 

I advised the caller thal I would forward a copy of this complaint to the CSM at DCA to make lhern aware of this siluation and dissatisfaction. 

I informed the caller that 1/ a passenger has conce ms about his or her s c reenrng. he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Sup port Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

PSS are available to assist passengers while at lhe checkpoint. 

Upon contacting the caller back, She stated that she did not fee I Ii ke this was di sen mi nation and that she was unsure if the change was because of her di sa bi I ity or not. she on I y wanted to know the po Ii cy lo r option al p nvate screening. 

121412013 I informed the caller at this point I hat we would forward ii to the appropriale offices for review. 

4A4:19 
PM 

12/512013 
921:46 

AM 

Incident Detai Is: Itinerary: 

Airporl• DCA to OTW 
Airline-Delta 
Flight Number- 1545 
Date and Time ol lncident-12 03 2013 Late Evening at DCA screening Landed at 11:00 p.m at DTW. 
Terminal• N A 
Gate- NA 
TSO Descri tion- Both were heavy Set Woman one Caucasian and one darker complected. 
Email 1h·,1r:;··, 

Phone Number._b-')_(6-'••-' ___ _, 

Complaint. 

The caller frequently travels and 1 out of 5 limes she alarms at leasl once and sometimes twice when ii comes 10 lhe ETD Test due to her personal wheelchair. On one occasion when she alarm ETD twice TSA had a specific explosive learn come 
speak with her. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IF'tb1(61 
Date Time: 1214/2!'-'o"'1"'°3"'5'°'; 3,...1,...: 5"'8,...P""M,..,...._. 

························---------------··························· 

Comp a,n s: Iscou eaus u e mplayee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 1648 southwest. terminal b 
Ft myers fl .gate. B2 
Comments:TSA agent Thorpe at Ft Myers Florida on Wednesday, December 4th 2013 at 4:50 p.rn. Eastern Standard Time was very abrupl and kept culling me off mid sentence as i I was trying to speak. I'm at lhe airporl about every week and 
request an opt aut fat a pat down because al this. Very rude and bad attitude. 



Caller was cal Ii ng on beha If of her lath er who had to remove his shoes at the security screening checkpoint. He Is 8 7 and had nothing to balance or ho Id onto while rem ovrng his shoes. He expressed to the TSO th at he thought a po Ii cy was in p I ace to 
allow him to keep his shoes on. They asked him to remove the shoes anyway. The caller is upset because she thought anyone of that age could participate in the expedited screening. The caller. his daughter wanted to know when the policy was 
started exaclly? She wanled to prevent lhis from happening again and asked for a supervisor at the airport. 

Advised: 

I apologized thal her father had experienced this incidenl and explained I hat maybe an alarm was alerted and that is why lhe shoes had to be removed. 
The ca 11 er stated her father was not a ware of an a I a rm that might have be en triggered or a I e rted. 

121512013 TSA has implemented a program to revise screening procedures for passengers who appear to be age 75 and older. 

113634 
AM 

1215/2013 
11:58:57 

AM 

12/5/2013 
2:1403 

PM 

12/5/2013 

Under I his new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. TSA anticipates these changes will further reduce-I hough nol completely eliminate-the need for a physical 
patdown on travelers 75 and older that would otherwise have been conducted to resolve alarms. It's important to remember, that any individual may be required to remove their shoes or undergo a patdown if anomalies are detected during security 
screening th at cannot be resolved through other means. 

I explained I did nol have the specific date when the 75 or older policy was implemented. 
I suggested if he had questions or needed assistance at the airport to request a supervisor or PSS and also to request somewhere to sit down or something to hold onto if he had to remove his shoes again due to an alarm. 
I provided the CSM information. 
1h·I1f;--, 
Phone: h··,rrr-, 
Email (b I(6i 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Locks; T SA Pre? '" 
Current Date/Time: 12/512013 11:45:26 AM Airport EWR - Newark International Date/Time ofTravel 1210112013 Airline & Flight Number: UA 50 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Security Lane TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment · Dear TSA, Before departing on my UA #50 flight from EW R to FRA on December 1st, I of ccurse had to go through the security screening. On my boarding pass was the notation, &quotTSA Pre&quot;. Since I am a frequent traveler, I do 
not go through the body scanner, but walk lhrough the door and have a pat down. When I told lhat 10 lhe man at lhe security check-point, he said lhat I would have to wait for a female employee 10 do that. In lhe meantime, all my personal items had 
gone through the screener and were waiting to be picked up. If I had not had a young man namecfE:ii£ill helping me, some or all of my items would have been stolen, since even after a wait of ten minutes, no one came to let me go through the door 
and do a pat-down on me. I therefore walked through the body scanner and went over to~ho had ccllected all my items. I was then told that I had to take off my shoes. since I had walked through the body scanner. Since I use a cane, this is 
quite difficult for me, but the woman agent did not care. Making a handicapped person wait for so long is not acceptable. Again, without~180:s help. some or all of my personal items might have been stolen. Then, when I arrived at my 
fiance&#180;s house in Germany, I noted that my one piece of luggage had been opened. There was no note inside indicating I hat, plus~ was missing on thal section. I do not have any exlra TSA locks with me here in Germany, and will be 
forced to purchase one before I return home. I will be sending you a copy of the bill and expect to be reimbursed for the lock. Such shoddy treatment of my luggage is not acceptable. First, I, as a handicapped senior citizen. am not treated properly. 
then my luggage is checked, no note Is left for me to indicate such. and a lock is not put back on the suitcase. Because of such unprofessional treatment, I am most d1ssat1sfied with the TSA.!(b)(ff:, Vvould you like a response? True 
Passenger's Name kb)(6i !Phone Numberkb-·1(6i !Email!/b)(ff:1 !To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link: httpcl/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time · 121512013 12A354 PM Airport : LIT - Little Rock National Date/Time of Travel : 11120/2013 9:30 AM Airline & Flight Number . SWA 738/2878 CheckpoinUArea of Airport 
: Secunty TSA Employee: (If Known) Oflicer~b)(6!(young female) Comment I arrived at the airport at 8:45 am for a 9:30 flight, checked bags at 8:59 per claim check. I was running late due to a family medical emergency. I fly 3-6 times monthly. I 
am not typically late. I have never had a prob em with TSA.though am often patted down due to clothing with metal, or rolled sleeves. etc. I have preferred check-in status. This time TSA offered me expedited screening with no explanation that this 
would be a metal detector, not the x-ray. I have a knee replacement, therefore requiring a pat-down. I was turned over 10 Officer~ho was immediately rude and hostile making statements such as &quol;I don't care if you miss your plane, you 
shouldn"t be late, it's your fault. I won't rush. I will do my job. You should get here on time.&quot; She made no attempt to be supportive or cooperative or defuse the situation with a reassurance. She has no conflict mgmnt skills - just the opposite. 
She Is an es cal a tor and should not be in a security position without additional Ira in, ng. She del I be rate I y took Io nge r than necessary to comp I ete a pat-down and continued to berate me for b erng I ate. A ma I e officer came aver and said, &quot: Stop it 
both of you. &quot At which point [Eill]fi ni shed up. not even checking my ca rry-o ns. I pointed out to the ma I e officer that, yes I was I ate. but th at they knew nothing of the circumstances that ma de me late and that their job is also service even though 
security is primary. The young and exceedingly rude!(b)(6peeds additional Iraining. I am sure I am nol the most &quot;stressed&quoi: person she will deal wilh, but her atlilude and poor performance increased lhe slress of the situation is not conduct 
conducive to maintaining safety and order. I would like to hear from a manager, preferably by phone. I also suggest you train your employees to explain &quot;expedited screening&quot: if it should involve a metal detector, or to send all expedited 
passengers through the x-ray screener. 
Would you like a response?; True 
Passenger's Na,.,m=-"!· 1.,_h._·,"-,R'-'-'-·-, -..------' 

Phone Number b·:,(6) 

Email b)(61 
To leave a commen concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

I went on Nov 28th from Albuquerque to Indianapolis on am American Ai~ines flight. My wife and two kids were with me. My children are ages 2 112 and I have an 8 month old. My wife had a clear zip lock bag of sealed baby food in a pouch. It was 
the 4.2 ounce Earths Best. My wife had carried many of them (8). Well the tsa person at the Albuquerque airport asked her to open them whoch she refused because it would obviously spoil. So not only was the food scanned several times so was 
my luggae which didn't habe any baby food I it. On lop of thal I had 10 go lhrough a pal down which was right in front of my children. This all due to ii being over 3 ounces and there are several of the pouches. 

4:01 :45 This is not right nor far. While the Isa person was hispanoc. I'm black and I feel he singled me out and didn't do extra scanning for even my wife who is non-black. 
PM 

This seems to be a trend with TSA, u dercover racism because you all feel yku can gel away with it under lhe protection of passenger safety. I will look into filing a lawsuit. 



Caller wanted to know what stand a rd procedure is at a US I ntemat,ona I Airport for sere en i ng. 

After receiving general information the caller staled she thought that mighl be the case because he was screened al DEN on Monday at 3:30 PM and had to undergo a patdown. She slated due to fibroids in her breast it was painful After her patdown 
she sat dawn on the bench to put on her shoes and a Female TSO came over to her and was rude and said you do not have to take up the whole bench and the TSO scooted her personal belongings over and almost knocked her aff the bench. 
Caller wants to complaint she felt the TSO was rude. She did not ask the TSO her name but asked how she would know a TSO s name. 

RESPONSE: 

Every passenger and their property must be sere ened before e nt eri ng the secured a re a, and the way the screening is conducted is import ant, Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers a re treated with dignity, respect, and 
courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on bag gage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 

121512013 an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

429:54 
PM 

12/612013 
8:07:12 

AM 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. 

Told her when an alarm sounds as it did, we must resolve it. I do want to mention that anytime a passenger has a body area that might be painful to touch they should mention it to the Officer so care can be taken during the Patdown so she is not 
ca used discomfort and she may a I so ask for a private p atdown. 

I wi 11 not send over a comp I a int about the patdown since the a I arm went off but 1f she le els she was Ire ated rudely a/le rwa rd I can take her complaint. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) does not disclose the idenlily of Federal TSOs. However, the TSO s last name and position are printed on his or her nameplale. TSOs also wear a metal badge with a unique number assigned to each 
TSO. TS Os must disp I ay their badge and nameplate at a 11 times when screening passengers. 

CSM Referral Information: · 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Profess,onalism/Customer Service: Screening Current DatelTlme : 1215/2013 10:57:56 PM Airport : DTW - Detroit Metropolitan Wayne County Date/Time of Travel 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: Your web site is unclear regarding which airports use the controversial. revealing body scanning vs. which use the more up-to-date technology that does not embarrass and invade personal pnvacy. I called your Talk To TSA number and 
they told me to call the airports! They don't know the phone numbers of the airports, so that was no help. Also, the airports don't control what the TSA does, so why did this person refer me to the airport? I asked to speak to a supervisor, who said his 
call center didn't have thal info and didn'I know which airports in the US used what equipment. I am just trying 10 be prepared so I know when to ask for lhe pat-down and when not 10 bolher asking for lhe pat-down. The web site gives different info lhan 
what the TSA person on the phone indicated. He indicated ALL airports now use the better ATR system. But the web site says only 160 use it so far, and you are phasing it in elsewhere. You really should clarify this for the public. Asking at the airport 
check point doesn't work - I tried it and they don't know what equipment they have either. They just want people to get shuffled through. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Name b 1(6) 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . hltp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller fiew from Dulles to Vienna, Europe 11-11-13. He removed his jacket and belt and put them on the belt but he put his passport in his pocket and entered the AIT machine. He was pulled aside for additional screening including a patdown and 
using explosives trace detection on his hands. The Officer said because you have a passport in your pocket we must check you and it did not sound right to him. 

121612013 RESPONSE: 

9:09 05 
AM Told him thal due to having his passport in his pocket he caused a anomaly on lhe equipment and when that happens we must apply other screening methods. Told I understand but in his case it was the passporl because lhat was what he had in his 

packet. He will know naw to empty his packets. 

Offered to send info rma ti on via ema i I but he declined. 



Caller states that his parents trave I ed I ast Sunday Lafayette to Puerto Rico. his mother 1s handicapped and she was pu 11 ed aside for a paid own and her purse was taken away from her and inspected m another area, and she claims she is missing 4. 00 0 
dollars in cash. 

Date: 12 01 2013 
Time: Not Available 
Flight Not Available 
Airline: United Airlines 
Terminal:Not Available 

121612013 Gate:Not Available 

9:51 58 
AM 

12/6/2013 
9:5821 

AM 

Carry On Items: Purse with 4 thousand dollars cash. 

Informed caller that I regret that his mother items were missing, and that I can send him the claim forms and forward this information to the CSM at the airport. 

Ca Iler does not have any information. 

Caller will call back with all information so we can send this to the CSM. 

To w horn it may concern: 
I am writing to you regarding my conlinued frustration with the TSA screeners thal I come across in my travels. I lravel about 22 plus weeks a year, mostly in lhe west. I fully understand the TSA's role, however am very disappointed in lhe tact, 
disrespect and down right dis reg a rd that I freq ue ntl y see and have also persona I ly experienced. 
Case in pomt I trave I many tn ps carrying short pieces ( 1 0-12" long) of p I asti c pipe s ample s to show to e ng i nee rs when I do meetings and trainings. us ua 11 y don't carry on. have I ea med that b n ngs up way to many flags and other disrespectful I oaks and 
silly questions, even coming thru the same check point week after week. So now I have to check a bag (I thought that would make my life and yours easier - silly me). well. I learned that you will check those bags also. 
Here's lhe rub, it doesn't ma1ter whether I carry on or send thru checked luggage you still check, and have no regard or respect for how careful items have been packed, your agents "rummage" thru the bag, even when I very carefully and purposely put 
the offending items on the top, you feel necessary to dig thru everything and upsetting the careful packing job i have done to preserve the ironed slacks and shirts, etc.. I have the TSA agent not even careful enough to watch what they are doing and 
items have fallen out and I have reached for them (because the agent did not see that he dropped), and oh my goodness you thought I was going for to grab them or something. I show them, and then they act surprised. and don't even have the curtesy 
to pick up, nor do they have the curtesy to repack in some semblance of what you tried to originally pack. 
I even had one TSA agent, whom I had seen at the Las Vegas airport which I travel quite a bit, tell me thal my "I ravel" size tooth paste was going to be confiscated, even though ii had been nearly used, and not been a problem by any other TSA ageni, 
but he was going to make an example and take my travel size because was incorrect weight. So I politely asked him why it's a problem, especially since I had been thru this particular airport quite a number of times recently. and even recognized him 
as viewing my bags previously. His reply, '"it wasn't me that checked your bags, because I would have caught that I know the rules, and I'm in charge, so don't argue with me"' I respectfully, disagreed with him, and you'd thought i had just stole 
something from him, he became very defensive. and that action (I can only assume on my part) prompted a through bag search (which he complete disrupted my careful packing job, which I had to repack) and also prompted a recheck/re screen of 
myself - hand pat down, 

In any case, I have tned to fully comply and have gone to great lengths to try and figure out the TSA practices and procedures (especially in the areas that I travel most), but just can't seem to figure the TSA out, every airport seems to be different. 
many agents seem to be ag i lated . 
I have given up, and now will probably resort to shipping stuff, because I can't chance any more missing medicalions, broken ilems, because of the lack of concern, thal your gate and/or checked luggage agents have or don't have. Very disappointing 
to have to resort to this, hopefully this note will not fall on death ears, and just maybe a bit of care. compassion and respect could be brought back into flying again. 

Sent from my iPad 



Caller states that last Sunday she traveled from Saint Martin to Miami so she had to go through TSA checkpoint. She states that she went through the AIT machine and it alarmed. She was waiting a couple minutes for another TSO to inspect her. She 
was told that she was not allowed to touch her items and the TSOs inspected her shoes with a swab. Caller claims she set off an alarm but they never inspected her. Caller anticipated receiving a patdown but they simply swabbed her shoes, and let 
her go. She states thal this is unacceptable, she doesn I understand why her shoes were swabbed but lhey never did additional screening on her body. 

Date 12 01 2013 

121612013 Time: 1 :OOpm 
1 O:S4 ,20 Fl,ght 1369 

Airline: American Airlines 
Airport: Miami International 

AM 

Na mes of office rs lo rgotten. 

Informed caller: 

that I apologized in the way her and her belongings were screened, and I would send this information to the CSM at the airport for resolution. 
Caller said that she left from Jackson, Mississippi coming to Dallas. Caller said that when going through screening she had to undergo a patodwn. Caller said that she had her money pinned on her underwear. During the patdown the agent felt the cash 
and ask her what it was. Caller said that the officer made her give the cash to her for screening. She left and was suppose to go and send the cash through the xray machine. then returned it to the caller. Caller said that when she got on the plane and 
counted her money she is now missing 100.00, 

Airport- JAN 
Airline-American Eagle AA3381 
Date and Time- 12-4-13 10: 10 AM 
Boarding Time 9:40 AM 

121612013 Went through screening at 9: 15 AM 

10,57,42 Gate or Terminal- 4 

AM 
Resolution: 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-mail to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at I hat localion. 

Emailed caller a claim form. 

Caller fiew from SAT recently. She 1s 7 months pregnant. She had a doctors note that said she cannot use the AIT. She had to have a patdown. It was done by a female officer. A male TSO was rude to her while she waited. He said her only option 
was to have a patdown to make her flight if she did not want to use the AIT. 
Airporl: SAT 
Airline: Southwest 
Date and time: 12 02 13 at 3: 15 p.m. 

12/612013 Location: Gate C3 
12:29:31 

PM Response: 
I to Id her that the TSO lo 11 owed policy when he told her th at she can not be screened by the WT MD instead of the A IT. She would have to have a patdown to get through security. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Cus1omer Service Manager. 

She would like a response from the CSM. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPkb 1(6) 
Date Time: 12i612""0-1""3-1-'-1-:3-5-:3_2_A_M _ __, 

121612013 Namel(b 1(61 
12.44 .44 Emai1l"'(b""i"'(5""·•"""1 __ ......____, 

PM 
Complaints:My Complaint is Not Listed Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):01807 Delta Terminal B EWR Gate s14· 
Comments:My husband and I had a tsa pre check and I set off the metal detector because of a hip replacement surgery(for which I carry a card from the surgeon that no agent acknowledged). First I had a pat down, then I was told I tested positive far 
explosives. I was told to take off my shoes and sit and wait lo r a female su pe rvi sor lo r a second pat down before I co u Id go to my flight My wait was al most a hall hour sitting in my stocking feet waiting for my second pat down. During my 
uncomfortable wait a women in a wheel chair who also had replacement surgery was also treated to an unnecessary "pat down" , I believe as a member of the flying public I was unjustly targeted by the tsa for no reason other than setting off the metal 
detector due to my replaced hip. I believe the Isa agents should be better Irained 10 handle people who have had joint replacement surgeries. I musl admil my recent experience has left me with an unfavorable impression of lhe job tsa is doing when 
they single out senior adults to such scrunity. 
Attached: 

FAX 

TO: Transportation Security Administration 
Fax#: 1-571-227-1921 

FROM (b)(ffi 

\ 2~61~0
1~ Attached you will find email correspondence I received from Matthew Burns, TSA External Compliance department as well as a Civil RightsJCivil Liberties Complaint form filled out and my typed and signed statement regarding events that took place 

·PM- (1nclud1ng the times, dates, and places occurred). 

All pages include in the bottom left corner the following information. just in case things get separated. 

Diane E. Rapp RE: RFI 11125113 & 11129113 

If you have any further need of information or have questions please do not hesitate to 
contact me. 

Page 2. 
LCM 

From: Burns, Matthew CTR ~l(b_}_(_6_} _______ ~I on behalf of TSAExternalCompliance (TSAExternalCompliance@tsa.dhs.gov 



I'm writing to share an m c ide nt I had this mo rm ng with one of your TSA agents j( b H 6 I ! I've Ii ved in St. Louis the I ast 1 0 years and have !rave I ed out of Lambert at least every other week for the I ast 8 yea rs. The positive 
feedback is that I haven't had an issue with any TSA until today. After I went through the screening, I turned around to watch the monitor to see if I was cleared or if I had any areas that needed to be pat down. Apparently!rh··,1rr1 !was annoyed 
that I didn't hear her calling me. After I saw the area that needed to be pal down, I turned 10 her and she said "miss, would you like him or me to pat you down?" She was referencing lhe TSA gentleman that was guiding people through lhe screening. 
asked her to repeat herself because I couldn·t understand why she was asking me if I wanted a male agent to pat me down. At this point she seemed very frustrated with me and asked several more times if I wanted him to pat me down. I said of 
course not, why would I want a man to pat me down, especially when the area that needed to be pat down was my chest. I then asked her to please not to be rude to me. She said 'Tm not being rude. you were looking at him, so I assumed you wanted 
him to pat you down", I said I wasn't looking at him. I was simply looking at the monitor. I then asked her to please pat me down and she refused. I then asked to file a complaint and she called the supervisor, 

I don't know (b)(6i otive to embarrass/harass me in front of the other passengers going through security and I don't know why she felt she had the right to be so condescending. but I'm asking that she be reprimanded for her actions. In the 
12/6/2013 future, i (b)(61 s working security, I will ask for a different agent. 

4:0754 '---'----'---' 
PM 

Sincerely, 

!(b1(6i 

12/6/2013 
4:0842 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 1216/2013 1 :51 :56 PM Airport . LGA - La Guardia Date/Time of Travel · 12106/2013 245 PM Airline & Flight Number · WS 1211 Checkpoint/Area of Airport · Security TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : I choose to opt out of the backscatter sea n ne rs when travel Ii ng and was Ire ated particularly rude I y when I did so today. The agent who had di reeled me to step aside whI I e I waited for someone to pat me down mocked me to a col I e ague 
saying &quot;oh no, not the radiation! &quot The agent who actually did the pat down was professional about it, but took a long time to agree to do it, complaining that he had already done a bunch of opt-outs. 

rm tired of being treated like a criminal simply because I don't trust your scanners. I have no problem with the enhanced screening process, but your agents always treat me like I'm trying to pull a fast one on them. and I feel like they·re forcing me to 
wait longer simply because I decline the body scan. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Namt1~1_h_·11_r;_·-, ____ ~ 
Phnn1 N1 ,mher · 
Email[b 1(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



12/612013 
6:51:05 

PM 

1217/2013 
1:16:40 

PM 

Disability Description: The caller has a prosthetic arm and is unable to remove his shoes. 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 

Thank you for contacting TSA with your concerns regarding travelers with disabilities and medical conditions. Specifically, you were interested in filing a civil rights complaint because you believe that you. or someone you know, were discriminated 
against by TSA on the basis of his or her disability or medical condition. 
For your comp Iain t to be considered comp I ete according to Department of Home I and Security Regu I ati o ns, it must: 

Be f, I ed within 18 0 days of the alleged a ct of di scri mm ati on: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i nan t: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed di sen minatory action in s uff1c1ent detai I to inform T SA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the com pla i na nt or someone authorized to sign on be ha II of the comp I a i na nt, 

In order to approprialely address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf. 

Any of the above requirements can be waived for good cause. If you are requesting that any of the above requirements be waived, please explain your good cause in your complaint. 
To file a complaint electronically. please send an e-mail to: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to place D-RFI in the subJect line to allow for proper handling. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak wilh a supervisor or Passenger Supporl Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

If a passenger cannot remove his or her shoes due to possible medical complications or because the shoe 1s part of a prosthetic. he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

Passengers who cannol remove their shoes can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ, lhe walk-lhrough metal detec1or, or a thorough patdown. 

Expedited screening may allow passengers to no longer remove certain items such as their shoes, outerwear. jackets, and belts. or remove laptops from carry-on bags. 

I offered to e-mail this information 10 lhe caller, and he accepted. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Screening 
CurTent Date/Time· 1217/2013 12:27:46 PM Airport. MSP - Minneapolis-St. Paul International Date/Time of Travel. 12/07/2013 11 :00 AM Airline & Flight Number. DL 7371 Checkpoint/Area of Airport. Check point 10 TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: When someone is selecled for additional screening because their hands supposedly had traces of explosives, are I hey no longer allowed to opt oul? I said that I would prefer to not be touched in my genital areas and just go home 10 which I 
was to Id that I no long er had the opt ion. For someone who has been sexua 11 y abused this is pa rticu I arl y dramatic to be told th at you had no say over if someone wou Id touch your body or not. 
By the way, I am a fi1ght attendant and I know most of these officers. The one I didn't know, however, was the younger of the two females in the room (she did not do the pat down) and she asked me very snarky if I was a new flight attendant when I 
requested to ju st I eave, I have been a flight attend ant for nearly six yea rs and have never had to have add it ion a I , private room screening so I didn't know what it would enta i I or I wou Id have asked to I eave before entering the room , 
Addilionally, I was NOT asked if I would like a companion in the room and just found oul I should have been allowed to have someone of my choosing with me. 
Finally, being spoken to by the officers about not wearing certain clothing and lotions so it doesn't happen is ridiculous. Last time I checked, I should be allowed to wear what I choose and not be lectured to like a child. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Namel(b 1(6) 
Phone Number: '-'---'--------' 

Emai1fh··,1rr1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Professionalism Customer Service Current Date Time: 12 7 2013 10:41 :23 PM Airporl: ROC - Rochester-Monroe County Dale Time of Travel: 11 25 2013 Airline Flighl Number us airways fll. 4056 
Checkpoint Area of Airport . main checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) . stan Comment · I was yelled at, disabled and because al my suspenders had called in a total patdown, I was nice and said could I ga through the large screen due to being given 
a yellow prechecked tag and he. stan , said no, you already screwed up by starting to go through my line. No compas1on, or help. and continued to be very sharp and annoyed with me. I am a 62 year old disabled man. just trying to go to see my 

12/812013 daughter in sc, and this guy ruined my day. I have never met someone so rude. At the gate, I called the airport number and asked for a tsa supervisor. and who ever answered listen and said they cant address or take info there, I would have to go on 
9:41 :23 line. 

AM Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Nam~e~(~b_)(~6_, __ ~~ 
Phone.,_,,,==...u.u.u..1.1.1.----..1 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. foll aw this link · http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav EDB2 ApplicationManager 

Hello: 

I am a male Lillie Person (dwarf) standing 4'4" tall. In my line of work as a business consultant, I am frequently flying oul of Dulles 1n1ernational Airpor1. Dulles Airport utilizes the AIT screening devices. Every time I go through one of the AIT device, I 
set it off showing areas in question around my upper thigh and close ta my crotch region. My pockets are always empty and the belt has been removed. Even when they re-screen me through the device it sets off in the same area. Upon pat down by 
the TSA officer. I am always cleared. The AIT device appears to be height sensitive. Please note one time a TSA officer remembered me, got a supervisor and I was sent through the metal detector and did not set it off 

Do I have any options here? If so, can you please let me know what they are? 

1218120 13 Thanks in adv a nee for your ti me. 

1:16:19 
PM 

Best regards. 

kb1(6) 

Consultanl 

Cell !(b)(ff1 



Dear TSA fol ks, 

I appreciate so much the way your work helps keep Americans safe when we fly. Thank you. 

It came to my a11ention today, however, thal you regularly ··pal down· people who have their hair in dreadlocks - thal your Slaff search these folks' hair! I was shocked and amazed by this. It seems like the same metal-detector scanners lhat would find 
something in a pocket would certainly find it in hair. right? 

So why the need to search, touch, squeeze ar pat dreads? PI ease he Ip me understand. 

121812013 This is a complaint message - this action is discriminatory if you are not also searching women like me, without dreadlocks. but who might have our hair teased up or wear wigs .. 
3:16:31 

PM 

Stop' Thank you. 

fbi(6) 

b1(6) 

l~(b_,_(B_i ____ ~IBrookfield. WI 53005 -- ~fb_}_(6_} _____ ~ 

Caller fiew from Newark, NJ to LAX. She has Cereal Palsy and Epilepsy. One of her hands is permenantly clenched in a fist and she had a piece of paper that she had forced into her and. A TSO acted very rude when she told him thal she could not 
easily take the piece al paper out of her hand. She had to do additional screening and a ETD swab. She feels that because al her disabilities she shouldn t have ta endure this kind of treatment and would like to voice her complaint. 

Advised Ca Iler: The T ra nsportat ion Security Adm i ni st rat ion (TS A) seeks to provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 t rave I e rs who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property mu st be screened before 
entering lhe secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is importanl. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 

121812013 factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 

7,39,24 an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

PM 
TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints. provides an additional layer of secunty at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 



12/912013 
12:00:15 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1PJ~(b_••_I(6_._1 --~ 
Date Time: 121912013 9:45:25 AM 

Namefb)(6I 
Email b1(6) 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Southwest from Denver 10 Indianapolis 12/01113 - Denver lnternalional Airport· 
Comments:I was humiliated by two youn9 women searchin9 me - a great-grandmother on her way to visit her 9reat-granddaughter. They took me into a little room and ran their hands all over my body sayi n9 they were looking for chemicals. How 
would it be poss i b I e for them to Ii nd chem,ca Is by hum, Ii at,on of an old woman? 
Caller wanted to know the screening restriction on pancake mix. Caller staled thal it was just a powder and wanted to know how to go through lhe checkpoint with it? Caller stated that she had wenl through the checkpoinl al GEG around 7:30AM on 
December 8, 2013 and when she got to the checkpoint caller stated that she was pulled aside by a TSO who stated that since she had the powder inside her ba9 she had to undergo additional screenin9. Caller was pulled to the side and was given a 
thorough patdown which the caller referred to as a strip search because they checked the band around the top of her pants. Caller stated that she was told the pancake mix was prohibited and that she couldn t bring 11 on the plane. She told them that 
they could th row it away and they did but they continued to inspect and hum i Ii ate her w hi I e doing so. She stated that they went through every single piece of her clothes and other i terns in her baggage. Ca 11 er stated that by the time that she a ctua I ly 
made it lhrough the checkpoint it was probably 8:30AM. Caller wanted to file a complaint on the airport since there is really no screening restriction regarding lhe pancake powder mix. 

Airport- GEG to PHX 
Airline- US Airways 
Flight Number at departure- 430 9:00AM there was a 3-4 hour delay. 
Date and ti me of incident-
Description -

121912013 Specific location- TSA Checkpoint 

12:JB:06 Advised Caller: 
PM 

All food must undergo x-ray screening. The only screening restriction on bringing food in carry-on baggage applies to foods that are liquids. gels, or aerosols. These foods must be in containers 3.4 ounces or smaller and fit comfortably in a single, quart
size. clear plastic, resealable bag. To save time, passengers should not bring food to the security checkpoint unless it is securely wrapped or in a spill-proof container, 

I apologize that this happened. I don t know why she would ve had to go through additional screening but if there was an alarm in any bag or prohibited items she would be subject to additional screening. Which would require a hand inspection of her 
baggage and a thorough patdown. 

The CSM at GEG is 
Name: Patricia~ 
Phone 509-455~ 

Caller has contacted MSP CSM Grant Reno and left a message in regards to unprofessionalism that she encountered while undergoing a patdown at a TSA checkpoint. Caller is calling to confirm that Mr. Reno is the appropriate channel to address 

121912013 her complain!. 

1:38:56 
PM 

Resolution: 

Advised caller that Granl Reno is lhe Cus1omer Support Manager at MSP. Advised caller I could also take her complainl and forward it 10 Mr. Reno. Caller did nol wanl to proceed and will instead wail for a call back from Mr. Reno. 
Caller says he had trouble getting back into the US from Nassau. He says he was detained for a while by CBP. He was questioned on whether he had ever lived in California. He explained to them that he had lived in Maryland his entire life. He was 

121912013 given no explanation or an apology or anything. He simply wants an apology. He almost missed his flight. This is the first time this has happened. He had already gone through TSA and had received a patdown because his metal knee alanmed. 

2:1041 
PM Advised ca Iler: 

Advised caller that he should contact CBP at 1-877-227-5511 



The ca 11 e rs I uggage is con sta ntl y hand checked, the ca 11 er wanted to know if th ere is a way to avoid this. The ca 11 er wanted to know if he 1s on a wale h Ii st. The caller stated th at he used to get secondary sere en i ng often such as a P atdown but that it 
has resolved. The ca 11 er stated that his checked ba gg age is constantly sere ened and that he thin ks he is on some type of Ii st. 

The ca 11 er was advised that some I ug gage is se I ected at random for hand inspect ion. 

Many airports have automated i n-1 i ne baggage screening systems th at can screen and cl ear a bag remote I y. resulting in no physi ca I inspect ion at a 11. However, to ensure the security of the t rave Ii ng public, it is sometimes necessary lo r T ransporta ti on 
Securily Officers (TSOs) to conduct hand inspections of checked bags. 

I exp I a i ned to the cal I er that there is no set Ii st as to what al arms the baggage systems. I a I so informed the ca 11 er that if I uggage al arms it must be hand inspected and is not anything that can be avoided. 

I explained to the caller thal in most cases baggage has went through lhe au1oma1ed system and alarmed before TSA touches the bag to hand inspecl it. I informed the caller thal TSA is nol able 10 know passengers luggage by I heir name given the 
way most screening is performed. 

TS A can neither confirm nor deny whether an ind iv idua I is on a Fed era I Watch Li st because this information is de rived from c I ass i fi ed and sensitive law enforcement and i nte 11 i g e nee information, 

121912013 I informed the caller that we do not have contact information to any department that could confirm that he was on a watch list due to it being classified information. 
2A7:40 

PM 
The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry PC09ram (DHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
transpor1ation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U .s. borders. Examples of travel diflicullies may include: 
• Traveler's belief that they are on a government watch list. 
• Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or ident1f1ed for add1t1onal screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 
• Difficulty printing a boarding pass at home or at the kiosk. 

For those who encounter misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevent watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for OHS redress online at https: trip.dhs.gov. Travelers may also apply 
through e-mail or U.S. Mail by completing the atlached Traveler Inquiry Form, signing the document. 

Reviews of requests for redress take a minimum of 30 business days. 

The caller was advised that he can get is RCN right after applying onlrne. I recommended that the caller include his RCN in his airline reservations to show that he is seeking resolution. 

I informed him I hat he can check his status on the OHS website to see what s going on wilh his applicalion. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Dateflime 12/912013 1 :17:55 PM Airport : SFB - Orlando Sanford Date/Time of Travel : 1112812013 6:15 AM Airline & Flight Number : Allegianl Checkpoinl/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : This isn't so much a complaint, as an rnqu i ry. My moth er I 7 5 yrs old) is pu 11 ed for the pat dowril add1t1ona I screening EVERY ti me she flies. I wish I were exaggerating and that she s, m ply gets them mo re than I or others have. but it's Ii te ra 11 y 
EVERY flight. On her recent trip to Charlottesville.VA for a funeral, she received a pat down/screening on her departure AND return flights. as has been the case every time she's flown in recent years. As she has aged, and with added medical issues. I 
no longer leave her to manage I ravel or traverse the airport on her own. I now get a gate pass and accompany her up to the point she boards the plane. I guess I had no idea until this lasl trip, how frustrating and humiliating this process could be for 
someone of her age. It was particularly painful to watch. While the three of us (my mother, my son, and I) made our way through security, my mother was told to leave her shoes and light jacket on, but was the only one pulled aside for the additional 
screening. While we had arnved early in anticipation of poss, bl e de I ays, we we re further de I ayed wh i I e awaiting ava i I a b1 I ity of a le ma I e agent. During this ti me, a s1g mf,ca nt crowd had entered the security area and th ere were a large number of p eo pie 
standing around. The TSA representative gave my mother a VERY thorough pat down., .more invasive than she has ever experienced before. I certainly wouldn't accuse this particular agent of being overzealous: my mother may have simply had less 
zealous agents in lhe pasi. bul she was lilerally in tears as she stood there before the significant crowd that had gathered, having her breasts lifted/swiped beneath, palled across her crotch, etc. (She did nol request lhe more private screening as she 
had never had a pat down of this intensity and didn't anticipate the emotions that would go along with it, and because we were among a very small number of people in the airport when the process started.) 

Several onlookers were now also crying. as they watched the tears rolling down my mothe~s face. There was more than one comment from the crowd about &quot;why are they always picking on the little old people?&quot: It was a bit of a scene, 

121912013 which only added to her humiliation. 

254:07 
PM 

I want to emphasize that the T SA agent was EXT REM ELY p roles s ional and very polite. She certain I y was not i ntent,ona 11 y callous or i ncons1d e rate of my mother's fee Ii ng s, 11 just seemed, Ii ke me, she had no idea of how emotional that p race ss can be 
for someone of that age. or why. On the return flight out of Charlottesville. my mother opted for the private screening, but noted that it wasn't nearly as invasive. 

Again, this is not at all a complaint. We are very thankful for the efforts made to insure our safety when we fly and I truly believe the agent was just doing her job to the best of her abilities. Obviously. there will be variances in the way different agents 
do the same job. With that said, passengers have no co ntro I over these variances and when they wi 11 encounter them. so 1 'm more conce med with Ii nd i ng out why my mother 1s contrn ua 11 y subjected to these search es. The on I y thing she can associate 
it with was an incident several years ago where ticket agents dispersing boarding passes at the ticket counter, mixed her passes up with another passengers. She got to security, where obviously her ID didn't match the pass, and was given the 
additional screening (underslandably so) once the boarding pass issue was finally resolved. The screenings have continued ever since. I don't know if the timing was purely coincidental or if her name was flagged because of this incidenl. bul it seems 
highly unlikely and unfair that one person should be subjected to this type of search without cause, every time she flies. 

While I'm sure my mother would likely request the private screening for any future flights, I don't know that we'll ever get her to fiy again. which significantly limits her access to her other children/grandchildren. I would much rather find out why she's 
being singled oul for lhese pat downs and whal we can do to resolve lhe ma1ter. Obviously, we understand thal issues and security threats may arise at any point which result in increased security measures here and lhere, but hopefully lhere's 
something we can do to minimize her humiliation of having to go through this process EVERY time she flies. 

Any information you can pro vi de would be g really a pp recia ted P 

Sincerely, 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" . Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time 121912013 11 :54:27 AM Airport DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel : 12108/2013 Airline & Flight Number UA 6088 CheckpornUArea of Airport Main Security 
I Entered Through West TSA Employee: (If Known) , 
Comment: I have been opled in by Uniled Airlines 10 TSA Pre Check Program. I have used this wonderful service in and out of many airports across lhe nalion with no problems. As a frequenl traveller with a disabilily, when I have the TSA Pre Check 
on my pass, I do not have to take my computer out of bag, and instead of a full body pat down, my hands and shoes get swabbed and I am able to continue. 

However, in the TSA Pre-Check line at DEN. I went through the line and was told there was not a wheelchair accessible gate in that line and that I had to go through the main line. I agreed, and asked whether I would still be treated as a TSA Pre-Check 

1219120 13 member and was assured I would be. 

2:54:30 
PM 

This did NOT happen. I went through the main line and then had to endure the entire full body pat down. When I inquired again. they told me I should have gone through the TSA Pre-Check line. They refused to bring a supervisor over. and did not listen 
to me despite my showing them that I had the Pre-Check authorization on my boarding pass. This is completely unacceptable and discriminatory. 

I want to be excited about this new program. however, this experience was not indicative of my further support and endorsement of it. 
Would you like a response? : True 

Passenger's Na,_m,...e,-!. 1"'h-'--,"-1R"-'-·-, -....,..---' 
Phone Number h··,1ro;·, 

Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this eedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



121912013 
5:35:31 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ"'(b"---"-,(6,,,.-... I __ __. 
Date Time: 121912013 2:50:45 PM 

Name[b)(61 I 
Email~b ,(61 I 
Comp a,nts:My Complaint 1s Not Listed Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):121312013 Seattle SeaTacAirporl 5:30AM Uniled Terminal. On my ticket was posted a TSA pre-check. When I asked if my spouse/caregiver could accompany me, I was lold 
"No" so we stayed in the long Premier Acee ss Line. The Ii rst screen er said that si nee I had pre-check Ii sted, I would not have to take off my shoes or I ig ht jacket. I asked what about my tat a I knee rep I ace me nts setting off the a I a rm. I was to Id to te 11 the 
agent and it qould be OK. When going through the security doorway machine. I tnpped the alarm and tried to tell the agent!(b)(ff:, !what the 1st agent tole me and she proceeded to yell at me to take my shoes off (at 70 years old with a 
breathing and hip problem, it is difficult). When trying to show her my ticket and explain what I was told. she yelled at me again and called a supervisor saying she had a disruptive passenger. She was abusive in her manor toward me. Not only was she 
abusive, but embarrassed me as a passenger. I have over 600,000 air miles and lhis has never happened before. I really feel she should not only be singled out for her mis-behavior and something should be done. The supervisor was professional. 
listened to my story, appologized although I did go through a pat-down. Passengers should be treated with respect and not abused in any way. Please do something about the abusiveness of {b":1(61 !Thank you. 
Comments:Many TSAAgents treat you respectfully unlikekb)(ff:, •t the Sea-Tac (Seattle, Washington)Airport aat the United 
Term i na I. They s hou Id be schoo I ed to be respectfu I to a 11 passengers. 

Hello. 

I believe there is a bit of a Catch 22 for flying passengers like me who have chrome alloy knee replacements AND participate in the TSA Pre Check program. 

When I go through the TSA Pre line and walk through the final metal detector I am flagged due to my knee replacement hardware setting off the equipment. 

I have been senl to the regular TSA line but then have 10 lake the belt off - remove the laptop etc. - which defeats the purpose of the TSA Pre program. I just did that today at BWI Gale C and this was not a good solulion. 

If I obtain an image of my knees from my Dr. could that be used to expedite the screening? 

The x ray image of my knees COMBINED with the Pre screening and my Global Entry ID card - which I always use - should be enough to avoid the pal down. 
1219/2013 
6:05:25 Please advise the best method to expedite my secunty screening. 

PM 
Thank you, 

Riva, MD 21 ... 1_4~0 ___ ~ 

Global Entrl:-b~)~(6~'--~ 



12/912013 
8:08:23 

PM 

1219/2013 
8:08:23 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time · 12/9/2013 5:41 :30 PM Airport : BOS - Logan International Date/Time of Travel · 12/05/2013 8:00 AM Airline & Flight Number : US Airways Express 1862 Checkpoint/Area of Airport · Terminal B Near US Airways Express TSA 
Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · After numerous incidents over the past 2 years plus. I truly believe that certain TSA screening personnel are racists on do racial profiling, About 06: 11 AM on 12/05113, I went through a TSA screening which included the full body scan. After 
my body scan, the white male TSA agent indicated that there was an &quoi;anomaly&quot: in my left rear pocket so he had 10 body pal me down. The agenl then firmly grabbed my bullocks with bolh hands and then firmly went down to my ankles. 
After fondling me, the agent then told me to place my hands in a machine being operated by a blonde female. Before doing do, I asked him why .. He indicated that I was being checked for &quot:explosives residue&quot:. No explosives were found so I 
passed screening. 

I was completely outraged with those agents. The never explained what lhe pocket anomaly was which required the &quoi;pat down&quot:. Since my pockets were completely emply, I feel targeled since I was lhe black person al thal screening of 
about 40-50 white looking people. After I got thru the screening, I watched for 5 minutes to see if anyone else was subjected to the same treatment that I received. No one else got the same treatment while I watched. I am a 65 year plus dark skinned 
black man who feels slighted and racially profiled by TSA agents. Despite being Princeton University educated, despite having worked for 2 decades in jobs involving class1f1ed defense &amp: secunty of this country, I truly resent the actions of TSA 
agents. 

I do understand the necessity of their jobs &amp; I fully support the screening process but I don't want TSA agents manufacturing reasons to grope me. This incident is not the 1st time. lt"s just the 1st time I have complained &amp: I will no longer 
tolerate being racially profiled without a leg1t1mate reason being given. I will now pay more attention to TSA agent IDs so I will know who I am dealing with if I have to make a report about questionable TSA agent practices. After, I file this complaint I 
w i 11 summarize I for myse I f)p rev iously un reported incidents over the pa st 3 p I us yea rs. 

I am sure that your video records will confirm my 12105/13 incident claim. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name!lh··,1fr1 ~=====--~ Phone Number kb ,(61 
Email :kb ,(6) 1 
To leave a comment concerning mis feedoack. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time: 12/912013 5:41:30 PM Airport BOS - Logan lnternalional Date/Time ofTravel: 12/05/2013 8:00 AM Airline & Flighl Number US Airways Express 1862 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal B Near US Airways Express TSA 
Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment : After numerous incidents over the past 2 years plus, I truly believe that certain TSA screening personnel are racists on do racial profiling. About 06: 11AM on 12105113. I went through a TSA screening which included the full body scan. After 
my body scan. the white male TSA agent indicated that there was an &quot:anomaly&quot: in my left rear pocket so he had to body pat me down. The agent then firmly grabbed my buttocks with both hands and then firmly went down to my ankles. 
After fondling me, the agent then told me to place my hands in a machine being operated by a blonde female. Before doing do, I asked him why .. He indicated that I was being checked for &quot:explosives residue&quot:. No explosives were found so I 
passed screening. 

I was completely outraged with those agents. The never explained what the pocket anomaly was which required the &quot:pat down&quot:. Since my pockets were completely empty, I feel targeted since I was the black person at that screening of 
about 40-50 white looking people. After I got thru the screening, I walched for 5 minutes 10 see if anyone else was subjected to the same trealment that I received. No one else got the same trealment while I watched. I am a 65 year plus dark skinned 
black man who feels slighted and racially profiled by TSA agents. Despite being Princeton University educated, despite having worked for 2 decades in jobs involving classified defense &amp: security of this country, I truly resent the actions of TSA 
agents. 

I do understand the necessity of their jobs &amp; I fully support the screening process but I don't want TSA agents manufac1uring reasons to grope me. This incident is not the 1st time. It's just the 1st time I have complained &amp: I will no longer 
tolerate being racially profiled without a legitimate reason being given. I will now pay more attention to TSA agent IDs so I will know who I am dealing with if I have to make a report about questionable TSA agent practices. After, I file this complaint I 
wi 11 summarize (for myse lf)p rev iously unreported incidents over the pa st 3 p I us yea rs. 



12/912013 
10:07:34 

PM 

1219/2013 
10:41:02 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP!(b,(61 I 
Date Time: 121912013 9:01 :15 PM 

Name:~1~1 ~ Emai[(b)(I§\ 7 
Com6~ 10a1sctm1 rno• i ROOid Cmployee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):UA 724, departing NHL on November 16, passing through TSA checkpoint at 12:10 pm· 
Comments:I requested a pat-down and was yelled at by an employee with a nametag indicating "Kawainui." The male TSA agent screamed at me to go through the machine. I was angered and upset by this inappropriate behavior. I hope this agent 
can be d1sci p Ii ned and informed that it pass enq e rs have the ri q ht to request a pat-down and to be Ire ated with d1q mty. 

From: b)(61 
Sent: Monday, December 09. 2013 11 :34 AM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 

Cc:!(b1(61 
SubJecl: I SA Response 

Below find a copy of an email senl to TSA in May 2013 regarding TSA's response to my complaint of assault by TSA personnel. Representative Ron Barbe~s office has been in touch wilh TSA. The written responses TSA has senl to Congressman 
Barber's office does not address my complaint of assault and inappropriate behavior. 

Dear TSA E xte rna I Comp Ii a nee, 

Thank you for your response regarding my complaints from May and August of 2012. To be clear, you are telling me that "patting me down." includes going up inside my skirt and touching my vagina, is "consistent with TSA's standard operating 
procedures." 

PI ease confirm that this be hav1or by your agents is acceptab I e and standard. 

The latest TSA response, without a dale, but stamped by Congressman Barber's office on 8 November 2013, from Sarah Dietch, Assistanl Administrator for Legislative Affairs, again does not address my complaint. As TSA has slated that touching my 
vagina in a private patdown is "consistent with TSA"s standard operating procedures,"' I have requested confirmation of this policy. in writing. for over a year. If this is not standard policy, I want this response in writing and confirmation that disciplinary 
action is taken. 

Caller fiew on 11-17 from FLL to DTW via Delta out of Tenminal 2. She had heart surgery and has flown 5 times since and never had problems. She has an internal medical device, defibrillator and another device that regulates the heart rhythm. so 
she cant go through the WTMD and was told by her physician not to go through the scanner either, 
She slated in FLL on 11-17 she was told by the TSO that she could go through lhe screening technology and didn t call anyone to do a patdown, which she requested. After wailing 25 minutes her husband spoke with another TSO agent who was on 
the opposite side of the conveyor belt and he finally called for a female to do a patdown. Her husband was in the sterile area and she was still waiting for someone to come and do a patdown at that point. She thinks the flight departed at 
ap pro xi matel y 11 : 30 AM. She states she was selected far a hand swab and was located in the far ng ht side of the screening area at the Delta te nm i na I. 
She has called the CSM at FLL two times and le/I messages and no one has contacted her. She felt like she had the right to request the patdown and she thought she was violated bcause they kept telling her she should go to through the technology, 
that ii was okay. She had medical documentation and lhe TSO glanced at the card but would nol call for a female to do a patdown. She asked 5 times until they finally had a TSO conducl the patdown. She did nol wanl to provide an email address. 

121101201 She wanted a phone call from the CSM. 
3 8:36:44 

AM Response: 
Apologized to caller for her experience and advised information will be provided to the CSM at FLL for review. 
If a passenger has an internal medical device, such a stomach or cardiac pacemaker or a defibrillator, it is important for him or her to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening before the screening process begins. 
Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices, passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 

Advised caller she can always request to speak with a supervisor if there are issues at the checkpoint. 



DearTSA, 
I am a platinum flyer and have never had a problem with security at San Antonio. However today left me disappointed and angered at how I was treated by a female security guard. 

I opted out of the full body scanned because I am a nursing math er. I stood ta the side as my husband and infant went through. The female attendant rolled her eyes, forcibly removed my belongings from me, and when my son was crying and wanted to 
stand and hold my hand, she would not allow it. The "pat down" was the most invasive I have ever experienced. She rubbed every part of me and the entire process took at least twice as long as 11 has ever taken in the past. 

121101201 
3 Her behavior was in stark contrast to those around her who smiled and were helpful in the process, providing supporl for me and my infant to go through the process. 

12:19:3g 
I hope that staff development can help the entire staff understand they are working with people and not to treat us as animals. 

PM 

w,(si I 
Sent tram my 1Phone 

Dear TSA folks, 
I totally understand "random screening." But when a person with dreadlocks has them "screened" EVERY TIME they travel. that is NOT RANDOM. That's "racial profiling." which is against the law, no? 

!(b}(6} 

fo,(61 
~v b_)_(6_ •• _, ----~I Brookfield, WI 53005 {~b~)_(6~'------~ 

12110/201 
3 2:08:56 

PM 

Come as You Are - Leave Inspired' 
P Please consider the environment before p ri nti ng this ema i I. 

d1stri but,on or use of this e-m a i I and any attachments is proh, bi ted. If you have received this e-ma, I in error. p ease no , y e 
cooperation. 

---Onginal Message---
From: tsatcc do not reply@senture.com [mailto:tsatcc do not reply@senture.com] 
Sent: Sunday, December 08, 2013 3:48 PM 

To:~b)(61 ! 
» u J ecl: In Response to your i nq u, ry. 

Thank you for your e-ma i I in which you inquire about I he reasons for secondary screening. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of secunty and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior ta boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting ta defeat the security system by learning how it operates. t.eaving out any one group. such as senior 



Sirs: 

PI ease read this e-m aI I. I am not requesting a visit from my local TSA agent. 

I am currently preparing a talk about airport secunty to be presented to meetings of the Center for Inquiry in Portland. Oregon, and its sister group in Salem. 

I would like this presentation to be as up to date and accurate as possible. The best way to so is to acquire certain information directly from the Transportation Secunty Administration, rather than through news stories and other secondary sources. 

12110/201 
3 2:09:32 

PM My questions regarding full-body scanners are these: 

Have all X-ray backs caller Al Ts been removed from airports? 

Where are they now? 

Are some of them being used by the Department of Home I and Security to screen peop I e in other locations? 

If so. are a 11 peop I e being made aware that they a re being screened? 

How many millimeIer wave AITs are now deployed? 

Brand name, manufacturer, unit cost, number currently deployed 

Total number 10 be deployed and total number contacted for, of each brand 

Caller travels wilh ForIeo injectable medication and it cannol undergo XRay screening. She lives in Denver and at DEN they pul her through extra screening of her luggage and gave her a patdown bul olher places like New York La Guardia they just 
took her medication pouch which contains needles and ice packs, and let her go on. At Denver they had a late flight out and the PreCheck line was closed or she would not have had to go through that. The TSO at Denver said they are doing it 
correct! y but they even searched her carry on bag. 

RESPONSE: 

121101201 X-ray screening of all medications remains the preferred protocol at screening checkpoints: however, individuals may request a visual screening of medications and associated supplies at any time. Individuals who request that their medications are 

3 2,51 :OO screened visually may receive additional screening. 

PM 
W hi I e the procedures are the same everywhere. the i nte rp retati on of those procedures results in some slight d iffe re n ces. We do strive to be consistent. 

Advised I wi 11 send an ema i I or the information. 

If you have any concerns or need assistance at the checkpoint you may ask to speak with a Passenger Support Specialist. 
You would need to arrive early and ask to speak with a PSS. 

To Id her we do not control the Ii ne closures and she would sti 11 be subject to add it ion a I screening but I w i 11 em ai I the info. 



Response Details: Caller wanted some information regarding the machines. 

AIT is a classificalion thal covers two similar technologies, millimeter wave and back scatter. Bolh syslems work in a similar way 10 give Transportalion Security Officers (TSOs) a virtual image that conspicuously highlights potentially dangerous ilems 
on a passenger 

The radio frequency energy re/I ected back from the body and other objects on the body is used to oons tru ct a three-di mens ion al image, The energy the system projects is thousands of ti mes I ess than a ce 11 phone transmission, 

Told caller that using the machine is voluntary and you da have the right ta opt out. 

Caller wanted to know what she can do to file a complaint. 

Told caller that I can send a complaint ta the CSM s at each location where this has occurred. 

Caller did not want me to do that. 
12/11/201 

3 Also advised caller that she can send in a written complaint and I can send her the paperwork. 
11:47:12 

AM Al so provided ca Iler the ema i I address. 

Your complaint can be sent to either 

TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 

Emailed the caller the DRFI. 

Told caller that when going through screening the next time ii she has a issue when trying to opt out of the AIT she can request a PSS. 

Also advised caller if this occurs again when going through screening that she can call us and we can also send her complaint to the CSM at that location. 

Incident Details; Caller said that she has had 5 encounters where she has tried to opt out of the AIT because she has a insulin pump.Caller said that she was told by the officers that pumps can go though and she is unnecessarily asking for a patdown. 
Caller said I hat lhe agenls are telling her 10 go through the machine and gelling rude wilh her when she does not. Caller staled that this has occurred at MKE,BWI, and MCO. 

Disability Description: Caller is calling on behalf or~f b_,(_6_) ____ ~Iwho went through screening in a wheelchair. 

Response Details: I advised caller I will be sending the complaint to the CSM at BDL. 
I advised that i would send an email how to file an official complaint for her disability. 

Incident Details: Caller is calling fo~1h·11r;··, ( She came through screening in a wheelchair. She flew from BDL to FLL at 3:55 PM. When she came through security, she was supposed to have a patdown. The TSA agents got a female agent. 
and the agent said why do i have to pat her down then disappeared. Then the officers had to go find another female officer. Also the officers, once the screening was complete, refused to help her with her shoes, she couldn t reach them and asked the 

121111201 officers to help her by handing her her shoes. Caller is wanting to file a oomplaint, due to her disability. When she was on her way to board the plane. a male and female attendant from JetBlue were discussing turning the officer in that gave her the 

3 9:52:55 problem. 

PM 
Airport: BDL 
Airline: JetBlue 
Flight Number: 1459 
Date and Time al Flight: she came through screening around 2:30 to 3, Dec 11 
Location: she was on the extreme left side of the airport. 
Contact lnfo;kb)(61 ! 



Disability Description: Caller wants to know what documentation we need with regaros to disability. She has PTSD. 

Response Details: I told her we do not require any documentation. She may just tell them at the checkpoint that she has PTSD and the best way to screen her especially if they have to touch her for a patdown. 

This is when she began to tell me about her previous experience. 

121111201 I told her she may ask for a PSS but when I said this she said she did and they would not help her. 

3 
1 O: 13,34 I told her I can request assistance for her bul I need her flight informalion but she does not have it and will call back. 

PM 
Sent email. 

lncidenl Details: She said in 2012 she was flying and was Ireated horrible and she believes this is directly related to her disability because they told her she did not wanl to be patted down. She had on a skirt and the police were called and her license 
was scanned. She missed her flight. She called TSA she called the airline and she called an attorney. She contacted TSA and never received anything about this. 

She was flying with Airtran. 
Naone ever cal I ed her back about I his. 

Caller asked if anylhing can be done about going lhrough security. She said she has 2 artificial knees and is nol a terrorisl and has to take her shoes off for the screening process. She said she needs a bed or couch to put her shoes back on. She 
said the patdown is invasive now and she does not Ii ke th em going under her breast. She said she was at Dulles Airport I ast week and she said not every airport has the ait machine to use. 

Response:lf a passenger cannot remove his or her shoes due to possible medical complicalions, discomfort, pain, balancing problems, or because the shoe is part of a prosthelic. he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before 
screening begins. Passengers who cannot remove their shoes can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT), the walk-through metal detector, or a thorough patdown. Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with 
their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. S1milarty, passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be 
screened by AIT ii it is ava i I able or can request to be screened using a thorough pa tdow n 

121121201 At airports nationwide, TSA is implementing more streamlined, consistent, and thorough patdown procedures at security checkpoints to provide a higher level of security and increase the safety of the traveling public. Patdowns are one important tool to 
3 2:44:09 help TSA detect hidden and dangerous items. such as explosives. Passengers should continue to expect an unpredictable mix of security layers that include explosives trace detection. advanced imaging technology, and canine teams. among others. 

PM 
Transportation Security Officers will conduct differenl patdown procedures 10 resolve different lypes of anomalies. During the assessment, officers will use revised patdown procedures in all instances to resolve anomalies. The updaled patdown 
procedures will address areas of the body that we know are used as areas to conceal potentially dangerous items, like explosives. 

TS A Administrator John Pistole has stated that T SA strives to ensure consistency whenever possi b I e lo r pa sse ng ers at security checkpoints, As a I ways, a 11 passengers have the rig ht to request private screening at any time during the screening 
process, and patdowns are conducled by same-gender officers. However, passengers who are nol willing to go through the screening process will not be permilled to fiy. 

We understand and regret the discomfort and inconvenience passengers may experience as a result of patdown procedures. Nevertheless. we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensunng the security and confidence of 
all air travelers, TSA continues to develop and deploy new technologies to address the explosives threat, and the use of patdowns provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint. 



12113/201 
3 1 :20:42 

PM 

Caller fiew from LGA on Wednesday and when she went through she alarmed. The TSO told her to take off her metal and she refused. She was told to either take it off or she would be required to have a patdown. Caller claims she has long blonde 
hair and wears make up and thinks she is being profiled due to this. She refused to take off her metalijewelry) and states she had metal bobby pins in her hair and was wearing an underwire bra, Her issue is the lack of respect she received from the 
TSO and said she was Ireated like an animal by being ordered to remove her meIaI and told she would have a patdown. She states instead of ordering someone 10 remove their metal if they had said please lake off your metal• Callers husband is 
retired military. States she is 70 yrs. old doesn t know why they patted her down twice. Caller had some LGAs in carry on that were removed. She is fighting the respect she received at the airport and said this happens everytime she goes to NY. She 
stated she was offered the option to check the items rather than a ba ndo n at the checkpoint. 
Said she was taken to a room and her husband.accompanied her. She stated she tried to refuse to go in the room and the TSO told her if she didn t go to the private area she wouldn t be allowed to board her flight. The TSO officer that performed the 
patdown was!(b)(ffl I the second TSO officer. Slates lhe first TSO officer was a black girl who lold her she had 100 much metal and when she refused 10 remove her jewelry, etc. was lold she would have a paldown. 
Caller flew from LGA. Flight #2347 via Delta, Gate #D11, departed at 2:59PM. 

Response; 
Advised caller TSA doesn t profile passengers, 
Apologized to caller for the way she felt treated and informed caller if an alarm triggers going through security they are required to perform a patdown to complete her screening process and if she refused she will be denied entry into the secured area 
of the airport. Standard Protoco I was used in conducting the additional s c reem ng. 
Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 
Explained the TSO was following proper procedures by performing lhe patdown if an alarm sounds going through lhe WTMD. Explained if a sensitive area is required to be palled down the TSO will offer a private screening area and she can be 
accompanied by someone of her choosing. 
Explained for future reference she may consider removing her jewelry and placing in carryon before proceeding through screening and even use non-metal bobby pins in her hair. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your leller to the appropriate CusIomer Service Manager. Explained if additional information is required, may be contacted via email. 

Explained to caller the Military card doesn t exempt her from going through screening. 

Advised caller if lhe 2 items removed were more than 3.4 oz. containers and not placed in her 3-1-1 bag she wouldn I have been allowed lhrough checkpoint with the ilems. 
Opt ion to check the items would have been provided and if she chooses to leave at the ch eek point not retrievab I e. 
Explained to caller TSA doesn t profile individuals. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time, 12/13/2013 8:52:20 PM Airport, BOS - Logan International Date/Time of Travel, 12/1312013 2:10 PM Airline & Flight Number, American 1281 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, Terminal B, Gates 30 - 36 TSA Employee: (If Known), 

!(b )(6) I Comment : December 13, 2013 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mm i strat,on: 

I am writing to lodge a formal complaint againsl TSA Screenefb::,(6) 
checkpoint. 

tsadge No. f b::,(ffI I who violated my conslilulional rig his by subjecting me to an unnecessary, invasive, and humiliating pal down search as I passed lhrough the securily 

At approximately 2:10 pm EST on December 13, 2013. I entered the security checkpoint for Terminal B, Gates 30 - 36, Lanes 9 &amp; 10 at Boston Logan International Airport (BOS) on the way to my flight. American 1281 to Dallas. I opted out of the 
12/131201 body scanner and was then subjected to an invasive pal down search b~ho touched my bullocks and groin area. 
3 911 01 

PM This search was a gross violation of my con stItutIona I ng hts, not to m ent,on an invasion of privacy. I want this letter added to Sc reene f b) ( 6) person ne I /1 I e. so th at it may be considered m future performance reviews as a record of misconduct. 

I request a written response to this complaint from the airport federal security director. 

Sincerely. 
!lbl/6l 

Would you like a reronse 7 : True 
Passenger's Name _E 1(6 :, ! 
Phone Number 

Email !(b 1(6) 1 
To leave a comment concerning \h,s feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller fi ew AT L -ORF this morning and opted out of Al T sere en i ng and was given a p atdown. Her belongings were additionally screened and her husband s laptop was not returned to her I ugg age. Cal I er was unaware of this unt, I she I anded in ORF. 
She fiew aboard Delta #1233 this morning and her flight departed at 9:30AM. She underwent screening at approximately 8:30AM at A2g Gate 2. The laptop left was a 17 inch MacBook pro which has the photo of a baby boy with pots and pans as the 

121141201 background photo. Caller has also locked lhe computer so lhat upon attempting 10 log in it will nolify you to con1ac1 the owner. She has con1ac1ed the ATL lost and found and left a message. Caller needs the laplop returned as quickly as possible 

3 1: 13:03 because it belongs to her husband. 

PM 

12115/201 
3 3:33:51 

PM 

Resolution: 

Apo I og i zed to the ca Iler for her inconvenience and advised her I wi 11 forward her complaint to the AT L CS M immediately. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Pl(bi(6) I 
Date Time: 12115/2013 2:08:51 PM 

Na me Jr h ·-, I f';"1 

Email:i(b)(61 ! 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening/Pat Down Screening: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terrninal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 
Comments:My father is disabled. Constantly we've had to wait because he needs a "special patdown" and testing. This wastes our time and has nearly made us late for flights on a few occasions. Especially when we need early board because he 
cannot move easily/well. Your takinQ forever to Qet him throuQh doesn't help safety, Just pisses people off. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Other: D1sab1lity or Medical Condition Current Date/Time 1211512013 5:54:43 PM Airport : SMF - Sacramento International Date/Time of Travel 10/2412013 Airline & Flight Number 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . I have sent this in to you already 2 other times. I have have been ignored each of the other 2 times, therefore. I am pasting the original. and the additions to the re-submission of the original. 

It has been since October that I sent this to you and I have had no response. I will not be ignored. This is too serious and too important to me, and I absolutely will file a Title 18 complaint ii I am ever again tortured, mutilated and otherwise hurt 
harmed or grieved at any airporl especially SMF. I will not have 5 for 5 injuries al the hands of TSA agents, and I want 10 know what is being done 10 override the horrendous threat that was exlended to me under color of law by a so-called customer 
services person. I have not been answered, even though you have had months to do so, and I will not stop until I have assurance that something effective and sustaining is being done to stop the torture that has been inflicted upon me 4 flights for 4 
flights from SMF and from no other airport in American airspace. 

f b 1(6 1 bf TSA has nol responded to me with any information and I feel that I have a right to know because I will carry an ugly red and jagged scar on my body for the rest of my life because of the bullying and cruelly of TSA at SMF. I want to 
know what is being done not only to protect me but to also protect other similarly situated disabled senior citizens who are bullied and victimized at SM F. 

121151201 
3 l:Oe: 16 You have had months to respond to me and you are communicating very effectively that you think that if you ignore me long enough I will just go away. Think AGAIN'!! 

PM 
This is the letter I sent 2 times before. When will I get a response that is effective, comprehensive and active in preventing any further torture or abuse the next time I am forced to fly out of SMF? 

As to the reason for my e-mail, on Oclober 24, 2013, I e-mailed lhe attached information to you. I got what I think is an acknowledgement about it, but I cannot be certain. It is now November 17, and I do not have a response that is helpful to me. Is ii 
possible for you to find out what is going on with respect to this? I have expanded my no-flight tolerance to 8 hours from 5 (in other words, because of TSA's history of brutalizing me every single time I fly out of SMF, I avoid flight when I can reach my 
de strn ati on within 8 hours of either Ira in. boat, bus or car. It does not matter th at it is more expensive or mo re dangerous, 11' s completely dangerous for me to fly as long as the threats and promises of continued torture and brutality at SM F remain rea I 
and unresolved, 

I am copying the former e-mail below. Please let me know when I will get some resolution. 

Thank you 

Four times for four flights out of SMF, I have been hurt from the levels of discomfort through the level of torturous maiming requiring additional surgery at my destination in Seattle. I have made the decision never again to allow a TSA agent to touch 

The caller indicated that he flies often from BWI to FL He always flies with AirTran who has been moved to Pier B. from Pier C. The caller indicated that this Pier only has WTMD. The caller indicated that for those like himself who have metal implants. 
they prefer the AIT as it reduces the likelihood of a patdown. The caller asked if there are plans to add an AIT or if he can request that this be added, 

12116/201 
3 9:56 :06 The caller indicated that this is notably the busiest terminal and the need for patdowns can cause the lines to back up. 

AM 
I advised th at I do not know if this pa rti cul a r location w i 11 be re cei vi ng AIT. 

I advised that I had noted his feedback and TSA does review this information. 



12116/201 
3 

Caller had a traumatic expe nence on Friday. She was travel mg with her 89 year old mother and they both have P recheck benefits. Her mother was asked 1/ she had any medical devices and she stated th at she has knee rep I ace m ents. She was then 
ask to step aside and told th at she wou Id have to go through a patdown screening, The p atdown screening th at her mother went through was a very rough pa tdow n and the ca Iler informed the officer that was conducting the pa tdow n and she did not 
stop. Caller informed the first supervisor and they said I hat is the way ii goes and she spoke to the second supervisor and he advised her 10 call TSA and file a complaint. Her mother made a comment to the TSO I hat was conducting the screening 
and this is when she started being rough with the patdown. 

10~~:40 They fiew out of PHX on Friday Dec 13 at 12 15 pm The second superv1so«bI(61 7 was very professional and very helpful but she did not get the names of the first supervisor or the agent that was conducting the patdown. She stated that 
she does not feel lhat her mother was being discriminated against because ol her <l,sab,l,ty sifo feels lhat it is just poor customer service. 

I apologized to her and let her know that I am forwarding this complaint to the CSM at PHX so they will be aware of this issue. 
Caller fiew from Jacksonville Florida to PHL on US airways. Caller stated him and his wife has a patdown. Caller stated his luggage was inspected and the caller wants to know why and the caller stated they have metal implants and they had to have a 
patdown. 

12/16/201 
3 

1 O: 19,36 Advised caller the following information: 

AM 

12/161201 
3 

10:25:25 
AM 

Advised ca Iler every person and thing has to be screened to get through the checkpoint, Advised cal I er ii an ala rm goes off the passenger cou Id be subject to addition al sere en i ng or it can be done random I y. 

Mr. John Pistole. Administrator 
TransporIation Securily Administration 
Department of Homeland Security 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Mr. Pistole: 

I am writing on behalf of my 86-year--Old mothe+b)(61 

December 16. 2013 

pf Evergreen, CO, who was subjected to a humiliating TSA screening episode at the Denver airport on November 26, 2013. 

We were flying from Denver for the Thanksgiving holiday and went the through the security area shortly after 9:00 a.m. I passed thru the imaging booth in front of her and was gathering my carry-on items from the belt when I discovered that she was 
being held back. When I asked what the problem was, she said she didn't know and was clearty unnerved. The TSA agent said that he had to re-screen her because of something showing "in the area of her buttocks." After a second pass through the 
screening booth and pat-down, my mother was told by the agent that she would have to be further screened by a female agent in a private room. Again. my mother said she didn't understand what was going on. While I waited for her, the male TSA 
agent explained to me I hat I hey had seen something in the X-ray that they couldn"t identify and added, "You know, there was the Underwear Bomber a few years ago .. · 

In the room my mother explained to the agents that as an 86 year old woman facing a long flight she frequently used a "light day mini pad" to avoid the occasional problem of leakage. The agent showed her a print-out of the X-ray with a red circle in 
the crotch area exposing the mini pad. A second agent was called in and my mother had to unbuckle her pants and allow the agent to "paw around my belly.'' When the examination was finished the second agent took what looked like a band aid and 
ran ii over the rubber gloves worn by lhe examining agenl. explaining that she had 10 do a "chernical check.'' In juslifying this search 10 my mother, these agents also invoked the memory of the Underwear Bomber. 

Seriously? The Underwear Bomber? 

You subjecl an 86-year-old woman who doesn'I even have 10 lake her shoes off any more to a humiliating search for a mini-pad? These machines can't discern something as common as a mini-pad? Are the millions of menstruating women wearing 
mini-pads and traveling on any given day also subject to such searches? And the equally large number of elderly, or anyone with a bladder issue, wearing a bit of protection? The questions-and outrage-abound. 

Mr. John Pistole 
Page 2 



12/16/201 
3 

12:22:10 

Hello. 

I just reIurned from Orlando intemalional airporl yesterday. I am a Type 1 diabetic using an insulin pump. 

When I arrived at the security che c kpornt in Ori and o. the agent in charge of the body scanner was I NS IS TANT that I can use the sea n ne r with my ins u Ii n pump. When I repeated I y told her that I cou Id not pass th ro ught the body scanner she continued 
to shake her head in annoyance and INSIST that the scanner was okay for my insulin pump. 

I inform her that I cou Id go through the regu I ar sec u nty detector but instead I was rude I y pul I ed aside and told to wait ( lo r aver 20 minutes). Then, in a NON-DISCREET way. another agent attempted to get a le ma I e agent lo r a pat-down. The agents 
were very rude and not understanding and I was very disappointed especially with the lack of knowledge as to what is safe for an insulin pump (which I paid $7,000 for out of pocket and is a life-sustaining device). 

As well. I was separated from my 11 year old son who is also a Type 1 diabetic (he was with my husband but I am his main caregiver) and my purse which carries liquid glucose and my glucometer in case I have a low blood sugar. 

I should not be made to feel like I am an annoyance because I refused to go through the scanner due to my medical device. Below you will /ind an excerpt from the company that makes the insulin pump .. , 

PM Airport Body Scanners 

Medtronic has conducted official testing on the effects of the new fu 11 body sea nne rs at airports with Medtronic medical devices and have found that some sea nne rs may include x- ray. If you choose to go through an airport body sea n ne r. you must 
remove your insulin pump. Guardian monitor, Continuous Glucose Monitoring (sensor and transmitter), meter and remote. To avoid removing your devices, you may request an alternative screening process. 

Pnnt and complete the information on an airport emergency card (located in the front pocket of your user guide) to carry with you and notify security screeners that you have diabetes, that you are wearing an insulin pump and are carrying supplies with 
you. 

For more information. visit HYPERLIN (b)(ff:, 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 12116/2013 10:57:45 AM Airport: MCO - Orlando lnternalional Date/Time of Travel 12/151201311:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: Air Canada 945 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: First line of security where the scanners are situated TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment : Hello, 

I just re1urned from Orlando internalional airporl yesterday. I am a Type 1 diabetic using an insulin pump. 

When I arrived at the security che c kpornt in Ori and o, the agent in charge of the body scanner was I NS IS TANT that I can use the sea n ne r with my ins u Ii n pump. When I repeated I y told her that I cou Id not pass through the body sea n ne r she contrn ued to 
shake her head in annoyance and INSIST that the scanner was okay for my insulin pump. 

I inform her that I could go through the regular security detector but instead I was rudely pulled aside and told to wait (for over 20 minutes). Then, in a NON-DISCREET way, another agent attempted to get a female agent for a pat-down. The agents 
were very rude and not understanding and I was very d1sa ppornted es pec1al ly with the I a ck of knowledge as to what is safe for an insulin pump ( which I paid $ 7. 000 lo r out of pocket and is a I ife-s u sta i nrng device). 

12/161201 As well, I was separaled from my 11 year old son who is also a Type 1 diabetic (he was with my husband but I am his main caregiver) and my purse which carries liquid glucose and my glucometer in case I have a low blood sugar. 
3 

12:24:29 I should not be made to feel like I am an annoyance because I refused to go through the scanner due to my medical device. Below you will find an excerpt from the company that makes the insulin pump .. 
PM 

12116/201 
3 

12:26:56 
PM 

Airport Body Scanners 
Medtronic has conducted official testing on the effects of the new fu 11 body sea nne rs at airports with Medtronic medical devices and have found that some sea nne rs may include x- ray. If you choose to go through an airport body sea n ne r. you must 
remove your insulin pump. Guardian monitor, Continuous Glucose Monitoring (sensor and transmitter), meter and remote. To avoid removing your devices, you may request an alternative screening process. 

Print and complete the information on an airport emergency card (located in the front pocket of your user guide) to carry with you and notify security screeners that you have diabetes, that you are wearing an insulin pump and are carrying supplies with 
you. 

For more information, visit www.medtronicdiabetes.com/equipment 

Please note that I do carry this card with me at all times to show I cannot go through the scanner but it was in my purse which was in the x-ray securily machine. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 12116/2013 10:09:33 AM Airport BOS - Logan International Date/Time of Travel 12116/2013 10:00 AM Airline & Flight Number : Southwest Checkpoint/Area of Airport 

TSA Employee: (If Known) : Multiple 
Comment . The TSA employees are bickering regarding division al labor. My husband waited for 1 O minutes for a pat down while they bickered about who would pat him down and who would deal with a customer with a dog (as an alternative to the 
body scanner). Nobody came to pat down my husband. He had to go through the body scanner, against his wishes. 
Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Thank you for your prompt reply to the email I sent earlier and for providing a contact address for Mr. Pistole. FYI. I spent considerable time on the TSA website, back and forth between vanous levels and pages of the ··contact Us"' section, trying to find 
a mailing/contact address for him, No place on that site does the address you provided in your reply appear. 
Tha t"s why I se nl my le1ter to this Canta ct Center address. 

l(b)(61 I 
-----Original Message-----
From: tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com 
[ m a1 lto:tsatcc _do_ not_rep ly@se ntu re .com] 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 1 :30 PM 
To!rh11R, I 
Subject In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank you for your e-mail regarding your screening experience. 

121161201 The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless of 
3 4:50:32 

p M their person al situations and needs, a re treated with dig mty. respect, and courtesy. 

Every person and i I em mu st be screened be fore entering I he secured area of an airport, and I he manner in which the screening is conducted is important. 
Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TS Os are 
required to be considerate and tho ug htfu I and are Ira i ned to explain what they a re doing and what wi 11 happen next in the process. T SA regrets if this was not your expe nence. 

In addition, passengers may requesl a private screening if additional screening is required or at any lime during the screening process. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance 10 lhe private screening after the companion 
clears screening. In addition, screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in the public area rather than go to a private area for 
screening. however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area wi 11 not be pe rm1tted to enter the secured area. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) al thal location. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive m order to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. 
This ongoing process enables us to ensure prom pt. corrective action whenever we d ete rmi n e that security sere en i ng policies need modi fi cation or specific employees or screener teams a re the subjects of repeated complaints. 

We consider your concerns to be a serious issue for our attention. TSA appreciates that you took the time to share your concerns with us. We are confident that through the concerns brought to us by the traveling public, we will be better able to 

The caller does not have internel access. The caller stales that she was overly searched yesterday. The caller states thal she had SSSS on her boarding pass. She flew with Alaskan airlines. The caller stales that all of her items were unpacked and 
she had a patdown procedure. The caller states that the screeners were rude and she describes it as nasty. The caller was in LAX on Alaskan airlines flight 467 at 1900 on 12 15 13 at the security checkpoint. 

Advised ca Iler: 

This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the Nation's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory T ransp o rtati on Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 
Because your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the appropriate CusIomer Service Manager. 

~2~1g;2g~ We regret that you were not satisfied with the service you received. I can assist you with obtaining a claim form so you can file a claim in writing to us for you item. It generally does take 24 hours to receive any document I send you. Also make sure 
PM that you check your junk and spam folders as my correspondance doesn t always come to your in box. Also, ii you will give me some more detailed information I can forward this complaint to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at the airport which 

the incident happened. 

1. Airport: LAX 
2. Airline: Alaskan 
3: Flight number: 467 
4. Gate Terminal: no 
5. Time of Departure: 2030 
6: Dale and lime of incident: 12 15 13 1900 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Olher; Disabilily or Medical Condilion Current Dale/Time: 1211612013 6:19:51 PM Airport SMF - Sacramento lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 12113/2013 Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I have once again been given the &quot:we will ignore you until you go away&quot; response. I have e-mailed the same complaint and received the same response on 3 other occasions, and I have been screaming and yelling about this 
horror s1ory since it happened on June 13, 2013. 

Here is the orig i na I event I 1sti ng th at I posted months ago, and have no response from you. I get &quot;we 've lo rw-arded it... &quot: and nothing e Is e ha pp ens. I have sent this to my congressional rep re sentat1ve s and they a re supposed to be loo king 
into this, but according to the research that you had on line when I was looking into this, if I do not trip your walk-through metal detector, then I am not to be touched. I have been threatened with hor,-ible threats under color of law and in violation of Title 
18 according to the following that I have sent in months ago. 

I want some answers. not to be to Id that I wi 11 be ignored. I w111 not be tortured. m a1 med, harmed, scarred. bloodied or othe rw-1se abused by T SA again. and I want ABSOLUTE assurance that I wi 11 not endure another torture session at SM F in spite of 

the threats issued by kb l/6\ I 
~2~1g~2~~ Here is what I have sent to you already three times: 

PM 
Four times for four flights out of SMF, I have been hurt from the levels of discomfort through the level of torturous maiming requiring additional surgery at my destination in Seattle. I have made the decision never again to allow a TSA agent to touch 
me. I do not have 10 bleed or hurt to fiy• 

So I have information th at is co nfl i cti ng. The L3 ma chm es (according to the re po rt presented to the German Parliament a few years ago) retu ms 1 00 % fa I se positives lo r pea pl e with di sab i I 1t1es. I have fi I ed a 504 comp I amt with the d ep artm ent of 
Justice for this, but have no resolution of this even thought it is months old. I have decided that I will never again go through that machine because it has caused me pain four flights for four flights out of SMF and no where else in American Air Space 
have I had 10 suffer such physical horror nor dehumanizing e,periences. II tells me I hat lhe machine in Sacramento is broken, but I hey insist that ii is nol. I may be somewhal egolistical, but I think that I, as a human being, have rank over any machine 
anywhere under any circumstances. Therefore my contention that the L3 machine at Sacramento is faulty is the position I am taking at this time. because I have suffered enough pain at that airport for one lifetime due to that machine. 

This I a st flight I June 14, 2013) required that I have additiona I surgery at my destination to rep I ace a su rg i ca I d ra i nag e tube that the T SA agent destroyed when she ripped op en my s urg i ca I wound. and addition al suture that was necessary due to the 
tissue damage she caused. TSA of course, denied all responsibilily for my surgery, and other lhan calling me a liar, defended thal they did nothing wrong and it was my tough luck to bleed until I arrived al an emergency room in Seallle. After all they 
gave me a whole 4 seconds ta anticipate the degree al torture that they were getting ready ta do to me. I will therefore demand that any TSA agent who approaches me hald their ground until they can state at least 7 protections that any American 
Citizen has with respect to their aggression. 

The complexily is lhis: I will have to fly again in the next few monlhs. Although I currently do not have a surgical wound, (only a puckered and red scar resulting from TSA's ripping open my wound on the last trip) I will not suffer any pain for flying and I 
will opt out of the L3 scanner since it returns 100% false positives for pea pie with disabilities. I talked with someone at TSA today who told me that if I do not trip the metal detector. that I would not have to be touched by a TSA screener, yet, I am 

Caller wants 10 know whom to con1ac1 about how he was treated at lhe checkpoint. December 10th 7:40 am. He arrived at 7 am. After he showed his pass he was hand frisked as if he was being suspected of something. He had bulky clolhes on. He 
was wearing Islamic gear and felt discriminated against. He spoke with a supervisor and even the supervisor thought it was unjust and gave him a card. 

Acee pted Transfer: 

Caller said there were no alarms when he went through the Checkpoint 01 at LaGuardia 12-10-13 at 7:00 to be screened for a flight on US Air. and he had removed belt and coat. The Officer, a black African American, rubbed up and down his legs 
and he felt violated. The Officer said because he had bulky clothing on he was receiving a patdown. He was wearing Islamic clothing and it was not bulky so he feels discriminated against. He watched 2-3 others come through and they were not 
searched, He stated he could read the face of the female Officer at the checkpoint and knows she knew it was wrong, 

121171201 RESPONSE: 

394315 
AM 

Clarified that he is saying he could read what lhe Officer was thinking by just looking at her. 
Told him I do not need further details. If he feels it was discrimination, those complaints are required ta be in writing. 
I will refer his issue and someone will forw-ard those instructions to him. 

The caller stated her daughter was flying from JFK to Portland. Maine. The caller stated she escorted her daughter through the checkpoint on 12 17 2013 at 8:07am at gate# 20. The caller stated her daughter was flying on JetBlue Airlines flight# 208. 
121171201 The caller stated she had to receive a pat-down because she was weanng a butt pad. The caller said a female TSO took her to a private screening area and they had to perform the pat-down. The caller said they also swabbed her hands. The caller 

3 caller stated she and her daughter was very upset and embarrassed. The caller said she would like a written letter of apology. 
12:39:45 

PM I told the caller I would forw-ard the information to the CSM for further review. I apologized to the caller for the incident. I told the caller if an anomaly appears while going through the AIT then a passenger will have ta receive a pat-down. I tald the caller 
her hands were swabbed by a c I ea n ste n I e cloth used to test lo r explosives. 



Disability Description: Caller is calling for procedure for PreCheck for medical disabilitis. 
He says he has gone through and got PreCheck. He is an amputee. his wife has two knee replacements. He says they make them go back out for screening and go through the WTMD and take off his shoes and belts. He says this kind of screening 
isn't PreCheck screening. He says lhe screening they get is the same things he would have to do for normal screening then, he has to have a full paldown. He says at Sky Harbor for the PreCheck screening they only have the WTMD and they have AIT 
at other terminals. He says if they had the AIT then he would not have to go through this kind of screening. 

Response Details: I explained to him that regardless of the type of screening, normal screening or PreCheck, if there was an alarm during screening there will be additional screening to clear any alarm. It can be a patdown or even the ETD swabbing. 
there are several layers of screening they can do. 

I explained to him that TSA Cares, we do provide screening information for passengers and we can refer a passenger to ODPO for assistance but it wasnl something I could do for a complaint. I would list my record as a complaint for him and I would 
provide him the mailing address and email to make his complaint formal, 

12/17/201 He had the mailing address so I gave him the email, TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 
3 3 09 30 

PM 
He can call the CSM at Sky Harbor to see if they can assist him with his complaint for PreCheck screening. 
Name: Wendy Cjl!l!L,,., 
Phone: 480-375~ 

I did not offer to email him the information or offer him the PSS because he wasn't asking for information. he wanted to make a complaint only. 

Incident Details: Caller was upset that for PreCheck at Sky Harbor they only have the WTM D. He wants to know why they have the AIT at other terminals but not the PreCheck screening. 
He and his wife has disabilities and have to go back out for add1tonal screening, he says 11 is like normal screening, not like the screening they are suppose to get for PreCheck. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Missing or Damaged llems: Professionalism/CusIomer Service Currenl Dateffime: 1211712013 9:04:39 AM Airport LGA - LaGuardia Date/Time of Travel: 1211512013 3:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: AA 341 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport· Gate D TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment : Passing through the checkpoint I decided to opt out of the full body scanner. I was pulled aside for -10 minutes waiting for a male assist. During this time I was unable to see my belongings that had passed through the security scanner, 
and when I requested to wait somewhere where I could maintain a line a sight on my bags, I was denied. When I was finally moved for my body pat down, I noted and told the agent that my belongings were not in the original condition that I had placed 
them into the scanner. In particular, I noted someone had gone through my wallet. The agent I hen proceeded to go lhrough my wallet, and when I asked why, he stated he wanled to see my wallel. When I asked to see my wallel. I was denied. 

12117/201 I believe some money is missing, but unfortunately I have no proof. 
34:11:00 

PM Is I his common practice to keep so m ea ne from I heir belongings while agents go through them? Under what pre tense is it j usl i fi ed 10 seize and secretly go through my belongings? I would think any search s ho u Id be done wh i I e I am witness. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name b. m 
Phone Number "'h""'·,-,-;:-r;~·., =---.-----' 
Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



On December 11 th of this year. I was a part of the Wreaths Across America convoy headed to Ari i ngton Nati o na I Cemetery. Part of the trip was to dedicate a wreath at the base of the Statue of Liberty. We we re to Id we wou Id have to go through 
security before getting on the boat. Not a problem or so I thought. First, we were herded through like cattle being told constantly to hurry up. When I finally got up to the x-ray, I was shivering as many of us were told to take our shirts off. It was not a 
wJrm day. I pul everything from my pockets, my belt and my lablet into the tray. There were no more trays and I was again told to hurry up. I pul my shirl and parka in the same tray and then started lhrough. I stopped and showed my card thal says I 
have an implantable defibrillator. I was told to go through the magnetometer anyway as they didn't have time. Then an agent came at me with a wand. I asked for a pat-down as the wands are electromagnetic and can cause problems with the device. 
said ·1 don't have time for that" and started waving the wand even to a point of purposely passing it directly over my device. I am surprised that it did not go off or was not turned off, both of which could have been deadly. I then waited for my stuff to 
come through and alter several trays of those who were behind me, my tray came through. When I lifted up the parka and shirt, there was nothing else in the tray. Then another tray came through with the rest of my stuff. For some reason it was 
separaled. I got dressed and put everything back into my pockets and 901 on lhe boat for the Slatue. As we were getting close I wanted 10 lake some pictures so I opened my tablet. At first I thought the screen was dirty but then discovered it was 
cracked. When we had arrived in the parking lot. I took pictures of the NYC skyline and it was fine. 1·m assuming it was dropped when going through security. 

I realize that the government really doesn't care and I am stuck with a broken tablet. I do however think that the TSA needs to train their people better. If someone had come forth and said, I'm sorry It fell, I would have felt better. Here was a group of 
older veterans and other vo I unteers who we re being hassled lo r no reason at a 11. As I said, we were being herded Ii ke a bunch of cattle. Hopefully this I ette r might save someone else from bro ken eq uI pme nt or at least being to Id what happened. When I 

121171201 returned from the statue. I tried to go in and ask what to do but there was no one there and we were on a tight schedule so I had to leave. 

3 4:17:42 
PM 

~kb_,(~6_1 ---~'-
Bangor, Maine 

HYPERLINl'l~(~b~l(~6~I _____ ~!This email is free from viruses and malware because HYPERLINK "~~~-•~1(_6~)-----~•vast• Antivirus protection is active. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : P role ssiona Ii sm/C ustome r Service; Screening Current Date/Ti me , 1211712013 3: 20 A 1 PM Airport : CHS - Charleston I nte mat ion a I Airport Date/Time of T rave I , 1211712013 3 :00 PM Airline & Flight Number , Southwest 363 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Concourse B TSA Employee: (If Known) Unknown Comment: I requested a pat down as I'm commonly in airports multiple times a week and pregnant. This has been met with resistance by staff but nolhing like what I 
encountered a few minutes ago. I requested a pat down from a middle-aged female TSA agent with shoulder length graying black hair and her immediate response was an eye roll and &quot;You know it's not radiation.&quot: I responded, &quot;l'm 
preg na nt&q uot which usu a 11 y causes the agent to back down on their resistance. Instead. she said &quot Wei I, this has less rad i atIon Iha n a eel I phone. So what do you wanna do? &quot I to Id her I sti 11 wanted a pat down as &quot I am in airports 
oflen ... &quot: and was cut off with &quot;Then, you should know. Just stand over there.&quot; I stood to the side and she walked away from me. I vowed to get her name but she never turned to face me again. Instead she'd speak to me over her 
shoulder as if I'd been banished. 

I stood there for several minutes watching her and did my best to not move as she at one point said &quot;do not move&quot when I stepped to my left to let another passenger past me. I noticed she never told anyone but instead moved trays around 

121171201 and gave orders to other passengers, Therefore, I called out &quot:Ma'am is anyone coming?&quot; She huffed and said &quot:We'II see. We don't have anyone available.&quot; I asked &quot;How long will it be?&quot; And she told me &quot:1 don't 

3 4 , 18,30 know. I just said we don't have anyone available.&quot; 

PM 
Alter a few more minutes I realized that I was not going to be helped and went through the machine. I asked the lady on the other side of the machine &quot:You have nobody available for pat downs?&quot; and she said there were no agents available 
too. 

An older. African-American woman saw me and said &quot:I thought I heard you ask for a pat down.&quot: I told her that I'd been told nobody was available. She came back to me, briefly apologized and said that she's been corrected. I appreciated her 
trying to take action. However, she was unaware of how rude the agent was. I expect TSA to discourage me from a pat down. Nobody seems to want to do one. However. I've never felt punished or disregarded due to it. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Na;.:m.:..::,;1.,h_--, .. 1R,.·· .. , --...---~ 
Phone Number b·•,(ffi 
Email : b 1(6) 
To leav·"'e-a-c~o~m=m~e~n~c~o~n~ce~r~n-,n~g=-="""ack, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



12117/201 
3 4:18:33 

PM 

12/17/201 
3 6 08 50 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time: 12/17/2013 3:08:29 PM Airporl: PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor lnternalional Date/Time of TrMel 12/131201310:45 AM Airline & Flight Number: US Air 479 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport. Pre-Check TSA Employee: (If Known): supervisor on duty Comment: There is na reason for me to be Pre-Ck qualified at Sky harbor because I am an amputee with an artificial let and they do not have ax-ray scanner at 
the Pre-Ck location. When I go through the metal scanner I alarm and have to go back out to the table and remove all my &quot:stuff&quot: to pass through the scanner (they don't even have buckets there) then I have to have a full body pat-down. So 
the Pre-ck there is no different that the non-Pre-Ck lanes. In other airports the Pre-Ck has a body scanner and there is no issue going through quickly and with dignity.(Las Vegas, Sacramento to mention recent locations) The promise of the 
convenience and security of lhe Pre-Ck process is ludicrous when lhe old me1a1 scanners are all that are available. The same issue happens with my wife who has two hip replacements. 
Would you like a rejso9os_e? · In 1e 
Passenger's Name_(b_i(6_:1 ~hone Number kb)(ff:1 I Email ,kb)(ff:1 !To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link: http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/Appl1cationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion Current Dale/Time 12/1712013 5:06:21 PM Airport: PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Date/Time of Travel: 1211712013 Airline & Flight Number: Southwest Airlines Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Main 
Security Checkpoint, Terminal 4 TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : U pan info nm i ng the TSA agent at the ful I body , mag e scanners that I was wearing an insulin pump and cou Id not go through the machine at risk of damaging the device. he tned to ta I k me out of my request more th an o nee. As a regular 
traveler, I am fully aware of the damage that can be done to my medical device by the full body image scanners, Further. I am also aware that such damage is NOT covered by my warranty or insurance. I always make sure to arrive early to account 
for the added security screening lhat I know comes wilh the package of being a traveler and an insulin pump wearer. I have seldom had any problems with TSA and my diabetic supplies. However, I was exlremely frustrated with this particular agent 
and how hard he tried to convince me ta just go through the full body image scanner. First he cam pared the full body scanner to a cell phone and tald me it was no more dangerous. I again told him I could not go through the machine at risk to 
damaging my medical device. He again told me it was safe. I repeated my request. He then told me I would be subjected to a pat down. I told him I had no objections and was aware. He then went into detail about the pat down. I told him I 
understood. I had been through it before. Please note, I know he is required to tell me about the pat down, however, the tone he was using and the way he said it was to discourage me from requesting the pat down and encourage me to just go through 
the machine. II was only after I made the statement five times thal he called for a female inspeclion. 

It is be cause of a ct,ons by agents such as this man. th at d1abeti cs with i nsu Ii n pumps a re coaxed through the scanning device and have insulin pumps damaged. I am I uck y to be an informed traveler and know my ng hts and respons, bi I iii es. But the 
TS A agents in Phoenix need to be better informed and trained about this, It s hou Id not take me making the statement five times and ap pe ari ng to be a rg ume ntati ve to get the message through, 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name b 1(6) 
Phone Number . 
Email kb 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Hi. 

I travel regularly and have always opted out and almost every time I have faced some sort of discrimination, intimidation or plain violation of human dignity. I am sick of it and am going to file a number of complaints going forward. Please stop treating 
your customers who exercise their right to opt out in such a gross way and stop tearing families apart at security check points. Here are a couple of my cases. 

Friday, December 13, 2013: I flew from Dulles (AID) airport at 6 am. When I opted out lhe TSA agent made me wait for more than 15 minu1es, while I saw thal in the back as he kept asking for a "male assist" none was approaching. There were plenty 
of employees, male agents, doing almost nothing behind security checks as it was not a busy morning whatsoever, but none would assist. Finally, the agent at the gate, who was somewhat nice. frustrated, at his colleagues took me down and did the 
pat down h, m self. As I wa I ked by those agents who were standing behind two of them I ooked at me. ro 11 mg their eyes. I be Ii eve this was a lo rm of their frustration and perhaps a TSA endorsed way of inti mid at,on. I want you to know 11 wi 11 not work. 
nor w i 11 it stop me from opting out, and it is a di sg u sting way to treat American citizens and your customers, PI ease stop this practice among your a gents. 

September 3rd. 2013: at about 1 pm my wife our toddler and I were passing by security checks in Austin. Texas airport. My wife was able ta go through the '"less intrusive" metal detector with the toddler. but I was forced to go through the radiation 
machines. I opted out of course. upon which I was given a pat-down and somewhat harassed by the su pe rvi sor present. and asked why I was opting out. I complained to him th at I was being separated from my lam i I y and that was the wrong thing to 

12118/201 do. He seemed to disregard my concern and did not even bother to take my complaint to heart or do anything about it. I was told to call an "800" number if I had complaints. Why does TSA separate me from my family? 
3 7:59:31 

AM Furthermore, on my recent from Oakland Ai port, Sunday 10:49 pm, trip my luggage was thoroughly searched a note was left and all my belongings were scattered all over the place. I had at least two ties in there and they were stolen by TSA agents. I 
be Ii eve who searched them. Please let me know how I can Ii I e for a theft with your T SA 

I am somewhat afraid thal after this post and revealing my name, I will be subject to more intimidations in the future and more thorough searches, but I am sick of keeping silent about your gross violations of human dignily. 

These are just a couple of my experiences recently. I am a regular traveler, but do not believe how you "',n the name of security"' violate citizen·ss const1tut1onal nghts. I have one plea at least to you - be nice to those folks who opt out. please do your 
job and get them through as quickly as possible so they can make their flights on time. And please. please please be mindful of families traveling with children. I have three children and am about to enter a career of lots of travels, please please I beg 
of you implement family friendly policies so that the crazy experience of traveling with children does not become prohibitively difficult. 

Regards, 

l(b)(61 



Caller stated she was traveling from LGA to Detroit on flight 1231. She had to pull out everything from her purse for secunty screening, She went into the AIT machine then they had her come out and remove her boots and patdown under her left arm. 
She stated they told her that she would have to open her carry on bag. She opened her carry on bag and they to Id her her lotion was over the Ii mit and wou Id have to be thrown out, She fin a 11 y got on the plane and notice she did not get have her make 
up bag. Her make up bag was brown make up kit plaslic design. She slated she had over 1000.00 in jewelry inside the bag. Caller staled she was wearing a black and brown Norweigen sweater with black boots. She has blonde hair if it will help 

121181201 recognize her on video. 

3 
102721 

AM 

Ai rpo rt-L aG ua rd i a Airport 
Airline-Delta Terminal C 181 :30 -1:45 at security 
Flight Number at departure- 1231 
Date and time of incident-12 17 13 
Description -she placed her jacket in the plastic bin with her purse the make up kit was inside her purse design shape hall moon shape inside was 2 matching other ones all with matching jewelry , 
Advised caller that a claim form has been sent via email. Should be receiving the email within 24 hours, advised to check spam folder as well. lns1ructions will be with the forms on how to send it back. Escalaling the issue 10 a CSM. 
Caller was flying out of DTW and was subJected to secondary screening and wants to know why. 
Every passenger and their property must be sere ened before entering the secured a re a, and the way the screening is conducted is import ant, Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers a re treated with dignity, respect, and 
courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their cany-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 

121181201 an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

3 5:23:17 
PM 

12118/201 
3 6:57:52 

PM 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints. provides an additional layer of secunty at the checkpoint. and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

Caller stated that he is trying to get some TSA video from Philadelphia. He has a prosthetic leg. He had his hands swabbed and it did not alarm so they inspected him completely and everything cleared. A TSO told him he had to go in a private 
screening room for more screening. He asked whal they would do to him in lhe screening room and they would not 1e11 him, they refused to tell him what they needed to do in private. He would not go in private, he lold them they could screen him in 
public but they would not do it. He stated that the TSA officers called the police and the police treated him awful. He stated the TSA folks were very professional and treated him well but the police were completely terrible to him. Caller said that he 
thinks the officers Just need a little more training to understand exactly what they need to do, _because the] stated he could not decline and detained him in a corner to wait on police. _He stated that he n_ever alarmed, the man that screened him swabbed 
hrs own hands and the officer 1s the one that alarmed, Caller stated that the manager was !rh ·11R I and he told the caller that he could not decline screening. He stated they did not have to tell him the process before he was screened. He was 
also told that he had no choice other than to go to the private area 10 be screened. Caller slated that he would like to have video of what happened at lhe checkpoint today. 

Advised caller that lo 11 owing information: 
In addition, passengers may request a private sere en i ng if add itiona I screening required or at any ti me during the screening p race ss, A companion may a cco m pa ny a passenger who needs assistance to the private sere en i ng alter the com pa ni on c I ea rs 
screening. In addilion, screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a paldown inspection I hat will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in lhe public area rather lhan go to a privale area for screening, 
however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area will not be permitted to enter the secured area. 
All Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) are required to be courteous and respectful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. 

Airporl: Philadelphia 
Airline: United 
Flight# UA3788 
Terminal or Gate #: D7 Screening line 10 or 11 
Dale and Time of Depar1ure: 12 18 13 at 2:30pm 
Aproximate time of incident 12:45 pm-1 :30pm 
Call inf on behalf of Self 
email_ b 1(6) 

Told caller I would send this issue to the CSM at that airport so they could check surveillance and look in to it. They may contact him back with information about whether he can get a copy of the video surveillance. 



Caller wi 11 fly Saturday with an 85 year old friend. They have flown together several ti mes and he wants to try to help the process. 
She is slow to walk and brings her luggage cart to help her through screening. He clarified she lets the Officer screen the cart and she is screened as usual. 
At PHX once she got a patdown because a anomoly showed on her leg but she does not have a metal joinl. All she had on her leg was oinlment. She does nol like lhe prospect of receiving a paldown. 

RESPONSE: 
121191201 

3 Advised she must be able to walk or stand without support for her screening. He clarified she can. 
10:21:38 

AM Told caller lhat anytime lhere is an anomoly we must do a paldown to resolve it and I cannot IeI1 anyone lhey would not have a patdown. 

12119/201 
3 

120516 
PM 

If she would be mare comfortable with it she can ask for a private patdawn and he may even accompany her. 
I am sorry but th at is our procedure so I can not he Ip him further with avo idrng that. 

Disability Description: Caller had a brain injury, she always uses wheelchair service- she is partially blind and she does not have the balance. She lets them know ahead of time that she cant walk through the WTMD, but some people will not allow her 
to do that. She has had many instances where they are trying to say she Is a refusal. A TSA officer should never tell her what disabled people prefer. She Is getting tired of the fact that ,ts a fight everytime she goes to the checkpoint. She is very young 
she speaks clearly she does not look like she has disability. people do not understand that she truly has a disability because she doesnt look like it. She thinks she wouldnt be treated this way if she looked more like she had a disability. People can not 
see a brain injury. She needs to be calm and reserve her energy before she gets on the airplane, instead of having 10 fight before gelling on lhe plane. Nobody had every recommended TSA cares to her at the checkpoinl. She was told when she finally 
was supposed ta get TSA cares they told her that she would not know what was going ta happen until she would get to the airport. She is about to fly again and she would like to. She is having the same problem by the TSA because I will give her the 
number to the disability department she wants to call and speak to them personally. 

Information Requesl: mobilily blind walk with a cane wheel chair. she has asked for a supervisor because a complaint was irrelavanl. 
Caller asked why would I ask what type of complaint she would like ta file because that is not why she is calling. Although she kept complaining about past experiences at the checkpoint. 

GAH 
This entire call is a complaint. The caller kepi saying her complaint isnt relevanl to her problem and before she gives us her name and number she wanls to know if she is going to be forced to get a patdown. 

I to Id the ca 11 er she cou Id ask for PSS at the che c kpornt to a ssIst her with the s c reem ng. 

passenger refused to accept a ssis tan ce and stated that when she has a prob I em again she wi 11 sue the TSA. 

Response Details: Asked the caller if If you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or 
med i ca I co nd it ion, Fede ra I regu I ati o ns require that your complaint be put in writing un I ess your dis ab i I ity prevents you from doing so, 

Do you want information about filing a written complaint regarding disability discrimination ar are you calling with a different concern such as poor customer service? 

Apologized to the caller for her past experiences. Explained to the caller that TSA Cares is here to help passengers with disabilities through the checkpoint. Told caller that the last time she requested assistance the reason the representative was 
unable to promise what someone would do a I the ch eek point is because he re a I the contact center we send the request for ass is ta nee to the di sa bi Ii ty department so th at someone can me et you at I he checkpoint. We can not promise what another 
person will da exactly, but we can let you know they are there ta help you with any issues you may have through the checkpoint. 
SUP CALL 

E sea I ation Notes: GA H 
The caller complained for about 30 minutes concerning her past experiences with the TSA checkpoints and with the TCC. She says she is partially blind and 
mobility impaired. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through 



No 

First and Middle Name: 

kb)(61 

Last Name: 

l(b)(61 

Main Phone: 

12/19/201 Work Phone: 
3 

10:23:42 
PM Cell Phone: 

12/20/201 
3 

10:12:28 
AM 

PO Box or Street address: 

City 

Pawleys Island 

State: 

SC 

My name 1skb1(61 !I was flying 12120, on United flight 365, departing 813 from OhJre airport. I wenl through security al cp2, lane 4, T1 at 637am. 
I'm w ri ting be ca use this was the Worst experience I've ever had with T SA. going through the security the woman running check on s through security, was the rude st person I have ever had the misfortune of dea Ii ng with I was told I co u Id not have her 

name. She was mid to late 50s, Caucasian, grey blond hair and mean. So mean that other flyers were commenting on her manner of yelling her directions, treating people like they're stupid, and rolling her eyes at every annoyance. Her behavior was 
so blatant two of the other TSA apologized for her, one stating. she is cranky ... Sorry, that's No excuse! 
I lhen dealt with mef5i("§T"lwho I'd learn was her supervisor, he was there the whole lime observing her rudeness and hadn't stopped ii. Does supervisod(b·:,(6) !not see a problem with his employees trealing people badly. When I expressed my 

frustration at her yel~e, he responded with,·· I didn't yell at you", no, you didn't but the employee, who you supervised did, and I've yet to hear an apology, and btw her behavior is your responsibility, because you are her boss. 
I travel for work. I understand that each airport has s Ii g htly different g u1d e Ii ne s. I am happy to oblige any and al I g u1d e Ii nes. I do not Deserve to be treated bad I y in the p race ss. 
Flying can be stressful. I'm sure dealing with travelers can also be stressful, but you sign up for the good and bad when you take a job and it is not ok to lash out on the very people you are here to protect. 
In ending this email, I would like to acknowledge a beautiful African American woman( did my pat down) who's greal altitude and warm smile redeemed Ohare TSA as much as she could. Superviso~as well as lhe woman he allows to act 

una cce pta bl y s hou Id take note of how she does her job. Good attitude and kindness begets kindness. Employees Ii k e the mean I ady I'm writing a bout give a 11 T SA a bad name, and need to be taught how to dea I with pea p I e or taken off the fl oar. 
I ex eel to be contacted with a fol low up that this issue has been addressed. It was una cce pta bl e to say the Least and Iota 11 y u nne ces sary I 

b)(61 

Sent from my iPhone 



12/20/201 
3 4 3601 

PM 

121211201 
3 

11:46:34 
AM 

The caller is disappointed with TSA s behavior in PIT. The caller flew from PIT. with Southwest, on December 17th and went through screening around 6:00pm or 6:30pm. The officers were 2 female officers and they patted her down for 20 minutes 
while 2 male and 1 female officers were watching. The caller states that a patdown turned into a 20 minute patdown that required her being asked personal questions, raising her shirt, pulling her pants down, and a second officer was prepared to pat 
her down some more. The caller had on light filling yoga pants lhat were not bulky. The caller slates that the officers put the side of their hand up her crotch twice and massaged her legs. The caller was so embarrassed. The caller slates lhat in 
MOW someone boarded a flight without a boarding pass and was escorted off and then a lady got off the plane and did not return. The caller states that someone could have put something on the plane and then left. The caller also states that 
someone went into her bag and she is missing an item but she can replace 11. She is more concerned about the screening process. The caller states the incident did not make her feel safe and states that as a traveler you are vulnerable. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at PIT. 

your airline, as consumer and service-related matters are handled directly between the passenger and the airline. If the airline does not satisfy your inquiry. the U.S. Department of Transportation's Aviation Consumer Protection Division operates a 
complainl handling system for consumers who experience air 1ravel service problems and provides a 24-hour holline at (202) 366-2220. 

Feed back Type : Security Issue 
Categories : Duration of Screening Process: Pat-down Current Date/Time · 12121/2013 11 :09:48 AM Airport · LAS - McCarran International Date/Time of Travel · 12/2112013 6:30 AM Airline & Flight Number : american airlinesf1802 CheckpoinUArea 
of Airport D gates TSA Employee: (If Known~1h·11r;··, I Comment OfflcerfE}i]msisted that my husband take off his shoes and belt and jacket when we told him that my husband"d movements are constncted and that he"s unable to take 
off his shoes. After a struggle he agreed to let my husband keep his shoes on but insisted the belt come off and I was extremely disappointed that he forced him to when we said over and over he has constricted movements. Forced us to take his skin 
tight leather jacket off. Even I hough we called the wounded veteran hotline at mccaran airporl a day earlier 10 report our arrival we didn'I have anyone waiting for us. Nevertheless we did what we are suppose 10 do and went on withoul it. My husband 
have a spinal cord simulator and a fusion in his back he can't go through the metal detector or body scanner. We requested a pat down and officer viola said its easier if he tales off everything and stand, I explained again that he cannot move freely as 
they want him to as he is sti 11 recovering from an invasive back surgery and his vision restri ct1ons. During the pat down, he forced my h us band to bend when he kept of te 11 i ng him that he can't , th at he has multi p I e back surgeries th at constncts his 
movement, that he is physically incapable of doing it. Not to mention he is legally blind so it was hard to him to locate items. He was dressed warm because he has a pneumonia and we didn't want to go through this rigorous screeing process. In every 
airport we flew he never had to go through such a terrible experience. when I brought lhe ma1ter up to a supervisor, he said lhe jackel looked bulky and he agrees lhat lhe officer was right by removing belt an jackel because its easier to to the pat down 
then he shortly dismissed my claim because i was an employee. We are in shock to be treated so poorly, especially after being a TSA worker and knowing rules and regulation are different for extremely wounded military veterans. Every other airport 
we went through has been an expedited screening with excellent customer service experience. 
This ref I ects negatively on the ad verti seme nt of TSA h el ping wounded veterans through expedited security sere en i ng, They dropped the ba 11 and we a re just ups et th at my h us band is in rea I pain now coz he was forced to move many times although we 
eslablished lhat he can't. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Nam,-;-e,._,.,....~-.., __ ...., 
Phone Number b·., ff 
Email b)(ff1 

ack. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The caller has metal implants in his hip and wrists, and flies often from LGB. He is upset that the airport, while relatively new, does not use an AIT. Instead. he has to undergo! the WTMD, and then receive a patdown. 

121211201 Advised Caller: 

3 3:49:33 
PM 

12122/201 
3 1 :17:48 

PM 

TSA's submission process for information, ideas, proposals. and opportunities is located on our Web site at www.tsa.gov. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : P role ssiona Ii sm/C ustome r Service; Screening Current Date/lime : 1212212013 12: 35; 2 9 PM Airport : ATL - Ha rtsli e ld-J a ckso n Atlanta Intern ati o na I Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· Patted down my mother in full view (third time now across airports, but this time in ATL). Unprofessional and unempathetic. The least that can be done is to pat down a 67 year-old behind a screen. Is it too much to ask? 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number . 
Email[b,(6I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



12/22/201 
3 11756 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion Current Dale/Time 12/221201311:56:02 AM Airport: LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel: 1211712013 10:30 AM Airline & Flighl Number Southwest Airlines Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
Terminal 1 TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : My mom and I was travel mg home from LAX To Tam pa and my mom has a service dog with his col I ar, leash and service dog vest. When we went through the checkpoint, the officer made us take his co 11 a r. I ea sh and service dog vest off 
and put it through the xray machine. All the other airports we ever traveled never asked us to do that and just did the pat down on my mom's service dog. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Namel(b)(ff, 
Phone Number '-'--""-----' 

~:1:~tS1i6c:~111111c11c co11ce11111 ,g """ ,eeooal, follow this link: hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The caller wants to make a comment about screening procedures. The caller is an active duty service member and he is traveling through DFW, The caller states that AIT or a patdown feels excessive for active duty military. The caller is unhappy 
about lhis because he feels like he is 1reated like a criminal by having to go through screening procedures. 

Advised caller: 

121221201 
3 1 ,20,34 The U.S. Departmenl of Homeland Securily is composed of several componenl agencies that handle different types of acquisitions, and TSA receives an unprecedenled number of ideas, suggestions, and proposals regarding informalion and aviation 

p M security technologies from ma nufa ctu re rs, vendors. Fed era I agencies, and citizens. 

121221201 
3 6:09:58 

PM 

TSA's submission process for information, ideas, proposals, and opportunities is located on our Web site. Please review the documents and guidelines provided on our business page by selecting the "Stakeholders" tab at the top of the screen and 
following the "Business Op po r1 unities" Ii n k. 

I a I so advised the caller that a 11 of our records are recorded. 
Caller is in the College Station airpor1. She was told that she was accused of hitting a TSA worker; she requested 10 see the video of where she supposedly hil someone. She was randomly chosen for additional screening; they told her it was by the 
machine that they had to do it. The officer asked her to remove her LGAs from her luggage. and would not allow her through with them. She stated she has traveled all across the world with the LGA bag. The supervisor is the woman that did her pat 
down. The TSO that said she was hit by the I ady, her name wasf b) ( ff:, ( she would not show her badge number or anything. She over heard an afri can ame ri can boy on the phone with his mother that they had a I so mistreated him. The ofli cers 
told her that her that ii her attitude did not change that it would make the process a lot worse for her. She stated that she is appalled at the incident. She stated that all of the officers were jumping all over her all at once for no reason, nobody would tell 
her what to do but would all scream al her. She staled all of this would be on video. 

Airport Co 11 eg e Station- Texas C LL 
Airline: American Airlines- Eagle 
Flight#: 3310 
Terminal or Gate #: Gate 1 
Date and Time of Departure: 12 22 13 at 4:20pm but it changed to 5:30pm 
Aproximate time of incidenl: 4:50pm 
Calling on behalf of: Self 
email kb 1(6) 

Advised ca Iler I would go a he ad and send this info rma Ii on 

TSA's Inspections and Investigations D1v1s1on (I ID) is responsible for conducting criminal and administrative invest1gat1ons of employees who are alleged to have committed misconduct, including identifying and investigating potential worker's 
compensation fraud by TSA employees. I/you suspect that a TSA employee is engaging in misconduct or fraud. please e-mail TSAlnspectionHotline@dhs.gov. In your e-mail, please provide the name of the employee you suspect for alleged 
misconducl and an explanalion of the issue, including date(s) and time(s). Please also provide your name and contact information for appropriale follow-up. 



12123/201 
3 9:05:59 

AM 

12123/201 
3 

10 1655 
AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1~(b 1(6) I 
Date Time: 12122/2013 8: 19:04 PM 

Comp a, nts: na pp ro pn ate cree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):TA566 San Salvador gate 17 occurring at 18:35 on 12122113 
Comments:During a transfer from Nicaragua through San Salvador to get to JFK, security personnel(b·:,(6) I submitted me to the following: 
1) Packed and unpacked my entire carry-on bag publicly. 
2) Fore i bly opened bag damaging zippers and clothing, 
3) Mixed mulliple items that had been intentionally separated including toilel paper I 2oz bottle of hand sanitizer used to clean after using toilet, which she placed togelher with my previously separated toothbrush. 
toothbrush. 
4) Performed public pat-down without option of same sex examiner. though male employee was next to her. 

In each of these cases i asked her not to do the thing to which I objected and offered an allernative such as asking ,''can I his be done by a male?"or "can you please not 1ouch my 1oothbrush after touching my toileting bag?" or, would you like me to 
unpack those items so that you don't break them?" She stated that T SA reg u I ations did not a 11 ow me to make these requests and then i nte rroga ted me about my i ti nera ry, w ri ting down my name, pass po rt number. and it i ne ra ry, leaving with my passport 
to !al k with her coworkers. This al I occurred without me hav i nq left the immediate area after arri vi nq in the airport from another intern ati o na I fliqht within the same terminal. 
Caller is concerned that the radiation at screening will be harmful and is concerned with her personal items going lhrough screening while she waits for a female officer to perform the pal down. 
Exp I a i ned th at TSA has removed the old machines th at used a I ow dose radiation type screening and is cu urentl y using only an AIT that uses an RF s igna I that penetrates the clothing but not the skin and is not ha rmfu I.But the TSO s are trained to 
maintain s1g ht of her person al 1te ms when she 1s going through screening. 

Caller fiew from Texas and has an insulin pump. During the screening process she told the officers that she had a pump. She was lhen direcled to the WTMD and received a pat down. She is upset because the WTMD damaged the pump. She does 
not want TSA to pay for the device, she wants to know what she can do next time she goes through screening. She also stated that she was not forced to go through the WTMD and she went through knowing it would damage it to save time. She thinks 
TSA should know better. The caller also stated that screened her Bi PAP but did not take it apart. 

121231201 Advised ca Iler: 

3 
12,51 ,36 If a passenger uses an insulin pump, he or she can be screened without disconnecting from the pump. However, it is important for the passenger to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about the pump before the 

p M screening process begins, 

12123/201 
3 2:30:29 

PM 

Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT or the walk-through metal detector, the passenger's insulin pump is subject to additional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of 
the insulin pump followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passenger's hands. 

CPAPs and BiPAPs will be screened by x-ray, and passengers are required to remove their CPAP or Bi PAP from ils carrying case: facemasks and tubing may remain in lhe case. 

Feedback Type . Civil Rights/Liberties 
Calegories Olher (fill in box): Disability Current Date/Time: 1212312013 12:15:54 PM Airport: PHL - Philadelphia lntemalional Date/Time of Travel 11/1712013 6:45 AM Airline & Flight Number: US Airways 623 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
Terminal C TSA Employee: (If Known) · Asian Man - Mid 20s-Mid 30s Comment · I'm a Type I Diabetic with an insulin pump who happens to travel quite a bit for work via air (est 25000-30000 miles per quarter) almost entirely through PHL. I utilize an 
insulin pump as it be st Ii ts my regiment not to mention makes co ntro I much easier. What bathe rs me is th at ea ch time I go through security, I'm asked what this device is. they have to wipe my hands after going through the cancer machine. and they 
have to pat down the area, Are these agents medical professionals? I'm worried about 2 things: 1) they accidentally tear the cannula of the device out of place 2) sometimes the area where the pump is attached to my skin is sensitive and this &quot pat 
down&quoi: HURTS. Please, if someone has to do lhis, get someone wilh a medical degree to do it. On the date in queslion, I was flying out of Terminal C of PHL when apparently, this lime, my pump sent off some sort of alarm and they had to detain 
me, open my bags, waste my time, all because the equipment I paid for (via taxes) is not working correctly. Mind you. the agents were very polite. but I feel as if each time I fly, rm being discriminated against because of a disease I cannot control. 
When I fly to Canada. and when I vacation in the Dominican Republic, these injustices never occur. I'm just a flyer and US citizen trying to fly without discrimination just like anyone else. I'd be more receptive to being &quotfiagged&quot; 1f the person 
doing the /lagging was better trained. For example. if it was a Philadelphia Police Officer, or a US military personnel doing the screening. I'd be more comfortable as they know what they're doing, In the mean time, I wish to not be discriminated against 
when attempting 10 fly simply for being a Type I Diabetic. 
Would you like a re,..._"-"'"-?'--J.W"-~ 
Passenger's Nam~e~b_)_(6_, ___ ,.... 
Phone Number , 
Email b)(61 
To leave a commen Is feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2IApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time . 12/23/2013 5:33:55 PM Airport · MCI - Kansas City International Date/Time of Travel : 12/1712013 4:00 PM Airline & Flight Number · Southwest 265 Checkpoint/Area of Airport · TSA Precheck TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment: I am a known frequent traveler who enjoys the benefits of TSA PreCheck and has done so without incident. On a recent return trip from KCI to DAL I went through the designated TSA PreCheck station and was &quot;randomly&quot: 
selected for additional screening after I had passed through the detector. My hands were wiped down and according to the officer they &quot;alarmed&quot: when tested. This alert then subjected me to a full body pat down and an item by item search 

12/231201 of my carry on and personal bags. In all my 1ravels I have never been subject to a full pat down or a any search of my bags. I always pack in stricl accordance with TSA regulalions. TSA PreCheck is supposed to offer less hassle in clearing security, 
3 6: 18:42 not more. Unfortunately, for me it did not work out on this trip. It would have been much quicker and more convenient for me to go through the regular security screening. 

PM 

12123/201 
3 8:13:46 

PM 

In addition, my wife who was traveling with me as a companion on this trip was also &quot:randomly&quot: selected for additional screening when going through TSA PreCheck screening on our outbound leg from Dallas on 12114 , Fortunately she was 
cleared wilhout addilional delay. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name fh··,1rr1 Phone Number !(b)(ffl ! Email :kbl(ffl ~o leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time: 12123/2013 7:38:32 PM Airporl: MOW - Chicago Midway Date/Time of Travel 12/2212013 Airline & Flight Number: Delta 4233 Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: Pre-Check 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : When checking your web site for the information on o bta i ni ng a med1cl , m plant form and when clicking on the Ii nk shown. I get the message &quot View static 404 page Not F ou nd&q uot:. 

I have Pre-check slatus through Della airlines, am a TWIG holder, own a TSA approved airfreighl forwarding company and assume thal I am not a securily risk whatsoever. When I gel through pre-chek and walk through lhe me1a1 detector, my knee 
implant sets off the alarm. Immediately, I lose my pre-check status, shoes and belt have to come off and I have to be subjected to a the intrusive (and let's be fair, humiliating) pat down. At Midway, the pre-check line does not have the other scanning 
machine that would avoid having me go through the pat down. I would appreciate 1f the TSA could come up with a policy for the thousands of trusted passengers with implants. When i go through a metal detector in Europe and my knee implant sets 
off the alanm, the security agents use a metal wand and a quick touch of the affected area. I cannot see why this could not be done in this country. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Namel(b::,(6) rhone Numbe,l(b)(6) ~mail J(b::,(6) ~o leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link: http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Disability Description: The callers father flew from LGA 10 TPA Dec 17th, at 9:00 or 10:00 am. He is 90 year of age and legally blind. He was in a wheelchair and he is not stable on his feel. He has a cane. He slated that the TSA told him to stand wilh 
his cane and he had to go through the AIT machine. He took his cane and he was not able to raise his arms. He stated that he is not sure why they did not leave him in the chair or give him a patdown. He stated that he told them that he is not able to 
stand stab I e. He had a torn rotator cuff and was not able to raise his arrn. therefore they wou Id not have gotten a clear i rn age for screening. He stated that he flew from De Ila Gate C. He stated that he thin ks they need to be retrained on the proced urns. 
because the standard procedure was not followed. He stated that normally they would have just conducted a patdown. and swabbed for explosives. 

If you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition, Federal regulations 
require that your complaint be put in writing u n I ess your di sa bi I ity prevents you from doing so. 

Do you want informalion about filing a written complaint regarding disability discrimination or are you calling wilh a different concern such as poor customer service? 

12124/201 Incident Details: He does not want to file a written complaint. 
3 

10:46:46 
AM 

Passengers Name: fb 1(6) 
Departing Airport: L\>G'"'A"---'----' 

Destination: TPA 
Airline, Delta 
Flight Number and Time: 11 :30 am 
Gate:C 
Date and Time: December 17th. 2013 @ 9:00 am 

I explained that I can forward the complaint to the CSM at LGA so that they can be aware of the siluation. 



12/24/201 
3 411 59 

PM 

12/25/201 
3 

10:07:10 
AM 

Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Calegories Firearms; Miscellaneous/Other Currenl Dateffime: 1212412013 2:10:10 PM Airport JFK - John F. Kennedy International Dale/Time of Travel: 1212412013 6:45 AM Airline & Flight Number: della 440 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: terminal 
4 TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: first time I got fast-tracked in the pre-screen lane and it was super efficient. That said. I'd say you have a pretty big security hole there.y hands were swabbed for explosives before I got to the conveyor belt. I passed and was told I don't need 
to take off my shoes or jacket. I put my stuff on the belt and headed through the metal detector (there was no body scanner at this outpost). I said 'I have a metal hip' as I walked through and the sensor went off. An official asked me to step to the side 
and he proceeded to repeat the explosives 1es1 on my hands which was negative again, so he said lhank you and senl me on my way - no pat down, nothing. I could certainly have had a knife anywhere on my body, if not a gun. I appreciale lhe 
effortless screen, but the only thing that sent me down that lane as far as I know was a random touch on an i Pad. I don't know the odds that i Pad is programmed with. but it sure seems like a decent gamble if one wanted to get their face/cause on the 
news. A pat down wou Id have taken an extra co u pie of minutes, and 11 wou Id have made a big difference I I'd think) from a security p ers pecti ve. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number : 
Emailkbl(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

I went through security and was Ire ated rudely by a TSO named li5'i(l at T-1 Checkpoint. Having opted out of the ful I body sea n I was given a pat down by a polite agent. During that process however ffill] was in charge of checking my bag. The issue 
started when I notice<f('5i(lhad failed to fully zip one of the pockmfcln my bag. I asked him if he could please zip it fully as there were small items in it. I was told he would "try to remember" after he was done with the others in an annoyed tone. I was 
not 1rying to be difficu/ftfcrr'I did nol wanl to lose my lhings as he was taking my bag back through security. He presumably took me 10 be being difficult however as he began to adopt attitude aboul the remaining contents of my bag. (For instance 
sarcastically noting, "got some dirty boxers in here'") At the bottom of my bag he came across three sealed boxes of Magic the Gathering trading cards. The items are valuable and I asked him to show some care (as he dropped the first box on the 
table). This irritated the man further as he taunted me saying "we might just have to open these". At this point I asked him to get a supervisor to discuss the matter which he ignored (I would have been willing to open them 1f it was actually necessary, 
but as I have flown with similar boxes dozens of tim_e without having_to this_ se~med unlikely).1(5i(lthen walked awa_y with my things to run them through securit_y. H turned out that my packages that have been sealed since the mid 1990's did not need 
to be opened and I was allowed to leave. I spoke w,th!lh\/R\!superv1sorkb1(6_1 ~fter t~ident.rs;(6)]cla1med lhat lhere was no way to file a compla,nt ,n person and lold me to email this address. fh·11R··, ~,d not answer any of my 
questions-except to say that they "back up their own" Presumably this was meant to convey that rm wai~ time sending this email. I understand that being a TSO is a difficult job and I have no doubt that there are any number of angry mean 
spirited individuals that they have to deal with. I am not and was not one of t.ese rople. I am traveling to see_ my family on Chnstmas Eve and_ to say I was happy and excited would be an understatement.kbl(ffl!attitude a_nd demeanor were uncaHed 
for 1n any Job, but especially so as an agent of the TSA I am not trying toge b_)( oj1h··,1R·1 !fired or anything over the top, but rt would be nice to hear that they have been spoken to about appropriate work place behavior. I look forward to hearing 
back from you. 

i(b)(61 

12/25/201 
3 

11 :04:40 
AM 

12/25/201 
3 

12:46:08 
PM 

Feedback Type · Civil Rights/Liberties 
Categories : Race: Sex 
Current Date/Time· 12/2512013 10:30:31 AM Airport: MCO - Orlando International Date/Time ofTravel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I have been profiled for my past three trips through various airports based on my race and gender and possibly my age and socio-economic status. I am an American middle-class white woman with long hair in my late 30's, and I am 
consislently chosen by agents for a pat-down of my hair, whether I am wearing my hair in a ponylail, a bun, or un-tied. There have been black women with elaborate hairstyles, Middle Eastern women in hijabs and nijabs, and wealthy-looking, long
haired women of all ethnicities near me in every airport, and I have observed that they sail past security without issue. Whenever I ask an agent for new gloves. I get an eye roll. a refusal, or some other type of nasty attitude, which does not help the 
situation. There needs to be fairness and consistency in TSA's practices if the agency is to be taken seriously and trusted by the travelling public. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 

Email l(b ,(61 ~ 
To leave a comment concerning t 1s feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller had an incident this morning while going through screening. He said his computer fell to the ground. He reported it to a TSA officer and he was told to call to file a claim. He said he opted out of the screening and requested a patdown. He was 
waiting for an agent to become available and the belt pushed it out of the way. He wants to file a claim for the damaged computer, Also, he is at the airport but he has not boarded yet. 

RESPONSE: I will be sending you, by email. claim form SF95 and a cover letter. You should receive it within 24 hours. The completed claim form goes to our CMB. They will send you an acknowledgement letter and a control number. Contact them 
in the future if you have any questions or want to check the status of your claim. I do apologize for the damage to your computer. Thank you for calling TSA to make us aware of the incident. 

Dale and Time of the flight: Dec 25, 2013 Time was around 9:00 a.m. Los Angeles time 
Gate or Terminal: Gate 65 B 
Baggage d escri pti on: N A 
Bag Tag # (10 digit): NA 
Flight#: Alaska 455 (He will depart 10:45 a.m.J 
Airline: Alaska 

Airport:..,..,LAX.....,.,-------, 
Email: f~b_)_(6_, ____ ~ 



121261201 
3 8:16:37 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 1212612013 7:02:19 AM Airport: MSP - Minneapolis-St. Paul lnlernational Dale/Time of Travel: 1212612013 5:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: DL 1653 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 6 
TSA Employee: (If Known) · Office~Comment · I had just lost my wallet and ID, so I arrived early to the airport to explain the situation. Office~handled my case, and treated me in a humiliating and degrading fashion. She told me that 
I might not get to fly, but she would~usband stay with me. She informed me that &quot:in my opinion, people without ID shouldn't be allowed ~l.&quot: 

After establishing my identity, olher TSA officers dismantled my luggage and gave me an aggressive &quot:pal-down&quot:. This additional screening was unnecessary -- if I had had contraband, I could have jusl given it to my husband to carry 
through the normal line. I understand the need to establish WHO I am. but not the additional attention given to WHAT I am carrying. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 12/26/2013 6:42:44 AM Airport· OKC - Will Rogers World Airport Date/Time ofTravel · 12/2612013 5:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 

12126/201 Comment : I opted out of the WBI screening for a private pat down. From the time I declared &quot:opt out&quot: until the pat down was completed 22 minutes had lapsed. Considenng there was only one lady in front of me. this 1s an absurd amount of 
3 8: 16:40 delay and inconvenience. This airport should be able to handle 2 private pat downs within 30 min. 

AM Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name IJ:ill£[J 
Phone Number . 
Email :kb)(61 
To leav""e~a""c-o~m-m-e""nt,...c_o_n_c-er-n-in_g_t,,...his feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time · 12125/2013 8:08:24 PM Airport · ELP - El Paso International Date/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . 0 k, I trave I a I ot, more than anyone should a ct u ally. Every ti me I have had to go through the checkpoints at any of the airports, it has been more than a hassle with the regards of not only my medical equipment and the fact it can not under 

12126/201 any circumstances be put in or near any x-ray machines and my neuropathy which I am not supposed to take off my shoes for any reason. I think it is really unprofessional when I have already told them that they need to be extremely careful esp during 
3 8:16:55 a pat down be my equipment cost over S1000 a day for my medical to take care of and they will not be replacing what someone else ignorantly messes up and rips from my body. Please teach your TSA agents how to be more careful of passengers 

AM and their medical equipment as well as prolocol for medical equipment that cannot be x rayed and be a little more courteous so I hat I do nol have to become rude with them about it in lhe first place, I am sure they don't just have $1000 to hand over out 
of pocket. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone bl11mber · 
Email l(b 1(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller asked about screening processes because he went through recently regular screening and was motioned over by another agent that he was selected for precheck? He was asked to remove his shoes and he decided to opt out of the AIT and 
thinks it was the pre ch eek Ii ne. Had a paid own and had to wait for someone to be come a va1 I ab I e. 
He almost missed his flight, what recourse does he have because he had to wait for someone to perform a patdown? 
Refused to provide personal information or airport he departed because he doesn t want 10 be placed on a watch list. Asked if he was under some sort of house arrest? 

121261201 
3 9:21; 12 Response: 

AM Advised caller it sounds like he was selected for the AIT not precheck line and he has the right to opt out, but, is required to have a patdown to complete screening process. Voluntary screening method. not a requirement. 
Please keep in mind that passengers should allow the recommended standard 2-hour domestic and 3-hour international travel arrival times prior 10 flighl depar1ure 
Explained he may have to wait for someone to become available to perform the patdown depending on the number of agents on duty and number of passengers flying. 
Explained TSA isn't a law enforcement agency. only responsible for screening of baggage and passengers before boarding a commercial flight. 



Caller Is 76 years old. He flew form Albany to Asheville. He said that in Albany he was given a card and he did not have to take of his shoes or jacket. He said that he told the TSO that he has a metal knee implant. He said that he set off an alarm 
and was sent through the AIT. He said that they were very polite. When he got to Asheville they also gave him a ticket. He said that they were friendly until he told them that he has a metal knee. He said that they were not near as friendly and treated 
him like a criminal after he lold them aboul the implant. He sel off the alarm and was given a through examination. He wanted to know if people should be Ireated differently at different airports. He said I hat he does not want to make a complaint. He 
did not want the email or the mailing address far the TSA"s Disability and Multicultural Division. 

I gave the following information: If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. TSA has created nolification cards thal travelers may use to 
inform a TSO about any disability. medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening, their use may improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify 
TSOs of their conditions. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gov sites default files publications d1sab1lity_notification_cards.pdf. 

Many passengers with meIaI implants thal regularly alarm a walk-lhrough metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk
through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 

12/261201 If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through meIaI detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure insIead. 
3 A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

10:07:44 
AM • The patd own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers mu st wait for a TSO of the same gender to be come a vai I ab I e, 

• The passenger can request a privale screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a privale screening, anolher TSA employee will also be presenl and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id nol be asked 10 remove or Ii ft any article of clothing 10 rev ea I a sensitive body area. 

In addition to the patdown, T SA may use technology to test for traces of exp I osIve mate ri a I. If explosive material Is detected, the passenger wi 11 have to undergo add1t1ona I screening. 

A companion, assistant, or family member may accompany a passenger to assist him or her during any privale or public screening. After providing this assistance, the companion, assistant, or family member will need to be rescreened. The passenger 
should inform the TSO of his or her need for assistance before the screening process begins. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. Passengers also can report concerns by contacting TSA's Disability and Multicultural 
Division. 
I told him that passengers should be treated the same all all airports. 



12/26/201 
3 

10:16:45 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

AM Are you 18 or over? yes 

12/26/201 
3 212 29 

PM 

Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? na 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? yes 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Cun-ent Date/Time· 12/2612013 1:42:24 PM Airport, DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel: 12/26/2013 5:00 AM Airline & Flight Number, United Airlines Flight 1689 Checkpoint/Area of Airporl, 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : Older women wilh dark hair, glasses, short and over weight 
Comment !(b)(ffl I is Caucasian 20 year old 5 3" 100 lbs. female. She had a guest pass to walk her active military boyfriend to his Gate on Thursda , December 26th. 2013. She was pulled out to do a pat down, which was not a problem. However. 
The T SA agent, alter a pro Io nged pat down to the ch est area, decided that her chest did not &q uot:fee I ng ht&q uot:' So. she p race ed ed to ta k ( b H 6) into a p nvate room where!( b I ( 6:1 ! took off her sh, rl and revealed that she had a standard bra and 
sporls bra on, nothing more or less. She was instructed to pull her sports bra up, the women once again padded down her chest and side area. am not sure how her chest could possibly not &quot;feel right&quot:. If this is standard procedure than 
99% of women flying loday should be pulled into a privale room for a pat down. This was uncalled for and unjusl!11h··,1rr1 !is deeply upset by this incident and an acceptable explanalion is in order. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Numberf:h"'·1"'1~r;""··, ..._...__.,.. _ _. 

Email =kbl(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The American Airlines con course has one Ii n e for T SA pre-check. 
That Ii ne Is not used for whee I ch airs. 
I have TS A Pre-check and a whee I chair. 
At O'Hare at the AA concourse security check I could not gel through the Pre-check line in a wheelchair. 
I went through another line and suffered all the indignities of the "pat down" 

121261201 So pea pl e in whee I chairs with pre-check can't get treated I, ke every other passenger with pre-ch eek. 
3 6:01 :42 As a passenger using a wheelchair. I am outraged at the way I was treated. It's TSA's fault that the system breaks down at the security check. 

PM 
When will this be fixed? Don't offer and don·t certify anyone for Pre-check if you won't deliver. 

Please respond with specifics. 

fb1(6) I 



12126/201 
3 9:39:01 

PM 

12/27/201 
3 8 3048 

AM 

12127/201 
3 8:30:57 

AM 

Disability Description: Callers daughter Is blind, deaf and has metal implants. 

Response Details: provided the caller with informalion for TSA Cares for the next time they travel and informed the caller 10 contact us at least 72 hours in advance so we can be prepared forl(b }(6 lcoming through a check point. The caller was 
unaware of TSA Cares until I described it to her. I gave her the phone number al 855-787-2227. 

I also advised the caller that I would be forwarding a copy of this record to the CSM at MSY for her review. 

Incident Deta i Is: The ca 11 er just took her da ug htef b ::~ 6 ! who is blind and deaf through New Ori ea ns TSA with her guide dog. A Delta a gent escorted them to the check point and I eft th em at the TS~ as a cochlear imp I ant and has nuts and bolts 
in her femur and in her face and in her hip because s e was hit by an automobile. The check point called for a female patdown. The agents took the guide dogs harness off. The caller is very upset. ~ke wilh Supervisor b)(6) because they 
have documentation from the doctors saying that the cochlear implants should not ga through any type of electronic screening most especially a WTMD. The caller does not know if there is any damage to cochlear implants because b)(6 as made to 
go through the WTMD. They were the only ones going through the line at the time. The caller says that they requested a patdown and they made her go through the metal detector anyway. The STSO gave her a claim form if there was damage to the 
implants. The cochlear implants are items that cost 99000 USD~ent through a WTMD and not an AIT (confirmed). The caller repeated over and over again that this team at New Orleans needs training. A female agent was called to perform a 
patdown bul between lhe time the female agent was called and arrived a TSO madelililill}io through the WTMD after the caller and a Delta ar_nl tolld the agents she could not go through a WTMD due to the cochlear implants. The caller is concerned 
so highly because her daughter only has one way to interact with her world with her hearing and this endangered her daughters hearing ability b_i(6_:, lives alone in Manhattan and goes to college. 

DATE OF TRAVEL 12-26-13 
AIRPORT New Orleans 
AIRLINE Delta from New Orleans to LGA screened at Concourse D at the TSA check paint between 1720 and 1740 

CONTACT INFORMATIONkbl(61 I 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time: 12/27/2013 6:12:20 AM Airport EWR - Newark International Date/Time ofTravel 12127/2013 6:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : C-3 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. After being cleared for pre-check i had to endure the entire groping explosive check remove belt etc. why bother with the pre check. Seems kind al stupid if it is not worth anything in clearing security faster. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Security Issue 
Categories : Pat-down; Carry-on Property Out of View During Screening Current Date/Time : 12/2612013 11 : 34: 0 7 PM Airport · DE N - Denver I nte ma ti on al Date/Ti me of Travel : 12/2612013 Airline & FI i g ht N umber · 4 213 C heckpoi ntl Area of Airport : 
DIA TSA Employee: (If Known) : not known Commenl : I understand lhe policy of screening. It would have been helpful for all and saved lime if someone would have informed me that I needed to take my change oul of my pocket or put whatever I had 
in my packet in the ca rt. I ju st fol lowed the others down the Ii n e and don't remember seeing a sign or that anyone told me this. That way, I wo u Id n 't have had ta be patted down an my private pa rt. Anyway, the situation resolved itse If and the I ead 
person and su pe rvi sor we re resp ectfu I. Th an k you lo r your consideration of this matter. 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name kb 1(6) 
Phone Number · "-'-'--""----' 

Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



12127/201 
3 2:00:33 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Pk~b_)~(6_, __ ~ 
Date Time: 12127/2013 12:42:14 PM 

Name~ 
Emailjj@ 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Oelta Airlines, D gates (D2J, Ft Lauderdale Airport, approx. 3:45 pm on Dec 23, 2013. 
Comments:I was given a pass to pick up my 11 year old grandson who was travelling alone on Delta airlines and went through the security check through the D gates. I was wearing in thin yellow sleeveless blouse and khaki colored capris. There 
was no belt and no underwire in my bra. I went through the body scanner and raised my hands above my head. I told the TSA agent that I didn't shave my underarms. Afterwards. I was pulled aside by the female TSA agent who proceeded to FONDLE 
me because she said there was a spot on the image screen. I am fairly well endowed, but I don't think that SOU EEZI NG my breasts AND my nipples is standard procedure! I was completely humiliated. uncomfortable and appalled' I travel several 
times a year and I have NEVER been subjected to such abuse• I wasn't even getting on a plane!! Who knows who else this woman or other TSA agents have done this to. This sorl of abuse of "power" is uncalled for and must stop! 

The ca 11 er flew down to vis it her sister a few years ago on Allegiant Air back in 2009, She got patted down and x-rayed be ca use she had a hip re placement. She was mortified that she had to be patted down and x-rayed in public, She was up set that 
she had proof of her medical condition and still had 10 gel patted down and x-rayed. She wants to know if she called the Asheville airport and lold them she had proof would she slill have 10 go through the patdown. She told lhe person at lhe 
checkpoint and the woman was rude and said she didn t care. Also. back in 2009 Allegiant Air spelled the name wrong on her ticket and they had to get another TSA agent. The name on her current reservation is spelled right but she is wondering if 
anything will get fouled up at the airport Caller wants the number to the TSA at Asheville. 

Advised: 

If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

121271201 
3 2,27 ,53 Many passengers with me1a1 implants thal regularly alarm a walk-lhrough metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 

heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
PM 

A patdown procedure also 1s used to resolve any alanms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

• The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Some1imes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 

If the boarding pass and the ID do not match then you may be subject to additional screening. Contact your airline if you have concerns about your reservation. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 1212712013 2:09:41 PM Airport JFK - John F. Kennedy International DatefTimeofTravel: 12I23/20134:00 PM Airline & Flighl Number DELTA409 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport · Security Line TSA Employee: ( If Known) · 
Comment: DDecember 23rd. probably one of the busiest times of the year to travel and the security at JFK's Terminal 4 was nearly 1mposs1ble, but the team working that day was the least professional team I have experienced. I am 8 months pregnant 
and a VERY frequent traveler who is familiar with the TSA and security lines. This was the worst experience I have had with the TSA. The least professional team of people who obviously need to receive proper training in what it is that they are 
supposed to do. 

Bnef description: Despite my numerous alerts to them that I am going to miss my flight (at 3:35PM) with my flight departing at 4. They refused to help me clear the line. Despite numerous requests from fellow passengers asking that they push me to the 
front and provide a pat down (as per my request) the em pl aye es stood around and conversed among themse Ives a bout how I. ju st Ii ke everyone else, need to wait in Ii ne, Is this profession al?! Is this the kind of t raining th at you provide to your 
employees? 

I wish I had more time to call the supervisors and the people in charge of the unprofessional employees, but I HAD to get on that flight as I am 4 weeks away from having a baby and would have NOT been allowed to fly anymore. 
12127/201 
3 4:01 :03 This experience, among others I hat I have witnessed as a frequent 1raveler, has me wondering whal it is I hat TSA as an agency can do to teach the people who represent you at our airports how to be professionals. 

PM 
I wish that I had written down the names of the people who were working that day. but I did not have 11 me as. ag am, I HAD to run to make my fi 1g ht. In tears. at 8 months pregnant. Than kfu I that I am home and grounded for a few months. 

I urge you 10 please train your team. Teach lhem the importance of professionalism, rolling your eyes at passengers and making remarks is not professional and certainly should not be a representalion of who you are as an agency. Please remind the 
employees that WE, as American's, pay taxes which do in fact pay for their sa I a ries. 

Wishing you all an amazing 2014! 
Would you like a res9onse?: True 
Passenger's Name : ~b_:1(6_) 
Phone Number . "---'-~-----' 

Email !(b 1(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning ttf,s feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller called Southwest and I hey lold her to call TSA. She flew from Chicago Midway to Houslon had some earrings in a ziplock bag. There was no NOi and she doesn t want to file a claim. They weren t I hat expensive. 

On an unrelated matter she has cancer and never goes through the AIT and always gets a patdown. A few airports are good at keeping you with your belongings and some are not. It is very bad at Ohare and sometimes they will separate me from my 
purse and belongings for quite a long time while I am waiting for someone to give me a patdown. One time the screeners were very rude. 

Advised: 

The lack of an NOi suggests that TSA was not in your bag. 

Suggest you contact the airline and notify them what had happened. The airlines are always referring passengers to TSA. You should contact them and file a claim or at least have your complaint on file with them. 
12127/201 
3 5: 17: 10 Airport where the incident occurred: Chicago Midway 

PM Airline: Southwest 
FI ig ht numbers: 3625 
Date and time of incidepj"_ December 2Q 2013. between 1030-11am 
Baggage tag numbers:._!;_b---'1(_6...,1,-__ _,j 
Description of baggage: small carry on size black, Crossfire brand, wheels, handle, on the one side small piece of red yarn on the zipper 
Was there an NOi? No 
Anything on the NOi? No 
What terminal or gate? Unknown 
Individual s contact information email 



121281201 
3 9:17:06 

AM 

12128/201 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1i:f b 1(6) ! 
Date Time: 12128/2013 12:46:17 AM 

Namekb1(6, 
Email:](b 1(61 
Comp I a i nts; Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 
Comments:My wife had a knee replacement in May. Since that time, each time she flies in an airport without a body scanner she must undergo a humilating pat down that includes the TSA personal feeling in her underwear and other humilatimg 
actions. We have been told that a note from her surgeon confirming an artificial knee will not negate the need for a pat down. In addtion. we have been to.d that TSA has eliminated all hand wands, which would remove the necessity of such pat downs. 
What alternatives to this humiliating experience can TSA offer? 
Hello: I am writing because of a concern at the TSA checkpoint at Houston Hobby for the terminal for Delta. The employees were all very friendly but there was a lot of confusion among passengers as we filed into the lanes. They were poorly marked 
and th ere were mu Iii pie entrances to the I anes, with seve ra I I anes having m ult, pl e open sections where peop I e were not sure where to go. When we arrived at a seemingly random junction, two TSA agents sign a led about 1 0 of us to move through a 
pa rti cul a r lane. We became confused when we rea Ii zed that the I an e we were in was very short comp a red to the I an es with long Ii nes. When our I Ds we re a 11 checked, we went to the xray machines, where we a 11 began taking off our shoes and coats, 
only to be condescendingly lold by the TSA personnel that we were in a PreCheck area and that we did not need to remove any of these items. Most of lhe people around me and I had no idea we were in this lane, nor was any specific documentation 
asked for. When I went thru the metal detector. it beeped, and I was told to go to a table where I would be checked. Went I reached for my items that were coming out of the xray machine, I was sternly told by TSA that I could not touch my belongings 
until after the check. So, I had to leave my coat, laptop, wallet, and bag on the conveyor belt and try to keep an eye on them while other passengers· items piled up against my things and people were picking around them and moving my things out of 
the way to get their things. Finally, instead of being asked to remove my shoes or getting a pat-down or something that I thought would make more sense. my hands were swabbed for firearm residue (I assume) and I was cleared. I was in no way 
offended by this, I am just saying thal none of these agenls seemed 10 be communicating wilh each other or aware of the mess thal many of lhe passengers were going through. 

Thank you and sorry for the complaint. 

kb1(61 

3 HYPER LIN b 1(6) 
11 0751 

AM 

~--------------------------------~ 

From: Torrj(b)(61 
To: TSA-C"K_L.,.@-1s~a-.d~h-s-_g_o_v_<_I s-A--c-R-L~@-1s-a-.d~h-s-_g_o_v_>~; 

Subject PreCheck at Houston Hobby 
Sent: Sat, Dec 28, 2013 3 42:00 PM 

Hello; I am writing because of a concern at the TSA checkpoint at Houston Hobby for the terminal for Delta, The employees were all very friendly but there was a lot of confusion among passengers as we filed into the lanes. They were poorly marked 
and there were multiple entrances to the lanes. with several lanes having multiple open seclions where people were not sure where to go. When we arrived at a seemingly random junclion, two TSA agents signaled aboul 1 O of us 10 move through a 
particular lane. We became confused when we realized that the lane we were in was very short compared to the lanes with long lines. When our I Os were all checked, we went to the xray machines, where we all began taking off our shoes and coats, 
only to be cond esce ndrngly told by the T SA perso nne I th at we were in a PreChe ck area and th at we did not need to re move any of these items. Mo st of the p eo pie around me and I had no idea we were in this I a ne, nor was any spec iii c documentation 
asked for. When I went thru the metal detector, it beeped, and I was told to go to a table where I would be checked. Went I reached for my items that were coming out of the xray machine. I was sternly told by TSA that I could not touch my belongings 
until after lhe check. So, I had to leave my coal. laptop, wallel, and bag on lhe conveyor belt and try 10 keep an eye on them while other passengers· ii ems piled up againsl my things and people were picking around them and moving my lhings out of 



Information about the person who experienced the c1v1 I rights ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I at,on 
(fill in what you can) 
Yes 
First and Middle Name: 
!rh,IRI I 
Last Name: 

llliRNJ 
Main Phone: 

kb)(61 
Work Phone: 

kbi(61 
Cell Phone; 

!rh,IRI 
PO Box or Street address; 

12/28/201k.,b'='i .. (6'-'·., ______ __. 
3 City: 

11 :08:27 Plano 
AM State; 

TX 
Zip; 
75074 

rt,T~t 1 
c){eck here If you are represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter. 
No 
If so p I ease provide the third party s name and contact information; 

2)Have you been authorized to file this complaint form on behalf of another individual? 
If yes. please provide your information. 
No 
Your Firsl Name: 

Hello; I am wriling because of a concern al the TSA checkpoint at Houslon Hobby for the terminal for Delta. The employees were all very friendly but there was a lot of confusion among passengers as we filed into the lanes. They were poorly marked 
and there were multiple entrances to the lanes, with several lanes having multiple open sections where people were not sure where to go. When we arrived at a seemingly random junction, two TSA agents signaled about 1 O of us to move through a 
particular lane. We became confused when we rea Ii zed that the I an e we were in was very short comp a red to the I an es with long Ii nes. When our I Ds we re al I checked. we went to the xray machines, where we a 11 began taking off our shoes and coats. 
only to be condescendingly told by the TSA personnel that we were in a PreCheck area and that we did not need to remove any of these items. Most of the people around me and I had no idea we were in this lane, nor was any specific documentation 
asked for. When I wenl thru lhe me1a1 detector, it beeped, and I was lold 10 go to a lable where I would be checked. Went I reached for my items that were corning out of the xray machine, I was sternly lold by TSA that I could nol touch my belongings 
until after the check. So, I had to leave my coat, laptop, wallet, and bag on the conveyor belt and try to keep an eye on them while other passengers items piled up against my things and people were picking around them and moving my things out of 
the way to get their th, ngs. Fina 11 y. instead of being asked to remove my shoes or getting a pat-down or something that I thought would make more sense, my hands were swab bed for firearm residue ( I assume) and I was c I ea red. I was in no way 
offended by this, I am just saying that none of these agents seemed to be comm uni cati ng with ea ch other or aware of the mess that many of the passengers we re going through, 

Thank you and sorry for the complaint. 

12128/201 ~---~ 
3 l(b)(6) 

11:08:29 
AM 

HYPERLINK http; overview.mail.yahoo.com mobile ?.src=Android Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android 



) Information about the person who expe nenced the ci vi I rights c iv i I Ii b erti es violation 
(fill in what you can) 
Yes 
First and Middle Name: 

!rh1/R1 I 
Last Name: 

lli@] 
Main Phone: 

!rh,IR, 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phone; 

PO Box or Street address; 

12/28/201 kb 1(6i 
3 ~c""i"""ty~,~----~ 

11 :08:31 Austin 
AM State; 

TX 
Zip; 
78746 
Email: 

fb,(6) I 
Check here 11 you are represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter. 
No 
If so p I ease provide the third party s name and contact information; 

2)Have you been authorized to file this complaint form on behalf of another individual? 
If yes. please provide your information. 
No 
Your Firsl Name: 

Caller said he and his wife got married and they tried to get her name changed by the SS office. He said they traveled on Southwest yes1erday and he booked the flight in her married name and her ID did not match because her maiden name is on 
her ID and she had to go through a massage patdown and said it was embarrassing. He said that Southwest wont change her last name but they did put her maiden name as her middle name and married name as her last name now on the boarding 
pass. He said she has her birth certificate and he said this was an intense p atdown and they are trying to avoid her going through it again. 

Response:The Transportation Security Administration's (TSA) identity verification policy requires all adult passengers ( 18 years of age and older) to provide a Federal or State Government-issued photo identification (ID) for inspection before entering 
the security checkpoint. 

121281201 Travelers who do not have an ID that meels these requirements and bears their name as ii appears on their boarding pass should bring whatever IDs or documenls they have available. For example, passengers who have legally changed lheir name or 

3 3:23:04 prefer to use their middle name can present documents such as marriage licenses, birth certificates, or social security cards. There is no set list of what forms of alternative IDs or documents are acceptable. However, the information on one of the 
items should bear the passenger's name as it appears on the boarding pass along with other identification information. 

PM 

If passengers are unable to present an ID or documents that display I heir name as it appears on I heir boarding pass (including passengers who have en1ered misspelled names or use nicknames), or if TSA has questions about the ID presented, lhe 
passenger may be asked to assist TSA in the identity verification process. Under this process, TSA may ask the passenger to complete a Certification of Identity form, which requests the passenger's name and current address, and may ask additional 
questions of the passenger to confirm his or her identity. 

If we are able to confirm the passenger's identity, the passenger will be cleared to enter lhe screening checkpoint. However, the individual may be subject 10 additional screening. We recommend lhat 1ravelers arrive al least 2 hours in advance of lheir 
flight time to allow ample time for security screening and boarding of aircraft. 

I advised him that at any time any passenger may have a thorough patdown and that I can not guarantee that she wont get a patdown or that the airline adding her last name will be sufficient. 



12128/201 
3 3:26:51 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 1212812013 2:53:20 PM Airport PHL - Philadelphia lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 1212812013 2:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: US711 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 

TSA Employee: (If Known) Lead Officel(b)(6:, I Comment Last name may not be correct but he was working at the international terminal A in at screening line 4. This TSA officer had the worst level of professionalism that I have ever had. 
During standard patdown (opt out of screening, which I always opt out of). He was rude. curt, never said please/thank you, no eye contact, etc. If his demeanor is any indication of his work, he should not be a &quot:lead&quot: officer. As he is doing his 
job, I should nol feel like I'm inconveniencing him bul rather feel appropriately treated. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name kbl(6:, 
Phone Number , "-"'--"'-----' 

Email !(b 1(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" . Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time 12/2812013 2:01: 11 PM Airport : TUS - Tucson International Date/Time of Travel : 12/2812013 Airline & Flight Number Delta 4 769 Checkpoint/Area of Airport B gate TSA 
Employee: (II Known) . 
Comment: Qualified for the pre-check and was lold by the TSA agent that it only applied for flighls from 5:00 - 8:00 am al the Tucson airpor1. That seems ridiculous? It lakes more effort 10 pal down and hand search myself and my wheelchair than 10 
swab my hands and chair. What's the point of having the pre screen if it isn·t going to be used? 

12/28/201 
3 3:27:04 Thanks, 

PM !(b)(6) I 

12128/201 
3 6:13:35 

PM 

Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Nam b)(6:, 
Phone Numbe ,..,.-,....,-,'-'---'-----r-...., 

Email b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Disability or Medical Condition: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time, 12/28/2013 5:23:19 PM Airport· BOS - Logan International Date/Time of Travel· 12/1812013 4:45 PM Airline & Flight Number, JetBlue 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Gates C40, C41, &amp: C42 TSA Employee: (If Known) : Female Check Point Supervisor@ around 16:45 Comment : I am sure lhe Boston Globe would love to hear about how your agenl treated my AUTISTIC Son and 
threatened ta send my 5 and 7 year old into additional screening with a full pat down. WAY OUT OF LINE. 
We landed on the 18th of December on Jetblue Flight 288 from LAX. We landed on the side with C29, C31, &amp; C33. We went to grab a bite to eat and went through Security AGAIN at around 16:45 for our fi1ght connecting that was leaving out of 
Gate C40 Jetblue Flight number 1915 with a Departure time ol 17:30 and a boarding time of 17:00. 
Our son who is Autislic does not have a government ID and will not be getting a Drivers License due to the AUTISM. he has a School ID card as he is still in high school and jusl turned 18. Yes I his is our mistake and we forgot as we booked the tickets 
when he was 17, but the way the situation was handled and the threats made against my 5 year old and 7 year old are completely out al line. 
We had already cleared security at LAX (where they recently had a shooting and a TSA agent killed) the ticket checker was rude and insisted that I hand my 5 and 7 year old their plane tickets, she was difficult to understand and was getting upset that 
our daughters could not answer her questions. When our AUTISTIC son stepped up he gave her the ID he had and she made him stand off to the side and yelled for a supervisor. We asked her what the problem was and infonmed here that our flight 
was leaving in about 40 minutes and she told us it was not her problem. 
When the supervisor showed up she grabbed our Autistic son who is still in high school and took him away from us with no explanation. We asked "Hey where are you taking him? That is our son and he still is in high school what is the problem?'· 
She than looked at us and snapped "who said there was a problem?" to which we replied. "than what is going on?" She said I need to talk to him since he doesn't have an ID. We tried to explain to her that he only has a school ID and told her that we 
had passed security at LAX and tried showing her his other ticket. She asked him ii he had a credit card or anything else with his name on it and he relied no and we tried to show her other items we had with his name, including his BOARDING PASS 
from our olher flight. She than took him and told us not to talk to him and dragged him to the x-ray machines. This I hen made our smaller daughlers very upset and I hey started crying and freaking out, and we as parents had no information. 
The whole time this was going an she was ignoring our questions of "what is going on?" and became increasingly rude. I grabbed the attention of another agent and asked him to tell the supervisor that our son is AUTISTIC, to which he did. She came 
back to us and she said something to the effect "He seems to be doing just Ii ne 1 " (This was not the case. He was on the verge of having breakdown and when that ha pp ens he locks up and cannot fun ct1on). She th an asked if someone wanted to go 
with him and my wile went with him. She then commanded that we stay put and told us "II you talk to them I will put ALL OF YOU through secondary screening, INCLUDING a pat down.'' (This was directed at myself, my 5 and 7 year old daughters and 
my brolher.) I tired asking her how long ii would take as we needed to get to our flight and she said it was not her problem. We s1ood lhere for several minutes and another agent came up to us and said we could go through security and we informed 
him that the supervisor tald us to stay here. He then said that he would go check with her. She ended up walking back over and tald us to go through the check point. I did not have time to file a complaint as by the time we all cleared security our flight 
was al ready boarding. When we I anded at Buffa lo I went to the s u pe rvi so r desk the re and spoke with th em and they we re a pp al I ed at the story th at I to Id them. They pointed me in the di rec ti on that I need to go to file a complete and told me th at I 
needed too based on what happened at that the supervisor had not rig ht th rea ten i ng to put my Ii It I e girls through a security pat down. 
The next day 12119/2013 I called and spoke with Al Gurliaccio at Boslon Logan who was very helpful and understanding with the whole thing and said I hat it should have never of happened and again pointed me in the direction I hat I need 10 go to file a 
complaint. 
This whole thing was handled very poorly. A simple explanation of what was going to happen could have saved a lot of trouble and frustration. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's N m 
Phone Numb e "f'( b"'·""1 (o!:6"', ....._....__..,__J 

Email (b)(6) 
To leave a commen concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



12/28/201 

Caller fi ew from Nigeria to Canada through AT L and MS P. Ca 11 er states th at when she got to AT L. she went through sec u nty she was told that she could not go through the screening checkpoint with al I of her infants food. Cal I er states that she had 4 
fruit pouches and 2 individual juice boxes. Caller states that the officer told her she could only take 3 of the supplies. The caller told the officer that 3 items would not be sufficient for the flight. Caller states that a supervisor was contacted and the 
passenger was palled down. Caller does not like the facl thal she had to be patted down because she was laking baby supplies. Caller slates I hat lhe pat down procedure was too intrusive and she did nol agree to that type of invasiveness. Caller did 
not ask the officer what the pat down consisted of before agreeing to it. Caller states that the patdown was conducted between 0630 and 0638 on the 28 December 2013. Caller states that she does not know the name of the person conducting the 
paid own but she went through term i na I F in the far rig ht I ane. Ca 11 er states that the officer 1s b I ack, a pp rox1 mate ly 5 6-5 8, cal I er states that she was not skinny but she was not fat. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

The Trans po rtat1on Security Ad mini strat1on (T SA) see ks to p rov1d e a high I eve I of sec u nty and customer service to those who pass through our sere en i ng che c kpoint.s. Our policies and procedures locus on ensuring th at al I passengers. reg a rd I ess of 
their personal situations and needs, are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 

Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 
happen next in the process. TS A regrets if this was not your experience. 

3 7:35:53 In addition. passengers may request a private screening if additional screening is required or at any time during the screening process. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the private screening after the companion 
PM clears screening. In addition, screeners should offer a pnvate screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in the public area rather than go to a private area for 

screening , however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area wi 11 not be permitted to enter the secured area , 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

TS A monitors the numb er and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require s pecia I attention, This ongoing process ena b I es us to ensure prom pt, corrective action whenever we determine that 
security screening policies need modification or spec i Fi c employees or sere ener tea ms are I he subjects of re pea I ed comp Iain ts. 

Although TSA does not specifically limit the amount of breast milk a passenger may bring in their carry-on bags, we encourage travelers to be practical about these amounts. The amount a traveler carries should be reasonable and consistent with their 
itinerary. Passengers should ask to speak with a supervisor at the security checkpoint ii they have any questions or concerns with these procedures. 



I have a complaint regarding your procedures and the training of your employees in Orlando. MCO. 

Your employee's failed understanding of lhe procedures caused my wife and I to be held up from gelling to our flight because YOUR employee failed to process a pat-down in lhe proper fashion. 

While waiting in line to go through security, one of your agents tried to convince my pregnant wife to go through the AIT stating that '"There's no radiation from that thing", yet on your TSA website, it says very clearly that there IS radiation from the AIT. 
It's amazing that the TSA would try to convince a pregnant woman to do something she is unwilling to do. 

Once through the first pat-down, the agent is supposed to wipe her latex gloves and run them through the chemical machine, as was done properly in Harrisburg, PA. Instead. your under-trained employee wiped my wife·s hands which had lotion on 
th em, and it triggered an al a rm. Ok. we understand that further investigation wi 11 have to be done and we re fine with that. 

It look 20 minuIes to get someone over to further inspect lhe situation, I hen they took my wife to a private room, patted-her down again, didn'I run any furl her chemical IesIs and explained that ii was their mistake because they didn't perform lhe first 
ch em i ca I test properly. We we re held in security for over 45 minutes due to your i na bi Ii ty to fo 11 ow procedures. My wife was crying, hyste rica 11 y. which ca us es unhea It hy conditions for a baby and u nne ces sa ry stress. 

On top of that, you simply let plenty of people just walk through security and the metal detector, failing to make them get a pat-down or even an AIT scan. A pregnant woman was forced to be invaded twice and yet plenty of others simply walked 

121291201 around lhe AIT scanner and went on their way, only having gone through a metal detector. 

3 1:18:10 
PM This is a grave injustice. We were also treated with disrespect: as if we were the problem, as 1f we were some big inconvenience to your employees because they HAD TO DO THEIR JOB. Unbelievable. 

I exp eel a phone call from someone explaining what will be done about I his before I contact a lawyer and seek legal action againsl the TSA. Your inabilily to fairly and lhoroughly conduct securily checks for ALL passengers is a crime. Your inaccurate 
information regarding your equipment is illegal and a health risk to all passengers. especially pregnant women• 

You can reach me at ._kb_--'1(_6_) ___ _. 

fb,(6) 

12/29/201 
3 11903 

PM 

·n this messa e, including any attachments, is intended only for the personal and confidential use of the recipient(s) above named. The information contained in this message may be privileged and confidential, may 
conslilute a trade secret, may be su Jee o I sure. If ou are nol the intended recipient of I his message, or an agenl responsible for delivering it to an intended recipienl. you are 
hereby notified that you have received this message in error. and that any review. dissemination, disclosure, distribu ,on, or c essa e in error, please notify the sender immediately, 
de I ete this mes sage and de stray any ha rd copy print-outs. We have ta ken p rec a uti on s to minimize the nsk of Iran s m itti ng software virus es. but we advise you to carry your own virus checks on any a 
liability for any loss or damage caused by software viruses. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Cun-ent Date/Time , 12/29/2013 10:52:37 AM Airport : SAN - San Diego International Date/Time of Travel : 12/04/2013 8:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: Southwest Flight 441 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Gate 1 or 2 TSA Employee: (II Known) , 
White female with glasses Comment: I had been traveling for work earlier this month and had been screened at multiple airports by TSA agents: Oakland, LAX, Tucson. Then came San Diego. On the last leg of my trip, I'm passing through my 
hometown airport and am subjected to a pat down of my natural African hair. Now I would expected something like that to happen in an Arizona airport, even though it should not be happening anywhere. But. no, it happened in Southern California. 
could not bel ,eve I was having this experience th at I had heard other BI ack worn en d eta i I of I ate. Up u nti I recently. I had not had the di sp I ea sure of the &quot; natural hair pat down. &quot; I was so incensed by this sing Ii ng out. He re I was the on I y 
person having their hair/head groped. And for what?' But not only was I mad about the pat down itself, I was also mad about the inconsistency of the TSA agents. If she, the agent, was just following policy and doing her job. then why did it not occur at 
any other airporl through which I had traveled??? That what makes it clear to me that the policy 10 Iarget the hair of Black women is completely arbilrary and enforced in such a manner, not 10 menlion it's utterly ridiculous and unnecessary. I should 
have issued my complaint at the time when it happened. But I just figured it would fall on deaf ears as all other complaints of this nature have. But the experience kept coming up for me. And the thought of having to travel again for business, made me 
feel obligated to complain. This policy and/or the scanners needs to be replaced. If the machines can manage to see through all else. then surely they should be able to see through hair that is not fine, and bone straight. As a result of this experience, I 
will likely not fly again unless I absolutely have to for work. Why would I pay for the kind of treatment described above?? I will also NOT be in support of anything TSA related, until the agency stops being dismissive of the complaints of countless Black 
women. It's just not right what lhe agenls are doing and it has to slop! 
Would you like a res onse? . True 

Passenger's N<jU.""1,!-J-1!.l.l.'---, I 
Phone Number b 1(6) 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a commen concerning is feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time · 12/29/2013 10:52:37 AM Airport : SAN - San Diego International Date/Time of Travel : 12/04/2013 8:30 PM Airline & Flight Number : Southwest Flight 441 Checkpoint/Area al Airport : Gate 1 or 2 TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
White female with glasses Comment: I had been traveling for work earlier this month and had been screened at multiple airports by TSA agents: Oakland, LAX Tucson. Then came San Diego. On the last leg of my trip, I'm passing through my 
hometown airport and am subjected to a pat down of my natural African hair. Now I would expected something like that to happen in an Arizona airport. even though it should not be happening anywhere. But, no, it happened in Southern California. 
could not believe I was having this e,perience that I had heard other Black women detail of late. Up until recently, I had not had the displeasure of the &quoi:natural hair pat down.&quoi: I was so incensed by lhis singling out. Here I was the only 
person having their hair/head groped. And far wha!?' But not only was I mad about the pat down itself, I was also mad about the inconsistency al the TSA agents. If she. the agent, was just following policy and doing her job, then why did it not occur at 

12129/201 any other airport through which I had traveled??? That what makes 11 clear to me that the policy to target the hair of Black women is completely arbitrary and enforced in such a manner, not to mention il"s utterly ridiculous and unnecessary. I should 
3 1: 19:03 have issued my complaint at the time when it happened. But I just figured it would fall on deaf ears as all other complaints of this nature have. But the experience kept coming up for me. And the thought of having to travel again for business, made me 

PM feel obligaled to complain. This policy and/or lhe scanners needs to be replaced. If lhe machines can manage 10 see through all else, then surely they should be able 10 see through hair that is not fine, and bone straight. As a resull of this e,perience, I 
will likely not fly again unless I absolutely have ta for work. Why would I pay for the kind of treatment described above?? I will also NOT be in support of anything TSA related, until the agency stops being dismissive of the complaints of countless Black 
women. It's just not right what the agents a re doing and 11 has to stop' 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name Ih·1Irr-, 
Phone Number· Ih··,If';'1 
Email : b 1(6) 
To leav·"'e~a~c~o~m=m~e~n~c~o~n~ce~r~n~,n~g,......_is feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time · 12/29/2013 10:52:37 AM Airport : SAN - San Diego International Date/Time of Travel : 12/04/2013 8:30 PM Airline & Flight Number : Southwest Flight 441 Checkpoint/Area al Airport : Gate 1 or 2 TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
White female with glasses Comment : I had been traveling for work earlier this month and had been screened at multiple airports by TSA agents: Oakland, LAX Tucson. Then came San Diego. On the last leg of my trip, I'm passing through my 
hometown airport and am subjected to a pat down of my natural African hair. Now I would expected something like that to happen in an Arizona airport. even though it should not be happening anywhere. But, no, it happened in Southern California. 
could not believe I was having this e,perience that I had heard other Black women detail of late. Up until recently, I had not had the displeasure of the &quoi:natural hair pat down.&quoi: I was so incensed by lhis singling out. Here I was the only 
person having their hair/head groped. And for wha!?' But not only was I mad about the pat down itself, I was also mad about the inconsistency al the TSA agents. If she. the agent, was just following policy and doing her job, then why did it not occur at 

12129/201 any other airport through which I had traveled??? That what makes 11 clear to me that the policy to target the hair of Black women is completely arbitrary and enforced in such a manner, not to mention il"s utterly ridiculous and unnecessary. I should 
3 1: 19:03 have issued my complaint at the time when it happened. But I just figured it would fall on deaf ears as all other complaints of this nature have. But the experience kept coming up for me. And the thought of having to travel again for business, made me 

PM feel obligaled to complain. This policy and/or lhe scanners needs to be replaced. If lhe machines can manage 10 see through all else, then surely they should be able 10 see through hair that is not fine, and bone straight. As a resull of this experience, I 
will likely not fly again unless I absolutely have ta for work. Why would I pay for the kind of treatment described above?? I will also NOT be in support of anything TSA related, until the agency stops being dismissive of the complaints of countless Black 
women. It's just not right what the agents a re doing and 11 has to stop' 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name b··,1m 
Phone Number h·iIR··, 
Email (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Calegories Pal-down: Carry-on Property Out of View During Screening Current Dale/Time 12/29120131 :29:15 PM Airport: SAN - San Diego 1n1ernational Dale/Time of Travel: 10111/2013 6:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: 1592 Checkpoinl/Area 
of Airport· Terminal 2 Passenger Check in TSA Employee: (If Known): Unknown Comment. I believe the Agents were acting in my best interest, and I've no beef with them personally. However re personal screening: though I took measures to not 
have on any metal, not only was I x-rayed but also patted down. So was my fiancee'. That was annoying, but contributed to our being away from our personal belongings for what seemed like an eternity. I don't understand how you can still have the 
passenger being screened not be at least in lull view of his/her belongings. If I was a booger ar a pick-pocket that would be optimum time to pilfer luggage. No Agent was on attendance at all whatsoever!!' What is up with that??? I believe you had 
ONE Agenl only overseeing the Ions of personal belongings when we came back lhrough ATL on the return flight. It caused me concern because I was away for a month this lime. I pack my jewelry in my carry ons. I have it wrapped and in little boxes 
because any other way it gets all tangled and messy. In the future I will close my awn gap! On this occasion I didn't get a chance to double check my carry an until we were seated on the plane. I came up with an empty box right an top al my layers. 

12129/201 The boxes are tucked on the bottom underneath stuff---not easy to get to. I conceded that 11 was my fault but I don't know how I would do 11 differently. Am I not supposed to take valuables at all?? All that dang security ... I don't see why you can't 
3 3:17:24 screen the passenger carry ans along with the passenger. There must be a gizmo someone can make for that...or a clear view out of the scanner to the bag screeners. Having AGENTS guarding the stuff would be a nice first step, I also didn't know 

PM the procedure to report something missing through screening. My fiancee' did not want me to make a repor1. He lhinks ii is my fault. I don'I think anylhing was taken, but I don't recall packing my jewelry so thal there was an empty bo,. That was 
strange. Please give us a solution for this dilemma. I was glad to see you have a selection for this type of problem. Perhaps people are voicing an opinion so something can get done. Thank you for listening. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name.,if .. h"'·"..,R .. ··, ___ .., 
Phone Number : 
Emailfh··,1R·1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



12/29/201 
3 5 0814 

PM 

Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Ca I egori es Mis eel la neouslOther 
Current Date/Time. 12/29/2013 3:13:51 PM Airport· MKE - General Mitchell International Date/Time of Travel· 12124/2013 5:30 PM Airline & Flight Number. United airlines Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Gate E? 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I flew with a carry-on from Milwaukee to Virginia. I wear contacts so I brought oontact solution and a hydrogen-peroxide contact cleaner. Both bottles were larger than accepted (which was my fault for not checking guidelines). The TSA 
employees lold me that since the liquid was medical I was able to pass securily as long as they tested it. I am now leaving Richmond, VA and the same hydrogen oontact solution was not permitled through Richmond's security and lhey followed 
protocol with a full search and pat down. I just wanted to bring it to your attention since I now know that Milwaukee's TSA agents didn"t do their jobs to the fullest and by all their protocols. This concerns me as a flyer and for the safety of passengers 
and employees a Ii ke. 
Would you like a response_?: True 
Passenger's Name :._~""b'"'l(-"'6-'-·, ___ ...., 
Phone Number : 
Email :[bi(61 l 
To leave a comment concerning t~,s feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Hello. 

Jel blue Airlines requested I contact you reg a rd i ng the following situation. 

W hi I e going through security at JFK Airport in NY on December 23rd, my I uggage d pocketbook was sent through the co nveyer be It through X-ray. as I was asked to wait for a le ma I e attendant for an "'opt-out" sec u nty pat down check. which I require do 
to medical issues. I alerted the TSA officer that my luggage and pocketbook was going through X-ray and could she please have someone put it aside and keep an eye on it while I waited for the female attendant. She did not heed my ooncern and told 
me only to stand where I was to wait for the a11endant. My luggage was left una11ended on lhe conveyer belt for sometime , until it was evenIually pushed lhrough in lhe plastic bins, lipped over and fell to the floor. Not until I raised my voice and the 
other passengers going through handled my I ug gage and put it back on the be It, did an agent take notice. 

12130/201 My case for my I Pad was broken during the fall, and I'm fortunate that no one walked away with my luggage. At other airports in the past the TSA has been most helpful in moving my pocketbook and luggage so it was in eyes view for me to watch while 
3 8:31 :09 I waited for the attendanl. 

AM 

12/30/201 
3 8 3143 

AM 

This s ituat,on was very upsetting. I would Ii ke to see a po Ii cy put place conce ming such a situation lo r those who need female attend ants and have I ugg age going through security. Al so. please fo r\'lla rd the contact and inform at,on. so I may /1 I e a claim 
to be reimbursed for my IPad case. 
I appreciate your attention in this ma1ter. 

~ 
Sent from my iPad 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" . Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time : 12129/2013 8:25:05 PM Airport : LGA - LaGuard1a Date/Time of Travel : 12118/2013 1 :00 PM Airline & Flight Number DLS 199 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : TSA pre ck 
TSA Employee: (II Known) !(b·:,(6) !Comment, I tried to tell the officer that because I had set off the alarm and had to remove my shoes/jkt that my personal items were intermixed with passenger behind me. She not only did not listen and 
combined my things with I hat passenger's things, but also lold her supervisor she would NOT provide my pat down because of my &quot;atlilude&quot;. My attitude was simply trying 10 oorrect lhe problem and requesling an explanalion or apology. 
She then said to person who came to pat me down &quot:Good luckl&quot: like I had caused the problem' I have had both hips replaced and am never discourteous to TSAwhen treated appropriately. I presented no problem to the ne,t lady who eked 
me or to the supervisor. 

TSqEfilIT]was inappropriate: she should have listened 10 me: she upset lwo passengers by combining our sluff; she was rude, refused to admit she had made a mislake, and I hen blamed me because I attempted 10 challenge her. I will be traveling 
thru LGA frequently and do not want to encounter her behavior again. I suspect she may have other complaints with such a short fuse and bad attitude'' Thank you for hearing my complaint' 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Na;.:;m'-'e'-'-h_--,_1r;_·I __ ..-----~ 
Phone Number h·,1r;·-, 

Email l(b 1(6) I 
To leaJe a e611 liilel It eOl lcer I Illig ii ils feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



12130/201 
3 8:31:51 

AM 

12130/201 
3 

10 08 00 
AM 

Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Traveling with a Disabilily or Medical Condilion Current Dale/Time: 1212912013 7:29:44 PM Airport Select One Date/Time o!Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: I have a hip implant, and also TSA Pre. Today I went thru a metal detector which went off. I then was told remove my coat, and try again; lhen remove my shoes, and failed again. I then had to have lhe patdown. My coal and shoes were on 
the belt. and my husband was unaware of my situation. The TSA agent was reluctant to allow me to talk to my husband, and by that time. I was in tears• I was told that I should have notified TSA before going through the metal detector that I had a hip 
implant they then would have taken me to a scanner: once you pass through the metal detector, you must have the patdown. I LOVE the TSA Pre (check)and I hate patdowns' It's a great system, but il"s not working yet@ 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service: Screenin Current Date/Time, 12130/2013 8:53:59 AM Airport: PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Date/Time o!Travel, 12/28/2013 Airline & Flight Number: DL 1772@ 2:20pm Checkpoint/Area 
of Airporl: Screening TSA Employee: (If Known) b)(ff:, b':1(6) kb ,(61 pomment I am a PreCheck traveler and Diamond on Delta I have h1p replacement and thus set off the metal detector The TSA screener did not change 
his rubber gloves before his pat dawn of my person. When he tested his gloves they said 'explosives·. This resulted in a complete swiping of my car an luggage. This resulted in NO detection of any explosives. I was then taken to an enclosed roam 
and subJected to ANOTHER patdown, this time using the fingertips and more aggressive. I expressed my d1ssat1sfaction and told the supervisor b)(ffl that the TSA employee did not changes gloves before my patdown and I should not be subjected 
to this harassment, He told me that he did fol low procedure and to stop taking and submit to the search or I would be detained and wou Id miss my flight, Nothing was detected on the second patd own, II the emp I oye e had fol lowed procedure i nitia I ly, 
this entire siluation could have been avoided. This took over 20 minutes 10 complete with considerable embarrassment. 

I expect a response and apology from all TSA present dunng this situation. The TSA employee who conducted the patdown should be repnmanded or tenminated for not following procedure. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's N h·11rr-, 
Phone Number b)(ff:, 
Email 1h··,1rr1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller fiew from LAS to PHL on December 28 and is missing two watches from his carry on. One watch was approximately S1400 and was engraved with To Vito Happy Birthday 11 15 1979. The other watch was only valued at S350. Both watches 
were gifts from his wife who recently passed away. He says that he has a defibrillator and a pacemaker, so he had to receive a patdown. He says that they were going to take him to a private screening area. but he wouldn t let them. The individual who 
patted him down was a thin black man that weighed approximately 135 10 145 pounds and wore thin framed glasses. He says thal after the patdown this individual came back over to him with his toilelries bag and told him he could nol take these. He 
told the passenger he had to take these back to his checked bag. but the caller cauldn t, so he had to discard them. The caller believes this is the individual who stole his watches. He says it was a Southwest flight, but he was placed an an AirTran 
plane. Ca 11 er do es not have a computer. 

121301201 Airport: LAS 
3 Airline: Soulhwesl, AirTran 

11 :09:03 Flight Number: 437 
AM Gate: E13 

Date and Time: 12 28 13 8:20 a. m. 
Time Through Security: 7:30 a.m. 

Advised caller: 
I will forward this to the CSM for their review. I will mail claim forms to him, It will take at least 7 to 10 days, but possibly longer due to the time of year. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : P role ssiona Ii sm/C ustome r Service Current Date/Ti me , 1213012013 1 : 14: 2 8 PM Airport · AUS - Austin-Bergstrom I nte ma ti on al Date/Ti me of Travel : 1213012013 12 :00 PM Airline & Flight Number , Jet blue 1 0 94 Check poi ntl Area of Airport 
: Austin Tsa screening TSA Employee: (If Known) Male Comment: A male Tsa official screened my hand because I was 1ransporting my dog. He made an error by swiping my sweatshirt rather lhan palm. The alarm went off and then I was subjected 
to a full service pat down. My husband was traveling with me and they would not allow him to help me put her collar on. She is registered ta him with the flight. They said that she was not his carry on so he couldn't touch her. However, the other TSA 

121301201 officials a I so went through al I of his carry on items even though he was a I ready scanned and cleared to go. I am very d 1sa ppornted in this officer. He s hou Id have ad mi tied that he made a mi stake and redone the palm test. 
3 2:20:47 Would you like a response?· True 

PM Passenger's N=~~-~-----' 
Phone Number b)(ff:, 
Email (b)(6) 
To leave a commen concerning is feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



12130/201 
3 2:21 :06 

PM 

12130/201 
3 3:24:28 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Screening Current Dale/Time 12/301201312:08:36 PM Airport: MCI - Kansas City lnternalional Date/Time of TrMel 12/301201310:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: Delta Flight #3740 Checkpoinl/Area of 
Airport· Security TSA Employee: (If Known) !(b·•,(ffi !Comment: I was traveling with my minor child who has type 1 diabetes and wears a lifesaving insulin pump. As we always have done when we fly, he removes the insulin pump and asks for a hand 
screening of the i nsu Ii n pump. He th en went thru the body imaging scanner and al I of the rest of his be Io ngrngs and supp Ii es went thru xray screening. A lier al I of this s c reem ng .l'.Eill£[]made my son go through an unnecessary pat down and then a 
belongings search including wiping down all of his belongings. ~as extremely rude and I felt did this unnecessary screening was not according to TSA rules. According to the TSA rules &quotRegardless of whether the passenger is screened 
using imaging technology or me1a1 detector, the passenge~s in~mp is subject 10 additional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include the passenger conducting a self patdown of the insulin pump followed by an explosive trace 
detection sampling al the hands&quot;!rh·11rr·, !did not follow this procedure and suggested that he wear the pump through the body scanner which is against the recommendation of the insulin pump company (Animas Corporation). I would never risk 
damaging a very exp ens,ve I ife saving med i ca I d ev,ce based on what he thin ks would be fine and is ag am st manufacturer requirements. My son was extremely embarrassed and s ho u Id not have been s u bJected to this invasive screening. 
Would you like a re ? · 

Passenger's Na,.m=-,;.b=1("'6 ... 1 _ ...... _ __, 
Phone Number bl(ffl 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Ca Iler s two sisters we re going through security at ORF and one has MS and arrived at the security check point in a wheelchair and the sister ca 11 i ng stated she was put through an extensive screening where as the sister that was a cco m pa nyi ng her 
jusl wenl straighl through screening withoul any difficulties.The sisler with the disabilities has MS.difficulties removing shoes and uses a cane.The screening process for a wheelchair or scooter is delermined by a passenger's ability to stand and walk, 
although a passenger can be screened without standing, walking, or being required ta transfer out of a wheelchair or scooter. Passengers should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of their ability before the screening begins.Passengers in 
wheelchairs or scooters who can walk may be able to be screened using a walk-through metal detector or Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 
seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can 
request to be screened using a lhorough patdown; however, passengers cannot request to be screened by lhe walk-lhrough metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. Passengers in wheelchairs or scooters who can stand but cannot walk will be asked 
to stand near their wheelchair or scooter and will be screened using a thorough patdawn. Passengers who can neither stand nor walk will be screened by a patdawn while they remain seated. 
If a passenger cannot re move his or her shoes due to possi b I e medical com pl ,cations. discomfort. pain. ba I an c i ng problems. or b eca use the shoe is pa rt of a prosthetic, he or she should info rm a Trans po rtati on Security Officer (TSO) before screening 
begins. 
Regardless of whether a passenger is screened by the walk-through metal detector, AIT, or a patdown, his or her shoes are subject to additional screening, which may require thal the passenger lift lhe botlom hem of his or her panls. A passenger can 
request to be seated during this additional screening. 

A companion, assistant, or family member may accompany a passenger to assist him or her during any private or public screening. After providing this assistance, the companion, assistant. or family member will need to be rescreened. The passenger 
should inform the TSO of his or her need for assistance before lhe screening process begins. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint 

Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at 1-855-787-2227 prior to traveling with questions about screening policies, procedures and whal to expect at the securily checkpoint. TSA Cares serves as an additional, dedicated resource specifically for 
passengers with disabilities, medical conditions or other circumstances or their loved ones who want to prepare for the screening process prior to flying. The hours of operation for the TSA Cares helpline are Monday through Friday 8 a.m. - 11 p.m. 
EST and weekends and Holidays 9 a.m. - 8 p.m. EST. Travelers who are deaf or have hearing disabil1t1es can use a relay service to contact TSA Cares or can e-mail TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov. TSA recommends that passengers call no less than 
72 hours ahead of travel in case it is determined that it is necessary to coordinate support at the airport. 

Caller was recently approved for TSA PreCheck program. Caller flew on the 13th of December from EW R to PIT and she has an insulin pump and continuous glucose monitor. The monitor cannot go through the body scanner and cannot remove it. 
Ca Iler to Id the officer she can not go through the body sea nne r and had to wait 15 minutes for a le male agent, Ca Iler wanted to know in her profi I e it can be added so she can be screened by the meta I detector. instead of the AIT Ca 11 er said this make 
TSA PreCheck irrelevant. Caller said other airports allow her to go through lhe me1a1 detector, ins1ead of lhe AIT Caller said she is now penalized for TSA PreCheck due 10 a medical device. 

Advised Caller: 

All passenger must be screened. If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through me1a1 detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. Because your complainl concerns an incident 
12/301201 that occurred at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy al your letter to the Customer Service Manager at that location. 
3 3:35:36 

PM Airport: EWR 
Airline United 
FI ig ht#: 5795 
Date and Time: 12-13-13 12:23PM 

Email:!(b)(61 



1 )Information about the person who experienced the c1v1 I rig his ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I at,on 
(fill in what you can) 
No 
First and Middle Name: 

l(b)(6) 

l(~~)~~\QaTe. 
Main Phone: 

kbi(6i 
Work Phone: 

kb,(61 

PO Box or Street address; 

12130/201 l(b)(ff, I 
c,ty: 

3 6:11 :24 St Ch I 
PM . ares 

State: 
MO 
Zip; 
63301 
Email: 

!(b,(6) ! 
Check here if you are represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter. 
No 
If so p I ease provide the third party s name and contact information; 

2)Have you been authorized to file this complaint form on behalf of another individual? 
If yes. please provide your information. 
No 
Your Firsl Name: 



12130/201 
3 8:18:25 

PM 

12/30/201 
3 

10:04:22 
PM 

To whom 11 may concern, 

I was involved in an incident on Christmas morning in MCO that has me really concerned and bothered. When I arrived at the airport at approximately 0930. I approached the front of the KCM entrance. A TSA employee was sitting at the podium to 
verify my ID. After I showed my crew badge, he started to ask me to go to breakfast. I replied, "No thank you.'' However. when I walked past him towards KCM, He stopped me and said, "Well ii you can't do breakfast lets do lunch.'' I smiled and said, 
"Sorry but I need to calch my flight." I start walking. He yelled so passengers and all other employees could hear, "Don't you wanl my number for when you come into town nexl?" This lime I ignored him and continued on my way 10 lhe actual KCM 
podi urn. I was not mad about that, I just though it was unprofessional. 

Upon my arTival to the very kind TSA agent at the KCM podium. she scanned my passport and I scanned my ID. I was chosen to have my hands swabbed by TSA. I didn't think that this was a big deal, as I know it's their job. The next thing that I hear is 
alarm sounds corning from the machine. Apparently lhe swab detected an explosive subslance on my hands. I have no idea if the machine sounds for random checks to ensure TSA is following procedures or what, but I jusl stood there so confused. 
The lady apologized and called her supervisor over. I was then told that I needed to have a complete pat down. While I was getting patted down, my large bag. cooler and tote were searched and swabbed by hand-at times behind my back and out of 
my view. I stood s, I ent and cooperated with everything. I was th en informed my bags needed to be sea n ned. along with my shoes and Jacket. These Ite ms we re ta ken to a scanner and we re not in my posse ss,on and o uts1d e of my view. They swab bed 
my hands lo r a second and the re we re no explosives detected. 

Once they brought my belongings back to me, I started putting on my jacket and the female TSA agent, who just took 10 minutes to search me, asked ii I knew what the piece of paper in my shoe was. I simply stated that I had no idea, and that my 
belongings were in lheir possession the entire lime. She opened it up and all I could see was a phone number. She asked me again if I knew whal it was. I then saw the TSA agent who was pestering me about breakfast and lunch walk by with a creepy 
look. It seriously startled me. I told the women what had occurred with the initial TSA employee at the entrance to the KCM area. She said a report needed to be made and that he was not to proposition airline crew. 

My largest concern is that my bags were sent to go through additional, SECURE screening, and this man has the ability to slip something into my personal belongings. What else did he go through, or touch? He could have put anything in my bags. I'm 
not sure why he was present dunng this add1t1onal bag screening. As I stated, he was the one who was towards the front of the KCM line entrance, not the actual KCM podium. It's highly inappropnate and I feel very violated. And, to be 100% honest, I 
would feel uncomfortable to deal with that individual again. 

The women who found the note knew exactly who I was talking about and went on to ask for my phone number or email, I only felt comfortable giving her my name. She was fine with that: she just stated something needed to be done about what he did 
by slipping something inlo my things. She held onto the paper and wrote my name down. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current DatelTlme : 12130/2013 9:27: 12 PM Airport M DW - Chicago Midway DatelTlme of Travel : 12130/2013 5:30 PM Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. My father is 78 years old. According to recent TSA guidelines the elderly are not required to remove their shoes and jackets however TSA at Midway clearly do not recognize this exception. My father was required to remove his shoes, 
jacket, and belt. He was then forced to have a pat-down search after his prosthetic knee and hip set off the metal detector. The procedure of pat-down is flawed and ineffectual. First, the TSA agents do not change their latex gloves in between 
searches so if there were any questionable substances on the wipe they use to clean their gloves it would be impossible to deterTnine which person it came from. Secondly, when the metal detector goes off due to metal medical devices it is impossible 
to verify lhe validity of lhe person's claim of such device when TSA agenls no longer use the metal detecting wands to isolale lhe area on the body that is setting off the deIecIor. TSA agenls are unwilling to answer simple questions regarding whal is 
being done to people. The whole procedure is a colossal waste of time and taxpayer dollars. My father is an elderly veteran and my son is an active US Marine: neither should be subject to such invasive procedure when they both have Ct.EARLY 
demonstrated their I oya lty and d ed i cation to the p rote ct,on of this country through their m, Ii tary service. 
Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller 89 years old and is unhappy because she recently underwent a pat-down on her recent flight A TL-RIC aboard AirTran. Caller was in a wheelchair and did not inform the officer at the checkpoint she has difficulty standing and was screened 
i nitia I ly using AIT. Cal I er then underwent a pat-down in view of the genera I pub Ii c, Ca 11 er does not feel she should be subjected to a pat-down and wants to know if she can refuse the pat-down on future II i g hts, 

121311201 Resolution: 

3 
10:02 :42 Advised caller any passenger is subject to additional screening and this may include a pat-down. Advised caller if she has difficulty standing, she can remain in her wheelchair while she is patted down. You may refuse the pat-down, but if you do so, 

AM you will nol be perrnitled to fly. You may also request 10 be patted-down in a private area away from the general public. 



Caller stated that he has metal implants in his knees. Caller said that at JFK the agents insist that his hand bag and everything in a bin. Caller said that it sometimes take 5-10 mm for his screening. Caller 1s wanting to avoid leaving his items and keep 
them with him. 

Resolution: 

12/31/201 TSA is required by law 10 screen all property lhat is brought onboard commercial passenger aircraft, including carry-on luggage. To ensure lhe security of the !raveling public, it is sometimes necessary for Transpor1ation Securily Officers (TSOs) 10 
3 conduct hand inspections of carry-on bags. TS Os receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great care during the screening process so that when bags are opened a passenger's belongings are 

11 :39:23 returned to the same cond1t1on they were found. 
AM 

121311201 
3 

Transportation Security Adminislration (TSAJ policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOsJ to reasonably ensure thal carry-on items, including disability-related devices and aids, are kept wilhin a passenger's line-of-sighl when a passenger is 
required to undergo additional screening. When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's items and to ensure that the 
passenger 1s reunited with his or her property once it clears x- ray s c reem ng. 
We hope this information is helpful. 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights 1s a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA their Member of Congress. and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on. a civi I rights organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entities they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAa€'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

:~la~~~:r~~~s-~i:.,.s~~---,,-r;---,--~--~com Phone Numberfb)(6) 
Address b)(6) ~----~ 
Zipcode: 30032 

12:48:57 Are you 18 or over? yes 
PM Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 

NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? na 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? yes 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Duluth International Airport 



12131/201 
3 2:26:04 

PM 

12/31/201 

Dearest TSA, 

I am jusl now getting through a security screening on my way to Newark and I feel it necessary to lodge a complaint about lhe opt out procedures for individuals who feel lhat AIT technology is invasive and unproven both for its efficacy and ils safety. 
My opt out screening this morning took no less than a half an hour. I was pat down by two separate officers in different locations and my belongings we both separated from me for at least half the screening and were eventually strewn about in public to 
be w, ped down for explosive testing th at none of the office rs could fu 11 y explain to me. They had no knowledge of the substances that cause a positive test resu It and even remarked th at the machines often give fa Is e pos iii ves th at require more 
invasive screening. Now I realize that TSA is a pseudo-government operation and that means you have little to no oversight and that you are generally unreceptive to criticism (even from the citizens that pay your bills), but I think it is worthwhile filing a 
grievance against policies that are obviously pul in place 10 coerce blind obedience towards your new screening procedures. 

I am happy to comply with future Al T s c reenrng if someone in your orga ni zati on can p rov1d e me with the following: 

1) ANY peer reviewed or independent research that proves increased efficiency or efficacy of AIT screenings compared to standard practice. 
2) Similarly regarded research that proves AIT screening has no adverse health effects in comparison to previous screening methods. 
3) A synopsis of the open bidding process used to purchase this outrageously expensive technology ensuring that individuals making TSA policy decisions are in no way linked to or colluding with the handful of companies manufacturing AIT 
machinery. 
4) TSA's policies regarding storage of sensilive images taken by AIT and how I hey are being safeguarded from thwarting eyes. Excuse me if I don't seem all too trusting of lhe government's ability 10 keep private data privale ... 

Provided compliance with the aforementioned requests (which by the way would be considered common practice for an entity in the private sector that is faced with the four letter word ... competition) I will happily step into your technologically advanced 
strip search machines. I assume all due diligence was exhausted during the implementation of AIT screening so it is simply a matter of linking me to some studies and public policy sights. On the offhand chance that a government funded organization 
has not actually complied with lhe minimal standards of conduct for violaling fourth amendment rights and increasing the lax burden I will be forced to endure invasive wipe downs and continue my streak of never showering before getting on an 
airplane to ensure my tax dollars are at least providing me with a bit of levity since I am certain they are not providing me with increased air security. 

Your Adoring Fan. 

kbi(6i 
Hello, 

I traveled from LGA to DFW on Dec. 29 and would like to report a complaint. During my check-in process. I checked a bag and double-checked that a carry an I carried on from DFW to LGA would be acceptable. I was told it would be fine, checked my 
one bag and p race ed ed to sec u nty. Once I arnved at the security point, the I ady to Id me my bag was too Io ng. I exp I a i ned th at the pea pl e had measured it when I checked it but she ins isled I measure ag am. Be cause of a stuffed am m al I received for 
Christmas, the very edge hung over. but was extremely soft. I am aware that these TSA agents catch attitudes all day, so I tried to be very calm and nice about things. 

I asked if I could take the stuffed animal out and smash it into my purse, but she refused to allow it. She said. "No, the bag is too long right naw, so it needs to be checked.- I simply replied that I had carried it on from DFW without the stuffed animal and 
it fit with plenty of room to spare. She snapped back in a forced "southern accent" saying, "Well this ain't Texas. this Is New York, so check the bag." As someone who was wearing boots and a cowboy hat, I couldn't help but feel like I was being 
discriminated against. 

I went back ta check my bag, ha ping I could find the lady that had originally told me the bag would be OK to carry on. Of course. I couldn't find her anywhere. After walking back ta security a second time, we got to the part where you place your carry-on 
items in the scanner. I was asked by a different lady to put my cowboy hat in there, and I said OK, just please be careful. It is a SOX hat that I got just a few weeks ago and it costs $600. With all the hustle and bustle and people slamming the trays 
around, I was simply trying to be careful with my hat. She snapped at me and they put me in the person scanner, then did a pat down. It occun-ed to me further that being a cowboy in NY was apparently reason for suspicion. 

3 4: 11 :24 Imagine my frustration when I gat to my gate and the pea pie at the desk checked bags complimentary for those flying, and I assure you that several were larger than the bag I was forced ta pay to check. 
PM 

When I arrived home, my bag that I had carried to LGA and that I was forced to check on the way home was soaking wet (as was my other bag, although at least it was a hard side, so only the stickers were ruined). It had obviously been left in the rain 
for an extended time. My clolhes and several gifts I was bringing home were soaked. When I opened my original checked back, it was immediately obvious it had been searched. 

The re was no Ii ttl e piece of paper saying it had been searched - I've seen them s eve ra I 11 mes. as I travel for work freq ue ntl y. But. the straps that go across the bag to hold everything in place were unsnapped and things were everywhere. I had a jade 
necklace in one side pocket inside. and they'd obviously yanked it out because it was broken and jade beads were everywhere in my bag. The actual necklace was tucked under one of the sweaters on top, I had wrapped a glass container of Maple 
Syrup (which is pretly expensive when you buy the real thing) up and it was sitting out of lhe wrapping, broken on top of my sweaters, which I'm not sure I can ever get the sticky syrup oul of. 

I understand the necessity of TSA. I'm always careful to treat them with respect because they keep me safe when I travel for work. But my experience with the TSA agents at LGA is the worst I've ever received. I have NEVER been treated this way, 
and for them to inspect my bag (let along knowingly break things) without leaving the fon-n saying they've done so is wrong, I would like to be reimbursed for the bag that I checked, which I could have had checked for free at the gate, and I expect to be 
reimbursed for my items tha I we re destroyed by the careless agents who searched my bag. 

fb)(61 



1 )Information about the person who experienced the cIvI I rig his ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I atIon 
(fill in what you can) 
Yes 
First and Middle Name: 

kb1(61 I 
Last Name: 

!(b1(6i ! 
Main Phone: 

!(b)(61 
Work Phone: 

Gell Phone· 
!(b,(61 
PO Box or Street address: 

12/31/201kbi(ff, I 
City: 

3 6:01 :31 s· kl .11 PM ,c erv, e 
State: 
NJ 
Zip: 
08081-5643 
Email: 

kb,(61 ! 
Check here if you are represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter. 
No 
If so p I ease provide the third party s name and contact information: 

2)Have you been authorized to file this complaint form on behalf of another individual? 
If yes. please provide your information. 
No 
Your Firsl Name: 

!(b,(61 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : P role ssIona Ii sm/C ustome r Service: Sc reem ng Current Date/Ti me 1213112013 7: 56: 5 5 PM Airport : DEN - Denver I nte mati on al Date/Ti me of Travel : 121311201 3 4: 30 PM Airline & FI i g ht N umber : Southwest Check poi ntl Area of Airport 
South side TSA screening TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : My TSA experience al DIA and SFO have been so bad that I feel as if my rig hi to a speedy pat - down have been violated. I would like to speak with a supervisor aboul the way I am treated by the TSA employees at each of these airports. 
am especially upset that it takes the TSA aalong time to get a pat-down assistant for a female traveler. It is a regular occurrence for me to need to wait a long time for assistance, even when I notify the TSA employees right after I get my ticket and ID 
checked and before I am placing my items on the belt to be screened. It's my constitutional right to be searched in an efficient manor and I am upset that TSA hasn't attempted to make sure the passenger really isn't feeling violated. 
What happened today was absolutely , , and if the TSA employees would have been more knowledgeable then I wouldn't have been through so much trauma. I describe my experience as traumatic because I had the incorrect bag checked at ticketing 
and the TSA employee made me get a full baggage search and pat - down before they could release me 10 go back 10 lickeling to check my bag. If the TSA employee would have known how to handle this siluation, I wouldn't have had to take so much 
of my time at security today. TSA needs to recognize that it's job is to provide safety AND to help passengers get to their flights on time. It's not fair to me when it takes a long time getting through security just because I will not go through the new .ray 

121311201 scanners. It's not fair for the TSA to make me wait a long time for a female pat-down. It Is common for me to need to wait a long time and then the screening process takes time. The problem that happened today was that I realized I was going to need 
3 9: 12:35 to go back to ticketing and I was nervous about time and because I walked faster than my security person and I talked faster than my security screener, she slowed down and made me walk behind her slowly and she took her time starting the screen. 

PM She was instructing me thal she had her job to do and I wasn't going 10 make her faster, but she actually made my pat-down slower because she was nol happy with me being in a hurry to get back 10 lickeling. ll's ridiculous that I couldn't have just been 
escorted out of the screening area without a full pat-down' Please. you need to recognize that the people going through security are customers of the airlines and the TSA salaries are paid by paying passengers of the airlines. We are having our Civil 
L1 be rti es vi o I ated when we a re harassed Ii ke I was tad ay and when I am required to wait so Io ng for my pat-down. I refuse the xray sea nne rs be cause you don't have good research reg ardrng the long term usage of this technology. I work around xrays 
and don't want to be exposed to more radiation than necessary. My health is a major concern to me and opting - out of the scanner always makes me need a lull pat-down. I see children and their parents go through the metal detectors and I don't 
understand why they are not required to go through what I do! Do you really see me as more of a risk lhan someone with a child? 
Please call me so we can discuss this further. I have spoken with supervisors almost every time I go through this and the TSA at DIA and SFO are always consistently slow and rude. I wish to see this change and I am going to write to my lawmakers to 
rnm_olaio beca1 ,~e th1f i1_13J i_so'J riohJ Ibaoks (or VO' I' concern and allowing me to express my d1ssat1sfaction with my TSA experiences,kh \/R\ !Would you like a response? True Passenger's Name ~Phone Number 

l(b_i(6_.1 !Email _ b_i(6_.1 ro leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link. http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



11112014 
5:06:51 

PM 

Dear sirs. 
My family and I travelled from Dtw to Rsw on 12124113 returned on 12131113 from Rsw. I specifically inquired about our options as two of us wear insulin pumps, The pump company doesn't allow them to be xrayed or scanned as this voids their 
warranty. 

We went thru airport security around 3:45 and I requested both my son and I to be patted down. My process went smoothly however, my son~id not and I did complain to the female Tsa supervisor. 

The agent who palled down my son beraled and chastised him for requesting the pal down at all. I overheard him lecture my son telling him he was not being smart and overreacting as lots of pump wearers go thru the body scanners. 

This is the 2nd time my son has run into problems with one of your agents bullying him. Your website 1s clear, if he requests not to go thru the scanners, etc. they are to simply take the passenger to be patted down without any repercussions. 
Unfortunately it seems your employees are sti 11 unclear on how they a re suppose to "assist" travelers with di sa bi I it i es, 

Looking forward to your assistance. 

> 

> Begin forwarded message: 

> Fromj(b 1(6) 
> Date: '"D"e""c""e-=m"b"e"'r""1"5-. ""2"'0""1"'3""a"t .. 2"2""3"':.,.6 .. I .. P"'M,.,....E"'S....-I ___________ _, 

>~bl<Bl I 
>~' 
> Subject: Fwd: In Response to your inquiry. 
> 

> 

> 
> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> Begin forwarded message: 
> 
> Fram: 
Caller said he called and made a complaint somewhere jusl before the Government shut down returning from Washinglon DC in Nov. He just re1umed this time form visiting his daughler in Los Angeles. He takes saline packs with him that are sealed 
and the brand name is Fleet. TSA always breaks the seal and then it is contaminated and he cannot use it. He has to throw it away. It is not a lot of money and he does not want to file a claim. The cost is under $10. This was on his return flight on 
Dec 31 st flying from LA back to Atlanta on Del ta fi 1g ht # 1554. Each pa ck 1s 4. 5 fluid ounces each. This has been for the I ast several yea rs. It is a n ui sa n ce. He said he is rea 11 y getting ti red that this is ha ppem ng. He is a cancer patient. He said when 
you travel overseas it is very difficult to get these items replaced. Also, he said this was his checked luggage. Also, he asked if this call was assigned a claim number or something. 

11112014 RESPONSE: ALSO: Advised caller that he is allowed to take the liquids through the checkpoint in his carry on bag. If his checked bag gets lost then he will be without his saline. ALSO: There is a lot of pressure in the hold of the airplane. If his bag 
s:o9,54 was on the bottom then it could have possibly popped open for that reason. If his bag caused an alarm, then 11 would have went for secondary hand inspection. Gave caller the EID number of this call. Told caller that I would send his complaint to the 

PM CSM at the airport. 

11112014 
6:59:34 

PM 

FIRST Gave caller policy on Liquids before I realized that the liquid was in checked: Liquids. gels, and aerosols are screened by x-ray. and medically necessary items in excess of 3.4 ounces will receive additional screening which could include 
screening with bottled l1qu1d screening technologies. Depending on the technology available at the checkpoint a passenger could be asked to open the l1qu1d or gel for screening. TSA will not touch the liquid or gel during this process. If the passenger 
does not want a liquid, gel, or aerosol x-rayed or opened, he or she should inform the TSO before screening begins. Additional screening of the passenger and his or her property may be required. which may include a patdown. 

Disability Description; Caller is hyper sensitive to chemicals causing her to have anxiety attacks. 

Information Request Wants to know how toge thrugh screening without being axposed to radiation or a pat down. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: Explained that TS A has remover the baxckscatte r devices and the current A IT is an RF signal that does not penetrate the skin ju st clothing looking for pro hi bi ted i terns, 
Explained that in lhe future she should call 72 hours prior to travel for assistance and offered to send her information and she was already on website and said she would print oul notification card.Explained she should ask for a PSS if she has any 
concerns. 



I am approved for g Io ba I entry as wel I as T SA Pre-check. 

Recently I was flying from Phoenix. At the security I informed the officer that both me and my wife have knee implants before going through the system. One officer says you don't have to take off belt, shoes, jacket, etc. My wife and I were very happy. 

So we go through the metal detector and it beeps. So, we were asked to take the belt etc. off and go through the metal detector again. After it beeped again we were searched. patted down. In my case he took some samples. ran it through some 
machine and asked me to go to a private room for more pat-downs and sampling. After almost half hour of searches my wife and I were allowed to go. 

11212014 This is the mo st unfortunate experience. 
8:33:18 

AM 

First of all they should know I hat when a passenger says he has an implanl they should send you to the scanning machine and not lhrough the metal de1ec1or. There was confusion all around. I was most embarrassed when they did multiple searches 
through my carry on baggage and then patted me down twice including once in a private room. What is the use of TSA-Precheck if I have to go through this experience? 

I would appreciate a response. 
Thanks 
Sincerely, 

Fro'.;[bl(61 
Sem~ vireonesoay, Jim@ry o 1, 20 14 8:20 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject: TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

Remote Client 1Ft""b_1-'-(6_) __ __. 

11212014 Date Time: 1 1 2014 820:03 PM 

101738 
AM 

Name: 

fb)(61 

Email: 

HYPERLINKf~b_)(_6_, _____________ ~ 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

Comment on worst Customer Service 

Comments: 

On 30 Dec my family and I were flying through San Juan Airport (Puerto Rico), Tenminal D. We had several expenence with TSA from -1230 - 1400, that rank as the worst customer service Ive ever experienced: 



Caller Is in the pre check program and he is a diamond traveler. Caller has a metal knee implant. Caller said that he Is fed up with having to undergo additional screening because of his implant. Caller wanted to know 1f we have a special program. 

Response Details: Advised caller that there is not a special program for metal implanls even wilh pre check when going lhrough screening if there are alarms or anomalies you do have to undergo a patdown. 

; ;2~21°~~ Caller requested my supervisor. 

AM 
Switched the call from OOPO to NG. 

Caller said I hey flew from Phoenix (PHX) 10 San Francisco and she had a really bad experience. She said it started wilh her daughter being harassed at lhe checkpoint because she did not have her drivers license but she did have her school ID and 
other identification. She got forgot to bring her drivers Ii cense and she was traveling with her pa rents. They pul I ed her aside and gave her the ful I p atdown Ii ke she was a criminal. She said they wiped her who I e body with tape for residue. They did 
not say what type of residue. That was the first thing. Her daughter was traveling with her 2 sisters and her mom and dad. One daughters luggage did not come till later. It was delayed. They have one bag that is still missing. There was a NOi in the 
bag that was inspected. The items were 2 small bottles of alcohol and the bottle was in a shape of a skull. They were the size of mini bottles and they contained Vodka, They had not been opened yet. There was another bottle that was a regular 
pretly botlle of Liquor. The bottle contained St. Germaine. It had been opened. They were gifts for her mother in law and she would nol not drink ii so they broughl it back home. The caller said she was very upset about the experience. Especially, 
because of her daughters experience, the delayed flight. the lost luggage, and the missing bottles. She said her daughter looks like she is 14. When they flew from San Francisco that was not an issue. She said that whoever looked at the contents 
just took the bottles be cause they looked coo I. She said she is not buying 11 that they were some type of hazardous mate ri a I. She said she would Ii ke to receive a claim form to get reimbursed lo r the items. 

RESPONSE: Advised caller of the Checked Baggage Limits for Alcohol. You may take up 10 five liters of alcohol with an alcohol conlent I hat is between 24 percenl and 70 percent per person as checked luggage if it is packaged in an unopened retail 
package. Alcoholic beverages with more than 70 percent alcohol content ( 140 proof), including 95 percent grain alcohol and 150 proof rum, are not permitted in either carry-on or checked luggage. Alcoholic beverages with less than 24 percent alcohol 
content a re not s u bJect to hazardous materi a Is regulations. 

11212014 ALSO: I will be sending you, by email, claim form SF95 and a cover letter. You should receive it within 24 hours. The completed claim form goes to our CMS. They will send you an acknowledgement le1ter and a conlrol number. Contact lhem in the 
12:04:56 future if you have any questions or want to check the status of your claim. You can also, check the status of your claim on our website TSA.gave. I will be sending your complaint to the CSM at the airport. Thank you for calling TSA to make us aware 

PM of the incident. 

Dale and Time of the flight: Jan 1si, 2014 Originally scheduled to deparl 7:25 p.m. but did depart until around 9:00 p.m. or so 
Gate or Terminal: Terminal 4 Gate C 4 
Baggage d escri pti on: Roi 1-o n. it did have 2 wheels. Roxy Bra od W b itt with green and pink fl owe rs. smal I Ii ke carry on size 
Bag Tag # (10 digit): Not sure the number but it could be](b 1(6) _ rkb i(61 ! cllh 1/R, ! 
Flight#: 1374 
Airline: Southwest 
Airport: Pho en ix Sky 
Emai1J(b)(6i 



11212014 
1:44:08 

PM 

Caller stated the I a st 6 months she wasnt selected for precheck. Ca 11 er stated she hasnt been se I ected for pre check program. Ca 11 er stated she hasnt fl own in 72 hours. Caller wants to know why she hase nt been selected lo r preche ck flying out of 
Settle Airport on Alaska Airlines. 

Advised ca Iler I would forward the information if she has flown within 7 2 hours or getting ready to travel within 72 hours, Cal I er req ue ste d lo r a supervisor. 

Caller wabts to make a complaint about Seattle Airport but the caller doesnt know the date and time of the incident but they have accured when in 2 months and a year ago. Caller stated she is complaining about a patdown that a female agent went 
inside her pants and she complained to a supervisor and the caller stated its not accepled for a female agent 10 1ouch her bullock. Caller stated she requested the agent to be relrained about the patdown procedure. The caller slated she doesnt know 
the name of the female agent who done the patdown or the name of the supervisor she spoked with. Caller stated she travels on Monday and she goes through the checkpoint at 6:00pm. Caller stated the second incident happened November at 
6: OOp m when she goes through the premier I in e you have to twice as Io ng to the airport and she has to go under some rap es and th ere was a ma I e agent that to Id her to go to the regular I in e after he checked her boa rd i ng pass and she told the agent 
she was Ii rst class and she is going through this checkpoint. Ca 11 er stated the male agent he Id her boa rd i ng pass above her head and go through the regular Ii ne and the ca 11 er stated she got loud and asked lo r her boarding pass and the ca 11 er stated 
the agent was rude and disrespectful. Caller slated she doesnt known the name of the male agenl. Caller stated!lh \/R ~t the main terminal was very helpful and she was a supervisor. Caller stated lhe 3rd incident happened in November at @06:00pm 
when she went through the machine she left some apple sauce in her carryon luggage and she had to throw it away. Caller stated the male agent told her to freeze the apple sauce she could bring it through the checkpoint. Caller wants to know why the 
agent told her th at information. 

Advised caller the lo 11 owing information: 

Did you receive an invitation from your airline? 

2. Are you traveling on the airline that invited you? 

3. Are you a US Canadian Citizen? 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 11212014 12:06:34 PM Airport ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Date/Time of Travel 12130/2013 8:30 AM Airline & Flight Number AirTran ATL-DCA 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Security Scan TSA Employee: (If Known) tbi(6:, !Comment, Sexual assault by a TSA agentfb::,(ff!lat approximately 7:30am in security clearance at Hartsfield-Jackson lnt'I. 

1) After clearing the scanning machine, I was approached byf~::,(6)
5
1 Without speaking to me or notifying me of what she was doing, she reached out and grabbed my breasts. She squeezed them. fondled them, and cupped them. She used an open 

hand. pa I ming my breasts. She did not search any other pa rt o my od y. 

2) After I expressed my discomfort, she began to loudly degrade me in front of other passengers and staff. She began making derogatory statements about me to a co-worker in front of other passengers and myself. 

~ 2;~0
5
1
2
4 3) After swabbing my hands for chemicals. she claimed I set the machine off and needed further searching. I had to wait for a supervisor. While standing in line and waiting. I heard her tell the next passenger in line that the machine was broken. She 

PM intentionally lied about me setting off the machine. 

4)1 was then taken to a private secure room to be given a full body pat down and further screening. Of course. nothing was found. asfb)(ff:, lhad lied. 

I am traumatized and disgusted by this experience. To make matters worse, I have been unable to reach anyone from TSA at the airport to speak with me. 
Would you like a response?: True 

Passenger's Name~!(~b~l(~6~1---~ 
Phone Number . 
Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller 1s diabetic and has an insulin pump. He fiew recently from both LAS and AUS and had an incident occur at both places. They refused to allow him to have a manual pat-down. Caller complained to TSA in Austin and it happened again in LAS. 
He was put in the rounder (the AIT). He has an artificial ankle that it didn t pick up. He pulled the insulin pump out and showed it to them. He was told that he cannot have a manual pat-down in Austin and again at LAS, He has also had TSA locks cut 
off of his luggage six times. There were medications in the bag, class 2 narcolics, and lhe bag was tossed badly. He asked to speak 10 a manager in Austin. He was told that items in his bag are causing problems, and was advised that the items were 
of an agricultural nature. What is causing it to get pulled? 

I advised caller that he was describing a couple of different issues. For his insulin pump, the TSA policy falls squarely on his side. He can request a pat-down and should expect to get it. The AIT machines aren t looking for metal in his body. The 
WTMD do, but some may be calibraled to look for larger amounls of me1a1 than may be found in an implant. 

Caller advised that the traffic at the checkpoint was significant when he went through. He asked for the pat-down and was sent off to the side. A female screener asked him what he was waiting for (she was very pleasant about it), and he told her that 
he was waiting for a pat-down. She told him to go on through the rounder (the AIT) as it did not have x-rays. He went through, but he had the pump checked out afterward. The technicians advised him that the machinery had not damaged the 
device. 

I advised caller that if he experiences a similar issue in the future. ask for a supervisor or the PSS. He should definitely call the TCC with any problems or complaints and we would send an advise to the CSM at the airport. 

11212014 He has lhe card from lhe manufacturer that shows thal he has to have lhe insulin pump. The remote device that he carries can be damaged by the screening equipment. 

3:06:24 
PM 

I advised caller that he s hou Id keep any va I ua bl es, medications. electronics with h1 m in his carry-on. These 1te ms may account lo r why his checked bag has be en left in such dis array. Oftent1 mes. the v idea s urve i I lance wi 11 show that the scree ne rs 
have performed the screening correctly, indicating that something occun-ed to his bag after TSA custody has ended, If a screener is observed on the surveillance footage not following policies and procedures, he or she would be sanctioned. 

His wife has to have a back-up in case her purse is stolen. That s why he puts the narcotics in the bag. Some of these are oxycontins. When he got back to Austin, his bag wasn t zipped up right. Caller asked a supervisor about the issue. They 
always I eave the tags in the bag. In an u n re I ated issue, cal I er advised Southwest that they had bent a bar in one of his s ui teases. 

If his wife is checking a bag wilh hair spray and similar items, can she place larger amounts in checked bag? 

Yes, that applies to carry-on baggage only. 

I advised that I would send his comments to the CS Ms at each airport. If he experiences any issues, he should contact the TCC with his flight information (his previous flights occurred a month or so ago and he did not have the flight information at 
hand) and we would advise the CS M so that they could act according I y. 

Caller advised that in Austin,~kb~1(_6~) __ ~!i?J. a young fellow, was very pleasant and underslanding. He wants 10 make certain that this young man is singled oul for his responsiveness. 

Caller slates she wants 10 file a complain!. She sa,d she 1s elderly and ,n a a,rport wheelchair and she went through screening at MCI on December 30th She sa,d she cannol get up, so the first tsa agent !(b 1(6 I I hat tested her chair for 
explosives yelled so the other passengers could hear that her chair tested pos1t1ve for explosives She states another tsa agent did a second screening 1(b 1(6) ! and found nothing She states people on the plane for 1 1/2 hrs stared at her like 
she was a cnminal. she states she was the only person on the plane who did not have someone sitting next to her. She states she cried all the way home. She said I understand screening but I am not a criminal, it was not justified on me and I want to 
take this further I just cant let it go. She asked who do I complain to? 

Advised: 
In addition to the patdown, TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. If explosive matenal is detected, the passenger will have to undergo additional screening. Regardless of whether a passenger 1s screened by the walk-through 
metal detector, AIT, or a thorough patdown, the wheelchair/scooter will be physically inspected, including the seat cushions and any non-removable pouches or fanny packs. It will also be tested for traces of explosives, and any removable pouches will 
be required to undergo x-ray screening. If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak wilh a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. Passengers also can reporl concerns by 

1/212014 contacting TSA's Disability and Multicultural Division at 
3:54:34 

PM TSA.ODPO@tsa.dhs.gov or 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
Di sab i Ii ty and Multi cultu ra I D1v1s1on 
601 South 12th Street 
Ari i ngto n, VA 20598 



11212014 
6:06:05 

PM 

f b ::, ( 6) I went through the Ii ne after the check in guy and a security guard assured us she had plenty of time to make her flight. When she got to security, she was held up. We asked the sec u nty guard closest to her what was hap pe ni ng and his answer 
was. "they will take care of her.' 
My husband's response was, "I asked, 'what is going on? Why is she being help up?' He refused to answer. Later, he instrucled us to move further away from him "behind the 'do not enter' sign" which we were already behind. 
When we asked the security guard fh·11r;··, I if my memory serves me) who was dealing wittl1h\1c,jwhat was going on, she said that!rh··,1r;·1I hairspray raised a flag and that she would have to complete the security process. thus missing her 
flight. f h ·., / R ·1 I th en instructed us to go back up to check in and boo~ another fi Ig ht. 
When we reached Delta ch eek in they instructed us to book the next flight back tow a rd security and said that the security guard should have di rectedl b) ( 6 ! to rebook, When we told th em thatk b) ( ff:, ! had spec iii ca I ly instructed us to ret um to their 
counter, they reluclantly checked us in (very nice people). The guard had told us lhat it wouldn't be a problem because lhere is a flight every 30 minu es 10 Allanta. The check in desk a11endants had no idea where lhat information would have come 
from. She also stated thafb·:,(6!would have missed her flight even if she had not had an issue with security ... again, Delta personnel disagreed. 
When we returned to the area where we could seeliE:iL] it was obvious that she was crying. She texted to me that she had been sexually assaulted, and that the guard had touched her privates four times after thoroughly investigating her breasts ... then 
this guard disappeared. 
When I aske~(b·:,(6) !about this she slated that kb·:,(6 !had been instructed what was about 10 lake place and thal she pushed one of the guards and could have been arrested' ... rather lhan answering my question. She then stated that if k§[J 
touches another guard she will be arrested. I assured her that if the guard was not touching her vagina again, the guard·s hand would not be pushed away. Rather than addressing the issue, she repeated her threat. 
The male security guard who was rude to us earlier stood up, moved closer to us and crossed his arms with a glare. It was obvious that these two we re threaten, ng us for b erng conce med lo r the o rdea I they had just put our daughter through. 

!(bH6 then informed me (by text) that she was told by the same!rh·11r;··, !that the reason she was frisked assaulted was because her laptop was a bomb threat. 

!(b·:,(6)1,vas told that she was frisked assaulted because her computer was a bomb threat-we were told the hairspray raised a flag. (It has been our experience that liquids would have been trashed ... never bringing on physical assault-the hairspray was 
handed back to us) 
"Whild(b)(6 !was assaulted. we were sent to rebook her in the lront. .. normally she would have done that herself in the area in which she was before they began their assault. 
•we were told that there was a flight 10 Atlanla every 30 minutes ... not true. 
kb)(6 !was threatened that if she did not allow the guard to touch her vagina, the police would be called. Then, we were threatened that the police would be called i*b)(6ltouched another guard. 

To Whom is Should Concern. 
My name iskb)(ff:, l Yesterday morning I arrived at the Charlotte airport to fly back to Pensacola, Florida. I work and go 10 school at Pensacola Chrislian College. When I went lhrough the area where lhey check your bags, they slopped me and 
brought my computer ag over to a table. The young women was very rude and told me that she was going to have to thoroughly search all of my belongings and "pat me down" I asked her what was wrong with my stuff she told me I had explosive 
chemicals in my laptop. I did not want to do anything unless my parents were there so I asked for my parents to come in because they were still looking through the glass wall. They said no and a man asked me 1/ I was refusing. I said I would do what I 
needed to do. I went into a room with three women and the one who took my bag is the one that "patted me down", She told me that she was going to run her fingers up to the top of my leg, but she not only did that she also touched my vagina when 
she 901 to the top. She did this twice in the back, when she went around to the front I thought she would be done with I hat but she did it once in the front 100. I pushed her hand away (which would be my response to anyone that wanted to sexually 
molest me). One of the women got in my face and told me if I touched her officer again that she would bring the police in the room. She was very mean and completely unfeeling. I explained that her officer was "touching·· me. They told me they were 
going to do 11 again. So a Iota I of lour ti mes my vagina was touched. The women a I so ful I on touched my breasts. but that pales in comparison to having your sex organ groped. It was the most horrifying, hum i Ii ati ng expe nence of my I 1/e. When they 
were done they told me I could go. They did not confiscate my supposedly explosive laptop. which I took on the plane with me like normal. They did take a bolt le of hairspray that was over 3 oz. and returned it to my parents. The lady told my parents 
that the reason they had to search me was because of the hairspray. In my pasl flights if I had something lhat was over 3 oz. I just had to throw it out. I do nol understand why I had 10 go through thal horrific experience. I was treated like a criminal that 
had no rights, all because I had a bottle of hairspray? 



~e nt through the Ii ne after the check in guy and a security guard assured us she had plenty of time to make her flight. When she got to security, she was held up. We asked the sec u nty guard closest to her what was hap pe ni ng and his answer 
was. "they will take care of her.' 
My husband's response was, "I asked, 'what is going on? Why is she being help up?' He refused to answer. Later, he instrucled us to move further awa from him "behind the 'do not enter' sign" which we were already behind. 
When we asked the security guar4b)(ff:, ! if my memory serves me) who was dealing wit~1h·11R !what was going on, she said tha (b::,(6) hairspray raised a flag and that she would have to complete the security process. thus missing her 
flight. kb) ( ff) I th en instructed us to go back up to check in and book ltiillJ another fi Ig ht. 
When we reached Delta ch eek in they instructed us to book the next flight back tow a rd security and said that the security guard should have directed l1E:2J to rebook, When we told th em thadl h ·.,IR ·1 ! had spec iii ca I ly instructed us to ret um to their 
counter, they reluclantly checked us in (very nice people). The guard had told us lhat it wouldn't be a problem because lhere is a flight every 30 minutes 10 Allanta. The check in desk a11endants had no idea where lhat information would have come 
from. She also stated thatEfilillwould have missed her flight even if she had not had an issue with security ... again, Delta personnel disagreed. 
When we returned to the area where we could se~(b)(6!it was obvious that she was crying. She texted to me that she had been sexually assaulted, and that the guard had touched her privates four times after thoroughly investigating her breasts ... then 
this guard disappeared. 
When I askedf h·I1r;··, pbout this she slated that IJ:illJ had been instructed what was about 10 lake place and thal she pushed one of the guards and could have been arrested' ... rather lhan answering my question. She then stated that iftfili] 
touches another guard she will be arrested. I assured her that if the guard was not touching her vagina again, the guard·s hand would not be pushed away. Rather than addressing the issue, she repeated her threat. 
The male security guard who was rude to us earlier stood up, moved closer to us and crossed his arms with a glare. It was obvious that these two we re threatening us for b erng conce med lo r the o rdea I they had just put our daughter through. 
llli[J then infonmed me (by text) that she was told by the same!(b·:,(6) that the reason she was frisked assaulted was because her laptop was a bomb threat. 
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4 tb)(6lwas told that she was frisked assaulted because her computer was a bomb threat-we were told the hairspray raised a flag. (It has been our experience that liquids would have been trashed ... never bringing on physical assault-the hairspray was 

· PM anded back to us) 
"While W,as assaulted. we were sent to rebook her in the front., .nonmally she would have done that herself in the area in which she was before they began their assault. 
•we were told that there was a flight 10 Atlanla every 30 minutes ... not true. 

!(bH6) p,as threatened that if she did not allow the guard to touch her vagina, the police would be called. Then, we were threatened that the police would be called i1/b)(6!touched another guard. 

To Whom is Should Concern. 
My name i~ . Yesterday morning I arrived at the Charlotte airport to fly back to Pensacola, Florida. I work and go 10 school at Pensacola Chrislian College. When I went lhrough the area where lhey check your bags, they slopped me and 
brought mycanipue(oag over to a table. The young women was very rude and told me that she was going to have to thoroughly search all of my belongings and "pat me down" I asked her what was wrong with my stuff she told me I had explosive 
chemicals in my laptop. I did not want to do anything unless my parents were there so I asked for my parents to come in because they were still looking through the glass wall. They said no and a man asked me 1/ I was refusing. I said I would do what I 
needed to do. I went into a room with three women and the one who took my bag is the one that "patted me down", She told me that she was going to run her fingers up to the top of my leg, but she not only did that she also touched my vagina when 
she 901 to the top. She did this twice in the back, when she went around to the front I thought she would be done with I hat but she did it once in the front 100. I pushed her hand away (which would be my response to anyone that wanted to sexually 
molest me). One of the women got in my face and told me if I touched her officer again that she would bring the police in the room. She was very mean and completely unfeeling. I explained that her officer was "touching·· me. They told me they were 
going to do 11 again. So a Iota I of lour ti mes my vagina was touched. The women a I so ful I on touched my breasts. but that pales in comparison to having your sex organ groped. It was the most horrifying, hum i Ii ati ng expe nence of my I 1/e. When they 
were done they told me I could go. They did not confiscate my supposedly explosive laptop. which I took on the plane with me like normal. They did take a bolt le of hairspray that was over 3 oz. and returned it to my parents. The lady told my parents 
that the reason they had to search me was because of the hairspray. In my pasl flights if I had something lhat was over 3 oz. I just had to throw it out. I do nol understand why I had 10 go through thal horrific experience. I was treated like a criminal that 
had no rights, all because I had a bottle of hairspray? 

Caller said somelhing about a reference number on an earlier call on a complaint. The reference number is (b)(ff:, He said he had a complaint about why they made him go through the xray machine wilh an insulin P,!!!!!E, when he told them he 
wanted a patdown. Caller said he is not mad at anyone at TSA but he is at Southwest. He said it has nothing o o with the damaged luggage. He sai<J(b·:,(6) !was the nicest guy you would ever want to talk to.KJ2illold him that between the 
I a plop book and lotion. it Is not the bag. He said he does not know why T SA ca 11 ed him back. He said he does not want someone fired or get someone in troub I e. This happened on Dec 13th, 201 3 when he was flying out from Austin to Las Vegas NV. 
He flew back on Dec 16th. 2013. It was a direct non stop flight both directions. Caller said this was not a failure to accomodate him due to his disability. He asked if the AIT was an xray or not. He said that was his major concern. He said everyone 

11212014 he has talked to, kb)(ff:, !the guy at the airport, and you are very nice to talk to. Caller just recapped his previous complaint. 
8:1422 

PM RESPONSE: Asked caller if he feels that this was a failure to accomodate him due to his disability. He said NO. 

RESPONSE: MillimeIer wave syslems projecl beams of non-ionizing radio frequency energy over lhe passenger's body surface: lhe beams do not penetrate the skin. The radio frequency energy reflected back from the body and other objects on the 
body is used to construct a three-dimensional image. The energy the system projects is thousands of times less than a cell phone transmission. 



11312014 
10:16:52 

AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? No 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? Yes 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
Nationality? Yes 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 



11312014 
2:09:05 

PM 

To Whom is Should Concern, 
My name is !(b··,1m I Yesterday mom.ing I ar,-ived at the Charlotte airport to fly back. to 
Pensacola, Florida. I work and go 10 school at Pe11 sacola Christian College. When I went tb''ough 
the area w h exe they check your bags, they stopped me and brought my computer bag aver to a 
table. The yoW Jg women was very r:ude and told me that she was going to have to thoroughly 
search all of my belongings and "pat me down" I asked her what was wrong with my stuff she 
told me I bad explosive chemicals in my laptop. I did not want to do anything unless my parei;its 
were there so I ask.cd for my parents to come in because they were still looking through the glass 
wal I. They said no and a man asked me ill was refusing. I said I wou Id do what I needed to do. 
I went into a room with three women and the one who took my bag is the one that "patted me 
doµ,n". She told me thal she was going to run her fingers up to the lop of my leg, bul she not 
only did that she also touched my vagina when she got to the top. She did this mice in the back, 
when she went around to the front I though"' she would be done with that but she did it once in 
the front too. I pushed her band away (wbicb would be my response to anyone that ""-anted to 
sexually molest me). One of the women 901 in my face and told me if I touched her officer again 
that she would bring the police ill the roam. She was very mean and completely unfeeling. I 
explained that her officer was "'touching" me. They told me they we re going to do it again. So a 
total of four times my vagioa was touched. The women also lull on touched my breasts. but that 
pales in comparison to having your sex organ groped. It was the most horrifying, humilialing 
experience al my life. When they were done they told me I could ga. They did not confiscate my 
supposedly explosive laptop. which J took on the plane with me like nonnal. They did take a 
bottle of hairspray that was over 3 oz. and returned it to rn y pa rents. Tue I ad y to Id my pa rents 
that the 1 eason they had to seai:cb me was because of the hairspray. In my pasl flights if I had 
something that was aver 3 oz. I just had to throw it out. I do not understand why I had to go 
through that boxtific experience. I was treated like a criminal that had no nghts, all because I had r battle of bairsnrm1? 

b)(61 I . 
Pensacola Christian College~ 

!rh1/R1 I 
Pensacola Fla 32523 



11312014 
2:09:07 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Yes 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? Yes 
Disability? Yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Los Angeles lnternalional Airport 



Caller said everytime he goes through security he gets a SSSS on his ticket and he has additional screening and he is a frequent flyer. he is like a military contractor and he asked why it is happening? 
States he flies every month domestically. 
Caller said he was provided 2 phone tis 10 contact and asked if the precheck process is the same? 

Response: 
The "S" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Security Administration (TSA) security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
Nalion's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 
TSA does not discuss or release specifics about security screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Security Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI to the public because it is 
considered d etri mental to the sec u nty of Iran s po rtati on. 

The U.S. Departmenl of Homeland Securily Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (DHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolulion regarding difficullies they experience during their travel while screening al 
transportation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
• Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or ident1f1ed for add1t1onal screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 
• Difficulty printing a boarding pass at home or at the kiosk. 

11312014 DHS TRIP is part of an effort by the U.S. Departments of State and Homeland Security to welcome legitimate travelers while securing our country from those who want to do us harm. 
3:14:54 

PM 
For those who encounter misidentification, the D HS T rave I er Redress Inquiry Program (TR IP) he I ps prevent watch I is t name confusion, or misidentification, Travelers may a pp I y for DH S redress o nl ine at https: trip, d h s, gov T rave I e rs may apply by 
completing lhe attached Traveler Inquiry Form, signing the document, and returning the original with al least one unexpired, photograph-bearing, Government-issued 1ravel documenl (e.g., driver's license or unexpired passport) 

OHS components will review the request and share infonmation with other agencies to address the issues identified in the TRIP application. TSA's Secure Flight uses the results of the redress process in ,ts watch list matching process to help prevent 
future delays for misidentified passengers. However, because airline procedures for screening passengers against Federal watch lists vary, individuals may still be required to check in for flights at the airlines ticket counter. 

When an individual applies for redress, OHS TRIP will assign a record identifier or Redress Control Number (RCN). DHS TRIP will inform redress applicants in writing when the OHS review of an inquiry is complete. Reviews of requests for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. Applicants may check the status of inquiries at https: tnp.dhs.gov status.him by entering the RCN. 

After lhe complaint is resolved, DHS TRIP recommends that travelers provide this RCN when making reservations or updaling their traveler profile with an airline. This info will assist security technologies to help prevent misidentificalion from occurring 
due to the similarity of a traveler's name and personal information to another person in systems that contain information from Federal, State, local, and foreign sources. 

DH S can not ensure your travel wi 11 always be delay-free, as the redress p rag ram does not affect other standard screening p raced u res in place at airports and borders, 
Advised if an alarm sounds from the WTMD or an anomaly shows going through AIT will be required to have a pat-down to complele screening. 



11312014 
4:08:35 

PM 

11412014 
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AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name~(b~i...,(6.,..1 ________ ~ 
Email Address: (b 1(6) 
Phone Number,.: "'"h"'·11""r;.,.··,----.-----' 
Address: 1h·,1r;··, 
Zip code:~------

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Yes 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Bob Hope Airport 

To whom it may concern: 

Searching without probable reason to do so 1s unlawful. l"m sure there are other methods for doing so without breaking the locks on someone"s luggage. Section 11 0(b) of the Aviation and Transportation Security does require you to inspect all 
packages but I'm sure you have numerous ways of doing beyond physically breaking locks. Technology surely has advanced to the point where machines can scan thoroughly enough to find items that would alert TSA personnel of danger, 
We seem to be at an impasse today with the government constantly using survellience as a means to "'protect"' the citizentry and "'provide security while simultaneously violating Personal Liberties without regard to privacy. Al the 4th amendmenl 
states: 
The right of the people to be secure in their persons. houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation. and 
pa rti cul a rly d escri bing the p I ace to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized. 
My goal in writing this email is nol a complaint. bul a suggeslion. If you musl open someones locked bag, please alert them so they could be a part of the process. In lhe scenario in which you would find a suspicious item. you would have to detain that 
individual anyway, so why not have them open the bag and search it while they are in your presence? It seems that TSA body scanning and subsequent body groping, while clearly uncomfortable. works because there is an element of humanity 
involved. 
I have heard some individuals say if you have nothing to hide, there should not be a problem. My response to that is I have nothing to hide, but also do not give them a reason to look. Though TSA has to search all bags, breaking into bags without 
passenger knowledge is unlawful. If it must be done, include the passenger in the process. In my travels to olher countries, their agencies will do this so the passenger is aware of whal is going on. 
I am not above taking legal action if this happens again, as well as contacting my elected officials. This is a gross abuse of the law and something must be done to correct it. 

Ver res ectfull 
b)(61 



So you send a em a i I back I cannot respond too! No wonder service is u n accepta b I e you wi 11 not al low responses P 

Very unacceptable response pass it up food chain• 4 times this has happened in Sea Tac Alaska terminal' TSA agent attitude was not helpful. The other three times they were at least polite about 111 

l(b)(61 

SincerelyJ~(b~)~(6~'----~ 

11412014 (b ,(B) 
3:17:41 

PM 

The highest compliment you can pay me is to refer a friend or relative. 

PI ease be advised that trading requests. and/or account se rvi ci ng requests received vi a em a i I w i 11 not be completed, PI ease contact our office at the numb er Ii sted above to comp I ete these transactions, 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : P role ss1ona Ii sm/C ustome r Service: Sc reem ng Current Date/Ti me 1 1512014 4: 56: 4 8 PM Airport : I AH - George Bush Houston I nterco nti ne ntal Date/Ti me of Travel : 01 10512014 3: 30 PM Airline & FI i g ht N umber : delta 54 Che c kpornU Area 
of Airport , terminal a TSA Employee: (If Known) · multiple Comment : As a frequent flyer who typically opts out of the millimeter wave scanners, this was by far the most hostile a checkpoint staff has been to the opt out, with the exception of the agent 
who finally did my pat down. 

To start with, the checkpoint was improperly staffed, and did not have any males available for a pat down. The only male agents at the gate were required for operation of the equipment, so none were available for the pat down. This caused a 20 
minute wait for my pat down, until another agent was called in from presumably another checkpoint. During this entire wait period, there were several female agents available for pat downs, which leads me to the conclusion that this checkpoint simply 
had be en i m properly schedu I ed with age nl s. 

~~;0
1~

4 Additionally, the agents at the checkpoint repeatedly hassled me throughout the process. Not only was I hassled by multiple agents about my decision. only one of the agents at the scanners ever called the a male assist and then only mice. Halfway 
PM through my wait she left. and the agent who replaced her completely ignored me until the male assist showed up. Furthermore, after I finally got my pat down. I was hassled by another agent when I did not leave the checkpoint within 30 seconds after 

being given the okay 10 leave by the agent who did my pat down. 

This was the I east profession al and most hosti I e che c kpornt experience I have had in a s1g mf1ca nt amount of flying over the pa st s eve ra I years, as wel I as one of the I east efficient and Io nge st wait ti mes, esp eci a 11 y when cons ide n ng that the che c kpornt 
was not particularly busy. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name kb)(6:, 
Phone Number . ~~~----~ 

Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicalionManager 



Caller has a left knee replacement. She wanted to know if there is a way to prevent getting a patdown. She said that she flies through airports that do not have the AIT. She said that she always sets off the alarm. She wanted to know 1f she can take 
her x-rays and prevent the patdown. She also wanted to know ii a notification card would stop her from getting the patdown. She said that she fiew from FLL on Southwest Airlines and got a patdown. She wanted to know why TSA can have a person 
there 10 wilness the pa down and she can nol. She stated I hat she was never told that she could take someone with her. She thinks that she should have been lold that. She said thal the TSO in FLL was very rude and lhe patdown was invasive. She 
said that she has her flight information at home and that she may gather the information and call back to make a complaint. She said that she gets a patdown two or three times a year. 

1/612014 I gave the following information: A companion, assistant, or family member may accompany a passenger 10 assisl him or her during any private or public screening. After providing this assistance, the companion, assislant, or family member will need 
8:45:37 to be rescreened. The passenger should inform the TSO of his or her need for assistance before the screening process begins. 

AM 

1/612014 
10:06:49 

AM 

1/612014 
11:36:53 

AM 

TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about any disability, medical condition. or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening, their use 
may improve communication and help trave I ers disc reel I y notify T sos of their conditions. 
I advised her that if there is an alarm then additional screening does have to be periormed to clear the alarm. I told her that there is no way around the patdown if there is an alarm. I told her that taking x-rays with her will not prevent her from getting a 
patdown. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screenin rr n : 11612014 8:53:02 AM Airport IAH - George Bush Houston lnterconIinenIaI Date/Time of Travel 01/0612014 7:15 AM Airline & Flight Number: UA4687 Checkpoint/Area 
of Airport. Terminal B security TSA Employee: (If Know (b)(ff:1 
Comment: I am a frequent traveller and always request'"a-p""a"'t--d-'-,-o-w-n""'('"o-pt""-o-u""'t.,..The TSA officers are normally courteous and professional when conducting the pat-down.!(b)(ff:1 lwas neither. He began with a confrontational attitude when I answered 
a question he did not hear my answer properly and immediately threatened to take all day with the pat down. He repeated his full script of instructions and uestions and added that he would continue to do so. The pat-down began and he was very 
aggressive, pushing me forward and knocking me off balance multiple times. After the pat down I asked 10 speak to a supervisor aboul my experience. A (b}(6} showed up and asked me to fill out a complaint. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's NaµwlJ..l.,lJJ..LU...-~ 
Phone Number (b 1(6) 

Email !rh>IR, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

From: donotrep I y@Co ntactUs .Isa. dhs. gov [ mai Ito :do notrep ly@Co ntactU s. Isa .d hs. gov) 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 7:38 AM 
To: TSAExlernalCompliance 
Subject Contact Us: Civil Rights Civil t.iberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

;:.=::;:====,----------------------------------
Remote Client 1ptb)(6) 
Date Time: 1 6 20,-1-4""'7"":3=7"":5~4-A_M,._.., 

Attachment: 

experienced the civil right civil liberties violation - Yes 

Email Address: HYPERLINKfo 1(6) 
Check here if you are represfo"'-1\-e-o-b~y-a~1-n~1ro-p-a-r1-5~1-a-r1-a~n-o=r,-1e-y-,-r1-tr-11-s-n-rn~u~e=r:--,v-u-------~ 
Have you been authorized to file this complaint form on behalf of another individual? No 
If you check this box, we will not disclose your identity to the other offices, in or out of DHS: No 
What happened? This will be my initial filing of a complaint. After having a false read in a body scanner at LAX I was separated for an invasive. violating body groping of my breasts. What is extremely euphemistically refeCTed to by TSA as a pat down, 
is a violalion of my most basic civil rights to my own body. II was unreasonable and unacceptable. I was surrounded by no less lhan 5 agents and coerced to subject myself 10 I his moleslation either there on lhe spol or in privale. I have most definitely 
been violated and I will be seeking retribution. This is an egregious bodily offense that is not in any way made appropriate through description on site or use of back of hand invasion. It is completely demeaning and degrading. 
When did this happen? Approx 8pm PST 
Where did this happen? LAX 
City: Los Angeles 



11612014 
11:36:53 

AM 

From: do notrep I y@Co ntactUs, tsa .dhs, gov [ ma i Ito :do notrep ly@C o nta ct Us .tsa. d hs .gov I 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 7:38 AM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject: Contact Us: Ci vi I Rights Ci vi I Li bert1es Comp I amt 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 

Remote Client IP._kb_·•-'-I(6_._I ___ _. 

Date Time: 1 6 2014 7:37:54 AM 
------------------------------------------------------------------
Attachment: 

In formation about I he person who experienced the civi I rig hi 
First and M. b)(ff', 
Last Name._b __ •• _,(6_.~I -~-~ 

Main Phone: "'b"-·'-',(-"6.,_) __ ....,.,...,....,,.,...----------, 
PO Box or Street Address b)(61 
City: Las Angeles "--'-'-----------' 

State: CA 
Zip: 90066 

civil liberlies violation - Yes 

Email Address: HYPERLINK maillo!(b )(6) 
Check here if you are represented by ..... a"'th"'i""rd.,.p_a_rt-,-o-r -an-at""ta_r_n_e_y"'"in-t""h"'"is-m-a"'tt-er-:""N..,.o _______ _. 

Have you been authorized to Ii I e this complaint form on b eh al f of another individual? No 
If you check this box, we will not disclose your identity to the other offices, in or out of DHS: No 
Whal happened? This will be my initial filing of a complaint. After having a false read in a body scanner at LAX I was separated for an invasive, violating body groping of my breasts. What is extremely euphemistically referred to by TSA as a pat down, 
is a violation of my most basic civil rights ta my awn body. It was unreasonable and unacceptable. I was surrounded by no less than 5 agents and coerced ta subject myself to this molestation either there on the spot or in private. I have mast definitely 
be en violated and I w1II be seeking retribution. This 1s an egregious bodily offense th at is not in any way made ap prop ri ate through d escri pti on on site or use of back of hand i nvas1on. It is comp I ete I y de m ea ni ng and degrading. 
When did this happen? Approx 8pm PST 
Where did this happen? LAX 
City: Los Angeles 

Caller was disconnected from the previous CSR. Caller is an Orthodox Jewish person and he was asked to remove his skull cap while he was being screened. Caller said he did not want to get into a discussion with me regarding this but he wanted to 
read far himself. TSA policies regarding the removal of head covering. Caller said the person screening him was very polite, but caller said someone told him he should not have to remove the skull cap. Caller said he was not interested in becoming 
pa rt of T SAs data base. 

11612014 I told lhe caller that he could be asked to remove the skull cap. I told the caller 10 go towww.1sa.gov and search religious and he will find the information he is asking for. 

12:49 :03 Travelers are permitted to wear head coverings (religious or otherwise) through the security checkpoints: however, all persons wearing head coverings are subjected ta the possibility of additional security screening, which may include a patdawn and 
an exp I os1ve s trace detection IE TD) test. 

PM 

Individuals may be referred for additional screening if the Transportalion Security Officer (TSO) cannot reasonably determine thal the head area is free of a detectable threal item. If lhe issue cannot be resolved lhrough ETD or a patdown search, the 
individual wi 11 be a/le red the opportunity to remove the head covering in a private screening area. 



Can you please tell me what is going on at the TSA? 

fb}(6} I 
Fromkbi(6i 
Sent: Sunday, January 5, 2014 8:41 PM 
To: undisclosed-recipients: 
Subject Soldiers Returning Home From Afghanistan. The TSA is a joke',,., 

If TSA is this good, just imagine how great government health care is going to be. 

It's amazing folks like this even have jobs ................ this just re-defines blatant stupidity. 

? 

11612014 Hel 000000000000000000 
4: 16'40 Is there ANYONE at TSA with a brain?????????? 

PM 
As the Chalk Leader for my flight home from Afghanistan, I witnessed the following: 

When we were on our way back from Afghanistan, we flew out of Baghram Air Field. We went through customs at BAF. full body scanners (no groping), had all of our bags searched, the whole nine yards. 
Our first stop was Shannon. Ireland to refuel. Alier that. we had to stop at Indianapolis. Indiana to drop off about 100 folks from the Indiana National Guard. That's where the stupid started. 

First, everyone was forced to get off lhe plane-even though the plane wasn't refueling again. All 330 people got off that plane, rather than let lhe 100 people from the ING get off. We were filed from the plane to a holding area. No vending machines, 
no means of escape. Only a male/female latrine. 

It's probably important to mention that we were ALL carrying weapons. Everyone was carrying an M4 Carbine (rifle) and some, like me. were also carrying an M9 pistol. Oh, and our gunners had M-240B machine guns. 01 course, the weapons weren't 
loaded. And we had been cleared of all ammo well before we even got to cus1oms at Baghram, then AGAIN at customs. 
The TSA personnel at the airport seriously considered making us unload all of the baggage from the SECURE cargo hold to have it reinspected. Keep in mind, this cargo had been unpacked, inspected piece by piece by U.S. Customs 
officials. re sea I ed and had bo m b-s n iffrng dogs give it a one-hour run through. A lier two hours of sitting in this holding area. the T SA d ec1d ed not to reinspect our Cargo-just to inspect us ag am: 
Soldiers on the way home from war, who had already been inspected, reinspected and kept in a SECURE holding area for 2 hours. Ok, whatever. 
So we lined up 10 go through security AGAIN. This is probably another good time to remind you all thal all of us were 
carrying actual assault rifles, and some of us were also carrying pistols. 

The callers husband wenl through security with a gate pass to make sure his minor child made it on the plane and was denied the righl to opt out of the AIT at HOU 4:00 p.m Today 01 06 2014. The caller is trying to get pregnant and was wanted to 
know if this was the new policy that passengers are required to go through AIT. The caller stated if so she is going to have to drive due to several previous pregnancy complications. The callers husband was told that this was a New Executive Order. 
The ca 11 er stated that she wi 11 talk to her husband before Ii Ii ng a CS M comp I a int. 

The caller was advised that passengers are allowed to opt oul of the AIT and WTMD just not a Paldown. The caller was advised thal she can contact us back at lhe TCC if she decides 10 file a complainl with the CSM or call the TCC select 
11612014 opt 5 and enter the airport code to get CSM contact information if she prefers to contact them herself. 
8:10:59 

PM Some passengers can not go through the Al T due to their medica I devices. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time . 117/2014 7:0024 AM 
Airport RSW - Southwest Florida I nte mati on al DatelTI me of T rave I : 0 1 107120 14 6: 30 AM Air I in e & FI 1g ht Number 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal D 

TSA Employee: (If Known) :,.!(b"-1 .. (6"-·•~' -,---' 
Comment. Despite being Precheck I was subjected to an unconstitutional patdown this morning after refusing ta go through the unconstitutional naked body scanner. The metal detector was right there, but your personnel refused to allow me ta use it. 

11712014 On top of this, even though 1s was given a yellow card that spec1f1cally said &quot PreCheck - Leave your shoes on,&quot they made me remove my shoes before I was frisked like a cnminal suspect. 
8:40:39 

AM I am copying my congressman, each of my senators and the White House, asking that they withhold funding for TSA until you start showing some respect for the Constitution and the traveling public, 

1/712014 
101520 

AM 

Stop this obscene behavior. J us! stop. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number : 
Email l(b 1(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Good morning. 

I am writing on b eh al f of my daughter who 1s a Cad et at the U mted States Coast Guard Academy in New London, CT. 

On Sunday, 11512013, my daughter was traveling to the U.S. Coast Guard Academy from Atlanta's Hartsfield-Jackson Airport She entered the military pre-check line, as she has successfully done on numerous occasions previously, and was told by a 
TSA employee that she could not utilize the TSA pre-check line for military members because she was a Cadet and not considered 'active" military. She was in uniform and had her Coast Guard issued ID with her. She entered the general security line 
where after about a 10 minu1e wait she was pulled from the line and instructed by a TSA employee to proceed back to the military pre-check line. She presenled her boarding pass and ID 10 a TSA employee in the military pre-check line and was once 
again directed ta the general security lines. On her second trip through the general security line she removed her uniform jacket, shoes, and cover as expected. Unfortunately, the shirt stays for her uniform activated the metal detector which required 
th at she receive a paid own from a TSA employee. 

Are Cadets from the U.S. Coast Guard Academy eligible to take advantage of the expedited screening offered to members of the military? If so then are there any requirements other than using her Coast Guard ID number for a Known Traveler Number 
(KT N ) when making fiig ht reservations? 

Thank you for your ti me and cons i dera ti on reg a rd i ng this matter. 

Law re n cevi I le. GA 



1/712014 
2:1601 

PM 

11712014 
4:12:52 

PM 

The caller flew from ITO to HNL. He stated that he used a temporary ID for the flight and they are not letting his return. he does not have a bill or anything or even his Birth Certificate. He does not have a valid photo ID. He stated that he was asked to 
complete a form. He stated that he provided his current address, last place lived, and the last four digits of his social security number. He stated that he has been going to college for the last eight years, and he has lived at different places, however his 
mail was still coming to his home. He stated that he did not have this issue in ITO. He asked whal he can do. He said thal he had a patdown at ITO. 

Passengers who do not have a valid photo ID may present other forms of ID to assist in the verification of their identity. Passengers may present documents such as social security cards. birth certificates, marriage licenses, or credit cards, as long as 
the information on the documents bears the name of the passenger. There is no standard list of what forms of alternative identification are acceptable. however, TS Os will ask for at least two forms of this identification. 

If a passenger is unable to present a valid photo ID or TSA questions the identification presented. the passenger may be asked to assist TSA in the identity verification process. Under this process, TSA may ask the passenger to complete a 
Cert1f1cation of Identity form, which requests the passenger's name and current address. and may ask add1t1onal questions of the passenger to confirm his or her identity. If TSA is able to confirm the passenger's identity, the passenger will be cleared to 
enter the screening checkpoint; however, the individual may be subject to additional screening, We recommend that travelers arrive at least 2 hours in advance of their flight time to allow ample time for security screening and boarding of aircraft. 

I advised the caller that they can contact the CSM at the airport by calling 8662899673, select option 5 when it is presented. provide the appropriate airport code for the airport, and the IVR will provide the contact information for the CSM at that 
location. 

Caller flew from ABO yesterday. She says they were profiled from the time they arrived. She checked her luggage outside and put the lock that matched her luggage and purse on her luggage. When she arnved in OAK, her lock had been cut. She was 
very upset about this. She says that she flew with the bag and the same items from OAK and the lock was not cut off. She wants to know specifically what in her bag triggered the alarm. She states that she could have been contacted. She states that if 
she had somelhing in I here she wasn t supposed 10, she would have been contacted and wanled to confirm this. She states that when she, her husband, and daughter went to security it took 1 O minutes to get I heir IDs checked. The officers checked her 
and her husbands IDs then confirmed their daughters identity with them. The officer then asked the child for her first and last name to verify it was correct. She says that the officer assumed they were lying. She states that both she and her husband 
went through Al T and then received a patdown. She states that her h us band had a hat on and had to remove this. He did n t have to remove this in OAK and she beg an complaining that others who we re wearing turbans did not have to rem ave these. 
She states that she is black and that there was a lot of racism going on at the airport that day. Caller does not have an email address. 

Airport:ABQ 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number: 120 
Confirmation I( b I ( 6i I 
Date: 1 6 14 
Check In Time: 9:28 a.m. 
Time Through SP)11ci_t,•· 9-45 a rn 
Baggage Number!( b 1(6, I 
Terminal Gate Checkpoint She does not know this information. 

Advised ca Iler: 
TSA is not liable for locks. The bag firsl goes through the in line baggage screening system. If the bag alarms, which any number of things, including books, magazines, and containers of liquid, can do, we have to open this. If I here is a lock, we have to 
remove it. Advised caller that if a prohibited item is found in the bag. the airline is contacted and they make the decision whether to remove this or not. If they tell us to remove this, they take control of the item, not us. Advised caller that if something 
serious I Ike a bomb or something were to be lo und, of course she would be contacted because I aw enforcement wo u Id be i nvo I ved at th at point. 

To make her complaint regarding lhe discrimination formal, she will need to send a written correspondence. Advised that I could email 10 her. Since she did not have an email address I provided her the informalion verbally. 

She should include: 
-Contact information - full name. telephone number 
-Detailed description, including: 

-Airport 
-Date and approximate time of experience 
-A description of the experience 
-The names or d escri pl ion of the TSA person ne I involved 
-Explanation as to how you believe this experience was discriminatory 



11712014 
4:32:50 

PM 

Thanks lo r your response to my con cem s. 

Now I am even more concerned I hat when asked if I wanled my son to accompany me in the room of the pat down I was told lhe room was too small and he could sit outside. 

By yo LI r res pons e to me then this screener was in violation of what I understand your policy to be. 

I have been flying for 40 + years and have never been treated I his way. II was my first visit to this airporl and hope I will never have to use it again. 

I am al I lo r s c reem ng b Lit when I am asked to touch an o bJect many others have hand I ed and then to Id I had something on my hand that did not pass the test that 1s a rea I prob I em lo r me. Why not be fair to yo LI r customers and give them a pass that 
have not be en touched or hand I ed many other passengers to prevent this type of thing from ha pp en i ng to innocent flyers, 

I was told something on my hand triggered this concern after I had handled this so called EXPEDITED screening pass. 

b)(61 



11812014 
1:57:04 

PM 

11812014 

Date of event: 115120 14 approx. 6: 4 0 pm Oakland, CA. Southwest flight to San Diego fi 1g ht #4 98 gate 28 7: 15 pm orig. departure ti me 

I arrived al the middle of 3 open security lines. As I've done maybe 30 other times, I put my carry-on luggage up on the counter lop and grabbed a plaslic bin. I put my purse and shoes in the bin; removed my belt and sweater and placed those in the 
bin. I folded the boarding pass in my hand and placed it in my pocket, I almost left one in a bin once before and didn't want to do that again. I held my suitcase and plastic bin. and moved them along the counter top and onto the rollers. I waited until 
both items were successfully engulfed in the scanning machine. stepped away from that line and went to wait in the line for the human scanner. When called into the machine. I stepped up inside, placed my feet on the designated spots, anrns above my 
head, and the scanner did its thing, 

I step out when prompted and walk to the end of the mat to wait while a dark-haired. young woman looks on at some area in the distance to see if I can be allowed to pass. She looks at me and says there was something wrong and that I would have to 
go back to the scanner. OK. The man that was facilitating the scan asked if I had anything in my pockets, I checked and found only my boarding pass. He asked that I hold it above my head for the scan. Scan #2 complete. I once again approach the 
woman at the end of the mat to await my late. She shakes her head. Nope, she says, "it looks like there was an issue in your groin area, you are going to have a groin patdown.'' 

Quizzical, alarmed. appalled ... written all over my face. I shook my head. '"Uhmm, no. A GROIN patdown?" I ask. She nods. I continue to shake my head. 

Another woman walks over, older than me, maybe 50. with dyed blond short hair. She is not friendly. She tells me I need to have a full body patdown to include sensitive areas and to follow her to the private room. I again looked in amazement, "Uhmm, 
no, you can't pat down my GROIN!" I exclaimed, hoping someone would hear the nonsense I was hearing. "What is the problem? I am wearing skin-light pants:· I explain I hat I am confused about what a patdown would reveal, thal my black jeggings 
would not. I turn my pockets inside out and repeat to her that there should not be an issue, and wonder aloud if the button on my jeggings is the problem. So I offer to change into a pair of leggings that are in my carry-on luggage, which has already 
passed the scanner ins pe ct1on. She informs me th at I have a I ready gone through the sea nne r twice and am not al lowed back in the scanner. She ag am ins i sis that I need to fol low her to a private room for a groin patdown. I again refuse to a 11 ow a groin 
patd own and ask to speak to someone else. 

So she walks me over to the Sheriff's station where two men are standing. She is a few steps ahead of me and I hear her telling the men that I tried to change my clothes after failing the human scanner twice. I interrupt to clarify that I offered to grab a 
pair of pants from my scanned luggage and change, in hopes that this would suffice, because I did not think a GROIN patdown was necessary. I made sure to emphasize the word groin, and now wish I would have used more appropriate terminology; 
groin is very sterile, inhuman ... we are talking about a very private region of a woman's body. The older of the men started to explain that it is TSA's policy to do a lull body pat down in a private room if you fail the scan twice and that I had another 
option, in which I could have the Sheriffs do the full body pat down, in public, and I would not be allowed to fiy. 

I responded, "No way. There is no way th at those a re my only two options." 

The younger, more stubborn, condescending and irrational man interjecled, "Have you ever heard of 9111 ?" to which I responded, "Oh man, whatever.'' Seriously?! 

He continued, "It is a privilege to fly. You only have two options here. You either go in the room and have a TSA patdown or we do it here. You will then be on a list and never be able to fly again, and we may fine you $5,000." 

I said, "I am NOT getting a groin patdown. I wanl to leave:· He insisted that was not an option. He said that I already started lhe process and had to end it. I didn't have an option of leaving. I pleaded lhat lhere was never any notice or warning of such 
an outcome. He explained that the signs were posted everywhere. 

Caller said he has a queslion about the conducl of a TSO at Hilo on Monday around 5:4g am. Caller said he is 64 and has a bad heart, and caller said he was offended by an incident I hat happened .. 
Caller said one TSO looked like he was showing off. he was younger. The TSO went up to a young lady that had piercing and he demanded ID and wanted to see her ticket. Caller said the TSO then approached him and asked him to see his ID and 
his ticket. Caller showed this i nfonrnati on to him and the TSO said thank you and walked away. Caller feels Ii ke the TSO acted cocky about the who I e incident. Ca 11 er stated he is i 11 and was not fee Ii ng gocd that day and is not expected to I ive mo re 
than 5 years .. 
Caller said his lickel was paid for by the VA. Caller does nol have an email because he had a head injury and is not able to learn to use a computer. Caller wanted 10 file a complainl against the actions of the TSO checking his ID on January 6th. 

These add1t1onal screening activities include but are not limited to screening passengers, checking passengers' identifications and boarding passes. and searching carry-on baggage either visually or with Explosives Trace Detection (ETD) units. These 
checks may be unannounced and may occur at any boarding gate at any time. 

As always, passengers receiving a patdown inspection may request a private screening at any time during the process and have a companion, assistant. or family member (after he or she has been screened) accompany them to the private screening. 
Passengers may choose to remain in the public area rather than go to a private area for screening; however, if a passenger refuses either option, he or she will not be permitted to board the aircraft. 

2: 12:20 We undersland and regret the inconvenience thal was experienced as a result of screening procedures. Neverlheless, we believe these securily measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring lhe security and confidence of all air 1ravelers. 
PM 

Airport Hilo 
Airline Hawaiian 
Flight numbers Caller does not remember 
Date and time of incident 1 06 2014 
Baggage tag number NA 
Description of bag. color, style, size, brand NA 
NOi with Writing NA 
Terminal or Gate NA 
Contact information ~l(-b-)(-6-,--~ 



The caller flew from JFK to ATL To MO yesterday and when she went through the AIT she was subJect to additional screening without being asked or told what was going on. The caller stated that the TSO agents were rude to her and her husband and 
then her luggage was delayed. 

The caller was advised TSA has no way of matching matching checked luggage to someone at the checkpoint. 

PI ease note th at TS A assumes a very Ii m ited role with respect to checked baggage hand Ii ng, We a re only responsi b I e for checked baggage from the time it is presented for screening unti I the time it has been cleared of screening , Once checked 
baggage has been screened and cleared, airlines are responsible for transporting it 10 its final desIinaIion. As a result, the amount of time checked baggage is under TSA control is relalively shorI. 

Many airports have automated in-Ii ne baggage screening systems which can screen and cl ear a bag rem ate I y, resulting in no physi ca I ins pe ct,on at a 11. However, 1/ a TSO needs to open and search a checked bag. the TSO wi 11 place a Notice of 
Inspection (NOi) inside the bag to alert the passenger that his or her bag was searched by TSA. Additionally. the NOi contains instructions on what to do if the passenger has a complaint. 

11812014 The caller was informed that patdowns are used to resolved anomalies that show when going through the AIT. 
2:30:34 

PM 
Airport- JFK 
Airline- Delta 
Flight Number- 474 
Date and Time bag was checked- 01 07 2014 7:00 a.m. 
Terminal- C 60 
Gate- B,-,=2'-"2..,..,... ____ _, 
Email-!(b)(61 _ _ 
Phone Numbe401(61 
TSO Black fema"'1e--'-'ti-ny"'-sk'"'i-n-ny--=TsO Hispanic tall male 

I informed the caller that we would send a copy of this complaint to the CSM of JFK. 
Caller is a contributor to Ohio State. She went from Port Columbus to Fort Lauderdale last week. Coming back she and her two grandsons went through Fort Lauderdale. She is very unhappy with TSA. 
One of her grandsons lakes medication. He look it around 6. The TSO put a gel on her two grandsons hands. The TSO said thal this is lhe third one this morning. This is her 20 year old grandson. They took him from stalion to station and he was palled 
down including his genitals. The man who patted him down was about 6 feet and wore glasses. She said that he felt like he was raped. She said that they never should have been touched and they should have been warned in advance that taking 
medication cou Id cause this. She wants to know 1/ it was the medication that caused this to happen. 

Ai rpo rI: Fort Laude rda I e 
Airline:Airtran 
Flight Number:7417 
Date and Time:January 4th at 8:30 am 
Terminal or Gate:86 
Name of Person involvedt~b_)(_6_) __ ~ 

I apologized to the caller that she was unhappy wilh her experience and told her I hat all passengers have to be screened. Even babies to the elderly must be individually screened. II could be by the AIT or lhe Walk Through Mel al Detector a patdown 

11812014 or ETD. Sometimes passengers are selected at random for additional screening and there are many reasons that can result in additional screening such as alarms of the WTMD or Anomalies of the AIT. TSO s are trained in the proper manner to 

3 :og: 0 5 screen passengers. 

PM 
I told her lhat lhere are many items that can cause lhe ETD 10 IesI positive. Since I am not at lhe airport I cannot provide information about her grandsons screening specifically. 
I to Id her I could fa rwa rd this to a CSM for review. 
She was not happy with the answers I gave her and asked far a supervisor. 

~oles: 
~d that she is trying to find out exactly how what happened to her grandsons happened. One of them was detained. She is her grandsons legal guardian. and she said that his description was that he was raped and violated. She wants to know 
how it could have been avoided. She thinks that they don t do anything wrong. they don t have any guns. he doe st t use I ot,on. She wants to know what the gel was that they put on his hands. Her g ra ndso n did n t want his gen ital s touched. It ternf,ed 
her. She said that because the agents there told her that it was possibly his medication. that means that she should call his phanmacist and find out if there are any explosives in his medication. 

ETD swabbing is completely harmless to passengers. The swabs are made of fabric or paper and do not contain any chemicals. 

You a I so expressed concerns reg a rd i ng the ETD swabs you received. Please note that any a I a nm generated by the ETD screening process requires the passenger to undergo add i ti o na I sere en i ng, Th ere a re seve ra I i terns that contain the same 
chemicals that are associaled with explosives, and colleclion of these lypes of particles will resull in an ETD alarm. 

I to Id her that s i nee we a re n t at the airport. she can contact the CSM di re ctly and p rov1d ed her with the number. 



11812014 
3:29:12 

PM 

11812014 
3A3:50 

PM 

Caller states that he ca 11 ed I a st year regarding an experience he had. He states th at he flies internationally. He has on I y flown do m esti ca 11 y once to FL. but other Iha n that never flies dome st1ca 11 y. He states that he us ua 11 y flies back into EW R or JFK. 
but does not take connecting flights afler that. He states that twice at JFK and once in EWR he was detained, questioned, and searched upon returning into the US. He states that he called immigration and CBP and was told this was TSA. However, 
the individuals searching him were wearing guns. He stales that having lhree individuals with guns in a room with him made him feel threatened and harrassed. He states thal he generally doesn I have trouble going lhrough TSA departing. He stated 
that he was denied boarding once in EWR because he had baggage and was running late, but a woman who didn t have baggage was permitted to board. He states that he booked a flight for the next day and the lady that denied him boarding the 
previous day was th ere. He Ii rst stated that she was a security person. He stated that he had to have a p atdown be cause of baggy c lathing. Al so. his name on his boarding pass was incorrect. He states th at this instance happened when flying with 
Continental Airlines, so he no longer flies with them. He wanted to know who controlled the lines leading up to the airline counter. His most recent flight from JFK to St. Thomas to St. Martin to Dominican Republic and back he had a NOi on both trips, 
He says that his perfume botlle was empty. This most recent flight he had no problems coming through CBP back into the US. 

Advised ca Iler: 
TSA is not law enforcement. We don t carry guns. Also, if he was nol taking a connecting flighl from EWR or JFK when he returned to the US, he did not even go through TSA. He will need to handle his CBP complaints with CBP. He can reach lhem al 
877-227-5511. 

He first encounters the airline counter. This is where he would check his bags, so this must have been who told him that the could not board. Also. lines are controlled by airlines, not TSA 

Offered to send claim forms via email, but caller declined. 
Caller has a complaint. Caller stated he is a disabled Vet and has PTSD, the DOD who we get our marching orders from keep track of him, he thinks. TSA picks people at random and they check you for gun shot residue, ii he were really just picked at 
random he would not have a problem. He is chosen every single time for extra screening at the checkpoinl. They will never lei him go lhrough the regular WTMD. He has to go lhrough the AIT every single time he goes through screening. Caller stated 
the officer told him that the Southwest Airlines boarding pass said he was picked at random to go through additional screening the last time flew. He has metal shrapnel inside of his body. 

Advised caller it seem to me like he was just going through the normal screening each time he flies. The caller seemed to think that the AIT was the additional screening. Told him if he were getting additional screening that would mean he would be 
screened by the AIT and then selecled to get a thorough patdown and further addilional screening every single time he flies. Since he does have metal shrapnel in his body it is a good lhing he has been going through the AIT because lhe WTM D does 
penetrate the body and would be able to detect the metal in his body which means it would probably alarm and he would have to go through the thorough patdown procedure. Told caller that passengers with metal in their bodies should go through the 
AIT because it does not penetrate the body. it looks for anomalies on the outside of the body and can detect other materials rather than Just metal. Explained to caller that the way I am understanding him 1s that he was only randomly selected for 
additional screening once and the other times he has flown he only received the AIT screening and the explosive trace detection which is the typical screening process. Explained to caller that if he feels that he is on a watch list, being denied boarding 
or receiving additional screening every time he flies he can apply for Redress. However, they are not pinpointing him as a person, the officers are required to do whal the syslem tells them 10. If lhey scan his boarding pass and it randomly selects him 
for additional screening they are required to follow through with additional screening. 
Disability Description: Caller has bilateral metal hip implants and cannot walk without shoes. 

Response Details: You must handle wheelchair assistance complaints with Delta. The wheelchair assistance is provided by the airline, so since they didn t do this, she needs to contact Delta. 

If you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition, Federal regulations 
require thal your complaint be put in writing to make it formal. Advised I would send instruclions on how 10 do so. 

The disability branch is the same location that handles racial discrimination. so she can include this as well. 

11812014 Also, I will send this on her behalf. 

6:21:59 
PM 

I will for\'llard her rude screener complaint to this particular airport as well. 

lncidenl Details: Caller stales that she had wheelchair assistance on her ticket, but this was not provided to her uni ii after the lhird lime she was patted down. She asked TSA for lhe wheelchair because lhe airline hadn t provided it. TSA did provide 
her with the wheelchair. When she got to the checkpoint, she says that she informed the officers she couldn t remove her shoes. She states that no alarms were triggered, but she had to receive a patdown. The officers made her remove her tennis 
shoes and submit them for x-ray screening. She states that she had perlume and cologne gifts in her carry on and was told they were not allowed. She states she was told these would have to be thrown away. She told them no and asked to check this. 
The officers told her no. She states that she exited the checkpoint and went back to the ticketing agent, who wouldn tallow her to check the bag. This is when she went back to the checkpoint was re screened had to remove her shoes and receive 
anolher patdown. After asking 10 ship these, she was told no lhat lhere was no one al the shipping center. She slates lhat she was palled down a third time and this time did not have 10 remove her shoes. ETD was conducted on the shoes instead. She 
states that she did not have these problems in FL and ATL and that she was the only black person there. She insists that she was victimized because of this. She states that the officers at the checkpoint were very rude to her through the entire process. 
Caller was in security from 11 :25 a.m. to 12:40 a.m. The flight departed at 12:30 p.m. and she missed it. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time. 118/2014 7:14A4 PM 
Airport DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International Date/Time of Travel 1011012013 5:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: American Air 2264 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Not sure. maybe Terminal B but uncertain, TSA Employee: (If Known) :fb )(6) 
Comment · Around 5:25PM or so, I opted out of the scanner. 

~eiformed a pat down. I asked told him as long as he didn"t do anything illegal. 

During the &quot; pat d own&q uot; his hands touched penis and testicles through my pants, 

I consider that unwanted, coercive touching of my genitals under threat of not being able to travel. Also intrusive was touching my buttocks and putting his hands inside my waistband. 
1/812014 
8:05:57 QUESTIONS 

PM 1) Is ii standard procedure in a pat down to touch genitals through clothing? 

1/912014 
4:20 58 

PM 

2) Is it standard procedure to touch buttocks and put hands i ns1d e our waistbands? 

I would like the TSA 10 fully explain to me why it is 1ouching people in a way we leach our children to not be touched. 

Is this a standard TSA policy? 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Name : (b-·1(6'1 

Phone Number· b)(ffl 
Email (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller s lam, ly traveled tad ay her bag was searched. This happens every t, me she travels. Sometimes she has food in the bag. Her husband has advanced cancer and wants to know if T SOs change their gloves to avoid cross co ntamin ati on. 
She fiew from Palm Beach. 

I told her that Transportation Administration Security (TSA) security screeners are instructed to wear gloves when conducting physical inspections of property and patdown inspections of individuals. Screener,; must only wear TSA-issued gloves when 
performing screening funclions and will use a new pair of gloves whenever a passenger requests thal they do so. Screeners must also inspect their gloves regularly for stains, tears, and other signs of damage and replace I heir gloves as necessary. 
I told her that the procedure for checked baggage and wearing gloves may vary from airport to airport. 
CSMs can be contacted by calling (866) 289-9673 and choosing option 5 from the self-service menu. 

The Palm Beach airport code is PBI. 



To whom 11 may concern: 

I am writing to better understJnd TSA policy on your restriction 10 bring bottled water onto COPA Airlines flight 235 from Panama Cily to Chicago (ORD) on January 8, 2014. 

I purchased bottled water at a Tocumen International Airport vendor following routine airport screening. 

Gate preparations for Flight 235 to ORD, however, required a second round of baggage screening, in addition 10 body "pat-down", lhat resulted in lhe confiscation of my just-purchased bottled water, bolh of which remained sealed. 

No passenger was allowed on the plane with any bottled water container, all of which was purchased at the airport. 

The flight attendanl informed me that the bottled water confiscation was a TSA rule, not a Panamanian rule. 

Please help me understand how bottled water purchased at the airport, after airport screening, can pose any problem to TSA and flight security. 

11912014 This is an extremely frustrating imposition on passenger health. Airline flight is a dehydrating experience, al least for me. I need two bottles of water 10 feel adequately hydraled, especially on a long flighl like Panama to Chicago. 

427:09 
PM 

Flight atlendants do penodically circulate through the cabin with l1qu1d refreshment, but only during non-turbulent penods, and never dunng take-off or landings. Their appearance throughout the cabin. however, is unpredictable and infrequent, and the 
quantity of liquid served. you must admit, is typically 3-5 ounces, at most. 

Compau ndi ng our experience is that, on a rri va I I ate Wednesday night, we found no vendors open in the i nte rna ti on al terminal to purchase bottled water. 

Have a heart T SA! Please come up with a better solution lo r bottled water. 

Thank you. 

Best regards, 



1/912014 
4:2716 

PM 

1/912014 
8:05:02 

PM 

To TSA management. 

I was diverted to lhe TSA-Prev line last night (1-8-14) on my flighl Southwest 910 10 San Diego from Oklahoma City. 
I have nat applied for this program and it was news to me. 
The agents to Id me and my h us band we we re low risk and that is why we got this special treatment. 

(Something similar had happened in San Diego. Both limes it was not obvious why we were chosen except that maybe because we have gray hair. Nobody could have ac1ually checked on us in the lime it took to diverl us.) 

We we re di reeled down a hal I way and into a side room where there were about 7 agents. 
As we passed through detectors. I was randomly chosen for further check of skin on hands. 
Hand check caused alarm 10 set off. 
I was subjected ta a full body-pat down including breasts and buttocks in front of all 7 agents and my husband, with no privacy screen or protective alcove. 
All my carry-ons were taken apart multiple times. 
One agent asked me "What did you do?" 
I said "nothing e,cepl put on some hand lolion and essential oil perfumes." 
Another agent was making pha ne ca 11 s. 
Finally they said "OK you can go." 

This was not lhe kind of friendlier experience your marketing promises. 
It was worse than any at her ex pe ri e nee I have had with TSA. 

Please reply with explanations. 

Thank yau. 

kbl(61 

rb,(6) i 
San Diego, CA 92104 

fh1/R1 I 
HYPERLINK l~(b_,_(6_) ___________________ ~ 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time : 11912014 6:57:29 PM 
Airport . DEN - Denver I nternationa I 
Dale/Time of Travel: 12128/2013 10:00 AM Airline & Flighl Number UAL 3445 Checkpoint/Area of Airport Main level TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment. WHy must a precheck eligible passenger go through the metal detector and then undergo a pat dawn? I have artificial knees and find the full body scanner much less invasive, less time consuming, and much mare convenient. Would it be 
poss, bl e lo r me to I eave my bags on the belt by the metal detector and take mys elf and my shoes to the sea n ne r? 
Would you like a re-3-naose? - I • 1e 
Passenger's Name tb)(6) I 
Phone Number · 

Email !(b1(61 1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller travels between Clevland and N ashvi 11 e vi a Southwest and seems to get a paid own every ti me she !rave Is and she wants to know why. Caller claims she has had a patdown because of her hair being puffy as we 11 as a scar on her arm and a 
bulky button up shirt Caller claims the time she received a patdown for her scar the screener was really rude and that was in CLE, Caller also stated she had her checked luggage searched and they mishandled it but she did not want to send it to the 
CSM. Caller did have a NOi in her bag. 

Advised Caller: 

All passengers must be screened so if you cause a alarm you will have to receive a patdown it is nothing personal. 

~ 9;~0
4\

4 Our officers are trained to property inspect luggage without misplacing anything out of it and I apologize that was not the case in your expenence. 

PM 

1/1012014 
2:17:46 

PM 

As we 11 al I baggage m usl be sere ened so if your baggage causes a a I a rm it must be searched. 

Offered to send complaint about the baggage to the CS M but she denied. 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE"' s own official air travel discrimination complaint form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? No 
Are you represented by a third pa~ or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N at,ona Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 



111012014 
6:06:17 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name._(b""· .. I(""6"'·., ---,-,------_._---, 
Email Address,....,!-------.------' 
Phone Numbe""(""b--',(-'-6'-1 ___ _, 
Address: Sudan 
Zipcode: 0794 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? Yes 
Ethnicity? Yes 
Religion? Yes 
Nationality? Yes 
Gender? Yes 
Disability? Yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

111112014 I am emailing in regards 10 a tsa supervisor not respecting my wishes and rights to a more thorough patdown. I would like 10 lalk 10 an agent about lhe indecent; happened around 545pm at lhe Orlando airport. Gales 70-100 and I was turned away by a 

9:50:21 supervisor. 

AM 



The caller stated that her husband Just took an international flight from IAD and that the passenge¥bJ(ff:, lwho was in a wheelchair, had his bags inproperty screened. The caller stated that the passenger was separated from his carry-on 
luggage during screening at the checkpoint. The caller stated that 3 ties were missing from the bag when the passenger got it back and creamcheese had been removed from the bag, The caller was upset about this and wanted to file a complaint. 

The caller stated that they feel the passenger and them self were subjected to discrimination based on religion. She made statements regarding how they felt discriminated against because of their names and religious attire. 

Date and Time of travel:0 1 11 14 3:00PM 
Ai rpo r1: Dul I es 
Airline:United Flight #936 
Description of bag: Small wheeled carry-on bag with clear zipper pocket. The bag is olive in color. 
Description of missing Item: 3 Ties were missing 
Description of passenger: 5 3 partial bald with gray hair and a beard. Blue sweater under a jackel. In a wheelchair. 

1/1212014 Advised caller: TSA is required by law to screen all property that 1s brought onboard commercial passenger aircraft, including carry-on luggage. To ensure the security of the traveling public, 11 is sometimes necessary for Transportation Security 
9: 15: 5 5 Officers (TS Os) to conduct hand inspections of carry-on bags. T SOs receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and a re required to exercise great ca re during the screening process so that when bags are opened a 

AM passenger's belongings a re returned 10 I he same condition they were found . 

111212014 
9:2616 

AM 

111212014 
3:4310 

PM 

Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TS Os) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items. including disability-related devices and aids, are kept within a passenger's line-of-sight when a passenger is 
required to undergo additional screening, When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property during a patdown or private screening, TS Os have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's items and to ensure that the 
passenger is reunited with his or her property once ii clears x-ray screening. 

TSA regrets that you found items missing and or damaged from your carry-on luggage. You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Custa mer Ser,ice Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 

Advised the caller that she passenger would need to make the official complaint of discrimination in writing and that she would receive a form to complete via email. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Date Time: 11121 

Namet!E 
Emailbi(6) I 
Corr,µ:p1op11a1e :::sc• ee111 • 1gi1 at Down Screening: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Denver 10 seattle. Southwest Airlines 
Comments:My wife was touched without her consent or a stated reason to be pat down. There was no option for a private room. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 
-----------------------~---_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-~--------------------------------------
Remote Client IP·l._1h=··,1._R .. ·, ___ __. 

Date Time 111212014 2 5 7:04 PM 

Namrrl I 
Emai b)(6) l 
Coma"~ s. I nco r1 s, ste rli Scree r\1119 (Di flerent Practices between Airports r 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):D13416 Austin to Detroit 
Comments :A concern aver preche c ks. 

I have prechecks stalus and, at the Austin airport mentioned that I have a knee replacemenl and needed 10 use the scanner rather than metal de1ec1or. I was told to keep my shoes on, go through the medal detector, and there would be no problem. 
When I did so, I was criticized for going through the medal detector. given the most invasive pat down I have ever had (I have had probably more than 100) told to then take my shoes off. and before I could put my stuff together, to move to benches 
with my two p I asti c co ntarn ers, a backpack and carry on I ugg age. I fi y a bit and this was by far the most contrary. both in behavior and i nstru ct,ons. group I have ever faced. 

This is the only time I have ever complained, and don't e,pecl to do so again ... but an offensive pal down, and inability to put on shoes and bell before moving, is troubling. 



Chicago Midway Airport is the only one that does not have body scanners for al I security checkpoints, or one to share. The TSA pre-check Ii ne does not have one at a 11. I was directed to the TSA pre-check Ii ne. but when I wound my way to the 
checkpoint I saw there was no body scanner. I motioned to the officer at the metal detector that I have a pacemaker/defibrillator. The attitude that I received from the officer (throwing her hands in the air & asking why I was in that line then) was 
embarrassing, 10 say the least. I then had 10 hold up the line & go through the usual process, I hen wail 15 min 10 have a female assist for pat-down. 

There are many frequent flyers that have pacemakers or other devices that prevent them from going through the metal detectors. I find it hard to believe that as busy as Midway is, that body scanners are not a priority for them. 

111212014 Last year I stopped at the supervisor's desk and asked if there would be more body scanners in the future & was told "If you need a body scanner, go through the regular line." 
5:09 25 

PM Every Monday & Friday I fiy in/out of Midway. The number of TSA agents that I observe talking about their plans for the weekend is astounding. None of the other airports have the attitudes or the wasting of time that Midway has. 

Perhaps if the number of agents was decreased lhe airporl to purchase more body scanner. 

Please respond to._kb_."'1(_6'-I ______ ...., 

Thank you. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time · 111212014 7:2022 PM Airport : SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International Date/Time of Travel . 01 /1212014 4:00 PM Airline & Flight Number . Alaska - flight 338 Checkpoint/Area of Airport . Various TSA Employee: (If Known) · Various 
Comment : My daughter, who is bi raci a I, fi ,es from SF to Seattle frequently to vis it me in Issaquah, WA She is a 4 3-yea r--old professi ona I who always dresses and acts profession ally. She has N EVER carried any prohibited items. has absolute I y no 
criminal background, and has never created any issues whatsoever. And yet EVERY time she goes through security, TSA pulls her into secondary for a pat-down and a luggage search. Today, after I dropped her off she texted me and said they 

1113/2014 AGAIN pulled her inlo secondary, and did a pat-down and bag search. There is no reason to do so except that she is biracial. Some lime ago, the TSA agent actually got the wand caught in my daughler's hair. This is extremely distressing and 
8:21 :41 embarrassing for my daughter, so much so that she has become very nervous to fly because of the harassment. TSA's behavior is absolutely unacceptable. Both she and I want a satisfactory explanation and apology. 

AM Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 

111312014 
10:19:21 

AM 

Phone Number : 
Emailfh·11rr·, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Disability Description: Caller had a knee replacement last January. 

Information Requesl: He lries to use the ,-ray but when there is nol one he uses lhe me1a1 detector and wants to know how to avoid a patdown. He was in the armed forces and wants 10 know if he would have 10 have a paldown because of I his and 
because he has a medical condition. He asked if a doctor note would help. 

He thinks it is ridiculous that he has to have a patdown because he has a medical condition and he is going to write to the director about this. 

He said that some airports do not have AIT s. Is he resigned to have patdowns the rest of his life. 

Response Details: I told him that many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AITonly if they can stand still 
with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if ii is available or can requesl to be screened using a patdown. 
If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A paid own procedure al so 1s used to resolve any al arms of a metal detector or ano ma Ii es id ent1f1ed by Al T. If a pa tdown is required in order to complete s c reenmg : 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Some1imes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. Allow ample time. 
Yes you will have a patdown every time if there are alarms of the metal detector or anomalies of the AIT and it does not matter who you are. All alarms have to be cleared. 
You may bring medical documentation to inform a TSO about the metal implants but it does not exempt you from screening. 
If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 
Caller did nol wanl email. 



You can be sure I have sent this to my congressman, "'kb'-)"'"(-'-6~1 __ __,•nd to my senator~~(b_-~1(_6_) __ ~I an1(b 1(6) 

I am a 64 year old while male. I have had bilateral knee replacements, and walk with difficulty 

because of that. I have obvious, big scars on both knees, as evidence of those surgenes. 

On 12 January 2014, I was flying from Burbank, CA to San Francisco, CA on UA 6410, leaving at 6:23 PM. 

I went through security at approx, mate ly 5 PM. 

As you can see in the atlached pictures, I was wearing a very thin shirt, and no jackel. 

When I went through the metal detector, because the metal in my knees, I set off the alarm. 

l besides to you. 

111312014 as usual. I specifically dress with pants and shirt which are thin and have absolulely no metal. 

2:12:25 
PM 

1113/2014 
3:20:10 

PM 

I had completely emptied everything into a bin, as always. I was ca rryrng nothing. 

Because of the alarm, I was told I needed to have a "pat down." I have had these before, and 

I know how they are supposed to be done. 

This lime, the pat down, done by lhe person you can see at his desk in the atlached pictures, 

was obnoxious, intrusive. excessive and hum i Ii ati ng. 

The TSA agent did not pal me down. Rather, he pawed me all over, from top 10 botlom, fronl to 

back. and side to s1d e. You can see my thin shirt collar in the pictures. Any moron can see that it would 

be impossible to hide anything there. The TSA agent ran his gloved hands all through my collar, pinching 

Callers child is 11 and diabetic and caller wants 10 know how to get through screening.they had a recent issue at OesMoines and she wants to know if there is a better way to carry on her juice boxes. 
Caller stated she tried to call CARES but the number didnt work in BC,verified number:TSA Cares toll free at 1-855-787-2227.Diabetes-related supplies, medication, equipment (insulin inhalers, glucagon emergency kits, lancets. blood glucose meters 
and strips, alcohol swabs, meter-testing solutions. unne ketone test strips. insulin pumps, and pump supplies) and used synnges (when transported in a Sharps disposal container or other similar hard-surface container) are allowed through the security 
checkpoint once they have been properly screened by x-ray or a hand inspection. Passengers should declare these items and separate them from other belongings for screening. Liquids, gels. and aerosols are screened by x-ray, and medically 
necessary ii ems in excess of 3.4 ounces will receive additional screening which could include screening with bollled liquid screening technologies. Depending on the 1echnology available al the checkpoint, a passenger could be asked to open the liquid 
or gel far screening. TSA will not touch the liquid or gel during this process. If the passenger does not want a liquid, gel. or aerosol x-rayed or opened, he or she should inform the TSO before screening begins. Additional screening of the passenger and 
his or her property may be required. which may include a paid own. 
Children with disabilities can be screened without being separated from their parents or guardians. 

Caller says th at he fi ew from Rhinelander with two 3. 2 5 ounce bottles of mustard. He states that the ma I e officer at the checkpoint said he was unsure 1/ this was a Ii quid or gel. The caller opened the containers. dipped his Ii ng er in the mustard, and ate 
it to prove it was not harmful. Caller states that this was taken from him. He states that he has to receive patdowns because of his defibrillator. He states that every time he flies through IMT there is a woman and a man with a gray moustache that work 
the checkpoint. He states thal an officer hovered over his bag, so I hat he couldn't visualize everylhing. He states that his prescription of viagra was stolen from his bag. He stales that on another occasion his hydrocodone was slolen from his bag. He 
says that on another day he had a tool wrap for a 1964 VW Beetle in his bag. It contained the lug wrench and wrenches. He says that the officer took his bag to where he could not see it and apparently removed this. The caller states that he would 
have checked this or re sched u I ed the flight to have ti me to ship 11. but was not given these options. The tool wrap was not even mentioned to him. When he arrived in FL the too I wrap was gone. He is currently located in Tamp a. FL. He says that he 
also had to give up a 1 ounce shaving cream. He says that the tool wrap was taken sometime in October. There is only one checkpoint and he flies with Delta. He states there are only two flights from IMT per day. one in the morning and one in the 
afternoon. He always lakes lhe afternoon flight. 

1113120 14 Advised caller: 
3 :3 7: 4 0 The tools a re not permitted in carry on over 7 inches, but they s ho u Id have given hi rn the opt ion to check this at I east. Advised ca 11 er that I don t have enough information to send this for hi rn , but he can contact the CS Ms at these pa rti cul a r airports, 

PM 
Provided cal I er with: 
Name: El 1sa Boothroyd 
Phone: 231-92~(b)(61! 

Na me: Denise La rsche id 
Phone 920-59 3f:iill:fil] 



111312014 
3:56:32 

PM 

Caller wo u Id Ii ke to know about p recheck. He wou Id I, ke to know whether or not he has qua Ii fi ed for that. He has never received p recheck. but his wile has it. His wife has flown 4 ti mes and she was se I ected and he was not. He asked if there were any 
way to request to get random selection. They flew from Raleigh Durham, she did not have a precheck logo but once they scanned her pass she got it. He would like to get it too, he does have a FF number with Delta but not as many miles as his wife. 
Somebody lold him that he was already opted in but he is not gelling precheck, he does not remember receiving an invitation. He stated his wife did nol receive an invilation, she is a FF lhrough Delta bul got it through Southwest. He asked why he had 
to pay a fee through TSA and GE if she does not have to in order to be a FF. He does not understand why he would have to pay a fee because they think he is a terrorist, he says thats what TSA treats him like. He is seriously not happy with this, the 
screening is total disorienting to him. Portland Airport is terrible at security, 11 makes you feel like you re being stripped naked in front of everyone. He thinks the next time he goes to Portland he will get in the car and drive, he is wanting TSA precheck 
or expedited screening which should happen for elderly people anyways so he will try to apply through TSA. 

Advised caller that TSA precheck is random and never guaranteed. If he has not been invited in by an airline or opted in through an airline, he would have to apply through TSA or Global Entry. He can visit www.tsa.gov or www.globalentry.gov. TSA 
preche ck is for expedited screening. the re is a I so random se I ecti on lo r passengers that meet the requirements through secure flight once they reservation is made even if they a re not in a p rog ram they can be randomly se I ected to try pre ch eek every 
now and I hen. Once a passenger is a member of precheck through one of lhe programs I hey are eligible for precheck each time I hey fly, it is never guaranteed because for security reasons since g 11 TSA keeps screening random al all times. Once he 
visits www.tsa.gov he needs to click on pre-enroll now and submit his application, afler that he can set up an appointment at the enrollment center closest to him to do the fingerprinting and interviewing. Once he becomes a member through TSA he will 
receive a Known traveler number which has to be entered on each rese rvat,on for a flight. 

Told caller thal since his wife meels the requirements to be eligible for precheck lhrough Delta, when she flew Southwest she could have been randomly selected to go lhrough precheck. Advised caller if he thinks Delta told him he was opted in for 
precheck he can contact them to see if he is in fact eligible for precheck through Delta. If he is, he would only be eligible for precheck through that airline unless he is randomly selected when flying with another airline. Told caller that there is no way to 
request for random selection, because its random. Therefore passengers do not know before hand if they will be selected for it or not. Explained that the logo on the boarding pass is pnnted by the airline. what really matters is embedded in the barcode 
so once the officers scan it they wi 11 know if a passenger is el ig i b I e lo r preche ck or not, The airlines FF which fly a I ot, a re invited in by the airline without charge, That is the airlines policy, these passengers a I ready provide money because they fly so 
often, lhe airline created a policy nol to charge them more money for the program. 

Exp I a i ned to caller that si nee a passenger travels often and Is a FF through an a i rt i ne, the airlines policy is th at they do not charge these passengers that a re invited in for pre ch eek. If a passenger Is not. through GE they a re charged a fee of 1 00. 00 
dollars for 5 years eligibility of precheck and through TSA it is an 85 dollar charge for 5 years, that is for covering operational cost for the fingerprinting and background checking that is required. Told caller that he is not treated like a ten-orist for this 
program.passengers are all lreated the same. TSA can not assume that jusl because a passenger is a US citizen that they have a clear background, lhats why it is required 10 be checked in order 10 make them eligible for expedited screening. TSA 
keeps things random because if we allowed passengers through expedited screening always without any random screening, that could cause terrorist to catch on to the process and learn how to scam it and get things through. Its for the security of 
passengers. 

Told caller lhe following: 
Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an ala nm, as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be infonrned of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

TSA anticipates these changes wi 11 furl her red uce-I ho ugh nol comp I ete I y e Ii mi nate-the need for a physi ca I patdown on trave I ers 7 5 and o Ider I hat wou Id otherwise have been conducted to reso Ive ala rm s. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Profess1onalism/Customer Service Current DatelTlme : 111312014 3:24:48 PM Airport : ORD - Chic,go-0-Hrre International Date/Time of Travel 01/1112014 8:30 PM Airline & Flight Number 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : Terminal 5 T SA Security TS A E mp I oye e: (If Known) , Offi ce~Co m me nt , Office ( b ::, ( 6) was extreme I y u np role ssiona I as my family and I went through the Chic ago O'Hare TS A S ecu ri ty checkpoint. 

We went through the metal detector, because we were traveling with an infant. The detector beeped when I went through, so I was told I would need a pat down. I want through the detector and waited for Office~1h··,1rrijto conduct the pat down. Before 
doing so, she ye 11 ed at the gentleman who I et me through the detector without her specific ap prov a I. She proceeded to ye 11 at him loud I y and u np role ss,ona 11 y ma kmg no effort to pu 11 him aside to discuss her concern. In addition, she told him th at he 
looked &quot;dumb&quot for not making me wait for her go ahead. 

1/13/2014 
4:25:33 When she conducted the pat down, she was extremely abrasive toward me. She asked if I wanted a private screening, to which I responded, no. I was in a hurry. She then yelled at me and told me that didn't matter. I should have arrived earlier and she 

could drag his out so llwouldn't be going anywhere. At no time was I rude to her, I simply wanted to move the screening along, so I could rejoin my husband, our infant and our many bags. car seat. stroller, etc at the checkpoint. 
PM 

I would nol normally take the lime to wrile regarding something like his, but I his Oflice~s demeaned when speaking 10 her colleague and me was so surprising and seemed unnecessary. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 

Email :fb)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Disability Description: The callers brother has leukemia. and has a pie line attached to his arm. 

In formation Req u esl: The ca 11 er req u esl ed information reg a rd i ng the exl erna I medical Ii ne. 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 

Passengers who have medical devices attached to their bodies should inform the Transportalion Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening of lhe device and indicate where lhe device is localed before the screening process begins. 

If a passenger cannot disconnect from the d ev,ce, the type of screening conducted wi 11 depend on the type of device and the passenger s ab i Ii ties. 

If lhe device can be safely screened by AIT, passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still wilh their arms above lheir heads for 5-7 seconds without lhe support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using 
walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their awn. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 

111312014 A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a me1a1 detector or anomalies identified by AIT If a pal down is required in order to complele screening: 

527:46 
PM 

The paid own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit dawn. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any dill culty raising his or her a nms. remaining in the position required for a paid own, or any areas of the body that a re p arnfu I when touched. 
A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or Ii ft any article of clothing to revea I a sensitive body area, 

Regardless of the screening method used, the device will undergo additional screening. This may include, but is nat limited to. a physical inspection of the device if it is not in a sensitive area, and a patdown of the device followed by testing far traces 
of explosives. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

I offered to e-mail this information 10 lhe caller, and she accepled. 

Callers husband and the caller both get PreCheck. Callers spouse has had neck, hip and back surgery. Callers husband has a metal hip and he is always stopped. Caller asked if he can gel around some of the screening. Caller said he is always 
getting patted down and also having his cane xrayed. Caller said her husband has a scar down the length al his back. Caller said they are good citizens and caller said it is an ordeal for he spouse going through the screening. Caller is complaining 
th at her husband is a good person and she feels Ii ke the re should be a s pec,al s c reem ng for good p eo pie. Ca 11 er said he is a s ucces sfu I businessman and they come from a good lam, ly. Someone told her about Glob al Entry and she thought that might 
help. Caller said he has balance problems and has trouble removing his shoes. Caller said her spouse is a proud person and does not admit to any disabilities. 

Specifically, you were concerned about screening for passengers wha have metal implants.If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he ar she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 
Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their anms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rt of a person or device, 
A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a me1a1 detector or anomalies identified by AIT If a pal down is required in order 10 complele screening: 

Patdowns are one important tool to help TSA detect hidden and dangerous ,terns, such as explosives. Passengers should continue to expect an unpredictable mix of security layers that include explosives trace detection, advanced imaging technology, 
and canine teams. among others, T ra nsportat ion Security Officers wi 11 conduct different patdown procedures to resolve different types of a no m al i es, During the assessment. office rs w i 11 use revised patd own procedures in a 11 instances to resolve 

111412014 anomalies. 

11:31:10 
AM 

I to Id the ca 11 er th at if her h us band has trouble taking off his shoes due to ba I a nee prob I ems. he should make T SA aware of these prob I ems and they wi 11 try to work with h, m to screen him without removing his shoes. I told her it is poss i b I e he may st, 11 
have to re move his shoes. 

I advised he can request assistance from T SA Ca res 7 2 hours before a flight. 

I advised she could file a complaint ii she feels like her husband is being discriminated against because of his disability. 

I to Id her that her husband can request ta speak to a su pe rvi sor or PSS if he has questions about his screening. 

I told the caller that everyone must be screened even if they are a trusted traveler. I explained to the caller the TSA PreCheck is designed to make the screening easier for someone to get through the checkpoint. I explained the cane has to be 
screened to make sure nolhing is hidden inside the cane. 

I to Id the ca 11 er s i nee her husband al ready has PreCheck he does not need to enrol I in GI o ba I Entry. ca 11 er said he 1s not traveling overseas at this 11 me. 



1114/2014 

Caller Is flying from PIT. She has an insulin pump. The first time she flew with it two years ago, she had a doctors note, the he bomb squad was called and they almost missed their flight even though they arrived 3 hours prior to the fi1ght time. The 
pump can not go through the xra y. Si nee that incident she has not mentioned the pump during screening and it has gone through the machines. She said she does not lee I as though her very expensive device should have to go through the machine. 

I to Id her she does not have to send the device through the machine. If a passenger uses an i nsu Ii n pump. he or she can be screened without disconnecting from the pump. However. it Is import ant for the passenger to inform the Transportation 
Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about the pump before the screening process begins. 

12:05:27 Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT ar the walk-through metal detector, the passenger's insulin pump is subject to additional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of 
PM the insulin pump followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passenger's hands. 

1114/2014 
121225 

PM 

1/14/2014 

She asked if she can bring a gel pack lo r her i nsu Ii n. Accessories required to keep medical I y necessary I iquid s, gels, and aerosols coo I , such as freezer packs or frozen gel packs, a re perm i tied through the screening check poi nl. I to Id her to separate 
and declare her diabetic supplies, making sure the syringes are with the insulin. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Screening Current Dale/Time 111412014 10:27:17 AM Airport: BOS - Logan lnlernational Dale/Time of Travel: 01/0812014 7:45 AM Airline & Flight Number: Cape Air Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Jel Blue 
TSA Employee: (If Known) · Nia Comment· I was going home to Chicago , I had requested a wheel chair as I was in a cast. When I got off the Cape Air flight no chair was waiting .waited in -2 on Tarmac for manager to bring one, he then took me 
through the terminal and then Just le/I me, I then had to push myself in the chair to a very long line at security. I asked the young man 1/ he could help me and his reply was no. where is your wheel chair escort. I said I do not know, I have none Please 
can you get me to my gate, no I can not. Then I had to be completely searched again as I had done that at Nantucket airport. The female that was doing the pat down, was rude and kept her name tag covered so her name was not visible I told her 
my flight was leaving in five minutes, her answer was no my problem, you should have been here sooner. I said I was in a long line with no one 10 help me lhrough the Ierminal in the wheel chair. Needless to say I missed my 8:10 flighl, next one at 
11: 1 0 was sold out, now I had to sit for 8 hrs, in horrible pain, and then was moved twice by JB people because of gate changes and had to endure the pat down again. I have sent messages to Cape Air and Jet Blue and now to TSA. I would hope that 
no one would ever have to go through this awful experience. 
Would you like a re ? · 

Passenger's Name (b)(61 
Phone Number rh··1rR·\ 

Email (b)(ff1 
1s eedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller fiew from SEA to OAK yesterday. There were 6 or 7 TSOs hanging around at the boarding gate: 2 or 3 near the back door and 2 or 3 around a machine. The plane started boarding as the caller, who was in the A section. stood in the line. As he 
was standing there and the passengers were boarding, a TSO grabs his bag and says he needs to check it. The TSO did an ETD, said the number was too low and that he needed to check it again. Caller asked him why he was doing this since he 
had already been screened. Another TSO came over and told the caller, Keep your mouth shut. The firsl TSO said he was going to pat down lhe caller. Firsl the caller said no, then he saw lhe TSO start to call someone and he told the TSO to go 
ahead and pat him down. 

He always flies Southwest. He has TSA PreCheck. Caller does not mind being checked and rechecked. He wanted to know why they waited until he was about to get on the plane and pull him out of line then. He had been sitting there and the TS Os 
were standing around for quile some time before Soulhwesl began boarding. They could have done the paldown earlier. 

2:15:30 Caller stated that there were only two people pulled out of line. The man in front of the caller was pulled out first. He was Hispanic. He was asked for his driver s license and boarding pass and was patted down. By the time he was able to get on the 
PM plane. he had to sit all the way in the back and, since he is a big guy. it was uncomfortable. He flies often and this situation bothered him immensely. He wanted someone to know his experience. 

Airport: SEA 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number: 
Dale and Time: January 13 at 6: 1 Opm 

I apoloqized to the caller, told him that at any time he could qo throuqh additional screemnq. He said he did not mind beinq screened aqarn, Iust don t wait until it is time to board. He almost missed his fi1qht. 
Caller says he had called before he fiew. His wife is in a wheelchair he has a pacemaker. He says they got seperated, the suitcase wenl through with his wife. He says they took his shaving cream and his razor from his bag. It was a disposible razor. 
He was given a pat down in Phoenix, and he says he had the shaving cream there and they allowed him to carry in through. He has a CPAP machine and mouthwash with him as well. He says the shaving cream was taken in Seattle. 

Told caller 
All liquids, gels and aerosols have to be 3.4 ounces or less in carry on. They are allowed one quarl size bag, 

1/14/2014 they can put as many items in the quart size bag as long as the bag still closes. They need to declare the 311 bag. 
4:24:56 

PM I could not tell him why he was able to bring the shaving cream through Phoenix and not Seattle. The officers at the checkpoint allowed him to bring it but normally it would have to go by the 311 rule. 

He was allowed to bring a disposible razor in his carry on bag and could not tell him why they had taken the razor. 

He could get a claim form from tsa.gov and download one for . I could mail, lax or email a claim from to them as well. He wanted one mailed to him. 



The caller is calling about two things. First she flew out of San Francisco in the fall and she doesn t like those imaging machines and she received a patdown. The woman who conducted the patdown almost took her skirt off and put her hand up her 
crack. She didn t say anything at the time because she was afraid she might not be able to get on the plane. She was a young woman in her late 20s or 30s probably. Hispanic, 5 foot 6 inches, skin was a little tan and she was a little bit on the heavy 
side, probably Mexican. She had dark hair and brown eyes and was very talkative and friendly. She put her hand too far up her crotch and was putting pressure on her crotch. She was flying from San Francisco to Detroit and was lhere around 7 am 
at the checkpoint. She was standing near a wall. The caller says that she is easy to identify. She is 5 11 in her 50s tall, wearing a black skirt and maybe a pink shirt. Her skirt didn t come off because the agent let her hold her skirt. They brought her 
I uggage over to her and she was trave Ii ng with a g u,te I e which loo ks Ii ke a viol in and a Ii ttl e bigger th an a euka I ele. The I ugg age was next to her when this happened. 

She is also calling aboul a bill that passed HR 658 in reference to the FAA Modernization Act of 2012 which says airlines have 10 allow guilars on the plane without charging fees. 

Advised: 
111412014 

4:34:42 I will go ahead and forward I his information to the CSM at San Francisco for review. They can check the surveillance I apes and see whal happened. San Francisco employs private contract screeners and I hey are nol TSA agents. 
PM 

Let me give you the number to the FM at (866) TELL-FM for further information. 

Airporl where the incident occurred: San Francisco 
Airline: Delta 
Flight numbers: 519 
Date and time of incident September 25, 2013, 839 am 
Individual s contact information email 

l(b1(6) I 
Wanled to thank you for making me feel like a true criminal this morning. After a swab of my hands tested for something which was never specified I wenl through two exlensive pat downs and slander language, almost assuming I was guilty. After 
wasting 15 minutes of my time you guys finally realized there was nothing there. I understand you have a job to do: however language, general rude behaviour and not even explaining processes to me make me hate travelling. I hope you don t take this 

111512014 lightly as I am truly upset and I hope your SOP s can be worked on so I don t go through this every time I try to go on a trip. 
8:34:27 

AM Please let me know what you plan do 10 fix this issue 

bi(6i 
htt s: (bl(61 

~b~1~(6~) _____ ~HYPERLIN ,_b_)_(6_, ______________ _, 
1117 13 

to TSA-ContactCen. 
https l(b)(61 

This is the letter that I have sent 10 TSA multiple times which has gone unresponded. DOJ insists that my complaint that the L3 machine returns 100% false positivies for people with disabilities is a TSA issue, and they will not do anything further to 
assist with those of us who Ii ve in less than pe tie ct bodies. 
I have sent his I ette r s eve ra I 11 mes s i nee 201 3 with no res pons e at a 11. I have contacted my senator and my cong re ss,ona I re prese ntati ve and I am not a Ione in my vehement response to the continued harassment and bullying of TSA agents ag a ins 
those of us who live in less-than petiect bodies who only want to fly to see our loved ones. 
I have been threalened with relaliatory behaviors from TSA cus1omer service: person, and I have no response from TSA regarding my fear of flying lhrough SMF as SMF is lhe only airport in American Airspace lhat has tor1ured me. 

111512014 i would like some response for this concern, as it has been going to you on a reguar basis for several months now. 

8:34 29 
AM 

As to the reason for my e-mail. on October 24, 2013, I e-mailed the attached information to you. I got what I think is an acknowledgement about it, but I cannot be certain. It is now November 17, and I do not have a response that is helpful to me. Is it 
possible for you to find out what is going on wilh respect to this? I have expanded my no-flight tolerance to 8 hours from 5 (in other words, because of TSA s history of brutalizing me every single time I fly oul of SMF, I avoid flight when I can reach my 
destination within 8 hours of either train. boat, bus or car. It does not matter that it is more expensive or more dangerous. it s completely dangerous for me to fly as long as the threats and promises of continued torture and brutality at SMF remain real 
and unresolved. 

I am copying I he former e-ma i I below. Please I et me know when I wi 11 get some resolution. 

Thank you 

!(b)(61 

Four ti mes lo r four flights out of SM F, I have been hurt from the levels of discomfort through the level of torturous maiming requiring add iii on al surgery at my d esti nation in Seattle. I have made the d ec1s1on never again to a 11 ow a T SA agent to touch me. 
I do not have to bleed or hurt to fiy! 

So I have information that is conflicting. The L3 machines (according to the report presented to the German Parliament a few years ago) returns 100% false positives for people with disabilities. I have filed a 504 complaint with the department of 
Ju st,ce lo r this. but have no resolution of this even thought it is months old. I have decided that I wi 11 never again go through that machine because it has caused me pain lour flights lo r four flights out of SM F and no where e I se in Ame nca n Air Sp ace 



Hello: 

I am writing regarding the behavior of a TSA screener al Baltimore Washington lnternalional Airport yesterday al about 4:00 pm Eastern yesterday, Tuesday, January 14, enIering the D concourse. 

I had opted out of the millimeter wave scanner. and was assigned a male screener for a pat-down. The screener was a white male, about 6 feet tall, with dark hair and eyeglasses. His pat-down was conducted in an extremely rough manner - he 
brought his hands up and down the inside of my leg very quickly and forcefully, and the upwards impact of his hand against my testicles was very hard. I am still experiencing testicular pain from the experience. 

111512014 In addition. his demeanor was unnecessarily impolite. He ordered me to "stand there" and "raise your arms up'" and "now collect your property" without using appropriate precatory language. 
2:08:26 

PM I did not say anything during the entire process, and did not do anything (other than opt out of the millimeter wave scanner) to provoke this behavior - not that it would have been justified in any event. 

1/15/2014 
2:09:08 

PM 

I would like to speak with the screener's supervisor. Please provide me with the name of the TSA supervisor at the location I mentioned above so that I may do so. 

Thank you, 
!lh,IRI 
Chicago, IL 
HYPERLINKkbl(61 
For your revie~w_a_n_d_a_c-t,-o-n_a_s_d_e_e_rn_ed_a_p_p-ro_p_r-1a_1_e __ ---------~ 

Sincerely, 

DHS TRIP 

From:l(b ,(6) 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15. 2014 11 :57 AM 
To: Redress Final. TRIP 
Subject Re: 2187049 

This is the process I was told to do. I explained in multiple phone calls to various people at TSA that my 18 year old AUTISTIC son does not have a government ID. The other concern was also regarding the threats made against my 5 and 7 year old 
daughters when the s u pe rvi so r th re ate n ed to put th em through a ful I pat down and additiona I screening . So where a rn I sup posed to go now? 

On Wed, Jan 15, 2014 al 8:42 AM, Redress Final, TRIP <HYPERLI NK "rnailto:TRIP@tsa.dhs.gov" \nTRIP@lsa .dhs,gov> wrote: 

Please be advised that the U.S. Department of Homeland Security's Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (DHS TRIP) does not accept 'family applications" for redress. If you are attempting to complete an application for redress for yourself, the 
information should pertain to you only. The application should bear your name and must be accompanied by a copy of at least one government-issued photograph-bearing travel identity document such as an unexpired passport or driver's license. 

Each a pp Ii cation must include the i ndivid ua I's information in the lo 11 owing documentation: 



Disability Description: Callers child needs special mild to drink due to severe allergies. 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 

W hi I e passengers may be requested to open a container. they w1II never be asked to test or taste any of these items. If a container can not be opened. the containers may be al lowed into the sterile area only after it and the passenger u nde rgoe s 
additiona I screening , which may include a patdown, 

Since they did not follow proper procedure I will forward your complaint to the CSM for further investigation. 

Ca Iler refused a claim form. 

111512014 Date: 1-13-14 
4=32:4D Time: 7:30 am 

PM 
Description of item: Rice milk 
Terminal: 2 
Gate: West gate 
Airline: U mted Air I in es 

Incident Detai Is: Ca 11 e rs 4 year daughter has severe a 11 erg i es and has to eat and drink sp eci a I foods so she de c I a red her daughter rice mi I k as med1ca 11 y necessary at the checkpoint in DEN. Ca 11 er stated they opened the container and she to Id them 
not the open the container or it would spoil but they did anyways. Caller stated an hour later the milk spoiled and her daughter did not have any for her trip. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················;=:::::;====,------····························· 
Remote Client 1P!;bl(6) 
Date Time: 1 I 1512"'0,...,1""4""'5,...: 4.,..,8,...: 3"'8,...P=-M,...,.... 

111512014 Name!!hi/6) 
6 -~M26 Email"'(b""'1""(6"'1..___. ___ __, 

Comp I a i nl s: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Fli ht#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Delta DL 906 Guatemala to Atlanta Jan 14th; landing 1 :50 PM. 
Comments:TSA employe (b)(ff:, (in the future, please require employees to have last name on name tag so they can be ident1f1ed) at Terminal E in Atlanta physical hurt me during a opt-out screening (or pat down). He is a very large man (-6ft and 
obese). He used great force w en sliding his hands (palms in) up and down my legs. This caused his hands to mash my testicle. The pain lasted over night, and I will be going to the doctor if it does not subside in the next day. 

Please retrain him, or if it is determined he is incapable of performing this sensitive task appropriately (or if he is acting maliciously) PLEASE do not allow him to continue hurting others. 

Hello. My name is !lh··,1rr1 !I had an issue today at your TSA post in Ft Lauderdale terminal 2 post today. 
Just for the record I am a TSAPre checked person with a GOES card, but the person I was traveling with didn't have TSAPre so I stood in the normal line with him to wait but now I know I shouldn"t have because of this story. 
I Ju st had knee surgery on fri day Jan 3rd and have a knee brace on and s ho u Id n 't be in a standing pos1t1on very long. I I et the gentleman know th at i wanted to opt out and have a pat down. I travel every week and have person al health issues, 
concerning the body scanners, I have been through the opt out pat down many ti mes. 
It was busy, as always at TSA, and the guy lold me to sland aside. unfor1unately he never called for a opt oul male assist. i menlioned to him again that I shouldn't be standing for long wilh my knee. he didn't do anything and kept pulling people through 
the scanner. finally i raised my voice and called through the body scanner to the people on the other side that I need someone to help me because I was an opt out. About 7 crew members passed through the metal detector and so did 2 moms with 
children. all the while I'm waiting for my assist. 
Finally, almost 10min later he turned around and asked for an assist again and I just said screw it and said i'II do the stupid body scanner. of course then they have to swipe my knee brace and make me wait even longer for the swipe machine to clear 
my leg brace as well. I told the nexl TSA guy I need to speak to a manager. it took 5 more min 10 have him come speak with me. 

1/1512014 I told him the entire story and he said he has a new schedule he is trying to work out here and hes sorry. I pointed out the fact that I have just had surgery and have a brace and I shouldnt be standing long and that his crew just wasted 30 min of my time 
6:04:57 waiting to pass. he said hes sorry and walked away. 

PM 
That TSA checkpoint was lhe biggest joke of a TSA checkpoint as i've ever seen. You may want 10 look into the workings of how it all runs I here, and check on your manager. 

I travel for work and I know that I'm at the mercy of the TSA and I understand why people call it Thousands Standing Around. It Irks me to no end that the TSA agents are rude. If they cant handle working with people they shouldn't be working there at 
all. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Missing or Damaged llems: Screening Current Date/Time: 1/1512014 5:15:21 PM Airport: BUF - Greater Buffalo Dale/Time of Travel: 0111512014 6:15 AM Airline & Flight Number: Delta DL65044 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: TSA 
Precheck area and then the regular Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known)· I only know that he was supposedly a supervisor Comment· I was in the TSA Pre-check line on 1115/14 between 5:30 and 5:45AM approximately, as I was supposed to be. 
However. I recently lost my NYS ID therefore I had a temporary NYS ID. I also had Credit cards, Veterans advantage Card, Bank cards, &amp: a membership shopping club ID wlpicture. I was pulled out of the TSA Pre-check line and had to go through 
the regular screening including a complete VIOLATING pat-down that included my private parts and the complete search of my bag!!! I was told this was procedure when someone doesn't have proper ID, NYS ID IS PROPER ID!! My major concern is 
that a couple people ahead of me in line at the TSA Pre-check line, was a white woman whose ID didn'I even malch the name on the boarding pass!!' She was then allowed to present an EXPIRED piece of ID and allowed 10 go one her way! why was I 
not afforded the same treatment??? MY ID wasn't expired'' and it matched the mane an my boarding pass. I am an African American man so obviously there are two different standards of screening one far White women and another for Black men, 
maybe even mo re standards for pa rti cul a r demographics??? 

111512014 Please respond to me with an explanalion as to how it is procedure to make a spec1acle or me, the Black man and allow a White woman wilh ID lhat doesn'I match the name on her boarding pass to then produce an expired ID to board her flight 

6 :05: 4 9 uncha 11 e nged ??? 

PM 
I can imagine that there are surveillance images that can be viewed to verify what I'm writing about, may I humbly suggest that someone in authority watch them 

And as a side note the missing item a shower shoe/slipper that I use when I travel. One was put back in my bag and the other wasn"t, its a small item however it is the principle of the ma tier' 

Let me also admit that he was polite, that excuses nothing however. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Namefh··1rR·\ 

Phone Numbel1b)l61 
Email kb i(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicalionManager 

Being a frequent traveler and former Pan Am fiig ht attendant , I frequently choose to not go through the newer xray type equipment, Cons eq ue nt ly, I was asked to have a pat-down, W hi I e I was waiting, s eve ra I mothers with babies and grade school 
age children did not go lhrough that device either bul through the older single metal detector frame with their child. In my view, this is a dangerous policy, in that, 10 my knowledge, anyone intent upon an act of terrorism could take advantage of this 
preferential treatment to mothers. As an American citizen. I definitely felt discriminated against, which is a very sad state al affairs in our United States of America. 

111 5120 14 I certain I y hope you rectify this pol icy. 
9:00:27 Thank you, 

PM kb1(6i 

Sent from my iPad 

Hi, 
I use the Wal mart Equate generic equivalent al AO Sept 3% peroxide contact lens solution. I've carried this product onto numerous flights for years without hassle. Flew 13 Jan from IAD, screened around 11 :00 AM, East side. Inspectors under 

s u prv Mr. W, 11 i ams al a nmed on my I ens solution (in a 12 oz bottle about ha lf-ful I) and ended up seizing 11 with 20 min added screening - paid own, swabs. repeat xray. They re pealed the test but refused to try with a different bate h of test strips. 

111 5/2014 This was expensive and annoying. For the trip I purchased a chemical disinfectant, which irrilated my eyes, to avoid a repeat performance on my return. It's impraclical to check a bag for S25 just 10 gel my lens solution lhrough. ll's really hard to 
10:03:27 believe TSA hasn't came up with a test that can distinguish 3% peroxide from whatever concentration is needed for explosives - or da the IAD folks just have a bad batch al strips? Can I avoid a possible repeat by carrying a small bottle and/or getting 

PM pre-ch eek? 

Sincerely, ~f b_i_(6_i __ ~ 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Profess,onalism/Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time 1/15/2014 10:50:18 PM Airport: ILM - Wilmington International Date/Time of Travel 01/0112014 10:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: US Airways flight #2817 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport ; Security TSA Employee: (II Known) ~Comment · Want to report inappropriate behavior by a TSA agent in the security check area at the airport in Wilmington. NC. on January 1, 2014, at approx 10:30-11 :00 am 
was traveling with my elderly uncle (93 yrs old) who had an expired driver's license about which I informed lhe first agenl upon our arrival in lhe security line. We had gone through security al olher airports on this I rip but encountered no problems as we 
did in Wilmington (a supervisor was called and we were allowed ta roceed through security) They (at ILM) explained they would have to &quot:pat him dawn&quot: which he nor I abjected to and were cooperative with this rocess (even though no 
other airport, up to this point had required this). T SA agent, (bi ( ff:, was very rude to my u n c I e as his supervisor I ooked on. My uncle. who is very ha rd of hearing and has very poor eyesight. was having trouble heari n bi ( ff:, instructions at which 

111612014 point b':1(6) ecame obviously frustrated with him, sighing deeply, rolling his eyes. and dropping his arms in apparent disgust. I then turned to his supervisor for his intervention, but he did nothing. stating, &quot;Let's just get t rough this.&quot; I then 

828,05 said_ wane another agent to co~tinue with the pat down and not 10 allow agent!(b··1(6i!anywhere.near my uncleJ(bi(6·, !then came over 10 me: gelling between me a.nd my uncle and tri.ed 10 give me grief. When I slepped closer 10 my uncle to assist 
AM hr": ,n hearing the replaced agents 1nstruct1ons,j(b··,(6) !placed hrs hands on my shoulders attempting to pu~h me away. I then told him to take hrs hands off. Once ag~1n, the supervisor did nothing but had another agent take ave~ (a very nice and kind 

Afrl can-Amen can man-? name). I do not know hrs name or the supervisors name, but I'm sure your sched ul, ng records ref I ect who was working that day, p I ace, and 11 me. I certain I y was sure to get tiill:filJ name. No one. es pe c, ally the elderly, should 
ever be treated this way, My u n c I e was nothing but cooperative and even stated. &quot; You a 11 can't be too careful in my opinion, &quot; I wo u Id a pp re cia te your attention to this matter and a rep I y would a I so be appreciated, I rea I ize this event cannot be 
undone, but perhaps may prevent anolher person from experiencing the same. I can only hope. Thank you! 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name :!~(b-.-,(-6-i ------------~! Phone Number kb i(ff:, ! Email !(b )(ff:, !To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/Applicat1onManager 



Caller wants to know if he can refuse a paid own. He does not want to be to LI ch ed by a TSO that just touched someone e Is e with the same gloves. 
Screeners must only wear TSA-issued gloves when performing screening functions and will use a new pair of gloves whenever a passenger requests that they do so.CuCTently, TSA Prelu2713™ is the most familiar of TSA's risk-based screening 
initialives. TSA Prelu2713'" allows TSA to pre-screen individuals who volunlarily offer more informalion about themselves. Based on this informalion, TSA is able to idenlify low-risk passengers to determine if I hey are eligible for expedited screening 
at a TSA Prelu2713 '" lane. Travelers who are considered low risk may be eligible to experience faster, more efficient screening at more than 100 U.S. airport checkpoints when traveling on a participating airline. 

1116/2014 
9:22:25 Travelers interested in TSA Pre\u2713'" eligibility should consider applying to the TSA Pre\u2713™ application program or a U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Trusted Traveler program. Once approved, travelers will be eligible for 

AM expedited screening at TSA Pre\u2713'" lanes. For more information about these programs, please visil our Web site al: www.tsa.gov 1sa-precheck. 

If TSA determines a passenger 1s e Ii g i ble for expedited screening, information is embedded in the ba read e of his or her board mg pass. When T SA scans the b arcade at the security che c kpornt the passenger may be referred to a I a ne lo r expedited 
screening, Expedited screening may allow passengers to no longer remove certain items such as their shoes, outerwear. jackets, and belts, or remove laptops from carry-on bags. 

To w horn it may concern: 

The purpose of this communication is to officially bring to your attention the breach in travel security that is implicit in the so-called "Pre Check" program. I use myself as an example. 

Recently (Monday, MSY. UA Flight 3747) I went to an airport and was ushered from the security check in to a special line called "Pre Check" where I was not required to take off my shoes, watch, belt, and glasses, nor to remove the bag of liquids or 
my computer from my luggage, nor submit to either a full body scan or a pat-down. When I asked why this was happening, I was lold that Uniled Airlines had conducled a background check on me and had determined thal I was eligible for reduced 
security screening procedures. 

Given United's general incompetence in doing what they are supposed to do (for instance the above mentioned flight was more than four hours late) I have zero confidence in their ability to certify that one passenger or another does not constitute a 
security risk. Some how, I thought that was YOUR job. Moreover, I am not amused that you would give United Airlines or any other private entity the right 10 access my privale informalion without my permission. Cerlainly, I would not give ii. 

For twe Ive yea rs after the terrorist attacks in New York and Washrngto n I was s LI bJected to ins LI Its and 1nd1g mt1es by your agents, not to m ent1on the add iii on al costs I incurred both in taxes and additional fees to pay for these so-ca 11 ed services. Mo st of 

111612014 that time, I had security clearances of Top Secret and above, and when I pointed out the fact that my information was available to authorized US government agencies to determine whether or not I constituted a risk, I was told that the same rules must 

1O: 10,33 apply 10 everyone, and that my numerous background checks by the governmenl did not speak to the risk that I was a terrorist. Now you are in effect telling me that a private company can do what you could not do. I do not accepl thal. 

AM 
I am keeping a copy of this e-ma i I to incl LI de as an enclosure to a letter to my congressman and both of my senators. de ma ndrng an immediate cessation of the "Pre Check"' p rag ram. or at very I east the dis engagement of that p rag ram from private 
control. 

It is bad enough that the NSA records my telephone calls, monitors my web activity, and reads my e-mails. But now to turn my personal information over to United Airlines? It's more than I can stomach. 

Sincerely, 

kb1(6) 

NOTICE: Email to or from this address is passed to the NSA courtesy of 
Google. Inquire about alternalives for greater possibilities for privacy. 



-----Original Message----
From: CRL 
Sent: Thursday, January 16. 2014 9:32 AM 
To: TCC-Referrals 
Subjecl: FW: Got Feedback : BUF - Greater Buffalo 

DearTCC, 

We have reviewed this complaint and, while the traveler alleges discrimination, it appears that the traveler did not have the appropriale form of ID and was referred for addilional screening and did nol like it. Therefore we are referring this complaint 
back to you for appropriate handling. 

Thanks so much. 

111612014 Harleen 

10:11:15 
AM 

1116/2014 
120531 

PM 

111612014 
12:06:15 

PM 

Ms. Harleen K. Singh 
Policy Advisor 
Multicultural Branch. Disability and Multicultural Division Office of Civil Rights and Liberties, Ombudsman, & Traveler Engagement Transportation Security Administration Department al Homeland Security 

---0 rig i na I Message---
F rom: tsa tcc@senture.com [ ma i I to: ts atcc@se n tu re .com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15. 2014 9:53 PM 
To: CRL 
Subject Got Feedback · BUF - Greater Buffalo 

The customers information has been attached to this email. 

The following e-mail is being forwarded to you for review from lhe TCC. Please contact the 1raveler 10 resolve the issues addressed in their e-mail message included below. Also, please reply to the message I hat was forwarded to you and describe the 
resolution that you provided. This will send the traveler's original message and your response to TCC Supervisors so they may update and close the record accordingly. 

This morning at JFK airport in New York. My 25 year old daughter was on line to catch Jet Blue flight 23 10 LAX 6:50 am departure. The lines were so long that she had 5 minutes to catch the flight. They were able to get her to the front. As she was 
going thru they said they had to da a 2nd level security check on her. She was hysterical crying asking why and that she had only 5 minutes to catch the flight. No explanation. just a degrading and demeaning pat down in front of everyone still awaiting 
to pass thru. Went thru her hair. patted her body down in front of everybody. Even peop I e on Ii ne we re wondering why she was being treated Ii ke a felon. They co u Id not be Ii eve the degradation or total I a ck of compassion or even the fact of no 
explanation. I will be getting the video of this violation of her rights. More importantly as a father I am irate. Nothing was found, no explanation given, and of course she misses her flight. What is the criteria for a 2nd level check? Is there one or is just 
done by the discretion of one of your employees? My child is I here crying, people are saying what are they doing to her, and no explanalion. How dare you. Gross violation of her civil rights. 
Please explain yourselves 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : P role ss,ona Ii sm/C ustome r Service Current Date/Ti me 111612014 1 0: 17: 06 AM Airport : BU F - G realer Buffa Io Date/Ti me of Travel : 121051201 3 Airline & FI i g ht N umber : Jet Blue flight 4 5 Checkpoint/ Area of Airport : T SA sec u nty ch eek 
point TSA Employee: (II Known) j(b·:1(6) !and her female manager Comment, After passing a wand over the palms of my hands during the screening procesd(b)(ffi 6sked me to step aside, and she called over her radio for a 
supervisor. A blond woman supervisor appeared after a short wait, and my carry on bag was searched. No explanalion was given. After no problems were found with lhe bag, the supervisor direcled me 10 follow her andfh··,1rr1 !into a small side 
room where she periormed a very thorough pat down of my entire body from head ta taes. It was very. very uncomfortable. and no explanation was given. When the supervisor finished, she merely said that I could go. I asked if they had anything to 
say to me, and they both said no. I expected some sort of explanation for their actions. I am flying again in early February and have no idea what tnggered the search. Do these people get training in how to deal with the public? These two women 
certainly need more and better trainin~. !rh··,1rr1 !was sullen and harsh throughout. I am not confusing her actions with being professional. She was definitely not professional. The supervisor's actions and demeanor trouble me even more. I did 
not expect an apology since they were doing lheir jobs. I did expect an explanation and certainly was 1reated with neither courtesy nor respect. I would give them bolh a failing grade on that day. Can I expect the same poor level of service when I fly 
next time? Also, I did send an email to the general tsa address as listed an your website when I returned hame. I never got any response to that email. This is the second time that I am re parting my experience with these TSA personnel. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 

Passenger's Na"m'"""e_.1,.,h_··,_rr;_·._, ---,--~ 
Phone Number b. ffi 

Email (b)(61 
To leave a commen concerning 1s eeaback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

The caller said he had surgery on left knee and he has a card stating he has a prosthetic knee. The caller stated he goes through the metal detector and he always has to receive a pat-down and he 1s always tested for drugs. The caller wanted to know 
111612014 how to keep this from happening. 

1:14:44 
PM I told the caller if he goes through a metal detector and an alarm sounds he is required to have a pat-down. I told the caller he may be swabbed and tested for explosives using a ETD sampling. I told the caller he can also be randomly selected for a pat

down. I told the caller even if he te 11 s the ofli cers he has the , m plant or if he has a ca rd he would st, 11 have to be sere ened. 



Caller Is trying to locate an email or somewhere to send a complaint. She sent an email this morning and it came back that it was a part of disability, but she Is saying it is Just a general complaint. The caller stated she just wanted to file a general 
customer service complaint. Her daughter took her service dog out to use the restroom and came back to security. A TSO tested her hands and said there was something on her hands and also something was on her bag. TSA called in more agents. 
they had to do a patdown and her daughter requested a privale room because she had to remove her service animals leashes. They broughl her in a private room and did not offer a sign language interpreter and after several tests and re-IesIs the 
machine finally came back negative. She stated this means there is faulty equipment and inaccuracy in the equipment. Finally when it came back negative they let her go through. She was departing from Chicago O hare, she is complaining over the 
officers as well because they did not offer to et an interpreter, so she did not fully understand everything they were saying. Caller stated her daughters name waskb·:1(6) ~nd she was absolutely mortified by the experience. Caller stated she 
contacted Ohare yesterday and spoke with b) ( ff) and he stated he spoke with the office rs and they did prop er protoco I in this situation. he told her the equipment is calibrated every so many hours, She thin ks if the machines a re a I a nm i ng and they 
could be wrong they need to run an i tern I hat a I arms through another machine to be sure its correct. 

111612014 Airport:Chicago O hare 

5,16,00 Airline: United 
Flight#: Does not have 

PM 

1116/2014 
8:10:22 

PM 

Terminal or Gate #: F Concourse 
Date and Time of Departure: 4:54pm 115 14 
App ro xi mate ti me of incident: about 2: O Op m 

Callinn 90 behalf q(' Pai 1obr 
emaiiKbi(6) 

Told caller I would send this up 10 lhe appropriate office so they could investigate the issue, check surveillance and do whatever they need 10 in order to address it. Advised caller that she could conIacI the airline 10 file a complain! over the wheelchair 
assistance that her daughter did not receive and was refused once she was at the airport. Apologized to the caller for her daughters experience and thanked her for informing us about the situation. 

Hello. 
I am a disabled 73 year old who is still working and, in my Job I tend to travel relatively frequently. Most of my flights originate at Denver International Airport (DIA), unfortunately. Normally a trip through Secunty is a literal and figurative painful 
experience, because of staffing (not too many ... just in the wrong places). inexperience. unusual personalities etc. But on my most recent flight through DIA, even I couldn't believe the goings on. The date was January 8, 2014. 

As I said, I am dis ab I ed and require whee I ch air assistance to and from the gates. This has been a big he Ip in getting through the process and I have a I so received T SA pre-Ch eek through my a i rt i nes as a p nority flyer. 

On this particular trip, everything was going along reasonably well until I was informed that my DIA provided Wheelchair had set off an alarm. As a result of which, I would have to submit to a full body screening on my person and I was in no uncertain 
terms to vary from the standard process. I explained that while I didn't understand why I was being a.) detained b.) subjected to a full screening process and made to stand up throughout this process, I would agree to go through 11. Your manjrh·\/r;··,I the 
TSA guar,d then proceeded to begin to tell me everything I have known for 12 years about the process ... while I tried to explain to him that a. I was fully aware of the screening procedures and would waive the speech and b.) (and more importantly). I 
was in a greal deal of pain from standing up and wanted 10 gel this over with as soon as possible. 

Your man(\~::1(6) foommenced to start with his monologue. from the beginning, again and again. I explained that it would not be necessary to te.I1 me again. One more time and I finally gave up because I was near collapse. I then endured the roughest 
"pat down _eg,nning with MY_ HAIR that I have experienced i_n 12,_ years telling him t.hal it hurt as we went alo.ng. I could see thal ~nlliillI]was getting frustraled and I was wearing out, .so I asked for his_ supervisor, ~ike ... w~he way, is a 
very profess,onal, calm and nice guy.EEiL)offered to let me s,t during the search, which was gratefully appreciated and your man. ~roceeded to start aga1n ... from MY HAIRI and was again very rough 1n h,s "pat down'. I aske<li.!2.lillJfor a 
complaint card which he provided. 

My questions and complaints about this process and this particular personnel choice, your man,kfilillI],re too numerous too mention. I have no soft tissue in any of my load bearing joints, so I am bone on bone. Trust me, it hurts just to exist. rm 73 
and beginning to I ook it. I am no threat to anyone and don't look it. I I oak Ii ke an old guy in p am. Shouldn't your s c reene rs take note of th at and act according I y? It was hum i Ii ati ng and caused me to a I mo st miss my plane. But. beyond that 11 rea 11 y hurt a 
lot. 

BUT ... the larger issue is that my DIA supplied wheel chair raised the alarm. Not me. Why in heaven's name should I be subjected to less than human treatment for my chair's transgression. It so happened that a couple of other chairs also raised some 
flags. Perhaps the sensor was faulty? Should someone have checked. 
I wouldn't normally take I his much lime to venl my frustrations ... just grin and bear ii. I have done it before, but I his jusl wenl over and above anything I have experienced. 
Am I wrong? 

kb1(61 I 
Regards, 



Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es Perm i lied 11 ems 
Current Date/Time . 1/16/2014 8:04:08 PM Airport . Select One Oate/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . I sent this ema i I to the usu a I complaint address: 

&qrn~j:' 11se the W,lmart Equate generic equivalent of AOSept 3% peroxide contact lens solution. I've can-ied this product onto numerous flights for years without hassle. Flew 13 Jan from IAD, screened around 11 :00 AM, East side. Inspectors under 

111612014 supr _ h ,IR 1 _alarmed on my lens solution (in a 12 oz bottle about half-full) and ended up seizing it wilh 20 min added screening - patdown, swabs, repeat xray. They repealed the test bul refused 10 1ry with a different balch of test strips. 

9:16:07 
PM 

This was expensive and an noymg. For the trip I purchased a chem1ca I d1smfectant. which i n-itated my eyes. to a void a rep eat p erlorm ance on my retu m. It's Impractical to check a bag lo r $25 Ju st to get my lens sol ut1on through. It's re ally hard to 
believe TSA hasn't come up with a test that can distinguish 3% peroxide from whatever concentration is needed for explosives - or do the IAD folks just have a bad batch of strips? Can I avoid a possible repeat by carrying a small bottle and/or getting 
pre-ch eek? &quot: 

and received the usu a I robot responses. But I think this 1s a si g ni fi cant technical issue that your tech peop I e m1g ht want to consider. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Name b 1(6) 
Phone Number 
Email (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 
·aa======,-------------------------------------

Remote Client 1pf b 1(6) I 
Date Time 111612014 9 21: 18 PM 

111612014 ~--------, 
1 O: 11 :08 Nam_~(,.b_1(-.6_1 ___ L-------, 

PM Ema1,.b ... 1 .... (6,_-...,I ---------<'--
Comp a, nl s: na pp ro pri a e cree n, ng at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Raleigh-Durham International Airport, Monday. January 13, 2014. Terminal 1. TSA Screening Area. 
Comments:I take about 3 round-trip business flights per year onginating from RDU and I routinely opt out of the scanner. Until 1113114. the pat-down staff (at RDU and elsewhere) had always been thorough but professional. But on 1113114 at RDU 
terminal 1, the pat down guy literally caused me to recoil in pain as he grabbed my pant belt loop, jerked my pants up hard and then ran his hand up my leg and slammed it into my testicles. I've had pat-downs many times before and this guy was way 
off-the-charts rough as if he enjoyed a kind of sadislic power over 1ravelers. Instinctively, I cried out an expletive. But the guy (a heavy-set 30-something white male) paid no attention to my condition, offered no apology and and hurried off to the 
luggage x-ray machine leaving me not only furious and in pain, but with my shirt and pants practically undone from rough treatment. Clearly, none of this was even remotely necessary. Rest assured that if it happens again, a lawsuit will be filed. 



111612014 
10:11:16 

PM 

1117/2014 
10:21:14 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

MA 56728 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? na 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

Caller and his wife both went 10 lhe GE and getting trusled traveler number and his wife was selecled for lhe precheck and she has a hip replacement and had 10 go through the whole process. At Dulles and made her gel out of the precheck line and go 
through the general line. He said someone should have told them that before he spent the money to be a trusted traveler for the precheck. 

AM To Id cal I er tha I I was not able to te 11 him tha I she would not have to have the additiona I screening be cause if she has an ala rm they have to reso Ive I hat by doing a pa ldow n. Also to Id ca 11 er th at we do advise tha I they don't go through the mel al d ete eta r 
and to inform the TSO that she has the metal implant before screening. But I still am not able to tell him that she would be able to go through screening without it alarming and having that additional screening. Also told caller that we do try and track 
Ire nds to spot areas of concern th at may require s pec,al attention. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time· 1/17/201410:5726 AM Airport: RSW - Southwest Florida International Date/Time of Travel· 01/16/2014 5:45 PM Airline & Flight Number· Southwest 221 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : Immediately upon exiting the full body scan, I was ins1ructed that a &quot:hair pal down&quot: would be performed by the TSA agent. Wilhout any discussion, an agent with VERY STAINED rubber gloves starled going through my hair! 

111712014 That is COMPLETELY UNACCEPTABLE AND UNSANITARY' I understand being patted down in all areas, that is necessary. But hair? Put on clean gloves .... who knows what got in my hair. As a school teacher. I know all to well hair is different than 

12, 11 ,28 skrn/cloth,ng. 

PM 
First, why does my scalp and hair (My hair falls one inch below my shoulders) need vigorous searching? Where is my proIecIion from unhygienic gloves? 
Would you like a res onse? . True 

Passenger's Nam,...,..."'(b"°·• ... 1(-'-6"-) __ "T"" _ __. 

Phone Number 1h·I1fiI 
Email (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller said he has a Nexus card and never gets precheck. He said his name is different on his membership card than his passport and he will call CBP to see if he can get a new card or get his name changed on it. He asked if he should sign up for the 
TS A p recheck a pp Ii cation program. 

Response:TSA is committed to expanding TSA Precheck benefits to a growing passenger population in an effort to strengthen transportation security through risk-based methods. Beginning November 15, 2012, Canadian citizens traveling 
domestically in the United States who are members of the U .S, Customs and Border Protection (CBP) and Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) NEXUS program are eligible to participate in TSA Precheck and may receive expedited screening at 
participating U.S. airports. For more informalion about NEXUS and other CBP Trusted Traveler programs, please visit www.globalentry.gov 

111712014 Canadian citizens interested in part1c1pating in TSA Precheck through NEXUS must enter their PASS ID into the 'Known Traveler' field when booking a flight reservation or saving their PASS ID to their airline's frequent flyer profile. Members can find 

12:42:40 their PASS ID on line by accessing their Global Online Enrollment System (GOES) account or on the back of their membership card in the top-left corner. 

PM 
If T SA determines a passenger is e Ii g i ble for expedited screening through T SA Preche ck . information is i mb edded in the ba read e of the passenger's boa rd i ng pass. When T SA scans the ba read e at the designated security ch eek point, the passenger 
may be referred to the T SA Precheck I ane for expedited screening. Expedited s c reem ng for TSA P recheck passengers may include being ab I e to leave their shoes. Ii g ht outerwear. and be It on and a 11 owing them to keep their I aptop in its case and 
their 3-1-1 com pliant Ii quids gels bag in their carry-on. However. a 11 travelers may be required to undergo additiona I screening , including a patd own inspection, to resolve an ala rm. 

I advised him to make sure his name matches his members hp card each time he books his flight. I advised him he would not get the customs side of it for tsa precheck which is at Isa.gov for precheck pre-enroll. 

If you have questions or concerns regarding a CBP Trusted Traveler membership. including your application, eligibility, updating your information, or managing your profile, we suggest that you contact CBP at 1-866-530-4172. 

2nd time I have been sexually assaulted at the airport. When received initial pat down, was denied clean gloves. alter asked 3 times. I am formally filling for sexual harassment and assault. 

My original readdress #J(b)(61 

1/17/2014 
2:17:40 I filled fonmal complaint immediatly alter and was never contacted. My next step is going to be legal, It is unconstitutional in what had taken place. and my rights have been violated, 

PM [b1(ffl 

:1r:1rp1ease excuse typos. sent from a mobile device*:lr 

Feedback Type Compliment 
Categories: Pat-down; Disability or Medical Condition Cun-ent Date/Time, 111712014 3:49:27 PM Airport, ORF - Norfolk International Date/Time of Travel: 12/21/2013 6:45 PM Airline & Flight Number· Delta flight #5332 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, 

TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : Let me tell you about my tnp to Pasco. Wash on Delta airlines. 
My name is!lh·11r;··, I my age is 63 and because I have a defibrillator and a pulmonary patient and I am handicapped. On Dec. 21. 20131 went to the airport in Norfolk Va. To fly Delta Airlines to Pasco, Wash. After weighting my checked bag I was 
6 lbs overweight and they were going 10 charge me $100.00 for the 61bs overage. So I had to take 61bs oul of my luggage. Ya think ii is a lillle much? Okay to security-I have a defibrillator and I have to wear oxygen. As per Dr I am currently on 4 lilers 
of oxygen. I had the paperwork allowing me to carry the concentrator on board with me. When I got to security my carryon bag was emptied and everything went through the machine. Because of my defibrillator. one of the females told me that they had 
to pat me down. Okay this has never happened to me before. She did ask me if I wanted to go behind the curtain and I declined thinking it couldn't be that bad. She padded me down alnght between legs, outside legs. ankles, under my butt, over my 
butt, down my back, under my breasts. over my breasts, underarms. down arms and wrists, around my neck. WOW!! I started to ask what next my clothes? Now that was humiliating. After watching 20 passengers fly through the line. After scanning I 
went to put my shoes on and they wouldn't let me. "You can't 1ouch that." Asked me for my boarding pass, I couldn'I give it 10 lhem it was in the tray. I couldn't 1ouch that! One guy physically wenl through my pockelbook. Needless to say I was 
overwhelmed at this procedure. Alter 30 min of this degrading experience I didn't know if all my things were in my possession or not they were scattered into 6 bins. Finally it was over she got me a wheelchair and to the flight terminal. I was exhausted. 
Upon getting to my destination I found out that my checked baggage was gone through also. 

111712014 The flight to Minnesota was good. Not enough room @ the seat for the concentrator and myself. I had to have a flow of 4 liters during flight. Flight Attendants were wonderful, helpful and very courteous. Thank you. 
The flight from Minn. To Pasco was the same. On my arrival to Pasco I walked down the stairs. The wheelchair was waiting at the bottom of the stairs bul no one was there. I waited several minutes and still no one. One of the pilots came off the plane 

5:04: 15 asked me if I was waiting I told him yes. He took it upon himself to wheel me to the terminal, although &#189; ways to the terminal someone took over. I never thanked the pilot for his help. 
PM Now the flight home. Pasco to Minn. My son's fianc&#233: took me to the airport in Pasco on Jan 9, 2014. I must say I wasn't padded down this time but everything I owned was scaltered from one bin to the other. They not only scanned my things 

once but emptied them and scanned them a second time (even my pocketbook.) I thought they were going to disassemble my concentrator there on the spot. As I said before I had a physician's form the doctor filled out allowing me to carry this 
concentrator on board. Not the 1st person asked to see it. Would I his have caused a little less confusion? 
I know you have to be careful what goes on these flights due to terrorist attacks. But honestly was I singled out for some reason. Wonder if I really look like a 63 year old handicapped old woman terrorist? Really?? 
The rest of the flight was a good fi 1g ht. Al I your attendants were very courteous. friendly and he I pfu I. I did Ii 11 out the survey for the ha nd1ca pp ed. 
My question to you is this how you treat your ha ndica pp ed customers who fly Delta Airlines? Rea 11 y makes me wonder if I want to fly Delta next time I fly to Pasco, 
Thank you for your lime reading this. I hope this will help make flying easier for handicapped patienls. Although we may have some kind of disability we are still human and want 10 do as others do. Flying may be harder for us lhan olhers but I am sure 
someone can come up with an easier so I uti on than going through what I had to go through. 

Sincerely, 

Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name !rh·11r;··, ~=====:::;----' 
Phone Number f~b_)_(6_, ___ ~ 



111712014 

Caller said she traveled through Ft. Laude rd ale on January 14. 2014 and had gone through s c reem ng in Term i na I 2 at 04 30 hours. The cal I er was traveling m a whee I chair and was directed to the I eft from the other passengers gomg to the rig ht. The 
caller has brown hair and wears glasses. she was wearing a navy blue jacket with turquoise and she had a white tee shirt. The caller said the carry on bag and iPad were taken and screened while she was receiving a pat down and the bag was placed 
in her lap or on the chair and she never checked to verify lhe ipad being inside. When the caller arrived in Atlanta see looked for her ipad and ii was gone. The ipad has all of the callers medical information and is very important 10 her. The ipad is a 
white ipad in a black leather case and has a silver stylus attached. The caller also said she has a tracking device and the ipad is sitting some place turned off. The caller said she flew on Delta flight DL 827 which departed at 0545 hours and arrived in 
Atlanta at 0730 hours. 

8:33:02 You may wish 10 file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. Claim forms are also available on our Web site at www.tsa.gov. If you 
PM decide to file a claim, it will be processed in accordance with the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Cus torn er Service Manager (CS M) at that location, Due to the sensi ti vi ty of the information on the i pad the contact information was 
provided to the ca Iler. 

Three ago I received an artificial knee 10 replace my knee that was severely damaged from a gunshot while on duty in local law enforcement. It now I riggers an alarm in all the walkthrough metal detectors. I have had TSA precheck that last few flights 
but have to then remove all the usual things and then submit to a pat down. There were no readily available advanced scanner present. Really have a problem with the pat down every time I fly given my retirement from law enforcement and over 
thirty years of secunty consulting and teaching including for almost every Federal Agency and was an instructor at FLETC for seven years. 

1 11712014 I believe the pre ch eek has be en a good first step but there needs to be mo re to pre-sere en more passengers. The re a re many who have s i m1 I ar backgrounds as mm e and have imp I ants res ul ting from their lo rmer service who a re forced to undergo a 

9:2?:0B pat down which is insulting. My last pat down. at LAX, was not only insulting but infuriating by the attitude and actions of the screener. I am seriously considering scrapping any thought to continue flying which means full retirement from my security 
PM consulting including a 11 government agencies. I I urned down two req u esl I asl week to he Ip wi I h security issues because it require air Ir ave I and I am nol ready 10 face any more pa I downs. 

Artington. VA 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' , Screening 
Current Date/Time: 1/17/2014 9:01 :45 PM Airport: BWI - Ballimore-Washington International Dateffime of Travel 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : So as parl of my fun work life, I spend a lot of lime on airplanes. That's OK, part of lhe job. 

The unfun part is getting from the entrance of the airport to the airplane. I have to run the TSA gantlet. 
Often the airline I fly on does not participate in the trusted traveler program (I'm looking at you AirTran). So I get to the front of the security line, have taken off my shoes, belt, cell phone, soon underwear, I guess. and am laced with what I call the 
&quol;Surrender&quot; machine. You are supposed to go into this thing, put your arms up and surrender 10 lhe TSA, and then they will let you pass to get redressed. If you have never seen I his go to almost any airport and walch the security line. If you 
are old and ugly, as I am, your picture will not end up on the Internet. 

111712014 But I can't do it. I have flown hundreds of times. but I have never entered the &quot;surrender&quot; machine. I can't symbolically surrender to the government just so I can exercise my right to travel, In my own country. 

9:27:14 
PM 

So even though I have undergone the background check required for trusted travelers, because I chose the wrong airline, I get to experience the &quot:pat down&quot;. Where the unlucky TSA agent (Or lucky. depending on his sexual orientation) gets 
to put his hands in my waistband, touch my &quot:stuff&quot:. as was raised by a passenger sometime ago, so he can some to realize I really aren't packing chemical explosives or a corkscrew with a 1 &quot; foil blade. all apparently designed to take 
aver an a i rcrafl with a fu 11 y sea led cockpit door and often an armed crew 

But I digress. 

Because while I am undergoing this TSA homoerotic show, probably filmed for someone's future pleasure experience I described. the airport McDonalds minimum wage worker shows up, and is escorted around the &quot:surrender&quot machine. 
Followed by an entire family with small children, because everyone knows people with children are obviously incapable of violence. We won't bring upf b::,(6) I· 

And the McDonalds lacky, needing a few bucks, won't simply carry something into the airport for some actual passenger, and pass it on after both are through the &quot;secunty&quot: checkpoint. 

TSA security is largely based on making the average passenger feel good. It has little to do with actual security. And it will conlinue that way uni ii I here is another disaster. Which, given the processes I've described, is very likely. 

I fly a lot. I hope I donl get unlucky. But currently, my flight safety is based a lot more on luck than intelligent security. 

Can someone please put me in charge of TSA? I lhink I would do it for free, because I hale I hose inside waislband feel ups. 



111812014 
9A0:23 

AM 

1118/2014 
111325 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 1/18120141 :48:03 AM Airport: MEM - Memphis International Date/Time of Travel 01/171201410:15 AM Airline & Flight Number: Uniled Airlines 4537 Check oint/Area 
of Airport· TSA Checkpoint forthe.c ConcourseTSA Employee: (I/Known) :j(b1(6) !Comment· On January 17th ar011od 1Q2~~-rn. FA!(b)(6) loroceeded to MEM TSAscreening with his crew: C!l(bi(6i I and FO b)(6) 
Upon passin ID inspection F (b 5·, placed his ,terns on the X-RAY bel. Re then proceeded to the metal detector. FAl(b,.1(6.i _ as stopped by TSA STSq(b:1(6) l,,,ho placed the orange cone in the middle of the metal dee or 
blocking F b·:,(61 entry. TS b)(6:, stated to FA!(b)(6:, ~quot;You are not in unifonrn. You have no right to enter the metal detector &quot;. 

FAl(b)(ff:, ~aid to TS (b)(6:, &quot;Are you joking, I have been wearing these dirty clothes the last 3 days. I wear this uniform everyday. Is this a joke?&quot: TSA kb··1(6i!told F'4b:1(ff:1 ~quot;Take your belt off, you are going through the body 
scanner&quot: F h··,1rr1 aid &quot:Why do you think this is not my umfonrn?&quot: TS~epeated &quot:you are not in uniform, take your belt off, you are going through the body scanner&quot: 

FAJ(b)(61 ~aid &quo1;No sir, I'm an active FA on a wor_king trip. I am not re uired to go through the body scanner&quot: F~(b 1(6) I began saying to his pilots who had been through the metal detector &quot:Guys, this TSA guy claims I am nol in 
um arm and he 1s not letting me pass. Can someone tell h,m, I am?&quot: TS (b :,(6) interrupted F"tb :,(6 I lo repeat &quot:You are not ,n uniform. You need to take your belt off and go through the body scanner&quot: 

The female TSA agent working the bag X-ray machine said to FA~ &quot: take your belt off. If he said you aren't in uniform, he has every right to make you go through the body scanner&quot: 

FA~aid &quot;Sir I am not ou are holding up my flight&guot: TSA!(b·:,(6)!said to FAfh·11rr·, !&quot: You are holding your flight up. You are not in uniform&quot: C~aid to FA~ &quot:They have known crew member in the 
oth~ go th ere. &quot: TS ( b ':I( 6 I hen said to FA[ b ·:, ( 6 I Fgg res s ivel y with a raised voice, &quot; You have two choices the body scanner or submit to and aggressive pat down&q uot: The T SA le male agent on the bag scanner said to FA 
~gain &quot:Take your belt off. If he said you aren't in uniform, he has every right to make you go through the body scanner&quot: 

FAfb:1(ff:1 ~a,d to both agents, &quoU'm not going through your body scanner, I get enough radiation on the airplane working 18 to 20 days a month. I will take your pat down and trust me I will be reporting all of you.&quot: 

n walked lhrough the metal detector, TS~old him to follow him to the pat down area, FAkb)(6:, 
direct ions as to what wou Id ha pp en in the pat down. 

l,vas told to remove everylhing from his pockets including his 

The pat down took about 2 to 3 minutes, revisiting F P.j( b )( ff, ~waist, inner thighs. buttock multiple times by TS~ Proceeding the pat down TSA kb·:, ( 6) ! swiped his gloves with bomb swab and proceeded to p refo nm a bomb ev ide nee test. A fler 
the lesl came OUI negative TS~formed F4(b 1(6) ras free to go, 

For the record FAkb1(6i ~as wearing lhe Continental French Blue long sleeve shirl, the baby blue &quoi;new&quot: United Express Necktie and the ExpressJet company issued pants and Continental Black Belt (that doesn't sel off me1a1 detectors). 
This is an a pp roved uni form. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" 
Cur,-ent Date/Time· 1118/2014 10:35:05 AM Airport. DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel. 01/16/2014 8:00 AM Airline & Flight Number· UA 6209 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: north side TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I have TSA precheck, but also have a knee i rn plant. I have trave I ed th ru Denver 3 ti mes in 3 months and have had a ro u9h ti me every single time. The 1 st ti me i I took btwn 5-1 O rn in 10 gel a pat down. The second ti rn e I we nl th ru reg u I a r 
screening because it was slow and kept getting told to go to TSA pre ck. Then this last time I went thru TSA pre ck. as I was going thru told them I nn a pat down and they kept telling me I should have gone thru regular screening. At this point I was 
getting mad and frustrated. Two gentlemen started talking to each other and said I was beyond listing to give up. I asked why they couldn't move the two women to pat me down and one male said they were at assigned spots and could not be moved. 
I also had to wait 5-10 min for a pat down, and only got it at that time because I asked fora supervisor, who ot someone to pat me down. I have traveled thru Orlando, LAX and Orange County and not had any problems, it may take a minute or two, 
but lheir employees were on the ball unlike Denver Would you like a response? : True Passenger's Name: (b·:,(61 hone Number fh··,1rr1 ~mail l(b)(6i ~o leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : 
htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

I have a Global Entry card and a knee replacemenl. During recent traveling, I have been told after en1ering PreCheck that I should go to lhe regular 1raveler line because there was not a newer "hands up" 
screening device available, and I have to have a full body search since my knee sets off the metal detector. So I went to the other line. took 
off my shoes, etc. when I had paid $100 to be easily cleared. This 

111812014 most recently happened in Indianapolis. In JFK I suffered a very invasive full body pat down (I am a 72 year old grandmother.) Does TSA plan to install the newer machines in all airports? Or is there some common sense approach to realize that it is 

1_2606 my knee setting things off and there is no reason for the full~al down.? My husband breezes through, then has to wait for me, so it makes our Global Entry seems worthless. We are frequent travelers, both dorneslic and 
· PM international. Thank you for your attention to my concerns.~ 

kb)(61 I 



DearTSA, 

I was recently subject ta a random pat down. Your procedures are overkill. invasive, and unconstitutional. Nowhere does my airline ticket say I am agreeing ta be subject to TSA procedures before I click the purchase button. 

In the name of 9111, the governmenl is going 100 far. They allowed a few scoundrels into USA flight school who allready were on a walch list, and lhe resl of us innocenl Americans have to suffer by being subject to all kinds of ridiculous screening. 
Plus, we are footing the bill. 

Exactly many would be terrorists are you finding through these searches? My tax dollars would be better spent elsewhere. 

1118/2014 
1 :2S: 12 I will do all within my power to speak out against your procedures and fight for my constitutional rights. 

PM 

1/18/2014 

Regards, 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 
i=='"'?====;-------------------------------------

Remate Client 1pj(bi(ff1 I 
Date Time 111812014 2 27:59 PM 

3:44:33 Nam l'-(b~)""(6.,...) ____ ___.____,, 
PM Emai (b)(61 

Comp·"a-, ... n~s~: n-a=p-p-ro=p-ri-a~e-c-re-e,...n•ing/Pat Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): _ 
Comments:I HOPE THE DENVER POLICE THROW THE BOOK AT THE TSA FEMALE AGENT WHO SEXUALLY ASSAULTED .,kb""i .. (6""·., _____ __.!" YOU ARE ALL A BU NCH OF SEX PERVERTS, THIEVES, AND DRUG DEALERS. TH IS 
LADY WAS ESCORTING HER MINOR CHILD TO A PLANE. SOME ITEMS ON HER JEANS SET OFF AN ALARM. HER TREATMENT AT YOUR HANDS AFTER THAT WAS NOTHING SHORT OF A RAPIST• IF THIS WERE ME, "GOD HELP 
YOU!'!" THIS VICTIM OF SEXUAL ASSAULT/NEAR RAPE WOULD HAVE CONSIDERED THIS AN ACT OF AGGRESSION. YOU WOULD HAVE HAD A FIGHT ON YOUR HANDS KEEP YOUR DIRTY HANDS TO YOURSELF. TSA AGENTS 
SHOULD BE TREATED LIKE THEY TREAT THEIR BOSSES! 



Dear TSA Contact Center, 

I appreciate the quick reply, but your techniques are not reasonable, and lhe majority of the public agrees. The courts agree? Well, whose side are they on really? Many judges are corrupt. 

The signs at the entrance of the security check points are after the fact that a person has allready paid for an airline ticket in advance. 

Your rules seem to only product TSA agenls, and not citizens who even queslion the invasive past downs. I've heard plenty of stories of citizens being harased by TSA agents or airporl security personnel!, and inappropriate pat downs. Meanwhile, 
I'm sure the real terrorists are laughing about all our ridiculous security measures. I da believe your measures are part al a more sinister plot ta continue to erode the freedoms of the American people. 

The fight will oontinue on. 

l(b)(61 

111912014 On Saturday, January 18, 2014 1 :56 PM, "tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com" <tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.oom> wro1e: 

9:39:31 
AM 

Thank you for your e-ma i I regarding the Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini strat1on (T SA) conducting u nreasona bl e search es at the airport checkpoint. 

The Fou r1 h Amendment prohibits the Gov ernme nl from conducting unreasonable searches and seizures of peop I e, p I aces, and things. Courts have he Id I hat I he search conducted in I he a i rpo r1 screening co nl ext is reaso na bl e, in tha I it balances I he 
privacy interests al citizens against the Government's interest in protecting the traveling public. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) posts signs at the entrances of security screening checkpoints advising travelers that their person and property are subject to screening. This advance notice provides individuals with the opportunity to 
not enter that area. Once an individual elects to a11empt to en1er a screening location, screening must be completed before an individual is permitted 10 leave the screening location. 

In addition. Fed era I regulation prohibits interfe n ng with. assaulting. threatening, or i nt1 mi dating screening personnel as they perform their screening duties. W hi I e al I passengers must submit to screening to gain access to the steri I e a re a of the airport 
or an aircraft, TS A pol icy is to afford passengers professi o na I and courteous treatment. 

To facilitate future screening experiences. we strongly recommend that passengers familiarize themselves with the information available on our Web site at www.tsa.gav. 

We hope this information is helpful. 

Disability Description: The passenger has Degenerative Back Arthrilis, Fibromyalgia, Parkinson s, MS and olher medical conditions. 

Response Details: Advised the caller that we apologize for any discomfort that the passenger may have experiences. Advised that I would send her a D-RFI so that the passenger could make a formal complaint. 
1/1912014 

1 :02:59 lncidenl Details: The caller stated that the passenger was made to remove her shoes after she expressed the the TSO thal she has difficulty doing so. The caller stated that the passenger s can was taken away from her 10 go through the AIT and was 
PM refused a patdown when she requested it. The caller stated that she has called in before and was told that this would not be the case. The caller stated that the passenger injured a muscle in her back trying to put her shoes back on. 

We have traveled through many airports since 911 and have never encountered the rudeness from TSA employees that we receive at LBG. Today we requested to use the body scanner, my wife has two knee replacements and abhors pat dawns. Very 
rudely we were told "not an opt1onl"' I asked why and was told to get in line and proceed. There were very few others so I wasn't holding anyone up. We will be doing our best to convince LBG management and their airline partners to go with private 

111912014 security and scrap TSA We appreciate the fact that security needs to remain high. We don"t appreciate the attitudes Long Beach TSA personnel convey. 
1:07:56 

PM ~fb_)_(6_i ___ ~ 

Sent from my Windows Phone 
In the course of applying for and obtaining Trusted Traveller Slatus, noone ever mentioned that 1ravellers wilh joinl replacemenls, regardless of lheir PreCheck status, have to submit to regular, full securily screening, including removing their shoes and 
patdown, every time, because most PreCheck lines only have metal detectors, nat high tech scanners. So after waiting in the Pre line at IAD and MOW. we were offered the options of going ta the end of the regular line or enduring a full screening. 
Had we known this we could have saved $200. 

1120/2014 
9:37 50 

AM ~kb_)(_6_) ____ ~ 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 1/1912014114419 PM Airport LAS - McCarran lntemat,onal Date/T,me of Travel 0111912014 7 30 AM A,rl,ne & Fl,ght Number Southwest #3203 Checkpo,nl/Area of 
Airport · Lane 1. TSA Security line for Gates A, B, C - departures from LAS TSA Employee (If Known!rh 1/R I !. Super,,sar STSO kb 1(6 I I Witness L TSOl:b )(61 ~omment I was ,n line toga through the full body X-ray machine at 
the Las Vegas McCarran International Airport. I was wearing long earrings (that were earlier commented on by a Starbucks employee earlier that morning). a short sleeve shirt beneath a runners Jacket (no pockets) and black yoga pants with no 
pockets. I was wearing an athletic bra and had no metal on my body except for my earrings, a small necklace and a watch, all the same items I had worn on my way out to Las Vegas and approved similarly during travel, Slightly before I approached 
the imaging machine, a woman arrived in a wheelchair and she entered in the line before me. She had someone to help her both to get the wheelchair close to the machine, slanding up and descending to the other side, wherd(b·•,(ffi !helped her 
descend the slight ramp down from the imaging machine. At that point, she stepped onto the mat with yellow outlines of shoes and a TSA female officer arrived with a hand metal detector to check her. I was then waved into the imaging machine by 
kb) ( ff) lwh ere I stood with my I eg s apart. raised m a nms above my head and waited for the ve rti ca I bar to s Ii de by before being told I could exit. At that point, the person in the whee I chair was st, 11 being assessed as she stood g i ng erl y and I was 
told different instructions b~1h·11r;·-, !and b)(ffl about whether I could continue past the woman. As I moved forward, fh·11r;·-, ! told me to stop andkb)(ffl !approached me. Without saying anything, he proceeded to search me without 
offering a gender-appropriate female TSA employee. h·11R·1 continued and said nolhing and he began by placing his hands on both my shoulders and proceeded towards my neck and proceeded to rub across the front of my chesl stopping just 
above the nipples an my breasts. 

As a woman. I found this search completely inappropriate. b)(ff:1 did not verbally warn me in advance that I was being body searched. He did not tell me what his concerns were and further. I had just stepped out of the body imaging machine 

112012014 (that is, I had already been lhrough security) (b ,(6) in observing I his episode from 8 feet away, admitted 10 me immedialely after I stepped beyond the black &quot:search&quot: webbed off area thal it was not appropriate. He lold me he 
_ , nohced~b)(ff:, I error and &quat;d1dn't wan o em arrass me.&quot; He sa,d he was nat!lh·,1R1 !supervisor and offered ta get h,m, STSOkb1(61 I Whe~approachedfh11R·, l,nformed h,m about what occurred (that liliJ 

9-~~32 [b·:,(6) ! ad patted m~ I was_a female) and lili:ii:filJapolog,zed and offered_ to et me a card (TSA) to file a complaint. Feeling violated and sad, I returned ten minutes later to retrieve the name of L rsqb)(ff:, !the witness to the 
incident. At that tim (b_i(6_.1 had!(b·1(6i !in the office and upon my arrival. bi(6:, returned back to the line of duty and I was infonmed that he was going to receive mare &quot:training&quot: so this doesnt happen again. 

I would like to see changes in the TSA search process to commence immediately: 

1. For personal/inappropriate body violations, replace comment cards with an incident report that captures and records the TSA officer. his badge number and relevant information as well as a place for the victim to place his/her name so that all data 
can be collected immediately. This is not a dispute over a small ilem that has been confiscated. This is a violalion of a person and appropriate importance should be given. 

2. Ask every person BEFORE they are searched. whether they prefer to be searched/patted down by a TSA male or female officer. Every person who has to go through a pat down should be presented this option. Your website says specifically, 
&quotAII pat-downs are only conducted by same-gender officers, The officer will explain the pat-down process before and during the pat-down.&quot; This was violated in my case. Furthermore. without posing the question about what the person 
prefers, we leave the determination of selecling a same-gender officer to the subjective eye of the TSA agent, which is less than ideal. 

3. As soon as an incident report is filed, the offending person is immediate! removed from their shift and an incident report Is filed attached to their name ,n a database Repeat offenders or those reaching a threshold of incident reports (as defined by 
the TSA), should be dismissed from the TSA. I was shocked to see b':1(6) return to his line of work ten minutes after I notified STSOkb)(ff:1 I while I feel devastated, shocked and violated. 

It's ironic that after spending a wondeiful weekend with a group al women friends in Las Vegas, walking up and down the strip during daylight and after dark without incident. that I should feel mast violated by a uniformed TSA agent who failed ta fall aw 

Caller has been flying frequently between Dayton and BWI. Every lime she has flown her checked bag is hand inspected. THis has been approximalely 20 flights in the past 16-18 monlhs. She thought this may have meanl she was on a watch list. 

112012014 . 
10,09,21 Advised caller: 

AM. Advised caller that if she was on a watch list, she herself would have been receiving additional screening including a patdown. Her checked bag getting screened every time could be because of how it appears on the x-ray monitor or due to something 
inside lhe bag. Things such as containers of liquid, books, magazines, or eleclronics can cause secondary screening. 

My parents were flying home from being at the Mayo Hospital for 2 weeks on Saturday. January 18th. They were flying Delta out of Rochester MN. (flight 5685) My mother had Just had open heart surgery and the placement of a pacemaker. When 
going through security she was asked to raise her hands up over her head for the dector. She explained she was not able to do this do to surgery. She was then told to get out and they proceded with a very strong pat down. In which the woman 

112012014 preforming hit lhe surgery site of the pacemaker not once but twice which caused my mom 10 scream out because of the pain. The woman was nol apologetic and didn't care at all. She was a very gruff person. I realize I hat you have a very importanl 

1 _05,21 job to da but when dealing with people one should still care and have some compassion. At this airport they see a lot of people who have been at the Mayo Clinic or Hospital. I would think they would be more aware and conduct the pat dawns with 
· PM more care and considerations. My moms site was swollen and had more pain after this incident. 

Hopefully this ema i I wi 11 bring some attention to this matter and other p eo pie w i 11 have a better experience, 
Thank you for ]our lime. 

!(b,(61 _ 



My daughter (a Type 1 diabetic) went through Midway Airport again on her way back to school to Tucson on August 14th. Once again the TSA instructed her to send her insulin pump through the luggage x-ray machine. This will be my last attempt to 
educate the TSA as I feel it may be a waste of time. My next correspondence will be to the American Diabetes Association in hopes that they can make you understand the error of your way. Here is an excerpt from Medtronic s website, maker of the 
insulin pump: 

Airport Security Guidelines 
Insulin pumps are designed to withstand common electromagnetic interference, including airport security systems. Taking an insulin pump through airport security is quite common. It is always a good idea to carry the HYPERLINK http: 
www.medtronicdiabetes.com sites defaull files library download-library workbooks x23_airpor1_card.pdf \nAirport Information Card (located in the front pocket of your user guide) when you are traveling. 
Because travel rules are subject to change, it is advisable to check with the Transportation HYPERLINK http: www.tsa.gov lnSecurity Administration (TSA) before traveling. International passengers should consult their individual air carriers for 
international reg u I at,ons. 
Insulin Purnps, Personal CGM and Security 

You can continue to wear your insulin pump or continuous glucose monitor (CGM) while going through common security systems such as an airport metal detector as it will not harm the device or trigger an alarm. Do not send the devices through the x-
1I20120 14 ray machine as an a I ternat,ve 
3:16:04 You need to remove your insulin pump and CGM (sensor and transmitter) while going through an airport body scanner. II you do not wish to remove your devices. you may request an alternative pat-down screening process 

PM Nolify security screeners that you have diabetes, I hat you are wearing an insulin pump and are carrying supplies with you Insulin Pump 

If the TSA is there 10 provide security for Americans, then please explain why they are putting insulin pumps lhrough x-ray machines, even after being told I his could cause an insulin pump 10 malfunclion and shoot unneeded insulin into a person s 
body which could ca use death. 

Itasca, IL 60143 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1t~~_,_(6_) ____ ~ 
Oate Time: 1 /2012014 8:59:40 PM 

Na me[5'ii'§] 
112112014 Ema{""b"")""(6'--1 ____ __. 
8: 18: 5 7 Comp I a i nts; Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 

AM Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):New Orleans Airport 
Jan 19.2014 
Comments:I asked for an opt out screening. The TSA personnel pointed over to a chair. Waited for several minutes. asked 1/ I could go through the metal screener. she said no, although several other people had gone through 11. She ignored me, not 
answering my questions. I finally told her that I would go through the body scanner and she let me. 
She made a feeble atlempl to get a person for pat down; I had no clue how long I would have had to wait. I felt I hat she made me wail as a form of punishment for opting oul. 
I know that the body scanners are unsafe; it is an X-ray, and all of the Europian countries banned them, because they are deemed unsafe by their governments. 
The bigger airports in the USA a re replacing them. but unfortunately placing them in the smaller airports. As a citizen I have a prob I em with that. 

As a traveler I feel I am at the mercy of the TSA. Not a good feeling. Upset that someone else can control lhe decision of my heallh. 



When wi 11 I hear more about this???? 

rve cut and pasted my initial email sent an January 15th 2014(italicized) and below you can view the TSA's response as of Thursday Jan 16th 2014 

RE: Flight Delta DL65044 From Buffalo NY to Detroit Ml 6: 15AM 1115/2014 
Passenger[b 1(6) I 

To whom it may concern: 

112112014 I was in the TSA Pre-check line on 1115/14 belween 5:30 and 5:45AM approximately, as I was supposed 10 be. However, I recently lost my NYS ID lherefore I had a temporary NYS ID. I also had Credit cards, Veterans advantage Card, Bank cards, & a 

10,21 ,13 membership shopping club ID wlpicture. I was pulled out of the TSA Pre-check line and had to go through the regular screening including a complete VIOLATING pat-down that included my private parts and the complete search of my carry an bag''" I 
AM. was told this was procedure when someone doesn't have proper ID. NYS ID IS PROPER ID•' 

My concern is that a couple pea pie ahead of me in line at the TSA Pre-check line, was a white woman whose ID didn't even match the name on the boarding pass',, She was then allowed ta present an EXPIRED piece of ID and allowed toga one her 
way' why was I not afforded the same treatment??? MY ID wasn't expired I' and it matched the mane on my boarding pass. I am an African Amencan man so obviously there are two different standards of screening one for White women and another 
for Bia ck men, maybe even more standards for pa rti cul a r demographics??? 

I didn't bring this up to TSA staff because I didn't want their retribution to be to deny me access to my flight 

Please respond to me with an explanation as ta how it is procedure ta make a spectacle of me, the Black man and allow a White woman with ID that doesn·t match the name an her boarding pass to then produce an expired ID to board her flight 
uncha 11 e nged??? 

I can imagine th at th ere a re survei 11 ance images that can be viewed to verify what I'm writing a bout. may I humbly suggest that so mea ne in a utharity watch them 



DearTSA, 

Your security measures only give an illusion of protecting the public, and in fact are instilling fear al the U.S. government, nat terrorists. They do nat instill my confidence al security as an airline passenger. 

The 9111 terrorists should have been stopped way before lhey even got on a plane. They should have been prevented from joining American flight schools. They should have been prevented from entering our counlry at all. With the super intelligence 
we have in our nation, certainly mare effective measures could be taken before a terrorist even reachs the security check point in an airport. 

How many people a re you finding loaded with underwear bombs through your invasive pat downs? PI ease answer my quest ion, as my tax do 11 a rs a re he I ping fund your organization, 

The facts are these: 

112112014 1 Our constitutional rights are being violated every day by an out-al-control agency that was created in a misguided attempt to interject the government into a place it was not needed. 
12:08:42 

PM 

2. The TSA does nol make us more secure; it simply wastes time and money 

3, The TS A has set up rules and procedures that harass ordinary citizens at the expense of a ctua I ly finding terrorists 

4. Mo re outrageous cases of abuse by the T SA continue to be reported 

5. Private security s hou Id hand I e airport checkpoints 

6. Toddlers, mothers with small babies, grandparents, and the disabled are all being harassed while simply trying to board an airplane. 

Hello, 
The attached query was sent to our office in error. 
Regards, 

!(b,(61 

112112014 Case Number: DP2.014010104 

12: 0 8: 56 Consumer Info rmat ,on 
PM In uirer T e Name Address E-mail Address Office Phone Home Phone 

bl(61 
Comp I a i nts Information 
Complaint Code Carrier Name Flight Date Flight Itinerary 
LZ4900 AMERICAN Al RLI NES 02 02 2014 LAX 
Description al Problem Inquiry 
Every time I go through the security check. my knee replacement tnggers the alarm and then I get delayed from my wife because I have to go through a personal patdown and drug or explosives check. Is there a way that I can be cleared ahead of the 
trip so I can go through security in the normal time? 
The caller flew on 1 13 14 with Spirit Airlines at 1930-2000. The caller told a TSA agent that he did not want ta go through the AIT machine. The caller states that the TSA agent says that I gotta get gloves because this idiot wants a patdown 
procedure. The TSA agents name is kb·•,(ffi ~t DTW. The caller states tha!(b)(6:, I was extremely nice and apologized for her coworkers behavior. 

1/21/2014 
2,17,35 Advised caller: 

PM 
Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 
Because your comp I ai nt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 



fbi(61 

fb1( 51 I 
Culver City, CA 90232 

fb1(6) 
Took Place at: 

Los Angeles, New York, Chicago, M1am1, you name it 

112112014 I would like to lodge a complaint for the entire TSA screening system For years I have been roulinely randomly selecled for enhanced screenings at airpor1s because of my Middle-Eastern Norlh African features despite the fact I hat I am African-
8 32 02 American I filed a complaint before when I was again selected far enhanced screening even after going through the expensive body scanner in 2011 in front of horrified white colleagues. I just started opting out of the scanners and voluntarily 

PM submitting myself to pat-downs. When the TSA PreCheck program opened up my husband and I drove 3 hours out of our way to apply. $85 fee, fingerprints, background check and TSA decided I was not a threat. Apparently though that doesn t keep 
me from routinely getting randomly selected the very first time I used TSA PreCheck. I was selected once at the checkpoint and AGAIN at the gate. I don t think that was a coincidence but that it is a part of the TSA training process to select individuals 
that look like me. That is unacceplable. What program do I have to submit to prove that I am not a th real? None of the recent domestic 1errorist atlacks were perpetrated by someone matching my description. I would like 10 review TSA !raining 10 
understand why I am always sing I ed out. 

TS A Agents and Random sere en i ng - I wou Id Ii ke to know what protoco Is you use to select random i ndivid ua Is 
- apparently ii is on people malching racial descriptions. STOP PROFILING. 
From: do notrep I y@Co ntactUs. tsa. dhs. gov [ ma i Ito :do notrep ly@Co nta ct Us. tsa .d hs. gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21. 2014 8:04 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subjecl: Contact Us: Civil Righls Civil Liberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hltp: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

Remote Client 1P!;~b_l_(6_1 ___ ~ 
Date Time: 1 21 2014 8:03:39 PM 



112112014 
925:42 

PM 

112212014 
8:3840 

AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Los Angeles I nte ma ti on al Airport 

Greetings, 
There is an issue with the AIT machines that needs to be addressed. I have had an issue with these machines at Newark Airport and just recently at San Juan. I once weighed 640 lbs. I now weigh 240 and although I have had several surgeries to 
remove the excess skin I still have excess skin in the abdominal area, groin and legs. The skin is causing triggers on the machine which then mandate the agents to pat me down. They ask what 1s under my pants and I must explain nothing but excess 
skin. This is inconvenient, a nuisance. demeaning as well as embar,-assing. Something needs to be done to calibrate the machine to recognize skin as skin. My medical condition should not cause such an issue. I hope the agency can review this issue 
for solulions rather lhan mandate pat downs for people with my condition. I am sure I am nol the only one with this issue. I appreciate the extra security measure the TSA has employed but this needs to be looked into. Thank you for your 
consi d era ti an. 

!(b,(61 
Colon,a. NJ 



Fro b1(6) 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 5:31 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

Remote Client IP~kb_·•~1(6_-_I ---~ 

112212014 Dale Time: 1 21 2014 5:30 51 PM 

10:10:47 
AM 

Name: 

Email: 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

Travel experience 

Comments: 

Dear TSA Ombudsman, 

Callers brother in law flew from PHX to Chicago on American Airlines. He reached the screening area between 3:00pm and 4:00pm. His brother in law went lhrough the screening process and showed his boarding pass and ID and he went 10 lhe 
screening area and was wanded and then his hands were swabbed. He was then taken to another room for a patdown screening. He thinks that his brother in law was being profiled due to race. His luggage was also pulled for additional screening. 

AB ake r comp I eted I his re cord 

112212014 Caller did indicate that his brother ate sea salt chips before entering the checkpoint. 

10:57:2g 
AM He went through Terminal 3. gate 6. 01.21.2014 

1/2212014 
11:04:45 

AM 

I did explain that the complaint had to be in writing and he provided me his email address to send the forms. 
He also wanted to know if the lo nms were user friendly and I did I et h1 m know that they may need to be fil I ed out or faxed in. But the i nfonmati on would be on the form itself. 

He could also not identify who the TSO was or any fea1ures. 

Caller has a metal implant and wants to know how to get through screening without a patdown.When she flew Iron EWR to RSW she set off the WTMD and was required to have a patdown and she is about to go home and does not want to have a 
patdown again. 
If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins.Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer 
to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device.A patdown procedure also is used to 
resolve any a I a nms of a metal d elector or a no ma Ii es identified by A IT. II a passenger has concerns about his or her sere en i ng, he or she s hou Id ask to speak with a su pe rvi sor or Passenger Support S peci a Ii st whi I e at the checkpoint, 

My daughter is 16 and though she looks like an adult she is not. She should not be touched by strangers. Being touched by strangers should not be a part of her travel experience. She is a US citizen. She is 16 years old. She shouldn"t have to be 
s u bJected to strangers groping her to !rave I within the US to vis it her father in another state. 
This is not the American way. If it happens again I will join the lawsuits against you. No one with a US drivers license (for which a pinger print is provided) or passport should have to be subjected to lull body scans and groping nor should their 

112212014 CHILDREN. 
12: 16:Jg You need to reevaluate your methods. 

PM rb,(6) 
1 

Sent from my iPhone 



112212014 
12:16:59 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 1/221201411:06:15 AM Airport CHS - ChJrleston International Airport Dale/Time of Travel: 0111612014 5:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: Delta 6269 Checkpoint/Area 
of Airport · Gate B TSA Employee: (If Known) · 4 employees - don't know names Comment . On January 16th at approximately 5:00 AM, my niece and I were embarking on a trip from Charleston. South Carolina to New York, New York. We prepared 
to go through the Trans po rtat,on Security Ad mm i strat,on p race ss. as we have done countless 11 mes before. emptying a 11 our items; clothes, shoes. bags and electronics into bins. I had my niece go ahead of me and she was cleared by the walk through 
metal detector. As we went to get our belongings, we were abruptly stopped and the TSA agent asked my niece if the I Pad he was holding was hers, She acknowledged the device as hers and he informed us there were "suspicious" findings on the 
device. As we stood there somewhat surprised, he walked over to another area and did somelhing to the device. He never removed it from the sleeve: he never turned ii on (as it was off.) Within seconds he returned and announced that my niece 
would have to come over to the opposite side we currently standing at and be subjected to a pat down. They took all her belongings: backpack, luggage, coat, and boots not allowing either of us to touch anything. There were initially three agents (two 
men and one woman) present as we moved to the second area and a fourth agent (female) was called to do the pat down. 
I inquired as to the age limits with minors and pat downs. My niece had just turned 16 years old on January 12th. I was told very abruptly by the 1st female agent that anyone over 12 years old was allowed to be pat down. She was extremely rude and 
condescending snapping back at me after I asked the queslion. I told her I was concerned as this pat down seemed excessive and her reply was ··1 am a molher too.· The initial three agents NEVER spoke to my niece at all and jusl proceeded 10 go 
through all her belongings. Then the female agent asked for my nieces boarding pass. She told them she put it in the bin with her coat and boots. The female agent insisted it must be in her backpack despite me and my niece repeatedly stating it was 
in the bin. I reminded the agents that we we re not pe rm,tted to touch the bins. therefore they must have dropped it. The fem a I e agent went back to the imaging a re a and returned stating. 'you I ell it over the re" re fern ng to the , magi ng area. It was the 
agents that dropped it and misplaced it• Again, there was an accusatory tone and blame for an action neither of us were responsible for. The fourth agent arrived and thus began the pat down. She explained the pat down process to my niece which 
evoked I ears from my 16 year old. I asked if I could comfort her and I was lold "NO, you can'I touch her.'' She was asked to pick up her own boots and hand I hem to one of the male agents. 
As the pat down began I was shocked and appalled by the invasiveness of the procedure. As this agents gloved hands went in my niece's pants around her entire abdomen and touching her buttocks as if she had just been arrested. My niece (who 
was now asking what she did to de serve this pat down) was in tea rs. Nobody spoke to her, reassured her or even said a kind word. They ignored her as if she was not even the re' The fem ale agent then slid her hand down the front of her ch est 
between her breasts. The agent then ran her hands up and down her legs with her hands going up to her crotch. As the pat down was completed the initial three agents walked away without as much as a word. We were left to collect her belongings all 
left on top of the metal I ables I hey had been inspected upon. 
I find these actions deplorable' Your website states, "Many Transportation Security Officers are parents themselves and understand travelers' concern for their children. Security officers will approach children gently and treat them with respect. If a 
chi Id becomes unco mfortab I e or upset security off ce rs w, 11 consult parents about the best way to rel ,eve the ch, Id's concern." Sixteen years o Id 1s sti 11 a child and thus these p ra ct,ce s a re i ncred1 bl y i na pp ropri ate and invasive. 
I now have a "child" who remained devastated throughout our trip with fear this would happen on the return flight home. We were so relieved when we ar,-ived at Laguardia Airport and her I Pad was NOT an issue. Additionally, she was handed a piece 
of paper at lhe document check podium which allowed her to go through lhe me1a1 detector with her bools on. I would like to know why lhese inspection processes vary from one airporl to another. Additionally, the TSA staff at Charleston lnternalional 
Airport require sensitivity training' 1 I have been in and out of the country many times, flown frequently for work and pleasure and have never been subjected to this procedure before. The "system" is terribly flawed when a "child" must be subjected to 
this process under the age of 18 years' I can't begin to i magrn e what a 12 year o Id wou Id do under these ci rcu m stances. 
Please assist me in recognizing the TSA agents at Charleston International Airport who were unprofessional, insensitive and simply rude to my niece and myself. Nobody. especially a child, should be subjected to this process! I believe the 'check" 
was random and NOT related 10 lhe I Pad. I also believe the pat down and search could have been avoided. The TSA has a long way 10 go in proving lhey are effective by palling down children! 
Would you like a res onse? . True 

Passenger's Nam..,..e"""b""1.._6"-·'--1 --,.----' 
Phone Number. b·., 6 

Email (b)(61 
To leave a commen concerning his feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



To whom 11 may concern: 

For your review and action as deemed appropnate. ,.kba.· .. 1(-'6~'...,.......,.---,--------'!applied to the Redress program on 01116/2014. The traveler's concerns are outside the scope of this program. Please refer to the traveler's comments listed 
below. The traveler's redress case has been administratively closed. 

Thank You for your time and assistance. 

Sincerely, 

112212014 OHS TRIP 
12:17:11 

PM 

Tr ave I er Information: 

Name!/bi(6i 

Address: ! .. (b"-·.,""(6""1'--__ __,t Mililani, HI 96789 

Email Address: l~(b_._,(_6_) ______ ~ 

Comments submitted to Redress (OHS TRIP): While waiting in line for processing at McCarran International Airport. a TSA inspector was counterproductive instead of helpin9 passengers. Said TSA inspector did not move positions with her hands in 



To whom 11 may concern: 

For your review and action as deemed appropnat,l._(b"--',(-'6,.1 ________ _,!PPlied to the Redress program on 01/08/2014. The traveler's concerns are outside the scope of this program. Please refer to the traveler's comments listed below. The 
traveler's redress case has been administratively closed. 

Thank You for your time and assistance. 

Sincerely, 

112212014 OHS TRIP 
222:58 

PM 

Tr ave I er Information: 

Name{b,(61 

Address: k~b~l~(6~i ___ ~I Edina. MN 55436 

Phone Number ... l(_b_)(_6_, ___ _. 

Comments submitted to Redress (OHS TRIP): I started through TSA pre check security at San Diego airport January 26. 2014 at approximately 10:20 am en route to Minneapolis, MN. The alarm sounded due to my hip replacement, as it always does. 



Caller Is 60 years old and is flying to attend a funeral. He Is wanting to know if he can bring toiletries. He is also wanting to know 1f he can bring an electnc razor. hair brush. toothbrush and his extra dentures. Caller wanted to know what happens 1f 
they don't let his dentures through. Can he mail to his house if they are not allowed. Can he transport his medications in daily dose container. Caller also wanted to know ii he can bring a cane. Caller stated that he cannot stand with his hands above 
his head for 5-7 seconds due to rotalors cuff issues. Caller wanled to know if he can go through the security checkpoint early thal way he has lime for lhe security screening. How early can he go through the checkpoinl before the flight. 

Advised caller: 
Transportation Security Administration (TSA) policy allows passengers to carry travel-size toiletries in containers 3.4 ounces or smaller through screening checkpoints. All of the items must lit comfortably in one, quart-size, clear plastic, Resealable bag 
(3-1-1 rule). 

Hygiene and beauty items, such as hair dryers, electnc razors, and curling irons, as well as most electronic or battery-operated personal items. are not on TSA's prohibited items list. Therefore, these items are permitted in carry-on or checked baggage 
after proper sere er, i 11g or i risp ecti on. 

Hair brush and tooth brush wou Id be permitted in carry on once they clear the screening process. 

We don't have specific information about dentures as long as they don't pose a security threat and can be cleared it shouldn't be a problem but the TSO will have the final say weather to permit the item to go through the checkpoint. They will give you 

112212014 several options for properly mailing them would be an oplion as long as the airport has the that option available. 

8.45:56 
PM 

Medications are not required to be in prescription bottles and may be transported in daily dose containers: however, States have individual laws regarding the labeling of prescnption medication with which passengers need to comply. Therefore. TSA 
encourages individuals to carry medications in their original packing with the pharmaceutical labels. 
Passengers should inform TransporIation Securily Officers (TSOs) of medications and separaIe lhem from other belongings before screening begins. 

If a passenger has d ifflcu lty walking and uses a mob i Ii ty d ev,ce, the way his or her s c reem ng wi 11 be conducted depends on his or her level of a b1 Ii ty. It Is import ant for a passenger to inform the Transportation Sec u nty Olli cer (TSO) conducting the 
screening of his or her I eve I of ab i Ii ty before the screening process begins, 
Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the 
walk-through metal detector in I ,eu of A IT or a paid own. 
If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
In addition to screening the passenger, the passenger"s mobility device must undergo x-ray screening, unless it cannot Iii through the x-ray. If an item cannot fit through lhe x-ray, or the passenger cannot be separated from lhe item, it must be submitted 
for hand-inspection by a TSO. Please tell the TSO if you need to be immediately reunited with the device after it is screened by x-ray. 

We recommend you arrive at least 2 hours prior to flight time but we don't have any specific guide Ii nes that say how long you can check in before your fiig ht, A Iler you go through security screening ii you have to leave the ste ri I e area for any reason 
you wou Id have to go through sere en i ng again when you return. 



Comp I a int reg a rd i ng the mis ap pl ,cation of T SA rules and the invasive nature of inspection conducted by the Government of EI Salvador departing from San Sa I vador to Mi am i. 

As an American citizen the mis application and invasive nature of inspeclion conducted by other nalion's at lhe demands of the US is behavior imputed upon the U.S. 

In addition to xray screening local authorities perform an in depth manual inspection of all passengers of all carry on items as well as a hand pat down with arms extended. 

In my case they confiscated my travel size shaving cream, toothpaste and gel. All of these were less than 3 ounces and all of these have never been subject to inquiry let alone confiscation by the TSA or any other country for that matter and I am a 
frequent trave 11 er. 

If El Salvador wants 10 invade the privacy of its own people, fine, but lhe US is accountable for its behavior and thal of its agents, in lhis case lhe Salvadoran inspectors acting on America's behalf and their treatment of Americans . 

The T SA is responsi b I e far ensuring the standard and eq ua I ap plication of its ru I es and mini m1zi ng the invasion of American's privacy and dignity as it does so at home. 

112312014 I ask I hat lhe TSA review the policies and procedures deployed by El Salvador on Americans returning home. 

10:09:39 AM This em a, I and its contents a re a person al statement and opinion and do not necess ari I y re/I eel the op i mon of anyone else or any organization. 

!(b,(61 

MiaT fl IISA 
Cell: b1(6i 

DISCLAIMER 

T::::~~~:~~~:lh'.e~'.e:rs'.o'.n'.(s'.)'.t:o'.w'.h'.o'.m~it:i'.s'.a'.d:d'.r'.es'.s:e:d~a'.n'.d~m'.a:y:c:o:n'.t:a:in'.c'.o:n:fi:d:e:n:tia:l:i:n:fo:r:m:a:li:o:n'.. :U:n:le:s:s:s:1:at:e:d!t:o:t:h:e:c!o!nitr!a!ry!,!a!n!y!o!p!in!i!o!n!s!o!rlc:o;m;m~e;n;t;s;a;r;e;p:e~rs;o;n;a;l;to~th;e~w;ri;te;r;a:n:d~d:o~n;o:t ;re:p:r:es:e:n'.1'.t:he~o:ff:ic:ia:1:v:ie'.w~o:f:th:e~c:o'.m:p:a:nyy. If 
then delete this message from your system. Please do not copy it or use it for any purposes, or disclose its contents to any other person. Thank you for your 

Circular 230 Disclosure: Any advice contained in this email (including any attachments unless expressly slated otherwise) is not intended or writlen to be used, and cannot be used, for purposes of avoiding tax pena , 
taxpayer. 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt1on: The cal I er indicated that she has a service dog and wears med1ca I comp re ss1on gloves.on her hands due to a recent surgery. She indicated th at her hands could not undergo ETD as they are sens iii ve. 

Response Details: I advised I hat I would refer her inquiry to the appropriale entity for review as they may be able to provide ore specific informalion in regard to policy. 

I advised th at we cannot guarantee that a paid own wi 11 not be required. 

I confirmed with lhe caller that she did have information on how 10 file a formal written complain!. 

I explained that she can always request the assistance of the PSS at the TSA checkpoint regardless of whether she has or hasn t requested assistance .. The PSS can address questions or concerns and provide assistance through screening. 

I advised that I have documented her complaint as well and that TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints received so that we can track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. 

Incident Details: She indicated that she called to request assistance for her travel from SAT and DEN. She received a call in regard to the assistance prior to her travel from SAT and had no issue there. The ETD was not conducted. 

112312014 She arrived to the checkpoint at DEN at 11 am on 1 22. She asked a supervisor (female sitting near the front of the checkpoint) if there was an ADA line. The supervisor advised that there was not and that she would have to wait in line. 
11:38:38 

AM 
After she passed through the WTMD and the service dog was patted down, A TSO (male, last name !(b·:,(6)~t the checkpoint advised that ETD had to be done after she advised that it could not be.TSO kept indicating it was policy. She advised that she 
had requested assistance through screening. The TSO stepped away. Upon return, he indicated that he could not verify the request for assistance because no one had gotlen back to him. 

The TSOs kept trying to swab her hands. The TSO then advised that she would have to have a patdown if the ETD could not be conducted. 

She indicated that lhe TSOs didn t know what 10 and indicated I hat I hey had never e,perienced this before and didn t know what 10 do. She was at the checkpoint for 35 minutes. This occurred at Bridge Securily. 

She indicated that she has the I ink lo r information on how to Ii I e a form al complaint in writing. She indicated that she would complete an offi ci a I comp I a int in writing once she has a 11 of the information 

She asked where is lhe policy lhat indicates that ETD must be done in regard 10 a a medical condition. 

She fi ew with American Air I in es flight 3 79 de parting at 1 : 30 pm. (inform at1on p u 11 ed from the record ere ated in regard to the request for a ss1sta n ce. 



112312014 
12:14:41 

PM 

1123/2014 
2:43:42 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 1/231201411:36:51 AM Airport DFW - Dall~orth International Date/Time of Travel: 01/0112014 8:00 PM Airline & Flight Nudbec · AA 7360 Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: 
Closest to gate this flight departed from. Newly renovated check-in area of Terminal A TSA Employee: (If Known) :~Ider woman, short gray hair just above her shoulders) Comment. TSA employee (b)(ff:, ](older woman with short gray hair). 
was very unnecess ari I y rude and u n professi o na I during my encounter with her. She was a I so being I azy on the job. 

She had to be lold 4 limes by her fellow officers to do my screening when I opled out of the scanner. After lhe second time, she loudly and rudely exclaimed &quot:Well, lhey're just going 10 have to wait•&quot: To be clear, lhere were only 3 
passengers in line, I was the only female opt out, and there were 6 TSA employees that I could see. She was merely standing behind the 2 men who were running the scanner, and very clearly NOT busy. Her own co-workers had to repeatedly ask her 
to conduct my s c reenrng. 

After lhe 4th request, she called me over, roughly gathered my belongings and 1ossed them onto a lable, including my laplop which was thankfully not damaged. I had not spoken to her at all al this point, and my interactions with the olher TSA officers 
was quite pleasant, so I was shocked at her behavior. While she went back to get my suitcase. another TSA officer came to the table where I was, looking for a table for his passenger's belongings. He was asking me of the status of my screening and 
be Io ngrngs. so during this ti me. I did not see what em pl oyee~a s doing. When she returned, I asked her po I itely if she wou Id change her g I oves before my pat down, si nee she just hand I ed the bins with her g I oves. To this she ag am, rude I y and 
loudly exclaimed &quot:1 just did that right in front of you!&quot: I tried to apologize and explain to her that I was answering another officer's question so was distracted and did not see her. but she rolled her eyes at me, let out an exasperated grunt and 
interrupted me. This was the firsl I had spoken 10 her, other than pointing out my belongings, so I see no reason why she would be so frustrated wilh me. I did nol a11empt to speak 10 her again because I was afraid of her reaction. 

She then proceeded with the pat down, however she was rough to the point th at I was getting pushed around and my hair was being pul I ed. She was p ul Ii ng my s I eeves of my shirt excessively and without regard. and she repeated I y re-patted a re as 
she had a I ready done ( I had no belt or j ewe I ry or other objects on me/in pockets to cause this. nor any obstructive clothing which would make it di ffi cu It lo r a pat-down). My husband , who had already gone through the checkpoint and was standing 15 
feet away waiting for me, was able to clearly observe this and staled it was obvious, even from thal dislance, that she was being excessively rough. She took much longer doing the pat down, and in fact, another male passenger who arrived at the 
checkpoint after she started my pat down. was done with his pat down much sooner. 

I was very calm, polite, and cooperative throughout this entire event. so I see no reason for her horrible attitude and mistreatment of myself or my possessions. I was afraid to tell her she was hurting me because I was afraid her treatment of me would 
become even worse lhan it already was. Instead we got her name from lhe lead officer after the screening. I am a frequent traveller, and always get lhe pat down for opling out, and have never encounlered such poor behavior, nor have I ever fell the 
need to file a complaint until this encounter. Most of the TSA officers I have previously encountered are very professional and often even try to make it less of an uncomfortable experience for their passengers, even during stressful busy times. 

I too work in a job that is heavily involved with d ea Ii ng with many p eo pie, often in stressful situations, but if anybody in my position exhibited such b eha vi or, they would be fired. E mp I oye {§R§j was dea Ii ng with a cooperative passenger who was 
experienced with the procedure, with an average amount of belongings (1 suitcase, 1 bin with laptop, 1 bin with liquids and shoes), with no line of waiting passengers, and lherefor not even a slressful situation, and yet she CHOSE to exhibil such 
immature and hi g hi y unp roles s ion a I behavior that would not be to I e rated in most at her workp I aces. 

Even if I try to consider that maybe she was &quot;just having a bad day&quot:, it is NO excuse to behave that way towards others in a professional environment, and especially not towards a customer, and especially not towards a person who was 
being calm and cooperative and polite and nol provoking such behavior, and in a calm and not stressful work situation. If she cannot appropriately manage her emotions and funclion al a professional level, she should not be placed in a job posilion 
that requires her to interact with other people. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time 1123/2014 1 :59:05 PM Airport MSY - Louis Armstrong New Orleans International Date/Time of Travel 01/1912014 10:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: United 3747V 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : D Terminal TSA Employee: (II Known) . 
Comment : My wife seems to get stopped every time she goes through a TSA check point. She does have rods and screws in her back bul often I hat is not where they seem 10 be interested in. Due to some foul up my boarding pass had TSA Pre on it 
but my wife's did not so we went through the regular line. I went through first and a very courteous gentleman politely asked me if I had emptied all my pockets. I told him yes and he indicated he needed to check around them, which I okayed and he 
did. He thanked me and wished me a good day. My wife came through next and a younger black woman TSA agent told her to stop and in a not so nice voice asked if she had emptied her pockets. She then said I am patting you down and started 
going over my wife. My wife asked her to identify what the issue was and the woman would not answer her. She tried to tell her she had implants and again the woman just kept on patting her down and ignoring her questions. My wife is not a good 
traveler, she requires medicalion to get on a plane. This type of treatment has now happened to her several times and she is now more nervous about going through TSA than getting on the plane. We both triggered the screening system but the 
outcomes were vastly different. mine was handled professionally and courtesously. my wife was treated rudely and felt like a petty criminal when she was done. She asked for a complaint form and the woman just pointed towards a desk. At the desk 
we spoke with a supervisor, she basically just kept going back to if the machine goes off we have to pat you down. We repeatedly tried to tell her that wasnl the issue it was the way it was handled. She finally seemed to get it and assurred me she 
would speak with the woman. I seriously doubt she wi 11. You need to do a better job of ensuring that your employees a re properly trained to d ea I with a 11 passenger, someone Ii ke me who t rave Is weekly for business and someone Ii ke my wile who may 
only fiy once in 4 or 5 years. The agent was disappoinling enough but the supervisors atlempls to just ignore the complaint by focusing on the pat down was really poor. Do you ever have people check on what goes on at these check points? What 
are you doing to fix this, it has been occuring for sometime now and I see no improvemetns. 
Would you like a res,.p_o,..n.,se.,.? ___ :_T_ru_e _____ ., 
Passenger's Name fh·11r;-·, !Phone Number kb)(ff:, !Email !(b)(ff:, to leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link: httpcl/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Fro b)(61 
Sent: Thursday, January 23. 2014 1: 12 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subject Complaint Denver TSA 

l(b,(61 I 
HYPERLINKtb 1(6) 

l(b1(6i ! 
fbi(61 I 

W mdcrest TX 78239 

Prior to flying I called TSA CJres@ 855-787-2227 on Monday, 13 January, 2014 (see attached confirmalion email). Through the TSA wounded warrior program, I requested assistance for me with my service dog and made a nolation with the agent 
112312014 that I could not do explosive testing on my hands due to recent surgery and sensitive scars (see attached pictures). Leaving San Antonia on 17 January 2014. I received a call in the morning by TSA and was expedited through the screening process. 

2=!t56 Since I could not physically remove my sweater, I was allowed to leave it on. I was also not required to undergo the explosive testing on my hands. TSA San Antonio was wonderful. 

I did nol receive a call from TSA on my return flight on 22 January 2014. I arrived al Denver lnternalional Airport at approximately 10:30 am. I was able to check-in my bags with lhe airline as there was no line. Around 10:50 am, I went to the Bridge 
Security and followed the handicap wheelchair sign to the beginning of the security check-in. I asked the female TSA officer where the ADA disabled line was and she informed me there was not one and I d have to stand in the normal line. I asked for a 
TSA Cares agent and she continued to point towards the non-accessible lme. The lines were fairly short so I stood in the non-ADA accessible line and waited to ask again for a TSA Cares agent. 

The initially screening process was fairly quick as I have flown many times. I placed my items on the screening belt and pul my service animal in a sit-stay. I kept my swea1er on. I went through lhe me1a1 detector separalely while my dog stayed on the 
other side. After I cleared through the metal detector and received permission from the TSA agent. I called my dog through the metal detector. She set it off. At this time, I was only touching the leash of my da9. The TSA agent did not know what to do 
next. Another agent came up and said only the dog wi 11 receive a pat-down si nee we went through separate I y and I did not set off the a I arms. A young male T SA agent proceeded to pat-down my dog. 

After I hat, this TSA agent said he needed to swipe my palms. I advised him I could not have my palms swiped because of my scars and sensitive areas in :t h.andj' I was wearing my medical bandages and gloves at I his time. He said this has never 
happened before and he didn t know what to do and needed clearance from his supervisor. I asked him for a TSA Care agent and he 9at his supervisor, TS b:1(6) Im guessing now at this paint. TSAfh·ilf,!Was the TSA Care agent? TS~old 
me that the re was no option and I had to have the explosive testing done on my palms. 

I asked TS~ check with the TSA Wounded Warrior program with my notalions I made for assistance with the security process. He took my information. He stated that he called 3 people, but no one was returning his calls. I informed him lhat 
San Antonia had let me bypass the explosive testing. He stated that it didn t matter, I still had to have it done. The young male TSA agent from prior said I could not be a part of the program because the TSA Cares agent needed 48 hours to be able ta 



1 )Information about the person who experienced the c1v1 I rig his ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I at,on 
(fill in what you can) 
No 
First and Middle Name: 
Chnstophe~(b 1(6) 
Last Name: 

~one: 

!!bi(6i 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phone; 

PO Box or Street address; 

112312014~!rh_ .. _ll_R_·., --------~ 
8:02:34 City: 

PM Denver 
State: 
co 
Zip; 
80218 
Email: 

!(b,(61 ! 
Check here if you are represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter. 
No 
If so p I ease provide the third party s name and contact information; 

2)Have you been authorized to file this complaint form on behalf of another individual? 
If yes. please provide your information. 
No 
Your Firsl Name: 



My T SA-pre experience has been frustrating. 

I have been di reeled to T SA-pre sere en i ng wi tho LJI any know I edge of why. 

I am a regular flyer but have a knee replacement and end up taking 3 times longer in the pre line than regular scanner lines due to the pat down, having to 'disrobe", etc. 

It wou Id be be nef1c1al to advise passengers of their a ssIg nment to T SA-pre and what it means through s c reern ng. 

112412014 
12:08:16 

PM It would also be helpful to let people who normally set-off metal detectors to opt-out of the program rather than force them to go through a pat down. 

I hope these comments a re hel pfu I and th an ks for what you do. 

kbi(6i 

Phoenix, AZ 85 02 0 

Caller fiew last week and fell thal her flight experience was great except for one issue at the screening checkpoint She shared her discomfort 10 a Delta rep. It look place al the Boslon-Logan Airport on Jan. 17th at about 8:40 a.m. She called ahead to 
make sure that her ID not having a picture wouldnt be an issue, so she took alternate forms of ID. She s never had a picture on her ID but she took her SS, credit card and her Pennsylvania DL with no picture. The Boarding pass scanner person was 
nice and didnt give her any issues. She hasnt flown in 29 years so she was a little nervous. There were 3 TSO s at the checkpoint. The one that screened her didnt look at face the whole time of the procedure which she saw as unprofessional. She 
states that as she handed him her ID he said there s no picture three times in a very loud way and it made her uncomfortable and embarrassed. She is 54 years old. She handed her SS to him to ease him a little but he then said she was going to 
need to go lhrough a paldown. He called the supervisor in a loud and embarrassing way. She felt that her experience with him was very negative and wanted to express it so that it could help in the future in not making situations uncomfortable for olher 
passengers. 

Response: 
1124/2014 The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass lhrough our screening checkpoints. 

1 :07: 19 Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 
PM 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory T ransp o rtati on Security Off ce r at the checkpoint to address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager 

If TSA is able to confirm the passenger's identity, the passenger will be cleared to enter the screening checkpoint: however, the individual may be subject to additional screening. 



112412014 
4:19:09 

PM 

I am soo ti red of these incompetent and often rude T SA agents. I have had th em push their hands into my out labia now lo r several years and I am rea 11 y sick of it. The pat down of pea pl e who do not be Ii eve th at I aymen have the right to see inside 
their bodies is like a punishment. And it is stupid as a pat down doesn't reveal what could be in the anus or vagina. So why are women pushing on my outer labia harshly as they go up and down my legs. Do the men TSA push harshly on the men 
testicles? Why must women who have braids and wear scarfs patted on the heads but Jewish men wilh caps heads aren'I patted. And there is no consislency between these airports. The TSA is the worst lhing that has happened to airpor1s? I think 
airports should hire their own security as customer service skills and common sense seems not to be possible with the TSA. 

The number one complaint with airports these days is the rude and thuggish acting TSA agents. Too many of them appear intoxicated with their power. External airport oversight of them is needed and we we a national survey of their performance. 
They are inefficieni, complaint I hat I hey do not have enough people so only two of 8 lanes are opened yet agenls around often doing nothing. I support full employment bul many of lhese agents need a career training to do somelhing beneficial and 
they all need customer service training. We are not children, criminals, or soldiers to be ordered like cattle. TSA is the worst nightmare of those who cherish American Civil Liberties. TSA make airports place that we Americans hate to visit. 

l(b)(61 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP .. kb"-.. "-,(6,,,.· ... 1 __ __. 
Dale Time: 1 /2412014 4:39 20 PM 

Name!b,(61 
Emaill(b 1(6i 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ropri ate Screening/Pat Down Sc reem ng. 

112412014 Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenninal/Airport/Gate/Etc):TSA JAX airport security area. 
6:13:55 

PM I was takin a 6:25 pm Delta 6001 flight from Jax to LGA 1122114. 

It took far over 30 minutes for me to get through. I arrived at the airport at about 4:30 pm and to the security about 5pm that back-up in 20 minutes though there were about 25 to 30 visible TSA persons .. 
Comments:Around 5 pm lhe JAX TSA line was very long and slow though I here was only about 100 people. Oul of 8 TSA lanes, only lwo were opened. After complianing they opened a 3 rd one. II took about 20- 25 minu1es from me 10 gel a an agenl 
who did a very rough pat down that including jabbing hands into my external labia that are still tender today. Why do these pat downs have to touch a woman's external vagina. If a woman was to carry something no idiot would carry it outside when 
they can place 11 in the vagina or rectum. These pat down is simple stupid, not beneficial or efficient, inconsistent between airport: and degrading to c1v1lians. Routine pat downs need to stop. The TSA woman who patted me down appear to have been 
unhappy that she was asked to do the pat down. so she took it out on me. There were over 8 TSA women working but the supervisor said that she had only one available to do pat downs while others did nothing. 

The service was very disorganize and poor management of staff. JAX TSA always appear to penalize those refusing the X'ray machine with these long waits and increasingly rough pat downs. She asked me and my sisiter to pull up our blouses which 
exposed our stomachs. But most irntating 1s having my outter vagina touched and this time shoved roughly. Do they pat down men testicles and shove them up? 



Caller states that she was very uncomfortable with a DEN patdown, which she says bordered on groping. She says that she wore the same sweater through EWR and MSY without issue, but at DEN a TSO said that the thread was reflective and told 
her th at she wou Id have to have a patd own. Ca Iler says th at she offered to remove the sweater and put it through separately but the TSO said no. Ca Iler states that the re was no Ii ne waiting. She states that the TSO did not use the back of her hand 
but palled her down all over in public with lhe front of her hand. Caller says that the TSO swabbed her hands and said that she had a chemical called glycerine on her hands thal can make a bomb. Caller says that glycerine is in lotions, soaps, and 
hand sanitizers. including in DEN bathrooms. Caller states that the TSO took all her stuff and swabbed it, then brought her to another TSO, who told her that she would be patted down again. Caller states that she was taken to a private room and 
patted down from top to bottom and her hands swab bed ag am. Cal I er states that she was in tears by this point and that she had to I ift her shirt to show her waist band during the pat down and that she was wean ng tight pants which should have made it 
obvious where her waist ended. She stated that both TSOs had touched her privates with the fronts of their hands. She states that the second TSO was a very large female who had some of her body hanging out of her uniform and was white with 
blonde hair to her shoulders and the first TSO was a black woman. 

Advised caller: 
Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers. regardless of their persona I situations and needs, a re treated with respect and courtesy, Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the manner in 
which the screening is conducted is impor1ant. 

112412014 A Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdown search, and as the screening is being conducted. the TSO should be descnbing the procedures he or she is using. TSOs are required to use the 
6:16: 12 back of the hand to patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas, TS Os are required to use the front of the hand. 

PM We regret that you were not salisfied with the service you received. 

Because the complaint concerns security s c reem ng at a specific airport. we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-mai I to the Custa mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 

Flight information: 
Flight Path: DEN to EWR 
Flight date time: 1 24 11 :30 am 
Flight#: (did not have) 
Airline: United 
Airport DEN 
Gate Terminal: did not have 
Emai b1(6) 

Caller states that she was very uncomfortable with a DEN patdown, which she says bordered on groping. She says that she wore the same sweater through EWR and MSY without issue, but at DEN a TSO said that the thread was reflective and told 
her th at she wou Id have to have a patd own. Ca Iler says th at she offered to remove the sweater and put it through separately but the TSO said no. Ca Iler states that the re was no Ii ne waiting. She states that the TSO did not use the back of her hand 
but palled her down all over in public with lhe front of her hand. Caller says thal the TSO swabbed her hands and said that she had a chemical called glycerine on her hands thal can make a bomb. Caller says that glycerine is in lotions, soaps, and 
hand sanitizers. including in DEN bathrooms. Caller states that the TSO took all her stuff and swabbed it, then brought her to another TSO, who told her that she would be patted down again. Caller states that she was taken to a private room and 
patted down from top to bottom and her hands swab bed ag am. Cal I er states that she was in tears by this point and that she had to I ift her shirt to show her waist band during the pat down and that she was wean ng tight pants which should have made it 
obvious where her waist ended. She stated that both TSOs had touched her privates with the fronts of their hands. She states that the second TSO was a very large female who had some of her body hanging out of her uniform and was white with 
blonde hair to her shoulders and the first TSO was a black woman. 

Advised caller: 
Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers. regardless of their persona I situations and needs, a re treated with respect and courtesy, Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the manner in 
which the screening is conducted is impor1ant. 

112412014 A Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdown search, and as the screening is being conducted. the TSO should be descnbing the procedures he or she is using. TSOs are required to use the 
6:16: 12 back of the hand to patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas, TS Os are required to use the front of the hand. 

PM We regret that you were not salisfied with the service you received. 

Because the complaint concerns security s c reem ng at a specific airport. we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-mai I to the Custa mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 

Flight information: 
Flight Path: DEN to EWR 
Flight date time: 1 24 11 :30 am 
Flight#: (did not have) 
Airline: United 
Airport DEN 
Gate Terminal: did not have 
Email b1(6) 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:~f b_,_(6_) ___ ~ 
Date Time: 1125/2014 9:59:11 AM 

1/2512014 

11 :23:55 N l(b)(61 
AM am~'r,-,-'_ '-,,.,-; ___ ....... _ _, 

Ema1IJh ·11R I 
Complaints:My Complaint is Not Listed Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Newark Airporl Terminal C TO TERMINAL A" 
Comments:On United flight from Orlando to Newark Thur 1-23-14 landed aprox. 10:30 am -At 11 :30am went to A Terminal.our flight to BDL was leaving from A28.We were told we had to be screened? We were screened at Orlando. When I asked 
why.the TSA agent said because "we went outside" also a very snotty attitude. This crew then shouted"' down this a1sle".They gave me a full pat down.I'm 82,have a left hip implant.Belt .shoes.inside pants etc. This crew was more than rude. Is this 
now TSA procedures.give the public a hard time. WE NEVER WENT OUTSIDE from C to A 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time, 1/2512014 11:13:38 AM Airport: JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time ofTravel, 01124/2014 11:30 AM Airline & Flight Number, M 3 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airporl : AA checkpoint to gates 1-47 TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . While receiving a pat down from a female agent, a group of mail agents were standing close by staring at the pat down. When the female screener began patting Down my inner leg and crotch area, one of the male agents lasciviously said, 
&quot;oh, yeah. That's the spot.&quot I heard him say it loud and clear and looked him right in the eye intently for a long enough while until he realized that I had heard 11 and that i was very angry. When he realized I had heard him he escaped very 
quickly .. When the screening was complete I went looking for him and asked the other tsa agents his name and they would not tell me. I think they all knew he said it. that I heard it and was going to report him It should be easy to figure out who it was 

112512014 because as i went through at 11 :30 am I was the lasl person they lei through the lane 2nd from the left before they closed ii. He was definitely elhnic, with a baldish head or closely shaved head, dark hair,, brown eyes either Mexican, middle eastern or 

11 ,24 ,00 a mut mix. probably around 30. A bigger guy, he wore a blue coat over his uniform. If you showed me photos of everyone on duty I could pick him out. It was disgusting and he should be handled appropriately ... or perhaps IN-appropriately ... like I was. 
AM. A disgusting display of the lowest of I ow who we have rep resenting the security of our country. It made me sick. Because the screener took so long for the pat down I was th en pushing it close to m1ssi ng my flight otherwise I wou Id have gone directly to 

the tsa managers office but there was no time. I do expect a return phone call from someone at TSA and I would like to see photos of the agents to show exactly who it was so he can be reprimanded and or fired. Someone like this should not be 
allowed to work for out country. 
Would you like a re ? 

Passenger's Name b)(6:, 
Phone Number (b-·1(6"1 
Emai (b)(61 
To le · · edback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



112612014 
11:17:15 

AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? No 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 



112712014 
8:15:34 

AM 

Hi There-

I'd like to complain about the TSA and every aspect of your organization. Recently we took a tnp to Disneyworld and had to endure the misfortune of an angry government agent glaring at us in Salt Lake City as we made our way through your long. 
slow and inefficient line as though we're the criminals. Let me think about the last time I created a terroristic event on an airplane.. ..let's see ..... how about never! It was such a joke to see my 9 year old son go through an extra screening because 
he was "randomly" selecled. What a joke•! 

On our return flight through Orlando, my family went through the metal detector while I was selecled to go through lhe body scanner (obviously based on the TSA agents judgment and discriminalion). I had my bell on, (because in Salt Lake it was okay 
for me to have my belt on - but not in Orlando - how about some consistency TSA. is that too much to ask for?). After standing in the body scanner with my hands in the air as though I was under arrest - in an undignified manner - I failed the body 
scanner test because of my belt. The agent held my belt in an aggressive manner and folded it in half as to simulate an intent to "whip" me with my own belt. Then, without warning, your TSA agent aggressively patted me down very near to my groin 
area. This created much discomfort and made me feel like such a criminal in my own country. 

The TSA is a joke! You treat Americans like criminals while letting the Muslim Brotherhood go through the VIP line. http://www.infowars.com/dhs-gave-muslim-brotherhood-vip-treatment-no-tsa-pat-downs/ 

What a joke"' There have been multiple failures of the TSA including a federal agent with a fake bomb passing through your screening. and over 25,000 airport breaches. You treat 9 year olds and regular Americans like criminals while lettin9 the real 
threats go unnoticed. I feel LESS safe and MORE inconvenienced than ever before. You all should be ashamed'' I despise your organization and what George W. Bush and Barack Obama have done to this country. It's like living with the Staz, and 
the Gestapo in a police state. 

Sincerely, and disgruntled. 

kb1(6) 

E: HYPERLIN~~(b_,_(6_) ________________ ~ 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" 
Cun-ent Date/Time· 1126/2014 10:12:29 PM Airport, ABO - Albuquerque International Sunport Date/Time ofTravel · 01/24/2014 5:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I have really a pp rec,ated the new p recheck Ii ne at the Albuquerque airport. I have used 11 many 11 mes and I signed up my wile lo r Global Entry so that she can use it al so. 

On Friday afternoon we went 10 lhe airporl and found the precheck lane closed. This made for a very frustrating lrip because it was very slow (only one lane was open) and we object 10 lhe new scanners and so were, once again, back to getting a pat 
112712014 down in order to get through security, even though we would have qualified for expedited screening if that lane had been open. 
8:15:55 

AM First, I think that closing the precheck I an e at 3 pm every day is terrible and wi 11 greatly reduce the va I ue of that option for me, 

Secondly, since I am precheck and it is on my boarding pass and shows up in the scanner, I don't see why you can't have a hybrid type of screening available if the precheck line is not. I realize that it would not be practical to x-ray the bags differently, 
but it seems Ii ke you wou Id actua 11 y be nef,t from the reduced workload of letting me go through the meta I detector with my shoes on. etc. instead of lo rci ng me to go through the sea nne r or endure a pat down. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Nam ...... ~lh_·-,1_R_·1 ___ .. 
Phone Number (b-·1(6'1 

Email b1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



112712014 
225:10 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Address: 
Zipcode: 97229 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Yes 
Religion? Yes 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Miami International Airport 

Caller has a complain!. Caller was going to Washington DC on January 17. Caller had jeans which had rhineslones and she went through the AIT. However, she slill had to get a paldown in her hair. Caller said lhere were no other women palled down 
in the head area. Caller wanted to know if it was the policy to patdown black womens hair. Caller did not know why she received a patdown in her head area, when others did not. Caller did not know the purpose of the machine. if she still had to get a 
paid own. Cal I er said 11 must have been the Jeans that did 11. if there was an a I arm. Ca 11 er did not understand why other we re not patted down on her head. Ca 11 er felt di scri mm ated ag am st because it was done to the black women and not white women. 
Caller wanted to know why others were not having a patdown on her head and it only happens to black women. Caller spoke with friends and viewed biogs that only black women have their hair search, as if there was a bomb in her hair. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

1127/2014 
3:4?:l? Transportation Security Officers will conduct different patdown procedures to resolve different types of anomalies. During the assessment, officers will use revised patdown procedures in all instances to resolve anomalies. TSOs are required to clear 

PM those alarms if any are deIecIed. If you feel like you were discriminated against or in anyway singled oul due to your race, I will send you informalion to your email so you may file an official complainl in writing. 



Disability Description: The caller is diabetic and has an insulin pump. Additionally. she carries insulin in a small cooler, and indicated that the insulin pump cannot be screened by a WTM Dor AIT 

Information Requesl: The caller will be flying soon, and she requested informalion regarding the screening procedures for insulin pumps due 10 an incident that occured at JAX in July 2014. Addilionally, she wanted to know what could be done for lhe 
upcoming flight to ensure that another incident would not occur However. she does not have the flight itinerary at this time. 

Al so, the cal I er wanted to know ii the a gents we re required to change their g I ove s alter ea ch inspect ion, 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 

If a passenger uses an insulin pump. he or she can be screened without disconnecting from the pump. However, it is important for the passenger to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about the pump before the 
screening process begins. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only ii they can walk through on their own. 

112712014 If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
3:48:37 

PM A patdown procedure also 1s used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

112712014 
4:10:24 

PM 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening. 

At this point, the passenger interrupted. and informed me that she was aware of the patd own procedures, 

Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT or the walk-through metal detector, the passenger s insulin pump is subject to additional screening. Under most circumstances. this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of 
the insulin pump followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passenger s hands. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak wilh a supervisor or Passenger Supporl Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)), it must; 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 

2nd time I have been sexually assaulted at lhe airpor1. When received inilial pat down, was denied clean gloves, after asked 3 limes, and came up positive for test, which required me for a secoundary screening. After I told him I watched him pick up 
dirty objects before he patted me down. I am fo rma I ly fi 11 i ng for se, u al harassment and ass au It. The man grabbed my penis roughly and was not ne ces sa ry for who I e thing was done wrong. I was verb ally ta I ked down to as wel I. 

My original readdress#: tb)(ff:1 

I filled formal complaint immediately after and was never contacted. My ne,t step is going to be legal. It is unconstitutional in what had taken place, and my rights have been violated. 

2nd time I have been sexually assaulted at the airport When received initial pat down, was denied clean gloves. alter asked 3 times. I am formally filling for sexual harassment and assault. 

Name of the passenger(sl !"'(b'-·: ... 1(6'-· ... 1 ____ __. 
Spec iii c name of the airport where the incident occurred - IAD wash i ngto n du 11 es 
Dale and lime of incident - 3 Jan 2014 around 1900 hrs. 
Airline - Lufthansa airline flight 8784 (United, operated by Lultha ns a) 
Gate Number - ,_B ... 48~---~ 
Contact numbe{b)(ff:, 11 am oversaes and email is best POC. Please email with number and I will call back 

The supervisor was: STScfilillQ]and TS~ 

I would also like to request to know what database no fly list I am on. for I served in armed services, and at times have been in some special data base. I am tired of going to the airport and being assaulted, and harrassed. They are not following 
procedure and giving me false test on pretences lhat I tested posilive. If this is nol resolved, I am going to seek the appropriale steps necessary, using my formal chain of command and contacting my stale represenlatives and news outlets, as well as 
legal. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 1/271201410:24:rn .PM Airport MCO - Orlando International Date/Tirn,a.o.!.;[r,avel: 0112712014 3:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: SWA 50 Checkpoint/Area of Airport Gate 129 
(facing the two entry points, the one on the right) TSA Employee: (If Known): &quo~quot: Or something like that? Started with &quolD22illlJiuot: for sure. .. . 
Comment: I'm not one to file too many complaints. and I've never had an issue with TSA agents. But I've never had an agent do as rough a pat down as this individual &quo{filill[Jquot (I canl recall the exact spelling, he was an older man, name 
started wit~(b i(6i ! 

112812014 rm a 38 yr old fit guy. so I had no problem with most of the pat down, though he definitely used some force. But the first thing he did was slam his hand on my head to apparently check for anything hidden in my hair - and why it required a whack, I do 

821 ,38 not know, but my head is still throbbing a bit. His entire pat down was like this, and I've done a lot of pat downs (I always opt out), but this was really extreme. 

AM 
All I ask of you is to find who he is and recommend he is a bit genller with folks, even with guys thal look like I hey can take a litlle beating, he can't go around whacking people on the head (p.s. 
nothing hidden in it). 
Would you like a res onse? : False 
Passenger's Name b':1(6) 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller has been happy with Precheck with United for a long time. He is flying today but it does not show his Precheck status. He wants to know if this is normal. He booked the same way. 
He is flying today from SF O on United which 1s his usu a I route. 

my hair is thinning so il's pretly obvious to see lhere's 

112812014 He said the worst patdown was in Finland and the Middle East. As much as he hates 10 have 10 go through security he said keep up the good work. 

12:15:39 
PM 

112812014 
12:29:47 

PM 

I to Id h1 m that he may ca 11 United and ve nfy th at he 1s sti 11 o pied in s i nee the rnv itati on is sent by the air I in e to opt in for Preche ck. Once a passenger opts-in, the airline identifies the rnd1v1d ua I as a T SA Precheck participant when su bm1tti ng a 
passenger's reservation information to TSA's secure Flight System. You must be using the airline you opted in with from an airport that participates with that airline. Also make sure that all your identifying information is correct and up to date. For 
example: name, gender, birlhdale. 

TSA Precheck does not guarantee an rnd1v1dual expedited screening. TSA will always incorporate random selection to keep terrorists from learning how the system works. 
Caller asked to speak with a supervisor after collecting her name and number. 

E sea I at1on NoteiE:ii:i:[] 
The caller flew from MOW to TLH on Delta flight 2030 on 1-24-2014. She was in the airport between 4:30 and 5:30 am. She states that she was detained for over 30 minutes at the screening checkpoint to gate A7. She had a knee brace on and she 
informed lhe TSO at the checkpoint lhat she had it on and asked if she should take ii off. The agent said no and sent her lhrough the scanner. Her personal items passed screening wilh no problem but there was an alarm on her. She was told to step 
aside so she could get a patdown and a ETD. The TSO s couldnt clear her so the patted her down a second time. She asked again if she could remove the brace and again was told no with the same results. There were two TSO s together now and 
they started snickering and looking at her. The passenger told the agents that she didnt appreciate what they were doing and that they are being unprofes~ She was told that she would have to have a patdown in a private screening area. She 
asked them for a third time if she should remove her knee brace and again was told no. She then asked to speak with their supervisor. It took supervisorK!:W.fil]en minutes to get there and after some discussion she was told to remove the brace. She 
was cleared after thal. Her complaint was on the two original screening agenls who she stated where unprofessional and rude. She had no problem with the supervisor. 

I to Id the ca 11 er I regretted that she had that experience and th at I would lo rwa rd this to the CSM for review. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Professionalism Customer Service Current Date Time: 1 28 2014 4:16:57 PM Airport: SFO - San Francisco International Date Time of Travel: 01 14 2014 Airline Flighl Number 
Ch eek paint Area al Airport · 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I have an i nsu Ii n pump and have been instructed by my doctor that it can t go through the imaging machine, As I a I ways do when I fly, I notified the nearest TSA a gent th at I needed a pat-down, The TSA a gent told me my insulin pump was 
not an insulin pump or a pacemaker, so I didn I need a pat down. When I insisted my insulin pump was, indeed, an insulin pump, lhe TSA agenl said quot;il s your choice quot: in an annoyed tone and motioned for me to stand by the X-ray machine. 

112812014 After standing for a very long time, much longer than I ve ever waited for a pat-down, I realized the TSA agent had never requested a pat-down for me. When I told another nearby agent I was waiting for a pat-down, I was processed within a few 
6:10:42 minutes. I almost missed my flight due to the long delay. 

PM 
The first TSA agent I spake to abused his authority and put me at medical risk. Other TSA agents observed this and did nothing. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email l(b)(6) 7 
To leave a comment concem,ng \firs feedback. follow this link http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 Applicat1onManager 

To Whom It May Concern: 

This is the first time in my 20+ years of flying that I've fell thal a TSA employee has incorrectly pal me down. Kudos to you all for the greal 20 years of doing your job very well and I appreciate what you all do for our safety and security. Yel today was 
simply a TSA agent being tao broad in his pat down of me. 

I went through the backscatter scanner and it revealed a smallish yellow square (3"x3") at the right front of my body at my waist line. A female TSA agent had me turn and look at the screen and then a male TSA agent asked "Are you wearing a belt?" 
To which I responded a"No", and I lifted my dress shirl to show him. He asked me 10 put my shirt back down which was nol tucked into my pants and I had a white undershirt undernealh. He then proceeded to press at this localion his palm and index 
Ii ngers, and he worked from the rig ht side al my body at my be It Ii ne ta the I efl side of the front of my body. 

But then he moved his hand down a few inches and did the same thing moving from the left side to the right , .at which time his hand pressed and touched my genitals. There was no need for this and he took to many liberties and increased the search 
1 12912014 area too much in my p ers pecti ve. 
9:3949 

AM I did not see the gentleman's name, but he was about 6' 3", Caucasian, slender to average build, 200 lbs. 50 years in age with graying hair. 

1/2912014 
10:14:26 

AM 

Nol sure what you all will do with lhis, but if I do not share, you cannot improve your employees performance. Yet, I would appreciate a response to my concern. 

Many thanks, 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:l~(b_i_(6_i ___ ~ 
Date Time: 1 /2912014 9:52:23 AM 

Na me Jr h ·-, I f";"1 
Email[b i(6i 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):AirTran Flighl 131, gate 101 in Orlando Florida, boarding agenl named"Pete" on Jan. 25, 2014 approximately 7pm. 
Comments:I was delaye~aarding airplane by TSA due to a failure in communication between agents. The TSA pulled me aside for extra security ("pat down'") and forgot ta enter in computer that I passed and forgot to stamp my boarding pass 
as such. The gate agent~unknown badge#) in Orlando refused to let us board. He treated us rudely and we had to insist that he call his supervisor to correct the matter. This happened on AirTran flight 131 at gate 101 on Jan. 25, 2014 
ap proximately 7 pm. 



1/2912014 
10:15:07 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time· 1129/2014 9:30:33 AM Airport: ICT - Wichita Mid-Continent Date/Time of Travel: 01/29/2014 6:45 AM Airline & Flight Number: AA1476 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Line on far left (only one open at the time) TSA Employee: (If 
Known): 
Comment · I stood in a screening line for 40 minutes when there were only about 15 travelers ahead of me. As a result. I missed my flight. There were about 4 or 5 agents processing travelers (ID check, metal detector, conveyor operator, pat down I 
ba9 check person). The re we re a bo ul the same numb er of add i ti o na I a gents sitting around doing nothing. The screening Ii ne stopped mu 11 i p I e Ii mes, and at one point I he conveyor opera 1or stated I he Ii ne was s I ow because trave I ers ahead had 
liquids/gels. We all had to wait for those other travelers to be cleared, which caused unreasonable delay (I wasn't the only one to miss a flight). I wish the agents sitting around would have helped process those travelers so the rest of us could have 
proceeded through s c reenmg: the agents sitting around could have gathered the travelers who required add i ti o na I screening in another area to al low the re st of us to proceed through scree ni ng. That delay and resultant missed fi 1g ht cost me $569, and 
put my job at risk. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name b)(ff:, 
Phone Number h·,1R··, 

Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : h1tp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.9ov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The caller asked who to speak with in regard to a rude TSO. She has a pacemaker and health issues. She has had cancer and a lot of chemo and radiation, therefore she requests a patdown. She was traveling with her four children. She indicated that 
she waited in line with her children as she normally does. She indicated that when she was fourth in line to be screened, she moved to the side and then the front of lhe line and advised the male TSO kb·:,(61 bf lhe pacemaker and 
requested a female patdown. The caller indicated that this is what she normally does so that a female TSO is available once it is her turn to be screened and has never encountered issues. The TSO advised that she 9et back in line and that she was 
not permitted to cut Ii ne. 

She indicated that she was concerned thal if she got back in line, she would have been separaled from her children. She indicaled thal her children proceeded lhrough the screening while she had 10 wait for a female TSO to conduct a patdown. She 
stated that she and her party found the TSO to be obnoxious and nasty. The TSO had an attitude with all of the passen9ers in line. She stated that the TSO was on a power trip. The caller indicated that the TSO walked down the aisle between the two 
lines yell mg out that passengers should stay m a single lme and should move against the wall so that workers can get through. The caller indicated that his tone was nasty and that he was not nice about this at all. 

1/2912014 . . . . . . . . 
11 .43: 11 This occurred on 1 26 al SJ U. She was traveling with American Airlines fi1ght 94 depar11ng al 10:50am 10 JFK They were at the checkpoint belween 8:30am and 9am. She was at the checkpoinl around the corner and down the hall from a food court. 

AM 
The ca 11 er indicated that her American Air Im es flight was cance I ed and she departed with Jetblue I ater m the afternoon. 

Advised: 
TSO are trained to treat passengers with dignity, respect, and courtesy and I apologized that this was not her experience. I advised that I had documented all of the information that she has provided and would refer this information to the CSM at this 
airport to make th em aware. The CS M would have the means to I oak into and address the issue. 

She recently had a fli9ht from JFK to New Orleans and she left an arlicle in the bin al the checkpoint. Her bags were flagged due to a tube of medicalion thal was over 3.4oz. SHe didn t see where lhe officer look the bag and when she got on the plane 
she realized that some clothes and umbrella were left in the bin. She checked when she got back to JFK and they said they didn't have it however now she is callin9 to see if it has been found since then. 

Response: 
TSA is required by law 10 screen all property lhat is brought onboard commercial passenger aircraft, including carry-on luggage. To ensure lhe security of the 1ravelin9 public, it is sometimes necessary for Transpor1ation Securily Officers (TSOs) 10 
conduct hand inspections of carry-on ba9s. TS Os receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great care during the screening process so that when bags are opened a passenger's belongings are 

1129120 14 retu med to the same co nd1t1on they were found. 
4:26:07 

PM Transportation Security Adminislration (TSAJ policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOsJ to reasonably ensure thal carry-on items, including disability-related devices and aids, are kept wilhin a passen9e(s line-of-sighl when a passenger is 
required to undergo additional screening. When passe09ers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property durin9 a patdown or private screenin9, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's items and to ensure that the 
passenger 1s reunited with his or her property once it clears x- ray s c reenmg. 

You can contact lhe lost and found at JFK at 718-917-3999 



Disability Description: Callers mother has Polio. 

Response Details: Apologized that this did occur generally all passengers can requesl a patdown if I hey are nol able 10 go through the AIT or WTM D if she was unable to stand wilh her legs spread far enough she could have requested a patdown at 
that time just keep that in mind for future flights. However due ta the injury we will forward a copy al this to the CSM in San Diego so they can review this issue and see what action needs to be taken 

1129/2014 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
5_49 _ 10 Incident Details: She was travelling with her mom on Saturday th 25 from Mexico to POX on Alaska airlines. She had her customs check In San Diego. Her mother 1s disabled and she had some issues when going back through security screening for 

· PM TSA .. When going lhrough screening her mother had pre-check on their ticket but they sIayed through regular line to slay with daughter. They were directed into an AIT and her mother has Polio in her hips and legs and she injured herself when going 
through the AIT. The officers asked if she was able ta stand for short periods without her wheelchair in order to go through the AIT and stand with her legs spread and hands above her head. The passenger stated she would try, once in the machine she 
wasn table to stand with her legs far enough part they stated the officer asked her to try harder the passenger did try and injured herself. The officers also had to conduct a partial patdown due to some metal in her dress. She was just wanting to make 
us aware that this happened so it doesn t happen again in the future. 

1129/2014 
8:05:40 

PM 

1129/2014 
10:02:37 

PM 

Hello. 
I am a global entry card holder and on the global entry site it states that I m also cleared for TSA pre check and the agent that approved my Global Entry confirmed this too. I am at the LAS airport in the Southwest Tenminal at 4:20pm on Jan 29. 2014 
and a TSA agent who claimed to be a superviser, namec0i2]black man about 40 or so. on the thinner side, not skinny, about 5 9 , was so very rude to me, he told me I didn t know what Global Entry was and mocked me while I was explaining it to the 
acIua1 supervisor on lhe floor. The female supervisor was helpful and explained that pre check is new to the LAS airport, not only did I have to go through pat down again, I was harrased byliEI!and he was smiling at me when I had to go through the 
regular line. I will file a written complain an this tao. I have used my GE card in NY, DC, New Orleans and KY and have not had any problems but but these agents at LAS were rude and would not let me through the pre check line. 

A few months ago prior to me getting Global Entry, I was at LAS Southwest Terminal and a TSA agent was very rude to me, it seems these people think they are like armed guards and can man handle American Citizens, they forget the our tax dollars 
pay their incomes. I m very disjointed in this gestapo approach by the TSA especially when I had my Global Entry card which proves I am a citizen and have undergone a thorough back ground check, it s ridiculous! 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Other; P role ssiona Ii sm/C ustom~ Current Date/Ti me , 112912014 8: 58: 05 PM Airport , B NA - N ashvi 11 e I nte rnat ion a I Date/Time of T rave I · 0 1129120 14 3: 15 PM Airline & Flight Numb er , Delta 893 Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport · 
screening TSA Employee: (If Known) : Office b)(ff:1 Comment: I am 8 months pregnanl and was going lhrough the screening and opted to have a pat down since I was pregnant and did not want to go lhrough the scanner. The agent was very pushy 
and was rude. She ask me which ones were my ags and i pointed to i bag and three trays, she ask me again which were mine and I told her again, she then proceded to grab the tray al the belt and hit my stomach with the tray hard and continued to 
walk away with it and snagged my sweater and then p u 11 ed me along with the tray sti 11 attached to my sweater. She th en took me to the a re a to be patted down. at no ti me did she ask if I was ok or anything. I worl lo r the airlines at LAX and have never 
be en treated Ii ke that going through screening, I then reported it to the s u rp erv i sor the re but /el t I was getting no where with it, The fact th at I was • months pregnant you think the a gent would have been a I it tie more com pas ion ate but that did not matter 
to her. I lhought since she hil my sIomache hard with the tray lhen snagged my swaeater and continued to pull the Iray that she would have said I am so sorry are you Ok, but nothing at all. I found her actions to be very unprofessional and extremely 
rude. She does this to a pregnant person I can just imagine how she treats others people that are going through screening there. It seems like she was upset cause she had to pat me down cause I was pregnant and did not want ta go through normal 

1s feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



1/3012014 

The caller traveled on 1 29 from PHL to LAX with US Airways flight 717 departing from C29 at 5:59pm She was at the checkpoint between 3:30pm-3:45pm. 
She indicated that she was traveling with her 100 year old mother who has Alzheimer s and is in a wheelchair. She advised a male TSO (African American, short hair. pleasant) that she had a laptop in her carry on and the TSO acknowledged this and 
advised that she place her carry on bag with lhe laptop on the conveyor belt. The same TSO approached her as she was assisting her mother during a patdown and advised thal he had 10 screen lhe carry on bag a second lime. The caller indicaled 
that her laptop (Sony, white silver, the suiface is scaly, not flat) is missing from her carry on. She realized this on the plane. She contacted US Airways baggage to determine if it had been turned in, but it has not been. 

11 :31 :22 I advised that I would refer the information to the CSM at PHL to make them aware. They would have the means to look into this. Items found at the checkpoint are turned into the TSA Lost and Found, I provided the number for the TSA Lost and Found 
AM at (PHL). The passenger can file a claim for reimbursement by compleling a claim form. I ordered the claim form to be emailed. 

Philadelphia International Airport 
610-521-7206 
http: www, ts a, gov trave I er-information ai rport-1 os t-fo und-co nta cts# 13 

Caller said she 1s calling from Toronto, Canada and she and her partner are Nexus card holders and they travel to Palm Beach sometimes and they are not getting the precheck option at Palm Beach Airport. She said the TSA agent at the checkpoint 
told her to go online and register her Nexus card with TSA and she does not know how to do that. She said she travels on Air Canada and TSA told her Palm Beach Airport does not accept Nexus. She said she goes through a travel agent to book the 
flights and lhese flights are already booked. 

Response: TSA is committed to expanding TSA Precheck benefits to a growing passenger population in an effort to strengthen transportation security through risk-based methods. Beginning November 15, 2012, Canadian citizens traveling 
domestically in the United Stales who are members of the U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) and Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) NEXUS program are eligible to par1icipa1e in TSA Precheck and may receive expedited screening at 
participating U.S. airports. For more information about NEXUS and other CBP Trusted Traveler programs, please visit www.globalentry.gov . 

113012014 Canadian citizens interested in participating in TSA Precheck through NEXUS must enter their PASS ID into the 'Known Traveler' field when booking a flight reservation or saving their PASS ID to their airline's frequent flyer profile. Members can find 

4,SS:4B their PASS ID online by accessing their Global Online Enrollmenl Syslem (GOES) accounl or on the back of their membership card in the lop-left comer. 

PM 
If TSA determines a passenger 1s eligible for expedited screening through TSA Precheck, information 1s imbedded in the barcode of the passenger's boarding pass. When TSA scans the barcode at the designated security checkpoint, the passenger 
may be referred to the TSA Precheck lane for expedited screening. Expedited screening for TSA Precheck passengers may include being able to leave their shoes, light outerwear, and belt on and allowing them to keep their laptop in its case and 
their 3-1-1 compliant liquids gels bag in their carry-on. However, all lravelers may be required 10 undergo additional screening, including a patdown inspection, to resolve an alarm. 

Passengers who make their flight reservation through a travel agent. travel Web site (such as Expedia, Traveloc1ty. or Orllitz), or an employer's travel-booking system are strongly encouraged to contact a representative there to ensure that their Global 
Entry PASS ID was successfully added to the "Known Traveler Number Field" of their airline reservation. 

I advised her for Global Entry, NEXUS, and SENTRI if you have questions ar concerns regarding a CBP Trusted Traveler membership, including your eligibility we suggest that you contact CBP at 1-866-530-4172. 

Caller went through random selection far PreCheck. He said he has a prosthetic artificial joint. He asked if PreCheck would benefit him if he enrolled. He said sometimes he still has to take off his shoes. He asked if he would go through and not be 
able to take off his shoes. He said it always causes an ala nm. 

113012014 RESPONSE: Some benefits of PreCheck would be that he may be referred to a lane for expedited screening. Expedited screening may allow passengers 10 no longer remove certain ii ems such as their shoes, outerwear, jackels, and belts, or 
7:08:29 remove laptops from carry-on bags. Passengers chosen for expedited screening who are traveling with a pet must undergo the standard screening procedures that are performed for all animals entering the checkpoint. In addition, children 12 years 

PM old and younger who are traveling with a passenger who is selected for TSA Pre\u2713 1~ may also be processed through expedited screening. ALSO: Having PreCheck will not exclude you from screening. If your prosthetic Joint causes an alarm 
then he may still receive a Patdown. Every alarm must be cleared. ALSO: PreCheck is a random process due to security reasons. 



113012014 
8:17:34 

PM 

113112014 
8:17:42 

AM 

113112014 
8:17:50 

AM 

Caller Is traveling with frozen breast milk and stated she is getting treated different every time she flies. Caller states that she informs the TSO before screening begins that she wants the milk to be hand screened instead of going through the X-Ray 
machine, She stated th at genera 11 y she has no prob I em they take the mi I k back to screen it she goes through the the screening process and th en they give her the cooler of mi I k back and she go es on, However the I a st ti me from LAX, she flew she 
went through the PreCheck line and the TSO s at the checkpoint had no clue what 10 do 10 hand screen the breast milk. She slated that they took it out of lhe cooler and passed it around trying 10 figure out what to do with it. Caller slated that they then 
called their supervisor aver and he stated that the policy states that if she requests a hand inspection an the breast milk that would require her ta have a patdown. She stated that the supervisor was!(b·:,(6) I He was very courteous and professional; 
however he acted Ii ke he knew the po Ii cy and procedures and she has never had to undergo a p atdown be cause she wanted a hand s c reem ng for her mi I k. Ca 11 er was wanting to know what the po Ii cy and procedures we re for Ira ns porting the breast 
mi I k, She stated that she has 6 more II i g hts from LAX and do es not want to have this prob I em every ti me. Cal I er stated that she had no prob I em at a 11 when she went through the reg u I a r screening Ii ne I as t week and she received the best service she 
has ever go11en going through the other line last week. Caller slated this incident made her feel hulmilaled and upset because they were passing her breast milk around and everyone was siaring al her. Caller stated that she is a DOD employee and 
flies a lot and has never had this issue. Caller wanted to know what she needs ta do if this happens again when she flies ta morrow. Caller wanted to know if she can request to go through the traditional screening if she is pulled for precheck. 

Advised ca Iler: 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) has developed standard screening practices for all of our Nalion s airports, and passengers can expect essentially lhe same procedures. While the procedures are the same everywhere, the 
interpretation al those procedures results in same slight variations from airport ta airport and situation to situation. Some element of uncertainty and randomness in security operations is necessary. 
Advised caller that she can go through the regular sere en i ng Ii ne 1f she wo u Id Ii ke even if she is se I ected lo r p recheck 

Advised caller the only informalion as far as screening and !raveling wilh breast milk is I his: 
Breast milk and other liquids and gels intended for infants or toddlers in quantities of 3.4 ounces or less are normally ,-rayed. However, as a customer service, TSA allows passengers the option of an alternative inspection of these items. Passengers 
must request an alternative inspection before placing the ,terns on the x-ray belt; otherwise. all of the items must undergo x-ray inspection. 
Passengers flying with or without an infant or toddler may bring more than 3.4 ounces of breast milk (in a liquid or frozen state) through screening checkpoints after undergoing additional screening. In addition, breast milk must be separated from other 
property and declared to a TransporIation Securily Officer (TSO) prior to enIering the checkpoint. 
Although TSA does not specifically limit the amount of breast milk a passenger may bring in their carry-on bags, we encourage travelers to be practical about these amounts. The amount a traveler carries should be reasonable and consistent with their 
i tine ra ry. Passengers should ask to speak with a s uperv,so r at the security checkpoint if they have any questions or concerns with these procedures. 
When traveling with an infant or toddler, passengers are also allowed to bring into the screening checkpoint more than 3.4 ounces of pre-mixed baby formula (in a liquid, or frozen state); milk products: juice; gel or liquid-filled teethers; bottled water: 
and canned, jarred, processed baby food and essential non-prescription liquid medications. These items also must be declared to a TSO prior to enIering the screening area, and the items musl be separated from other properly. These items will be 
subject to additional screening, and passengers may be asked to open a container if required by a TSO. 
W hi I e passengers may be requested to open a container. they w, 11 never be asked to test or taste any of these items. If a container can not be opened. the containers may be al lowed into the sterile area only a/le r it and the passenger u nde rgoe s 
additiona I screening , which may include a patdown, 
All frozen ilems are permitled as long as they are solid and in a ··frozen state" when presented for screening. Cooling liquids or gels used 10 keep medical or infant child exemplions cold are nol bound by 3-1-1 requirements and may be presented at the 
screening checkpoint in a frozen or partially-frozen state. It is important to remember, however, that any item must be properly screened before being allowed into the secure area al the airport. 
TSA continues to explore opportunities to further modify screening procedures to minimize the concerns of passengers without compromising aviation secunty. The most current processes in place for bringing breast milk and other food-related ,terns 
intended for infants and toddlers safely through the security screening checkpoint can be found at http: www.tsa.gov traveler-information traveling-children. 
Call dropped and I had 10 call her back twice 
Advised caller that she can request a PSS or a Supervisor regarding concerns about the screening process. Advised caller I am sending this ta the CSM Karen Hennington and she can try to contact her tomorrow before she flies if she wants ta she 

Feedback Type · Security Issue 
Categories : Pat-down: Miscellaneous/Other Current Date/Time 113112014 6:5 7:49 AM Airport : EWR - Newark International Date/Time of Travel : 0113112014 Airline & Flight Number: 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. Sa we, a party al 6, are going thru security and our lead person gets swabbed for explosives. She tests positive and gets pulled ta the side. That's all good and well however no one else in our party got cHecked. We told them we are 
together. Once a posItIve hit acures is 11 not prudent to check everyone in the traveling party? And if you guys want are doing it just for show, to justify the 12 people checking one person, do it quicker. 
Basically. ether do your job right and use common sense or dont waste our taxpayer money and most importantly our time!'! 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time · 113112014 12: 14:27 AM Airport : MCO - Orlando International Date/Time al Travel . 01130/2014 4:30 PM Airline & Flight Number · Delta 990 Checkpoint/Area of Airport . 
terminal B TSA Employee: (If Known): supervisorfh·,1r:;·-, !badge numb•1h··,1r:;·ijcomment: The extensive TSA check made me miss my flight. I refused to go through the scanner, and was maliciously and deliberately punished for it. The officer who 
patted me down did not change his gloves in front of me. After the pat down, he proceeded to test the gloves, and some chemical - I was not told what - was detected. Additionally, apparently the same chemical was detected on the ONLY piece of my 
electronic devices which that officer Iouched inside the bin. No other test deIecIed anylhing, probably becausekb)(ff:, I the supervisor (badge number@, used clean gloves that he put on righl in front of me. Nevertheless, several intrusive pat 
dawns and chemical tests took a lot of time making me late for my flight. Who is going ta pay for this? Who is going ta pay for my hotel roam since I couldn't get another flight till the next day? 
I had never believed statements that TSA specifically targets travellers who refuse to go through the scanners. but there is no doubt in my mind that such mal1c1ous and outrageous targeting took place in my case. I do want to believe that this Is not a 
deliberate policy, but the incident did change my attitude towards the TSA and not for the better. 
Would you like a response?: True 

Passenger's Namef~b~l~(~6~1----~ 

~~a~[~1W~er. 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



1131/2014 
9:5821 

AM 

1131/2014 
12:16:40 

PM 

Caller stated he fi ew from Chicago Midway to Newark and he was told he had to take his CPAP machine had to be taken apart and then he was told he did nt have to take his CPAP machine. Cal I er stated he flew from Newark NJ to Chicago Midway 
airport and he was to Id he had to go through many different screening technology and th en he had to have a patd own and the ca 11 er wants to know what is going and he was giving a orange ca rd stating he did nt have to remove his shoes then he was 
asked to remove the shoes and lhe caller wants to know if the screening was random. 

Advised caller the additional screening can be random. Advised caller for more information about the screening policies at the airport, advised caller to call 866-289-9673 press option 5 and put in EW R and he will be given the number for the CSM. 

Caller has an insulin pump and continuous glucose monitor. She wants to know specifically ii the AIT used by TSA has more than 5 gauss of magnetic energy. Told caller the energy the system projects is thousands of times less than a cell phone 
transmission. I told her I did not know specifically how many gauss it projecls. She said someone at TSA should know the answer to this and she wants to know. I told her I would escalate this 10 lhe appropriate office for a response. She asked how 
she would find out. I told her if someone needs to get in touch with her, they will do so via email. Caller is adamant about finding out this information. She wants someone to get back in touch with her with this information. 

Caller also wants to file a complaint regarding an experience she had at SFO. When she flew from SFO, caller claims a female TSO burned her with a filter paper used 10 do a ETD swab on her. The TSO had used it on a previous passenger and did 
not renew it. The paper had been put in the machine and had been heated up that is why she was burned. Callers fiance spoke with a supervisor at that time and that person gave him a comment card to file a complaint. I asked her if she got the 
narne of the TSO. She said she did not. I asked if she could describe the TSO. Caller said the TSO was a female. I told her I would send this to the CSM for review. 

Caller also complained I hat she gets separated from her properly during patdowns. She has insisled thal a TSO watch her items. I told her she could ask for a private screening where she could take her properly in with her and nol be separated. 
She asked how long a private screening will take. I told her I do not know. It varies at the different airports based on how busy they are, etc.She wanted to know how long she should plan and what happens if she is doing a private screening and she 
misses her flight. I told her it was the same as when she 1s getting a regular screening and she misses her flight. She asked how long she should allow. I told her we recommend 2 hours. She asked if that includes private screenings. I told her that is 
for all screening. It is a suggestion. She asked again how long she should allow because she knows that a regular patdown takes about 10-15 minutes. She asked if the private screening is longer. I told her I do not know. It is the same as guessing 
how long it will take to get lhrough traffic. It varies. 

Airport: SFO 
Airline: SW 
Flight Number: 2305 
Date and Time: January 18 at 12:35pm (she went through the screening at approximately 11 :07am) 
Location: Terminal 1 

Caller e sea I ated to a supervisor. 

Escalation Notes: l(b 1(6 I 
The caller flew from CLE to LAX to Maui on Jan 29 2014. She flew on United fi1ght UA 1542 departing around 8:41 am. The caller is in her late 80 s and has parkinson disease. and a pacemaker. She went through the checkpoint between 7:00 and 
7:30 and since she has a pacemaker, she received a patdown. The skycap placed her black carryon bag on the belt for screening. Her bag had a red and green ribbon tied around the handle. The bag was screened by a male TSO that the caller 
described as a senior cilizen. She had forgotten that she had put s1eak knives in her bag. The male TSO called over another TSO to his station. Another female agent other than the one I hat gave her lhe patdown took her and lhe sky cap to an office. 
The female TSO asked her for her name, address and phone number. A TSO brought her stuff to her and she boarded her flight and went home. She doesnt remember anything about the TSO that brought her items to her. When she inspected her 
bag she discovered that she is missing a pancake turner. heart medications. check for $125.00, W2 forms, $120.00 dollars worth of forever stamps and a pound of diabetic sugar. 

1131/2014 The caller is very upsel and kept saying over and over how could he s1eal from me. I lold the caller that we regret what has happened and that we would forward I his to the CSM at CLE to review the screening I hat was done. I sent claim forms by 
2:42:44 mail: the caller doesnt have email. She provided me her cell phone number. I also provided the lost and found number to CLE to see if her missing items are there. 

PM 

Cleveland 
CI eve I and Hop kins International Airport 
216-201-2565 (TSA) 



The ca 11 er requested inform at1on regarding opting out of the Al T machine. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

Millimeter wave systems prOJecl beams of non-ionizing radio frequency energy over the passenger's body surface; the beams do not penetrate the skin. 

113112014 All screening systems fully comply wilh Federal safely requirements, and measured radialion levels for each are well below limits eslablished by lhe U .s. Food and Drug Administralion and the U.S. Occupalional Safely and Health Administration. 

9:37 :50 TSA is sensitive to passengers· concerns about protecting their privacy as it relates to the security screening process, particularly the use of AIT. Rigorous privacy safeguards are in place to protect passenger privacy and ensure anonymity. There are 
no rea Ii sti c images produced of passengers dun ng the sere en i ng process. 

PM 

1131/2014 
102431 

PM 

21112014 
9:40:55 

AM 

Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do nol wish to be screened by lhis technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough patdown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of 
this right. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time · 113112014 9:53:25 PM Airport · SLC - Salt Lake City International Date/Time of Travel . 01131/2014 6:55 PM Airline & Flight Number · Southwest 3927 Checkpoint/Area 
of Airport opt-out pat down just past security, no n-p nvate area T SA Employee: ( If Known) fem a I e, bland e, 40 to 60 years o Id, I a st name possibly starts with W Comment : I chose to opt-out from the body scanner as I have over 20 ti mes previously 
flying, I have never le It violated from a pat down u nti I tad ay, The officer used excessive force when checking my groin area, I am fine with the hands checking between my I eg s u nt i I meeting resistance, I am not ok with the force used, I have never had 
anolher female officer cup the front of my groin or pat ii down with lhat much force. It has been 50 minutes since my pat down and my pubic bone is still sore. The officer excessive force. In addilion before the pat down began she asked if I had any 
sensitive areas. I told her I had a surgery on my right foot and ankle. I asked she please not squeeze it but a light pat or touch was fine. The officer then asked if my surgery was recent enough that I had visible scars. I offered to take off my sock so she 
could see my foot but she declined. It baffles me to think that TSA 1s medically qual1f1ed to determine that an individual could only have pain if there is a visible scar. At the end of the pat down I was unnecessarily scolded for shifting my weight to my 
left leg. I told the officer I did tell you I had surgery, I am unable to keep weight on my right leg for an extended period of time so I always shift weight to my left leg. The officer then stated that's how bad guys try to trick her and sneak things in by 
shifting weight. I don'I understand what she thought I was hiding when my pant leg was pulled up to my knee and inspecled and my previous offer to remove my sock. I believe I his officer needs to be talked to about the excessive force she uses in pat 
downs. It is unacceptable the way this pat down was conducted. As stated before, I have had numerous pat downs before. This is the first and hopefully the last where I feel violated after 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's N h··,1fr1 

Phone,.....,_w.u==="-'-----'-, 
Email (b)(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB21ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening . . 
Current Date/Time· 1131/2014 10:57:37 PM Airport· EWR - Newark International Date/Time of Travel. 01/30/2014 4:30 PM Airline & Flight Number. AS 5 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Entry to boarding area TSA Employee: (If Known) fbHB.11 
Comment : The attitude and demeanor of the employees at the airport in Newark is consistently among the worst of any airport I travel through. 
To be subjected to a &quot pat down&q uot: that would qua Ii fy as a crime under any other public ci re um stances in Ii eu of being subjected to a sea nni ng device where the long term h ea I th imp acts are unknown, and not being given the option of using the 
tried, true and proven me1a1 detector (unless I subject myself to an 85$ fee) needs to change. 
To be treated like, and handled like a criminal while trying to partake of a service that I and my company are paying for is demeaning, and, I believe, unconstitutional. 
Would you like a res onse? : False 
Passenger's Name b)(ff:, 
Phone Number : ~----~ 

Email !(b)(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Caller states that she went through the A IT when she !rave I ed yesterday. She states th at she had no is s LI es in Anchorage, but when returning from F ai rba nks the Al T the re high Ii g hted a yellow triangle aver her private a re a. Ca 11 er says that she had no 
metal or other material anywhere near that area but was wearing tight black leggings that were all cotton and was told that folds in clothing could have caused the alarm but does not believe that her clothing was loose enough at any point near there to 
have such folds. She also says I hat she was wearing an underwire bra thal the AIT did not show as a problem. Caller says that she understands that the alarm resulled in a paldown and a hand swab, but is concerned that the AIT there may need 
adjustment. 

Advised ca Iler: 
AIT gives TSA a way to detect a wide variety of lhreats. 

21112014 B eca LI se the complaint concerns security s c reem ng at a specific airport. we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-mai I to the Custa mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 
11:30:23 

AM Flight information: 

21112014 
127:45 

PM 

Flight Path: (Anchorage AK to) Fairbanks AK to Anchorage AK 
Flight date time: 1 31 (g:30 am and) 6:05 pm 
Flight#: (does not have) 
Airline: Alaska airlines 
Airport Fairbanks AK 
Gate Terminal: does not have 
Email: b 1(6) 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1J~?_1_(6_i ___ ~ 
Oate Time: 211/2014 11 :09:28 AM 

Nam~i(b 1(6) 
Ema,I h··,Irr1 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):United Airlines flight and lhe complaint is against Denver Airport Flight# UA1458. 
Comments:I need help filing a complaint against TSA and Denver Airport. I am a Wounded Warrior 100% SC and i was padded down inappropriately and screamed at and treated like garbage instead of treated with respect after showing my Military 
ID and proof i am disabled due to military in1Lines. My wife was preqnant at the time and she also qot treated unfairly and i feel this 1s beinq swept under the ruq and I will not allow it 
The caller flew from MSP, and, during the screening, she was chosen for additional screening including a patdown. She wanted to know why this had occured, because she usually transports Epi-pens, has a medical alert bracelet, and has a neoplasm 
in her bones. The caller also requested information regarding TSA Precheck. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-an baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

21112014 TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. 
2:32:33 

PM All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

I asked the caller if she felt that she was discriminated against due to a medical condition. or if this was poor customer service. She indicated that she didn't feel that it was discrimination. 

I indicated that a passenger may always request a supervisor or PSS. 

If TSA determines a passenger is eligible for expedited screening. information is embedded in the barcode of his or her boarding pass. When TSA scans the barcode at the security checkpoint, the passenger may be referred to a lane for expedited 
screening . Expedited sere en i ng may a I low passengers to no long er re move ce r1 ai n i terns such as their shoes, outerwear, ja ckel s, and belts, or remove I a pto ps from carry-on bags. 

You may join the TSA Precheck Application program at www.tsa.gov, or the CBP Trusted Traveler program at www.globalentry.gov. 



211/2014 
2:41:35 

PM 

Caller fiew from Washington Dulles to Orlando yesterday: he is disabled veteran. Caller stated that he was detained for 45 mins because the TSO said that the concentrator for his oxygen set off an alarm. Caller stated that he felt like he was being 
harrassed because he asked the officer not to touch his private area, Caller stated that the officer said that he was trying to see if there was something in his pocket but he really touched his private area, Caller stated that he asked for a supervisor 
and the supervisor lhat came was a female with lhe last namekb)(6! Caller asked the supervisor what would she do if they touched her private parts and she stated that she would have them arrested. Caller lhen wanled to know why she didn t have 
the TSO arrested for touching his private area. He was then taken to a private screening room and they preformed the patdown procedures 6 or 7 times. The female supervisor told his wife that there was something in his clothes but they don t know 
what. Ca 11 er stated that he would have been Ii ne if the officer wo u Id have just apologized for the mi stake. He stated he is not see king to get anyone in troub I e or Ii red. he is Ju st wanting to make someone aware of the incident and speak to the officers 
about common courtesy. Caller stated that he almost missed his flight because of the incident. He stated that he has trouble walking and requires oxygen. Caller requested for someone to email or call him as a follow up to just let him know that this 
was either proper procedure or they have talked to the officer so it will nol happen again. Caller stated lhat he didn I get lhe officers name. Caller staled thal the thing thal bothered him most was the officers demeanor. 

Advised caller: 
Every person and i tern mu st be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is import ant, T ra nsportat ion Security Officers (TS Os) must conduct additiona I screening to resolve an ala rm of 
the Walk-Through Metal De1ec1or (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considera1e and thoughtful.TSA regrels if lhis was not your experience. I will foward 
you complain to the CSM at the airport so she is aware of the incident. I can not call or email you to let you know that the proper steps involving this incident are taken once I send it to the CSM I will not know what happens with it. I can put a note that 
would would like and email or call from the CSM however I can not guarantee that they will do so. 

Airporl Washinglon Dulles 
Airline United Airlines 
Flight number 260 
Departure time 10:10 PM 
Dale and lime of the incident: 01 31 2014 08:30 pm 
Contact information 
Email(b 1(6i I Phone"'!(b"-1""(6""·-, __ _. 

This message is regarding offensive and inappropriate treatment at Gate 31 at DFW on February 2, 2014. 

I was wearing a sweater and pants without pockets. 
I placed all ilems on the bell. 
I entered the security screen with my a rm s raised. 
I was told to wait. A man in front of me swab bed my hands. A woman behind me said, ·· I need to pat your hair. The security screen indicated something around your buttocks. I need to pat your buttocks with the back of my hand. Do you want to go to a 
private room?" 

My purse and other items are on the belt. I decline the private screen. She proceeds to run her hand across my buttocks. 
I am told to stand to the side and wait for the results. 
I am then released. 

This is OFFENSIVE and INAPPROPRIATE treatment. 

21212014 Every ti me I travel my hair is mussed. 
3:06:33 I have spoken wilh other women who wear Afros and every one of them has had their hair patted down. 

PM 
This is racial profiling at its best. Do you pat down and molest all travelers who wear Afros or braids, or is it Just African American women? 

TSA needs to change this proceeds or include an acknowledgement on the website indicating that Black women with Afros or braided hair will be stopped al security and their hair will be patted down. 

This is a violation of my rights as a human being. To be patted down as if I am a criminal. I feel violated and mistreated by TSA AGAIN. 

I will conlinue to contact TSA until I receive a response and/or this policy is changed to respecl human and civil rights and deliver a modicum of decency to ALL travelers. 

Regards, 

l(b1(6) 

Sent from my iPhone 



21212014 
3:07 03 

PM 

21212014 
3:07:17 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 21212014 2:05:38 PM Airport: IAH - George Bush Houslon Intercontinental Dale/Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : Afle r C ustoms--tra nsfer security checkpoint T SA Employee: ( If Known) : 
Comment · I have type 1 diabetes and I am not able to go through the fu 11 body sea nne r due to using an ins u Ii n pump. I have done extensive research on it and also contacted my pump company, I choose to not to through the body scanner bee a use it 
could have harmful effects on my pump and if that happens, it can be harmful to me. I have been told on several occasions (ONLY AT HOUSTON) lhat I could go through lhe full body scanner and not lhe me1a1 detector, which is incredibly inaccurate. 
When I try to explain to them that it is incorrect and I have asked my pump company on several occasions about this, I am always met with rudeness and annoyance. I have no problems with the pat-down and am always courteous and kind to all TSA 
employees. My pump manufacture has said that because 11 can ruin my insulin pump, I should NEVER go through a full body scanner. Likewise, if I disconnect my pump, it CAN NOT go through the x-ray machine. Furthermore, on the one time that I did 
go through the full body scanner, I had to submit to the pat-down because it is evident that I have an insulin pump in my waistband and that sets off concern by the TSA agents (which is reasonable). I have no problem with the pat-down but every time I 
go through the Houston airport, I end up wilh tears because lhe TSA agenls make me feel as if I cannol advocale for my disability even when I am friendly, kind, and non-confrontational. I have always gotlen an off-hand commenl about the research 
that they have heard regarding insulin pumps and how I am incorrect. I hope that this can change. I don't ever mean to tell people how to do their job, however, I shouldn't have to go through security checkpoints with a potential anxiety attack because I 
have to defend my right to ask for a pat-down in order to make sure I can safe I y use my insulin pump on vacation. 

I have never experienced this at any other airport except for Houston. I hope that TSA can acknowledge that this isn't the way to treal someone when I hey are simply advocating for their health condition and nol trying to skirt securily measures. 
Would you like a r'>'""""-""'"?-="'--~ 
Passenger's Narcm___...,,...~----,,---' 
Phone Number b. 
Email b 1(6) 

Feed back Type . Complaint 

ac . follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time: 212/2014 12:05:11 PM Airport LGA - LaGuardia Date/Time of Travel: 02/0212014 11 :OD AM Airline & Flighl Number USAirways 1843 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Term 
c TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : This is a gen era I comment far TSA preche ck at a 11 airports. I have a pacemaker and T SA precheck but a Im ost never can stay in the lane far p recheck because can't go through meta I detector- only other sea n ne r which is usu ally not at the 
precheck lane- and they never offer pat down as an alternative to switching lanes. 
TSA employees at this localion spending time talking personal issues- nol working- just an FYI aside. 
Would you like a resoonse?: False 
Passenger's Name ~f b_-_1(_6_) ___ ~ 
Pho11y N__1 ,m_ber · 
Email[b 1(6 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller said that she has I up us and another co ndItIon that requires her to use a ultrasound neb u Ii zer. The ne bul ize r us es d1sti 11 ed water and a cup with medication in it. She had a I ette r from her Dr on a previous fi Ig ht and she said th at the TSO would 
not look at the letter. The TSO insisted on testing the medication. She said they did not put the cap back on tightly and the medication and the distilled water spilled. She said that the TSO grabbed the liquid from her. She stated that she was not 
supposed to touch it, however, she did. She said thal her nebulizer can not be lipped over. She staled thal her medication cost $15,000.00 every month. She wanted 10 know ifTSA puts something in ii when it is tested. She slated that she can nol 
have that happen and it has to stay in pure form. She said that she will need help in getting her items into the airport. She wanted to know if the person who brings her to the airport can park and assist her. She asked if she should call security about 
the parking issue. She wi 11 al so be bringing a cpa p. She said th at she does not understand why she would get a p atdown be cause of the n eb ul Ize r. She stated that patting her down wi 11 not tel I the TSO what is in the neb u Ii zer. She stated that she 
would like to make a complaint about her previous experience. however, she has all the information in a folder. She wanted to know if she can call back later and make the complaint. She asked for the airport code for Minneapolis-St. Paul 
International AirporI. 

I gave the following information. Bottled liquids scanner (BLS) screening systems are screening technologies I hat differenliate liquid explosives from common, benign liquids to detect polential liquid or gel th reals which may be contained in a 
passengers property. TSA utilizes this technology at checkpoints across the country, where it is used primarily to screen medically necessary liquids in quantities larger than three ounces. Generally, BLS technology does not require Transportation 
Security Office rs to open the I iqu id container. 

21312014 Next generation BLS systems use light waves to screen sealed conlainers for explosive liquids and have the ability to detect a wider range of explosive materials. TSA recently deployed 500 next generalion BLS units to airports nationwide. In addilion, 

9 ,09 , 18 TSA is currently testing new liquid screening systems with enhanced detection capabilities using light waves to screen sealed containers for explosive liquids. 

AM 
Nebulizers are allowed through TSA security checkpoints once they have been screened. A Nebulizer will be screened by x-ray, and passengers are required to remove their Nebulizer from its carrying case: facemasks and tubing may remain in the 
case. A passenger may provide a clear plastic bag in which to place the Nebulizer during x-ray screening: however, a Transportalion Security Officer (TSO) may need 10 remove ii from the bag to test it for traces of explosives. 

Passenger should inform a TSO of the Nebulizer and any special requirements before the screening process begins. If you are bringing liquids associated with your nebulizer, please know that TSA limits the amount of liquids, gels, or aerosols that 
passengers can bring through a security screening checkpoint. The 3-1-1 rule states that all liquids, gels, and aerosols must be in 3.4 ounce (100ml) or less (by volume) containers: the containers should be in a 1 quart-sized, clear, plastic. zip top bag: 
and 1 bag per passenger can be placed in a screening bin. Medically necessary items are not subject to the 3-1-1 limitation and are allowed through a checkpoint in any amount once lhey have been screened. 

Acee sso nes required to keep med i ca 11 y necessary Ii quids. ge Is, and a eroso Is cool , such as freezer packs or frozen g e I packs, a re pe rm1tted through the screening checkpoint and may be s u bJect to add iii on al sere en i ng. These accessories a re treated 
as liquids unless they are frozen solid at the checkpoint. If these accessories are partially frozen or slushy, they are subject to the same screening as other liquids and gels. 

The limit of one carry-on and one personal item (purse briefcase or computer case) does not apply to medical supplies, equipment. mobility aids, and or assistive devices carried by and or used by a person with a disability. However. passengers are 
encouraged to b n ng through the checkpoint on I y the amount of medIca 11 y necessary Ii quids or gels they wi 11 reasonably need lo r the du ration of their Itin erary, a 11 owing for de I ays, and to pack the re st in checked baggage. Passengers s hou Id info nm a 
TSO if a I iqu id or ge I is medically necessary and separate it from other belonging before screening begins. 

Liquids, gels, and aerosols are screened by ,-ray, and medically necessary items in excess of 3.4 ounces will receive additional screening which could include screening with bottled liquid screening technologies. Oepending on the technology 



21312014 
11:14:01 

AM 

Disability Description: Callers wife is 67 years old, she has had Polo and she wears a leg brace. His wife was humiliated in Dallas last Saturday. He said the TSA agents were laughing when they left. He tried to make a complaint. He wants to know 
what services are avaible to help his wife where she would not have to disrobe and get a patdown. 
He ask about a card or ID. He said his wife had PreCheck on her boarding pass bul this did nol help her. 
He said they had traveled out of Fort Worth. 

He had the supervisors name, "!(;:.b.:..I ("6""1 ___ --"k"'b-'1 ( .. 6._i'-----'I he has ca 11 ed and I eft messages but no one has cal I ed them back. He has the other two names of the agents i nvo I ved but w i 11 put them in his report. 

He says he was in the Navy, his brother works far Homeland Security. He will be talking to his congressman. 

He wanted to know what clothes his wife should wear for future screening, 

He says this di scri ma nation for passengers with di sa bi I it i es. 

Response Details: I explained to the caller if there was an alarm during screening they will have to clear the ala nm with a patdown. 
The patdown can be of lhe area I hat caused lhe alarm or ii can be a full body patdown. I could not tell him how the patdown would go, ii depended on whal caused the alarm or alarms. 
I could not tell him what type of clothing his wife should wear for screening. His wife should wear what was most comfortable for her. 
In addition to the patdown, T SA may use techno I og y to test for traces of explosive mate ri a I. 
I was sorry this happened to them. I told him I was sorry the officers were laughing at his wile. 
I explained to him the can call us when they were going to travel and lei us make arrangements for his wife. It lets lhe officers know she would be coming lhrough and would have the leg brace on for screening. 
I explained to him PreCheck was an expedited screening and if there was an alarm during screening a passenger can still have a patdown to clear any alarm. 

To make a formal complaint he should put it it in writing and he can either email it or mail it in. 
TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 
or vis postal mail to: 
Transportation Security Administration Office of Disability Policy and Outreach 
601 South 12th Street TSA-33 
Ari i ngto n, VA 20598-6033 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, 
he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

Email sent 

The caller indicated I hat she was at IAD on Wednesday (1 29). She was at the checkpoinl al about 4pm and left at 4:20pm. She went into a privale room for a private screening (patdownJ and her carry on baggage was physically inspecled. The 
supervisor TSO took her name and flight information. She indicated that a Palm Pilot is missing from her carry on baggage. She asked how to get it back. 

The Supervisor was female, tall, African American. and polite but firm. She indicated that the supervisor conducted the private patdown and was supervising the female TSO (Caucasian, short, petite, short hair, brownish gray. heavy set. polite) that 
was physically inspecting her baggage. 

The ca 11 er indicated that she was not a pp roached in regard to an item that was not permitted. She indicated that al I of the contents of her bag were I aid out on the table in d1sa rray during the p hys1ca I inspection of her bag. A flerward. she did not see the 
Pilot in the area where the carry on bag was physically inspected. The caller indicated that the screening was suspicious as the additional screening came about in regard to an alarm of the ETD. She expressed concern that the itern was stolen. She 
was traveling on United flight 419 depar1ing al 5:21 pm to MCO from a D gale. She asked how she should proceed and if she would have to visit the TSA Lost and Found. She asked if she should wait 10 file the claim uni ii lhe CSM contacts her. 

21312014 I first advised that items found at the checkpoint a re turned into the T SA Lo st and Found. I provided the numb er for the T SA Lost and Found at (IA D). I indicated that the item may have mistakenly not been retu med to the bag. 
11 : 2 8: 34 Washington Du 11 es I nternationa I Airport 

AM 703-662-2234 
http: www.tsa.gov traveler-information airport-lost-found-contacts#43 

In regard to her concern that the item was stolen, I will refer the infonmation to the CSM at IAD to rnake them aware. They would have the means to look into and address the situation. The passenger can file a claim for reirnbursernent by completing a 
claim form. I ordered the claim form to be emailed. She has two years form the incident dale 10 file a claim. She can submit the claim if she learns that the Lost and Found doesn t have the item, or she can wail uni ii she hears something from lhe CSM. 

The Lost and Found will be able to tell her whether they have or do not have the itern, She would not have to visit the TSA Lost and Found. 

I advised that I would include an indication that she would like to be contacted. We cannot guarantee what action the CSM will take 



21312014 
2:17:50 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 21312014 11 :58:44 AM Airport: FAI - Fairbanks lnternalional Date/Time of Travel 01/25120141 :OO AM Airline & Flight Number: Alaska Airlines Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport· 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· TSA staff was informed that I'd like to opt out of the body scanner, and responded by asking me to step aside and wait for an assist. When infonned that an assist was needed. one older TSA woman sneered and said &quot:Fuck em, he 
wants to opt out he can wait.&quot: The pal down was excessive and lasted approximalely 1 O minutes as the agents went through every piece of paper and receipt in my wallet, twice, supposedly to punish me for opting out of lhe body scanning 
device. Having traveled through many airports and experienced apt out procedures across America, I can say that Fairbanks TSA agents were bath unprofessional and rude. They can do better. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email l/h1/R1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

The caller wanted to know what the alternative is for a person with claustrophobia who does not want ta be screened by AIT ar a patdown. 

I to Id him that the 3 screening procedures for passengers are the WTM D, AIT or a Patd own, 

21312014 He said that his wife had a situation at OAK because she is claustrophobic and did not want ta be screened by AIT or patdawn. He asked if a passenger can opt for the WTMD instead of the AIT. 

8:11:29 
PM 

21412014 
8:39 58 

AM 

I told him that a passenger cannot opt out of the AIT for the WTMD, they can only opt out for a patdown. I told him that the way a checkpoint is set up depends on how busy the airport is at the time. The WTMD s may be in use or they may not be. 

He asked if a patdown would be conducted by a female TSO since it is his wife. 

I told him that a patdown is conducted by a TSO of the same gender, ii the passenger is a female. then the TSO will be a female. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time . 2/4/2014 12:51: 16 AM Airport : LAS - McCarran International Date/Time of Travel · 02/02/2014 Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : Many peop I e a re being random I y se I ected to go through Pree k without any knowledge or what to do or how 10 proceed. 11 created more th an a 15 minute delay with an elderly coup I e who had I arge bottles or I iqu ids in many bags among 
other things. He went through the detector screen 5 times and still they needed to call for a pat down. The people who have paid for and been screened for Pre Ck are being taken advantage al and it has encumbered what was created to ease 
screening for those of us who !rave I freq ue ntl y. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name ._!(b"-· .. 11"'"6'-·., __ __, 
Phone Number : 
Email : l(b)(61 
To leave~ _a_c_o_m_m_e_n_t c_o_n_c-er~ning this feedback, follow this link . http:!ltsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/Applicatio11Ma11ager 

Caller has GE and a right knee re placement. He was going through the Pre Ch eek Ii ne when he flew from St. Louis to TP A. This Ii ne did not have the AIT. He told the screener that he should go through the Al T in the other I in e. The screen er to Id him 
he could go through the metal detector. Caller told the TSO, You are forcing me to go through a machine that will tell you I have a metal implant. The caller did and the alann went off. The TSO told him to take off his shoes. Caller told the TSO that 
he is 83 years old, he travels extensively and he has never had 10 lake his shoes off. The TSO told him, You have 10 be patted down. You have to take off your shoes and your belt. 

While doing the patdown. the TSO told the caller what he was do.ing. The caller ctid .• Finr The TSO yelled, Supervisor' STSOfh:·,1r;·1 !came over. He told her that he is TSA Approved and that he never has to take his shoes 
off He also told her that he wanted to go through the AIT 1n the first place. STS b 1(6 ·, told him he had to take off hrs shoes and hrs belt. When the caller finally was through the screening. he asked two TSOs what he did wrong. He was told that 
this was her rule. 

2~~;0
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4 Caller stated. I will fiy back to STL to point her out 1f I have to. There is no reason for her to treat people that way. Caller said he flies extensively and these TSOs, especially the STSOfh·11r;··, I were extremely rude. 

AM 
Airporl: STL 
Airline: SW 
February 3 between 1 and 2 :00 pm 
Location: Terminal 2 

I asked the caller if he felt like he was treated in this manner because of his metal implant or because the screeners were rude. He said he told them he had a metal implant, they were Just rude. I thanked him for calling and told him I would send this to 
the CSM today for review. I also told him TSA Pre\u2713'" does not guarantee expedited screening. They can still ask him to remove his shoes, if necessary. 



214/2014 
9:56:21 

AM 

214/2014 
10:26:11 

AM 

Caller 1s a p roles sor m PA flew vi a Turkey to US and was stopped at JFK for 4 hours, checked he and his wife and provided paperwork to a pp I y lo r Redress and stated it was m1s1d e ntifi cation. States it was a very harrowing expe nence and upon 
arriva I at home he wrote to DH S and he completed the a p plication lo r Redress and submitted his documents, 
On 1-10-14 he received a response and RCN # and the letter stated it was unable to offer information as to why he was delayed. 

On Saturday he went to ORD and spoke with United Airtines and provided his RCN #. 
He returned from ORD to PHL on Monday and again he was subjected to extra screening and afterward he was asked to step aside again for 15-20 mins. Had a patdown and states he was the last person to board the plane. Said he understands 
security concerns, but, he is an excellenl citizen and is a 60 yr. old man. 
States the airline asked him to step aside at the gate and placed his boarding pass under an electronic machine and it sounded an alarm. The airline contacted TSA and he couldn t hear the conversation and was asked if he was traveling alone and he 
explained his son had al ready boarded and they Ii na 11 y al lowed him to boa rd. 

Response: 
DHS cannot ensure your travel will always be delay-free, as the redress program does not affect other standard screening procedures in place at airports and borders. We recognize the frustration that individuals may feel when they experience travel 
de I ays due to security procedures and regret any m convenience !rave I e rs may expe nence as a resu It of security clearance procedures. but we re I y on the p ati e nee and understanding of trave I ers m such cases to ensure the safety of the pea pl e of the 
United States and visitors to this Nat ion. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfomned. 
TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 
We understand the m convenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we bel ,eve these sec u nty measures are necessary and ap prop nate for ensuring the security and conf1d en ce of al I air trave I ers. T SA contm u es to develop and dep lay 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

Explained to caller 1/ his flight was booked before the RCN # was provided, too late to insert for that fliqht because information had already been provided to Secure Flight. 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalilion, a civil rig his organization directly from I heir phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like 10 send their complain! 

The q ue st,ons answered by the user be I ow correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel di scri mm ati on comp I a int lo mn. You a re requested to take action on the comp I amt of p rofi Ii ng or di sen mi nation by the T SA described he re. 

=='--______ _.Phone Numbej(b 1(6) 
Address:Roma '------~ 

Zip code 001 oo 

Are you 18 or over? No 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? Yes 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 



I have an imp I anted pacemaker d e/1 bri 11 ator. While in theory the scanner should not i nte rfe re with its operation, my card1ol og i st has urged me to request a pat down and not take any risk. 

I have flown many times since the device was installed a few years ago. This most recent lrip, from which my wife and I are returning today (FLL - EWR), involved no fewer lhan 5 TSA checks (including those relaling to boarding a cruise ship). Except 
for the check today there has never been a problem - my request for a pat down was honored politely and without argument. 

Today, at Ft. Laude rda I e FL (Jet Blue) I requested a pat down from each TSA person I encountered as I moved through the system, explaining that I had an implanted pacemaker d efi b ri 11 ato r and I showed proper documentation for this, Except for the 
initial. Intake agent, who was professionally polite, each agent I encounlered repealedly argued with me lelling me I could use lhe whole body scanner. The interchange with each agent finally ended when I had today to each agent that I insist on 

21412014 executing my rig ht for a pat down. 
10:26:13 

AM At he final step (next to the scanner machine, the agent had me waiting for over 10 minutes and every two or three minutes would try to convince me to use the scanner. Finally, I once again finmly reminded her of my right to a pat down and insisted on 
speaking with a supervisor. I I hen was finally given lhe pat down and shared my experience with a supervisor, who encouraged me 10 submil this complaint. 

The process today conveyed the c I ear message that, wh, I e I was entitled to a pat down, I was not going to get it. This is not acceptable procedure. 

Sent from my iPad 

fb,(61 I 
Disability Description: Caller has a service animal. 

Response Details: If you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical cond1t1on or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition, 
Federal regulations require that your complaint be put in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. 

Do you want information about filing a written complaint regarding disability discrimination ar are you calling with a different concern such as poor customer service? 

Caller said there is nothing good going to come of filing a Federal complaint except if TSA is found guilty, then she would have to get a lawyer, etc. She is just not down with that. She stated that this is more of a complaint about awareness that agents 
need to be more aware as well as disability and service animal friendly and not be jerks. She said she had good as well as negative experiences. Caller said, The TS Os make her feel like she has a bomb .. lhe only thing thal bothers me is that 
someone ruined my shoe .. Those are $250 shoes. 

I told her that we do have a program called TSA CARES. Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at 1-855-787-2227 prior to traveling so we can provide assistance to her at the checkpoint. I told her I would email that information to her. 

I apologized ta the caller, emailed her a claim form and instructions for her shoes which she will receive within 24 hours. The CMB will handle the claim so their telephone number and email address will be included. I will also send this to the CSMs at 

21412014 MOW and Kansas City for their review. 

12:42:31 
PM lncidenl Details: Caller flew round trip from FLL to MOW 10 Kansas City. She has a service animal, a Rollweiler. She had many issues wilh the TSOs all along her trip. 

On the departure: 
In Kansas City: 
When she left KS she had a nonstop from FLL. She had dog toys in her carry on. Caller stated, When you are disabled, you don t get to slay with your sluff. While she was getting screened, in front of everyone, a mail TSO yelled Who s bag is this? 
She told him it was hers. Very loudly the TSO said, You have toys in here' She was so embarrassed she shipped the items back. Caller stated that these were toys far her service animal and if she had been able ta stay with her items, this wauldn t 
have happened. 

Airporl Kansas Cily 
Airline: Sa uthwest 
Flight Number: 227 
Date and Time: January 19 around 1:15-1 :30pm 

She felt that she was disrespected and her dog (not her) was discriminated against. She has a VNS implant for epilepsy so she cannot go through the WTMD. All the extra attention is embarrassing. 



Caller Is now in Australia, and wi 11 travel to Ame nca. He flew from Kauai ( LI H) to SAN. He had an u n comfo rtab I e experience. He Is cl au strop ho bi c and us ua 11 y opts out of the Al T. He went through Kauai. opted out of the Al T. and he was to Id to wait 
for a screener for the pat-down. She was a little rude. Finally, a male screener came over, and he was asked if he wanted a private room. He was patted-down, but caller thinks that there are a group of people who are punishing passengers for opting 
out. His laptop was mysteriously misplaced, bul he was called back to get it. He was lold that his checked baggage was being screened and he was asked to open the bag. He has MS and has medical gear with him. He was afraid I hat I hey would 
lose his luggage on purpose. He advised the police and media and he will go to the internet if he does not get satisfaction. He doesn t want it to happen to anyone else. He has the proof, dates. etc. It is only a certain rogue group. At no point was he 
rude or impolite. He felt he was being punished for not going through the AIT. His laptop mysteriously disappears. Then he had two burly screeners board the plane and ask him to come open his checked bag. He has vital medical supplies that can 
be lost. He knew that they would lose his bags on purpose. Caller felt uncomfortable about that for five hours. He wants it to stop at Kauai airport. He doesn t want it to happen to anyone else. He wants these people sacked. That is his only goal. It 
happens nowhere else. 

Has this occurred previously at Kauai? 

It was leaving there. 

Has it occurred previously? 

21412014 No, it occurred just once. 

3:12:50 
PM 

I advised caller that T SA typ,ca 11 y doesn t lose I ugg age. It is handed aver to the airline once 11 is screened. 

Caller wants someone 10 go through there to prove his point. 

Does cal I er think that they di sen mi nated against him because he is dIsa bled? 

No, they cant tell. He was walking. As soon as he declared lhat he wanled the pat-down, everyone _went into their rolls_. There was a male al the checkpoint. Caller advised that everyone appeared 10 be involved in the issue. He allowed his locks 
to be cut-off and refused to accompany the agents so that they could inspect his bag without cutting off his locks. 

If he wants to provide his flight infonnation. I will send that and his comments to the CSM for appropriate action. 

Caller provided: Jan. 14th, Alaska 850, from Lihue, to SAN, at 1155 am. He thinks the screening occurred a couple of hours before. possibly 0900 to 1200 hrs. The screening checkpoint is pretty small. Caller advised that he thinks that the screeners 
at th at airport have taken 11 upon themselves to p urn sh passengers. He d idn t fee I confident th at his I uggage would make 11 on to the plane. The other harassment he can Ii ve with. He was p I ea sant the who le ti me, and he thinks that that just made it 
worse. II you send someone undercover, they should experience the same. He is certain that it is happening over and over. He hopes that we will investigate. He thinks that the agents won t respond if you just talk to them. He thinks that someone 
should be sent in undercover. The male screener was aggressive, and caller fell thal the he was being punished. 

Hello, 
I am a frequent traveller and pride myself on doing all I can to expedite my transit time through TSA Security. I am a '"Pre Check" traveller and love it. On Sunday I flew from LAX to Medford. Oregon with no remarkable circumstances. When I came 
back through today, I was sent for a secondary s c reem ng due to an ae roso I medicine. 

At the checkpoinl just beyond lhe xray machine I was asked if I wanted 10 keep lhe medicine. I staled thal I needed it. I was lold in order to keep it, I would have 10 be subject to a "'pat-down"' screening. Being disabled and for the last bunch of years 
only having hand searches, the pat-down screening is not unusual for me. However, what ensued was the most invasive procedure to date. 

The agent explained what he was going to do. He stated "since you are pre-check I will only go up to your thighs not until I meet resistance"', He then went on to aggressively handle me and my genitals. I didn't mind what he was doing as much as I 
am unclear why the undue delay and process and I want 10 be clear for the future. 

2;~;0
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4 If I would have said -- "sure. through my medicine away" I would have purportedly passed with no further scrutiny. However because I affinned that I needed my medicine, I was subject to the search. was not permitted to wear my prescription glasses 

PM and so I could not see my belongings clearly and almost my entire belongings were unpacked, on display and checked for some type of residue. Yet, the agent never looked at the bottom of my feet (like has been done in all other hand searches) and 
never gave me a sufficienl explanation for the scruIiny. 

I would like clarity. I don·t mind being subject to precautionary security screening. I decided not to ask for this agenl"s supervisor because I needed to travel and did not want to create hostility that would delay me further. 

Please IeI1 me why the agent stales the aerosol medicine needed to be under 4 oz., but your website says 3.6 oz. bul this wasn"I a toilelry but ralher medicine. 

Thank you for keeping travel safe, for keeping us safe and for looking into this and giving me some clarity. 

Bes1.[b1(6) 



21412014 
4:16:30 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

hone Numbe~(b 1(6) 
Address: Bridgewater NJ 08807 ,_ _____ .., 
Zipcode:==-'----' 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? Yes 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Austin-Bergstrom I nte mat ion a I Airport 

Ca Iler: Ca Iler slates I hat when he went I hroug h screening and they made him take his shoes off and when he we nl through the sea n ne r t ri gge red an a I a rm with somel hi ng in his back pock et and an em b I em on his hat. Then he was i ns1ructed to go 
through a pat down and caller states he requested a woman and was informed that it would have to be a man and he informed the officer that he was not going to let a man touch him. Caller requested a supervisor and the supervisor was more of a 

214/2014 jerk than the first officer was and informed the caller he had two choices either be screened by a man or take his belongings and leave. Caller states that this is Just too far and is insane. Caller states that now it is too late for him to rent a car or 
8:26:33 anything now because of the amount of time he was in screening. States he did not receive this treatment when he left Virginia and did not deserve it on this flight. 

PM 
Response: Informed caller that it is standard procedure to have a patdown if an alarm or anomalie is triggered during screening and it must be conducted by someone of the same gender and it is prohibited to go through the metal detector more than 
once and unfortunate I y there is nothing I can re ally do to assist him in this s ituat1on. 



Caller said this time last year at this ti me he flew vi a AUS and he f, I ed a comp I a int based on how he was treated dun ng a p atdown. He wrote a letter to the C1v1 I Liberti es Om buds Engagement. 
Daniel McCann. The letter told him everything was conducted in compliance with standard security operating procedures. He was out of the country for a while and he spoke with the Mgr, in AUS. 
US OHS, HQ, East Tower, 601 S. 12 twelfth st . 
He wants to follow up with Mr. McCann. 
How can he get FOIA records? 

Response: 
Advised ca Iler information w i 11 be provided to the ap prop ria te office for review. 
No contact information far Mr. Mc Cann. 
Provided to cal I ere 
FOIA (Freedom lnformalion Act) 571-227-2300 Allows records in the possession of agencies and departments 

21512014 Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) and Privacy Act (PA) requests can be made by e-mail to FOIA.TSA@dhs.gov or by facsimile at (571) 227-1406. Requests may also be submitted by postal mail. If mailing a request, please prominently mark "FOIA 
10:32:53 Request" on an envelope. 

AM FOIA PA requests must: 

21512014 
10:52:51 

AM 

• Contain the requestor's name, address. telephone number, and, if applicable, 
an e-mai I address. 
• Specify whether the request is a FOIA or Privacy Act request. 
• Explain in detail lhe information about lhe records being soughl. 
• Specify the preferred format the requested information should be provided; if in a format other than paper. 
• State the requestor' s wi 11 i ng ness to pay fees and the amount to be paid as adv a nee authorization to process. 

The FOIA PA office will send an acknowledgement letter within 4-5 business days that the request is received. This letter will contain a TSA tracking number for use when contacling our office. 

For questions or further information regarding FOIA PA or the request process, please contact the FOIA Headquarters Office at (866) 364-2872. 

In addition, our Web site, www.tsa.gov, conlains information on how to follow up on a FOIA requesl. 
Disability Description: Caller stated she has diabetes and wears an insulin pump. 

Information Requesl: Caller stated she had a patdown because she didnt want to have her pump go through the screening technology, Caller stated lhe patdown was disguisting and she feels a man gave her lhe patdown because she didnl know if the 
screener was a male or female even though the screener advised caller she was a female. 

Ca Iler wanted to know the screening process of wearing an i nsu Ii n pump through I he checkpoint. 

Response Details: Advised caller the following information: 

If a passenger uses an insulin pump, he or she can be screened without disconnecting from the pump. However, it is important for the passenger to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about the pump before the 
scree 11i rig process begins, 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. During a private screening. another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms. remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or Ii ft any article of clothing to revea I a sensitive body area, 

Advised caller 1f she has q ue st,ons or concerns she can ask for a PSS at the sec u nty checkpoint. 

Offered to send the information vi a em ai I address and the ca 11 er accepted the information. 

Advised caller every passenger going through lhe checkpoint has to be screened even if the passenger has a disability or medical condition. 



21512014 
11:59:54 

AM 

Caller said that he read the former TSOs confession to the media on CNN this morning and was calling because he Is very upset and disturbed about the information released about the AIT scanners projecting images that are viewed by TSA agents in 
the remote location. He said that his primary complaint is that TSA has not followed up with the public or even attempted to deny the allegations in the article. He wanted to know what has TSA done about this privacy invasion issue and what are his 
options at lhe checkpoint to avoid going through lhese machines, claiming that he always has AIT screening when he I ravels. He also wanted someone to email or conIacI him regarding what TSAs response to the article is and what current 
information is available to the public. 

Apologized to caller regarding the article and explained that we at the TCC do not have the information from the article, but only a general idea of the contents. Explained that many of the TSA procedures and policies referenced in this article are no 
longer in place or are characterized inaccurately. TSA has installed Automated Target Recognition software on every Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) unit in use, eliminating lhe analyzed images referenced in the article, and elaboraled thal 
anomalies are generated on a generic outline of a person on the screen affixed to the machine. All travelers selected for AIT screening have the right to opt-out regardless of the reason for additional screening including a complete patdown instead: 
th ere s ho u Id be sign age advising of this at the checkpoint. Advised that due to the lack of information about the article, we wo u Id lo rward his comp I a int to the ap prop nate off ce lo r review to see if any add i ti ona I inform atIon is ava i I able. 

To - Whom II May Concern. 

From l(b 1(6) 

Over the years myself and my luggage have been subjected 10 continuous inspection and searches by your personnel. I have also been subjected 10 arrogance and my baggage and contents have been subjected to damage on some I rips. My 
luggage is inspected 100% of the time and at times I am subjected to in-depth searches because I am honest and I am obviously on a list of some kind -this goes well beyond any "random search'" - I am an engineer and I was a mathematical statistics 
expert years ago so I know what random means. I am being treated like a criminal but I am only an old fart who is trying to enjoy his remaining years so I don·t need the continuing hassle. I do not get treated like this in other countries so I would like 
to know why I receive this treatment in the U.S. 

Today I try and avoid travelling through U.S. airports unless the extra cost is significant or the travel schedule is a problem. This does not help the U.S. economy. 

When I have luggage handles taken apart and left in my luggage less a screw; when I have a luggage seam cut for it's entire length; when I have a container of dish soap opened and the cap not replaced properly resulting in a mess, when I have boxes 
21512014 or bags of pancake mix, baking soda, baking powder, microballoons (used for fiberglas), cinnamon elc. pierced for a sample and no Iape is put over lhe hole resulting in an unbelievable mess, I find it unacceptable. I always identify lhe contents which 
6:09:20 you are entitled to sample but for gods sake seal up your damage. I only take these items as I can't find suitable items in many parts of south America. 

PM 
I normally carry money with me as my trips are usually for a few months and I don't want the hassle or costs of ATM's and in some cases exchange. I never carry funds that exceed what is allowed and it is normally much less than what I am allowed to 
have. However, when asked if I am carrying money I say yes and I am immedialely whisked off to an office where I have to undo my panls and take off my money belt so they can look at my money. Obviously you are hoping you can seize it to profit 
from it but it is a waste of your time and mine as you will never have the opportunity to seize my money. I have never had anything to do with drugs in any way so you will never find those items unless someone has planted them. I do not have a lot of 
money but I have enough to enjoy life if I am careful with it. 

I always have a pat down as I have a pacemaker and I had cancer radiation IreatmenIs which subjected me to the maximum radiation I am allowed to have. I cannot have another X-ray, MRI elc. yet in one instance one of your agents refused 10 give a 
pat down and would not listen to me. I had to go into your radiation booth or miss my plane - this is unacceptable and it is the only time it has ever happened to me. 

From now on you wi 11 be hearing a bout every prob I em I have - I may only be a Canadian but I fee I I deserve some respect and service considering I have to pay S50, 0 0 every time I go through the U , S , I am somewhat fed up, Certainly the re have been 
many respectful, efficienl agents but you have too many who are arrogant and seem to get carried away with their authority. 

Feedback Type · Security Issue 
Calegari es : Pat-down: Advanced Imaging Tech no logy Current Date/Ti me : 215120 14 9: 3 7 :23 PM Airport RN O - Re no/Ta hoe Intern ati o na I Date/Ti me of Travel O 112912014 9: 0 0 AM Airline & FI i g ht Number : NI A Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : T SA 
screening point TSA Employee: (II Known) , 
Comment : I am a Deputy Sheriff with 20+ years experience. I always opt out of the body scanner. Why am I nol put through the metal detector????? 

I have done this 4 times at Reno since the new scanner was put in place and not once have they put me through the metal detector. I have addressed this with TSA employees at Reno. I get the typical smoke screen about how they know what they are 
doing. I am always respectful. so I just shake my head an walk away. 

21512014 There is NO WAY the pat downs are sufficient• 11 I have never had a pat down that would have detected a small firearm. knife. or other metallic object that was placed in my groin area. A pat down will never find things placed in body cavities and I have 
10:05:24 seen lots of drugs and weapons placed in body cavItIes. 

PM 
Please allow your screeners to put EVERYONE lhrough the metal deIecIor. Especially those that opt out of the body scanner. 

This is not just an issue at Re no. Same p race ss in Phoenix a I so. PI ease. please, p I ease use the tools at your dIsposa I to be an effective deterrent• 
Would you like a re~pqosy? -Inw 
Passenger's Name ._fb_.'--I(_6'-., __ __. 

Phony N11~hec · 
Emaifbi(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



21612014 
12:52:12 

PM 

21612014 
2:14:58 

PM 

21612014 
2:15:53 

PM 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: Ca 11 er had traveled from Phi ladel phi a to Houston. She has a med i ca I condition. She says she always trave I with a doctors note and never has to remove her shoes. This last fi Ig ht she had to remove her shoes. She to Id the officer 
she could not take off her shoes and the officer made her take off her shoes anyway. She says now her foot is swollen and her back is hurting. She has Fibromyalgia, it cause her whole body to hurt. She was given a chair, the chair was too short. 
causing her to have to drop her body into the chair. She said the chair had no back on it. 
She had to bend down to remove her sho~used her pain. She says because her foot was swollen she then had to try to get her shoe back on. She ask for a supervisor and he came after the screening was over and told her the officer was just 
doing their job. The supervisors name wa~ 
She has to carry water and has a note from her doctor to be able to carry the water. She says now because of the hard ti me they give her she has stopped carrying the water. 
She says they swab her shoes when she traveled before and allowed her to leave them on. 
She says she has traveled about 40 ti mes. 
She Is a formal airline employee. 
She is pre screened, she did not get it this time. 
She travels wilh her companion that works with United. 
She travels stand by and may not be able to give a 72 hour notice before a flight. 

Response Details: I was sorry this happened to her. 
If a passenger cannol remove his or her shoes due to possible medical complications, discomfort, pain, balancing problems, or because lhe shoe is part of a prosthetic, he or she should inform a TransporIation Securily Officer (TSO) before screening 
begins. 
Passengers who cannot remove their shoes can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (Alf), the walk-through metal detector. 
If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 

I told her each officer has the right to either allow a passenger to leave on their shoes or not. 

To make her comp I ai nt fo rma I she had to put it in writing, I provided her the contact information, 
TSA·CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 
or vis postal mail to: 
Transportation Security Administration Office of Disability Policy and Outreach 
601 South 12th Street TSA-33 
Ari i ngto n, VA 20598 

We dont require documentation, we dont have the me ans to verify the doctors notes that passengers wo u Id have. 

I told her she would need to declare lhe water as medically necessary and ii would be left up to lhe officer to allow her to take lhe water. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:~kb_,_(6_1 __ ~ 
Date Time: 21612014 1 :58:39 PM 
························---------------··························· 

Name:J(b)(61 
Email(b)(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 
Comments:TEAM SEXUAL ASSAULT IS FULL OF RAPISTS, PERVERTS, THIEVES, DRUG DEALERS. YOUR AGENCY HAS DONE NOTHING TO PROTECT AMERICA. ALL YOU DO IS PROTECT THE "MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD." ON 
12126/13, A FEMALE PERVERT RAPEDIGROPED!/bi(61 !FOR NO GOOD REASON. UNFORTUNATELY, THE PERVERT WAS NEVER PUNISHED. INTRUSIVE MEASURES ARE USED ONLY ON AMERICAN CITIZENS. 
ILLEGALS AND MUSLIM TERRORISTS ARE GIVEN CIVIL RIGHTS. HOMELAND SECURITY SHOULD BE ABOLISHEDI H Ell HITLER COM RAD ES• 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-;:=:::;:=::===;-----····························· 
Remote Client IP~kb~l~(6~·~1 ---~ 
Date Time 216/2014 12 10:33 PM 

Comp , e ni ng IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):My wife and 13 year old daughter attempted to fly from Sac to Dallas this morning. 
Comments: My d aug hte r forgot to remove her eel I phone from her pocket and was descended upon by about 1 5 T SA goons. She was crying and my wife was breaking down and pleading with the goons to hurry as they wou Id miss their flight. They did 
miss the flight. I have had my own issues with the TSA, who tends to hire folks who's last job was asking "would you like cheese on that?" Too much power in folks with too little brains. Please know that I not only avoid flying anymore, but I will likely 
live many more years, and hope to vote against anything or anyone who supports the TSA. This is nol questionable. If I could, I'd vole 10 have them all arrested for violalions of the constitution and sentenced to hard labor. Horrible agency• 



21612014 
6:1628 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion Current Dale/Time 21612014 4:42:36 PM Airport: FLL - Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International Dateffime ofTravel: 02/05/2014 8:00 PM Airline & Flighl Number Spiril 777 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
north ch eek paint TSA Employee: ( If Known) · Not known Comment . I informed both the T SA agent at the podium and the agent at the belongings belt that I was pregnant and th at I did not want ta go through the scanner due ta the radiation. The agent 
at the belt told me that the machine I was about to walk through was not a scanner. I asked him a second time if it was a scanner or a metal detector and he said 11 was not a scanner and that there was no radiation. as I was being coerced by people 
waiting behind me to go. Feeling rushed I walked through the machine. Soon later I looked up what an image of a &quot:scanner&quot; looked like on my smart phone and the image was identical to the machine I walked through with further 
explanation that there is indeed radiation associated with the machine. 
I understand that TSA has taken the pas it ion that the scanner is not dangerous for pregnant women. however I was under the impression we still had the option of a pat down if desired. This agent claimed this machine was not a scanner. which seems 
to be false infonmation. I feel like I was lied to to get the line moving faster. 
Would you like a .-esonose? - I • 1e 
Passenger's Narrl"'(b""·• ... 1(6"'"· ... 1 _____ _. 
Phone Number : 

Email l(b 1(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning this \eedback, follow this link . hltp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time . 2/6/2014 7:35:00 PM 
Airport LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel 02/06/2014 3:30 PM Airline & Flight Number American Airlines Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Unknown - American Airline Precheck TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · Th ere a re serious issues I fee I when someone as ins ign iii cant as me who was se I ected as a prescre en was pegged as having potentia I explosives and of course, my low risk yielded nothing as it s ho u Id have, I fly a 11 the ti me and rare I y set 
off machines. If three tiny screws show up vs all the metal I had in my ears and on my fingers then there might be a problem with lhe system. I should set off red flags from much larger pieces of metal medical devices implanted in my body. I am nol 
complaining about pat down just that that which was a problem was smallest al item on and in me. 

Then I was positive for substance that did not exist and false positive was created. It would be nice to know what I could have done different to not endure that again. I have never touched a gun or any content known to be explosive to my 
knowledge. 

Lastly. I had canned food th at was confiscated. Instead of using tech ni ca I te nms I had to Ii te ra 11 y pul I info out of this person to understand what she was conveying. She could have just said I can escort you back out of airport lo r you to recheck at the 
21612014 ticket counter, I am reasonably educated and more laymen terms could have been used. 
8:01:28 

PM I am not complaining that the ma jar inconvenience occurred ta me. I am actually more worried that if someone as innocent as me with nothing to hide and being checked as thoroughly as I supposedly was. Time was not well spent on my pat down 
and false positive for explosives. The fact that I had proof of medical devices m the form of a card from company with senal numbers &amp: pertinent info and X-ray of pins in feet I was still subjected to all this and I deserved better as I was 
preselected for TSA prechk for a reason and that being I was not a threat. As far as the positive testing I had nothing and tested positive anyway. That tells me it is a failed system. And if u tell a customer you need to do a more firm pat down then be 
sure you produce a betler pat down be the 2nd one was no different than the first and had I concealed somelhing I wonder if ii would have been missed. Nonelheless as I sat there I saw problem after problem with folks and I his special precheck and 
wondered if it was effective at all. I feel if preselected and having proof you would set off an alarm should have been considered more. I even told agent I had a medical device and she should have offered me to go through scanner as it was I felt I 
had to follow procedure and continue through detector. I did not know I had a choice. Most all agents I have spoke with know ppl with devices get concerned with metal detectors and prefer scanners. Is there a reason no scanner are on prechk side? 
Had my medica I be en considered I would have perhaps gotten to skip the whole la I se positive. Persona I ly I le el it a 11 could have been even more tho ra ugh. 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The caller at first asked to speak with someone who has authority and who can make a phone call. 
I advised that there isn t anyone here from the TCC who can make a phone call. I asked that he explain his concern to determine how I could assist him. 

He indicated that his is a Precheck participant. He indicated that he has a hip replacement and that he doesn t want to go through the WTMD. He indicated that his difficult for him to take off his shoes. 
He indicated that he travels from TPA often and has been allowed 10 utilize the AIT after advising of the metal implanls. He indicated I hat lhe AIT is not in the Precheck lane but a standard lane near to that. He mentioned I hat he would soon be 75 and 

21712014 would not have to remove his shoes. He indicated that he was advised by a TSO that he could not ga through the AIT and that he would have to undergo a patdown instead. 

9:12:30 
AM 

I explained that he should advise of the metal implants before screening begins and can request AIT screening, He can leave his shoes on if he cannot remove them due to a disability or medical complication, he should advised TS Os of this as well. 
advised that if he is in the Precheck line and opts for the AIT and the WTMD is available al thal line, he may be referred 10 a slandard screening lane where AIT is available. 

Passengers 75 years and older can leave on shoes, and light outer wear and are permitted add1t1onal passes through the AIT rather than to be directed to a patdown to resolve an alarm. 

The caller indicated I hat he did not feel thal he was discriminaled because of his disability but there was a break down in communication. He mentioned that TSOs were rude. He is mainly upset I hat I here is no AIT present in lhe Precheck lane at TPA 
for pea pie with metal implants to be able to utilize Precheck. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: ~l(b_)_(6_, ___ ~ 
Date Time: 217/2014 8A6:05 AM 

NameJ(bl/61 
Email:(b)(ff1 
Comp I a i nts: Cons i ste ntl y Selected for Secondary Screening : 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 
Comments:I have been repeatedly selected for pat downs and additional types of screening every time I fly. Today I went through the virtual strip search with an image of my irradiated body sent to a stranger, a metal detector, a check for explosives 

21712014 which came back positive even though l"ve never touched explosives in my life, was patted down in front of people and then taken to a private room for more intense pat downs. had every item I was carrying tested and then told I shouldn't be upset 
1 0: 12: 20 about it! Nothing was found! 

AM 
This ha pp ens to me repeated I y even though I am the comp I ete opposite in background and identity from those who would want ha rm to come to our American pop u I ation. 

I want to know why it appears I am being targeted everything time I go through security. It appears to be a case of reverse discrimination to me., ,perhaps just to cover TS As backside so they don't get accused of profiling, Or perhaps it's just a power 
play given the ins1ruments used do nol accurately detect things but can be used as an excuse to harass travelers at the whims of TSA employees. I also want to know why the explosives checking machine does not accurately detect explosives. I louch 
my dog. my coffee and my shower amenities before going to the airport' 

I won't fly again because the concrete halls of our airports on US soil do not adhere to the constitution I was raised to believe protected me and because I am consistently harassed. My money saved. Airline's money lost. I can drive anywhere I need to 
go and it's frankly easier than the harassment I go through every lime I fly which was frequently. 

Finally I understand our 4th amendment nght has been revoked. Is our 1st amendment right also revoked?•? 

I guess the 1errorists have won al least in part! 
To whom 11 may concern, 

I have been traveling for over lwo years on average 3-5 trips per month. 
As I travel so often I do opt out and elect to have a pat down. I know the process and procedure very well. It has never been an issue until today. 

Aboul 30 minutes ago, February 71h, 2014 at approximately 12:1 O, a Tsa employee name~ conducted a pat down so uncomfortable I am ac1ually lodging a complaint lhe first lime in my life. He was a bit 100 thorough with my groin area and 

21712014 repeated the pat down in the same area multiple times. If you watch the video. I actually jumped and said he has gone too far and that he was acting inappropriately. He said I could speak to his supervisor but was so infuriated I said no. 

2:02:05 
PM 

21712014 
2:0245 

PM 

I don't know ii this employee is new or not but he was way out of bounds. 

Thank you. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time, 21712014 1:45:50 PM Airport· SFO - San Francisco International Date/Time of Travel: 02/05/2014 5:00 AM Airline & Flight Number· united express 5625 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
: near the small plane terminal TSA Employee: (If Known) black women wilh african lype hair piece Comment My molher and I were traveling together. She is 97 years old. She was being assisled by a wheel chair atlendent. I have been in many 
airports and never been treated so rudely. There are 3 complaints that we have. After I went through the contraption where you hold your hands out, the above mentioned person ordered me to turn around. She didn't tell me why. I felt like I was in 
prison. I started to, then turned back and said why and what will you do? She said, &quoU said, Do it, now&quot: I said I want a supervisor please. She then said I want to pat down your lower legs. I complied. I believe she skipped the step of 
I etti ng peop I e know what was required. 
The olher issue concerned my mother being left alone wilh alol of people milling around her for al least 5 minutes. I had no idea where they had taken her. The same lady showed up wilh my Mom. She did nol let my mother know what was required 
and treated her roughly. This was very scary to my Mom and she has been though a lot of these searches and has always been treated with dignity. 
I would like to see a new training penod for this person. If you can't pinpoint who 11 is. then all the female persons who working that station at that time should be required to take an extensive retraining class complete with an Instructor. Then they 
should be monitored to see if they are treating people with dignity and respect. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name "!('"b'"1(""6"'1-----------,!Phone Number fh··,1rr1 !Email kb)(ff:, I To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link· http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Never has my wife been s ut> j ected to such and intrusive pat down that q u1te ap pa re ntly the agent gained enjoyment from her actions. Four ti mes the agent performed a breast pat down when a s1 m pie I oak at the sear area on the hip wo u Id have 
sufficed. The incident took place at Washington Reagan, terminal at approximately 10:05 AM. My wife has a hip implant hence the metal detector goes off and she explained before entering the screen device. We travel into many countries and without 
a doubt the US screening system is the only one I hat went out of its way to humiliate. 

The art of leadership 1s the key to world excellence" 

21s1201 ~b ,(6) 
11 :09:35': .· · AM ,._ _______ ~ 

Mississauga, Ontario 

LS N 4 R6 Canada 

HYPERLINK ._b-'-1_(6-'-) _______________ _. 

S kyp e-bo bo nl he road 

Today, 02/08/2014 while clearing TSAat Chicago-Ohare at 0630 (between the Delta and Canadian check in counters) my 14 year old Type 1 diabetic daughter and I were not treated appropriately regarding her Insulin Pump. 

!(b)(6) !the male TSA agent was very condescending and began scolding my daughter as well as me after we exited the body scanner. He said we could not request special treatment and her pump was supposed to remain on her. I had informed the 
female TSA agenl prior to the body scanner I hat my daughter would remove her pump and we were requesting a hand screening of the pump. She did not hesilate with our requesl. My daughler was willing to disconnecl her pump and walk thru eilher 
the metal detector or the scanner or if TSA preferred she was willing to have an entire pat down. Our only requirement was that her insulin pump ($11,000 value and her only means of life enabling insulin) be hand screened and not go thru an X-ray, 
metal detector or body scanner, as expressly prohibited by the pump manufacturer. It has the possibility of no longer working properly after being exposed to those machines and could give a lethal dose of insulin or Just stop working. Any attempt to put 
this pump thru one of the X-ray, metal detector or body scanners wil VOID the warranty as well. 

We travel frequently and I've been a flight attendant for 26 years. Clearing security is not anything new for us. We have never been treated with disrespect or had any issues while clearing TSA in the last 9 years with the insulin pump until today. 
2/812014 
1:13:33 I respectfully request you provide accurate training regarding Type 1 diabetic's needs while traveling and re-train Jesse on politeness, respect and treating those with medical disabilities with respect. 

PM 

r,(6) 
Anchorage, AK 99516 

Sen*b )(6) Ii Phone 



21812014 
1:13:49 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSA's own official air travel discrimination complaint form. You are requested 10 lake action on the complainl of profiling or discriminalion by the TSAdescribed here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? Yes 
Ethnicity? Yes 
Religion? Yes 
Nationality? Yes 
Gender? Yes 
Disability? Yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Dateflime 21812014 7:04:23 PM Airport: RSW - Southwest Florida International Date/Time of TrMel 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: I travel frequenlly through the Southwest Florida International Airport (RSW) as I work in Washington O.C. and have a home in Naples, Florida. Almosl without fail, on my return trip to Washington D.C. through National Airporl (DCA), I am 
stopped after going through the X-ray machine and touched, often without any explanation as to why. I have asked what has set off the inquiry and am met with a response that is less than polite or helpful. I have tried to understand what is causing the 
prob I em and have adJ u sted what I wear purposely so th at I do not have to go through the process of being patted down and asked to remove articles that seeming I y do not cause issues with other travelers. such as pl a st,c hair cl, ps. I have taken to 
wearing exactly the same clothes both travelling to Florida and back to Washington D.C. in order to determine ii this experience is singular to RSW and it does appear that such is the case. 

The most recent example occurred an Friday, February 7. 2014, when I was wearing a knit skirt with a plastic zipper, a knit sweater top, tights. simple underwear and a plastic clip in my hair. The female TSA agent was polite, which as noted above is 
not often the case at this airport in my experience, and said that she needed to check the front side of the skirt and across the back of the skirt. I asked what caused the need for this and she had no explanation but was nice about it. She also asked to 
see my hair clip, which as stated above. was just a simple plastic clip. 

21912014 I wore the identical cl at hes and c Ii p down to Florida going through D CA and had a bsa I ute ly no prob I ems and no pat down was conducted. 
923:35 

AM 

21912014 
1:05:08 

PM 

I do not understand what is causing the differences between DCA and RSW. Further. it is disconcerting to be under scrutiny wearing clothing that seemingly should not cause problems when others are wearing jeans with pockets and metal zippers 
and other items of clothing tha I a re not p reve nl i ng them from proceeding to their gate wi tho ul being slopped. 

Addition ally, a long with being stopped and patted down. I am. without fai I, asked to have my hands tested. I have often been a bit hesitant to i mt,al ly move immediately as I I oak to be certain that my belongings a re okay and st, 11 waiting for me. This 
momentary hesitation a 11 ows the person oond ucti ng the test to b asi ca 11 y sco Id me lo r not proceeding immediately to them for the testing and, when I get to them and turn slightly to ensure that my belongings a re s ti 11 okay, I again receive a verb al 
statemenl from the tester about paying atlention 10 lhem and thal I need to not be dislracted. I find this highly ironic as the frequenl reminders aboul items being left unattended are constanlly being played. Also, I hMe, on occasion, been waiting the 
&quot;seconds&quat: that it takes to conduct this hand test, for which I have never been informed as ta what is being used or the purpose for the test (I do know but not because of any helpful information ever provided by an employee at the airport), 
and watched as T SA agents have pushed my be longings to the side and/or loud I y made i nq uiri es as to who owns the items that have I eft on the be It. 

Finally, the most offensive interaction that I have had 10 endure at RSW occurred on Tuesday, May 14, 2013. It has taken me this long to write about it as ii has taken me this long to be able 10 not be so angry that I could not be reasonable while 
w ri ting about the experience. 

I ar,-ived at the airport an hour ahead of my flight and checked in without a problem, as no one was in line. However, when I approached the line for security. it became apparent that I was not going to get through the line in a timely fashion. I tried to 
speak to someone about what to do and was told that I would need 10 see if others would lei me go in fronl of them. Just as an aside, at other airports, I have often been witness to long security lines and, when ii became obvious thal people may be in 
line and unable to make their flights. they were pulled from the line and pulled ta either the front of the line or another station was opened far them. In this instance, na such option was being offered and so I proceeded to ask if it was possible to get 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Other 
Cu r,-ent Date/Ti me · 219120 14 11 :4 5: 35 AM Airport : SAT - San Antonio I nternationa I Date/Ti me of T rave I , 0210612014 Airline & Flight Numb er , Delta Check poi ntl Area of Ai rpo rl · 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. I think it's completely irrational that about half the people are routed through the backscatter machines and half through the normal metal detectors, but if you ask to not go through the backscatter machine you are subjected to a full-body pat
down. 0 bvi o us I y if this were such a matter of national security, no one would be asked to go through the metal detectors. In the end. this s, m ply p uni shes p eo pie who don't want to go through the backscatter machines and without any kind of apparent 
goal towards better security (since half the people don't have to go through them anyway). 

I will always request to avoid the backscatter machines. for a number al reasons. and I think that it would simply make mare sense on everyone's part if you just gave up the farce that this is for better security and save us all same time by allowing me, 
and others who chaos e not to go through those machines, to simply go through the meta I detect ors - I, ke you a 11 ow ha If the passengers ( or a 11. if the backscatter isn't working) anyway' 
Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



The ca 11 er received a p atdown at the checkpoint at FLL wh i I e she rem am ed in her scooter She thin ks th at the agent removed the battery and a fi ash Ii g ht from the scooter lo r additional s c reem ng. and forgot to rep I ace the battery after the screening. 

Flight Information: 

Date and Time of Flight: February 8. 2014; 5:00 PM 
Departure Airport: FL L 
Airline: American Airlines 
Flight Number: 2286 
Term i na I and Gate Number: Not Provided. 
Description of TSO: An African American female with red curly hair. 

21912014 Time of Incident: Around 3:00 or 315 PM. 

1 =44:39 Advised Caller: 
PM 

TSA regrets thal you found ilems missing and or damaged from your carry-on luggage. TSA is required by law to screen all property, including carry-on baggage, that is broughl onboard commercial passenger aircraft. TSOs receive training in lhe 
procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great care during the screening process so that when bags are opened a passenger's belongings are returned in the same condition they were found. 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport. we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Custa mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 

To Whom It Concerns: 

When I went through the screener at Delta 5 priority check-in at LAX at 10:00 AM on February 3rd , I set off the alarm as usual, I set off the alarm since I have had both knees surgically replaced, The person at the screener would not take my word that 
I had knee replacements. He then had another person go through my carry-on bag even lhough it had gone through the scanner. He also had this person go completely through my billfold taking out all credil cards, money, etc. During the time the 
person was going through my materials, the person at the screener called me a terrorist type person three times as he gave me a complete pat-down. He commented "we have to be on the offensive for potential terrorist type people such as you. I DO 
NOT BELIEVE I AM A TERROIST SINCE I AM A US CITZEN 77 YEARS OLD AND WAS TRAVELING ON VACATION. 

21912014 
J:0l:Je This screener person, the person going through my billfold and a person over them were all very rude, arrogant and demanding. The screener was a 40-50 year old man wearing glass, the woman going through my billfold was lale 30's early 40's and 

PM looked some oriental and the person above them was a big man probably 50's or so and very gruff. When I got my carry-on bag and billfold returned, I found that I was missing one credit card and over $100.00 in cash. I immediately canceled the credit 
card before I boarded the Delta fi1ght for SLC and on to CVG. 

I am certain lhat you do not care aboul this situation and the actions of your people. If I do not hear anything from anyone, I will be sending a copy of this e-mail 10 my congress person and news outlels. People need to know whal the TSA people think 
of US citizens in general. 



February 9. 2014 
Dear TSA Official, 
I am writing in reference ta my daughte1(b::,(6) lwha was an a US Airways flight #2062 this morning. She was leaving CLT en route ta NYC. She was the victim of same very questionable screening techniques used by two female inspectors 
at the checkpoint. 
As she was going through the checkpoint she was stopped by a fem a I e ins pe cto r who q ues ti o ned her about some I otion th at she had used on her hands earlier that morning, According to my daughter the ins pe cto r ran a white strip over her hands to 
check for "drugs". The inspector took my daughter's bags and olher belongings from the ,-ray area and moved them to anolher table where they again checked her bags/belongings by opening the bag and going through her belongings. What followed 
is what I am q ue stioni ng as unethi ca I, in ap prop ria te and unprofessional. 
Afle r checking her bags. the inspector sum rnoned another le rn ale inspector and took rny d aug hte r in a room where they did a pat down which was very questionab I e. Acco rd i ng to rny d aug hte r they touched her under her breasts. under her buttocks. 
legs. and entire body to include her genital area, One of the inspectors told her that the "regular" search would simply be like a massage. At one point they had her sit down while one of them searched her. They also searched her while she was 
standing. When is a "regular" search supposed 10 be like a massage? 
My question is what probable cause did they have ta search her? There was nothing on her hands or in her belongings ta warrant such a search. Furthermore, why did they take her in an isolated roam to da a "regular•· search? In addition, my daughter 
said that a female passenger behind her was also summoned to another room for a ·search". I find this practice to be repulsive and totally uncalled for. This 1s an abuse of power to subject young ladies to such searches. 
The two female inspectors looked like they were of Hispanic descent. They also made reference to the Pandora bracelet that my daughter was wearing. When my daughter informed them that she was going to be late for her flight, they simply gave her 

211012014 directions to get 10 her gale. This just subs1antia1es that there was no legitimate reason for this search. These inspectors were jusl taking this opportunily to be inappropriate with female passengers. I find I heir search lechniques and communication 

823,49 with passengers to be unethical, inappropriate and unprofessional. 
AM I wo u Id Ii ke to resolve this issue at the lowest I eve I. However. I bel ,eve it may be be st to speak with someone at your h eadq ua rte rs as I plan to seek legal assistance to deal with this m alter. 

r)(ff, I 

2/10/2014 
12:11:47 

PM 

Fror,f b 1(6) 
Sent: Sunday, February 09, 2014 8:33 PM 
To: T SA-Contact Ce nter@d hs .gov: c ltcaordi n ati a ncente r@d h s. gov 
Subj eel: Ina pp ro pri ate Search at CL T 

Hello Sir/Ma'am, 

Attached is my I ette r describing an i nap prop ri ate search th at my daughter was s u bJected to this mom i ng at CL T security checkpoint as she was on her way to take fi 1g ht (US Airways 2 062) to NYC. 
I would like the contact number/person at your headquarters so that I can address this issue. 

Thank ya u for your assistance. 

To Whom It Mav Caoceco· 
My name iskb)(ff:, land I just went through the LAX screening process. As I was entering the stand up walk through machine I was pushed back because it was stated that it was "calibrating·· and I was to go through the regular metal detector. 
I m structed the Officer that I had meta I in my back and I eg and that I would prefer a pat down and she stated "it's ok just come p I ease through". Of course I set the meta I detector off and she to Id me to step aside. I did as I was to Id and as soon as I 
arrived in the screening area I was instructed to take my sweatshirt off. Because I have a bad back it took me a while to take it off and I was instructed to '"please hurry we are very busy", Once I was able to take it off I instructed her that my back is very 
sensitive and for her to please be careful. She almosl immediately pressed on my back and I pulled away because she hurt me. She staled "are you hiding anylhing" and I quickly reminded her that my back was bolhering me and that is why I pulled 
away. She completed the pat down and I asked if I could go, she then stated that she needed to test my hands. She completed that and then rudely stated "you can ga" 
This is not the first ti me that I have be en treated rude I y at LAX, however this 11 me was the worst. I now have to trave I the next 11 hours m tremendous pain because of the horrendous pat down this LAX Officer completed on me. Unfortunate I y I did not 
get the name of this Officer at the time of the screening. However, I do not believe I should have been accused of "hiding something" and treated so rudely. 
Respectfully, 

l(bi(ff, 



Hi, 

The first and second auIomaIed responses I have received did not salisfy my query. 

Received 219114 
"We understand and regret the discomfort and i nco nven i ence that you may have experienced as a result of patd own procedures." 

Received 2110114 
"Ind i vi d ua Is who do not wish to be screened by this technology w111 be required to undergo alternative screening. including a thorough pa tdown ."' 

Please read closely the following concern and help to identify what I am exactly supposed to say or do in order to communicate efficiently that I do not wish to use the AIT and wish for an alternative screening process by a FEMALE only (I am 
female). 

211 012014 PI ease a I so address my concerns a bo ul persona I recourse as expounded upon below. 

12:12:14 
PM Please read the message below closely. 

2/10/2014 
1:44:17 

PM 

I do not wish to receive another automated response. 
Thank you for your time, 

Hi my name isl(b1(6) I and I plan on traveling in March but I have some very specific concerns/questions that I couldn't find answers to on your website (tsa.gov "Traveler Information"), 

rve traveled only once before since the naked body scanners were implemented (I flew to Florida for my honeymoon in July 2012) and when I requested a female agent I was ignored and two men viewed me as I went through. I felt utterly violated, 

Caller saw on the news where a TSA screener singled out a cancer patient who had an incontinence problem and made an issue over him wearing an adult diaper through lhe security screening. 
Caller said the TSO made fun of the passenger and laughed out loud which made the passenger more subconscious of his situation. States he was telling other TSOs and they were making fun of the passenger. States he doesn t remember the 
airport and he wasn t a witness to the incident, Just saw on the news. States the incident was on the news today and someone should be suspended because of the incident. 
Ca Iler did n t know if the passenger was olfe red a private screening location, 

Response: 
Advised caller no information reg ardrng the incident and it wo u Id be i nve stIg ated if his information Is accurate. 
Explained Sanitary napkins, panty liners. and adult diapers may appear as an anomaly on AIT monitors during screening. II an item does result in an anomaly. the individual will be referred for additional screening. including a patdown of the area(s) of 
the body lhat resulted in lhe anomaly. 
Advised caller TSOs are trained to be respectful of passengers and treat everyone with dignity and respect during the screening process. 



Caller fi ew from Garden City Kansas Airport on January 27 and her I ugg age was inspected and her I ugg age was in dis array and the her underwear was hand I ed and th ere was a notice of ins pe ctIon ca rd inside her I ugg age and the re wasnt anything 
written on the card, Ca Iler stated nothing was put back Ii ke she had them , Ca 11 er stated just wants to make her comp I a int. Cal I er stated the sere eners doesnt change their g I aves. 

Advised ca Iler the lo 11 owing information: 

211 012014 Apo I og i zed to ca 11 er for the way her I ugg age was screened. Advised cal I er T SA man itor concerns and complaints to track trends on a re as th at may require s pec1al attention. 

2:0351 
PM 

Transportation Administration Security (TSA) security screeners are instructed to wear gloves when conducting physical inspections of property and patdown inspections of individuals. Screeners must only wear TSA-issued gloves when performing 
screening functions and will use a new pair of gloves whenever a passenger requests that they do so. Screeners must also inspect their gloves regularly for stains, tears, and other signs of damage and replace their gloves as necessary. 

TSOs use nit rile gloves. not latex. Nit rile gloves provide mare protection and sanitary efficiency than latex and are commonly used by other Federal agencies. 

The caller stated that her mother has metal knee replacements and that she has a doctors note but everytime her mother shows this card to the TSO they ignore it, no matter what airport she flies out of (PHX, SLC. Montana). She stated that they 
always pull her aside and screen her with a patdown after she alarms. She wanled to know if this was normal for them not to listen. 

2110/2014 The caller then stated that her mother just told her that she was not making the TSO s aware of her implants prior to screening but rather later in the process and that she felt it may be her mothers fault. She stated that she did not feel that her mother 
2:44:21 was discriminated against for anything and that she would make sure that her mother shows the card and makes the officers aware at the start of the checkpoint. 

PM 

211012014 
4:18:50 

PM 

Advised caller: I advised the caller that she would need to make the TSO s aware at the start of the checkpoint. Advised that all passengers must be screened regardless of their medical conditions. I apologized for any mistreatment that may have 
occured. I asked the caller if she felt that her mother was discriminated against but she said no once she realized the mistake was on her mothers behalf. I Advised the caller about TSA cares and advised that if her mother needs any assistance or 
accomodation. to call at least 72 hours ahead of the flight to arrange assistance. Advised to call 1-855-787-2227. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Missing or Damaged I terns 
CuCTent Date/Time · 211012014 2:56; 15 PM Airport · JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel , 02/05/2014 Airline & Flight Number , DL0 107 Checkpoint/Area of Airport , custom/connecting flights TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment: Dear TSA, 
before I am going to address an issue we experienced, I want to let you know that I really appreciate the work you do to keep flights safe. Unfortunately we had a bad experience with one of our checked luggage, and it was not the first time. 
The I ugg age that was opened and inspected by T SA came back with al I clothes and items in a total mess, as if everything had been taken out and just thrown back in th ere again. We had bought some souvenirs from overseas. and several Ite ms are 
missing. Also. a suit is ruined by a broken chocolate package and needs cleaning. I wanted to address this, because we had damaged items in the past. each time a suitcase is inspected. I really would appreciate a better handling of my property. 
Please let me know how we can get a refund for lhe missing items and the cleaners. 
Another issue occurred when I had a pat down at security. The agent took the bins with my personal items, but dropped several valuables without recognizing it. If I had not walked behind her, I would not have seen that she lost my valet and 
medication. 
Maybe you can add this to your training, and agents are aware of how to handle people's property. 
B esl Rega rd s, 

kbl(61 I 
Would you i,ke a re~ooos.e? · I • 1e 
Passenger's Name[b.I(6} 
Phon~ N!_•rn~ec · ,_ ______ _, 
Email !(b 1(6 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



1 )Information about the person who experienced the c1v1 I rig his ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I at,on 
(fill in what you can) 
Yes 
First and Middle Name: 

!(b1(6) I 
I~~+ t,,.l~n-10 

I 
Main Phone: 
!rh1/R1 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phone; 

PO Box or Street address; 
!rh,IRI 

211012014 City: 
4:18:59 A hb 

PM s urn 
State: 
VA 
Zip; 
20148 
Ernail: 

[b,(6) ! 
Check here If you are represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter. 
Yes 
If so p I ease provide the third party s name and contact information; 

b1(6) 



211012014 
6:02:36 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Stone Mountain. Ga 30083 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? Yes 
Ethnicity? Yes 
Religion? Yes 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Ha rtsfiel d-J ackson Atlanta I nte rnat ion a I Airport 

The caller requesled Wounded Warrior assistance for a flight and when she went through the screening she staled it was as if the TSO didn I know all her problems. She received a paldown, which was painful. She can t go lhrough the AIT. She 
wouldn t let her go through the medical detector. She stated TSA puts passengers through extra pain and she was in tears. She wore all lose clothes and she has to because she is in pain all the time. They provided a wheelchair for her on her last 
flight but not this one. She flew yesterday from Pensacola. 

211 0120 14 Advised 

10:42:13 
An el ig, bl e passenger can request to be screened by AIT 1/ it is a va, I ab I e or can request to be screened using a paid own: however. passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through meta I detector in Ii eu of Al T or a thorough p atdown. 

PM 

2/1112014 
8:24 38 

AM 

If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through meIaI detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure insIead. 

TSA does not provide wheelchair assistance. That is done by the airline. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: !(b 1(61 I 
Dale Time: 2/1012014 11 :47: 13 PM 

Comp a, n s: na pp ro pn a e cree ni ng/P at Down Sc reenrng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):United 1165 from IAD to SAN; Gate C17; Departed IAD at 2:20PM: 
Comments:I entered the security checkpoint at 12:40pm and departed at 1: 1 Opm due to poorly trained employee. I opted out of the scanning machine. As a result, I had 10 wait for the screener or male assist. Before my screener approached me, I 
noticed that he was already wearing the blue latex gloves and touching multiple items. In addition, he was touching himself and eventually opened the gate where I bypassed the machine. Again, while wearing the gloves he is touching the gate, his 
c lothrng. other eq u, pme nt, and eventua 11 y the containers with my I ugg age. I ask h, m to change his gloves. He said the g I oves were new and refused. He proceeded. and I received the standard pat down with the same gloves. Alier he was done. he 
went. to the machine and pushed sev~ral. buttgns and then took the gloves off for the detection of foreign matter. Needless to say, the m.achine detected something and an alarm went off causing me to experience enhanced screening in a private room. 
The 1ncompetenI employee's name 1s (bi(6., I spoke lq(b:1(6) !aboul 11. Al any rate, the screening was conducted again w1Ih new gloves bi11E:E)and I didn't have any problems. Note, I kept telling the employee lhat he was touching 
everything and he completely discounted my words. I spent 30 unnecessary minutes getting screened due to a poorly trained, incompetent employee. 



211112014 
824:58 

AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name;kb 1(6) 
Email Addrl;1,,s"'tf"'""o.,..11"'5""·.,--~~-----, 
Phone Number""J"'1;,-·'"'·,1'°'R.,..., ----,.1------' 
Address:"'!(ba;-la;.-(6"" .. '"", ____ _.! 
Zipcode: 93662 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? na 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Los Angeles I nte rna ti on al Airport 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: The cal I er indicated that she had requested a ssIsta n ce vi a the Wounded Warnor program. 

Response Details: I advised I hat I would refer informalion to her on how to submit a formal wri1ten complain in writing. 

TSA Civil Rights can assist passengers who feel they have been discriminated against or profiled in the screening process. All c1v1I rights complaints are required to be submitted in writing and I can go ahead an send the instructions on how to do so. 

I advised th at we would re fer the information 10 I he C SM at PH X. 

Incident Details: The caller would like to file a formal complaint against three TSA employees at PHX. She traveled from there today. 

Caller had requested assistance through Wounded Warrior previous to todays flighl and was mel by a TSO~. She had advised them of her medical condilion prior to screening. This person advised thal she had to receive a patdown. 

The ca 11 er checked her baggage with the a i rt i ne and obtained a wheelchair from them. She was not al lowed to go through the W TM D. She had to receive a patdown. She advised that she does n t feel comfo rta bl e being touched as she was in a I ot of 
pain. A TSO advised that there was an ETD alarm and that another patdown would be required. This patdown included a patdown of her private area. She asked for a supervisor (LTSQh··11fr1 I who advised that she had to oomplete the 

211112014 screening process regardless of whether she wanted to fiy as she was in a secure area of lhe airporI. She advised that a patdown had to be oonducled of her privale area. 
8:28 00 

AM Caller asked for the s u pe rvi so rs boss. Su pe rvi so rf h ·,IR··, I advised that the ca 11 er had to go through the process. She exp I am ed to him that she was Ira umatized and that the a ssIsta n ce she had requested did not he Ip and had become Ira um atIc. 
This supervisor also advised that she could nf lea ye the se~ured area wi.thout being. screened. even i.f she decided that she wasn t going to fly. She then asked fo!Ji:iillIJ supervisor and was advised that the individual was in a meeting. She requested 
a business card, thal she did not gel, howeve _b 1(6 ., _ rov1ded a sI1cky note with the name o!(b :,(6 I I 
She indicated that she was wearing a brace and the brace was not swabbed, however her other articles and belongings were swabbed. Caller feels that she was discriminated based on her disability. 

The caller indicated I hat I here was a hidden molive behind lhe patdown screening. She indicated I hat there was a false negative that resulled in the paldown. Caller feels the additional screening was based on her race as well. 

She was at the checkpoint between 5:55am-6am 
Southwest flight 802 de parting at 8: 50a m from C4. 



Good momi ng. 

My a pol og,es lo r the lengthy mes sage. I ask you read the entire message. 

On Feb 7th I flew into DTW from Seoul. South Korea. Flight DL 158. Arriving in the airport I made my way through security and baggage claim and prepared to catch my connecting flight. This required me to pass through a TSA security checkpoint. 

Some background; I have been through several intern ati o na I airports, Muni ch. Zurich. Seo u I. In each of those airports I have noted that staff don't always speak Eng I Ish. Cons,ste ntly though, each of those airports has had the security staff m em be rs 
assisting customers through the security sere en i ng, They help customers load s canning bins, they ca I mly and assertively exp Iain sea nni ng ru I es and procedures, In some cases they perform a man ua I patdown and they do it in a p role ssiona I and ca Im 

211112014 demeanor. Again language can be a barrier. 

10:27:38 
AM 

When I arrived at DTVV Red 5, I was greeted with yelling and a lack of explanation. "ONE BAG PER BIN•· '"PUT YOUR LAPTOP IN A SEPARATE BIN" As I moved lhrough the scanner, lhere was no acknowledgement, no "sir please step forward". As I 
went through the scanner there were a few highlighted areas. The officer did not say "Sir, I need to check your pockets" or "Sir, do you have anything in your pockets?" Instead it was "TURN AROUNDI" I was also flagged for a chemical hand check. 
And here is where the experience changed. 

b)(6) was the officer performing the chemical checks. As I approached, "Good morning sir. I would like to swab your hands to check for chemicals." Finally, someone told me what was going on. He was professional courteous and focused on 
1s JO arr ,ne security). As I watched him check other customers, he treated them like people. He did not make customers feel like they were interrupting his day. His colleagues could stand to learn something. Officekb)(ffl ! is the type ofTSA staffer 

that should be shown 10 all domestic and international Iravelers. 

Thank you for your lime and a11ention. Again I apologize for the length of this message. If you would like to discuss this further I would be happy to share more details. Have a greal day. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Profess,onalism/Customer Service Current DatelTlme : 211112014 9:26:40 AM Airport DTW - Detroit Metropolitan Wayne County Date/Time of Travel 02/09/2014 10:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : North Terminal TSA Employee: (II Known) . 
Comment : I traveled this past Sunday morning lhrough DTVV. I am a female with long hair and had my hair up in a bun. Imagine my surprise when I was told I would need a pat down and hand swab because my hair was up• Seriously?! That's laking 

211112014 things a bit to far. While annoyed I didn"t have much choice in the matter so I complied. Following my pat down I had to stand and wait to have my hands swabbed while two TSA employees loudly argued about one of the employees' attitudes. Aside 
10:28:23 from being terribly unprofessional 11 was directly impacting travelers who were required to wait for this argument to carry out. Unacceptable. 

AM Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller stated th at he fi ew from Po rt Co I um bus to Chicago O Ha re. Caller stated th at when he went through the meta I detector, the al a rm did not sound as it usually does s i nee he has a knee rep I ace m ent. Ca 11 er asked the officer why 11 did not a I a rm 
and the officer told him that it just didn t. Caller wanted to know if he should call and let someone know that the metal detector at Port Columbus was not alarming, 

Airport Port Columbus 
Airline United 
Flight numbers 245 
Dale and lime of incident 
Baggage tag number 
Description of bag, color. sty I e, size. brand 
NOi with Writing 
Terminal or Gate Iecrnioal 6 
Contact informatiol(b ::,(6) I work phone in chicago ~f b~)~(6_)~-~I office n Ohio k~b_)_(6_·:_, --~ 

2/11/2014 I . . . . . . . . . 
1_25 A 2 Many passengers w,th me1a1 ,mplants thal regularly alarm a walk-lhrough metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced lmag,ng Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened us,ng AIT only ,r they can stand st,1I w,th their arms above their 
· PM heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk

through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 

If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through me1a1 detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure ins1ead. 
A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

• The patd own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers mu st wait for a TSO of the same gender to be come a vai I ab I e, 
• The passenger can request a privale screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a privale screening, anolher TSA employee will also be presenl and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id nol be asked 10 remove or Ii ft any article of clothing 10 rev ea I a sensitive body area. 
In addition to the patdown, TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. 

I told the caller I am referring this to the CSM just in case the equipment needs to be calibrated. 
To whom it may concern: 

On Sunday, February 2nd. I was on my way home from Orlando and had a humiliating experience with one of your TSA Agents. Her shield number:~ 

My family and I were on the '"handicapped" line. I use a walker, my son, who is visually handicapped uses a cane for visually impaired. We were directed to this line by one of the Agents. 

Ahead of us on this line, was a family traveling with two strollers. NO ONE in their party was mentally or physically disabled. They simply had too many toddlers to handle. They simply got on this line, apparently feeling that too many children was a 
handicap. Their children were adorable and the TSA Agenls on duty apparenlly thoughl so too, because no one asked to look al the children's backpacks which were under their slrollers. 

I, on the other hand, was pulled off the line to be "pat down" because my walker set off something. I had already gone through the screening myself with no problem. I asked the agent, why I had to b! pat d!wn, why not check the walker. Her reply, 
211112014 which was difficult to understand b/c of a thick accent was just step over here. When I got upset, she pointed me to a room where another agent was waiting. I was MORE than pat down. This Agent 1h··,1rr1 pulled up my breasts and felt under them, 
2:32:07 she put her hand below the waist in places lhat should NOT be touched by a stranger. I was HUMILIATED. At NO TIME did anyone communicate to me what lhe problem wilh my walker was. I have traveled with thal walker on other flights in other 

PM cities with no problems at all. That aside, I was treated in a degrading and humiliating way. When she took the walker away and to another place to check it, no one offered to help me to walk to where she wanted to take me to feel me up. When my 
husband tried to help me, he was told to step back. PEOPLE USE A WALKER FOR A REASON. 

At the close of my experience, I noticed two men in suits, who seemed to be taking notes. I asked if they were parl of the management team there. "Why yes, yes we are" they replied. They could see how upsel I was and took down,fy na
1
me and my 

contact information and told me to expect a phone call within the next day or two. That they would review "'footage". That was on February 2nd. Today, is the 11th, no one has contacted me. I believe that one of the men's name wa b::,(6 or[ii}LJ--I 
cannot rec a 11. 

I think that something should be done with the Agentfh··,rrrd I undersland that there are very sick people in this world who do terrible lhings. I do nol happen to be one of them and I resenl the trealment I received from this one particular agent. No 
explanation, nothing. 

kb1(6) 



211112014 
2:32:25 

PM 

2111/2014 
6:1203 

PM 

Namefbi(B) 

Dale: February 10, 2014 

Flight# 610 

Localion: 

TSA-Southwest Gate 

Our party arrived at about 7:30 am for a return flight from Las Vegas to Sacramento. As we approached the gate to the TSA screening, we informed a TSA agent that the wheel chair bound person(Sus1e Orr) in our party had a rare nerve disease in 
her leg which was extremely painful to the touch. The agent told us to inform the agents at the screening area. 

As instructed, we informed the agent at the screening area of Susie's condition. The agent informed us it did not matter she had to be patted down if she could not walk through the screening machine. I asked to speak to her supervisor. who echoed 
the agents response I hat she had to be palled down. The agenl assured us they would be as gentle as possible during the pal down. We informed the agent and her floor supervisor that touching her leg was the equivalent to pressing needles in her 
leg and may cause her ta go into seizure and create an unnecessary medical emergency. 

The floor supervisor went and got her supervisor (floor manager). This manager said there was no exception that if we wanted to fly out of Vegas that!(b)(~!must submit herself to this painful pat-down. I explained to the manager that a couple of years 
ago we II ew out of Sacramento and the T SA they performed a s i m1 I ar pat-down on her I eg. tli:ii:fillwent into severe tremors and a Imo st fal Ii ng out of her w ee I ch air and nearly went into a s e1zure. At that point. the TSA supervisor told us in the future 
to advise the screener of her medica I situation and they would perform a Item ati ve sere en i ng procedures, 

We informed him that we notified TSA units in Lax, Sacramento and Baltimore of her medical condition before screening and that each one used an alternative screening to the pat-down of her leg. The floor manager (African American cited to help 
wi h i nlificationJ callously told us " we are nol the other airline and I do not care what they did. ·· He also said that pursuant to Federal regulations there was no way for us to leave Las Vegas on an airplane wilhout submitlal of a physical pat•down 
b':1(6) leg even though it would be extremely painful. He also said that unless we did it right away we would miss our flight (8:15). At that point, we agreed to the pat-down. Even the gentle pat-down was very painful and caused Susie to cry. Twenty 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPj(b)(61 
Date Time: 2I11I2·"0~,~4~5-,2~3~,~,~a~P~M~~ 

······················----------------····························· 

Nam b 61 
Emai (bi(61 
Comp a,'n s: nappropria e creening a own Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):641 Alaska Airlines. 
Comments:A physical violation that has left me sick, outraged. humiliated and shaking all done in front of an additional female agent and two males, one a TSA agent, the other in shirt and tie, civilian. The first agent patting me down because my 
bracelets could not be removed said she was unhappy with my underwear over my bottom ( at the point my bottom reached my vaginal area )and asked whal I had in there. When I said nothing, she looked at me With dis belief and patted me again 
with a firmer touch. At this point, I said I was getting angry so another female agent stepped in, igncring the area the original agent had found so disturbing The two males witnessed this. I believe I was treated rudely, aggressively, disrespectfully and 
feel discnminated against because I am a plus size woman. I wear full cut undies with a seam line. Never, ever in all my years of flying have I been so humiliated and angered. I filed a complaint at the Tucson airport but I have the distinct feeling this 
complaint will /all on deaf ears. By the way, I was originally selected for no further ( ? ) screening. I am sick, sick, sick. 



211112014 
6:13:25 

PM 

211212014 
11:08:58 

AM 

This is a complaint about an experience with the TSA at Los Angeles International Airport. 

Date: 
Details: 

At approximately 9:30 PM to 10:00 PM I was guided through priority boarding with United Airlines. Flight UA 660 from LAX-ORD, Gate 74. Board time: 10.52 PM. Departure time: 11.27 PM. Ticket Confirmationkbl(ffl 

I have a defibrillator and arn under strict instructions from my Doctors NOT to pass through any form of metal detection device due to possible damage and or impairment to proper functioning of my defibrillator. My heart condition is life threatening 
and I have had lwo cardiac deaths and on several other occasions the proper functioning of my device has saved my life. I informed the male TSA agent I hat checked my ticket and Drivers License I hat I would need a female assist. He advised that I 
s hou Id tel I the agents as I approached the security checkpoint. I to Id two ma I e 
TSA agents th at I wo u Id need a female assist and one was cal led lo r and I was to Id to stand at a certain spot to await the assist. Alter a fews minutes a female TSA agent from another area and said quite Io ud ly, where is the tro ub I e maker When 
she became aware of who I was she said more than once something to the effect of come through here and aggressively waived me towards her. After I walked through I expected to receive the pat down that I am quite accustomed to as I have had 
my device since 1997 and travel extensively. Then she just indicated that I was done and should move on. It then became apparent to me that she had made me walk lhrough the metal deIecIion device. When I questioned why she ignored my 
request and made me at serious potential risk to my health walk through the metal detector she was rude and defensive and said I should have told her why. Unfortunately at this point I was so scared and upset that I neglected to get her name. I 
assume that by correlating the gate flight information with the TSA security tapes and female staff working that area that you will be able to determine who she was. 

It is critical thal this woman undersland that her aclions could have resulted in my death. My traveling companion was witness to these evenls. 

I look forward to your response to this complaint and advice that you have received this email. 

On Friday January 31, 2014 I gave preliminary informalion td(b 1(6)f)f lhe TSA, employee i(b)(61 

I understand th at my sIg nature is not required on this document as it Is being submitted vi a em a i I. If th at is not correct please advise and I wi 11 submit it by m aI I. 

I can be reached by phone at~f b_1_(6_) ___ ~ 

Thank you in advance for your i nvesti g ati on into this matter. 

Caller slated he wants 10 complain about injury to his testicles during a patdown by a TSO, kbl(ffl !al the San Antonio Airport, He stale~(bH6l I put his hand under both of his IesIicles and jammed upward causing a greal deal of pain. Caller 
sai_d h·11r:;··, . was the super,isor and he denied he even touched pass~ngers in that area. Caller complain~d tcfbH6l !that the patdown ':'as ca~sing him pain andl(b)(ff:1 I said he wasn t even touching him there. Ta1.1erntater it is extremely 
painful an h ·,1R I shouldn t be allowed to pat anyone down ever again. He stated a bad screening experience was okay but a harmful bodily one 1sn t and wants someone lo know and something should be done about_ b 1(6 I _ 

Flight# 3297, Gate# A5, flighl deparling al 11 :20 CST, via SW. 

Response: 
Apologized to caller for his screening experience. 
Because your complaint concerns security screening al a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your e-mail to the Customer Service Manager at I hat airport. 
TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security
screening po Ii ci es need modification or s pec1f1c employees or screener teams are the subj eels of repeated complaints. 

Ca Iler has been flying back and forth on Southwest to Chicago si nee this past May due to the death of a re I ati ve, Cal I er is a CA resident, Ca 11 er has had to go through additiona I screening be ca use of using a I tern ati ve ID. Ca 11 er has anxiety and 
depression. Caller will be flying to San Diego soon to renew her ID. Callers ID will expire before her flighl. Caller is concerned that she will have 10 have additional screening due to using an alternative ID. Caller states thal previously she was palled 
down twice and it was very difficult for her. Caller is very upset and would like to know how she can go through the screening with having additional screening done. Caller feels that additional screening is done based on whether or not the TS Os like 
you or on racial preference. Caller does not want to give details about past complaints because that will not change her upcoming screening. 

Advised ca Iler: 

211212014 We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced due to the patdown. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. Every passenger 

12: 0 0: 39 and their property must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the sere en i ng Is conducted is Im po rta nt. 0 u r policies and procedures focus on ensuring th at a 11 pa sse nge rs a re treated with dignity. resp eel, and courtesy. TS Os are 
PM trained for that. 

We cannot guarantee you that you will not have to undergo additional screening regardless of the ID that you present. 
For example, T SA may apply add1t1ona I screening methods. such as a paid own on a passenger, to reso Ive an a I a rm of the Walk-Through Meta I Detector (W TM D) or resolve an anoma I y discovered du r, ng Adv a need Imaging T echno I og y (Al T) 
scree11irig. 

lfTSA is able to confirm the passenger's identity using alternative ID, the passenger will be cleared to enter the screening checkpoint: however, the individual may be subject to additional screening. 
If you have complaints about a partIcu I ar screen i nQ incident at an airport, p I ease info rm of us of the d eta i Is and we can forward it to the CS M to look into the issue. 



My daughter is a member of the DHS Trusted Traveler program and carTies her Global Entry card whenever she travels. According to the information on your website, she should be eligible to go through the Pre-Check lanes at any airport. where 
they are available. She is also a type 1 diabetic and has 10 wear an insulin pump. She is unable to remove the pump when going lhrough security checks al airports. She is also unable 10 go through x-ray screening because it would damage her 
insulin pump. These pumps are extremely expensive to replace. 

Today she had to travel from Dallas Love Field airport to San Antonio, and was denied the opportunity to go through the Pre-Check lane at the airport. Since she could not go through the x-ray scanner, she was told she would have to have an 
extensive pat down. There was only one woman working and she was scanning all lhe items thal were being passed through the x-ray machine. My daughter had to wail quite a while before the woman was able to do the pat down. 

The agents were rather rude with her by asking her 1f she was going to opt out of the x-ray screening, and not listening to her trying to explain that because of her insulin pump she could not go through the x-ray screener. She was not given the 
opportunity to go through the Pre-Check line and had to remove her shoes, take out her liquids, her PC etc. I realize that they can be randomly excluded from the Pre-Check line, but in her case. it became far worse for her than the average traveler. 

One other thing that I have noticed when travelling by air, is that so many of the TSA workers seem to not be aware of situations such as my daughter's. or don·t seem to care, and are not even up to date on the latest changes in the TSA. Many of them 
2112120 14 be come somewhat ab ras,ve in their i nte racti on with the pu bl ,c. especi a 11 y in reg a rd to the s pec,al ci rcu m stances of peop I e such as in my daughters case. My wife always has to have a pat down because of a knee rep I ace m ent. You would think th at a 

8:05: 17 letter of explanation by a person"s doctor would be enough to satisfy TSA. or would a letter from a doctor explaining the need for a medical device. require it to be verified by a court of law? 
PM 

I would appreciate an answer to the problems that I have explained in this email. Hopefully there can be some resolutions to certain situations such as I have explained as well as other situations other people have experienced. 

I wi 11 be forwarding a copy of this letter to my U, S, Rep rese ntati ve J e b Hensa rl i ng, as wel I as Senator John Co myn 

kbl(61 ~ 
HYPERLINK._b_,_(6_) _____________ _, 

To whom 11 may concern: 

I have recently undergone a total knee arthroplasty (knee replacement) and discovered that I now set-off the metal-detector at Terminal 1 of FLL. Unfortunately. Terminal 1 at FLL does not have ANY backscatter X-ray machines installed, and as such, 
I (and anyone with a medical condition that involved the replacement of a joint with a metal implant such as for a knee, hip or shoulder) am invasively patted down each and every time by TSA security. 

These invasive pat-downs are not only humiliating (regardless of whether done in public or private), but also adds at least 15 min to the security process. which is significant for frequent business travelers such as myself, .especially considering that I 
have T SA Pre-Check on 3 airlines! 

211312014 The reason provided by lhe local TSA supervisor for the lack of backscatter X-ray machines in Terminal 1 of FLL is thal there is insufficient room to insIaI1 backsca11er X-ray machines withoul re-localing support columns. Although that may be true with 
e: 19,08 regard to replacing all the metal detectors in that area, it is highly unlikely that sufficient room cannot be made to install at least one backscatter X-ray machine. 

AM 

Cost should not be a consideration when it comes to discriminatory practices that require passengers with joint replacements to be singled out for invasive pat-downs each and every time. Other passengers might be occasionally and randomly 
selected for pat-downs, or may be carrying mate ri a Is in their pockets that Ing ger the need for a pat-down. but pa sse ng ers with joint re placements are in the unique pas i ti on of al ways being singled out. 

I urge you to rectify this issue by insisting upon the installation of at least one backscatter X-ray machine in Terminal 1, FLL. 

In the interim, I urge you to institute a policy of allowing passengers with joint replacements (which can be demonstrated with official cards from their physicians) to undergo 'wanding" and specific-site pat down (e.g., shoulder or knee) to demonstrate 
that there is no concurTent presence of external metal-containing objects. Your metal detectors are sophisticated enough to indicate if the source of the metal is low. medium or high. Surely THAT information along with wanding and specific-site pat 
down would be sufficient 10 avert the need for TSA personnel having 10 pal-down lhe genitals of joinl-replacement patients! 



2/13/2014 

The caller received a voicemail from someone from TSA with regards from two incidents that occurred from two recent trips. The caller stated one was from SFO to Seattle then to Oakland. The caller stated she sent in an e-mail about getting checked 
and treated Ii ke a cri mi na I . Both ti mes she was stopped and she does not u nders ta nd why it is ha pp en i ng. The ca Iler stated is is causing her em otiona I dis tress and she does not want to fly anymore. The ca Iler said she was sent an e-m ai I stating they 
would try to locate her on bolh videos. The caller stated she received an e-mail stating they could nol locate her. 

11 :41 :13 I checked our database and I found no record that she had called. The caller stated he e-mail was from the CSM at Seattle and it stated she could call her number or the TCC. The caller stated the number she has 1skbl(m l The caller wanted to 
AM know if she needs to call all three airports. I told the caller to contact the airports the incidents occurred at. I asked the caller if she called the TCC and she stated she had not but she had sent in an e-mail. The caller stated she was in Seattle and her 

friends went lhrough the checkpoint but she was slopped and palled down lhree times. The caller stated she watched 1 Qpr 15 oeaole oa yo ugh the checkpoinl and they were not stopped. The caller said when she went throLJgh SFO her baggage was 
inspecter1 ind se received a oaJ--dqwf. The caller provided me her e-mail address. The caller stated the e-mail is froni{b..1(6.i _ The caller stated she was flying out on the 7th and she received TSA Pre-Check. I gave the caller the phone 
number lo _b 1(6 I _ at Seattle. I told the caller we send the infonmation to the airport. 

2/13/2014 
2-40:03 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 
F="-===;------------------------------------

Remote Client IP:i(b 1(6) I 
Date Time 2113/2014 1 00:21 PM 

Namlh,IRI ~ 
Ematb)(61 I 
Con-1b1a·11 uS. 111apµ1 op, Imec1eeI1I 1~/Pat Dowrl Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): _ 
Comments:NOT SURPRISED THAT THE BRUTAL TSA IS THE ENEMY OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE' TSA GOONS ARE TREATING CANCER PATIENTS LIKE CRAP. A CANCER PATIENT WEARING A DIAPER WAS STRIPPED SEARCHED/ 
LAUGHED AT BY NAZIS GOONS! HE WAS EMBARRASSED BY A LAUGHING "FEMALE GOON WHO THINKS IT'S FUNNY WHEN AN ADULT HAS TO WEAR AN ADULT DIAPER.'' TAKING TOY GUNS AWAY IS REALLY STUPID. DHS HAS 
ALLOWED TERRORISTS TO GO THROUGH "SECURITY" WITHOUT BEING SEARCHED/QUESTIONED! SOME SECURITY MEASURES!'! AMERICA IS SCREWED WHEN TERRORISTS ARE FAVORED OVER CITIZENS. NEW IMAGING 
MACHINES WILL ONLY KILL MORE AMERICANS THROUGH "RADIATION POISONING••· GREAT JOB JOB TEAM SEXUAL ASSAULT' 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Ti me : 211312014 12:27 :26 PM Airport ORF - Norfo I k I nte mati on al DatelTI me of T rave I : 0211212014 12 :00 PM Ai rt i ne & Flight Numb er U S Airways #269 3 C heckpoi ntl Area of Airport Security TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment · I am TSA Pre and had an orange sticker applied to my boarding pass. The sticker is &quot:Homeland Security cleared&quot: sticker. The agent prior to the body screening told me to keep all items in my pockets and to keep my shoes on. 

2113120 14 did this and then had 10 undergo a pa I down and rescre en i ng of the co nl ents of rn y pockets. What is I he sense of being TSA Pre and being lold to keep i I ems in my pockel s when ti rn e is was I ed pe rforrn i ng a second screening. Get your act togel her and 

2 -40,51 communicate so that you are on the same page. This is the second airport that this has happened to me. 
· PM Would you like a res onse? : True 

Passenger's Na.,_m~e~. /~h~·1~1r;~··~, -~--~ 
Phone-u.w.i=1U.J..11.LJ.J-------I 
Email (b 1(6) 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2IApplicationManager 



211312014 
626:31 

PM 

Good afternoon. 

The email below from "-kb_)-'-(6_-._, __ _.!is being forwarded to TCC-Referrals for appropriate handling. 

Rob Neumer 

Program An alysl 

Civil Rights Division. TSA-6 

Frorr{b)(61 
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2014 2:48 PM 
To: TSACivilrights@dhs.gov 
Subject TSA Contact Us: Complaints 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

--====,------------------------------------
Remote Client 1pt:b)(6) 
Date Time: 211212"'0'"'1..,.4""2,...: 4'"'7"': 3'"'5""P"'M,..,...._. 

Name: 
Ca Iler went through s ecuri I y this morning fi yi ng r ro rn MIA to St. Thorn as and had too Is he purchased in a ca rryon bag, impact wrench, and he was 101 d he cou Id check his bag or discard the i tern but it wasn't a 11 owed through I he checkpoint. 
Caller states he missed his flight because he had to go back and check his bag and had to pay for another flight later today. 
He had to have a patdown and the TSO asked why he was looking at him. staring at him and caller said he told the TSO ., he had eyes he could look'"_ Caller said there is a problem because the TSO d1dn t know what he had gone through this morning. 
The TSO was suspicious of him and caller said he didn t know what the TSOs problem was, caller stated he was sort of in a trance because of his issue with the prohibited item and missed his flight and had to go through security again. 
Disconnected call al 8:26 because of ringing noise. 

211412014 
8 _ 13, 15 Response: 

·AM Advised caller tools longer than 7 inches are prohibited in carry-on bags. However, these items may be transported in checked baggage. 
Option to check lhe bag will be provided rather lhan abandoning at the checkpoinl. 
2 hrs. is recommended prior to flight for a domestic flight. 
Information reg a rd i ng items al lowed through the checkpoint is on the website and passengers can al ways contact the TC C lo r information. 
Advised caller our TSO are trained to treat passengers with dignity and respect through the checkpoint, apologized he felt that wasn"t his experience. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time. 2/13/2014 10:18:17 PM Airport· LIH - Lihue Date/Time of Travel· 01/15/2014 11 :55Airline & Flight Number: 850 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Lihue departures TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: Hi my name i~(b)(m I and I am a 45 year old gulf war veteran American/Australian Citizen who would like to make an official complaint against Alaskan Airlines abusive actions against their passengers. 

While I was traveling from Li hue kuai airporl to san diego on 15 Jan 2014 boarding 11: 15 AM I chose not 10 go through the body scanner due 10 my claustrophobia, in the past have traveled through many airports and this has never been a problem, I 
usually just get a quick pat down. 

However on this pa rticu I ar occasion I experienced blatant abuse and harassment which felt Ii ke a scripted routine th at these pa rti cul a r TS A workers use for al I their customers refusing to go through their body scanners, 

First when I said I prefer not to go through the scanner the lady said ok fine then just stand over there and wait for a security guard, I had to wait for a security guard for some time, the security guard that came was both aggressive in his body search 
and attitude. 

211412014 He asked me if I would like to go in a closed room and I said no here would be just fine, he walked away and came back a number of times as if delaying my boarding lime, for example looking for a drug test. 

8:25:08 
AM Al so they he Id my carry on laptop back from the rest of my carry on I ugg age as 1/ by accident. I ate r cal Ii ng for me to pi ck it up aver the loud speaker. 

2114/2014 
1:2831 

PM 

Then as I was boarding the plain I hey called my name over the loud speaker and two large aggressive security guards were waiting to take me back to the beginning of lhe checkin counter to search my large stow away luggage, I refused to go back 
and be delayed boarding the flight and told them to cut my locks which they did. 

They searched through my luggage and left a note. which I was happy with as I suspected they might try to intentionally lose my main luggage and was worried for the whole live hour flight as I have Medical condition and had much need medical gear 
in my luggage thal was imperative to the rest of my 1ravels. 

At no time during this exercise was I ever rude or i m pol 1te, this seemed to actua 11 y work ag am st me. 

I know if you send someone lhrough you can easily replicate my experience as I believe I his is their made up prolocal, I don't believe it is TSA protocal, as I have boarded other flights without issue, jusl this particular group of TSA individuals at Li hue 
airpor Kuai, It felt as if everyone went into their roles of bullying and intimidation for those refusing to go through their body scanner. 

Again I would like to stress at no time was I ever rude or aggressive back, I was nothing but polite and respectful. 

l(b1(6) I 
Disability Description: Caller 1ravels 4 limes a year and she has lwo knee implants. Every time that she goes through lhe AIT screener lhe alarm sounds and she has to go lhrough a paldown. Some airports let her on through the checkpoint and 
some airports do a head to toe patdown including her hair. She is over 75 and shouldn t have to take her shoes off for screening but when the alarm sounds that officers make her take her shoes off for additional screening. 

Information Request She is needing to know if it shows on the screen what part of the body that caused the alarm to sound? She is also needing to know why her hair is being patted down if it is her knee implants that are causing the alarm to sound 
and why she is being required to take her shoes off for screening since she is 75 years old? 
She is wanting to know about the pre screening th at peop I e go through so she wi 11 not have to go through a pa tdow n screening. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: I advised her that the A IT screener is not a metal d elector and may not be a I arming due to her meta I imp I ants, The re may be some other reason or another pa rt of her body besides the knees that is causing the a I arm to sound , 
officers are required to conduct a patdown to clear alarms and it is at lhe discretion of lhe officers at the checkpoint what area of the body I hat I hey have to patdown. 
Our officers may ask her to remove her shoes for additional screening to clear an alarm. 
The passengers that go through the expedited screening go through a WTMD and if she goes through this screener with metal implants an alarm will sound and she will still have to go through a patdown screening. 
The next time that she gets ready to fly she can contact us and we will be able to forward a request for assistance to our disabiltiy specialist at HQ so she will have assistance during the screening process and her screening will go smoother. 
She did nol wanl to file a complaint about her previous screening experiences. 
She can speak with a PSS at the checkpoint and they will be able to further assist her through the screening. 
Email not sent. 

Our 



211412014 
225:20 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 2/141201412:46:04 PM Airport DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International Date/Time of Travel: 02/0112014 8:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: American Airlines 2395 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Terminal C TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment: When I printed out my airtine ticket. I realized that my ticket had been booked under my maiden name. I called the airline to see if they would change it for me, and they told me that they could not but that it wouldn't be a problem, all I 
needed to do was bring my marriage license. I was able to fly from Corpus Christi to Dallas with out a problem, I just showed them my marriage license and drivers license. When I went to fly out of Dallas to return home though. I was treated horribly. 
When I showed them my marriage license and drivers license I was told thal this was not acceptable. They called the supervisor over who was the most arrogant and rude person I hat I have ever encountered. He asked if i had any other ID with my 
maiden name, I then showed him credit cards and o Id ID cards that had my maiden name. He then a 11 owed me ta go through security. I had at her peop I e that were watching this encounter and they remarked to me how unprofessional this was and 
how I needed to issue a comp I amt. I was traveling with a 1 0 mo nth old baby and was h ass I ed and not given any help. A lier going through security I was not al lowed to touch my baby seat or any of my baby things. They then p race ed ed to w, pe down 
my baby seat and stroller before they would allow me to put my baby back in them. I was then told that I needed to put my baby in her seat so they could pat me down. So as my baby screamed in her seat, they gave me a thorough pat down. After this 
they then proceeded to search my diaper bag, wiping down all of my baby's toys and pulling oul all of her lhings. After all this I was then lold that I should have just had lhe airline al the airport change the name on my ticket and I wouldn't have had to 
have done any al this. So if this was the case why didn't they tell me that before they put me through any of that. I was appalled by haw I was treated. I was frustrated that I had called before flying and told that all I needed was a marriage license, was 
able to fly with just my marriage license with no problem out of Corpus Christi. but then was hassled in the Dallas airport. Later, as I was walking by the secunty station, I over heard the supervisor laughing to someone about a lady with a baby who had 
tried to fly with her marriage license. It is instances such as this that make me hesitant to fly with children again. Thank you for your time and I would appreciate if this issue was addressed. 
Would you like a response?: True 

Passenger's Na""m_e,....,.,==--..._ __ .J 
Phone Number b)(61 
Email bi(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller said he was traveling oul of Pittsburgh Airporl and carries aromatherapy oils and is in lhe health care field and he said they praclically slripsearched him and he said they opened up his suilcase because he would not lei them xray his oils and 
he said the shampoo bottle leaked all over his check bag. He said he does not have a criminal record and he was with family when they did this and he said he wanted to carry on the oils. He said he got a nai inside his check bag and he said he had to 
get ,terns drycleaned. He requested that we email the claim form. He said he understands that they have a job to do. He said he is flying Tues. out of LAX and he said he does not want his oils to be xrayed. He said they used a wand on both him and 
the oils and they told him they picked up some type of strange chemical off the oils. He said our country does not understand about aromatherapy and he said he had to have his suit drycleaned. He said he did tell the officer before the screening 
started II hat he did not want the oils xrayed. 

Response:To protect a passenger's rights under Federal law and to file a valid claim, travelers must send their claim in writing to TSA, stating the circumstances of the loss and the exact amount claimed (fair market value of lost or destroyed property, 
reasonable cost of repair for damaged property), within 2 years after the claim occurred. The claim must be signed by the claimant or an aulhorized representative (e.g., an atlorney or other personal representative with appropriate proof of authorily). 

211412014 TSA is responsible for reviewing all claims relating to the screening of passengers and their baggage. 

2:58:53 
PM 

2/1412014 
9:13:37 

PM 

To file a claim, you should fill out the Standard Fann 95 (claim form) in accordance with the instructions and return it to the address in box number 1. A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. While use of the form is not 
mandatory, ii may help 1ravelers ensure that they meet lhe legal requiremenls for filing a claim. If you decide to file a claim, it will be processed in accordance with the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

Once TSA's Claims Management Branch (CMB) has received your claim form, you will be sent a letter of acknowledgement and a claim number. You should keep the claim number for future reference when inquiring about the claim. TSA tries to 
resolve claims as quickly as possible but may need time for further investigation of the facts. If TSA denies a claim, or has not finally resolved it within 6 months after it was filed, travelers have a right to bring their claim to court. 

I advised him to advise the officer before the screening starts that he does not want the oils xrayed. I advised him he may be screened by the wand, ait, wtmd or a patdown. 

In response to the threat to aviation posed by liquid explosives. Transportation Security Administration (TSA) policy allows passengers to carry travel-size toiletries in containers 3.4 ounces or smaller through screening checkpoints. All of the items 
musl fit comfortably in one, quart-size, clear plastic, resealable bag (3-1-1 rule.) 

Hello, 
Last Wednesday February 12, my husband and I were flying home from a vacation to Ireland. We flew home to Spokane WA from NYC through LaGuardia. I have a arlificial hip (left side). Some1imes the alarm will go off and other times (especially if 
I tell the TSA agents, they will just wave me through.) This time it went off even after telling the agents about my hip. I had to wait a long time before there was a female agent to do a search. I feel this young agent went way over the top in her 
searching procedure. I almost felt like she was doing a stnp search on me. I am a 67 year old woman. wife, mom and grandma and didn't appreciate the way she was groping my body. In my opinion there was no reason for her to put her hand 
down my bra or so close to my crotch. I can guarentee I don't have anything to hide. 
I know that TSA needs to be vigilanl about terrorisls gelling through, but after all you already know that planes can be blown up. TSA needs 10 change their tactics very soon, and treat people with dignity. Surely you can look at a parlicular person and 
determine if they have a suspicious nature about them ar not. I do not appreciate being lumped into a terrorist category. I fly quite often and this time was very embarrassing I do hope that you will look into screening and change the way you do 
things. 
GO COUGS, GO SEAHAWKS 

rb)(ff, 
1 

Colbert WA 990r 
@!(61 -



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 2/1512014 5:41 :34 AM Airport: FLL - Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International Dateffime ofTravel: 02/15/2014 5:05 AM Airline & Flighl Number Della Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
terminal 2 TSA Employee: (If Known) lllifilcomment · TSA agent Hall petiormed a very unprofessional pat-down. After inaudibly saying something. I indicated that I would like for him to repeat what he said. His response was: &quot:open your 

2115120 14 ea rs&q uot:. He continued the pat-down with an u nacce ptab I e tone of voice. This so rt of be hav,or 1s not what the T SA needs to imp rove it's reputation. 
9:39:43 Would you like a response?· False 

AM Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller wanted to know the name of the machine at the airport that scans the body. She thought 11 was mandatory to go through this. She a I ready has s km cancer. When she went through this she saw the b ng ht Ii g ht shining on her face. She al ready 
has sun damage and her face is getting red and blotchy. If it is anonymous why did they make her hold her license up while she was being scanned? 

Advised: 

AIT is a classification that covers two similar technologies, millimeter wave and backscatter. Both systems work in a similar way to give Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) a virtual image that conspicuously highlights potentially dangerous items 
on a passenger. However, as of May 17, 2013, no backscatter AIT syslems are deployed 10 U.S. airpor1s. AIT gives TSA a way to detect a wide variety of threals, including suicide vesls and other improvised explosive devices lhat may be hidden 
under passengers' clothing and cannot be detected by walk-through metal detectors. AIT enhances security, reduces the need for patdown searches for passengers with joint replacements and other medical conditions, and improves passenger 
convenience and comfort. 
Mi 11 i meter wave systems project beams of non-i o ni zing radio frequency energy over the passenger's body sur/a ce; the beams do not penetrate the skin, The radio frequency energy refi e cted back from the body and other objects on the body is used to 
cons1ruct a lhree-dimensional image. The energy the system projects is thousands of times less lhan a cell phone 1ransmission. 

211512014 The extremely low dose of radiation from the entire spectrum of TSA screening technology is inconsequential, even to frequent flyers who undergo repeated screenings. When evaluating new screening technologies, TSA performs independent studies 
11 :49:52 and evaluations to verify the systems meet regulatory and national consensus standards to ensure the health and safety of the traveling public. This testing takes into account special populations that are more sens1t1ve to radiation, such as children. 

AM persons receiving radiation treatment lo r medica I conditions, and p regnant and pote nti a 11 y pregnant women, as wel I as employees who work near the eq ui pme nt. Al I screening systems lu 11 y comp I y with F edera I safety requirements, and measured 
radialion levels for each are well below limits eslablished by lhe U .s. Food and Drug Adminislration and the U.S. Occupational Safely and Health Administration. 
TSA is sensitive to passengers· concerns about protecting their privacy as it relates to the security screening process, particularly the use of AIT. Rigorous privacy safeguards are in place to protect passenger privacy and ensure anonymity. There are 
no rea Ii sti c images produced of passengers dun ng the sere en i ng process. Al I ope rational units uti I ize a vi rtua I figure on which a nomal ,es are presented lo r re sol ut,on. The imaging techno I og y that T SA uses in airports cannot store, export. print. or 
transmit images. 
Privacy and securily are not mutually exclusive, and TSA has had an ongoing dialogue wilh privacy groups on these issues. AIT is an effective tool in detecting terrorisl th reals and another tool in our layered approach to security. 
Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening. including a thorough patdown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of 
this right. 
However, ii an adult accompanying a child 12 years old or younger opts out of AIT screening on the child's behalf. the child will receive a modified patdown. TSA never separates a child from an accompanying adult. The adult may observe the entire 
patdown process and may assist by holding the child's hand. Please be assured that TSOs are trained to conduct these procedures professionally and respeclfully. 

I don t know if that is a standard operating procedure to have you ho Id your Ii ce n se up. If you would Ii ke to Ii I e a comp I a int, I can take your info nmati on and forvva rd 11 to the CSM at the airport for review. 
The caller is TSA prechecked and if alsq:jlitary and wounded military. He had TSA precheck on the ticket and he was told 10 gel out of the line and gel inlo lhe regular one. They wouldn t give him an explanation why and he asked 10 speak with a 
supervisor and one of the officers, ~(b_i(6_.1_l,,ould let him speak with a supervisor. He has a group of elderly gentlemen he is traveling with and he wants to make sure this doesn t happen to them. The airlines were telling him it was weird. It 
is not good PR to kick back certain types o people. He is a Medal of Honor recipient and they should have had a TSA line open for him. He is not so concerned about himself but the elderly group he is traveling with. 

Advised: 

TSA precheck is not 100 percent guaranteed. TSA will always incorporate random screenings throughout the airport. No one gets precheck 100 percent of the time. It is a security feature built into the program. The presence of the TSA precheck 
sym bo I on the boa rd i ng pass do es not guarantee expedited sere en i ng, That is something the airlines put on the boarding pass. El igi bi I ity is determined when they sea n the bar code on your boa rd i ng pass, 

passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outervvear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to clear an alarm, as well as greater use of 

211512014 explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

4:25 00 
PM TSA anticipates these changes will further reduce-I hough nol completely eliminate-the need for a physical patdown on travelers 75 and older I hat would othervvise have been conducted to resolve alarms. It's impor1ant 10 remember, I hat any individual 

may be required to remove their shoes or undergo a patdown if anomalies are detected during security screening that cannot be resolved through other means. 

If you want to provide me with some information I can send your complaint to the CS M at Newark Airport so they can be a ware of what happened and they wi 11 have your cont a ct information if they need to get in touch with you, 

Airport where the incident occurred: Newark Airport 
Airline: Alaska 
Flight numbers, 5 
Dale and lime of incident: February 15, 2014, 400 pm 
I ndivid ua I s contact inform ati an ema i I 

kbl(61 I 



211512014 
6:09:26 

PM 

Good afternoon. 

Recently, I fiew Delta 1746 from Phoenix to Atlanta (Wednesday, Feb.1, flight left at 10:15 am). I am an airline frequent flyer, have global entry and TSA pre. My experience at terminal three (north) that day has le/I me with a very sour attitude towards 
an i ndivid ua I TSA person. 

I placed my carry-on on the conveyor belt. along with my sweater and purse. There were no containers, so my purse and sweater were loose. As I approached the metal detector. I told the woman on the other said that I had knee replacements and 
would cause the alarm to sound. She told me to put my shoes on the conveyor belt, which I did. I walked lhrough the machine and the alarm went off. She barked al me 10 stand aside. She stood in front of the machine, blocking its use. The line on 
the other side grew long, and people were grumbling. There was no explanation as to the delay. Eventually a gentleman came to replace her. I was instructed to point out my belongings and not to reach for anything. I pointed out my carry-on and 
asked her to please pick up my sweater, as 11 was loose on the rollers and I didn't want it to get caught. She picked up my carry-on but not my sweater. She asked 1/ that was all - I pointed out my purse, again asked her to collect my sweater. She had 
my purse and carry-on and then asked me ii there was anything else. I pointed out my sweater and she asked about my shoes. I pointed out my shoes. Again, she asked me ii I had anything else. At that point she picked up my sweater, and gave me 
a little sneer. We walked 10 lhe "feet" mat for lhe pat down. I placed my lickel on lhe table near where I was standing and she informed me I could not put my ticket there. So I slipped ii in my back pocket. As she started, for an unknown reason, I 
asked for my first ever private screening. I have had replacement knees for some time, and have had more pat downs than I can remember. This was the first time I have asked for a private screening. 

fh··,1rr1 hthe screener) was clearly unhappy with my request. She gathered up my items and marched me down the walkway telling me keep walking. We stopped outside an office, where she asked another lady if she would come in. There was 
a third woman working at a desk inside the room. but she didnl look up when we entered. I placed my feet on the mat and she very slowly went through the entire procedure - what she would do with her hands. I nodded the entire time she was 
speaking. as this is not a new procedure to me. She had me stand with my back to the second woman. I realized I had a cough drop in my trouser pocket and placed it on the table. Her attitude continued to spiral down as she did the exam. When 
she was using the back of her hand to go under my breasts, she checked that area lhree (3) times, each time forcibly lifting my breasts higher each time. II was most uncomforlable. By the third time she did this, I spoke up, informing her in all of the 
times I have had this done, I have never had anyone do like that during the exam. Her eyes narrowed, and she told me she was just making sure she examined that area thoroughly. When she did the same area for the FOURTH time, she quickly 
tu med her hand around and pinched my left breast. 

Then she moved to the I eg s from the front. She squeezed and pul I ed so ha rd that she had my trousers about four inches from my waist. She then pushed her hand up into the crotch area further Iha n I have ever expe nenced. Clearly, at least to me, 
she had a serious attitude problem. She instructed me to turn around and asked me what I had in my pocket. Well, that would be the ticket I wasn't allowed to place on the table. Didn't I know better than to keep something in my pocket? She finished 
the exam, as rough as she sIarted. 



In response to your response -- highlighted in red ... Phoenix is Sky Harbor. 

Thank you for your e-mail regarding your recent travel experience. 

Generally, when there are problems. complaints, and concerns with secunty screening at one of our Nation's airports. we would forward a copy of the complaint to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that airport. However, we are unable to 
extend this courtesy to you because you did not mention the exact airport you departed, 

211512014 From:~b ,(6) 
7 02"32 .,t_. __ . ---~ 

· PM Sent: Saturday, February 15, 2014 3:5 7 PM 
To: 'tsa-contactcenter@dhs.gov' 
subj eel: attitude 

Good afternoon, 

Recently, I fiew Delta 1746 from Phoenix to Atlanla (Wednesday, Feb.1, flight left al 10:15 am). I am an airline frequent flyer, have global enlry and TSA pre. My experience at terminal three (north) lhat day has left me with a very sour attitude towards 
an i ndivid ua I TSA person. 

I placed my carry-on on the conveyor belt, along with my sweater and purse. There were no containers, so my purse and sweater were loose. As I approached the metal detector, I told the woman on the other said that I had knee replacements and 
Hello, 

I am writing in regards to my treatment at the Spokane Airport on my way home to Seattle Yesterday afternoon. 

I arrived to the security check point around 3 pm. On my departure from Sea I ac, I was never asked to give the boa rd i ng pass to the guy who was doing the pa I downs. However, in S po ka ne, apparently you have 10 do th at. The re was NO sign posted , 
nor did the guy checking the boarding passes let me know to show it to them. 

When I got up to the pat down, the guy asked for my boarding pass and I apologized and said I didn't know he also needed to see it and that it was in my carry on purse being run through the scanner. The man was SO rude. Even after apologizing, he 
2117/2014 made a big scene, and really embarrassed me. Especially my first time traveling alone. After this happened, he said in a very very rude lone "well, now you have 10 lake off your shoes because of thal". 
9:2142 

AM I understand there are policies. But you can't expect people to know what they are supposed to be doing if there is no direction. I'm not a psychic. This was embarrassing to me. and I did not appreciate being made to look like an idiot to the people 
behind me. I'm really hoping this isn't acceptable for the TSA because it is CERTAINLY NOT acceptable to me. 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPad 



2/1712014 
9:21:54 

AM 

To Whom It May Concern. 
I'm writing to you because of the unprofessional treatment received at Li hue Airport, Kauai, HI. Your agent displayed a lack of professionalism and compassion and I am left feeling humiliated and very upset. 

I am recovering from breast cancer and am going through reconstruction. I presented a medical card showing the type of expander being used, and offered a doctor's note, but the agent REFUSED to accept the note. Instead, she proceeded ta INSIST 
th at I have a pat-down, and instead of trying to be comp ass ion ate as the agents on Oahu we re, she hum i Ii ated me in front of other passengers by loud I y saying that she needed a p atdown. so I requested a s u pe rvi so r. She proceeded to argue that I 
could not get my footwear ( which was cl ea red) and relu sed to let me proceed past the area she was in, and I fe It very threatened, She proceeded to Io udly tel I me that she has ovarian cancer and was extreme I y u np rofe ssiona I , rude, and comp I ete I y 
lacking in understJnding and compassion. I have never received such poor trealment and cusIomer service in my life. 

The supervisor tried to explain that they took me to a 'private· area, and that he understood my frustration. however, that does NOT make up for the treatment received. The agent's name was l(b::,(6) I 
No one has any right to treat passengers this way. II is unprofessional, utterly lacking of compassion, and I am left feeling frustraled, humiliated, and would like a formal apology and delailed explanation of what lhe procedures are for palients going 
through medical treatment with doctor's notes/clearances, and would appreciate it if your agents go through training on how to properly handle/address pea pie who have circumstances similar to mine. I did receive a patdown, and again. am feeling 
very hum i I ,ated because of the treatment received. 0 nee I receive a written response. I wi 11 be fo 11 owing up to insure th at other passengers fi yi ng from Kauai are Ire ated with due resp eel and compass ion. Your agents on Oahu we re com pa ss,onate 
and understanding and to receive the treatment I did on Kauai was completely unacceptable. I"m all for safety, but there is a point in which. common-sense, reason, and compassion should prevail. 

Please, da not allow your agents ta treat at hers this way. I will be waiting for a formal written response. 

I would like to file a formal complaint against a supervisor at Kennedy Airport. terminal 5. Jet Blue Airlines. 

The agent in question was SupervisorKiill:§IJ The flight was on Feb. 7 at 7:56 AM. flight #653, going to West Palm Beach International Airport. 

I asked to opt out of the x ray exam due to medical reasons based on the advice of my doctor. I have opted out at airports all over the country but 

have never experienced the rudeness and unprofessional behavior that was displayed by this officer. After I asked to opt out. I waited at the 

gate for aver 1 O minutes and observed that na one was being called ta get me far the pat down. I also saw a number of passengers who were sent 

through the metal detector instead of the x ray. When I asked if I could do that instead, I was angrily told "No. You already asked to opt out" This made no sense and seemed 

very arbitrary. Finally, after several more minutes fearing I might miss my flight, I asked for a supervisor. lmmediate1yJ~(b~1(_6~) __ ~!who was nearby, walked up to me 

2117120 14 and unce re mon iously ushered me abruptly through the gate, I mentioned that my person al items we re I eft unchecked and she completely ignored me and di reeled me to a Io cation on the side 

6:45:26 
PM 

where I couldn't see my things, which included a personal computer. my wallet, credit cards, etc. 

After she did the pat down. she apparently had a problem with the machine that checked her gloves because she kept putting a paper in it 

and it didn't seem to work. She asked another agent because it was clear that there something wrong with the machine. She also proceeded to ask another agent to check my 

bags again, although they had already gone through the x ray. I said ta him as she walked away. "she's harassing me•· and he nodded his head in agreement, obviously understanding 

this additional search of bags was unnecessary. 

l~(b_,(_6_) __ ~lapparently wasn't finished. She inf armed me that I had to have another pat down and refused to do it outside as per my request, 

she insisted that I go into a private room with her and another agent and she proceeded to pat me down again. She went out and then finally came back and said I passed (which was the case after the first pat down), but she said I had to wait for my 



I am writing about a concern that has grown in me regarding the screening process at airports with the xray screening technology. Specifically. my concerns have grown because of the procedure at Bush Intercontinental in Houston. Texas. 

I regularly fly a regional Uniled flight from Houslon to Colorado Springs and back, starling al IAH Terminal B. Since my surgery in July 2013, and because of a continuing heallh concern which can aggravaled by radiation, I ask to bypass the xray. 
Each time I do so. I have volunteered to pass through the metal detector. but not once have I been taken through (I am speaking only of IAH, as COS has no xray and automatically runs you thru the metal detector). 

This last week, I again asked to bypass the xray, and again I was taken thru a gate entry and given the pat-down. So were two gentlemen ahead of me. This is when my concern level got higher than it had been already. 

While a TSA agent does a very thorough topical pat-down. I personally feel that, without the benefit of a metal detector walk-thru, there is no way of guaranteeing the passenger is not hiding, with IN their person, anything that would breach the safety of 
the other passengers in the national airport system. And I know that, 1f this would cross my mind, 11 has definitely crossed the minds of those who would want to make sure no extra precautions are ever taken. 

2/18/2014 
8,39 :45 I hope that TSA will lake a look at the security gate procedure, and make it slandard thal. those refusing the xray machine should pass thru lhe meIaI detector, as well as submil to the pat-down. Since I wait to be laken back right nexl to the metal 

detector anyway, I do not believe it would take any extra time to have me walk thru that. rather than walk thru the open gate that is offered me. 
AM 

Please consider this additional bit of security, for the safety of all of us who fly. 

The caller stated that she and her husband are both GE members and that they both have flown from EWR to PR, and EW R to John Wayne. She stated that her husband has gotten the precheck on all legs of the flights but she only gets it on the 
departure fl i g his. She wanted to know if the re was an issue with her preche ck. She stated th at she needs the precheck be cause she has Ira ub I e removing her shoes due to meta I imp I ants and pins in her spine. 

211 a12014 Pass I oJ(b 1( 6) 
2:49:47 

PM Advised the caller: There is no indication based on the information that she has given me that there is a problem with her precheck. Advised that she Is still getting precheck but just not on a regular basis. Advised the caller TSA Pre\u2713 "' does not 
guarantee expedited screening. TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport. Advised that II a passenger cannot remove his or her shoes due to possible medical complications, discomfort or pain. 
Passengers who cannol remove their shoes can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT), the walk-through metal delector, or a thorough patdown. Advised lhat she does nol have to rely on precheck to be allowed to ask 10 keep her 
shoes an due to medical conditions. 



211812014 
4:17:45 

PM 

Hello. 

I just wanted to share my recent experience with screeners on a trip I look this past weekend (Feb 15-17). The experiences were polar opposite even though I had made the same request at bolh localions. One was fantastic, the other left me feeling 
angry and frustrated. 

I live in Phoenix and am currently 29 weeks pregnant. I saw my OB lhe previous day and was once again reminded I needed to decline going through lhe scanner and instead request a pat down when traveling (I've I raveled earlier in my pregnancy as 
well and she made the same recommendation then). Phoenix is my home airport and when I alerted the male employee working at the scanning line that I would need to request a pat dawn instead he began interrogating me as to why I needed ane. 
He said you know it's not an X-Ray machine, nght? It's perfectly safe, you know that, nght? You are aware of what a pat down consists of, right? I politely answered all of his questions. even though I felt I didn't need to justify myself to this individual 
before informing him I have had several pat downs by TSA officials and my OB, the DR treating me for pregnancy told me not to utilize the scanner and this was the reason I was requesting the pat down instead, He rolled his eyes at me and asked me 
to stand to the side while he called a female employee over to perform the pat-down and she was nice, bul honestly I was pissed after being Ireated so rudely by the previous employee. 

However, my experience coming back through San Fransisco yesterday was the polar opposite. I informed an older Asian gentleman (didn't get his name) that I needed to request a pat down and he ve politely pointed me to a chair and said it would 
jusl be a moment while he called a female employee over to assist me. It was maybe a lwo minute wait which I was surprised aboul considering they were quite busy and it was a holiday weekend h·11fr-, was the employee who performed my pat 
dawn and she was very kind, informing me of what she was doing every step of the way (which I know they are supposed to da), but she kept it very conversational, even asking me about my day. When I told her about my experience in Phoenix she 
mentioned that I should just do whatever I am more comfortable with and that il"s not at all uncommon for them to perform pat-downs on pregnant women frequently throughout the day. She was so kind I walked over to the supervisor's desk and told 
him of my experience pointing out the two employees that had assisted me while also informing him I would be com mun i cati ng on Ii ne as wel I. I've previously worked in custom er service lo r many yea rs and wanted to take this moment to recognize 
~ as being an all-star and to thank her again for being so kind during our inIeracIions yesterday. 

Something else that has be en inconsistent is the scanners request to se elwi pe down my bags as we 11. Al I other pat downs I have had (including previous P hoe nix pat-downs) no other screen er has requested I not touch my bags or have my husband 
collect them for me. All very politely asked if I needed assistance grabbing them or if was traveling with someone who could collect them for me, until the visit leaving Phoenix Saturday morning where the female employee insisted I not touch my bags 
that she needed to swab them as well. I didn'I really care, but whatever the policy is, ii should be consistently followed. I've traveled through Phoenix, Cleveland, San Fransisco, Kauai and Charlotte withoul having my bags swabbed as well. 

Previous to this I as t Phoenix experience at Term i na I four I and I 'I I pro vi de mo re d eta i I if you would Ii ke to track down this exact emp I oye e) I've be en treated cordia I ly by both ma I e and fern a I e emp I oye es at the airports I've visited w hi I e pregnant and 
requesting the pat down. His attitude and rudeness truly surprised me and started off my otherwise great I rip on a sour nol e. He deli nite I y needs mo re training on how 10 mo re co rd i a 11 y engage wi I h passengers. 

PI ease fee I free to contact me 1/ you have any add iii on al questions reg a rd i ng this experience. 

Thank you, 



211812014 
4:17:54 

PM 

Ladies and gentlemen - I recently had occasion to go through the P hoe nix airport wh i I e trave Ii ng on Southwest Air I in es. Everything went very wel I, with one exception: Al though I am T SA Pre-checked. because I have tw"o implanted joints. I set off the 
metal detector and required a pat-down. It would help expedite the process if a scanner was available for pre-check travelers, 

Thanks for the opportunity to provide feedback. 

(b,(6) 

Oceanside, CA 92054 

Office (toll-free) b)(61 

Fax: (866) 308-7230 

Direct line/Cell: f b)(61 J 
Caller wants 10 know d she gels a IN if she has to go through lhe AIT or WTMD. She states she doesn I wanl to use these machines and thoughl Precheck allowed her to nol go through I his screening. She wanted 10 know if she would still have to 
have a patdown. She wanted to know what the purpose was in getting Precheck. She paid the $85 fee for this. Caller wants to know if her pet has to go through a machine. She wanted to know if she could leave it in the carrier. 

2118120 14 Advised ca Iler: 
4:43:32 Advised caller that even wilh Precheck, you have to use one of the two machines. Every passenger has to be screened, so she has to either use a machine or receive a patdown. Precheck allows you to leave on your shoes, light ouIerwear, belt, and 

PM your computer in your bag. 

2119/2014 
8:4321 

AM 

Pets have to be taken through the WTMD for screening. A supervisor can make a decision to allow a passenger to leave the pet in the kennel. She would then have to take the kennel through the WTMD and allow the officer to look 

The caller is flying tomorrow with his family. He is a Global Entry member but the Precheck indication is not on his boarding pass. This is the first time that this has occurred. The Precheck indication is on his children s boarding pass. They are 5 and 7. 
He asked if he and his wife can go through expedited screening with his children as he heard that this could be done. 

He asked if he take bolh children with him lhrough expedited screening when he receives it. 

I advised th at as this is the first ti me th at this has occurred. it does n t mean that anything is wrong. It is very Ii ke ly random se I ecti on. No one is g ua ra nteed to receive expedited screening each ti me they !rave I. TSA sti 11 incorporates both random and 
unp redicta bl e screening measures at the airport, 

He cannot accompany his children through expedited screening. although he would never be asked to do anything that would separate him from him children. They an proceed through the standard screening with him. The screening for children 12 and 
under is si mi I a r to expedited s c reem ng as they don t have to remove their shoes. They are permitted addition al pass es through AIT to clear an anomaly rather than going into a patdown. 

I advised that he can take both children through expediled screening. Children 12 and under can escorl a parenl or guardian through the expedited screening. 

If he continues to have difficulty, he can call within 72 hours prior to travel or within 72 hours of not receiving expedited screening with his itinerary information and airline confirmation number. In most cases, we can escalate for troubleshooting. 



The ca 11 er has n t fl own m lour years. The ticket agent asked for her gender when she made her reservation aver the phone and the ca 11 er would Ii ke to know why she is asked lo r her gender as she found it offensive. She asked 1f she was asked this to 
determine ii she was transgender. She asked when The Secure Flight Program came into effect as she was not asked for this information the last time that she made reservations. Her friend advised that she is not asked for such information when she 
makes a reservation and lhe caller mentioned that the airline had her frequenl flyer number on file. 

The ca 11 er indicated that she has two knee rep I ace m ents and do esn t appreciate receiving p atdown as she is an old er person. She asked 1f the Al T wou Id show the , m plants. 

I explained that the airline is require to collect a passengers Secure Flight data which is the passengers full name, dale of birth and gender. TSA doesn't stipulate how the airline collecls this informalion. If the information is saved within a a 
211912014 passenge(s profile they not be asked for it each time they make a reservation or the airline may ask to verify the information. Secure Flight information is used for name comparison and watch list comparison against various Watch. No Fly, and 

9:10:35 Selectee List to ensure that someone who may want to do us harm is not permitted to fly or is screened additionally. TSA s goal 1s to ensure the safety of the traveling public. 
AM 

She should advise TSOs of the knee replacements before screening begins. Many passengers with me1a1 implants prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if lhey can sland still with 
their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. She can request AIT if available and if she meets the guidelines. AIT screening may reduce the need for a patdown. however alarms and anomalies are required to 
be cleared by TSO via additional screening which may include a patdown. Advising of the knee replacements prior will allow the TSO to be aware of them 1f there 1s an anomaly, however I cannot guarantee that a patdown screening will not be 
required. AIT is designed to detect both metallic and non metallic threats that may be concealed on a passengers body. 

As of November 2010, Secure Flight conducts uniform prescreening of passenger information against federal government watch lists for all covered U.S. and foreign flights into, out of, and within the United States 
http: www.tsa.gov stakeholders secure-flight-prowam 
Caller slated she applied for precheck and she was under the impression she wasnt suppose to go lhrough machines. Caller slated she wished that we would have put the screening process in the precheck information. Caller stated she opted in 
through the on line application. Caller wants to know if she has to go through the precheck line. 

Advised caller the lo 11 owing mforrn ati on: 

2;~~;~~~4 Advised caller because she opted in for precheck she will have to go through the screening technologies, either go through the AIT machine or have a patdown done. Advised caller the precheck program let passengers leave their shoes on, lighter 
outerwear and their 3-1-1 bag do esnt have to be removed from the passengers canyon I ugg age. 

AM 

211912014 

Advised caller if she wants to make a comment about the precheck program she can go to our website at www.tsa.gov and go to the blog and make a comment. 

Advised caller because she opled in for precheck passengers will still be screened. 

Advised ca Iler if she does nt want to go through the p recheck Ii ne she can go through the regular Ii ne. 
Di sa bi Ii ty Description: Rheumatoid arthritis 

Information Request What to expect at the checkpoint. 

Response Details: Travelers should notify the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) at the checkpoint if they are carrying this type of medication and supplies. Passengers may present medical documentation regarding a medical condition to help 
inform TSOs; however this documentation is not required, nor will it exempt passengers from the screening process. 

TSA does not require passengers to have medications in their original prescription bottles: however, some states have individual laws regarding the labeling of prescription medicalion which passengers may need to comply. 

Arrive to the che c kpomt at least 2 hours in advance of flight ti me. 

12: 10:22 lncidenl Details: Caller staled thal on 01.06.2014 she fell as though she was discriminaled against at lhe BOS checkpoinl due to her disability. 
PM 

She let the TS Os know that her medication could not be x-rayed and needed to be inspected visually. Then the officers told her it was procedure to have a pat down. 
Her other items were also gone through and patted down as wel I. 

Since she felt as though this was discriminatory I told her the complaint had to be done in writing and I would send her that information via email. 

She did want the information sent via email. 

Did not have flight itinerary, and though the incident occurred around noon. 



Caller has been flying frequently bemeen Atlantic City and Myrtle Beach for many years. He had an upsetting incident at security the other night. The AIT detected something in his pant area and he received a patdown, which Is something that has 
happened in the past, so he said it was not a big deal. However, this particular time the officer actually went down into his pants. He states that it was much farther down than just the waistband, He says that he felt molested. He says that the officer 
swabbed his hands al this point. He asked the officer why he was swabbing his hands and the officer said he didn t know that it was jusl something he had to do. The caller was concerned with this response. He believed that the officer should have 
been able to tell him why he was swabbing his hands. The passenger wanted clarification on this. He doesn t remember if the other times the machine has detected something that wasn t there was at Myrtle Beach. He says that the entire airport was 
redone approximately 6 to 8 months ago. He says that he asked a lady at the checkpoint about the machines and she told him they were tested monthly. 

Ai rpo rI: Myrt I e Bea ch 
Airline: Spirit 

211912014 Flight Number: 350 

2:SO:S 1 Checkpoint Only one, but this occurred at the machine closest to the left wall when you are looking at the checkpoint from check in. 
PM Dale and T,me: 02 17 14 9:15 p.m. 

Time Through Security: 7:30 and 8:00 p.m. 

Advised ca Iler: 
I explained to the caller thal the swabbing of the hands is actually ETD. This is done periodically when lhere are alarms as an alternale screening method. This is just protocol 10 do this additional method from time to time. Advised caller lhat I know the 
officers will put their finger in the edge of the waist band and go around. I don t know exactly what the patdown protocol calls for because I don t give these. but I will forward to the CSM, so that they may provide additional information regarding the 
procedure he underwent. I explained that they may also be able to provide some additional information or training to their staff, so that when they are asked a question like he asked they can answer. Also, I will note the particular machine that detected 
the anomaly, which wasn t actually there, so that they may check this machine. 

Disability Description: The caller has an internal implant. 

Information Request The caller has an medical implant. The caller states that she was told by an officer that we have a program that would allow her to submit her medical information and pay an $85 dollar fee, and we would send her a card that 
could be sea n ned th at would auto m atIca 11 send her to a aid own procedure so she would not have to keep tel Ii ng the officers at the checkpoints about her dis ab i I Ity and broadcasting her business to everyone at the airport. The ca 11 er states that the 
officer was TS A officer badge num be b ::, ( 6) am b ·1 ( 6) The ca Iler is angry that she is referred here and she believes the officer th at told her we have this p rag ram is correct, 

211912014 Response Details: I advised the caller that we have no such program. I advised the caller that all she has to do is inform the TSO that she has an internal implant and ask for a patdown procedure. I advised the caller that we do have notification 
5:27:58 cards, and helped her navigate the website to find them. I told the caller that the officer may have been talking about precheck but precheck benefits do not work like she Is describing. I offered to send the caller an email with the link directly to the 

PM notification cards. 

The caller is very angry and does not want to believe that we have no program that does this. 

The ca 11 er disconnected the ca 11 before I co u Id olfe r a PSS or su pe rvi sor option, 

I have a metal knee and when I travel through an airport without a scanner I must undergo a pat down search. I have two questions: 

211912014 1) Why isn't the TSA using wand scanners anymore as they can quickly find the metal that I have in my knee? 
6:08:18 

PM 

2119/2014 
8:11 :46 

PM 

2) You pat me down. but find no metal yet you let me pass? This makes no sense to me. I have never had anyone look at the soles of my feet or "other areas" where I could be hiding something metallic. If you pat me down and find nothing metallic, 
you really have just wasled all of our time. I mean nol to crilicize, but I just set off the metal deIecIor. Comments? 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service; Screenin Current Date/Time 2/1912014 6 08 41 PM Airport PHL - Ph1ladelph1a International Date/Time of Travel 02/14/2014 1 15 PM Airline & Flight Number Jet Blue Flt B6 260 Checkpoint/Area 
of Airporl: Terminal E4 TSA Employee: (If Known) (b':,(61 black wlfull beard Comment I have a pacemakerldefbulaler and I requested a pat down The TSA employee,~ 1n fronl of everyone began by put11ng h1s hands on my legs and starled 
to pull down my pants. He didn't warn me to hold my pants up an d continued to do so after I complained to him. His behavior was horrible. I asked for a supervisor. The person who came over to assist me told me they did not have any complaint 
forrn s and wo u Id not identify IJi:iillil by giving me his name or his I D number. She was very abrupt and nasty. She was a large black woman. When I went to the front desk to corn plain, the gentleman th ere tned to look up the incident on the v idea. but 
told me he could not find it. I am 77 years old. I was a 2nd class petty officer and I had many watches doing shore patrol and I know the difference bemeen a pat down and somebody pulling down your pants. It seemed very strange to me when I went 
to the supervisors, I could not get a name of the person or any satisfaction at all olher than someone to tell me to file my complaint on the computer. Suppose I was nol computer literaIe. Philadelphia is a horrible place and some of your employees do 
not belong in this profession. 

My return fi1ght was from Boston and my experience there was top knotch. I will try to avoid going to Philadelphia. I have always found it to be non-professional. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 

Passenger's Na;-m;=~=----.----' 
Phone Number (b 1(6) 

Email b1(6) 
To leave a commen concerning 1s eedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



211912014 
8:11:53 

PM 

Fro+b1(6) 
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2o14 1:26 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject D-RFI 

Attached is a Copy of the Complaint form, and a detailed Complaint for~kb_.~1(_6~'--~I The attached documentation refers to an incident at Boston Logan airport that occured on 1 7 14. 

Sincerily, 

r>IR, 1 .. 
HYPERLINtJ\b ,(6 I 

b)(6) I 
First Attachment: 

1. I booked a flight through Cape Air on January 7, 2014. The flight number was 9K1875. The plane was scheduled 10 depart at 12:00 PM. I arrived at Boslon Logan Airport at 10:30 AM 
2. I entered a Security Checkpoint in Terminal C fifteen minutes after arriving at the airport. 
3. I requested th at my medication be hand-checked. 
4. I have ankylosing spondylitis and Juvenile Rheumatoid Arthritis, which requires me to take an injectable medicine called Enbrel. 
5. Enbrel needs to be stored at 36 F to 46 F, and I keep it in a cooler with ice packs when I travel. 
6. Enbrel is a biologic medicine. and can be potentially damaged by going through! he X-ray machine. 
7. When I trave I, I take the box of medication out of the cooler, and request th at is be hand-checked. 
8. Based on 4 years of traveling with Enbrel, TSA officers hand-check the medicine, while the rest of my belongings go through the X-ray machine. 
9. My belongings have never been searched in addilion to my medicalion upon requesting that my medication be hand-checked prior 10 January 7, 2014. 
1 O. I have never been subjected ta a fu 11-bady pat down upon requesting th at my med i cati an be ha nd-<:hecked prior ta January 7, 2014 
11. On January 7, 2014 upon requesting that my medication be hand-checked. I was accused of bypassing security. 
12. January 7. 2014 upon req ues ting th at my medication be hand-checked, my s u i tease and my backpack we re hand-checked in addition to my medication, 
13. On January 7, 2014 upon requesting that my medication be hand-checked, I was subjected to a public full-body pal down. 
14. During the searches. I inquired whether all the searches would happen every time I travel with my medication. 

Disability Description: Caller is in a wheelchair from just having surgery on her leg. 

Response Details: I apologized to the caller for the incident. I told the caller I would forward the infonmation to the CSM for further review. 

Informed caller of lhe RFI information and explained I would email that to her. 

212012014 Incident Details: The caller stated she went through the checkpoint at Ronald Reagan on 2 16 2014 at 1 :30pm. The caller stated she believes a TSO at the airport made a huge error. The caller stated she has called the CSM numerous times and left 
10:10:39 messages. The caller wanted to infonm a manager of the incident so they can educate the employee. The caller stated she could have called the police. The caller said she had surgery on her leg in D.C. The caller stated she was at the checkpoint and 

AM she was in a wheelchair. The caller stated she could nol walk through the AIT. The caller slated her leg was was bandaged from her foot 10 her lhigh. The caller stated she was taken to a one way hallway so the officer could perform a pat-down. The 
caller stated the officer periormed the pat-down and the passenger informed the officer about her leg. The caller stated the officer grabbed her knee and the caller stated she was in such pain that she lost her breath. Caller stated the officer seen that 
she was in pain and she immediately let go of her leg. The caller stated the officer left and spoke with a supervisor. The supervisor told the officer to do the hand test on her leg. The caller stated the officers did not know what to do. The caller stated 
she felt like she was battered, The caller stated she is not upset about the pat-<:Jown but she needs the officer needs to be educated so the incident does not happen again. The caller stated she was flying on Delta Airlines out of Gate#123. 

212012014 
10:47:53 

AM 

Caller said her mother flew from Phoenix to Redmond Oregon. Caller said her mother is 80 years old and she was made to take her shoes off because the TSO told her she tested posilive for explosives. Caller said they kepi her wailing a long period 
of time, caller said she almost missed her flight. Caller said her mother gat very upset to the point, that naw she does not know if she wants to travel. Caller said even a stranger in a wheelchair was upset while watching her math er be screened. 
Caller said her moth er was not treated with respect. caller said she was Ire ated Ii ke a cri mm al. . Ca 11 er said her mother to Id her about the incident. caller Is basing her comp I amt on th inform atIon her moth er gave her. Cal I er does not have the flight 
details. 

Patdowns are one important tool ta help TSA detect hidden and dangerous items, such as explosives. Passengers should continue to expect an unpredictable mix al security layers that include explosives trace detection, advanced imaging technology, 
and canrn e teams, among others. Transportation Sec u nty Officers wi 11 conduct different patdown procedures to resolve different types of a no m al i es. During the assessment, office rs wi 11 use revised paid own procedures in al I instances to resolve 
anomalies. 
I told lhe caller if an alarm sounds, TSA has to do addilional screening to find out what caused lhe alarm. 

I advised the cal I er that she can cal I the T SA Cares Ii ne and request that someone a ssIst her mother in getting through the security checkpoint. 
Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at 1-855-787-2227 prior to traveling with questions about screening policies. procedures and what to expect at the security checkpoint. TSA Cares serves as an additional, dedicated resource specifically for 
passengers wilh disabililies, medical conditions or other circumstances or their loved ones who want to prepare for the screening process prior 10 flying. 
The hours of operation far the TSA Cares helpline are Monday through Friday 8 a.m. - 11 p.m. EST and weekends and Holidays 9 a.m. - 8 p.m. EST. 



I am a tax paying American citizen aged 68. 
I have Global Entry statue and travel semi frequently. 
I have a prosthelic righl hip. 

212012014 I wear an insulin pump. I do not take this through the body s canning machines_ 

12,17,36 W_h _am I sub'ected to a full body pat down? This 1s a great inconvenience and hassle to me and a waste if time for female TSA employees. Why am I discriminated against? 

PM bi(61 

Sent from my iPhone 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : P role ss,ona Ii sm/C ustome r Service Current Date/Ti me 212012014 1 0: 15: 54 AM Airport : AT L - Ha rtsfi eld-J a c kso n All ant a I nte mati on al Date/Ti me of Travel : 0211812014 2: 00 PM Airline & FI i g ht N umber : De Ila FI 1g ht# 527 2 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : North Terminal TSA Employee: (II Known) . 
Comment: On Tuesday, February 18th, I came 10 Hartsfield to catch a flight to Dallas for business. I came through the TSA security checkpoint in the North 1erminal. As I approached the farthest checkpoint on the left, I placed my smartphone on the 
reader to read my boarding pass and handed the female, African American TSA agent my Georgia drivers license. As I was at the checkpoint. an African American male airport employee approached the TSA agent and they began to discuss pooling 
funds to buy lottery tickets. The agent was clearly distracted and to Id me to proceed. It was not unt, I I reached my hotel in Da 11 as that I real ,zed th at the agent did not return my driver's Ii ce n se. Had this been a s imp I e mistake due to a h1g h volume of 
traveler's I might could understand, but I am very displeased that this was caused by her allowing herself to be distracted from her job and chatting with an airport employee. In addition, she clearly should have realized when the next traveler came 
through thal she still had my ID in hand and could have made an effort to return ii to me. 

Because of this incident. I was left in Dallas without a dnvers license. The following day (2119 around 4:00PM) as I came to the airport to return home to Atlanta, I approached the TSA checkpoint. Of course, I had no drivers license to present to the 

212012014 agent. I showed the agent my state issued Georgia concealed carry weapons permit, which is a photo ID. In addition, I showed the agent my social security card. Apparently this was not good enough and I was subjected to a full pat down, having my 

12,18,38 bag searched, and a delay in getting through security. Finally, once reaching Atlanta, I had to spend lime going to find my license al the lost and found area of the airport when all I really wanted to do was get in my car and go home. 

PM 
Al I of this hassle was because the orig i na I agent in A ti a nta did not take her job se nousl y. allowing me to pass through without retu rm ng my ID. I am actually none too p I eased that I was subjected to additional scrutiny in Da 11 as given that I had a state 
issued photo ID and Social Security card. but I would have never been put in that position had I had my license returned in the first place. 

I appreciate the job that the TSA does to keep our skies and our country safe. I understand that it is a thankless job. I get that by and large. most TSA employees do an excellent job. That being said, I just could not let this one go. I felt like it is 
important for you al I to know and be able to re iterate with your emp I aye es the importance of staying focused on the job and the impact on travelers when they don't. 
Would you like a response?· False 

Passenger's Narcm...._,~-~--.,_....1 
Phone Number b)(6:1 
Email (b)(61 
To leave a commen concerning 1s feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Clicking link you sent resutled in "View static 404 page not found.'" 

Teri Klir 

From: "tsatcc do not reply@senture.com" <tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com> 

To!rh1/R1 I 
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 8:32 PM 
Subject In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank you for con tJ ct i ng T SA with your quest ions and concerns about a i rpo rI security ch eek point screening for travelers wi I h dis a bi Ii Ii es and medica I cond i Ii o ns. Speci fi cal I y, you we re concerned a bout screening for passengers who have casts, 
braces, or support a pp Ii an ces. 

If a passenger has a cast, brace, or support appliance, the way screening will be conducted depends on his or her level of ability. The passenger should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of his or her ability, of the existence of a cast. 

212012014 brace, or support appliance, and of any need for assislance before screening begins. 

4:09:16 
PM 

TSA has created not1f1cation cards that travelers may use to inform TS Os about any disability. medical condItIon, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening, their use 
may improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their conditions. This card can be found at http://www.tsa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/disability notification cards.pd!. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their anms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only ii they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown; however, passengers cannot request to be screened by a 
walk-through meIaI detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A patd own procedure a I so is used to resolve any a I a nms of a metal detector or a no ma Ii es identified by A IT. If a patd own is required in order to complete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private sere en i ng at any 11 me and a p nvate screening s hou Id be offered when the TSO must patdown s ensItIve areas. During a private screening, another T SA employee wi 11 a I so be present and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 

The passenger should inform TSOs of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 

Callers 12 year old son has diabetes. At their departing airporl the process went smoothly. Her son had a patdown procedure instead of going lhrough the screening machines because his insulin pump has nol been IesIed with these machines. 
Coming back from St. Thomas they tried to get her son another patdown. The officers said they couldn t pat him down, so instead they patted down the callers husband and hand inspected all of their bags doing ETD as needed. Her son was not 
screened at all. He did not use a machine and did not receive a patdown. Dunng the process his surfboard was damaged as well. There were dings all over the brand new custom board as well as a crack. 

Airporl: St. Thomas 
Airline: American 
Flight Number: 936 
Gate: 4 
Dale: 02 18 14 

2~2~~~~~ 4 Departure Time: 3: 15 p.m. 
Time through security: a pp roxi mately 1 : 3 0 p. m. 

PM 

Advised ca Iler: 
For the surfboard: 
I would send claim forms via e-mail and they will be received within 24 hours. Once our claims office processes these. you will receive a letter of acknowledgement and also a claim number. You can use this claim number to check the status of your 
claim. 

I will also forward a copy of this information to the CSM to make them aware of this situation. 

Because her son was not screened, I will transfer to a security specialist. Generally the screening process goes as it did the first time. 



2/2112014 

I fi ew tad ay from Hono I ul u to Los Angeles I eve ntua 11 y to San Diego). I am a frequent fi ye r for De Ila and tad ay's boa rd i ng pass had me designated as el ig, bl e lo r TSA Pre-check. I went through the Pre-ch eek Ii ne and ap pa re ntly. I was se I ected lo r 
secondary screening. They ran a cloth across my hands and said it was positive. so I had to do additional screening. They asked ii I wanted a private area, I said no because I thought-mistakenly-that this would be similar to previous secondary 
screenings where they did a straightforward pal down. Nol this time, they wenl inside my waist band, inside my collar, and much detailed, slower pat down of my arms and legs. The person had 10 refer back to others, several limes, for whal to do, 
swipes again of my hand and now shoes, belt. This went on for about 7 minutes. Afterwards. I asked to speak to the super,isar to see if there was a written procedure that was available so that if I had asked to see it when this started, it would have 
detailed a 11 they were going to do and I pro ba bl y would have opted to do so in p nvate----it wo u Id a I so have be en a useful form for training new personnel. He said they did not have anything Ii ke that. 

All hough the personnel were polite and respectful, my complaint is not with lhe personnel, but lhe process. I find it disappointing that there is no writlen procedure, explanation of what is about to transpire or even piclures detailing what is necessary 
when this procedure is called for, and also better information on what I can do to prevent false positives-because when I asked, no one could offer anything (I had refueled my rental car? Etc) 

8:21: 10 I served my country proudly for 32 years reaching the rank of Navy Captain, having two commands and having the government entrust me with thousands of people and billions of dollars in contracts, so it was personally very emban-assing-I am sure 
AM a very common reaction from young and old alike--- to stand I here arms outstrelched for such a long period of time, not knowing what else was going to be done to me, while a poorly defined process was execuled. I understand lhe need for security, 

but I think there is definite room for improvement with this process, to make it so that it is mare transparent to the passengers and probably more efficient. In the Navy, we didn"t do many things without a checklist. 

212112014 
225:11 

PM 

D 
NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air I ravel discrimination complain! form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INEQRMAIIQN 

Full NameJ~(b-;:1::::(6=)=====----~ 
Email Addresl .. i;.h.a"\/._R"""·,,.,....-------.---' 
Phone Numbej(b)(61 
Address: ~------~ 

Are you 18 ar over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an altorn ey in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N at,ona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Re no Tahoe I nternationa I Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 



Caller returned from Puerto Rico. he had a NOi in his bag. He had TSA locks on his bag and this is the second time this had happened to him. He ask if they liquids in his luggage would that make them to have open the bags? He will be 75 and 
understood there was a new screening procedure. He has metal in his body. ask about the screening for the AH 

Told caller 
I exp I a i ned to him the re are only 2 brands we have access too, T rave I Sentry and Safe Ski es. If it was a a brand we dont have access to they wi 11 have to cut off the lock to open the bag. 

212112014 Having liquids in his bag would not be a reason for I hem to open lhe bag, they xray all bags and will have to open the bag to clear any alarm and the bags can be randomly selected as well to be opened for screening. 
4:1237 

PM Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outer\'llear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alarm, as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

2121/2014 
4:2316 

PM 

Anytime there was metal in the body. let the officer know where the metal was located in the body. If there was 
an a I a rm dun ng s c reem ng the off ce r wi 11 give a patdown to clear any a I arm. They are just verifying it was the 
metal in the body instead of something on the body. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time· 2121/2014 3:30A3 PM Airport: BOS - Logan International Date/Time of Travel· 02/21/2014 2:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: Southwest Checkpoint/Area of Airport. Southwest terminal - E1a-e gates TSA Employee: (If Known): 
ID checker and metal detector guard Comment Despite having TSA PRE-CHECK featured prominently on my printed boarding pass and despite me pointing this out verbally, the TSA agent checking IDs did not scan my boarding pass and did not 
stamp the pass with expedited screening, I then was not permitted to go through the metal detector even after I showed the agent standing guard my boarding pass with TSA PRE-CHECK on it. 
The agent who provided me with my pat-down was very professional and sympathized with my annoyance. Another agent whom I encountered past lhe checkpoint went to reprimand the one who was checking IDs and failed to sIamp my boarding 
pass. And a third sympathetic employee recommended I submit an official complaint ta TSA. Sa here you go. I paid $100 for Global Entry mainly ta benefit from the expedited screening process, and it is therefore very frustrating when incompetence 
precludes me from ta king ad vantage of this service. 
Would you like a response?· True 

Passenger's Nam~e~h_--,_1r;_·_I -~----~ 
Phone Number · 
Email b1(6) 

1s eedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller went through DEN last week. She requires a wheelchair due to a neuromuscular malady. She had maJor problems with TSA at DEN. She has PreCheck and was in that line. Caller was sent to the end of the line. The female screener was rude 
and wouldn t let her through. She tweeted TSA about the issue, and she got a letter from Denver and they were nice. She flew from DCA today on US Air. She had a wheelchair. She went to the checkpoint. but she was told that she couldn t cross the 
line with the wheelchair. She was sent to a differenl line. All of her property was searched. Why must she go to another line? What caller wanls to know is ... she read the press release for TSA Media ... whal is she doing wrong? Why is each airport 
different? She was tald that she had ta leave the PreCheck line because she cauldn t take the wheelchair across the line. She was told that wheelchairs have ta go through a certain line. 

I cons u I ted wit~( b) ( ff:, l,vhom advised that her situation would require her to go through seoond a ry screening. When I advised the ca 11 er that she wo u Id have had to go through seoond a ry screening due to her circumstances, she advised th at th at 
was not what happened and she asked 10 speak to my supervisor. 

E sea I atIon Notes: GAH 
The caller flew out of DCA on 2-21-2014 on US Air\'llays flight 1749 scheduled to leave at 9:23am at gate 43 to CLT. The caller got wheelchair assistance and proceeded to the Pre-check lanes because she had Pre-Check on her boarding pass. The 

212112014 two pleasant TSO s that checked her ID directed her 10 lhe Pre-Check line and when she got to the Pre-Check line she was told that wheelchairs cant cross the line and was redirected to a diflerent line across the terminal that was next to a resturant 
4:35: 13 called Sam and Harry s. A young african american male TSO guided her to the new checkpoint and apologized ta her a lat and explained it was their procedure. When she arrived at the check paint she was pushed to the side and her hands had a 

PM ETD done and her laptop was removed from its bag and sent through X-ray. She was cleared after that. 

The caller is concerned lhat she got no real screening. She didnt get a patdown or go through the AIT or metal deIecIor. She fell very humilated by lhe treatment she 901 because she was in a wheelchair. She says she can get oul of the wheelchair 
and walk through the AIT or metal detector. She had numerous questions concerning her upcoming screening at Ct.T if she will be treated the same way. 

I exp I a i ned to the cal I er that I oou ldnt tel I her the day to day operations of each airport but I wo u Id send her concerns to the DC A csm to review her sere en i ng, I a I so told the cal I er how to get the CSM s telephone numb er off our IVR I to Id her that if 
she has concerns aboul her screening she could call TSA cares and ask for assistance or speak to a supervior or PSS al the check poinl. I apologized for her experince and told her 10 call us if she has any further queslions. 



Caller asked what TSA policy is when a person has PreCheck and the metal detectors go off what is the next step 
She stated that she is well endowed and her bra has metal in it so she reached up under her shirt and removed her bra and put it in the bin rather than be felt up. 
She kepi saying So the only choice was to remove my bra or be felt up . She continued several times to try to gel me 10 res tale it as she was. 
She that her screening was at Ontario California at 10:30 AM this morning and she is not dropping it and she is going to the LA times. 

RESPONSE: 

Told her having PreCheck does not make a difference when you set off the metal detectors we must resolve your screening and the next step would be a patdown as well as other screening methods. 
2/2112014 

4 :50: 56 Toi d her T SA does not ask trave I ers to remove clothing and I am sorry she fe It a need to do so, 
PM I can only say th at if you sel off I he mel al detectors we must reso Ive your screening with a patdown. 

2/2112014 
6:15:31 

PM 

Told her that I am not going to state it in a certain way and I have confirmed procedure several times and asked if she has any new questions I can help her with. 

Told her I am sorry she was upset but we do have to resolve lhe screening. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion; Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 212112014 5:34:33 PM Airport ORD - Chicago-O'Hare International Date/Time of Travel: 0212012014 1 :00 PM Airline & Flight Number: American 
Airlines 2914 Checkpoint/Area of Airport · Wheelchairlspecal needs area near AA counter TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment : I am a recently diagnosed breast cancer patient who travels to the Cancer T realm e nt Center in Zion IL far che mo. This trip I was healed enough from my No vem be r mastectomy surgery to be ab I e to be fitted with a breast prosthesis. I did 
not have room to p I ace it in my check through I uggage. as I had to purchase severa I medical ions and sup pl em e nts that took up a I ot of I ugg age space, So I carried the pink box that says American Brea st Ca re on it with the sp eci a I zip up hold er far the 
gel breast prosthesis inside it, in a sack given 10 me al the center, along with lhe box my wig was in and an unopened package of Oreo cookies my husband bought. The TSA screening picked up lhe gel prosthesis on ,-ray, and required furlher 
inspection, which I did not have a problem with. However. the woman who examined it not only took it out of its holder and held it where all other passengers could see it, but continued to wipe it with the chemical pad repeatedly as if she might pick up 
something on it she had missed before. then earned 11 publically over to one of the male personnel for him to examine. He, thankfully, waved it aside as if he, too, were embarrassed. and she finally put it back in its holder. This all took several 
minutes. She also kept wiping down the unopened Oreo package as if it were somehow a threat. I was humiliated beyond words. I was not wearing my bra or prosthesis on that day, because I had my central line (port) accessed that morning for 
blood work 10 be drawn and in anlicipalion of chemo, and the bra strap is in the way of the port. I lried to explain to the TSA agent what the prosthesis was (as if ii were not obvious), and asked if I were going 10 have to go through this even if I wore it 
inside my bra through a typical x-ray screening in the future. Or what is the process when I have my actual breast reconstruction ne,t year? Will the gel breast implants be picked up on ,-ray as if they are a threat, and will I be subjected to pat downs 
every time? I still feel violated and humiliated. If she had only taken time to read on the box what it was, or to read the leaflet inside the packaging, she could have spared us both a lot of time and me a lot of embarrassment. I am also not sure what 
the chemical was on the pad she kept wiping the prosthesis with, and whether it will have any damaging effects on the prosthesis. I showed her my cards from the Cancer Treatment center that identified me as a cancer patient, but she ignored them. I 
have had to deal wilh a lot of emotional and mental stress already in the past four months dealing with a cancer diagnosis, surgery, masIecIomy, and chemo, without having 10 deal with the public humiliation of my breast prosthesis being displayed for 
all to see. I was so frustrated at that point I was ready to open my blouse and show her my mastectomy site so she could understand what the prosthesis was for. Please educate your agents on tact. and the various kinds of prostheses that people 
with ca nee rs and dis ab i I ItIes may have to transport with them. I sti 11 le el that I could cry at any minute aver this. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 

Passenger's Na..,.m_e=b~i~(6~I --~-~ 
Phone Numbe b. m 
Email : b 1(6) 
To leav~e_a_c_o_m_m_e_n_t_c_o_n_ce_r_n-in_g_t_h_is-,feedback, follow this link . http:!ltsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/Applicatio11Ma11ager 



2121/2014 
6:1542 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Dateflime 2121/2014 4:36:56 PM Airport: MIA - Miami International Dateffime of TrMel 02/2112014 3:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Concourse E TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment : I must say I was thoroug hi y um m pressed with your service today. My Ii an c&#2 33: and mys elf were pre pa red at our security checkpoint, and were di re cted to go through the mi 11 i meter wave d ev1ce, which be both refuse to go through u nti I 
there is clear evidence that they are safe. This, good sir/madam is where our problem starts. We both opted out, and were made to stand barefoot on the cold tile next to the bright red &quot;do not enter&quot: sign, clearly out of place and in a manner 
that would draw atlention 10 us. After waiting about 15 minutes, I was hand gestured at and told to &quot:go&quot: ... I was unsure where to go as I had 2 options near me, a solid fence and lhe body scanner. After being told &quot:go&quoi; and offered 
no guidance, I eventually discovered a small gate that was opened when I got near it. The gentleman officer then periormed a very thorough and professional pat-down. I was cleared, however my fianc&#233; was still on the otherwise of the 
checkpoint. waiting. 20 minutes later, she was still standing there, cold and barefoot now with 4 other women waiting to be screened, being told they were &quot;short-staffed&quot:. with one female staff member yelling loudly and publicly every few 
minutes &quot:female opt-outs&quot:. while I stood opposite the checkpoint counting 2 women collecting the items bins, one lady doing something with a clipboard. and several men available. If you were short staffed. why were there so many people 
doing odd/other jobs while ta, paying citizens s1ood on cold tile being publicly embarrassed for opting out? Pat downs take 2 minu1es at the most. Needless 10 say, we spent about 45 minu1es standing around your checkpoint, her being embarrassed 
and I trying to not be agitated by haw our time was wasted and your staff treated us with no respect and in a manner that drew attention and embarrassment towards us. I have always tried to give our government employees the benefit of the doubt in 
most situations, but if this is the SOP for the TSA, then I am truly embarrassed at how you treat the US citizens and our nation's visitors, and hope you can find ways to do better in the future. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Nam~(b)(61 
PhonP. Nqmher · "--'-'---'-------' 
Email l(b)(61 I 
To leave ·a comment concerning this \eedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Disability Description: The callers daughter has PTSD, limited eye-sight. and is in a wheelchair. 

Response Details: Far your complaint ta be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)), it must 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed discriminatory action in sufficient deta i I to inform T SA of the nature of the a I leg ed a ct of discrimination: and 
Be signed by lhe complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns, we also need ta know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf, 

2121/2014 
6:44: 13 Any of the above requirements can be waived for good cause. If you are requesting that any of the above requirements be waived, please explain your good cause in your complaint. 

PM To file a complaint electronically, please send an e-mail to: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to place D-RFI in the subject line to allow for proper handling. 

To file a complaint via the Internet. please visit http: www.tsa.gov traveler-information travelers-filing-compliant. 

Incident Details: Caller had a really horrible experience. His daughter flew from Midland Texas airport yesterday and she has several disabilities. She is in a scooter, she is very ill, she also suffers from PTSD and she had a very traumatic experience 
growing up. When lhey came through they wanled her to get a private screening and they wanted to be near her. As long as she knows her family is near she is fine. He lalked 10 a supervisor and he told her she was going to be fine. He didn t 
mention that his daughter had disabilities. His wife went through the screening. His wife said that was her daughter and she needed to be near her. The TSO said she was not allowed to touch her or talk to her during the screening process. When his 
daughter gets upset she cannot make decisions. They asked her if she wanted a private screening but she does not remember. She went through the patdown and every single part of her body was touched. She has limited eyesight. The caller 
stated they were only 4 feet away but she could not see them. They were told not to talk to her and she was crying and was terrified by the whole thing. This happened at 930 yesterday morning. She is still upset about it. The lady who did the 
pa td own was very com passionate. Afterwards when they we re consoling I he d aug hte r a TSO slated th at when it comes to someone with a dis a bi Ii I y the re should be better procedures in p I ace. 

Airport where the incident occurred: Midland Texas 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight numbers: 25 
Date and time of incident February 20, 2014, 930 am 



I am writing to lodge an official complaint against TSA officer~l(_b_1(_6_, __ ~I and his Superviso{b )(ff:, !after an i nc1d e nt at Bob Hope Airport that occurred between 6p m and 6: 30p m 212012014. 

PI ease check the security cam era footage. 

My rights were abused and I was deeply humiliated at the orders of officer ~!(b_,(_6_) __ ~Iwho was directly retaliating against me for standing up for my rights during what should have been an ordinary Boarding Pass check. 

E~ents ".'ere as follows. I.am a frequent traveler between OAK and BURBANK on business. I travel about once a month and have done so for the pa~t 1.5 ears without incident. My married name is~ my maiden name is~ My OMV 
dn vers I, cense has f'5'i("§T7 on 11. Due to the way my company boo ks travel and the fact the name I go through my employer and on my credit cards , s ( b 1 6 th, s Is the name on my Boa ~s. When I have been ~out th, s 
discrepancy on eve ~ccasion for the I as t 1 , 5 yea rs this ex la nation has been sufficient, On this occasion the T SA agent handed me off to Office ( b) ( 6) who proceeded to g ri 11 and require add i ti o na I d ocu m entat ion, I was happy to com ply and 

212112014 got oul my wallet and showed him 3 credit cards which had (b 1(6) on I hem. 

8:12:41 
PM 

At this point Officer !I h ·1 / R ·., I i na pp ro pri ate ly took it upon hi mse If. without my consent, or his verba I request. to grab the wal I et that was in my hands and grab lo r additional cards th at were in my wallet. My privacy was violated with this totally 
inappropriate and threatening behavior. I am protected by the HYPERLINK "http://www.nydailynews.com/topics/Fourth+Amendment"Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution and should be free from unreasonable searches and seizures. 

At this point I stood up for my rights and asked him to not please grab for my wallet but that I would pass him what he wanted. And I took my wallet back out of his reach. 

As soon as I asserted my rights. and instead of asking for further documentation of which I had plenty in my bag, he required I be sent through "special screening", 

This involved pulling me out of the security line, and involving 3 additional TAS officers. I had to wait 15 minutes before being told with absolutely no explanation I would have to go through a full pat down. I still have no idea why. I was shown to the 
pu bl Ic pat down a re a and was told that it wo u Id involve touching my breasts and buttocks. At this point I objected to this happening in such a pu bl Ic p I ace and requested a private room. and a female non T SA witness. This took another 15 minutes to 
acccm pl ish. 

The "patdown" itself was incredibly humiliating. My breasts, inner thighs and buttocks were groped., 

It was a violation of my "basic rights to privacy and dignity," and involved "offensive touching, gripping and rubbing of sensitive areas of my body.'' 

There was absolutely no security justification for treating me in this way. This was a clearly a punitive, retaliation by this officer who was punishing me for standing up for my rights. I was never at any point told I was security risk. I was never at any 



I am contacting you in reference to our expe nence with our security checks at Dal las Love Fie Id and M 1d I and International . 

My daughter has experienced great trauma in her life, and is very uncomfortable with being Iouched by slrangers. 

She Is wheelchair bound and had to go through a pat down. We do understand that this is what was necessary, however I asked 1/ I could be present and was told '"yes but no verbal interaction, and you cannot touch her.·· 

That slatement is our point of contention- acIually, please allow me to share her words with you: 

I saw my parents watching me getting raped and you just stood there as I was getting raped because you didn't stand up for me as they were touching me all over me. I thought in my head you and mom was going to hold my hand as they were raping 
me and talking me through it like you always do reminding me that this is for my safety and just talking me through but instead I just kept getting hands touching all over me and no dads voice and no moms voice anywhere and no moms or dads touch 
anywhere when I was in hell but insIead my parenls was silting back watching the whole experience as I was gelling raped. I know you are going to tell me honey you were not raped bul I am sorry bul thal is what I felt, every body part was Iouched and 
felt and I was violated and my parents watched as it was taking placed. I know in my heart you both didn't want this to happen and it hurt you both but I don't know how to get this trauma out of my heart and to let this pain go. 

You see. my daughter has experienced the trauma of having been held captive and raped repeatedly by strangers, male and female. Usually we talk her through these things, but we had to remain on the other side of the ban-iers and remain silent. 
212112014 Your agenl was in tears as well. She did the best she could. 
9:1213 

PM Her supervisor sought us out and a po log ized as we 11. 

I am requesting a way for my daughter 10 Iravel and not go lhrough this again- we need her to fiy as she doesn't have the health for the car ride, bul she can't endure this again. 

I would like an e-mail of apology to send her and a plan of action for her mental and emotional health when she travels again. 

Flight #25, Midland to Dallas Love Field 

Sent from my Galaxy S:EIII 



Froml(bi(ff1 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 9:25 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1PJ(bi(6i 
212112014 Dale Time: 2/2112f;,0-,-14.,...,,9""':2'"'4"":3'"'1""P"'M..,..... 

10:10:34 
PM 

Name: 

fbi(61 

Email: 

HYPERLINlf~b_,_(6_) _______________ ~ 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

youve got to be kidding me. 

Comments: 

rm really appalled by the treatment we received at Cleveland Airport this morning. My mother and I were screened. they chose her out of a group of people for a private search in a small room for no apparent reason. Nothing in the scanners went off. 

Caller said he has an artificial hip. He was flying from Arizona. He had the PreCheck boarding pass where you are not supposed to be taking off your shoes. He said his hip set off the alarm. Al olher airports they jusl do the wand over his hip and it is 
ok. This time, he said he found it very offensive to be patted down and be felt up. He said he was mad and upset about that. He said the kid that was doing the screening told him to open his legs wide and keep his legs in the little circles. Caller said 
he cursed about that. The agent told him to be quite before he gets into more trouble. The agent told him he could take him back and do some more things. He said his checked luggage was also screened. There was a NOi in his bag. He said he 
thought it was because of what happened and what he said d~the patdown. He said he traveled before with his hip and he had no problem. He said old white guys like him are not the ones they are looking after. He said he was going to talk to 
his Congressman. He said he would talk to a friend who was ~e said TSA needs to rethink what they are doing. 

2~2~~2~:4 RESPONSE: I will be sending your complaint to the CSM at the airport. I do apologize for your experience. Thank you for calling TSA to make us aware of the incident. TSA does take every complaint seriously. I cannot guarantee you when or if the 
· AM CS M wi 11 contact you back. 

Dale and Time of the flight: Feb 21, 2014 Deparled 9:35 a .m. 
Gate or Terminal: Gate A 30 
Flight# 626 
Airline: US Airways 
Airporl: Phoenix Sky Harbor 



212212014 
11:10:28 

AM 

TSA 
Fax HYPERLINK "tel 571-227-1921"571-227-1921 
Multicultural Branch Office of Civil Rights and Liberties, 
Ombudsman and Traveler Engagement Transportation Security 
Adm i ni st rat ion 
701 South 12th Street 

Arlington. VA HYPERLINK "tel~l(b_._1(_6_, ------~ 

I was leaving from Midland airport going back to Dallas and yes I am in a wheelchair and that is bad enough and yes I have cancer and my legs are very weak but that isn't the worse of it. I suffer from PTSD and I have been raped many times in my life 
so the pal down was very traumalic for me. I understand that it was policy and you had to make sure thal I was safe 10 fly but jusl like you have special arrangements for me with my disabilities physically can't you have special arrangements for people 
emotionally? You see I had my family with me at the time of the pat down but when I am upset I can·t think for myself and they were told that they were not allowed to get near me or talk to me while the pat down was taking place. My mom said she 
thinks the lady might have asked me 1f I wanted the pat down to be private but again 1f I am upset or scared I am not about to speak for myself that is part of my PTSD and that is when having my parents close by 
would have been useful. Also my mom said that even ii that lady did ask me she said it so softy that even my parents couldn't have heard them and they were not close enough to tell her that I needed a private pat down so that was the first mistake 
that was taken place during the pat down. So your employees made me feel like I was getling raped all over again in front of people and in front of my family. II is hard enough feeling like gelling raped all over again in front of people bul in front of your 
family how embarrassing was that. I wouldn't even yell for my dad or beg my dad to hold my hand or ask him to remind me that I am safe and to remind me that this is for safety he was so far away from me but they just watched as I was violated once 
again in my life. They touched every single part of my body as I sat there crying and even that the employee had to stop to get me a tissue in the middle of the pat down. You telling me that the employee 
couldn't see that I was crying enough to have to have a tissue that she should have taken me somewhere private or allow my family to hold my hand or allow my dad to hold my hand or allow him to get close enough to allow him to talk to me to distract 
me so that maybe the pat down wouldn't be so bad on me. Whal is this world coming to it was just your job but il's been 24 hours hours and I am still crying and I haven'I eaten or drank since I got home and lhe memories of me gelling rape is all up on 
the suriace now. I understand it's not your fault that I have been raped and hurt but your job and your company could have if you cared enough could have made this pat down go a little easier for me. What could have hurt if my dad could have held one 
hand while they were patting one side and th en he could have held the other and if you we re worried th at I had a weapon then your emp I aye e was ng ht th ere and wou Id have saw it a 11 and my pa rents had 
already went through the security check so all they wanted to do was to help make it easier on their daughter. My dad even told your employee that the pat down was going to be hard on me and my mom told the lady she needed to be with me and was 
told thal she couldn't talk or touch me how cruel was it 10 sil back and walch your daughter cry and allow their daughter be touched all over and not be allowed to tell their daughter that she was safe and protected. I felt so violated and felt I hat 1rauma 
all over again. I understand you have a job to do and you have to make sure that everyone is safe to travel and I am grateful for that however in life people need to have some exceptions in life and if people would be willing to try to find ways to make a 
difference in others lives and to try to make life easier for others life might become to live in. YesterdayHYPERLINK "calendar:T2:2/20/2014"212012014 made me feel like my voice was taken away from me again in my life and I am living this 
bad life again and I coming to see my family again in two weeks and I pray that you see my heart and you are willing to speak up for me so that next time you won't add more trauma for me and that this pat down won't be so bad for me? Can you care 
about me and my needs and help come up wilh a belier plan for me next time? II has been almost two days and I can still feel those hands touching all over my body and I have taken so many cloths trying to wash my body bul I still feel that dirliness 
all over me and I can't get that feeling out of my head. Having to lean over, lift my shirt. lift my leg, touch my breast, bend over, every part was touch and felt how embarrassing and degrading that made me feel. I felt like I had no value and no voice. my 
dad always taught me that my body was mine and I had the ng ht to my own body and no one had the rig ht to touch it without my perm i ss,on and after yesterday his guidance was wrong because someone tock 
from me again from my body and I didn't have a say in the matter. I took tons of pictures while I was with my family my dad could of held out my phone and showed me my pictures while the pat down was going on to try to distract me so that it wasn't 
so traumatic for me but once again ii wasn't policy but it could have helped me out a lot to get my mind off of the pat down. when someone who has PTSD if you are able 10 distracl them from the 1raumatic experience which would have been lhe pat 
down in my case then the trauma would have been less but I wasn·t given a chance to be distracted remember my parents were told no contact and they couldn't touch me while the pat down was going on even after my dad told the person that the pat 



212212014 
127:21 

PM 

My name is._[b-'-1_(6-'-) __ __.l I am the father of[b)(61 My address is [b 1(6) I Van horn. Tx 79855. 

Compliant 

This is in reference to an incident that occurred on February 20, 2014 at Midland International Airport in Midland, TX. 
My daughted(b)(ff:, I flying on southwest airlines flight #25 10 Dallas Love Field. My wife and I were her escorIs to the plane. 
My daughter suffers from a myriad of disabilities. She has cancer, which makes her very weak. so she uses a motorized scooter because of limited mobility. She also is blind in one eye and has very limited vision in the other. My daughter also 
suffers from Po st Traum at,c Stress Disorder ( Ptsd ). 
Our experience at the airport was absolutely devastating to my daughter, my wile, and I; and it was destructive to all of the counseling that she has been through to recover from events in her life that lead to the PTSD. On several different occasions my 
daughter was brutally raped. Her experience at the security check made her relive those horrifying experiences all over again, and I his time in front of her parents! 
Let me begin by saying that I am thankful for security at our airports. There have been far too many threats ta our country to do away with security. THese men and women ser,e a very important function in our safety. That being said, there needs to 
be some kind of Ira i ni ng for those workers to better accommodate those with dIsa b1 I iii es. 
When we came to the security check we were hurried in quickly (which there were very few people around). My wile went through the scanner, and my daughter and I were patted down. as I am also in a wheelchair. I went first and told the gentleman 
that my daughter would have a very difficull time wilh this, he was very nice bul said we will be very careful and she will be fine. When I was done, I said I want to stay here with her, he said you can wait here and moved me to the barrier. My wife 
went through the scanner and then went ta try to be with my daughter and she was told that she could stand close (behind the barrier) but we were not allowed any contact with her whatsoever, and were not even allowed to speak- do not touch her, be 
too close. or speak. This is the first problem. When there Is someone with PTSD, they need ways to divert their attention to help them get through other traumatic events. However, we were not allowed. We could not speak her name and let her 
know we were right there, we could not hold her hand. we could not even be next to her while she was patted down. 
When lhe pat down began my daughter began crying. at I hat moment she began reliving the horrific events of her rapes, and she was unable to have anyone I here to help her to realize that she was in the airport, and that ii was nol happening all over 
again. every body part of hers was touched- Every part' As she sobbed, the officer was trying to be as compassionate as possible. she offered her a tissue and was visibly shaken by how this affected my daughter. 
I don t know how lam i Ii a r you a re with PT SD. SOmeone with PT SD Is unab I e to make decisions in moments of high stress or severe di stress. This was one of those times. The officer did ask her if she wanted a private screen, however my daughter 
does not remember it, was unable to process it, and it was said quiet enough that my wife and I could not hear the question so we were unable to be her voice. 
My daughter felt violated and raped all over again, and there was nolhing that I could do wilh out lhe fear of being arrested. Now she has lhat going through her mind constantly, only lhis time she has the lhoughts that her parenls watched lhe whole 
thing and did nothing. 
There has got to be a better way. My wile and I had already been through secunty. what is the harm in allowing us to help her through a traumatic experience? Why were we not at least able to talk to her and explain things to her? Why were we not 
able to hold her hand as long as we did not get in the way of the officer doing her job? I understand security, but really? Security at the cost of people? 
When I he officer did I he pat down and noticed how Ir a uma tic it was, which she did be ca use she offered a tissue, why could she not slop and move to the pri v a I e pa I down, or al low us to come and console her? The re must be some solution. The 
officers need ta see that when they came to someone who is that upset. they should reassess the situation. There was no reason for things to escalate to that point. And all I could do was watch. cry, and be broken hearted. 
Just FYI, 11 is hard enough to be in a wheelchair. but then to have to be touched everywhere because of your disability is a shame. It is degrading and devaluing to all those with d1sab1lities. We are making things secure at the cost of people. There is 
no reason for an officer to have to stick there fingers in my, or my daughters pants. Her boobs, her privates, her backside. nothing was sacred, 
We have spent a very long time leaching her thal her body is sacred and thal NO ONE can Iouch her wilhoul her ok. She has a voice and must use it. We have taught her I hat we are her protectors and I hat we would not allow something like thal to 
ever take place again. Now, in one morning in the span of only a few minutes, all of that was shattered. Her voice. and our voice was taken from us. We were not able to speak far her when she was unable ta speak. Now we have to start aver helping 



212212014 
5:10:19 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
Nationality? Yes 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 



212312014 
923:25 

AM 

PI ease take the 11 me and read this who I e comp I amt 11 me ans a lot to me This is a revised comp I amt because I added mo re to my complaint so re ad this complaint instead of the fax that was faxed on 2 21 20 14 thanks 
2 22 2014 
TSA 
Fax 571-227-1921 
Multicultural Branch Office of Civil Rights and Liberties, Ombudsman and Traveler Engagement Transportation Security Administration 
701 South 12th Street 
Ari i ngto n, VA 20598-6006 

I wo u Id Ii ke to start off saying that I understand that you have a very important ro I e because you must keep us safe and that you mu st have ru I es and guide Ii nes in order to make sure that every person is safe that decide to fly however in I ife there are 
always exceptions and people with disabilities should fall under I hose exceptions especially when you are able to see physically when a person is sIruggling like I was and what should come in your mind is how can we make this person be more 
comfortable while doing our job at the same time. I was leaving from Midland airport going back to Dallas and yes I am in a wheelchair and that is bad enough and yes I have cancer and my legs are very weak but that isn·t the worse of it. I suffer from 
P TSO and I have be en raped many ti mes m my I ife so the pat down was very traumatic for me. I understand that 11 was po Ii cy and you had to make sure that I was safe to fly but just Ii ke you have special arrangements for me with my di sab i Ii ties 
physically can't you have special arrangements for people emotionally? You see I had my family with me at the time of the pat down but when I am upset I can't think for myself and they were told that they were not allowed to get near me or talk to me 
while the pat down was taking place. My mom said she lhinks the lady mighl have asked me if I wanted the pal down to be private but again if I am upset or scared I am not able to speak for myself lhat is part of my PTSD and that is when having my 
parents close by would have been useful. Also my mom said that even if that lady did ask me she said it so softy that even my parents couldn't have heard her and they were not close enough to tell her that I needed a private pat down so that was the 
Ii rst mi stake that was taken p I ace during the pat down. So your employees made me fee I Ii ke I was getting raped a 11 aver ag am in front of people and in front of my fa mi I y. It is hard enough fee Ii ng Ii ke getting raped al I over again in front of peop I e but in 
front of your family how embarrassing was that. I couldn't even yell for my dad or beg my dad to hold my hand or ask him to remind me that I am safe and to remind me that this is for safety he was so far away from me but they just watched as I was 
viola led once again in my life. They touched every single part of my body as I sat I here crying and even the employee had to stop to get me a lissue in the middle of the pat down. You lelling me I hat lhe employee couldn't see that I was crying enough 
to have to have a tissue that she should have taken me somewhere private or allow my family to hold my hand or allow my dad to hold my hand or allow him to get close enough to allow him to talk to me or distract me so that maybe the pat down 
wouldn't be so bad on me. What Is this world coming to 11 was just your Job but it's been 24 hours and I am still crying and I haven't eaten or drank since I got home and the memories of me getting rape is all up on the surface now. I understand ,rs not 
your fault that I have been raped and hurt but your job and your company could have if you cared enough could have made this pat down go a little easier for me. What could have hurt if my dad could have held one hand while they were patting one 
side and then he could have held the other and if you were worried that I had a weapon then your employee was right there and would have saw it all and my parents had already went lhrough the securily check so all they wanted to do was to help 
make it easier on their daughter. My dad even told your employee that the pat down was going to be hard on me and my mom told the lady she needed to be with me and was told that she couldn't talk or touch me how cruel was it to sit back and watch 
your daughter cry and al low their daughter be touched a 11 aver and not be a 11 owed to tel I their daughter that she was safe and protected. I le It so vi o I ated and felt that trauma al I over again. I understand you have a job to do and you have to make sure 
that everyone is safe to travel and I am grateful for that however in life people need to have some exceptions in life and ii people would be willing to try to find ways to make a difference in others' lives and to try to make life easier for others life might 
become better to live in. Yesterday 2 20 2014 made me feel like my voice was taken away from me again in my life and I am living this bad life again and I am coming to see my family again in lwo weeks and I pray that you see my heart and you are 
willing to speak up for me so that next time you won·t add more trauma for me and that this pat down won't be so bad for me? Can you care about me and my needs and help come up with a better plan for me next time? It has been almost two days 
and I can still feel those hands touching all over my body and I have taken so many cloths trying to wash my body but I still feel that dirtiness all over me and I can't get that feeling out of my head. Having to lean over, 11/i my shirt. lift my leg, touch my 
breast, bend over, every part was touch and felt how embarrassing and degrading that made me feel. I felt like I had no value and no voice. my dad always taught me that my body was mine and I had the right to my own body and no one had the right 
to touch it without my permission and after yesterday his guidance was wrong because someone took from me again from my body and I didn't have a say in lhe ma1ter. I took tons of pictures while I was with my family my dad could of held out my 
phone and showed me my pictures while the pat down was going on to try to distract me so that it wasn't so traumatic for me but once again it wasn't policy but it could have helped me out a lot to get my mind off of the pat down. when someone who 

Caller and wife applied for Precheck. Caller said he does not know how he applied. Caller said he and his wife are frequent flyers. Caller said sometimes they are selected for Precheck and olher times are nol. Caller said his boarding pass has lhe 
Precheck logo and his wifes does not on their trip for tomorrow. Caller said his wife has not received Precheck on 3 trips. Caller said he has a problem with radiation and he does not want to use the AIT. Caller said he and his wife have a flight again 
tomorrow. Caller said United tells him they cannot confirm his wife is opted m, that 11 is up to TSA. 

Frequent Flye rs 
1 Did you receive an invitation from your airline? United 
2. Are you travel mg on the air Im e that i nv,ted you? Dul I es to Seattle and San Di ego 
3. Are you a U.S. Citizen? Yes 

212312014 4
5 

.. Are you !raveling from an airporl parIicipaIing in TSA Pre?'"? Yes 
Have you correctly opted-in? Caller said United tells him they cannot tell him. 

11 : 51 : 31 6. When making a rese rvat,on. have you confirmed th at your personal i nfonrnati on is correct and up to date? No 
AM 7. Do you make your reservation through a 3rd party? For example, a travel agent or an employer's online booking system? directly on Uniteds website 

8. Do you make your reservations online? For example, an airline's Web site or a travel Web site such as Travelocily or Expedia? 
9. Have you committed any violation, such as intetierence with security operations, access control violations. providing false or fraudulent documents, making a bomb threat, or bringing a firearm, explosive, or other prohibited items to an airport or on 
board an ai re rafi? No 

We recommend I hat you review your next reservation to ensure that your idenlifying information is correcl. I told the caller United should be able to see if the box showing opted in is selected. 
I told the caller he can call back tomorrow and if his wife is not selected again, we can send this out for research. 

I told the caller he can opt out of the AIT but ii he does, he would have to have a patdown. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Screening Current Dale/Time 212312014 1:20:57 PM Airport: DCA - Washington Reagan National Date/Time of Travel: 0212212014 Airline & Flight Number: Alaska Air, Flight 773 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport· Terminal B, heading to Alaska Air gates TSA Employee: (If Known)· unknown. wish I knew• 
Comment : First of all, i would like it understood that it is my hope that the take-away from this is that there needs to be some improvements on TSA's behalf to better instruct TSA agents on handling guide dogs. 

Before doing I his though, I would like ii known that I registered with TSA Cares and advised them of my travel plans. I was never met with an agent at DCA. I did meet an agent at the POX airpor1. I honeslly believe thal if TSA Cares had followed 
through on the DCA side far my Saturday departure, this issue that occurred would have never happened. 

I went through the checkpoint around 3 :45 or 3: 50 PM, thereabout with a sighted person and my guide dog. Sighted person wa I ked through the checkpoint and cleared , I instructed my guide dog to sit and wait on my com ma nd, I wa I ked through and 
cleared. The TSA agent ordered my sighted friend to go back and remove my guide dog's harness because &quot;il will sel off the alarm with all the metal around it!&quot: She wenl to do that and when I realized whal she was doing, I instrucled her 

212312014 NOT to remove his harness. The TSA agent then took my guide dog·s leash and I instructed him that what he was doing was wrong and breaking the laws. He told me that he had been doing this for seven years and knew what he was doing. I told him 
3:10:25 that he must have missed the ADA part of his training then. 

PM 
He then complained to me that ii was MY fault that I was holding up the security checkpoint. He then had someone manually pal down my guide dog and I hat went fine. After arriving at my gate. I thought about it more. I wenl back and requested a 
manager/supervisor. A woman appeared and stated that she would look at the video to see what happened and take care of it. Being that she never ask for any of my information. I am not comfortable in knowing whether she followed through or not. 

I am filing this to request an update as to whether this was in fact followed up and hopefully, the TSA agent was given additional training regarding service animals. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's N.,..._..._,,.._h .. ·1 .. IR_.·· ... , ----.-----' 
Phone Numbe b)(61 
Email b1(6) 
To leave a commen concerning ,s feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller slated she was detained at MDW for 45 minutes on February 22nd and lhinks TSA kept her laptop and hard drive. She said she completed her screening process, had to wail for someone 10 do the paldown, approx. 5 minu1es before she 
boarded via Delta and the laptop and hard drive weren t replaced in her laptop when it was hand searched. 

Apologized to caller for the missing items and provided claim form via emai. 

212412014 You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a SI and a rd Form 95 (claim form). 
e:i?:57 Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy of this e-mail to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

AM 

2124/2014 
8:37 54 

AM 

At most airports across the country. TSA has procedures in place for handling lost and found. Items found at screening checkpoints and areas where TSA perfonms baggage screening are turned in to the appropriate, designated airport authorities. We 
suggesl travelers contact the airport where I heir items were misplaced or lost. 
Midway International Airport 
773-498-1308 

The incident happened at the Phoenix-Sky Harbor International Airport on March 29, 2013 at around 6 pm. I opted for a manual pat-down to avoid going through the full-body scanner. 

One of the TSOs showed an unusual interest in me, complimented my clothes ( Love this shirt! Where did you get it?). told the agent who was originally going to pat me down, I got this, and proceeded to take me to the pat-down area. His tone and 
the manner in which he conducted the pat-down struck me as very odd, and I overheard his fellow TSOs commenting that in olher places, you have to pay for stuff like that . 

When I real ,zed th at I was being mo I ested by a ho mosexua I ma I e, I le It exte m ely embarrassed and hum, Ii ated. Due to the em i ti ona I di sire ss. I did not get the name of the TSO conducting the pat-down. However. I ave rhea rd other agents referring to 
him a sllli:iill:[J 

Since this incident, I have asked the TSO conducting the pat-down, whether they are a homosexual. Mare often than not, the TSO refuses to provide this information, and the situation gets escalated to the TSM, who likewise refuses to tell me. 
Therefore. I request that all future pat-downs of my person, be conducted by a TSO of the opposite (female) gender. 



Disability Description: Callers daughter has Down Syndrome. 

Response Details: I assured lhe caller that I would send I his to the CSM. I told her about TSA CARES and told her 10 call us 72 hours prior 10 her flighl and this would nol happen again. She said she would. She does not fly often but has another 
flight this summer. 

I thanked the ca Iler for I etti ng us know what happened and told her to ca 11 us again ii she has any questions or oonce ms, 

Incident Details: Caller stated that she had tried to get in touch with the CSM at SEA but could nat and wanted ta file a complaint about an incident that happened yesterday. 

Caller was pushing her daughter in a wheelchair. Her daughter has Down Syndrome. Caller pushed the wheelchair to the side and took her daughter out so she can go through the xray. 

While the caller was getting ready ta go through screening herself, a female TSO came over and took her daughter away from her and around past the screening technology. Caller was trying to watch her property. go through screening and see what 
was hap pe ni ng with her daughter a 11 at one time. Caller did not know why the TSO was taking her away. The TSO never asked the caller s perm i ss1on. she just took her daughter. Ca 11 er was under the impression th at she cou Id stay with her 
daughter. 

212412014 Caller picked up her three pieces of luggage and walked toward her daughter. The TSO told her, Came aver here. Set them (the luggage) down over there. Can she stand up? Caller thought the TSO was going to give her child a wanding. Instead 
9: ~~43 the TSO told her daughter she was going to do a patdown. 

The caller said her daughter did nol understand lhe instructions so she had to show her what to do. Her daughler began to cry when the paldown began. The TSO asked her daughler if she wanled to have the patdown in a privale area. The caller 
said no. She did nat want the TSO to take her daughter same where else that the caller could nat go to with her 

No one asked the caller if they oould do a patdown of her daughter. Caller stated that the incident was so cold and insensitive. She has always told her daughter, Don t let anybody touch you. Caller stated: This was not right. Her daughter is a 
vulnerable person. 

Caller said, Who wants to raise a ruckus at the airport? I did not know what would happen if I said anything. I felt all alone there. 

Caller slated that the female TSO who took her daughter away and did the patdown had very short dark hair, probably black. She was not black or white. Caller does not know if the TSO is hispanic or Asian. She is either 5 foot 8 or a oouple of inches 
shorter. She is medium build. 

Airport SEA 
Airline: So UI hwesl 
Flight number: 730 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:~[b_._,(_6_) ___ ~ 
Date Time: 2/24/2014 11A8:31 AM 
······················---------------····························· 

Nam'+' ...... ___ _._ ___ _, 

Email b1(6) 
212412014 Complaints: Inappropriate creening/Pat Down Screening 
12:22: 12 Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Southwest fi1ght #1543, SNA airport to SJC airport. 

PM Comments The use of Milimeter wave scanners needs to stop. It is a violation of civil rights and does not give us enough additional security to justify their use. 

The only other aptian travelers are given is a pad down search which is still both slower and more invasive than the previous metal detector scanners. 

Travelers a re a I so unfairly pressured to give up ci vi I rights and use mi 11 i meter wave sea nne rs be ca use they a re not given any i nforma ti on on how long a pat down search wi 11 take, I did not want to use Mi 11 i meter wave scanner but I did not want to miss 
my flight either. I had 1.5 hours before boarding but had no idea of how long a pat down search could lake. 

These Mi 11 i meter wave sea n ne rs are a waste of govemme nt funds (our tax do 11 a rs) and should be scrapped immediately due to the ci vi I rig his vi o I ati o ns they pe rp eluate. 

Bring back America, bring back freedom. 



Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es Other 
Current Date/Time . 2/24/2014 11 :14:56 AM Airport · Select One Date/Time al Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 

212412014 TSA Employee: (If Known) : 

12,23 ,20 Comment . I would like to know the exact percentage al TSA employees in screening areas that are female. I require a pat-down and female assist at every airport I fly through and I have never had to wait less than 1 O minutes for TSA to wrangle up an 
·PM. available female for a female assist. The most dismal amount of time I have had to wait is 20 minutes (right next to the x-ray machine- mmd you). I find that this 1s due to the distinct lack of women working as TSA agents. Please provide a percentage 

for me. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number . 
Emailkb1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Corn plaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time · 2/2412014 1: 13:38 PM Airport · FLL - Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International Date/Time of Travel · 02/24/2014 11 :30 AM Airline & Flight Number · delta Checkpoint/Area of Airport · 
pa st delta counter to the ng ht. not preche ck. 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 

212412014 Comment : Staff was telling people thal the body scanner did not use radiation and was rude and disrespectful when I requesled to have pat down instead. Spoke to me harshly and rudely. She also didn't call for a female guard to come over for 

2-42'45 several minutes. My bags were out if my sight far a long time. I was held back behind the scanners until she called. Another female passenger also was treated the same way at that time. The officer who did the pat down was nicer but said that they 
· PM ate short staffed on female employees. There was no delay in her coming to do the Job only in the other officer calling. 

Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Nam~(b 1(6) 
Phone Number : "---'--------' 

Email!lh,IRI 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP kb 1(6) 
Date Time: 2/2412\i-0,-14""'"3:""3"'"2.""•5""0""p""M.,........ 

2/2412014 Nam (b)(Bi 
4:21 :36 Ema,..(b~1-(6~)------~ 

PM 
Comp a I nts; na pp ro pn ate cree ni ng/P at Down Screening: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):American Airlines flight 2312 to Louisville KY-
Comments:while traveling with my husband through Houston on 2/12/2014. My husband advised the MALE TSA agent that he had an insulin pump an and it was inserted in his leg. The TSA agent advised my husband to come through the x-ray 
machine and then proceed to pat him down. When he le It the insulin pump i nfus,on in my husbands I eg he grabbed 11 and p u 11 ed it out of his I eg. My h us band was in terrible pain and cou Id not even stand up for several mm utes after the incident. Then 
he had to go and re-do his insulin pump. 

Obviously your emplayee·s are not properly trained on screen al individuals with medical disabilities. I am only thankful that it was my husband this happened to and not my 7 year old nephew who also has an insulin pump. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Other; Screening 
Current Date/Time. 2/24/2014 3:28:55 PM Airport. LWS - Lewiston- Nez Perce County Date/Time al Travel: 02/23/201412:00 PM Airline & Flight Number. 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: I have a complainl and a question. Yesterday I was flying alone with my 2-year-old from LWS to SLC (direct flight on an aircraft that has approx. 30 passengers). I am 7 months pregnant and getting lhrough security is a very uncomforlable 
process having to remove shoes, take stuff out of bags, and try to keep my very active 2-year-old from running away, but I complied with everything and removed my non-metal containing shoes even though they let other passengers in better health 
keep theirs on (LWS 1s not a pre-check airport). The only liquids I had with me were 2 unopened, commercially packaged juice boxes (approx. 6 oz each) for my 2-year-old son to prevent his ears from popping on takeoff/landing. I was informed that 
the ONLY way I could bring these juice boxes was that I would be required to do a full-body pat down (during which time I could not touch my 2-year-old to prevent him from running away or be swiped up by somebody else), and all of my bags would 
be emptied and the contents searched. Olher than a prescription for my hyperemesis gravid arum and ID, lhe only thing I had in the bags was baby clolhes given 10 me for my unborn child. I complied, but ii was a very uncomfortable and stressful 
experience because of my pregnant condition and not being able to keep my 2-year--old safe. I have previously brought water in a sippy cup and they ran tests on that, but they did not require my body or belongings to be searched. I was the only 

212412014 passenger on the entire flight required to have a pat down. I have flown out of Lewiston less than 10 times, and I have had a full-body pat down at least 3 times. From my appearance, I am not a threatening person or one likely kill anybody or myself 
4:22:20 (have a kid. pregnant, natural-born US citizen, etc.) 

PM 

212412014 
422:26 

PM 

My question is. what is the official policy regarding bringing juice for children? Is a pat-dawn really required to bring approved beverages for children? AB mentioned before, I have brought water in a sippy cup (approx 8 oz) for my son before and never 
had to have a pat-down. I do not fly ofle n (about once a year). but every time I hear a d1ffe rent story, esp eci a 11 y at L W S (they a re WAY WAY WAY more restrictive th an any other airport I have been in). If a pat down is required. what am I supposed to 
do ii I make this same trip a year from now with a 10-month-old and a 3-year-old? I can't leave them both unattended while I go through the whole 20 minute process of getting my belongings searched and being patted down, especially if I can't hold 
my baby. A 3-year-old can listen and obey, but not a baby. 

Any le ed back and tips wou Id be greatly appreciated. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Nam!(b 1(6) I 
Phone N11mher · 
Email w,(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

TSATCC 
C RC L received the below report and we are lo rwa rd i ng to you lo r any action you deem ap prop ria te, 

Sincerely, 

Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties U .S, Department of Homeland Security crcl@hq.dhs.gov 

~~~l_;)tB: ll~ 0 c:ao 
Sent: :on:ay, Fe ruary 10, 2014 4:48 PM 
To: CRCL 

Subject: Fly Rights - New Report from f~b_)_(6_ •• _, ------~ 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalilion, a civil rig his organization directly from I heir phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like 10 send their complainl 

The q ue st1ons answered by the user be I ow correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel di scri min ati on comp I a int lo nm. You a re requested to take action on the comp I amt of p rofi Ii ng or di sen mi nation by the T SA described he re. 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 



1 )Information about the person who experienced the c1v1 I rig his ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I at,on 
(fill in what you can) 
Yes 
First and Middle Name: 

kbl(61 I 
Last Name: 

KfilillO 
Main Phone: 

kbl(61 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phone; 
fh,IR> 

b~~ &,Box nr Street ad~ress: 

21241201t..,.,~·~~(~· ----~J 
,ty: 

422 '46 Sh lb 'II PM e yv, e 
State: 
Kentucky 
Zip; 
40065 
Email: 

kbl(61 I 
Check here If you are represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter. 
No 
If so p I ease provide the third party s name and contact information; 

2)Have you been authorized to file this complaint form on behalf of another individual? 
If yes. please provide your information. 
No 
Your Firsl Name: 



TSAOCRL 
CRCL received the below report and we are forwarding to you for any action you deem appropriate. 

Sincerely, 

Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties U .S, Department of Homeland Security 
(202) 401-1474 

CRCL@HQ. DHS.GOV 

~~~rf~)/g';I MP-ssaoe---
Sent:~~n:ay,Gecember 15, 2013 9:53 PM 

212412014 To CRCL ~.-.. -----~ 
422,48 Subject Fly Rights - New Report from f~b_1_(_6_,.1 -----~ 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights 1s a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA their Member of Congress. and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on. a civi I rights organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entities they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAa€'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : D1sab1lity or Medical Condition; Screening Current Date Time : 2 24 2014 4:05:07 PM Airport : RIC - Richmond International Date Time of Travel : 2 10 2014 11 :45 AM Airline Flight Number Delta Checkpoint Area of Airport TSA 
screening area TSA Employee: (If Known)· to embarressed to have noticed names. 
Comment: Since I have a prosthelic left leg I am often singled out for screening which I lhink is unfair. However I am used to ii and give myself extra time to get through the process. On lhis particular flight I was singled our for a pat down but it was 

212412014 very abusive with the one TSA agent squeezing my testicles enough to hurt and certainly enough to humiliate me. They were very disgusting people and I do not think any Americans should ever be subjected to such treatment. I do plan to complain to 
6A 1: 10 my congressman. Eric Cantor, about this matter' 

PM Would you like a re-.:w...._?_·..w=---~ 

Passen"g~e~r~·s~Naa~t~~}~c1,~~-~_~_-_-__ 1 ___ _J 
Phone~ 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . hltp: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 2/24/2014 11 :01: 11 PM Airport · FLL - Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International Date/Time of Travel · 02/24/2014 10:00 AM Airline & Flight Number · Southwest Checkpoint/Area of Airport · Security TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : The I ast few t1 mes we have flown - my husband has to get extra screening- 1t prints ssss on his boa rd i ng pass. We are trying to get that issue fixed th ru your redress inquiry p rag ram - his name i sf~h~·1~1 r;~·1~-~ 
Today, the tsa agents decided that our children also needed the extra screening and my 6 year old and 3 year old daughters had to be patted down. My 6 year old could not understand why they had to touch her - how do you explain that? My 3 year 

212512014 old is special needs and lhankfully handled it very well. TSA said I did nol have to have the extra screening - just lhe kids with my husband. All the agents were very nice in handling lhe situation so my complaint/question is why did the kids need the 

8_34,11 pat down? Thank you 

.AM kbl(6) ! 
Would you lrKe a response?, True 
Passenger's Name kb 1(6) I 
Phone Number : 
Email l(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . hltp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



212512014 
8:34:34 

AM 

2242014 
TSA 
Fax 571-227-1921 
Multicultural Branch Office of Civil Rights and Liberties, 
Ombudsman and Traveler Engagement Transportation Security Administration 
701 South 12th Street 
Ari i ngto n, VA 20598-6006 
My name ii(bH6) ~ and you might be asking why are you sending me a second request and my response would be is why would your company make me go back into my PTSD mind frame because you didn't care about the needs of your 
passengers·> If you took t e time to read my first complaint you will be reminded that I am the passengers that had PTSD that was forced to have a pat down in which my parents told your agent that I was going to have a very hard time with the pat 
down and was to Id that I was going to be ok and made my pa rents both stand at a barrier and didn't have any cont a ct with me either by touch or by sound and I was forced to re I ived my trauma of being raped over and over again so now I am sure you 
remember my firsl complaint. Well it has been five days now and my mind is still on my 1rauma thanks to your company and I lhought of a couple more issues thal I would like to bring to your attention. You claim I hat you don't discimate correct? Well I 
tend to disagree because once again then explain to me then why do you not have any scanners for people who are in wheelchairs? I am sure that you don't have many travelers that are in wheelchairs so why don·t airports have scanners for people 
that are in wheelchairs and then you can stop having pat downs all together. Forget that part that I have PTSD Just the fast that I have a physical disability why do I have to suffer more just because of my physical disability and then add PTSD with 11. 
Your airport gets several amount of money each year so does all of our airports so why can't you use some of that money and buy a scanner or scanners for people that are in a wheelchair so that we can wheel ourselves up to the scanner and get 
scanned and lhen we don't have 10 be violaled and have to go lhrough a pal down? I am willing 10 lake these complaints as far as I have 10 because you see your company does discrimate toward people thal have a disability and you should be 
ashamed for it. When I went to college I have a learning disability as well and we have laws for those disabilities and yet I still had to complete all of my work but they had exceptions for me for examples I had students that would read my chapters to 
me, take notes for me. I got to go to a quiet room to take my test and I had unlimited time to take test and I am happy with the guidelines at school I was able to graduate with honors so we have exceptions for learning d1sab1lities at all colleges so why 
don't we have exceptions at the airports? It has been five days and I was talking to my mom on the phone today and I can't get this experience out of my mind and I kept crying over and over saying what happened to me was out of her and my dad's 
charac1er and I hate having I hose kind of memories toward my parents because I treasure my parents and I hey have always given me safely and protection and they were always hard head when it comes to my needs bul this pasl Thurs. 2 20 2014 
they sat back and did nothing the abandonment issue and not feeling protected kills me to have those kind of memories toward my parents and your company provided those memories because they were afraid to touch me or talk to me because your 
comp any told th em no contact with me dun ng the pat down. The good news is your company has about 1 0 days to make things right and become my voice and protect me and to try to rep air what was ta ken from me on 2 20 20 14 and that was my 
body and you can require that when I come back in two weeks to come and see my parents when I leave to go back to Dallas that you won't require me to have a pat down. I know that it would take a lot of trust but I promise you that I will not have 
anything on me lhat would hurl anyone on my plane. All I wanl is to get on the plane and go back to Dallas. If you would grant me a no pat down I would promise you that I would bring safety onto the plane trust me. The question is would you care 
about me to make things right and not make me go through another pat down in two weeks. Do you care to help try to repair what your company caused on 2 20 2014 or are you going to put more trauma on me in two weeks? You say that you are truly 
sorry lo r the p am that you have caused me and my lam, ly so the q ue st,on is are you rea 11 y sorry or 1s this just an act or you a re Ju st afraid of how far I am really going to take this comp I a int or complaints. I I you can't care about me enough th en think 
about this decision if it was your mother or your loved one would you want someone to pay back what they did to them so please give me back what was taken from me. If you research my pat down which was on 2 20 2014 around 9:15 to 9:45am you 
should find out which employee was involved in my pat down and I have a feeling I left a pretly good impression and they probably won't forget me even if they don't know my name and I hey can tell you how emotional I was and wilh that being said that 
should be enough to not make me go through another pat down so it's up to you on if you are willing to become my voice and say that your company has given me enough trauma that we want to give me grace instead and let me go through without a 
pat down and if you allow that to happen then I know for sure that my God has intervene because even my relat1onsh1p with my God has been shaken because I don't know how he could have been so cruel to allow this to happen to me because he 1s 
the one that has created me and yet he al lowed me to get hurt this way so now even the one rel at ionsh i p that I have lean on for support and strength has been damage because of your company, I pray that whoever is reading this I ette r is a man or 
women of faith and you will understand how important God is and how I need to repair my relationship so if you provide grace to me and not make me have a pat down then I will remind myself I hat God is still real and he hasn't left me jusl like my 
parents didn't leave me on 2 20 2014. I was also been taught that sometimes in life what was meant for bad can be turned into good so your company has a chance to give me that kind of experience so are you willing to do this for me and let me not 

Caller says they suffered a loss of properly at check in. They think the only place it could have happened was lhrough TSA. He has been calling al losl and found and nothing 1urned up. 
This was from wife s purse. This was zipped at all times and in her possession at all times except for when going through TSA. When they arrived in LAX it was all missing. 
He got done preparing a th ell re po rt lo r port authority at JFK. The re was Jewelry missing from the bag. Ap pro xi matel y 70,000 do 11 a rs in I oss. She was selected to go through a patdown when her purse was opened and he thin ks this is when this 
happened. 

Airport: JFK 
Airline: Virgin America 
Flight 407 

2125/2014 Dale and Time: February 23 at 9:15AM, checked in between 7:45 and 8: 15 
12:46:40 Baggage #: N A 

PM NOi: NA 
Terminal· Gate A? Jerrni•f 1 4 possibly 
Emaif b)(61 _ 

Caller Advised,.·,-,---,-,---, 
I apologized t,¥b)(ff:, I for the inconvenience and for the lost items. I told him I would do all that was in my control to assist him. 
I collected necessary information to forward 10 lhe Cus1omer Support Manager for nolification and review. Also lold him I would be sending him a claim form via email which he should receive within 24 hours. If the Customer Supporl Manager needs to 
get a hold of you, normally they will via email. I told him to keep an eye out for that. 
The claim co 11 ects al I necessary information to I eq a 11 y f, I e a claim for an i nve st1q at,on for reimbursement for T SA. 



212512014 
221:58 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? No 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N at,ona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 



From: h··,1rrI 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 3:21 PM 
To: TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov 
Subject Contact Us - T ransporta ti on Security Administration 

I received this document the same day or the day after talking with!rh··,1rr1 !in Tulsa about a TSO position. The final offer came but it was for a TSO position in TBN andllli:iill:[J in Springfield. Mo. implied 
that any future offers would be unlikely if I should choose to reject this one. I actually ended up in Joplin where full time status will never be a possibility. Recently, the STSO in Joplin related to me that the FSD in MCI was reluctant to consider 
approving a transfer request even after a year was spent in Joplin. I want to know why. I want to know why a bait and switch was used in the first place and why I may be prevented from ever transferring to an airport close to my home and where full 
time slatus mighl eventually be achieved. I need a truthful and honesl clarificalion as I and my family have already made a huge sacrifice financially and in Ierms of time away from home. To imagine that I can pay a morIgage and support a family 
working twenty hours a week from now on is laughable. 

w,(6) 

212512014 hllpl/nulllcontact-us 

4:17:51 
PM 

2125/2014 
4:22 24 

PM 

Attachment 1 

Transportation Security Officer (TSO) 
Airport Fact Sheet 
TUL 
Thank you for your interest in joining the Transportation Security Administration·s Tulsa International Airport team. If you are selected as a Transportation Security Officer (TSO), you will play an important role in the overall mission of the Department of 
Homeland Security (DHS) by contributing to the daily security requirements at Tulsa International Airport. 
Given the nature of our mission at TSA, there are some unique expectations of the position for which you have applied. Specifically, you will be responsible for identifying dangerous objects in bags. cargo, and/or passengers. and preventing these 
objects from being 1ransported onto aircraft. You will be required 10 perform various tasks such as: hand-wand passengers, pal down searches, lift baggage (weighing up 10 70 pounds) and perform screening duties using various electronic equipment. 
The TSO job is stressful at times and physically demanding. You will need to stand continuously from anywhere between one (1) to four (4) hours without a break, and walk up to two (2) miles during a shift. You will be required to perform the screening 

The caller is with NNSA in Washinglon. His 76 sister-in-law lives in Kalamazoo, Michigan and was palled down at one time and did not like il so she drives every where she 1ravels. The caller wanls to know if lhere is screening, other lhan being 
patted down or going through the screening technology, that his sister could go through. The caller wants to know if the precheck would keep his sister from having to be patted down. The caller wants to know if passengers on private planes have to 
go through sere en i ng. 

Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough patdown. Every person must undergo screening. 

I advised the cal I er that even with p recheck passengers s ti 11 undergo sere en i ng, 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer yervjcw Screenrng Cqrrenj DaJeaJme 2125/2014 7:sg:24 PM Airport LAS - McCarran International Date/Time of Travel 0212212014 Airline & Flight Number: WN 3157 CheckpoinUArea of Airport Terminal 
C checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known)Kb 1(61 _tomment, Either proper procedure was not followed when I was screened today, or I do not understand why the procedure is what it is, I opted out of millimeter wave scanning 
and was broughl to the spot where I would be patted down. Before they began, they realized there was a partly-filled water bottle in my bag. I asked about 4 possible resolutions: 1) Let me pour oul the waler in the 1rash can right nexl to the pat-down 
spot. 2) Have the TSA agent pour out the water. 3) Let me drink the water right there. 4) Escort me out of the secure area immediately so I could pour out the water and return to start screening from the beginning. I was told that none of these were 

212512014 possible, and that I could not go back outside until AFTER I received a full pat-down. Then I would have to be screened again when I returned. requiring a SECOND pat-down since I would again opt out. I asked to speak to a supervisor and received 
8:09:03 the same answer. Please tell me if it is TSA policy that all 4 of the above options are prohibited. If so. please explain why, since I see no security concern with any of them, If not, please train the agent and supervisor in proper procedures. Thank you. 

PM Would you like a re n 7 : 

Passenger's Na~m_e~b_i(~6_1 __ ~-~ 
Phone Number b·•,(ffi 

Email fh,1R1 = I 
To leav"i, a comrnerlt concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



To whom 11 may concern, 

I am a very frequent Iraveller with having already flown over ten limes this year alone and understand the importance of TSA and lhe security measures taken. I am also a recent member of PreCheck and applaud this new service. 

I also have Type 1 Diabetes and travel with a can of Mott·s Apple Juice to treat my low blood sugar as well as a note from my doctor indicating the medical need. 

I realize I hat lhe can is 5.5oz, which is over the 3.4oz limil and cannot be resealed as a bollle can (which I do not use because I need lhe juice 10 fil in my purse and the plaslic bottles are double the size of cans and the glass bottles, while smaller, can 
potentially break). so I understand the need to "screen" it. 

212612014 However, my issue is that the screening process is different not on I y at different airports ( with the same machines) but different even at the same term i na I at the same airport on different days, Sometimes. the TSA officer uses the Explosive Trace 
8A 1 :51 DeIecIion, while other times I've been told I hat I his machine does nol test it properly and therefore I need 10 have a full pat-down and have my entire bag searched, which can sometimes take upwards of fifteen minuIes if a manager needs to be called 

AM over. 

As a frequent traveller, I would like some clarity on the fonnal process so that I can plan my time accordingly as when to arrive at the airport and so that I can also have a much more enjoyable experience with TSA 

Please let me know within ten days of what I can expect at all airports so that I can plan my next trips accordingly. I can be reached at ~b_.~1(_6_, _________________________ ~ 

Thank you for your help. It is greatly appreciated. 

Best, 
kb,(61 

Delta, 

I got an em a i I asking about my flight experience. So, this is what happened. 

The TSA messing with us while running late due to unexpected extreme long line at check in didnt help, especially with a 6yo, 4yo, and 7month baby. My wife was carrying my baby in a pack so TSA decided to give her lhe full screen with us only 
having 30 minutes until takeoff. They alleged she tested positive for explosives, while holding the baby. So they had to unpack all our cany-ons and search them - thoroughly. Then they had us wait while someone had to come from another building to 
give my wife a patdown. Why couldnt one of the agents there do 11? Why did they make her go into a back room for the patdown? My kids were in shock and petrified-and still are. They dont want to fly tomorrow. 

My wife was repeatedly threatened wilh arrest, but she only begged they hurry because we were gelling close to missing our flight. We never caused a scene or yelled- TSA agenls were causing the scene and being extremely provoking. She says lhe 
patdown was excessive. 

We begged them to hurry- they d idnt. 

By the time we were allowed to go we only had moments until the plane left. so we had to run with bags still open and my small children in shock. It was my 4yo first flight since she was a baby. 

2126/2014 
aA 1 ,56 Delta flight attendents didnt help us get seats together and had my 6 yo and 4 yo were seperate from us and each other. When my 4yo was in tears. i went to help her because nobody else was- not even stewardesses. Then a stewardess saw me 

standing in the isle trying 10 comfort my 4 yo, but insIead if offering assistance she Ireatened me wilh calling police to arrest me. I was stunned. 
AM 

I'm not happy. 

I was on the way to my fathe~s funeral. 

I'm pro ba bl y going to cancel I my De Ila s kym, I es AM EX. and never do business with Delta. The T SA expe nence was tern bl e, but the Del ta e mp I oye es made 11 way worse with lack of ca re. 

I could have been asked to take a seat nicely, and a stewardess could have helped my sobbing 4 yo girl. Instead, i was Ireated like a criminal. I've never been Ireated so poor. 

I'm an attorney and I ooki ng into my options against the T SA and De I ta. 

Thank you for the te rri b I e experience in my trave Is to my lather's funera I . 

b)(61 



I went through the TSA screening at the San Diego Airport terminal 2 about 9:30 am on February 26. 2014. The security agent patted one pants pocket then had me lift my arms and patted me in the armpit. With a double bending of two fingers he 
proceeded to tickle me. He then commented that I was ticklish when I recoiled back. This was not just me being ticklish to a pat down but a deliberate maneuver on his part to tickle me. Although many would consider this funny, including the agent who 
laughed aboul it to another agenl. it was an inappropriale action that angered me. I had to hold back my first reaclion knowing thal any response on my part would most likely make me miss my flight. 

It is bad enough that I have to lo rgo my Fourth Amendment ng hts in order to fly, but even more de m earn ng when T SA agents are a I lowed to Ire at the passengers as their persona I play things. I wi 11 not sit 1d I y by and I et this pass. This and other types of 

2126120 14 abuse must stop. 

10:02:54 
AM 

rb,(6) i 
Florence, OR 97439 

Caller is calling regardin~(b)(ff:, ! She is traveling now and the last 4 flights she has been selected for random additional screening. 
She did not know if she sounded an a I arm during screening or what the circumstances we re. 

RESPONSE: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some insIances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 

212612014 an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonrned. 

11 0549 
AM TSA also selects passengers and I heir properly at random for enhanced security screening. 

Told her we do need additional information about if there was an alarm or what might have triggered her screening. If she would like to give us a call with more details of her screening we can help her determine if she should move on and look at other 
info rmat io11. 



212612014 
2:07:02 

PM 

2126/2014 
9:0217 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screenin Current Date/Time: 2/261201412:05:18 PM Airport TUL - Tulsa International Date/Time of Travel: 1111512013 3:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: AA 2287 Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: The 
only checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known b)(ffl nd others unknown Comment· On Friday. November 15, 2013. I was scheduled to fly on American Airlines flight number 2287 to Dallas leaving Tulsa at 3:35 p.m. From there, I was flying 
on to New York City for an exciting weekend meeting some old attorney friends that were gathering from across the nation. 

I arrived al the security checkpoint in Tulsa probably sometime between 2:10 and 2:30 p.m. I went lhrough the radiation scanner and upon exiting, I was lold by a TSA employee thal he was then going 10 sexually molest (he used lhe euphemism "pat 
down") me because the apparently defective machine "alarmed" on my back. There was absolutely nothing on my back other than the 1-shirt I was wearing. 

I informed this young man that I was refusing to be sexually molested. From somewhere came a woman whose name I did not get. I can best describe her as an angry old hag probably in her 50's with long blond hair. She told me in a very rude and 
angry manner lhat I '"had 10· submit 10 sexual molestalion. I told this woman lhat I not "have 10· submit to anything. She loudly called for a supervisor, and a man in, if I remember correctly, a brown suit came over. I was then taken off to the side. The 
old hag carried my belongings over to the side and continued to berate me by telling me several more times in her rude and angry manner that I "had to· submit to sexual molestation. I constantly replied that I did not have to submit to anything. 
Finally, when I got tired of heanng it from her. I told her that she needed to go back to law school. Her response to this was to cackle in my face kind of like. well. an old hag. This is what the TSA considers professionalism? 

In a short time, I was approached by a Tulsa Airport Policeman who engaged me in conversation. A few minutes after that.kb)(ffl !arrived. He identified himself as a Federal Air Marshall, and according to the business card he gave me 
later, he is apparently the Assistant Federal Security Director for Law Enforcement Tulsa Oklahoma. Even an FBI agent arrived on the scene a few minutes after!(b)(ffl I The FBI man claimed not to have a business card. and I do not remember 
his name other than his last name had four letters. This was all very Kafkaesque. At any given time during the 20-30 minutes I was detained, I was surrounded by 3 or 4 Tulsa Airport Police and 3 or 4 federal agents and a couple of TSA people. It 
was as ii I was old Osama bin Laden himself, or some other dangerous terrorist when, in fact. I am just a peaceful and easy going man that wanted to travel to New York for the weekend and meet old friends and refused to waive any of my 
Conslilulional rights and submil to a sexual molestation to do so. 

The most troubling part of this encounter was being told over and over and over again by the old hag,kb)(ff:, ! the FBI man, and perhaps others that I "had to" submit to the sexual assault. This is simply not true. And. of course, 11 is not true 
because alter 30 minutes. or so,kb)(ffl !finally escorted me out of the "secure" area of the airport and let me go without the sexual molestation. My understanding ofTSA policy for anyone that refuses to be sexually molested is the following: 

The new clarified policy for those who refuse pat downs by a TSA Transportation Security Officer (TSO), any pat down. is that the person who is refusing the pat down will be advised that they will be denied entry into the airport, and be escorted from 
the security screening area by TSA TSOs or police officers. 

So, of course, the question is why was I not lold this from the beginning and why was I nol immedialely escorl from the "securi1y· screening area instead of being detained for 20·30 minutes. 

As stated above, the next most troubling part of this encounter was my detention. I was held there at the TSA screening area for 20-30 minutes. At one poind(b)(ff:, ! asked for my ID. so I gave 11 to him. The next thing I know, he and the FBI 
agent had decided to "run me.'' It is not a requirement for federal law enforcement agents to "run you" to get on an airplane. And it is certainly not a requirement for them to lead you out of the screening area and kick you out of the ·secure" area of the 
airport. This detention was all just part of lhe attempt 10 intimidale me. Al one point, the FBI agent asked me for my social securily number. I asked him why, and he said he had to check and make sure I was not wanted or had warranls oul. I refused 
to give him my social security number because it is not required to pass through a TSA checkpoint and it is certainly not required to be kicked out of the airport. During this entire encounter. I repeatedly told these law enforcement agents that I was not 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1~(b 1(6) 
Date Time: 212612.,_0,...1'"'4""'8,...: s""o,...:-=-29,....,,p-=-M,-, 

······················----------------····························· 

~~:J!bb,(66/ 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Jackson Hole. Way to Denver. Co 
united Airlines: 
Comments:On 0211212014 While traveling from Jackson Hole , Wy 
To Denver, Co, my wife and 7 year old son . who is in a wheelchair, started to go through security at Jackson Hole airport and were pulled aside and told to wait. by a tso who informed her that they had to call the FSD and, even though my son did not 
alarm he was subJected to a full body pat down. Would like someone to explain the ratianal behind these actions. Was not aware of the fact that an FSD could form their own screening process. and subJect my 7yr old wheelchair bound son to 
unnecessary screening, when in every other airport he's been through samples hand. shoes and wheelchair. 



Caller has had PreCheck appear on his boarding pass. Caller has an artificial Joint in his knee. He said every time he goes through the PreCheck line and the WTMD 11 sets off an alarm. Then he gets the patdown. He told a TSO what has been 
happening. His ticket said PreCheck. He was in California and he was given a PASS. It was a yellow cardboard card and he was able to go through the regular line and he was able to keep his shoes on and he did not get the patdown then. He said 
they did not Patdown his knee at all. He asked if it was stJndard at all AirporIs with TSA I hat you can go through the regular line with lhe yellow card and gel PreCheck benefils that way or would ii just be in cerlain Airports. He said what would be lhe 
benefits of getting PreCheck more frequently by joining it if he will always get the patdown. Also. he said he had to give them the card back. 

RESPONSE: As part of the Agency's evolving approach to security, Transportation Security Administration (TSA) has implemented a number of initiatives that may offer expedited screening to TSA Prelu2713™-eligible passengers who are traveling 
2127/2014 through an airport that does nol currently have a TSA Prelu2713 n., lane. By modifying currenl standard security procedures, this initiative will improve securily, efficiency, and the passenger experience. 

1:0545 
PM TSA Prelu2713™ is currently available at more than 100 airports across the country. However, at airports that do not have a TSA Prelu2713'" lane, some individuals may receive instructions from a Transportation Secunty Officer (TSO) at the 

checkpoint that may result in a security screening experience similar to TSA Pre\u2713™, Others may be given a temporary card or indicator that will permit them to receive expedited screening for a specific trip. 

2127/2014 

While this initiative allows some travelers to experience expedited screening at non-TSA Prelu2713 '" airports, these passengers should not expect to receive this form of screening every time they fly. Implementation will vary from airport to airport and 
may be dependent on date, ti me, location. and passenger volume. 

The caller is calling regarding Transgender policies. She was told at SFO that she could be patted down by a female agent. She stated that at JFK she was treated ternble, and mocked. She stated that when she flew from JFK she was not really 
presented in a particular way, and very unisex ed. She stated that she did have her hair down. She stated that they denied her the right to have a female pat her down. She stated that she is on hormone replacements currently. She stated that she 
talked to three differenl people at lhe checkpoint. She stated lhat she presented her self 10 be more famine on lhe flight from SFO. She slated that the first office was very nice and even wished her a happy birthday. She stated lhat she wanted to get 
the actual policies before filing a written complaint. She asked if this information can be sent to her in writing. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) develops requirements and policies for the security of the Nation's transportation systems. The primary purpose of passenger screening is to prevent or deter the introduction of deadly or dangerous 
i I ems into an airport secured area or o nboa rd an aircraft. 

If a p atdown is required. a Iran sg ender passenger w, 11 receive sere en i ng by a TSO of the same gender as what the passenger presents him or he rs elf to be. Passengers that have recently undergone, or a re currently undergoing, sex reassignment 
surgery may di sere etl y communicate with office rs reg a rd i ng their gender id entity if they be Ii eve it is ne ces sa ry, If a passenger chooses to have addition al sere en i ng done in a private screening area. a trave Ii ng companion is permitted to accompany the 
passenger during the pri v a I e screening. 

1 : 16; 2 8 I a po I og i zed to the caller for the experience, and exp I a i ned th at the TSO s a re trained to treat passengers with dignity and resp eel through the checkpoint. I explained that I wi 11 forward the information to the CS M over T SA at J F K, so that they can be 
PM aware of the situation. 

The callers flight details are as follow: 

Departed: JFK 
Destination: SFO 
Airline: Virgin America 
Flight Number and Time: 23 @ 1: 15 pm 
Terminal or Gate: A2 
Dale and Time: 02-27-2014@ 12:45 

I explained that I can email the information to her reqardinq the policies. 



Caller asked the TSO if she needed to take off her shirt before going through the AIT. She said it was a denim shirt with big metal buttons. She wore a tank top under the shirt. She was told that she should be fine and to leave it on and go through. 
She said that when she got to the other side she turned around and looked at the monitor. She told the TSO that it was her metal buttons that was showing on the monitor. She said that the agent said, Yeah, Yeah, Yeah , She said that she was 
roughly spun around and palled down. The patdown was very rough. She The TSO I hen pushed her in the back and told her to get her hands checked. She said thal she talked with a supervisor and asked how to make a complain!. She wanled to 
make a complaint aboufb }(6} rho was the TSO that petiormed her patdown. She said that what the TSO did was not necessary. She stated that she is usually treated very well. 

Airport- RDU 
Airline - Southwest Airlines 
Flight Numbers - 731 
Departure Times - 8:20 pm 
ArTival Times - She said that the incident happened at approximately 6:30 pm 
Dale And Time of Incident - 2 26 2014 
Location Of Incident 

212712014 Gate -A25 
2:02:43 Terminal - 1 

PM Phone Number tb 1(6) 

212712014 
226:52 

PM 

Email -Jih 1/R, I 
Name Of Actual Person Involved 1._(b_}_(6_} ___ _. 

I gave the following information: The Transportalion Security Administralion (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of securily and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that 
all passengers. regardless of their personal situations and needs, are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

Every person and i tern mu st be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is import ant, Transportation Security Officers (TS Os) must conduct additiona I screening to resolve an ala rm of 
the Walk-Through Metal De1ec1or (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considera1e and lhoughtful and are trained to explain what lhey are doing and what will 
happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

I advised her that I would forward her record to the CSM at RDU for review. 

Caller fi ew yesterday Roch ester I nte mati on al to Boston. He is missing 20 do 11 a rs from his trave I bag. He had an expedited pass. He had tools and other 1te ms and put th em on the belt wh i I e he went through the WT MD. He was waiting for his items. A 
female TSO asked him if he could look through his bag. He said yes. Then he got his shoes and gear. Then she told him to put his brief case down and motioned to another TSO to search him. They searched his belt area and down his shirt. They 
asked him 10 remove his shoes and jackel and he ran his fingers inside his belt and and inside his collar and up and down his legs. Another TSO opened up his bag wilhout him viewing ii. He had 20 dollars in the bag and now it is gone. He asked if this 
is normal. He just thinks that this was very odd. 
He was ordered to be away from his bag. She screened the bag out of his line of sight. 
Ca Iler stated th at he is very ups et. 

Airport was Rochester International 
Gate AS 
Airline was US Airways 
Flight Number: He is not sure 
Description of caller:He is about 5 foot 6 inches with brown hair and had a blue work shirt. 
Description of carry on bag: The bag is a black suitcase that has IAE I I ette n ng on it. 
Description of TSO who searched the bag:She was a female middle aged with shoulder length brown hair. 

I apologized to the caller. 
I to Id h, m that so met, mes your items can be screened out of your Ii ne of sight. 
When passengers can not maintain Ii ne-of-si g ht with their property during a patd own or private screening. T SOs have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's i terns and to ensure that the passenger is reunited with his or her 
property once ii clears x-ray screening. 

Passengers should not be asked to re move or I 1ft an article of clothing to rev ea I a sensitive body a re a. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) see ks 10 provide the high esl custom er service to a 11 who pass through our security check poi nl s. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring I hat a 11 passengers and I heir belongings a re treated wi I h 
dignity. respect, and courtesy. Each Transportation Security Officer (TSO) receives training on professional and courteous conduct to make the process run smoothly and to reduce inconvenience to the traveling public. 

TSA regrets that you found items missing and or damaged from your carry-on luggage. 
You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a SI and a rd Form 95 (claim form). 

Because the complaint concerns security s c reem ng at a specific airport. we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-mai I to the Custa mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. The CS M WI 11 investigate this and make sure th at no rules we re bro ken. 



Caller feels raped and vi o I ated and can sti 11 fee I the mans hand al I over his body. This was during a patdown. It appeared professi ona I but he used excessive force. He said a 11 the airports he has experienced he has seen the AIT but this one does not. 
You walk through the WTMD so it sets you up for an immediate patdown and feels that it is very unnecessary. When he expressed his discomfort the TSO told him he is just doing the job he gets paid for. 

This has happened twice at this airport. 
He is very upset and wants to know what can be done. 

2127/2014 
3,51 :OS I apologized to the caller and told him thal the Transportation Security Adminislration (TSA) seeks to provide the highest level of securily and cus1omer service 10 lhose who pass lhrough our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on 

PM ensuring that all passengers. regardless of their personal situations and needs, are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. Every person and item must be screened before entering each secured area, and the manner in which the screening is 
conducted 1s import ant. 

TSA moni1ors the number and nature of complaints we receive 10 1rack I rends and spot areas of concern I hat may require special a11ention. I lold him that if he would provide flight information then we can send this 10 a CSM for review. You may also 
call them yourself it you do not want to provide your information. 

He said they are part of the people who groped him so what good would that do. The call dropped, 
Caller feels raped and violated and can still feel the mans hand all over his body. This was during a patdown. It appeared professional but he used excessive force. He said all the airports he has experienced he has seen the AIT but this one does not. 
You walk through the WTMD so 11 sets you up for an immediate patdown and feels that it is very unnecessary. When he expressed his discomfort the TSO told him he is just doing the job he gets paid for. 

This has happened twice at this airport. 
He is very upset and wants to know what can be done. 

2127/2014 
3: 51 : 0 5 I a po I og i zed to the ca Iler and to Id him that the Transportation Security Adm i ni strat ion (TS A) seeks to provide the hi g hes 1 I eve I of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. 0 ur policies and procedures focus on 

PM ensuring that all passengers, regardless of their personal siluations and needs, are 1reated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. Every person and item must be screened before entering each secured area, and the manner in which the screening is 
conducted is important. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. I told him that if he would provide flight information then we can send this to a CSM for review. You may also 
call them yourself ii you do not want to provide your information. 

He said they are pa rt of the pea pl e who Qrop ed him so what good would th at do. The cal I d rapped. 
Caller feels raped and violated and can still feel the mans hand all over his body. This was during a patdown. It appeared professional but he used excessive force. He said all lhe airpor1s he has experienced he has seen the AIT but this one does not. 
You walk through the WTMD so it sets you up for an immediate patdown and feels that it is very unnecessary. When he expressed his discomfort the TSO told him he is just doing the job he gets paid for. 

This has happened twice at this airport. 
He is very upset and wants 10 know what can be done. 

2;2;;2~~ 4 I apologized to the caller and told him that the Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) seeks to provide the highest level of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on 
PM ensuring that all passengers, regardless of their personal situations and needs, are treated with dignity. respect, and courtesy. Every person and item must be screened before entering each secured area. and the manner in which the screening is 

conducted is i m po r1 ant. 

212712014 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special altention. I told him that 1f he would provide flight information then we can send this to a CSM for review. You may also 
ca 11 them yourself it you do not want to provide your information, 

He said they are part of the people who groped him so what good would that do. The call dropped. 
Callers sister flew STL-PHX this morning aboard US Airways #fA7 with her infant child. Caller was subjected to a pat-down in a private area by STSO~aller requested it be done in a public area and the supervisor would not allow it. Caller 
states her sister made a scene at lhe checkpoint and states she was molested by the officer who conducled her pat down and this resulted in a panic at~er is now fearful to fiy home because she is afraid of the same treatment. Caller stales this 
incident occurred at approximately 6:30AM. Caller wants an explanation of why the patdown was not allowed in a public location and states her sister has flown on multiple occasions with her daughter and has never experienced such a terrible 
expenence. 

4A3:02 Resolution: 
PM 

Apologized to caller for any inconvenience her sister may have encountered and advised her if she wishes to address this complaint with someone specifically at STL she can dial the TCC contact number again and select option 5 and input the 
STL(785) airport code and a number will be given to the CSM at STL to file her complaint and address her inquiry directly. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time. 2/27/2014 4:56:51 PM Airport. DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel . 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. I fly out of the Denver airport a couple of times a year, and every time, the TSA agents are extremely harsh, rude, and just angry in general. 

2127/2014 . . . . . . . . 
5_58 _12 My biggest complaint, however, 1s that when they do &quot:pat downs&quot:, which are frequent, they do not 1nfonm you of what they are doing. Most recently, the agent Just grabbed me and started putting her hands all over me. THIS IS 

· PM UNACCEPTABLE! I consider this assault, when I haven't given permission for someone to grope me. If I his happens again, I will be suing the TSA; I'm tired of feeling viola led every time I fiy out of Denver. 

There is no reason that they can't be polite about what they are doing, and inform you when they need to search you. I am not a cnminal. and the 4th Constitutional Amendment states that I have a nght to be protected against unreasonable searches -
and I consider a TSA agent grabbing me and groping me with no warning. to be unreasonable. Someone needs to tell them to STOP IT! 
Would you like a r~ True 
Passenger's Name!~ 
Phone Number . 
Email !(b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicalionManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Ti me : 212712014 4: 56: 51 PM Airport : DEN - Denver International Date/Ti me of T rave I : 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I fly out of the Denver airport a co u pie of times a year, and every ti me, the T SA agents are extremely harsh, rude, and Ju st angry in gen era I. 

2127/2014 
5,58 ,12 My biggest complaint, however, is thal when lhey do &quoi;pat downs&quoi;, which are frequent, lhey do not inform you of whal they are doing. Most recently, the agent just grabbed me and started putting her hands all over me. THIS IS 

PM UNACCEPTABLE' I consider this assault. when I haven't given permission for someone ta grope me. If this happens again. I will be suing the TSA: I'm tired of feeling violated every time I fly out of Denver. 

There is no reason that they can't be polite about what they are doing. and inform you when they need to search you. I am not a criminal, and the 4th Constitutional Amendment states that I have a right to be protected against unreasonable searches -
and I consider a TSA agenl grabbing me and groping me with no warning, to be unreasonable. Someone needs 10 lell them to STOP IT! 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Namekb)(6·, 
Phone Number , 
Email i.-..·-.1i:::-\ 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time· 2127/2014 4:56:51 PM Airport· DEN - Denver International Date/Time ofTravel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I fly out of the Denver airport a co u pie of times a year. and every ti me. the T SA agents are extremely harsh, rude. and ju st angry in gen era I, 

2127/2014 . . . & & . f . f f . - - s s 
5 _ 58, 1 2 My b1 gge st com pl a, nt. however, , s that when they do quot: pat downs quot:, wh1 ch a re req u ent, they do not , n arm you o what they a re da, ng. Ma st recently, the agent Ju st grabbed me and started putt, ng her hands al I over me. TH I I 

· PM UNACCEPTABLE' I consider this assault. when I haven't given penmiss1on for someone to grope me. If this happens again. I will be suing the TSA I'm tired of feeling violated every time I fiy out of Denver. 

There is no reason thal they can't be polite aboul whal they are doing, and inform you when they need to search you. I am not a criminal, and the 4th Constitutional Amendmenl states that I have a right to be pro1ec1ed against unreasonable searches -
and I consider a TSA agent grabbing me and graping me with no warning, to be unreasonable. Someone needs to tell them to STOP ITI 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name Kiill:§0 
Phone Number : 

Email : .. kb"--."-,(6,,_-._1 ----,------,--,,..,---,, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link htlp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB2IApplicationManager 



I recently was travel Ii ng from mca 11 en I mfe) Ix to dm and wh i I e gomg through the security che c kpomt endured the wo rs! case of profi I mg I have ever experienced. 

The TSA agents allowed five white people before me and anolher three after me to go lhrough the metal de1ec1ors, while I was made to go through lhe millimetric scanner. after I hat I hey staled thal they had to do a patdown, which they did in public. 
This was followed by swabbing my hands and placing it in the machine. After I cleared all of this and am about to put on my shoes, another TSA agent walks down, grabs my shoes and states that additional testing will have to be done. All the while 

212 7120 14 everyone else ( a 11 white pea pl e) have passed through without a sing I e q ue st1on. 
8:12:59 Now I am an expert traveller and have elite status in a couple of airlines. and I have never experienced this level of racial profiling. This made me feel like a second class citizen. I feel my civil rights were blatantly violated and am questioning civil 

PM litigation. 

2/2812014 
9:31:42 

AM 

Caller has metal hip replacements. 

lncidenl Details: Caller said that she was at HOU airport this morning for a 0622hrs flight on Spirit Airlines from Gale A25. She arrived to the airport around 0500hrs and elected 10 go through the AIT scan due to the metal joinl implants to try and get 
through more quickly than opting out. She entered the AIT and it displayed two anomalies on her hips and the female operator patted her down completely. and conducted an ETD swab. She then told the traveler that she did not clear and they would 
have to call a supervisor to take her to a private area for a more m depth screening. Caller said that she had another more detailed paid own from the STSO. and was delayed so long that she missed her flight. She 1s demanding a complaint be 
submitted and this incident be i nves ti gated be ca use she was vi o I ated and i nap prop ri a tel y touched by the T SOs during the patd own and missed her flight. She wants to know why a second pa tdow n was required and wants to know why the orig i na I 
patdown was not conducted only on the area where lhe anomalies were. 

She did not claim that she was discriminated against due to dis ab i I 1ty. but is upset about the screening process and the way the who I e s ituat1on was handled. 

Apologized to caller for her experience and explained thal we would forward her complaint 10 lhe CSM at HOU for further review and request additional informalion on lhe incidenl. She ask what she could do in the future to avoid this happening and we 
suggested she notify the TSOs upon arriving to the checkpoint of the metal implants and she may speak with the PSS before entering the checkpoint to address her concerns. Additional screening is required to resolve any alarms of the AIT 

Fro~(b1(6) 
Sent Thursday, February 27, 2014 7:06 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subjecl: TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP._kb_·•"-1(6_.'-I ___ ...., 

212812014 Date Time: 2127/2014 7:06:08 PM 

10:20:23 
AM 

------------------------------------------------------------------
Name: 

Email: 

HYPERLIN~,_(b_,_(6_) _____________ ___, 

B nef De scri pt1on of Inquiry: 

bla I ant ra ci a I profi Ii ng 

Comments: 

I recently was !ravelling from mcallen (mfe) tx to dfw and while going lhrough the securily checkpoint endured lhe worst case of profiling I have ever experienced. 



Disability Description: The caller has artificial hips. 

Information Requesl: The caller is requesling assistance because she has arlificial hips. The caller stJled she does not want to receive a pal-down by lhe officer s thal groped her this morning at Houston Hobby. The caller stated she called the TCC 
this morning and re parted the incident. Caller stated she missed her flight because of the incident. The caller stated she will be flying on Spirit Airlines flight# 200 at 6:22am from Houston Hobby on 3 1 2014. The caller stated she will be taking a ane 

2128/2014 way flight. 

5:1039 
PM Response Details: I told the caller I would froward the information 10 a disability specialist. I told lhe caller to request to speak wilh a PSS at the checkpoint. I told lhe caller a paldown procedure also is used 10 resolve any alarms of a metal detector or 

anomalies identified by AIT. If a patdown is required in order ta complete screening. The caller wanted to know why she would have to receive a pat-down if she has already informed the officers that she has artificial hips. I told the caller she would still 
have to receive a pat-down to reso Ive alarms otherwise she wou Id not be able to fly. I to Id the ca 11 er I can not guarantee the agents she spoke with this mo mmg wi 11 not be at the checkpoint. I told the caller I would notate her request and lo rward the 
info rmat io11. 

Fro4!b)(61 

Sent: Friday, February 28, 2014 4:29 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subject: Complaint Fonm Sumb1ssion 

Hello TSA-CRL, 

Attached is my complaint form. I a I so described this over the phone to one of your rep rese ntat,ve s on 2 2 7 14. The file tsaco mp I amt. pd! is the fonm provided on your website and Isa comp I a i nt2. pdf has add i ti ona I text th at would not fit in the lo rm. 

Thanks, 

212812014 Attachment 1 

5:45 :04 Dear TSA. 
PM 

2128/2014 
8:08 34 

PM 

I have been on hormonal replacement therapy for 4-1 2 years in transition from male to female. I have 
not done surgery and have not changed my legal gender yet: it is a long process ta da it safely. In the 
modem U.S.A. this should not rob me of the dignitiy of traveling m comfort and safety. Since my 
transition began, I have flown around 20 times and most times I have received a pat-down on the chest. 
With the hormones my curves are changing and lhe TSA officers have felt undergarments I hey didn t 
expect (bra). In most of my travels I have simple said I m on the transgender path, thats a sports bra 
th en p ul I my col I ar to the side to show a strap. Most office rs have said no problem and done the patdown 
in a respectful way. 

On February 18th, 2014 I flew from SFO to JFK and asked the front-gate TSA officer if I could request 
a pat-down from a female officer. Believe me, there is no pleasure in this. it has just been my 
experience that office rs who are ma I e a re more Ii ke I y to pat down the chest area in a rougher manner 
that is very uncomfortable, physically and psychologically. I was granted a very respectful pat-down 
from a female TSA officer on 2 18 2014 at SFO. On February 26th 2014 at New York JFK airport the 
expe nence was radically d iffe rent and went Ii ke this: 
TSA. 

In my attempt to get to my flight, at the Oklahoma Will Rogers International airport, I was in line waiting to get my boarding pass checked by the pre-TSA personnel. the two individuals there found their conversation to be more important than 
checking people in. This is not my main ccmplaint but does set the stage for the following. When taking off my jackets and shoes etc and sorting everything I proceeded to go through the scanner. I never take my belt off nor my watch because they are 
always visible 10 lhe TSA and i always give permission to give me a pal down to clear their errors thal appear on the scanner. This is never a problem at any airport, unlil loday. I was told to take off the peripherals without being asked for a pal down or 
clarification of the situation from the TSA personnel. I told them no and that they could visually asses the situation and pat me dawn. I was then told that before they could da that I had to take the belt all. This is ridiculous to be asked of. If there was 
anything being concealed in the belt 11 would need to run through the scanner or should be looked over and neither was done. If this is the TSA policy, 11 needs to be revised. I will continue to push this issue until , get proper feedback. Its bad enough 
that I as a tax paying US citizen am paying to be treated by individuals that are rude and inccmpetent and have to essentially strip my clothing down to prove that im not concealing anything when i give full penmission to be checked over. The TSA 
supervisors name is(§Dhat failed to opera1e his job funclion. This occurred on 2-28-14 approximalely 5:40pm 

Thank you for your ti me and response. 

fbi(61 



On February 24, 2014, I was to fly from Fayetteville, Arkansas (XNA), on an American Airtine flight leaving at 12:S0p.for Chicago (ORD). From there, I was to take a plane to Cedar Rapids. Iowa (CID). 

I passed through securily and was ready to head 10 my gate (A4.) Because I am visually impaired, I stopped 10 ask specific directions from the lady who will give rides on her ··golf cart' My sister, who had transported me to the airport and was 
outside the security archway/gateway called me to say one last goodbye. I was excited at not having been made to take off my shoes nor remove many items from my carry on items. and I moved toward her to tell her and say goodbye. 

Apparently. I crossed some kind of infrared line or barrier that was invisible to me I did NOT go through the archway/gateway. There was a male TSA person standing right there. He watched me walk to her without saying anything. He then 
told me I hat I would need 10 go out and go through security again. I never touched my sister or anything or anyone else. I never took anylhing from her. I did nol see anything to slop me from stepping where I did. I slill do not know what barrier I 
crossed. 

I went back around to the security check in. I had arrived an hour prior to my flight, but at this point, there was a line to go through security. As I was standing waiting my tum, I realized that my government-issued identification (drivers' license) 
was missing. I began emplying my purse and carry-on bag while my sister went back around to ask the TSA person who sent me back through security to intercede for me. He had seen that I had been in lhe secure area. He had seen I hat I did not 
touch anyone or anything. But he would not help. 

At this point. another TSA person came over to assist. She was an African American woman. She and another TSA female, as well as the lady checking identification and boarding passes made suggestions and even helped in the search. We 

31112014 removed my shoes. My sisler and I checked inside my clothing. By that time, I had a very short time to get to my flight. The lady checking identificalions verified I hat I had been lhrough security and had lhe proper identification. 

1:14:18 
PM 

The Afnca n American T SA officer to Id me she would take me and do a pat down. I, again. placed my 1te ms to be scanned, and she took me over to the "pat down - area. W h, I e she searched me. another T SA person em pt,ed everything from al I 
my ca ny-o n items and sea nned something into a machine, The lady searching machine apologized several ti mes. and I told her she could give me a complete body check, I just wanted to get on my p I ane, Knowing I had tro ub I e seeing where to go. 
when all was done, lhe TSA officer who searched me was going 10 lake me to my gate. However, lhe earl lady was parked I here, and the TSA officer lold her to hurry me to my gale. 

As we rode. I told her about the loss of my license, and the cart lady said, 'I know where your license is. I picked 11 up off the floor. and I took 11 to your gate." When we got to the gate, the door had just been shut, and I missed my flight. 

By this time, my sister could no longer see me. Knowing I hat my vision makes things challenging for me, and knowing I hat she lives three hours from the airport, my sister asked the TSA man who had made me go through security the second 
time to find out if I made my flight or not. He told her he couldn't walk that far (leaving his post). He would not make a call to find out so my sister did not know whether she should leave the airport or wait for me to come back. 

The American Airline agent rebooked me through Dallas and then to Cedar Rapids. However, several problems occurred in Dallas, including the electrical relays in the plane malfunctioning, and instead of an-iving in Cedar Rapids at 5:30 as 
originally booked, it was around 11 :00p.m. My husband had been waiting at the airport since 7:00, and we still had an hour plus drive to our home. 

This lengthy email is to complain about the TSA officer "guarding" the security line. He appeared to be in wait for someone to commit an infraction. He was completely unhelpful. To both my sister and I. he appeared to have a 'smirky" attitude 
that enjoyed having someone commit an infraction. A very trying situation had its stress compounded by this man. I understand that the job of the TSA officers is to protect, and I thoroughly appreciate them for that. However, this man's customer 
service was what gives TSA officers a bad reputation! Conversely, I would like 10 commend the African American woman who helped me. She was so kind and lried to do her best to get me where I needed to be. You need more officers like her. 



From: do notrep I y@Co ntactUs. tsa. dhs. gov [ mai Ito :do notrep ly@Co ntactU s. Isa .d hs. gov) 
Sent: Saturday, March 01, 2014 2:13 PM 
To: TSAExlemalCompliance 
Subject Contact Us: Civil Rights Civil tiberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hltp: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

;==::;====,-----------------------------------
Remote Client 1~b 1(6) 
Date Time: 3 1 2""0-,-14~2:....,1.,..2""':4..,.3""'P"'M..,....... 

Attachment: 
1 )Information about the person who experienced the c1v1 I rig his ci vi I Ii be rti es viol at1on 
(fill in what you can) 

31112014 :~r:t and Middle Name: 
512"19 

-PM !/hl!l'ii 
Last Name: 

kh,/Ri I 
Main Phone: 

fh··1rR·\ 

Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

PO Box or Street address: 

!(b,(61 
Cny: 

3/212014 
7:23 29 

PM 

El Paso 
State: 
TX 
Zip: 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : D1sab1lity or Medical Condition; Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time : 31212014 2:51 :42 PM Airport MSP - Minneapolis-St. Paul International Date/Time of Travel 03/02/2014 1 :30 PM Airline & Flight Number 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal 2 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. I asked the TSA agent if I could have an alternative screening process because I was pregnant. The man told me it was only waves and I had nothing ta worry about. I told him that nothing had been proven I felt more comfortable doing 
something else. He said it would be a pat down and I said I was fine with that. He then told me again that the machine was not a worry and I told him thank you for his opinion but I would like a pat down. He then told me if I was really concerned about 
my pregnancy I wouldn't be flying to begin with because it was three times worse. I then told him I no longer wanted to hear his opinion. I felt embarrassed and harassed as he had a raised voice that the other dozen travelers could hear his remarks 
about me and the care of my unborn baby. A complimenl to the female agenl thal completed my pat down. She was very pleasant and professional. 
Would you like a re¥m•se? · Jn IA 
Passenger's Name f.__ b_._,(_6_1 ___ ...., 
PhonP :qmb.ec · 
Email =Lb,(61 l 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



31312014 
9:38:45 

AM 

Caller wanted to know 1f she had reached F LL She said that she asked lo r a p atdown when she went through the checkpoint on 2 2 7 2014. She had an Acer computer in her backpack. She said that 11 cost her $1200. 00. She does not remember if 
she took it out of her backpack or not. She was flying internationally to Jamaica. She said that the TSO took her items and they took everything out of the bag. She said that she did not have to open her backpack in Jamaica and it was always in her 
possession after she picked it up at the checkpoinl. Her computer is missing. She said thal it has her name and photo in it. She said I hat she does nol know whal happened to the computer. She wanted a claim form mailed to her. 

Airport- FLL 
Airline - Caribbean Airlines 
Flight Numbers - Does not know 
Departure Times - Does not remember the time, however, it was after 4 pm 
Arri val Ti mes - She does not remember 
Date And Time of Incident - 2 27 2014 
Localion Of Incident 
Gate -Does not know 
Terminal - Does not know 
Phone Number k._b_)_(6_1 ___ ~ 
Email - Does nol have ,.,..,---,-,-----, 
Name Of Actual Person Involved -f._b_••_1(6_._I __ _, 

I gave information per: http: www.1sa.gov traveler-informalion airport-losl-found-contacts 
Fort Lauderdale Airport 
954-359-2247 

I gave the following information: To file a claim, you should fill out lhe claim form in accordance with the instruclions and return ii to the address in box number 1. Once TSA's Claims Management Branch (CMS) has received your claim form, you will 
be sent a letter of acknowledgement and a claim number. You should keep the claim number for future reference when inquiring about the claim. 
I told her that she called the TSA Contact Center not FLL. 
I mailed her a claim form. I advised her that I would forward her record to the CSM at FLL for review. 

From b)(6) 
Sent: Sunday, March 02, 2014 6:37 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPj(b)(61 ! 
31312014 Dale Time: 3/212014 6:3/: i6 PM 

10:13:10 
AM 

Name: 

!(b)(61 

Email: 

HYPERLINK,.(b"-)"'-(6"-··~' _________________ __. 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

Rude and Unpofessional TSAAgent. Austin TX, 3:50 PM CDT, March 2, 2014 

Comments: 

I would like to notify you about a poorly trained TSA agent this afternoon. I had TSA Pre-check authorization /pr my flight and used that service. My husband went through the metal detector in front of me and informed the TSA agent that I had 2 metal 



Fromlb)(61 
Sent:u~day, iviarch 02, 20 14 6:3 I PIVI 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client if1(b 1(61 
31312014 Dale Time: 312120!;'1,'-4;'-6/,-:i,-37"":..,.16,,...,,P""M,......... 

10:13:10 
AM 

Name: 

Email: 

HYPERLINK b)(ff1 ,._ _____________________ __. 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

Rude and Unpofessional TSAAgent. Austin TX, 3:50 PM CDT, March 2, 2014 

Comments: 

I would like to notify you about a poorly trained TSA agent this afternoon. I had TSA Pre-check authorization /pr my flight and used that service. My husband went through the metal detector in front of me and informed the TSA agent that I had 2 metal 

Feedback Type · Security Issue 
Categories : Duration of Screening Process: Pat-down Current DateiTlme : 3/4/2014 12:40:50 AM Airport LAX - Los Angeles lntemat,onai Date/Time of Travel 03/0212014 4: 15 PM 
Airline & Flight Number · Alaska 4 73g 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport after cus1oms TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . I was given a more than normal pat down and overly intense inspection of myself and carry on bag. I was also told this will be normal from now on by a TSA employee. I would like to know why there is a change in my security status. My 
wife has a T SA pre ch eek and I get the high nsk I eve I rating. I have not even had a moving violation in over 1 5 yea rs. I was wondering why your agency put me on the high risk Ii st?. This makes !rave I by air a pain in the butt and I feel I am being 

31412014 harassed. 
9:33:32 

AM Tha nkyou for your ti me 

!(b,(61 ! 
Would you like a res onse? - True 
Passenger's Na;;.mcce::....i;,b....,_1(,.6..,1 __ ,-_. 
Phone Number 
Email (b)(ff1 
To lea feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/AppiicationManager 



NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

31412014 
1 O: 11 ,43 Are you 18 or over? Yes 

AM Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N atIona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Westchester County Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 

Caller is 80 years old and will be flying on Thursday with an orlhotic in her shoes. She is also visually impaired, has ankle problems and a broken toe. Caller staled thal it is hard to take off her shoes. She will be in a wheelchair. 
She stated that she had heard that if you are over 70, you do not have to take your shoes off. I told her it is 75 and that was true. I told her I was giving her another reason why she does not have to take off her shoes. Caller stated that the reason she 
is calling is that once she flew from PBI to EWR and had a horrible experience. 

Caller believed this was more of a customer service issue lhan discrimination or failure to accomodale. Caller had been through screening and an ETD. She has 10 ice her fool twice per day so she had brought in her carry on something thal could be 
either heated or frozen. Her suitcase alarmed. The female TSO took the callers items out of her luggage as if it was junk. She looked at the previously mentioned item, passed it around to other TS Os. then threw everything back in so that it would not 
close. 
Caller was in a wheelchair and, after the screening. had to take everything out of the suitcase, put in on the airport floor, and repack it to get the luggage to close properly. She had to do this twice. 

The TSO treated her as if she was enemy. The TSO was completely callous about handling her property. This TSO could not care less. Caller had said. I hope you are going to repack that. The TSO ignored her. Caller did not get the TSO s name but 
said she was a heavy set African American. 

Airporl: PBI 

31412014 Airline: United 

1 O: 15,30 Flight Number: 258 
AM Date and Time: Oct 1 at 1: 10 (flight time. she was delayed so much that the plane was boarding when the screening was finished, She had arrived at the checkpoint about 12: 15pm) 

Localion: She does not know, but it was the United Terminal. 

I asked if she needed ass i sta nee at the che c kpornt. She said she did not think she needed any sp eci a I assistance. 

Passengers who cannol remove their shoes can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT), the walk-through meIaI detector, or a thorough paldown. Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above 
their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

I emailed the information to her. 

Caller said this was uncalled for. She had never had any problem with this item before and she travels with it oflen. TSO was acting as though caller was very suspicious. 

I apologized to the caller and told her I would send this to the CSM. She said she would like that. 



31412014 Caller said that she may be obtaining a piercing Just prior to an upcoming flight and wanted to know if this would be a problem, especially if she sets of the metal detectors. 

1111 37 
AM Advised caller that an individual will never be required to remove or show a body piercing. If, during the screening process, a body piercing results in an alarm of the Walk Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or an anomaly during Advanced Imaging 

Technology (AIT) screening. the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) will resolve the alarm or anomaly by conducting a patdown. 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa I iii on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air I ravel discrimination complain! form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Nam~b~l~(6.,.1 ____ '---~ 

31412014 
12, 17,26 Are you 18 or over? Yes 

PM Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N at1ona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Westchester County Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 



Referral from DHS TRIP (Redress) 

To whom 11 may concern: 

For your review and action as deemed appropnate._!(_b_)('-6_1 _____ _.k.,b._l"-/6=\ __.!applied to the Redress program on 212412014. The traveler's concerns are outside the scope of this program. Please refer to the traveler's comments listed below. 
The traveler's redress case has been administratively closed, 

Thank You for your time and assistance. 

31412014 Sincerely, 
2:13:20 

PM 
DHS TRIP 

T rave I er Information: 

Nam~(b)(61 

Addres,j:._~_._,(_6_) _____ _,I Newark. CA 94560 

Email Addresl~\b_)_(6_, ____ __. 

Phone Number:~f h=··,1~r;'-·, __ ~ 
The caller flew from PuerI0 Rico. The caller states thal she had a brand new suitcase and a wheel was broken off of it. The caller states thal she has a NOi. The caller states that she does not know who damaged the baggage. The caller states that 
she flew with Southwest airline. The caller does not want to file a claim. The caller states that the caller states that the machine went off. The caller states that she had a patdown procedure because of this. The caller states that she is not happy with 
this as we 11. The ca 11 er states that she told them she was handicapped and they told her to go on through the machine and 11 a I armed and th en she informed th em that 11 was a knee re placement. The cal I er states that the TS Os at the checkpoint s ho u Id 
probe to find out peoples disabilities. 

3/412014 Advised ca Iler: 
7:57:38 

PM We regret that you found your experience to be less than satisfactory. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process will enable us to ensure prompt. corrective action whenever we determine that security 
screening po Ii ci es need modification or s pec1f1c employees or screener teams are the subj eel of re pealed comp I am ts. 

If a passenger has metal implanls, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportalion Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 



The caller just came from CM H to ATL. She flew on Delta. She went through the checkpoint and she forgot her laptop at the checkpoint. She asked for the lost and found for CMH. She asked what the process will be. She stated that one bin had her 
I a ptop and her other i terns in a different bin, She stated that she requested a patdown, and the I ady at the checkpoint gathered her i terns and the bins, She stated that she had placed the bins inside the other and the laptop was on the bottom. She 
stated that she did not see the laptop so she forgot the item. She stated that she could not tell that her laptop was still in lhe botlom bin. She asked what she can do if lhe lost and found department does not have lhe laptop. She asked if they will mail it 
to her if they have it. 

I advised the cal I er that at most airports a era ss the country, TSA has procedures in p I ace lo r handling lost and lo u nd, Items found at screening checkpoints and areas where T SA performs baggage screening are tu med in to the ap prop ria te, designated 
airport au t hori Ii es. We s ugg est t rave I e rs co nl acl the airport where their items we re misplaced or last. I provided the co nl act info rm ation for the Io st and found department at, CM H . 

31412014 These Lost Found contacts are only for items left at TSA Secunty Checkpoints or ,terns missing from checked baggage. 
10:04:02 

PM Port Columbus lnternalional Airport 
614-239-5035 

31412014 
10:11:17 

PM 

hit p: www. tsa, gov t rave I er-information a i rport-1 o st-found-contacts# 16 

I explained that she can contact the CSM if there is nothing recovered in the lost and found department. I advised the caller that they can contact the CSM at the airport by calling 8662899673, select option 5 when it is presented, provide the 
ap prop nate airport code lo r the airport, and the I VR w, 11 provide the contact information for the CS M at that location. 

I explained that ii is the passengers responsibilily to ensure that all the ii ems are gathered at lhe checkpoint after screening, however we do have the lost and found process in place for lhese items. 
You are abusing and d1scri mi nati ng against peop I e with h, p re placements and it needs to end. 

I am a p hys1c1an. I am writing bee a use I am ti red of b erng patted down every time I fly because I have a hip rep I ace m ent. Unfortunate I y, your m, 11 i meter wave sea nne rs are not always a va, I ab I e and I freq ue ntl y have to pass through a meta I detector 
which, invariably, triggers an alarm and I have to undergo a "pat down", I am tired of this. It is unnecessary and, quite frankly, abusive and discriminatory. Why a "pat down" ? It would be very simple to have one of the wand magnetometers and it 
will quickly show where the metal is. I have no problem having someone feel the outer part of my hip, bul I have pretty much had ii with lhe full pat down and chemical screening lhat I have to undergo every time I fly. The location of my metal is focal 
and easily identified. I want this to be stopped. To whom do I write to stop this abusive and discriminatory behavior? 

b)(61 

Office: l(b r(B) 
Fax: 
Email: 

~-----------------------~ 



3/512014 
101022 

AM 

Hi. I've been flying 2-3x per month for 1 O+ years now and since the millimeter wave detection system was implemented, I've worn my belt with very few questions and it NEVER sets the machine off and causes delays or extra pat downs. This morning 
an agenl in SMF at 6 am said "I'm going to need you 10 lake your belt off. I told him," it has NEVER set this machine off," His response was," well this machine is being e,tra sensitive today,''. II was a lie and he knew ii but he is so delermined to be" 
the boss" he wouldn't let it go. If I want to get extra screening, isn't that my decision? Furthermore, why would I bother telling him it NEVER causes a problem if a) rm a first-timer with no experience orb) I REALLY want extra screening? 

l"ve had so many good enoounters with TSA agents that I never feel compelled to write and even when I have it was a positive experience. The biggest issue I have is that he lied and business travelers who do this a lot aren't stupid. Be honest. 

kbl/6\ 

This message and any attachment are conf1d e nti al and may be p nv, I eg ed or otherwise protected from di sci osu re. If you are not the intended rec i pIent. you must not copy this message or attachment or d1scl o se the contents to any other person. If you 
have received this transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the message and any attachment from your system. Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Genmany and any of its subsidiaries do not accept liability for any omissions or 
errors in I his message which may arise as a result of E-Mail-lransmission or for damages resulting from any unaulhorized changes of the oontenl of this message and any attachment thereto. Merck KGaA, Darmstadl. Germany and any of its 
subsidiaries do not guarantee that this message is free al viruses and does not accept liability for any damages caused by any virus transmitted therewith. 

From b1(6) 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05. 2014 3: 16 PM 
To: TSAExlernalCompliance 
Subject T SA Chicago Midway Complaint 

~o access the German. French. Spanish and Portuguese versions of this disclaimer. 

Attached is my oom pl eted complaint form , PI ease contact me to address this information, 
Thank Y9LJ 

Attachment 1 

Midlothian IL 60445 

31512014 Email HYPERLINK '-'h-'-.. "-,IR-'-·"-1 -----------------' 

420:28 
PM What Happened? 

My husband I traveled on February 20, 2014 from Midway airport to Ft Meyers, FL. We arrived at Midway airport at 4:30 am for a 6:30 am flighl on AirTran (Southwest) Airlines. Using curbside check in, we had 2 small bags that we were carrying on. 
We gave the ticketing agent our photo ID s he printed the boarding passes, placed them in the paper jacket, circled our gate number, handed us the ID s back, along with the boarding passes. I have arthritis, needed a wheelchair. sa we met with 
the wheelchair transport person proceeded to security. When we got to the security check point. we handed our ID s to the agent he inspected the bo ardrng passes matching th em up to our individual 1d e ntifi cation, in iii a led off on each of them. gave 
us back the boarding passes identification. I cannot raise my arms high enough to go through the scanner so I had to wait for a pat down. My husband went through the scanner as our bags were being screened on the belt. everything was fine. After 
7 minuIes or so, I was waived through began the pal down. I am used to this have been through a pat down plenly of times. When the TSA agent was finished, she look a small piece of paper, ran it over the gloves thal were used in my pat down 
inserted it into a machine, it beeped. I was asked if I took any special medicine, or creams, then I was tald that I had toga through a 2nd pat down by a supervisor all al my bags had to be searched. When my boarding passes were being handed 
back to me, the T SA agent mentioned my going to Cal 1/o mi a, ( not FI o rid a) then she noticed that my bo ardrng pass was not mine; the name on 11 wasf": "": I So I was wa iii ng to be searched again. my husband had to take my I D. be 
acoompanied by a TSA agent back to a Southwest kiosk to print a oorrect boarding pass. Then he had to go back through security, even though the TSA agent had never left his side. Meanwhile, our bags were being hand searched, even though they 
were cleared on the ,-ray. When my husband got back, we were slill waiting for the supervisor 10 do my second pat down: she lhought we were going to her the TSA agents thoughl she was coming to us. WE were taken 10 another area of the airport, 
I was taken ta a small room where I had the second pat down. Our third bag hadn t been searched yet sa they did that while I was having the pat down by the supervisor. Everything checked out fine, we made it ta the plane with only a few minutes ta 
spa re, even though we were the re two hours ahead of ti me. As it turned out the machine th at sea ns the s m al I piece of paper after a pat down, was not working. What a Ii asco to have to go through al I of the ag ri vat,on. When we did arrive in Florida, 
upon unpacking, a small bottle of nail polish had been opened during the inspection of my bag, had spilled all over, 
The whole process was frustrating, but the securily issue is e,tremely bothersome to say lhe least. How can this happen? Two different people looked at photo idenlification, matching up our names faces to our boarding passes, I slill got through, or 
would have gotten through to the gate. And because the gate agent only scans the boarding passes in this case, handed them back to us. we could have gone anywhere. That seems like a HUGE security breach. 



I travel every week and am TSA pre check and approved Global Entry participant. At every airport except Seattle. I can go through TSA pre check and walk through the metal detector with no problem, even though I have a knee replacement. 

Every time I fly out of Seattle, and go through pre check, the metal detector goes off and I need a pat down. 111 tell them I have a knee replacement, I have to go through the regular line and they want me to use the body scanner. This means I have to 
tJke my shoes off, my Liquids oul and all coals and jackels off. I look the time and efforl to be Global entry and pre check and paid for it, I feel that I am being discriminated againsl, by nol b wing able to use it and being treated this way in Sea Ille. My 
largest customer is here so I fly in and out often. 

Please find a suitable solution for me. I should not have to be patted down every time just because I have a knee replacement. There are laws that cover Americans with Disabilities. 

31512014 Thanks you, 
6:14:16 

PM ~t b_,(_6_1 -~ 

3/512014 
6:1446 

PM 

To whom it may concern, 

On Tuesday March 4th. 2014 My girlfriend and I were traveling frorn the Greater Binghamton Airport to Orlando. We had to go through Security to be screened and checked in for our flight. The Female TSA worker without warning pulled my 
girlfriend over to the side randomly 10 pal her down for no apparent reason and my girlfriend panicked and blacked out. I was lrying to tell the worker that she had an Medical Alert bracelet showing she has Panic Disorder and I had to repeal myself 4 
times where she had told me to shut up ignoring my pleas. The TSA worker was inter,iened by a County Security worker that I know and told them to stop and told them to listen to me noticing that I was trying to point to Medical Alert bracelet on then 
they al lowed me to give her medIcrn e to get her under co ntro I then they contrn ued to path her down after she was calmed down and said that they had to do a pat down because she had a dress on. Where I had seen 3 other women walk through with 
dress es on and we re never patted down themse Ives. and then before our II i g ht they came out and asked passengers again to I ook at th ere bags again after they had passed inspect ion before, I would Ii ke to know if something can be done to correct 
this so it don'I happen again to someone else that is innocent. 

Thank you for your lime, 

l(b1(6) I 
I HIS GENERA I ED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP~f b_••_1(6_._1 ---~ 
Date Time: 31612014 1 :06:58 PM 
------------------------------------------------------------------

3/612014 
2:26:19 Nam.,_b_,(_6_I ____ '-, 

PM Email (b 1(6) 
Comp · · ssing items in Checked or Carry-on Baggage 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc):Flight #1875 USAirways Laguardia Airport 
New York City 
Comments:I requesled to go through lhe meIaI detector or have a pat down. While waiting for personnel for the pal down, I was told to send my ii ems lhrough the xray. This is a different practice than I am accustom 10 because they usually request 
that you keep your items with you at all times. There was a long delay where I was separated from my items. Once I boarded the plane, I noticed my Bose noise cancelling headphones were missing from my open top bag. 



The caller stated that her daughter had flown from PHX to ABO and had told the TSO that she was treated rudely by the TSO and her daughter was upset. The caller connected me with her daughter. I spoke to her daughter who wished not to provide 
her name. The daughter stated that she went through screening and a patdown was required. The officer. as she described as an older lady with shouder length hair and dark skin, allegedly began to pat down her hair and when the passenger asked 
her to be careful when palling her chest as she had had surgery and has drain lubes; the officer became rude. She stated that the officer slopped lhe patdown when she advised lhe the office of her condilion. The passenger stated I hat she didn t feel 
as if any of this was related to her medical condition, it was just general rudeness of the officer. The passenger did not wish to provide and email. The initial caller[b·:,(6) !provided hers. 

31612014 Advised the caller: Advised that if the passenger felt as though she was descriminated against due to a medical condition or disability, she would need to file the claim in writing, Advised the caller that I apologize if the officer treated her less than 

4,50,06 professionally. Advised the caller that I would send a copy of lhis complainl to the CSM at the airport and that they would look into the situation. 

PM 

3/612014 
6:03:18 

PM 

Description of passenger: Female, 110 I b 5 ft !al I, white sh, rt, green pants. po n ey tail. 

PHX 
Terminal B 
Southwest a i rt i nes 
ap proximately occurred at 2: 15 pm today 

March 6, 2014 
Via Electronic Mail: TSAExternalCornpliance@tsa.dhs.gov 
External Compliance Division 
TSA-6 OSC Civil Rights and Liberties 
Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
601 South 12th Street 
Ari i ngto n. VA 20598 
Via Electronic Mail: civil.l1berties@dhs.gov 
U.S. Department of Home I and S ecu ri ty 
Review and Com pl ia nee 
245 Murray Lane, SW 
Building 410, Mail Stop # 0190 
Washington. D. C. 20598 
Re: TSA Complaint on Behalf ol,.I .. h .. ·1I._R .. ··, ______ ...., 
Dear Sir Madame, 
The Sikh Coalition files this formal civil nghts complaint on be.half of Sikh Air Passengefb)(ff:, I On March 3, 2014~ew on Delta Airlines Flight No. DL4501 from Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) to 
Portland International Airport (POX). The LAX TSA violate~(b :1(6 I bvil rights by forcibly palling down his Sikh turban and incorrectly informin\rmm-mm,l,e "policy of allowing self pat-downs" had changed, We request immediate investigation and 

rredial ac1jon from the JSA 
1 b·:,(6) !Portland, Oregon 97229. His email address i*b)(6) 
I. Facts ==-'--------' 

!(bH6) !s a TSA Pre?'" member and a frequenl flyer. He runs training seminars for physicians and health care professionals and flies on a regular basis. He fully understands and abides by TSA screening policies and procedures.[b)(ff:, f>hO 
wears a turban and maintains unshorn hair pursuant to his Sikh religious beliefs. flew on Delta Airlines Flight No. DL4501 from LAX to POX on March 3. 2014.~ had arrived on an international flight from Seoul, South Korea and passed through 
domestic screening at ap pro xi matel y 10 :00 am. 
~cleared the Advanced Imaging Technology machine without sounding an alarm. He was dressed in an oran .e s.hirt and tie .. blue slacks, and wore a black turban. He carrjed tw] pieces of carry-on luggage (a laptop and a gift bag). TSO 
~ asked ~o step aside lo be seconitily s.crered, even though he did nol set off any alarms. TS b :1(6 I tol~ that he would pat down his turbanl(b .1(6 I replied that he was permitted to do a self-pat down of his 
religious head wear during secondary screening. TS (b ·,(6 I informed him ··that the policy had changed" and that he was "not allowed to do a self- 2 

pat downJ/b)(ffl I, exhausted after .his.11 hour flight from Seoul, was afrnirl be wrn!ld ~iss his flight, which was scheduled to .board at 11 :05 am. He reiterated two more times that he would do a self pat-down of his turban. TSO~ insisted that 
the "procedure had changed." TSO~ proceeded to roughly pa1-dow~(b..r(ff1 turban, disheveling it in the processKfilillD left wilh no other option, closed his eyes lhrough this humiliating experience, which significantly burdened his 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

Remote Client 1P!:b)(61 

Date Time: 3 6 26,,.1-4~g-:-s•-,-2-3-p~M~~ 

1 )Information about the person who experienced the civi I rights ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I ation 
(fill in what you can) 
No 

ec:i•ddle Name: 

kb,(61 ! 
Maio Phone· 

[b)(61 
31612014 Work Phone: 

10:00:33 Cell Phone: 
PM 

31612014 

PO Box or Street address: 

!rh>IR, I 
City 
Menlo Park 
SIJle: 
CA 
Zip: 
94026-7654 
i=mail· 

@!(61 
Ch eek here if you a re represented by a third party or an attorney m this matter. 
No 
If so p I ease provide I he third party s name and contact information: 

Caller fiew JFK-MCO loday aboard Jet Blue tre3. Caller states she is handicapped and had 10 undergo some additional screening including a pat-down as she normally does. Caller had a first generalion iPad which was placed in a bin at the 
checkpoint. Upon completion of her screening, her carry-on luggage was returned to her by TSA personnel. Caller was in a hurry to board her flight and did not check the contents of her luggage. Caller is missing the iPad and states it is not protected 
and fears some personal information can be compromised. This occurred at approximately 2:00-2: 10 PM today and her flight was scheduled to depart at 2:54 PM. The screening occurred at Gate 5. 

10:25:05 Resolution: 
PM 

Apologized to caller for the inconvenience and advised her I would forward her complaint to the CSM immediately for review. You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged ,terns by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form 
will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. You should also contact the TSA lost and found at JFK. You can reach them at 718-917-3999. Caller has limited access to email at this time because her iPad is missing and would prefer a phone 
call. 



31712014 
8:57:23 

AM 

I am forwarding this to you about the incident that happened to me at the El Paso. TX airport on February 26. 2014. 

Best. 

kbi(6) 

Sent from Windows Mail 

From: Dinino. Melissa 
Sent: ?Thursday?, ?March? ?6?, ?2014 ?9?:?54? ?AM 
Tofh1/R1 ! 

Good Aftemoo+b 1(6) 

Please feel free to send your comments directly to the TSA Contact Center (our headquarters office) by calling 1-866-289-9673 or via email at; HYPERLINK "http://www.tsa.gov/contact/20''www.tsa.gov. If you have any questions please do not 
hesitate to contact me. 

Melissa M. Dini no 

Customer Support & Quality Improvement Manager 

U.S. Department of Homeland Security 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini strat,on 

El Paso, Texas 



31712014 
8:58:09 

AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? yes 
N at,ona Ii ty? yes 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Denver I nte rnat ion a I Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

Date Time: 3 6 2 ~4 IL5o:23 PM 
Remote Client IPJb 1(6) 

In formation about I he person who experienced the civi I rig his ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I ation 
(fill in what you can) 
No 

Fir n Middle Name: 
b1(6) 

Last Name: 

31712014 f,_b_)(_B_, _ __, 
8:58:11 

AM 

31712014 
9:19:36 

AM 

Main Phone: 

l(b1(6) 

Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

PQ Box or Street lddress: 
fbl(61 _ 

City: 
Menlo Park 

State: 
CA 

Ca Iler has PTS D and slates I he last ti me he went through s ecuri I y at San Diego he got an angry a gent who gave hi rn a pa ldow n and it was very rough and he ended up in the hosp i ta I , not because of the physi ca I patdown, but, ps ye holog i ca I . 
He went through Al T and states he had nothing in his pockets. He had his spleen re moved and said he has a sear in his abdomen, did n t inform the TSO prior to screening and states it was a very intrusive p atdown and he thin ks unnecessary because 
they patted down his groin area. 
Wants to travel again and afraid it will happen again, what can he do to avoid the patdown. States he isn t military and doesn t want assistance, just wants a guarantee he wont have to have a patdown• 
Caller slates lhe incidenl happened August of 2012. 
Caller hung up. 

Response: 
Apo I og ozed to ca Iler for his screening experience and advised we can req u esl ass i sta nee for him, he d eel in ed and said he doesn t have flight yet. 
Explained reasons for additional screening such as the patdown and advised he can ask to speak with a supervisor or PSS upon arrival at the TSA checkpoint. 
Should explain he has PTSD before he begins his screening. 



Caller said in August of 2008 at Chicago OH are the TSO asked him to remove his shoes. He was very ti red because he had been up with his baby the mg ht before and was about to miss his plane and he also ask his ch, Id age 2 to re move his shoes. 
The TSO did not say why and was acting forcelu I but he would Ii ke to know why we have travelers remove their shoes. 
He stated it had bolhered him since and he I hough of it again this morning. 
He asked if TSO are the same as Police Officers. 
He also asked 1/ it is a law that he remove his shoes. 

RESPONSE: 

Mandatory shoe screening by x-ray Is an effective method of identifying any type of anomalies, including explosives. TS Os can see if a shoe has been tampered with when they view 11 on the x-ray equipment. By requiring all passengers to remove 

31712014 shoes for x-ray screening, we increase both security and efficiency at the checkpoint. 

12'~~:3o Our new procedures allow passengers 12 years old and younger will be allowed to leave their shoes on. However. children may be required to remove their shoes and could still undergo a patdown if anomalies are detected during security screening 
th at cannot be resolved through other means. Trans po rtati on Security Office rs use their d1screti on. 

Told him TSO s are part of Homeland Security and not lhe same as Police Officers. 

Invited him to vis it www. tsa. gov to re ad about T SA and who we a re and what we do. 

Every person, reg a rd I ess of age, must undergo screening 10 proceed beyond the security ch eek point. A passenger wi 11 nol be perm i tied to board an a ire raft unless the screening is properly completed. 
TSA is in p I ace by Homeland Security to screen a 11 passengers. 

Caller states he filed a complaint in June 2013 .He states an incident happened at BDL where asked for a patdown. the agent told him to stand over there, he said his stuff went through the belt. and the agent was being very rude to him he said she 
was extremely rude. He states he was patted down. He said a Supervisor came over he was very nice and explained the patdown. Caller told the supervisor I would like to file a complaint on this agent. He states the Supervisor allowed him to file 
complaint. he then got a call and their response was they were sorry. He states he was not happy with that response. He called tsa headquarters in de, talked to woman, and asked for a copy of the incident report, and he was told he will have to file a 
foia request and he states he filed that. His congressional staffer lold him the reporl is done, but he can never get him a report. Caller asked who can I talk to, 10 gel a report of the incident? 

I advised he needs to speak to the tsa csm at BDL. he states he has and cannot get any help. He asked who do they answer to? 

3/712014 Please send all wri1ten correspondences for John s. Pistole 10 lhe following address: 
1:2552 

PM John S. Pistole 
Administrator 
TransporIation Securily Administration 
601 South 12th Street, TSA-1 
Art i ngto n. VA 20 598 

Caller stated he is trying to reach TSA Security at Denver, 
He is a military Canine Officer and one of his Officers flew from Denver recently with a Military working Dog (nol a guide dog for someone disabled) and the Officer at Denver touched the dog 
He was checking in on the Law Enforcement side and the Officer refused to listen to the handler and their dogs are aggressive. 
They have a screening letter from TSA that states Military Service Dogs do not have to be screened. 

RESPONSE: 
317/2014 
2A2:4 7 Told him how to obtain a phone number for the CSM via the IVR. 

PM 

Pets traveling in the aircraft cabin must be presented to a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) at the screening checkpoint. The animal's owner is required to carry the animal through the walk-through metal detector (WTMD) or walk the animal 
through the WTMD on a leash. TS Os are required to resolve any alarms associated with the animal using visual observation and patdown inspections. The TSO may require owners to assist by control I mg the animal dunng this process. 

Advised he cerlainly can contact the CSM about it. 

I had a wedding ring that I believe was slipped off my hand during a pat down at the airport. I requested to review the camera footage to see and it was delayed so I took my flight. This was at the security checkpoint closest to the Frontier counter. 

31812014 When I returned about 20 minuIes later lhe screener was lhe only person who was not present at the checkpoinl this was about 12:00 to 12:30. I would like to get a copy of all of the footage between 12:00 and 12:45 today. The passenger wa~!rh·\/r;··, I 
9:45:41 f h 1/R ·, I My ring was not removed during the screening and it fit loose. I believe it may have been slipped off during the patdown. Please also forward this to the TSA "lost and found" 

AM 
Sent from mobile 



From: do notrep I y@Co ntactUs. tsa. dhs. gov [ mai Ito :do notrep ly@Co ntactU s. Isa .d hs. gov) 
Sent: Saturday, March 08, 2014 10: 12 AM 
To: TSAExlemalCompliance 
Subject Contact Us: Civil Rights Civil tiberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hltp: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

~~~~;~--~-1;~-~;-~~,-:[(b:·:,(:6:) ::::::::...-------------------------------------
Date Time 3 8 2014 1011:50 AM 

1 )Information about the person who experienced the civi I rights ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I ation 
(fill in what you can) 
No 

31812014 First and Mid d I e Name 

11 ·1s·2c1 fbi(6i I AM. Last Nm11e. 
liE:ii]IJ 
Main Phone: 

lib i(6i 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

PO Box or Street address: 

Vbi(61 
01(9, 

Vancouver 
State: 
WA 
Zip: 
98683 

The caller spoke rd1h·>1r;··, I TSO at PHX about a complaint he had during his screening this morning. The caller was accused of yelling al the TSO during the conversalion. When the caller asked for the name of her supervisor she would nol give 
the name. The callers complaint is that he has artificial hips and is used to having to go through a patdown and also ETD testing on his hands. However. the caller claims that 3 different TSA agents told the caller to do three different things at the same 
time. The caller was told by one to take his shoes off another told him to leave his shoes on and the third told him to leave his shoes on but take his belt off. The cal I er says that he just does not understand why there is not better comm umcation and 
more consistency in the screening and information. He is also upset that he could not speak to a supervisor and their name was withheld. He wants to be able to speak to someone directly. 

3/812014 

I advised the caller of the CSM name and phone number at PHX 
Name: Wendy Cline 
Phone: 480-375f b 1(6)! 

11 23 52 DATE OF TRAVEL 03-08-14 
AM AIRPORT PHX 

AIRLINE SWA 
CHECKED BAGGAGE TIME 0840 
TERMINAL OR GATE Concourse C 

I advised the cal I er that we inspect screening ope rations at airports and continue to monitor the number and nature of comp I ai nts we receive from the t rave Ii ng public to track trends and spot a re as of concern that may require special attention. Be ca use 
your comp Iain t concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your le1ter to the Cus torn er Service Manager a I tha I location. 

3/912014 
11:19:28 

AM 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" 
Cur,-ent Date/Time · 31912014 10:22:06 AM Airport : LIT - Little Rock National Date/Time of Travel , 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· 15 mins. Pat down luggage search all over hand lotion Would you like a response?: True Passenger's Namekb)(ff:1 
follow this link : htlp:I/tsaweb.lsa .dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

! Phone Numbe~"'b'-)"'"(-'-6'-1 __ __,!Email. k .. b._i .. ("-6'-·., _____ __.!To leave a comment concerning this feedback, 



3/912014 
11:19:36 

AM 

3/912014 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Ti me . 3/9/2014 9: 28 :51 AM 
Airport MCO - Orlando International 
Date/Time of Travel. 03/08/2014 12:15 PM Airline & Flight Number· Southwest flt# 2030 Checkpoint/Area of Airport. 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . As I was going through security at The Orlando Airport in 3/8/2014 I was pulled aside after passing through the body scanner. The officer wanted to test my hands. The real reason being that here was a tall white guy so let's screw with 
him. I was forced to wa I k to another a re a where my hands a re wiped and the swab ran through a detector. I was to Id my hands tested pos1t1ve but was not told pos1t1ve lo r what. They cal I ed lo r a supervisor which took 15 minutes because the 
supervisor's break could not be interrupted. I was told I have a substance on my hands and the TSA officer that patted me down also tested positive after he patted me down. This is a bold faced lie because the officer never left my side and was not 
tested. Two more officers were called and I was taken into a room for a &quot:complete pat down.&quot: I informed the officer I had a medical port inslalled in my upper righl chest and it is very painful when hit or pressed on. Of course this is lhe first 
place the officer started to pat down causing as much discomfort as he can. I am told they will test the gloves the officer is wearing, which is another lie. They were back in less than 30 seconds to tell me everything is fine. 
I realize that under the Obama Administration there is an active policy of harassing Amencans, especially Caucasian Americans but this is unacceptable. Your TSA officers acted offended when I didn"t thank them or congratulate them. I only told them 
that it is this type of thing why people hate the TSA. The TSA was never intended to be the Gestapo and people are fed up with this type of thing. I am fully aware any response I may receive will be more lies but I would like to see you explain your 
behavior. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's N~"-.';';',-_,..._......_ __ ..,_ _ _, 
Phone Number (b 1(6 I 

Email !(b !(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Disability or Medical Condition: Professionalism/Customer Service CuCTent Date/Time, 319/2014 11:46:38 AM Airport, BOS - Logan International Date/Time ofTravel, 03/07/2014 6:15 AM Airline & Flight Number: JetBlue 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal C TSA Employee: (If Known): Lasl name wa~omment : There have been many times I've gone through securily where there has been someone with a medical condition or disability. This parlicular lime, 
the person in front of me was a diabetic with an insulin pump. Due to his pump he requested a pat down because he wasn't sure how a body scanner could/would affect his pump. TSA Agent llli[] proceeded to try and pressure this person. a 14 or 15 
year old ma I e. to just go through the scanner. He to Id h, m that &quot p eo pie do it a 11 the ti me when they have i nsu Ii n. &quot: Re I uctantly. the agent finally requested a pat down. but no one ever came even thought the re we re s eve ra I TSA agents not 
doing anything near by. He then continued telling this kid that he sees a lot of people go through scanners when they have insulin pumps ... He pressured the kid so much that he proceeded with the scanner since after 10 minutes, there still wasn't 
anyone available 10 come do a pat down. 

I Ju st want it to be known th at 1 We've a 11 seen the bad press the T SA gets for how they treat p eo pie with medical cond i ti o ns/d i sa bi I iii es. The T SA always a pol og,zes and b I a mes I ack of training but I fi y m ult, pl e t, mes a year and have seen this 
behavior MANY times. Almost every time I fly, actually and it disgusts me. Just because a pat down is less convenient doesn't mean that someone with an insulin pump or even someone in a wheelchair should be pressured into using the body 
scanners. That is wrong, ridiculous and incredibly insensitive. 

1 : 16; 19 2. If it re ally 1s THAT i nco nven i ent for a pat down. th at would seriously not take that long th en maybe you s hou Id have a I in e for peop I e with heal th conditions or dis ab i I 1t1es in each term i na I to save these T SA agents the ap pa rent has s I e of a pat down 
PM when they have and always require body scanners in Boston. 

31912014 
1:16:28 

PM 

3. It would be wonderful if TSA staff could receive more sensitivity training when it comes to disabilities and health conditions because these people should NOT feel ostracized just because they have a disability or health condition. That isn·t their 
fault. 

I do appreciale lhe concern for safety because as a regular traveler, I wanl to be safe and I want fellow travelers to also be safe. But, I don't want to see people with health conditions or disabilities harassed, made 10 feel like less of people, or as an 
annoyance for needing s pecia I accommodation. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB2IApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time: 319/2014 11 :15:55 AM Airport EWR - Newark International DatefTime ofTravel: 03109/2014 12:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: UA 3818 Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: Primary checkpoinl Charlotle (CLTJ TSA Employee: (If 
Known). Female 50+ tall auburn hair Comment. Once passing the scanner I was groped by the agent. She touched my breasts and my crotch. I was in shock and concerned that if I objected, I would be detained. I went through security just after 
10am. 
Would you like a re'v-Jl.11.1:"'-''-WJ"'---, 
Passenger's Nam""e....,..: (;,-b,..I(~6_,_...,.. _ _, 
Phone Number· b-:,(6) 
Email br(6i 
To leave a comment concerning t 1s eedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



3/912014 
1:1628 

PM 

3/912014 
1:27:02 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time · 31912014 11 :15:55 AM Airport : EWR - Newark International Date/Time of Travel · 03/09/2014 12:30 PM Airline & Flight Number . UA 3818 CheckpoinUArea of Airport · Primary checkpoint Charlotte (CL T) TSA Employee: (If 
Known) : F ema I e 5 O+ tal I auburn hair Comment : 0 nee passing the sea n ne r I was groped by the agent. She touched my breasts and my crate h. I was in shock and conce med that 1/ I objected, I would be detained. I went through security just after 
10am. 
Would you like a r'J'>l"'""-!'>"-'-..W.U....--, 
Passenger's Na~m~(_b_l(_6_, ___ ~~ 
Phone Number b. ff', 
Emai (bi(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The caller is trying to help a friend. He was traveling on business through LGA to ORD. He left his work laptop that he needs back as soon as possible. He left it at the checkpoint. 
They have been calling lhe lost and found for three days and left messages and have nol received a call back from them. When she called the hours given were 7 10 6:30 even on weekends. 
He can provide more information to prove it is his laptop. 

Passenger: l ... (b_••_1(6_._1 ____ _, 

Flight Info 
Airport: LGA 
Airline: Delta 
Flight 5957 
Date: 3-7-14 
Time: 3:20 to 3:30 PM 
Location: Terminal A checkpoint 
Description: Passenger was wearing khaki panls with side pockets and a hoodie thal was taken off. He was wearing a long sleeved reddish shirt. He wenl through a patdown because he opled out. His backpack was a mushy red color I hat went 
through three checks because of battery. 

Advised ca Iler: 

LaGuardia Airport 
718-662-5042 

I will forward this informalion to the CSM for review. 
To Whom It May Concern: 

Somelhing really needs to be done to make your TSO training uniform! Recently I traveled from Ft Wayne, IN via Dallas 10 LAX and re1urned and the screening at both ends devialed significanlly. 

Ft Wayne 

Went thru security lwice within 15 min since it appeared my flight had been cancelled a second lime and wenl to AA lickeling counter. 

1st time went thru AIT and no problem even w/prosthet,c left knee 

2nd time different personnel - went thru scanner THEN had 10 be patted down. That wasn'I good enough, my shoes were swabbed, I hen had to take off my shoes to be scanned on a different scanner, checker came back to pat down my socks! The 
3/912014 screen showed the alarm went off due ta the cheap, made in China, necklace, a belt that I didn't have so I guess the button an my jeans and my shoes set off the alarm. Oh, I was asked if I wanted a ··private" screening' Why withe reputation al TSA 
5: 1 0: 0 8 would anyone con sent to th at? Who knows what would happen behind a closed doo rl 

PM 
LAX 

Went thruAIT, no alanrn, no patdownll"''"'" This 1s nuts when there is a greater likelihood of a terronst in LA than in the midwestem town of Ft Wayne, IN 1 

The current method of security checks is absolutely insane• WE NEED PEOPLE TRAINED IN PROFILING POTENTIAL TERRORISTS! Here I am a 75 yr old grandmother most likely a 5-6th generation American on my molher's side of the family and 
I have to be subjected to this kind of treatment' Why should I want to fly anywhere when I am treated like a potential terrorist? Stop this nonsense and come up wla better method of screening' 

You most likely receive many complaints so hopefully you will start making improvements. 

fb)(61 



Disability Description: The caller has metal knee replacements. 

In formation Req u esl: The ca 11 er wanted 10 know if th ere was any way to neg ate a pa td own if he a I armed the AIT or WTM D. 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 

31912014 If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through me1a1 detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure ins1ead. 

7:30:02 A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. 

PM 

3/10/2014 
8:28 56 

AM 

If a passenger has ooncerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

I offered to e-mail this information to the caller, and he declined. 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights 1s a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA their Member of Congress. and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on. a civi I rights organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entities they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAa€'" s awn official air travel discrimination complaint farm. Yau are requested to take action on the complaint al profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT,!J"":.i,.t:WLeu.u.""'--, 

Full Name:=-;------"'------, 
Email Add res "'ib_.,_(6_1 ___ ..,... ___ __. 
Phone Number: 
Address~lh~.~ll~R~,=======---, 

Zipcode 94612 

Are you 18 or oven yes 
Are yau represented by a third party ar an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) da ya u be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati an? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? yes 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Bob Hope Airport 

Caller and wife have global entry. Caller flies from Denver and Anchorage a lot. Caller said he had a knee replacement and caller has metal in his body. Caller wants to complain about the AIT machines being changed out and aid screening 
equipment b erng put back in their place. Ca 11 er said this happened with the Pre ch eek I anes. Cal I er said this causes him to have to end up doing a patdown. Cal I er wanted to know who he can speak to in regards to getting the rn a chin es back at the 
Precheck lane. Caller said in order to use this machine. he would have to go through the regular lane. 

311012014 passengers who have metal implants. If a passenger has metal implants. such as artificial knees ar hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 
11:27:06 

AM I told the caller how to reach the CSM at DEN. 

I told the caller he can asked to speak to a Supervisor or PSS before he starts his screening. 
I explained to the caller that the Precheck only allows for not removing the shoes, Jacket, belt, laptop, or 3-1-1 bag. 
I advised the caller that he oould oontact TSA Cares before his flight, but this would not allow him the expedited screening. 



On 31812014, my Grandfather (90), Grandmother (92), Aunt (in a wheelchair with a broken foot) were traveling with United Airlines. They had with them my mother, sister, cousin and uncle (all able-bodied) with them. They arrived at Honolulu airport 
and went through TSA approximately between 10-11 am Hawaiian Time. 

My aunt, in a wheelchair, was told that my cousin could not go through Pre-Check with her. When my cousin asked the agent if the agent was going to push her through and stay with her. only then did the agent allow my cousin to escort her. However 
they also still made my aunt stand up and walk through on her own. I was not present so l"m not sure if they asked her to do this or she offered: I have heard different stories - so while I'm upset she walked on her broken foot, I don't know if TSA actually 
MADE her or if it was just suggested in a way she thought it was the only option. What bothers me more is the lack of understanding that she can't navigate TSA alone and they gave my cousin such a hard time about it. 

My grandparents were completely separated from my mother/sister who were supposed to escort them. Because my mother/sister did not have PreCheck they were sent back to the regular line. I believe my grandfather did set the detector off so the 
TSA agent said he had to take off his shoes - but he would not get my grandfather a chair. He made my 91 year old grandfather get down on his knees to remove his shoes (of which he's still bruised). It was only when a supervisor came over that they 
got him a chair. To make a 91 year old man get on his knees is completely inappropriate - he should have been escorted to a chair and wanded and/or patted down appropriately. They also should have let an able-bodied escort stay with them to 
assist. 

3/10/2014 
2:33: 19 Lastly, when I personally came through TSA several hours later with my other sister - the lrne was completely inefficient. It took close to 1 hour for 30 people to clear TSA. 

PM 
Someone seriously needs to retrain, reevaluale and manage the Honolulu slafl. II makes me sick to think my tax-dollars are paying for such ineptitude and rudeness. Someone has got 10 be able to make people understand we don't need brainless 
zombies following paper process - the ability to think and use other options available (such as pat-downs or wands where the travelers can sit) provides the same level of protection the agency is supposed to be providing. 

Thanks for ruining the end of a great vacation. 

ornario CA 9 I 764 

)Information aboul the person who experienced the civil rights civil liberties violalion 
(fill in what you can) 
Yes 
Fjrsj and Middle Name: 
fb,(61 ! 
Last Name: 

fh"-,I~\ I 
Main Phone: 

kb1(6) 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

PO Box or Street address: 
fb,(61 I 

3/101201.f .·. ' 
2:35:39 City: 

PM Brooklyn 
State: 
NY 
Zip: 
11215 
Email: 

fh,IRI 
Ch eek here if you a re represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter. 
No 
If so p I ease provide the third party s name and contact information: 

2 )Have you been authorized to fi I e this corn plaint forrn on b eha If of another individual? 
If yes, please provide your information. 
Yes 
Your First Name: 

~ 



3/1012014 
4:42:28 

PM 

Caller wanted to ca 11 to express co ncem for proper s c reem ng measures at the DI A airport? . They s hawed her a picture of a red dot on her ch est and had to go through additional s c reem ng and do a p hys,ca I ch eek. It was odd because th ere was 
nothing on her chest. It was embarrassing and humiliating. Her son did not have go through additional screening. A gentleman behind her had a red dot in his groin area, They stated she may have had possible chemicals on her hands. She wore the 
same thing at the Louisville airport and did not have to have additional screening. How did ii alarm if nothing was there? She was with her son. She was Humiliated during the screening. The caller wanled to emphasize that we may need 10 conducl a 
review of our TSO s to ensure that they are properly providing additional screening methods appropriately. 

Advised: 

I explained in the event an alarm is triggered during the screening passengers may be pulled for additional screening. 
TSA applies a variety of security measures in s c reem ng passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances. this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on bag gage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA a I so selects passengers and their property at random far enhanced security screening. This random element prevents te rrori sis from attempting to defeat the security system by I e ami ng how it operates. 
We understand the i nco nven i ence passengers may have experienced , Nevertheless, we be Ii eve these security measures a re necessary and ap prop ria te for ensuring the security and confidence of al I air trave I ers, 

I stated since they provided a photograph then she probably was not selected randomly and some type of an alarm was triggered. 
Ok, so I was handed a quick pass check in. which fromm what the woman told me I did not have to take my belt off, she saw what it was too a large brass buckle, i could keep my boots on. i could keep all my jewelry on , and the dog could keep her 
color on with mel al parts. 
so i get up to the X-ray. and i have my dog which i do NOT like to put her through the X-ray and in the past I normally ask for pat down. which I did' they put me through the old fashioned X-ray machine, with my dog. they made me take off the belt, walk 
thru again, that did not work, then the boots, next the dog collar and vest• so now I have walked through there 4 times and with the dog 4 times, and , kept asking for a pat down'' finally"' i get the pat down. I do say i find 11 interesting that I was asked 
NOT to take the dog collar off in the first place, for security purposes• 
Very diconsorting, and way too many times through the machine, and plain just idiots! 

311012014 What will you do to finally get the tea agents to undergo proper training and people handling 
8:16:20 

PM 



311012014 
920:50 

PM 

Hello-

I would like to file a complaint regarding my trealment at the Lewiston, Idaho airport. 
The particulars of my trip are as follows: 
Alaska Airlines flight 2217 from Lewiston to Boise. ID March 10, 2014 Event occurred at approximately 1530 TSA employeesj:~b_)_(_6_, __ ~landl(b)(ff1 

I was subjecled to an EXCESSIVE search of my baggage and belongings during a routine check in lhrough security by the two aforemenlioned employees. 

I informed the employee operating the wa I k th ru scan that I would set off the a I arm. The employee offered to complete a ful I pat down. which I acce pied. 

During I he pat down process, the emp I oye e at I he baggage sea n ne r proceeded to remove a 11 of my to i I et ry i terns r ro m the sea I ed, transparent container and bag in which they we re p I aced even though I hese i terns had al ready be en through I he 
baggage scanner. Each item was clearly less than twa ounces in twa ounce containers and easily visible and identifiable. The employee then sent these items through the baggage scanner a second time. The employee then removed each item and 
reorganized each 1te m into a separate bag. separating items into different bags for no apparent reason as each item had previously fit into the bags in which I had p I aced them. The employee then sent these items and my I ugg age through the baggage 
scanner for a third time. 

At this point the employee then remarked that I would '"need to make a decision" about the items that I would keep and those they would confiscate. The employee did not explain why my items would be confiscated except ta say that two of my items 
did not Ii t into the separate bag th at she had p I aced my items into. I then requested that the employee p I ace the extra two items into the other transparent bag that cl early had extra room to hold other items. I pointed out to the employees that one of the 
bottles that needed to be "confiscated" was virtually empty with a small and clearly visible amount of lotion remaining. The employee then stated that she would "let [me] have that item" but that the other item - an airplane-sized container of shaving 
cream - would have 10 be "confiscaled." Al this point I ins1ructed the employee to throw lhe shaving cream away so that I could proceed 10 my gate. I informed both employees that I considered their treatment 10 be harassmenl and thal I would need 
their names and a means of contacting their employer. I collected my belongings which by naw had been separated into five different containers. I opened my luggage ta find the contents in complete disarray though I had nat been told that my luggage 
would be searched and I was not present wh i I e my I ug gage was searched. My I ug gage contained several 1te ms of clothing. DVDs, and a book. I rep I aced my items in my I uggage and proceeded to my gate. 

In addition to this complaint, I would like 10 stale I hat I have traveled with the same items in my luggage through lhe Boise airport, lhe Portland, OR airport, and lhe Spokane, WA airport withoul a single mishap, search, or question about any of the 
toiletries in my possession. none of which have changed during any of my travels as I use the same 2 ounce bottles and airplane-sized items on each flight. 

I was appalled at the treatment I received and I cannot fathom the reason for such treatment. I ask that you train these employees appropriately, including training on sensitivity, critical thinking, and problem-solving. This was an absurd situation that 
clearly warranls training and disciplinary action for these utterly incompetent and offensive employees. 

PI ease respond to this complaint with an action plan for addressing these comp I a i nts and the poor treatment th at I received by your employees. 

With sincerity, 

l(b1(6) 

311012014 
10:17:32 

PM 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
CuCTent Date Time, 3 10 2014 9:31:50 PM Airport, ORO - Durango-La Plata County Date Time ofTravel · 03 10 2014 Airline Flight Number· AA 2516 Checkpoint Area of Airport· Checkpoint TSA Employee; (If Known)· 
Comment : I travel over 120 flighls a year and have had a hip replacement. I have been through the "pat down" over 200 times. 
On March 1 O I flew out of Durango. CO. Due ta budget cuts the x ray scanners were taken out. Sa I went through the pat down. At the end of the process when the agent was testing his hands the alarm went aff. The TSA officers immediately took me 
into a room and proceeded to take 5 days worth of clothes out of my bag and string them out all over the table. They re-performed the pat down ... this time more invasive. The process took around 30 mins. My wife was traveling with me and she was 
scared because she didn't know where I was and why I was detained. At the end of all this they found- NOTH ING. There explanation was that it could have been excessive lotion or hairspray. Come on man .. , lotion or hairspray!!!'! 
I am business owner and the economy is very fragile at this lime. II is companies like mine that keep the economy flowing and the last thing we need is hassles from unprofessional and incompetent agenls. Your process is broken and it is wrong 10 
treat hard working US citizens in this manner. 
Would you like a response? : True 

Passenger's Name[b·:,(6I 
Phone N11rnhec · ~-----~ 
Email J(b)(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 Applicat1onManager 



311012014 
10:17:41 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name b 1(6i 
Email Addre=ss"": ... 1"'h-··,1-R-.,--..... --~ 

Phone Numbe 1h·,1r;··, 
Address: "-lh __ .",,1"-'R'-·., ___ __. 
Zipcode: 60074 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? na 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Chicago 0\ Hare International Airport 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Other: Permitted Items 
Cur,-ent Date/Time· 3111/2014 3:40:03 AM Airport: FLL - Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International Date/Time of Travel. 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 

311112014 TSA Employee: (If Known) 

8_24.57 Comment· I called and asked if there would be any problems ii I brought Capri sun pouches through security for my 2 year old son and I was told as long a I declared it for the child it would be ok no problems. When I went through security they told me 
· AM that I would have 10 gel a pat down because they could not test it. What does a pal down have 10 do with a child's drink. I was the only person palled down in my group that traveled with. I told I hem it was declared for the child. 

Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone N11mber · 
Email kb 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Hello .. 

I have a problem every time that I travel. The scanning machine always shows that there is supposedly something around my knees, and sometimes on my buttocks in the back. I don't know if it's because I'm a large woman, but this happens every 
single time. and I'm told that I'll need a pat down. Well, after nothing short of a previous groping of my breast by a TSA agent in Detroit, I now demand to go into a private room for this "pat down." which is more like a grope in my opinion. 

So I'm standing off to the side of the other people coming through the scanner waiting for a second TSA female to come along to join us for this groping in the private room. I stood there no less than 15 minutes with three women babbling about finding 
anolher woman to go inlo lhe private room instead of just DOING IT. I finally spoke up and said "Could we hurry lhis up? I have a plane to calch you know, and none of you seem 10 know what 10 do." 

311112014 FINALLY another female comes along, and they take me to the far side of where we were, where I had to walk across a dirty floor in brand new socks, and worse yet, feet that have neuropalhy, so walking withoul shoes is uncomfortable. I was told I 

12, 18,25 could not wear my shoes until I was patted down. That is ridiculous• My shoes went through the scanner with no issues, so why wasn't I allowed to put them back on?? 

PM 

In the meantime. my husband is trying to take care of several bins (we both have C-Pap machines), and another TSA person is giving him a hard time for not getting our stuff out of the way fast enough. Now, WAS THAT ATTITUDE NECESSARY?? 
Not everyone who goes through these security issues 1s a bad person or a terrorist I I understand the need for screening, HOWEVER do the TSA agents need to be so pissy to everyone??? I find this a consistent problem that should be addressed. A 
little tin badge does not make these people gestapos! 

So I FINALLY get my instructions for the pat down, and I'm wondering why I need my groin, waistband, and breasts groped when the only issue was my knee area and my buttocks???? Then the agent has to swab her gloves, my hands, and then I 
have to wail even longer while she tests those for whatever. During that time the olher female agent is trying to make small talk with me. Needless to say, I was not in lhe mood to chat with her after being so inconvenienced by TSA agents ONCE 
again. 

Your procedures are making flying a dirty word with us and a necessary evil to get where we want to go. The ne,t time we go to Florida. we're going to drive and avoid all this crap you people dish out at good, honest, hard-working people like myself. 



It was the airport in Ori and o when we were retu ming from Florida on Saturday, March 8. I understand that pat downs a re needed. and I said that in my orig i na I emai I. But the bumbling wh1 I e they try and Ii nd another le male for this procedure 1s 
ludicrous. You also didn't address why parts of my body were "patted down." when they did not show up as suspicious (for lack of a better word) on the scan. 

However, it sounds pretty much Ii ke you don't care at al I a bout the situation and how it affects rea I passengers, With a 11 your carefully worded rhetoric, you didn't even address the attitudes of your TS A agents, You needn't waste any mo re of your ti me 
or "courtesy,'' I'll jusl drive from now on. 

I am disappointed and frustrated that high ups like yourself care so lillle about people like myself. We are the people who keep you in a job. 

3111120141,_(b_,_(6_1 ____ _, 
4:06:59 

PM 

Michigan State University 

East Lansing, Ml 48824-1031 

PhoneJ(b)(61 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Missing or Damaged Items 
CuCTent Date/Time, 3/1112014 6:38:08 PM Airport: IAD - Washington-Dulles International Date/Time of Travel, 03/1012014 1:30 PM Airline & Flight Number, United 560 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Closest to United Check-in Counter TSA 
Employee: (If Known) : Unknown Comment I believe I hat S300 was stolen from my wallel by TSA. The wallel was taken by TSA when it alarmed lhe scanner machine (the one you stand in) and carried back to be taken lhrough the carryon x-ray 
machine (in the past I have just had to hold the wallet over my head). I believe that the money was probably stolen at this time - though it could have been later when I was taken to a small room for additional pat downs (unknown why - I travel 

311112014 frequently and this has never happened before). I did not realize the money was missing until I arTived in San Francisco a few hours later. There were tw"o different TSA personnel involved - one of whom acted nervous and distracted the whole time. 
8:14: 17 can provide a lot more additional details. I called Dulles Complaints at the number give to me (first 703-662-2222) - this was an operator who transferred me to a voice mail (703-662-2273) which I called back a couple of times and never reached a 

PM person. I left a message on the voice mail but ii was nol returned. I need to know whal to do to submit a formal report. 
Would you like a resronse_? : True 
Passenger's Nam;:;e:..:C!t=b=l=(6,.·,===;---' 
Phone Number: fb)1S, 
Email kb 1(6) j 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



March 9, 2014 

She I byvi 11 e. KY 40065 

HYPERLINK h ,IR> ~------------------~ 

311112014 Transpor1ation Securily Administration 

10:15:22 
PM Civil Rights Liberties, Ombudsman and Traveler Engagement (TSA-6) 

Multicultural Branch 

701 S. 12th Street 

Ari i ngto n, VA 20598 

Email: HYPERLINK mailto:TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 

To Whom It May Concern: 



From: do notrep I y@Co ntactUs. tsa. dhs. gov [ mai Ito :do notrep ly@Co ntactU s. Isa .d hs. gov) 
Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 10:35 PM 
To: TSAExlemalCompliance 
Subject Contact Us: Civil Rights Civil tiberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hltp: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

······················--;=:::::;:::===.---------····························· 
Remote Client IP:kb 1(6) 
Date Time 3 11 2b14 10:34 53 PM 

Attachment 
1 )Inform ati an about the person who experienced the civi I rights ci vi I Ii be rti es vi a I ation 
(fill in what you can) 
No 

311212014 First and Middle Name 

10,04,54 1:6 1(61 I 
AM l:ast Name: 

l(b1(6) 

3/1212014 
12:12:52 

PM 

Ma,n Phone: 

fb1(ff1 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

PO Box or Street address: 

f5)(61 
CllY, 
beltsville 
State: 
md 
Zip: 
20705 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" . Screening 
Cur,-ent Date/Time· 3112/2014 9:52:05 AM Airport: DCA - Washington Reagan National Date/Time of Travel. 03112/2014 9:30 AM Airline & Flight Number· jet blue 249 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: tsa pre screen TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment : i have a hip replacement and know i am going to be searched but in de it was a hand search which doesn t bother me but ii took forever for someone 10 come over then it lakes a long time 10 be patted down o can t believe that in lhe nalions 
capital a pat dawn is better than a wand or xray machine. 
a person that has to go thru this should not go thru predhk Would you like a response? False Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. fallow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.9av/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



The caller is puzzled by her experience. On March 3 she flew from Hayden. CO to ATL on Delta 880. She booked her ticket onlrne and was surpnsed by her tnp out to get PreCheck. She was given PreCheck again from hayden and was given a card. 
She went through the metal detector with no alarms and was then told that she had to step aside and have a total patdown. She is 65 and was embarrassed by it. There was not alarm that went off and she has no metal. She has never been patted 
down before and it was very thorough. She was puzzled because she was sure there was no alarm. She just wants an explanation. She was insulted and embarrassed because it was a small airport. They did not go through her bag or anylhing ii was 
just her being patted down. She wants to know how that all happened. She did not have to take off her shoes and they wanted to see the bottom 

Flight information: 
Airporl: Hayden, CO 
Airline: Delta 
Flight: 880 

311212014 Date: 3-3-2014 
221 :07 Time: 12:45 PM Depar1ure Around 12:00 PM went lhrough checkpoint 

PM Lo cation: 0 n I y one checkpoint- th ere were two peop I e checking identification and three conveyor be I ts. 

311212014 
9:58:39 

PM 

Advised ca Iler: 

In some instances. this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply 
add1t1ona I screening methods. such as a paid own on a passenger. to reso Ive an al a rm of the Wal k-T hroug h Meta I Detector I WT MD). 

All hough TSA"s new initialive leverages the current TSA Pre\u2713'" process, passengers should not expect 10 be directed 10 lhe TSA Pre\u2713 '" lane each time I hey fly. 

I will for\'llard this information to the CSM for review. 
Caller is calling to reporl a recent less than satisfactory experience wilh TSA screening. Caller originally flew ATL-LGA ten days ago and was randomly selected for TSA PreCheck and under\'llent screening via the metal detector and this was a smoolh 
experience. Caller has a urostomy and this was a great experience for the passenger. Today, he did not receive TSA PreCheck and flew LGA-ATL aboard Delta Airlines #1650 which departed at 3:00PM. He went through AIT screening at 
approximately 1 :30PM and informed the TSO of his urostomy. The urostomy caused an anomaly and he was taken to Gate D11 for the secondary screening. Caller was asked if he would like to receive this pat-down in a private location and the 
passenger informed him he would. Caller then states the patdown was done in the view of the general public and caused him a great deal of embarrassment. Caller is unsure if the request for a private pat-down was blatantly ignored or the TSO did not 
hear him. Caller did not collect the name of the TSO who conducted his screening but was able to provide a brief description. Caller stated the TSO was a 1a11, thin, Caucasian male with dark hair. Caller did not recall if the genlleman had facial hair. 
Caller wants to voice his complaint and also wants to know if applying for PreCheck may exempt him from additional screening on future flights. Caller said that he did not feel that this was disability related. just that the TSO did not want to take him to 
the private screening area and instead performed the s c reem ng in view of general public. 

Resolution: 

Apologized to caller for his less than satisfactory screening experience. Because your complaint concerns security screening at a spec1f1c airport, we have for\'llarded a copy of your e-mail to the Customer Service Manager at that airport. TSA monitors 
the number and nature of comp I ai nts we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require s pecia I attention, This ongoing process ena b I es us to ensure prom pt, co CTecti ve action whenever we determine that secu ri ty-scre en i ng policies 
need modificalion or specific employees or screener teams are the subjects of repeated complainls. Advised caller applying for PreCheck will nol exempt him from additional screening. You may encounter ins1ances when you are selected to proceed 
via the metal detector and you will encounter a similar smooth experience as you previously have at ATL. There are also times when PreCheck lanes would screen you with AIT. This will result in additional screening. Advised caller any passenger may 
request screening via a pat-down or AIT, but you are not permilted to choose a metal detector in lieu of these other screening methods. That dec1s1on will be made by the TSO son duty. Advised caller I will also send him additional information in 
reg a rd s to a pp I yi ng lo r Pree heck at his request. 



3/1212014 
10:04:17 

PM 

3/1312014 
10:18:32 

AM 

3/13/2014 
10 5446 

AM 

My name is""!(b_,('--6_) ____ _.! I went through the TSA on Wednesday, March 12th, 2014 at 6:30pm. The following below 1s a recount of what happened. I have filed my complaint with the tsa online. I think what happened should cause a change and 
should be taken seriously. 

I was waiting in a fairly long line patiently. I prepared all my belongings in in accordance to appropriate procedure. I had all my liquids in a zip lock bag, my shoes were off. my jacket and laptop was in a bin etc. I walked into the line for the full-body 
scanner. I asked my mother if the machine was optional(wondering out of curiosity whether you could choose which scanner to go through). Then a woman leaning on the rail abruptly and in a forceful tone said " if you want to wait in a 5 minute line and 
hold up the lines. sure you can." I did not respond but en1ered the scanner. I had my hat on because when I was removing it a tsa male worker said "you can leave ii on culie." So I entered the scanner and it immediately showed on lhe screen I had 
about 6 squares. The woman motioned far me to come to her. She took my hat and felt it. The following things said and done were in a very rude and condescending tone. She then told me I could have avoided the whole thing by taking my hat off. 
Then she pat me down shouting out various commands like "'move". "'hands up" and "'turn". She then complained that I had a lot of things in my pocket. She barked at me to "empty all my pockets now' and rolled her eyes. In a previous airport I was 
asked to take my id and boarding pass with me to show the tsa worker. In Denver. no tsa worker or sign indicated that I should not bring in my boarding pass. The woman finished patting me rather forcefully then commanded at me "go", Once I left the 
fenced in region she turned 10 everyone in all lhe lines of awailing people and screamed" I just had to pat down a girl because she had one thing in her pocket. Do not waste time. Remove all things from your pocket!". I do nol disagree with any of the 
tsa regulations and rules. I believe they are important in protecting all airline passengers. I however, do not agree with the unwarranted rudeness of the workers. I did everything they asked of me and was patient and quiet. THERE IS NO REASON TO 
BE EXTREMELY RUDE TO PEOPLE. I respected them and they did not respect me. I am merely 17 years old and I understand that adults naturally see me as underdeveloped. None of those workers knew me. I have donated more than 300 hours of 
community service. I work my hardest in school and am never rude to strangers. The tsa worker (a blond and overweight woman) had no reason to publicly treat me like I was dirt. My whole family was witness to the verbal abuse and I personally think 
what happened was deplorable. While you may read this and think I'm overreacling and a jusl a teenager, all people should be respecled. If any one of those workers had shown me kindness I would nol be making this complaint. I undersland that they 
may work long hours at a job that isn't exactly rewarding. I also have a job serving people who aren"t always the kindest. I however, am kind to them and treat them with respect and politeness. I understand that I am representing the company I work for 
and myself. I think your workers should hold the same value. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time. 3113/2014 9:09:35AM Airport: MCO - Orlando International Date/Time of Travel· 03/12/2014 4:00 PM Airline & Flight Number. Southwest 3070 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· TSA pre check TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : The TSA pre check line was closed (per employee) and I had to wait on a long line along with all other people. After going round and round and round ( Orlando airport is very busy) I got to the x ray machine and the woman wouldnt let me 
go thru saying it was only for people who werent pre checked. I had to wait (she held up the line) and she had to ask someone ii I could go thru ( which makes no sense to me ) but anyway, I did go thru and then she said I had metal on and had to have 
a pal down. ( I wore leggings and a sweat shirl and a spor1s bra- no metal - no pockets etc. ) Whatever- I dont mind that. I do mind that TSA pre check lines were closed in a busy airport like Orlando which was my primary reason for paying for this pre 
check and getting the documents and going for the interview. I did notice that wheelchairs went on a special line- I would suggest that TSA pre check people could go on that line too. It was very disappointing. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number · 
Emaid(b i(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller stated that she has been inappropriately flagged and she wants to know why she is being pulled for additional screening all the time. Caller stated that she has no chemical on her hands and they always do the chemical screening test. She 
wants to know whal she is being selecled all the time and why she is flagged. Caller staled thal today she was at Terminal Bin Denver and her flight# 5202 wilh Uniled. In Sep1ember she had a bad screening experience and had a patdown, she 
wants to know why she is being identified, she stated that she is a Doctor and wants a answer to why she is always screened inappropriately. Caller said that this always happens at DEN and no other airports. 

Told caller that TSA has to screening everyone and they do randomly selected passengers to be screening and to have the chemical testing. Also told caller that if she has anything like lotion ar anything else on her hands it could cause an alarm as 
well and they have to resolve that alarm. Told caller that TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. Furthermore I would forward this information to the 
CSM at Denver to let them be aware of the situation. 



Froml(b)(61 

Sent: Thursday, March 13, 2014 12:23 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject Complaint at San Diego Airport 

Attached please find Civil Rights Civil Liberties Complaint in connection witt/:._b_)_(_6_, __ _.I, person with autism. at San Diego Airport on March 7, 2014. 

3I13I201 <1-J-=b-=-,(=-

6

,..,

1 

,...,...,.......,,---....,..,....,...,.,..,..,.......,,.,.,,.,,..,----' 

2A7,22 2004 31st, Sammash1sh WA 98074 

PM 
March 7, 2014 Alaska Airlines, San Diego International Airport 
My daughter has aulism. We participated in the Passenger Support Service leavin SeaTac 
Airport (Seattle) on March 2, 2014. This was a fantastic service. Our escort, b)(ff", , got 
us through security in a kind and profession al manner. My daughter.~ can not tole rate 
being touched , especially by strangers, and cannot process information qui ck ly enough for a 
typical security check. She also has poor balance and would nol be able to walk through the x 
ray machine and ho Id her arms up without fa 11 i ng. The rules of this service were different at the 
San Di ego airport. We did not connect with a PSS escort as we did not know at the time she 
needed a call 30 minutes prior to our arrival. We were connected with a TSA agent who matter 
of factly escorted around a long security line. We had been cleared for pre check, but the line 
was closed, so we had to take off shoes, jackets, belts etc. This was ch al Ieng i ng in its elf. 
Brandi was able to walk through the meta I detector without incidence. Her whee I chair however 
tested positive for explosives. This meant a pat down, the one thing that is the most difficult to 
obtain with my daughter. The chair was deemed clear, bul she still had to have a pat down. 



Good Afternoon; 

Recent Iravel lhrough the Reagan Nalional Airport (318114) resulted in some follow-up matters that I am seeking informalion on. First off I would like to THANK the TSA (as am aware lhat is probably a rare commenl) for all that is done upfront and 
behind the scenes to make travel much safer for Americans and all travelers. 

Seeking to understand the new Pre-check process I received varied treatment an referenced trip between outbound and inbound flights and therefore want ta understand the rules, rights. etc. I recently enrolled anline for the new pre-check certification 
and have now completed the fingerprinting process for this# as appreciate the opportunity to expedite for all (myself and the TSA) on airline flight secunty procedures. 

311312014 On recent flight out of O'Hare airport was direcled to the priority access line (as was stamped on my ticket) and moved through security without enduring the full-body higher X-ray screening, removing my shoes/light sweater or a pat-down after the 

4, 15,25 regular x-ray screening and was on my way to the gate. 

PM 

On my return flight leaving from Wash DC was directed to similar priority access line as also stamped on ticket but was instructed ta first do the fingerprint residue test. remove shoes. caat. go through full body x-ray. pat-dawn afterwards. This was 
after 3 attempts to carry by bag to the I ugg age section of TSA as airport is set-up for p asse nge r to ma nua 11 y transfer and waiting in Ii ne and kiosk for tickets and having to return to ticketing desk to first get a stamp on bag ( not sure what lo r as no one 
answered my pleasant curiosity inquiry) then to return to desk to get a heavy bag luggage tag applied, and lastly for the final successful attempt to personally carry/provide this same bag for check-in after wait from prior military customer that had delay 
for firearms in his checked-bag). The aforementioned security procedures were conducled after the first TSA ID verification agenl yelled at me like prior cusIomers 10 "LOOK AT HER' as I like always was trying to do so she could verify my identity. 

When I returned home my bag was lhe last piece of luggage oul of the claim area and could see that the lock and zipper were broken and when I got home and opened my bag saw the Notice of baggage inspeclion and info regarding the message of 
non-liability regarding this damage. 

Again, I GREATLY APPRECIATE what the TSA needs ta do in the name of safety and understand at any time "full security" procedures may all be taken, but when I tried to ask about the aforementioned requirements of why I needed ta go through all 

Callers strained her back and she called in and let us know I hat she was going to have to check her carry on bag and she needed wheelchair assistance. Caller slated that she 901 horrible service at the checkpoinl they gave her a patdown and I hey did 
ETD. Caller stated that her bag was rummaged through and her TSA approved combination lock was missing but it wasn't an the suitcase she fastened it on her name tag. Caller stated that she when she got to Salt Lake City she seen her bags belt 
was not on Ii ke it was and her lock was m1ssi ng and she stated that she took pictures of everything. Ca 11 er flew from Dayton on De Ila a i rt i nes flight 994. Th ere was NO NOi in the bag. 

3113/2014 
6,55 ,59 Advised caller: 

PM If a TSO needs to open and search a checked bag. the TSO will place an NOi inside the bag to alert the passenger that his or her bag was searched by TSA. Additionally. the lack of an NOi suggests that TSA might have never physically opened a 
passenger's luggage. You may file a claim with TSA by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form) in accordance with the instructions. A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. If it was TSA then they would provide 
reimbursement. 



311312014 
8:00:01 

PM 

Thank you for this genera I response. While it provided some basic d eta i Is it did not address my specific questions with the pre-check process and expe elations nor s ugg esti o ns lo r baggage securing. If there is anything further to specify on these 
outstanding i terns it would be appreciated! 

Orig i na I Message---
F rom: tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com [mailto:tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com] 
SP,nj· Thi JfSday March 13 2014 5: 11 PM 
rd(bI(61 I 
Subject In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank you for your e-ma i I in which you inquire about the reasons for secondary screening. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is impor1ant. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are trealed with dignily, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Add1t1onally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group. such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

Feedback Type · Security Issue 
Calegari es : Other: Pat-down 
CuCTent Date/Time· 3113/2014 6:15:42 PM Airport· LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time ofTravel · 03/01/2014 8:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: Delta. Flight 5710 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Scanner area TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment: My and my friend both requesled for a pat down to the TSA Agent , a part Asian man ,he looked at the the other TSA Agent, black woman, and that TSA agent went ahead and Let both of us walk through lhe me1a1 detector, which was 
for 
Pre screened passengers only I We both have never been Pre-sere ened 
And they let us through without any so rt of pat down, I co u Id n 't be Ii eve It They we re lazy and didn't want to d ea I with doing the right thing , 

3113/2014 Thank god we are bolh not bad eggs!! I should of got both Their names but I did not and now I'm mad al myself. 
8:00:20 I travel all the time at the LAX and after the pat down I had at the tiny Bozeman Montana airport on the way Back makes the LAX Pat downs the worse ever! 11 

PM You guys need to stra i g htn er those bad eggs out and fire them' 
That's a disgrace! 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · (b·:1(6) 
Phone Number 1i.-..··.1i:::-\ 

Email (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicalionManager 



311412014 
12:16:04 

PM 

311412014 
6:06:12 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Email Address:._1 .. h .. ·I1._r;""··,,----,....---' 
Phone Numberc 1h·I1R·I 
Address (bi(61 Palatine IL 
Zipcode:"'6~0~0=74----~ 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? na 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Ha rtsfiel d-J ackson Atlanta I nte rnat ion a I Airport 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Cur,-ent Date/Time · 3114/2014 4: 18:38 PM Airport · IAD - Washington-Dulles International Date/Time of Travel , 0311412014 12:20 PM Airline & Flight Number , 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I opted out of the sea nne rs. and had to wait an inordinate amount of ti me for a &quot; Male Ass i st&q uot: tech to come and pro vi de the pat down. 
When he did arrive, he pulled gloves out of his pocket (which I thought was strange), put them on and proceeded to give me a pat down. 
When he finished and sea nned I he residue, it ca me back flagged for chemica Is. 
I have not used any chemicals, and asked if it could possibly be due to residue in his pocket. 
He said that was Im po ssI bl e and began to search and scrub every item in my bag and ca r,-y-o n. 
He was very deliberate in checking each item. 
I asked if there was any chance he could move more quickly, and he became even more deliberate. Through all his diligence, he was unable to get another positive reading. 
Even though I was in the TSA security screening over an hour before my domestic flight, I did not make my flight. 
I have spent the majority of the day waiting unsuccessfully for standby flights and am very frustrated with the screening process. 
I understand the need for security, but there has to be a better way. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Nam~(bi(6:, 
Phone Number. ~-----~ 

Email kb 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



311412014 
8:11:52 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time · 3114/2014 5:56: 14 PM Airport : BOS - Logan International Date/Time of Travel : 03/14/2014 11 :15 AM Airline & Flight Number · AA 1551 Checkpoint/Area of Airport · AA B30/ TSA Pre Lane TSA Employee: (If Known) · Too many 
incompetent managers and supersv1sors to recognize any one by name Comment I want to thank the TSA for proving that dysfunction can go unrecognized in a Federal Agency. If I were the Administrator/Chief Executive of the TSA, I'd be in hiding if 
my Front Line employees were as incompetent as the ones that I encountered at Boston Logan Airport today. 

The first thing I noticed was the number of three strip TSA Generals who appear to be baby sitting one another, but who bring absolutely no leadership to the TSA Operation at the Entry Point for B Gates/American Airlines at Boston Logan Airport. My 
suspicion is that you can reduce the number of supervisors and managers that you have at the B30 Entry Point. and no aspect of the day-to-day operations will change. The TSA operation at this Entry Point is a disgrace. and I am copying Senator 
Elizabeth Warren on this communication: perhaps she can take the asylum back from the inmates. 

First, what is the TSA doing allowing catering employees to ferry commissary provisions through the TSA Pre line? How much or how little priority does the TSA place on the customer experience of the traveling public? Second. the screeners at the 
TSA Pre line were inadequately/poorly supervised, not monitored, and did not move swiftly when they encountered mechanical problems. Why was not one of the five, three stnpe TSA generals standing at the podium not quickly deployed to this 
situation? The supervisors and managers appeared to be indifferent and numb to their operational failure. And ii the employees see their supervisors and managers responding to unusual incidents with dismissal. the employees will follow suit. and do 
the same thing. Do any of the bozo's representing the T SA Leadership at Boston Logan Airport have a management degree? 

Pandemonium ensued. Watch the video surveillance of this screening area at approximately 11 :20 AM. People were shifted from one line to another, most employees were completely ineffective. there was not one 3 stnpe TSA general anywhere near 
this situation to provide leadership. Then, because of a knee replacement/artificial joint, I required a pat down. Multiple times - - I say again - - multiple times - - the TSA Agent who tended to me called for assistance - - multiple times - - with no 
response, and a look of indifference from the collection of molley lhree slrip TSAgenerals s1anding around one another at the podium. 

This experience was a disgrace. The TSA supervisors and managers responsible for this operation should be fired, and I'd suspect the problem with the TSA's management hierarchy at Boston Logan Airport lays several layers above these buffoons. 

I expecl that the TSA will launch a formal investigation into this complaint. As said above, I am copying Senator Elizabeth Warren on this, with the expectation that Senator Warren will get to the bo1tom of lhe TSA charade al Boston Logan Airport. 

If this is the be st that the TSA can do, 1 3 yea rs post 9-11. at of al I airports, Boston Logan I nte mati on al Airport the T SA should be disbanded, and its Administrator should be held accountable for their dysfunction. 

Today, the TSA looked like a motley collection of amateurs. 
Would you like a res,..oo .. o..,_s,..e~? ...... J._r.,, .. 1e ...... ___ __, 
Passenger's Name -l(b)(ffl fhone Numbel-(_b~)(_6~'---~!Fmail : ~~(b_._,(_6_) _______ ~ITo leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



From (b)(6) 
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2014 5:13 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client l~b 1(6) ! 
311412014 Dale Time: 3/1412014 5: 12 37 PM 

8:11:56 
PM 

Name: 

Email: 

l(b)(6) 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

TSA Pre-check experiences 

Comments: 

My wife and I recently completed our registration with Global Entry and TSA Pre-check. I am personally very interested in Pre-check since I have a significant amount of medical metal in my body. The first time we used Pre-check was 2126 at LGA and 

Feedback Type · Civil Rights/Liberties 
Categories : Other ( fil I in box) 
Cun-ent Date/Time · 3115/2014 12: 15:30 AM Airport , LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel , 03/14/2014 6:00 PM Airline & Flight Number , VX 170 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Gate 3? 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. While going through security, I opted to not go through the AH The pat down I received was much too invasive, and is clearly designed as a deterrent from choosing to opt-out. 

311512014 Passengers who opt out should have the option to go through the standard, non-invasive metal detector. By treating passengers differently you are violating traveler's rights. 

9:27:29 
AM 

Futhermore. your frequently asked questions page has a typo. It says, &quot;A. Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening. including a thorough 
patdown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of this right.&quot; While 11 should say, &quot;A Even though you have the right to turn down the invasive scan. your only alternative is to be molested by one of our agents. 
We have signs with a small font telling you this&quot. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Nam~(b":1(6) I 
Phone Number 

Emaikbi(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller stated she flew from MIA via We stJ et and when she was going through the che c kpornt she opted out of the Al T to undergo a p atdown and the female officers the re made fun of her. ye 11 ed at her and had a bad attitude. Ca 11 er stated she is very 
upset and wants corrective a ct ion took. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

311512014 I a po I og i ze that this happened our ofli cers a re trained to properly sere en p eo pie, Si nee you had a bad experience I wi 11 lo rward your comp I a int to the CS M at MIA lo r further investigation, 
10:55:28 

AM Date: 3-14-14 
Time: 2:00 pm 
Terminal: F7 
Gate: 
Airline: WestJet 1141 
Names of office rs: 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Profess1onalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 311512014 10:39:23 AM Airport : MIA - M1am1 International Date/Time of Travel : 03114/2014 2:00 PM Airline & Flight Number Westjet 1141 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
F7 TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment : Hello, 

I am writing about my horrible expe nence at the Mi am i FI ond a airport checkpoint as m ent1oned on this lo rm. When passing through the che c kpornt I chose to &quot: opt out&q uot: of the Advanced I magrng Tech no logy screener and have a thorough pat 
down instead, At my request to &quot;opt out&quot: I was asked repeatedly &quot:why?•&quot; in an extremely rude tone (trust me. I am aware of the difference between rude and authoritative, as I am a secondary school teacher and I see power 
struggles often). I answered &quot:because I don'I wanl to go through lhe microwave technology the radiofrequency bothers me&quot;. She answered very loudly &quot:believe in your rumors and stop scaring lhe other guests•!!!'! This a'inl no 
microwave: do you use a ce 11 phone?' &quot: When I answered, truthfu 11 y, &quot: I have a ne but it's only turned on for emergency and I hold it a way from my ear when tal ki ng&q uot: she kissed her teeth. She then ca 11 ed another woman over and before I 
even said a word (may I repeat. I did not say a single word) the other woman yelled at me loudly &quot;I just got herel I just got here• You are out of control and you are giving me attitude ... l'm not dealing with you&quot:. 

311512014 Then I got patted down (the person who patted me down was nice and professional). 

11:14:29 
Afterward I felt disgusted and upset. These women need to be educated on professionalism. I also used to be a security guard for 5 years and graduated from Police Foundations before getting a degree in Psychology, followed by my degree in 

AM 
Education. I have experience in the industry and know the difference between professional and &quot;out of control&quot;. These women were out of control and rather than a smooth transition through the checkpoint, they caused chaos, upset and 
escalaled a situation ... rather, I hey CREATED a situalion and then escalated the siluation I hat I hey created. 

I should have been able to simply get a pat down on my request when I said &quot;I opt out&quot;. 

The whole depar1ment needs to be spoken to. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Namekb)(ff", 
Phone Number , 

Email : t~~~i~(6~i----~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller Is at DEN. Caller states he went through screening at DEN. and tested positive on his hands and had to do additional screening. He states he had to wait 20-30 minutes for a lead tsa agent to come and do a pnvate patdown and that caused him 
to miss his flight. Caller refused to give an email and stated he would like to talk to the CSM, because he cannot afford another flight. 

Airport: DEN 

Airline: Spirit 

Flight# 939 

311512014 Dale: 03 15 2014 
4:02:25 

PM 
Time: 12:36 PM delayed until 1 :20 PM 

Gate: A44 

Advised caller I will send his complaint to the CSM at the DEN airport meanwhile: 

The CSM can be contacted by calling (866) 289-9673 and choosing option 5 from the self-service menu. By entering lhe three-leller airport code (DEN) of your departing airport, you will be provided a phone number to reach lhe CSM at I hat airport. 

Caller went through screening at the OAK airport and wants to file a complaint. She states as her baggage was going through the metal detector caller states she told the tso she wanted to opt out of all technology. She states the tso asked her rudely 
are you pregnant? Caller states she told her yes. Caller states the tso told her don t ever say that to anyone here again. Caller said the tso walked over to the AIT machine and told her to come through here. Caller said no. I told you I want to opt out of 
all technology and receive a patdown she said the officer said rudely don t you know the difference in the X-Ray and the metal detector? Caller states the tso said oh, this must be your first pregnancy. Caller said at this point the tso called another 
female tso 10 pal her down. Caller said when the screening was over she asked for a supervisor and a Alex Starr came out to talk 10 her, and he told her he would reporl this. Caller states the first name of the rude screener was Iesha. Caller states as 
she was walking away, she heard the same tso treating another pregnant girl the same way, she does not feel it is right for the tso to treat people this way and that she feels the lady is there to harass women. She states she is very upset and wants to 
speak to a CSM. 

Apologized to caller and told her I would get this reported to the CSM. 

Airporl: OAK 
3/15/2014 
5: 36: 34 Airline: Southwest 

PM 

3/16/2014 
9:28:01 

AM 

Flight#: 3509 

Date 03 15 2014 

Time: 7:00 AM 

Gate: 28 

Terminal: 2 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPj-(b_._1(_6_, --~ 
Dale Time: 3/1612014 7:21 00 AM 

Nam~b,(61 I 
Email b)(6, 
Comp aliits.·111apPiopl late Sci ee1111i)r'at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Hartsfield jackson airport atlanta 
Comments:I keep receiving paldowns because the scanner senses the metal underwire in my bra and something in my hair. I wear nolhing but underwear, tshirt, and jeans every time i go lhrough the scanner and i have natural hair wilh no extensions 
or decorations. Please explain to me why my hair and chest need to be patted down every single time. 



Caller will be flying next week with a defibrillator and would like to know about the policy. She would also like to know about the cost of baggage. 

Response: 
Specifically, you were concerned about screening for passengers who have internal medical devices like pacemakers or defibrillators.If a passenger has an internal medical device, such as a stomach or cardiac pacemaker or a defibrillator, it is 
important for him or her to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening before the screening process begins. TSA has created not1f1cation cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about any d1sab1lity, medical 
condition. or medica I device th at could affect security screening , A It hough these ca rd s do not exempt anyone from security screening. their use may imp rove communication and help trave I ers discreetly notify TS Os of their conditions, This ca rd can be 

311612014 ~ottup~d :~_tsagov sites default files publications disability_notification_cards.pdf. 
10:54:39 

AM 
Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices, passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown ralher than using screening technology, 

Passengers can be screened using A IT on I y if they can stand sti 11 with their arms above their he ads lo r 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. If a passenger cannot or chaos es not to be screened by AIT, the passenger wi 11 be screened 
using a thorough pa tdow n procedure instead. 

Told caller that baggage weight,size and fees are enforced by the airline. She would have to contact the airline she is traveling with. 
Caller travelled from Miami on Wednesday the 12th to Houston. When she ar,-ived her bag had been damaged, and a NOi was in her bag. She is originally from Cuba. and her 5 year old child was travelling with her. She was questioning whether it was 
no rma I for her chi Id 10 have to remove their shoes and be subject to a patdown. 

American Air Flight# 969 03 16 2014 11 :25am 
Gate D12 
NOi no stamp or ha ndw ri ting 
marado large 
Bag tag #not available 

3/1612014 
7,32,21 Advised caller: 

The new screening procedures include permitting multiple passes through the metal detector and advanced imaging technology to clear any alarms as well as the greater use of explosives trace detection. TSA anticipates these changes will further 
reduce---,, I tho ugh not el Im i nate----the need lo r a p hys1ca I paid own lo r chi Id re n th at would othe ""i se have been conducted to reso Ive alarms. 

PM 

If a TSO needs to open and search a checked bag. the TSO will place a Notice of Inspection (NOi) inside the bag to alert the passenger that his or her bag was searched by TSA. Additionally, the NOi contains instructions on what to do if the 
passenger has a comp I a int. 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a SI and a rd Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 

However. chi Id re n may be required to rem ave their shoes and cou Id sti 11 und e rqo a patdown if a no m al i es are detected d uri nq sec u nty scree ni nq th at cannot be resolved throuq h other means. 
It is with deep sadness, I send lhis email. I a11empted to fiy out March 9, 2014 from the Brownsville, Texas airport, but due to the TSA staff, I didn't make my flight. The situalion began with me carrying two botlles of pediasure milk in my backpack. 
was traveling with my 22 month old son. who is very active as any normal 22 month old is and had forgotten to taken the milk out of the backpack. As I was receiving my bins, Sup ~pproached me and started to tell me that the milk I was 
carrying was not on the approved list and I needed to take them out of my bag. I stated they were approved and had contacted TSA's info number. He said he doubted that and tha~be opening the milk. I advised the milk expires after 2 hours 
and asked what were the next steps as I needed to get on my flight and get my son. He stated. ma'am I have 8 children and I know about traveling with them. (That comment was so inappropriate and belittling.) He said he was doing his job and for me 
to feel free to con1ac1 his supervisor and thal he would hand me a comment card. (At this poinl I just wanted 10 move along, pick up my son and begin getting on the plane.) He then walked over 10 a female TSA employee. After a few minutes of lalking, 
Sifuentes advised he would be opening the milk to test. He also added that I should buy the clear bottles of pediasure. I advised that pediasure milk does not come in clear bottles. ( more and more passengers continued to board.) After more time 
going by, the female TSA employee tells me she will be patting me down. I say okay lets do this. I need to make that fi1ght. Just as she starts. she says, she will be back because she needed to pat someone else down and left me standing in a pat 
down position. ( This is upsetting, especially at a later time I find out this passenger belonged to another flight.) So after another five minutes or so, she begins her patdown and that is when I saw them close the door. I asked her if I was going to miss 

311 7120 14 my flight she slated I wasn'I and they had notified I he airline peop I e. She finished her patdown and checked my pa Im s. ~handed me a comment card. I qui ck I y got dressed and picked up my son. The whole process took at I e asl 20 

8_58 '45 minutes.(This is a ridiculous time at the Brownsville airport. which is very small. I have flown out other larger airports with the same milk and it took 1 O minutes') The door opened five minutes later and I was advised that I could not get on the plane. It 
·AM was too late. I asked if she was aware I was being detained by TSA and she said "'no". I was so upset and couldnl even walk out because the gates were locked. It was horrible and continued because the other flights were canceled or rerouted and I 

was forced to leave Monday. This was an extra day cutting into my family time. Plus I had to pay parking fees and leave out of another airport. I accept and understand the policy. I don't accept the extra comments, the lack of understanding for my 
infant son, the leaving me waiting for a patdown and lhe attitude. 

I want to be compensated lo r the parking costs, mi I eage and an a po I ogy. I have !rave I ed with my son out of many airports and was never subjected to such behavior. 

(b,(61 
ent ram my iPhone 



3117/2014 
12:20:34 

PM 

Feedback Type . Civil Rights/Liberties 
Ca I egori es Race 
Current Date/Time. 3/17/2014 11:36:53 AM Airport· MOW - Chicago Midway Date/Time of Travel· 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. A friend of mine was patted down as she went through the security checkpoint. and a TSA employee insisted on patting down her afro (african textured hairstyle). I have a lot of hair, sometimes done up in large styles. but though I have been 
patted down before. no one has ever gone through my hair. I am white, my fnend is b I ack. If it is a SOP to &quot: pat down&q uot: no n-wh,te persons' I arge hairstyles, I request that you change this SOP to either patting down al I hairstyles or none. The 
focus on patting down the hair of non-white folks is racist and unfairly discriminatory. If large hairstyles present a security threat, please treat them all equally, no matter the color of the person wearing them. 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller wants 10 place a complaint. She was coming from Ponce, Puerto Rico to JFK on Friday. She was bringing a small purse that is plastic and parts of it look metallic. The TSOs told her thal they thoughl it was a weapon and lhey had 10 screen it 
again. Then they told her that she was going to be screened aside. She was given a patdown in front of everybody. She said that she could have asked to be taken to a private room, but she stated that she does not have anything to hide. She was 
touched in her pnvate parts, this person asked her to pull her blouse up and this person touched her breast. She clearly stated that this TSO put her fingers inside her private parts She thinks that she was treated very rude and all that was not 
necessary. She is afraid that situation will happen again because she will be traveling in June. She stated that her linger nails are about 7 to 9 inches long and maybe that is one reason why she was screened. 

TSO is a blond middle aged lady, about 50 - 52 yr. of age. All this happened at the Ponce, Mercedita airport in Puerto Rico. That day the flight was delayed. She flew JetBlue. She reported that to JetBlue and they told her that she needed to report it 
to TSA. 

Caller asked how she could obtain answers from TSA about this issue. 

311712014 Response: 

1:02:53 
PM 

3/1712014 
2:05:14 

PM 

- Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are 
required to be considerate and tho ug htfu I and a re trained to explain what they a re doing and what wi 11 happen next in the process, TS A regrets if this was not your experience. 

-In addition, passengers may request a p nvate screening if add i ti o na I screening is required or at any 11 me dun ng the sere en i ng process. 

-Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

-We consider your concerns to be a serious issue for our attenlion. TSA appreciates I hat you took the lime to share your concerns with us. 

My wife liliRfilJ, recently fi ew to Houston from Oma ha and back. She has a Medtronic ins u Ii n pump and showed sec u nty the pump. She went through the body sea n ne r and also had a pat down. Medtronic re prese ntati ves said not to have the pump go 
through x-ray or lull body scans that have x-ray, even though TSA officials said it was OK. My wife did not want to hold up the line in Omaha or Houston, so she went through the scanners. We don't want to have problems with her insulin pump and so 
far, she has had no trouble since her flights. What is lhe besl way to handle this siluation? I told her 10 requesl a pat down only, bul she prefers not to do thal since ii would call even more attenlion to her and can hold up the line. 
Sincerely, 

kb)(61 



From[b)(61 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 11 :50 AM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPj(b)(61 I 
311712014 Dale Time: 3/1712014 11 :49:55 AM 

4:21 :24 
PM 

Name: 

l(b)(61 

Email: 

HYPERLINK l,_(b_)_(6_) _____________ _. 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

Regarding treatment at Dallas/Fort Worth Airport by TSA employees 

Comments: 

On March 16, 2014, I was traveling from the Dallas/Fort Worth Airport, (United Airways) to my final destination of Rochester, NY. I was cleared for TSA precheck. I always carefully dress to expedite the screening process. No buckles, zippers, jewelry, 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : D1sab1lity or Medical Condition; Professionalism/Customer Service CurµlDi.Qate/Time 3/1812014 6:34:35 AM Airport : RDU - Raleigh-Durham International Date/Time of Travel : 03/1812014 7:00 AM Airline & Flight Number Delta 2426 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Security checkpoint TSA Employee: (II Known) , Officeili.!2.l.!J Comment: While going through security, I requested to opt out of the body scanner because I am 30 weeks pregnant. My doctors had advised me to opt out 
be ca use I t rave I r req ue nl I y. Throughout my pregnancy I have fi own out of RD U and never been treated poorly when req ue sting I he pat down. This momi ng , when I requested 10 o pl out three fem a I e TSA officers rolled their eyes and shook I heir he ads 

311812014 w_hile debating among themselves who would perform the pat d~wn. apparently irritated at ha_ving to do this duty during the early mo'.ning rush. I had arrived two hours early for my flight to allow the extra time ne~ded for the pat down. The TSA Officers 

10, 12,42 tried to convince me to Just go through the scan because &quot;1t's the same thing they have 1n malls&quot:. When I reminded them 11 was my nght to opt out, Offlcerl1EE] reluctantly performed the pat down. All 1n all, the 1nc1dent was completely 
AM. disrespectfu I of my rights as a passenger and I eft me feeling com pl etel y undignified , 

Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Na~m_e_._b_1_(6_) ___ ...-__, 
Phone Number h··,1rr, 
Email ·""h-'--,"-1'-'R-··, _______ __. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller is wanting information for her mother who flew out of Newark and is now missing a laptop out of the carry on bag. She had to go through a small patdown and her luggage was moved to a different location for additional screening. When she was 
311812014 boarding at lhe gate, she realized this was missing. 
10:17:19 

AM CCR provided her with the POC to the Newark Liberty International Airport lost and found office at 908-787--0667 to see if anything was turned in. She would possibly need to find out what terminal or checkpoint she went through to better assist the 
office on locating this. If they have nothing, then her mother can file a claim for the missing computer 



Caller Is with a travel agency and she has a client that has a KTN number and gets precheck and she Is going through breast cancer treatment and she will be wearing a hat. She doesn·t want anyone looking at her bald head and was wondering 1f she 
has to remove her hat. 

Advised: 

Precheck doesn't exempt anyone from the screening process. It means she won't have to take her shoes, belt or jacket off and that she can leave her laptop in its carrying case. 

3118/2014 Thank yau for contacting the Transportation Security Administration regarding the screening of passengers· head coverings.Travelers are permitted to wear head coverings through the security checkpoints: however. all persons wearing head coverings 
1 : 19: 26 are subjected to the poss, bi I ity of additional security sere en i ng, which may inc I ude a patdown and an explosives trace detection IE TD) test. 

PM 
Individuals may be referred for additional screening if the Transportalion Security Officer (TSO) cannot reasonably determine thal the head area is free of a detectable threal item. If lhe issue cannot be resolved lhrough ETD or a patdown search, the 
individual wi 11 be affe red the opportunity to remove the head covering in a private screening area. 

If the TSO cannot determine that the area is free of a d etecta bl e threat item, it may be necessary for passengers to remove their he ad covering during the screening process. Passengers may request to be in a private area whi I e the head cover is 
removed, inspected, and restored. In addition, ii is TSA policy I hat passengers are screened by a TSO of lhe same gender. Passengers who do not permit the search will not be allowed to board an aircraft. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" 
Cun-ent Date/Time, 3118/2014 11 :23:09 AM Airport, DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel, 03/18/2014 9:15 AM Airline & Flight Number, Southwest 4472 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: DEN West(?) TSA Employee: (If Known)· nla 
Comment: 1) With long lines, 2nd Pre-Check lane was (south lane?) was closed. On opposite lane, ID checker announced lhere was another lane, unaware it was closed. 
2) There were several TSA agents available sa security check was smooth and efficient, however I was required to remove my mid-ankle soft leather work boats. No other airport has required the same. While only a minor inconvenience. it is the most 

3118120 14 de humamzi ng (other than pat-down) pa rt of the process if it can be avoided. 
2:11:33 

PM Otherwise the process was efficienl and professional. 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



Via Electronic Mail: TSAExtemalCompliance@tsa.dhs.gov 
External Compliance Division 
TSA-6 OSC Civil Rights and Liberties 
Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
601 South 12th Street 
Ari i ngta n. VA 20598 
Via Electronic Mail: civil.l1berties@dhs.gov 
U.S. Department of Home I and S ecu ri ty 
Review and Com pl ia nee 
245 Murray Lane, SW 
Building 410, Mail Stop # 0190 
Washington. D. C. 20598 

311812014 Re TSA Complaint on Behalf o1(b 1(6) 
Dear Sir Madame, ,._'--"'------' 

2:~~38 The Sikh Coalition files this formal civil nghts complaint on behalf of Sikh Air Passengerl(b)(6) I 1 On February 6, 2014,E§E~[~)ew through Los Angeles International Airport (LAX), Tom Bradley International Terminal, on 
Lufthansa Airlines Fli ht No. 457, from Los Angeles. CA to Frankfurt, Germany. 
1 ~resides at (b)(61 orrance, California 90501. 
During screening at LAX, Transportation ecurity Officers substantially burdened!(b)(6:, teligious practices by forcing him to remove his religiously-mandated Sikh turban, the first time he has ever been made to do so at any airport. As we have 
noted in several prior complaints, it is psychologically and emotionally humiliating for a member of the Sikh rel, ion to remove his or her turban in public - in fact, 11 is akin to a strip search. As~posed no secunty threat. we fmd the TSA's 
actions completely inappropriate and unacceptable. We demand immediate remedial action. an apology t (b':,(6) , clarification of TSA policies as to when a turban may be ordered removed, testing of TSA screening machinery including the 
Explosive Trace Detection unit 10 ensure its proper functionality, and appropriate training of LAX TSAoflicers. 
A. Facts 

(b':,(6) who wears a turban and maintains unshorn hair pursuant to his Sikh religious beliefs, flew on Lufthansa Airlines, Flight No. 457 lrom Los Angeles, California to Frankfurt, Genmany on February 6, 2014. At the Tom Bradley International 
Airpori. b)(ff:, assed lhrough security screening at approximalely 2:45 PM PST. He was dressed in a rust-colored turban, wore a black jacket, and light colored pants. His long beard was rolled up and tied lightly to his face. 2 

fh··,1rr, I passed through the Advanced Ima in Technology machine and cleared it without sounding an alarm. He was asked to step aside to be screened, even though he did not set off any alanms. A TSA officer (male, Latino) asked b·•,(ffi to 
submit to a self pat-down of his turban b::,(6) complied and the Explosives Trace Detection test ielded a false positive. The TSO informedltii:iill:[Jthat "my boss will check you.'' Another TSA officer (male, black) arrived and told b)(ffl to 
enter into a private area. He told him lhey"d have to "check his turban' and ordered him to remove it. b)(6:, humiliated and distraught, tried to explain that he is a Sikh and he's never been made to remove his 1urban before. He said 10 lhe officer, 
"You don't like us [Sikhs]. Please. I don·t want to take it off. It's my religion." During this humiliating exchange, b)(6:, , who felt singled out and ridiculed. saw that other passengers were all staring at him and his turban-0i:illi[Jwas escorted to the 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" . Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time 311812014 7:51 :11 PM Airport : SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International Date/Time of Travel : 03/02/2014 7: 15 AM Airline & Flight Number : Alaska 478 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport. 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. Prior to screening I let the agent know that I have 2 artificial knees and would prefer ta be scanned. The agent instead had me make repeated passes through the medical detector and remove items prior ta each pass until I had removed 

3118120 14 everything that the regu I ar Ii ne requires. Then when I st, 11 set off the al a nm as was expected, I had the fu 11 pat down and swab search. The Meta I detector agent was rude and told me I didn't belong in the Pre Ch eek Ii ne even though I am a NEXUS 
8:1 O: 14 member and Pre Check member. The agent doing the Pat down was much more professional than the Metal detector agent. 

PM On my return fiig ht th rough LAX I had a com plel e o ppos i I e experience. Very friend I y, e ffi ci e nl and profession al sere en i ng. The main difference is that LAX had a Sea nne r at I he Pre Check Lane. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name kb)(6:, 
Phone Number , ==~----' 
Email !(b)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicatianManager 



From b)(61 
Sent: Tuesday, March 18. 2014 828 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance: TSA.ODPO 
Subject D-RFI 

To Whom It May Concern: 

Attached please find my TSA Complaint Submission form regarding TSA's violation of my civil rights. I look forward to your response and ensurance that these abuses will not occur again. 

Kind regards. 

311 s1201 ""}_b~i(_B~) ---~ 
928:50 

PM 
Attachment 1 

b1(6) Longmont, co so 50 3 
HYPERLIN b1(6) ~-----------------------~ 
On 3 7 2014 I was traveling from Denver (DEN) to Los Angeles (LAX) via Southwest Airlines. I am disabled and use mobility assistance for distances: however, I am able to stand and walk unassisted for 10-15 minutes. I informed the TSA Agent of my 
ability to go through the Advanced Imaging Technology scanner: however, the TSA Agents implied that since I arrived on a scooter, I must remain on the scooter and go through the invasive pat-down procedure. The TSA websile clearly slates lhe 
following: Passengers in wheelchairs or scooters who can walk may be able ta be screened using a metal detector or imaging technology. 
The same vi o I at,on of my c iv i I ng hts occ LI rred on 3 15 2014 when returning ho me vi a Southwest Ai~ i nes from LAX by your T SA Agents. Dun ng the pat down procedure. the agent requires me to stand for seve ra I min Lites LI nassi sled raising my arms. 
etc., while accosting me, which totally negates the reason for going through this procedure. The TSA profiles and abuses disabled passengers because it doesn t raise gender. religion or race flags. We re an easy target! 
Friday, March 7, 2014, approximately 5:00 AM at the TSA Security Checkpoinl al DEN 
Saturday, March 15. 2014, approximately 11 :15 AM at the TSA Security Checkpoint at LAX 



311912014 
8:32:43 

AM 

Complainand(b)(61 I 
Address: 17 M actJvish Court, New Castle, Delaware 19720 
Date of incident: February 6. 2014 
Supervision on duty: Last nam~ 
Airline: United 
Departure time: 5:25a 
Time al incident between 4:40a-4:55a 
Before placing my bags on the belt I alerted the screener (male) at the walk through detector that I was opting out for medical reasons He called loudly female assist a black girl came. I told her the same thing I told him. She told me in a rude 
manner well you have to remove your shoes or you cant come in. I said I have a note from my Dr stating why I couldn t she didn t even bothered to ask to see it. She still insisted that I had to remove my shoes. I asked for a supervisor. Very hesitantly 
she rolled her eyes al me and left. She look a while then came back and told me lhe Supervisor told her to let me in but once inside Ive to remove my shoes if I wanl to fly. She even asked me then how its I can sit on the airplane but can I take off my 
shoes. I told her sitting is nat bending. She brought me in. before she started the screening process with me facing her I again asked for the Supervisor she told me he s going to tell me the same thing she told me and furthermore he told her to let me 
know that the cops are outside the door just in case I don t want to remove my shoes. At the corner of my eyes I saw a chair being slid to the area I had to sit. She gave me a pat down that was very rough. When 11 came to chair time I had to sit. I 
believed it was about 4 years ago I had a bad experience with a supervisor named!/h·11R !at EWR who told me something similar but in this case after I struggled to remove my shoes and was done he had two male screeners physically raised me up. It 
took my body 4 monlhs to recover from lhat incident. I suffer from chronic neuropathy, have sjogrens disease, fibromyalgia disease symptoms, allergic to foods and the environment. I filed a reporl and had a kb)(6i I review my complaint I 
never had a chance to speak with him and my case was closed. In other words nothing came out of it.This is what I said in my report that if its that I had to sit the chair was too low, too hard and I needed something ta grab hold on to. Part al my 
d1sab1lity I cant look back Ive to turn my entire body. To get through something like this, its aim drop and hope for the best. 2014 on the morning of February 6 with the same exact chair that was what I had to do. Again part of my disability since 20061 
ve swo 11 en feet this condition my Drs ( the re al ones) wi 11 confirm once my shoes is off its extremely d ifficu It to get them back on, It requires extra bending , tugging and a lot of effort to get th em back on, Had they read the letters I ve be en carrying 
starting from 201 O it would have confirmed that my condition is easily aggravated by I hat action. When I was done this is when I asked I his while guy slanding in fronl of his station if he was lhe Supervisor. He was. The man never came to my 
assistance prior to me removing my shoes instead I had to deal with his sidekick. I tald him the last time I removed my shoes it was about 4 years ago and forcibly. I told him I always showed the Ors letter and was never forced or required to do so. 
also to Id him th at showing the I ette r was waived I ast year. It was no Io nger necessary. He told me that every airport I ve been through they weren t lo 11 owing g ui deli nes and he was Ju st doing what was required of him. For a norm al person yes but lo r 
a person with a disability no how it is that he was doing his job? I asked for his name which I got off his name tag and I told him I was going to file a complaint. I also told him how rude and rough the woman was. He gave me the TSA cares card and 
told me 10 contact I hem for fulure trips. I also have a serious condition where I vomit for 6 1 2 hours and I needed to carry water an incident like thal could ve triggered ii off. With a Drs note slating I must carry this water (electrolytes, coconut) not 
battled they make it sa difficult for me to da this that I decided it might be easier for United ta divert the aircraft to some country or state so I can get the water I need. I no longer carry the water since its so stressful dealing with them. When I left the 
checkpoint my body was stiff and very painful. I had to make a decision whether to return home or continue on my 6 hrs international tnp. It was painful but I made 11 on the international tnp. I called and made a verbal complaint that day. Since I started 
calling TSA cares they always tell me to ask for a supervisor in most cases those same supervisors are just not nice. Their attitude is do it my way or you don t fly. Its bad enough that I have to live with my disability but when you are treated this way 
all the courage you build up to be able to do this is now gone. My Dr gave me the all clear to seek alternative treatment elsewhere since 60 medications later over 8 years I m allergic 10 I hem all and this is what I ve to endure in order 10 do so. I m a 
companion to a United employee so I fly standby space available. For the last part of last year I was pre screened and that made travelling an short notice even better. Because of this incident more than 1 month later my body is still attacking me. Its 
sore. painful and its making my life so very difficult. Why could they just listened? Ive had this condition for over 9 years now. My Drs and I know my limitations. 

Sincerely 

!(b1(6i 
The caller is traveling with a 5 year old child and was told by an agent I hat lhe child was not allowed 10 bring a juice drink through the checkpoint unless they were subjected to a paldown. The officer refused 10 give them the option 10 IesI the item and 
told them they would have to submit to a patdown of her, her husband, and child. The caller flew from FAI an 3-14-14 departing at 5:00pm. The child is 5 and the call states the website does not specify an age limit of a toddler. The caller wants to 
know if there is a s pec1f1ed age of a !odd I er. 

311912014 When traveling wilh an infant or toddler, passengers are also allowed to bring inlo lhe screening checkpoint more than 3.4 ounces milk products and juice. You will never be asked to test or taste any of lhese items. If a container cannot be opened, the 

12:21 :53 containers may be allowed into the sterile area only after it and the passenger undergoes additional screening, which may include a patdawn. 

PM 
I advised the caller that I had no specific information on the age of a toddler. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy ta the Customer Service Manager (CSMJ at FAI. 



3/19/2014 
2:00 02 

PM 

3/19/2014 
6:11 30 

PM 

Caller asked what that machine is called where you raise up your arms and it blows air in your hair. 
She wanted to know if the AIT has radiology. 

After receiving information said that she told the TSO Officer she was pregnant and the Officer said it is safe she (the TSO) implied had to walk through it. 
Caller asked if I can send information about the Al T. 
Caller said she may call back in to lodge a complaint but for now she is going to contact a lawyer, 

RESPONSE: 

The machine is called Advanced Imaging Technology or AIT. I am not aware ii blows air onto your hair but perhaps there was a vent nearby. 

AIT ma chin es have been ind e pe nde ntl y evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. the Nation al Institute lo r Standards and Technology. and the Johns Hopkins University Appl 1ed Physics Laboratory. who have al I affirmed their safety. This testing 
took into account special pop ul at ions that a re more sensitive to radiation, such as chi Id re n. persons re cei vi ng radiation treatment for medical conditions, and pregnant and potenti a 11 y pregnant women. as we 11 as TS Os who work near the equipment, In 
fact, a traveler is exposed to less radiation from one AIT scan than from 2 minutes being on board a commercial aircraft al flight altitude. 
That might indicate there could be radiation but if so it is less than being on board the aircraft according to the FDA study the machine is safer than flying on the plane. 

TS A is sensitive to passengers' conce ms about protecting their privacy as it re I ates to the security screening process, pa rti cul a rly the use of AIT. 

Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening. including a thorough patdown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of 
this right. 
You can Opt out and have a P atdown instead. 

Normally I recommend you consult your doctor if you are concerned. 

Offered to send a complaint to the Customer Support Manager but I need some additional information and a phone#. 

Advised I wi 11 ema i I the information. 

TSA Administrators: 

I am writing on behalf of my wife_ (b)(ff:, regarding a serious incident of unprofessional TSA behavior and possible breach of protocol at Sky Harbor International Airport [PHX] yesterday morning March 18, 2014. She asked me 
to email you as she is still too upsel over er reatmen an missing cell phone. 

My wife is a senior citizen with an artificial knee. She has traveled numerous times to PHX and never experienced the problems she encountered yesterday morning on her way to board USAirways 404 [PHX - PHL]. The incident occurred around 6: 15 
- 7:00 local lime. 

At security screening she informed the personnel that she has an artificial knee. She placed her 2 carry on items [1 purse and 1 bag] on the belt as instructed while she was directed to personnel at the body scanner station. When she asked to get her 
ilems she was yelled al threaleningly: "Go Over To That Man - NOW" by a large male TSA staff. The man he was referring to informed her she was having lhe scan to avoid having a 'pat down', a procedure done in full view of personal belongings. 

After the scan she was informed that she had a coffee drink in her bag which was removed outside her presence, She retrieved both carry-on items and proceeded to her fiig ht, 0 nee in Phi I ad e I phi a she opened her carry-on bag which had contained 
her cell phone. The cell phone was missing. 

We called hotel and rental car companies without success. I left VoiceMail messages for both PHX airport and PHX TSA offices with no response to-date. Our carrier - Verizon - verified that a call was made at 7:58 AM local time. US 404 left the 
gate before 7:30. 

We ask that you review this incident and notify us of corrective a ct ions, We ask you to i nve stig ate the Io ss of the phone which appears to have occurred at the T SA station, 

If necessary we will forward our concerns to Senator Toomey and Representative Dent. 

Thanks for your anticipated ass i sta nee. 



Caller would like to complain on a TSO for the way she was patted down in Sky Harbor airport. She states that she was hit in the back of the head and that she did not have anything in her hair: it was just tied up in a bun. She was not told by the TSO 
that she was going to touch her. Caller states that she will contact law enforcement, should this happen again. 

Airport Sky Harbor 
Airline: SW 
Flight Information (numbers, departure times, or arrival times): 
Dale and Time of Incident: 3 5 14 @ 5:15 p.m. 
Terminal or Gate: Terminal 4, Gate C 
Contact lnformatio't~b-,(-6-)-------------~ 

Advised Ca Iler: 
The Trans po rtat,on Security Ad mini strat,on (TSA) see ks to p rov1d e a high I eve I of sec u nty and customer service to those who pass through our sere en i ng che c kpornts. Our po Ii ci es and procedures locus on ensuring th at al I passengers. reg a rd I ess of 

311912014 their personal situations and needs, are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 
7:29:23 

PM 

3/20/2014 
8:21 08 

AM 

Every person and item must be screened before enterin9 the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 
happen next in the process. TS A regrets if this was not your experience. 

In addition. passengers may request a private screening if additional screening is required or at any time during the screening process. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the private screening after the companion 
clears screening. In addition, screeners should offer a pnvate screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in the public area rather than go to a private area for 
screening , however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area wi 11 not be permitted to enter the secured area , 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

TS A monitors the numb er and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require s pecia I attention, This ongoing process ena b I es us to ensure prom pt, co n-ecti ve action whenever we d ete n-n i ne that 
security screening policies need modification or s pe ci fi c employees or sere ener tea ms are I he subjects of re pea I ed co mp I a in ts. 

We consider your conce ms to be a serious issue lo r our attention. TSA a pp rec,ates th at you took the 11 me to share your concerns with us. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current DatelTlme : 3/2012014 1 :02:14 AM Airport DSM - Des Moines International DatelTlme of Travel : 03119/2014 3:00 PM Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : Oflice,fb)(ffi !and anolher colleague Commenl : I was traveling yesterday with my 1 year-old son and brought 2 3.5 ounce pouches of baby food for a flight that spanned his dinner time. After going through the metal 
detector, we were brought over for additional screening. At that time, Officer~ and her colleague, a bald man with white hair on the sides, informed me that I had to be patted down if I refused to open the pouches for inspection (the pouches 
can only remain open for an hour before they need to be tossed. I went through screening around 3 pm and did not plan to feed my son until around 6 pm on our fi1ght). I attempted to infon-n them that this was not the rule as I had looked 11 up on the 
TS A website prior to trave Ii ng to DSM and that I did not have to have a pat down when I traveled with pouches from Na ti on al to DSM , They continued to insist I had to be patted down, If I did not submit to the pat down, I would not have had food to 
feed my son dinner. Please advise on what your rules are in regards to requiring a pat down of passengers carrying modesl amounts of baby food in lheir carry-on luggage. If I do not receive a prompl response, I will refer this ma1ter to my 
congressman. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email :kbl(61 
To leav""e-a"c-o"'"m_m_e-n"'"t_c_o_n_ce_r_n-,n-g_t,,,his feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion Current Dale/Time 312012014 12:31 :58 PM Airport: PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Date/Time of Travel: 0311512014 12:15 PM Airline & Flighl Number Southwest 807 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
. Terminal 4 TSA Employee: (If Known)· Name starts with an &quot:M&quot: (I think) Comment. My husband is 61 years of age and a polio victim. He walks with crutches. He has one leg which is immobile, and he has a full leg brace on that leg. In 
this airport. he was placed into a wheelchair by an airport wheelchair attend ant and taken through TSA security and then to the gate. 

I write to you because the Asian American male TSA agenl took more than 10 minutes in conducting his searchllesling of my husband. It wasn't the time I am complaining about - but his continual touching of my husband's body. The TSA agenl kept 

312012014 going in. below. and around my husband"s waist, down his back, down the back of his pants,down his leg brace. down his good leg, made him pull himself up so he could go under the back of his thigh, then the other thigh - BUT HE CONTINUED TO 

2_18,17 DO THIS OVER AND OVER again. I was standing there when he was doing this. My husband and I do travel alot, but never had anyone been that continual in touching my husband's body. I am not complaining about the need to do a pat down. I am 
· PM complaining about the repeating of the same touching. 

3121/2014 
1211 29 

PM 

After we got through security, even the wheelchair attendant said in his 3 years at this Phoenix airport he also NEVER SAW a TSA agent do such a thing. 

Would you like a res,..._-~?-----~ 
Passenger's Na ... m~e~. (~b~1~(6~)--~-~ 
Phone Number b)(61 
Email 1h·11rr-, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Disability or Medical Condition: Screening Current Date/Time: 3/2112014 11 :45:09 AM Airport , ECP - Northwest Florida Beaches International Date/Time of Travel , 03/20/2014 8:00 AM Airline & Flight Number, Southwest 3755 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport Security TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. I am a retired severely wounded and disabled veteran who is paralyzed and using the MSI JSOC program. I emailed my itinerary to the msijsoc address and received a confirmation Email back from !(b)(6:, ~aying it was received 
and processed. However when getting to the airport in ECP they had no record of this and I was subjected to a full pat down and screening removing my belt shoes, and lack of care or compassion for what was happening. The supervisor took my 
boarding pass to look in his system a after I raised concern but nothing was found nor was there a lack of anyone really giving a shit to what I was telling them. They could have cared less. When I finally got to the gate I called the 703-603-1558 
number and the customer rep found my record but gave some lame excuse of well sometimes lhe paperwork gets losl and it just happens. Wrong fucking answer. I didn't serve and nearly give my life 10 live in a debilitative state so these clowns can 
work on a level of mediocrity. Do your fucking jobs and do them right. If you implement a program like this it's a great idea. But I am by no means a security threat. Do a background check. Hell check my security clearance. Why the fuck did this happen 
and your peop I e fa, I ed so I pay once again for it? Spend a fucking day in a ch air not even having gone through the physical traumas I have and tel I me I'm out of Ii ne. I don't want some hall hearted a po I og y. I want this fucking fixed so mys elf or another 
vet doesn't have to be embarrassed or go through a similar experience. Bad form TSA 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's N_,,. .. _'""=''--'-·-..._._ __ ,-J 

Phone Number b 1(6 i 
Email (bi/61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time · 312112014 12:41 :52 PM Airport : GUM - A.B. Won Pat International Date/Time of Travel · 03/06/2014 6:30 PM Airline & Flight Number : United 99 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport Main TSA Employee: (If Known) :!1h··,1rr1 I Comment: I am an airline Captain for Jetblue Airways. I was traveling Jumpseat on United Airlines in full uniform. I refused the full body scan and was subsequently denied the regular medal 
detector. I was then treated as a criminal with a full body pat down and extreme touching of my groin area. This is both disturbing and wrong. Please inform your coherts in Guam that I am a United States Citizen and a uniformed crewmember with 

312112014 Known C rewm em eb er access and that ful I body pat downs should not be used on UN I FORMED Crew me m eb ers. The FAA considers me pa rt of the crew when I am t rave Ii ng jumps eat and T SA should as wel I. 
2:07:58 Would you like a res onse? . True 

PM Passenger's Nam,...,...e,..('"b .. 1(.,6'"'·-, _ _,,,---' 
Phone Number 1h·11f';'1 

312212014 
2:33:58 

PM 

Email lh'>IR'·, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

March 22, 2014 
PH L to O rtando vi a Southwest (#2889) 
Departure: 7:00 AM 

Callers daughter was encouraged by the TSOs at the checkpoint to go through the AIT machine with her omnipump connected; however, the daughter had a note from the doctor stating that she should not go through screening with the device. Caller 
says that 1/ it were not for the nurse. her daughter m,g ht have been int, mi dated into going through the m ach i ne--pote nti a 11 y causing a malfunction. Ca 11 er is concerned about the way the T SOs we re insistent on her going through the s c reenrng. even with 
medical advice saying not to go through screening technology. 

Caller is informed that no passenger has to go through the screening technology and anyone can ask to opt out of the AIT for a patdown. This record should be sent to the CSM at PHL for further clarification. 



3123/2014 
9:20:41 

AM 

Hello. my name i*bH61 !and I will be flying for vacation soon. I have a question concerning your dress code. On the TSA website, 11 doesnl say anything about going through a checkpoint in your underwear. I always try to go through the metal 
detector line, but ,f 11 was to close, I would have to go through the body scanner line. If I was in line for the body scanner. I have the right to opt out of the body scanner and be patted down; but honestly. I feel much more comfortable standing around in 
my underwear than being groped by a stranger in a blue costume wilh a shiny piece of meIaI on their shirt. I am going to assume thal there is no problem with standing in my underwear while that stranger inspects my clothes, because it does nol say 
anything about it on the website. if you have any comment on this please tell me. 

Also, I have a more direct question for you. How many terrorists has the TSA caught? 
Hello, 
I have a son with special needs. He is autistic and exclusively tube fed. I have to carry on his food pump and enough factory sealed formula to be able to feed him throughout our travel. Departure from Tulsa caused no issues. In Denver, I was 
s u bJected to pat down and a search of al I my belongings 1/ I wished to keep his good without opening it. I Ii nd the i ncons,ste nt expectations frustrating. I find it ridiculous that only one parent had to be pat down. No one checked his feeding tube to see if 

312312014 it existed. The same occurred when we were in San Diego. There are 237 ml in a box of food which is approximately 3 oz. the Amount allowed in each liquid container. It feels like special needs parents are being punished. I believe there are ways to 
9:21 :37 remedy this situation. Please find solutions so thal families like mine may travel without unnecessary procedures that don'I make sense. I believe in safely measures. Make them consistent. Thank you. 

AM kb1(6) I 
Sent from my iPhone 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Other; Screening 
Current Date/Ti me : 312312 O 14 11 : 20 :32 AM Ai rpo rI : E WR - Newark I nte mat ion a I Date/Ti me of T rave I : 0312312014 11 : O O AM Airline & Flight Numb er : United UA3842 Che c kpoi n ti Area of Ai rpo rI : Ga I e A2 5 checkpoint TSA E mp I oye e: (If Known) : 
Comment . the TSA agent would not accept my state issued ID. I have never had any issue before. but today the TSA screener would not accept my ID. nor would her Lead. 

I work for the State of NJ. and carry my state issued work ID and my badge with me at all times. because it's much smaller than my entire wallet. I didn't bring my license or passport because I wasn't going to be driving, nor was I going international. 
did have my municipal ID from my part lime job, bul thal was nol acceptable either. I acIually left my wallet (with my DL and credil cards) at home, because I was being sent to attend FEMA training, and it was all expenses paid. 

W hi I e the staff was very professi o na I, they delayed me at I east 15 minutes. and th en subjected me to a paid own to confirm no explosives. As a public safety p role ss,ona I who works in the j uri sd i cti on of the airport. this was sl Ig htl y em ba rras sing, and 

312 3120 14 very frus tra ting to be delayed because this I ea d officer relu sed to accept my state issued I D. 

1:07:09 
PM 

3123/2014 

I have flown out of Newark, JFK, Atlanta, and Raleigh-Durham, and this is the first time that my state issued ID wasn"t accepted. The only time prior was when the TSA agent wanting my ID number, and once I pointed out where on the ID it was 
located, she had no problems accepting it. 

I would like to know why this agent would nol accept my state issued ID (and badge to accompany it), especially considering I was flying out of the jurisdiction I hat lhe airporl was located in. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name kbH61 
Phone Number , ._'-'--'-----' 

Email l(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:/ltsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller need to report a problem at Salt Lake traveling to Phoenix. She says her children ages 17, 15 and a 9 years old. She says the 15 year old was taken into a room and did a check and patted the child without an adult present. She says they had 
played with fireworks the night before. There wasnt an adult going through the checkpoint with the children. She says US Airways would not allow them a gate pass. She is upset that they took the child into a private screening without getting a parent or 
guardian over. She says the lwo men had took the 15 year old into a privale room and gave the child a pal down for screening. She felt I hey should have contacted an adull to get permission to do I his for the child or at leasl leave the door open. 

3:28:49 Told caller 
PM I explained to her that the officers are not required 10 gel an adult lo supervise screening of a minor traveling alone. She could ask for a gale pass to be able to go through wilh the children. 

Since she could not get a gate pass. she could have her children to ask for a supervisor if at any time they felt they were afraid or unsure what was going on. 
I to Id her I was sorry this happened and wou Id note the cal I as a comp I a int on her beha If. 
I to Id her that the offers cant ca 11 over an adult for sere en i ng, sometimes the re may not even be an ad u It pre sent. 

Hello. 
I am 6 months pregnant and opt out of the detector machines at the airport. Several times they had a female assistant pat me down instead. I find the pat downs very invasive, outlying my breasts, rear, and genitals. I am certain that ii a lawmakers 
spouse was searched like lhis they would be very uncomfortable. 

3;2;;2~ ~ 4 Given the a I tern ati ve technologies you have ava i I able including meta I d ete cto rs. wands. and the scrape tests. I wou Id hope you can change your methods without compromising security to a 11 ow women to maintain their dig mty at airport checkpoints. 

PM 



Caller was calling from the Richmond International Airport. She stated that she always opts out of the AIT and asks for a patdown. She said that the TSO told her that she was going to touch her crotch. She stated that the TSO asked her three times if 
she was sure she still wanted the patdown. She said that she has never had a patdown where they pulled her sweater and pulled on her turtleneck. She stated that the TSO was confrontational before the patdown began. She spoke with a supervisor 
who she slated had a stony face. The supervisor told her I hat lhe TSO was doing her job. She wanled to know how the TSO s are trained and if it should be consistent at all airports. She refused to provide a last name, phone number, or email. She 
said that she has provided contact information before when giving compliments and complaints and she has never been contacted. She wanted to make a complaint. 

Airport - Richmond I nternationa I Airport 
Airline - Uniled Airlines 
Flight Numbers - 957 
Departure Ti mes - 9: 55 am 
ArTi val Ti mes - She went through the checkpoint a few minutes before 9 am. 

312412014 Dale And Time of Incident - 3 24 2014 
g:OS: 17 Phone Number - Refused 

AM 

3/2412014 
10:23:13 

AM 

Email - Refused 
Name Of Actual Person Involved -~ 

I gave the following information: The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that 
all passengers, regardless of their personal situations and needs, are treated with dignity. respect. and courtesy. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt. corrective action whenever we determine that 
security screening pol 1c1es need mod1f1cation or spec iii c employees or sere ener teams are the subjects of re pealed comp I a i nts. 
I advised her that the procedure should be consistent at all airports. I told her that I do not have information on how the TSO s are trained. I told her that ii she does not want to provide contact information that the CSM would have not way to contact 
her about her complaint. 
I advised her th at I wo u Id lo rward her record to the CSM at Richmond I nte rnat ion a I Airport for review. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
CurTent Date/Time 3/2412014 8:56:23 AM Airport: SAN - San Diego International Date/Time of Travel: 03/2412014 5:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: AA1124 CheckpoinUArea of Airport Terminal 2 TSA Employee: (If Known) f~b_)_(_6_, __ ~ 
Comment · I changed my address and d m v punched my I ice ns e and printed me a document showing the change of address to accompany my Ii cense. I have traveled on this lo r wee ks with no issue. This morning , not only was I not al lowed to use the 
pre - check line but I was senl thru full screening including full body pat down, all bags searched, etc. All because I questioned the TSA agent and advised him I've travelled multiple times with this ID with no problem. There is no consistency and lhese 
guys abused their power It is ridiculous the OMV says the two documents together are acceptable ID and every other TSA agent un multiple airports were fine with it but not this guy. I was singled out unjustly. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email l(b)(6) ] 
To leave a comment concerning t~,s feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Caller requested to speak with a supervisor immediately after gIvmg identifying information I then requested assistance froni;._~_·"',(_6'-1 __ __,! to complete the call. 

Escalation: kbl(ff:, I Caller slates she fiew from Bellingham, WA to Las Vegas. She wears a brace. She needed to take the brace off and she ask for a chair. The TSO told her no, they could not gel her a chair. She states she ask to speak to 
a Supervisor. She said the Supervisor was fabulous. and she told her that the TSO mis-understood what she wanted, they thought she ask for a wheelchair. So the caller did ultimately get a chair at that point. She said her experience was worse at Las 
Veg as. She did not want a p atdown. she fee Is they a re de-grading but was told she had to do it. She stated the TSO started ye 11 mg, em ba rras sing her and she got a Su pe rvi sor. She states she wants to ta I k to someone who can make a change. She 
wants to know who does the hiring and she wants the contact information for the person over TSA. She states she does not think she needs assistance getting through the checkpoint, she just needed a chair so she could remove her brace. She has 
Cerebral Palsy. 

Gave her the following information: 

John s. Pistole 
Administrator 

312412014 Transportation Security Admmistrat1on 
3:43:26 601 South 12th Street, TSA-1 

PM Arlington, VA 20598 

I advised the cal I er she could contact us if she le 11 she needed a ssis tan ce. 

Caller stated she did not feel she needed any. 

I to Id her she co u Id request a PSS if she had any further issues. 

Feedback Type . Civil Rights/Liberties 
Calegories Olher (fill in box): Sex 
Current Date/Time · 3124/2014 7:21 :34 PM Airport : H RL - Rio Grande Valley International Date/Time of Travel · 03/24/2014 8:30 AM Airline & Flight Number · Southwest 3217 Checkpoint/Area of Airport . There is only one checkpoint TSA Employee: 
(If Known) 
Comment· March 24, 2014 
DearTSA, 

What you did today was not okay. You made me feel like a criminal. You invaded my personal space. You dehumanized me. And why? Why did you feel the need to pat me down? Why did you go through both of my bags, touch all my belongings, and 
test my possessions for explosives? 

You did this because I am a male-presenting female. Because I do not fit the norms of gender that you have defined. Because you have a BLUE and a PINK button that you must press before someone goes through the sensor. Because you pressed 
the PINK button for me, thereby defining me as female, which caused you to detect an anomaly m the gram area. Not because I was hiding anything. Because I was sagging my pants. And because my pants just happen to have a button fly, which your 
scanner detected. Because YOU decided for ME what gender I am and because your definition of my gender didn't match my presentation. 

312412014 When I asked you during the pat down, "Why did you suspect an anomaly on me? I always wear button-fly pants." you said, ·'Because you were sagging your pants." And when I asked, "Wouldn't this be a problem for some men?" you said, ·well, 
8:14:02 

PM there's a button we press for them that makes sagging pants okay." And when I asked, "What do you do for transgender people?" you said, "We press the button that best represents how they present themselves outwardly." 

So my question is I his? Why did you not press the male bu1ton for me? Because you thought I would be offended? Because you thought I was "female enough" for you to press female? Or because your institution propagates lhe heleronormative idea 
that biological sex always determines gender and gender always determines gender presentation? 

Well let me tell you this. I am appalled that your agency has PINK and BLUE buttons in the first place. I am frustrated that TSA assumes that every single person that wants to travel by plane in this country can so easily fall into two archaic categories 
determining gender. Millions of people in our counlry identify as gender non-conforming, thus not fitting into your two categories. And millions more are gender non-conforming but do not identify I his way because I hey are nol public about I heir 
identities. And within that group of gender non-conforming people, there exist dozens of possible ways in which they identify, which include, but are not limited to, transgender, transsexual, MTF (male to female), FTM (female to male), gender-bending, 
ge nderq ue er. two-spirit. cross-dresser, androgynous. third gender, le min, n e ma I e, ma scu Ii ne le ma I e. butch. inters ex, drag king. drag queen. aggressive. and other. 

Maybe you don't realize what ii feels like to be gender non-conforming. So, allhough I cannol speak for everyone, I can tell you what it feels like 10 be me. 

First of all. I think about my gender about 99% of the time. I think about my gender when I walk down the street, when I go to the store, when I get a haircut. when I shop for clothes, when I meet new people, when I walk mto a bathroom, when I travel m 
a foreign country. when I hold hands with my partner, when I spend time with my family, when I go to a restaurant. when I go to a bar, when I wear dress clothes, when I interview for a new job, when I go into a school, when I teach children, when I post 
pictures on line, when I fill out paperwork, and when I go 10 lhe docIor. 



312412014 
8:14:04 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 3/2412014 6:59:43 PM Airporl: SJC - San Jose International Dateffime ofTravel: 03/24/2014 3:30 PM Airline & Flighl Number Swa/3209 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Near 
southwest TSA Employee: (If Known) kb)(ffl !Comment: I am a frequent flyer, over a 100, 000 miles a year usually on united and get TSA pre check through them. I occasionally fly southwest, which was the case today. Because of the fact that I fly so 
much I always opt out. The female officer that did my opt out check today was the MOST unprofessional and RUDE agent I have encountered. Because I am used to being screened, I know the policy, options and the drill. She did not offer me private 
screening, She touched my body without warning me. moving my hair. going into my waistband without warning or asking me to lift my blouse because she was going to check.she went well below the band. she said I interrupted her and she needed to 
redo the pat down of my waisl band, worst of all she exceeded the lhe allowable pal down on my inner lhigh by 90 onto my public bone - lhat's assault. I am a 9ynecolo9ist, if I would ever touch any of my palients lhe way she did me, I would be 
reported to the medical board. My reaction was noticeable enough that the supervisor. a Filipino woman, came over and I told her what happened. When I asked the agent her badge number she refused to give it to me. I saw her number. 

The re a re many p eo pie who wou Id I ave to work for TSA that show respect and custom er service, She is d efi n itel y not one of them. My ove ra 11 experience with T SA has been a good one, She is a rotten a pp I e that wi 11 contribute to negative stereotyping 
of your agency. 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.9ov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller was flying out of Chattanooga, TN. He had an issue with a TSO. He requested a patdown because he s heard so many negative things about the AIT-metal detector screening. They did not want to allow him to receive a patdown rather than 90 
through the screening technology. He had a soda in his bag that he forgot about. To resolve the alarm triggered by the liquid, the officers dumped his bag upside down and had him put his stuff back in himself. He felt it was a negative experience and 
would like to have the TSO fired for his rude attitude. Caller prefer,-ed to contact the CSM himself. 

3~21~~~~ 4 Response: 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of secunty and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area. and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

PM 

Advised caller that I could forward the information he shared with me to the CSM at CHA or he could contact them via IVR. 

Caller travels through one airport quite often. She has a disability. Her mother lives alone in that area in FL. She has to fiy there several times a year, but the wheelchair service er,-atic. She once went through the airport and was treated rudely when 
she went lhrough the pal-down. They were rude when she pointed oul thal her purse and other items were left unatlended. PBI is much better since she complained about that incident. She advised thal they still have a problem. She has been having 
a problem with the wheelchair and attendant. 

I advised caller that TSA does not have jurisdiction over the airlines which provide the wheelchairs or attendants. 

She was told by Del ta that they have to rely on the airport for the whee I chair. 

312512014 I reiterated the above, 
3:10:36 

PM She has prob I ems with different airlines at that airport. She is surprised I don t know that the airport provides the wheelchair. 

3125/2014 
4:1848 

PM 

I advised that TSA policy. what I have that addresses the issue, indicates that the wheelchair and attendant is provided by the airline. The issue she is describing should be directed to the Aviation Consumer Protection Division, 202-366-2220. 

Caller has determined that the problem at ATL.their attendants have walkie talkies and they meet her at the curb quickly when sent from Delta - at Palm Beach. She had to stand there for 20 minutes. She was told that the airport provides the 
wheelchairs. When I get promoted and move up in the agency (the caller directed this issue to me personally). I may want to take care of this issue. 

The issue she is describing is not within TSAjurisdiclion. The ACPD should be lhe agency to which she addresses her issue. 

I would just like to say thank you for failing me not only once but twice last weekend. Upon my departure from Panama City FL (ECP) on 20 April I was told that TSA there had not received my information and there was none on file listing me as a 
Wounded Warrior traveling thal day. So being the combat-service disabled veteran who is a paraplegic I was subjected 10 lhe full body pat down, full chair inspection and as I like to call ii the "15 minute terrrorisl screening" Pissed off and frustrated 
upon arriving to my gate I called your number at 703-603-1558 and spoke with a very rude customer service rep. I told him kb·:,(61 !had emailed me on the 18th and said everything was processed and good to go. The rep was rude and said yes 
I see your info but the paper must have been lost. I called bullshit on this as everything is digital and there 1s no "'losing the paper· it was negligence on your office's part. He told me it won't happen again and he was ensuring my return flight info on the 
23rd it would be rectified. Well guess what? On the 23rd it was still not in the system and once again went through the same process. I know how the system worl<s for a regular wheelchair user who is not a vet as I have had to go through this several 
dozen times before. However, if you institute a program, tell the vet they are good to go only to fail them not only once bul twice during their trip what lhe fuck are you accomplishing? Unfuck your program and your insensitive staff who have never 
probably served a day in their life and let's make this work. It sounded like a great program and I was happy it came on line as I fought three tours overseas and ultimately almost gave up my life and did the use of my legs to be ridiculed and searched 
Ii ke some terronst scum at the gate. I doubt anything w, 11 come of this to fix it but at I east I got 11 off my chest and now you know 

fb)(ffl 



312512014 
6:19:41 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? na 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Gen. Edward Lawrence Logan I nte rna ti on al Airport 

Disability Description: Callers husband,l(b )(6) ras cancer, a port and an ostomy. 

Response Details: If a passenger uses an ostomy. he or she can be screened without having to empty or expose the ostomy. However, it is important for passengers to inform the Transportation Secunty Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about 
the os to my before the screening process begins. Al so info nm the TSO about any areas of the body that are painful when touched. Under mo st ci rcu m stances, this wi 11 include the passenger conducting a se I f-p atdown of the os to my, fol lowed by an 
explosive 1race detection sampling of the passenger s hands. 

For your comp I amt to be cons1d e red comp I ete it mu st: 
Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing; 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed discriminatory action in sufficient deta i I to inform T SA of the nature of the a I leg ed a ct of discrimination: 

312612014 I do apologize and I will forward this complaint to the appropriate office. 

9:39:31 
AM 

Incident Details: Callers husband is a disabled veteran who flew internationad from Belize and connected in ATL via Delta. He is being treated for cancer so he has a port and an ostomy. During the screening after Customs in ATL she expla.ined to 
the officer that he has a port, an ostomy and has had recenl surgery. The TS b·1(6i I was very unprofess,onal and very rude. He patted him down using abrupt force aga,nst the ostomy, causing pa,n because his small ,nIesI1ne comes ,nto the 
ostomy. He continued to pat down the ostomy, after they had informed the officer of the pain associated with touching it. Her husband was so upset by this point and he lifted his shirt to show him the ostomy. They understand the security and required 
patdowns for screening, but he feels that TSA failed to accommodate his disability. She feels he should have the proper training to screen people with d1sab1lities. She wishes to file a formal complaint against the TSOJ1h·11r;··, !in ATL. 

Airporl: 
Airline: 
Flight# 
Date and Time: 
PX Description: 

ATL 
Delta 
DL664 
March 25, 2014 at about 5:30 - 6:00 pm 
Caucasian, yellow polo shirt, cap with Belize, dark navy shorts, in a wheelchair. 

The ca 11 er stated that she do es not have an em a i I th at she can access therefore no RF I was sent. 



312612014 
10:14:48 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:"'!(b"'l ... (6'--1 __ __. 
Date Time: 3/2612014 8:46:15 AM 

Nam1!/hl/ffl 
Emai[(b )(61 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight # 508 I Southwest I Terminal 1 I SAN I gate 2 I March 26, 2014. 
Comments:At the baggage screening I requested to leave my belt on and receive a pat down and told I could do so by the baggage screener. but was then forced by TSA employee.kb":1(6) !to remove my belt and walk through the screening 
area. My reason for leavrnq my be It on was due to med i ca I condition. I was em baras sed and le It threatened by this employee. ._'-'--'----' 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time 3/2612014 8:32: 10 AM Airport CVG - Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky International Date/Time of Travel : 0312412014 3:00 PM Airline & Flight Number Delta 229 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport , security check after customs TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment: On Monday as I was returning from an international field trip with 31 students ages 11-14 and 4 olher adult chaperones, many of our minor sludents were subjected 10 pal-downs with out any adult being informed or providing consent 10 lhe 
procedure. This was the end of our trip. We had departed from Cincinnati, gone through Paris, Malaga and Madrid, in addition to going to numerous venues while abroad that required security screenings. At all locations except upon our return in 

312612014 Cincinnati. the adults were asked permission prior to physical contact with our minor students. In all cases we agreed without reservation as we understand the need for this security measure. At our last security stop. not only were we not 
1 O: 15:25 informed/asked, when I spoke up to the TSA individual and indicated that an adult needed to be present for the pat downs of our students she was very rude. continued the pat-down of my student that she was in process with and did not honor my 

AM request for future students. Eventually the TSA employee allowed me to stand behind a barrier close by but would not allow me 10 be close enough to my studenl to hear any questions being asked. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name h··1rR·\ 

Phone Number 1h··,1rr, 
Email (b)(ff:, To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow lhis link http://lsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicalionManager 

Disability Description: Callers husband,._l(_b"-)(_6'-1 __ __,lhas cancer, a port and an ostomy. 

Caller mentioned Del ta was rea 11 y good with the wheelchair ass i sta nee for her h us band. 

Response Details: Response: 
For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)), it must: 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Be in writing; 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed discriminatory action in sufficient deta i I to inform T SA of the nature of the a I leg ed a ct of discrimination; and 
Be signed by lhe complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

3/26/2014 
10:44 : 18 TSA recommends that you file your complaint via e-mail or Internet in order to expedite processing. If you prefer to file a complaint via postal mail, please send it to 

AM 
Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
Disability Branch 
Disability and Multicultural Division 
601 South 12th Street 
TSA-33 
Art i ngto n. VA 20 598 Thank you. 

TSA launched TSA Cares, a helpline number designed to assist travelers wilh disabililies and medical condilions. 
Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at 1-855-787-2227 prior to traveling with questions about screening policies, procedures and what to expect at the security checkpoint. TSA Cares serves as an additional. dedicated resource specifically for 
passengers with d1sa b1 I iii es, med i ca I conditions or other ci rcu m stances or their loved ones who want to prep are for the screening process prior to flying. 
TS A recommends that passengers ca 11 no I ess th an 72 hours ahead of travel in case it is determined that it is ne ces sa ry to coordinate support at the airport, 

Explained to caller anytime she arrives at the airport and no one available to assist she can always request to speak with a supervisor or PSS upon arrival at the TSA checkpoint. 

Incident Details: Callers husband is a disabled veteran who flew internationally from Belize and connected in ATL via Delta. He is being treated for cancer so he has a port and an ostomy. During the screening after Customs in ATL, she explained to 



Callers wife has a term i na I condition. He was told to take documentation to the TSA checkpoint at Sea-Tac to show th em. Last year he flew to Boston and Boston did not have a problem with her medical co ndItIon. His wile has a feeding tu be and they 
pull her in to do a patdown. The TSA agents were argumentative and threatening him because he was trying to help and was touching her. He has medically sealed containers for her food that the scanner can not see through so that made the officer 
nervous. The TSA officers were I el Ii ng them I hey had 10 poor th em o ul in to anal her container. They had a 11 these docIors nol e for everything. He does not believe that she should have to through the screening. They are going to be flying in Ap ri I out of 
Seattle- Tacoma. He states Boston understood the condition much better and just touched her stomach once and let her through. The caller stated he thought the government was out of control and trying to control everything they did. He stated he has 

3126120 14 be en married to her for years and 11 wou Id protect her at a 11 costs against anything. 
1:07:56 

PM 
Advised caller that the officers are required to screen and clear all passengers and their luggage before boarding the flight. Told caller that they should inform the officers of any medical disabilities or medically necessary medication before the 
screening process begm s so the officers can sere en them accordingly. Advised the cal I er that when it comes to sere en i ng and clearing the medication the officers always have the final say. During the clearing of any passenger if they alarm the officers 
can physically pat them down and during that process he would just stand near her and not touch her, Told caller the officers are just required to screen and clear, that is the policy. Asked the caller how he wanted me to help him for this upcoming flight 
can lhe caller said I could not help and said goodbye. Said closing and disconnecled. 
Disability Description: The caller traveled through Dulles International with a spinal cord stimulator and a computer embedded in her hip. 

Response Details: I advised lhe caller that for your complaint to be considered complele according to DeparIment of Homeland Securily Regulalions for Seclion 504 of the Rehabilitation Acl (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)), it must: 

Be f, I ed within 18 0 days of the alleged a ct of di scri mm ati on: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i nan t: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed di sen minatory action in s uff1c1ent detai I to inform T SA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the com pla i na nt or someone authorized to sign on be ha II of the comp I a i na nt, 

In order to approprialely address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf. 

3/26/2014 
3:5201 

PM 
I asked the caller if he would like an email of this information and he said yes. 

kb)(61 I 
lncidenl Details: The caller traveled through Dulles lnlernational with a spinal cord stimulalor and a compuIer embedded in her hip. The caller slates I hat normally lhe TSOs do the body search on lhe traveler bul this time the agents refused and said 
she had to go through the xray machine which destroyed her computer. The agents were adamant and rude and she showed them a card that she cannot go through the xray because it can cause the computer to malfunction but they required her to go 
through the xray machine. The ca 11 er states th at the traveler travels regu I arl y and she informs the officers of the d ev,ce and that they wi 11 have her go through either the A IT or do a patdown h1sto ri ca 11 y. 

FLIGHT INFORMATION: 
March 6th, 2014 1700 scheduled but departed at about 1830 out of Dulles on United Airlines 1156 (or 1186) flight number to TPA arrival at 2130 
The trave I er came through the check point at 1230. 

The travelers name isk._b_)"-(_6'-1 _____ _, 



Good afternoon. 

I am having 1rouble understJnding why when I fly, cerlain airports feel the need 10 "pat down" passengers after going lhrough lhe full x-ray machine. Coming back from Jamaica, having gone lhrough their security already, we arrived in customs in 
Atlanta and were told we would have to go through security there also. No problem. I had on capri pants and a plain shirt. Nothing in pockets, no shoes, no big jewelry. no watch. I went through the full body scanner. Went to collect my things and 
was told I would have to be "pat down." This would be in my belly area and my thighs (sometimes my back also). This has happened to me numerous times. usually in the larger airports (Atlanta, Chicago, Detroit). I try to be pro-active to make this 
process as easy as possible, but for whatever reason, it seems there is always a pat down. Just once I would like to ask what exactly do they see in the scan that I need to have a pat down? I feel like if I asked, there would be further issues. These 
people are less than pleasant, almost rude. By the way, I am 60 years old, female and have blonde hair and blue eyes. Maybe I am lhe one I pick to prove they are not profiling, I don't know. 

I would really appreciate a response. 

Thank you, 

312612011 f~b_i_(B_, ___ ~ 
4:13:47 

PM 

3126/2014 
4:14:01 

PM 

Mission: Building upon our rich Lowcountry traditions. we will ignite, in every student, a passion for life-long learning. Through dynamic instruction, creative partnerships and exceptional support, we will foster opportunities for each student to build a 
legacy of success . 
Berkeley Counly School Dislrict provides employee E-mail access for administrative and instruclional use. E-mail correspondence to/from Berkeley County School Districl is considered public information and subjecl to release under the South Carolina 
Freedom Of Info rma ti on Act or pu rs ua nt to subpoena. 
Good Afternoon, 

I am contacting you wi I h a concern I have from a rece nl trip. During my Ir ave Is en route home I was separated from my party due to a randomized testing. Coming from and pu rs ui ng a I aw e nforceme nl background myse If I can a pp recia I e I he rea I v a I ue 
of testing and randomized searches. This is not out of spite or critique in anyway. just out of concern for further practices I thought that it may need some attention. 

I was not subjected to a random test. however the other half of my party was. He hand was swabbed and tested in a machine. On the machine came back with a red message stating "Explosive Detected" From there she was taken to be thoroughly 
searched and for more testing. rightfully so. I watched from a di stance wh1 I e her be Io ngrngs were swabbed and tested. The only reason we know why she was tested was from the off chance we saw the in iii a I message on the computer screen, 
although there was verbiage of how she would be pat down, there was no communication on why. Its nerve wracking that a machine could produce a faulty test as such, its inevitable sometimes but I would hope someone would have at least explained 
after the fact why she was stopped and tested. No one checked the plane ticket or passporl which we didn'I realize until boarding lhe plane. 

My experience wilh TSA has never been a negative one, and I wouldn't even call this incident negalive, I undersland people have 10 do their jobs I bring this to a11ention so in lhe future delails like checking the passport or informing a cleared individual 
why they we re searched is import ant for their ass u ranee. 

I hope this email finds you well, best, 

l(b1(6) 



3/26/2014 
8:1232 

PM 

Dear Supervisor. 

I had some problems yesterday afternoon around 2:30 with TSA Pre Check screening al Newark Airport I had just gone through US Customs and Immigration following a Milan-Newark transatlantic flighl (UA 18), and I was scheduled to take an 
ongoing flight from Newark to San Francisco (UA 342). So I went to the TSA screening point nearest to gates C 70-99. My boarding pass was marked for TSA Pre-Check, so I used the Pre-Check line. 

I have a prosthetic knee-implant which sets off metal detectors but will allow me to pass X-ray screening. Unfortunately, this check point had only a metal detector, so even though I removed my shoes and watch and emptied my pockets. the implant 
still triggered lhe meIaI detector, and the operator waved me into a holding area to wait for another agenl to give me a pal-down. There was nobody immediately available, and I had to wait about 15 minutes before an agent appeared, patted me down, 
and passed me. In the confusion al the moment. my carry-on I ugg age and shoes became separated from my be It and the contents of my packets, and I left the check point without my belt and without a ne al my coin purses. I I ate r retrieved the belt. but 
I didn't think to ask for the coin purse. 

I am writing this E-Mail message in-part ta inquire if the purse might have been located and held for me. It is magenta in color, made of nylon ar some similar fabric, and has a white zipper. It measures about 4-1/2x6" and when I last saw it, it contained 
a 50 euro banknote and about 10 euros in coins. If it has been found and if there is a way I can get it back, please let me know. 

I am also wriling this message to complain about lhe lack of whole body X-ray scanners at I his and several other TSA Pre-Check screening points that I have used this year. Because my implanl triggers metal detectors, I lose much of lhe convenience 
afforded to most fliers cleared for TSA Pre-Check. And the delay waiting for an agent to da my pat-down could have caused me real problems had I had a tight connection between flights. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

i(b)(61 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time : 3/2612014 6:29: 17 PM Airport : SFO - San Francisco International Date/Time of Travel 03126/2014 3:05 PM Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Pier C 
TSA Employee: (If Known)~ supervisod(b)(ff:, ~omment : During a pat down I requesled in lieu of the millimeIer wave screening,tbi(6ilrorcefully hit my right IesIicle, neglecting to take care to treat a universally acknowledged 
&quot:sensitive are'/_ &rn 101· It ~~used pain and discomfort that continued, as can be expected with this kind of contact. When I said he hurt m~ he had to conduct the search that way and that he had told me he would touch me in a sensitive 

312612014 area. The man ag erf b) ( ff:, I said the same thing -- I Ii nd that to be a very strange exp I an ati on for someone reporting that they have been hit -- not just touched -- in the testicle. Once I asked to Ii I e a comp I amt I I earned that Covenant sec u nty was 
8:13:25 - -

PM conducting the screening -- not TSA directly. I understand from TSA public postings at the screening checkpoint that I have the right to choose a pat down. The consequence of that should not be such an affront to my person and my dignity. 
Would you like a re~oose? - Jr11e 
Passenger's Name K~_E_l_(6_._, ---~ 
Phoni:i. t-l11mber · 
Emai~(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Security Issue 
Categories : Pat-down 
Current Date/Time· 3126/2014 6:05:56 PM Airport· CLT - Charlotte Douglas International Date/Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 

3126120 14 TSA Emp I aye e ( If Known) 
8:13:36 Comment · I had a nine hour layover in Charlotte. And as a smoker I had to go through the security checkpoints multiple times. No problem. My concern is that each time I did. Which was four times. I had to receive a pat down on four different parts of 

PM my body. I am wondering on the consislant accuracy of the new &quot;advanced&quot; system. It seems something different everytime with no change in the variables. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Emailfh 1/RI 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



DearTSA, 

I am wriling again regarding lhe security equipment at lhe Sanla Maria Airporl (SMXJ. I previously contacted you with lhe same complaint and was referred to the airport management. I visited the airport management offices and was lold my 
problem could ONLY be resolved through TSA so here goes: 

312612014 I am 76 years old and travel frequently between SMX and ORD (Chicago O'Hare). I have bilateral metallic knee prostheses. Prior to sometime in 2012, SMX had a body scanner which permitted me to clear security without a "patdown" As you 

10,08,25 know, ORD has several body scanners and I clear security lhere withoul removing my shoes or bell, and withoul being "patted down·. SMX unfor1unately no longer possesses a body scanner (your personnel told me ii was sent to Fresno) and each 
PM time I fly aut of SMX, I have to pass through the magnometer after which I am set aside, have to remove my shoes and belt and wait while the shoes are chemically tested. This is VERY annoying, and, in my opinion unnecessary and discriminatory. 

I ask that TSA reinstall a body scanner at SMX as soon as possible. Since the scanner was removed, air traffic at SMX has increased with the addition of several flights per week to Las Vegas and plans are for even more regional flights. Besides 
myself, I have one cousin and lhree friends with melallic prostheses who are subjected 10 lhe same unnecessary (if a scanner were available) procedures. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. Sincerely ]~(b_,_(6_) ___ __. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time: 3/2712014 g,00:46 AM Airport· FLL - Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International Date/Time of Travel· 03/25/2014 Airline & Flight Number, Southwest Flt#503 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, 
entry to B gale TSA Employee: (If Known) : not applicable Commenl : I have an artificial shoulder, I set off the scanner alarm. I had no me1a1 on my person and I showed the TSA my scar on my shoulder. I got stuck in the glass cage wilh anolher man 
for aver 20 minutes waiting to get a complete body patdown. I explained ta your agent my condition but he refused to listen because he didn't want to get into trouble and he insisted on explaining what he had to do. It was obvious I didn't have a 

312712014 weapon or bomb. I was wearing summer lite shorts and shirt. You guys are incompetent and very inept just use some common sense and some human kindness toward us senior AMERICANS. At least get a body scanner at that gate checkpoint. I 
10:07:31 know you folks will completely ignore my complaint. so have a nice day., .. I don't feel any safer getting on an aircraft, just hassled. 

AM Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Nam~~h_·_,1_r;_·, __ ~__. 
Phone Number b) ff:, 

3127/2014 
120712 

PM 

Email b1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning ,s eedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights 1s a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA their Member of Congress. and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on. a civi I rights organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entities they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAa€'" s awn official air travel discrimination complaint form. Yau are requested to take action on the complaint al profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Name~(b~·~1(.,.6_1 --'-----~ 
Email Address: h·,1r;··, 
Phone Number1ch~·--11""R~ .. ,----,.-----' 

Address:!'=(b=c·.,;;.,(6.,.1'------' 
Zipcode 27705 

Are you 18 or oven Yes 
Are yau represented by a third party ar an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) da ya u be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati an? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? Yes 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Ra I e1g h-D u rham I ntemat1ona I Airport 



Callers stated that his pa rents a re at O rtando I ntemat,ona I and hey arrived in plenty of ti me to fly out at 12: 4 7 on J etB I ue. H Is moth er is 7 4 and an al a rm went off and they searched her bag and gave her a P atdown and she is very upset and ca 11 ed him 
crying. 
They missed I heir flight because of the extra screening and she was not Ireated well. 
JetBlue has another flight at 8:30 PM tonight but they need to get home earlier and there is a Southwest flight that will leave at 3: 15 PM. 
Caller stated several ti mes if TSA co u Id take ca re of getting her on another fi Ig ht th at she wou Id forget about it but otherwise she has a complaint about the way she was treated. 
Caller asked how she can lodge a complaint. 
He asked if I understood his poinl and he is sure she would be alright aboul it if TSA would get her on another flight. He said he is sure she would feel better about it if she could gel a flight taken care of. 

312712014 RESPONSE: 
1:17:42 

PM I explained TSA does not compensale flyers when they miss a flight and we do not have anything to do wilh the lickeling. 

3127/2014 
4:1406 

PM 

Told him I am very sorry his mother is upset. 
I explained no matter the age of the passenger ii an alarm sounds we must resolve the screening but I am sorry she was bothered by it and missed her flight. 
We do suggest that travelers allow extra lime for screening and consult their airline about arrival time. 

I to Id h, m that I do understand what he is saying. and I restated that his mother would be w, 11 i ng to forget about 11 if T SA would compensate her for another fi Ig ht. 

Told how to obtain the CSM # via the IVR and also told him that she can contacl the CSM or call us and we will be happy to talk with her and forward a complaint on her behalf if she would like to call us wilh details. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time. 3/27/2014 2:01 :23 PM Airport. STL - Lambert St. Louis International Date/Time of Travel: 3/27/2014 12:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal 1 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . Male 
Comment : I'm wriling to inform you of a very poor experience I just had when going through securily today at STL airport. I specifically requesled a pal down screening, in lieu of walking through lhe machine/detectors. The security agent asked me 
why. I travel many, many times a year and I have NEVER been asked why. (I happen to be pregnant, but it's my understanding that a reason is not required; it is our right to be allowed a pat down, is it not??). This man continued to argue with me on 
the safeness of the technology, as 1f he is my medical doctor. I insisted on a pat down, making it very clear I still wanted one. And when I stepped aside to wait for my &quotfemale assist&quot the same man then directed me to go through the old 
screener, which I though was turned off. After going through, I stood to wait and he told me I could continue on, that I wasn't getting a pat down. So he tricked me into going through the old screening machine. Others behind me were going through it 
after me, as they had closed the new machine. 
This is all recorded on sur,ellience. I do not know what his name was, but I was wearing black pants. black/brown stripped long sleeve top, blonde hair and it would have been between approximately 11:30-12:15pm on Thursday 3127114, in one of the 
Ii rst two lanes tow a rd s the far I efi. 
I am extremely upset this happened. It is not a TSA agents place to make a decision for a traveler which I feel are personal and health/medical related, I feel I have been violated as well as the health of my baby jeopardized, This is unacceptable. 
Educate your agents not to harass travelers and make sure lhey are aware il's our right to choose. 
PI ease advise as to what you con c I ude on this matter Thank you. 
Would you like a re~True 
Passenger's Name ~ 
Phone N11rnhec · 
Email J(b 1(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



312712014 
6:17:15 

PM 

I would like to place a formal complaint about my experience at Seattle Airport 

I am a Diamond member of Delta and have almost 1,000,000 miles flown. I landed in Seatlle from Vancouver, Canada, left the airport to visit a dying friend, and returned to make my connection to Fresno, CA. I have Global Entry and Pre-Check and 
so proceeded to that line. I was flagged and told I would be taken to a private room for extra screening. A man stood with me for about 1 O minutes until they were "ready" for me. I was escorted by this man to the large scanner. I stated that since I 
was getting a pat down, I'd rather not be scanned. The agent insisted that I was required to be scanned. I pointed to the sign about opting out. It took another 5-7 minutes before a ··supervisor· appeared and escorted me to a public area outside of the 
screening room, They col I ected my belongings from the x-ray be It and proceeded to unpack each and every item , Every item was I a id out on a table and wiped and ana I yzed lo r ch em i ca Is, 
Tampons, earrings, medication, undergarmenls were all displayed publically for about 15 additional minutes. Al this point I was "examined" and read the speech about how and where you will be Iouched. I was lhen taken inside the boolh. Here is 
where the events crossed the line. The shorter TSA employee acted like a prison guard. She shouted at me. told me to stop talking, and stop looking at her. When she reached under my bra I asked for an additional supervisor. When she reached 
into my underpants, I unb uftoned my pants and asked her to p I ease stay over the underwear with her hands. I le It threatened and unsafe. She continued yel Ii ng at me. I have never be en taken into this room before, but I can not be Ii eve th at this so rt or 
person al exam is wa CTanted when I have done nothing to de serve this treatment, It was hum i Ii ati ng and degrading to have this rude u np role ssiona I TS A employee vi o I ate my persona I space and rights as an American citizen. E ventua I ly a woman 
identified herself as a supervisor and asked how she could ",make my day belier". I requested she write down the names of the lwo agents and her name. I would like a formal response to my complaint. Here are the names she wroIe: 

The caller returned and she is flying back an April 8th. She has to have the patdown due to her medical device. She stated that at SYR she had to remove her shoes, and she did not want to walk on the floor in her white socks. She stated that the agent 
told her that she has to remove her shoes, because she requested a patdown for screening. She stated that she asked her why s i nee she Is 7 8 yea rs of age. and she told her that it was because of the paid own. She stated that she did not have to 
remove them at Sarasota or CLT. She stated that she had her Ii cense to prove her age, 

I advised the caller that all passengers are required to remove their shoes for screening. except for select groups. I explained that new screening procedure allow, passengers wha appear to be 75 and older to leave on shoes and light outerwear. 
explained that 11 is at the discretion of the TSOs at the checkpoint as to rather she has to remove the shoes or not. I explained that she would have to appear to be 75 to that office to leave on her shoes. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this to the Customer Supporl Manager (CSM) at I hat localion. 
3127/2014 

7:09:43 The callers flight details are as follow: 
PM 

312812014 
8:27:11 

AM 

Departing Airport: SY R 
Destination: Sarasota 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Number and Time: 1092 @ 11: 10 am 
Term i na I and Gate: Un known 
Date and Time: 03-13 -14@ 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Other; P role ssiona Ii sm/C ustome r Service Current Date/Ti me , 312812014 5: 32: 56 AM Ai rp~ - Phi I ade Ip hi a I nte ma ti on al Date/Ti me of Travel : 0312812014 6: 00 AM Airline & FI i g ht N umber · 4 08 9 C heckpoi ntl Area of Airport : F -
security check TSA Employee: (If Known) ~Commenl : I opted out of the screening. TSA agenl~as responsible for carrying out the pal down. ~roceeded very roughly to pat me down after I slated that I had a strained lower back. 
My stance was wide enough and insisted that she needed to meet resistance. She proceeded and I felt violated. Why ask if there are any medical conditions~d be mortified if I was obese because of her unprofessional need to meet pelvic 
res i sta nee Ir h ·,IR·., ka rTi ed out the pat down with excessive lo rce. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name kbl(6) 
Phone Number : ~~----~ 

Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . hltp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



3/28/2014 
1:00:13 

PM 

Caller feels th at it is very sea ry that passengers are getting to go through preche ck and skip parts of the s c reem ng p race ss. She stated she wo u Id Ii ke for me to explain 11 because it seems Ii ke a sec u nty issue. She asked if their shoes and I iqu ids were 
sti 11 getting screened 

Advised the cal I er that the passengers going through precheck are sti 11 being screened thoroug hi y. Exp I am ed to the caller that P recheck Is just expedited s c reem ng. their shoes a re sti II screened, I iqu1d s are st, 11 screened. I aptops and outer wear every 
item they have still has to clear the screening checkpoint. If anything alarms at the precheck line the passengers would have to under additional screening including a patdown just like the normal screening process. Told the caller the process is still 
thorough screening, ils more simple 10 send shoes through xray however they are still being screened if they're on someones feet. Told her the liquids are also still going through the ,ray, they just do not have 10 pull lhem out and declare lhem. Also 
explained to the caller that these passengers clear through secure flight to get precheck, in order to be a member they also go through fingerprinting, background checks and interviewing process to even be able to get it often. 

---0 rig i na I Message--
F rom: CRL 
Sent: Friday, March 28. 2014 2:23 PM 
To: TCC-Referrals 
Cc: lhuoma, Chimezie 
Subject: FW: (Complaint) Fly Rights - New Report from""!(b_.-'1(_6_, _ __, 

DearTCC, 

Please note we are refernng the attached complaint back to you since there Is no actual complaint or incident beyond waiting to the side. He even indicates that the TSO he spoke with agreed with him. Therefore, we are referring this back to the TCC 
for appropriate handling. 

312812014 Thanks very much. 

4:og:oa Harleen 

PM 

Ms. Harleen K. Singh 
Policy Advisor 
M ulticu It u ra I Branch, Dis a bi Ii ty and Mu I ti cultural Di vision Office of C iv i I Rights and Liberti es, Ombudsman, & T rave I er Engagement Transportation S ecu ri ty Adm i ni st rat ion De pa rime nt of Homeland Security 

---Original Message---
F ram: tsa tcc@senture.com [ ma i I to: ts atcc@se n tu re .com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2014 5: 19 PM 
To: CRL 
Subject (Complaint) Fly Rights - New Report fron-l._[b"-·"'"1("'-6'-·., _ __, 

The customers information has been attached to this email. 

Caller flew MIA to Manchester. England today aboard United Airlines #3752. Caller wishes to express her level of dissatisfaction with the level of customer service she received from the screener who patted her down. Callers luggage alarmed and 
th ere was a sing I e pi 11 m her carry on bag which the ca 11 er states was a blood pressure pi 11. Ca 11 er states her patdown was conducted by a le ma I e TSO named I vis whose badge number was!( b ·:, ( 6) I Alier the pat-down. the TSO advised the passenger 
she was lucky this time. which the caller took as her being referred to as a drug dealer. This occurred at 8:30 AM this morning. Caller does not recall the gate this occuCTed at but states she spoke with the female TSO s supervisorkb)(m !who 
advised her to contact the TCC to file a complaint. 

312812014 Resolution: 
4:54:08 

PM The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA see ks to provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 passengers who pass I hroug h our screening ch eek points. 
Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 
Because your comp I amt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 



From b)(61 
Sent: Friday, March 28, 2014 5:4 7 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Pf .. b ... I._(6"--.'-, __ __. 

312812014 Dale Time: 3/2812014 5:46 45 PM 

6:11:03 
PM 

Name: 

kb,(61 

Email: 

HYPERLINK._(b-')_(6--'··-' _______________ _, 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

TSA grabbed breasts without asking 

Comments: 

To Whom It May Concern. 
The caller staled she flew from CAK on the 17th of March on Airtran and was slrip searched. When she 901 home her gold pendant was gone. She stated that a caucasian male did lhe ETD, and an African American girl did lhe pat-down. She checked 
in about 3:45 pm. through Gate 11, on an Airtran Flight. 

3/28/2014 . 
8_41 _46 Advised caller: 

· PM We can send the claims forms to you via email, poslal, or fa,. 
She chose to have those sent to her via email. 

We can also send this information to the CSM at CAK as well. 
The day started out fine got to the airport with plenly of time to spare ,checked our luggage, got our boarding passes , 901 in line for TSA security check I went trough with no problem ,my wife was told she set off a hand alarm and had to be rechecked 
they th en padded her down again , they took a white wipe and swiped her hands and said she had a problem , they then told me to set down.I was not a 11 owed to go near her then they took everything out of her ca rryo n and purse, two other women 
agents came over and all three went into a room somewhere where they proceeded to search and body pat down in her pnvate areas ,for what they would not say. When my wife returned she was very upset and crying .She told the agent ahead of 
time she was a double bypass heart patient with wires inside her chest plus a fused wrist and double knee replacement .but this made no difference.I told the agent we had a flight to catch again no difference once my wife composed herself as best 

3128/2014 she could we started out to reach the gate before the I hey closed lhe doors of the gale.She uses a walker and we rushed as quickly as she could ,but the flighl left without us.This again upset her emotionally a heart palient should not go through this 
9:15:51 she looked bad to me so I called my son who had to buy another ticket on another airtine on the other side of the airport. We where able to get to the other gate and both of us through TSA security in 1 O minutes NO ALARMS ,NO PAT DOW NS. A 

PM NORMAL security check. Because of your equipment or you agents I al most lost my wile to another heart attack. I missed my fi 19 ht on JET BL U E . had to buy tickets costing $440 on SOUTHWEST air I in es. When we got home she took her medication 
I don't know ii telling you this will help but a 74 yr. old gray hair women slowed down because of age and arthritis is a risk to our safety we are in trouble .Hopefully she will recover if not you will hear from me again. Obviously something is wrong with 
your equipment on the JET BLUE side of the airport .When we got to Providence to pick up our luggage that went ahead the attendanl said it happens very frequently from the same place. Thanks for your time if you read this if you can do anylhing to 
he Ip it would be appreciated. 



3/28/2014 
10 05 27 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time: 312812014 9:20:20 PM Airport DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth lnternalional Date/Time of TrMel 03/2212014 8:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: AA 1667 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport· 026 TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment : I had a ticket stamped TSA pre-check so was routed through the Pre-ch eek Ii ne. That's good, or so I thought. I have an a rtifi ci a I knee so si nee there is no Al T in that Im e. I had to go through the pat down. This is very i nco nven i ent when 
there is a scanner right next to the metal detector but since I was Pre-check, I was not allow to go through it without collecting all my belongings (bag. computer, pocket stuff, and then start the entire procedure in the other line. This, even though my 
wife was already through and had claimed my stuff. Aside from lhe mulliple FBI checks for being an airline employee, FFL, CHL, I slill have 10 go through these procedures. It would seem a waste of my time and money 10 pay for lhe process of 
obtaining the 5-year Pre-check pass only to be scrutinized like this on every flight. Making matters worse, in my eyes, I watched a person sitting in a wheel chair just briefly wanded with na proof or indication that this person was actually disabled. 
The re was virtually no inspection of her or her wheel chair what-so-ever. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 

Passenger's N"fm':"C'~"-"-"'-'---,.---' 
Phone Numbe (b 1(6) 
Email 1h··,1rr1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Dear sir: 

It is now lhe 28th day of March 2014, and I have sent this letter 10 you a number of times. Each time the response comes back is I hat you are getting someone else who won I take responsibilily for dealing with my issues to ignore me. 

I won t be ignored. 

I have required response from you, and you have a responsi bi I ity to address my concerns as a di sabled person who has been continuously and iterative I y been subj eel ed to i ncre asi ng I eve Is of physical to r1 ure up to and inc I ud i ng sup pleme nl al surgery. 

You have be en asked repeatedly to give me assistance on how to prevent further torture or other physical and menta I distress at the Sacramento M unici pa I Airport, I have been subjected to obvious and intense threat by employees of TSA at SM F and 
I as a citizen, I do not have to bleed to fly. 

The following have been sent to your several times. I require a response beyond your auto-responder e-mail system that says something to the effect of we will ignore you until you go away. I am not going away until I have explicit direct instructions 
on how to avoid further torture at the hands of the employees of TSA at SMF and how to overcome the direct and explicit threat of further torture by TSA employees at SMF 

312912014 Fortunately. I have not had recent surgery far them ta rip open surgical wounds, nor have I recently gone through other medical procedures that resulted in vulnerable areas, however, even this does not excuse the fact that for four times for four flights 
9:24:24 

AM out of SM F I have experienced pain and suffering at the hands of TSA employees. 

It is necessary for you to respond to this I etl er and the i I erati o ns of this le1ter that have gone u nres ponded by you. I do nol know where else to es ca I ate this issue as my Sena tor has a I ready be en a I e r1 ed to the ma I feasa nee and absolute disregard and 
disrespect for disabled persons and certainly disabled veterans at SMF. I do not know what else to do about this except to escalate this to the Cabinet Level officials with the complaint that TSA will not respond to the legitimate concerns al a citizen 
who has been violated and tortured by T SA personnel. 

Thomas Jefferson wrote: A government afraid of its cilizens is a Democracy. Citizens afraid of governmenl is tyranny• So be afraid of me because we have nol quite reached the second condition, although you are gelling there altogether too quickly. 

Res pons e to my I ette r is required else I go to the cabinet level wi thm 30 days. 

You have had plenly of time. 

l(b)(61 

Prior Co rres po ndence: 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 3/29/2014 1: 14:54 PM Airport . MEM - Memphis International Date/Time al Travel : 1200 PM Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : C Term i na I 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : Dear TSA fiunkie: 

3129120 14 Si nee you and your bureau c rat1c masters continue to i ns1st on g ro pmgli rrad1ati ng upstanding Ame nca n citizens every day. I Ii g u red I would start u pd atmg you on exactly how wel I your hired goons a re domg in the groping d ep artm ent. 
1:47:38 

PM Today I enjoyed an extra-firm groping I hat, although fairly quick, was by far the most exlensive in terms of forceful gripping on my thighs and ankles. I hope that this makes you and every bureaucrat up to Pistole very happy to know. 

312912014 

Enjoy your day wa stmg our taxpayer dol I ars (it's worth loo kmg for another job than sacrificing your dignity for this)' 
Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es P role ssiona Ii sm/C us tome r Service: Screening Current Datefli me 312912014 2 :58 :54 PM Airport : S NA - Or a nge County John Wayne Date/Ti me of T rave I : 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: Dear TSA, 

I am writing to express my displeasure with my treatment at SNA airport yesterday evening. Like many travelers I still have doubts about the safety of the full body scanning equipment. So I followed advice that TSA has given frequently to simply opt
out of the scanner and accept a pat-down as an alternative. 

However. I was extremely disappointed ta be lectured by the TSA agent for this choice. He initially tald me that I could not opt-out. Then he spent several minutes trying to give me medical advice regarding the scanning equipment when he is unlikely 
to be a doctor or a sci ent1st. I found his tone condescending and comp I ete I y i ncons1ste nt with an emp I aye e honoring my I eg al rig ht to opt-out of scanning. 

3:10:50 I did nol appreciate the long delay that resulted from the inappropriate lec1ure, which just further extended the time I have to spent going through security ever since lhe installment of the full body scanners. 
PM 

Since TSA has already acknowledged that some passengers do not want to have full-body scanners and that it 1s acceptable to opt-out. then it should be reasonable for the travel mg public to expect TSA to tram their employees to treat this option with 
respect and TSA should have enough agents on hand to accommodate this option efficiently. Considering every passenger pays $5 per flight for security, it would seem reasonable that we could expect 3 minutes of courtesy and efficiency. 

Sincerely, 

A11as tasia Corm ari 
Would you like a r7:qon;e7 - Inie 
Passenger's Nam<f~_b_._,(_6_1 _____ ~ 
Phone Number 

Emal(b 1(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning th,s feedback, follow this link : http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/Applica1ionManager 



Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time . 3/29/2014 2:56:33 PM Airport . Select One Oate/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 

312912014 TSA Employee: (If Known) : 

3_10,54 Comment . My husband and I were both invited into PreCheck by Delta Airlines. Our boarding passes always indicated our PreCheck eligibility until after my husband had a total knee replacement in October 2013. Since that time, his boarding pass 
· PM never displays Pree heck el ig, bi I ity. I understand that he wi 11 always set off the metal detectors and get a pat down. but it would be nice if he cou Id get the other p ri vi leges of P reCheck such as not having to re move his shoes or be It. Is the re any 

possibility that he could be treated as a PreCheck passenger until he reaches the point where he sets off the metal detector and gets a pat down? 

3/29/2014 
3:11 09 

PM 

Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name tb)(ff:, I 
Phone Number . 

Email ~b)(6) I _ _ _ 
To lea e a co, 1111,e11t co11ce1111119 th,s feedback, follow th,s link : hlip://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Disability ar Medical Condition; Screening Current Date/Time · 3/2912014 2:56:01 PM Airport · IAD - Washington-Dulles International Date/Time of Travel · 03/29/2014 2:30 PM Airline & Flight Number · 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : entry scanner che c kpornt T SA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment · My wife is pregnant and asked to opt out of the electro scanner because there are concerns of its effects on unborn babies. She was made to wait by the side for 10 min after her bags passed through the scanner. Durring this she notified 
two officers that she was waiting for a pat down in order to opt out of lhe screening. She finally had to just go through the scanner 10 collecl her belongings. Please encourage the officers to be more responsive 10 lhe needs of those who opt out. 
Would you like a res onse?. False 
Passenger's Name (b)(61 
Phone Number , ~----~ 

Email l(b 1(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller is missing her jewelry. She is missing a small red and gold satin jewelry pouch from her carry on. She had to go through additional screening including swabs for explosive traces twice in the same day because her first flight was cancelled and 
she was bumped to a later flight. The j ewe I ry pouch went missing during screening and the caller feels th at it is because she cou Id not keep her eye on the I ugg age wh, I e she was being screened. She came in through the far rig ht s1d e at the checkpoint 
and was called over to the other side of the checkpoint for screening far away from her belongings. Caller states that the TSO would not even allow her to look at her luggage. Caller states that the situation at the checkpoint was chaotic. 
Among lhe items missing were: 
Turquoise nugget necklace 
18 Mounted gold lady liberty coin on a diamond cut 14k rope necklace (family heirloom) 
Pearl neck I ace 
Ca Iler slates I hat she has a I ready ca I led the airline to make sure that it wasn I losl on the airplane. 

Airport PBI 
Airline Della 
Flight# DL 1184 (initial cancelled flight) - DL 1930 

312912014 Date Time 03 272014 1: 10PM 

4:45:23 Location Gate C2 

PM 
Advised ca Iler: 
Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TS Os) to reasonably ensure that cany-on items. including disability-related devices and aids, are kept within a passenger's line-of-sight when a passenger is 
required to undergo additional screening, When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property during a patdown or private screening, TS Os have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's items and to ensure that the 
passenger is reunited with his or her property once ii clears x-ray screening. 

TSA regrets that you found items missing and or damaged from your carry-on luggage. TSA is required by law to screen all property. including cany-on baggage, that is brought onboard commercial passenger aircraft. To ensure the secunty of the 
traveling public, it is sometimes necessary for TSOs to conduct hand inspections of carry-on bags. TSOs receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great care during the screening process so 
that when bags are opened a passenger's belongings are re1urned in the same condilion they were found. 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged ,terns by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-rna i I to the Custom er Service Manager (CS M) at I hat Io ca Ii on. 



My home airport is LAX and I usually fly United out of Terminal 6. I request a pat down each time due to a series of medical devices that are implanted on my body. I have experienced a lot of difficulty at this terminal, including the following: 

- Officers making me wait in front of my items while they determine who is on lunch break - Solulion: serve lhe client firsl by completing the pat down then move on to adminislrative work. 
- Officers asking me why I need a pat down when it's 'only x-ray' equipment - Solution: officers are not medical doctors or equipment manufacturers and cannot make these determinations. Respecting client's privacy and choice should be the 
objective. 
- Not having bins available in TSA Pre line for items - Solution: Manager explained that this was a 'pilot' program. but it was messy and inefficient. 

3130/2014 - Airline representalive inspecling bag size and asking to remove contenls so bag fits into overhead bin measuremenl box - Solulion: airline representative is holding up the line and jeopardizing security: if lhe bag needs to be checked they can do this 
9:48: 12 at the gate. 

AM - General disorganization and chaos making it difficult to (1) tell which line is which or (2) stand aside while waiting for pat down - Solution: perhaps this 1s due to the small size of the security area, it was a larger area before the United merger. 
I hope th at some of these issues can be addressed to ensure a smoother and more secure process at Te nm i na I 6, thanks P 

l(b)(6) I 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 3/2912014 9:43:54 PM Airporl: GPT - Gulfport Bila, Regional Dateffime ofTravel: 03/24/2014 2:00 PM Airline & Flighl Number vision air #v2701 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
person who directs people to the metal dector or scanner TSA Employee: (If Known): na Comment: THIS IS NOT THE FIRST TIME l'VE CONTACTED YOU ABOUT THE DISRESPECT l'VE RECD. AT THIS AIRPORT, WHEN I REQUESTED A 
PHYSICAL PAT-DOWN DUE TO DOCTORS ORDERS. I HAVE A IMPLANTED DIFIBRILLATOR (NOT A PACEMAKER] AND THE POLICY OF MY CARDIOLOGIST IS TO NOT ALLOW HIS PATIENTS TO GO THROUGH ANY TYPE OF 
DETECTOR OR SCAN NERAFTER I PUT MY CARRY-ON ON THE BELT I REQUESTED A PAT-DOWN DUE TO DOCTORS ORDERS. THE YOU NG MAN WOULD NOT ACCEPT THAT HE INSISTED ON KNOWING WHY. AGAIN I TOLD HIM 
DOCTORS ORDERS AND AGAIN HE REFUSED TO ACCEPT THAT, AND HE WOULD NOT CALL FOR A &quot:MALE ASSIST&quol;, I FINALLY TOLD HIM WHY AND HE SAID MY DOCTOR DIDN'T KNOW WHAT HE WAS TALKING ABOUT! I 
FINALLY ASKED HIM IF HE HAD A DEGREE IN CARDIOLOGY. HE SAID NO, AND I ASKED FOR A SUPERVISOR. BUT AT THAT TIME HE DID GET SOMEONE TO GIVE ME A PAT-DOWN. HE DIDN"T WANT TO GET THE SUPERVISOR 
INVOLVED. THE PERSON WHO DID THE PAT-DOWN WAS A VERY PLEASANT AND RESPECTFUL PERSON AND I WAS HAPPY FOR THAT. AS I MENTIONED IN PREVIOUS COMMENTS TO YOU ABOUT THIS AIRPORT, I HAVE 
NEVER.EVER HAD A PROBLEM AT CHICAGO MIDWAY AIRPORT I THINK SEVERAL OF YOUR AIRPORTS COULD LEARN FROM THEM AND I GIVE A GREAT &quot:WELL DONE&quot; TO THE STAFF AT CHICAGO MIDWAY. PLEASE 
PASS TH IS ON TO THEM. 

313012014 FINALLY, I WOULD LIKE TO KNOW IF A PERSON CAN DECLINE TO GO THROUGH THE MACHINES AND REQUEST A PAT-DOWN? THAT WAS ALWAYS YOUR POLICY. HAS IT CHANGED? AND, IF WE DO REQUEST A PAT-DOWN, DO 
WE HAVE TO BE SUBJECTED TO WHAT I WENT THROUGH AGAIN '??• 

9:~~25 I DON'T REMEMBER BUT I THINK THIS IS THE 3RD OR 4TH TIME l'VE WRITTEN TO YOU ABOUT THIS PROBLEM AND THEY SEEM TO BE AT YOUR SMALLER, SOUTHERN AND SOUTHEASTERN AIRPORTS. THE NEXT TIME THIS 
HAPPENS, I WILL NOTIFY YOU FIRST, AND TH EN I WILL NOTIFY THE US CONGRESS AND SENATE. 
I RESPECT WHAT MOST OF YOUR PEOPLE DO, AND WE NEED YOU. I REALIZE THAT IT'S A HARD JOB. HOWEVER, I ALSO TH INK A GOOD NUMBER OF YOUR AGENTS NEED ALOT MORE TRAINING IN CUSTOM ER RELATIONS. 

THANKS SO MUCH 
!(b,(61 ! 

Would you like a response? : True 

Passenger's Na:,.:m:::e'-'l=1h=·'=1R=·=·, =..------' 
Phone Number fh··,1ro;·, 
Email !rh1/R1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' , Disability or Medical Condition CuCTent Date/Time · 3130/2014 10:03:24 AM Airport , DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel , 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 

313012014 TSA Employee (If Known) 
11 :29:40 Comment · You need to have some way that someone with an artificial knee can avoid the whole pat down etc procedure. 

AM Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time: 313012014 2:00:19 PM Airport SEA - Seatlle-Tacoma lnternalional Date/Time of TrMel 03/2712014 8:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: DeltJ 4549 Checkpoinl/Area of 
Airport· B TSA Employee: (If Known)· Female working at Pre-TSA prioriity area on far left Comment· March 27. 2014 Seattle Airport Delta flight #4549. 10:15am. went through TSA-pre ckeckpoint at 8:30am, at boarding B area. 

The TSA experience prior to boarding was unprofessional and created significant emotional distress and physical pain for me. As a disabled individual relying upon a cane, I was treated deplorably. with a full body search in public view, requiring me to 
stand inilially without my cane, I hen with my cane in four painful and unsteady poses just to check my legs, as well as a final check of my palms for chemicals and explosives with a swab. 

The pat down was the Io nge st in terms of time, that I have ever experienced. The fem a I e T SA agent repeated patting areas that we re u nne ces sary. with greater pressure. and th us contn buted to my sense of di stress. It was d iffi cu It to stand for so long 
and my right knee was twisted during this process, resulting in significant swelling and severe pain. I remained cooperative and congenial during this time. 

I have a total knee replacement and a partial knee replacement on the at her knee, and was not permitted to go through the body scanner. That option would have clearly showed my implants. 

313012014 My respiratory ventilator was dismantled and left in disarray, out of its carry bag, left in parts. The TSA agents did not place the cords back into the sockets they had been removed from, or back into the bag. and had removed the machine completely 

3,1 B:42 from its foundation and connected parts. I was left to pul everything back together myself, after being trealed rudely and aggressively. 

PM 

313112014 
9:57:21 

AM 

3/31/2014 

I was cl early in distress and was not assi sled u nti I a supervisor noticed my in ab i I 1ty to place the p I ug s back, and she ye 11 ed out lo r assistance, demanding to know who had done this and I eft my Ii le sup po rt i terns in such condition. No one came forward 
and she yel I ed out again demanding to know who had done this, Eventua 11 y two a gents came lo rward and assisted with the co rd s, 

I have never experienced such unprofessional treatment and unnecessary body searching in my business travels ta date. The supervisor was professional in her response. but the others were woefully inadequate in their training and lack basic 
awareness on how to treat di sab I ed passengers. Rudimentary training 1s essential, part1cu I arl y since this type of neg alive !realm e nt of passengers creates a sense of vul n erab i I 1ty and I ass of control . This severely diminish es the travel experience and 
confidence in the step by step screening process. These TSA employees need to increase their capacity in doing the basic job functions. My experience at LAX was much better since they were highly professional in their pre-TSA area, and conducted 
a reasonable and non-invasive pat down of my body. Thank you for your interest in improving customer service. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name ~f h_·-,1_r;_·1 ____ ~ 
Phone Number , 
Emailkbl(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB21ApplicatianManager 

Caller flew from Bogota Columbia Eldorado Airport an JetBlue ta FLL and was patted down and probed inappropriately and ta him it was like sexual assault. He stated that this happened at Bogota and he is needing to know who he can report this 
issue to. He is wanting to file a complaint about the screening process he went through in Columbia. Is he permitted to Just show his military ID when going through the screening process there to avoid the groping. He contacted JetBlue and they 
advised him to call the Office of Civil Rights to report the issue. 

I advised him that TSA is only in the US and the screening in Columbia is out of our jurisdiction. I do not have the screening process and regulations for Columbia since we are only in the US. He may be able to contact the Department of State @ 202-
64 7 -40 00 to find out the screening process and procedures for other co u nines. The office of C1v1 I Rights may or may not be able to assist h1 m. I would recommend contacting the De pa rtme nt of State Ii rst to see what they advise h1 m to do. 

Caller 1s currently at SRO awaiting a flight to ATL aboard Delta #2563. Caller requested a manual pat-down and she is a chemo patient with metal wires in her chest from an old pacemaker. Caller states a manual pat-down was requested by the male 
officer on duty. The female officer directly the lady towards her to what she thought was the pat-down area, but was directed through the walk-through metal detector. Caller has health concerns and is fearing the consequences the metal detector may 
have on her health. This occurred at approximately 12: 1 OPM. Caller describes lhe female officer as an older lady in her 50s and the male supervisor whom she spoke with after the WTMD screening as a short, bald, overweight man with glasses. This 
gentleman handed her a complaint card which advised her to contact the TCC. 

12: 19:58 Resolution: 
PM 

Apologized ta the caller for any perceived unprofessionalism or lack of customer service she feels she received. Advised caller I would forward her complaint to the CSM at SRO immediately for review. Suggested caller contact her doctor far any 
i mm i ne nt hea Ith co ncems because I am not a doctor. 



Caller was in Co I umb us yesterday. He has a question lo r s c reem ng. he has had surgery and he had stitches in his stomach. He says they did not te 11 h, m before they touch his body. He wants to know 1f the office rs have to te 11 the passenger before they 
touch him. He said they told him about the surgery ADA violation. He says they were asking him questions like where he was going and what he was doing on his trip. He was in a wheelchair.He ask ii he can video the screening. He had on loss 
clothing. He ask if it was against his religion to use lhe AIT what he could do. 

Told caller 
I explained to him with examples of passengers with metal or even scars can cause an alarm during screening. If there was an alarm during screening they will have to give a patdown to clear any alarm. They can not assume it was the stitches or the 

3131/2014 scar I hat caused lhe alarm. He should let the officer know about the scar or stitches before lhe screening star1s, and where it was located on the body. 
1 :38: 19 I ask if he had declare the stitches on his stomach. He said he told him them he could not raise his arms but not about where the stitches were on his body. 

PM 

313112014 
3:02:09 

PM 

I offered to send his complaint to the CSM for him but he did not want to do this. 

TSOs must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and 
thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets 1f this was not your experience. 

TSA does not prohibit the public, passengers, or press from pholographing, videotJping, or filming at securily screening checkpoints as long as it does not interfere with or slow down the screening process. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 3/311201411:43:25 AM Airport: PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Dateffime ofTravel: 03/31/2014 8:00 AM Airline & Flighl Number As Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport· Terminal d TSA Employee: (If Known) · Supervisor Comment: To whom it may concern. it took too long to go through security line. It took twenty five minutes after I'd checks for a dozen passengers to be processed. There weren't enough 
staff to handle the opt outs. I brought it to the attention of the officer at the desk, supervisor, who was playing with his personal phone. He said there was nothing he could do and continued to play with his phone. Management has the tools to 
adaptively manage the fiow of passengers and they did not. Several TSA staff members were milling about and not helping, In addition, the older x ray machines were not used effectively. The bag scanner belt shut down repeatedly cause there 
wasn't staff 10 pal down passengers. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Nam{h··,1rr1 ! 
Phone Number , 
Ema!rh1/R1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2IApplicationManager 

From ??????? ????????ji;,~,...b,...1(,...6,,,,,...,,,,,....,..,..,...------' 
Sent: Monday, March 31, 2014 11 :37 AM 

~: bJf6yieco:IGaamliare 

,,Jre~: O"rgen .. 

kindly check attachment ' 

???? ???? ??????? " ??? ?????? 

!(bl(61 

3/31/2014 
3:02:16 

Transpor1ation Securily Administration 
PM Civil Rights Liberties, Ombudsman and Traveler Engagement (TSA-6) 

M ul11cu ltu ra I Branch 
701 S. 12th Street 
Ari i ngto n, VA 20598 

CC: Council on American-Islamic Relations of Washington State (CAIR-WA). 

3 31 2014 

RE: Rude and unp roles s ional Ire atme nt from a T SA agent. 
(NOTE: this letter was translated by my daughter since my English isn t proficient enough) 

To whom it may concern, 

I am writing this letter to complain about a rude and unprofessional treatment that I received from a TSA agent at JFK airport, Jamaica, New York. On Friday, March 28, I had a flight on Saudi Airlines (flight number SV22) that was scheduled on 8:30 



Not enough information is available concerning pre-check, and that pre-check is also randomly given to some traveler's. My wife and I experienced a very unpleasant experience today at Spokane Int Airport. GEG. at the Alaska Airlines security check. 

I have had bolh of my hips replaced, so it requires that I receive the pal-down IreatmenI, when the body scan is not available, as ii isn't at Alaska Airlines security check point at GEG. 

We did not know about a random pre-check designation on my wife's boarding pass. When we had our boarding passes checked. my wife who was ahead of me was directed to go one way. I did not receive the pre-check designation on my boarding 
pass, so I was informed to go to a di lferent area. Being separated from your trave Ii ng partner may not seem to be a problem to the ave rage trave I er. but it is to someone who requires a ful I body pat-down, This procedure may require anywhere from 5 
minutes to 15 minutes, and you are told 10 go to a secure holding area, by which you are separated from your items being x-rayed. This leaves your items in an unsecured position. If my wife had known that I was being directed to a differenl area than 
me, she would have asked to go through the security line I was in. 

313112014 In add1t1on, the TSA employees at GEG need to be given some tra1n1ng about customer service The lady that checked my wife's boarding pass was ordering people in the security line to do this and that, even though there were other TSA employees 

8_31 _33 doing thal very thing Her altitude was such I hat if an employee of mine acled this way I here would be serious cusIomer service training scheduled for her. 

PM 

4/112014 
8:59:10 

AM 

Also, the male agent that administered my pat-down used a very demeaning attitude. When I mentioned that I didn't like my items remaining on the conveyor, he asked which items. When I stated my computer, which was in a tote. and vulnerable to 
being knocked off the conveyor or stolen, he got my computer and brought it to me and asked in his demeaning way ·so, how is that" I replied that there were two more items of mine sitting on the conveyor unattended, I had to endure more of his 
comments as he 901 my other two items, and while he administered the pal-down. 

Until today, I had received good service from TSA at GEG. but today was the worst customer service I have ever received. 

If you are going to pre-check one person in a party !raveling Iogether, then you should pre-check all the persons in that party. I understand thal a person doesn'I have to go lhrough the pre-check line, but there should be more information available 
concerning pre-check. and when a situation arises as did today, one of your employees should assist when a person is directed to the pre-check line and others in the party are directed to another area. The gestapo lady at the boarding pass check 
would not a 11 ow me to go and inform my wile as to what was occuri ng. 

My husband and I just finally arrived home from a flight from Sarasota, Florida to Portland. Maine. Our first flight today from the Sarasota airport to Atlanta departed Sarasota at 1 :55 p.m. on flight #2563. I have a Jacemaker ( 1996 model with lead 
wires- non-oxidized) and a loop recorder implanted in my chest. I am also a chemo patient. My Cardiologist.!(b)(ffl I Maine Medical Partners, Scarborough, Maine and my Oncolog1st.fb_i(6_) Bridgton Hospital in Bndgton. 
Maine have instructed me to have manual pat downs ONLY whenever I fly as radioactive waves are harmful with the particular medical equipment in use in my body. We do not fly often and I had no problem at the ortland, Maine Airport when we 
departed for Florida on March 11th wilh having a woman do the pal down ... no questions were asked and I was trealed with dignily and respect. 

However. today when I flew out from the Sarasota airport, I was treated with disrespect for myself for my medical issues, and with total disregard for the doctor's instructions. I wear a medical necklace with all of the info. listed with stnct instructions to 
what types of equipment and treatments would be safe in my pa rti cul a r situation, The TS A perso nne I did not care at a 11 about any of it, 

At 12: 1 O p.m .. my husband and I entered the security part of the checking-in process at Sarasota Airport. We explained to the TSA who was running the turntable for scanning personal items that I required a manual pat down. He said, "No problem" 
and he called someone on the phone and said, ·1 have a customer who is ·opting out" for medical reasons and will need a manual pat down". This gentleman then pointed me toward an older lady, in her 50's. stocky build and told me to go over to 
where she was standing behind the scanning cylinder. As I walked toward her, she motioned me to walk through the scanning cylinder to get over to where she was standing. I thought it odd but she was waving her arms and motioning me toward her 
so I assumed she musl wanl me 10 walk lhrough the cylinder in order 10 gel to where she could do the pal down. I assumed the cylinder scan machine wouldn't do anything until someone activaled it nolhing would happen. As I starled through, lhe 
TSA woman who was supposed to do the manual pat down pushed the button and scanned me. And then, proceeded to yell " you need to go back, you moved I" I said, "Why did you do that.. .they told you I needed a manual pat down, why did you do 
that?" She said. "There is nothing wrong with these machrnes .... they will not hurt anyone. Doctors don't know what they are talking about when they come in here and tell us to manually pat patients downl" At that point I got very scared. very upset 
and started crying .... didn't know what the radioactive waves would do to the lead wires or loop recorder in my heart or the chemo. in my system. Didn't and don't know what will happen from this action taken by this woman. My husband hastened over 
and I was still very shaken and crying. In lhe slressful momenls following lhe scanning, I was not given the name of the TSA scanning woman nor lhe name of the middle-aged, stocky man with dark short hair and glasses whom she brought over to 
tell me"You are okay ... we have not hurt you. We do this all the time. But if you have a problem, we will give you a card to call the TSA customer service to report it." He gave me the the card and just walked off. I was still very upset at the treatment 
and the audacity of these TSA representatives who would jeopardize someone's life possibly. in a situation where they do not have the medical background to decide treatments or actions. No ONE apologized, no ONE at any level"'II Just walked 
away and I elt me sitting th ere and crying , 01 her passengers tried to con so I e me, 

We called the TSA Contact Center and a TSA agent namedltii:iillI]took the information and said he would forward a copy to the Sarasota Airport TSA Manager. l(b)rn::1 !wished me '"Good Luck•'· Nice when I'm worried about something that may 
have caused some permanent medical problem. What good will good luck do? Nothing to fix any possible short-term or long-term damages to my heart by subjecting ese lead wires to radioactive matenal. I am LIVID to put 11 mildly and of course 
will call my Cardiologist tomorrow morning as soon as they open. Not sure what tests she will need or can do to determine any possible damages but you can be sure if any is indicated. legal action will follow. I will seek legal recourse and legal 
damages. 

~recorded everything and told me to see my doctor and said "Good Luck' "[fil@D said a copy w, 11 be forwarded to the Sarasota Airport immediate I y. How wi 11 that he Ip fix what happened to me the re today? W i 11 someone please check into 

Delta Flight #2563 from Sarasola, Fl. to Allanta, GA 1 :55 p.m. 3 31 14 

rb)(61 1 
Gardiner, ME 04345 

!(b 1(61 !(home number) 



4/112014 
12 2605 

PM 

4/112014 
2:1208 

PM 

To Whom It May Concern: 
I would like to share a recent experience with the TSA at Baltimore Washington Airport (early Monday evening, 3131114). While going through security, when I was directed to walk through a scanner, I opted out as I always do. I waited for a pat 

down while my belongings went lhrough the xray machine and gathered at the end of the conveyor belt. When the officer finally let me through, she asked me to slep around the belt. I demurred and pointed oul my belongings, including an expensive 
new laptop. She asked me again to come around. and I pointed my possessions out to her. Finally, I gave up and just walked around the belt as indicated. This required going around a column such that that I could not keep my eyes on my belongings. 
When we were both on the same side. she asked which things belonged to me and col I ected them. The pat down proceeded without incident. 

It would have served both of our purposes perfectly well if the officer had let me indicate my things on the belt and she collected them before I walked around the column. Travelers ought to be able to see their belongings at all times. It is 
unreasonable to expect us to leave our possessions out of both our and lhe officers' control, as lhat·s how laptops and olher things "walk off" with the wrong owners. 

Please consider instructing your TSA officers in this manner, as it is the procedure that has been used at every other airport at which I have declined to go through a scanner. 

Yours s i nee rely, 
kbl(6) 
Champaign, IL 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Other: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time · 411/2014 12: 13:15 PM Airport · ORD - Chicago-O'Hare International Date/Time of Travel : 03/26/2014 1 OA4 AM Airline & Flight Number · United 1040 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport United Airlines Gate# B-1 0 TSA Employee: (If Known) : do not know name 
Comment · Hello, I hope this email falls upon someone who can get something done and who really cares about the customer. My daughter has had several ugly incidents at airports when traveling that has been utterly distasteful for no reason. She 
has never wanted to complain until now. Each time she travels, she tries to only have her purse and no special lhings thal have to be laken or looked at. She has been very cooperative and respectful when traveling. My daughter is a brand ne~ 
Music Recording Artist and will have to travel a lot, but because of this last experience, she does not want to travel at all. The experience really traumatized her. Here are the details of the incident: She was entering the security checkpoint and there 
was a fu 11 body scan that she went through. The re was no beeping or anything that should have suggested what this security agent did. So now she is through this situation and the I ady asked her to come here. She said she had to pat her hair. 
However, instead of patting the hair. she took both her hands and dug all into my daughter's hair and pulled her hair so hard, that. she pulled out her hair extensions that she had done the night before. Not only did this agent do that. She wrapped her 
hand around my daughler's neck and leaned over laughing and said out loud for everyone in lhe line to hear. Oh, see, I knew that was not all your real hair, being very mean and with an atlilude as well!!' Now my daughter did not give her any 
problems, or say anything back to this agent, but she was completed upset. with the agent's behavior. She almost did not get onto the plane, but her Dad convinced her to go anyway and said he would take care of it, once they returned back to 
Chicago. Now why, was this agent even concerned that my daughter was wearing extensions and that the hair might not be her own? It is apparent that she had some advance notions in her head. A woman is entitled to wear her hair any way she 
wishes. Get whatever color she wants, and all of that. Why should any other woman be so concerned with that issue? If it was all about safety and just making sure of that, then why did she touch my daughter in that unprofessional manner, pull her 
hair out, and why did she make thal totally unprofessional comment afterwards? There was obviously more to it for the agent than securily! ! Does, she think jusl because she is a security agent, with an important job, thal she can act like a small time 
bully or act out unprofessionally to passengers and customers coming through the gate. whenever it suits her? Is this the type of behavior we as the public should expect, just because you guys are trying to make sure of safety issues? I do not think 
so. I work in the legal department of a very well-known large corporation. I have spoken with several of the altorneys here who travel all the time to get their feedback and take on the issue. They thought the behavior of this agent was very bizarre and 
none of them have experienced what this woman did with my daughter. My daughter got her hair done the night before and it cost S1000.00. The agent ruined the hair style and my daughter had to get it repaired once she got to her destination. I 
understand you wanl to make sure of safety, but this is beyond lhat issue. I think my daughter's safely and the feeling of well-being were pul al risk in this case. This could have caused a whole lot of other type of problems, for no reason. I am so glad 
my daughter is a lady and has good manners and knows what is right and knows how to respect others. I do not know what you can do to solve this issue. My daughter feels that it was pure racism on the agenrs part because, just the week before, 
she traveled as well, with the same hair style, but did not experience the same treatment at all. In fact. no one has ever patted on her hair, went through it, or even requested to. You may have had instances where agents did pat hair or pat down. but 
my daughter never experienced this, The agent was a white lady. middle aged. My daughter is inter-racial and very pretty. I do not know how you go about solving these kinds of issues but I do think something more than an apology is in order. I was 
wondering whal could be done, when you have a person lhat will be 1raveling very frequently and might become high profile. Is there another way she can be secured wilhout this lype of treatment, especially, if they are abiding by all the rules? I 
looked at your sight and the people coming through the lines cannot even say anything derogatory to these agents, so why are they allowed that privilege. if no one is being bad with them? I do think the women agent had some serious issues. I have 
some suggestions about a liltle solution to the problem. First and foremost, my daughter should be reimbursed for the cost of the hairstyle she got done at the beauty shop. There should be a senous apology to her personally from this agent. The agent 
needs some counse Ii ng about her issues with other races and women and deli ni te ly needs a ret raining . The re should a I so be some consistency. with passengers when traveling. Why did this a gent target her and no others have done the same thing. in 
this way? I lhink you as an airport or agency should gel this together. We have enough to worry about in these days and times. Especially with what has just happened with lhe missing airplane and I hose poor families. I cannot imagine how 
devastating this is for them. Now on top of those things, can you imagine a terrible experience at the airport as well?? I am hoping to get this solved at this level. However, no matter how costly, because ltiill]is willing to pay for an attorney. we could 
go further. Please let me know your thoughts. Thank you so very much in advance for your help. Please Help"' 11 

Would you like a response? : True 



41112014 
3:50:56 

PM 

4/112014 
8:14:48 

PM 

Caller Is a GE member and did had Precheck for 9 or 10 months. Then she fixed her information with the program and she started receiving 11 but then she flew to Arizona on United and received it going and did not get it on the way back from Sky 
Harbor. She is trying to Ii nd out what is wrong. 

I to Id her that TSA Precheck do es not guarantee an individual expedited screening. Even if a passenger o pis in for TSA Precheck with their airline or include a known trave I er numb er when boo king a fi Ig ht. TSA w, 11 always incorporate random se I ecti on. 
CB P trusted t rave I er program , trave I ers should enter the 9 dig it member PASS ID from the back of their card into the known traveler fie Id of their frequent flyer p roli I e or enter it at the ti me of booking to be el ig i b I e lo r TSA Pre ch eek benefits. 
In addition, program members should enter I heir full name, date of birth, and PASS ID exactly as ii appears on their membership card. 
She said she had never done this before. She is a US citizen and she has a high status with the airline because she flies all the time. 

I told her she may have been opted in with United due to her frequent flier status. She would need to verify this with the airline. 
TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expediled screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger dala. Using a passengers Secure Flight data to select low risk passengers will increase the number of travelers who may 
be eligible for TSA Precheck. Because of the background check with the CBP program, when you enter your information you should receive Precheck more regularly. It is still random. 

She said at Houston they only lift her shirt a little bit and I hey do a good job. 
She hates Phoenix Sky Harbor. They patted her entire body down and lifted her shirt and checked her arms and under her arms. She said that other passengers could see her skin. The TSO was rude in the way she did the patdown. She was over 
thorough. 
AirportSky Harbor 
Airline:United 
Flight Number: 1561 
Date and Time:March 31 at about 6:15 am 
Terminal or Gate:3 
Name of Person involved:She is female and looks to be aboul 60. 

I to Id her that the Trans po rtati on Security Administration (T SA) see ks to provide a high level of security and custom er service to those who pass through our sere en i ng checkpoints, Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers. 
regardless of their personal situations and needs, are treated wilh dignity, respeci. and courtesy. 

Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted Is important. Transportation Secunty Officers (TSOs) must conduct add1t1onal screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 
happen next in I he process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: D1sab1lity or Medical Condition Current Date/Time: 4/112014 6:23:06 PM Airport CLT - Charlotte Douglas International Date/Time of Travel 0313112014 12:00 PM Airline & Flight Number Delta 6049 CheckpoinUArea of Airport 
Checkpoint TSA Employee: (II Known) . 
Comment: Voiced complaint to supervisor bul providing feedback via lhis site as well. Traveling with my 17 year old special needs child who is confined to a wheelchair. We've been through TSA checkpoinls 20 limes or so during her life and never 
had this bad of an experience. I loaded valuables onto x-ray conveyor as instructed then planned to escort my daughter through the magnetometer so she could be patted down and her chair inspected. TSA agent called for a &quot;dynamic 
fem a I e&q uot to escort us through. We waited for what seemed Ii ke about 1 0 minutes and at I east 20-30 other passengers made their way around us wh i I e we we re wa iii ng. Despite my request twice for a su pe rvi sor or someone who co u Id expedite 
finding this &quot:dynamic femail&quot;, all that happened was the same verbal request for a dynamic female into the air hoping someone would hear it and respond then the agent would tum his attention back to herding the other passengers around 
us. Meanwhile my personal ilems including lhousands of dollars in electronics is sitting una11ended on lhe other side of the x-ray machine. Once we were finally escorled through, I've never seen a more over zealous search of my daughter, her wheel 
chair. and her personal items in the unremovable bag on the back of her chair. Again, been through this 20 times or so. The pat down was excessive. The ETD was run twice because one agent didn't know the other had already done it. All contents of 
the bag were not just inspected but removed, placed in a tray, and run through x-ray. It was incontinence protection, a spare set of clothes, bibs, plastic bags and a few other small items that are evident without the need for x-ray. Not only has the 
physical inspection been sufficient in the past but this time there wasn't much attempt to preserve my daughter's dignity by the agent when these items were placed in the tray and paraded back to the x-ray machine. I found the whole experience to be 
very unprofessional with mini ma I reg a rd to custom er service. 

Went through the same process at CVG about 9:30 a.m. on 3127114 and have nothing but compliments for how it was handled. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name f""h-'-.1""1'-'R'-·., ____ __. 

Phone N11mher · 
Email l(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



41212014 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 4/112014 10:15:24 PM Airporl: DEN - Denver lnlernational Dale/Time of Travel: 04/01/2014 6:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: UA 1105 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
primary check point TSA Employee: (If Known): lady doing the personal screening and 3 stripe officer at the control desk Comment ~l_h_··,1_r;_·1 _______________ ~ 

!(b1(6i 

I am complaining about the way my personal pat dawn was badly handled when I chose not toga through the body scanner. 

I work a round Xray units, and fly frequently so I am trying to control the amount of radiation I am exposed to. 

I was told repeatedly that my concern was unjustified because the scanners were less harmful than a cell phone. I felt that I was being treated in a demeaning manner. It is not the jab of the TSA to try to convince me to go through the scanner. I have 
the cha ice of either pat down or scanner. They made me wait a very Io ng ti me for a le male agent and when I was Ii na 11 y es carted aver to the pat down area, the agent condescending I y exp I a i ned to me the procedure as if I was a sma 11 chi Id. She then 
touched me in areas where she shouldn't have. I was very uncomfortable with that and she said . "Why are you making a face?" After she was completed, my husband handed me my belt right in front of her and she asked "Where did you get that 
from?" I couldn't believe she said this , but I answered, "My husband.'' 

8:23:45 
AM W 1th this she said. now I am going to have to pat you down a 11 over ag am from the beginning, and the be It w1II need to go through the scanner again. 

She redid the pat down all over, touched me again in the crouch area and also breast again. 
What would touching a belt that already passed through the x-ray unit make her have ta start all aver from the beginning again? 

She also took swabs of my hands and put them through some kind of machine. 

It is obvious that this harassment was done to keep me from ever opting out of the body scanner again. I expect an investigation into this. 

!(b)(61 I 
My complaint is against the 3 stripe man al the control desk. Because I here was an unusually long wait for the personal screening of my wife and the way it was conducted, I wenl to the control desk to voice my complaint. The area was loud and when I 
started to tell the man my complaint. he stopped me mid sentence and said that he would have me escorted from the area if I spake to him in a loud voice. I was not speaking in a laud voice. it was laud surroundings and I spoke in a voice that could be 
heard uni i ke the 3 sin pe co ntro I desk man that spoke so low that I had to ask h1 m to re peat hi mse If and had to move closer to hear him. At that point he cal led a po Ii ce off ce r as a further threat. He knew ful I we 11 th at we were under a time constraint and 
could miss our flight yet he slowly took his time self-righteously explaining that his checkpoint wo u Id take however Io ng it wou Id take to do this person al sere en i ng, Time spent was about 15 minutes as opposed to 1 or 2 minutes that the other people 
that were willing 10 go into the hands over head scanner. The woman that did the personal scan told me I hat I should be there 2 hours prior 10 lhe flight. 
It is obvious to me and those around us that if a person refuses the scanner there would be a price to be paid in time and embarrassment. 

I have a couple of questions regarding the limils imposed on carry on bags re liquids elc. Al Fort Myers.Florida (RSWJ, on Salurday, my wife had 4 or 5 articles of personal items removed from her carry-on bag, including a tube of toothpasle (unopened 
and in the original box) and a tube of sun-tan lotion in a cream form. They were confiscated by the TSA attendant. None of these articles were in the 1 quart zip bag but were randomly located in her bag. A couple al the items were in liquid form and 

4/212014 clearly appropriately taken in light of their size and not being in a 1 quart plastic bag. My question 1s: Do the toothpaste and suntan lotion qualify as "liquid or gel" under TSA rules and was it appropnate for them to be taken? Both exceeded the 3.4 oz 
12:05:54 requirement but as noted. were in a cream or paste form. 

PM The second question involves your rule as it pertains 10 lhose of us who are older than 75, which we are. If lhe rule is that we do not have 10 remove our shoes or jackets, do we then have to undergo the pat down after emergin from the scanner. 

4/212014 
12 0608 

PM 

We were both patted down after going through the new scanning equipment and I was not sure if it was in accordance with the rule as to those over 75 years al age or whether the scanner did not shaw we were "OK". Thank you,._b--"1(~6-'I ____ __. 

Good morning , 

I am a security-cleared goverment contractor that often travels to the Middle East (specifically Yemen) for work at the US EMB Sana'a, Yemen. I have been to Yemen three times in the past 2 years and typically spend about 3-4 months in country. 

Since returning from my first deployment to Yemen in May 2012, I would estimate that I have been pulled into secondary screening at the airport 75% of the time (carry-on luggage completely emptied and searched, luggage and hands swabbed for 
explosives, complete full body thorough pat-down, verbal questioning about my travel), which usually takes about 20 minutes. Not to mention, this takes place in front of everybody in the airport, which is completely embarrassing. (I also get pulled into 
secondary and searched/questioned by Customs & Border Patrol at Dulles when I return from Yemen as well) 
To avoid this happening, I contacted TSA and OHS with a complaint in 2012. and was provided with a Redress number (Redress !/b1(6i !see attachment). I was told that providing this Redress number when booking flights would prevent this 
additional scrutiny on future flights, however this has not been the case. Additionally, in April 2013, since I have a security clearance I applied for the TSA Trusted-Traveler (pre-check)through NGA's channels and was provided with an additional 
identifier (TSA Trusted-Travelefbl(6i ~ which should also help when 1raveling. Again, I always provide lhis number as well when booking flights, but it does not seem 10 help. 
When I get my tickets at the airport and notice the "SSSS'" on my tickets and ask the airline employees why this keeps happening (even when they can see in the computer system that I have entered the Redress and Trusted-Traveler numbers when I 
booked the flight), they say I need to talk to TSA and OHS. When l"m gelling searched by TSA and ask the same questions. they say I need to talk to the airline. Its one big run-around every single time and nobody is providing answers. 
Why does this keep on happening? What do I need to do? Who do I need to contact to fix this re-occuring problem? Can you please assist me with this issue? 
Thank you, 



-- -- -- -- Origin al Message -- -- -- --

~ ~:J(~, /1; 11c - JS8 8iwoct frner;e•ce 

·I j:b1(6) 
C . 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I was scheduled to travel on business Wednesday, March 12th on Southwest Airlines flight #3787 from SJC to PHX. I arnved at the airport at approximately 7:50 AM and printed my boarding pass. I did not check a bag, as Is my custom for short trips. 

41212014 The security line at Terminal C in SJC was relatively short (compared to normal). As I had done dozens, perhaps hundreds, of times at SJC, I prepared my contents to go through securily. Laptop in a separate bin. Shoes, belt, coat and liquids in 
another. 

2:16:50 
PM 

I proceeded through the body scanning device and proceeded to wait for my contents to exit the scr.eening belt. I saw one of the agents pull my bin off of the conveyor and asked me if it was mine. I answered yes. 

The agent (first name!(b··,1m !pointed at my contact solution (Clear Care brand). I told him that I had flown through SJC dozens of times with this exact solution and no one had ever asked me about it before. Even the videos that play in the screening 
area say that contact so I uti on is a 11 owed in ca rryon bags. I told him that I had to have the solution and wo u Id n 't be able to take out my contacts at the hate I without it. My contacts are custom-made, by the way. and cost $40 0. It's not practical lo r me to 
throw them out. I also didn't have a r.ental car on this trip, so I had no access to drive to a drugstore to replace it. 

Agent~hen said he would have to test the solution but that it was likely to alarm due to the hydrogen peroxide in it. He proceeded to test it and confirmed that it alarmed. Frustrated at this point, I told him to just throw it out and I would go make 
my flight. He told me that wasn't possible and that I needed to speak with the explosives expert. I was escorted to the TSA supervisor on duty (first nameKiill:§IJ She told me that I was not allowed to leave and that I'd have to wait for her supervisor 
and the explosives expert. 

I proceeded to tell her that I have flown through SJC at least 50 times with Clear Care solution without an issue. I also told her that the TSA website does not have any information that I'm aware of that warns passengers that certain types of contact 
sol ut,ons aren't a 11 owed through security. She said she was sorry but th at th ere was nothing she could do. Al I this happened as I'm watching a TV mo ni tor in the scr.een i ng a r.e a with TSA saying how contact sol ut,ons and other "medically necessary -
items are ok to carryon. 

I underwent a full body pat-down by a male agent, my first time experiencing that. Frankly. the whole experience was humiliating as I was detained. In addition to the TSA officers. two San Jose police officers stood by to ensure I didn't act up. I could 



Fromtb1(6) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 2014 12:45 PM 
To: TSAExlemalCompliance 
Subject Complaint 

Hello, 
There has already been a TSA Complainl form submitled to your aency already. The name of the person, date and time and flight number as well'!. I will a11ach the Complaint to this email. I am not sure, if anyone even bothered 10 read the 
complaint. This was about the professionalism of the TSA Agent. Even though Security is the number one object. Your Agent was far from professional with this customer. I hope that someone will contact us soon• 11 You can assure someone all you 
like about the hiring and making sure that your TSA Agents are professional. but what do you do. when they are not"' 11 Please see the attached complaint. 

Thank You, 

Grayslake. lllinoi~ .. (b_i"-(6_.'--I ___ _. 

41212014 Attachment: 
4:14:33 

PM 

41212014 
4:38:52 

PM 

Hello. I hope this email falls upon someone who can get something done and who really cares about the customer. My daughter has had several ugly incidents at airports when traveling that has been utterly distasteful for no reason. She has never 
wanted to complain until now. Each time she travels, she tries to only have her purse and no special things that have to be taken or looked at. She has been very cooperative and respectful when traveling. My daughter is a brand new~usic 
Recording Artist and will have to travel a lot, but because of this lasl experience, she does nol wanl to travel al all. The experience really traumatized her. Here are the details of the incident: She was enIering the security checkpoint and I here was a 
full body scan that she went through. There was na beeping or anything that should have suggested what this security agent did. So naw she is through this situation and the lady asked her ta came here. She said she had to pat her hair. However, 
instead of patting the hair. she took both her hands and dug all into my daughter's hair and pulled her hair so hard, that. she pulled out her hair extensions that she had done the night before. Not only did this agent do that. She wrapped her hand 
around my daughter's neck and leaned over laughing and said out loud for everyone in the line to hear. Oh. see, I knew that was not all your real hair, being very mean and with an attitude as well!!' Now my daughter did not give her any problems, or 
say anylhing back 10 lhis agent, but she was completed upset, with the agent's behavior. She almost did not get onto the plane, bul her Dad convinced her to go anyway and said he would take care of ii, once lhey reIurned back to Chicago. Now why, 
was this agent even concerned that my daughter was wearing extensions and that the hair might not be her own? It is apparent that she had some advance notions in her head. A woman is entitled to wear her hair any way she wishes. Get whatever 
color she wants. and all of that. Why should any other woman be so concerned with that issue? If it was all about safety and Just making sure of that, then why did she touch my daughter in that unprofessional manner, pull her hair out. and why did she 
rnake that totally unprofessional cornrnent afterwards? There was obviously more to it for the agent than security!! Does. she think just because she is a security agent. with an important job, that she can act like a small time bully or act out 
unprofessionally 10 passengers and cusIomers coming through lhe gate, whenever ii suits her? Is this the type of behavior we as the public should expeci. just because you guys are Irying to make sure of safety issues? I do nol think so. I work in lhe 
legal department al a very well-known large corporation. I have spoken with several of the attorneys here wha travel all the time to get their feedback and take an the issue. They thought the behavior of this agent was very bizarre and none al them 
have experienced what this woman did with my daughter. My daughter got her hair done the night before and it cost $1000.00. The agent ruined the hair style and my daughter had to get it repaired once she got to her destination. I understand you 
want to make sure of safety, but this is beyond that issue. I think my daughter's safety and the feeling of well-being were put at risk in this case. This could have caused a whole lot of other type of problems, for no reason. I am so glad my daughter is 
a lady and has good manners and knows what is right and knows how 10 respect others. I do not know what you can do to solve this issue. My daughter feels that it was pure racism on the agent's part because, just the week before, she traveled as 
well, with the same hair style. but did not experience the same treatment at all. In fact, no one has ever patted an her hair, went through it, or even requested to. You may have had instances where agents did pat hair or pat dawn, but my daughter 

Caller: Caller slates she had a problem with lhe way she was processed at lhe airporl in Dayton and filed a complaint and spoke to the program manager~bul he did not answer any of her questions. Caller states it was her understanding 
that if yau pass all the screening you do nat have to be concerned with the patdawn. Caller states her hands were wanded and then she went through the AIT then wisked away ta a room to be patted down. Caller states that one patted her down while 
the other watched. Ca 11 er states it was very sea ry and they had to bring her a whee I ch air be cause she was shaking so bad. Ca 11 er asked if this was policy. Cal I er states she le It violated from this procedure. Ca 11 er states they did not exp I am what they 
were doing and she did not know what they are doing. Caller states she had bobby pins in her hair and bows in her hair that had to be inspected. Caller states she felt very violated. Caller states her dad lives in Ohio and she will have to go through 
Dayton regularly. Caller states she was never given a reason why lhey were doing this. Caller states that they put their hands all over her body. Caller asked where does the common sense come in. Caller states that when she flies through Denver 
this does not happen. Caller states that this procedure was not ok with her and she is scared to death to go through this process again. Caller states this process is degrading. Caller asked why would they choose her ta do this to. Caller states that 
she has a I ready f, I ed a comp I a int and does not think she needs to file another. Cal I er states that she le els she was sing I ed out because she had a white face. Cal I er states she w, 11 never go through that again. Caller states that the airport has her 
number if they want to contact her, 

Response: Informed caller TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spat areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we 
determine that secunty-screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the subJects of repeated complaints. Informed caller that unfortunately those are the policies we have in place at the current time and this could 
happen at anytime at any airport. Informed ca Iler that she was not chosen at random lo r through screening , Informed cal I er th at this process is required anytime an a I arm t riggers or screening officers can not immediately identify an item , Informed 
caller that we would rather not have 10 conducl through screening because ii not only effects her but other passengers as well but if an alarm triggers it will have 10 be resolved by a lhrough pat down. Informed caller every person and item musl be 
screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. TSOs must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an 
anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen nex1 in the process. TSA regrets 1f this was not 
your experience. 



The lo 11 owing 1s the response from Delta reg a rd i ng the e-ma, I I sent to the T SA on your website and copied to Del ta. An a po logy from Delta seems to indicate the be hav,or of one of your agents who should have been re pri ma nded and from whom I 
should have received an apology was clearly out of line. It is clear TSA agents care nothing for the public who pays their salaries. And it is clear your agency as a whole is lacking in common courtesy and common sense: yet the agent who put me 
th rough the sea nne r and her supervisor seemed to fee I T SA a gents have med i ca I expertise as they clearly stated they know more I ha n doctors!• ! ! Qui I e a slate m ent for a non-med i ca I person to make, don ·t you think? 

My husband and I will be talking with an attorney on Friday and decide from there where to go wilh this problem which occurred at the Sarasota airport. Perhaps your TSA agent and her supervisor will realize lhe consequences of making decisions for 
which they are NOT trained. 

l(b)(61 

l(b)(6) 

~ 2;;0
2~

4 Gardiner, ME 04345 

PM !"'"(b~,('-6'"") _ __. 

Hello ~ 

RE: Case Number l(b)(ffl 

Thank you for forwarding the complaint you sent to the TSA Contact Center. I can tell from reading your email how distressed you are about this incident. I'm truly sorry TSA didn't respect your wishes regarding how you needed to be screened. 



41212014 
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4/312014 
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AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? yes 
N at,ona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Los Angeles I nte ma ti on al Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 
To whom it may concern: 

My wife and I recently departed from DFW international airport in the Tenminal E area, near E8. and were bullied by 2 TSA agents who were aggressively doing their job checking our boarding passes and drivers licenses. We bought our United 
tickets before we 901 married in the state of CA and a few months after the purchase my wife changed her last name 10 mine. 

United advised us to bring a copy of our ma n-i age Ii cense to show proof of a I ega I name change. The 1 st TSA a gent told us this was not going to work and then ca 11 ed over her supervisor to assist. Her su pe rvi sor took over and simply to Id us it would 
not work. Uniled then stamped my wife s boarding pass with No ID and when we returned he looked at it and did not offer any explanalion as we wailed to see lhe results of the NO ID sIamp. He ignored our marriage license and sat on the 
phone whispering yes and no to someone on the phone. He finally let my wife through and while she was taking off her belt and setting her property aside, to have a manual pat down, he aggressively let her know that she better not touch her property 

My wife and I are a recently wed gay couple from CA but our man-iage license was not treated as a valid form of ID. 

D FW I nternationa I Airport 
Occurrence: 4 1 14 at 6: 15pm Central Time 



41312014 
4:08:04 

PM 

To Whomsoever it may concern. 

Hello. 

I am a mother of a 21 m old toddler and since his birth I have had several flights domestic and international and TSA has respectfully assisted me in carrying his milk and food in an icepack. Of course. I understand secunty limitations and although 
inconvenient I have always been cooperative with testing of milk and baby-food and the swabs on the palms and the pat downs. 

One of the "pledges" that TSA states is to be courteous and respectful toward passengers, however I have had my worst air travel experience with the TSA at the Newark airport by one of your agent~emale)-Lead Officer, 

PI ease a 11 ow me to describe the sequence of events. 

We had arTived on Al 191 to Newark with our toddler and had a connecting flight (AA300) to DFW in a few hours. Date March 30th 2014, time, 9am or so at Terminal A and we were headed to Gate 33 

We went through security and since I was holding a child I was taken to one of your test areas and my hands were swabbed and tested, once that was clear, my sons Milk bottles were taken out and there were no sticks to test the milk, in the 
meantime. I was ho I ding a cranky and trave I weary ch, Id in my arms who was crying lo r his m, I k which was not being released due to the I a ck of sticks to test his mi I k' 

Someone managed to score the sticks and the mi I k was tested and was cl ear. The next thing was the icepack. coming from a Io ng flight it had condensation and was partially me I ted. This Is where the di sere pa ncy in the T SA ru I es is so evident. 

As I mentioned I have been on countless flighls with a partially molten icepack, still cold and used to preserve milk and was sent lhrough without a hiccup. This time the officer (male) told me calegorically that if you wish 10 keep lhe ice pack you need a 
pat down and not wanting to let go of my icepack. I agreed. There were no female officers available and they were announced for several times until finally an annoyed and irate officer~ popped her head to know what the matter is. As she 

To Whom It May Concern: 

My name is, and I am a current sophomore at Brown University. I am a Sikh and maintain my long hair in a turban, which I wear essentially everywhere I go. I was flying back up to Brown in Providence, RI (PVD) on the morning of Monday, March 10. 
from my hometown airport in Fort Myers. FL (RSW). I ve flown through RSW my entire life and have never had a problem, but for some reason, an obviously young and new TSA agent claimed that I needed to clear a hand wand test on top of the usual 
self-patdown chemical residue test after I had gone through the AIT machine. I cleared the self-patdown chemical test, but when they waved lhe hand wand over my Iurban, the hair pins inside caused the hand wand to go off. They took me to a privale 
screening area and told me that my only option was to remove my turban so they could get a better understanding of what was underneath. I explained to them that according to TSA regulations. I was allowed to move past security altogether after 
passing the self-patdown chemical residue test but they refused to budge. I took off my turban and let them see that it was just hair pins that caused the hand wand to go off. 

The point here is that I should not have had to clear the hand wand test in the first place since I had already cleared the AIT and self-patdown chemical residue test, so there is clearly a lack of knowledge of TSA protocol at RSW. I was quite frustrated 
at the moment and did n t get a chance to get the agents badge numbers or na rn es. but I of course know the date and 11 rn e of the incident and can give further physi ca I d escri pti o ns if they can be of use. I want to make sure that no one else has to face 
policies that change from airport to airport like I did. 

41312014 
4:0S:05 Whats funny is that another TSA agent, while I was standing in line a few minutes before, came up to me and apologized for the--in his own words-- BS that Sikhs often have to undergo when clearing airport security. He informed me that he and 

other TSA agents at RSW had been through training regarding protocol for Sikhs, but I would n t be surprised if the young agent who cal I ed lo r the hand wand in the Ii rst place had yet to receive that Ira in, ng and was acting without fu 11 knowledge of 
protocol. 

PM 

The process was degrading and wholly unfair. and I have been informed by the Sikh American Legal Defense and Education Fund (SALDEF) that as a Sikh, I have the right to wear my turban throughout the screening process. That right was violated 
this morning. and I intend on seeking restitution and pursuing the matter so that neither I nor any other Sikh passing through RSW has to deal with this again. Id be happy to discuss this v,a email at HYPERLINK !(b)(ff•, I 

!(b 1(61 ~r by phone at HYPERLI NK telf h I/R, I 

Thank you for your time. 

Regards, 

fbl/61 



41312014 
6:12:49 

PM 

To Whom it May concern 
I recently went through the Fort Lauderdale airport. I was TSA approved pre-screen. The TSA agent swiped my hands and announced LOUDLY that I had tested positive for Explosives! 
I was Ireated as a criminal during the whole process. I told him I do not even own a gun. 
I was pulled out of line. I told him my aunt was with me. She is 80 years old. Sa he told her to go through the screening without me. He took all my belongings. Pocketbook, coat and I-pad. My aunt was confused. She was also upset. 
I was not allowed to keep my eyes on my belongings. I was sent through the x-ray screening then into a room to be patted down. If you x-Ray me why do I need to be patted down? 
My belongings should have been with me at all times so I could keep a eye on them. If this is keeping us safe I do not believe it• 
I explained to the woman TSA agent I hat I had a disabilily and was in pain to be careful when she palled me down. She did but slill acted like I was a criminal. The second woman agenl looked a lillle upsel when I hey found nothing. I was told by the 

woman who did the pat dawn ta "wait here." Still treating me like a criminal. No reason why I had to "Stay Here'" 
I asked the other woman T SA agent what would cause a fa I se positive res u It with the hand swI ping. She to Id me that g I yceri n or medication cou Id cause a !al se positive. I was never asked a bout any of th at. I am on medication. Finally the other 

worn an agent came in and said you can go. No apology from any of them. "You tested positive for exp I osive s." 
"So let us treal you like a criminal." Even lhough they are well aware of whal can cause a false posilive! 
I am furious about the whole process' 

I resent b erng Ire ated Ii ke a criminal. This was on my return flight. 
I rea 11 y think th at common sense should be used when using the swiping on the hands. 

Another complaint I have is that my luggage had been gone through when I arrived at my destination an the first flight. I did get messages that they had gone through my luggage. What I am livid about is that they went through my medication. Even 
though they were a 11 in p rescri pti on bottles with labels on them. And they we re in a c I ear package so they cou Id see that they we re I eg al' What I am I iv id about Is that one of my pain pi 11 s was loose in my s u i tease. 
Si nee I did not pa ck the bottles in the s u i tease the re should be no I oos e tablets. It makes me sick to think that someone was touching my medical ion. The bottles a re one thing. The tablets a re a whole other issue. 
I really think that this process has gotten tolally oul of conlrol• 
Maybe we should look at Israel to see how it should be done. 

The I ea st that cou Id be done is that when the TSA agents do not Ii nd anything they s hou Id a po log i ze to everyone th at is lo und not to be a th re at. 
And they should ask the person whose hands have been swiped about the i terns th at can cause A false positive. 11 is ju st common sense. 
Sincerely, 

!(b)(61 



From:kbi(6i 
Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 5:53 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Ccf h 1/R, kb 1(6i I b 1(6 I 
Subjecl: Civil Righls Civil Liberties Complaint on Behalf o ""b~)-'-(6~••-' ____ _. 

Dear Ms. Walton. 

Attached you will find a complain! addressed to you from ""!(b_·•-'-1(6_-~I ___ ....,! Legal DirecIor and._kb_-"'1(_6'-i ___ __.! Staff Attorney at the ACLU of Northern California. Addilionally, a copy has been sent to you today via the U.S. Mail. 

Yours truly, 

..,f..,h_·11,,_R,.··, ____ ..,I- Litigation Assislant ACLU of Norlhem.,....==----------------------------------------~ 
4131201 i(b 1(6) ~an Francisca, CA 94111 
821 :40 ... =· -'-'------'-

PM 

4/312014 
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Attachment 

Ms. Kimberly Walton 
Ass1sta nt Ad mI n i strata r 
Multicultural Branch, Office of Civil Rights Liberties, Ombudsman and Traveler Engagement 
TransporIation Securily Administration 
701 South 12th Street 
Art i ngto n. VA 20 598-6006 
TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 
Re Civil Rights Civil Libel iies Complaint on Behalf orj(b 1(6) 
Dear Ms. Walton: ,._ _____ ...., 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Date Time: 41312~4 9:21 :21 PM 
Remote Client IPJb 1(6) 

······················---------------····························· 

Nameri(61 I 
Emai!(bi(61 
Comp a,nts:My Compia,nt 1s Nat Lsted Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):San Diego Airport. Delta 2378. Terminal 2 
Comments: I cl ea red sere en i ng quickly but my wif~as selected for add i ti o na I screening. For some unknown reason. the re was a positive reading on a sniffer test, The reason for this trip was for med i ca I treatment lo r~ She had just 
spent 3 days in lhe hospital with the only nutrition~ IV. After standing in line for several minutes to arrive at the screening place, she was very week and unstable. The screeners were not aware of this situalion and were completely oblivious 10 
her need to sit during an extended process of pulling each item from her bag, wiping a single item for sniffin , then pulling out the next item. After I completed collecting my things from the belt, I was allowed near where she was being held. Expecting a 
quick resolution. I waited several more minutes p nor to as king that a p I ace for her to sit be provided (bi ( 6i was struggling greatly to not col I apse during this process. She was standing nearly an additional 20 minutes for this examination prior to being 
taken to a private screening room for a final pat down. 
This 1reatmenI is highly inappropriale for a healthy person, bul inlolerable for one as weak as~as at lhe time of this screening. 
As a traveler we have no way of knowing ta what extent the screener will go before clearing a passenger, only the screener knows. If it will be a long process. please offer a place to sit. 
I would expect professional screeners to be aware of signs of weakness or instability of customers being evaluated in this manner. 



Hello. 

I'm looking for some guidance on the pal down protocol. I just re1urned from a trip where I flew from Denver lnlemational Airport to Houston Hobby Airporl and both opt out experiences were awful so I want 10 make sure next time is smoother. I 
always request the opt out, not to be difficult, or to make things difficult for the agents, or to make a political statement, or to hold up other passengers. The last thing I want is to cause a scene or draw attention to myself. I know agents have a 
d1ffi cult job and de al with ti red, rude passengers and I appreciate their help in keeping me safe. I simply have real concerns with the safety of the scanner. 

At Hobby, an agenl yelled at me to send my items through lhe, ray after I told him I wanted to wait until the agent showed up to do my pat down, which can take a long lime, underslandably. This is my queslion: am I allowed to hold onto my 
4/412014 belongings until the agent is ready to do my pat down. then send them through the x ray so I don·t have to worry about someone walking off with them, out of my field of view? The agent who did my pat down at DIA told me this is what I should do, but 
8 23: 21 on my return flight from Hob by I tned this and the agents we re clearly angry at my request. Please advise, what 1s the correct protoco I? 

AM 

4/412014 
8:24:20 

AM 

Respectfully, 

w,(6) 

Sent from my Sprint tablet 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalilion, a civil rig his organization directly from I heir phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like 10 send their complain! 

The q ue st1ons answered by the user be I ow correspond to the T SAaE'" s own official air travel di scri mm ati on comp I a int fo nm. You a re requested to take action on the comp I amt of p rofi Ii ng or di sen mi nation by the T SA described he re. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name (b)(61 
Email Addr""e""s'"'s-i: ""h---,-1r;""·1..._ ___ _,, 

Phone Numbe;:,r'-': _,h.,.-, .. ,R.·.-, ""-----, 
Address: hllp "-(b~1-'-(6~) ____ __. 

Are you 18 or over? No 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? 
Ethnicity? 
Religion? 
N ationa Ii ty? 
Gender? 
Di sa bi I ity? 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 



4/4/2014 
12:06:32 

PM 

Hello. 

I'm pregnanl and have travelled 3 times since my pregnancy began. YesIerday, I flew home to Atlanta from DC and requested a pat down when I got to the pre check security checkpoint. This is my slandard practice when !raveling because I don't want 
to risk any potential exposure to my twins. The woman running the pre check security process rolled her eyes when I tald her I wanted a pat dawn screening and proceeded to call far assistance. I waited well aver 15 minutes for a pat down. The same 
woman ended up doing my pat down and spent the entire ti me acting Ii ke I was rea 11 y putting her out. It happened that I was flying home early because I was having some com plication s and my O BG YN wanted to see me that day. I was al ready fee Ii ng 
very emotional. overwhelmed, and scared about my personal situation when I was met with such contempt at the screening checkpoint. I have normally been treated very respectfully by TSA agents when I ask for a pat down but yesterday was the 
opposite experience. I fell I needed to reporl this because I would hale for olher pregnant women to leave the security checkpoint in tears like I did. My colleague had a very similar experience at the same airport last year which makes me wonder if the 
culture at Reagan is one that isn·t particularly accommodating to pregnant women. I don't expect a response but I did feel like I wanted to send a note about this in case some sort of sensitivity training or other measures could be taken at Reagan to 
he Ip women in my s ituat1on fee I mo re comfortable requesting a pat down screening. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

kb)(61 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time: 41412014 7:11:25 PM 
Airport · DCA - Washington Reagan National Date/Time of Travel . 04/04/2014 6:15 PM Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : Security screening for gate 12 TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment · I have a I ways chose a pat down rather than the new sea n ne rs. Al though I have be en concerned a bout my i na bi I ity to watch my bags as they a re screened w hi I e I wait up to 1 0 minutes for a pat down person, it has never be en a prob I em 
previous. This lime it was! 

41412014 After the male assist TSA agent retneves my bags and gave me a pat down, a comment to a TSA agent from others passengers in line about a tablet left behind made me check my bag. I was appalled to find it had been removed from my bag. Upon 
S:SS:0S inquiring with the TSA manager, it had been pulled by TSA for re-screen without notifying me while I was waiting in screening for a pat down person. I had a hard time seeing my bags being scanned. so i didnt see the agent remove my tablet for re-

PM screening. 

41512014 
9:33:25 

AM 

Please let me know how to avoid this inexcusable situation in the future. Otherwise I have no option but to hold my bags at the scanner until they find a pat down person in the future in order to avoid items being stolen. 

This look place in DCA at approximately 6:15 PM while going through security towards gate 12. 
Would you like a response? . True 

Passenger's Narcm_e~==---,...__, 
Phone Number bl 6:1 
Email h··,1fiI 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 41512014 1:47:39 AM Airport : LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel : 04/04/2014 11 :30 PM Airline & Flight Number: United 1191 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport, Tenninal 6 (united Economy) TSA Employee: (II Known) , Not known Comment· Although I did not set off the metal detector, I received a pat down because I was wearing a long skirt. The TSA screener put her hand all the way up my left and 
into my crotch when parting down my right leg. 

I reported the incident to supervisors on site who were not helpful. They took my personal information from my boarding pass. They wanted me to confront the TSA agent who had per her hand up I to my cloth on site. I felt intimidated and threatened. 
Would you like a resonose? - I • 1e 
Passenger's Namel(b)(61 
Phone Number : '-'---'------' 

Email !(b 1(6) ! 
To leave a cornrnent concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:._!r'-'h-"">1-'-R"-"·, ___ _. 
Date Time: 415/2014 654:40 PM 

Namei(b1(6i 
Emai{h,IRI 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):MARCH 15/American Airlines/Las Vegas/fiight 1688 

ALSO .. 
APRIL 5/JetBlue/RDU/flight 1125 

41512014 Comments:To whom it may concern, 

7:03:56 
PM 

41612014 
11:33:54 

AM 

I am extremely disappointed in two experiences I had traveling with my 6 month old daughter in the last month, once in Las Vegas and once in Raleigh-Durham. My hands failed the test both times (although I have been to many other airports and my 
hands have not la i led) w hi I e I was holding my daughter. 

I was told in Las Vegas that it was pyrotechnic residue. Th ere was no o pport unity lo r my hands to have access to pyrotechnics, We had been to a hem i a surgery conference at the Bel I ag i o, I ce rta inly did not visit any shows with my infant daughter and 
did not go anywhere with pyrotechnics. The TSA agent lold me that everyone has it on their hands in Las Vegas. If I his was the case, why did the olher people who had hand tests not fail? No one failed during that time bul me. 

Today in Raleigh-Durham my hands failed again. I was told it was from baby wipes. I had nol changed a diaper in hours and had washed my hands many limes since thal lasl diaper change. 

The issue is thal both times I was taken in a back room, palled down, and further tests were done. This is ridiculous! Why is a mother 10 an infant laken away from her child (in Las Vegas) and laken with her child (in Raleigh)? How could I possibly be a 
terrorist? What was terrorizing was the look on my 6 month old daughter's face both times. Today my daughter was terrified as we were wheeled in a separate room and tested. 
On Sunday, March 30, I went lhrough security at Albany International Airport prior 10 my flight to Las Vegas. I arrived at approximately 11 :30AM. 
I am used to security and being thoroughly patted down because I have 2 artificial hips and wear a wig secured with metal bobbypins. This was not an issue this time, I passed in a second, with NO patdown. However, my bag did not. 
I was told my bag had to be put through the x-ray again. So, okay, no problem. Then, 11 needed to be thoroughly checked in order to be passed. The woman examined each and every item in my bag, twice. taking about 10 minutes. She then said 11 
had to be put through the x-ray again. Again it did not pass. She then examined it a third time, taking another 10 minutes. She finally found a small toenail clipper. Again the bag was sent through and again it did not pass. This time the toenail clipper 
was removed, the bag sent lhrough a final time, and it was finally cleared. 
I have never been put through such an ordeal at ANY airport security site, and I found it to be frustrating, extremely annoying and totally unnecessary. I was terribly inconvenienced because of the inadequacy of either your x-ray system or the woman 
man ni rig the scanner. 
I believe the personnel at Albany who scan luggage should be re-trained, or the x-ray systems there checked into. 
lncidenlally, I wenl through security al Las Vegas without so much as a single hilch. You people should learn from I hem. 

(b,(6) 



4/612014 
121713 

PM 

4/612014 
5:11 28 

PM 

Caller was recently going through the security screening at Chicago Midway: be cause she is pregnant she asked for a patdown. They made her wait more Iha n 15 minutes having le male person ne I rig ht there to do the P atdown. her belonging we re on 
the bins while she was made wait, so an IPAD is missing now. This was embarrassing to her that they were rude and made her wait and her IPAD was lost right there at the security checkpoint. She stated that she is not complaining for the IPAD but 
for the way she was treated at Chicago, Midway. She tried to contact Midway but the operator was very rude and told her that she should contact TSA. 

She stated that she works with many people and one should be nice to people. No need to treat others bad. She wanted to report the incident because TSA has to be aware of what is going on. 

Response: 
-The T ransporta ti on Security Adm i nistra ti on ( T SA) seeks to pro vi de a high I eve I of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers, reg a rd I e ss of 
their person al situations and needs, a re treated with dignity. resp eel, and courtesy. 
-Al I T SOs a re required to be considerate and tho ug htfu I and a re trained to explain what they a re doing and what wi 11 happen next in the process, TS A regrets if this was not your experience. 
-Because your complaint concerns the conducl of Twos al a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter 10 lhe Cuslomer Service Manager (CSM) at that localion. 
-We consider your concerns to be a serious issue for our attention. TSA appreciates that you took the time to share your concerns with us. 
-We have forwarded a copy of your ema i I to the Customer Service Manager at that airport. 

Please accepl our appreciation for you taking the time to share this information with us. Your help and support are important contribulions to ensuring the safety and security of the Nation s aviation security. 

-At most airports across the country, TSA has procedures in place for handling lost and found. Items found at screening checkpoints and areas where TSA performs baggage screening are turned in to the appropriate, designated airport authorities. We 
suggest travelers contact the airport where their items were misplaced or lost. 

-Chicago 
Midway I nte mati on al Airport 
773-498-1308 
-http: www. tsa .gov Ir ave I er-information a i rpo r1-los t-fou nd-contacts#3 8 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP!(b 1(6) 
Date Time: 416/ 20"'1"'4-=3""2;..,5,...: 3,...4,...P"'M,.,...._. 

Namfr15~ I Ema((b)(61 I 
Comp a;nts.:rscourteous/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):southwest flighl #3569 
Comments:Upon asking for a pat down rather than go through scanner along with my teenage daughter and her friend I was given a lecture about how ridiculous it was that I would not go through scanner and rudely told I would have to wait 20 
minutes lo r a pat down. The woman behind us. al so opting for the pat down. was pregnant and was given an eq ua 11 y rude att1tud e. apparently if you were a man you cou Id go ng ht through; women wo u Id have to wait because there weren't enough 
female tsa agents. There was a long line of women waiting. So not only is this just an issue of courtesy, but also of civil rights violations. You display a sign that clearly states the scan is optional. however you are not prepared to honor that declaration. 
This is both di sa ppoi nti ng and unacceptable. 
Here is a copy of the complaint page with invalid email for a valid email address. 

TSA Canta ct Us: Complaints 

• indicates lhe field is required 

41612014 , Name:[ 
6:07:06 

PM • Email: Invalid Email•: 
• Comp I a i nl s: Airline Comp I a i nlS Ci vi I Rights Di scou r1 ea us/Rude Employee In ap prop ria I e Sere en i ng/ Pat Down Screening I nconsis tent Screening ID i ffe re nl Practices belwee n Ai rpo r1 s) Ina tte nl iv e Sere ener - Lax S ecuri I y Long Lines I Lengthy 
Wait at Checkpoint TSA Accepted Locks - Missing or Damaged Items Not Permitted Through the Security Checkpoint Disarrayed Items in Checked or Carry-on Baggage Damaged or Missing items in Checked or Carry-0n Baggage Unable to 
Get Boarding Pass Online I Must Check-in Consistently Selected for Secondary Screening My Complaint is Not Listed Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):J 
• Comments" 



!(bi(6i 

I thought that you would like 10 know about my experience entering thru the Tucson B gates security checkpoint. As always I was given a physical screening. Today I was screened by superviso~ I explicitly lold l(bi(6i !1hat my right let 
4/612014 was sensitive. When he did the physical pat down. he was extremely rough with my right leg, but extremely gentle with my left leg. I can only come ta the conclusion tha{bi(ff:, !does not know his left from his right. When I painted this out to him he 
6:07: 14 apologized. But only after he caused me a great deal of pain. 

PM 

4/612014 
6:5941 

PM 

I would appreciate if you could make your employees aware thal when facing their customers their rig hi is the customers left. 

!(b,(61 ! 
D1sabil1ty Description: Caller has diabetes, a port, and an insulin pump. She was traveling with special insulin which could not be screened, 

Response Details: Advised: 

I tried to ca Im the ca 11 er and offered an apology that she was hum i I ia ted during the screening process, I stated she cou Id fi I e a comp I a int and provided the lo 11 owing information, 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations far Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)), it must: 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing; 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed discriminatory action in sufficient deta i I to inform T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination; and 
Be signed by lhe complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns, we also need ta know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf, 

Any of the above requirements can be waived for good cause. If you are requesting that any of the above requirements be waived, please explain your good cause in your complaint. 
To file a complaint electronically, please send an e-mail to: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to place D-RFI in the subject line to allow for proper handling. 

To file a complaint via the Internet. please visit http: www.tsa.gov traveler-information travelers-filing-compliant 

TSA recommends that you file your complaint via e-mail or Internet in order to expedite processing 

She has to fly on Tuesday. She has not requested assistance yet. I offered her a ssIsta n ce and she did not have a 11 of her flight information. I suggested she cal I at her convenience if she wanted when she had her fi 19 ht information and when she was 
not upset. Or I could take the infonmation that she had at this time. She stated she would call back tom morrow. 

Incident Details: Caller was calling because she was humiliated at the checkpoint. She had contacted and requested assistance, but was not provided assistance at the checkpoint. After her screening they checked to see if she had requested 
assistance. They discovered an email was in the in box of the person who monitors the requests and they were on vacation.She was pulled out of the line. Caller is a diabetic. She has a new insulin which cannot be xrayed. She requested that they 



41612014 
6:59:41 

PM 

Disability Description: Caller has diabetes. a port and an insulin pump. She was traveling with special insulin which could not be screened. 

Response Details: Advised: 

I tried to ca Im the ca 11 er and offered an apology that she was hum i I ,ated during the screening process. I stated she cou Id Ii I e a comp I a int and provided the lo 11 owing information. 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of lhe Rehabilitalion Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(bJ and 15.70(d)(3)), ii must: 

Be f, I ed within 18 0 days of the alleged a ct of di scri min ati on: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i nan t: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed di sen minatory action in s uff1c1ent detai I to inform T SA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the com pla i na nt or someone authorized to sign on be ha II of the comp I a i na nt, 

In order to approprialely address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else. please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf. 

Any of the above requirements can be waived for good cause. If you are requesting that any of the above requirements be waived, please explain your good cause in your complaint. 
To file a complaint electronically. please send an e-mail to: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to place D-RFI in the subJect line to allow for proper handling. 

To file a complaint via the Internet, please visit hllp: www.tsa.gov traveler-information 1ravelers-filing-compliant 

TSA recommends that you file your complaint via e-mail or Internet in order to expedite processing 

She has to fly on Tuesday. She has not requested assistance yet. I offered her assistance and she did not have all of her flight information. I suggested she call at her convenience if she wanted when she had her flight information and when she was 
not upset. Or I could take the information that she had at this time. She stated she would call back tom morrow 

Inc ide nl De ta i Is: Ca 11 er was ca 11 i ng because she was hum i Ii a ted at the check poi nl. She had contacted and re q u esl ed ass i sta nee, but was not provided ass is ta nee at the check poi nl. A fl er her screening they checked to see if she had requested 
assistance. They discovered an email was in the in box of the person who monitors the requests and they were on vacation.She was pulled out of the line. Caller is a diabetic. She has a new insulin which cannot be xrayed. She requested that they 



41612014 
6:59:41 

PM 

4/612014 
7:1818 

PM 

Disability Description: Caller has diabetes. a port and an insulin pump. She was traveling with special insulin which could not be screened. 

Response Details: Advised: 

I tried to ca Im the ca 11 er and offered an apology that she was hum i I 1ated during the screening process. I stated she cou Id Ii I e a comp I a int and provided the lo 11 owing information. 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of lhe Rehabilitalion Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(bJ and 15.70(d)(3)), ii must: 

Be f1 I ed within 18 0 days of the alleged a ct of di scri min ati on: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i nan t: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed di sen minatory action in s uff1c1ent detai I to inform T SA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the com pla i na nt or someone authorized to sign on be ha II of the comp I a i na nt, 

In order to approprialely address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else. please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf. 

Any of the above requirements can be waived for good cause. If you are requesting that any of the above requirements be waived, please explain your good cause in your complaint. 
To file a complaint electronically. please send an e-mail to: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to place D-RFI in the subJect line to allow for proper handling. 

To file a complaint via the Internet, please visit hllp: www.tsa.gov traveler-information 1ravelers-filing-compliant 

TSA recommends that you file your complaint via e-mail or Internet in order to expedite processing 

She has to fly on Tuesday. She has not requested assistance yet. I offered her assistance and she did not have all of her flight information. I suggested she call at her convenience if she wanted when she had her flight information and when she was 
not upset. Or I could take the information that she had at this time. She stated she would call back tom morrow 

Inc ide nl De ta i Is: Ca 11 er was ca 11 i ng because she was hum i Ii a ted at the check poi nl. She had contacted and re q u esl ed ass i sta nee, but was not provided ass is ta nee at the check poi nl. A fl er her screening they checked to see if she had requested 
assistance. They discovered an email was in the in box of the person who monitors the requests and they were on vacation.She was pulled out of the line. Caller is a diabetic. She has a new insulin which cannot be xrayed. She requested that they 

I just sent I his email: 
There is a sign while you stand in the security line that states that the scan is optional and that you may opt for a pat down. However, on numerous occasions when I ask for the pat down option I am met with contempt. This was exactly what my 
husband was met with yesterday wh i I e e sco rti ng my teenage daughter and her girlfriend to the gate of her flight. A request was made lo r a pat down and the I ecture ensued as to the ridiculousness of this request and the a sse rti on that my teenage 
daughter and her g i rllri end wo u Id have to wait for the pat down for at I ea st 20 minutes because the re we re no fem a I e agents av a i lab I e, The re was a ctua I ly eye ro 11 i ng ! When my husband expressed his distaste for the attitude he was being given, the 
agent said to basically move along and speak to someone else about his request for a pat down. We recently moved after living in one area for 20 yrs, lherefore we travel back to our old hometown often and have underage visitors often thal need 
escorting to and from the gate and do not want to expose ourselves or my daughter to the scan so frequently. It is a personal decision and you have us believing that this is within our rights. yet you go out of your way not to comply with your own rule 
that we may 'opt out' of the scan. I would appreciate an explanation. 

I have additional comments: 
I just read this on your website: 
" Screenings using Al T are voluntary. I nd1v1d ua Is who do not wish to be sere ened by this technology wi 11 be required to undergo alte mati ve s c reem ng. including a thorough p atdown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of 
this right. 
However, if an adult accompanying a child 12 years old or younger opts out of AIT screening on the child's behalf, the child will receive a modified patdown. TSA never separa1es a child from an accompanying adull. The adult may observe the entire 
patdown process and may assist by holding the child's hand. Please be assured that TSOs are trained to conduct these procedures professionally and respectfully. ·· 

As I mentioned, "voluntary'" is not how things feel. Additionally I have had my underage daughter and her friend separated from me on numerous occasions and have never been told I could "'assist'" by holding her hand, although at the age ol 15 she 
would not want me to. However, we"ve bolh been uncomforlable with lhe separation. 

The re is an add1t1ona I concern aver ci vi I rights s i nee the males who ask lo r pat downs are eas i I y accommodated wh i I e the fem a I e passengers are not. 

Please contact me al this email address and/or!(b)(ff:, I 
I look forward to hearing from someone regarding this issue. as I have another trip coming and June and do not want to go through this maltreatment again. 

i(b)(6) I 



41612014 
7:18:30 

PM 

4/712014 
9:52 38 

AM 

There is a sign while you stand in the security line that states that the scan is optional and that you may opt for a pat down. However, on numerous occasions when I ask for the pat down option I am met with contempt. This was exactly what my 
husband was mel with yesterday while escorting my teenage daLJghter and her girlfriend to the gate of her flight. A request was made for a pal down and the lecIure ensued as to the ridiculousness of this request and the asserlion thal my teenage 
daughter and her girlfriend would have to wait for the pat down for at least 20 minutes because there were no female agents available. There was actually eye rolling' When my husband expressed his distaste for the attitude he was being given. the 
agent said to basically move along and speak to someone else about his request for a pat down. We recently moved after living in one area for 20 yrs, therefore we travel back to our old hometown often and have underage visitors often that need 
escorting to and from the gate and do not want to expose o urse Ives or my d aug hte r to the scan so frequent! y, It is a person al decision and you have us be Ii ev i ng that this is within our rights, yet you go out of your way not to com ply with your own ru I e 
that we may 'opt out· of the scan. I would appreciate an explanation. 

Caller has a broken wrist that is in a cast. Caller staled thal she entered lhe security checkpoinl al RSW for gale B2 yesterday, April 6th at 1800 hrs, to take a Soulhwesl Airlines flighl al 1900 hrs to Chicago, and was accompanied by her daughter. 
She was wearing a cast on her arm due to a broken wrist, and says that the first TSO she encountered, who was a middle age hispanic lady, asked her if she could remove the cast. She said that her reply was that yes, she could, but her doctor 
advised her not to. Caller said the TSO told her if she could remove it then she needed to do so, and she complied. Next she said that she alarmed the AIT because she forgot a necklace in her pocket and a second female TSO performed a patdown 
with a wand. This officer during the process ask her about the sleeve that was on her arm, which was the stocking to prevent the brace from rubbing. The TSO ask her to turn her hand over and she says that she was required to bend the hand in a 
way which caused pain. She said thal she started raising her voice at I his point and a STSO came and evalualed the situation, and resulted in her clearing the checkpoint and going to board her flighl. She said that she is going 10 her doctor tomorrow 
and if there is any additional damage due to this, she is going to the media and court. She did not state that the incident was discriminatory or a failure to accomodate, but feels that the TSOs are untrained and are bullying travelers without listening to 
their concerns and is tired of being intimidated. 

Response Details: Apologized to caller for her experience and explained that if she tells lhe TSOs thal she can not remove a medical device, she should nol be required to for any reason, as there are other screening procedures thal can 
accommodate. Advised that we will forward her complaint to the CSM at RSW for investigation. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time. 41712014 9:16:55 AM Airport: LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel: 04/06/2014 9:45 AM Airline & Flight Number Delta #2364 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport, LAX Terminal 5 TSA PreCheck TSA Employee: (If Known) :!(b)(ff:1 !Comment· I went through TSA precheck as I often do and had to go through the metal detector as there was no other option available. I have a metallic hip implant 
and informed lhe TSA agenl before I went lhrough and he had me emply my pockels and take off my shoes. The deIecIor wenl off and I expected lhe 'pat-down' that I have undergone many dozens of times. Officer!(b)(ff:, I came over, broughl me 
and my bags to another area, patted me down and THEN proceeded to dismantle both of my carry-ans for a search. I asked him what the rationale was for this and he informed me that he was a Supervisor and that this was Standard Procedure for 

4/712014 anyone who set off the metal detector. Oddly enough, I was the only person subjected to this bag search as several 1nd1v1duals set off the metal detector while I endured this wasteful and time-consuming hum1liat1on. I travel a lot and this Is NOT 
10:07:05 standard procedure in New York,Detroit,Chicago, San Francisco, Atlanta.etc. Office!rh··,1rr, !singled me out and abused his authority. When I pointed that out to him. he tole me he &quot;was a Christian and wouldn't do such a thing&quot;. He 

AM needs 10 be re pri ma nded and brought up to speed on Standard Procedure. 

4/712014 
10:36:19 

AM 

4/712014 
1245 58 

PM 

Would you like a res onse? . True 

Passenger's Nam~e-(_b~,(~6_1 __ ~~ 
Phone Number, 1h··,1R··, 
Email (b i(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller gave her travel agenl the wrong KTN. She called and had that changed. She said I hat lhe name on her passporl has her middle name and does not malch her Global Enlry card. She wanted to know if thal will be problem. She was concerned 
that the name on her Id does not match the name on her boarding pass. She said that her husband destroyed his Global Entry card. She wanted to get him a new card. Caller has breast cancer and has to get a patdown if she does not get PreCheck. 
She was up set because passengers who did not enro 11 in Pree heck are gelti ng expedited screening and she is not getting it on a 11 of her flights. She stated th at she does not know why she paid $1 00 for Global Entry s i nee she can not get P reCheck on 
all her flights. 

I gave the following information: Travelers who do not have an ID that meets these requirements and bears their name as it appears on their boarding pass should bring whatever IDs or documents they have available. 
If you have queslions or concerns regarding a CBP Trusted Traveler membership we suggest that you conIacI CBP through their information center by lelephone at 1-866-530-4172. 
I told her that being a member of Global Entry makes her eligible for PreCheck, however, no individual is guaranteed expedited screening. I advised her that she must enter her KTN to be eligible for PreCheck. I also told her that the name and other 
information in her reservation and airline profile must be an exact match to her Global Entry. 
I to Id her that Glob al Entry is not a TSA program . 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Disability or Medical Condition: Screening Current Date/Time, 41712014 10:50:56 AM Airport· PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Date/Time of Travel: 04/03/2014 3:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport Gate D 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : The wait at this checkpoint was ridiculous I y long. Th ere were on I y two &quot: I a nes&q uot: op en and 11 took us a lengthy period of time to even get up to the co nveyer be It. Then. because I use a wheelchair ( I am paraplegic and can not walk 
at all), I had to wait an additional 20 minutes for a female screener to do a pat-down. Reportedly, this Gate is notoriously understaffed. There were only 2 female TSA agents and both were occupied. I even asked to be screened by a male TSA 
agent, but I hat is apparenlly not permitted. So I waited, and waited, and waited. One TSA agent told me I hat Gale C is betler staffed and to try it next time. Please address lhe slafling issues at Gate D. 
Would you like a response? . False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



-----Oriaina1 Messaae----
From,kb)(ff, 
Sent Monday, Apnl 07, 2014 11:24 AM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subjecl: D-RFI 

L:J 
41712014 If nothing ever changed, there would be no butterflies. -Aulhor Unknown 

12:46:04 
PM 

b)(61 

b 1161 Colorado Spnngs CO 80921 
1,...,(b""')(""6"'", -----'----..I 

41712014 
6:11:03 

PM 

What happened? 

On April 6, 2014 I was al SeaTac in Seallle. I was 1raveling wilh a service dog and my 17 year old daughter, bolh of whom assist me while I travel. My daughler was separated from me despite requests lhat she remain with me. The initial contact with 
these agents came off ta me as bullying- either separate or dan t bother flying. 

I am an insulin dependent diabetic who uses a pump and continuous glucose monitor. Additionally, I have an implanted access port. I also have severe PTSD that is exacerbated by unknown situations. Per TSA s suggestion, I signed up for and was 
approved for the known traveler program through CBP. I also contacted TSA Cares 10 assist at the airport. That request was ignored by SeaTac personnel as ii wenl to a mailbox belonging to someone on vacation. 
Prior to going through the metal detector, I requested a small vial of insulin be hand screened as I have been advised by both my physician and pharmacist that this medication can be damaged by use of x-ray. The TSA agent proceeded to go into a 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
CurTent Date/Time· 41712014 4:52:38 PM 
Ai rpo r1 : LAX - Los Ange I es I nl emationa I Da I el Ti me of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: Not a complaint but a strong suggestion: 1e11 travelers they have lhe option to be patted down in a private room "before" spending 2 minutes describing the process in excrucialing detail in a busy screening area. 

I was recently p u 11 ed as1d e for a random security check. I was about to hap p, ly wa I k through the new screening (Al T) scanner, but was waved through the other one Io Ider one) instead. No al arms went off. lo r either me or my bags, but as I went through 
it I was told that I had been randomly selected for a pat down search instead. 
Let me be clear: I don't expecl anyone "likes• them, but I have .. NO problem at aw· wilh such random additional checks, even while I don'I understand lhe exact reasons why a pat down might slill be necessary wilh the new screening melhods (I guess 
it's to swab for chemicals or something?) I know you're just doing what's necessary, and rve never had a problem with such things in the past. 
HOWEVER: I would STRONGLY recommend that you tell travelers they have the option to go into a pnvate room for the pat down 'BEFORE' spending 2 minutes talking about how you are going to 'examine· them' I was standing in the middle of a 
busy screening area with people milling around everywhere as the (I believe) supervised trainee talked in great detail about how it would work (how she'd use the back of her hands on certain body parts, how she'd sweep her hands around my chest 
area, etc., elc.), withoul anyone having mentioned that I could choose to do this in private. It's bad enough having such an intrusive pat down, without imagining that il's going to be done in fronl of several dozen strangers. 
Thanks' 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Emai{b)(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



4/712014 
9:02 35 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ(b)(6) I 
Date Time: 417/2 14 8:53:33 PM 

Nam~rh,IR, 
Ema1l_h·,1R1 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):AI EWR terminal C securily check· 
Comments:Employeq'.bl(6i I when directing at me to the area for my pat down told me to turn left. When I started to turn left she yelled "ma'am" so loudly as to make everyone on te area jump. Apparently I had turned too early and she 
wanted me to continue a bit farther I I was sti 11 in the security area and had gone maybe four feet from the end of the baggage belt). I to Id her the re was no need to ye 11 and th at I was following her directions. She replied with an extremely aggressive 
tone: "if you were following my directions why didn't you go where I told you", She then have me the most aggressive pat down I've ever had (I've had more than 100) seemingly in retribution for my questioning her. 

Caller fi1es be_tween POX and SFO and had a ternble experience at POX this morning. She has a small juice which her doctor has her take. The TSO that was horrendous wasl(b)(6) 1- The caller had placed her things on the belt including the 
juice. TSO (b_1(6_:, asked her ii she has a prescri tion. The caller stated that she did not. She kept yelling at her across the checkpoint and had her hands on her hips and was rolling her eyes. Then she was taken to the s ecial screening area for a 
patdown by (bi(6i . At this lime TS bl(61 oak her things and threw her things on the table and shoes and belts fell off the table!(b)(61 !was a lead who was palling her down. She said lhat even (b,(61 was embarrassed at 

[bi(ff:, !behavior and was apologizing to the caller on behalf of her coworker. She wanted us to know tha~did an outstanding job. She was going through gate Con Alaska flight number 244. 

4/812014 
jQ:08:13 I told her that Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening 

AM checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are 1reated with dignity, respect, and cour1esy. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 
I will also let the CSM know that you were happy with the service provided b~. 
She did nol wanl to provide email. 

The caller flew from Midway on March 29, 2014. The caller stated she had to receive a pat-down and she felt like she was molested. The caller stated the officer who gave her a pat-down was a alrican american female. The caller stated the officer was 

41812014 inappropriate with her crolch area. The caller slated the incident occurred around 12:00pm. The caller stated her flight departed at 12:50pm. The caller staled she was flying on Southwest Airlines flight# 781. The caller slated she did not get the name 

1 :14: 17 of the officer and she does not know the gate or terminal_ 

PM 
I told the caller I would save the information in our database and mark it as a complaint. I told the caller we monitor the number and nature of complaints to track trends. I told the caller we want to see ii there are certain screeners or screener teams 
that are sub·ecl to re ealed complaints. 
Cas (b1(6) 

Dear Sir: 

Enclosed is a copy of a comp I ai nt that we recently received about T SA If you have any questions, p I ease refer to the case number at the top of this communication when contacting us. 

Sincerely, 

r
ti,(61 

418/2014 - -
2:03:58 ._ _______________ __. 

PM 

Case Numberfbl(61 
Consumer 1nro"'rm,-,',;-a,...t,o""n,-----' 
Inquirer Type Name Address E-mail Address Office Phone Home Phone 

[b)(ff1 !OCALA FL 34471 f..,h...,._1....,1R"'"--,--------, 

Comp I a, nts Info rmat ,on 
Complainl Code Carrier Name Flighl Date Flight Itinerary 
MZ0599 TSA 10/31/2013 SFO 
Description of Prob I e m/I nq u1 ry 
My waiting time at the T SA Checkpoint was subs ta nt i ally long er than able-bodied passengers due to my being a quad rap I eg i c, Spec iii ca I ly, the era ck squad of security personnel co u Id not locate anyone cap ab I e of performing the necessary pat down, 
Once someone was located, the individual turned out 10 be a 1rainee wilh barely comprehensible english and no knowledge of lhe procedure which furl her prolonged the process. 



Caller Is a Platinum PI us FI yer on Delta and he has GI o ba I Entry. He is a p hys1c1an and travels with medical Equipment. He travels with Cryo Ki ts with I ,q u1d nitrogen enclosed and on his I ast trip from Ind i anapol Is a Senior TSO with 3 stripes and a 
TSO with 2 stripes did not understand his items. They told him since it was difficult to screen his items he would have additional screening and when he came back from his patdown the TSO had opened his surgical kit and it is no longer sterile so he 
will need to file a claim against TSA for $6400.00 in medical supplies. He said he asked for a PSS and was told lhe Supervisor was trained in screening procedures. 
Caller wanted to know how he can prevent issues in in the future and if a Manager at the TCC can assist him or if we have any Managers. 

RESPONSE: 

Told him I am sorry his kit was damaged and I will send a copy of his Complaint to the Customer Support Manager and will order a claim form out to him. 
He can cal I for assistance 72 hours a head of a flight and contact the CSM for ass i sta nee from his departure airport or he could also consider sh, pp i ng his kits ahead. 
Told him how to obtain the CSM # Via the IVR. I explained we have Managers here at the TCC but we refer the complaints to the Customer Support Managers. 

CS M Referra I Info rma ti on: 

Airport: Indianapolis 

41812014 Airline: Del ta 
3:58:26 

PM 

41812014 
4:35:22 

PM 

Flight#: 3648 

Date: 3-28-14 

Departure time: 6:30 AM (He was at the checkpoint around 5:30 AM) 

Specific location - Terminal or Gate: B Gate - Precheck line. 

Phone#: (Cell ):"'kb'--1""'(6"") ___ ...., 

Emaitb,(61 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP~f h_-._,1r;_·_I ___ ...., 
Date Time: 4/812014 1 :52:07 PM 

······················---------------····························· 

Nam b)(61 
Emai(b)(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate cree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight 1073 UA Terminal 3, Mccarren - Las Vegas-D53 .. 
Comments:My 92 year old wheel chaired mother in law was asked to get out of chair and stand in the XRAY compartment, and raise her hands. Her balance is poor due to hip flexion. It was great not to see her lose her balance and take a fall. This is 
the first time she has been requested to go through this process since the inclusion of XRAY enclosure. She wears an emergency "bu1ton· under her blouse in case of a fall. TSA physically poked her in the chesl and abdominal area instead of asking 
her to lift out the button from her blouse. What if she were to have fallen and broke her hip? Please provide a specific response to this '"first time" action for this age and wheel chair person. Thank you. 



41812014 
9:08:49 

PM 

41912014 
8A5:22 

AM 

Caller states that he flew from Austin TX and th at the S TSO at the checkpoint at the ti me that he went through was!( b I ( ff:, ! Caller says th at he common I y opts out of the A IT in lava r of a p atdown. Ca 11 er states that he bel ,eves that the ST SO 
intentionally delayed his patdown as a form of punishment for opting out. He flew on 4 1 departing at 6:15 am and was at the checkpoint near the gate. Caller says that he asked for the patdown and the TSO waJ..1'>....,,.'-"-'"-":..i..,,""-' who did nothing and 
the young TSO with him also did nothing. Caller says thal he asked about lhe reason for the delay and lhe TSO waved a second lime and still the STSO did nolhing. Caller says that at that point, lhe young TSO (b)(ff:, as senl for more 
plastic bins and took them to the checkpoint. even though there was no shortage. Caller says that when there was no re onse after the TSO waved for a third time, he waved his arms and the STSO finally sent (b--1(6') 
delay of around 10 minutes. Caller says that when he asked the STSO the reason for the delay, he was told that (b·:,(61 had been busy doing important tasks. =="----' 

Advised ca Iler: 
Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

Flight information: 
From 10: Auslin TX to elsewhere (Caller did not provide deslination) 
Flight date time: 4 1 6:15 am 
FI 1g ht number: ( Not provided) 
Airline: American 
Airporl: AUS 
Gate Terminal: 15 
Email: (Not provided) 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 41812014 10:34:55 PM Airporl: HTS - Tri-Slate Date/Time of Travel 0410612014 8:15 AM Airline & Flight Number: Allegiant Air Flt 817 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
magnentometer TSA Employee: (If Known): Female screener and new male pat-own person Comment · Incompetent magnetometer screener. Misread. Or machine failure. Put through pat-down. Pat down person had known me for years. Insisted I 
had to rem ave shoes even though I was sufleri ng from 5 broken ribs. Fem ale op era tor rude and discourteous. Smirked at putting me through horrible expe nence. Ha I Ha' Very funny. Pat down person had known me for yea rs passing through airport. 
Made it as difficult and unpleasant as possible. Put a pair of sneekers through X-ray a 2nd time. Said something was in my pocket as if I were hiding something, I checked, It was an extra button on tail of my shirt tucked into my trousers. He could 
detect this wilh back of his hands lhrough panls and pant's pocket? Com'on• He checked every item in my carry-on bag. Nothing. There was nolhing to find. He palled down one leg lwice. Rubbed toxic carcinogen bomb paper over me and my clothing. 
He couldn't even find a small nail clipper because there wasn"t any. He seemed to take great pleasure in showing me how professional he was. There was no apology for detaining me or his wrongful behavior. He did not respect my request for not 
hurting my broken n bs. I am a 91-yea r-old retired USAF WW 11 p, lot Lt. Co I. It breaks my heart to see my beloved country to which I gave a b I an k check on my I 1/e so you would not be speaking German treat me and others so s ha bb i I y. 
Would you like a re~o•sf? · Io 1e 
Passenger's Name ~1(6, f Phone Numberl(b)(ffl I Email !(b)(6) ~o leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllpl/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicalionManager 

Caller went through screening loday. She is traveling from SJU to New York and then to Los Angeles. She stated lhat she arrived late al the airport, and she had 10 carry her checked bag on the plane. She was trying 10 lake a snow globe in carry on, 
and the TSO threw it away. Caller said that she asked several times to not throw it away that she was going to give it to someone who was going to pick it up, she states that the officer even after she had already threw the snow globe away and she 
cleared screening. She did a patdown on her and touched her bottom area and caller felt very uncomfortable. She says that she even requested someone else to pat her down and the TSO officer refused. She missed her flight. She states that she was 
taking the snow globe to her daughter who had an emergency surgical procedure done. Caller states that the TSO officers name wa,tb)(ff•, ~he supervisors name was fh··,1r;·, I badge numbe~1h·11R I and the CSM s name was Maria 
Ramirez. 

Flight Number: 1404 
Time: 10:25am 
Her first flighl thal she missed was at 6:00am 
Date: 04 09 2014 

41912014 Airline: JetBlue 

9:20 30 
AM Advised ca Iler: 

The Transportation Security Admrnistrat,on (TSA) seeks to provide the highest level of secunty and customer service to all passengers. Every person and item must be screened before entering the airport's secured area, and the manner in which the 
screening is conducted is important, 

A variety of security measures are applied to the screening of passengers and baggage, including random searches. Although a physical search may be required to clear an alarm, Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) are trained on professional 
and courteous screening procedures to make the process run smoothly and to reduce i nconve ni e nee. We reg rel that you we re not satisfied with the service you received. 

TSA moni1ors the number and nature of complaints we receive 10 1rack I rends and spot areas of concern I hat may require special a11ention. This ongoing process enables us 10 ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we delermine that security
screening policies need modification or specific employees or teams are the subjects of repeated complaints. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-mail to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 



41912014 
10:07:15 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 41912014 8:17:11 AM Airport: BOS - Logan lntemalional Date/Time of Travel 04/0712014 9:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: Jet Blue to Orlando Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: 
Terminal C TSA Employee: (If Known) . ? 

Comment : I'm comp I am i ng about the rude, u n professi o na I personnel at security check in Terminal C, Monday. 7 Apri I at about g: 30 AM. My elderly mother was picked for a pat-down search - twice. We have no prob I em with this. The problem is th at 
not one of the staff present would answer any of her questions. nor look her in the eye, nor say anything to calm her or reassure her. While she has travelled a lot in the past.(with and without pat-downs), she has NEVER experienced such cold, 
inhumane 1reatmen1. I know the TSA has made strides in improving customer relations, which I have gratefully noticed in my frequent trips through securily at Logan. So, I was astonished to hear of her trealment. Badgering the elderly and infirm is nol 
what security is. nor ever has been about, and I am sorry that my poor 82-yr old mother's trip - traveling alone - was spent shaking and in a state of confusion due ta the ill treatment of your staff. I trust that you can continue to improve your human face 
and remind ALL your employees that the amount of comp I a i nts reci eved does not make you a 'better' security m anlwo man. It Ju st makes you a better bully and Ira nkl y, someone who should never be working with peop I e. 
Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Good afternoon 

Thank you for your response below, however the complaint I had was not related to security checkpoint screening. It was related to my medical fluids that were in checked baggage and were opened without me present despite labels stating that the 
contents were not to be checked unless I was present. 

The poinl I was trying to make that despite ii being checked luggage I hat was to go in the hold, it still should have not been checked withoul me presenl. 

I had no issues about the way I was searched at security checkpoints. Every agent was polite and as I was in a whee I chair checked if there was any areas that wo u Id cause me an issue. 

It is the checked baggage screeninglinspeclion where the labels were ignore and where I hey jeopardised lhe usabilily of my medical fluids 

Kind regards 

~ 
4/912014 
12: 11 :OB Facilities Manager 

PM 

Tel: b1(6) 
Fax: 

b)(61 



41912014 
12:12:43 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Los Angeles I nte ma ti on al Airport 

Query: 
Caller has a cast on and she wants to know how to go through screening. 

4/912014 
12:53: 11 Resolution: 

PM Specifically, you were concerned about screening for passengers who have casts, braces, or supporl appliances.If a passenger has a cast, brace, or support appliance, the way screening will be conducted depends on his or her level of ability. The 
passenger should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of his or her ability, of the existence of a cast, brace. or support appliance, and of any need for assistance before screening begins. 

Ca Iler is info nmed about ca stscop es and if there is one. she can go through those. If not, we may sere en it with a pa tdow n and ETD testing . 
Ca Iler slates he flew on US Airways from LAS and he was esco rI ed through the check point by an airport employee. He slates I hey pushed him to another a re a for patdown and I e ft his I hi ng s unattended, and someone sto I e his watch. He went to US 
Airways and filed a claim but they wont talk to him now and say it is too late to file a claim. He wants to report them. He wants to file a claim with us. 

We regret that you were unsatisfied with the manner in which your bags were handled. I assure you our officers do receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required to return them in the same condition they were 
found. I apologize that was not the case in your situation. What I can do for you is send you a claim form within 24 hrs with your email address. I will also send this complaint to the CSM at the airport where I his happened, make them aware of this 
incident. 

Airport: LAS 
Airline: US Airways 

4/912014 Flight#: 459 
3:31 :05 Date: 4 8 2014 

PM Time: 6:05AM 
Baggage#: carry on 
Gate: D3 
Terminal: NA 
NOi: Carry on 
Description: Took it off his arm and pul it in the bin .. no bag. 

Advised: 
If the airline does not satisfy your inquiry, the U.S. Department of Transportation's Aviation Consumer Protection Division operates a complaint handling system for consumers who experience air travel service problems and provides a 24-hour hotline 
at (2 02) 366-2220 



To whom 11 may concern: 

It will be a month in a couple of days from the date that this complaint was sent 10 your inbox and submitted through your websile. We have nol heard back or received a confirmation I hat it was received. I would like to hear back from DHS 
before I proceed to contacting internal affairs. This is a serious matter and should be regarded as one. 

Best regards, 

On Tue, Mar 11. 2014 at 10:39 PM. Andres Alvarez HYPERLIN (b::,(6) ,_ _________________________ __, 

41912014 To whom it may concern: 

4:16:51 
PM 

4/10/2014 
9:48 05 

AM 

See the description below. I am filing this for my mother~!(~b~l(~6~i _________ ~l She is CCed to the email. Please keep both of us in the loop. but talk to her directly for details. 

On 3 92014 at approximately 7:30am (Keep in mind the time change was in effect this day) at the Fort Myers International airport. I proceeded through the TSA pre-check point. I took off my boots and went through the scan. The woman that was at the 
other side of the scan went ahead to pat me down. However. this was no normal pat down - I strongly believe this woman sexually harassed me and that the pat down was excessive. The woman seemed to be fair skinned with black hair, 5 2, Either 
while or hispanic, and around 1701bs. I felt so disgusled and violated , I just wanted to get away from there - I did not catch any names. One thing I can tell you if ii helps to idenlify me on tape is I hat immediately after she harassed me - I was called 
over to the scanner because of twa lighters I received in Europe. The African american lady was explaining to me that it was not allowed. The supervisor and said. This one doesn t speak english? . At which point, I went ahead and told her that I do, 
wh i I e confirming that I understand that I can t take the I ighte rs. It came as a s u rp nse to me because it had never be en an issue on any previous flights and I went a head to the term i na I. The comment from the supervisor may have been a Ii ttl e 
misguided, but that wasn t a problem to me. The problem to me was the sexual harassment by the other TSA agent. I would not want anyone to experience that and this is why I am determined to have it investigated so that it does not happen again. 
Please confirm lhat you receive this complaint - This is very importanl to me. 

Best regards, 

Caller had filed a complaint at a BWI checkpoinl on March 29Ih and has not been contacted regarding her complaint. Caller wants to be contacted regarding this immedialely via telephone and does not want to provide an email address. Her complaint 
is as follows: 

Ca Iler fi ew B W I-PVD a boa rd Southwest Airlines at 2; 0 0 PM on March 291 h and does not re ca 11 her fiig ht number, but departed Gate B4. She is a frequent traveler who regularly opts out of AIT screening and receives a pat-down. Fram the onset 1 he 
TSO on duty does not seem receptive to her opting out and advises her she must wait on a female officer as one is not available. She was rudely advised to wait out of lhe view of her belongings and no screener was viewing her items. She feels she 
was instructed ta wait in an area that was away from her belongings intentionally and feels the delay for a female pat-down was also on purpose in retaliation for her requesting a pat-down. Caller states she waited 10-12 minutes for a female officer to 
appear who was also rude from the get-go. Passenger is familiar with the pat-down procedure and the officer was unnecessanly rough and tugged the passengers arm in a violent manner. In response, the passenger yelped in pain and called the 
female TSO a fool. The female TSO continued the patdown that the passenger feels was more of an assault. The female officer than came over and began berating the passenger without giving her a chance to explain what the female officer did to her. 
The passenger I hen asked for the securily tape to be reviewed by lhe supervisor before he jumps to conclusions about what was going on. The supervisor refused and passenger slates she was laken to a private area 10 finish the pat-down. Caller 
states the private she received outside of the surveillance area was clearly an intentional abuse of power as the patdown was given even rougher than before especially in the crotch area. As the pat-down was completed the female TSO told the caller 
to have a nice day and cal led her a fool. Cal I er states the names of the rude and a bus,ve officers were !I h ·,IR I and~ She is trave Ii ng next weekend and refuses to be patted down by the same officer and wants her options. Ca 11 er a I so wants to 
know if it is common practice to allow her belongings to go unmonitored and. therefore, vulnerable to theft. Caller travels alone and has been emban-assed and distraught and seeks immediate resolution. 

Resolution: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer 
Service Manager (CSMJ at that location. Advised caller on occasions where she cannot view her belongings, and officer is trained to keep an eye on her belongings. Advised caller to request a supervisor at lhe checkpoint and advise them of her 
desire ta not be patted dawn by the same officer, however, female officers are not as prevalent as males. If you refuse to be patted down, you will not be permitted to fly. Advised caller that if she feels she was a victim of assault she should contact 
local law enforcement. 



Callers mother is 93 years old and applied for a TSA PreCheck in Connecticut but was unable to complete the process because her frngerpnnts was hard to get it, they stated they will need more time to process. Caller was advised to contact TSA 
about this issue to see ii it is possible that she can get her KTN to travel in her 93 birthday. Caller wanted information about her mother going through the checkpoint with a pacemaker. 

I advised the caller 
For add1t1onal assistance, please contact the Universal Enrollment Call Center at (855) 347-8371 

If a passenger has an inlemal medical device, such as a stomach or cardiac pacemaker or a defibrillator, it is imporwnt for him or her to inform the TransporIation Securily Officer (TSO) conducting the screening before lhe screening process begins. 
While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will affect such devices, passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening 

411 0120 14 techno I og y. 
11:25:06 

AM The patdown should be conducled by a TSO of lhe same gender. 
The passenger should inform TSOs of any difficulty raising his ar her arms 
If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 
TS A encourages passengers with dis a bi Ii ti es or med i ca I co nd it ions to arrive at the airport early. 

I suggested her to go to the enrollment center and talk with a supervisor about the issue. 

Caller traveled from SJU to New York to California on JetBlue airline, flight# 1404. She stated that she arrived late at the airport. and she had to carry her checked bag on the plane. She was trying to take a snow globe in carry on. and the TSO wanted 
to threw it away, Cal I er said that she asked seve ra I times to not throw it away th at she was going to give it to someone who was going to pick it up, she states that the officer even after she had already threw the snow globe away and she cleared 
screening. She did a patdown on her and touched her bottom area and caller felt very uncomfortable. She says that she even requested someone else 10 pal her down and the TSO officer refused. She missed her flight. She staies .lba,1 sbe wa1 t~king 
the snow globe to her daughter who had an emergency surgical procedure done. Caller states that the TSO officers name was fh·,1r-;·-, p he supervisors name was !(b)(6:, I badge numbetfbi(ffind the CSM name was l(b.1(6} She 
feels humiliated and treated without respect she will call us back to be advised about file a civil right complain. She Is complaining about the the TSO, supervisor and manager, she stated they are~g of their power. 

I advised the caller 
411012014 Because your complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your e-mail to the Customer Service Manager at that airport. 

1:21:59 
PM lte ms lo und at screening checkpoints and a re as where TS A performs ba gg age sere en i ng a re turned in to the a p prop ri ate, designated airport authorities, 

Luis Munoz Marin International Airport 

411012014 
4:15:03 

PM 

787-253-4591. 
Snow glob es th at appear to co ntarn I ess than 3 .4 ounces of I iqu id wi 11 be perrn itted into the steri I e a re a. 
Snow glob es not meeting the criteria stated above may be placed in checked baggage 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!(b)(6) ! 
Date Time: 411012014 3:50:38 PM 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

Namelrh··,1r-;·-, 

Ema (b,(6) 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate cree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc):Happens every time I fiy. mainly, Hawaiian Airlines to Hawaiian islands & West Coast. Also United/Aer Ling us from West Coast to New Jersey or NYC to Dublin (sometimes 
London) and back. 
Comments:I chose "inappropriate searches" not sure I his is rig hi. My issue is I hat I'm slopped & subject to a pat-down search EVERY TIME I fly. I have a titanium knee replacement bul the TSA employees IeI1 me I hat's nol the reason why. How can I 
find out why and is there anything I can do to end or minimize these searches? Thank you very much. My Sociafb)(ffi I 



My husband, daughter and I came back from Cancun Mexico traveling on a family vacation and my daughte~s 
boarding pass was "flagged" to receive a fu 11 security "pat down" The T SA office rs said the system does 
not know that the person on the ba ardi ng pass is nat an adult and its completely random. 

When you book a flight, the airlines always ask if the passenger is a minor or adult. My daughter is only 
14 years old and received a full pat down from a TSA officer in the middle of lhe security area of the airport 
It was quite upsetting to her. 

I went to the TSA.Gov on line to read about the guidelines and most of the 
articles stated that they will avoid patting down a minor. Why would a minor gel flagged for this? 

Thank you. 

4/10/2014 ~------------~ 
4:15 55 (b 1(6) 

PM 

(b,(61 I 
Chicago, IL 60606 

Charles Schwab & Co .. Inc. 

NOTICE: All email sent to or from the Charles Schwab corporate email system is subject to archiving, monitoring and/or review by Schwab personnel 

Proofpoint should be used for the transmitting of Non-Public Information to Charles Schwab. Should you have any questions. please feel free to contact me at 312-931-1536 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time 411012014 1 58 42 PM Airport LAS - McCarran International Date/Time of Travel 04/09/2014 11 00 AM Airline & Flight Number SW 4563 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport Wing C TSA Employee: (If Known) :!1h·11r;··, !Comment I was TWA Pre by the first employee. First comment fromkbl(ff:, !was no pre check at her location Employee insisted that I had a metal implant. I do not. Other TSA 

411012014 people suggested she use the body scanner but she refused. This resulted in a battery upon me (an unwanted pat down). Person found nothing. Pockets were empty !(b 1(6) !seems to enjoy harassing TSA Pre passengers, 

4_16A 8 Would you like a re .. n . 7: 

· PM ~~~~:n~~~:~,3"'~"')'-(.,6 h_
1 

_,1_R_1 __ .-~ 

Email b1(6) 
To leave a commen concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Ca Iler was at Dal I as Love Fie Id. She was lold th at her bag was being held be ca use it had e I eel ric razor and I iqu id loi I etries. She knows it wasn t true because her bag had a I ready been cl ea red. She slates I hat she was lold she had 10 have i I 
searched. The employee that was watching the screen admitted that he made a mistake and the police were called. They told her she was being tao laud and they would not tale rate her. The pa lice told her they would physically remove her. She was 
then taken for a private pat down. She was not allowed to speak to her husband and believes her luggage was left unattended and she was beinR b.ullied. Identifies an officer l(5'i(§fl and insisted that her husband be present for the pat down. She 
did not receive any apologies. She believes that she should be reimbursed. A superviso~(b)(6! stated that he would investigate the situation. A ,jb.:,(6.1 !originally would n'i5ffefl';;;r'husband come over. She insists that it is documented her 
husband is a Vielnam veteran and works for the Department of Defense. She wanls a letler of apology from TSA al Dallas Love Field 

411012014 . 
G:o, ,45 Airport: Dallas Love Field 

PM Airline: SW 
Flight Number: 1013 
Date and Time: 4 1 0 14 @ 11 :OD 
Location: The only che c kpornt the re 
Contact Information:!( b I ( ff:, ! 

Advised caller that I was sorry she had a negative experience and that I would be sending this documented information to the CSM at Dallas Love Field. 



4/1112014 
827:42 

AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
George Bush I nterconti nenta I Airport 



From: do notrep I y@Co ntactUs. tsa. dhs. gov [ mai Ito :do notrep ly@Co ntactU s. Isa .d hs. gov) 
Sent: Friday, April 11, 2014 9:49 AM 
To: TSAExlemalCompliance 
Subject Contact Us: Civil Rights Civil tiberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hltp: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

······················-;:::=:;:=::==;------····························· 
Remote Client 1f'kb)(61 
Date Time: 4 11 2""0'""14-'-'--9""':4..,.8:_4..,.6...,.A"'"M,......., 

Attachment: 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hltp: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

-----------~:;:=::=~------------------· 
411112014 Remote Client IP]~(b~i~(6~i--~ 
10'35 '25 Date Time: 4 11 2014 9:48:46 AM 

AM 

1 )In formation about I he person who experienced the civi I rig his ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I ation 
(fill in what you can) 
No 
First and ~~iddle Name: 

l(b)(61 I 
Last Name: 

kb1(6) 
Main Phone: 

kbi(6i 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

PO Box or Street address: 

Caller wants 10 file a complain!. He staled he is 77 yrs. old, and was strip•searched by TSA. He walked through lhe WTM D and he has a knee replacemenl. was pulled aside and the TSO lold him he had chemicals showing up and he was told in a 
very demeaning way to go into the security room. He stated he wanted to speak to someone about this. 

Departed from CVG flying via Delta, #1934. 
The TSO agents, one was approx. 60 yrs. old and 250 lbs, and a thin older man approx. 55 yrs. old were the two gentlemen in the privale room. 

Response: 

411112014 Apologized to caller for his experience and advised information will be provided to the CSM at CVG for review. 

12:56:26 Advised caller anytime an alarm sounds going through screening process. a patdown is required to complete the screening process. 

PM 
All mail intended for delivery to the Transportation Security Administration s headquarters should be sent to the following address: 

John S. Pistole, Administrator 
Transportation Security Admrnistrat,on 
601 South 12th Street 
Ari i ngto n, VA 20598 

Provided info nmati on v,a emai I. 



4/1112014 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion Current Dale/Time: 4/111201412:29:43 PM Airport STL - Lamberl St. Louis lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : I have a replacement knee and am a participanl in the TSA Precheck program. When going through a me1a1 detector type of screening, an alarm is always sounded, resulling in a pal-down. Many airports do not hJVe a body scanner, which 
avoids the need for a pat dawn. 

2:04:38 My question is why is a pat down required? First. it does not reveal the source of metal. Second, it requires TSA agents to be distracted to perform a lengthy pat down. Third, it negates the benefits of the Pre program in the way of passenger 
PM convenience and reduced screening cos Is. 

4/1112014 
2:04:41 

PM 

4/1112014 
6:03:26 

PM 

The suggestion 1s to re-estab Ii sh the use of hand held meta I detectors to Io cate the cause of the a I a rm. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Name b 1(6) 
Phone,i:,uJWLW.L.:JJCL.U.w..1---__ ...L., 

Email (b)(ff1 
is feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type . Civil Rights/Liberties 
Calegories Olher fill in box): Speech Current Dale/Time 4111/2014 12:10:50 PM Airport: MIA - Miami lnternalional Date/Time ofTravel: 04/10/2014 12:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: UA3789 Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: G gates TSA Employee: 

(If Known,...,_b'"1(_6"') ,..,..,,.,...-.,....-,! 
Comment : I would like to file a formal complaint against TSA Miami who illegally detained me and violated my civil nghts based on retaliation. On Thursday. April 10 2014, I was flying from Miami to Chicago on flight #UA3789. I was going through 
TSA security checkpoint for "G" gates and told a screener that I refuse to go through the whole body scanner. I politely explained to the screener that I do not wish to be exposed to unnecessary radiation since I am concerned about my health. I kindly 
asked to go through other melhods of screening and poinled out to TSA posters in lhe waiting line offering such a lhing. The screener (Hispanic male about 30 years old) did not like my request and became agitaled and upset wilh me. He told me I hat 
I must wait here in front al the gate (pointed out with his finger). He did not explain me the reason for the delay and why I was pulled aside from other passengers. While the line backed up to the whole body scanner, the same screener called same 
passengers over and screened them through the metal detector. I approached the screener again and asked him if I could go through the metal detector just like other passengers. The screener yelled at me and gave me an order to wait in front of the 
gate. I waited over live minutes and figured out that I am possibly waiting to be patted down by a female screener. After about five minutes of wait, a supervisor approached me and asked me twice if I am refusing to go through the whole body 
scanner. I lold him that I do not wish to go through lhe scanner but would rather go through lhe me1a1 detector. The supervisor told me to wail again in front of lhe gate. During my entire wait I noticed about three female and five male screeners 
working the checkpoint. None of the female screeners approached me, even thought. they made multiple eye contacts with me. After waiting for about 1 O minutes a female screener finally approached me and escorted me through the gate for full body 
pat-down. I was patted down in the public view in front of other passengers and screen ers. M h us band who was fi yi ng with me and passed the checkpoint with T SA Pre become frustrated about the 1 0 minute de I ay. As he was wi tne ssrng how I was 
illegally detained and my civil rights were violated, he approached a TSA manage (b)(6:, o file a verbal complains. The manager explained him policies about gender restrictions for pat-downs. My husband asked the manager why I was 
illegally delained for 1 O minutes when I here were three female screeners working I e c ec point and none of them approached me for assistance. The manager admitted I hat he was nol aware of lhe situation and apologized for his employees· rude 
and unprofessional behavior. As we were leaving the checkpoint, the TSA manager turned around and did not correct the problem with his employees. Thus, I would like to file a formal complain that I was illegally detained for 1 O minutes to purposely 
delay my screening process and isolated from other passengers to humiliate me. Second, my c1v1I rights were violated based on retaliation because I refused to go through the whole body scanner. I was never offered to go through the metal detector 
like other passengers but automatically sent for unpleasant pat-down. This is unacceptable practice by TSA Miami. I travelled through other major airports and never experienced such a bullying from the screeners as I experienced in Miami airport. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name~!r_h_·11_r;_·-, _____ ~ 
Phone Number . 
Emailkb1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time: 4111/2014 4:06:25 PM Airport: MDW - Chicago Midway Date/Time ofTravel: 0411112014 3:00 PM Airline & Flighl Number 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I am 6 112 months pregnant and requested to go through the metal detector and have a separate pat down and was rudely told No! The woman told me the other scanner was not an X-ray and there was no medical reason why I couldn't go 
through it. I asked again for a separa1e screen and was told no again. I must say how rude this woman was was incredibly unnecessary. I am standing outside the decreeing point right now wiring it's because I was so upset and didn't want to leave 
without reporting it. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 

Emailkbl(6, I 
To leave a comment concerning mis feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



4111/2014 
8:04 55 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 4/1112014 6:08:58 PM Airport: ANC - Anchorage lntemalional Date/Time of TrMel 04/101201412:15 AM Airline & Flight Number: Alaska Air flight 92 Checkpoint/Area 
of Airport· Main checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known)· Unknown. Heavy set man with glasses Comment: The gentlemen supervising bags going into the x ray began harassing my pregnant wife when she opted for the pat down instead of going 
through sea n ne r. He said the re we re no female screen ers and that 11 was absurd to not trust the x ray wh i I e pregnant. Acted comp I ete I y in professi o na 11 y and was a disgrace to T SA in genera I. I also observed the same be hav,or when another pregnant 
woman wanted a pat down as well. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 1h··,1i::::··, 

Phone Number h··,1f';'1 

Email (b)(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning ,s eedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Hello-

Do you know what I like about the TSA ? 

Nothing. 

Nothing at al I. 

If the lsreali's can keep bad people from blowing up their Airplanes, without groping my private areas and treating me like a criminal. then why can't we do the same. 

If I was the President of the United States for a day and could do one thing, and one thing only, it would be to completely dismantle the TSA and start over with a new program modeled on Israel's national airline and their security procedures. 

Oh yeah, and you should FIRE~fb_)_(6_._I --~llike yesterday. 

411112014 I can't wait until my next trip where I have to fly through an airport and put up with your charade, I hope this email gets me put on some kind of terrorist watch list. 

9:0815 
PM 

Have a nice day. 

kbi(6i 

Anchorage, Alaska 

fb)(61 

Proud USAF Veteran & US Citizen, embarrassed by what we have become 



The caller had a poor experience at Cedar Rapids airport. She had 2 bottles of contact solution in her carry on luggage. She declared the bottles to the agent that they were over 3.4 ounces and they are medically necessary. The agent pulled them and 
she travels constantly and they started to test with a stick and wipe drcpping liquid onto the stick. At this point the TS Os were inspecting all of her bags 
and she also had a cpap machine that she declared and it was ran lhrough the xray. She was gelling the full nine yards by this point including a patdown. Her aggrevalion is that there was no communication when the officers sIarted testing her liquids. 
The caller states that it says online that a passenger will be asked to open a container if it has to have further testing but in this case the officers handled the container and the caller left the bottles at the check point because she does not know whose 
hands had touched I ,q u1d s that would go in her eyes. The ca 11 er said don t just take the I iqu id and start opening bottles. Al so before the testing of the I iqu id an agent said when is the I ast time the machine was cal, brated? and the other agent re pl 1ed 11 
was calibrated a full week ago. This was of concern to the caller because she was told that one of the bottles tested positive twice but she is questioning the result if the machine has not been calibrated in over a week. 

I advised the cal I er that prescript ion I iqu id medical ions and other I iqu ids needed by persons with di sa bi I it i es and med i ca I co nd i ti on s may include: 

• all prescription and over-the-counter medications (liquids, gels, and aerosols). including personal lubricants, eye drops, and saline solution for medical purposes 
4111/2014 

9:09:31 I informed the caller that the testing that was taking place was ETD testing. 
PM 

AIRPORT: Cedar Rapids 
DATE OF TRAVEL: 04-07-14 
DEPARTURE TIME: 1235 
CHECKED BAGGAGE TIME: 1200 
AIRLINE: Delta 
CONTACT: [~b-)-(6-,----~ 

I advised the cal I er that I wou Id send a copy of this record to the CSM at Cedar Ra p1d s lo r review. The ca 11 er did say th at she had a great expe nence at AT L on the way to CR with the precheck and she said she is going to sIg n up. I told her she can go 
to tsa.gov to do this. 

DearTSA 

On April 11, 2014 I was flagged with SSSS on my boarding pass. This was returning on a round trip ticket to/from Turks and Caicos Islands. 

The outbound portion of my trip had no issues. It was the return only. where I was flagged on two flights and had to go th re ugh multiple special security checks and pat-downs. 

411212014 I have a global entry card and receive TSA pre-check on a regular basis. Please advise if I've been flagged for some reason or put onto a watch list. I have never before had this problem and travel extensively. 
11:19:32 

AM 
My global entry # ~is~b~1(_6~) __ ........, 

My passport# is: ~(b~)_(6~••-' --~ 

Thanks and best regards. 



I u nde rsl and the following : 

Because I need a p rescri pti on th at comes in a 5 oz bottle I wi 11 suffer the indignity of this search every flight. The air I in es tel I you not to ch eek prescriptions. and it's i I legal to put 11 in a different container By lo 11 owing the law. I am branded a terrorist. 

The T SA can do a nyI hi ng to anyone whenever you Ii ke. 

Acco rd i ng to the bu 11 y who appeared to be in charge. a new po Ii cy was instituted in Ap ri I, and it was announced on the web site. The supervisor did not know of this pol icy. and there was no announcement on HYPER LINK '"http :I Its a. gov" \ntsa. gov. But 
it doesn't matter, because you can do anything to anyone without recourse. 

When my bag was search. and almost completely unpacked. your thug decided to save my personal hygiene equipment for last, without changing gloves. So he ran his hands around my toothbrush AFTER fondling my underwear. I am now boiling my 
toothbrush, razor and brush. I discarded the q-t,ps. I don't know what else is compromised. 

411212014 South Bend TSA is always so nice. Grand Rapids TSA is invariably professional. This is the second lime in Denver l"ve experienced arbitrary humiliation. 

11:19:53 
AM Enjoy your power. 

On Thu, Apr 10, 2014 at 2:41 PM, <HYPERLINK '"mailto:tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com"' lntsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com> wrote: 

Thank you for con ta ct i ng T SA with your quest ions and concerns about a i rpo rI security ch eek point screening for travelers wi I h di sa bi Ii Ii es and med i ca I conditions. Speci fi cal I y, you we re concerned a bout screening for passengers who require 
medications and related supplies. 

Travelers passing through security checkpoints may bring a 11 medications and re I ated sup plies-prescription, aver -the-counter items, and ho m eopa thi c-th rough T SA security checkpoints after these items have been pro pe rl y screened , Medi ca I ly 
necessary ilems are nol subject 10 lhe 3-1-1 limitation and are allowed through a checkpoinl in any amount once lhey have been screened. 

Passengers are encouraged to b n ng through the checkpoint only the amount of medIca 11 y necessary Ii quids or gels they wi 11 reaso na bl y need lo r the du ration of their ,tin erary, a 11 owing for de I ays, and to pack the re st in checked baggage. Passengers 
s hou Id i nlo nn a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) if a Ii quid or gel is medica 11 y necessary and separate it from other be Io ngi ng before screening begins. 

Liquids, gels, and aerosols are screened by ,-ray, and medically necessary items in excess of 3.4 ounces will receive additional screening which could include screening with bottled liquid screening technologies. Depending on the technology 



The caller got her KTN number in the mail. Her name she goes by 1skbH6 !with a middle imt1al of S. Her birth cert1f1cate says~ She told the woman at the enrollment center she wanted the information to read asi(b::,(6) I When it was mailed 
to her it shows~ith her full middle name. Her husband wears a pacemaker. Do they still have to put the liquids in the bag? They are both over 75 and they don t have to take their shoes off anyhow. Does her husband still have to take his 
wallet and change out of his pockets? 

Advised: 

Contact the Universal Enrollmenl Call Center at (855) DHS-UES1 (1855] 347-8371) between 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Eastern Time, Monday lhrough Friday for assistance. 

Nothing changes about the screening other than you can keep your belt on. shoes and light outer wear. You don t need to take your LGA bag out or the laptop out of its case. The l1qu1ds still need to be in a quart sized bag. Your husband will still need 
to take his wallet and change out. 

If a passenger has a pacemaker. it is important for him or her to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening before the screening process begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO 
about any dis ab i I 1ty. medical co nd1t1on. or medical device that co u Id affect security sere en i ng. Al though these cards do not exempt anyone from security sere en i ng. their use may imp rove com mun i cation and he Ip travelers discreetly notify TSO s of their 
conditions. 

411212014 Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
12:53:55 

PM affect such devices. passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 

Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still wilh their arms above lheir heads for 5-7 seconds without lhe support of a person or device. If a passenger cannot or chooses not 10 be screened by AIT, the passenger will be screened 
using a thorough pa tdow n procedure instead. A pa tdow n procedure also is used to resolve a no ma Ii es identified by AIT If a p atdown is required in order to complete screening: 

• The patd own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers mu st wait for a TSO of the same gender to be come a vai I ab I e, 
• The passenger can request a privale screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a privale screening, anolher TSA employee will also be presenl and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair ii he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id nol be asked 10 remove or Ii ft any article of clothing 10 rev ea I a sensitive body area. 

In addition to the patdown, T SA may use techno I og y to test lo r traces of exp I os1ve mate ri a I. 

A companion, assistant, or family member may accompany a passenger to assist him or her during any privale or public screening. After providing this assistance, the companion, assistant, or family member will need to be rescreened. The passenger 
should inform the TSO of his or her need for assistance before the screening process begins. 

Yesterday I was manhandled by your staff before my flight home from Las Vegas. This was 15 hours ago now and I cannot remember a time where I have been I his upset. I was humiliated, singled oul, slripped of my dignity and 1reated like a criminal 
because your own stupid tests had a false positive. 

Whal was the end of a good business trip, turned into a nightmare. I haven't slepl and I can't stop crying. The 'women' who imprisoned me in a concrete room were as compassionate as bricks. Touching me everywhere, repeating lhe pat downs in 
places l"d already been searched and over and over again up my legs. reaching into my pants --completely uncalled for. 

411212014 Not all people can stand to be touched. Having contact with someone so intimately, so abruptly and so rudely should not be tolerated in this country. I feel as though I've' been sexually assaulted. 

327:35 
PM 

This cannot continue to happen to people who simply want to go home. I am so completely disturbed by this behavior at the hands of a corporate company. This needs to stop and I plan to prevent it from happening to others. Your stupid rules are not 
even valid. Your science is off - was it my hand lotion? really, hand lotion gives you permission to assault people? Maybe you should have simply tested my hands again? Oh no, let's fuck with the passengers and traumatize them. What your company 
did is criminal and I intend to follow through. 

I had to get this off my chest because I cannot calm down. You will hear from me again. 

kb)(61 I 
Flight 663 from Las Vegas to Seatltle 



Caller was at Stewart airport at 415 pm today. She went through the AIT and 11 set an alarm off. They checked her hands and then they did a patdown. She had a Cervical Biopsy and she felt uncomfortable with them doing it. They were rude and 
could have handled it more sensitively. Her kids were upset and crying and this whole incident ruined her vacation. TSOfh··,1rr1 !performed the patdown and !rh·11R··, !was in the room with her. They did it after testing her hands. 
They did minimal explanalion of whal was going on. They could handle families with kids with greater sensitivity. 

Advised: 

411212014 I will forward this informalion the CSM al Newburgh for them to conduct an investigation into the incident. 

4:41:47 
PM 

4/1312014 
9:50:16 

AM 

Airport where the i nc1d e nt occurred: Stewart Airport 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight numbers: 4136 
Date and time of incident April 12 2014, 415 pm 
I nd1v1d ua I s contact information emai I 

kbi(6i 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

=====,--------------------------------------
Remote Client 1pJ(b)(61 I 
Date Time 411312-014 312:06 AM 

Namer@, I 
Email b)(61 ! 
Comp a,n1s:My Complaint 1s Not Listed Here· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 10:00 flight from dlw to Miami on American 
Comments:My husband has an implanted spinal cord stimulator. He has been told by his physician not to go through ANY scanner We were traveling to Miami from dtw on March 16th. The TSA agent harassed us repeatedly when he asked for a pat 
down. He did not want to do a pat down and pushed and pushed us to go through the scanner. He said that he knew it was perfectly safe. I told him that our physician had specifically stated not to go through a scanner. He still insisted that we go 
through the scanner. It is our understanding that we are allowed to request a medical pal down. We had the device is card but were forced to go lhrough the scanner. His unit has not functioned properly since being forced through the scanner. You 
need to tell your employees that we are entitled to request a pat down. Your employees are not medical experts and should not attempt to override a physicians orders. Your employee has now caused his unit to malfunction and he may require 
add1t1ona I surgery to rep I ace the malfunctioning unit. If we determine that your scanner Is in fact the cause of the malfunction we wi 11 hold you and your employee responsi b I e si nee he was adamant th at we go through the sea n ne r and th at it would not 
ca use any damage. Even tho ugh we stated multiple times th at his physician had directed him to avoid al I sea n ne rs. 
The caller flew from Norfolk to BOS. She went though screening and she was not happy with the way she was treated. She had lotion on her hands and at 4:30 in the afternoon. She stated that she had to go through a patdown in front of everyone. She 
stated that the gentleman watching her bags was rude to her and her boyfi rend. She stated that the lady in the screening area pulled her into a private room. and she was rude a I so. She stated th at she wanted to strip search her, however the other lady 
told her that a patd own wo u Id suffice, She stated th at she thin ks th at screening techno I og y was messed up yesterday, She stated that her boyfriend took a 11 the items out of his pockets, and the T SOs asked him what he sti 11 had in his pocket, and he 
had nothing. She stated lhat she does nol wanl anyone else to experience what she experianced yesterday. 

I a po I og i zed to the caller and exp I a i ned th at we can document her comp I amt. I w, 11 forward the info rma ti on to the CS M at No rfo I k so that they can be aware of the s i tuat,on. However. we do test for ETD as a sere en i ng method. and some everyday 

411 3120 14 household products can ca use an ala rm. They do have technei q ues ava i I able to resolve those a I arms. however th at does not include a strip search, 

10;~:o3 The callers flight details are as follow: 

Departing Airport: Norfo I k 
Destination: BOS 
Airline: United Airline 
Flight Nubmer and Time: 5811 @ 4:27 pm 
Gate: 29 
Dale and Time: 04-13-2014 



4114/2014 
9:00 30 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion Current Dale/Time 411412014 2:04:24 AM Airport ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta lnternalional Date/Time of TrMel 04/1312014 4:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: Delta 1789 Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl 
. South Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment: I travel frequently with a CPAP. humid1f1er, and distilled water which is required for my device. Every single trip out of Atlanta my water 1s confiscated and discarded even though I have a prescription. My CPAP is always pulled to the side 
for additional screening and I am always asked what this device is. This last trip I asked for a supervisor. She retaliated against me asking to keep my distilled water by requiring me to submit to a pat down although I was only wearing socks, shorts 
and tank top and I told her thal I only had 20 minutes left 10 gel to my flight. The supervisor lold ne that vendors inside lhe concourse sell water and kept holdng me up, so I finally agreed 10 let her throw ii away so I could get to my plane. I even 
attempted ta ask how I could get same sort of note that would tell them my water is necessary and why they were causing me potential medical arm by not having the water but all of the personnel were uncaring about the fact they would be contributing 
to my inability to breathe later while sleeping. 

I undersland that your employees have rules they must follow. Feeling up a nearly naked woman over a bottle of dislilled water required for a CPAP was demeaning and unnecessary. Vendors inside the concourse sell Glaceue waler, which is distilled 
water, to which Nestle adds flavor additives, and is not suitable for medical devices. I had to go to the pharmacy, buy a 1gallon bottle of water. of which I will only use 16.9 oz this trip, and I will have ta discard the rest because I can't take it with me 
through TSA. What a waste of both time and effort from both your employees and myself. Last year I flew 24 flights out of Atlanta and I am likely to fiy more this year. On only a few of those tnps through TSA did a supervisor who knew what the 
device was help smooth my passage through security. 

You should revise the policies of your organization to better educate your employees on medical devices, especially the CPAP given how many people in line I have seen have them screened. I will be filing formal complaints from now with 
photographs of the employees in question each ti me my di sti 11 ed water is confiscated as this is not acceptable. 
Would you like a resoonse?: True 

Passenger's Name k~b_)~(6_ .• _, ---~ 
Phone Number : 
Emailkbl(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Dear sirs. 

My s,ster, kb 1(6) !and I were traveling from Phoenix 10 New York John F Kennedy lnll (JFK) this pasl Salurday, April 12th on US Airways flight 632. We both experienced a terrible process as well as witnessing racial profiling by the TSA staff. 
We went though security check in Phoenix at approximately 8:00 pm. I should add that at the time, there were na crowds and very few people being processed through security. The terminal at that time was relatively empty. 

We feel our rights were violated and were treated poorly by the TSA staff who we feel were "having fun" giving everyone a very hard time! I feel so strongly about our experiences, that I am writing this letter. You must be made aware of the poor 
situation we encountered. We did nol feel it was appropriale 10 register a complaint wilh the local TSA for we were concerned ii would either delay our flight schedule or add to our anxiety or likely, both. In other words, all we wanted was 10 gel home• 
The fallowing are just a few details. I would be happy to answer any questions you might have regarding this matter. 

1. A elderly African couple were ahead of us in line. Hearing your staff being derogatory towards them (ordering them) to take items off, out of their pockets. take off their shoes, etc etc was very disturbing. They made this poor couple go back and forth 
several times through the process. Obviously was racially motivated in my honest opinion. 

2. Si m1 I arl y, my sister and I were i mt1al ly told we did not need to re move our shoes. As we p race ed ed to the next station, we were asked to show our boarding passes. The T SA agent read my pass and told me to remove my shoes, belt, wa 11 et 
everything out of my pockets, to the point where I may as well have just taken off my slacks! I was very annoyed. I'll never forget his lace. He was rude, obnoxious and seemed to be having fun making our lives difficult. 

411412014 3. After removing all of these items. I stepped into the X-ray unit and then had to be frisked? The TSA agent patted me down to check further. I had a necklace an. That's all. The x-ray machine is that bad that this couldn't be seen? Why bother using it if 
10:25:00 

AM it requires further pat down and inspections and time? 

4. My siste£E::iij§J experienced a very similar situation, only worse. We feel it was sexual harrassment. She too had to be palled down after the ,-ray machine. She did nol have ANY metal on her person• No underwire bar, no me1a1 of any kind! II 
seemed ta her and I that all the TSA agent wanted was a free feel. This is a serious matter. 

I respect the TSA and what duty you perform. However in this instance. your agents went entirely overboard. I strongly suggest that you contact the Phoenix TSA, inquire about what TSA agents were on duty at the time and review their personnel file 
hislory. i also suggesl reviewing all complaints received regarding TSA al Sky Harbor international. I truly would not be emailing such a le1ter if I did not feel thal it was justified. Others in line were also horrified by the performance of lhe TSA agenls on 
duty that evening. 

respectfully, 

Sterling. Ma. 01564 

l(b)(61 



Caller states that her s c reem ng experience was excessive. They took her into a room by he rse If after they had a I ready gone through her I ugg age. done a paid own. and she had completed sere en i ng. She was pul I ed into a room by herself with a TSO. 
She had been traveling for business and she felt humiliated and violated by the way the screening was conducted. It was not a busy airport She feels like she does not want to travel to the airport again or travel by herself anymore. Caller would like to 
know if this was lypical screening. Caller was pulled inlo lhe separate room wilh a TSA screener by herself, another employee arrived later. Caller slates that after lhe patdown, they swabbed her hands, and lhe alarm went off so she had 10 be 
screened again. She had a second patdown with gloves on. Caller states that she was not told what would happen if she did not pass the screening. She was told that it could be lotion that set off an alarm afterwards. Caller is upset because she was 
not given any exp I an ati on about why this was occurn ng and felt vi o I ated. She was worried because she had no 1d ea what was going to happen and could not communicate with anyone at home in case she was going to miss her flight. Ca 11 er !rave I ed 
with Southwest out of Concourse A She had screening done around 5:30PM on Saturday. Caller states that the screener was a supervisor when she was pulled in the back room. 

Advised ca Iler: 

ETD swabbing is completely harmless to passengers. The swabs are made of fabric or paper and do not contain any chemicals. ETD screening does not require a new swab. unless it is torn, dirty, or unusable. If an individual would like to request a 
new sampling swab, lhey must notify the Transportalion Security Officer (TSO) at the time of screening. A TSO first swabs a passenger's hands or accessible property and then places the swab inside an ETD unil. The ETD unit analyzes the swab for 
the presence of residue from explosives. Any alarm generated by the ETD screening process requires the passenger to undergo additional screening. 

411412014 Please note that there are several items that contain the same chemicals that are associated with explosives. and collection of these types of particles will result in an ETD alarm. However, TS Os are trained to resolve these alarms using a variety of 
12:25: 19 resolution Iechniques. 

PM 

4/1412014 
12:33:37 

PM 

Si nee ETD may be used on a random basis, passengers should not expect to see the same add i ti o na I screening at every airport or each ti me they trave I. In addition, s c reem ng by this method takes a m alter of seconds and, therefore, should help to 
avoid delays. 

The list of chemicals that are detected by the test is not made public. 

TS A see ks to provide a high level of security and custom er service to a 11 passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every person and item must be sere ened before entering the secured are a, and the way the screening is conducted is 
important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. This includes explaining procedures. 
We track trends and pay attention to areas of repeated complaints. That way specific employees and teams can be modified as necessary. 
Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the appropriate CusIomer Service Manager. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
CurTent Date/Time· 4114/2014 11:09:54 AM Airport. KOA - Keahole Date/Time of Travel. 04/12/2014 12:00 PM Airline & Flight Number· 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal 10 TSA Employee: (If Known) A Lady Comment: My wife had baby formula. TSA lady said they have to test each individual bollle lhat is SEALED. Once you open them they have 10 be used righl away. We 
said we couldn't do that since we have to feed our baby on the plane. So her logical choice was to leave the formula completely alone in exchange for a full body pat down of my wife. Absolutely illogical and ridiculous. TSA displays no common 
sense, how Is a body search making it safer for people when the thing in question (the formula) wasnl even touched by the agent? Also, the agent did not use the back of her hand like she said she would on the inner thigh of my wife. Nor did she 
check her feet or her arms. Once again, absolutely illogical and ridiculous. 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller has a NOi. Her shampoo that had been tn pl e zip I ocked was not put back a pp ro pri ate I y and it dumped out a 11 aver c lathing and the I ugg age. ruining the items. 

Airporl: ILG 
Airline: Frontier 
Flight Number: 379 
Date and Time: April 
Baggage Claim Numbed~(b~i~(6~·~1 --~ 
Description of Bag: Large Travel Pro Black soft sided with four wheels 
NOi: Nothing slam ped or h andwntte n on it 
Location: There is only one. 

I apologized to the caller, emailed the claim and instructions which she will receive within 24 hours. The CMB will handle the claim so their phone number and email address will be included. I will also send this to the CSM for review. 

411412014 she asked how the claim is handled. I told her she will fill out the claim and send it in. Once the CMB receives the claim. they will send her a claim number that she can use to check its status. I told her to put as much detail in the claim as possible. If 

6,51 :OO she has pictures she can send them, too. She said she does nol have pictures. I told her that was okay. 

PM 

4114/2014 
8:32:08 

PM 

Caller also stated that she was very uncomfortable about the screening she received at the checkpoint. She told them she had her baby s diaper rash cream and a caucasion female TSO screened it. She motioned for another TSO to come over. That 
female African American 20-30 year old heavy set TSO stated, You are nol supposed to put ii (lhe cream) in there. Now we have to do a patdown. She explained to the caller I hat lhe caller cannol touch anything in the bin until her patdown was 
complete. Her husband did not hear her say that and reached into the bin to get their boarding passes out. 
The African American TSO smacked her husband s hand and told him not to touch the items. 

Caller said she did nol get any explanation of what was happening and was in shock by it all. The way they handled things was very inappropriate and very unprofessional. 

I exp I a i ned to the cal I er that the paid own was most I Ike I y hand I ed a pp ro pri ate ly, but si nee she was not expe ctmg it. that may have been what caused the shock. Ca 11 er agreed th at was probably true. but the rest of the screening was very unp roles sIona I 
and she wants the CSM to know what happened. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP~f b_ •• _,(6_._I ---~ 
Dale Time: 4/1412014 7:48 58 PM 

Nameri(61 
Email b 1(6 I 

I 
I 

Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening/Pat Down Sc reem ng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Orange County Airport/California: 
Comments:Last Oclober I filed a complaint about physical assaull by one of your screeners. On 08 October 2013 I received an E-Mail confirming the receipt of my complain! and informing me, I hat my complain! had been forwarded to the TSA 
manager at the Orange County Airport. 

Si nee then I haven't heard anything lu rthe r. I would appreciate more communication si nee the TSA screener did ass au It me, This is a serious offense. I have the impression, th at the TS A doesn't want to take any action, P hysica I ass au It is a crime! 
Please let me know how my case is being handled. Doing nothing is not an acceptable outcome considering what happened. 

Sincerely, 

l(b)(61 



4115/2014 
121143 

PM 

411512014 
148:20 

PM 

4/15/2014 

Caller says for the I ast 2 mo nth s De Ila and Southwest he has gotten Pre Ch eek on his boa rd i ng pass. He has a pacemaker and does have to have a patdown so met, mes. He says tad ay its not on his boa rd i ng pass. He says when he made the 
reservations it has a new box instead of the Redress box. He is traveling on Delta tomorrow. 

Told caller 
I ask if he had a number to use. if he had paid a fee or anything like that? He has a frequent flyer number. 
I explained to him that some airlines can invite passengers in for PreCheck 
There are two olher ways to be eligible to participate in PreCheck, you can be abe a member of one of CB P's trusled 
travel programs such as Global Entry, SENTRI, and NEXUS ar you can do the application process on Isa.gov. 
No individual wi 11 be g ua ra nteed expedited s c reem ng in order to retain a ce rlarn element of randomness to prevent terrorists from gaming the system. 
This program works Ii ke a I otte ry. it is very random, 
There wasnt a way to be eligible for PreCheck everylime he Iravels. 
I explained to him that if he continues not to get it he should contact the airline to make sure he was still invited in for PreCheck. 
Caller fiew April 6 from EWR to Aruba. Her toiletries bag was opened and everything in it was damaged. Boxes of soap were crushed, Tylenol and Advil were strewn all over her bag and a $93 hairdryer was cracked. 

Also, the TSO at the checkpoint was not using the back of her hand for the patdown and she was actually pushing her sister through the line. She was very rude. Caller said she did not get the name of the TSO. but this incident along with the 
damaged items made her experience with TSA very frustrating. 

Airporl: EWR 
airline: United 
Date and Time: Apnl 6 at 9am 
Flight Number: 1040 
Baggage Claim Number: She does not have lhis 
Description of Bag: Medium size Canvas Forecast brand Navy with two compartments in front and two wheels 
NOi: Nothing slam ped or h andwntte n on it 
Location: 26 or 27 

I apologized to the caller, emailed the claim and the instructions which she will receive within 24 hours. The CMB will handle the claim so their telephone number and email address will be included. I will also send this information to the CSM for 
review. 

Sent from my LG Optimus G Pro'", an AT & T 4G LTE smartphone 

I fail to give the airport I was located at on my last email. 

5 30 flight to Dallas. 

George Bush Airporl Houston Texas. 

4:~7M5o Your TSA representative ask for my ID that I did nol have. I underslood but had my W2 & credil cards with my name. 

insIead of giving me the oplion of a pat down I later learned after going back and forth 10 American Airlines. Id was nol needed so my flight was missed. 

at this poinl American Airlines helped me on getting a new flight the next morning no charge i was so grateful 

Even I hough its my fault for nol having my id , I had no idea of my options of a pat down. I thought Pat down was for suspicious People. I guess I became with no id. Lesson learned. 



Disability Description: Caller has an insulin pump and uses a service animal. 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 

I will forward a copy of your complaint the CSM. If you would like to file an official complain in writing I will send you an email with instructions to do so. 

Sent Email. 

Incident Details: Caller called TSA Cares and was told to ask for a PSS on the flight today. Caller almost missed her flight and felt the officers failed to accommodate for her d1sab1lity. Caller uses an insulin pump and has a service animal. Caller was 

411512014 passed along from TSO to TSO and no one help. Every agent did not help and directed her towards another line. Caller asked for a supervisor and never received a supervisor. The TSO that completed the patdown was petting on the service animal. 

5,56, 16 Caller slated ii was nol conducted in a professional manner and cause her to almosl miss the flight. Caller could not get names of the officers. 

PM 
Date and Time: 4-15-14 5:10AM 
Airport: OAK 
Airline: So UI hwesl 
Flight#: 4831 

TSO that conducted the patdown was an older lady with salt and pepper hair in a pony tail. 

Lo cation: Southwest term i na I. 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name: A 
Email Address: A 
Phone Number: A 
Address: A 

411612014 Are you 18 or over? No 
8:24:09 

Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
AM 

NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport 

What was the dale and approxima1e lime of the incident? 



4116/2014 
121057 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP !(b)(61 I 
Date Time: 4116/2014 11 A 1: 12 AM 

Nam b)(6) 
Email (b)(61 
Comp a I nts; nco n s I ste nt cree n, ng i fferent Practices between Airports). 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight number US 679 
US Airways 
Terminal 8 
JFK 
Comments:Last name ofTSA officer isliliRfil]:female) 
I am an experienced flyer and for the first time in my life I felt harassed. bullied and discrimsted against by this TSA officer. I had a pat down and she purposely delayed the procedure so I would miss my flight. I beeped through security and usually this 
is a po Ii te and timely procedure. Not only did it take 1 5120 minutes to find an officer but then after my bag passed through security she took every article out to sea n. She went through my date book, check book. my wa 11 et and eye glass cases, and 
unzipped all small personal cases in my bag. She scanned the bottom of my babies' shoes and even did a pat down of my child's doll. The woman in charge took my license and boarding pass and made copies of this. I did not see her to this to any 
other passenger. When I said I never saw this before at any airporl she said all other procedures were wrong and hers was correct. I was traveling with 3 small children. She was nol only harassing me but rude, obnoxious and smug. She clearly 
enjoyed it and so did the other officers around her. They were also very rude around her making me also feel bullied by the group. 
Good morning, While fl in throu h BWI and entering the checkpoint at approx 10:00 am this morning on 4116114 TSA Agent ~ave me a pat down when I opted out. I fly 2-3 times a week and choose to opt out each time, so this is a frequent 
experience. However (b·:,(61 was far more probing and groping than I ever experience. She groped by back, side breasts and armpits wilh her fingers, spending an 101 of time, a 101 of pressure and her finger lips feeling and lingering unlil I said 
something. I am not rea 11 y bothered by pat downs, but kb) ( ffi pat down was i na pp ro pri ate and violating and ma de me feel very u ncomfo rta bl e. 

411612014 Please feel free to contact me for additional informationj~(_b~)(_6~'------------~ 

12:11:38 
PM 

!(b)(61 

Sent from my iPad 

Good morning. While fl in throu h BWI and en1ering the checkpoint at approx 10:00 am this morning on 4116114 TSA Agenf5TTITTrnve me a pat down when I opted out. I fly 2-3 times a week and choose 10 opl out each time, so this is a frequent 
experience. However. b":1(6) was far more probin"and QWRi~ than I ever experience. She groped by back, side breas~pits with her fingers. spending an lot of time, a lot of pressure and her finger tips feeling and lingering until I said 
something. I am not rea 11 y bothered by pat downs, but [ b} ( 6 _I J pat down was i na pp ro pri ate and violating and made me feel very u ncomforta bl e. 

411612014 Please feel free to contact me for additional information. ~[b_._1(_6_) ___________ ~ 
12:11:38 

PM [b)(ff1 

Sent from my iPad 

Good morning. While~-_ h BWI and entering the checkpoint at approx 10:00 am this morning on 4116114 TSAkb--1(6) !gave me a pat down when I opted out. I fly 2-3 times a week and choose to opt out each time, so this is a frequent 
expenence. However (b_i(6_:, was far rnore probin~ a_nd qmpjnq than I ever experience. She groped by back, side breasts and armpits with her fingers. spending an lot of time, a lot of pressure and her finger tips feeling and lingering until I said 
something. I am not rea y ot ered by pat downs. b utf b _I ( 6} Jpat down was i na pp ro pri ate and violating and ma de me feel very u ncomfo rta bl e. 

Please feel free to contact me for additional information. [b1(6) 
411612014 "-----'--------------' 
12:11:38 

PM kbl(61 

Sent from my iPad 



The ca 11 er no rm ally travels with his service dog (white German Shep he rd) and was upset with how he was treated at the che c kpornt. He arrived to the airport two hours prior to his flight. It took a wh i I e to get through cu rll side check in due to a de I ay with 
a passenger in front of him, He indicated that he arrived to the checkpoint at least 20 minutes prior to his boarding time. He opts out of AIT and WTM D due to metal implants (two full hip replacements) and requests a patdown. He advised a white 
female TSO (medium build, 5 5 , brown hair) I hat his flighl would be departing soon and I hat he was delayed during curbside check in. She advised I hat he needed 10 gel in line and wait with olher passengers. He had to run to make his flight, which he 
should not be doing in regard to the hip replacement. He was the last person to board the flight. 

This occurred on 4 6 at DEN. He was traveling with Delta flight DL98 departing at 11 :45am from the Delta Terminal 4. He was at the checkpoint on the le/I. 

He feels that he could have been and should have been referred to expedited screening or something should have been done to expedite his screening. He is normally pushed through screening due to his disability. 

He lives in the Detroit area. 

He asked what he needs to do to qualify for Precheck and for the protocol in regard to these type of situations. He asked if the Precheck lines are generally shorter. 

He asked ii the enrollment center in Detroit was at DTW. 

411612014 I asked the caller-If you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition. 
3:39:16 

PM Federal regulations require that your complaint be put in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. 

Do you want informalion about filing a written complaint? 

The ca 11 er indicated that he would Ii ke the complaint to be handled as one in reg a rd to poor customer service. 

I advised that I would refer the informalion to the CSM al DEN to make them aware as they would have the means to look inlo and address the siluation. The CSM should also be able to address his inquiry in regard to TSA s protocol in regard to 
passengers who arrive to the checkpoint very close to their boarding departure time. 

I apologized in regard to the situation. 

I advised that he can apply with TSA for the Precheck benefit by pre enrolling at Isa.gov where he will provide biographic information and make an appointment to visit an enrollment center. At the enrollment center, he will provide fingerprints, ID, 
citizenship documentation, and pay the $85 fee. The Precheck lines may be shorter depending on the number of participants. I advised that he would still need to opt for a patdown. which may void the Precheck benefit. 

The enrollment center is at DTW. 

Feedback Type · Security Issue 
Calegari es : Pat-down 
Current Date/Time· 4116/2014 3:09:03 PM Airport· MDW - Chicago Midway Date/Time ofTravel · 03/29/2014 12:50 PM Airline & Flight Number, Southwest Flt 781 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, Security TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment : Due to medical implanted devices I cannot not go through security machine screening, lherefore, requiring a pat-down. I have had this done numerous limes and have never experienced a pat-down by a TSA agent as I did on March 29, 
2014. Around 12:00 pm I was at security. The TSA agent, an African American female with long black hair pulled in a ponytail performed a VERY inappropriate pat-down to me. I do not know her name unfortunately. She had asked me if I wanted a 
private screening, I said no. Before starting she asked me again if I wanted a private, again, I said no. She was quite rough causing me to falter in my balance a few times. She went around my waistband placing her hands further down the back of my 

411612014 pants touching top of my buttocks. When going up my legs I became unbalanced and she asked me to put my hands on her shoulders. She then proceeded to shove her hand roughly in the center of my vaginal area raising me off the ground and I 

4_15.34 gasped and said ··oh my goodness!" because she touched me inappropriately and hard. She replied, I asked you if you wanled a private. My friend was traveling with me and was shocked and embarrassed for me by the TSA agent's aclions as well. I 
· PM feel molested and totally violated by your TSA agent and believe she should be released from this position ensuring she will not do this to another woman. especially a child. I called TSA customer service telling them of the incident and thought I would 

get a call back to investigate further. I ask for a reply to this complaint and assurance that this is being taken senously. If I do not hear from you that you are taking action, I am so committed to this not happening to another woman or adolescent that I 
am willing to seek legal counsel. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 

Passenger's Namr,;-e,":',b,,·"'5'-·· .. , --,-...J 
Phone Number b. 6", 
Emai(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



From: donotreply@Con1ac1Us.1sa.dhs.gov [mailto:donotreply@ContJctUs.tsa.dhs.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 16, 2014 4:56 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject Contact Us: Civil Rights Civil Liberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ(b)(61 7 
Dale Time: 4 16 ~ 14 4:55A6 PM 

Attachment 
1 )Information about lhe person who experienced the civil rig his civil liberties violation 

411612014 (fill in what you can) 
6:07:41 y 

PM es 
First and Middle Name: 

!(b,(61 ! 
Last Name: 

[§RE] 
Main Phone: 

!(b1(6i 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

PO Box or Street address: 

kb)(61 
City: 
Atlanta 
State: 



From: donotreply@Con1ac1Us.1sa.dhs.gov [mailto:donotreply@ContJctUs.tsa.dhs.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 16, 2014 5:56 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject Contact Us: Civil Rights Civil Liberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 

Remote Client IP:l(b)(61 I 
Dale Time: 4 16 2014 5:55 52 PM 

Attachment 

411612014 1 )Inform ati an about the person who experienced the civi I rights ci vi I Ii be rti es vi a I ation 
6:07:43 

PM (fill in what you can) 
No 
First and Middle Name: 

!rh1/R1 I 
Last Name: 

l(b1(6) I 
Ma,n Phone: 

kb1(6i 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

PO Box or Street address: 

kbi(61 I 
City: 
Haiku 

The caller went through TSA and received a paldown. The caller stated I hat he thoughl that the agent was ralher rough with him. The caller stated that he usually gets Precheck, bul did not this flight so he opted out for a pal down due to not wanting 10 
ga through AIT. The caller stated that he asked for a complaint form from a TSO Supervisor and then was required to give his ID and boarding pass for the TSO make a copy of it. The caller wanted to know if this was as standard policy. The caller 
stated that o nl in e he can comp I a in with out giving his information and wanted to know why it was di flerent in person. The ca 11 er stated that he did not feel comfortable giving a complete stranger his ID and boa rd i ng pass. The cal I er stated that he 
wanted someone to contact him back concerning this issue. 

411712014 The caller did not want to provide information about where this took place and other information needed to be able and send the complaint to the CSM. The caller stated that he would I·ust call the CSM his self. 
11:07:38 

AM 

4/17/2014 

The caller was advised that we do not have any specific information stating that it is typical protocol to ask for ID and boarding pass upon the request of a complaint form. 

The caller was advised that I could collect information about his flight and where it took place to forward this to the CSM to make them aware of this issue. The caller declined. 

The caller was advised that I could note that he would like a call back and forward it to the CSM if he would provide the flight information. The caller declined. 
My ca ncern is that there is mis information concerning sa rn e med i ca I devices. sp eci fi ca 11 y insulin pumps, which is causing T SA security agents to ye 11 at t rave I e rs with ins u Ii n pumps and insist that it is ok for these devices ta go through ful I body scan 
imaging when that is not true. People on these devices, including my son, are told by the pump manufacturers not to take the pumps through the scanning device because 11 can harm the pumps and void the warranty. Type 1 diabetics (and probably 
many type 2) depend on these insulin pumps to stay alive. 

As I tried to explain ta the TSA Cares Representative, to no avail, I understand that the necessary security measures have to be taken. I do not understand why TSA agents cannot be given correct information about the pumps and other medical 
devices affected so that they stop insisting that 11 is ok for pumps to go through the scan. I have a family of four. One of my children is on the pump. We get yelled at almost every time we fly through Atlanta by TSA agents. I understand that it Is 
slower to have the pat down and the pump checked by hand but we don't have any other options. Why yell at us about it? I have called the pump manufacturer about this more than once and am told that it happens to "everyone", 

12:35:43 The TSA Cares Representative told me she could do nothing outside of suggesting we ask for a supervisor or patient sup part representative at the security checkpoint (which we do along with having letters from the endocrinologist and pump 
PM manufacturer). 

Every organization, no ma1ter how large, has some means of disseminating information to its employees. Why can·t the correct information about lhese devices be passed on to security agents so I hat TSA can come closer 10 its stated goal.. "Our 
current policies and procedures focus an ensuring th at al I passengers. reg a rd I ess of their persona I situations and needs, are treated eq ua 11 y and with the dignity. respect, and courtesy they de serve." 

Thank you for {°ur service to our country. 
kbl(61 



-----Original Message----
From: CRL 
Sent Thursday, April 17, 2014 10 10 AM 

~~=-vg«st1~; .. ~1s 

SubJeci ;W~ompia,ntj I SA Contact Os: Lmplaints 

DearTCC, 

We are referring this complaint back to you for appropriate handling. While the complainant used the word 'discriminated,' they did not provide a reason from the list of possibilities (race, religion. national origin, sex. sexual orientation, gender identity. 
d1sab1lity). Therefore this is primanly a complaint about rude treatment during additional screening. Her add1t1onal screening sounds like selectee screening, which travelers are sometimes selected for randomly. 

411712014 Thanks very much, 
Harleen 

12:37:23 
PM 

Ms. Harleen K. Singh 
Policy Advisor 
Multicultural Branch. D1sab1lity and Multicultural Division Office of Civil Rights and Liberties, Ombudsman, & Traveler Engagement Transportation Security Administration Department of Homeland Security 

---0 rig i na I Message---
F rom: tsatcc@senture.com ( ma i I to: ts atcc@se ntu re .com] 
Sent Wednesday, April 16, 2014 2: 11 PM 
To: CRL 
Subject (Complaint) TSA Contact Us: Complaints 

The customers information has been attached to this email, 

Caller slated she opled in for a privale paldown al LGA and the officers I here were very rude and they took her to a storage room for the screening. Caller staled the storage room was very dirty and thal they should not use it for a private screening 
room. Caller then stated she requested to speak with a super,isor and when he come he was really rude and would not write his name down for her and made her do it. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

411712014 I a po I og i ze that this has happened and I w i 11 send your Comp I ai nt to the CSM for further investigation. 

2:S0:09 Date:4-17-14 
PM 

4/17/2014 

Time: 6:02 am 
Terminal: US Airways Terminal 
Gate: 38 
Airline: US Airways.~---~ 
Super,isors name: (b)(61 ID numberkbi(6! 
TSO name: Female name b 1(6, 
Caller paid $100 for GE and $85 for TSA precheck and she has been using it but she has metal implants and there is always an ala nm or anomalies shown and she still has to have a patdown to complete her screening and when it alarms they then 
make her remove her shoes, belt, jacket, and everylhing. Caller is wanling a card to use so she will not have to do this every lime. Caller wanled to know if she wasted her money for precheck. 

3: 32: 12 Advised caller: 
PM Even tho ugh you have pre ch eek that wi 11 not prevent you from getting secondary screening. II the re is an ala rm or a no m al i es th en they wo u Id sti 11 have to do a pa tdow n to comp I ete the screening. There is not a card or anything that we can provide to 

you 10 prevenl this from happening. Advised caller thal statement is her oplion. 



411712014 
4:18:13 

PM 

Dear Sir/Madam: 
The T SA PRE program does not seem to work as suggested on your web site, 

Yesterday afternoon I went through the PRE line at LAX. 
At the point of ID inspection, the TSA person told me that 1/ I had a Pace Maker, I had two choices. 

Go through the PRE metJI de1ec1or and be given a pat-down. 
Ga ta the back of a long line far the image scanner. 

I chase the pat-down. 

Contrary to the i nfarm ati an given on the PRE site: 
I had to remove my shoes. 
I had to remove my light jacket. 
I had to remove my bell. 

This p race ss seems to defeat the purpose of TSA-P RE. 

B esl regards, 

Kerr,llile IX r8028 
kb1(6) I 

HYPERLINKk~b_)(~6_, _________________ ~ 



I travel I ed yesterday (Wednesday 16 Apri I 20 14) from Spokane, WA I GE G) to Seattle, WA (SEA) and back again tad ay flying Alaska/Horizon. I am on crutches; my surgeon has instructed me to place no weight on my rig ht leg. Upon pres entrng 
myself to the security checkpoint at Spokane the TSA agents acted as if they'd never dealt with a person on crutches. They asked me to send the crutches through the x-ray machine (fine) but then asked me to proceed unassisted through the scanner. 
When I explained my predicameni, they offered no alternatives olher than to use my crutches through the scanner and I hen be subjected to a full-body pal-down. They Ireated me with derision and scorn, as if it were my fault I was going lhrough this 

very difficult time in my life. The agent insisted I take shoes. belt, everything off even though I'm a TSA pre-check flyer. I was subject to the painful (having to stand on one leg the whole time) and humiliating full-body pat-down. Then. going through 
security checkpoint in Seattle this aflernoon I had the opposite experience. The agents were friendly, helpful, and treated me with dignity and respect. They had two wooden canes available that I was able to use to go through the scanner. They had 
me stand right next to the scanner while another agent gathered my crutches for me. I did not have to take off my shoes or belt. and the whole experience was as normal as if I weren't in crutches. 

Which really drives home the point that I was treated poorly in Spokane merely as a result of my disability. I believe the Americans with Disabilities Act strictly forbids the very type of treatment to which I was subject in Spokane. 

I wish to hear that improvements to the process in Spokane will be made immediately. 

Sincerely, 

41171201 ... ' -----~ 
8; 11 :39 t~~~'~(6~)---~ 

PM 

b1(6) 

not disclose or provide copies of lhe contents to anyone. 
a i I in error I ease noti the s stem manager or the send er immediately and do 



!(b,(61 

411812014 
826:02 

AM 

It seems thal I wasn't CCed or kepi in the loop as requested in our correspondence on April 10th. Apparently, the investigation was promplly closed and an email was sent to solely 10 my mother, despite the correspondence with me less lhan 24 
hours before. I understand that as the Custa mer Sup po rt/Qua Ii ty Improvement Manager, you probably get a mu It it ude of ema i Is and comp I a i nts that resemble ours closely. However. as Gusto mer Sup po rt/Qua Ii ty Improvement Manager, it is your duty ta 
be objective and I ook at each comp I amt with the same integrity. I would Ii ke get more deta, Is on your i nvesti gati on and Iran k ly exp eel more p role ss,ona Ii sm from the point of contact for T SA comp I am ts. A canned em a, I that s, m ply states th at the 
investigation was conducted and is under normal procedure less than 24 hours after a follow up email that was prompted by no response within a period of two weeks does not sit well with my mother. I have a great deal of respect and admiration for 
TSA's mission statemenl and service to our counlry, much more admiration than I have for the local sub shop. However, the local sub shop point of contact would probably explain why the serious matter falls under lheir company procedures, shares 
the specific procedures with the customer for better understanding, engages them in a way where they feel that they were not harassed. and diffuses a serious matter into a simple misunderstanding of the procedures. I am in no way attempting 
to aggravate you or be d iffi cu It. I expect mo re profession al ism and demand a better exp I an ati on from you as a rep rese ntati ve of T SA in a management position d ea Ii ng with customer complaints. PI ease put you rse If in the position of a frequent fi ye r who 
feels they were harassed on one occasion. The take away from the previous sentence is she doesn't have a history of complaints. Credibility. 

If you don·t read anything , read this please. My mother is willing to go the distance in court to get this looked at objectively and thoroughly. I don't think that is necessary if in fact, what happened ta her is protocol. An explanation with references 
documented through an email should be enough for me to explain to her what was done and why 11 happened that way. Easy resolution without having to further complicate this. I'm as "un-thnlled" as you are to deal with this. difference being that I am 
not the Customer Su pport/Q u al ity Imp rove me nt Manager of a prestigious entity. 

Lastly, I would like to know how I can go about a review to the investigation that was already conducted. What is the procedure to have this reviewed (An appeal process)? If it falls under procedures, I would like the name of the TSA agent that 
conducted the pat down. as we 11 as the manager on duty? 

Thank you again for your efforts. I apologize 1/ I come off in the wrong way, but this is a serious matter to me. 

Referenced email is below. 

fbi(61 

I am following up on our conversation of March 12, 2014. and your report of sexua I harassment at Southwest Florida I nte mati on al Airport_ C Concourse. on March 9, 2014. at ap pro xi matel y 7: 30 a. m. 

After review of checkpoint video by our Assisi ant Federal Securily for Law Enforcement, subject ma1ter experIs, and myself, ii appears I hat your screening was conducted in accordance with Transportation Security Adminislration procedures. 



Caller wants to file a complaint after speaking with Jetblue who told her to contact TSA. She flew on 3-14 from St. Martin. Julianne Airport to SJU to PBI. 
She went through security at St, Martin and proceeded to the boarding area. approx, 5 minutes before boarding her name was cal I ed a Io ng with 3-4 others and they we re to Id, We I come to the Jetblue E xpe ri e nee and patted her down roug hi y and 
opened her luggage. Al St. Marlin, they took her magazines and opened them page by page and then sent her back to the gate. Caller stated lhe agenl who patted her down was extremely nasty and rough. 

Then upon arrival at SJU, she went through CBP and traveled to get to her gate where the travel document checker took her passport and boarding pass. This TSO told the caller that she must be rescreneed. She told him she was just screened at 
CBP. She asked if she would be required to get another patdown like she did in St. Martin. Caller claims that the TSO she encountered at SJU TSA was very nasty. He was Caucasian. dark hair. 30-40s, slender, medium height, he was located at the 
podium before security. 

Caller claims she was selected for additional screening at both St. Martin and SJU but her husband wasn t so they were split up. 
At SJU she went through CBP and then had to go through TSA for the connecting flight. She states she had to go through the same procedure at SJ U as she did in St. Martin. 
Also, she had forgotten her passport at screening and caller was angry that no one tried to contact her to let her know I hey had her passporl before her flight left. 

Caller finally stated that her boarding pass did have a SSSS on 11 in turquoise writing and thought that may have something to do with the s c reem ng. 

411812014 Caller arrived in SJU approx. 4 30-5PM, deparled from SJU al 6PM on Flighl # 2054 to PBI. 

11 ,56 ,34 She flies approx. 8 times a year and understands the process and wants to assure she won t be flagged because she is voicing a complaint. 

AM 
Response: 
Exp I a i ned to ca Iler when de parting from a foreign airport must comp I y with the screening procedures lo r I hat country, nol a TS A issue. 

Apologized to caller and explained following: 
The ·s" notation on your boa rd i ng pass .The "S" notation or other marks may be p I aced on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on T ra nsportat ion Security Adm i ni st rat ion (TS A) security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of 
security I hat TSA employs to protect the Nation's air transporIation syslem and to keep the traveling public safe. 
TSA does not discuss or release specifics about security screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Security Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI to the public because it is 
considered d etri mental to the sec u nty of Iran s po rtati on. 

Explained to caller when clearing CBP from an inlernational flight if a connecting flight must go through TSA screening which is normal procedures. 
The way the screening is conducted is important. TSOs are trained to ensure that all passengers are treated with dignity and respect. 
Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

Explained if additional information is required, may be contacted via email by the CSM. 

Caller slated that when going lhrough the checkpoint in DEN his billfold and red Northface jacket were stolen. Since lhe line that he went through did not have a working AIT, he had 10 be moved 3 lines over 10 wait for a patdown procedure due to him 
having a pacemaker. When they moved him 3 lines over, the TSO left his luggage behind which caused him to be separated from him bag and not able to see this at any time during his screening. 

Departing: DEN 
Arriving:ORD 

4/1812014 Airline:United 
12: 14:34 Flight# 1001 

PM Bag Description: Carry on purple ricardo Beverly Hills bag, 
Time and Date: 18 April 2014 @ 530-550 
Terminal:Main Terminal 

CCR informed him: 
This info rma Ii on wi 11 be lo rwa rded to the CSM for additiona I ass is ta nee and looking into. 
Caller has a Global Entry Card and was told that she could use it for Precheck. Caller flew from LAX to SFO and presented her Global Entry card a the checkpoint and did not receive Precheck. She Is needing to know why she Is not getting Precheck 
and is a I so wanting us to know that having to be screened before she is permitted to fly is ridiculous, 

I advised her that in order to opt in for Precheck she will need to enter her Pass ID number that is located on the back of her Global Entry Card into the KTN field when making her flight reservations and this will opt her in for Precheck. If she gets 
selected for P recheck she can I eave her shoes and Ii g ht outer wear on she can leave her I aptop and to i I etry bag in the carry on bag during screening. If se I ected she wi 11 be permitted to go through the WT MD but if an alarm sounds she w, 11 have to go 

411812014 through additional screening which would include a patdown. 
12:23:58 

PM 
What if she is pregnant and does not want to go through the screening s i nee she does not want someone in a dark back room I ooki ng at her naked. 
I advised her 1 hat 1 he screening technology is optiona I for everyone so if she does not want to go through it she can opt out and request a patd own sere en i ng instead. The image of the Al T sere ener is a generic outline of 1 he body, I advised her that 
she has to go lhrough some type of screening if she wants to fly. 



411812014 
12:29:57 

PM 

Greetings, 

The following is my formal summary of events and complaint againsl your department's representative. As I undersland ii, there is video surveillance available to confirm my date, approximaIe times, and series of events. You will likely be contacted by 
my legal representation within the next week. 

On Thursday April 16, 2014, 1tb)(6:1 I was escorting my son!(b·:1(6) !(15 years old) to the EWR airport's Gate 20 in order for him to depart on his flight 298 to Chicago on Southwest Airlines. At approximalely 7:45p. we 
entered the checkpoint region where 3 TSA agents were present, though 2 were verifying ticket and ID information. We were aligned to the agent on the far right hand side. The agent to the left, had who I came to learn was STSO._f h=··,1-'-R"·1 ___ __. 
was speaking to the other female verifying agent on her right hand side near the passenger exit lane. Once called by the agent responsible for our lane. my son and I approached in order to have our ID"s checked. I recognized the other venfying agent 
to my left and jokingly recalled to her that I remembered her from my last flight out of EWR. I shared with her that she was supposed to be the agent to check my ticket during my last trip, and just as shew~ to call me up, they had her switch out 
to go work the ,-ray line. I shared with her that I was so angry because I really wanted her to be the one to check my lickel. She laughed, as well as the agent who was checkin my ticket at lhe time. Agent ~lhen proceeded 10 posilion himself 
between the 2 TSA agents and asked me if I personally knew the agent I was engaging with. I told him no. He asked her if she knew me. She replied that she didn't. Agen (b·:1(6) then proceeded to inform me that the agent has a husband and 2 
children at home and that I didn't need to be talking to her. I found his sharing of her personal information to be not only rude, but rnappropnate and uncomfortable. I, realizing that he had no intentions of maintaining the jovial mood that had been 
established, asked him if he was her husband. He replied that he was not and repeated her personal marital and parental status. I asked the agent who was checking my ticket information if they pt; agrts to be "cock-blockers or haters" when 
passengers are engaging in pleasant and light-hearted dialogue wilh TSA agents. He conlinued to laugh at the rhetorical question lhat I posed. I directed my queslion about being a hater 10 Agent b)(6:1 who then told me thal I needed to "shut-up." I 
replied something to the effect of, "I don't think they pay you to tell me to do that. You may want to stay in the lane of your job. especially since no one invited you into the original conversation in the irst place." 

My son and I proceeded the x-ray belt area to remove our metals and shoes. Agentkb-:,(6) !was continuing his derogatory comments of me needing to shut up and yelling out what I deemed to be a continuous ranting of unprofessional statements. I 
atlempled to tune him out since I was in the comp~ son. I slated very loudly, ,nan effort to shut down lhe exchange, thal his actions were lhat of a young man. All lhe while, I maintained a smile and slighl laugh in my delivery as to not create an 
anxious environment for myself and my son. AgentLl:W.fil..Jloudly announced that he is a "45-year old man, I ain't no young man." I replied, "your mentality is that of a 16-year aid though." He continued to loudly rant in front of other customers and the 2 
TSA agents as my son and I prepared to enter the x-ray area. After our successfully clearing the x-ray area, we continued to move to retrieve our personal items. There were 4 agents on the other side of the full body x-ray machine. We were all light
heartedly conversing about the pat down procedures and need for there to be same sex pat downs of passengers. As I was putting my belt on and my son was putting his shoes on, Agentkb)(6:1 !entered the area where we were from on the other side 
of the x-ray area. He lhen loudly announced, "Here goes the molere_r, h_e\9 goes lhe molester. Everybody slop talking to him ... he's a molester." He constanlly repealed this descriplion of me in front of his colleagues, lo me and in front of my son. I was 
completely embarrassed and felt overly disrespected. I told Agen lh 11R ·, that he needs to get back to work. I asked him if his continuing down this path was worth his job. I told him that he was forcing me to consider lodging a formal complaint due to 
him being unprofessional. He continued to call me a molester. to which I responded, "these are the types of comments that come from someone who's broke." He then replied, "I'm a grown man, I ain't broke ... yo momma is broke." I being utterly 
offended at th at time, cal I ed him dirty and broke and tried to h u r,-i ed I y escort my son to his gate before he could be come more bel I ige rent and di sres pe ctful to me and to my son. Upon dropping my son off at gate A 15, I returned to the entry way of the 
departing passenge~s lane. There was an agent present sitling al a podium. I requesled to speak to a manager in order to file a formal complaint against Agent~ The manager, TSM James Gallagher, arrived at approximately 8:15. I explained to 
him the series of events as we were walking toward the exit area near the screening portion where I encountered Agen~ I feared that if I returned to the area without the manager, I would have to endure mare embarrassment, verbal and 
em_oti on al abuse at the hands of Agent!( b) ( 6:1 I As myse If and TS M GaH agher departed the area, Agenfiw:fil]the n stretched hi mse If around the corner to pos iii on hi mse If in my Ii ne of sight He then proceeded to hoist up his mid d I e Ii ng er to me. twice, 
while I was still engaged 1n the conversation on how to lodge a complaint electronically. I informed the TSM Gallagher 1mmed1ately. whose back was turned to Agenilli:ii:filJ He verbalized his d1sbel1ef and 1nfonmed me that he would be checking the 
cameras since everything was being recorded both visually and vocally. He apologized for Agen~ehavior and that I had to endure it. I gave him my information card and he provided me his name and the name of the offending agent. I I hen 
exited the airport and p race ed ed home without further incident. 
I am an American and I live abroad. 

My family lives in the US, and they miss me and want me to visit. 

Since the TSA starled the "enhanced patdowns" at the end of 2010, I slopped flying to the US. I didn't fly to the US for this reason, for over 3 years. I only flew out lhere early this year because of a death in the immediate family. 

My family keeps pressuring me to visit them more often because they miss me. 

4/18/2014 
429,18 Bui I don't want to be forced to have some TSA agent put their hands all over my genitalia, breasls, and buttocks. II disgusts me and scares me. 

PM 
Please, please stop this. 

I've been wailing for lhree years. 

At least you got rid of the backscatter machines. Now just get rid of the millimeter waves and for God's sake, stop molesting people' 11"' 

Have a nice day, 

!(b)(61 I 



Feedback Type . Civil Rights/Liberties 
Ca I egori es 41 h Amendment: Sex 
Current Date/Time . 4/18/2014 3:08:48 PM Airport . LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel . 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . I am an American and I I ive ab ra ad. 

My family lives in the US, and they miss me and want me to visit. 

Since the TSA started the &quot;enhanced patdowns&quot: at the end al 2010, I stopped flying ta the US. I didn't fly to the US for this reason, for aver 3 years. I only flew out there early this year because of a death in the immediate family. 

My family keeps pressuring me to visit them more often because they miss me. 

4~1:~~2~~ 4 But I don't want to be forced to have some TSA agent put their hands all over my genitalia, breasts, and buttocks. It disgusts me and scares me. 

PM 
Please, please stop this. 

rve been waiting for three yea rs. 

At least you got rid of the backscatter machines. Now just get rid of the millimeter waves and please, please. stop molesting people!!!'! 

I don·t even want a response because I know you'll just tell me this is &quot:part of the standard pracedure&quot; ar haw sliding your fingers across my outer labia makes America safer. 1"11 only get more angry if I read this response from yau guys. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Caller said may be in January she was contacted by Del ta and offered Pre Ch eek Opt in Vi a Computer. She was uncertain if the em a, I ca me to her Minnesota or Florida home. 
She later called Delta and they Opted her in on the phone and confirmed her status and that her name matches her miles account. 
She went to FLL 4•4•14 and her family 901 PreCheck and bul she did not and she ended up having a patdown. Delta told her to call TSA. 
She stated she is 77 and the other women passengers that day were in their 80 s getting patdowns. 
Caller a I so stated several yea rs ago she was s exua 11 y assaulted by a TSO once and another 11 me she was chosen be cause of a re Ii g ious garment she was wean ng a nd~(_b~) (~6~'--~lal ked to her and told her that 90 % of what was done was procedure 
and that was the end of that. 
She slated that she does not use the AIT Machine and wants the PreCheck and is willing 10 enroll wilh TSA and prefers to do it as a walk in. She seldom I ravels internationally and does not need Global and is willing 10 pay the $85.00. 
She stated at MSP and some locations the PreCheck line has different equipment and she will not use the one with the radiation. 
She wanted info on zip code 5 53 05 and a phone # and do es not want to Pre Enro 11 on Ii ne and prefers to wa I k in. 

RESPONSE: 

I explained if she had the flight booked before Opting in with Delta that could have affected her getting Precheck. If you are certain of your eligibility as a frequent flyer with your airline or have received TSA Pre\u2713"' benefits in the past. you may be 

411812014 experiencing difficulties if the information in your reservalion is nol an exact match 10 lhe information on file with your airline. We recommend that you review your next reservation to ensure that your name, date of birth, gender, and olher identifying 
information are correct. 

4:32:26 
PM 

4/18/2014 
8:14:58 

PM 

Toi d her that she could contact us within 72 hour window of a II i g ht and we wo u Id be happy to Escalate her co nee m si nee she stated De I ta shows Opted in and her name is a match, 
Confirmed the TCC Phone: 1 ·866·289•9673 

She can join TSA PreCheck but I do not want to see her have pay a fee to join if we could do some checking for her Opt In Status. 

Explained if she Opts Out of the AIT which we respect that she can do, the only choice she has is a Paldown and PreCheck will not change that. 
(Note: Did not futher her comments about getting Pa tdow n s when she travels be ca use she Opts out of the A IT so we know why). 

hllps: universalenroll .dhs.gov 

Minneapolis-Saint Paul International Airport 
4300 Glumack Drive 
Saint Paul' MN 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: "'kb"-1 ... (6"") __ __, 
Date Time: 4/18/2014 6:00:54 PM 

························----------------··························· 

Name h·11f;--, 
Ema (b)(6) 
Comp a·,n s: napproprra e creenrng/Pat Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airpor11Gate/Etc):UA901 San Francisco - Heathrow 
Thursday 171412014. 
Comments:My 13 year old daughler was travelling back from San Francisco after a school skiing trip. She was separated from lhe resl of her parly and subjected to a search in a room away from her Ieachers and friends which was carried out in a 
most aggressive and intimidating manner. There was also an attempt to take her finger prints, however I gather that due to a fault with the machinery this was not possible. I completely respect the right of the TSA to carry out security procedures and to 
protect !rave 11 e rs but to Ire at a 1 3 year old chi Id in this way Is who 11 y u nacce ptab I e. I would Ii ke to know at what age 11 is considered ap prop ri ate to de al with a ch, Id on her own and s hou Id she not have had the rig ht to a chaperone as she found the 
experience of being patted down by first a ma I e officer and then two le male officers dee ply traumatising, Al though she was clearly distressed, no one offered her any com fort or exp I ana ti on lo r being sing I ed out, and after having her belongings strewn 
on the floor she was told she was told she was free to leave. I am appalled al her treatment which spoiled her experience of the Uniled States and will probably stay wilh her for a long time. II appears to me that she was treated as an adull and not a 
minor, and I wonder if this is the way all visitors to the United States can expect to be treated. I await your comments. 



I a pol og i ze for the de I ay of you receiving this complaint but the e-mai I address sup pl 1ed to me vi a complaint card was not correct. 

On Sunday, April 6, 2014 at appro,imately 18:05 hrs., I was at Midway Airporl in Chicago, Illinois going through TSA screening while en roule 10 Sun Counlry Flight #176 to Minneapolis. 

When my time came to go through the metal detector, I approached as directed by a middle aged woman with red hair, TSA Officer later identified at!(b':1(6) ! I have an artificial hip implanted on my lefi side and I am well aware that my hip would set of 
the metal detector. Just prior to stepping into the metal detector I paused to let the Officer know that I have an implant. The Officer totally disregarded listening to what I had to say and just kept waving me into the detector. As I knew it would. the 
detector went off. The Officer told me thal I needed to step back and lake off my belt. I I hen a11empted to tell her once again that I have an arlificial hip and also added that my belt was off as I lifted up my shift to show her. Once again she Iotally 
ignored what I had to say and told me to empty my pockets in a demeaning downgrading tone of voice. Not appreciating the tone she used with me, I stopped and told her that if she would take the time to listen to me she would know why the alarm 
went off The Officer then stopped and attempted to stare me down and said. Really . 

Nol easily intimidated, I stared back and said, 

411812014 weak attempt of intimidation. 
Yes, if you would listen to me this could have been taken care of already, I have a hip implanl. She then called for another officer to come up and pal me down as she once again stared at me in a very 

9:11:11 
PM 

The rest of the pat-down and search went as normal and I was then let through. I then asked to speak to a TSA Supervisor and I was directed to a desk around the comer and in the hallway of the terminal. I spoke to a male Supervisor, black male, and 
told him of my unpleasant experience with one of his officers. A female from this area then accompanied me down lhe hallway and I I hen poinled out the TSA Officer to her and she told me I hat lhe Officers name was~ 

This TSA Officer. identified to me asllliR§IJwas very unprofessional and acted as a machine instead of a human being. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me through I his e-mail: HYPERLINK [._b-')_(_6"-1 ________________ ...., 

kbl(61 

Today, it took me 30 minutes to go through TSA security (LAX- Delta@ 4:30AM 4118114) 

I have both Known Traveler and Pre-Check clearance. I also have had two hip replacements. 

Because there was no AIT nearby. I had to get a pat down. The swab created a false positive that then required an additional pat down by a second TSO. Because of limited staffing, I had to wait. Hence the 30 minutes. 

This is a problem at most airports. including my home base (BOS) and PHL where I had to go through security this past Wednesday morning. 

4/1812014 

1 o:g::o7 I was told by the TSO (LAX) it was that they "did not know me' and that was why I must go through this process. 

What I want to point out is that I have been through a vetting process (Known Traveler) and I fly several times each week. TSA and the airlines have 30++ years of my history AND for as long as I can remember, I have not even received a parking 
ticket 

Each ti me I go through sec u nty and go through this extended process. I watch as peop I e a re channeled to the Pre-Ch eek Ii ne s so T SA can market the idea of p eo pie applying for the program. While I, who have been through this p race ss hundreds and 
hundreds of ti mes and have been vetted, get extended attention. 

Something is screwy! 



4119/2014 
9:20:14 

AM 

4119/2014 
11 0313 

AM 

Attention T SA App ea Is manager: 

The TSA supervisor in terminal 2 Ohare airport suggested I conIacI you to appeal the tolally unnecessary full body paldown and thorough check of all carryon luggage twice in two conseculive flighls. First occurred in London Heathrow, then again in 
Chicago after a London TSA person made a notation an our Chicago boarding passes that required Chicago TSA to repeat that procedure totally unnecessarily. We had a tight connection in Chicago. and that made it even tighter. 

This is a waste of time for TSA and us. My wife is 74 with two surgically implanted metal protheses in right shoulder and left elbow. and requires a wheelchair in big airports like heathrow and ohare. I am 73. We are retired municipal hospital and state 
university emp I oye es and sti 11 t rave I a few times a year. We are among the I e asl uni i ke I y security risks. 

Can you figure out why the screwy double procedure was done on an extreme I y u nl, ke I y sec u nty nsk coup I e, and he Ip keep ,t from ha pp en i ng a9a in. 

R 71909 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time· 4/1912014 9:45:16 AM Airport· DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel· 04/17/2014 5:15 PM Airline & Flight Number· Frontier 343 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· 
Main terminal TSA Employee: (If Known) wish I knew 
Comment· In the preTSA line before putting my bags on the conveyer belt I was pulled out of line and told they needed to swab my hands that there was a problem Went thru xray and bags were cleared. Took my bags to search. Called over a 
supervisor and with bags wenl inlo a closel with super and olher agent required a full pat down: hands inside my pants, etc. I was not informed as 10 why I had been selected to this humiliating experience. Officer was rude and a bully. I fly weekly 
and have never been treated to such a distressing experience. What qualifies these thugs to such entitlement? 
Would you like a res onse? : True 

Passenger's N~"'· L!,U. U.U'----,c__J 
Phone Numbe (b 1(6 i 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link htlp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.9ovlEDB21ApplicationManager 



412012014 
926:49 

AM 

DearTSA, 

I am writing to file a complaint aboul Baltimore/Washin ton's BWI airporI. Specifically, my complaint regards TSA employet .. b._I""("-6'-·-, __ __.lkbl(61 
morning, Saturday, 4119114 around 7am. Office (b)(6:, uggested I email TSAdirectly to file this complaint. 

~as working at the security line when she denied my reasonable accommodation for a disabilily this 

I am recovering from an extensive orthopedic s ho u Ider surgery, As a result of this surgery, I am una b I e to I ift my a rm s fully over my he ad without pain and discomfort. As such. my surgeon advised me to ask TS A agents for ful I-body scan a I temative s 
when traveling. He does not want me to overexlend my recovering shoulder. 

I have travel led through B WI' s security check P.O int three times s i nee the surgery. and I have never been denied a request for an acco mm od atIon. The T SA agents at BW I and two other airports we re su pportIve and helpful as I was 'wand ed." pa tied 
down. and/or went through the metal detector,l(b::,(6) ldid not offer me alternatives, and my accommodation request was denied. 

After explaining my situation tq(b)(6:, !at the security checkpoint, she said, "You can't even hold your arm up for just a second?'" After I told her my surgeon doesn"t want me moving my shoulder that wayl(b)(6:, !told me that going through the 
meta I detector was not an option ( m eanwh1 I e. three passengers wa I ked through it in p I ace of going through the ful I-body scan). She also informed me that T SA no Io nge r use the wand on passengers and haven't done it for aver a year--1 was "wa nded"' 
less than 9 months ago at BWI. She said I could go through the pat down but that it "would be awhile." She offered no support or alternatives, and she didn"t seek help from other TSA agents to even pursue a pat-down option. It seemed as if she was 
more interested in rushing me through the busy line than responding to my requesl seriously. 

Furthermore, ~ was snippy. flippant. and unp roles s ional. I to Id her that she didn't need to be sm ppy with me because I was I ooki ng for help J( b ::, ( 6 I ltone did not change, and she still was unwilling to help. 

Because I was offered no accommodation, I had to go through lhe full-body scan. I was in significanl pain. Even as I write this email over 12 hours after the scan I can feel pain around my surgical site: I his pain is greater than what I experience on a 
normal day. 

I reported(b 1(61 ho Office~(b)(61 ~t BWI. who. as I stated before. suggested I contact you. He told me that I have rights that protect me and my disability. I told him that I was aware of these rights because I am registered with Disability Support 
Services al my workplace. 

Please let me know what the next steps are for this complaint. I am looking forward to your reply. 

Sincerely, 

kb)(61 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : D1sab1lity or Medical Condition; Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time 4/2012014 6: 12:07 AM Airport : MIA - M1am1 International Date/Time of Travel : 04120/2014 7:00 AM Airline & Flight Number : American Airlines 1280 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: TSA pre TSA Employee: (II Known) :kblA6lisupervisor, I believe) Comment: Traveling with my mom who has a hip replacement. She was required a secondary pat down in a private room for that. 
The supervisor, I believe to be one myre, asked me if we were loge· er. I replied &quot:yes&quo1.. She the. Turned around and started walking away. I said &quot;hey, don't ask me and then walk away ... tell me where you"re taking her and how 
long?&quot:. She became obnoxious and rude, so I asked a different agent who then explained to me. 

4120/2014 . . . . . 
9:2?: 16 M1am1 1nternat1onal has the absolute worst TSA agents 1n the country. Nightmare airport to travel in. I have a separate comment about another experience and an agent who spoke minimal English. She had no ability to communicate effectively in 

AM English. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name b)(6:, 
Phone Number , 

Email !(b)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



412012014 
927:48 

AM 

Froni(b)(6) 
Sent: Saturday, Apnl 19, 2014 9:08 PM 
To: TSAExlemalCompliance 
Subjectkb)(6:, !has sent you a document 

Image removed by sender. 
Image removed by sender. Send. Sign. Done.Image removed by sender. 

Image removed by sender. 
Image removed by sender. 
Image removed by sender. 

kb':,( 6) ~ as sent you a document TSA Comp I a int Submission. 
Click HYPERLINK https: secure.echosign.com public downloadAgreement?aid=X8A9K9B5I59XPXA eid=X8AA3YC3H5C7 J7E here to download the document. 
Message from nu 11: 
Attached is a copy of my complaint form 
HYPERLI NK https: www.echosign.adobe.com Learn haw Adobe EchaSign helps yau easily send, track, and manage document signatures. 

Upload. custo rn ize. and send contracts in a few quick clicks. 
Keep rea I-ti rn e track of oontracts, Know exactly when they re opened , viewed. signed , 
Gel alerts when lhings happen, and when lhey don 1. 
Present and gather signature for documents, even when yau re offline. 

To ensure that you continue receiving our emails, please ad1"~-b--')('--6~'--------'~o your address book or sale list. 

Attachment: 

Passen er Name: h··,1rr1 
Phone#~(b~-~1(~6~) __ __,~--~ 
Add res (b 1(61 
Email: HYPERLINK (b)(ff1 

I arrived at Oakland International Airport an Tuesday the 15th al April @ 5am. After I received 



Disability Description: She said she has a brain injury and is disabled and she let them know this when she went through the screening process. She said she Is allergic to a lot of things and that she has a brace on her hand. 

Information Requesl: She said she had a seizure on the plane and that we ruined her Easter. She said lhe people who put the bags on lhe plane just threw them on the plane. She said a Black female TSA agent lold the other agenl to let her go. She 
said the black male TSA agent was trying to keep her there at the checkpoint and laughed and said good luck on catching that flight. She asked what will happen on the return flight when she has to go back through. She said she will put locks on her 
bag. She said the Spirit Airlines agent threw her bag on the conveyor belt. She said she cant wnte anything down rigth now but will have her Attorney handle this tomorrow. She said her phone chargers are missing. She said this is making her sick and 
she has to end the phone call now. She declined her name on this phone call. She said she has missing and broken items from her check bag, 

Response:The Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before 
entering the secured area. and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a paid own on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passengers property could also be performed, 

412012014 TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
629:57 

PM citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

4/2112014 
8:25:43 

AM 

4/2112014 
101352 

AM 

We understand lhe inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe lhese security measures are necessary and appropriale for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of add i ti o na I screening enhances our a bi I ity to detect explosives at our Nat ion s airport checkpoints. pro vi des an add it ion a I I ayer of security at the ch eek point. and keeps the 
!rave Ii ng pu bl ,c sale. 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of lhe Rehabilitalion Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(bJ and 15.70(d)(3)), ii must: 

Be f, I ed within 18 0 days of the alleged a ct of di scri min ati on; 
Be in writing; 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i nan t: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed di sen minatory action in s uff1c1ent detai I to inform T SA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the com pla i na nt or someone authorized to sign on be ha II of the comp I a i na nt, 

In order to approprialely address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : D1sab1lity or Medical Condition; Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time 4/2112014 3: 15:12 AM Airport : ANC - Anchorage International Date/Time of Travel : 04/0912014 7:00 AM Airline & Flight Number Alaska 112 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport· TSA pre TSA Employee: (If Known): Female Comment, Traveling through TSA Pre at ANG. scanner was unexpectedly unavailable. With bilateral hip replacements, this required me to go back, remove my shoes, jacket, 
and bell, and undergo full pat down. As a practicing physician this is no big deal, except for being inconvenient. What bolhered me was lhe female agent who argued with me lhrough this hassle that I did not have PROSTHETIC HIPS as I claimed. 
Prosthetic hips would have to be out side the body. Do you hire stupid people, or was she having a bad day? Thank you for your reply.kb::,(6) I 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name kbH6l 
Phone Number : ._'-'--'-------' 

Emailfh·,1r;··, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time: 412112014 9:29:29 AM Airport PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Dateffime of Travel 0412112014 6:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : A 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · Took 10 minutes to wait for male pat down on scanner opt out. Multiple make agents walking around talking. but only one person assigned for pat down. Very light day for passenger volume (no line for ID check). Really unacceptable. 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/CusIomer Service Currenl Dateffime: 4121/2014 3:50:20 PM Airporl: LBS - Lubbock International Dateffime ofTravel: 04120/2014 3:55 PM Airline & Flighl Number AA 2384 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
AA checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment : Woman checking I D's said that my Texas Department of Public Safety Temp Dnvers Renewal (I also have the cut ID ) to go with the paper version, was not work and I would have to wait for a pat down. 

412112014 I did verify thal this was a valid it wilh DPS, and did not have any issue al DFW on oulbound, bul seemed to have much inconsistancy wilh Lubbock airporl and having a Pre-check, and still having to do scanner and patdown. 

4:17:17 
PM 

Thought TSA might want to know that either Valid documents issued by DPS are valid at all airports, or retrain that they are not valid at all airports. If they are not valid, then DPS should not Cut the ID or work with what would be acceptable for TSA 
while waiting for permanate renewal to come in mail. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Na;;;mcc<f'.,._h_·.1r_R_-, __ .---~ 
Phone Numbe,fh··,1R\ 

Email !rh,IRI 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

From: HYPE RL I N K m ai lto:da notrep I y@Ca ntactUs. tsa. dhs. gov do notrep ly@Co nta ct Us. tsa .d hs. gov [ma i I to: donotre ply@Conta ct Us. tsa. d hs. gov] 
Sent: Monday, Apnl 21, 2014 4:23 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subjecl: Contact Us: Civil Righls Civil Liberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

Remote Client IP:._!rh .. -.. >1 .. R ... ··, ----' 
Date Time: 4 21 2014 4:22:44 PM 

Attachment: 

412112014 THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

6:25 38 
PM Remote Client IP:Jbi(61 I 

Dale Time: 4 21 ~ 14 4:22A4 PM 

1 )Information about the person who experienced the cIvI I rights ci vi I Ii be rti es viol atIon 
(fill in what you can) 
No 
First and Middle Name: 

!(b)(61 
Last Name: 

!(b,(61 I 
Maio PhOOA' 

kb1(6) 
Work Phone: 
Cell Phone: 
PO Box or Street address: 

kb,(61 
Caller flew from Ronald Reagan. Caller stated she has a medical condition and she uses IV therapy and she was bringing water and she missed her flight because of the screening process and she had ta have a patdown. Caller wants to make a 
complaint to the person who makes pol1c1es for TSA. 

412212014 . . . . 
8 :20: 11 Adv, sed ca Iler the lo 11 ow, ng , nform at, on: 

AM 

Mr. Pistole 

TransporIation Securily Administration 601 Soulh 12th Street Arlington, VA 20598 



I have been reading your web site and came across a bizarre and a I arming statement under the reasons for being sexua 11 y assaulted - aka pat down- by screening agents. Di rec ti y from your site: "Pat-Down: A pat-down may be performed if th ere is an 
alarm of the metal detector. if an anomaly is detected using advanced imaging technology, if an officer determines that the traveler is wearing non-form fitting clothing, or on a random basis." 

So, it seems we are now required to wear tight "form fitting clothing'"? Do you, or your wife or daughter have to wear tight revealing clothing to board an airline? Oh. silly me - you and your's just sail right through. Like that politian a year or so ago that 
went through the fast track and was found upon arrival at his destination to have earned a loaded hand gun on to an airplane' If that fool had Ii red that gun the entire plane may have gone down. He was charged with a mi sd em ea nor. 

4/2212014 
8,31 ,24 I am yes. irra1e at lhe whole idea of having 10 forego all of my rig his as a citizen of the US just to travel by air. 

AM 
However, now I have to wear tight clothing? Please do respond. 

kb1(6) 

Caller wanted to make a complaint about a TSO in ICT Wichita airport. He is a FF and files throughout LAX. ORD, MIA and ATL and carries exactly the same items throughout each airport and felt that he was racially discriminated against by a specific 
TSO due to his race as a minonty. 

He feels that he was picked out of a line of people due to being a African American man. Afterwards his bags and person was searched thoroughly by a TSO, including a invasive paldown. He called for a TSM to come to the checkpoint and made a 
formal complaint with him. 

Date Time--4-21-14--at 5: 15pm-5:45pm. 
Gate or Terminal--(The they have only one 1erminal and gale for SW flights) 
Airline-SW 

412212014 Flight #- SW~fi~1g_h_t 5_3 ___ -
11 :33:41 TSM s name-!(b)(ff•, [The caller said that the TSM knew who the actual discriminating TSO s name is) 

AM 
I apologized to the caller and explained that we need to have his complaint in writing to make it legal, so I m going to transfer him to an MB specialist at this point-Eiill:§I] 

Resol ut ion: 

Confirmed information collected by [§Rfilin regards to the passengers civil rights complaint. Advised caller that his complaint must be submitted in writing to be addressed as a formal complaint. I will forward you an email with instructions to file the 
complaint formally. Please complete and return to us via email or writing upon completion. 



412212014 
4:21 27 

PM 

Date 4/22120 14 
Time: 1030-1130 
Airporl: ATW 
Date/Time of Travel: 4122/2014 @ 11 :33 
Airline & Flight Number: Delta 3594 
Checkpoint Security Sere en i ng ( one and only) 
Complainl: I am TSA pre-approved due 10 my high security cleJrance and the trust the govt places in me due to extraordinary vetling processes. At Appleton airport loday, the TSA agents asked to test my Saline and Cleaning Solution because it was 
more than 3 ozs. That was right and proper. Both bottles showed a slight color change, which is pretty strange since these very same bottles have been tested by TSA several times before. I strongly suspect incompetence in running the test, poorly 
cal, brated equipment. or poor testing sol ut,on. Instead of che c kmg their cal i bra ti on. they made me wait 15 minutes for a supervisor to show up. I think her name was Mary. Mary d ec1d ed th at this was a massive security problem and reacted 
completely disproportionately. She ordered ever single item removed from my bags and vest and tested. She basically had my stuff tom apart ... taking another 15 minutes. She then swabbed each and every item. Then she decided to have me hand 
patted down. The hand pat down was the mosl invasive I have ever experienced. The man who did ii touched my genilals 4 times. The pat down was completely unwarranled in this situalion and the manner in which it was done was completely 
inappropriate. It amounted to forced sexual assault. I strongly suspect that this level of invasion of my constitutional rights had a lot to do with my skin color and last name being foreign sounding. I believe that I was racially profiled and that I was 
criminally assaulted at gunpoint. I want this matter fully investigated. Now. I want all those who were involved brought to disciplinary action, sent to remedial training, and I would like an apology from TSA for this egregious abuse of power. This 1s 
what I expect to see in a third world country ... not the United States where I put my life on the line to keep everyone safe as part of my job. If remedial action is not taken, I will strongly consider a civil rights lawsuit and criminal charges of sexual 
assault. 

w,(6) 

412212014 
4:59:15 

PM 

Lel"s Work To ether to Cure Parkinson"s in our Lifetime 
b1(6i 

HYPE RL INK "http :I lwww. Cy be rD efe n seAgency .com "www. Cyb erDefenseAge ncy. com 
Ca Iler was required to go through a pat down and A IT because she requested her homeopathic medical ions not be exposed to xray screening , 
Informed caller 10 ask for a PSS and then she asked how 10 complain and I informed her how to contact the CSM through oplion 5 on the IVR .All hough there is no scientific evidence to support or confirm eflecls of x-ray screening on medicalion, as a 
customer service initiative. the Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ augmented its screening procedures by adding alternatives for screening medications and associated supplies. X-ray screening of all medications remains the preferred 
protoco I at screening checkpoints; however. individuals may request a visual sere en i ng of medications and associated supp Ii es at any 11 me. I nd1v1d ua Is who request that their medications a re screened visually may receive add i t1ona I screening. 

Feedback Type · Request for Information 
Categories : Traveling with a Disability or Medical Condition; Screening Current Date/Time 4/2212014 5: 17:49 PM Airport Select One Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number · southwest 

412212014 Checkpoint/Area of Airport was prechecked TSA Employee: (If Known) ? 
6:27:31 Comment . Hi I use homeopathic medicine in liquid form. Very very expensive. I choose to have them hand checked and not go through X-ray per doctors advice. Usually I realize I must get patted down. The last flight I was on recently they made me 

PM go through the screener/scanner and be patted down. Nothing beeped.Seems its inconsistent at all airports as to procedures. It was my understanding if I was to be patted down I would not have to go through the scanner. One or the other?• I'm very 
sensitive to both the radiation and the pat down/glove composition due to chronic medical illness Would you like a response? , True Passenger's Name @hone Number: 

Email[b)(61 j 

412312014 

To leave a comment concerning m,seedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:~b)(61 I 
Date Time: 412212 14 11 ,02:3 r PM 
-------------------------------------------------------------------

8:31:28 Nam b1(6) -----------~ 
AM Emai~b~·•~1(6~·~1 ----~--~ 

Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate cree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 
CommentscWhile patting down my genitalia, TSA Security insisted I maintain direct eye contact during the exam. As Security stoked my vaginal area, I began crying and closed my eyes. Security then threatened me with detention ii I failed to 
mainlain direcl eye contact during all portions of the exam ... and then she started again ... from the beginning. I was separated from my disabled husband for lhis "exam". I realized I risked losing my husband in a foreign city and missing our flight if I 
did not comply. Through my tears I al lowed her eyes to Io ck with mine as she stroked me. I did this under extreme duress. This was disgusting. u nne ces sa ry and a viol at ion of my psyche. How do es t ra um atizi ng a senior citizen help keep America 
safe? 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 4/231201412:28:05 AM Airport SEA - Seallle-Tacoma International Date/Time of Travel: 0412212014 5:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: NIA Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
Concourse D TSA Employee: (If Known) · Various, Unknown Comment · rm employed by Alaska Airlines as a captain for the past 23 years. Normally I access the SEA concourses via the Known Crew Member (KCM) program. Today I needed to 
access my work area, even though I wasn't scheduled to fly. Since I wasn't in uniform, I wasn·t able to use the KCM access point I was directed to the employee lane when I approached the screening checkpoint. and my company ID was clearly 
visible, with the words &quot:Crew&quot: printed on the front of the ID badge. I was initially given grief by a TSA employee since I &quot:didn"t have a boarding pass for entry into the sterile area&quot;. After explaining to the TSA employee that I 
needed to access my work area, which conlained my company mailbox, or V-file, I was direcled to the &quot:pre&quot: lane. Since I was in the &quot:pre&quot: lane I wasn't certain as 10 whether I needed to remove my shoes or not so I asked a TSA 
screener who was was quite rude and discourteous as she then directed me to a different lane so I could be screened by the backscatter imager. rather than a simple magnetometer. At this point I had already placed my personal items which included 
my watch, wallet. company ID. cell phone, as well as my iPad, into the plastic bin prior to being directed to a different lane. At this point I declined the backscatter imager and requested a pat-down in lieu of the backscatter imager. Initially I was given a 
difficult time for asking for alternative security screening, but after standing my ground I was finally told to sit and wait for a screener. Meanwhile my personal items are already through the x-ray machine, at the end of the belt and I'm no longer in a 
position to even see my items. While waiting for a screener, I was required to sit for 2-3 minu1es while I was not able to keep my personal arlicles in sighl. When the screener did finally arrive I was handled for a pat-down in a fast, efficient and 
courteous manner. 

412312014 Concerns I have are as follows: 

8:32:03 
AM 

(1) Why am I given a difficult time accessing my work area with a valid company ID, just because I'm in civilian clothes? We do have some flights that we operate as all freight flights, and when we do so we are not required by our company to wear our 
umfo nms, and sometimes when flying a freighter there are ti mes we do need to access our work area in the passenger te rmrn al even tho ugh we a re de parting I ate r from the Ire ight terminal. Al tho ugh this was not the case for me today, I did need to get 
to my work area and I did had my valid company ID. 

(2) We have been told my our association, ALPA, not to subject ourselves to addition ionizing radiation from the backscatter i magers due to the fact that we get enough radiation exposure on the job in the cockpit. In the past with a company issued ID 
l"ve been allowed to use the trad1t1onal magnetometer rather than the backscatter imager. so why was it different today. Interestingly numerous passengers in front of me. as well as behind me, were allowed to use the magnetometer, so why wasn't I? 

(3) I was placed in a position where I wasn't able to view my personal items for 2-3 minutes? If my items are taken ar stolen. who is going to replace my cell phone, watch, wallet, and iPad? 

As an airline pilot I certainly understand and appreciate the job that TSA does. as my life_ and the lives of my passengers and crew depend on it. The issue I have in writing this complaint is why am I treated poorly when not in uniform even though I've 
got a company issued ID rm using to access my place of work? 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name fbl(ffi !Phone Numberk._b_)'-'(_6'-1 __ __,! Email k._b_i~(_6'"1 ________ ~I To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link: http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/Appl1cationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Disability or Medical Condition: Professionalism/Customer Service Cun-ent Date/Time, 4/23/2014 8:05:15 AM Airport: DCA - Washington Reagan National Date/Time of Travel: 04/21/2014 9:40 AM Airline & Flight Number· DELTA 
1444 Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl : Security screening patdown TSA Employee: (If Known) : female, &quot;the best we have&quol; + manager Comment : During a rouline trip home to DTW from DCA, my husband and I (bolh 63 yrs old) beeped when 
we went through the xray scanners and were told we needed male and female assist. Before we even went through them, we told the agents that he had bilateral hip replacements and I had double knee replacements. After waiting more than 15 
minutes lo r an &quot a ss1st&q uot: al I went fine for my husband but my pat down was ho rrifyrng. The agent was beyond thorn ugh to the point of re aching under my bra and groping between my I eg s. She had me spread my I egs apart twice and jam med 
the side of her hand on either side of my vaginal area. I have an autoimmune condition in that area that is being treated by a rheumatologist. It was finally starting to heal and become less painful until that agent invaded me so badly I could hardly walk 

4123/2014 to the gale. The healing process of my condition has been set back 10 lhe beginning with raw sores and visits required to the Universily of Michigan specialists due to her aggressive, insensitive disregard for me. All she really needed to do was use her 
10: 13:4 7 wand to check me out in the scarecrow position like all other TSA agents have done for years. We fly frequently and have never had a situation like this. I was very polite, never complained, other than an &quot;ouch&quot:, and didn't even panic when I 

AM didn't have my boarding pass when I left her station. It was later found on the floor. but she wouldnl even help me look for 11. She was busy talking/laughing to another agent a few stalls over. If she were my employee, she would lose her job. I did not 
see her name on the ID tag, but I think someone refe n-ed to her as Re nee, 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name · (b)(ff:, 
Phone Number"h-·'"11-!r;""·.,--'-'"--'----.-----' 

Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning ,s eedback, follow this link : http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 412312014 8:05:15 AM Airport DCA - Washington Reagan Nalional Date/Time of TrMel 04/2112014 9:40 AM Airline & Flight Number: DELTA 
1444 CheckpoinUArea of Airport· Security screening patdown TSA Employee: (If Known)· female, &quot;the best we have&quot: + manager Comment. During a routine trip home to DTW from DCA. my husband and I (both 63 yrs old) beeped when 
we went through the xray sea nne rs and were told we needed ma I e and fem ale assist. Belo re we even went through them, we to Id the agents that he had b1 I ate ra I hip rep I ace me nts and I had double knee re placements. After wa iii ng more th an 15 
minutes for an &quot:assist&quot; all went fine for my husband but my pat down was horrifying. The agent was beyond thorough to the point of reaching under my bra and groping between my legs. She had me spread my legs apart twice and jammed 
the side of her hand on either side of my vaginal area. I have an autoimmune condition in I hat area that is being treated by a rheumatologisl. II was finally starting 10 heal and become less painful uni ii I hat agent invaded me so badly I could hardly walk 

4/2312014 to the gate. The healing process of my condition has been set back to the beginning with raw sores and visits required to the University of Michigan specialists due to her aggressive, insensitive disregard for me. All she really needed to do was use her 
10: 13:4 7 wand to check me out in the scarecrow position like all other TSA agents have done for years. We fly frequently and have never had a situation like this. I was very polite, never complained, other than an &quotouch&quot:, and didn't even panic when I 

AM didn't have my boarding pass when I left her station. It was later found on the floor, but she wouldn't even help me look for it. She was busy talking/laughing to another agent a few stalls over. If she were my employee, she would lose her job. I did not 
see her name on lhe ID tag, but I think someone referred to her a:filill:fil] 

4/23/2014 
10:55:15 

AM 

Would you like a res onse? . True 

Passenger's Narcm_e~------.----' 
Phone Number b)(ff', 
Email b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Disability Description: Caller has me1a1 in his body. 

Response Details: Anytime there was metal in the body, let the officer know where the metal was located in the body. If there was an alarm during screening the officer will give a patdown to clear any alarm. They are Just verifying 11 was the metal in 
the body instead of something on the body. 

I explained to him regardless of the type of screening he would get, if there was an alarm during screening they will have to give a patdown to clear any alarm. 
The procedure for a patdown may include the removeal of the shoes and belt. I was sorry he did not understand this might happen or wasnt explained to him. 

If you believe you or someone else was discriminaled against, he could file a formal complaint. He did not want 10 do this. 

TSA has created not1f1cation cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about any d1sab1lity, medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from secunty screening. their use 
may improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their conditions. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gov. 
I explained to him how to go on and find the card and it was a PDF file. 
If he could not get the ca rd he cou Id write the information on a piece of paper if he wanted too, it was for comm uicat ion only. we do nt require them. 

He can always ask to leave on his shoes if it made it difficult to remove his shoes or he can ask for a chair to sit in. 

He had spoke to the people that helped him get PreCheck but I dont think they explained to him that screening for metal in the body so he felt it would elimate some of the screening for him. 

Email was sent 

Incident Details: Caller has joined TSA PreCheck. 
He has disabilities. 
He isnt happy that he had to still go through screening and remove his shoes and belt as well. He had went through the PreCheck line and still had to strip down. 
He ask about a card he was told he could get. 
He says it was hard to take off his shoes and people were bumping into him, he did not have a chair to sit in. 



4/2312014 
2:14:24 

PM 

412312014 
4:09:29 

PM 

4123/2014 
4:09 34 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es 01 her; Screening 
Current Date/Time· 4123/2014 1:39:37 PM Airport: ONT - LA/Ontario International Date/Time of Travel· 04/21/2014 3:15 PM Airline & Flight Number· Southwest 620 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· screening area TSA Employee: (If Known): Female 
Comment : My daughter, who is an attra ct1ve and petite rn i nor was flying a Ione. back to her lathe rs house in Nevada lo 11 owing her spring break vacation with me in Cal 1/o mi a. She was 'pre-screened' and moved quickly th ru the sere en i ng a re a. as she 
always has in the past. Because She is a minor, I always get an escort pass to take her to her gate and wait with her for her flight to board. I have done this several times in the past and have never had an issue walking thru the metal detector right 
behind her. But this lime I was told to go thru ,-ray scanner, I opted oul for health concerns and had to wait for an employee for a pat down. This caused me great concern for 2 reasons. One, my personal belongings, including my cell phone, ID and 
credit cards which were not in a wallet or purse, were sent thru the xray machine and just sitting out in the open an the other side where every person walking by has access to them. And Two, My daughter was alone, unsupervised and had NO idea 
why I wasn't right behind her as I always had been. She was frightened and alone, while I waited for someone to be available for my pat down. i FULLY cooperated and never gave the tsa employees attitude. but when I asked for an explanation opn 
why it was different this time. I was given attitude in return. Following my pat down, I was approached by another tsa employee who indicated my daughter forgot she had her body spray was in her carry on bag and that it was too large of a bottle to go 
on the plane. So I was told I had to take ii back to lhe car or lhrow it away. Seeing as it was brand new and she just bought it lhe evening before lhe flight, she was shocked, and exiremely sad that they wanted to throw it oul. So I said I would take it 
to the car, and they then informed me that she was not allowed toga with me since she was already checked in for her flight. So now she is vulnerable, and has ta wait alone, completely unsupervised, in a public place with a large crowd of rushing, 
moving strange rs and commotion, a 11 the wh1 I e afraid to miss her flight because of the de I ays so far. I asked if she could at I ea st sit near the security area, and they said NO. she could wait on a bench aero ss the way. So he re 1s my be aut1fu I 14-yea r 
old daughter ALONE in a crowded and busy airport with a flight that leaves in just 10 minutes, listening to all the announcements, wondering ii they are talking about her flight, and her mom is leaving to go all the way back to the car. When I returned, 
they had me come back thru the screening area and AGAIN my cell phone, credit card and ID are just sitting at lhe end of the ,ray belt accessible to anyone walking, and wail AGAIN to go lhru a SECOND pat down by the exacl same female tsa 
employee that did it the first time, delaying us getting ta her gate, which was RIGHT as they called her boarding group. This entire experience has caused great stress to my daughter and me. I feel it is completely unacceptable to leave minor children 
unattended not just once, but TWICE for an extended period of time with no way of communicating to them what is happening or why. Especially since I was supposed to be her ESCORT' 
Would you like a rlspoo;,e? -Inw 
Passenger's Nam,t;.__ b-'1_(6--'.•-' ___ _. 
Phore t::l11mber · 
Ema11tb)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Disability or Medical Condition: Screening Current Date/Time · 4/2312014 2:36:03 PM Airport . SDF - Louisville International Date/Time al Travel : 04/22/2014 1 :30 AM Airline & Flight Number · 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : Hey guys, I don'I usually complain since we all work together, but this was obno,ious. I am a pilol and I was !raveling 10 work nol in uniform bul I had my ID on. I am pregnant AND TSA precheck cleared, bul I still had 10 gel a full body pal 
dawn because I declined the body scanner. The precheck line and the line I was in bath had active metal detectors but I wasn't allowed in there. 
Now I am OK with the liquids and gels for non-uniform, but you have to understand there are MANY occasions when we are traveling for work and the uniform 1s not required. Also, I believe having my PILOT badge on should be a signal that I donl 
need a pat down. 
Knowing your procedures, I checked my bags, however the pal down was ridiculous. Being pregnanl doesn't make me a threal! 
Would you like a response? . True 

Passenger's Narm.,.e_,,/"'h"'.l""IR'-"-·., --..---' 
Phone Number (b i(6i 
Email h·11r;··, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Cur,-ent Date/Time· 4123/2014 2:31 :50 PM Airport· ICT - Wichita Mid-Continent Date/Time of Travel, 04/20/2014 6:00 AM Airline & Flight Number· AA Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Checkpoint TSA Employee; (If Known)· 
Comment: I was traveling as one adull with a 6-year old and an infanl in the stroller. First incident - I was assured that the small botlle of water I had, I could keep ii, as it was meant for my infanl daughter - only to see a TSA lady on the other side of 
the frame tossing it in the garbage. But what I totally didn't understand was that when they found two jars of Gerbes baby food in my diaper bag, it was in original packaging, bought in the stare, granted it was 6oz, but clearly it was meant for my 
daughter and for the duration of the trip. I was told that either I have to open the jars, or they will search all my belonging and do a full pat down on me. I asked for the reasoning of that. because I don't see how two Jars of food pose a threat on anyone, 
especially when I travel with two children, alone. One of the TSA ladies was clearly a new hire, and I was her training doll. It was humiliating in front of my son, and certainly it didn't speak highly about the TSA personnel ability of good judgement. I 
found on your website that when it comes to baby food, I can have greater than the limiled amount, and I also read thal I may be asked to open them. But I have not found where it says that I would be searched, even e,plained how they are going to 
check my private area, it was just plain ridiculous. If you need someone to train your people on, use a dummy person, not a real person. My original travel was from NYC. where the TSA personnel pulled me aside and let me walk through the 
checkpoint without a sweat. Wichita airport mu st have some confidence issues. 

Siocerelv 

1s eedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



From: do notrep I y@Co ntactUs. tsa. dhs. gov [ mai Ito :do notrep ly@Co ntactU s. Isa .d hs. gov) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2014 3: 11 PM 
To: TSAExlemalCompliance 
Subject Contact Us: Civil Rights Civil tiberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hltp: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

······················;:::=:;:::::::====;------····························· 
Remote Client 1ftb 1(6) 
Date Time: 4 23 2'"0~1--4~3~:~11~:2~7=P~M~ 

Attachment: 
1 )Inform ati an about the person who experienced the civi I rights ci vi I Ii be rti es vi a I ation 
(fill in what you can) 
Yes 

412312014 First and Mid d I e Name 

4:09:40 ~ 
~e: 

PM !(b)(61 I 
~aio Phone· 
_b,(61 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

PO Box or Street address: 
!(b1(61 
City: 
Indianapolis 
State: 
IN 
Zip: 
46259 

Caller fiew from ANC to SEA lhen to MSP on Saturday. He went through screening on Salurday. He has a cardiac implant and another implant in his lower abdomen. His whole belly region caused an anomaly. He put his hands under his shirt, he felt 
his heart implant, down his belly, and then went up again. He felt graped and assaulted by the officer. He didn t use the back of hands. He said that he felt like he had been raped. It was an African-American male wha conducted the patdawn. He did 
not get his name. He asked the passenger what do they want me to do. He didn t even know what he was supposed to be doing. He told him that he had the implants before screening began. He did not offer a private screening, he did not even 
mention it. The caller was very upset about the incident. 

412312014 Airport- AN C 
5.01 ,25 Airline- Alaska 

-PM Flight#- 108 
Dale• 4 23 14 around 10:00·10:30 pm 

Because your comp I amt concerns the conduct of TSO s at a specific airport. we have forvva rded a copy to the Customer Sup port Manager at th at I ocation. TSA mo ni to rs the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track Ire nds and spot 
areas of concern that may require sp eci a I attention, This ongoing process enables us to ensure prom pt. corrective action whenever we determine that security screening po Ii ci es need modi fi cation or specific employees or screener teams a re the 
subjects of repeated complaints. 
Told the caller that I could not guarantee that a CSM would contact him but I would forvvard his information to make them aware of the situation. 
Caller fiew from ANG to SEA then to MSP on Saturday. He went through screening on Saturday. He has a cardiac implant and another implant in his lower abdomen. His whole belly region caused an anomaly. He put his hands under his shirt, he felt 
his heart implani, down his belly, and then went up again. He felt groped and assaulled by the officer. He didn t use the back of hands. He said that he felt like he had been raped. II was an African•American male who conducted the paldown. He did 
not get his name. He asked the passenger what da they want me to do. He didn t even know what he was supposed to be doing. He told him that he had the implants before screening began. He did not offer a private screening, he did not even 
mention 11. The caller was very upset about the incident. 

412312014 Airporl• ANC 
5_01 ,25 Airline- Alaska 

-PM Flight#- 108 
Date- 4 23 14 around 10:00-10:30 pm 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport, we have forvvarded a copy to the Customer Support Manager at that location. TSA monitors the number and nature al complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot 
areas of concern that may require sp eci a I attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prom pt, corrective action whenever we determine that security screening po Ii ci es need mod iii cation or specific employees or screener teams a re the 
subjects of repeated complaints. 
Told lhe caller that I could nol guaranlee thal a CSM would con1ac1 him but I would forvvard his information 10 make them aware of lhe situation. 



Caller fiew from ANC to SEA then to MSP on Saturday. He went through screening on Saturday. He has a cardiac implant and another implant in his lower abdomen. His whole belly region caused an anomaly. He put his hands under his shirt, he felt 
his heart implant. down his belly, and then went up again. He felt groped and assaulted by the officer. He didn t use the back of hands. He said that he felt like he had been raped. It was an African-American male who conducted the patdown. He did 
not gel his name. He asked the passenger what do they wanl me 10 do. He didn t even know what he was supposed 10 be doing. He told him thal he had lhe implants before screening began. He did nol offer a privale screening, he did not even 
mention it. The caller was very upset about the incident. 

4/2312014 Airport- ANC 
5,01 ,25 Airline- Alaska 

Flight#- 108 
PM Date- 4 23 14 around 10:00-10:30 pm 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Support Manager at that location. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot 
areas al concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the 
s u bJects of repeated complaints. 
Told the caller that I could not guarantee that a CSM would contact him but I would forward his information to make them aware of the situation. 
I understand how important security checks are, but my experience flying out of Reagan national airport on US Air was very disturbing. I am a 67 yr. aid woman and have bilateral knee replacements. I had very rude treatment from the female agent 
doing a total body pat down. I am a breast cancer survivor and the ch eek of the ch est area was very emb arra ssrng. I am not prudish about any of this be cause for one. I am used to this ( I fly a lot), and I am a registered nurse. I would never be th is 
rude to another human being and have never experienced this kind of treatment, 

4/2312014 I think some of these agents need to have training in awareness of how this affects pea pie. I don't expect anything ta be done about this. if anything I don't ever want to go through this again. I live in the Minneapolis area, and have never experienced 
6:05:05 this at the Twin Cities Airport, people there are very kind and conscientious. 

PM 
!(b)(61 

4123/2014 
8:0441 

PM 

Sent from my iPad 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl-(b_-_1(_6_--, --~ 
Dale Time: 4/2312014 7:22 29 PM 

Nam~b,(61 I 
Emai{b)(61 I 
Comp a, nts: b, scou rteous/ Rude Em p oyee. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):EVAAirlines Flight BR 15, bound for Taipei, Taiwan on April 23, 2014 at 00:10 am. 
Comments:This incident occurred belween 10:30 and 11 :00 in the evening of April 22 (Tuesday). A tall, brown-haired (worn in large braids), brown-skinned, Latina-looking woman was rude to me while giving me a pat-down. I had followed all lhe 
rules when I put my things through the baggage scanner. and I also obediently went through the body scanner. Without warning, I was pulled aside and subjected to a pat-down. This brown-skinned, Latina-looking woman (1 hate racially profiling 
anyone, but I did not get her employee number so I have to use these details to identify her) probably noticed the shock on my face, because she said, VERY TAUNTINGLY. "What's the problem? What's the problem?" She barked the words at me. 
Before I could get her employee number, she stopped searching me and said , "Okay. GO, Yoo-ho o ! " very rudely, B eha vi or Ii ke this does not speak wel I a bout your country, As a frequent vi si tor to the USA I've received much better treatment from the 
SFO, Sea-tac, Houston, and Honolulu TSA employees than I did last night at LAX. I also noliced thal mosl of the employees working at that hour were rude and unprofessional. They were always barking orders at us as if we couldn't understand 
English. A lot of foreign visitors use the LAX airport, and rm sure a lat al them form negative opinions of the U.S. whenever they're treated rudely by these employees. 



412312014 
8:05:53 

PM 

412312014 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name!(b)(ff1 
Email Addre~-s~s-: f'""h-.. ,-IR-.-, ----~--------------~ 
Address: Zipcode: 94404 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N at,ona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Chicago 0\ Hare International Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 
Caller wants 10 know what children are pulled aside for screening. Her 13 yo is flying alone. She was pulled aside for a pat-down. Caller is apalled that they would pull a young girl out and pal her down. 

The re is no exemption lo r s eco nda ry screening: even babies a re subject to secondary screening. 

Caller asked why? Her brother thoughl thal something alarmed when she went through. 

If an al a nm sounds. they must clear it with the pat-down. 

Caller will call lhe police in DEN. If I his was in any way .. caller is appalled. Caller is in PA; her daughter is in the air. 

She knows that the screeners ... How would you feel 1/ it were your 13 yo? 

8: 15:44 I advised that I cannot address comments thal ask for an opinion .. I will have to turn you down. 
PM 

Who should she speak to about procedure in the agency? 

I offered to have the caller speak 10 my supervisor. 

Escalation Noted(b 1(6) ! 
The caller is complaining about her 13 year old daughter she is flying from Den to Pit on a Southwest flight leaving at 5:25pm, She was traveling with her older brother. She was very concerned about the way she was screened and the TSO s didnt try 
to reassure her. 

I provided the number to the CSM at DEN 303-342-6512 and advised her to give as much flight detail she can give when she calls him. I also told the caller that we regret that happened to her. 



412312014 
926:24 

PM 

Disability Description: The passenger has an artificial knee and he has a balance problem. 

Response Details: Be signed by the complainanl or someone aulhorized to sign on behalf of lhe complainant. 

For your comp I amt to be cons1d e red comp I ete according to Department of Home I and Security Regu I ati o ns. 

I do recommend calling us in advance so we can submil a request for assistance at least 72 hours before the flight. 

You can a I so ask for a PSS at the che c kpornt. 

Passengers may still have additional screening and he may nol receive it for every flighl. 

I wi 11 send information by emai I. 

lncidenl Details: The caller had booked a flighl for someone. He is a Vietnam vel and she has never had any problem with PreCheck. They have been able to accommodale I hat for him. This time when he traveled they made him take everything off, 
his shoes and belt. He had special assistance before and made him wait for an agent with a patdown. He stands there and tries to balance while people are walking around. He had a wheelchair with assistance and did a search. He has been 
!rave Ii ng s i nee November and this is the Ii rst 11 me and he had to stand for 15 minutes for someone to get a patdown. They understand the security. They informed them of his dIsa b1 Ii ty. She watched h, m as he I eft Pa Im Beach. She was watching h, m 
as people were pushing past on his early flight, it was 6:00 AM from STL. She says they did the same thing to him in STL. He had a 7:25 AM from PBI. They made him take off his braces on his hand as well. Passengers were pushing passed him for 
his flights as well as she walched him Iry to balance. 

Departure: 
Airport: STL 
Airline: American 
Flight 1695 
Date 4-16-2014 
Time: 6:00 AM 

Return 
Airport: PBI 
Airline: American 
Flight 1425 
Date: 4-22-2014 

Caller slated she lives in CT and is in shock. She stales that she was swabbed with an alcohol swab of some sort. Her items were examined. Her privates were touched and she is not pleased because she feels thal she was taken advantage of. 
Examination was explained by officers of the same gender. She states that she missed her flight, because she was touched inappropriately. She cried while the examination process occurred. She would like ta speak with a supervisor. 

Escalation Notes:jrh··,1r;·, I 
4123/2014 The caller is upset aboul the patdown she received going through lhe checkpoint. She has missed her flight and she wants 10 know how we can get her home. She also wants to know why she got a patdown. The caller isn t upsel with the TSO s thal 
10: 14:52 petiormed the patdown. The tone of the call was mare about the procedure al the patdown. 

PM 
I told the caller that I regretted that she had that experience going through the checkpoint. I provided her the number to the CSM at FLL and advised her to contact the airline to see if they could help her get a flight out. 

!(b1(6i ! 

412412014 Caller was flying from BDL and upon arrival at CLT she has discovered that money is missing from her carry on bag and she was not allowed 10 watch the TSO while he was inspecting her bag. 

1 O:S 7:21 Informed caller haw to contact the CSM directly through option 5 on the IVR.When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property during a patdawn or private screening. TS Os have been trained to maintain control and sight al the 
passenger's ,terns and to ensure that the passenger is reunited with his or her property once 11 clears x-ray screening. 

AM 



4/2412014 
12:16:50 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP~kb_,~(6_1 ___ ~ 
Date Time: 4124/2014 11 :39:41 AM 

Name b- ff", 
Email b)(ff1 
Comp a, nts: na pp ro pn ate cree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flt#AA2426/US Air/terminal 3/LAXIGale 41 
Flt#2056/USAir/term. ?/TPAIGate F86 
Flt#1762/US Air/terminal 3/LAX/Gate ?? 
Flt#1810/US Air/terminal 3/TPAIGate ?? 
Comments:Complaint refers to all four flighls going lhru TSA Precheck. I have a trusted traveler pass for TSA prechecl<tb)(ff:, ! 1 have Titanium hips. Every lime I went lhru the approved TSA precheck line I had to go back thru lhe scanner, 
remove my shoes and belt and then be patted down. What is the purpose of having a Trusted Traveler approved TSA precheck if you are going to be searched and patted down just like a regular traveler just because you have titanium hips?? Since I'm 
a trusted traveler wouldn't that be clearance enouqh? I wasted $100 and my time applyrnq for this clearance? 
Caller wants 10 know what caused a patdown on a AIT? She always gets patted down, she states that she was patted down al Phoenix Sky Harbor Airpor1. Caller states thal she was raped at a young age and she states that she has pain or she jumps 
a lot when she is touched. She states that the TSO officer that was patting her down she was pushing into her left breast and she states that she told the officer several times that it was hurting her and the officer did not listen to her, she states that she 
/el t very vi o I ated and she felt as if she was being raped al I over ag am. Ca 11 er states that this 1s unacceptable. 

Airporl: Phoenix Sky Harbor 
Date: 04 23 2014 
Time: 5:45pm 
Airline: Southwest Airlines 
Gate:C1 
Flight Number: 331 
Two Gentleman that spoke to her after this incident occurred were really nice and she appreciates that and they gave her a TSA precheck form so that she doesn t have to be palled down anymore. 

4124/2014 Caller slates lhat she travels from NC 10 Wisconsin a 101 and she has never had that experience. 
122318 

PM Advised caller: 
The majority of passengers can be screened without being touched by a Transportation Security Officer (TSO). Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 
seconds without the supporl of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through metal de1ec1ors only if they can walk lhrough on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can 
request to be screened using a thorough patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal 
detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If they feel comfortable, passengers who have difficulty 
being touched should inform the TSO that they may need assistance during a patdown. 

Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening. including a thorough patdown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of 
this right. 

Advised ca Iler that she should re ad a bout the TSA Precheck be fore signing up, because reg a rd less of her a pp I yi ng lo r it, if the re is an ala rm she would sti 11 need to be pa lied down. 

Advised caller that I did apoloQize in the way she was treated and that I will be forw-ardrnq this information to the CSM at the airport for review. 
To whom ii may concern, I was so aggravated on my flight home 10 Boston from Ft Myers Airport. Your staff was awful. As I stood in line very quietly and patiently, waiting to go thru lhe me1a1 detector, 2 women in fronl of me had 10 be told 6 times 
how to go thru the detector. I stood in bewilderment. Then one of your employees turns to me and says" you look confused·· I said me - no just watching the chaos of these two in front of me. He kept repeating·· you look confused - come this way· 
He then made me go thru the full body scan. I asked SEVERAL time why - NO ANSWER I was told rudely to stand here with my hands up I asked several more times why and expressed that I DID NOT WANT TH IS AND THEY TOLD ME TO 
STAND LOOK FORWARD AND PUT MY HANDS UP. I THEN PROCEEDED TO HAVE A PAT DOWN- I AGAIN ASKED WHY SEVERAL TIMES WITH NO ANSWER. AFTER SHE WAS DONE SHE SAID THERE WERE TWO SPOTS TO CHECK. 
Outcome - NOTH ING. Who trains these people. When someone expresses I hat I hey don·t want this or they ask why and you gel no answers there is something very WRONG with your procedures and employees. When I pay to fly I am providing 

412412014 them with a job when I use this airport. I will not be flying in or out of this airport ever again. It might not mean much to you BUT word of mouth and the internet go a million miles. 

6:05:54 fh ,/RI 
PM '-'--'-"-'-"------' 

Jet Blue Flight 1366 on April 8th 



Caller Is at the airport and has done everything to pre pa re her fi Ig ht. She stated she needs to speak with the DAF SD at SM F. She be Ii eves she is being treated in a di flerent way because of the co Io r of her s km She comp I am ed that she is being 
relu sed to go through the meta I detector and having to have the patd own, even though we have explained to her that she cannot choose the W TM D and must have a patd own under some c i rcums tan ces. She stated that she had to make them take her 
to a private Jrea. She stated lhat she could nol be around many men at once. She stJled they took all of her stuff away from her. They would not give her a woman. She staled she is a wounded warrior and cant deal with people touching her. 

She to Id them she can t go through the Al T and she can t do a patdown. She spoke to a supervisor who she stated was very rude and he hum i I 1ated her. 

The caller indicated lhat lhe names were: 
Superviso!(b )(6) !-told her that she had to get a patdown. 
She stated th at every person of another skin color was a 11 owed to go through the meta I detector. She is a di sab I ed veteran. 

4/24/2014 . , 
?-4 7 55 kb i(61 ~ Manager--lold her that she had 10 do a paldown 

· PM He told her that Kelly Dale. OAFS•, is his manager. She wants them to hold video tape, because she is being treated totally different. She has fibromyalgia, chronic migraines, and PTSD. She was in a wheelchair. She told them that she can walk 
through the meta I detector. They took her bags and I et them go through. They kept them from her lo r 20-30 minutes. so she does nt know what they did m that abse ns e. 
She stated that they did not have a female to assist her, as she asked for. 

0:ill&)oo k the ca 11. 
I advised that I would have information sent to her email as to how to file a formal complaint. 
She also asked for the CSM number at SMF, and I provided it. 
James Smith 
Phone: 916-83of b 1(6!1 

As a father of 2 and one on the way I was appalled when I saw this video online. There is NO REASON a TSA agent should be touching a child in this manner. I was sickened to my stomach when I saw this. I know TSA agents have a tough job but 
leave children out of this. This is only one of 3 or 4 videos I saw online. I even read m the story that the TSA agent made it clear to the parents that there would be "'trouble" if they refused to have their child touched. I am appalled. What is being done? 
Are the rules changing? This makes me not want to travel on an airplane with my 5 year old. 

http:/ lwww. n bcnews, com/id/42 56 88651 n sltra vel-news/tl pa rents-ca 1I-tsa-review-fri ski ng-afler-ki d-g ets-p at-down/ 

412412014 here is another one 

8:15:04 
PM 

4/24/2014 
8:15:08 

PM 

http:/ lwww. d a i I ym a i I . co, uk/ n ewsl a rticle-2 61 082 7 /Caught-camera-Moment-two-chi ldren-ag es-two-si x-g i ven-body-patd owns-airport-TS A-a gents. ht m I 

Shocked Parent, 

I love to fly and I am a regular customer of the friendly sky. However today is not one of those days. Normally.I am sympathetic with the TSA agents because their job is difficult enough trying to keep everyone safe while not invading their personal 
space. Today, I approached the check point knowing that my screening would be different than normal because for the last three months I have had a physical disability. I have a broken back and have to wear a medically necessary back brace. As I 
approached the check poinl. I spoke with agen (bl( b·•,(ffi and explained lhat I am wearing a brace for my whole upper body. I asked him what melhod would be used to screen me. He seemed confused by lhe question. He told me thal the only 
way to be screened was for me to undergo a fu pat down. I asked if I could go through the x-ray machine with my brace being tested like I did at the SMF check point. I was told no. He did a complete pat down, without missing a spot. He 
invaded my personal space. I wasn't too anno ed by the procedure and only became frustrated after I saw three more passengers with disabilities sent through the check point and not undergo the same invasive procedures. I felt singled out. At that 
point, I asked to speak with a supervisor b":1(6) I asked why I was singled out and she could not provide me with an answer. My reason for writing is that people with disabilities should be treated the same way. I did not appreciate being touched in 
an invasive manner unnecessarily. · · 

I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

l(b)(61 

Sent from my iPad 



412412014 

This is being for\'llarded to you to handle as you deem appropriate. 

Sincerely, 

Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties U.S. Department of Homeland Security 

---Original Message--
From !(b)(61 
Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 2014 4:20 PM 
To: CRCL 
Subject Fly Rights - New Report from Di Ive er Singh Vahali 

NOTICE: 

8:15:46 
PM You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights 1s a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA their Member of Congress. and the Sikh 

Coa Ii ti on. a civi I rights organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entities they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAa€'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name 1h··,1rr, 
Email Addr ~e_s_s-,: "'h"'·,-1R""·--, ___ ...___, 

Phone Numbe 1h·>1r;·-, 

Addressf""h-'-.1""1'-'R'-·-, _________ __,! Calabasas CA 91302 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

Caller is complaining I hat she is not able to fly withoul a patdown. Caller wanls to speak 10 someone above the CSM at SMF. 

kb 1(6 1 lotes: 
Caller said she is unable to get home. She is mentally and physically unable to do a patdown. That is the only option she is being given. She cannot do it based on everything she has had. She has had almost 2 1 2 hours of trauma inflicted on her by 

4124/2014 TSA. She lhinks that she was trealed in a disrespeclful manner. She has medical records for all of her disabilities. She doesn I believe anyone should be yelled al. She said thal the CSM lied to her to tell her that they called her to set up assistance and 
9:01 :35 that wasn t true, and he hung up on her. She said that she will stay in the airport until someone can either screen her without being traumatized, or someone has to take her to the hospital if he migraine situation doesn t go away. She wants a contact 

PM for the su pe rvi sor for the CSM . 

I advised her that she would need to fill out lhe forms that she was told she would be sent earlier to slart the complaint process thal she is discussing, and lhat we have provided her with the only contact informalion we have for someone at SMF. We 
do not have any further contact information for someone there. We do have a physical address for John Pistole if she would like that, but there is no phone number for him so that she could call him directly. She did not request the address, thanked me 
for the inform at1on. and ended the cal I. 



412412014 
9:07:48 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name!"'(b"-1"'(6,..I'-,--,,.,....---.._ _____________ _, 
Email Addressl1h·,1R··, 
Address: !._lh=··,1-'-R"·, _______ _. 
Zipcode: 87532 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
None of lhese 

Caller wants 10 know lhe policy regarding pat-downs. He is not gelling any assistance from the screeners or supervisor. They advised him that he can look up the manual on the website. He can I find it. What is the procedure? 

~oles• 

412412014 ~d that he is wanting to know information about the patdown procedure for private areas. He went through PreCheck and received an alarm from the WTMD, and his hands tested positive for something. He stated that it required a patdown and 

9. 36 , 34 they checked al I of his bags. They took him mto a private area, and when they conducted the p atdown of his sensitive a re as. they used the pa Im of their hands. He has received paid owns before. but he is always used to them using the back of their 
· PM hand when patting down his private areas. and he wants to know why this was done with the palm of their hands this time. When he asked them about this, he stated they infonmed him it was in the rule book, and he needed to look it up. He wants to 

know where he can get this informalion al. 
He said it was on the far west side at DEN. in the PreCheck line. and when they stamped his boarding pass, it says South 284. It took place around 6:30 pm on 4-24-14, and his flight was Southwest 687. He stated that he asked for the names of the 
supervisor and lead officer, who was conducting the patdown, but they only told him to look up the information. He said all he got of the last name of the lead officer was van der(something). 

I advised him that we would send lhe information to the CSM at that airport since he feels as though there was a problem with the patdown I hat he received. They would be able 10 provide him with more informalion about the process I hat look place, 
and would have contact information for him should they want to do any follow-up with him. I told him that he could get information about the patdown procedure on the website. 



4/25/2014 
8:34:34 

AM 

4125/2014 
8:3442 

AM 

Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Calegories Children 
Current Date/Time . 4/25/2014 7:58:45 AM Airport : Select One Date/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. I understand that baby food is exempt from 3-1-1. as long as it is not large amounts and just far that days flight. But why is it at mast airports that I have traveled with my children. I am not required to open the baby food. Yet at a couple we 
are asked to open Just about every time. Once the seal is broken on the baby food it is either required to be consumed or refridgerated with in 2 hours, and since we are flying we don't really have access to the refridgerator. This time requirement was 
introduced from the U .S department of Health and Human services, and can be found on their website http://www.foodsafety.gov/keep/types/babyfood/ 

I recently flew and was asked to open the baby food, or require a pat down of both me and my children if I did not. I had only pack 2 pouches of baby food, 1 for each child. I had 2 flights for the day. for a total travel time of 5 hours, just from take-off ta 
landing. I had planned for the food to be for the longer of our 2 flights. about 3hrs. However, since I didn't want all 3 of us to do a pat down (myself. 3yrs old. and 6mo ). I opened the food for the vapor test. 

Can I heir be a belier process for this, and or knowledge a bo ul why I his is not the same at al I airports? and can this be address/looked at again for pre-packaged , sea led b ab yfood s. Si nee this a ti me sensative i tern once i I has be en opened . 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email !rh,IR\ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : P role ssiona Ii sm/C ustome r Service; Screening Current Date/Ti me , 412512014 12: 17: 3 0 AM Airport · LAX - Los Angeles I nte rnat ion a I Date/Time of T rave I · 04105/20 14 8: 30 AM Airline & Flight Numb er , American 25 7 5 LAX-ABO 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: LAX American Airline - Terminal 4 (gale 42abJ TSA Employee: (If Known): female assistant, short, dark hair Comment : I was !raveling wilh my friend 10 ABO from LAX. At the security check poinl I have opted-out from lhe 
body scanner screening. I had to wait for 1 0minutes (8:35am-8:47am) for a female assistant. Friend of mine who got checked out in twice shorter time was waiting for me. The female assistant finally showed up at the check paint after she was called 
numerous times to assist me. Friend of mine saw this assistant to roll up her eyes at the moment she heard the request to assist me. The attitude of this employee was annoyed and her reaction was extremely slow. My feeling was that my request was 
a nuisance for her. For unknown reason she made the &quot;pat-down&quot: very unpleasant experience (slow, annoyed attitude). It is very strange that other employees at the check point did not know her name after I asked. (Does it mean that 
anyone in the TSA dress can unknowingly and noliceably enter the security area?) I also turned to the supervisor (STSctfilLJ to obtain her identificalion without success. My concerns are: Why do I have to wail 1 O minutes for screening if I pay the 
same security fee as other travelers? Why your em pl ayes make the screening process feel discriminating to travelers who refuse to pass through the body scanner? (Even for medical reasons). With the attitude of your employee I am loosing the trust 
and confidence in TSA agency to provide my safety while traveling. TSA supervisor (STSO[iill] assured me that he would talk to the employee (after I showed him the assistant). I would like to find out about the outcomes. I hope that my next 
experience at LAX terminal 4 wi 11 be more p I ea sa nt, Th an k you very much for answering a 11 my concerns and quest ions, 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · !rh··,1r;·1I 
Phone Number . 
Email !rh,IRI 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.go,IEDB2/ApplicationManager 



To whom 11 may concern, 

On Friday, March 14, 2014, United Airlines flight 1425 from ORD-ANC was diverted to Kenai Municipal Airport in Kenai, Alaska. The reason for lhe diversion was severe, unexpected winier weather at Ted S1evens International Airport in Anchorage, 
Al a ska. U pan arriva I in Kenai, we were advised that we wa ul d be getting more fue I and that we wa ul d be taking off far Anchorage as soa n as weather conditions perm it. 

While we were on the ground in Kenai, several problems began happening. We were beginning to run out of food and water. Our lavatory waste system was becoming extremely lull. The gauge was fully in the red. We were unable to let people off of 
the aircraft to use the lavatory because there was no TSA 10 re-screen them before lhey come back onboard. There were several heavy drinkers onboard, many of them upset that we wouldn't continue serving them alcohol lhroughout the tarmac delay. 

Alter several hours into our tarmac delay, the captain had Pizza Hut pizza and bottled water from a local Safeway grocery store delivered to the aircraft. all of which was not screened for dangerous articles. 

Meanwhile, while weather conditions in Anchorage were not showing any signs of improvement. our captain was about to time-out per FAA regulations. Finally, once the fuelers in Kenai arrive at our aircraft, we learn that they improperly fuel the 
aircraft. eliminating any chance of us leaving Ken a, on Friday even, ng. It was at th at point th at the passengers we re informed th at they would be de planing the a ire raft and to wait inside the term i na I bu i Id i ng lo r further i nstru ct,ons. 

412512014 After securing the aircraft, the pilot and flighl a11endant crew also deplaned and left the airport for our hole ls after wilnessing the sad scene of stranded passengers inside the terminal building. 

12'~~'38 On the morning of Saturday, March 15. 2014, at approximately 8:45AM Alaska time, I called ORD duty desk and spoke to superviso~bout the situation. She tells me that everyone has been rebooked on Alaska Airlines and that the crew 
would be le rry i ng the plane to AN C , Th en she co CTects herse If and te 11 s me that our fiig ht w i 11 be a revenue flight but assures me that everyone wi 11 be re-screened before getting on the plane. 

When we arrive at the airport, however, I quickly I e am from a i rpa rt op era ti ans emp I oye es th at none of the passengers a re ga i ng ta be re-screened. No body sea nne rs. Na X-ray machines. No metal d electors. No wands. Na pat downs. Nothing. As long 
as they could provide a government-issued ID matching their name on the passenger mamfe st. they would authorized to boa rd the plane. 

I called the duty desk again and asked to speak tollliRfil]since I was told that she was pu~rge of this situalion, bul she had already left for the day. Then I spoke to superviso (b·:,(61 He told me thal he didn'I know whal was going on in 
terms al TSAlsecurity with the flight but that he would call me back when he finds aut. Wher[Qlj].Jcalls me back, he informs me that all of the passengers will be reverse screened by T A once when we arrive in Anchorage. I inform him that doesn"t do 
anything for the safety of the passengers, crew, and aircraft on the flight from Kena, to Anchorage. now United flight 1763. Between the time that passengers were let off of the plane in Kenai on Fnday night and the time that they reboarded the plane on 
Saturday afternoon. they were free to go anywhere they wanted, including Wal-Mart. Home Depot, and other stores in close proximity to the airport where dangerous articles could be purchased. 

I tol~hat I was to going to speak ta our captain again, and that I would call him back. 

Alier further speaking to the captain. he insisted that he didn't le el these passengers posed a th re at to anyone and that they ju st wanted to get to Anchorage, W hi I e I agreed that most peop I e me an no ha rm, I reminded him th at TS A exists for a reason. 
and that, unfortunately, people simply cannot be trusled in this world that we currently live. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" . Professional,sm/Customer Service Current Date/Time : 412512014 10:57:04 AM Airport : MSP - Minneapolis-St. Paul International Date/Time of Travel : 04/2312014 7:30 AM Airline & Flight Number Delta #2392 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport · Door 6 checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) : Not Re I eva nt Comment , How long do the Ii nes at MS P need to get before you op en another lane? We had a 40 minute wait with only one Ii ne open, and numerous TS A 
agents standing around. 

~;5;~0
1~

4 Further, when are you going to get a body scanner for the pre-check only gate (gate 4 ?) at MSP? I often get pre-check status. but I have an implant that requires a scanner to avoid a pat down. I hear that this gate has considerable volume so it should 
PM warrant a scanner. 

Would you like a res onse?: False 
Passenger's N~.....,,;---~-.,__..1 
Phone Number b)(61 
Email b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller said he wants to report a theft from Tuesday evenmg because his jewelry was stolen at the checkpoint. He had a small personal brown bag he put with his coat in the bin for the conveyor. They did a Patdown so he could not see his bag or 
belongings. His diamond ring with 9 diamonds and a braided gold bracelet are missing from his coat pocket. 

RESPONSE: 

Told him I am sorry he had that experience. I will order a claim form to your email with instructions and send a copy of your Complaint to the customer Support Manager. 

CS M Referra I Information: 

Airporl: Denver (to BWI) 
4/25/2014 

2:10:39 Airline: Southwest 
PM 

4126/2014 

Flight#: Did not have 

Date: 4-22-14 

Departure time: 7:30 PM (He was at the checkpoinl around 5:30 PMJ 

Specific location - Terminal or Gate: The North End Terminal. 

Phone#: (Cell Jj,_(b_,_(6_) ___ ~ 

Ema;ifb)(61 I 
I was chastised for requesting to opt oul of scan. There was no female available to do pal down allhough many agents were having personal conversations. I ended up taking scan because of lime issue. 
personal conversation and was told again that there was no radiation and the scan was fine. I explained that I am a weekly traveller and well known doctors advise to opt out. 
This is the Ii rst airport that has resi sled opting out. The su pe rvi sor said they we re short staffed. 

9:~~48 l .... (b_,(_6_) ----' 

Sent from my iPhone 

I comp I a i ned to someone who was also in a 

My family and I came thru the TSA checkpoint for gate A16 at Newark airport on Sunday, 4/27/14. At the third screening location we waited in an incredibly slow line. As we approached the mag and AIT, our belongings went tgru the .ray and we waited 
for quite some time. My son was screened in the AIT but my 81 year old mother waited outside w me. She cannot lift her arm and i asked the TSO to allow her to pass thru the mag instead if waiting for the AIT. The tso told us only children can go thru. 
We were told that there were no more females so she could not go in. We waited more and were separated from our valubles on the other side of the belt. I asked for a supervisor and f:iill&J showed up. He told us that she could not be screened in the 
mag because the AIT was lhe primary screening tool. I asked him again and he denied. When my 81 year old mother 901 inlo the AIT she could nil lift her right arm and was brought out for a paldown. 

412712014 The incredible inefficiency showed by the supervisor and lack of concern showed for my mother 1s the reason TSA has such a poor reputation for travelers. 

3:3246 
PM I would hope that this matler will be invesligaled. Cerainly the numerous cameras in the checkpoint will accurately show whal took place. 

If someone would like to contact me, my phone 1sf~b_)_(_6_1 --~ 

l(b)(61 

Sent from my MetroPCS 4G Android device 



Disability Description: The callers son is autistic, and must drink Pediasure daily 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 

L1qu1ds, gels, and aerosols are screened by x-ray, and medically necessary items m excess of 3.4 ounces will receive additional screening which could include screening with bottled liquid screening technologies. Depending on the technology 
available at the checkpoint, a passenger could be asked to open the liquid or gel for screening. TSA will not touch the liquid or gel during this process. If the passenger does not want a liquid. gel, or aerosol x-rayed or opened, he or she should inform 
the TSO before screening begins. Addilional screening of the passenger and his or her property may be required, which may include a patdown. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA see ks to provide a high level of security and customer service to a 11 passengers who pass I hroug h our screening ch eek points. 
Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 

Because your comp I ai nt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 

412712014 1 offered to e-mail this information to the caller, and he accepted. 
3.41:33 

PM 

Incident Details: The caller and his family flew from MCI on April 27, 2014, and was transporting six bottles of Pediasure in carry-on luggage. At the checkpoint. the TSOs informed the passenger that all six bottles had to be opened for screening. He 
informed them that if the bottle was opened. then the I iqu id had to either be consumed at th at time or thrown away. The TSO continued to demand th at al I bottles had to be opened, or he wo u Id have to receive a patdown. This has never been asked of 
the passenger when traveling with these items. and he was confused. Finally, all of the bottles were opened, and had to be discarded as his son could not drink that much liquid, He wanted to know if this was the correct policy. but also wanted to file a 
complaint due to the atlilude of the TSOs. He did not feel thal the incident was discriminaIory or a failure to accomodate, bul rather a failure of cusIomer service. Addilionally, he did not understand why all six bottles had to be opened. 

Date and Time of Flight Apnl 27, 2014: 7:50 AM 
Departure Airport: MCI 
Airline: Soulhwesl Airlines 
Flight Number: 2325 
Time of Incident: Around 6:00 AM. 
Description of TSOs: Two younger. Caucasian females. 



Caller was concerned because when arriving from a flight from FL to NY the luggage was checked again and there was a NOi in the luggage. Caller was not upset over the checked luggage. Caller left home for a funeral with fresh pressed shirts and 
when they checked I ug gage it was not retu med back the same way. They we re wrinkled and he was conce med because they were not returned in the same condition. Ca 11 er said he does not ca re, other then the fact that the I uggage was not retu med in 
the same condilion. Every time he travels the luggage is checked. Caller said he is 80 years old and understands the need for check against terrorism. Caller is supportive of TSA, bul wished more care was taken during lhe inspection. Caller said 
bottles of medication Ii quid and face creams were in the re and another bag with e I ectri c shaving lotion and deodorant. Ca 11 er does not travel often. but every time his I ug gage is checked. Cal I er a I so said when going through the checkpoint, he wi 11 te 11 
th em he has an art1f1c1al h1 p and they perform a p atdown. Ca 11 er does not mind that but some pea pl e hate 11. Caller said TSA is doing a good job other th en the I ugg age b erng hand led. Cal I er wi 11 be retu ming from NY to Sanford. Caller said the re 
should be some way where individuals could be checked before and listed as non-terrorist. Caller does take a carry on luggage with pill medication and that is not a problem, They never question the shaving kit. medication. toothbrush and small 
toothpaste. Caller normally does not have problems wilh the checked luggage being in disarray. However after lhe loss of his son and already being upset, he felt he needed to call and let someone know. Caller wanted to know what is wrong wilh his 
I uggage that it is checked every time. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

A variety of security measures are applied to the screening of passengers and baggage, including random searches. Although a physical search may be required to clear an alarm, Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) are trained on professional 
and courteous sere en i ng procedures to make the process run smoothly and to reduce i nconve ni e nee. We reg rel that you were not s ati sfi ed with the service you received. 

412712014 TSA moni1ors the number and nature of complaints we receive 10 1rack I rends and spot areas of concern I hat may require special a11ention. This ongoing process enables us 10 ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we delermine that security-
354, 18 screening policies need modification or specific employees or teams are the subjects of repeated complaints. 

PM 

4/27/2014 
7:19:35 

PM 

Because the complaint conce ms security screening at a specific airport, we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Custom er Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 

There is TSA PreCheck, however that is for expedited screening through the checkpoint and not for checked luggage. Generally luggage is screened remotely by the automated in-line baggage screening system without a physical inspection. Should 
th ere be an a I a rm of the checked I ug gage such as: dense I y packed i terns or some things that can not be c I ea rty seen they must clear those a I arms with a physi ca I ins pe ct1on and include the NOi. 

Ai rpo r1: Sanford, FL 
Airline: Allegiant 
Flight# 738 
Date and Time: 4-27-14 8:00AM 

Baggage Tag~(b)(61 I 
Des c ri pt ion of the Bag: Dark brown e, panda ble cloth bag. Black tag with their contact information with the top hand I e. 
NOi: Nothing written or stamped 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: D1sab1lity or Medical Condition Current Date/Time 4127/2014 5 56 00 PM Airport ROC - Rochester-Monroe County Date/Time of Travel 04/27/2014 5 30 AM A1rt1ne & Flight Number Southwest 2615 Checkpo1nUArea of Airport 
Security checkpoint TSA Employee; (If Known) :kbl(ffl !Comment Because I have a 1nsul1n pump on my left side I was subiected to a full body pat down I been wearing a pump for years and normally I am required to pat the device 
and submit to a hand check. This supervisor kept asking me did I see lhe screen and what is showed. So I going 10 ask the young lady moniioring the screen what came up, he told her do not speak to him and told me to leave her alone. When I 
requested his name he then demanded my id and boarding pas and disappeared with them for a couple of minutes. I would like to know what he did with my information during that time. I have never been treat so rudely by a supervisor. Another 
gentleman came aver and told me wo u Id speak to the employee who conducted the pat down. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 

Passenger's Nam,,.,..e....,,..._~---,--' 
Phone Number · 
Email (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



412812014 
822:41 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Lost and Found: Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time: 4/2712014 9:44:34 PM Airporl: RST - RochesIer lnternalional Date/Time of TrMel 04/251201411:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: Delta Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
Security Check point. Only one in airport TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment : While preparing for security check I forgot my cell phone in my back pocket and fit bit in front left pocket. I was approaching xray when one of the male employees says isn't that a fit bit in your pocket. The only portion of the device showing 
was the clip on the outside of my jeans. I took it off and put in bin with my shoes and jacket. I thought well that is strange that he knew what that was or he is very observant. I had breast cancer and suffer from lymphaedema that requires a compression 
sleeve on my left arm. They swabbed my wrap and hands. When they put the swab in the machine somelhing triggered a red flag. I was nol surprised by the results because I had been going through tons of testing at lhe Mayo clinic that involved 
substances applied to my skin. They talked to me for a bit then took me behind the curtain for a pat down. I was not upset by the process as I appreciate the measures that are put in place ta keep us safe. I was very cooperative with the TSA staff. 
Even when they went through all of my paperwork swabbing 11 and the inside of my bnefcase and purse. The ladies that did the pat down were very professional and apologetic. After the process I put myself back together and emptied the bins. I 
walked 10 feet to my gate from the security point for this 6 gate airport. While on the plane I started trying to locate my fit bit among my things. It was no where to be found. After the 27 min flight I called the Rochester airport. I spoke with someone in 
administration. She said she would go talk to them and ask lhem to call me. I arrived in Tulsa 10 find no missed calls or messages. I called back and spoke wilh the same girl in adminislration. She was surprised thal no one had called me but assured 
me that she would go back down and talk to them again. I still have not heard anything back. If it were a large and ar busy airport I can understand no one recalling one passenger but in this instance there is na doubt in my mind that they remember the 
woman that they had to do a full body pat down on. I know my fit bit was in the bin before the xray and pat down and I know I checked each bin before returning it. I would like for someone from the Rochester TSA to call me. I have made several 
attempts to make this happen without going through al I of this red tape. Thank you in adv a nee for your help. 

Would you like a re""",.,n=._7'----: ="'--~ 
Passenger's Nam..,....e._(b..,·• .. ,(_6._1 --.---~ 
Phone Number 1h·>1r;·-, 

Email bi(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller flew MCO-BDL yesterday aboard Soulhwesl Airlines #2247 and would like to file a complaint againsl TSO agent!(b)(ff•, !for an incident that occurred at Gate #126 al approximately 4:00PM. Callers husband is in a wheelchair and 
requires add1t1onal screening wh,ch always includes a pat-down After he received the pat-down. hrs wheelchair was swabbed by ETD The wheelchair tested positive for explosives and an even extensive search was conducted. Callers husband 
began to question the add i ti o na I screening as he fee Is he was al ready subjected to a very thorough search and did not understand how any add i ti o na I screening could be poss i b I e. Caller states the TSO began to be come arg umentat,ve and rude to her 
husband who is in poor physical condition and s ho u Id not be subjected to this rude treatment. Ca 11 er states the officer a I so threatened her son and was told to not act Ii ke his lather and anything said by them would be used against them , Ca 11 er states 
this officer has no business working with the general public as to treal a very ill passenger and I heir family in this manner. Caller wants this addressed specifically by someone al the airport and would like to be contacted back. 

412812014 Resolution: 

9:08 35 
AM The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded you complainl to the appropriale 

4/28/2014 
10:08:18 

AM 

Customer Service Manager. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1pJ(b 1(6) 
Dale Time: 4/2812""0-14~8:~0=7 :~5-4 ~A~M~ 

Na met/~ ,(6~ I · 
Comp:, nts:, scou rteo us/ Rude Employee. 
Email ~)(61 ! 

Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):JFK - jet blue tenminal 
Comments:! requesled a manual screening. He called for a female pal down officer 3 limes. Nobody came. I was placed on a line out I view from my possessions .... Specifically my MacBook Pro and wallel laying in a bin for pickup. The officer 
informed me there was nothing he could do but keep an eye on it which was a false claim b/c he was standing 7' away with his back ta my merchandise. I was forced ta go through the scanner blc a female officer never came and I feared for my items 
being stolen. Also a pregnant lady was behind me wa iii ng for pat down and she a I so had to go through the scanner blc it was ap pa rent that no one was coming to man ua 11 y screen us. 
I was at the end booth and wa I ked past multiple booths we re there were fem a I e workers but they we re doing other jobs, It was a le male who guided me through the sea n, In my opinion she should have rotated with a ma I e to conduct the fem a I e 
screens. Firsl time I have ever felt bullied by the TSA. 



412812014 
10:35:13 

AM 

Caller wants to Ii I e a comp I a int against the T SA crew at IAD because they delayed her and she missed her flight. She was flying intern ati o na 11 y and states she was to Id by the airline that arriving 30 minute arri va I prior to departure was okay. Ca 11 er was 
supposed to fly at 1 0; 20PM and she a r,-i ved at the checkpoint at 9; 50PM but ca 11 er had to go back to the airline counter to have another boa rd i ng pass printed be ca use it was I acki ng some i nlorm ation, Ca Iler went through the WTM D and had a pa tdow n 
on her back because she was holding her child lhrough screening. The TSO told her she had to swipe her hands. She was carrying food for her child and it was hand inspected and when she arrived at the gate it was closed and she missed had her 
flight. Caller was flying on Lufthansa to Munich, Germany. 
She was up set and got sick and went back to the T SA and spoke with the same lady and the re was no sympathy for her issue. 

Response: 
Please keep in mind that passengers should allow the recommended standard 2-hour domestic and 3-hour international travel arrival times prior to flight departure to allow for going through passenger security screening, and having checked and carry
on baggage screened. These ti mes may vary depending on the airport and the day and date of travel . 

The caller went lhrough FLL last week. The caller staled thal the TSO was rude to her. The caller wanled to opt out for the AIT and had to wait for a female agent. The caller slated that one never came and that she waited and waited. The caller staled 
ever so often the TSO would say female assist under his breath but no one ever came. The caller stated that she asked for a supervisor and the TSO refused to let her speak with one. The caller stated that the she ended up having to go through the 
AIT or she would have missed her flight. On this flight her son was with her and able to get her purse and baggage for her. The caller stated that she is leaving m two days and will not have her son to get the items for her. The caller wanted to know if 
th ere was a way to expedite a patd own and if she can ask lo r a supervisor right off the bat. The cal I er stated that she refused to provide any of her i nlorm ati on be ca use she knows it wi 11 not get any where. The cal I er wanted to know what we do so she 
can resolve her complaint. 

The ca 11 er was advised that we can intake her fi 1g ht i nlo rmation and lo rward the complaint aver to the CSM of FLL to make them aware of the situation. 

The TCC only intakes the informalion. We can not guarantee that the CSM will con1ac1 back, we do nol have information on their procedures. 

412812014 The caller was advised that we are not located at any airports. 
10:52:41 

AM The caller was advised that passengers are not required to go lhrough the AIT and may opt out for a patdown. 

It sometimes can be a bit of a wait for an officer of the same gender to become ava i I able. 

We recommend arriving two hours in advance of the flighl time 10 allow plenty of time to get through security. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

I offered to send the complainl to the CSM, bul the caller refused to provide any information besides FLL. 

I explained to the caller that to assist her we could forward the complaint to the CSM of FLL. With out any information conceminQ the incident, we will not be able to forward anythinQ to the CSM. 



The caller flew from BOS on April 9, 2014, and from ORD on Apnl 11, 2014. and she indicated that the screening procedures at both airports were absurd and humiliating. At BOS, she was sent to the AIT machine line. and she did not want to undergo 
that type of screening due to fear of radiation. However, a male TSO pushed her into the AIT, and then called for a patdown while she was still standing in the machine. A female TSO lifted her sweater, and pulled her pants out so that her panties 
showed during the paldown. She fell thal this experience was unnecessary. 

At ORD. she was made to go through the Al T machine again and a I so received a patdown. She objected to the AIT machine. but the male TSO told her not to worry about the sere en i ng and that machine only weighed passengers. She indicated that 
the experiences at both airports made her le el Ii ke a com man cri mi na I , and the TS Os were rude. 

FI ig ht Information: 

Date and Time of Flight: April 9, 2014; 8:57 AM 
Departure Airport: BOS 
Airline: United Airline 
Flight Number: 521 
Time of Incident: She does not remember the time. 

412812014 Description of TSO: A male TSO. 

11:10:18 
AM 

4128/2014 
11 5303 

AM 

Date and Time of Flight Apnl 11, 2014: 1 :20 PM 
Departure Airport: ORD 
Airline: United Airline 
Flight Number: 1548 
Time of Incident: She does not remember the time. 
Description of TSO: A male TSO. 

The caller said that she felt picked on, because she was 88 years old. However. when I asked her if she felt that the TS Os discriminated against her due to her age, she said no. Instead, the negative experiences were due to poor customer service. 
She has contacted her Congressmans office regarding the experiences. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that al I passengers, regardless of their persona I situations and needs. are treated with respect and courtesy. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the manner in 
which the screening is conducted is important. All Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) are required to be considerate and thoughtful, and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was 
not your experience. 

Caller went through M DW yesterday. She got to the airport in lime for a 1 :15 flight from MOW to ORF. Their boarding passes were not acceptable. They were lold that the boarding passes were not valid. 
She is an 82 year old white woman, her daughter is a 52 year old who has a military ID. She printed the boarding passes out at hotel. The ticket agent said that they were not valid and would need to be reprinted. After they had the issue with the 
boarding pass, they were directed to another side area where she was told that she would need to go through ETD testing. She had been directed through the metal detector. She didn t tell them about her knee replacements. They caused an alarm, 
she had to have a pa tdow n. She said that she would get her ca rd indicating that she had meta I imp I ants, The officer told her th at she cou ldn t touch her purse during the screening. TSO offered her a private p atdown, Ca 11 er a I so had an NO I in her 
checked bag when she arrived. She wants to know if all of these additional measures of screening were random or if she was targeted because of her boarding pass. She flew on Southwest. 

Advised caller that some s c reem ngs are random. She could have been screened by the ETD be cause of the boarding pass. The offl cers conducting the screening did not know th at she had metal i m plants because she d idn t tel I them before screening 
began, They sent her through the WTM D. because of the a I arm from her knees, they had to conduct the patdown to resolve it, The patd own wasn t random because of the ala rm. The off ce rs ins pe cti ng her bag wo u Id not have known that she had to 
have a patdown when she went lhrough screening so the NOi is not connected with her additional screening at lhe checkpoint. If her bag caused an alarm, the officers would have had 10 inspecl it before they would have allowed it on the plane. 



The caller flew last Thursday from DCA to IAH at 2:59PM and arrived at the airport around 1 :00PM. The caller had Precheck clearance and has metal implants so she alarmed and had to take off her shoes and go through the scanner again. She also 
had a patdown. The caller stated that she had on stretch pants and a stretch shirt and that the TSO should have been able to see that she did not have anything bulging out. The caller stated that she thought screening was a bit extensive. The caller 
stated that she showed them her scJr, so I here should not have been any questions. The caller stated I hat I hey kept her cane and she had to walk around to another area for additional screening. The callers checked luggage was inspected and was 
left unlatched and some of her clothing was hanging out of her luggage as well. The caller stated that she had a NOi in her luggage. The caller stated that she has flown through Europe, Israel, Jordan. Russia and South America and has never had this 
happen to her I ug gage. The ca 11 er stated that Israel and Russi a use a Ii ne tooth comb practically to screening I ug gage and go through every I 1111 e thing and sti 11 did not leave her I ugg age Ii ke this. The ca 11 er stated that nothing was broken in her I ugg age 
and that she does not want to file a claim. The caller stated that the few things that were bent up for the most part were fixable. The caller stated that she wanted to make someone aware that who ever inspected her luggage obviously does not respect 
passengers properly. The caller staled thal she atlempled to get lhe CSM but thal it would nol give her the number for DCA. 

The caller was advised that the Patdown is used to clear alarms through the screening machines and have to be completed to be able to clear a passenger to proceed through. 

Airporl- DCA 
4/2812014 Airline- United Airlines 
12:05: 17 Flight Number- 1698 

PM Date and Time bag was checked- 04 24 2014 1 :00 PM 
Baggage Tag Numberl(b 1(6) I 

4/28/2014 
2:14:00 

PM 

Baggage Description- Size- Large Brand- American Tourister Color- Black Shape- Rectangle Hard Sided 44 pounds Unique Feature- Hard Sided 
NOi- Yes. 
Information on NOi- No. 
Terminal- Not Available 
Gate-16 
Phone Numbe~.._(b-'1_,_(6--'I ____ ...., 

The caller was advised that the TCC can be contacted and by selecting oplion 5 and enter 322 for airport code DCA CSM con1ac1 information should be provided. 

The ca 11 er was advised that we wo u Id lo rw-ard a copy of this complaint to the CSM of D CA to make them aware of this i nc1d e nt. 
~ram SW airlines for a clienlj(b)(ff:, I, when he flies he gets stopped for special screening and she told him about redress process, asked for explanation aboul the process and transferred llliRfilJ7 
l!2.lill.LJ states the past 4 fl, g hts he has been se I ected for p atdowns and h, s bags a re hand ms pected. 
About 4 weeks ago on his M boarding pass 11 had SSSS and seems like when he travels alone he is being pulled aside for additional screening and doesn t have the issue when traveling with his family. 

Response: 
The ··s" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
Nation's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 
TSA does not discuss or release specifics about security screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Security Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI to the public because it is 
considered d etri me nl al to the security of trans po r1 ati on. 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
transpor1ation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U .s. borders. Examples of travel diflicullies may include: 
• Traveler's belief that they are on a government watch list. 
• Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or ident1f1ed for add1t1onal screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 
• Difficulty printing a boarding pass at home or at the kiosk. 

OHS TRIP is part of an effort by the U.S. Departments of State and Homeland Security to welcome legitimate travelers while securing our country from those who want to do us harm. 

For those who encounter misidentification, the D HS T rave I er Redress Inquiry Program (TR IP) he I ps prevent watch I is t name confusion, or misidentification, Travelers may a pp I y lo r D HS redress o nl ine at https: trip, d h s, gov T rave I e rs may also apply 
through e-mail or U.S. Mail by compleling the atlached Traveler Inquiry Form, signing lhe document, and returning lhe original wilh at leasl one unexpired, pholograph-bearing, Government-issued travel document (e.g., driver's license or unexpired 
passport) to Trip@dhs.gov or mailing it to the following address: 

OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) 
601 South 12th Street, TSA-901 
Ari i ngto n. VA 20598-6901 

OHS components will review the request and share infomnation with other agencies to address the issues identified in the TRIP application. TSA's Secure Flight uses the results of the redress process in its watch list matching process to help prevent 
future delays for misidentified passengers. However, because airline procedures for screening passengers against Federal watch Ii sis vary, individuals may still be required 10 check in for flights at the airlines lickel counter. 

When an individual applies for redress, OHS TRIP will assign a record ident1f1er or Redress Control Number (RCN). OHS TRIP will inform redress applicants in writing when the DHS review of an inquiry is complete. Reviews of requests for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. Applicants may check the status of inquiries at https: trip.dhs.gov status.him by entering the RCN. Travelers who wish to check the status of an inquiry, but do not have their RCN, may contact OHS TRIP by e-mail 



On Monday January 13 between 8:30am and 9: 15am I had gone through secunty in CVG I went through the full body scanner. A TSA female agent directed me to the side for a pat down. The full body X-ray screen indicated two areas; 1st area was on 
my backside pant jean pockets that had gems on them , 2nd was the mi dd I e of my chest from a set of tiny be ads sewn into the mid d I e of my bra, The le male TS A agent groped my butt moving her hands around my buttocks with the pa Im s of her hands 
over my butlocks then when moving around to the fronl she reached around and groping my breast wilh her full hands including palms and fingers. The TSA agent felt under and around my underwire bra, Then squeezed the middle area where the full 
body sea n screen indicated a hig hi ighted area After finding nothing on the pat down she then swabbed my hands lo r an addition al test. She scrapped my hands aggressively lo r the test. The a I arm rang on the chemical testing machine She said you 
tested positive for gun powder residue.( saying it loud enough for everyone to hear like i was a cnminal). I told her no way, that can't be true. She asked me "did you put hand lotion on your hands?"' I said "yes. I did a few minutes ago and I have the 
small bottle with me that I can show you!" She would not let me touch my luggage or show her the hand lotion and she said I had to go to a private room for another screening that included a breast check and a buttock check. I was confused because 
she had already I inappropriately completed a full groping breast and bullock check wilh her whole hands, fingers using the palm side of her hands. She also said ii would include a groin check. 

When di re cted to the secondary s c reem ng room I was handed off to two new fem a I e T SA agents that took my be longings to the private room. They closed the door. I was never given my ng hts, or options, or other a Item ati ve choices. I was told that the 
room was for my privacy. Little did I know I was handing over my privacy to be abused. violated, assaulted, & humiliated, all because I used hand lotion on a cold dry day in the month of January. 

In the secondary screening room the larger female TSA agent with long brown hair told me they had to do a full breast. groin and buttock check including a pat down with their hands which I already had an intestine first pat down had already groped my 
buttocks and groped my breast squeezing on my u nde rwi re bra, fee Ii ng my chest, and cupping each breast 

412812014 In the private room the heavier/larger TSA agent with the brown hair s1arted my pal down slanding behind me. I could not see what she was doing, she never gave me verbal direclion or indication of when she was going to starl or what areas she was 

223,30 searching or how she was going to search each part of my body. The brown haired TSA agent started the pat down at my ankles and moved roughly up my leg when she got closer to the top of my leg she thrusted her hand that was on inside and 
PM rammed into my groin. She hit me with the boney side of her hand, I could feel her knuckles in my groin. It was so hard I Jump from the pain, 11 hurt badly. 

4/2812014 
5:16:28 

PM 

While slill slanding behind me the brown hair TSA agent s1arted patling up my other leg slill using strong pals with bolh hands and rammed my groin a second time with her hand that was on the inside of my legs. This time lhe thrust of her hand came 
harder and more intense blow. I was upset and tears welled up in my eyes from the throbbing pain shooting up my groin 

Then the brown haired TSA agent moved in front of me. With my eyes full of tears I thought the groin area was finished since she inspected/hitting my groin twice but she continued patting my legs and started from the ankles up. With great shock a 
third blow arrived hitling my groin so intense lhe pain shol threw me and I jumped about 6" to 8" backward .... maybe even farther. I could nol hold back my tears from the pain that throbbing up my groin I wanted lhe whole abusive. violating, humiliating 
experience to be over. She did not stop. 

Then in a demanding angry voice the brown haired TSA agent yelled at me for moving. In shock and my voice shaking from pain and fear I said to her "'each time you hit me in my groin it hurt and each time you hit me it was harder it hurt more and 
more"'. Then in threatening tone she said "Gel back onto the mat and stand still! I have to start all over again because You moved!" I could not believe this was happening to me My tears poured down my face from pain, fear, violation, humiliation of 
the assault. I stood still trying to endure the terrifying experience praying it would end. 

The other TSA agent (short blonde hair) never looked at me or never said a word during the entire physical/sexual assault abusive pat down. The blonde TSA agent only continued searching my luggage. 

I put on my boots on, retrieved my bags from the table, and walked out of the room sobbing with tears streaming down my face. Not one TSA personnel came over to help me - not one TSA agent asked me what happened or offer assistance. 

Disability Description: The caller stated her father has a colostomy. 

Information Request: The ca 11 er wanted to know what her lather needs to expect when he arrives at the checkpoint. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: I to Id the ca 11 er a nol e from a doctor is not required. If a passenger uses an os tom y, he or she can be screened without having 10 empty or expose the os tomy. However, it is important for passengers to inform the T ransporta Ii on 
Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about the ostomy before the screening process begins. Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 
seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. A passenger should not be asked to remove or lift any article of clothing to reveal 
a sensitive body area. Under most circumstances, this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of the ostomy. followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passengers hands. I told the caller to request to speak with a PSS at 
the checkpoint. I e-mailed the caller lhe information we discussed on lhe call. I lold the caller her father could call back 72 hours prior to his departure with his flight information. I offered to forward lhe information to the airport bul the caller said she 
would I et her lather make the determ i nation. 



I am a 69 year-old, semi-retired. frequent fi1er (50+ flights in 2013). When the TSA first announced the "Trusted Traveler' program, I hustled nght down to the nearest TSA office to apply and pay my $100.00. To my surprise and disappointment, I 
discovered that the d efi nit ion of the term "trusted" traveler does not extend to passengers with a metal Ii c pro st h eti c imp I ant. ( I cou Id walk through the meta I detector stark naked and my a rtificia I hip joint would trip the a I a rm), When that occurs, I am 
insIructed to 90 back through the metal detector, lake everything out of my pockels and remove my shoes and belt - inconveniencing the wailing passengers behind me as I disrobe and pass through lhe meIaI detector a second lime, again selling off 
alarms and causing the screener ta yell "male assisti resulting in a pat down (assuming there is an available TSA agent to perform the "male assist"). 

After a couple such experiences. I elected ta disrobe prior to testing the metal detector. This has resulted in repeated comments from other "trusted" travelers something like. '"you don't have to da that." Of course, I then have to explain why I am 
holding up the line. Surprisingly. I have had TSA screeners actually argue with me, insisting that I do not need to disrobe (before sending me back through the metal detector to do just that). 

4/2812014 On my last flight, (thanks to the TSA funneling "regular travelers into the Pre-Check line) I found the Pre-Check line actually longer than the line for ·regular" passengers. To add insult to injury, after the expected screening fiasco, the inspection of my 
6:15:17 hands for unknown residue set off additional alarms, requiring a complete search of my person and all of my luggage (which turned out negative). 

PM 

While I fully support efforts to keep air travel safe from miscreants who may have bad things in mind. I can't help but wonder if I should surrender my "trusted" status and request the return of my $100.00. 

kbi(6i 

412812014 
6:15:41 

PM 

Kirkland, Washington 

'Trusted" T raveler .. kb"-.. "-1(6,,,.· ... 1 __ _, 

Caller wanted to know the policy about patdowns. She asked when are they called for. She said she travels a lot and has never had a problem with TSA. She said this morning she flew from Minneapolis to Dallas Ft Worth on Sun Country. She said 
the guy waived her through and told her she can go get her stuff She said the lady behind him told her to stop and that she would need to pat her down. She said she asked the lady why she had to get a patdown. She said the lady acted like she did 
not hear her and did not say a word. She said the lady ignored her. She said lhe lady Iouched her hair, her breasi. down lhe front side and down the back from her shoulder to her leg. She said she had never had I hat happen to her before. She said 
she got her stuff and set there for about 15 minutes watching the lady. She said the lady did not patdown anyone else during the 15 minutes. She asked what is the pal icy on that. She said her issue is that the man waived her through and the lady 
stopped her and did the patdown and did not tell her why. She said she would like to file a complaint on this. 

RESPONSE: TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a paldown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) 
screening. TSA also selects passengers and their property at random far enhanced security screening. ALSO: I will be sending your information as a complaint to the CSM at the Airport. Date and Time of Flight April 28th, 2014 AT between 5:45 
a.m. and 6:30 Gate or Terminal: Sun country Terminal Going to Gate 3 But she is not Sure It may have been Terminal 2 Airline: Sun Country Flight Number: 503 Airport: Minneapolis Email: kbl(ff:, ! 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: She said she has a ba I ance prob I em due to her foot and has degenerative disc dIse ase. 

Response Details: I advised her I will refer this 10 lhe CSM at lhe airporl and to ODPO. I advised supervisor, l(b )(6) It hat she does not have an email address and that is why I did not send the email to her .. 

Incident Details: She said she called the CSM at the airport today at 512-691-7851 and she left a message but they did not call her back. She said she thinks 11 is a management problem and she is going to call the Governors office as well. She said 
she showed the officers her handicap sticker and 3 times she was told they don t accomodate handicapped people .. She said she does not have a computer. She said she is disgusted and it was a miserable experience. She said her pockets were 
ernply and she did not have anylhing in her hands and she thinks we need to have our machines checked oul because she had to go lhrough a paldown due to an anomaly. She said she has a balance problem due to her fool and has degenerative disc 
disease. She said they refused for her to go to the shorter line or front of the line she was in. She said she got a form at the airport ta file a complaint. She asked for the CSM name at the airport. I lost the phone call and called back but got a machine. 
She did say she was aver 7 5 yrs. o Id and that a @t the airport to Id her she was correct and she should have been accomoda ted due to her dIsa b1 I ity and medical condition. She said Lena at the airport told her she s hou Id have be en a cco mod ated 
due to her disability and medical condition. 

ComplaintCSM 
Claims Discnmination 

412812014 Ai rpo rI :Austin-Bergstrom 
Air I, ne: Sa uthwest 

7 05"05 
-PM Flight Number:280 

Departure Time:04-7-14 at 12:55 pm 
Arrival Airport and Time:Panama City Beach at 6 pm 
Lacation:Security checkpoint 
Gate:8 
Contact Information: 85 0-53 2-4041 

I advised her I will refer this to the CSM at the airport. Per Preston okay to give CSM info to her I came back to the phone and lost the phone call. 

Response:passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to clear an alarm. as well as 
greater use of explosives trace detection. 

I advised her that she can ask to be moved to a shorter line or move to the front of the lne she Is in due to a medical or disability condition. 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of lhe Rehabilitalion Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(bJ and 15.70(d)(3)), ii must: 



Disability Description: Callers husband has metal implants (knee replacement and vena cava filter) and cannot stand for a long penod of time. He wears a full length stocking for blood clots in his leg. 

Information Requesl: Caller does not have all of the flight delails at the moment but would like to request assistance for her husband. Caller slates I hat she was unaware of lhe possibility to arrange for assislance for lhe inilial flight. 

Passengers namef~~-'(_6_) ___ ~ 

Response Details: If a passenger has meIaI implants, such as arlificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a TransporIation Securily Officer (TSO) before screening begins. TSA has created notificalion cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO 
about any disability. medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening, their use may improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their 
conditions. 
Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5.7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request 10 be screened by AIT if it is available or can request 10 be screened using a patdown: however, passengers cannot requesl to be screened by the walk• 
through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

412812014 If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
7:57:59 

PM A patdown procedure also Is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. SomeIimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in lhe position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body I hat are painful when touched. 
A passenger should not be asked to remove or lift any article of clothing to reveal a sensitive body area. 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed di scrim i na tory action in sufficient de ta i I to in form T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!(b)(6) 
Date Time: 412 8/2,;-0.,..14""=7 :""5..,.1 _....,_ 1..,.0""'P"'M.,... 

······················----------------····························· 

Name b, 6) 
4/2812014 E I (bi(B 8:24:41 ma, ,_--_ __, ______ __, 

PM Comp a,n s: nappropria e creening/Pat Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc):March 3, 2014. airline Amencan Airlines. Flight #3548 to Dallas. 
Comments:Todays date is April 28,2014, This is my recent experience with TSA at San Jose Airport.After going thru the screening machine. a female TSA Agent came up to me and ran her hands down my hips and slightly forward on my hips, No-
may I run my hands down your body• or any forewarning I hat I was going 10 be touched After doing I his she asked if I was wearing a belt. I said no, I am wearing a medical appliance. At this point she asked •While right in front of lhe screening machine 
and all employees and other travelers- to see the device. In shock and deeply embarrassed I pulled my pants aside and showed her the very active device. This has never happened to me before. I was so shocked and embarrassed I just walked away. 
My husband spoke to a TSA Supervisor when he flew out and was given a complaint form, which I filled out and gave to a Supervisor in San Jose airport on March 27th,2014 who said I would be contacted within 3 days. I have received no 
communication from TSA of any kind. As per your own supervisors this action was wrong on your TSA agents part. I spoke with 2 TSA supervisors who where very apologetic and stated this was not procedure. I expect at least a written apology. This 
has been almost 1 month, and if I do not hear from you my next move will be 10 Channel 5 News. No one should be I his embarrassed just from going on a plane. This was unacceptable. And needs to be handled. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 4/2812014 6:44:40 PM Airport: MDW - Chicago Midway Dale/Time of Travel: 0412812014 5:15 PM Airline & Flight Number: SWA 505 Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: 
Entrance - Main checkpoint - scanner TSA Employee: (If Known)kbl(ffl ~omment. I fly frequently and generally opt out of the scanner because I am pregnant and a bit uncomfortable. In all my flying I have had some rough encounters but 
none l1k~/h \/R\ !orovided 
At around 5:08 I requested an opt out female assist. 
I watched as fellow travelers walked by. I asked if I could go next because I didn't like leaving my items far from eyesite to be stolen. She said &quot well I hat's just not my problem. Maybe you shouldn't ask for opl out&quot:. This starled an awkward 
and heated conversation with her shaking her head and displaying aggressive body language. I asked why she didn"t help me and she said that wasn't her job. 

412812014 to whichtii:ii:§[] turned around towards another gentleman to start whispering about making me &quot;wait it out&quot at no point did she ask any of her counterparts for a female assist. They made mention of me being an &quot:Arab&quot which I 

8_26 _ 15 am not. I am Hispanic, After waiting until 5: 15 I asked again how much longer and was ignored, I decided to walk through the scanner and avoid this uncomfortable situation. I was immediately hugged by another passenger who said when &quot;that 
· PM jerk&quoi; (pointing at ms fields) was al the airport she avoided the scanner and she wished I had held on a lillle longer. 

4129/2014 
10 22 05 

AM 

In the 15+ flights I have been treated as if I'm a nuisance when I ask for the pat down (which I know it is) but never been Made to feel so uncomfortable and brought to tears. I do hope something is done about her awful and unprofessional behavior. 
Especially since I technically paid to get that treatment today. 
I would also like to note that I don't like complaining. It's a waste of time. but two TSA agents found me in the food court and urged me to do so. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name ·1 

Phone Number b)(61 
Email ·~b~1~(6~) ______ .,........ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights 1s a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA their Member of Congress. and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on. a civi I rights organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entities they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAa€'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Zip code 90232 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Los Angeles I nte mati on al Airport 

4129/2014 When I flew recently I brought a pouch of baby food for my son. Since they don't sell them in smaller containers, it exceeded the amount of liquid allowed. I figured it wouldn't be a problem. However. I had to have a pat down since I didn"t want it 
12:46:31 opened (it requires refngerat,on after opening). This added difficulty made it even harder to travel with a baby. You shouldn"t require that baby food be tested if 11 is unopened. 

PM 



Caller Is wanting to complain about the T SA process she went through. She was trave Ii ng from San Di ego to Sacramento on Southwest. She was in the screening Ii ne. she told the ofli cer she was over 80 years o Id and he lo reed her to rem ave his 
shoes anyways including her jacket. She was sent through the WTMD. Afterwards, they forced her to sit in a seat. But she stepped up to get her jacket, was then screamed at because she stood up. Later a young man came in uniform, where she had 
to go through a patdown. She said lhe patdown was conducted by a lady I hat explained the entire process and it was fine. But they way she was treated before that was not. She has read in the paper where it says she does not have 10 remove all of 
those things because she is over 75. She stated that they never even let her go through, they instantly made her remove her shoes and jacket so it wasnt additional screening. She stated that they seemed like she was a danger to them, she is 83 years 
old and does not think she looks at all threatening. She stated shes a little lady but just wanted to let us know what went on at the checkpoint. 

Response: 
The Trans po rtatIon Security Ad mini stratIon (T SA) is undertaking efforts to enhance sec u nty and focus its resources by m ovrng away from a o ne-s ize-flts-al I a pp roach and applying new i ntel Ii g ence driven, nsk-based screening procedures while 
enhancing technology and improving the passenger experience at security checkpoints. As part of this effort, TSA has implemented a program to revise screening procedures for passengers who appear to be age 75 and older. 

Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alarm as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

4/29/2014 
12,58 ,58 TSA anticipates these changes will further reduce-I hough nol completely eliminate-the need for a physical patdown on travelers 75 and older I hat would otherwise have been conducted to resolve alarms. It's imporIant to remember, that any individual 

may be required to remove their shoes or undergo a patdown if anomalies are detected during security screening that cannot be resolved through other means. 
PM 

4129/2014 
8:11 50 

PM 

Explained to the caller that even under this process, ii a passenger still alarms then they can be required to remove their shoes and jacket to go through additional screening. 

San Di ego I nte rna ti on al Airport (SAN) do es have the AIT screening at the airport. 
htlp: www.tsa.gov a1t-frequently-asked--questions 

Airporl: San Diego 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight number: 1321 
Date and time: 4 26 14 4:50pm 
Terminal or gate: Gate 1 O she thinks, not really sure 
email[b 1(6) I 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time, 4129/2014 7:21:31 PM Airport, DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel, 04/28/2014 5:15 PM Airline & Flight Number, UNITED 1132 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, AFTER 
BAGGAGE INSP &amp: BEFORE CONTINUEING TSA Employee: (If Known) NOT KNOW Comment: I have an artificial knee and always setoff an alarm. I ALWAYS indicate why lhe alarm is sounding and point at the knee in queslion. In lhis case 
the employee who was called to do a pat down was belligerent from the first sound of his voice and was also annoyed. He started the pat down and never did any attempt to verify my knee implant. He then did a rub over his gloves with a pad which he 
inserted into a machine which set off an &quot;exception.&quot; His abrasive e manner continued until a conference with other person (2) allowed me through. I do not think the person who was doing the pat down knew what a knee replacement was. 
He stated that he could fee I the device from the outside of my trousers, That is com pl etel y la lse. His entire attitude caused me undue stress and vi o I ated my civi I wrights by being treated as a c rim i na I from the beginning, I am 86 yea rs old do not 
deserve the trealment I received. 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I wanted to notify you that the Global Entry program did not work for me on a recent United fi1ght out of EWR. I was instructed to remove shoes, belt. computer, cellphone, watch and change. I was then given a pat down that in its entirety, was a fifteen 
mi r, ute process, 

412912014 Either the team at this security checkpoint did not understand what the Global Entry program was. or perhaps I forgot to do something that this program requires. One TSA employee told me that the program only works sometimes. In any event. the 

10,03,24 program did not work as intended, so I wanted to inform you directly as a matter of record. 

PM 
Regards, 

Lev,ttown, PA 19051 
[b,(6) 



4130/2014 
8:24 00 

AM 

413012014 
824:20 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 4/30/2014 5:52:36 AM Airport : BU F - Greater Buffalo Date/Time of Travel . 04/30/2014 Airline & Flight Number . Southwest Checkpoint/Area of Airport · 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· The TSA employee began a pat down without warning beginning in the groin area up to the breasts and back down to the groin area. For a survivor of SEXUAL ABUSE, being touched WITHOUT WARNING is extremely upsetting, anxiety 
provoking, and triggering, especially in areas considered 10 be sexual. For many this will induce a PANIC A TT ACK. Due 10 lhe fact I hat people have the choice of being pal down in privale it is only logical to come to the conclusion I hat a TSA 
employee must give warning before patting someone down, otherwise how could someone possibly request a private pat down. As I said there was NO warning before I was touched therefore I was denied the right to even REOU EST a private pat 
down and had a PANIC ATTACK due to being TOUCH ED WITHOUT WARNING. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 

Emailkbl(6, I 
To leave a comment concerning th1seedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa I iii on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here . 

..,...,.....,.==-------.....,.....,.....,...., Phone Numbed~(b_·•~1(6_-~I --~ 
Address adodara 
Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? Yes 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 



Disability Description: Callers daughter wears a wig due to a medical condition. 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 

If a passengers hairpiece sets off the metal detector alarm. the hairpiece must be inspected visually and the passengers head area must be searched with a limited patdown. If the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) determines that the hairpiece 
needs to be removed, the TSO must offer the person the opportunity to remove the hairpiece in a private screening area. If the individual declines the private screening, he or she must remove the hairpiece in the public screening area. We advise 
passengers 10 use non-meta I hairpins to secure their hairpieces. Any passenger who do es not perm i I the search w i 11 not be perm i 11 ed to boa rd an a ire raft. 

4130120 14 You can pre sent med i ca I documentation, regarding a med i ca I co nd i ti on. This w111 not exempt anyone from s c reem ng. You daughter may cal I a head of ti me and request a ssIsta n ce through the checkpoint. She may a I so request a PSS or Su pe rvi sor if 
12:44:45 she has concerns. This may help facilitate the screening process. Officers are trained to treat passengers with dignity, respect, courtesy and professionalism. 

PM 
Unable to offer email. Caller seemed rushed to get off the phone and quickly hung up, stating his questions were answered. 

Incident Details: Caller daughter flew from DFW with a medical condition. She is bald and wears a wig with metal clips and has metal in her neck. She was asked to remove her wig and was very up set and crying. Caller said she was given a private 
screening. Caller felt I hey did what I hey needed to do. Caller wanled to know if a letler from her doctor will by-pass I his type of screening. Caller said it is embarrassing for her. She was crying and embarrassed. Caller indicaled there was no failure to 
accommodate and indicated they did their job regarding screening. Caller was just looking for a way to avoid this type of screening. From the way it was described there was no failure to accommodate or discrimination. Caller stated there was no 
doubt he be Ii eved the office rs we re po I ite, profession al and did their job. 

Caller s mother Is 7 5 yea rs old and she keeps getting patted down. The I a st 8 fl Ig hts she has taken, she had to have a patdown. The T SOs le el her legs and her chest and she fee Is violated. She Is a frequent flyer and is now so frustrated she does 
not want to fly any more. She said nothing ever alarms. 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening: 

4/3012014 
1 AS: 15 • Situalions where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or porIs of enlry. 

• Difficulty printing a boarding pass at home or at the kiosk. PM 

For those who encounter misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevent watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for DHS redress online at https: trip.dhs.gov , 

When an individual applies for redress, OHS TRIP will assign a record identifier or Redress Control Number (RCN). DHS TRIP will inform redress applicants in writing when the OHS review of an inquiry is complete. Reviews of requests for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. 

DearTSA, 

I am sorry to report that I was bullied by two TSA agents in the security area when I requested to opt out. I was repeatedly discouraged from opting out in a disrespectful fashion. so much so that I was too intimidated to ask for the officers' names. 

This happened April 30, around 11: 15 am, in the security area at the end through which most US Airways flights go. I was in line for the scanner furthest to the right (when facing security). After pushing my items into the x-ray I addressed the male 
officer who was directing and said that I would like to opt out. Be told me it would be a 3 to 5 minute wait and I says that was fine. Once I had been waiting a few minutes he addressed the officer operating the 2nd x-ray from the right who said there 
was no one available for a pat down for me. The first officer then said to me it was going to be a wait, and was I sure I wanted to opt out. I says yes, I have time. He continued to insist it would be a long wait and that I should go though the scanner. I 
finally got him to stop pushing me by saying "I don't want 10 go through the scanner" At this poinl. the same x-ray operator said, as if I were not presenl "you need 10 IeI1 her it's not an x-ray" to which I responded that I knew ii was nol an ,-ray. The ,_ 
ray operator then shook his head and rolled his eyes. 

413012014 I think this behavior was appalling. I was not complaining. prepared to wait patiently until a female officer became available, and these two male officers saw fit to push and cajole me into not opting out, when I had made my wishes very clear that I 

2,33 ,08 wanted to opt oul. 

PM 
I am happy to say that the female officers, one supervising a trainee, who gave me the pat down were the very picture of polite that I am more accustomed to from TSA officers. And ultimately. I didnl wait over 10 min for them. which is a little longer 
than usual, but not terrible. 

I wish I were able to provide you with the names of the two officers who did this. but I was honestly too intimidated to ask. lest they treat me worse because they would know my intent to complain. 

PI ease fee I free to contact me if you have any lo 11 ow up questions. 

Thank you. 

w,(6) 



413012014 
421:59 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 4/3012014 2:38:52 PM Airporl: DEN - Denver lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 04130/2014 Airline & Flight Number: Southwest (to Austin) Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
Unknown TSA Employee: (If Known) !(b·:,(6) ~omment :kb)(ff•, !requested a pat down as she is 6 weeks pregnant and did not to go through scanner.!(b·:,(6) !(TSA) refused to call in. or complete pat down and required her to go 
through scanner or miss fi1ght. 

Unsure of resolution, discussing with attorney. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 

Passenger's Na .. m"-e=-->_b,.1.,(6.,1..__..,..-~ 
Phone Number h··,1f'i, 

Email :""f h"'·""·,1'-'R-'-·1 _____ __. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · hftp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

I have a Global Entry card and have been screened and have passed all the requirements. 

Does this card also give me Pre Ch eek clearance auto m at1ca 11 y or do I have to pay again to get it? 

My furlher question is why, if I have been screened and passed all requirements, do I have to undergo either pal down or lhose machines because I have an arlificial metal knee? The government knew that I had this knee when it gave me the Global 
Entry clearance. It seems to me that after all that effort and extra money to obtain the card I should be able to go through security without a hitch and without further screening. It is not right to subject me to this after I have already been screened to get 

5/112014 the pass. 

10 09 04 
AM I am a 78 year old small and thin woman who hardly looks like she could or would do harm to anyone. 

5/112014 
2:04:55 

PM 

I p rotest1 It makes travel a further nightmare. I really resent the extra time needed and the stress of having my body hand I ed by these agents. I am al so not so sure that these machines a re safe. 

I suggest I hat I he government I oak again at this perceived need for this procedure lo r people who have Gia ba I Entry cl ea ranee. 

kb1(61 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?"' , Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time· 511/2014 1:48:57 PM Airport: SAN - San Diego International Date/Time o/Travel, 05/01/2014 10:30 AM Airline & Flight Number, Delta 1687 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airporl : Term 2 (delta wing) TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment. Despite being a TSA pre-check traveler. on official duty/orders. I was required to surrender my federal LE credentials to the TSA employee. Department policy requires I maintain my credentials on my person at all times or secure them in a 
locked container (thal"s was not available). Upon my refusal. .. and showing my badge and credentials. I was required to take off my shoes, and refused entry through the checkpoint for 15 mins until I surrendered my credentials. This is the first time I 
have ever been required to surrender my ere de nti a Is at a checkpoint... a 11 previous instances, I have shown my creds and would be permitted to enter with on I y a pat down, I was not perm i fled this p role ssiona I courtesy, Instead I was I ectured how I 
was wasting I heir lime, how being a cop did not make me special, thal I was causing a scene, and several other palronizing comments. In tolal, it took me 20 mins to get lhrough the TSA pre-check line upon lhe first screening level. Law Enforcement 
officers should not be required to relinquish/surrender their credentials when presented as form of identification, offered in plain view. and willing to submit to a pat-down in lieu of a magnetometer. To further embarrass and lecture this person is 
i nexcusa bl e. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Na,.m,...e~ ..... ...._1.__,_ __ __. 
Phone Number 
Email bi(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . hftp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



51112014 
4:39:11 

PM 

Fro~(b)(61 
Sent: I hursday, May 01, 2014 1 :55 PM 
To: TSAExlemalCompliance 
Subject "D-RFI" ~(b)(6, ~omplaint 

Please see attached complaint. kindly response to our office. 

Sincerely, 

(b)(61 

Attachment: 

May 1, 2014 

Trans po rtati an Security Ad mini st ration 
Disability Branch 
Disability and Multicultural Division 
60 I South 12 street 
TSA-33 

I fiy at least 3 times a monlh and consislently run into the same issue when I opt-out of lhe body scanning machine. The issue is thal normally I have 10 wait between 5 - 20 minutes for an agent to take me to the pat down area, during which time my 
belongings (laptop, ipad, wallet. keys, etc) are sitting unattended at the end al the xray machine and sometimes far enough away where I can·t even see them. 

l"ve tried to explain this matter to the TSA agents at the checkpoint and ask if I can hold onto my belongings until an agent is ready, but it usually turns into them raising their voices at me and insisting I put my belongings through immediately. 
5/112014 
6:26:55 What is the correct procedure for this situation? Surely I don't think it's a good idea to leave my belongings unattended. and I would rather not have a debate with the agents at the usually very busy checkpoints. 

PM 

Thank You, 

!(b)(61 



Date: Sat Apr 26 2014 
7:25 am 
BW I Airport. C Checkpoint Area. 

I opted out of the X-ray machine and received a paid own. as I have on at I east 3 0 other occasions. The agent read me the pa rag rap h about how she would be touching va nous areas of my body with the back of her hand. She said she wo u Id be 
touching my upper thigh. and was I ok with that. I said that I was. She put one hand on my inner thigh and one on my outer and slide down my leg and then back up again, but she did not stop at my thigh. She pressed up firmly into my vagina. Twice. 

I objected and said, "Thal is nol my inner thigh, that is my vagina." And she was defensive and rude. I have been patled down at least 30 times and no one has ever touched me in this objeclionable invasive way. 

Thanks for reading my comment. 

51112014 ~lh..!.--!!.,IR"'-.!..1 ----r,,.-,'=------------------, 
S:27:22 HYPERLIN "'(b"-1 ... (6">) ___________ ...,... ____ ...., 

PM 

51112014 
6:30:25 

PM 

Cell HYPERLIN "("'"b"'l("'-6-'-·-, _________ ...., 

b1(6) 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time : 51112014 5:48:36 PM 
Airport . DEN - Denver I nternationa I 
Dale/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: Suggestion: I have a knee replacement and always set off lhe me1a1 detector. I have been qualified for pre-screen and have my number and letter from TSA. I always get patted down and ii would seem a strong improvement to the system 
to have people in my situation with a note on their file about the titanium so as to avoid a pat down each time I go thru security. I understand the risk of having this on my record, and the potential to then sneak a knife or whatever, but you have already 
accounted for this with your random se I ecti on process. I think peop I e Ii ke me a re b erng unfairly sere ened because of a s urg i ca I Im plant and if the point of Pre-sere en Is to speed the process for those th at are accepted in the p rag ram. it fa 11 s down 
here. A ain, ou already have the random feature built into the security process and that should be the disincentive for someone wanting to abuse the implant notation on the TSA pre-screen record Would you like a response?· True Passenger's 
Name : b)(ff:, Phone Number !(b)(ffl !Email tbl(ffl I To leave a comment concerning lhis feedback, follow lhis link: http://lsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EOB21ApplicationManager 



51112014 
6:31:09 

PM 

From b)(61 
Sent: Thursday, May 01. 2014 528 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject Fw: TSA Chicago Midway Complaint 

This emailed camplant was sent to you on March 2. 2014; two months ago. I have not had any response back from your office, either by email, regular mail, ar by phone. I would like to know what is, or what has been done, in response to my written 
comn I a i ot Please resnond. 

w,(si I 
~~~:f b)(67ed Messaae - I 
To: HYPERLINK mailto:TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 
Sent: Wednesday, March 5, 2014 216 PM 

HYPERLINK mailtoTSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 

Subject T SA Chicago Midway Complaint 

Attached is my completed complaint form , PI ease contact me to address this info rmat ion, 
Thank you, 

i(b)(61 

5/212014 
8:27 57 

AM 

Attachment: 

Complaint lnfonmation 
If you don't speak write English, CRL OTE has access to interpreters and can talk to you in any language. 
j Information about lhe person who experienced the civil righls civil liberties violation 
(fill in what you can) 
Name: b}(6} 
First and Middle Last 
Phone#: Cell: Homel~fh----,1-r;--, --~!work: 
Please note that we may contact you at the provided numbers. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service Current DateiTlme : 5/212014 12:03:46 AM Airport SMF - Sacramento International Date/Time of Travel 05/0112014 8:59 AM Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Emplo ee: If Known) :!1h··,1r;·ij 
Comment (b)(6 as very rude and rough on her pat down. From the instant I stepped into the machine she told me ta put my heels down, (I was on my tip toes; I fly at least 2-4 a month and have always done that and maybe like two times in 4 years 
of/lying have needed a pat down). So I complied and put down my heels, she kept ordenng me to do so, but there was no lower on the ground I could go. So the machine showed in my breast area those yellow squares. So she's like. &quot;, told ou 
to put your heels down&quot and made a rude comment and asked for her supervisor to come. She then procedded to pat me down very thorougly and all the way down and even had my linger tips swiped. The lady who swiped my finger tips (b·:,(6) 
was super sweet and apologized for IJ:ill] 
I don·t know what was this woman's issue, ar if she's having a bad day, but theres no reason to take it out an customers. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Caller wants to apply for the TSA Precheck program what can he do? He has had Shoulder replacement surgery and he doesn't want to be patted down anymore. 

Advised ca Iler: 

All individuals must undergo security screening at the checkpoint before being permitted into the secure area of an airport, including those eligible for TSA Pre\u2713 '" 

TSA recognizes that certain travelers with disabilities or medical conditions may have difficulty standing or walking and that certain medical conditions may cause individuals to alarm when screened using a walk-through metal detector. If this occurs. 
51212014 TSA Prelu2713 '" ind1v1duals may be permitted to undergo alternate screening procedures such as Advance Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. explosives trace detection (ETD) swabbing, or a patdown screening. 
9:26:35 

AM Please keep in mind that TSA will always incorpora1e random and unpredictable securily measures lhroughout the airport, and no individual will be guaranleed expedited screening. 

5/212014 
6:07 28 

PM 

Advised caller that he just needs to de c I are to the off ce rs that he has metal , m plants before screening, 

To apply, 1ravelers may submil an application through TSA's Web site al www.tsa.gov or visit an enrollment center to submit an application in person. To complete the application process, individuals will be required to visit an enrollment center to 
provide identification, fingerprints, and proof of U.S. citizenship or immigration eligibility. In addition, an $85 fee to cover an in-depth background check and other operational costs is required. Upon successful completion, travelers will receive TSA 
Prelu2713 ™ eligibility for 5 years. 

Advised caller that the fee is non refundable. Also that if there is an alarm regardless of ~ng TS~ck eligible he still has to be palled down. 
l"m wnting this note to request that a supervisor evaluate the demeanor of TSA Agen~ Badg~ (if I remember the number correctly), who was working at the Gate 33 checkpoint of Newark Liberty Airport the afternoon of Thursday, Dec. 

19 (my flight was at 5:20 pm. so this would have been between 5:45 and 6:00pm). He was rude and abusing his authority the whole time. 

First, while I had 7 or 8 people in front of me, I politely mentioned that I was going to be requesting to opt out. I thought to do this because I didn't see any female personnel, and I had been routed onto a flight that was already boarding (but that I 
didn't have to catch. so I wasn't too worried about 11). he di sm,ssed this, saying that we' 11 have to see what the s1tuati on would be when the ti me came lo r me to eras s. Then. he repeatedly an no u need to the peop I e in Ii ne that we should be removing our 
belts, "as in, the things around your waists.'' His tone was full of condescension for anyone who might not speak English or hear him or be distracted at the moment. All the passengers in line were polite and quiet and cooperative, even as we were 
saddened by his disrespectful tone. 

When it was my turn to pass through, he ordered me to go through the door, because there were no females available. At that point, I did see a couple attending to the monitors. so I asked. "What about them?" He shouted that that wouldn't happen 
and my options were to go through the machine or to wait. I don't remember his exact words because this interaction was upsetting, and at lhis point, I also raised my voice, insisting that I was opting out. 

Finally, when the supervisor of his station, a woman, was in the process of giving me a pat down, he rudely told me to move out of some area where he didn't want me to be. 

_Agenl1h··,1rrij is on the brink of committing acts akin to police _brutality. H:"s a loo~e cann_on in your organization. While some would arg~~ that this is the point of the TSA, I am writing _this with the hope and the belief Tat yo·l the reader, will take 
this report senously. look into the matter, and take steps to rectify the s1tuat1on. At airports 1n Europe. even the blue collar workers are mult1l1ngual, respectful and helpful. Here, we're hiring-- at least 1n the case of Agent b i(6 i delinquents, and 
putting th em in positions of authority -- a dangerous com bi nation. Like the a rchetypa I Bad Guys in the movies, power brings out their sadistic tendencies, 

While I'm writing about this dangerous individual, I might as well mention that, in the years since the TSA has been operating in the US, the most respectful. polite, helpful and professional TSA crew I've ever encountered was at Salt Lake City. 
hope they might be commended in some way, as well. 

Thank you for your atlention 10 lhis matter. 

Sincerely, 

l(b)(61 

51212014 
8:06:52 

PM 

TSA: 

Last week I was flying out of the Oakland, CA airport. I was wearing a light jacket, and shoes. A big sign stated if you are over 75 you do not have to remove light jacket and shoes. The TSA screener ordered me to remove my light jacket and shoes. 
I said I am over 75 and offered him my government issued I. D. (CA drivers license). He said he only goes by visual -- and I look young. Then he wrote something on my ticket. When I got to the scanner, I went through the scanner with hands held 

above me, had a complete pat down front and back. top to bottom, and then had hand swabs taken. First time for me and as you can see I have been flying a long time. 

I am wondering why the over 75 rules did not apply to me. Thank you for an explanation. 

kbi(6i 



To whom 11 may concern: 

I seem to continue to run into co ncems with the T SA during my flights. Another conce m has occurred today leaving 
MKE (Milwaukee airport) 

I always Opt Out (personal reasons) and ask for a private screening. 

Dun ng my screening today I informed the office rs (one was the Su pe rvi so{(5'i(ITT th at I Ii ke to keep an eye on the swab 
test from the time they swab their gloves until the test is oompleted on that~ave had concerns in the past where I feel the swab 
was conIaminated and I was subjected to a very crude and invasive search of my properly. Hence I like to walch the process from beginning to end and 
have been told by 1 he TSA that this was my RIGHT. 

The swab testing machine in the private screening room was password protected and neither officer had the password for the machine. This caused a 

51212014 concern as I would have to leave the room and leave my items behind to review the swab IesI elsewhere. ·-, ·1 left lhe private screening room to find the password 
B:Ol: 43 - which left myself and the other officer "alone" in the private room (which I feel is a rules violation) Whe b)(6:, returned he still did not have the right password. 

PM 

51212014 
9:03:26 

PM 

He was going to swab the gloves of the officer that searched me - but that officer had already used those gloves (post pat down) while he was digging through his pockets I phone and wallet looking for the password, 

In the end I was allowed to get dressed and gather my belongings - carry them back to the maine screening area and have my hands swabbed. 

I simply want to play by the rules - I try to follow them as best I can and expect the same from the TSA. It does not appear to me that you I they I them are always as 
prep a red to lo 11 ow the rules tha I you wrote. 

I would like to be able to opt out - get a private screening (with an observer present) - have the swab test completed in my presence (chain of evidence) and go on about 
my day. 

kb)(61 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Cun-ent Date/Time · 51212014 8:06:29 PM 
Airporl : ROC - RochesIer-Monroe County Date/Time ofTravel : 04120/2014 7:00 AM Airline & Flighl Number Southwest 325 Checkpoint/Area of Airport RochesIer TSA Employee: (If Known) Unknown Comment: According 10 your web page, the 
reasons pat downs are used is to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by imaging technology. 
At the Rochester airport I went through the metal detector and it was not set off: but when I got through it I was told I would need a pat down because I have &quot:sparkles&quot on my shirt. I said are you crazy and then tw"o others behind me stated, 
&quotYou've got to be kidding me.&quot Are you really serious about this, sparkles on a shirt. Then the woman who did the pat down did not explain the procedure, but just stated she was doing it because of the way my shirt looked. 
Now let me tell you what wasn't done. On my flight back from San Diego on April 30, 2014 10 Rochester: I arrived al the San Diego Airport early, before screening was even opened. Al 5am the gate was opened lwo people went ahead of me to other 
lines I was the only one in my line, I placed my bags, shoes, etc on the belt to be x-rayed. as I was walking through the detector, I turned back and saw the individual who was suppose to be looking at the screen viewing my bags. was not, she was too 
busy !al king to her coworker standing next to her. my bags went through unchecked. 
Please explain to me how it is that one airport goes to the extreme while the other could care less what was in my bag. Each security check point seems to have over zealous workers and some who could care less. It's almost like you have no control 
over those you have hired 10 do the so called job of proIecIing this counlry. 
Would you like a response? : True 

Passenger's Name!~(b~-~1(~6~1----~ 
Phone Number , 

Email :f~h_--_,1_r;_·-, -------~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



5/212014 
10:03:13 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Dateflime 51212014 9:18:20 PM Airport: JFK - John F. Kennedy lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : I am absolulely appalled aboul how my sister was treated by TSA officials al JFK AirporI. 

My sister. who is about six months pregnant, was travelling home to Cincinnati through JFK Airport. Being pregnant, she can't go through the newer machines, and no one would allow her to go thru a metal detector. She had to go through a pat down. 
To make a long story short, she eventually got hauled into some back room through no fault of her own, at which point some official asks my sister -- who's visibly pregnant -- what's going on with her pants and that's she's going to miss her flight. My 
sister I hen had to explain I hat I hey were maternily pants, and thal she needed to go home. Whal kind of agency hires people who are I hat rude and demeaning, parlicularly 10 a pregnant woman? Who asks a visibly pregnant woman &quot:what's 
going on with your pants&quot: when it's pretty obvious why she's wearing them and she probably already is self-conscious about it? 

Don't be surprised if you hear from my sister, I am absolutely appalled. Our nation's security does not depend on humiliating normal traveling citizens, especially pregnant women. 

I am printing my sister's name below since she was the passenger. but my name is kb)(ff:, 
Would you like a response? : False ~-~--~ 

Passenger's Name ~kb_·~1(_6~)-----~ 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b)(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

I am emailing to say that I truly da not mind the inspection process and have had lots al flights this year. However. because I have artificial knees I arrive earlier and expect scan or pat down. But I also have had my luggage checked most al the time 
as well and while it usually is done without much disruption to my belongings, several times it was done with no regard to how it was packed and left in complete disarray. This past week I travelled from Farmington, NM to Phoenix.AZ and it was 

5/312014 absolutely ten-ible. I arrived in PHX with a smell coming from my suitcase that told me I had some nail polish spilling. I tried opening my suitcase and it had been locked with a plastic tie by inspectors that I had to hunt down a scissors to get opened. 
1 :07: 13 Inside was a TSA nolice of inspeclion and everything had been literally dumped back into the suilcase and no security straps put back in place. The polish may have been my fault but it was secure in a protective travel bag. 

PM I hope that this will not happen again' 

kb)(61 I 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 51312014 12:08: 19 PM Airport ORD - Chicago-O'Hare International Date/Time of Travel : 05102/2014 Airline & Flight Number : United Airlines Checkpoint/Area of Airport 

TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . I am an active duty service member that was traveling through ORD an my way to a deployment. 

We flew in from Tokyo, so needed to go through customs which had a long line and our plane was boarding soon. I asked one of the TSA members if there was a military express line, and his response was, &quot;I don't know. but you're going to miss 
your flight.&quot: He couldn't be bothered to find a way 10 help us. 

5;~;0
0
1
3
4 I ran into the same situation in the security line to get our bags scanned. I asked tw-o separate TSA members 1/ there was a military express line because we had quite a ways to go in line and our plane was currently boarding. They both responded 

PM with. &quot:I don't know.&quot: They also couldn't be bothered to help. 

After going through the body scanner, I received not just a pat down, but a rub down. My buttocks were rubbed by the agent for an unnecessarily long time which was completely inappropriate. 

Every single TSA member I had an encounter with was either rude or incompetent. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number . 
Emailkbl(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



" <T SA-Canta ct Ce nter@ts a. d h s. gov> 
Content-T ra nsfer-E ncod i ng: q uoted-p ri nta ble 
Mime-Version: 1.0 ( 1.0) 

Typo/correction 

Sent from my iPhone 

513/2014 >=20 
629 :49 > I had 10 wait 10 minutes for lhe pat down because only me.n were 

PM 

51312014 
6:30:00 

PM 

5/412014 
11:33:13 

AM 

>working. T= 
SA is discnminating against female employees and female travelers by having= 
> Female should always be available ii TSA is going to screen females 
> who ma= 
ke up half the population.there were about 1 O males working and no females. 
> Thank you, 
kb,(61 
>=20 
> Sent from my iPhone 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time : 51312014 5:42:26 PM 

only men Available . This was at gate C at Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport. A 

Airport · CLT - Charlotte Douglas International Date/Time of Travel . 03118/2014 Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: Between 9 and 10pm on the evening of March 18, 2014, we connected through CLT. Our inbound flighl was lale so as such, we had a limited time to make our connection. On arriving at the security checkpoint I made ii know thal I wished 
to opt out of the security scan as per the following link http:llblog.tsa.gov/2012/11 /opting--out--of-ait-body-scanners.html 
The first agent I spoke to instructed me to advise the agent checking the bag. I did so even before it was our tum. When it was our tum, instead of requesting a le male agent to conduct the pat down, he did nothing and continued on and rude I y said, I 
don't have anybody and I don't know when anyone will be available so you can just have a seat until I find someone. As I did not want to miss my flight I felt I had no choice but to go through the scanner. This left me feeling angry and violated. Having 
had a negative experience in a scanning device, going through such devices causes me to become very agitated, ii causes my pressure to rise and generally leaves me with a sense of panic. No doubt I his means very little to olhers, bul just think for a 
moment, if that were you. how would you want to be treated? 
I realize that safety is a priority and I appreciate the Job that the agents do, however, rudeness is not a part of that Job. I travel enough to know that agents are and should be available to do a pat down should a traveller wish this. as per the TSA's 
OWN POLICY. 
I ask I hat you speak 10 lhe agenls at this sile 10 ensure that olher do NOT feel viola led in the way I did. Agents need 10 know I hat it is importanl to do their jobs professionally. In so doing, they maintain lhe support and respect of lraveller and uphold 
the department's positive image. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

We went through the GOES screening process and have Global Entry. 
My husband 1s handicapped. walks with a cane but needs a chair for long distance. 
On Sat 513114. the TSA Precheck line in SJU was closed so we had to go through the regular line. 
They pushed my husband through a side swinging door, I hen the guard proceeded to have him stand for 1 O minutes while he did a pat down. My husband was in pain from slanding and his feet have swollen, I am sure from lhe pressure. 
Surely there is a better way when someone has TSA precheck on their boarding pass and line line is closed. perhaps showing our Global Entry Card? 
Thank vou for vour reply. 

b1(ffl 



51412014 
5:08:38 

PM 

I am not filing a complaint, I am making some suggestions. 

1. Keep a PreCheck line open if lhe airporl has a TSA precheck line - thekb)(ffl pirport in San Juan had a TSA Precheck line and it was closed, on Saturday May 4, 2014, 10am est. 
2. If the airport does not have a precheck line open, verify the Trusted Traveler identity with their Goes card/number. 
Very simple. a pat down of a 70 year old handicapped man with GOES status is overkill. 
Thanks for your reply. 

Las Vegas, NV 89129 

--- Original Message ---
Fram; <tsatcc do not rep ly@se nt u re. com> 

To !lh,1R1 I 
Sent: Sunday. May 04, 2014 11 :35 AM 
Subj eel: In Response to your i nq u1 ry. 

> Th an k you for your ema i I reg a rd i ng your questions and concerns for 
> travelers with disabilities and medical conditions. Specifically, you 
> we re interested in Ii Ii ng a ci vi I rights comp I a int because you believe 
> thal you, or someone you know, were discriminated a9ains1 by TSA on lhe 
> basis of his or her disability ar medical condition. 
> 

> 

> For your complaint 10 be considered comp I ete according to De pa rtme nl of 
> Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 
> C.F.R. §15.3(b) and §15.70(d)i3)), it must be in writing and including the 
> following information: 

> • The name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 



I recently fiew from my home airport (BNA) on Monday. 4128@ 2pm and thought I would share some feedback regarding the screening process. 

First, BNA appears to be the only airport with Pre-check lanes that does not have a dedicated person to check ID'sfboarding passes. The agent at that post alternates between pre-check and non-pre-check passengers. I recommend that BNA 
address this issue to keep the pre-check lines moving most efficiently. 

Second, B NA was using the "randomizer" very heavily that day and pushing many no n-p re-check passengers into the pre-check I an es, I know that this is pa rt of the cu CTent p I an, but I think th at TS A needs to re-visit this, Fol ks wi 11 be inclined to sign up 
for pre •check when they see me fly I hroug h security in less than a min ul e. 

51412014 Third (and worst of all), BNA must have the pre-check magnetometers set for an unusually high ralio of "random hits". Two of five people (I unfortunately was one of the two) that went lhrough the magne1ome1er around the same moment lhat I did were 

5:09,35 flagged for the ··special screening" Again. this was not a '"hif on metal. This was the single beep that is part of TSA's procedures to keep screening unpredictable. I am not sure why this is a necessary part of the pre-check process given that you 
PM have done background checks. Maybe if non-pre-check folks were precluded from using the pre-check lanes, TSA could re-v1s1t this approach. 

51412014 
7:04:07 

PM 

Fourth, the "special" screening that I received was way worse that what I would have received had I simply opted out of the normal screening process for a pat down. I say that because the special screening was very focused on my carry on bag. The 
agent opened every single zipper/pocket/etc and swabbed everything in the bag. This took way too long for a "trusted traveler' Then, the agent tested the swab and discovered that there was some problem with something in my bag, Likely my 
tablet. A supervisor was summoned. Now I was subjected to full pat down and a different agent re•tested my entire bag. This was an unacceptable level of detainment for a "trusted 1raveler". 

PI ease consider my concerns noted above. Thank you. 

This email message, including attachments, is from Crowe Horwath LLP and may contain privileged or confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient of this message. you may not make any use of, or rely in any way on, this information, 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!(b 1(6) 
Date Time: 5/4/20~14.....,,5~,54---:4~5~P~M~ 

······················----------------····························· 

Comp a, n s: na pp ro pr, a e cree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):British Airlines Flt# 288 on April 23. 2014. Terminal 4 of the Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport. The time they went through was approximately 7:00 pm.. 
Comments: My parents th at do not speak English we re trave Ii ng on 4123114 , they we re being escorted by an a ssis ta nt that was pushing thei r whee I chairs, Both of my pa rents had their carry on I ugg age, purse and persona I be longs ta ken from th em 
and searched in a different area without them. They do nol speak English, so I hey really didn't know what was going on and how to ask for help. They look their money and everything. This is not appropriate to search withoul the owner being there 
especially their purse. wallet, etc. We would like to file a formal complaint in this matter. I can be contacted by phone aq1h·,1r;··, I 



5/412014 
7:04:18 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 51412014 6:46:23 PM Airport: SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International Date/Time of Travel: 0411812014 4:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: US Airways 496 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
near gate A2 TSA Employee: (If Known)~ 
Comment: Recently we were in Seattle ~t approximately 4:00pm the check point near gate A2). My daughter had to go through TSA alone because I was already at our gate. After waiting 30 minutes she presented her boarding pass that was 
printed at the hotel as we have done many times in the past. She was told that the boarding pass was not usable and would have to reprint the boarding pass at the ticket counter. She was not told to come back to the front of the line and waited in line 
again. She became very upset because she was afraid she would miss her flight. She was visibly upset as she went through the screening process. As she went lhrough the screening machine the agent!(b)(ffi !abruplly shouted "hey lady relax· She 
was required a second screening and the same agent walked up to her without any verbal instructions began patting her down. My daughter has had pat downs before and has never been treated so disrespectfully before. Usually they explain what is 
going to happen and warn you when they start the pat down and the p race ss. This just added to her ag i tat1on. When we met at the gate she was crying and I went back to get the agents name. The supervisor was on the phone and another agent gave 
me her name. I am not sure it was the correct name because I never saw her badge (we noticed that most name are last names) and my daughter was just in a hurry to avoid the situation. The supervisor did come to our gate and spoke to us. He said 
something about that he wanted to make sure we got the rig hi name and would speak to the agent himself. He was also the same agent to send my daughter back to the ticket counler. 
We also do not understand why one person would be allowed to go through TSA pre and the other not when they are both on the same reservation. We won·t ever do that again and it seems to defeat the purpose of clearing people quickly. 
On a pos1t1ve note, I lost my glasses last year at the Phoenix airport and days later I went to the lost and found. They had my glassed well taken care of, logged (date, time, security location) and in a plastic bag, very efficient and expeditious. Thank 
you for attention, 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 5/412014 6:31:43 PM Airport, HNL - Honolulu International Date/Time of Travel, 04/16/2014 7:00 PM Airline & Flight Number, 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Emp I oye e: (If Known) IJ:illfilJ 
Comment : As I went through security, I d ec1d ed to opt for the pat down instead of the body scanner for person al reasons. I have done this before at many airports, and the T SA agent has always been courteous and respectfu I. H oweve~( b) ( ff:, I in 
Hono I ul u made me feel very violated, She was extreme I y co Id and abrupt when speaking with me. and seemed to be on a &quot power tri p&q uot: and was ta I king down to me. 

51412014 The worst part, though, was when she patted down my genital region. I am aware that this needs to be done. but she ran her hand so forcefully up my leg, that she hit my vaginal region very hard. I voiced this pain to her at the moment it happened and 

7:04,23 she said nothing. Then, when she was patting down my other leg, she did the same thing. She hit me in my vagina mice, very aggressively. This was in no way appropnate, and I fail to see how it would be effective in screening for anything I could 
PM have been hiding. In any other situation this would be assault. 

I felt embarrassed and violated. When the search was over, I asked for her name and she refused to give it to me. I had to ask the supervisor for it. which he was kind enough to do. I hope for the sake of all other women flying through Honolulu that she 
stops being so aggressive. or stops doing pat-downs altogether. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name tb)(ff•, I 
Phorie N11mher · 
Email(b)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



51512014 
826:47 

AM 

Our problem was not an airtine issue, 11 was a TSA issue, and the mishandling, rude handling of people with GOES status. If we have gone through GOES background check and have passed. why would we need a pat down at the airport, that makes 
no sense. We have satisfied the necessary requirements for security. why would TSA feel we needed secondary screening?? We arrived on a plane from Anguilla, we cleared customs through GOES at San Juan -we had no problem, then we had to 
go through security again to go on our next flight, thal is where the problem developed with TSA and their handling of passengers. You really need to develop a belier system. This is a TSA problem, and I will be reporting ii on Flyer Talk as well, for 
them to add to their long list of TSA complaints. 
Thank you for your reply. 

kb·:,(6) ~ "Trusted Traveler," 

--- Original Message ---
From: HYPERLI NK "ma,lto:tsatcc do not re I senture.com"tsatcc do not reply@senture.com 

To: HYPERLIN _•(-"b"'=,(""'6..,1 =-,-,-,-=-=-.,..--------------' 
Sent: Sunday, May 04, 2014 4:07 PM 
Subject In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank you for your e-ma i I reg a rd i ng s pecia I passenger screening I anes. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) develops requirements and policies for the security of our Nation's transportation systems. Some of these requirements are met by airports. air carriers, railroads, port authorities, and other 
Iran s po rtati on system entities. Airports a re respons, bl e lo r security of airport access, and air earners a re responsi b I e lo r id ent,fyi ng passengers. control Ii ng gate access, and control Ii ng baggage before and after sere en i ng. In add1t1on. air carriers are 
responsible for passenger Ii nes up to security checkpoints and, therefore, may choose various ways to manage these Ii nes. Some airlines have chosen to ere ate separate Ii ne s lo r their Ii rst-cl ass, freq ue nt-fi ye r, and business-cl ass passengers, TS A 
does not regulate this practice, nor is it a policy that TSA endorses. 

If you have questions regarding an airline's practices, we encourage you to contact them directly. If the airline has not satisfied your inquiry, the U.S. Department of Transportation's Aviation Consumer Protection D1v1s1on (ACPD) may be able to help. 
The ACPD operates a complaint handling system for consumers who experience air travel service problems and provides a 24-hour hotline at (202) 366-2220 
(TTY [202] 366-0511 ). You may also fill out and submil an online complainl form at http:llairconsumer.osl.dot.gov/escomplainlles.cfm or write to: 

Aviation Consumer Protection D1v1s1on, C-75 
U, S, Department of T ransporta ti on 
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE 
W ashi ngto n, DC 20590 

At some airports, travelers may notice lanes reserved for participants of TSA's passenger pre-screening initiative, TSA Pre\?™, For more information, including a list of participating airlines and airports, please visit http://www.tsa.gov/tsa
pre%E2%9C%93%E2%84%A2. 

Caller said lhat she was in DTW yesterday for a 4:30 flight. Caller said lhat she had pre check on her boarding pass. She told the officer about her implants and she was sent 10 lhe AIT. Caller slated that while she was al the AIT, that her personal 
belongings were still undergoing screening. She stated that they were within her line of sight but the officers were not maintaining control of them. Due to this, her items fell off of the conveyor. Her purse spilled out all over the floor and because she 
was sti 11 being sere ened, she was not permitted to go and pi ck her Ite ms up. Once her screening was completed she told the office rs that she wanted to Ii I e a comp I amt. It took them aver 5 minutes to Io cate a supervisor who handed her a card to cal I 
us. She is furious over this incident and stated that this airport is very disorganized. 

Date: 5-4-14 4:30 pm to PHX 
Airline- Southwest Flight#: 2941 

51512014 Gate or Terminal- P recheck Line 

11 : 10:3S Resolution: 
AM 

51512014 
12:07:15 

PM 

Transportation Security Adminislration (TSAJ policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to reasonably ensure thal carry-on items, including disability-related devices and aids, are kept wilhin a passenger's line-of-sighl when a passenger is 
required to undergo additional screening. When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's items and to ensure that the 
passenger Is reunited with his or her property once it clears x- ray s c reem ng. 

Because your complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your e-mail to the Customer Service Manager at that airport. 

Caller refused to provide a email address she wants someone to call her back! 
The caller stated that she flew from MCO and that she was selected for a patdown because her back pocket, right shoulder and her finger alarmed the AIT. The caller stated that she was upset with this because she was embarrassed having to be 
patted down at the checkpoint and that she did not feel comfortable not being close to her belongings. The caller stated that it was raining in Orlando. The caller stated that her bag was wet on the inside and that there was no NOi: the zipper pull was 
broken. 

Advised the call ere I apologized to the caller if her exerience was less that pleasant however informed the passenger that every passenger must be screened and that if a passenger were to alarm the AIT or the WTM D they would have to be screened 
using a thorough patdown. Advised the ca 11 er that many thing can cause an ano mi Ii e incl udrng I ayered clothing. Advised the ca 11 er that the lack of an NOi would indicate that T SA never inspected the bag by hand and the fact that the bag was wet wo u Id 
indicate that there is a good chance the bag was opend outside. where TSA is not present and the bag would be in the possession of baggage handlers . Advised the caller to file a complaint with the airline. Advised the caller that she could request a 
private screening if she felt uncomforlable being screened in public and they may be able 10 screen her belongings wilh her like valuables. Advised caller thal she could ask for a supervisor or a PSS. 



51512014 
2:12:02 

PM 

51512014 
2:12:42 

PM 

Good afternoon. I am writing regarding an expenence I had with your TSA officers in Charlotte, NC at the Chartotte-Douglas International Airport on Thursday, May 1. 2014. 

I recently found out I was pregnant and after researching the body-scan imagining that is performed at security, I have decided to opt out of this whenever I travel. Every time I tell the TSA officer at security I would like to opt out. I am hassled about my 
decision and given a speech about why 11 is safe and unncessary for me to opt out. And every time I patiently listen to them telling me what I should or should not do. Everyone Is entitled to their opinion however my concern with this is, 1/ I am able to 
opt out. why am I hassled EVERY time? Not only is it upsetting to me as a traveler and expecting mother to have a stranger tell me what I should do for the safety of my baby, but they waste their own time giving me their own individualized speeches 
when they could actually be performing lheir jobs looking for suspicious aclivily, moving along lhe lines, etc. This was not even the issue I had on May 1. After I lold the officer I wanted to opt out, I waited for tenl) minutes paliently. I was even 
compliemtned on how patient I was being and I told the officer that I came to the airport early because I know the manual screening may take a little longer. Still no problem. The problem arises when Officer h 1/R comes to get me with an attitude for 
the manual screening. She asked me 1/ I had done the manual screening before and I said '"yes, I know the drill'"_ She tells me she needs to go through her speech anyway. I said, "no problem". At that time (around 4:30-5pm), security was pretty 
crowded and another TSA officer comes in front of me for something and I ended up having to move after one side of the pat-down was completed, There was also a crowd of people around me so I had to move about to make room for everyone. 
Oflice~/h\lR\!then says to me very loudly and extremely rude, "Take a step back"'. I asked her where she would like me to sland. She replied, "'Take a slep back". I asked again, where would you like for me 10 go and again the response I received 
several more times was "Take a step back'" with a look of disgust on her face. I told her the man made me move and I don't know where you want mt to gl' please just tell me where to stand. While she was making a spectacle out of herself and me. 
another group of women overhearing this gave me a look to indicate '"What in the world is her problem?" while I just shrugged my shoulders. Officer (b)(6 must have repeated herself, saying '"Take a step back" at least 7-8 times. She then asked me 
"Where were you standing"', And I said right here, She then said. '"where were you facing?" and I said, ok this way. In all that time, she could have told me where she wanted to me to stand and saved me the frustration and discomfort. There was 
absolutely no reason for her to be lhis rude to me. I complied with your policies and did nol deserve to be~ wilh such disrespect. She infuruiated me so much thal I requesled to speak with lhe TSA manager on duty who quickly came down to talk 
to me. He was very understanding and agreed that I should not have been treated like that and that officer b)(6 was out of line. I would like to know what will be done in the future to prevent this unnecessary conflict. I don't know if they take advantage 
of their positions or what but there Is no way to talk to a c1v1lian in that manner.Because it was a TSA officer, et that I could not have said anything to her .... even "In all the time you repeated yourself you could have told me where to go and I could 
have been gone a I ready". which is the truth. But instead I got this ho rTi b I e treatment from her lo r NO reason. 

I travel frequently and have a lot of respect for the security team at our airports but this was just uncalled for. I have never experienced anything like this before and hope I never have to. 

Feel Ire e to cont a ct me lo r mo re information, 

From:[b)(61 
Sent: Monday, May 05, 2014 12:41 PM 
To: TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov 
Subject TSA recommendations based on a complaint 

Dear TSA personnel, 
I am writing to register a complaint about your policies and your staff and to offer logical suggestions to assist other travelers in the future. I was a Denver passenger at DIA, Sat. April 12, 2014 flying out of the country for 2 weeks. I have now returned, 
had a wand e rful vacation and am back at work. 
The incident stemmed from a left thumb splint which appeared to test ·positive' for something and the employee said TSA had a protocol to follow yet commented several times (as did others) that the entire situation could have been avoided, IF a) I 
had taken the little Velcro thumb splint off and sent 11 through the x-ray machine while I walked through or b) if the splint was soft and able to be palpated rather than hard. The splint was easily removable and was worn to offer support while lugging 
heavy luggage as I had just had a joint injection. 
The problem from my end was thal I was unnecessarily subjected to a humiliating, early morning experience that included 7 TSA personnel, two of whom were so victimizing thal a 'flight-or frighl' response was needlessly triggered in me. 
My recommendations include: 
Display preemptive signage/commumcation recommending travelers remove non-essential splints prior to passing through the x-ray machine and why this is encouraged. 
Station personnel prior to the x-ray to suggest the removal of all non-essential. and potential problem items prior to entering the x-ray (not just cell phones in pockets). 
Systems at TSA to betler understand lhe ·test'; whal is the rate of, and cause of False Positive tests? Is it possible lhe test can be refined to improve the raIe of True Positives? If noi. shouldn'I this be public knowledge so thal passengers in at-risk 
occupations or with at-risk medical devices are prepared? (I am a physician). 
Mock training of T SA personnel so that in the event of a 'pos1t1ve te sf additional s c reenrng is wel I exp I a i ned. empathy is uni lo rmly expressed and tensions are I owe red for vul n erab I e, s I eep-d ep nved passengers. Passengers should not fee I threatened 

by the staff or the situation. 
Insistence I hat TSA supervisors be well trained, both verbally and in body language, to assuage highly emolional situations of rallied passengers. All should be able 10 speak with empathic dialogue ralher than an intimidating and controlling language 
and demeanor. 
I admit I became reactive when I was told by several TSA employees the situation could have been avoided by the two 'I F's above, and many weary passengers would feel the same when an illogical process is harshly presented by employees, 
specificall*b)(6)/ the blonde female pat-down woman and the supervisor!(b':,(6) ! Both women were ill prepared to be in charge of an emotional situation. I appreciate the honesty of the 'tester' telling me all could have been avoided and the 
calm demeanor o the final TSA guard who empathized I hat "I don't necessarily agree w1Ih all of the rules either bul we need 10 follow I hem so you don't miss your flight.'' Interestingly he added, "This is not lhe place to present your political opinions." 
(?) The menacing voice and volatile demeanor ofb)(ffl !"I can have you escorted out of the terminal and you can cuss all you want on your way out" and the vehement speech and stare tactic of!(b··,(6 !'you won't intimidate me· made it clear that 
this was about them being in control and not about !rave I safety and, clearly, not about my comfort through an unp I eas ant s i tuat,on. 

Sincerely, 

tb1(61 



5/512014 
2:12:48 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 51512014 1:02:02 PM Airport PDX - Portland lntemalional Date/Time of TrMel 05/0512014 6:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: Virgin America Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
. Virgin America entrance point TSA Employee: (If Known)· Blond woman (age ~55-65) in Row 8 (Pre Check) of the POX Terminal TSA line. 
Comment : I requested a physical pat-down ( a &q uot:fema I e a ss1st&q uot:) as I am 6 + months pregnant. The T SA woman in question i ni ti a 11 y ch al Ieng ed my request at the bag drop off point. but the complaint he re is around her I ack of profession al ism 
in giving me the pat-down/female assist. I found her unnecessarily gruff and rough in this routine, though admittedly important, process. For example, to give me an indication of the level of force she was going to use, she slapped and grabbed my 
right arm with such force lhat it startled and upsel me. During my pregnancy, I hMe been gelling TSA &quot;female assists&quot: in various states and oulside of the US, so I have context as 10 lhe range of melhods. The &quolJemale assis1&quo1; 
option is something TSA offers, and it should be given with the same professionalism as the rest of the TSA-process. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller and her husband have flown a lot over the years. She has a hip implant and flew from Bal ti mare with no problems. She went through the AIT. But at Phoenix Sky Harbor she told the guy she has a metal implants and wants to use the AIT but he 
said no and made her use the WTMD. She kept trying to tell him she has metal implants but he would not listen and sure enough she alarmed. She was pulled aside and they started to pat her down in public with people going by looking at her like she 
did something wrong and she was embarrassed. She asked for private screening and the TSO told her that she would have to wait for another female. She said they were very nice and apologetic but she just thought the male TSO did not listen to her 
and now she is apprehensive about flying again. She wants 10 know if there is something she can do 10 avoid this. She did not get the agents name. 
The Airport was Sky Harbor on Southwest 4403 on April 15th at 5: 15 pm. 

I apologized to the caller and told her I hat TSO s are 1rained 10 listen to your concerns and respond approprialely. 

5;5~~0
0\

4 TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This helps us know where corrections need to be made. 
p M Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Custom er Service Manager I CS M) at that location, 

5/512014 
3:5917 

PM 

I told her that if a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips. he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about 
any di sab i Ii ty, medical condition. or medical device that cou Id affect sec u nty screening. 

Many passengers with me1a1 implants thal regularly alarm a walk-lhrough metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). You may ask for lhe AIT. If it shows an anomaly and you hMe to have a patdown you can ask for a 
private screening at any time. You may also be accompanied by a companion of your own choosing. 

You can ask for a su pe rvi sor or passenger support speci a Ii st at any time if you have concerns or questions, You may a I so ca 11 TS A cares before you travel to request ass i sta nee, 
Sent email. 
Caller stated th at she wou Id I Ike to make a comp I amt. She was going through the I in e. and has been usu ally as king for a paid own. There was a neg ro I ad y there. and when she asked for a paid own, she was asked to step out of the Ii ne. She th en 
became very aggressive shouting that her bags were going through the x-ray. She told her that she could go through the screening technology because it wasn t x-ray. She seemed to be very annoyed and muttered something under her breath about 
the air being polluted. She thinks I hat lhe slatement was very uncalled for. She lhinks that the TSOs comments should hMe been kept to herself. She was black, kind of heavy set. 

FI 1g ht detai Is below: 
Airport:MDW 
Departure Date: 5-3-14 
Departure Time: 9: 1 O am 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight#: 4752 
Terminal Gate: 89 
Went through security: Does n t remember the exact ti me. 

She doesn t want this to go any farther, she just wants someone to be aware of what happened so that it doesn t happen to someone else. She understands why she would have been frustrated because there were a lot of people there at the 
checkpoint at that time, but she is in a position of cus1omer service, and she lhinks maybe she just needs to be reminded of that. 

Advised Caller: 
I told her we would send this information to the CSM to make them aware of the situation that she alleged has occun-ed and could do any follow-up they needed to. 

Asked for an email address, but she did not want to provide one. 



51512014 
4:19:33 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? yes 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Los Angeles I nte ma ti on al Airport 

Caller was on flight 758 on May 1st. He is a 70 year old disabled vel. His experience al SEA was somelhing that made him never want 10 fly again. When he was screened by the WTMD he was put back in his wheelchair and all his sluff went through 
the belt on the tray. They set the tray out of the way about 30 yards from where he was sitting. He was frisked in his chair. He said people were walking by and pointing at him and laughing and asking questions about why this man was being pulled 
aside. He was so damn humiliated after serving his country for 20 years.He was being laughed at and this was unacceptable. He said that the TSO s are on a power trip. He did not know about the pnvate room and was never told about 11 by the TSO 
s. He was made to roll over in his wheelchair and they went up and down his legs and took off his shoes and belt. He was upset and even teared up. He said the person pushing the wheelchair was very nice and very apologetic. 

AirportSea 
Airline :Al a ska 
Flight Number:758 
Dale and Time:May 1 at 8: 15 am 
Terminal or Gate:N 15 
Name of Person involved: The TSO man was short and dark but he was too upset to get names and a good description. 

5/512014 I apologized to the caller and told him that the Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on 
5: 14: 5 0 ensuring th at al I passengers. reg a rd I ess of their personal s ituat,ons and needs. are treated with dig mty. resp eel, and courtesy. 

PM 
Every person and i I em mu st be screened be fore entering I he secured area of an airport, and I he manner in which the screening is conducted is i m po rI ant. T ra nsporta t ion Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additiona I screening to resolve an ala rm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Oetector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 
happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

In add i Ii on, passengers may request a pri v a I e screening if add itiona I screening is required or a I any time during the screening process . In addition, scree ne rs should offer a private sere en i ng before beginning a patdown inspect ion that wi 11 require 
disp I acing or Ii fti ng clothing. 

We consider your concerns to be a serious issue for our attention, T SA appreciates that you took the ti me to share your co nee rns with us, 
Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) al thal location. 

Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at 1-855-787-2227 Monday through Friday 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. EST and weekends and Holidays 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. EST. TSA recommends that passengers call no less than 72 hours ahead of travel in case it Is 
determined that it is necessary to coordinate sup po rt at the airport, We can send this to Wounded Warrior and get you some he Ip at the checkpoint, 



Disability Description: Caller has a pacemaker and a difibrillator 

Response Details: Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal deIecIor because this may affect lhe calibration of lhe device. While TSA has no evidence I hat screening by Advanced Imaging 
Technology ( Al T) w i 11 affect such devices, passengers with conce ms s ho u Id contact their physicians. These passengers may request a tha rough patdown rather th an using screening technol agy. I wi 11 send you inform ati an vi a em ai I on haw to file this 

51512014 comp I a int ap prop ri ate I y and forward this complaint to the CSM at PH L,k b ::, ( 6) I Sent em a, I of inform at,on. 
6:38:51 

PM lncidenl Details: Caller flew from PHL on April 5Ih at 3:00 PM and has a pacemaker and a defibrillator. During the screening he tried 10 show lhe TSOs a card he had from his doctor slating he could nol go through lhe screening machines, bul the 
officer insisted that he ga through it anyway. So the caller ended up being forced ta go through an AIT machine and he has been told to avoid these machines. For a few days after he has felt strange. He believes that this is a failure to accomodate a 
dIsa b1 I ity and wishes to lo rm a complaint. 

Caller states that his bag was searched and his sung I asses and baby powder a re mi ssrng. Caller lo u nd an NOi. The baby powder went mi ssrng on the de parting flight and at that point the re was no N OI. 0 n the retu m fi Ig ht the sung I asses went m1ssi ng. 
Ca Iler states that he had a s u rvi va I kit in his carry on that had a tiny lo Ida b I e 2 knife and fire starter that were taken away, He got Preche ck for that i ni ti a I II i g ht, The TS A employees were polite. but the ca Iler is up set that the kit was basically destroyed 
because so many ii ems were removed. There was no problem with the interactions with the TS Os, even though he was not as nice as he could have been. Caller states thal the situation could have escalated, but the TS Os handled it well. Caller states 
that his is bald and barely has any hair and he had to get a patdown al his head at a checkpoint before. Caller does not wish to file a claim because the sunglasses were not worth more than $20. Caller states that it is possible that the sunglasses could 
have been left in the family bathroom. Caller states that I (the TCC agent) gave about $30 worth of therapy and wanted to be sure it was documented in the record. 

Airporl TUS-SEA-ANC 
Airline Alaska Airlines 
Flight# 641 

Date Time 05 Q4 20 J4 405P!1 
Baggagetagm~J'b-'1_(6--'i-,----' 
Description al baggage Green canvas bag with twa leather handles and two snaps on the end and a thick handle, like an army duffel bag 
Location Gate B3 
NOi 

51512014 Advised ca Iler: 
8.44:28 

PM 
We regret that you we re u n satisfied with the manner in which your bags we re hand I ed. 

TS Os receive training in the procedures to pro pe rl y inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great ca re during the screening process so that when bags a re opened a passenger's be Io ngi ngs are returned to the same co nd it ion they we re 
found. 

Please note that TSA assumes a very limited role with respect to checked baggage handling. We are only responsible for checked baggage from the time 11 is presented for screening until the time it has been cleared of screening. Once checked 
baggage has been screened and cleared, airlines are responsible for transporting it to its final destination. As a result, the amount of time checked baggage is under TSA control is relatively short. 

Many airports have automated in-line baggage screening systems which can screen and clear a bag remotely, resulting in no physical inspection at all. However, if a TSO needs to open and search a checked bag. the TSO will place a Notice al 
Inspection (NOi) inside the bag to alert the passenger that his or her bag was searched by TSA. 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items. 

Because the complaint concerns security s c reem ng at a specific airport. we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-mai I to the Custa mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 

Fire starters are prohibited in carry on and checked luggage. 

Caller is a breasl feeding mother who travels a 101 for business. She always brings her breast milk and every lime she goes through screening she gels a patdown. She thinks I hat I his is assault and ridiculous. She is very upset because TSOs touch her 
privates, breasts and buttocks. She wants ta a void this from now on. 

51612014 Advised ca Iler: 
1:38:54 

PM While passengers may be requested to open a container. they will never be asked ta test or taste any of these items. If a container cannot be opened, the containers may be allowed into the sterile area only after it and the passenger undergoes 
add1t1ona I screening. which may include a patdown. The re Is no way to avoid a paid own 1f it is required to board a fi Ig ht. 

51612014 
3:02:19 

PM 

The caller lhen asked to speak wilh a supervisor. 
Caller flying with her 18 mo. old toddler to Paris, overnight flight. what can she bring for him? Is she allowed to bring applesauce, dry food. yogurt and can she bring milk in a carton unopened? 

Response: 
When Iraveling wilh an infant or toddler, passengers are also allowed to bring inlo lhe screening checkpoint more than 3.4 ounces of milk products: juice: botlled waler; and canned, jarred, processed baby food. These items also must be declared to a 
TSO prior to entering the screening area, and the items must be separated from other property. These items will be subject to additional screening. and passengers may be asked ta open a container if required by a TSO. 
W hi I e passengers may be requested to open a container. they w, 11 never be asked to test or taste any of these items. If a container can not be opened. the containers may be al lowed into the sterile area only after it and the passenger u nde rgoe s 
additiona I screening , which may include a patdown, 



51612014 
3:52:32 

PM 

5/612014 
6:22:56 

PM 

5/712014 
12:21:55 

PM 

Caller fi1es back and forth east coast and Arizona about 28 to 30 times. He left Arizona on the 24th he had precheck. He asked that his film be hand inspected. He had to have a patdown which was rough and unnecessary. He fiew from Reagan to 
Phoenix and had precheck and again asked for his film to be hand inspected, The TSO inspected it and sent him on his way with no patdown. He asked who is not following protocol here. 

I told him that generally when you ask for an alternative screening to x-ray (which is the normal screening method) then you are subject to additional screening such as a patdown. I told him the policy is the same at all airports. While the procedures 
are the same everywhere. the interpretation of those procedures results in some s Ii g ht variations from airport to airport and situation to situation. Sere en i ng Is a I so random so you never know what to expect. 

I told him thal if he should have a problem with patdowns as he described he may call us and we can forward the complaint to an appropriate office for review. 

Today I trave I ed with my husband and two smal I ch, ldren from savannah hi I ton head i nte mati on al airport to J F K. W hi I e going through security the TEA agent told me that because one of the two of my sti 11 sealed baby food pouches was aver 3 .4 ounces 
(I be live it was 4.2) he would need to open it and test it. I told him that he may as well throw it out then because it would be spoiled. I said that I thought baby food was okay in excess of that amount and that by opening it to test it he was basically 
rendering it unfit for consumption when I needed ii. I was told I hat if I consented to a pal down I could keep ii so I consenled. Then my purse and diaper bag were confiscated 10 be thoroughly searched as well. After the pat down and waiting an 
additional 5 minutes while they searched it became evident that the search would not be over soon and we would be in danger of being late for our flight. My children were very upset by the whole thing so I told him to just throw it out. My son has food 
al I erg,es and I can not just buy him any kind of food. I am very dIsa ppointed that the re was no alte mate way to test the food pouch that would not cause 11 to s poi I . It Is ha rd enough trave Ii ng with sma 11 kids as it is without adding these add i ti o na I and 
seemingly unnecessary restrictions on families. Please consider changing your testing policies for baby food, 

!(b,(6) 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE smartphone 

Fro~(b)(61 
Sent: Wednesday, May 07, 2014 9:59 AM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject: kb)(61 !Complaint 

May 1, 2014 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
Disability Branch 
Disability and Multicultural Division 
601 South 12th slreet 
TSA-33 
Art i ngto n. VA 20 598 

RE: Matter !(b,(61 
Date of Accident 04 20 2014 

Our File Number ~kb-)-(6--.-, --~ 

Dear Sir Madam: 

The above named claimant has retained the undersigned counsel for lhe purpose of representation in connection wilh his her personal injury claim. 



The ca 11 er has a sp eci a I needs chi Id th at was al lowed to go through the expedited screening and she he rs elf was offered to go through s c reem ng with her son. The office rs would not I et her Ite ms go through s c reem ng with her be cause she was not 
precheck and she was going through a precheck line. She had to put her belongings on a different belt. The caller states that she had to go across the the lane to get her items and she did not like that. The caller wants to know if the officers are 
allowed to put her items on a differenl belt and wants 10 know who is supposed 10 be walching her items. The caller is nol comfortable wilh being separated from her item and chose 10 go through the line with her belongings but states she is not 
supposed to be separated form her son. The incident happened at ITO. The caller asked to speak to a manager and she was nat there. 

I advised the caller that TSA did not separate her from her son. I advised the caller the officers gave her the option to go through screening with her son. 

5/712014 Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TS Os) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items. including disability-related devices and aids, are kept within a passenger"s line-of-sight when a passenger is 
423:11 required to undergo add1t1onal screening. When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property dunng a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's items and to ensure that the 

PM passenger is reunited with his or her property once it clears x-ray screening. 

I offered to send a complaint ta ITO but the caller wanted ta call herself. 

I advised the caller to contact the CSM at ITO 
1h··,1rr, 
Phone: "'(b"') ... (6'--1 __ __. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Cun-ent Date/Time, 51712014 10:21:52 PM Airport: MSY - Louis Armstrong New Orleans International Date/Time of Travel: 05/07/2014 Airline & Flight Number: UA 1460 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Gate D3 Area TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Unknown Comment I have a left knee replacement which requires me to have a screening done through a wand or a scanner. I was sent through lhe TSA Pre Screen line in New Orleans airporl, and told the lady at the TSA line about my knee. She 
asked for a male TSA employee to screen me, which took ten minutes for one to arrive. I as given a full pat down instead al the scanner. I asked if the machine was working, but the TSA person did not answer. This happen between 4:00 PM and 4:45 
PM. I have been flying for the last year without this kind of screen. I fact the last time I had a pat down like this. I was leaving the Bag dad Airport in 2005 as a private contractor. 

5/812014 
8,16,09 You may want to check or review your recordings at the TSA line on lhe way 10 Gale D3 belween the times shown above. I am a bald person wearing a dress shirt and tan slacks, carrying a black lowepro camera bag and a blue portabrace video 

camera bag. 
AM 

I find the way I was handled overdone, but you be the judge. I will inform United Airlines of this incident as well. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Na,,m,....._,b,._·~5~··_, ---,... ___ ...., 
Phone Number b 1(6) 
Email (b i(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicalionManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 518/2014 9:11 A9 AM 
Airport RDU - Raleigh-Durham International DatelTlme of Travel: 04/11/2014 7:10 PM Airline & Flight Number: American 1079 CheckpornUArea of Airport Security TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment· On April 11, 2014. while choosing an opt-out security screening, I was sexually assaulted by the TSA agent performing the screening. 

During the process, among other inappropriate touching. the agent pulled out the back the waistband far enough to look down the back of my pants, while periorming the screening on my thighs she twice hit my pubic bone/vagina with her hands with 
high pressure. she squeezed my rig ht buttock with her hand and squeezed the front of my rig ht thigh with her hand. 

I travel several times a year on business and I have always chosen to opt oul of the machine screening, so I have a clear understanding of TSA pat down procedures. What was done to me at Raleigh-Durham was nol a security pal down, it was an 
assault. 

5/812014 
10:24:0S The woman in question was a very tall, heavy set, African American woman with very short salt and pepper hair. 

AM 
I await a response to my complaint. 

~B~'~11~•=s1-oii-ck~~~~E~04011 
kb)J61 I 
l(b)(61 

51912014 

Would you like a res onse?: True 

Passenger's Narcm...,e~-----,.__. 
Phone Number b 1(6) 
Email f h >IR, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I had a flight out of San Jose Airport on Southwest on Monday, May 5th at 10:40am. My family and I went through security a little around 9:30am. I am 5 months pregnant and was holding my 19 month old when I was selected for a random testing. 
They swiped my hands with a wand and an alert showed up. That 1s where the confusion began. They wouldn't let my husband grab my bags or our stroller and they wanted me to set my daughter on a chair (this seemed reasonable) but my daughter is 
too young to just sit there, I needed to either give her to my husband or put her in the stroller, so this took 4 employees to figure out a solution, which involved the woman who was with me to shout 2 stations over" I HAVE AN ALERT HERE!" After a 
phone call and about 1 O min it was decided I could let my husband take her. 

They searched my stuff and th en the peop I e at the belt with our strol I er we re te 11 mg us (with attitude) that we needed to take our stroller. This was rea 11 y frustrating. be cause we tried and everyone was adamant that I not move or touch anything. 

I was lhen surprised that they wanted to test my daughlers hands, she's 19 months old'!!' I agreed, but didn't want to, she's a baby. I hope she retains no memory of this. Al thal poinl, being 5 months pregnant, I was done, so I started crying during the 
pat down. 

12:05:44 I was lold repeatedly that this was routine and lots of people get alerts and it was probably nolhing. Of course my daughter's hands were fine, bul once again after confusion, discussion and another possible phone call, they decided a needed a more 
PM thorough pat down. I had to just stand there, still crying, while all of this was figured out. We were then led to a room where I was thoroughly rubbed down. Finally, we were allowed to leave. 

I appreciate that you have a hard job and must do random screenings. that isn't my complaint. My complaint is with the behavior and lack of organization among your employees.Why would you say it's nothing when we are required to comply and be 
put lhrough a humilialing ordeal? Why would you shout across the screening area? Why would you subject a child to this? Why would you do any of I his when you don't even know whal the nexl step is? Please train your people properly before placing 
them in positions of authority. I have traveled frequently and this is by far, the worst and most humiliating experience of my life, I can't even imagine how that would have worked had I been traveling without my husband. 

Repectfu 11 y. 



51912014 
2:13:48 

PM 

To whom 11 may concern: 

I recently passed through the ChJrlotle NC airporl on my way to Florida. On my first pass lhrough security I was immediately tJrgeted 10 screen. My firsl indicalion was that my hands were swabbed well after I had already touched items that were on 
the belt. such as shoes. bags, as well as the containers that the bags go into. After going through the body scan, they groped me for whatever they thought I had far na apparent reason. After a couple of moments. I was then told that I had tested 
positive for born b residue. They pu 11 ed everything I had, took everything out the bags and then patted me down once again in an other room. After about 2 5 minutes or so, they released me without further questioning. 

You would lhink I hat I hey would know I hat a 37 year old, Caucasian women wilh a mililary family traveling with her husband, who was in the Army is probably not a suspect. I found the whole thing to be highly suspect of lhe TSA at this airport simply 
putting on a show. I also noticed on two occasions now that practically everyone being targeted at this airport were Caucasian women. Does that make any sense to you? Meanwhile, go ahead and let the terrorist wearing a turban or hijab with a large 
suspicious bomb shaped case walk through the checkpoint unnoticed. because they' re too busy targeted baby w, pes. hand sanitizer and e-1 ,q u1d. 

What I would like ta know is what are your regulations for swabbing hands? The major issue I had with this process was that they swabbed me after I had touched at her items that weren't mine. Also, I tald them that I am a e-cig/vapor smoker in order to 
quit cigarettes. The liquid in these items contain glycenn, but they didn't want to hear of it. One of the guards even claimed that they never had an issue with them, which is another issue all together; because any trained guard would know that glycenn 
will set off a false positive and if they had looked in my bag, would have seen the e-liquid for these items. In other words, they were just out for the search and show. 

Your time is appreciated. 

!(b)(61 

5/912014 
2:13:48 

PM 

519/2014 
4:21:52 

PM 

To whom it may concern: 

I recently passed through the Charlotte NC airport on my way to FI ori d a. On my Ii rst pass through security I was , mm ed i ate I y targeted to sere en. My Ii rst indication was that my hands were swab bed wel I after I had al ready touched items that we re on 
the belt, such as shoes, bags. as well as the containers that the bags go into. After going through the body scan, they groped me for whatever they thought I had for no apparent reason. After a couple of moments, I was then told that I had tested 
positive for bomb residue. They pulled everything I had, took everylhing out lhe bags and then patted me down once again in another room. After about 25 minuIes or so, they released me without further queslioning. 

You wou Id think that they wou Id know that a 3 7 year o Id. Caucasian women with a m, Ii tary fa mi I y !rave Ii ng with her h us band, who was in the Army is prob ab I y not a s us pe ct. I lo u nd the who I e thing to be h1g hly s us pe ct of the T SA at this airport simply 
putting on a show. I also noticed on two occasions now that practically everyone being targeted at this airport were Caucasian women. Does that make any sense to you? Meanwhile, go ahead and let the terrorist wearing a turban or hijab with a large 
suspicious bomb shaped case walk lhrough the checkpoint unnoticed, because lhey're too busy Iargeted baby wipes, hand sanitizer and e-liquid. 

What I would like to know is what are your regulations for swabbing hands? The major issue I had with this process was that they swabbed me after I had touched other items that weren't mine. Also, I told them that I am a e-cig/vapor smoker in order to 
quit cigaretles. The liquid in these ii ems contain glycerin, bul they didn't want 10 hear of it. One of the guards even claimed that they never had an issue with them, which is another issue all together: because any Irained guard would know I hat glycerin 
will set off a false positive and if they had looked in my bag. would have seen the e-liquid for these items. In other words, they were just out for the search and show. 

Your ti me is appreciated. 

Regards[b ,(6) 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Olher; Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 5/912014 3:13:34 PM Airport PHL - Philadelphia lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 0412712014 3:45 AM Airline & Flight Number: Uniled Airlines 384 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport · TSA security screening TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : I was one of the Ii rst peop I e to enter the screening area when it opened that mom i ng. I told a T SA emp I oye e that I wanted a pat-down instead of subjecting myse If to the rad1ati on in the scanning device. He told me that the re was a $1 50 fee 
for anyone opting for a pat-down instead of going through the machine. This was news to me, and when he saw my surprise he said that this was a new policy that had been implemented just that month and said he was surprised that I hadn't heard of 
this. At that point I didn't know what to do - I was very upset, since the rest of my party was going through security to catch our flight and I didn't want to be left behind, would nol subject myself 10 lhe backscatter radiation, and didn't have $150 in cash 
on me. Finally the TSA employee told me that it was just a &quot;jake&quot: (I didn't laugh) and told me ta proceed to the pat-down area. I don·t know if this was &quot:just a joke&quat: or an attempt by a TSA employee to get a bribe from me, and it 
was 'extremely' upsetting. Unfortunately I didn't demand to talk to a supervisor or get this guy's ID since I was seriously afraid that I"d be detained and miss my flight. Please check your security camera footage - I'm very easy to spot, being one of the 
first people through security when it opened and having both a foot-long bushy beard and a large ring in my nose, and hopefully you can identify the TSA employee in question. 
Would you like a re n 7 : 

Passenger's Name (b·:,(6) 
Phone Number h··,1rr, 
Email 1h·11rr, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



The caller applied for the TSA Precheck Application Program over a month ago. and he has not received any information regarding the status of the application. He is unable to check the status online. Also. he has difficulty removing his shoes due to 
a medica I condition. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

For additional assistance, please contact the Universal Enrollment Call Center at (1855] 347-8371) between 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Eastern Time. Monday through Friday. 
5/912014 
5:0501 

PM If a passenger cannot remove his or her shoes due to possible medical complications. he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

Regardless of whether a passenger is screened by the walk-through metal detector, AIT, or a patdown, his or her shoes are subject to additional screening, which may require thal the passenger lift lhe botlom hem of his or her panls. A passenger can 
request to be seated during this additional screening. 

To whom 11 may concern, 

I just go! through security al JFK airporl and am lhoroughly disappointed in lhe TSA personnel. They don'I even utilize the body scanners they have here, they haven'! the last several times I've flown, and they completely abuse the TSA pre. Almost no 
one had to take laptops out of bags or their shoes off. and we were just walking through a metal detector. The guy that was watching the screen wasn"t paying attention at all, he was talking instead. Then I got selected for a random pat down, and they 

5110/2014 didn't even do the pat down. I feel completely unsafe flying. I have no idea where the hell your $7.39 billion budget goes but it's obviously not into the training of your employees. 
9:38:24 

AM Sincerely, 

5110/2014 
5:0241 

PM 

l(b)(61 

Sent from my iPhone 

Because I fiy fairly frequently betw"een GRR and Florida I have a lot of opportunity to compare tsa and pre-tsa set ups at different airports. GRR has a poor set up at the B terminal. With pre-Isa you are told you do not have to take jackets or shoes off 
Unfortunately the pre-tsa line does not allow for people who have metal in their body that cannot be removed. For me that is a hip replacement. You cannot access the X-ray machine from the pre-tsa line. You have to walk back to the entry to go to the 
X-ray machine. Then the Isa worker back at where you left your luggage on the conveyer belt is confused because you left your bags and walked away. Then you show up at the X-ray machine, because you are told by the first tsa worker to do it that 
way, and the worker demands that you take your shoes and jacket off. When you try to say you are pre-tsa they say you should go through the metal detector at pre-tsa then decide they need to do a manual pat down even after you have gone thru the 
X-ray machine. When you explain you have a hip replacement another worker says in the background that if you just took your metal off they would not have to do a manual pat down. I wonder 1f they would provide a surgeon to remove my metal hip 
replacement? This is a horrible set up. MCO is a much larger airport and this has never happened to me. It happens repeatedly at GRR. GRR cannot assume that pre-tsa customers do not have medical metal in their bodies. This prejudice needs to be 
corrected . GR R needs to look at systems in other airports I hat know what 10 do. 
Thank you. 

!(b1(6i 

Sent from my iPad 

Hello, 

I have an inquiry regarding pat downs. I was recently patted down flying out of JFK & on my international return flight. I do realize that this is for security measures. I assumed mine was random but no mention of it was stated. I had no metal on me & 
the only jewelry I wore was a small set of diamond studs. I feel some explanation should be given as to "why" this 1s being conducted. random or a sensor was set off I am a little offended as I didnl see anyone else getting patted down .. 

5111/2014 
9,22 ,50 I am looking for an explanation please. 

AM 
Regards 

!(b1(6i ! 
Sent from my iPhone 



5/1112014 
9:23 06 

AM 

511112014 
11:16:26 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP!(b)(6) 
Date Time: 5110/2!.0""1"'4""8,...,:0"'7,..:4"'"6"""'P""M.,....... 

Nam~f b)(61 
Email_ b )(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Entering TSA checkpoint in Pitlsburgh at 10:50. 
Comments:When approaching the backscatter machine I waited my turn and told TSA agent in a firm voice: "I would like to op out". She announced to everyone: ··we have a radio broadcaster herel"' I was taken aside and the stop on the assigned 
spot and raised my arms (I always op out and am familiar with the procedure). The TSA agent the announced; "We have trouble here". He patted me down at least two times. On the second pat down he grabbed my testicles to check behind them. The 
pat down was so invasive I later had to go to the mens room to unwed my underwear. When I asked him his name he walked away and would not talk to me. I would like to file a complaint that I was improperly treated and molested. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:,.!(b"-1 .. (6"-·•~' __ ...., 
Date Time: 511112014 9:02:08 AM 

Namel(b,(6) 
Emailfh,1r,, I 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):SWA Flight 654, 9:45 am. BWI airpori. Terminal C 
Comments:TSA agenl(b-•1(6) I a 6'1" tan-skinned, overweight black male. has been the worse I've encountered in the opt-out procedure. While I appreciated Superviso,flill:§[Jtime and commentary about the scanners. as a Research 
Sci ent1stlE ng i neer, I am persona 11 y not convrn ced, thus my CHO I CE to opt out. 

Furthermore, he wanled details: they are enumerated below: 
1) Overly-aggressive pat down procedure 
2) Caustic att1tud e tow a rd s traveler 
3) Pao r behavior and manners 
4) Publicly making a scene with loud talk 
5) Trying to incite a negative response 
6) Profiling and targeting from other TSA agents thru communication devices 

When I toldkb·•,(ffi ! I had his name, (because of name tag to make this complaint). the best response he could give is "Is lhat a threat?" That is called provoking a passenger! 
If he is not trained to be courteous. then he should dismissed. 

Other passengers, including a Maryland State T roo per were witnesses a long with the multitude of video cameras, 

New Orleans. La 

kb)(61 



5/1112014 
1:06:02 

PM 

511112014 
1:06:02 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Screening Current Dale/Time: 5/111201411:33:16 AM Airporl: PDX - Porlland lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: TSA Stands for Torturing Special needs Adults ... 

In the past three weeks I have gone through security at Airports four times, and have been pulled out of line for the PAT DOWN all four times. Why, because of my new titanium knee joint. It seems That TSA has no other way of clearing me other 
than having a female agent groping my private parts searching for contraband. Not even my status of TSA pre-check saved me. 

Standing there with your legs spread apart and your arms out while a strange gloved woman reaches into areas of your body that are very uncomfortable i.e. your crotch, up and down your legs. around your waistband, and above and below your 
breasts. It made no difference to me when the agents proclaimed I hat I hey were using the backs of their hands. I had no choice in lhe ma1ter, they were touching me and it felt dirly; at lwo of the four pat downs, I began crying. 

On one Pat Down, I asked for a private screening. BIG MISTAKE. I was subjected to a more vigorous search, with the woman·s supervisor watching. It was almost unbearable. I got the feeling that the extra attention was because I inconvenienced 
them. Sort of an insurance policy for not asking ever again for a private screen. You see it takes two female agents to do a pnvate screen. 

If being groped in public is not humiliation enough, I had to explain why I cannot raise my L arm in the air by telling the agent and anyone else that was listening that I had polio as a child: a fact that I had never gotten accustomed to sharing with 
many people. 

All of this for the safety of the flying public? If 60 year old handicapped Women with joint replacements are the ones who are the new terrorists, then I suppose the whole world is in trouble. Shame on you TSA for not figuring out how to exempt 
ha nd1ca pp ed ad u I ts with metal implants from this hum i Ii ati ng facade. 
Would you like a response?: True 

Passenger's Namtl~(b_)~(6_·•-' -----~ 
Phone Number : 
Emailkb)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . hltp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Disability or Medical Condition: Screening Current Date/Time · 511112014 11 :33: 16 AM Airport · POX - Portland International Date/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. TSA Stands for Torturing Special needs Adults .. 

In the past three wee ks I have gone through sec u nty at Airports lour ti mes, and have been pul I ed out of Ii ne for the PAT DOW N al I four ti mes. Why, because of my new ti tarn um knee joint. It seems That T SA has no other way of clearing me other 
th an having a fem a I e agent graping my private parts searching lo r contraband. Not even my status of TS A pre-check saved me. 

Standing there with your legs spread apart and your arms out while a strange gloved woman reaches into areas of your body thal are very uncomfortable i.e. your crotch, up and down your legs, around your waistband, and above and below your 
breasts. It made no difference to me when the agents proclaimed that they were using the backs of their hands. I had no choice in the matter, they were touching me and it felt dirty; at two of the four pat downs. I began crying. 

On one Pat Down, I asked for a private screening. BIG MISTAKE. I was subjected to a more vigorous search, with the woman·s supervisor watching. It was almost unbearable. I got the feeling that the extra attention was because I inconvenienced 
them. Sort of an insurance policy for not asking ever again for a private screen. You see it takes two female agents to do a private screen. 

If being groped in public is not humiliation enough, I had to explain why I cannot raise my L arm in the air by telling lhe agenl and anyone else that was listening I hat I had polio as a child: a fact that I had never gotten accustomed to sharing with 
many people. 

Al I of this for the safety of the flying public? If 60 year old ha nd1ca p ped Worn en with Joint rep I ace m ents are the ones who a re the new terro nsts, then I suppose the who I e world 1s in troub I e. Shame on you TSA for not figuring out how to exempt 
ha ndica pp ed ad u I ts with meta I implants from this hum i Ii at i ng facade. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name f~h_-_11_r;_·-, _____ ~ 
Phone Number . 

Email !(b)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning \h,s feedback, follow this link : http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/Applica1ionManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Screening Current Dale/Time: 5/111201411:33:16 AM Airporl: POX • Porlland lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: TSA Stands for Torturing Special needs Adults ... 

In the past three weeks I have gone through security at Airports four times, and have been pulled out of line for the PAT DOWN all four times. Why, because of my new titanium knee joint. It seems That TSA has no other way of clearing me other 
than having a female agent groping my private parts searching for contraband. Not even my status of TSA pre-check saved me. 

Standing there with your legs spread apart and your arms out while a strange gloved woman reaches into areas of your body that are very uncomfortable i.e. your crotch, up and down your legs. around your waistband, and above and below your 

511112014 breasts. It made no difference to me when the agents proclaimed I hat I hey were using the backs of their hands. I had no choice in lhe ma1ter, they were touching me and it felt dirly; at lwo of the four pat downs, I began crying. 

1 _06,02 On one Pat Down, I asked for a private screening. BIG MISTAKE. I was subjected to a more vigorous search, with the woman·s supervisor watching. It was almost unbearable. I got the feeling that the extra attention was because I inconvenienced 
· PM them. Sort of an insurance policy for not asking ever again for a private screen. You see it takes two female agents to do a pnvate screen. 

If being groped in public is not humiliation enough, I had to explain why I cannot raise my L arm in the air by telling the agent and anyone else that was listening that I had polio as a child: a fact that I had never gotten accustomed to sharing with 
many people. 

511212014 
8:28 33 

AM 

511212014 
8:31 37 

AM 

All of this for the safety of the flying public? If 60 year old handicapped Women with joint replacements are the ones who are the new terrorists, then I suppose the whole world is in trouble. Shame on you TSA for not figuring out how to exempt 
ha nd1ca pp ed ad u I ts with metal implants from this hum i Ii ati ng facade. 
Would you like a resoonse?: True 
Passenger's Name f b 1(6) 
Phone Number · ,_ ______ __. 

Email l(b)(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . hltp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hltp:/lwww.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················,==::::;======;~-----····························· 
Remote Client IPkb 1(6) 
Date Time 5112d014 620:34 AM 

Namej(b,(61 
Emal(b1(6i 
Comp I a i nl s: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight DL3423 
Comments:TSA agents FAILED to recognize my Precheck status when I showed them my military id and Precheck passed issued by the agent at point of entry in the waiting line. The Afncan Amencan male giving the patdown could not speak legible 
english. I cannot emphasize enough the apparent lack of training and attention to details displayed here today, It reeks of incompetence. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time, 5111/2014 8:27:31 PM Airport, PSP - Palm Springs Regional Date/Time of Travel· 05/1112014 4:30 PM Airline & Flight Number, Alaska air 535 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Main 
screening area gates 1.11 TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment. I asked to opt out of X-ray screening, he was the employee who met me. Up until this point all TSA employees had been very friendly and professional. Immediately his body language indicated he was irritated. He asked if my pockets were 
empty. I did a quick re check and told him everything except for my ID. His abrupt response was &quot:your pockets aren"t empty then are they? Your pockets need to be empty&quot So I held my ID in my hand. Next he asked me which bag was mine. 
My family carries three i denti ca I black wheeled carry ons, I said one of those. Through this part of the co nversa ti on he seemed determined to e sea I ate the matter, In the end I told him technically a 11 three bags co u Id be considered my property, So he 
collected all of our baggage. Al this point other employees were rolling I heir eyes aboul his behavior and trying to be nice to my wife while he was harassing me. It was at this time I hat he sarcastically said when you 1e11 me I hey are all your bags ii 
changes things. He went on with the pat down and finished and left. I can·t help but think I was treated this way because I opted out of the screening. 

This employee stuck out from the others, a 11 the rest were very friend I y and po Ii te, This employee obvious! y knows he can bully passengers bee a use no one would ta I k back for lea r of retribution, I can not stress enough how poor I y I was treated , pr, nted 
words do nol do it justice. I am going to atlempl to get identifying information on the employee concerned before I fiy out Would you like a response?: True Passenger's Namekb'i(6i I Phone Number!(b)(6i !Ema,I 

kbl(ff:, ~o leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2IApplicationManager 



The caller indicated that he reported his complaint on the TSA blog but also wanted to call. He traveled from MSY on 5 7 with United flight 1460 from Gate D. He indicated that he was at the checkpoint between 4: 15pm-4:45pm. He indicated that he 
was put through the Precheck line. He has a left knee replacement that requires that he go through the scanner and be wanded. He advised the TSO of the metal implants. The female TSO required a male TSO to conduct the patdown. It took forever 
for the male TSO to come over. His complaint is that the male TSO conducted a full patdown and also that the TSO was unhappy to conduct the patdown and his atlilude was thal he didn t want to do it. The male TSO asked him to remove his wallel 
after discovering it during the patdown. The TSO looked through the wallet and the caller felt that this was unusual. The male TSO is stocky, African American, and 5 8 or 9 in height. 

The TSO did not reply when asked ii the AIT we re working. The ca Iler observed that AIT was not being uti I ized. 

511212014 The caller asked if Global Entry is recognized at MSY or I here is any type of program of thal nature at MSY. 

12:01:46 
PM 

I explained that TSA recommends that passengers remove ,terns from their pockets prior to passing through the AIT or WTM D to reduce the likelihood of an alarm. The TSO is required to clear the item to ensure that it doesn t contain a prohibited item, 
which is why that he asked in regard to the wallet and opened it. 

I advised that I have documented the information provided at would refer to the CSM at MSY to make them aware. The CSM has the means to look into and address this. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints received so that we can track 
Ire nds and spot areas of concern th at may require s pec,al attention. 

I advised that he would need to contact Global Enlry in regard to whether lhey are airporl specific. We don t have information lhat speaks in regard to this. The caller declined a contact number. 

---Original Message--
From: CRL 
Sent: Monday, May 12, 2014 9:07 AM 
To: TCC-Referrals 
Cc:!/bi(6i 
Subject: FW: (Complaint) TSA Contact Us: 

Dear TCC Referrals, 

I 
Complaints 

Thank you for sending this along as the word profiling was in the complaint. We've determined that this appears to be a customer service and rudeness complaint. Therefore. we are referring this back to you for appropriate handling. 

Thanks very much, 

511212014 Harleen 

122801 
PM 

Ms. Harleen K. Singh 
Policy Advisor 
Multicultural Branch. D1sab1lity and Multicultural Division Office of Civil Rights and Liberties, Ombudsman, & Traveler Engagement Transportation Security Administration Department of Homeland Security 

-----Original Message-----
F ram: tsatcc@senture.com [ma i I to: ts atcc@se nt u re .com] 
Sent: Sunday. May 11, 2014 7:22 PM 
To: CRL 
Subjecl: (Complainl) TSA Contact Us: Complaints 

The customers information has been attached to this ema i I . 

The following e-mail is being forwarded to you for review from the TCC. Please contact the traveler to resolve the issues addressed in their e-mail message included below. Also, please reply to the message that was forwarded to you and describe the 
resolution that you provided. This will send the traveler's original message and your response to TCC Supervisors so they may update and close the record accordingly. 



511212014 
12:28:04 

PM 

From: da notrep I y@Ca ntactUs. tsa. dhs. gov [ ma i Ito :do notrep ly@Co nta ct Us. tsa .d hs. gav] 
Sent Monday. May 12, 2014 10 58 AM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subjecl: ContJct Us: Civil Righls Civil Liberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

Remote Client IP: ~kb~i~(6~·~1 --~ 
Date Time: 5 12 2014 10:57:48 AM 

) Information about the person who experienced 1 he ci vi I rights c iv i I Ii b ert i es violation 
(fill in what you can) 
Yes 
First and Middle Name: 

!(b1(6i ! 
Last Name: 

llli@O 
Main Phone: 

fh,IRI 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 
!rh1/R1 

PO Box or Street address: 

kb,(61 ! 



511212014 
12:28:04 

PM 

From: da notrep I y@Ca ntactUs. tsa. dhs. gov [ ma i Ito :do notrep ly@Co nta ct Us. tsa .d hs. gav] 
Sent Monday. May 12, 2014 10 58 AM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subjecl: Contact Us: Civil Righls Civil Liberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

Remote Client IP !(b)(61 I 
Date Time: 5 12 2014 10:57:48 AM 

) Information about the person who experienced the ci vi I rights c iv i I Ii b ert i es violation 
(fill in what you can) 
Yes 
First and Middle Name: 

!(b1(6) I 
Last Name: 

rFi'iifin 
~ne: 
kbl(61 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 
kb)(61 

PO Box or Street address: 

kb)(61 I 
The caller was discriminaled against by Delta twice on the plane and wanled to know who to contact. 

Callers Wife: 

The caller staled thal a lot of lhe time she gels palled down when she flys from ATL to NY. The caller staled thal she is not sure why and wanted 10 know why. The caller wanled to suggest that the TSO should advice passengers of whal causes them 
to have an anomaly. The caller stated that her husband does not touch her the way her last patdown was. The caller stated that her and her husband both are selected for extra screening a lot. The caller stated that her husband has a rod in his arm and 

511212014 that she did not have any knee implants. 

124142 
PM The caller was advised to contact The Aviation Consumer Protection Division at 202-366-2220. Handles service complainls with airlines. 

TSA has no jurisdiction over airline complaints. 

The caller was advised that from a personal experience sequence on a shirt caused an anomaly as well as a lanyard. The caller was advised that if a passenger alarms the anomaly must be cleared. Things sometimes like a thick scar as well could 
cause an anomaly. The AIT scans the outside of the body. The caller was informed that there is not a way to avoid a patdown. 

The caller was advised that a TSO would probably be more familiar with common things that cause an anomaly, but we do not have infonmation supporting if they are able to tell the cause of every anomaly, 
Caller wants to know the rules for traveling with baby food. She says in Des Moine she had the baby food in pouches. they were tald because of the size of the pouches her husband needed ta have a patdown. She says in Sky Harbor she was told the 
items too I arge to take. She wants c I arifi cation for sere en i ng. 

Told caller 
511212014 I explained to her there was an exemption for things for babys. 

1 :20:08 When traveling with an infant or toddler. passengers are also allowed to bring into the screening checkpoint more than 3.4 ounces of pre-mixed baby formula, milk products; juice: gel or liquid-filled teethers; bottled water; and baby food. She should 
PM de c I are it al I to the officer before sere en i ng starts, 

I explained to her there were several levels of security screening, so nol all the officers will do the exact same thing. But as long as it was screened is whal they need 10 do. 
I explained to her that these items do sometimes require additional screening but I could nat tell her that it would require her husband to have to have a patdawn. 
I exp I a i ned to her th at she may be having issues due to the baby food being in the lo, I pouch es. they may not be ab I e to xray through the pouches. She can always ask for a s u pe rvi so r at anytime and maybe they can a ss1st her or te 11 her it was the foi I 
pouches causing the problem. 



Caller wants to know when she will be required to go through which technology before she arrives at the airport.Says TSA needs to hire smarter people to do their job so good honest people will not have to got through delays that do no good.She 
seems to think that TSA develops its screening procedures specifically for each airline and seems to be suggesting that TSA make the AIT units mobile so they can be moved around in the airport. 

511212014 AIT gives TSA a way to detect a wide vanety of threats, including suicide vests and other improvised explosive devices that may be hidden under passengers· clothing and cannot be detected by walk-through metal detectors. AIT enhances security. 

1 : 32: 4 3 reduces the need for patdown searches lo r passengers with joint re placements and other medical conditions, and imp roves passenger convenience and comfort. Privacy and security are not mutually exclusive. and T SA has had an ongoing di a log ue 
PM with privacy groups on these issues. AIT is an effective tool in detecting terrorist lhreats and anolher tool in our layered approach 10 securily. 

511212014 
225:20 

PM 

Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough patdown.Oflered John Pistole's address for suggestions on improving security 
and she declined.Suggested she do more research on the subject of security. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time: 511212014 12:26:25 PM Airport RIC - Richmond International Date/Time of Travel: 51101201410930 Airline & Flight Number UA 557 Checkpoint/Area of Airport B TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment· First. i am 65 and had a hip replacement 2 years ago. I always inform the first agent to avoid the metal detector-which always results in a ridiculous putdown. On this occasion, I was late for the flight due to a traffic accident. I counter 
THIRTEEN TSA blue shirls in the area and ONE person was checking IDs. I politely told him that I was aboul to miss my flighl. He told me thal &quot:everyone says that.&quot. I was TSA pre-check. When I got to the screening machine, I AGAIN lold 
the agent I had a right hip prosthesis. Nevertheless, I was asked, &quot;What do you have in your right pocket?&quot: Again, the agent did a pat down. I thought I was finished with these non-communicative folks when &quot;Bobbie&quot: ( middle
aged, fat white man )told me he wanted to check my carry on. He made me go to a comer where I waited. When I told him to hurry and that I was about to miss my flight. he to Id me to re I ax and he cal I ed his su pe rvi sor I a fit. mi dd I e-aged b I ack man). I 
had to re count the story again, I olfe red to he Ip him Ii nd what was causing his conce m, He refused. He rifled through my bag unti I he found the culprit- a 2-po und bag of grits that I had bought in Charleston, First, that bag of grits had be en through CHS, 
IAD, BOS, and EW R WITHOUT anyone doing anything. Second, once he saw it, he didn't louch the bag. If a damn bag of grits DOES look suspicious, shouldn't it be examined? 
I think this man was jerking me around. I want an APOLOGY from the manager of TSA at RIC. Thirteen agents standing around joking and complaining about how long it is until the next break is NOT MY IDEA of protecting passengers. Is it yours? An 
agency that deliberately delays a traveler who is late and examines his carryon for a bag of gnts is not my idea of either HELPFUL or USEFUL. Is 11 yours? 
Would you like a response?· True 

Passenger's Na"'m_e~~·-,=~-,..__, 
Phone Number b)(ff"r 
Email : b)(61 
To leave,;-,a"c'"'o'"m=m=e-=n,....,.co""n='cerning this feedback, follow this link . hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 5/12/2014 6:52:51 PM Airport . Select One Oate/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. How do I forward this letter to the LA/Ontario Airport TSA Office? 

2005 hrs. 5-11-14, LA/Ontario International Airporl -TSA 

I had inadvertently left my wallet and a mini headphone in my pocket while moving through the security checkpoint. TSA employee ._kb"-",(-'6"'1 ____ _.!ocated the items. had me remove them from my pockets and place them in a bowl. He then 
requested a pat-down search and hand swab, 

511212014 Two days ago my boarding pass was labeled with "PRE'· and as such was allowed to proceed through a second security checkpoint without removing items from my pockets, without removing shoes and without removing my belt. This led to some 
8:13:13 p M confusion as I proceeded through the security checkpoint two days I ater. 

5/1212014 
8:13:20 

PM 

When I was finally cleared by TSA, employee!(b )(6) ~urned 10 face me as he sIood wilhin three feet of me, leaned toward me in such a manner that I mentally prepared to defend myself. He raised his voice to the level of a command voice and 
said ta me, "next time sir, remove everything from your packets•·_ He held the stare for a couple of seconds then turned his back to me and walked away. 

In my 34 years of law enforcement experience I have always been trained to attempt to de-escalate or defuse a situation first to minimize any potential of physical force. TSA employee ~addressed me in such a manner my personal defenses 
were heightened and I was pre pa red to push back had he moved any closer to me. 

I requested to speak to a s u pe rvi so r and TSA S uperviso ~ b) ( ffl I answered my request. I informed him as to what had occurred. He was understanding and offered me his ca rd and the name of the T SA employee involved. ~ 
informed me to how to file a complaint if I chose to do so. He was very understanding, and assured me the situation would addressed. 

I observed the TSA checkpoint for approximately 40 minutes. TSA employed1h··,1r;-·, ~ppears to know and understand his position within the checkpoint area and performed those duties competently. He was direct and matter of fact as he spoke ta 
and directed individuals through the checkpoint. I am unaware of any actions I may have done which wo u Id cause him to respond as he did to me. It was not anything I may have said. as I did not speak to him throughout the entire process. 

At 2049 hrs. TSA Employeel(b 1(6) left his workslation and entered a small office. He was conversing wilh Supervisorl(b)(6l If the incident involving me was the topic of their conversation, I consider the matler concluded. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Profess1onalism/Customer Service: Screemn Current Date/Time 5112/2014 6:29:21 PM Airport TUS - Tucson International Date/Time of Travel 0511012014 2:15 PM Airline & Flight Number alaska 641 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
going thru check TSA Employee: (II Known) ._b~-~I(~6~I----~ 
Comment: My daughler was flying with her babies, 8 month old whom she had to carry and her 2 year old. She beeped and the gruff tsa employee!(b·:,(6) !sent her back to remove her necklace and asked me to go lhrough, I beeped cuz I 
have a titanium hip, {I always beep and_except this humiliating _pat down every time I fly}. she s~nt me back ta wait for fomale assist. We were laughing at how _we all were repi~g and were trying ta keep!(b)(6! our 2 year old from getting upset and 
then the~ stem TSA lady says w1ll1s, has to go thru by h1mself ... but he won't cuz the lady 1s so angry looking, I without thought went back through to see 11 I could get (bl( o come to me his grandmother ... the tsa lady yells at me to go back' 
Well no"'11.ll.l.[§) is so scared he will not go thru .... meanwhile a big line is forming, and luckily another nice Tsa lady comes and tells the angry unpleasent~that they (mother and child can go through together, l:E}i]doesn't want to even go 
through with his molher now, he is so scared! This was so uncalled for'!! Your intenl should not be to scare small children. Flying should be a fun happy experience for them. There is no reason TSA employees cannot smile and be happy while doing 
their jobs"' 1 On the trip down from Seattle my daughter did not beep with the same necklace on but was asked to hand her babies {over luckily she had a friend with her the children knew} and go into a room to have her hands swabbed' 11 She could 
not even see her children'., Are you profiling mothers carrying babies? This is uncalled for. She could have been by herself and expected to leave her babies with a stranger' Why did she have to go into room where she could not see her children? 
This is so wrong! She is a mother so of course she has baby butt creams, hand sanitizers. ectra on her hands. We appreciate that you are trying to keep us safe, we just ask for you to use common sense, and be pleasent•! ! If you want small children 
to walk themselves through, have a candy treal or at least a smile for them•!! We as tax payers pay your salaries do not forget this. We tolerate your body searches, ect. but we do not tolerate uncalled for rudeness and being threatened by angry 
hateful employees' We are innocent until proven guilty' 1 It is our constitutional right' 11 You have made flying an embarrassing unpleasant experience for me and anyone with metal body parts but to scare small children and mothers who have babies 
is just beyond unacceptable. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number : 

Email[b 1(6) I 
To leave a comment concem,ng this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Incident on May 12, 2014, approximately 6 PM. 

I opted out and was given the pal down bykbl(ff:, jname as best as I can remember). Unfriendly, at best. As I was struggling to return my items into my 2 cJrry on bags, gathering shoes, jacket, phone, computer, boarding pass, and 
identification, I was rudely spoken ta by a short, old, brunette woman who barked at me to get my stuff aut of there. I responded, 'Tm working an it", yet she persisted with another rude order. 

How a bout an offer to he Ip? Or. if that's not a po ssi bi I ity, a gentle encouragement or understanding prompt wo u Id have been reason ab I e, even though I was a I ready doing my very be st to remove mys elf with al I of my belongings out of such an 
511212014 unpleasant environmenl. Why is the simple acl of Kl NDNESS so rarely offered by your people? What possible improvement in lhe situation could come about by such an ugly demand? 
10 09 03 

PM PI ease talk to this unfortunate woman who so badly era ves control through aggression. She is poorly trained, and ere ati ng unnecessary tension. And I wo u Id Ii ke an a po I og y. 

511312014 
8A9:42 

AM 

My wife and I were flying out of San Antonio to Cancun. Mexico a few weeks ago and we we re i nl in e for sec u nty and proceeded to the T SA Pre Ii ne, when we got to the Ii ne we presented our Glob al Entry ID ca rd s to the T SA agent. but were told that 
we didn't have a TSA Pre number on our boarding pass and that we didn't qualify for Pre, I'm not even sure he reoognized the Global entry card. as the agent made some oomment about it, but to avoid being flagged for pat down and search we 
quickly oom plied and went thru regu I ar security screening . 
According to your website we qualify for the Pre lane using our Global Entry ID. 
Can you clanfy the situation for us? 

sincerely, 

HYPERLINK.,.!(b-')_,_(6--'1 _____________ _, 



From: do notrep I y@Co ntactUs. tsa. dhs. gov [ mai Ito :do notrep ly@Co ntactU s. Isa .d hs. gov) 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:20 AM 
To: TSAExlemalCompliance 
Subject Contact Us: Civil Rights Civil tiberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hltp: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

······················;==::;====,-------····························· 
Remote Client 1Ftb 1(6) I 
Date Time 5 13 ~014 1 20:19 AM 

Attachment: 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hltp: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

-----------~==~------------------· 
511312014 Remote Client IP:l(b 1(6) ! 

B:5o: 27 Date Time 5 13 2014 1 20: 19 AM 
AM 

1 )In formation about I he person who experienced the civi I rig his ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I ation 
(fill in what you can) 
Yes 
First and Middle Name: 

!(b1(6) I 
Last Name: 

kb1(61 ! 
Main Phone: 

kb1(61 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

PO Box or Street address: 
Disability Description: Caller has a severely disabled child. She has a G•Tube and an implanted device. 

Response Details: I apologized to the caller, told him that he could call 72 hours pnor to his fi1ght. give us his itinerary and we can have someone there to help them go through screening. That person would be there to specifically help him and his 
family. 

He said he will email the written complaint. Your complaint can be sent to either 
TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov. 

Travelers may call TSA Cares 1011 free al 1·855·787·2227. TSA recommends that passengers call no less than 72 hours ahead of travel in case it is delermined that it is necessary to coordinate support at lhe airpor1. 

I told him there is no Precheck for the reason he mentioned, but he can go to Isa.gov to pre enroll. To apply. travelers may submit an application through TSA s Web site at www.tsa.gov or visit an enrollment center to submit an application in person. 
To complete the application process, individuals will be required to visit an enrollment center to provide identification. fingerprints, and proof of U.S. citizenship or immigration eligibility. In addition. an $85 fee to cover an in-depth background check and 

511312014 other operational costs is required. Upon successful completion, lravelers will be issued a Known Traveler Number (KTNJ and receive TSA Pre u2713 eligibility for 5 years. 

9:35:35 
AM 

However, if there is an alarm. there will be add1t1onal screening. 

Incident Detai Is: Ca 11 er has a severely d1sa bled ch, Id. She has a G-T ube. The I ug gage is opened and her I ,q u1d nutrition 1s inspected. They had to use 6 bins lo r a 11 their items. The Ii ne was very long on both sides. They have food that goes through 
her g-tube and he had told the TSO that it is medically necessary. The TSO told him that the liquid must be in a clear bottle. He was pulled aside and given a patdown. There is no probable cause. They deserve a prescreening for her. He said that 
they are affluent family that is going on vacation. His daughter is obviously disabled and handicapped. They need to be treated with respect. He is the farthest from a 1errorist. II is intrusive. There is no probable cause for him to be patted down. No 
reason a person should put his hands on the caller. Caller stated that TSOs should be properly trained. He was offered to talk with the supervisor but he refused because he thought it would add to the frustration. He wanted to know if they can have a 
prescreening so that TSA will know the situation and know they are not terrorists. just an affluent family with a disabled child. He referred to his family as a disabled family. 

They fiew oul of MCO, but this has happened in other airports. 



Callers auntfh··,1rr1 !. flew internationally into JFK, then on to FLL via JetBlue. During the screening in JFK. her aunt was given a patdown by a man. Her aunt does not speak English and tried to tell the officer no, but he said that he was just 
inspecting and continued the patdown. There was a female agent there, but the male did the patdown. She is upset and wants to make a complaint. The officer was short. tan (Latino or Indian), black hair, with no facial hair. 

Advised ca Iler: 

A TSO of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdown search; however, passengers may need to wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport, we 
511 3/2014 have lo rwa rded a copy to the C us tome r Sup po rt Manager a I tha I location. 

1:5930 
PM Airport: 

Airline: 
Flight number: 
Date Time: 
Location: 

JFK 
JetBlue 
201 
May 12, 2014 at 6:55 PM (6:00 checkpoint) 

Terminal 5 
Px Description: Red scarf around her head, black top. with a red and white skirt. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Olher; Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 5/141201411:09:55 AM Airport JFK - John F. Kennedy International Dateffime ofTravel: 05/09/2014 10:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: EK206 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
Departure Security screening I Terminal 4 TSA Employee: (If Known) KfilillD??) Comment · Dear TSA representative 

I am using this channel to file a complain against one of your screening officers. I was traveling on Emirates flight EK206 from JFK terminal 4 to Milano on 05/09/2014. I went in time through check-in and continued for security screening. When I 
reached lhe screening area, I've noticed that queue I was assigned 10 is dedicated for a &quot;body scanners&quot;. Once I've realized, I asked the nearest TSA agenl to use alternalive screening. This is for a well known reason of 
&quot:e,cessive&quot: radiation (compared to regular metal detector frames) and additionally privacy reasons. There was another scanner being in operations ne,t to the body scanner and this was the standard metal detector frame. I was denied by a 
TSA agent (lady) and told to wait. This is the point when things started going wrong. The TSA agent was being rude and highly unprofessional. She hasn"t gave me any option or alternative for pat down, nor she told me I can't use the other fonm of 
screening, I was just told to wait and she shouted over the crowds of another passengers to another colleagues something I didn't understand, I have to stress out here that I was traveling with my family and this unprofessional approach from this agent 
was highly embarrassing 10 me. This agent has just kept me wailing and there was no follow up. I became nervous as I was standing on one place waiting for about one minute or two before the screening and blocking lhe way other passengers were 
going for screening. At that moment, I turned my attention to her again, asking what is happening. She has not just answered inappropriately and unprofessionally, she even started shouting at me in front of all. Apparently, she wasn"t in the best state of 
mind and mental state. Probably she was irntated by the fact that I've chosen not to use a body scanner. She indeed used the words: &quot You have to keep waiting&quot;, when I asked for how long more, she answered &quot:For as long as 
needed&quot;, This was so rude and humiliating, especially because she was yelling at me and in front of all the passenger around. I seriously felt like some criminal or that I was waiting for some verdict.,. How unprofessional this was .. I was really 

511412014 badly mistreated as she continued arguing rudely wilh me. She absolutely doesn't know anything about professionalism, customer service and how to treat people with dignily and respect. Laier after some lime, another TSA officer (male) came 10 

12,08,38 assist me and conducted a pat down search. This gentleman was very professional and did his work well and in a reasonable time. Moreover. he apologized to me for waiting too long. I absolutely understood and all went good with this gentleman. I 
PM would like to a preciate his work here. Once I was done with pat down, I went back to the first TSA officer (lady) to ask for her name in order to complain. She rudely turned her back on me and refused to communicate. Other colleague of her told me 

her name is 1h·11fr, I"m not sure if spelling is coCTect) and to complain to supervisor, who was nearby. When I've reached the supervisor, I was disappointed again as the supervisor also couldn't provide me a name of that TSA officer, stating that she 
is not her staff. However, I was given a paper feedback form to fill. Because this whole situation took some time, I didn't have time 10 fill this up. Moreover, I was late to go for my flight and my name was even being paged on a final call. I had 10 run 10 
the departure gate in order not to miss my flight. I haven"t even had time to use a washroom or another facilities at the airport. I was in a very bad state and highly displeased by that hassle and absurd behavior of TSA. I had to board as the last 
passenger on a transatlantic flight without even having the minute for toilet and personal hygiene. While on the flight, I became ill and I am still recovering today. All in all from this whole situation caused by unprofessional TSA handling and rude agent, 
I require to know how this complain will be handled and I need to know the follow up on the lull process. I request you to fully investigate this incident as I believe you have an access to CCTV footage. I also demand an apology on behalf of this TSA 
agent and expect your proactive approach while seeking options to compensate. Additionally, I would like to suggesl to you to train your officers properly with regards 10 customer service, before they are released to communicate and deal with 
passengers. After all, I have paid an airport ta, which includes your screening services and I don't deserve to be treated in inhumane and humiliating manner. I reserve to maintain my rights for an official lawsuit or attorney, in case this online complaint 
will not be answered, investigated and/or resolved to my satisfaction. I would like to inform you that I keep this case on my watch list and will make it my utmost prionty to have it resolved in a timely manner. Please get back to me on my email address: 

l(b)(61 I 

:eq::~s rb,(61 
1 

vou~ you like a response I: True 
Passenger's Name kb)(ff, I 



5115/2014 
11:59:41 

AM 

Caller: Her daughter wi 11 be flying to H awai,. She w, 11 be renewing her driver Ii cense. Wanted to know if she dont get her d nvers Ii ce n se back on time what she could use to get through the check point. Al so she and her partner w, 11 be fly mg from 
Sacramento to Vancouver. He will have a plastic cast and some metal pins when they fly. Wanted to know if he will have problems going through the checkpoint. 

Advised: The Transportation Security Administration's (TSA) identity verification policy requires all adult passengers (18 and older) to provide a valid Federal or State Government-issued photo identification (ID) for inspection before entering the 
security checkpoint. In addition, Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) always have the option of requesting a second form of ID. 

Passengers who do not have a valid photo ID may present other forms of ID to assist in the verification of their identity. Passengers may present documents such as social security cards. birth certificates, marriage licenses, or credit cards, as long as 
the information on the documents bears the name of the passenger. There is no standard 11st of what forms of alternative identification are acceptable, however, TS Os will ask for at least two forms of this identification. 

If a passenger is unable to present a valid photo ID or TSA questions the identification presented, the passenger ,my be asked to assist TSA in lhe identity verification process. Under this process, TSA may ask the passenger 10 complete a 
Certification of Identity form, which requests the passenger"s name and current address, and may ask additional questions of the passenger to confirm his or her identity. If TSA is able to confirm the passenger's identity, the passenger will be cleared to 
enter the sere en i ng che c kpomt however, the individual may be subj eel to add i ti o na I screening. If we are unable to confirm a passenger's identity, or a passenger refuses to provide I D or cooperate m the ID verification process. T SA w, 11 deny the 
passenger entry into the security checkpoint. We recommend that travelers arrive at least 2 hours in advance of their flight time to allow ample time for security screening and boarding of aircraft 

About the cast and metal pins many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still 
with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rt of a person or device. An e Ii g i ble passenger can request to be screened by AIT if 11 is ava i I able or can request to be screened using a paid own: however, passengers cannot request 
to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 
If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through me1a1 detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure ins1ead. 
The passenger should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of his or her ability. of the existence of a cast, brace, or support appliance, and of any need for assistance before screening begins. 
A companion, assistant. or family member may accompany a passenger to assist him or her during any private or public screening. After providing this assistance, the companion, assistant, or family member will need to be rescreened. The passenger 
should inform the TSO of his or her need for assistance before the screening process begins. 

Caller wants to know about random security checks. He wants to know specifically how people are selected at random for checks when they are announcing names over the intercom that all sound Islamic. There is no way that this can be random and 
he wants to know how this is done and why. United told him this was TSA doing this. 

I told him thal: 

The Transportation Security Admmistrat,on (TSA) is constantly exploring initiatives to expand and enhance our security and threat mitigation efforts. As part of this initiative. TSA has expanded security screening beyond the secunty checkpoint to other 
secured a re as of the airport, including boa rd i ng gates. 

These additional screening activities include but are not limited to screening passengers, checking passengers' identifications and boarding passes. and searching carry-on baggage either visually or with Explosives Trace Detection (ETD) units. These 
checks may be unannounced and may occur at any boarding gate at any time. 

5115/2014 
2:44 :4 1 As always, passengers receiving a patdown inspection may requesl a private screening at any time during lhe process and have a companion, assistant, or family member (after he or she has been screened) accompany them 10 lhe private screening. 

PM Passengers may choose to remain in the public area rather than go to a private area for screening: however, if a passenger refuses either option, he or she will not be permitted to board the aircraft. 

We understand and regret the inconvenience that was experienced as a result of screening procedures. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA 
continues to develop and deploy new 1echnologies to address the explosives threal, bul the use of paldowns provides an additional layer of securily at the checkpoinl. For more information regarding paldown procedures, please visil TSA's Web site 
(www.tsa.gov). 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) does not discuss or release specific security procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Security Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI to 
the public because ii is considered delrimental to the securily of transportation. 

He asked who else he cou Id speak with about this. I told him that even a supervisor he re would te 11 h, m the very same thing be cause even we do not have access to specific screening information. 
I to Id him that we do not even know who is ca 11 i ng peop I e over the intercom and why. 
You may write to headquarters if you have concerns. 



511512014 
422:44 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? na 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Phi I ad e I phi a I nternationa I Airport 



Fron.J(bi(6i 
Sent Thursday, May 15. 2014 3:57 PM 
To: TCC-Relerrals 

ay 2014 

Attached is a passenger complaint received via US mail copying TSA ACY but addressed 10 US Senator Sherrod Brown. Per requiremenls of OD 400-5-1A it is being sent to the TSA Contact Center. I was made aware of lhis incident lhe day after it 
happened, if yau need additional information please feel free to contact me. 

511512014 Char Levin 
10:19:20 

PM 
Trans po rtati on Security Manager 
At I antic City I nte rnat ion a I Air ort 
200 West Parkway 1h·11rr, 
Egg Harbor Townshi N.J. 08234 
Offi h··,1f'i> 

Cell b1(6) 

fb)(61 
Staff Assistant 
U.S. Senator Sherrod Brown 
1301 E. g•h Sttb 1(6i 
Cleveland. Ohio..._,4.,.4"'"11.,.4--~ 

Caller said that she has a hip replacemenl and had to get a patdown. She stated that they just palled down her arm. She does not undersland that. She said thal during the patdown she was facing away from lhe bin wilh her carry-on ii ems. She put a 
tigers jacket in the bin. When she went to pick it up, it was not there. She stated that she was given the number for lost and found. They did not have the jacket. She stated that a tape was viewed and the person told her that they could not tell what 
happened to the Jacket. She wanted the address to send a letter to the airport to complain. She is requesting 70 or 80 dollars for the Jacket. She said that she wants to sent the letter to someone who will reply to ,t. He husband got on the phone and 
said that ii they can not tell what happened to the jacket by viewing the tape that anyone could put something like a weapon in the bin and it may not show on the camera. She wanted a claim fonm emailed to her. Caller provided the flight information 
for me to send to the CS M instead of contacting th em herse If. 

Airport-DTW 
Airline - Delta 
Flight Numbers • 1199 
Departure Times - 5:40 pm 

511612014 Arrival Times - She arrived at DTW at approximately 2 or 2:30 pm 
10:37: 13 Date And Time of Incident -4 4 2014 

AM Localion Of Incident 
Gate - Does not know 
Terminal - Does not know 
Phone Number b 1(6) 
Email (b 1(6i 
Na me Actua I Person Involved 

I gave the following information: TSA regrets that you found items missing from your carry-on luggage To file a claim, you should fill out the claim form in accordance with the instructions and return it to the address in box number 1. Once TSA's 
Claims Management Branch (CMB) has received your claim form, you will be senl a letter of acknowledgement and a claim number. You should keep lhe claim number for future reference when inquiring aboul the claim. 
I told her that I do not have a mailing address for the airport. I told her that she can get the number for the CSM by choosing option 5 an the IVR and entering the airport code of DTW. I mailed her a claim form. I advised her that I would forward her 
re cord to the CS M at D TW for review. 



5116/2014 
6:03 38 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 5/1612014 4:30:59 PM Airporl: LIH - Lihue Date/Time of Travel: 0511612014 9:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: Alaskan 850 Checkpoint/Area of Airport TSA checkpoinl for gales 7 
TSA Employee: (If Known) · TSA agent [EE)female) &ampj1h··,1rr1 !Supervisor I spoke with Comment. I am 6 months pregnant and opted out of the metal detector screening and opted for a pat down. After waiting for a while- I could no longer 
see any of my belongings on the conveyor belt I was traveling with my husband. One of the other TSA agents could see I was concerned about Ty .iters as they were not In my plain vi.ew and asked my husband to grab_ them. The other TSA agents 
kept a po log, 21 ng lo r the wait t, me and we re ta I k, ng ask, ng where my le male agent was. Then when my lema I e pat down TSA a gent ca me named ( b ·, ( I ast name) she was very a gg res s ,ve and sa, d to not comm u n, cate with anyone nor move my 
belongings and asked where my things where. I told her I was wailing so long that my husband had moved them and I could not see where he was. She I hen aggressively told me I was nol wailing a long lime and thal she would &quouewind lhe 
surveillance video and time how long I actually waited and that no one should have moved my belongings.&quot: I explained to her, her colleueges told my husband to move them and she shouldn't speak so rudely to me. She proceeded to tell me I 
didn't wait long and she would rewind the videos from the Surveillance cameras to show I didn"t wait long. She then told me &quot;You should be more patient. When you opt out you just have to wait till we can get to you-&quot: in again an 
unnecessary angry tone. I was then patted down and was so upset I was t in not to cry while in the screening area, After walking away I started to cry and people in the airport where looking at the situation that had occurred. I went to my gate and 
then went back to the screening area to speak with lhe supervisor - Ih·1Ifr, He was very professional and said he would address the situation. I explained I understand and respecl TSA's job at hand but nolhing I said warranled the customer service 
I received from agent[bill rve never been spok~n to that way! by an employee at the airport nor TSA. I was vi_sibility upset explai_ning the story agai~ to Supervisorllli@D I ask That this be addressed because I would not be surprised if this 
happens ag am and has happened many 11 mes with Age n b ·, ( She seems as tho ugh she speaks to p eo pie th, s way reg ul arty wh, ch was very a I arm, ng. 
Would you like a r ? · 

Passenger's Na .. m=_.....,.__..,..~ 
Phone Number h··,Irr1 
Email (b i(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller said yesterday she was in Vegas with her mom and daughter. She had a stroller and a TSA female agent told her to put the stroller on the belt. She said it got stuck on the tunnel coming out of the xray. She said they were being trampled by 
other people behind them. She said lhe Oriental TSA agent checking IDs told her nol to put lhe slroller in there if she knows it is going to get stuck. She said she told lhe female officer thal the other female officer told her 10 do this. She said the female 
officer was mean and slung it on the ground. She did not get her name. They took an Allegiant flight and it was at 12:45 pm at the checkpoint. She declined providing her email address. She said she just wants them to address this with the officer and 
that she does not need to be rude to them. She said she felt Ii ke the TSA officer was trying to start a confrontation with her as she was Just trying to put her child in the stroller. She said it was unnerving and she has never been treated like this before. 

ComplaintCSM 
Claims Complaint 

Ai rpo r1: M cCa rran 
Airline: Allegiant 
Flight Number:unknown 
Departure Time: 05-15-14 at 12:45 pm 

511612014 Arrival Airport and Time:Rockford at 7:37 pm 

7_50,26 Description of stroller:Regular size Rhapsody stroller that has wider back tires and went through the wheelchair side 
· PM Location: che c kpornt 

Term i na I: unknown 
Gate:A11 
Contact Inform ati o nf b) ( ff:, I and d eel i ned her ema i I add resss. 

Response:I advised her the TSA officers should treat her with dignity, courtesy and respect. 

I advised her that I will refer this to the CSM at the airport. 

Response:As part of this effort TSA is implementing a program to revise screening procedures for passengers 12 years old and younger. The new screening procedures include permitting multiple passes through the metal detector and advanced 
imaging 1echnology to clear any alarms as well as the greater use of explosives trace de1ec1ion. TSA an1icipa1es these changes will further reduce-although not eliminale-the need for a physical paldown for children I hat would otherwise have been 
conducted to resolve alarms. 

In addition, passengers 12 years old and younger will be allowed to leave their shoes on. However, children may be required to remove their shoes and could still undergo a patdown if anomalies are detected during security screening that cannot be 
resolved through olher means. 



5116/2014 
8:08 30 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1pl(b 1(6) I 
Date Time: 5116/2014 5:50:16 PM 

Namekbl(61 
Emai!(b)(61 
Comp I a i nts; Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Tampa International· 
Comments:A while back there was a traveler that had a Urostomy on his abdomen. He asked the TSA agent not to pat it down but was ignored. The pat down caused his Urostomy to leak urine on him. It was in the news and TSA took action to 
prevent 11 from ha ppem ng again. 
Recently leaving TPA, I flashed my blue TSA medical note card, went thru the scanner. and was approached by a TSA agent who started to pat down my Urostomy as I told him that touching it could cause it to leak. After some pat down he stopped 
and let me touch ii so my hands could be scanned for residue. 
It wasn't crowded so the re was no rush. 
l"m sure he was just trying to do a good Job. 
PI ease remind the agents that the slightest pat down can cause U rosto mies to leak. 
Worst case I can lift my shirt 10 show it to the agent: lhough I'd rather not. 
Thank you. 

Fram: do notrep I y@Co ntactUs. tsa. dhs. gov [ ma i Ito :do notrep ly@Co nta ct Us. tsa .d hs. gov] 
Sent Friday, May 16, 2014 6:04 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subjecl: Contact Us: Civil Righls Civil Liberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

Remote Client IPl~(b_,_(6_) __ ~ 
Date Time: 5 16 2014 6:03:57 PM 

Attachment: 

5116/2014 

s:;~46 THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

Remote Client IP:!rh·11r;--, I 
Date Time 5 16 2014 603:57 PM 

1 )Information about lhe person who experienced the civil rig his civil liberties violation 
(fill in what you can) 
Yes 
First and Middle Name: 

~me: 

~one: 

kb1(6) 
Work Phone: 



5116/2014 
9:02:32 

PM 

5117/2014 
1:02:12 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 5/1612014 8:33:37 PM Airport: ORD - Chicago-O'Hare lntemalional Date/Time of TrMel 05/0612014 Airline & Flight Number: UNITED Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
SCANNER DURING SECURITY CHECK FROM IRELAND TSA Employee: (If Known)· UNKNOWN Comment. I went through the scanner at the security checkpoint after arriving from a trip to Europe. The scanner detected a positive for chemicals 
re I ated to explosives. I thought 11 was just a mi stake. If chem i ca Is a re being pi eked up from the sea nne r that we use in our d a i I y Ii ves for toi I etri es; and we a re then s u bJected to this type of treatment it is absurd. I had to be subjected to a wipe down of 
my hands and then a final pat down of my breasts and vaginal area in a private area of the security check area. My husband was treated rudely just because he asked if he could take my passport and other baggage. I was afraid of what was going to 
happen 10 me. Nothing was explained to me about where they were taking me and what was going to happen. I felt like a criminal in my own country when I hMe never done anylhing illegal. I'm not sure what is going on wilh these scanners, but they 
are not working. I was tot a I ly hum i I ia ted by the experience and feel Ii ke I was treated u nfai rl y. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Nam;=e,._,,.h ... ··1I .. R""·1 _ __,,__...., 
Phone Number : (b 1(6) 

Email (bi(6r 
To leave a commen concerning is feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Hello. 
I fi ew from Denver to Dal I as yesterday (May 16th) and witnessed an incident i nvolvrng your employees. 
I was going through security in the TSA-select line and there was a young woman ahead of me who said to TSA employee kb-:,(6) !, "I am pregnant. I would like a pat down instead of going through this machine.fh··11R·1 !screamed at her. 
"Why? This ain'I going to hurt you.'' The woman said she was afraid of ii and kb :,(6 I ~aid, "Well, I hen you'll have to go ALL lhe way around there (pointing in a vague direction). She then proceeded to make fun of the young woman with other 
employees, "She think she going to get hurt in a metal detector:· 
I was going through secunty at the time and I don't know how or why. but the woman ended up going through the metal detector and came through 11 crying and obviously shaken. As it turned out, her husband and mother were on the other side of 
security and afraid to say anything during this incident (due tqb)(6·, !behavior). 
I went up t~(politelyJ to get her name and she screamed as I walked away, "TELL THE WORLD". At this lime, her supervisor, !(b.1(6:, I approached to explain the difference between a me1a1 detector and the securily machine that 
uses XRay technology. I told him I appreciated the explanation, but it wasn't the pointfb·:,(6I I actually screamed at a young pregnant woman who was obviously scared. He said. "Yea. I saw that.'' He then told me there was another level of 
s u pe rvi so r I co u Id ta I k with who was behind the podium. 
I talked with a gentleman there (who wasn't wearing a nametag). He listened to this whole story and said." OK. She needs to improve her customer service skills.'' I explained to the man tha*b)(ff:1 !should not be interacting with the public. 
Any person who thinks that is acce pl ab I e behavior s hou ldn'I be employed by the TSA. He said he would pass my conce ms on. 
I'm obviously still incensed about this incident, enough so that I am writing yet another complaint about these people. 
PI ease g<>~I h ·,IR·-, I out of any custom er I passenger) facing position. For that matter~ wale h ed the whole incident and didn't make a m ave u nti I he saw me asking lo f b ·:, ( 6) !name. 
Employees Ii ke this give T SA and the US government a bad name. 
I would appreciate a response to this. 
Thank you for listening. 

kh,IRI I 
DearTSA, 

My compliment and complaint 1s in regards to my TSA experience at Ontario lntemat,onal Airport (ONT) between the hours of 9:30AM to 1 0:OOAM Pacific Time. My name isk .. b ... 1 ... (6"--.'-, __ ..,!and I was going to depart from ONT to SJC on Southwest 
Flight 3937 in Tenminal 4 leaving at 10:50AM. 

My husband and I are a gay couple. When we travel together through the TSA Security Screening, we always inform the officer checking the tickets that (1) we are traveling together, and (2) we are a couple. We only had one previous bad experience 
and over a majority of TSA officers respects us as a "'group"' going through TSA Security Screening. 

To help you identify me in the security camera. I have black hair, am 5'4", wearing gray shorts, a gray American Eagle polo, gray shoes with a blue lining, and white socks. To help you idenlify my husband in lhe security camera, he has dark brown 
hair, height of 5'11 ". wore glasses, wearing striped shorts. and gray 1-shirt. 

5117/2014 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
3_03 _28 I want to file a formal complaint to the officer who 1s an older genlleman, heavysei. gray hair, s,tt1ng on the mosl east side of Terminal 4 checking 11cke1s with lwo other officers al the TSA Securily Screening boolhs. When we informed him that we are 

· PM traveling together and we are a couple. he stated that we should still be separated. After telling the officer that it was wrong. my husband later went to the female officer adjacent to my officer to go through the TSA Security Screening booths. 

We both went through the most east side scanners, You can see me asking for a manual pat down and being escorted by a Hispanic male to the back who was a leaner build and taller than me. I brought up my complaint to the TSA officer and he went 
to call his supervisor. 

My comp Ii me nt goes to your supervisor who w, 11 i ng to Ii sten to my complaint and asked the ap prop nate questions on my s1tuati on. He made sure th at I was fully aware of the situation and how to a pp ro pri ate ly address it in the future. The su pe rvi sor was 
about my height (5'4") with an average build. The supervisor was coming out of the office room located on the west side of the TSA Security Screening. I really appreciate what the supervisor did and I hope all TSA officers understand that gay couples 
are like olher heterosexual couples going through TSA Security Screening. 

Thanks for re ad i ng my report. 

kb)(61 



To whom 11 may concern: 

We we re scheduled to leave via Del ta from Mid way to Minn ea po Ii s 
this morning at 9: 13 AM. 

Our arrival at Midway was approximately 8:20 AM. 
There were several lhousand people standing in line for 2 TSA agents. 
(A single other line for Pre was virtually empty with other 2 TSA agents) 
After a wait of approx, mate ly 3 0 mm utes we re ached the metal detector 
My wife is 8 5 and I am 90 yea rs of age, We were both requested to remove 
our shoes. I have a pacemaker and asked for a patdown. Whal followed 
was rude encounter by an individual whose name wasfb)(ffl I 
Furth er. he i ns,sted to tear op en a g i fl we we re carrying to the shower 
of our granddaughter, It was a solid aluminum candle holder which 

511712014kb)(6, !identified as too heavy to take on board. He proceeded to 

5:03,35 call another employee to escort us to the airport exit. 

PM 

5/1712014 

The occ u rTance this morning was horrendous. a I mo st un be Ii eva ble, and 
mighl get you to think that we had an inpul to cause such behavior. The 
fact is that we had no input, no comment other than telling the agent that 
we have missed our fi1ght. 

On Sunday May 11 we boa rd ed our flight from Fl Laude rd ale to Chicago 
for an American Airlines departure at 11 :50 AM. Upon arriving in our home 
in Chicago my wife was searching for her wa 11 et which went through the 
x-ray machine in her carry-on at the Ft Lauderdale airport. The wallet with 
money content was no longer in her carry-on or anywhere else. 

Caller went through screening in John Wayne airport. ETD showed something suspicious so she got a pat down. She believes all checked luggage was wenl through bul one had a NOi in ii and a limited edition book inside was damaged. Another bag 
had a bubble gun and it wasnt sealed and there are bubbles everywhere. Third bags zipper is now stuck and they cant get it open. 

Informed Caller: I would send her a claim form via email. Also informed her that since the book was valuable I would send the inforTnation to the CSM at John Wayne to make them aware of the situation. 

Information to follow· 

6:42:00 Airport John Wayne 
Alaska Airlines 
587 

PM Airline 
Flight# 
Date - Time 
Baggage Description 
NOi 
Contact Info 

Feedback Type · Complaint 

17May2014 8 :04am 
Burgandy bag that says Skyline. Large Burgandy bad has broken zipper 

TimesIamped : May 17 8:04am 

!rh1/R1 I 

Categories: Profess,onalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 511712014 6:56:47 PM Airport DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International Date/Time of Travel 0511712014 4:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: AA 1438 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport . By customs - near grand hyatt TSA Employee: (II Known) . 

5117/2014 Comment : I had requested to nol go though the scan as I am pregnant. The lady that preformed the pal down was very rough and rude towards me. 
7:11 :27 Would you like a res onse? . True 

PM Passenger's Name (b)(ffl 
Phone Numbe 1h·>1r;··, 

Email !(b 1(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



5/1812014 

My iPhone disappeared while I was going through the security at JFK on May 16, 2014, around 10:00 PM. Evidently. while I was being x-rayed and then groped by the agent, with my back to my bags. my things were being left unsecured by the agents 
for somebody to remove my i Phone, 

Those agents acted in unprofessional manner allowing such a things to happen. When we are being asked to leave our things and than move to the personal scanner, the personnel should be careful to note that only the right person has access to our 
things, while we are being forced to leave in their care. 

Under lhe circumstances, I can only be graleful that the thief did not also removed my wallel. with cash and credit cards in it, which would have forced me to cancel my entire European I rip. As it is, I will be away for the extended time, without 
telephone, having to secure personal information on my phone, and unable to contact my family, as I travel. 

11 :09:55 ,..,s,.in .. c,,,e,.r,.el""------, 
AM =(b~)~(6~i,.,..,...,., ___ .._ ___ _, 

5/1812014 

Email (b)(6) 

Sent from my iPad 

My iPhone disappeared while I was going through the security at JFK on May 16, 2014, around 10:00 PM. Evidently. while I was being x-rayed and then groped by the agent, with my back to my bags. my things were being left unsecured by the agents 
for somebody to remove my i Phone, 

Those agents acted in unprofessional manner allowing such a things to happen. When we are being asked to leave our things and than move to the personal scanner, the personnel should be careful to note that only the right person has access to our 
things, while we are being forced to leave in their care. 

Under lhe circumstances, I can only be graleful that the thief did not also removed my wallel. with cash and credit cards in it, which would have forced me to cancel my entire European I rip. As it is, I will be away for the extended time, without 
telephone, having to secure personal information on my phone, and unable to contact my family, as I travel. 

11 :09:55 Sincerely, 

AM f~h_'_,I_R_i~----~-----, 
Email:!(b 1(6) 

Sent from my iPad 



5118/2014 
1:07:49 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 5/181201411:40:05 AM Airport TPA - Tampa lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 05117/2014 12:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: Spirit 813 Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: 

TSA Employee (If Knownl(b )(6) I 
Comment· While going through security in TPA I had my 2 year old daughter in my hands and was advised my hands would need to be tested. I have had this done before and did not have an issue with it. When the test strip was placed in the 
machine it &quot:detected explosives&quot:. The man that tested my hands was frustrated and said the machine had detected explosives on everyone he tested and that he cleaned his hands etc. He slated the machine wasn't working. I was I hen 
advised I would need to receive an intensive pat dawn. I asked why if your machine isn't working. I asked they test my hands on a different machine. I was advised na and I would need ta receive the pat dawn. I was very upset I was advised I had ta go 
through this especially since my TWO year old daughter was with me and no one else was traveling with us so I could avoid her having to see this. I was then pulled into a room and the TSA employee @eemed as 1f she was havin a bad day. My 
daughter was crying as she had no idea what was going on bl(6 had a NASTY attitude and told me ii I would quiet down she could ge_tthis over_with. I thentoldfbi(lnotto talk to me that way. She went and talked to hersuperviso (b)(6:, as his 
last name. When he came into the room I lold him I do not want h··,I to pat me down and get someone else. I was advised I had to wa11. I 101 (bi(61 I felt un'ttn\rortable and mortified, v1ola1ed because lhey were aware the machine was 
malfunctioning and I was still being required ta do this in front of my two year aid. While we waited for the new TSA em~oyee I brieve her name wa (b)(ff', o come and pat me down my daughter's diaper bag was taken to get tested. As all of her 
items were being pu 11 ed out and tested of course she was screaming because a stranger was touching her th, ngs. W he h ··1 I f';'1 arrived the I NT EN SIVE pat down began in front of my crying 2 year old. I tried to conso I e my daughter by te 11 mg her the 
lady was tickling me but that didn't work. I was EXTREMEL Yuncomfortable throughout the process and felt violated. The way your officers are asked to conduct pat downs is insane. I get we have terrorist and TSA is trying to keep everyone sale BUT 
your machine was malfunctioning and YOUR employee was well aware of it• My daughter had to suffer and see her morn go through this unnecessary horrific experience thal could have been avoided if they retested my hands on a functioning 
machine' Nat only was I violated. mortified, treated like a criminal, disrespected but my daughter had front row seats' Several things went wrong ... TSA was aware of a malfunctioning machine and refused to honor my request testing an a functioning 
machine, you had a NASTY, rude employee th at do es not care about customers having to go through this traumatic expe nence and has no regard to a 2 year o Id freaking out I was touched in ways I would only a 11 ow my sign iii cant other to touch me 
and my daughter had to experience this ALL with me! WAY TO GO! 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name h··1If';'1 
Phone Number (b)(61 
Email Ih·1Ifr-1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Disability Description: Caller has one leg. 

Response Details: Informed caller that complaint needed to be m writing and caller said to send him an email. Gathered callers email and gave him the return email address. Informed caller an email would be sent to him within 24 hours 

5/18/2014 
J:S4:S? lncidenl Details: Louisville airport makes him hop through a metal detector back and forth. Usually he gets sal down and wanded and a pat down. Louisville always makes him hop through and they are the only one that ever does it. This is the fifth or 

PM sixth time they have required him to do this.This time he forgot his cell phone an his belt. They made him hop back to the beginning then they made him pass through again and when he did his foot got caught and he fell. He wants ta file a complaint 
ag am st the Lou i sv, 11 e Airport. 



511912014 
827:42 

AM 

I refer to my ema i I to you dated May 16 20 14, and wish to further cl a nfy a few points. I be Ii eve th at this action is necessary due to the fa ct that some of your staff have a I ready proven themselves to be I ,ars in this matter. 

First of all. I am at a loss to understand why your agent refused to process me at the combined Premier Access!TSA Pre checkpoint. While I accept that the Premier Access queue had been closed (why was this closed?) the fact remains that this 
checkpoint is one which is shared across the Premier Access and T SA-Pre tagged !rave I e rs. 

Were those officers of yours suddenly no longer physically qualified to process Premier Access passengers? 

Nolhing else had changed there: you had the same personnel, using lhe same hardware, who earlier in the day had been processing two streams of passengers wilhin the one stream. 

But by refusing to process me (on a queue that had zero other people waiting to be processed) you were telling me that your staff were unqualified 0or incapable of performing their jobs' 

And in so doing. you caused and created serious discomfort, by lo rci ng me to walk back to the other entrance. As I noted in my earlier emai I, I have mob i Ii ty issues, and your fa, I ure to offer me any form of respect in this matter is not appreciated. 

When it came ta the actual screening of myself, I have previously accused your staff of intimidating me and of bullying me. 

I WHOLEH EARTEOLY STAND BY THESE ACCUSATIONS. 

When you review the video footage. you wi 11 ob serve that I proceed through the sea n ni ng system with no issues. 

Des p1te the assertions of one of officers. I did not reg,ste r when passing through the sea n ne r. 

Your officer, in making that assertion, has lied. 



511912014 
8:30:27 

AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? No 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? Yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

Caller is calling on behalf of her boss. Caller wants to know why her boss got selected for a paldown and the caller wanls to know if her boss is on a special list to get a patdown. 

511912014 Advised caller the following information: 

8:37:41 
AM 

Advised caller TSA doesnt have a special list that gets passengers selected for a patdown Advised caller the paldown process is random. Advised caller her boss could have had something on him or something showed up when he went through lhe 
checkpoint that would make him have a patdwon. 



Good momi ng. 

The ema i I below Is being forwarded to T CC-referrals for ap prop ri ate handling. 

Evelyn Webb 

511912014 Program Assi slant 

12:14:30 
PM Civil Rights Division. TSA-6 

Fromtb)(61 
Sent: u~d~y. May 18. 2014 12A2 PM 
To: TSA.Civilrighls@dhs.gov 
Subject TSA Contact Us: Complaints 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1;;f._b_)_(6_••_1 ___ _. 
Dale Time: 5/1812014 12:41 :44 PM 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Screening 
Current Date/Time, 5/19/2014 1:59:42 PM Airport: IAH - George Bush Houston Intercontinental Date/Time of Travel: 05/17/2014 9:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: United Flight number not known Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Term C TSA Employee: 
(If Known): Not known Comment My 14 year old daughler, traveling on a Church School class trip 10 Wash. DC, wenl through screening and set off lhe alarm. The Agent lhen used the wand over her and apparently lhe meIaI brads on her shorts were 

511912014 what set off the alarm. But, the Agent proceeded to pat her down, with no adult from the group present. The Agent claimed she had to do so because her supervisor was watching. The person immediatley behind my daughter also set off the alarm, 

4. 17, 36 yet she was not patted down. My daughter, fi yi ng for only the 2nd ti me in her Ii le, was mortified and embarrassed. Why was it necessary to pat her down. especi a 11 y with no adult present? And, why was the Agent forced to do so because her 
· PM supervisor was observing? My daughter is white, and looks the farthest thing from a security risk as there can be, The pat down was unnecessary and I am incensed that it was done, especially with no adult from the school present. I was not there as 

ii is a class trip but had I been I would have objecled to her treatment. I expecl a certain level of common sense to be used in such circumstances, particularly when a child is involved. Your websile indicates that pat downs are used rarely, especially 
with children. The Agent's actions were out of line with your website's statements. I would like this issue to be addressed and I would like to speak to someone about it. I particularly want to know who that supervisor is that so intimidates his or her 
employees that one of them felt she needed to pat down a 14 year old girl dressed in shorts. Please respond. 

5/19/2014 
5:56:39 

PM 

Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name :!rh·11r:;·-, IEEfil- falher) Phone Number :!(b)(6·, !Email fh··,1r:;·1 !To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link: hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicalionManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: Disability or Medical Condition; Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time· 5119/2014 5:02:48 PM Airport: EWR - Newark International Date/Time of Travel· 05/19/2014 4:45 PM Airline & Flight Number· air canada 7745 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : near gate a11 TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment· My pregrent wile was denied a pat down when we requested one before the body scan. She was basically forced to use the body scan or &quot:wait a very long time&quot; even though passengers get a pat down after the scan. Our rights 
have been violated since policy says the scan is optional. Why does tsa even try and argure When we make such a requesl? 
Would you like a response? . True 

Passenger's Nam,f._h_·1_1_r:;_·-, --~ 
Phone Number , 

Emakb)(61 ] 
To ,e~ve a col\lirlein cor,ceiihng this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller Is a fi Ig ht attendant with a Can ad i an airline. She go es through screening often at different airports. She has her medication in a zip I oc bag that she al ways asks to have hand sere ened. She takes Prob i ot,cs th at is bothered by the screening 
equipment. She stated they usually wand it and pass back to her. Yesterday, she fiew through Houston. IAH. and they refused to hand screen it without doing a pat-down and searching all her luggage. She told them that she didn t have to go through 
the pal•down: that applies to screening liquids only. She told them lhat supervisors have told her otherwise. 

I advised caller that the policy does state that you may be subject to additional screening when requesting a hand inspection of your property. 

She slated that anolher supervisor went through the policy and she was told that thal it wasn t required. 

5~2~~2~~ 4 I can send her the policy via e-mail (caller declined). 

AM 
She goes through JFK, PHL, BWI, and wanted 10 know why it isn consistenl al every airport. 

The screen ers do have Ii na I say as to what can go through the che c kpornt. 

I can send her complaint to the CSM at the airport, but the issue she is describing is part al the pal icy. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?"' , Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time· 5120/2014 8:45:42 AM Airport, ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Date/Time of Travel· 05/20/2014 5:30 AM Airline & Flight Number, M17 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Delta pre•check line TSA Employee: (If Known) Female large with attitude Comment : I was !raveling wilh my daughter. Both of us have global entry and pre•check on our boarding passes. I pass through scanner, 
followed by my daughter. The scanner beeps. then I am selected for full screening including pat down. I have na problem with random screening. What I do have a problem with is the surly attitude and treatment like a criminal. If I have already 

5120120 14 undergone a background check incl udrng an interview. is the re any reason to be agg re ss,ve once se I ected lo r additional s c reen,ng? I always opt-out of the scanners. but as soon as I do so. it is as 1/ I am a criminal with no rig his. As a U.S. Citizen and 
1 0: 19: 34 TS A a pp roved flier, I deserve better• Su re I y you can train your scree ne rs to a ct more professi o na I. es pecia I ly towards experienced fliers at your pre-ch eek I anes. , , 

AM Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 

512012014 
11:42:24 

Phone Number . 
Email !(b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Ca Iler fi ew from D etroi 1 Michigan to PH X 1 hen to Pa Im Springs CA on Southwes 1 Airlines, Cal I er stated the TSO ag en{ b) ( 6:1 ! was rude and 1 he cal I er stated the sere ener said that he had to have a patdown because of an os to my, He stated the 
screener asked him where he was going and was rude. He asked for a supervisor. The caller didnt get the name of the supervisor and lhey apologized to the passenger for the way the TSO was acting. The caller stated the screener was very 
unprofessional and was treated rudely and the supervisor told him ta call the contact center and make a complaint. 

AM Advised caller I will forward this issue to the CSM at the airport. Advised caller if the CSM has further questions they may contact him through to his phone number or his email address. 

5120/2014 
121119 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················;:::::::::;======;:-------····························· 
Remote Client 1f'j:b)(61 
Date Time: 512 012""0'"'1-;.4-,1""0""':0"'3""': 0"'4,...A'"'M..,...... 

Nam~h-·,1rr1 
Email b1(6) 
Comp I a i nl s: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):West palm beach airport agents name is~eavier set woman with short dark hair. Monday May 12th at about 6 am 
Comments: I went through the body scan then robin insisted the pat down she touched me very i na pp ro pri atly two times under my waist 11 I le It very very violated ' ' I have fl own over 2 00 11 mes this has never ever happened I Looking to make this ng ht 
without taking legal action ! 
Caller has a disability and he has a knee replacement. He is having problems with TSA. Because he is a veteran, he was told to call TSA. Instead of going through TSA and having a problem, what does he need to do? 

5120120 14 I asked if he was I ooki ng for a ssis tan ce at the checkpoint or just information on the screening process, He wants information, 
12:48:03 

PM If there is an alarm, the screeners have to periorm a pat-down to clear it. He stated he doesn t have a problem with the pat-down. They da a secondary pat-dawn and put some type of acid on his skin and it makes him break out. 

Caller asked to speak to a supervisor. 



512012014 
2:12:13 

PM 

5120/2014 
3:06 52 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Newark Liberty I nte rnat ion a I Airport 

Caller encountered a rude screener at STL.She has meIaI implants and when she went through lhe WTM D ii alarmed and she was required to wait 4 hours for a female to perform the pat down and she had to walk through lhe security check point with 
her shoes off the whole time she was being treated rudely by the TSO.She is a GOES member and is confused about why she was treated one way at STL and another way LAS. 

I nforrn e,d ca II er how Jo 'f port her corn plaint di re ctly to the CSM t b) ( m I 
Phone: fb 1(6 ., ~----~ 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?"' , Disability or Medical Condition Cun-ent Date/Time, 5120/2014 3:43:54 PM Airport: MOW - Chicago Midway Date/Time of Travel, 05/2012014 1:45 PM Airline & Flight Number, SWA222 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, 
Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . I paid to get TSA precheck and was approved a few months ago. I also had an implanted peripheral nerve stimulator put in a few weeks ago. Today I am flying for the first time since my implant. I went to the TSA precheck line and 
requested to be wanded as my doctor and Boston Scientific advised me to. I was informed that you haven't wanded people for years and I would have to have a pat down and explosives screening as well as now having to remove my shoes and 

512012014 jacket. It appears my choices now are to go to the TSA precheck line which is shorter and I don't have to remove my liquids or laptop but I have to receive a pat down because you no longer wand passengers or I can wait through the much longer 

4_30.57 regular security line, remove my shoes, liquids and laplop so I can use AIT. It seems to me lhat your TSA precheck as it stands discriminates against anyone that has a medical condition lhat would set off a standard metal detector including those with 
· PM joint replacements and pacemakers. I was clear with the person who processed my TSA precheck application that I was doing this to make it easier as I must travel frequently as I am part of a clinical trial for this device. If I had know I would not 

actually be able to use TSA precheck I wouldn't have wasted my money. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Namel(b)(61 
Phone Number· ~------~ 

Email !(b 1(6) ! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



From:l(b)(61 
Sent: I uesday, May 20, 20 I 4 3: I 3 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance· Bandy. K1mberty J 
Subjectkb)(61 I Civil Rights Civil Liberties Complaint) 

Dear Ms. Bandy, 

Attached please find a letter from the ACLU of Northern California regarding a complaint submitted on behalf o1~(b_)~(6_ .• _, ----~~dditionally, a copy has been sent to you today via the U.S. Mail. 

Sincerely, 

---Original Message---
From: CRL [maillo:CRL@tsa.dhs.gov] 
Sent: .Mo.nday April 07

1
2014 7:42 AM 

To:kbi(61 _ 
Subject RE: (Complaint) Civil Rights Civil Liberties Complaint on Behalf ofl~(b_}_(6_} ____ ~ 

Dear!(b)(61 



From: donotreply@Con1ac1Us.1sa.dhs.gov [mailto:donotreply@ContactUs.tsa.dhs.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 20, 2014 2:25 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject Contact Us: Civil Rights Civil Liberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 

Remote Client l~"'(b"-·• ... 1(6"'-· ... I ___ _. 
Dale Time: 5 20 2014 2:2517 PM 

512012014 1 I In formation about I he person who experienced the civi I rig his ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I ation 

4:31 ,32 (fill in what you can) 

PM ~i~st and Middle Name: 
!(b1(6i ! 
Last Name: 

!rh1/R1 I 
Main Phone: 
!rh,IRI 
Work Phone: 

bb)(61 
ell Phone: 

!fh,IRI 
PO Box or Street address: 

!rh1/R1 I 
City: 
Brooklyn 
State: 
To Whom It May Concern: 

This past weekend I was flying with my family from NY LaGuardia Airport to Bangor International on Delta Airlines. On our return tnp on Sunday May 18, Bangor TSA detained us for extensive screening for carrying our 14 month old epileptic son's 
bottles and a few containers of his medically necessary HYPERLINK "http://www.nutricia-na.com/pages/ketocal41 liquid.htm"KetoCal 4:1LQ through. Though we expected this, as we have travelled with him and his KetoCal before, we did not expect to 
be told that we could nol keep or carry his Keto Cal 4: 1 LO sealed containers wilh us because I hey were registering as radioactive materials and therefore were considered conlraband on an aircraft. The containers could not be opened, as they would 
then have had to be consumed very quickly. They are also quite expensive, and not always covered by insurance. 

Despite the fact that we had a doctor's note from his pediatric neurologist in New Yori< City and submitted to extensive pat downs and other screenings, the supervisor in charge said that this was policy and there was nothing she could do. It took 
several suggestions on our part for the TSA officer and supervisor to even look at his docto~s note. 

5120/2014 . . . 
6:12:42 We have never encountered this problem 1n airports before. The maker of Keto Cal has never heard of this happening with their product while other patients are traveling, Had this happened at the beginning. rather than the end, of our trip - we could not 

PM have gone at all. 

I am ap pa 11 ed at how this was handled by the Bangor T SA and le el extreme I y I ucky that we got home without my son having a seizure. It is my hope th at you resolve this issue so that other lam, Ii es do not have to endure what we did - 11 is d1ffi cult 
enough to travel with a child who is sick. 

Sincerely, 

fb1(61 I 
Long Island Cit]' NY 

!rh11R, _ 



Caller said she Is b Ii nd and uses a guide dog. She said she was trave Ii ng with another person who did not have a g u1d e dog but he was b Ii nd too. She said he got through the checkpoint with no problem but she did not. She said she is a D1abeti c. 
They traveled from Wilmington NC to Philadelphia then to Binghamton NY. She said the experience was humiliating. She said they kept yelling at her to go this way and then that way. She said the agent was very nasty to her. She said she had to 
tJke off her shoes and remove her belt. She said her pants almost fell off. She said they were rude to the person she was with 100. She said her ticket said PreCheck bul they did not let her go through the PreCheck lane. She said they held the plane 
for them but it was late. She said they did the patdown. She said they felt all over her body. She said she was told to remove her dogs harness but she said she would never do that. She asked what is the procedure for removing the dogs harness. 
She said she has never be en treated this way. She said they we re to Id they did not have a chair to sit down but th en they got one. She said she wants someone to know about this and she told them she was going to comp I a in. She said she would Ii ke 
this information about a guide dog in an email. 

RESPONSE: I would like to apologize that you feel you had a bad experience with TSA. Thank you for calling TSA to let us know about the incident. At.SO: You may request a PSS at the checkpoint for assistance on future flights. 
Date and Time of Flight: May 20th. 2014 Scheduled to departed at 7:00 a.m. but delayed until 7:05 a.rn 
Gate or Terminal: Not Sure 
Airline: US Air 
Flight Number: Not Sure 

512012014 Airport: W i I mingto n NC 

6:44:45 Ema1l:!~(b~1~(6~)------~ 

PM 

5120/2014 
9:1046 

PM 

RESPONSE: If a passenger has a service dog due to a disability or medical condition, both the passenger and the dog will be screened. The passenger should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) that the dog is a service animal and not a 
pet and we recommend that passengers have documentation or that the dog wear gear (a harness, vest. etc.) to indicate that 11 is a service animal. 
Passengers a re expected to maintain control of their an i ma Is by holding onto the I ea sh throughout the sere en i ng process, and they should not be separated from their dogs by TS A perso nne I . 
Passengers with service dogs will be screened either by a walk-through meIaI detector or thorough patdown. If the passenger and service animal are screened by a walk-lhrough metal detector, they can proceed in one of three ways: 
• The passenger can walk through first with the dog following behind on its leash. 
• The dog can wa I k through Ii rst on ,ts I eas h with the passenger lo 11 owing behind. 
• The passenger and dog can walk through at the same time. 
If a passenger and the dog walk through at lhe same lime and the metal detector alarms, both the passenger and dog are subject 10 additional screening, including a I ho rough patdown. If the passenger and dog walk through separately, only the party 
th at ala rm s the meta I detector wi 11 receive additiona I screening. It is very important th at the passenger not make contact with the dog (other th an holding the I ea sh) u nt i I the dog has been cl ea red and inspected by a TSO. 

Caller said he wants to speak to the highest supervisor available. He said ever time he fiys he has problems. He said he has a Redress number. He flew from SFO on Saturday and was 40 minutes with TSA. His Redress number i~ He 
said flying back today, he was pulled out of line. He said he has 4 SSSS on his ticket. He said his wife was pulled oul of line. He said 40 minutes again. He said they sat down and 6 agents showed up. He said he and his wife went for a walk and he 
is followed. He said he got to the plane and 6 TSA agents pulled him out and they went through his luggage again and he got a patdown. 

RESPONSE: 

Preston took over the call: 
Caller Is very frustrated because today at Las Vegas he was followed by 6 TSA agents and pulled him and his wife for extra screening. Caller advised that he had already applied for Redress and the agents did not care about that. Caller stated that 
he carries the letter with him that he received from TRIP. Caller wanted a number or a contact person for TRIP, not an email address. 

Advised caller that there wasn't much we could do further for him at the contact center and that he needs to email TRIP to see if there is any resolution that they can provide. Advised that he could email them at TRI P@dhs.gov and ask for a contact 
number for them or if someone co u Id contact them. Advised that he could ask TR I P if th ere was anything further that he cou Id due to prevent this from occurn ng in the future. Advised th at he needs to check with TRIP and ensure that he is entering al I 
of his information correctly when making his Iii g ht reservations. 



512012014 
9:12:34 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 5/2012014 8:39:13 PM Airport: MEM - Memphis International Date/Time of Travel 05/1912014 2:54 PM Airline & Flight Number: United 4544 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
. c Gates TSA Emplc~nff.'.:rwn): !(~)(6\~first name) Comment· My name iskb)(ff:, I I live in Houston and was in Memphis to visit family. When I made my flight reservations. 1 used my initials, P. C., since I was using a credit card 
that has my name as b 1(6 I I have one is on dozens of flight reservations over the years without anyone questioning it or warning me to not use my initials. 

tn Mayl 19, after I had checked in at the United Airlines desk 10 fly back to Houslon, I proceeded to the TSA screening area. The desk atlendant saw my name on the boarding pass as~and called his supervisor over, a young woman named 
After looking at my pass, she informed me that my~"' not sufficient for the pass to be accepted and I would have to o back to the United Check-in counter and get a new boarding pass. I tried to show her my drive(s license which 

not only has my full name, but also includes my signature a Tu\i§r- I also had several credit cards with me with my name as (b-·1(6'1 However, she wouldn't discuss that with me, so I went back to the United Check-in counter. At that time, I still 
had about 50 minutes until takeoff. 

After the United counter agent attempted to change my name for a new boarding pass, she told me that her system wouldn"t allow her ta make the change and that I would have to call United Reservations and have someone there change it. I called 
and the phone re prese ntati ve a I so had trouble trying to make the name change. He told me that the only way to make the change wou Id be to cance I the reservation that had my in iii als and make a new one with my fu 11 name. So I agreed to do that. My 
reservation was cance 11 ed, but then the phone rep had trouble making the new reservation, After several attempts, he put me on hold w hi I e he got someone to help him, I was on hold for over 2 0 minutes, As time was running down unti I my flight 
departed , I decided to speak wi I h!r h ·, 1 R ··, I again to plead my case. Just as I got back to the screening area. the phone rep came back on I he phone and lold me that the reservation cou ldn"I be changed. I asked him to te 11 I hat 10k b) ( ff:, !and handed her 
my phone. After a short discussion with the phone rep, she agreed that I could board the plane but not only would I have to go through the usual screening procedure but would also have to be patted dawn. By this time. about 35 minutes had passed 
since I had gone to the TSA area the first time and my fi1ght was going to leave in about 20 minutes. But. knowing how much time had passed. !(b)(6 !wouldn't give me any priority to the front of the line. She said I could ask the people in line 1f I could 
go in front of them (whil~watched) and they graciously agreed as I quickly explained my situation. 

I took off my shoes, belt, etc., to be scanned. I didn't have any carry-on luggage, having already checked an oversized bag at the check-in counter. My items made it through the scanner and I made it through the body scan. Then it was time for the pat 
down procedure. Again. no prionty was given to me and no sense of urgency on the part of the TSA employee doing the pat down. 

When lhe pat down was finished, I had seven minutes until my flight left. I 901 my shoes back on and raced 10 lhe gate. All of lhe other passengers had boarded. I gave my boarding pass to the gate a11endant, but she could find no record of my lickel. 
My place on the plane had been given to a stand-by passenger and there were na more seats available. It dawned an me that when the United phone rep deleted my reservation, my seat was given to the other passenger in that narrow window of time. 
Thal"s why the phone rep couldn't make my new reservation. 

So I missed the flight. 

With the plane gone (with my luggage), I went back to the screening area and told 1h·,1R that I wanted to speak with her supervisor. I didn't get his name ma be the head of Memphis TSA), but he showed a total lack of empathy. Although I had ID's 
with me, he said that no one could tell from looking at my boarding pass that I was the b)(ff:1 named on it, that I could somehow have gotten a hold of (b)(ff:1 boarding pass. Wouldn't someone that wanted to cause trouble be more 
deceptive than lhat? He also lold me that they were just doing their jobs. Yes, they were doing their jobs. bul as the situation evolved, I hey knew I hat I wasn't a lhreat - that I was who I said I was, I hat I was someone that had made an honest mistake 
using his i ni ti a Is, but they sti 11 de I ayed me when some caop era ti an would have been so he I pfu I under the circumstances and I cou Id have made my flight. 



Fromtb)(61 
Sent: l uesday, May 20, 2014 8:4 I PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPj~(b~-~I(~6~I ---~ 
512012014 Dale Time: 5/2012014 8:46 50 PM 

9:12:42 
PM 

Name: 

!(b1(6i 

Email: 

HYPERLINl'f._~_,_(6_) ________________ ___, 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

Customer Feedback 

Comments: 

As a military officer with 26 years of ser,ice and a TSA pre check member with 1 Os of thousands of air miles every year I have never witnessed such a poorly led, disorderly and disrespectful check point as the Boston Logan B gate on 20 May at 2015 

Caller advised that she went lhrough security at Newark Intl on 5 14 around 10:30am with her husband that was in a wheelchair. Caller advised I hat she was rudley treated by a TSO wilh the last name of~Caller advised her husband was 
being taken through security and she advised TSOKfilill[] that she was TSA precheck. Caller advised that he told her she had 2 options go through the AIT or get a patdown and was unnecessarily rude and loud when telling her this. Caller advised 
th at every 11 me she tried to speak to him he ta I ked over her and was rude. Cal I er did advise that the TSO that gave her a patdown was ext rem I ey nice and profession al but did n t remember her name. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

512112014 (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have expenenced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer ser,ice to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every person and item must be screened 
1 O: 12:4g before entering the secured area. and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

AM 
Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 

Because your comp I ai nt con cem s an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have lo rwa rded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Se r,i ce Manager. 
We hope this i nforrn ation is he I pful. 



From:i(b)(61 

Sent: Wednesday, May 21. 2014 9: 17 AM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject Complaint 

See attached. 

(b)(61 

(b)(61 New City, NY 10956 

HYPERLINK b)(ff, ~----------------------~ 
512112014 Passing through security for Jet Blue flight. Asked to wait for pat dawn. Finally TSA agent at the op pa site side of the end of the luggage belt motioned me down. Went down, picking up my pocketbook and backpack from the luggage belt on the way. 
10l~'56 Walked over to agent. who immediately shouted in an accusatory and curt manner, Why did you pick up your luggage? (D1dn t know I couldn t.) I was then told that Now you are going to cause a lot of trouble. She continued to rant but I was so 

shocked I can t remember all she said, She grabbed my pocketbook backpack and took me over to a counter where she swabbed my palms. Apparently that was the lot of trouble I caused. She calmed down somewhat and never did the pat down, 
nor did she look through my pocketbook or backpack. 
I m a 75 year aid great-grandmother, American citizen since birth, never been arrested. neatly dressed, polite, an attorney admitted to the NYS bar, previously employed by the NYS Senate Unified Court System for over 25 years. Why is it necessary 
for a TSA agent to treat someone like me in this manner? While employed by the State, I had to undergo periodic sensitivity training. I suggest your TSA agents need a course in good, old-fashion common courtesy. 

When did this occur? 
5 20 14. approximately 6A5 a. m. 

Where did this occur? 

Gate 18. Newark Intern ati o na I Airport 

Who treated ya u unfairly? 

Caller: 
She states that she had $100 stolen while at Newark. She was flying United at around 8:30 am EST. 
She went through imaging 3 11 mes and paid own. She states that she knows that a woman sere ened her carry on; a young African-American woman was doing the screening. The bi 11 s we re fa I ded in ha If. 

Advised Ca Iler: 
You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim farm will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. Claim forms are also available on our Web site at www.tsa.gov. If you 
decide to file a claim, it will be processed in accordance with the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

512112014 Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Cus torn er Service Manager (CS M) at I hat Io cation. 
2:1456 

PM Airport: Newark 
Airline: United 
Flight#: UA 1030 
Date and Time: 5 21 14 @ 0830 
Baggage Tag #: NA 
Description: Black tote bag 
NOi: NA 
Gate: C126 

Contact lnformatio~._~_b_)(_6_, _______ _. 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: Ca 11 er s mother has a pacemaker and asked for a patdown instead of W TM D or AIT but was lo reed to go through the AIT 

Caller wanted to file a formal wri1ten complaint regarding this recent experience at ORO. 

Response Details: You were interested in filing a civil rights complaint because you believe that you. or someone you know. were d1scnminated against by TSA on the basis of his or her d1sab1lity or medical condition. 
For your comp I ai nt to be considered comp I ete according to Department of Home I and S ecu ri ty Regu I ati o ns it mu st; 
Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Describe the al I eg ed di scrim i na tory action in sufficient de ta i I to in form T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In order to ap prop nately address your concerns, we a I so need to know the airport at which you we re sere ened by TSA. 

5121/2014 TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complain! on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complain! on his or her 
5:57:22 behalf. 

PM 

512212014 

Any of the above requirements can be waived for good cause. II you are requesting that any of the above requirements be waived. please explain your good cause in your complaint. 
To file a complaint electronically, please send an e-mail to: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to place D-RFI in the subject line to allow for proper handling. 

lncidenl Details: Caller s mother has pacemaker and asked not to be subjected 10 AIT or WT.MD. She specifically asked to have a patdown insIead but was refused and forced to go through the AIT scanner. 

She presented a notification ca rd reg a rd i ng her pacemaker. 

Went through lhe checkpoint shortly before 9:00 am. 

She did not know the name of the TSO involved. 

Disability Description: Caller is diabetic. 

Response Details: Advised caller: 

Passengers who use insulin pumps can be screened without disconnecting from their pump. However, it is important for passengers to infonm the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about their pump before the screening 
process begins. If a passenger cannot or chooses nol to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure. Passengers who have concerns about their screening can ask 10 
speak with a su pe rvi sor or Passenger Support Speci a Ii st whi I e at the checkpoint. 

When making a reservation, passengers should enter their TSA Pre u2713 known traveler number (KTN) into the Known Traveler Number field of their reservation. In addition, we recommend that you review your reservation to ensure that your 
name, date of birlh, gender, and other identifying information are an exact match 10 the information you provided TSA at lhe time of enrollmenl. Also, if you have a frequent flyer profile, or you make your reservation through your employers travel
booking system, a travel agent, or a travel Web site, please confirm that this information is up to date and accurate. Although TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport. this initiative is part of the 
Agency s efforts to implement risk-based concepts to enhance aviation security and allow expedited screening for low-risk passengers at the security checkpoint. 

9:16:04 Advised caller that I did regret her experience and that I would forward the information to the appropriate office. 
AM 

Incident Details: Caller is diabetic. Caller states that she is having problems going through the line because of her msuli n pump. Caller states that she has a note saying that she can not go through the AIT machines. Caller states that she also has a 
glucose monitor that can not be screened either. Caller states that if she is allowed to go through PreCheck it would be easier because she could die ii she disconnects from her pumps, Caller states that the officers at OKC were very rude to her on 
May 19Ih and would not listen to her when she told I hem thal her pumps could not be screened through the AIT Caller slates I hat lhe enlire experience was awful. Caller wanls to know what she can do to get PreCheck. 

Date May 19. 2014 
Time: 7:05am 
Airline: American Airlines 
Airport: Will Rogers Airport 
Flight Number: 2464 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: Ca 11 er just had surgery to p I ace an birth control device m her arm and the area is very painful and cove red with a bandage. 

Response Details: I apologized to the caller and told her that regardless of whether a passenger is screened by a walk-lhrough metal detector, AIT, or a patdown, dressings and or bandages may require additional screening if the TSO cannot 
reasonably determine that the area is free of a threat item. Passengers can be screened without removing or unwrapping dressings and or bandages, and TSOs are trained to exercise caution if the passengers screening requires that the area covered 
by a bandage or dressing undergo a patdown . 

. If a passenger has dressings and or bandages used to cover wounds from an injury, operation, or surgical procedure, he or she should inform lhe Transpor1ation Securily Officer (TSO) of the location of the dressings and or bandages and of any need 
for assistance before screening begins. dressings and or bandages may require additional screening if the TSO cannot reasonably determine that the area is free of a threat item. Passengers can be screened without removing or unwrapping dressings 
and or bandages. and TSOs are trained to exercise caution 1f the passenger s screening requires that the area covered by a bandage or dressing undergo a patdown. 

I told lhe caller that if you have any concerns while al the checkpoint you may ask for a Supervisor or a Passenger Support Specialist for assistance. 
I told her although TSA does not require documentation you may use it to discreetly tell them about the device and all passengers should be treated with dignity, respect and courtesy. 

5122120 14 Because your comp I amt con cem s security screening at a s pec1f1c airport we have forwarded a copy of your e-m a i I to the Customer Service Manager at that airport. TSA mo ni to rs the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot 
11 : 51 : 58 areas of con cem that may require sp eci a I attention, 

AM 
Incident Details: Caller wants to make a complaint agains~ She was going through the checkpoint and she had a birth control implant. She had her papers with her. The TSO at the Metal Detector was told that she had the surgery and she 
tried to give him her papers so that she did not blurt it out for everyone to hear but he did not care that she had papers. She had bags that went through the belt. She walked through the Metal Detector. She was pulled to the side and she showed them 
her paperwork. She told them they cannot touch it because it is very painful. The older TSO was giving her a hard time and told her that they have to inspect it and they kept trying to touch it. She said there were people going through ahead of her with 
knee braces on and they were nol stopped. She feels like she was singled oul due to the bandage. 
Airport:Stockton 
Airline:Allegiant 
Flight Number: Not sure 
Dale and Time:may 21st at about 1 :30 pm 
Terminal or Gate:Not Sure 
The TSO involved was an old er male with gray hair and a young I ady TSO. He was very rude but she was doing what she was domg what she was to Id. 

It is OUTRAGEOUS that there isn't a Global Entry secunty line at Newark. The TSA agents are the RUDEST of any airport. I was randomly selected for a "Pat Down". I was told to stand just past the x-ray machine and I said I wanted to watch my 
luggage. I was told 'DO NOT MOVE - YOU CANNOT WATCH YOUR LUGGAGE NOR CAN YOU TOUCH ANYTTHING". There were at least 150 people in line to get thru security and I didn't want anyone to take my luggage NOR ONE OF YOUR 
TSA AGENTS TO STEAL ANYTHING • AS IT HAPPENS OFTEN. 

They insisted I had residue on my hands- UNBELIEVABLE"'" I took a shower before I left home and I was visiting my daughter and grandchild. I am 72 years old. My driver was the only one that had handled my luggage other. They had to wipe 
down my hands three times, my shoes, my luggage inside and out two times - THEN - another TSA agent came over and told them their machine was not set right and to switch it over. 

5/2212014 . . . f o o s s 
12.05, 13 How stupid are your agents - that they don't even know how to operated the machine that analyzes the white pad. The woman agent dug around in my luggage and commented that I have a lot o medicine. That is N NE F HER BU I NE - WHAT 

'PM. MEDICATIONS I TAKE. 

I THINK YOUR AGENTS NEED REMEDIAL TRAINING - ON HOW TO TREAT THE TRAVELER IN A MORE CIVILIZED MANNER. 

It might help if they weren't all black, and rude' 11"' 



512212014 
2:00:00 

PM 

The caller stated that he is a GE member and that he is a LPR. The caller stated that the spelling of his last name on the airline profile Is different than what is on his GE account. The caller stated that he used to get PreCheck as a FF with United and 
th at when he started using his KTN he stopped getting it and wanted to know why this could be. The ca Iler wanted to know if he could start getting Pree heck again ii he stopped using the KTN. 

Advised caller: Travelers passing through security checkpoints may bring all medications and related supplies-prescription, over-the-counter items, and homeopathic-through TSA security checkpoints after these items have been properly screened. 
Medically necessary items are not subject to the 3-1-1 limitation and are allowed through a checkpoint in any amount once they have been screened. Passengers should infonm a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) if a liquid or gel Is medically 
necessary and separate it from other be Io ngi ng before screening begins. 

Personal grooming and beauty items such as nail clippers, nail files, tweezers. and scissors (metal, with pointed tips and blades shorter than four inches) are not on TSA·s prohibited items list and, therefore, are permitted in carry-on or checked 
baggage a fie r prop er sec u nty screening or ins pe ctIon. 

Many passengers with meIaI implants thal regularly alarm a walk-lhrough metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available. 

A P atdown procedure a I so is used to reso Ive any a I arms of a meta I detector or a noma I ies ide nti fi ed by AIT. II a Pa tdown is required in order to complete screening; 

• The Patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes. passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a Patdown. or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or I ift any article of c lathing to revea I a s ensItIve body area. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak wilh a supervisor or Passenger Supporl Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

Passengers who have medical devices attached to their bodies. such as TE NS U mt or other types of devices s ho u Id inform the Transportation Sec u nty Olli cer (TSO) conducting the screening of the device and indicate where the device is I ocated 
before the screening process begins. If a passenger can safely disconnect from their device. he or she can submit it for x-ray screening: however, passengers can be screened without disconnecting from devices. If a passenger cannot disconnect from 
the device, the lype of screening conducted will depend on lhe type of device and the passenger's abilities. Passengers should consult with the manufacIurer of the device to determine whether it can pass through a walk-through meIaI detector or can 
be subjected to Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. If the device can be safely screened by AIT, passengers can be screened using AIT 

In the meantime, individuals who are lawful penmanent residents are eligible to apply for TSA Prelu2713™ through the TSA Prelu2713'" application program. To apply, travelers may submit an application through TSA's Web site at www.tsa.gov or 
visit an enrollmenl cenIer to submit an application in person. To complete the application process, individuals will be required to visit an enrollmenl cenIer to provide identification, fingerprinls, and proof of U.S. citizenship or immigration eligibilily. In 
addition, an $85 fee to cover an in-depth background check and other operational costs is required. Upon successful completion, travelers will receive TSA Pre\u2713 '" eligibility for 5 years at TSA Prelu2713 '" lanes at more than 115 airports when 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screenin rrent Date/Time: 5/2212014 3:07:47 PM Airporl: FLO - Florence Regional Date/Time of Travel 05/2012014 5:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: US Airways 3793 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport· Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known)· Badge b)(ff:, Comment· I will start by saying that I am a TSA PreCheck passenger. I fly between 30-40 weeks per year and have done so for about 9 years. I moved to SC over a year ago and began 
using Florence airport on a regular basis. I understand that they do not have a PreCheck lane, and I don't have a problem removing my shoes, l1qu1ds and laptop. The basis for this complaint is the &quot:random&quot: screening that I undergo on a 
routine basis, Two of the last 3 times I have flown I have been pulled aside for random screening. The most recent time. on Tuesday, 5120114, is the basis for my complaint. I walked through the metal detector and no alarm sounded. However, the 
officer asked me to step back through lhe detector and walk through again. My baggage had already passed through lhe belt scanner. This lime an alarm did sound and the officer informed me thal I had been selected for a &quot:random&quol; 
screening. My first quest ion, why was I asked to wa I k back through? If it truly was a random sere en i ng, the person wa I king behind me s hou Id have be en se I ected. 
The officer swab bed my hands. I had not used any different lotions or substances th an I have ever used in the pa st and have never had problems when I had my hands swab bed before. This time, the officer ru nnrng the test did not say anything untI I 
the officer who stopped me asked for a result. At that time, he indicated that an alarm had triggered, I was not informed what substance was detected but was asked to step behind a curtain. The officer explained that the search would be more 
comprehensive than the usual (to which I have become accustomed) due to the alarm. Another officer began unpacking all contenIs of my backpack. I did overhear her tell the officer searching me that ii was taking a long time because she kept having 
to reset the machine (the same one that they said alarmed on my hands). The officer doing the search offered to completely close the curtain while she patted me down. but I asked her to leave it partially open as my spouse was becoming concerned 
with what was happening to me. The search was much more thorough than usual, with the officer examining the inside of my collar and my waistband and touching every part of my body. She did explain in detail everything she was going to do before 
she did it, so I have no complaint about her manner during the patdown. She did walk over to my spouse and when he asked her what was going on and why I was being treated that way, she told him a substance on my hands had set off an alarm. He 

512212014 asked whal substance and did nol get an answer. He lold her he didn't believe ii and starled to walk away. He had observed me walk lhrough the metal deIecIor and then be asked to walk through again. He heard her tell a fellow securily officer lhat 
she was going to give him a lesson on &quot;Get out of my face 101 &quot: and when the officer asked who she was talking about, she referred to him as &quoUhat white man.&quot: Before I was allowed to leave the area, the office got a piece of 

4: ~7~ 3 O paper and wrote down my name from my ticket. When I voiced my co ncem to a U SAi rways staff member and told her what had just occurred, she was a pp al led at my Ire atme nt. She al so informed me that flight attend ants are even required to remove 
their shoes at the Florence airport. I have learned over time the items that I carry that seem to throw off the officers working in security. Florence is the only airport where I routinely remove my stapler from my bag and put it into a bin because every 
time they see the stapler, my bag has to be hand searched. What should be a quick pass through security has become a dreaded ordeal at the Florence airporI-so much so, that I am considering driving the exlra dislance to fly from Charleston or 
Columbia. So. based on the narrative above, here are my concerns: 

"Why was I asked to walk back through the metal detector when no alarm sounded the first time? 
"If the screenings that I have been subjecled to are random, why is it that I am selected so frequently? 
'Why does the fact that I am a PreCheck passenger not factored in at all? I travel through major airports all over this country and walk through with my shoes on and with my liquids and laptop in my bag. If I am such a security threat, then why was I 
granted PreCheck status? 
"Why was I not told what substance was detected on my hand(s)? 
"If the officer swabbing my belongings from my backpack noted I hat lhe screening machine had to keep being reset, why was it nol reset and the swab from my hands retested? 
'If the substance on my hand(s) was considered to be dangerous. when my spouse identified himself as traveling with me, should his hands not have been swabbed as well? 
'It was not a pp ro pri ate lo r the officer to threaten to give my spouse &quot: a I esson in Get out of my Face 1 0 1 &quot: 'It was not a pp ropri ate lo r the officer to i dent1fy my spouse by race. Had the situation been reversed and a white off ce r said the same 
thing a bout a b I ack passenger, that officer would be a candidate for a racia I ly based civi I suit, 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name ""f h-'-·-'-,1'-'R-'-·, ___ _. 

The caller has meIaI implants in her knee and wenl through screening at BHB buzzed and had to get a Patdown. The caller is a 72 year old while grandmolher and does not like having to get pa tied down. The caller does nol have to get patted down at 
SRO since they have AIT. The caller stated that she knows terrorist but will not name their names that get on flights and do not have to get a patdown. The caller stated that Israel does not have these issues and that she does not want to be patted 
down. The caller stated th at it is not fa re to patdown grand parents that are Ii g ht haired and Ii g ht skinned. 

The caller was advised: 

Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area, and the manner in which the screening is conducted Is important. All Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) are required to be considerate and thoughtful, and are trained to 
explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. 

At airports nationwide, TSA has implemented streamlined, consistent, and thorough patdown procedures at security checkpoints to provide a higher level of security and increase the safety of the traveling public. Patdown help TSA detect hidden and 

512212014 dangerous items. such as explosives. They are used to resolve alarms from the walk through metal detector (WTMD), when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, and as part of TSA's random screening 

4:19:32 activities. 

PM 
Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rt of a person or device. 

If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through meIaI detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure insIead. 
A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

Some passengers a re se I ected at random for a patdown. 

There is no way to ensure a patdown will not happen during screening. 

The ca 11 er was advised that we can not assume that te n-ori st meet any certain 9 roup. 



Caller Is asthmatic and has al I erg,es. Cal I er stated that she fi ew from FLL and the officer that was at the check point was very rude and was very i ncons1d e rate. Cal I er stated that she Is a 11 erg i c to many things and she trave Is frequently and she always 
asks the TSO to change their gloves. Caller stated that when she asked the individual at the checkpoint to change her gloves to give her a patdown the TSO stated oh my god you are so fussy, Caller stated that the TSO stated that she can not 
change her gloves and she would spray them with alcohol. Caller slated that the screener didn t explain where she was going to do lhe patdown or anylhing. Caller stated that it was a black curly haired lady with an accent she thinks may have been 
Jamaican. Caller stated that this incident caused her to have health issues. Caller stated that she wants something to be done about this because she does not want it to happen again in the future to her or anyone else. 

Caller stated that there was an elderly lady in front of her and she could not lift her arm to go through the AIT and the screener was also very rude and gave the women a hard time she then took her to the side and gave her a patdown. Caller stated 
th at they s hou Id have take I he lady into a private room for the patdown. 

Advised caller: 

Transportation Administration Securily (TSAJ security screeners are instrucled to wear gloves when conducling physical inspections of property and patdown inspections of individuals. Screeners musl only wear TSA-issued gloves when performing 

512212014 screening fu net ions and wi 11 use a new pair of g I aves whenever a passenger requests that they do so. Sc reene rs must a I so inspect their gloves reg u I a rl y for stains, tea rs. and other signs of damage and replace their gloves as necessary. 

8A6:38 
PM 

If they have to patd own sensitive body areas they should have offered her a private screening ii she wanted one, But I don t know what the specific circumstance so i wi 11 forward this to the CSM so they a re aware of the incident. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security
screening po Ii ci es need modification or s pec1f1c employees or teams are the subj eels of repeated complaints. 

Airporl: FLL 
Airline: Delta 
Departing time: 4: 15 pm 
Date and time of incident 05 20 2014 01 :30 pm 
Gate or terminal of incident: Delta terminal D 

Caller wants to know if the screening equipment uses radiation. Caller is pregnant. She was told that there is no radiation by one screener. but no one can tell her if there is radiation. 

I can not advise if the machines use radiation, They map the contours of the body and the energy does not penetrate the skin. 

But, you cant tell me if they use radiation? 

512212014 The information doesn t indicate how the equipment works, The re a re two types of machines th at they use and one of them is no Io nge r used , Th ere is no more specific info rma ti on a bout how they work because we don t want p eo pie using the 
10:29: 12 information to get around lhe system. 

PM 
If her baby comes back with a prob I em there wi 11 be a problem. 

I m nol sure how to respond to th at. You can opt out for the pat down instead. 

Caller turned down the pat-down after being told by a screener that there is no radiation. She has gone through several machines since, but she won't fly any more. Caller thinks that it is sad that TSA cannot tell her 1f the machines use radiation. 

Disability Description: The caller is a Precheck participant as a Global Entry member and has a metal knee replacement. 

She routinely flies out of DCA and oesn t set off WTMDs there, The WTMD alarmed at BOS today at 8:30am, She had to go through a patdwon and the TSO expressed concern that she alarmed their WTMD but not hose at other airports. She asked if 
TSA should be investigating lhe WTM Os being calibrated differently and if I hey are calibrated differently. She feels I hat this is inconsistanl. 

She indicated that she trave Is through s eve ra I airports aero ss the country and does not a I am r those W TM D. 

5123/2014 She asked what it means to have Precheck slatus and if additional screening is always required if there is an alarm. 
9:2218 

AM She asked what card she can obtain from T SA in regard to to the metal implants to shwo the TS Os. 

Precheck Status simply indicates I hat a passenger can receive expedited screening which entails leaving on shoes, belt, lighl outerwear as well as thier 311 bag and laptop in lhe thier bag. I advised that TSOs are required 10 cl earl all alarms via 
additiona I screening. She can print a notification card vi a ts a. gov, but such does not exempt her from a Pa tdow n. 

Some of TSAs screening policies and procedures are considered SSI and are not made available to the traveling public. 

I advised that I would refer the information to the CSM at BOS to make them aware of this. 



Hello. 

I recently traveled through Louis Armstrong New Orleans International Airport, and I received the worst treatment I have ever experienced in any airport worldwide. I have frequently had to travel for work all over the U.S .. and more recently to Europe, 
and have gone through more security checkpoints than I can keep track of. and it has always been a quick. seamless process until this trip. According to all posted signs and available information. travelers are not required to go through the AIT 
screening, but may choose 10 "opt out· and "undergo alternative screening·, which I always do, if necessary. This is even outlined specifically in the FAQ on TSA's own websile: 

hltp://www.tsa.gov/contact-us 

512312014 0. Can I choose the way I would like to be screened? 
A. Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough patdown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of 

10:11 :52 th' . ht 
AM IS rig . 

However, if an adult accompanying a child 12 years old or younger opts out of AIT screening on the child's behalf, the child will receive a modified patdown. TSA never separates a child from an accompanying adult. The adult may observe the entire 
patdown process and may assist by holding the child's hand. Please be assured that TSOs are trained to conduct these procedures professionally and respectfully. 

I have never had an issue: I am immediately walked through the checkpoint, my bags are retrieved, the patdown is quick and painless. and I continue on my way. However, on this occasion, not only did I stand and wait quietly for NO LESS than 20 
minutes, but the fem a I e T SA directing travelers was quite rude, and then requested a "fem a I e a ss1st" at least 3 ti mes, even though another TSA agent offered to take her p I ace and many other travelers were waved past me that did not go through the 
AIT machine. Meanwhile, my bags were left COMPLETELY unattended, which not only violates TS A's own policies, but also left my purse, laptop, and tablet exposed and at risk! It is nothing short of a miracle that they were still there. I felt completely 
discriminaled against, and I felt it should be reported so that steps can be taken to prevent I his kind of treatment before there is anolher public incident. 

l(b)(6) 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Screening Current Dale/Time: 5/231201411:10:58 AM Airport: DSM - Des Moines lntemalional Dateflime o!Travel: 0113112014 Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · Normally I wouldn't say anything because although travelers may not always like the experience with TSA they are doing their job to protect us. In this case though I feel additional training is needed. 

My husband has a single side cochlear implant. He was advised by his doctor that he should ask to have the external processor hand checked rather than putting it through x-ray. So. he always takes the processor (hearing aid) off. places it in the 
s pec,al ly designed unit carrying case (designed compartments to fit the processor and a coup I e of the unit batte nes) and hands 11 to the T SA agent. 

In this case, no one there knew what it was. I had gone through lhe TSA pre-check so was standing back walching and listening 10 lhis happen as my husband conlinued through lhe scanner along with his carry-on lhrough x-ray. The agent lhe cochlear 
was given ta asked who it belonged ta but my husband did hear because the hearing aid portion wasn't on and he was in the scanner. I spake up and said it belonged to my husband sa they asked me to supervise the inspection which I stepped aver 
and did. 

512312014 The agent asked for a supervisor and asked what I hey should do other than the visual check. My husband was at this lime through the scanner without being stopped, his carry-on went through wilhout being stopped and he had pul his shoes back on. 

12:21:22 
PM 

The supervisor then asked who the cochlear belonged to and instructed the other agents to give my husband a pat down. swap his shoes and inspect and swap his bag. Once those things were done the supervisor was called back and even though 
nothing was found, the supervisor I hen instrucled the other agent to swap my husband's hands. Again, nolhing. 

I co u Id have understood al I this 1f anything had red flagged but the only apparent reason was because of the hand checked cochlear h ea n ng a id and no one knowing what it was. I co u Id have even understood had either of us made any comments, 
objected, or anything else. WE DID NOT. Again, you are doing your job and we wanted to get on our plane. 

However. this is a medical device and you see them all the time. This entire check process after the body scan took an additional 20 minutes, not to mention the embarrassment al being pulled to the side after already being screened and the 
s u pe rvi so r being ca 11 ed three ti mes by the time he gave the OK to leave. 

To me, this is a training issue. Again, this is a medical device (that for the most part looks like a hearing aid) and my husband was put lhrough extensive screening ONLY because he has a disability. Before someone yells discrimination, I would want 10 
address this and make sure it doesn't happen to anyone else or that we don·t have ta go through this again. 

Thank you for your time and attention to this matter, 

i(b)(61 



512312014 
12:46:42 

PM 

Caller stated that she had a really bag experience with TSA on her recent trip. Caller stated that she got TSA precheck and her husband did not. Caller stated that they then separated ways. Caller went to the precheck line and showed her 
Identification and she accidentally showed her expired ID and then gave him the renewed license and told him she has metal implants. Caller stated that the person then acted like she was suspicious because of this. Caller stated that the person told 
her the lane had closed and he walked her to anolher line. That person told her that she can skip to the fronl of the line but she wanted to be fair so she waited. Caller stated that when she 901 to the front of the line they direcled her to the WTMD. 
Caller stated that she informed the female officer at the WTMD that she would alarm because I have a metal knee. She then walked through and it alarmed. Caller stated that the female TSO then yelled at her for going through the WTM D and she 
kind of backed up and she ye 11 ed at her and told her not to back up into the W TM D and make it al a rm again. Ca 11 er stated that they we re rude and nasty with her. Cal I er stated that the male TSO that was at the checkpoint then came over he was very 
hostile. Caller was then asked if she told a certain officer who had his back turned and she said I am not sure because I can see his face. The male TSO yelled at her and said you are a liar and the TSO was busy so he could not tum around for her 
to see his face. Caller stated I hat she was I hen instrucled to stand 10 lhe side and wait. Caller slated that they grabbed her by lhe shoulders and pushed her around but thankfully she was not injured. Caller slated that other passengers s1arted 
walking by and asking her if she was ok and the TSO told them it was none of their business. Caller stated that the person that did the patdown was very nice and professional but the others she had encountered were not. Then a supervisor came 
aver and asked what is going on and she informed her of the situation in a nut sh el I and the s u pe rvi so r asked is she wanted to f, I e a complaint but her husband was rushing her to come on and she passed but the more she thin ks about the more she did 
not want the way she was treated to go. Caller stated that the male and female that she encountered should not work with the public because they were not under pressure and it was not even busy when she went through. Caller wanted to know if 
what is the difference with the 3-1-1 rules going through precheck and do they not screen the items when you go through precheck. Caller wanted 10 know what 1echnology the AIT uses. Caller wanted 10 know if she will be contacted about this incident. 

Advised ca Iler: 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA see ks to provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 passengers who pass I hroug h our screening ch eek points. Our 
policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. I apologized because she was unsatisfied with the way she was treated. Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak 
with the Supervisory Transportation Sec u nty Olli cer at the checkpoint to address any comp I a int reg a rd i ng sere en i ng procedures. You can request the su pe rvi sor at anytime if you since th at you a re going to have an issue. I have documented everything 
that happened and I will send this for you I don t know if they will contact you but they may 

You can contact the CSM but I will be happy to take the complaint for you and make sure it is forwarded to the appropriate office. 
Name: Salwa AI-Ghani 
Phone: 510-636-jrh\/RI 

You don t have to remove the 3-1-1 bag but they still screen it. Caller like precheck and she didn t have to remove her shoes was nice. 

Airport Oakland 
Airline: Jetblue 
Flight number: 247 (?) 
Departing time: 1: 15 pm 
Date and time of incident 05 21 2014 12:20 pm 
Gate or terminal of incident: Jet blue 1erminal 

Caller is calling to file a complaint. The caller had a very bad experience. She was flying on Delta 2368 at 815 am from Atlanta going 10 Sea Ille. Caller had TSA precheck. She went into the precheck line. She has some silver bracelets that she 
never has taken off. They asked her to take off her jewelry and she didn t want to. She had to et a patdown. A female TSO came over and collected her luggage and told her to take her shoes off. She told her that she didn t need to take off her 
shoes si nee she was receiving P reCheck. She asked to speak to a supervisor named b ":,( 6) umb e£E!Zfil 0~1 h ·-,Ir;-, I He was very u n professi o na I and got aggressive with her and she to Id h, m she did n t have to take them off. She stated he was 
biligerent and she asked to speak with his supervisor. He said he was in charge and re use to ave her speak with anyone else. She was going to miss her flight and she went over and took over her boots and the girl gave her a patdown. She would 
Ii ke to be contacted. 

Advised: 
512312014 

4:04:03 TSO s are 1rained 10 be professional in their interaction with passengers. I regret that wasn t your experience. I will forward this information 10 lhe CSM at Atlanta for review. 
PM 

Airport where the i nc1d e nt occurred: Atlanta Hartsfi e Id 
Airline: Delta 
Flight numbers 2368 
Date and time of incident May 22, 2014. 0730 am 
I nd1v1d ua I s contact information emai I 

kb1(6) 



5123/2014 
8:0221 

PM 

512312014 
8:02:34 

PM 

5123/2014 

I am a Global Entry/TSA Pre-Check qual1f1ef .. ~_,(_6_) _____ _,~raveler who has had two hip procedures resulting m metal implants. 

As a consequence, I am invariably subjected to a frisking/pat-down when I go through airport security. 
Frankly. I find that experience to be invasive and demeaning. especially as an individual who has been pre-qualified from a security IT SA perspective. 

Is there (should there be) a way for my hip situation to be displayed to the TSA personnel. tied to the presentation of my Global Entry card, so that I am not continually subjected to this awful experience. 

An alternative is to have the "sniffing" security machines available at the Global Entry IT SA Pre-Check lines. 

Manassas. VA 2011 O 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: ~kb_·•~1(6_·~1 --~ 
Oate Time: 5123/2014 6: 14:25 PM 

Nam~pb,(61 
Email _h >IR·, 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening/Pat Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Air tran flight 297 Gale BT 
Comments:I do not appreciate the security patting me down. I was told to spread my legs while the security rub up and down my legs ... her hands touched my crotch ... l honesly felt violated ... l have never withness this before. You all need to get body 
scans, this is unfair that a customer has to qo throuqh this ... you all are worried about security, but what about the security of the customer. Why should I subject myself to this. I am pissed. I felt as if I was raped. 
Disability Description: Caller is disabled. She has an implanl and requires a wheelchair. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: I advised cal I er that I wou Id send her information to the CSM lo r review and would emai I the inform at1on about how to write m her comp I amt. 

lncidenl Details: Caller is disabled. She slated she wants to complain about lhe abuse of power situation with TSA. She wants to file a formal complaint and wants the film looked at. She sel off the alarm because she has an implant. They didn t 
have theAIT 

She was standing there and her purse was I eft sitting, and she was concerned. 

They patted her down including the groin area. They asked her if she could stand when she was sitting in the wheelchair. Caller advised that she thought this was retaliatory. 

The i ni ti a I screener ca I led over Su pe rvi sork b :•, ( 6 !( a fem a I e), She asked to write down the justification lo r the pa tdow n. and they refused, She told th em it is reta I ia tory, Five sere eners were standing we re doing nothing as passengers were waved pa st 
her. 

8:46:44 An airline worker also has expressed issues with a similar problem with this TSA crew. 
PM 

Caller asked what she needed to do to file a formal discriminalion complaint. 

I advised that she needed to place it in writing. Can I e-mail her information on how to do so? 

Caller provided her email address. 

Where did this ace u r? 

At LGA at the Gate A and B screening location. This happened a half hour ago (from the call). 

She was in a wheelchair and was made to stand to wait for screening. She was asked if she can stand for four minutes. When she asked the justification, they refused. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ._lh=··,1-'-R""'----' 
Date Time: 5124/2014 6:34:36 AM 

5/2412014 Name b 61 
9:11:58 ~=----~-~ 

AM 

5/2412014 
1:28:30 

PM 

Email b)(ff1 
Comp a, nts; na pp ro pn ate cree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):DCA, Terminal A-
CommentsThe officer stationed at the x-ray machine, forced me to take off my long sleeve shirt after I had gone through the machine once without incident. He insisted I step back, take off my shirt. insisting I do so because he could see an 
undershirt. My shirt he lo reed me to remove was not a jacket, sweatsh, rt or any other type of outerwear. I i nsi sled I did not have a pp ro pri ate clothing underneath since what I was wearing was a norm al sh, rt, and a 11 I had was an undershirt and not 
actual clothing, My clothing was completely acceptable under TSA standards to walk through an x-ray or body scanning machine. I am typically incredibly happy with TSA at DCA, this experience was inconsistent with all other screening I have 
undergone as a frequent flyer. More importantly, I his experience was completely inappropriate, and was not within an acceplable purview of this officer, especially as a male officer, insisling a female remove a shirl to expose their under layer. 

Feed back Type : R eq ues t for Information 
Categories : Traveling with a Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time · 5124/2014 11 :03:42 AM Airport : Select One Date/Time of Travel . 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . I requested the TSA representative at MCD to be screend via patdown rather than imaging technology in order to protect my insulin pump. She rudely refused and said that I am required to go through the imaging process. This is not what 
your websitesays, and not what happens to me at other airports. I travel by air frequently, and have not had this issue before. Why did this happen? It was embarassing to me that she acted that way- like I was trying to do something illegal. Please 
clarify, before I fly again in June. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name kb)(6:, 
Phone Number . "-'-'---'------' 

Email !(b)(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Callers wile is traveling with a 2 month old child and bringing breast milk. Caller states that because she does not want the breast milk to go through x-ray. that his wife had to have a patdown. Caller would like to know why the passenger has to 
undergo additional screening. Caller states thal his wife was nol offered a privale screening and I here was not sufficient communicalion with her aboul whal was going 10 happen during the patdown. Caller slates I hat her private areas were being 
touched in front of everyone at the checkpoint. Caller states that he was watching the whole situation unfold and the TSOs were upset that his wife did not want to put the milk through the x-ray. It happened last night around 8 pm in HNL. She was flying 
with US Airways to PHX. Caller states that the TSO was an older white guy with gray hair. Caller states that on the return flight she will be traveling alone with their baby. so if she has to have a patdown, no one will be there to take the baby. Caller 
would like to know what will happen in that situation. Caller would like to know why there has not been sufficient training for the TSOs on this matter, 

Advised ca Iler: 

512412014 If a container cannot be screened, the containers may be allowed inlo lhe sierile area only after it and the passenger undergoes addilional screening, which may include a paldown. 

2:56:40 
PM 

Because your comp I amt concerns the conduct of TSO s at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Sup po rt Manager at th at I ocation. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track Ire nds and spot 
areas of concern that may require sp eci a I attention, This ongoing process enables us to ensure prom pt. corrective action whenever we d ete mn i ne that security screening po Ii ci es need modi fi cation or specific employees or screener teams a re the 
subjects of repeated complaints. If you have concerns about your screening experience during fulure travel, you may ask to speak with a supervisor or PSS while at lhe checkpoint. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. 

Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers. regardless of their persona I situations and needs, a re treated with respect and courtesy 

The patdown can always be conducted in a private screening location when requested. The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) never separates a child from an accompanying adult. 



Disability Description: Caller has a hip replacement. 

Response Details: Advised caller: 

Whenever a passenger alarms the walk-through metal detector. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to locate and resolve the source of the alarm. As you know, TSA no longer uses hand-held metal detectors to 
resolve walk-through metal detector alarms. Instead, a TSO will conduct a standard patdown of the passenger, which allows the TSO to screen for metallic and non-metallic prohibited items. 

TSA strives to provide the highest level of security while ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity and respect. To that end, TSA launched TSA Cares, a helpline number designed to assist travelers with disabilities and medical conditions. 

Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at 1-855-787-2227 prior to traveling with questions about screening policies. procedures and what to expect at the security checkpoint. TSA Cares serves as an additional, dedicated resource specifically for 
passengers wilh disabililies, medical conditions or other circumstances or their loved ones who want to prepare for the screening process prior 10 flying. 

TSA recommends that passengers cal I no I ess th an 7 2 hours ahead of travel in case it 1s determined that it 1s necessary to coordinate support at the airport. 

512412014 Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) are ins1ructed to lislen and respond appropriately to any informalion a passenger offers concerning his or her physical limitations. TSOs should provide any help that a passenger requesls to facililate the 

5A4 ,29 screening process. Under no circumstances should passengers be forced to perform actions that cause pain or put them at risk of injury. For example, TSOs should offer a chair to passengers whose weakness or balance problems put them at risk of 
p M /al Ii ng during sere en i ng. Passengers who have d1ffi cul ty with balance, standing, or walking a I so may decline meta I detector screening, and ask instead lo r a ful I p atdown screening wh i I e they are seated. 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can a I ways request 10 speak with the Supervisory T ransporta Ii on Security Ofli cer or Passenger Support Sp eci a Ii sl a I the ch eek point to address any comp I a i nl reg a rd i ng sere en i ng procedures. 

If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. TSA has created not1f1cation cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about any d1sab1lity, 
medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening. their use may improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their conditions. 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rt of a person or device. An e Ii g i ble passenger can request to be screened by AIT 1f it is ava i I able or can request to be screened using a patdown: however, passengers can not request to be sere ened by the wa I k
t h rough metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A patdown procedure also 1s used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Some1imes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 



Fron/:bl(ff, 
Sent: Sunday, May 25. 2014 2:01 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IR'~h_·_-,I_r;_·1 ---~ 

512512014 Dale Time: 5/2512014 2:01 14 PM 

3:11:54 
PM 

Name: 

Email: 

HYPERLIN'f~b_)_(6_, ______________ ~ 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

comp I a int a bout TSA t rea tm e nt 

Comments: 

I wish to comment on an experience at Savannah Airport that impacts very adversely my or any other visitor's impression of the City, of the Airport, the TSA and by extension, the American Government. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current DateiTlme : 5/2512014 7:58:40 PM Airport SFO - San Francisco International Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport Terminal 2 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I always exercise my ng ht to opt-a ut of EI T. 

It's becoming increasingly frequenl thal the agent conducling my pat-down makes comments about my body. They're typically compliments (&quot:you·re very muscular&quot:, &quot how often do you work out&quot:, etc), bul they make me 

512612014 exceedingly uncomfortable. especially when I am in such a vulnerable position. 

9:48:38 
AM This has happened at least twice (with different agents) in SFO (T2), AUS. and SEA (AIN terminal checkpoint, most recently). 

It should be SOP to "not' make such comments. Is it? If so, I want you to tell me what these agents have been trained not to do in this regard so that I can educate them. 

Caller wants to know who he can talk to to make a complaint on an event that happened at the San Juan airport. He received additional screening on his head because of the dreads he had, specifically a patdown. He was told to cut off his hair if he 

512612014 wanted to stop gelling harassed when he fiew. He is a rasfarian. He felt highly offended because it is part of his religion. He spoke to a supervisor and they said to file a complaint online and was given the name of the TSO thal offended him. He did not 

1 O:S4 :00 get an apology and just wishes she wasn't respectful. He said he would call the CSM 

AM 
Response: 
Advised caller that we could forward lhe complaint 10 lhe CSM or he could contact them via IVR by choosing option 5 and entering lhe airporl coe SJU. 



Caller was flying from Atlanta to PHL and catching an 845 flight on Southwest. She opts out for the x ray machines and had a traumatic experience with the person that screened her. She needs to know how to proceed. She says the patdown screener 
did a karate chop like move on her legs. She stated the TSO s tone, manner, and attitude was inappropriate. She feels sexually abused. She went into the vaginal area with a karate chop motion. She says it was very uncomfortable and she eventually 
ca me to tears. The officer was extremely rude and to Id her that the patdown was going to have to be repeated if she did nol accept I he rough pa ldow n s. 
She did not get her badge name or number. She wants to talk to the manager. 
She says the officer was African American with curly hair. short curls, an average bu i Id and between 1 30 to 150 pounds. She says she went to the Southwest Airlines desk and was in tea rs. 

Airporl: ATL 
Airline: Southwest, but flew on AirTrans plane. 
Flight: 262 
Date and Time: May 26 at 7:45AM 
Checkpoint: Gate C17 
NOL NA 

512612014 Email: no, they need to reach her by phone. 
1:23:54 

PM She says she will call her lawyer and wants to hear from the manager. 

Caller Advised: 
I apologized for the inconvenience and told her I would forward the information to the Customer Support Manager at ATL 
Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Support Manager at that location. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot 
areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the 
s u bJects of repeated complaints. 

She said lhe IVR would not give her the number of the individual because it s broken after I tried to instrucl her how to gel it from lhe IVR. 
Gave her the number 404-763l1h··,1R I 

She persisted on asking me when she would hear back from the individual at ATL I told her we are a centralized call center in London KY. We cant make this decision. 
It depends on the Customer Support managers hours, work they have 10 go through, whether or nol they have a holiday today, etc. 
The caller is disputing an item that was confiscated from her carry on luggage. It was a Butane lighter but she states that 11 was a wind proof lighter and not a torch lighter but it is not. It was purchased in Spain historically. She went through LGA and 11 
was allowed at LGA but upon her return from Costa Rica into the US she was pulled out for secondary screening at FLL. She spoke with supervisor (b)(ff:1 nd he said this would be considered a torch lighter so it will either have to be confiscated 
or she can place the item in her checked luggage. She is also complaining thal during the secondary screening her bags were behind the counter be,ng searc e by other agents. There were 3 officers going lhrough the bag and she wanls to know if 
this is policy for more than one officer to search a bag at a time. 

I advised the caller that a torch or micro-torch lighters are prohibited in the secured area and onboard aircraft and therefore prohibited in carry-on and checked luggage. Torch lighters create a thin, needle-like flame that is hotter (reaching 2.500 
degrees Fahrenheit) and more intense lhan the flame of common lighters. I advised the caller lhat any item going through the check poinl is up to the discretion of the officer al the check poinl. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) has developed standard screening practices for all of our Nations airports, and passengers can expect essentially the same procedures. While the procedures are the same everywhere, the 
interpretation of those procedures results in some slight variations from airport to airport and situation to situation. TSA works hard to achieve consistency in the security training process. Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a 
specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager at I hat localion. 

TSA is required by law to screen all property that is brought onboard commercial passenger aircrafi. including carry-on luggage. To ensure the secunty of the traveling public, it is sometimes necessary for Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to 
conduct hand inspections of carry-on bags, TS Os receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and a re required to exercise great ca re during the screening process so th at when bags a re opened a passenger's be longings a re 

512612014 re I urned to the same condition I hey were found. 

1:49:13 
PM 

Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TS Os) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items. including disability-related devices and aids, are kept within a passenger's line-of-sight when a passenger is 
required to undergo additional screening, When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property during a patdown or private screening, TS Os have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's items and to ensure that the 
passenger is reunited with his or her property once ii clears x-ray screening. 

I advised the cal I er of how to contact the CS M at FL L through the I VR system if she wou Id I, ke further deta, I ed conversation. 

AIRPORT: FLL 
DATE OF TRAVEL 05-24-14 
CH ECK POINT TIME: 1830 
AIRLINE: JetBlue 
FLIGHT NUMBER. 1472 
TERMINAL OR GATE: F4 original but it went out F8 actually 

CONTACT: f b)(6) I 
I advised the caller that I will forward a copy of this record to the CSM at FLL for his review. 



From: donotreply@Con1ac1Us.1sa.dhs.gov [mailto:donotreply@ContactUs.tsa.dhs.gov] 
Sent: Monday, May 26, 2014 1 :46 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject Contact Us: Civil Rights Civil Liberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 

Remote Client IP: kb·•,(ffi 
Dale Time: 5 26 20!"1"'"4""1"":4"'"6"":..,.14..,...,,P"'"M,..., 

Attachment: 

512612014 THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 
3:09:36 

PM 
Remote Client IPkb)(61 
Dale Time: 5 26 2~0'""1""4'""1""':4"'6""':1...,4""'p""M.,....... 

1 )Information about the person who experienced the cIvI I rig his ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I atIon 
(fill in what you can) 
Yes 
First and Middle Name: 

~ 
Last Name: 

KiillNJ 
Main Phone: 

fh,IR> 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

Calling in because he flies often and always travels with solid medication that can t be exposed to radiation. The caller stales that for the lasl 15 years I hey have allowed the pill medication to be hand inspected and they always swab his hands after 10 
check far traces of explosives. He is currently at Burbank airport and after going through screening they told him he would have to be re screened because he was traveling with pill form medication that could not go through the X Ray scanner. They 
told him they wou Id have to give him a pat down as we 11 has hand inspect his carry on I ugg age. He has never had this done before and he wants to know if there is any documentation I can provide him with th at states the ru I es for traveling with 
medication in powder form. 

512612014 A · d I A h d' · 1· · · I · ' ' h ' h ' b h h 'I b d f h d ' I . . . II . f I M d' . 7. 19, 4 5 dv1 se ca ler lthoug me , cations are not sub J ect to , m 1tat1 on s, passengers a re encouraged to Im ,t the quant, 11 es t ey pack , n t e ,r carry-on ags to w at t ey w, I reason a ly nee or t e urat, on o their 111 ne ra ry, a ow, ng or de ays. e , cat, o ns 
· PM are not required to be in prescription bottles and may be transported in daily dose containers: however, States have individual laws regarding the labeling of prescription medication with which passengers need to comply. Therefore. TSA encourages 

individuals 10 carry medications in I heir original packing, with professionally printed labels or pharmaceutical labels. This recommendation is 10 assist travelers with the screening process. In addition to the patdown, TSA may use technology 10 IesI for 
traces of explosive material. If explosive material is detected, the passenger will have to undergo additional screening. Advised caller additional screening is at the TSOs discretion and we don t have any documentation stating what the additional 
screening would be. Advised ca 11 er I could ema i I this information to him. Sent emai I 1~( b) ( 6:, I 
Per Floor support gave the CS Ms conIacI information - Scott Moss 818-840j(b 1( f b)(61 I 
ADvised caller CSM is over TSA at the airport. ~-,._ ________ __, 



512712014 
8A3:02 

AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACTJJ,>.<""!-1:"""':u..i.,..l.ll..--, 

Full Name:=--;:::::::::i:====~---~ 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Yes 
Religion? Yes 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
San Di ego I nternationa I Airport 



NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Nam "'b"-.• "-1(6i'-·...,_..,..,... _____ _.__, 
Email Address bl 6) 
Phone Number"'· ""h"'··,"-1R..,.,----.,-----' 
Address:~(b_.~1(_6~) ______ ~.san Jose 

512712014 
1 O: 12,57 Are you 18 or over? Yes 

AM Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N at,ona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Norman Y. Min eta San Jose I nternationa I Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 



512712014 
12:29:47 

PM 

Attention-f'-'h-'-.,'-'IR-'-.. '-, ____ _. 

rd like to begin by asking to see the video of this pat-down. 

"Thal I hMe Global Entry, rm TSA pre-check approved and that rm a frequent flyer. 

Friday May 23, 2014 
Southwest flight 440 @825am 
BNA Airporl, Nashville, TN 

•1 was hand swabbed before I even got to through the X-ray scanner. 

Dun ng the body scanner x- ray I forgot about my fit bit c Ii p ped to my underwear. 
I was wearing 3 inch above knee dress so I couldn't easily I ift my dress so I was ta ken into a tiny private room without any discuss ion as to what was actua 11 y going on, 
When she opened the door to the room I saw that ii was way 100 small since I'm claustrophobic and just lifted the skirt of my dress and took off the filbit. !(b)(ff:, !the TSA agent then grabbed my left arm forcefully and told me 10 stop. My 
husband then told her to get her hands off me. ""-'-'--'-----' 

She had no right to put her hands on me like that. 
She wouldn't allow me to grab my things bul for some reason she let my husband?! 
She left my purse an the outside of the room wide open. 
Everything was very rushed, no one would slow down when talking. 

There were three ladies in this tiny room. 

One TSA lady (I don't remember her name, but she was a black lady with black short hair and medium to heavy build) who said all the TSA lady needed to do was pat the area where my fit bit was. This ended up not being true. When confronted about 
her miscommunication her response was "rm from anolher airport"? (Don't all TSA agents at all airports follow the same rules?) 

Hello, 
5127/2014 I would really like ta understand haw the TSAwauld like me ta style my hair for going through the checkpoints? I usually where my hair in a bun. It is a small bun. On long multiple flights, this avoids arriving with tangled messy hair. Last couple of 
12:29:51 years they have been putting their hands in my hair. even after the scanner and or X-ray machine. I do not like this. and feel violated. Is there a way to avoid the hair pat down? Please advise the style you require . 

PM Thank-you. 

[b)(61 



From: do notrep I y@Co ntactUs. tsa. dhs. gov [ mai Ito :do notrep ly@Co ntactU s. Isa .d hs. gov) 
Sent: Tuesday, May 27, 2014 11 :57 AM 
To: TSAExlemalCompliance 
Subject Contact Us: Civil Rights Civil tiberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hltp: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim ~~~~;~--~-1;~-~t rrl:"'""b:·-1-'-("'6_-)_-_-_-_-_-_-_..,_.' ____________________________________ _ 

Date Time 5 27 2014 11 :5714 AM 

Attachment: 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hltp: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

-----------=====--------------------
512712014 Remote Client 1Pj:b)(61 
12'32 '40 Date Time: 5 27 2,-.,0_...1_4 ___ 1-1:~57~:-14-AM__. 

PM 

1 )In formation about I he person who experienced the civi I rig his ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I ation 
(fill in what you can) 
No 

Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

PO Box or Street address: 



The caller has a service dog. She was approved through United for her fi1ght and she came back from a tnp yesterday through LAX. The TSO said that she would have to have a dog carrier. The agent kept insisting she had to have a dog carrier 
though the United airlines representative explained that it was a service dog. The caller feels that the agent was simply ignorant of TSA rules. She read the manual online and she had a card attached to the collar indicating it is a service animal. She 
asked if she could get somelhing in writing I hat she could carry wilh her in case she comes across this again. 

There were three points that she went through for screening, the first agent did not want them to enter the screening checkpoint to be screened. She was not going to be let through to get in the line because this agent says she needed a carrier. She 
thinks it was more of a customer service issue not a lack accommodation. She went through the checkpoint and once it was over and she left the checkpoint someone else mentioned the carrier being needed for her dog, During the screening 
everything was fine and was done properly; she did not have any problems. It was just the TSA agents before entering the line and after leaving lhe checkpoint that she had problems wilh. She also did not have a problem al LAS when she wenl 
through screening there. She just feels that the officers she encountered at LAX needed more information about the policy. 

She asked if she needed a vest, she does not trave I that often so she did not buy one, She does have a I ette r from her doctor that she can use for documentation a long with the ca rd attached to the dogs co 11 a r. 

Airport LAX 
Airline: United 
Flight 479 

5127/2014 Dale: 5 26.14 
2:09:03 Time: went through about 2:00 PM Departure time 4:17 PM 

PM Location: United number 7 where the United desk we re and the T SA agents were to the right before entering the Ii ne. 
Agents: Before entering the line a black woman with slight build, maybe 5 5 or 5 3 with orangish hair, After checkpoint, black woman that was a little bigger. 5 5 or 5 6 with dark hair. 

Advised ca Iler: 

If a passenger has a service dog due to a disability or medical condition, both the passenger and the dog will be screened. The passenger should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) that the dog is a service animal and not a pet, and we 
recommend thal passengers have documentation or I hat lhe dog wear gear (a harness, vesi. etc.) to indicale I hat it is a service animal. 

Passengers are expected to maintain control of their animals by holding onto the leash throughout the screening process, and they should not be separated from their dogs by TSA personnel. 

Passengers with service dogs will be screened either by a walk-through me1a1 detector or thorough patdown. 

I wi 11 lo rwa rd this information to the CS M as it was a customer service issue with agents. 

I can email you information regarding the screening policy on service animals so you can have it in wriling. 



512712014 
2:31:41 

PM 

On Tuesday, May 13. 2014 at approximately 1100, I submitted myself for screening at D2 checkpoint at MIA I went through the AIT machine and an anomaly was detected in my groin area. A female TSO approached me and began to pat me down. 
Upon feeling something in my groin area. she asked me if there was something there and then grabbed the area. She did this numerous times. all the while alerting her coworkers that I had something there, and asking them what she should do next. 
questioned why she had 10 keep 1ouching me in an obviously private and sensitive area and she said she had to, all the while asking other TSOs around her if she was supposed to keep her hand on this area. Again, this is my crotch area and I am 
standing at the AIT machine in front of other passengers and TSA staff. After a few more rude interactions and the TSO checking my boarding pass a few times, we go into private screening with a STSO. The TSO began to pat me down while 
mum bl mg di re ct,ons to me from behind. Her hands we re qui ck and ltai Ii ng as she sped through the process. When she moved around to face me. she contrn ued to do the very rushed pat down. When she reached my breast a re a. she was except,ona 11 y 
rough with me, and as I looked down to see why. she struck me on the right side of my lace. The TSO didn't say a word and continued with her pat down. The supervisor observed this and didn't say anything either. I asked the TSO to pay closer 
atlention 10 what she was doing and she staled thal if I "didn't drop my head" she would nol have hit me. It is here lhat I requested lhat she nol touch me any longer. The supervisor took over and while she was conducting the pal down, lhe both of lhem 
commented on me on my head movements. At na time was I advised that I could not or should not move my head or that I was not allowed to look at what they were doing ta me. They asked me again about my groin area and advised that there was 
something there and that I could not leave until they saw what it was. The TSO told the STSO to contact MCC and a LEO because they would have to "search" me. When the STSO left the room, the TSO began to interrogate me and began to go 
through my things again even though she had done it a few minutes before, It was he re that the TSO Ii na 11 y noticed th at my boa rd i ng pass had Se I ectee markings on it, and not iii ed the STS O, 

Alter a few more minutes of the two of them bumbling around. a TSI and an SME approached the private screening room, displayed their identification and asked if there was a problem, I was visibly upset and explained that the TSO struck me in the 
face and lhe STSO did not react until I insisled. As the SM E attempted 10 dissolve an obviously healed situalion, the TSO, now identified as TSO~ rolled her eyes. TSO 0:illfil],,as dismissive, condescending and displayed an elilist attitude 
towards me initially, and then continued these behaviors with the SME and the other TSls that were conducting the test. The STSO stood quietly throughout the process. It was only alter I put on my SIDA badge and displayed my credentials that the 
STSO realized that this was an ASAP test and apologized. Tso[§R§I]was advised that I was not ''just a passenger". but a TSI and then she apologized. 

It is apparenl thal there were many mistakes made at I his checkpoint: from the T~hal initially missed the Selec1ee markings on my boarding pass, to the horrible trealment demonsirated by TsoK§RE)o the STSO who displayed overall lack 
of knowledge of checkpoint procedures. Not only did the ASAP test uncover TS[tJ2lj]L__jand the STSOs lack of knowledge of the SOP, it also uncovered the lack al leadership at this checkpoint. We as TSA employees are always being knocked for 
things that go wrong within the screening process. It is unfortunate to see that these two are proving that as an agency. we still have a long way to go. 

Trans po r1 ati on S ecuri I y Inspector I Surface 
Miami Field Office 



Last Monday, May 19 my family experienced a very disconcerting event while checking in for a return flight to the east coast. My wife and I were travelling with our 3 youngest children 18, 15 and 14. They had never flown before this tnp and have 
significant mental health issues related to their early years in their biological home and 3 years in foster care before they joined our family. During the pre-screen( as described by a TSA person when I attempted to lodge a complaint, an agent whom I 
am told is not a TSA employee but a contract agent for the airlines and in uniform thal made us believe he was TSA personnel) our family was separated and my 18 yr old and 14 year old daughters were sent to be screened. I objected because they 
were going ta leave my sight and I was concerned for their emotional well-being. After we had passed through and were waiting for our daughters to clear, I saw a female TSA official pat down my daughter wha has a history of being sexual abused by 
adults. While I understand the need for security, I think this entire process could have been managed in a way that would have minimized the trauma my children were subjected to in this process. 

As a person who has worked and taught in the ch, Id welfare f1el d for nearly 35 years. this process demonstrates great ins ens1t1v1ty to Ira um a victims and was i na pp ro pri ate. It wo u Id have been far better to se I eel our entire lam i I y lo r s c reem ng Iha n to 
separate us. When I spoke with the TSA officials at the desk, they said it was not their employee and therefore not their problem to resolve. I disagree. The set- up, the uniforms and the process all led us to believe it was all part of the TSA security 
process. 

512712014 I wo u Id a PP rec i ate receiving a response to these concerns. Thank you_ 

4:02:06 
PM 

(b,(6) 



512712014 
4:04:04 

PM 

512712014 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Phone Numberc 
Address: Nice 
Zipcode: 

ATION 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
John F. Kennedy International Airport 

Hi TSA Team, 

I would like to report an incident that happened to me today and I had my Civil rights violated. 

This incident happened at lhe San Jose Airport on May 27th al 6:20 AM ( Today) I am from India and follow lhe SIKH Relegion. As a resull of my religion I wear a head covering called a TURBAN. 

I am a very regular traveller and usually as part of my security check I run through the scanner and or Metal Detector followed by a PAT Down of the Turban and a hand held metal detector. Usually if the hand held detector goes off 11 is due to the PINS 
I have on my Turban which are the culprit and I remove the PINS and then hand held is performed again and cleared. 

This morning while I was travelling to Los Angeles on Sounthwest flight 1280 , as part of my additional check and pat down . the hand held went off due to the pins in my turban. I told the TSA agent that I will remove the pins and he can then run the 
hand he Id o nee again c I ea n ng the security check, but he was adamant on asking me to REMOVE MY TUR BAN . 

4:04:06 The TSA agent to my surprise asked me to REMOVE MY TURBAN as he wanted to run the TURBAN through a xRAY machine. 
PM 

This was a com pl etel y una cce pta bl e s1tuati on as I had never done this in my regular travel lo r pa st 11 yea rs Please u nde rsta nd that asking me to remove my turban Is I, ke asking a worn en to sti p NAKED be cause she was lo u nd with a HAIR PIN in her 
hair. 

I have taken this matter up with the SIKH Coialition Legal team and would like to take this matter up serioulsy as this is considered an insult to the SIKH religion. 

Thanks 

kbi(6i 



512712014 
9:06:36 

PM 

5128/2014 
8:39:01 

AM 

To Whom it May Concern, 

The following is a written account of an experience that a family member of mine had with a TSA agent in Denver, Colorado. This will be forwarded to the TSA, Denver Airport. and local politicians. 

I am a 61 year old female from a small town in Ohio. I took a trip to Denver at the end of March with a family member. My arrival was uneventful and my trip was off to a great start. The end of my trip was a traumatic experience that, believe it or not, 
was caused by airport hand sanitizer. 

I arrived at the airport with the travel companion, we dropped off the rental car and d ec1d ed to stop at the restroom before we went through security. I fol lowed my routine steps. went to the bathroom, washed my hands and then as I was exiting the 
restroom, I was pleased to see that the airport supplied hand sanitizer so I rubbed some hand sanitizer on my hands and headed towards Security. 

I was the lucky member of our traveling team. I had a pass to go to the TSA Pre-check -- the express security. Yay me• I walked up to Security and was told that I could leave my shoes and jacket on and didn't need to remove the liquids from my bag. 
Then I walked through security like I have done many times in the past but to my surprise I heard a beep. The TSA agent said the machine detected something on my hands. I told him the only thing on my hands was airport hand sanitizer. He then 
performed a very thorough check on my hands, my luggage and my purse. Then my nightmare really began to escalate. He called for a female TSA agent to assist. 

Two female agents came and escorted me to a small room that contained a chair, a table and a box of plastic gloves. My heart started pounding and my first thought was this looked like a torture room from a bad movie and I became afraid. Then one 
of the agents, put on the plastic gloves and explained to me that she was going 10 do a complete pat-down which would include every part of my body, including my groin and breasts. At lhis point, I didn'I know whal to think. What if I refused? Would I 
be arrested? Would I be on the no-fly terrorist I ist. My lea r worsened and the pat down began. 

She started slowly feeling the back of my ankles, up the back of my legs and then slid her hand up between my thighs into the buttock area reaching as far as her hand would go. She then went up to my back and shoulders feeling every bone and 
muscle in every part of the back of my body. Then the nightmare escalaled and my fear worsened as she started on the front of my body. Again, she starled al my ankles and moved up my legs. I maintained lhe besl thal I could until she reached my 
groin area and slid her hand between my legs and into my vaginal area. At this point, I started to cry and before long, my cries became sobbing and still the pat-down continued. (Remember at the beginning when I said this was hand-sanitizer?) The 

Good Evening, 
I would like to provide the following feedback of a recent experience I encountered, in the hopes that a potential opportunity for improvement could be addressed. 
During a re cent trip I encountered a seemingly untrarn ed TSA official, that cou Id benefit from additional genera I customer service Ira i ni ng. The airport that I was !rave Ii ng th ru was not busy at the 11 me of my !rave I. and there were vi rtua 11 y no Ii nes at the 

security check point. After loading my purse, flip flops, and personal belongings onto the conveyor belt at the screening check point. I then stepped forward to the gentleman stationed at the security checkpoint. He motioned with his hand for me to step 
to the left, and move thru lhe full body scan. I said, "Im pregnant." With a look of discussed and/or irritation, he again made the same motion wilh his hands to the left. I interrupted this non verbal communication to mean lhe exact same thing I 
interpreted the first motion to mean, the full body scan. I then looked with a confused face, and again stated rm pregnant. The man then stated (first verbal communication) "You are refusing the screening." (Or something to that effect) I stated, "No. I 
will do a full body pay down or whatever is necessary, I just can't go thru the full body scan."' The now visibly irritated TSA agent gives me the same hand motion for a 3rd time, so I took a step towards his left, and he said ".Then move over there and 
wait for someone." Long story short, eventually a female TSA agent arrived and lead me to where I needed to go, and I completed the pat down. During the time period that I waited, 2 other male TSA agents did apologize for the wait, and provided me 
with verbal reassurance that someone was on I here way, and I very much appreciated their service. 

I do believe that the primary agent that I encountered could have provided more verbal direction which would have alleviated any confusion that either of us was experiencing. 
I comp I ete I y understand the need for such screens. and appreciate the work that the T SA does. I do not however appreciate the I ack of service, and apparent i rri tat,on that my pregnancy presented to the primary ma I e agent that I encountered. 
Thank you for your ti me, 

Sent from my iPhone 



512812014 
8:39:05 

AM 

5/28/2014 
101119 

AM 

512812014 
12:20:12 

PM 

To Whom It May Concern: 

On the advice and instruclion of both Newark TSA SupervisorllliRfil}nd TSA Transportation Security Manager Joel Catala, I am writing to share the very unprofessional and unpleasanl experience my companion and I had on May 26th as we passed 
through the TSA security check paint at the A Gates of Newark International Airport. Although after the incident was over, and after we survived the panic of missing our flight (which we did not. fortunately), and after receiving professional attention from 
managerl(b )(6) re still feel that it is important to document what has transpired and demand follow-up response from the agency. 

At approximately 12:00pm on Monday, May 26, my companion/partnerkb·-,(6i !and I enIered the long security line for screening. As Soulhwesl Airlines A-list members, we were directed into a particular line. After having our boarding passes and 
identifications checked, we were funneled into a line of passengers, against an interior wall, next to a lane of traffic of passengers leaving the terminal. It appeared that the exit lane was also used for many passengers and staff who where nat required 
to stand in the Ii ne th at we were in. This made lo r de I ayed pas sage through the security check point. 

As seasoned travelers, familiar with TSA screenings in many US airports, we were prepared. Knowing I hat we never submit to the electronic scans, we came prepared for pat down screenings. I am pre-check qualified, so before beginning to remove 
my items from my bags and emptying my pockets. I asked the TSA representative if I needed to do so. He, in a long-winded way, explained to me that I would have needed ta acquire a yellow pass somewhere up the line (which he was holding a stack 
of) and because I had not, even tho ugh my boa rd i ng pass and cred ent1al s were c I ea rty marked as pre-ch eek, I would not be al lowed to pre-ch eek. He then contradicted h1 m self by tel Ii ng me th at this te nm i na I does not have the room to accommodate pre
ch eck. yet he was holding the yellow pre-check passes from other passengers. I did not press the point. Instead, notified him that we needed "two make opt-outs", one for me and one for my companion. 

At this point, bath!( b) ( 6! and I s I owed our pre pa ration in hopes that a TSA screener would come far us before our baggage and persa na I property would be sent through the screening machines. We have I ea med from past experience that we mu st 
remain in control of our property at this point. Several times,!(b)(ff:, !guitar has been at nsk of damage, once falling from the belt because it remained unattended while we waited, and another time when my laptop was mistakenly grabbed by another 
passenger, again at a time_ when we could not keep our eyes on our pro~o, we waited. And, as we waited, e reminded the the TSA rnpresentative to call a second and third time for ·two male opt-outs.'' The last time, he received the following 
response 1n a condescending manner, from another TSA represenIat1veli.l2.li.§l_J sIand1ng nexl to the TSA representative watching lhe monitor. "He will have to (IustJ wait thent:iiJillI]sa1d. 

Shortly thereafter. I was invited through the gate by yet another TSA represented and the pat down began. I was asked to identify my property, and I did. "The guitar, two bins. one with my laptop, and my shoes" I said. As I was speaking, TSA 
representative!(b)(6 !began to touch my property. (Note: she was NOT the representative who was providing the pat down screening.) I witnesses representativ~as she began to place my dirty shoes on top of my laptop computer. I then alerted 
her NOT to do this by saying somelhing like "Do not put my shoes on lop of my laptop.'' She responded by making a facial gesture of annoyance and disrespeci. sighing loudly and lhrowing my shoes to the belt. 

I Imm ed i a tel y responded to this una cce pta bl e and u np role ssIona I be hav1or by lelti ng rep re sentat1v~ know how wrong she was to Ire at me Ii ke this. Instead of s imp I y a pol og1zi ng for her b eha vi or. she /el t it ap prop ri ate to now engage in 
unprofessional and aggressive banter with me. She told me that 'I am an adult. No one should speak to me that way (paraphrasing)" I told her that she was an adult and that she should act like one and treat people with respect. This exchange 
escalaled to a point where I was only left to demand lhe assistance of a supervisor, many times, at the lop of my lungs. 

At this point. s u pe rvi so r M osuel ( sp?) and su pe rvi so,!( b) (ff:,! a pp ea red in my view and began to officiate the situation. My pat-down sere en i ng finally began. 

All lhis time, my companion traveler!(b)(6i I was still held outside the screening area as another male TSA representative was not available to escort him through for lhe screening. He was finally broughl in, and when he a11empted to speak 10 
the supervisor on my behalf. he was told ta be quite. 

Since I have Pre Check and gate 40 at Lagan TSA said they don't support it why do I have ta go through a pat dawn? I have a hip replacement that has never triggered your xray machine. Do I need evidence of the hip replacement or will I always have 
to expenence the humility of your pat down? at Logan Airport? 
I am over 70 years old. Have over 5 million miles on US Airlines 
I thought you we re trying to be mo re passenger friend I y? 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time: 512812014 10:49:02 AM Airporl: PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Date/Time of Travel: 0512812014 Airline & Flight Number: US AIR Checkpoint/Area of Airport Unknown TSA Employee: (If Known): Unknown Comment 
I don·t have a flight time or number because when my son arrived at the airport, he was told by US Air that he didn't have a ticket --even though he had an email with a confirmation number and ticket number .. I am nat sure what flight he is on. Anyway. 
my 17 year old son was taken to a private room for a pat down. Is that common procedure to take children into a pnvate room? That doesn't seem right to me at all' 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b I(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



512812014 
220:32 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

,',--'-"-,-'=-''-""'--.-------'Phone Numbef"'b'-")""'(6'""1 ___ ...., 
Address Bridgewater NJ 08807 
Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? Yes 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Newark Liberly International Airport 

Caller is flying tomorrow on United flight 491. He has a disabilily, called a deep brain slimulator. It s a probe in your brain. He said the stimulator is in your chest. 
He downloaded boarding passes for he and his wife. His wife is Precheck and he is not. Why is this? 

Caller Advised: 
5128/2014 If TSA delermines a passenger is eligible for expediled screening, this informalion will be embedded in the barcode of his or her boarding pass. While some airpor1s may allow individuals who are traveling with a TSA Pre eligible passenger to access 

6:17:49 the TSA Pre lane, TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport, and this procedure may not be available at all times or locations. 
PM 

If a passenger has an internal medical device, it is important for him or her to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening before the screening process begins. 
Passengers who have inlernal medical devices should nol be screened by the walk-through metal de1ec1or because this may affecl the calibration of the device. These passengers may requesl a lhorough patdown rather than using screening 
technology. 
If a pass enq er cannot or chooses not to be screened by Al T. the pa sse nqer wi 11 be sere ened usrnq a tho ro uq h patdown procedure instead. 
This complaint is with regard 10 a TSA agenl s handling of my pat-down screening after I opted out of the millimeter wave scanner. I avoid the scanner because I ve been exposed to too much radiation over the course of my life. Accordingly, lhis is not 
the first time Ive experienced a pat-down, but it is the first time Ive felt molested. At 6 pm today, while going through security at LAX S international terminal a female TSA agent touched my genitalia from the back and front positions. The front search 
was handled inappropriately and I m still feeling the effects now. Your agents actions were completely unprofessional and border on legally actionable. It is a blatant infringement of freedom. Please institute a new and safe replacement process. 

5128/2014 Feeling distraught, I didn t have the presence of mind to check the agent s name tag. She wore glasses, had many freckles, is African American and heavy-set. I hope lhe TSA recognizes I hat I his screening protocol enables this agent s devianl 
10:05:01 behavior and investigates her accordingly. 

PM 

512812014 The caller flew form MCO 10 PHL on US Airways fi1ght 768 leav,ng at 2 O0PM He wenl through! screening around 1:00 PM,kb·:,(61 !is 78 years old and was allowed to keep his bell and shoes on. He was wearing a dark green and blue baseball 

10 15 01 hat when he entered the checkpoint He placed all his metallic ,terns and med1cat1ons ,none bin He also stated he left his medications in his carry on. He also had a bottle of medication in his shirt pocket. It was an inhaler. When he went through the 
meta I detector he was to Id to empty al I his pockets and go back into the Ii ne. He com pl 1ed and went through the A IT. After I ea vi ng the AIT he got a paid own on his s hou Ider and side and th en cleared. When he got to PH L he d1scove red his inhaler 
was missing. He thinks the TSO s confiscated it at MCO. 

PM 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time . 5/29/2014 7:02: 18 AM Airport : DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 

512912014 TSA Employee: (If Known) : 

8_38,51 Comment . Every TSA pre check should include a body scanner- I have metal implants that always activate the metal detector alarms requiring going back, removing my shoes &amp: going through again, thenwaiting for a female TSA agent and going 
· AM through a full body pat down. 

This p rota col utterly defeats the point of being vetted &amp: identified for pre-check, 
Would you like a response?: True 

5129/2014 
8:3912 

AM 

Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number . 
Emailkb1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time : 5/28/2014 1 O: 14:45 PM Airport · BFL - Meadows Field, Bakersfield Date/Time of Travel . 05/28/2014 Airline & Flight Number · usairways Checkpoint/Area of Airport . tsa scanner TSA 
Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· Was patted down after showing card for my pacemaker. after the patdown I was forced to walk in the scanner .. I told the tsa guy that I had a card and was told so what. passing thrught the scanner caused the pacemaker to fail. I was able to 
make it home and now need a new one .. it all so cased me great pain .. I told a passing Isa agent about it and he said it is not his job Would you like a response? True Passenger's Namefh·11rr·, !Phone Number: 
Email !rh11R, I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller advised she had an unpleasant experience while navigating the phone system. Caller advised that she had an unpleasant red ball come up on her from going through Xray screening. Caller asked if there were any way she could avoid Xray 
screening. Ca 11 er asked would she need a note from her d r. Ca 11 er asked why fi 19 ht crew members d idn t get sere ened. Caller as ke who Ira ins the BOO. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

5~2~;2~; 4 Can request a paid own and At any ti me during the s c reenrng p race ss. passengers may request a private screening. 
AM TS Os should also offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the private screening after the companion clears 

screening. No dr. note necessary. 

After eva I uati ng a I ternat,ve sec u nty protoco Is lo r flight crewme m bers that wou Id maintain our high security standards. TSA re I eased mod iii ed screening procedures for e Ii g i b I e. on-duty flight crewme m bers that do not require the use of A IT machines. In 
addition, flight crewmembers are subject to random screening, observation by behavior detection officers, and TS A's additional layers of security. 
Advised c;, Iler have no information on who trains the B DO 



512912014 

Disability Description: Caller was calling to find out how to file a complaint for someone else. 

Information Requesl: The caller staled the passenger had traveled oul of EWN. 

Response Details: I ask 1f this was disability related. he said 11 was because the gentleman was in a wheelchair. 
I explained to him I could make a record for his call as a complaint but to make it a formal complaint he needed to put it in writing. 

Your complaint can be sent to either 
TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 
or vis postal mail to: 
TransporIation Securily Administration Office of Disability Policy and Outreach 
601 South 12th Street TSA-33 
Art i ngto n. VA 20 598-60 33 

11 :26:01 I was sorry this happened to the man and I explained to him how screening can go for someone in a wheelchair. 
AM Passengers who use wheelchairs or scooters who can stand, but cannot walk, will be asked to stand near their wheelchair or scooter and will be screened using a thorough patdown. Passengers who can neither stand nor walk will be screened by a 

paid own wh, I e they remain seated. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, 
he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

Email sent 

Caller did not want me to take the complaint but did want to help the passenger make a formal complaint. 

Incident Details: Caller said there was a older gentlman that was in a wheelchair. 
He was made 10 stand up for screening. He ended up falling because the man wasnl very steady. Caller refused to provide any furl her information aboul the incident. 

Caller said she is a travel agenl and she went to an office recenlly to apply for her PreCheck in Fairbanks. She discovered the office was on the second floor of a building and they did not have an elevator. She is handicapped and uses a scooter and 
was not able to take the stairs. Her PreEnroll form on line will soon run out if she does not get to an iffice she can access soon to complete the process. She is an Alaskan airline FF and Opted In with them but wants to use other airlines as well so she 
needs a KTN. She also called the UES multiple times and they promised to call her back to resolve issue but they have yet to do so. Caller has another appointment coming up at Fairbanks in June and wanted a number for that office to see how she 
can complete the appointment. 

Caller asked if TSA has a standard set of rules for screening scooters. Most airports use ETD on her scooter. At Seattle, LAX and a few other airports she drives the scooter in and then she gets out and walks through the screening equipment but at 
Fairbanks they say if she wants to take the scooter to the plane she must have have a full pat down first. She is able to walk and use the screening equipment but they will not let her dnve the scooter up to the checkpoint. 

RESPONSE: 

Told she is correct, she does need to apply for PreCheck to use other airlines. 

5129120 14 Confirmed her I oca t ion: 

2:38:26 Alaska https: universalenroll.dhs.gov locator 

PM 
UES Enrollment Center 
Washington Plaza, 2nd Floor, Suite 202B 
3437 Airporl Way 
Fa i rb an ks. AK 99709 

Told I am sorry the U ES did not get back with her about the issue. 
I will forward a complaint and cannot promise what will happen next since someone else will review it. 
Advised caller the only phone Number I have is the U ES she already has and I do not have one for Fairbanks. 
You can I oak at our Website at some screening procedures but I do not have any further information or a Ii st of sere en i ng p raced u res to provide to you. 
While the procedures are the same everywhere, the interpretation of those procedures results in some slight variations from airport to airport and situation to situation. Additionally. some element of uncertainty and randomness in security operations is 
necessary. 
Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager at that location. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 5/2912014 2:14:57 PM Airporl: JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel: 0512912014 2:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: UA 841 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Check 
in TSA Employee: (If Known) :1(5Til-TSA Officer:fh·11r;··, ~upervisor Comment: I require a pat down because rm a cancer survivor. I fly every week. I never get TSA pre unfortunately. I waited 10 mins for pat down while Leon was chatting with 
other TSA office rs doing nothi ~en she arrived she had a huge attitude. stared me up &amp: down and whispered something to the guy at the xray. She then took her sweet ti me getting my things and ta king me to an area for pat down. I po Ii te ly 

512912014 asked ii she could please hurry. She said &quot;no and ii you don't like it you can get someone else&quot;. I called the supervisor over and Leon continued to ive me sass and attitude in front of supervisor even when super asked her to stop, When I 

4.18.21 told her I was going to reporl her she said &quot:go ahead&quot:. Super stood by the whole lime and would let me read her name on her badge. I think it wa b·:,(61 ut truly couldn'I read it clearly and she wouldn't write it down. This is 
· PM absolutely ridiculous and uncalled for. I appreciate your addressing it immediately. 

Would you like a res onse? : True 

Passenger's N="",'),....=---,...--' 
Phone Number h·11r;··, 
Emal1h··,1r;·1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

FromJb,(B) 

Sent: Thursday, May 29, 2014 6:18 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance: tsa.crl@tsa.dhs.gov: civil.liberties@dhs.gov: Bandy, Kimberly J; Singh, Harleen 
Cc: Jaspal Singh Gujral; Legal; Rajdeep Singh 
Subject Follow up Re. Contactl1h··,1r;·1 I Professof~b_)~(_6_, ___ ~ 

The Sikh Coalition writes to file a formal complaint of discrimination on behalf of Sikh Air Passenger. Professor!(b·:,(61 I Professor Gujral s turban was patted down and squeezed, without his consent and in violation of his civil rights, by the 
TSA at Newark Liberty International Airport on May 20, 2014. Professor Guiral flew United Airlines, Flight No. 4485, from Newark to Dulles International Airport in Washington D.C. 

Professo~(b)(6 ! filed a complaint with lhe TSA and DHS on May 20, 2014 through the FlyRights phone application. In reference 10 Contact{bl(ff:, !we wish to provide additional information regarding the incident. Please see a11ached 
complaint and accompanying exhibits, including his original Fly Rights complaint. ~~---~ 

5129120 14 Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

8:16:40 B t 
PM es, 

~ 

(b)(6) 

1h·,1r;··, New Yori<, NY 10004 

Phone (Main h,IRI I Phone (.~D_ir_e_ct~J_f_h~,l~R~'---~------------~ 
Facsimile: (212) 208-4811 I Email: HYPERLINK1'~h_·_.,I_R_·1 -------------------~ 

Visit our website at HYPERLINK http: www.sikhcoalition.org \nwww.sikhcoalition.org. 
Supporl the Sikh Coalilion s work at HYPERLINK htlp: www.sikhdonate.org \nwww.SikhDonate.org. 
Visit us on Facebook at http, www.facebook.com thesikhcoalition. 
Follow us on Twitter @s1kh_coalition. 

This e-mail may contain information that is privileged and confidential. If you are nol the intended recipient, please delete the email and nolify us immediately. 



Hello. 

I am a frequent flyer who goes through security often as I travel and have had all sorts of experiences with securily agents. I always opI-ouI of the RF scanning devices as I am in the device induslry and do not with to compromise my health (I know you 
say they are safe, but I know better). Anyhow. I realize because al this I am required ta undergo a pat down (which I still think is silly, as for the last 2-3 years I have had pre-check frequently and so it seems that this is only for show purposes). 

This last time I went through Phoenix security, I was pat down by an TSA agent, who was very pleasant, and the alarm went off when he was checking his gloves for "substances" So he called his other agent over and the other agent was ornery from 
the start (which starled my mood shifting as well). Long story short, the rest of the process went downhill as the second officer (STS bi(ff:, e said his number wasllliRfil:]but I am attaching a pholo of his badge just in case) was terse, lied to me 
(he said he was the highest super,iser in the airport security and that I could not talk to anyone else). and was plain rude anytime I showe any type al concern about what was going an. 

I know the TSA a gents have a job that requires them to lo 11 ow protocol without d evia ti on. even if I think it's a la rce. I do u nders ta nd, However, I do not think it is a p prop ri ate for this off ce r or any officer to treat someone horri b I y just because a machine 

512912014 beeps. After I made a fuss, his supervisor ( a kind woman) lalked me down. If he had been as gracious as her, there would never have been a problem. To make ii worse, I think this is lhe second time this guy has caused lrouble wilh me at the same 

10:03:21 airport. 

PM 
Once can be a bad day. but the second time he needs to be reported ... so that's what I'm doing. This agent seems to be on a bit of a power trip and has bullied me twice because he knows I cannot do anything about it if I want to make my flight. It's not 
right. I was tolally cairn about lhe whole process until he sIarted in on me. I bet he has done the same to others. 

l"m done ranting, but I do hope you a re ab I e to talk some sense into this agent. or rea ssIg n h1 m to a position that does not require he dea I with the pub Ii c. He does not seem suited lo r it. 

Besi. 

For your review and a ct ion as deemed ap prop ria te, 

Sincerely, 
DHS TRIP 

-- -- -0 rig i na I Message-- -- -
Fromtb)(61 
Sent I uesday, May 06, 2014 8:00 PM 
To: trip@dhs.gov 
Subjecl: Crew member screening out of uniform 

To Whom it may concern, 

My name iskbi(ffi !and I am a Captain for Alaska Airlines and a Federal Flight Deck Officer. Recently while on vacalion in San Antonio TX, I had the displeasure of a pal down. 

1 The reason I am writing you is to request an explanation of your aforementioned procedure. 
5;~0

1 ~
0
5~

4 I understand _about your rules however I am questioning the sanity of your (TSA) actions. 
AM Let me explain .. 

While going lhrough security I opted out of the full body scanner. As you are very well aware, crew members are subjecl to security on a regular basis. I have been fingerprinted, photographed and back ground checked more than anyone on the 
"Trusted Traveler'" program. 
Yet here I am re cei vi ng a complete pat down because I wi 11 not su bm1t to mo re radiation than I a I ready receive at work. 
What infuriates me more than anything is TSA's complete disregard of common sense. Does it make any sense to allocate your assets and time to check me? Does it make any sense that ii I pay $85.00 to you (TSA). that I can be a trusted traveler 
likelrh··,1r;·, b Does it make any sense that I can bypass all this nonsense by wearing my uniform and changing into street clothes on lhe secure side of screening? 

I would think that your asset allocation might be better utilized looking for real bad guys rather than people like me. a true trusted traveler. Think about it for $85.00 and a simple background check you allow people on my airplane without a full body 
pat down, yet myself an airline pilot for over (20) years gets the lull meal deal, 

No offense but WAKE UP' Spend more time looking for bad guys and less time annoying the people wha produces the revenue so you can have a job' 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current DatefTime 513012014 3:55:28 PM Airport : AUS - Austin-Bergstrom International Date/Time of Travel : 0513012014 Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Walked from UA domestic departures to Gates 14 and up TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: I traveled from Austin Bergstrom to LAX on May 30th. At approximately 2PM local. I commenced TSA security screening. I complied with regulations regarding removing shoes, my laptop from my bag, etc. I indicated to the TSA agent that I 
was pregnant and did not wish to expose my unborn child to potential harm from the body scanner, and would prefer to go through the metal detector. Not only did he inform me that was not an option, he insisted that body scanners do not emit x-rays 
and was very confrontational and extremely rude in general (in the meanlime allowing several individuals pass through the metal detector). I, in fact, know I hat TSA at one lime used x-ray backscatler and although the technology is being phased out, 
there was no way for me to know whether ar not this particular machine was updated with the newer millimeter wave scanner technology. As a pregnant woman tasked with the duty to keep her child safe. it is completely unreasonable to try ta coerce 

5130120 14 me into performing a security screening I am not comfo rtab I e with and be otherwise co nfro ntati on al a bout refusing the body scan. I am not obligated to take the agent's word that the machine is updated and he is not tasked with being arrogant rude 
4:22:58 and coercive. I willingly submitted to a pat down and although the female agent also argued that I should go through the scanner, she was ultimately less confrontational and more professional than the needlessly aggressive individual that TSA 

PM unfor1unately decided 10 hire. Should I, as an e,peclant mother, voice my concern that the scanner is an inappropriate option, that should be the end of lhe discussion and TSA should offer additional oplions that are 1 PROMPT and 2. RESPECTFUL. 
Unfortunately, neither of these concern were addressed in a professional and courteous manner. This particular agent needs prompt retraining or disciplinary consequences should his behavior persist. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email l(b 1(6) ! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 5/3012014 2:40:31 PM Airporl: ALB - Albany County Date/Time of Travel: 0513012014 5:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: Delta Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: Security TSA Employee: 
(If Known)· 
Comment: This morning, around 5am, I arnved at Albany international airport for a 6am flight to key west for a good friend"s wedding. I arnved at the airport 60 minutes early, which was appropnate for a domestic flight. 

I walked up to the securily line upstairs and observed the line to be 100+ people deep: something i have never witnessed at our very small albany airport. I waited in the line for a few minutes paliently, and slowly realized it was not moving at all and I 
would inevitably miss my flight. I found out later, upon information and belief, there was some kind al training going on for new employees. 

At that point, I politely asked the older gentleman working the end of the line if there was anything I could do to move forward in the line. He rudely told me &quot;no. Just wait.&quot: I then approached another older gentleman in blue (TSA). as to how 
my situalion could be reconciled so I could make my flight. He became extremely rude and confronlational and told me &quol;you'II jusl hve 10 miss your flight.&quot: Now, I am clearly gelling very upset, I asked him again if he was actually serious, to 
which he replied, &quot;yup. you're just going to miss your flight. &quot: He then tald me I could ask every individual in the line to cut the line. and if they al lawed me. I could try and make my flight. I then proceeded to politely ask every person by 
ma king an announcement. E wry single person in th at Ii ne was understanding and I et me pass. I thanked them. 

513012014 I then proceeded to the woman taking boarding passes and licenses. She was also extremely rude and made me sit there and wait. I told her I his is the worst trealment I've ever experienced al this airporl and she responded &quot:yes, we are 

4 23: 16 awful. &quot: 

PM 
I then proceeded to bag screening where I waited lo r a while th en was di re cted that I was closed lo r a pat down and extra search of my sma 11 purse. Mind you. I had a cam i an yoga pants on which were tight and it was c I ear A patd own was 
unnecessary. I did not even have a carry on, and I was STILL &quot;chosen&quot: for this e,ira search and pay down. I explained very politely thal I had just skipped the whole line, my flighl was boarding an I was trying 10 make my best friend"s 
wedding. These employees CLEARLY saw the stress I was under and what I had ta experience to get to that paint. and they still kept me for further searches. 

The woman doing my pat down was very rude and argumentative with me. After the invasive pat down, which I could not even opt for in private because I was so late for my flight. two young men took my purse and began rilling through my small 
purse, both airport security. I s1arted crying and explained to them I needed 10 make my flight, this wedding was so important to me. They didn't care and took lheir sweet lime and told me ii would only lake 15 more minutes. 15 minutes to search a 
small purse•''' These men were clearly doing everything in their power to keep me there in order to agitate me and make me worry more about my flight. He took every single dollar bill, card and piece al hangs out of my wallet and purse: every last 
thing j us! to waste more one as I say the re crying. At one point, I had to ask for a box of tissues. The only person who showed me any empathy was the man who brought me the tissues and tried to calm me down. He was a good employee. 

I barely made my flight as il finished boarding. I was a mess and shaking and these airport securily employees ruined my day, all for fun because I was so upset and clearly about to miss my flight. 

I was not random I y checked lo r the pat down and search; i strongly bel ,eve I was chosen because of the rude !realm e nt and that I s k, pped the Ii ne and voiced my concerns. Every passenger al lowed me to skip that Ii ne, but the airport security was 
angered, maybe because they were no longer in control of me missing my flight. 

I have never in my life been treated with such a level of disrespect and just very vindictive and mean treatment solely for the purpose of making me moss my flight. I did nothing ta any of those employees, I was just trying to make my flight. 



5130/2014 
6:00 59 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism Customer Service: Screening Current Date Time: 5 30 2014 4:20:52 PM Airport: SAN - San Diego lnlemational Dale Time of Travel: 05 29 2014 11 :30 AM Airline Flight Number: Delta 89 Checkpoint Area of Airport: 
Delta Terminal TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I was very disappointed with my expenence going through security at SAN on 5 29 2014 around 11 :30AM. I am 7 months pregnant and requested to opt out of the metal detector and have a pat-down. as TSA policy permits. This request 
was an obvious annoyance to the agents on duty (despite that there were few people going through security at that time). I was told by multiple agents that it was fine to go through the metal detector and if I didn t want to, I would just have to wait. 
Multiple agents conferred wilh one anolher over whether or not I could make such a request, which took much longer than the pat-down itself, which did even1ually occur. I was made to feel as if I was making an outlandish requesl and thal my reason 
for opting for the pat-down was not va Ii d. If TSA is going to a 11 ow the opt-out opt ion, it would be g really a pp recia ted if agents wo u Id respect the request and not treat passengers as if they a re causing a tremendous ha rd ship. The whole experience was 
both embarrassing and upsetting. 
Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 

The caller flew from SFO with Southwest Airlines. and she had an expired ID, a work ID. checkbook. and tax documents. She had the TSA Precheck logo on the boarding pass, and the TSO indicated that he had to have a valid ID to allow her through 
the TSA Precheck lane. She explained the issue to the officer, and he said she would need a passport to go through the Precheck lane. He told her to wait until a supervisor was available, and she received an invasive patdown. She was not given an 
option to complele a cerlification of identity form. She felt harrased by lhe officers and the supervisor at the checkpoint. 

Date and Time of Flight May 24, 2014; 1244 PM. 
Departure Airport: SF 0 
Airline: Soulhwesl Airlines 
Flight Number: 2799 
Terminal and Gate Number: Terminal 1. Gate 28 
Time of Incident: The caller believed the time of the incident was around 12:00 PM. 
Description of TSO: A tall, Asian with glasses. 
Description of STSO: A short, African American female. 

513012014 Advised Ca Iler: 
7:33:24 

PM 
Every person and item must be screened before entenng the airport's secured area, and the manner in which the screening is conducted 1s important. 

A variely of security measures are applied to the screening of passengers and baggage, including random searches. Although a physical search may be required 10 clear an alarm, Transpor1ation Securily Officers (TSOs) are trained on professional 
and courteous screening procedures to make the process run smoothly and to reduce inconvenience. We regret that you were not satisfied with the service you received. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security
screening policies need modification or specific employees or learns are the subjecls of repeated complaints. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport. we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-mai I to the Custa mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 

TSA a pp recia I es th at you 100 k the time 10 share this concern with us. 



To: Manager TSA 

I have a spinal cord stimulator implanl for chronic nerve pain and have nol been cleared to go lhrough the securily machines at the airport. I opt oul each time. I have had over 50 "pal downs" since 2001 Most TSA agenls are careful, sensilive and 
professional. This was nat the case on my last trip. May 2, 2014. The agent was abusive. She was very rough. When she got ta my thigh area. she went up to the tap of my thigh and stopped then forcefully pushed up into my genital area very hard 
four tI mes. This was u n necessary. I told her this was not necessary the first ti me but she ms i sted she was domg this correct! y and repeated the p race ss three more times. I told her no other agent ever did this. I al so exp I a i ned my rig ht groin a re a is 
very sensitive due to nerve pain. She ignored my concern and was very rough there too. I was in pain the whole trip and into the night. She had me tough my battery (which is implanted under my skin) over my clothes so she could test my hand. 

I was very shaken up after this experience and asked to speak to the supervisor. The supervisor listened tom concerns. She was patient and said she would discuss the process with the TSA agent. The supervisor wrote down her name and the 
TSA agenl"s name. Unfortunately I do not know which Is the TSA agent. The two names given to me wer b)(6i and Kiill&[] The supervisor also suggested I contact this agency. 

513012014 I was upsel the entire day. This was nol my first lrip or my first experience with the TSA pat down process. I felt abused and was very upset and appalled by the aclions of the TSA agent. I am a disabled person with chronic pain and a medical devise 
S:02:20 implant. I expect ta be treated with dignity and respect. not feel abused while traveling. 

PM 
Date of travel: May 2, 1014 
Approx lime 430 •500 
airport: TPA 
Flight: Southwest 4115 

HYPERLINt«,_~--'-1_(6-'-) ___________ __. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time : 5/30/2014 6:33:31 PM Airport · ROC - Rochester-Monroe County Date/Time of Travel . 05/30/2014 6:30 PM Airline & Flight Number . 

Checkpoint/Area of Airport~= ----~ 
TSA Employee: (If Known)kb)(61 I 
Comment: A man of Indian descent went through the body scanner and required a patdown.!(b)(6i !patled the genlleman down and as soon as he was out of earshot said, &quot;When they walk through, all I want 10 do is spray them. They 

513012014 smell sa bad. I hate sitting next to them an planes' &quot: He said this loudly to his female colleague. She did not disagree with him, instead she seemed amused by the remarks. This was within earshot of passengers (myself included). This behavior is 
8 :02: 5 7 dIsg usti ng and should not be tole rated. As I exited the checkpoint. I asked another officer fof b I ( 6i Ina me and to Id h1 m that he had said racist remarks as passengers were going through security screening. 

PM Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Nam,.:,:e,..·l,.1h,.·.,".R-··, --,-----b 
Phone Numbe, jrh·,1rr, 

5131/2014 
5:00:46 

PM 

Email =k~b--'-)~(6--'-i ______ ~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················=====:::;--------····························· 
Remote Client 1Pk~b~)~(6_·•~' ---~ 
Date Time 513112014 3 53:37 PM 

Namerb 1(6i 
Email h··,1rr, 
Comp I a i nl s: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):AA 52 at LAX gate 40 on Sat 5131 at 11:40 a.m. 
Comments:l'm TSA pre. I went through metal detector and screening without incident. I was chosen for a bomb chemical detection test. A false positive resulted. 3 officer took my possessions and me into a small room. No cameras or witnesses we 
present, An aggressive pat down. inc I ud i ng throughout my groin, occurred , I complained that they s ho u Id have conducted a second test before a pat down to exc I ude a false positive. The office rs said that wasn't P rota col e. I comp I a in ed th ere were no 
non•TSA personnel 10 wilness events. They aggressively searched me and palled me down aggressively. I expressed exlreme discomforI. These events should be recorded to proIecI both parties. Finally, the last thing the officers did was run a second 
test, which was negative. lif only they had started with a second test. all af the discomfort and stress could have been avoided. 



Caller states she and her husband a.nd two little Jirls fie,,., o~ of DEN to CA She stated the screening process was horrific. She states a female age.nt swabbed her husbands hand and screamed we got a positive and she states it scared the girls. She 
said two male agents names are !rh ·,1R I and !(b 1(6 1 ! took her husband 1n a room and her husband later told her they groped him and his private parts. She said they would not let her go with him and they did not explain what they were 
doing. She states he had powder on his hands and they acted like they were criminals. She said when the agents came out I hey looked at her and said whal .. do you think we molested him, just go ahead and say it. She states he was very 
confrontational. She said she and the girls were scared to death of them. She said all of the agents there were rude, hateful and scary. She states her husband feels violated. She said all the agents were laughing at them and she is still so upset. She 
said quote - everytime we fly out of 11 all the screener are mean and hateful - quote. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA see ks to provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 passengers who pass I hroug h our screening ch eek points. 
Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory T ra nsp o rtati on Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 

Ca Iler states she asked for a CS M but they never got her one. 

I advised caller I can send this to the CSM at DEN or she can call him. She said give me the number, and please send this anyway in case I don t get through to him. 

513112014 Name: Robert ~a 
5:34:51 Phone 303-34 (b)(61 

PM 

Airporl: DEN 

Airline: Southwest 

Flight#: 3583 

Date 5 23 2014 

Time: 4:20 PM 

Gate: NA 

Terminal: NA 



Caller states she and her husband and two Ii ttl e girls fi ew out of DEN to CA She stated the screening process was horrific. She states a female agent swabbed her h us bands hand and sere a med we got a pos iii ve and she states it sea red the girls. She 
said two male agents names ar,{bi(ffl I and!(bi(ffl ! took her husband in a room and her husband later told her they groped him and his private parts. She said they would not let her go with him and they did not explain what they were 
doing. She states he had powder on his hands and they acted like they were criminals. She said when the agents came out I hey looked at her and said whal .. do you think we molested him, just go ahead and say it. She states he was very 
confrontational. She said she and the girls were scared to death of them. She said all of the agents there were rude, hateful and scary. She states her husband feels violated. She said all the agents were laughing at them and she is still so upset. She 
said quote - everytime we fly out of 11 all the screener are mean and hateful - quote. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA see ks to provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 passengers who pass I hroug h our screening ch eek points. 
Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory T ra nsp o rtati on Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 

Ca Iler states she asked for a CS M but they never got her one. 

I advised caller I can send this to the CSM at DEN or she can call him. She said give me the number, and please send this anyway in case I don t get through to him. 

5~3~ 2~; 4 Name: Robert Kapp 
PM Phone 303-342f h ,IR I 

Airporl: DEN 

Airline: Southwest 

Flight#: 3583 

Date 5 23 2014 

Time: 4:20 PM 

Gate: NA 

Terminal: NA 

Feedback Type · Civil Rights/Liberties 
Calegari es : 4th Amendment: Age 
Cun-ent Date/Time · 61112014 1 A0:36 AM 
Airporl: RIC - Richmond InIernational Dale/Time of Travel: 05131/2014 4:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: Uniled airlines 6054 Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: Unknown TSA Employee: (If Known): Unknown Commenl: My 14 year old daughter received 
a pat down and was not given the option for a body scan. which was a clear violation of the 4th amendment - illegal search. She did nothing wrong and should not have been treated like she did. 
She was &quot:randomly&quot: selected to swipe her hand. which set off something related to having to do with explosives. She was traveling with her 8th grade school group to Washington DC, and this was a traumatic experience for her and she was 
asked 3 times how old she was by the TSA agent, like they didn't believe her, Was she being targeted because she was a certain age? Sure appears that they didn't believe her and kept asking - why? Obviously she was a minor. 
Why are minors being palled down? 

61112014 Since this was a school trip, I was not able to be there. 
10:04:26 I am very upset that this happened to my daughter. We teach her never let anyone touch you rnappropnately (especially strangers Jin a private area. No one has the right to touch you. To what would be the norm for most adults -we know what to 

AM expect, but the pat down was in no way normal for a 14 year old kid. Even though it was explained. they still don't understand why it's happening. 
How do I explain what the TSA did today was ok???? 
It's not ok and it"s never okay to touch a minor period. She did not understand what was happening and felt violated. 

I want to know why she was not given the option for the body scan? Shouldn't the pat down be offered only when one does not want a scan? 
I would like someone to explain this please. 
Would you like a response_? : True 
Passenger's Name :~bi(6:, I-parent~Phone Numbe~._(""b"'l(-"'6-'-·-, __ __.! Email k._b_i"'(_6'-1 ______ _,!To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link: http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21Appl1cationManager 



6/112014 
2:54 22 

PM 

6/112014 
5:1227 

PM 

Disability Description: Caller has a pacemaker. 

Response Details: Because your complainl concerns security screening at a specific airpori. we have forwarded a copy of your e-mail to the Customer Service Manager at that airporI. 

Incident Details: Caller flew from Kingtston Jamaica to Miami to Philadelphia on Thursday. Caller said she has a pacemaker and her doctor told her not to use the metal detector and she should have a patdown. Caller said there was another lady 
TSO on the other side and she had nolhing to do with this. Caller said she lold the TSO repealedly thal she should no go through lhe detector, but she asked her to go through anyway Caller was in a wheelchair and caller said the TSO asked her 10 
get out of the whee I chair and walk through the meta I detector. Cal I er thought the equipment was i na ct ive so she fol lowed the instruct ions of the TSO. Ca 11 er said a buzzer went off but no one patted her down.. Cal I er said she was taken somewhere 
and it was reported to the su pe rvi sor. Cal I er said she was to Id to cal I the TC C to report this i nc1d e nt. Caller has the name of the TSO involved t b ·:, ( 6) ! . badge nu m be~ Ca 11 er said this TSO told her to go through the metal detector. 
Caller said she is going to her cardiologist tomorrow to see if her pacemaker has been affected. 

1 Airport 
2. Airline----Amencan 
3. Flight #--702 
4. Date and Time of lhe fiight----05 29 2014 4:30 pm 
5. Gate or Terminal----Caller is not sure. 
6. Baggage d escri pti o n---N A 
7. Bag Tag# (10 digit)---N A 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time : 61112014 3: 16:59 PM 
Airport, BNA - Nashville International Date/Time of Travel· 06/01/2014 9:30 AM Airline & Flight Number, American Airlines Checkpoint/Area of Airport, Security Screening TSA Employee: (II Known), Supervisod(b)(ffll::omment, I had forgotten my 
ID so I had to go through additional screening (which I was fine with). Superviso,fb)(6i!was called and treated me as though I was a criminal for not having any ID with my picture. I did provide my social security card, debit card and even my birth 
certificate (to which he scoffed at). I understand that it's not a form of ID but I was just trying to be helpful. He took me. my daughter and my grandmother to get screened. After going through the full body scan (which turned up nothing) while waiting for 
my path down and bag check - an elderly woman needed her wa Iker which was di re ctly behind me. I told him that she needed the walker (hoping that he wou Id grab it lo r her) but he Ig no red me. So I reached behind to rol I it to her ( s i nee she was 3 feet 
in front of us) to which he said &quot:you aren't supposed to move&quot. So this poor elderly woman cannot move past the screening area and I am being treated like a criminal. Finally another man grabbed her walker and handed it to her and I 
received my pat down from a wonderful woman whose name I did not get. I understand and appreciate the job that y'all do thal allows us 10 fly safely but I have never been Ireated so rudely by any person in any industry. He~ is the reason why 
people have the feelings about your people. And I'm sorry but if I was a terrorist - I think I would have brought my ID with me. There's no need to treat American people who are just trying to get home like they are committing a crime. And just to note -
nothing was found on me or in any of my bags. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Name h··,1rr1 
Phone..,_,..acw""'ILU."-'-'-'------,_J 
Email (b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



This does not answer my conce m ... I want a human to read my em aI I and respond back or fix the problem. 

Thank you for your e-ma i I in which you inquire about the reasons for secondary screening. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is imporIant. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are trealed with dignily, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group. such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

61112014 We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and 
7:02:17 

PM deploy new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime. the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an add1t1onal layer of security at the checkpoint. and 
keeps the t rave Ii ng public sale. 

We hope this information is helpful. 

TSA Canta ct Center 

NOTICE: The info mna ti on contained in 1 his message and any attachments is pri vi I eged and oonfid e nt i al and the re/ore protected from di sci osu re, II the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent who is responsi b I e for 
delivering this message 10 lhe intended recipienl. you are hereby notified I hat any dissemination, dislribution or copying of I his communication is strictly prohibiled. SenIure does not accepl liability for changes to this message after ii was sent. The 
views expressed in this e-mail do not necessarily reflect the views of the company. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying via e-mail to this message and deleting this information from your 
computer. 

Sent from my iPad 



As a frequent fi ye r I appreciate the efforts that T SA emp I aye es go through to keep us safe. In the past seve ra I yea rs, 11 is evident that great effort has been made to improve the customer experience. 

I had a situation that happened that in my opinion is a blemish on the professionalism of the TSA organization. 

On May 17th at approximately 2:00pm I was going through TSA at Wichita airport. I was in the Precheck line and waiting to be called up to the screener. There were several college age students in the regular line next to me. One of them realized 
that they had a drink in their hand. I offered to throw it in the trash can that was outside of the screening point next to me and did so. This reminded me that my thermos cup probably had ice in it so I proceeded to take the lid off and dump the ice in the 
same trash can. It was at this moment that I heard someone say somelhing grumy 10 me. Not sure whal was said I looked up and asked what was said. 

61212014 There was a senior female agent (age and I believe lhree slripes on their shoulder boards) sitling al on lhe exit side of lhe security lane. She said thal I can't lhrow the ice in the trash can. Her tone was irritable and gruff. In a moment of stupidily I 

825,45 commented ·· Are you the supervisor of the trash cans·. I moved on without another thought when called up to screening. 

AM 

6/212014 
9:56:24 

AM 

At screening I was given a modified Precheck card as they do not have full Precheck at this airport. It was explained that I could keep my coat and shoes on but would have to remove my laptop and liquids. When I got up to the conveyor to put my 
items through x-ray, there was an agent that was waiting and signaled me out. He indicated that I had to not only take out my laptop and liquids but take off my shoes and coat as well. When I showed him my precheck card and said that I was cleared 
for precheck he responded "You have earned the right for extra screening", After I put my items on the conveyor, he left that position - done with his task of signaling me out. 

At this moment, the light went off and I asked to have a supervisor meet me after x-ray. My bags were looked through. Each item in my liquids bag was examined individually (not just looking at the bag but removing each item and reading the label). 

When I was released, S uperviso ~ met me, I asked him for the name of the person that I had the interaction with and he refused to give me their name, I asked for his badge number and he refused to give that to me ( note the ca rd that I got this 
email address from says that I should provide the officers name and badge number). His demeanor was very surely. He told me that my behavior was noted as warranling additional screening. The message was clear, "You spoke up and you 
suffered the consequences•· 

Caller slated that she flew last night on a flight from LAX last nighl and after she received her luggage she found thal the zipper was busted and all of her be longings were basically messed up beyond lhe way she packed them. She also stated that 
there was a flash light that was on. Asked the caller if she would like to file a claim for the damaged suitcase and she stated that she would not. 

Gave the cal I er the following info: 
TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some insIances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

Caller Is wanting info nmati on on the pre ch eek screening with metal , m plants. She do esnt Ii ke that at airports Ii ke MOW . they only have a W TM D at the pre ch eek Ii ne and she do esnt Ii ke that she has to go through a fu 11 paid own because she a I arms the 
device due to her metal knees. 

61212014 CCR informed her: 
10:13:36 

All individuals must undergo security screening at the checkpoint before being permilted into the secure area of an airport. including those eligible for TSA Precheck. If there Is not an AIT for her to go through then she will have to go through the 
AM 

patdown to be cleared and allowed through since she does have the metal implants since she will alarm the WTMD. 
Since we are not located at the airport, there isnl a way we can make a suggeslion to them to pul in an AIT at every precheck line because each airporl does have differenl screening devices. 
She can contact the airport directly through opt 5 



61212014 
12:12:07 

PM 

6/212014 
121323 

PM 

Dear Sir/Ms: 
I have a complaint regarding TSA agent.l ... (b_._I(_6_) __ ~ 

La cation: Denver I nte rnat ion a I Airport 
Date May 30, 2014 Fnday 
Time: Approximately 7:35 AM 

Incident~ said, "Let's be rational, sweetheart." Of course, the words themselves are inappropriate and completely unprofessional. What was worse, though, was her condescending tone and sarcasm. And what was worst of all was that I was 
being rat,ona I and she was not. 

Background: I chose to opt oul of Rapidscan and accepl the pat down. While my carryon luggage, shoes and all conlents of my pockets went through the scan, I held on to my wallet. Not only was lhere over $100 of cash but my charge cards, ID, 
insurance info, in a sense. ·my whole life· is in my wallet. 

Given: The TSA does not accept responsibility for stolen items; 
Given: TSA agents have been guilly of theft; 
Given: The public can a ccid e nta I ly or intent ion a I ly take my bag at the opposite end of the sea nne r. 
Given: While waiting for a pat down agent the guard will not retrieve one's belongings from the scanner so the owner can keep 11 in eyesight. 

Therefore: I chose to keep my wallet in my possession. However, I immedialely volunleered I hat lhe pat down agent physically inspect my wallet in fronl of me. 

It was at that point that[._b-')_(6-'••_1 __ ....,I entered the scene. She said it has to go through the scanner and I expressed my concern that I want to keep my eyes on my property at all time. It was then that she said. "'Let's be rational, sweetheart.'" 

Besides her being rude, what is irrational about anything I said?? Given that theft from agents is a reality, I was being exiremely logical. 

Another more professional agent intervened. He said they are not allowed to physically inspect the wallet, 11 has to go through the scanner but I can follow the agent as she puts my wallet through the scanner. I did so but during that time. my canyon 
was out of my view with at least a couple of hundred dollars worth of electronics in it. 

Interestingly, on my return trip at LAX, without my asking, the pat down agent physically inspected my wallet as if it was routine procedure. He did sa right in front al me so there was no problem. By the way, I make this trip a couple of times a year. I 
freq ue ntl y have a prob I em at DIA with the agents but so far. 1 've never had a problem with the LAX agents. 

In conclusion, I'd like to know hol'lj;._b_.'"'1(_6'-l __ __,!will be trealed. Please spare me the line, "ll's a !raining opportunily.'" She learned her demeanor was wrong by 3rd grade. 

Feedback Type · Request for Information 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" 
CuCTent Date/Time · 61212014 10:56:50 AM Airport : Select One Date/Time of Travel , 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I am a TSA Pre: however. I have metal in my body and most Pre lanes do not have a scanner. So I go in the regular line. I have been told in many airports that. because I am a TSA Pre, I can leave my shoes on in whatever lane I go 
through. This morning in Oakland CA, I was told I hat I could only leave my shoes on if I were in the Pre line -- not in a regular line. Please tell me what the rules are. I am very confused. I want 10 do the right lhing but I do nol wanl to go thru the 
security pat-down every time that is required in the Pre lines. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name b··1(6"1 
Phone Number h··,1rr, 
Email !rh1/R, I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



61212014 
2:06:45 

PM 

61212014 
4:18:28 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Phone Numberc 
Add re ssi:,b"c)',:,( 6;;;-, "'""'"""""'---....,.,J 

Zipcode: 07470 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? na 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Newark Liberty I nte rnat ion a I Airport 

I have an artificial hip and enjoy the body scanners as I can avoid a full body pat down. Virtually every airport I go 10 (including the small Hilo airport in Hawaii) have the body scanners but lhe Alaska Airlines gates in Kana do not. As there are many 
older people visiting Hawaii the pat down area is often crowded and would be unnecessary if a body scanner was there. 

PM !(b1(6) 



61212014 
421:09 

PM 

TSATCC 
CRCL received the below report and we are forwarding to you for any action you deem appropriate. 

Sincerely, 

Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties U .S, Department of Homeland Security 
(202) 401-1474 

---Ori~inal Messa:e---
Fro~(b,(61 
Sent: lr"eatlesday,pril 23, 20 I 4 r :39 PM 
To: CRCL 
Subject Fly Rights - New Report from "'kb"-1 ... (6"") ____ __. 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users 10 file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Name-(~b....,1(..,6_1 -----'----~ 
Email Address Phone Numbe~ l~1h_·-,1_r;_·1 __ ~ 
Address:~(b_, ... (6_1 ___ __. OS er lly 
Zip code: 94404 

Are you 18 ar over? yes 

Caller wants 10 know why she can I go through Precheck when she arrives in a wheelchair. 
All individuals must undergo security screening at the checkpoint before being permitted into the secure area of an airport. including those eligible for TSA Pre\u2713'". 

61212014 TSA recognizes that certain travelers with disabilities or medical conditions may have difficulty standing or walking and that certain medical conditions may cause individuals to alarm when screened using a walk-through metal detector. If this occurs, 
5:22:06 TSA Pre\u2713'" individuals may be permitted to undergo alternate screening procedures such as Advance Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, explosives trace detection (ETD) swabbing, or a patdown screening. 

PM 
Please keep in mind that TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport, and no individual will be guaranteed expedited screening. Travelers can check the TSA Pre\u2713 "' Part1c1patrng Airports page 
(www.tsa.gov tsa-precheck) for information on locations of active TSA Pre\u2713'" lanes. 
Informed caller about PSS and TSA CAres for future flights to call 72 hours before her next flighl. 
Caller has a complaint regarding the screening at the checkpoint. She has her married last name an her current valid ID, but her previous license has her maiden name, and her reservation is in her maiden name. Today at Chicago Ohare Checkpoint 7 
in the American terminal was s u bJected to addition al sere en i ng, incl udrng a thorough patdown. She was up set by the fact that she has recently travel led through 2 other airports with no add1t1ona I screening required. The I ack of consistency is her 
primary comp I a int. 

Advised ca Iler 

6;~~~4~
4 The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) has developed standard screening practices for all of our Nations airports, and passengers can expect essentially the same procedures. While the procedures are the same everywhere, the 

interpretation of those procedures results in some slight variations from airport to airport and situation to situation. Additionally, some element of uncertainty and randomness in secunty operations is necessary to disrupt terrorist planning and atlempted 
attacks. 

PM 

TSA works hard to achieve consistency in the security training process. We inspect screening ape rations at airports and continue ta monitor the number and nature of complaints we receive from the traveling public to track trends and spot areas of 
concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enab I es us to ensure prom pt, corrective action whenever we determine that sec u nty screening policies need modification or s pec1f1c employees a re the s u bJect of repeated complaints. 

Because your comp Iain t concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your le1ter to the Customer Service Manager a I tha I location. 



6/212014 
9:1249 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 11!._[bc..· ... 1(-=-6~1 ___ __. 
Date Time: 612/2014 8:00:03 PM 

Name~/hl/ffl 
Email_ b )(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Alaska flight 727 leaving Salt Lake City Airporl al 4:55pm to Seatlle, leaving from gate AS-
Comments:I had my hair in a bun that was secured with bobby pins when I went through TSA screening. I was asked to stop after going through the machine as it indicated items in my hair. I immediately offered to take out the bobby pins but without 
any answer the man had waved a woman TSA agent over to pat down my hair. There is absolutely NO reason or excuse for someone to touch me for a pat down without my express permission, much less AFTER I had offered (without prompting) to 
take my hair down so they could see the bobby pins. My hair is unbelievably fine which results in a tiny bun. There is absolutely no reason for the TSA agent not to have been able to get a full view of my hair and the items once they were removed. 

Caller fi ew from FLL on J etB I ue. She was patted down twice. She stated she did n I Ii ke it once because she had j ewe I ry she could n I remove. She was a patted down again. She had a gal d and diamond pend ant. The Lost and Found cou ldn t Ii nd 11. 
She wanted to know why she was patted down twice. 

There are various reasons why you might receive secondary screening, but I cannot advise why you were patted down. 

61312014 Ca Iler asked to speak to a supervisor. 
8:28:19 

AM 

613/2014 
8:48:36 

AM 

61312014 
8:48:49 

AM 

~oak over ca 11 : Caller stated on May 20th she trave I ed through F LL. After setting off an a I arm wh i I e going through the W TM D due to the gal d bangles she was wearing, she received a paid own. Cal I er stated she was then given the ETD test 
with no exp I ana ti on as to why, She was then ta ken to the private screening area lo r an add i ti o na I patdown, Ca Iler stated through this entire process she was wearing a necklace with a he art shaped gal d pendant with diamonds. She stated the pendant 
is gone, she is not sure where it may have fallen off. She has called losl and found twice and was told it was not there. She would like for someone to please lake a second look to see if it can be located. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Screening 
CurTent Date/Time · 61312014 6:48:15 AM 
Airporl : MCO - Orlando International 
Date/Time of Travel · 06/03/2014 6:00 AM Airline & Flight Number · AirTran 305 Checkpoint/Area of Airport · Clear pass lane TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment: I fly out of MCO every week and have more issues at this airport than any others. I am pregnant (visibly pregnant) and since I fly every week I prefer to walk through the quick scanner or do a female assist pat down versus the full body 
scanner. Yes I have heard how it's safe but with my frequency of travel I prefer to be on the safe side. I arrive extra early because it always takes forever to get checked here. Pregnancy opt outs are not rare but the time you have to wait for a female 
assist is exlreme. I can never understand how there is always a ten min minimum wail. Today was more than that. My personal items salon lhe other side of screening the entire lime and I don't like my wallet, laptop and other items to be una11ended 
for so long and I can·t get near them. I am a clear pass customer but still always have to wait for a pat down. Why can·t I walk through the quick scanner like I see children and mothers do? If those moms can walk through it then so can I. They aren't 
carrying their kids, Just walking with them (and I am not talking babies). Allowing pregnant women to do that would save us a time and not compromise safety. Last week it took 15 mins to get a female assist it just doesn't make sense. Either staff up 
with women because the re wi 11 a I ways be pregnant travelers or a I low them the same rights as women who have kids, 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name kb)(ffl I 
Phone Number . 

Email !(b 1(6) ~ 
To leave a comment concerning t ,s feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicalionManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time : 6/312014 1 :44:12 AM Airport . BFL - Meadows Field, Bakersfield Date/Time of Travel · 06/02/2014 11 :30 AM Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Security to Gates TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· My seventy-live-year-old mother was given a pat down because she has two knee replacements. Of course, she carries medical cards with her. I certainly did not appreciate that! One of the female guards who saw us watching from the 
other side of the gale made a remark to my daughter. I didn't hear the remark, but her tone of voice seemed surly and combative. The pat down was UNNECSSARY. You all should have better policies that protect the dignity of older and younger 
Americans. You can extend that courtesy to guests of this country if you wish but dignity MUST be restored to American air transportation, and you continue to make it an unpleasant experience for all, and an unjust experience for people like my 
Mother. 
Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



61312014 
8A8:52 

AM 

61312014 
10:12:34 

AM 

6/312014 
101735 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Other 
Current Date/Time . 6/3/2014 1 :08:06 AM 
Airport DCA - Washington Reagan National DateiTlme of Travel : 0512912014 Airline & Flight Number : Flight 137, American Airlines Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: To Whom it may concern, 

During my t rave I on my May 29th, I was forced to dis ca rd my much need dialysis solution when going through the screening process. I showed the agents my med i ca I I etter provided by my doctor, however. the TSA agents were insistent on upon 
patting me down afle r a 11 owing them to screen each bag of so I uti on. In the process of them screening the bags. I opened a bag, which cou Id no longer be used because it was no Io nge r steri I e. I was to Id that if they screened the bags. they would not 
have to touch me. I have never felt so violated in my life!! I have never been touched like that I don't agree with the process physically touching me if I have documentation for my medication and if I am cooperating with the agents and let them test my 
medicine or do what they need to do. TSA really needs to revamp this process, I fell dirty and molested after the pat down and begin to cry. I am very upset and I requesting reform to a much need area of the screening process. I should nol feel like 
crap because of TSA's inability to property screen Americans without making them feel like they have been violated or harmed. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name . 1h··,1rr, 
Phone r::11 •mber · 
Email j(b 1(6) 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller wants to file a formal complaint against two TSO s. He flew from Buffalo to Laguardia on May 18th on Delta flight 4054. He was going through security and they swabbed his hands. He made a smart a-- comment to the TSO. He said they pulled 
him aside and patted him down and rubbed his te st1cles. 

The TSctfilifil} female who is white was laughing and mocking him and he said that she was the instigator after he was swabbed. He said they profiled him by the black employees because of his race. He is while. 

TSO Wilson did his bag screening and took his shirts out and shook them. 

He went through the AIT which came back clear but he was pulled aside again. 

TSO that he is not sure of a name did the patdown. 

He has been trying to contact"'kb'-)"'"(-'-6~1 ______ _,~nd has been unresponsive 
He went through Gate 20. 

Accepted Transfer on MB Line: (RF) 
Clarified some details with caller: 

Full Name: k .. b ... l._(6"-.. '--1 _ __, 

Phonellf~b~)'--(6~'--~ 

Email:l(b 1(6) 

Airport: Buffalo 

Date and approximate time of the experience: 5-18-14 at approximately 5:15 to 5:30 PM 

A discri pti on of the experience: 

Ca Iler states that he was traveling on May 22nd through Term i na I 1 out of Minneapolis St, Paul and he has meta I implants and he had to have a patd own, they were trying to move his items and they forgot his I a pto p so he left without his I aptop, He 
wants to know where to get it from? 

I was trying to provide caller the information on the lost and found number, but caller said that he has already called, so I advised caller that he would have to leave a message and wait for a call back, there is nothing that I can do. Advised caller that he 
can gel the claim forms online to file a claim for the missing ilems. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Perm i lied 11 ems: Screening 
Current Date/Time . 6/3/2014 12:03:36 PM Airport . ONT - LA/Ontario International Date/Time of Travel . 05/23/2014 3:30 PM Airline & Flight Number . Alaska Air 529 Checkpoint/Area al Airport · Terminal 2 checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment : I was traveling with my family with 2 young kids (ages 3 &amp; 9). We wanted to take 2 bottles of PediaSure (8oz each) for the 3 year old (who would not eat dunng travel instead use this as a meal replacement). The TSA employee who, 
screened us asked me to open the bottles. I explained that the bottles were factory sealed and ifwe open, we have to refrigerate or use it with in an hour. Neither would be possible, since the kid can't drink both at the same time and it is not medically 
advisable 10 drink large quantities. 

The T SA emp I aye e i ns1sted us on opening the bottles or going thru a pat down search on either me or my wife. I agreed for a pat down search on me. My q ue stIon to T SA is. if someone goes thru the pat down, wi 11 the Ii quid in the bottle be come 

61312014 purified? I don't get it. 

12:27:02 
PM 

The next thing, the employee would not allow us ta take 3 bottles of water, which were all sealed and in clear containers from a reputed manufacturer. I explained that we have an hour of waiting at the gate and 2 and half hour flight take, so we might 
need at least 2 bottles. The employee would not al low mo re than 1 bottle and advised us to take one bottle for the 3 year old and use the lo u ntarn lo r the rest of us. 
1. When did the TSA start recommending what to drink and where to drink when we travel? 
2. Why don't TSA teach their employees use their common sense and put us out of this misery when we travel? 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Nal"" ....... -- .... _=---,-1 
Phon r (b )(61 

Emai b1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Perm i tied I terns: Screening 
Current Date/Ti me : 61312014 1 : 27 :0 7 PM 
Airport· SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International Date/Time of Travel. 06/01/2014 7:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: AL 534 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Checkpoint before boarding transit train TSA Employee: (If Known). 
Comment : I was returning from a tnp to Seattle with my family (with 2 young kids, ages 3 &amp; 9). We wanted to take 2 bottles of PediaSure (8oz each) for the 3 year old (who would not eat dunng travel instead use this as a meal replacement. This 
is a popular drink among toddlers from a reputed manufacturer. And, I did not take any water bottles this time because of my previous experience during the onward journey). The TSA employee at the gate asked me to open the bottles for additional 
screening. I explained thal the bottles were factory sealed and if we open, we have to refrigerate or use ii with in an hour. Neither would be possible, since the kid can't drink both al the same time and it is not medically advisable to drink large 
qua nti ties al this I iq uid. 

61312014 The TSA emp I oye e insisted us on opening the bottles or going thru a pat down sear ch on me and add it ion a I screening of my carry on I ug gage. I told the employee that I wou Id comply for a pat down search if he cou Id show me a TS A po Ii cy on pat 

2,33 ,51 down searches related 10 carrying baby food on board. He called his supervisor and the supervisor could not show me the policy either and asked me to read at www.tsa.gov. When I insisted a printed copy of policy, she lhreatened that I would face 
p M further consequences s i nee, I was not I etti ng her ta do her job ( I scanned the website I ate r for the po Ii ci es relating to pat down search and the carrying baby food on boa rd. And, none cou Id be found). 

6/312014 
4:32:04 

PM 

I was wondering why would I go thru a pat down search ii I have to carry a factory sealed baby food. How would this same liquid eligible for on board flight if we buy it from a store at the gate? 

Sometimes, I tend to think the TSA employees lost their common sense and behave like machines. Instead of screening a container for tamper, haw would patting down a person would clear the liquid for flying. Please enlighten me an this. Also, 
please educate your employees that the T SA Is he re to keep air trave I safe and not to threaten the passengers if they ask val id questions. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name kb)(61 
Phone Number :~jt-h~._1"-r,~--.~~-~~ 
Email :f'-'h-'·",1"-R"'·-, ________ _, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!"-(b_,-'-(6_1 __ _, 
Date Time: 613/2014 2:34:36 PM 

Namih··,1r;·1 
Emai b1(6i 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening/Pat Down Screening: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Jet Blue 1624 (CLT to BOS) on May 29, 2014 
Comments:! am a 78 year old woman of Chinese decent. I was rudely told to remove my shoes at security. I speak English well, having been resident in this country far over 45 years. When I responded that you no I anger require those over 75 to 
rem ave shoes. the guard aggressively informed me that I was wrong and that I must rem ave my shoes. So which is it? Your posted ru I es state th at I do not need to remove my shoes. Your guards a re of another opinion. I s ho u Id note that W H IT E 
elderly people in line ahead of me were not asked to remove their shoes. 



Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Calegories Pal-down: Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time: 61312014 2:52:58 PM Airporl: BOS - Logan lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 06/02/2014 Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · Dear TSA, 

I have now confirmed that you have something again st sparkles and sequins. 

I know this because last Christmas I wore a gold sequined (plastic sequins) sweater and had my boobs patted down by your security agents (BWI). This past weekend, I wore jeans with plastic rhinestones on the back pocket and had my butt patted 
down (BOS). Prior 10 bolh these incidences, I wore my jewelry lhrough security. A ring, a necklace, and earrings (wilh no sparkles on my clothing) and was subjected 10 a full body pat down (Cleveland). 

I can only conclude that you have something against my b ng ht and sparkly personal Ity which is enhanced by my bright and sparkly fashion sense. 

61312014 Frankly, I don't mind the pat downs, and I could care less if they rub down my boobs or my ass in public - moslly because I know that the search is unwarranted and will yield nothing -1 have nothing to hide. (and all is fair in the name of national 

4:33 ,01 security, right?) 

PM 
However, I do think it is inc red i b I y ridiculous that. despite the use of a 11 this new technology and lu 11 body scans, agents are st i 11 requiring that I subject myse II to this p hysica I scrutiny based on my clothing and the fact that I wi 11 not put expensive j ewe I ry 
in my bags (I believe most women would concur). 

In addition to this, my pal ms have be en swatched m ult, pl e 11 mes be cause I choose to ho Id my ID and ticket when I go through the sea n ne r. No amount of reassurance wi 11 suffice that 11 is wise to be separated from these lo rms of ID during a sec u nty 
check. It's not like your agents don't know what these things look like and I cannot possibly be the only person who does this. 

What I have come ta conclude from these experiences is that your approach to the use al the &quat;full body scanner&quot: is crap. I understand perfectly the theory behind acoustics, backscatter. and identification of densities and articles using 
sound. There Is no way (none) that wearing a bra should mean I am patted down on my back each time I go through these machines. There is no way your staff do not know exactly what the buttons and fittings on a pair of Jeans look like - or a belt, or a 
watch. or a ring. or sequins on skin tight jeans. A woman going through with hits on her neck and ears is probably wearing a necklace and earrings (which should be visually confirmable). The lack of use of common sense in assessing these things is 
appalling. 

If you insist that it is a be hav,oral cue, I w, 11 tel I you that your instructors a re loo king for the wrong thing. I am po I ite. cooperative. gracious, and attempt to be patient with other passengers who do not know what they a re doing. If you want to te 11 me that 
those a re signs of a terrorist, try me, 

I fully appreciate and am thankful for the work you do to keep passengers safe - my concern is that, based an my experiences. you're not doing a particularly good job. 



Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Calegories Pal-down: Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time: 61312014 2:52:58 PM Airporl: BOS - Logan lnlernational Dale/Time of Travel: 06/02/2014 Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · Dear TSA, 

I have now confirmed that you have something again st sparkles and sequins. 

I know this because last Christmas I wore a gold sequined (plastic sequins) sweater and had my boobs patted down by your security agents (BWI). This past weekend, I wore jeans with plastic rhinestones on the back pocket and had my butt patted 
down (BOS). Prior 10 bolh these incidences, I wore my jewelry lhrough security. A ring, a necklace, and earrings (wilh no sparkles on my clothing) and was subjected 10 a full body pat down (Cleveland). 

I can only conclude that you have something against my b ng ht and sparkly personal 1ty which is enhanced by my bright and sparkly fashion sense. 

61312014 Frankly, I don't mind the pat downs, and I could care less if they rub down my boobs or my ass in public - moslly because I know that the search is unwarranted and will yield nothing -1 have nothing to hide. (and all is fair in the name of national 

4:33 ,01 security, right?) 

PM 

613/2014 

However, I do think it is inc red i b I y ridiculous that. despite the use of a 11 this new technology and lu 11 body scans, agents are st i 11 requiring that I subject myse II to this p hysica I scrutiny based on my clothing and the fact that I wi 11 not put expensive j ewe I ry 
in my bags (I believe most women would concur). 

In addition to this, my pal ms have be en swatched m ult, pl e 11 mes be cause I choose to ho Id my ID and ticket when I go through the sea n ne r. No amount of reassurance wi 11 suffice that 11 is wise to be separated from these lo rms of ID during a sec u nty 
check. It's not like your agents don't know what these things look like and I cannot possibly be the only person who does this. 

What I have come ta conclude from these experiences is that your approach to the use al the &quat;full body scanner&quot: is crap. I understand perfectly the theory behind acoustics, backscatter. and identification of densities and articles using 
sound. There 1s no way (none) that wearing a bra should mean I am patted down on my back each time I go through these machines. There is no way your staff do not know exactly what the buttons and fittings on a pair of Jeans look like - or a belt, or a 
watch. or a ring. or sequins on skin tight jeans. A woman going through with hits on her neck and ears is probably wearing a necklace and earrings (which should be visually confirmable). The lack of use of common sense in assessing these things is 
appalling. 

If you insist that it is a be hav,oral cue, I w, 11 tel I you that your instructors a re loo king for the wrong thing. I am po I ite. cooperative. gracious, and attempt to be patient with other passengers who do not know what they a re doing. If you want to te 11 me that 
those a re signs of a terrorist, try me, 

I fully appreciate and am thankful for the work you do to keep passengers safe - my concern is that, based an my experiences. you're not doing a particularly good job. 

Caller wants 10 report an inappropriate and humiliating patdown. The TSO s name was LTStj(b)(ffl ~t FLL at lhe bravo checkpoint. There was anolher TSO named!(b)(ff:, I The TSO made her step aside and went into her dress and 
touched areas of her body. They told her that anytime a passenger wears a long dress they have to do a patdawn. They touched her vagina at least three times. They didn t offer her a private screening and she did not know that she had an option al 
requesting a private screening. She is a government worker and she is not going to let this go. The caller 1s 5 3 average weight. dark hair. The supervisor told her there was no number to call to make a complaint. She didn t get his name. He had an 
Italian last name, he was 5 10 with a dark complexion. They should not be touching places like that. They should be patting them down appropriately and offering a private screening. The supervisor told her thats not true that if someone has a long 
skirl they have to do a patdown. There was anolher woman there lhat did not have an ID with a long skirt. They did not pal her down until she complained about it. The agenl!/b)(ffl !made a snide remark to her and said he wasn there for his 
health. 

5:57: 12 Advised: 
PM 

I will forward this information ta the CSM at Fort Lauderdale for further review and investigation. 

Airport where the incident occurred: FLL 
Dale and lime of incident: June 3, 2014, 545 pm 
I ndivid ua I s contact inform ati an ema i I 

!rh1/R1 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: k~b~l~(6~1~-~ 
Date Time: 613/2014 4A7: 19 PM 

Name 1h··,1r:;-, 

61312014 Email:,..(b __ ••~1(6 ... ) _____ ~ 

6: 17: 16 Comp a I nts: na pp ro pn ate cree ni ng/ Pat Down Screening_ 
PM Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight No: 4021 

Southwest from PIT to BWI 

6/312014 
8:2548 

PM 

May 30. 2014 
Approx. 10:00 AM 
I typoed the year in previous email. It was year 2014. 
Comments:I put the incorrect year on my previous post (typo). It just happened - - - 2014, not 2013'1 
At my patdown I kindly asked the TSA screener to be careful around my tender R knee area. What happened was she grabbed my knee so hard I jerked for\'llard and then she left a finger/hand print bruise on my calf that I still have 4 days later. plus my 
knee swelled up! When I cried out she said "Oh, you'll be ok," Now why would she deliberately hurt the one part I asked her to be gentle with? I was so shocked and incensed. I'm STILL so upset that someone would do this to me' I'm already nervous 
about my nexl flight. No excuse for that at all. I was wearing slim jeans to show that nothing was hidden there. 
I can send photos showing bruises and swelling if requested. 
W hi I e going through security tad ay, at a p proximate I y 1 : 30 pm Central ti me in the security check station closest to the Southwest Airlines counter I had the WORST experience with your T SA staff I have trave I ed many ti mes si nee the TS A program 
has been initiated including going overseas and this team was the most surly I have encounlered. 

Not one of them and there were about 12 had a smile, no one was kind or considerate. No one spoke friendly. tfilill]snatched my license and boarding pass out of my hand. 

When I triggered a pal down, lhe curly headed lady (sorry I didn't gel her name) did nol give clear ins1ructions as to whal position 10 stand. She just s1arted to get short with me when she had nol given me lhe instructions. No one wanls a pat down but 
when they don·t tell you how to stand they are assuming I can read their mind. This is NOT my 1st pat down so I am not complaining about that step. 

Frankly, traveling has lost all it"s fun and I realize the TSA staff is there for my security and not my entertainment. But we can all be pleasant with each other and act as ii we are happy to be at work. They did none of this - not ONE 01 them did this. 

I am sure you have cameras watching everything - take a look at this team. They are not anything I want to experience and frankly will go to another station if that is possible. But I am stuck with them' I don't have a choice but to be as pleasant as I 
can, which I did today. I even asked Dana if she was ok and she snapped back at me. 

My expectation by making this complaint is thal I will now be on the cavity search list bul I think it is important as a cilizen of lhe USA 10 speak up when I feel there is an opportunity for improvement. This team definitely needs some manners. 

The Colony, TX 7556 

[bl(61 I 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time: 61312014 7:32:44 PM 
Airport · DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International Date/Time of Travel . 06/05/2014 6:00 AM Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : spirit airlines TSA Employee: (If Known) : 

61312014 Comment · If a pat down screening is no n-sexua I as TSA states. why would I have to be groped by a man? I do not le el comfortable being groped by another man, 
8:26:35 

PM I understand that to fly I must surrender my rights as an american citizen. just trying to figure out the TSA's idea of non-sexual contact. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 

Email l(b 1(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning mis feeaback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Ti me . 613/2014 7: 32 A4 PM 
Airport DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International DatelTlme of Travel : 06/05/2014 6:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : spirit airlines TSA Employee: (If Known) · 

6/312014 Comment : If a pat down screening is no n-sexua I as TSA states, why would I have 10 be groped by a man? I do nol le el com fort able being groped by another man. 
8:26 35 

PM I understand that to fly I must surrender my rights as an amencan citizen. just trying to figure out the TSA's idea of non-sexual contact. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number : 
Email !rh 1/R, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Ti me . 613/2014 7: 32 A4 PM 
Airport DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International DatelTlme of Travel : 06/05/2014 6:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : spirit airlines TSA Employee: (If Known) · 

6/312014 Comment : If a pat down screening is no n-sexua I as TSA states, why would I have 10 be groped by a man? I do nol le el com fort able being groped by another man. 
8:26 35 

PM I understand that to fly I must surrender my rights as an amencan citizen. just trying to figure out the TSA's idea of non-sexual contact. 

61412014 

Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 

Phon{ NI n)bec · 
Emai_ bi(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time . 6/4/2014 7:1122 AM 
Airport MSP - Minneapolis-St. Paul International Date/Time of Travel 06/04/2014 5:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: UA 5415 Checkpoint/Area of Airport Checkpoint 5 TSA Employee: (If Known) ~omment: Good morning, 

I was in the standard screening line and pulled inlo Isa pre-check through a random selection (I lypically get pre-check due to lhe frequency of my travel but was not for this flighl). Then I was randomly selecled for a hand swab when I was ten persons 
from getting through the line. With na information provided to me as to what was on my hands I was pulled from line and subjected to a full body pat dawn and luggage scan. The whole process to 22 minutes and I had expressed that I was running late 
from my fi1ght. The lack of communication and entire lack of urgency made the expenence very unpleasant. Safety is paramount, but urgency is also appreciated when I expressed the urgency of my situation upfront. 

8: 14:56 Now I have no idea why my hands come up with a fiag and I missed my flighl. 
AM 

Best 



61412014 
8:15:06 

AM 

6/412014 
8:1518 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 6/4/2014 1 :43: 11 AM 
Airport SJC - San Jose International Date/Time of Travel: 06/03/2014 5:30 PM Airlme & Flight Number: SWA 3119 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal B TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · After going through the scanner twice it showed I had a &quot:groin anomaly&quot;, This resulted in a &quot:manual&quot: screening. Nothing was found in this additional screening which consisted of a complete search. No explanation 
was offered as to why the machine malfunctioned. This lead me 10 conclude thal the scanners are not foolproof by any stretch of the imaginalion, so why waste tax payer funds on them? In fact.every time I've gone through one of those scanners it 
leads to some sort of pat down, but this was by far the worse. Are there any objective evidence as to the effectiveness of the scanners or do you track how often they give false positives? If they give sa many false positives then how many false 
negatives do they give? I feel safer with the old system then the scanners. I don't expect you to give me any answers. At least any answer that would satisfy me. I just wanted to make a complaint with the slim hope that enough complaints would make 
a difference. 

Would you like a re~ponse7: Jt\l~ 
Passenger's Name f b 1(6 I J 
Phone Number . ._-'-~---' 

Emailkb 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time 61312014 10:04:19 PM Airport: MKE - General M1tchell lnternat1onal Date/Time of Travel 0513112014 2:30 PM Airtine & Flight Number AA 2634 Checkpoint/Area of Airport Gate C TSA Employee: (If Known): Female don't 
know name Comment: I am pregnant and opted to not go through the BIG x-ray machine. they had 2 lanes open but were just closing the lane with the metal detector. The male TSA employee kept trying to let me know that there's no proof that the x
ray machine can hurl my baby and I kept letting him know thal my DOCTOR had advised me not to go through them and that I travel often and had never had anyone tell me to just go lhrough or try to convince me it was no big deal as he was doing. 
Then a female TSA agent came over ta take me to do a pat dawn ... she alerted me al what she was going to do. but again, I travel often and have been getting pat downs for a bit now and hers was BY FAR the mast invasive yet• She touched my 
buttocks, stuck her fingers inside the waist band of my pants and made me I ift my shirt with a bunch of other travelers around watching, she ran her hands up my I eg which is no big de al but on both sides she made contact with my vagm a which has 
NEVER happened to me and I thought was extremely in ap prop ria te ! ! ' I le It extreme I y violated and I /el t as though because I had i nco nven i enced them by not just going through the x-ray machine as the male TS A employee was trying to imp Io re me to 
do, I was being 'punished' for ii by this woman being invasive• 

I HAVE to continue to travel and get pat downs for the time being and now after this experience I am very upset and dreading the TSA. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name fh··,1rr, I 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



61412014 
8:15:25 

AM 

6/412014 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name: kb i(6i I 
Email Address:~.,.".,.·.,."-",.,..,--,---~ 
Phone NumbeL th.ili§i__j 
Address: http: ""!(b~)-'-(6~'-----' 

Are you 18 or over? No 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? 
Ethnicity? 
Religion? 
N at,ona Ii ty? 
Gender? 
Disability? 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 

Disability Description: The caller and her husband are elderly. Her husband had an accident and hurt his arm. He wears a brace on his elbow. 

Response Details: I advised the caller that she would need to write in her complaint. I apologized to the caller for their experience at the security checkpoint. I advised her that her complaint would be forwarded to the appropriate office but that 11 
would just have to be in writing. 

Incident Details: The caller and her husband traveled through MOW airport on 6 2 14. The caller is in her late 70 s and her husband is nearly 85 years old. The incident occurred around 7:00PM. They were traveling on Southwest airlines. The caller 
stated that she and her h us band we re random I y se I ected to go through a s1d e lane. She stated that they were told th at they would not need to take off their shoes. The ca 11 er stated that a ta 11 man. who was very nice to Id them that they could go 
through the line. The caller explained that her husband had a brace and the tall man told them that was fine. The caller stated that there was an alarm whenever her husband went through the metal detector. 

10:00: 1 g The caller stated that the officer at the screening checkpoint became rude. She stated that her husband s luggage was thoroughly searched as was his wallet. She stated that he had a patdown. She stated that her husband was told that he had to 
AM stand with his arms out for 4 mins and was not allowed to put them down. The caller stated that they told the officer that he had a brace. The caller stated that her husband stood there in obvious pain. The caller then stated that the tall man came to 

the security checkpoint and asked them what was going on. The ca 11 er stated that the officer that was being rude to them and conducting the screening be ca me more com pliant, 

I advised the caller that she would need to place this in writing. I am sending this to ODPO as her husband had a brace on his arm and had to stand with his arms out for four minutes and was placed in obvious pain. 

I obtained her email address so that we could send the RFI to her, 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl(b)(61 
Date Time: 614/20·41"'"4"'9'"'2"8'"':0'"'9,-A'"'M,.,... 

Nam bi(6i 

61412014 Email'""b_l.,.(6~'----~-__. 
1 0: 04: 55 Comp a, nts: na pp ro pn ate cree n, ng/P at Down Screening. 

AM Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):New York LaGuardia Airport 
Terminal C 
Wednesday, June 4, 2014 at 5:40am. 
Comments:Upon passing through security screening. one of my bags was confiscated byl(b }( I one of the TSA employees on duty. He indicated to me that he needed to examine the contents of the bag and that I should join him when I was ready for 
the inspeclion. 

K§[Jproceeded to open and inspect my bag without my presence at the place where the examination was taking place. This should be clearly seen on the cameras monitoring the area. When I challenged him on this matter, he indicated that I was 
ng ht. but in his expression made I ight of my concern -- th at s hou Id a I so be evident on cam era. 
I assume that TSA wants passengers to take the security screening seriously and follow the proper protocol. Hopefully TSA expects the same type of attitude and behavior from its employees, something that was not evident in this case. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time . 6/4/2014 3:34:53 PM 
Airport BOS - Logan International 
Date/Time of Travel. 05131/2014 
Airline & Flight Number : jel blue 

61412014 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: jet blue terminal TSA Employee: (If Known)· 

4:09 ,49 Comment: Staff was very slow to do pat down and very unfriendly. Despite precheck had to remove shoes. 

PM 
my question: if I am a Trusted Traveler with Global Entry and PreCk why is it necessary to pat me down every time because i have an artificial knee. II is a waste of everyone's time. Presumably you have run a background check and know I am no 
threat. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name 1h·11fr-, 
Phone Numbe (b 1(61 

Emailfh ,/RI I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



61412014 
5:28:36 

PM 

Disability Description: Caller has a metal hip implant in her left hip. She has severe adema and carries gatorade powder. She has worn depends before but did not state that she is wearing them this time. 

Information Requesl: She said that her hip implanl has presented problems since she got ii. She is flying from OH are and has had problems here in the past. She stated she has been groped because she alarmed and because she had on depends. 
She has had problems at Newark too. 

She wants to know if there is something that can be done to help with this upcoming flight. 

Response Details: I told her that we can help her with this. I told her that I can request a PSS to help her and she agreed that this would be helpful. 

If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer 
to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if lhey can stand still wilh their arms above lheir heads for 5-7 seconds without lhe support of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request 
to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a patdown. 
The AIT only shows a generic image and they have done away with the p rev,ous on es. 
If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a me1a1 detector or anomalies identified by AIT If a paldown is required in order 10 complete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 

I told her that when she reaches the checkpoint to let them know she has requested a PSS and 1/ someone 1s not there to meet her then ask for a PSS before screening starts. 
Powdered gatorade is a solid food item, Solid foods are acceptable, however. passengers should not bring food to the security checkpoint unless it is securely wrapped or in a spill-proof container and all food must undergo x-ray screening. 
Sent email and referred to ODPO. 

From: do notrep I y@Co ntactUs, tsa .dhs, gov [ ma i Ito :do notrep ly@C o nta ct Us .tsa. d hs .gov I 
Sent: Wednesday, June 04, 2014 4:32 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject: Contact Us: Ci vi I Rights Ci vi I Li bert,es Comp I amt 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 

Remote Client IPl(b 1(61 
Date Time: 6 4 2 Of'-;1"'"4"'4"': 3;.,2'"': 0'"'5'"'P"'M,..,....... 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
Attachment 

61412014 1 )Information about lhe person who experienced the civil rig his civil liberties violation 
5:~~ 17 (fill in what you can) 

Yes 
First and Middle Name: 

~ 
Last Name: 

!rh1/R1 I 
Main Phone: 

!lbi/61 
Work Phone: 
na 
Cell Phone: 
same 
PO Box or Street address: 
na 
City: 
litlleton 



61412014 
6:04:24 

PM 

61412014 

Dear, 

ljUleton Colo so1 j7 
l(b)(6) _ 

Transportation Security Administrations (TSA) Office of Civil Rights and Liberties 

I am writing this letter regarding a issue that occurred on 6 1 2014 around 8:00am.The flight number 2920 Portland to Denver. I will briefly describe the issue. I was on a family vacation with my two children and my husband. I had been though two 
other TSA screening that same week without a issue. My boarding pass didn't match my State driver license. 
My State driver license was about to expire before I purchased my ticket, so I had decided put my new married last name on the boarding pass, but I couldn't change it at the DNV on my State driver license because I first had to go through Social 
security office first 10 change it there first. Therefore, I left my median last name on my Stale driver license. I had explained this issue to the TSA, so the TSA asked me for other verification like a prescription or anything that has my new married last 
name, so, I had verified my last name with photo 1.0 state issued, medical insurance card, and a prescription bottle. I completely cooperated with her so we could get though security faster. After all of that she asked me about my kid's names and my 
husband's name even though he had his State driver license (same last name). 
Besides, I had been screened though the Advance imaging technology and my carry-on went through the scanning process. Another TSA a showed me the screen and said "good job you passed this screening." To inform you, I was dressed in skin 
tight elaslic tank top shirt and skin light pants without selling off any metal detectors. However, that slill wasn't good enough for the TSA. The TSA had palled me down from head 10 Ioe, and she also lifted my shirt and checked my waste area twice 
putting her hands on the inside between my pant and waste. She had taken everything from my carry-on bag out in front of everyone swabbed all my personal items like I was a criminal. Furthermore, I wasn't giving a choice she made me do both 
screening I felt violated and harassed. I feel she was being unreasonable with all her screening and questions. I shouldn't have to feel like a cnminal. and be violated to that extent. The TSA officer was a supervisor or at least that's was stated, and she 
never once offer me a private location to do a pat down, I feel s eve ra I of m ri hts been violated at this point, 
Please feel free to contact me by email: HYPERLINK b)(ffi Or call me at j"'(b""·• ... 1(6"'"· ... 1 _ __. 

Thank you for your attention on this matter. 
Sincerely, 

Caller was in Yuma. She has a pacemaker and she got a full patdown. She was informed of the patdown procedures and she told her she was not going to accept a patdown. She ended up going through WTM D. on her own choice because she 
refused the pat down. 

7:44:20 Advised, 
PM 

6/412014 
1001 52 

PM 

I advised that if she turned down the technologies. which she was supposed to do due to the pacemaker, she would have gotten a patdown to get through the checkpoint. I advised the only reason she went through the WTMD was on her own choosing 
be ca use she refused to get a patd own 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Other 
Cun-ent Date/Time : 61412014 9:30:28 PM 
Airporl : MCO - Orlando International 
Date/Time of Travel · 05/18/2014 3:00 PM Airline & Flight Number · south west CheckpoinUArea of Airport . security screening TSA Employee: (If Known) · ? 

Comment : As a frequent flyer I have been rewarded with the TSA pre check to expedite the p race ss. On sund ay 5118114 at 3: 0 Op m I passed th ru the A IT - my blouse had some metal Ii c deco rations on it so much to my surprise I was p u 11 ed as1d e and 
&quot:scree n ed &quot: by pat down. which inc I udes the hand wipe lu net ion, How surprised was I when I was to Id my hands tested positive ! lo r what ?? ? Immediately I was whisked away into a private &quot; room &quot: lo r additiona I screening , The re 
was no regard for my companion and no explanalion for what was to occur. The agent and I wailed, and waited .... I was not lold why when asked .... finally a second woman in uniform appeared .... guess there needed to be a chaperone for lhe agenl. 
What about me? So, now she begins the more &quot;thorough&quot: screening .... all was negative thank God .... My companion and I discussed what my hands could have touched .... I'd used the restroom, washed my hands.How surprised and appalled 
was I when the agent stated the hand soap used co ntarn s g I yceri n and it is known to have this result. As a frequent fi ye r. with bi I ateral h1 p re placements, I am shocked - that this is known and not rectified ' Si nee 2 004 I 've been s u bJect to &quot pat
down s&q uot; until the AIT came along. At age 63, I understand and support security being in place. However, a known entity like hand soap causing unnecessary work for the agents. delayed processing for myself - not to mention the 
&quotuncomfortable process of a more detailed pat down &quot; is inexcusable. I implore the TSA reclify this immediately. Thank you for your a11ention to thiS-th·I1 r;-·, rr,ould you like a response?: True Passenger's Name lili:ii:filJ 

fh··,1r;·, I !-'hone Number tb··,1m !Ema11 !(b-•r(6) 110 leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link· htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.9ov11cobz/Appl1cat1onManager 



6/512014 
8:24:36 

AM 

6/512014 
9:23 05 

AM 

Dear Sirs, 

On May 24, 2014, I flew out of Seatlle, WA to St. Louis, MO. on Alaska Airlines, flight 748, at 11 :50 AM. After I had gone through the scanner, I had walked over to get my belongings thal had gone lhrough x-ray. All of a sudden, I was pulled aside and 
escorted back ta the rear of the scanner to be wanded and nothing was found. My summation was a faulty scan. Supposedly there was something found in my shirt pocket, when there was no pocket on the shirt. And also supposedly something in my 
pants pocket. and again nothing was lo und. I fu 11 y cooperated with the office rs, and nothing was lo und as was clear to see. I was then put through a pat down with no exp I an ati on. especially cons ide n ng that the wand found nothing. 
Upon returning horne to Atoka. TN, I found that the zipper had been cut. Inside the suitcase was TSA-OSO Forrn 1000 stamped May 24, 2014 at g,50 AM. You will see from the attached photos of the zipper and lock, that the zipper was cut, not the lock 
as stated on the aforementioned form, which I have also atlached a photo of. I would very much appreciate reimbursement for this suitcase, considering I hat lhe TSA security officer who did the inspection, could have easily cut lhe lock and nol the 
zipper( photo of cut zipper attached ). I also found that my wife"s suitcase had been searched as well, and neither her lock nor zipper was cut. Her lock was t~e same size as rcine. 
You may send the reimbursement to the following !(b:1(6) !Atoka, TN 38004. If you care to discuss this issue with me, please cal(b::,(6) nd I will graciously return your call. 
Thanks for your attention to this matter, 

Caller checked in via Della I his morning and precheck wasn ton her boarding pass, she applied for lhe TSA APP program and asked why she paid $85 dollars? 
States she applied at the enrollment center at the IND airport. 
She wants to I odg e a complaint that the re should be a s1g n in the window at the enrol Im e nt center that Preche ck i sn t a guarantee even if they pay the fee and go through the process. 
Caller states she doesn t want to go to the airport and have to stand in line with children and old people and get naked. 
Reason she applied for precheck was so she could breeze through lhe screening process and nol have to have a patdown. 

Response: 
Advised precheck is a random selection only, not a guarantee for anyone. 
Advised ca Iler she should be given el ig i bi I ity on a more consistent basis th an passengers se I ected at random based on in formation provided when a fiig ht is booked. 
Al tho ugh T SA wi 11 a I ways incorporate random and u n pred i eta b I e security measures throughout the a i rpa rt. 
When making a reservation, passengers should enter their TSA Pre\u2713 1~ known traveler number (KTN) into the 'Known Traveler Number" field of their reservation. In addition, we recommend that you review your reservation to ensure that your 
name, date of birth, gender, and other identifying information are an exact match to the information you provided TSA at the time of enrollment. Also. if you have a frequent flyer profile. or you make your reservation through your employer's travel
booking syslern, a travel agenl. or a travel Web site, please confirm that this information is up to date and accurate. 

Must be flying via airtine assigned to airport, confirmed Delta is assigned to IND. 
Advised caller the information on her airline profile, TSA information provided and ticket/boarding pass should match exactly. 

Explained to caller if she goes through the precheck line if an alarm sounds ar an anomaly shows on the screening from the AIT, she still will be required to have a patdown to complete screening. 

To Whom it May Concern: 

The following complaint was sent to DOT s Aviation Enforcement Protection Office and is being forwarded to TSA for review and response. Please do not hesitate to contact me directly should you have any questions. 

Theresa Prater 
US Department al Transportation 
Trans po rtati on Industry Analyst 
Phone: kb 1(6) ] 

61512014 Case Numbed( b I ( 6i 
12:12:40 ==~--~ 

p M Consumer Information 
Inquirer Type Name Address E-mail Address Office Phone Horne Phone 

Comp I a i nts Information 
Complaint Code CarTier Name Flight Date Flight Itinerary 
GG1921 TSA 05 27 2014 DENVER, CO TO NASHVILLE, TN 
Description al Problem Inquiry 
I am 65 years old and have had both hips replaced. I explained to airport worker why detector went off. He asked for a pat-down. It was performed by a female employee. It was done in front of EVERYONE. I was not given the option to go to a private 
room. Also some kind of rights were given me ending with lawyer and here is a computer if you want one. Not sure what all she said as we were in the middle ol 6 plus lines with people going thru and lots of noise. To say I was humilated would be 
putting ii lightly. I understand rules and safety but cour1esy and respect can still be given. And no, this has not stopped me from flying. I am retiring lhis year and plan 10 do a lot of it. There just has to be a better way for a person with bolh hips 
replaced. 



61512014 
12:13:48 

PM 

Good momi ng. 

Friday night I was flying from Denver to Boston, on a 6 o·ciock Southwest Flight. 

When I went through security, I had an unfortunate experience. I spoke with Home I and Security who suggested I e-m a i I your organization. 

I have a knee replacement. I told 2 people before I went through lhe screening process. Instead of going through the larger machine, I went lhrough the smaller one. Of course it went off. 

My shoes and bag were x-rayed and I had to be "pat down" 

However, when lhis older woman asked do I hurt anywhere, I knew I was in for it. I am a 62 year old woman with Rheumaloid Arthrilus.My hands and feel are obviously deformed. I asked her if I could have my shoes to pul on lhe answer was no, you 
can·t touch anything: just look at them(?). 

After several minutes and being "touched 'everywhere (numerous times)I had to stand there while she took off her gloves. Then she said you can touch your things now. 

I have done a lot of traveling. Never have I experienced this treatment or feeling violated. I welcome the safety precautions. Of course they're necessary. 

However, this was beyond necessary. I never understood why people got so upset about a security check. Now I know. 

Thank you for your time. 

l(b)(61 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 6/5/2014 11 :01 :49 AM Airport : DTW - Detroit Metropolitan Wayne County Date/Time of Travel . 06/01/2014 5: 15 AM Airline & Flight Number · 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . Agent~Comment : I was flying home to NY on June 1st. My flight was at 6am but I was going through security and this incident happened at 5: 15. 

I chase not to go through the backscatter machine and asked for the pat down. I have flown regularly for years and am familiar with a patdown. I have only twice felt violated by them. The first time I didn't know haw ar who to complain to. And this 
time. I will say though that both times I got the impression the woman giving it was trying to make me uncomfortable because they were annoyed to have to do it. 

Age n[filfil[J;a id that she would have to pat up my I egs unti I she met res i sta nee. And that sensitive a re as would be touched with theh back or her hands. 

She pushed up between my legs enough that I felt a bit like i was being pushed upward. I thought it was a fluke until she did the same thing on the other leg. At that point I exclaimed &quot:woah&quot: and she repeated that she had to go until she 
met resistance and I told her that I had had pat downs many times and they'd never gone into my vagina before. 

~;5~~;~ She continue the pat down from the back al my legs. She insisted that I &quot;pull my pants up&quot:. They were not sagging but I lifted them up some. She then again said I should pull my pants up so they don't fall dawn. And I said &quot:they're 
PM not falling down.&quot: If l"d have pulled them up any higher I would have had the crotch of my pants cutting into me. And then again, she went up my legs and I felt the side of her hand go between my legs in a very invasive way. 

6/512014 
6:03:14 

PM 

The re is a di flerence between &quolJe el i ng resi sl ance &quot and pushing into resi sl ance. Had I been a chi Id or a victim of se xua I ass au 11 this wo u I d'v e Ir a uma t ized me. 

She proceeded to then go around each of my breasts very very thoroughly and roughly. 

Whal bothers me the most is thal had i had time I would have slopped her lhe first instance she made me uncomfortable and asked for a different person. But I don't even know if thal's allowed. 

Also, if you are looking for residue, then why do i have to feel like i'm being groped? 

If a sir anger or even a securily person at any other location had done the same thing, I would be able to file charges against them• 

Furthermore, I do fiy often, and I always choose the pat down (as is my right). But every pat down is different. Why is there no consistency? 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name~ 
Phone Number · 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Other 
Cur,-ent Date/Time · 61512014 5: 18:50 PM 
Airporl : LGA - LaGuardia 
Date/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . I wrote ta you about a pat dawn that left me basically feeling like i had been groped and my vagina had been pressed into quite hard by your employee. What you sent me was a form letter about the process for pat downs. You didn"t 
answer any of the di reel questions I asked. Furthermore. you s ho u Id look into your organization when I can't even ta I k to someone in the customer service phone Ii ne about this issue and have to go through the website because it clearly is such a 
common complaint. I feel even more like this complaint form is useless. I guess I should get used to the idea that I have to either put myself through a machine I'm uncomfortable with or allow myself to be sexually assaulted, PS-a private screening can 
be requested, but why would i wanl to give the same person I hat has groped me in public access to more privacy? 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Other 
Current Date/Time . 6/5/2014 5:18:50 PM 
Airport LGA - LaGuardia 
Date/Ti me of Travel . 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 

6/512014 TSA Employee (If Known) 
6:03: 14 Comment · I wrote to you about a pat down that left me basically feeling like i had been groped and my vagina had been pressed into quite hard by your employee. What you sent me was a form letter about the process for pat downs. You didn't 

PM answer any of lhe direct questions I asked. Furthermore, you should look into your organization when I can't even talk to someone in the customer service phone line about I his issue and have to go through the website because ii clearly is such a 
common complaint. I feel even more like this complaint form is useless. I guess I should get used to the idea that I have to either put myself through a machine I'm uncomfortable with ar allow myself to be sexually assaulted. PS-a private screening can 
be requested. but why would i want to give the same person that has groped me in pu bl ,c access to mo re p nva cy? 
Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b 1(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es 01 her 
Current Date/Time . 6/5/2014 5:18:50 PM 
Airport LGA - LaGuardia 
Date/Ti me of Travel . 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 

6/512014 TSA Employee (If Known) 
6:03: 14 Comment · I wrote to you about a pat down that left me basically feeling like i had been groped and my vagina had been pressed into quite hard by your employee. What you sent me was a form letter about the process for pat downs. You didn't 

PM answer any of lhe direct questions I asked. Furthermore, you should look into your organization when I can't even talk to someone in the customer service phone line about I his issue and have to go through the website because ii clearly is such a 
common complaint. I feel even more like this complaint form is useless. I guess I should get used to the idea that I have to either put myself through a machine I'm uncomfortable with ar allow myself to be sexually assaulted. PS-a private screening can 
be requested. but why would i want to give the same person that has groped me in pu bl ,c access to mo re p nva cy? 

61512014 
6:03:16 

PM 

Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b 1(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 6/5/2014 4:49:45 PM 
Airport MCO - Orlando International 
Date/Time of Travel, 06/03/2014 11:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: Delta Checkpoint/Area of Airport, Terminal B TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment : The TSA represenlative would nol accept my Australian Government Issued Drivers license as a valid form of ID because ii did not match his &quot:book&quot: which was is oul of date. Queensland has gone 10 a chip based issued ID 
which still has a photo in it but has the address on the back of the license. I was then requested to produce an international driver's license which I did. but the international drivers license I produced did not meet expectations even though in all at her 
countries including the EU and Middle East (and as issued by the relevant authority in Australia) 11 is valid. I was then asked to produce a credit card for which I produced an Australian Bank ANZ American express card which was again met with 
sceptism as it was not from a US based bank. I was travelling with both my children aged 8 and 5 who are both dual australian and usa citizens and was then subjected to a full pat down in front of anybody with my kids questioning me as to what is 
wrong. I was selected for further screening simply because I am a foreigner and the license books you have issued 10 your personnel are out of dale. If you are going to reference books as part of your checking process, then I hey need to be kepi up 10 
date. Na checks were done either on the bank ta check whether it was real only that it was not a US Bank. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Namel(b)(61 
Phone Number : ~-----~ 

Email !(b 1(6) ] 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: Ca 11 er has a knee rep I ace me nt and they paid $8 5 for precheck and she s hawed her card and went through the WT MD lo r s c reem ng. States she triggered an al a rm and the TSO took her ca rryo n bag and purse and emptied it and 
they took her to another line and she is 75 Yrs. old and had a complete patdown and because she couldn t get her shoes off and back on they ran something over them. States the TSO was very nice and another gentleman didn t open her purse until 
she was there. 

When she arrived at ATL she stated she was provided a whee I ch air which was very nice. 

In formation Req u esl: Why does her knee rep I ace m ent require her to have a pa td own when she has the precheck and what did she pay the S85 dol I ars for? 

Response Details: If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

61612014 Explained she can present documentalion which only improves communication wilh the TSO and advises of any medical condition which could aflecl the screening, not a requiremenl. 

8:08:11 
AM 

61612014 
8:36:32 

AM 

6/612014 
10 0650 

AM 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available. 

If a passenger has concerns about his ar her screening, he ar she should ask to speak with a super,isar or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

Provided info rma ti on via ema i I. 

Explained to caller going through the precheck lane doesn t prevent a passenger from having a patdown if an alarm sounds going through the WTMD. 

Exp I a i ned to ca Iler she pa id the fee for a background check, Ii ngerpri nts, etc. for the program and those s er, ices aren t free. 

Caller is wanting to file a complaint on TSQ1h··,1rr1 I at LGA. The caller is pregnant and requested a patdown screening and TSO~was not even conducting the screening and she started yelling at the caller and making rude 
comments. This occurred around 8:20am this morning at United Terminal Checkpoinl 4. Caller stated I hat she thinks a 101 of passengers ~appy I hat I his agent is being reporled for her rude actions and comments. Caller was not sure of the 
TS Os first name she thin ks that it is 0:illJ:, r[EE]or something si mi I a r. 

I apologized to the caller that she had this experience at the checkpoint and advised her thal I am forwarding the complaint to the CSM at LGA so I hey will be aware of this issue. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time : 61612014 9:01 :24 AM 
Airport· RKS - Rock Springs-Sweetwater County Date/Time of Travel: 06/06/2014 6:45 AM Airline & Flight Number. DI 7389 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Tsa security TSA Employee: (If Known) :!(b)(6!super,iser Comment· The employeefb·:,(6 ! 
female, weanng a super,isor badge was ridiculously rude and made the process worse. I asked for her TSA employee number and she refused. I fiy all the time and respect the process. There was a huge line and nearly missed my flight. She refused 
to pat me down because my feet were in the example feet on the mat but my toes were a quarter inch from lining up perfectly on the mat. I put my hands up and said go ahead. She said she could not proceed until she said everything and if U 
&quo1;inIerrupIed&quo1; again she would need to start from the beginning she I hen spoke for five minutes explaining what a pat down is, which sides of the hands would touch each part of my body, that i needed to stand for four minutes- which was 9 
minutes by the time she cleared me, the line tripled. She refused to answer my question. She told me i could put my arms down, then a minute later, insisted they go back up and refused to continue. A person like this claims to be diligent. anal. detail 
oriented m truth she is abrasive. arrogant and disruptive. I feel sorry for an elder person. I was without my shoes for ten mm utes. I asked for them twice, when done I asked for them she rude I y said go get th em and wa I ked away. A s uper,iso r? A 
disgrace. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name 1h··,1frI 
Phone Number h··,1f'i, 

Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning ,s feedback, follow this link : http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



61612014 
12:14:23 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? yes 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Washington Dulles International Airport 



61612014 
12:14:25 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Phone Numbe 1h··,1rr, 
Address:.,.b"=··~1(6=-· ... 1 ____ __. 
Zipcode: 20001 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 

Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? yes 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Indian a polis I nte rnat ion a I Airport 



61612014 
12:14:31 

PM 

61612014 
4:06:21 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name._1;.;h.:.:··,1=...,..,,,,,...~-------, 

Email Address: I-,--'--,-'----..------' 

::~:s~:;:u~..c . ..ci~.;~r:,.i.i.__._. __ L, 

Zipcode:"2""0-,;0.,.0~1-----~ 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? yes 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport 

FYI 

From: b1(6) 
To: tsa serv,ce.govde ,very.com 
Sent: 61612014 3:30:30 P.M. Eastern Daylight Time 
Subj: Known Traveler Number 

PM I believe you may want to reconsider whal you tell people about lhe benefits of a Known Traveler Number to be honest wilh future applicanls. 

I have a KTN and traveled recently on JetBlue. My boarding passes indicated "TSA PreCheck;' so I attempted to use the pre-check secunty lines at both Washington Dulles and Boston Logan. 

Because my knee replacements set off the alarms, I had to remove my shoes, belt, light jackel, and be submilled to a patdown. In Boslon, lhe TSA officer told me I hat having a KTN/TSA PreCheck is worthless if an alarm goes off. 

You should warn future applicants who have joint replacements to expect what I encountered. 

Sincerely, 
kbi(61 



Caller wants to make a complaint about Wifes experience in La Guardia airport. The wife is pregnant and requested a pat down and waited for a long time and nobody came to provide that service. Then an officer made her go through an AIT machine 
and the caller , 

AIT machines have been independently evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. the National Institute for Standards and Technology, and the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory. who have all affirmed their safety. This testing 
took into account special populations that are more sensitive to radiation, such as children, persons receiving radiation treatment for medical condItIons. and pregnant and potentially pregnant women, as well as TSOs who work near the equipment. In 
la ct, a traveler is exposed to I ess radiation from one A IT sea n th an from 2 minutes being on board a comm ere i al a i rcrafl at flight a It it ude , 

~6;~03194 Airport 

PM Airline 

LaGuard1a 
Delta 
Unknown Flight# 

Date -Time 

Location of I nc1d e nt 
Contact Info 
Description of TSO 

June 6, 2014 5:30pm EST 
Terminal C 
317 374-5377 
One was female and one was male, neither were caucasion 

Caller wants to report an incident that occurred at PHX when he went through the checkpoint. He is a frequent flyer and MVP with Alaska Airlines. He traveled from Portland to PHX (sic). and he had the TSA pass. There was a new person who 
decided to give him the pat-down and go through his bags. Ca 11 er was de I ayed a half hour and missed his flight. He was to Id he could re book his flight. He got the re plenty early and has never had a problem before. He does n t think he de served or 
needed to endure what he went through. It was humiliating and expensive. 

Caller wants to know how do we handle issues like this. 

I advised that I would take the particulars of the incident and forward those to the CSM there for review. 

The screener was an elderly gentleman, 5 ft g in. tall, with gray hair, glasses. and only the elderly person on staff there. He had to have someone sign off on everything he was doing. Caller was delayed half an hour and missed his flight. 

61612014 When did you go through the checkpoint? 

5:19:49 
PM 

He went through between 1200 and 1215 hrs. this date. 

Which checkpoint? 

Line 3. 

Is there anything else I can address? 

Caller wants someone to pick up the tab for the air fare he was out. 

I advised th at I wo u Id lo rward these comments to the CSM lo r review, 



61612014 
6:15:20 

PM 

61612014 
8:07:16 

PM 

Hi, 
On 612114 I received an email saying, "Because your oomplaint concerns an incident that occun-ed at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager.'' 

It's now been 5 business days and I have not gotten a response regarding the below. 

From,kb)(61 ! 
To: TSA-ContactCenter@tsa.dhs.gov 
Sent: 61212014 9: 17: 11 AM. Mountain Daylight Time 
Subj: Complaint Agent Kb )(6) I 

Dear Sir/Ms: 
I have a complaint regarding TSA agentJ""~-b'-')(~6-'-1 ___ ...., 

Location: Denver International Airport 
Dale: May 30, 2014 Friday 
Time: Approximately 7:35 AM 

Incident lili:ii:§[J said, "Let's be rational, sweetheart." Of oourse, the words themselves are inappropriate and completely unprofessional. What was worse, though, was her condescending tone and sarcasm. And what was worst of all was that I was 
being rationa I and she was not. 

Background: I chose to opt out of Ra p1d scan and accept the pat down. W hi I e my carryo n I ugg age, shoes and al I oontents of my pockets went through the sea n. I he Id on to my wa 11 et. Not only was the re over $1 0 0 of cash but my charge cards. I D. 
insurance info, in a sense, 'my whole life' is in my wallet. 

Given: The TSA does not accept responsibility for stolen items: 

Disability Description: Caller had a bad leg and filed an ODPO complaint. 

Incident Details: Caller flew in January and had an injured leg, she requested assistance as her doctor only allowed her to fly as a handicapped patient. When she was being wheeled to the checkpoint a man called her over and made her pick up her 
dog and walk through the metal detector. The dogs oollar set the metal detector so they took her dog and performed a pat down. After that the man picked her up physically and started bumping her injured leg with his. Caller oontinually said the man 
was hurting her and he conlinued to do it and was consistently rude. The man eventually ran his leg down hers on her ankle and cause her to collapse. She asked for his name and badge but he would not let her. 
She has six spots from her hip to her ankle from scar tissue caused by this the caller says. She has spent all of her money trying to correct this issue. 

She called Sky Harbor the moment it happened and they told her it was TSA and that it was all reoorded and not to won-y about it. The TSA then told her they deleted tapes every thirty days. Caller just sent an RFI a few days ago and wants to know 
what is going to happen. 



61712014 
9:19:29 

AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name ~(~b--;i(,.6_1 ...,.,....., ____ _, 

Email Address._(b~l~(6~1-----~ 
Phone Number,..· ...,b'"1(.,..6_I _,_ __ _, 
Address http: (b ,(6) 

~----"""" 

Are you 18 or over? No 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? 
Ethnicity? 
Religion? 
N at1ona Ii ty? 
Gender? 
Disability? 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 

INQUIRY: 

Callers daughter was traveling as an unaccompanied minor from PHL. Caller escorted her daughter to the gate so she went through the screening checkpoint. The metal detector alarmed due to metal overall buttons so caller was informed that she 
would need a patdown, Because 1 he cal I er is 8 months p regnant. she was u n comfo rtab I e with the p atdown procedure and info nmed the TS Os 1 hat her breasts and be 11 y were very sensitive and should n t be touched. A supervisor was ca I led and then 1 he 
police were brought over because the caller didn t want her body to be 1ouched. The TSO that did the patdown jammed her lhumbs inlo lhe botlom of the caller s belly. Caller was very upset aboul the patdown and the way in which the screening 

61712014 process was conducted. 

11 '47 '42 RESOLUTION: 
AM 

Per Jell Burke, gave the contact information for the CS M at PH L 
Name: Kimberly Masso 
Phone: 610-537J7Fi75) 
Emaill(b)(ff1 



61812014 
6:11:59 

PM 

61812014 
7:04:16 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:~!(b_)~(6_·•~' --~ 
Date Time: 618/2014 4:59:51 PM 

Name~ 
Email~N(6) I 
ComJJ arns:(SCOU rteo us/ Rude 1:.m pl oyee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):flighl number: AA97 
Airline: American Airlines 
Terminal: D 
Airport DFW 
Comments:I passed through Terminal D of DFW on Tuesday May 13, 2014 re1urning on an inlernational flight from Cancun, Mexico (flight number AA97J and was appalled by the imma1urity of several TSA officers working in that terminal. My falher 
and I were given Express Passes, along with everyone else on our flight, to go through Customs and get to our next flight on time since our previous flight was severely delayed due to a maintenance problem with the airplane. We passed through the 
express customs machines, retrieved our luggage, re-checked our luggage and proceeded to security before trying to catch the next leg of our flight in time. 
When we arrived at the security check point. around 12 noon. my father passed through with no problem, having a PRE-CHECKed ticket. When it was my turn, I asked if I could pass through the metal detector instead of the full body scan, as I fly 
internationally regularly and had researched the body scanners lhoroughly on several occasions and preferred an alternalive me I hod. In the past I had been allowed to pass lhrough metal detectors ins1ead of body scanners on several occasions, 
despite the officer assuring me that I had not and that that had never been an option. When I asked if there was an alternative method available he ordered me to stand to the side of the line for a pat down. saying that I had opted out of the scanner. 
This was ok with me as I preferred not to go through the scanner, but looking back I sup pose I had made the mi stake of assuming th at I wo u Id be Ire ated professi o na 11 y by mature adults. 
They had me wait there for 10 minutes while ignoring my requests to pass through the scanner (since I did not have much time before my next flight and they were purposefully delaying me further). I pleaded around 6 different times to 2 different 
oflicers working there (the first one a middle-aged balding man who had senl me I here to begin with and the second a middle aged blond-haired woman on the olher side of the scanner ushering people through) and both told me to stay where I was 
and wait, that I had opted out of the scanner and that was no longer an option. The two did not take any action to get me through the check point until I saw someone going through the metal detector with an orange paper and I told them that I had been 
given an Express Pass and was going to be I ate lo r my flight and. mo re , m po rta ntly, that my lather had be en standing several feet away wale hi ng this happen lo r the last 1 0 mm utes. This is when the man Ii na 11 y got on his radio and asked that someone 
come to give me a pat down. When the man, a bald man who I had seen before walking around the checkpoint. came to give me a pat down, I tried to ask him ii I could just go through the scanner to be on my way more quickly, but he interrupted and 
told me 10 wait 10 ask him any questions. He pulled me lhrough a little gate on lhe left of the scanner and over 10 a mal with 2 yellow feel drawn on it. I made several attempts to ask him lhe same queslion but each time he told me to wait until he was 
done to ask any questions. When he had finished his speech I asked him if I could just go through the scanner and hurry on my way, to which he replied that if I had wanted to do that I should have asked him before I came through the little gate. I 
responded that I had tried to and he to Id me I was not a 11 owed to ask any questions. I al so to Id h, m that that could not be true si nee I had asked 2 separate office rs to I et me go through the scanner prior to passing through the gate and they both denied 
me that opportunity. saying that it was too late, I had opted out. The man did not respond to this, but suggested that I research the scanners online and see that they no longer show naked bodies, but Gumby-like outlines. I knew that they supposedly 
only showed generic oullines from my previous research, but I do not trust I his as I had heard that the company that made the previous generalion of body scanners had falsified the photos I hey released to the public when selling the machines to the 
TSA and that they were more revealing than we had been told originally. Furthermore stories of TSA officers forcing pretty women to go through the scanners multiple times, holding up passengers they don't like. and making fun of people as they pass 

Hello. I would like to file a complaint against an lax tsa employee inappropriately touching me in privale male area during a pat down. This TSA employee all harassed me. lncidenl al 12:45 pm al lax airport security screening checkpoint yes1erday 
June 7 2014. Tsa supervisor and officer ~from airport police intervened and took me to a private screening room. Tsa officer was still trying to touch me. Did not feel comfortable and asked another tsa employee to finish screening. I was 
coo pe rat,ve but /el t violated for another ma I e in ap prop nately touch me another ma I e. PI ease contact me 1/ you need any further info.fh·11 r;--, I ' hank you. 



To w horn it may concern 

I have a concern with the way the privale screening process is handled at Charlolle Douglas airport (specifically A Ierminal) 

After my private screening pat down a "swab" is taken and checked for substabces. 

That processes is handled outside of lhe private screening area and outside of my sight. I would like to have I hat swab screening 
process completed in my view to ensure the "chain of evidence·· is handled appropriately. 

61912014 I have had the swab a I a rm in the pa st ( lo r unknown reasons) and the persona I viol at ions I le It I was subjected too is not something I wo u Id 
826:31 like to endure again. 

AM 

6/912014 
8:2901 

AM 

My question is - Is 11 possible to keep that "chain of evidence'· in my sight when I am getting private screening. This is allowed to those that 
choose to have the screening comp I eted in clear view of other passengers, I do not choose do be screened in that manner. but would Ii ke the same 
considerations. 

A kb 1 ( 6 I k something)( s p) has informed me that I cannot I at this term i na I) have s c reem ng completed that way. I know other airports have the swab screening in the p nvate screening area just lo r this reason, as we 11 I have had T SA escort me and 
carry my belongings out of the private are so that I can view the swab and the swab test. Is this airport different than than others or do the screening processes and allowances vary from airport to airport? 

I fly quite often and these are extremely valid concerns to me. I look forward to further direction on this matter to ensure I am aware and prepared for my future flights. 

Thanks 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Profess,onalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 619/2014 7:44:20 AM Airport : ORD - Chicago-0-Hare International Date/Time of Travel 06/09/2014 5:15 AM Airline & Flight Number M398 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
· Employee Line. Terminal 3 TSA Employee: (If Known), Lead OfficerllliR§J::omment, I entered through the Employee checkpoint in Terminal 3. As a testicular cancer survivor, I am prescribed Androgel and was traveling with that in the box it came 
in wilh the prescription documentalion from CVS atlached 10 lhe botlle. The botlle contains 88 grams of gel (medication), which is just at the TSA limil. 

The officer at the x- ray s c reem ng said &quot;you can't take more than 3 ounces of Ii quid. &quot: I exp I am ed that it was 88 grams and was prescn pti on medication. I urged him to look at the box and he wou Id see. Just then. Lead Office¥ b ::, ( 6 I came up, 
somewhat aggressively, and said. &quot;What's happening here?&quot; I explained that I had a prescription medication and had a 5:55am flight. Lead Officerltii2:Jresponded as if he thought I was causing a problem and said &quot;For that, we will 
have to have you go through lhe very extended screening process.&quot: He again repeated the 3 ounce rule, and I emphasized thal the bottle contained 88 grams and was a prescriplion medication. He examined the bottle for a long time, then 
seemed irritated and told me I would have to go through an extended pat down which would take many minutes. &quot;Can you hold your arms out for 3 possibly five minutes?&quot: He then emphasized he would have to run his hands down my 
buttocks and over my inner thighs. He kept repeating buttocks and inner th1g hs. as though he wanted to make it seem noxious or int, mi dating. About five times he said he was going to have to run his hands along the inside of my pants belt area, as 1/ 
to seem noxious. He seemed to take a very slow approach, and I distinctly felt he was punishing me for asking the X ray examiner to view the bottle directly. The process was so slow and seemed intentionally drawn out and slow that I informed 
Oflicerkb)(6!thal I was going to ask that the videolape be reviewed. As a weekly flier, and a licensed psychologist, I can tell when someone is being lhorough and when someone is providing &quot:payback&quot: because he was angered by whal he 
perceived as my question to the X-ray examiner. 

My complaints are: 
1. The gel was 88 grams, al the 3 oz limit, which did not seem 10 register wilh Lead Officed(b)(6 ! 
2. I asked for a supervisor and he replied he was a supervisor. I informed him he was a &quot:lead officer&quot: but I wanted an actual supervisor of the area. 
3. Office1(b )(6 ~ntentionally dragged out my screening and atlempted to make 11 more intimidating by emphasizing over and over (wouldn't once or twice be enough?) the 'sensitive' bodily areas he had to check. 

I would lie lhe video reviewed to determine if my report is accurate. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 

Passenger's N--e...,_~~~-..,__...J 
Phon',-,i,WLJ.IIJ<:U."'-'-1"'-'-----,...J 
Email b)(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



61912014 
8:30:08 

AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? No 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? 
Ethnicity? 
Religion? 
N at1ona Ii ty? 
Gender? 
Disability? 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 

Caller said 6-1-14 he fiew from Chicago OHare to Lexinglon, KY. He had a full patdown search and was told because he had a late ticket change but that was not the case. He booked the flighl 6 weeks prior. He had a NOi lhat said!(b)(6!inside the 
checked bag. which still had his TSA lock intact, and his zipper was broken so he wanted to know how to make a claim for his damaged bag. He commented he saw other bags with the contents bursting out of the bags, etc. 
Later he said he gets pulled to the side ever time he fiys since 911 and he denies having anything that would be causing anything to show up on the equipment but said the Officers do ask him if he has anything in his pockets but this last time he had a 
lull patdown. 

RESPONSE: 

TSA has the bags a short time and releases to the airline. Bags burst open, etc might indicate mishandling by the airline. 
However, you may file a claim. Offered to email but he preferred to get it online so I provided instruction. Explained CMB makes the dec1s1ons. 

Once TSA's Claims Management Branch (CMB) has received your claim form, you will be senl a letter of acknowledgement and a claim number. You should keep lhe claim number for future reference when inquiring about the claim. 

~ 9~;00~
4 Told him it could be the airline was late sending his fi1ght information but I cannot say so I asked him to tell me more. 

AM 
The U.S. Departmenl of Homeland Securily Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolulion regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening al 
transportation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
• Traveler's belief that they are on a government watch list. 
• Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding. or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 
• Oifficully printing a boarding pass at home or at lhe kiosk. 

0 HS TRIP is pa rt of an effort by the U.S. Departments of State and Home I and Security to we I come I eg i ti mate travelers wh i I e securing our country from those who want to do us ha rm. 

For those who encounler misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevenl watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for OHS redress online at https: trip.dhs.gov . 



61912014 

Caller fi ew from Chicago Midway on June 5 and the ca 11 er stated he informed the screen ers they had metal , m plants and they requested to go through the AIT and the scree ne rs to Id him to go to another Ii ne and his wife did nt have to remove their 
shoes, Cal I er stated he was to Id to go through another screening tech no logy and they had to have a patdown, Ca Iler wants to know why the screening techno I og i es, Cal I er wants to know why this is happening to them at Midway airport, 

2 :59: 3 7 Advised ca Iler the lo 11 owing information: 
PM 

61912014 
4:12:56 

PM 

Advised caller I can not give the information as why the other technology wasnt opened at the airport. Advised caller he can call 866-289-9673 press option 5 and put in the airport code and he will be given the CSM number and he can ask they 
specific questions about policies and procedures. 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: Ca 11 e rs son has down syndrome. 

Response Details: For your complain! to be considered complete according 10 Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabililation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(dJ(3)J, it musl: 

Be f, I ed within 18 0 days of the alleged a ct of di scri mm ati on: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i nan t: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed di sen minatory action in s uff1c1ent detai I to inform T SA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the com pla i na nt or someone authorized to sign on be ha II of the comp I a i na nt, 

In order to approprialely address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

lncidenl Details: The caller and her 31 year old sonltii:iillI] who has Down Syndrome, flew from MEM on April 26, 2014, and she had a very negative experience. His pholo identification had expired, but she was able to provide an additional 18 
pieces of ID that contained his name and adress. However, the TSOs would not accept any of those forms. She was then separated from him even though he was visibly upset and begging to remain with his mother. He was taken to another area, 
and made to sit on the floor. She took a picture of ~ itti ng m the floor without any shoes. He informed the office rs that he was afraid, and an agent told him the re was nothing to be sea red of. This did not he Ip h, m to le el any better. and the 
caller received a patdown that she felt was invasive. After arriving home from their trip. she contacted MEM in order to file a complaint. The TSO that answered indicated that there would be video of the incident. but gave the caller another individuals 
name and contact number. She contacted lhe number, and left a message. However, no one returned lhe lelephone call, and she wanled to file a complaint wilh the TCC. She wanled to also thank the TSOs at LGA, as the screening experience there 
was excellent. She indicated that they were polite, kind, and very helpful. 

Flight Information: 

Date and Time of Flight: May 26, 2014; 7:00 AM 
Departure Airport: M EM 
Airline: Delta Airlines 
Flight Number: 5997 
Terminal and Gate Numbers: B 
Time of Incident: Between 6: 15 and 6:30 AM. 
Description of TSOs: Two females and one male. 



61912014 
6:12:16 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl._(b""· .. 1("'-6'-·-, __ __. 

Date Time: 619/2014 4: 17: 15 PM 

Nam~~(b)(61 I 
Email bi(61 
Comp a,-nts;A,rl,ne Complaints 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight number 317 LaGuardia Airport Terminal G5 
Comments:I actually got on this site just to finish cursing out some of the TSA agents that scanned me on 06/05/2014. I don't give a fuck about you or any TSA agents I can not stand ya. So when I come up with an attitude don't ask me how I am 
doing. Than talk about the lotion of my hands is it Victoria secret none of ya damn business' N1gga I see you watching me ya ugly ass. So yeah I am going to be nasty to you and ya fnend. Talking about the lotion can be harmful: ya must think I got 
stupid written on my forehead!! I know I look damn good on the scanner and could care less if ya see me on a scanner!! Than took me to a pat down after I gave the dude the middle finger on the scanner and told the lady she doing a great job making 
sure I am not a 1errorist. I would have cursed her out some more bul I was running late. TSA agenls are actually funny, and I enjoy cursing ya the fuck out. So after they scan my brain and the inner folds of my vagina, I deal wilh the governmenl police 
telling me what I can and can not spray on my own fucking body? 
See people don't speak up but I do and I have every right to say whatever the fuck I want to say. So after the scanner doesn·t show a bomb stuffed up my ass, I go for another pat down. Than the dumb bitch said we trying to keep people safe. I said 
bitch whatever, like I am stupid and don't know what is going on. So fuck you and the idiots at the gate at GS and all the other TSA agents out there and whoever reading this post. Since the only reason why there is the lull body scans is for the bitch 
ass dudes and girls who don't get none at home and to see naked bodies. Well I gave a full show and a up yours as well, than want to have the nerve 10 steal shit and get a good paycheck! All of TSA should be disbanded and I want somebody 10 reply 
to my post ya pussy punk bitches• I am not afraid of TSA the donut eating cops and anyone else that likes to use protecting the people bullshit line to steal and invade privacy. So get at me and I will be waiting. 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I know the TSA agents are doing their job to screen passengers; my complaint is abusive of power from a female TSA agent (I regret I didn't get her name) at Terminal A in Newark. NJ on June 3, 2014 (around 10:30 to 11 :OOam), she pointed me to the 
Body Scan Screening and I informed her I would prefer lhe me1a1 detection method. She told me no, I have 10 go through the body scan, I menlioned the TSA sign slates passengers have an option 10 choose metal de1ec1ion or body scan screening 
and again I told her I prefer the metal detection screening and she again told me '"no, you do not have a choice, you have to go through the body scan··_ 

I pointed out the TSA sign to her that the sign clearly state "passengers have a choice to choose how they want to be screened ... metal detection or body scan", she was not very happy with me and proceed to give me a hard time and when I didn't 
budge she told me, "you will get a full pat down". I told her that's fine. She still was not happy with me and reluctantly allowed me to have my choice, but she did not make it easy, she had me waited for awhile. I'm not sure 1f the long wait was try to 

61912014 get me discouraged and hopes I w i 11 give in to the body scan. 
10:06:29 

PM 

Alier my pat down, I mentioned to the pat down T SA agent reg a rd i ng the screening choice and she to Id me "you do have your choice of how you p refe r,-ed to be sere ened" and she a po log i zed regarding the other Agent that gave me a ha rd time 
reg a rd i ng my pre Ference. 

I hope this I etter wi 11 have T SA train their T SA a gents not abuse the use of their power and ho nor the passengers cha ice of screening method and not make it di ffi cu It lo r passengers who choose the meta I detection/pat down method, 

Sincerely, 

kb,(61 



Disability Description: The caller has artificial knees. 

Response Details: I advised I hat I would refer her inquiry to the Office of Disability and MultiCultural Division. 

I exp I a i ned th at T SA Cares can potenti a 11 y provide assistance through sere en i ng lo r her to he Ip faci I itate s c reem ng. She d eel i ned the assistance. 

I advised that she can request the assislance of the PSS or a STSO wilh questions or concerns as they can address lhese and assist her lhrough screening as well. 

611 012014 I advised th at TS Os are Ira i ned to treat passengers with dig mty. resp eel, and courtesy. I advised th at she ask for a PSS or S TSO if she le els that she 1s not b erng Ire ated in this way. 

8:2947 
AM 

lncidenl Details: The caller would like to know the status of a complaint filed on her behalf from the US Dept of Justice and Civil Rights Division to TSA. (The date of referral is 1-23-14). She stated that her complaint was in regard to an incidenl thal 
occurred in October of last year at DFW by a TSO. She indicated that she was groped. that her shirt was unzipped and her breast touched. She indicated that that this was only due ta the fact that she has metal implants and is medically fragile. She 
stated that what she experienced was a violation of section 504 of the Americans With D1sab1lities Act. 

She indicated that she was given this number 10 reach K. Walton Assistanl Adminislrator for the Office of Disability and Multicullural Division. 

She indicated that she and"(_b-')('--6_1 ___ ....,! emailed back and forth. She indicated that she requested a formal meeting in regard to this. He had asked if she would like for the TSO involved to receive additional training. She heard nothing more from 
!(b)(6:, !after making this request. 

Disability Description: The caller has artificial knees. 

Response Details: I advised that I would refer her inquiry ta the Office of Disability and MultiCultural Division. 

I exp I a i ned th at TSA Ca res can potenti a 11 y provide assistance through sere en i ng lo r her to he Ip faci I ita te screening, She d eel i ned the assistance. 

I advised that she can request the assistance of the PSS or a STSO with questions or concerns as they can address these and assist her through screening as well. 

611012014 I advised that TS Os are trained to treat passengers with dignity, respect. and courtesy. I advised that she ask for a PSS or STSO ii she feels that she is not being treated in this way. 

8:2947 
AM 

Incident Details: The caller would like to know the status of a complaint filed on her behalf from the US Dept of Justice and Civil Rights Division to TSA. (The date al referral is 1-23-14). She stated that her complaint was in regard to an incident that 
occurred in October of last year at DFW by a TSO. She indicated that she was groped. that her shirt was unzipped and her breast touched. She indicated that that this was only due to the fact that she has metal implants and is medically fragile. She 
stated that what she experienced was a violation of section 504 of the Americans With Disabilities Act. 

She indicated that she was given this number to reach K. Walton Assistant Administrator for the Office al Disability and Multicultural Division. 

She i_ndicate1 that she andf b)(ff:, f emailed back and forth. She indicated that she requested a formal meeting in regard to this. He had asked ii she would like for the TSO involved to receive additional training. She heard nothing more from 
l(b 1(61 after making this request. 

I travel across the border weekly so lhe TSA pre-check program should be a big help. However, as soon as I ask for a pat down due 10 my pacemaker it causes the agents to then demand that I remove my shoes, remove my laptop and liquids etc. 
6110/2014 Then they test for explosives and ga through my carry on. This largely eliminates the value of the program. What is the rationale far doing this? Am I cleared for pre-check or not? A body scanner at the pre check area would help. 
10 11 22 !(b)(61 ! 

AM 

Caller is wanting information on going through the precheck line with metal implants.The past 2 times he tried ta go through precheck they told him ta go back ta the normal line and he is wanting to see if that was the correct procedure. 

6/10/2014 
1 O: 15:29 CCR informed him: 

AM If this occurs, TSA P recheck i ndivid ua Is may be permitted to undergo a I te rna te screening procedures such as Advance I magi ng Technology (AI T) sere en i ng or a p atdown de pending on I he screening devices I hat a re at the precheck Ii ne. They usu a 11 y 
can do the additional screening there but they might also tell him to go through the regular line since each airport might be different. 



611012014 
10:26:37 

AM 

Caller fiew from FLL to San Antonio via ATL Flight 711 on Southwest Airlines yesterday June 9th and went through screening at gate B4 between 1 :00 and 2:00pm. He has a disability with chronic pain and uses a pain pump. There was a heavy set 
black lady checking IDs at the checkpoint and was smarting off to the passengers. He exp Iain ed to her that he has a pain pump and she to Id him to just go over the re and he explained to her that when he went through at M I A they were confused and 
he did not wanl this to happen again and she stated well this isnt Miami. He then tried to tell another agent that he had a pain pump when he wenl through the AIT screener. The officer would nol listen and lhe officer 901 upset wilh him because he told 
him that he had a pain pump and the alarm would sound again if he went back through so he showed the officer where the pain pump was located in his hip. The officer stated that he did not need to do that and the he was made to go into a glass room 
and the officer I ocked him in. He was made to stand in the locked room for a long pe nod of ti me and was in a I ot of p am wh i I e the officer was conducting patdowns for other passengers th at came to the checkpoint after he did. The officer Ii na 11 y came 
to get him for the patdown and was very rude to him during the p atdown screening , When he tried to te 11 the officer th at he was aware of the patd own steps, The otfi cer got upset and to Id him to be qui et that he needed to give him this information, 
Once the was given the information for the paldown the officer ask if I here was any sensitive areas of his body and he said yes that he had a pain pump and the area around ii was very sensilive. The officer proceeded to hil the area where the pain 
pump is located and this caused extreme pain. He then stated that he had to conduct a ETD swabbing of the gloves that were worn during the patdown. He described the officer as a middle age white male with white hair. Caller thinks that this 
officer was tying to make everyone around him miserable and he needs to be dealt with. 

I apologized to him and advised him I hat I will forward the complain! to the CSM al FLL so I hey will be aware of this issue. He slated that he would like to contact the CSM personally so I provided him wilh the contact informalion for lhe CSM. 
Name: Richard~ 
Phone 954-3011ililJ]Ll 

I also advised him lhat when he gels ready to fly again he can contact TSA Cares@ 1-855-787-2227 72 hours prior to his flight 10 requesl assistance at lhe checkpoint so the screening process will go as smoothly as possible. When he calls he will 
need to tell the agent of his condition and will need to provide his flight information and this information will be forwarded to the CSMs at the airports he is flying out of so they will know of his condition and that he is requesting assistance. Once he gets 
to the checkpoint he w, 11 need to request to speak with a PSS and they wi 11 assist h, m during screening. 

Caller said that he flew from MCO and he had a issue. Caller said that he tried to explain that he is with 9 members of his family and they are close to missing the flight. Caller said that he and a family member was pulled aside for additional screening 
and due to this they missed their flight. Ca 11 er said that they arrived a hour and 2 0 minutes before the fi Ig ht. 

Resolution: 

Advised caller that it is recommended thal you arrive al the airport at leasl 2 hours in advance to the flighl time 10 allow lime for lhe screening process. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances. this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

611 0120 14 TSA also se I ects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security sere en i ng. This random element prevents te rrori sis from attempting to defeat the security system by I earning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
10:43:27 citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

AM 
Advised caller that I would mark this as a complaint for that location. 

TS A mo ni to rs the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of conce m that may require speci a I attention. 

Caller then stated that he was traveling with his two children who had chocolate milk that was taken from them. Caller said that they did everything correct that the milk was separated and declared. However the officers would not allow them to take it 
and made them th row 11 out. Caller stated that when they flew from JFK they had the same items and 11 was not a issue with them. He state that a Jetblue agent to Id h, m that it happens ofie n at this airport. Caller wanted to know why one airport a 11 owed 
th em to take the mi I k and another d idn t, He thinks this was done because they told the agent that they were gong to miss their flight, 

TSA works hard to achieve consistency in the security training process. We inspect screening operations at airports and continue to monitor the number and nature of complaints we receive from the traveling public to track trends and spot areas of 
concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enab I es us to ensure prom pt. corrective action whenever we determine that sec u nty screening po Ii ci es need modification or s pec1f1c employees a re the s u bJect of repeated complaints. 

Because your comp Iain t concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your I ell er to the Customer Service Manager a I tha I location 



I would like to thank you for my increase m blood pressure. 
I have recently carried my dad's pocket knife and had the unfortunate experience of having it taken from me, with no recourse, at security in Laguardia airport. Their only solution was to check the knife in with our luggage ,.,well after our luggage was 
checked. 
Why aren't your people trained to assist people in distress instead of giving no viable solution? Envelopes and stamps at a fee??? Go purchase a bag of sorts and check that??? I was returning to Laguardia in two days,why not a place to hold this type 
item???Why not an area on the plane??? Instead, I have lost a sentimental keepsake forever. 
Your agency is perceived as being a cold and calloused outfit, there only to harass people. I know that I am not alone in these feelings. 
The same knife had recenlly travelled with me on a cruise, throughoul Europe(three plane rides) and back home from Rome. Now it's gone forever. 
Further, in Rome, we purchased some salami and a bottle of Limoncello. It was in our back pack. as it was a last minute purchase, after security. When we landed in CGO, security would not allow the .750 bottle to board with us. We could check this 

6/1012014 "bomb'" and have it ride n the belly of the plane, but could not carry it to our final destination. Fortunately, we were able to check our backpack. I was escorted out of security and told to re-enter through a side passage ... ! was not allowed this privilege. 
12:24:26 The salami "bombs" were allowed to be carried onto the plane. 

PM On another trip, leaving Ft Myers, Fl, I was given a pass so I would not have to take my shoes off. I was pul through the x-ray machine, and low and behold, I neglected to take my hanky from my back pocket. This resulled in a pal down and swipe for 
residue. 
At Laguardia, I was not issued a pass for shoes. Now after being harassed over the pocket knife. I was not afforded a seat to enable me to put my shoes back on. I am 72 years of age, not 42. 
Your lack of respect and consideration for any comfort is apparent. Assisting people to overcome this type of minor obstacle should not be too much to ask of your agency. 
Thank you for your lime. 

[b)(61 I 

6/1012014 
12:26:06 

PM 

Naples, Fl 34112 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 6/101201410:53:03 AM Airport: FLL - Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International Date/Time of Travel: 06/0812014 9:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: Spirit connecling 470 
to 676 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: terminal F TSA Employee: (If Known): heavy set african american woman Comment· I'd like to address this email because of the way i was treated in your airport on Sunday evening, June 8 2014- while catching a 
connecting fi1ght. I arrived at 9pm on flight 470, coming in on Spirit airlines from DFW. Our gate was changed upon landing, and we had to run from terminal H (gate H10) to terminal F (gate F1) to catch a fi1ght to Orlando that took off at 9:45 and was 
already boarding. When we got to terminal F, the security line had 15, MAYBE 20 people at most (needless to say- not busy). The TSA agent checked my ID and i told the first agent i saw that i was 5 months pregnant and had been instructed by my 
doctor not to use the x-ray machines due to radiation (and my pregnancy is high risk) and requesled a pat down. I fiy often enough 10 know lhis is not an issue and had already spotted a female agent beyond the gate. He asked me to step aside and 
wait- which was no problem because i knew security was not busy and my gate was by the security checkpoint. As i waited almost 1 O minutes (again my flight had already begun boarding and it was nearing g:15 at this point for my g:45 flight) I saw the 
fem a I e agent wa I k towards where i was wa iii ng. I asked &quot Miss a re you doing my pat d own&q uot her reply &q uot:i am not doing any pat downs i do not have 11 me for that&quot;. I told her the other agent told me to wait here and i' m pregnant. 
cannot use the xray machine and my flight was boarding. Again she said &quot:well i don't have time for that and you should think about getting to the airport earlier&quot:.WOW. The female agent was a heavy set african american woman, and i was 
taken aback wilh her reply I hat i did not catch her name. Al the same time, the male agenl we originally spoke wilh was letling 6 people through lhe x-ray machine so my husband asked if we could go lhrough there and he said no, it's not our problem 
you don't want to use the x-ray machine. 

Again, i travel enough to know HOW LONG a pat down takes, and at a customers request you don't tell them &quot:you should get to the airport earlier&quot; when i'm coming off a connecting flight in which the gate AND terminal were changed and 
we were not aware uni ii we 901 off the plane. Secondly- how exiremely RUDE is it to tell someone it's nol their problem we don'I wanl to use the machines. After the female agent told me she was not helping me she walked away and lhe other agent 
said the only way we were getting anywhere was to use the machine. At this point they are doing the final boarding call to my flight and i had no choice but to use the machine i've been told NOT to by medical professionals. This was above and beyond 
he WORST customer service i have ever had at any airport and TSA agents. Of course it isn't their &quot:problem&quot; i'm pregnant, but i am looking out for the safety of my body and unborn child which it took me over 2 years even to be able to 
have. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Nam,.:sec..,,;,_._ __ .,.. 

Phon~"-"-LWJ-"--ILU-"-'-CL..---.L.., 
Email (b)(6, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



6/10/2014 
5:3643 

PM 

Caller said he had a bad experience with his wife. !( b) ( ff) l at the screening checkpoint and he said he has a ci vi I rights form. He said the sere neer was rude at the security checkpoint at the LaG ua rd i a Airport. He said the officer was abusive 
and arrogant and she would not give her badge# and he said the badge# she was wearing wa~ut he said they are small and hard to see and he did not get her name. He said the officer had long black hair, was short and a young female 
officer. He said his wife told the officer thal she had 2 metal implants in her hip. He said he lhinks this was an abusive, irrational agent and nol a violalion of his wifes civil rights or disability. He said the officer grossly overstood her bounds and did a 
rough patdown on his wife and he said he stood there and watched this happen himself. He said he did not ask for her supervisor and did not want to hold anyone up at the checkpoint. He asked do we give our badge# s out if asked and he said she 
threw her chest at him but would not give him her badge# herself. He said she may need some retraining. He asked when will he hear something from them. He said other officers at the checkpoint said under their breath that the female officer was 
being excessive. He said he will hold off on the civil rights form and wait to hear back from someone. 

ComplaintCSM 
CI a, ms Rude Sere ener 

Airporl:LaGuardia 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number:unknown 
Departure Ti me: 06-09-14 at 8: 30 am at lthe checkpoint 
Arrival Airport and Time:Omaha at 4:30 pm 
Location:security checkpoint 
Term i na I: unknown 
Gate:unknown 
Contact lnformation~f b_,_(6_) __ ~1or!(b 1(6) 

I advised him that I will refer this to the CSM at the airport. I advised him that I don t know 1f or when he will hear something and that I am not at the airport and not a CSM. 

I advised him that here at the TSA contact center we give our badge# oul if asked. I asked him if he feels his wifes civil rights or disability were violated and he said lhis was about the rudeness of the screener. 
To Whom It May Concern. 

My name iskb)(61 
and i nfuri ati ng. 

I and I travelled from Jacksonville International Airport to JFK airport on Sunday June 8. A friend traveling with me had an unfortunate experience at securily that I wanted to bring to your attenlion, as it was disrespectful, appalling 

My friend is newly pregnant. having just passed the 12 week mark. As we were approaching what you refer to as the Advanced Imaging Technology machine, I asked my friend if it was safe for her to be screened that way: she was unsure. We asked a 
security officer nearby if there was an alternalive 10 lhe AIT machine as my friend was not comforlable assuming it was safe. This officer politely informed my friend that she could opt out, and instead receive a manual pat-down alternalive. She 
directed us to another security officer who was standing off to the side of the AIT machine. When my friend informed this security officer that she wanted to opt out of the AIT and receive a pat-down instead. this security officer rolled her eyes and yelled 
to someone behind her th at. "'this I ady wants to opt o ul"' At this point I assumed everything was set and I myse If passed through the AIT. A few minutes I ate r. my friend appeared at my side to col I eel our bags that had just been screened; she appeared 
upset and had tears in her eyes. She said that she had waited for a few minutes for the pat-down while 2 security guards stood next to her, rolling their eyes. and who ultimately told her that it was going to take too long to find someone to do the pat-

611 012014 down and she should just go through the machine. Nol wanling to miss her flight, my friend gave up and went through lhe AIT. 

9:12:14 
PM I find so many th, ngs about this expe nence troub Ii ng; Al T, in my understanding, Is sup posed to be option al. I don't know if these two women were employees of the T SA or J acksonvi 11 e Airport. but I wish I had gotten the names of these rude. 

disrespectfu I and quite Iran kly I azy security officers, 

I realize that this incident may seem trivial to you, and that the letters and phone calls you receive on a daily basis involve more severe issues, but in my mind this is just as important. Forcing anyone that doesn·t feel comfortable to use the AIT 
machine Is unfair and wrong; lo rci ng a pregnant woman to do so is absolute I y u nforg,va ble. I am aware of the data, the studies. the reports th at show th at AIT is perfectly safe for everyone. including pregnant women: it did Ii tll e to q ue 11 my friend's fear 
and guilt. The one data point that must be emphasized and enforced by your employees is that it is optional, for anyone. 

While I do not anticipate that this email will make any real difference, I hope it does not go unread. For anyone to feel anything but safe and respected while going through airport security is a failure on your part. 

Sincerely, 

!(b1(61 



611112014 
8:25:00 

AM 

6/11/2014 
4:16:10 

PM 

611112014 
5:42:44 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Name"'(b'--1-"'(6"'"1.,.....,.,........ ____ __, 
Email Address ( 
Phone Number"': "'("b'i(;-;,6""··,-,.. ____ __, 

Address: http:~fb_,_(6_) ___ ~ 

Are you 18 or over? No 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? 
Ethnicity? 
Religion? 
N at,ona Ii ty? 
Gender? 
Disability? 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 

Caller has vertigo and has titanium chips in both breasts. She wants to know if the metal chips will cause any problems. She will take medical ion before she gets on the plane to help with the vertigo. She wanls to know if she needs to do anything on 
the plane regarding the vertigo. 

Advised ca Iler: 
The passenger should lei the officer al the checkpoint know that they have the metal implants and let them know where I hey are. A lot of passengers with meIaI implants prefer to use the AIT because it scans the outside of the body and doesn t 
penetrate, so it may not detect the metal implants. When the passenger declares the metal implants to the officer. they can request to use the AIT instead of the WTMD. If any alarms sound or if the AIT detects an anomaly, a patdown would be done to 
resolve this. 
The patdown: 
• The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time. 
• A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or I ift any article of c lothrng to revea I a s ensItIve body area. 

I would recommend letting lhe airline a11endants know that she has verligo and anything I hey can help her with in the event she has an episode. 
Caller needs to f, I e a lo rma I comp I a int outside the airport. She wants information for sere en i ng writing. 

Told caller 
I understood she had a complaint. I ask her 1f she was a TSA employee or a passenger. She was a passenger and wanted to speak to someone with higher authority. 

Preston took over lhe call: 
Caller stated that she went through the AIT at LAS and her hair was patted down. Caller stated that she feels that they only patted her hair down because she is African American. Caller wants to know the TSA policy for conducting patdowns. Caller 
stated that she spoke to a Jeff Gross at the airport and he was very rude to her. Caller wanted to know 1f I could email her the TSA guidelines for patdowns. Passenger stated that she was still at the airport and was going to go get the officers names 
1 hat screened her. 

Advised caller that anytime an anomaly is discovered when going through the AIT a patdown is required to clear it. Advised caller that if she feels the patdown was conducted because she is African American she will need to formally file a civil rights 
complaint. Advised caller that I would email her the quidelines to file that complaint as well as the TSA qu1delines for patdowns. 



Dear Sir or Madam. 

I fiew oul on JetBlue Flight #1392 on Wednesday, June 11, 2014. At shortly after 7 PM, I was in the very short line waiting to enter securily screening. As I approached the gentleman and TSA employee,~b)(6) ~ I swiped at my phone to bring up my 
boarding pass and he said ta me, "See, you·re not _even ready." He then began to kel_p the nrt custome_r. I responded, "That was not very friendly." I did not say this rudely. Perhaps _1 should have said no h1ng at all, but_l found his comment ta be rude 
and uncalled for. There were but a few people behind me: all that was required of bI(6·1 was a modicum of patience and common decency. In any case, he responded to me saying, "Oh, I see, you're one of those kind of people." I then began to 
say something along the lines of 'Tm not sure what you mean. your comment was rude.'" He interrupted me saying, "No. no, you're one of those people that are going to take offense at anything I say or do."' At that point. thoroughly humiliated in front of 
other customers, I lhought it best 10 keep my mouth shut and said nothing furlher until I wished him a good day. 

Keeping in mind that one never knows what Is going on in the life of another, I am still flabbergasted at kb)(ff:1 !rude words and actions. For his edification, I am the kind of person that_ aims to treat every single person with kindness and res~ 

611112014 Mgware that each person I meet has his or her own gifts and struggles. It was not my goal to fail in this aim in my response t~(b·:1(6) Initial words to me but to stand up for myself 1n response to his bullying. And while I do not expect forK.12..W 

9,05 ,24 ~to share my philosophy, I do expect for all TSA employees to treat Ihe1r customers with respecl. 

PM 
I also want to say that I appreciate the help of the gentleman who quickly directed me to the area where I could be 'pat down' as I did not want to go through the x-Ray booth while pregnant. Moreover, the woman who did the 'pat down' was so kind and 
patient as I. through tears brought on by hormones as much as embarrassment, explained what had just happened. I so wish I had gotten her name; please let her know that I am just so thankful for her kindness. 

I appreciate your time and attention. and I look forward ta your response. 

Kind regards, 

Caller stated that in her checked luggage she placed a combination lock an it. They told her that it was TSA approved when she opened it. She said that sometimes they don t relock it, and wants to know what the procedure is for that. She also has 
some medication that is over 3.4 oz. and she wants to know if that has to be in her baggy with her other l1qu1ds. She also asked about the swabbing of her hands that they did at the airport as well. She was in a wheelchair, so she had to receive a 
patdown, they swabbed her hands and it alanmed as well so she had to go through additional screening. which she had never done before. She only had hairspray and lotion on her hands and wants to know if that could have caused it. She asked if 
they do random screening of I uggage and passengers as wel I. 

611212014 Advised Caller: 

11 :02 :37 I informed her that any type of lock can be placed on her luggage, but doing so she should be aware that it s possible the TS Os may not be able to open it and would need to break it. The locks should be relocked after inspection, but if they are not. 
AM she can contact us and we can make lhe CSM aware al thal airport. Random inspeclions of luggage are done, but also if something cannot be cleared, then it would be inspected as well. 

Medications are exempt from the 3-1-1 rule, so she can declare and separate them from her other LGAs. This applied to prescription, over-the-counter or homeopathic medications. and she should just tell the TSO that it is medically necessary. 

I told her I hat lhe general use items like lotion or maybe hairspray could set off lhe ETD, which tests for explosive materials. Should I his happen she would need to undergo additional screening. Passengers are randomly selected as well for additional 
screening. or if the alarm the screening technology, they would undergo additional screening as well. I told her there is na way far me ta know what caused her ta set aff the ETD. 



Disability Description: Caller has a pacemaker in her hip. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: Response: I advised her that a low risk passenger may be di re cted 10 the precheck Ii ne. 

To apply, travelers may submit an application through TSA s Web site at www.tsa.gov or vIsIt an enrollment center to submit an application m person. To complete the application process. individuals will be required to vIsIt an enrollment center to 
provide identification, fingerprints. and proof of U.S. citizenship or immigration eligibility. In addition, an $85 fee to cover an in-depth background check and other operational costs is required, Upon successful completion, travelers will receive TSA Pre 
u2713 eligibility for 5 years. 

I advised her th at global entry is through CB P and she d eel i ned their website. 

Greenville, MS UES Enrollment Center 
819 Main Street 
Greenville. MS 

611212014 Nole: The side door entrance (next to the parking lot) should be used by applicanls for the enrollment center. 

1:02:24 
PM 

lncidenl Details: Caller said she left Chicago Midway and that she has a hip pacemaker and has a card and she told the officer she had a device and he told her I hey would have to do a patdown. She told him ii was in her hip and he had her go 
through the wtmd anyway and she asked did they turn it off. She said the wtmd did nat go off and she said it is a titanium device in her hip. She said she wants ta report this in case there is a problem and she said she should have refused ta go 
through the wtmd. She said she does not think it will be a problem but she Is gong to go see her Dr. when she gets back. She said she does not think he asked the nght questions and it could happen to someone else. She said she was in the precheck 
line and she asked how to get into the precheck line and that she loved it. She asked how to enroll in precheck and for an enrollment center. She said it was a white TSA male officer but she did not get his name and that he had a moustache and she 
said she did not want 10 gel him into trouble. She declined lhe global entry website info. 

ComplaintCSM 
Claims Complaint 

Airport:Chicago Midway 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Number:2120 
Departure Time: 06-12-14 at 8:15 am 

The caller staled she jusl wenl through a humiliating TSA experience. II happened at 10:00 in LGA al TD Check 1. The caller has a tel her on his foot. He spoke wilh TSA prior to travel. He has been aulhorized by the courts 10 I ravel. He states thal he 
spoke with the CSM at D TW and notified them of his trave I plans. He had no prob I ems when he traveled from DTW. However when he went through the A IT at L GA and when he exited the TSO noticed the anoma I y on the scan. The ca Iler showed the 
TSO the tether and it was screened for explosives. As the caller was prepanng to depart the check point a female officer detained the caller and asked about the ankle item. The officer was named~nd she told him to go to the side.~ 
made him go through a patdown~then calls the lead officer!(b·:,(6) [who then takes over the process. llliR}hen calls the TSM Harjinder Singh. At that point the TSM tells them to call the port authority. The caller was told that the~e 
to call the porl authority. He was told lhat every airport operates differently. The port aulhority comes over and he is confused on why he is called because he cannot do anything. The PA took more informalion from the caller. Another TSA agenl t.liliJ 
tells him that after the Port Authority interaction he would have to be patted down additionally. The caller went through the AIT with a decent amount of cash in his hands and it was never checked. So the caller is questioning about all of the screening 
he had to go through but the cash was never checked. They took co pies of boarding pass and drive rs Ii cense and he wants to know if this Is standard procedure. He is comp I a i ni ng be cause he had no issues at D TW but had to go through a 11 of this at 

611212014 LGA 
2:49:07 

PM AIRPORT: LGA 
DATE OF TRAVEL 06-12-14 
AIRLINE: Delta 
FLIGHT NUMBER: 2449 
TERMINAL OR GATE: TD Check 1 
CONTACT!rh,IRI I 
I advised the caller thal we strive for consistency at the screening processes at the airports and I regrel this situation took place. I informed the caller that I will send a copy of this record 10 lhe CSM at LGA for their review. 
June 12, 2014 
LAX to Montana via Allegiant Ka Ii stel I 
Screening Occurred: 12:30-12:45 PM 

611212014 Gate: 31 
3:53 56 

PM Ca Iler is wanting to complain about Office !I h ·.,IR ·1 !the supervisor at the sere en i ng checkpoint, and the fact th at he had to go through a pa tdow n. Ca 11 er says the patdown was due to his son having a juice pouch that he needs for his diabetes. Ca 11 er 
believes thal his fourth amendment rights wer violated jusl because of lhe juice. 

Caller Is infonrned that patdowns are sometimes necessary. Because we cannot investigate the patdown further at TCC and this happened at LAX. this record will be sent to the CSM for further review. 



DearTSA, 

Can we please change the policy of non-uniformed pilots having to go lhrough the AIT machine? Why can't we go through lhe Trusted Traveler line? After all, we pilots have been through more background checks than have those Trusled Travelers. 

After a nuclear phys1c1st friend of mine told me to avoid the AIT machines, I ··opt out" and am therefore subJected to a full pat down. Not only does this inconvenience me but it puts an unnecessary strain on TSA's resources because an agent has to 
waste time with me (a non-threat) while diverting attention away from the other passengers (potential threats.) 

611212014 There are plenty of pilots wha travel on official company business out of uniform: management pilots. safety committee members. and "'ghost riders,"' just to name a few. In TSA"s eyes a nan-uniformed pilot is held to greater scrutiny than a uniformed 

4: 12,53 pilot despite the only difference being the uniform. The company ID, or badge, is the hard item for a bad actor to obtain, not the uniform. One simply has to go out on Halloween to see how many revelers are dressed as pilots to see how easy it is to get 
PM a pilot uniform. 

6/1212014 
4:13:51 

PM 

6/1212014 
9:10:20 

PM 

Can we please bring same common sense to airport security and allow non-uniformed pilots an official business to bypass the AIT, thus increasing the TSA"s efficiency by avoiding distractions? 

Thank ou, 

b1(6) 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?"' , Disability or Medical Condition Cun-ent Date/Time· 6/1212014 2:50:1g PM Airport· PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Date/Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I was recently traveling and went through screening in Phoenix. I have two metal hips, I presented my passport and boarding pass to the first TSA person. She examined it and declared it to be &quot;expedited&quot;, I had no idea what that 
meant. I was sent through the metal detector, set that off and told the TSA person I had metal hips. He snottily told me I should have lold the first TSA person and ordered a grope search. He 1reated me like I was 1rying to put somelhing over on TSA 
because I had an expedited boarding pass and set the detector off. I shouldn"t have to announce to the world that I have metal hips. I had the same thing happen in Wichita, Kansas with a TSA-pre. l'VE NEVER APPLIED FOR TH IS and it's causing me 
a lot of gnef. Who gave me this pre designation? And. I think I want it off of my boarding passes - how do I do that? 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 6/1212014 8:46:23 PM Airport: STL - Lambert St. Louis International Date/Time ofTravel: 06/09/2014 1 :30 PM Airline & Flighl Number Southwest Airlines flight 3705 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Security checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known)· unknown 
Comment: My aunt and uncle, 87 &amp: 89, respectively, were traveling from St. Louis to Dallas on the above mentioned date and flight. My uncle does not drive. and hence, does not have a photo driver's license. Neither he nor my Aunt were aware 
that one can obtain a state issued photo ID. My uncle does carry a veteran's ID, which contains his photo. When they departed Dallas' Love Field on June 6, that veteran's ID was adequate to allow him to pass through Security. (both he and my Aunt 
were in wheelchairs at Love Field and again at Lamberl.) When ii was time for him to pass Security al Lambert, it took three TSA agents to confer and eventually decide 10 allow him to pass. One of the agents was less than kind in her demeanor 
when she stated that &quot:...the Dallas TSA had nat done their job.&quot: In addition to her rudeness, my uncle was subjected ta additional screening: he was asked to stand up from his wheelchair, remove his belt, he was wanded front and back, 
and also given a complete pat-down. It begs the question, was all that necessary? I understand the need for airport security, but in my estimation. the TSA agents were unjustly overzealous. I regret that I did not obtain the TSA agents' names. My 
name i~1h·,1R··, I my email is listed below. My uncle's name is indicated in the Passenger Name field. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name ~f h=··,1~R~·'----~ 
Phone Number 
Email !rh,IRI 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



611312014 
8A2:28 

AM 

611312014 
8A2:35 

AM 

611312014 
1:53:14 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Missing or Damaged llems: Professionalism/CusIomer Service Currenl Dateffime: 6113/2014 7:49:55 AM Airporl: DCA - Washinglon Reagan National Dale/Time of Travel: 0611312014 7:45 AM Airline & Flight Number: Uniled 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Concourse B - Gate 12 TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment: When I exited the scanner, the TSA employee performed a routine pat-down of my arms and wrists. Unfortunately, the ind1v1dual's hands were not clean - he had grease or some other substance on them, and left stains all up and down my 
s I eeves. At first, I thought it was water, but it is d efi n itel y grease or oi I of some type. I'm going to have to have my shirt dry cleaned and I think TSA should pick up the co st of that, In addition. better training is needed so th at employees a re more 
professional and clean. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Narcm~e--;;b~--~, ~5~· __ ,_ _ __. 
Phone Number b)(ff'r 

Emai b)(6) 
To leave a commen concerning his feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB21ApplicatianManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screemn Current DatefTime 611312014 6:45:53 AM Airport CMH - Port Columbus International Date/Time of Travel 06/13/2014 6:00 AM Airline & Flight Number American 3555 Checkpoint/Area 
of Airport. Gates B29-36 TSA Employee: (If Known) (b::,(6) omment. She said that she had to pat down my hair because of my braids despite there being no indication of metal on the machine. I was wearing my hair in a ponytail which I took 
down and demonstraled thal thal it was impossible there was anyt 1ng in my hair, stated lhat lhis request has never been made and noted lhat you could see my scalp because I was wearing braids so it was impossible that there could be anything 
there. The band holding my ponytail was completely elastic and had no metal. She threatened me and did not allow me to pass through the security machine demonstrating that her assertion that the machine told her ta check my hair was incorrect. 
She repeated that she had to check my hair again and d idnt give a reason for doing so and was dismissive of any attempt to show th at she was wrong nor did you want to share her name once I said I was reporting her for di sen minatory practices. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name ~kb_·:~1(6_-_I ---~ 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b)(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller said in the past 6 months he and his fiance have flown often and everytime she goes through AIT screening she gets a patdown. Today she was only wearing designer jeans, bra and T-shirt and she still got patted down and was almost in tears. 
He states lasl time I hey flew from Fl. Walton she only had on a sundress and he questioned why she was having a patdown because she wasn t even wearing underclothing. He understands I hat it may be a random seleclion al times but not every 
time. She flies approximately 3 times each month and she is ta the paint that she doesn t want to fly anymore. 

Ca Iler said he spoke with a supervisor today and asked why his fi a nee was having to get secondary sere en i ng and the su pe rvi so r would n t answer his question and was very b I unt and rude, 
He works on the military base and they were flying Delta today, flight departed for ATL al 12 Noon. 

Response: 
Apologized to caller. 
Explained to caller there is some anomaly that musl be showing up when she goes through the AIT which is requiring her to have a patdown. 
Advised passengers can be selected at random for additional screening, but it wouldn t happen everytime they fly. 
We understand the inconvenience passengers may have expe nenced. Nevertheless. we be Ii eve these security measures a re necessary and ap prop nate for ensuring the security and conf1d en ce of al I air trave I ers. 
Advised he can request to speak with a supervisor anytime he has questions or concerns at the checkpoint, which he did today, but, didn t get the name of the Supv. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 



611312014 
2:07:30 

PM 

611312014 
2:08:14 

PM 

Date: 
Time: 
Airporl: 
Terminal 

June 12, 2014 
6:00 p.m. 

San Jose International Airport 
A 

After exercising my right to Opt Out, I requested tha4bH6) !change her gloves before touching me, she replied "Shul up. I'm not changing my gloves. Just sland there and keep your mouth shut!" Her refusal to conduct lhe pat down with 
clean gloves resulted in my having to undergo another pat down because the first was contaminated. When I obser,ed her contaminating the second pat down (by placing both hands completely on the door handle and door frame) requiring her to 
change her g I aves o nee more, she became irate. 

When I requested to speak to her s u pe r,i so r. and be provided a complaint form. she issued several threats and wa med me ag am st filing a comp I amt stating that she would make me miss my flight. and th at Ii Ii ng a complaint was use I e ss be cause 
comp I a i nts do not matter and that the re was nothing I co u Id do about it. 

Her manner was extremely agitated, her voice raised and shri 11, and her words were abusive, 

She then began copying down the infonmation found on my passport onto a yellow note pad and wanted me to provide her with personal information, such as my telephone number (which is not legal). I refused. 

Her super,isor was witness to this. and when I noticed she had stopped writing and for a long time was just staring at the paper. I suggested she photocopy my passport, as it would be quicker. She barked back "I'll take as much time as I want and go 
as slow as I want.' At which lime I requesled a second complainl form. 

She left the room, and I asked her super,isor "So, are we done here?" He replied, "Yeah, I guess so.'' The supervisor gave me a complaint form, and he was quile professional and pleasanl during this whole ordeal. I left the securily area and boarded 
my flight as usu a I. 

• Yesterday afternoon I received a call fromkb)(ff:, rfill,ng 1n for!(bi(61 I and he confirmed thal the address on lhe TSA Customer Commenl Card was correct He did not know why the letter I sent to that address was returned as 
UNCLAIMED. Whose responsibility is it to pick up & deliver the marl at that I SA address? Obviously, someone was clearly negligent ,n their duty to make sure all mail sent ta the TSA address ,n St Paul 1s also delivered to the TSA Suite C-1137 ,n a 
timely manner. Can this part of your process be reviewed and changes made to make sure the TSA Customer Comment Card is delivered in an expedient and customer friendly manner? I resent the original TSA Customer Comment Card today in a 
small manila envelope, Hopefully. it will be claimed and logged in on the first date it was sent. It has to do with me getting the information to you as soon as I was able - which I tried to do. 
• How are the TSA agents checked/reviewed to make sure they are kept honesl and perform their duties in a professional manner in the airport TSA checkpoint areas? Can'I the security cameras be used 10 review I hose situalions where the TSA 
agent is new and there is a question about the pat dawn procedure and the location of a valuable item? 
'I have a picture of me weanng the platinum/diamond bracelet, which was lost in the TSA checkpoint area, and don't know how to get the picture to my Claims papers which were sent, by USPS. on May 28th, 2014. The papers were sent to: TSA 
Claims Management Branch, 601 South 12th Street - TSA 9, Arlington VA 20598-6009. Does anyone have an idea of how I may accomplish this? 
•is it necessary 10 file a police report, at lhe airpori. of a possible theft in order to get the security coverage reviewed from May 6th, 2014, to see where my bracelet was placed after I was told to remove it (inside the check poinl area, after lhe 
scanner)? How long is the video kept? I asked to have it reviewed an May 7th and never received a response except when I called!rh··,1rr1 !cell phone on May 21st, 2014. He told me the video was only used for terrorist information. Because 
there are always exceptions when pol1t1c1ans and wealthy md1v1duals are involved, why can't the video be reviewed when I have the place, time & date the situation occurred? Is it an option for me to hire a professional to get this done? 
• I can u nders ta nd the frustration involved with solving a lost item prob I em. It is easy to see why many ind i vi d ua Is ju st stop trying and accept the la ct that the situation wi 11 never be resolved , Some TSA emp I oye es have been very hel plu I -they a re the 
ones who give the government controlled agencies a human quality and US tax paying citizens some hope. I'd like to be one of those customers who is satisfied with knowing all efforts were made to recover my lost item or at least be compensated for 
the re lacement value as noted on the TSA Claims paper). Over all, a very disappointing process for me. 
1h·11f;--, 

Going through security screening shouldn't mean that I give up my right to not be grabbed m the be 11 y by one of your peop I e. No warning, smart ass att1tud e. I was gomg through the Denver gate a Ii ftl e while ago. Have a gate pass to pi ck up a mmor. 
Wearing shorts and summer top with no sleeves. No luggage other than wallet and keys. A 50 year old lady that definitely doesn't meet any body's idea of a terrorist. I get that this is a hard job but this smart asked young woman makes your job harder. 

611312014 I will no longer bother 10 view lhe resl of you as decenl human beings since you can't offer even a modicum of respect. 

4:06:00 Yau sh_ould nat be able ta grope someone with no reason. no warning. and an attitude. 

PM Tbi(61 I 
Holchkiss, co 81419 



From: !(b1(61 
Sent: Friday, June 13, 2014 6:27 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject d-rfi 

Please see attached. 
I have already called your main office and explained the situation .. please call me 1f you have any further questions 
Thanks 

rb,(6) i 
611312014 WINSTON-SALEM NC 27104 

8:~~20 rb)(6) I 

Attachment: 
Dale: 6-13-2014 
Time: 5:50AM 
Location: Harris burg 
Airline: Delta 

Had TSA Pre-check. Told agent I had pacemaker and had to have patdown. Female employee became upset, told me I had to go through megatron and patdown over there.j(b·•,(ffi 
process. I fly every week 75. 0 00 mi I es YTD. Un-educated. under trained. non carrying emp I aye es at this location 

I said I didn't explain myself clearly and they didn't understand the 

Caller mother was flying from FLL today and she is disabled, nonverbal, and in a wheelchair. Caller stated that when she went through the checkpoint they forced a patdown on her. Caller stated that his sister was with her and they did not inform the 
TSO s that she can stand and walk before the screening begins. Caller stated that they made his mother cry and he is upset. Caller is wanting to be contacted by someone at FLL regarding this incident. 

Advised ca Iler: 

The screening process for a passenger who uses a wheelchair or scooter 1s determined by the individual's ability to stand and walk; although, a passenger can be screened without standing, walking, or transferring out of a wheelchair or scooter. 

611412014 Passengers should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of their ability before the screening begins. II they did not inform them that she could walk then they probably thought that she could not get out of the wheelchair. For future references 

12,33,02 someone needs 10 make sure thal the TSO s know thal she can stand and walk before screening begins so they can make sure she is given lhe option of the AIT or WTMD. 

PM 
Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Support Manager at that location. I will document that you would like to be contacted regarding this incident. 

Airporl: FLL 
Airline: Allegiant 
Departing ti me: Around 1 0: 00 am 
Date and time of incident 06 14 2014 around 09:00 am 
Gate or terminal of incident: Allegianl terminal 



The caller flew from Mexico to PHX to Vancouver, Canada. and the TSO at PHX indicated that her $50 bottle of Grey Goose vodka, placed in a STEBS container, was not allowed on the connecting fi1ght. She asked why, and he said it is not going 
anywhere. Additionally. the supervisor indicated that the information was none of her business and he did not have to explain his actions. She received a patdown, but the alcohol was still not allowed through the checkpoint. She wanted to file a 
complain!. as well as a claim form. 

FI 1g ht Information: 

Dale and Time of Flight: June 12, 2014; 8:05 PM 
Departure Airport: PH X 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight Number: 504 
Terminal and Gate Number: A5 
Time of Incident: Around 7:00 PM. 
Description of TSO: A female TSOs, and two male STSOs. 

611412014 Advised Ca Iler: 

2.46:48 
PM 

Each Transportation Security Officer (TSO) receives training on professional and courteous conduct to make the process run smoothly and to reduce inconvenience to the traveling public. 

TSA regrets thal you found ilems missing and or damaged from your carry-on luggage. TSA is required by law to screen all property, including carry-on baggage, that is broughl onboard commercial passenger aircraft. To ensure the security of the 
traveling public, it is sometimes necessary for TSOs to conduct hand inspections of carry-on bags. TSOs receive training in the procedures to property inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great care during the screening process so 
that when bags are opened a passenger's belongings are returned in the same condition they were found. 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a SI and a rd Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 

Because the complaint concerns security s c reem ng at a specific airport. we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-mai I to the Custa mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 

As of January 31, 2014, passengers arriving in the United States from internalional travel are no longer required to place duty-free liquids, aerosols, and gels exceeding 
3.4 ounces (100 ml) into their checked baggage before boarding a connecting flight. provided the items were purchased in duty-free shops and the retailer placed them in secure, tamper-evident bags (STEBs). 

If passengers are connecting to an international flight, their liquids. aerosols, and gels in sealed STEBs may not be allowed as carry-ans at the next international checkpoint. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP"'kb'""i-"(6'-"i ___ _. 
Date Time: 6114/2014 2:og:28 PM 

Namffih··,1rr, 
EmaiJbi(61 
Comp I a i nts; Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Jun 131h 2014 around 11:00AM PDT 
Coming from: Alaska Airlines 478L 
Issue in the Security checkpoint in Tenminal 2 (going to gate 23) .. 
Comments: Abuse of A ut hori ty I human ci vi I rights again st p regnant woman in LAX, 

611412014 Yesterday (Jun 13th), my pregnant wife was returning home from Seallle in the flight Alaska Airlines 478L. She arrived to terminal 6 in LAX around 11am and went to the Security checkpoinl on Terminal 2, in order 10 reach gate 23 (for lhe second and 
final flight). 

3:~~ 13 She asked a TSA employee (a Black thin woman) to use another kind of screening instead of the new body scanning machine (She's now 6 months pregnant and was afraid to damage our baby with some kind of radiation from those machines). 

6/1412014 
3:09:18 

PM 

Then, the TSA employee started a patdown screening with an used (not new) gloves in a very rude way. My wife told her she was hurting both, her and the baby, with the way she was pushing her belly. Somehow. that woman "figured out" and said that 
my wife had explosives (in her belly? or I dont know what the heck I hey were lhinking). 
The "superviso(', at least that"s what she said, (a white big woman/black hair), the black woman and other 2 women took my wife to a private room and periormed an even worst screening without clothes and hurting my wife and our baby. She told 
them she had medical exams where they could confirm her pregnancy, but they just ignored her. 
All that screening took around 30 mins until my wife started screaming that "I'm just carrying a baby' what's wrong with you?" At the end. they just said "Ok. that was mistake from us, please leave" 

That night, after getting at home, my wife was really stressed out because of all those events. In addition (and even worst), becase our baby, who used to move a lot, was not moving AT ALL. After calling our doctor, We went immediately to the 
hospital that night to find out what was going with our baby. 
Fortunately, our baby started moving again in her belly the next morning (today). 

rm really really upset for the way those employees could almost kill our first baby, killing our illusions and dreams just for "a mistake" How can they be so stupid (sorry for the hard words) and close-minded•? 
If the problem was th at she had to use the new body sea nm ng machine, they should just let her know about it. 

However, you just made us going through a terrible night and almost nighlmare. 

DearTSA, 

On 5129/2014, I had the most unpleasant expenence that I have had in my 40+ years of airline travel throughout the world, either as an airline pilot or passenger. It was even worse than what I experienced while dnvrng back to the US when crossing the 
border in 2007. 

My experience began at the MCI American Airlines TSA checkpoint for American F1tg70_ when I had to wait for over thirty minutes for the checking of my documents (I entered the line 1 hour before departure). That was followed by an alarm being set 
off as I passed through the screener. I was told by the lady attending the screener that my shoes on the belt had set off the alarm and that I had to pass through the screener again. She then said that I was undergoing the occasional spot check. After 
successfully passing through the screen er successfully the second ti me, I was told that I had to receive a pat-down, After the pat-down, a 11 of my be longings we re thoroug hi y checked by a I ad y who handled them Ii ke they we re trash, ins pe cti ng every 
single item in my bags. These strange and unusual procedures took so long that I came within 5 minu1es of missing my flight. 

I realize that after living 74 112 years. mostly in the US, and being Black, that I should expect the aforementioned treatment, but I thought that things were much better now. It appears that I was wrong. especially in Kansas City, were I was born and 
raised. I also realize that certain security measures must be taken for the protection of the traveling public, but traveling as often as I do, I've seen and experienced things that go far beyond rational thinking, as well as flaws in the system, There 
appears to be much too much lack of standardization in your employment and training of the TSA personnel. For lhe sake of the 1raveling public and security of the US, I hope I his will soon change. 

Sincerely. 
!(b1(6i 

TWA Captain, rel ired 
and decorated Army Veteran 



6/14/2014 
3:09:51 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 6/14120141 :04:32 PM Airport: DCA - Washington Reagan Nalional Dateffime ofTravel: 06/14/2014 12:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: US Airways flight 3389 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport · Checkpoint before gate 29 TSA Employee: ( If Known) · 
Comment : During the screening process. as the passenger in front of me was receiving a patdown. the TSA security employee who was giving the passenger a p atdown was concurrently having a cas ua I conversation with a le ma I e TSA employee 
about &quot; he I ping her move&q uot;. He looked away from the i ndivid ua I re cei vi ng the pa tdow n severa I ti mes to look at the emp I oye e he was chatting with, He was vi si b I y distracted from his task, I was not only dismayed by the I a ck of p role ssiona Ii sm 
but also felt uneasy thal his full atlention was directed at ensuring the safety of passengers by conducting a I ho rough patdown. This distraction nol only could have resulled in a breach of security but also makes witnessing passengers lose confidence 
in the security screening procedures. It is an unsettling feeling to not have full confidence that TSA employees are fully committed to ensuring passenger safety. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name kb 1(6) 
Phone Number: ~~~-----~ 

Email i(b)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning mis feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller is wanting to complain about an incident that just happened at IAD. Caller stated that she was wearing a money belt and went through the AIT and the officer then was doing a patdown and found she was wearing it. Caller stated that the female 
ofli cer Thom as told her that it had to be sent through xray and removed it. Officer ~hen took 11 out of the ca 11 e rs sight and was supposed to be screening the item. Caller stated 1 0 minutes later she asked where it was and no one could Ii nd 11. 
When the item was located it was returned to her by another officer and appeared to her that it had never even made it to the xray machine. Caller was told by a supervisor that the TSO did not follow protocol and she is wanting to report it. Caller was 
concerned due 10 lhe amounl of money and personal identification items thal was in the money belt. Everything was returned and nothing is missing. 

Advised caller: 

611412014 TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security-
328,09 screening policies need modification or specific employees or learns are the subjecls of repeated complaints. 

PM 

611412014 
6:03:26 

PM 

6/15/2014 
9:31:38 

AM 

Airport: IAD 
Airline: United Airline 
Flight number: 4244 
Departing time: 5:20 pm 
Date and ti me of incident: 2:25 
Gate or tenninal of incident; United terminal far left lane. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 6/1412014 4:53:12 PM Airport: MCI - Kansas City lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 0512912014 7:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: southwest 2689 Checkpoinl/Area of 
Airport· southwest gate TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I was on a fi1ght in KC the lines weren't to long in the security part of the gate I was about 5 people back in line when the TCA man started yelling at a man that happened to step over the STOP sign the guy just barley stepped over it and 
didn't even know it, and it went down hill from there. When we finally got to the take your belongings out part of the trip they called for our plane to board, No Problem there were a couple people a head of me we were right at the gate.in the 
background I could hear someone arguing wilh a customer NP we hear lhat a 101 we asked if we could step ahead of the couple in front of us who's flighl left later Nope, fine we will wait, lhere are 2 ladies slanding to the side one arguing with TCA 
about a body again NP happens the bad part is they kept on with her, which delayed everyone, not just one but 3 TCA agents were back and fourth with her 2 men and a woman, fine one of they will grow up and shut up, NOPE so I finally get to the x 
ray machine it peeps, NP they can scan me, nope they say I need a body a search, NP ok scan me with the wand. Nope the man says a pat down, 2 women in front of me waiting 1 they are arguing with still our flight gets called again I am like 5 feet 
from the gate I step to the side to get my pat down ONLY 1 WOMAN working to do pat downs!! P and the woman they are arguing with is in front of me•! Needless to say I didn't get on the flight. I understand random pat downs but 4 women out of a 
small amount of people in line I know the lady behind me there was only 1 person in belween us, so 4 in a 5 min. time frame?? And than 1 lady 10 do the pal down? If you are gonna have I hat many random pat downs don't you think there should be 
enough help to handle them??? And the staff not be so rude' I know it is a tuff job but this was early in the day I can't think how these people are at the end of the day. Finally I did have a very nice young African American lady give me a pat down she 
was so N ICE I wish I wou Id have got her name to thank her and tel I her sorry she has such a bad crew to work with I don't mind the scan. X rays, sere aches, I mind the rudeness the crew had and because they had issues with one woman I think 
everyone behind her suffered , Coming back I was worried about security ch eek point the peop I e at the Ft, Meyers airport we re so nice and pleasant. 

Would you like a reraose 7 · J['1e 
Passenger's Name __9.1(6} . 
Phone Number . 
Emai{b,(6I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Cun-ent Date/Time· 6114/2014 7:22:03 PM Airport· SLC - Salt Lake City International Date/Time of Travel: 06/12/2014 12:30 PM Airline & Flight Number, Southwest Checkpoint/Area of Airport, Screening TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : My wife wore a lightweight sundress lhrough screening. No pockets or belt. The machine de1ec1ed something in her privales. She was pulled aside for a pat down because she was wearing a tampon. This is embarrassing and degrading. 
I have contacted the news Would you like a response? · True Passenger's Namej(b·:,(6I I Phone Number: 

Email l(bi(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



611512014 
9:31:42 

AM 

My h us band and I visited the Denver, CO airport today to fi y to Sacramento. We we re with our two sma 11 chi Id ren. At security my fa mi I y of four was pulled to the s1d e lo r what I thought was expedited sere en i ng si nee we had I ittl e kids. They tested my 
hands. Then they said I failed the test (sunscreen?), They took me to the side where I had to wait for two females to be available to pat me down. I was taken to a small room and was told I had to put my daughter down on the floor. She was screaming 
while I was patted down including touching my breasts and in belween my legs. I asked if I could pick her up and also if I could put my shoes on and I was told no. The whole lime I was trealed like a criminal and I mosl certainly am nol. Also, the two 
female employees were complaining about the screening machine malfunctioning which irritated me even more, if a machine is malfunctioning it should not be used. Then they took my kids bottles out and were testing them. I asked what was being 
done to them and a male employee was very rude and said I m not even opening them cant you see that? Milk was leaking onto a filthy counter, so they must have been opened. The major issue in all of this: my husband and two kids were not 
checked at all! No metal detector, no pat down. no hand test. This had to have been an oversight in the commotion of me not passing the hand test? All in all, this was a degrading and emotional experience for me and my family. I would like to know if 
policies were followed? If you are able to review video, here is lhe information: about 1 :30 pm on 6 1414. Family of four, all white. Husband is average build with light blue shirl. khaki shorts and Chicago bears hat. I am heavy set with red hair wearing 
jean shorts and a gold shirt. Two blonde kids, one in a umbrella stroller. 

Thank you for your time. 

fh,IRI I 

Caller: 

611512014 Caller flew from MIA recently. She had a NOi. Do they wear gloves when they inspect the luggage? She is going to call her congressman about the luggage being inspected out of her view. 

10:42:12 
AM Response: 

Transportation Administration Securily (TSAJ security screeners are instrucled to wear gloves when conducling physical inspections of property and patdown inspections of individuals. Screeners musl only wear TSA-issued gloves when performing 
screening fu net ions and wi 11 use a new pair of g I aves. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Dateflime 611512014 4:53:31 PM Airport SJC - San Jose International Dateflime o!Travel: 0611212014 6:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Terminal A 
TSA Employee: (If Known) kbl(ff:, !Comment: After exercising my right to Opt Out. I requested thafh·11r;··, Fhange her gloves before touching me, she replied "Shut up. I'm not changing my gloves. Just stand there and keep your 
mouth shut!" Her refusal to conduct the pat down with clean gloves resulted in my having to undergo another pat down because the first was contaminated. When I observed her contaminating the second pat down (by placing both hands completely 
on the door handle and door frame) requiring her 10 change her gloves once more, she became irate. 

When I requested to speak to her s u pe rvi so r. and be provided a complaint form. she issued several threats and wa med me ag am st filing a comp I amt stating that she would make me miss my flight. and th at Ii Ii ng a complaint was useless be cause 
comp I a i nts do not matter and that the re was nothing I co u Id do about it. 

Her manner was extremely agitated, her voice loud. and her wards were abusive. 

She then began copying down the infonnation found on my passport onto a yellow note pad and wanted me to provide her with personal information, such as my telephone number (which is not legal). I refused. 

6~1:~~2~~ 4 Her supervisor was witness to this, and when I noticed she had stopped writing and for a long time was just staring at the paper, I suggested she photocopy my passport. as it would be quicker. She barked back "I'll take as much time as I want and go 
PM as slow as I want." At which time I requested a second complaint form. 

She left the room, and I asked her supervisor "So, are we done here?" He replied, "Yeah, I guess so.'' The supervisor gave me a complaint form, and he was quile professional and pleasanl during this whole ordeal. I left the securily area and boarded 
my flight as usu a I. 

._!rh=··,1-'-R"·1 __ _.!demonstrates the behavior that validates and reinforces the negative reputation of the TSA, and is not conducive to interacting with the traveling public. 

Please take immediate and appropriate action to address this complaint and the conduct of your employee,._kb~i(_6~)---~ 

NO GENERIC FORM LETTER RESPONSE - I WANT TO KNOW THAT THIS IS BEING TAKEN SERIOUSLY!!! 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 

Email :f~h_·._,1_r;_·., -----~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



611512014 
6:09:17 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name:._(b"-·""1(,..6_·., __ ....._ ___ ~ 
Email Address: 
Phone Number'r: .,..h..,·11"'r;""·1--, ___ .J 

Address: "'(b"'l ... (6"') __ __. 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N at,ona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Norman Y. Min eta San Jose I nternationa I Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 



611512014 
6:09:20 

PM 

6/1612014 
8:21:22 

AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name~(b~1...,(6_.i _______ ~ 

Email Address 
Phone Number'r':'h"".1".':1r;s'·.,-, --,-----' 

Address (b 1(6) 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 

Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N at,ona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Arcata Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 

Hi. My name iskbl(m ! 1 was looking on the TSA website for information aboul pat-downs bul 
what I read did not answer my question. This is regarding an incident some years ago ... approximately, nine. 
I was at Heath row Airport and my I ug gage had gone through the sere en i ng they do ... no problem. Then I wa I ked 
through the metal detector and no alarm went off. What surprised me was after this the female attendant patted 
me down. From what I have read on your website, there was no reason for her to do lhat. 
I realize this was some time ago ... but I was just wondering if you knew anything that could help or some explanation. 
I feel now that I s hou Id have questioned her as to why she was patting me down. I do have the right to ask? 

It was by no means a thorough search but all the same ... l guess, my biggest question is was that unusual or not? 
Thanks for yo~ 

t!llifilJ 

Sent using Hushmail 



DearTSA, 

I just went through security at San Jase International Airport and experienced unusual trouble taking my juice boxes through security despite 1) telling the security officer that I have type 1 diabetes 2) removing my "medical bag" from my canyon, and 3) 
having my hands tested because I was wean ng an insulin pump under my clothing. 

I was told that in order to take my two Junior Juice Boxes (4.3 ounces each) I would need ta have a patdown. However, the TSA website clearly states: 

611612014 "If [emphasis added] the passenger does not want a liquid, gel, or aerosol X•rayed or opened for additional screening, he or she should inform the officer before screening begins. Addilional screening of the passenger and his or her property may be 

8:22:0l required, which may include a patdown.'" 

AM 

As my juice was x•rayed and my hands tested negalive, I do not believe a patdown was merited and forfeiled my juice. However, I do not believe lhe TSA officers handled the situalion appropriately, and do nol feel that my safely was adequately taken 
into cons ide rat ion. 

This I y pe of situation needs to be remedied and should not be experienced by anyone with diabetes. 

Sincere! , 
(b)(6) 

6/1612014 
8:23:48 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-;:=:::;:=::===;------····························· 
Remote Client IP~kb~-~i(~6~1---~ 
Date Time 611512014 717:48 PM 

Name!lh1/R1 

Email~b 1(6) I 
Comp~1hls.My Complaint Is 1%1 Listed Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Boston Logan Airport on June 15 to Atlanta. 
Comments:! had purchased some "Sea Salt" bath scrub in Boston, 11 had a small amount of oil in 11. I didn't put 11 in my checked bag as on the flight to Boston. I some hair cream explode in my luggage. This scrub was in the original package. After my 
carry on went through xray, I was pulled to the side and pat down, not told why, and I had on jean capris with a zipper, no metal on me. NO NEED FOR A PAT DOWN. My bag was then opened, searched, rexrayed 3 more times and my salt scrub 
taken. This scrub had a small amount of oil in it but not 3.5oz'!! Here is a link to what I purchased and whal was illegally taken by TS/1!1h··,1r;·1 ! I paid S89.00 for this and would 
either Ii ke it retu med or a refund. 



611612014 
824:10 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Perm i lied 11 ems: Screening 
Current Date/Time. 6/16/2014 12:3526 AM Airport· STL - Lambert St. Louis International Date/Time of Travel· 06107/2014 8:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: Southwest Checkpoint/Area of Airport: East Terminal TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: On the morning of Saturday. June 7, 2014. my husband, 1 year old daughter and I were at the St. Louis airport. We were going to be flying to Orange County. CA with a layover in Phoenix. The day before our flight I downloaded the My 
TS A ap p to find information on trave Ii ng with a sma 11 chi Id, I read about bringing formula and baby food , I even ca 11 ed So ut hw est to see if they had any add it ion a I rest ri cti on s, From the information I gathered, my la mi ly co u Id bring formula , juice and 
baby food for our daughter, we just had to tell the securily screeners and it could be subject 10 additional screening. All of lhe lines were very long thal morning and even though we got to the airport in a reasonable amount of lime, it still look a while to 
get checked in and get up to the screening area. I had all of our daughter's things in a separate bag and let the screeners know we had juice and food. It went through the xray and then I was asked if the items belonged to me. I said yes. The bag was 
given to another agent who said something th at I co u Id not understand because he mum bled and did not speak clearly. 0 nee I Im ally rea Ii zed he wanted me to stand at a p arti cu I a r spot by a table, he was al ready angry with me because I stood at the 
wrong spot. He did not allow my husband or my daughter to be up at the table with me. All he asked was where I was going and I told him Orange County. He then told me that the baby food pouches were in excess of 3 ounces so they were not 
allowed. I lold him I had checked on everylhing and since it was for our daughler, it should be allowed. He said my options were to open everylhing to be tested or ii could remain closed but I would be subjecled to a pat down and everylhing I had 
would be searched through. But again, he mumbled when he spoke so I had to keep asking him to repeat himself because it was very difficult to understand him. I told him that if the baby food pouches were opened, they are only good for a couple of 
hours since they would not be refngerated. I also told him that we did not have time for him to search all of our stuff since we spent so much time in line and 11 was now close to time to board the plane. I told him I would not be choosing the option of the 
search and pat down so I guess he would just have to throw the food and juice away. During this time, he was using the test strips to test my daughter's ibuprofen and water. But he kept stopping and asking me again about the baby food. I was getting 
increasingly frustraled and began to cry. He again would stop 1es1ing things 10 1e1I me not to get upsei. that every single family is subjected 10 lhese types of screenings. I told him I underslood. Whal I had a problem wilh was he could not even get 
through screening one item without stopping multiple times to tell me to stop crying. I kept telling him I could not help it, that I was upset because I did not see any other people going through what we were. I told him to just keep testing so we could get 
on the plane. That is when he raised his voice and told me not to boss him around. I was not bossing him around, I just wanted to go. He th en to Id me he was going to open a 11 of my baby food. I explained 11 wou Id s poi I and then my d aug hte r would not 
be ab I e to eat it si nee we had nearly 7 hours of travel ahead of us, At that point, a fem ale agent came over to ta I k to us. She asked where we were going and I told her, She talked to the guy lo r a minute then ca me back to me, The guy wanted me to 
open a small botlle of infant cold medicine. I removed lhe plastic wrapping from lhe botlle, removed the lid, but could nol break lhrough the foil seal. The female agenl could not either. But the male agenl still held a 1es1 strip over lhe botlle, which 
makes no sense to me. By this point. my husband was angry. He came over and told them to just keep it all and let me go so we could get on the plane. The male agent told my husband he needed to make sure I wasn't trying to bring the juice for us to 
drink. Fina 11 y. the fem a I e agent said I could take everything with me without 11 being opened. I asked her how sm ce I had a I ready told the male agent I was not going to a 11 ow him to pat me down. She said sm ce we had such a Io ng day of trave I, the food 
was not in excess so we could take it. She told me that the problem was the male agent thought I was bringing an excessive amount of baby food. I guess he isn't familiar with where Orange County. CA is or didn't hear when I said we had 7 hours of 
travel. I I hanked her and apologized for gelling frustrated with the other agent and explained to her that he mumbled so I could not always understand him and he never told me we were being screened because he thought we were bringing an 
excessive amount of food. As I was putting everything back in the bag, she patted me down. I stood there in front of everyone. feeling completely humiliated. I feel like I had been harassed. I was exhausted, mad and upset. When we finally got to our 
gate. they were call mg for final boarding and my family was the only people not yet on the flight. The entire plane was waiting on us. 

I undersland the agent was doing his job. But I feel he acted unprofessionally. He should have explained himself, he should have spoken more clearly. I felt I did everything I could 10 prepare by checking lhe app to see what we could bring. It did not 
say anything about being patted down. I am mad a bout being patted down even though I stated multi p I e ti mes I was not choosing that option. I feel the T SA a pp needs more info on it. Once we got to our destination, I went to the fu 11 website and did find 
information that discusses 1/ items cannot go through the xray then they will be opened or the passenger will be patted down. But our items went through the xray. If there was a problem with it, 11 should have been explained to me. Who determines 
what it a reasonable amount of food to bring for a child? Our food pouches were 3.8oz each. This is smaller than a nonmal size jar of baby food. My daughter usually eats 2 pouches each time she eats. We brought 8 pouches just to make sure we had 
enough. The amounl of food my child eals will be different than what another child eals. So who decides? If the information had been more clear, if lhe agenl had explained himself, if I didn't feel violated from being palled down, I would not have been 
so upset that day. If I had seen other families going through the same thing. I wouldn"t have been so mad. When we flew home on June 12 and went through security in Orange County, we did not experience any problems at all. The food went through 

Callers son has Down Syndrome. He had a very bad experience at MEM. She has called previously and has filed a disability complain!. She had first asked lhem to look at the tape to see if she is being an overreactive mother. Mr. Joseph 
Devastey. CSM at MEM, contacted her via a letter. He told her there was no video, but if she could give him the names or badge numbers of the TS Os involved, he could help her. Otherwise, his hands are tied. 

She did not get their names or badge numbers. There is only one terminal for Delta open. She thinks things are lax in Memphis, She believes now there is a major cover up. They separated her from her son. She took a picture of her son after they 
searched him. The TSO brought in 3 TSOs 10 queslion them, search their luggage, and gave her a patdown. It was a major overkill just because his ID was expired and they did nol help her pack. The adapter to her mouse fell oul and the TSO 
grabbed it. put it in her face and said. What is this? She told her it was the mouse adapter. They separated her from her son. She took a picture of her son afler they searched him. She could not send the picture with forms but she did email the 

6116120 14 picture. 
9:47:34 

AM Caller slated that Mr. Devastey lold her not 10 file a complainl because he was the head of TSA and he would handle this. He told her not to do anylhing else, bul now he is saying there is no tape. Caller slated that, al this point, it is not a disability 
thing. She believes now there is a major cover up. She said if they had been terrorists, they would still have the video tape. 

Caller said her son was flying because he was receiving the ESPN Fan Award, 

I apologized for her experience. I told her I would send this to the PASS Ombudsman. I thanked her for calling us and told her it was good that she filled out the complaint and sent it in since she believed this was an issue. I told her that if the PASS 
Ombudsman needs to qet in contact with her, they will do so via her phone or email. Caller asked who is in charqe of TSA. I told her it is John Pistole. She asked which department. I told her DHS. 



Sirs. 
Please find attached, a copy of an email from my wif~~(b~·~I(~6~i --~t,,ho fiew out of Terminal 2 at MSP this morning. Her experience would have happened about 4:30AM today Monday June 16. 

!rh>IRd 
Wow, they went through all my stuff, wiped everything and told me I couldn't carry the Juice because it was more than 3 ounces. They literally went through everything. patted me down three times and finally after 20 minutes I made it. You can tell many 
of them hate their job because they did nothing but complain. 
Thank you so much for bringing me down. For me you are my GREATEST gift. I love you so much. Please pray that all goes well on whaIever I am asked to do. 

!(bl(61! 

Nov.fiill&]is a 61 year old female, who is a diabetic, and has been reliant on insulin for almost 50 years. She has become very insulin sensitive over time from the disease. She wears an insulin pump and a constant glucose monitor. Her best method 
6116/2014 of falling blood glucose recovery is juice. She is instructed by her physician to carry juice on her person at all times 10 help with falling blood glucose sugars. The fact that the TSA employee removed the sugars from her person put her in a dangerous 
10 0742 

AM 
physical health position. I hope she is able to find replacement before she needs emergency medical attention. 
l"m not sure why the serious " pat-down ., ( 3 times) She is a native born woman of 61 yea rs. She should not appear to be a p hys1ca I th re at. and the fact that she had multi p I e Juice boxes should not make her a ternori stIc threat either. 
Her final comment about the employees on shift probably explains the situation. The employees were constantly complaining, They weren't glad to be working at that time. Maybe the TSA should take a look at, and evaluate their employees the way 
they would expect 10 be trealed al say a restauranl. or where they get their hair cul. If you wenl to these places and experienced employees who were only complaining and not caring for the customer, would you return again? ... probably not, but flying 
cu sta me rs have no choice. but ta put up with the attitudes of TSA em ployed peop I e who don't ca re. 
l"m just sharing this story to show how no compassion was shown to a person who cou Id cou Id be c I ass iii ed as ha ndIca pp ed. but puts forth a se nous effort to be comp I ete I y independent and not let the dIse ase of diabetes not di elate her I ife. 
NOT A GOOD EXPERIENCE 

rb,(6) i 

From:kbl(61 
Sent: Monday, June 16, 2014 1054 AM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject d-rfi 

'" "'°' t:;;' °' """· "c '' r 
12:28:34 

PM 

~ 
L__J Winston-Salem NC 27104 
HYPERLINK;=l(b=)=(6;=1==---'-'--'-'-'-'---'-'--'---'--'---''--'-------, 

Whal happened: 

Date 6 13 14 Time 5:30 a.m. Airport: Harrisburg, PA Time of Travel 6:00a.m. Airline and Fight# Delta 2480 
On this date i checked threw the Delta counter and was given TSA Pr-Approval. Proceed to the secure check point and explained that i was unable to pass threw the magnet field detector because of my Defibrillator Pace Maker. Showed the agent my 
medical card explaining lhe situation. Al this time i was instrucled to take off my shoes, wallet, watch, glasses, keys, glasses and belt. (Although I was TSA Approved) They then explained thal I needed a pat down and was insIructed to anolher person 
to da this procedure. Unknowing i was walking threw a magnetic field machine ta get to the pat dawn person. I was shacked i was instructed they sent me threw this machine being as i explained my situation twice. Both agent seemed as they didn 

611612014 I travel a lot and have the TSA pre-check clearance, I also have a knee implant and so set off the metal detector every lime and have to go lhrough your obnoxious pat down procedure. I am tired of this treatment, why do we lreat everyone like a 

2:20:32 terrorist. this is crazy. I set off a metal detector and am checked/groped for explosive. 

PM 
l(b)(61 



611612014 I travel a lot and have the TSA pre-check clearance. I also have a knee implant and so set off the metal detector every time and have to go through your obnoxious pat down procedure. I am tired of this treatment, why do we treat everyone like a 

2:20:32 terrorist. this is crazy. I set off a metal detector and am checked/groped for explosive. 

PM l(b)(61 I 
611612014 I travel a lot ano have the TSA pre-check clearance. I also have a knee implant and so set off the metal detector every time and have to go through your obnoxious pat down procedure. I am tired of this treatment, why do we treat everyone like a 

2:20:32 terrorist. this is crazy. I set off a metal detector and am checked/groped for explosive. 

PM fb)(6) I 
Dear TSAI am part of the Trusted Traveler program v,a NEXUSkb)(6:, ! and have registered for the TSA Pre Program, but am now being denied access to TSA Pre every time I come through security. I have gone online to see if I need to 

6/16/2014 
2:21:11 

update my profile and everything looks to be in order. The only potential issue I can determine is that I have both my hips replaced, which sets off the metal detector in the TSE Pre line every time I go through, which then requires me to be pat down. 

I'd like to enjoy the benefits of TSE Pre and also understand the challenges associated with the metal detectors being set off by my hip replacements. How can I regain access to TSE Pre as the line is much shorter at Sea Tac Airport where I travel? 

PM All the best. 

6/16/2014 
4:07:08 

PM 

6/16/2014 
4:41:54 

PM 

!(b)(61 

fb)(61 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 6/1612014 2:06:03 PM Airport EW R - Newark International Date/Time of Travel : 05131/2014 Airline & Flight Number US Airways Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Aruba 
airport, flying to EWR TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment: I was selected for random screening when flying back from Aruba 10 Newark. A TSA agent took all of my belongings including my shoes and starled walking. I asked her where we were going, and she didn't reply. I asked again and she 
said, &quot;Very close to heaven.&quot: My husband was not with me during the pat-down and I was not made aware that he had the option of being in the screening area with me, which would have made me feel more comfortable. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Call: 
The caller was in a wheelchair with a knee injury. The caller stated that she could get up and go through the AIT or Metal Detector if needed. The female TSO stated that was not necessary and to stay seated they could take care of it there. Then the 
TSO s1arted a seated patdown withoul informing the caller of whal she was doing. The caller was alarmed and asked the TSO to slop. The TSO said no, she must continue. The caller slated that she was alarmed and crying. The TSO 1ouched 
sensitive areas on the callers body. The TSO did not explain what she was doing. This was a confusing and bad experience for the caller. 

Airport: Sa It Lake City 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Number: 147 
Date and Time of Incident: 6 4 14. 12:30 p.m 
Specific Location of Incident: TSA Chec~k~p_o_in_t_le_a_d_in~g~to_B_3 _________ ~ 

Contact Information (Phone #, EMAILJ!~(b_·:~1(6_-~I ------------~ 

Advise: 
Because your complaint concerns security screening al a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your e-mail to the Customer Service Manager at I hat airport. 

I asked the ca 11 er if she would Ii ke information sent to her about s c reem nq. but the ca 11 er refused. 



6/1612014 
7:59:03 

PM 

6/17/2014 
101904 

AM 

Calling m because she had a big problem with TSA at the Asheville airport. The caller stated that she were taking 2 cats back with her from Asheville to AZ.. The caller stated she had them in the Delta recommended pet carries. The caller 1s a member 
of paws pa tro I . The ca 11 er stated that T SA wanted her to take the 2 cats out in an open area . The ca 11 er stated if she wo u Id have done this, the cats would have escaped. The ca Iler states that cats are terri tori a I an i ma Is and a re sea red ea s i I y when in 
strange placed. The caller stales that because she was in a new area, with new smells and new sounds lhe cats were very scared. The caller stated she told lhe TSOs she would need a closed room in order to take the cats out of the carrier. The caller 
states the TSA took her to an area that was nat fit to take the spooked cats out of the carrier. The caller stated there were places were the cats could escape. The caller states she does not understand why animals, especially cats, have ta be screened 
this way. The caller stated that the cats were so scared she almost could not get them out of the carrier. The caller states the cats were very stressed out by the screening procedure and she had to take them to the vet once she arrived home. The 
caller wants to suggest better ways for screening of animals. as well as file a complaint to let TSA know how bad the screening procedure was for her. The caller stated the incident occurred on Tuesday around 6am, she was flying Delta. 

Advised caller Current Transportation Security Administration (TSA) policy requires that passengers traveling with pets remove the animal from its carrier sa that the pet may be carried through the walk through metal detector (WTMD). If a passenger 
be Ii eves that the rem ova I of their pet co u Id result in e sea pe, a Su pe rvi so ry Transportation Sec u nty Olli cer I TSO) can a utho ri ze an alternative screening measure th at he or she deems sufficient. When pe rm,tted. an an i ma I may remain in ,ts carrier and 
be carried through the WTMD by the passenger; however, the passenger, the animal. and the carrier must undergo secondary screening. Additional screening of the animal may include a visual observation, a patdown inspection, or Explosives Trace 
De1ec1ion (ETD). If addilional screening requires removal of the animal from its carrier, passengers may request a privale screening. TS Os may ask the owner for assistance during any parl of the inspeclion. 

Advised caller because the complaint concerns security s c reem ng at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy of this e-mai I to the Customer Service Manager IC SM) at that location. 

Advised ca Iler to make s ugg es ti o ns she can 10 10 our website at tsa .gov and se I ect the sta keho I ders I ab then click business o pport unities. 

The ca 11 er wants to know if she wi 11 be contacted back by the CSM . The ca 11 er states she would Ii ke to be contacted back. The callers em a, I is ._!!,.b._l (._6"·-, ______ _. 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights 1s a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA their Member of Congress. and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on. a civi I rights organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entities they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAa€'" s awn official air travel discrimination complaint farm. Yau are requested to take action on the complaint al profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? na 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
LaG ua rd i a Airport 



6/17/2014 

Caller fi ew from A TL to Chicago and was to Id that his name was on a watch Ii st. He was taken to a private sere en i ng a re a lo r a patdown. He wants to know what the reason was for this. A month ago he got m arned m another country. He came back to 
the US and this time when he flew to Chicago he got additional screening. This has never happened before. The officer scanned the barcode and there was a red light. The officer said that he was on the list. They turned the computer around and 
showed him his name on lhe computer screen. 

11: 17:26 Advised caller: 
AM I explained to the passenger that this doesn t indicate that he is on a watch list. No one can confirm or deny whether someone is on a watch list. The individuals at the airport don t have a way of knowing ii he is or is not on a watch list. When the 

officers scan the ba read e I hey a re checking for P recheck, which is expedited screening I hat a 11 ows you 10 keep your shoes on. If you gel a green Ii g hi. you go through a di fie re nl Ii ne and I eave your shoes on. If you gel the red I ig ht you weren t selected 
for Precheck. At that point you go through regular screening. There could have been an alarm with a machine ar he may have been randomly selected far additional screening. We do that from time to time. We select random passengers to peiform 
add1t1ona I screening on. If this becomes an ongoing issue he can ca 11 us back. but this one time he was probably Ju st randomly se I ected lo r additional screening. 

6/17/2014 
2:07 55 

PM 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time. 6/17/2014 12:07:34 PM Airport: LAS - McCarran International Date/Time of Travel: 06/1712014 Airline & Flight Number. SW4192 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· C 
Annex TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I am a TSA pre check customer and have a known traveler number. Prior to checking my ID an agent ran a solution across my palms and apparently there was a reaction. I had to wait 10 minutes for an agent to get me and take me through 
the normal check in. No alarms were indicated bul I was passed off to a very rude agent wilh an aulhoritative altitude. After looking through every ilem in my carry on and purse she did a pat down. Nothing was found and instead of apologizing for lhe 
inconvenience she abruptly told me I could go. I then went to ask for a supervisor that said maybe it was hand lotion that set the machine off' Really' I understand the need to be safe but I have been checked by the FBI to get my known traveler 
number. I think you have a fa u I ty machine and if hand I ot1on sets it off then that is a prob I em. I think your agents should apologize to persons that they Ii nd to have been unnecess ari I y searched instead of Ire ati ng th em Ii ke c rim i na Is es pec1al ly s i nee I 
have a known traveler number. I should have taken my husband's advice and demanded they run my hands through the machine in question after I had been searched to make a point. It would have been more expeditious for me to go through the 
normal check in as no alarms were generated during I hat process. A second check would have shown your machine to be defective and could perhaps caused this unnecessary additional work for all involved could be avoided. Should I his happen 
again in the future I will be sure to get all agents identification. When you are trying to catch a plane you just want to get to your gate in a timely manner and I had already spent too much time in security. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Na,~~-..,,,.·•-~-..,, ___ ...., 
Phone Number : (b 1(6 I 
Email b)(61 
To lea · · this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current DatefTime 611712014 5:49:44 PM Airport IAH - George Bush Houston 1n1ercontinental Dateffime of Travel 06/0512014 Airline & Flighl Number 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Terminal C 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment: I made an earlier complain TSA-EID~about the bad experience with TSA, but the complain was apparently not classified properly. I did not ask for a clarification ofTSA's policy for adult traveling with children as replied b~ 
~o be absolutely clear, the complain was about: 

1 The arbitrary decision by T SA officer with regarding to directing !rave I er with kids through various gates. I did not expect TSA officer to direct me to one gate, and within seconds. asking me to go to another gate without exp I anati on and for no 
ap pa re 11t re.a sori. 

2. The intentional humiliation by TSA officer when I opted out of going through the body scanner. 

3. The unsafe environment TSA officer created at the security gate for traveling with kids. 

611712014 Here were the facts: 
6:15:03 

PM 
1. I was travelling with kids. Kids were old enough to run quickly, but not too old that I still had to carry a stroller for them. 

2. TSA officer directed family to go through the metal detector. Kids quickly got through. When I was about to go through, TSA officer noticed my shoes and asked me to remove them. After I removed the shoes and tried to walk through the metal 
detector, the TSA officer stopped and asked me to get in line for the body scanner. It was unexpected to me. and when I hesitated, he loudly proclaimed that it was not my right to pick gates (even the gate he asked me to go through seconds ago), and 
I had to do what he asked. 

3. I opted out of the body scanner. It was (a) a protest to his arbitrary decision. (b) the body scanner was 5-6 people long and I'd be out of sight of the kids. There was no people to do the pat down search, and I had to wait (I could see the kids from the 
gate. but was only within a shouting distance to them). TSA officer made no attempt to keep the family together - kids ran around as they always did, and the TSA officer did nothing to keep the kids within my proximity. 

4. Amid the confusion caused by TSA officer's change of mind and my waiting for the pat down search, TSA officer explained to other traveler it was my choice to choose the &quo1;tur11e lane&quoi.. It was none of other people's business what my 
choice was, and my choice should not be derided by TSA either. 
Would you like a response? : True 

Passenger's Name tb)(6•1 I 
Phone Number : 
Email l(b 1(6) I 



611712014 
8:08:32 

PM 

6/18/2014 
8:30:43 

AM 

First and Middle Name:• 
• Last Name:• 
• Main Phone: J 
Work Phone:u 
Cel I Phone: C 
• PO Box or Street address: J 
• City:J 
'State:J 
'Zip:[ 
• Email: 

I was traveling with my infant daughter on Friday June 6th at approximately 6am on Southwest Airlines from San Diego to Chicago, IL. I went to the main secunty checkin area for flights from Gates 3-10 in Terminal 1 at San Diego Lindberg Field. I 
was wearing a baby carrier with my 7 month old daughter in it on the front of me. I've traveled an average of twice a month through this same security area and am familiar with the TSA security policies. I did not object to going through the normal xray 
scan. I declared thal I was carrying multiple prepackaged baby formula ii ems at lhe checkpoint for my clearly visible daughter. Several other female passengers had small children and babies in the security lines as well. The primary agent at the 
security scanner asked if I was travelling alone and I replied that it was just me and my daughter. After passing through the scan without incident, I was directed to the secondary screening area. 

When I arrived at the area. I asked the Supervising Agent fh·11r;··, !why I was being searched again. He stated that I had more than 3 oz of liquid that I was trying to bring through security and that it was policy to have additional screening. I 
informed the Agent that the T SA Website al lows lo r baby formula over 3 oz and s i nee I was clearly carrying a baby. I did not understand the additional search. I a I so informed h, m that I declared this to the agent at the first gate agent. He told me that 11 
is policy that he must search me again and that I had the right to refuse the search. I asked him why I was being searched and not the other people with children. He declined to respond and I allowed him to continue his pat down. I was clearly being 
singled out because I was a single male with a child. No olher female passengers with children were directed to secondary screening for the 30 minutes that I was either in line or at either security screening areas. The agent asked me again if I was 
travelling alone. I replied again that it was just me and my daughter. During the search, the Agent requested that I lift up my child so that the agent could pat me down. I became understandably angry and frustrated and again asked why I was being 
searched. He responded that it Is Policy. When I asked" who's policy, the TSA?" and he said his boss Supervisorl(b·•,(ffi ! I immediately requested to speak with~ The Agent radioed fo~but I was told he was not available. 

kb)(ffl ! whom I was told was a security manager then showed up. I asked why there is clearly information on the TSA website that says that you may bring over 3oz of baby formula when the a~e going to give me a hard time about it. 
I asked if ii was because I was a single male flying alone wilh a child.!(b)(6:, ~eclined to answer and recommended thal I call fb::,(6) !in communicalions. I asked again to speak to b)(6:, nd was told he was busy. 

Hello, 

I am writing regarding an incident that occurred at the Pittsburgh International Airport around 5:40 pm on 611 7114 with a TSA official named~ (possibl~ 

To preface, I keep uncut hair and wear a turban daily as a member of the Sikh faith. I fly at least monthly and always pat down m own headdress and have the TSA member wipe my hands with the swab to check for explosives. I was wearing a 
ba ndana instead today for comfort. After passing through the who I e-body xray machine ( no a I a rm or prob I em a re as detected) ( b) ( 6:, aid that he had to pat down my he address. I told him exp Ii ci ti y that I preferred to pat it down myse If and that I do 
this every time I travel. He responded curtly, saying only that he had to pat it down himself. I once more told him that I know the rules allow me to pat it down myself and I would like to do so. He asked me if I wanted to take it off completely and put it 
on the conveyor bell, and when I refused that he again said he "had" 10 pal it down. Instead of fussing at that moment, I lei him pal it. As he was putting his swab in the machine I again said respectfully that every lime I fly I am allowed to pat it down 
myself. He said to me "you're going to learn something" and proceeded to explain that from his side. he needed to go through a three step process where he offers to have the headdress taken off and put on the xray belt, then if I refuse he offers to pat 
it down, and then if I refuse he wo u Id let me pat it down. He did not acknowledge that me stating multi p I e ti mes that I preferred to pat it down myse If was sat,sfacto ry lo r h, m to move on to his third step. When I asked that future passengers be al lowed 
to pat down their own headdress when they ask for it, he rudely said to me that he wouldn't change a thing about his words and actions and that he "knows his job", 

I believe that li5RITT,eeds to understand that when a passenger asks to pat down his own headdress. that needs to be respected at that moment. Even though I asked to pat it down myself multiple times, he only said he '"had'" to pat it down and did 
not say or i m plyii;;;n' could be al lowed to pat it down myse If. This is not ok. Sikhs regard their hair as sacred and having someone else pat it down is actually hum i I 1ati ng to a Sikh. If the ru I es are such th at we can ask for a self-pat down, I( b) ( ff:, reeds 
to grant this when requested , 

I am asking that!(b)(ffl !be educated that a passengers request needs to be respected. I would like him to acknowledge that he will not act this way towards future passengers. I happen to be a well educated person and know the rules very well and 
was still a victim in this case. I do not want others who might not know the rules as well to go through the same thing I did. 

I look forward to your reply as to how I his will be handled. 

Thank you, 

!(b)(61 



From: donotreply@Con1ac1Us.1sa.dhs.gov [mailto:donotreply@ContJctUs.tsa.dhs.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 18, 2014 8:41 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subject Contact Us: Civil Rights Civil Liberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 

Remote Client IP:l(b)(61 
Dale Time: 6 18 2--0~14-8:~4~0~:4~5~P=M-

611812014 Attachment 

9:02:52 
PM 

1 )In formation about I he person who experienced the civi I rig his ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I ation 
(fill in what you can) 
Yes 
First and Middle Name: 

!(b,(61 
Last Name: 

1~81~~)f I 1u1!e: 
!(b,(61 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

PO Box or Street address: 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" . Screening 
CurTent Date/Time· 6118/2014 10:07:53 PM Airport. OAK - Oakland International Date/Time of Travel. 06/18/2014 7:30 PM Airline & Flight Number. Southwest 2162 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . There needs to be mare explaination an what TSA Pre is. Due to a metal implant I always set off the alarm. According to you web site I should have been directed though the scanner. I was not. rather, I was subjected to a full pat down. 

611912014 rather than being wand ed. The agent has such poor English skills I could hardly understand her, let alone communicate with her. When she was done she did not bother to release me, but left me sitting there wondering what was next. A simple, 
8:30:17 &quotThank you. you may go.&quot; would have been welcome. In the future I will refuse your TSA Pre. it is no favor to me. Your agent wasted at least 10 min. on someone who has never been, is not now, and never will be a threat. What a terrible 

AM inefficiency. 
Would you like a response? . True 

Passenger's Na"'m,..e=---,__, 
Phone Number 
Email (b 1(6) 

concerning this feedback. fallow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



611912014 
12:05:04 

PM 

6/1912014 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 611912014 11 :15:11 AM Airporl: LAX - Los An9eles 1n1ernational Dale/Time of Travel: 0611812014 10:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: UA 552 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: United terminal security check TSA Employee: (If Known)kb)(ffl I 
Comment : My wife has a medical co nd1t1on where she must fo 11 ow a stnct diet that requires her to have food. mi I k and water with her at al I ti mes. In addition, she 1s prescribed by her doctor various h erba I and v itamrn supp I ements, some of which need 
to be refrigerated at a 11 ti mes. As per TSA instructions that we have received previously, we brought a doctors note outlining this issue. The cooler was scanned and then each item was inspected by a TSA a gent. We asked th at the mi I k not be put 
into the additional scanner as we do not want the milk impacted because thal process can kill the bacteria in the milk that is needed for her health. In past flights lhrough LAX, this request has always been accepted. After much discussion and after 
putting the coa I er through the xray sea nne r a sec and ti me. the TSA agent told us that they would not have to do the add i ti a na I sea n ni ng on the mi I k if my wife agreed to a pat dawn search. My wife agreed but before they started the pat down, another 
TSA agent!rh··,1r;··, !. came over and inserted himself into the discussion. At first, he said he was there to help, but then quickly started demanding that that the milk go through the extra scanning in addition to my wife having the pat down. 
When we tried to explain everything. including that past experiences were not like this and re-showed the doctors note, he said that everyone has a doctors note and it doesn't mean anything and he also said the doctors note had to explicitly say that 
the milk could nol go through additional scanning and since it didn't, the only way 10 allow lhe milk to pass was to do the scan. When we stated lhere had to be an alternative, he became very aggressive and began threatening us. He said he would 
throw away the contents of the cooler, he said he would farce us outside so that we could not fly, he began to take the cooler and leave the area. It was very clear that it was his way or the highway and he did not care that my wife has a clear medical 
cond iii on and that we had done everything similar to past trips through LAX. IJ:illfil},as extremely aggressive, rude and came across as if he wanted to fl ex his power over us. He put my wife in tea rs and her physi ca I ai Im ents increased from the 
experience. I have never had such .a horrible experience at any airport. I have neve.r sent .a complaint to TSA previously for any of my .travel. This is how awful this experience was. Afterwards, we talked with another supervisor.[~)(ff:11 and she said 
she would have the manager,kb1(6·1 tsp?) call me bul as of the following mom,ng, th,s has not yel occurred. To us,!(b)(ffl!behav,or was completely out of 1,ne and 1ncons,sten1 with every other TSA experience we have had. t 1s unclear why 
someone with a medical condition as my wife has, has to go through this type of stressful experience where she spent nearly an hour being interrogated and aggressively talked ta over milk and supplements. At this point, my wife is scared to travel 
and it has be en a horn bl e start to our anniversary eel e bra ti on. I would Ii ke to understand wh~ontrad i cted his le 11 ow T SA agents by stating the extra sea n ni ng of the m1 I k had to occur in addition to the pat down rather than instead of. I would Ii ke 
to understand whether TSA le els his behavior is a pp ro pri ate or not and what a ct ion you wi 11 take to ensure that he does not treat other passengers this way, Al so, please te 11 me what steps we need to fol low to a void this type of experience in the future 
as ii was complelely unexpected given past experiences at LAX. Thank you for your time. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name b·•,(ffi 
Phone Number, 1h\1i:=::··, 

Email : h··,1r;·1 ~---------~ To leave a comment concerning this feedback. fallow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

At TPA yesterday her family opts out of the AIT and they go through the patdown. She had 5 3-1-1 in one of their bags since they were all travelling together. The officer told her she had more liquids in her bag than what is allowed. She explained to the 
officer that there was 5 of th em travel Ii ng together through and the re is only 5 bags. The officer then told her there was other Ii quids in her bag th an what was just in the 3-1-1 bags. The officer th en searched the I ugg age after a I it tie argument. The 
officer then handed her 2 larger bags and told her to place all of her liquids in those bags for future travel and that would prevent any issues.l(b)(ff:1 l,,as travelling with another family that went through the AIT machine and she was told they over 
heard the officers stating I hey were going to hold her up since they all opted out of the AIT and she was wanting to know what she should do under these circumstances. She was going through C Gate around 12:30 on 6 18 2014. The officer was a 
middle age woman, hair in a bum, at least 50. 

1 :02: 12 Response:. 
PM Because your complaint concerns security screening al a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your e-mail to the Customer Service Manager at I hat airport. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt corrective action whenever we determine that security
screening po Ii ci es need modification or specific employees or screener teams a re the subjects of repeated complaints, 

Greetings! 

rm a little confused. I had one carry on bag and one checked bag an my recent trip home from Nassau, The Bahamas. ( June 17, Jet Blue 622 to JFK) I was selected far a pat-down and hand check al my carry on bag ta which I have absolutely no 
objection. Truly: not a problem' 

The confusion is: Why were the tubes of sunscreen and my Oil of Olay face moisturizer removed from my checked luggage? I realize this is for the safety of we who travel the friendly skies, but why remove things from checked bags? My traveling 

611912014 companion had Pepto Bismol taken from his bag. This may seem a silly point, but given the cost al sunscreen ($9 - $13 each x 3) and face moisturizer ($19), this has turned into an expensive replacement issue. I live on Long Island and was counting 

2:04,21 on using that sunscreen at Jones Beach, in Wantagh, where I live. 

PM 
rm a proud American who has lost a nephew in Iraq, who is the daughter of a fli9ht engineer and sister of a Northwest Airlines pilot.. I understand lhe ou1ra9eous and less outrageous rules of flying. Bui why me? Thank you for listening to my rant. 

Sincere! 
b1(6) 

Wantagh. NY 



Caller said he had a complaint. He said he was at Orlando International last Tues at 4:00 p.m. He said he was traveling with his 97 year old mother. He said they went through the handicapped line since she had a walker. He said he put his stuff in 
the pan and one of his cases was going through the xray and then it stopped. He said the machine kept starting and stopping. He said it was backed up. His said his mom was forced to stand there, He was told she can go through the security and 
they told her they would assist her. He said they did nol assist her. He said she had been standing quite awhile. He said lhey said they had to pat her down. He said his complaint is how lhey handled it. He said the lady patted his mom down twice. 
He said he went to the Supervisor and complained about the patdown and the Supervisor immediately called the Airport police. Caller said he was not being belligerent about it but the Supervisor immediacy called the police. Caller said what they 
were saying is that he cannot complain to the Supervisor. ALSO: He said some of the TSA employees were just standing around. He said he did not know if they were waiting for someone to come to fix the machine or they were taking a break. He 
said they completely closed down the line. ALSO THEN: Caller said he did not want to file a complaint. He said he appreciates the job TSA does. 

6~1:;~~~~ 4 RESPONSE: I will be sending your information as a complaint to the CSM at the Airport. I would like to apologize that you feel you had a bad experience with TSA. 
Date and Time of Flight: June 17th. 2014 At checkpoint around 4:00 p.m. Flight scheduled at 5:50 p.m. 

Thank you for calling TSA to let us know about the incident. 

PM 
Gate or Terminal: Gate 102- 179 He said he thinks it was Gate A or Terminal A 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number: 1579 
Airport: 0 rl a ndo Intern atonal to Chicago Midway 

Caller has flown a lot. He is disabled. Today he had a negative experience. He was at the checkpoint and in a wheelchair to accompany his fiancee who is also disabled and in a wheelchair. He was going to get a patdown and he had to wait 10 
minutes for a TSO. His fiancee went through and was waiting. She had 10 remind lhe TSO if he was going to patdown her fiancee. Once lhey went 10 him, the TSO palled his groin area with the front of his hand. His atlilude was nasly. He Twos want 
trouble so he didnt say anything. He states the TSOs name i~He was a lead. He doesnt think his attitude was necessary. He asked for the TSA Cares number. 

Airport: Cha rlotle Doug I as 
Airline: United, he had a Gate Pass, his fiancee fiew 
Flight Number: Original flight number was UA3793W. He doesnt know the number it was changed to but the experience happened on the way to the original flight. The second time they went through screening it was pleasant. 
Departure Ti me: The flight was at 9: 11 so they went tho ugh the checkpoint at about 73 0-8: 00 am 
Spec iii c Location (Te rm i na 1-G ate): United Checkpoint 

6119/2014 lnvividuals Contact Information (phone number-email):~TSO, anolher guy I hat called it in and a female that called ii in a few limes 
9:21 :19 Persons involved (if calling on behalf of someone): him. his fiancee and the TSO 

PM 
) , The T ransporta ti on Security Administration (T SA) regrets any unp roles s ion a I treatment you may have experienced , T SA seeks to pro vi de a high I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 passengers who pass through our sere en i ng checkpoints, 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager 

Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at 1-855-787-2227 prior to traveling with questions about screening policies. procedures and what to expect at the security checkpoint. TSA Cares serves as an additional, dedicated resource specifically for 
passengers wilh disabililies, medical conditions or other circumstances or their loved ones who want to prepare for the screening process prior 10 flying. 

The numb er he p rov1d ed and emai I a re good lo rms of contact in case he needs to be contacted. 

Hello. I am not flying again until I can be assured of a body scanner available. 
Why can you not do a TSA precheck that includes the fact that I have metal in my knees? If I can have a background check for everything else, why not this? It seems very simple to ask the surgeon for information about me. 
The pat down is not accepta b I e. And having th em check their gloves is just di sg u sting. That was the la st straw 
Why could lhey not look at my scars and wand my knees? 

611912014 I am 63 years old and have never done ANYTHING wrong and will NOT be treated like a criminal because I had painful knees. 

10,01 ,21 What are you going to do about this? 
p M I have contacted both my senators about this. Something has to be done. 

!(b)(61 I 

Hello. I wrote an e-mail earlier today about why the TSA could not get all the information about me INCLUDING that I have metal in my knees. and I received this ndiculous e-mail about how pre-check works. 
My question is: WHEN is the TSA going to do something about the fact that thousands of people have metal from replacements, repairs, etc. and they should NOT be treated as criminals because they do. 
I will not go through any checkpoinl ever again for a pal-down just because I have knee replacements. It is not an option. 
If it means another mode of transportation, so be it, but I will NOT be subjected to ANYONE checking to see if I, a 63 year old school librarian who has never done ANYTHING wrong, have explosives in my waistband. This is so intrusive that it will 

612012014 NEVER happen again. 
8:36:38 SO WHEN are you going to figure out that people like me should not be treated like this? 

AM IF you can do nothing bul send me some crap about the rules, don't bolher. 
I will know that no one at the TSA has the where-with-all to figure something out about this problem. 
Thank VOii 



On June 1 9 I flew out of LaG ua rd i a a i rport.I regu I arl y fly out of LaG ua rd i a. I had a few incidents with the officers but nothing too major unt, I yesterday. I acci d enta 11 y I efl two jars of Jelly in my bag. The agent says to me I have to receive a pat down. 
What?! I have never in my life had to receive a pat down because I left something in my bag. They usually test it then ask if I want to throw it away or check my bag. I asked numerous times why am I gelling a pat down. The agent said the jelly didn't 

612012014 clear. The agent never 1es1ed the jelly! 
8:37:28 How would they know if the jelly didn't clear. The agent said they could not test it through a machine. Why not use the paper thing on my hands to test the jelly? After they pat me down they used the paper thing on my hands. I received a pat down for 

AM what? Im thoroughly disgusted at the procedure. Two steps forw-ard (pre check) 10 million steps backwards (pat down for an item they cannot test but can test their hands after going through that cancerous machine). 

Oisability Description: Caller is a dialysis patient and just went through screening today at AUS and stated she felt very discriminated against. 

Information Request She can-ies IV bags with her when she travels and stated it is bad enough to be on dialysis and then to be treated in that manner, 

Is she required to go through this t rea tm e nt every ti me she t rave Is? 

Res pons e D eta i Is: Apologized to cal I er and advised of Stand a rd Operating Procedures when traveling with medica 11 y necessary I iq uid s: 

Liquids, gels, and aerosols are screened by ,-ray, and medically necessary items in excess of 3.4 ounces will receive additional screening which could include screening with bottled liquid screening technologies. Depending on the technology 
available at the checkpoint. a passenger could be asked to open the liquid or gel for screening. TSA will not touch the liquid or gel during this process. If the passenger does not want a liquid, gel, or aerosol x-rayed or opened. he or she should inform 
the TSO before screening begins. Additional screening of the passenger and his or her property may be required, which may include a patdown. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a super,isor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. Passengers also can report concerns by contacting TSA s Disability and Multicultural 
Division. 

6120120 14 For your comp Iain t to be considered comp I ete according to Department of Home I and Security Regu I ati o ns. 
9:01:45 

AM 
Be f, I ed within 18 0 days of the alleged a ct of di scri min ati on: 
Be in writing; 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i nan t: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed di sen minatory action in s uff1c1ent detai I to inform T SA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the com pla i na nt or someone authorized to sign on be ha II of the comp I a i na nt, 

In order to approprialely address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. 

Explained to caller she can contact the TCC 72 hrs. prior 10 a flight with information which will be provided to the respective departure airports for assistance requesl. 
The TCC provides information to respective locations, but, cannot guarantee someone will b available to assist upon arrival at the airport, if not, can always request to speak with a Supv. or PSS when at the checkpoint. 

Provided inion-nation to caller via email. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Ser,ice Current Date/Time · 6/2012014 9:53:41 AM Airport · LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel · 06/20/2014 6:00 AM Airline & Flight Number : SW 4608 CheckpoinUArea of Airport · Southwest 
Gate TSA Employee: (If Known) Unknown Comment: I am a business traveler, most weeks I fly twice a week. I am quite familiar with the rules TSA has. I was asked to take off my hat by a TSA agent. I asked the agent if that was a new rule since I 
traveled on Monday with a hat with no requests to remove it and I frequently travel with a hat on and have never been asked to remove it. I told the agent I didn't have an issue removing my hat I just wanted to be updated if the rules had changed. He 

6120/2014 responded I hat if I didn't stop asking him questions I was going to get palled down. I feel lhreatened and disrespected by this agent. They are supposed to be pro1ec1ing us not threatening us. If we have a queslion we should be able 10 ask without fear 
10: 13:35 that they are going to threaten us with a &quot;pat down&quot:, to me that implies bad intentions and makes me severely uncomfortable. 

AM Would you like a res onse? : True 

Passenger's Na.,....~~:·-~~ 
Phone Number (b i(6 i 
Email b)(61 
To leave· a commen concerning this feedback. follow this link hftp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



612012014 
223:18 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name._l""h""··,1;R .. ·1 ___ ..... ._ _____ ~ 

Email Address: b·., ff Phone Numbeil'.~~~i-'-(6~i--~ 
Address b)(ff:, Tempe AZ 85281 
Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? Yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Minneapolis-SI. Paul I nl emationa I Airport 

DearTSA, 

I went through the security check in Terminal C of Mitchell Airport (MKE) in Milwaukee, WI today (June 20, 2014) and experienced a highly invasive and inappropriate pat down from TSA employeekb·•,(ffi I Before the pat down began. she 
repeatedly told me that the scanner was not an x-ray machine. I had never mentioned an x-ray machine: I simply told another employee that I did not want to go through the scanner. When I told!fh··,1R!that I understood that the scanner did not use x
rays, she asked again if I wanted to go through it. I was surprised and of course I said no, I did not. 

!( b) ( ff) I th en proceeded to grope and squeeze every part of my body. She did ask me the standard q ue st,ons and explained the procedure before she began. However. she went over each a re a of my body mu It, pl e 11 mes. using excessive 
prodding and squeezing. Usually the TSA employees keep their hands fiat during the pat down, butfh··,1r;··, ! used her fingertips and groped all of my body. In particular. she squeezed my breasts and inner thighs, and went back over these areas 

612012014 multiple times. She also groped my bullocks excessively. I have had many TSA pat down screenings in the past and have never experienced anything like lhis. She rubbed her hands up and down my stomach and legs for much longer than was 

6:06:39 necessary and even squeezed and rubbed the parts of my body that were visible (forearms, lower legs. and feet). She also stood behind me and rubbed my rib cage for several seconds, while using her fingertips to reach in between my individual ribs. 
She frequently kept her hands around me while she asked me the same question again and again (asking if I had anything in my pockets). The whole pat down took much longer than the procedure generally takes. I feel like I was just assaulted. 

PM 

At the very I east!,.( b_·-' (_6-'-) ----'~ ho u Id nol perform pat down checks on passengers wi tho ul another T SA emp I oye e watching . PI ease bring this incident to the attention of her supervisor. 

PI ease contact me for any add iii on al information th at might be hel pfu I. 



6/20/2014 
6:06 39 

PM 

6/20/2014 
6:06:39 

PM 

DearTSA, 

I went through lhe security check in Terminal C of Milchell Airport (MKEJ in Milwaukee, WI loday (June 20, 2014) and experienced a highly invasive and inappropriate pat down from TSA employee b)(ff:, Before the pat down began, she 
repeatedly told me that the scanner was not an ,-ray machine. I had never mentioned an x-ray machine: I simply told another employee that I did nat want to go through the scanner. When I tol 1h·11R that I understood that the scanner did not use,_ 
rays, she asked again if I wanted to go through 11. I was surprised and of course I said no, I did not. 

!(b':1(6) !then proceeded to grope and squeeze every part of my body. She did ask me the standard uestions and explained the procedure before she began. However, she wenl over each area of my body multiple times, using excessive 
prodding and squeezing. Usually the TSA employees keep their hands flat during the pat down. but (b':1(6) used her fingertips and graped all of my body. In particular, she squeezed my breasts and inner thighs, and went back over these areas 
multiple times. She also groped my buttocks excessively. I have had many TSA pat down screenings in the past and have never experienced anything like this. She rubbed her hands up and down my stomach and legs for much longer than was 
necessary and even squeezed and rubbed the parts of my body that were visible (foreanms, lower legs, and feet). She also stood behind me and rubbed my rib cage for several seconds. while using her fingertips to reach in between my individual ribs. 
She frequently kept her hands around me while she asked me the same question again and again (asking if I had anything in my pockets). The whole pat down took much longer than the procedure generally lakes. I feel like I was jusl assaulted. 

At the very I east~!( b_, (~6_1 __ ~1 s ho u Id not perform pat down checks on passengers without another T SA emp I aye e watching. PI ease bring this incident to the attention of her supervisor. 

Please contact me for any addilional information that mighl be helpful. 

DearTSA 

I went through the security check in Terminal C of Mitchell Airport (MKE) in Milwaukee, WI today (June 20, 2014) and experienced a highly invasive and inappropriate pat down from TSA emplo~ee (6) Before the pat down began. she 
repeatedly told me that the scanner was not an x-ray machine. I had never mentioned an x-ray machine: I simply told another employee that I did not want to go through the scanner. When I told b::,( that I understood that the scanner did not use x
rays, she asked again ii I wanted to go through it. I was surprised and of course I said no, I did not. 

fh·11r;··, I then proceeded to grope and squeeze every part of my body. She did ask me the standard questions and explained the procedure before she began. However. she went over each area al my body multiple times. using excessive 
prodding and squeezing. U sua 11 y the TSA employees keep their hands fiat during the pat down. buf h ·., / R ·1 I used her fingertips and groped a 11 of my body. In part1cu I ar, she squeezed my breasts and inn er thighs. and went back aver these areas 
multiple times. She also groped my bullocks excessively. I have had many TSA pat down screenings in the past and have never experienced anything like this. She rubbed her hands up and down my stomach and legs for much longer than was 
necessary and even squeezed and rubbed the parts of my body thal were visible (forearms, lower legs, and feet). She also s1ood behind me and rubbed my rib cage for several seconds, while using her fingertips to reach in belween my individual ribs. 
She frequently kept her hands around me while she asked me the same question again and again (asking if I had anything in my pockets). The whale pat dawn took much I anger than the procedure generally takes. I feel like I was just assaulted. 

At the very I ea st l._~_b_) (_6_, __ _,I s ho u Id not perform pat down checks on passengers without another T SA emp I oye e watching , PI ease bring this incident to the attention of her supervisor. 

Please contact me far any additional information that might be helpful. 



I generally do not complain about anything but I feel very com pe 11 ed to tel I you my story with the hope that maybe it wi 11 shed I ight on a prob I em that may be more com man than you think. 

I had a flight out of TPA on Monday of last week on an Airtran flight to ATL. 

I was at TPA dunng a moderately busy time. After about 15 minutes in line. I put my rings, wallet, belt and soforth in a bin. I also had a laptop m a case I put in front of my bin to go through your eray machine. 

When lhe officer waved me into the scanner machine, something made the buzzer go off. He asked me 10 come forward which I did and he gave me a quick pat down that took maybe 20 seconds. No big deal. I said lhank you and he let me go. As I 
looked to my right toward my bin I noticed right away my laptop was GONE. I looked right back at the TSA officer and said very loudly "my laptop is gone'"' Just then a lady walking off quickly turned back and seen us looking at her. She immediately 
said ·•oh my gash Im so sorry. I grabbed your I a pto p by mi stake and co u Id te 11 her apology was comp I ete ly b emg "acted". In fact, she had my laptop on one shoulder and another I a plop on the other. Th ere is no way you wo u Id grab 2 laptops by 
mistake. She attempted to steal it because I was getting the pat down and she didnt expect it to be so quick. A person knows they only have one laptop when they have been standing in line with only ONE for 15 minutes. 

6/2012014 
9:02:47 Here is my problem with this. The TSA guard didnt lift a finger or say a thing. He let her walk off. This woman obviously does this and steals from people at the airport. Why didnt the TSA employee call security to at least check her other items or 

question why she was trying to steal my stuff after he seen what she did? 
PM 

This evenl was a real let down. The TSA employees forget we are people and treat people like a product. This is why there was no emolion by TSA or action laken to catching this lady atlempling to steal from me. 

I have the feel mg this letter will fall of deaf ears and I will get some auto reply or canned response which is fine but I sure hope this makes it to someone that CARES about the airline industry as a whole and understands TSA is a vital part of my overall 
flying experience, T SA is the re to protect me ... they showed that they clearly a re not concerned with the re al threats at the airport. 

"let down" 

i(b)(61 I 

6/2112014 
11:16:11 

AM 

Southwest flighl 222 out of TPA Monday June 161h 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time : 612112014 10:53:55 AM Airport DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel 0612112014 8:30 AM Airline & Flight Number : Frontier 678 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Concourse A checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment· I got a pat down and was rudely told that I should have removed my sweater - that's odd since I've never been told I had to remove a light weight sweater before, Also, looking at the screen it looked like my underwire was the issue. The 
agent (a female) very loudly and rudely pointed out again that I should have removed my sweater because the buttons caused the pal down (the buttons are tiny plastic buttons) I've gone thru security numerous times without any sweater causing an 
issue. Sorry I didn"t get this rude agents name, but all I wanted to do was get away from her 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Namd'.""~""·"",("'6-'-i ____ _, 
Phone Number : 
Emailfh·11r;··, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller was travel mg out of the Atlanta airport trave Ii ng to Montego Bay Jam a i ca and she and she had a chi Id with her that is 4 yea rs old. She had a bottle of Ensure lo r the chi Id. She I et them know she had it. The fem a I e TSO told her she had to have 
a patdown. It was done in front of everyone and she told her to spread her legs and she touched her private areas front and back in front of everyone. She is in a wheelchair. She missed her flight because they were swabbing the outside of the 
Ensure for 5-10 minu1es and the TSO took her time doing it. The TSO has shorl blond hair, in her 40-50s, tall and no smile. She mentioned that even the person al the xray machine was astonished by what she was doing. She stated she needs more 
training in doing her job and dealing with public. She doesn t feel it was discrimination. It was just bad behavior. 

Advised: 
6/2112014 

1 :24:40 Do you feel this was because of discrimination because you were in a wheelchair or was it bad customer service? Let me get some information and I will forward it to the CSM for further investigation. 
PM 

Airport where the incident occurred: Atlanta Hartsfield Airport 
Airline: Delta 
Flight numbers: 361 
Date and time of incident: June 21 2014, 1215 pm 
I ndivid ua I s contact information ema i I 

!(bl(61 



INQUIRY: 

Caller fiew on US airways out of CL T four months ago. Caller is an airport employee and had some diesel fuel on his hands which was detected by lhe ETD. Caller was laken to a private screening area for a thorough paldown. He slated that the TSO 
petiorming the patdown petiormed an invasive patdown and caller wanted to know if this was a typical patdown experience. 

RESOLUTION: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide the highest level of security and customer service ta all wha pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless of 

612112014 their personal situations and needs, are treated with respect and courtesy. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. All Transportation Security 

2:32: 13 Officers (TS Os) are required to be considerate and thoughtful, and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

PM 

6121/2014 

At airports nationwide, TSA has implemented streamlined, consistent, and thorough patdown procedures at security checkpoints to provide a higher level of security and increase the safety of the traveling public. Patdowns help TSA detect hidden and 
dangerous items. such as explosives. 

TSA moni1ors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern thal may require special attention. If you have concerns aboul your screening experience during future travel, you may ask to speak with a 
supervisor while at the checkpoint. 

Caller states that he flew from BWI today and he is concerned with the security screening, Caller states that he told the officer that he did not want to be screened by the AIT Caller states that the officer explained to him that the AIT was not an x-ray 
and forced him to be screened by the AIT. Caller slates lhat he does not know the officers name. Caller states thal he was at Checkpoint C possibly the one for American Airlines al or around 1600 hours. Caller slates lhat he does not want to be 
screened due to possible health risks. 

4:17:35 Advised Caller: 
PM 

6/2212014 
9:37:37 

AM 

Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals wha do not wish to be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough patdown. 

Due to the fact that the officer forced you to be screened by the AIT, I am going to send a copy of the complaint to the CSM for their review. 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalilion, a civil rig his organization directly from I heir phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like 10 send their complainl 

The q ue st1ons answered by the user be I ow correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel di scri mm ati on comp I a int fonrn. You a re requested to take action on the comp I amt of p rofi Ii ng or di sen mi nation by the T SA described he re. 

Zipcode: 
ugusta 

,.;,..,.,;,,-----.... 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are yau represented by a third party ar an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) da you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati an? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? na 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Chicago 0\ Ha re I nte mati on al Airport 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion Current Dale/Time 612212014 10:27:19 AM Airport: PHL - Philadelphia International Date/Time of TrMel 06/2212014 9:45 AM Airline & Flight Number: US Airways flighl 672 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
Security for Gates B/C TSA Employee: (If Known) · 

612212014 Comment : After successful ATI. was required to do full pat down. I am in a wheelchair with a broken ankle and sprained wrist with braces on both. Doing an evasive pat down was completely unnecessary and embarrassing. I'm all for safety but this 

11 :06 :04 was WAY too extreme. 
Would you like a re n 7 : 

AM Passenger's Name (b·:,(61 ~-~~---~ Phone Numbe (b 1(61 
Email (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Disability ar Medical Condition; Screening Current Date/Time : 6/22/2014 12: 13:41 PM Airport · MVY - Martha's Vineyard Date/Time of Travel : 06/20/2014 Airline & Flight Number . JET BLUE 1339 Checkpoint/Area of Airport . Security 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I have multiple joint replacements and am 62. I was flying with my 6 1 /2 month puppy in a carrier. I am TSA Precheck and it was printed on my ticket. I have flown for years out of MVY, so I did not expect special treatment. 01 course, I 
warned the staff I would set off lhe alarm and I told them why. Immediately I was 1reated brusquely and lhere was confusion what 10 do, swab my hands first, put the puppy back, etc. Then lhey wanted 10 search my carry-on, which was fine. At 
screening the woman not only touched me roughly after being told I had arthritic disease and fibromyalgia, but she went over my buttocks multiple times and touched my crotch with the flat of her hand three times. I felt violated. It was inappropriate. 
travel a lot and have been disappointed now and again in screening but in this case I felt assaulted. I have never filed a complaint before. This is serious. I even spoke to the gate agent as I was so upset. I am particularly upset because as a person 

612212014 with a disability I have no recourse but to submit to multiple physical pat-downs. I have TSA precheck and I use scanners when they are available. 
1:09:07 

PM Again, my complaint is that my crotch was touched with a flat hand (not along my leg up and down but on my crotch so I jumped and spread my legs apart as I thought she was just not well trained or did not understand what to do and to make it so she 
could avoid that) multi p I e ti mes and after patting my buttocks and then my front she patted my buttocks down ag am too thoroughly. when the re we re no pockets and nothing th ere. Again. instead of having Pree heck on my ticket h el ping. I think it made 
the staff aggressive toward me. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name · 1h·11fr-, 
Phone Number h·i1R··, 

Email l!h,IRI 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



612212014 
328:32 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion; Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 612212014 1 :01:30 PM Airport EWR - Newark International Dateffime ofTravel: 0612012014 10:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: UA4335 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport. Gates A20-A28 TSA Employee: (If Known). Office~amment · After removing my shoes and jacket, and toiletries from my canyon. I alerted the TSA agent that I was an opt-out thereby agreeing to undergo a pat
down screening. 
I was asked to walk through the scanning machine to the female agent who would perform my screening. This deviates from all other known airport procedures where I have been let in via a side gate. 
Ofli cer Thera s performed the screening. 
1) She did not take me to a standard pat-down screening area and did not collect my luggage. (This deviates from every other opt-out screening I have undergone. [CMH, EWR in terminal C, LAS, ORD, IAH] 
2) She did not complete the usual b ri efi ng about what I wou Id have occur. 
•I was asked no questions about any devices or sensitive areas that she needs to be made aware of. 
·I was asked no queslion about if I had undergone this procedure before. 
•I was not offered a private area to undergo the procedure. (these elements have been a part of every screening I have undergone) 
•She did mention that I would undergo a check and when going to sens1t1ve areas she would use the back of her hand. 
•She pat down was conducted in the immediate walk area for those exiting the ATI screening machine. (this is the same area that I would have stopped awaiting clearance afier completing the ATI procedure) 
3)She s1arted the pat down with my hair. 
•When moving to my arms she asked me why I did not want to go through the machine. (I have never been asked this question by any other TSA agent and in hindsight I wonder if it is relevant or appropriate ta ask this question.) 
• I responded that I was pregnant. 
•She then indicated that other pregnant women go through the machines. 
·I staled thal olher pregnant women could do what I hey want. I also stated thal I was not familiar wilh the calibration praclices for the machines being used. 
•She indicated that it was safe. 
• I responded that I did not care what the heck other peop I e did. 
•She stated halted the screening and told me that she was just making conversation and that I was being rude. 
·I lold her that I was not being rude and asked her if we can just gel this screening done. 
•She told me that I was being rude and that I had cussed at her. 
• I told her th at I had not cussed at her. 
•She indicated that I had and I had used the H wor.d. (In my opinion "heck" is not a cuss word. I did not state this to her as it would have meant using the wor.d again) 
·I I hen asked if I could see a supervisor or have anolher person conduct lhe pat down. 
•She said "No" and physically adjusted my stance to face forward. [At this stage, my opinion is that I this could be identified as potential battery, as my request for another person. is an indication that I no longer allowed her to touch me.] 
•Officer The ra s continued her pat-down of my frontal area. 
•I told her that it may be a language bar,-ier that I did not cuss her. [I speak with a English accept] 
•She look the swabbing cloth, which I am used 10 being used on lhe gloves of the agent after performing the pat-down. She did nol. bul proceeded swab my hands and I hen handed ii to another officer (who was not wearing gloves) and she placed it in 
the reader. 

Dear TSA supervisor, 

Let me begin by saying that I have great respect for what the TSA is doing and feel more safe because of 11 when I travel. Since 2003. I have been subjected to pat down/additional screening due to frequent travel and the fact that I now have 2 hip 
replacements. I have had a lot of screening with the T SA before a II i g ht, 

However, I want to apprise you of a situation that took place Sunday, June 22, 2014 before flight 3914 from Chicago/Midway ta Baltimore at 7:25 p.m. on Southwest 

Going through the d ete cto r was not new for me, It beeped due to the hip replacements. The Ii rst TSA re pres entat ive was very nasty, He to Id me to wait. ca 11 ed out for fem a I e assist. o nee and never fo 11 owed up. ( ba Id , causa s i an man, 40 something), 
When I asked him a question, he answered with a sarcastic remark and kept me waiting for 15 minutes before I asked again for a female assist. 

The woman who Ii na 11 y came over to me was ._I( b--'-) (_6-'-) ____ _,I She took my Ii ce n se and bo ardrng pass from my hand. placed it on a counter and began her procedure. 

612312014 I pul my shoes on when she finished and walked to my gale, realizing I hat she did nol give back my license or boarding pass. My husband wenl back to her and she lold him she did not know where my license and boarding pass were, saying that ii 

12:30:03 was my responsibility to take them back. She offered no help, was rude, insensitive and uncooperative. She had a terrible attitude and was unwilling ta help with the problem. 

PM 
My husband walked back again and said I must have them because they were not where they were put. I did not have them. He walked back to TSA and was told by someone that he could go to a station wherel~(_b-'-)(~6~1 ____ _,!, the overall 
supervisor was . My license and boarding pass ended up there 

The T SA rep re sentat,ve was I( b I ( ffi I kb·., ( ffi row stands out in my mind as the most rude and uncooperative TSA employee I have ever come in contact with Since 20 03 when I started With add iii On al sere en i ngs. she 
demonstrated terrible customer service and had a demeanor that was certainly not what a TSA representative should exhibit. She was uncaring and unprofessional. taking no responsibility. 

We wanted ta bring this to your attention so that you know the kind of people who are representing your organization. TSA representatives likel(b::,(6) !should not be in this capacity with her lack of compassion. her rude. impatient and 
insensitive nature and her obvious I ack of attention to detai Ur h ·-, 1 r; ·, I was. however, very helpful and understanding and s hou Id be commended tor his hand II ng of this situation. 

Sincerely, 

kbl(61 



612312014 
1:55:59 

PM 

6124/2014 
8:2218 

AM 

The caller wants to file a complaint about a flight from DAL to MOW. The caller had a cooler of ice packs and 2 oz for breast milk. The caller states that his wife was in tears. The caller declared breast milk and ice pack to the officers at DAL. The 
officers patted down his wile and patted u ndern eat h her bra and her bottom area. The ca Iler states that the office rs th en emptied his wile s I uggage and pul I ed out her c lathes and underwear one by one and even took out her hair dryer and scanned it, 
The caller stales that the officers pulled out everything his wife had. The caller does nol understand why his wife s luggage and his wife had to be searched when he was the one with the cooler. The caller slates he had the guidelines and followed the 
directions and a supervisor named!rh··,1Rkame over and told the caller that they had internal guidelines that they had to follow as well that they could not tell him about nor did he need to know about their guidelines. The caller states the officers held 
his wife s underwear up in front of al I the passengers th at were in I in e. The ca 11 er states that after the em ba rras sing incident they sent the coo I er through the x- ray machine after they had opened up the cooler and took everything out of it. The ca 11 er 
states the s u pe rvi so 11 b ·., (6 ! and the other I adies patting down his wife we re very rude, The ca 11 er went through screening around 1 0: 0Oa m on June 20th, They we re in the middle checkpoint close to where you hand the officer your ID, The ca 11 er states 
his wife felt violaled. The caller underslands the patdown bul states this is beyond a patdown. The officers screening wife one was a hispanic with longer dark hair approximately in her 40 s and around 5ft 4in heavy built. The other officer was 
hispanic with shorter around 5ft 4inches as well with dark hair and glasses. The caller wants to take this to the top. The caller wants to be contacted ASAP in regard to the issue. The caller thinks the officers retaliated because he had the guidelines in 
his hand. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy to the appropriate Customer Service Manager at DAL. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : D1sab1lity or Medical Condition; Screening Current Date/Time : 6/2312014 10:55:26 PM Airport EWR - Newark International Date/Time of Travel : 06111/2014 9:00 AM Airline & Flight Number United Express (several) Checkpoint/Area 
of Airport · TSA pat down TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment: I am 75 years old and had a pacemaker installed 2 weeks prior to leaving LAX. Due 10 wealher cancellations we had to leave Newark airport and go through TSA again in Newark. The TSA check (pat down) at LAX was OK. The Newark 
pat down was ridiculous. A captured Al Queada soldier would have been treated with less suspicion and a shorter pat down than the one I endured. I have had either a secrete or top secrete security clearance for close to 45 years. No person who 
cannot go through a screening machine because of a pacemaker needs to be treated like a common cnminal. I was told not to use my left arm for 30 days post surgery. so putting on my belt and putting on my shoes was more than a bit difficult. If I get 
a pat down what's the reason for taking off the belt and having your pants fall down. What's the reason for reaching down into waistband into your undershorts? What's the reason for feeling between the toes? Why do you need to bump into the 
genitals when patting down the inside of the leg? Why is a 75 year old man profiled for such a ridiculous search? 
I was so frustrated, upset and in pain that I did not have the presence of mind to get the idiotic TSA agent"s name. All I can say is - if this is security - we are all in deep trouble. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 

Passenger's Nam.'"""e.,._..,1="---.-----' 
Phone Number: 1h·11r;··, 
Emailfh·11r;··, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller flew 6-21-14 from St. Petersburg, FL and as she came through security as she picked up her belongings from the conveyor a middle aged female TSO with brown hair without warning came up behind her and grabbed her hair. She said that she 
commented to the TSO that she had breast cancer and her hair came back nice (Caller was trying to obtain a reason she touched her hair) and all the TSO said was, yes your hair 1s nice. She said her hair is not extremely thick and she is not having 
someone make excuses for what happened. Caller never received explanation as to why her hair was patted down. She is very angry that the TSO did not explain why she touched her and did not warn her and she wants someone to look at the video. 

RESPONSE: 

Told her I am sorry she was upset. Sometimes the TSO may need to patdown the hair. There could be many reasons and for example someone with thick hair might have caused a shadow on the equipment so the TSO would check the hair but she 
s hou Id have taken ti me to tel I you. 

Told I will send her complaint to the CSM for review. 

CS M Referra I Information: 

612412014 Airporl: PIE 
10:04:12 

AM 
Airline: Allegiant 

Flight#: 814 

Date: 6-21-14 

Departure time: 2:55 PM (She was al the checkpoint between 1 and 1 :30 PM.) 

Specific location - Terminal or Gate: Gate 4 (she thinks but not sure) 

Phone#: (Cell j"-(b~l-'-(6~1 __ __.! 
Emaif b 1(6) I 



612412014 
10:17:23 

AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name~ 
Email Addre"'~:a:..ss"'.,.(b~,.,.,(6,.,..)---------,!Phone Numberf b 1(6) 
Address: ""-'-'--'------------' '---'---'----' 

Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? No 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

Caller said she came home last Sat. from MN and thal she lives in Soulhern CA. She said she flew from Bemidji, MN to Ontario, CA on Delta and got her check bag in On1ario, CA and it did nol look like her same bag and that she gal a noi. She said 
she has a broken hair dryer from this flight but on another flight from DWI in 2002 or 2003 she had Christmas gifts and she had a hole in her suitcase and she said care should be given so items dont break. She said she does not have an email 
address and she requested that we postal ma i I the claim form. She said s i nee 1968 she has had an 11 eo sto my and she has a problem going through sere en i ng and wears an exte rna I device and a metal ring and the wtmd goes off and she said she 
should not have to explain this medical thing. She said we should be educated on this and we should not embarrass her. She said it is all external and can not be taken off and it replaces her large intestine and rectum. She said she may get a Dr. note 
to help explain this in the future. 

Response:To pro1ec1 a passenger's rights under Federal law and to file a valid claim, travelers must send lheir claim in writing to TSA, staling the circumstances of the loss and the exact amount claimed (fair market value of lost or destroyed property, 
reasonable cost of repair for damaged property), within 2 years after the claim occurred. The claim must be signed by the claimant or an authorized representative (e.g., an attorney or other personal representative with appropriate proof of authority). 
TSA is responsible for reviewing all claims relating to the screening of passengers and their baggage. 

6124/2014 To file a claim, you should fill oul the Standard Form 95 (claim form) in accordance wilh the instructions and return it 10 lhe address in box number 1. A claim form will be sent 10 you within 24 hours of this response. While use of the form is nol 
2:54:41 mandatory, it may help travelers ensure that they meet the legal requirements for filing a claim. If you decide to file a claim, it will be processed in accordance with the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

PM 
Once TSA's Claims Management Branch (CMB) has received your claim form, you will be sent a letter of acknowledgement and a claim number. You should keep the claim number for future reference when inquiring about the claim. TSA tries to 
resolve claims as quickly as possible but may need time for further investigation of lhe facts. If TSA denies a claim, or has not finally resolved it within 6 months after it was filed, travelers have a rig hi to bring their claim 10 cour1. 

I advised her th at it takes 1 0-1 5 days to receive it through the postal ma i I. I advised her the TSA officers have the check bags for about a 2 minute wind ow and then the air I in e employees put the bags on the plane. 

If a passenger uses an ostomy, he or she can be screened without having to empty or expose the os1omy. However, it is impor1ant for passengers 10 inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about the ostomy before 
the screening process begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform TSOs about any disability, medical condition. or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from 
security screening, their use may improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TS Os of their conditions. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gov. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown .. 



The caller stated that he had a bad experience in the past at Lehigh and he was strip searched. Therefore, he called last week and the lady was very nice. explaining what he can expect for screening. She not1f1ed EWR and PBI of his arnval and his 
condition. However, when he got to EWR. he went through baggage check and went through TSA. He explained his situation to the TSOs and he did not understand what he was saying exactly. He explained that he requested a PSS and a supervisor 
for screening, and I hey made him wait for a while. Finally, they just made him go through the checkpoint and into the machine. He stated that when he got out of lhe machine something alarmed, and I hey palled down his vest. He explained that they 
then took him to a holding area, and he again requested a supervisor or management. however he was ignored. He explained that they then conducted a full patdown and he showed them his vest. He stated that he was tested for ETD and it alarmed 
the first time, however not the second time. He explained that he did not request a pnvate screening. and he did not want to be taken in the holding room. He stated that they did not care that he had an email from TSA regarding the procedure or that he 
had the card for the vest. He stated that he knows that they were notified because he was emailed regarding the matter. He stated that he did not want to be taken in the different room. He stated that he asked for assistance and they did not get 
anyone. He staled thal he did not request a private screening al all. He slated that they also had Precheck on the flighl as well. He stated that he is very disappointed because he was laken to the private room when he did not ask for it 10 be done. 

I advised the cal I er that we can forward the comp I a int to the CS M at EW R so that they can be aware of his situation. I a pol og1zed to the cal I er lo r the incident, and exp I a i ned th at he can al ways request a PSS during sere en i ng at the checkpoint lo r 
ass i sta nee, He can always request assistance from us if he ca 11 s 72 hours prior to the flight, 

612412014 The callers flight details are as follow: 
2:56:43 

PM Departing Airport EW R 
Destination: PBI 

612412014 
4:08:56 

PM 

Airline: United Airlines 
Flight Number and Time: UA1740@ 1:30 pm 
Terminal and Gate: 83 
Dale and Time: 06-20-2014 @ 11 :30 

He stated that PBI did exactly what was explained to him and he was met by a young lady at the checkpoint named!(b·:,(6 !.ft)'i(6iltold him that EWR had several complaints regarding such matters and they do not follow procedures. He flew on fi1ght 
number 1673@ 9:38 am from PBI to EWR on United Airlines. He stated that they did everything as they were suppose to f~creening. 

I explained that I will forward the compliment to the CSM at PBI so that they can be aware of his pleasant experience. 

Departure City: MCO 
Destination City: ORH 
Flight Date 611212014 
Flight Number: 1888 
Urgent: N 
Crewmember: 
Level One: Airports 
LevelTwo: Crewmember Specific 
LevelThree: 
Comments: So my girlfriend calls me right before boarding her plane telling me 
one of the security 
guards at the metal detectors, A male security guard that is, Pat her down while 
there was a girl 
security guard right the re .. This is my p regnant Girl friend we a re ta I king 
about with anxiety 
issues already as it is. so can you tell me why some scumbag security guard is 
putting his hands on 
her?I I know for a fact that"s sexual harassment. and that not even male cops 
can pat down a female. 
She was not able to catch his name but i'm sure its not hard for you guys to 
figure o ul. Then I he res 
no number at the airport itself for me to call? that is absolutely ridiculous .. 
I would really like 
something done about this, without me having to personally fiy down there myself 
an beat this dudes 
ass in front of the whole airport. I will wait for reply back before placing any 
neg at1ve statements 
about you guys a 11 over the intern et, thank you! 

An they absolutely agree that it was wrong, just that you were in charge of the guards and needed to contact you, So one of your scumbag guards got off to petting down my pregnant girlfriend. 



6124/2014 
7:1707 

PM 

His 93 year old father flew out of EWR today. He had to go through a patdown and they took his palm print. He was wanting to know why this happened. He believes a 93 year old man should be the least threat 

Response: 
Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) are taught to explain what they are doing during the screening process. They should also ask permission when doing something that might cause concern. 
As to why they did a palm p n nt on him we do not know because th at is not standard screening process for us. 
Generally with passenger that age they have a lighter modified screening that allows him to keep his shows on and light outter wear, 
Please keep in mind that a TSO is required 10 check the source of all alarms and to follow all screening requirements. While a passenger or guardian may decline to permit a search, a passenger will nol be permitled to board an aircraft unless the 
screening is properly completed. 

Because your comp I ai nt concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your e-m a i I to the Customer Service Manager at that airport, 

The ca 11 er cal I ed De I ta and she had a bad experience, She stated that she went through the checkpoint and she was cleared. She stated that she was frisked after the checkpoint, She stated th at she was going to the Bahamas, She stated that she has 
hired a atlorney and she wants compensaled. She stated that the officer was rude and she did lhis in fronl of olher passengers. She slated that she did not have a reason 10 frisk her. She staled thal the officer was arrogant. She stated lhat she had to 
remove her sacks. She stated that the attorney told her that she should not have frisked her like that. She stated that this was humliating. She stated that she will never fly with Delta again. She stated that this happened at BZN to the bahamas. She 
stated that she made her cry. and she threw her ticket away. She stated that she had two witnesses to the event. She stated that she did not set off any alarms, and she was wanded. She stated that she is going to make a law suit. She stated that she 
wants reimbursed for the situation. She stated that she did not take her flight due to this incident. 

612412014 TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior ta boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening al passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
7:29:35 factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve 

PM an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

6124/2014 
8:13:37 

PM 

Name: l(b)(ff, 
Phone: ~----~ 
Dale and Time: 06-10th@ 7:30 am 
Airline: Delta 
Good evening, 

This morning, I flew from Minneapolis back ta Philadelphia, from where I had came last Friday. I was detained for a pat down because my body scan triggered a warning. It was my FitBit Zip, which I had clipped to my bra. I had not given my FitBit a 
second thought. because I had absolutely no problems getting through security at the Philadelphia airport the previous Friday, at which time it was also clipped to my bra. I saw what the scan looked liked - a big yellow square showing where I had 
something on my body - so there is no way it was not noticed in Philadelphia. This is very disturbing to me and is not the first time I have noticed security lapses in Philadelphia. I certainly don't enjoy going through the body scan and all of the other 
heightened security measures, but if they are going to be in place then people should at least be paying attention. Please feel free to contact me if you need further informalion. 

kb)(6) 

612512014 
8:29:57 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!~(b_i_(6_1 __ ~ 
Date Time: 6/25/2014 7:14:30 AM 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

Nam h"\fR"·1 

Email b)(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate cree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc) Flight# DL4548 
airline: Delta 
airport: ATW 
Comments:My girlfriend, a Korean national, was subjected to screening which was completely unnecessary. One of the officers looking at her passport thought it was suspicious that my girlfriend whited-out her signature on a section of her passport 
to re-sign it, which on her passport has nothing to do with the va Ii d ity of 11. We had passed through many other security checkpoints in many different airports. and no one brought this up as a prob I em, nor does it say anywhere in the passport that using 
white out on this section was prohibited. 
My girlfriend was extremely upset for a long period after the screening and we feel this screening was demeaning and unjustifiable. We would like an apology, 



Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Ca I egori es Mis eel la neouslOther 
Current Date/Time . 6/25/2014 12:08: 1 O AM Airport · SAT - San Antonia International Date/Time of Travel . 06/24/2014 6:45 AM Airline & Flight Number · 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 

612512014 TSA Employee: (If Known) . 

8_31 _52 Comment: I escorted my elderly parents to the gate. I put my purse on the belt, wenl through security, said my good-byes and left. Just now, more than 12 hours later, I realized that I had pepper spray in my purse the whole time and no one stopped 
· AM me. Just saying, my 85 yr aid mom got pat down and they put a wand over her hands and my pepper spray went through. 

Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller will be flying from Birmingham, AL. He said that his wife made the reservations and he does nat have the flight information. Caller stated that on a previous flight out al Birmingham he was body searched and questioned like he was a terrorist. 
He is completely blind. He travels with a braille wnter, braille paper, apple products, a dictionary, an additional computer that has speech on it. and other devices that help access material. He did not want the electronic equipment x-rayed. He said 
that the magnets in the system would ruin it. He aid that he was told that he should have gotten a memo from the airlines or someone stating that the equipment should not be scanned, He stated that the airline gave him a free ticket because of the 
harassmenl. He said that he suspected that he was set next 10 an air marshal. The people at the airline seemed to know him very well. He was delayed for two hours. He said thal he did not have a problem on the way back from Charlolte. Caller 
said that he is not making a complaint. He wanted to get prepared for the screening. He asked if I can send him a notification card or if he can print it out or show it an his iPhane. He said that the disability office tald him that he would be exempted 
from the cost of ta king the 1te ms. When I gave the caller the inform at,on from the template stating that canes and other devices ( such as Bra, 11 e note take rs) must undergo x- ray screening he became very angry. He wanted my name. He stated that I 
was not listening and that it would ruin his S10,000.00 piece of equipment if it is scanned. 

I gave the following information: It is recommended that passengers who are blind or visually impaired notify a Transportation Secunty Officer (TSO) of the kind of assistance needed to complete the screening process. TSA has created not1f1cation 
ca rd s that trave I ers may use to info rm a TSO about any dis ab i I ity, medical condition, or medical device that co u Id afle ct s ecu ri ty sere en i ng, Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security sere en i ng, their use may imp rove com mun i cation 
and help 1ravelers discreetly notify TSOs of their conditions. Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds withoul the support of a person or device. 
Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through an their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available ar can request to be screened using a thorough patdown: 
however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in I ,eu of A IT or a paid own. 

6125/2014 
8:39 :48 If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through me1a1 detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure ins1ead. 

A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If a patdawn is required in order to complete screening: 
AM 

• The patd own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers mu st wait for a TSO of the same gender to be come a vai I ab I e, 
• The passenger can request a privale screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a privale screening, anolher TSA employee will also be presenl and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her anms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id nol be asked 10 remove or Ii ft any article of clothing 10 rev ea I a sensitive body area. 

In addition to the patdown, T SA may use techno I og y to test for traces of exp I os,ve mate ri a I. If explosive material 1s detected, the passenger wi 11 have to undergo add1t1ona I screening. 

In addition to screening the passenger, can es and other devices ( such as Bra i 11 e note takers) m usl undergo x-ray screening . If an i tern can not fit through I he x-ray, or the passenger can not be separated from I he item , it mu st be physi ca 11 y inspected by a 
TSO. Passengers should tell the TSO if they need to be immediately reunited with the device after it is screened by x-ray. 
I advised him that he would need to contact the airline about the lee for taking the items. I told him that is not in T SA Ju nsd i ct ion. I a I so told him that a notification card is not a requirement and he can j us! te 11 the TSO about his s i tuat,on if he wo u Id 
prefer to do so. I advised the caller that I was listening and I did hear him say that his equipment can not be scanned. I gave the caller my name and agent number. I also gave him the name and phone number for the CSM at Birmingham 
International. 



How is 11 that an email like this goes unanswered? 

On May 28, I the only response I received was an email from the TSA ConIacI Genier thal stated: "Because your complaint concerns an incident lhat occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the appropriale Customer 
Service Manager." 

Is that it? All I get? A big agency with a lot of important people in it. and I don't even get the courtesy of a reply. fb 1(6) 1-, where are you? Still employed? We took you at your word and trusted your integrity. What's preventing you from 
responding. You gave me your card. You told us to contact you if we needed anything. Apparently that was an empty offer, a way to shut us up and get us out of your way. Didn't work. I'm still here. 

Please have some respect and rise above the unprofessional and immature behavior of your representative!(b)(6:1land reply. Be accountable. 

Thanks, 

612512014 jrh\/R, 
10:12:00 

AM 

6125/2014 
11 3221 

AM 

!(b1(6i 

Fro (b)(61 

Dale: Tuesday, May 27, 2014 al 7 46 PM 
To: <HYPERLINK "mailtaTSA-ContactCenter 
Cc b1(6) 
Sub1ec· · · ir Ines, A Gates on 5126 

Disability Description: Caller has an insulin pump and continuous glucose monitor. 

Information Request: Cal I er has had prob I ems in the pa st when she rem aves the pump for a physical inspection. 

Response Details: Advised caller to conIacI us 72 hours prior 10 I ravel and we would escalate a request for assisitance to ODPO.Emailed lhe information.Passengers who use insulin pumps can be screened wilhout disconnecting from I heir pump. 
However, it is important for passengers to inf arm the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about their pump before the screening process begins. 
Diabetes-related supplies, medications and equipment such as insulin inhalers, glucagon emergency kits. lancets, blood glucose meters and strips. alcohol swabs, meter-testing solutions, urine ketone test stnps, insulin pumps, pump supplies and used 
syringes (when transported in a Sharps disposal container or other similar hard-surface container) are allowed through the security checkpoint once they have been properly screened by x-ray or a hand inspection. Passengers with diabetes traveling 
with medical I y necessary items should info rm a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of these items and se para te th em from other belongings before screening begins. 

Regardless of whether the passenger is screened by AIT or the walk-through metal detector. the passengers insulin pump is subject to additional screening. Under most circumstances this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of their 
insulin pump followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passengers hands.Passengers who have concerns about I heir screening can ask to speak wilh a supervisor or Passenger Supporl Specialist while al the checkpoint. 



The caller has an implanted cardiac defibrillator pacemaker. She had TSA precheck on her boarding pass when she flew out of DCA yesterday. She is complaining because there is no consistency from airport to airport for someone in her condItIon. At 
DCA she went to the precheck line and she let them know ahead of time about the pacemaker. She was instructed to go to other side by an officer and remain at that spot until they called someone. She waited for 15 minutes before the officer called 
someone and then waited for a female agent to show up so she wailed a tolal of approximately 30 minuIes. When the female agent came she jusl escorted her 10 lhe AIT and had her go through it. I asked the caller if they called the female agent due to 
the possibility of a patdown and the caller states that when the other agent was called there was no mention of the need for a female due to a patdown. All this time she was separated from her personal belongings for a long period of time. She states 
that the precheck lane at DCA only had a WTMD but when she came through TPA it had an AIT. She is concerned that she lost sight of her belongings while waiting for such a long period of time. She also wants to know if there is a better way to 
handle situations like this and if signing up for precheck would be of any benefit to her. Ultimately her baggage went through screening twice because it went through initially when she was waiting for someone and lost site of it and then again when she 
went th rough the AIT. 

AIRPORT: DCA 
DATE OF TRAVEL: 06-24-14 
DEPARTURE TIME: 1150 

612512014 CHECKED BAGGAGE TIME: 1000 
AIRLINE US Airways 

12'08 '48 FLIGHT NUMBER· 1846 
PM TERMINAL OR GATE: Terminal C Gate 37 

612512014 
12:16:07 

PM 

CONTACT: w,(6) 1 

I advised the caller that Transportation Security Administration (TSA) policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items, including disability-related devices and aids. are kept within a passenger's line-ol
s ight when a passenger is required to undergo addition a I screening. 

All individuals must undergo security screening at the checkpoint before being permitted into the secure area of an airport. including those eligible for TSA Pre\u2713 "'. TSA recognizes that certain travelers with d1sab1lities or medical conditions may 
have difficulty standing or walking and that certain medical conditions may cause individuals to alarm when screened using a walk-through metal detector. If this occurs, TSA Pre\u2713"' individuals may be permitted to undergo alternate screening 
procedures such as Advance Imaging Technology (AITJ screening or a patdown screening. I advised the caller that due to her heart condilion there may be some airports thal have an AIT al the precheck lane but some may not so precheck would only 
be beneficial to her at those that have the AIT. 

I advised the cal I er that I wi 11 lo rward a copy of her comp I ai nt to the CSM at DCA reg a rd i ng the wait she had to experience. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time, 6/25/2014 10:24:45 AM Airport· LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel· 06/2412014 6:30 PM Airline & Flight Number, Alaska Flight 459 Checkpoint/Area 
of Airport: 
TSA Employee: (If Known)·~ 
Comment : My daugter who is a minor ( 15) was random I y chosen lo r additional screening. had to undergo a paid own in front of everyone. had her bags gone through and th en was brought to a se pe rate room lo r an addition al p atdown as some 
chemical was found on her shoes. they tried to keep her dad away from joining her but he insisted on being there, She began crying as she felt totally violated and embarassed. She said the staff was rude and unkind to her. She now insists she is 
afraid to travel anywhere nol due to the flying bul becasue of lhe TSA Slaff. I understand the need for &quot:procedures&quot: but talking to a crying teenaged girl in a kind way would not have impacted any procedure or safety. I am disgusted at lhe 
lack of any sort af customer service or an ounce af human kindness. 

Would you like a res.l'n"'o..,n,.se,..? .... -.. J..,n.,1e~-----, 
Passenger's Name :Kb)(ff:, !(passenger) Phone Number :l~(b_._,(_6_1 __ ~1 Email k"-b~)-'-(6~•:_, ___ ..,~o leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link: http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller fiew from Fresno on May 5, 2014. She said that she was held up in security for over 1 2 hour. She stated that they dumped her carry-on on a table and she was taken to a room and given a patdown. She stated that she had to wait for 15 
minutes before anyone did anything. She also stated that they asked if her if was wearing lotion. She missed her flight. She had to wait for 2 days in Fresno to get a flight to the east coast. She stated that she watched her checked bag being put on 
the plane. They would not let her on the plane or take her luggage off. Her bag arrived two days ahead of her. She had to get someone 10 pick up the bag. She said that they never announced thal her plane was ready to take off. She is 72 years 
old. She said that passenger over 75 do not have to take their shoes or jackets off. She stated that anyone could have picked up her luggage. She wanted to know why TSA held her up so long that she missed her flight. She stated that she thinks 
security is crazy and it Is crazy to allow bags to fly without the passenger. She stated that she had lotion in her checked luggage. She said that there were two people present dunng the patdown. She wanted to know what the CSM will do if she 
contacts them, She wanted to know where a 11 the gave rnment security is, She said that TSA and the airlines s ho u Id get together about security, She stated th at we could ca re I ess about who the I ugg age belongs to, She asked for the airport code lo r 
Fresno Air Terminal. 

6~2:~2~~ 4 I gave the following information: Airlines are responsible for identifying passengers, controlling passengers to checkpoints, controlling gate access. and controlling baggage before and afier screening, including loading baggage onto their aircraft. Prior 
p M to ret um i ng baggage to the airline for loading, TSA screens a 11 baggage with exp I osive s detection equipment or a phys i ca I search to ensure th at prohibited items a re not placed onboa rd a ire raft, 

Various factors may affect an airline operator's ability to load a passenger's bags on their flight, such as bags that arrive too late for loading or storage considerations. All screened baggage is required to be securely staged by the aircraft operator until 
it is loaded onto the aircrafi. where it is secured in the cargo ho Id of the ai re rafi. 

I told her I hat if she set off an alarm the alarm musl be cleared before she can go through the checkpoint. I also told her that she is allowed to take lotion in checked luggage. I told her that her bag was screened to make sure that ii was safe and there 
were no prohibited items. I also told her that she may have to wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available and that there will be another TSO of the same gender as the passenger present for the patdown. I advised her that announcing her 
flight Is not in TSAjurisdiction. 
I told her that if she would like to speak with the CSM at Fresno she can choose option 5 on the IVR and enter the airport code of FAT. 



Caller was in Spokane Washington Airport to fly to Boise and was in a wheelchair provided by the airline. They made him go through the equipment (not sure if AIT or metal detector) and the alarm went off. He alleged that told the Officers he was 
able to get out of the chair and walk but the TSO said this will be faster and they had him go through in the chair and that resulted in a Patdown. 
He is able 10 walk and usually gets out of the wheelchair for the screening al olher locations. 
The Checkpoint Supervisor TSO was!(b)(ff:, lwho said since the alarm went off you must do the Patdown. 
Caller complained 1/ he could have wa I ked through the a I a rm wou Id not have gone off and he did not Ii ke having the P atdown. 

RESPONSE: 

Advised I will send a copy of his complaint to the CSM at Spokane. 

CS M Referra I Information: 

612512014 Airporl: GEG 

2= 14'00 Airline: Southwest 
PM 

Flight#: 4008 

Date 6-20-14 

Departure time: 4:15 PM (He was al the checkpoint at 3:00 PMJ 
Specific location - Terminal or Gate: AB Lane 1 

Phone#: (Cell l~f b_,_(6_) __ ~ 

Emailfh··,1r;··, 

DearTSA: 

On June 20, 2014, I fiew out of Colorado Spnngs Airport with my son who has a broken foot and was wearing a half leg cast. We flew on the 6:30 AM Delta fi1ght bound for Atlanta. A swab was done by a TSA agent on my son's cast which came back 
"positive" for I'm not sure what. He was then detained, subjected to a lull body pat down, asked all kinds of questions, had a metal detector wand run over his cast and we then had to wait for quite a while (at least 20-25 minutes) while the TSA agents 
called for guidance on whal to do. A Della employee came to re1rieve us as we were holding up the flighl. We were finally cleared to go. The TSA agents told me I his happens all the time with casls and nol to be concerned. Flying back yesterday 

612512014 from Chi ca go Ohare Airport, my son did not encounter these issues at T SA. His cast was swab bed and came back "negative" I to Id the a gent th ere about our experience at Col or ado Springs (COS) and he advised me to te 11 the COS T SA that their 

2 .14, 0 8 prob I em with casts may be ace u rri ng because agents at COS may not be putting on c I ea n gloves prior to swabbing casts the re/ore contam i natrng the swab with their g I aves. I ta I ked to the COS T SA about this and they advised me to send you an em a, I 
· PM on this matter which I am hereby doing. Please do follow up on this as unnecessarily detaining people with casts for 20-60 minutes is a huge inconvenience and can result in them missing their flight. I'm all for assuring safety on flights and thank-you 

for your job in doing I his but if a protocol is not being followed by agents because perhaps they have nol been informed of it, ii should be correcled so as not to unnecessarily detain innocenl passengers. Thank-you for your consideration of I his matter. 

612512014 
4:16:53 

PM 

Sincerely, 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Other 
Current Date/Time : 612512014 3:31 :46 PM Airport : IAH - George Bush Houston Intercontinental Date/Time of Travel 0612512014 AM Airline & Flight Number: 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. I am from Edmonton. Alberta in Canada. 
I am in Houston for training and was going through secruity I showed my Alberta Driver Licence because , had forgot my Passport and was told that it wasn't acceptable piece of ID that i needed a different piece of ID. They made me show them my 
hea I th i nsu ran ce ca rd and my credit ca rd. they then I et me proceed to the other side where i was to Id i needed a comp I ete pat down and they needed to go through my stuff cause i didn't have any I D, i just looked up on your web site and it say that my 
provincial Drivers Licence was acceptable and it was updated 5 days ago. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Emailfh 1/RI 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 6/2512014 2:57:03 PM Airport: CHS - Charleston lntemalional Airport Date/Time of TrMel 06/2312014 Airline & Flight Number: Spouthwest 4161 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: TSA 
entry TSA Employee: (If Known) . NIA Comment · My daughter had a valid high school photo ID: snd was able to produce a debit card varifying her name. This was unacceptable to the TSA entry agent as she had currently graduated. The document 

612512014 was ve nf,ed: additional information was cooperatively given upon agents request. Following this interrogation and paperwork. she was st, 11 s u bJected to a &quot pat down and packages in her pocessi on pestered and ruined with reg a rd to packaging. 

4_17_06 My daughter was late to the gate ... although crew was notified and plane delayed waiting for her boarding. 
· PM Would you like a res onse?: True 

Passenger's Na~,.-=--=---,__J 
Phone Number (b )(61 
Email 1h·11rr-, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller was traveling from Ottawa, Canada, and is a Canadian Citizen. She was picked in ORD for a patdown and baggage inspection. When she got off in Asheville, her brand new suitcase had all locks broken, zipper. and had black marks all over it 
as well as the handle. Her suilcase is a mess and she is very upset.She had everything ironed and is at a conference, so she is upsel. She stated that she had items that are broken. The tabs are all pulled off. She had locks on her bag but she doesn t 
lock them because she can t remember the numbers. The locks are all broken. She went from Ottawa, to ORD. ta Asheville. She had a TSA NOi inside of her bag. 

In regards to the her incident coming into the US, she stated that the one who patted her down was eventually nice, but she was upset that they didnt explain things to her. She was given a patdown. She is a cancer survivor and has had a masectomy. 
She slated that the officer was nol friendly and very abrupt. She didn t mind lhe inspection, but didn t like her attitude. She did confirm thal this happened when coming through customs. 

Response: 
I obtained the following details: 
Airporl: ORD 
Airline: United Airlines 
Flight Number: UA5411 
Date: June 25th, 2014 

612512014 Time: 8:42 a.m. but didnt_lea_ve unlil later, aboul half an hour later. 

4-47'41 Baggage Tag Nurnber:kbi(6_1 ! 
· PM Description of Baggage: Hard Cased Hounds Tooth Pattern, London Fog Bag, Brown patterned and white in color 

NOie YES nothing add it ion a I ly indicated 

6125/2014 
6:1038 

PM 

Gate: F or D 6 (she ~b_el_ie_v_e_s~) ------~ 
contact information: ._kb_."'1(_6'-) _______ __, 

TS Os receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great care during the screening process so that when bags are opened a passenger's belongings are returned to the same condition they were 
found. We regret I hat you were unsalisfied with the manner in which your bags were handled. 

Because the corn plaint concerns security screening at a specific airport. we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-mai I to the Custa mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 

I am sending a claims form 10 lhe caller, via email. I directed her to complete and return. 

I provided the phone number for US CBP: 877-227-5511 to complaint about how she was treated. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 6/2512014 4:30:49 PM Airport: FLL - Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International Dateffime ofTravel: 06125/2014 12:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: SWA 3413 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Gates to B course TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: Just had a disturbing experience while navigating through the TSA checkpoint at Ft Lauderdale International Airport. After going through the magnetometer, I was informed by the TSA agent that the black max, skirt I was wearing required a 
physi ca I pat down. REALLY! But the guy in front of me with the shopping bag ful I of Gatorade bottles and open snacks zipped rig ht through. I had to wait lo r a le male agent while onlookers gawked. 0 n ce a fem a I e a gent Ii na 11 y arrived . She curtly asked 
if I wanted lhe pat down in anolher location. NO! I AM NOT GOING TO SOME UNDISCLOSED LOCATION BECAUSE OF MY WARDROBE CHOICE! Once everyone in line got to see me gelling my legs (back and front) rubbed down. The agent 
finished and walked away without a word to me. I didn't know if I was cleared to proceed or not. On my own volition, I retrieved my belonging my scattered belongings at the end of the conveyor belt. Thanks for the eye opening experience. I'll never 
wear a long skirt through security unless I want to be on stage for your humiliation TSA show. 
Would you like a response?, True 

Passenger's Name ~f b~1~(6~)---~ 
Phone Number · 
Emailfh·\/r;·-, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller feels like she is discriminated and violated at a TSA checkpoint. They came through IAH and went through TSA. It was only them in line, and she had a cup of ice that had melted. she didnt know 11 was in her bag pack in the side pouch. She told 
them that they could just dump it out. She told her that she cant do that, and looked at another employee, and told her that she could not make any special circumstances for --them--. She was then made start all over again in the screening process. 
She then told her to throw lhe thing away and that she would get another 5 dollar cup at Walmart if its lhat big of a deal. She stJled they wanled to search all of her bags for no reason. They then checked all of her molher in laws ilems. She slated that 
the bottom of the bag then fell out and busts one of her souvenir cups. They made her husband then go through the AIT and her other son do the same. They then told him that he needs to step to the side. and that he had something in his butt crack. 
They did a patdown on her h us band s butt crack. She then stated that they did ETD on her son s hands. They offered the private screening. They then told her son that he had an anomaly in his b ult era ck as wel I. 
She believes that this is hap pe ni ng be ca use they a re white, and a 11 employees a re Alri can American, She stated that they a 11 had attitudes. A fem a I e emp I oye e snatched her boa rd i ng pass out of her hands and told her she had plenty of time even 
though she had to go 10 lhe other side of the airport. This happened on Monday June 23rd, scheduled 10 depart at 9:30 a.m., Houslon time. They came through TSA around 9:05 a.m. 

Response: 
612512014 This happened on M 

8:06:52 
PM Call transferred to E Vaisey. 

She asked what happens in a case like this. 

Advised ca Iler: 

I will forward information to you. In order for this complaint to be complete it will need to be in writing. I will also forward the information collected from the previous agent to the TSA multicultural branch. 

The complaint will be investigated. I do not have step by step information about how this is handled as it is another branch. 

I recent I y fi 11 ed out the Delta Air Lines C usIomer Ca re Farm and they suggested I contact you with my concerns 

Reply-To Email Address: HYPERLIN ,.(_b'"1(_6'-) _________________ _, 
Airline Program: DL 
Frequent Fl er Number: b)(ffl 

Addres~(_b~1(_6·~I ----~ 
Address Line 2: apt 25n 
City: new york 

612 5120 14 State/Provi ncff Ne 

10,06,00 Postal Code/Zip: 10016 
Country: US 

PM 
Telephone Country Code: 
Phone Number: HYPERLINK '1•"'1h"'·""·,1'-'R-'-·I _________ _, 
Flight Date: 06/17/2014 
Flight Number: DL2562 
Origin City: FLL 
Destination City: L GA 
Confirmation Numb ere 

~-~=~ ........ 
Ticket Number:~b~)-'-(6_·•~' ___ _, 
Class of Travel: economy 

Delta suggested this was a TSA issue and I wanted to let you know how about i was about an inappropriate circumstance that delta customer relations have agreed was inappropriate. 

Message: I have always chosen to fly delta and was always impressed how helpful they have been with helping me get a hospital flight to see my sick father every month---until this terrible experience i am so upset with delta-i was traveling with my 
ba bys i tier and 2 year old and got stopped at security for the Ii qi d in my bay bag- they checked a 11 the bottles and then proceeded to tel I me i have to do a pat down because i had a j u,ce box in the baby bag- the woman who to Id me this was very rude 
adn intentionally slow- she knew my flight was boarding shortly and took her time to get some on to do a pat down- when someone finally came- they didnt alert me that i could have eith thrown out the juice box or open in in order to make my flight' and 



6125/2014 
10:08:46 

PM 

To who it concerns, 
I was !raveling from the Santa Fe airporl to Denver 6 24 2014. I wenl through security al approx 1250 pm. I have a sacral stimulaior in my back and unable to go through the security detectors wilhout receiving a shock. The firsl TSA staff told me 10 
place my belongings In the bin go through the double doors that take you into a hallway which other passengers where entering from the incoming flight. In the hallway guards where there telling me I couldn t be there I explained I was told to go there. 
Then another TSA member came out and told me to come back m and stand on this pad draped off by a rope directly on the other side which the passengers board in where walking through and put my arms up in the air till a female could pat me 
down. They had me set my license and medical card on the table. When my items had passed through the scanner my sister try to hand me my fiip flops. Officer (b)(ff:, knocked them away and yelled at her don t touch her. It felt like everyone was 
staring at me. Then when the female officer came 10 pal me down I tried to show her my card again and again she palled my hand away yelling don I touch that keep your arms up• Again I felt like every passenger was siaring as they waited to load. All 
I could do was watch as the TSA office~ was oin through my bag that had past through security saying my liquid bag was too full and saying my tube of medicine couldn t go through. When I was done with my pat down the female TSA 
female let me on the other side of the rope I told TS (b)(ff:, that it was a tube of medicine. He told me it wasn tallowed and I explained again it was medicine. I told him I needed it and he said its too big you could have minimized it. My medicine 
was in a blue clear tube and is metered dosed pump. It is light sensitive I could not reduce it into another container. He continued through my belongings without gloves on. He started pulling my stuff out of my clear bag saying he was throwing them 
out. I lold him to lei me decide what to take out. He put a bowl and said I could only have what fit into the bowl including my medicine. He grabbed my perfume and I argued he wasn t throwing ii out. II was a $125 botlle. He said then you can check it. 
Again everyone was staring. He even took my toothbrush then my sister said hey its a toothbrush she can have that. He even took away my face wipes which were not liquid. Another friend traveling with me said she had hardly anything and she would 
take some of my things on her bag. He to Id her no they are her things she can t have them. After giving up some of my th, ngs I eventua 11 y was al lowed to pass. My sister and another of my friends trave Ii ng both had bigger and mo re th, ngs in the re I iqu id 
bags. I felt like I was being targeted as soon as I said I couldn t go through the scanner because of my stimulator. The TSA staff were yelling at me telling fy frienr don t touch her don t touch my things standing on the other side of a rope with my 
hands up. I was totally humiliated. No privacy or discretion was used. This is my first lime traveling since my surgery and I was nervous already. The TSA h·,1R··, even tried to touch my calheter. I have 10 put that inside me 10 go the balhroom, he 
wasn t wearing gloves. I don t know if they were nervous because they were not familiar with my device or what but I felt like I was just busted with something and they were taking me down. Every passenger on that flight waiting to board watched as I 
was patted down interrogated as they went through my be Io ngmgs. They on I y opened one other persons be Io ngmgs and it was b nef to take out shaving ere am. My whole bag was searched. It s bad enough to have to go through a pay down but I felt 
like I was discriminated because I had the stimulator which then prompted them to search my belongings. 
Thank ou for looking into this, 

(b)(61 

612612014 
12:13:34 

PM 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : P role ssIona Ii sm/C ustome r Service: Sc reenmg Current Date/Ti me 612612014 1 0: 55: 0 3 AM Airport : DEN - Denver I nte mati on al Date/Ti me of Travel : 0612112014 3: 4 5 PM Airline & FI i g ht N umber : Fg 07 20 Check poi ntl Area of Airport 
Gate A TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: I had an extremely unpleasant experience with TSA's new security screening guidelines, implemenled 21 June, al DIA. I had a bottle of conIacI solution in my bag lhat was larger than travel size, bul did not have time 10 remove ii before 
entering the security line. I was told by TSA staff that there were new guidelines being implemented that day, and that although they were still &quot;working out the kinks&quot:, I would have to pass additional screening. At this point, I was treated as 
nothing less than a cnminal. Despite the officiars efforts to make me feel more comfortable. all of my items were removed in full view of the rest of the security line, and although I asked to be &quot pat down&quot: in private, I was told I would miss my 
flight if I did so. The &quot;pat down&quot: itself was extremely uncomfortable and invasive. all the more so because it was in full view of the rest of the passengers. The very least this new screening should require is a screen to protect passenge~s 
privacy. We are cusIomers and choose 10 fly, and I felt that this treatment was a gross violalion of my privacy, and trealed me (and the passengers next 10 me undergoing the same process, and lhem with an infant and slroller) as a guilly party at leasl, 
and a criminal at worst. It was invasive, unpleasant, and a violation of privacy. I understand the need to check passenger's belongings that might be suspect, but TSA must find a less invasive and aggressive way to do so. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Namej(b·•,(ffi 
Phone Number : =="--------' 
Emailfh··,1R·1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this lmk hltp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB21ApplicationManager 



612612014 

~~~~fgi,Wli Messaue---
sent: Thursday, June 26, 2014 2 02 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCom liance 
Cc bl/6\ 
Subject TSA Employe (b)(6i (Coastal Carolina Regional Airport) 

The attached document is being sent to you on behalf of""kb~)-'(_6~1 _____ ....,! Any questions regarding this document should be sent to!(b)(6:, ~t"-!(~b~l(~6~i-----~ 

(b)(61 I 
4:13:54 '"(b-.-1(-6-.. , ------~-------~l"ew Bern. NC 28563-0867 

PM (b)(61 

b1(6i 
IF: 252,672.5477 

I 

IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that any tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be 
used. for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein. 

If you have received this confidential message in error, please destroy it and any attachments without reading, printing, copying or forwarding it. Please let us know of the error immediately so that we can prevent it from happening again. Yau may reply 
directly to the sender of this message. Neither the name of I h ·\/ R ·., or its rep rese ntati ve, nor Ira ns mission of this em a i I from!( bl ( 61 l sha 11 be considered an e I ectro ni c signature unless specifically stated otherwise in this 
ema i I by a Ii censed attorney employed by I h ·1 I fr, Thank you. 

Attachment: 
June 26, 2014 

kb)(61 



Disability Description: Callers wife has Diabetes 

Wifes name - f""h-'·"I1"-R"'·., ___ _. 

Response Details: Advised caller· Far your complaint ta be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)), it must be in writing and 
including the following information: 

The name and address of the complainani: 
The date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
A d escri pti on of the a 11 eg ed d1scri minatory a ctIon in sufficient deta1 I to inform T SA of the nature of the al I eg ed act of di sen mi nation: and 
The signature of the oomplainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In addition. ta appropriately address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

PI ease note th at TSA accepts e-ma i Is as being signed. 

612612014 Emailed the RFI ta the caller 
5:33:09 

PM 

6/2612014 

Advised caller this would be sent to a CSM at DTW 

Airport 
Airline 
Flight# 
Dale - Time 
Location of Incident 
Contact Info 
Agents Name 

DTW 
Delta 
57 
June 26th 4:30pm 

,..,.L.:.!a..U.ltliJWlJIJ.\t after the Customs checkpoint Red 5 checkpoint 

Incident Details: Caller wants to re part an abusive TSO. They went through customs without a problem and when they went through the TSA checkpoint. caller said his wife was having a diabetic reaction and they requested to go ahead and get their 
patdown out of the way and the TSO told them they had an attitude so they would have to wait. Caller is livid and he thinks that there should be separate lanes for people with disabilities and our agents need to be educated better on. 
Wife has a insulin pump with a transmitter and caller says that none of it can go through any type of technology and must be given a patdown. 
Wifes name isfh ,1RI I 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Cun-ent Date/Time. 6/2612014 5:44:10 PM Airport: DCA - Washington Reagan National Date/Time of Travel· 06/19/2014 11:30 AM Airline & Flight Number. UA 1121 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: C ooncourse TSA Employee: (If Known): Unknown 
Comment : I was traveling with my wife and 7 year old twins to Milwaukee on a family trip. My wife was selected for whal was described to us as an elevated level of additional screening. This included a complele search of her person and bag, a public 
pat down which included the breasts, groin and buttocks. When I use the ward public I mean right there in front of all the other travelers and my children. 

6:05:28 I fully understand the threats we lace and the responsibility your agency bears. However, this sort of random screening of mothers traveling with their small children does absolutely nothing to benefit aviation safety. If you really want to make Americans 
PM safer, study the El Al playbook. Random screenings do not work, unless your goal is political IheaIer. 

Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Na h··,1r;·I 
Phone Number , (b 1(6) 
Email h·I1r;··, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



Caller fi ew last friday to CL T from Cha rteston County with his girlfriend and they both received precheck. Most of his flights he does receive preche ck. Today. they were flying, he was sent to regular sere en i ng. Cal I er wants to know why. He al so wants 
to complain because he had to remove his shoes and he didn t have socks on, and when he went through the AIT, he triggered an alarm and received a patdown. When he asked the officer what he was looking for. the officer wouldn t respond. Caller 
thinks this situation could have been handled belier and wants 10 forward the complaint to the CSM. 

Advised. 

While some airports may allow individuals who are !raveling wilh a TSA Pre\u2713'" eligible passenger to access the TSA Pre\u2713 n., lane, TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout lhe airpori. and this 

612612014 procedure may not be available at all times or locations. Individuals traveling with a TSA Pre\u2713 '"-eligible passenger should not expect to be directed to the TSA Pre\u2713 '" lane each time they fly. 

6:15:24 
PM 

6/26/2014 
7:57 26 

PM 

1 , Airport: Charleston 
2. Airline: Southwest 
3. Flight Number: 4741 
4. Date and Time of Flight: June 26, 10:30 AM departure, coming through checkpoint around 9: 15 AM 
5. Description: purple golf shirt with collar, tan slacks 
6. Localion: B Gale 

7. Email~(b~1~(6~)------~ 

I advised that I would share this information with the CSM at CHS. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Dale Time: 6/261~ 14 1:00 51 PM 
Remote Client IPJ(b)(61 ! 

Name b)(6) 
Email b)(61 
Comp a ,"n s: na pp ro pn a e Screening/Pat Down Sc reem ng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Alaska Airline Flight #79 
Seattle N gate 
Monday June 23 ,2014 
Comments:! am currently medically fragile. I am filing this complaint not only for redress and litigation purposes: but foremost to guarantee that no other medically fragile individual is subJected to or made to endure the unnecessary and sadistic 
treatment that I was subjected to. 
On June 13,2014 I had "open heart" quintuple (5) bypass surgery. I spent 6 days in cardiac ICU and then 4 days in a hotel. I could nol independently dress or shower. I had concerns about flying. I expected physiological problems nol pain at TSA We 
called ahead and was assured there would be no problems. An Alaskan Air employee wheeled me to the "portal area·· I expressed my concerns and was reassured that it was "piece of cake". I intended to walk through the inspection area and the Xray 
machine but an individual dropped their luggage on me. I was in severe pain. I needed a moment to regroup but was told that TSA regulations required that I had to move on to a "pat down search"' (I'd like to see that regulation) I informed "the pat 
down" employee" of my incision points. I lifted my loose pant legs and shirt. The "pat down expert" gravitated to those areas. This was extremely painful and unnecessary. I was told visual inspection did not meet TSA guidelines (although it works in 
the xray machine) I kept repeating, "please stop You're hurling me" I then requested that I be allowed to go through lhe xray machine. I was told thal TSA regulalion state thal once a "pat down" has been started, ii cannot be reversed. (I'd like to see 
that regulation also) Just when I thought I was through being tormented. The dramatic and theatrical"chair search" began. I did not realized that I would be pulled forward on each side. so that he could sweep under my back, legs and buttocks. This was 
extremely painful. a thorough sweep under the chair and it parts proceeded. I pray that TSA surveillance camera was able to catch me writhing in pain, saying "please stop"' and pointing to the Xray machine. If the camera panned they would see my 
wile in disbelief as was the Ak Air employee who had her hands covering her mouth. II you do not have the footage an individual that preceded me was filming the "event" II this goes viral TSA has some big time explaining to do. The individual that 
"pat" me down should nol be allowed to touch people. I expecled and deserved respect not domineering brutality. The job of TSA is to proIecI us in a civilized manner, not torment us. Looking forward to hearing from you 



This email is a complaint against a female TSA agent whose name tag showed the name~ and works at the above referenced airport. 

On the morning of Tuesday, June 10th, I arrived late, but still time to catch flight #4206 2460 to Los Angeles. The ticket agent noticed the time and instead of waiting far a wheelchair assistant she proceeded to push me to the security checkpoint 
area. I recently had surgery performed on my rig ht foot. therefore. I was in a foot cast and a whee I ch air. Since be coming Dis ab I ed from a stroke, with Rig ht Side partial paralysis 7 yea rs ago: I am aware of the screening po Ii ci es. procedures and what 
to expect at the security checkpoint. and I always use the wheelchair services of Southwest Airlines, every time I fly (which is quite often). This trip I used my own wheelchair. 

As I proceeded through the security checkpoint area my purse and tote bag were placed in bins and cleared thru the X-ray with no problem. I was wheeled to an area on the opposite side of the security area away from my bags, at which time the 
following issues (highlighted) came up: 

I was then asked to stand. even after I had previously (before being pushed thru the security gate) explained that I could not put any pressure on my right foot nar raise my right arm and there was a screw in my foot. Agent~nsisted that I stand 
for a fu 11 body search. Knowing I needed to catch the flight I re I uctantl y. with excruciating pain. stood. She performed her search. I sat so she co u Id swab my palms and cast. After running the swabs thru the machine she announced that an al a rm went 
off on the cast. 

612612014 By this time (b':1(6) the wheelchair assistant came by and told the ticket agent shed be right back to get me. The ticket agent returned to the ticket counter, my bags were bought over and the contents of the tote were literally dumped on the table by 
7:~~o3 agen 1h·11fr, · everal items were mis-placed or un-useable (i.e. medicine pills were dumped from organizer; sandwich was crushed, etc.). I asked her why she needed to checked my bags again since they were cleared by the X-ray machine? The 

alarm was on my cast not my bags. Her response was We need to recheck everything, She motioned for, I assuming, her supervisor. He came over, she explained what was going on. I asked the question again, expecting an answer from him ... He 
never acknowledged me or addressed lhe agenl. He walked away. 

I noticed other whee I ch air bound passengers who were being checked wh i I e seated, as I have been in the past. So I asked the agent why they were not being examined as I was. Her response. they re probably aver 7 5 yea rs old and not subject to 
the same procedures as I. I really wish I had access to my phone so that I could have taken a picture of this 75 year old woman and all the other wheelchair bound passengers. My first and only thought was , this agent is prejudice. 

And of course by now. the flight I s hou Id have be en on had I eft. The security checkpoint process took a bout 35 minutes. 

!( b ':I( 6) ! was then instructed (by her supervisor from Southwest) to bring me back to the ticket counter req ui ring me to go th ru security a second time ! Needless to say, having endured an u n-necess ary second pat down .. , that took a p proximate I y 1 0 
minutes, and there was no alarm set ... Coincidence ? 

This tnp was to follow-up with my doctor. The X-ray of my foot showed the screw that was inserted had shifted possibly because of putting weight on it to soon and may require a second surgery. 

I am a 56 year old African-American female. Your statement Our current policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless of their personal situations and needs, are treated equally and with the dignity, respect, and courtesy 

Please advise how to file a complaint regarding "full pat down" I experienced loday. 

Denver Intern ati o na I Ai rpo rl-Co n course A 

6126/2014 Officer- Stoncius 
10:02:10 Supervisar-~!(-b-)(-6-,--~~r[§R§}]or ~cannot read her writing. 

PM 
Thank you 

[b)(61 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : P role ss1ona Ii sm/C ustome r Service Current Date/Ti me 612712014 12 :25: 44 AM Airport : ORF - No rfo I k International Date/Time of T rave I : 0612 5120 14 11 : 2 7 AM Airline & FI i g ht Number : United 3 38 3 C heckpoi nU Area of Airport : Security 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 

612712014 Comment: I opted oul of the body scanner. I was lhen asked why I had opted out. A male TSA agent lhen began making jokes aboul my reasons for opting out. The jokes 1urned sexual. He joked lhat lhe pat downs resulted in &quot;lots of 

8 -42, 5 2 brui ses&q uot:. He then told the fem a I e a gent who was going to pat me down that &quot: she Ii kes it roug h&q uot: . 
· AM Would you like a res onse? : True 

Passenger's Na,_m,...e,....,b"'""", "'6..,_) __ .,.... __ _. 
Phone Number h··,1rr1 
Email b)(61 
To lea · · edback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



612712014 
9:27:15 

AM 

6127/2014 
10 0842 

AM 

Caller advised she wanted to make a complaint. Caller advised she went through security at Boston Logan. Caller advised her and her 2 kids went through metal detector and it didn't alarm. Caller advised she was taken to a pnvate room and given a 
patdown and her bags was searched. Callera advised she had to wait for a security officer of the same gender to arrive and nearly missed her flight. Caller advised that the TS O's was nice but feels like TSA is harrassing the public by doing this. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be periormed. 
TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 
We understand lhe inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe lhese security measures are necessary and appropriale for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints. provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint. and keeps the 
!rave Ii ng pu bl Ic sale. 

(I am also sending this message to the office of Senator Lindsey Graham) 

This morning (Friday, June 27) I went to Dallas Forth Worth airport to fiy to Washington DC, I am recovering from multiple surgeries on my left knee and need to use crutches to walk. 

The car rental return was very fast and efficient. The gentleman checking rne in offered help with my luggage and getting rne to the bus that returns passengers to the airport. When I arrived at the bus, the driver offered rne help getting on/off the bus 
and took my luggage on/off the bus. When I checked in at American Airlines, the gentleman helping me offered assislance. Again, lhe waiting time was minimal and the process efficient. Everyone was friendly and could not have been nicer. 

It all changed when I arrived at lhe security screening. First of all lhere were only two lines inilially. Things slowed down significantly. Then a third line formed, bul there were still only two TSA employees checking ID's and Boarding passes. As you 
can imagine, this did not speed up the processing speed. When I finally arrived at the location were I had to take off my shoes. empty my pockets, remove my laptops. etc. the three lines were merged into one. A lady standing there (not in TSA 
uniform but clearly directing passengers) designated people either walking through the full-body scanner or the walk-through scanner. When I told her that I had a brace with metal and a knee with metal inside, she told me that I could choose which 
scanner to walk through. I chose the walk-through scanner. Before I could walk through it, she told me that my crutches had to be scanned, She did not offer any assistance and did not supply me with a wooden cane. It is o.k. for me to walk a few 
steps without lhe crutches, and therefore I did nol complain. The TSA agent at lhe scanner told me lhat I could not walk through the scanner... When I lei him know lhat lhe lady directing lhe lines gave me an oplion, he got upset and told me lhat she 
should not have told me so. Obviously the scanner signaled that I had metal inion my body. The TSA agent at the scanner asked me to wait right at the scanner. He called for male assist. No one came. Alter a little while he called again, and again 
no one came. He offered no assistance. He did not ask for anyone to get my crutches, he did not ofle r to get a chair. I saw that my crutches had gone through the bag scanner and asked for them. He to Id me th at I co u Id not I eave. not touch anything 
th at had gone through the scanner. and refused to he Ip, When I got upset, a p asse nge r retrieved the crutches for me so that I could stand up. without discomfort, Fina 11 y. another agent rea I ized th at th ere was no ma I e assist coming, She relieved the 
grumpy TSA agenl al the scanner so I hat he could do the manual body search. He look his time and conducted a search thal was more intrusive than I have ever experienced. Al the end of the process I complained to the supervisor who was very 
defensive and did not apologize. He told me that the lady directing the people in front of the scanner should not have let me choose which scanner to go through. 

The whole process was disgraceful. I have many complaints. First of all. there should not be airport personnel (non-TSA) directing passengers in the TSA area. If a passenger with a disability (temporary or permanent) arrives. help should be offered 
at all points. Once I went through the walk-through scanner without my crutches, help should have arrived immediately. It is not acceptable for someone in my condition to stand there without crutches hoping that a TSA agent shows up. The TSA 
agent at the scanner was clearly upset with the lady who gave me a choice of scanners. That should not affect me. It seemed that he took out his frustration on me. After I walked through the scanner and was given a long pat down. Why not use a 
hand-held device 10 check my body? One week ago such a device was used when I went through 4 different airporIs. The supervisor did not reacl appropriately. His role was not to defend lhe process and lei me know lhat lhe lady should nol have 
given me an option. 



Hello. 

On a recenl flight from Boslon to St. Louis on Southwest Airlines flight # 3294 on June 21, 2014, TSA personnel totally failed to nolice I hat I was due for secondary screening and let me into the "secure" part of the 1erminal, where I sat by my gale for 
about two hours. believing that I had been cleared by security. I was then denied permission ta board because I hadn"t been cleared by security, even though I was cleared through the security checkpoint. I was then hurried back to the security 
checkpoint and run th ra ugh a frenzied s eco nda ry search wh i I e the plane waited on the tarmac. 

It was extremely embarrassing, inconvenient, masterfully unprofessional, and in addition, TSA BROKE MY GLASSES as they were hurriedly poking and prodding through my bag. 

This does not exemplify professional security. TSA made me the cause of a 20 minute flight delay, which I boarded sweating and frustrated after spnnting back to my gate from security. 

6127/2014 l"m not even going to touch on the thought that if I were one of lhe malicious persons you're SUPPOSED to be protecting me from? Who else is slipping lhrough your mas1er-planned web of inconveniences? It seems like TSA"s methods of security are 
2:04:46 more for show than they are a precise and effective screening process. This seriously addles my confidence in the safety of flying. 

PM 
And another thing. l"m not a ten-orist. I would appreciate not being treated like one. l"m pretty sure I've been flagged for extra security because I taught English in Turkey for two years, II there's one thing I've learned in Turkey. it's that America is 
freaking awesome. So if possible, please lake me off the ··extra security'" lisl as well. There·s no reason to put me through extra pal-downs and searches, musl less extra searches that are after-lhoughts that tolally ruin a flight. 

This was clearty a severe failure in airport security by the TSA that resulted in a really frustrating experience for me. I have no idea what kind of compensation TSA can provide for this experience, but replacing the glasses TSA personnel brake and 
unflagging me would be a nice start (attached is a picture of the broken glasses I took afler getting olfthe plane). 

Respectfully, 

kb)(61 

612712014 

Caller 1s 86 years old and his wife received a letter with a KTN on it. He has not received a letter with a KTN and he is wanting to know the status of his enrollment and what his wife needs to do to get precheck with her letter. Caller stated that when he 
was at the enrollment center he was told by the representative that was signing them up that they should go back into the lobby and ask for a refund because he did not see how they would benefit from the program, Caller is wanting to know what 
benefits he gets thal is differenl from what he currently gels when flying. Caller thinks he enrolled under false pretenses and wants a refund. 

Advised ca Iler: 

She will just receive the letter and she will use the KTN when making the flight reservations. You need to make sure to enter the KTN that starts with a TT into the KTN field and make sure your name, DOB. and other identifying information matches the 
information you provided exactly when you make the flight reservation. 

2A2:34 To check lhe slatus of your application, please visit https: universalenroll.dhs.gov or you can also contact UES by phone. For addilional assistance, please contact the Universal Enrollment Call Cen1er al (855) DHS-UES1 ([855] 347-8371) between 8 
PM a.m. to 10 p.m. Eastern Time, Monday through Friday. The $85 fees are non refundable because that is what they use ta get the background check. You can contact UES and see what they can do about the situation but I don't know if they will refund 

you. 

Under I his new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitling an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alarm, as well as greater use al explosives trace detection. TSA anticipates these changes will further reduce-though not completely eliminate-the need far a physical patdawn on travelers 75 and older that would otherwise have been 
conducted to resolve alarms. This is similar to the precheck benefits. The main difference that you get with precheck 1s you can also leave on your jackets, and belts, and you donl have to remove laptops and 3-1-1 bag from carry-on bags. 



Fro~(b1(6) 
Sent: Friday, June 27, 2014 3:59 PM 
To: TSAExternalCom liance: tsa.crl tsa.dhs. ov: civil.l1berties@dhs.gov: Bandy, Kimberly J; Singh, Harleen 

Cc: Legal; (b 1(6) ; !'-b+-)+-(6+-1,--..,,.,,..,.....,..,....,,,------,,,,..-.,.,,.,..------, 
Subjecl: Civil Righls Complaint o b o Sikh Air Passenger~b_-~1(_6~)-----~ 

The Sikh Coalition writes to file a formal com laint of discnmination on behalf of Sikh Air Passenger.l(b)(6) lkbl(ff:, Fivil rights were violated when he was forced to remove his religiously-mandated turban by the TSA at Chicago 0 
Hare International Airport on June 21, 2014. (b)(ff:1 flew on United Airlines. Flight No. 5702, from Chicago. Illinois to Columbia. South Carolina. 

~iled a complaint with the TSA and OHS on June 21, 2014 through the FlyRights phone application. We write to provide additional information. Please see attached follow-up complaint an~(b":1(6) 
Image removed by sender. 
Thank you for your attention to this matter! 

!orig i na I Fly Rights complaint. 

612712014 Best 

6:~t47 ~ 

b1(6) 

(bi(6i 1-'-'"-ew"'""'"""'orl<--"-', N-'-Y-'--'-10'-'0'-'0-'4--------------------------------------------, 
Phone (Main): HYPERLINK µ;b:,;1,.,(6;.;I ______ ..,..,....,., _______________________________________ _, 

Facsimile: HYPERLINK tel: 1/,282121/,291/,20208-461 b:1(ff:1 ~----------------------------------~ 
Visit our website at HYPERLINK http: www.sikhcoalition.org \nwww.sikhcoalition.org. 
Supporl the Sikh Coalilion s work at HYPERLINK htlp: www.sikhdonate.org \nwww.SikhDonate.org. 
Visit us on Facebook at http: www.facebook.com thesikhcoalition. 
Follow us on Twitter @s1kh_coalition. 

This e-mail may contain information that is privileged and confidential. If you are nol the intended recipient, please delete the email and nolify us immediately. 

Caller would like to make a complainl about an incidenl on Tuesday. Caller took a same day round lrip from LAX to PHX. Caller pumps breasl milk for her 3 month old son. When coming back from PHX, the caller asked that her breasl milk not be 
screened by x-ray. Caller states that a female agent yelled at her for trying to touch her bag when asked to indicate which one was hers. Callers belongings underwent additional screening and ETD. Caller was told that she had to lift her shirt up above 
her be It Ii ne. Ca 11 er /el t very vi o I ated be cause she had to go through a 11 th at just to bring mi I k through to her son. Ca 11 er states that the fem a I e TSO did not even know how the sere en i ng should go because she was asking another officer what should be 
done. Caller departed from Terminal 4 with Southwest Airlines. Caller states that the female officer treated her disrespectfully and was very upset. Caller was most upset about the fact that she was expected to lift her shirt up in front of her co workers, 
Caller had been offered a private screening, and initially declined, the patdown was ultimalely conducled in private. Caller did not understand why her belongings were screened again after they had already cleared x-ray screening and why she was 
screened again after going through screening. 

Advised ca Iler: 
Breasl milk and other liquids and gels intended for infanls or loddlers in quantities of 3.4 ounces or less are normally ,-rayed. However, as a customer service, TSA allows passengers lhe option of an allernative inspection of lhese items. Passengers 
must request an alternative inspection before placing the items on the x-ray belt: otherwise. all of the items must undergo x-ray inspection. 

612712014 Passengers flying with or without an infant or toddler may bring more than 3.4 ounces of breast milk (in a liquid or frozen state) through screening checkpoints after undergoing additional screening. In addition, breast milk must be separated from other 

6,16,24 property and declared to a Transpor1ation Securily Officer (TSO) prior to en1ering the checkpoint. 

PM 

W hi I e passengers may be requested to open a container, they wi 11 never be asked to test or taste any of these items, If a container can not be opened, the containers may be al lowed into the s te rile area only after it and the passenger u nde rgoe s 
additiona I screening , which may include a patdown. 

Passengers getting a patdown are not to be asked to I ift or remove an article of clothing to rev ea I a s ens1t1ve body area. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Support Manager at that location. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot 
areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the 
s u bJects of repeated complaints. 

Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and lhe manner in which the screening is conducted is impor1ant. All Transportalion Security Officers (TSOs) are required to be considerate and thoughlful, and are trained to 
explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time. 6/27/2014 8:04:49 PM Airport. SFO - San Francisco International Date/Time of Travel· 06127/2014 4:40 PM Airline & Flight Number. AC 567 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· International Terminal (G) TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: This evening my husband and I proceeded to TSA security screening checkpoint. Upon placing our items on the x-ray belt. we requested for a private screening to opt out of the body scan. With this request. the agent called for both a male 
and female 'opt out.' We had to wait 15 minutes for this request to be accommodated. This request was based on the fact that I am pregnant (in my 3rd trimester) and my doctor advised that TSA body scan technology is hanmful to my unborn child. 
After lhe period of extended wailing, I was broughl inlo lhe private screening room by two female employees. One employee, an older african american female, proceeded with lhe pat down procedure. Although I have undergone this process many 
times, this employee was particularly invasive. When grazing her hand up my leg, palm in, she proceeded to go all the way up well into my genital region. Given the thin material of my dress, this act was extremely uncomfortable and I truly felt violated. 

6127120 14 The fa ct that her hand touched this a re a with no regard for my comfort. privacy, and sensitivity was part,cu larly trou bl mg. This experience was a I so marred by the fact that I had to rem ave my denim jacket which was protecting my modesty. I was 
9:02:49 wearing a strapless, loose fitted dress and this jacket covered my upper region. The two TSA agent showed disdain for me and I am utterly disgusted by this experience. I walked out of the screening room in tears. It is pathetic that TSA cannot 

PM accommodate pregnant women. I don't know how to respond. I am powerless. But you destroyed my vacation and I feel forced to subject my unborn baby to the harmful millimeter wave screening technology, 
Would you like a res onse? . True 

6127/2014 
9:02:52 

PM 

Passenger's NaFm:"c'e~b .... -.. 6"-'-·., ---,. __ _J 

Phone Numbe (b i(6i 
Email bi(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time. 6/27/2014 7:54:59 PM Airport. LGA - LaGuardia Date/Time of Travel· 6127114 7:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: Delta DL2331 Checkpoint/Area al Airport· 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· No precheck lane available. First tsa employee encountered (entering security line) wouldn't answer question regarding why no precheck lane was available, and later employees didn't address the issue either. This is a major problem for 
business travelers who rely on precheck lanes 10 reach their flights on lime, and needs to be addressed. I ended up taking a pat down, as I have a medical reason to not go through the scanner, which delayed me furlher. Luckily my plane was delayed, 
or I likely would have missed my flight. 
Would you like a response? : True 

Passenger's Name ~kb_-~1(_6_I ____ ~ 
Phone Number : 
Email kb 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB2IApplicationManager 



612812014 
1:09:41 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name: 1h·I1 
Email Addre=ss!!/(,t-b',-)("'6"", __ _._ ___ --, 

Phone NumbeL!-h=··,1-'-R"·, ___ _. 
Address: Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? Yes 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Newark Liberly International Airport 

Caller will be traveling on Wednesday with United at 8 a.m. from Newark to Cancun. She had metal in her hip and spine. She fiew last year and wenl fine lhrough Newark bul was given a hard lime in San Diego. The TSOs were so sure I hat she could 
go through the AIT She called the manufacturer and they said she couldnt. She was left to stand for 45 minutes. She wants to avoid that. 

Response: 
6128/2014 If a passenger has metal implanls, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a TransporIation Securily Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

1:1807 
PM If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 

Under no circumstances should passengers be forced to perform actions that cause pain or put them at risk of injury. For example, TSOs should offer a chair to passengers whose weakness or balance problems put them at risk of falling during 
screening. Passengers who have difficulty wilh balance, standing, or walking also may decline meIaI detector screening, and ask instead for a full patdown screening while lhey are sealed. 

Please be advised that a passenqer can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer or Passenger Support Specialist at the checkpoint to address any complaint reqarding screening procedures. 
Caller wants 10 file a complainl against the Fort Lauderdale airport. Her son is 14 and was going through security and they randomly selected him for a patdown. She stated she told them he was 14 and they continued groping him. They didn I find 
anything and continued doing it until she asked for a manager. They set him off to the side and patted him down 4 different times and they were rubbing him on his body. Her son is 6 foot 3 inches. about 270 pounds, brown hair. black and red gym 
shorts and a b I ack Mi cha el Jordan ts hi rt and sand a Is. The manager said they weren t groping him and that they were patting him down. She understands her son loo ks older. He was p racti ca 11 y in tea rs. He was upset and the ca 11 er was upset. She 
stated she was not ok with the way it was handled. The woman checking the boarding passes was rude to her, She was an African American girl sitting in a stool with medium build and shoulder length hair. 
Advised: 

612812014 I will forward you information to the CSM at the airport at FLL and they can investigate the matter and I will provide them with your contact information. 
2:06:44 

PM Airporl where the incident occurred: FLL 
Airline: Jetblue 
Flight numbers: 061126 
Date and time of incident Jun 28 2014, 145 pm 
Individual s contact information email 

kb)(61 I 



Caller wants to Ii I e a comp I a int against the Fort La uderd a I e airport. Her son is 14 and was going through security and they random I y selected h1 m lo r a p atdown. She stated she to Id them he was 14 and they continued graping him. They did n t find 
anything and continued doing it until she asked for a manager. They set him off to the side and patted him down 4 different times and they were rubbing him on his body. Her son is 6 foot 3 inches, about 270 pounds. brown hair, black and red gym 
shorts and a black Michael Jordan lshirt and sandals. The manager said lhey weren t groping him and lhat lhey were palling him down. She understands her son looks older. He was practically in tears. He was upset and the caller was upset. She 
stated she was not ok with the way it was handled. The woman checking the boarding passes was rude to her. She was an African American girl sitting in a stool with medium build and shoulder length hair. 
Advised: 

6128/2014 I will forward you information 10 lhe CSM at lhe airporl al FLL and I hey can investigate the matter and I will provide I hem with your contact information. 
2:0644 

PM Airport where the incident occurred: FLL 
Airline: Jetblue 
Flight numbers: 061126 
Date and time of incident Jun 28 2014. 145 pm 
I nd1v1d ua I s contact information emai I 

l(b)(6) I 
Feedback Type . Civil Rights/Liberties 
Ca I egori es 41 h Amendment: Age 
Current Date/Time · 6128/2014 9:21: 13 PM Airport : FLL - Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International Date/Time of Travel . 06/28/2014 1 :45 PM Airline & Flight Number . Jet Blue Checkpoint/Area of Airport . Security scan TSA Employee: (If Known) · I 
want the ful I name badge number and pu bl 1c personne I info lo r this ped o phi I e Comment : My 14 year o Id was &quot; random I y se I e cted&q uot: or targeted for a violation of his ci vi I and con st1tut1ona I ng hts based on his age and going through security 

612912014 without a parent, 
9:46:26 He was inlerrogated by an &quoi;agent&quot: without parenlal supervision. 

AM He was rubbed, groped, and touched inappropriately not once, but 4 times by this pedophile agent and we were watching and recording this abuse. 
Our son is 14, and inappropnate touching, harassment and interrogation is NOT permitted by LAW. I fully intend on filing a police report against the TSA against involved. I want his name, badge number and personnel file. Also, the disgusting tea 
agent checking him in was rude, combative, and disrespectful. I want her information also. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name· MINOR traveling alone Phone Number fbl(ff:, ! Email· !(b)(m ~o leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link. http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Civil Rights/Liberties 
Calegari es : 4th Amendment: Age 
Cun-ent Date/Time, 6128/2014 9:21:13 PM Airport: FLL - Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International Date/Time of Travel· 06/28/2014 145 PM Airline & Flight Number· Jet Blue Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Security scan TSA Employee: (II Known), I 
want the full name badge number and public personnel info for this pedophile Comment My 14 year old was &quo1:randomly selected&quot: or targeted for a violation of his civil and constitutional rights based on his age and going through security 

6129120 14 without a pa rent. 
9 :4 6: 26 He was interrogated by an &quot;agent&q uot: without pa rental supervision. 

AM He was rubbed, groped. and touched inappropriately not once, but 4 times by this pedophile agent and we were watching and recording this abuse. 
Our son is 14, and inappropriale 1ouching, harassment and interrogalion is NOT permitted by LAW. I fully intend on filing a police report againsl the TSA against involved. I want his name, badge number and personnel file. Also, lhe disgusting tea 
agent checking him in was rude. com ba ti ve, and disrespectfu I. I want her information a I so. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name' MINOR traveling alone Phone Number :fh·\/r;··, Email tbH61 ro leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link. http://tsaweb,tsa,dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller stated his grand moth er had hip rep I ace me nt surgery. Ca 11 er flew from Ch arl esto n Airport and Christy forced her to take her shoes off and his grand moth er had to have a paid own. Cal I er wants to make a lo rma I comp I a int about the s c reem ng 
process. 

6129120 14 Advised ca Iler the lo 11 owing information: 

11 :1449 
AM 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini strat1on 
Disability Branch 
Di sa bi Ii ty and Multi cultu ra I Division 
601 South 12th Street 
TSA-33 
Arlington, VA 20598 



Caller fi ew from Boston Logan to Savannah. She has two complaints. First, her checked bag was damaged a Io ng with the Io ck being broken. A NO I was in the bag. She states that the su ilea se was not I ocked. but the I oc k was cut. Due to the nature 
of the lock, she states that now she will be unable to use the suitcase at all. She cannot zip it up. She states the luggage cost S1 ,000. Secondly, she is unhappy she had to undergo a pat down at Boston Logan. She states she has two bilateral 
titJnium hips. The buzzer went off and she had to have a pat down. 

Informed caller: 

I can send you a claim form to potentially get reimbursed for your bag. 

To file a claim you should fill out the Standard Form 95 (claim form) in accordance with the instructions and return it to the address in box number 1. A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 

612912014 Once TSA's Claims Management Branch (CMB) has received your claim form, you will be sent a le1ter of acknowledgemenl and a claim number. You should keep the claim number for future reference when inquiring about the claim. TSA lries to 

6:4S: 19 resolve claims as quickly as possible but may need time for further investigation of the facts. If TSA denies a claim, or has not finally resolved it within 6 months after it was filed, travelers have a right to bring their claim to court. 

PM 
I am forwarding your info about the damaged bag as well as your complaint about the pat down to the manager at Boston Logan. 

Airline: Delta 
Flight# : 2404 
Departure time: 10:30 am 
Time went throu0h. securily: 8:30 am 
Baggage tag#: _hI1R·, I 
Description of bag: tap es try cal 1fo mi a Ire nch. protective cover. $1 , 000 
NOi had green stamp 6 29 14 8:36 am 
Gate A18 

To Whom It may Concern, 

My name is~kb~i(~6~i __ ~l I am a quadriplegic that uses a wheelchair to get around. 

I recently returned from a trip to Recife, B razi I. 

I was on American airlines flight 274 from Recife to Miami. I arrived in Miami on 6129114 at 6am. 

I was then connecting to AA Flight 1260 to JFK. 

Since I had to 90 through customs, I had to reenter security. 

I travel a lot and my known traveler ID Number i~~~-b~i(~6_, __ ~ 

613012014 I spent time and money to get this numb er in order to faci I ita te my passage through security. 

8:46 00 
AM 

I must say that I was extremely disappointed in my recent experience in Miami and feel that the way it is set up is extremely discriminatory to those of us who use wheelchair. 

I went to the TSA Precheck lane and was told that I could not use that lane because the way it was configured did not have room for a wheelchair to pass. I was taken to a different lane. After waiting for over 1 O minutes. a TSA Agent finally took me 
through for a male assist. First issue was waiting for an agent. 10 minutes to wait is far too long. 

Then, even though I informed I was already a precheck, lhe agenl proceeded to do a full pat down. I cooperated because he was only doing his job but this is not needed per your own rules for precheck travelers. 

I have no issue cooperating and going through add i ti o na I sere en i ng when needed. 

Whal I have a huge issue with is lhe fact that TSA is discriminating a9ains1 those of us in wheelchairs by not have accessibility features in the Miami TSA Precheck lane. 

This needs to be addressed and fixed immediate I y. 

I do expect a response as to how you p I an on correcting this issue. 

I appreciate all you do to keep travelers safe. 



613012014 
8:51:30 

AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? na 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Newark Liberty I nte rnat ion a I Airport 



613012014 
8:51:34 

AM 

6/30/2014 
8:56 32 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name!"'(b"-.. "-,(~,-·c-1 ,..,..,,.,---~------, 
Email Address:Kb 1(6) 
Phone Number'-: --'---'-----------' 

Address: 
Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? Yes 
Ethnicity? Yes 
Religion? Yes 
Nationality? Yes 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Cl eve I and-Hopkins I nte rna ti on al Airport 

Caller fiew from FLL and she went to through lhe patdown and the caller stated lhe female screener went inside her pants and touched her private areas. Caller staled she went through a patdown before and she never had this experience. Caller 
stated she wants to make a formal complaint about the patdown procedure. 

AM Advised caller the fo 11 owing information: 

Advised caller she can send her complaint in writing to TSA 601 south 12st TSA-33 arlington VA 20598. Advised caller the female screeners will do the patdown with her hands. Advised caller she can go to the checkpoint and ask for the CSM at the 
airport and make a complaint to th em. 
Caller is a FF with Delta and receives TPC often when he flies with them. However, when he flies from Kansas City lhey do not allow him to use lhe lane due his defibillator. They IeI1 him lhat lhey do not do patdowns in the PreCheck lane and send him 
to the regular line. But when he gets to the reuglar line, a senior officer told him that they in fact do patdowns in PreCheck lanes and they just did not want to deal with him. He wishes to form a complaint because this has started happening on several 

6130/2014 accounts. 

111521 
AM Advised ca Iler: 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt corrective action whenever we determine that security
screening po Ii ci es need modification or specific employees or teams are 1 he subjects of repeated complaints, 



Callers fiance went through secunty at MCO and got through security. At the end of security she was pulled into a private room by an Indian women for a full body patdown. However. she was alone with the Indian TSO and no other person. The TSO 
th en conducted the pa tdow n. but then inserted 3 to 4 fingers into the womans vagina through her her pants on three separate counts, He be Ii eves that this is i 11 eg al and wants to form a complaint, however he does not have a 11 of the flight info nna ti on. 

Advised ca Iler: 

6/30/2014 
12:2?:0? TS Os are required to use the back of the hand to patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas. TSOs are required to use the front of the hand. At any time during the screening process, passengers may request a private screening. 

PM 
Airport: 
Airline: 
Flight#: 

MCO 
US Airways 
November 2013 

The caller stated that every time she flies she is subjected to additional screening in the form of a patdown and ETD swabbing and she wanted to know ii this was due to Age. sex, national origin. skin color or disability. The caller stated that she did not 
feel discriminated againsI. The caller wanled to know why we perform addilional screening. After probing lhe caller I determined thal she has metal implanls and she stated I hat she never tells the officer about I hem before the screening begins. The 
ca Iler stated th at she has documentation for the imp I ants. 

Advised the cal I ere 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks 10 provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 

6130/2014 an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 
2:14:35 

PM TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents ten-orists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove lhe random element from lhe system and undermine security. We simply cannol assume thal all terrorists will Iii a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless. we bel ,eve these sec u nty measures are necessary and ap prop nate for ensuring the security and conf1d en ce of al I air trave I ers. TSA contrn ues to develop and dep lay 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

If a passenger has metal implants. such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. Advised the caller that if she does not inform the TSO of the metal implants before screening 
and she a I arms then the re is a good chance she wou Id undergo additiona I screening Advised the ca Iler that no doc um e nta ti on is required just so long as she info nns the officer. 

Advised the caller email sent. 



613012014 
4:16:04 

PM 

613012014 
4:45:35 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name:,.b""·•..,,1(6""·.,.I ....,.., ___ .._ _ _, 
Email Address:.,.,.":';':,---,__ _ _J 

Phone Number· bH6) 

Address .. b=·•,.1(6~·.,.I -------~ 
Zipcode: 07302 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
LaG ua rd i a Airport 

The caller stated that she was undergoing a patdown procedure and I hat lhe female officers fingers went through her skirt, under her panties and past her labia. The caller stated that this resulted in a large wet spot from internal secretions. The 
caller stated that this incident was at approximately 9:20AM on 06 28 2014 at FLL terminal 1 concourse C. The caller stated that the agent that allegedly performed the act was a 5ft 6in tall, black female with some type of dental hardware in her mouth, 
black hair that was tied back in a tight bun. ap proximate I y 25 - 30 years o Id. The caller stated th af h ·1 / R ·d h ·1 / T, / !of the Brow a rd County Sheriffs Department was present dun ng the pub Ii c patdown s c reenrng. The ca 11 er stated that she would have 
called sooner but she was trying to get her autistic child situated after travel, The caller stated that she traveled via Allegiant airlines from FFL to TYS, 

The caller did compliment the TSA personnel at TYS. She stated that they were professional and courteous. 
We recently hosted a speaker at a 4--day event in Denver Jr h ·, 1 R ·., I Is a young b I ack women with a medium afro hair sty I e. 0 n her return trip from Denver to Seattle. she was selected for a fu I I-body pat down and TSA agents used their gloved 
hands to search her hair, without first asking her permission. She recently blogged about this experience. noting it was the norm for her to be selected for such extensive searches while her (white) husband often waits on the sidelines. Her other friends 
of color have similar siori es. hit p :/ /the adopted Ii fe. com/2 O 14/06130/tsa-ne ed ed-to-s ea rch-m y-a fro-for-you r-sa fetyl 

This type of searching Is culturally rnappropnate, insensitive. and degrading, and it does not make me, as a traveler and an Amencan. feel any safer. I question the motives for selecting her in the first place. As a white women. I have never been 
stopped for a search despite extensive travel since security measures were put in place. Knowing this woman as I do, including her friendly, positive. and genuinely harmless demeanor, I can view this as nothing beyond obvious racial profiling that 
appears persistenl throughout the TSA. I see no value in touching someone's hair, bul if the TSA is going to search hair as parl of its pal-down policy, post guidelines and/or warnings to this effect, and ALWAYS ask permission before Iouching a person. 

Further, as a businesswoman and nonprofit coordinator attempting to build and strengthen community and professional relationships across state lines, such experiences mar the experiences of Denver visitors and can harm the local economy and 
reputation of this city. 

71112014 ..,..,...,,.,...--, 
8:22:26 I think the TSA owes tb:•1(6) I and all Americans, an explanation at the very least, and, preferably an apology for such culturally insensitive actions. I would strongly advise the TSA to engage in some additional training around cultural competency 

AM 
as well. 

I respectfully ask that you invesIigaIe lhis matter and follow up wi1h!(b)(61 

Sincerely, 

~irectly. 

~kb~1 ... (6~) __ ~f-iYPERLINK!.._(b~1 ... (6~)------------------~ 



7/112014 

To Whom It Should Concern -

At Denver International Airport, on Sunday, June 29, my friend~kb_·~,(_6~) __ ~I who is a young black woman, was subjected not only to a full-body pal-down (after passing through the full body scan with no concerns) but also to a search of her medium
length afrol 

I am writing to support her internal complaint and to urge you to, at the least, issu~ fonmal apology. 

8:24:41 0:ill&J lives in Seattle and was visiting Denver, volunteering her time and expertise to present at our African-American Heritage Camp for Adoptive Families. lt"s embarrassing and appalling to think that this is the way she was treated at our 
AM Intern ati o na I Airport"' 

l(b1(6) 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 7/112014 6:23:39 AM Airport ORD - Chicago-O'Hare 1n1ernational Dale/Time of Travel: 07/01/2014 5:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: JelBlue 106 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport · Concourse L TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : Whenever I fi y. I opt out of i nvas,ve screening and get a pat-down. I have never had reason to /1 I e any complaints. 

71112014 This morning, lhe TSA agenls were unprepared for anyone to opt out. After waiting for several minutes, one agent decided to have me walk through and be palled down by lhe same agent who pats down scanned passengers. This agent did not ask 

8:25:55 any questions about sensitive areas or offer a private screening. I was not allowed to put my travel documents on top of my bag. 

AM 
I finished going through security at 5:1 0am. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name [b 1(6) 
Phone Number . ~-----~ 

Email !(b)(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Ca Iler is 57 year old breast cancer survivor and few from Midway to Orlando yesterday and her I ugg age has been inspected, She ask the office rs to change g I ove s when she received a p atdown yesterday but she knows that the officers that inspect 

71112014 the checked luggage uses dirty gloves. She is needing to know why her luggage is selecled for inspection every time I hat she flies. She flew on Southwest Airlines and I here was a NOi in her luggage. 

11:36:38 
I advised her that when she checks her luggage in with the airline ,t goes through a conveyor system and an xray machine. If an alarm sounds during the xray screening her luggage will be pulled for additional screening to clear the ala nm. TSA will 
open the luggage and conduct the inspection and place a NOi in the luggage to let her know that we inspected the bag. We are not selecting the bag because its hers since we do not know whos bag it is when it comes through the xray machine but if 

AM 

an a I a rm sounds we have to conduct addition a I screening on the I uggage. 



From: Fischer, Anna 
Sent: Tuesday, July 01. 2014 9:31 AM 
To: TCC-Referrals 
Subject External Complaint~kb~i-'-(6~·~1 ---~ 

Good Momi ng , 

Attach ement is fa rwa rd to your office for further processes. 

Thank you, 

Anna Fischer 
TAPE Contractor: Administrative Assi slant 
Office of Civil Rights & Liberties, Ombudsman, and Traveler Engagement (CRL/OTE) 

71112014 Transpor1ation Securily Administration 

4: 14,53 Ph: (571) 227!(b i(6 ! 
PM 

71112014 
6:19:32 

PM 

7/112014 
6:1937 

PM 

Attachment: 

Complaint Information 
1 Information about the person who experienced the c1v1 I rig htslci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I at1on 
Name Ih··,Ifr1 
Phone#: Cell bi Horn b1(6i Work:!(b)(6) 
Mailing Address~I_h~·,I_r:;_·., _____ ~_S_c_ott_s_d_a_le_AZ. __ 8_5_2_6·"o::::::::::::-~ 

Email: HYPERLIN ~b~1_(6~)-------------~ 

2. Are ou Ii I in in this complaint form on beha If of another individual? If yes, p I ease p rov1d e your information. 
Name (b 1(6) (husband) 

3. What happened? Describe your complaint. Give as much detail about your experience as possible, including the name of the air carrier. if this occurred at an airport. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : D1sab1lity or Medical Condition; Screening Current Date/Time : 71112014 5:20:54 PM Airport DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel 06/2812014 12:05 PM Airline & Flight Number : Jet Blue 494 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
Security walk through TSA Employee: (If Known) , 
Comment: Traveling with a 70 yr old male with Alzheirne~s and an ostorny bladder bag who was randomly pulled out of line, patted down, pockets emplied and inspected, and held for 10 minutes while 5, yes 5! TSA agenls s1ood around trying 10 
decide on proper protocol for dealing with the catheter and his mental status. He was escorted ta a room barefoot and subjected to a thorough pat down. This was unnecessary random humiliation at the hands of over zealous TSA members. Shame 
on them' TSA can and should be better trained. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Name (b 1(6) 
Phone Number "h,...·"·,1..,.R""·, '---'--,....,--~ 

Email :""h-'-.,"-I'-'R'-·., ________ _. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Perrnitled Items Currenl Dateffime: 7/112014 5:12:17 PM Airport LAX - Los Angeles lnternalional Date/Time of Travel 0612712014 5:15 PM Airline & Flight Number: American Airlines 247 
CheckpainUArea of Airport. Terminal 4 tsa pre check TSA Employee: (If KnownJkbl(ff:, ! Comment · Hi, I went through tsa pre check, thus am thoroughly screened and registered through global entry. I was nevertheless forced ta undergo an 
assault of my person as a &quot pat down&quot; because of my 2 year old twins medically necessary liquids for a 5 hour flight in the form of fortified milk. The excuse was that the milk was in sealed containers yet the rule on the tsa website is clear the 
milks and formula for infants and toddlers is permitted in reasonable quantities. I had 4 milk boxes for 6 hours for two toddlers. I attempted to educate this tsa agent and an alleged supervisor about the law on assault and your own tsa rule (which I 
knew since I am a lawyer and I have flown a dozen limes with lhe twins since lhey were born) and lhey said I could nol take the medically necessary liquids with me unless I permitted lhe assault. This of course is coercion and abuse of power. I was 
humiliated, and touched improperly in order for my children to have milk. Outrageous. I demand an apology and financial compensation for my severe emotional distress intentionally inflicted by your employee. I do nat wish to have to escalate this to a 
judge to rule in my favor. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Nam.,e ...... b""·., .. 6.,.· __ ,___. 
Phone Number · ·., ·1 

Email b)(61 
To leave· a commen concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



71112014 
6:19:51 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? yes 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Lamber1-St. Louis lnternalional Airport 

Caller is a flight atlendant and cant go lhrough the scanner so she always gets a patdown. She was fl in on Sunday at the Maui airport. She gets patted down at least twice a week but this TSO went up very high on her skirt and 1ouched her vaginal 
area and did it twice. Her name waskb)(ffl I She did speak to a supervisor named (b)(ff:, ho gave her a comment card and he said he would speak to his supervisor which was!(b)(6:, !The woman was heavy set, darker skin, 
dark brown hair, 5 foot 5.145-150 pounds, mid 30s. The caller is 5 7,120 pounds, blonde. 1 an s e wasweanng her flight attendant uniform with skirt. 

Advised: 

7~1;;0
0
1
5
4 I will forward this to the CSM at Maui and I will give them your contact information and they can investigate the matter further. 

PM 
Airporl where the incident occurred: Maui 
Airline: Alaska 
Flight numbers: 814 
Date and time of incident June 30 2014, 1050 pm 
I ndivid ua I s con ta ct in formation erna i I 

!lbi/61 



Caller wants to Ii I e a comp I a int. She flew from LaG ua rd i a and she had to go through additional s c reem ng and the ind1v1d ua I who was responsible for g a then ng her matenal s and do the paid own was being ha sty. She was jamming al I the passengers 
belongings into her carry-on luggage and her glasses ended up broken. She reported the incident to a supervisor on location right after the screening. The supervisor told her she could not take down names initially but afler speaking with someone else 
he allowed her to take his name down. She said the TSO admitted to shoving her ii ems into her bag but once she saw I hat lhe glasses we broken she walked away from lhe passenger. 

Advised caller, The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening 
checkpoints 

Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the appropriate CusIomer Service Manager. 

71212014 
10:07:28 

AM The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) does not disclose the identity of Federal TSOs. However, a TSO s last name and position are printed on his or her nameplate. TSOs also wear a metal badge with a unique number assigned to each 
TSO. TSOs must display I heir badge and nameplale at all times when screening passengers. 

Flight INformation to follow : 

Supervisor on Duty f~b_i_(_6_, ---~ 

Airport - La Guardia 
Airline - Delta 
Flight#· 0904 
Date - Time - June 18th 5:00 to 5:45 am 
Location of Incident - Delta Terminal 
Contact Info ~( b 1 ( 6 I 
Ca Iler flew tod""a-y"",-tr""o-m-D=E"'T"t_o...,C""h"i-ca_g_o_a_n...,d-s"'"h-e""h_a_d,...P=-re""c· heck. She said she had a cand I e in her carry on. She said they questioned it. She said they pu 11 ed her aver and did the who I e pa tdow n and tested the candle. She said she got the ca nd I e 

when she flew internationally. She said when she got to Chicago the candle was missing. She said they told her the candle was fine and she thought they put the candle back in her bag but they did not. She said she would like the Lost and Found. 
71212014 ALSO: She said she would like to talk to someone at that Airport because her son le/I his laptop at a checkpoint and he never got it back. 
10:42:18 

AM RESPONSE: Gave caller the LandF at Detroit Metropolitian Wayne County Airport 734-942-3126 ALSO: Gave her the CSM therel(b)(ffi I Phone: .. !/b_-~1(_6~, --~ 
back and give her flight information. report this incident and get a claim form to seek reimbursement of her candle. She can also find the claim form on our website. 

ALSO: Advised caller that if they cannot locate her candle. she can call TCC 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Profess1onalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time 71212014 11 :12:10 AM Airport GNV - Gainesville Regional Date/Time of Travel 07/0112014 12:45 PM Airline & Flight Number DL 5489 Checkpoint/Area of Airport TSA 
screening TSA Employee: (II Known) , Supervisor ~Agen (b)(ff:1 ?) Comment: As a weekly travler and TSA pre-check flyer, I have never expereinced agents with this lack of training and professionalism. The agents were slow, very vague 
in lhe information they were giving 10 unseasoned travleres, and overa ru e. Gainsesville is a small airporl thal I frequent over a dozen times a year. Never beofre have I almost missed a flighl due to the inefficiency of the TSA screeneing process. 

li5iiITT,ad no concern for _the_ fact that I had been in line (with others)for over 30 minutes and my flight was boarding right in front of my eyes just beyond the screening area. due to implants, I always undergo a pat-down as part of my screening and 

71212014 ~ performed by a Kiill:§0; I am not sure because when I asked him his name he refused to give it to me. I waived my rig ht to hear the i nstru ctIons and a p rovate screening but he pa id me no attention and took his swee time te 11 i ng me what I 

12_14_09 have heard hundreds of times beofre. Then he proceeded to pat-down areas on my body more than once in an efort to take even more time. It was obvious to me and others in the line that this was a group of people poorly trained not only in the 
·PM. process but also in how to interact with lhe public. I also confirmed with lhe local Gainesville Police Officer assigned to the airport that this was a new &quoi;crew&quot; of TSA folks. 

Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name fG·,1r:;-·, I 
Phone Number , 

Emailkb 1(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



71212014 
12:14:13 

PM 

Feedback Type . Civil Rights/Liberties 
Ca I egori es 41 h Amendment 
Current Date/Time· 712/2014 10:44:38 AM Airport: OAK - Oakland International Date/Time of Travel: 07/02/2014 8:15 AM Airline & Flight Number: Escort CheckpoinUArea of Airport· Security screening TSA Employee: (If Known): Female 
s u pe rvi so r not certain of her name Comment After the x ray scan. The ma I e security guard said she Is going to pat down your front and back. They le ma I e supervisor started touching my front chest a re a rubbing directly on my I owe r breast. I said you 
are supposed to use the back of your hand. She started arguing with me. She said that's only for sensitive areas. I said this is a sensitive area. And she threatened to call law enforcement and said I could not leave. I was escorting to daughter and 
was not even going to board a plane so I should have been able 10 leave. She said I could not get my stuff and I hat I could not leave lhus I was being detained withoul probable cause. I believe she viola led my rights 10 be free from search and seizure 
by a I aw enforcement officer. She went too far. 
Would you like a response? : True 

Passenger's Name~!(_b~)(_6~'---~ 
Phone Number : 
Emailkb1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Disability Description: Caller needs compression socks for burns on his legs. 

Response Details: I told the caller I deeply regret what has happened to him and explained how to access redress by going to www.dhs.gov trip and applying for redress. I advised caller once he got his RCN to include it in his flight reservations. 
also told him I am making no promises this will slop the four S s. After the caller told me of what happened at DCA on June the 10th I told him I would forward this 10 DCA for review. I sent claim forms 10 lhe caller to seek reimbursemenl for lhe 
socks. 

I called the passenger back and provided the DRFI info including where to mail the written complaint. 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini stratIon 
Disability Branch 
Di sa bi Ii ty and Multi cultu ra I Division 
601 South 12th Street 
TSA-33 

71212014 Arlington, VA 20598 

4:14:21 
PM 

Incident Details: Caller stated he went to the airport at Washington DC a couple weeks ago. Caller stated he feels he is on a watch list because the screeners told his was on a watch 

Advised caller the lo 11 owing information: 

Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the secured area. and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and 
courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some insIances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passengers property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 



71212014 
6:07:03 

PM 

7/212014 
6:07 06 

PM 

To Whom It May Concern. 

I am writing to file a complaint. I believe my right to privacy was violaled. Date and time and localion are as follows: 

Sunday. June 22. 2014 

2:00 pm, Air France flight 6 

Charles de Gaulle Airport 

While en route from Paris to New York, I was pulled aside just as I was entenng my departure gate. I'd already cleared security and was asked to step to a table three feet away from the gate to have my bag searched and a pat-down. On other 
occasions. I've had my bag randomly searched while in line to board and felt comfortable with that request, but with a couple hundred passengers behind me and walking by just three feet away. and as I was wearing a dress hemmed above the knee 
and knew ii would go shorter as I raised my arms, I did not feel comforlable with a pat-down. I said, "Can I have some privacy?" There were two women and a man addressing me, and the man responded, "No, I do not have anywhere to take you.'' I 
said, "Do you at least have a screen?'· and was again told ·no." and that if I refused I could be denied my flight. Embarrassed and blushing deeply, I submitted and said, "This is the last time I fly Air France.· The woman who was in civilian attire 
responded, Tm with the federal government. This is a TSA request.'' The man stayed just across the table from me, too, dunng the pat-down. I understand, now, from your website that I am indeed entitled to ask for privacy. 

Thanks, 

fb)(61 

Contact information: 

HYPERLIN~ .. (b-')_,_(6--'1 ______________ ___, 

Airport 
Denver Intern ati o na I Airport 

Date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the experience 
6 29 14 around 10 am 

Description of the experience: 
After walking through the airport security full body scanner I was randomly selected for a full body pat down. I complied with this request. The TSA agent told me beforehand that she was going to touch my back and my legs, to which I appreciated 
and again complied. TSA agents then used their gloved hands to search my hair, without first asking my permission. While gathenng my suitcase, shoes, l1qu1ds and other belongings that had come through the conveyer belt, I watched another 
random person get selected for a pat down, however hers did not consist of the hair check. I stayed to watch another person, and they did not get their hair checked either. I spoke with a few of my other friends of color asking if they d had this 
experience, 10 which lwo of them said I hat I hey had. These two olher friends, and myself have a couple things in common - we are young, black women with afros. I often travel with my husband (we travel 2-3 times per monlhJ, he is a white male, ii is 
the norm for me to be selected for the full body pat down, while he gets to either go through the pre-check lane (not having to remove his shoes etc.) or for the full body scanner to suffice. I feel this to be blatantly discriminatory. I would like an 
explanation about why the pat down does not always include hair. and al so an explanation a bout why it s hou Id include only black peop I e s hair. If this is part of your protocol I le el 1t to be culturally i nse ns iii ve and i nap prop ri ate. wh i I st not understanding 
how this practice truly makes our nation sale r. 

Na mes or des c ri pt ion of the T SA personnel involved or witnesses: 
Unsure of the name of the TSA agent. 

Thank you for taking my matter seriously. 

~ 



71312014 I am disturbed to hear that close fnends are forced to be searched and patted down at airports either because they are perceived to be Middle Eastern or they style their hair in an afro. As a visibly white woman, I never encounter these extra or 

8 :22: 4 8 secondary pat downs: I fly at least 4 ti mes a year so I'm la i rl y regularly through security, As an observer. I see that it is discriminatory, I hear these s tori es more and mo re olte n and I do not see the necessity for them, PI ease stop objectifying and 
AM discriminaling. 

713/2014 

Caller has a comp I a int with T SA He says he was treated Ii ke a to u nst. He says the white T SA agent targeted hI m. He says he was se I ected for additional s c reem ng before he was at the checkpoint. He got a patdown and the police was cal I ed. He says 
he waited to see if other passengers were selected lo r random screening and no one else was selected, He says he on I y had a brown pa per bag with his ta bl et, He says now th at this happened after he had gone through the Al T, He says this agent had 
selected him by looking at him. He was chosen because he was black and he looks ruff. He says had got his ticket and had his ID, they had checked it under the black light, this is where this happened. He was lapped on the shoulder by an agent, he 
was the only a ne that had to go with the agent. He says he then went through the AIT and was given a patdown. He is upset that he was cha sen for the additiona I screening. 

9:19:29 Transfen-ed to MB. the call was dropped before I could transfer it. 
AM 

71312014 
12:01:42 

PM 

Called him back and got a voice mail. 
I left a message telling him to call us back and provide us with an email address so we can email him some contact information and the needed information he needs to provide in the email. 
He has to have this in writing to make this a formal complaint. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es 01 her; Screening 
Current Date/Time· 71312014 10:3329 AM Airport: SJC - San Jose International Date/Time of Travel. 07103/2014 7:15 AM Airline & Flight Number. Alaska Air 407 CheckpoinUArea of Airport· Terminal B TSA Employee: (If Known). Office,l(b)(ff:, I 
Comment : I have braids in my hair with no metal in my hair, but I was still subjected to a pat down of my hair, while people with no braids had no pat down. I believe this is a problem that should be addressed. This is the second time that I have had to 
undergo a pat down of my hair when I have had it in an ethnic non-caucasian style. Why is this required and why does it feel I ike it is targeted towards those of us who choose not to where a Caucasian-like hairstyle. Thank you. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name kb)(ff:, 
Phone Number =-"-''-------' 

Email ·f~b~)~(6~'-----~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller advised that she would like to file a complaint. Caller advised thal on 711114 she was traveling from Trenton Mercer New Jersey wilh Frontier Airlines and while in the screening line anolher passenger who was bringing a cat in carryon was 
being screened. Cal I er advised the cat went bonkers while being screened and bit her. Ca 11 er advised that she had to cancel her trip due to this. Ca 11 er asked the screening procedures for travelers bringing an a ni ma I as a ca rryo n. Ca 11 er asked if 
vaccine documentation was required. Caller asked could a private screening have been done. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

71312014 The Transportation Security Administration's (TSA) security procedures do not prohibit travelers from bringing a pet on their flight. However, travelers should contact their airline or travel agent before an-iving at the airport to determine any airline's 
1 :32:42 policy on traveling with pets. TSA requires that all animals and associated property are screened prior to boarding. 

PM Pets traveling in the aircraft cabin must be presented to a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) at the screening checkpoint. The animal's owner is required to carry lhe animal lhrough the walk-lhrough metal detector (WTMD) or walk the animal 
through the WTMD on a leash. TSDs are required to resolve any alarms associated with the animal using visual observation and patdown inspections. The TSO may require owners to assist by controlling the animal during this process. All accessible 
property associated with animals. such as cabin kennels, must be separately screened using the x-ray machine. 

If additional screening requires removal of the animal from its carrier, passengers may request a private screening. 

TSA doesn t require vaccine documentation for animals 
Caller felt like the TSO s were rude during her secondary screening and she wants 10 know if she has been placed on a list. 
Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and 
courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some insIances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 

71312014 an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

1:4925 
PM TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 

citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers, TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new Iechnologies to address the explosives th real. In lhe meantime, lhe use of additional screening enhances our ability to deIecI explosives al our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an addilional layer of security at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 



From: do notrep I y@Co ntactUs. tsa. dhs. gov [ mai Ito :do notrep ly@Co ntactU s. Isa .d hs. gov) 
Sent: Thursday, July 03, 2014 11 :59 AM 
To: TSAExlemalCompliance 
Subject Contact Us: Civil Rights Civil tiberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hltp: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

······················-====::::;-------····························· 
Remote Client 1PJ(b)(6) 
Date Time: 7 3 20~1~4-1~1 :~58~:~59~A-M~ 

Attachment: 
1 )Information about the person who experienced the c1v1 I rig his ci vi I Ii be rti es viol at,on 
(fill in what you can) 

71312014 :~r:t and Middle Name: 
2:~t43 !(b)(61 I 

Last Name: 

fE:iZEI 
Main Phone: 

!rh1/R1 I 
Work Phone: 

!rh,IRI I 
Cell Phone· 

fbi(61 I 
l(b?B~ox or Street addrT: 

iity: 

71312014 
4:23:30 

PM 

7/412014 
1:1059 

PM 

Ellenwood 
State: 
Georgia 
Zip: 

Feedback Type · Request for Information 
Categories : Traveling with a Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time 71312014 2:22:06 PM Airport : Select One Date/Time of Travel 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoinl/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : Hello 
My husba11d~fh-.. -,IR-.-1 -~, is 73 years old and has a Gastric tube which protrudes about 3 i11 from his abdomen. i have his Dr diagnosis a11d was told by American Airlines that Tsa is aware not to touch it as it ca11 come out. In LAX, TSA insisted on a 
pat down, on the tube as this was the &quot;suspicious&quoi; area on the body scan. i absolulely refused, bul offered to go wilh him to a room where the tube could be VISUALLY inspecled, or bring in a supervisor. The TSA young man looked like he 
was ready to cry. 2 other employees came by and eventually patted him around the tube. How can i prevent this from happening again an our way back when we go thru TSA at Logan Airport? Thank u for ur time. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name fh··,1r;··, I 
Phone Number: fh··,1r;·, I 
Email !rh1/R1 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB21ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 7/41201411:15:19 AM Airport: LGA • LaGuardia Date/Time ofTravel 07/04l2014Airline & Flight Number: AA 3418 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal C TSA 
Employee: (If Known) · I took video Comment. My wife and I were traveling ta Columbus and wished ta opt out al the electromagnetic screener. An obviously-bothered African American female officer told us that we would need to wait for a pat-down. 
After 1 0 minutes waiting she not1f1ed us that the re we re sti 11 no TSA employees ava i I able to conduct the pat downs. We had no choice but to use the EM R screening ag am st our wishes so as to avoid mi ssmg our flight. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's NI"-"'"-!-'-'·....,...__-; 
Phone Numbe (b)(6) 

Email kb 1(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . hltp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



71412014 
520:14 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Screening Current Dale/Time : 7/412014 3:25:09 PM Airport PLN - Pellslon Regional Dale/Time of Travel : 06129/2014 6:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: Delta Checkpoinl/Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I was flying from Pel I sto n to Detro it I ast Sunday, June 29th. 
When I went through Security, the alarm went off. The agent told me to remove my hat, earrings, jacket and shoes. I showed her my Hip Replacement Card. I had a total right hip replacement September 2012. It is titanium. My card, which I carry at 
all times, clearly indicates it may set off a metal detection device. I removed the ii ems she asked me to. Again, lhe alarm went off. She was unnecessarily rude and mean. I did get frustraled, bul I was never rude to her. She told me I would have 10 
go through a pat down. Seriously? She to Id me she kept receiving an ala rm on my rig ht side ... again my t ita ni um hip. I was tot a 11 y em ba rra s sed as she continued to search me with her instrument. Fina 11 y, she &quot: let&quot: me go through. The 
weird thing is ... after I removed the items she asked me to, all I had on was a long cotton skirt t-sh1rt, underwear and sport bra. She kept telling me I could be concealing a weapon? Really? Where? I even offered to show her my incision on my nght 
hip 
I felt so violated and humilialed. She was ridiculous, and I do NOT appreciate her abuse of me. 
The week before I flew from Dallas Ft. Worth to Detroit, and the Aleah went off in Security. I showed the agent my hip card and he told me to go on through. Not a problem. 
The agent at Pel I sto n needs to be re pri ma nded due to her abuse of me. and her ego control issue. 
I will NEVER forget how she treated me. NEVER 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Na,.m,.e._.,. .. 1='---,...J 
Phone Number b)(ffl 
Email 1h··,1rr1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 71412014 3:21 :40 PM Airport: JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel 06/30/2014 11:30 AM Airline & Flight Number JetBlue Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport, Security- Terminal 5 (JetBlue) TSA Employee: (If Known)· several on lanes 9&amp;10 Comment, I am a transgendered traveler who always opts out of the machine screening - I'm probably going to get a pat-down anyway when the person 
mis-selects my gender, so I've learned to just go ahead and lake one. I must say that in most airporIs, TSA does a fair 10 excellent job Ireating me with respect during lhe pat-down process. I have only had an issue on three occasions. UnforIunately, I 
didn't file a complaint the first two times. though I should have. This time, I was fed up enough to do so. 

I immediately said to the agent standing by the x-ray machine that I would like a male assist for an opt-out. She gave me a skeptical look and called for a male assist. I saw a few agents look at me. then she asked me &quot:you wanted a male 
assist?&quot: to which I said &quol;yes.&quot: At leasl two agenls came over and looked at me and then went back 10 whatever it is they are doing when they are all slanding around back there appearing to do nothing. Finally, a male trainee and his 
trainer came and got me. As they were taking me over to my things, a woman came over and said &quot;are you okay with getting a pat--down?&quot: to which I replied &quot:I don·t understand&quot: - I thought she was giving me the option of not 
having a pat-down, which didnl make sense. She then said something like &quot:I just wanted to be sure you were okay with a pat--down&quot; to which I replied &quot;Well, of course I don't want one, but I think I have to. no?&quot; Finally, she 
clarified and said &quot:are you all right with these two doing the pat--down?&quot: to which I said &quot:why wouldn't I be?&quot; She said &quot:okay&quot; and walked away. This was now the third time in the process that attention had been drawn 

71412014 to the facl thal I am apparently difficull to &quot:gender.&quol: This is a side effect of where I am in my transition process, and it is _incredibly_ awkward to see other passengers looking my way because I am attracting so much a11ention from so many 

5 :20: 2 3 agents. 

PM 
Apparently, the staff at JFK need some recurrency training in how to work effectively with transgendered passengers. This includes; 
"allowing lhe passenger a pal-down by a person of lhe gender the passenger is presenting as (or requests, if, as in my case, this is slill difficult for people to determine). 
'NOT snickering, staring, or pointing the person out to other agents while standing around appearing to do nothing • NOT making incredulous faces or scowling when passenger asks for a pat-down by a certain gender. 

Also, this was a day with a very long security line and they only had lanes 9 &amp; 10 open. They opened lanes 314 while I was putting my belongings on the belt. This was utterly unacceptable. Again, there were at least live agents just standing 
around belween the passenger corral and lhe screening area. I don't know if lhere"s a purpose 10 I hat, but several passengers were visibly angry - one woman loudly asked why they couldn't open more lanes with all the available agenls. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 

Email !(b ,(6) I 
To leave a comment concern1ngn1s feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



71412014 
7:05:31 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? na 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Newark Liberty I nte rnat ion a I Airport 

I was subjecled to a pat down loday at the Philadelphia airport. The officer failed to explain thal he was going to put 3 fingers around my testicles and lift lhem up. This was acutely embarrassing, an invasion of my privacy, totally unnecessary. I filed a 
formal complaint, am going to my congressman, am going to publish this on every website I can. 
When I went to the TSA officer in charge, he seemed tot a 11 y indifferent about it, and handed me a lo nm to fi 11 out. 

71512014 I want to know specifically how you intend on following up on this in addition to understanding whether touching male genitals is part of your protocol. 
9:16:19 

AM 
Life is good 

kb1(61 



Feed back Type . Compliment 
Calegories Pal-down: Professionalism/CusIomer Service Currenl Dateffime: 7/412014 10:21 :28 PM Airporl: LAX - Los Angeles lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 07/0412014 6:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: American 2452 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport· 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· When I asked the tsa agent for alternative screening he pointed to another agent on the opposite side (also a male) and stated &quottell him&quot. He was assisting other people. There were 3 female tsa agents standing next to him who 
refused to assist. Then the designated agenl walked to a 4th female agent (all standing in a group next to one anolher) and asked her 10 assisl. This female agent who was standing next to the gate instrucled me 10 go stand to the olher side of the of 
the checkpoint (opposite direction from the gate) while she obtained gloves. Then she had me walk back to and through the gate. At this point I have made two laps in the screening area which was also disrupting the line of oassengers waiting to go 
through the sea nne r. 

7/512014 During I his time while I was asked 10 walk back and forlh I was instructed 10 remove my flip flops which conlained no metal. I asked 10 gel my socks and was refused. I asked if I could get the flip flops since they went through the screener so I could 
9:17:26 stand on them. I was refused. I informed the tsa agent that I had a phobia of standing and walking around on the dirty floor. She said it was not her problem. I began to have signs of an anxiety attack and asked if I could just stand in the shoes or a 

AM shirt or anything that already went through the X-ray machine and was cleared. Not only did she refuse, but she intentionally made me walk around more and shift feet and took twice as long to complete the screenings. 

71612014 
10:19:44 

AM 

In addition to the lack of professionalism I have to ask what is the securily purpose of this procedure. How does not allowing a passenger 10 relrieve I heir shoes after they were screened to sland on during the pat down .. how does thal affect security? 
It is nothing more than an unnecessary exertion of power. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number · 
Email :kb)(61 
To leav""e~a""c-o~m-m-e""nt,...c_o_n_c-er-n"'"in_g_t""h"'"is....,..feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Dateflime 71612014 1 :06:05 AM Airport : OGG - Kahului Dale/Time of Travel : july 5 8:14 PM Airline & Flight Number : Hawaiian Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known) · agent bushlow Comment : I opted out of the scanner and went through the pat-down as I have dozens of times. Agent bus hi ow peiformed the pat-down. Everything was fine until he started the inner thigh and groin area. He 
went up my I eg in the back and d1sti nctl y touched my ge ni ta Ii a. I Jumped as this had never happened in other pat-downs. I jumped and he seemed to get annoyed. He went to the front and touched my ge ni ta Ii a harder this 11 me. I Jumped higher and 
yelled in shock. The supervisor cake over and immediately took the side of agent bush low. I want an investigation and wish to file a formal report as I feel what was done constitutes molestation. This man should be fired. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name b·., ff 
Phone Number ,,.,..,-.;;-~---,>---' 

Email -~b"")_(6""1 _______ ___. 
To leave a comment concerning ,s eedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



From: donotreply@Con1ac1Us.1sa.dhs.gov [mailto:donotreply@ContJctUs.tsa.dhs.gov] 
Sent: Saturday, July 05, 2014 6:39 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject Contact Us: Civil Rights Civil Liberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 

Dale Time: 7 5 2~4 6:38:54 PM 
Remote Client IPJb 1(6) ! 

Attachment: 

71612014 THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 

10'20 '23 Remote Client IPJ/h··,1rr1 
AM Date Time: 7 5 2 0"'1"""4""5'"', 3'-8-: 5_4_P_M__, 

------------------------------------------------------------------
1 )Information about the person who experienced the civi I rights ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I ation 
(fill in what you can) 
Yes 
First and Middle Name: 

fh,IR\ I 
Last Name: 

fh1/R1 I 
Main Phone: 

!(b,(6) 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" . Screening 
Cur,-ent Date/Time, 71612014 10:43:09 AM Airport: DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International Date/Time of Travel· 07/06/2014 9:45 AM Airline & Flight Number· American Airlines 324 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Gate A13 TSA Employee: (If Known), 
&quol;Supervisor&quot; Commenl : Time at arrival 10 securily checkpoint: approximately 9:50 am Gate A 13 Due to technical issues with aircraft, my family spent night at Dallas. American Airlines provided us with TSA Pre-check passes to expedile 
the journey. My minor childrenfh·i1~·I119) &am*b.1(6':, !(12) were cleared through the metal detector and separated from us. I (35) was told to go through the metal detector, whilekb)(ff:, l15) was told to go through the AIT machine. For religious 
and health concerns we do not got rough the Alf and never have done so. We are frequent flyers. so much so that TSA agents in Orlando recognize me. I explained she was only 15, we had TSA pre-check and that I was willing to undergo a pat 
down but that my minor daughter would not and that even her doctor does not touch her in so familiar a fashion. For the sake of brevity. I shall summarize in that I was told my 15 year old virgin daughter would be groped by a stranger and that my 
family would remain separated. Only after I [a criminal lrial attorney] broke down in tears and my 12 year old daughter broke through the TSA agent line to ask when she would see us again, was I allowed to be reunited with my children. It is 

71612014 unacceptable to have a young American mother in a situation where 2 children taken from her though security and kept from her view while another is forced to remain on the other side of security, especially when we had TSA pre-check. In the past 9 
11 :05:38 months we, in various family configurations as all members do not travel on all trips, have traveled at the following airports and NEVER had the issues of separation of a pat down on a minor child. (1) MCO/Orlando (2) Sanford (3) Salt Lake City(4) 

AM Denver (5) LAX (6) Dulles/Washington DC (7) Atlanta (8) Tampa (9) Louisville (10) Anchorage (11) Seattle(12) JFK - merely the domestic airports. I would like to add Toronto to the list due to clearing customs prior to boarding and therefore TSAwas 
in charge of security. Travel is frighlening enough withoul adding separalion and groping to the experience. I understand that if I an adull refuse the AIT, I will submil to a pat down. I accepl thal as parl of a punishmenl TSA provides for my religious 
and hea I th beliefs I must undergo a patdown, but to submit a 15 year old girl who has never been touched that way by even a doctor to such an intrusion is di sg usti ng. Se pa rating s i b Ii ng s and a family on I y adds to the una cce pta bl e behavior of TSA. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name (b)(ff:, 
Phone Number :"1""h':':·,1"'r;"'··,--'---,---' 
Email b1(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link htlp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB21ApplicationManager 



71612014 
3:09:47 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Dateflime 71612014 2:50:01 PM Airporl : ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanla lnlemational Date/Time of Travel : 07/0412014 Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· My husband and I (along with many other travelers) has a terrible experience with !(bH6) !while going through security checkpoint. He not only made laces and physically made fun of my husband who has a disability, he made 
a 13 yr old girl near us go back through lhe me1a1 detector because according to him &quot;she wasn't walking like a 13 yr old should.&quot; I am pregnant and did not wish 10 go through the scanner and lold him I would like a pat down ins1ead and he 
told me to go stand to the side. Far TEN MINUTES I stood there before he looked over at me, chuckled, and then yelled to a female tsa employee to come pat me down. I have never had any issues with tsa agents, but this man needs to absolutely be 
fired. He is unprofessional. and if we only witnessed his behavior for 10-15 minutes, I can't even imagine what he is like the rest of the time. This man was the most unprofessional person I've EVER met and I will do ANYTHING to NEVER travel 
through Atlanta again. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Na~m_e_· ---~ 
Phone Number 
Email b)(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning ,s ee ack, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller fiew out of JFK. She is missing an eye shadow (powder form, $50 value) makeup kit from her carry on. She asked is she was calling TSA. She asked ii we could fill out the form over the phone. She asked the% chance she will get her money 
back. She asked if it would be worth her time 10 fill oul the phone. She also was very upset about having to wail 15 minutes before her paldown was conducted. She requested a pat down because she isnt comfortable going through the machine. 

Informed caller: 

TSA regrets th at you found items missing from your carry-on I ugg age. 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 
71612014 
4: 19:42 You have called lhe TSA contact center. 

PM 

71612014 
4:55:31 

PM 

I dont know the % chance of you getting reimbursed, nor 1/ it is worth your time. That is up to you. 

Unfortunately, we cannot fill out the form over the phone. 

You probably had to wait for a female officer to become available to conduct your patdown. 

Caller called to state her eye shadow kit was taken from her carry on bag at the security screening checkpoint. The eyeshadow palette did not have any liquids or gel, She was waiting for a patdown and her luggage was left unattended for 20 minutes. 
The eye shadow is Urban Decay and valued at $50. She knew her waler bottle had been removed and asked lhe TSO if anylhing else was taken and he said nothing else was laken. She did not realize the eyeshadow was missing until she left the 
checkpoint. 
How long does the claims process take? What is the process? If they told her they were taking an item at the checkpoint would she be reimbursed? 

Advised: 
I apologized the item was missing and offered to send a claim form and stated I would forward this information to the CSM at JFK. 

Ai rpo rt--J F K 
Dale Time-- She was at the checkpoint at 11 :30AM. 07 04 2014 01 :00 pm 
Gate or Terminal--Not Provided 
Bag tag # ( 1 Od1g it)-- Not provided 
Bag De scri ption-S ma 11 Hotpi n k suitcase. 
Airline-Virgin America Airline 
Flight#- 411 
Form sent via email. 

I slated she should complele lhe form and re1urn it as soon as possible. She would receive a claim number and she should relain ii unlil lhe case is settled. It could lake up to 6 mos for the case to be setlled. She could lake it to court if the case is not 
settled at that time. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) does not seize or confiscate personal property from passengers. Passengers are provided several options for disposing of prohibited items, assuming that possession of the items is not prohibited by 
law. Passengers may (1 J ask I heir air carriers 10 place the items in checked baggage: (2) re1urn the ii ems 10 I heir vehicles; (3) give the ii ems 10 non-traveling companions: or (4) mail the items. 



71612014 
7:19:56 

PM 

71712014 
8:28:45 

AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

~~1a~~~~;.,.,_(_~s'"ij,..~h"°1,....·,1""r;"'"·,--,__ __ _, ..,..,..,,.,...----,,-~ 
Phone Numberc 
Addres (bi(61 
Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? yes 

Vienna VA 

Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? yes 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Washington Dulles International Airport 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:l,_(b--'1_(6--') __ __, 
Date Time: 71612014 8:24:15 PM 

······················---------------····························· 

Name h·I1r;··, 

Email b1(6i 
Comp a,n s: 1scou eous u e Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight 661/Denver International Airport/Frontier Airtines/Gate 30/East Terminal/Date: July 6, 2014/TSA security checkpoint approximately 12:30 pm. 
Comments :Today I requested a pat down at the security checkpoint because I am cu n-ently three months pregnant, I had never encountered a "no" to my request lo r a pat down in any of my several travels through other airports esp eci a 11 y when I 
de c I a red my pregnancy. 

However. today, two female checkpoint people laughed straight into my face when I told them I was '"uncomfortable'· with a metal security pass through. They proceeded to infonm me what a metal security pass through Is. I told them I was pregnant and 
they looked at me and continued to laugh. They continued to tell me nothing would happen if I passed through. I informed them I knew what a metal pass through was and I would like a pat down. They refused to give me a pat down after about 3 times 
I requested one. 

One of the security guards then fin ally gave me a pat down. She al so took out al I of my diaper bag clothing and sere ened a 11 of the bottles which took a pp roxI mate ly ten or more minutes. It was interesting to see th at most of the other p eo pie around 50 
or more had a I ready passed through, 

I was the only Asian American female at the security checkpoint at this particular domestic security checkpoint as far as I could see in approximately 150 people radius. 



TSA: 

My family I ravels frequenlly, so we are no strangers to TSA security procedures. 
Due to technical issues with aircraft, my family spent night at Dallas. American Airlines provided us with TSA Pre-check passes to expedite the journey for AA Flt 324. I anticipated no issues due to the TSA pre-check. 

I understand that I am a very conservative practitioner of my faith and my sincere beliefs lead to hassles from time to time. Due to my sincere beliefs, I refuse to pass through an AIT machine. I, as an adult and mother. accept the pat down and test for 
explosive residue due 10 lhis belief. However, I have NEVER before loday, had my minor daughter separated from me and lhreatened wilh a pal down. My minor daughler is a virgin who has never kissed a boy and who does not have physical 
examinations by a doctor which include the touching and contact down by a pat dawn. We dress conservatively. We eat restricted diets and have limited physical contact with non-family members. 

My minor children ~lkb':1(6) ! (12) were cleared through the metal detector and separated from us. [Yes, metal detectors are permitted by my sincerely religious beliefs.] I (35) was told to go through the metal detector, whil~(b·:,(6) 
was told to go lhrough the AIT machine. 

!(15) 

As previously stated, for religious and health concerns we do not go through the AIT and never have done so. We are frequent flyers, so much so that TSA agents in Orlando recognize me. I explarne~(b·•,(ffi 
and that I was willing to undergo a pat down. but that my minor daughter would not and that even her doctor does not touch her in so familiar a fashion. 

!was only 15. we had TSA pre-check, 

71712014 By this time, my younger two children were taken aut of view, and 3-5 agents crowded around me to block me from my younger children and 1 agent blocked me from my oldest minor child. I was then told my 15 year old virgin daughter would be 
8:30:57 

AM groped by a stranger and th at my family wou Id remain separated. 

I practice criminal defense law and deal with harsh people and situations. Tears do not come 10 my eyes easily. Yet, being separated from my children and told thal my sincere religious beliefs meant nolhing and my family would remain separaled 
brought even me to tears. My 12 year old was quite distressed and managed to crawl push through TSA agents ta get the attention of the supervisor. kb::,(6) }12J asked when we could be together, I told her I did not know and that TSA wont let 

fh·,1R··, !through. Fortunately, something touched the heart of one of the TSA agents who then said they should not separate the family, mind you I was sobbing andkb)(6 !~ were visibly distraught at the separation. 

It is unacceplable to have a young American mother in a siluation where 2 children taken from her though securily and kepi from her view while another is forced to remain on the other side of securily, especially when we had TSA pre-check. In the 
past 9 months we. in various family configurations as all members da not travel on all trips, have traveled at the following airports and NEVER had the issues of separation of a pat down on a minor child. (1) MCD Orlando (2) Sanford (3) Salt Lake 
City(4) Denver (5) LAX (6) Dulles Washington DC (7) Atlanta (8) Tampa (9) Louisville (10) Anchorage (11) Seattle(12) JFK -- merely the domestic airports. I would like to add Toronto to the list due to clearing customs pnor to boarding and therefore 
TSA was in charge of security. 

Travel is frightening enough without adding separation and groping to the experience. I understand that if I an adult refuse the AIT, I will submit to a pat down. I accept that as part al a punishment TSA provides for my religious and health beliefs I 
must undergo a patdown, but to submit a 15 year old girl who has never been touched that way by even a doctor to such an intrusion 1s disgusting. Separating siblings and a family only adds to the unacceptable behavior of TSA. 

After clearing screening and awaiting our flights, I was then informed that ALL my children are subject to patdawns and expect such in the future. I felt this was a further threat and form of intimidation and unacceptable. If this event occurred at the 



71712014 
12:12:21 

PM 

7/712014 
1244 35 

Disability Description: Calleros 82 and will have a wheelchair assist by the airline because he cannot stand to stand in line. 

Information Requesl: Caller said he knows the airline can pull people out of lhe line and lei them go through without the groping and scanning and he wants it done. 
He heard he may not have ta put up with it be ca use he w i 11 have a wheelchair assist and he is 82. 
He confirmed he can physically but w1II not use the screening equipment because he is afraid of it. 
He said that AIT shows your bones. 

He asked what a bout the Pree heck or Mi I ita ry getting to ava id the equipment. 

He asked what TSA Austin TX has in place. 

Caller said he wants to say that TSA is paranoid and it keeps people like him from flying. 

Response Details: Passengers who use wheelchairs or scooters who can walk may be able to be screened using a walk-through metal detector or Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still 
with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device: passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. Passengers who can stand still with their arms 
above their heads for 5-7 seconds, without support, can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdawn. Passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of 
AIT or a p atdown. 
The Wheelchair attendant will get you through the line faster, 

Si nee you wi 11 not use the equipment you mu st receive a P atdown 
The TSO conducting the patdown wi 11 be the same gender as the passenger. During peak trave I periods a passenger may need to wait far a TSO of the same gender to become ava i I able. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any ti me. 

That might help you feel more at ease. 

Al I travelers are screened in some way and the Pree heck !rave I e rs mus! use the equipment or have a patdown. 
Travelers who are directed to the TSA Pre u2713 lane may be allowed to keep on their footwear, and you may keep yours on as well. The PreCheck travelers may keep on light outerwear, and leave their laptop in its case. 

It might depend an what equipment is in use on a given day but you cannot request ta use a metal detector in lieu of the AIT or patdown. 
I wo u Id not say the AIT shows your bones. 
When he mentioned Military I advised all travelers receive some form of screening and if you will not use the equipment or have a patdown you would not be permitted to fiy. 

Agreed with caller that there are other modes al transportation for him. 

I'm sure this won't help, but I would like to provide feedback on some TSA agenls in the Las Vegas airporl security July 51h, 2014 al noon on our way 10 our Delta flight. My wife and I were returning home from our vacation and were checking lhrough 
security. The first agent we encountered that checked our boarding passes and ID was grumpy, but nothing we would not expect from the TSA in our travels. A 2nd agent that was directing people through the scanners was a complete jerk. She asked 
my wife if she was stupid a/le r my wife re moved her shoes to wa I k through the scanner area. Apparently this airport didn't require us to do that. but every other had up to this point. When I objected to the comment. she asked me if I was looking far 
trouble - I told her I wasn't but there was no need for the name calling. Of course, this got me the full pat down and check out and listening to her rant the whole time - I had nothing to hide so no big deal. There wasn't many passengers passing 
through, so it wasn't busy so I have no idea why she needed to be an idiol. I can tell you there were several men working the area that were very professional and gave her the eye roll when she was acling the way she did. There is no place in any 
airport for people like this and I hope she will be retrained ta act professionally. I as a passenger realize they have a tough job. but if she can't handle it, she should be in that position. 

PM ~-------------~ rb)i6) 



Caller flying to Guadalajara. MX and last time she ran into issues with TSA people because of an allergy, what documentation is required because she is allergic to latex. Stated the screeners refused to remove the gloves before they touched her 
items. She had to wait until last to board the flight and she is disabled. 
The airline told her it was TSA and it was the same as here in the US. 
Who would she have to call to find out the policies for MX? 
Asked what kind of g I aves T SA uses? 

Response: 
71712014 Travelers departing a foreign country are required to comply with the customs and immigration exit procedures of that country. Passengers and their baggage are also screened for security according to standards established by the government of that 
1 :01 :42 country. As sovereign entities. foreign countries may establish their own secunty requirements for airports and air carriers that are not necessarily the same as those required in the United States. 

PM 
Travelers may call the State Department's National Passport Information Center at (877) 487-2778 or visit lheir Web sile at http: travel.state.gov passport 

Transportation Administration Security (TSA) security screeners are instructed to wear gloves when conducting physical inspections of property and patdown inspections of individuals. Screeners must only wear TSA-issued gloves when performing 
screening /unctions and will use a new pair of gloves whenever a passenger requests that they do so. Screeners must also inspect their gloves regularly for stains, tears, and other signs of damage and replace their gloves as necessary. 
TSOs use nitrile gloves, not late,. Nitrile gloves provide more pro1ec1ion and sanitary efficiency than latex and are commonly used by olher Federal agencies. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ"'(b"-·• ... 1(6"'-· ... 1 __ __, 
Date Time: 71712014 4:18:16 PM 
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Namer b 1(6, 
Email_h·1Irr-, 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc) Delta Aex flight DL 3613 May 15. 2014 

71712014 Aex-Atl-CLT 
6:13:11 

PM 
t,cketfh ,IR I I 
I was a precheck I have 2 knee implants 
I fi y every 2. 3 .4 months out of A EX 
I have never been vi lated like this. I left CRYING. I have 2 total knees I have a current RN license and currently practicing. 
I know u know I have had a through background check. I go lhrough the metal dector. I say I have 2 knees that will set ii off. 
How about start by wanding them 1st for the pat down. Then I got a slow rub down. Never wanded. I tried to hold it together when she was done I was so vilated. I went straight to bathroom crying all the way. My husband said he had never seen me 
Ii ke that afle r a pat down. Wei I he was getting the I ug gage and only say the end of 
the rub down and knew something was definetly wrong with me .. 
Comments:I am asking yall to look & listen. I have 2 Iota I knee scars I told her thal so look. I have a clean background check in every way. Try wonding lhe knees eking under the bra for wire and moving on. I was pre checked. She was the only 
female on that shift. 
I fiew June 30th I was ready for her. I was going to ask for a man it was that bad. I felt like I was vi lated and I had just gotten a crappy massage last time. I told the TSA female agents this time 2 very nice ones who appoligized and said it should not 
have been that way, plus I had precheck again. 
Thank God for big airpor1s and scanners. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Perm i lied 11 ems: Screening 
Current Date/Time. 717/2014 4:04:30 PM 
Airport LEX - Blue Grass 
Date/Time of Travel, 07/06/2014 6:15 AM Airline & Flight Number, US Airways 4720 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Security checkpoint TSA Employee; (If Known)· 
Comment: I was traveling with breasl milk and notified lhe TSA agenl as I was going through the only security checkpoinl in LEX KY. The agent was very polite and tested the breast milk The milk passed the screening and I was told it was fine but 
she needed further clarification on the ice pack. This was a store bought ice pack that had individual ice squares in it. Because some of the ice had melted in the hour drive to the airport she felt she needed to contact her supervisor. I was told by the 

71712014 s u pe rvi so r th at be cause some of the ice had melted and was now I 1q u1d ( a very s m al I portion) I could give it up or get a pat down and my bag searched. I needed the ice pack to keep the m1 I k co Id so that wasn't an option. Another option was to have 
6:14:28 each individual ice squares screened with a machine but would take too long. My complaint is that ice packs are allowed and just because some of the liquid melted (as ice can do) doesn't change that it is a permitted object according to your rules. It 

PM doesn't slate on your website that the ice can on I y be frozen form on I y. I should not have had to get a pat down or my bag searched to be able to keep my ice pack for the breast mi I k. The a gents we re very respectful during I he pat down but to have to 
go through it was an uncomfortable experience. I feel that TSA needs to clarify the rules for an ice pack to your agents and it should be listed on your website for travelers to view. The law protects breastfeeding mothers and TSA should accommodate 
what is needed to breastfeed our children. 
Would you like a re~""-""'-'?-·....u=--~ 
Passenger's Nam,......e-b~)(~6~'--~-~ 
Phone Number· Ih··,Ir;·, 

Email : b)(ff1 
~---------~,s feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



71812014 
10:31:18 

AM 

Feedback Type . Civil Rights/Liberties 
Calegories Other (fill in box) 
Current Date/Time. 718/2014 10:00:40AM Airport: LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel: 07/071201412:00 PM Airline & Flight Number· American 2366 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I had valid forms of ID. my passport drivers license and multiple credit cards. even an old drivers license that showed the names they questioned. The agents questioned me. made me feel uncomfortable, accosted me, singled me out and 
humiliated me in fronl of the entire soccer team and my daughter. This was my re1urn flight. I !ravel every couple of months and never experienced such a horrible experience. I got a pat down, all my ilems gone through because he airline didn't print 
my entire name an my boarding pass. I have traveled to communist countries and never felt as violative as I did. it resulted in an asthma attack due to the stress. 
Would you like a respons_e? : True 
Passenger's Na~~e .. k~b~)/~6~1--.,_ __ __, 
Phone Number [b,(61 j 
Email lrh,1R, I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

---0 rig i na I Message---
F rom !(b,(61 
Sent: Tuesday, July 08. 2014 9:54 AM 
To: TSAExlemalCompliance 

Ccfh11R, I ,..,...,.....,-,----, 
Subject: D-RFI - TSA Employee!(b)(6:, !Coastal Carolina Regional Airport 

The a11ached document is being sent to you on behalf ol~lh-'-·-'-·,1~r;~·1 ---~1 Any queslions regarding I his document should be senl to llliR§[J atk .. b._1""("-6'-·-, ______ _. 

Thank you. 
kb,(61 

71812014 b)(B) 

10:31:47 
AM 

"'b-'-1,....·· ... , .,..,...----.-----------_.New Bern. NC 28563-0867 
p (b 1(6) F: 252 .672.54 77 ~.._ ____ _,_ __ ~ 
bl(61 

If you have received this confidential message in error, ple.,.a-=-se"-';'d"'-e"-st ... ro'-'-"--"==...,attachments without reading, printing, copying or forwarding it. Please let us know of the error immediately so that we can prevent 11 from happening again. You may reply 
directly to the sender of this message. Neither the name o b·., 6 r its representative, nor transmission of this email lrorri:bl(6:, [ shall be considered an electronic signature unless specifically stated otherwise in this 
email by a licensed attorney employed by._(""b"'l(-"'6-'-·-, _____ _, 

Attachment: 
Transpor1ation Securily Administration 
Disability Branch 

July 8, 2014 



Fromfbi(61 
Sent: Tuesday, July 08. 2014 12:28 PM 
To: TSAExlemalCompliance: tsa.crl@tsa.dhs.gov: civil .liberlies dhs. ov: Band , Kimberly J: Singh, Harleen: cc: Legal: Raj deep Singh: i(b )(6) I Kiranjot Gill 
Subject Civil Rights Complaint ob o Sikh Air Passenger b)(ffi ~-----~ 

The Sikh Coalition writes to file a formal complaint on behalf o~"'(b,_··"-1(6,,_-._i _____ _,! a Sikh air passenger and Beaverton. Oregon resident. whose civil rights were violated by the Transportation Security Administration on June 29, 2014 at Newark 
In tern ati o na I Ai rpo r1. Please see atl ached complaint and accompanying e •hi bits. 

The Sikh Coalition and~ look for\'llard to your immediate response. Thank you. 

1IsI2014 (b ,(5) 
220:03 

PM 
1,-..·-,1i:::-··, ew ork NY 10004 

Phone (Main,.b,,_-'-'1(,.,6'"', ...,.,,.,.,..,..,,,--.,.,..,,.,,.,====-=,-------~-------------, 
Facsimile: (212) 208-4611 I Email: HYPERLIN ,.b_)'-'(6_-... 1 __________________ _. 

This e-mail may contain information that is privileged and confidential, If you are not the intended recipient, please delete the email and notify us immediately. 

Attachment 1: 
Via Electronic Mail: TSAExtemalCompliance@tsa.dhs.gov 
External Compliance Division 
TSA-6 OSC Civil Rights and Liberties 



Disability Description: Caller: 
She has constant issues when fi yi ng , She is a breast cancer survivor. She wears a com press ion sleeve. head covering. 

Information Request: She flew from Austin International to ABO. She fiew from Austin to Denver. She had to remove her hat and claims that her breasts were somewhat examined. What can she do to not get embarrassed or go through such 
difli cul ties at the checkpoint? 

Response Details: 
If a passenger s hairpiece sets off the meta I d ete cto r a I arm , the hairpiece must be inspected visua I ly and the p asse nge r s head area must be searched with a Ii mi ted patd own, II the Transportation S ecu ri ty Olli cer (TSO) determines that the h ai rp i ece 
needs 10 be removed, the TSO must offer the person the opportunity 10 remove the hairpiece in a private screening area. 

Passengers are permitted to wear compression sleeves through TSA screening checkpoints and may be screened without removing the compression garment. However, a TSO must be able to determine that the compression garment does not 
concea I any prohibited items, T SOs are trained to exercise caution if a passenger s screening requires that the area cove red by the compression s I eeve or sock must undergo a patd own, 

71812014 If a prosthesis or mastectomy bra is in a passenger s carry-on baggage, it is allowed through the checkpoint after it is screened. 
327:47 

PM 
The passenger should tell the TSO if assistance is needed before the patdown screening process begins. Family members, guardians, or companions may speak on behalf of the passenger to inform the TSO conducting the screening of the 

passenger s needs before screening begins. 
The TSO conducting the patdown will be the same gender as the passenger. A passenger may need to wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time. A pnvate screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensItIve areas. The TSO conducting the patdown and another TSA employee. both of the same gender as the 

passenger. wi 11 be pre sent during the private screening. During the private sere en i ng, the passenger may a I so be a ccomp an i ed by a companion. a ssis ta nt, or la mi ly member who w i 11 be re screened once the patd own procedure is completed. 
The passenger may ask for a chair 10 sil in if needed. 
The passenger should inform the TSO of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown. or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
The passenger should not be asked to remove or Ii ft any arti c I e of clothing to reveal a sensitive body area. 

TSA encourages all passengers to arrive at the airport early and to visit www.tsa.gov for more information before traveling. 

RESPONSE Hairpieces 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I know this is something that should be reported in a timely manner, but it was traumatizing and took a little bit of time to process and be able to speak to my experience with the TSA agent in DTW airport. I am a female to male transgender individual 
who travels frequently for work and so I have gone through security at a number of airports including POX. AUS, RDU. PHX and so forth. As a transgender individual who wears a spandex chest compression top underneath my t shirt, I have found it 
easier to go through lhe opt out and have a pal down. Well, the gentleman who completed my pat down at OTW went too far. For one when he was patting me down up to my groin area, his hand went beyond the point of resistance, he penelrated me 
as much as one can with clothes still on. Further, he took me to the back room, to further inspect my binder with no explanation. He brought another TSA agent and said where are the drugs and money. I assume he was trying to make light of a 

71812014 situation. but I was not am used and al ready Ira umatized. I a I so was uninformed as to why I was taken to a private sere en i ng room. 
8:16:47 

PM 

71812014 
8:17:44 

PM 

This is hopefully an experience that will not be repeated. 

Thank 1101, 
l(b)(61 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current DatelTlme: 71812014 6:14:58 PM Airport SAN - San Diego International Date/Time ofTravel 06/2712014 4:15 PM Airtine & Flight Number 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal 2 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . After being singled out for my hair to be pat down I asked the TSA agent if they only pat down the hair of blacks and she responded that they do blacks and Jews. I feel this practice of singling out particular groups for extra pat downs is 
hi g hi y d1scri minatory and I fee I this p ra ctIce should be stopped or a pp Ii ed to everyone. Please consider my request and respond. Th an k you. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email !(b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Thank you for the prompt rep I y, however it does not resolve the issue at hand. I contend what agent~ id was intentional and with ma Ii ce I bel ,eve the first ti me he touched my gemta Is was an error however the second time was mo st certainly 
not. The second time was blatantly intentional, rough and I believe done with malice. I want an investigation and review of the video recording by someone not connected to that airport I do not trust the agents there as one claimed he heard 
everything agent[§R§I]said 10 me. This agenl was at least 15 feet away in another lane with people walking about. Nobody could have heard everything with all the noise. I have been I hough many paldowns, but none were ever like I his. 
Additionally, I will be contacting my Congressman on this matter 

w,(51 I 
HYPERLINK 1,_(b-'-1_(6-'-) _________________ ___, 

On Jul 6, 2014, at 4:15 PM. HYPERLINK "mailtoctsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com"tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com wrote: 

71912014 Thank you for your e-mail regarding your screening experience. 

8:52:18 
AM 

The Trans po rtat,on Security Ad mini strat,on (T SA) see ks to p rov1d e the high est I eve I of sec u nty and customer service to al I who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures locus on ensuring th at al I passengers. reg a rd I ess of 
their person al situations and needs, a re treated with respect and courtesy, Every person and item mu st be screened before entering the secured area , and the manner in which the sere en i ng is conducted is i m po rta nt, Al I T ransporta ti on Security 
Officers (TSOsJ are required to be consideraIe and lhoughtful, and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

At airports nationwide, TSA has implemented streamlined, consistent, and thorough patdown procedures at security checkpoints to provide a higher level of security and increase the safety of the traveling public. Patdowns help TSA detect hidden and 
dangerous items, such as explosives. They are used to resolve alarms from the walk through metal detector (WTMD), when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, and as part of TSA's random screening 
aclivilies. 

A TSO of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdown search: however, passengers may need to wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. As the screening Is being conducted, the TSO will be describing the procedures 
he or she is using, The passenger should inform TSOs of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. TS Os are required to use the back of the hand to 
patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas, TS Os are required to use the front of the hand. 

At any 11 me dun ng the sere en i ng process, passengers may request a p nvate screening. 
TS Os should also offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing, A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the private screening after the companion clears 
screening . Passengers who refuse sere en i ng in both the pub Ii c and private a re as w i 11 not be perm i lied to e nl er the secured area. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Profess,onalism/Customer Service: Permitted Items Current Date/Time 7110/2014 8:03:40 AM Airport DLH - Duluth International Date/Time of Travel 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I !rave I ed through Du I uth with my wile and 1 year old daughter and because we had Gerber baby food and an unopened bottle of water for the baby. They fi agg ed me additional security. I either had to open al I the food and the bottle of 

711012014 water for a chemical test or do an additional screening which included a very thorough pat down and a personal chemical screening. It was completely humiliating to have to go through this all because i had un-opened baby food and bottle of water. 
8:28:33 After making several flights, Duluth was the only airport to request this. 

AM 
I wo u Id Ii ke to know why? I thought we we re able to !rave I with baby food and water if 11 was for an infant. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 

Emailkb 1(6) ! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



The ca 11 er indicated that she travels a lot lo r business and was enrol I ed in Pre ch eek by De Ila about 4 years. She trave I ed on Monday. ETD s am pl mg of her hands tested posItIve. She received a patdown and her items were add1t1ona I screened. She 
was then cleared. 

She is traveling today and the Precheck indication is not on her boa rd i ng pass.She asked if her status has be en revoked. 

She has received the Precheck indication on her boarding passes for the past 6-8 months. 

711012014 She wants to make sure that the the incident did not cause her to be placed on any type of Watch List. 
8:53:11 

AM 

711012014 
9:31:11 

AM 

711012014 
722:46 

PM 

711012014 

I explained that standard, everyday use household chemicals can result in a positive ETD sampling. I advised that such an instance does not mean that she has been placed on a Watch List and that she is not longer eligible for Precheck. No one is 
guaranteed to receive expedited screening each time they travel. TSA still incorporates bolh random and unpredictable screening measures al the airport. She may very well be experiencing random seleclion, especially if she generally receives 
expedited screening regularly and consistently. 

The Precheck indication is not what determines whether she receives expedited screening, This is determined when TS Os at the checkpoint scan the barcode of her boarding pass. She can still enter the line for Precheck participants. 
hit p :/ /www. ts a. gov ltsa-p recheck/nol i fi cati o n-tsa-p recheck-e Ii g i bi Ii I y 

Caller wants to complain that the opt out experience at MDW was bad and he feels the TSO was distracted by his own personal cell phone and that it was inappropriate that he had to wait 10 to 15 min for a TSO to come and do the patdown.He also 
complained that he was not allowed to have his carry on items while he waited. 
Informed ca 11 er that his des c ri pt ion was precise I y the SOP except for his ce 11 phone concern. 
I suggested he relay the complaint directly to the CSM through option 5 on the IVR. 

The caller stated that he was calling about his return flight from LAS to ANC. He stated that he is in a wheelchair and he had to undergo the same screening process that he had to go through prior to getting precheck. The caller was upset about this 
because he paid 85 dollars for precheck and the screening process look just as long as it did before. The caller wanted 10 know what informalion I could send to him aboul this ma1ter. The caller wanted to know if I here was someway that he could 
speak to someone about getting the procedures changed for precheck eligible passengers in wheelchairs. 

Advised the caller: All individuals must undergo security screening at the checkpoint before being permitted into the secure area of an airport, including those eligible for TSA Prelu2713 ™, TSA recognizes that certain travelers with disabilities or 
medical conditions may have difficulty standing or walking and that cerlain medical conditions may cause individuals to alarm when screened using a walk-lhrough metal detector. If this occurs, TSA Pre\u2713'" individuals may be permitted to 
undergo alternate screening procedures such as Advance Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, explosives trace detection (ETD) swabbing. or a patdown screening. Please keep in mind that TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable 
security measures throughout the airport, and no individual wi 11 be g ua ra nteed expedited s c reem ng. Advised the cal I er that I co u Id send h1 m the information on whee I chair s c reem ng as wel I as the information that I just reviewed with him. Advised the 
ca Iler that he would have to submit his s ugg es ti o ns via the website. 

The ca 11 er was upset and he disconnected the cal I. 
I am a 61 year old male, US citizen, living in Austin TX. Three years ago my wife and I went through the Trusted Traveler program. We were fingerprinted, had our eyes scanned, interviewed, plus paid the $100 to become a trusted traveler. Over 
these years I hat system and the PreCheck through many of the airlines has made the securily clearance process much better for my wife and me. Here is my feedback that I think you should consider. 

A year and a ha If ago I had a tot a I knee re placement. I am sti 11 the same trusted !rave I er as you have a pp roved me, but now with my new knee, I set off the o Ider rectangular screening machines. So I al ways try to go through the Preche ck I in e. as I 

should, but almost every airport uses the older rectangular machine in the precheck line. My knee sets off that machine every time, and your regulations require your TSA agent to give me a lull pat down. Some airports, like Austin where I live, allow 
me to clear through the Precheck line, I hen they shuttle me over to the new machine that whirls around. I am fine when I go through thal machine. 

9:02:29 There is nothing more frustrating to me than to be in the Trusted traveler program, to have gone through all the screening at my own time and expense. but then to have to get a full body pat down, because of my knee. It is ridiculous, and a complete 
PM waste of your agents time as well. I understand that you use the older machine for the Precheck lane. And a few airports will allow me to move over to another line with the newer machine. But I was in Los Angeles (LAX) this last Tuesday. and had 

to go through a full pat down. Just plain dumb, embarrassing, and I hate it. 

711112014 

I would like someone's feedback as to why you cannot amend your rules as it pertains to this issue. I appreciate your prompt response. 

TSA-

My name is~kb~••_,(6_.~I --~!rm a US Citizen from Utah. 

I recently returned to the states from turkey/Greece. Of the 4 flights I've taken since returning l"ve been selected for a full body pat down and search. 
I appreciate the security but it's gelling kind of old, and time consuming. 

8:23:09 Why do I keep getting this? 
AM 

Thanks, 

!(bl(61 

Sent from my iPhone 



Caller 1s a wounded warrior. He says he has had a whole burnt in him and he did not want to be exposed to the radiation. He doesnt want them yelling at him saying he has opted out. He says he doesnt want to use the AIT. he wants to be able to use 
the WTMD. He had PreCheck on his boarding pass last time. He has a blue commanding wounded warrior and he says they dont know what it is. 
He is al the checkpoint right now and is requesting assistance. 

Told caller 
I could or TSA Cares can request assistance to help him, I could not request the assistance for him for today, since he was at the checkpoint when he called. He should ask for a PSS or a supervisor and let them know of his concerns for today. 
I can help him for the re1urned flight, I tried to get his flighl information but it was impossible 10 get ii all from him since he was busy going through the checkpoint at the lime. 
The general policy for screening would be an eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal 
detector in Ii e u of AIT or a thorough patdown. 

711112014 He should ask the supervisor to help him with this today. 
9:35:38 I told PreCheck had nothing to do wilh Wounded Warrior. 

AM 

7111/2014 

The only returned flight information I got was the flight number 1031 on 7-22-14. 
He disconnected the cal I before I cou Id get anything else from him . 

He had stated where he was traveling to and from but I did not catch it from him, nor did I have the opportunity to ask again. He was at the checkpoint and unable to provide me the information I needed. 

I called him back at 10:06 and left him a message and told him to call us back on the TSA Cares line at 855-787-2227 72 hours before his flight and let us request the assistance to help him with his screening. I told him to let us know what his concerns 
were and what he needed for us 10 know 10 he Ip. 

Wanted 10 make you all aware that this morning between 6: 15 and 6:20 am at the dell a TSA checkpoint one of your agents was absolutely oul of line. 

A I arge I ady in a whee I chair was coming through the checkpoint with the he Ip of an airport guard and it seemed Ii ke the lady wanted to stay in the chair and not wa I k though sec u nty. One no/ the T SA ladies said if she does that then she 11 have a pat 
down. TSA agent said "Rules are rules" with an attitude. So the lady got up to walk through the scanner and the same agent said very very loudly as soon as she stood "Its a miracle!" 

It was so sad and embarrassing for the lady in the wheel chair. TSA agent was African american with grey in her hair with black framed glasses. 

Thanks lo r your time, 

10;~14 ~rb-)-(6-,---~ 

7111/2014 
2:22:49 

PM 

"NOT_E: This e-mail'. any attachments. and the information _contained therein are confidential 1be_ jnjprmaj'°n contained in this email and/or any altachments is intended only for _use by the intended recipient(s)_ and may contain trade secret or otherwise 
prop netary , nform at, on o* b :, ( 6 ) !and/or its affi I I ates and s ubs1d I a nes I col I ect, vely, ( b _, ( 6 I II you a re not the , ntend ed rec, pre nt of th Is e-ma, I. any use, d I ss em I nation, dis tn but,on or copy, ng of th, s e-m a I I , any attachments. or the 
information contained therein, is strictly prohibited. If you received this e-mail and you are not an inlended recipient, please immediately notifY!(b-:,(6) ~nd permanently delete the original and any copy of 
this e-mail, any attachments, and/or any printouts thereof." 

Feedback Type · Civil Rights/Liberties 
Categories : Age; Race 
Cun-ent Date/Time, 7111/2014 12:25:05 PM Airport, AUS - Austin-Bergstrom International Date/Time of Travel, 07/11/2014 4:00 AM Airline & Flight Number, Southwest-Flight 32 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Southwest Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If 
Known): 
Comment. I am concerned about the search and pat-down that occurred this morning on my 17 year old son. My son is TSA Pre screened and approved. however typically this information prints on the boarding pass but did not today. Therefore. we 
headed through security since we were 5th in line and the airport just opened. My son went ahead of me. While I was stepping in the X-ray machine, I noticed out of the corner of my eye that a TSA agent was literally digging through my son's hair. I 
asked the TSA agent screening me what was happening as my son is a minor. She asked how old he was and then asked the other TSA agent to stop the search. I was also searched with a minor pat-down and told that &quot:our hair&quot: set off the 
alarm because it was &quot;thick&quot:. When we were walking away the TSA agent directed the man who searched my son to calibrale lhe machine. My son is a 17 year old, 6 ft, bi-racial kid with curly hair. Does this mean thal he should endure a 
search of his hair? Full parting of his hair on the top of his head(not a pat-down)? My understanding of TSA regulations that children should have a parent or witness present prior to search. Also. should be asked to reenter the screening process if the 
alarm goes off. My son was not asked his age. or asked 1/ he could be searched, or asked to go through the X-ray machine again. It 1s my fu 11 bel ,el that this T SA agent le It he cou Id hum i I ,ate and dis resp eel my teenage son be cause he thought he was 
alone and unrepresented. therefore targeted for an unlawful search. However, this is not the case and the differences in our appearance should not forfeit the law. This event was very upsetting to my child and to myself. Especially knowing that our 
&quol;thick&quot: hair is what initialed a search and your machines were not calibrated before sending people through security. 
Would you like a response? : True 

Passenger's Nam<i'.~~~-~1(~6~1 ----~ 
Phone Number , 

Ema!(b1(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



The caller is on the website and she is a pilot for Delta. She flew from DTW to SEA. She stated that she was harassed by a women coming through security. She asked if there is a video that could be reviewed. She stated that she had everything in the 
bags, and then her bag alarmed. She stated that she had to undergo a patdown. 

She asked if she is being singled out as a crew member. She stated that her bags and shoes were sent through several times. She stated that she felt like she was being singled out, because everything was fine until she showed her crew member 
pass at the checkpoint. She stated that the re was a police off ce at the checkpoint and he stated that he was not sure why she was doing a 11 th at screening. She stated that she was flying with her chi Id re n and she felt boarder Ii ne harassed. She asked 
why she had to go through a patdown. She stated that she cleared the machines. She stated that she does not understand. She asked how she can report the matter, Westin Hotel Checkpoint connected to the airport 

She stated that she swabbed her hands twice, and inspected her baggage. She stated that the TSOs name is ~!(_b_)(~6_1 ___ __.! She stated that she felt as she was getting talked down to. and would not explained why she was getting a patdown. She 
stated that she le els as this was out of Ii ne. She stated that this took about 1 0 minutes total . 

Every passenger and their property m usl be sere ened before entering the secured a re a, and the way the screening is conducted is i m po r1 ant. Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers a re treated with dignity, respect, and 
courtesy. 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 

711112014 factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 

4:06 ,28 an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

PM 

711112014 
8:03:57 

PM 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents ten-orists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove lhe random element from lhe system and undermine security. We simply cannol assume thal all terrorists will Iii a particular profile. 

We understand the i nco nven i ence passengers may have expe nenced. Nevertheless. we be Ii eve these security measures a re necessary and ap prop nate for ensuring the security and conf1d en ce of al I air trave I ers. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this to the Customer Supporl Manager (CSM) at I hat localion. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot 
areas of concern that may require special attention. 

Departing Airport: DTW 
Destination: SEA 
Airline: Delta 
Flight number and Time: 2423 @ 8:44 am 
Terminal: M 
Gate: A54 
Date and Time: 07-11-2014@ 7:30 am 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Profess,onalism/Customer Service: Screening Current DatelTlme : 711112014 7:33: 18 PM Airport : PHL - Philadelphia International Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoinl/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I am based in Ph, I ad el ph,a and !rave I out of PH L. on average. once every 1 0 days. For 4 months now I have been opting out of the sea n ne rs because I am p regnant and my doctor advised me not to go through them. At Ii rst, I had no issues 
when making this request. However lately, TSA officials at PHL have taken it upon themselves to give me medical advice. Last I checked, it was not their job to do so ... and I make sure they know that. However. I wish a supervisor would also let them 
know. Regardless of my reason, I have a right to opt out. Even wilhout a pregnancy, if I jusl felt like it, I could. I don't need to feel as lhough I'm being ridiculed by them, or as though I'm a major inconvenience. During an incidenl this pasl Thursday, the 
woman to whom I made my request seemed so annoyed that she actually quietly announced &quot:female opt out&quot: 3 times, with a smirk on her face. Aller a full 1 O minutes of this. and of other agents smiling at her antics, I had to ask another 
agent to please loudly announce my request. She did, and I was taken immediately by a woman who acted angry, then loudly berated me forweanng maternity pants because &quot:they go up too high.&quot; Why is this acceptable? I understand that 
the X-ray technology might not be in these new scanners, but if my doctor tells me not to go through it. I'm not going through it. I don't need push back from TSA agents. I need a quick and courteous pat down. They might be able to see that I'm 
pregnant bul they don't know my medical history or my reasons for opting out. I shouldn't have to defend my decision, and I'm gelling quite sick of doing so. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name f b 1(6) 
Phone Number , ._-'-~----' 

Email kb 1(6) ! 
To leaie a c6mrr1er1t co ricer r11r1g tliiS 18 iJDack. fail aw this link · http:J/tsaweD.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



Caller wears hair extensions and went through screening this morning. She got a hair patdown. The male officer didnl tell her that she triggered an anomaly. he just asked her to proceed to the end of the ramp, where a female TSO then informed her 
she would need to patdown her hair. Caller wants to know ii this is SOP. She also wants the name and address of the TSA Administrator, 

Advised. 

If a passenger's hairpiece sets off the metal detector alarm, the hairpiece must be inspected visually and the passenger's head area must be searched with a limited patdown. If the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) determines that the hairpiece 

711212014 needs 10 be removed, the TSO must offer the person the opportunity 10 remove the hairpiece in a private screening area. 

9:20:34 
AM 

711212014 
11:08:23 

AM 

John S. Pistole 
Adminislrator 
Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
60 1 South 12th Street. TSA-1 
Arlington, VA 20598 

Do not know how to go about this, Will try to be as brief as I can. On July 5 at about 1545 (3:45 pm) at Sea-Tac airport, my special needs son[ED,,ho requires a wheel chair was basically violated by a male assist search. [§I}ooes not talk. understands 
very little verbal commands, he is also hard of hearingllliI)also can't stand to much physical contJcl. After his first ou1break of screaming, one supervisor came over and asked if everything was ok, my wife had a look of horror on her face as her son 
was being searched like a high profile terrorist. Shortly after this. the TSA manager came over and asked again if every thing was ok, by this time[fil},as screamed two more times. Did they stop? No. After the screening was done, they walked away, 
with not even a sorry for this. Shortly before our son was done being raped by TSA two other people m wheelchairs went through and they were not searched. This was so traumatic for us and our son. that it caused lili]to freak out at take off and 
scratch my wife's linger. We are shocked at this and feel totally violated. San Diego TSA was completely understanding and gave the bare minimal pat down. We don't know what to do. or who to contact. We are sure that there is video footage. Would 
you guys help. This was so wrong, lhey could've used a wand to wave him down standing up, only thing metal he had on was his belt buckle. I've con1ac1ed Seattle airport, nothing, sent this to the TSA manager in Seattle nothing, do you guys not have 
a heart? 

Ca Iler had an incident at BOS this mom i ng, Ca Iler stated th at she brought a tu be of sunblock to the checkpoint that was too I arge. Cal I er stated that the re was a ma I e officer that lo u nd it and then another male officer came over to further test the 
sunblock. Caller stated I hat she was in the far right lane to the wall and I here were two female officers I here when the paldown was done. Caller staled thal she was patted down very intensely and they were very unprofessional and she does not think 
the manner in which they did the patdown was protoco I. 

Advised ca Iler: 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) see ks 10 provide the high esl I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 who pass I hro ugh our screening ch eek points. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring I hat a 11 passengers, reg a rd I ess of 
their personal situations and needs, are treated with respect and courtesy. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. TSA regrets if this was not your 

7I1212014 expe nence. 

111745 A BOS AM irporl: 
Airline: Southwest 
Departing time: 8:00 am 
Date and time of incident 07 12 2014 07:15 - 07:30 am 
Gate or term i na I of incident: Soul hwesl term i na I 



Caller stated every 11 me she travels she has add i ti o na I screening and the caller wants to know why she gets additional screening eve ryti me. Ca 11 er stated when she goes to the boa rd i ng gate she gets additional screening. Caller stated she doesnt have 
any issues at the port of entry. 

Advised ca Iler the lo 11 owing information: 

7114/2014 The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is consIantly exploring initiatives to expand and enhance our security and lhreat mitigation efforts. As part of this initiative, TSA has expanded security screening beyond the security checkpoint to other 
8:49:07 secured areas of the airport, including boarding gates. 

AM 
These additional screening activities include but are not limited to screening passengers, checking passengers' identifications and boarding passes, and searching carry-on baggage either visually or with Explosives Trace Detection (ETD) units. These 
checks may be unannounced and may occur at any boarding gate al any time. 

As always, passengers receiving a paid own inspection may request a private sere en i ng at any 11 me dun ng the process and have a companion. ass i slant. or fa mi I y member ( alter he or she has been screened) accompany them to the p nvate screening. 
Passengers may choose to remain in the public area rather than go to a private area for screening; however, if a passenger refuses either option, he or she will not be permitted to board the aircraft 

Caller stated she doesnt have any other issues. Advised cal I er if she com es into the US she has to get screened by Custa ms. Advised cal I er if she gets denied boa rd i ng, has problems at the port of entry then the re maybe an issue. Advised cal I er if she 
gets mo re issues then cal I us back 

Caller fi ew yesterday from B WI vi a MIA to Barb ados and in Barbados was pulled to the s1d e lo r add1t1ona I screening. she had to have a paid own and Is conce med because she has never had issues with the I aw. etc. Asked if the additional screening is 
random? Stated she had to go through swiping of shoes, hands, checking her purse, etc. 
She slates I here were SSSS on her ticket and she didn t lhink anything about ii. She flew from BWI 10 MIA 10 Barbados without any issues. 
Caller states she is a US citizen and went through a process to become a Police Officer and unable because she had a heart murmur. 
She has 2 screws in I ell s hou Ider from surgery in 2006 and has a card to present reg ardrng the screws. 
Her father is i 11 and resides in Barb a does and that is why she is trave Ii ng so often to and from Barbados, 
Flies via American and will contact lhem for additional informalion. 

Response: 
Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and 

courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 

711412014 an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

11:07:40 
AM TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 

citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

Passengers and their baggage are also screened for security according to standards established by the government of that country. As sovereign entities, foreign countries may establish their own security requirements for airports and air carriers that 
are not necess ari I y the same as those required in the United States. 

TSA continuously works wi I h foreign governments 10 ba I a nee Io ca I and I ega I j uri sdicti on issues with i nl ernationa I aviation security. TSA has a foreign airport assessment program to ensure a 11 fl i g his to the United States a re properly sere ened. Our 
aviation security sp eci a Ii sts regularly assess security at these airports to ensure they me et accepta b I e i nte rna ti on al stand a rd s. 

The "S" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Security Administration (TSA) security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
Nalion's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

TSA does not discuss or release spec1f1cs about security screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Security Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI to the public because it is 
considered d etri mental to the security of trans po rtati on, 



7114/2014 
2:0240 

PM 

On July 2, 2014 I was traveling to Colorado flight 4858 with my 8 year old grandson and my 13 year old handicap niece. I was in the lane for wheel chairs and strollers etting ready for search when Officel1h··,1r; tblack glasses) check are paper work 
and tells us to hold on and walks to podium to the left and stations himself there leaving us with no explanation for good 5 to 10 minutes. In the meantime Office (b·•,(ffi o the ri ht of us is taking all the customers behind us before us; I ask her why 
she isn't taking care of us? She replies he told you to wait! Wait for whal? I reply. She continues 10 ignore me and doesn't answer me and gets ignorant. When I walk over to b)(ffl nd tell him what I am waiting for after 5 to 10 minutes he 
apologizes and tells me to walk to the left. When I get to the left and move my grandson along and follow with wheel chair Officed1h··,1r;·1 bcreams out, GET BACK• You need to wait' And talks some ill remarks under her breath. I reply to her 
that she has bad altitude, and needs to be more polite and the others before me need to be retrained. In the meantime Officer which I didnl get her name older middle age woman with red hair tells me that I am real classy for saying what I said. Are 
you kidding me, I'm thinking to myself, what does classy need to do with me telling her she needs to be more customer friendly and quit treating the travelers like ex-cons. Now once again they are taking th4other ptssengers before me and my niece, 
in lhe meantime I have my 8year old grandson alone I not being able 10 see him wilh my valuables and in danger. Sure lhere is Officer suppose security but my trust for them caring for him is nil. I lell Office bH6) hat I need to pass lhrough to get to 
my grandson. Still not knowing what I am waiting for and tired of playing there game of were upset with you so you'll have to wait. This one passenger witnessed all that went on and told me I need to report them. they are just terrible and 
inconsiderate. h·I1r;··, fh·11r;··, !On the other side I told one of the Officer what I am waiting for and she explained that Angelica my niece needed to be pat down. I understand that OfficerEEE]should have called female to pat~ 
down and Office (bH6) should have explained that to me: her words of venom should have been words of explaining and not putting my grandson in dan er for silly game she was playing of rendering evil. Officerfilill:fil]before taking all of the other 
people should have assisted me, if Oflice~ad somelhing to do. The middle aged lady had no right to speak to me in that tone as well as Office (b)(ffl When enIering Colorado it's amazing how lhey kept us all togelher and explained what they 
are doing. If they want to show people from out of town that Chicago is this big bad ass town from all the murder we have do it on there own time. people are on business or vacation trips not being under arrest and don't have time for there ignorance or 
putting kids in dang er. Something needs to be done it's ashamed when fi yi ng out of that airport we need to put up with that O"H are no prob I em. 

Caller was flying out of IAH and was required to go through secondary screening and the TSO treated her like she was guilty of something then tried to force her to have a private pat down without her husband present and was told that if she did not 
quit a ctmg in a threatening way a LEO wou Id be cal led.The TSO Im ally agreed to a 11 ow her husband to witness the pat down and again she was accused of acting m a threatening way. Ca 11 er c I aI ms she did not and she stated her husband witnessed it 

7114/2014 all.Caller stated she wished that she knew what a LEO was then so she could have had an officer present.Caller was flying on flight# 1550 United Terminal E.Caller also stated that her checked bag had a NOi and the outside of the bag was 
2 :54: 15 de strayed . 

PM 

7114/2014 
4:4341 

PM 

Explained that TSA only has the bag for a brief period of time and we generally just slide the bag off the conveyor and onto an inspection table and therefore recommended she contact airline for baggage damage. Informed caller that the information 
provided would be sent to the CSM for i nves ti g ati on, 
The caller stJled thal on 07 01 2014 he flew with Southwest from PHX to LAX at approximalely 9:40 AM. The caller staled thal the only time his bag was unzipped was during his screening al the checkpoint. The caller stated that he was missing 
approximately about 140.00 worth of medications from his carry-on bag. The caller stated that there was a young, slim, black male that inspected his luggage. The caller stated that bag was not opened again until he got to his destination. The caller 
stated that he was in a wheelchair and received a patdown and a wa ndmg. The ca 11 er stated that he was wearing olive drab shorts and BI acki sh b I ue T -shit and vel cro shoes. The caller stated th at has a white beard. He stated that he was gomg through 
the checkpoint at approximately 8:30 AM, The caller stated that his bag was a small roller bag, light tan in color with a rose bowl tag. The caller was very upset. The caller made the statement that he flew once and we did not allow to bring a walking 
stick on boa rd the plane. He slated th at he was not able to get it back e i I her when he returned. The ca Iler slated th at someone had ca I led and left him a message to ca 11 I hem back about I he ma lier and he stated that he did 32 times and has not gotl en 
a response. The caller stated that he would be flying again soon and wanted to know what he could do to prevent us from taking his medications again. 

Advised the caller that his complaint was forwarded to the CSM at PHX on 07 11 2014, Advised the caller that the CSM may have not have time to look into it as it was the weekend. Advised the caller that he could call the CSM at; 
Na me: Lis a Christenson 
Phone: 480-37~ 
Advised the caller that just because we inspected his bag, does not meant that we too his medications and he should keep this in mmd. This is why we are looking mto the matter. Advised the caller that a walking stick is not allowed in carry-on and 
items that are voluntarily abandoned .... this is as far as I got before the caller interrupted me so I did not have the opportunity to finish that statement. Advised the caller that he could call TSA Cares toll free at (855) 787-2227 prior to traveling with his 
ilinerary information to make an RFA. Advised the caller that I appreciated him providing me wilh the opportunity to help him. 

I am forwarding this to the CSM again as the passenger was so upset about the m alter and was u nab I e to reach whomever ca 11 ed him back. 



I'm sick to my stomach thinking about how I have to allow some perverted people look at my child's naked body, blast her little body with poisons. and handle her body sexually in order to fly across the country. I know that if I request that I be 
permitted to completely go through the scanners and examinations and groping so I can monitor her, the TSA agents will purposefully separate us. I know this because that is the way the TSA agents have behaved in the past. I'm dreading dealing 
with you perver1s. You sicken me. If your actions actually made flying safer, maybe I would have some consolation, but we all know that ii really is jusl fakery and indulgent republican bullshit. I hale you people and I hope every single one of you gel 
a horrible cancer that eats you alive from the inside. I already know one agent who is dying from a hideous cancer her doctors have never seen before. It laid below her skin and above her organs and was really difficult to identify and even harder to 
treat. I I aug hed. 

Thanks, 

111 s12014 l(b)(B) 
8:27 39 AM ,._ _____________ _. 

McKinney, TX 75070 

[bl(61 

Like our HYPERLIN ._b-'1_,_(6--') ____________________________________ ___, 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: Disability or Medical Condition: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time· 7115/2014 5:02:07 AM Airport: DAL - Dallas Love Field Date/Time of Travel· 07/14/2014 5:30 AM Airline & Flight Number· Southwest/4266 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal 2 TSA Employee: (If Known) ~omment My family was traveling with my 84 year old dad. We went through TSA screening at SJC, and PHX we had no problem and every one in our group was treated 
with respect and went through TSA screening with no problem until we went through TSA screening at DAL. My dad was traveling with us, my husband. my t.wo daughters who are 15 and 13, and myself We got to DAL the TSA lines were short and 
were moving fasl. The four of us went through very fast. My dad was in a wheelchair, because he can't walk for a long lime so when we are al the airport we always get a wheelchair. He was not given a choice to stand in the scanner. He is very 
capable of standing. He was then placed to the side of the scanner and we were told not to go near him. He sat there alone for a few minutes. whilekb·•,(ffi !the TSA agent was asking other people if they could &quot;do him&quot: while walking back 

711512014 and forth around the conveyor belts, no one responded so he then went back lo r my dad. He was very rude and was acting as if my dad was being a nu, sance. My dad is far from that. He th en pushed my dad in his wheelchair to the s1d e of a 11 the 
S:28:20 scann_ers. He asked him to stand up while he wanded him my dad is over 6_ feet taH the TSA agent was telling him to put his hand on the side of the wheelchair since he is tall it was had for him to do it so my 13 yem old daughter_ went over to give my 

AM dad h,s cane and the TSA agent told her 10 gel back and stand away from him. This took several minutes he was s1and1ng for a lot longer lhan 11 would have laken h1m 10 go through the scanner. So we were all waiting and wa1ch1n~1he TSA 
Agent wand and pat down my dad not in a friendly manner. I understand and respect the rules of the TSA however I truly feel that this could have been handled more gently and definitely with more compassion. Seeing my dad and having his 
grand chi Id ren see him being treated as if he was a c rim i na I was not a nice way to complete a vacation. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name!(b)(61 
Phone Number : .._'-'---'-------' 

Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller wi 11 be fi yi ng i nte mational ly with a 6 and a 1 0 year o Id. They have fl own to Eng land and to F ranee on previous fi Ig hts. Both ti mes her son was se I ected at random for a paid own. She said that it was very upsetting for him. He is 1 0 yea rs o Id. 
She wanted to know if once a passenger is se I ected lo r a p atdown if their name go es into a system so that they get a patd own on other flights, She said that when he got the patd own a year a go he was not wa nded and they touched his b ult, She said 
that ii was right up close and personal. She wanted to know if she would be within her rights to say something aboul the way it was being conducted. She asked what lhe TSA procedure is for minors who set off alarms. 

I gave the following information: Every person, regardless of age, must undergo screening prior to proceeding beyond lhe security checkpoinl. Even a baby or toddler musl be screened: however, it is the Transportalion Security Administralion's (TSAJ 
po Ii cy that chi Id re n wi 11 never be separated from their parents or a ccomp anyi ng adults. 

Transportation Security Officers (TSO) are trained to offer la mi Ii es traveling with young chi Id re n more ti me, ass i sta nee, and patience during the screening process, Chi Id re n wi 11 be approached gently and treated with respect, If a chi Id be comes 
uncomfortable or upset, parenls or an accompanying adult will be consulted to determine lhe besl approach to help relieve the child's concern. 

7 ~ 1:~~2~~ 4 Chi Id re n 12 years o Id and younger may I eave on their shoes. Infants and sma 11 chi Id ren may be earned through the metal detector. but if the alarm sounds, the TSO wi 11 have to conduct add iii on al screening on both the adult passenger and the chi Id. If 
PM a baby is carried through the metal detector in a sling, additional screening may be required even ii there is not an alarm, 

711512014 
2:09:42 

PM 

Children can only be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds. Children who can walk without assistance should walk through the metal detector separately from their 
parent or guardian. If a child 
12 years o Id or younger a I arms either AIT or the wa I k-th rough metal d elector, TSA has procedures in p I ace that reduce, but do not e Ii min ate, the need for p atdowns to reso Ive the a I a rm, These procedures include a 11 owing mu I tip I e passes through 
screening technologies and using Explosives Trace Detection (ETD) technology, 

I told her that TSA does not perform screening in foreign countries and I can not provide information on their procedure or give her advise on what she can do in a foreign country. 
I to Id her that TS A does not put passengers who receive a patd own on a I is t to get patdowns on upcoming fiig hts. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Disability or Medical Condition: Professionalism/Customer Service Cun-ent Date/Time, 711512014 11 :49:11 AM Airport, BUF - Greater Buffalo Date/Time of Travel· 07/1312014 Airline & Flight Number, Delta 0723 Checkpoint/Area of 
Ai rpo rI : Security screening T SA Employee: ( If Known) 
Comment . I am 6 months pregnant, traveling with my husband. We arrived very early for our flight, had plenty of time and the security area was not busy at all. We went thru the security check point around 9:30 - 10:00 am. 

When I requested a pat-down as opposed to going thru the metal detector, the employee (white male, brown hair. mid 30s)was rude. condescending and questioned me about 5 times regarding why I wanted the pat-down. He then told the other TSA 
employee (while male, white hair, maybe early 60s) 10 which he responded by shaking his head as if I were crazy. 
I am a frequent traveler. I've always complied with everything the TSA asks and have only asked for pat downs during my pregnancy. It is my understanding we are to be treated with respect. however the employees were very disrespectful and rude. 
was j us! lo 11 owing my doctors orders who advised better safe than sorry with the sea nne r and metal detector. 
The lady who perlormed the pat down(African American. petite, maybe 30s or 40s) was very nice and said she would talk to the 2 men about their behavior. This event brought me to tears. I'm sure they'll remember the lady they made cry during the 
security screening. This was a very negative experience and feel I hat lhese employees would benefit from training. They are nol medical professionals and they do not know each person's story. There is no need to treat us in this manner. 
Would you like a r ? 

Passenger's Nl"'-"'"'h"' .. "",l"R-'-·1 __ "T""..,,... 
Phone Numbe (b)(61 

Emai(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this eedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller wants to file a complaint. She is at PHX right now. She said she went through security around 12:00 or 12: 15. She was at checkpoint #7 and the TSA officers name was Misty. She said she was extremely rude. She could have got her 
i nlo rmation across without being so Io ud and rude. Cal I er said the tone of the officer was was rude and co nde see nd i ng. Caller said she opted out of the A IT and wanted the Paid own. She said she to ldJkb 6}1~ lhe was ok with the P atdown. Cal I er said 
she tol~(b)(6 ~here is no reason to be rude,kb)~6)joffered to get her Supervisor and the caller said she was hateful about that. She said she listened for Mistys tone with other people after that and it w rent. She said the Supervisor came and 
she was awesome. Caller told lhe Supervisors e was great. Caller said she was jusl asking questions and the screener was rude and hateful. Caller said there are many incredible TSA people and there is no need for some to be rude. She said 
she appreciates the job they do. 

1;1::;2~; 4 RESPONSE: I will be sending your information as a complaint to the CSM at the Airport. I would like to apologize that you feel you had a bad experience with TSA. Thank you for calling TSA to let us know about the incident. 

PM 
Date and Time of Flight: July 15th, 2014 Went through security between 12:00 and 12:15 p.m. 
Gate or Terminal: Checkpoint #7 Terminal C 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number: 2141 
Airport: PHX 
Email:!!b 1(61 



711512014 
623:47 

PM 

To Whom It May Concern. 
I am 46 and have been missing my leg at the hip since 1980. I ambulate very well and have no complaints about your service until now. On 7115114 passing through security in FLL and was told I could not hop through the metal detector, sending my 
crutches lhrough the X-ray machine, as I have for many years. While I hop very well.standing still wilhout a firm handhold is difficult. Hence using the metal detector and not lhe bodyscanner. This inconsistency is where I believe many people, myself 
included. get frustrated with TSA procedures. I welcome your efforts and am glad security is being addressed. I have flown at least five times in the last several years and been allowed to opt out of the bodyscanner since there introduction. I don·t mind 

at downs or scanners, 1t is about consistency. 
b)(61 

Sent from my iPhone 

Feedback Type · Civil Rights/Liberties 
Categories : Other ( fil I in box) 
CuCTent Date/Time· 7115/2014 4:26:04 PM Airport· TPA - Tampa International Date/Time of Travel, 07/13/2014 11 :00 AM Airline & Flight Number, JetBlue 250 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Security, TerTninal A TSA Employee: (II Known), 
Comment: The TSA agent working al around 11 a.m. on Sunday, a middle-aged, blonde-haired lady, was trying to make people laugh as they were slanding in lhe body scanner. One guy went through two people ahead of me and moved and had 10 

711512014 get a patdown, and then the lady in front of me had to get a patdown as well when the TSA agent made her laugh and look in her direction during the full-body scan by making a noise that sounded like a duck call. I've never seen something so bizarre. 

6.25 .09 It made the line screech to a halt because people had to be physically checked. 
· PM Would you like a res onse? · True 

Passenger's Nffll~',l-.1'=--L-_J 
Phone Numbe (b 1(6) 

Email b)(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning t is feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

To w horn it may concern: 

For your review and action as deemed appropriate. "!(,_,b...,)(,_6~1 ______ _,!aPPlied to the Redress program on 07/03/2014. The traveler's concerns are outside the scope of this program. Please refer to the traveler's comments listed below. The 
traveler's redress case has been administralively closed. 

Thank You for your time and assi sl ance. 

Sincerely, 

7115/2014 OHS TRIP 
6:25 34 

PM 

T rave I er Information: 

Name=!(b,(6I 

Address~kb~l~(6~i _____ ~t;ilbert AZ US 85233 

Email Address: !~(b_,~(6_I _____ ~ 

Phone Number:k""b""l"-(6-'"-·'-1 __ _. 



7115/2014 
8:1538 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Screening Current Dale/Time 711512014 7:16:06 PM Airport DEN - Denver lntemalional Date/Time of TrMel 07/141201410:15 PM Airline & Flight Number: Uniled Airlines 1743 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport · Main security line TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : Hello, 

When going through security I had an epi-pen with me which is a prescriplion medication prescribed by a doctor. I told one of the TSA employees that I needed to have my epi-pen visually inspected instead of x-rayed, because per the manufacturer lhe 
&quot:effects of an xray on the medication is unknown.&quot: See link here https:/lwww.epipen.cam/en/have-a-plan/traveling. I was then told that any liquid not being x-rayed meant I was essentially &quot;suspicious&quot: and would have to have all 
my bags, every pocket, contents visually examined and tested, as we 11 as my shoes. and be subjected to a ful I pat-down. I asked again lo r c I arifi cation thinking th at is pretty absurd. but was to Id the same thing. I com pl 1ed Ju st to be ab I e to reach my 
flight on time, but I find it absolutely ridiculous to have to go through all that for a prescribed medication. Surely that can not be standard protocol? Especially since all my other items went through an xray scan and I had to go through a scanner myself. 
This medication is used when suffering from an al I ergic reaction and needed to pre vent me from suffocating if I happened to have one. I ju st can'I u nders ta nd why the TSA would make someone have to go I hroug h so much addition a I screening for 
something like that. 

Thanks 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name kb)(ffl I 
Phone Number . 
Email l(b)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning \h,s feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Disability ar Medical Condition: Screening Current Date/Time : 7/15/2014 8:53:21 PM Airport . SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International Date/Time al Travel . 07115/2014 1 :00 PM Airline & Flight Number · Alaska 2 Checkpoint/Area of Airport . 
Security sere en i ng T SA Employee: (If Known) : Blonde female, name unknown Com rn e nt I currently need wheel chair he Ip after having m aJor reco n structive knee surgery. Because I have d ifflcu lty p I acing weight on my knee I require a pat down rather 
than the metal detector. Having traveled with this injury through a number of other airports, this was the first experience in which the tsa team failed to perform a full screen. The only step that was taken to ensure I was not hiding something on my body 
was the test in which a small clolh was wiped on my hands and brace to search for chemical substances I was I hen released with no full body pal down. I could have had something under my dress, jacket, scarf, in my shoes. 

711512014 Furthermore, this is not my first failed experience with the Seattle tsa team. Over the past 2 years, I and two at her friends have discovered that we were allowed to take through water bottles with significant amounts of fluid inside. This is unacceptable. 
9:10:54 Developing countnes have better secunty. I travel a fair amount and Seattle easily has performed by far the worst of any of the airports I've been in. 

PM Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number : 
Ernai!(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller asked about gate screening, what is the law with passengers having to comply, does he have a right to refuse? 
Asked how he could speak with a T SA a gent at HOU, requested contact information, phone #. 

Response: 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is constantly exploring initiatives to expand and enhance our security and threat mitigation efforts. As part of this initiative, TSA has expanded security screening beyond the security checkpoint to other 
secured a re as of the airport, including boa rd i ng gates. 

7/16/2014 These additional screening activities include but are not limited to screening passengers, checking passengers' identifications and boarding passes. and searching carry-on baggage either visually or with Explosives Trace Detection (ETD) units. These 
10:28: 10 checks may be unannounced and may occur at any boarding gate at any time. 

AM As always. passengers receiving a patdown inspection may request a private screening at any time during the process and have a companion, assistant, or family member (after he or she has been screened) accompany them to the private 
screening. 

Provided to cal I er: 

Name: l(b)(61 
Phone: · · ~-------~ 



7116/2014 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: ~f h_-_-,I_R_-, --~ 
Date Time: 7l16/201412:50:10 PM 

2:36:29 Name_ J(b_ )(6_ 1 
PM Ema1l~(h::-,,:R:, ::::::::~::::::::: 

7/1612014 
2:37:15 

PM 

Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Oelta confirmation GB54DD flight 2161 
Comments:I have afro textured hair and my hair was completely out. no braids or ponytails. just a big afro. I went through the screening machine (held my hands over my head) did everythign that i was asked but then I come out and i was flagged to 
have my hair checked. I asked lo r the woman to change her g I aves and she threatened me with a p ri vatelg et b ult naked search. Its not fair that same gloves used to pat down pea pl es cloth es. bags, a rm pits, and crotches we re then put in my hair' I 
have every rig ht to ask that those g I aves we re changed. If your employees need to protect themselves with gloves why am i not a 11 owed the same protect ion from strange rs and whatever they a re carrying on their persons, armpits and crotches? 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client l~(b)(61 
Date Time: 71161·"2=0~14.,....,.1 =2:~2=0-,2~s-P=M,..,.. 

Name[hl!ffl 
Emai!(b)(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Tulsa screening area· 
Comments:You need to get a more sensible prescreening policy. rm a DOJ employee with credentials and a TS clearance and I'm still sent through regular screening while random civilians get expedited prescreening. Then after I had my credentials 
in hand when I went through I'm secondarily screened and get my hands swabbed. While that delay is going on I can't get my laptop from the belt and l"m told by another guy I left my laptop unsecured. A fiasco all around that kept nothing secure at this 
airport. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service; Permitted Items Current Date/Time· 7116/2014 1 :42:01 PM Airport, TPA - Tampa International Date/Time a/Travel, 07115/2014 5:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: Southwest 526 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airporl: Gale C TSA Employee: (If Known) unknown Comment: Yesterday when going through securily in Tampa on my way home from business 1ravel, I notified lhe TSA agenl thal I had breast milk with my carry on items and thal I preferred not to 
have it go through the x-ray machine. He informed me I'd have to have a full pat down, have it screened and also have all my belongings gone through. I was unaware that this was the policy, but complied. The TSA agent that was going through my 
belongings informed me that I would not be able to keep my ice pack because 11 &quot:wasn't completely frozen&quot;. This was beyond frustrating because 1) we were in Flonda on a 90+ degree day, so of course it wasn't still completely frozen and 
2)it was $10 that I had to throw away and something I really need. He offered a few quart zipper bags to get ice somewhere, 

I later reviewed the policies on traveling with breast milk and no where did I find the specifics on &quot:how frozen&quot: the ice pack has to be. 
7/1612014 
2:37:34 I certainly understand that safety is paramount; however, I feel that it was completely unnecessary to force me to throw the ice pack away and strongly discourages mother's from being able to transport breast milk. 

PM 
Regards, 

fbi(61 

Would you like a r 
Passenger's Nd,-JJ""'-'(b,:,-,.,_i(,;;6.:.··, __ "T"" _ __, 

Phone Number b)(61 

Emai(b)(61 
To leave a commen concerning his feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicalionManager 



711612014 
3A8:22 

PM 

7/16/2014 
4:27:11 

PM 

Response Details: Additional information can also be found at http: www.tsa.gov traveler-information civil-nghts-travelers. 

TSA trains its securily officers to conduct screenings wilh professionalism and to treal all travelers wilh dignity and respect. One of our key objeclives is to ensure I hat all travelers receive professional and courteous treatment at checkpoints, while still 
maintaining a high level of security. We regret that you found your experience to be less than satisfactory. 
Please be advised that the correspondence you submitted will require additional information to help us better determine 1/ the matter rises to the level of a c1v1I rights complaint. Kindly provide us with additional information stating specific details of the 
incident. Please be sure to include the following information: 
Contact information full name, telephone number, email. 
Deta i I ed des c ri pt ion 

a Airport 
o Date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the experience 
o A d escri pl ion of the experience 
o the names or des c ri pt ion of the T SA personnel involved or witnesses, if ava i I able 
o exp I anati on as to how you bel ,eve this expe nence was di scri mm ato ry 

If you are filing a complaint on behalf of a third party, you must include a document showing express written permission from the third party to act on his her behalf and to receive information concerning the experience. 
For your convenience, we have included the link 10 lhe TSA complaint form. You do not have to use this form, bul may choose to do so to ensure a complele submission. htlp: www.tsa.gov siles default files assets pdf research 

tsa _complaint_ submission _form. pd/ 
TSA s Multicultural Branch serves as a resource for travelers who have expressed concerns about the treatment they received from TSA employees and Is responsible for ensuring that TSA treats all travelers equally, without regard to a persons race, 
color, national origin, gender, religion. age. disability, gender identity, or sexual orientation. This office will be assigned to investigate your complaint. Please submit all information to TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to put RFI in the subject line of 
your e-mail to ensure appropriate handling. You may also send complaints via postal mail to: 
Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
OCRL. TSA-6 
60 1 12 Street South 
Ari i ngto n, VA 20598-6006 

Addition al information can a I so be lo und at http: www. tsa. gov !rave I er-inform at,on ci vi 1-ng hts-tra velers. 

Incident Details: Caller said yesterday she and her husband flew out of Dallas FT Worth to LAX on flight# 869 at 4:20 pm and terminal 3 at 3pm and got in line and started security and she has major complaint and she was placed in hold nig room for 
35 minutes and she does not know why and she did not gt apology from TSA officer. She said the officer asked why did they hold her because she had a purse and her meds. She said the caps were off the meds and she does not know if her meds 
were tampered with and she said they did a patodnw and she is 68 years old. She said she felt so viola led yesterdy and she said they told her it sel off an alarm. She said they did not tell her or her husband anything and sh sid I hey swabbed insider 
her purse, phone and inside her tote bag and ran them bck through and then had her take off her denim vest with no lining and she thought they were going to damage her vest. She said she asked them what was the problem and they told her they 

Disability Description: Caller stales he had testicular swelling due to surgery. 

Response Details: Informed caller that I would forward this information to the CSM at Seatac for him and also forward this information to the d1sab1lity specialist for more assistance. 

lncidenl Details: Caller stales he is Irying to file a civil rig hi complaints about an incident he just had al Seattle thal also violated lhe disability acl. Caller slates he asked for a supervisor 10 come down and he refused to idenlify him self and informed 
his co workers to not give their names as well. Caller states he opts out of the body scanner and during the pat down they asked if their were any sensitive areas and he informed him there was and the officer did not respond to his information so caller 
requested another TSO. Ca 11 er states the s u pe rvi so r began ye 11 i ng at him to the point where he could not respond and he requested that persons s u pe rvi so r. Ca 11 er states the guy in the suit threatened h, m and said he was not going to fly tad ay and 
informed him he was going to have the police escort him out for refusing the patdown and then requested the police. Caller states he explained the situation to the police and the supervisor changed the way things were going and then allowed him to 
be pat down and also allowed him 10 board his flight but informed him that he was banned from lhe Seatlle airporI. Caller states he tried 10 gal her information as to who was there but the supervisor denied him of any of I here names. Caller stated he 
also filmed this incident with his phone. Caller states this occurred at 9:30 A.M. 07-16-2014 at checkpoint 2 at Seatac. Caller states his disability is testicular swelling due to surgery. Caller states they made him repeat his disability numerous times 
and threatened him with disturbing the peace after doing so. 



To Whom It May Concern; 

This is in regards ta the BOS Virgin America security checkpoint. This incident occurred an Tuesday 7/15/2014 at approx 15:30 Hours local. 

I have been in the airline business for some 33 years now. Because of recent knee surgeries, I am now subject to TSA pat downs at checkpoints that do NOT have known crew member. 

More tech forward airports and mare progressive airports have come out of "the dark ages·· and have adopted the Known Crew Member. For whatever reasons, this Virgin America TSA checkpoint has not. Be that as it may, there appears ta be NO 
consistent protocol ( s) or po Ii ci es a pp Ii ed. creating confusion amongst the T SA agents and the passengers atte m ptrng to pass through in a timely manner. 

7116/2014 Previously, at this checkpoinl I've been told it's ok 10 keep shoes on and employee ID on during the pat down. Yesterday I was told 10 remove them. Previously, Prior to pat downs. I've been asked if I were in any type of pain. Yesterday I was nol asked 
6:20:22 that question as the agent conducting the pat down squeezed hard on my arms and legs. in a grope like fashion. 

PM 
I am reminded that airlines and TSA are MUTUAL PARTNERS in maintaining safer skies for both domestic and international commercial air travel, One would hope that when crew members in full uniform and ID are attempting to pass through these 
non KCM checkpoints I hat, some form of COMMON SENSE would apply. As previously noted, lhe continued inconsistencies and confusion al this particular checkpoint makes these TSA employees look like colossal blunders. 

Thank you. 

i(b)(61 

Sent from my iPhone 

To Whom It May Concern; 

This is in regards ta the BOS Virgin America security checkpoint. This incident occurred an Tuesday 7/15/2014 at approx 15:30 Hours local. 

I have been in the airline business for some 33 years now. Because of recent knee surgeries, I am now subject to TSA pat downs at checkpoints that do NOT have known crew member. 

More tech forward airports and mare progressive airports have come out of "the dark ages·· and have adopted the Known Crew Member. For whatever reasons, this Virgin America TSA checkpoint has not. Be that as it may, there appears ta be NO 
consistent protocol ( s) or po Ii ci es a pp Ii ed. creating confusion amongst the T SA agents and the passengers atte m ptrng to pass through in a timely manner. 

7116/2014 Previously, at this checkpoinl I've been told it's ok 10 keep shoes on and employee ID on during the pat down. Yesterday I was told 10 remove them. Previously, Prior to pat downs, I've been asked if I were in any type of pain. Yesterday I was nol asked 
6:20:22 that question as the agent conducting the pat down squeezed hard an my arms and legs. in a grope like fashion. 

PM 
I am reminded that airlines and TSA are MUTUAL PARTNERS in maintaining safer skies for both domestic and international commercial air travel, One would hope that when crew members in full uniform and ID are attempting to pass through these 
non KCM checkpoints I hat, some form of COMMON SENSE would apply. As previously noted, lhe continued inconsistencies and confusion al this particular checkpoint makes these TSA employees look like colossal blunders. 

Thank you. 

l(b)(61 

Sent from my iPhone 



Caller stated th at she traveled from A TL and she had to go through additional screening. Caller said that she was traveling with med fast and she declared 11. She stated th at she has traveled with it before and it has never been a issue and she has 
never had to undergo additonal screening. Caller said that she had to get a patdown and ETD sampling of the gloves. 

Resolution: 
TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances. this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

711712014 TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorist.s from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
12:07:56 citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

PM 

711712014 
2:11:48 

PM 

711712014 
4:13:01 

PM 

711712014 
4:13:14 

PM 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. 

Advised caller it sounded like she was just pulled aside for additional screening and it wasn't related to the med fast. Caller said that the screening in ATL is always more strict. She said that they traveled from their previously and the officer was rude to 
her husband. 

Told caller if they travel in the future and experience a rude screener to call and let us know that we can send a complaint to the CSM at that location. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Pj:b)(61 
Date Time: 7I1712""0"1-;4""'1'"'2""A"'5"":"'o""o ""P""M.,.. 

NamJ:b,(61 

Emai!(b 1(6i I 
Comp I a, nts: Ina pp ro pn ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight 874 MIA TO LGA 1:05 PM 
Comments:Tsa agent escorted my underage daughter to a screening booth where they checked her fingers and screened her without me present even though she is a minor. was prechecked and I was with her• There were no questions regarding 
where her parent was and tsa was not at a 11 a po loq eti c about s c reeni nq a le male mi nor without her pa re nt.s con sent. It was hum, Ii atrnq for my d auq hte r and em ba rras s i nq. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 711712014 3:42:04 PM Airport ORF - Norfolk International Date/Time of Travel 0711412014 7:35 PM Airline & Flight Number: us airways 4064 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport , us airways tsa screening TSA Employee: (If Known) · man working on the carry-on x-ray machine Comment : I always opt out of the body scanner and often find that while waiting for a long period of time (upwards of 10 minutes) my items go 
through the x-ray machine and then I can't see them on the other side. Doesn'I this go against security policy thal I'm losing sight of my items because I'm waiting 10 be screened? 
On July 14th while going through security I was harassed by the gentleman running the carry-on x-ray machine about my choice to opt-out (around 5pm). This was rude but I have encountered it before and ignored the situation. as I am a scientist and 
understand how radiation works. However, when I asked about holding my items until they take me back for the pat down so that I can keep them in sight the man"s attitude and aggression escalated. He was incredibly rude and completely ignored my 
concerns. I have encountered security in LGA where they allow me to hold onto my items until I begin the pat-down so I can keep them in sight. The lack of professionalism and the security risk this man's actions represent is incredibly disturbing. I 
really think TSA needs a better protocol for passengers opting oul of the body-scanner. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name b)(ff:, 
Phone Number , 
Email !(b 1(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Screening 
Current Date/Time· 7117/2014 2:15:24 PM Airport· RDU - Raleigh-Durham International Date/Time of Travel: 07/09/2014 3:30 AM Airline & Flight Number, 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I always &quot: opt-a ut&q uot of the machine so I am lam, Ii a r with the no rma I procedure regarding the pat down. The agent who performed the pat down on me dun ng my I ast trip did I 2) things in ap prop nately. # 1 - She made me I ill up my 
shirt to expose my stomach. Another agent had to yell across the way to tell her to allow me to put my shirt down after she was almost done with the screening (This was not a private screening). #2 - She checked each leg more than once and had her 
hand all the way up my leg forcing her hand to touch my pants where my vagina is. 
Would you like a rrqoofte? · Tnie 
Passenger's Nam~}(6.1 
Phone Number , ._ _____ _. 

Email =~kb~i~/6~1 _____ _. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



711712014 

My name i,f:~b~)_(_6~' ---~! I have been a Type-1 diabetic since I was six years old (decades ago). I travel very frequently and every time I approach the security checkpoint I am very frustrated by the false information I am given. 

I weJr an insulin pump and a continuous glucose moniioring (CGM) device. I am frequently told by agents that is is fine to go lhrough the scanners. They are downrighl insistent that I can do so. This flies in the face of my docto~s instruclions and the 
manufacturers of my devices. 

So every month I "opt" - out (which is misleading terms since I have absolutely no option here). My items go through the x-ray machine without me and I stand in a corner waiting for someone to check me. It takes a long time while my items languish 
unattended to at the end of the bell. II is often out of my vision. Sometimes it takes quite some time to get a female assisl agent. THEN when I am frustrated, I am met wilh a condescending attitude as if I have made this choice for myself. Your agents 
work to di sea ura ge fol ks from getting a pat down. 

6:08:59 I'd like to tell you that this is a rare occurrence, but it is not. On an average ol 24-34 flights a year that I take, this happens very close to 50% of the time. Some offer advice in a friendly manner- but the advice is still wrong. The most recent incident was 
PM on 7113 at Portland, ME when the very pleasant female assist agent insisted that I should go through the scanners. She sees lhem all of the time. 

711812014 
823:34 

AM 

Sure. lots of folks wear insulin pumps. Do they fail every time they go through? No. but they do fail. TSA agents are in no position to advise if 11 is safe for my insulin pump. 

Correct this please. And by correct I mean slop your TSA agenls from giving medical equipmenl advice thal clearly flies in the face of doctors and manufacturers of such devices. 

Thank you. 

fh1/R1 I 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Ft:b 1(6) I 
Date Time: 71181}Q14 6:53:35 AM 

Name1h·11r;··, 
Email bi/61 
Comp I a i nts; Ina pp ro pri ate Screening/Pat Down Screening: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Ua4643 lulsa 7118114 approx 0515. 
Comments:When I confronted the TSA agent he lied to my face about what he had just done. When I called him on it he gave me a hateful look. He then asked another agent to get a supervisor. I cleared security before the supervisor arrived. 



Caller said that she had an uncomfortable event with TSA on July 1 0, 20 14 at the Medford, 0 R airport at 6: 4 0 pm. She was se I ected lo r Pree heck. She had 8 - 5 8 gram co ntarn ers of e sse nti a I oi I. She asked for the ess ent,al o i I to be hand inspected. 
She said that she did not set off an alarm, however. she was given a patdown. She wanted to know if all passenger who ask for a hand inspection of essential oils are given a patdown. She said that three other people who had essential oils were not 
given a paldown. She asked who makes the decision as to whether or not a person gels a patdown. She wanted 10 know how that decision is reached. She asked whal they are trained to do. She wanled to know how to avoid getting a patdown. She 
said that she has gotten a patdown many times in the past. The person who periormed her patdown wa (b":1(6) She said that she was very aggressive. She stated that she bounced her hand into her crotch twice and she touched her breast and 
her bottom. She said that she was molested as a chi Id and when she got on the p I an e she had a PT SD event. e asked lo r a supervisor to make a complaint after the paid own and the su pe rvi sor was the person who did her patdown. She stated 
that she was touched excessively and it was very uncomfortable. All of the items in her purse where checked and things were unwound and they were not put back the way she had them. She uses the essential oils in her business and for her health. 
She fiew on Alaska Airlines flight 2090G. She wanted 10 know how to give feedback about lhe making rules for TSA. 

I gave the following information: The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that 
all passengers, regardless of their personal siluations and needs, are Ireated with dignity, respeci. and courtesy. 

Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted Is important. Transportation Secunty Officers (TSOs) must conduct add1t1onal screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 

711812014 happen next in lhe process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

10:42:38 
AM In addition. passengers may request a private sere en i ng 1/ additional s c reem ng is required or at any ti me during the screening process. A com pa ni on may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the private screening after the comp an ion 

clears screening, In addition. screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in the public area rather than go to a private area for 
screening, however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area will not be permitted to enter lhe secured area. 

TSA monitors the numb er and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require s pec,al attention. This ongoing process enab I es us to ensure prom pt. corrective action whenever we determine that 
security screening policies need modification or spec iii c employees or sere ener tea ms are the subjects of repeated co mp I a i nts, 
If lhe passenger does not want a liquid, gel, or aerosol x-rayed or opened, he or she should inform lhe TSO before screening begins. Additional screening of the passenger and his or her property may be required, which may include a patdown. 
I advised her that the screener makes the decision as to whether or not a passenger will get a patdown. I told her that I do now know how they reach that decision ar what they are told in training to base the decision on. 

I advised her that I would forward her record to the CSM at Rogue Valley International-Medford for review. 

Caller wants 10 know if she can carry on a dress and if she is allowed to ask for a private screening of her cat.She always has trouble at MDW. 
Explained that TSA does recommend a garment bag for expensive clothing.Current Transportation Security Administration (TSA) policy requires that passengers traveling with pets remove the animal from its carrier so that the pet may be carried 
through the walk through metal detector (WTMD). 

7118/2014 If a passenger believes thal the removal of their pet could result in escape, a Supervisory Transportation Security Officer (TSO) can aulhorize an alternative screening measure that he or she deems sufficienl. When permitted, an animal may remain in 
11: 13:sg its carrier and be carried through the WTMD by the passenger: however, the passenger, the animal. and the carrier must undergo secondary screening. 

AM 
Additional screening of the animal may include a visual observation, a patdown inspection, or Explosives Trace Detection (ETD). II additional screening requires removal of the animal from its carrier, passengers may request a private screening. TSOs 
may ask the owner for ass is ta nee during any pa rI of the inspect ion. 



711812014 
2:17:09 

PM 

7/1812014 
2:18:41 

PM 

Disability Description: Callers grandson fh··,1rr, !is a type one diabetic. He Is three years old. He has an insulin pump and a CGM He has two needles in his thigh. He lives in Baltimore. His daughter and grandson will be flying on August 
16. 2014, however. he did not have the flight information, He wanted the information that I provided emailed to him , 

Information Request He asked if I think that she should file a complaint. He said to give him the information on filing a complaint and he will give it to his daughter in the event that she decides to file a complaint. He wanted to know what she can do 
to avoid this in the future. He asked 1f they wi 11 give a baby a patdown. He wanted to know when they should request a PSS. 

Response Details: TSA recommends thal passengers call approximately 72 hours ahead of travel so I hat TSA Cares has lhe opportunity to coordinate checkpoinl support wilh a TSA Customer Service Manager located at the airport when necessary. 
Passengers who use insulin pumps can be screened without disconnecting from their pump. However, it is important for passengers to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about their pump before the screening 
process begins. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device: passengers can be screened using walk-through metal 
detectors only if they can walk through on their own. Passengers who can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds, without support, can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough 
paid own. Passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. Regardless of whether the passenger is screened by AIT or the walk-through metal detector, the passenger s insulin pump is subject 
to additiona I screening , Under most c i rcums tan ces this wi 11 include the passenger conducting a se I f-p atdown of their insulin pump fol lowed by an exp I osive trace detection sa mp Ii ng of the passenger s hands, If explosive ma teri a I is d elected , the 
passenger wi 11 need 10 have additiona I screening . 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure. 
A patdown procedure is also used to resolve any anomalies identified by AIT or alarms of a metal detector. If a patdown is needed to complete screening: 

The passenger should te 11 the TSO if assistance is needed before the p atdown screening process begins. 
The TSO conducting the paid own wi 11 be the same gender as the passenger. During peak !rave I pe nods a p asse nge r may need to wait for a TSO of the same gender to become ava i I able. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time. A private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. The TSO conducting the patdown and another TSA employee, both of the same gender as the 

passenger, will be present during the private screening. During the private screening, lhe passenger may also be accompanied by a companion, assistant or family member who will be rescreened once the paldown procedure is completed. 
The passenger may ask for a chair to sit in if needed. 
The passenger should inform the TSO of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown. or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act it must 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the alleged discriminatory action in sufficient detail to inform TSA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 

DearTSA: 

If you want to have some credibility. I hope the man_fh··,1rr, I who impersonated a TSA agent and groped women at SFO in fake pat downs is given prison time. He definitely committed a sexual assault among other things. As a woman who fi1es 
through SFO, I am quite upset that something like this could happen. He is a sexual pervert 
This incident only garners more support for the notion I hat TSA agents are nol really effeclive and I hey are just a sham to make ii look like there is security. 

WainuI Creek, CA 9459 I 

The caller was informed by a TSO supervisor that the only medical exception for the AIT was a pacemaker. She refused to allow him to opt out, and he requested the contact information for the CSM. He also wanted to know if this information was 
correct. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

711812014 Sc reem ngs using Al T a re vo I unta ry. Ind i vi d ua Is who do not wish to be screened by this techno I og y w, 11 be required to undergo alternative screening. including a thorough paid own. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of 

3:41 02 this right. 

PM 
I provided the contact information for the CSM: 

Name: Danielle Bean 
Phone: 310-242·kbi(6i! 



Hello-

I would like to report a procedural problem at your DFW location (approximately Gate 20). Yesterday ( 17 May 2014 about 1430), I processed your TSA checkpoint with Pre-checked designation along with my 9 month old daughter. As you might 
expect, it is difficult traveling with an infant and your TSA procedures made it significantly more difficult. I presented my Active Duty military ID for identification and the initial screen went well to include the initial screening of my hands for explosives. 
The problem came at lhe point where my daughter's formula and 3.9 oz Moll's applesauce was examined. Your screening machine indicaled the sealed by the manufacIurer applesauce was an explosive as well as lhe next lwo 4 oz bottles. Al thal 
paint. I felt like I was treated like a criminal. I was given the choice to wait 45 min- 1 hour for a specialized bomb team to arrive and deem the products safe ar I could throw the items away. I volunteered to eat/drink the products or give them to my 
daughter to prove they were save, but "that is not procedure'" The next step was to advise me that they needed to pat me down: I couldn't touch my daughter (or any of my other possessions) and received what felt like an eternity of instructions and an 
option for private screening. All my possessions (all baby stuff) were examined for explosives, my shoes were removed and scanned and I was asked to have my hands re-examined, At this point. I've been trying to get through the checkpoint for half 
an hour or so and I jusl wanled to be done. I finally consented (with a tone of hoslility by now) to throwing away the bottles and the applesauce and got through the VERY thorough pat down. 

7118/2014 Here are my fruslrations: 
4:08 54 

PM What is the Pre-check process for 1f it doesn't give me the benefit of the doubt? 

I was holding my baby, going through with baby stuff. Other than your obviously faulty screening device, there was NO reason to treal me as a threat. If I had not brought back up formula, my baby would have been wilhout food! 

As an Active Duty Major with a Top Secret clearance (vetted for trustworthiness) I feel I've likely been more thoroughly screened than most of your screening personnel and was treated like a criminal. 

Worst TSA experience I've had since mid-September 2001 

w,(6) 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:."'l(b-.-1(-6-, ----------------------------------------

Date Time 7118/2014 3 20:06 PM 

711812014 - -
4:09:34 Namer1(6) I 

PM Email bi(6I _ _ I _ 
Comp I a, nl s: Ina pp ro pri ate Screen, ng IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):July 12th, 2014 at Chicago O'hare International Airport, t.ufthansa flight to Germany at 10:30 PM 
Comments :When I was going through sec u nty I noticed a T SA employee, ma I e in his mid 2 O's with a beard , staring at me. He walked up to my Ii ne and said that they were cl osrng down the I in e. and moved my Ii ne to the body scanner. An unattractive 
woman went in in front of me and the person who was initially in charge of my line(also male) looked at the body scanner screen, but the one who told the line to move over did not. Then, when it was my turn, the man who moved my line and another 
male employee, as well as the one who was initially in charge of my line all came and looked at the screen and one said "Would you look at that" while sIaring al my scan (which they also had me redo because my bare, uncovered arm moved), and 
then the man wha moved the line and the other employee who came up ta the screen walked away before the rest of the line went through the body scanner, which the man who was initially in charge of my line continued ta scan on his own. So this 
employee targeted me, put me in the scanner, made an rnappropnate comment, and walked away. 



To whom 11 may concern: 

Unaware of the large bottle of sunblock in my bag from the previous weekend at the beach, I walked inlo lhe security area at Boston Logan lnlernational Airporl (Southwest terminal). I had made this kind of mi slake before, but on that day everything 
would be different. 

I passed through the body scanner without a problem, but of oourse my bag was put to the side. A man came and searched it and immediately found the sunblock. A seoond man came to inspect the sunblock and later returned to say it was line and I 
could take it on the plane if I wanled. The First TSA agenl told me lhat I could not bring it on the plane (which I said was fine) and then inspected my bag for bombs. Everything was clear but I was told I would still need a pat down. When I asked why, 
the man told me it was a new procedure they were following. I then gat quite a pat down indeed, the woman touched my breasts and groin and I was reduced ta tears. 

At this point my flight was boarding so I had no time speak with a supervisor. I later spoke with TSA agent at other airports and they told me this was definitely not the correct procedure and suggested I complain. After returning to Boston airport. I 
spoke with another TSA agenl who firsl instrucled me I hat I had no rights (including the 4Ih amendment) upon entering the security area but agreed that ii was slrange that I was pal down, oonsidering I had gone through the body scanner wilhout a 
prob I em. She th en vo I unteered to look at the security videotapes and try ta figure out what happened. 

711812014 After several calls back to the airport the following week, I finally got a hold of her again. She explained to me that a new procedure had been implemented and are being implemented at airports all over the country, and soon all of the them will be 

7,55 , 17 doing this (though not all Ierminals at Boslon were doing I his•). This new procedure dictates that if any bag sets off the x-ray machine, it would be searched and the owner of the bag would be given a pat down. 

PM 
She agreed that it made little sense to administer a pat down after going through the body scanner. but rules are rules. I told her I was concerned that it was a violation of my 4th amendment rights (and therefore the pat down was sexual assault), but 
she again explained to me that I had no rights in the security area of an airport. 

I strongly suggest that you rethink this new policy. 

Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 

[b)(61 

To Whom it may concern, 

On the morning of Wed Jul 16 al apx. g:30 AM at what I am told was "check poinl 2" at lhe sea-tac airport, I had an embarrassing and I believe illegal incident wilh the TSA. 

After opting out of the body scanner (as my medical condItIon would flag me for screening anyway) I was approached by an employee who informed me that he was going to be going up my inseam until he ·meets resistance"; I informed him that my 
medical issue has given me great sensitivity in the area and that he needed to be careful and not handle me roughly .. he again repeated the line about meeting resistance and to confirm he understood how sensitive I was I confirmed that my inseam 
would be the firsl thing he would encounter, I just wanted 10 make sure he would keep going to the point where i fell pain. 

He refused to acknowledge my ooncern. and then changed his speech about "meeting resistance" to "until meeting resistance against your body" at this point I was sufficiently creeped out that I asked for a supervisor and asked for another screener .. 
After being lectured by the checkpoint 'supervisor" (a fat latin looking guy, with a mustache) about my medical condition and "non-cooperation" i demanded he get his supervisor .. he continued to berate me and my only response at this point was to 
calmly repeat "sir, i lhink you need to get your supervisor now· 

I must have done this 30 times until eventually a man (thin black gentleman with glasses). when he arrived he again made me explain my medical condItIon in front of everyone at the checkpoint (i'm now getting very upset) he then informs me that he 

711812014 won't let me fly for ·refusing" a pat down., however i continued to ask him how i refused and continued to inform him that I wasnt refusing,. I even clarified that if it was their need to brush their hand against my testicals that they only needed to tell me 

7:SS:S4 that this was the requirement and I would have submitled just to get ii over with .. but lhey only conlinued to say "meets resistance· and somehow my clarification of my condition was refusal. 

PM 
the "tea supervisor' (the b I ack guy) then informed me th at he was going to cal I the po Ii ce on me: prevent me from flying and wo u Id have me ejected from the airport .. 
when i informed him that he was violating my rights under the ADA he told me he didn't care and we waited for police to arrive,. 

After i explained the situation to the officers and that it was a violation of the ADA the black gentleman approached again without any solicitation and said "since your being nicer now i'll let yau fly". I asked the gentleman for his name, business card or 
some form of identification but he refused .. when I asked another checkpoint employee what his name was the 'supervisor' began telling them not to answer me and would only say "he's my supervisor and told me not to answer" .. 

After "finally" being palled down and lold i was free to go, I again began demanding names and he wouldn't provide anylhing but lhe TSA 800 number. 

I began getting my phone out to record the situation at this point because I was told I was free to go .. so i was allowed to touch my belongings .. 
at that point the black gentleman told me i was not free to go so that he could force me to put down the phone so i oouldnt take his photo so that i could report him since he refused to provide his information. 

At this point the black gentleman told me that I was ··trespassed'· from the airport and I could never return .. as far as i understand his "trespassing me" for simply having a medical condition is illegal .. and i intend to file suit is some action isn't taken. 

once i was finally released from the checkpoint i again attempted to photograph the people involved. these pictures are attached,. the guy with grey hair and blue shirt is the "checkpoint supervisor" obviously , , and in the other photo is is the black guy 
behind the guy in the blue shirt (he's obscured .. bul i believe this is enough 10 identify him 



Caller has a comp I a int about screening at D FW . Caller wo u Id Ii ke to know about what the procedures a re lo r med1ca 11 y necessary L GAs to be screened. Caller 1s up set because a TSO put everything back through screening and she had additional 
screening because she didn t declare her yogurt as medically necessary. Caller states that two supervisors came over and told him that he did not have to do all of the screening he did and that he should stop. but he didn t. Caller states that when the 
TSO was doing secondary screening and her threw her be Io ngi ngs al I o, er the desk. He tested everything in her bag lo r explosive traces and did a hand inspection of al I her carry on i I ems. She was made to re move her shoes and get a p atdown aft er 
she had already cleared the screening. Caller is in Precheck. Caller states that the TSO was attempting to prevent her from finding out his name, but she got it from a supervisor. She states that she filled out a complaint card at the checkpoint, but feels 
sure that the card was disposed of as soon as she left the checkpoint. 

Airporl: DFW 
Airline: Delta 
Date Time 07 18 14 2PM 
Terminal E 
TSO l'"h,...,...··,1""R"'"·,---, 

711912014 Advised caller: 

9:21 28 
AM 

Passengers should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) if a liquid or gel is medically necessary and separate ii from olher belonging before screening begins. 

L1qu1ds, gels, and aerosols are screened by x-ray, and medically necessary items in excess of 3.4 ounces will receive additional screening which could include screening with bottled liquid screening technologies. Depending on the technology 
available at the checkpoint, a passenger could be asked to open the liquid or gel for screening. TSA will not touch the liquid or gel during this process. If the passenger does not want a liquid. gel, or aerosol x-rayed or opened, he or she should inform 
the TSO before screening begins. Addilional screening of the passenger and his or her property may be required, which may include a patdown. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of secunty and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area. and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 

Because your comp I ai nt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have lo rwa rded a copy of your I etter to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 

Please review information on your website re imaging screening with insulin pumps. From your site: 

Passengers who have insulin pumps can be screened using imaging technology, metal detector. or a thorough patdown. A passenger can request to be screened by patdown in lieu of imaging technology. 

Pump manufacturers and other web resources all indicate that insulin pumps and continuous glucose monitoring sensors must be removed before going through imaging security. HYPERLINK ,.b"-· .. 1(-'6~'-------------------' 
(a leading manufacturer of pumps gives very detailed information aboul airport security. 

711912014 I am well educated about my diabetes and my insulin pump. TSA agents at FWA tried to convince me that I could take my pump through the body scanner but not the metal detector, when I knew the opposite was true. I finally received a pat down, 

1 O:OS:OO which was fine with me. I have experienced this same scenario every time I fly out of FWA. 

AM 
I wo u Id hate to think that T SA agents wou Id convince a I e ss educated pumper to go through the scanner and risk damaging their pump. Pumps cost thousands of do I la rs. PI ease revise your website to pro vi de more accurate information and reeducate 
your screen ers. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

w,(6) 

Sent from my iPhone. Please excuse lypos. 



711912014 
10:05:53 

AM 

711912014 
10:07:03 

AM 

I am rather disturbed by an incident that occurred during the TSA screening at the M Isso u I a Montan a Airport this morning. I recently had a brain tumor removed and have a p I ate in my head and have had my doctors recommend that I do not go through 
metal detectors or radiation x-ray type equipment. Therefore when I travel I ask for a pat down rather than going through the machine. Appropriately a female officer (who was probably close to my age) came to give me the pat-down. However this 
woman took at leasl 5 times longer than any other pat down I have ever had. She was very invasive and multiple times went back in to my groin area (pushing/probing hJrd enough to hurt) as well as my bra area. I was wearing the same casual travel 
clothes that I usually wear when I travel to my Dr appointments in Las Vegas. I was disturbed but I did not feel that I couldn't say anything to this woman because she was exercising her dominion and power. Perhaps the problem was exacerbated by 
the fact that my speech Is now slow after the surgery. I felt like this woman was very disrespectful. Her hands went into the top of my pants below the waiatband. She commented on my underwear. I felt like this was so inappropriate. Certainly 1f 
someone has s I ow speech that is no reason to treat th em without respect. I am a lo rmer co 11 eg e p roles sor with a PhD, I have d ea It with p eo pie al I over the world in many difficult situations in the past. This is probably the first ti me I have ever lei t 
intimidated and compromised in a public selling. I did not ask for a privale screenin9 as I have never had an experience with a pat down that made me feel extremely uncomfortable. However my experience this morning is still bothering me and I 
would hate to have anyone else experience something similar. I am NOT seeking to get anyone in trouble. Most of the TSA workers I have encountered have been very good to work with, and respectful. I don·t really know how to handle a similar 
prob I em should it arise in the future. I travel through the Mi sso ul a Airport very frequently. I am conce med that I may en counter the same worker again. I am unsure how to deal with this woman. As it is, I said a bso I utely nothing al though she was 
extremely aggressive in her pay down and i na pp ro pri ate. Please advise! 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 7/1912014 3:30:51 AM Airporl: LAS - McCarran International Dateffime ofTravel: 07/18/2014 5:20 PM Airline & Flighl Number Virgin America Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: 
Security Gates DIE TSA Employee: (If Known) . Name noted on comment card at airport Comment : This is a follow up to a comment card I filled out immediately after the incident occurred, on which I did not have time to go into detail. After placing 
my personal belongings on the belt to be scanned, I asked to opt out of the full body scan. There was not a large crowd, so I did not expect for 11 to be a problem. However, the male officer standing to the left of the scanner was visibly annoyed at my 
request. Facing away from the area where the female officers were standing, and speaking only loud enough for someone near him to hear, he said something to the effect of, &quotFemale officer needed for opt-out.&quot I looked around. and no 
one seemed to have heard him. He motioned for me to stand to the side and I waited. He lei few passengers go ahead of me before he turned slightly and said it again a litlle louder. This time, I saw a female officer over by one of the monitors look up 
briefly. By this time, my ba9s and containers were throu9h the scanners. A few more minutes passed, and the female officer who looked up previously came over and said in a flat tone, &quot;Okay, let her in.&quot: The male officer opened the side 
gate and I walked past him towards the female officer. By this time. my belongings had reached the end of the conveyor and the containers were started to pile up on one another. I remembered in SFO that they had asked me which items were mine, 
so I started tow a rd s the be It. The fem a I e officer snapped at me to stay where I was and to Ii fl my arms. She then started to rough I y run her g I oved hands over the surface of my clothing without saying a word except to te 11 me to spread my legs. She 
ran her hands up my legs into my crotch from lhe front and the back, striking my external genitalia a tolal of four limes. When she finished, she told me 10 stay there again and then went 10 IesI her gloves. She returned to where I was standing and 
said, &quot;You can go now,&quot: and walked briskly away. Normally I would have thanked her, but I had no desire to speak to her as I was quite shaken. This was nothing like the civil and humane treatment I had received at SFO. I walked over to 
the conveyor belt, where luckily my laptop and other belongings were unharmed. My driver's license was not where I thought I left 11 so I stopped to look for it. It was then that I decided that I should get her name, but I couldn"t get close enough to her 
to see it. So I walked to the nearest security kiosk and asked the officer if he could tell me her name. He then asked me ii there was a problem and I said yes and briefly described what had happened. He asked me if I would like to fill out a comment 
card, and I accepled. He wrote the name of the female officer on the top and said that ii would be reported to the proper aulhority. However, I fell thal I should provide more delail about the incident in the hopes I hat lhese types of incidents may be 
avoided in the future. Please understand that I am not the type of person who is easily offended. In fact, it does not even bother me to be subjected to a public pat down. But in this case, I was handled with excessive roughness. Thank you for taking 
the ti me to review my complaint. 

Would you like a rrs9ao_se? - Inle 
Passenger's Nam¥~_ b _ _.1_(6_1 __ ~_ 
Phone Number : 
Emailfh·,1r:;·-, 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



711912014 
10:30:01 

AM 

7/19/2014 
11 :44:45 

COM PLAINT NUMBER ONE: Caller fiew yesterday from DEN to Salt Lake City then to Phoenix. He had 2 pieces of checked luggage, a Kevlar case and a Pelican case. He said this time he had some mementos that he put m his Pelican case. He 
said he had a book and some pictures. He said he had a NOi in his bag. He said the book and pictures were trashed. He said the book is destroyed and the frame of the picture was broken. He said he had 2 TSA locks that were opened and put 
back. He said they wenl through both bags. He said he did not want 10 file a claim. He said the items are not replaceable. He said lhey are memories, written down, and given to him by his grandmother. He said he was very upset and mad when he 
saw the de strayed i terns. He said he would Ii ke so m ea ne to know about this. 

COM PLAINT NUMBER TWO: Caller said his wife was flying last week on Allegiant Air from Mesa Gateway to Minneapolis, He wife was in the background of the call giving him her flight information. He said his wife is Norwegian and in her 50 s. He 
said you can IeI1 she is not a Ierrorist. She was pulled aside and lhe agenl said you know whal we are going to do. She said she agreed for them 10 do the paldown because she was afraid she would be late. He said she lold him that there was 
nothing showing on the AIT that alarmed. He said THEY were laughing at her later. He said one of the agents went in her inner thigh and almost touched her privates. He said they patted underneath her breasts and lifted them up. She said they 
groped her. He said she told him she felt so violated. He said they did swabs on her feet. He said he said he wanted to report this because of the way his wife was treated and because they groped her. 

ALSO: He said he travels all the lime. He asked what does he have 10 do to gel PreCheck. ALSO: He asked if he would get PreCheck with a Trusted Traveler program flying internationally and if the olher was just for domestic flights. 

RESPONSE NUMBER ONE: I will be sending your information. you just gave me, as a complaint to the CSM at the Airport in DEN. I would like to apologize for your damaged items. They are to return your property back the same way they found it. 
Thank you for calling TSA to let us know about the incident. 
Dale and Time of Flight: July 18th, 2014 Departed 1 :03 p.m. 
Gate or Terminal: Gate C42 
Bag De scri ptIon: Large Peli can Case 164 0. Peli can Brand, Black, 2 wheels and a large retractab I e hand I e 
Bag Claim Number:kbl(61 ! 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Number: 4479 
Airport:~D_E_N _____ ~ 

Email: f~b_)_(6_, ____ ~ 

RESPONSE NUMBER TWO: I will be sending her information as a complaint to the CSM at the Airport. I do apologize that she feels she had a bad experience with TSA. Thank you for calling TSA to let us know about the incident. 
Date and Time of Flight: July 1th. 2014 Departed 8:30 a.m. 
Gate or Terminal: Only One Terminal Only One Gate 
Airline: Allegiant 
Flight Number: 136 
Airport: Mesa Gateway 
Email: l(b 1(6) 

RESPONSE: You can go to ts a.gov to find out more about PreCheck and the CBP TT programs like GE and our TSA Application Program. You would be eligible for PreCheck flying domestically and internationally in either the CBP program or the 

Caller was looking to see who she should speak with. She has had several security issues, when she walks lhrough security. She said its mostly sanitation problems. She staled thal she is a police officer, she just came through the Philadelphia airpori. 
the TSA agent just patted down someones feet and . Then at ATL there was an issue with the machines alarming everyone. one person was telling her to do one thing and the other telling her to do something else then the officer did not change her 
gloves and went to pat the callers head down, so she asked the officer to change them and the officer screamed at her that she didnt have to. She doesnt understand why TSA officers are so rude to people. she said sometimes she gets precheck and 
others she doesnt, She does nt believe its lair that sometimes passengers a re ha rd I y screened and others are pa tied down and treated awful , She wants it fixed, She stated its di sgus ting th at an officer wou Id pa tdow n someones entire body and then 
come to another passenger wilh the same gloves on. Caller said she has went to the Supervisors multiple times but nolhing ever happens and she wants somelhing done. 

AM Apo I og i zed to the ca Iler and to Id her that the office rs s hou Id never be rude. they a I so s ho u Id remove their gloves whenever she asks them to do so, Exp Iain ed that I cou Id take the information from both airports and send it to the CS M at ea ch of th em, 
However if she would Ii ke it 10 go higher, she w i 11 have to send the comp I a i nl to h eadq ua rI ers at the lo 11 owing in formation: A 11 ma i I intended lo r de Ii very to the T ra nsporta t ion Security Adm i ni sl rat ion s hea dq ua rte rs should be se nl to the following 
address: Transportation Security Administration 601 South 12th Street Arlington. VA 20598 . Told the caller to provide her contact information in case they needed to contact her at all. 



7119/2014 
1:37:39 

PM 

7119/2014 
3:52:19 

PM 

Caller states that he and his wife flew from SJU and requested a pnvate screening. During the private screening. he was requested to submit his backpack through the x-ray machine. Caller states that he has no complaint with the patdown. Caller 
states that when he opened his backpack today he noticed that he was missing a ziplock bag. Caller states that contained in the bag was a month long set of a pencil and roller ball pen that was in a leather case. Caller states that the pens were black 
with gold clips and gold tips and the other set of pens was a sel of cross pens. The caller states that in his month long set he removes the cartridge so it does not leak. Caller states thal the wrapping that he used to wrap the pens was left in his 
baggage but the ink was missing. 

JetBlue 304 
Dale Time: 07 13 2014 at or around 1130 
Gate Terminal: Gate 26 or 27 
Baggage De scri ptIon: High Sierra with a front compartment. a mid d I e department for ca rryrng a laptop, and a back portion. Cal I er states that the backpack Is b I ack. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers and their belongings are treated with dignity. respect, and courtesy. Each Transportation Security Officer (TSO) receives training on professional and courteous conduct to make the 
process run smoothly and to reduce i nco nven i ence to the t rave Ii ng public, 

TSA regrets that you found items missing and or damaged from your carry-on luggage. TSA is required by law to screen all property. including carry-on baggage, that is brought onboard commercial passenger aircraft. To ensure the security of the 
traveling public, it is sometimes necessary for TSOs to conduct hand inspections of carry-on bags. TSOs receive training in the procedures to property inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great care during the screening process so 
that when bags are opened a passenger's belongings are returned in the same condition they were found. 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. Claim forms are also available on our Web site at www.tsa.gov. If you 
decide to file a claim, it will be processed in accordance with the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Custom er Service Manager (CS M) at I hat Io ca Ii on. 

Caller traveled from lhe Bogota to ATL 2 days ago at about 11 :45. She arrived in ATL at about 5:30. She was tired and her son was given a juice in the plane. They placed the juice in lhe bag and she was unaware it was not allowed in carry-on. She 
had c hoco I ate and candy in the bag as we 11. She had jewelry that went missing at some point during the who I e situation. She went through CB P with no issues. When they arrived to the ch eek point. the TS Os detected the candy ( no I iqu id) and they 
made a scene and had her go through additional screening. She had money in her stomach because that where she keeps 11. They made it seem like she had drugs. Two female TSOs of Afncan American decent performed the patdown on her. She 
was embarrassed by the way they dealt with the situation. She felt abused and violated. They touched her intimate parts. she didn t specify how but she made it seem like it was very aggressive. Her son has psychological issues. The whole thing 
disturbed him to the point th at he was crying . The jewels I hat went missing are valued a I a bout $2 00. She ca I led De I ta and they said tha I it was out of their hands because i I did not happen on the plane. She has respect for the country and security but 
she felt that the TSOs don t need to be so rude. She feels that there is no respect for passengers or children. She stated that she felt discriminated by the African American TSOs because she is not African American. 

Airport: ATL 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Number: 982 bogota to ATL, 2481 ATL to OK 
Departure Time: 810 am 
An-ival Time: 930 am 
Specific Location (Terminal-Gate): N A 
Individuals Contact Information (phone number-em;:;a;.;.il"f .. h_-._,1_r;_·, ----------~ 
Persons involved (if calling on behalf of someone~._(b"-"1(_.6"'1 ___________ __, 

Response: 
For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. §15.3(b) and §15.70(d)(3)), it must 

• Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
• Be in writing; 
• Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
• Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
• Describe the al I eg ed discriminatory action in sufficient deta i I to inform T SA of the nature of the al I eg ed a ct of discrimination; and 
• Be signed by lhe complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 
In order to appropriately address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Every person and ilem must be screened before entering lhe secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is importanl. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 



Dear Sir I Ma"am: 

First off thank you for taking your lime read this concern. 

My little sister attends the U.S Naval Academy at Annapolis. MD. Since these young men and women have to travel in their dress uniform. some with metal pieces, set off the alarm. 
Every time she walks through security at MCI she is asked to remove her shoulder boards and belt. She refuses because it's a disgrace to the uniform to do such things. Then she has to go through the humiliation of a lull body pat down. This always 
takes time and she is always the last one to board her plane. 

Is there anything we can do so this does not occur again? 
712012014 
9:36:12 

AM Respectfully, 

(b)(61 

U. Air Force 
National Guard 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Profess1onalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time 7119/2014 9:30:55 PM Airport SAN - San Diego International Date/Time of Travel 07/1912014 6:15 PM Airline & Flight Number Frontier, Flight 558 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
Entire Security Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: I am absolulely appalled at the level of rudeness and unprofessional behavior of all TSA agents throughout lhe checkpoint. Basic queslions were ignored and inslructions were yelled abruptly and incoherently. After going lhrough the 
scanning machine, the agent I approached (a Mexican male) did not make eye contact and did not say a word to me. I assumed I was clear ta retrieve my belongings, and as I continued he told me in an aggressive manner to stop and turn around so 
he could pat down my back. I did so. and the physical pat down was forceful and uncomfortable. 

7120/2014 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
g,39 ,04 The_ ent1.re experience was appalling, the wa11 time was long, all agents appeared unwilling 10 appropriately and effectively do their JOb, and I will do everything m my effort to avoid coming through lh1s airport on any and all future travels I have 10 

AM 
California. 

As I sit here at my gate. I'm flustered and, frankly, pissed, that my vacation ended in such an unpleasant way. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 

Passenger's Na..,..(.,b"'·.,'"'(6._i'------r---' 
Phon'>-J'',UU="-'-'.J.11.UJ. ____ .___, 
Email b)(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Other: Screening 
Current Date/Time 712012014 5:26:37 PM Airport : CLT - Charlotte Douglas International Date/Time of Travel : 07120/2014 5:45 PM Airline & Flight Number : US Airways Flight 4609 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : TSA security checkpoint TSA 
Employee: (II Known) . 
Comment : I am a medical studenl returning from a personal trip to visit my family at Ramstein AFB. After a long 8 hour flighl, I went through security at Charlotte Douglas lnternalional airporl in order 10 catch my connecting flighl to Akron, OH. During 
this time, my baggage was set aside for further screening upon discovery of a duty free item, a small . less than a half liter bottle of champagne I bought at Frankfurt International Airport's duty free stare. The item was bagged and sealed airtight in a 
duty free packaging and I was assured that I would not have problems going through security. However, personnel at Charlotte's TSA ripped open the clearly marked package and passed it through their machine. The bottle was green glass with clear 
contents. It did not pass the supposed machine test and was confiscated unfairly. I was then subjected to a humiliating pat down body search. My luggage was completely rifled through with no real cause. I am a frequent traveler, taking international 

7120/2014 flights lwice a year. NEVER have I encountered such 1reatmen1. My item was confiscated withoul any further follow up. There was no back up method of testing lhe DUTY FREE GIFT that I bought at an AIRPORT. I was not reimbursed for my trouble. 
6:05:04 My gift casted 12.30 euro. I find this unacceptable behavior by the TSA. I feel discriminated and wrongfully searched with na reason. An item that was in a SEALED BAGG IE bought at an international duty free shop should not be the cause al such 

PM !realm e nt. The item was in no way suspicious and I suspect th at the TSA office rs may have abused their powers to obtain my I ega 11 y purchased gift. I expect this issue to be addressed and my concerns answers. I I eft the security checkpoint angry ad 
humiliated, which is a poor show of the type of customer service your organization offers, I have had good experiences in the past and I am very upset that I was treated in this manner. To be clear, this was the TSA checkpoint at Charlotte Douglas 
Airpor1. I hope this issue will be addressed. I would have laken it up with the supervisor if I was not pressed 10 board my connecling flight I hat left a mere hour after this incident. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name b·. ff 
Phone Number ,r,;-b~. ,,;5,':-·.,'"""'---,.---' 
Email b1(6) 
To le--=-=--=-"" this feedback. fall aw this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2IApplicatianManager 



712112014 
827:07 

AM 

Sending from the Bounce Back due to the nature of the comp I amt. Discussed with Su pe rvi so r k,.b"-· .. 1 (-'6~'-----' 

Fro~(b)(61 
Sent: Sunday. July 20, 2014 7:23 PM 
To: TCC Do Not Reply 
Subject Re: In Response to your inquiry. 

After calling & speaking with TSA & having my cardiologist call, I & my Dr were told that TSA's treatment of me after informing them that I was told by D~s NOT to go thru the screening to ask for & get a full pat down I was treated with total disrespect, 
TSA personnel working al Reno Airport, Phoenix Airporl and Tampa Airport all decided I hat discussing my personal medical hislory was perfectly legal and I hat lhe HIPPA Laws did not apply in this situation! every passenger in I hat securily area was 
told quite loudly about my heart condition. what devices I have implanted in me and what medications I had to travel with as they were dumped out in front of all people in the vicinity and within ear shot'"' TSA treated me as though I were an animal 
who deserved no better treatment than any filthy piece of crap on a cracker. TSA promised me that I would be treated with dignity & respect after last year being treated like an animal & that again DID NOT HAPPEN - your employees made sure that 
my medical information was spoken of loudly and no one in the terminal didn't know my history when they were finished humiliating me & caused myself & my 14 year old grandson who is traveling with me to cry literally from complete humiliation. If I 
could force an apology oul of TSAI would but that would nol be a sincere apology & ii surely would nol be meant in all honesty. So I want 10 lhank you for lhe complele & tolal embarrassmenl you tried 10 gel and did achieve quite clearly. TSA you 
ignored my rights as an American with Disabilities, you caused great harm emotionally to myself & grandson your employees are thoughtless, selfish, ignorant and down right hateful. I paid for tickets and mistakenly believed that by paying for a service 
I would get that service, I did not. Thank you for remmdmg me again how unbelievably rotten some of our Countries employees are. And of course the help you gave m teaching a lesson on how NOT TO BE to my grandson, he wants to be NOTHING 
LIKE TSA EMPLOYEES - THANK GOD FOR SMALL FAVORS. 

Sincerely. 

[b)(61 

712112014 
12:32:59 

PM 

On Saturday, July 19, 2014 9:35 AM, "tsatcc do not reply@senture.com" <tsatcc do not reply@senture.com> wrote: 

Caller slates that he just recently fiew form Hawaii to Vancouver Canada and wants 10 know ifTSA Locks are still authorized by TSA and advised him thal they were. He also wants to know if Canada Customs will inspecl his luggage. Told him that I 
do not know if they will. but assume that they would since any international flights are usually inspected by Custom in the US so I could only assume that Canada would do the same. He states that the lock was missing as well as the zipper loop on his 
I uggage was a I so damaged. He states that there was a NOi inside his I uggage. Asked the cal I er if he wou Id I, ke to f, I e a claim and he stated that he would not. He wants to know why his I ugg age was inspected. 

Gave the cal I er the following info: 
TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

Gave the cal I er the following info: 
Advised the cal I er that T SA approved locks a re sti 11 authonzed to be used. 



The ca 11 er stated that she is a GE member and wo u Id be flying with Southwest airlines soon but the preche ck I ogo is not showing on the boarding pass. She stated th at when she flew from ABO, She stated that she was harassed and subjected to 
patdowns after she alarmed the ETD. 

1 Are you a U.S. ar Canadian Citizen? US Citizen 
2. Are you travel mg from an airport pa rti ci pati ng in T SA Pre Ch eek and on a p arti c i pati ng airline? Southwest from ABO 
3. Do you have a valid unexpired CBP membership? Yes 
4. Have you received TSA PreCheck in the past? Yes 
5. Do know your CBP Trusted Traveler PASS 1D1-[-h-·11-r;-··,--~ 
6. When making a reservation, have you confirmed that your information matches your CBP Trusted Traveler account? No. The caller stated that her name is different on GE then with the reservation. 

712112014 7. Do you make your reservation through a 3rd party? For example, a travel agent or an employer's online booking system? Rarely 
2:52:46 8. Do you make your reservations online? For example, an airline's Websile or a 1ravel Web sile such as Travelocity or Expedia?Airline websile 

PM 9. Have you committed any violation, such as intetierence with security operations, access control violations. providing false or fraudulent documents, making a bomb threat, or bringing a firearm, explosive, ar other prohibited items to an airport or on 
board an aircraft? No 

Advised the caller: Advised the caller that is she alarmed the ETD then she would have been subject to a patdown. 

To receive TSA Pre\u2713"' as a member of a CBP trusted traveler program, please include your 9-digit PASS ID. also known as a known traveler number (KTN), in the "Known Traveler Number' field of your reservation. In addition to your PASS ID, 
please ensure lhat lhe name, date of birth, gender, and other idenlifying information on your reservalion are an exact malch to the information on file with CSP.To receive TSA Pre\u2713'" as a member of a CBP 1rusted traveler program, please 
include your 9-digit PASS ID, also known as a known traveler number (KTN), in the "Known Traveler Number· field of your reservation. In addition to your PASS ID. please ensure that the name, date of birth, gender, and other identifying information on 
your rese rvat1on a re an exact match to the info nmati on on Ii I e with CBP. 
To whom it may concern, 

I recently spoke wilh a TSA supervisor at Nantucket Airportl(b )(6) \who suggesled I escalate my complaint. I flew from Nan1ucket airport 10 JFK on Thursday July 10th and had a quite unpleasant experience with one of lhe female TSA officers at 
the security area. I am expecting and expressed that I did not feel com ortable going through the metal detector. Rather than just saying ok, let me get someone she told me that the metal detector wouldn't cause any harm to my baby. I told her that 
th at was her opinion. but th at I was a 11 owed mm e and did not want to go through. She stood there I ooki ng at me and said wel I I' 11 have to go get someone to pat you down. and someone w1II have to pat down your chi Id ( I was a I so !rave Ii ng with my 18 
month old son). I said ok. Instead of just going to get someone she said again, it's not going to do any harm and just stood there looking at me. I had a flight to catch and was worried I was going to miss it as it did not seem like she would do anything 
to really go gel someone. I wound up going through the metal detector bul not because I wanted to - she made me feel extremely uncomforlable and like my request was absurd. I flew during my last pregnancy and of course up 10 Nantucket I his time 
and each time I told a TSA agent I preferred not to go through the metal detector they immediately went to get someone to help. I decided to complain about it because I don't think expecting women should be made to feel like as uncomfortable as I 
did. and like their request not to go through a metal detector is outrageous. 

7121120 14 I know this is not the norm, but something that I /el t s hou Id be brought to the attention of the T SA. 

4:17:45 
PM 

Thank you. 

• New York, NY 10010 



Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time. 7121/2014 3:06:51 PM Airport. Select One Oate/Time of Travel· 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 

712112014 Comment . I need more information about "TSA Pre Check' pat down policy for Turban. I enrolled in TSA Pre Check, even detector is not beeping still TSA person doing Pat Down my turban every time in Kansas City (MCI). On at her airport. no one 
4:17:51 asking me to do pat down if there is no beep. Could you please give me some clarification on this policy? 

PM 
Thanks 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name fo·1(ff, 
Phone Numberfh··,1r;·, 
Emailfh\/R, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. fallow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Fromkb)(61 
Sent: Monday, July 21. 2014 6:04 PM 
To: TSA-ContactCenter dhs.gov: "<TSA-ContactCen1er"@dhs.gov 
C (bi(6i 
Subj eel: Barrie rs to safe !rave I encountered on 7 I 1 012014 in Charlotte Airport. 

I have lwo disabililies which make traveling a challenge: 
1 Degenerative and severe scoliosis. Depending on my condition the day of travel, I may have to be wearing a brace or a TENS unit. Ta date, this has caused me no great barriers. 
2. I a I so have severe asthma and al I ergIes. This pas es 2 cha 11 e nge s: 

a) Since allergies are an autoimmune disease, and the millimeter wave scanners have not been proven to be safe for people with such diseases, I must request a pat down on all occasions. While this certainly is tiresome, I'm OK with it, and have 
not usually had to experience an unacceptable delay. 

b) When in public and exposed to respiratory irritants (such as diesel fumes, jet fuel fumes. perfumes, and strong cleaners), I must wear a carbon mask at all times. Until my last trip, this has never posed any problem. Please see the attached 

7121120 14 document d escn bing the events of that day. and suggest a v1ab I e solution p nor to my next trip on Se ptem be r 13, 2014. 

a:;9M55 Thank you in advance for your time and assistance. 

Regards, 

Attachment: 

Raleigh, NC 27606 
July 20, 2014 
Dear Sir or Maam: 
I would like to start by saying that I admire TSA employees. For the most part, they 
cheerfully p erlorm a th ankles s Job, ofle n deal mg with grumpy customers. I am not such 
a customer. 



712112014 
8:09:58 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Screening Current Dale/Time : 7/2112014 7:39:42 PM Airporl : LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Tirne of Travel : 0711612014 10:30 PM Airline & Flighl Number 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Avianca Airlines TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I was in an airport provided wheelchair with attendant. At security I went through the body i m agm i ng machme with no problem and my carry on bags went through no problem. However, the agents checked the whee I ch air and told me that it 
didn't pass inspection, but they couldn't tell me why it didn't pass. Because it didn't pass. I had to have a lull body pat down. I don't understand this?? Why would a wheelchair not pass inspection that would require the passenger to be subjected to a 
pat down. I watched I hem inspect lhe wheelchair and there wasn't anything found on ii and after I was patted down they gave me lhe same wheelchair. IF it didn't pass inspeclion shouldn't it have been taken out of service and a new wheelchair given 
to me. I don"t like going through the full body scanner because I worry about radiation, but I did it sa that I wouldn't have to have the pat dawn. I'm very frustrated. I am patted dawn far some reason or another al mast every time I ga through the airport. 
Am I b emg targeted for comp I a i ni ng once before? The agents we re polite. but they s hou Id have be en able to tel I me what prob I em they d1scove red with the wheelchair. This is very tro ub Ii ng to me. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 

Passenger's Nam~e~-b~)(_6~'-~--~ 
Phone Number· h··1rR·\ 

Email Ih·1Ifr1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Yup, another fun day with TSA. I am on the precheck list, so of course at BWI at 6 AM I was pushed to go through the "surTender" machine. Since I never do that. I was forced into my usual pat down. Insane, as usual, I'm more vetted to travel 
th rough the airport I ha n any of your own agents. 

So here are the interesting parts of this story. When I presented my airline boarding pass to the first TSA agent, and he passed it through the scanner, it FAILED ' RED light, no green ' 

I travel a lot, and knew this was not right. I assumed the agent also knew this was not right. But apparently not. He decided to call over his supervisor, even while I was telling him that I had made a change to my flight itinerary after I had printed the 
boarding pass, and maybe I should just go to the airline counter and get a corrected one. Nope. He was not listening to me anymore. 

The su pe rvi sor came over and said to h1 m just to verify the information on the pass was correct for the day. Never mind th at the pass was being flagged as erroneous. 

So he cleverly looked at the pass, and determined that ii had the right dates on it and some kind of airline flight number, and pushed me into the line. II would be awful if details like an erroneous pass held up the line, I suppose. 

712212014 
S:26:22 So of course I opt out of the "'surrender' machine, since I don't care to symbolically surTender. and am eventually passed on to the pat down guy. I made it clear to him that I was not happy with this whole event, so I guess he made it up to me by doing 

AM the weakest pat down I have yet experienced. I suppose he touched me, but it wasn't obvious. (Unlike that guy in LA who seemed to enjoy the experience.) Because, I suppose, he also knew it was a complete waste of time. 

I went to the supervisor's station to complain about the whole incident. It took about 1 O minutes for the supervisor ta actually show up. And, of course. she dismissed my complaint as no big deal. Yes. she said she would talk to her agents. I'm pretty 
certain all she said was what a PITA I was. 

You have serious problems. 

Perhaps it is time you put together an intelligent program that actually works, instead of a window dressing program that just irritates travelers without actually impacting airline safety in any meaningful way. 

Thanks, 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 7/22120141 :54:00 AM Airporl: DEN - Denver lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 07121/2014 6:45 PM Airline & Flight Number: Southwest flighl #175 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport· South/main Security gates pat down TSA Employee: (If Known)· Woman. 5'5. non American descent. accented voice, possible South American, dark auburn hair color, Comment · Kept shouting at my grandma whom doesn't speak or 
understand English during the pat down. I tned to explain to rny grandma m my native language but kept getting interrupted by TSA lady. She kept saying that I wasnl doing my job as a family member even though I asked her nicely to be patient and 
let me know what she wants us to do so I can explain what the screening procedures were to my grandma. She refused and insisted on speaking to my grandma only. When my grandma thought it was ok to go back on the wheelchair assistance, the 
TSA lady told my grandma to &quol;listen&quot: in a disrespectful lone of voice. She spoke to me like I was a child: I look like a teenager, but I'm actually 25 years old. She was ignorant and insensilive 10 lhe needs of the elderly, especially my 
grandmother and myself. She walked away in to an office and didn't listen to my concerns before dismissing us. 

712212014 I don·t want this to happen again' I understand she deals with shitty ass people all day long. but she shouldn't take it out on others in an unprofessional manner. This is her Job, she"s getting paid for it, and needs to do a decent job at it for the least• 
8:27:45 Being unfriendly is one thing. but being rude and disrespectful towards passengers who abide all travel rules are just DISGUSTING! I want you to make sure your so called wonderful TSA people are clear about treating non English speakers with 

AM respect• I'm sure you wouldn't like other people speaking to your family members lhe same way• This is the first time this has happened, and I I ravel wilh my family more than 5 times each year through DIA! This is ridiculous! 

712212014 
10:16:56 

AM 

I know this isn't going to change anything. but make sure and make it clear that shit like this doesn"t happen again' She needs a consequence'" 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 

Emaifo 1(6) I 
To leatJe· a 6u1 I ii I 1e1 it Cui 1ce1 I iii IQ ti I s feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air I ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name!(b 1(6) 
Email Addr"'e..,.ss"!~(b..,.)....,(6,.,.) __ .,__ _____ __,,!Phone Number: 

Address: 
Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Yes 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Ronald Reagan Washinglon National Airport 

I am inquiring about the policy for mililary members who are traveling in uniform. going lhrough the precheck with I heir KTN. My daughter was returning 10 her assignment, in full Navy Officer whites and of course set off the metal de1ec1ors because the 
medallions on her uniform and her shirt stays under her uniform have metal. I read on your website that they are required to remove belt and class a jacket. She removed the belt, which can get her into trouble for not being in full uniform, but she does 
not have a "jacket". She had to go through a full pat down, so I am wondering why? What is the purpose of precheck and why would she not be better off going through the xray machine? This is the first time she has ever been asked to do this - why 

7122120 14 the i nco ns i stency? 

2_28 _03 Thank you, 

.PM kbl(61 I 

kb)(61 I 
GO NAVY' BEAT ARMY' 



712212014 
4:53:58 

PM 

Disability Description: The caller has a severe neck injury and had a failure to accommodate incident at a screening check point at BOS. 

Response Details: I provided the caller wilh the following statemenl and question: 
If you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition, Federal regulations 
require that your complaint be put in writing u n I ess your di sa bi I ity prevents you from domg so. 

Do you want informalion about filing a written complaint regarding disability discrimination or are you calling wilh a differenl concern such as poor cusIomer service? The callers response was that she feels it was a disabilily discrimination and failure 
to accommodate situation. 

I advised the caller that specifically. you were interested in filing a civil rights complaint because you believe that you. or someone you know, were discriminated against by TSA on the basis of his or her disability or medical condition. 
For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of lhe Rehabilitalion Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(bJ and 15.70(d)(3)), ii must: 

Be f, I ed within 18 0 days of the alleged a ct of di scri mm ati on: 
Be in writing; 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i nan t: 
Include the date of the alleged act al discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed di sen minatory action in s uff1c1ent detai I to inform T SA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the com pla i na nt or someone authorized to sign on be ha II of the comp I a i na nt, 

In order to approprialely address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf. 

Any of the above requirements can be waived far good cause. If you are requesting that any of the above requirements be waived, please explain your goad cause in your complaint. 
To file a complaint electronically. please send an e-mail to: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to place D-RFI in the subject line to allow for proper handling. 

To file a complaint via the Internet, please visit hllp: www.tsa.gov traveler-information Iravelers-filing-compliant 

TSA recommends that you file your complaint via e-mail or Internet in order to expedite processing. 

I asked lhe caller if she would like an email of this informalion and she said yes. 

DearTSA, 

Please educate your TSA personnel that the full body scanner. such as the ones used at SFO and most major airports, are indeed damaging to insulin pumps. We recently passed thorugh security in SFO with our daugher who wears a pump and 
advised the agent there that she cannot go through the scanner due to an insulin pump. First of all, the agent insisted it is safe for a pump user to be screened by the lull body scanner., .which it is not. My daughter politely asked for the pat down option. 
Apparently 10 punish her for her audacity to request I his option she was forced to wail around for aboul 1 O minutes while many of the female TSA employees stood aroumd doing nolhing, ignoring her. I asked a one of the employees 10 please pay 
attention to this need, and she ignored me, and turned ta a co worker and said ... .isn·t it my lunch time naw ... and walked off. 

I feel this disrespte ctu I. disc rim i nato ry and ca I lous t rea tm e nt of those with di sa bi I it i es and your training procedures could use some updating, PI ease educate your agents so they do not give patently la I se information, 

712212014 We would be very interested in carrying a special card that would help with security. I see on your website that there is one that can be downloaded, but it does not appear to carry any weight or information, so I doubt it would be effective. Please 

822,44 advise. 

PM 
Sincerely, 

fb)(61 

kb1(6) 



From: donotreply@Con1ac1Us.1sa.dhs.gov [mailto:donotreply@ContJctUs.tsa.dhs.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 22, 2014 7:28 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject Contact Us: Civil Rights Civil Liberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 

Remote Client IP~kb_,~(6_1 ___ ~ 
Dale Time: 7 22 2014 7:28 05 PM 

Attachment: 

712212014 THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 
823:27 

PM 
Remote Client IP~f h_·._,1r;_·_, ---~ 

Dale Time: 7 22 2014 7:28 05 PM 

1 )Information about the person who experienced the cIvI I rig his ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I at,on 
(fill in what you can) 
No 
First and Middle Name: 

[b,(6) I 
Last Name: 

~ 
Main Phone: 

!(b1(6i 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 



TSA 7 23 14 

Dales of travel 6 20 2014 to 6 24 2014 

"'kb"-1 ... (6"") ________ __.!Belvidere, NJ. 07823. 

To whom it may concern. 

This I ette r is in res pons e to paper work that was sent to me. in reg a rd s to a comp I amt I Ii I ed with T SA Si nee your office and Home I and security say I need to fol low al I their procedures, so he re are the facts and dates of everything th at accord. 

I had a trip planned to West Palm Beach with my wife for my besl friends son·s wedding. I called a few days in advance to find oul the procedures for I am in heart failure and wear a life vest, plus I have s1eel rods in my back and replaced knee, also I 
have heart ste nts. 

I was informed of the procedure's I had to follow and was asked if I wanted help at the air ports, I said yes please. A letter was sent to Newark and West Palm Beach from your TSA office. I received documentation on what to do and tried to follow it. I 

712312014 arrived at Newark airport and started to follow the ins1ructions and no one could either olher stand what needed to be done or did not want 10 see the paper work from TSA. So needless to say it s1arted I got to check point and was delayed for about 45 
minutes. 

12:26:06 
PM 

I exp I a i ned everything to them, I tried showing a 11 my medica I paper work, and they said it was use I ess I was separated from my wife lo r this amount of ti me. Th en the rea I embarrassment com es, I went thru the sea nne r and of course it sets off the 
alarm, then my bags had to be searched in which I had documenlation on the medical devices, while this was going on I was escorted 10 a private room which I was not to be done wilhout a supervisor and my consent. I asked for a supervisor and it 
was ignored. 

I had a pat down in private. this was No Good. a su pe rvi sor was not present, and if one was he did not notify me of this. They did a bomb residue test it ca me back positive so they did a d ilfe rent type of test which was negative, The one security olfi cer 
said thal the firsl test does I his quite often. Now remind you you·re doing I his to a person in heart failure. 

Now we go back 45 minutes only to witness a couple with two young children going thru a search as well. They had to break down their strollers' cloth to metal while tending to their children. Don't you think this 1s a TSA Job 1f they suspect something? 
There was the embarrassment for the couple as well as a long delay on the lines. (PS this couple who got this treatment happened to be at the same wedding as my wife and I.) 

I was treated like a criminal. This is said far I do more for the public for free verses your employees. I paid far a good flight out of some good airports and was treated like the bad guy from the minute I entered the building. 

The first time was in Allentown Airport, where I showed all my medical papers which were totally ignored, I was screened patted down and sent into a private room for a strip search. (In which I was informed they performed the strip search illegally) all 
be ca use no one paid a tte nl ion to my documentation. This is no way to t rea I a person who is one hundred percent dis a bled. It is a disgrace. 

The caller had a 14 ounce container of cooking oil in his checked luggage. He states that after the inspection lhe officer did not lighten lhe lid and it leaked all over everything. 

A year ago he fi ew from CA to IL and he is a member of wine c I ubs. He was taking 11 bottles of wine in a case but 12th one was broken and empty but they put the broken bottle back in the I ugg age so it was obv,ousl y dropped and the bro ken bottle put 
back in the case 

He is 76 years old and has a knee replacement. Last night he was in the precheck line. He had to wait about 15 minutes because the scanner at the precheck was not calibrated. He feels that this is poor service for his precheck since he has a bad 
knee and wants to know 1f there 1s any other way to get through the screening without having to wait for a patdown. He was upset because the scanner was not calibrated and could not be used. 

RESPONSES: 
I asked the caller if there was an NOi present in the baggage regarding the oil situation and he said no. I advised the caller that due to pressure changes the lid may have come loose and the bottle leaked. He said no and that he is sure the bottle was 

712312014 opened and they forgot to put the NOi in the bag. I told the caller that I will send him a claim fonm for this situation. 

1:3835 
PM 

I advised the caller thal in regards to his bad knee and precheck, he still has 10 go through screening and if an AIT is nol available he does not want 10 go through a WTMD because this will most likely alarm and he will have to go through additional 
screening. I advised him that the only other option he would have would be to request a patdown. I advised the caller that I will forward a copy of this report to the CSM as far as the AIT being down and unable for use. 

AIRPORT: SFO 
DATE OF TRAVEL: 07-22-14 
AIRLINE: United Airlines 
FLIGHT NUMBER: 1471 
NOi PRESENT NO 
TERMINAL OR GATE: Gale 81 at 1500 
CONTACT kb 1(6) I 



Caller said he had a comp I a int with the screening procedures in Boston. He was trying to make 11 to his p I ane and he to Id the officer that he did not need to go through the other machine. He ignored him and sent him through anyways. th en to Id h, m that 
he had to wait on a patdown. He stated these officers were very rude and did not inform him of anything until after they were saying he should have done this and that. He had first class ticket TSA precheck so he expedited it to be smooth but it wasnt. 
The officers lold him he wasnl in the right line after the facl. He slated he was going to get ahold of lhe Congressman as well and have him look into it as well. He stated lhe TSA officers at Boslon are doing anyone a service, he had actually planned 
not to fly again because the way he was treated by those officers. Caller said they should hang a sign if first class passengers are supposed to get in a different line because, he did not know any such thing. 

7123/2014 Airporl: BOS 
3:21 :32 Airline: American 

PM Flight number: 1327 

712312014 
6:06:10 

PM 

Date and time: 7:15 am on 7 23 14, he said he went through screening at about 5:30am 
Terminal or gate: Gate B34 

email: i(b)(61 

Advised the caller this would be sent to the CSM so they could look in to the issue. Told him the CSM is over the TSA at Boston. Apologized for the experience. 

I was traveling with my g ra ndda ug hter. this mom i ng, on Jet BI ue, and purchased their Even More Speed add on. The purpose is to expedite the security screening p race ss, m ea ni ng not having to d ea I with Ii quids and e I ectronics and shoes and such, 

I explained to the screene1b::,(6) I that I had purchase*b)(6:, !Speed and she replied. in a snotty voice, 'I don't know anything about that:: No offer to find out, no intentions of being helpful. As it was 5:00 am, she really tnpped me off and 
I flipped her the bird. She asked If I wanted to speak to a supervisor. I said yes. Supervisor was not at all helpful, I was told that I still had to pull out my electronics and shoes and liquids. I was furious because I had paid extra to not go through the 
screening process. 

Apparently,kbH61 !decided that because I was wearing a long skirt, I had to be patted down because I was wearing a long skirt. I have flown in long skirts for years, It's the most comfortable, for me, way to fiy. She pulled me away from my 
granddaughler and terrified her (she's 8). She asked me what was going on, and I said, these are very bad people. I think the screener did the patdown because I insulled her. 

I fiy frequently and LAX is one of the few airports that has such horrible personnel, Only Miami matches up. In most airports, they are helpful and friendly, but LAX has not improved, Screening is slow. employees are rude. 

A conversation with JetBlue customer service indicated that TSA was clearly in the wrong on this. I am tired of putting up with this crap from your LAX employees. Either properly train them or quit hiring people who took this job because fast food was 
too complicated for them. I realize that your employees don't like to be insulted, but I grow tired of this situation at LAX 

You may reach me at this em a i I address or by phone at k"'b"").,_( 5"-·:~, __ _. 

!(b)(61 

7123/2014 
6:07 28 

PM 

l(b)(61 

Sylmar, CA 91342 

"The time you enjoy wasling is nol wasted lime." -- Bertrand Russell 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Profess,onalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time 7123/2014 4:49:00 PM Airport OAK - Oakland International Date/Time of Travel 07/2312014 Airline & Flight Number WN 1028 Checkpoint/Area of Airport termanial 2 TSA 
Employee: (II Known) , ann Comment rs;flwas rude and made. a comment for me to chang'µ!)1, attitude when I never spoke to her .. I told her that I did not appricate being spoken to like that and she daid , .fine iam doing a whole pat down on you. 
sa,d fine. She 901 upset I hat I was nofrn'1m'and called a superv,sor over. He was very nice .11.ll.l!J on the olher hand ,s very unprofessional. Wasled time ,nstead of focusing on real securily. 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



7123/2014 
8:07 33 

PM 

7123/2014 
9:06:46 

PM 

7124/2014 
1:01:15 

PM 

7124/2014 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 7/2312014 6:14:43 PM Airporl: BZN - Gallatin Field Date/Time of Travel: 0711912014 12:47 PM Airline & Flighl Number UA672 Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: TSA TSA 
Employee: (If Known) · female with light brown hair wearing glasses about 40 Comment : Daughter pushed me in wheelchair until I was at TSA Pre check. Agent said she would take over at that point and told me to stay in wheelchair which I did. My 
carry ans passed thru conveyor be It OK. She th en asked me to hold up the pa Im s of my hand and she scanned them. She th en to Id me that I had &quot: be en in contact with a chem,ca I th at could take down a p I ane. &quot: At Ii rst I thought she was 
kidding. She wasn't, She had me stand on the &quot: foot pri nts&q uot: and then not quietly she verba 11 y informed me and a 11 travelers standing a round , of a 11 my anatomy &quot: pa rts&q uot; she would be patting down. I was so em ba ra s sed, I rea Ii ze 
being a 70 year old female is no indicator that I would not be a &quot:terroris1&quo1; bul why was this &quoi;pat down&quot: done where all lhe other travelers would see this being done? I am TOTALLY for ALL TSA checks to insure travelers' safety 
and have never before been angry or upset with your procedures. Later a second TSA agent asked me if I had recently used a lotion and I said yes. She then explained an ingredient in my lotion could have caused the positive reading of my palms. 
Bottom line - I should have been taken to a more pnvate/quiet area before the agent did the pat down' 
Would you like a re~""-""'-'?-·....u=-~ 
Passenger's Nai-m-""e...,. ..... ....._ _ _,r--~ 
Phone Numbe 
Email b1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time 712312014 7:58:50 PM Airport PSI - West Palm Beach lnternalional Date/Time o!Travel: 0712312014 6:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal security TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment: After walking through security they check their bags one more time and sound baby milk. Then asked to patdown my wife again, I do not understand the procedure but after that the lady kept tell mg us il"s standard procedure and going on 
and on afier I told her an off we don't need to hear anything continue what you're doing so we can go she kept going and going and going I once again told her we don't need to hear you complain just do what you have to do and move on then she 
proceeded over to another lady who worked for TSA has s1arted complaining that I was rude and inconsidera1e and it was an asshole when I told her I can't believe you told me I was rude the guy that was actually checking my bag was finished up and 
have it all zipped and ready to go when I looked at him and said are we done can I have my bag he jerked it back away from me and said no maybe he's not done in a very loud and authority rising voice then raised his voice and asked me if I wanted 
to continue with him. Using intimidation and talking about someone while they're standing there is very unprofessional and no excuse for this kind of behavior. If I don't get a response about this I will continue to go higher up the chain if I have to I will 
not be treated like this Would you like a response?: True Passenger's Name kb)(ffi !Phone Number l(b)(ff:, I Email [b::,(6) Fo leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link. 
hltp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicalionManager 

The ca 11 er flew yesterday on Southwest through TPA, The cal I er stated that she was told to go through the preche ck I a ne but was then randomly selected lo r additiona I screening , The cal I er stated that she was told go through A IT and then had to 
undergo a patdown because the AIT unit alarmed in her knee area. The caller slated that she was completely humiliated at lhe security checkpoint and that the officers were rude 10 her. She staled thal she was wearing a long skirt with bare legs. She 
stated that she was on Southwest flight number 230 to MKE. The incident occurred on 7 23 14 at 4:30PM. She stated that after she alarmed the AIT unit, a young woman named Nikia performed a patdown. She stated that the officer performing the 
paid own was a larger African American young woman and that when she was patting down her I eg. she touched her gemta Is. The caller stated th at she complained to the officer and then there ap pa re ntl y a verba I al te rcati on between the ca 11 er and the 
officers. The caller stated that the officer denied touching her inappropriately. She also stated that underneath her skirt, her legs were bare and that there was no reason why her leg should have alarmed. 

The caller stated that she was considering contacting an attorney. I apologized to her for the issue at the security checkpoint. I advised her that TSA monitored the number and nature of complaints that was received. I advised her that this information 
would I et us know if a particular sere ener or screening team was the s u bJect of repeated complaints. I advised the ca 11 er that I would also lo rwa rd her information to the CS M at TP A. The cal I er asked 1f the CSM wou Id I ook at the cameras or contact 
her. I advised her that I could not speak on behalf of the CSM but that I would be certain to forward the information. 

Ca Iler advised she traveled yesterday with her 1 5 year old grand a ughte r. Ca 11 er advised wh i I e going through security at Sea It I e a TSO ran a swab over her g ra nda ug hters hand. Cal I er is ups et be ca use her g ra nda ug hter was taken from the Ii ne and 
her hands was swabbed without her pe rm,ssi on. Ca 11 er asked if they do this without her permission. 

1 :07: 15 Advised Caller: 
PM 

TSA has procedures in p I ace that reduce, but do not e Ii mi nate, the need for patdowns to resolve the al a rm. These procedures include allowing multi p I e pass es through screening tech no log i es and using Exp I os,ve s Trace Detection (ETD) technology. 
Gave ca Iler CS M phone number 



The ca 11 er stated he is wanting to know why he is being harassed and why he does not have the money that is owed to him. He stated that he flew recently and he was patted down. and he thin ks that is re I ated to his claim th at was /1 I ed. He stated th at 
he asked the manager at the checkpoint why he was getting patted down and they would not tell him why, and he stated that was rude. He stated that he is a tax paying individual that pays our salary and funds TSA. He stated that it is ridiculous that he 
is not able to get the money lhat is owed to him and that he is being hJrassed for not letting lhe situation go. He stated that he has filed a claim and he had it resolved. He stated thal they were sending him money, via mail and they had the wrong 
address. He stated that he contacted them and they never responded via email or phone. He stated that he wants his money and he wants to speak to someone that he can help him. 

He asked to speak with a Supervisor, 

I advised the caller that we have policies in place for additional screening and the claims process. I explained that one has nothing to do with the other. The claims are handled by the CMB and he will need to contact them in regards to the payment. 
They will respond via email with in two or three business days. However, if TSA denies a claim. or has not resolved the claim within 6 months of when it was filed, travelers may have a nght to bring their claim to court. I explained that we do not have 
the infonnation regarding his claim here at the TCC. 

E sea I ation Notes: l:E:iiliil 
712412014 

3:09:41 
PM 

The caller has two issues 

1. His claim has been approved and he is waiting on payment. He says that they were supposed 10 eleclronically transfer the funds to his account. He says he has only spoken 10 lhe claims management branch once in four monlhs. I checked his 
status and it has been approved but he would like to know when he is going to get the twenty dollars he is out for the lock we cut. I am sending this to ES2 so he can get a response. I can only find one other record for this caller 

2. The caller 901 a patdown at Spokane loday 7-24-2014 he had four S son his boarding pass. The caller believes lhat his complaints about CMB are why he is getting the paldown. I explained 10 lhe caller that the four S s has nolhing to do with his 
claim and that it is just a random layer of security that we do. After the screening was done he asked a manager there about his claim and he responded that it didnt happen at his airport so he doesn t care. He is offended by the way the TSO manager 
answered his question. I am sending to the CS M for the rude screener. 

He went through the checkpoint at 11 :45am 10 1erminal B to fly oul on Delta flight 1155 10 SLC. 

Claim Numbed~(b~1~(6~)---~ 
Sta I us: Approved 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" . Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time: 712412014 2:46:43 PM Airport: DCA - Washington Reagan National Date/Time of Travel 0712412014 3:30 PM Airline & Flight Number 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal A 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 

712412014 Comment . I was not allowed to go through tsa precheck, even though I paid for the program and registered. because it wasn't on my ticket. They told me my airline didn"t participate? Then because rm a diabetic with an insulin pump, I was given a 

4.20.45 mandatory full body pat down because that's the only way they can deal with diabetics at this security checkpoint. This is the only airport I've ever been patted down at. l"m furious at the lack of courtesy shown to diabetics at this checkpoint. I feel 
· p M violated and treated poorly because of a med i ca I co nd it ion that I have. 

Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number . 

Email[b)(61 I 
To leave a cor\llnerii coricerrlIng this feedback, follow this link : hllp:/ltsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



7124/2014 
6:1522 

PM 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I would like to lodge complainlS againsl two poorly Irained TSA screening agents at lhe Seatac Airport. I have two separate complainls arising from the same date, July 5th of this yeJr. On the date in question, I checked in al approximately 8:45p for 
Alaska Airlines flight #127 with an 11: 15p scheduled departure. 

Complaint #1. This oomplaint is against the agent who inspected my suitcase. The agent failed to perfonn his duties on multiple accounts. I tape my zipper pulls to prevent the baggage handling system from ripping the pulls off I have been a very 
frequenl flyer for over 25 years now and have not lost a zipper pull when they are taped together. The agent who inspecled my suitcase failed 10 relape (secure) lhe zipper pulls to return my suilcase 10 its original condition. Seoondly, the agent failed 
to return the contents of my suitcase to their found condition. I pack my suitcase with everything placed under the elastic restraining straps to keep an much of the contents in or attached ta my suitcase in the very unlikely event a zipper should burst 
and the contents of my suitcase spill. Thirdly, the item inspected by the agent was not returned to ,ts original condition. The item in question is a "Sundae Kit'· from Boehms Candies in Issaquah, Washington. The Sundae Kit consists of a 12-oz jar of 
caramel sauce, a 12--oz jar of chooolate fudge sauce, a bag of chopped walnuts. and two oordial cherries. All in a clear cellophane bag. I am unable to carry the Sundae Kit as carry-on luggage because the two jars of sauce are considered liquids by 
TSA. Not only was there no reason for the agent to open the cellophane bag, but he/she failed 10 put the items back in the bag and reseal the bag. I ask what did the agent do oorrectly in this case. He/she opened my suitcase and failed 10 resecure 
the zipper pulls. He/she moved the contents of my suitcase and failed to resecure them. He/she opened a package that did not need opening and failed ta resecure the package. Time was not a factor as the Notice al Baggage Inspection card that 
was placed in my suitcase is time stamped at 9:03pm. The agent clearly had time to do his/her job correctly, but failed' 

Complainl #2: This oomplaint is against!(b )(6 pt the Pre-check check-point. Due to my frequent flyer status wilh Alaska Airlines, I am granted Pre-check slatus. I am also a paraplegic and use a wheelchairl(b )(6) I was extreme incompelent and should 
never have been assigned to Pre-check screening. It toa!(b )(6 !nearly 20 minutes ta clear me. He preformed a full pat down search when all that was required was hand swabbing and an inspection of my wheelchair. an elbow brace. and wa~ng bor 
on my broken ankle. I have cleared a full pat search by new agents who are going through their on-the-Job training quicker tha~erfonned his Job. Towards the end of my detention, another agent came over and whispered something t b)(6} I 
suspect the whisper was to telll(b )(6 lhe was taking too long and had performed the wrong search. 

I do nat know wha does the training at Seatac, but it was painfully obvious to me that July 5th was "assign the incompetent" to work day. 

Sincerely, 

l(b)(61 I 
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701 

Dear TSA. 

kbl(ff•, !, my significant other. and myself,~!(_b_)(~6_, ____ ~I traveled by United Airlines to Hawaii and then onto Guam and back home. Our trip started an June 23, 2014 in Madison, Wisconsin and ended there on Friday, July 11. 2014. Our 

7124/2014 
6:1556 

PM 

flight began with UA 6156S at 8:02 AM 

I had called TSA 3 days ahead of time and had asked for Special Assislance. I was very pleased to learn thal I would have available to me a TSA Passenger Support Specialist. I asked how I would avail myself of that person at the airport. I was told 
that when I get to security ta request one. I did just that at the Madison airport. The TSA person that I asked said to me Lady I don·t know what yau are talking about. I tried to briefly explain ta him. Once again he tald me. rudely I thought. that he did 
not know what I was ta I king about as if I was stupid and I did not know what I was ta I king a bout. I said, we 11 it is on the TSA website. He then ass urned a bit of a d1/fe rent att,tud e saying that I must be re fern ng to a T SA Pre check program program-
saying that was a completely random thing. I told him that I was just asking for a TSA Passenger Support Specialist. He then asked me ii I went through a special program where I need to be finger-printed. I said no that that is a different program. 
During I his discussion, another TSA person stood nexl to him and said nothing. I decided to quit trying 10 ask for help since he did nol understand what I was requesting. He did nol serve me well. 

In the meantime Kfilili}vas being checked. He refused to go through the machine and requested a pat down because lo r medIca I reasons he was not confident that the machine would not brink ha rl to him. His carry on was gone through because a 
sharp object was detected, When they went through it. they dis covered a bottle of pure a Io e vera gel and a mustache scissors, They co nfi s ca ted those items, understand ab I y. I should have I et b )( know that those things were not a 11 owed. 

However. not so understandably, 3 bracelets which were going to be given as gifts to his sisters and a niece were also taken--unknowingly byliE}D They were monetarily valued at $122.38 and a much greater emotional value. t:ii:iL)has not been 
home in almost 20 years and was looking forward to giving those bracelets to his sisters and a niece who helped make the tnp home a good one. Also, taken unknowingly were 6 Cliff bars, valued at $1.67 each, that were going to be used as an 
i nfiig ht snack. These were discovered missing at our 7 day s to pove r in Hawaii . 

Oh, by the way, the TSA Passenger Support Specialist in Guam was fantastic. The flight was UA200S GUM to HNL. He actually came looking for me. By this time I was no longer asking for a specialist because nabady seemed ta know what I was 
talking about. So. I was really happy to have him help me out. I know the program is a new one and very much encourage it to keep moving forward. Education is obviously needed by other TSA agents. It Is nice to know that an agency such as TSA 
has noticed a need to he Ip p eo pie directly in need. I see this as a positive and very e noou raging effort to help not only the person directly in need of he Ip, but a I so their partners, and I recognize how this helps the who I e security process mo re be mo re 
efficient and friendly for all, including agents and olhers standing in line who do nol need special assistance. 

Si nee rely and Thank you. 

Make your day great:-) 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Dateflime 712412014 5:27:41 PM Airport MDW - Chicago Midway Dateffime of TrMel 07/24/2014 4:45 PM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Outside of B terminal TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment : Hello, 

I wanted to provide some feedback at the Chicago Midway airport. Upon exiling the x-ray screening, I encounlered an agent who was rude in her comments during the pal down (for where a necklace was) and while waiting for luggage. I did nol get her 
name but she had shoulder length red hair and was around 5'3&quot: or shorter. 

7124/2014 
6:1 S:O? Instead of saying &quot;excuse me. you cannot step to the other side of the luggage belt in response to someone headed that direction as a bag was pulled back to go through X-ray again. She yelled &quot;you don't belong back there unless you 

PM forgot your uniform.&quot: Additionally, she snapped the black belt barrier and it hit a cus1omer. When told about ii. she reacted defensively. 

7125/2014 
8:2545 

AM 

7125/2014 
12:15:25 

PM 

I am extremely disappointed in her sense of customer service and found her words and actions rude and uncalled for. I appreciate that the TSA employees intend to keep 1s safe and I agree we should comply with rules to enable them to do so. 
However, they are still interacting with airport patrons and should treat with respect as much as the patrons should. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Namel._l"h""··,1-'-R"·-, _____ _, 
Phone Niimher · 
Email l(b)(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time· 7125/2014 3:04:17 AM Airport· MOW - Chicago Midway Date/Time al Travel. 07119/2014 1:45 PM Airline & Flight Number· AIRTRAN 114 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· 
ALL GATES TSA Employee: (If Known): UNKNOWN CAUCASIAN FEMALE Comment July 25, 2014 

To whomever it may concern, 

This is a notice of complaint regarding an overzealous TSA female employee who violated my mother's !(b)(ff:, ! civil nghts at the Chicago Midway Airport secunty checkpoint leading to all gates on Saturday 0711912014. The 
occurrence happened at approximately 11-11 :30 central standard time. After obtaining wheelchair service, my mom was en route to catch Airtran flight 114 departing at 1A9 pm to Atlanta. GA for a visit with me, her son,kb·•,(ffi th·\/r;·-, 

who is 78 years old and nol parlicularly fond of traveling from home these days, has suffered from numerous back issues elevated during long distance walks lhrough airports. All the arrangements made for her were going well until she reached this 
fateful security checkpoint when one of your employees (tall, caucasian female per my mother's description) tald my math er, accompanied by a wheel chair assistant, she couldn't proceed due to an alarm that required further checks ta her personal 
items. &#160;This is when your security measures and efforts to keep Amencan citizens safe turned into a horrible nightmare for my mom. In addition to being asked to remove her shoes, the unidentified TSA subjected my mother to several very 
invasive "pat downs" in her private areas. Although horrified, understandably shaken, crying, scared and upset by what was happening, my mother managed to tell the agent she didn't like what she was doing and asked her what she was looking for. 
The agent, according to my mom, lold her she was "doing her job' in an extremely rude manor. When my mom told her she was informed seniors didn'I have to remove lheir shoes, the agent told her "procedures had changed'. Please note that, per 
your website's FAQ revised 06/09/14, seniors aver 75 would be permitted to leave their shoes on and light garment wear. The food my mom was bringing. which possibly "alarmed" your agents, consisted of BBQ and popcorn. These items were picked 
through, and dis placed with no sincere attempt by the TSA agent to re-pack them in the careful manner in which they we re found. Fina 11 y. after a 11 this was over, my moth er asked the T SA agent if she found anything to constitute the u nusua 11 y intense 
scrutiny. My mother said she tersely replied: "You're alright, ma'am", There was no apology.&#160; 

When did our US citizens, blessed ta make it to their golden years, have ta endure the embarrassment, humiliation and shame equal ta a rape victim? That's what your TSA agent did to my mother who was simply traveling across a few states eager to 
visit her son. This agent made my mother feel like she was raped publily. That feeling of shame, anger and humiliation has been with my mom throughout her visit. It ruined her visit and will probably resonate with her for many years to come. We 
understand what has happened to air travel after 9111. and we make every effort to comply with the rules and guidelines outlined on your website designed to keep us safe. With that said, I strongly believe that this was a situation where one of your 
"trained" employees steeped way over the boundaries of job by destroying any sense of the 1rust and understanding for my mom as to why these checkpoints are pul in place. Please contact us as soon as possible. My mother was too upset to obtain 
this employee's name, but I'm confident that you have video and/or ways ta track down a list of all employees on duty during the timeframe al this incident. My mother respectfully needs your assistance to resolve this matter an her behalf, and she will 
cooperate fu 11 y with any further i nvesti g ati ons deemed fit. Your immediate attention and response to this matter wi 11 be h1g hly a pp re c1ated. &# 160; 

Sincerely, 

Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name :._fr"h""·11-'-R~·-, _____ ~ 
Caller has 2 metal knee replacements and a rod in her back. She always gets pulled over and she gets padded down. She asked how can she make it easier going through security. She said she always tells them and has a card but they do not look 
at her card. ALSO: She asked if she can fill out a background check or something. 

RESPONSE: TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm. There is nolhing you can do 10 avoid this. You cannol fill out a background check to make the screening go faster or smoother. 
ALSO: You can request a PSS or a Supervisor for assistance going through the screening. Yau can request ta be moved to the front of a line. 



Caller flying on 9-22 from OMA via DEN to SFO he has to go through security screening, he has a metal advantiam knee replacement. metal and it sets off metal detectors. 
Doesn t mind dropping his pants and screening with wands, but, he is a t ran sg ender and traveling for genital reconstruct ion, 
On return flight he will have a Supra Cath which comes lhrough abdomen during healing and doesn I wanl someone grabbing or groping where he has stitches.He has had mulliple surgeries on his leg and has circulation problems. 
From OMA to SFO issue may be metal implant and the AIT may trigger because of the surgery he is undergoing and may present a problem. 
He has to travel for approx. 12-14 days and has to have te sto ste ro ne and 2 syringes, which 1s I a be I ed from the manufacturer. 
3-1-1 
Razor, safety or electric. 

Response: 
.If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to infonn a TSO about any 
disabilily, medical condilion, or medical device that could aflecl security screening. Although lhese cards do not exempt anyone from security screening, their use may improve communication and help travelers discreelly notify TSOs of their 
conditions. 
Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their anns above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available. 

712512014 If a passenger has concerns about his ar her screening, he ar she should ask to speak with a super,isar or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 
12:21:26 

PM 
If a p atdown is required , a t ran sg ender passenger wil I receive sere en i ng by a TSO of the same gender as what the passenger presents him or he rs elf to be, Passengers that have recently undergone. or a re currently undergoing, sex reassignment 
surgery may discreetly communicate with officers regarding their gender identity if they believe it is necessary. If a passenger chooses to have addilional screening done in a private screening area, a traveling companion is permitted 10 accompany the 
passenger during the private screening. 

Advised caller TSA doesn t use wands any longer for screening, 
Passengers who have catheters and por1s attached to their bodies should inform the Transportalion Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening of lhe device(sJ and indicate where lhe device(s) is located before the screening process begins. 
Passengers should also inform the TSO of any pain or medical complications that may result from touching the port and or catheter so it can be screened appropriately. 

Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at (855) 787-2227 prior to traveling with questions about screening policies, procedures, and what to expect at the security checkpoint. 

TSA recommends that passengers call no less than 72 hours ahead of travel in case it is determined that it is necessary to coordinate support at the airport. 
If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a super,isor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

Travelers should notify lhe Transpor1ation Securily Officer (TSO) al the checkpoint if they are carrying this type of medication and supplies. Passengers may present medical documentation regarding a medical condition to help inform TSOs: however, 
this documentation is not required, nor will it exempt passengers from the screening process. Have in separate bag and present to the TSO for screening. 

I recent I y had an experience at the Sea-Tac airport and fee I comp el I ed to re I ate the issues to you so I hat I hey can be corrected not only th ere, but a I so at other airports. 
I must explain my condition so you can understand the situation. I am a 70 year man who has had LVAD (left ventricular assist device) surgery. This is a device that acts like a heart pump and is usually installed pre heart transplant. It requires two 

battenes and a controller mounted on a belt at my waist. The doctors instruct the patients NOT go thru any screening device as it may effect the operation of the pump which can be life threatening. I know that the TSA here in Houston have a better 
understanding of the situation as there are over 100 LVAD patients in the south Texas area. Preparing for the trip. my wife and I decided to go thru the TSA pre-check program. We were finger printed and paid $85 each for a back ground check to 
qua I ify for a KTN, which we received and had I e tte r confirmation of that number. 

We flew from Houston IAH to Seattle Sea-Tac on June 27 and went thru the TSA precheck line with a few questions and a pat down. We joined our family for a 7 day Alaskan cruise. I like other cruise people ate the wonderful food without regard to 
heath. As a resu It at the end of the cruise my feet we re swol I en and I needed help in de barking the ship. 

I requested a wheelchair at the airport to help me get to the gate. The issue begins with TSA check. I went to the precheck line and was moved toward the screening devices which I said I cannot go into them. I was placed on one side of a glass 
partition and my wife wenl to the other side. I was told to empty all metal objects inlo a tray which was handed over the partition and sent lhru an x-ray machine lhis included my spare ba1teries and controller. My wife is now being question and asked to 
stand in a certain spot as they check the spares and submit her to an explosive check. 

712512014 The next few steps were the ones that showed the lack of training and lack of common sense your inspectors showed me and my family. I was then asked to step into the scanner. I said "I can't not do that with my condition"' The response was "you 
2:33:46 prefer not to?" I said "'No I can.'' I was asked to empty all my pockets and drop them into a tray. This included my wife's and my passport and approximately $5000 in cash. This was handed over the partition to another agent and sent on the x-ray belt. I 

PM hope my wife was still there or we are missing passports and S5000 cash. I was lhen asked to sland up from lhe wheelchair on lhe cold floor and remove my canvas shoes. They were handed over lhe partition and sent to xray. I was then given a 
detailed pat down and explosive check. 

I guess the effort I went thru to get pre check. doctors letters and the KTN letter meant nothing to TSA in Sea-Tac. I do want to be safer, but I think your agent went well beyond what 1s required. I also believe that some of your agents are getting a 
power ego and that some retraining is required to prevent this and to update your employees of various sit ua ti o ns that can occur. 

I eagerly await any commenls or replies you may offer. 

[b)(61 I 
Spring. IX I 1319 

kb1(6) 



July 25, 2014 

SUBJECT D-RFI 

RE: Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the RehabilitJlion Act (6 C. FR 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)) 

712512014 Name and address al the complainant: 
2:37:10 

PM ,-,-,--,-,-----, 
!(b)(61 

!(b)(61 

Chicago, IL 60617 

Dale of act of discriminalion: 

Saturday July 19. 2014 

Time: Approximately 11:a-11 :30a cenlral standard time 



From: donotreply@Con1ac1Us.1sa.dhs.gov [mailto:donotreply@ContJctUs.tsa.dhs.gov] 
Sent: Friday, July 25, 2014 3: 19 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject Contact Us: Civil Rights Civil Liberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 

Remote Client 1Ft~b~i~(6~·~i --~ 
Dale Time: 7 25 2014 3: 19 04 PM 

712512014 1 )Inform ati an about the person who experienced the civi I rights ci vi I Ii be rti es vi a I ation 
4:30:07 (fi I . h ) PM 11 ,n w at you can 

Yes 
First and Middle Name: 

~ 
Last Name: 

!(bi(6i ! 
Main Phone· 

kbi(61 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

!rh>IR, I 
PO Box or Street address: 

kb1(6i 
C,ty: 
River Vale 



From: donotreply@Con1ac1Us.1sa.dhs.gov [mailto:donotreply@ContJctUs.tsa.dhs.gov] 
Sent: Friday, July 25, 2014 5:32 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject Contact Us: Civil Rights Civil Liberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!(b)(61 I 
Dale Time: 7 25 2014 5:31 38 PM 

712512014 Attachment 

6:02:47 
PM 

1 )Information about the person who experienced the c1v1 I rig his ci vi I Ii be rti es viol at,on 
(fill in what you can) 
Yes 
First and Middle Name: 

~me: 
!(b1(6i ! 

Work Phone: 

PO Box or Street address; 

!rh,IRI I 
City: 



To Whom It May Concern: 

My name Is i(b 1(6, I and I am flying on Delta 1125 from TPA 10 LAX. I write in order to let you know I hat my pat-down experience left me feeling very uncomfortable and emolionally and physically violated. I am concerned that there are agenls 
who may not be implementing procedures according to pal icy, and there could be at her individuals who are left feeling violated after their security screening experience. 

I requested a pat-down as an alternative to the X-ray procedure because I am pregnant and wish to avoid any potential harm. albeit minor, to my unborn child. The female officer explained the procedure and conducted the pat-down. During the initial 
leg and groin swipe, the officer used her hand to swipe down and I hen up my leg. The swipe ended with her using her fingers to explore my vagina, and I felt her finger enter my vagina. I jumped back and gasped, and lei her know thal I have engaged 
in this screening several times before uust last week and the week prior, in fact), and this had never happened before. She did not apologize and continued ta perform the same touching in my groin area for the back of the next leg and one of the twa 
front leg swipes. I I et her know that I le It very uncomfortable after the procedure was Ii ni shed. When I arnved at my gate. I was preoccupied by this expe nence, and therefore, went back to the security area and requested the name of the officer. She 
reported that her name is Talia and would not give her last name. After hearing my exchange with the officer, her supervisor, Officer!(b)(ffl ! (spelling unknown) immediately defended the officer and did not ask about my experience, but stated 
"it's all on camera," "that's lhe correct procedure," and she must feel "unlil you meet resistance." I then explained my situation and she provided your contact informalion. 

I appreciate your attention and response to this matter. I have never voiced a complaint to TSAor any airport organization in the past. I have no legal history. Please feel free to email me at this address or call me at.,_!(_b'-')(~6-'-1 ___ _. 

7126/2014 Sincerely, 

9:23 33 [b)(61 
AM ~-------~ 

7126/2014 
1:59:36 

PM 

This e-rrs ': a 32 I 7 CI: :di 7 7 a 7 I [ a r 7 shws R1s j s bs tbs GO I e : :ae ot the j 01@91@1 wd Di erlf §) erd T@Y mPla i D S99Pd e Pl i @I a Pd p nv1 I e9 ed information. Any unauthorized review, use, dis Closure Or d1stri butlon is proh i b1ted. If you have received this 
communication in en-or. please notify the sender immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer. 

Caller is not able to lift her arm because of an injury and in the past she had a patdown two times where they were rude to her. She was in New Orleans a while back and had to get a patdown the TSO was yelling at her and she wouldn t even let her 
explain. They showed no respect for her. She is now al RSW and they made her gel an Explosive Trace Detection on her hands and she doesn t think they should do that if she is not able to go through the AIT. Whal is the standard opera1ing 
procedure? She thinks it was a little bit of both. She doesn t want any information on filing a written complaint. She daesn t want ta provide the information ta file a complaint. 

Advised: 

Passengers who can walk may be able ta be screened using a walk-through metal detector or Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds 
without the support of a person or device; passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. Passengers who can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds, without support, 
can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown. Passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

If a passenger cannot or chaoses nat to be screened by AIT or the walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdawn procedure. If a patdawn is needed to complete screening: 

• The passenger should tell the TSO ii assistance is needed before the patdown screening process begins. 
• The TSO conducling the patdown will be the same gender as the passenger. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time. A private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. The TSO conducting the patdown and another TSA employee. both al the same gender as the 
passenger, will be present during the private screening. During the private screening, the passenger may also be accompanied by a companion, assistant or family member who will be rescreened once the patdown procedure is completed. 
• The passenger may ask for a chair to sit in if needed. 
• The passenger should inform the TSO of any diflicully raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body thal are painful when touched. 
• The passenger sha ul d not be asked to remove or Ii ft any art i c I e of clothing to rev ea I a sensitive body area. 

In addition to the patdown. TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. 

Do you feel it was poor customer service or yau were discriminated against because al your disability? Would yau like information on how ta file a complaint in writing? If you want to provide me with some information I can forward this to the CSM at 
the airport and they can conduct an investigation. 



Caller Is in Military and he states his wife and 1 month old baby went through the check point and his wife had hand sanitizer on her hands going through and Isa told her she had explosives on her hands. He states tsa took the baby out her arms and 
kept it at the check point and took her back for 2 hours for a patdown and search. He states he is very angry and wants to speak to someone about this incident. 

Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless of their personal situations and needs. are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. Every person and item must be screened before entering each secured area, and the 
manner in which the screening Is conducted is important. All Transportation Security Officers (Twos) are required to be courteous and respectful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. We regret that 
you found your experience to be less than satisfactory. 

Airport:ALB 
712612014 Airline: Southwest 
5:33:08 Flight#: 1542 

PM Date: 7 26 2014 
Time: 5:55 PM 

CSM al ALB 
Name: t'"'b....,)-(6"'••-1 --------, 
Phone: 
Email: ,._ ________ __. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 7127/2014 7:40:55 AM Airport BWI - Baltimore-Washington International Date/Time of Travel 07/27/2014 6:45 AM Airline & Flight Number Southwest #4765 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Lane 3 (Southwest Terminal) TSA Employee: (If Known)· Offcerfh··,1R!Comment · 7127114 
6:50 am 
BWI 
Southwest Airlines Flight #4765.(departing 8am from Gate B6) Lane.3 Officer b)(6 opted-_out of the A3 machine this morning as experienced a very invasive and un.comfo~able pat-do'::'n by Officer (b)W Offlcerl(5ITT,,,as applyrng so much pressure 
during the pat-down that I was v1s1bly losing my balance. I asked Officer ·1 to stop applying so much pressure. Although she acknowledged my request by saying ··oh thats too much, Officer h 11 continued theptt:;lown applying the same 

7127/2014 press.ure, so muc.h so that she could feel the bones of my rib cage .(Office b·. 6 aused and realized that it was my bone!). Officerf~:•1(6!utterly disregarded my requesl and conlinued the invasive and uncomforlable pat-down. It was an. awfu,I and 
9:23:45 hum1l1at1ng experience. I lodged a complaint with the manager ons1te, b )(6 •1 who was responsive and directed me to 111 out a paper complaint form as well as submit a complaint onl1ne. I fly very often and opt-out every time. I ve never 

AM had such an invasive and uncomfortable pat-down such as this, where ice (b·•1(6 app 1e so much pressure to my body and groped my armpits repeatedly (3 times each). Officer0:ill] simply ignored my request to not apply so much pressure 
despite that fact that I was clear that she was applying too much pressure, and that it was obvious that I could not maintain my balance because of all the pressure that she was applying during the pat down. I wear a headscarf for religious reasons, and 
I can't help but think that impacls how I'm treated by some TSA officials while at the airport. 
Would you like a re ? 
Passenger's Name (b)(6•1 
Phone Number h·I1r;··, 

Emailkbl(61 \ 
To leave a comment concern1ngh1s feedback. follow this link · hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 7127/2014 7:40:55 AM Airport BWI - Baltimore-Washington International Date/Time of Travel 07/27/2014 6:45 AM Airline & Flight Number Southwest #4765 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Lane 3 (Southwest Terminal) TSA Employee: (If Known)· Offce1(b)(6 !Comment· 7127114 
6:50 am 
BWI 
Southwest Airlines Flight #4765 (departing 8am from Gate B6) Lane 3 Office (b)(6 I opted-out of the A3 machine this morning as experienced a very invasive and uncomfortable pat-down by Officer b·•1(6 Offlcer!(b .• 1(6ras applying so much pressure 
during the pat-down that I was visibly losing my balance. I asked Office / ·. stop applying so much pressure. Although she acknowledged my request by saying 'oh that's too much,'' Officer b)(6 ontinued the pat- own applying the same 

7127/2014 pressure, so much so that she could feel the bones of my rib cage (Office b••1(6) aused and realized that it was my bone!). Officef'5ii'§l utterly disregarded my requesl and conlinued the invasive an uncomforlable pat-down. It was an awful and 
9:23:45 humiliating experience. I lodged a complaint with the manager onsite 1h··,1r;·I who was responsive and directed me ~ut a paper complaint form as well as submit a complaint online. I fly very often and opt-out every time. I've never 

AM had such an invasive and uncomfortable pat-down such as this, where Officer h·I1R applied so much pressure to my body and groped my armpits repeatedly (3 times each). Officetbi(6)l,1mply ignored my request to not apply so much pressure 
despite that fact that I was clear that she was applying too much pressure, and that it was obvious that I could not maintain my balance because of all the pressure that she was appTyirig'auring the pat down. I wear a headscarf for religious reasons, and 
I can't help but think that impacls how I'm treated by some TSA officials while at the airport. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name b)(6•1 

Phone;.,.,.===J.1U..u...---L.., 
Email (b)(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 7/2712014 7:40:55 AM Airporl: BWI - Baltimore-Washington lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 07127/2014 6:45 AM Airline & Flight Number: Southwest #4765 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Lane 3 (Southwest Terminal) TSA Employee: (If Known). Officej(bH6 !Comment. 7127114 
6:50 am 
BWI 
Southwest Airlines Flighl #4765 (departing 8am from Gale B6) Lane 3 Offic bl(6 I opted-cul of the A3 machine this morning as experienced a very invasive and uncomfortable pat-down by Office bl(6 Office!rh··,rr; !was applying so much pressure 
during the pat-down that I was visibly losing my balance. I asked Office (b) 6 o stop applying so much pressure. Although she acknowledged my request by saying "ah that's tao much,'. Office 1h··,1r; ontinued the pat-down applying the same 

7127120 14 pressure. so much so th at she cou Id fee I the bones of my rib cage (Office b ·:, 6 aused and rea I ized that ,t was my bone 1 ). Offi cerlili:iLJ utte rty disregarded my request and continued the invasive and u n comfo rtab I e pat-down. It was an awfu I and 
9:23:45 humiliating experience. I lodged a complaint with the manager onsite (b)(ffl who was responsive and directed me to fill out a paper complaint fonm as well as submit a complaint online. I fly very often and opt-out every time. I've never 

AM had such an invasive and uncomfortable pat-down such as this, where Officer b··,(6 pplied so much pressure 10 my body and groped my armpits repeatedly (3 times each). Officerfilill] simply ignored my request 10 not apply so much pressure 
despite that fact that I was clear that she was applying tao much pressure, and that it was obvious that I could not maintain my balance because of all the pressure that she was applying during the pat down. I wear a headscarf for religious reasons, and 
I can't help but think that impacts how I'm treated by some TSA officials while at the airport. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Na ih··, 1"°' 
Phone Number bH61 

Email =~b~i~(6~·~1 -----~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

From: donotreply@Con1ac1Us.1sa.dhs.gov [mailto:donotreply@ContactUs.tsa.dhs.gov] 
Sent: Sunday. July 27, 2014 7:39 AM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subject Contact Us: Civil Rights Civil Liberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

Remote Client IPJ~1h_·_-,1_R_·1 ---~ 
Dale Time: 7 27 2014 7:38 50 AM 

Attachment: 

712712014 THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 
924:28 

AM 
Remote Client IPl(b 1(6) 
Dale Time: 7 27 2""0-14......,,7"":3-s-:5=0-A_M_.. 

1 )Information about the person who experienced the c1v1 I rights ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I at,on 
(fill in what you can) 
Yes 
First and Middle Name: 

~ 
Last Name: 

f§RfilJ 
Main Phone: 

!rh1/R1 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 



From: donotreply@Con1ac1Us.1sa.dhs.gov [mailto:donotreply@ContactUs.tsa.dhs.gov] 
Sent: Sunday. July 27, 2014 7:39 AM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject Contact Us: Civil Rights Civil Liberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 

Remote Client IPkb 1(6) ! 
Dale Time: 7 27 2014 7:38 50 AM 

Attachment: 

712712014 THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 
924:28 

AM 
Remote Client IPl(b 1(6) 
Dale Time: 7 27 2"'0"'14-,,....,,7"':3"'8....,:5"'0....,A,...,M..,,. 

1 )Information about the person who experienced the cIvI I rig his ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I atIon 
(fill in what you can) 
Yes 
First and Middle Name: 

~ 
Last Name: 

Kiill§[J 
Main Phone: 

kb1(6) 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

Caller and her husband flew from Mexico into Phoenix and had a connecling flight. Caller stales that the original boarding pass was in a suitcase, so ii was reprinted. The original showed Precheck and lhe reprint did nol. bul the firsl TSO scanned it 
and said that they had Precheck. Caller says that when they got to the TSO far screening, they had to take off their shoes and that the TSO for both her and her husband seemed to intentionally go slower the more that they pleaded for getting through 
to make their plane. Caller states that after going through the line and waiting for her husband to get finished being pat down, she saw 2 TSO standing on the side and pleaded with them but was mocked and talked to like a 3 year old and laughed at. 

Advised ca Iler: 
Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy .. 

7127/2014 Because your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate CusIomer Service Manager. 
121433 

PM FI Ig ht information: 
From to: (Cabo Mexico to) Phoenix to PHL 
Flight date time: 7 22 2:45 pm 
Flight number: (does not have and) 8321 
Airline: US Airways 
Airport: PHX 
Gate Terminal: Terminal B 

Email:!(b i(6i 



7/2812014 
8:36:26 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP!(b,(61 
Date Time: 712712,,10.,.,...I4,...,.,9'":2""9":""I4,...,.P"M.,...... 

Namf 1(6) ~ 
Ema(b,(6) 7 
Com¼ii Ics.1v19 co, I 1p1a11 its l¼ffi Listed Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Denver, CO. Spirit Airlines Flighl 115 to Phoenix, AZ. Gate A44 
Comments:A piece of my checked luggage was selected for additional screening. Upon arrival at home and inspection of my belongings, I found my items reeked of cigarette smoke. I, nor anyone who handled or has been near my luggage and 
belongings. smokes' I My child and I both have severe asthma and cigarette smoke makes us terribly sick' Due to my child"s cop,us medical needs we are continually subjected to additional screenings including pat downs. Normally we have no 
problem doing so in the name of safety, but this is downright disrespectful of our belongings, 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time, 7128/2014 1 :04:58 AM Airport, DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International Date/Time a/Travel, 07127/2014 4:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: AA Checkpoint/Area of Airport, Terminal 
D TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. I arrived in terminal D at DFE from Caba and passed thru immigration with no issues today. We had to be re-screened as we re-entered DFW for our connecting flights. 

As we were waiting to be screened, none of us could believe what we were hearing from a female TSA agent. She was barking orders ,. ,in an angry tone to all who went through. She was a disgrace to your organization. 

I was not the only one who was appalled ... as the look of disgust was on everyones· faces. 

She was horrible as she screamed and shouted at the innocent passengers , ,.she was like a screeching harpy who enjoyed the sound of her pontificating voice as she tried to intimidate innocent travelers. 

712812014 What a disgrace not only to your organization, but to those who were spending their hard-earned dollars on a trip to the US. 

8:38:08 
AM 

Unprofessional and mean TSA agents like her (and the rest of her rude cohorts at that particular gate)feed the the TSA's horrible reputation. 

Am a seasoned traveler, and this TSA group was the worst I've seen in a couple of years ... since my breasts were groped going to Canada three years ago. After setting off no alarms going thru the screening gate. That is another story .. .. I digress. 

Honestly, you have got to do something about the TSA image. TSA is there to protect and serve the US citizens. Not to insult us. They have forgotten their job is to serve. 

My bet is that you don't care .... but I had to say something. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email J(b 1(6) l 
To leave a comment concerning m,s feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 7/28120141 :04:58 AM Airporl: DFW - Dallas/Forl Worlh International Dateffime ofTravel: 07/27/2014 4:00 PM Airline & Flighl Number AA Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal 
D TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: I arnved in terminal D at DFE from Caba and passed thru immigration with no issues today. We had to be re-screened as we re-entered DFW for our connecting flights. 

As we were waiting to be screened, none of us could believe what we were hearing from a female TSA agent. She was barking orders ... in an angry tone 10 all who went lhrough. She was a disgrace 10 your organization. 

I was not the only one who was appalled ... as the look of disgust was on everyones· faces. 

She was horrible as she screamed and shouled al the innocent passengers ... she was like a screeching harpy who enjoyed the sound of her pontificating voice as she tried 10 intimidale innocent travelers. 

712812014 What a disgrace not only to your organization, but to those who were spending their hard-earned dollars on a trip to the US. 

8:38 08 
AM 

Unprofessional and mean TSA agents like her (and the rest of her rude cohorts al thal parlicular gale)feed the lhe TSA's horrible reputation. 

Arn a seasoned traveler, and this T SA group was the worst l"ve seen in a co u pie of yea rs ... s i nee my breasts were groped going to Canad a three years ago. After setting off no a I arms going thru the s c reem ng gate. Th at is another story .... I digress. 

Honestly, you have got to do somelhing about lhe TSA image. TSA is there to protect and serve the US citizens. Not to insull us. They have forgotten their job is to serve. 

My bet is that you don't care .... but I had to say something. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 

~~a~[~1,'/st'' I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller said on June 12, 2014 she flew on United Airlines out of ORD to IAH. roundtrip. She departed at 8:05am going through screening a little while earlier; she doesn t remember exactly. She doesn t have her flight number but her confirmation 
number for the flight is AJCRRJ. When she wenl to the screening checkpoint she was in a wheelchair and told the TSO she had metal implants therefore she was subject to a pal down. She said the wheelchair atlendant was rude and used foul 
language when he was tald that she had ta wait far a female TSO to become available. The wheelchair assistant became impatient and took her to another side of screening to wait on the TSO. Her purse was then out al sight far this: she kept asking 
asking the whee I chair attendant about her purse but he never took her back to it. 

712812014 When she arrived in TX she checked her bank account and realized her accounl had been hacked. There was 2,000 dollars that had been attempted 10 be taken oul of the account as well as two charges for 170 dollars. These charges were made on 

10: 49:24 June 19th. She did not use her card at this time and believes it was done by someone while her purse was out of her sight. She closed her account and while it was closed she was then charged again. Her money was refunded by the bank and they are 
st, 11 taking i nvesti gating. The wheelchair attendant was with her the entire ti me so she do esn t susp eel he was involved. She is n t sure who was but but she wanted TSA to be notified because the only ti me her purse was out of I in e of sight was at this 
time when it was in the presence of TSA 

AM 

7/28/2014 
12:14:05 

PM 

7128/2014 

I apologized and advised her: 

The wheelchair attendant is provided by the airline so for complaints with them you will need to contact the airline. However, I can forward a copy of your complaint to the CSM at ORD for review. If additional information is needed from you they have 
your con1ac1 information. If you don t receive feedback from them in a few days and would like an update feel free to contact us back. 
It tookliliRfil]over 5 mi ns to put on two g I oves. And th en after he put the gloves off and put new ones on bee a use he said he needed fresh gloves. 1 0 mi ns to even start my pat down. This 1s very the worst 1 've ever be en treated in a airport ever' I am 
extremely frustrated with this, l"m not a prisoner of tsa l"m a paying customer ... Your training needs to be a lot better. And during the pat downKiill&IJtells me "'I hope you don't miss your flight" in a scartic tone. If I said one thing like that to a customer 
in my work p I ace I would be fired on the spot.. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Caller and her husband have GE cards. Callers husband has a proslhetic knee replacement and every single time he has 10 gel a paldown. Caller is wanting to know what they can do or provide TSA with 10 prevenl this from happening every lime. 

Advised caller: 

2:56: 18 TSA recognizes thal certain travelers with disabilities or medical conditions may have difficulty standing or walking and that certain medical conditions may cause individuals to alarm when screened. If this occurs. TSA Precheck individuals may be 
PM permitted to undergo alternate screening procedures such as a pa tdaw n screening. 



I traveled from Detroit to Nashville on July 9 and I have to say 11 was a horrible experience with your TSA employees. When I travel again, I will think twice before traveling from Detroit. I feel my treatment was humiliating and embarrassing - I see no 
reason for it. 

I had surgery on my hand and have been struggling with recovery for over a month. I had to wear a splinUbrace when out where there are a lot of people. If someone were to bump 11, I would be in a lot of pain. Also I am unable to raise my arm above 
my head because I have a frozen s hou Ider due to carrying a cast a round for six weeks and i nacti vi ty due to severe pain in my hand and arm, 

I had my splint/brace on my hand through screening and of course 11 beeped. I told them before I went in that it would beep. That person made me go through and was not happy when I could not put both my hands up in the air. Then my hands were 
checked with some pad that was put into a machine. The person checking it did not put on clean gloves, so it came back as something on it. She changed her gloves and did it again, this time it was fine. I was patted down and someone pawed 
through my carry on. I fell like a common criminal all because I had a medical issue. Seriously, I feel sorry for people wilh pins or plates in them, they musl get strip searched. I can not believe lhe treatment I received. 

712812014 My question is why did the employee not change her gloves? She actually made a comment that it may be her gloves. So did someone else have something on them and she let them through? Why do you treat people with medical issues so crappy 

4,33,58 to the point lhey feel humiliated and like a common criminal? That TSA employee that palled me down seemed to be enjoying the whole pat down. I am thinking she thinks she has a lot of power, she needs 10 be knocked down a notch and start 
treating people with respect. 

PM 

7128/2014 

I am a cilizen of lhe United Slates, as were my parents and grandparents. Is this the way you treat citizens. I am ashamed to say thal you are a part of the government. I have blonde hair and green eyes with light skin, surely I could not have been 
profiled, but maybe so. I know the purpose of the TSA is to protect the US. but I seriously doubt it now. 

Hopefully, you will reteach your employees how 10 be respectful. 

kbl(61 

A citizen of the United States of America 

Caller stated she traveled from Turks and Caicos which is Europe in to NY and they stopped her at security, they did additional screening. She stated they were listed as TSA. She said they told her it was random, then when she was going to board 
they pu 11 ed her back again and re screened her including a paid own. She stated she had purchased an extra ticket for preboa rd i ng and did not get 11 because they kept giving her add1t1ona I sc reem ng. She wanted to know why this wo u Id happen. Ca 11 er 
asked how she wou Id get precheck as wel I, 

5 :02; 5 0 Advised the cal I er that TSA is only I ocated within the US. Exp I a i ned that if she was de parting Europe that wou Id not have been us, if this is the first ti me she has received add iii on al sere en i ng she should nt have to worry too much about 11. She can try to 
PM contact customs and security overseas to check on it. Explained that if she wanted a refund for paying for that preboarding she can contact the airline. But this is out of TSA jurisdiction. 

Advised the caller that in order to apply for precheck, he can visit www.globalentry.gov for CBPs GE program or www.tsa.gov for TSA precheck program. Explained that with both programs she would submit an application and go in to an enrollment 
center to complete the process. Explained that with TSAs program after she completes it. it can take 2-3 weeks or longer to receive the information back. The difference in the 2 would be that GE offers expedited customs when entering the country. 

Caller said he traveled 07128 and he observed that TSO at Manchester NH and MCO don't change the gloves between passengers. Caller was very vulgar on describing what can he do do to have tsa change the globes. 
He said he did saw a tso change her globes I asked 1/ he wanted to complaint about one airport and he said all TSA. 
He continued to ask what tsa was going to do if he was acting up at the airport. And what were the requirements to be a tso. 

Response 
7129/2014 Told the caller Transportation Administration Security (TSA) security screeners are instructed to wear gloves when conducting physical inspections of property and patdown inspections of individuals. Screeners must only wear TSA-issued gloves when 
8:17:57 performing screening functions and will use a new pair of gloves whenever a passenger requests that they do so. Screeners must also inspect their gloves regularly for stains. tears, and other signs of damage and replace their gloves as necessary. 

AM 
You can contact Usajobs and see the requirements for a tso. also that he can place his comments on the tsa blog and to contact the local law enforcement or airport police about acting crazy at the airport. 
Caller hung up. 

I did nol send the comp Iain t to the CSM to any of this two airports because ca 11 er was not being specific. 



7129/2014 
2:12:53 

PM 

Response Details: Response: 
Apologized to caller for the screening experience and informed TSO agents are trained to be courteous and respectful of passengers and infonmation will be provided to the CSM at MSY for review 

Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Super,isory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 

Explained if additional information is required the CSM may contact via email, 

Incident Details: Caller wants to bring something to TSAs attention on how a TSA officer treated his wife and daughter going through secunty at MSY. 
His daughter was in a car accident and in ICU for a month and trying to get her home to SLC, she had a leg amputated and multiple injuries, numerous broken bones and was in a wheelchair. 
Daughler was pulled aside for a patdown and his wife tried 10 explain the situation and said they were yelled at and bolh in I ears after the screening. 
The wheelchair attendant couldn t believe it happened the way it did and others were telling them to call and address the issue. They were informed everything was recorded and on tape. 
Caller states if TSA only knew what his daughter went through and what it took to get her flown home, horrible way to end a hornble experience. 
Mother went through the scanner and she heard TSO say they had to pat her daughter down and she had a groin injury and broken bones that weren t visible and the mother wanted the agent to be aware of the areas. 
knew what was going on and for her to slep back and quit talking. The agenl said the girl was 18 and asked if she could speak and said she was a big girl and could speak for herself. 

The agent to Id the mother she 

The agent didn t let the mother speak and the mother wanted the agent to be cautious and careful with her daughter because of all the injuries and the agent wouldn t let her speak or ask questions. 
The female ager was africa~, average size. 

!(b)(ff:1 mother and~ daughter, were the passengers, 
Staled they didn t request to speak with a supervisor. 

Date and Time of the flight--7-26-14, approximately 7AM going through security. 
Flight #--726 
Airline----Delta 

On Sunday July 27Ih at around 8:30 PM my husband two children and myself went through lhe tsa check at the Denver international airport. I asked if they would hand check my essenlial oils instead of running them though lhe xray because ii can 
cause them to become ineffective. The tsa agent. who was a blonde female, then became extremely rude to me. In a very rude tone she asked "you want me to hand check ...... a granola box" I then told her " no that is where rm keeping the oils so they 
don't tip over and leak'" she then took the box from me and removed the oils which were in a zip lock back and let the bottle fall over and start to leak. She then informed me that If I wanted them hand checked I would have to have all my belongings 
checked. I consented. Then with an angry and annoyed tone she let me know if I wanted them hand checked I would also have to have a pat down, and I consented to which she scoffed at me and said fine. 
The lady who did the pat down was very nice and the man who checked my bag was nice as well. 
As for the tsa agent who I had the ordeal with, I cannot believe that just because I asked for a few 5ml bottles to be hand checked. that it was necessary to check all of my bags and to Pat me down. I have never been so embarrassed in all my life. 
have also never been talked down to and treated like I was scum by a tsa agent. We had no issues at the Ontario califorma Isa check and we·re treated wonderfully and helped with all our stuff and as soon as I asked for a hand check of my mis they 
asked a 11 about them and went a long and checked them. 
My husband had to hold both our 4 month old son who is in excruciating pain from teelhing and crying. And our 2 year old daughler who was very sick and I ired at the time. Also wilh both children IN HIS ARMS he had to get our double stroller and all 
our be Io ngi ngs. 

7129/2014 Q. Are my medications (liquids or pills) exempt from screening? 
4:29:02 A. Travelers passing through security checkpoints may bring all medications and related supplies-prescription. over-the-counter items. and homeopathic-through TSA security checkpoints after these items have been properly screened. 

PM 

No where in this does it say thal I will be required to have a full pat down because of my oils (homeopalhicJ 
I do not see how it was nessecary to have a person pat down my groin and under my breasts because of a hand check of oils. I also wear religious garments and had to pull my shirt up to show my waist and expose my garments. Please tell me how 
th at is n ess eca ry. Please' Is it a scare tactic because she was to I azy to check them? Which I might add she didn't even do he rse If she Ju st stood th ere and had two other pea pl e do 11. 

I am extremely put off by this experience. I am jusl dumbfounded I hat I his happened. I wanted to just forge I it ever happened but for the past two days il's all I've been able to think of. I'm in I ears jusl typing this ... 

kb1(6) 



Calling in because she wants to file a complaint over an incident that occurred at the OH are airport. 
The ca 11 er states th at she wears a Turban and she has flown through OH are many times and has never had the issue, The ca 11 er states th at on July 8th she was refused a self Patdown of her Turban, The ca 11 er states every other time she has asked to 
do a self patdown of the turban, ii has been allowed. The caller talked to the manager last namelili[},nd the manager told the caller that a self patdown of a turban was not allowed, that an officer would have to pat it down. The caller states the TSO 
told her something showed up in the turban when she went through the screening. The caller states that she had it on the same as she always does. Caller feels she was only treated this way because of the turban. 

Caller transferred to E Vaisey. 
7129/2014 
5:51 :07 This was on July 8th around 7:30 AM. 

PM 

712912014 
624:55 

PM 

Advised ca Iler: 

For this complaint to be considered complete, you do need to submit it in writing. You will receive an email with the information required to be sent for the complaint. 

I wi 11 a I so forward the complaint you gave over the phone to the multi cultu ra I branch, 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa I iii on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air I ravel discrimination complain! form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Phone N~"""'"-'-""-''-'----~ I 
Address: as Vegas NV 89119 
Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? no 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? na 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Miami International Airport 



I Ju st passed through outbound security at ORD ch1cago O ha re airport. As I always do. I opted out of the sea n ne r. Officer~ I a rge white ma I e) began by patting me down with the backs of his hands, but when he went over my gemta Is he turned 
his hands over and pinched and felt my scrotum and testicles with his fingers. 

The officer asked for another TSA officer (large african-american male) to pat me down, and he did so in the standard way - it was professional and not at all disturbing. 

I filled out a complaint detailing the events above on what looked like an official form, but I want to be sure the supervisor does not accidentally lose the complaint. The supervisor said he would review the video of the pat-down since there was not a 
witness. 

7~2~:2~~ 4 I always opt out of the scanner, and I ve been patted down countless times, as I travel frequently for business. This was beyond anything I have ever experienced. 
p M PI ease I et me know if officer Haynes is being dismissed or re cei vi ng additiona I s u pe rvi si on and t raining , There s hou Id at I east be someone watching this guy in future pa I-downs, 

713012014 
8:56:18 

AM 

I prefer to be contacted by em aI I because I am often very busy with work during the day, but I can be reached in the evenings by phone. 

Sincerely 
~b,(61 ! 

HYPERLI NKl'h >IR, 

b)(61 I 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: tb)(61 ! 
Dale Time: 7/3012014 I :3530 AM 

Namekbi/61 
Emaitb,(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ropri ate Screening/Pat Down Sc reem ng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):1725/US Airways/Providence RI/July 25th 
Comments:! left for my trip on July 24th leaving from Charlotle,NC. While going through lhe TSA screening I was asked to pat down my hair (lo which I had a plaslic clip in my hair) and the lop of my back to which there was nothing. I allowed the pat 
down,to which the TSA agent found nothing. On my return trip from Providence RI on July 25th, the same thing occurred at the screening except this time I was told that they needed to rub my hair and buttocks area. As I looked in amazement, I knew 
that I had no cho1ce,but to allow the screening to take place,but of course l"m confused as to why TSA feels that a pat down on the bullocks area would tell them what they need to know. I feel that is a complete violation to passengers and I really felt 
violated with the "rub down" as the agent referred to it. The female agent asked me ii I preferred a private screening.but only after she saw the reaction on my face when I was told which areas of my body needed additional screening. So we had to wait 
for a privale room and another female agent in order to complete the screening. I'm still not sure why TSA can't use lhe wand or some olher device to wave in order to avoid violaling people as an alternative to these "rub downs"?? In addition.the 
agents would not allow me to collect my belongings while we waited several minutes for a private room to do the screening and another female TSA agent. I inquired about that because the message on the PA system always tells you not to leave your 
belongings around anywhere while in the airportyet my personal belongings (including my purse) was just left sitting on the belt after going through the x-ray screening. That did not make me comfortable at all. I asked if those traveling with me could 
take my belongings so that all of the complete strangers gathering their items did not attempt to take my things and was told "No", Finally.we got to the screening in the private room where I was rubbed down in my buttocks area by the TSA agent.again 
to find nolhing. Now.I'm still feeling complelely violated.embarrassed and frustrated because of all of this. My complaint is on the unnecessary violation of my body to screen by hands, not allowing me to get my belongings, the rudeness of the agents 
(instead of trying to make me a little more at ease while I've been singled out in front of hundreds of people and the fact that they told me they needed to rub my hair & buttocks initially,but they also did an addition swab of my hands while in the private 
screening. I travel by airline often. in fact this tnp was my third in a litlle over a month. While I understand the reason for increased security,! do not feel that these '"rub downs" are necessary and that it is a complete violation to the person when dealing 
with certain areas of the body. 



713012014 
9:00:29 

AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? No 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? 
Ethnicity? 
Religion? 
N at,ona Ii ty? 
Gender? 
Disability? 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 



713012014 
12:20:08 

PM 

7130/2014 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? Yes 
Ethnicity? Yes 
Religion? Yes 
Nationality? Yes 
Gender? Yes 
Disability? Yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

Caller travels lhrough the Denver and has for over 1 O years as well as other airports. He is upset at lhe officers at TSA. He says they are only lrying to mainlain their employment there. He says he had to use a wheelchair on his last flighl. He had went 
through Altanta and was given PreCheck. He says at Denver he was able to stand and get out of the chair, he was wearing a knee brace but did not get PreCheck. He says at other airports they patdown him down, this time they test him for explosive 
they swab his hands and the knee brace. He says agent at the scanner held the wheelchair hostage unti I someone co u Id take it and test it lo r explosives as wel I. He says the wheelchair belongs to the airport he feels they s hou Id not have done this 
causing the delay in the wheelchair. He addressed this to the officer and was told this is what they are suppose to do. He says they made him take off his shoes. 

12:37: 11 Told caller 
PM I e plained to him th at al I medical equipment was subject to s c reenmg. th at could be te stmg it for exp Io s1ve trace d ete ct1on. 

I to Id him that ii it was difli cult to remove his shoes he can ask to I eave th em on but he has to I et them know before screening starts and they can al low him to leave on his shoes. 
I was sorry he feels they had done more than what was needed. II is our job to keep passengers safe on the planes. Screening is left up to the officer at the checkpoinl. 

I ofle red to send his comp I a int to the CS M, he did not want to p rov1d e his name or contact information so I am not send mq it. 



Caller Is flying from Latrobe on Saturday. She is a diabetic and wearing an insulin pump. It cannot be x-rayed at all. She wants to know if the procedure is different at this airport than the other ones where she has fiew from. 

Advised ca Iler: 

Specifically, you would like to know what to expect for passengers who use insulin pumps.Passengers who use insulin pumps can be screened without disconnecting from their pump. However. it is important for passengers to inform the Transportation 
Security Off ce r (TSO) conducting the screening about their pump before the screening process begins, 

Regardless of whether the passenger is screened by AIT or the walk-through metal detector, the passenger's insulin pump is subject to additional screening. Under most circumstances this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of their 
insulin pump followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passenger's hands. If explosive matenal is detected, the passenger will need to have additional screening. 

If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through meIaI detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure. 

713012014 A patdown procedure is also used to resolve any anomalies identified by AIT or alarms of a metal detector. If a patdown is needed to complete screening: 

1:15:38 
PM 

• The passenger should tell the TSO ii assistance is needed before the patdown screening process begins. 
• The TSO conducling the patdown will be the same gender as the passenger. During peak travel periods a passenger may need to wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time. A private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. The TSO conducting the patdown and another TSA employee. both of the same gender as the 
passenger, will be present during the private screening. During the private screening, the passenger may also be accompanied by a companion, assistant or family member who will be rescreened once the patdown procedure is completed. 
• The passenger may ask for a chair to sit in if needed. 
• The passenger should inform the TSO of any difficully raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body thal are painful when touched. 
• The passenger should not be asked to remove or Ii ft any art i c I e of clothing to rev ea I a sensitive body area. 

Passengers who have concerns a bout their screening can ask to speak with a super, i sor or Passenger Support Speci a Ii st whi I e at the check poi nl. 

Sent the caller an email. 

On addition, please forward this and understand the implications- what I was wearing last night is acceptable for the metal detector but when forced to go through the scanner it was not acceptable because I had to have a pat down. What is going to 
happen when we all have our light jackets on in the fall/winter and the scanner makes us all have pat downs? How much is that going to slow down the process for those of us who have background checks- not just getting a free pass through? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

Fro bi(61 
Date: July 29, 2014 at 2:57:40 PM PDT 

713012014 To: "HYPERLINK "mailto:TSA-ContactCenter@tsa.dhs.gov"TSA-Con1ac1Center@tsa.dhs.gov" <HYPERLINK "mail10:TSA-ContactCenter@1sa.dhs.gov"TSA-Con1ac1Center@tsa.dhs.gov> 

2:19:43 Subject TSA Precheck random new pilot program 

PM 

I am beyond angry. I have been a member of Precheck since the beginning. having gone through Homeland Security to get a Global ID, as well as being invited by United Airlines. Today at IAH I was the second out of random 5 passengers who had 
to go through the scanner due to a new random screening for Precheck passengers. I was told it was a new program out of DC. WHY would you force random screening on passengers who have been cleared for almost 3 years? This is ridiculous 
and makes us think you a re a 11 in competent again, when we ju st became sa ti sli ed that you had Ii na 11 y figured out how to take ca re of frequent fliers who had submitted to background checks. Is it because you have I et too many peop I e be i nvo I ved 
Precheck who really don'I undersland ii and you are giving them random opportunities? If so, you are punishing the very people who helped make it a success. It is lot fair 10 make me randomly be "jumped" by TSA and forced 10 go through a different 
screening protocol. I want an answer. 

kbl(61 I 
Sent from my iPad 



713012014 
425:28 

PM 

From: donotreply@Con1ac1Us.1sa.dhs.gov [mailto:donotreply@ContJctUs.tsa.dhs.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 30, 2014 3:48 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject Contact Us: Civil Rights Civil Liberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 

Remote Client 1kbl(61 
Da I e Time: 7 3 0"'2"'0"'"14.,...,,.3""':4..,.8-=: 0..,.4 ..,,P..,.M,.. 

1 )Information about the person who experienced the cIvI I rig his ci vi I Ii be rti es viol at,on 
(fill in what you can) 
No 

~)(B)od Middle rme: 

last Name-
kb,(61 

Main Phone: 
kb1(6) 

Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

PO Box or Street address: 

l(b1(6) I 
City. 



Caller asked where she would go to file a complaint. feels I Ike she was u nne ces sari I y subjected to additional s c reem ng. paid own and her bag gage was inspected and she works lo r Frontier Air I in es. 
She had a paper temporary ID instead of a valid photo ID and her expired license which expired the end of last month. 
She had her work I D and s hawed her temporary ID. 
She asked the DC if this is for everyone and was told the agent can request add it ion a I ID and it is up to them to clear a passenger. 
Call dropped at 4:54 PM 
Supervisor cl ea red her to go through the checkpoint and stated she had to have addition al sere en i ng. 
Departing at 5:10 PM from TTN 
Caller stated a temporary ID is a valid form of ID per the TSA website. 

Response: 
Passengers who do not have a valid pholo ID may present other forms of ID 10 assisl in the verification of lheir identity. Passengers may present other documents as long as the informalion on lhe documents bears lhe name of the passenger. There is 
no stand a rd Ii st of what forms of a I te mat ive i denti fi cation a re a cce pta bl e 
Advised caller stand a rd operating procedures lo r any airport in the US a 11 ows passengers to provide alte mati ve forms of I D and if ab I e to id ent1fy wi 11 cl ear to enter the checkpoint. 
Read following to ca 11 er: 

713012014 hit p:/ /www _ tsa. gov It rave I er-inform ation/acce ptab I e-i d s 
4A9:07 

p M Adu It passengers 18 and over mu st show val id id ent1f1cation at the airport checkpoint in order to travel. 

We understand passengers occasionally arrive at the airport withoul an ID, because of losing ii or inadvertenlly leaving it at home. If this happens 10 you, it does not necessarily mean you won'I be allowed to fiy. If you are willing to provide additional 
information, we have other ways to confirm your identity, like using publicly available databases, so you can reach your flight. 

lfwe clear you through this process, we may give you additional screening. If we can't verify your identity, you may not be allowed to enter the screening checkpoint or to board a plane. 

Acceptable I Os for screening purposes include: 

U.S. passport 
U.S. passport ca rd 
OHS trusted traveler cards (Global Entry, NEXUS, SENTRI, FAST) 
U.S. military ID (active duty or retired military and their dependents. and DoD c1v1lians) 
Permanent resident ca rd 
Border era ssi ng card 
DH S-de s igna ted enha need driver's Ii ce n se 

Good Afternoon, 

I'm wntrng to provide feedback on my experience with TSA on the morning of 712812014 at@ 6:15am at the MKEAirport. Concourse D. 

I travel 75% for my job and am through the MKE airport at leasl 2 to 3 limes/month. I know the rouline bi now. As I slepped into the Body Scan Machine, I raised my arms and immedialely heard shouting. Since, I am deaf in my left ear, I didn't 
understand where it was coming from. I heard the shouting again but closer. I looked tK my lei and!(b}(6} !was coming at me now screaming at me to "drop my hands'"'- I asked 'why' and she said 'because it will take awhile'"' I have never 
been screamed at from a TSA agent nor approached in such a confrontational manner. b )(6) actually elt the person who she was doing a pat down with to come over and confront me. I was appalledl Who cares if I stood there with my arms raised. 
I harmed no one! 

Immediately after she screamed at me and walked back to the person she was patting down, a second person approached me and told me to put my hands up for the screen. 

7130/2014 ~.. ~ 
6:40:06 As I exited the machine~as waiting for me and I asked for her name. She said!.l2lffil...Jbut I repeated her last name on her tag!(b)(6) I and she said I'd only need her first name. I told her she was quite rude and she refused to talk to me. 

p M ~ 
~needs some tolerance training. I am deaf in my left ear and did not hear her. My disability should not provoke a TSA agent to be confrontational. She had the opportunity to apologize to me when I told her she was rude. but she only looked 

past me. 

I a I so don't' think I as threat with my hands raised tha I she would acl ua 11 y I eave the person she was patting down to confront me. 

I'm just really upset about the whole experience and would like a follow up. 

Thanks in Advance 



Feed back Type . Compliment 
Calegories Pal-down: Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time: 7/31/2014 1:20:39 AM Airport: LAX - Los Angeles International Dateffime of TrMel 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: The Patdown and lhe advance imaging 1echnology is very humiliating and uncomforlable situation for many passengers like me. It's not a nice feeling that a stranger come to you and 1ouch you. We feel like we are al the Doctor Office or we 

7131/2014 feel like criminal. many people are very sensitive about this especially because it's preformed in front of many audience travelers, including our family. Nobody really have the courage or time ta ask for Private Room for Pat down especially if you 
8:25:28 travel with little children. 

AM The TSA agents at the Lax Airport are very tough. never smile or greet. They preform pat down almost for anybody that pass the Advance Imaging Technology. 

7131/2014 
8:25:51 

AM 

I would really would like to undersland Why you don'I make this process more enjoyable and less slress? Why you don't used lhe same Security Check Out Manners/ process like at the Israeli international airport? 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email l(bi(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalilion, a civil rig his organization directly from I heir phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like 10 send their complainl 

The q ue st,ons answered by the user be I ow correspond to the T SAaE'" s own official air travel di scri min ati on comp I a int form. You a re requested to take action on the comp I amt of p rofi Ii ng or di sen mi nation by the T SA described he re. 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an atlorn ey in this matte r7 No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N at,ona Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? Yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1~b1(6) I 
Date Time: 7131/2014 9:11:37 AM 

Nat11J(b."if6."i 
Em~)(b1(6) 

Comp I a i nts; Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):United Airlines flight 295 from New Orleans to Denver out of gale 05· 
Comments The Line I was in was backed up, the TSA agent never turned around to see the big back up. 
The 2 lines next to us which were regular lines were empty, I had already had my I D checked so was just waiting for grey tubs to put through screening machine. 
I was starting to move to the other machine that was empty and the agent in a very inappropriate voice said ( sir WE do not cross under ropes ) her demeaning tone was not necessary. 

713112014 I appreciate what TSA does for us as travelers and would never talk that way to one of your agents, however because of her tone I retorted with ( WE were not crossing ropes I was and wasn't aware it was not allowed) 
10:16:07 

AM 

7131/2014 
2:12:51 

PM 

This lady needs a bit of customer service training and how to talk to people, I would never stand by for one of my employees talking to one of my customers in that fashion , and expect no less from any other customer service business. 

I then saw her point me out to be further humiliated by pulling me to the side to detain me. 

She is the kind of person that sets nice people off at security and gives TSA a bad name. 

On a good note the gentleman that did the extensive pat down and subsequent search of my bags was very professional and treated me with the dignity I deserved as one of your customers. 

I asked for a supervisor and lodged my complaint, she also was very kind and attempted to explain her coworkers foul behavior, 

I wi 11 sti 11 treat your employees with the respect they deserve and know this is an i so I ated case, however this person is probably ju st a mi sera b I e person and cou Id use customer service training. 

Thank you for a 11 owing me to sh are my experience both bad and good, 

Sincerely 

To Whom It May Concern, 

Recently I flew from Burlington Ct to Mexico City and upon arnval I found a TSA baggage inspection notice in my luggage. I have to admit to you that I felt violated. I don't understand why your organization can't inspect bags in the presence of the 
owner. Why you do this procedure behind closed doors without a person's knowledge is an example of MY government taking away MY personal rights. No other free world country does this to their citizens. Why MY government takes away the rights 
of a forth generation (born in lhe USA) citizen who has always supporled her country and has no record of disobedience or any criminal record is beyond me. My government now has overstepped their authority and is now questioning everyone, even 
their devoted citizens. Every time I travel I have to stand in long lines and subject myself to humiliating body x-ray screening and pat downs not to mention the x-raying of my personal carry-on belongings and now I find a notice that MY government has 
searched my I ugg age without any I eg a I documentation of probable cause 1s WRONG' I am contacting a 11 of my re prese ntati ves and I eg a I advice to make sure this procedure is stopped' 

I am proud of being an American but am discussed with what America is doing to her citizens! 

Extreme I 11 11 o.-::.et. 
[b,(6) j 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time. 7/31/2014 1 :20:26 PM Airport. DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel· 7/31/2014 10:45 AM Airline & Flight Number: Jet Blue #494 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Flight Pre Check Security TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment : I was directed through Pre Check and told them I have 2 hip rep I ace me nts. I was told it was fine and th at they had a 360 scanner. However when I finally got to the detector I was to Id the 360 sea nne r was on the other side and not op era ting. 
I went to theJet Blue flight 494. Expected to land at 6:54, I do have 1 checked bag, so it would probably be easiest for the 3 of us to meet at Jet Blue baggage claim I don't know which carousel yet. Will text tomorrow when I land, Looking forward to 

7131/2014 getting back. regular security line I hat had the 360 scanner. Was told I had 10 remove shoes and then had to submit to a pat down anyway by a rude woman. What is lhe point of flight pre check? I didn't even choose pre check. It just appears on my 
2:14:31 boarding pass' 

PM Would you like a res onse? : True 

Passenger's Nai',m_..,,.('="b"",(""'6.,_1 ___ .-_. 
Phone Number b 1(61 
Email (bi(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Callers son flew from Atlanta to Orlando with a one way ticket with his temporary ID. He did not have any problem at the checkpoint. While leaving the Orlando International airport he was pulled to the side in a room and was required to have a stnp 
search, His ID is not good and they searched his things. He said he was completely stripped, Why was he stripped? This is not right and if he had weapons or drugs th en that might have have been a reason, He had nothing on him and she is I iv id this 
has happened. She should she contact lhe police or a lawyer? Caller was not positive it was TSO's. 

7131/2014 Advised: 
6:0546 

PM I was not aware of this type of search however addition al sere en i ng 1s required at ti mes with a patdown procedure. The patdown wo u Id not require reveal mg s ens1t1ve areas. 

I provided the CSM information and asked lhe caller to speak with her to inquire about the screening. The CSM is the TSA point of contact and would be able to offer informalion about the evenl. 

Name:j(b)(61 
Phone ._ _____ __, 

The ca 11 er has gone through sec u nty Ii nes a coup I e of ti me recently and before she went through the screener she had to leave her purse for a wh i I e as it got screened. She states th at th ere were two instances where she was separated from her purse 
and due to the crowds and lines she could not see her purse and she did not know where it was. She says that this happened at both DEN and MOW. She does have a replacement knee so she had to have a patdown. She feels that this is not an 
isolaled situalion and is taking place at several airports and she does not believe this is a good practice. 

I advised the caller that Transportation Security Administration (TSA) policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to reasonably ensure that cany-on items. including disability-related devices and aids, are kept within a passenger's line-of
s ight when a passenger is required to undergo add it ion a I screening, When passengers can not maintain Ii ne-of-si g ht with their property during a patd own or private screening. T SOs have been trained to maintain co ntro I and sight of the passenger's 
ii ems and 10 ensure thal the passenger is reunited with his or her property once ii clears x-ray screening. 

The caller states that she tned to communicate this with officers at the airports but they did not give any feedback and disregarded her comments. 

713112014 AIRPORT DEN 
9A0:06 DATE OF TRAVEL: 07-31-14 

PM DEPARTURE TIME 2030 
CHECKED BAGGAGE TIME: 1845 
AIRLINE: Fronlier 
FLIGHT NUMBER 538 
TERMINAi QR GATE· A29 
CONTACTF~b_,_(6_1 _____ __. 

She states that this also happened on July 22 at MOW for a 13 00 departure and she was at the check point at 11 00 and they did not have the body scanner working so she got a patdown. 

I advised the caller that I will forward this information to the CSMs at DEN and MOW for their review. 
Caller requested a supervisor because yesterday they flew from ORD to BWI. His daughter requested a wheelchair for him and when he got to security he had a hard time trying to get his money clip and items out of his back pocket. He was required 
to have a patdown while he remained seated and the TSO placed his watch, belt and money clip in the bin for him and later brought his belt and watch back to him. but. not his money clip with $150. He was wearing a black WWI I cap which stated 
Veteran with a gold insignia and a red honor jacket. he is 88 yrs. old and didn t realize until he got on the plane that he didn t have his moneyclip. 
!(b·:,(6) !then came on phone and provided rest of details: 
Flight# AA 4276,AmericanAirlines, departed approx. 6:50AM, Gate# H3A. 

81112014 Response: 
825:36 Apolgozed to caller for his screening experience and advised information will be provided to the CSM for review. 

AM Advised the CSM may be able to review video of the screening to see what happened. Explained if the items were left laying in the bin while he was pa tied down someone could have taken the money clip. 

Explained if left in the bin items are turned over to lost and found and provided following: 
Chicago 
0 Hare I nternationa I Airport 
773-377-1210 



I sent an email last week but since it appears it's hit or miss as to answering my questions So I thought I'd send a more complete email. 

On Tuesday, July 281 h, a bout 4: 30 pm my husband and I both went I hroug ho u t the same T SA P recheck at I AH C Te rm i na I lo r EI ite Access th at we have gone I hroug h for yea rs. This is the same P recheck security Ii ne we've used s i nee Preche ck 
began. When Precheck began we both went to Homeland Security and obtained Global I D's. I also was asked into the Precheck program by United Airlines since I am a Platinum member/frequent flyer 

When going through the security line at the conveyor belt the TSA agent moved my purse on the belt and stood it up. I now think that was his code to have me get "dinged" by the metal detector because I was "dinged" and made to go through a 
scanner. I was wearing my normal allire for Precheck and then had to be palled down because of my clothes. While I only had on a light sweater what would happen if I had on my normal lightweight jacket? Have to strip down to clothes that the 
scanner can handle? What is going to happen this winter when we are wearing our jackets? Are all of us fully qualified Precheck fliers going to be held up even. More because none of us are prepared for the clothing we should be wearing? Why are 
we. your highest trusted travelers made to endure this? Is it because TSA has allowed so many into the program to try 11 that the program Is once again going to the lowest common denominator and those of us who took 11 seriously are being 
disadvantaged? 

After this humiliating experience I then asked the desk (where 4 TSA staff were standing around talking about their personal lives) why was I made to go through the scanner? There were 2 of us - a man and myself (obviously TSA always pulls a 

81112014 woman since our proportions are less in the Precheck line) within 5 people so that means 20% of us had to go through this. 

8:2548 
AM This is not right and is something TSA needs to think through, before implemenling. A very serious question - exactly how many people have you "caught" through the Precheck line with issues? How many with a Global ID have proved to be an 

issue? 

811/2014 

I would like my/this situation looked at thoroughly by the people in charge at TSA. Surely this was not thought through and there is a better way if you are truly worried about those in Precheck. People who have gone through the trouble of being 
interviewed and background checked by Homeland Securily do not deserve lhe humiliation that your staff out them through. We should not be subject 10 pal downs. 

Is the re rea 11 y a "p, lot" project going in regarding this or Is this just one more reason th at we cannot trusUI i ke T SA? 

I would like a response, not just a computer-generated answer which does not even apply Iony queslions. I am sending this because I don't feel my email was read correctly. This is a very serious concern of mine. My only olher option is not to fiy and 
I fly because my work demands it. 

Sent from my iPad 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time: 713112014 11:15:35 PM Airport OAK - Oakland International Date/Time of Travel: 07/3112014 8:00 AM Airline & Flight Number Southwest CheckpoinUArea of Airport Domestic TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment · Pat down search. Agent acted in weird manner and looked gay because he had two large diamond earrings. He smiled in a weird way to another TSA worker as if to say he was going to enjoy the pat down. Like he had won a prize. 

I have had many pat down searches over the years because I choose to opt out of the scanner. 

The TSA forced his hands high into my privates on both rear and frontal search in an unnecessary manner. He truly went too far. I think he did it for some sort of kick which I did not appreciate. I do not appreciate a being treated like some sex object 
by this TSA worker. He was very mechanical in speaking as well and made rude rebuttal when I asked him 10 change his gloves and also when I said have a nice flight by mistake. 

8:29:04 He had a third TSA worker with him was watching him and seemed to be in training at the time. He was unaware of the extra search but did hear the snotty way the TSA worker communicated. 
AM 

I was completely relaxed and kind. I was not in any kind of rush. 

Seems to me gay agents shouldn't be handling men and going for a little too much. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name kb 1(6) I 
Phone Number : 
Email kb 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



81112014 
10:29:15 

AM 

8/112014 
10 34 38 

AM 

Caller fiew from BWI to LAS and was chosen for additional screening. A TSO explained that he was selected for random screening. He had 4-S on his boarding pass. On his return fi1ght the exact same thing happened from LAS and an officer made a 
statement about "what are you doing on the list?• So he fiet that it was important to call us. This was the first and only occurance. 

Advised: 

The "S" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Security Administration (TSA) security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
Nalion's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

TSA does not discuss or release spec1f1cs about security screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Security Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI to the public because it is 
considered d etri mental to the security of trans po rtati on, 
Every passenger and their property m usl be sere ened before entering the secured a re a, and the way the screening is conducted is i m po r1 ant. Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers a re treated with dignity, respect, and 
courtesy. 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents ten-orists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove lhe random element from lhe system and undermine security. We simply cannol assume thal all terrorists will fil a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. I a pol og i zed lo r the comment by the TSO and told him to ca 11 us back if it continues to be a problem. ( DH S TR I P) 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" 
Cun-ent Date/Time · 81112014 8:46:50 AM 
Airporl: OFW - Oallas/Forl Worth lnternalional Date/Time o/Travel: 08/0112014 7:30 AM Airline & Flighl Number 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : C34 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· Team was short handed and had to stop the line for pat downs. Pre-check was 50+ people long. Team was doing best they could but no other precheck available in the whole terminal and pome travel time. 

Poor. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Full Name._b"-.""l(i'c"',..,.,,,---~---, 
Email Address,;a(b"-.. "",(6"'·.,.1 -----.---' 
Phone Number (b 1(6) 
Address: ._b_·•"-1(6_.'-I ___ _. Streamwood, IL 

81112014 
12,20,26 Are you 18 or over? Yes 

PM Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N at,ona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Chicago O Hare Intern ati o na I Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 



81112014 
221:52 

PM 

TSATCC 
CRCL received the below report and we are forwarding to you for any action you deem appropriate. 

Sincerely, 

Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties U .S, Department of Homeland Security 
(202) 401-1474 

---Ori inal Messa e--
From (b1(6) 
Sent: aturday, June 21, 2014 7:36 PM 
To: CRCL 
Subject Fly Rights - New Report from~!(b~l~(6~1~---~ 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users 10 file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Namel'.b 1(61 
;;d~~:s1flI""p~,t5~s""r"'b-··,1-8--,---

1
-A-ug_u_s_l_a __ -phone Numberc._!r .. h .. ·\/._R .. ··, __ _. 

Zip code: 30909 

Are you 18 or over? yes 



To whom 11 may concern, 

On Wednesday, July 30th. 2014 I was booked on Alaska flight 2 022 from Redmond OR to Seattle with on ongoing flight to Sacramento. I was T SA prechecked and received my ca rd from the sec u nty agent as I entered the security Ii ne. 

I was told that I would not have to remove my shoes or belt so I did not do so. I am type 1 diabetic and wear an insulin pump. which I always clearty indicate to the agent before entering the xray machine. 

NaIurally lhe alarm went off and I was escorted to the pat down area, where I assumed they would swab my hands, run lhe swab through the analyzer, and send me on my way. 

81112014 Instead, I was told that they needed to pat me down completely! I pointed out that this was not lhe normal procedure and was rudely told thal I WAS going 10 be patted down. At lhis point I asked for a supervisor and was told the same thing. I can not 

4,08,08 tell you his name. but he is extremely heavy. and I am sure they would know who it is. He said my shoes were probably the cause of the alarm, so I would need to be patted down. I said that I would be glad to take them off and go through again, but he 
PM indicated that this was not an option. Really? I have seen it done MANY times before. 

He was very confrontat,onal. and finally told me that he was ready to 'lhrough me out" if I kept making my point. I did NOT raise my voice. but clearty I was upset. He was clearly intent on proving that he was nght. 

I si nee re I y be Ii eve that this supervisor was being d1scri minatory to me. Starting a couple of years ago this same employee would insist that I go through a comp I ete pat down. just because I wore an insulin pump. This went on lo r a number of fi Ig hts u nti I 
I noticed that in any other airport all I had to do was have my hands swabbed and analyzed, then I was quickly cleared. The next time I traveled through Redmond, I asked for a supervisor and pointed this out. From that time on, until this flight I have 
not been fu 11 y patted down a I the Redmond airport. 

This supervisor seems to have it out for me. There was NO reason that I could not have taken my shoes off, cleared the ,ray machine, and moved along. He was doing nolhing more than proving who was in charge. I am a 57 year old business owner, 
and I do not need someone trying to humiliate and belittle me in public. 



Caller said he is in Canada and he tried to file a complaint online but it would not go through. He said he lost a personal wallet and a cell phone at LAX at the checkpoint. He said he already called lost and found and left a message there and he said he 
forgot to get the wallet and cell phone when he left the checkpoint. He said he had to go through special screening and a patdown for a pacemaker and he was in the wheelchair and he did not know until he was at his destination that he had lost it. He 
said he wants this senl to the CSM al the airport. He said he put the brown lealher wallel and the Jitterbug red cell phone in lhe plastic bin for screening and I hat I hey are both missing. He said he does not want 10 file a claim and he said his green card 
is in the wallet and he would like his items back. 

ComplaintCSM 
Claims Losl Wallel and Cell Phone 

Airport:LAX 
Airline: AirCanada 
Flight Number: 772 
Departure Time: 07-18-14 at 10 am 
Arrival Airport and Time:Toronto at 6 pm 
Location: security checkpoint 
Terminal: 2 

81112014 Gate:unknown 
5:o2:43 Contact ~jr-h-·.,1-R-.. ,----------~lor f h 1/R 1 

PM 

81112014 
6:04:27 

PM 

I advised him that I will refer this to the CSM at the airport. 

Response:I gave him the phone# for lost and found at Los Angeles International Airport 

310-242-9073. 

To protect a passenger's rights under Federal law and to file a valid claim, travelers must send their claim in writing to TSA, stating lhe circumstances of the loss and the exacl amount claimed (fair market value of lost or destroyed property, reasonable 
cost of repair for damaged property), within 2 years after the claim occurred. The claim must be signed by the claimant or an authorized representative (e.g., an attorney or other personal representative with appropriate proof of authority). TSA is 
responsible for reviewing all claims relating to the screening of passengers and their baggage. 

To file a claim, you should fill oul the Standard Form 95 (claim form) in accordance wilh the instructions and return it 10 lhe address in box number 1. While use of the form is not mandatory, it may help travelers ensure that they meel the legal 
requirements for filing a claim. If you decide to file a claim and he interrupted me then and said he did not want to file a claim. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" . Screening 
Current Date/Time· 81112014 4:06:29 PM 
Airporl: CVG - CincinnalilNorthern Kentucky International Date/Time ofTravel: 08/01/2014 Airline & Flight Number: Delta 1881 Checkpoinl/Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: The last two times I have departed on Delta from CVG in Kentucky, I used the TSA pre-check lane and had the same same experience. The pre-check lane ois not equipped with the three second scanner that ignores artificial joints, I asked 
to be screened at the nearby I ane th at did have one. My requests were refused. So I had to go through the older machine, alerting te 11 i ng the staff that I had art iii c i al knees th at would set off the a I arm, Ea ch time the staff who conducted the pat down 
check narrated each action they performed. I objected, saying that I knew full well what I his entails. In ea case I was told thal narrating this pal down was required. Please make this narration oplional! ! It is bad enough to have staff conduct a thorough 
search of personal body areas. but its humiliating to stand there as someone announces where they are touching you. I have never subjected to this treatment at any other airport and I fit frequently. I think CVG is being overzealous. Cease and 
desistl 
Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



8/112014 
8:00:21 

PM 

81112014 
8:00:21 

PM 

Caller tried to contact the CSM at John wayne and left two voicemails. Caller stated she is upset because of the way she was treated and how the CSM is Ignonng her calls. Caller states that this looks real bad on TSA considering the CSM is 
providing such poor customer service, Ca 11 er stated that she had a gate pass to escort her g ra ndda ug hter to the gate. Cal I er was to Id to go through the AIT machine, She had spa rl<I es on her blouse and they to Id her that she had to have a p atdown 
because they caused a malfunction wilh the machine. Caller stated I hat she said I hat she was not going to do a paldown because she had already been lhrough the AIT that was supposed to be able to detect anything and her ta, dollars paid for I hem. 
Caller stated that she was groped by a older female with brunette hair. Caller stated that she was humiliated and felt like she was being treated like a terrorist. Caller stated that it may have been better if they would have put a screen up or taken her 
to a private room. Ca 11 er stated that they should also make the trave Ii ng pub Ii c aware that sparkles on their shirt wi 11 cause a patdown. 

Advised ca Iler: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide the highest level of security and customer service to all who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless of 
their personal situations and needs, are treated wilh respect and courtesy. TSA regrels if lhis was not your experience. They are used to resolve alarms when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, At any 
time during the screening process, passengers may request a private screening. Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Support Manager at that location. TSA monitors 
the number and nature of comp I aints we receive in order to Ira ck Ire nds and spot a re as of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process e na bl es us to ensure prompt, corre ctIve action whenever we determine th at security s c reem ng 
policies need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the subjects of repeated complaints. 

Airport: John way n e airport 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight number: 2023 
Departing lime: 7:10 pm 
Date and time of incident 07 25 2014 06: 1 O pm 
Gate or terminal of incident: around Gate 16 or 17 

At any time during the screening process, passengers may request a private screening. 

Caller tried to conIacI the CSM al John wayne and left two voicemails. Caller stated she is upset because of the way she was treated and how the CSM is ignoring her calls. Caller states that this looks real bad on TSA considering the CSM is 
providing such poor customer service. Caller stated that she had a gate pass to escort her granddaughter to the gate. Caller was told to go through the AIT machine. She had sparkles on her blouse and they told her that she had to have a patdown 
be cause they caused a m alfu n ctIon with the machine. Cal I er stated that she said that she was not going to do a patdown because she had a I ready been through the Al T th at was supposed to be able to detect anything and her tax dollars paid lo r them. 
Caller stated that she was groped by a older female with brunette hair. Caller stated that she was humiliated and felt like she was being treated like a terrorist. Caller stated that it may have been better ii they would have put a screen up or taken her 
to a private room. Ca 11 er s ta I ed tha I they should also make the trave Ii ng pub Ii c aware that sparkles on I heir shirt wi 11 cause a patdown. 

Advised ca Iler: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide the highest level of security and customer service to all who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless of 
their personal situations and needs, are treated with respect and courtesy. TSA regrets 1/this was not your experience. They are used to resolve alarms when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. At any 
time during the screening process. passengers may request a private screening. Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Support Manager at that location. TSA monitors 
the number and nature of complaints we receive in order 10 Irack I rends and spot areas of concern I hat may require special attenlion. This ongoing process enables us 10 ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we delermine that security screening 
policies need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the subjects of repeated complaints. 

Airport: John way n e airport 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight number: 2023 
Departing ti me: 7: 1 0 pm 
Date and time of incident: 07 25 2014 06: 10 pm 
Gate or terminal of incident: around Gate 16 or 17 

At any time during the screening process, passengers may request a private screening, 



8/112014 
8:00:21 

PM 

Caller tried to contact the CSM at John wayne and left two voicemails. Caller stated she is upset because of the way she was treated and how the CSM is Ignonng her calls. Caller states that this looks real bad on TSA considering the CSM is 
providing such poor customer service, Ca 11 er stated that she had a gate pass to escort her g ra ndda ug hter to the gate. Cal I er was to Id to go through the AIT machine, She had spa rl<I es on her blouse and they to Id her that she had to have a p atdown 
because they caused a malfunction wilh the machine. Caller stated I hat she said I hat she was not going to do a paldown because she had already been lhrough the AIT that was supposed to be able to detect anything and her ta, dollars paid for I hem. 
Caller stated that she was groped by a older female with brunette hair. Caller stated that she was humiliated and felt like she was being treated like a terrorist. Caller stated that it may have been better if they would have put a screen up or taken her 
to a private room. Ca 11 er stated that they should also make the trave Ii ng pub Ii c aware that sparkles on their shirt wi 11 cause a patdown. 

Advised ca Iler: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide the highest level of security and customer service to all who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless of 
their personal situations and needs, are treated wilh respect and courtesy. TSA regrels if lhis was not your experience. They are used to resolve alarms when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, At any 
time during the screening process, passengers may request a private screening. Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Support Manager at that location. TSA monitors 
the number and nature of comp I am ts we receive in order to Ira ck Ire nds and spot a re as of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process e na bl es us to ensure prompt, corre ctIve action whenever we determine th at security s c reem ng 
policies need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the subjects of repeated complaints. 

Airport: John way n e airport 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight number: 2023 
Departing lime: 7:10 pm 
Date and time of incident 07 25 2014 06: 1 O pm 
Gate or terminal of incident: around Gate 16 or 17 

At any time during the screening process, passengers may request a private screening. 

TSA complaint: 

TSA Discrimination and Abuse of People wilh Disabilities 

I have flown many times from Milwaukee to Savannah in the past six years. On Tuesday, March 18, 2014 was the first time I was Ierrorized, discriminated and abused by lhe TSA officers at the Savannah, GA airport. TSA discriminated by refusing 
accommodation for my disability. I still have nightmares that I would die in that airport from the TSA officer's discrimination and abuse. 

As customary, I arrived 90 minutes before my Delta flight 1475 with a printed boarding pass stating wheelchair required. Each time I have visited the Savannah airport an employee has manned the outside kiosks to weigh. check in luggage and get me 

81112014 a wheelchair; unfortunately no one was available on this day. As a person with disabilities and a senior citizen this lack of service put me at extreme nsk. 

8:04:28 
PM 

Given no other options. I managed slowly to make it inside the door only to Ii nd 26 p eo pie waiting in I in e to check their I uggage. No employee was manning that station. instead she was at the kiosk he Ip i ng p eo pie print their bo ardrng pass wh1 I e those 
of us with boarding passes waited in line for 30 minutes with no service. In addition, I was told there was no employee to get me a wheelchair, instead I was told the TSA check in was just around the corner. 

Again given no other options, I slowly managed around the comer to the TSA check in. I clearly and immediately explained to the first TSA officer that I was a person with disabilities, was refused a wheelchair and needed help. She stated they did not 
have wheelchairs and she told me 10 stand in front of a gate. 

I repeated myself in detail 10 a second TSA officer lhat I had muscular dystrophy and without a wheelchair I was very weak and had difficully breathing plus my medical equipmenl. computer, phone and belongings were unattended on the other side of 
the gate after being x-rayed. She said it was my job to keep an eye on my belongings yet she refused to allow me through the metal detector gate. 



DearTSA, 

On 27 July 2014 al approximately 4PM I was flying out of Syracuse international "Hancock" airport. While going through security the TSA securily man seemed eager even before I came up to him. He then swiped my hands and indicated there was a 
problem. He pulled me aside and said that I needed ta be patted dawn. I was wearing shorts, sandals and a palo shirt with nothing to hide. 

He then pulled me aside and told me that there were explosives on my hands! I told him that was absurd. I had not been near explosives and had just returned from a funeral and in fact had just washed my hands in the airport bathroom so there must 
be something wrong with his machine. I asked that he check my hands in another machine but he refused saying thal it was TSA policy that when someone was indicated 10 have explosives on their hands that they undergo a full body check withoul 
checking if the machine was in error. I find that policy to be absurd. 

Then two other TS A agents ca me over and the three of them went through a 11 on my things in detai I finding a bsol utel y nothing, They then pu 11 ed me into a booth and conducted a ful I body search patting me down even on my ge ni ta Is, Once again 
finding absolulely nothing. I then lold them that eilher their machine was out of calibration or they were profiling me. Since I am a white middle aged male they figured that they would nol be called out on profiling but they would be able to meet their 

81212014 da i I y quota for pat downs. Si nee the TSA agent was overly eager even before I went through his security I thought the wha I e a/fair was s us pi ci a us. 

1:04:36 
PM 

8/212014 

I find this whole affair ludicrous, demeaning and a total waste of both my time and taxpayer money. I told the TSA agent that last year I returned from 27 months in Afghanistan. During that time I had been in fact been oontact with a a lot of explosives 
and directly thereafter had I ravelled thorough numerous airports and had never been called out for explosives on my hands. He told me that perhaps it was only a cleaning solulion. What nonsense! 

I am asking that you look into the profiling that TSA is conducting to fill their quotas of security checks, pat downs and rilling through luggage. I am once again outraged at the lack of professionalism at the TSA. When passing through many foreign 
airports I feel I hey securily personnel are much more professional and when their agenls slop an individual it is for good reason. Here in lhe US I am always amazed al how the TSA seems to be going lhrough the motions wilh acIua1 security comes 
second. I am asking that you look i nta this situation, di sci pl in e the T SA agents working the 4 PM shift on 2 7 June 2014 and ca rrect ya ur policies. 

Sincerely, 

l(b1(6) I 
HYPERLINt~b~i~(6~i-----------------~ 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!/b1(6) 
Dale Time: s121201"'4""2=-:'='35=-:=-20=-=pM,..,..... 

PM Nam~b~·~1(6~·~I---~---~ 3:0723 ~ 
Email b1(6) 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening/Pat Down Sc reenrng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 
Comments:I am a combat vel who has service our country with honor. I was going though securily when I was asked to step aside to have my hand swabbed. I was holding my 18 month old son at the lime this happened. This wasn'I the only problem. 
My girl was with me and they proceed to give her a very inappropriate pat dawn. We were nat taking a flight but simply picking up our ten year aid son at the gate. Having my hand scanned and her pat down was 100% uncalled forl., I will never fly in or 
out of I ove Ii eld ag am or have anyone in my family fly in and out the re either. If this is the way T SA treats our vets• this is every sad th at it has come to this point. 
Caller had a patdown ~nd !he ~s; aq,nl was slroking his arms back and forlh. from his shoulder to biceps and .started giggling. and asked him what is thal fabric he was wearing and touching his arm, He to_ld him to stop and just do his job. He spoke 
to a supervisor named[b..i(6.I _ _ _ and told her he wanted to file a complaint. She told him they could nat find any complaint forms and to go to tsa.gav to file one. She gave him a person to contact which wa!(b)(ffi ~nd he sent her an 
email but she hasn t res po nae .ne SO was 6 feet. black glasses and Afncan Amencan. The caller had blue jeans, blue striped short sleeved shirt, 6 feet white, 220 pounds, brown short hair. 

Advised: 

8; 2~;01
1
5
4 I wi 11 lo rwa rd this to the CSM at the airport and they can investigate the matter. 

PM 
Ai rpo rI where the incident occurred: LAX 
Airline: Delta 
Flight numbers: 1554 
Date and time of incident: July 29 2014 100 pm 
lodiYid1 ial s contact iofQcmatiao er.ail 

fb1(6) _ 



81312014 
1:06:20 

PM 

To TSA, 

My family and I went through the security at Newark Airport on the 24th of July. My brother has diabetes type I so he has liquid in the form of his insulin and he always has to keep a juice box handy in case his blood sugar drops - which would cause a 
very dangerous siluation - especially when doing air travel where medication isn'I exactly close. 

In total getting through the security took AN HOUR. First we waited in line for 30 minutes-which is what it is, but then you spent another 30 minutes checking my brother. You had him through the body scanner, then you padded him dawn, you did a 
ch em i cal test on h1 m. Th en you did another chemIca I test on him ran his I ug gage (where his insulin is) through the sea nne r three ti mes, you did a very thorough I y and very i nvasIve "pat down - search - where you we re openly g roping him on his private 
parts (touching his genitalia and buttocks and also inside his pants) in front of all the other passengers (something that should ALWAYS be done in private if necessary) before doing another chemical test. All of this was done out in the open for 
everyone to walch. And all of this was done because he needed to take a juice box on board his flighl. Why, do you need to pat a guy down because he is carrying juice - when he has a letler from his docIor explaining he has diabeles? 

I have to say that I was shocked to see that this is how you treat people. It is a very inappropriate and respect less way of treating pea pie with an illness. It's not his choice that he has to carry that little juice box and his medication around and we have 
never before been treated Ii ke th at in any other airport. This is so unheard of. I'm truly shocked at the I ack of dig mty and respect you have for passengers. You should consider giving peop I e with diabetes a Juice box afle r they pass security, a 11 taken 
into consideration that would be more cost-efficient. 

Diabetes is a growing disease sa yau will have more pea pie needing to bring juice and insulin on board in the future. And ane can only hope that you start showing these people some respect. 

Having previously contacted you (when you broke my mother's suitcase) without any response, I don't except to hear from you now, but I can only hope that you'll read this and learn something. As I said diabetes is getting more and more common and 
I can only hope that you'll treat people better in the future because even TSA should be able to see that this just isn't right. 



81312014 
1:06:20 

PM 

To TSA, 

My family and I went through the security at Newark Airport on the 24th of July. My brother has diabetes type I so he has liquid in the form of his insulin and he always has to keep a juice box handy in case his blood sugar drops - which would cause a 
very dangerous siluation - especially when doing air travel where medication isn'I exactly close. 

In total getting through the security took AN HOUR. First we waited in line for 30 minutes-which is what it is, but then you spent another 30 minutes checking my brother. You had him through the body scanner, then you padded him dawn, you did a 
ch em i cal test on h1 m. Th en you did another chemIca I test on him ran his I ug gage (where his insulin is) through the sea nne r three ti mes, you did a very thorough I y and very i nvasIve "pat down - search - where you we re openly g roping him on his private 
parts (touching his genitalia and buttocks and also inside his pants) in front of all the other passengers (something that should ALWAYS be done in private if necessary) before doing another chemical test. All of this was done out in the open for 
everyone to walch. And all of this was done because he needed to take a juice box on board his flighl. Why, do you need to pat a guy down because he is carrying juice - when he has a letler from his docIor explaining he has diabeles? 

I have to say that I was shocked to see that this is how you treat people. It is a very inappropriate and respect less way of treating pea pie with an illness. It's not his choice that he has to carry that little juice box and his medication around and we have 
never before been treated Ii ke th at in any other airport. This is so unheard of. I'm truly shocked at the I ack of dig mty and respect you have for passengers. You should consider giving peop I e with diabetes a Juice box afle r they pass security, a 11 taken 
into consideration that would be more cost-efficient. 

Diabetes is a growing disease sa yau will have more pea pie needing to bring juice and insulin on board in the future. And ane can only hope that you start showing these people some respect. 

Having previously contacted you (when you broke my mother's suitcase) without any response, I don't except to hear from you now, but I can only hope that you'll read this and learn something. As I said diabetes is getting more and more common and 
I can only hope that you'll treat people better in the future because even TSA should be able to see that this just isn't right. 

Dale: August 3,2014 
Time: Around 1 PM 

81312014 Airport Orlando I nternationa I Airport (MCD) 

3'10'13 TSA Employee:kb)(61 
PM ~-------~ 

Complaintkb··,1m !is an extremely rude employee of the TSA First. I had to wait over 7 minutes for an opt-out pat down, though she was free. Once she arrived, she was immediately rude and disrespectful. I. and my fellow passengers, do 
not deserve to be treated poorly when we have done nothing wrong and when we are cooperalive. I asked 10 speak with the supervisor, and he kindly asked me to fill out a cornplaint card. 

I have been approved for TSA pre-check for the last few flights I have taken and I have a total knee replacement. I tell the agent ahead of time and show them the card from my doctor and naturally after going thru the detector the buzzer is set off. 
8/312014 Why after all of this information do I still have to have a complete pat down when all that needs to be done is have my knee scanned with the wand? I am 70 years of age and I find this absolutely appalling. What is the sense of me having a TSA 
7:04:27 pre-check? I lhought wilh TSA pre-check I would not have 10 remove my belt nor shoes or jacket, but that is not true. I still have to do I his when they pat me down. I lhink from now on I am just going 10 go thru the regular screening and see what 

PM happens. I hope you can explain this to me. Thank yau and I look forward to hearing from you. 

!(b)(61 I 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 81312014 11 :42:41 PM Airport: SJC - San Jose International Dateffime ofTravel: 08/03/2014 5:15 PM Airline & Flighl Number Southwest 1453 Checkpoinl/Area of 
Airport· Terminal B TSA Employee: (If Known). Unknown Comment· I was subject to a pat dawn at the same time as another man. I've been through these before, but this one was very different. While they finished patting the other man down very 
quickly. the agent a ss1g ned to me co nti nuousl y and repeated I y performed the inner thigh check touching my groin. penis. buttox. and butt. It was starting to attract attention from other passengers as he continued to do this over and over again. This 
was so extreme it really felt like sexual assault. Please have someone (or multiple people) review the security tapes from around 5:15PM in SJC Terminal Band let me know how he can justify continuously and repeatedly touching me in that manner. 

Al so. it took m ult, pl e altempts and aver two hours to receive a response from the T SA, which eventua 11 y gave me the U RL of this fo nm to fil I out. The orig i na I attempt was he re: 

s/412014 (b 1(6) 
8:5637 "-'-'---'-------------------' 

AM Hours later. I tned again: 

81412014 
8:57:17 

AM 

b1(61 

Please help me find closure in this incident. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number : 
Email J1h1/R1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

From: donotreply@Con1ac1Us.1sa.dhs.gov [mailto:donotreply@ContactUs.tsa.dhs.gov] 
Sent: Sunday. August 03. 2014 5: 11 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject Contact Us: Civil Rights Civil Liberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

Remote Client IP:!~(b_·•~1(6_-~I --~ 
Dale Time: 8 3 2014 5:10:42 PM 

1 )Information about the person who experienced the c1v1 I rights ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I at,on 
(fill in what you can) 
Yes 
First and Middle Name: 

kbl(6) 
Last Name: 

KiillfilJ 
Main Phone: 

kb1(61 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

PO Box or Street address: 

kbl(61 I 
City: 



From:!(b 1(6) 
Sent: Monday August 04, 2014 11 :58 AM 

To:!(b)(61 I ~.-.-----~ 
Cc: TSAExternalCompliancPkb :,(6 I ! 1 P,gal Affairs 
Subjecl: Screening of Sikh American Passenger al ROG 

Please find thal a11ached letter regarding the screening of a Sikh American passenger al Roches1er lnternalional Airport. 

Sincerely, 

81412014 b)(ff, 
12:46:24 

PM 

81412014 
2:08:19 

PM 

This e-mail presents general views on public policy and law. It should not be considered legal advice and should not be taken to form an attorney-client relationship. You should consult with an attorney before taking any action or refraining from any 
action based on the content of this message. This message may be privileged or confidential, If you are not the intended recipient please notify the sender immediately. 

Kimberly Bandy, Manager 
Multicultural Branch, Disability and Multicultural Division 
Office of Civil Rights and Liberlies, Ombudsman and Traveler Engagement 
Trans po rtati an Security Ad mini st ration 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
CuCTent Date/Time, 814/2014 12:17:45 PM Airport: MYR - Myrtle Beach International Date/Time of Travel· 08/04/2014 11 :15 AM Airline & Flight Number, us air 2786 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: TSA check in TSA Employee: (If Known): not known 
Comment : My son just 901 in touch wilh me and told me thal he was pulled out of line at lhe airporl and had to go through a full pat down because the TSA screener said he had high grade mi lilary e,plosives on his hands. I do not know at I his time 
what method they used to obtain their information, but what they were detecting turned out ta be hair g e I. Rea I ly? Is this the be st our government can da ta protect us? The thing is, rm nat as mad a ba ut the pat down as I am about the reason for it. I 
thought he was just a random pull out. Its happened to me. Its not a big deal. The most worTisome thing is, if you can·t tell hair gel from high grade explosives, there 1s a real problem. Don't tell me they have traces of the same chemicals, l"m not that 
dumb. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 

Email(lj1(if, l PhonP, ~,~~::: · 

To 1eJv1inerii coricerrllng trlii ,eedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time · 814/2014 1 :47:29 PM Airport . LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time al Travel . 08/25/2014 1 :20 PM Airline & Flight Number · Delta CheckpoinUArea of Airport · TSA 
Security TSA Employee: (If Known) : female pat down Comment : ( 1) Why was my husband okayed for pre-screening and I was not? I depend on him at times, like at airports. 

(2) Because of medical reasons, I did not want to go through anything but a metal de1ec1or so I opled for my firsl pat down. I was told to wail in an area where passengers were walking pasl on both sides. The female agenl acted as if lhe process was 
814/2014 an imposition. After the pat down. she never changed her gloves. The latter was very disturbing and disgusting. 
4:13:54 

PM Going through the screening in SLC was so opposite the LAX experience. 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 

It was a delightful surprise. 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



The callers son just went through security from HOU. He was groped in the genitals from the officer when he had a patdown. He was told by the officer that it was procedure to do that. He asked if that was true. He knows he went through HOU and 
his son cal I ed his wife a few minutes ago a bout it. He is going to get mo re information from his son about what happened and other facts so he can register that complaint, 

Advised ca Iler: 

At airports na ti o nw ide. T SA has imp I emented stream Ii n ed. consistent. and thorough patdown procedures at security checkpoints to provide a higher I eve I of security and increase the safety of the traveling public, They a re used to reso Ive a I arms from 
the walk lhrough metal detector (WTMD), when anomalies are discovered lhrough Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, and as part of TSA"s random screening activities. 

8;~~0
1
1
0
4 A TSO of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdown search. TSOs are required to use the back of the hand to patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas. TSOs are required to use the front of the hand. 

PM 
Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport, we will forward a copy to the Customer Support Manager at that location. TSA monitors lhe number and naIure of complainlS we receive in order to track trends and spol areas 
of concern that may require special attention. 

As they are at the airport, the CSM would be able to do an investigation. The best way to do that is to get as much information about the situation as we can. Having details about the checkpoint location in the airport, date and time of incident, and 
even the flight information will assisl the CSM. 

If you wo u Id Ii ke to get a I ittl e mo re inform atIon. you can ca 11 us back and we can Ii I e a comp I a int and forward it to the CSM. 

The caller s son just went through security from HOU. He was groped in the genitals from the officer when he had a patdown. He was told by the officer that it was procedure to do that. He asked if that was true. He knows he went through HOU and 
his son cal I ed his wife a few minutes ago about it. He is going to get more inform atIon from his son about what happened and other facts so he can register that complaint. 

Advised ca Iler: 

At airports nationwide, T SA has imp I emented stream I in ed, consistent, and thorough patdown procedures at security che c kpornts to provide a higher I eve I of security and increase the safety of the travel mg public. They are used to reso Ive a I arms from 
the walk through metal detector (WTMD). when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. and as part of TSA's random screening activities. 

8;~~~1
1
0
4 A TSO of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdown search. TSOs are required to use the back of the hand to patdown a passenger"s sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas. TSOs are required to use the front of the hand. 

PM 
Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport, we will forward a copy to the Customer Support Manager at that location. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas 
of concern I hat may require special attenlion. 

As they are at the airport, the CSM would be able to do an investigation. The best way to do that Is to get as much information about the situation as we can. Having details about the checkpoint location in the airport, date and time of incident. and 
even the flight information will assist the CSM. 

If you would like to get a little more information, you can call us back and we can file a complaint and forward it to the CSM. 

The callers son jusl wenl through security from HOU. He was groped in the genilals from the officer when he had a patdown. He was lold by the officer that ii was procedure to do that. He asked if that was Irue. He knows he wenl through HOU and 
his son called his wife a few minutes ago about it. He is going to get more information from his son about what happened and other facts so he can register that complaint. 

Advised ca Iler: 

At airports nationwide, TSA has implemented streamlined, consistent, and thorough patdown procedures at security checkpoints to provide a higher level of security and increase the safety of the traveling public. They are used to resolve alarms from 
the walk through metal detector (WTMD). when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, and as part of TSAs random screening activities. 

8/412014 
S:OO: 10 A TSO of lhe same gender as the passenger will conduct lhe patdown search. TSOs are required to use the back of the hand to patdown a passenger"s sensilive areas. For non-sensitive areas, TSOs are required 10 use the front of lhe hand. 

PM 
Because your comp I amt concerns the conduct of TSO s at a specific airport. we wi 11 forward a copy to the Custa mer Support Manager at that location. T SA man it ors the number and nature of comp I a i nts we receive in order to track trends and spot areas 
of concern that may require special attention. 

As they are at the airport, the CSM would be able to do an investigation. The best way to do that is to get as much information about the situation as we can. Having details about the checkpoint location in the airport, date and time of incident. and 
even the flight information wi 11 assist the CS M. 

If you would like to get a lillle more information, you can call us back and we can file a complain! and forward it to the CSM. 



DearTSA, 
I have written to you many times in the past to complement excellent service by TSA employees, particularly at the Portland, Oregon airport. Unfortunately, today I had quite the.rare, opposite experience. I am a Buddhist nun, dressed as such. I work 
as an oncology chaplain and do not like to go through lhe scanners. Today in Jacksonville, first of all, the pat down area was direclly in the line of sight of everyone exiting lhe security line. The agent who patted me down paid far 100 much atlention 10 
checking my grain area. several times, in front of the crowd. She called the supervisor over. which attracted even more attention, saying she '"felt something" between my legs. There was nothing other than clothing. Again, I am a nun. It was awful 

81412014 having her put her hand much too closely between my legs over and over in public. 
6:10:59 

PM W ha I I ask for is bol h human and religious resp eel. Please ed u ca I e your ofli cers belier. 

81412014 
6:11:12 

PM 

8/512014 
9:1729 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hl1p:llwww.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client l~,_b_l_(B_, ___ _, 

Date Time: 8/412014 5:05:39 PM 

Name!/bi(6i I 
Email~b 1(61 l 
Comp a,nts:My Complaint 1s Not 1sted Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):United Airline I UA1221 I Gate 15 
Comments:On Monday the 4th of August 2014@ 9:00am at Honolulu International Airport my daughter a United States Naval Midshipman (in uniform) proceeded through the TSA security check point. She went through the metal scanner and of 
course the alarm sounded indicating that she had some sort of metal on her, this is happening because she's in uniform. The TSA screener told her to go back through again. This went on for a total of three times all the while she kept telling the 
screener th at it was her '"shirt stays" and to let her go through the body scan machine and th at w i 11 show the '"shirt stays", The screener told her that she needed to go and see the lema I e T SA agent and she would give you a body pat down, she 
proceeded to the female agent and the agent told her thal they would go behind to a privale area and do the pat down. She told lhe agenl no do the pal down here in fronl of everyone. The agent proceeded with the pat down and I hey also used the 
wand on my daughter and it still went off. She explained to the agent that it was her "shirt stays'" that was causing the wand to go off. The agent told her that she needed to take off the "'shirt stays". My daughter told the TSA agent that she would have to 
get totally undressed to do that. so the agent cont1ued to pat her down and messed with the bunn in her hair and totally undid the bunn which took my daughter 112 hour to put up. After they were done they told her that she didn"t need to take off her 
unifo nm, They fin ally let her proceed to her gate, W hi I e this was going on with my daughter me and my wile we re watching from outside the security area and a I ady who could speak no eng I ish a Io ng with 3 others who a I so cou Id speak no e ng Ii sh 
bumped into me and my wife then proceeded thru to TSA pre-check and went in. The whole point here is I hat you have United Stales Naval Midshipman in Uniform I hat is being humiliated infront of lhe general public while you have individuals that can 
not speak english go through TSA pre-check. What is the United States of America coming to. Looking forward to hearing from someone. 

Respectfully 

kb1(6) 

Caller travels on SouthWest every time they travel together his wile gets precheck they travel usually from New Orland s they are not members of any program. He is aware of of the 75 an older screening because he is 77 with a pace maker so he has 
to get patdown. They are bolh FF but he is not sure if she was opted in or not. 
How can participate? 

Response 
While TSA's initiatives provide some Iravelers with expedited screening, passengers should not expecl to receive this form of screening every time lhey fly. Individuals who would like to receive expediled screening on a more frequenl basis should 
consider applying to a U.S. Department of Homeland Security (OHS) trusted traveler program. such as the TSA Pre\u2713 '" application program or Global Entry. $85 for pre check application and $100 for TT with CBP both for 5 years you will have to 
vis it an enro 11 me nt center lo r Ii ng er prints . present 1d and comp I ete a background check. 
It is important to remember that TSA Pre\u2713"' does not guarantee an individual expedited screening, 
Maybe his wife was opted in by the airline. Contact 855-347-8371 for an appoinlment. 



Caller fiew from ABO to DAL and was returning from a flight had a horrible experience in DAL and felt that the agents were rude. They were yelling at her during screening when they found her feeding pump in a carry on bag. stating 'This looks 
suspicious••. She has an ostomy and feeding tube on her body and felt that the patdown was extremely rough by the TSA officers. She said that she had the same screening at ABO by TSA but that the experience there was very pleasant. The agents 
were professional and kind at lhe same lime. 

The screening at DAL left her in tears, she sobbed as she walked to her boarding gate. After questioning her, 11 appears that she d1dn t declare her medications and feeding pump, which most likely caused the additional screening. She also said that 
someone had just been arrested at the checkpoint lo r bringing a firearm to the checkpoint, so tensions were very high at the time that her screening occured. 

Date Time--8-1-14 at 7:40am (at the checkpoint) 
Gate or Termrnal--Gate 10 
Airline-SW 
Flight #--1709 

Advised: 
81512014 
11 :48:04 I apologized for her experience explained I hat TSA seeks 10 provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass lhrough our screening checkpoinls. Every person and item musl be screened before enIering the secured 

AM area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can a I ways request to speak with the Supervisory T ransporta ti on Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

For her future flights coming in the near future I to Id her to cal I the number be I ow to TS A Cares and arrange for her fiig ht information to be sent to the de parting and returning airport, 

I explained that in the future PWD s need to declare their medications and medical conditions prior to screening to avoid additional screening. 

Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at (855) 787-2227 prior to traveling with questions about screening policies, procedures, and what to expect at the security checkpoint. TSA Cares serves as an additional, dedicated resource specifically for 
passengers wilh disabililies, medical conditions, or olher circumstances, as well as their loved ones who want 10 prepare for the screening process prior 10 flying. 

I to Id them to ask lo r a PSS or Su pe rvi so r and offered the emai I. The emai I needs to be lo rwarded to her with the T SA Ca res information. 
Today aug 5th my wife and mother of 4 while traveling with our kids was stopped detained and palled down with hands. Our 22 monlh old was crying as the agents escorted her away. Our 4 year old still does not understand why his mother had to be 
taken away. 

Here are the events: 
We are traveling as a family with four kids: 10, 9, 4, and 22 monlhs. As we were a family, lhey opened up lhe gate leading to the metal deIecIor and asked he whole family to go lhrough. I wenl first and the 3 older kids followed me. Then they asked 
my wife to put the baby down and let the baby walk through on her own. We attempted for about 3 seconds to coax the baby through to me on the other side of the gate, however the baby was very scared. 

81512014 The agenJ(b 1(6) 
12:13:21 

!became impatient with this process and indicated that it was okay for my wife to just carry the baby. Right as my wife was walking through the metal detector the agentkb)(ffl I said: "I will have to test your hands then". 

PM My wife had just washed her hands in the airport bathroom which apparently causes the swab system to alarm, which lead to the detainment followed by the pat down. 

My wife is 5'7 - 117 pounds and was wearing a form fitting shirt and shorts making it completely obvious that there was nothing underneath her clothes. Although the pat down was done properly, it was a complete violation of her privacy and 
represents a complele and Iotal waste of resources. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Caller fiew DEN-TYS last Sunday aboard Frontier#588. Caller removed all his belongings from his pockets at the checkpoint and was screened by AIT. After AIT screening the caller was subjected to a pat-down by a male TSO whom he describes 
was possibly of Middle Eastern descent with dark graying hair. Caller was unable to obtain the name of the TSO but indicates the officer accusing him of hiding something and that is why he was patted down. Caller underwent the patdown and is livid 

~~~;~~~; ~~ =~~i~~~~~::so~~~i~i:YP;~:i:;~-c~~t:c~~~~~;:'r_with STSQ'.b)(ffl !who gave him a comment card with our contact number. This incidenl occurred al approximately 10:05AM at lane 2 ofTerminal A last Sunday. Caller did nol provide 

PM 
Resolution; 

Advised I would forward your complaint to the CSM at DEN for review. 



8/512014 

Caller has been going through the TSA precheck and all of the sudden she cant get through anymore. She stated that she was 79 years old and everyone including Delta is saying she needs a Known Number. She said she Is a member of GE already. 
She just wants to know what to do. She was talking the middle name being different on her GE and passport than it was on her Drivers license and Delta profile. She said she would use the passport and get a new updated ID. 

Response: 
Under this new screening procedure. passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alarm, as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

5:39:32 TSA anticipates these changes will further reduce-though not completely eliminate-the need for a physical patdown on travelers 75 and older that would otherwise have been conducted to resolve alarms. 
PM 

Told the caller if she is a GE member she is already eligible for precheck. Explained that her GE pass ID is a g digit number starting with a 98 on the back of her GE card. That number needs to be entered in the KTN field of each reservation. She also 
needs 10 make sure her full name DOB and gender matches her GE information exaclly. Told the caller that GE is for domestic Iravel and has other incentives for international Iravel. Explained she needs to make sure all of her personal informalion 
matches so her precheck will work. If she already has a booked flight she can contact Delta, and have them update her middle name add her GE number to the KTN field of the reservation and resubmit the reservation TSA. 

Adding the missing inform atIon: 

SNA airport. My name isk~b~1~(6~) __ _,! and my wife's name isl .. (b_)_(6_._I --~ Our flight left at 8: 1 O am this morning and the security incident happened al roughly 7:00. 

Needless to say this was a terrible way to begin our trip and could have easily been avoided. 

Sent from my iPhone 

: On Aug 5, 2014, at 10:41 AM, .. l(b_._1(_6_, ________________ _, 

> Today aug 5th my wife and mother of 4 while traveling with our kids was stopped detained and patted down with hands. Our 22 month old was crying as the agents escorted her away. Our 4 year old still does not understand why his mother had to 
81512014 be taken away. 
6:08:57 > 

PM > Here are the events: 

8/512014 
10:05:51 

PM 

>Weare traveling as a family with four kids: 10, 9, 4, and 22 months. As we were a family, they opened up the gate leading to the metal detector and asked he whole family to go through. I went first and the 3 older kids followed me. Then they 
asked my wile to put the baby down and I et the baby walk through on her own. We attempted lo r about 3 seconds to coax the baby through to me on the other side of the gate, however the baby was very scared. 

> The agentj(b 1(6) !became impatient with this process and indicated that it was okay for my wife to just carry the baby. Right as my wife was walking through the metal detector the agent fb•:1(6) 

> My wife had just washed her hands in the airport bathroom which apparently causes the swab system to alarm, which lead to the detainment followed by the pat down. 
> 

lsaid: "I will have to test your hands then". 

> My wife is 57 - 117 pounds and was wearing a form fi ti i ng shirt and shorts making it comp I ete I y obvious th at th ere was nothing underneath her cl at hes. Al though the pat down was done properly, it was a comp I ete vi a I ation of her privacy and 
represents a complete and Iota I waste of resources. 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.govlcontac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1%b 1(6) ! 
Date Time: 81512 14 9:19:43 PM 
------------------------------------------------------------------

Name: (b 1(6) 
Email b1(6) 
Complain s: 1scou eous u e Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc):Flight# 90 /JetBlue/Terminal 2/Gate 36/San Diego nonstop to JFK 
Comments:An official (female, 40's-50's) was extremely rude and discourteous to me while i was in secondary. she snapped at me rudely for no reason while i asked for a pat-down search and failed to apologize. everyone else exemplified 
spectacular service, especially the male officer who conducled a pat-down search. I believe courIesy would be widely appreciated and should be heavily expected of TSA officials from I heir superiors. 



815/2014 
10:35:21 

PM 

81612014 
8:31:21 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1~bi(61 I 
Date Time: 815/2014 1:31 :14 PM 

Nam~h-·1fR"\ 

Ema;(bi(6i 
Comp I a i nts; Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):BA 048 SEA to LHR Departed SEA 4 August 2014 
Gate S10. Centralised Screening In Main Terminal. Approximately 6.15 pm PDT 
Comments:I was a dead-heading crew member travelling in civilian clothes. I presented myself at the secunty screening point, with my airtine ID and explained to the female TSA officer that, as I am airline crew, I requested that I should not be 
screened using the irradiating scanner. The officer refused to pass me through the alternative scanner. although a number of passengers were processed through that one. She then made me wait for a significant time, which I suspect was close to 5 
minutes, before she called for a male officer to conduct a pat-down search. The male officer was completely professional and I have no complaint against him. He indicated that he believed the female officer may have had "issues". I believe thal the 
delay in calling for a male officer was excessive and unnecessary and I believe that the refusal to allow me to be screened through the alternative scanner was inappropriate. For identification on any CCTV footage, I am 5 ft 8 in tall, dark haired, and 
was wearing a white long sleeved shirt with a thin pale stripe, and khaki dockers. I had my passport and airline ID in my hand. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Permitted Items 
Cun-ent Date/Time· 81612014 12:02:36 AM Airport: DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International Date/Time of Travel, 08/05/2014 3:15 PM Airline & Flight Number, 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport . ..,...,.....,..,...-----, 
TSA Employee: (If Known) :[b::,(6) !comment. I have traveled many times through DTW and LGA security with a (larger than 3.4 oz) bottle of contact lens solution (containing hydrogen peroxide). Usually they run a small sample through 
some sort of machine, anp then ba•d ii hack to me with NO problem. I have never before had any trouble bnnging this medical liquid through security. 
However, today, at DFwfb)(ff:, hold me I could not bring the solution. OR she could test it. She did warn me that ii she ran the contact solution through the machine it would 'alarm' and she would have to go through my belongings. I agreed, 
believing that, as every time before, I would get back my bollle of solution after her check, and I assumed the additional check of my belongings was just an extra precaution. HOWEVER, AFTER 1es1ing it, I was then told I could not have lhe solulion 
back regardless, and then I still had to wait while they went through all my belongings plus gave me a full pat down. This was a huge waste of my time, and yours' I only agreed to have it tested so that I could keep it. I would never have agreed if she 
had told me I couldn't keep it anyway'' What 1s the point of that??? 
She kept repeating she had warned me that it would 'alarm' This is true, however I did not understand that 'alarm' means you can't have it back. I thought 'alarm' meant that the machine would confirm it was contact lens solution containing hydrogen 
peroxide, which I knew. There is NO point of offering to test it if it only means a pal down and search and then you slill can't have the contact lens solulion! (I have submitted a separate inquiry to find oul the exacl policy on bringing this contact solulion, 
so that is not the point of this comment. I DO understand agents always have discretion regardless.) The point of this comment/complaint is: PLEASE TRAIN THE TSA PERSONNEL AT DFW TO BE MUCH MORE CLEAR THAT AGREEING TO 
TESTING DOES .. NOT .. CHANGE THE OUTCOME' After I politely and calmly re-iterated that if she had told me she wouldn't give it back anyway, I would never have agreed to have it tested. After all my belongings were cleared. another agent (a 
supervisor?) came over and said that I actually could keep it, BUT only by going back through and giving it to someone, taking it to my car, or checking my bag. By this time. my ride had left. and my plane was about to board, so I could not use any of 
these 'options'. Also, it cosls $25 to check a bag, and the solution is worth $15, so thal is why I didn't check it in the firsl place. I lold this second agent that I had had no trouble at olher airports over many many trips. He asked what the procedure was 
there, and I explained. as above. He replied that those airports were doing it ·wron · and he DFW) was doing it 'right' Clearly there is a discrepancy in policy/procedure between airports. and I would like to know what the correct one is. Also, I would 
strongly encourage you to PLEASE modify/clarify the procedure at DFW so that (b)(6:, (and DFW) does not continue to offer to check something if there is no chance it will be OK. Telling someone it will "alarm' does not clearly explain that you 
can't have it back. There was absolutely no point to all the extra time. wipe downs. pat downs. etc.! Alternatively. if it is actually OK to bring through, as has been my previous experience. then please let DFW know that. I am aware many people have 
bad stories about TSA: I always say that I think you do a greal job. Today it was not a good job. I am not complaining aboul the outcome, I do realize agents can prohibit anything for any reason, however, lhis was a horrible job of communication lhat 
could easily have been avoided. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email fh··,1rr1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



To Whom It May Concern: 

I wanted to write and share an experience I had going through securily on a recent flighl. I want 10 preface this letler by informing you I hat I consider myself a regulJr air traveler, flying anywhere from six to ten times a year for both business and 
pleasure. Because of my many travels, I have passed through airport security many times, experiencing a variety of different responses ta being a diabetic with an insulin pump. Unfortunately, this recent experience was especially frustrating and I felt it 
warranted reporting. 

On Sunday July 27, 2014 my wife and I were returning from vacation and were flying from Cancun, Mexico to Richmond, VA with a connection in Charlotle, NC. We landed in Charlotte early around 1 :OD p.m. Due to the time involved with gelling 
through customs in Charlotte, we were extremely tight an time to make our connecting flight, but still needed ta go through security ta gain access ta our connecting flight. 

We arrived at Security Gate D around 2:00 p.m. and once we reached the screening area, we placed our belongings on the belt, removing all items from our pockets. The only item I retained on my person was my insulin pump. Upon reaching the TSA 
agent I informed him that I was wearing an insulin pump and could nol go through lhe body scanner because my pump is not warranlied if it becomes damaged by the scanner. I received a response of "other diabetics go through the scanner" and a 
very frustrated demeanor. I informed him that I would be willing to go through the metal detector, but could not ga through the scanner. The agent proceeded to speak with another TSA agent behind the baggage x-ray. stating that I was refusing toga 
through the sea nne r. Both agents rol I ed their eyes at one another and continued to give an imp re ssIon of frustration over my request. 

81612014 During I his time my wife quickly made ii through security, along wilh our belongings. In addilion, there were pregnant women and many children in line staling they didn'I wanl to go through lhe scanner who didn't receive any sort of fruslrated response 

12, 18,53 or questioning of their request. They were allowed to pass through the metal detector as soon as they opted out of the body scanner. As time passed and the TSA agent still had not made any attempt ta help me, I again stated I would be willing to go 
p M through the meta I detector and even offered to take my pump off to go through the scanner. I was told by the agent not to take my pump off and was ag am ignored wh1 I e other passengers passed through sec u nty. 

While I was wailing the agent asked if I was traveling with anyone and I told him that my wife was already through security and that we were going to miss our flight if I didn't gel through security soon. I was told I hat, "it looked like my wife would be 
making the flight without me." 

Eventually the agent sought the help of another agent and they found a male agent to perform the pat down. I was pulled aside and asked why I was refusing to go through the scanner. I informed this agent that I refused to go through the body scanner 
because the company who manufactures my pump would not warranly damage caused by a body scanner. He lhen asked why I refused to go through the metal detector and I informed him that I had not refused to go through lhe metal detector, stating 
that I offered to go through the metal detector multiple times, but was refused by the first TSA agent. He seemed confused by this and said it was too late far that naw. He proceeded ta give the explanation of what would occur as he patted me dawn. I 
informed the agent we were about to miss our flight and asked if he could hurry up, stating that I had been through this pat down process before. I was told he couldn't hurry up, there were cameras watching and he needed to follow the procedure. This 
second agent was very professional and completed the pat down. Once the pat down was completed we ran to catch our flight, arriving at the gate as the plane pulled away. 

W hi I e missing our flight was frustrating. the time was close due ta the Io ng wait associated with customs and I don't think we wa ul d have ma de the flight even if everything went ··smaothly·· through security. What I do ca re a ba ut is the treatment I 
received from TSA upon explaining my situation. I always expect to receive extra scrutiny because I wear a pump, but I have been traveling with an insulin pump for many years through security and am very familiar with how things should go. I don't 
expect to be treated as though I am making extreme requests when I state I don't wish to go through the body scanner or send my pump through the x-ray. My insulin pump is a very expensive device that is an integral part of my diabetes treatment. 
Were it to become damaged and I not be aware of lhe situation I could experience a life-threatening situalion warranting hospitalizalion or worse. As I stated I have flown quite a bit for business and pleasure since wearing a pump. This event was by 
far the worst treatment I've ever received. Being treated in this manner made me feel unfairly judged because al my condition. and makes me feel like I personally need ta came up with different accommodations to pass through security with my insulin 

Caller was in a wheelchair and was wandering why she did not get to go through the PreCheck line. 
Her husband later came in an the line and was wandering why he did not get PreCheck on his last flight. He got it going, but nat coming back. He stated that they paid the 85.00 fee and did the interview. 
Both people eventually got mad, because PreCheck was random and hung up on me. 

Advised ca Iler: 
All individuals must undergo security screening at the checkpoint before being permitted into the secure area of an airport. including those eligible for TSA Pre\u2713'". 

81612014 TSA recognizes that certain travelers with disabilities or medical conditions may have difficulty standing or walking and that certain medical conditions may cause individuals to alarm when screened using a walk-through metal detector. If this occurs, 

12,28:43 TSA Pre\u2713'" individuals may be permitted to undergo alternate screening procedures such as Advance Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, explosives trace detection (ETD) swabbing, or a patdown screening. 

PM 

8/612014 
2:12:28 

PM 

PI ease keep in mind that T SA wi 11 al ways incorporate random and u n pred i ctab I e security measures throughout the airport. and no ind i vi d ua I w111 be guaranteed expedited sere en i ng. 

App Ii cation Program 
When TSA scans the barcade or observes the TSA Pre\u2713 '" logo on a boarding pass at the security checkpoint, the passenger may be referred to a TSA Pre\u2713 '" lane for expedited screening. 

Although TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport. This is designed so that terrorists do not try to find out how the system operates. 

So there are times when you may get PreCheck and other times when you do nat. That is how the system operates. 
At Ontario international airport in So. California. My wife and I both have TSA Pre check but when going through security our boarding pass which stated TSA pre screened was not noticed by the first security inspector. We still had to take off our 
bells, remove out lablet from our carry-on and place on conveyor, remove my wallet from pants pockel and place on conveyor plus remove everylhing from pockets including a huge sum of cash. Even lhough I explained I had this cash $400 for 
vacation I had to remove and hald in my hand. This seems more extreme then being un-pre screened. Would you make sure your employees are aware of what pre-screened is along with posting an your website. To me. the $85 my wife and I paid 
for each of us for Pre screen was a waste as we were Ire ated the same as everyone else. My wife has a metal hip and after passing through one of the booths was told she had to go through a pat down. where her arms were patted on I y. 
What gives with this? Exactly what is the benefit of TSA pre-screen? If it's supposed to speed up the process why do those that are pre-serened get treated the same as the rest of the passenge~s? 
For now I'd like my money back as I his was like a scam. Thank you. 



81612014 
2:12:33 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP ~b 1(6) I 
Date Time: 816/20 4 12:30:20 PM 

Nam~ 
Ema@® 
Comp I a i nts; Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Cleveland Hopkins Airporl 
Wednesday August 6 @ 12:20pm 
Comments:I observed that the TSA personnel were redirectinq people who did not qualify for TSA precheck into the precheck security lane. Therefore less than adequate screeninq was done on a number of passenqers today in CLE 
Disability Description: The caller has metal implants. 

Information Request: She has a flight in September to Bran son. She is not sure of the exact flight d eta i Is. She wants to make sure she does not have the same experience ag am. She w, 11 be getting the wheelchair a ss1sta n ce but can wa I k through. 
Her rep I ace me nts a re metal implants. 

Response Details: For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)), it must 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing; 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed discriminatory action in sufficient deta i I to inform T SA of the nature of the a I leg ed a ct of discrimination: and 
Be signed by lhe complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

816/2014 
3: 38; 2 9 TS A accepts e-ma i Is as being signed, 

PM 
If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their anms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po r1 of a person or device. 

An el ig, bl e passenger can request to be screened by AIT 1f it is a va, I ab I e or can request to be screened using a patdown. 

If a p atdown is required in order to com plel e screening: 

The paid own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her a nms. remaining in the position required for a paid own, or any areas of the body that a re p arnfu I when touched. 
A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or Ii ft any article of clothing to revea I a sensitive body area. 



The ca 11 er indicated that she traveled from M YR on 7 19 with US A, rways. Her hair was in a clear twist. A female TSO conducted a patdown of her head area. The ca 11 er indicated th at she notices several other ca u cas i an I ad i es who passed through 
screening after she and did not receive add i ti o na I screening from the le ma I e TSO who conducted her pa tdow n. The ca Iler feels that she was di scri mi na ted again st based on her race, She is African American, 

The caller indicated that the TSO put hand sanitizer on her gloves before conducting her patdown. The caller indicated that was not supposed to be done. 

The female TSO was an older white lady with light hair. 5 5 or 5 6. 

81612014 She traveled with US Airways early in the morning. She does not have her itinerary information. 

4:07:48 
PM She indicated that she has contacted TSA at MYR in regard to this and was contacted, however she has since not been able to reach anyone. 

I advised that I would refer her complaint in regard to the hand sanitizer to the CSM at MYR to make them aware. They would have the means to look into and address this. 

TS A C iv i I Rights can assist passengers who fee I they have been di scri min ated again st or profiled in the screening process, A 11 civ i I rights comp I ai nts a re required to be submitted in writing and I can ema i I information on how to fi I e a written comp I a int. 

TSA. 

Actually, this information was not helpful. I'm afraid you've completely missed the point. 

rm well aware of the purpose of the screenings. I am all for them and anything else that ensures safe air travel. As I explained, my wife's belongings were left unattended at the end of the x-ray conveyor and could have easily been picked up by 
another passenger. 

With other passengers going through screening and picking up their belongings ii was impossible for her 10 maintain line-of-sighl. While I'm sure TSOs go through a lot of !raining, the last sentence is nothing more than a company line. Jusl how are 
TSOs supposed to maintain line-of-sight of our belongings when they don't even see what belongings we place on the x-ray belt? They can't' 1 

Thanks Anyway .. 

81612014 In a message dated 81612014 11:51:10 A.M. Central Daylight Time, tsatcc do not reply@senture.com writes; 

8:02:29 
Thank you for your e-mail regarding maintaining a line of sight with your belongings at the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) security checkpoint. 

PM 

TSA is required by law to screen all property that is brought onboard commercial passenger aircraft, including carry-on luggage. To ensure the security of the traveling public, it is sometimes necessary for Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to 
conduct hand inspections of carry-on bags. TSOs receive !raining in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great care during the screening process so thal when bags are opened a passenger's belongings are 
returned to the same condition they were found. 

Transportation Security Administration (TSA) policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items, including disability-related devices and aids. are kept within a passenger's line-of-sight when a passenger is 
required 10 undergo additional screening. When passengers cannol maintain line-of-sight wilh their property during a patdown or privale screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sighl of the passenger's items and to ensure that the 
passenger is reunited with his or her property once it clears x-ray screening. 

We hope this information is helpful. 

TSA Contact Center 

NOTICE: The informalion conlained in this message and any attachments is privileged and confidential and therefore protected from disclosure. If the reader of this message is nol the intended recipient, or an employee or agenl who is responsible for 



81612014 
9A1:29 

PM 

Cal Ii ng m because she Is flying from SEA to Dulles and she states that her fmge rs were tested lo r explosives. The ca 11 er states that her and few other peop I e were p u 11 ed from the Im e. The ca 11 er states it happened ag am even though she was to Id 11 was 
random. The caller states she was upset because it does not make her feel like a happy traveler. The caller states it happened 2 times within a 4 day period. The caller wants to know why and how to prevent it in the future, 

Advised caller TSA applies a vanety of security measures m screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances. this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be tnggered by 
a number of factors to include watch list processing, random selection. or alarm resolution. For example. TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector 
(WTM DJ or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Addilionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

Advised caller of OHS Trip 
Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed. denied boarding, or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or porls of entry may want to consider applying. For those who encounter misidentification, 

the DH S T rave I er Redress Inquiry Program (TR IP) he I ps prevent watch I is t name confusion, or misidentification. Advised ca Iler I w i 11 em ai I her the forms to a pp I y. DH S com pone nl s wi 11 review the request and share information wi I h other agencies 10 
address the issues identified in the TRIP application. TSA's Secure Flight uses the results of the redress process in its watch list matching process to help prevent future delays for misidentified passengers. When an individual applies for redress, OHS 
TRIP will assign a record identifier or Redress Control Number (RCN). OHS TRIP will inform redress applicants in wntmg when the OHS review of an inquiry is complete. Reviews of requests for redress take a minimum of 30 business days. Alier the 
comp I a int is resolved, DH S TR IP re commends that travelers provide this RC N when making reservations or updating their traveler p rofi I e with an airline. This info wi 11 assist security technologies to he Ip prevent misidentification from occurring due to 
the similarily of a traveler"s name 

The caller is flying on Spirit from Kansas City to Dallas. The caller stated that the last time they flew out of Kansas City they had a huge incident regarding a person in their traveling party. The person in their traveling party is transgendered. The caller 
wanted to I et T SA know that they were travel mg again. The person in question was sir h ·,IR··, I I could locate any re cording with the phone numb er provided to me. I apologized to the ca 11 er for the incident. I advised the ca 11 er that I could 
provide her with the phone number for the CSM and that they could phone the CSM, I also advised the caller of the following; 

Passengers may be directed for additional screening if the information on their identification (ID) does not match their appearance or if the name on their boarding pass does not match a valid. Government-issued photo ID. 
If a p atdown is required. a Iran sg ender passenger wi 11 receive sere en i ng by a TSO of the same gender as what the passenger presents him or he rs elf to be. Passengers that have recently undergone, or a re currently undergoing, sex reassignment 
surgery may di sere etl y communicate with office rs reg a rd i ng their gender id entity if they be Ii eve it is ne ces sa ry, If a passenger chooses to have addition al sere en i ng done in a private screening area. a trave Ii ng companion is permitted to accompany the 
passenger during the pri v a I e screening. 

8;1~;02184 The caller advised me that they had printed off information from the website. I advised the caller that they could also phone the contact center and provide information regarding the incident that occurred roughly in June. The caller advised me that a 
p M person al from their HR department was handling the incident and th at they preferred to a 11 ow that person to continue to hand I e the incident, I advised her that she could always phone back if the incident was not addressed, 

81712014 

Namei(b)(61 

PhonJ~------~ 

Dear Sir 
I opt for pat downs at a i rpo rls, As a frequent fi ye r every week, I use my rig ht to not go through the scanners and have pad downs. However the la st two occasions I have received negative res i sta nee tow a rd me form the TS A officers, This occurred at 
Midway and Philadelphia airporIs. 

I was told to wait for a le ma I e officer. however my person al belongs went through the security sea n wh i I e I was waiting on the other end. I had not way of watching my belongings. (When I talk about my belongs it includes my credit cards, d nve rs 
license, passport .... these are belongs that are easily taken and very difficult and time consuming to replace). When I brought it to the TSA officers attention that I could not see my belongings, his answer was "you wanted a pat down", Therefor a 
person asking for a pal down seems to be discriminated againsI. A similar situation happened today at Philadelphia airport. My belongings was oul of my sighl while I was wailing. And if I could see my belongings what was I going to do in preventing 
someone from taking anything of my belongings. 

6:05:55 I would appreciate if this matter could be address. And as I always say to someone who apologizes. , .don't apologize change your behavior. That is what I am asking for TSA to do, change their behavior toward people who choose not to be subjected 
PM to the body scanners. 

kb1(6) 
Sent from my ,Pad 

Life isn't about waiting for the storm to pass. It's a bout I earning how to da nee in the rain ... 



Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Calegories Missing or Damaged llems: CJrry-on Property Out of View Our~• Screeoioa C:l•Jrrent Dale/Time 81712014 4:47:02 PM Airporl: SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International Dateffime ofTravel: 08/06/2014 4:00 PM Airline & Flighl Number 
Southwest 482 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· #3 TSA Employee: (If Known) =~~-1_(_6_} __ ~_ 
Comment: I asked for an opt-out manual screening at the SEA airport checkpoint #3 around 4pm. Before sending my bags through the X-Ray machine I asked for the opt-out from Agent-A (light brown skinned male, whose name and ID was refused 
to me by agertii:iillII. Agent-A refused to act, stating that I needed to wait until I was at the x-ray machine before he could call for opt-out. 

I placed my items in three totes. First alone was my laptop. Tote# 2 and 3 held my backpack and laptop bag. As soon as I was as at the front of the x-ray machine. Agent-A called for male assist and asked me to step aside. 

I waited a very long time. as Agent-A called for assist at least 5 times. No one responded, though I heard another agent in another lane call for male assist once. and never heard it again. I grew concerned as I worried that my totes were sitting 
unattended on the other side. I felt I hat Agent-A, was also concerned and he repeatedly called for male assisl again. 

I asked about my belongings being unattended on the other side. th en Agent A cal led at least 3 more t1 rn es for male assist. Agent-A tried to rectify the situation by as king another female agent to swap p I aces with him so he could perform the ma nua I 
scree11irig. 

81712014 By the time we got the the other side of the x-ray machines only my last two totes were visible. I was alarmed with my worst fear. I asked Agent-A about my laptop tote. He failed to react quickly, I assume he did not know what to do. I told him to call 
6:06:54 p M a supervisor or ask • the rs to start looking for it. He asked for a su pe rvi sor rn any ti mes. No one responded for what seemed Ii ke two minutes. My frustration level was growing as I assumed th at it was stolen. and th at time was an important factor to 

recovering the I a ptop. 

Finally Supervisor-B (Identified to me as Supervisor~by Supervisor kb·•,(ffi !showed up. He acknowledged the problem, but did not act in a manner that would address the issue. I was getting irate, and insisted that they look for it. I 
suggested that maybe it was taken back to the other side of the XRay machines with the empty totes. He stated that I needed to get pat down first before they could do anything. I insisted that they look for my laptop while Agent-A conducts a pat down 
on me. I think he went to do this. 

Supervisol(b)(ffi!(pregnant). who showed up during this discussion was a TOTAL NIGHTMARE. It seemed like she did everything in her power NOT to acknowledge the problem, even going as far as stating that it was my fault for opting outr She 
insisted upon looking through my bags to see if the laptop was in them before looking elsewhere. Fearing no choice in the matter, I allowed her to do this. 

I asked for a complainl form from Supervisorfh·\/r;··,las she was n• I cooperating or addressin my concerns. She was belligerent and ar umenlative with me, but finally broughl to me a form. I asked for her name and badge number of all involved so I 
would write this complaint. She insisted upon me only having her identified as Superviso (b)(ff:, and the other supervisor as Superviso b)(ffl I asked how I might refer to Agent A, but she refused and stated that I only needed to know her name. 
I believe this to be a CIVIL RIGHTS VIOLATION. I asked if she was wearing a badge. I looked to her other side and found one. I proceeded to transcribe her badge number off of her badge. In what seems like an act of RETALIATION and 
INTIMIDATION, she asked for my ID and boarding pass. She proceeded to copy my Arizona DL and boarding pass. I am quite CONCERNED about what may have been done with this information, and ii I have anything to fear from this. She wrote all 
my info down on a piece of scratch paper. Arn I going 10 suffer identity theft? She waited for me to give her my complainl card, asking me for it. I lold her that I did n• I trust her with it, and thal I needed a blank form so thal I could mail it in myself. 

I was flying today 7 August from Panama City , Florida. I tried 10 use my TWIG card as a credential through screening. The agents I here (they even called lhe head agent on duty) said that was acceptable only as secondary and that I needed to go 
through all of the additional screening and pat downs. Your web site clearly shows that a TWIG card is acceptable. Could you please provide proper training to the agents at the ECP airport. so that more travelers showing a TWIG card do not have to 
go through the h ass I e I did. My d nve r I ice ns e from Texas was a temporary one on pap er u nti I the rep I ace me nt arrives. so I was unable to use that. Al I other airports seem to accept the TW IC card. I to Id that to the agent, but they said that was not the 

817/2014 rule. Thanks for your attention. 
8:02:56 

p M ..,t b...,., (....,6.,...1 ---, 

818/2014 
8:34:43 

AM 

Sent from my iPad 

Caller wants to file a complaint about a TSA officer at the BUF airport. Caller states when he exited the x-ray machine said officer asked for his ball cap and afier TSO officer patted down numerous passengers prior to him, he asked to see his ball 
cap and ran his fin ers around the inside of the cap. 
Ca Iler spoke wit b ':,( 6) and kb) ( 6'1 ! and voiced his dissatisfaction with the screening of his i tern. 
TSO Officer was approx. , glasses, sandy colored hair, caucasian, approx. early 50s, maybe lale 40s. 
Caller stated he was hollering at the TSO because he was pissed when the TSO touched his ball cap afier touching other passengers. Specifically mentioned the TSO touching foreigners and then rubbing his hands inside his ball cap. 
Flying United and he wants $19.95 to purchase a new ball cap. 

Response: 
Apologized to caller because he wasn t satisfied with the SOP of the TSO officer, advised how to obtain a claim form from website. 
Provided following: 
Transportation Administration Security (TSA) security screeners are instructed to wear gloves when conducting physical inspections of property and patdown inspections of individuals. Screeners must only wear TSA-issued gloves when perlonning 
screening functions and will use a new pair of gloves whenever a passenger requesls that they do so. Screeners rnusl also inspect I heir gloves regularly for slains, I ears, and • I her signs of damage and replace their gloves as necessary. 
TSOs use nit rile gloves. not latex. Nit rile gloves provide more protection and sanitary efficiency than latex and are commonly used by other Federal agencies. 

Advised ca Iler if a passenger do esn t a I low the screening procedures to be comp I eted , he wou ldn t be a I lowed to enter the secured area of the airport and wou Id be denied boa rd i ng a flight, S pecifica 11 y told ca 11 er he does n t have to fly' 
Advised information wi 11 be provided 10 I he C SM for review. 



Caller had filed a comp I amt yesterday at BW I. She says 11 was for an i na pp ro pri ate paid own she got yesterday from a le male officer. She wants to know what she s hou Id do now? 
81812014 
9:14:42 Told caller 

AM I explained to her even if I were to take her complaint for her I would send it to the CSM at BWI. The CSM s at the airports have to handle the complaints that come in at their airports. 
I could not tell her what would happen now. 
Caller is a FF and is flying from ORD via American Airlines but he did not get PreCheck on this one flight and he wants to know the issue. Caller then stated he has issues taking his shoes off due to a medical condition. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

Told caller that PreCheck is random you will not get it on every flight. 
8/812014 
1 :06:43 Also told caller you do not have to take your shoes off if you have a medical condition that keeps you from it. 

PM 
Told caller if one of the machines alarms you will have to undergo a patdown. 

Offered p atdown information but he refused. 

Hi, 

I was just back from a trip to Detroit to visit family. At the DTW airport I was treated badly, especially by one woman whom, unfortunately, I cannot describe except that she is middle aged and somewhat heavy of stature. She was very rude to me. 
have multiple disabilities (which I enumerated to her when she asked aboul sensilive areas: mulliple prolapses of organs and a hip impingement). I told her that it was hard for me to stand and that I had been advised by my doctor nol to go through 
the big scanner so that I'd need a patdown. She took away my wheelchair and made me stand in a certain spot til they could get around to me. By then I'd been standing for a few minutes and felt like my guts were coming out through my vagina: so I 
began to cry from the pain as they folded my wheel chair and sent 11 through the gate without me. I asked if I could please sit down: then they brought it back. But she was still MEAN. She went through her spiel (which I've heard countless times as I 
fly a lot but realize they MUST do it). This was done in a scolding tone, though! I was still sobbing as everyone there was callous and obviously took pleasure in my misery. I told the woman I knew the routine: she took this as an invitation to lecture 
me that she was simply doing her job and required to tell me all of this (DU H-I am a veleran FBI-credentialed investigator who formerly wore a CBP badge). She then said 'jusl a minute' and I believe was about to report me as incorrigible and detain 
me so as to miss my flight-she walked away-so I tried to kiss her ass by telling her I did not mean to be disrespectful, but was simply acknowledging that I understood she was doing what she had to do. (BUT SHE DID NOT HAVE TO BE MEAN, 

81812014 WASN'T I SUFFERING ENOUGH WITH A HIP IMPINGEMENT AND ORGANS FALLING OUT????) STRONGLY BELi EVE TH IS WOMAN SHOULD NOT BE WORKING IN TH IS CAPACITY. The young lady pushing my wheelchair told me she's 
6:14:29 mean to lots of people and that she had upbraided her previously for not forcing someone to sit in a wheelchair. 

PM 
I AM FURIOUS ABOUT THIS TREATMENT AND DO NOT FEEL I DESERVED IT. MY HUSBAND. NORMALLY THE FIRST TO BLAME ME FOR ANY ABUSE, ACTUALLY ACKNOWLEDGED HIMSELF THAT SHE'D BEEN UNNECESSARILY 
HARSH. 

In my view, this is no way 10 Ire at the 1raveling public. Since I his agency insisls on trealing every person as a suspected terrorist, may I suggesl as a lifelong business owner that you pay them a living wage so that you can afford appropriale help. 



From!(b)(61 
Sent: Friday, August 08, 2014 5: 10 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:""f h"'·""·,1'-'R-'-·1 __ __. 

81812014 Dale Time: 8/812014 5:09:32 PM 

6:14:51 
PM 

818/2014 
6:15:56 

PM 

Name: 

Email: 

HYPERLIN~~(b_,_(6_) ____________ ~ 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

Forceful, painful male assist/pat down 

Comments: 

Officej(b)(6:, !(Boston Logan) used excessive force during pat-down. I politely made him of aware of the pain he was causing and asked he to be more gentle. and he did not comply. He claimed he had to use this level of force to be effective. This was 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : P role ss,ona Ii sm/C ustome r Service: Sc reenrng Current Date/Ti me 81812014 3: 59: 11 PM Airport : PH X - P hoe nix Sky Harbor Intern ati o na I Date/Ti me of Travel 0810812014 12: 30 PM Ai rt i ne & Flight Numb er US airways Che c kporntl Area 
of Airport · A TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment : My first time through lhe body scanner which I was excited aboul. However, being the first time, lhe pat down woman could of been nicer. Instead she was very rude and rolled her eyes at me when I asked if everyone was patted down. She 
said, &quot;yes if they have a anomaly&quot;. I asked what I had being minimally dressed ( workout shorts. plaint shirt and and ponytail). The anomaly was necklace and ponytail (explained later). She rolled her eyes at me and said I have to pay you 
down and then proceeded. She could have been nicer and taken ten seconds to explain this. The kindness would have gone a long way. 
Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller states that yesterday she came from JFK to PBI with JetBlue. Caller states that she was approved for Precheck. Caller was traveling with a tablet. She asked a question and set down her boarding pass on top of her belongings. The belongings 
had not gotten on the conveyor belt yet. but the other passengers pushed her be Io ngi ngs and so it went into the x-ray machine, She went back to go get her boa rd i ng pass and she could n t t get it because it was a I ready going through the machine, The 
TSO made her go through regular screening because of it, she couldn t I show her boarding pass 10 prove she had Pre-check. Caller states that the TSO at lhe checkpoint treated her very rudely and yelled that she was careless and stupid. Caller 
states that the TSO could see from where he was that there was Precheck indicator on the boarding pass, but he did not want to send her through expedited screening. Then they did additional screening with her. She got a patdown and ETD 
screening. She was far away from her belongings and co u Id n t t see them. She expressed her concern to the TSO s, but they to Id her nothing would happen to her items. When she got to her de stin ati on. the next day she rea Ii zed that her tablet was 
missing. Caller has called several different numbers and left 22 messages, but has gotten no response. Caller is very upset. Caller states that she cannot file a claim because she only had access to the Internet with her tablet and she cannot get mail 
at her current localion. Caller would like to contact someone at the airport to see who stole her tablet on the camera footage. Caller states thal all of the TS Os were at the entrance of the checkpoint and making sure I hat no one came back through the 
checkpoint. but no one was watching the belongings that had gone through x-ray screening. Caller would also like to know why she got Precheck. 

JFK to West Palm Beach 9:55AM Flight # 53 JetBlue Terminal 5 

Advised caller: 
We regret that you were unsatisfied with the manner in which your bags were handled. 

81812014 TSOs receive training in the procedures 10 properly inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great care during the screening process so I hat when bags are opened a passenger"s belongings are re1urned to the same condition they were 
found. 

8A3:10 
PM 

PI ease note th at TS A assumes a very Ii m ited role with respect to checked baggage hand Ii ng, We a re only responsi b I e lo r checked baggage from the time it is presented lo r screening unti I the time it has been cleared of screening , Once checked 
baggage has been screened and cleared, airlines are responsible for transporting it 10 its final des1ina1ion. As a result, the amount of time checked baggage is under TSA control is relalively shor1. 

Many airports have automated in-line baggage screening systems which can screen and clear a bag remotely, resulting in no physical inspection at all. However, 1/ a TSO needs to open and search a checked bag. the TSO will place a Notice of 
Inspection (NOi) inside the bag to alert the passenger that his or her bag was searched by TSA. 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items. A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Custom er Service Manager I CS M) at that Io cation, 

When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger"s items and to ensure that the passenger is reunited with his or her 
property once it clears x-ray screening. 

Transpor1ation Securily Officers (TSOs) acled in accordance wilh TSA policy when lhey did not allow you to have physical contact with your belongings or another passenger before completing the security screening process. 



81812014 

The caller flew from LAX with United Airlines. and she was informed by TSOs at the entrance of the airport and at the security checkpoint that they were hired by United Airlines to monitor the size and weight limitations for carry-on luggage. She was 
told that her carry-on I ugg age was too I arge. but after a Ieng thy discuss ion a 11 owed the carry-on through in LAX. A fem a I e TSO in T PA asked her to remove i terns from her carry-on I uggage. in order to reduce the weight of the bag, She indicated that 
each person was wearing a TSA uniform. She wanted to file a complaint, and also asked about the regulations for transporting a small dog in carry-on luggage. 

Date and Time of Flight: July 1. 2014; Not Provided. 
Departure Airport: LAX 
Airline: United Airlines 
Flight Number: Not Provided. 
Time of Incident: Early morning. but she cou Id not remember an exact time. 

Dale and Time of Flight: July 25, 2014; Nol Provided. 
Departure Airport: TPA 
Airline: U mted Air I in es 
Flight Number: Not Provided. 
Time of Incident: Around 6:00 AM. 

10:20:43 
PM Advised Caller: 

Because your complaint concerns security screening al a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your e-mail to the Customer Service Manager at I hat airport. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt corrective action whenever we determine that security
screening po Ii ci es need modification or specific employees or screener teams a re the subjects of repeated complaints, 

TSA does not regulate size or weight limitations for checked or carry-on baggage. You may wish to contact the airlines for more information about size and weight restrictions for carry-on luggage. 

Pets traveling in the aircraft cabin must be presented to a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) at the screening checkpoint. The animal's owner is required to carry the animal through the walk-through metal detector (WTMD) or walk the animal 
through the WTMD on a leash. TSOs are required to resolve any alarms associated with lhe animal using visual observation and paldown inspections. The TSO may require owners to assist by controlling the animal during this process. All accessible 
property associated with animals. such as cabin kennels, must be separately screened using the x-ray machine. 



81912014 
9:38:26 

AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? na 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 



The caller is an 88 year old World War Two veteran, and has a large metal rod located in his leg. At the ORD security checkpoint. he was attempting to pass through the checkpoint in a wheelchair. He informed the officer of his metal implant. but was 
made to remo.ve his shoes. belt, and hat. The officerwasvery_unpleasant, and conducted two or three patdowns before allowing the passen eno exit into the sterile area. Addition~y .be.said Jbat hiswile,.daughter, and son-in-law were not required 
to remove their shoes or receive any type of screening. In part,cular, he indicated I hat h,s daughler recei,ed absolutely no lype of screening. (b )(6 :, then look the phone fro b 1(6 ., I and verified that this occured as well. 

On the return flight from DCAJ(b)(ffl !informed the TSO about the incident at ORD. He was allowed to go throughtheAIT machine, which did not alarm. The TSO informed!,.(ba.· ... ,(-'-6'-) __ _.!that DCAhad the newest technology, and said that ORD 
was using old technology. He laughed about the incident, and toldkb·•,(ffi phat they would not pat him down at DCA. 

kb':1(6) ~anted to file a complaint against the TSA. as he felt that they picked him out due to his veteran status. ,.kba.· ... ,(-'-6'-) __ __.!agreed, and said that he has been obsessing over the situation. This is affecting his health, and they are demanding 
an a po I og y. If they do not receive a res pons e. they have d ec1d ed to take the story to a news outlet. 

Flight Information: 

Date and Time of Flight: July 31, 2014: Not Provided. 
Departure Airport: 0 RD 

81912014 Airline: American Airlines 
Flight Number: Not Provided. 

9:53:33 Time of Incident: Not Provided. 
AM 

81912014 

Dale and Time of Flight: Augusl 5, 2014; Not Provided. 
Departure Airport: DCA 
Airline: American Airlines 
Flight Number: Not Provided. 
Time of Incident: Nol Provided. 

Advised Caller: 

I apologized to the caller regarding lhe incidenl. 

If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

Many passengers with me1a1 implants thal regularly alarm a walk-lhrough metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk
The caller was at EW R, and he has me1a1 implants. He wanted 10 go through the WTMD instead of the AIT or a patdown. 

Advised Caller: 

3:33:42 Passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through me1a1 detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 
PM 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 



Disability Description: Caller said she has been flying all summer and every time she comes through the airport she feels she was profiled for being white and picked out for her disability. This happens at Reagan National Airport. Caller has arthritis 
and has trouble holding her hands up. Caller said she had surgery on her breast and always has a patdown of that area because she was told something shows up. 

Response Details: Specifically, you were interested in filing a civil rights complaint because you believe that you, or someone you know, were discriminated against by TSA on the basis of his or her disability or medical condition. 
For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)). it must: 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Describe the al I eg ed di scrim i na tory action in sufficient de ta i I to in form T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In order to ap prop nately address your concerns, we a I so need to know the airport at which you we re sere ened by TSA. 

811 012014 TSA accepts e-ma i Is as being signed. 
behalf. 

TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complain! on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization 10 file the complain! on his or her 

10:08:02 
AM 

Any of the above requirements can be waived lo r good ca use, II you a re requesting that any of the above requirements be waived. p I ease exp Iain your good cause in your comp I ai nt, 
To file a complaint electronically, please send an e-mail to: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to place D-RFI in the subject line to allow for proper handling. 

To file a complaint via the Internet. please visit http: www.tsa.gov traveler-information travelers-filing-compliant 

TSA recommends thal you file your complaint via e-mail or Internet in order to expedile processing. If you prefer to file a complaint via poslal mail, please send it to 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini strat,on 
Disability Branch 
Di sa bi Ii ty and Multi cultu ra I Division 
601 South 12th Street 
TSA-33 
Arlington, VA 20598 

The caller staled thal he has given up on TSA. He staled thal no one seems to understand. He stated that there is a stupid rule thal has now been enforced thal needs to be changed. He slated that he fiys 2 or 4 times a week. He has artificial hips and 
he also has TSA Precheck. He stated that he can get through the WTMD with no issues if he can take off all the metal. He stated that he has to remove his belt, phone, head set, glasses, shoes with metal reinforcements, in order to be screened with 
out any a I arms. He stated that he al ways gets a p atdown reg a rd I ess. He stated that this was not an issue u nti I sudden I y. He stated th at a idiot h1g h up in the fed era I gave rnment decided that the bins at the Pree heck I an es needed to be re placed with 
small dishes. 

He stated that at DFW there was bins at the checkpoint on the other side of the WTMD. He stated that he explained that he has to remove all his metal products. He was told to put the items in his bag. He stated that his hip replacement requires that 
811012014 he remove the ,terns to keep it from alarming. He stated that they refused to provide a bin at the checkpoint, and the supervisors even declined providing a bin. He stated that this is telling him that he is not able to use TSA Precheck since he has a 
12:36: 19 metal implant and a disability. 

PM 
He stated that he has a CPAP and a Laptop. which have to be removed at the regular checkpoints. He stated that this has occurred at DCA. Chicago. and other airports. 

Ca Iler wants to know why the bins at the P reCheck lanes have been replaced with the dis hes. He has already been provided the information to file a written comp I ai nt on his previous ca 11. 

I explained that we do not have any specific information regarding the process currently. However, we can forward the information to the appropriate office for review and request additional information. I explained that his contact information, including 
email will be provided reqardinq the matter. 
Caller fiew from Santa Ana and had a layover in Dallas. She went outside and had 10 go through an exlensive search and pat down when she came back in? Do they pull people randomly? Even I hough she had TSA approval or Precheck, she 
would have to go through the additional screening. She walked through the WTMD and they stated something was on her hands. She told them she had just washed her hands at the airport with soap. 

811 0120 14 Advised: 
2:38:12 

PM I explained when she leaves the secured area then she would have to go through screening again. She must have triggered an alarm which would lead to the additional screening. She was not pulled randomly. 
Even though she had precheck she would have to go through additional screening 1f an alarm 1s tnggered. 

She may have come in contact with somelhing questionable which was on her hands after leaving the airpor1. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 8/1012014 2:13:09 PM Airporl: DTW • Detroit MetropolitJn Wayne Counly Date/Time of TrMel 08/091201412:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: Uniled AirlinesIUA3464 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Security gates to the left of the United Airline Counter TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: To whom it May Concern: 

My family lrMeled lhrough the Detroit airport on Salurday, August 9th. Since we were traveling with an infant with bollles of breast milk, we requested that our bottles be hand checked. We had made this requesl on our flighl to Detroit from Newark the 
week previous with no issues. 

However, when our request was made two TSA agents gave us severe attitude about our decision. They made comments such as. &quot:l've never ever heard of that request,&quot: and leaned to each other and said, &quot:Who does this family think 
they are? &quot loud enough lo r us to hear whi I e I ooki ng directly at us. At one point during I he sere en i ng process one of the agents continual I y ma de comments a bout how I hey cou ldn'I be Ii eve they had to d ea I wi I h us during a shift change. 

We understood that 11 was a unique request and that a pat-down and bag check might ensue. However, it was very important to us and recommended by our pediatrician that we not send breast milk through an x-ray and instead op for it to be hand 
checked. 

811012014 We were surprised by the lack of respect we received but we were shacked when the agent prepared to look through our baggage. Since we were traveling with a young infant (5.5 months) we had several bags with us including our carry-on, a stroller 
3:07:43 

p M with gate check bag, and a diaper bag. The agent who pa tied me down repeated I y asked me which bag was mm e. I pointed to a 11 of the bags on the conveyor belt and told her they were al I mine. My husband and I had packed al I of our belongings 

811012014 
5:15:07 

PM 

together with our daughters i terns in order to put everything into s ma 11 er bags, thereby reducing the amount of bags we needed to carry through the airport 

After the sec and ti me the agent asked I rea I ized her intent ion was to on I y search the bags I id e nt iii ed as mine sa as ta speed up the process. When she asked a third ti me and I res pa nded that they we re a 11 mine she looked back at another agent and 
said, &quot: This woman doesn't even know what bag is hers. &quot: I fe It b I ata ntl y di sres pe cted. I was being hon est so as to respect the process required by requesting my breast mi I k for my baby was hand sere ened. This T SA agent seemed to want to 
get off work faster rather than be safe, Of course, we would never ever fly with anything ha rmfu I or not pe nm i ssi bl e. but the I a ck of thoroughness rea I ly bothered my h us band and I. After consi d erab I e attitude, the agent went through a 11 of our bags with 
two olher female agenls. 

We understand the process required for us to bring breast milk through security without 11 being sent through an x-ray and were very respectful to the agents despite their blatant disrespect for our family. After a pat-down and bag search we were able 
to continue. 

My only request is that the policies and protocols for screening breast milk (by x-ray or otherwise) be reviewed with the employee. as well as some sensitivity and respect issues. We were a family trying to da what was best for our infant daughter and 
we were blatantly disrespected. Disappointingly, this was my daughters first tnp home to my home town and Detroit was poorly represented by the comments of the TSA agents we worked with. 

Sincerely, 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:ijb,(6I 
Date Time: 81101<' 14 2:59:40 PM 
······················----------------····························· 

Nami(b1(6) 
Emai b,(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Orlando international airport 8110/14 flight #952 to Boston. 
Comments:While going through security at Logan international airport myself, my husband. and my 3 month old son went through security without issue. The formula we brought required additional screening which included a swab of the container, 
never coming into contact with the formula itself, which was no issue to myself or my family. We undersland lhe importance of security in today's travels. However, we fell we have been violaled while going lhrough security at Orlando international 
airport. First, the agent told us it was required for us to take the wheels off of our child's stroller. This was not required in Baston. Several al the agents were extremely rude to us and other travelers. One agent told us ta fald the stroller and the next one 
demanded rudely that it must remain open. However, my main complaint and the most violating occurrence is when I told the agent not to send my breast milk through the x-Ray machine. The first agent's response was that it MUST go through the 
machine. I demanded that it not be and requested that it be hand checked. His response was that "it's not that it can't be put through x-Ray. you just don't want it to." In fact, study's show x-ray equipment has negative effects on breast milk. The agent 
then passed the breast milk to a second agent who said she was going to put ii through another machine. I requested that she use the strips that the agents in Boston had used to check my formula. She responded that "we don't have strips like that, I 
don't know what strips you're talking about." She went to her supervisor with the breast milk. The supervisor responded that if I don't want the milk scanned that I must be patted down and remove all of the items from my bags. At this point I was in 
tea rs. The agents saw how distraught I was and demanded that I chose b etw"ee n being physically examined and having al I my belongings tom out of my bag or send my ch, Id's nourishment through the ma chm e. I have never fe It so vi o I ated in my I 1fe. At 
this point every one in sight was staring at us like we are smuggling explosives through security in my breast milk. I am crying. shaking, and still forced to make a choice. My milk was sent through the machine because I feared having these people 
touch me like I was concealing conlraband. My breast milk was compromised by lhem doing this and lhis I had nothing more to give my child on our flight. I am so upset lhat people are trealed this way, ii is so intrusive, embarrassing, and degrading. I 
am a law abiding citizen and simply traveling with my family to visit relatives. It's unnecessary ta treat everybody like criminals. With today's technology and the price people pay to fly, security does not need to be so shameful. What bathers me most is 
th at I had contacted the airline prior to our trip to ensure that breast mi I k and lo nm u I a wo u Id not be an issue. They responded and assured me that there were no restncti o ns on baby's fo rmu I a or breast m, I k and sent me al I of the posted reg u I at,ons. To 
my surprise, my experience was not pleasant at all whatsoever and I am ashamed at the behavior of the TSA. This was disgraceful. 



8/10/2014 
5:1535 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 8/1012014 2:47:56 PM Airport: EWR - NewJrk 1n1emational Date/Time of Travel: 0811012014 12:45 PM Airline & Flighl Number United flight 1593 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport· Terminal c TSA Employee: (If Known)· Young, petite African American female Comment. As a physician, I have unresolved concerns about my adolescent children being exposed to radiation. despite its near universal use in airports now. I 
explained to the young woman that I wanted to opt out for my son and he would have a pat down- to which she responded by beginning an interrogation: &quot so. why is it okay for you to go through and not your son?&quot: I explained I am a 
physician and had concerns about radiation on growing young people- she said (In a very condescending and patronizing tone). &quot:so explain to me why I should let him opt out?&quot I repeated that u had concerns about his safety and she yelled 
for a male assist, but then proceeded to insull me 10 lhe passengers who followed in line. This is whal happens when you oul small people with lillle education and personal accomplishment in posilions of power- they behave in petly and irralional 
ways and abuse that power when their limited power is threatened. The fact that my (considerable) tax dollars pay her salary, and that there is no alternative but to be subjected to this crap in order to travel in the United States add insult to the injury. 
wi 11 be writing to the governor of New Jersey and to my own congressmen and senators. 
Would you like a re ? · 

Passenger's Namr:>'~,...._6"-·---, ---,>-J 
Phone Number (b 1(6) 

Emai (bi(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . hltp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller fiew on Jetblue the last few days and returned back Saturday from TPA to BOS. Caller said her ticket had TSA PreCheck on it. Caller thought that meant she needed to be checked. Caller was told she and her companion could go together 
through the regular screening. Caller realized she didnt need to be PreChecked , Caller did not understand what it meant. Caller has an eye disease and wants to avoid the AIT Caller went through the patdown instead. Caller said when they first went 
from BOS to TPA she also got the patdown and it was more gentle. The second one in TPA was not conducted in lhe same manor. She lold the officer she had a hand and knee injury and to be careful. Caller indicaled the officer was very polile and 
accommodating for the injuries, but when she went up and down her leg she poked hard between her legs. The next day she had blood on her bathroom tissue paper. Caller is 60 years old. There was a person behind the desk that she told it was 
performed too hard. Caller said he looked Ii ke an official person and she was given a TSA Pree heck card so she may sign up. The ca rd said T SA PreChe ck. Caller does not want to go b Ii nd and do es not want to go through Al T. Cal I er wanted to a void 
the screening. Caller said the officers did not explain TSA PreCheck well and she was confused. Caller wanted to know about TSA PreCheck. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

All passengers must be screened and TSA PreCheck does not exempt you from screening. I provided an expedited screening. Travelers who are directed to the TSA Prelu2713™ lane may be allowed to keep on their footwear, light outerwear, and 
bell, and leave their laptop in its case and 3-1-1 compliant liquids gels bag in lheir carry-on luggage. For additional assistance, please con1ac1 the Universal Enrollment Call Center at ([855] 347-8371). If you travel often enough for work, you may want 
to consider signing up for TSA PreCheck. To apply, travelers may submit an application through TSA's Web site at www.tsa.gov or visit an enrollment center to submit an application in person. To complete the application process, individuals will be 
required to vis it an en ro 11 ment center to provide id ent1f1cation, Ii ng erpri nts, and proof of U.S. citizenship or Immigration e I 1g i bi I 1ty. In add iii on, an $8 5 fee to cover an in-depth background ch eek and other op era ti o na I costs is required. 

8111/2014 
8:30 54 

AM A traveler is exposed to less radialion from one AIT scan lhan from two minu1es being onboard a commercial aircraft at flight altitude. The exlremely low dose of radiation from lhe enlire spectrum of TSA screening technology is inconsequenlial, even 
to frequent flyers who undergo repeated screening. If you cannot be screened by the AIT you will be screened by a patdown. 

8111/2014 

Every person and i tern mu st be screened before entering the secured area. and the manner in which the screening is conducted is i m po rta nt, Al I Trans po rtati on Security Office rs (T SOs) a re required to be considerate and thoughtful , and are trained to 
explain what they are doing and what will happen nexl in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. Because your complaint concerns the conducl of TS Os at a specific airpori. we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Support 
Manager at that location. TSA monitors the numb er and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern th at may require s pecia I attention. 

Date and Time: 8-9-14 2:57PM 
Departing Airport: TPA 
Airline: Jetblue 
Flight# 392 
Des c ri pt ion; Poked ha rd between her I egs and the rest of the patdown was fine. 
Email: Did not want 10 provide it. 

Caller wishes to voice his concerns for a potential of a security breach at ORD. Caller states the area where passengers are advised to wait for a pat-down are not closely monitored and it is possible for a passenger to pass along a dangerous item to 
a 1raveling companion which has already been screened. Caller requested a supervisor al ORD to voice this concern and wants to know if it has been looked into. Caller states this occurred at 9: 15AM on Saturday morning. Caller states he was left to 
his own accord in the secure area of the airport for at I ea st 5 minutes while awaiting the pat-down. He feels this is amp I e o pport unity far a security breach for persons working in tandems. Ca Iler states he was eventua 11 y patted-down. 

Resolution; 

12: 11: 18 Advised caller to contact the ORD CSM Owen Winder at 773 377 1215 per Security Specialist to report concerns. This by definition is not a security breach, because he was screened before coming into physical contact with other passengers. 
PM 



811112014 
2:00:43 

PM 

8111/2014 
2:01:02 

PM 

On 8102114, Approximately 4:40,~l(b_._1(_6_) -------~[ reached the DFW Airport. 

These were the unnecessary de I ays tha I cause us to miss our flight. 

Construction due to c i rel mg around the airport to Ii nd the d rap off site. 

Passengers unloading I ugg age caused a long Ii ne of vehicles. 

Spirit ma I e employee getting peop I e from the back of the Ii ne who was flying 
to Los Angeles, to bring them in front of the line (in front of us). The female who checked our luggage in said we want be left behind and that she would write on our boarding pass late, so everyone will let us go through. 

Check Point E22 we had to get into three lines. 

Verifying drivers licenses and boarding passes to which was expected. 
Conveyor belt for personal items to go through security was expected. 
We had to wait in another line which was the third line for the Metal detector are the full body scan was not expected. 
Mary the TSA was very rude. I told her I wanted to go through the metal detector because I had to many x-rays including two cat scans. She told me I had no choice that I had to go through the full body scan. I asked her if I can have a pat down she 
said yes bul it will take 510 15 minutes. I told her ok than waited lwo minutes than lold her I will go through the full body scan because it is 0600, and I don'I wanl to miss my plane. After going through, a female TSA who was working on the other side 
told me to step aside I said why she said because we have to check you. She took a strip of brown paper and swiped my fingers while a male TSA had a hand metal detector in the back of me. 
I stopped to buy water while my husband continued to terminal E22. when he got there the door was already close the time then was 0607. [§}[]at the ticket counter who work for Spirit airlines told my husband we had one minute to board the plane. 
He ran to get me when I was already at the counter paying for my water. when we returned it may have been 0608 however the gift shop was only a few feet away from terminal E22 we didn't have far to run. When we got ther~old us it was too 

late they had already close the door to the plane. I couldn't believe it because we still had twelve minutes liftedl(b·:,fo !begin searching for other flighls. I asked her why did they close lhe doors so early?Kfilill};topped typing and made a call to 
someone th an said they can ·1 open the doors I asked her what time was it she said 0611 , I than said again why did they close the door so ea ly? ! hen the d oars were sup pose to close at 0620a m. 
Our flight number was NK867, the Manager name isj(b·•,(ffi !I spoke to him around 700am On 812114. We all have a job to do if we work, h·11 need to be more~athetic to the passengers. I'm not an expert on secunty. however she could have 
I et me go through the metal detector she a loud other passengers to go through the meta I detector especially if they have a good reason such as mine, I don't know[Qlj]_J badge# she only gave me her name, 812 to 819114, under my I ell a rm my 
lymph nodes was throbbing with pain. 

Classification u NCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

I am a retired mi Ii ta ry officer and government contractor who 
frequenlly travels. I generally fly Della Airlines and am a Platinum 
Medallion member. I generally receive the TSA Pre-Chek identifier on my 
bo ardrng passes, but recently I have not been al lowed to use the Pre-Chek 
lane at my home airport (Kansas City-MCI) as I have an ICD or Dilibulator. 

Two flights ago I was forced to go to the regular lane because I 
could not pass through the metal detector in the pre-chek lane. I asked 1/ 
I could have a pat down screening and was told "no." When I went through 
the regular line I asked lhe supervisor why the Pre-check line could nol 
givve me a pat down, he replied "they can, they just don't want too." 

Prior to my next II i g ht I contacted the TS A medica I ca re office and 
asked whal I should do. I was informed by lhe medical office lhat lhey were 
registering my contact as a discrimination against disability complaint and 
that they were going to remind MCI TSA office that they were to accommodate 
my disability in the TSA Pre-Chek line. I was informed to ask for a 
supervisor if there was a problem on my nexl flight. When I arrived for my 
next flight I was told that I was not eligible to use TSA Pre-Chek since I 
could not go through the metal detector and they refused to give me a pat 
down. I informed him that the T SA medical off ce informed me to ask for a 
supervisor if there was any question. The TSA employee refused to ask for a 
supervisor, and told me that it was a waste of time as he would tell me the 
same thing. He then escorted me back to the regular line. 

Can someone please tell me what the correct answer is? When I have 
TSA Pre-Chek on my boarding pass am I eligible to screen through the 
Pre-Chek lane and ask for a pat down? 



8/1112014 
4:1922 

PM 

8111/2014 
4:21 26 

PM 

On 8102114, Approximately 4:40~1(_b_)(_6_, _______ ~I reached the DFW Airport. 

These were the unnecessary de I ays tha I cause us to miss our flight. 

Construction due to c i rel mg around the airport to Ii nd the d rap off site. 

Passengers unloading I ugg age caused a long Ii ne of vehicles. 

Spirit ma I e employee getting peop I e from the back of the Ii ne who was flying 
to Los Angeles, to bring them in front of the line (in front of us). The female who checked our luggage in said we want be left behind and that she would write on our boarding pass late, so everyone will let us go through. 

Check Point E22 we had to get into three lines. 

Verifying drivers licenses and boarding passes to which was expected. 
Conveyor belt for personal items to go through security was expected. 
~d to wait in another line which was the third line for the Metal detector are the full body scan was not expected. 
~he TSA was very rude. I told her I wanted to go through the metal detector because I had to many x-rays including two cat scans. She told me I had no choice that I had to go through the full body scan. I asked her if I can have a pat down she 
said yes bul it will take 510 15 minutes. I told her ok than waited lwo minutes than lold her I will go through the full body scan because it is 0600, and I don'I wanl to miss my plane. After going through, a female TSA who was working on the other side 
told me to step aside I said why she said because we have to check you. She took a strip of brown paper and swiped my fingers while a male TSA had a hand metal detector in the back of me. 
I stopped to buy water while my husband continued to terminal E22. when he got there the door was already close the time then was 0607.f:l:ill] at the ticket counter who work for Spirit airlines told my husband we had one minute to board the plane. 
He ran to get me when I was already at the counter paying for my water. when we returned it may have been still 0607 or 06~wever the gill shop was only a few feet away from terminal E22 we didn't have far to run. When we got there!/b \/ !told 

us it was 100 late they had already close lhe door 10 lhe plane. I couldn't believe it because we slill had twelve minutes lifted. l!:WJ begin searching for olher flights. I asked her why did they close the doors so early?l(b)(6lstopped typing and made a 
call to someone than said they can't open the doors I asked her what time was it she said 0611. I than said again why did they close the door so early? When the doors were suppose to close at 0620am. 
Our flight number was NK867, the Manager name is[b::,(6) 'spoke to him around 700am On 812114. We all have a job to do if we work, Mary need to be morek symp!thetic to the passengers. I'm not an expert on secunty. however she could have 
I et me go through the metal detector she a loud other passengers to go through the meta I detector especially if they have a good reason such as mine. I don't know b) ( 6 badge# she only gave me her name, 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time· 8111/2014 2:21 :54 PM Airport· POX - Portland International Date/Time of Travel· 08/10/2014 5:30 PM Airline & Flight Number· Southwest Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
Checkpoint 516 TSA Employee: (If Known): multiple Comment: I elected to opt out of the non-metal detector screening. It took over 25 minutes for a male TSA officer to become available for the pat-down screening process. At that time, there were a 
large number of male TSA officers working, and female assists were able to be processed in less than 5 minutes. This is completely unacceptable. The reason I was provided was that &quot:A lot of people are retiring and it's flu season&quot: is not an 
accep tab I e reason. 
Additionally, it didn't seem to concern anyone that there was baggage at the end of the baggage check that sat there unclaimed for the duration of my wait. I asked for my belongings several times and the TSA officer just asked for a male assist again. 
Unattended baggage s ho u Id be a concern, es pec,al ly at a TSA che c kpornt - yet these bags where not. 

Is 25 minutes to wail to get palled down an acceptable amount of lime? The TSA officer called for a male assist at least 1 O times. Addilionally, a bag sitting unclaimed at lhe TSA checkpoint is also something thal is acceptable? 

In addition to all of this, POX 1s supposed to be Amenca's Best Airport 2013 and 2014 - how is that possible 1f accounting for TSA behavior? 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Name (b )(6) 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Calling m because he recently traveled from Charolotte. The caller was called over the loudspeaker because of a padlock on his suitcase. The caller states that they ask him for the combination but cut his lock anyway. The caller is upset because he 
gave the TSOs the lock combination but it was still damaged. The caller states that he requested a patdown and had the wait 30 minutes for a male officer to pat him down. The caller wants to file a complaint. The caller states waiting 30 minutes is too 
long. 

Advised caller passengers may need to wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available, and we dont have a spec1f1c wait time set. 

Advised caller Please be advised that TSA is not liable for any damage 10 locks or bags thal are required 10 be opened by force for security purposes. In cooperalion with private industry, TSA implemenled a syslem under which TSOs are able to 
identify, unlock. and then relock certain locks using passkey sets available to TSA screeners. TSA-recognized locks can be opened and relocked by TSOs without force and little delay. To file a claim, you should fill out the Standard Form 95 (claim 
form) in accordance with the instructions and return it to the address in box number 1 A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. While use of the form is not mandatory, it may help travelers ensure that they meet the legal 

811112014 requirements for filing a claim. Once TSA's Claims Management Branch (CMB) has received your claim form. you will be sent a letter of acknowledgement and a claim number. You should keep the claim number for future reference when inquiring 
4:38:49 about lhe claim. 

PM 
Airport - Charlotte 
Airline - US Airways 
Flight Number· 1958 
Date and Time - 08 11 around 8-8:30 am 
Location (Gate or Terminal) - Gate C 

Contact lnformatio1~~-·-'(_6_) _______ ~ 

Advised caller I will submit his complaint. 
Information Requesl: Caller flew from DCA to SEA on Friday. Her son has a feeding pump with a formula and during the day he drinks ensure. They were taking bolh through security. When she was at the checkpoint, she 901 a patdown, and lhe TSO 
refused to allow her sons food through. She did separate the items from the rest of their property. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: Liquids, g e Is, and aerosols a re sere ened by x-ray, and medically necessary items in excess of 3 .4 ounces wi 11 receive addition al sere en i ng which co u Id inc I ude screening with bottled I iq uid screening techno I og i es, Depending on the 
technology available at the checkpoint, a passenger could be asked to open lhe liquid or gel for screening. TSA will nol touch the liquid or gel during this process. If the passenger does not want a liquid, gel, or aerosol x-rayed or opened, he or she 
should inform the TSO before screening begins. Additional screening of the passenger and his or her property may be required. which may include a patdown. 

811212014 
10: 34: 16 DCollins 

AM I advised the caller to call TSA Cares - for assistance and I hat she can call prior 10 lhe flight for assistance. I also advised of the PSS at checkpoints 

Incident Detai Is: She needed to bring Ensure lo r her son - she stated she ca 11 ed prior to get the screening process. 

Ch eek Point - the one going to the Al ask a Gates 
TSO description -African American Woman - Thin frame 

Caller said she had a boarding pass at Columbus with the Precheck logo on it. She was selected for random screening because her hands set off alarms. They used a wand on her hands. She had to go through a patdown and her bags were searched. 
She wants to know why. She asked if 11 cou Id have be en the I au ndry b al Is that she had been hand Ii ng earl ,er. She asked what Pre ch eek is. 
She asked where she can read more about ETD so she can find out what could be causing this to happen. 

I told her that screening is always random and unpredicatable. A TSO first swabs a passenger's hands or accessible property and then places the swab inside an ETD unit. The ETD unit analyzes the swab for the presence of residue from explosives. 
Any a I arm generated by the ETD screening process requires the passenger to undergo add i ti o na I screening. This co u Id inc I ude a p atdown or your bags being searched, 

811212014 Please note that there are several items that contain the same chemicals that are associated with explosives, and collection of these types of particles will result in an ETD alarm. However, TSOs are trained to resolve these alarms using a variety of 
11:21:19 

re sol ut,on techniques. 
AM 

Si nee ETD may be used on a random basis, passengers should not expect 10 see the same additiona I screening at every airport or each ti me they t rave I . 
Advised caller that TSA precheck benefits may include no longer removing shoes. laptops from bags. light outerwear or jackets, and belts and quart-size bags containing 3-1-1 compliant liquid, gels. and aerosols in carry-on baggage. It does not keep 
you from having additional s c reem ng to resolve al arms. 

You may read more aboul ETD at tsa.gov. 



8/1212014 
12:36:30 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Screening Current Dale/Time: 8/121201410:34:43 AM Airport: ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Allanta 1n1ernational Dale/Time of Travel: 08/12/2014 8:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Wheelchair/Stroller Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment : This momi ng. I was !rave Ii ng with my father and he was in a airport wheelchair. We explained to the T SA agents that my lath er could not go through the Al T machine be cause of his medical devices. The A IT machine interferes my lathers 
sensor and transmitter and causes it to misread his a ctua I b load g I ucose levels, He requested a pat down, That was agreed upon and when I went through the AIT, I I ooked back and the T SA agent was standing my father up without his can. He went 
through the AIT machine and nearly fell over because he cannot stand s1eady barefooted wilhout some sort of aid. All of our requests were ignored. If there was something else that we were meant to do, then we would have to avoid all of this. On our 
first flight out al New York. he was given a thorough pat dawn. Thank you for your attention ta this matter. 

Would you like a r1so_onse? · I•m 
Passenger's Nam1(b 1(6 I 
Phone Number · ~-------~ 

Email j(b)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning mis teed back. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

I am pregnant and a frequent air traveler an the Pre-check list. Due to my pregnancy, I do not wish to walk through metal detectors or the scanners. At Reagan Airport today. I requested a pat-down in lieu of the WTMD and was refused. This is not 
acceptab I e. I know that the manufacture rs of the machines claim they a re safe but unti I I see the raw data used for the studies I am not co nvi need. If they are not safe lo r pacemakers, they a re not safe for a growing fetus. I should have the option of a 

811212014 pat-down upon request. 
6:09:40 

PM l~(b~,(~6~1 ____ _, 

The caller indicated lhat he flew from MDW to the Keys. He received ETD sampling of his hands and received a patdown and was questioned. Two days prior to the flight he hand handled a firearm. He mentioned lhis to the TSO. The TSO advised lhat 
the test was very sensitive and that the adds was 10.000 to 1 The TSO advised that the gunpowder was what triggered the alarm of the ETD. 

He asked what he can do to avoid this. he indicated that the add i ti o na I screening took a I ot of extra time, about an hour. 

He indicated that the test is way to sensitive which will result in more additional screening which will result in a back up at the checkpoint. He expressed concern that there are many passengers who handle firearms on a regular basis. 

He asked how to pa rti ci pate in P recheck. 

Please note that there are several items that contain the same chemicals that are associated with explosives, and collection of these types of particles will result in an ETD alarm. However, TSOs are trained to resolve these alarms using a variety of 

811 312014 re sol ut1on techniques. 

8:08 25 
AM 

Si nee ETD may be used on a random basis, passengers should not expect 10 see the same additiona I screening at every airport or each ti me they t rave I . 

The re is no advisement in reg a rd to what he can do to avoid this. I advised that he may not always receive this type of screening. however we can not guarantee that he won t receive 11. 

I advised that he can apply with TSA for Precheck eligibility by pre enrolling via tsa.gov. The would then visit an enrollmenl center where he will provide ID, fingerprints, citizenship documenlation, and pay lhe $85 fee. I advised that even if he received 
expedited screening we can not guarantee th at he won t experience ETD sampling. 

No one is guaranteed to receive expedited screening each time they travel, TSA still incorporates both random and unpredictable screening measures at the airport. 

I thanked the caller for taking the time to share his feedback. TSA monitors the number and nature of such information received sa that we can track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. 



8/13/2014 
8:2344 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP!(bi(6i ! 
Date Time: 8112/2014 1127:00 PM 

Namt(b)(61 
Ema _bi(61 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):LAX Terminal 4 
American Airlines flight 342 Gate 48 
Approximate time through screening 12:30 p.m. .. 
Comments:Discourteous employee - TSA Agent~b )(6) !Supervisor 

Upon opting out of body scanner ~irected to a ~ area nearby. There, I falsely tested positive for explosives. My belongings were moved out of my direct view to another station while I was made to stand near a private screening room 
awaiting a supervisor, TSA Agenl!.!:W.§JJ Upon Agent~rrival. he donned gloves and proceeded to touch the metal luggage tables as well as the screening room door handles and chairs. We were to ~ to the private screening room when 
I brought to his attention that no control test had be en done and his gloves were not clean, Having a I ready undergone a fa I se pas i ti ve, I wanted to ensure the same la I se positive wo u Id not be repeated, Agen~nee red at me and stated Io udly "0 
c'mon" followed soon !hereafter by "I guess we'll just take our lime then" I replied with "I'm wasting your time, you're not wasling mine, I arrived early", AgenliliRfil}onlinued to take his time and made a point to have his agents thoroughly examine all 
my bags, and also ensured that my checked luggage was to be located for screening. 

Now I understand that security is of utmost co ncem and th at your a gents d ea I with a world of di ffi cul ty. but what I wi 11 not to I e rate is one of your supervisors causing additiona I lrustrat ion by being com pl etel y unp roles s ion a I when someone addresses a 
concern. Nol only is his aclivily highly unprofessional, bul it also causes unnecessary delays when attenlion to detail is not maintained, something thal I imagine a TSA supervisor must possess. 

I appreciate your ti me and hope that this matter wi 11 be addressed and corrective action be ta ken. 

Witnessing agenl f b)(6 I li!(b 1(6 !explained procedure and demonstrated patience and understanding) 

A 12 year military veteran, 

l(b)(ffl 
Hello. 

I just went through airline security in JFK. Now my violin has a 5 inch crack down the fronl of it. I requested a pal-down and 
the TSA staff went to collect my luggage. I had a violin with me in a hard-shell. When the staff member took the violin she threw it 
down with force upside down. The case has a curved side and flat side to it Why she put it curved side down is a mystery. 
That wasn't proper. Then I wasn't a I lowed to touch it to fix it. That is on I y thing that co u Id have caused the pressure to make a 

8113/2014 crack. Your staff was irresponsible and lacked care in transporting my ii ems. 
10: 16:55 Are you insured for anything like this? I can provide a photo. rm getting a repair estimate from a violin shop. 

AM Please advise. 

Thank you. 

Sincere! , 
bi(6i 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Other; Screening 
Current Date/Time: 8113/2014 11 :29:47 AM Airporl: BIL - Billings Logan DatefTime of Travel: 08113/2014 6:15 AM Airline & Flight Number: Delta 1644 Checkpoint/Area of Airporl: Main TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment. Please consider this communication as a severe complaint against TSA airport personnel. I am significantly annoyed at the lack of professionalism &amp: courtesy to travelers on display at this airport. This morning I inadvertently keep my 
wallet in my right rear pocket when I went through the scanner. Uh oh, we got another terrorist is their reaction. Hands up, pat down, wipe down hands. issues orders, no yes sir. no sir, please or thank you. Just barking orders like I am some military 

811312014 draftee at boot camp. Two years ago at this airport I was charged with &quot;having something on my hands&quot:. (hand lotion) They grabbed my bags and directed me into a closed room, then they proceeded to complete a full frisk/pat down 
12:08: 12 including putting their hands in my genital area. They did nothing wilh my hands. This sick person just wanted to touch my genilals. I expecl a formal response to this most serious offense, the basic loss of my freedom to travel &amp; be 1reated with 

PM full respect. I insist that I be treated with respect at this airport &amp: all airports in which I travel. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Nam.,......e-/~h~·11~r;~·-, ____ ~ 

Phone Number: b)(61 
Emai (bi(61 
To le · · edback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



811312014 

Hi, 
I need to file a complaint about a situation that occurred during my TSA screening at PWM today. Please let me know if this is not the con-ect email to send this to. Around 11:30 this morning. my husband and I entered the screening area at the 
Portland, Maine airport. I am lhree and a half monlhs pregnant and have been instructed by my doctor to opt out from the screening machine and to have the pat down. There were two other women waiting for the pal down while I hey found a female 
agent to do it, so the TSA person had no place for me to wait. So I was basically blacking the line going to the screening machine. After about 20 minutes of waiting, ane al the TSA agents (the ane monitoring the circular screening machine) asked me 
again why it was that I wanted to opt out. I told him because I was pregnant. He proceeded to argue with me and insist that was not a reason to opt out. That the machine didn't have any radiation and was perfectly safe and that I should just go through 
it. This was even after I told him my doctor told me to not do it. The only thing that made him stop harassing and berating me was that I said that every website you read says to opt out because it's safer for the pregnancy. I do not understand why I was 
given such a hard time over this. Not 10 menlion, he did this in a very public place, with no respect for my right 10 privacy regarding my medical condition. It's my understanding thal this is a common reason to opt out and lhat anyone can opt oul for any 
reason if they are uncomfortable with going through the machine. I did not get this agent's name, but he was an older white man with glasses and white hair who was manning the only open circular screening machine from 11:30 to noon today (Aug 13). 

329: 17 Also, I should mention I hat while I was waiting a full 30 minutes for a female TSA agenl to be available, the agent manning the bag xray machine was complaining about my lhings (which included a laptop silting open in a tub per TSA rules) being 
PM uncollected and taking up space at the end of the line. By the time I was finally patted down, my belongings that had gone through the bag xray machine were laying on the floor, partially in the walkway of the people corning out of the circular screening 

machine I My shoes and jacket had been ta ken out of the tub they were in and were being stepped on and tn pped over by passengers' 1 

Please contact me if you need more information regarding this unprofessional, poor TSA experience. I hope that this email will serve 10 help no one go through the same thing. 

HYPERLI NK~kb_·~1(_6_) _____________ ~~ndraid"Sent from Yahoo Mail an Android 

Fram: do notrep I y@Co ntactUs .Isa. dhs. gov [ mai Ito :do notrep ly@Co ntactU s. Isa .d hs. gov) 
Sent: Wednesday, August 13, 2014 7:52 PM 
To: TSAExlernalCompliance 
Subject Contact Us: Civil Rights Civil Liberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

······················;:::::::::;===:::,------····························· 
Remote Client 1Pkb)(61 I 
Date Time 8 13 :W14 7 51 :45 PM 

811312014 THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

8'21 '35 Remote Client l~(b 1(6) 
PM Date Time: 8 13 2014 7:51 :45 PM 

1 )I nlorm ati on about the person who experienced the civi I rights ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I ation 
(fill in what you can) 
No 
First and Middle Name: 
!(b)(61 I 
Last Name: 

~ 
Maio Phone· 

kbi(6i 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 



I sent in my complaint already and received a robo-reply (see below). Can you please connect me with the Customer Support Manager that my complaint was forwarded to? 

Thank-youj(b)(6) I 

On Saturday, August 9, 201410:45 AM, 1sa1cc_do_no1_reply@sen1ure.com tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com wro1e: 

811312014 Thank you for your e-mail regarding your screening experience. 

9:13:43 
PM 

The Trans po rtat,on Security Ad mini strat,on (T SA) see ks to p rov1d e the high est I eve I of sec u nty and customer service to al I who pass through our screening checkpoints. 0 u r pol 1c1es and procedures locus on ensuring th at al I passengers. reg a rd I ess of 
their person al situations and needs, a re treated with respect and courtesy, Every person and i tern mu st be screened before entering the secured area , and the manner in which the sere en i ng is conducted is i m po rta nt, Al I T ransporta ti on Security 
Officers (TSOsJ are required to be considera1e and lhoughtful, and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was nol your experience. 

At airports nationwide, TSA has implemented streamlined, consistent, and thorough patdown procedures at security checkpoints to provide a higher level of security and increase the safety of the traveling public. Patdowns help TSA detect hidden and 
dangerous items, such as explosives. They are used to resolve alarms from the walk through metal detector (WTMD), when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, and as part of TSA's random screening 
aclivilies. 

A TSO of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdown search; however, passengers may need to wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. As the screening 1s being conducted, the TSO will be describing the procedures 
he or she is using, The passenger should inform TSOs of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. TS Os are required to use the back of the hand to 
patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas, TS Os are required to use the front of the hand. 

At any 11 me dun ng the sere en i ng process, passengers may request a p nvate screening. 
TS Os should also offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing, A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the private screening after the companion clears 
screening . Passengers who refuse sere en i ng in both the pub Ii c and private a re as w i 11 not be perm i lied to e nl er the secured area. 

Feedback Type · Civil Rights/Liberties 
Categories : Other (fill in box); 4th Amendment Current Date/Time : 8/1412014 8:01 :39 AM Airport : FLL - Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International Date/Time of Travel : 0811012014 12:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: US Airways CheckpornUArea of 
Airport . E-5 TSA Employee: (II Known) . 
Comment : On I isled date and time, I was lhreatened with arrest and subject to a patdown I hat went beyond the scope of a permissible search. I was groped and humiliated in public and treated like a criminal when I identified myself as a Police 

811412014 Sergeant in Miami Dade County Florida. I have already filed a complaint regarding this matter and I have already contacted an attorney who specializes in civil rights violations. I will not be intimidated or spoken down to by a security guard who 
1 0: 1 0: 22 impersonates or pretends to be a police officer. 

AM Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Na.,m=.,.1h_.· .. >1._R.,_··,_----. __ _, 
Phone h·11fr, 

811412014 
10:10:22 

AM 

Email b1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type . Civil Rights/Liberties 
Calegories Olher (fill in box); 4th Amendmenl Current Dale/Time 811412014 8:01 :39 AM Airport: FLL - Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International Date/Time of Travel: 0811012014 12:30 PM Airline & Flighl Number US Airways Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport · E-5 TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment : 0 n Ii sled date and 11 me. I was threatened with arrest and s u bJect to a patdown that went beyond the scope of a permissible search. I was groped and hum, Ii ated in pub Ii c and treated Ii ke a en mi na I when I identified myself as a Police 
Serge ant in Miami Dade County FI o rid a, I have a I ready filed a comp I ai nt regarding this matter and I have a I ready contacted an attorney who speci a Ii zes in c iv i I rights viol at ions, I wi 11 not be intimidated or spoken down to by a security guard who 
impersonates or pre tends to be a police officer. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Nam~e_...h_··,_1r;_·_1 -..-----' 
Phone Number , 
Emai (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2IApplicationManager 



Feedback Type . Civil Rights/Liberties 
Calegories Olher (fill in box): 4th Amendmenl Current Dale/Time 811412014 8:01 :39 AM Airport: FLL - Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International Date/Time of Travel: 0811012014 12:30 PM Airline & Flighl Number US Airways Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport · E-5 TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment : 0 n Ii sled date and 11 me. I was threatened with arrest and s u bJect to a patdown that went beyond the scope of a permissible sea reh. I was groped and hum, Ii ated in pub Ii e and treated Ii ke a en mi na I when I identified myself as a Police 

811412014 Sergeant in Miami Dade County Florida. I have already filed a complaint regarding this matter and I have already contacted an attorney who specializes in civil rights violations. I will not be intimidated or spoken down to by a security guard who 
1O:10:22 impersonates or pretends to be a police officer. 

AM Would you like a response? . True 

Passenger's Na;:;m:::e::.lf=h=·'='R.,·.,-, ===;----' 
Phone Nt•mberifh··1rR·\ I 

8/14/2014 
10:10:56 

AM 

Ematb)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. fallow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalilion, a civil rig his organization directly from I heir phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like 10 send their complainl 

The q ue st,ons answered by the user be I ow eorre s pond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel di scri min ati on comp I a int farm. You a re requested to take action on the comp I amt of p rofi Ii ng or di sen mi nation by the T SA described he re. 

iramar fl 33029 Usa 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? Yes 
N at,ona Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Seattle-Tacoma I ntemationa I Airport 



Caller wants to know what is the required procedure was lo r someone to go through security screening? He understands they put the hand carry I uggage in the bin and xray it. He wants to know the screening procedure for shoes. He says he Ii ves in 
Knoxville and he can leave on his shoes there but in FLL he had to remove his shoes. He said he challenged the officer about taking off his shoes. He took off his shoes and they gave his feet a padown. He feels this is a waste of his tax dollars. He 
wants to know why he doesnl have to remove his shoes in Knoxville and he does in FLL. He is 78 years old. He has had a hip replacemenl as well as others and he has a pacemaker, he is ok with the patdown but thinks he should not have to remove 
his shoes and have a patdown of his feet. 

Told caller 
Under I his new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alarm, as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

811412014 The officer has several layers of screening they can do. So one may allow him to leave on his shoes but when you get a patdown you are subject to additional screening that could include removing his shoes. 
12:05:43 

PM Escalation Notes:!(b)(6! 

There is an exception to the shoe removal policy: passengers with disabilities, medical conditions, and prosthetic devices do not have to remove their shoes. However. TSOs will give them additional screening. This includes a visual and physical 
inspection, as well as explosives trace detection sampling of the footwear while it remains on the passenger's feet. 

I provided the number to CSM to FLL 954-308-5529 

I was 1raveling last week with my grandson and had his diaper bag, in which my daughter had placed a juice box. Because the juice box was unopened, your employee~i(b_,(_6_) ___ ~1 said she would have to pat me down. I I ravel at leasl weekly so 
this was no big deal - that is, until she began her patdown. 

She touched my crotch FOUR times. Moving her hands up each leg from the back, and moving her hands up each leg again from the front. While feeling around my bra line she touched my breasts. I have been patted down on occasion before, but 
never molested in this manner. It would not have been more comfortable in private as it would have felt even more like a rape .. 

I reported the incident to her supervisor who proceeded to explain that they had to pat me down because they could not test the Juice, and that they had to touch my private areas because explosives are sticky. I'm sure you can find as much logic in 
her reasoning as I did. Zero. 

8114/2014 
2,15,55 Your employee's behavior was way over the top, In the future they should ask the passenger if they would prefer to throw away the juice box and go through security again as opposed to being molested by an overzealous agent. 

PM 

I was traumatized all the way home and had to take a shower right away. I posted my experience all over social media and had others share similar experiences. This is something you want to address. 

l(b1(6) 

Do you have an enterprise technology project? Data Center move? Custom software d eve Io pme nt? Need ERP Ass i sta nee? 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt1on: Ca 11 er is cal Ii ng on be ha If of a patient,_¥ b--'-, (_6-'-) ____ _,~ho receives che mo therapy via a port. 

Information Requesl: She indicaled thal she would like to request for assistance for the passenger. 

Response Details: you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical cond1t1on, 
Federal regulations require that your complaint be put in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. 

Do you want information about filing a written complaint? 

The caller indicated that she did and I ordered the RFI information to be emailed upon her request. 

I advised that TSA Cares can provide assistance for passengers with disabilities ar medical conditions to facility screening. 

I advised that I would refer the request for assistance. 

811412014 We recommend that requests for assistance be made at least 72 hours prior to travel. As this request will be made less than that. she should contact the CSM at PHL at 610-537-1050. 
3:01:06 

PM 
The CSM may provide additional information in regard to the assistance or she may be contacted prior to travel. II not. the passenger can always request the assistance of the PSS at the checkpoint who can assist them. 

Passengers who have catheters and ports attached to their bodies should inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening of the device(s) and indicate where the device(s) is located before the screening process begins. 

If AIT screening is safe for the passenger, passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk
through metal detectors if safe for them only if I hey can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if ii is available or can requesl to be screened using a thorough patdown: however, passengers cannot requesl 
to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. Patdowns are required to clear alarms or anomalies. 

The patd own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any lime. During a privale screening, anolher TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms. remaining in the position required for a paid own, or any areas of the body that a re p arnfu I when touched. 
A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or Ii ft any article of clothing to revea I a sensitive body area. 

Regardless of the screening method used, the port or catheter will undergo additional screening. This may include, but is not limited to. a physical inspection of the device if it is not in a sensitive area, and a patdown of the device followed by testing for 



From (b1(6) 
Sent: Thursday, August 14, 2014 2:59 PM 
To: TSAExlemalCompliance 
Subject Complaint 

See attached . 

... Please note thal the Stale of Florida s Public Records Laws provide that most written communications to or from the City of Doral regarding government business are public records available to the public upon requesl. This e-mail communication 
may therefore be subject to public disclosure.•·· 

Attachment: 

811412014 Complaint Information 
4:17:52 

PM 

8114/2014 
8:03 29 

PM 

Information about the person who experienced the civi I rights ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I ation 

Name: ~!(b_)~(6_, ___ ~ 

Phone#: Cell: b 1(6) 

Home: b)(ff, 
Work: 

Mailing Addresst~b_l~(6_-._, ----~I Hialeah, FL 33015 

Email: HYPERLINf~~-'_(6_) _______________ ~ 

What happened? Describe your complaint. Give as much detail about your experience as possible, including the name of the air carrier. if this occurred at an airport. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Other: Screening 
Cur,-ent Date/Time· 8114/2014 5:55:12 PM Airport· BOS - Logan International Date/lime o!Travel · 08/14/2014 5:00 PM Airline & Flight Number· 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: Thanks to TSA I missed my flight. I was pulled aside and told they'd have to search my bag. A wipe rest came up false positive so they had to search the entire bag and wipe everything down. I asked initially if I would miss my flight, I was 
assured I would not. After cooperating with them going through both of my bags and submitting to a pat down, nothing was found and all wipe tests were clear. I was told again that I wouldn't miss my flight and that they would announce last call before 
shulling the doors 10 lhe plane. I arrived al my gate and the gate a11endants told me I hey just shul the door and gave away my seat. Della was kind enough to give me another flight. When I wenl back to TSA, I had a woman who did not work wilh me 
during the search blame me for not showing up early enough for my flight, although I was there within the hour necessary for domestic flights. Despite the fact that other employees who worked with me were nearby. none of them acknowledged me. All 
I wanted was an apology for the fake promises that T SA emp I aye es gave me, however I I eft fee Ii ng disrespected despite my coop era ti on and ag re ea blene ss throughout the search. Nobody should be treated Ii ke th at, especially when they' re nothing but 
friendly through the entire ordeal. I was assured multiple times by multiple employees that I would not miss my flight and the ordeal would only take 5 minutes. Both of these turned out to be false. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Nam 
Phone Number ,;;(b~,"C(6;':c)'-'-'-'--,-_.J 

Emai b1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning is feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



From: donotreply@Con1ac1Us.1sa.dhs.gov [mailto:donotreply@ContJctUs.tsa.dhs.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, August 14, 2014 7:03 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject Contact Us: Civil Rights Civil Liberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 

Remote Client IP! b)(61 I 
Dale Time: 8 14 ti 14 I :03 09 PM 

811412014 Attachment 

8:03:31 
PM 

1 )I nlorm ati on about the person who experienced the civi I rights ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I ation 
(fill in what you can) 
No 
First and Middle Name: 

lilii@J 
Last Name: 

!(b,(61 ! 
Maio Phone· 

!(b,(61 
Work Phone: 

kbi(6i I 
(':,.:,.II PhnniD 

kbi(61 
PO Bot or Street addrqi;:s: 

!(b,(61 J 
I was a departing passenger on Augusl 13 from Anchorage, AK. I requested a pal down as opposed to the body scan X-ray. I waited 14 minutes for a female agent 10 become available to do the process. Then she was rude and ordered me around like 
I was a criminal. "Where's you're stuff'' "Stand here·· " Hold your shirt up" 

8115120 14 I did not appreciate being treated Ii ke I was the enemy, I travel on a reg u I a r basis and know that T SA wo u Id rather a 11 pas se ng ers go through the body scan, I refuse to subject myself to a cancer causing device, I believe that T SA treats passengers 
8:48:29 negatively when I hey do not comply with the preferred scanning method. TSA makes the whole airport experience a negative one. 

AM 

Reoards 
l(b)(61 



811512014 
8:50:42 

AM 

From: 

Mt. Juliet. TN 37122 

E-mail: HYPERLIN~,_(b_,_(B_) ________________ _, 

Telephone: ._[b_••_1(6_._1 __ _. 

August 13, 2014 

To: 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini strat,on 
Disability Branch 
Di sa bi Ii ty and Multi cultu ra I Division 
601 South 12th Street 
TSA-33 
Arlington, VA 20598 



811512014 
2A4:57 

PM 

Disability Description: Caller uses a cane and takes l1qu1d almond milk for medical purposes. He has an injured spine. 

Response Details: Explained 10 caller he can contact the CSM at HSV and provided name and phone#: Name: Kb )(6) I Phone 205-51 ~ (Advised caller the CSM may not be able to address his issue and he should contact via email). 
Explained to caller he should contact: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to place D-RFI in the subject line to allow for proper handling, suggested he include the reference# provided in his letter in the subject line and request status of his 
complaint. 
No phone # ava i I able lo r he adqua rte rs. physical address on I y. 

Reviewed following with caller: 
For your comp I amt to be cons1d e red comp I ete according to Department of Home I and Security Regu I ati ons it mu st: 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Describe the al I eg ed di scrim i na tory action in sufficient de ta i I to in form T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In order to ap prop nately address your concerns, we a I so need to know the airport at which you we re sere ened by T SA. 

TSA acce pl s e-ma i Is as being signed. TSA encourages passengers 10 fi I e comp Iain ts on their own be ha If. 

To file a complaint electronically. please send an e-mail to: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to place D-RFI in the subJect line to allow for proper handling. 
If you prefer to file a complaint via postal mail, please send it to 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
Disability Branch 
Disability and Multicultural Division 
601 South 12th Street 
TSA-33 
Art i ngto n. VA 20 598 

Incident Details: Caller stated he filed a complaint in Huntsville. AL and received an email from TSA in Huntsville, AL. His complaint was for mistreatment during a search, and he stated the officer was discriminating against him. He spoke with Ofer. 
Caller husband is a rel ired veteran and has a prosthesis. He usually gels a patdown but it bolhers them because they would prefer ii in private. They think its embarrassing in front of every one. They fiew oul of JFK. On their way back from Jamaica, 
they had him go in to a room where he received additional screening. 

Response: 
A TSO of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the paldown search; however, passengers may need to wait for a TSO of lhe same gender to become available. The passenger should inform TSOs of any difficulty raising his or her arms, 

811512014 remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 

6:06:00 
PM 

At any time during the screening process, passengers may request a private screening, 
TSOs should also offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clolhing. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the privale screening after the companion clears 
screening. 

Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at (855) 787-2227 prior to traveling with questions about screening policies, procedures, and what to expect at the security checkpoint. TSA Cares serves as an additional, dedicated resource specifically for 
passengers wilh disabililies, medical conditions, or olher circumstances, as well as their loved ones who want 10 prepare for the screening process prior 10 flying. 

Caller is in Orlando and came from EWR. She had issues with the TS Os in security at EWR. She wants her children to get patdown instead of going through the technologies. She doesn't want to file a complaint on the experience in EWR now 
because she is busy. She is wanting to know who to conIacI when she is ready to file her complaint against EWR and also who to contact if another incident occurs in Orlando like lhe one that occurred at EWR. 

811 5120 14 Advised. 
9:55:23 

PM The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) does not disclose the idenlily of Federal TSOs. However, a TSO s last name and position are printed on his or her nameplate. TSOs also wear a meIaI badge with a unique number assigned 10 each 
TSO. TS Os must disp I ay their badge and nameplate at a 11 times when screening passengers. 

I advised she can contact TCC, 866-289-9673, to file any type of complaint 



Greetings, 

I have two observations and concerns which I would like 10 address. My first concern is about the lack of a full body scanner at Anchorage Alaska Ted Stevens International Airport for those passengers who have approved TSA Precheck slatus and 
have surgical joint replacements or other metal implants. 

Our family travels frequently and the Anchorage terminal is only one in the country we can not use the TSA Precheck lane because there is no full body scanner. The agents have stated there used to be one but it was removed and installed in the 
SEATAC terminal. 

P eo pie with joint rep I aces a re being heav, ly searched. panted down, and sere ened when they use the T SA Preche ck I a ne here in Anchorage. I have a do ub I e knee re placement and wrist fusion with sta pies. My moth er in I aw a I so has doub I e knee 
replacements. I tried the TSA Precheck lane, but the hassle and public embarrassment is not worth the paid for pre check status so I just use the regular lanes with fully body scanners. 

This is a request and recommendation for the TSA to reinstall a full body scanner at the TSA Precheck station here at the Ted Stevens International Airport. 

Additionally, when I fly through the Fairbanks Alaska airline terminal I have pointed out to the TSA agents that the floor mat inside the scanner is pointed to the left as the passengers walk in and not to the right as is most, ii not all,ol the lull body 

811612014 scanners I have walked lhroughout the USA. Before I had my second knee replaced lhis year, when I walked through the scanner they would pal down the wrong knee. When I pointed lhis out 10 lhe TSA agenl he staled he knew lhat lhe machine was 

5 ,06 ,59 not correct, but couldn"t do anything about it and could only pat the knee the machine screen showed. This is a recommendation that TSA investigate and fix the problem. 

PM 
I am 1 hank ful that the TSA is safeguarding our countries airports, I am happy to say 1 hat al I TSA personnel I have encountered have been very courteous, considerate and compassionate. It is ju st the scanner co ncems make it mo re di ffi cult for travelers 
to have a more pleasant I ravel experience here in Alaska. 

Thank you for cons ide n ng these obse rvat,ons and re commendations. 

Respectfully 

Greg 

rb)(ff, 
1 

Anchorage, Alaska 99 504 



Fronfb)(61 
Sent: Saturday, August 16, 2014 1 :46 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1ptb)(61 
811612014 Dale Time: 8/1612"'0--;1..,.4--;1-:4'"'5'"':3"'6,...P""M,..,.... ... 

5:07:33 
PM 

Name: 

fb)(6) 

Email: 

HYPERLIN~~(b_,_(6_) ________________ ~ 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

Who does TSA think they are 

Comments: 

Just Plain Wrong. My wife after having a doctors procedure went to the Spokane, Wa. airport only to be hurt, embarrassed and disrespected to no end. She had the correct I.D. she's a red head with Cherokee blood. So it blows my mine when in a 

In the past 3 weeks I have gone lhrough TSA checkpoints 4 times 10 either pick up or drop off an unaccompanied minor. 

The first was the middle of the day. Flights coming and going. I went through easily with a small purse and my cell phone. I was picking up my son's friend. 

The second time was early morning. The airport was waking up, I was taking my son and his friend 10 meet a flighl. They stopped me 10 swab my fingers. No big deal. But weird. Again I had cell phone and small purse. 

The third t, me I went to pi ck up my son I was with my husband. It was late. Very late. No planes we re leaving. Des ks were closed. Security at tram e ntra nee wasn't even the re. My husband usu ally fi ,es through security because he flies a I ot. When we 
are with him we get to also. As we waited several minutes for someone to come. I didn't think we would have to go through the body scanner. But we were directed to. So we did. 

811712014 Fourth trip. I went to pick up my daughter. I was alone. It was late. Again, the airport was a ghost town. This time I waited a bit longer for somebody to come. I was directed to go through the scanner, and the bonus was I got a pat down after the 

11 : 17, 15 scanner. I had white jeans and a navy T-shirt on. Both snug fitting. I could not put my cell phone in the jeans pocket 1f I wanted to. It was over the top obvious I had nothing in my jeans. Yet I still got patted down. 

AM 
My question 10 you is, does any of lhis make sense??? Any of it??? I was nol boarding a plane. I had no boarding pass. On two occasions there were no planes 10 even try to board because it was so late. Your own security checkpoinls were ghost 
towns. I had no luggage to speak of. It's August in Florida so I wasn't wearing bulky clothes or shoes. WHERE IS YOUR COMMON SENSE? It scares me to think that you attempt to secure us in this manner. I hope to live to see the day you employ 
i nte 11 i gent. free thinking peop I e to actually secure us. Your current processes a re an em ba rras s m ent. 

Sent from my iPhone 



811712014 
11:17:41 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Other; Locks 
Current Date/Time. 8/17/2014 8:41 :53AM Airport: PIT - Pittsburgh International Date/Time of Travel· 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. Had a round trip flight from MSP to PIT for my husbands job (he's in law enforcement), we were also traveling with our 3 month old. We had no problem with the fact that he had a firearm packed in his checked baggage (he declared it and 
had it scanned with no issue). we also had no problem getting through the security checkpoint with baby formula in sealed containers (we received a pat down because we didn't want the fonmula opened). However. we did run into some complications 
when we were making our way back home at the end of our week long trip!., .we were in Pittsburgh for a law enforcement convention and so a lot of the other members of the compition were also traveling with firearms, we arrived at the airport and 
checked in with no problem, then we look my husbands bag with the firearm in it to the TSA agents 10 get ii screened, slanding in fronl of us was a couple officers from our convenlion, who arrived at the airport 30mins before us, and I hey were having 
issues with their gun cases and locks not being to the TSA"s approval. My husband took his bag up and his case and lock were not approved. another officer came up and his case and lock were not approved ... they all had to change their locks and re
lock everything before al I their cases we re a pp roved I Th en we went to the checkpoint to get through security ... we d 1d al I the prop er things with shoes, bags. electronic d ev,ce s, my chi Id's strol I er and car seat and his meds and formula. We walked 
through security and they took forever deciding if my child"s diaper bag was exceptible! ! ! P I was told that my sons sealed formula was probably not going to be approved because it couldn't be opened. I was willing to have a pat down and have my 
bags fully checked but ii was like the TSA agent had no idea what to do. Funny thing was, I had a botlle of formula I hat my son was drinking right before we got to security, go lhrough the scan and I hey didn"I even look at I hat, but lhe sealed containers 
were a question• After a little bit. they tested the outside of the sealed containers and everything was fine, we went on our way and no problems there after. My concern is that no airport seems to do their security the same way• We had no problems in 
Minneapolis-St.Paul but had problems in Pittsburgh. We followed exact protocol according to the TSA website and also United airline and yet we almost had to buy a new case for my husbands fireanm and didn't get through security with our sons 
formula' I would just like for this to be known and hopefully the security will be more equal at all airports and that if their are specific instructions for certain items, to please make it more explained on the TSA website• Thanks for your ears, We 
appreciate all the TSA does to make our airports safer! (This coming from the wife of a Police Officer)'!! 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email!(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Disability Description: Caller has diabetes and wears an insulin pump. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: Advised cal I er that she is not required to go through the AIT with the insulin pump, She can disconnect and I et the office rs visua I ly inspect this whi I e she goes through AIT or she can opt out and receive a patdown, She does have 
this righl. Advised caller lhat as far as officers encouraging her to use this and saying lhat others use this machine, their pumps may not be the same as her pump, so if her manufacturer says no, then she should not use this. 

Advised caller that I wi 11 send her some inform at,on on /1 Ii ng a form al complaint. 

Also, I will forward this 10 lhe disability branch to lei them know of I his as well. 

8~1:~~2~~ 4 I will also email her some information regarding her options when flying with this insulin pump. 

PM 
I called her at 1 :57 p.m. and advised her that if she ever has any problems in the future, request a PSS. 

Sent email. 

lncidenl Details: The manufacturer told her thal this cannot go through the body scanner. She says lhat every time she flies she has difficully with lhis. She wants to know the guidelines for going lhrough security wilh this. She says that she has jusl 
gone through security in DTW and 7 agents were arguing with her saying that she can go through the body scanner. They were telling her that people do it all of the time. 



811712014 
1A4:41 

PM 

Disability Description: Caller had a very bad expenence at LAX with security. She was traveling with her children, one 19 year old with autism and a service animal and a 13 year old. At the airport she was questioned about an ID for her son. She has 
a picture from CC I and then she had a transition program document both had a picture. She stated they wou Id have to do a patd own on her son because they did nt think it was enough. She stated she was re ally em otiona I be ca use it was unnecessary. 
When I hey walked lhrough, it beeped on her service animal because of her animals collar but she staled it was fine to pat lhe dog down because thats whal they usually do. She had 4-5 people Iota I around them. They required that his sons 
headphones come off and thankfully that he was okay for them to do it. Her son had nylon shorts and a sleeveless shirt. They were feeling his legs, his groin area and her son dealt with it better than she did, it felt like a violation to her. It was very 
demeaning to her. They did not know any protocol for a person with a disability. They started cursing at them because she felt so violated. There was no understanding with the officers, and they went beyond what they needed to do. She contacted the 
ADA and I efl a message, They to Id her to go ahead and re po rt it. She understands things a re dangerous 

Response Details: Specifically, you were interested in filing a civil rights complaint because you believe that you, or someone you know, were discriminated against by TSA on the basis of his or her disability or medical condition. 
For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)). it must: 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Describe the al I eg ed di scrim i na tory action in sufficient de ta i I to in form T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In order to ap prop nately address your concerns, we a I so need to know the airport at which you we re sere ened by T SA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complainl on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization 10 file the complainl on his or her 
behalf. 

Any of the above requirements can be waived for good cause. II you are requesting that any of the above requirements be waived. please explain your good cause in your complaint. 
To file a complaint electronically, please send an e-mail to: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to place D-RFI in the subject line to allow for proper handling. 

To file a complaint via the Internet. please visit http: www.tsa.gov traveler-information travelers-filing-compliant 

TSA recommends thal you file your complaint via e-mail or Internet in order to expedile processing. 

Sent email of all the information to file the complaint in writing. 

lncidenl Details: Caller had a very bad experience at LAX with securily. She was traveling with her children, one 19 year old with aulism and a service animal and a 13 year old. At the airport she was questioned about an ID for her son. She has a 
picture from CCI and then she had a transition program document both had a picture. She stated they told her they would have to do a patdown on her son because they didnt think the documents she had was enough. She stated she was really 



TSA CUSTOM ER COMMENT CARD 

Airport: Newark International Liberty Airport in Newark. NJ 

Terminal: C 

Date: 

Time: 

Airline: 

August 11. 2014. Monday 

1:15PM 

United 

811712014 Flight Number: UA 1164 to Fort Lauderdale, FL 

3=!t58 Name of Employees: ~kb~-~i( ... 6~i ---~I Plus one other employee. 

Checkpoint Area: Securily enlrance close to higher gate numbers 

Personal Data: I amk._b-'i ... (6_·•"'"' ___ __, 

l(bj(6) 

L1ttl e Si Iver. NJ 0773 9 

HYPERLINK "._[b_,_(6_) ______________ __, 

I am a 73 year old woman. 

Caller said he wenl through the LaGuardia screening and the Officer after lhe ail machine said that he needed to patdown his left leg and he said the Officer touched his genitals and went too high. He said he spoke to SupervisorkbH6i ! and he 
said that we have the right to resolve any anomaly but the passeng~ there are ways to do things. He said he is wearing jeans and underwear and he had nothing in his pockets, He said he felt harrassed and uncomfortable and he said he was not 
given the name of the Officer who patted him down. He said Offi ce@j]jold him that he would include 11 in his report the name of the Officer that did the p atdown and th at th ere is a video. He said th at Olli cerlili:ii] wo u Id not give him th at Olli cer s 
name. He said he went to a female Officer and asked to speak to a supervisor twice before he was directed to Officei(bi(61He asked to see the video of the anomaly and OfficeilliE]told him he did not need to see it. He said this should not involve 
rudeness or talking over him and he has the right not 10 be grabbed. He said he does not have lhe female Officers name nor the name of the Officer who did lhe patdown. He said there needs to be respecl. He asked will they look at the video and do 
they have the scan and what did the scan show. He asked why did the Officer grab his upper left thigh and what was the intent and basis for his decision to do this. His phone died twice during the phone call. He asked will they make it difficult on him 
now going through checkpoints. He asked can he speak to the CSM. 

ComplaintCSM 
CI a, ms Paid own Complaint 

811712014 Airporl:LaGuardia 

6_23 '41 Airline: American 
· PM Flight Number:2437 

Departure Time: 08-17-14 at 6:10 pm 
Arrival Airport and Time:Miami at 10:30 pm 
Lo cation: security checkpoint 
Terminal: D 2 
Gate:D 10 
Contact lnformation ... f h_--_,1r;_·_1 ----~!or f h ,IR, 

I advised him that I wi 11 refer this to the CSM at the airport. 

Res pons e: I had to ca 11 h, m back twice because his phone went out. 



811712014 
625:50 

PM 

811812014 
8A3:38 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Other; Screening 
Current Date/Time. 8/17/2014 5:52:34 PM Airport. PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Date/Time of Travel. 07129/2014 Airline & Flight Number: U.S. Air #506 Checkpoint/Area al Airport· terminal 4 TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: have had similar problems 3 times now. Due to several joint replacements, I need to use the body scanner. I now inform TSA at the beginning to route me through the scanner. I told the first lwo agents this time. The second was the lady 
checking the passports. After telling her, she tells me &amp; my wife to provcede and not to remove our shoes. Obviously. she did not listen. No additional instructions. In line I see everyone removing shoes, and emptying pockets. etc. We do the 
same just to be safe. They then send us through the metal detector, not lhe scanner. Of course, I know I will set it off, but I assumed they would have me use the scanner next. NOT THE CASE!!' They inform me lhat once you go through the detector, 
you are not allowed ta use the scanner. The scanner is right next ta it, and not being used. how ridiculous. Instead, they hold me and everyone else in line behind me so they can call over an agent to da your pat dawn procedure. 

I want a reply from you on this complaint. There is no possible way that I am violating my or anyone elses safety by being body scanned after I failed the metal detector. I was told they could not do it because of strict TSA procedures. I understand the 
importance of your job, but TSA must realize thal passengers are on strict schedules. Holding up the line for any reason affects everyone in line. I could have stepped into your scanner and body scanned in less than 30 seconds. Me and everyone 
else would be moving through in a timely manner. TSA must change this procedure. The scanner would have shown implanted joints on me in my hip and both shoulders. Nothing else. CHANGE YOUR RIDICULOUS PROCEDURE. I do request a 
response to this issue. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 

Passenger's Ncm-;,--~=~---,..___, 
Phon 1h·11rr-, 
Emai (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Profess,onalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time 811712014 10:39:05 PM Airport : BWI - Baltimore-Washington International Date/Time of Travel : 08/16/2014 8:40 AM Airline & Flight Number : American AA 1077 Checkpoint/Area 
of Airport· C-Pier AM TSA Employee: (II Known) ~ 
Comment: I experienced extremely unprofessional behavior from this employee, I believe her first name may betlill:fuJ(?), while going through lhe security checkpoinl al BWI airport in Terminal C. After walking through the body scanner, this 
employee told me that my arms would need ta be patted down, which I was ak with, I just asked that she change her gloves before searching me. Immediately after I asked her ta change her gloves, she got an attitude and turned and looked at her 
ma I e coworker in such a way, that 11 was obvious that she was expressing her d1sp I eas ure with my request for her to change her gloves. which made me le el very u ncomforta bl e. After changing her g I oves, she proceeded to give me an unnecess ari I y 
rough patdown and of my entire upper body---not my arms as she initially to Id me. and what i in i ti a 11 y consented to, I travel frequent! y, and I have be en patted down by T SA office rs on countless occasions. and never be/a re I have ever be en patted 
down this roughly. As she began to pat down under my breasts and back, I asked her wasn'I she only supposed to be palling down my arms, to which she did not respond. It was clear that she was ignoring me or pretending like she didn't hear me ask 
her about the scope of her search. She then walked over ta a computer station nearby. and began doing something at the station. and said nothing to me to let me know whether I was free ta leave. I then asked her whether I was free ta leave. and this 
time, while at the computer station, she heard me. and quickly barked &quot;no.&quot: She continued to do something at the computer station while I stood there waiting outside of the body scanner. She came back, and I believe she swabbed me or 
wanded me for explosives. After I was told that I was free to go, I immediately asked to speak to a supervisor and reported the incident. The supervisor that I spoke with was SISO[fil@ and she told me that she would address the employee about the 
incident. Because I was so highly disturbed by lhe employee's behavior, I asked for a complaint card so I hat I could formally report the complaint to TSA. It is clear to me that the employee I hat searched me got an altitude because I requested that 
she change her g I aves, and in reta Ii at ion, gave me a unnecess ari I y ra ugh patdown and conducted a search outside the scope of what she in i ti a 11 y ta Id me she was ga i ng ta search and what I consented ta, which is petty and unprofessional. As I 
understand T SA procedures, before being searched. I can ask that the TSA officer put on a new pair of pl a st,c gloves. and I should be ab I e to do th at without host, Ii ty from the TSA officer. 
Would you like a response?; True 
Passenger's Nam 
Phone Number r,/h;>;-"._,1':'r;:c·1"""..._-,_ __ .J 

Emai (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/CusIomer Service Currenl Date/Time: 8117/2014 10:28:56 PM Airport DEN - Denver lnternalional Date/Time ofTravel: 08/17/2014 7:15 AM Airline & Flighl Number American 1685 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport · Prior ta entering the Security check point T SA Em pl ayee: (If Known) . 
Comment : As background, my husband and I travel reg ul arty -- and over the past 1 0 yea rs. he with a knee re placement. me with two hip re placements. We have al ways be en treated courteous I y, respectfu 11 y, and p roles s ional ly by the T SA office rs. 
especially before the x-ray machines were introduced and we had to be wanded/patted down. (And while I have complimented officers personally, I am remiss at never complimenting them in this forum. I will in the future,) 

Earlier this year. we registered for the TSA Pre-Check program. In our experience, most al the Pre-Check lines don't have x-ray machines. In those cases, if there is a distance between the two lines, the procedure has been that we tell the attending 
officer that we have artificial joints and he/she walks us over to a line with an x-ray machine. notifies that officer that we're pre-checked, and then waits for us at the other end of the x-ray machine. 

This morning, we arrived in Denver for our flighl to Chicago, connecting 10 Reagan Nalional. No one asked to see our boarding passes and IDs and we completely missed the sign I hat notified us of the pre-check line. We got into the into the 
&quot:premium&quot: line, which was not incorrect. since we had upgraded our flights. We were first in the premium line, but all lines were halted for several minutes as the machines were being attended ta. 

811812014 When we gave the desk officer our boarding passes, he asked in a very non-customer-friendly tone, &quot:Why are you in this line? You should be in the Pre-check line?&quot: We told him that we hadn't seen a sign for that line nor had anyone 

8:43:4 1 directed us there, and he scolded us for missing the sign. Our response was &quot: Perhaps your signage wasn't very clear,&quot: and he argued back that ii certainly was. 

AM 
Apparently exasperated with us, he then sent us to the pre-check line. which did not have an x-ray machine. We informed that officer that we had artificial joints and he told us to go back to one of the other lines because he didn't have both male and 
female staff to spare for our pat-downs. I told him that. in other airports, we were escorted to other lines, and he looked at me blankly. He said, &quot:The lines aren't too bad -- just join one of them.&quot He wasn't at all unpleasant, which the 
previous officer had been, bul it was clear that we were on our own as we 901 in line at an x-ray machine. 

Given that our previous exchanges with the TSA officers have always been posItIve and professional, we were taken aback by the discourteous and -- to us - unprofessional nature we were shown by two officers today. 

Thank you, 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Disability or Medical Condition: Screening Current Date/Time: 8/1712014 7:30:16 PM Airport· SLC - Salt Lake City International Date/Time ofTravel, 08/02/2014 9:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: DL 4717 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, 
Securily Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known): Officelliilllcomment : Upon arrival al security, I asked to have my VPAP sleep machine hand-screened as advised by the company. The gentlemen directing traffic through the scanner rolled his 
eyes, slumped his shoulders, harrumphed very exasperated and stated &quat;You know you will have to have a pat down&quot: I said na problem and I tried to explain I had a medical device but he turned his back on me. Officers£E:iIB),amp: 
~were called over to assist. Offlcefb·:,(6) f"as professional as was the gentlemen who checked my bag (he knew it was a VPAP). Office@also exhibited exasperated behavior, slumping shoulders, and acted like this was a huge 
inconvenience. I again tried to explain it was a medical device and was ignored. OfficeliEE]said I would need to have an invasive pat down which could be done in private. I said no problem and I would like it done in private. She appeared really 
annoyed and said &quot:you wanl this in privaIe?&quo1; Yes please. The pat down was professional and she explained everything along the way. She musl have &quot;harrumphed&quoi; aboul 4 limes as she did the pat down 10 let me know her 

811812014 displeasure. Ironically. at ANC Airport on my return flight Friday 15 Aug at 0600 (DL 2578) there was initial push back when I asked for hand-screening and was told the CPAPs can ga through the x-ray machine: when I insisted they asked another 
8:43:48 Office~1h··,1rr1 ho intervene. He said &quotno problem.&quot Please hand me the piece of equipment you want hand-screened and the rest of the bag can go through the x-ray machine. There was no pat down required. Office!lh·11r;-·, !advised 

AM me of my rights and I was very grateful for his assistance and that he took the time to actually talk to me vs. turning his back like the other agents. There appears to be some inconsistencies with how TSA staff are handling hand-screening as well as 
passenger contact across the different airporIs. ANC Airport should be the gold standard. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name h·I1fr-, 
Phone Number (b i(6i 
Email !rh I1R, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: The cal I er s daughter has two medical Im plants. 

Response Details: I will send you information on what is needed for your complaint 10 be complete. With any type of disability complaint, for it to be complete, it should be in wriling. It also should be written by the passenger who received the 
treatment. However, she could give written permission for you to file the complaint. 

She can call us at least 72 hours ahead of the flight. We can submit a request for assistance on her behalf. This is a request for a PSS. This could also be asked for when a passenger reaches the checkpoint. This is not just for passengers with 
mobility impairments. This can help anyone I hat may have concerns about the screening or needs some extra support. 

A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or I ift any article of clothing to revea I a s ensItIve body area. 

TSOs are required to use the back of the hand to patdown a passenger s sensilive areas. For non•sensitive areas, TSOs are required to use the front of the hand. 

I wi 11 send the inform atIon of how to file a complaint. I wi 11 a I so send the po Ii cy inform atIon on how screening s hou Id work far passenger with medical implants. 

811812014 ln_cidenl Details: Flighl information: 
Airport PIT 

12:58:01 A' 1. D 11 PM ir ,ne: e a 
Date: 8-17-2014 
Time: 7:25 AM 

The connecting D TW was at 1 0: 00 AM 

The callers daughter iskb-·1(6'1 I She traveled yesterday from PIT 10 DTW to IND. She has a card lhat says she can not go lhrough the ,-ray. She had a TSO that brushed her pubic bone with her hand. They made her lift up her shirt as well 
which she has not had ta do in the past. She has had this device since she was 10. She has had ane at her bad experience. It was very difficult for her. She wants ta do what can be done so this does not happen. She asked if the PSS was a TSA 
employee. Her d aug hte r do es not have any mo b1 I ity issues. 

She says that she has nol had the issue before wilh the pubic bone being grazed on the inside of her pants. She also has not had 10 lift her shirt and asked if thal was allowed. 

She asked what ha pp ens if the form is sent to her with the inform atIon. 

Caller slated she does feel that this was a failure to accomodate her daughter s medical need. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP~!l~h~·-,1~r;~·1 ---~ 
Date Time: 8/18/2014 12:37:26 PM 

························---------------··························· 

8118/2014 Nam b ,(6 ) 
2=t~20 Ema,_b_)~(6-•• -, ---~---~ 

Comp a1n s: 1scou eaus u e mp ayee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Terminal A. Gate 12, Newark Airport. Air Canada flight to Toronto. Fnday 8:25AM (when we encountered the rude agents), August 15, 2014. 2nd checkpoint into the row .. 
Comments:An older black female agent with braids rolled here eyes and then glared at my obviously pregnant wile for wanting to opt out of the body scan and get a pat down instead, It was incredibly unprofessional; there was literally nobody ahead 
of or behind us at this checkpoint, and I counled 8 TSA agents jusl casually chatting. 

If you could please instruct TSA agents at Newark not to give passengers grief for opting out of the scan for health reasons (as is our right). that would be greatly appreciated. 

To Whom It May Concern. 
On Friday. August 15th I traveled out of Washington Rea an National Airport (DCA) Terminal Con a US Air flight I had a 5 30pm flight The exact time I went through security was between 3 45 and 4 15 I have a very serious complaint against two 
employees~(b-•1(6) !and TSA Superviso (b)(ff•, My greatest complaint 1s with Superv1sorkb1(6i I 
W hi I e going I hroug h security I opted for a pat down. a ways opt for pat downs when going th rough security and I a ~t t rave I er. I have experienced somewhere belwe en 3 0· 50 pat downs and security searches. None have ever been Ii ke this. 

811812011 !(b )(6) !was completing ":'Y pat down. She was in training sa Superviso 1h·I1r;·-,_ _ was aversee_ing her. Supervisa~id not merely watch and ":'ake sure sh~ did an_ accur~te jab but he leer~d. I am a young woman and felt very uncomfortable 

426,28 under w_hat was an aggressive and lecherous stare from Superviso h I1R ·, (b 1(6 ·, . a11h ·,1R 1 !e_ncouraging, patted down my chest and inn_er thigh region twice. Twice. With a very aggressive hand. Then she went to search my bag. Instead of 
PM performing the usual swipes, Superv,sorKiill:§IJ instructed _herfo _em_ptyl out all of my shoes and electronics and swipe and exa_m,ne each one 1nd1v1dually. This meant she had to empty the entire oontents of my bags onto the exam1nat1on table. When 

I told lhe two staff members that I felt uncomfortable, Superv,so bi(6I told me not 10 quesI1on the way he did his I0b. I told him I had never had the same procedure done any other time I had received a pat down. He suggesled thal he was being 
more thorough. I then pointed aut that none of the other TSA employees around me also periarming pat dawns and security searches were so aggressively feeling the passengers· bodies or em t ing the contents al assengers' bags and individually 
swI ping al I shoes and e I ectro ni cs. They were me rely doing ma nua I examinations (keeping the contents in the b a s and swI ping the i nte mal and extema I surfaces of the bags. I to Id both h ·1 IR·., nd Su pe rvi so ( b I ( 6'•1 that I felt very u n comfo rtab I e 
and S uperviso ltii:iill:Dresponse was that I should not, The who I e process took around 30 minutes. Su pe rvi sor ( b -., ( 6) acted extreme I y i nna prop ria tely and unprofessionally, I can only describe my experience as h arra sse me nt, 



Fro,rlb1(6) 
Sent: Monday, August 18, 2014 3:06 PM 
To: TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov 
Subject Complaint About Incident In Phoenix Arizona On 8-14-2014 

Attached is the complaint, the card I was given by the TSA Super,isor, and copies of the 3 attempts I made to fax this information to you at the number given on the card. Please respond so I know you received this. I was able to fax it to 571-227-
1904. 

81181201 ~ Phoenix, Az. 85023 
428:23 ~ ... _ b_i-'-(B __ , ___ _.I 

PM 

811912014 
820:22 

AM 

It is more important to always do the right thing than it is to always do things right 

On August 14, 2 O 14 my husband and I were on our way to Denver, Colorado for 4 days. I had a carry-on 
suitcase. I went through the security line, took off my shoes and placed them, my purse, and my 
suitcase through the scanner. I then went through the body scanner, 
My suitcase was taken off of the scanner and lold me they had to look inside it and check ii. I said that 
was okay. When they opened it I saw I had forgotten I I efl my P sari asi s cream in my s ui tease. Another 
TSA agent came over and was talking to the first lady (the first lady was wearing a white shirt). I tned to 
ask ii I could just check my bag and she was rude and told me, ''I'm talking to her (the trainee) now.'' 
This agent was wearing a blue shirt and blue pants. She then told lhe trainee, lhis is the time for you to 
learn. They went through my suitcase took out my curling iron and checked it with something. The 

Feedback Type · Civil Rights/Liberties 
Calegari es : 4th Amendment 
Cun-ent Date/Time· 8119/2014 4:13:20 AM Airport: JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time ofTravel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I am aware that anyone can opt for a pat down however I am pregnant and was forced to go through the scanner a few times at various airports even with the option to pat down wich is DISGUSTING. This is putting me off flying altogether. 
Why should I spend my hard earned money on something like this? IF IT IS MY RIGHT TO OPT OUT, WHY ARE YOUR DISGUSTING WORKERS FORCING ME AGAINST MY WILL FOR A SCAN? I WANT A RESPONSE TO THIS. IT IS 
UNACCEPTABLE AND I WILL BE MORE THAN HAPPY TO SUE FOR THIS CONSIDERING I AM MARRIED TO ONE OF NEW YORK'S TOP LAWYERS. THIS HAS HAPPENED AT VARIOUS OTHERS AROUND THE COUNTRY. I AM MANY 
TIMES RIDICULED AND LITERALLY DENIED A PAT DOWN. I KNOW THIS IS A VIOLATION OF MY RIGHTS AS A CITIZEN OF THIS COUNTRY EXPLAIN THIS' 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number : 
Email kb 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



811912014 
820:47 

AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTAC':T INiORMAUON 
Full Naml(b l(zi_ ! 
Email Addres h··,1rr1 
Phone Numbe'::rc;:f b=\1:;8= .. , ===,---' 
Addresstb)(61 
Zipcode:""94'"'""0..,.65=------' 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? Yes 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Washington Dulles International Airport 

To whorn it may concern, 

I wish to report an incident that happened to me at the Reno Airport Security Check Point yesterday (8118114 ). I was checking in for Alaska 2448 leaving at 5: 10 PM for Seattle. I put my laptop on the rollers but forgot to take some change and wallet out 
8119/2014 of my pockets. After going through the x-ray machine I was ins1ructed to go this TSA fellow for a pat down. I was asked 10 lake oul the change and wallet and was patted down. The fellow look my wallet and told me 10 go over to lhe drug checking 
2:08:59 station where my hands were wiped and checked. All was OK. Went back and got my wallet from the TSA guy and proceeded to my gate. After I got home. I was emptying my wallet of excess cash and noticed I was missing a hundred dollar bill. I 

PM know I had 3 hundred dollar bills as I had checked my wallet before getting to the airport to see what my losses were at the casino. 

I realize I hat nothing can be done 10 gel back my hundred dollars but just wanted 10 report I his incident 10 make you aware of a polential problem at the Reno Airport Securily or if other reports have been made al this location. 



Caller refused to provide her phone number --only an email. 
Caller stated on 8-18-14 at 4:30 AM she was at Orlando MCO for an early am Flight. 
(She did not correct me when I said 13th but on playback of lhe call she clearly said it was 8-18-14 which was Monday) 
When the ID TSO looked at her ID he stated (Quote) you are a Jew (Unquote). She did not get his name but he was an older looking white man with white hair and a goatee. 
She felt he was pointing fingers at her like she was a bad person and did not say that but that is what he meant. 
The supervisor came over and escorled her to the conveyor after she looked at her ID documents and birth certificate and SS Card. She also said ()Quote: Your are Jewish! (UnQuote) 
The female Supervisor is a bleached blond, tall woman about 5 fool 8 and she lhinks she is Afghanistan Nalionality. 

She said they did ETD by swabbing her hands and she had not set off any alarms. She was also given a Patdown up and down her body. 
The other female TSO Said they do not want you to have money or a good job. Caller became upset when asked to clarify who they were. 

Caller said you know the TSO s wear disguises and they are killing people. 
When asked if anyone threatened her----3 times she would not answer except to say she found the experience harmful. 

811912014 Caller asked if this was DC. 

3 =10'25 RESPONSE: 
PM 

8119/2014 
3:23:11 

PM 

Told her I am sorry she is upset and we have all we need and she will be sent informalion on how to pul her complaint in wriling. 

Told her I do not have any information about anyone with TSA weanng disguises or killing people. 
When asked if anyone threatened her----3 times she would not answer except to say she found the experience harmful. 

Told her this is the TSA Contact Center and she will be sent info via email (confirmed again) on how to put her complaint in writing and nothing will be done until she does that. 
Told follow the instructions. 

Started 10 explain there is a difference in someone threatening her and her feeling upset but she hung up on me. 

Caller wants 10 know how to get a precheck number. He is over 75 and a preferred flyer with Sou1hwes1. He didn t sign up for it. He was getting TSA precheck and knew it was random but about 3 months ago his wife became a companion and she 
would get it and he would never get it. They fly out of Hobby. Is precheck the same as Clear? Caller is complaining about having to take his belt off and it doesn t have any metal in it. If he doesn t take his belt off can he refuse? 

Advised: 

How did you sign up? 

Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alarm, as well as greater use of explosives trace de1ec1ion. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes 10 lhe screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

TSA ant1c1pates these changes will further reduce-though not completely eliminate-the need for a physical patdown on travelers 75 and older that would otherwise have been conducted to resolve alarms. It's imporlant to remember, that any individual 
may be required to remove their shoes or undergo a pa tdow n ii a no m al i es are detected during security screening th at cannot be reso I ved through other means. 

If you didn t sign up for it then you are being randomly selected for it. You may never get it again. I don t know what Clear is. 

If you want to get it on a regular basis you can go on our website and complete the application and visit an enrollment center to pay the $85 fee, get fingerprinted, have a background investigation completed and have an interview. Once approved you 
would receive a letler in 2-3 weeks wilh a KTN number assigned to you. You would enter that number on your reservations to qualify for precheck. 

The be It may have had to be removed to make sure a passenger is n t carrying any prohibited 1te ms. If you refuse to re move the be It you won t be a 11 owed to go through the security checkpoint. 



Caller fiew with Southwest who told her to call TSA. Caller flew from Detroit August 7th with her one and six year old. Her 6 year old was tested positive on her hands. Her 6 year old was screened and they were help up for two hours. She and her 
daughter we re patted down, Now she crying every day and does not even want to fly down, She watched her mom get a patd own and then she watched her daughter get a pa tdow n. She said their va cation is ruined and she pa id over 1 000 do 11 a rs for it 
and she wants compensation. She did not say they we re rude or did anything wrong other than he Id them up. 

I told her that every person, regardless of age, must undergo screening to proceed beyond the security checkpoint. Even babies must be individually screened. Transportation Security Officers (Twos) are taught to explain what they are doing during the 
screening process, They s ho u Id a I so ask permission when doing something that might ca use con cem Please keep in mind th at a TSO is required to ch eek the source of al I a I arms and to fol low al I screening requirements, Every person, regard I e ss of 

Bl 19/2014 age, m usl undergo sere en i ng prior to proceeding beyond the security checkpoint. Even a baby or loddler mu st be screened . 
3:54 57 

PM Transportation Secunty Officers (TSO) are trained to offer families traveling with young children more time. assistance, and patience during the screening process. Children will be approached gently and treated with respect. If a child becomes 
uncomfortable or upset, pa rents or an a ccomp anyi ng ad ult wi 11 be consulted to d ete rmi n e the best approach to help re Ii eve the chi Id's con cem 

8119/2014 
4:05:33 

PM 

I told her that there is no monetary compensation that you can get for someone becoming upset because they were screened. You may visit ts a.gov and look at the claims process. An investigation would be conducted and TSA may or may not pay a 
claim so there is no guarantee of this. 

I did tell her to ask for a PSS before screening starts so she can have a backup person 10 help her. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 8/1912014 2:53:58 PM Airporl: SYR - Syracuse-Hancock lnternalional Date/Time of Travel 08/1812014 6:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: Delta 3940 Checkpoinl/Area 
of Airport. 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· My 86 year old mother went through security and was cleared by the TSA agent that was monitoring the body scanner. Several minutes later while she was waiting for my 14 year old niece to go through security, a female African American 
TSA officer approached my mother and said she needed 10 pal her down eilher in a room or in public. My molher told the agent I hat she had nolhing to hide and lhe pat down was conducted in public. She was confused as 10 lhe purpose of this 
request and very offended by the thorough search conducted on her The action by this officer seemed completely random and out of line since my mother had already been cleared through security. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Na~"'· .,,,.· .. ='---,..---' 
Phone Number : b i(6, 
Email (bi(6i 
To leave a commen concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Dear Sir or Madam. 

I'd like to voice my disappointment and extreme dissatisfaction with the TSA contact during a recent trip through the ATL airport. I checked in and went thru ·security" at ATL on Sunday evening. August 17 at approx. 7: 15PM, I am a United Airlines 
"Premier 1K" traveler and have 1raveled at leasl 80 fiightssegments already lhis year. I am also a "Pre-Chek" approved traveler on United Airlines. Additionally, I have applied for, was fingerprinted, and a member of the "Trusled Traveller-Global 
Entry" permit. As you can see, I am no "novice trave I er" My dis ap poi ntme nt is on several levels: 

This past weekend I fiew on Delta (I entered my Known Traveler number when making reservations so that hopefully the TSA Pre-check symbol would be on my boarding pass). When I went to the airport and printed my Delta boarding pass, there 
was no Pre-Check symbol so as a result, couldn't use lhe Pre-Check line. I entered the Pre-check line anyway tried to use my "trusted Traveler global entr" status 10 use the Pre-check line, but the TSA agent there said this wasn't good enough and 
would have to go thru regular screening. 

I went thru the regular (full) screening line, which was long and almost caused me to miss my flight. Being concerned about the millimeter wave scanner. I "opted out" of it. only to be told I would have to wait for an extended period as there was no 
male attendanls available 10 pal me down. (There were several male employees present watching the X-ray screens or doing other tasks, and plenty of female employees standing around apparently doing nothing (I know now what TSA stands for 
·Thousands Standing Around"-it's true), however none of them offered to relieve a male employee to pat me down. 

811912014 After approximately 10 minutes a apparently angry and surly male TSA employee approached me and angrily said that I caused him to have to leave his break early. (My response was the he should remember who his customer was and who's tickets 
pay for his salary•). He angrily patted me down, and banged my testicles during the pat down, causing pain. I'm sorry I don't recall his name as he should have assault charges filed againsl him: his last name ended in something like [§}illJ or 

1 O:OB:JS something to that effect. I finally finished my screening and after running the entire way to the gate, barely made my flight. 
PM 

My questions for the TSA are: 

Why isn't a ·-rrusted Traveller Global Entry· ID, issued by the Department of Homeland security, sufficient to be included in the Pre-Chek line? 

2. The TSA has my flight records and knows that I am "Pre-Check" on United. Why doesn't this carry over to other airlines I fly", You know how much I fly and have me in your data banks. 

3. Why aren't the ATL TSA more accommodating to the traveling public whom they are tasked to serve? 

4. At ATL, all the TSA screeners are black. This in itself isn't a problem, but why aren't other races represented in employment there? Where is the commitment to diversity at the TSA? 

Thank you for your time and attention. I wish I could say it was a pleasure to interiace with the TSA, but this is almost never the case. 

I am copying my senator and representatives in hopes that they will be able to see the extreme inefficiencies and lack of professionalism at the TSA and that they do their best to abolish this waste in performing 'Security theater' 



Caller states that he traveled from LGA to MCO on 08 20 2014 on Delta Airlines time of travel was 825 am and states that he did not want to go throur the screening and requested to opt out. The officer at the check point was giving him a extremely 
ha rd ti me aver this request, The officer at the check point fi na 11 y requested that a su pe rvi sor ta I k to the t rave I er and when the Supervisor kb) ( 6) arrived on the see ne he had a very com bat ive attitude and according to the ca 11 er, was ready to 
fight. Caller felt very threalened and intimidated by the supervisors behavior. When during the whole time he was just wanting an explanalion as to why he could not opt oul for a patdown. 

8120120 14 Gave the cal I er the following info: 
8:47: 10 Because your complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your e-mail to the Customer Service Manager at that airport. 

AM 

8/2012014 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security
screening po Ii ci es need modification or s pec1f1c employees or screener teams are the subj eels of repeated complaints. 

Caller arrived from St. Petersburg, Russia via Munich, Germany to CL T yesterday for a connection to PHL. He purchased a very expensive bottle of liquor in a duty free bag, sealed hermetically in St. Petersburg and was told he could get through 
screening with the item. Upon his arrival at CL T after clearing CBP he went to TSA for his connecting flights and stated his liquor was confiscated and the seal removed and tested and he was told it failed and he wasn tallowed to have the item in 
checked baggage. States TSA confiscated his liquor and probably look home and drank. 
Caller doesn t like TSA at all, states they dumped his camera bag and took out the lenses. he had to empty his computer bag and they rescreened his items. The Supv. asked for his boarding pass from departure from St. Petersburg and it was in his 
computer bag and he wasn tallowed to touch the bag to obtain the pass. TSA is a disgrace and he was required to have a patdown. 
Stated it was harassment like you wouldn t believe and this is why US travelers don t like TSA, no reason why he shouldn t have been allowed to place the liquor in checked bag. 
Staled he was speaking with the flight crew from CLT 10 PHL, they told him CLT was the worst TSA crew they had to experience and I hey harass everyone including crew. 
Arrived at CLT approx. 4: 1 O PM and went through TSA at approx. 5PM. 
Only che c kpornt at International Arnva Is, checked through connecting fl 1g hts, not the domestic T SA checkpoint. strictly intern ati o na I arri va Is connecting US d ep artu res. 
Flying via US Airways, Flight# 1798, departed at 8:35 PM from CLT to PHL and if he had a close connecting flight he wouldn t have made it because he was detained approx. 20 minutes. 
Caller said he spoke with a TSO that said she was a Supv., a female possibly 40s and a little heavy, caucasian. The TSO wore glasses, mid 30s, caucasian, average height. slight build. 
Caller stated we need to get rid of the TSA and he would like a response from the CSM at CLT. Asked for phone # to contact 

9:14: 13 Response: 
AM Apologized to caller for his negative experience at CL T. Because your complain! concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your e-mail to the Customer Service Manager at that airpor1. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security
screening po Ii ci es need modification or s pec1f1c employees or screener teams are the subj eels of repeated complaints. 

Provided following information to caller: 
Once cleared through Customs and Border Patrol. these liquids must be placed in checked baggage upon arrival in the United States and before departure on connecting flights. TSA advises travelers returning from international flights to a connecting 
flight in the United States to use their time in customs to place any duty-free liquid items in their checked bags. 

Alcoholic beverages with more lhan 70 percent alcohol conlent (140 proof), including 95 percent grain alcohol and 150 proof rum, are not permitled in either carry-on or checked baggage. 

Advised caller the TCC doesn t receive information whether a CSM will contact a passenger, but, if additional information is required he may be contacted v,a email. Advised to allow a reasonable amount of time for a response and explained how to 
contact the CSM at any airport in the US. 
Explained he can obtain a claim form from the website if he chooses to submit, no guarantee it would be honored if his item was prohibited. 
She Ii kes to take canned carrots and they have I ,q u1d in them she puts th em in checked I ugg age. They opened her I uggage and looked and she had My I ant a and Mi I k of Magnesia and went through her person al 1te ms going the re then coming back from 
JFK. She had a very thin black dress and different things came up on the AIT and she felt totally abused. She had a flash drive on her leg and had velcro straps with things on her leg with her money and was wearing a necklace and a locket and pin on 
her lapel. They said they were going 10 gel a woman and put her in a privale booth to screen her and she threw her blazer off and s1arted palling herself down to show there was nothing I here. 

It is not sale to put money or th, ngs in her bag and anyone can stea I anything. She flew on American and then on United. She is going to Washington DC and she ordered those T SA I oc ks for the I ugg age so they won t break open the lock. She did n t 
like them going into her things and it is a demeaning process. She doesn t want to complain about the carrot incident but she does want to complain about the patdown. 

Advised: 

812012014 All baggage is required to be screened. If the luggage has an image or something sets off an alarm they would need to open it and search it. 

1 o;~: 17 Any anomalies or alarms that register on the screening technology have to be resolved and that may include a patdown procedure. 

I wi 11 go ahead and lo rward this information to the CSM at the airport for review 

Airport where the incident occurred: JFK 
Airline: United 
Flight numbers: 314 
Dale and lime of incident: December 1 O 2013, 715 am 
Terminal or gate: Gate 7, Terminal 7 
I nd1v1d ua I s contact information emai I 

kbl(61 



8/20/2014 
6:03 36 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: ~kb~-~1(~6~1 --~ 
Date Time: 8/2012014 5:32:35 PM 

Nam.fh··,1r:;-, 

Emailj(b 1(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):I was traveling from New York (Kennedy airport), 
to Charleston, South Carolina. Flight #1273. Jet Blue Terminal. My flight was at 7:04 am. I had to be patted down between 6-6:30. My husband was in a wheelchair. Also the date was August 19th 
Comments: I went through screening everything was fine. After that they took my cooler bag as1d e. Inside bag was 2 boxes of Raviolis. M ozza re 11 a cheese. Grated cheese & cold cuts. The TSA agent at that point said everything was ok. Th en she 
checked cooler bag & then informed me that she needed to pat me down because cooler bag had some hazardous mate ri a I on it, I am 5 7 years o Id , a retired gave rnment employee, I was so hum i Ii ated , I just cried, I want answers 

l"ve been TSA pre for over a year. 10 days ago I fiew and had TSA pre on boarding pass. Today at JFK it was not. I never received renewal notice or any other communication. How do I get it back? 
Also since I am so used to traveling as pre I did not take my shoes off. At that point the TSA agent began treating me as a criminal. I understand pat down but then she did a hand swipe and took my wallet ( which had no reason to go through X-ray. 
And made sure thal all my properly was run SEVERAL times. There was no reason for lhis trealment since I made a simple mistake as a frequent traveler used to going through wilhout removing shoes. Agenl was extremely rude and when I lried to 
explain I was pre and show her my clear card she would not let me access my wallet. I'm not sure why it was not on boarding pass but there was no reason to be treated as a criminal by a clearly power obsessed, individual who had no regard for 

812012014 passenger service. 

6:04:20 If this is standard training for agents please rethink your standards. 
PM Thank you, 

l(b1(6) 

8/20/2014 
6:1658 

PM 

Sent from my iPhone 

Disability Description: Caller is a parapalegic in a wheelchair. 

Information Request The caller wants to know the policy on screening of wheelchair cushions. 

The caller only has the date and times of the incidents and the airport they occured at. The caller does not have the flight numbers available. 

Response Details: Advised caller the wheelchair scooter will be physically inspected, including the seat cushions and any non-removable pouches or fanny packs. It will also be tested for traces of explosives, and any removable pouches will be 
required to undergo x-ray screening. 

Advised caller I will submit the complaint to the disabilities branch as well as the CSMs at both airports involved. Advised caller For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 
of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)), 11 must: 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Describe the al I eg ed di scrim i na tory action in sufficient de ta i I to in form T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In order to ap prop nately address your co ncems, we a I so need to know the airport at which you we re sere ened by T SA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complainl on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization 10 file the complainl on his or her 
behalf. 

TSA recommends thal you file your complaint via e-mail or Internet in order to expedile processing. 

Advised caller that I will send her the infonmation in her email on how to properly file the complaint. 

lncidenl Details: Calling in because she wants to discuss a problem she had with TSA on a recent flight. The caller is a plalinum status traveler with American airlines so she goes lhrough TSA quite often and is aware of the rules. The caller states she 
has had a horrible experience on both her outbound flight and inbound flight. The caller states its taken her this long to calm down so she can call in and talk about it. The caller states the worst part of the trip was going through TSA at DFW on Friday, 
August 8. The caller was at the security checkpoint close to terminal A3 around 1 0-1 0: 30 am. The ca 11 er is a parapal eg,c and in a whee I ch air. The ca 11 er states she is al so pre ch eek. The cal I er states she was ready for her p atdown and swabbing and 



To Whom It May Concern: 

My wife recenlly travelled through NewJrk airport for a flighl bound to the UK. 

She 1s American. 28 weeks pregnant and was !rave 11 mg a lone. She came to the security gate where she requested a pat down instead of gomg tho ugh the sea n ne rs. 

This is a doctor recommended alternative.The gentleman opera1ing the line, one of your employees starled to ask questions regarding my wife's decision to request a pat down instead of a scan. He started lelling her, over and over again lhat it was 
safe. When she politely refused he started to tell her incidents of other pregnant women who had gone through. My wife continued to decline and request a pat down however your employee felt the need to continue harassing her about her decision. 
Eventually the gentleman told her to wait on the side and told her she had to wait here for 30 minutes in order to get a pat down, this reduced my wife to tears. 

She was standing without her shoes on, without her coat on her own on the side line in front of lhe whole security team and line for 30 minutes being harassed by one of your employees. She was reduced to tears and humiliated in fronl of everyone. 

Des p1te what your employees be Ii eve reg a rd i ng security process es pat downs are offered by your staff for p eo pie who request them on ANY grounds be they re Ii g ious or otherwise. I wonder 1/ this would have been the response had my wife told you 
812112014 this was for religious reasons. Despite what your employees believe this is the choice of the traveller. I feel that such treatment of a young, pregnant, solo traveller is absolutely dispicable. Your employee is not a doctor, he is doing a job and has no 
823:27 right to judge, harass or mistreat or single out anyone who deviates from what he thinks is lhe accepted norm, especially when the TSA offer I his alternalive method of security search for just I his reason. 

AM 

8121/2014 
8:47 30 

I do not intend on I ettmg this matter re st and wi 11 continue to contact you unti I I receive what I be Ii eve to be an acce pta bl e apology and response. 

To be treated in this way is simply disgusting and I intend to get 10 the bottom of it. 

I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Kind Regards 

Caller slated she went lhrough the precheck line and the male agent asked for a female 10 come for a patdown. Caller slated a female crew member went lhrough the checkpoint and lhe alarm went off and the caller stated she was lhe next female thal 
went through and she was subject to a patdown. Caller flew from Richmond Virginia at 08: 1 Oam. Caller stated she felt like she didnt need to have a patdown. Caller stated she filled out a TSA comment card. Caller wants to make a formal complaint 
about the way she was screened at the che c kpomt. Cal I er stated she feels Ii ke she was nt treated pro pe rl y at the checkpoint. 

AM Advised caller the lo 11 owing information: 

8121/2014 

Advised caller I qo i nq to transfer her to another de pa rtme nt to q et some mo re information about the sere en i nq p raced u re at the airport. Transferred to the MB department 
1575775 
The caller indicated that she is flying out of RIC today with Delta flight 6222 departing at 1 O: 11 am. She went through the checkpoint at Gate B at 8: 1 Oam and passed through the AIT after several crew members. After passing through the AIT, A male 
TSO (middle aged, b aiding. ca ucasi an) asked her to step to the s1d e. Another male TSO ta 11. ca ucasi an. longer hair) came up and asked why he had ca 11 ed for a paid own. The Ii rst TSO and advised that the alarm rang for the crew member that passed 
through the AIT prior to her. and that TSA Rules stipulate that if there is an alarm for a crew member, the next passenger that passes through must receive additional screening. The female TSO that conducted the patdown!(b)(ffl ! (who was 
lovely) provided the same information. 

8:56: 15 The caller is very upset and would like to understand the rules in regard to ask. She asked if this 1s the rule. If it 1s not the rule. than she 1s very upset that she had to be screened add1t1onally. 
AM 

She would like to be con1ac1ed. 

She completed a comment card at the airport. She asked T scf~b_._l (_6_) ___ ~I how to file a complaint and she provided a comment ca rd. She su bm,tted this at the airport and was provided a copy of the comment ca rd. 

I advised that the CSM would need to address her inquiry. I advised that I would refer the information to the CSM at RIC to make I hem aware. They would have lhe means to look into and address this. 
The caller has a complaint. He is at BOISE currently. He stated that they went through at 7:45 am. He stated that his wife had her hair done and the machine alarmed. He stated that they messed up her hair. He stated that the hair do cost $85.00 and 

812112014 he wants to file a claim for the hair do. He stated that there was nothing in her hair, it is just very thick. 

10:20:43 
AM 

I explained that if a passenger goes through the AIT and any alarms or anomalies occur, a patdown is required to clear the alarms. I explained that bobby pins and other hair accessories can cause an alarm. I explained that in my own experience. 
bobby pins resulted in my hair being patted down for screening. He can file the claim, and the CMB will make the determination as to how to resolve the claim. I can send the forms with in 24 hours of this response, via email. I explained that we will 
document his complaint. 



8121/2014 
10:28:24 

AM 

8121/2014 
12:13:04 

PM 

Caller said she Is trying to Ii I e a claim lo rm because on yesterday wh1 I e taking her grand kids to catch their fi Ig ht to Canada at Du 11 es her g ra ndd aug hte r was se I ected for a patdown she Is 11 yea rs old and was to Id by the tso that she wou Id get a 
modified patdown but since she complained they all got a patdown the kids 11 and 8 year old did not received a modified patdown and even when she was patdown her shirt was lifted in front of everybody. They were also asked to remove all 
electronics and power them on her granddaughler iphone was nol charged so the phone had to be left al the check point.When her husband talked to Captainkb)(6:, pbout gelling the phone back al the airport lhe supervisor told lhem the 
phone was surrendered and gave him a claim form.A private screening was not offered to her. 
Caller Is up set over the phone not being returned and the p atdown they al I received. 
They traveled out of Dulles on 08 20 14 
Gate C flight# ua4551 at 11 :40 am. 

Response 

Devices se I ected for this screening I hat do not power up wi 11 nol be perm i tied onboa rd the aircraft and I he traveler may be required to undergo add i Ii on al sere en i ng. T rave I ers with e I eel ro ni c devices tha I do nol power up or do not function may p I ace 
th em in checked baggage or ship th em to their d esti nation. 
When required, children who appear to be 12 years old and younger receive a mod1f1ed version of the patdown. The modified version of the patdown still requires a Transportation Secunty Officer (TSO) to pat down the clothed areas of the child's body: 
however. the procedure was adapted to be less invasive. 

The modified version of the patdown is required if the walk-through metal detector alarms when the child walks through it, anomalies are detected during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, the adult accompanying the child refuses AIT 
screening on the child's behalf or the child is randomly selected for a search. 
The patdown can a I ways be conducted in a private screening I ocat ion when requested, 
Under U.S. General Services Adminislration (GSA) regulalions, an item is deemed voluntarily abandoned if it is "abandoned to a Federal agency in such a manner as to vest title therelo in the United States.· 

I will send your complaint to the CSM at the airport you can file the claim that was given to you at the airport. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : P role ssiona Ii sm/C ustome r Service; Screening Current Date/Ti me , 812112014 11 : 2 8; 51 AM Airport · DEN - Denver I nte ma ti on al Date/Ti me of Travel : 0812112014 8 :45 AM Airline & FI i g ht N umber · Southwest Airlines #4 67 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : This morning I asked for a pat down when I got to the security checkpoint. The first agent asked lo r a le male assist. I overheard another fem a I e officer say &quot; I'm on the other Ii ne&q uot:. I proceeded to wait u nti I she came aver. She then 
proceeded to say &quot:well you know it's not radiation right? You can go through the scanner.&quot; I then told her that I understood but still wanted the pat down. The agent then sighed and rolled her eyes at me and said &quot;ok then take 
everything out of your pockets and take off your shoes and send them through lhe scanner.&quot: I proceeded to do so and I hen followed her directions 10 move to the screening area. At I his time I discovered I had accidenlally left some chapstick in 
my pocket. The officer then then looked at me and stated, &quot;oh that was in your pocket? Well that was supposed to go through the scanner but you didn't listen so I'll just take care of it.&quot; She then proceeded with what I felt was a very rough 
pat down a Im ost as if she was bothered. 
Would you like a response? -Inw 
Passenger's Namd(b)(61 I 
Phorie N11mher · 
Email i(b)(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Hello. 

I traveled from Laguardia Airporl to Chicago Midway lasl week on Wednesday, August 13th on an 11am flighl. I jusl got married and my new license had a different name lhan my ticket. I brought my marriage certificale along to prove that I had in facl 
changed my name. 

Upon entering security, I was told that I needed to get a pat down. This had happened in Chicago. and I didn't view it as a big deal, Obviously, a woman would be performing this pat down, and I waited patiently for one to be located. 

At this time, SEVERAL officers came up to me and started "joking" about how they wanted to pat me down. They went on and on, making their advances until finally I had to tell them that my HUSBAND would not approve of another man patting me 
down. The woman who showed up was profession al. After b erng cl eared to fi y. I walked out of security and the same officers contrn ued to I eer at me and make comments about how they would have wanted to pat me down. Things a long the I in es of. 
"Hey girl. I'd LOVE to pat YOU down any day", etc. Unacceptable. 

8;2;~~~~4 I take this incredibly seriously. No woman should EVER be spoken to like that. These are unprofessional, quite frankly, PIGS that you have employed, and I would like to see some re-percussive actions taken. I believe that this behavior is at best. 
unacceptable, and their small amount of so called power shouldn't be an excuse to sexually harass passengers. 

PM 

I look forward to a response and a formal apology from your organizalion. 



8/2112014 
3:5931 

PM 

8/2112014 
4:00:16 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPj._(b_._1(_6_1 ___ _. 

Date Time: 812112014 2:28:42 PM 

Na me Jr h ·-, I f,"1 
Emaifh··,1rr1 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight 9k354 Cape Air nantucket mass ACK 08/16114 departing at 12:50 pm 
Comments:My name is!lh·11r;--, !I'm 72 I wear an insulin pump which on this day your employee namedkb)(ffl !rudely found the need to pat me up down and under sideways. I do not have to remove my pump ever and there is no beeping For 
fifie en minutes I had to be insulted by your employee wh i I e my d aug hte r wale h ed and photographed her a fie r she went thru security. I fi y 10 11 mes a year and have never experienced such a rude TSA agent . Was it just ltii:iill:D? I have to wand er 
do hope this matter is resolved soon as I will be waiting to hear that you have fired her. What she put me thru was disgusting , My son in law served in Iraq and is still in the military keeping us safe 
. Granled we need securily bul please I don't know where you got her, just get belier helpl(b)(ff•, I 
Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 8/2112014 2:12:52 PM Airport: MSY - Louis Armstrong New Orleans lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 0812012014 3:45 AM Airline & Flight Number: Alaska Airlines 789 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Concourse C TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment: I opted for a pat-down instead of the scanner. I have opted for this at multiple airports where the TSA agents have been at least professional throughout the process. The agent I had at MSY, however, was very rough in the pat-down and 
multiple times during the I ower body port ion, she put her hand on my crotch, W hi I e checking my waistband. she a ct u ally pulled my waistband severa I inches away (exposing my underwear) instead of running her hand a Io ng the inside, I I elt fee Ii ng 
humiliated and degraded. 

As I said, I've had pat-downs done at multiple other airports and the agents have always been discreet, polite and professional. That is the level of respect that I've come to expect from TSA employees and I was hugely disappointed yesterday. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Namt1._1_h_·11_r;_·-, ___ ~ 

~~~~Wiilftf' · 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



812112014 
6:05:55 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es 01 her; Screening 
Current Date/Time· 8121/2014 5:40:12 PM Airport: DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel 08117/2014 10 30 PM Airline & Flight Number Southwest to Tampa, FL Checkpoint/Area of Airport TSA preferred security check line TSA 
Employee: (If Known) two females. one short heavy set dark hair, one approximately 5"6&quot. medium build, dark hair in blue Comment My name Is kb 1(61 I and I am writing this letter with disgust. being violated and sexually abused 
Sunday, 8-17-14, at the Denver, CO International Airport in the TSA prefen-ed security line on my way to my flight. 

My boarding pass indicated that I go to TSA preferred security so I continued into the line. As I got closer to the TSA employee (short heavy set female. dark hair with up do) standing on the other side of walk through scanner, I told her I had both of my 
hips rep I aced and my I eft s hou Ider had 3 bolts due to surgery. She , mm ed i a tel y said to me "take your shoes off and you a re going to be patted down." She then cal led a T SA le male employee (tal I g ue ssrng 5 '6" med, um bu i Id, dark hair with up do and 
blue hair net on top of hair authorized for the patd own, 

First question before I continue with the fondling, why did the TSA female not send me to the AIT machine for people with prosthetics? (The Tampa TSA employees were cordial and acted according to this statement and because I had metal in my 
body they immediately had me go through the Al T machine and it took seconds far clearance. Exce 11 e nt Service). According to the T SA information on the website under contact us screenings using A IT a re vo I unta ry and a va, I ab I e and the re are signs 
posted about this type of scan. 
(See below pulled directly from website) 

Screening 
Q.&#160; Can I choose the way I would like to be screened? 
A.&#160; Screenings using AIT are voluntary.&#160: Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening. including a thorough patdown.&#160; Signs are posted in front of each AIT 
I ocation advising passengers of this ng ht. 
However, if an adult accompanying a child 12 years old or younger opts out of AIT screening on the child's behalf. the child will receive a modified patdown.&#160; TSA never separates a child from an accompanying adult.&#160; The adult may 
observe the entire patdown process and may assisl by holding the child's hand.&#160: Please be assured that TS Os are Irained 10 conducl these procedures professionally and respectfully. 
I will now explain in detail the horrific experience I had Sunday. 8-17-14. in the TSA security line at the Denver. CO airport. 
As mentioned above, after the TSA female employee insisted I go through the regular scan machine I continued and sure enough the alarm sounded like I told her due to two hip replacements and rotator cuff surgery left shoulder. She yells out "female 
assist.'' I I oak fa rwa rd and see another TS A fem a I e employee motioning me to come fa rward, She asked me to stand on the le et patte ms on the /loo r as she put on b I ue g I ove s, She then started the pa tdow n and it was nothing more than a fond Ii ng of 
my body. She rubbed every area of my body touching privale areas. Instead on touching the bottom base of my bra she Iouched the bottom of my breasls and then she asked me to spread my legs further aparI. She then rubbed down my legs and 
feet and as she rubbed my inner thighs she rubbed all the way into my groin touching the outside of my vagina. She then rubbed her gloves on small pieces of paper I guess to check for chemical's or other such stuff. I was treated like a terrorist and I 
was just an Amencan female that had prosthetics in my body. I was so upset, when I was cleared I cried all the way to the plane and on the plane in front of strange people, had no tissue so I just bowed my head in shame. 

So what TSA is telling me is thal if you have had surgery and proslhetics are placed in your body you have to be patted down? 
These two women should be fired immediately and then patted down so they could experience the horrific fee Ii ng of being violated and abused. 

I just had a very upsetting experience in the security of lhe Phoenix airporI. I have a government, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania issued supplement to my license I hat indicates a lasl name change (I was married in November). This was suitable 
i denti fi cation in the Phi I ade Ip hi a airport and in numerous other occasions as I have traveled, but the ID check flagged me as add it ion a I screening. I had a I ready been randomly screened for explosives with a hand wipe as I a pp roached. as we 11. I then 
went through the body scanner. I then was told I needed a pat down while another TSA agent searched through my things. I would consider this to be excess. especially as I had my breasts and butt physically handled by an agent AFTER I had already 
successfully passed through the fu 11 body sea nne r. I am a frequent traveler and am very disturbed by this experience, 

812212014 I did not get any names or badge numbers as I was humiliated and near tears, not to mention concerned about making my flight. The woman told me anyone could recreate the documentation and that it was protocol. How then is it appropriate 
1 0; 0 8; 50 identification in other airports?? She was also under the i ni ti a I imp re ss,on ( after I comp I a i ned about the pat down) that my I ice ns e was expired. She did not know 11 was for my I a st name. 

AM 
I have attached a photo of the supplement and my license as you can clearly see, all information malches exaclly. I would appreciate a response. 

Thank you 

!(b1(61 I 



8/2212014 

Caller fiew form Santa Fe Municipal on American Eagle flight 3196 on 8 20 2014 at 10:40 am. She said that she went through the checkpoint at approximately 9:30 or 10 am. She wanted to make a complaint. She said that she has three joint 
replacements. She told the TSO about the metal implants. She set off an alarm and received a patdown. She said that the patdown was explained to her and she was offered a private screening. She stated that after the patdown she was asked if 
some items were hers. She said that they were. She was lold to sit in the chair and not 10 touch the ii ems while the TSO wenl to check her gloves. She said she could nol even pul her shoes back on. She wanted to know what she was IesIing her 
gloves for. She said that when she opened her luggage she had an NOi with the number 40 on it. She wanted to know what the number 40 means. She wants to be contacted with that information. She was very upset because she got a patdown. 
She said that she has never received a patdown or had a prob I em at any other airport. She stated th at she was treated Ii ke common criminal. She wanted to know why she was not wand ed or sent through the A IT. She I ater said that the re was no Al T. 
She thinks that TSA should have other alternatives other than a patdown. She said that it is not right. 

I gave the following information: If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips. he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a 
walk-through meIaI detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still wilh their arms above lheir heads for 5-7 seconds without lhe support of a person or device. 
An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a patdown: however. passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 

11 :02:22 If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
AM A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a meIaI detector or anomalies identified by AIT If a patdown is required in order to complele screening: 

• The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any ti me. 

Transportation Administration Security (TSAJ security screeners are instructed to wear gloves when conducting physical inspections of property and patdown inspections of individuals. Screeners must only wear TSA-issued gloves when performing 
screening functions and wi 11 use a new pair of g I oves whenever a passenger requests that they do so. Sc reene rs must al so ms pe ct their gloves reg u I a rl y for slams, tea rs. and other signs of damage and replace their gloves as necessary. 

I to Id her I hat when T SA opens and inspects a bag a notice of inspection in p ul in the bag to notify the passenger that their I ugg age was inspected. I to Id her I hat I do nol know wha I the number 40 on I he NO I me ans. 
TSA no longer uses hand-held metal detectors to resolve walk-through metal detector alarms. 
I advised her that I would forw-ard her complaint to the CSM at Santa Fe Municipal for review. 

Caller fi ew from FLL vi a US Ai rw-ays and acci d enta 11 y had two firearm magazines m his carry on. Ca 11 er stated when the T SA officers found the Ite ms they where very rude to him and threatened to have him arrested. Cal I er stated he tried to explain the 
situation but they would not listen and also would not take him to a private place to get his patdown. Caller then stated the officers actions caused him to miss his flight. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

Told caller we would forw-ard his complaint to the CSM at FLL for further review. 

812212014 Date: 08.10.14 
2:01:51 

Time: 12:30 pm 
Terminal: E5 

PM 

Gate: 5 
Airline: US Airw-ays 
Description of office rs: African American male with corn roles 



Caller Is at IAH and Just went through the checkpoint. S_he states that her NY_state license has her complete last name _but only C for her first name. so she always provides additional ID that also shows her first name. Shd'ays t_hf' at IAH. the TSO 
had her go through a lengthy secondary process, 1nclud1ng a patdown and going through her luggage. She feels that this Is excessive, since she provided a second ID that did match the boarding pass. She states that STS h 11R ·, screened her. and 
when asked why the additional screening was necessary, only answered that ii was the procedure for thal. Caller says I hat she has never had this experience wilh this ID before and since NY State cannot print an ID wilh her full name, she wants 10 
know what she can do to avoid it in the future. She wants to be called. 

Advised ca Iler: 
If passengers are unable to present an ID or documents that display I heir name as it appears on I heir boarding pass or if TSA has questions about lhe ID presented, the passenger may be asked to assist TSA in lhe identity verification process. If we 
are able to confirm the passenger's identity, the passenger will be cleared to enter the screening checkpoint. However, the individual may be subject to additional screening. 

812212014 
4: 51 : 13 Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Cus torn er Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation, 

PM 

8/2212014 
6:20:06 

PM 

FI ig ht information: 
From to: IAH to LGA 
Flight date time: 8 22 (delayed from 4:25 pm and has not left yet) checkpoint A North 
Flight number: DL5972 
Airline: Delta 
Airport: IAH 
Gate Terminal: A 10 (?) 
Email: (not provided) 

To w horn it may concern. 

Please pass this along where it should be going. I don't know who to contact. I saw pretty lazy security in Barcelona, and it seemed unsettling compared to what we're used to here. 

My family of 4 traveled to Europe recently, my first time flying overseas We traveled in and out of Barcelona Airport in Spain, to/from Miami on nonstop flights between late July and early August 2014. Considering what we had heard about enhanced 
security prior 10 leaving the US, I expected much belier security in Barcelona than we had. I think somebody needs to know whal it's like coming oul of Europe, given potential threats in the world right now. 

First, when we arrived in Spain, we met with their passport control officers without our luggage. We expected that at some point we'd be with our "stuff' while speaking to officials, but as soon as we got the passports stamped. that was 11. We picked 
up our bags off carousels like we were on a domestic flight and left - no one looked at anything ever again. 
Worse, though, was our return 10 lhe US- again a nonsIop straighl to Miami. 
1 )Their airport was filled with kiosks that people were paying to wrap their large bags entirely in tons of cellophane, prior to dropping with ticket agents. Who is going to bother unwrapping these if anyone suspects a problem? These obviously were 
supposed to be a deterrent to airline theft a ndlo r to keep the bags from getting scratched up. but to me it looked I, ke a way to make your bags a has s I e to bother with. 
2)Their version of TSA security check was ridiculous. Nobody has to remove any shoes or jackets. No body scanners except the old kind you can find at most inner city high schools here, No removing laptops or other electronic devices separately, 
and certainly no "turning them on to make sure they work", like we were told was going to happen. 
3)Although this is not usually the case when we travel. we inadvertently left our 3-1-1 bag (which was big, for 4 people, probably 5-6 smaller bags of liquid items all sitting together in one backpack) inside our bag in the carry-on bag check, and nobody 
asked us or opened the backpack to see what it was. 
4) I saw multiple people setting off what little scanner they had when walking through, and they just had them repeat -no hand-held scanner or pat-down or anything. 
5)When we were about to board our flight, they had brought in 2 different types of extra security personnel (maybe 3-4 people tolal)- one uniform looked like airport police, and the other looked like military- supposedly 10 do enhanced checks of 
everyone getting on our particular flight. They didn't do anything except stand there near the gate agents. They didn't check passports or tickets or stop anyone that I saw. In fact. there was more than one way to get to the plane (an elevator for people 
needing assistance. escalator for everyone else) after the gate check. and they weren't even manning the elevator area at all. I have no idea why they bothered. 

It seemed like at every point lhe idea was to make it feel like it was security, but honestly, our daily security on and off our Disney Cruise ship over there seemed a lot more intense. 

Spain, at least has a lot of work to do to keep out people and items that don't belong on planes headed here, as far as we could tell. Considering the Middle East crises right now. and the still missing plane m Malaysia, it is frightening how easy 11 
would have been to do wrong out of Ba roe Iona Airport, 



8/2212014 
8:30:35 

PM 

To whom 11 may concern, 

I am writing to inform you of my most recent experience with a TSA agent while being screened before my flighl. I was al the Seallle Airport, SEA-TAC and was flying oul on United Airlines on Wednesday August 20th, 2014. 
Before I go any further, I have a condition called Neurofibromatosis. This condition causes painful tumors to form and grow on nerves throughout the body. These tumors are very painful to the touch and some are quite large. When I go through the 
sea nne rs at the checkpoint the tumors I Ig ht up on the screen I, ke a ch nstma s tree. I was trying to exp I a in this to the agents at the checkpoint and was treated rather rude I y by a female agent. I wish I had gotten her name, but when I tried explaining to 
her why the screen lit up in so many places, she told me that she didn't want to hear any excuses. She insisted on a pat-down (I thought I could ask for the wand to check for metal) I told her that it's painful because of the tumors, (My left hip and 
buttock areas area very painful due to a large Iumor) She again told me she didn't want to hear it and was done hearing my excuses. Once I was cleared I was fighling back tears, I felt humiliated, ashamed, and I was in pain because lhe pat down 
hurt. 
I don·t want anyone to get in trouble. but just informed that some people do have conditions that may cause parts of the screening process to become red flagged. I am thankful that we do have the TSA they are wonderful at keeping the public safe. 
just wish that they would give people a minute to explain why and not treat us like criminals when we do try to explain. Most of the time TSA agents are gently with the pat downs or will just allow me to have the metal detector wand. 
Because of this mosl recenl experience, I am almosl hesitant to fiy again. ll's been a few days and I am still quite upset. I have made the decision to apply for the TSA-PRE check, and undersland I slill may get pulled aside for additional screening. I 
just don't want to experience what I had to go through recently again. 

~ou for your time and attention. 

K.!2.l!.2.LJ 

He went through security at SAN and his citizen e co drive watch m yste riousl y dis a pp ea red, 
He has an a rtificia I hip and had to undergo a pa td own. He s pe nl 20 minutes I ooki ng around and someone said I hat I hey wou Id review I he tapes. 
A gentleman name<[h·11r;-·, !took his information and called him back stating that they did see him taking off his watch. but did not allude to what had happened. 

121 0pm 08.21.2014 
Checkpoint for Gate 29 
SAN 

8122120 14 American Airlines te rmrn al to the rig ht 
9:11: 10 bag was a little and had a laptop and ipad, maybe 11 inches and pretty thin 

PM 
Advised ca Iler: 
That he would need to submit a claim form as soon as possible. 
As far as if he would need a receipt then he would need to just look at the form. 
Once submitted he will receive a claim number 10 check the stalus with. 

Al so I can send those forms to you vi a em a, I, postage ar fax. Which he chose to have those sent vi a posta I. 
I am also going to send this information to the CSM at SAN as well. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!~1h_--_,1r;_·_1 ---~ 
Date Time: 8/2312014 5:49:14 AM 

Namefo1(6) 
Emai!(b,(61 
Complaints:My Complaint is Not Listed Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):lcelandAir Flight F1634 BOS to KEF al 14:35pm on August 9, 2014 -Terminal E, Logan lnlemational Airport" 
Comments:On August 9. 2014 myself, my nephew and my son went through the security screening at Logan International Airport. I approached an agent at approximately 12:30pm EST and informed him that my son is a Type 1 Diabetic, he was 
wearing an insulin pump and I had paperwork as well as a note from his Dr. regarding his condition. The paperwork included a warning from the manufacturer of his pump that 11 should not be exposed to xray equipment. The male agent looked at a 
female agent to ask what to do. The female agent said since my son was 14 (over 12) he must go through the body imaging scanner. I repeated he was wearing a pump, I tried to show them the paperwork and I asked for a pat down. My son showed 

8123/2014 him the pump that was a11ached to his body. We were refused and my son was forced to go through the body imaging scanner. Type 1 Diabetes is a disability covered by the American with Disabilities Act. I lhoroughly researched what I needed in 
10:00: 17 order to get the correct treatment at Logan airport and we had everything ready. We requested a pat down and I was told three times. "He"s over 12, he goes through the body scanner•··_ The agents did not listen to me and did not act appropriately. 

AM Since I was by myself with tw"o children and nervous about causing a problem with the TSA and possibly missing our international flight I was unable to stop the agents from taking my son through the scanner while I took my 10 year old nephew 
through the metal detector, which my son should also have been allowed to go through. This treatment was a violation of his rights as a traveler with a disability. Going through the xray with an insulin pump voids the warTanty and ANIMAS, the 
manufac1urer cannot guarantee I hat no damage was caused by the eleclromagnetic waves to the sensors in his pump. This has caused many sleepless nights during our vacation, and now that we are home. If my son's pump malfunctions it can cause 
him to become very sick, fall into a coma, and even cause death. An insulin pump is a very expensive piece of medical equipment that costs thousands of dollars of which I do not have. After a couple of strange warnings since the pump was exposed 
to the whole body scanner, we may have to decide to remove it permanently for peace of mind, as we do not know if damage was caused. What happened to us at Logan 1s absolutely disgusting. The female agent was rude, unhelpful and would not 
listen at all. She only repeatedly asked me how old my son was. I am appalled and haunted by our experience, and the failure to keep my son safe. It has caused us great pain and worry. I cannot afford a new pump for my son and we are left not 
knowing what to do. II is my wish to receive a response and to know thal some form of action is being taken against the agent that I deall with and that she be trained aboul travelers with disabilities, as all TSA agents should be. This is a serious 
violation and I hope that it is considered by the TSA as such. 

D 
8124/2014 
9:47:14 

AM 

Enfield, CT 06082 

Hello. 

I was recently flying from O'Haire Airport in Chicago and went through the body scanner and forgot a dime in my pocket. When I stepped out, the TSA agent asked if I had forgotten something in my right front pocket. I reached and found the dime. He 
said he needed to conduct a pat down. I asked, Can I just go back through the sea nne r? He said that 11 was ag am st reg u I at,ons. I asked to see a su pe rvi sor bee a use I had no dei sre to have a pat down for no reason. The supervisor said the same thing. 
I did not believe either of them so. I asked them if they could tell me where I could look up this regulation when I got home. The supervisor said that I was causing a disturbance and he was going to call Chicago Police. I said, I need to get to my plane 
so, I wi 11 con sent to your search but, I want 10 know where the re is a rule or reg ula Ii on tha I I am not al lowed to go through the sea nne r a second ti me. 

The supervisor said that the regulations and rules for for him and I did not need to see it 

Can you please help me figure this out? 

Thanks. 
l(b)(6) -



Caller Is currently located in Costa Rica, so he has no contact information. Yesterday he flew from JFK. He wears an insulin pump. so he had a patdown since his machine is not supposed to go through AIT. He says that his extra pump and tubing were 
in his bag. They went through x-ray screening and an officer had to hand inspect his bag. Once he arrived in Costa Rica. he noticed that his insulin pump and supplies are not in his bag, He has to change his pump tomorrow and doesn t have the 
equipment to do I his because it was left out of his bag. He is trying to locate the equipment. He has called lost and found and they were not in. They tried to call the CSM Tiesha Walker-Patterson and somehow were routed to us. He has been calling 
the same number we have. He is going to continue to use the hotel phone to try to call the CSM and lost and found. 

Airport JFK 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Number: 421 
Confirm atlon N 11mh er· H PM EYK 
Ticket Numberl(b 1(6) 
Terminal: 4 ~------~ 

812512014 Date and Time: 08 24 14 625 a.m. 
S:35,09 Time through security: Approximately 4: 15 a.m. to 4:30 a.m. 

AM 
Advised ca Iler: 

Advised him that I will forward this over to the CSM to make them aware of the situation. Advised him to check with lost and found and provided 718-917-3999. Advised 1/ he gets a vo,cemail to leave a message. so that someone can call him back. 

I explained to him that he can reach the CSM by calling our number, selecting oplion 5, and entering the airport code JFK. This will provide him the CSM s phone number. 

http: www. tsa. gov !rave I er-inform at,on a i rport-1 ost-found-co ntacts# 19 
Kennedy I nte rnat ion a I Airport 
718-917-3999 

I verified that he does have the correct inform at,on for the CS M and that he is trying to ca 11 718-917 .llli[J Advised this is the correct numb er. I m unsure how he got to us. but he can try her again. 

Disability Description: Caller is using an external heart monitor. 

Information Request He had a flight Friday morning at 5:30 a .m. and wants to know the guidelines for wearing this through screening. 

Response Details: Inform the officer of the heart monitor before going through screening. Most likely this will cause an alarm with the AIT or the WTM D. This would result in a patdown. 

812 5120 14 The patdown: 
8,51 ,24 The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. 

AM 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time. 
A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or I ill any article of c lathing to revea I a s ensItIve body area. 

For quest ions concerns req u esl a PSS. 

Offered to send email, but caller declined. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Pj~(b_i_(6_, ___ ~ 
Date Time: 8/2512014 9:49:35 AM 

Nam1fb)(6."i 
Em,th,IRI 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight 1632/Southwest Airlines/Denver Colorado 
Comments:Hello, 

812512014 Yesterday I was selected to go through TSA Prescreening. When I got to the front of the line I had a rude worker say "Palms of Hands," She swabbed my hands and I tested positive for explosives. She yelled out "We have a hands" here, From there I 

10_28 _34 was "paraded" in front of lhe waiting passengers and whisked 10 lhe front of the line where my bags were inspecled and then I was told I would need a pat down in a private room. The employee who conducted the pal down was professional and I do 
AM. not blame him for doing his job, but I left feeling violated. Why is there a need to run hands up and down my penis and scrotum area? Am I going to store explosives somewhere in my scrotum or penis? After the patdown. I was left alone in the private 

room with the door open so everyone could see in the room while I got dressed. 

This complaint is not against lhe employee who palled me down, he was very professional. This complaint is about the Gestapo tactics thal the TSA is conducting. There is unfair psychological profiling going on. An example is all of the open ended 
questions the TSA asked me during this process. Where was I from?, what did I do?, etc. This is an obvious attempt to profile me. The other complaint I have is the psychological tactics that are used when someone sets off an explosive alarm. I was 
paraded out for everyone to see what happens when someone sets an alarm off. The re 1s no doubt th at this is a I so a p s hychol 091 cal tactic that the T SA us es. 

Yes, flying is a choice, but the Constitution of the United States slill applies to the TSA. They are not exempt from the Conslilulion. The Bill of Righls slill exists and I do not appreciale my 1 sl, 4th, and 14th amendmenls being violated. 

The TSA says it is keeping us safe. Are you really keeping us safe or just trying to brainwash the public into complete submission? 

Regards, 

Feedback Type Security Issue 
Categories: Duration of Screening Process: Other CuCTent Date/Time, 8/2512014 10:06:34 AM Airport, MVY - Martha's Vineyard Date/Time ofTravel, 08/23/2014 Airline & Flight Number: Delta Flight 6065 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Sucurity 
Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) : 

812512014 Comment . My checked I uggage was searched by T SA and I would Ii ke to know why and. if anything i na pp ro pri ate was found, s hou Id I have been not iii ed? 

12, 11 , 38 Al so. I was subjected to an extensive body search and pat down. and wh i I e I understand that persons who set off the sea nne r, it just seemed as though the process was overdone. I actually le It Ii ke a en mi na I being searched. 
·PM- Would you like a res onse?: True 

Passenger's Na.,_m_e=b._-"-1(6=1 --.----' 
Phone Number 1h·11r;·-, 

Email kb ,(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time: 812512014 1 :07:11 PM Airport: HOU - William P. Hobby Dateffime of Travel 08/17120141 :45 PM Airline & Flighl Number Southwest 2324 Checkpoinl/Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: On this date it took me about 20 minutes to get through security after I was in line to be checked' I sat for 7 minutes (after I started checking) before I was attended to. I am a TSA Precheck and in a wheelchair with an oxygen concentrator. 
The a gent manning the walk through machines ca 11 ed at I ea st 5 times for le male assist, When I fin ally got to my checkpoint, I was told I was in the wrong Ii ne for p recheck even tho ugh I had fol lowed the instructions of a 11 T SA employees, The woman 
who screened me told me I had to eilher be in the right line or go through regular screening. She was VERY rude and rough with me. I travel frequenlly and I feel like TSA has losl its focus. I am often trealed poorly because of my disability! (Once I 

8/2512014 was told I wasn't old enough for precheck.) I am often asked if I can stand for a pat down or if I can walk through the machine' I can stand for very short periods of time, but not with my arms extended and feet spread. And I could walk through the 
2:15:22 machine 1f I didn't have to have my oxygen since this concentrator will not go through' I am a 56 year old woman with an obvious disability and I don't think I should be treated the way I have been by TSA Precheck is wonderful when it is performed 

PM the way it should be ... 
Would you like a re;,,,a.iu.,=...u=., 
Passenger's Namr:"e~,""''------,._J 
Phone · 
Email (b 1(6) 

,s feedback, follow this link : http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



8125/2014 
6:30:07 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 812512014 5:31 :10 PM Airport: SEA - Seatlle-Tacorna lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 1212812013 Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I want someone to know this although I know nothing will be done. At the time of the flight I was 61 years old. I was flying back to Chicago from a visit with my children who live in Seattle. When it was my turn to go into the tube, I clearly 
announced I have an arlifical R knee. I wenl through, was roughly pulled out &amp; fell up by a big trashy looking TSA woman. This pig actually felt up my botlom &amp: in between my legs. Now I'm going back to Seattle for Thanksgiving. Arn I to 
be felt up &amp: groped everytirne I fly out al Seattle. I've never felt so violated. That nasty woman touched me in a way that I felt raped. Is that how you train your lesbian TSA agents? 
Would you like a relponse? · I•m 
Passenger's Name[b 1(6 I 
Phone Number : ~-------' 

Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Disability or Medical Condition: Professionalism/Customer Service Cur,-ent Date/Time· 8125/2014 5:31 :10 PM Airport· SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International Date/Time of Travel, 12/28/2013 Airline & Flight Number, 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 

812512014 Comment : I want someone to know this although I know nothing will be done. At the time of the flight I was 61 years old. I was flying back to Chicago from a visit with my children who live in Seattle. When it was my turn to go into the tube. I clearly 

6_30 _07 announced I have an artifical R knee. I went through, was roughly pulled out &amp: felt up by a big trashy looking TSA woman. This pig actually felt up my bottom &amp; in between my legs. Now I'm going back to Seattle for Thanksgiving. Am I to 
· PM be fell up &amp: groped everytirne I fly out of Seatlle. I've never felt so violated. That nasty woman touched me in a way that I felt raped. Is that how you train your lesbian TSA agenls? 

Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Nam!._(b"-·-'-1(-'-6"-) _____ _. 
Phone Number , 
Email [b 1(6) ] 
To leave a comment concerning this leed~ack. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB21ApplicatianManager 

The Sikh Coal,t,on writes to file a formal compla,nl of d1scnrn1nat,on on behalf of Sikh Air Passenger,fh ,1R1 1- kbl(6) I civil rights were violated when he was denied a self pal-down of his religiously-mandated turban by the TSA al 
Washington Dulles International Airport on August 19, 2014 kb 1(6 I !flew on United Airlines, Flight No. 492. from Washington D.C. to San Francisco. California. 

!(b,(61 ~led a complaint with the TSA and DHS on August 19, 2014 through the FlyRights phone application. Please see attached follow-up complaint and exhibits. 

Thank ya u for your attention to this matter. 

8125/2014 b t 

6:~o~,~~h11~s,, I 

rl(ff1 
lbi!61 I New York NY 1D0D4 

Visit our website at HYPERLINK http: www.sikhcaalition.org \nwww.sikhcaalition.org. 
Support the Sikh Coalition s work at HYPERLINK http: www.sikhdonate.org \nwww.SikhDonate.org. 
Visit us on Facebook at http: www.facebook.com thesikhcoalition. 
Follow us on Twitter @sikh_coalition. 

This e-ma i I may contain information th at is priv i I eg ed and confi d ent1al . If you a re not the intended recipient p I ease de I ete the emai I and notify us immediate I y. 



I was disappointed with the treatment I received from the TSA at Chicago Midway this Sunday. I was travel mg on Sunday, August 24. and I estimate I was at the TSA checkpoint roughly around noon. 

I choose nol parIicipaIe in the body scan for a number of reasons, so I am experienced with the process of informing the agents that I am opting out. This has gone smoothly for me in every airporl except Midway. The Midway team seemed 
determined to 1 let me know they were irritated with me and 2. make it as time-consuming as possible. 

When I informeJ:b)(ff:, ! rd be opting out, he refused to give me any direction other than "go over there" with a head nod towards the direction of the line formed to enter the scanner. I had never had to wait in a line before (usually I wait off to the 
side) but I followed his direclions. 

I waited m line, and when I reached the front of the line, !(b)(ff:, 
812512014 finally radioed for a female assist. 

! tried to shuffle me through with everyone e Is e. so for a second 11 me I stated I was opting out. He sIg hed and said "It's gon' be a wh i I e.'" After m ovmg other passengers through, he 

8:08:22 
PM After some time, a female agent approached and said she was ready for mel(b·:,(6) !would not allow her to assist me, instead listing other tasks that needed her assistance. The female agent tried several times to take me, bu4bi(61 

wouldn't budge. I was conce med about my belongings sitting at the end of the belt, so I said "I'm !rave Ii ng alone and my belongings a re unattended." !I h ·., / rr1 I stared straight ahead. f b) ( ff:, He Ii na 11 y scowled at me and I 
repeated my concern, He said the re was nothing he cou Id do, I could not see my purse or my carryo n and had no id ea if they we re safe or being taken by other travelers, 

!(b·:,(6) !finally allowed me to be seen by a female officer, and the pat-down was as expected. My main pieces of feedback are - 1 please don't make the passengers feel like they are a nuisance for exercising their right to opt out, and 2. allow the 
passenger to wait m a I ocation where they can see their belongings. 

Thank you for your lime, 

!rh,IRI I 
The caller indicated I hat she fiew from AUS on 8 24 on American Flight 2297 thal was scheduled to deparl 2 :25pm from Gale 15. She was at the checkpoint Uust beyond lhe doors near the Enterprise drop off) al 1 pm. 

She always opts out of Al T and indicated th at she felt that the T SOs teased and retaliated ag am st her because of this. She did not fee I that the treatment was due to her medIca I condition. She has Si Ii ac Disease. I asked the cal I er sp eci fi ca 11 y if she le It 
that she was discriminated against or received desperate treatment based on her disability. She advised that she felt like she was retaliated against because she opted out of AIT. 

A female TSO advised that AIT screening was safe. A male TSO pulled her baggage off of the conveyor belt and stacked it on one side of the xray machine. He then moved it to the other side. She indicated that he stacked her belongings on top of 
each other and her I a plop was scratched. 
She indicated that they were disrespectful of her property. 

The caller indicated that she has Siliac Disease and requires a gluten free diet. The same female TSO who advised that AIT is safe stated that there was plenty of gluten free food items in the area. The caller feels that it was not the TSOs place to 
advise of the safety of AIT or to provide comments m regard to diet. 

The caller did not obtain he names of the TSO. The make TSO had dark hair and was approx. 5 8 The female TSO was an older women, blond short hair, 5 8 

8126120 14 She indicated that she was advised th at she wou Id have to wait for another person to conduct the patdown. 

1'21:31 
PM 

The female TSO indicated that her belongings had to physically inspecled because of lhe oat flower I hat lhe food items conlain. 

She asked if she wou Id have to go through Al T if she e Ii g i ble for Preche ck, what the benefit to P recheck Is. and how to avoid this in the future. 

She asked if she would be contacted in regard to this. 

TSO are trained to treat passengers with dignity respect and courtesy and I apologized that was not her experience. I advised that I have documented the information and would refer this to the CSM at AUS to make them aware of the situation. The 
CSM acts as a liaison between passengers and TSA and would have the means to look into and address this. 

I explained that we cannot guarantee what action the CSM would take, however I would include an indication that she would like to be contacted. The caller refused to provide an email address as she would like to be contacted by phone. 

I explained that Precheck provides a more expedited screening by allowing passengers to leave on shoes and light outerwear as well as to leave the 311 bag and laptop in carry on. I could not guarantee that the AIT is not used at the Precheck lanes, 
however she a I ways has I he option to opt o ul of AIT to receive a pa ldow n. 

I advised that if she has questions or concerns about screening, she should ask for a STSO or PSS at the checkpoint or she can always call to the TCC. (The caller made the comment that she d1dn t want to have to take the time to wait for these 
individuals to respond.) 



8126/2014 
2:19:56 

PM 

Caller 1s 91 years old and a vet of World War II born in New York USA and wants to avoid getting x-rayed. The last time he fiew he was told he had to do it. He is interested in applying for precheck to avoid doing it. 

Advised: 

The AIT 1s not x-rays. It 1s radio waves that bounce off the body. The procedure is voluntary and you don t have to submit to it. They can do a patdown instead. 

• The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id nol be asked 10 remove or Ii ft any article of clothing 10 rev ea I a sensitive body area. 

In addition to the patdown, TSA may use techno I og y to test for traces of exp I os1ve mate ri a I. 

A companion, assistant, or family member may accompany a passenger to assist him or her during any privale or public screening. After providing this assistance, the companion, assistant, or family member will need to be rescreened. The passenger 
should inform the TSO of his or her need for assistance before the screening process begins. 

If the incident happens again you should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

If you would like to file a complaint I can forward the information to the CSM at that airport. Caller declined. 

Precheck doesn t exempt you from the screening. It allows you to keep your shoes on, belt and light outerwear. Anyone who looks 75 or older generally can keep their shoes and light outerwear on. 
Caller called in earlier with a complaint that she thought she was being retaliated against because she opted out and requested a patdown screening. She flew from AUS on August 24th on American Airlines. She forgot to mention in the previous 
comp I a int that the ofli cer made her take her sweater ca rd iga n off at the checkpoint and she thin ks th at he was sing Ii ng her out because she requested a patdown s c reem ng. She thin ks th at th ere were other passengers in Ii ne th at had on si mi I a r 

812612014 clothing but she is not sure and they were not told to take theirs off. 
2:53:11 

PM 

8126/2014 
4:22:06 

PM 

8126/2014 
4:22:06 

PM 

I advised her th at she is required to take off Ii g ht outer wear during the s c reem ng p race ss un I ess she is going through the P recheck Ii ne. She 1s permitted to request a private screening room at any ti me during the s c reem ng p race ss. 

Hey, heard you let all the Mexicans fiy with out papers, or being groped like you do the citizens of our counlry .. You are stepping way over your bounds people ... You ruined some very good luggage of a pastor friend of mines wife.l(b)(ff:, I 
wife luggage was ruined because of your apes ripping it apart.The damn luggage was not even locked .. You had it in for them because of their stand on the evil government we now have in our country .I tell you .. l will pray this .. if you don't make ,t up to 
them and buy them new luggage, God will corne down on you hard and you won't like 11...Now .. you little people, make things right for them. .. One day, you may be on the receiving end of evil.. 

Hey, heard you let all the Mexicans fiy with out papers, or being groped like you do the citizens of our counlry .. You are stepping way over your bounds people ... You ruined some very good luggage of a pastor friend of mines wife ..k._b_."1(_6-'-1 _____ _. 
wife luggage was ruined because of your apes ripping it apart.The damn luggage was not even locked .. You had it in for them because of their stand on the evil government we now have in our country .. ! tell you .. l will pray this ... if you don't make it up to 
them and buy them new luggage, God will come down on you hard and you won't like 11...Now .. you little people, make things right for them. .. One day, you may be on the receiving end of evil.. 

Caller slates she fiew from MGM 3 years ago and was required 10 have a paldown. She states ii was extremely invasive, lhe officer lifted her breast several times and patted down her vagina several times. She said she is still devaslated and 
tramatized to this day due to that. She states yesterday she came through ATL and she brought peanut butter to keep her sugar up. and the agent took it and told her she should have brought water. Caller talked to the supervisor and she told her the 
ru I es on pea nut butter 

8126/2014 All Transpor1ation Securily Officers (Twos) are required to be cour1eous and respeclful and are lrained 10 explain whal they are doing and what will happen next in the process. We regret that you found your experience to be less lhan satisfactory. 
8:05 37 

PM (TSA) policy allows passengers to carry travel-size toiletries in containers 3.4 ounces or smaller through screening checkpoints. All of the items must fit comfortably in one, quart-size, clear plastic, resealable bag (3-1-1 rule). At the screening 
checkpoint, each passenger is asked to remove his or her quart-size bag of liquids, gels, and aerosols. and place it on the conveyor belt. 

Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at (855) 787-2227 prior to traveling with questions about screening policies. procedures. and what to expect at the security checkpoint. 



Hello TSA Colleagues. 

Please feel free to share lhis email wilh your leadership team. I specifically request lhis email to be forwarded to TSA's e,ecutive for Civil Righls and Liberties, Ombudsman, and Travel Engagement, HYPERLINK "http:llwww.tsa.gov/about
tsa/ ki m be rly-wa I ton" Kimberly Wa I ton. 

I was in the LAX airport Bradley tenrninal today and I was ashamed to be an American after what I observed at the TSA screening checkpoint Please read my input to the TSA complaint system below. 

If you have any questions I may be contacted atf._h_·,_1_r;_·-, --~ 

Kindly. 

Palo Alto. CA 

812712014 ------ Forwarded message -----
8:!,~42 From: <HYPERLI NK "ma1lto:DoNotReply@tsa.dhs.gov'·DoNotReply@tsa.dhs.gov> 

Date: Tue, Aug 26, 2014 at 11 :07 PM 

812712014 
8:20:45 

AM 

Subjec1: TSA contact us: complaints 
To: HYPERLINKl._(b_,_(6_1 ______________ __, 

Thank you for your inquiry to the Transportalion Security Administration submitted on 8127/2014 at 2:07 AM. We have forwarded your email to the appropriate group for response. 

Name[h1/R1 I 
Email HYPER LI N~b 1(6) 
Complaints: Discou""rt'"e'"'a-u'"s1"'R'"u-d'"e""'E'"m""""'pl'"a-ye_e ____________ _, 

Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenrninal/AirporUGate/Etc):Tom Bradley Terminal. Entrance nearest As1ana check-in. Incident happened apx 1040PM on 812612014. 
Comments :Observed a TS A employee se I ect a Korean woman passenger lo r a pat-down, She was required to put a 2 year o Id chi Id on the /loo r to do so, When she did, the chi Id started s c reaming for his mother. TS A employee screamed "'SH UT 
UP"' at lhe baby. TSA employee was middle aged, female, african american. I pointed this out to anolher TSA employee (middle aged man, African American who said to me ·"whal do you expect, get out of here." Deplorable public service at ils worst. 
Please fix it. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl(b)(61 
Date Time: 812112·"'0.,..14'""-,-2 :'°"0""7 :""5-=-g .,..A.,.,M,-, 

······················---------------····························· 

Namef h·11r;·-, 
Email b 1(6) 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rte a us/ Rude Em pl a yee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenrninal/AirporUGate/Etc):Tom Bradley Terminal. Entrance nearest As1ana check-in. Incident happened apx 1040PM on 812612014 .. 
Comments :Observed a TS A employee se I ect a Korean woman passenger lo r a pat-down, She was required to put a 2 year o Id chi Id on the floor to do so, When she did, the chi Id started s c reaming for his mother. TS A employee screamed "'SH UT 
UP"' at lhe baby. TSA employee was middle aged, female, african american. I pointed this out to anolher TSA employee (middle aged man, African American who said to me :"'whal do you expect, get out of here." Deplorable public service at ils worst. 
Please fix it. 
Caller fiew from JFK to LAX with special needs daughter and had her liquid seizure medication in her carry on bag. They swabbed the medication and since the machine gave an alarm, they swabbed second time and gave the caller a full pat down. 
They returned the medication to her and she placed it back in the bag and assumed they had closed the medication container. Today she notices thal more lhan half lhe medicalion has spilled out. She needs this medication for her daughter and has to 
contact the doctor and explained this is a hassle for her. 

Response: Sympathized with caller and let her know I could make the CSM aware of the handling and send her a claim form with directions for filing a claim. 

812712014 Ai rpo rt:J F K 
11 ,51 ,38 Airline:_ Jet Blue 

AM Date T,me:8 26 
Flight Number:223 
Departure Time: 9:25 am 

Terminal or GFa""te"":""G'"'a""te'-"24-'-------, 
Caller.s Email!"-(b~1-'-(6~) ______ __. 



8127/2014 
11 5824 

AM 

Disability Description: Caller is a diabetic. 

Response Details: I explained I would include her informalion and forward the information 10 lhe appropriate representatives. I explained a formal letter from the passenger is required. If she would like 10 write the letter and send it for review she may 
da sa. 

She would not have to provide the email address if she did not want to do so. No we would not share the email address with anyone else. We request the email as another point of contact ii we need to contact her. 

Your complaint can be sent to 
TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 

lncidenl Details: Caller wants to file a complaint. It happened two weeks ago al the checkpoint at Oakland at 6:30 PM. A Caucasian female IaI1 blond felt her up. She was groped. She felt assaulted. She is an insulin dependent diabelic. Her insulin was 
pulled out of the bag. She lived there until 2 wks ago. She flies frequently between Oakland and Raleigh where her fiance lives. She is singled aut every time at the airport in Oakland based on her disability. Her underwear and tampons are pulled aut 
in front of everyone. She feels humiliated every single time. A woman stuck her hands down her pants in the front and back in front of everyone at the checkpoint. She and her fiance were in tears. She had a tampon in. The TSO asked if something 
was implanted. She requested her Insulin not be put through Xray. She had to stop them from placing her $1400 worth of insulin in the Xray machine. She had requested the insulin have a handcheck instead, She will never fly again. 

TSA should know that insulin should never be xrayed. 

She feels she is singled out because of either the low class of people working at the airport or because she is a person with disabilities. She feels its more her disability than anything, 

I asked the caller for her email and she did nat want to provide the address. She wanted to know why she had ta provide an email address? Would I share her email with anyone else? 

Ca Iler did not want to pro vi de a complaint in writing and was upset that she would need to do so. 

She wanted my name to include in her letter. She wanted a record of this call. 

Disability Description: Caller is a diabetic. 

Response Details: I explained I would include her information and forward the information to the appropriate representatives. I explained a formal letter from the passenger is required. If she would like to write the letter and send it for review she may 
do SO. 

She would nol have to provide the email address if she did not want to do so. No we would not share the email address wilh anyone else. We request the email as another poinl of conIacI if we need to contact her. 

Your complaint can be sent to 
TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 

812712014 Incident Details: Caller wants to file a complaint. It happened two weeks aga at the checkpoint at Oakland at 6:30 PM. A Caucasian female tall bland felt her up. She was groped. She felt assaulted. She is an insulin dependent diabetic. Her insulin was 
11 :58:24 pulled out of the bag. She lived there until 2 wks ago. She flies frequently between Oakland and Raleigh where her f1ance lives. She is singled out every time at the airport in Oakland based on her disability. Her underwear and tampons are pulled out 

AM in front of everyone. She le els hum i Ii ated every sing I e ti me, A woman stuck her hands down her pants in the front and back in front of everyone at the checkpoint, She and her fi a nee were in tea rs, She had a tampon in, The TSO asked if something 
was implanted. She requesled her Insulin not be put lhrough Xray. She had to slop them from placing her $1400 worth of insulin in the Xray machine. She had requested lhe insulin have a handcheck instead. She will never fly again. 

TSA should know that insulin should never be xrayed. 

She feels she is singled out because of eilher the low class of people working at the airport or because she is a person with disabilities. She feels its more her disability lhan anylhing. 

I asked the caller for her email and she did not want to provide the address. She wanted to know why she had to provide an email address? Would I share her email with anyone else? 

Caller did nol wanl to provide a complaint in writing and was upset that she would need 10 do so. 

She wanted my name to include in her letter. She wanted a record of this call. 



Caller was in ABO last week and she has experienced 11 in other airports. They were in the TSA PreCheck line and she was pulled aside for a random search. However it has happened before due to Jewelry or something else. During the additional 
screening they are separated from valuables and when traveling alone that is worTisome. They had to wait a while for a female screener. Caller said this process invites theft. Caller spoke with the officer and they said they have cameras, but caller said 
if they were closer to the ii ems I hat would be better. 

812712014 Advised Caller: 

12 03 20 
PM 

Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOsJ to reasonably ensure thal carry-on items, including disability-related devices and aids, are kept wilhin a passenger's line-of-sighl when a passenger is 
required to undergo additional screening. When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's items and to ensure that the 
passenger Is reunited with his or her property once it clears x-ray screening. You may redial the number, select menu option 5 and enter the airport code to get the CSM phone number. 

To Whom it May Concern, 
On Sunday, August 24, 2014 I was al the San Antonio Airport for my flight UA 1418 departing at 8:08am. While moving through lhe Security screening I was talked to and reprimanded as if i was a 6 year old. I entered the body scan and apparently 
moved too quickly. I thought I heard the agent on the other side tell me to exit. She asked me to go back for a rescanning. I obliged and again I apparently was not still long enough. At that point the male agent on the line in a harsh tone criticized me 
as "as you can't stand still you will have to have a pat down.'" He was extremely condescending toward me. He then called up a female agent for the procedure. I had no issue with this. I just wanted to keep the line moving. She clearly was agitated 
that she needed to preform the pat down. She started to explain the procedure and as there were many terminal noises and I have a slight hearing loss, I tried to explain I couldn't hear her word, That immediately irritated her as she said something 
about my interruption caused her to start her script over. I was jusl trying to hear what she was explaining and she did admil that she was a "low lalker.'' However she treated me as a ill-behaved pre-school child. I am 60 years old. I appreciate the 

812712014 TSA and their work. I like to fly and want everyone to be scrutinized through the security line. I do not think I deserved to be punished verbally for not hearing the directions in the scan line. She did preform the pat down and then stamped my boarding 
12:08:52 pass TSctb i(6i I 

PM The whole episode was unnecessary and upset me very much. I will report this has been my only negative treatment received from TSA 

I appreciate your time to read my words. 
Regards, 

!(b1(61 
Bowling Green, OH 4340 2 

HYPERLI N~"'(b'--1-"(6'--I,-,--.,......,,----,-..,..,...--,-----,---,---,---,-,-, 
Caller had traveled through Seattle. He says there is a sign located in the PreCheck line that said he did not have to remove his shoes or his belt. He says as he went through the WTMD his belt caused an alarm and the officer made him remove his 
bell. He wants 10 know why they allow passengers to leave on the bell when it causes it an alarm and I hen have them remove it for screening? he would like the wording of the sign to say if lhe belt or shoes have metal on them 10 just remove them. He 
stated he had traveled through SFO and the machine did not alarm for his belt. He also would like for all the machines at all airports to be the exact same. 

He says the re was an officer hat was rude and nasty to him and other passengers. He says the name of this office r,.!(_b-'-1 (._6-'1 ___ _.! at Seattle airport, He says he has the wrong job and should not be doing this, He requested his boss know how rude 
the officer was to the passengers. 

Told caller 
Leaving on the belt was part of the expedited screening. If there was an alarm no matter what type of screening a passenger got they will clear the alarm. Normally what they will do is give a patdown to clear any alarm however for him the officer 
allowed him to remove his belt and walk back lhrough. 

812712014 I explained to him that not all the machines may be as sent vie or work the exact same way. It would be difficult to do that at every airport in the US but he felt this could and should be done. 

12:52:29 
PM I was sorry about the officer that was mean and rude to him, I would be glad to send his complaint to the CSM so they would be aware of this and this was per his request as well. 

Airport: Seattle 
Airline: United 
Flight number: 278 
Dale and lime: 8-27-14 deparled al 10:41 am 
Terminal or gate: A11 
lte ms Damaged: Ca 11 er was upset at how rude and nasty the officer. f h ·, 1 R ··, I at the checkpoint was to the p asse nge rs. he said he was yel Ii ng commends at passengers and rushing th em through. 
The caller was upset that for the PreCheck lines have signs that say passengers can leave on their shoes and belts for screening yet when there was an alarm he had to remove his belt. He would like the wording of the sign in the PreCheck line to be 
reworded to say if there was meIaI in his belt or shoes he should remove I hem. 

The ca 11 er did not want to leave contact inform at,on. 



812712014 
2:18:43 

PM 

8/2712014 
2:20:09 

PM 

I and TSA Comp I a i nts. 

By way of introduction, my name iskb)(6:, !and I am a television producer out of Los Angeles and was in Salt Lake working on a new television show for TLC. I am a college educated, relatively successful (was on Forbes 30 under 30 the past 2 
yea rs), productive person that is cont rib uti ng ta our sac i ety. 

This morning at the Salt Lake City International airport, two of your TSA officers were so degrading, rude. insulting. demeaning and downright inappropriate that I implore you to take action or remove these officers from duty. 

I was traveling with my father who is very sick and has a defibrillator implanted in his chest because he had heart failure and two strokes recently. Due to the strokes he is unable to speak properly and due to his heart failure any stressful situation can 
cause his device to go off. He was p u 11 ed as1d e in Ii ne because he cannot go through the device and needs a pat down. This Ii ne and happens everywhere we trave I. .. but then the prob I ems start. 

Your officers I hen decided to do a full check of his bag. His bag was nol asked by the officer working the , ray machine to do an extra search, these officers basically decided it would be funny to start their morning by harassing a handicap man. They 
insulted him by questioning if his medical device was a weapon and talked to him as if he was retarded and questioned his challenge speaking English (this is due ta his stroke). They then took everything aut and put his shirts on the dirty floor, opened 
all of his toiletries (including pills and their cases that he needs to survive) and then said that they were going to throw everything away (including pill cases). 

I had already made it past securily at this point and saw everything happening and felt compelled stepped in to defend my helpless dad against your unprofessional and careless officers. I travel 4 times a month for work and I packed my dad. Every 
battle was within the 3.2 OZ limit. Everything also fit in a zip lock bag ... but they claimed that my helpless father was "forcing these items in the bag" They claimed that according ta the law if the zip lack bag doesn't lock then everything else they will 
have the nght to dispose of. Ultimately they threw away about $100 of prescription lotion that was within the 3.2 OZ limit because they said according to the rules they can do what they want. No where in the rules does it take into account that because 
my father has large pill cases, certain lotions can't fit in the zip lock bag. If you emptied everything it would absolutely fit, but you can't mix up medication. 

This was as they continued ta insult my father's ch al Ieng e with I a ng u age. Office~ ( whose information is be I ow) then got up in my face trying to push me and said that he was going to recheck my bag and th raw a 11 of my stuff away as wel I. 
informed h, m that I had a I ready made it past security and he tried to grab my b a~. I told him to back off and we then I efl the s i tuat,on before it escalated even further. 

They threw away lhe prescriptions and we left because I didn't want a scene. 

Your officers are out of control and need to be removed from service. I actually liked the TSA until these 2 officers left a horrible taste in my mouth. I am busy man, but this incident bothered me so much that I felt compelled to write this letter. I implore 
to watch the security tapes to verify my story. 

The officer's names and ID #s are -
kb)(61 I 
I wo u Id suggest you remove him from duty and send him to anger m ana geme nt lo r "threatening" a t rave I er. He should be retrained , 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: D1sab1lity or Medical Condition; Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time 812712014 12:15:09 PM Airport JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel: 08125/2014 6:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: United 441 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal 7 TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment: I take lhis flight every Monday morning &amp; have been doing so for over a year. The TSA checkpoint at JFK Terminal 7 has progressively gotten worse every single week. The lines are long, lhe checkpoint is understaffed, and lhere is no 
TSA pre-check line. I have ta carry 2 epi-pens with me for allergy purposes. The manufacturer has stated that they should nat be put through the x-ray because al the effects on the medication. In all at her airports, the TSA knows what to do when I 
asked for them to be checked by hand. However, at JFK they stand around and no one will come and take them. Finally, when someone comes over they want to do a full pat down (which 1s completely understandable) however, the employees are so 
busy that they treat me horribly because they are visibly upset that I am taking up their time. This week, the TSA employee tossed my epi-pens in a bin. TOSSED. This is medication that saves my life. And she tossed the devices into a bin. When I 
confronted her about it she fought back and I hen walked away before I could read her nametag. I don'I think she did ii on purpose, but it goes 10 show I hat understaffing seriously affects lhe way your employees are doing I heir job. If she had a slraighl 
mind and wasn't in a rush she would not have tossed a medical device like she did. When I tried to find a supervisor to talk to, there was no ane behind the desk so I had to keep moving in order to get ta my gate an time. I am seriously disappointed 
every week when I come to this terminal. and p I an to switch airlines or even airports because of this very soon. Even the TSA employees complain about how di so rgamzed this Terminal is. and how they wish the other checkpoint was st, 11 op en. Please 
take my advice and send someone to fix this. I would be more than happy to answer any questions you may have about this. I believe that the majority of the issues with this checkpoint can be resolved by adding more staff and adding a dedicated pre
check line. Your employees will have more bandwidth to actually pay a11ention to the securily that they are there to enforce. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's NamFe._l"h"'·11-'-R"·-, __ ....,.. _ _. 
Phone Number , (b 1(6i 
Email (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this eedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



Cal Ii ng lo r her husband who is di sabled and has a le ed i ng tu be from his stomach, has a note from the Dr. to provide and was to Id by the TSO when presented. We don t ca re Stated occasionally they swab around the area of the tu be and take him 
to a private location. She stated he has had to raise his shirt in front of other passengers before. 
He flew from MCO via DCA and to BDL(Harlford, CT) was swabbed twice from his stomach (she slated he was swabbed at MCO and again at DCA). 
Caller stated he has an approved lock on his luggage and it is missing, said in July he flew and TSA was able to open and relock the lock. The bag had a Cpap machine inside and the clothing inside the bag was disarrayed and unfolded. 
Caller states he wasn t treated with respect regarding his disability and she said he called the TSA complaint line and was told, They had to do what they had to do and if he didn t like 11 to drive (she didn t know who he spoke with or the number he 
called). 
He will be flying from BDL to MCO on Saturday and again in Ocl. because of surgery and he is uncomfortable because of the way he is being treated by TSA. 
She stated before he began to fly they contacted TSA to determine what the process was (doesn t think they provided their name or contact information). 

Response: 
Apologized to caller for the screening experience her husband went lhrough. Explained the SOP procedures for someone wilh a feeding tube. Advised to call TCC 72 hrs. prior to flight and we will requesl assistance at lhe departure airport. 

Passengers who have medical devices attached to their bodies. such as bone growth sti m ulators, spin al sti mu I ato rs, neurosti mu I ato rs. ports, feeding tubes, TENS Unit or other types of devices should info rm the Trans po rtati on Security Officer (TSO) 
conducting the screening of the device and ind i eate where the device is located before the sere en i ng process begins, 

812712014 If a passenger can safely disconnect from their device, he or she can submit it for x-ray screening: however, passengers can be screened without disconnecting from devices. If a passenger cannot disconnect from the device, the type of screening 
2:38:01 

PM conducted will depend on the type of device and the passenger's abil1t1es. 

8127/2014 
2:5747 

PM 

If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through meIaI detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure insIead. 
A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

• The patd own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. 
• The passenger can request a privale screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a privale screening, anolher TSA employee will also be presenl and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
Exp I a i ned to caller 1f her husband refused to go to a p nvate I ocation lo r a p atdown. he wou Id be screened in view of the pub Ii c. 

Regardless of lhe screening melhod used, the device will undergo additional screening. This may include, but is not limited to, a physical inspection of lhe device if it is not in a sensitive area, and a patdown of lhe device followed by IesIing for 1races 
of explosives. 

A comp an ion, assi slant, or family member may a ecomp any a passenger to assist him or her during any private or public sere en i ng, A fler providing this assistance, the comp an ion, assi slant, or family member wi 11 need to be re screened , 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

Caller said lhere was an incident yesterday 8-26-14 at screening at Las Vegas at 9 PM. She was going to JetBlue Gate 11 to meet her daughter at the Gale. 
She had medication in tablets and liquid form in her purse when she came to screening 
She did not take the medication out but did tel I the TSO she had med1catio n in her purse. 
When her purse went through the Equipment and the male TSO said something in Spanish to the other Female Agent. The female TSO then opened her purse and held up the medication and said is this what you were taking about. 
The Female TSO then gave her a patdown in public view. She confirmed she did not request a private Paldown. 
She said they treated her like she had illegal drugs. 

She stated the Female TSO never did not find her liquid medication or syringes in the bag and the Manager,f b::,(6 lno last name) came over and said she is so fired because she violated HIPAA. 
When I repealed back she said no, he just said I hat he is sorry she (the TSO) acted like I hat. 

RESPONSE: 

I only asked the caller questions like did she take the medication out of her purse for the TSO and place it in the bin. 
Caller responded she was not told to take it out but did tel I them about 11. 

She complained that she was nol taken for a private patdown but she confirmed she did not ask for one. 

She was uncooperative about providing her phone# and email but eventually did. 

Told her all travelers are subject to have their personal belongings searched at lhe checkpoint. 

Told I will send a copy of her complaint to the CSM. Thanked her for taking time to provide the info. 

NOTE: During call she was very dislracted and was talking to others and It was hard to determine when she was talking to me so I asked her to her friends give her time 10 lalk wilh me. 
She also seemed disjointed that I was confirming what she was saying. Heavy traffic background noise required both myself and caller to need to repeat things. 



Disability Description: Caller just had shoulder surgery. 

Information Requesl: He wants the name of the agent. 

They wanted the supervisor contact information for Kansas City. 

Do es the form need 10 be notarized? 

Response Details: I apologized to the caller that she had this experience and stated I would send this information for review by the appropriate representatives. 

She would need to write aboul this incidenl in her own words and submit it 10 lhe following address. I staled Federal regulalions require I hat her complain! be in wriling. 

TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 

812712014 or via postal mail to: 
3:17:48 

PM 
Transportation Security Administration Office of Disability Policy and Outreach 
601 South 12th Street TSA-33 
Ari i ngto n. VA 20598-60 33 
It wou Id not have to be handwritten. just signed. It would not have to be notarized. 

I was una b I e 10 provide the name of the TSO and wo u Id nol have the information. 

~~:: r'b\!fu\ 1 

Email: l(b 1(61 

I 
I 

Incident Details: A gentleman called and turned the call over tok~b~)_(_6~1 -~!I spoke with both of them during the call. He did not want to provide his name at this time. 

Caller was in a wheelchair and her shoulder and arm was in a sling. She had requested that her shoulder not be Iouched due to a recenl surgery during lhe screening. Her traveling companion had requested that her shoulder not be touched as well. 
She was unable to stand and a blond TSO conducted a Pat Down procedure. She was the only female at the checkpoint. 
Caller went on Vacation 10 Puerto Rico the 4Ih of July and she had no issues flying out. 
When she returned on 7-25-14 from BON she showed her Medicare card. Blue Cross ID carnd and her Voters Registration card and was cleared again for the ID. 
She was screened at the che c kpomt and her carry on bag swere screened and the TSO screened her purse and asked her why she had the bottle of sod a was in her purse and she told him she had 11 to drink because she thought he was kidding. 
She is 68 and ill and her husand is ill and she felt violated about having a Patdown and eventually the TSO had a conversation with her husband about the soda and her husband said throw it away. 
She got to the gale and people had drinks and that slill bothers her. 

RESPONSE: 

8128/2014 I explained the reason she had lhe Patdown is because she had a prohibited item with her. 
8:54 32 

AM We limit the LGA items to 3.4 ounces and you must have those items placed in a Quart size bag. 
You cannot bring a bottle of soda through the checkpoint because of that ru I e but you can purchase beverages after clearing TSA Security and take it onto the p I an e with you, 
lte ms in the area aft er T SA have been prescre ened so you a re al lowed to purchase beverages. 

Told I am glad she called so we could talk about it. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time: 8128/2014 5:38:16 PM Airport: DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International Date/Time of Travel. 08/28/2014 4:15 PM Airline & Flight Number. American 2325 Checkpoint/Area of Airport. Terminal C -Gates C2 to C12 TSA Employee: 
(If Known) !(b 1(6) !and kb 1(6 I Comment : August 28th, 2014 

Transpor1ation Securily Administration: 

I am writing to I od ge a form a I comp I amt against T SA Scree ne ~""a"'d"""e'-'N===r-'who vi o I ated my constitution al rig his by subjecting me to an unnecessary, invasive. and hum, Ii a ting pat down search as I passed through the security 
checkpoint. I am also lodging a formal complaint against TSA Screener b :,(61 Badge No. unknown), who witnessed the inappropriate search and failed to stop it, as he should have. 

At approximately 4:15 pm on August 28th, 2014. I entered the security checkpoint for Terminal C -Gates C2 to C12 at Dallas-Fort Worth Airport (DFW) on the way to my flight, American 2325 to Chicago. I opted out of the body scanner and was then 
812812014 subJected to an invasive pat down search b~ who touched my buttocks and groin area. 
6:13:49 

PM This search was a gross violalion of my constitutional rights, nol to mention an invasion of privacy. I wanl this le1ter added to Screene~personnel file and also to Screenefb::,(6) !personnel file, so that it may be considered in fulure 
pe rlo rma nee reviews as a record of misconduct. 

I request a written response to this complaint from the federal security director at Dallas-Fort Worth Airport. 

ou you I ea response?: True 
Passenger's Name!~(b~i~(6~·~1 ----~ 
Phone Number : 
Emailkb 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Yesterday at 2: 15 pm a security gaurd namedlilili]a black female gave me a pay down she got to my hips and said what's that So I pushed away her hand and tried to pull up my skirt so she could see that I wasn"t a threat to her. Then after the pat 
down she says your big. Then sends me to another officer taryn a white female to scan for possible cocaine residue. After all this pitts took a walk with her young black female friend to say there goes that crazy ass bitch right there. I'm never riding 
American airlines again. Pi tis is a threat to American airline customers. 

812912014 
B:2B: 13 Regards 

AM~ 

Sent from my iPad 



812912014 
826:55 

AM 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I was excited to be able to try out the TSA PreCheck on my recent return to the U.S. for home leave from my diplomatic assignment in Seoul. but I must say that I was very disappointed with the lack of consistency and transparency to the system after 
traveling through four different airports during my trip. 

During this trip. I traveled through Honolulu International Airport, Washington Dulles, Ronald Reagan, and Charlotte-Douglass Airport. The worst experience occurred in the last location. At each of these locations. I requested a pat-down. due to being 
pregnant. While the rational part of me underslands thal there is no radiation emitted by lhe meIaI detectors, having suffered a miscarriage just before this pregnancy - while traveling - I chose 10 be extra cautious and exercise my right to request the 
pat-down instead. 

On July 20. when I was traveling from Charlotte-Douglass Airport to Washington Dulles Airport, I was informed by Agent Adams (due to not knowing her first name, I will describe her as a middle-aged African-American female) that because I requested 
a pat-down, I had essentially ·opted-out" of the PreCheck system, and was therefore subject to a more extensive search. Though I did not pass through the metal detectors, my bags went through the x-ray machine, Just as everyone else's did, 
however, Agen{§Zfilinformed me that although the pat-down yielded no negative response (beeping) from their screening machine, she would have to go through each of my bags by hand anyway. In Honolulu, this also occurred, but there I was 
told thal it was because the machine had "beeped" after my pat-down screening paper was inserted. I was annoyed I here because the woman who had pat me down lold me that "this could happen for any number of reasons, even just because of the 
lotion someone is wearing." REALL y?? If this is the system used to detect harmful substances. I think there is a problem if it reacts to certain over the counter lotions. In Honolulu. this agentfh·11r;··, I was at least very clear in explaining that it is 
protocol to search the passenger's bags thoroughly by hand if the machine "goes off." Though she was not at all delicate in conducting this search. leaving my items strewn in such disarray that they could never have fit back into my bags, she was at 
least clear in explaining the procedure and why she was doing what she was doing, Unfortunately, in Charlotte, it was a completely different experience. 

In Charlotte, on July 20, when I questioned Agenj(b::,(6) !about searching my bags. even though the machine had not beeped and she had even confirmed that I had been cleared according to the pat-down, she insisted that not only would she still 
have to go through all of my bags by hand, but she would I hen have to pul them back through lhe x-ray machine, I hough they had already passed that inspection withoul any alarms. This did not make any sense to me, and when she tried 10 explain 
further saying. "When you ask for a pat-down, you are opting out of the system. and since we have no idea why you have opted out. we immediately become more suspicious, so we need to check your bags more thoroughly, even though we did not 
see anything unusual on the x-ray.'' 11 didn't seem to make much sense. When I questioned her about 11 politely, she asked one of the other agents to get the regulation book, "just to make sure she was following the right procedure,'' but he simply said, 
Tm sure you're right.'' and did not attempt to retrieve the book. Meanwhile, Agent(b)(ff:1 !continued to remove every item from each of my bags, and as she searched, I noticed that her fingernails had come through the gloves on both hands, such that 
she was touching all of my clolhes and belongings wilh her bare fingers, the nail tips of which were long and appeared to be unkempl. This was somelhing that concerned me, nol only because I had no idea whether her hands were clean or dirty, bul 
also because I had no idea what kind of substance might have been on her hands that could have shown up as something strange when they did further screening. One good thing I can say about Agent ~s that she was courteous throughout the 



812912014 
828:09 

AM 

Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Calegories Pal-down: Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time: 8128/2014 11 :26:57 PM Airporl: MCO - Orlando International Dateffime of TrMel 08/2712014 4:00 PM Airline & Flighl Number 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Security 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· After a wonderful weekend of training and networking for business in the beautiful city of Orlando.I experienced something that has me questioning this whole "security" thing. Normally when I travel, I wear a suit because not only am I a 
business man, but I find it more comfortable 10 be dressed; nol to mention it commands respect and compels people 10 call me Mister. 

Yesterday was one random occasion that I wasn't in my "normal"attire, but I did have on a pair of chinos and a long sleeved linen shirt with my hair slightly tied back; I mention this for a reason. After taking everything out of my pockets and placing them 
in the bins, or so I thought, I proceeded through the scanner only to realize that I left my bank card in my back left pocket. As a result, the scanner picked it up and the TSA agent asked if there was anything in my back left pocket. I replied, 'O yea, my 
bank cards.· The agenl put his gloves on, asked me to tum around, patted down lhat area, as well as searched my hair. I have dreadlocks so for me, lhey ALWAYS search my hair, yet I don't see them searching others, but I digress. The agent lhen 
proceeds to say he needed to swab my hands. He walked away. and grabbed what appeared ta be a square shaped adhesive and wiped the palms al my hands. He asked me to wait there and walked away ta place the adhesive in some kind of 
machine. As I was waiting. the belt that had my luggage on it was backing up. So I went to remove 11 to free up the line and he yelled. "Don't touch anything." Because I had never been through this process before I was pretty taken aback and 
confused;not to mention I had a flight to catch in the next thirty minutes. Another agent asked me if I knew what was going on and I replied, "No. I'm super confused.'' He went on to explain that the machine was testing my hands for explosives ... 

Now at this juncture not only am I confused, but I'm getting slightly irritated by this whole process. I asked the agent what could cause such an alert because I clearly hadn't been in contact with any explosives. He said, it could be hand sanitizer, which I 
had recently applied, and named a co u pie of other things that have sl, pped my mind. Apparently. the machine reading required further tests and they asked me to step aside be cause they needed to do a fu 11 search of my body as wel I as my I ug gage. 
Another agent started opening my suitcase in the middle of the airport and I asked him did he have to do that in front of everybody. I also asked the other agent how long this would take because I did not want to miss my flight. Another random female 
agent came over and said, "Everybody else gels their luggage searched in front of everyone," which mattered not to me because I preferred nol to. There was a nearby private room that anolher genlleman was in so I waited until he was finished before 
entering. I asked the nearest agent haw long this would take and he stated he didn't know and I could not ga anywhere until I was cleared. I also asked him if there was a list al items that may cause this to happen so that I was not placed in this 
predicament again and he stated that he couldn't give me that information for "security" reasons ... Of course this makes absolutely no sense to me because it hinders me from avoiding a similar instance; by this point my irritation is rising. 

So lwo agents and myself entered lhe private room and as one of the agents wiped down the inside of my luggage with another square adhesive, the other agent proceeded to search me as I was facing the man wiping down my bags. He asked if he 
could search my hair and initially I said no because again, my hair is always searched. but the straight haired blonde or brunette is nat, but I allowed it because I just wanted to get it over with. 

By this point I am feeling extremely violated as this man used his hands to search between my legs, my hair, my entire body down to my feet, and even put his hands on the inside of my waistband all the way around. Of course after all of this and 
fifteen minutes later, I was cleared because I had no contact wilh explosives, as I staled before I was in Orlando on business. My colleague wailed for me and as I walked out of the room wilh my belongings, he asked if I was okay: immedialely I said, 
NO• I remained quiet for the next few minutes trying not ta let my anger show, but I was so upset that I nearly began ta cry. Composing myself as I rode the tram to my gate, I was trying to wrap my head around what just transpired and it made me 
more upset by the minute. 

The moral of the story is I felt that I was profiled and violated in so many ways. Standard procedure or not, this was uncalled for and if there are commonly used items that will cause a "security' scanner to imply con1ac1 with explosives, lhe people 
should be made aware. They have plenty al signs regarding aerosol cans and other unauthorized materials for your carry on, why not provide a list of these items and fully explain the process prior ta actually performing these additional searches? 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: Ca 11 e rs husband has two shoulder re placements. connecting through Europe. He sets off a I arms. 

Information Requesl: The caller was going on and on about how I hey arrive early and lhe TSO s are overloaded and they missed I heir flighls and was lold ii is nol TSA responsibility. 
Caller thinks that it is offensive to hear to arrive earlier Every time she connects she has not enough time and the government (something I could not understand) 

She missed her first flight and had an-ived two hours early. She is getting GE. She asked if there is something that can get him prescreened. 

Some TSA agents are sharp and some a re not. 

She asked what TSA would do with someone with a hip problem or in a wheelchair. 

They are traveling to Italy but she does not have her flight information. 

She said that they were told th at TSA is not responsible for missing flights, 

812912014 She rambled on about this complaint going nowhere. 

10:45:47 
AM Response Details: Advised caller that if a passenger has metal implants. such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

812912014 
12:21:43 

PM 

8/2912014 
2:18:22 

PM 

Many passengers with meIaI implants thal regularly alarm a walk-lhrough metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be 
screened using a patdown. 
If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A patd own procedure a I so is used to resolve any a I a n-ns of a metal detector or a no ma Ii es identified by A IT. If a pa tdown is required in order to complete screening: 

I told her that sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The screening process lo r a passenger who uses a wheelchair or scooter Is determined by the individual s ab i Ii ty to stand and walk: although. a passenger can be sere ened without standing. walking. or transfern ng out of a whee I ch air or scooter. 
Passengers should info rm a Transportation S ecu ri ty Officer (TSO) of their ab i Ii ty before the screening begins, 
The passenger should inform lhe TSO of his or her need for assistance before the screening process begins. 
Passengers who can neither stand nor walk will be screened by a patdown while they remain seated. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 
Medi ca I d ocu m entat ion is not required. 
I to Id her I hat TSA mo ni to rs the number and nature of complaint we receive. I 101 d her to ca 11 us when she has problems with her fiig ht information. 
I told her that we can request a PSS for her when she has her flight information and I recommended calling 72 hours ahead. 

I have a meIaI knee and lhe patdown I was subjecled to was ouIrageously conducled this morning. The balding, bearded male officer was very firm in pressing against my skin and took a long time 10 run his arms all around my body. He especially 
made pointed effort to feel up and into the crack of my ass, short of penetration but pressing my boxers to the inner most parts. Nothing like this pat down ever. Im a pre-tsp screened flyer on an official flight. what a jerk your officer is. I will never accept 
a pre-tsp screening lane again. After 30 plus years of working for the government a security clearance a security professional cert1f1cation and a considerable number of flights, I know something about security. When I said something this officer said 
how can a patdown be too firm? I understand that I will be singled out by TSA for the rest of my life due to poor health. but this was unreasonable. Please have a nice dav,fh·,1R··, I 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPkb 1(6) ! 
Date Time: 8/2912014 1 :41 :54 PM 

Name b. ff', 

Email: (b 1(6) 
Comp a I nts: na pp ro pn ate cree n1 ng at Down Screening: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 
Comments:I was very upset when the security took my 91 yo mother's walker away from her and made her walk without it to the machine and had her spread eagle. She was off balance and unluckily did not fall. I told them that she will fall and that 
she has dementia. They then pro ceded to pat her down after going through the machine. At least one of the agents offered her a hand to walk with. They would not let me help her. It is sad when a sweet little old lady with dementia has to be treated 
like that. 



8/29/2014 
2:1825 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1~(b)(61 
Date Time: 81291'"'2""0""14,....,.1"":4"'1""':1"'0,...P=M,... 

Nam~b,(61 
Ema;jb)(61 
Comp I a i nts; Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Oallas Airport" 
Comments:Ouring my recent flight out of the Dallas-Fort Worth airport, I was extremely disappointed and disgusted by the practice of the TSA workers. Usually, this is one of my favorite airports to travel from and the TSA workers are professional 
and ap prop nate. 
During this trip. however, I was appalled and disgusted by the behavior, 
After going through the security scanner, I needed 10 have my back pockets palled down (which I understand and usually happens when I wear certain articles of clothing, and I TRULY APPRECIATE the staff and TSA ensuring the safety of myself and 
all other passengers flying). However. afterwards I was instructed to turn around for the hand wiping/screening, which also I completely understand. This time, instead of allowing me to turn myself around. which I was in the process of doing, a 
particular TSA worker grab bed my by rny bare s ho u I ders with her gloved hands (the SAME g I aves which she wore to not only pat me down. but a I so s eve ra I I ad i es BEFORE and 1 I ady AFTER me) and turn me around somewhat forcefu 11 y. 
I was beyond disgusted.,,. it's one thing to touch clothed parts with used gloves, at least there is some barrier of protection. However, unnecessarily touching my bare shoulders for a NON-security purpose was not only unnecessary but also disgusting, 

If this occurred in the healthcare field there would be serious repercussions for a healthcare worker as hand hygiene should be taken very seriously, especially at the start of cold/flu season. 
PI ease understand, I truly a pp rec,ate a 11 security efforts put forth by the T SA I understand a 11 of the scans and pat-downs and whatever other security measures a re deemed necessary. However. I do not a pp rec,ate being unnecess ari I y touched aver 
bare skin with dirty used gloves ... that's just disgusting and unhygienic. Thank you for your time. 

Caller was on a United flight and the re was an incident with a passenger who was clearly stoned out of his mind. he warned th em not to al low him on the plane but they did. When th at happened they served him al co ho I and then he started harassing 
passengers. He left from San Francisco to LA This man at the gate. there were 2 United employees that saw it before they boarded. This man put his head on the callers shoulder and started to fall asleep and he also started mocking a lady that was 
on the phone and they got on an argument. He went to the United employees and pointed him out, as being high as a kite and he should nol be allowed on the plane. They employees told him they would take care of ii, bul thal didnl happen. He came 
on the plane, and the ca 11 er comp I a i ned again to a flight attendant. They served him Gin and he started verba 11 y harassing everyone around him and started grabbing and groping peop I e. He was a I so ve rba I ly abusive to the flight attendant. When 
passengers were getting off the p I an e they were stopping to question another fi 19 ht attendant a bout the man. He contacted the airline and was comp I am i ng over the situation. and how United did abso I ute ly nothing about it and they would not assist him 

812912014 whatsoever. He said there are going to be several complaints over this. 
5:32:25 

PM 
Explained to the caller that this 1s out of TSA JLinsdiction, since 11 was at the gate. Told him that since he is wanting to complain on the way the airtine did not handle the situation at all ACPD would be the best option. Since the airtine does not satisfy 
your inquiry, the U.S. Department of Transportation's Aviation Consumer Protection Division operates a complaint handling system for consumers who experience air travel service problems and provides a 24-hour hotline at (202) 366-2220 to record 
complainls. 

Feedback Type · Security Issue 
Categories : Pat-down: Carry-on Property Out of View Dunng Screening Current Date/Time 8/2912014 6:32:30 PM Airport LGB - Long Beach Airport Date/Time of Travel 08/2912014 3: 11 PM Airline & Flight Number 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Non pre-check line (there was only 1 open at the time) TSA Employee: (If Known) Kiill&[J 300+1b black guy if that isn't the right name. 

812912014 Comment: TSA personnel did not check pants waistband, upper area around socks below jeans or inner thigh area properly. Inner thigh was checked, but not &quot:until resistance was reached&quot: as I've found standard with olher pat downs. Pants 

8_06 '46 waistband was lightly patted with shirt down over waistband. Socks/feet were not really checked all the way around. It was amazingly fast though' Also, he did fine with all of the things he's supposed to ask me. 
· PM Would you like a response? : False 

Passenger's Name . 

8/29/2014 
9:05:56 

PM 

Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Security Issue 
Categories : Other; Pat-down 
Current Date/Time: 8129/2014 8:55:14 PM Airport: TPA - Tampa lnlernational Dale/Time of Travel: 0810412014 10:36 AM Airline & Flight Number: Fl1729 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Securily TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment. Would not accept my Global Entry pass and was told I was selected for extra security check. 

What good is,the Global Entry when the airport I received it at does not honor it? 
Would you like a re~onse7: Jew 
Passenger's Name ~_1(6_.1 

Phan~!'!~~:: ~ Ema11Tb1(&( I 
To leav7"r\ierii coricerrllng m,s ,eedback, follow th,s link hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



813012014 
11:11:48 

AM 

8130/2014 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name~l_h_··,1,R=·1=;======'---, 

Phone N~1L1J;;:U.LJ.11JJ.1 __ ----,1 
Address: N506, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33305 
Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? Yes 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Fart Laud erda I e-Hol lywood I nte ma ti on al Airport 

Caller is staling thal his wife was flying from Logan lnternalional, but missed her flighl due to additional screening. Caller staled thal wife was informed by a TSO that because she had a slate issued drivers license she was subjected 10 additional 
screening. Caller stated that during the additional screening his 50 year old wife had a finger inserted in her vagina. Caller questioned if this was standard procedure for the patdown. Caller stated that the state issued drivers license had nothing wrong 
with it. Cal I er stated this caused her to miss her flight and she Is a nervous wreck. Ca 11 er stated he hopes somebody gets back to him or e I se he Is thin kmg of getting a I aws ui t. 

Airporl: Logan International 
Airline: Delta 
Date Time: 8 30 2014 between 10:30am-12:00pm 
Contact Inform ati o i( b 1 ( 6) ! 
Resolution: 
The T re ns po rtat,on Security Ad mm i strat,on (TSA) see ks to p rov1d e the high est I eve I of sec u nty and customer service to al I who pass through our screening checkpoints. 0 ur policies and procedures focus on ens u n ng that a 11 passengers. reg a rd I ess of 
their person al situations and needs, a re treated with respect and courtesy, Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured a re a, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. Al I T re ns po rtation S ecu ri ty 
Officers (TSOsJ are required to be consideraIe and lhoughtful, and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrels if I his was not your experience. 

4:57:59 A TSO of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdown search: however, passengers may need to wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. As the screening is being conducted, the TSO will be describing the procedures 
PM he or she is using, The passenger should info nm TSOs of any difficulty raising his or her anms, remaining in the position required for a patdown. or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. TSOs are required to use the back of the hand to 

patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas, TSOs are required to use the fronl of the hand. 

At any 11 me dun ng the sere en i ng process, passengers may request a p nvate screening. 
TS Os should also offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the private screening after the companion clears 
screening. Passengers who refuse screening in both the public and private areas will nol be permitled to enter lhe secured area. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at the specific airport, I will forward this infonmation to the Customer Support Manager at that location. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and 
spot areas of co ncem th at may require s pecia I attention, This ongoing process ena b I es us to ensure prom pt, co n-ecti ve action whenever we d ete nm i ne that security screening po Ii ci es need modification or specific employees or screener teams a re the 
subjects of repeated complaints. 

If a passenger is unable to present a valid photo ID or TSA questions the ident1f1cation presented. the passenger may be asked to assist TSA in the identity verification process. If TSA questions the documentation you have provided the individual may 
be subject to additional screening. 



813012014 
7:01:52 

PM 

Callers wife has precheck her number is!(b·:,(61 he said they got the precheck because she has a knee replacement and has to go through a patdown. He states Delta tells him his number Is in the reservation and he has to call tsa to see 
why she did not get pre ch eek. He also states this is the first II i g ht they have fl own si nee she got the KTN. 

It is important to remember that TSA Prelu2713 '" does not guarantee an individual expedited screening. TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport. I told him the precheck logo only means she is 
el ig1 bl e, the inform atIon is em bedded in the bar code of her boa rd i ng pass when the officer scans it. I told him whether or not the logo is on his boa rd i ng pass is strictly up to the air I in es. not Isa. 

Caller is a surgeon and was working at the hospital in Virgin Islands and is traveling from STX to Puerto Rico and then to Miami and then to ATL. Caller states he was embarrassed with the screening due to the fact they took all his things out of his bag 
prior to screening and all his 3-1-1 products (toothpaste,deodoranthair grease) and he was also subJected to a patdown when hes never had to go through one. Caller also states there was only three passengers other then him and all the TSO s were 
standing around looking at each other. 

Airline - Not Given 
Airport- STX 
Flight Number - Not Given 
Dale - 8 31 14 

Contact Information ~~(b_·~1(_6~)-----~ 

813112014 Response: . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
12.19.54 Transportation Security Adm1n1sIrat1on (TSAJ policy allows passengers 10 carry travel-size toiletries 1n containers 3.4 ounces or smaller through screening checkpo1nIs. All of the items must fit comfortably in one, quart-size, clear plastic, resealable bag 

·PM. (3-1-1 rule). At the screening checkpoint, each passenger is asked to remove his ar her quart-size bag of liquids, gels, and aerosols, and place it on the conveyor belt. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) uses a Screening Allocation Model to ensure that an appropriate number of TSOs are assigned to each airport based on operations and passenger loads. This model, which incorporates part-time 
employees. ensures that T SA has sufli ci e nt staff to hand I e peak periods of passenger vo I ume wh i I e downsizing for s I owe r periods. Studies conducted by T SA and by independent o rgamzatIons such as the Government Accou ntab i Ii ty Olli ce have lo und 
th at the mode I has made schedu Ii ng of TSA screening ofli cers much more eflecti ve and efficient, It is possi b I e that the ind iv idua Is you observed we re new I y hi red and o bse rvi ng screening operations as part of their on-the-job training. or they may have 
jusl reporled for duty and were awailing the shift change. 



813112014 
1A9:43 

PM 

Caller states every time he goes through checkpoint he goes through patdown. caller doesn't feel he needs to pay the 85 dollar fee for TSA PreCheck. 

Response: 
the Transportation Security Administration's (TSAJ Contact Center regarding TSA PreCheck.The TSA PreCheck application program is a new method for U.S. citizens, U.S. nationals. and lawful permanent residents to apply for TSA PreCheck 
eligibility. Once approved, travelers will be eligible for expedited screening at TSA PreCheck lanes at more than 100 U.S. airports when flying on a participating U.S. airline.Qualifying TSA PreCheck participants use dedicated security lanes for 
screening benefits, When TS A sea ns the ba rcod e or observes the TS A Pre Ch eek logo on a boarding pass at the security checkpoint, the passenger may be referred to a TSA P reCheck lane lo r expedited sere en i ng, Passengers 12 years o Id and 
younger may access the TSA PreCheck lane wilh an eligible parent or guardian. Other passengers, to include spouses and traveling companions, who are nol referred to the TSA PreCheck lane are nol eligible for expedited screening. 

When you use these Im es. you can: 

Keep your shoes, belt, and lighl jackets on 

· Leave your laptops in your carry-on baggage 

Leave your 3-1-1 compliant bags in your carry-on baggage 

Although TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport. this mitiat,ve is part of the Agency's efforts to implement risk-based concepts to enhance aviation secunty and allow expedited screening for low
risk passengers at the security checkpoint. To apply, travelers may submit an application through TSA's Web site at www.tsa.gov or visit an enrollment center to submit an application in person. To complete the application process, individuals will be 
required 10 visil an enrollment center to provide identification, fingerprints, and proof of U.S. citizenship or immigration eligibility. In addition, an $85 fee to cover an in-deplh background check and other operalional costs is required. Upon successful 
completion, travelers will be issued a Known Traveler Number (KTN) and receive TSA PreCheck eligibility for 5 years. When making a reservation. passengers should enter their TSA PreCheck known traveler number (KTN) into the "Known Traveler 
Number field of their reservation. In add1t1on, we recommend that you review your reservation to ensure that your name, date of birth, and gender are an exact match to the information you provided TSA at the time of enrollment. Also. if you have a 
frequent flyer profile, or you make your reservation through your employer's travel-booking system, a travel agent, or a travel Web site, please confirm that this information is up to date and accurate 

Ca Iler requested a supervisor 

Preston took over the call: 
Caller 1s 59 yea rs old and does not want to pay to enrol I mto the Pree heck program. Ca 11 er has had s eve ra I heart attacks and has m ult, pl e stints in his he art. Caller travels from Al a ska to to Hawaii often. Cal I er is a contractor for the mi I itary. Ca 11 er is 
not happy with TSA and does not like the system. Caller has received several accommodations from the military. Caller does not want to pay TSA 85 dollars to participate in the PreCheck program and wants to know what I can do so that he does not 
have to pay lhe fee and still receive PreCheck. Caller feels thal the patdown is a violation of his civil liberties. 

Caller needs to speak with whoever is in charge, of TSA screening at lhe Tampa Airport. She was asked to take off her blazer at screening and she does not want to do thal. She stated that sometimes she wears tank tops under her jacket and doesnt 
want to take it off in front of people. How can she get around having to do that. She said the officers at FLL did not ask her to remove her jacket. She then asked if she could request a female officer to take her in a private area to screen her without her 
jacket. 

8/3112014 
3:03:30 Advised the caller as for normal screening that is how it works. passengers are supposed to remove light outter wear before going through and there is no way around that in the normal screening line. 

PM 
She could apply to precheck which allows passengers to leave their shoes on, light outter wear and belts during screening. 

When she gets to the checkpoint she can request a patdown procedure and ask for it to be private. Then she would have to wait on an officer of the same gender to pat her down. 

Offered to take a complaint on inconsistency of screening . She declined that. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 8/3112014 6:26:33 PM Airport: BOS - Logan lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 08131/2014 1:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: American 1661 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
. Basta n Lagan Ai rpa rt TSA Employee: ( If Known) · 
Comment : I am 84 yrs old !rave Ii ng from Boston to Chicago on above mentioned flight. 
I was a wheel chair passenger. I was made to take off my sandals during screening . 
In addilion I was given a full pat down and my hand luggage and purse were taken away from me and out of my sight for screening and checking . 

I was neither present while my bag and purse was searched and na TSA personnel bothered to offer me any explanation. Na one said a word ta me as to what they were doing. 
8/3112014 
7:05:45 While I understand that screening is necessary, I find checking my luggage and purse without me being present unacceptable per TSA guidelines. The way I was treated by TSA was rude and unprofessional. 

PM I don'I recall lhe name of the agent but it was a woman. 

911/2014 
9:22:04 

I would like a response from TSA regarding this incident. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 

Passenger's Na;.;m.:..:e'-'-'b""i .. (6""·--, --.----' 
Phone Number h··,1f';'1 
Ema (b1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

We (myself, wife and 2 yr old kid) are residenls of San Diego, CA past 12 years. For our vacation, we traveled to San Diego -> Kauai on 26th Aug and Kauai -> Oahau on 30lh Aug and will return back to San Diego on Sept 3rd 

I must regret to infonm that our experience with TSA at UH-Hawaii was extremely inappropriate and disappointing. Now, I understand, that you work for the government and what I say here will likely fall on deaf ears, but considering this is the United 
State of America , I remain ho pelu I . 

At UH, we (being Indian - the only brawn people in sight that day) were clearly chosen based on our race (appearance) for further screening. So much sa, that asking for allowing a regular off the shelf Hawaiian yogurt bowl for our little kid to snack on, 
my wife had to undergo pat down. It was clearly stated to us "either no yogurt or yogurt+ pat down"' Where do your rules say this? My wife underwent the pat down just so that our kid doesn't stay hungry. 

I ju st read F AO on your website: 

AM When traveling with an infant or toddler, passengers are also allowed to bring into the screening checkpoint more than 3.4 ounces of pre-mixed baby formula (in a powder, liquid. or frozen state): milk products: juice: gel or liquid-filled teethers: bottled 
waler: and canned, jarred, processed baby food and essential non-prescription liquid medications. These items also must be declared to a TSO prior to entering the screening area, and the ii ems must be separated from other property. These items 
will be subject to additional screening, and passengers may be asked to open a container if required by a TSO. 

91112014 
9:22:44 

AM 

So I ask rightfully from the TSA officials at LIH an apology on their conduct. 

We have traveled on several occasions from San Diego, CA and never have come aero ss such mind I e ss acts. That too, we were just catching our flights to Oahu (is I and hopping) for our son's b1 rthda y ce I e brati on. 

Regards. 

kb1(61 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" . Screening 
CuCTent Date/Time: 8131/2014 9:37:59 PM Airport· OGG - Kahului Date/Time of Travel, 08124/2014 Airline & Flight Number, 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Security checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) fbA(6)hlsecurily officer who performed &quot:pat-down&quol:) Comment: I would like to lodge a complaint regarding lhe security &quot:pat-down&quot: I received. I typically 
opt out of the full body scanner and am typically subjected to a pat-down searc , w ich I wish weren't the case, but accept it as a better alternative than the scanner. Anyhow, I have had lots al these types of searches before and normally I have no 
issues with the security officers conducting the search, but at the Kahului Airport I was subjected to an aggressive and somewhat violent search that left me in pain and feeling violated. The secunty officer who conducted the search was named 
&quot:Linda&quot: and was very brusque with me and my personal items, which was unpleasant. However, what the complaint pertains to is the manner in which this individual touched my private area, As she moved her hand up my legs at the front 
she struck my private area/vagina wilh aggressive force causing me emotional shock and physical pain. I felt viola led and thal this was unlike any other search I have ever had at lhe airpor1. I felt viola led and upset. I don'I think this individual should be 
doing these searches as I would hate far others to receive the same treatment. I don't believe physical searches have ta result in pain or distress to the person undergoing them. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



91112014 
9:23:04 

AM 

Feed back Type . Compliment 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 91112014 12:26:16 AM Airport PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 08126/2014 Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : B20 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· My statement is more overall regarding the check in at Phoenix as opposed to Long Beach. I appreciated the Phoenix check in much more because they had more sensitivity toward my physical limitations and health challenges. Rather than 
a pal down, I hey put me through the scanner, and I hey were helpful with giving me a cane I hat I could use rather than leaving me in an unsafe siluation wilhout my cane or any cane like in Long Beach. 
But, I am an older woman who has always fall awed the laws of the United States and it was extremely embarrassing. intrusive and uncomfortable to receive a pat down. While getting that the woman felt of my breast and that really made me feel 
uncomfortable. You need to improve your polices on knee replacement so that people do not have to go through the pat downs. I don't like being treated like a criminal when I am NOT. I could have carried paperwork from my doctor, and I could have 
be en pre screened , 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name~l_h_-,1_r;_·-, __ ~ 

Phone Number . 
Emailkb i(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : h1tp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.9ov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller said she is in FL and bought 2 live baby turtles and asked if she cane bring them on the plane in carry on or check bag on a domestic flight on Southwest. She asked if she can bring food or liquids like cut peaches in syrup in check bag, She said 
when she deparled from Harl ford, CT she got a noi and I hat we had ruined her suitcase and lhe lga s 901 on her boots and she said she did not want to 90 over how to file a claim. She said she did not want the food in check bag to cause a red fia9 
and asked how to avoid that. 

Response:The Transportation Secunty Administration's (TSA) security procedures do not prohibit travelers from bringing a pet on their flight. However, travelers should contact their airline or travel agent before arriving at the airport to determine any 

91112014 airline's policy on traveling with pets. TSA requires that all animals and associated property are screened prior to boarding. 

12:10:57 
PM 

91112014 
7:30:41 

PM 

Pets traveling in the aircraft cabin must be presented to a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) at the screenin9 checkpoint. The animal's owner is required to carry the animal through the walk-through metal detector (WTMD) or walk the animal 
through the WT MD on a I e ash. TS Os a re required to reso Ive any a I arms associated with the animal using visual observation and patdown ins pe ct1ons. The TSO may require owners to assist by co ntro 11 i ng the an i ma I during this process. Al I accessible 
property associated with animals, such as cabin kennels, must be separately screened using the x-ray machine. 

All animals being transported in a kennel with checked bag9a9e are required to be screened. TS Os are first required to ask the owner to remove the animal from the kennel so that he or she can clear the kennel. Once the TSO has completed his or her 
inspection of the kennel the TSO 1s required to clear the animal with a thorough visual inspection. The TSO may ask the owner for assistance dunng the visual inspection. 

I advised her that food is allowd in check bag and to make sure ii is securely wrapped or in a spill proof container. I advised her that we electronically screen lhe check bags and that we dont recommend food in check bag because some properties 
in load cause the alarms to trgiger and the ba9 has to be hand inspected. I offered ta go aver how ta file a claim but she declined. 

Caller wanted to know if lhe TSO used gloves while I hey inspecled the ba9. If so did they put on new gloves? Did they use latex gloves? 
She was upset and afraid she could catch a disease from someone else. NOi was in the bag. 

Advised: 

Transportation Administration Security (TSA) security screeners are instructed to wear gloves when conducting physical inspections of property and patdown inspections of individuals. Screeners must only wear TSA-issued gloves when performing 
screening functions and will use a new pair of gloves whenever a passen9er requesls that they do so. Screeners musl also inspect I heir gloves regularly for slains, I ears, and olher si9ns of dama9e and replace their 9loves as necessary. 

TSOs use nitrile gloves. not latex. Nitrile gloves provide more protection and sanitary efficiency than latex and are commonly used by other Federal agencies. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time. 911/2014 10:30:22 PM Airport: LAS - McCarran International Date/Time of Travel· 08/31/2014 7:00 AM Airline & Flight Number. United 1208 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal 3 TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment: Yesterday, my wife and I !rh··,1rr1 I were traveling home after a long trip For some reason the hand swab detected something on my wife's hands had to go through add1t1onal screening After her bags went through the x-ray 
machine, they were additionally searched in plain view of all of the passengers. She was carcring a bunch of shoes that she likes wear when going out for the night. One of the screening ladies (there were two) asked my wife is she was working at 
Cheetah's. Apparently they were asking her if she is a stripper because of her shoes. bl/6\ id not know what Cheetah's was at first and was confused but she (obviously) replied that she doesn'I work there. While the first agenl (lhe thinner one) was 
asking that question, the second agent laughed at her question, which cause b )(6) to be extremely embarrassed. 

!(b)(ff:1 ! has a lot of anxiety and hates attention being drawn to her. She was mortified of the way she was spoken to and about. Being singled out already traumatized her and this greatly added to her stress. This translated to her not being able to sleep 
at all on lhe 5-hour flight home, which she had planned on doing. 

Apparently dun1g the_rvate pat down!(b)(6) !was breathing oddly due to the stress she was under. She is a rape survivor and has a difficult time with physical contact. The agent who was performing the pat down repeatedly asked her what was 
wrong, to which b_i(6_:, replied that nothing was wrong. 

91212014 1 TSA agents should be better trained to be more sensitive to people with anxiety. Clear and simple communications should be the norm for these procedures. A better description al what is occurring should be given before anything occurs. l(b::,(6) I 
8:36:48 

AM fee Is that she was not told what was going to occur clearly and thoroug hi y. 

2. Asking unnecessary and potentially embarrassing questions be complelely avoided. What business is it of anyone's where she works? It is beyond comprehension as to why would anyone think it's appropriate to ask if someone works at a strip club. 

3. While I understand there is no way to avoid the the pat downs, I think that training by an expert in rape victims would teach the agent how to identify and to be extra sens1t1ve in this situation. 

4. I was not told what is going on wilh!(b·:,(61 !al any point until after she left the privale screening room. I told the agent at the hand swab area that I was her husband but I was directed to complele my screening but given no olher info. I was nol told 
where to meet my wife. Why were we separated and shouldn't I be told where to meet her? 

5.Kiill:ID]had the same pat down twice - once outside in the public area and the second in the restricted area screening room. The second one was more invasive (and thorough) than the first one. As far as we can tell, the first (public) screening was 
unnecessary and only was a cause for more humiliation for kb \/6\ !What is the point of firsl. public screening if the private screening was going to occur anyway? 

6. This is a minor issue. which the supervisor said that he would correct with training. The ID screening agent that I met with didn't know how to handle my expired photo drivers license with a valid paper license. He had to call a supervisor, which 
caused an unnecessary delay and was embarrassing to me, because I was asked to stand aside and had to wait to speak with a supervisor. Isn't this a regular occurrence that should be part of the normal training for the agents who do the ID 
screening? (BTW, lhat supervisor was fantastic, even asked me whal gate I was going to and gave me directions on how to get lhere.) 

I just went lhrough pre-check al Dulles Airport and this serves no purpose as I was still required to remove my shoes belt glasses and go through a complete pat down inspection with queslions a turning on my iPad. This all due 10 a knee replacement 
which is clearly evident with my scars and a doctors card. verbal explanation etc. to no avail. While I understand security this service is supposed to improve the process. It does not as I had to wait over 5 minutes for someone to physically check me. 
This wou Id have happened even quicker a stand a rd check in. What a waste 

9/212014 
10:02:49 (b 1(6 ) 

AM 

9/212014 

(b)(61 office 
cell 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hl1p:llwww.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Pl~(b~)~(6~'--~ 
Date Time: 912/2014 7:47:50 AM 

10:02:51 Name,(b i(6i 

AM Email :1:h=·11:r;:·-,=============== 
Comp I a i nts; I nco n s i ste nt Screening (Different Practices between Airports): 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):DL749/Della/Miami/H05 
Comments:lnappropriate pat down and screening. I entered this under inconsistent process because I packed my personal bag the same way I had when traveling ta Miami and the bag was not pulled, nor did I have a pat down in Richmond. After the 
secondary screening, I was free to go ( of course having to repack everyti ng taken out u nne ces sari I y) with nothing thrown away or co nfi seated. The only exp I an ati on given was my fish o i I bottle or other p, 11 bottles may have set 11 off. I am carrying exactly 
the same bottles (with less medication/pills because of a 10 day vacation) and wonder why this was not an issue in Richmond. It is recommended to carry your medications with you, should this not be changed? Also a pat down (a very thorough one) 
was indicaled for fish oils? I do not feel any more safe given lhe inconsislency in machine or personnel. 



Caller wants to file a complaint because of the screening experience her husband had when he flew from EWR on 8-25, stated she tned to send an email and it d1dn t go through, wants to file for her husband,~~b_}_(_6_} ____ ~1 Her husband was at 
EW R airport and was taking their 2 grandchildren back to Belgium, 7 and 9 yrs. old, 
He went through WTMD and lold the TSO he had 2 knee replacements and was told okay and to step aside. He was told 10 remove his bell and spread his legs and raise his arms. He told the TSO his pants would drop and the TSO told him to take 
his belt off anyway and to hurry and his pants dropped in front of everyone and the grandchildren who were waiting for him. 
He feels that 11 was a most outrageous breach of privacy, he was extremely humiliated and she was shocked. The children had never seen their grandfather with his pants down which was embarassrng to him. She thinks someone owes him some 
compensation because of the incident. 
Was flying Jet Airways- Indian Airline, lhinks they may be affiliated with United. 
Arrived at airport approx. 3 hrs. prior to departure. not sure exactly what time he was going through security. 

1. Date and Time of the flight--8-25-14. departed 6:30 PM 
2. Gate or Te rmi n al----G ate 55 

91212014 5. FI ig ht #--9W 22 7 
11 :51 :06 6. Airline----Jet Airways 

AM 
Response: 
Apologized to caller for his experience and advised if a passenger has metal inside their body if going through the WTMD and an alarm sounds a patdown would be required to complete the screening process. Explained that is standard operating 
procedures and if the TSO was to pat down a sensitive area they should have offered him a pnvate screening location and he could have requested at any time during the process. Explained to caller if someone has metal in their body they can 
request to go through the A IT if a vai I ab I e at the term i na I they a re departing from. which may prevent them from having a pa tdow n. not a guarantee be ca use if an anomaly shows on the imaging a p atdown may st i 11 be required, 

Exp I a i ned information wi 11 be provided to the CSM at E WR for review. 

Exp I a i ned to ca Iler lo r future trave I he can request a private location if a pa tdow n is required. 

Caller was at lhe airporl on 8 16 14 at 6:00 a.m. He flew on Delta to Hawaii from LAX. There are no signs about wallets and belts being removed but he took off his shoes. He went lhrough the scanner, he got a patdown because of his wallet. The 
officer took his wallet, held it in his hand. and he waved other people through and kept his wallet in his hand. He put the wallet in a bin with someone elses belongings. He asked for his badge number and a supervisor because he didn t know if he was 
trying to steal his wallet. They refused to give a badge number and they said that his name wasllli:iillIJ The gate was right next to Delta airlines. The supervisor didn t give a phone number, all they gave was a form with the Isa website on it. He was 
average height and weight, in his 20 s. He said that he should have had him arrested for trying to steal his wallet. He has left a message with the CSM three times but no one has gotten back with him. He wants to speak to someone who is over the 
CSM. 

Advised caller: 

Because your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate CusIomer Service Manager. 

~;2~~;: TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process will enable us to ensure prompt. corrective action whenever we determine that security 
PM screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the subject of repeated complaints. 

I told him that we do not have any phone numbers. I could give him the mailing address, but that is all we have. 

Escalation Notes kb 1(6) ! 
The caller wants to know if there is someone over the CSM at the LAX airport that handles complaints other than a manager. I explained to the caller that if there is a complaint the passenger calls the TCC then we forward the information to the CSM 
to investigate the claim. The caller then asked what happens if he has a complaint about the CSM and I responded he would have to call the TCC and we would forward it to the apporpnate office. The caller hung up. 



To Whom This May Concern, 

I travel on an Merage of 1-2 per week for business. I am a very professional female in my 30's. I understand and always abide TSA rules and regulalions as I have been lrMeling for business over 6 years now. 

This is why I /el t comp el I ed to write a mes sage reg a rd i ng my most recent trip through O'Hare just this morning. 

I was wearing a vest over a sheer blouse. Before entering the x-Ray (which I have been told in the past, if I don'I wish to remove my blazer or vesi. I don't need to), the male TSA agenl informed me that I musl remove my vesl. I let him know thal I felt 
uncomfortable as I have a sheer blouse underneath. He smirked and said. well you will be patted down all over and that it could "take a long time". 

91212014 I was 10 minutes out from my boarding time, so reluctantly I removed my vest, and went out of the x-Ray, to place my vest on the belt. As I walked out of the x-Ray, I heard the TSA agent tell another, check her bag. 
12:20:44 As I exited the x-Ray. I still received a full-body pat down!'! Even after removing my vest• 

PM 

91212014 
12:21:15 

PM 

9/212014 
2:22 53 

PM 

I was outraged' I wish the TSA would treat pea pie with the courtesy and respect we deserve. We are professional business travelers'., I wish someone would tell these agents wha seem to think they have so much power ... And I have to even question 
if some even have a high school diploma. 

As a woman, I am offended. As an American, I am offended. I wish the TSA would treal people I hat comply with their rules with more respect and not like we are puppets. 

Thank you. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Olher; Disabilily or Medical Condilion Current Dale/Time: 91212014 11 :10:22 AM Airport: DEN - Denver International Date/Time o!Travel: 09/0212014 8:15 AM Airline & Flighl Number Southwest 1900 Checkpoinl/Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee: (If Known) · Office!(b)(6) !Comment. I am currently 8 months pregnant and have been advised my doctor ta avoid being near any unnecessary radiation: specifically ta avoid bath the standard issue scanner as well as to avoid 
standing near the baggage x-ray machine. When I asked to opt for a pat-down, the officer mannin the scanner asked that I wait immediately next to the baggage x-ray scanner. I stepped to the other side of the line - out of the way - because I am not 
comfortable standing immediately next to the x-ray machine during my pregnancy. Office b)(61 was bringing trays back and told me very rudely to move back over next to the x-ray machine. When I explained I wasn't comfortable with that, 
but lhat I was happy to make sure I was oul of the way, she told me that was 'ridiculous', 'in my own little world,' and said, 'gel through the gate.' I didn't understand what she meani, and she said, 'I'll do the pal-down, let's get lhis over with.' 
(Verbatim). 
I fo 11 owed her aver to an area near my I ugg age, although she did leave my I ugg age in the pi ck up area instead of moving 11 aver to the sere en i ng a re a. Before she beg an the patdown. she confronted me about why I didn't want to go through the 
scanner, and started to explain that there are other sources of radiation - basically trying to coerce me into using the scanner. I told her I wasn't comfortable with the scanner and that my understanding is that it is my right, as any passenger. but 
especially as one with a medical condition (pregnancy) and a doctor's advisement against it, to opt out of the scanner. She continued the confrontation saying, &quot:What, am I not allowed 10 give you informalion since you clearly don'I have 
any?&quot: She paraphrased the necessary pat-down verbal rundown. in a rude tone al voice and then proceeded to da the pat-down in an extremely invasive, and borderline physically painful manner. I travel every couple weeks, so throughout my 
pregnancy have had many pat-downs Ira m T SA officers and have always had extremely respectfu I, polite expe nences. but this was both physically and verbally unco mfortab I e. and borderline abusive. 
When she finished the pat-down she went to check her hands and just never returned. Eventually she did walked by and just yelled 'you're done.' 

I am extremely upset, feel disrespected, violated and ridiculed and want a response from TSA about what they plan to do in response to this and how they plan to deal with Office,l(b)(ffl !specifically. I am happy to provide more information at any 
point. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name b. 61 
Phone Number b. 61 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a commen concerning is feedback. follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

You officerkbH6I !, was aggressive with me as I exercised my righl to complain about the obnoxious pat-down procedure. He recognized me as a frequent traveler and then targeled me wilh an aggressive response to my comments. I did nol 
say anything about h,m but questioned the logic of my knee setting off a metal detector and then checking me for explosives. I did not raise my voice I did not curse I just talked and was told to shut up, he escalated again buy calling over the deputy. I 
fee I this was a targeted attack. 

kb,(61 ! 



91212014 
5:58:29 

PM 

9/212014 
6:31:59 

PM 

91212014 
8:01:30 

Caller said he is upset and was at Denver Airport and that before 9 11 he wanted to be a pilot and he used to chensh airports and that 9 11 changed 11. He said he was at the Denver checkpoint and a screener tried to speak to him and it is stressful 
and he said we should not touch people in their private parts. He said he did not hear the Officer say to go to the left and that the screener yelled at him and he said the egos of the screeners were offended and the screeing process was a nightmare, 
He said he gave them his ID and he did not choose the privale screening and went 10 lhe radioactive chamber and he forgot the gum and wallet in his pockel and thal the nude body scanner went off. He said he still had items in his pockel and he 
removed the gum and wallet and he said he went online later and watched videos and said we have to let them know if they are going to touch breasts and groins and he said the screener could have had him go back through the ait machine or let him 
know he 1s going to touch his private areas. He asked if this is Constitutional and that they need to let him know beforehand that they are going to do the patdown. He said he knows he can either go through the a,t or private screening and he said he 
did not opt out of the ait machine. He said he knows the room will be video recorded ii he is in private screening and he is a smart guy and a Network Engineer technician and he keeps us safer than TSA ever could. He said we groped his private area 
and we did not let him know this and he said if someone opts out of ait and asks for prviate screening then they are told they are going to be 1ouched in different areas. He said he did not consent to a patdown and lhe screenr asked if he forgot 10 lake 
anything out of his pocket but he did not tell him he was gong to do the patdown and he said he sought Counsel and asked does TSA need to advise travelers that they are about to have an evasive patdown prior to doing it or can they just grab it. He 
said he a I ready ta I ked to the CSM. Anna. at the airport and th at she did not Ii ste n to him. He said the Denver Airport em loyees are incompetent and he said he is 36 yea rs old and he 1s wel I versed on ethics and asked is 11 our pol icy within the law to 
grope a person in their private area without I etti ng th em know this, He said he and his Attorneys dont believe that we have the rig ht to do this, He asked can we mole st an ind iv idua I without I etti ng them know this and touching their groin and buttocks 
and is it okay. He said his 1rust in Govt. is very low. He said he was laken to a secondary screening area in the public eye and he said he never we~rivale room. He said he did not know he had to remove his laptop from his computer case and 
they took his laptop and ran it over and over and he expressed his frustration and concern and he said this Agency is an embarassment and Agent ~hreatened him and asked him if he wanted a private screening when he got to the secondary 
area. He d eel in ed his I ast name and phone #. He said we have no Law Enforcement Autho ri zati on whatsoever and he to Id Ag en~ that he was u ns ati sfi ed with what he experienced. He said Agent II h ·., I rr1 I was vindictive even though he went 
through the entire security policy and complied with everything. He asked what right did Agent!(b)(?h ! have to threaten him and what right did an Agent have to grab him in his private area. He said he was not notified before screening that the agent 
was going to pat him down in a sensilive area. He said he lives in AZ. He said this is a violat,on o ,s rights and thal this is moleslation by the Officer who did lhe patdown and that he could have said no and he could have walked out of the airport 
and not gone through this. He said we have created a job for child molesters and perverts and we had no right to grab both of his buttocks and that he is a US Citizen. He said he was molested and he wants to see this agent in prison and charges 
brought against the TSA supervisor who threatened him. He said he did not want this referred to the CSM. He said he is upset that we are sending this to the CSM at the airport where this happened. He asked who holds us accountable and he said 
he is insulted by this, He said he is filing a serious complaint with the TSA. He asked where does he go above TSA and above this CSM. He asked who polices us and is it the Dept. of Homeland Security and that he did not want the phone# for the 
CSM al the airport. He asked does he call the FBI and he wants an imparlial review of this case. He asked is a TSA agent allowed to grab his private area withoul telling him. He said he was nol offered a privale screening and he was grabbed by the 
agent on his buttocks and he said he is going to sue him. He said he needs to suponea the video and needs the name and description of that agent. He said we are a disgrace to this nation and he said we molest little children. 

ComplaintCSM 
Claims: Complaint 

Airport: Denver 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number:294 7 
Departure Time: 08-30-14 at 5:00 pm 
Arrival Airport and Time:Phoenix Sky Harbor at 8:05 pm 
Location:security checkpoint 
Gate:C 39 
Contact lnformation:he declined his phone#. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1pj(b)(61 I 
Date Time: 9/212014 6:17:08 PM 

······················---------------····························· 

Name. (b)(61 
Email b1(6) 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate cree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terrninal/Airport/Gate/Etc) Flight# UA 1518 from SFO -~ CLE, -2pm on 8128. 
Comments:l lost my wallet while traveling, and subsequently was subjected to an "advanced screening" while attempting to board my flight back home. Despite not being suspected of any crimes or doing anything remotely illegal, I had to re-pack my 
bags once the TSA agent dumped them onto a table and undergo a completely unwarranted "enhanced pat-down" which certainly looked, fell, and legally qualifies as sexual assault. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 11l~[b_i_(6_·._, --~ 
Date Time: 9/212014 7:32:58 PM 

PM Name!lh·11r;··, 
Emait;>b=1=(6;=1==='-------, 

Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Alberquerque airport, 5:20pm, securily check 10 B gates 
Comments:Guy with red hair was a fucking dick. Railed on the entire time trying to belittle myself and my beliefs. Did a way too overzealous patdown. I feel violated as well as belittled. I have never encountered so rude an individual in my life, and to 
have him in a pos1t1on of authority 1s a crime. 



Director, 

TSA Prescreened, AA Flt.1141, 8 am. 

Since when are your agents allowed to "feel" my groin area and the crack of my buttocks? 

Despite the fact I hat I told your agents that I have a hip replacement and card from my doctor 10 show I his, I was sent through the screener at approx. 7:30 am in SI. Louis at the C concourse. I requested lhe "body scanner" 10 no avail. 

91312014 The screener went off, as I expected, and they insisted I go to your agent where she insisted on rubbing her hands on my groin and thighs, my breasts. and down the crack of my buttocks. 
12:29:44 

PM When I objecled, she threalened that I go to a private room to have this down. My flight was in 25 minutes and I endured her "groping" in order to get 10 my flight. 
I do not have her name. only that she was tall, light hair, and spoke with a type of Russian accent. 

She put me through intense humiliation as other passengers watched. Review your tapes, find out who she is immediately! 

I insist that you contact me at~kb~-~i(~6~i--~ 

l(b)(61 

91312014 
2:15:30 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es 01 her 
Current Date/Time . 9/3/2014 1 :50:47 PM 
Airport JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel : 08/02/2014 8:30 AM Airline & Flight Number 718 CheckpoinUArea of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : I would like to know why my rhineslone shirt warranled a TSA agent 10 grope me at the airporI. This is tolally unacceptable. Does lhe TSA expecl the people of this country to pay for this? 
Would you like a re~True 
Passenger's Name~ 
Phone Number , 
Emakbi(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Dear Sir or Madame: 

I would like to request an investigation into the most egregious, invasive, abusive, humiliating, intimidating "pat down" I have ever received in my travels. 

Last Wednesday, Aug. 27, my husband and I left Atlanta to go to Russia, Our flight from Atlanta was delayed and as a result we were late arriving into JFK and were concerned we were going to miss our oonnection to Mosoow. 

My h us band has trouble wa I king long distances, so we requested a wheelchair and assistant to push him. We bath had TSA preche ck, but the re was no precheck Ii ne at the security e ntra nee close st to our gate, and we did not have time to search it 
out. I believe this was Tenminal 4. as we were flying Delta I Aero/lot. 

I routinely avoid the body scanners and opt for the pat down. I am familiar with whal is involved - how long it takes - and try to allow enough time so that I am not rushed. I dress and behave in a polite, professional manner because I understand that is 
the best way to get through the process quickly and painlessly. On that day I ware a casual cotton top with v-neck and 3/4 sleeves. black pants with no belt, pockets or decoration, slip an black shoes and black pants socks. There was absolutely 
nowhere to hide anything and certainly nothing suspIcIous that would require the level of search I was subjected to. 

91312014 We arrived at security at 630p -- the same time our plane was supposed to be boarding. I waited as insIructed for the 'female assist'. When the agent appeared she moved as slowly as possible and displayed an atlilude of couldn't-care-less. Tolally 
unconcerned about anyone. Bored. Unprofessional. She ordered me to inch this way and that way. and then began to tell me in the slowest. most drawn-out manner possible what was involved. (Name was[b)(6:, pr something similar --~_1(6_·_1 

6:08:32 - · r..:::.:.::..:: 
PM ??) 

I told her -- as I do wilh many agenls -- lhat I've been through it many times before, I know what is involved, and could we please move along quickly because my flighl was boarding. She continued to drag oul the explanation and finally began lhe "pal 
dawn" As it progressed, my breasts were groped and squeezed, fingers were run under my bra, my underwear was pulled up into my behind and even my sacks were tugged on. The most horrifying part of it was when she forced her hand and fingers 
up mto my genitals two or three times. All of this in a public area in full view of crowds of people passing by. 

As you might imagine I became quite upset with I his and told her it was not a pat down but a sexual assaull. 

When she finally Ii mshed I said I wanted to see a s u pe rvi so r and get a ca rd to comp I am. She sh rugged her shoulders and wa I ked off. A woman who s u posed I y was a s u pe rvi so r appeared and again was I e ss than interested -- her response was a 
dismissive "you chose the pat down." I told her in no uncertain terms it was not a pat down but a sexual assault and I wanted to file a complaint. (b-·1(6'i fumbled around for two or three minutes pretending to look for the cards, which she repeatedly 
c I aimed she could not find. 

At this point I was extreme I y di sire ssed that we wou Id miss our flight and said to forget about it. My husband. who had be en watching the entire process. to Id her we we re not leaving without the comp I a int ca rd, at which ti me ~om ehow noticed 
the stack of them in plain sight at the front of the shelf and gave me one. She then wanted to know my name and flight, which I interpreted as further attempts to intimidate me. 

I am still outraged beyond words by the treatment of your agent. My husband and I are 63 years aid. We are well-known and respected internationally. We are in no way suspicious characters. 



91412014 
8:35:20 

AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name:.,_(b"-·"<I "'"6 ... ·., ....,..,_._ ______ _, 
Email Address /hI1RI Phone Numbe~(b1(6) 
Address: 1h··,1rr, Paris ,._'--"'-----' ,._ _____ ~ 
Zipcode: 75017 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Yes 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
John F. Kennedy lnternalional Airport 

Caller: 
9/412014 Traveling with her mother that has a knee replacement. Her mother is 78 years old and went through a patdown last year. Is there a way that they can show a physician s note or a way to prevent that patdown from occurring again? 
9:5744 

AM Advised Caller: 
If her mother alarms an AIT or WTMD, then she will need to undergo a patdown. A note can help lhe officers understand what her condition is but it will not exempt screening. 

9/412014 Security at Newark Liberty Terminal A (Amencan) was horrible. The TSA Pre line was closed and we received useless ·expedited boarding'cards which didnl save any time. After requesting a pat down for my insulin pump, I was repeatedly questioned 
2:08:13 and harassed about it. The female assist took forever to come over because she "didn"t hear the guy call her. This site is an embarrassment to TSA and far worse than other airports. Please improve the quality, thanks. 

PM 

The ca 11 e rs wife came to their house on Cape Cod from TX. She brought the cats with th em. They ca 11 ed the T CC in advance to verify how to b n ng the cats and they were told they could I eave th em in the carrier instead of having to re move them from 
carrier. They were concerned about escape so they asked if they can leave them in the carriers and he was told yes. They told the TSA person at the departure airport this and the TSO told him that this is wrong information and they had to take them 
out of lhe carrier. One cat scratched and clawed and almost gal away. They are now gelling ready to go back to TX and they want to know the policy about laking the cats again. 

I advised the caller that if a passenger believes that the removal of their pet could result in escape, a Supervisory Transportation Security Officer (TSO) can authonze an alternative screening measure that he or she deems sufficient. When permitted, 
91412014 an animal may remain in its carrier and be carried through the WTM D by the passenger: however, the passenger, the animal. and the carrier must undergo secondary screening. 
2:09:28 

PM Additional screening of the animal may include a visual observation, a patdown inspection, or Explosives Trace Detection (ETD). If additional screening requires removal of the animal from its carrier, passengers may request a private screening. TS Os 
may ask the owner lo r assistance during any pa rt of the inspection. 

I advised the caller thal he may want to contact the CSM at the deparIure airport in advance of I ravel on the 25th and he said that he left them a message but has not heard back yet. 

I asked the caller if he would like an email of this information for his records and he said yesj._lh=··,r-'-R"·I _______ _. 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: Ca 11 er has knee implants, is in a wheelchair. has one I eg 2 inches shorter than the other, and recently had surgery on her rectum. 

Response Details: Advised caller thal based on her complaint that a patdown for a passenger with documenlation being discrimination as well as her failure to accommodale complaint because her shoes with the orthodic. were taken away and she 
was being expected to walk, she should make her complaint in writing to make it formal. Advised caller that I will email her some instructions on how to do this. I will also forward the complaint to the DMD to make them aware of this as well. 

As far as the rude screener and patdown complaints. I will forward these to the CSM at PHX to make them aware of this, 

I apologized that she was not satisfied with her screening experience. 

I called her back at 2:37 p.m. and advised her that we have PSS at the airports now to help passengers when needed. In the future, she can ask for them at the checkpoint or she can call us 72 hours before the flight to make arrangements for them to 
help her prior 10 lhe flight. 

Sent email. 

91412014 lncidenl Details: She is used to being palled down and accepts this, even though she doesn t agree with it. She feels thal when a passenger has a card for the metal implanls and a letler from the doctor validating lhe me1a1 implants, they should not be 

220,36 patted down. She says that she feels this is discriminating against people with metal implants. She says that she was receiving her patdown in the wheelchair and normally they go up her to her thigh, but this particular agent was grabbing her crotch. 
PM She says that every time she would grab her crotch she would jump. She says that she wasn t doing this intentionally. She says it was Just instinct. 

91412014 
3:54:11 

PM 

She says this happened over and over until the officer doing lhe patdown called for a supervisor. The oflicer told the supervisor thal the passenger was not lelling her do lhe patdown. The passenger said she was, it was jusl instinct that she jumped 
when her crotch was grabbed. The super,isor was more obnoxious than the officer doing the patdown. He told the passenger that she could not go through security because she was not letting the officer pat her down. She says that at this point her 
husband got angry. They tried to explain again that this was Just instinct. 

She says that the super,isor said he was calling the police. She told him he was giving her hearl palpitations. She said she was crying and jusl said she wanled to just get on the plane and go home. She says I hat lhe supervisor was snooly and said 
th at he ma de a remark th at now she said he was giving her heart pa Ip ita ti on s. She says that the two pol ice officers came aver and she told th em that she has be en married for 3 7 yea rs and her husband is the only person how has ever been in that 
region and that is why 11 is i nsti net to jump. 

She says that the police officer was sympathetic to her issues. She says thal during the screening process, she informed the officer that she had an orlhodic in her shoe because one leg is 2 inches shorter than the other. They had her take off her 
shoes and then took the shoes away from her. She told them that she cannot walk without the orthodic unless someone holds her hand. She says that she normally an officer holds her hand and helps her walk through screening while her shoes go 
through screening. She says that she had surgery on her rectum a week before she traveled to Ariza na, so this area was sensitive. She said that the officer had her hands in her rectum as wel I, so this was causing her discomfort. She says th at she has 
never experienced such intimidation and embarrassment as she did yesterday. She says that other passengers were even asking why they were intimidating this poor woman. She says that later she was sitting in the JetBlue terminal crying and a guy 
came over and asked her what was wrong. She explained it to him and he told her thal he would lake her to speak wilh a super,isor. She says that she lhought it was going to be a different supervisor, but ii was the same one. He said She is the one I 
ve been talking about, which told the caller that he has been gossiping about her. The caller was very upset about the entire situation. She was unable to get the female officers name, but the super,isor s name waskb)(ff•, I numbed1h··,1rrdA 

Caller has a concern I hat requires a11ention, his 15 yr. old daughter jusl boarded a plane and he raised her nol to go through lhe AIT, and stated she was not given the option for alternative screening. 
What makes him uncomfortable is the machines take an image of the body, it s almost pornography and he has seen images previously. 
Caller stated she asked not to go through the Al T and was to Id to get in Ii ne and as a 1 5 yr. o Id she di dn t want to cause a prob I em. ( Stated he hasn t confirmed th at she requested not to go through and was denied). 

Response: 
Explained to caller signs are posted at each AIT location advising passenger they have the right to opt out of the AIT screening, if opting out a patdown will be required. 
In February 2011. T SA successfully tested the new software at Hartsfi e Id-Jackson All a nta Intern ati o na I, Las Veg as M cC arra n Intern ati o na I, and Ron aid Reagan Washing ton N at,ona I airports. 
This software, also referred to as Automated Target Recognition (ATR). is designed to enhance privacy by eliminating the image of an actual passenger. ATR detects potential threats and indicates their location on a generic. computer-generated 
outline of a person that appears on a monitor attached to the AIT unit. If a polential lhreat is detected, lhe area will require additional screening. If polential lhreats are not detected, the outline is not generaled, an "OK" appears on lhe monitor, and the 
passenger is cl ea red from screening. In addition. passengers are able to view the same out Ii n e that the T SA officer sees. 

Provided to cal I er via ema i I. 
Hello. 

I wanted to complain about inappropriate touching during a search in the Reno Airport. 

On 2 September (Tuesday) 2014. I was flying out of the Reno airport. I kept setting off the metal detectors, probably because of my bracelets. I wanted to take them off, but ended up getting a patdown. 

91412014 The TSA Agent.!(b·:,(6) ti believe I wrote that down correctly) gave me a very thorough patdown, including pushing her hands against and in between my labia, I jumped the first time she did it. startled and VERY uncomfortable. If this happened 
4:15:43 elsewhere wilh a stranger, I would have called ii sexual assaull. When she did ii again, I said, "Don't touch me lhere." She told me she had 10 put her hands on my upper thighs. "That wasn't my upper lhighs." 

PM 
If the goal of the TSA is to have their officers spread women's labia and put their hands in between labia walls and between the labia and the thigh, that 1s not okay for a normal security process. Not at all. That is sexual assault. 

This officer needs re-training. 



91412014 
6:09:59 

PM 

fb)(61 

Rockville, MD 20853 

!(b)(61 

September 4. 2014 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I want to b n ng to your attention a recent experience at Albuquerque I ntem ati ona I Su nport that I be Ii eve is m consistent with Trans po rtati on Security Ad mm i strat1on (T SA) pol 1c1es and di sen minatory against passengers with dis ab i I 1t1es. 

As you may be aware, a growing number of individuals with severe allergies to food (such as peanuts) must carry injectable epinephrine (sold under the brand name EpiPen) with them at all times to prevent a possible life-threatening allergic reaction 
known as anaphylaxis, which can cause difficulty breathing and death within a matter of minutes. It is especially important for such allergic individuals to have an EpiPen with them while flying, given the common practice of serving peanuts as an in
flight snack. The manufacturer of EpiPen recommends against putting lhe medicalion through X-rays at the airport as this may reduce lhe effectiveness of lhe medicalion. TSA policy allows passengers 10 requesl a visual inspection of EpiPens. I have 
flown with EpiPens many times and, consistent with TSA policy, have always requested a visual inspection of my EpiPens at the security checkpoint without incident. In each case, my EpiPens have been screened for explosive residue and promptly 
retu med to me. 

To Whom it May Concern: 

I am writing to complain about a pat down search of my wife on 0910212014 at Denver International Airport. For some reason my wife was singled out. She was patted down and all of her luggage was searched. A bottle of soap and a key were 
confi seated . 

During the pat down the agent touched her breasts and genital area. If I touched anyone in this matter at my work. I would be disciplined and not surprized if I were fired. The agent patted her down in simply a business like matter. she offered no 
sense of understanding th at she was about to touch my wife in a manner that no one e I se is al lowed to do. Just business as norm al. I was seething with anger. The agent protested when I ved io taped the search. I did not stop the re cording. 

91412014 
6: 10:28 My wife had no choice but 10 endure the search. The olher choice would be to leave the airport and miss our fiighl. 

PM 
My wife is not a terri o nst. She is not an enemy of the state. I re sent the search and the confiscation of nonthreatem ng items. I would Ii ke the items retu med. 

When I a11empted to send an email by the 1sa.org web site, I was asked to submit my email address and the password for my email. I did not. This is simply more invasion of privacy. Really? TSA wants my email address and password? Why? I 
protest and I want the policy changed. I suggest profiling those who are a true threat to all of us, young Arab looking men. 

!(b)(6) 



91512014 
8A5:16 

AM 

91512014 
10:18:19 

AM 

915/2014 
10:19:26 

AM 

Submitted on Friday, September 5, 2014 - 01 :00 Submitted by anonymous user: 165.254.127.251 Submitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? 

Profiling 
Race Ethnicity 
U nreaso na bl e Search Seizure 
Other Rig ht or Liberty not I isted 

Other Consti tuti o na I Rig ht or Liberty not Ii sted: 
Personal Security: Not to be injured or abused Personal Liberty: To move freely. To be secure in one s person. house. papers, vehicle, and effects against unreasonable searches and seizures. 

I m filling this form out for myself 

Last Name: fh.\ti:=::··1 

Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 
Phone Number:!lh·11R··, I 
PO Box or Sire et Addres~(b 1(6) 
City: Alexandria ==.._ _____ _. 
State: Virginia 
Zip Code (Post Code): 22304 
Other: 
Email:~kb-,-(6-)----~ 

==lncidenl lnformalion== 
When did this happen? 09 03 2014 
Where did this happen? MICHIGAN - DTW - Detroit Metropolitan 
Wayne County 
What happened? I was going through the regular TSA security check 
point (not Pre-check) located to the right of the Delta check in 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov1contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1pj(b)(61 
Date Time: 915120·..,1""'4'°'1"'"0'°':0"'2""':2'"'8-A'"'M_. 

······················---------------····························· 

Namekh,IRI 
Email kh ,1R1 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/ Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airporl/Gate/Etc): 
Comments:TSA Security checkpoint at Honolulu International Airport -Location at Right side of American Airline counter. I asked TSA if I can opt out of Body scanner screen.The supervisor was very rude.upset and angry.He keeps telling me that I 
opted oul of scanner and where are my belongings.I complied with all the instruclions.l felt that I did someting wrong.The person thal did the fully body pat down was professional.The incidenl happened on 913114 al around 3:00pm to 4pm 
approximately.I did not understand why the TSA was upset and mad.I was with my family,wife and 2 children abd they were upset with the incident. 
I was traveling thru Houston TSA and I am a PRE TSA t rave I which give me the option of I ess TSA i nte racti on. 

On Thursday night about 5:30 PM I was in line and a man came thru a head of me and stated he was a PRE TSA traveler and the lady TSA person let him go thru the metal detector, I got there with the same situation. I was told I had to go thru the 
body scanner .... I then opted out for the pat-down .... After going thru the Pat-Down I ask to speak to the supervisor on duty. I tried to explain to the supervisor what happen he was very rude and controlling, not to mention disrespectful. He did not 
provide me with any information pertaining my situation, Just to Id me he makes the ru I e and the body scanner was ca Ii b rating. , , Fully taking a pas i ti on without getting the fact, 

I believe TSA should really consider is this guy supervisor material, 



91512014 
2:12:03 

PM 

HYPERLI NK "ma1lto:TSA-ContactCenter dhs. ov"TSA-ContactCenter dhs.gov 
HYPERLINK._b-'-1_(6-'-) _______________ __, 

September 5, 2014 
Dear TSAAdministration: 

I just got back from the Lambert-St. Louis Airport after seeing my wife off to Kansas City. The date is September 5. 2014 about 9:00am. I had not been to the Airport for at least 6 months but I noticed an addition to the TSA strategy in screening 
passengers. 
I definitely agree that passengers have to been screened ta keep our skies safe. There must be precautions to ensure that aur passengers are safe. I placed all of my objects of metal like my watch, coins, and wallet on the plastic buckets for them to 
be examined by the machine. I walked mto the big machine with the yellow feet. I put my arms over my head as directed by the TSA guard. However, I was the victim of a body pat down of my left leg after I left the machine. I asked the TSA Guard 
why this was happening. He directed my attention to a screen with three yellow squares that were located along a picture of my left leg, I told him I didn't have any metal in those areas and he responded that the machine wasn't checking for metal. 
Afterwards, I asked queslions of a female TSA Guard silting at the end of the passenger inspection line. She said that the machine is detecting sweat, or a folded pocket or possibly a button in my pocket. My question is "Where do you define the line 
of excessive intrusion into a citizen·s privacy?" 
Let's say that my penis discharged fluid into my underpants, would the TSA Guard pat down my genitals or possibly have me disrobe in front of other TSA Guards? It seems that TSA security strategy has increased intrusion mto the privacy of citizens. 
I rea Ii ze that certain security measures decrease the risk of harming our air borne citizens, but at what point do you stop intruding into the privacy of citizens in the sere en i ng process? 
Sincerely, 

Caller slates she departed CID . She said she had diabetic supplies and liquid boost glucose control liquid and the agent ask her for her I gas and caller said lhe agenl told her she has to open them, and caller said no, so she had to endure a patdown. 
She said she was nat hapr witi the agents they were rude and disrespectful and they should nat have to open a liquid because it would be ruined after that. She states she is a good woman and not a criminal and they should know that. She said she 
spoke to a director named b)( nd he just told her the agents were Just domg their jobs. 

91512014 Apologized to caller and lold her Medically necessary liquids, gels and aerosols in excess of 3.4 ounces will be screened by x-ray and also receive addilional screening which could include bottled liquid screening lechnologies. Depending on the 

3:04:55 technology available at the checkpoint, a passen9er could be asked ta open the liquid or 9el for screening. The TSO will not touch the liquid or 9el during this process. If the passenger does not want a liquid, gel, or aerosol ,-rayed or opened. he or she 
s hou Id info rm the TSO before screening begm s. Add1t1ona I screening of the passenger and his or her property may be required. which may include a paid own. 

PM 

91612014 
9:31:14 

AM 

She yelled at me and said I wanl to speak to your director. Gave call over to!(b·:,(6) 

Caller is very upset her items in her lu9gage were in a disarray and her $200 inhaler was broken. Her work files and hard drives are missing with confidential information and says her patdown was invasive. 
caller says she has contacted the airline and is al so gomg to Ii I e a c I a, m with De Ila. 

To Id cal I er I wou Id send the claims cover letter and lo rm and in the cover letter a re instructions and 1f she has further questions on how to Ii 11 the form out to ca 11 the number on the cover I ette r. Told caller , wo u Id em a i I the forms and she could receive 
the within 24 hours and she has up to 2 years to file the claim but we recommend to dot as soon as she receives the forms so a investigation can start , Told caller i needed information in case the CSM had to contact her and I would send the 
information to the CSM. 

CSM 
Ai rpo r1: Li nco In Nebraska 
Airline: Delta 
Flight# 5180 
Date and Time: 9-3-14 6:00am 
Terminal Gate: Terminal 1 
Bag tag: NA 
NOi: Yes 
Description: Black bag with brown trim it had a band on the handel. 

Contact: l ... (b_,_(6_) __________________ __, 



Caller said he had a issue going through secunty in Charleston SC. He said his wife is pregnant. He said he wanted to decline the screening and his wife requested the patdown. He said one of the TS Os gave his wife a hard time. He said 11 
happened a half an hour ago. He said he did not get the TS Os name. She was wearing a hearing aide and had light brown dyed hair. He said she was in her 50s. He said there was a line and he understands that the agent was trying to expedite the 
line. He said lhe TSOs reaction was lhat she should find another agent to help her. He said the machine was the WTMD. He said it was not appropriate for the agent to determine if his wife should gel a patdown. He said he would like to reporl this 
but he did not want to be contacted. He said he realizes the radiation dosage is very low now but he it was their right to request a patdown. 

91612014 RESPONSE: I will be sending your information as a complaint to the CSM at the Airport. I would like to apologize that you feel you had a bad experience with TSA. This will get referred to the CSM today but they are not there on the weekend. You 
9:32:46 are correct I hat you have a right to request a paldown. Advised that TSA does track trends to see if a particular incident continues to occur. 

AM 

916/2014 
5:24:39 

PM 

Date and Time of Flight: Sept 6th, 2014 Happened at 9:00 a.m. Flight scheduled to depart at 10:30 a.m. 
Gate or Terminal: Gate A 5 
Airline: United 
Flight Number: 4111 
Airport: Cha rteston 
Subrnilled on Saturday, SepIember 6, 2014 - 16:55 Submitted by anonymous user: ._l(b_ •• _,(6_._I __ _,I Subrnitled values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? Unreasonable Search Seizure Are you filling this fonn out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==I ndivid ua I 
First Nam (b)(6) 
Last Name (b 1(6i 
Primary Phone: Home Phone 
Phone Nurnber~-G~··~•'R~·~, --~ 
PO Box or Street Address: PO box 140 
City: N oatak 
State: A I a ska 
Zip Code (Post Code) 99761 

Other:~--------~ 
Email: f._b_)_(B_I ______ _, 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? 09 03 2014 
Where did this happen? ALASKA - OTZ - Ralph Wien Memorial 
What happened? I wear a lock brace because of a surgery. I 
required a pat down because of the metal detector. This in itself 
Isn t the issue. W hi I e being search the tsa agent rub bed my butt. 
checked my waste band and touch my skin while doing so. lastly 
the agent rubbed his hand over my genitalia, this was a terrible 
experience and feel that no tsa agent should be allowed to touch 
another persons private parts. 
Who treated you u nla i rl y? An o Ider gen tie man. heavy set. at 
kotzebue airporl before the evening jet. Highly invasive search. 
List anyone else who may have seen or heard what happened? Louisa 
Hostetter 
Is there any other information you want us to know about or 



91712014 
12:16:35 

PM 

9/812014 
9:54:35 

AM 

Caller: 
Callers sisterfb·:,(61 !. flew from LAS to LAX yesterday with Southwest. She has tried calling the CSM but is getting a voicemail. Her brother in law\'.bl(m !is in a wheelchair. He is not a US citizen. He is Israeli. He was given a 
patdown. He is now missing a small prayer book. His pants were pulled down with his underwear. They were not told was not happening as he had the paldown. His brother is also diabled and was wilh them. He was given a paldown by a different 
TSO and was treated much better. 

Cell phone (b )(6) 
Email b)(6) 
Airport LAS 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight#: NA 
Dale and lime: 09 06 14 al 1 :30 p.m. They went through security at around 10:30 a .m. 
Location: Gate C 

Response: 
McCarran lnternalional Airport 
702-261-5134 

Name:j(b)(61 
Phone~. ____ __. 

I to Id her I would lo rwa rd the comp I amt and fi 1q ht information to the CSM at LAS. I verified the CS M phone number with her and to Id her to try and cal I her to morrow between 8 and 5. 
Caller slated that always when traveling get a ssss in his boarding pass. Caller wanted 10 know what he can do about I his situacion. Caller wanted 10 complaint about lhe patdown at MIA, he stated that it was tolally abusive everybody was watching 
him. Caller wanted ta complaint about the treatment received at MIA, he stated that was discrimination against Latin people, Haitians and Arabians. He does not have time to fill out forms and he will appreciate if we can send a report to CSM at MIA. 

I advised the caller 
The U.S. Departmenl of Homeland Securily Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolulion regarding difficullies they experience during their travel while screening al 
transportation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
• Traveler's belief that they are on a government watch list. 
• Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding. or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 

For those wha encounter misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevent watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for OHS redress online. 
Travelers may also apply through e-mail or U.S. Mail by completing the attached Traveler Inquiry Form, signing the document. 

TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 
Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Support Manager at that location. TSA monitors the number and nature al complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot 
areas of concern that may require sp eci a I attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prom pt, corrective action whenever we determine that security screening po Ii ci es need mod iii cation or specific employees or screener teams a re the 
subjects of repeated complaints. 

Caller is 70 years old and she started getting TSA precheck. Caller stated that the last three times she flew from SMF on Alaska airlines they tested her hands for something and told her it was random because she never enrolled for the Precheck 
benefits. Caller stated that she has been gelling precheck on a rather consistenl basis wilh multiple airlines and she has never enrolled. Caller is wanting to be removed form lhe precheck list. Caller slated that ii is causing her more problems than 
good. Caller was told by one of the agents that she could mark TSA precheck out and go through the regular lane but she thinks that is to much hassle she just wants her name taken all the list. 

Advised ca Iler: 
9/812014 
12:07:28 The most familiar of TSA's risk-based initiatives, TSA Precheck, allows TSA ta identify low-risk passengers far expedited screening. There is not way ta take your name off of a precheck list. That information is submitted to TSA when you book a flight 

PM and if they consider you to be low risk they could direct you to the p recheck lane but th ere is us ua 11 y no co ns,ste ncy to this. The re 1s no way to keep your name from being selected. If you don't want to use the I an e you co u Id Ju st go to the normal I a ne. 
Caller asked to speak to my supervisor so he can take her name off of the list. 

f b 1(6 I I Notes: She thinks she is getting extra screening because she is being selected for Precheck. Someone told her to cross the Precheck off her boarding pass cause it was causing her extra screening. She is really confused on 
exactly what she is doing and 11 will be hard to take notes. First she 1s getting a Patdown in Europe then it 1s at TSA, then she is going through AIT then it isn't AIT. She says she wasn't going to accept Precheck and I said that was her decision. I told 
her out of 1 0, 00 0 cal Is a month she is the only one who is getting extra screening be ca use of Preche ck, 



91812014 
222:19 

PM 

Submitted on Monday, September 8, 2014 - 12:59 Submitted by anonymous user: ~kb_·~1(_6.,_) __ ~!Subm1tted values are: 

Preferred Language: english 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? 

F 1fth Amendment - Due P roe es s 
Profiling 
Race Ethnicity 
Religion 
U nreaso na bl e Search Seizure 

Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 
==I ndivid ua I ,.1 n"'f ,..=..,.=.,---, 

First Name: (b 1(6) 
Last Name: (b)(ff', 
Primary Phone:,1«:ulc,c.,=""---. 
Phone Number:"'b"").,_(6'-·•~1 -,,.,-=,----, 
PO Box or Street Address: (b 1(6) 
City: san jose ~---~ 
State: California 
Zip Code (Post Code) 95155 

Other,_:----------~ 
Emaitbl(61 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? 08 28 2014 
Where did this happen? CALIFORNIA - SJC - San Jose 
I nte rna t ion a I 
What happened? 
, was at the screening line and opted out as i do not wish to go 
through the millimeter wave detector, so my only option as i was 
traveling alone was to go though the illegal pat down process. i 
don t understand why when i am accused of no crime, and i am not 

Disability Description: Caller is visually impaired and has a service animal. 

Response Details: Incident happened:09-07-2014@12:30 
Ai port Burling ton Vermont, 
Gate Terminal: Gate 3 

Apologized to caller for her experience at the airport. Advised caller I will forward this issue to the CSM and them review the issue. Advised caller if they have further questions they will either contact her through her phone number or the email she 
9/812014 provided. 
2:43 56 

PM Incident Details: Caller stated she has never complained about TSA. Caller stated she is visually impaired and she has a seeing eye dog with a harness. Caller stated she is used to approach the screening checkpoint and explain the screening that 
she is used to. Caller stated she was unaware that the screener was looking at something on the rnetal detector and the caller stated she asked the screener to speak to hirn and the screener was rude. Caller stated she had knee surgery and go 
through the AIT machine and lhe passenger tells her dog slay while she gets screened, the caller stated when she gels done with the screening, she will call her service animal by name and she will go through lhe WTM D and she stops for the TSA 
agent to pat her down. Caller was trying to explain to the supervisor at Burlington Vermont the screening process for herself and the service animal that works at other airport and the supervisor was disrespectful to the passenger. Caller stated the 
s u pe rvi so r told her not to tel I him how to do his job and the supervisor rep Ii ed th at he wi 11 te 11 her what to do going through the checkpoint and the s u pe rvi so r had the cal I er go through the W TM D and th en she was subject to a patdown. Cal I er wants the 
supervisor to apologize to the way he treated her at the checkpoint. Caller doesnt have the name of the supervisor and the caller stated she was so upset and she has never been treated like that before and she travels all the time. 



9/812014 
5:08 30 

PM 

Caller: She traveled from Phoenix. Arizona to Burbank. Ca. When she went through the check point she received some extra screening. When the TSA officer proceeded with the patdown the officer touched one of her lower private part. She will be 
traveling soon and do no want to go through the same experience again. 

Airport: Phoenix International 
Airline: Southwest 
Gate: C4 
Flight number: Not available 

Advised: We regret that you have to go through that experience. The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide the highest level of security and customer service to all who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and 
procedures focus on ensuring I hat a 11 passengers, reg a rd I ess of their person al situations and needs, a re treated wi I h respect and courtesy. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area , and the manner in which I he 
screening is conducted is important. All Transportation Security Officers (Twos) are required to be considerate and thoughtful, and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. At airports nationwide, TSA has 
implemented streamlined. consistent. and thorough patdown procedures at security checkpoints to provide a higher level of security and increase the safety of the traveling public. Patdowns help TSA detect hidden and dangerous items. such as 
explosives. They are used to resolve alarms from the walk through metal detector (WTMD). when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, and as part of TSA's random screening activities. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of Twos at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Support Manager at that location. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot 
areas of concern that rn ay require sp eci a I attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prom pt, corrective action whenever we determine that security screening po Ii ci es need mod iii cation or specific employees or screener teams a re the 
subjects of repeated complaints. 

Dear Sirs, 

I fiew with my father August 29. 2014 from Panama City, Fl and September 6, 2014 from Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. He had a defibrillator implanted last year and was instructed by his phys1c1an to have a pat-down and to not be screened with imaging or metal 
detectors, ever. My father was given a card to show the TSA employee prior to screening, which he did. Both airports gave him a hard time, telling him to go through the Imaging Machine because it is safe. This made my father nervous and upset 
because of what his Cardiologist instructed him to do. 
I had to step in and tell them again that he wants a pat-down because of his device and doctors orders. It was clear that at both airports, the employees were "put off'' that they now had to do extra work because a passenger did not want to be screened 
by any of the machines. 

Your website states that TSA has no evidence that screening by imaging technology will affect such devices. 
Why are your employees telling passengers that they are safe when there 1s no evidence? 
It is wrong of the employees to lie when someone health is at risk or any time for that matter! 

9/812014 
6:0?:45 My father will be flying again soon and I sincerely hope that when he requests a pat-down. there will be nothing more said and his request granted. 

PM 
Please see to it that the TSA employees respect the requesls of passengers, especially when they are already uncomfortable wilh medical issues and trying to follow their doc1ors instruction. 

Thank you for your time. 

Tr ave I e rs with Di sa bi I it i es and Medi ca I Condit ions 



From!(b,(61 
Sent: Tuesday, September 09. 2014 8: 15 AM 
To: TSAExlemalCompliance 
Subject Complaint against TSA - Washington 

Dear Sir Madam, 

Please find attached a formal complaint (4 pages) that I wish to be investigated. I am happy to furnish any additional information you may require 

Yours sincerely, 

91912014 rb ,(B) 
10:09:24 

AM 

~--------------------~ 

9/912014 
12:26:53 

PM 

Tel# HYPERLI ~b_,(_6_) _________________________ ~ 

Attachment: 
September 9, 2014 

M ul11cu ltu ra I Branch. 
Office of C iv i I Rights Liberties. 
Ombudsman and Traveler Engagement, 
Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration, 
70 1 South 12th Street, 
Arlington. VA 2 0598-6006 

Dear Sir Madam. 

Caller had an bad experience with a TSO when she was al MSP flying back to Denver. Caller stated I hat he was a TSO male agenl he may be 45 to 50 years old with brown hair and glasses, he was also maybe aboul 5 10. Caller stated that as she 
was going through the screening the male TSO ask her if she had removed all the metal from her person. she told him that she had but she had metal in her knees. He then told her to walk on through and the alarm went off, the male TSO proceeded to 
yell at her to go back through again. She again told him that she had metal in her knees, the TSO yelled at her again to go on through. once she went through again she alarmed again. Caller told the male TSO again that she had metal in her knees 
and that is why it is alanning, he then screamed at her to go behind that curtain to have additional screening. Caller state that the women that did her patdown was very professional and polite. Her issue is with the male TSO that kept yelling at her and 
being rude 10 her lhe enlire time that she was being screened. Caller staled thal she has Leukemia and uses a cane and he should not treat disabled people I hat way that he is 1reating them and he needs 10 be corrected for what he is doing. Caller 
said that she was by the Delta Terminal when this happened. 

To Id cal I er tha I The Trans po r1 ati on S ecuri I y Administration (T SA) regrets any unp ro res s ion a I I re atme nl you may have experienced. Al so lold ca Iler that we do mo ni tor the number and nature of comp Iain ts we receive to track trends and spot areas or 
concern that may require special attention. Told caller that I would forward this information to the CSM at MSP to let them be aware of the situation. 



9/912014 

Caller had fi own recently out of Tam pa and she was sta ndmg in the Ii ne at the gate to get on the p I ane. The T SA started s c reem ng some passengers in the Ii ne and took her to a private room and patted her down and searched her purse. She had 
Tiger Balm and lotions on her arm, They told her it wasn t their fault if she missed her flight. The machine picked up the lotion and they thought it was explosives. They wouldn t let her carry her purse and searched through it. They screened 9 other 
people and they didn t explain to her whal was going on. They were rude and the whole incident was wrong and ridiculous. They didn t bolher doing an explosive check when she went through the checkpoint. 

Advised: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is consIantly exploring initiatives to expand and enhance our security and lhreat mitigation efforts. As part of this initiative, TSA has expanded security screening beyond the security checkpoint to other 
secured areas of the airport, including boarding gates. 

These additional screening activities include but are not limited to screening passengers, checking passengers' identifications and boarding passes, and searching carry-on baggage either visually or with Explosives Trace Detection (ETD) units. These 
checks may be unannounced and may occur at any boarding gate al any time. 

3 :09; 06 As always, passengers receiving a paid own ms pecti on may request a private sere en i ng at any 11 me dun ng the process and have a com pamon. ass i slant. or fa mi I y member ( alter he or she has been screened) accompany them to the p nvate 
PM screening, 

Let me get some information and I will forward this to the CSM at the airport. 

Airport where the incident occurred: Tampa 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight numbers: 1029 
Date and time of incident: September 4, 2014. 150 pm 
What tenninal or gate? Tenninal C 
Individual s contact information email 

l(b,(61 I 

--- Forwarded message from._l(b_.'--1(_6'-, ------------'~ 
Date: Red _ 1 0 Seo 2014 104245 -0400 
From~_i)_i(61 I 

Reply-To "'b'"")""(6a,-1----,---,----,--------'I 
Subject: pat down of senior cItIze n 

To: TSA-ContactCenter@tsa.dhs.gov 

Dear Sir ar Madam. 
911 0120 14 I am a RN with the town of Westboro ugh, Ma and had a very up set elderly client a pp roach me about how she was treated by T SA pref Ii g ht. She is a d1abeti c on i nsu Ii n and according to my client, she was to Id she had to be patted down because 
12:07:49 she was carrying "liquids" The liquids were her insulin which is prescribed for her.She had a note from her doctor stating he was treating her/or diabetes and that she had prescriptions for insulin and syringes. She stated she gave the note to the agent 

PM but it was ignored and was lold ii didn't matter, she had 10 be patted down. She was so upset by this lhat she said she would never travel again. I have a copy of your "Travelers with Disabilites and Medical Conditions" and nothing is mentioned about 
anyone carrying insulin having to be patted down. I am anxious to hear your reply as to why this occurred and if this is your usual practice. If this is standard practice, then it needs to be documented on your travelers info site. 

Thank vo11 
l(b1(6) 

--- End lo rwa rded mes sage ---

Disability Description: Caller staled thal she has rheumatoid arIhritis, bilateral knee replacemenls, she can not lift her arms above her head, she also has OCD and fear of contamination. Caller stated that she also has clauslrophobia and has a fear of 
flying in general. 

Information Request Caller feels like she has been discriminated against based on her disabilities. Caller stated that she has rheumatoid arthritis, bilateral knee replacements, she can not lift her anns above her head, she also has OCD and fear of 
contamination. Caller slated that she also has claustrophobia and has a fear of flying in general. Caller is wanting to file a complaint so they can adapl her screening so she will not have 10 gel a patdown. Caller has talked to TSA Cares and the CSM 

9110/2014 at PHL Elena Kemp. Caller stated that they don't change their gloves unless asked and then they don·t have to do it. and if they don·t they refer the situation to a Supervisor. Caller is up set because they may adjustments for religious reasons and will 
2: 11 ; 2 2 use the hand held meta I detector when they are wean ng a complicated head wrap. Ca 11 er wanted to speak to someone above me that cou Id he Ip her with her issue. 

PM 
Response Details: Advised caller generally they will change lhe gloves upon request. I cant guarantee I hey will bul they usually do. Every passenger has to be screened that pass through the checkpoint. Even a person wearing a complicated head 
wrap will receive a patdown even if they use the hand held metal detector. You can not file a disability discrimination complaint until you have flown. They are trained if you have painful areas of the body to excise caution and adapt the procedure to be 
a painless as possible. Once you have flown and you have had issues then we can file the complaint but until you have flown there is nothing that we can do. Supervisor took over call. 



911012014 
323:03 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP .. kb"---"-,(6,,,.-... I ___ __, 
Date Time: 911012014 1: 14:36 PM 

~~:*~,YCI' 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight US 772, Puerto Rico airport. Sept 10· 
Comments:ETD swabs being reused creating potential health issues. The screener only had two swabs, alternating between each for each passenger. When questioned why new swabs were not being used each time, he said they don't do that. This 
creates a health issue. I expe nenced the same practice in Seattle airport a few months aq o. 
Hello- I recently traveled from CMH-DCA-CMH and both limes was subjecled to the AIT scanner. Being 6 monlhs pregnant I opted out per my OBGYN and their praclice. They slrictly say DO NOT go through the machine. Their reasoning is their has 
not been enough studies to show that it is safe for a fetus let alone any person. When I told the TSA that I was opting out and why I was they had no answer for me about how the technology was used or any information via paper form for me to read. I 
ask if you are going to subject pea pl e especially p regnant women to these scanners you need to provide information or at least train your agents so passengers can make an informed d ecIsIon I I o pied out obv1ousl y and was "patted" down both ti mes. I 
understand this is part of their job. However both of which were uncomfortable for different reasons. In CM H Delta terminal the lady who was assigned my pat down reeked of smoke to which I smelled like it the rest of the day. Also when I turned 
around 10 collecl my belongings there were no fewer than 4 TSA men siaring in my direclion (I hey only people in the security area were my husband and IJ I can't be sure but I believe they were watching the entire lime. I was not offered a private 
screening area, I even asked and their answer was it was under construction?•? I felt humiliated and violated after I realized these '"gentlemen" were staring at a women patting down every inch of my body. These are your TSA agents hired to protect 
our country and keep us safe??? 
2nd experience .. 

911012014 On my way home in DCA Della Ierminal I asked for answers again aboul this machine or some sorl of pamphlet to which they had none or couldn'I answer my questions as to whelher ii is safe or nol. I was patted down again to which already going 

3:23:32 through the process and knowing what to expect the lady never told me what she was doing before she would touch me. She also DID NOT use the back of her hands while touching my buttocks, breasts. or the inside of my thighs. Which I believe is a 
violation of my rig his. NO one s hou Id be made to feel that way after a pat down' I would Ii ke to know what the proper procedure is and al so information on the AIT and what a 11 it enta i Is. 

PM 
Thank you in advance for your timely response, 

kbl(61 I 
Columbus, OH 

fbi(61 

9/10/2014 
3:24 09 

PM 

Sent from my iPhone 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?"' , Disability or Medical Condition Cun-ent Date/Time· 9110/2014 2:22:34 PM Airport· PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Date/Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· Hello. I am in a wheelchair and while I appreciate the need to have a pat down, there are many occasions when it becomes excessive especially for a trusted traveler that has TSE Precheck like myself. 
First off, I don't need to hear the entire speech of what I hey are going 10 do in advance. I've been lhrough ii hundreds of times. If I tell them to please just proceed, I hey should do so and not have 10 IeI1 me it's protocol 10 inform me of the whole 
procedure in advance. Secondly, if I am Precheck. certainly there should be an expedited search process even for a wheelchair. That is the whole point. Ideally, the new full body scan machines should be built to fit a wheelchair to avoid the 
unpleasant experience of being touched and patted by complete strangers some of which suffer from extreme halitosis. Yes. this happens often. I am grateful for some of the expeditious procedures but the pat down process Is archaic and desperately 
needs improvement for Trusted T rave 11 e rs. 

I look forward to your response and appreciate any consideration you may give to these important issues. 

Thank you 

kbl(6) ! 
Would you like a response? ~ True 
Passenger's Namekb)(6-, 
Phone Number!;:.(b:::::._-,r!:::6::1=====~;--' 

Email !rh I/R 1 ! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion; Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 911012014 12:20:13 PM Airporl: ORD - Chicago-O'Hare International Dateffime ofTravel: 09/08/2014 Airline & Flighl Number BA 296 
Ch eek pa i ntl Are a of Airport : Security check TSA Employee: ( If Known) · 
Comment: Dear Sir/Madam, 

I happened to travel from Chicago to London on 09/Sep 2014 along with my family (my wife and 2 year old toddler wilh medical condition of child bronchilis). During my travel I have experienced somelhing abnormal with a TSA officers behaviour which 
I would like to share with you to ensure that this officer's behaviour doesn't jeopardize the security of fellow passengers safety. 

Since I was travelling with a small child with a medical condition it was necessary for me to carry a substantial amount of food and medicine with us on the carry on luggage. 

We were advised by one of the TSA staff that we would receive a pat dawn search and a further screening of the carry an luggage. As I do share the same principle of TSA's safety measures we go down to the business of pat down search and whilst 
jhe officer jkok swab"s samples from the carry on luggage. Once a male officer tooks the swab sample and let us allow to pack our belongings back into the carry on luggage. Within few seconds we were approached by a female officer by the name 

[b)(ff:1 not sure the name is correct) told us to pack as quick as possible. I politely told her that we have been just told repack by one of your fellow officer and it takes some time to pack and also mentioned that we want the medication to be 

911012014 readily available as and when its needed so a bil of organisation is needed. She responded very rudely thal &quot: I don't care clean up your trash as other passengers are wai1ing&quo1;. 

324:49 
PM 

I did respond to her that &quot sorry madam. I am doing the packing as fast as I can and would like to make sure that I am not missing anything&quot;. She then responded with a statement along the Imes of &quot;Don't try to teach me. clean up the 
mess ASAP&quot;. 

In my opinion the female officer's behaviour raises a few questions , could TSA clarify an how the officers are taught to treat the passengers belongings? I am sure classifying child's food and medications as TRASH and MESS is not acceptable in any 
language. 

This female officer who has put us in such a hurry that caused a huge amounl of stress we misplaced the passports and spent extra 20 mins 10 figure out the same. 

I am a passenger who believes safety 1s a paramount while flying with families and I respect the TSA's commitment towards the same. It could have been less stressful if the officers are as cooperative as the passengers. 

Thank you very much. 

Warm regards, 

Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name .,!(""b'"'i(-"'6-'-·., _____ .., 
Hello, I would like to find out if I here is anything I can do about flying without having 10 go lhrough the full body scan. I an a large woman, and EVERY lime I fly, the machine shows that there is something around the fronl and back of my knees, around 
my waistband, and sometimes my buttocks. This is very embarrassing. and I insist on going into a room to be patted down, but this happening every time I go through security is ridiculous• Last time the agents were particularly unpleasant, and this 
has made flying a dreaded experience for me and my husband. I have no problem going through the x-ray machine, having my bags rifled through, but this pat down thing EVERY SINGLE time I fly 1s very irritating. I don't think your TSA agents need 
to be such d ri 11 sa rg ea nts and treat people Ii ke we've done something wrong, 

I called your 800 number. but it is impassible ta get to a REAL person, so I write this today hoping I can find someone at TSA who cares about customer service and the frustration this issue is causing me. I have heard that there is same type of pre
screening for low risk travelers, and that should certainly be me. We are flying from Detroit to Orlando for the holidays this year, and it would be much more pleasant if I didn't have to be embarrassed by TSA agents groping me and wasting my time. 

911012014 I welcome a return email at HYPERLI NK ~[b_._,(_6_i _____________ ~b have worked at Michigan State University for 38 years) or a phone call at ~b-.i(6., !to help me find out if I could use some time of screening I hat will avoid 
4:25:55 - - ~t ~~-~-

PM the full body machine. 

Many thanks, 

Fowlerv,lle, MI 48836 



Hello. I would like to find out 1f there Is anything I can do about flying without having to go through the full body scan. I an a large woman, and EVERY time I fly, the machine shows that there is something around the front and back of my knees. around 
my waistband, and sometimes my buttocks. This is very embarrassing. and I insist on going into a room to be patted down, but this happening every time I go through security is ridiculous• Last time the agents were particularly unpleasant, and this 
has made flying a dreaded experience for me and my husband. I have no problem going through lhe x-ray machine, having my bags rifled through, bul this pat down thing EVERY SINGLE time I fly is very irritaling. I don't think your TSA agents need 
to be such drill sargeants and treat people like we've done something wrong. 

I ca 11 ed your 800 number, but it is i m po ssi bl e to get to a RE AL person, so I write this today hoping I can find someone at TS A who cares about customer service and the frus tra ti on this issue is causing me, I have heard that there is some type of pre
screening for low risk travelers, and lhat should cerlainly be me. We are flying from Detroit 10 Orlando for the holidays this year, and it would be much more pleasant if I didn't have 10 be embarrassed by TSA agenls groping me and wasting my time. 

911012014 .,fb· 5· I I I ~b· 5· I 
425,55 I welcome a return email at HYPERLI N,1 .1( .:, I have worked at ~(b_}(_6_} ______ __,for 38 years) or a phone call at ~t_,(_l __ ~to help me find out 1f I could use some time of screening that will avoid 

PM the full body machine. ,._ _______________ ...., 

Many thanks, 

F owlervi 11 e, MI 48836 

I am a frequent traveller based out of Las Vegas. I have paid for the right to use Pre-Check as well as paid for Global Entry benefits. Your system is broken. I am getting picked for random "secondary screening·· on a frequent basis. Meanwhile, you 
are a 11 owing more non Pre-Ch eek trave 11 e rs to use th at screening. Most of these peop I e a re not aware of the system and a re constantly taking off shoes and removing I a plops. 
I will not enter the scanning machines so secondary screening requires a pat down which is counter to the program and time consuming for myself and TSA. 

As a "trusted travelle(', I should not be subjected to additional screening. At a minimum, your system should identify true "Pre-Check" participants and let those who paid for the privilege use the line. 

I'm sure you feel this random screening is part of your security system. As I said. your system is broken. You should either honor the commitment made to use pre-check when it is paid for or refund the money. 

lb,(61 

9110/2011--·-· ________ _...., 

6:06:00 f b)(61 
PM ...,_,H~e-n~d-er_s_o_n_,rN~vra~s~a~4r4,-...., 

9/10/2014 
8:02 56 

PM 

CONFIDENTIAL: 

attachments) is confide nti a I, subject to copyright and lo r the use of the intended rec i pIent only. If you are not the intended rec, pie nt please delete this message a fie r notifying the sender. 
Unauthorised retention, alteration or distribution of this ema, 1s 

Attachments are opened at your own risk and you are advised to scan incoming email for viruses before opening any attached files. We give no guarantee that any communication is virus- ree a 
other system loss or damage of any kind. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/lime: 9/1012014 7:43:37 PM Airport: DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel: 09/10/2014 5:15 PM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Wesl - pre-check TSA Employee: (If Known) ~omment : I was Iraveling wilh my children and upon walking through the medal detector the TSA agent yells &quot;random&quot: with no further explanation or 
instruction. I start to walk towards my children when I am told to wait &quot:there&quot:, presumably. where I was standing blocking the exit to the medal detector. I ask the female agent if she can complete the pat-down because I don't want to leave 
my children unattended. I'm told she can't abandon her post. I see a male TSA and ask him if he can do the pat-down. He says &quoU'm right here&quot:. Mind you he is on one side of the machinery and I'm on the other. I'm confused to say the 
least. That is when he commands me to put my hands on the machine. (I now understand is not a pat-down). I comply and he rubs my hands and walks away workout saying a word, I start to walk towardss the end of the machine in the same direction 
as the TSA guy. He barks back that I'm 10 stay there. I comply. He walks back and waves a hand at me; not looking al me directly nor speaking, but waving a hand at me. I ask am I dismissed. He replies you certainly are. 
As I retrieve my bags and children I replied to him that he didn't have to be a jerk about it. His response was that I had an attitude since I started. 
The male TSA &quot;offlcer&quot: wa,tb)(ffl I He should be reprimanded for his professionalism or lack thereof and reassigned away from people interactions. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name~f h_._·,1_r;_·I ___ _...., 
Phone Number · 

Email !(b 1(6, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



9/1112014 
8:32:26 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP !(b)(61 
Date Time: 9111 120!;-1"'"4"'7"":"'oa"":""'4""0 ""'A..,.M,..... 

Emaibi(6) 1 Nam!E 

Com~WOIU:!d•SiROLe Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): : 
Comments:7 May 2014 I I can understand when your screeners may have had a long shift at LAS and at LAX. However. they are screeners and not there to judge people who are going back home or going to a foreign country on a business trip. I left 
LAS 9:40 am but went through screen early so that I can be on time. At random. I was checked and asked why I was going to the Philippines. When I advised the agent 11 was to get married, I was given a dirty look. I dismissed this and took this as 
racist. I got the same attitude at LAX before my flight left 12:30 pm that same day. 

11 June 2014 I As a service member, I ask for a pat down when in uniform and it appears that on this date. your staff was able to do this since this was a World Cup even with many going to Brazil. Your TSA staff in LAS and in LAX appear to be 
unwillinQ to do pat downs when they see any service member in umfonm. 
Just went lhrough pre check screening at the BDL A gates. Also have an artificial hip. Pre check lanes are configured at this gale so lhere is no access to a full body scanner .... so when my hip triggers the metal detector .... I once again ended up 
standing in my socks with my pants a round my ankles getting a fu 11 body frisk 

Mind you there are 4 lull body scanners at this checkpoint but only one of them appeared manned way over on the non pre check side. Didn't matter as the pre check lanes run you all the way over to one side and the staff won't let you go across the 10 
feet 10 lhe closest scanner. Although it wasn't manned, there were 5 folks milling around in the supervisor boolh. 

I complained to them and they reported they get the same complaint s eve ra I 11 mes a day, have comm umcated 11 to Management but get no response 

911112014 It would cosl nothing 10 reconfigure lhe lanes bul they apparently can't get permission. How about at least a wand at pre check ins1ead of lhe full hands on pal down 

12:11:12 
PM 

9/1112014 
121213 

PM 

I guess what re ally frosts my oats is th at I paid $8 5 for my pre check and ,ts a complete waste as I frequently fly this airport. 

So .... can you get this fixed or alternately can you send me back my waisted $85? 

l"ve talked to the staff here the last 3 times through and they Just shrug it off as being beyond their control to address. l"d like a response please. Either reply to this email or nng me up atk"'b'-)"'"(-'-6~1 __ _, 

Thanks for lislening 
!(b)(61 I 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

Feedback Type Compliment 
Categories : Screening; T SA Pre?"' 
Current Date/Time: 911112014 10:01 :56 AM Airporl: ANC - Anchorage lnternalional Date/Time of Travel 911112014 6:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: Alaska. #86 Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: Security TSA Employee: (If Known) Do you really want 
me to name this jerk ? 
Comment : I !rave I about 3 5 fl i g his a year I have a rep I ace me nt knee. At EVERY other airport across the country I wi 11 be escorted over to the sea n ne r rather than the norm al pat down For the 3rd 11 me in the I ast trips through Anchorage I am to Id that 
I must remove my belt, shoes , watch. etc , Rather than complain and then cause more issues I simply comply. Asking for a supervisor gets the smart ass answer &quot; none available right now &quot , I told this jerk &quot; I'll just go back over to the 
Pre Check and get a pal down ,he stated &quot; thal isn't going to happen &quot; Lets clue Anchorage in , what do you say ? 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Na _ _ 
Phone (b 1(6, 
Email (b)(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning this eedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



911112014 
4:13:47 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? no 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? na 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
George Bush I nterconti nenta I Airport 



Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Calegories Pal-down: Advanced Imaging Technology Currenl Dateffime: 9111/2014 10:37:38 PM Airport: PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 0813012014 7:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: UAL656 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport· 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · September 11. 2014 
ToTSA 

My name i,t~~~i~(6~1 ___ ~1 Age 77 

On Mon. Aug. 25, 2014, I did fly on United Airlines UA5948, 5:50AM, from AVP airport, via ORD, to PHX airport. The TSA lady did scan my passporl as my ID. At the direction of lhe TSA lady I wenl thru lhe person metal de1ec1or without any metal 
detection alarm. I did not remove my shoes. In my hand bag I had a can of shaving cream. Also, the hand bag and some change, glasses in a case, and a pen in a container, went through the baggage metal detector without any metal detection alarm. 

911212014 On Sat. August 30, 2014 I, did fly on Uniled Airlines UA656, 7:00AM, from PHX airport, via ORD, to AVP airport. The TSA lady did scan my passport as my ID. I starled to place my hand bag and metal items in a container in lhe baggage metal 

8 A 6 ,56 detector and the TSA man said to wait as he was going to recalibrate the metal detector. 

AM 

911212014 
9:58 59 

AM 

At the direction of the TSA lady I went through the person metal detector and I set off the alarm. I said I had a rod in my left hip due to a fall. I did remove my shoes. I went through the person metal detector three times and the alarm continued to sound 
three limes so then I was checked by the TSA man with gloves. Although they were not metal he became concerned I did nol put my ID, credil and membership cards in the container. 

The TSA lady took the same can of shaving cream from my bag and which was fine on Aug. 25 at AVP and also took my 2 yogurts with tin foil covers. She did not take 2 bananas. I said thafs food. She mentioned it had tin foil. She said she would 
escort me over on the side so I could eat the 2 yogurts and then I would be required to again go through security. 

Usually there is large trash container for items taken. I did not see a container and my departure time was early so I did not have time to go on the side so I could eat the 
2 yogurts and ag am go through a long sec u nty Ii ne. 

As I began to put on my shoes I noliced she placed the 2 yogurts on a lower counter near the area where I was checked by the TSA man. They were not placed in a large trash container. I would say lhe TSA people ate my yogurts. I did not see where 
the shaving cream was placed. 

In February 2014 on United from AVP I traveled to Miami and back. In late May 2014 through early June 2014 on US Airways from AVP I traveled to Seattle and back. For the 4 airport security checks no alarms went off and none of my food was taken. 
I believe your metal de1ec1ors were recalibrated 10 be too sensitive at PHX airport. Also, I am profiled. 
Would you like a response? . True 

Caller is a reclal cancer survivor and has prinled out a Notification Card. She flew in February and has a pH balanced cleansing cream that comes in an 8 oz lube. When she got to the screening checkpoinl the officer told her that the tube tested 
positive for explosives and she had to go through a patdown screening and requested a private screening room and was not happy about going through this process. She is flying again out of Great Falls MT again and does not want to have the same 
expe nence. She has flown out of s eve ra I airports and has never had an issue at the other airports its just at Great F al Is that she has prob I ems. 

I advised her that we can forward a request for assistance for her to the CSM at Great Falls so they will be aware of her condition and that she is wanting to request assistance at the checkpoint so her screening will go smoothly. She will need to call 
us back when she gets her flight ,tin erary within 72 hours of her fi 1g ht and we wi 11 be ab I e to lo rward her request for assistance. When she gets to the che c kpornt she w, 11 need to request a PSS and they wi 11 make sure her screening goes as smoothly 
as possible. 



your saying might have to op en the medicine is crap 

once you open vials of liquid nebulizer medicine it is wasled 

if you want to op en and lo rce me to waste my medicines s i nee opened vials is not able to be saved and used I ater then you pay lo r new stuff 

again -- opening albuterol nebulizer vials so you can test actual liquid wastes medicine and once opened must be used or go in trash 

you want me to waste medicine need for asthma attacks th en you pay for new stuff 

albuterol nebulizer not even close to having bottle like cough syrup where jusl put the cap on and be ok 

no way with ne bul ize r medIcrn es -- a I bute ro I not work Ii ke th at 

911212014 once opened must use or put in lrash 

12:13:43 
PM there is no bottle cap for albuterol 

here is actual picture of what nebulizer drug look like -- see no cap can take off and on at will 

after you open the vial -- even to test l1qu1d -- that is 11 -- not able to save it and use it later 

again this is not Ii ke cough syrup where can op en a bottle take some out and save I he res I --- do es not work Ii ke th at 

you waste my medicine you pay lo r new ones -- insurance says too bad for a fu 11 mo nth even because you forced me to waste it 

people need to get off the scripted crap and give real answers -- not send me copies of your web site 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 9/121201411:10:42 AM Airport MCO - Orlando International Date/Time of Travel: 09/0312014 7:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: AA 275 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
closest to AA gates TSA Employee: (If Known) · All got into the action Comment · Hello. 

I am unfortunately w ri ting about a terrible experience at Orlando I ntemationa I Airport, 

Even though my boarding pass did not reflect that extra screening was needed, I was asked to do the patdown. I happen to be travelling with a Saudi national and believe I was targeted for that reason and being racially profiled as I received a well 
rehearsed speech about how things in America work and how in the TSA agent's home country (USA) worked differently than others. Needless to say. I was shocked at this as I was born and grew up in America. When I expressed that fact, he 
immediately got embarrassed as he had not checked my passport and defensive. That's when it all started to become even worse. 

I offered no objection to going through the scanning device as I had already done that once. I was being intimidated and coerced into a patdown. After I expressed concern about the situation. they were grasping at straws thinking/consulting among 
th emse Ives as to what ru I e or ru I es I may have broken. They even cal led local police who backed down after I pointed out th at they were trying to inti mid ate me and scare me into an unreason ab I e search. 

911212014 After initially being swabbed and resulls being negative, the resulls miraculously became posilive as an excuse for more screening. Even the initial TSA supervisor was expressing her displeasure and was asking for the process to be finished quickly 

12, 15,32 as understandably, I was becoming more annoyed by the minute and was asking for name and badge numbers, which they refused to provide me. 

PM 
I do understand that security is the utmost concern of these officers, However, I do mind being singled out because of my appearance I I happen to be wearing casual cloth es and not clean shaven) when I had never before been screened in the I ast 1 0 
years or so when wearing my suit and being clean shaven. Imagine that, low and behold, I was scheduled for a pat down for every single flight I took after that day. 

I wo u Id appreciate a response and an a po logy lo r the s i tuat1on. Not only I was being unfairly ( perhaps i I legally) detained. I was a I so being racially p ro/1 I ed. To make m alters worse another fore1g n national received sub-standard customer service from 
your de pa rtm e nt and wi 11 carry with him a negative impression of the TS A and the United States of America and w i 11 for sure relate this negative experience to his le 11 ow country men, 

It is a shame that these events are becoming quite common at airports with videos popping all over the internet about unreasonable searches and requests. 

I hope that more sensitivity and job training is offered to the staff at the MCO airport to avoid situations like this to happen in the future. 

Respectfully yours. 

l(b1(6) I 
Would you like a response?: True 

9/12/2014 
2:07:56 

PM 

Passenger's Name ~f b_,(_6_) ____ ~ 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" . Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time 911212014 12:22:25 PM Airport RIC - Richmond International Date/Time of Travel : 09/1212014 6:00 AM Airline & Flight Number United 6119 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
· B Tenminal TSA Employee: (If Known): NA Comment: I have a knee replacement and was TSA-Precheck. You have removed the machine where you put your hands over your head from the Precheck Line so it completely defeats the purposre of 
Precheck since I have 10 go through a full paldown, etc. Why?? Thank you. BTW - when I asked the TSA officers manning lhe checkpoint why, they said they had no idea and that they did nol like it either. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name h··,Ifr1 
Phone Number b)(ffl 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



911212014 
6:13:22 

PM 

911212014 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name,.(""b'-'1( ... 6_1 ______ _ 
Email Address: t::'-~,'----1------' 
Phone Numberc bl(ffl 
Address,.b"-1 .. (6"-·•~' ____ ,as Vegas NV 89119 
Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? na 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Miami International Airport 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

I was surprised tonight as I passed through security (approximately 8:30 PM on 12 September at Dulles International) to observe the sparse number of women working. I opted out of the body scan due to pregnancy, and had to wait with 4 other 
women while the only woman on post explained she could not leave her posl because it was a sel position. No olher women were available and one had to be called from another area. I observed approximately 1 O other TSA agents, all male. Nol 
only is this an inconvenience for the number of women opting out and waiting for pat downs. it also shows a gender disparity in the number of men and women working for TSA at the airport. I am sure there are many reasons for why this number is so 
d1sp a rate, but perhaps they are not good reasons. I wo u Id e ncou rage T SA first to have enough women on staff to sufficiently pat down women who opt out of the body scan (in this instance, the re was not a single fem a I e agent a va, I ab I e in this a re a of 
the airport). Second. I would encourage TSA to scrutinize its hiring and recruiting methods to ensure that women are being both encouraged to apply and fairly considered for positions with airporl security. 

10:00:07 Thank you and regards, 
PM kb1(6) I 

HYPERLINK~l(b_)_(6_, ______________ ~ 



•···•Original Message••··· 
Fromib)(61 
Senti'1day. September 12, 2D14 9 14 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subjecl: Complaint 

I will be sending this letter cert1fed mail as well to ensure delivery. I expect confirmation that this complaint was recieved and expect to speak with someone regarding follow-up and next steps. 

l(b)(6) 

911212014 
10:00:13 

PM 

911312014 
925:56 

AM 

Attachment 

Complaint Information 
If you don't speak write English, CRL OTE has access to interpreters and can lalk 10 you in any language. 
1 Information about the person who experienced the civil rights civil liberties violation (fill in what you can) 
Name: 1h··,1f";"I 
Phone h·i1R··, 
Wor b 61 
Email b)(61 
2. Are you Ii I mg in this complaint form on beha If of another individual 3. What happened? 
I am a US federal government employee and was traveling on official government business on Monday, September 8. While proceeding through the TSA security screening. I opted out of the body scan and requested the pat-down option. The 
coordinating TSA screener requesled a male TSA employee come forward 10 complete the pal•down. The woman requested someone come forward several limes. It was evident that none of the male TSA employees on duty were inIeresIed in 
completing this task. After waiting about 10 minutes, a male TSA employee approached me (I was later told his name iskbl(6i I He appeared visibly angry and irritated, as evidenced by his physical demeanor and inital verbal responses to me. 
He mumbled instructions to me to begin the screening and I had difficulty understanding him. (Continued at #7) 

When did this happen? Please provide the approximate time of the experience. If ongoing. please indicate when the problem began. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:l(b 1(6) 
Date Time: 9/1312.,,.0'"'14,....,..1 :"'2.,,.5-"".4"'8""A"TMr-' 

························---------------··························· 

Namerh··,1R·1 
Email(b 1(61 
Comp I a i nts: I nco n s i ste nt Screening (Different Practices between Airports) 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Delta flight 6448. LAX, Terminal 5. Gate 50. 
Comments:I asked the TSA agent about being honored the Pre-check process as they closed the checkpoint. The agent who took my ID was ABSOLUTELY inappropriate to interrupt me to tell me to be quiet and listen to her since SHE wasn't 
finished, and then proceeded to lecture me on lhe closure process. Obviously trying to make a flight, she pulled me aside when I tried to get in line and gave me a yellow 8x11.5 paper which she stated would facilitale my TSA pre•check, though it 
turned out to be a flag for additional screening. Wish I wasn't so distracted I didn't put 2 and 2 together fast enough. Thanks to this retribution, I spent the next 20 minutes while your team took their leisurely time in checking everything I owned and 
eventually domg a thorough pat down. I am AP PALLED that T SA employees a re ap pa re ntly give the a utho ri ty to reta Ii ate against the general public whenever they fee I they have a pe rceIved s Ii g ht. I have never be en treated so discourteously by any 
organization: it is no wonder your agency gets such obviously well-deserved bad press. I cannot believe you allow such attitude with your employees and then permit them to act out on their customers. You should be ashamed of yourselves. And I 
should gel my money for being "pre•checked" back. Call Amazon and learn what customer service really is, since you all don't seem 10 have a clue. 



Feed back Type . Compliment 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/CusIomer Service Currenl Dateffime: 911312014 1 :21:30 AM Airporl: LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time ofTravel: 0911212014 8:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport . Delta Terminal TSA Employee: (If Known) . TBD Comment : I asked the TSA agent about being honored the Pre-check process as they closed the checkpoint. The agent who took my ID was ABSOLUTELY inappropriate ta 
interrupt me to tell me to be quiet and listen to her, and then proceeded to lecture me on the closure process. Obviously trying to make a flight, she pulled me aside when I tried to get in line and gave me a yellow 8x11.5 paper which she stated would 
facilitate my TSA pre-check, though it turned out to be a flag for additional screening. Wish I wasn't so distracted I didn't put 2 and 2 together fast enough. Thanks to this retribution, I spent the next 20 minutes while your team took their leisurely time in 

911312014 checking everything I owned and evenIually doing a thorough pat down. I am APPALLED I hat TSA employees are apparently give lhe aulhority to retaliate against lhe general public whenever I hey feel they have a perceived slight. I have never been 

9_26,20 treated sa discourteously by any organization: it is na wander your agency gets such obviously well-deserved bad press. I cannot believe you allow such attitude with your employees and then permit them to act out on their customers. You should be 
· AM ashamed of yourselves. And I s hou Id get my money lo r being &quot p re-che c ked&q uot: back. Ca 11 Amazon and I e am what customer s ervIce re ally Is. since you a 11 don't seem to have a clue. 

Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Name : (b)(ff', 
Phone Number· 1h·I1fr-, 
Email b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time · 9/1412014 3:50:21 AM Airport · LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel · 09/13/2014 12:00 PM Airline & Flight Number · West jet WS 1423 Checkpoint/Area 
of Airport : International. terminal 2 (I think 2, flight was out of gate 21 for sure) TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I requested a pat down instead of going through the body scanner like everyone else. I was told by the woman standing behind the metal detector directing everybody through the body scanner to wait to the side so I did. It took 15 minutes 
for me to be called over for the pat down. I felt as if they were Irying to force me to use the scanner by making me wait so long I would change my mind. It is worth noting that the security area was nol busy al the time, we waited behind only 2 people in 
line before placing stuff in bins. Of course I'd put all my stuff in the bins for scanning quite a while (and a number of people) ago. If I hadn't been travelling with my husband who collected my stuff for me, it would have been left unattended the entire 
time. Not only Is that increasing my risk of theft. it Is in di reel o pposi ti on to al I the an noun cements that play o nee you"ve cl eared security about not I e avi ng your be longings unattended and to keep them in a di re ct I in e of sight at a 11 ti mes. W hi I e I was 

911412014 waiting, the female officer mentioned before behind the metal detector would not even look at ar acknowledge me, much less tell me how much longer I might be waiting or if someone was on the way, again leading me to believe this wait was to 

9_34 _01 &quo1;encourage&quo1; me to jusl go through lhe body scanner. I'm nol sure if it is required or not, but lhe officer performing my pal down never asked to see my boarding pass or passport (which I didn't have on me anyway because it went lhrough 
·AM the scanner 15 minutes before). Additionally, my husband has informed me that bags were being pushed through the scanner even though the track past it was full. So much so that bags were starting to fall off the end and another female passenger 

even commented on it to him too. My husband debated requesting a pat down instead of the body scanner as well, and had he opted to go with the pat down, all of both of our belongings would have sat completely unattended, out of our sight for the 
15 minutes it took, likely after falling to the ground. I have never had any issues with/complaints about security screening before and I understand it's importance, however I feel that this entire experience is unacceptable and avoidable. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Na;.!m!!::h::.":::R;;··,===:::;,-' 
Phone Number b)(61 
Email · h·i1f;--, . . 
To leave a commen concerning ,s eedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



911412014 
11:13:56 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1pl(b I(6) I 
Date Time: 9114/2014 10:39:45 AM 

Nam~h-·,1f';"1 
Emaifbl(61 
Comp I a i nts: I nco n s i ste nt Screening (Different Practices between Airports). 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Spirit Flight 126 FLL to MYR 8:10 PM 
Comments:lnconsistant screenings within the same airport: I fly often. I don't go through the scanner because I can not verify its safety. I always opt out. Often TSA agents show their displeasure for my choice. I have complained at least once when 
an agent took "meets resistance to mean "'go up until first finer is in middle of travelers external labia over clothing." Nothing was done about it. Still I need to travel. after seeing a news video where a woman went through with no problems in a bikini. 
and to make things easier on me and laster for TSAI began wearing a bikini under my clothes when I travel. A couple of weeks ago I fiew from MYR to FLL and back on the same day. On the MYR portion I was only asked to have my hands swabbed 
and put lhru a metal detector. Al FLL I waited until it was lime to take off my shoes and I removed all clothing accept lhe bikini. The agent looked me over (Everything lhat is usually supposed to be touched in a pal down was visible) and told me to take 
my things and have a nice day. This happened again on Fri 9/12/14 from Myrtle to FLL. I went through in the bikini with no incident no pat down and had a pleasant flight. I was relieved to have a solution that did not involve me feeling violated and still 
allowed TSA to do what they needed to. Last Night 9113114 on the Spirit flight from FLL to MYR I again waited until the last possible moment. removed my Jogging suit and asked an agent for an opt out. I was told "'You know she's going to run her 
hands up your thighs. right?" I said "why? there's nothing covering my thighs" He smugly told me "I just have to inform you. I shrugged it off thinking perhaps he was new. Sure enough when I got to the other side I was told I was going to be pat down. 
The agent proceeded to run lhe back of her hand over my bikini on my breasts, bullocks and the back of both hand over my bikini down the front of my pubic bone. I was literally 1ouched in places Ive never had touched during a pal down .. When she 
told me she was done and I could get dressed and older woman with grey hair came over and snapped '"No she"s not• Don·t let her put her clothes on' Take her ID and boarding pass•·· She confiscated my ID and boarding pass and had several male 
agents stand with their backs to me causing a scene. A younger male agent came over and expressed his annoyance that •1• was causing a scene by coming through in a bikini. I explained it was 'his' co worker who insisted I stand there longer than 
necessary in a bikini. With about a half dozen male and female agents glaring at me in disgust, I asked the woman who pat me down if I was being detained. she said"'no.'' I said "'If I'm free to go may I please have my things?" again she said "No.'' I 
said "'So I'm being detained? ....... :· They eventually came out and gave me back my ID and boarding pass. Clearly I am upsel by the way I was trealed. What Homeland security should be concerned with is the hiring process. You had several adults 
who were so rattled by a middle aged woman in a bikini they focussed all their attention on it. That's not ·me· causing a scene. Other agents were able to get me through no problem. What I encountered last night seemed to be a group of emotionally 
immature and unstable adults who should not be in charge of the safety of other human beings. More than a half dozen agents got involved in something and were clearly showing emotion ... not over a safety issue but because despite looking at 
scanners and touching people in pat downs, they have some problem with me in a bikini. (I guess none have them have ever been to a public beach in the US?) I strongly suggest you look at the tape and perhaps point out to the agents who stopped 
doing their job elsewhere to get involved in a '"bikini incident"' how they left holes in TSA security to vent I heir personal disgust ralher than just do their job. In addilion, I'd like to know exactly what lhe protocol ·is' for a pat down, there seems 10 be an 
awful lot left to the discretion of a TSAagent to go on "gut feeling." I feel like I was singled out and hazed by a bunch of junior high kids. 

Dear Sir or Madam: I wish to share an incidenl thal happened at Dulles on the afternoon of April 10th as I was leaving for Buenos Aires. When I 901 up 10 lhe security checkpoinl. I indicated to the TSA worker at gate 52 by telling and pointing to my 
side. that I had a metal hip and I wanted a pat down. The TSA individual at first ignored me so I thought he did not hear me above the din. When I repeated my comment, he angrily turned toward me and said, "Don't yell at me'" I was somewhat 
startled as I did not consider myse If ye 11 mg as it was q u1te noisy and I thought he did not hear me the first ti me. I was trying to be cooperative and he I pful to him. 

911412014 In my opinion, this is not lhe type of individual who can handle this sorl of job. He might have said to me, "'Madam, I will get to you in a moment. I did hear you lhe first lime."' He would have looked a 101 more reasonable and professional. 

11:14:09 
I did share this with those who represented themselves as his superiors and they apologized to me. Can I make a suggestion? Instead of TSA workers wearing an invisible name tag flipped over where names are not visible. why not have them wear a 
visible number tag on their shirt pockets? This way the numbers can be used to commend or complain about behaviors. 

AM 

You won·t know who is doing a good job or a poor one if you don't receive or solicit passenger comments. Hope you will consider a better way to have those who regularly interact with your employees give you this necessary feedback. Many thanks, 

!(b)(61 



Caller said his wife has an ins ul m pump and diabetes and th at he ca 11 ed the care Im e on Wed. before their fi 1g ht on Sat.. Sept. 13th at Newark Airport lo r a p ss. He said there was no pss at the airport and he said he asked for a ps s at the checkpoint 
and there was none provided. He said he told them not to put her insulin pump through the machine and he said he told 3 TSA agents she can not go through the machine. He said his wife was behind him. He said the manufacturer does not want the 
pu rn p 10 go th rough the rn ach i ne. He said the supervisor cou Id not find a complaint form rig hi a way and i I took awhi I e for the s u pe rvi so r to get there and to find the lo rm. He said he wants a pss when they return on United fl i g hi # 58 79 from Cincinnati 
on Sept. 20 at 4: 17 pm. He said he was concerned they would miss their plane. He said he did not get that agents name and he said 1 nice agent said she can have a patdown. He said he does not want to fly out of Newark Airport again due to this 
incident and he said he cal led 3 days ea rty for the pss and asked lo r the pss at the checkpoint. He said the Supervisor made a copy of their boa rd i ng passes and driver Ii ce n ses when he said he wanted to Ii I e a comp I amt. 

Complainl:CSM 
Claims Complaint 

Airport:Newark 
Airline: United 
Flight Number:4148 
Departure Time: 09-13-14 at 12::35 pm at checkpoint 

911412014 ArTival Airport and _Time:Cincinnati at 3:30 pm 

1 ,50 ,50 Loca1Ion: checkpoint 
Terminal:unknawn 
Gate:A23 

PM 

Contact lnformation:._!(""b"'i(-"'6-'-·-, __ __, 

I advised him that I w1II refer this to the CSM at the airport. 

Response:! gave him the CSM info for the return flight:Cincinnati Northern Kentucky International 
Name!fh·,1r:;·-, ~ CSM - Cincinnati 
Phone!(b 1(6) ! 
I advised him that the flight info for both the departure and return were set up and I confirmed this from record f b)(6) I I advised him that we send the info to the airports for the pss assistance. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1pf~b_)_(6_, ___ ~ 
Dale Time: 9/1412014 1: 15 02 PM 

9114/2014 Name.,.b~)~(6~'----~ 
3:24 36 Email (b)(ff1 

PM Compf.,a"',n-s:-,s'"'c"'o"'u=eo"'u""s,,,...,,ude Employee. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenninal/Airport/Gate/Etc):September 8. 2014 
SEA TAC. AROUND 6 30 AM. 
In route to SNA via San Jose. Southwest Airlines departing at 7:30 am 
Comments:! was directed by the TSA officer to the line that had the smaller screening machine since 75 y/o. I also had my military ID. An Air Force widow. The TSA officer at the machine harassed me with questions and I explained not going through 
the large screener Whi told you that. Why shouldn't you etc etc. A short blondish young man with the coldest eyes. A very nice tall screener came over and he said to her She opt ( opted) out. I said I don't know what that means I was told to come in 
this line. She jusl opened lhe side door and kindly said come this way I'll give you a pal down. I couldn't read the name of the rude guy bul it's a short two syllable name. Incredible• My son had gone through since he's TSA approved. Otherwise, 
genera 11 y they a re very nice: this fellow acted Ii k e a Nazi soldier. 



911512014 
8:32:01 

AM 

Submitted on Monday, September 15, 2014 - 01 :49 Submitted by anonymous user: ~f h_._11_r;_·., ___ ~!Subm1tted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? 
yourself' Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==lndividuali3== 
Firsl Nam · I 
Last Name (b 1(6) 

Primary Phone,.· '-",!J.',l>U:.'"-'U"-, 

Phone Number~(b,..·~1(,...6,...1 -.,.,..,..._,,.,....--------, 
PO Box or Sire et Address: (b 1(6) 
City: San Diego ==-'----------' 
State: Ca I iforni a 
Zip Code (Post Code): 92130 
other: united Sli)tes 
Email: l(b 1(6) 

==lncidenl lnformalion== 
When did this happen? 08 19 2014 
Where did this happen? NEW YORK - BGM - Binghamton Regional 
What happened? 
I recently traveled from San Diego, CA to Binghamton, NY via 
Delta airlines. My TSA experience in San Diego was relatively 
p I eas ant. I had some baby food as I was travel Ii ng with my then 
1 0 mo nth old daughter ( along with my husband and son) and I 
declared lhe baby food. I was allowed through securily without a 
problem. 
When leaving Binghamton, NY for my return tnp to San Diego on 
August 19th. 2014 (Delta flight 3757 to Detroit) I declared the 
baby food that I had with me. I was 1raveling alone wilh my 
infant daughter as my husband and son were taking a train home. 

Other Right or Liberty not listed Other Constitutional Right or Liberty not listed: Woman traveling alone with an infant child Are you filling this form out for 

Ext. 209. Caller is troubled and would like an explanation. She flew from DCA 10 BOS today. In the checkpoint, a woman waved a wand on her hand and an alarm was set. They took her to a room and performed a patdown. They also looked lhrough 
her bags. Nath i ng was exp I a i ned. She has an anxiety disorder so she was very unco m fort ab I e and nervous. She never did understand why she went through those procedures because no one ever explained them. 

Airport: DCA 
Airline: JetBlue 
Flight Number: 1190 
Departure Ti me: 7 :25 am 
An-ival Time: Around 8:30-8:35 was originally supposed to arrive at 8:55 
Specific Location (Terminal-Gate): Gate 30, I hey went lhrough a different terminal than they were supposed to. 
Individuals Contact Information (phone number-email):!(b)(ffi I 
Persons involved (if calling on behalf of someone): Two women, one was African American and the other Caucasian 

9115120 14 The ETD uni I a na I yze s the swab for the presence of residue from exp I osive s. Any a I arm 9e ne rated by I he ETD screening process requires the passenger to undergo add i Ii on al sere en i ng. 

9:39:15 
AM 

Please note that there are several items that contain the same chemicals that are associated with explosives, and collection of these types of particles will result in an ETD alarm. However, TSOs are trained to resolve these alarms using a variety of 
resolution techniques. 

TSA seeks to provide the highest level of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless of their personal situations and needs. are 
treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. All Transportation Secunty Officers (TS Os) are required to be courteous and respectful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. 

Because your complaint concerns security screening al a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your e-mail to the Customer Service Manager at I hat airport. 

Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at (855) 787-2227 prior to traveling with questions about screening policies. procedures. and what to expect at the security checkpoint. TSA Cares serves as an add1t1onal. dedicated resource specifically for 
passengers with disabilities, medical conditions, or other circumstances. as well as their loved ones who want to prepare for the screening process prior to flying. 

TSA recommends that passengers call no less than 72 hours ahead of travel in case it is determined that it is necessary to coordinate support at the airport. 
If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 



The caller mentioned that on Sept-11th she had a very negative experience at IAD. She is a parapalegic with leg braces and a walking cane, however she can walk some but very slowly. It appeared that the caller went through an extremely long and 
invasive screening experience, several TSO s spoke to her in a rude fashion, •treating her like a child' She explained to me that she felt that the entire experience was rude and insensitive. She said that three TSO gentlemen just stood there and 
gawked at her while she was waiting for her patdown making various comments 10 her. She inquired about her purse and walking cane while she was waiting for a female TSO 10 give her a paldown (30 minutes). The three TSO s made insensitive 
comments such as ·stop worrying a bout your things, just sit the re and wait". She explained that when ga i ng through the W TM D, na TSO s offered to help her wa I k, so her husband assisted her. When he was Ii ni shed, they made him ga through the 
entire process all over again. I explained that it 1s SOP for him to be rescreened, she didn t like that at all. She explained that in the end, the whole screening process took its toll on her that day and she began to cry. The TSO s left the area at that point 
and an STSO came over to her. She said that the he was very nice and immediately had a female officer in the near area conduct her patdown. She nearly missed her flight due to the sceening. On her return flight from another airport she said that the 
TSA officers were much more pleasant and organized, treating her respectfully. She wanled to know why IAD was so chaotic and rude. 

I apologized for the way that she felt and explained to her that I would send her concerns and complaints to the CSM at IAD. 

Dale Time-- 9-11-14 at 8am. 
Gate or Terminal--1st Terminal when you drive in. She was sure that it was Terminal #1 
Airline-Virgin America 
Flight #-VX89 

911512014 Advised: 
10:04:05 

AM 
(T SA) regrets any unp roles s ion a I treatment you may have experienced , TSA seeks to pro vi de a high I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints, Every person and item must be screened 
before entering lhe secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is importanl. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. (She did ask for a STSO) 

Because your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the appropriate Cus1omer Service Manager. 

In addition. I gave her the information for TSA Ca res on future fi 1g hts: 

Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at (855) 787-2227 prior 10 1raveling wilh questions about screening policies, procedures, and whal to expect at the securily checkpoint. TSA Cares serves as an additional, dedicated resource specifically for 
passengers with disabilities, medical conditions, or other circumstances, as well as their loved ones who want to prepare for the screening process prior to flying. 

The hours of operation for the TSA Cares helpline are Monday through Friday 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. EST and weekends and holidays 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. EST. TSA recommends that passengers call no less than 72 hours ahead of travel in case it is 
determined I hat it is necessary to coordinate sup po rt at the airport. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : D1sab1lity or Medical Condition; Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time : 9/15/2014 2:32:58 PM Airport : FLL - Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International Date/Time of Travel : 09/14/2014 10:30 AM Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . I have an artificial knee, and carry a card to prove it. No matter where I fly from . or what method of screening machine is used, including the full body screen, I am forced to obtain a full body pat dawn. I am made to wait in a glass cage like 

9/15/2014 a prisoner. I understand the precautions. but, every single time is absurd.You must find a better method. Yesterday. I had to wait 10 minutes in that glass cage for someone to come over and pat me down completely. This is humiliating. Every single 
4:06:05 time. There must be a better way.The same issue applies to Newark. 

PM Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number . 
Email !(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



911512014 
5:18:12 

PM 

9115/2014 

Callers wife is getting Pree heck. She has dis ab i I ItIes, he was al low to get Pree heck on the I ast flight because his wife has a hearing dIsa b1 Ii ty. He wi 11 be travel mg again with his wife and an e Ide rty I ady in a wheelchair, he wants to know if she can get 
precheck along with him and his wife? He says he had traveled before on Southwest out of Boise and when going through screening there was young women that had pony tails that had devices in the hair with base ball caps on and was not ask to 
remove the hat or devices. He says his wife has lhick hair and on the olher side of the machine the agent ran her hand lhrough her hair and she ask the officer what she was doing wilh her hair. The agent jusl said she had to check her hair. He says his 
wife had just paid $85.00 to have her hair done and he wants to make sure this never happens again. 

Told caller 
I explained to him if his wife was chosen al ramdon for PreCheck on a flight did nol mean he or she would be selected again. It just means lhe information they provided met the criteria and they were selected on a per flighl bases only. 
To be eligible for PreCheck on every flight they can apply for one of the programs to get a number to use but it still is ramdon selection so they wont be guaranteed every time. 
The re are two ways to be el ig, bl e to participate in PreChe ck. you can be a be a m ember of one of CB P s trusted 
travel programs such as Global Entry. SENTRI. and NEXUS or you can do the application process on tsa.gov. 

Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alarm as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

I explained to him if I here was an alarm during screening they will have to give a patdown to clear lhe alarm, I too have had my hair patdown and it was to clear an alarm. 
I could not tell him they would never have to do this again. 

I did not send his complaint to the CSM because it has been sent already. 
I only I isled the airport and airline for the complaint for the previous flight, he did not say what airline or airport he was traveling out of again. 

Caller slates lhat he has a complaint about his screening at SJC. Caller is a Precheck participanl and was told lhat lhe WTMD alarmed. Caller was sent to go through the AIT. He asked the TSO why lhat was happening, and she was rude to him about 
the answer. She said, sorry buddy, this isn ta restaurant• The STSO named~nswered his questions and was polite. Caller was told that since some people are sent through the Precheck lane that they have to randomly send some people 
through AIT Caller Is not comfortable with AIT because he Is conce med about radiation lo r heal th issues. 

Airporl SJC 
Airline Southwest 
Flight# 4 729 
Date Time 09 15 2014 320PM 
Localion Gate 21 Soulhwesl Terminal 

5: 54: 2 7 Advised caller: 
PM 

9115/2014 
6:3516 

PM 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA see ks to provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 passengers who pass I hroug h our screening ch eek points. 
Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory T ransporta ti on Security Off ce r at 1 he checkpoint to address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

You a re not guaranteed expedited sere en i ng lo r every flight. You can opt out of the A IT screening and request a patd own. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 9/1512014 4:05:46 PM Airporl: JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel: 0911112014 12:30 PM Airline & Flighl Number Jetblue #1783 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
Security screening TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: Awaiting my turn to go thru security after removing all items. etc., I noticed two lines, one for the walk thru and one for the x-ray type booth. I didn't wish to use the x-ray. so I waited for the walk thru. When 11 was my turn, the TSA agent 
pointed to the x-ray. I said &quot; I would like to use the walk thru.&quot; He said and I quote &quot;YOU WANT A PAT DOWN?&quot; I said excuse rne and he said &quot; ILL GIVE YOU A PAT DOWN RIGHT NOW, GET ON THAT LIN E&quot; I 
reilerated that I didn't want to use lhe x-ray and he yelled again al me I hat I was going 10 gel a pat down. My husband slepped in and told lhe agenl to calm down, thal it had been a rough week. This flighl was a return flighl for my family after having 
buried my mother the day before. Not everyone is traveling for happy times and I truly feel his outburst was unnecessary and uncalled for. I proceeded in the x-ray booth and when I exited a female TSA agent told me she was sorry for my loss. I wanted 
you to be aware of this. I thought you had a choice where you wanted to go thru. Apparently, I was mistaken, but I should not have been treated that way. 
Would you like a res,,,,.,_.,.,_?..._· ..LU""---, 

P ass eng e r's Na m,...,e..,...: (,..,b-') ("-6_, ---..---' 
Phone Number · 

Email : "-b..,.)-;(,.,5 ..,.' ==-=-====="'rs-=-ee='aback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



From b1(6) 
Sent: Monday, September 15. 2014 2:30 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPj(b)(61 
911512014 Dale Time: 9/1512'40"'"14+,,-2:"'3""0:""0""2 ""P,..M,..... 

6:35:36 
PM 

Name: 

Email: 

HYPERLINK b1(6) ~---------------------~ 
Brief Description of Inquiry: 

Verbal Abuse and Disability Discrimination 

Comments: 

Incident occurred 9/14/2014 at Sky Harbor International Airport, Delta Terminal 3, between 2:30-3:00 PM. TSA was an African American male, age 50's-60's. Did not see a name badge on him. 
Hi, 

Quick question: 

I have a Global Entry pass and am awarded the TSA Pre-V whenever I fly. I carry a botlle of liquid homeopathic medicine I hat cannot go through the scanners nor xray machine. 

911512014 I certainly understand the need to "sniff'' the bottle but am wondering why. as a Trusted Traveler, I must always get a pat down and almost always go through a lengthy, detailed check of my carryon items even though the liquid passes the test. 

8:26 03 
PM 

(b)(61 



827:20 
PM 

From b1(6) 
Sent: Monday, September 15, 2014 6:42 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject TSA complain 

ATTACHMENT 
CIVIL RIGHTS CIVIL LIBERTIES COMPLAINT 

What happened? 
On 9-3-2014my husband and I ar,-ived at Sky Harbor Airport in Phoenix Arizona at 9PM 

We were returning 10 JFK International Airport in N .Y. My flighl was 136 Jet Blue 10 depart at 11 :45. After getting our boarding passes I was escorted by wheelchair to screening. I informed lhe agenl thal I had metal in my left knee from a knee 
replacement and that I had documents from my Doctor I was advised that because I had metal I needed a pat down. I agreed. I was led away to a area several feet from the screening area in-full view of all at her passages that were entering the 
airport. I was advised to remove my shoes. I explained to the agent that I had one leg shorter then the other and that I wear a custom orthod1t in my shoe and that it was hard for me to stand without my shoes due to the length difference. The agent 
proceeded to do her pat down. She started from my head down. As she got to my groin area she was insisted on placing her hands direct I into my crotch area., I am not use to some body touching that area and flinched. The agent attempted to repeat 
this processes a number of limes. Every time I flinched. The agent got angry wilh me and called her supervisor over. His name was b::,(6) Badge numbe~(b)(ff:, I He informed me that I was incorporated wilh the pal down and would nol be 
permitted to board my flight. I attempted ta explain to him that it is a normal reflex. 

When did I his happen? Please provide lhe approximate time of the experience 
This incident happened at 915PM after my entrance through security 

Where did this happen? 
Sky Harbor Airport 

Good momi ng , 

I am !rave Ii ng out of John F Kennedy airport this mom i ng. I arrived at jfk T 5 and went to I an e 7 for security s c reenrng. I opted to go through regular s c reenrng due to my pregnancy. The officer llli[J abruptly put his hand up and told me I had to use the 
9/1612014 scanning machine due to me being a Jetblue employee. He said "your not working go on that side" I told him I would like to go through regular screening I don't mind being pat down. As he called for female assist. he told a coworker"they think when 
8:43:37 their traveling they can go through regular screening" and shook his head. That is very unprofessional. He never acknowledged me as an individual he labeled me as a jetblue employee trying 10 gel over. When I was just protecting my unborn child. 

AM 
kb1(6) 



911612014 
8A5:03 

AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Name:~(b~·~l(.,_6~1 -----~-~ 
Email Address:l"f"-=~--.,_ ___ _, 
PhoneN~u=m=b~e=~---~~~ 
Add res (b 1(6) 
Zipcode: 92626 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? na 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
0 akl and I nte rnat ion a I Airport 



9/16/2014 
12 04 57 

PM 

The ca 11 er asked what the p race ss is for a patdown. She stated th at she always opts out of the technology and gets a p atdown. She exp I am ed that she flys a lot and she no rma 11 y wears a b1 kin i through the checkpoint to he Ip with the s c reem ng p race ss. 
She stated that normally she is visually inspected and told to go on through at the checkpoint, as was done at FLL recently. However, during the recent event at FLL she was subjected to a patdown in the bikini. She stated that there was a TSO that 
stopped her and told her nol to go through yet. She staled thal she told the other agent to take her boarding pass and her ID again. She asked I hem if she was being delained and then she asked for her belongings back. She explained thal the agent 
responded by telling her that she was not being detained, however she needed to wait. She stated that a male office told her that the female was going to go up her thighs, and she asked what the point was, when it is bare flesh. She stated that they 
proceeded to a I so run the backs of the re hands over her breasts, and her pelvic bone. She stated that no nm ally the T SOs would run the hands under the breasts and between. however they actually touched her breasts and her p elv1c bone during this 
screening event. She asked why this happened, She stated that they made a scene of her at the checkpoint, and there were men standing all around while she waited to get her boarding pass and ID back. 

She stated that she has spoken with the FBI, senators, and congressmen regarding TSA regulations. She stated that she was not able to find anyone that regulates TSA. She asked what the standard patdown in tells. 

I explained that a patdown would include patting down the passengers entire body for screening purposes and using the back of the hands in sensitive areas, including breast, as she experienced. I explained that she can speak with the CSM at the 
airport in regards to why she was subjected to the additional screening and why she was pulled aside. I explained thal we do not have any further informalion to provide. I explained thal all passengers have to be screened. 

I advised the cal I er that she can speak with a member of fl oar sup po rt reg a rd i ng her concern. 

Escalation Notes l(b 1(6) I 
The caller has a complaint about an experience she had at FLL. She had emailed in on the 14th of September 2014 see EID in the notes section below. She retold her story and wanted clarification on what a sensitive body area. She also wants 
clarification on what she needs to do to make things easier for all concerned going through the checkpoint. She says she has already contacted her congressman concerning this incident and wanling to know who holds TSA accountable. I provided 
the below information to the caller and apologized for the experience she had at FLL. 

A TSO of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdown search; however, passengers may need to wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. As the screening is being conducted. the TSO will be describing the procedures 
he or she is using. The passenger should inform TSOs of any difficulty raising his or her arrns, remaining in lhe position required for a paldown, or any areas of the body I hat are painful when touched. TSOs are required 10 use the back of the hand to 
patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas, TSOs are required to use the front of the hand. 

At any time during the screening process, passengers may request a private screening, 
TSOs should also offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clolhing. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the privale screening after the companion clears 
screening. Passengers who refuse screening in both the public and private areas wi 11 not be permitted to enter the secured area. 

I advised the caller that I would forward this to the CSM for review 

Caller says he just talked to ~t DFW. Caller says that she is a manager there, 
He says he was relaying the experience his wife wenl through this morning. 

He says he is calling to complain about how TSA handles passengers with Joint replacements. 

His wife went to the TSA today and identified she had joinl replacemenls. 
The agent directed her to Precheck. 
She went through the metal detector and it alanrns. 
She had to take her shoes off and she went through the scanner again and it alanrns again. 

9116/2014 They did a full patdown on her. 
123031 

PM His wife called her at a later time crying. His wife is 72 years old. She s familiar of the patdown procedures. 

He says TSA must come up with a belier way to handle passengers with me1a1 implants. He suggests possibly ulilizing the hand held metal detectors again. 
He states that TSA needs to find a better process and something has to be done. 

~~::: ... ,~-:~;~-;-' -~-~ 
BTTC: ~D-u~ri-n~g-t-he_d_a-y,-b-e~tween about 8AM ta 5PM 

Provided with record number, which iskb)(ff:, 



Caller was on speaker phone.kb)(6:, !was also listening in. 
Caller says she had incident with TSA officer in Gainesville, Fl. Calling to find out how to initiate problems she had. 
She says her son and she were both verbally and physically assaulted. He was belligerent into provoking her son. 

They ca 11 ed airport and was given 1-80 0 number in J acksonvi 11 e, FL. 
Airporl says I here is nothing they can do, it is out of I heir hands. 

The officers name is Frank Stagl, He is the airport Federal Security Director. They are filing a claim wilh representalive in Florida. They are in process of filling out paperwork now. They have been advised to call us 10 start investigation on this side 
so that we can have records. Sheriff department says it must come from TSA top pea pie. 

911612014 (b ,(B) 
1:50:22 

PM 
ent to ot ema, Is. 

Advised callers I hat I would send to CSM and I hey said no that wouldn t work since airport says nol on their hands. I told lhern I would check with supervisor as to where this record needs to go and I had all the informalion they provided to look into 
this. 

Ca I led the ca 11 er back to gather mo re information; 

Airport: Gainesville, flew in from Dallas 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight#; Not sure 
Dale: 09 15 14 
Time:2:08 pm 
Location (Terminal or ate In front of the secunty lanes ,n main area after retnevin baggaq,,_e ________ ~ 

Contact information: bi(61 Both want to be emailed a (b1(6) and ~tb~1(_6'-)------~ 

~fb_.'--1(_6'-) __ _,•aid she did not see the whole incident, but did hear it as she was walking in front. Apparently, when they landedl(b)(6!went to the ticket counter where you claim baggage like when you have a weapon. While she was talking to lady at 

Feedback Type · Civil Rights/Liberties 
Categories : 4th Amendment 
Cur,-ent Date/Time· 9116/2014 12:29:32 PM Airport. DAL - Dallas Love Field Date/Time ofTravel · 09/16/2014 12:00 AM Airline & Flight Number· 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : My mother was traveling alone and went through security today on her way home to California. She apparently set off the &quot:chemical&quot test causing them to pull her aside and conduct an invasive pat-down, under her clothing. in a 
sec I ud ed room. 

9/1612014 . - ? . t· . ~ 1 . . · f f ff · · · · 
2_13, 12 This may be you standard procedure, but ta what avail. Did they Ind anything, Do they ever. This screening process Is unacceptable. I some sort o alarm goes o , then ,t needs ta be validated. Police use K-9's that are tested, a drug dog can't hit 

· PM on a car and have the 4th amendment nghts of the passengers violated unless the dog is certified and has so many cases where it's proven right. I fail to see any cases where the TSA was accurate in their invasive searches. This leads me to believe 
TSA simply violates anyone's rights based on the discretion (or sexual preference) of the agent working that day. 

If you are going to send me a &quot:this is haw we do it, unfortunately .. &quot: e-mail don't bother If you are actually going to look into the ma tier, ar care beyond checking a box, feel free ta contact me. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Emai!(b1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link htlp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB21ApplicationManager 



Caller has been working with Melinda Courtney m Little Rock and she said she is a CSQIM. 
He flew 8-15-14 from Little Rock on Delta and at screening placed his Blue web belt in the tray and by the time his Patdown was done his belt had disappeared. 
He stated he is 82 and did not see lhe point of all lhe screening. He said nothing alarmed and he did not opt oul but he sideslepped lhe issue when asked if he knew why. 

He said Melinda Courtney told him that she looked at the tapes could not help him because she was not able to pick out a passenger on the tapes that fit the description he gave of himself, so she could not determine what happened to his belt. He 
said he told her to look at the tapes for a guy who looked like Arnold Palmer and that is him. 
He stated the belt was from his militJry days and sentimental and he wanls it replaced. 

911612014 RESPONSE: 

4:23 52 
PM Told I am sorry aboul his belt no matter what happened 10 it. 

I asked s i nee Mel mda Courtney the CS M at Li 111 e Rock could not he Ip him what he wants to see happen. 
(He wanted reimbursed for the sentimental belt). 

Told him I will order a claim form via email but the CMB makes the decisions about claim payment. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Missing ar Damaged I terns 
Current Date/Time : 9/1612014 5:04:36 PM Airport : IAH - George Bush Houston Intercontinental Date/Time of Travel 09/1512014 7:00 PM Airline & Flight Number : UAL 669 Checkpoint/Area of Airport Terminal E TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment· The agent collected my items while I was waiting for a 'pat down', She took my laptop out of the tray and placed it precariously on top of the pile at the end of the conveyor system (rolling rods). Then my items all rolled off and the laptop 
bounced off the floor. The laptop case is permanently damaged and the computer does not funclion normally (fails to wake up properly after in sleep mode). 

911612014 This a laptop provided to me by my work so filing a claims seems complicated. My work does not have the budget to replace the item which is damaged but still functions if I cycle it many times to wake after sleeping. I am not sure what to do but in the 
6:06:36 meantime please instruct your agents not to take valuable items out of the trays. 

PM Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name f~h_·,_,_r;_·., -----~ 
Phone Number · 

Email :""f h"'·""·,1'-'R-'-·1 ____ _. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time : 9/1612014 8:45:20 PM Airport : PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 

911612014 Comment : Please inform me of how I file a formal complaint against TSA screening processes. I am sick and tired of being HUMILIATED AND DISCRIMINATED AGAINST by the TSA for being overweight. If your millimeter wave scanners are as 
9:04: 18 good as advertised you should NOT have to publicly pat down my stomach everytime I fly due to wearing a loose shirt. Either your equipment is NOT as good as advertised, your employees are getting a good laugh at the expense of the traveling 

PM public, or it is a thinly veiled way of selling your paid screening service. I do nol wish to lei this drop. I also do NOT believe lhe option of a full patdown is an acceplable allemative. This has happened recently in Minneapolis and Phoenix. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's N 1h·11r;··, 
Phone Number b 1(6) 
Email lrh 11R, I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



911612014 
9:04:24 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CON TAC l-,WL",!,'"""10J.L'-'i 

Full Nam==;,-...,._...._ ______ _, 

Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? Yes 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Ha rtsfiel d-J ackson Atlanta I nte rnat ion a I Airport 

My name is fEillfil:] and I am a pilot wilh Allegiant Air. This morning while commuting to my home by way of DTW airport I had to pass lhrough security at lhe McNamara 1erminal. I was in my full uniform. I was questioned at security by the TSA 
officer if I was working the flight today. I answered "No" that I was jumpseating and would get a boarding pass at the gate. I was directed into line where I was asked 3 more times if I was working today and then told if I was not that I needed to go 
through the Millimeter Wave Scanner. I was told several years ago now that crew members were exempt from ever having to use this machine. Let me remind you I am in full pilot uniform. He said if I did not go through the scanner than I would have a 
lull body pat down screening. I allowed him to do the pat down and even though he was very kind it is upsetting that a crew member in full uniform, in front of passengers is being screened in this manor. 
I do a 101 travel to get back and forlh from Las Vegas to my home in Wisconsin and I have never experienced I his type of 1reatmen1. Usually I am put in an employee only line, or lold to use Pre check line. My company has yet to join Known 
Crewmember. but that shouldn"t put me in line with regular screened passengers. I have an airline badge and that should stand for something. 

911712014 I would like to know what the TSA policy is with regards to crew members. 
8:47:29 

AM Thank you for your lime. 

i(b)(61 



She asked why did they take her 70 yr. o Id wheelchair bound Mom and do 3 security checks on her because she asked to go to the bath room. She said her mom has metal Im plants in her back and knee and that she was at CVG on F rontIer gomg to 
Denver. She said she does not have any Officers name and that they searched her 3 times and did the patdown. She said her Mom did not go through any machine as far as she knows. She said she did not have any problem at Denver Airport and 
why did this happen at CVG. She said she is frustraled and thal we should use lhe wand not do the patdown. She declined her name. 

Complaint:CSM 
Claims Complaint 

Airport:CVG 
Airline: Frontier 
Flight Number:739 

9117/2014 Departure Time: 09-17-14 at 3:20 pm 
7:48:24 Arrival Airport and Time:Denver at 4:54 pm 

PM Location: security checkpoint 
Term i na I: unknown 
Gate:AS 

Contact lnformationt .. ~"-·• ... 1(6"'-·"-I __ _, 

I advised her that I will refer this to the CSM at the airport. 

Res pons e: I advised her that if she went through a machine and the alarm triggered then she wo u Id have to go through a paid own. I advised her that if an anomaly is detected on her body then she wou Id have to go through a patdown. I advised her 
th at we do nt have the wands any more, 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Olher; Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 9/1812014 5:00:53 AM Airport: ORD - Chicago-O'Hare lnternalional Date/Time of Travel 09/1612014 6:55 PM Airline & Flight Number: United Express Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport· Terminal 1. Gate B7 TSA Employee: (If Known)· Officerkb·•1b6)!and three others she was working with Comment· I write to register a formal complaint against four TSA agents with whom I came in contact during my walk through O'Hare 
Airport Security between 6:55 pm and 7:00 pm Central time on Tues ay, September 16, 2014. I request that you take action to reprimand and to correct the unacceptable, rude, and harassing, retaliatory behavior and actions of the TSA agents on duty 
at th at time, at that checkpoint, be ca use these four T SA a gents: 

•Tried to prevent me from observing my property - which I had placed in three plastic bins on the tables and belt entering the x-ray scanner - enter the x-ray scanner before I stepped into the line for the body scan 
•Singled me out for search and pat-down in retaliation for my speaking up to defend my nght to ensure my things entered the x-ray scanner without being touched or stolen. and 
•Verbally abused and mocked me during the entire security scanning, search and property-pick-up process, in retaliation for my speaking up to defend my right to observe my property while it entered the x-ray scanner, and after it exited the scanner, 

I have only one name to report to you and must therefore describe the three other agents, simply because I was unable to see and record their names on their nametags. I describe my experience and the agents below. 

1.Per TSA guidelines. at about 6:55 pm on Sept. 16. I had placed on the tables leading up to the conveyor belt that enters the x-ray scanner my: 

911812014 a.Wheeled compuIer bag 
b.Laptop computer in the next plastic bin 

8:19:10 
AM 

c. Shoes. jacket and sweater in the next p I asti c bm 
d.Shoulder cany-on bag, which had no zipper and was open at the top (which is why I placed it in a bin) in the last plastic bin 
2.Per my usual routine, I pushed the items forward as far as I could so lhat lhe last bin was nearly on the conveyor belt. Before the last bin with my open shoulder bag could enter the belt from lhe table surface, and lhen the scanner, a tall, male, 
African-American TSA agent ordered me in a rude voice to step away from the conveyor belt to the body scanner. I responded that I always watch my property enter the scanner to ensure it was not stolen. He became angry and in a louder voice told 
me to step away. By this time, my property had a 11 entered the scanner. so I did so. 
3. The next agent. standing at the side of the body scanner, was a Caucasian male with goatee beard and darkish, very close-cropped hair. He told me sarcastically that I watch too much CNN, When I replied that I had had property stolen in a security 
line previously, he more loudly told me (so those in line behind me could hear) to stop walching CNN and thal the agent at lhe belt valued his job too much to sIeal my things. I said I hat it was my right to keep tabs on my property and I violated no 
policy by doing simply watching it enter the scanner. He spoke over my words, presumably to prevent those behind me from hearing them, telling me AGAIN to stop listening to CNN. 
4. After about a minute where it was com pletel~ and with no reason to de I ay my entering it, I was Im ally a 11 owed m the body sea nne r and instead of b emg able to keep my head_ tu med left to view my property, now situated on the other side of the 
x-ray scanner. the female agent named Offcerll2.lilllJtold me to look straight ahead. I did. stepped out, and she halted me. She told me to 11ft my necklace of pearls, patted me down In the front, barked at me to 11ft my arms and hold my hands out, and 
then ordered me back to the machine, adjacenl to the body scanner, so she could wipe my hands with the material that checked for some sort of residue. I almost laughed out loud, because I have NEVER been checked for residue and there was NO 
REASON for her to pat me down or to check my hands other than RETALIATION in order to delay my getting through security quickly, since I had apparently offended her colleague by simply insisting on watching my property. In other words, I had no 
metal on my person that would have triggered a pat-down, and nothing on my hands. But I sure was delayed getting INTO the scanner by the agent who told me to stop watching CNN. and AFTER exiting the scanner. 
5, I stepped to the conveyor be It and was met by a lo urth T SA agent on the other side of it -- a stocky white ma I e with b aid head, who looked at a co 11 ea g u e standing next to him and said sa rcas ti ca 11 y. &quot; Don't stand near her property - keep away 
from it&quot: and lhen starled singing &quot;Don't sland so close to me,&quoi; lyrics from lhe song by lhe rock group, The Police. I deliberately checked my bags to make sure they were unopened and nothing had been removed, put on my shoes and 
sweater, and walked away with my property. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screenin Current Date/Time: 9/1812014 8:43:56 AM Airport: ORD • Chicago•O'Hare lntemalional Date/Time of TrMel 09/1812014 7:15 AM Airline & Flight Number: 709 Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: 
Precheck in T1 near gate 7 TSA Employee: (If Known)· (b)(6:, (female African American) Comment. Around 7:15am today as part of a random screening in the precheck lane@ T1 near gate 7, TSA personnel~had way too much attitude 
during my requested pat-down (I didnl want to go through the magnetometer &amp: never have - always requesting a pat-down instead). It was all in her voice when she asked me to repeat my request to make it as quickly as possible since my flight 

911812014 was boarding &amp; I was experienced in the pat-down process, yet understood she had to say everything &amp: ask the usual questions of any sensitive areas &amp: whether I wanted a private screening. She eased up when I repeated my request, 

10_04 _28 mirroring her attitude while stating her name. Similarly expressed requests with multiple other TSA agents on other occasions hMe been met with cooperation so I'm confident her attitude of rudeness &amp: disrespect is an isolated incidenl. 
AM. Would you like a res onse? _ False 

Passenger's Name (b )(6) 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time: 9118/2014 10:57:54 AM Airporl: DCA • Washington Reagan Nalional Date/Time o!Travel: 0911812014 10:45 AM Airline & Flight Number: Sun country 266 Checkpoint/Area of Airporl: Security TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment. In general I have great experiences as I travel, but I think TSA agent sneed to know the difference between a sweater and a jacket. I understand the need to remove an outer jacket, but I was wearing a sweater today and was asked to 

911 812014 d1srob e down to a camisole. It is not an issue of modesty. but of dignity. I am a p roles s ional woman in my 40s, and I /el t Ii ke the demand was not warranted. If the re was concern, I think any hid den object wou Id be apparent with sere en i ng, or even a pat 

12.52.00 down. I would prefer that to being asked to basically take off my shirt. 
·PM. Would you like a response?: False 

Passenger's Name fh·11rr·, ! 
Phone Number . 
Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Fro~(b)(ff1 
Sent: Thursday, September 18, 2014 1 OA6 AM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-;::::====:::,-------····························· 
Remote Client IP·!""(b"-·"',("'6-'-i ___ ...., 

911812014 Date Time 911812014 10:46 08 AM 

12:52:27 
PM Name: 

l(b)(6) 

Email: 

HYPERLIN "'b"-'1""(6""·-, _________________ _. 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

Why pat down 100% time, when I have cards detailing my 2 metal implants? 

Comments: 

I am SO sick of flying. I always am stopped patted own, made to stand on a filthy mat. just because I have 2 artificial hip joints. For the most part your staff are officious and unpleasant. WHY can I not get a pass having showed the reason for setting off 



Fromkbl(61 
Sent: Thursday, September 18, 2014 12:27 PM 
To: TSA-ContactCenter 
Subject Why was I searched? Redress k""b~)-'(_6~) _ __, 

Hello. 

On my recent trip from Oakland CA to San Diego CA I was selected twice for special screening, pat down and luggage search even though I have a redress# kb)(ff:, 
inconvenient to be selected both ways. l"m pasting a copy of the itinerary. Thank you for looking into this matter. 

Sincere! 
b1(6i 
Mobile: b)(ff1 ,._ ____ __, 

rhich was in the system. As you can imagine it is quite embarrassing and 

911812014 (bl(6, 
4:07:32 ..,_,=· -,',' ---------------------------------------' 

PM AIR Itinerary 

9/18/2014 
4:09 35 

PM 

AIR Confirmationkb 1(6) 
Confirmation Date: 081612014 

u 

Passenger(s) 
Rapid Rewards# 
Ticket# 
Expiralion 
Est. Points Earned 

The caller wanted 10 file a complainl with the manager at Sacramento. The caller slated that the oplion on lhe IVR was nol working and he was unable 10 reach the CSM. I asked lhe caller what his issue was and he advised me that he had an issue al 
the security checkpoint. The caller stated that his wife had just completed surgery and was going through the security checkpoint. He stated that she had to undergo a patdown and that the officers at the security checkpoint were very rough with her 
and caused her st,tche s to b I eed. I a po I og i zed to the caller far the i nc1d e nt and advised him that I could take this information and make a report. The ca 11 er advised me that he would rather d ea I with CSM directly. I got pe nm i ss,on from floor sup po rt G 
Hen Ii ne to provide the ca Iler with the number to the CSM at Sacramento. 

Name](b)(61 
Phonel"-. _____ _, 

Caller is wanting 10 file a complainl on TSA at DFW. Caller feels he was 1reated unfairly because he has a disability. Caller slated that is was nol discriminatory it was just fiat oul poor cusIomer service. Caller staled thal they embarrassed him and 
made a huge scene at the checkpoint, they humiliated his partner and now she refuses to travel with him. Caller stated that on the morning of 7-8-2014 he was going through the checkpoint and he is not able to raise his arms to go through the AIT so 
he requested a patdown in a private screening area. Caller stated th at he had 5 pl us TSO s yel Ii ng at him from every ang I e and finally he had to ye 11 and ask who am I sup posed to be Ii sten i ng to. Caller stated th at he requested a supervisor when they 
tried to force him to go through the AIT and then they got all bent out of shape and he had 3 other officers come up to him before getting the supervisor. Caller stated that he had a similar incident happen at DFW in April 2014 and he plans to fly in 
December 2014 and wanls something done before he lries to do so because this is unacceptable. Caller staled thal he requesled ODPO assislance on bolh flights and he was treated awful. Caller staled thal this is lhe only airport lhat he has trouble 
flying from. 

Advised ca Iler: 
911 8/2014 The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA see ks to provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 passengers who pass I hroug h our screening ch eek points. 

4:50:33 Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy.Because 
PM your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

Airport: DFW 
Airline: American airlines 
Dale and lime of incident: 07 08 2014 05:30 - 6:00 am 
Gate or terminal of incident American Airline 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time· 9118/2014 6:22A1 PM Airport: DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International Date/Time of Travel. 09/18/20144:50 PM Airline & Flight Number. American 1017 Checkpoint/Area of Airport. Terminal A, Gates 1 -17 TSA Employee: (If 
Known) kb)(6) !and~omment: September 18. 2014 

Transpor1ation Securily Administration: 

I am writing to I od ge a form a I comp I amt against T SA Screener I( b) ( ff:1 I who violated my con st1tut1ona I ng hts by subj e ctrng me to an u n necessary. invasive, and hum i I ,a ting pat down search as I passed through the sec u nty checkpoint. I am a I so 
I od g i ng a lo rma I complaint again st TS A Sere ene~ who w 11 n ess ed the i na pp ro pri ate search and fa i I ed to stop it, as he should have. 

At approximately 4:50 pm CDT on SeptembJr 18, !014. I entered the security checkpoint for Terminal A, Gates 1 -17 at Dallas-Fort Worth Airport (DFW) on the way to my flight. American 1017 to Seattle. I opted out of the body scanner and was then 
9118120 14 s u bJected to an i nvas,ve pat down search b ( b ) ( 6 who touched my buttocks and groin area. 

8:04:12 
PM This search was a gross violalion of my constitutional rights, nol to mention an invasion of privacy. I wanl this le1ter added to Screenerl(b)(ff:1 rersonnel file and also to Screene~personnel file, so lhat it may be considered in future 

pe rlo rma nee reviews as a record of misconduct. 

I request a written response to this complaint from the airport fed era I security director. 

Sincerely, 
kh\/R\ 

Would you like a re-3-naose? - I • 1e 
Passenger's Name tb)(61 
Phone N11mher · ,._ ______ _. 

Email l(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

From: donotreply@Con1ac1Us.1sa.dhs.gov [mailto:donotreply@ContactUs.tsa.dhs.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, September 18, 2014 6: 13 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject Contact Us: Civil Rights Civil Liberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

Remote Client IP:!(b 1(61 
Dale Time: 9 18 2,;ao"'"14'"5'=":""1""3....,:1""2""'p"'M.,....... 

911812014 Attachment 

8:04:18 
PM 

1 )Information about the person who experienced the civi I rights ci vi I Ii be rti es violation 
(fill in what you can) 
No 

Cell Phone: 

PO Box or Street address: 
!rh,IRI 



911812014 
9:31:22 

PM 

Disability Description: Caller has heart and lung conditions. She Is also in a wheelchair. 

lncidenl Details: Caller flew from MOW and she was in a wheelchair and disabled. Caller slated that she went lhrough the AIT and then she was required to undergo a patdown. The officer lold her that ii would be on the shoulders and she ended up 
patting down her breast area which is sore and numb due to her heart surgery she had. Cal I er stated that a/le r patting down her breast area the Agent started I a ugh i ng at her she thinks that it was be ca use she has a s ma 11 ch est. Cal I er stated that she 
feels discriminated against because she is 70 years old, female, and disabled. Caller stated that in all of her years of traveling that is the first time she has ever had a patdown and she feels like the agent was unprofessional and rude. She also feels 
like the agent did it to humiliate her because there was no alanm of the AIT. Caller thinks that the agent also violated her because she patted down her chest and she was supposed to do her shoulders, Caller did not know the agents name but 
described her as a young, female, tall, skinny, who had dark hair put up in a bun and she lhinks she should be reprimanded because of what she done 10 her. 

Advised caller: 
Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers. regardless of their persona I situations and needs, a re treated with respect and courtesy, Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the manner in 
which the screening is conducted is imporIant. All Transportalion Security Officers (TSOs) are required to be considerate and thoughtful, and are Irained 10 explain whal they are doing and whal will happen next in lhe process. The passenger should 
inform TSOs of any areas of the body that are painful when touched. TS Os are required to use the back of the hand to patdown a passengers sensitive areas. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. Because your complaint concerns the conduct 
of TS Os at a spec iii c airport, we have forwarded a copy to the Custa mer Support Manager at that location. 
Every person and i tern mu st be screened before entering the secured area. and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers a re treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy, I wi 11 

get you to a MB agent 10 deal with your discrimination complain!. I am going to make sure that this gets senl to the CSM to address the unprofessional trealment you experienced al the checkpoint. 

Airport: Chicago Midway 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight number: 1444 
Departing time: 7:25 pm 
Date and time of incident 09 03 2014 06:30-6:45 pm 
Gate or terminal of incident: B23 

~11otes: 
~id I hat she wants 10 let us know she has been flying for 20 years with Soulhwesl out of Chicago. She is disabled and was in a wheelchair and lhe person she is complaining about saw her gel out of the wheelchair and she wenl through the 

screening machines. She told her she had to be patted down on her shoulders, but went down farther and didn t have on a bra because she cant wear one due to her surgery. She stated that she turned around after the patdown and the TSO was 
laughing to her two male co workers about her. She felt like she was being discriminated against because of her d1sab1lity. She thinks it occurred closer to 6:45 pm. 

Advised Ca Iler: 
For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)), it must: 

I went through screening at MSY on Tuesday, Sept. 17 at 5 am on the D concourse. My husband is a retired Flight Surgeon for United Airlines, and we fly very frequenlly. I have a pre check status, but I have an arlificial knee, and I require a pat down. 
This agent was nasty. belligerent, and went out of her May to abuse me. She made me late knowing that my flight was boarding. Her exam was extremely rough, not like a normal exam. When I questioned her, she stopped and started her exam all 

911912014 over stating ·· you are not allowed to open your mouth" She Is a poor representation of what TSA is supposed. and she is a danger to the public. I hope you have survellience and her behavior can be reviewed. 

12 0519 !/bi(6, ! 
PM 

Sent from my iPad 



Ma am Sir, 

I was !raveling wilh a group of 6 uniformed militJry members on official orders (deployment to a combal area) through San Antonio airport (SAT) on lhe morning of 19 Sep. When checking through the security checkpoint I recalled lhe information I ve 
seen a bout pre-ch eek at the website be low: 

http: www.tsa.gov tsa-precheck military-members 

At the checkpoint I asked if there was a screening program available to military (as 11 indicates on the website). I was adamantly told NO and guided to the general boarding line. Further, I was required to remove articles of my uniform. When I asked 
if there was another option, even a pat-down, I was confronted by additional TSA personnel including someone claiming to be a supervisor who gave me no other options and told me I was risking being non-compliant (for my calm and 
professional questions). 

9/1912014 Obviously, what I experienced doesn t align with the pre-check policy for military members from the above website. The airport in San Antonio must handle an above average amount of military passengers due to its proximity to the USAF s basic 
12:05:56 training center at Lackland AFB in San Antonio, making it even more unfortunate that the TSA members there don t understand TSA s policies. 

PM 

9/1912014 
2:09:59 

PM 

I m asking, at least, that the TSA members an shift at that time be better trained on the. intelligence-driven, risk-based approach to security offered to military members via the pre-check program. Even better, if all TSA members at SAT (or anywhere 
offering pre-check) we re reminded. 

Thank ya u for your assistance, and if you have any q uesti ans please contact me by ema i I or at~f h_·_., 1_r;_·I --~ 

Respectful I, 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Screening Current Dale/Time 911912014 12:58:52 PM Airport: MDT - Harrisburg International Date/Time of Travel 09/1512014 8:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: UNITED UA3334 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport· SCREENING TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: Showed screening agent medical card for pacemake/defnbulator. Agent called me aside, asked me why I showed her that card. She proceeded to ask what I expected by showing her the card. I told her that it was to avoid any magnetic 
devices. She instructed me on the pat down procedure &amp: I said no problem. After the other agent completed the pat down, he stated that there is a machine that is pacemaker friendly. Complaint is the way the female agent posed the 2 questions 
as if assuming I wanted special treatment or was trying to avoid screening. Other agents al that airport &amp: other airports on this trip encouraged me 10 file this complaint staling thal &quot;this is not lhe way TSA operates &amp: I hat I hey don'I wanl 
coworkers treating people like that. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 

Passenger's Namr,-e,-','b';··~, "'6 .. · ---,.---' 
Phone Number: b·., ff 
Email (b 1(61 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link htlp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB2IApplicationManager 



Disability Description: The caller is a social worker calling from Chadron Hospital in NE in regard to a patient that requires oxygen during flight. 

Information Request: She would Ii ke to send information in reg a rd to use of oxygen during travel and paperwork that wou Id be required lo r th at. The passenger must be connected to the oxygen at al I ti mes. 

Response Details: I advised I hat TSA doesn t require documentation. I advised I hat she contact the airline in regard to I heir policy as well. 

The Federal Aviation Administration does not allow portable compressed oxygen tanks on commercial airlines in carry-on or checked baggage because oxygen is considered a hazardous matenal. This includes cans of recreational flavored oxygen. 

However, the FAA do es al low certain portable oxygen concentrators ( POC) to be used i nflight for medical purposes. If a P OC is not approved by the FAA for i nfl i g hi use, the passenger wi 11 not be permitted to bring it o nboa rd the a ire raft. PI ease vis i I 
www.faa.gov to find a list of POCs approved for in/light use by the FAA. A passenger may also check with their airline before purchasing a ticket to ask if their POC is approved for inflight use or if the airline will provide oxygen to the passenger during 
the flight. 

911912014 . Passengers who can disconnecl can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be 

2:30 ,22 screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown: however. passengers cannot 
PM request to be screened by a metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. Patdowns are required to clear alanms and anomalies. 

The patdown will be conducled by a TSO of lhe same gender. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her anms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
A passenger s ho u Id nol be asked 10 remove or Ii ft any article of clothing 10 rev ea I a sensitive body area. 

The POC will either undergo x-ray screening or a physical and visual inspection. If the POC cannot be x-rayed and a physical and visual inspection is done, the equipment also will be tested for traces of explosives. 

I offered to and emailed the information 10 lhe caller. 

TSA Cares is a program that can provide assistance through screening for those who have disabil1t1es, medical conditions, or devices. Such assistance can help facilitate the screening process. I advised that I would (and did) email information in 
reg a rd to T SA Ca res as we 11 as a number that the passenger can cal I to request assistance. We re commend that requests ass i sta nee be ma de at I ea st 72 hours prior to travel . 



911912014 
2A1:00 

PM 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt1on: Has seve ra I d1sa b1 I iii es and med1ca I cond iii on s. 

She has had two hip rep I ace m ents, a w reek which ca used her to have severe arthritis where she cannot Ii ft up her a rm s or have her shoes re moved for long pe ri ads of time. 

~kb~••_,(6_.~I --~!also has PTSD from being molested as a child. So she is sensitive to patdowns and inappropriate touching. 

Response Details: We can send the complain! to our disability specialist and 10 lhe CSM at AUS as well. 

You do have to submit the complaint in wnting. 
Hopefully this issue will not happen again at this airport 

Incident Details: She stated she had a really horrible experience at AUS. 
She qualified for PreCheck and saw the AIT. 
She has a hip replacement. and was abused when she was younger. 
She was almost in I ears when she got lhrough the gale. 
She is 60 with two hip replacements. 
She did inform them beforehand. 

Her suitcase had a I ready be en gone th rough. 
Has arthritis in her feet and was made ta take her shoes aff and not allowed put her shoes back on. 
The TSO took as long as she could and was really rude. 
She kept her standing there, and told her exactly what she was going to do. 
Finally she had to sit down after she could stand no longer. 
She went through this many ti mes, and ta I ked as long and slow as she could. 

The incident ret ri gge red her pa st abuses. 
She was made to hold her arms out to the side and the TSO twisted her arm up. 
She has shoulder issues and cannot hold her arms out. 

The incident happened at AUS 
09.16.2014 340pm 

Caller fiew from Denver 10 SFO and he is an airline pilol. Caller stated when he went through lhe checkpoint his wallet was in his pockel and he had 10 have a paldown because lhe alarm went off. The caller stated he asked to speak 10 a manager and 
he spoke to[5)('§'nCaller stated the manager was rude and the caller wants ta make a customer service complaint. The caller stated he understands the procedures and the caller stated the manager accused him of other things but the passenger 

9119120 14 did nt go into~ I I er stated the manager was trying to bu 11 y him while he was on I y asking some questions and the ca 11 er stated he went through Terminal A. Caller wants someone to fol low up with h1 m either through his emai I address or phone 
2:59:59 number 

PM 

Advised caller I took his complaint and I wi 11 forward his complaint to the CSM at the airport to make them aware of the issue. 



Caller works for CEO of international company. The CEO has a GOES number and she travels frequently domestically and internationally. Caller says there are issues popping up periodically where she Is not getting Precheck. She states 11 has 
happened five or six times in the last six months and her CEO travels very frequently. Caller stated she gets pulled aside some times and receives patdowns. 

Advised ca Iler · When making a reservation, passengers s ho u Id enter their g_d i git PASS ID, a I so known as a known t rave I er number ( KTN) into the '"Known Traveler Numb er" fie Id of their res erv a ti on. In add it ion, we recommend th at you review your 
reservation to ensure that your name. date of birth, and gender are an exact match to the information you provided CBP at the time of enrollment or what Is in your online GOES account. Also, if you have a frequent flyer profile, or you make your 
reservation through your em pl ayer' s travel-booking system. a trave I a gent, or a trave I Web site. p I ease confirm that this info nmat ion is up to date and accurate, 

It is important to keep in mind that even if you are eligible for TSA Pre\u2713'" as a member of a CBP trusted traveler program, TSA Pre\u2713'" does not guarantee expedited screening. TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable 
security measures throughout the airport. 

1. Whal is your cilizenship? 
us 
2. Are you traveling from an airport participating in TSA Pre?'" and on a participating airline? 

911912014 Yes 
4:15:27 

PM 
3. Do you have a valid unexpired CBP membership? 
Yes 
4. Have you received TSA Pre? ™ in the past? 
Yes 
5. Do know your CBP Trusted Traveler PASS ID? 

kh,IR\ I 
6. When making a reservation, have you confirmed that your information matches your CBP Trusted Traveler account? 
Yes 
7. Do you make your reservation lhrough a 3rd party? For example, a travel agenl or an employer's online booking system? 
Yes 
8. Do you make your reservations online? For example. an airline's Web site or a travel Web site such as Travelocity or Expedia? 
No 
9. Have you commitled a violalion of TSA security regulations, such as interference with security operations, access control violations, providing false or fraudulent documenls, making a bomb lhreat, or bringing a firearm, explosive, or other prohibiled 
items to an airport or on board an aircraft? 
No 
Caller fiew from CAK on 9-14-14 at 6:25am and was on a wheelchair. She said she is very upsel and feels violated she says thal the TSO conducting the pal down went under her shirt to perform her pat down and touched her private area and her 
breast and feels sexually assaulted and raped. Caller says she requested the TSO to use new gloves and the TSO was rude and refused. Caller says her boyfriend was denied being able to be her companion while the search was done. 
Caller says her boyfriend cal I ed De Ila a i rt i nes to I et them be aware of her s i tuat,on. 

Caller says her cousin is lhe TSA presidenl. 

Caller says she knows her ng hts and she had the option to get screened with a wand. 

Caller says at the New Orleans airport she also had a patdown and ii was done with proper protocol. 
Caller says money.her inhaler and sanitizer were stolen at the screening are at New Orleans. 

Told caller lhe TSO had to conduct a patdown because she could not stand and that they could nol use the wand and a patdown would be conducted and in sensitive areas the back of the TSO would be used. 

911912014 
4:19:28 

PM Told caller I m sony you feel you had a bad experience with TSA. 

Told caller that we are TSA not Delta airlines and we had no knowledge of her condition and next time she has a flight she can request a PSS or Supervisor to help her get through the screening are. 

Told caller she can file a claim fro her items missing in her carry-on. 

Told caller she can call the CSM and let them be aware of the situation she had and her concerns. Gave her the CSM number Edward Hertelendy Phone: 216-362~(b)(6 I 

Caller said she saw on the news a 12 year old girl also on a wheelchair was conducted a patdown and they filed a law suit for sexual assault. 



Disability Description: Caller has type 1 diabetes and uses an insulin pump. 

Information Requesl: Caller would like 10 know how screening will go for him because of his medical device and his diabetic supplies. Caller is a first time flyer. 

Response Details: Diabetes-related supplies. medications and equipment such as, lancets. blood glucose meters and strips, alcohol swabs. meter-testing solutions. urine ketone test strips, insulin pumps. pump supplies and used syringes (when 
transported in a Sharps dis po sa I oonta i ne r or other s i mi I ar hard-surface contain er) a re a 11 owed through the security checkpoint once they have been properly sere ened by x-ray or a hand i nsp ecti on. Passengers with diabetes t rave Ii ng with medically 
necessary ii ems should inform a Transportalion Security Officer (TSO) of lhese items and separaIe I hem from other belongings before screening begins. 

Medi ca 11 y necessary items are not subject to the 3-1-1 I iqu ids. g e Is and a eroso I Ii m1tation rule and are al lowed through the checkpoint in any amount once they have been screened. 

Acee sso ries required keeping med i ca 11 y necessary I iqu ids, g e Is, and a eroso Is cool , such as freezer packs or frozen g e I packs, a re permitted th rough the screening ch eek point and may be subject to add i Ii on al sere en i ng. These accessories a re treated 
as liquids unless they are frozen solid at the checkpoint. If these accessories are partially frozen or slushy, they are subject to the same screening as other medically necessary liquids and gels. 

Medically necessary liquids, gels and aerosols in excess ol 3.4 ounces will be screened by x-ray and also receive additional screening. 

911912014 It is not necessary to disconnect from your insulin pump during the screening process. The insulin pump will be screened and. in most cases. passengers will do a self-patdown of the insulin pump followed by an Explosives Trace Detection (ETD) test 
654:03 

PM with a swab of their hands. If traces of explosives materials are detected, passengers will need to undergo add1t1onal screening. 

Passengers may be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT), a walk-through metal deIecIor, or using a lhorough patdown. AIT screening requires that passengers be able to stand still wilh their arms over their head for 5-7 seoonds without 
the support of a person or device. Passengers using the walk-through metal detector must be able to walk through on their own. However, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

If you are screened using a patdown, it is important to know the following: 
Patdowns will be oonducled by a TSO of lhe same gender. 
You may ask for private screening at any time. 
A private screening will be offered if the patdown involves sensitive areas. 
A companion may be present during the private p atdown screening with the TSO or other TS A employee. and this oom pan ion wi 11 be rescree n ed when the p atdown is comp I eted , 
You may request a chair if you need to sit. 
You should not be asked to or be required to remove or lift any article of clothing to reveal a sensitive body area. 

To help discreetly notify the TSO of specific disabilities, medical conditions, or medical devices that oould affect screening, TSA has created a Notification Card. Passengers may choose to let the TSO know they have a disability or medical condition 
by showing the TSA Notification Card. Remember, however, this card does not exempl passengers from screening. 



912012014 
927:35 

AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? No 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service Current r)ajeCTjme 9/2012014 11 28 06 AM Airport CL T - Charlotte Douglas International Date/Time of Travel 09120/2014 1 20 PM A1rt1ne & Flight Number US Air 639 CheckpomUArea of Airport B 
TS.A Employee: (II Known) 1(b)(ff:, !Comment· Officel(b)(ff:, !never greeted me She was abrupt during the entire .atdown process .. making 11 seem punitive since I elected not to go through the scanner I travel frequently and am making a 

912012014 point of po1nt,ng out 10 lhe I SA each lime I am treated rudely for caus,ng more work for TSA screeners. Officer bi(6:, 1s a superv,sor, ,f I read her nameIag correclly, and should actually be Ieach1ng her people 10 be both professional AND 

1 _03,50 courteous to the general public, and in now way indicate that it is a pain to do an patdown when someone wants one in lieu of going through the scanner. 
· · Would you like a rejsponse? · false 
PM Passenger's Name.(b.I(6.:, 

Phone Number : ,._ ____ __. 

Email !(b 1(6) ! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this lmk http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



912012014 
3:14:52 

PM 

9/2112014 
9:30:01 

AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSA's own official air travel discrimination complaint form. You are requested 10 lake action on the complainl of profiling or discriminalion by the TSAdescribed here. 

Are you 18 or over? No 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Tap to choose 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl(b 1(6) ! 
Date Time: 9/20/2014 9: 13:25 PM 

······················---------------····························· 

Nam b1(6i 
Emai b)(6) 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate cree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight 531, Southwest Terminal 1. San Diego, 9118114, 9:40 am. 
Comments:My 80 year old Mother was transported by an airport employee using a wheelchair. When she got to the screening area TSA made her get out of her wheelchair and walk to an area to be patted down. She told them that she can't walk but 
a few steps and cannol stand wilhout a walker. She was made 10 walk and stand to the point of almosl collapsing. They did not bring her wheelchair with her 10 lhe pat down area. She has traveled from San Diego before and has never been made to 
leave her wheelchair when at the screening area. Because it took so long at the screening area. when she arrived at the gate the plane was already boarding. She had great difficulty boarding due to her disabilities. I am very concerned about the 
insensitive way my 8 0 year o Id di sab I ed Mother was treated my the T SA emp I aye es. 



Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Ca I egori es Pa I-down 
Current Date/Time . 9/20/2014 11 :48:53 PM Airport · SAN - San Diego International Date/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 

9/21/2014 Comment. I haven't been receiving my pre-check option which I am granted as an armed forces member. I travel a lot so I don't go through the full body scanners. I keep having to opt out and it's so time consuming and difficult with my ser,ice-
9:30:45 connected disability. I always use my department of defense ID number when I bock my flights but the pre-check 1snl showing up on my boarding passes. The airline said il"s not an issue with them. il"s a TSA thing. I understand that TSA will randomly 

AM not put it on your boarding pass, but it's all the time now. I don't see why I might be considered a security risk since I am military. Why is it not showing up on my pass and what can I do to fix the problem? 

9/21/2014 
9:31:09 

AM 

Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Nam,....._h_·-,I_r;_·1 __ ....,.., 
Phone Number. Ih··,Ir;·, 

Email l(b 1(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning th,s feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalilion, a civil rig his organization directly from I heir phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like 10 send their complainl 

The q ue st1ons answered by the user be I ow correspond to the T SAaE'" s own official air travel di scri mm ati on comp I a int fo nm. You a re requested to take action on the comp I amt of p rofi Ii ng or di sen mi nation by the T SA described he re. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Nam~ 
Email Addressl{b 1(6) 
Phone Number'-: ---------' 

Address: 
Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N at1ona Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Tap to choose 



912212014 
8:21 53 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 9/2112014 7:51 :55 PM Airport: OAK - Oakland lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 09121/2014 5:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: alligiant 1001 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
. security check point by gate 5 T SA Employee: ( If Known) : 
Comment : A lier passing through the body sea nne r I was stopped so they cou Id pat down my back this want a big deal . but I have had to put up with this every ti me l"ve gone through the check points for my last 3 flights. but l"ve never had an issue 
before. My real problem however starts when they came across my keys. I have had a small keychain utility tool attached to my keychain for years, On the tool there is a small letter opener that tsa agent considered a knife. I have put this very same 
keyc h ai n on s eve ra I flights both do m esl i c and i nl emationa I , no one had ever said anything about it I ii I today. I am a marine corps comb at vel eran, and I le 11 very disrespected during this entire event because not on I y did he confiscate a fairly expensive 
tool that I use everyday. but he was rude about it the entire time. He was very unprofessional and decided he had to hold me up further by running my bag through again after he had removed my keychain from my keys which took him about 5 minutes 
to do in the Ii rst place. Thank you for your time and I hope no one else has to have an experience as di sres pe ctful as this in the lulu re. 

Would you like a r~~wpo~e? -Trn~ 
Passenger's Namtl,._(b--'-'-1(_6'-_1 __ _,J 
Phone N11mhec · 
Email l(b)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning 1n1s feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

9122120 14 The ca 11 er wants to know what the basis lo r receiving a p atdown and wants to know T SA po Ii cy in reg a rd s to this. 
8:39:23 

AM Advised the caller thal the officers at the check have lhe option to subject any traveler to a secondar screenin to clear an alarm. He stated that he would like to speak 10 a supervisor. 
Disability Description: Callers wife is a diabetic and has an internal insulin pump. Her name i ~lh_·_-,I_R_--, ____ ~ 

Response Details: Advise caller For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)). it must: 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the alleged discriminatory action in sufficient detail to inform TSA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
Be s1g ned by the complainant or someone authonzed to sign on be ha If of the comp I a i na nt. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns. we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf. 

912212014 TSA recommends thal you file your complaint via e-mail or Internet in order to expedile processing. If you prefer to file a complaint via poslal mail. 
2:44:20 

PM 
Advised caller I wi 11 send him an emai I with this information in it. 

Advised caller I will also send this information to the CSM at PHL as well as our office of disabililies. 

Advised caller that 1f his wife as the name of the TSO she can include it on the comp I amt. 

lncidenl Details: Calling in because his wife is al PHL and the TSO told her she could not request an alternale screening. The caller stales that she is now speaking to the Supervising TSO. The caller states she has internal insulin pump and cant be 
screened by screening technologies because it will affect the calibration. The caller stats that the TSO at PHL kept telling his wife that it would be fine to go through the screening technology and they could not do a pat down. The caller states his wife 
is in tea rs bee a use the TSO is trying to make her go through the screening tech no log i es. The ca 11 er states she cal led back after speaking with the supervising TSO and she was ab I e to undergo a patdown and board her flight. 

The caller stales this is nol the firsl time lhis has happened. The caller slates lhey have already had to file a discrimatory complaint because the same incidenl happened at ATL. The caller feels thal something needs to be done. The caller states it is 
no coincidence that this has happened 2 times. The caller states something needs to happen to ensure the TS Os that are hired in are aware of ap assenbers rights to request a patdown and honor it. 

Flight lti n erary 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Missing or Damaged llems 
Current Date/Time . 9/22/2014 4: 15:05 PM Airport . PBI - West Palm Beach International Date/Time of Travel · 09/20/2014 7:30 AM 
Airline & Flight Number : Jet blue 1168 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: security screening TSA Employee: (II Known) , 
Comment : I am 77 yrs. old, 100 lbs. Came through in wheelchair and wenl through 2 screenings plus modified pal down.(Had artificial implanl). 

9~2~~2~ ~ 4 Did not see my hand bag during that ti me. 

PM 
Upon arrival al destinalion in NJ I discovered my 2 credit cards, which were in my wallet, missing. I called a friend who had a key to my house in Fla., who checked that I had nol left the cards on my dresser. Had to call cc companies to close lhe 
accounts. 

Would you _like a re~qnse? · I•I~ 
PassengersN~~m:""':e~!...~bj~f~6~,--,-,-----' 
Phone Numbed_!b )(61 

Email !rh,IRI I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Missing or Damaged Items 
Current Date/Time: 9122/2014 3:58:25 PM Airport: HNL - Honolulu lnlernational Dale/Time of Travel: 09121/2014 3:45 PM Airline & Flight Number: American Airlines #8 Checkpoinl/Area of Airport: TSA security check-point. 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 

9122120 14 Comment : At the Hanoi u I u airport yesterday, even though I have T SA Pre. I was subjected to a fu 11 body scan. patdown, and a 11 of my posse ss,ons were searched. Later when I was s1tti ng on the plane and I took my phone out. I noticed that the screen 
6:06: 13 was broken (popped out). I assume this happend when the TSA agent jammed my belongings back in my bag, How can I get reimebursemnent for my dammaged phone? Thaks. 

PM Would you like a response?: False 

Passenger's Nam~e~b~i~(6~i~-~-~ 
Phone Number Ih··,Ir;·, 

Email b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



912212014 
8:07:57 

PM 

Submitted on Monday, September 22, 2014 - 18:03 Submitted by anonymous userJ ... (b_ •• _,(6_._I _ __,~ubmitted values are: 

Preferred Language: english 
Is your allegation based on: Disability Medical Condition Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==I nd1v1d ua I 
First Name: b)(61 

Primary Phone: Home Phone 
Phone Numbefb)(61 
Best Time to Co ... n~t-a-c1~,---~ 

11 :00 am - 1:00 pm 
- 1:00 pm-3:00 pm 
- 3 00 pm - 5 00 pm 
Day of the week: 
- Monday 
- Tuesday 
- Wednesday 
- Thursday 
- Friday 
PO Box or StreetAddress:!._(b_·•~1(6_._I ---~ 
City: Durham 
State: North Carolina 
Zip Code (Post Code) 27713 
Other: 
Email: 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? 09 16 2014 
Where did this ha pp en? TEXAS - AUS - Austin-Bergstrom 
I nte rna t ion a I 
What happened? 

Caller wants 10 file a complainl about the TSO and his supervisor al West Palm Beach. He I raveled 10 Atlanla on Della. He requested a hand inspection for the Camera and film as he normally does. He always asks for a hand inspeclion and the TSO 
stated he would have to submit to a pat down with a hand and xray inspection of his carry on baggage unless he allowed them screen it by Xray. His supervisor backed him up. He is a professional photographer and is quite irritated with this treatment. 
In 30 years he has never been subjected to this type of procedure. He has never been put through this. 
He was at the checkpoint at 6:10 PM today. The flight departed at 7:07. 

The TSO s name i sf b) ( 6 I and his badge stated he was a I ead officer. He asked for his su pe rvi sor who was ... kb_.~' (_6~) ___ __.! Co ncou rs e C T SA Checkpoint. 

9122120 14 W i 11 he have some type of cont a ct about this incident? 

9'~t59 Advised: 

I stated I would forward this information to the CSM for review. I thanked him for calling TSA to notify us. I explained the CSM may or may not contact him, 

Airport--West Palm Beach 
Date Time-09 22 2014 07:07 pm-
Bag De scri ption-B I ue bag Tamra c brand Camera Bag, 
Airline-Delta 
Flight #-1053 



From b)(61 
Sent: Tuesday, September 23. 2014 1 :28 AM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:l(b 1(6) 
912312014 Da I e Time: 912 312"'0""1 4,....,.1 :"'2"'1"": 3""0""A..,.M"' 

10:09:20 
AM 

Name: 

fb)(61 

Email: 

HYPERLINi<J;._~_1_(6_) _______________ ___, 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

Child Pat Down 

Comments: 

Dear Ombudsman, 

Wanted 10 gel a copy of lhe opt out policy. 
Does not want to go through AIT and wanted d ocu m entat ion to prove it. 
He wanted the i nfonmati on ma, I ed to him. rather than em a, I ed. 

912412014 Then on to TSA.gov website he wanted me to walk him through step by step. 

1 0:0J:0l Rambled on aboul policies and procedures well after he had been given the information requested. 

AM 
Advised caller: 
Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough patdown. 

htlp:l/www.tsa.gov/ait-privacy 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 9/2412014 7:42:20 AM Airporl: PIT - Pittsburgh International Dateffime ofTravel: 09/24/2014 7:15 AM Airline & Flighl Number UA3497 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Pre check lane TSA Employee: (If Known) ~omment · I just went thru airport security. I opted out of the screening because I am 8 112 months pregnant and I have yet to see any studies showing that my baby will be unaffected by going 

912412014 thru the screening. When I asked to opt out to one of the agents he told!rh··,1R! who rolled her eyes at me and became very agitated. She then proceeded to try and talk me out of it saying it is just magnetic. She was very rude and made me feel 

10_ 10_49 uncomfortable because I simply want to take every precaution to ensure my unborn child's safety. Luckily she was not the one who performed the pat down, that lady was very nice! 
AM. Would you like a re _ __ 7 -

Passenger's Nam.,:.;..::e..,(_b_l(_6 __ , __ ..--~ 
Phone Number b·. ff", 
Email (b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



9/24/2014 
8:02:58 

PM 

9124/2014 
100415 

PM 

Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 9/2412014 5:50:07 PM Airport . Select One Oate/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. Follow up on first email. Policy on travelers over 75 (I'm within a few months al 80). At DIA I passed through security without taking off shoes ar jacket. At Atlanta I was required to take off the above although the agent knew my age. I 
received this reply from T SA: &quot: TSA anticipates these changes wi 11 further reduce-though not comp I ete I y el Im i nate---the need for a physical patdown on travelers 7 5 and old er that would otherwise have be en conducted to resolve a I arms. It's 
important to remember, that any individual may be required to remove their shoes or undergo a patdown if anomalies are detected during security screening that cannot be resolved through other means&quot;, There were no &quot:anomalies&quot; in 
Atlanta. I'm a retired Army Colonel and showed my ID through lhe security gate. I don't look dangerous or mysterious. Strange. I don't understand. Thanks for your service to keep us safe in the air. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name h··1rR·\ 
Phone Number h··,1r:;-, 
Email 1h·,1r:;·, 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time 9124/2014 9: 13: 11 PM Airport DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel 09/2412014 7:00 PM Airline & Flight Number SW 3131 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Main Secunty 
checkpoint for gate C TSA Employee: (II Known) , All of them Comment, Of the 4 employees I interacted with during my security check, none acted with even a semblance of politeness or professionalism. One lady gave repeatedly conflicted 
ins1ructions, then was rude and aggressive when people were confused as to which instruction she wanled followed first, such as stay back/move forward, stay with your bags make a single file line. She ac1ually clapped at people as though they're 
animals instead of simply getting their attention like a normal person. And was rude in telling pea pie &quot:yau're not 75, take off your shoes&quot: in nasty tones. The man instructing people through th X-ray machine was similarly rude and unclear, 
but made sure passengers bore the brunt of his i na bi I ity to be po Ii te or able yo art1cu I ate what he wanted peop I e to do. Finally. your person who patted me down because I the pants I wore had zippers Ii nc1d e ntal ly i wore these same pants on the flight 
from POX to DEN and had no issues at POX) didn't bother to warn me of her intent to pat me down, just grabbed be from behind. There's no reason for you staff to not be trained in how to search items without surprising passengers with a groping, 
Addilionally there is no reason why your staff is trained inconsistenlly. If my pants are ok in Portland, they should be ok in Denver. There is no e,cuse for your staff to be rude, sarcastic and demeaning. Their personal issues and impotenl power lrips do 
not bel a ng in the workp I ace. 
Would you like a response? : True 

Passenger's Nam'4~b_)~(_6~1 ---~I 
Phone N11rnhec · 
Ema,il(b 1(6 1 ! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link htlp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller had an unpleasant experience. She is 80. Her husband was in the military and another relative with the UN. At Allentown-Easton, PA, last date she received the pat-down and nearly had a heart attack. They left on the 27th of August from 
Sanford and they had no problems. The same co nd1t1ons and items were present at both locations, but one al lowed her to go through the checkpoint wh i I e the other required the pat-down. She has had open-heart surgery and has an a rti fi ci a I knee. 

Is I he issue tha I you had the pa I-down at a 11 or with how it was performed? 

With receiving the pat-down. Should she call Allentown herself...why is it done differently between them? 

I can take your information and send ii to the CSM al Allenlown and ask them to look into the matter. Did the screener do anything wrong? 

9;2~ 2~14 No. the screener did the job correctly. She explained what she was doing and even offered to allow caller to have a pnvate screening performed. Caller advised that because she already felt violated, she declined the offer of a private screening and 
p M told the screener to proceed, Why was it necessary? 

I cannot advise why you were patted-dawn. The screeners are obliged by law ta clear any alarms via a pat-down. 

Even if she is 80 years old? 

If you are objecting ta receiving the pat-down at all, I cannot advise that you wont ever be patted dawn. 

Ca Iler thanked me a bru ptl y and disconnected . 



Caller has a K TN she obtained and Ap n I or May. Cal I er stated that on her I ast two fi Ig hts she has been random I y selected for add i ti o na I screening which was a patdown when going through the PreChe ck I a ne. Caller stated th at this 11 me she Is not 
being selected for PreCheck at all and she is wanting to know why she is being selected randomly all the time and not getting her PreCheck benefits. 

Advised ca Iler: 
1 Are you a U.S. Citizen. U.S. National or U.S. Lawful Permanent Resident? Yes- US Citizen 
2. Are you traveling from an airport participating in TSA Pre?'" and on a participating airline? Yes- Southwest-PHX 
3. Have you received TSA Pre? n., in the past? Yes- She has jusl had issues on lhe last three flights. 
a. If you have received TSA Pre? '" before. has an thin cha n ed? no 

912512014 4. Do know your Known Traveler Number (KTN) (b 1(6) 
2:43:21 5. When making a reservation, have you confirmed that the infonmation in your reservation matches any on line airline profiles you may use? Yes- Verified everything is con-ect and matching, 

PM 6. Do you make your reservation lhrough a 3rd party? For example, a travel agenl or an employer's online booking system? No 
7. Do you make your reservations online? Far example. an airline's Web site or a travel Web site such as Travelocity ar Expedia? Yes- airline website. 
8. Have you committed a violation of TSA sec u nty regu I ati ons, such as i nte rfe re n ce with sec u nty op era ti o ns, access control violations. providing fa Is e or Ira udu I ent documents, making a bomb threat. or bringing a firearm, exp I os,ve, or other prohibited 
items to an airport or on board a11 aircraft? No 

If you are randomly selected not to receive PreCheck then it will not print on your boarding pass at all. Generally if you got through the AIT and there is an alarm then you would have to receive additional screening. I am not sure how you were 
randomly selected to receive the additional s c reem ng two times in a row. It sounds Ii ke the re was an ano ma Ii es indicated by the sere en i ng technology. If you have the issue we re T SA pre ch eek does not print on your boa rd i ng pass at al I seve ra I time 
in a row th en that wo u Id be something th at we could escalate and try to Ii nd out why but you we re se I ected for PreC heck on the I as t two flights. I would re commend asking why you a re getting the additiona I screening if it happens again. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP !(b)(61 I 
Date Time: 9/2512014 1 :38:1 O PM 

NamJh I/R, 

9125/2014 Emailf""h-'-.1""1'-'R'-·-, _______ _, 

2: 59 : 4 1 Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
PM Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Arrived Los Angeles lnl Airporl on Flight# UA 935 from Heathrow London on 9123 

With contecting Flight UA6338 to San Diego on 9123 
Comments :On going th ru security lo r flight U A 6 33 8 to San Diego I requested pat down as fee I the body scanners a re suspect in the amount of rad i at,on used.My I ugg age had gone th ru sere en i ng with NO problems. At conclusion of pat down during 
which agent was only concerned a bout why she had not had a break. apparently the machine she used to detect anything showed positive. Su pe rvi sor came, Questioning why the first agent had not re checked my I ugg age before ca 11 i ng her, She 
checked mu luggage and asked the first agenl to look thru my bags. She did this with NO respect at all for my belongings, Irowing the conlents out and even dropping my cell phone on the floor. Then supervisor told me I needed another pal down - all 
this happening within 1 O mins of the first pat down and me standing in the same place. I started to ask questions at that time the Supervisor threatened me with the Police if I didn't shut up. I was treated like a kindergarten child. I am a 65 year old 
women and penmanent resident of the USA and did not expect to be treated as a ··suspect cnminal". Even the 2nd machine they used to see if anything would be detected didn't work and the supervisor went a cross the screening area to find one that 
did, After nothing was then detected they just left me standing. NO OK to go or anything, So I packed everything up and went on to my flight. 
I AGREE WITH DETAILED SCREENING AND HOPE IT WILL SHOW UP A SUSPECT CRIMINAL AS IT IS SURELY NEEDED IN THIS DAY AND AGE BUT YOU NEED TO TRAIN YOUR STAFF AT LOS ANGELES TO AT LEAST TREAT 
PASSENGERS WITH SOME RESPECT AND DIGNITY, WE ARE ALL ENTILED TO THAT. 



Dear Sir/Madam: 

I'm wriling this to express my disappointment wilh the way Korean air staff, wheelchair assislance personnel, and TSA agents at the security check point treated my father. He is 72 years old and has a diagnosis of Alzheimer's. He is in a stage where 
his brain has difficulty understanding and following simple instructions, and any minor change in his environment is stressful for him. In general, an Alzheimer"s brain is incapable of processing language, communicating concerns and needs, and 
complying with the complex secunty screening procedures mandated by the TSA. Keeping this in mind, we had requested Wheelchair assistance with Korean air well in advance hoping that his travel experience would be comfortable and less 
stressful. 

When we reached the airport we waited for 30 minuIes to be assigned wheelchairs and an additional hour 10 be taken through security. I had insIructed the wheelchair assistance personnel thal my father has Alzheimer's, has difficulty understanding 
English. and that he would need assistance through the security process. Despite my instructions the personnel decided to take my father through the regular screening process. As a result, he was asked to remove his shoes. get up from wheelchair 
and forced to walk through the X-ray body scanner. There were multiple TSA agents instructing him to comply with the secunty screening process. which understandably my father couldn't comprehend. My mother, who was traveling with him, infonmed 
the TSA agents about his disability and difficulty understanding the English language due to his mental degeneration. Despite of this information, they continued to instruct him repeatedly and made him go through the scanner not once but twice. This 

9126/2014 experience overwhelmed him and made it even worse for my mother who was traveling with him all the way to India. 
8:37 53 

AM 

I fail to understand why TSA cannot accommodate the needs of travelers with Alzheimer's and other related dementia. I'm appalled at the insensitivity of the TSA agents and their lack of problem solving under such circumstances. I'd like to know, (1) 
why travelers on a wheelchair are made to get up from their wheelchair and go through the X-ray scanner, (2) In spite of knowing his condition why was he forced to go through the scanner twice, and (3) why other alternative secunty screening options 
were not explored for my lather (e.g, manual pat down and/or other screening)? The bigger question I've is why is there no separate provision or accommodation for people with disabilities traveling through airport security check-in processes? And if 
exists, why was it used with my father? 

Thanks, 

kb1(6) I 

9/26/2014 
8:40 05 

AM 

fb)(61 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time: 9/26/2014 12:35:11 AM Airport· SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International Date/Time of Travel· 09/25/2014 2:15 PM Airline & Flight Number: Korean Air KE 020 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
Security checkpoint close to A gates -South End TSA Employee: (If Known): Multiple Agents Comment: I'm writing this to express my disappointment with the way Korean air staff. wheelchair assistance personnel, and TSA agents at the security 
check point treated my father. He is 72 years old and has a diagnosis of Alzheimer's, He is in a stage where his brain has difficulty understanding and following simple instructions. and any minor change in his environment is stressful for him. In 
general, an Alzheimer's brain is incapable of processing language, communicaling concerns and needs, and complying with lhe complex security screening procedures mandated by the TSA. Keeping this in mind, we had requested Wheelchair 
assistance with Korean air well in advance hoping that his travel experience would be comfortable and less stressful. 

When we reached the airport we waited for 30 minutes to be assigned wheelchairs and an additional hour to be taken through security. I had instructed the wheelchair assistance personnel that my father has Alzheimer's, has difficulty understanding 
English, and thal he would need assistance lhrough the securily process. Despite my instruclions the personnel decided to take my falher through the regular screening process. As a result, he was asked to remove his shoes, get up from wheelchair 
and forced to walk through the X-ray body scanner. There were multiple TSA agents instructing him to comply with the security screening process. which understandably my father couldn·t comprehend. My mother, who was traveling with him, informed 
the TSA agents about his dis ab i I Ity and d1ffi culty understanding the English I ang uage due to his rn enta I degeneration. Des pIte of this information. they continued to instruct him repeated I y and made him go through the sea n ne r not once but twice. This 
experience overwhelmed him and made it even worse lo r my mother who was traveling with him a 11 the way to India. 

I fail to understand why TSA cannot accommodate the needs of travelers with Alzheimer's and other related dementia. I'm appalled at the insensitivity of the TSA agents and their lack of problem solving under such circumstances. I'd like to know, (1) 
why travelers on a wheelchair are made to get up frorn their wheelchair and go through the X-ray scanner, (2) In spite of knowing his condition why was he forced to go through the scanner twice, and (3) why other alternative secunty screening options 
were not explored for my lather (e.g, manual pat down and/or other screening)? The bigger question I've is why is there no separate provision or accommodation for people with disabilities traveling through airport security check-in processes? And if 
exists, why was it used with my father? 
Would you like a res,..po,...n,...s_,,e.,.? __ T_r_u_e ______ _, 
Passenger's Name :!1h··,1rr1 I Phone Number!(b)(ff:, ! Email !(b-:,(6) !To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link: http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/Appl1cationManager 



From: donotreply@Con1ac1Us.1sa.dhs.gov [mailto:donotreply@ContactUs.tsa.dhs.gov] 
Sent: Friday, September 26, 2014 12:38 AM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject Contact Us: Civil Rights Civil Liberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ(b)(61 J 
Dale Time: 9 26 ~ 14 12:31 :30 A 

912612014 Yes 
8A0:23 

AM 

9/26/2014 
4:10:42 

PM 

hone: 

Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

PO Box or Street address: 

fh,IRI I 
City 
Bellevue 
Stale: 
WA 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Ftb 1(61 I 
Date Time: 91261~014 3:20: 11 PM 

························--------------··························· 

Nam b1(6) 

Email b)(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ra pri ate cree ni ng Pat Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airporl/Gate/Etc) US CONT IN ENTINAL AIRLINES FLIGHT 455 
DECEMBER 29 2013 TAMPA FLA 10.40 AM 
Comments:! WAS SEXUALLY HARRASSED 



Caller has the Global Entry card. A coup I e of months ago she went on a trip to Chicago and she got precheck going out but she did n t get it coming back. She stated she does n t Ii ke going through the radiation so she has to get a patdown. She has to 
wait because it takes so long for a female to come and pat her down. Her complaint was that her things were out of her sight while she waited for the patdown. There were no officers standing by the conveyor belt watching her things. She asked for 
someone to walch her things and I his lady starled barking al her. She didn I have a description of her. She feels like her things are being put in jeopardy because ii takes someone so long to come and screen her. 

Advised: 

No one gets TSA precheck 100 percent of lhe time. They will always do random screenings throughout lhe airporI. 

912612014 (TSA) policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items. including disability-related devices and aids, are kept within a passenger's line-of-sight when a passenger Is required to undergo additional 
?:S9:37 screening, When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's items and to ensure that the passenger is reunited with his or 

PM her property once ii clears x-ray screening. 

Airport where the i nc1d e nt occurred: Ohare 
Airline: American 
Flight numbers: 1 006 
Date and time of incident September 23 2014, 0745 am 
What terminal or gate? Terminal 3 
I ndivid ua I s contact information ema i I 
None 

Caller said she spoke 10 Delta airlines of some issues that happened to her and they referred her to TSA over one incident. Caller said that on 8-25-14 while going lhrough the screening checkpoint at PIT a TSO performed a paldown on her and her 
shirt was lifted up and her legs were spread and she was humiliated and embarrassed. Caller was not alone but with a church group that included a male and felt that was uncalled for after she alarmed the WTM D she was asked if she had a metal 
implant and responded yes. Caller then was guided to the side to wait for a TSO and she requested if she could go through the AIT and the denied her request. Caller has never been denied and wants to file a complaint of the incident that occurred. 

Told caller I do apologize she had a bad experience with TSA and asked her if she had informed the TSO of the knee replacement before the screening process began. 

912712014 Caller said she was not aware she had to info rm a off ce r 
1:57:57 

PM 
Told caller we recommend passengers wilh metal implants should inform a Transportalion Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins and if she knows she will alarm the WTMD to request 10 go thought the AIT. 

Told caller I would forward her complaint to the CSM off the airport to let them be aware of the incident and she could also notify them and I would give her the CSM number. 

Gave caller .. fb._1""("-6'-·., ______ ....,! and once again apologized. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Permitled Items Currenl Date/Time: 9127/2014 3:10:24 PM Airporl: BOS - Logan International Date/Time of Travel: 0712212014 7:15 PM Airline & Flight Number: JetBlue #687 Checkpoinl/Area of 
Airport· 
TSA Employee: (If Known) STSO!lliR§IJ Comment Dear TSA Customer Support and Quality Improvement Manager, 

I am writing to object to the actions of a TSA superviso~ in a recent encounter in Boston Logan Airport. This individual acted in an arbitrary, unfair fashion lhat left me feeling humiliated and fruslrated. All of which served no apparent purpose 
towards the TSA's mission of ensuring passenger safety. 
The encounter began when a T SA employee removed three containers of cheese from my carry-on I ugg age. The cheese was neither I iqu id nor a paste. and th us should not have triggered any further ins pe ct,on. The cheese was made for me by my 
mother and thus possessed significant sentimental value. 

When the original TSA employee told me that I could not bring the cheese with me. I asked to speak to a super,isar and was handed off to STSOkb·:,(6! STSO@tald me that the problem with the cheese was, in fact, not the cheese but the 
containers it was in (which were standard. tamper-evident plastic commercial containers). This made no sense -- TSA has no rules limiting containers that contain solids. I offered to open the cheese containers so that she could that 11 was solid. but 
STS c::U:ill§) relu sed. 

912712014 Since I am a vegetarian, I frequently travel with load because the options in the airport or on the plane are extremely limited. I have traveled with peanut butter, hummus, soft lentils, tahini sauce - all of which are considerably more liquid than cheese 
5:06:34 

PM and yet I've never had a problem. 

9128/2014 
9:20:09 

AM 

STScffiili]told me I hat my only options were to throw out the cheese or to check it in my baggage. She then gave lhe time as being a half hour later than it actually was, making me believe I hat I was in danger of missing my flight and did not have 
time to check the cheese. 

When I asked if I could take the cheese out of the containers and put it in different packaging or place it on a sandwich, STso[b::,(6 hold me, "Not now that we've talked about it.'' A comment that was confusing and indicated that she was not making 
decisions based on a clear set of rules. 

I then said that I wanted to Ii I e a comp I a int, and ST SO!( b) ( 6 ~o Id me, in accurately. th at the re was no comp I amt process. When I pointed out that this could not possibly be true, she threatened me. saying, "If you want to Ii I e a comp I a int, I am going to 
make a copy of your boarding pass.'' She then said, "I am going to keep one of these containers of cheese and I will send it to the office so they can see that it is more than 3oz.'' 

Finally, upset by the encounter, I withdrew to regain my composure. When I returned, STSO~as gossiping with another TSA employee about our encounter and my desire to file a complaint. I asked her to reconsider the cheese and she told me. 
'I' 11 make you a deal -- I' 11 I et you b n ng one of the containers on the plane; and she wou Id keep the other two. Ag am demonstrating th at her actions we re e nti rely arbitrary - if one container posed no th re at. then neither would three ind i vi d ua I co ntarn ers. 

The entire experience left me upsel and humiliated. Seeing this, lwo different passengers came up to me 10 sympathize with me, complimented me on 1rying to reason with the supervisor, and sharing their own frustrating experiences with lhe TSA. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" . Screening 
Cun-ent Date/Time · 9/2812014 6: 19:34 AM Airport : EWR - Newark International Date/Time of Travel : 09/28/2014 5:00 AM Airline & Flight Number , Southwest Checkpoint/Area of Airport , Terminal A, 10-18 TSA Employee: (II Known) , 
Comment: This terminal is equipped with TSA PreCheck, but lhere was no lane available despile lhe morning rush hour. When I asked the TSA Agenl by the line, I was informed lhat lhey had no lane open, but if I told them by the securily screening 
stat ion, that I wa ul d be treated as a PreChe ck persa n. 
When I got to the screening checkpoint I advised that I was PreCheck, and I was told it didn't matter, everyone was going through the same screening. I was informed that I would have to remove my 'shoes' (Vibram footwear). and this meant walking 
through security barefoot. They were directing everyone through the backscatter machine, and I chose to opt out (one reason why I signed up for PreCheck). It took 5 minutes to be escorted back after choosing opt-out. When they came to escort me 
for pat down, I advised again I hat I was PreCheck, and I was informed that it did nol matler. 

The slow se r,i ce and lack of a P reCheck lane made for an extremely frustrating mo rm ng. 
Would you like a re ? · 

Passenger's Nai"m'"e'-";'b'--1 .. ( 6""1'----,,---' 
Phone Number h·11fr, 

Email (b i/61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 9/28120141 :13:13 AM Airporl: BWI - Baltimore-Washington lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 9/2312014 6:45 AM Airline & Flight Number: Soulhwesl Checkpoinl/Area 
of Airport. Southwest Ticket Counter checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : Re: Sept 23, 2014 passenger Complaint at Baltimore Washington International Airport (BWl)about the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) - lnappropnate Actions by TSA agents near the Southwest Ticket Counter Secunty Station 
at Approximately 06:45 (AM). 

On Sept 23, 2014 I was subjected to abusive treatment and potentially denied boarding for questioning TSA agents. The specifics are detailed below. However, first are some questions/issues for upper level management. 

• 
Genera I Adm i ni strat ive S ho rtcomi ngs: 

- Insufficient number of screening lines. Enough data and technology exists to optimally appropriate a sufficient number of screening lines based on passenger loads as a function of time of day at every airport. Why is this not happening? (I Observed 
1 screening line in Baltimore for 25 passengers but 3 screening lines in Hartford for 5 passengers on 9123114.) 

912812014 - Lack of the use of current 1echnolo9y to minimize wait limes. No signage or maps showing locations, distances, walking times or direclions to available securily slations. No signage as to the number of screening lines available at such stations or the 

920, 15 wait times at these stations. An example of such a technology are the parking lots that guide customers to empty spaces with illuminated signs showing directions to and number of empty spaces. Why not adopt this? 

AM 

9/28/2014 
9:20 37 

AM 

- No am pl iii ed sound system to make an noun cements. Why not? 

-Faulty Pre TSA Screening philosophy. Pre TSA Screening should be for entire groups (i.e. all those on a single confirmation) of travelers or for none of them. Travelers do not like to be split especially families, with young and old parties. This 
preference of not being split negates the attempted benefits. 

- Not using DOD ID numbers for contractors 10 allow for TSA prescreening. These individuals are subjected to the same screening DOD service members receive for active clearances. This includes personal and character reference interviews along 
with detailed application information with periodic reviews. The risk is much lower for these individuals then for randomly selected typical passengers. Why ignore this group? 

-Equipment that does not function properly. Everyone gets patted down, and wanded, What good is the scanning equipment if it cannot be counted on to operate correctly a high percentage of the time? 

-Poor training of staff who are, rude, overzealous, discourteous, not helpful, inconsistent in their screaming of information, and abusive of their authority (especially to delay or deny passenger boarding). 

- La ck of proper training for a gents to u nders ta nd their stated purpose of SEC U RITY i. e, prevent terrorism not h ass I e travelers, They do not seem to understand that passengers resent being stripped, g ro pped and delayed even for the intended 
purpose when done in an antagonislic manner. Agents think travelers owe them something and use the threal of denying boarding inappropriately for very minor issues (such as answering a question with a loud or sarcastic voice). Respect is earned 
and if they show respect to the passengers they might get it in return. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: D1sab1lity or Medical Condition; Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time 9/27/2014 9:30:21 PM Airport: JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel 09/2712014 9:00 PM Airline & Flight Number LO 27 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal 1 lane 516 TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : This complaint relates to an employee of Allslate, an African American man in a lighl-blue shirt working in lane 516 at JFK Terminal 1 at 9:00 p.m. on Sept. 27 2014. 

This man was standing at the end of the conveyor be It, near the explosive trace detection machine. He wale h ed me i nte ntl y as I received a pat-down. He made several comments to the TSA agent conducting the pat-down regarding a med ,ca I condition 
in my left elbow, comparing the appearance of my two anns as I had them extended, His comments were inappropriate and highly unprofessional, 

I raised my concern with the checkpoint operator filill:§[J who said she would convey my concerns to his manager. While I understand this man is not a TSA employee, TSA is responsible for the checkpoint and should not tolerate disrespectful 
be hav,or from anyone towards a passenger with a medical condition. 

All of lhe TSA officers I encountered were cour1eous and professional, particular!~ 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name fh·11r;··, I 
Phone Number , 

Email l(b)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning mis feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Complaining about receiving a patdown after he has told lhem he has an artificial hip. 

912812014 Tried to explain that all alarms must be cleared. 

10 08 56 
AM Caller Slill did nol like lhe answer. 

Provided caller with the e-mail address for Seattle-Tacoma CSM,f._b_._1(_6_, _______ __, 



9/28/2014 
5:19:34 

PM 

9/29/2014 
8:2149 

AM 

Caller says th at his Ii a nee was given a pat down by a ma I e TSO at IAD who claimed that the re was no le ma I e TSO a vaI I ab I e. He states that his f1ance was not given the option of a pub Ii c screening and that she /el t violated and that he is going to get a 
lawyer. 

Advised ca Iler: 
Because your comp I amt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 

Flight information: 
From to: IAD to SAN 
Flight date time: 9 28 5: 15 pm 
Flight number: I not provided) 
Airline: United 
Airport: IAD 
Gate: (not provided) 
TSO: i',m-'a'"le,,_,_ ______ _, 
Emailkbl(61 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Other: Profess1onalism/Customer Service Current DatelTlme : 9/2912014 7:15:40 AM Airport DTW - Detroit Metropolitan Wayne County Date/Time of Travel 09/2912014 6:45 AM Airline & Flight Number 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport· McNamara Terminal lower level TSA Employee: (II Known) , Female (X2) Comment· I tested positive on the hand swab test. After further inspection of my bag/shoes I was told I would need to go to a private room for a 
&quoi;pat down.&quoi; I asked if I may put my (already off and scanned) shoes back on to walk across the floor. They said no. I asked why and they could not provide a rationale. I noted that people walk off a farm and into this area, that I wear shoes 
that I know will clear the PreCheck scanner. The TSA worker argued with me that that isn't possible because I don't know if rm going to get PreCheck until I get here. This is a clear indication that this person doesn't understand the context in which she 
works. This was backed up by not being able to provide a reason ( I aw. rule) lo r need Ing to walk bare foot across a dI rty fi oar. The entire interaction seemed very di so rgamzed and unp role ss1onal. Upon getting to the &quot: back roo m&q uot we had to 
wait for at least 3 TSA workers to vacate. This seemed quite non-standard and haphazard. I was anxious because of this. Passengers who require this level of extra check should receive preprinted material about what to expect and the rules that back 
up the &quot:procedures&quot: in place. This lasted more than 10 minuIes which seemed excessive considering what was actually conducled. Based upon this experience, I have distrust and low confidence in TSA. 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller flew yesterday from San Diego and her plane was delayed so she went from San Diego to San Jose to Colorado. TSA went through her checked bag which she does not understand. She cannot find her insulin. 

Airporl:San Diego 
Airline :Southwest 
Flight Number: Not Sure 
Date and Time:September 28th at 2 pm 
NOl:Yes 
Baggage Claim Numberj(b)(61 
Description of Bag: It Is re"d.,...,,C'"h-e-m""i c-a""l""R"'e action su ilea se with black stripe on it. Kenneth Co I e bag. 

912912014 Name of Person involved:lt was in her name. 
11:57:23 

AM I apologized to the caller and told her that the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is required by law to screen all property, including checked baggage that is loaded onboard commercial passenger aircraft. To ensure the security of the 
traveling public, it is sometimes necessary for Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to conduct hand inspections of checked bags. TSOs receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great care 
during the screening process so that when bags are opened a passenger's belongings are returned to the same condition they were found, 
You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a SI and a rd Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 
Because the complaint conce ms security screening at a specific airport. we have fa rwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Custa mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 
I did tell her that we recommend carrying medication with you in carry on. 

She asked if after you go through the AIT why you have to be screened again. 

I told her that if there are any anomalies of AIT screening then you do have to receive a patdown to clear the anomaly. 



She had to go through a patdown procedure I ast night when she fi ew from Om aha NE back home to Seattle. She had p recheck and came to the check point in a whee I chair and she st, 11 had to have a paid own. She does not fly much but she had a 
similar situation occur in 2009 where they took her ID behind closed door on both legs of travel. On the flight from SEA to Omaha there were no problems or occurences. She states that she feels violated. Later in the conversation she stated that it was 
a fem a I e who did the pa ldow n and they we re courteous and exp Iain ed everything they we re doing. B LIi she sti 11 fee Is that the patdown was aver the lop and she has never been touched Ii ke tha I in certain p I aces. She is a widow on socia I s ecuri I y b LIi 
she states that she felt like a drug mule goin9 through screening. 

AIRPORT: Omaha NE 
DATE OF TRAVEL: 09-28-14 
DEPARTURE TIME: 1605 
CHECKED BAGGAGE TIME: 1530 
AIRLINE: Alaska Airlines 
FLIGHT NUMBER: 3469B 
TERMINAL OR GATE: Gate A 1 
CONTACT: Caller does not own a computer 

9129/2014 I advised the caller thal our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless of I heir personal situalions and needs, are treated with respect and cour1esy. Every person and item musl be screened before en1ering the secured 
1:36:20 area, and the manner in which the screenin9 is conducted is important. All Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) are required to be considerate and thoughtful. and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. 

PM TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

9/29/2014 
2:3446 

PM 

At airpor1s nalionwide, TSA has implemented streamlined, consistenl. and thorough patdown procedures at securily checkpoints 10 provide a higher level of security and increase the safety of the 1raveling public. Patdowns help TSA de1ec1 hidden and 
dangerous items, such as explosives. They are used to resolve alarms from the walk through metal detector (WTMD), when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, and as part of TSA's random screening 
activities. 

A TSO of lhe same gender as the passenger will conduct lhe patdown search; however, passengers may need to wait for a TSO of lhe same gender to become available. As the screening is being conducled, the TSO will be describing the procedures 
he ar she is using. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TS Os at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Support Manager at that location. 

TSA strives to provide the highest level of security while ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity and respect. To that end, TSA launched TSA Cares, a helpline designed to assist travelers with disabilities and medical conditions. Travelers 
may call TSA Cares toll free at (855) 787-2227 prior to traveling with questions about screening pol1c1es, procedures, and what to expect at the security checkpoint. TSA Cares serves as an additional, dedicated resource spec1f1cally for passengers 
with disabilities, medical conditions, or other circumstances, as well as their loved ones who want to prepare for the screening process prior to flying. I told the caller that this will not eliminate any screening procedures but may be of assistance with 
communication in advance of t rave I . 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

·=====.------------------------------------
Remote Client IP:~!(b_-_1(_6_, --~ 
Date Time 9/2912014 149:59 PM 

Namet@1 ~-
Email bi(61 
Comp I a i nl s: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Alaska Airline flight 605, McCarron. Las Vegas, gate e15 on 9-25-14@ 1:15pm, flight to Seattle 
Comments: My husband is 62 years o Id, dying of stage 4 I u ng cancer, was in a wheelchair when boa rd i ng and was patted down me re I y because he could not walk fast enough th ru the metal detector? He 1s Ira i I & I oaks 11. he has only about 4 months 
to live. I did not get the TSA agent name or number, but my husband is 6"2" and this guy towered over him. We followed all the rules, his keys & phone etc were in his bag, which gets pulled because of his cough medicine anyway & we are okay with 
that, and when 1es1ed in both Seattle & Vegas, was allowed thru. We do not appreciate bullying. We lhought you people were all past that, but apparenlly not. My husband can hardly stand up, yet was made to stand up while he was patted down. His 
legs & feet are tremendously swollen, due to the 10lb sarcoma that was removed from his buttock a year ago. His knees are weak & painful when standing, ergo the wheelchair. It is also obvious he is just getting his hair back after chemotherapy. We 
understand rules & reg u I at,ons. we do not appreciate someone purposely bu 11 yi ng the elderly & obv,ousl y Ira i I. This agent s ho u Id be ashamed of h, m self. but prob ab I y does not have any fee Ii ng s lo r anyone or anything. We are g I ad this wi 11 be our final 
flight ever, mostly due to the treatment, knowing no one is actually safer anyway. it is all bells & whistles & illusions. The person from Alaska airlines, helping with the wheelchair can confirm the pat down & possibly identify the TSA agent. I am truly 
disgusted by his actions. 



912912014 
425:49 

PM 

Submitted on Monday, September 29, 2014 - 16:02 Submitted by anonymous user: .. t b_)_(_6_) _ __,rubmitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 

Best Time to Contact . 
09:00 am - 11 :OD am 
11:00 am - 1:00 pm 
1 00 pm - 3 00 pm 
3:00 pm - 5:00 pm 

Day of lhe week: 
- Monday 
- Tuesday 
- Wednesday 
- Thursday 

Disability Medical Condition Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

- Friday 
PO Box or Street Address:._!!""b"'l(-"'6-'-·., _____ _. 
City: Boston 
State: Massachusetts 
Zip Code (Post Code): 02114 

Other,_:--------~ 
Emaili(b)(6) 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? 09 29 2014 
Where did this happen? SOUTH CAROLINA - CHS • Charleston 
I nte rnat ion a I Airport 

Disability Description: Caller has a knee implant. 

Information Request: He wanted to know if he co u Id go through Pre Ch eek if he had the metal implant. 

Response Details: I told him he would slill be able to benefit from the program by not having to remove his 311 bag, computer, lighl outer jacket, bell and shoes. I lold him that if lhere was an alarm or an anomaly, lhen he would have to have a 
patdown. 

9/29/2014 
5: 17: 12 He stated that the patdown negated having P reCheck. 

PM 
There is no reason TSA cannot find a way to put something in the system that states he has a metal implant. Caller said it makes no sense. 

I said that technology has not been developed so that we can use it, He said that he did not believe that because he was asked from another organization ii he had meta I imp I ants, he said yes, the person said he would enter it into the system and they 
did 

I told him I did not have an answer for him. He asked if anyone else had called in about this issue. I told him they do but then make a decision about whether or not they want PreCheck. 

Caller ranted about nol being able to get an answer for his questions, that no one had emailed him back, if he needs to call his Congressman or lhe presidenl to get I his ball rolling. He said someone needs to fix I his issue. 



From b1(6) 
Sent: Monday, September 29. 2014 4:24 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ .. (b_·•"-1(6_.'-I __ __, 
912912014 Dale Time: 9/2912014 4:24 04 PM 

6:28:21 
PM 

Name: 

kbl(61 

Email: 

HYPERLINK .. (b_)~(6_-._, ---------------~ 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

Humiliating Experience by TSAofficer Sept. 27114 

Comments: 

September 29, 2014 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Other: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time 9129/2014 6:55:20 PM Airport SFO - San Francisco International Date/Time of Travel 09/2912014 3:15 PM Airline & Flight Number VX746 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
Terminal 2 TSA Employee: (If Known): middle-aged black female Comment: Every time I fly, it's the same drill. put my stuff in the x-ray. and opt out when I am asked to go through the body scanner. But this time, I started to put my stuff in the 
scanner, and while I was pushing it in, asked the TSA agent if I would be asked 10 go through the body scanner. She answered yes, and I asked to opt out. She then yelled at me, "don't pul your sluff through lhen! Take it ou1•&quot: I replied 
&quot;Okay. but one of my bins has already gone through.&quot: &quot;I can't help you with that• Put your stuff under there and sit down back there.&quot: 

I did so, trying to comply with what I thought was a very confusing situation, different from every other TSA checkpoint that I have ever been through. After a minute I realized I couldn't see my possessions that had made it through the scanner. and I 
stood up, so I could see them. Growing wary that my bin with my wallet, my phone and all of my money was out of my possession for so long, I asked if my bin might be returned 10 my possession, so I could keep an eye on them. She said that she 
couldn't do that and I expressed my objection that my i terns were sup posed to remain within view at a 11 ti mes during the opt out process. 

She said &quot;you shouldn't have put them through, then! &quot: I said, &quot:how was I supposed to know that I wasn't supposed to put them through? Every other airport I've been to does the opt out that way--&quot; and she cut me off with &quot: I 
9129/2014 don't know how other airports work, I only work at this one.&quot: I asked &quot:So where was the sign lhat said 'If you're going to opt out, don't put your items through lhe scanner unlil instructed?&quoi: And from that point she simply ignored me. 
8:08 04 

PM I eventually did get instructed to put my ,terns through, and was given a pat down by a relatively professional male agent and I did get my items returned. but my items had been far out of reach and out of view for several minutes behind other bags 
that had piled up at the end of the belt. There was no signage to indicate the procedure was different here from literally every other TSA-run checkpoint that I have been through since the introduction of the body scanners. and I feel that it was very 
unp ro res s ion a I for her lo r essential I y berate me for nol &quot: reading her mi nd&q uot: and knowing these u nw ri ti en rules. 

Additionally, if the TSA screening experience is not going to be consistent from airport to airport. there need to be clear signs that indicate what the special circumstances are so travelers such as myself don't get caught up in not following special 
unwritten ru I es. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name (b)(61 
Phone Number . ~----~ 

Email tbl(61 
To leav"'e""a""c"'o"'m""m,,...,.e""nt,...c"'o""n""c"'"er.,...ning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller said she has trave I ed 2 times in the I ast month and she had items confi seated out of her bag but she was not told they we re going to take it out. She said both ti mes she had a paid own search and she does not see her bag each ti me. She said 
for a brief moment while she is waiting for a female TSO. her bag was out of her sight. She said both times she was missing a facial moisturizer. She said this was at the checkpoint. She said both times it was in the clear quart bag. The container of 
moisturizer was in a 1.7 ounce container. She said it was not in her bag and TSA took ii out but lhey did not tell her. She said she did not want to file a claim but report this. She said when she had lhe patdown, thal was when lhe item went missing. 
ALSO: Caller said she thinks she is on a watch list and asked if we could tell her. She said the first time this happened, on her other flight, she flew from DFW to Harrisburg and it was fine. When she came back on flight #1908 from Harrisburg to 
DTW. that is when her item was missing. She said she did not have all her flight information for that fi1ght. She said she is just reporting the flight on Sept 29th from ORD, not the other flight. ALSO: She said she used to get pulled out all the time for 
extra screening. She said she does not want to go through the AIT machine. She said she is afraid she will damage her eyesight. She said they tell her if she does not want to go through the AIT. she will need to get a patdown. She said they will not 
let her go through the WTMD. ALSO: She said she was taken off a plane once and they told her there was something wrong with her lickel. She said the plane left withoul her and they told her there was nolhing wrong wilh her ticket after it left. She 
said she may get a doctors note. She said she tells them she has an implant in her eye. She said before when she went through the AIT it did something to her eye and she could not see out of the eye for a little while. She said she had to get help 
getting to her p I ane. 

9130/2014 RESPONSE: Advised caller TSA is to tell you if an item is not allowed. I will be sending your information as a complaint to lhe CSM at lhe Airport. I would like to apologize for your missing item and that you feel you had a bad experience wilh TSA. 
12:32:14 Thank you for calling to let us know about the incident. You can have a note from your doctor but it is not necessary. Tell them you have an implant in your eye. At.SO: TSA can neither confirm nor deny whether an individual is on a Federal Watch 

PM List because this information is derived from class1f1ed and sensitive law enforcement and intelligence information. ALSO: When you go through screening and you do not want the AIT machine, you cannot request the WTMD. You would have to have 
the pa tdow n procedure instead. 

Date and Time of Flight: Sept 29th, 2014 Departed at 2:00 p.m. Went through security between 12: 15 and 12:30 p.m. 
Gate or Terminal: Delta Terminal Gate E 9 
Bag Description: White and Black. Kippling Bag, regular carry on size, canvas bag duffel shaped. no wheels. 2 straps larger strap, She was wearing black pants, peach and beige blouse with a gray sweater over it and a plaid scarf, sunglasses on her 
head 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Number: 1908 
Airport: 0 hare 

Email kbl(61 I 
Caller stated he flew from Denver to SF O and the caller 1s an airline p1 lot. Ca 11 er stated he went through the checkpoint and he had to have a patdown and the ca 11 er stated the screen er touched his private parts and the ca 11 er stated he hasnt heard 
anything about his complaint. Caller wants to know where he can go on our website to fill out a formal complaint. 

913012014 Advised caller we forward his issue to the CSM manager at Denver airport on 09-19-2014. Caller stated he hasnt heard anything and the caller wanted lhe name and number of the CSM at Denver airport. 

3:44:51 
PM 

Name:rb)(61 
Phone: ~----~ 
Advised caller a formal complaint would have to be made in wnting and sent to headquarters. Ca 11 er d idnt want that information. Ca 11 er wanted to know where he can go to send a form al complaint on our website. 

Email: TSA-ContactCenter@tsa.dhs.gov 
http: www.tsa.gov contact-us 



Fro~(b1(6) 
Sent: Tuesday, September 30. 2014 11 :25 AM ~~J~~

1
~:t

1
actCenrer 

Hello, 

The attached comp I a int regards T SA issues. 

Thanks, 
Donna 
Case Number{~b_)_(6_, ___ ~ 
Consumer Information 

913012014 Inquirer Type 
Name 

4 '08 '46 Address 
PM 

E-mail Address 
Office Phone 

AA 

HYPERLIN 

(b)(6) 

BELLEVUE WA 98006 

BELLEVUE WA 98006 



913012014 
4:10:29 

PM 

Submitted on Tuesday. September 30, 2014 - 14: 11 Submitted by anonymous user:._[b-'••_1(6_.'-I __ _.I Submitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? 

Profiling 
- U nreaso na bl e Search Seizure 
- Other Rig hi or Liberty not I is ted 

Other Constitutional Right or Liberty not listed: Separation of a minor from parents without notification or consent. 
Are you filling this form out for yourself? No. I m filling this form out for someone else 

==Rep rese ntati ve Information== 
Firsl Name (b 1(61 
Last Name ih··,ii:=::°I 

Primary Phone,.J· ...... "--" . .._.""--~ 
Phone Number .. (b_.-'-1(6--'-) -.-.... -------, 
PO Box or Sire et Address b 1(6) 
City: Olive Branch ,_-__ . -----~ 

State: Mi ss1ssi p p1 
Zip Code (Post Code): 38654 
Other,.·,....,...-,-,--------, 
Emaiil(bi(ff1 
Have you been authorized to file this complaint fonm on behalf of 
another individual? . Yes, I declare that I am authorized to file 
this complaint on behalf of the named individual. 

==Comp I a i ntant Information= = 
Re I ati o ns hip with Com plai nta nt: Father 

Full Name of Complaintant:""h-'-·""·,I'-'R-'-·1 -----1,---------, 
PO Box or Sire et Address of Complaintanl (b 1(6) 
City: Olive Branch ,_-__ . -----~ 

State: Mi ss1ssi p p1 
Zip Code (Post Code): 38654 
Other: 
Phone No: .. f b~1-'-(6~) __ __. 



Caller said she filed a complaint on Sept. 7 at the TSA check.point at Houston lnterco_ntinental~e supervisor and wants to follow up on 11. .She said she also gave. a copy of her complaint to United. Airlines and wants to know 1/ we did anything about 
It. She said the Officer she had the complaint on was Superv1sor~b.i(6.:1 land his ID# 1s~and that she was at terminal C 31. She said she Is going to put this complaint on Facebook and Twitter and that she left her cell phone# and email 
address al the checkpoint and never heard from anyone. She sai she w,II go fo the media if she has to and said OfficerllliRfil}as rude and disrespeclful and that she was in I ears. She said he ruined her hairdo and she said the other workers lold her 
to report this but she did not get their names. She said her zipper bag was ripped but she is more concerned about the humiliation. She said the Officer was screaming at her and that there was an issue with her suitcase. She said he ruined her 
$150.00 hairdo and that she had pins in her hair. She requested that we email the claim form to her. She said she has pictures of herself and her Daughter crying from this incident and she said the Officer would not let her have a patdown and she said 
she had 2 bottles of juice in her bag that the children did not finish and she forgot to throw them away. She said this did not happen in NY and she said that Office+b::1(ff)lwas unapologetic. 

ComplaintCSM 

Claims Complaint 

Airport:Houston Intercontinental 
Airline:United 
Flight Number: 1530 

913012014 Departure Time: 09-07-14 at 3:35 pm 
Arrival Airport and Time:LaGuardia at after 1 O pm 

6:07:35 L . . k . 
p M ocatI on: secu n ty chec po Int 

Terminal: C 31 
Gate: unknown 
Contact ~b_i_(_6_··1 ---------------~ 

Response:! advised her I hat I will refer this 10 lhe CSM at lhe airpor1. 

To protect a passenger's rights under Federal law and to file a valid claim, travelers must send their claim in writing to TSA, stating the circumstances of the loss and the exact amount claimed (fair market value of lost or destroyed property, reasonable 
cost of repair for damaged property), within 2 years after the claim occurred. The claim must be signed by lhe claimanl or an authorized represen1ative (e.g., an a11orney or olher personal representative with appropriate proof of authorily). TSA is 
responsible for reviewing all claims relating to the screening of passengers and their baggage. 

To file a claim, you should fill out the Standard Fann 95 (claim form) in accordance with the instructions and return it to the address in box number 1. A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. While use of the form is not 
mandatory, ii may help 1ravelers ensure that they meet lhe legal requiremenls for filing a claim. If you decide to file a claim, it will be processed in accordance with the Federal Tort Claims Act. 



From rb,(6) 
Sent: uesday, September 30. 2014 8:32 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

913012014 Da I e Time: 913 012 

10:00:09 
PM 

Name: 

l(b1(6) 

Email: 

HYPERLINK (b)(61 ~----------------------~ 
Brief Description of Inquiry: 

Comp I a int response 

Comments: 

This is the response I received from my complaint.. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl(b 1(6) 
Date Time: 9/3012"'0"'"14-'--"'11,...:2"'0,...:0""1'"'P=,M,..,..... 

························---------------··························· 

101112014 N l(b. (6 ._ 
9:11 29 am,.,._ ~ 1 ~-'----~--~ 

AM Ema,t~h_·_-,I_R_·1 _______ ~ 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/ Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Arrived Miami on at 0545 on 30 September fi1ght LAN XL 516, to connect with AA61 to DFW. Went through security in Miami to get to Gate 26 Before I went through the 
scanner, I informed the officer "controlling the flow" that I had a metal prosthesis in my arm and leg from service and would (and did) set the alarm off. She was very pleasant and asked that I wait for an officer to do a at down. That's when I 
encountered Oflice,tb)(6:, ~ho "yelled" something I couldn't understand and when asked him to repeat it, he became very belligerent. Then, when the first officer had me go through the scanner again, (b}(6} napped"don'I you move from 
here" Another officer finally came over and conducted the pad down and thanked me for my cooperat,.io,...n,... . ..,..,.---, 
Comments:Because I know I'll set off the alarm. I always cooperate with the officers as I did this t1me.!1h·11r;·-, I attitude/conduct was clearly out of line. I don't know what screenings are given TSA candidates nor classes dealing with the public and 
common courtesy. bui1h··,1r;·1 !must have either missed them or is in dire need of remedial trainin~. I looked for a supervisor-none was available to report this situation. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Missing or Damaged llems: Lost and Found Current Dale/Time 10/112014 12:34:13 AM Airporl: ATL - Harlsfield-Jackson Atlanla 1n1ernational Dale/Time of Travel: 0912812014 3:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: Southwest 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport . South Security Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) . Two very nice African American males Comment . While passing through the Checkpoint, my laptop was routinely swabbed for explosives and an 
&quot;ALARM &quot: was triggered by your sere en i ng computer. 

I received a full luggage inspection and rear-of-the-hand pat down. I did not request a private screening because I didn't care. However, after the initial pat down, I was lold by a Supervisor that I needed to be laken a private screening area for a full 
front-of-the-hand pat down. Again, fine with me. 

10/112014 The problem is, I was so flustered by the unusual experience that I got home to Los Angeles and realized that some of my belongings were not put back in the suitcase after inspection. 
9:13:15 There was a plastic black bag that contained several personal ilems, including my $200 Gillele Electric razor, approximately $80 Electric toothbrush, lwo prescriplion medications, a retainer, and a number of other personal care ilems. This was noticed 

AM immediately upon opening the suitcase at LAX. 

10/112014 
9:13:23 

AM 

Thinking back on it, I do remember seeing the TSA officer who searched my bag on the luggage table remove the plastic bag and place it in a waist-high metal cabinet that was located immediately below the area where luggage is opened. I'm sure if 
you go to that metal cabinet or review the cameras you will see it. 

I am not angry at all. The Officers were cordial and polite and I am more than happy to cooperate. However, I do need to receive my ,terns back. I believe it was a 100% honest mistake that occurred after I was taken to the private screening area. I am 
happy to take delive of the items at my home or office ii you could please ship them to me in Los Angeles. Please contact me for address, etc. Thank you for what you do to keep us safe while travelling Would you like a response?: True Passenger's 
Name: (b':1(6) Phone Number !rh·11rr·, I Emailfh··,1rr1 ro leave a comment concerning lhis feedback, follow lhis link http://lsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB21ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 10/112014 12:13:42 AM Airport : LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel : 09130/2014 7:45 PM Airtine & Flight Number Delta Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
Terminal 5 TSA Employee: (If Known) l(b·:,(6) ~amp; others Comment, Complaint originates from missing a flight when TSA had the power to prevent me from doing so.&#160: Alas, the complaint follows as my attempt to submit feedback 
was resenled. 

First half - missing the flight: 
Was business class, regular flyer. and everyone was aware of the urgency.&#160: They failed to take any of many steps what would have prevented issues. 
• No accelera Ii on in Ii ne for baggage screening. 
' No offer al using the empty pre-check line. 
(Have been through pre-ch eek hall a dozen ti mes in the past nothing new or threatening. ) 
• Took a long time to rt a pat down. 
• Person 10 pal down b)(ff:, I seemed to be annoyed by my anxiety and went slowly. She also seemed to jeer at lhe fact lhat I was opting out. 
'Asked and no one was willing toga the ten feet to the gate ta inform them al my presence.&#160; (Literally the gate next to the TSA.) 
' Told repeatedly &quot:You will make it&quot: as they did little of what was in their power to help. 
Thus, we end with a vastly avoidable missing of flight. 

Second half - unnecessary aggression, rudeness, and unwillingness to give means of submiltinf fe:db!ck: 
!(b·:,(6) ! was the supervisor at the t,me.&#160;&#160; Number on the shiny badge was b':1(6) . She was blatantly insulted that I had come back for feedback. Seriously took things personally although I had placed no accusations. 
• Attempted to calm her, saying it wasn't against her but the response was a whole lot of altitude an aggression from her. 
• She tried to initiate an argumenl with me in zealous and demeaning logic to pressure me from filing feedback.&#160: There were no dispuled facts and no reason 10 discuss, never the less argue, and had to repeatedly disengage her back 10 my 
actual request of merely a feedback form. She really, really wanted to verbally fight. 
'Asked for a feedback form.&#160; Was told it was only online.&#160: (Delta help desk said that wasn't the truth.) 
• She really 
• Asked for a supervisor.&#160: She said she was supervisor and would not provide me wilh her boss nor another 10 speak to. 
'Answered a phone while I was actively talking ta her and trying to get her name. (Was told by another, nicer officer that her boss is likelJ'.iill]a~) Was absolutely stunned at the unprofessional conduct. Have never found anything this bad in 
my travels. (Complete 180 from the wonderful people and actions I see at Sea-Tac when I fly there for work. They all deserve serious awesome props.) Thank you for your timel1EE]Would you like a response?: True Passenger's Name!(b)(ffl I 
Phone Numberkb)(ff:1 !Emarl!(b)(ffl !To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link, httpJ/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



You didn't answer my question -you just sent a canned response. 

YOU DO KNOW I HAVE THE SAME - OR HIGHER - SECURITY CLEARANCE THAT YOU HAVE??? 

You do understand that - rig ht?? 

Evidently not.. 

10/112014 

12' 14 '52 Blah Blah Blah 
PM 

1011/2014 
2:12:24 

PM 

Thank you for your e-ma i I in which you inquire about I he reasons for secondary screening. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) see ks 10 provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 travelers who pass through our sere en i ng checkpoints. Every passenger and their property m usl be sere ened before e nl eri ng the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 

As I was trying to catch a plane from flint Michigan.American Airlines as I was going the airport I had to go thur the tsa checkpoint.From DPS so I show the tsa agent my tempory license lhat I have in my pockethe say he doesn't even know that the 
state of texas will give something to individual in the state of texas my license had all of the informantion. There is a 1800 number on the license and when it spries.l asked the supervisor was there a problem he I never seen a temporay license.I said 
that's what the texas give you when changing your address. This said to me im going to make you go thur additional patdowns. To make sure that you don't illegal stuff in your bags.this supervisor need to and the las agent need to be trained on the 
properly way to id e nt ifyi ng divers I ice ns es from different states this Ii cense s was o I ny te m para ry I ice ns es and it saids that this super was mush over stepping over and beyond his means th ere was nothing in my bags that was wou Id indicate that there 
was an explosive in my bags. The rules supervises & tsa agenl need to know about licenses from different states. 

n contain conf1d e nti al information be Io ngrng to the sender that Is I ega 11 y pri vi I eged. This information is intended only for the use of the 1nd1v1d ua I or entity named above. 
The authorized recipient of this information is prohibited from disclosing this info rma tr on to any o er d, If ou a re not the intended recipient, you a re hereby notified th at 
any disclosure, copying, dislribution, or action laken in reliance on the contents of lhese documents is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender 1mme ,a e y 

Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Ca I egori es Pa I-down 
Current Date/Time . 101112014 12:06:02 PM Airport · EW R - Newark International Date/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 

101112014 TSA Employee: (If Known) : 

2 _ 1 3, 54 Comment . I am a seventy-a ne year a Id woman with a rep I ace me nt hip. W hi I e I understand the need to check this out, I wou Id Ii ke to suggest that ca rryo n I uggage, which has a I ready be en checked be brought by the agent patting down the 
· PM &quot;susp ect&quot; to the checkout area. 

I had the experience in August of a wonderful agent, who brought my handbag and carryon bag with us. At all other pat downs I was forced to leave my bags unattended where anyone could have stolen money and or documents. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name!(b)(ff:, 
Phone Number. ~~------~ 

Email :"'kb'--1""'(6"") ____ --,-, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 101112014 2:29:20 PM Airport: ORD - Chicago-O'Hare International Date/Time of TrMel 10/011201412:45 PM Airline & Flight Number: CX807 Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: 
Terminal 5 TSA Employee: (If Known): Center Scanner-Male in charge Comment: Large male looked to be in charge of scanner area verbally abused myself, my wife and 13 year aid daughter when requesting an apt out. All three of us are Global 
Entry. but we understand that intern ati o na I flights are not inc I uded. 

101112014 Could you please retrain your staff to be pleasant when someone requests an opt-out. We should not be trealed as terrorists. The assists thal performed the pal downs were professional-this complaint is specifically for the male in charge at the 

4:15:36 
PM 

10/1/2014 
4:1542 

PM 

scanner. 

Al so, have you thought about ofleri ng a I owe r I eve I of screening to Glob al Entry participants on i nte mat ion a I flights? 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name (b':1(6) 
Phone Number. ~-· -·--~ 

Email !(b)(61 l 
To leave a comment concerning fh,s feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time : 1011/2014 2: 1 O: 11 PM Airport · DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International Date/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. I am a frequent traveler and aver the past 4 years I have encountered some of the worst customer service from TSA agents at many airports. There have been some very friendly and professional agents, but sadly the majority are rude and 
unp roles s ional . If the employees at a private company acted in this manner they wo u Id no Io nge r be employed, and I am baffled why the T SA culture a 11 ows for this rudeness. 
I am trying to get pregnant so a number of times I have asked to be pay down instead of using the machines. Usually I am met with hostility and have to wait a long time for someone to come do the pat down. My personal items are almost always 
sitting out of sighl. and I don't know why this is acceplable when we are not supposed to be away from our personal belongings. 
All too often the agents checking the boarding passes will not say hello when you greet them, won't smile, and generally treat travelers like a nuisance. If the TSA training could incorporate friendliness into their jab duties. travelers would have a much 
different opinion of TSA. I understand their job is to keep us safe while traveling, but they could do so with a modicum of interpersonalness. 
Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller: She is a frequent flyer and have metal implants on her legs and also use a service animal. Wanted to know how she can skip a patdown since she cant go through a metal detector. 

Advised: Since she can go through lhe me1a1 detector the last oplion for a TSO is patdown. 

kb 1(6)!Notes: 

Caller flies with a service animal and has metal implanls. Caller states that every lime she goes through the screening process she is required 10 go through a patdown. Caller is wanting 10 know how to alleviate the need for a patdown. Caller is 
wanting to know if PreCheck will allow her the option to not receive a patdown. Caller is wanting ta know if there is a way that she can bypass the lines because she has difficulty standing. 

10/112014 Advised Caller: 
5:03:20 

PM 
All individuals must undergo security screening at the checkpoint before being permitted into the secure area of an airport. including those eligible for TSA Pre\u2713 "'. Even 1f you are a PreCheck participant. you will still be subJect to a patdown if 
there is an alarm using the AIT 

Travelers who are directed to the TSA Pre\u2713'" lane may be allowed to keep on their footwear, light outerwear, and belt, and leave their laptop in its case. 

Many airports have lanes specifically designated for passengers with disabilities. medical conditions. or traveling with young children. Although passengers still may need to wait in line when using these lanes, in general the lines are much shorter and 
the wait lime is less. 

If an airport or checkpoint does not have a lane set aside for passenqers with disabilities or families. or a passenqer does not want to use that lane. any passenger who has difficulty standing may request to move to the front of any line. 



Fromtb)(61 
Sent: hursday, October 02, 2014 1: 12 AM 
To: TSAExlemalCompliance 
Cd(bi(6i 
Subj eel: TSA Privacy I nfri ng ement 

RESENT 

Per the instructions given, p I ease Ii nd my complaint regarding T SA touching me in pu bl Ic without my permission and not using steri I e protective g I aves. 

Thanks 

Attachment: 
Complaint Information 

1 01212014 In formation about I he person who experienced the civi I rig his ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I ation 

10:12:51 
AM 

10/212014 
10:40:53 

AM 

Name (b)(61 
Phone#: Cell:~lh_·.F,IR=·=I ,;====='---, 
Mailing Address: kb!fff, !Pleasant Hill MO 64080 

Email: HYPERLINK~fb~l~(6~i~-----------------~ 

What happened? Describe your complaint. Give as much detail about your experience as possible. 
including the name of the air carrier, if this occurred at an airport. 

I was told by the Ii rst screening agent that it was not necessary to rem ave my belt. I proceeded 
through the lull body scanner. Once pass the scanner the second agent without my permission 
or discussion reached up and grabbed my midseclion al my belt line. I immediately told him not 
to touch me• I don t know TSA pal icy, but it is my personal private area and he does NOT have 
my pe rm1ssi on to touch me in pu bl Ic without my permission. He said the scanner showed metal 
object that was clearly my belt buckle. He refused my request to remove the buckle and return 
back lhrough the scanner. Also identified were lhe rivet of my blue jeans. It was quite clear that 
this was an excuse for denying my request and taking liberty al essentully a public pat down 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories · P role ssIona Ii sm/C ustome r Service Current Date/Ti me 
Tsa check ooint to aate 24 TSA Emolovee: (If Known\tb··1(6i 

b)(61 

1 01212014 3 · 26 · 40 AM Airport LAX - Los Ange I es Intern ati o na I Date/Ti me of Travel 10101 12014 11 · 40 PM Ai rt i ne & Flight Numb er Aero m exi co 7 58 Che c kpornU Area of Airport 
!Comment . A ouien coCTesoonda: 



10/212014 
2:05:4g 

PM 

1011/2014 
This incident happened at the Peoria. Ill. Airport on 9124114, approx. 7:00 a .m. while checking in for United Fight 5590 departure time 8:50. and was one of the most insulting, embarrassing incidents that I have experienced. I am a small 81 year old 
woman, had a hip injury a few days before my trip. It was very painful to walk and I had been having 10 use a wheelchair in lhe olher airports. We did not see a wheelchair when we came into the airport. The airport was virlually empty, so I did make 
my way slaw ly to the checkpoint area. 
We saw a sp eci a I whee I chair check in and told the man th at I needed a wheelchair for the rest of the way. He brought one . I got in and th en m stead of going through the wheelchair check in. I was taken over to the regular che c km, to Id to take my shoes 
and jacket off, even though I tried to tell them I was not required to because of my age. was told I didn't look it. and was instructed to go through the scanner. Was then told that I would have to have a pat down. I thought that it was some kind of joke 
and started laughing. My friend had brought the wheel chair around for me, I got in, but was lold I would have gel out and stand. By now I couldn't believe it, and was starling to get angry by the stupidity of it all. My friend is a big heallhy man and they 
ignored him, but had to check the little old wheelchair lady. I asked '"Why are you doing this, and one replied that I had set everything off. I had several silver bracelets on and said that was probably what did it . and could I just remove them and go 
through the sea nne r again and d1sp ense with this. They ignored me. 

I was asked if i wanled to be checked in in privale, but I thoughl it was just a little pat down, and I replied angrily, '"Just go ahead and gel it over"'. I was told to hold my arms slraight oul. The TSA began feeling every inch of my body. She said 
something about it would take 4 minutes. It was early in the morning, and we were the only travelers in the area. sa all al the TSA employees (I believe there were three men and two women were all standing around watching the shaw. ) I asked ta see 
the person in charge. He came out and when I said "This 1s rid1cu lous why are you doing this? he just stood the re with a dumb look on his face and started watching the show too. When the woman checking me got to the point where she was fee Ii ng 
my breasts and asked me to pull up my blouse. I was so angry and embarrassed that I was almost crying, and looked at the men, and said they could at least have the decency to tum there backs. A couple of them did. She then felt up and down my 
legs up 10 my crotch. It was a very embarrassing, frustrating experience, and I thoughl whal is this country becoming? Nazi Germany? When we entered the boarding area, we saw signs for special wheel chair restrooms. Ask if you need help---what 
a joke' What was the point of it, in this little out of the way town in the mid west? Are they on a little power trip? Are they so bared that they do this far amusement. or is it that they have let the rules overcome their their common sense??? 

fb)(61 

The caller flew from MCO 10 SLC wilh Delta DL303 departing at 6:25am this morning from Gate 78. He checked a bag with a TSA Approved Lock. NOi was present. He indicated that the lock is missing and the zipper were damaged. 

He asked what his options are in regard to requesting reimbursement and what is the p race ss. 

The caller opled out of AIT. The TSO al the checkpoint stated at the checkpoint that TSA spent millions on the AIT machine. Why don t you use ii? He feels like the TSO was rude and aggressive during lhe paldown, making the caller feel very 
uncomfortable. The TSO has a shaved head, accent, older gentleman 5 6 . outs pa ken, more badges than a standard TSO, bad teeth. The caller indicated that he was a bully. He was at the checkpoint between 5:30am and 6am. 

101212014 I explained that TSA Recognized Locks are manufac1ured by Travel Sentry and Safe Skies. These entities provide pass key sels to TSOs thal allow them 10 unlock and relock the lock. If the lock is made by another enlily, TSA may nol have a passkey 

2:S0:34 set. He is at liberty to file a claim for reimbursement by completing a claim form. I ordered the claim form to be emailed. I advised that he can have the bag repaired and then request reimbursement for the cost of repair. I advised that he submit 
supporting documentation such as re cei pis. 

PM 

I advised that he complele lhe claim form and submit it 10 lhe CMB. Once received, they will send a letler of acknowledgement along with a claim number. The CMB will review lhe claim and make a further investigation of the facts if necessary. They 
will determine to reimburse, settle, ar deny the claim. 

I have documented that comp I ai nt. TS A mo ni to rs the number and nature of complaints received so th at we can track trends and spot areas of conce m that may require speci a I attention. 

I advised that I would refer the information ta the CSM at MCO to make them aware. They would have the means to look into and address this issue. I apologized and explained that TSOs are required ta treat passengers with dignity, respect, and 
courtesy. 

Caller is sharing an experiance about flying with a disabled son. On Sept 11th from ONT in CA and works as a traveling aid. Son is mentally disabled and first thing that happened was son had expired ID which upset him before the screening began. 
Caller 1s up set bee a use TSO s chose to patdown her son and 11 rea 11 y upset h, m m enta 11 y. Terminal 2 was where the s1tuati on happened. Ca 11 er stated she cal led the manager at ONT and a I ad y says the gentleman was u np role ss,ona I and seemed to 
not care about the situation and the ca Iler to Id the manager to I ook on the cameras and the manager to Id her the cam eras do not work ha If the time and at terminal 2 the ca me ra s never wo rl< which is a security issue, 

Airport- ONT 
Date Time - Sep 11th 2014 at 6:40am 
Airline - United Airlines 
Flight heading to Houston 

101212014 Email l(b)(61 
6:40:05 ""-"--'-~--------' 

PM 
Response: 
Specifically, you were concerned about screening of passengers with mental disabilities such as dementia or Alzheimer's ar mental illness such as schizophrenia.Passengers with mental disabilities or mental illness can be screened without being 
separated from their traveling companions. Traveling companions should inform the Transportation Secunty Officer (TSO) conducting the screening of the passenger's needs before screening begins. Traveling companions may offer suggestions on the 
best way to approach and screen the passenger. especially if it is necessary to touch him or her during screening, 
Advised caller I would forward the information to the CSM 



10/3/2014 
8:2221 

AM 

Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Ca I egori es Other 
Current Date/Time . 1012/2014 11 :57:34 PM Airport · SAN - San Diego International Date/Time of Travel : 09/30/2014 6:30 AM Airline & Flight Number · Delta Flt. 1592 Checkpoint/Area of Airport · Terminal 2 TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment: I am a Delta Airlines frequent flier (platinum) and through this status have had TSA precheck status for approximately two years. However, the last two flights I have been on I was not able to check in on-line and had the SSSS code on my 
boarding pass and had to go through lull bag search and pat-down. I'm flying again on 101312014 and tried to check in on-line and again I am not able to check-in on-line due to &quot;security reasons&quot; per the Alaska Airlines website. Can you 
please te 11 me why I have gone r ro m T SA precheck status to being flagged for spec ia I s ecu ri I y sere en i ngs eve ryl i me I fly? Th is wi 11 be my I hi rd fl i g hi in I ess th an two wee ks where I have been I agged for a s pecia I s ecuri I y sere en i ng. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 

Passenger's Nam;-e,..,.~-~---,..--' 
Phone Number , b 1(6) 
Email (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

He has TSA Pre business and has a knee replacement. 
When he flew the last time, he was made to go through the other line. 
This was at R SW, and he was wandering if this was procedure. 
At the end of the call he was a little disgruntled and said the program was worthless. 

10/3/2014 
9:54:53 Advised caller: 

AM All individuals must undergo security screening at lhe checkpoint before being permilled into lhe secure area of an airport, including those eligible for TSA Pre\u2713 '". 

TSA recognizes that certain travelers with disabil1t1es or medical conditions may have difficulty standing or walking and that certain medical conditions may cause individuals to alarm when screened using a walk-through metal detector. If this occurs. 
TSA Pre\u2713"' individuals may be permitted to undergo alternate screening procedures such as Advance Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, explosives trace detection (ETD) swabbing. or a patdown screening. 

The caller wants to know if the officers change their gloves between checking peoples luggage. The callers daughter had a NOi and the caller states that if they are not changing gloves they are spreading germs. The callers daughter from LAS and she 
took all her clothes to be dry cleaned just to be safe. The caller called and complained and someone was supposed to call him back but he never received a call back. The caller slates I hat I his is terrible and he thinks the government does not give a 
darn and they are spreading germs. The caller states that you cannot request that TSA changes their gloves. The caller states a point is that a person came from Liberia and who knows who inspected his luggage and how many other bags they 
touched with the same pair of g I aves. The ca 11 er thinks the CDC s hou Id know this. The caller thin ks the p eo pie in charge a re not paying attention. 

10/3/2014 Transportation Administration Securily (TSAJ security screeners are instrucled to wear gloves when conducling physical inspections of property and patdown inspections of individuals. Screeners musl only wear TSA-issued gloves when performing 
4 :03: 13 screening fu net ions and wi 11 use a new pair of g I aves whenever a passenger requests that they do so. 

PM 
Screeners must also inspect their gloves regularly for stains, tears. and other signs of damage and replace their gloves as necessary. 

I gave the ca 11 er the number to the Center lo r Disease Control P reve nti on (CDC) 800-232-46 36. 

I advised the cal I er that I did not know who was supposed to ca 11 him back and apologized th at no one returned his ca 11. 
10/3/2014 i just want all you guys to know my wife and i will never fly again. we are not going to permit you either to pat us down and grope us, or subject us to the radiation which will be needlessly inflicted on us by one of your scanners. eventually. you guys. 

8:18:07 and the people who "control" you will "get 11," but until they and you do, "so-long." and "'so long" to any airline who would make any profit from our purchase of airline tickets. sincerely. really, sincerely. 
PM 



10/312014 
8:18:54 

PM 

Submitted on Friday, October 3, 2014 - 19:38 Submitted by anonymous user:~!(b_·~1(_6~) __ ~!Submitted values are: 

Preferred Language: english 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? Gender Sex Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==I nd1v1d ua I Info== 
First Name 1h··,1rr1 
Lasl Name: bi/61 

PO Box or Street Address b 1(6) 
City: Seatlle '-------~ 

State: Washington 
Zip Code (Post Code): 98106 
01 here United States 

Emailf b 1(6) 

==Incident lnfonmation== 
When did this happen? 09 30 2014 
Where did this happen? NEW YORK - JFK - John F. Kennedy 

International 
What happened? 
After going through the Millimeter wave security I was asked if I 
had any kind of brace, I said I was wearing a binder type brace. 
I was asked 1/ I would consent to a pat down I said yes. I was 
then ta ken to private room and given a fu 11 pat down of my torso 
and arms and explained the type of binder I was wearing. I was 
then told I would need to remove my shirt. At that point I told 
them I would not remove my clothing and I that I am transgender 
female to male and I wearing a chest binder which is the 
equivalenl of spandex sporIs bra. I supervisor was called and 
told again I would need to remove my shirt and I told them I 

Caller was at securily at the airport and she did not want to go lhrough the AIT machine and is concerned aboul the exposure to the radialion. The TSO didn t give her the oplion of opting out and she told him she was concerned about and he blew her 
off and said that it was safe. She does not remember what the TSO looked like or know his name. 

Advised: 

AIT screening is safe for all passengers and the technology meets national health and safety standards. AIT machines have been independently evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration, the National Institute for Standards and Technology, and 
the Johns Hopkins University Appl 1ed Physics Laboratory. who have al I affirmed their safety. This testing took into account s pec,al pop u I at,ons th at are mo re sensitive to radiation. such as ch, ldren, persons receiving radiation treatment for medical 
conditions, and pregnant and potentially pregnant women, as well as Transportation Security Officers who work near the equipment. In fact, a traveler is exposed to less radiation from one AIT scan than from two minutes being onboard a commercial 
aircraft at flighl altitude. The extremely low dose of radialion from the entire spectrum of TSA screening Iechnology is inconsequential, even to frequent flyers who undergo repealed screening. 

1 ~1!'.i2~ ~ 4 Sc reenrngs using AIT a re vo I unta ry. Ind i vi d ua Is who do not wish to be screened by this techno I og y w, 11 be required to undergo alte mati ve s c reenrng. including a thorough p atdown. 

PM 
Let me get some informalion from you and I can forward I his to the CSM at Sacramenlo. 

Airport where the i nc1d e nt occurred: Sacramento 
Airline: United 
Flight numbers: Unknown 
Date and time of incident September 23. 2014, 0400 am 
What tenminal or gate? Unknown 
I ndivid ua I s contact information ema i I 



Caller said he just had a bad expenence at ATL when he tried to fly this morning at 8:00 to DEN. He was to go to a secure location to evaluate some top basketball players. He said he went through secunty around 7:59 a.m. He said he was told one 
of his bags alarmed and they had to recheck his bag and he had a ful I patdown. He said it on I y took about 2 minutes. He said they checked his 2nd bag and it a I so alarmed. They had a security specialist come down then to check his bags again. It 
took 25 minutes for him to get I here. He came there and put lhe bags back through the xray machine and I hey did not alarm at I hat time. Thal is all he did, just put his bag back through the scanner again and said the specialist said they are ok and he 
let caller go. Caller said he missed his flight because of this. He said now he will have to fly home with the next available flight with Delta. He said he missed the event completely because you cannot get in unless you are with the whole group. He 
said he will also be charged for a hotel room he cannot use. He said this trip was work for him. He said he was not satisfied with the TSO he dealt with and the way she spoke to him. He asked if he could go through the prionty line but they would not 
let him. This was when he was in line to get screened. He said there was only 1 person in that line. He was told no you cannot go through that line because it is for those in wheelchairs or that are disabled. He said later the green coat, who works 
with TSA, took someone else oul of another line, women and children, and let them go through the priorily line. He said he spoke 10 lhe Security Director and lhey had him fill out a comment card. He said he is very disappoinled with that process. He 
said this is the 2nd time. in 2 weeks, he has had this problem at ATL. He said the security people in ATL don t care if you are going to miss your flight. He said at other Airports they try to help you make your flight, if you tell them you are running late 

101412014 or may miss your fi1ght. they will try to help you. He said at ATL they don t do that. He said other Airports let you use the pnority line if there is not many persons in the line. 
9:04:03 

AM RESONSE: I will be sending your information as a complaint to the CSM at the AirporI. I would like to apologize I hat you feel you had a bad experience with TSA. Thank you for calling 10 let us know about the incident. 

Date and Time of Flight: Oct 4, 2014 Was at secunty 7:40 a.m. Flight was supposed to depart at: 8:20 a.m. Plane took off at 8:31 a.m. 
Gate or Terminal: B 4 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Number: 1578 
Airport: AT L harts 
Email:!(b 1(6) 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 101412014 6:38:26 PM Airporl: ONT - LA/Onlafio International Date/Time of Travel: 0912012014 Airline & Flight Number: AA Checkpoint/Area of Airport: American 
Airline Terminal (only one checkpoint) TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment: TSA, 

The TSA screening line was extremely large al the ONT airport in the morning, almosl reaching the outside doors at the END of the terminal. While people were frustrated and concerned wilh the enormous line, I here were several visible TSA 
personnel that appeared to be doing nothing, &quot:standing around&quot:, where they could have made efforts to alleviate the situation. I am sure it took many travelers 45 minutes to an hour just to get through the TSA process. plus several people 
MISSED their flights due to the TSA delays. 

Once I fi na 11 y arrived 10 I he &quot: checking of bags&q uot: process, I de c Ii ned I he A IT machine, and knew it wi 11 involve a pa td own, which is expected. I know I he re is somel i mes a slight delay due to in effi ci en ices, so I informed a TSA personnel 
(helping with plastic containers), IMMEDIATELY after my ID was checked, so that they could notify the appropriate person. After placing my shoes and items on the belt to be screened, I notified them that I declined the AIT machine. They asked me to 
wait in a certain spot. which again, is expected. After waiting for a while, and even longer. and seeing many travelers go by, the TSA person standing next to me for SEVERAL minutes finally said the he will do the patdown. 

- It didn't appear thal he was doing anylhing significant, or at all, that would warrant the time waiting, especially when I notified them in advance. 
101412014 - Why couldn't he acknowledge that he would be doing the screening, such as, &quot;l'II be with you in a moment&quot: or something like that. 

7: ~~49 - I encourage TSA to implement a better more efficient process for those individuals who decline the AIT process. 

On a positive note, the T SA person doing the pa tdow n did put on a new set of g I aves. When a TSA person puts on new g I ove s when they I oak through baggage (touching and hand Ii ng i terns) or do a p atdown. that is a I ways appreciated. 

In summary, please improve lhe screening process at the airport so that people don'I conlinue to miss flights due to TSA inefficiencies in personnel and/or processes. It is very apparent and clear that TSA is inefficient at I hat airport when EVEN the 
airline agents complain and tel I their customers/travelers that missed flights a re usu a I ly due to the T SA delays and that they frequently see TSA person ne I &quot: standing arou nd&q uot: at certain ti mes. Al so, it would be very appreciated if it was 
mandated lo r TSA person ne I to put on a new set of g I aves whenever baggage is opened and items hand I ed and touched. especially in the patdown process. 

Regards, 

~ 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 



Caller said he is angry at TSA at the IND Airport and had an unpleasant experience yesterday at the secunty checkpoint with the TSA Officers but he does not have their names. He said he is 62 years old and was with his wife and poses no threat to 
anyone. He said he and his wife flew from IND to Denver to Santa Fe, NM and his wife got precheck but he did not. He said he went through AIT and had put his items on the conveyor belt with other poeple s items and he said he was told to push his 
ilems on the conveyor belt and he said lhe female Officer should have done that not him. He asked about his pocket comb and they told him to hold it up over his head in lhe AIT. He said a young male Officer came over and look his wallet and comb 
and laid them down and then started the patdown without asking him. He said then the Officer started going through his wallet without asking him and wanted to xray the comb again. He said he had a camera bag and forgot he had a leatherman inside 
it and he said that was his mistake. He said he told the female Officer that he forgot he had 11 and she told him to put it in check bag, mail 11 or surrender it. He said he needed to get on the plane and it was Sat. and no way to mail it and he said his 
Daughter gave it to him and he said he ta I ked to an Officer and he asked if th ere was some way he could get it back, He said he did surrender it and got on the p I an e, He said there has to be a better way and asked if he cou Id get it when he gets back, 
He said he is upset aboul having to get oul of line to push his items up the conveyor belt when he said the female Officer did it for olher people. He said they swabbed his hands and he should nol have had to go lhrough that. He said we slill have lhe 
wand at that airport and they used it on other people but patted him down. He asked if the CSM will call him back and he said he willl get a Congressman involved if they do not call him back. He said he does want the CSM to call him back. 

Complaint 

Airport:IND 
Airline: United 
Flight Number:4112 

101512014 Departure Time: 10-04-14 at 3pm at lhe checkpoint and the flight lime was 5:10 pm 
Arrival Airport and Time:Santa Fe at 8 pm 

11 :40:50 L . . k . 
AM ocat, on: secu n ty chec po, nt 

Term i na I: unknown 
Gate:A 25 

Contact lnformationt~~-·~1(_6~) ---~ 

I advised him that I will refer this to the CSM and that I do not know if he will be called back by the CSM, 

Res pons e: I advised h, m that precheck is random far security reasons and based on an ind i vi d ua I basis. I advised him that he can not get the leatherm an back. 

Search Results For: 
I gave info from http: apps.tsa.dhs.gov mytsa cib_results.aspx?search91h·11r;-·, 

!(b 1(6i ! "-'-'-''-'-'-'------' 

10/5/2014 
1:06:54 

PM 

Check Only 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" . Screening 
Current Date/Time· 1015/2014 12:37:44 PM Airport, ABO - Albuquerque International Sunport Date/Time ofTravel: 08/12/2014 Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport Security Screening TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. My daughter was traveling on her own yet she is under 18. She has a Global Entry card and is a Trusted Traveler. She was told she had to get &quot:extra&quot: screening and go through the X-ray machine. She was never told why. As a 
still growing child she refused the X-ray machine and was told she had to get a pat-down. No parent with any common sense would let their kids go through an unnecessary X-ray. Don·t even respond with a comment that it Is safe. It wasnl until the 
moment before the pat-down that the employee asked &quot You're over 18, right?&quot: That is completely unacceptable. She finally called someone over to observe but give me a break. Patting kids down like they are criminals? 

If I am not allowed to accompany my child through security then employees should darn well know how to treat them. The reason I paid for the Global Entry for my kids, had them go through the application and interview process, and make sure I enter 
their numbers on all airline ticket purchases is so they can avoid this treatment. It is unacceptable that we go through these measures and still have to be detained. I expect that all my family go through the expedited screening because Homeland 
security has all our infonnation and history. How can you justify this? Can you also please tell me why this program is in place ii you can randomly ignore it? 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number . 
Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" . Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time 101512014 11 :36:24 AM Airport BTV - Burlington International Date/Time of Travel : 09/1212014 Airline & Flight Number JetBLUE Checkpoint/Area of Airport : secunty 

101512014 TSA Employee: (If Known) . 

1_07 _12 Comment: I have double knee replacemenls so of course I sel off the alarm. I was lold I should have gone lhrough the X-Ray. Nol allowed to go back and through it. Subjecled to full pat down at every step of my three-year trip. I asked about wanting 
· PM my knees, was told, &quot:no longer done&quot;. Hands in my hair, stabbed for drugs,etc. at every airport. I am 73 years old, had a TSA recheck for part of the trip which didn't matter. On my trip I saw other women in the same situation. A waste of 

my 11 me and that of the T SA agent when a I it tie common sense could stream Ii ne the race ss. S ace doesn't a 11 ow me to e I aborate but would Ii ke to share my who I e experience with you. May I just say a 11 agents a re not the same. Ho ping to hear from 
youl/bl/6\ !Would you like a response?. True Passenger's Name. (bi(6) Phone NumberJ(b)(6) !Email :!(b,(61 !To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link: 
hltp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicalionManager 



101512014 
3:04:33 

PM 

101612014 
8:30:26 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPkb 1(6) 
Date Time: 10/5/2~0-1~4-1~:4_4_:_1_7_P_M~ 

Name~b)(61 
Email b1(6) 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):5688/USAirllLM/6/0nly Security Line at 1315 on Oct 5,2015 
Commentscl'm 7.5 months pregnant and politely requested a pat down. (I travel at least Biweekly and this has been my routine since advised by my Dr 3 months ago) TSAAgenfbl(ffi !proceeded to go through his standard communications in not 
only a condescending tone but when I answered yes ··1 understand and I would still like a pat down" he proceeded to attempt to argue the safety of the radio waves with my condition. I informed him "'I travel at least biweekly and would like a pat down'·. 
he sighed and radioe!d very !oudly_ that '"the lady in thernd short would like a pat down"', I have never ran into a more rude and opinionated TSA agent in all my travel miles and various airports. COG was_ even more a__ ropriate and accommodating than 
tiny IL M's TSA Agent 1h ·11R I It's difficult enough I raveling pregnanl for work yet alone to have to deal with rude, condensing, knowing more than educated MD's, TSA Agents that conduct themselves as d1d Agen b 1(6 _1 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

------------====~--------------------
Remote Client IP:!(b 1(6) 
Date Time: 10/6/2,;.0.,..14""=7:'°"3..,.0:""'2-=5""'A..,.M.,....... 

Comments:ln both airports (1012 for CMH around 10 a .m .. TPA on 1015 around 9:20 a.m.) my wet armpits apparently flagged the MMV machine, which apparently requires a patdown of the impacted area. But on both occasions. both employees 
touched me without warning or consent. You cannol expect me to hear an instruction when I am 7 feet away with my back to the employee or if multiple employees are barking orders. The employee who needs to touch me needs to face me, state her 
intent, and obtain consent before touching me or anyone. Otherwise, it's battery(or similar charge) under the color of law in all states. I find it hard to believe that your SOP does not require this. and if it doesn't, it probably needs to- no touching without 
afli rm ati ve con sent - and a pp roaching the passenger from the front ( or wherever they can see AND hear the employee) and verily i ng they heard you - not from behind - wou Id correct this deli c i ency and perceived and actual vi o I at1on of person. The 
violations of the 4th amendment a re bad enough, but being touched without wami ng and pe nm i ssion is una cce pta ble. Th an k you. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?"' , Disability or Medical Condition CuCTent Date/Time, 101512014 8:38:39 PM Airport: LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel: 10/05/2014 5:00 PM Airline & Flight Number· Southwest Airlines. Flt. 3216 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Soulhwesl Airlines TSA screening area Terminal 1 TSA Employee: (If Known) Unknown and not relevant Comment: I am approved for TSA Pre-Check (in addition to Global Entry) and constantly experience issues in lhe 
TSA Pre-Check lanes because of my hip replacement. The experience at LAX which is the subject of this complaint is the most recent instance, but by no means an isolated one. 
The TSA Pre-Check lane at the Southwest concourse is not equipped with a new technology scanner; they use the standard metal detector. which anyone with a prosthetic hip will activate. By now I am accustomed to proceeding through the TSA Pre
eh eek I anes with metal detectors because that seems to be genera I ly standard at most US airports. When my hip sets off the meta I detector I am subjected to a pat-down, which th en requires th at I remove my shoes and belt for sea n ni ng , Today at 
LAX I was also then subjected to the hand swabbing process, which I assume was part of the pat-down process. It should be noled al this point that A FEW US airports, among them - Denver and Albuquerque, have the process designed in a manner 
where passengers like myself can have their boarding passes checked at the Pre-Check entry point and then walk through a scanner in the regular screening lines. That is not the case in the Southwest concourse screening point, nor in our home 
airport in Phoenix, terminal 4, concourse D. 
If the scanners are not going to be installed at all Pre-Check entry points the process should at least be able to comprehend passengers like myself without subjecting us the the pat-down and swabbing processes. It is unnecessarily frustrating and time 
consuming to be out through lhose additional steps, especially in light of lhe fact that Pre-Check passengers and those of us with Global Enlry status have, in lheory, already been through the requisite background checks that qualified us for the TSA 
Pre-Check program in the first place. In essence. the manner in which passengers like myself are being handled, it nearly negates any advantage gained by being approved for Pre-Check. 
It is c I ear that the T SA Pre-Ch eek process needs to be updated to take these s1tuati on s into account. otherwise al I that's being accomp Ii shed is add1t1ona I unnecessary sere en i ng, steps that s ho u Id have been el Im i nated with the advent of the Pre-Check 
program. 
I have brought I his issue where the Phoenix airport is concerned to the attention of the airport management in Phoenix. lntereslingly enough, since the time I made my complaint to those aulhorities, lhe TSA Pre-Check lane in 1erminal 4, concourse D, 
has been closed. TSA Pre-Check passengers at that concourse are now screened through the regular screening lanes. 
TSA needs to take a hard look at how a process that was supposed to improve the screening expenence now adds additional frustrations for those of us with certain medical cond1t1ons. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Name (b)(61 
Phone Number ~/-h~·.1r-R--1--~-~ 

Email (b)(6i 
To leave a commen concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



10/612014 
12:12:34 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 10161201411:11:59 AM Airport CLT - Charlotle Douglas International Date/Time of Travel: 10/0612014 11 :15 AM Airline & Flighl Number 185532916054 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : d checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment : My wife and I we re detained for more than 20 minutes. Put through ful I body pat downs, had our I ugg age p u 11 ed a pa rt. My 9 month son was taken from his mother and was screaming his head off. We we re to Id no detai Is about why we were 
going through this or what we did . They wou Id not let me touch and comfort my wife who was very scared and ups et. The T SA employee who pat my wile down was rude, he a rt I ess and would not tel I us any d eta i Is about what was going on. We we re 
trealed like criminals for bringing a baby 10 lhe airpor1. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name b·:1(6) 
Phone Number _,..,...,""'--'-'-"----.----' 

Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

The caller indicated I hat she fiew yesterday on American from ALO to Kalamazoo Ml via ORD. She indicaled thal her checked baggage was physically inspected. Items in her toiletry bag were not repacked as she had them. Items spilled oul inlo her 
toiletry bag. The bag was very wet an the bottom. Pantyliners were spilled out into the toiletry bag. 

The other contents of her bag was disarrayed as well. Her laundry bag was opened and spilled out. 

She indicated that she will have ta replace everything in the bag. 

TSO should put things back as they we re. She is very upset in reg a rd to this and something needs to be done a bout this. 

She asked who will be contacting her. 

She has metal implants in knee. She meets the AIT guidelines. She doesn t use a mobility device or a wheelchair. She indicated that she normally receives a patdown. She asked if there is something that she can do so that she doesn ta require a 
pa td own. She asked if she requests a I check in to be sere ened. She le els I hat I he re should so met hi ng to a ccommo da I e passengers who have mel al implants to Ii mit I he requirement of a pa ldow n. 

101612014 10 5 Amencan 3423 from ALO to ORD departing 3:20pm from Gate 1. 

12,37,37 Baggage Claim ltb i(6i I 
PM Her suitcase is a bright 1urquoise wilh a lhin black trim. It has 2 front oulside pockets (smaller one and a larger one) 

1016/2014 
4:24:10 

PM 

I a po I og i zed and advised that I would refer the information to the CS M at ALO to make them aware. They would have the means to look into and address this. I advised that I would include an indication that she would Ii ke to be contacted. Once we 
refer information to the CS M we cannot guarantee what a ct ion they wi 11 take. 

The passenger can file a claim for reimbursement by completing a claim form. I ordered the claim form to be emailed. The information that she needs ta complete the claim form and submit it ta the CMB will be included in what I am sending. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints received so that we can track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. 

I advised that I have documented her suggestion and TSA does review this information. I advised that she should advise of her metal implant, where it is located, and her level of ability before screening begins which can facilitate screening. Inna 
capacity can we guarantee that a patdown will not be required as they are required to clear alarms and anomalies. She can request the AIT if available and as long as she can stand still with her arms above her head for five to seven seconds without 
the support of a person or device. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. They can address these and provide assistance through screening. 

TSA Cares can provide assistance through screening for those with disabilities or medical conditions. This assistance will not eliminate the need for a patdown but may help facilitate screening. If she would like to request assistance, she can call with 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp:llwww.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ(b)(61 I 
Date Time: 10/612014 1 :46:57 PM 

Namef b)(61 I 
Email b 1(6) I 
Comp a I rlts :· D1 scou rteo us/ Rude Em pi oyee 
Flight Info If a licable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Ua1469 Denver 10 Ord· 
Comment (b·:1(6) was very unprofessional during a recent screening. He decided he needed to lecture me on pat down procedures long after I had complied with the request to remove my belt, shoes. and items in my packets. He continued 
to dende me for several minutes after I had passed the metal detector and was waiting for a pat down. 

I have been in the pre-check.program for 1.5 years and fly weekly. 

Most T SA officers a re fine examples of dedicated employees work i nq to keep the trave Ii nq pub Ii c safe l._(""b .. l ('-'6'--1 __ __,! at DIA is not amonq that q roup. 



Hello. 

I'd like to speak with a direcl supervisor about my experience I his afternoon, going through security screening al about 1 pm PST at LAX on Monday, October 6, 2014, Terminal 4, to gates 40-49. 

After stJnding in the body scanner for the required time frame, the TSA employee asked me to wait outside of the scanner My back was to this woman. I was facing a male TSA agent who had both palms facing me in the "stop" position. 

After a few seconds, the woman who was overseeing the body scanner approached me from behind. While standing behind me, she said "I need to check your hair. If I don'I you can't go anywhere today. I promise I won't mess you up." 

W Ithout any ti me for me to react she placed her g I oved hands on my head and started patting down my head. Then she dismissed me. 

I have several problems wilh what happened here: 

1 I Being addressed from behind wh i I e another T SA agent is holding my attention denies me of an opportunity to engage directly with the person who was about to touch my body. I found this s u rp nsing. given the ma I e T SA agent standing in front of me 
was the one holding my gaze. and I felt like I had been violated and embarrassed after the female TSA agent patted my head down from behind with no direct consent from me. 

101612014 I also take issue with her comment that if she didn't proceed, I wouldn't be able to travel. There are alternatives to public pat-downs and none of those were offered to me--I had no time to react before her hands were on my body. 
6:09:39 

PM 

10/6/2014 
6:0951 

PM 

211 did not observe any TSA agents in the area patting down the heads of any other person walking through the screening zone. As an African American woman with short, kinky hair, I find this concerning and biased, There were multiple individuals 
nearby with hair longer and "bigger" than mine, and none of those individuals had I heir heads patled down. Is it lhe TSA's position I hat only short and kinky hair can conceal illegal items? 

In addition to speaking with a supervisor about my experience, I would like to know the precise guidelines or legal code that states my type of hair and/or hair style (as opposed to someone else"s) could pose a threat that warrants a hands-on search. 
request this documentation in writing. 

31 The TSA agent patted down my hair with gloves on, however I question the practice of touching a person's body with gloves that may have touched hundreds of people and/or objects of various origin and health status during the course of her shift. 
While I appreciate the exposure TSA agents have in dealing with a large population, I reject the notion that only agents have the right to be kept safe throughout the screening process. If 11 was truly necessary for my hair (and no one else's) to be patted 
down after going through the body scanner, I would have expected the employee to use fresh gloves out of a labeled box that had not been digging around in other people's belongings, touching equipment or people. Again, I was not given the time to 
reacl and could not make a request before her hands were in my hair. I entered my flighl wondering what kind of disgusting bacteria had been Iransferred from her gloves to my hair, with seemingly no concern for me. It's insulting. 

Normally I experience organized and respectful treatment when traveling by air, so this incident was not only discomforting, it came as a shock that a TSA representative could be so dismissive and careless. I would like to be contacted by a direct 
supervisor about I his incident. I do not wish 10 ever leave a TSA screening feeling so gross and dismissively trealed ever again. 

I have been traveling regularly for over 30 years and since my hip replacement last year, I have been subject to full body pat downs every time I fly. 
I read the TSA procedure for requesting an imaging scan but found this in realistic. They are not available in most cases where I fly. 
Surely th ere must be a better a Item ati ve than ma king a person wait and then get a ful I body sea re h and often a search of my persona I be Io ngings. 
What I find unbelievable is that there are millions of people with metal joint implants and this us the best TSA can do? 
If appreciale lhe a TSA figuring out better approach. 
Thank you. 

This is time consuming and humiliating. 



10/612014 
10:09:58 

PM 

Submitted on Monday, October 6, 2014 - 21 :16 Submitted by anonymous use1._b_ •• _,(6_._I __ _.I Submitted values are: 

Preferred Language: Emglish 
Disability Medical Condition Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

Primary Phone: Home Phone 
Phone Numbed1h··,1rr, I 
Best Time to Contact . 11 :00 am - 1 :00 pm 
Day of I he week: 
- Monday 
- Tuesday 
- Wednesday 
- Thursday 
PO Bo, ar StreetAddresst,.~a.· ... ,(-'-6"-) _____ _, 
City: Palmer 
State: A I a ska 
Zip Code (Post Code) 99645 
Otherc 
Emailf~~-•• -,(6-.-1 ------~ 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? 10 03 2014 
Where did this happen? ARIZONA - PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor 
I nte rna t ion a I 
What happened? I set alarm off as I walked into the security 
area. I immediately said I have an artificial knee. The TSA male 
yelled out some 3 letters then a female came over and pulled me 
away from 3 year old daughter as my husband was delained pulling 
his shoes. wallet, belt and anything in his pockets. Our daughter 

Are you guys the same as CSSI firstline, ? 
are they your s u bco nt ractors? 
thanks 

~ 
From: HYPERLINKl~[b_)~(6_·•~' -----------~ 
Sent: Tuesday, October 07 2014 1 :05 PM 

To: HYPERLINK "'b'-")""(6'-"1----,....,....,..----------------------' 
Subjecl: bag inspection complaint 

Re trip to USA bag searches: 
On arrival in Las Vegas la st month, I dis covered you had opened my bag and left a N OI ca rd, 

\ 0;~;!~\4 (flying Virgin VS43 from LGW ( UK) on 2nd Sept) 

AM 
I had a TSA compliant combination lock. 

Regrettably your agent (ID badg,00ccording to the card) failed to replace the padlock on the zip fastener (he put it on the small side pocket instead). 

This me ans my bag was op en both for thieves and to anyone wishing to p I ant contraband, 
For1unately ii still arrived safely and intact on this occasion. 

Given I seem to have my bag searched every trip to US , and 11 was searched AGAIN by TSA on the homeward leg on 16th Sept AND we were both subject to TSA instigated "random" full body pat down and cabin baggage search at the gate on 
departure from LGW on 2nd , you'll understand I feel a little concerned and apprehensive , (only a dozen or so of the 400 passengers were nominated apparently). Is this really just "bad luck"? 

kb1(6) I 
London UK 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl(b)(61 ! 
Date Time: 10/7/201410:11 :02 AM 

101712014 NamJb ,(61 I 
12;~23 Ema~fil:i~1~(6"---1 _______ _. 

Comp I a, nts Ina pp ro pn ate Screen, ng/P at Down Sc reen1 ng 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):United flight 22 Dublin 10 Newark, United flighl 1521 Newark to Denver Tuesday 30 Sep1ember 2014 - flight at 9 AM, bags checked by 6:30AM 
Comments:Checked 2 bags at counter & one oversize bag with two hurley sticks (sporting equipment) in clear plastic bag. Cleared Customs just fine (CBP gentleman knew what hurleys are and said they were fine to bring home), took two flights, no 
baggage on arri va I. Al I three of our bags were he Id by TSA. but on I y the sports equipment was actually inspected. They were in clear plastic, wel I marked as sporting eq u1 pme nt on the sticks. which could be seen rig ht through the p I asti c. Our flight got 
in at 3 PM in Denver on Tuesday, bags were not delivered until 8 PM on Wednesday, more than 24 hours later! Why would you hold all our bags for something so clearly obvious as sporting equipment? Not happy at all. TSA has been fine on all other 
trips, inspecled bags have always arrived on same flighl. But I his time, I here were over two hours for TSA inspection and you delayed our luggage by 29 hours. Unacceplable: would like an explanalion. 

To W horn this Gonce rns, 

So, the Known Traveler program is a US Government program designed to help with airport screening processes. It's available to all US citizens who go through an interview process. or all military service members (who are already well screened). I 
am a Known Traveler thanks to my military service, and my military ID 1s tied to my airline accounts. However. today, I got the special extra loving screening indicator on my ticket something Known Travelers don't (or shouldn't) get. I even checked in 
with my mi Ii ta ry I D, Then I got the extra pat down. touching. search and a 11. The one co nsola ti on was the screen ers we re p roles s ion a I , and every a gent along the process looked pissed that they had to do this to a mi Ii ta ry guy, They a po log i zed a lot, 
When I mentioned my official duly in Yemen, they smirked and mocked lhe system (again, in a professional manner. 

So, with that, why did I get the screening? Because I reside in Yemen and just traveled from there a week ago on R&R (vacation). Why am I in Yemen? Because I'm a service member and credentialed diplomat serving my country at the US mission 
(embassy) in Sana'a, I understand screening for Yemen tourist travelers or Yemenis (and several other countries), but,. a Known Traveler and military/government official who is there on official assignment orders? That trumps Known Traveler? 

1 ~1;~~~~4 I love my service, and my job. I don·t care to be contacted about this, and I am not mad at the agents who did the search; they followed orders, and were professional and apologetic about this. And I don't normally expect special treatment as a soldier, 
I hate when service members feel over entitled. Everyone is open for _random_ screenings. But those serving our government (military and civilian) in harsh areas, especially in those countries who need us ... I doubt we are the threats y"all are seeking. 
And many (if not most) of my embassy colleagues get the extra screening, so it seems way more than just random, 

PM 

Thanks for your time. In the end. I'd just say the system is what needs adjusting. I know the Known Traveler program is relatively new, so it's a work in progress. It needs to be taken into consideration that those in a place like Yemen on official 
assignment/duty shouldn't be selected for deep screening due to that assignment. 

Have a good day, 

w,(6) 

101712014 
2:10:40 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion Current Dale/Time 10/712014 12:55:27 PM Airport: LAS - McCarran lnternalional Dateffime ofTra,el: 10/06114 2:00 PM Airline & Flighl Number United 364 Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: Terminal 3 
Precheck lane TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment: Bad experience with several TSA employees. Agent weighing bags chided me to hurry up when I stumbled on my crutches. I was denied the option to do a pat-down instead of body scan, so I was forced to stand without my crutches. I told 
the agent I would need the crutches back right away, but the agent held one of my crutches for several mi Utes before running it through the X-ray machine while I stood in tears and pain waiting for the crutch. I asked for a chair and was told there 
wasn't one. 
Would you like a res onse? . False 

Passenger's Name~(~b~l(~6~1--~ 
Phone Number , 
Email !rh 11R, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:/ltsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



10/7/2014 
3:28 05 

PM 

The ca 11 er recently flew from DC to HI. She has a knee imp I ant and she has a card. She stated that she did inform them at the che c kpomt. She stated that she goes through the A IT and she Is sti 11 subjected to add i ti o na I screening, m the form a 
patdown. She stated that one lady was very through over her breasts and other areas of her body, just because of the knee implant. She stated that the patdowns have to be a violation of the ADA. She stated that she does not want to go through a 
patdown when she flys, just because she has a metal implanl in her knee and she shows the card from her doctor staling such. She stated I hat she has read on the InIernet lhe generally one or the other is used, and not both. She stated that she has 
read that she can get a patdown if the AIT is declined or not available. however in her case she normally has to go through both. She asked if TSA has a Prescreening program to say that an individual has such issues to avoid a patdown in the future. 
She asked why she was not wand ed to clear the a I arm. She stated that the paid owns a re obnoxious and they a re a waste of time m her case. She stated that it Ju st delays her and wastes Un necessary time of the agents as we 11. She stated th at a 
private screening would just delay her further, She stated that she will contact the ADA to see if there is anything that they can do. She asked if the AIT alarms are generally audible. 

I explained that any time a passengers goes through the screening process they have to be screened. She can request a patdown first, rather than going through both process. TSA PreCheck. or any other program will not help her avoid a patdown for 
screening. I exp I am ed that there is no way for her to avoid a paid own. We do not use wands far s c reem ng. I exp I a i ned th at she can request a private screening if a patdown is required. which may make her mo re comfortable with the process. I 
explained that we use the WT MD, AIT, and patdowns to screen passengers, and sometime addition al sere en i ng methods that may include testing for ETD, Passengers may present medica I doc um e nta ti on reg a rd i ng a med i ca I condition to he Ip info rm 
TSOs: however this documenlation is not required, nor will it exempl passengers from the screening process. I explained that generally depending on the machine setup, the AIT would highlight any alarming areas. The AIT does not penelrate the skin, 
therefore it would not show the metal implants in her knee. 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents ten-orists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove lhe random element from lhe system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

Hi 
your response included« 
Thank you for your e-ma i I reg a rd i ng your recent trave I ex pe ri e nee. 
Generally, when there are problems. complaints. and concerns with secunty screening at one of our Nation's airports, we would forward a copy of the complaint to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that airport. However, we are unable to 
extend this courtesy to you because you did not mention the exact airport you departed, 
» 

Departure airport was LGW as stated in the original email . Surely you do not have TSA staff based in UK? As the note inside the bag expl1c1tly said CSSI I can only assume it was searched on arrival at Las Vegas McCarran (direct flight ex UK) 
We departed same airport back to UK. 

You didnt clarify who CSSI were .. 

!(b)(61 

101712014 From: HYPERLI N(._b..,.·•-'-1(6_ . .,.I ----=-,---------' 
4 _01 .30 Sent: Tuesday, October 07, 2014 1 :07 PM 

· PM To: HYPERLINK "mailtoTSA-ContactCenter@tsa.dhs.gov"TSA-ContactCenter@tsa .dhs.gov 
Subjecl: Fw: bag inspeclion complaint 

Are you guys the same as CSSI firstlme, ? 

are they your s u bco nt racto rs? 
thanks 

kbi(6i 

From: HYPERLIN~~(b~l~(6~1 ___________ ~ 
Sent: Tuesday, October 07. 2014 1 :05 PM 
To: HYPERLINKl(b 1(6) 
Subject: bag insp°"e"'c;,,h"'o"'n...,c"'o"'m""p"'l""a",n"'t _______________________ _. 

Re trip to USA bag searches: 
On arrival in Las Vegas last month, I discovered you had opened my bag and left a NOi card. 



Caller wants to file a formal complaint against TSA. Yesterday she was flying from Colorado Spnngs with her daughter. The daughter tested posItIve for an explosive test and they were then taken aside full pat down which included her private parts. 
Ca Iler said her daughter was trauma ti zed, They we re to Id that if they relu sed that they co u Id be arrested, Ca 11 er want to fi I e comp Ii ant, get some information, and she requests we update our website to make it cl ear what happens to a chi Id between 
the age of 13 and 18 and that they can receive the same pat down as an adull. 

RESPONSE: 

Every person, regardless of age, must undergo screening 10 proceed beyond the security checkpoint. Even a baby must be individually screened, however, it is Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ policy lhat passengers will not be separated 
from their children. 

When required, children who appear to be 12 years old and younger receive a modified version of the patdown. The modified version of the patdown still requires a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) to pat down the clothed areas of the child's body; 
however, the procedure was adapted 10 be less invasive. 

1 ~~~2~~4 The modified version of the patdown is required if the walk-through metal detector alarms when the child walks through 11, anomalies are detected during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, the adult accompanying the child refuses AIT 
PM screening on the child's behalf, or the child is randomly selected for a search. Also, a patdown of specific areas of a child's body may be conducted ii the child is wearing bulky clothing. 

10/812014 
8A4:07 

AM 

The patdown can always be conducted in a private screening location when requested. The Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ never separates a child from an accompanying adult. The accompanying adult may observe the entire patdown 
process and may assist by holding the child's hand. Twos are trained to conduct these procedures professionally and respectfully. 

Children over 12 receives the same general pat down as adults. 

Because the complaint concerns security s c reem ng at a specific airport. we have lo rw-arded a copy of this e-mai I to the Custa mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 
Airport: Colorado Springs 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Number: 4630 
Date: October 6, 2014 6·30 and 6:45 a.m. incident 

Individual Contact ... b~l,..(6~·•~' -=~=~"" 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HA BEEN ENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl"'(b"-i"-(6,,,.· ... i ___ _. 
Dale Time: 101712014 11 :31 :57 PM 

Namfbl/61 
Emai b1(6) 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Friday 05 Sept 14 at or about 1745hr ... Long Island/Islip, NY (ISP) .... TSA Gate .. 
Comments:The supervisor and plain cloths agent were very rude, refused 10 provided me with lheir name or ID# and threaten to call lhe county police 10 have me removed from the airport. The screening process is very inconsistent at ISP where 
everyone must go through the scanner. The supervisor refused to allow me to record the pat down by holding my cell phone stating cell phone/cameras can not be used in the screening area. I advised him I just can not recorded the screening 
equipment. I do have the encounter on video with the supervisor and other TSA employees refusing to ID and being very rude and disrespectful stating I am wasting his time for opting out and taking manpower away. 

Caller called about 3 and a half years ago about this. Caller wears a defibrilator with three wire leads going to the heart and she flies once a month and TSA never detects the device. She goes through the WTMD and beeps but it doesn t seem to be 
a big deal. She is worried that someone could bring a bomb in their body and be able to get through security. She is not happy about that. 

1 018120 14 Advised 

2:36:54 
PM 

Asked the ca 11 er if she ever gets a p atdown and she says only if she is wearing her watch on her a rm. Asked the caller how she knows they don t detect the device and she says she do esn t get a p atdown. 

Advised the caller thal TSA has many layers of security to detect bomb th reals including the AIT, WTMD and the ETD testing. 

Advised the cal I er that she s hou Id notify the TSO of the device because the screening technology might affect the ca Ii b ration of the d ev,ce. The caller says it is safe to be sere ened that way. 



10/812014 
326:46 

PM 

This weekend I I ravelled by air for the first time in many years. 

The screening process out of SEA (Seattle Tacoma International) was very smooth and easy. 

I am a lype 1 diabetic that has an insulin pump attached. 

Did not have to take off my shoes, unpack my laptop, take off my belt,(Just my buckle) and they had me go thru the body scanner. Then they did the hand wipe check for explosives before and after the body scan. 

When I went to fly home from SM F (Sacramento International) I was asked to have a full pat down. Unpack all my electronics and remove my belt. Take off my shoes and fill four bins instead of three in SEA 

My Question is why does the TSA not have a standard process for the entire security system that is the same everywhere? 

The process out of SEA was efficient and I felt safe and completed the required sleps. SMF was the system of 1 O years ago and they had all lhe same equipmenl. As a person who flies and has a required medical devise, it would be a major plus for 
the TSA if the process was standard at all check point with the same to follow the same process. I would help the consumer to know what to expect instead of how I felt, 

"What does this team Do different?" 

Regards. 

fbJ(6) 

Qua I ity Engineer 



Disability Description: He has a defibrillator 

Information Requesl: He said he will be traveling again lhis year but he declined the pss. 

Response Details: Response: I advised him that he needs to have his hands free for the screening process and to put the wallet in the plastic bin and to talk to the Officer before screening starts about the concern he has about his wallet. I advised 
him that he can put it in his carry on bag before he com es into the checkpoint. 

If a passenger has an internal medical device, such as a stomach or cardiac pacemaker ar a defibrillator, it is important for him or her to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening before the screening process begins. 
Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices, passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 

Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds. 

TS A is required by I aw to screen a 11 property that is brought on boa rd commercia I passenger a ire raft, including carry-on I ugg age, To ensure the security of the traveling public, it is sometimes necessary for Trans po rtati on Security Office rs (T SOs) to 

101812014 conduct hand inspections of carry-on bags. TS Os receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise greal care during the screening process so that when bags are opened a passenger s belongings are 

9A6,22 returned to the same condition they were found. 

PM 
Transportation Security Administration (TSA) policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items, including disability-related devices and aids. are kept within a passengers line-of-sight when a passenger is 
required 10 undergo additional screening. When passengers cannot mainlain line-of-sight with I heir property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sighl of the passengers ilerns and 10 ensure thal the 
passenger is reunited with his or her property once it clears x-ray screening. 

I advised him that he needs to declare the defibrillator and advise the Officer that he does not want the xray screening. 

I offered to send this to the CSM at the airport but he declined. 

I asked if he needs a pss at the checkpoint and that he can ask for a pss or supervisor and offered an email, 

If a passenger cannot remove his ar her shoes due to possible medical complications, discomfort, pain, balancing problems. or because the shoe is part of a prosthetic, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening 
begins. 

His or her shoes are subject to addilional screening, which may require I hat lhe passenger lift the bo1tom hem of his or her pants. A passenger can request to be seated during this additional screening. 



10/9/2014 
9:1812 

AM 

Disability Description: The caller wears an insulin pump. 

Information Requesl: She indicaled thal she has observed passenges wilh medical devices being escorled to the WTMD for screening. She indicated I hat she has seen the chain being removed from lhe WTM D and a TSO escorting a passenger 
through. She asked why she can t do that. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: I advised that passengers can request to be screened vi a a p atdown rather than to pass through the AIT or WTM D. 

I advised that in regard to the specific indcident with the TSO, I will refer the information to the CSM at PIT to make them aware. They would have the means ta look into and address this. 

I advised that I would refer her feedback to our disability department. I opted to do this as the caller challenged the infonmation on our site and feels that it is misleading, 

I explained that passengers cannot request to be screened by the WTM D instead of AIT or a patdown screening, however TS Os can approve alternate screening for passengers with disabilities, medical conditions, ar devices. I advised that she can 
request the assistance of the PSS or STSO at the checkpoint with questions or concerns. They can address these and provide assistance through screening. TSA Cares can provide assistance through screening for those with d1sab1lities, omedical 
conditions, or devices. Such a ssis tan ce can faci Ii ate the screening process for the passenger. 

Incident Details: The caller indicated that she had a negative experience on 5 22 at PIT. The TSO swore that insulin pumps were okay to go thrugh the AIT. The TSO threatened her with a full body patdawn if she didn t go through AIT. She felt that he 
was forcing her to go through AIT. which she did. She feels that this is due to lack of education of our TSOs and TSA s policy. 
United flight 3541 PIT to Chicago departing at 6:35am 
The TSO was male, dark brown hair, glasses, average-short build. She went lhrough the scanner in the far right lane. 

She has researched and has been advised by the manufacturer of her insulin pump and other manufacturers of insulin pumps that they should not be subjected to AIT. This applies to glucose monitors as well. 

She is in the process of replacing her insulin pump. It is covered under warranty and she is nat incurring an out al pocket. She indicated that she went through screening a few days ago. 

She would like for someone to follow up in regard to i nsulin pumps going through the xray machine. She stated that the verb age on the website indicates that passengers can go through AIT or the WTMD with the insulin pump. She feels this is 
misleading. 

She indicated that she is happy to pro vi de documentation to we b1ste that she has used for her research in reg a rd to the screening of insulin pumps. 

Feed back Type : R eq ues t for Information 
Categories : Other: Screening 
Current Date/Time : 10/912014 8:37:46 AM Airport : Select One Date/Time of Travel 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : When I arrived the airport close to midnight. the TSA gate closed to Japan Air I in es was closed and I was going to ask the security where the closest one is sti 11 open. the Fi Ii prno security was very rude by be c ko ni ng me to the other side and 
yelling at me just like bossing around his dog. 
I did nol appreciate being treated wilh that kind of attitude and it was very inappropriate. 

Second, when I arnved the gate next to the one that 1s closed, the staff(white gray hair old man wore eye glasses) kept giving me hard time when doing pat down. I was already screened and it has proven I have had nothing inside my clothes. he still 
kept touching and searching through my clothes, 

\ 0tt~~1~
4 I do nat understand what is the problem with your staff and machine? I cooperated and he said there were same spots needed to be searched, it was only space created by the gap between skin and clothes. Maybe I did not iron or flat my clothes, but it 

was ridiculous to search just according to what your machine says. 
AM 

Your slafl will need 10 learn to respect the passenger, if there is no alarm or nolhing unusual, then please let the passenger go 

Pat down is necessary only if you find something susp1c1ous. if you are going to keep giving passenger hard time every single time like that, then nobody is coming back to Hawaii again. 
It is not good for the economy and also the image and reputation of Honol u I u airport, the Aloha is no Io nge r aloha if passenger is being treated Ii ke that a 11 the ti me. 

I have been ta other airports and I have na problem with their security screening, I hope you can really work an communication with your staff to make Honolulu airport a safe, comfortable, and nice place for everybody traveling. Thank yau• 
Would you like a res onse? : False 
Passenger's Na,:m.:..:.b.·._i(,.6,.·., ___ ,....... 

Phone Number (b i(6i 
Email (b 1(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Disability Description: Caller is Blind and needs to file a complaint 

Response Details: For your complainl to be considered complete according 10 Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabililation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(dJ(3)J, it musl: 

Be f, I ed within 18 0 days of the alleged a ct of di scri min ati on: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i nan t: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed di sen minatory action in s uff1c1ent detai I to inform T SA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the com pla i na nt or someone authorized to sign on be ha II of the comp I a i na nt, 

In order to approprialely address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf. 

\ 0{9;~0
0~

4 Any of the above requirements can be waived for good cause. If you are requesting that any of the above requirements be waived, please explain your good cause in your complaint. 
AM To file a complaint electronically. please send an e-mail to: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to place D-RFI in the subJect line to allow for proper handling. 

To file a complaint via the Internet, please visit hllp: www.tsa.gov traveler-information 1ravelers-filing-compliant 

TSA recommends that you file your complaint via e-mail or Internet in order to expedite processing. If you prefer to file a complaint via postal mail. 

Your complaint will be handle by lhe OCRL and I don t have information as how soon you will get a resolution. 

Cal led the ca 11 er back to obtain her e-m a i I address and flight ti me. 

lncidenl Details: Caller said she needs to file a complaint about an incident on 10 02 14 thal happened at ATL she was traveling with US flighl# 461 departing at 7:00am. 
Her husband is partially blind and she is blind they were selected for precheck she was on the wheelchair was told she could kept her shoes on she heard when her items were screened by tsa and the her dog alarmed the metal detector she said 
no rma 11 y the dogs gets check because the harness sets the alarm off but in this day her and her husband were selected for add i ti o na I screening they both received p atdowns in pu bl ,c and fee I Ii ke they we re targeted because of their di sab i Ii ty and need 
to be corn pensated. 

Caller lives in the US and has friends who arrived in the US and dont speak good English, everytime I hey board a flight in the US they have excess screening. What is the problem? 
Flying from BU F to Chicago and also mentioned at JFK they had to go through excess screening. Caller wasn t sure of the screening they were referring to, such as a patdown, being delayed by CBP, etc. 
Caller said at BU F they had to be double checked and they are !rave Ii ng with smal I ch, ldren. 
Asked why they a re having to have the add it ion a I screening? 
Caller disconnected the call at 11 :47 AM. 

101912014 Response: 
11 :35:48 TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 

AM factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents teCTorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove lhe random element from lhe system and undermine security. 



Caller has a friend who is traveling with another fnend from Russia and they are traveling in the US and have been put on a list at each airport. Why have they put them on this 11st and they are tired because they have been checked again and again? 
Thinks it is TSA that is doin the checking because they gave a friend in Omaha, NE the TCC # and were told to contact the TCC for information. 

kb·:,(6) I an (b)(ffi is lhe name of the passengers and caller asked for specific informalion regarding the two individuals? 

10/912014 
12:06:07 

PM 

10/912014 
12:08:17 

PM 

No specifics regarding the type of screening, just that they are being checked precisely at each and every airport before allowed to board their flights. 

Response: 
(TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all 1ravelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property musl be screened before en1ering the secured area, and the way the screening is 
conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 
TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 
TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 
We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers, TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new 1echnologies to address the explosives th real. In lhe meantime, lhe use of additional screening enhances our ability 10 de1ec1 explosives al our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an addilional layer of security at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

No specific info rma ti on far any passenger. just stand a rd p races s and procedures information, offered to provide via ema i I, none provided. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:~b)(61 J 
Dale Time: 101912 1:\.1i:24:4/ A 

Nam~b,(61 
Email b)(61 
Comp I a i nts: Discourteous/Rude Employee. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):JFK, going from DL477 from Barcelona to DL2577 (JFK to MSP) on Tuesday. Oct. 7, 2014. About 3:30 pm. I believe this was a security line on the first floor (not the 4th floor 
precheck) thal is for incoming inlernational travelers who are catching a domestic conneclion. There was one metal scanner at this checkpoinl. 
Comments:My wife needed a patdown because her artificial knee set off the metal detector, as it always does. No female TSA employee was available. When one showed up, she was ve rude to my wife, stating that she had been in the restroom 
and was entitled to do so. My wife Just said we were concerned about making our flight. I was present, and my wife did not speak ma rude or angry fashion. The TIA em{'oyee (Agen (b·:,(6) a female) then told us to talk to her supervisor and walked 
away! She then went on to stack up bins and then did a patdown on another woman, leaving us just standing there. The supposed supervisor, a male agent named 1h·11R pretty much just laughed at us. It was very clear that the intent was to make us 
wait or miss our plane. I asked agentj(b)(6) ~or her badge or employee number and she refused to give it to me. She lhen accused me of trying to inlerfere with her job duties (of patting down the other woman) because I was asking her for that 
information. She told me to talk with her supervisor. I asked agentEEillfil,vhom I could speak with about this problem and he told me to go upstairs somewhere and find the TSA office. Obviously. this was impossible as my wife had not yet been cleared 
and we were trying to catch a flight. After about 10 minutes of just standing there, being ignored by all of the TSA agents in the area (clearly intentionally), I told Agen~'OK. we give up. we apologize for anything, please just let us get out of 
here." We got the patdown and we did make our flight. 

I have never filed a complaint before and feel that the TSA does a great job and is very professional. This incident amazed me. Agentsffil@IJ,rnd!(b·:,(6~hould not be doing such a difficult and sensitive job. 

To make matters worse, my wife reported that she overheard Agen~ being rude to another passenger while we were standing there waiting. I did not overhear this, so I can't comment further. 
Caller says TSA is doing a great job, but is concerned about Ebola and noticed on the news that certain airports are on a list requiring additional screening such as taking passengers temp. and other additional screening when they are coming into 
the US from West Africa. She knows th at PH L is n I on the I 1st and asks why when they have one of the highest populations of W. African Im m1g rants in the US, why are they e Ii mm ati ng PH L from the add1t1ona I screening for safety reasons? Caller 
mentioned airports such as E WR, JFK. and others that have been se I ected for the a dditiona I screenings. 
Should be looked into for everyone s safety and stales she is a socially conscious person and concerned for everyone s safety. 

She may be fi yi ng soon because they a re moving down south far health reasons and she has a pet cat which wi 11 be in a carrier. is she al lowed to !rave I with the cat? 
She has a neuro muscular disease, which requires her to be on Oxygen 24 7 and she will be traveling with a POC, will she be allowed to take the cat and the POC or is that an airline issue? 

\ 0t;~~2\
4 Response: 

Advised caller no information reg ardmg the add iii on al sere en i ngs p I an n ed far select airports m the US. 
PM 

Pets traveling in the aircraft cabin must be presented to a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) at the screening checkpoint. The animal's owner is required to carry lhe animal lhrough the walk-lhrough metal detector (WTMD) or walk the animal 
through the WTMD on a leash. TSOs are required to resolve any alarms associated with the animal using visual observation and patdown inspections. The TSO may require owners to assist by controlling the animal during this process. All accessible 
property associated with animals. such as cabin kennels, must be separately screened using the x-ray machine. 

The FAA does allow certain portable oxygen concentra1ors (POCJ to be used infiight for medical purposes. Please visit www.faa.gov about initialives cabin_safely portable_oxygen to find a list of POCs approved for inflight use by the FAA. A 
passenger may also check with their airline before purchasing a ticket to ask if their POC is approved for inflight use or if the airline will provide oxygen to the passenger during the flight. 



To Whom It May Concern: 

My name is~[b_,_(6_) ___ ~land my husbandl(b1(6) land I fiew US Airways on Thursday, October 2nd from Atlanta Airport to Charlotte NC and then on to Tampa. The flight left at 7 a.m. (All Information concerning the flight is at the bottom of 
this email for reference. 

The flight number was 461 

When we were brought to security, we were told by an attendant there that we were on what was called precheck. I asked what this was all about. I was informed this meant that I did not have to remove shoes, things from bags, etc. I had chosen to 
take a wheelchair this time. (I usually do not but was having some breathing issues and thought it best). 

101912014 I could hear the scanner as the a11endant scanned first my purse and I hen my computer bag multiple times. I didn t know why because I did not have anything I hat should nol have been taken onlo lhe plane. 

2:10:13 
PM 

10/912014 
4:39:04 

PM 

Suddenly, I was told to remove my shoes and take everything oul of my bags. I did as I was asked and I also asked if I needed 10 remove my swea1er which had no pockels at all. I I hen got out of the wheelchair and sal my Seeing Eye dog at the 
beginning of the place where you walk through security as I have always done. I put him on long leash and I went through as usual. I did not alarm the system, but of course my dog did. Usually when this happens the dog is just patted down and let 
go through. Instead, they called for male and female assistance and we were unaware of what was going to happen. A female came and said how she would give a pat down, did I object. I said that I guessed I did not, what else could I have done? 
She also asked me if I wanted a private screening of which I did not agree because I know about those things. After the first pat down. she told me I needed to remove my sweater. She went to pat down again, and did some of the places more than 
once which I did not appreciate. 

It was horrific!!'!! I felt very invaded upon, and when the screening was finished and we were boarding lhe plane lhe girl who had been helping us was also horrified because we didn I have anylhing that should have caused this show of whal we fell 
was di scrim i nation. My h us band who has pa rti a I sight said no one e Is e in the precheck got that, and my friend to Id me he a I ways goes that way and has never be en treated that way. 

We feel that we s ho u Id receive a refund of our airline tickets. We do not want a credit, because we do not ever plan to fly US airways again. 

Disability Description: Caller has panic attacks. 

Information Request: Caller says last week she was boarding a in Detroit. as she went through the checkpoint. She was pulled aside by an agent because she had left a credit card in her back pocket. She said the agent felt of her back pocket and then 
screamed lingers and they swabbed her hands. She has a disability it caused her to have a panic attack. She says because this wasnt normal screening it caused her to have a panic attack. 
She was given a card to call for help. 

Response Details: I explained to her that the credit card had caused an alarm and when there 1s a alarm they will have to give a patdown to clear the alarm. That is why the agent felt of her back pocket. In addition to a patdown they can test for 
explosive trace detection, that is the swab they used. They were no putting anything on her but trying to pick up explosives. 

If she wanted to make a formal complaint she would have to put it in writing. She did not want the address. 

I told her I could offer their the CSM number and I did and she can ask for a PSS for todays flights for assistance. We need 72 hours in advance to the flight to make the ar,-angements. She said she was at the airport already but then said in 15 she was 
leaving for lhe airpor1. 

Name: 1(b)(61 
Phone: ~----~ 
If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, 
he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

She was upset and I ask her again ii she wanted to request the assistance for her returned flight and she said she would call back and hoped to speak to someone with more empathy. I tried to offer her a supervisor but she disconnected the call. 

Email not sent 



Caller Is at JFK ng ht and she is wanting to speak to someone as to why she was sing I ed out s i nee she is a Female Asian. Ca 11 er Is wanting to know the stand a rd ti me they are a 11 owed for a paid own procedure. Cal I er stated that she missed her flight 

101101201 and she is wanting to know why she was singled out. 

4 
Advised ca Iler: 

11:53:30 
You can ask for a s u pe rvi so r at the checkpoint. I can lo rward you to the MB branch for more info nmati on reg a rd i ng a di sen mi nation complaint. I don t work at the airport so I can not d ete nm i ne why you got the paid own. The re is not a standard time 

AM 

10/101201 
4 

12:00:36 
PM 

10/10/201 
4 411 36 

PM 

10/10/201 
4 41149 

PM 

they have a I lotted to complete the procedure. 

Information from Tra_nsferri~e caller is at JFK and would like to speak with someone at the airport. She believes that she was singled out because she is a female Asian and asked why .. She asked how much time was allotted for a patdown 
as she missed her flight. El b )(6 :1 

fh,IRI I 
The caller was supposed to fly from JFK at 9am this morning. She was selected for a patdown. The TSO ignored her when she mentioned that she was rushing to make her flight and proceed with the patdown. Her flight was to depart in 30 minutes 
from that 11 me. She Is at the T SA podium currently. She indicated th at she wou Id speak with the person there and cal I back when I asked if she had requested to speak with a s u pe rvi so r at the checkpoint. She ended the ca 11. 

Upon, speaking wilh the caller she was mosl upset lhat she missed her flighl due to the paldown. She did not indicate thal she felt discriminaled against because of her sex and ethnicity (race) when I asked specifically if she fell thal she had been. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service· Screening Current Date/Time: 1011012014 3:16:57 PM Airport: SAN - San Diego lnternalional Date/Time of Travel 10/101201410:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: Delta 4503 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport· Terminal 2 TSA Employee: (If Known) ~omment · My roundtrip to San Diego from ATL for me and my husband was covered by my frequent flyer miles with Delta: therefore, I travel alot. I was going through the check point when the the 
hi spamc girt attendant said to me &q uot:wai t he ~I; . She stated she needed to check me, I stated &quot: change your g I ave s&q uot . she gave me a I ook and said &quot: p I ease. thank you&q uot:. I said what, she said you s hou Id say please change 
your gloves. and thank you. I stated that when she asked me to wait here she didn't say please, courtesy happens both ways. She then proceeded very slowly to change her gloves, first she asked the guy attendant working with her for a small pair, 
then she slowly put them on and said they did not fit. She asked for a medium pair. Because I travel alot I allow for plenty of time to check in and get to the gale: thank goodness I was nol in a hurry for a flight. She said hold out your arms and 
proceeded to give me a full upper body pat down, starring at me.(?) and waved a wand over my hands. I knew that the pat down was unnecessary and she over extended her &quot;power&quot:. I know this becasuse the certain bra I was wearing 
always get &quot dinged &quot; lo r a front search, NE VER did i receive a ful I pat down and my hands checked. She said you can go, then stated if you a re going to travel you should not be rude. I stated are you a 11 owed to say anything you want 
because you are wearing a TSA blue shirt? She ignored me and motioned to the next person to come forward. I asked another person how to file a complaint and she gave me a blue card. The girl attendant came up to the women( I assumed at that 
time the women was a supervisor) lhat handed me a blue card and slated to the women that I was rude 10 her. I staled to the women do you get to hear both sides or jusl your co-worker? The women slated that I should fill out lhe blue card to state my 
complaint. I asked the women for the girl attendant badge number. No apology was given from this women at all. Because I saw the women and girl talking. I handed the blue card to another TSA agent that was not in the checkout area. As stated 
previously, I travel alot and always ask the TSA agent to change their gloves before I am checked. NEVER have any TSA agent been rude or abused thier &quot:power&quot as this security girt did. They change thier gloves and proceed with the 
check. Other TSA agents don't always say &quot:wait here please&quot, I don't mind that, I know they need to move people through the security check point in a fast and safe manner. But when this agent stated that I was rude by not saying please, I 
was a litlle baffled. If she wanted courIesy, she should have extended courtesy. Also she should nol tried to engage in an arguement with me after i moved lhrough the check point and started to complete the blue TSA complaint card. Her behavior 
was unacceptable and unprofessional. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name fh··,1r;·1 I 
Phone N11rnhec · 
Email i(b)(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time. 10/10/2014 2:20:17 PM Airport· PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Date/Time of Travel· 10/10/2014 Airline & Flight Number· us airways CheckpoinUArea of Airport. security screening TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment : I have a TSA pre check and Global entry ID but I was subjected to a full body screen and then a pat down. My age is 80 so I do not understand why this is happening. I expenenced the same screen in Austin when I left the previous week. 
Do I need to contact someone to clarify this issue Would you like a response?, True Passenger's Name fb)(ff:1 I Phone Number jrh··,1r;·1 !!::mail kb::1(6) !To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link: 
http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/Applica1ionManager 



10110/201 

Caller has a medication that is an injectable liquid and 11 is in a small vial. The last time he was flying he asked them to check it by hand and they did but the went through his other luggage and gave him a full patdown because he asked them to do 
that. Is that part of the procedure? 

4 6:05:03 Advised: 
PM 

10/101201 
4 6:22:36 

If the passenger does not want a liquid, gel, or aerosol x-rayed or opened, he or she should inform the TSO before screening begins. Additional screening of the passenger and his property may be required. which may include a patdown. 

I wish to file a formal complaint about the screening to which I and my luggage was subjected at the Bellingham. WA airport on 28 September at 3:30 am prior to a Horizon Air flight to Seattle. 

I am Pre•check and have been almost since the beginning of the program so I was greally surprised to be pulled aside for what turned into a 20-minule pal•down (including having my waist band pulled out in several places) and full inspection of every 
item in my carry-on. The agent kept saying the machine was detecting chemicals from her gloves after the pat down and that I must have been near fertilizer or hand lotion--neither of which was true. Indeed I had seen this same agent using cleaning 
solvent and a sponge to wipe down the counters just prior to the check-point open, ng in g I aves. She a I so said the same was true of my C PAP machine. although another agent checked the machine and did not detect anything. The second agent a I so 
tried to remind the inspecting agent that I was Pre-ch eek but she chose to ignore this. After the second checking of my machine it was p I aced in the plastic tub precariously on top of my backpack and nearly fel I. The only thing that saved it was I 
noticed lhe situation and told I hem to take ii off. Had I hat CPAP machine fallen and been damaged I would nol have been able to make my trip and would have been medically disadvantaged until it was replaced which could have taken days. 

PM The second complaint regards the screening of my checked bag. Upon arrival at my destination in New Mexico I found in my bathroom kit a screening notice. Inside the kit I discovered that a bottle of Ibuprofen had had the cap removed and not 
replaced so thal mosl of the pills had spilled all lhrough my kit (and therefore were ruined). I also discovered that the cap on a tube of antiseptic cream had nol been replaced completely and this had leaked••forIunately only into one compartment. 

To say I am upset by all this is an understatement. ll"s bad enough being Pre-check seems to mean nothing but the carelessness and absolute disregard for a passenger's belonging is intolerable. 

1(6) 

Caller left GJT and in her carry on she had a humidifier which had her hearing aids in it and caller did not get them back. Caller was receiving a patdown and did not know if they went through the bag and did not place it back in or if it was just left at the 
airport. Caller stated she contacted the lost and lo u nd. Cal I er al so has pacemaker which was why she had to receive a p atdown. 
Airport- GJT 
Airline - Allegiant Air 
Flight# - 413 

10110/201 Date and time - 10-9-14 at 245 pm 
4 6:24: 16 Description of item - white plastic container, 2 inches in diameter and has a plastic foam which sits on beads in which her hearing aids go in. 

PM 
Response: 
I advised caller that I would send her a claims form and she would receive it in the next 24 hours and it would have the instructions on what to do. I also advised caller that I would forward the information to the CSM and also provided the caller with the 
CSM number at GJT. 

!(b,(61 ! 
Phone!(b 1(61 

10111/201 
4 3:16:23 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hltp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················--;:::====:::;--------····························· 
Remote Client IP: k~b~l~(6_·•~' --~ 
Date Time 1011112014 2:35 06 PM 

Nam~b,(61 
Ema if bi(6i 
Complainls:My Complaint is Not Listed Here· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Southwest 2414 Atlanta to Laguardia 10/10114 
Comments:my family was screened for bomb residue. My wife tested posItIve. Was asked if she used hand lotion. She told them yes. TSA agent said that is why it tested positve. More residue tests were conducted and a private pat down. If you 
know that this test has issues why are you using that equipment that can't detect the difference between hand lotion and explosive residue and why continue screening same person for such when you know why the Person tested positive using this 
inferior equipmenl. 



101111201 
4 3:17:20 

PM 

10/11/201 
4 50601 

PM 

10/11/201 
4 7 02 24 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 10111/2014 1 :44:03 PM Airport · BOS - Logan International Date/Time of Travel · 10/1112014 1 :45 PM Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: tenminal 3 security TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · i waited nearly 45 minutes to have a pat down comp I eted when I asked to opt out at security, I nearly missed my flight as a res u It of the slow process and I ack of attention to the fact th at I was st i 11 waiting, No attempt was ma de to find 
someone to complete the screening. I kept being lold it would only be a minu1e and yet I was waiting for 45 minutes. I've never had to wait so long al another airport. If ii weren't for my travel companion my belongings would have sat unattended the 
entire ti me as wel I. 

Would you like a re~rnzmse2 · Ia IA 

Passenger's Name~~ b_1(_6_1 ____ ~ 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1~._[b"-·'-'1(-'-6'-1 ___ _. 
Dale Time: 10111/2014 3:34:24 PM 

Nam$b1(6) 
Emai bi(6i 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening/Pat Down Sc reenrng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Delta flight 437 out of Jfk 
Comments:I fly often and have never had a problem wilh an inappropriale pal down. Officer~! jfk grabed my breasls and then grabbed my abdomen aggressively. I said ow ow and she nastily said she was doing her job and grabbed harder. 
I said ow ow louder she pushed me to the side and said good. I am not one to complain but this behavior was grossly inappropriate. I understand why the TSA can get bad media as this was unacceptable. I have a light yellow cardigan on. Nothing 
bulky. I watched her screen the next person and she was much less aqqressive. I would have reported to a manaqer on site but needed to head to my fliqht. Thank you in advance for rnvestiqatinq the issue 
I traveled to SFO from MKE lasl weekend. I had broken my Femur almost 4 weeks ago and had to travel with a wheelchair. When I left Milwaukee I had a TSA member squal down to me to ask a few questions and to explain to me what we needed to 
do. I was able to Crutch up to the scanner, so the TSA member told me he was going to send my Crutches through the x ray and have a member bring me my crutches. I was able to crutch up to the scanner and hand my crutches back to the member 
and was able to stand and get scanned. Everything went smoothly and we were on my way. 
When I was on my way home in SFO. First the TSA members tried to have me walk through the metal detector while holding a TSA's members hand, I had to explain that I had a metal rod running from my knee to my hip and it wouldn't work I tried to 
explain to two members how things were done in Milwaukee and how I was in and out in 5 min. They both said it wasn't in their polices and they couldn"t do it. I was sent through 10 a supervisor to get a pal down. Gelling told I hat each city sets their 
own polices. How can I feel safe if each city can make up policies? Shouldn't each and every city fallow the same rules? Which city was and is right? 
I'm free to talk about this and don't feel like I was treated right. You can reach me atkb)(6) ! 
Thanks, 

!(b)(61 

10112/201 
4 9:26:30 

AM 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" . Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time : 1011112014 8:58:02 PM Airport : EWR - Newark International Date/Time of Travel 1011112014 8:30 PM Airline & Flight Number united 940 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport. C TSA Employee, (If KnownJlrh··,rr;-·, K:omment. I am a TSA Pre passanger and have had no incidents with TSA in the past. I travel every week and very much have enjoyed the professionalism and respect by which I have been 
trealed by the TSA officers. This change on my last lrip on _1011112014 as I was proceeding through securily. _There was one Ian! o_pen

1
and _I w_as not infokm_ed _by t~e officer checkinqmy boarding pass that it was not TSA pre. I left my computer on its 

bad and was quickly approached by an officer, lets call 011,cer X (whose name or badge was refused to be disclosed by Officer (b)(6 . !(b1(6·, !Badge# bi(6:1 nd ID on card:!(b.1(6) I to tell me that I had to take my computer out. When I 
asked to understand why since I was T SA pre, officer X Ju st turned his back and walked away. I asked again. not understanding why and in a condescending tone he told me it was not a T SA pre-I a ne. Confused as the officer that checked my boarding 
pass had not mentioned anything about the lane not being TSA-pre, I asked officer X again &quot:not sure I understand&quot:. The officer now turned his back to me and proceeded to ignore my requests, when I asked again, he ignored again. That 
that point i approach him and in a very aggressive lone he jump into my face and proceeded to tell me to shut up. At I hat point, I asked for his supervisor. A second officer came and starl to sm~ery helpful here. I asked if he was his supervisor 
and he said yes. I was then pulled aside by yet a third officer, this time office~ who told me he was the supervisor and asked that I explained the situation. I did and mentioned to Office@Ji~l.J did not want to go through the security late with 
the officer I had the original exchange - I feared for my safety at this point as that officer was quite upset and was over 100 lbs my weight. As I went through securit I told offlcerliE:ii£I] did not want that onginal officer X to touch me 1f we had to do a 
pat down. At that point, Officer X started again to yell at mesa &quot:1 dont want to touch you. you are not that important&quot;. After this. I requested office (b)(6:1 a report be filed as 01 would,.tw..!i!iqg a complain. Officerfb::,(6;

1
1proceeded to make 

a copy of my passporl and my global entry card. Office b)(6:1 refused to disclose Officer x's name or badge and said 10 only us~ name in lhis complain. Throughout this ordeal, Officerli.!2.1.[filJ was courteous and respec ul, exemplary of 
what I had seen from TSA officers before. Officer X's customer service behavior was quite disappointing. 
the reason why I am filing this report is because I truly believe in the excellence service from TSA. I joined TSA-Pre in part to support the organizations efforts, which 1s cnt,cal for the secunty of our country ,ts travelers. It is quite disappointing when a 
TSA officer behaves in an exemplary way. at the end both officers and passengers are on the same team: to make our skies safer. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's N.._ __ h_·-,_IR_-, __ ~-~ 
Phone Number h··,Iro;·-, 

Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



10112/201 
4 1:16:24 

PM 

Date 10-11-2014 Time: 1100 EST Airport: Dulles IAP. VA 

Date/Time of Travel: 10-11-2014 1340 EST Airline & Flight Number: US Airways 5007 

Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport: T SA Pre-Checkpoint 52 

Compliment/Complaint (Summarize: The initial agent contact prior to going through the magnetometer was polite and instructed/reminded us that since we were going through pre-check, 11 was not necessary to remove belts, shoes or laptops from 
cases. However, upon going through the sensor, the second agent upon seeing the alarm for, immediately made everyone go back and remove belts. She was not very polite. In fact, she was rather curt and a definite difference from the initial agent. 

The direction to remove the belt, go back through the magnetometer, and send the belt through x-ray is at odds with all previous experiences going through pre-check. 
Previously, agents have requested lhat I loosen or unbuckle lhe belt and a quick pat down resolved the queslion. 

Which is it - belt off and send through ,-ray (seems silly as belts large enough 10 conceal anything are pretly obvious) or non 

Sincerely, 



To Whom It May Concern: 
What was a totally exciting vacation for my husband. myself and 40 other travelers in our group was a nightmare when changing planes at JFK airport on October 6, 2014 approximately 3:00 pm. Our plane. Delta 477, and four other planes arTiving at 
the same time to go lhrough customs. We had approximately 55 minutes 10 gel through CusIoms, re-check bag and go through TSA securily checks. 

First we were told we didn't need to fill out the Declaration Forms papers. standing in long lines we get to the Customs Kiosks only to find they are down. now we start filling out the paper documents. Kiosks are up, we proceed to enter information for 
my husband get receipt 1. answer question not traveling alone, enter necessary information for myself. Kiosks goes down, before we get the second receipt, please fill out paper document. There were not enough custom helpers for the volume of 
people trying 10 accomplish this task. Kiosks are up again, we clear, our travel agent has all out bags pulled off carousel, collect bags head to re-check. We have 30 minuIes to cal ch flight. 

TSA security check. since their were so many of us with a short time to make our connection, we were directed to a line by a JFK employee hoping to help us quickly. To our surprise there were about 200 to 300 hundred passengers trying to do the 
same thing. There was only ONE TSA agent checking tickets and passports. He told us to get into the other lines, when we told him our plane was leaving in 15 minutes, he showed no emotion or even cared, Some of the other passengers let us go 
ahead in order for us to make our fiig ht. 11 seemed the more we protested I he slower he worked. 

Three or four other agents came over and just stood chatting making jokes with him, nobody opened another line, A TSA Head Officer last name otii:ii:§I] even came over to talk with him and then calmly walked away. No other agents were called to 
he Ip out, As a supervisor the situation should have been a priority getting a 11 the passengers accommodated, 

101121201 Next, my husband and myself have knee replacements and sa did about 1 o other people in our group, so we all had to have someone da the Pat Down all over. I had ta wait 5 minute for someone to Pat Down, meanwhile time is ticking and the plane 
4 6:08:18 

PM is waiting. The gate as it turned out was B 38 that was clear at the other end of the terminal. I went walking as fast as I could in stocking feet because I didnl have time to put shoes on, I got to gate B 23 and finally found a cart to take me to the gate. 

10112/201 
4 6:08:48 

PM 

My main concerns are: 
1 The la ck al employees ta help in the customs area: 
2. The ineptness of the employee at the T SA check desk; 
3. The bantering and joking of employees in the whole area of the TSA check in area: 
4. A supervisors who should have immediately recognized lhe problem and lried to resolve the issue: 
5. Having ta wait far the FRISK when they clearly knew we were on a time crunch. 
6. I AM APPALLED THAT GIVEN THE AREA OF THE JFK AIRPORT AND THE PASSENGERS THAT 

COME THROUGH FROM ALL COUNTRIES, INCLUDING OUR OWN, DOES NOT HAVE A BODY 
SCANNER SO THAT THEY CAN SEE THE METAL IMPLANTS AND WOULDN'T HAVE TO 
SLOW DOWN PASSENGERS WITH A FRISK. 

7. Why canl they have wands to verify where the metal implants are located, do they get a perverse kick 
out of having to pat down everyone? 

I told the agents I had a knee replacement. when the machine buzzed why didn't they have wands ta go aver the area to verify it was metal in the knee. I did not have anyone ask me if I wanted to go to another room, they did the pat down in front of all 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
CuCTent Date/Time· 10/1212014 4:40:10 PM Airport, STL - Lambert St. Louis International Date/Time of Travel, 10108/2014 11 :30 AM Airline & Flight Number, Delta 1570 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, 
TSA Employee: (If Know..,n ... )_:.,..,... _ __, 
Comment . My TSA # i4._(b...,i~(6...,-... i _......., 
On Oct. 4th 2014 from New Bern NC airport EWN I had to take off my shoes and also had a complete pat down. Returning from STL on Oct. 8 2014 I had to go thru the same thing NO regard that my boarding pass had PSA Check on 11 in both 
places. Whats going on ! ! 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Na.,.m=e~·~l_h_·-,1_r;_·I_~ __ ......., 
Phone · 
Email (b)(6, 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller: 
10112/201 Flying SEA to Kahului and has some underwater cameras. Can he request a hand inspection? 
4 6:42:14 

PM Advised Caller: 
He can request a patd own at the checkpoint. 



To Whom It May Concern: 
What was a totally exciting vacation for my husband. myself and 40 other travelers in our group was a nightmare when changing planes at JFK airport on October 6, 2014 approximately 3:00 pm. Our plane. Delta 477, and four other planes arTiving at 
the same time to go lhrough customs. We had approximately 55 minutes 10 gel through CusIoms, re-check bag and go through TSA securily checks. 

First we were told we didn't need to fill out the Declaration Forms papers. standing in long lines we get to the Customs Kiosks only to find they are down. now we start filling out the paper documents. Kiosks are up, we proceed to enter information for 
my husband get receipt 1. answer question not traveling alone, enter necessary information for myself. Kiosks goes down, before we get the second receipt, please fill out paper document. There were not enough custom helpers for the volume of 
people trying 10 accomplish this task. Kiosks are up again, we clear, our travel agent has all out bags pulled off carousel, collect bags head to re-check. We have 30 minuIes to cal ch flight. 

TSA security check. since their were so many of us with a short time to make our connection, we were directed to a line by a JFK employee hoping to help us quickly. To our surprise there were about 200 to 300 hundred passengers trying to do the 
same thing. There was only ONE TSA agent checking tickets and passports. He told us to get into the other lines, when we told him our plane was leaving in 15 minutes, he showed no emotion or even cared, Some of the other passengers let us go 
ahead in order for us to make our fiig ht. 11 seemed the more we protested I he slower he worked. 

Three or four other agents came over and just stood chatting making jokes with him, nobody opened another line, A TSA Head Officer last name of~even came over to talk with him and then calmly walked away. No other agents were called to 
he Ip out, As a supervisor the situation should have been a priority getting a 11 the passengers accommodated, 

101121201 Next, my husband and myself have knee replacements and sa did about 1 o other people in our group, so we all had to have someone da the Pat Down all over. I had ta wait 5 minute for someone to Pat Down, meanwhile time is ticking and the plane 
4 7:03:08 

PM is waiting. The gate as it turned out was B 38 that was clear at the other end of the terminal. I went walking as fast as I could in stocking feet because I didnl have time to put shoes on, I got to gate B 23 and finally found a cart to take me to the gate. 

10/13/201 
4 9 01 55 

AM 

My main concerns are: 
1 The la ck al employees ta help in the customs area: 
2. The ineptness of the employee at the T SA check desk; 
3. The bantering and joking of employees in the whole area of the TSA check in area: 
4. A supervisors who should have immediately recognized lhe problem and lried to resolve the issue: 
5. Having ta wait far the FRISK when they clearly knew we were on a time crunch. 
6. I AM APPALLED THAT GIVEN THE AREA OF THE JFK AIRPORT AND THE PASSENGERS THAT 

COME THROUGH FROM ALL COUNTRIES, INCLUDING OUR OWN, DOES NOT HAVE A BODY 
SCANNER SO THAT THEY CAN SEE THE METAL IMPLANTS AND WOULDN'T HAVE TO 
SLOW DOWN PASSENGERS WITH A FRISK. 

7. Why canl they have wands to verify where the metal implants are located, do they get a perverse kick 
out of having to pat down everyone? 

I told the agents I had a knee replacement. when the machine buzzed why didn't they have wands ta go aver the area to verify it was metal in the knee. I did not have anyone ask me if I wanted to go to another room, they did the pat down in front of all 

Caller asked if she was speaking to a TSA agent in JAX. Caller stated that yesterday traveling from JAX on JetBlue airlines she was put through lhe AIT and lhe bracelet on her wrisl gave a problem and would not come off. Caller stated I hat lhe 
machine a I armed and she received a patdown by the same gender TSO the re. Cal I er said the machine does not work properly and she is highly ups et th at she received a p atdown be ca use her privacy was invaded and she does not want to be touched. 
Caller stated she wanted an apology from JAX. Ca 11 er asked if she s hou Id contact them directly. Ca 11 er asked for my name with s pe 11 mg and stated she would not stop e sea I a ting this unti I she received an a po logy from JAX. 

Airporl: JAX 
Airline: JetBlue 
Flight Number: B6 610 
Date Time: 10 12 14 departing at 12:00pm 
Terminal Gate: A 1 
Contact lnformatian¥ .. ~_,(_6_) _____ __. 

Resolution: 

I advised the caller that I am from the TCC that is for all the airports and not just JAX. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at JAX, we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Support Manager at that location. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of 
concern that may require special attention. 

I advised the cal I er tha I i r the AIT a I arms a pa ldow n is required to clear the a I arm on a 11 passengers. TSA Pree heck and age does nol have a fa eta r in the patdown procedure. 

I advised the cal I er that my name is Skyler and to go rig ht ahead. 



10/13/201 
4 

10:10:34 
AM 

10113/201 
4 

101056 
AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 1011212014 9:06:09 PM Airport TPA - Tampa lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 1011212014 Airline & Flight Number: Uniled Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: TSA Security 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: My husband and I were on our return fi1ght home. I had a first class ticket with Premier Access and had prepnnted our boarding passes. My husbands ticket was TSA Pre approved and evidently mine was not?? We went to the Premier 
Access line - My husband went right through. My ticket would not scan - so the TSA agent sent me to the other security line. I had to wait behind all the other travelers, remove my shoes, scanned twice and was asked to pat down??? I would appreciate 
an explanation? 
Would you like a res onse? . True 

Passenger's N~ .... ,,,.._=----,.--' 
Phone Number (b)(61 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" . Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time 10/1212014 7:25:33 PM Airport : SLC - Salt Lake City International Date/Time of Travel : 10/12/2014 5:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) liE:ii£[J 
Comment. I had a pre check boarding pass but was not allowed through the pre check lane because I asked for a female assist to conduct a pat down. My two co workers did not have pre check boarding passes but we're put through that lane anyway. 
I fi y twice a week for work and request a pat down each 11 me because of an implanted medical device. I am quite used to the pat down p roe es s and m most cases it goes very smoothly. In this case the young I ady who did the pat down did Im e. Her 
supervisor was the problem.~as rude and close to combative. She yelled at me for asking questions. Then demanded to see my boarding pass to prove to me I wasnt pre check. But I was. So she got mad and crumpled it up. I was still trying to 
talk to her when she stompe~ing at me from across the securily area. She has no business in I his posilion. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email fh 1/RI 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

I recently received the following response to my TSA complaint. Though I appreciate the quick response, it appears my concerns regarding my personal safety and rights does not resolved any of lhe issued raised in my complain!. I would appreciate a 
person al response to the issue raise touching me with contaminated gloves and p ri ma ri I y without my permission. 

What corrective action is the TSA intend to make? How can Ebola be controlled when the TSA does not practice protective care to avoid contamination passengers by the TSA agent himself? 

Has a Case file been opened regarding this event or open a case file for this complaint 

---Original Message---
From: tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com [mailto:tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 02, 2014 12:56 PM 
To:!(b)(6) I 
Subject In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank you for your e-ma i I reg a rd i ng your screening ex pe ri e nee. 
10113/201 

4 The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide the highest level of security and customer service to all who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless of 
1 o: 1 o: 59 their person al situations and needs, a re treated wi I h respect and courtesy. Every person and i I em mu st be screened before entering the secured area , and the manner in which I he sere en i ng is cond ucl ed is i m po rta n t. Al I T ransporta Ii on Security 

AM Officers (TS Os) are required to be considerate and thoughtful, and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen nexl in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

At airports na ti o nw ide. T SA has imp I emented stream Ii n ed. consistent. and thorough patdown procedures at security checkpoints to provide a higher I eve I of security and increase the safety of the traveling public, P atdowns help TS A detect hidden and 
dangerous ilems, such as explosives. They are used to resolve alarms from the walk through me1a1 detector (WTMDJ, when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, and as parl of TSA's random screening 
acti vi ti es. 

A TSO of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdown search: however, passengers may need to wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. As the screening is being conducted, the TSO will be describing the procedures 
he or she is using. The passenger should inform TSOs of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the posilion required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when 1ouched. TSOs are required to use the back of the hand to 
patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas, TS Os are required to use the front of the hand. 

At any time during the screening process, passengers may request a private screening, 
TSOs should also offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clolhing. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance 10 lhe private screening after the companion clears 
screening. Passengers who refuse screening in both the public and private areas will not be permitted to enter the secured area. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Support Manager at that location. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot 



10/13/201 
4 

12:10:46 
PM 

10/13/201 
4 1 21 56 

PM 

10/131201 
4 4:36:50 

PM 

Caller asked the p atdown process and said a friend s Mom got a p atdown at Amari I lo. TX tad ay and that they put their hands u nde meath her sh, rt and touched her breasts. She stated she was shocked and she asked if this is norm al procedure. She 
said she did not want to make a complaint for her but that she is traveling soon and wants to know the process. She requested an email. She declined her name. 

Response:A TSO of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdown search; however, passengers may need to wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. As the screening is being conducted. the TSO will be describing the 
procedures he or she Is using. The passenger s hou Id inform T SOs of any d1ffi culty raising his or her arms. remaining in the position required lo r a patdown, or any a re as of the body that a re p ainfu I when touched. T SOs are required to use the back of 
the hand to patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas, TSOs are required to use the front of the hand, 

At any time during the screening process, passengers may request a private screening. 
TSOs should also offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the private screening after the companion clears 
screening , Passengers who refuse screening in both the public and private areas wi 11 not be permitted to enter the secured area. 

I advised her that if her friend s Mom wants to make a complaint that she can c,11 I_IS as well apd rP. can send it to the CSM for her. 
Submitted on Monday, October 13. 2014 - 13:00 Submitted by anonymous user (b )(6 _, Submitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? 

Fifth Amendment - Due Process 
- U nreaso na bl e Search Seizure 
- Other Rig ht or Liberty not I isted 

Other Consti tuti o na I Rig ht or Liberty not Ii sted: 
Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==I ndivid ua I ~pfo-~ 
First Name _h..__ .. I1 .. 6,.1 _ _.__., 
Last Name: ~b~l-'-(6~I~-~ 
Primary Phone: Home Phone 

Phone Number-f~"---"-"-·-._,._._I..,.,--------------, 
PO Box or StreetAddress:._k"h-"·11-'-R"·-, ____________ _. 

City: LARKSPUR 
State: Colorado 
Zip Code (Post Code) 80118 
OtheL 
Email: 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? 09 30 2014 
Where did this happen? COLORADO - DEN - Denver 
I nte rna t ion a I 
What happened? At a roximately 9:30 am on September 30th, 2014 
TSAAgent (b.I(6':, refused my right to a private screening 
room for a pat own, te r passing through the ful I body scanner 
Kristin Dedeaux asked what I had in my back pockets. I told her 
I didn t have any pockets anywhere on my clothing. She stated, 
I have to touch your buttocks and I asked her what for and 

Caller flew from Austin Bergstrom to Portland Oregon. Caller stated he was headed to the precheck line and the screeners asked to screen his hands. Caller stated the screener swabbed his hands and the alarm and the caller stated the screeners 
couldnt explain what was the screening process. Caller stated he was taken to a room to have a patdown. Caller stated the next screener told him he tested positive for explosives. Caller is upset because the screeners wouldnt tell him what his hands 
tested lo r and the cal I er wants to make changes to that process, 

Advised ca Iler if his hands I esl ed positive lo r explosive ma I eri a I or if I h ala rm goes off I he passenger could be subject to a patdown 10 make sure there is nothing going th rough the ch eek point. 

Advised ca Iler if he wants to change the screening procedure he can make th at s ugg esti on on our website. 



10113/201 
4 6:11:32 

PM 

10/131201 
4 6:44:55 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 10113/2014 5:06:05 PM Airport · AUS - Austin-Bergstrom International Date/Time of Travel · 10/13/2014 Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : I'm filing this complaint about the current screening process. On October 13th I was flying out of Austin Bergslrom airport and asked to have my hands scanned by a machine that detects explosive chemicals. I was told an alarm went off on 
my scan, but I was not told what substance caused the alarm. At that point i was told that I had to have all my property searched and agree to a pat down. If i refused the pat down I would be given to Austin Police and then have a &quot;bad day&quot:. 
Al I this for a fa Is e pos iii ve test. I understand the import a nee of TSA. and I respect and appreciate the reason why this orga ni zati on exi sis. However th at doesn't mean I have to agree with everything it does. 1 'm filing this complaint be cause I wou Id I 1ke 
to see a better process put in place. Invest in technology to give better results of the hand scan. Isolate the &quotsubstance&quot: that is causing a positive test, Compare that to known concentrations of that substance in explosive chemicals. 
Continue 10 scan lhe property for lhose traces. If lhe cus1omer is not willing to receive a puldown scan the outside of the clolhes for traces of lhe same substance. We should not be in a place where American citizens are treated as criminals, or 
blatantly have their rights removed. I realize it is a tough and thankless job, and many individuals have put in numerous hours to stand up and run this organization. I just want to see it succeed and still give Americans a sense of privacy. 

Thank you 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name ·1 
Phone Numberf-lh;-";" .. ,l~R~-1"""'"---,-__ ...J 

Email bi(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Disability Description: Caller has a complaint. 

Response Details: Before the security screening begins, 1t is important to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) if you: 
Have an insulin pump 
Need a ssis tan ce 
Have difficulty raising your arms 
Have difficulty walking or standing alone. 

It is not necessary 10 disconnect from your insulin pump during the screening process. The insulin pump will be screened and, in most cases, passengers will do a self-patdown of the insulin pump followed by an Explosives Trace Detection (ETD) test 
with a swab of their hands. If traces of explosives materials are detected, passengers will need to undergo additional screening. 

Passengers may be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT), a walk-through metal detector, or using a thorough patdown. Any passenger can request a patdown rather than using the technology. 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, it must: 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed discriminatory action in sufficient deta i I to inform T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the com pla i na nt or someone authorized to sign on be ha If of the comp I a i nan t. 

In order to ap prop nately address your co ncems, we a I so need to know the airport at which you we re sere ened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complainl on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization 10 file the complainl on his or her 
behalf. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

Email sent. 

Incident Details; The callers daughter flew to England. She stated that she was told that she can remove her insulin pump for screening and they will visually inspect the machine. She stated that she told the officers that the pump cannot go through the 



Caller wants to file a complaint because she flew from JFK to MCO on 9-2 and during screening process the TSO was very rude and told her to keep moving ma nasty way, told her they d1dn t need anything from her. She was trying to watch her bag 
because it had a lot of money in it and the bag went through the machine and she didn t see her items because she was having a patdown. She went through the WTMD and had a patdown in the general area. The money was in her purse, she didn t 
see anyone hand inspecl her bag, but, there is $100 missing from her purse. She conIacIed Jetblue who said they didn I have anylhing to do with it. 
Thin ks she went through security at a pp ra x. BAM. 
Caller was wean ng a scarf and a long dress, so Ii d b I ack dress and she thinks the sea rf was pink. 

101141201 1. Dale and Time of the flight----9-2-14, departed at approx. 9:00 AM going through securily, departed at approx. 

4 8:25:29 2. Gate or Terminal----Doesn t remember, thinks terminal 5 
3. Baggage d escri pti o n---T he purse was a black I ea the r I oak purse. had z, ppers and a snap close in the m idd I e, it was closed when she p I aced in the bin, when she retrieved 11 was st, 11 closed but turned over in the bin. 

AM 
4. Bag Tag # (10 digit)---Prefen-ed for phone calls. 
5. Flight #---Doesn t know, can I remember 
6. Ai rl i ne----J etb I ue 

Response: 
Advised caller information will be provided to the CSM al JFK for review. If additional information is required may be contacled by email. 

I have a complaint about going thru Security at Midway Airport this morning, October 13th with my 92years old mother who has Parkinson's disease and was in her own wheelchair. 

When I got up to the screening I told the TSA agent that my mother could not get out of wheelchair to walk thru the security. She told me I would have to take her shoes and lightweight jacket off of her so they could pat down her own wheelchair. 

It says in your own instructions that 

TSA has implemented a program that revised screening procedures for passengers who appear to be age 75 and older. Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light 
outer\'llear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to clear an alarm as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the 
changes to the sere en i ng procedures by Transportation S ecu ri ty Office rs during the screening p race ss. 

10/14/201 
4 847 38 

AM So why did this TSA agent in who called for someone to take her back and pat her down that I had to take her shoes off and lightweight coat off? 

When I flew from Columbus Ohio to Midway. Chicago airport last Friday morning 10110114 - they let her keep her shoes and coat on. Now this morning when she was sleeping in her chair as I had gotten her up too early this agent made me take her 
shoes off. 

Then afte""ards when I had gone lhru security I noliced another agent had an elderly gentlemen who was able to keep his shoes on when he broughl him lhru security to pat him down. 

I think you need 10 Irain some TSA agents about I his program so ii doesn'I happen again when I fly with my elderly mother. 



10114/201 
4 8:48:21 

AM 

101141201 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1~(b 1(6) 
Date Time: 10/13'"12-0'"1-4-'--7-:•-7-:4_2_P_M_. 

~~tbb1!6611 

Comp I a i nts; I nco n s i ste nt Screening (Different Practices between Airports). 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight #56 from Barrow, AK (BRWJ to Anchorage, AK (ANC) on 10/912014. 
Comments:Before I begin, let me say that the reason that I am filing this complaint is because I believe and know to be true that any person given the authority to physically invade the space of non-criminalized citizens through physical touch in a 
public civilian space should be following policy to the letter and should be held accountable for not following such policy to the letter in order for this to be a truly '1ree'· state. TSA does everything outwardly in the name of ··safety" and "freedom" but 
when those persons in positions of authorities act out of line or inconsistently (and dare I say carelessly). TSA places people in an unsafe and particularly un-free situation. 

On October 9, 2014. I was traveling home to Anchorage from Barrow. AK, where I had been covering a story for four days that week. I had traveled from Anchorage to Barrow on Monday, 1016. and when I had done so, I had presented a paper driver's 
license issued from the DMV that previous Friday 1013--my birthday. (It should be noted that this driver's license. I was told by the OMV personnel, would not '"fiag'· TSA or cause any additional screenings when flying-something I asked about as I knew 
I would be flying sooner or later and likely that next week, as I am a journalist.) I went through security entirely as usual, No additional identification was required, no additional screenings, no pat-down--nothing. I am a non-suspicious citizen traveling on 
a work assignment, and I was t rea I ed with every respect. 

On October 9, 2014. however, at the security podium upon entering the security screening area, the TSA agent checking ID's and boarding passes asked to see my credit carcJ. When I asked why, she said that is was because of this OMV-issued (and 
perfectly legal) paper license. I showed it to her while stating that in Anchorage, this had not been required just a few days before and that she might want to check in with Anchorage as, as she stated herself, Barrow"s policies come directly from 
Anchorage. She handed me my license, credit card, and boarding pass and entirely dismissed what I had said, speaking over me 10 a TSA supervisory officer who 1urned out to be incredibly rude,l(b }(6}land informing him that I needed the pat-down 
search. 

I objected to this immediately. I am a third-trimester prerant•woman, and thus my personal body is particularly sacrosanct, and, as this had not happened just days earlier in a bigger and more credible airport, I felt that it was an unnecessary violation 
of my person and the sacred home of my growing baby. b }( poke loudly over me at every chance he had instead of looking into the claim I had made that this was nol necessary and had not been necessary just days earlier in Anchorage. 

The pat-down began, and my bags and belongings were all set at my feet. As a journalist I announced to li§E},nd to the female TSA agent perfonming the pat-down that I was going to grab my camera and document this incident. I announced this 
several ti mes and moved slowly as they were already treating me Ii ke a cri mi na I and a~ad a I ready threatened to cal I the cops ( rea I ly?') and repeatedly to Id me that I was not going to make my fiig ht unless I comp Ii ed, When I pul I ed my cam era 
out of lhe bag. however, he yelled "back away, back away!" to the female agenl performing the pal-down, and told me I hat I needed 10 put the camera back in my bag so that all of my already scanned ii ems could be re-scanned again. 

Feedback Type · Request for Information 
Calegari es : Other: Screening 
CuCTent Date/Time · 1019/2014 8:37:46 AM Airport : Select One Date/Time of Travel , 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· When I arrived the airport close to midnight, the TSA gate closed to Japan Airlines was closed and I was going to ask the security where the closest one is still open, the Filipino security was very rude by beckoning me to the other side and 
yelling at me jusl like bossing around his dog. 
I did not appreciate being treated with that kind of attitude and it was very inappropriate. 

Second, when I arrived the gate next to the one that is closed, the staff(white gray hair old man wore eye glasses) kept giving me hard time when doing pat down. I was already screened and it has proven I have had nothing inside my clothes, he still 
kept 1ouch i ng and searching through my c lathes. 

4 I do not understand what is the problem with your staff and machine? I cooperated and he said there were some spots needed to be searched, 11 was only space created by the gap between skin and clothes. Maybe I did not iron or flat my clothes, but it 
10:04: 16 was ridiculous to search just according to what your machine says. 

AM 
Your staff will need to learn to respect the passenger. if there is no alarm or nothing unusual, then please let the passenger go 

Pat down is necessary only if you find something suspicious, ii you are going to keep giving passenger hard time every single time like that. then nobody is coming back to Hawaii again. 
It is not good for the economy and also the image and reputation of Honolulu airport, the Aloha is no longer aloha if passenger is being trealed like I hat all the lime. 

I have been to other airports and I have no prob I em with their security sere en i ng, I hope you can really work on communication with your staff to make Ho no I ul u airport a safe. comfo rtab I e, and nice place for everybody traveling. Thank you' 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Nam,,,...e~1.,h __ ·1~1R~--'", --,--' 
Phone Number· b·•,(ffi 
Email h··,1r;·1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



10/14/201 
4 

11:57:42 
AM 

Caller went to the happiest place on earth. She went on flight 1095 with SW at 8:30 p.m. to Buffalo from Orlando at 6 approximately. Her bag was emptied and she went through a patdown including ETD. She drove to Toronto from Buffalo. Her 
daughters earrings were missing. She called the lost and found and they were not found. 

Response: 
Airport: MCO 
Airline: SW 
Flight Number: 1095 or 1085 
Departure Time: 8:30 pm 
Arrival Time: 11 :00 p.m. 
Spec iii c Location (Te rm i na 1-G ate): Gate 126 
Individuals Con1ac1 lnformalion (phone number-email): Blue mickey mouse earrings 
Persons involved (if calling on behalf of someone): 2 women, spanish background about 50, real nice ladies 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Cus torn er Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation, 

Advised caller that being that he had an NOi. we will send him a claim form. It will have instructions as to what to fill out and where to send it to. It can take up to 24 hours to receive. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: Permitted Items: Screening 
Current Date/Time : 1011412014 2:37:02 PM Airport CLT - Charlotte Douglas International Date/Time of Travel 1011312014 8:00 PM Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Near US Airways E concourse TSA Employee: (II Known) , 
Comment : After going through lhe TSA line I was asked to wait for a more extensive check of my carry on. In question was a bollle of olive oil which was opaque on the screen. It had been purchased al a duty free shop in the Rome airport in llaly right 
before take off. The oil was in the labeled duty free bag with a dated receipt and description of purchase. What happened next is what I am questioning. I was taken out of line given a full body pat down including my groin area and under my shirt in the 

10114/201 chest area. My purse, carry on, shoes, jacket and coat were again screened and physically examined. I am 65 years old with balance issues and a hearing deficit so some of the physical exam and requests were hard for me to do or understand. I was 
4 4:10:50 allowed to hold on to a table after they asked me spread my legs. to facilitate the leg and then groin search. Admittedly, after 22 hours of no sleep and a transatlantic flight, I was not at my best. I started to cry. My husband had already gone ahead to 

PM try and hold our flight. Al one poinl, the open carry on was up ended, my hearing aid and battery case fell oul on lhe examiners table. When finally finished, I was asked if I still wanled my olive oil, I replied in the affirmalive. I was lold, to keep the oil, I 
needed to get back into, what was now, a long security line. I had only minutes to reach my flight to Milwaukee so I left the oil with the agents. 

10/15/201 

Would you like a res onse? : True 

Passenger's Na,.m,...e,-o;b"-·'-'1 -'6~'----.----' 
Phone Number 1h··,1rr1 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2IApplicationManager 

The caller indicated that she is flying next week on 1 O 22 to Dallas TX and on 1 17 to RSW. She has a pacemaker and hip replacement. She is advised at the airport that AIT is safe for her pacemaker and goes through AIT. She indicated that it is 
uncomfortable for her spread her legs for the paid own. She is 8 8. She does n t understand why she always has to receive a patdown a fie r pa ssrng through AIT even a fie r she advises of the pacemaker and hip re placement She resents this and does n t 
like being touched between her legs. 

She indicated that she is in a wheelchair. She passed through screening once at either DTW or RSW and did not require a paid own. She stated that she did not go through screening. She stated that she doesn t recall 1f she passed through any 
machines. She doesn t recall when this occurred or at which airport. 

She expressed concern in regard to being separated from her purse. 

She asked if there is something that she can do not to be screened, 

4 She asked what happens if she doesn t advise of her pacemaker and hip replacements. 
11 :40:15 

AM We cannot g ua ra ntee that she won t receive a pa tdow n. Also. the re is nothing th at can be done so that she won t be screened, She has to be sere ened by T SA before she can board her flight. Patd owns a re required to clear anoma Ii es of A IT, I advised 
that she should advise of the hip replacement and pacemaker before screening begins. She should advise if she has difficulty in raising her arms or remaining the position required for a patdown and if any area of her body is sensitive or painful when 
touched. 

TS A Ca res can provide assistance through sere en i ng for those with di sa bi Ii ties or medica I conditions to faci Ii tate sere en i ng, Such assistance do es not guarantee that she won t receive a patd own, I advised that she should ca 11 at I east 72 hours prior to 
t rave I to request a ssis tan ce. She declined. 

Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TS Os) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items. including disability-related devices and aids, are kept within a passenger's line-of-sight when a passenger is 
required to undergo additional screening, When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property during a patdown or private screening, TS Os have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's items and to ensure that the 
passenger is reunited with his or her property once ii clears x-ray screening. 

If a passenqer has concerns about his or her screemnq, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenqer Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 



From!(b 1(6) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 15, 2014 11 :31 AM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1ptb)(61 ! 
10/15/201 Dale Time: 10115/2014 11 :31 04 AM 

4 
12:18:50 

PM Name: 

10115/201 
4 2:20:19 

PM 

Email: 

HYPERLIN'i:._b-'-)_(6-'-) ____________ __. 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

Inconsistent Enforcement of Rules Regarding Expressed Breastmilk 

Comments: 

Last Friday, October 10. 2014, I had a very distressing interacting with TSA agents at the Denver International Airport. I was traveling for business with my 1 year old son. Because I had him with a sitter at various points throughout the trip and because 

I work for Piedmont and was going through security, because my crew was deadheading to CL T. I was pal down for no reason. My bag didn'I go off, my shoes didn'I go off either. I have a known crewmember ID wilh picture, so could someone please 
tell me why I was made to be treated like a terrorist? I went through security today. without my uniform on and wasn't pat down. I told one of the regular tsa agents what hapoened and she doesn't know why either. I felt violated, it was borderline 
criminal I didn't get patted down during 9111 this bad. 

HYPERLINK b)(6) 



10/16/201 
4 

10:30:12 
AM 

10/16/201 
4 

12:08:07 
PM 

Disability Description: Caller is in a wheelchair. 

Response Details: Advised caller I will send to the CSM aboul the patdown complaint. Advised caller to make a formal complaint she will have 10 send it in writing. 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations far Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)), it must: 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing; 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed discriminatory action in sufficient deta i I to i nlorm T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination: and 
Be signed by lhe complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns, we also need ta know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

Caller stated she seen the information on the website and she will fill the infonmation out. 

Incident Details: Caller is confused about the screening process. Caller stated she is in a wheelchair and wants ta know the process to get through the checkpoint. Caller stated she was subject ta a patdown and her wheelchair alarmed and the caller 
stated she was taken to a private room because she had to have evasive sere en i ng and the ca 11 er stated she was /1 Im i ng the conve rsat,on before she went to the room and the sere eners said she cou Id record the conversation. Cal I er le els that she only 
was taken to a private area because she was in a wheelchair. Caller stated she was speaking to a supervisor by the name of TSM Debbie Gonzales and TSOfh··,1rr1 I and they both told her she had to go to a private screening. Caller stated she 
flew from Albuquerque to Atlanla 10 DCA on Delta Airlines. Caller wants to know if the evasive patdown in a privale screening area is policies and procedures because the passenger asked for the patdown be done in the public. Caller stated her 
husband went ta the private screening area and her children stayed in the airport. Caller wants someone to contact her about the evasive patdown in a private screening area. Caller stated she is a victim of rape and the evasive patdown was difficult 
for the passenger. Caller wants to know how to make a lo rma I comp I a int. 

Advised ca Iler the lo 11 owing in formation: 

Incident happened 10-12-2014@08:00am 
Airport ABO 
Airline:Della 
Gate Terminal: Terminal AB 

Dear Sirs: 

I Just recently completed travel through Pensacola Airport and had a very bad TSA experience. 

NOTE: I am a frequent flier and have a Pre Check aulhorization as a relire military officer. 

I approached the initial TSA Official, using the Pre Check lane. presented my ticket and DoD ID card and was then directed to the full scan line. Thinking this was a random check. I had no concerns. Following my placing my belongings in the various 
baskets, I i nlorm ed the offi ci a I that I did not want to pass through the Body Scanner and had opted to go through the meta I detector instead. When I informed the officia I , I was told th at I did not have the option to pass through the metal scanner. though 
ii was in operalion al the time, but would have 10 go through the Body Scanner or receive a ocmplete "pat-down". When I questioned the removal of the metal detector option, I was given no answer. Nol seeing an option I stated lhat I would rather 
have the "pat-dawn" rather than go through the Scanner. I was then asked again if ··1 really didn"t want ta ga through the Bady Scanner": that it was completely safe and that if I didn't, I would have to go through the "pat-down". I again stated that I was 
aware of what she was saying and would not go through the Body Scanner. At that time, in a loud voice, the official announced that "We have an opt out"' and that I should stand next to the entrance gate. By now all of my scanned items have passed 
through the scanner, and been on the other side out of my sight, for 2 minutes. After another minute to minute and a half a second official (male) came to the gate and escorted me to the inspection area. I stated that I wanted my belongings at the 
table and he indicaled thal he would lake care of it, as everything was going 10 be "thoroughly inspected"'. At lhat lime, all of my belongings were inspected and checked for residue by 4 individuals. Commenls like, "'Let's see whal we can find"' and "I'll 
show you what to do", where heard. This was in concert with a poorly executed "pat-dawn" which took 6 minutes. I have now been in this process for approximately 10 minutes: was treated poorly and generally felt like I was used as an example far 
anyone else to NOT opt out of the body scan. 

To the best of my belief, I was not singled out as a RANDOM inspection, but rather was made an example of or used as a training source for new officers. I did not appreciate the treatment and queslion the mandatory "pat-down" when other options 
were available. While this may be within the purview of the TSA officials. it shows poor support al the public. The inspection was excessive and not in concert with the established standards of the TSA for a "random" or "routine inspection. I believe a 
retraining session Is warranted and that a verba I co unse Ii ng should be made. 

The su pe rv i sor on duty wa,f~b_._i (_6_, ___ ~I who though ocrdia I , did not ocntrol the process of the inspect ion at a 11. 

l(b1(6) 



Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Ca I egori es Other 
Current Date/Time . 10116/2014 1 :25: 19 PM Airport · JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel : 10/1612014 9:00 AM Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: tenminal 7. united TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · Potenti a I infection control issue. 

Agent took my belongings out of a bin and screamed &quot:you can't have your shoes in here&quot: and threw them on the cart. I told her that she could have told me and I would have moved them, there was no need for her to touch my belongings 
given that she has touched everything with her gloves. 

101161201 TSA agent (African American female with braids in 20s-30s in terminal 7) snaps back at me cursing aboul my &quot:nasty a .. shoes&quot: .. the lady screening joins in the screaming thal i &quot:betler think about what I'm saying&quot: and the other 

4 2: 18: 03 agents just say &quot: we can touch whatever we wa nt&q uot: 

PM 

10/16/201 
4 218 06 

PM 

I'm trying to point out that they are in contact with everyone's germs and a very effective at spreading all those germs by contacting everyone's belongings and never changing their gloves. I hope you can see how this is an issue and change policy to 
require gloves be disposed regularly and especially if they are going to pat down an individual or go through I heir belongings as to prevent the spread of contaminants from other people's belongings or lhe environment. 

thank you 
Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: Permitted Items: Screening 
Current Date/Time : 1011612014 12:34: 14 PM Airport : MCD - Ortando International Date/Time of Travel 1011012014 12:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: DL 18 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: I was traveling through the airport with a cooler of breastmilk. I declared lhat I had it with me and put it through the x-ray machine. II was then scanned. I had lhree bags of milk with me. The guy said lhat because he could not pul the bags 
in the machine and &quot:Because I want to take it with me&quot: I had to have a search of all of my bags AND a pat-down. I did not want a pat down and offered him several alternatives including me transferring the milk that he had already scanned 
into a separate container and putting the m1 I k that had not yet been sea nned into a bottle so th at he co u Id scan 1t mo re eas1 ly. This was not an option to h1 m. I was then treated to him going through al I of my belongings - he was trying to remove the 
physical pump from the bag which I told him was not possible. He tried to get at it from part of the bag where it is not connected but would not listen to me that if he wanted to see the pump, he had to open a different part of the bag. A person did not 
come over to give me a pal down for a VERY long period of lime: luckily I had plenty of time before my flight. I also asked to speak to a supervisor before this all s1arted and they said I hat he was correct in the procedure. When I look at the guidelines 
online, they do NOT align with what I was subjected to. Because my milk did go through the x-ray machine AND I offered to move it to a container that he could scan it in. This note may not sound as extreme as it is to you. I felt very harassed and feel 
sick to my stomach th, n king about this experience 1 week later. My mom was with me and she said th at she felt I Ike she s hou Id cal I 911 be cause of how they we re treating me and ma king me le el. I do understand that precautions need to be taken to 
make sure we are sale and I am very supportive of the work that you guys do. I just feel like your employees including the supervisor could have made this a better experience. I expect that when I travel I will not feel harassed and that TSA will be 
trained on the rules - ii is clear thal the group in Orlando are not and I would like to know what you are doing to fix I hat. 

See rule from website here: 
If the formula, breast milk and juice cannot be X-rayed or opened. officers may be required to take additional steps to clear the liquid as well as conduct additional screening, which may include a pat-down of the traveler and screening of the remainder 
of the 1raveler's accessible property. 
NOTE: My milk was x-rayed, offered to open therefore pat down and full search should NOT have been required. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 

Passenger's Nam~e~(~b~)~(6~'--~-~ 
Phone Number (b 1(6) 
Email (b)(61 
To leave a commen concerning 1s feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Caller said he went through T SA in Chicago and went through the WT MD. They then told him that he would need to go through the Al T machine. He said he went through the machine and lo r some reason they we re only interested in his should er. He 
said they padded down his shoulder. He said they wanted to look through his wallet. He said he was told by a police officer in EW R to never let TSA have your wallet. TSA told him this was a lie and give me your wallet or walk out. He said 4 or 5 
TSA officers were in front of him telling him this. He said he did give them his wallet 10 look through. He asked is this procedure. He asked what is right, is TSA allowed to look lhrough your wallet or not. ALSO: He said that he had some lheft of 
money at the TSA screening in EWR before. He said he was out cash there in EWR. He said he talked to the police at the Airport and they did an investigation but he never got anything out of it. He said he had no money missing from his wallet this 
time. ALSO: He asked how can he ensure that TSA would not take any of his money. He asked if he can ask for a police officer the next time at the screening when they want his wallet. 

RESPONSE: The Transportation Security Adminislration (TSAJ posls signs al the entrances of security screening checkpoinls advising Iravelers that their person and property are subjecl to screening. This advance notice provides individuals wilh the 
opportunity to not enter that area. Once an individual elects to attempt to enter a screening location, screening must be completed before an individual is permitted to leave the screening location. 

10/16/201 
4 ?: 1 O:S 3 RESPONSE: You can request a private screening of you and your belongings but that private screening would include a patdown. You can ask that another TSA employee be present during the private screening. You can also ask another TSO be 

PM present during a public screening. You can ask for 2 TSA employees 10 look at your wallet at the same time. They will try 10 accommodate you. 

10/161201 

RESPONSE: TSA policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items, including disability-related devices and aids, are kept within a passenger's line-of-sight when a passenger Is required to undergo 
additional screening, When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's items and to ensure that the passenger is reunited 
with his or her property once it clears ,-ray screening. You can ask them to watch your property during your screening. They will try to accommodale you. 

RESPONSE: You have up to 2 years to file a claim on missing items. 

RESPONSE: up to 2 years to file a claim. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time : 10/16/2014 8:46:54 PM Airport · SAN - San Diego International Date/Time of Travel · 10/12/2014 12:00 PM Airline & Flight Number : SW 446 Checkpoint/Area of Airport · 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · My wife, age 75, had knee replacements some years ago. Of course this triggers the sensors. In the latest adverse incident she was kept in a glass enclosure for 5 minutes - totally visible to anyone in the area - like a criminal on display -
be fore anyone came 10 fol low up. 

4 8: 5 9: 53 I do not understand why a hand sea nne r can not be used to check for this kind of thing. Fu 11 body patdown s seem very excessive to me: the 5 minutes on di sp I ay was especially outrageous. 
PM Would you like a response?· True 

Passenger's Name : 

~~al/bVi~'tff. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



The caller had a negative experience at LGA on the Sept-30th. It appears that she was selected for random screening and had an invasive paid own of her arms and back that angered her. She was very angry and would not stop interrupting me as I 
was asking for additional information. I was finally able to get her to calm down enough to explain! the incident, which did not reveal to me any wrong doing on the part of TSA. She said that her rights were violated but made not mention of 
discriminalion. She told me I hat lhe TSO actually said I hat she was selected for random screening. She wanted to know what procedures thal TSA follows during lhe seleclion of passengers for random screening. 

Advised: 

I explained to the caller thal some information is SSI and I hat I can only share a small porlion of whal occurs afterwards but not aboul the selection process. 

(TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is 
conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior ta boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening al passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 

101171201 factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve 

4 an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. (same sex officer patdown and a private screening if asked) 

10;~:44 TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand lhe inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe lhese security measures are necessary and appropriale for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new technologies ta address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint. and keeps the 
!rave Ii ng pu bl ,c sale. 

I gave her the number to the CSM al LGA. 

Name: l(b)(6) 
Phone:._ ______ _, 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" 
Cun-ent Date/Time· 1011712014 2:43:54 PM Airport. DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel: 10/16/2014 Airline & Flight Number. 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : Being singled out for having a medical , m plant for a pat down. 

10/171201 I'm a retired military member and law enforcemenl officer and I think thal a pat down in the pre check line is uncalled for when the officers were lold I'd had a full knee replacemenl earlier this year. 
4 4 22 34 

PM Wand i ng would have a much quicker and easier p race ss and much less intrusive and embarrassing. 

I believe there should be an immediate change in the policy. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 

Passenger's Nam,.....e~b~i~(~6~i--~~ 
Phone Number b·:, 6) 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



10118/201 

Caller wants to _place a complaint for her daughter. Her daughter is disabled a_nd the _ are at Lo an right now. She said before going through screPnio_o ao aornt asked her daughter 1/ she can raise her arms to go through the AIT machine. Her_ 
daughter did raise her arms to show him that she could. Her daughters name Is b)(6:, She said at the machine. the TSOs name wa~(b_1(6_) when her daughter rose from the chair to go through the machine, as soon as the officer 
saw her limping, he told her to step back from the AIT. He did nol ask her if she was a e o ra,se er arms or go lhrough the machine. He saw her limping and told her not to go in. Then her daughter got back in her chair and they called a lady officer 
over to assist her.kb·:,(61 !GOT ON THE PHONE AND GAVE SOME MORE INFORMATION: She said they did not tell her what they were going to do. The lady took her in a separate area behind the machine and told her she was going to do a 
paid own. She said the lady officer was kind and told~ how she was going to do the patdown. [§R§}] said she was up set and started crying. She said her mom came over and to Id the I ady that she could go through the machine but was not 
allowed, The first officer said she can go through but the second officer said she cannot. She said then the manager. she thinks, came and he tried to fix things. She said then she was allowed to go through the AIT machine. She said the manager 
told her how she could file a complain!. She said lhe manager,!1h·11rr·, I, was nice. !(b··,rm !said she would like 10 file a complaint. 

4 s;~:24 RESPONSE: I will be sending your information as a complaint to the CSM at the Airport. I would like to apologize that you feel you had a bad expenence with TSA. Thank you for calling to let us know about the incident. 
Date and Time of Flight Oct 18, 2014 Incident Occured between 8:45 a.m. and 9:00 a. m. 
Gate or Terminal: Terminal B 
Airline: American 
Flight Number: 84 
Airport· I oaa• 
Email [b 1(6) 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-;::::::==:::::::------····························· 
Remote Client IP]"'lh-'--."-,IR-'-·"-, __ __, 
Date Time 10118/2014 9:09 21 AM 

10/181201 

4 NameJ:~~h~,l~R~,--'~------, 
11 :08:23 Email~((b~l-'-(6~1~-----~ 

AM Comp I a i nl s: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):LGA 
Delta fi1ght DL3409 terminal C gate 28C 
operated by end ea var air 
Comments:I went lhrough security and1h·,1r;·-, !said he was going to touch me. I asked hIm not to and he touched me anyway I showed him the chap stick In my pocket and asked ,r I could take ,1 oul and go back ,n10 lhe screener He sa,d no and 
had me pull out all my pockets. He continued to touch me in my private area and abdomen even though the screener showed the chap stick on my side nowhere near where he was touching. I feel I was sexually victimized andl(b::,(6) I should be 
reviewed. 



Date of Travel: 10-18-14 
Flight Time: 1 :33pm 
Arrival: 11 :00 am 
Flight Delta DL3304 

Passenger:l~(b_,_(6_) _______ ~ 

TSA Employee!(b 1(6) ~nd l(b)(61 I unknown male TSA agent at start of security. 

101181201 I am going to try to keep this shorl because TSA has taken enough of my time I hat I can not get back. 

4 1:22:12 
PM I travel for work all the time, with that being said I appreciate the security that goes into keeping us safe. I am however greatly disgusted with how you handle people with medical issue's through security. 

I am 32 yrs old, without getting into too much detail I recently had a mastectomy and undergoing reconstruction and other medical surgeries. 

When I arrived at the security check point I let the TSA agent (Unknown Male agent) know I needed to opt out and do the pat down due to medical reasons. 

He immediately replied back with multiple reasons why I SHOULD be able to go through the scanner in a rude condescending tone. I may not look sick, but I am a human being and a little respect would be nice. He made it very clear all the steps that 
would be in place for the pat down and immediately I was being treated as if I was if I was a terrorisl taking over the airport. I have never felt more uncomfortable. I was being treated as if I was asking for something completely ridiculous and now I was 
going to have to pay for it because I have medical ports and devices in me that set off the scanner. But I look healthy. so I guess it is completely OK to be treated this way according to TSA. 

I then was sent over to the area to be pat down with TSA agentf51(7, she was completely calm and nice. However everyone is trying so hard to stick to guidelines that don't lit everyone. I explained to her my situation and where she could not touch 
due to my mosl recenl surgery. I then patiently waited while she"efprained again what she was going 10 do and again ... l fell like I was being 1reated like a criminal. As much as I fiy and as many time as I have had 10 do this I have never been made 10 
feel this way. I do get patted down but to the extent thatfillliI},as "required" to go was excessive for my situation. 
We were almost complete with the serious invasion of privacy on display for the entire airport to see. By this point I was furious and having to keep my arms up for her was causing extreme pain so the situation was just gelling better. I was then told 
she would need to feel around my chest area.(a ain never had to have this extensive of a "pat down" before) I infomned her that she could not do this because of the very recent surgery I had and how it would cause me more pain that she already has. 
She lhen called over her supervisor TSA agen 1h··,1rr1 , ~hen explained to her the situalion, she suggested a privale room to continue the "pat down". This was aboul the 4th lime this option was offered and due the criminal treatment pat down I 

was getting and the rude, judgemental and condescending treatment from your wonderful Male TSA agent that I had just dealt with I just lost it. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" . Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time : 1011812014 5:29:42 PM Airport : MSP - Minneapolis-St. Paul International Date/Time of Travel : 1011712014 7:30 AM Airline & Flight Number UAL 64 79 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : MSP main checkpoint. 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. My wife and I are both TSA Pre-Check registered (we both carry Global Entry cards from Customs)-- I understand that sometimes the pre-check does not come up because it is random. But I fail to understand why you would do this (allow 
one and not the other) to an elderly couple, in essence separating them in a busy airport. That's what happened to us in MN yesterday - my wife was pre-checked approved and I was not. So to avoid being separated in the wild chaos of MSP at 6 am 
yesterday, we stayed together in the regular line. The agent who checked my wife's credentials said, very kindly, that she did not have to take off her shoes and jacket. We go forward to the screening area and the gal demanded that my wife take off 
her shoes. We said we were told she didn't have to -- my wife is 73 and has parkinsons and it's not easy for her to comply with this requiremenl. The gal said where is your boarding pass -- it was in the stuff thal wenl through the scanner so ii was 
already on the other side. Rather than get it and check it (or check with the documents' screening agent, or allow me to go through ahead of my wife and get it), she demanded again that my wife take off her shoes. When my wife got through the 
scanner, the gal on the other side then demanded that she take everything out of her jacket pockets. even though it was obvious my wife had nothing of consequence in her pockets - kleexes, some cough drops, ID cards, etc. It was ridiculous, and 11 
was mean. My wife struggled with her shakiness to try and get things out of her pocket, and the gal just kept demanding that she take everything out. I was angry for my wife - I wanted to tell the lady to back off and leave her alone -- but I kept my 

10/181201 cool, even lhough it was clear lhat lhe TSA gal involved was ticked because it was taking my wife so long to comply. It must have taken my wife several minutes to finally please this lady, while common sense and a quick pal down of the pockets 
4 6: 18:20 could have told her all she needed to know. 

PM 
So two things - why in God's name does your pre-check system separate elderly couples in a busy airport? In fact. why do you pick on elderly couples at all? And where does common sense and human decency come in when dealing with elderly 
peop I e in the process of screening? 

Common sense could have told this TSA gal that my wife was frail and shaky and unsteady on her feet, but instead what I saw was excessive and downright mean treatment. We travel often. and have been in many overcrowded airports, including 
MSP. We have never been treated like this before. and likely will curtail our future travel because of it. And it was so unnecessary - we are old people, and we carry Customs Clearance cards to show our &quot;cleanliness&quot - why does this 
happen? Why are we even subjected 10 lhis nonsense? 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Nar,m;';"';,b,;-1'-'6") __ --,. ____ ....1 

Phone Number 1h··,1fr1 
Emai (b 1(6) 
To leave a commen concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP [b 1(6) I 
Date Time: 10/18/2014 8A0:48 PM 

10/191201 Name,..l~1h_·,_1R_·., ----~----~ 
4 9:37: 11 Emai .. kb"-··1""(6"'1'-----------' 

AM Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight 3542 American Eagle deslination Pittsburgh Pa. arriving from Curacao· 
Comments:! was coming in from Curacao, had to connect at the Miami airport to catch a flight home to Pittsburgh, going through the line my belt rang off an alarm, which then at that point I needed to get a pat down I had to first go through the 
scanner, as I was in the scanner. I heard the younger African female employee that was getting ready to check me her and her co-worker laughing at the people going through the line. as I was in the scanner I heard her co-worker the young black 
headed Hispanic guy say to her check the face, they were just having a heck of a time making fun of peop I e and thinking that because they work for T SA they a re above the law. this is why we have the problems we have at our airports bee a use of 
peop I e that don'I take their jobs seriously, I have to respect everything they say and do 10 me on I hat Ii n e and have to take I heir attitudes, and horse playing a round on the job, b ul I have to keep my mouth shut, thought I'd lei you know to have your 
employees trained more if these are the people you are training to have our skies safer. then I must say we are in trouble with our airport security, there is no need for TSA if you are going to hire people like them ...... concerned passenger 

Caller: Caller slates she fiew from Minneapolis and respects we have to open baggage. Caller slates her baggage was opened and her husband had a glass case that is now broken and I hey had lotion spilled all over their belongings. Caller states 
officers need to be respectful of peoples belongings. Caller states she has a hip replacement and when she went through Portland it was fine but in Phoenix she would have been embarrassed because of the patdown if she was a person that gets 

1 01191201 em ba rras sed. Caller states they need to i nstal I Al T I, ke they have in P hoe nix. Cal I er states she does not want to Ii I e a cla1 m j us! wanted ts a to be aware 11 occurred. Ca 11 er asked why 1s her baggage inspected sometimes and sometimes 11 is not. 
4 2:32:57 

PM Response: Informed caller that ii was the Airport that decides what screening methods are available at airports not tsa. Informed caller that there are numerous reasons why her bag would have been inspected ranging from random selection to her 
bag triggering an alarm and I did not have any information as to why her bag would have been inspected. 

10/20/201 

Submitted on Sunday, October 19, 2014 - 22:09 Submitted by anonymous user._[b_._I(_6_) __ __.lsubmitted values are: 

Preferred Language: english 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? Unreasonable Search Seizure Are you filling this fonm out for yourself? Yes. I m filling this form out for myself 

==I ndivid ua I Info== 
Firsl Name·,..1ua ... c.,_i ,-------~ 
Last Namef b 1(61 
Primary Ph .. on-e-:""C""e""I1"'P""h_o_n_e ___ __. 

Phone Numbed(b 1(61 I 
PO Box or Sire et Address,.!(b_."'i(_6'-1 ___ __. 
City: Thornt n 
State: Colorado 
Zip Code (Post Code): 80233 

Other,.·-------~ 
Emai{b)(61 

4 e 250-~(-b-i(6-l--~I 

AM · =~lncidenl lnformalion== 
When did this happen? 1 O 19 2014 
Where did this happen? COLORADO - DEN - Denver 
I nte rnat ion a I 
What happened? My office booked my ticket under my married name 
and I have not changed my drivers license yet so my !incense and 
my ticket did not match. My !rave I de pt cal led and the airline 
said if I brought my mar,-aige cert. with me and rny license it 
would be enough 10 gel through security. The TSA employee staled 
that my paperwork was fine and he believed that I was who I was 
saying I was. He asked rn e when I got rn arned and I responded 
2006. He said that was unacceptable. He also said that his 
cowo rked said it was unacceptable. He to Id me Get off the 
phone very rudely when He came back from speaking to someone 
else about my paperwork. He proceeded to walk me thru the 



10/20/201 
4 5 3216 

PM 

10/201201 
4 6:23:03 

PM 

10/201201 
4 6:24:44 

PM 

Caller wants to file a complaint for the events that occurred this morning on her commute to DFW from Houston Hobby. She arrived at the checkpoint around 5:30am. On a previous departure a b}(6} she was not sure if 11 was a Pora D) to 
request him upon arrival, since he was familiar with her and the American Airlines ID that she was issued. After waiting for an extended period for him to arrive she was waived through into the screening area. he alarmed the AIT, as expected since 
her clothing had some sequins and other decorative em bel Ii sh men ts. She was subj eel ed to a thorough ful I body pat down (during which she was I re ated rude I y). Her I ug gage and purse were a I so subjected excessive secondary screening. Her purse, 
laptop and other belongings were all subjected to ETD. and did not alarm. She was very disturbed that her passport was taken from her purse along with her social security card and Xerox copied. Her belongings were returned to her luggage and her 
purse, but some loose papers were left out. The TSO made her return to the checkpoint in order to sweep these into the trash, and when some of the papers did not make it into the can they made her walk around to pick them up. All of this appeared 
to be an intentional delay tactic that did cause her to miss her flight. She requested to talk to a supervisor TSO. and when the first one she encountered came over, she requested a second since he was part of the offending group of TSOs. The 
s u pe rvi so r acknowledged th at this treatment was not SOP, and I he secondary screening she experienced, including I he copying of her ID was on I y reserved lo r I hose ide nl i fi ed as being a security I hreat. He did return the origin al copy to her with her 
social security card on it and made a second copy of her passport to retain in the file. ~---~ . . 
She did not get the names of the 2 women TSOs involved and the only other name was akb)(6:1 I {or~who was present the previous trip where f b)(ff:1 I had offered assistance. She was very distressed by such rude behavior, 
especially since she travels from Hobby every Monday morning for the 6am flight to DFW. 

Advised ca Iler 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can a I ways request 10 speak with the Supervisory T ransporta Ii on Security Officer at the checkpoint 10 address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl(b)(61 I 
Date Time: 10/20/2014 6:05:03 PM 

Nam::t;h·,1R··, 
Email h·,1R··, 

Comp I a i nts: I nco n s i ste nt Screening (Different Practices between Airports): 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): : 
Comments:I traveled SEA-GEG on 10/16, and returned GEG-SEA on 10119. I was traveling with my oldest son. who recently turned 18. He doesn"t have a drivers license, only carries a student ID. If we travel internationally he has a passport, which 
he doesn't carry with him when we travel domestically. When we flew SEA-GEG we were warned by TSA at SEA that he should be carrying some form of ID other than a student ID. but weren't otherwise questioned or stopped. When we returned GEG
SEA the TSA agents in GEG grilled him for over 112 an hour, gave him a lull pat down search. and made his mother fill out a lengthy form, saying they were '"following protocol" for an adult traveling without a government issued ID. We were unused to 
this. as until last month my son was under 18, a minor, and his studenl ID had sufficed at various airports (LAX, SFO, SLC, LAS). In lhe future he will travel with his passport but my comment is, the inconsistency between SEA and GEG makes TSA 
look incompetent at one or the other port. If SEA was correct to issue a warning about the ID and let my son pass. it seems overbearing for GEG to treat him as a potential risk and subject him to a lengthy screen. Or if GEG correctly treated him as a 
potenti a I nsk. it makes SEA I oak a Ii ttl e lax lo r I etti nq him pass. I hope you see my point. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : P role ss,ona Ii sm/C ustome r Service: Sc reem ng Current Date/Ti me 1 012012014 4: 30 :28 PM Airport : PH X - P hoe nix Sky Harbor Intern ati o na I Date/Ti me of Travel 1 012012014 5: 15 AM Airline & FI i g ht Number : Frontier 7 56 to Denver 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal 3 TSA Employee: {If Known): 
Comment: The TSA personell at Phoenix are consistanly rude and unprofessional. Every time I fiy out of Phoenix, about lwice a year, I have an unpleasant experience with TSA slafl. While going through security today, my 75 year old mother 
inadvertently had a tube of toothpaste in her carry on. The agent lecturered my mother in an unprofessional way about liquids in carry on bags. then proceeded to touch her buttocks and groin in public during a patdown. Please address the consistant 
incompetence and u n professi o na Ii s m at Sky Harbor. 
Would you like a resnnose? - I • 1e 
Passenger's Name :~[b_._1(_6_1 ___ ~ 
Phone Number · 

Email !(b)(61 ! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



10120/201 

Caller stated on Oct. 2nd she went from LAX to Amsterdam and her carry-on bag was taken by a TSO who searched the bag and stole ,terns from her. Caller stated that her money and items were stolen. Caller stated there were 3-1-1 ,terns inside that 
were 3 .4 ounces or I ess, Ca 11 er stated she went to a desk at LAX and was given this number and told that there a re cam eras to see, Cal I er asked if your i terns a re supposed to stay in front of you, Ca 11 er stated that the TSO took the i terns out of her 
sight when she was pulling her shoes on. 

Airport: LAX 
Airline: KLM 
Flight Number: 0602 
Date Time: 1 O 2 14 departing 12:50pm 
TSO: A woman 
Missing Items: S400-$450 there was money and 3-1-1 items in containers less than 3.4 ounces 
Terminal Gate: Caller doesn t have 
Email Address: [._b-')_(6-'·•-' ______ ...., 

4 6:30:08 
p M Resolution: 

10120/201 
4 

100916 
PM 

You may wish to file a claim for the missing items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form and cover letter will be sent to you within 24 hours. The cover letter will provide instructions on how to file the claim. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at LAX, I wi 11 lo rwa rd this info mna ti on to the Customer Sup po rt Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation for review 

To ensure the security of the traveling public. it is sometimes necessary for Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to conduct hand inspections of carry-on bags. TS Os receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are 
required to exercise great care during the screening process so that when bags are opened a passenger's belongings are returned to the same condition they were found. 

When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sighl with their property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained 10 maintain control and sight of the passenger"s ilerns and 10 ensure thal the passenger is reunited with his or her 
property once it clears x- ray screening. 

I advised the caller that she should maintain line-of-sight with her property. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : P role ssiona Ii sm/C ustome r Service; Screening Current Date/Ti me , 1 012012014 9: 3 7: 30 PM Airport : I AD - Washington-Du 11 es I nternationa I Date/Time of T rave I , 1 012012014 9: 30 AM Airline & Flight Number , United 1120 Che c kpoi ntl Area 
of Airport : Hand swabbing station TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. Today while entering the security checkpoint area I was asked to step out of line and have my palms swabbed. The machine showed a bright red light, which said something like, &quot:Explosives ldentified.&quot: There were two young 
TSA employees at the station. I asked what happens next and initially got no reply from them. I asked the woman who had performed the swabbing, again, what happened next. She informed me that she would have to call a supervisor. I asked her 
how Io ng this p race ss wou Id take, s i nee I had a flight to catch, The other employee, a young ma I e. responded and said, &quot: We don't work on your schedule, you fol low ours, &quot; He then p race ed ed to I ecture me on how they were doing their job 
to keep me safe and thal I was inappropriate to ask how long this was going 10 lake. I informed him that unless he was her supervisor, this did not involve him, and lhat I would prefer thal he remain silenl unlil lhe supervisor came. He continued to 
lecture me. I asked his name, at which point he shoved his ID badge in my face and said, &quot:Here.&quot: The supervisor arrived several minutes later. She took my boarding pass and walked away but did not say anything. I asked her if I was 
supposed to come with her, and she indicated yes. I was then taken past the ID check and to the X-ray machine. At no point was I given any instruction as to what I should do. I put my coat. shoes, laptop, etc. through the metal detector. Still, the 
process was not explained to me, and only when I began to retrieve my belongings was I told that additional screening would be done. The supervisor was extremely courteous and pleasant, but I must say that she did not make it clear what I was to 
do. When everything had been taken from my carry on and swabbed, and my shoes, belt, jacket, phone, etc had all been swabbed, I then went to retrieve my belongings. Two men lhen came up and informed me thal I was to have a pat down. I was 
not told or indicated where to go and had to ask. When I went to collect my belongings. they were placed in plastic tubs and carried by the two TSA agents. The older one said, in a very loud voice to the younger one. &quot;Keep him between 
us.&quot I must admit. I felt like a cnminal as I was paraded to the pat down room. Many people were stanng, and it was humiliating. I was led into a room and the door closed. The older of the two agents described the pat down procedure, and he 
spoke extremely last and was very difficult to understand. I remember hearing the words &quotbeltline. buttocks, sensitive, and medical implants.&quot: He then patted me down and was quite thorough but never inappropriate, and I did not feel as 
though I was ever touched improperly. When he was finished, he s1ood lhere looking at me, and I had to ask what next. He then lold me I was free to gather my lhings and go. I asked again what had been detected. He said that he did not know, but 
that frequently lotions with glycerin will give a positive test. 
This was a ho rri b I e experience. I am a 5 5 year o Id p hys1c1an. a 1 0-ye ar Army veteran, and I have seen and been through a lot in my Ii le. I rea Ii ze that these peop I e have an , m po rta nt Job to do. but the re mu st be a way to do it without making peop I e 
feel so abused. Frankly, the communication was horrible. I was left to guess what was going to happen and when. When I expressed my concern about the time factor and missing my flight, I was told that my schedule meant nothing to TSA When I 
asked whal compounds were detected, I received no answer. I asked to see the prinlout and was refused. 
In the interest of continuous improvement. I wish to make a recommendation. At the hand swab station, a sign explaining the process would be very helpful. If a passenger does test positive for compounds being screened, he should receive a printed 
information sheet describing the rest of the screening procedure, so that the plan is clear. There are plenty of people who may be exposed to compounds which yield a positive test but who are completely innocent of any wrongdoing. They should 
have their rights honored, I can not imagine what it would be Ii ke to be a young worn an traveling with her chi Id re n and be put through this ord ea I . 
I suppose that the young man who was so rude to me was tired of people complaining aboul being screened. I undersland that. But he should be better trained. Telling me that I will adhere 10 his schedule and thal TSA doesn't care about mine does 
little to promote cooperation. If that young man were my employee. today would have been his last day on the job. 
Thank you for your cons1d e ration. I s i nee rely hope th at my future experiences with T SA wi 11 be less traumatic. 

l(b}(6} 
Would you like a res,....==~T~ru~e~~ 
Passenger's Na.~.,...~----,'-_J 
Phone Number , 
Email : bi(6i ~----------~ 
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Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Ca I egori es Pa I-down 
Current Date/Time . 10120/2014 9:11 :05 PM Airport · JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel . 10/2012014 8:45 PM Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . _ _ 
Comment: Two security oflicers.!(b:,(61 ! and(b)(ffi!believed that my husband and I looked suspicious. They look us aside to check us because I had a wrap on my head. They believed we were terrorisls and checked lhrough all of my bags and 
purses. Going through each paper and under garment. I felt harnessed and violated. How dare these two women accuse me and pull me aside to get patted down and check everything because of my religion. There were plenty of WHITE suspicious 
peop I e that they a 11 owed to move on but US AMER I CANS we re not accepted. These two I ad i es were i nap prop ri ate. rude and i g no rant. 0 n e mo nth ago I was the re with the same two I ad1es and wore a hat. not a wrap. and they I et us both go. 
RACISM??? I think so ! ! ! ' 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number . 
Email kb 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time · 10/21/2014 7:50:48 AM Airport : JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel · 10/2112014 8:00 AM Airline & Flight Number : Delta 2165 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport Terminal 2 TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I t rave I very frequent! y and always opt-out of the machine sere en i ng, so I am used to the pat down procedure , This occasion I was a I it tie ta ken aback and unco m fort ab I e when the TS A offi ci a I asked me how often I workout in the m idd I e of 
the pal down procedure ... he then continued to tell me I look like I'm in good shape. It may have been innocent conversation, but inappropriate during a pat down. I'll add thal it sometimes seems like TSA goes out of there way to make the &quoi;opt 
out&quot: option inconvenient and uncomfortable as to dissuade passengers from using that option. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name kb-·1(61 !on Twitter Phone Number, 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller has experienced inconsistency wilh taking formula for her child. She has had a wide range of issues. On lhe recenl trip oul of AUS, the screeners would not 1ouch the conlainer of Pediasure and she was forced to open all conlainers of 
Pediasure. The liquid bottles screeners are not always offered as an option either. At times the officers seem that they simply do not know how put the bolt le up to the scanner the proper way. Caller wants to know why there isn t a consistent policy 
regarding the screening of formula or Ped1asure. As a result of the most recent trip out of AUS. at least one of the bottles of Ped1asure will be ruined. Her child has a deficiency in which the liquid is medically necessary. She was offered a patdown in 
order not to open the containers but refused because she ju st did not want a patdown, 

Advised Ca Iler: 
When travel mg with an infant or todd I er. passengers are a I so al lowed to bring into the screening che c kpornt more th an 3 .4 ounces of pre-mixed baby lo rmu I a (in a I 1q u1d. or frozen state); mi I k products: juice: gel or Ii qui d-fil I ed teethe rs: bottled water: 
and canned, j a CTed. processed baby food and e sse nti a I non-p rescri pti on Ii quid medications. These items a I so mu st be de c I a red to a TSO prior to entering the screening area. and the items must be separated from other property, These items wi 11 be 
subject to addilional screening, and passengers may be asked 10 open a container if required by a TSO. 

W hi I e passengers may be requested to open a container. they w111 never be asked to test or taste any of these items. If a container can not be opened. the containers may be al lowed into the sterile area only a/le r it and the passenger u nde rgoe s 
101211201 additional screening, which may include a patdown. I am SOfTY she did not want a patdown but she was technically offered an option in order to not have the bottles opened. 

4 
11 :17:03 I explained to the caller that I understood her concerns completely; I have a child myself. With that. it is very important to understand that not each checkpoint throughout the country has the exact same screening equipment. Additionally, TSA will 

AM always incorporate random and unpredictable screening measures. The l1qu1d is exempt but the screeners have the final say. 

I will be sending I his complainl to the CSM for AUS. Email request was denied. 

Airport:AUS 
Airline, JetBlue 
Flight#: 512 
Date and Time: 1 O 21 14 @ 10:00 a.m. local time 
Location: Gate 25 
Contact lnformation:!~(b_.:_,(6_._I --~ 



She traveled from M 1am, to Dom i mca n re pu bl ,c. When she went through the che c kpornt ts a gave her a p atdown. She had some dIamo nd e am ngs in her pockets and the officer removed them. When she tried to come back through the checkpoint the 
officer didnt let her come through to get them back. Wanted to place a claim. She said she called us before but i couldn t find a record by last name nor phone number. 

Airport Miami i nternationa I 
Airline: American airline 

101211201 Gate: D4 
4 

11 51 58 
AM 

10121/201 
4 

Flight number: AA 1306 

Advised: TS Os receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great ca re during the screening process so that when bags a re opened a passenger's belongings a re returned to the same condition 
they were found . We regret that you we re not satisfied with the manner in which I ugg age was hand I ed. 

To file a claim. you should fill out the Standard Form 95 (claim form) in accordance with the instructions and return it to the address in box number 1 A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. You can also access claim forms 
online at TSA's Claims Management Branch Web site at http: www.tsa.gov. You may scan and e-mail your signed claim form to tsaclaimsoffice@tsa.dhs.gov. If you submit your claim via e-mail or fax 11 to (571) 227-1904, it may help expedite the 
claims process. Also I will send this complaint to the csm at that airport. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPj(b 1(6) J 
Dale Time: 101212014 i 0:55 35M 

12:06:33 Nam --~·1 ____ ~---~ 
PM Emai b 1(6) 

10/211201 
4 4:21 :39 

PM 

Comp·4a""1"'n"s"°:"'n"c""o""n""s1"'s"'e"n====,,...,.~ifferent Practices betw"een Airports). 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):CAE airport: 
Comments: TSA screening is very i nco n s i ste nl airport to Airport. I recently experienced di scri min ati on to the handicapped . I have two knee re pl a ceme nl s and two hip replacements. I had a p recheck ti ck et, i asked to opt aver to sea nne r and The T SA 
representative said no. I said all due respect but I have knees and hips. She just shrugs and said I am the manager. Knowing I will set off metal detector. I did as I was instructed and the alarm sounded. I then had to remove shoes and belt and get the 
fu 11 pat down. this is noway p recheck. 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalilion, a civil rig his organization directly from I heir phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like 10 send their complainl 

The q ue st,ons answered by the user be I ow correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel di scri min ati on comp I a int lo rm. You a re requested to take action on the comp I amt of p rofi Ii ng or di sen mi nation by the T SA described he re. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Nameu:(b~·;;1 ..,...._=~-------, 
Email Addres ""b"°)~6,:;1,,....--,...,._ ___ _, 
Phone Numbe (b 1(6) 
Address: Fg 
Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an altorney in this matter? Yes 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N at,ona Ii ty? Yes 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 



The ca 11 er flew from Canton OH to DC and was T SA precheck and he had a random checked where they sw, ped his hands for exp I os,ves. He states that at the first swab 11 came up positive lo r explosives so he had to go aver to the side and have a 
patdown. He states that after the patdown he had a second swab and it came back negative. He is asking why one machine would have a positive and the next machine only a few minutes later would not have a detection. He is military and he states 
that he has used these types of machines in his military experience. 

I advised the cal I er that any alarm generated by the ETD screening process requires the passenger to undergo add1t1ona I screening. PI ease note that there are s eve ra I items th at contain the same ch em i cal s th at are associated with explosives. and 
collection of these types of particles will result in an ETD alarm. However. TSOs are trained to resolve these alanms using a variety of resolution techniques. 

1 01211201 I advised the cal I er that I do not have information on why one machine would give a positive and another would not but I w i 11 lo rward a copy of this record to the CSM at CAK for his review and in put. 

4 5 '07 '46 AIRPORT: Canton 
PM DATE OF TRAVEL: 10-21-14 

DEPARTURE TIME: 0630 
CHECKED BAGGAGE TIME: 0530 
AIRLINE: US Airways 

10121/201 
4 6:01 :33 

PM 

FLIGHT NUMBER: 5096 
TERMINAL OR GATE: Gate 3 
CONTACTj"'(b'-")""'(6'--1 _______ __, 

On Oct. 21, 2014, at approximately 11A0AM I landed at SEA Terminal S. I was on Delta 198 arriving from ICN. I was transiting through SEA to my final destination. After I cleared Immigration and Customs I went through the security line. At this 
point I had a terrible interaction with your TSA agent0:ill] I do not have her badge number as she shoved 11 in my face and then stonmed away so I couldn"t write it down. 

I spoke wilh her manager, ._!(b"-· .. I("'"6'"·-1 __ _.!badge numbe~/h ,1R1 I and with lhe supervisor.kb 1(6) ! badge number l1E}u 

These are the details: 

I have a meIaI hip and also metal hardware in my lumbar spine. I often have to have the pat down when going through securily, so I am well-aware of the procedure. When lhe agenl asks if there are any sensilive areas on my body I always make 
them aware of my hip and tell them that I am tender to touch everywhere on my body due to my hip and back. Usually the agent is respectful and kind. 

The experience today wittfilill]was the complete opposite. While she was touching me on my body she asked if it was OK. I told her it hurt. Then she made a point of patting me harder and painfully. She asked me to widen my stance and shoved 
her hands into my vagina. I let her know again thal it hurt and that I was a person wilh feelings. 

When she was Ii mshed I asked her lo r her name and badge numb er. I asked my husband to take a picture of it si nee I had nothing to write with. li5xbt first did not want me to see her name or badge. Then she grabbed it off her shirt and shoved 11 in 
my face, within 1 inch of my eyes and nose. She then stormed off saying she was taking a break! Her manage1rh·11 r;·-, jrelerenced abovranessed the end of this procedure wherelllifilshoved the badge rudely in my face, as if she wanted to 
hit me. I was actually afraid of her al this point. 

!(b·:,(6) !spoke with me and told me she could not give m~ badge number, tha@ould have to do that herselffilill]did not go take a break but was working the other side of the security line at that point and I tried to approach her to get her 
badge number. So apparently she did not go on break. 

!( b I ( ffi!th en ca 11 ed a supervisor for me. ~as ca Im and polite to me wh i I e I waited. I waited aver 2 0 mm utes for the su pe rvi sor. kb':,( 6 ! referenced above. When kb) ( 6 ! arrived she was very pol Ite and profession al. 

Ir h ·-,IR ·1 ~ n~pok e wi I h!iliill I gave my ema i I 1ok§Rfil}, nd she promised tha I she would I oak i nlo I his situation, wri I e somel hi ng in kiill]fi le, and I et me know the outcome. 

I would like to complimentl(b)(6 l1or being kmd to me as I was near tears at this point. 

I need an apology fromllliTI}or her trealing me less lhan human and acling as a prison guard to me, not someone who is paid to protect the public. I also wanl to make sure lhis goes into her permanent file as a government employee working for the 
TSA. 

Let me know if you need any more infonmation. 
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PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 1012112014 5:53:08 PM Airport: CMH - Port Columbus International Date/Time of Travel: 10/16120141 :OO PM Airline & Flight Number: Southwesl 1701 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
. Security TSA Employee: (If Known) · 30-40 year old caucasian male with missing lower teeth Comment. I just wanted to report the rude and unprofessional service I received while going through security at Port Columbus. I am 7 months pregnant 
and was instructed by my physician to avoid the X-Ray screening and opt for a &quot:pat-down&quot:. I know this slows the secunty process down, however I was following the orders of the my doctor and trying to do what is best for my unborn child. 
As soon as I informed this particular TSA with missing lower teeth that I needed a pat-down he rudely asked me to stand aside and gave me no further instructions as to what I was supposed to do. After waiting for a few minutes with no further 
ins1ruction from this agenl I look it upon myself to find someone else to help me. I told another TSA agent that I needed a pat-down and was immediately helped by him along with a female agent. The original TSA agent with no teeth proceeded to 
bark at me and tell me that I was instructed to stand &quot:over there&quot: for a reason and that someone would be with me shortly. How long is shortly? How long do I have to stand &quot;over there&quot: with no shoes on? I never once saw or 
heard this agent radio someone explaining that I needed a pat-down. I know this complaint seems trivia I, but this agent was one of the first p eo pie I encountered wh, I e at Po rt Co I um bus. Flying 1s a sire ssful and u n comfo rtab I e event for some pea pl e 
and having to interact with a grumpy. unprofessional. rude TSA agent only makes it worse. Kindness and professionalism goes a long way in my book. Maybe this agent should be reminded of that. 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Other: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time : 10122/2014 11 :19:45 AM Airport BWI - Balt1more-Washrngton International Date/Time of Travel : 1012212014 8:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) l("5i(6f7 
Comment . I am a frequent ~t of BWI airport. flying predominantly to Detroit and usually out of D Gates. Additionally. I often take a morning flight. But regardless of time, the TSA at BWI is failingly understaffed and discourteous. Today. 
th ere were s c reenrng I in es op en. One for pre-sere ened, the other lo r the over 1 00 other passengers in an i ncreasrng I in e. The second shift was not sched u I ed unti I 9. They arrived and took a long 11 me. unti I 9: 30, to open the second Ii ne. I ob served 
them standing around, talking, chitchatting. At 9:20 I informed the person checking IDs that I had already been in line for 40 minutes and that at this rate, I would miss my 9:50 flight. I asked if he could either allow me to go into the other line or help 
open another line or move me to the top of lhe line if other passengers were okay with thal. He was incredibly rude, did nol even rnake eye con1ac1 and told rne there is nothing he could do and next tirne I should come two hours in advance. I asked to 
speak to his supervisor, ~ho was increasingly rude. And then his supervisor, a!(b':1(6) !I believe. Additionally. I am pregnant and asked for a female pat down and told ~ahead of time since it was taking a long time to get up to 
the front of the line. could he at least have a female assist waiting for me. He rolled his eyes and said a female assist would get there when they got there. Once there, the female ass~ quite slowly and mocked me for being nervous about 
missing my fig ht. I u nders ta nd issues of safety come first, However, I expect T SA, B WI and the government to a I so address staffing needs p role ssiona 11 y, I am not the only passenger who missed her II i g ht today, Another gentleman on my my flight to 
Del roil also had the same experience as did other passengers. And as I mentioned, I his is an ongoing problem al BWI - short-staffed TSA slations regardless of time of day AND ill-lernpered, unfriendly staff to boot. I would like to know what TSA and 
the private companies using taxpayer money are going to do to provide their services in a courteous, efficient and respectful manner at BWI. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 

Phnni bl11rnbec · 
Emai{b,(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Professionalisrn/Cus1orner Service Currenl DatefTirne: 1012212014 12:04:og PM Airporl: MEM - Memphis lnternalional Date/Time of Travel: 10122/2014 10:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: Southwest 1113 Checkpoint/Area 
of Airport· B TSA Employee: (If Known) · Office~omment · We were treated very rudely in the TSA pre-check security point by officerf"5'TI'ITT She did not provide a trash receptacle for my coffee cup and split up my family of four (children 
10 and 4) as we went through screening. She separated my wife and made her go throughout the body scanner or have a pat down when the chi~ I all had gone through the metal detector. She was verbally rude to my children as well. What is 
the point of body s canning a pre-check passenger separating them from the fam i I y? We have had our background checks and fly frequently, This was obviously racist harassment, When I asked to speak to the su pe rvi sor office~ ran over to the 
desk yelling in her defense. I have never been 1reated like this before and I fly 2 times per monlh. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 

Passenger's Na .. m"-e=-->_b,.1.,(6.,1.._.,.r--~ 
Phone Number h··,1rr, 
Email (b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



10122/201 

While taking time from our vacation in Maui this past weekend, my father-in-lawJ(b)(ff:, land I flew from Mau, to Honolulu to help a young pastor. We departed Maui @4:35 pm on flight 295 Hawaiian Airlines and had return tickets 
on the g,50 pm flight back. We encountered some traffic on our way to the Honolulu airport and arrived at 9:30pm. with no baggage, this should not have been an issue with our boarding passes in hand. We proceeded directly to the TSA check-in and I 
was through in less than 2 minutes, I turned around and did not see my father-in-law and determined he had been directed down to the "Non-Pre-Check" line. There were about 6 10 8 TSA employees al the "Pre Check" slation and about lhe same at lhe 
other, I was the only passenger where I was checked in and my father-in-law was the only passenger where he was as well. I walked down to wait for my father-in-law and after a few minutes I herd over the speaker system !(b)(6) !the door 
will close in 1 minute" I immediately proceeded to the gate to explain that we had been there but TSA was continuing to Frisk, pat down etc. my 79 year old father-in-law, the gate attendant said sorry I can't help you and after a cou le of minutes the 
plane was pushed away from the gate. I then proceeded back to the TSA checkpoint and did not see my father-in-law anywhere, after a few minutes he emerged out from behind a partition and I told him the plane was gone. (b)(ff', said to the TSA 
employees holding him "I told all of you righl up froni, I have had 2 Knee and 1 shoulder replacements and never make it through a metal deIecIor and our flight is about 10 leave· 

I understand that the TSA has an important job to do but spending 15 to 20 minutes patting. frisking, wanding a 79 year old man is GROSS INCOMPENTENCE ' I was upset that we had missed our flight, the last one out I might add. that now required 
us to get a hotel and spend the night in Honolulu and get up at 3am to catch a Sam flight back to Maui. but when my father-in-law told me that while he was bein "frisked", that 3 times he had his "private parts" genitals to be specific 'bounced" I 
became furious. I went back 10 lhe TSA slation and demanded 10 be given the name of the TSA employee so I could make a formal complaint. The supervisor (b)(6i "came back and said the TSA employee was in training and he could not give 
me his name and said I could write down his name instead, I asked if he witnessed the event he said no and I said then I want the name of the supervisor that wou ave een with this employee in training, he would not give me that name either. I 
explained that was not going to work and that I demanded either the name of the employee or his supervisor observing him, againkb':1(6) ~efused and asked if I wanted to speak to his supervisor, I said yes. A few minutes late the supervisor (I did 
not get his name) Came over and gave me the same ·song and dance" he said 'I will review the tapes and determine if procedure was not followed", now just as I expected after turning in the "TSA Customer Comment Card" with my phone number and 
ema i I address I have heard nol hi ng' 

4 4:15:43 
PM My father-in-law is a 3 million mile+ flyer and explained to the TSA folks that put him through hell "I have never been treated this way in all my traveling experience". I understand employees need to be trained but I would ask you , whoever is reading 

this email and deciding what action needs to be taken. if this were your father or your grandfather is this appropriate action? 

My cell phone# is~kb_·:~1(6_-_I --~!and we are on vacation until this Saturday. 

kbi(61 

e individual or entit named above. This information may be an attorney-client communication and. as such, is privileged and confidential. If the 
reader of this mes sage is not the intended recipient you a re here by notified th at any di sse mi nation, , sin bu , on or copy, n and intended sole I lo r 
the use of the addressee. II you receive this transmission in error, please notify the sender and delete this e-mail, No employee or agent is authorized to conclude any binding agreement on behalf of another party by e-mail. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Profess,onalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 10/22/2014 2:40:59 PM Airport : DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel : 09/02/2014 2:00 PM Airline & Flight Number : FR 635 CheckpoinUArea of Airport 
Frontier Airlines Area, upper level TSA Employee: (If Known) : Slender middle age br/redish bob styl hair wlglasses Comment , I'm a seasoned traveler for over 35years. I understand the security process however I prefer a pat down vs the body 
scanner. I have ONLY had problems at DIA. My lasl experience lhe female agent was called four limes. I watched as I saw this agent talking, laughing. She was available but ignored the requesl. During the pat, I tried friendly small lalk as I always do. 
She was unresponsive and rude. She took her time and made comments basically saying I was ridiculous for my independent choice of the pat down and she only understands the pat for women who are pregnant. 

Two years ago I picked up an unaccompanied minor on a red eye flight. 1-70 had construction and I was late. I was the only one at security. The female agent was extremely rude when I told her I knew the procedure so she didn't have to explain. She 
101221201 literally raised her voice and talked down to me. I tried to inform her of the child. She said that she was going to take her lime, was now going 10 start over. She said lhat she didn't have to let me through. Yes, I should have got her name but I was more 
4 4: 17:45 concerted for the afraid minor. This was a nervous abused child, flying for the first time and I wasn"t there. The Agent was clear that she did not care and enjoyed her abused her Authority. 

PM 
DIA TSAAgents need to be retrained and stop trying to take &quot;Their Authority&quot; to another level. I will be flying soon and from now on get ID info. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Na~m_e _____ .., 

Phone Number b)(61 
Email b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning is feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



10122/201 

H;l(b)(61 I 
It was nice meeting you today, and I appreciate you taking the time 10 discuss my glasses that were not returned to me after my pat down al San Jose Airport. As I told you, my glasses disappeared while going through security at SJC Terminal Bat 
9:45AM while I was being patted down by security. As I explained, my Doctor recommends foregoing electronic scanning due to my Thyroid condition. 

I appreciate you expending the effort to look for them. but I am utterly dismayed how these glasses have simply vanished. They were expensive. French frame progressive-lense rimless glasses with Varilux lenses that darken in sunlight. and they cost 
me over $500. They weren'I even a year old, and I liked them very much. I simply would not expecl them 10 go in 10 lhe X Ray machine and I hen not be returned 10 me with my other belongings after my pat down, and I am gravely concerned about 
the security procedures, inspection machines. and conduct of TSA staff at SJC as a result. 

Either someone at TSA must have thrown them away, the XRAY machine must have destroyed them, or someone. either an agent or another passenger must have stolen them, I don't know how there would be any other explanation. 

The real problem I see here is that passengers have na option but to trust TSA agents with their belongings when they go through security. The fact is. while under TSA control, I was unable to keep an eye an my possessions, since I was lead away 
from the Xray area for a pat down and was lo rll i dd en to retrieve my 1te ms as a res u It of T SA screening po Ii ci es. I bel ,eve these sec u nty procedures are the reason why I am now facing a s1g mf,ca nt fin anc,al Io ss and I think that the procedures need to 
be reviewed as a result. No passenger should have to suffer financial loss as a result of TSA screening, ever. Just to explain fully, the loss of my glasses also provided significant difficult in conducing the meeting I had to fly to in LA since I need my 
glasses to be able to see clearly past the end of my fingertips. 

4 9:05:3g 
PM Somehow, someway my glasses were taken or destroyed while in the possession of TSA, and this is simply not acceptable. Passengers need to be able to trust TSA to look after their possessions while under TSA control, and in this case, I am out a 

very expensive pair of glasses that I have to replace. I did not lose my glasses. I placed them on my jacket, in the plastic bin that had my jacket and shoes, and that bin was placed on the conveyer belt. I was lead away from my possessions and my 
glasses were not returned to me after my pat down. As a resull. I am holding TSA al SJC responsible, and I do expect to have lhem replaced or lhe purchase amount refunded by TSA. 

As far as filling out a claim form, would it be possible to get this form on line or have one mailed to me? I've already spent $8 on parking at SJC today, and I wasted my entire lunch hour visiting the very unhelpful lost and found department as well as 
meeting with you. 

Again, I appreciate you looking for the glasses. but I really need these glasses replaced for me ta consider this matter closed. I cannot tell yau how disappointed and frustrated I am with TSA at SJC, and will nat fly out of SJC for any reason until this 
matter is reso I ved to my sat,sfacti on. I know you were not persona 11 y responsible. but it is a bso I utely essential that T SA p e rlorm their duties properly with no loss of property for passengers to want to fly SJ C. 

I'll be contacting SJC airporl operalions aboul this as well to see what can be done, but I think I am finding out the reasons why so many Silicon Valley executives avoid SJC if al all possible .... unless of course they fly out of SJ Jel Genier, but sadly, 
that's nat in my league"' 

Cordially 

l(b)(61 



10123/201 
4 8:36:2g 

AM 

To Whom It May Concern: 

W hi I e I am not holding out hope that my con cem s reg ardmg the lack of p roles s ional ism I was subjected to at Colorado Springs airport on the momi ng of October 18th wi 11 generate any i nvesti gati on, much I ess any re sol ut,on. I am neve rthe I ess 
comp el I ed to bring to I ight this horrific experience in the hopes that someone might pay attention and actua 11 y take proactive measures to prevent such an occ u n-ence in the future, 

I was travelling on a combination business/personal trip with my 11 year old daughter. Both of us being experienced travellers. we are well aware of the various air travel requirements and expectations and had even reviewed the TSA information site 
to ensure we were up-to-date on expectations. We arrived at the airport with plenly of time before our flight and breezed through the security checkpoint line in a very timely fashion. 

My concerns did not crop up until I went through lhe AIT stalion. My child had entered before me and was cleared to proceed; considering I have done I his screening several times before and had removed all necessary/required ii ems prior 10 entry, I 
expected to breeze through myself. Upon exiting, a rather large and rude female TSA agent barked at me, 'What's in your back pockets?· I responded nothing. which was both true and accurate. She then felt it was necessary to pat down my rear 
pockets, no warning, and in front of the entire screening area (and as a sexual assault survivor. her actions were nothing sort of assault; she managed to make my stomach churn and brought back some intense overwhelming negative feelings and 
memories that I have spend many years trying to put behind rne). I was shocked and somewhat horrified. Not finding whatever she felt she should have, she then commanded I hold rny hands out for residue screening. I attempted to ask for what and 
she simply conlinued to bark commands at me as if I was sub-human, ordering me 10 hold my hands in front of me. It was not until alter she wiped my hands she even advised me what she was doing. She seemed rather smug when she announced 
that I was then in need of a more thorough pat-down and had to wait for another female agent to come over. I was shocked and horrified ... she had essentially assaulted me in public and then proceeded to take great pleasure in ordering me around as 
if I was beneath her. Meanwhile, my mmor child was off to the side. frightened by what was happening, and not only could I not hold her hand and reassure her. this awful example of mankind would not allow me to even talk to her1 No one explained 
anything to my child and I was not allowed to ... the horror I felt at rny own situation intensified into anger at how thoughtlessly and rudely my child was being treated! 

Alter several minutes of unsuccessfully attempting to grab another female agent's attention (no kidding, two agents looked this nasty woman in the eye and then pointedly turned away when she asked for them to "take my away" for a further screening). 
Meanwhile, other passengers were pushing against me to move pasl because I was nol allowed to move oul of the area I was in yet I continued 10 be unable to reassure my child. I tried al least lwice to explain to the agent I was a military member and 
to show her my ID card (which I was not allowed to take from my child who was trying vainly to help me) and her only response was that she did not care who I was, I showed positive on the hand screening and that meant a more in-depth 
examination. 



10123/201 
4 8:36:2g 

AM 

10/231201 
4 8:37:08 

AM 

To Whom It May Concern: 

W hi I e I am not holding out hope that my con cem s regarding the lack of p roles s ional ism I was subjected to at Colorado Springs airport on the momi ng of October 18th wi 11 generate any i nvesti gati on, much I ess any re sol utIon. I am neve rthe I ess 
comp el I ed to bring to I ight this horrific experience in the hopes that someone might pay attention and actua 11 y take proactive measures to prevent such an occ u n-ence in the future, 

I was travelling on a combination business/personal trip with my 11 year old daughter. Both of us being experienced travellers. we are well aware of the various air travel requirements and expectations and had even reviewed the TSA information site 
to ensure we were up-to-date on expectations. We arrived at the airport with plenly of time before our flight and breezed through the security checkpoint line in a very timely fashion. 

My concerns did not crop up until I went through lhe AIT stalion. My child had entered before me and was cleared to proceed; considering I have done I his screening several times before and had removed all necessary/required ii ems prior 10 entry, I 
expected to breeze through myself. Upon exiting, a rather large and rude female TSA agent barked at me, 'What's in your back pockets?· I responded nothing. which was both true and accurate. She then felt it was necessary to pat down my rear 
pockets, no warning, and in front of the entire screening area (and as a sexual assault survivor. her actions were nothing sort of assault; she managed to make my stomach churn and brought back some intense overwhelming negative feelings and 
memories that I have spend many years trying to put behind rne). I was shocked and somewhat horrified. Not finding whatever she felt she should have, she then commanded I hold rny hands out for residue screening. I attempted to ask for what and 
she simply conlinued to bark commands at me as if I was sub-human, ordering me 10 hold my hands in front of me. It was not until after she wiped my hands she even advised me what she was doing. She seemed rather smug when she announced 
that I was then in need of a more thorough pat-down and had to wait for another female agent to come over. I was shocked and horrified ... she had essentially assaulted me in public and then proceeded to take great pleasure in ordering me around as 
if I was beneath her. Meanwhile, my minor child was off to the side. frightened by what was happening, and not only could I not hold her hand and reassure her. this awful example of mankind would not allow me to even talk to her1 No one explained 
anything to my child and I was not allowed to ... the horror I felt at rny own situation intensified into anger at how thoughtlessly and rudely my child was being treated! 

Alter several minutes of unsuccessfully attempting to grab another female agent's attention (no kidding, two agents looked this nasty woman in the eye and then pointedly turned away when she asked for them to "take my away" for a further screening). 
Meanwhile, other passengers were pushing against me to move pasl because I was nol allowed to move oul of the area I was in yet I continued 10 be unable to reassure my child. I tried al least lwice to explain to the agent I was a military member and 
to show her my ID card (which I was not allowed to take from my child who was trying vainly to help me) and her only response was that she did not care who I was, I showed positive on the hand screening and that meant a more in-depth 
examination. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: D1sab1lity or Medical Condition Current Date/Time: 10/23/2014 7:59:10 AM Airport ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Date/Time of Travel 10/22/2014 4:00 PM Airline & Flight Number Southwest flight 613 Checkpoint/Area 
of Airport , Connecting from Mexico to Pitt via atl, Thru xray TSA Employee: (If Known) : Lane 5 Comment , We have been traveling with our daughter with type 1 diabetes for over 3 years since her diagnoses and have never had a problem, Even in 
other countries, we always have her letter from her doctor and she has always been palled down and hands checked. Once they even checked our hands which I'm fine wilh' But the man putting the carry ans lhru X-ray was so rude and bullied my 
daughter trying to get her to go thru metal detector with her insulin pump on. We explained we did not want to take a chance and she always gets patted down. He then tried to intimidate my husband saying she doesn"t need to she can go thru. I realize 
some places think il"s ok to use metal detector on with pump but this is what my daughter lives on and I will not take any chance that her devise May malfunction afterwards. It clearly states in your rules -Passengers who have insulin pumps can be 
screened using imaging technology. metal detector, or a thorough patdown. A passenger can request to be screened by patdown in lieu of imaging technology. 
So it is our rig hi to only do the pal down!! Thankfully the lady working the person screen line was very helpful and after arguing with the guy she look my 9 year old aside and patted down and checked hands. My daughter was upsel and we would have 
stayed to complain then except we a Im ost missed our co nne cti ng flight since it took so Io ng thru X-ray and southwest lost one of our bags, but tha t'I I a whole different problem. Need I e ss to say. we wi 11 never be connecting thru At I again. I don't know 
maybe he just likes to bully kids but my daughter goes thru enough everyday just living with her disease and she shouldn't have to be treated poorly. It was very unprofessional to say the least• 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Name b)(61 
Phone Number· 1h··,1rr-, 

Email (b i/61 
To leave a comment concerning t is feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Fro (b)(6) 
Sent: Thursday, October 23, 2014 6:51 AM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ,_(b--'1_(6--') ___ __. 
10/23/201 Dale Time: 10123/2014 6:50:33 AM 

4 
10:06:45 

AM Name: 

Email: 

HYPERLINK b)(ff1 ,._ _________________________ _. 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

Security - Bad Experience 

Comments: 

October 22nd, 2014 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 

~ate/Time, 10/23/2014 1 :14:45 PMtrpo
I
rt: ICMH - Port Columbus International Date/Time of Travel, 10/14/2014 5:15 AM Airline & Flight Number, UA 3537 (United) Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Body scanner TSA Employee: (If Known)· 

~first name) Comment: TSA Officer b)(ff:, lasl name unknown) gave me an unnecessarily hard time when I requesled a pat down instead of the body scanner because I am pregnant. He conlinued to lecture me, in fronl of everyone present, 
10/231201 and told me my &quot;doctor needs to be more ,n ormed.&quot: He embarrassed me and degraded me. I had to repeat my request numerous times before he allowed me to proceed with the pat down. On the other hand, Officerfb·:,(6) fvas 
4 2: 26: 59 courteous and respectfu I. 

PM Would you like a response?· True 

10123/201 

Passenger's Name fh\1r,·-, I 
Phone Number :jrh·,1R··, I 
Email :kb 1(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

I am writing because I am 5 months pregnant and travel weekly for work. Your policy is that I have to opt out of going through the x-ray machine to avoid permanent damage to my baby. The problem and complaint that I have 1s regarding how we 
(pregnant women) are made to feel like criminals when requesting this option. Not only do we have to wait usually over 10 minutes for someone to have time to come pat us down despite the overwhelming amount of staff present but it is also how our 
things are treated in the process. Secondly, I was recenlly in Dallas Love Field when I watched them lei a woman with a dog and a man wilh a baby go through the metal detectors when I as a pregnant woman have to get discriminated against and 
wait for my pat down. 

4 Metal detectors are fine for pregnant women, why can we not use these instead ii dog and baby owners are allowed to? 
10:02:16 

PM It is really frustrating for anyone to be made to feel that way and especially when you have to travel weekly like myself. 

Thank you, 

l(b)(61 



10124/201 
4 8:21 :47 

AM 

Feedback Type . Civil Rights/Liberties 
Calegories Sex 
Current Date/Time · 10/2412014 5:56:29 AM Airport · DCA - Washington Reagan National Date/Time of Travel · 10/24/2014 5:30 AM Airline & Flight Number · AA221 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Gate 27 checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) . Lead 
Superviso1(b)(6 !Comment I asked for a female opt out and was made to wait more than 10 minutes, in a spot where I could not see my property. When I asked about my property. I was told &quot;,t's still there.&quot The two TSA agents who called 
multiple times for a female assist talked to each other. and said that the female supervisor oould do it. but she &quotwouldn't.&quot: After they called for the fifth time, one of those agents took me back, got my property and took me to the area for the 
pat down. The Lead Supervisotfilili]just stood and watched. I am wearing a dress and lights, and when the agent gol to my waist,!rh·11R!said 10 raise my dress to check my waistband. I have traveled several times in this type of pat down and I am 
asked to step one leg forward, and then the other, because I'm wearing a dress. When I said this!(b·:,(6)!said to life it or do a private screening. Being in a private screening would make me even more uncomfortable with her, and I was going to miss my 
flight so I did. I am a sexual abuse survivor and the way I was treated - for being a woman and wearing a dress and where someone exerted oontrol because she oould -- 1s shameful. I have never been treated this way by TSA. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name~ 
Phone Number : 
Email f h 1/R, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The caller is diabetic. and uses an insulin pump. The pump cannot undergo the AIT or WTMD screening. The caller wanted to know if a patdown of the insulin pump was required each time she was screened. Also, she wanted to know why an insulin 
pump had 10 be screened by ETD when a laptop screened by ,-ray did not. Additionally, she wanted 10 know if enrolling in TSA Precheck would negate the need for additional screening of lhe medical device. 

The caller recently flew from LAS, and had a negative expenence with young, male TSO. He was rude and inattentive, especially when she was attempting to inform him about her insulin pump. He kept yelling at her to remove her iPOD, but she tried 
to tell him that the device was an insulin pump. She also indicated that passengers must wait much too long for a female TSO, and was informed by another TSO that the TSA did not have enough female staff While she did not feel that this was 
discrimina1ory, lhe caller believes thal better training should be necessary at LAS. She could nol provide flight information. 

Also, she indicated that the training should also be enforced at FAT. as the officers there are also seemingly unaware of the proper procedures. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

Before the secunty screening begins, it is important to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) 1f you: 
Have an insulin pump 
Need a ssis tan ce 

10/24/201 
4 3: 5 0: 5 3 It is not necessary to di soonne ct from your insulin pump during the s c reenrng p race ss. The insulin pump wi 11 be screened and. in most cases. passengers wi 11 do a self-paid own of the insulin pump fol lowed by an Explosives Trace Detection (ETD) test 

PM with a swab of their hands. If traces of explosives materials are detected, passengers will need to undergo additional screening. 

Passengers may ask to speak to a Passenger Support Specialist or a Supervisory TSO while at the checkpoint for assistance in understanding what to expect during the screening process. 

Transportation Security Officers (TSDs) are trained on professional and courteous screening procedures to make the process run smoothly and to reduce inconvenience. We regret that you were not satisfied with the service you received. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security
screening policies need modification or s pec1f1c employees or teams are the subjects of repeated complaints. 

Because the oomplaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-mail to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at I hat localion. 

Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at (855) 787-2227 prior to traveling no less than 72 hours ahead of travel in case it is detenmrned that it is necessary to coordinate support at the airport. 

TSA Precheck will not negale lhe necessily of addilional screening. 

I offered to e-mail this information to the caller, and she declined. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Olher; Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 1012412014 2:47:56 PM Airport IAD - Washington-Dulles 1n1ernational Dale/Time of Travel: 1011912014 10:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: American Airlines #263 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Domestic TSA Employee: (If Known) · Name unknown. Tall, slim, black female. Dark brown hair in a ponytail. 
Comment: I have tried contacting the TSA Manager at IAD and have left two voice messages this week asking for a call back to my phone number. They have not contacted me. 

I had a really unpleasant experience with two IAD TSA agents on 10119114. As I am pregnant, I opted out of lhe X-Ray screening and was given a pat-down instead by a female agenl. During my pat-down, while patting down my chest, lhe female agent 
asked if I was wearing a sports bra as she had some sort of difficulty in the bust area. I answered na and was surprised by her question. She told me she would need ta pat down that area again ar get a second opinion. 

She proceeded to call out to a male agent standing nearby us that she needed a second opinion from a female agent. He asked her what she needed a 2nd opinion on and she didn't tell him. He asked her again and she responded &quot I need a 
second opinion on a bra.&quot; They bolh started chuckling and the male agent joked &quot:Bras are nol my area of expertise - unfor1unately ... I can guess a size from looking at ii, bul I don't know much else aboul bras ... &quot;. They continued to 
laugh and joke while I was still standing there. Finally another female agent came aver and asked what the 2nd opinion needed was. The agent explained she had a question about my bust area. The 2nd female agent did a pat-down in my bust area 
and concluded th at everything was fine and I was sale to continue to my gate. 

10/24/201 
4 41051 

PM I was highly offended and felt viola led by the discussion and laughter of the IAD TSA agents. I was appalled by their lack of professionalism and would like to speak wilh their manager. 

10124/201 
44:11:02 

PM 

I understand that the TSA takes homeland security and professionalism very seriously- and the performance of the IAD TSA agents does not meet that standard and is really unacceptable. 

I would like to be con1ac1ed asap by the IAD TSA manager or the superior to the IAD TSA manager. 

i(b}(6} I 
Would you like a re ? · 

Passenger's Name b)(61 
Phone Number· 1h·11f';", 
Email (b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: Other: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 10/24/2014 2:00:42 PM Airport· IAG - Niagara Falls International Date/Time of Travel· 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. This situation has been bothering me for a few days now. I was a passenger an a recent flight however do not want to divulge information as I am a frequent person in the airport. I witnessed unnecessary borderline abusive behavior coming 
from what seemed to be the Manager on Duty:1 was able to determine this from the additional bars on her shoulder. I was behind a father and a daughter who clearly went through the detectors with no alarms or problems. She was 12 (I heard them ask 
which seemed strange)since she went through with out alarms. buzzers. etc. At this time they pulled both her father and daughter aside for what I hear them (TSA) refer to as a &quot;pat down&quot; from direction of this supervisor. The lather was fine 
as he is an adull and could comprehend what was going on. This abrupt supervisor who stood larger in stalure, inlimidated the young traveler to the point as seemingly visibly upset and shaken. The father had to keep assuring her ii was ok. 
As he continued ta get mare furious and the &quot;groping&quat: continued he finally said audibly for all to hear that he is lodging a complaint as his family are frequent flyers and has never encountered this. I concur with him. I have young children and 
this was a pp al Ii ng. I do know there are safety standards however I al so know from res ea rchrng pol icy. since this has disturbed me, 11 is not pol icy to search someone 12 and under u n I ess given m ult, pl e op po rtumt,es to go through detectors because of 
alarm. this wasn't the case on either accord. 
I feel like this was a blatanl authoritative move taken 10 lhe extreme. This women wasn'I even calming to the girl or compassionate to the age. I, as an adult would have fell awkward being touched in the abrupt manner that she was. 
I also feel like this behavior could at least be justified if a new trainee didn"t know better but for a supervisor to be the initiator. what kind of example is this showing: that they don't know their awn rules and that they feel &quot;above the law&quot:. This 
is a horrible reflection on the representation of the Federal Government. The other TSA agents stood their in disbelief, it was written all over their face: that's how I knew this was wrong. 
I advise that something be said as this airport has minimal travel to begin with, a public display of unprofessionalism would absolutely be cause to drive 45 minutes to the Buffalo Airport, where I visually watch professionalism and respect. 
I can't stop lhinking about this little girl and her face, and also worry that this fearful treatment will linger wilh he as she has many travel years ahead of her Would you like a response? : True Passenger's Name 
Phone Number · 

Email : !(b)(61 ! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



10124/201 
44:11:02 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Other; Professionalism/Customer Service Current Dateflime 10/2412014 2:00:42 PM Airporl: IAG - Niagara Falls lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: This situalion has been bothering me for a few days now. I was a passenger on a recent flighl however do not want 10 divulge information as I am a frequent person in the airport. I wilnessed unnecessary borderline abusive behavior coming 
from what seemed to be the Manager on Duty:I was able ta determine this from the additional bars on her shoulder. I was behind a father and a daughter who clearly went through the detectors with no alarms ar problems. She was 12 (I heard them ask 
which seemed strange)since she went through with out alarms, buzzers, etc. At this time they pulled both her father and daughter aside for what I hear them (TSA) refer to as a &quot pat down&quot: from direction of this supervisor. The father was fine 
as he is an adult and could comprehend what was going on. This abrupt supervisor who stood larger in stature, intimidated the young traveler to the point as seemingly visibly upset and shaken. The father had to keep assuring her it was ok. 
As he continued to get more furious and the &quoi;groping&quot: continued he finally said audibly for all to hear that he is lodging a complaint as his family are frequenl flyers and has never encountered this. I concur wilh him. I have young children and 
this was appalling. I da know there are safety standards however I also know from researching policy. since this has disturbed me, it is not policy to search someone 12 and under unless given multiple opportunities ta go through detectors because of 
alarm, this wasn't the case on either accord. 
I feel like this was a blatant authoritative move taken to the extreme. This women wasn't even calming to the girl or compassionate to the age. I. as an adult would have felt awkward being touched in the abrupt manner that she was. 
I also feel like this behavior could al least be juslified if a new 1rainee didn'I know better but for a supervisor to be the initiator, whal kind of example is this showing: lhat lhey don't know their own rules and thal they feel &quot:above the law&quot:. This 
is a horrible reflection on the representation of the Federal Government. The other TSA agents stood their in disbelief, it was written all over their face: that's haw I knew this was wrong. 
I advise that something be said as this airport has minimal travel to begin with, a public display of unprofess,onalism would absolutely be cause to dnve 45 minutes to the Buffalo Airport. where I visually watch professionalism and respect. 
I can't stop thinking about this I ittl e girl and her lace, and also worry that this lea rful treatment w i 11 Ii nge r with he as she has many trave I years ahead of her Would you Ii ke a response? , True Passenger's Name : 
Phon1Number · 
Email bi(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB2IApplicationManager 

Ca Iler stated th at when he ca me through DFW he was told that they could ca re I ess that he was on the GE Ii st. Cal I er stated that he to Id them th at he had metal knee rep I ace m ent and a incontinence pad severa I ti mes and he even ended up having to 
say it loud enough for everyone at lhe checkpoint to hear. Caller stated that they embarrassed him and their actions were tolally uncalled for. Caller staled thal he went lhrough 3 differenl screenings AIT, limited patdown and a full patdown. Caller 
stated that the officers were verbally abusive from the time he entered the checkpoint and he was treated like a criminal. Caller stated that the individuals there are a disgrace and they do not represent the government ar TSA well. Caller stated that 
he 1s a boss of 33 employees and he wou Id Ii re everyone one of th em 1f they ever Ire ated a client Ii ke they did h, rn today. Caller was not rea 11 y upset with the sere en i ng p roe es s he was upset due to the customer service at the airport. He did not feel 
this had to due with his medical conditions. 

Advised ca Iler: 
Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that al I passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. Because your complaint concerns an incident that ace u rred at a s pec1f1c airport we have forwarded a copy of your I ette r to the 

101241201 appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

4 7:38:49 
PM TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spat areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security-

screening po Ii ci es need modification or s pec1f1c employees or teams are the subj eels of repeated complaints. 

10124/201 

Airporl: DFW 
Airline: Qantas 
Flight number: 8 
Departing time: 8:45 pm 
Dale and lime of incident: 1 O 24 2014 06: 15 pm 
Gate or terminal of incident Checkpoint close to 12-15 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!(b 1(6) I 
Date Time: 10124/2014 6:53:59 PM 
-------------------------------------------------------------------

4 8:07: 13 Name.,._1h~--~,1~"~"----~-~ 
PM Emai b 1(6) 

Comp·"a""1"'n"'s"°: "'n"a""p"'p""ro'"'p"r"'1 a"'e.,....'"'c"'re.,.,!e ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terrninal/AirporUGate/Etc):UA 1503/SFO/Terminal 3. 
Comments: I was II agged by your "Explosive Detector" going through security and I noticed that seve ra I other p eo pie going through alter me a I so showed up positive, Th at I oaks Ii ke a high false positive rate to me, But the weird thing was the fol low up 
search and screen, which came up negative (big surprise) and the unnecessary second pal-down in a privale room for no obvious reason. In all that time, no one asked me such obvious questions as, "Have you recently fired a gun?" or "Have you been 
in a laboratory?" Yau know. things that might be relevant. And I suspect that the answer is that you guys know that the "Explosive Detector·· is wildly inaccurate. If the false positive rate I saw is pretty standard, then I have grave doubts as to whether 
this TSA toy 1s worth your time or mine. 



10124/201 
4 

10:04:07 
PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 1012412014 9:29:17 PM Airport: DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 1012412014 8:20 PM Airline & Flight Number: American 1105 CheckpoinllArea of 
Airport· Terminal c TSA Employee: (If Known)· Woman. African American, doing pat down Comment. I just had the rudest woman pat me down. I told her I knew she was going to use the backs of her hands for the sensitive areas, since I've done this 
a million times, and she said so rudely, &quot:you done? Because I STILL have to tell you everything&quot;. You guys need to train your agents better-you think I want to be pat down every time I go to the airport?•? Then I have to deal with surly, rude 
agents who hate life? What ter,-ible customer service. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name b·•,(ffi 
Phone Number 
Email (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Hello, 

Firstly, I expect the courtesy of a reply immediately. 

I will outline the problems I had with a TSA agent last night ( 24 October 2014) at Las Vegas airport at approximately 7-7.30 p.m 

I will not go through the milliwave scanners so I requested a patdown. 

The a gent th at provided the patd own was obnoxious, obscene, rude, bel I ige rent and SH E THREATENED M E, She was an overweight bl a ck woman 

And nobody will get away with threatening ME. 

I suggest that this person is terminated immediately and when I requested her name her exact words were • It's OFFICER to you• 

10125/201 r;;:::,:i 
4 S: 17: 12 She would not provide me her name but I requested it from another agent and he told me it began withli.J2.Li 

AM 
I am sending a copy of this I ette r to EVE RY m ajar news paper in the United States of America as wel I as here in Canad a. 

No bloody wonder your country is despised the world over. I am also going to complain to the highest levels of your government until this mentally impaired, authoritative cow is removed from her job. 

Kind Rega rd s, 

l(b)(61 



DearTSA, 

I had read about TSA Cares on a few Type I diabetes biogs, and decided to try to use it this past summer, as I knew I would be traveling from Newark, NJ to Denver, CO and back. My concern was that I always need to request a pat-dawn, since my 
insulin pump manufacturer w, 11 void the warranty on its pump 1f the wearer subjects this $6. 000 pump to any rad1ati on. Us ua 11 y the TSA agents say th at body sea nne rs do not em it rad i at,on. but M edtromc swears that they do, from their own testing of 
these devices. 

Despite my having called TSA Cares in advance of both flights, the TSA personnel had no idea to expect me. It was as though no record had been made of my calls to them. (Or, perhaps, that they made a wntten record, but no one acted on 11.) 

Because I am single and usually travel alone, I worry very much when I must put my bag on the conveyor belt so ii can go through the X-Ray machine, and I hen I lose sight of I hat bag while I hey are trying 10 find a female TSA agenl to do the pat-down. 
This past summer, at BOTH Newark and Denver airports, the wait for a female agent was much tao long (at least 1 O minutes) and I was rightfully scared that someone would grab my bag, containing not only money and credit cards, but all the insulin 
and medical supplies that I need in order to stay alive and live healthfully with Type I diabetes. I was not pleased with the attitudes of the TSA agents at either airport, but especially at Newark. when I told them I was warned about losing my bag. In 

10125/201 Denver, at least, the nice man standing by the X-Ray machine overheard me. and said "I will put your bag right here ON TOP of the X-Ray machine, so you can see it"' I truly appreciated that! 
4 

111216 
AM I will be flying from Newark to Denver again. next month, and will again place a call to TSA Cares in advance. I hope that, this time, it will seem as though TSA does truly care. I really got the impression that they didn"t, last summer. 

Sincerely, 

!(b)(61 
Montvale, NJ 

Caller wants to speak with a person about a serious complaint. She is a Canadian and British citizen. that will never step foot back in to the US because of the way she was treated at Mccaran Airport. She then requested a Supervisor. 

l(b)(6 ~ates 

Caller flew from LAS and she states that she was treated like dirt. Caller states that the female that screened her refused ta go through the AIT. Caller states that she requested a patdown and the female TSO made it as difficult as she possibly could. 
Caller states that the TSO was verbally abusive to her. Caller states that she requested the officers name and the officer refused. Caller states that she wants the femnale TSO fired. Caller descnbes the female as black, over weight and short. Caller 
states that her hair was above her shoulders. Caller states that she spoke to another TSO and they advised that the female TS Os name began with an~aller states that the female asked her if she was listening and the caller states that she was. 
Caller slates I hat lhe female told her thal she would send her to the beginning of lhe line. Caller slates I hat lhe officer was requesting her in a ridiculous manner to enter and mainlain the stance for a patdown. 

Airline: West Jet 
Flight#; 1489 

101251201 Dale Time: 10 24 2014 at or around 1630-1930 
Gate Terminal: Gate E8 Terminal 3 

4 4:21 :25 
PM 

Advised Ca Iler: 

I am going to send a copy of the compalint to the CSM at LAS for their review. 

TransporIation Securily Administration 
601 South 12th Street 
Art i ngto n. VA 20 598 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 10125/2014 4:47: 15 PM Airport · RDU - Raleigh-Durham International Date/Time of Travel · 09/18/2014 9:30 AM Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal 2 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : Firsl, you should know that I'm frustraled by being treated like a terrorisl every time I want to travel by air (a few times a year). TSA seems 10 lake the approach that you are a 1errorist until you've proven yourself innocent. Nol nice. 

Spec iii cal ly. on the date in question, I was given a pat-down (frequent occurrence. even though I'm very thin and take off al I outer clothing). On this occasion I lo rgot to rem ave my belt, so th at may have made me &quot;susp ect&q uot:. .. but no one had 

101251201 reminded me about that. either. Anyway. afier the pat-down, I then had my hands checked for explosives. 

4 \ 0~AO Here's the problem: When I asked to remove my possessions from the belt before the explosives check, that request was refused. I was told I could turn around and look at them. Since I carry anything of value with me on the plane, what kind of help 
would that be if someone snatched my possessions and fled? We all know that thefi happens at airports. Fortunately. rny husband was with rne, so it wasn't a problem that time. 

10/25/201 
4 50242 

PM 

BTW: I am female, over 75, and always remove my shoes and outerwear, 10 avoid the hassle of arguing with TSA personnel aboul this (which happened once). II would make me look suspect to them, wouldn't it• 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service; Screening Current Date/lime: 10/25/2014 4:41:05 PM Airport, ORD - Chicago-O'Hare International Date/Time of Travel: 10/25/2014 3:00 AM Airline & Flight Number, 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport United Security Check TSA Employee: (If Known) [b)(61 I 
Comment . It is my custom to ask for a pat-down when I go through the screening process. As a seasoned traveler. I am aware of this procedure. My husband was going through a different line so that we could meet on the other side. As is also 
customary, I do not push my carry-on items through the screening machine until my 'female assist' has arrived and my husband is on the other side. My complaint is that the TSA lady (quite tersely) told me that she would not even begin to call for my 
fem a I e assist unti I AFTER I had pushed my items through for screening. As it is my right to have another person watch my pat down - per your website FAQ &q uot:AI I passengers have import ant rights during a pat-down, You have the right to request 
the pal-down be conducted in a private room and you have the right 10 have the pal-down wilnessed by a person of your choice.&quot: I needed to wait for him to be on lhe other side. There was also no one behind me at the time as we arrived early as 
usual. When I would not push my items through, she walked away saying she would not call fr my assjsj ard I could leave. Once my husband was on the other side to witness the pat-down. I pushed my items through. (There was still no one behind 
me). I asked my pat-down I ady lo r the name of the I ady who ca 11 ed for her. She told me it was b ::, ( 6 I ro passenger should be to Id they must al low th e,r person al belongings to go to the other Side of security LI nti I their own body IS a I so ready lo r 
transfer to the other side. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name tb)(ff•, I 
Phan..,_ hl11rnber · 

Emai~(b)(61 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

10126/201 
4 9,34,51 Are you 18 or over? Yes 

AM Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N at,ona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Li hue Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 



10126/201 
4 9:34:53 

AM 

10126/201 

Submitted on Saturday, October 25, 2014 - 19:37 Submitted by anonymous user:,.!(b_."'1(_6'-l __ __,Submitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? 

Profiling 
- U nreaso na bl e Search Seizure 
- Other Rig hi or Liberty not I is ted 

Other Consti tuti o na I Rig ht or Liberty not Ii sted: 
Right to breastfeed pump - i was refused the right to use my breast pump when I needed to - not pumping within a reasonable amount of time can lead to discomfort or even mastitis 

Infant child rig hi to be supplied with adequale nutrilion- lhe TSA agenls would nol allow me 10 use the breast milk in question 10 feed my 3 monlh old infant when she was crying for food and I hat was the only food I had wilh me to feed her 

Profiling (was singled out because had breast milk even though containers were less than 3.4 ounces) Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes. I m filling this form out for myself 
==I ndivid ua I Info== 

Firsl NamP!rh··,1rr1 I 
Last Name:~ 
Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 
Phone Number:fh··,1r,\ I 
PO Box or Sire et Addresstb 1(61 
City: Omaha ==-'--------' 
State: Nebraska 
Zip Code (Post Code): 68114 
Other: 
Email:~fh-.1-I_R_·., -------~ 

==lncidenl lnformalion== 
When did this happen? 10 19 2014 
Where did this happen? VIRGIN IA - DCA - Washington Reagan 
National 
what happened? This pa st weekend I few from Regan Airport in 
Washington D.C. back to Omaha. Nebraska with my 3 month old 

Listen folks, 

EVERY SINGLE TIME my bags gel inspected by airport TSA a zipper handle gels broken. I am SICK AND TIRED of TSA and your complele disrespecl for cilizens luggage! ll's bad enough thal we citizens of the U .S.A have to endure your never
ending groping and invasion of our privacy, now it is a common occurrence that your "agents" are not only costing me more money to travel. but BREAKING MY LUGGAGE• Photo attached of my last piece broken. This occurred inside checked 
baggage at ORD. 0 h. and my I ugg age did not arrive at my de stin ati on due to this inspect ion as we 11. So not only do I have to d ea I with uni lo rmed TSA wish bad attitudes at the perso nne I inspection point but a I so s I ow i nsp ecti on s which results in my 
luggage not being on the same freaking plane as me! I am retired U.S. Army Special Forces, and We the People do not want your agency's help with our security. Let me remind you that the number of terrorists TSA has caught= ZERO! I will be 
contacting my congressmen about I his habitual lack of respect by TSA of travelers luggage. This insanily must stop! Your agency·s existence is not worth the cost and hassle 10 cilizens that your amateur agents revel in. 

4 1 :05:55 If you'd like to talk to me about lhis feel free to call me al ~!(_b~)(_6'-,--~ 
PM 

Feeling like a citizen of Nazi Germany, 

fbi(61 



10126/201 
4 5:09:05 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time . 10126/2014 4:0824 PM Airport · OKC - Will Rogers World Airport Date/Time of Travel : 10/24/2014 3:00 PM Airline & Flight Number · AA 382 Checkpoint/Area of Airport · 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I am TSA pre check but have a prothesis that goes to the hip so I get a yellow card and go through the scanner which is easier for everyone rather than going through a metal detector and getting a full pat down etc. Everyplace but OKC 
checks my hands and prothesis for chemicals. In OKC they do my shoes as well which one lime picked up 1races of something (previous complainl in which I believe it was a failure of your machine since it did not work after that). I was told 
emphatically shoes had to be checked however I travel every week and last week was through DFW and ORD and they never swabbed my shoes. In the last month I was in LGA, DCA, IAH along with DFW and ORD and the only place that ever 
swabbed shoes was OKC. Is this required? If so you better inform all the major airports they are doing 11 wrong. If not please inform OKC of that fact. I'm sure the nice agent who just checked my hands and prothesis got yelled at because she did not 
check my shoes. I was ordered to halt and have my shoes done. I respect the job TSA does and 95% of my interactions are very positive. This is my third complaint to OKC in 4 weeks. I've probably made 4 in the last 4 years for other issues. Thank 
You• 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name :!(b':1(61 
Phone Number , ~~---~ 

Email !(b 1(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller slated that yesterday she was in LGA 10 1ravel 10 Cleveland. Caller slated that she has a new knee and hip. Caller slated I hat she set off an alarm and a patdown procedure and ETD followed. Caller is very upset because of the secondary 
screening and because the gloves were not changed per her request. Caller stated she then had a snow globe that was not permitted and she had to go through the screening process again and the same thing happened. Caller is very upset over the 
screening process. Ca 11 er stated that if she pro vi des inform at,on that I w, 11 place her on a watch Ii st. 

Airporl: LGA 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number: Caller does not have 
Date Time: 10 26 14 departing 3:30pm 

101271201 !%:ii":.~;:~:: ~8
a11er did not want to provide 

4 9:58:08 
AM 

10127/201 
4 

101347 
AM 

In addition to the screening of carry-on and checked baggage, passengers may undergo screening of I heir hands using an ETD swab at the security checkpoint, the checkpoint queue, or at boarding areas. It is a secondary screening method for all 
passengers. 

A patdown is required to clear every alarm, You were re-screened because you had to leave the checkpoint. I advised the caller that I will forward the information to the CSM at LGA for review. I advised the caller that I could not place someone on a 
walch list from lhe TCC. 

Feedback Type Security Issue 
Categories : Du ration of Sere en i ng Process: Other Cu r,-ent Date/Ti me · 1 0127120 14 8: 05: 5 7 AM Airport , MOW - Chicago Midway Date/Ti me ofT rave I · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · Why does Midway a 11 ow non-preche ck passengers through the pre ch eek security Ii nes? I'm p recheck and end up getting a pat down eve ryt i me at that airport. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number . 
Email l(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller stated th at he was on a Southwest flight from B WI on Saturday. He went through the Al T machine and he had aver 30 00. 00 cash in his pocket. Cal I er stated that the machine went off and the ofli cer asked what he had in his pocket. The ca 11 er 
advised him the he had money in bill form. The officer then told the caller to let him see it. The caller said when he took the money from his pocket that the agent jerked it out of his hand and started shaking and fanning it. The caller said that he did not 
at any point ask him if he could handle his money, and if he was not watching him he could have easily stole some. He is livid over the way the screening was conducted. He is thinking aboul calling his sena1or and getting a lawyer. Advised caller if lhe 
officer asked to see the money that is an indication that he would have to screen it. The caller said that he showed the officer the money when he was ask to see it however he had to right to handle his money nor jerk it out of his hand. 

Dale and Time: 1 O 25 14 11 :05 
Airport: BWI 

101271201 Airline: Southwest 4407 

4 Gate or Terminal: D 13 

1 O: 16:45 Officers Name: He did not get it 

AM 

10127/201 

Resolution: 

TSA may apply addilional screening melhods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal De1ec1or (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Addilionally, 
a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

Because your comp I ai nt concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have lorwa rd ed a copy of your e-m a i I to the Customer Service Manager at that airport, 

Caller wants 10 know why TSA screeners at MSP are not educated better on insulin pumps and AIT machines as the caller slates her manufacturer advised her nol to go through lhe AIT machine as it could damage her insulin pump. Caller slates on a 
recent screening experience the TSO on duty advised her AIT will not harm her pump. 

Resolution: 

Advised caller we encourage callers to contact the manufacturer of their insulin pump to determine if it can safely undergo x-ray screening. Screening via AIT is optional and you may request a thorough pat-down rather than using any screening 
techno I og y. Advised ca 11 er if she wants to know why the TSO s a re not better educated on insulin pumps she can contact T SA H eadq ua rte rs at: 

4 Transpor1ation Securily Administration 
11 :24: 14 601 South 12th Street 

AM Artington. VA20598 

Al so provided ca Iler in formation on how to co nl acl the M SP CSM by se I eel i ng option 5 through our IVR. 



Disability Description: Caller uses a cane and has a metal implant. 

Response Details: The Transportation Security Adminislration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our 
screening checkpoints. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus an ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, 
respect. and courtesy. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the appropriate CusIomer Service Manager. 

Removing ,terns such as wallets. belts. bulky jewelry, money, keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requinng a passenger to undergo add1t1onal screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an 
anoma I y di soove red during Adv a need I magi ng Technology (AI T) screening. To avoid the cha nee ol leaving persona I items behind , we recommend passengers place their be Io ngi ngs in their carry-on baggage before entering the checkpoint, 

He can request a private screening al the money if he has concerns. 

The most familiar of TSA s risk-based initiatives, TSA Pre u2713. allows TSA to identify low-risk passengers for expedited screening. Travelers who are directed to the TSA Pre u2713 lane may be allowed to keep on their footwear. light outerwear. 

101271201 and bell, and leave their laptop in its case and 3-1-1 compliant liquids gels bag in lheir carry-on luggage. 

4 2:49:27 
PM For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)), it must: 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Describe the al I eg ed di scrim i na tory action in sufficient de ta i I to in form T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the complainant or someone authorized to sign an behalf al the complainant. 

In order to ap prop nately address your co ncems, we a I so need to know the airport at which you we re sere ened by T SA. 

Advised caller that we would also forward this complaint to ODPO. 

Incident Detai Is: Ca 11 er has a comp I amt. He flew from IAD. When he origin ally departed Hartford Bradley he did not have any issues. Brad I ey was wo nderfu I. He has a cane and an a rtifi ci a I hip. He received Precheck in Brad I ey and on the way back. In 
IAD he put his stuff on the belt and he set off an alarm. The TSA agent was rude. They gave him a patdown. The TSO got in his face. He had an accent so he, the PX, could not understand him, He told him he was having touble understanding him, The 
TSO said he would have been better off saying he could not hear him over he could not understand him. He took I hat as a threat. He had 10 lake off his shoes. He is sure he was doing his job and the procedures do not upsel him. It was the attitude of 
the TSO that bothers him. He told the woman by the conveyor belt al his metal implant. She put the cane through. He had money in cash and the rude TSO tald him to put it in a bin. It was hundreds of dollars so the Px did not want to. The TSO 



10127/201 
4 4:23:3g 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an a ttom ey in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Westchester Co u nl y Airport 

tsa, 

i was traveling v,a las veg as airport on sunday, act 26 and was screened at approximately 7:00am at the concourse c agents (southwest). 

i am recovering from a hernia operation. after noticing there is no where to sit 10 remove my shoes 10 comply with regulalions, i approached the agent and asked either for a pat down or a chair. he was exiremely insensitive and said I hat i could just 
lean against a conveyer that was not in use. i told him that was inappropriate. i asked for a supervisor that went and got a chair, let me take off my shoes, and put it back. on the exit side of security, there was no chair to put on shoes so i had to exit 

101271201 security area and find a place to sit. 

4 63119 
PM i am just informing you thal 1) the agent was extremely insensitive when told me to just lean against the conveyor even when described my problem. 2) there is no sealing and 3) refusing a pal down rather lhan the scanner on request. all lhree are 

things that should have not occurred. 

good luck. all my best. 

Feedback Type Security Issue 
Categories : Other 
Current Date/Time: 10127/2014 4:05:55 PM Airporl: ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanla InIernational Dale/Time of Travel: 1012712014 Airline & Flight Number: delta 2269 Checkpoint/Area of Airport initial check in TSA Employee: (If Known): dk 
Comment. My hands were swabbed when I reached the agent to show my boarding pass and ID and she never looked at my ID or boarding pass. I had just washed my hands at the airport with airport soap. I went through the screening machine and 

1 01271201 the pat down. Nothing was detected. They looked at everything in my computer bag and wiped 11 down. However, they never looked at anything in my purse and noone ever asked to see my ID and Boa rd i ng pass. I am not objecting to the fact that the 
4 6:32:07 soap must have had something in it, but am concerned that no one asked to see my ID and boarding pass. 

PM Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number . 
Emailkbl(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



I am a 65 year old Disabled American Veteran. I also suffered the loss of mobility for almost 7 years because of the negligence of a federal employee during my career as a civil servant with the Department of Defense. which eventually resulted m the 
replacement of my rig ht knee, As a current Do D employee. I am a I so on the TSA Trusted Travelers Ii st. 

On October 15 of this year, I traveled to Ireland on the first overseas vacation rve taken in over a decade. We departed through Newark Airport. My wife went through the standard departure gate while I went to the pre-checked line. where I was 
required to remove my shoes. be It, coat, and physically ass au I ted I being groped in pu bl 1c is my d elm i ti on of being a ssa ul ted) because my medically issued joint re placement identification care was deemed as b emg insufficient ide ntifi cation of what set 
off the meta I d ete cto r. 

The individual that was REQUIRED to pat me down apologized and indicated that the person in charge of the trusted traveler line considered it to be maximum security instead of trusted travelers, and that the line was taking 4 times as long as the 
standard checkpoint where a dog was sere en i ng everyone. 

101271201 
4 Believe me when I say I understand security, but I also understand abuse of power and a violation of the Fourlh Amendment of lhe Constitution of this greal country. 

10:05:32 
PM 

Al I of this stated, what wou Id it take to obtain a REAL trusted trave I er reg i st rat ion, Something that re cog ni zes th at pea pl e Ii ke mys elf have served their country lo r decades and s hou Id be ab I e to pass through check points Ii ke they did BEFORE the 
terrorisls won. Yes, the very aclions taken in lhe name of our safely indicates thal they have accomplished what they intended from lhe beginning. They have changed our way of life in a negative manner. 

Sincerely, 

I am a 65 year old Disabled American Veteran. I also suffered the loss of mobility for almost 7 years because of the negligence of a federal employee during my career as a civil servant with the Department of Defense, which eventually resulted m the 
replacement of my rig ht knee, As a current Do D employee. I am a I so on the TSA Trusted Travelers Ii st. 

On October 15 of this year, I traveled to Ireland on the first overseas vacation rve taken in over a decade. We departed through Newark Airport. My wife went through the standard departure gate while I went to the pre-checked line. where I was 
required to remove my shoes, be It, coat, and physically assaulted I being groped in pu bl 1c is my d elm iii on of being a ssa ul ted) because my medically issued joint re placement identification care was deemed as b emg insufficient ide ntifi cation of what set 
off the meta I d ete cto r. 

The individual that was REQUIRED to pat me down apologized and indicated that the person in charge of the trusted traveler line considered it to be maximum security instead of trusted travelers, and that the line was taking 4 times as long as the 
standard checkpoint where a dog was sere en i ng everyone. 

10127/201 
4 Believe me when I say I understand security, but I also understand abuse of power and a violation of the Fourth Amendment of the Constitution of this greal country. 

10:05:32 
PM 

Al I of this stated, what wou Id it take to obtain a REAL trusted trave I er reg i st rat ion, Something that re cog ni zes th at pea pl e Ii ke mys elf have served their country lo r decades and s hou Id be ab I e to pass through check points Ii ke they did BEFORE the 
terrorisls won. Yes, the very aclions taken in lhe name of our safely indicates thal they have accomplished what they intended from lhe beginning. They have changed our way of life in a negative manner. 

Sincerely, 



10127/201 
4 

10:05:36 
PM 

10/27/201 
4 

10:05:36 
PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Missing or Damaged llems: Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time: 1012712014 9:15:30 PM Airport: CMH - Port Columbus lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : Screening 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : I went through the scanner because I did not want to be palled down. I hMe Crohns Disease and weJr undergarments in case of accidenls during travel. They announced to everyone in line I hat I was weJring a diaper I hen senl me 10 also 
be patted dawn. The lady groped my genital area. This was far and beyond anything I have ever experienced. It was a horrible experience. Also. when I finally got to the luggage area to pick up my items the computer I was traveling with was sent 
through the machine outside of the bin I had placed it in and the hinge was broken. I just got 11 back from Micro Center and the bill was 200.00 to fix the hinge and replace the cable that gives signal and power to my screen. I HATE TSA' I feel like I 
was raped and made fun of for having an illness. One of the men asked ii I needed a bottle to go with my diapy! '! FUCK YOUR EMPLOYESS! I hope they all rot and die slow painful deaths of ebola! FUCK YOU ALL! 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Missing or Damaged Items: Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time : 1012712014 9: 15:30 PM Airport CMH - Port Columbus International Date/Time of Travel 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport Screening 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I went through the sea nne r because I did not want to be patted down. I have C ro h ns D1se ase and wear u nde rg arm e nts in case of ace ide nts during travel. They announced to everyone in I in e that I was wearing a diaper then sent me to a I so 
be patted down. The lady groped my genital area. This was far and beyond anything I have ever experienced, It was a horrible experience. Also, when I finally got to the luggage area to pick up my items the computer I was traveling with was sent 
through the machine oulside of the bin I had placed ii in and the hinge was broken. I just got it back from Micro Center and lhe bill was 200.00 10 fix the hinge and replace the cable that gives signal and power 10 my screen. I HATE TSA! I feel like I 
was raped and made fun al for having an illness. One of the men asked if I needed a battle toga with my diapy1., FUCK YOUR EMPLOYESSI I hope they all rot and die slow painful deaths of ebolal FUCK YOU ALLI 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

rbi(6, 
1 

Hous19n Texas r207-2267 
fb,(6) _ 

10128/201 
4 8:22:07 

AM 

On 1012712014, I Opted-out from lhe Scanner from BWI al approximately 5p.m. ( B Pier). It was apparent that Lead Oflicer~didn't agree with my decision. 

My encounter this even, ng with T SA and/or Office ~as not only em ba rras sing in the view of other passengers, TSA employees' but in the the presences of my pa rents I 

His demeanor was confrontalional, Unprofessional, and Antagonizing!!! 

I informed Office~ th at I was unco mfortab I e with him giving me a pat down and I wanted to speak to a Su pe rvi sor; His response was ., I am a Su pe rvi so r and I wi 11 be doing the pat down"' 

I was able to speak to Superviso~(b::,(6) linot by office~choice). I informed him of the situation and I was declined my request to have a pat down by another officer. We agreed lhat since I was uncomfortable with Officerfb)(6) 11 would exit 
that Security and and re-enter through a different Security Check-point. 

After re-entering Security I informed the TSA manager on duty of the incident and that I will make a formal complaint. I request for to investigate this matter as I am very well aware that the camera footage can be viewed, 

For the record, I would like to thank Superviso!(b)(ff:, ltor his professionalism. :-) 

Thank you for your time and look forward to your response, 

fb)(61 



Caller: 

101281201 For Richmond, they have moved the AIT machine. She is a member of GE and has a pacemaker, which means she can only go through AIT and a patdown. When going through PreCheck, she has actually had to go to the regular line which has 

4 resulled in not being able to take advanlage of PreCheck benefits. 

10:03:44 For Hartford, she was individually taken to the AIT machine and screened. This, she states made more sense than having two employees do a private patdown. 

AM 

10128/201 
4 

101038 
AM 

Advised Ca Iler: 
That I am documenting this information for her. Thanked her for taking I he ti me to ca 11 in; we a re a I ways I oak i ng lo r ways to imp rove process es. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Dale Time: 1012e;014 8:52:03 A 
Remote Client l~bi(61 L 

Namerh·,1R··, 
Email(b 1(6i 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ropri ate Screening/Pat Down Sc reem ng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Air Canada 7735 scheduled to depart at 20:25. Wednesday. October 22nd 
Terminal B, Concourse A. 
CommentsTo Wham It Should Concern. 
On Wednesday October 22nd, 2014 my husband and I began our return tnp from a wonderful three days in NYC to Ottawa, Ontano. Canada via LaGuardia. Our flight on Air Canada 7733 departing 16:25 was cancelled and we were rebooked on Air 
Canada 7735 scheduled to depart at 20:25. We were at the airport in plenty of time for the scheduled time of departure but the flight was delayed many times over due to and you can take your pick here: mechanical difficulties with the inbound aircraft. 
weather conditions at LaGuardia, etc., elc. In order 10 establish contact with Air Canada slafl who'd deserted the secure area we were forced 10 leave the secure area and return to the concourse and al the time I wasn'I worried about clearing security 
again as there is a scanner which I'd already gone through once that day. As a sexual assault survivor and owner of an artificial hip due ta serious injury I prefer the scanner and as a matter of course I only fly into and out al airports that have scanners. 
This limits my travel options but 1·11 live with it. 
When we finally returned to security to wait for our flight I was informed by the young man manning the security area that the scanner had been shut off at 8:30 p.m. and I would have to submit to a pat down. He called for a female TSO as he was the 
only person past the metal detector at lhe time and after some minutes she showed up. 
She asked all the correct questions about privacy (I would never volunteer ta go to an enclosed space with a complete stranger regardless al whether my husband was present ar not in order for that stranger to touch me) and about sensitive areas (my 
hip was extremely painful by this time from walking all over NYC as well as the airport). I told her my hip was very sensitive. She asked me if I'd ever had a pat down as well. she didn't say 'enhanced pat down· just pat down which I have had before 
many years ago and it didn't involve touching my genitals or mauling my breasts so I had no idea what she was going to do. Had she used the term ·enhanced pat down' I would have asked some questions. She didn't explain anything as far as I 
remember except when she was sticking her fingers in my pants. What followed was a sexual assault. 
Feet shoulder width apart, arms up with palms facing the ceiling as she ran her late, encased fingers through my hair. over my shoulders and over my face. Her fingers then delved roughly between my breasts running under all the edges of my bra 
through my sweater with a firm squeeze here and there then I was allowed to lower my arms. She lifted my sweater and ran her fingers next to my skin under the waistband of my pants front and back and then she went lower, hands roaming 
aggressively and roug hi y up both I egs front and back. a ctua I ly they went everywhere eventua 11 y banging ha rd again st my ge ni ta Is and I do mean ha rd. It hurt a 11 the way up to my very p ai nlu I hip. 
The final indignity of course was when she tested her gloves as I s1ood lhere waiting while nightmarish memories resurfaced and my husband was forced to sland by unable to help me. 1·m very proud she didn"t reduce me 10 1ears while I stood there: 
they came as soon as we started walking towards our gate. 
I am a slim, fit fifty five year old woman who has never had more than a speeding ticket and that was when I was seventeen. As a matter of fact the reason for our trip to NYC was to celebrate my 55th. 
I fully understand the need for security measures and am happy to pass through the scanner but what I don't understand is why I was sexually assaulted (and that's what is was no matter how you cut it) by a sullen young woman when a perfectly 
functional scanner is right lhere within reach. Perhaps it can't be turned on easily, I have no idea but would have been willing to wait had the option been given to me. At no time was I rude 10 her, at no time did I raise my voice to her: I cooperated fully 

Transgender Travelers verses disabled travelers. Why are there differenl rules for a Transgender 1raveler and a disabled traveler? I have to be degraded and lift my pant leg to show my prosthetic leg but per your web site a Transgender traveler does 
not have too???? Per your website under Transgender traveler. 

101281201 Prosthetics: T rave I e rs should neither be asked to nor agree to I ill, remove. or raise any article of clothing to revea I a prosthetic and should not be asked to re move it, 

4 4:07:22 
PM 

Then under. Passengers with Prosthetics 
Regard I e ss of whether a passenger is screened by a meta I detector, 1 magi ng tech no logy, or a thorough p atdown. a prosthetic is s u bJect to addition al sere en i ng. An officer wi 11 need to see the prosthetic, which may require the I ifti ng of clothing w1tho ut 
exposing any sensitive areas or removing a belt that holds the prosthetic to the passenger's body. TSA also will use technology to test the prosthetic for traces of explosive material, If explosive material is detected. the passenger will have to undergo 
additional screening. If a passenger voluntarily removes his or her prosthetic during screening, it will be screened by X-ray. 

Can you p I ease exp I am why the re a re to di flerent standards? 



Caller said she Is in Austin right now. She said TSA would not accept her temporary license. She said on the website it says that a license would be acceptable. She said they did not ask for a second ID from her and did not ask her to complete the 
Certification of Identity form. She said she thought the lady officer just wanted to touch her. She said they just went straight to padding her down and opening her bag. The officers name was 0;illJ She said the officer just looked at her temporary ID 
and told her to wail in the comer. After the patdown, lhe caller said she talked to the Supervisor and told him she did not appreciale lhe officer feeling her up. She said she is not sure what his name was as he did not speak clear and did not show his 
badge. Caller said she is a 27 year old white female traveling alone. 

101281201 RESPONSE: Advised caller that the temporary license may not have been accepted as a valid form of ID. It is that final decision of the TSO to allow anyone to get on the plane. I will be sending your information as a complaint to the CSM at the 

4 l:Oe: 18 AirporI. I would like 10 apologize that you feel you had a bad experience wilh TSA. Thank you for calling 10 let us know about the incident. 

PM 

10128/201 
4 8:07:06 

PM 

Date and Time of Flight: 
Gate or Terminal: Gate 3 
Airline: Frontier 
Flight Number: 221 
Airport: Austin to DEN 
Email:!(b 1(6) 
Hi, 

Oct 28th. 2014 Was at security around 5:30 p.m. Her flight was schedule to leave at 7:30 p.m. 

We travel through various airports and find the rules on baby food to be inconsistent. Recently, Saturday October 25, we traveled from Ft. Myers, FL to Denver. CO. We had a few pouches of baby food for our 11 month old daughter. 
scanned the items they said anything over 3.4 oz was prohibited. Information on the TSAwebsite states contrary to what we were told, They only allowed us to carry the items on board after I agreed to receive a "pat down", 
Agenls reacted wilh comments such as , "are you asking for special treatment?" when my wife asked why the rules seem to be enforced differently at various airports. 
Several agents were involved (nine by the time it was over) and all seemed to be unaware that your website states that baby food is allowed as a general rule. 
Ft Myers TSA supervisors should be made aware of this incident. 
Thank you, 

liEillEu 
Sent from my iPad 

Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es 01 her; Screening 
Current Date/Time . 10128/2014 6:42: 16 PM Airport · DCA - Washington Reagan National Date/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 

When TSA 

Comment. Hello, I was flying from Reagan National Airport in Arlington County. Virginia. I was heading to Houston International Airport in Houston, TX on that same day. During the security screening, I opted out of the Full body scanner machine that 
is in place at the airport. I was given a pat down by a b I ack ma I e TSA agent, name I can not re cal I. After the patdown. the supervisor of the section. T SA agent ofli cer kb) ( ff) !said I needed to go to the back room of the sec u nty screening for a 
more thorough screening of me and my luggage. This was because their alarm in the security screening went off and they were suspicious that I might have touched something that could have a detection of ex losives on it, at least according to Officer 

jrh·\/r;·-, !All of my luggage was taken, they made a copy of my boarding pass and then took me and my luggage to the backroom where lhey shut the door. 4 TSA agents were inside lhe room while officer b::1(6) id a more thorough pat 
101281201 down and rubbed the bottom of my feet to check for traces of explosives. The entire process took about an hour from what I recall. The test came out negative and they said I was cleared to fly. They think I mig ave ouc ed some lotion or some 
4 8: 0 7: 38 cream that made the alarm go off. I do have some questions about what has happened about this: 

PM 1) Since they made a copy of my boarding pass, will I need to present the original boarding pass for my next flight wherever it may be? 
2) I know I hat TSA has created a new law which states thal additional screening of passengers will carry a penally of up to 5000 dollars as well as an additional fine of possibly 1000 dollars if the additional screening goes over 1 O minutes long, which it 
did in my case. Will I need to pay this? If so. I will be paying by check. Do I write out to TSA or another agency? 
3) I did not speak to any TSA agents asking why they were taking me to the backroom out of fear of what they would say. I understand that there Is talk of a possible fine for asking a TSA agent a question or talking to them in general. Can you tell me 
what that line is? 
Thank you. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 

Email t(b 1(6) J 
To leaG a C6rtifri8f1t COf1ter f1ifig tliiS 1eeaoa k. fall aw this link · http:J/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



10129/201 
4 9:07:02 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Olher; Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 1012812014 11 :21 :27 PM Airport: EWR - NewJrk InIernational Date/Time of Travel: 1012012014 5:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: Alaska 7 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
Terminal A Gate 30 to 39 TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : My husband and I traveled by air on Oct 20, 2014 from EWR, NJ, passing through TSA around 5:00 PM to 5:40 PM. We were on Alaska flight 7 from EWR to SEA It departed from terminal A. Gate 33. 

When we got to the terminal A TSA checkpoint for gates 30 through 39, we used the Pre-check line since both of us travel frequently and have global entry cards. We had printed our Alaska air tickets at home. However, because the TSA machine 
could not read them, we were lold that we had to go back to the airline check-in hall 10 reprint our lickels. This was the first time we have encounlered such a problem. We asked whal if that resulted in our missing our flighl. to our surprise I here was no 
special line to come back. We were told that if that happened, we would just miss our flight. We suggest that TSA allow people who need to reprint tickets to return directly to the front of the line, so they will not miss their flights. 

After we got through the x-ray screening, our lunch box was singled out for a hand check. They just put the box above the scanner, and let it sit there. While we were waiting. we witnessed a man and a TSA worker arguing. We only heard that the 
traveler repeatedly requested to see the supervisor. When the supervisor showed up. he crossed his arms in front of his chest and looked quite intimidating. We overheard the traveler complaining that the TSA worker was damaging his electronics, 
and the supervisor did not try to help solve the problem, Instead he told the traveler he had the authority to put him behind bars. The man finally told them he was the chairman of US Airways. Only then did TSA begin to re-scan his carry-on, and they 
parted very angrily. Meanwhile, our lunch box sat lhere waiting. TSA workers were just talking among themselves. So I asked a female TSA worker if she could examine our lunch box, she said, &quo1;Can't you see I'm busy,&quot; in a very unfriendly 
tone. So I went to the group of TSA workers who were talking among themselves, and asked if one of them could be so kind as to examine our lunch box. They said they would come over soon. I complained to my husband about how rude that female 
TSA worker was. She overhead that. became very angry. and then rebutted it. A male TSA worker came to take our lunch box. and asked me to follow him. He asked me what it was, I told him it was a lunch box. He asked me if there were any liquids 
inside, I said &quot:no.&quot; He asked me again, I said &quotno.&quot; He asked the same question again. I said &quot;no.&quot I asked him if he had heard I had said &quot;no&quot: so many times. He said he could ask me as many times as he 
wished. So he asked me again, I said &quot;no&quot: loudly. He asked me why was I so mad, I told him I lhought he was nol doing his job right. I asked to see his supervisor. He told me that our lunch box set his machine off, so as a result they had 
to re-examine all my carry--ons. I had to take off my shoes and vest, and they had to give me a pat-down as well, and I said fine. A female TSA worker showed up with a tray and asked me to put my things inside. I threw my shoes into the tray. She was 
very offended. and asked me to take out my shoes and to put them back ag am, which I did. I paid attention not to threw them into the tray this time. She was not happy. and asked me to do it again. which I did. She sti 11 was not happy. and asked me to 
do it again. I simply could not believe what she was doing to me. Meanwhile, I kept asking to see their supervisor. Finally, the supervisor came and asked us why we wanted to see him. My husband told him that the female worker was harassing me. 
He did not ask how, nor did he apologize for whal had happened. He simply asked the worker to go back to work, and walked away. I could not believe what was going on. I felt I was not on US soil, and I was nol a US citizen. I really felt as if I were in 
a Nazi concentration camp during the Second World War. At that point, I was more sad than angry. I thought if only terrorists could see this. they would be more than happy. The TSA workers at that location were terrorizing US citizens in a major US 
airport which no terrorists could ever do. While I was waiting for them to give me a pat-down I told that male TSA worker it was OK to give me a pat-down, but the TSA worker giving it had to be anyone but that person who had harassed me. He said 
OK. So he went there to tell her to send another female worker over. She laughed as ii she really enjoyed abusing people. Another female worker came to asked me if I preferred to be patted-down in private or public. At that point. I feared the TSA far 
more than any public eyes, and I insisled I wanted 10 be patted down under the public's eyes. I don't know lhe procedure, bul she ordered me to have my arms out wilh my palms up, and then again arms out wilh my palms down. I could not understand 
why doing that would give them more information. It seemed unnecessary to me. I suggest TSA have a procedure posted, so people know what will be done in a pat-down and for what purpose. In the end, they told me that I was free to go. I said that I 



To whom 11 may concern: 

For your review and action as deemed appropnate.""!(b_.-',(.-6~) _____ __.! applied to the Redress program on 08/06/2014. The traveler's concerns are outside the scope of this program. Please refer to the traveler's comments listed below. The 
traveler's redress case has been administratively closed. 

Thank You for your time and assistance. 

Sincerely, 

10129/201 OHS TRIP 
4 9:07:07 

AM 

10/291201 
4 

Tr ave I er Inform ati an: 

Name: k"'b'-")""'(6'-"1 ____ __. 

Address: ~l(b_)_(6_, ____ ~l Tustin, CA 92780 

Phone Numberk~b_)~(6_, ___ ~ 

Comments submitted to Redress (OHS TRIP): 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!(b 1(6) I 
Date Time: 10129{2014 9:55: 16 AM 
······················---------------····························· 

10:17:07 Name,__b_)~(6_ .• _, --~~ 

AM Email,;ab._i.,(6"-··,.., -----,--!-. 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate cree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 
Comments: Lubbock, TX. 
I have Global enlry,TSA Precheck, my Passport, and an run lhrough the screening device, all my jewelry off my shoes off ,everylhing but my panties, sports bra, a sleeveless all stretchy travel top.stretchy panls,and no privacy as I am patted down. 
What the heck is this all about'"' I passed through this machine 4 times at least and it continued to go aff 



Caller travels with Jet BI ue. She thin ks she was at Buffalo and was random I y screened lo r explosives. She is wandering why they choose to random I y twice in the same year. 

Advised ca Iler 

Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and 
courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a Patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

1 01291201 We u nders ta nd I he inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nev ert h eles s, we believe I hese security measures a re necessary and ap prop ria I e for ensuring the security and confidence of al I air trave I ers. TSA continues to develop and dep lay 

4 5: 2 0: 17 new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of add i ti o na I screening enhances our ability to detect explosives. 

PM 
Caller she is not upset about the system. Caller is for that. She feels like she may be targeted. She has seen innocent people with things thrown on them. Also on October Rd she flew out of Kennedy to Fort Lauderdale and had a connecting flight, 
#2319, to Montigo Bay. In the process she lost $30 worth of jewelry II was a11ractive stuff. However, there was nol a NOi in her bag. 

Advised caller she was referred to airline. She indicated that she had already contacted them and they said they were not responsible. She just wants TSA to be aware that this happened. 

Advised ca Iler: PI ease note th at TSA assumes a very Ii mi ted role with resp eel to checked baggage hand Ii ng. We a re on I y responsi b I e for ch eek ed baggage from the time it is presented for screening unti I the time it has been cleared of screening . Once 
checked baggage has been screened and cleared. airlines are responsible for transporting it to its final destination. As a result. the amount of time checked baggage is under TSA control is relatively short. 

Caller told the following story: In the past, she had a wedding in Atlanta and her bag opened and expensive jewelry fail out. A guy seen it and looked at her and her bag. He later stole her bag as it came out. She confronted him and he returned her 
suilcase. It was already in lhe parking 101. She thinks this occurred at Kennedy. II is because of this experience I hat she wants someone aware of the above incidenl. 

She Is just re porting it. I emp has1zed with ca 11 er 

The caller is a FF and he flys a 101. He slated that he is wanting 10 complain about TSA Precheck. He stated that he has been told thal the AIT has been removed from all Precheck checkpoints. He has a medical implant I hat alarms the WTMD and he 
has to get a patdown. He stated that this is discrimination against persons with disabilities. He stated that he has been through AUS, RIC, and ORF. He stated that they all used to have the AIT until recently, and it was removed. He stated that at AUS 
and RIC he has to get a ful I patdown. However. at ORF he was able to be p I aced in the front of the regular I in e for gen era I passengers, take off his shoes. and go through the A IT, wh i I e his bag gage went through the screening at the Precheck 
checkpoint, He stated that he wi 11 contact his congressman or senator if ne ces sa ry, He stated that he wants to speak with someone regarding the matter to find out why he is being discriminated against. He asked to speak with a s u pe rvi so r if we do not 
have conIacI information for someone to speak with regarding the matter. He staled thal he has found federal email systems to be useless. 

I exp I a i ned th at we do not have any information reg ardrng the A I Ts being re moved from the Pre ch eek checkpoint. Generally the A IT Io cations depend on the airports, and che c kpornt location. I exp I am ed that if any passenger a I arms the screening 

101291201 process, a patdown is used to resolve the alarms. I explained that this is done regardless of age, disability, medical condition, or other circumstances. We can forward the information to the appropriate office for review and clarification on the matter. 

4 5:42:41 however we do not have any contact information to provide. 

PM 

10/29/201 
4 6 07 06 

PM 

E sea I atIon Notes: l:E:iili] 

The caller wants to know what the policy is for AIT machines at lhe TSA check points. He also claims discriminalion against people with disabilities because we are removing AIT machines from the Pre check checkpoinls. 

I tried to explain what he needed to do for discrimination but he kept bringing it back to the Policy question. I told the caller that he could request to be scanned by AIT at a different checkpoint and that brought him back to the discrimination statement. 
He refused to accept the process to follow. Eventually he accepted to email his question in to get an answer. Passenger wasn't very cooperative and this was the best option to help him. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time · J D12912014 5:32:59 PM Airport · SFO - San Francisco International Date/Time of Travel · 10/26/2014 Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: SFO international TSA Employee: (If Known) j(b)(ff:, l:::omment: I was travelling from SFO to Houston .I am pre TSA certified .I had a 3 -4 oz bottle of contact lens soution in my bag soi had to go through additional 
security which I understand and I have no problem with that .The person who had to do pat down was extremely rude , barking out instruction like I was deaf and could not understand her. I think the same instructions can be given in milder tone , more 
corteous and with dignity and resp eel .Most people coming lhrough like myself are highly educaled and do nol need 10 be talked down and disrespected .I just do not understand lhe need to be rude or intimidating .You are doing your job and I get ii 
Would yo.u like a response? c True Passenger's Name tb)(ff:, !Phone Number: 
Email l(b 1(6) ! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller 1s upset about the patdown she got at the Las Vegas airport. She wanted to speak to the supervisor. She is pregnant and refused to go through the AIT so she ask to use the WTMD. She was told she cant ask for the WTMD and was told she 
could not use it and she would have to have a patdown. She was asked about areas that were tender or painful to touch. She says she told the agent about the tender areas, yet the agent was very rough. She said the agent stuck her hand in her pants 
for screening, lhe caller was very upset aboul this. The patdown was done between the conveyor belts and was very embarrassing to her. It was in front of all lhe other passengers. 

She wo u Id Ii ke for the agents to have more education and if something can be done for the staff. She says the ofli cer did not tel I her she we re going to put her hands in her pants. She had to re move her belt and she did not have her pants buttoned 
since she was pregnant so she was standing there with her cloths undone infront of other passengers. She said she wasnt told they were going to stick their hands in her pants, just that she would feel a tug. She was told if she refused the patdown by 
the agent she would have to have someone else come over to give her a patdown. 

101291201 Told caller 

4 S:lB:43 I was sorry for her experience. 
PM I can take her complain! and send it 10 lhe CSM so I hey can be aware of this for her. 

10129/201 
4 9:02:16 

PM 

Airport: Mccarren 
Airline: Alaska 
Terminal or Gate: Terminal 3 Gate E 
Date and time: 10-29-14 She was at screening about 3 and her flight is scheduled to depart at 5 

I ask if she had gotten the agents name. she had not. 
She did have a descriplion of the agent, she lhought she was hispanic, about 5 3 or 5 4 or so, she had her hair pulled back and did not have on glasses, she was a more s1ockier lady 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Other: TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time 10/2912014 8:37:58 PM Airport LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel 10/24/2014 8:00 AM Airline & Flight Number American Airlines Checkpoint/Area of Airport: American Airlines Terminal 4 Precheck area 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: I was TSA Pre checked and I was carrying a soft cooler with frozen food and lhe TSA agenl wanled to search the cooler, and I was fine with lhat, my problem is why I needed to have a complete pat-down? I never set lhe alarm off as I 
passed through. 
I traveled from Hanoi u I u Airport through H awai ,an Air I in es and had no problem with going through the precheck I an e with the same coo I er. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Name 1h·11rr, 
Phone-lLW""-.LU-"-"U...--...L, 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . hltp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion; Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 10130/2014 2:33:55 AM Airporl: CLE - Cleveland Hopkins lnternalional Date/Time of TrJVel 10/2812014 2:25 PM Airline & Flight Number: 
Southwest 561 Checkpoint/Area of Airport · Security TSA Employee: (If Known) ~nd~Comment · I was travelling on Tuesday, October 28th returning home from being at the Cleveland Clinic the entire time of my stay. I received my 
security document from the Southwest ticket counter proceed to TSA security. The agent at the ticket counter told me that the employee line is the handicapped line. When I arrived at the line I did not see a sign that says TSA Pre so I proceeded to 
the employee line. When I reached the first TSA agent I asked him if this was also the line for TSA Pre and the TSA agent told me yes. So I proceeded forward to the luggage belt and put my luggage and coat on the belt. 

The second TSA agent we ran into advised me and my sister that we have to take off our shoes and coat which I did not have a coat on, it was already in the bin. So my sister and I both turned around and told the TSA agent that we were TSA Pre. 
The second TSA agent told us we were in the wrong line and that we needed to be in the line all the way over to the left. So we told her that we were told that we can go through the employee lane. The TSA agent advised that if we want to go in this 
I an e we wou Id have to take off our shoes and coat, So my sister and I proceeded to take off our shoes and co at and end up receiving a pat down search, 

Like I said before I have been at the CI eve I and CI i nic taking a series of test from head to toe so when the third T SA agent did the search she squeezed my head which I was a I ready in pain, made it worse. 

I proceeded to the belt to gather my belongings. I was upset at the fact that I was told to proceed in the employee line to go through security when we were already TSA Pre, If I had known that we were not in the correct line then I would have made a 

101301201 decision to eilher stay in the employee or gel in the TSA Pre line which we did not see a sign indicating that there is such a line. 

4 8:30:4g 
AM By this time I wanted to speak with a supervisor on duty but the agent who searched me advised that there were busy taking care of another customer but she did mention that they had comments cards I could mail in. 

10/30/201 
4 

11:30:46 
AM 

So I told the TSA agent I would take a card. Basically I just had a simple question to ask lhe supervisor. The TSA agent could not find the comment cards and by the time she was trying 10 locale one lhe supervisor came out and asked me how may 
he help me. 

I began tellin TSA agent !(b)(ffi !what the problem was but before I could finish asking the question he rudely interrupt me by telling me I came through the regular line which I came through the employee lane. Once again I started to ask him my 
question and (b)(ff:, interrupted my a second time before I could finish asking him my questions. Once again he s1arted telling me that I came through the regular lane and I did not have my uniform on. I proceeded the third time 10 ask my questions 
and TSA agent (b)(ffi interrupted my a third time before I could ask my questions. 

By this time I am very irritated because I could not ask my questions due to the interruptions by TSA Supervisor!(b)(ff:1 ! My questions had nothing to do with me having my uniform on and coming through the regular lane. All I wanted to know is why 
we were told one it was ok 10 go through the employee lane with the TSA Pre and why we weren't directed or shown where the TSA Pre lane is? Not every city has lhe same localion of employee and TSA lane. Every cily is differenl. Not everyone 
leaving the Cleveland airport is from Cleveland so we were not familiar with the airport. 

By this time I am tired. hungry and in pain and I wanted to sit down. TSA agentKiill:§}Jasked me for my security document and I gave it to him. The TSA ~ proceeded by telling me I was yelling. I was not yelling. I do not have 100% hearing in 
both ears so unless I am looking directly at you I may not hear whal you are saying. Wilh this being said I have a tendency to speak loud and this is because I cannot hear very well. 

Caller fiew from Charleston to ME on 1 O 1 O 2014. He went lhrough the checkpoint at approximalely 3 pm. He wanted 10 make a complaint about his screening. He is a veteran and showed paperwork to two TSA agents before his screening. One of 
the papers said that he has shrapnel and will set off the alarm. He also showed them a paper showing that he has a purple heart. He said that a white haired gentleman with glasses told him to go over there for screening as soon as he saw his navy 
hat. He said that he put his bag through the sere en i ng. He stated that a young kid searched him in front of everyone in the Ii ne. He was told to raise his arms. He to Id the TSO th at he co u Id not raise his arms that high. He said th at he was told th at 
was okay just raise them as high as he could, He was given a patdown. He explained to the TSO that he has a knee replacement. He is 75 years old and had a cane with him. He had prescription medication and a regular sized tube of toothpaste in 
his carry-on. He said that his carry-on was never searched. He wanted 10 know why he is getting additional screening. He said this has happened for the lasl 25 years. Caller said that he set off an alarm. He also said I hat he was made to go 
through the AIT three times before he got a patdown. He said that there were five TSA agents standing there watching the kid take him apart. He said that the kid panicked when he came across metal and he did not know what to do about it. He 
stated that the kid did explain the process to him. He did not get the names of the TSA agents. He would like to be contacted by the CSM. He wanted to know where I am located. 

I told him thal if he sel off lhe alarm he will have to undergo addilional screening to clear the alarm. I told him that I am in London, KY 

I advised him that I would forward his record to the CS M at Chari eston County International for review. 



10131/201 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion; Screening Current Dale/Time: 10131/2014 11 :03:25 AM Airport: SEA - Seatlle-Tacoma lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 10/31/2014 7:15 AM Airline & Flight Number: 
Ch eek pa i ntl Are a of Ai rpa rt . Checkpoint 2 TSA Employee: ( If Knaw n) ~a mp: another fem ale agent Comment : I went through p recheck at checkpoint 2 at SeaTac. I walked through the meta I detector and went ta ca 11 e ct my be Io ngi ngs. 
Because I have type 1 diabetes, I have a small bag of juice boxes (4.23 oz each) that I travel with. As a courtesy to make screening for TSA easier, I had that zip lock bag of juice separately in a tray that went through the metal detector after my 2 carry 
on bags. Both my ba s came through without a problem. The agent at the X-Ray ran my juice boxes through the machine again, with me notifying him that it was medical liquid for diabetes. After they came through again, he asked an agent to screen 
the juice. The agenl (b':,(61 said I needed a full pat down and lold me to take off my shoes and coal. She then asked for another person to assist her. The olher person mentioned screening me and using the back of her hands etc..then started the 
screening. This other agen was in the process of patting dawn my backside when I tald them bath that I didn"t need it. but that they were supposed to offer me a private screening. They stopped and asked me if I wanted one (I said na again) and if I 
wanted her to start the pat down over. I said no and she continued. Meanwhile. agen~looked at my Juice boxes and then started screening my shoes; my laptop; and then proceeded to pull things out of my laptop bag and screen the entirety of 
my laptop bag. For some reason, she then moved to my carry on suitcase and screen~uding opening it and digging through it. Again, nothing was flagged or alarmed on the X-ray and I did not alarm on the metal detector. The other agent 
screened my hands after the patdown. The olher agent walked away,l(b}(6} ~hen walked away without saying that she was done or that I was free to go. I heard her ask my fianc&#233:e ( who was standing by and watching lhis experience) why he 
was looking at her name tag. 

4 
12:06: 12 This experience was disrespectful from the beginning (agent doing my patdown said dismissively &quot:1 know what that is, I see them all the time&quot: when I pointed out my insulin pump when she asked about sensitive areas on my body). and 

PM viola led my rights as a traveler when I was not offered a private screening. I am also pretty sure ii is inconsislent wilh TSA screening policies - since I did nol alarm in the metal detector and my bags cleared screening, why was I given a) a full body 
patdown and b) all of my belongings searched when I had a small bag of medical liquids that were easily screened without having ta go through any al this? 

10/31/201 
4 

12:06:17 
PM 

10131/201 
4 9:02:58 

PM 

I am a frequent traveller through SEAT AC and I am frustrated at this experience, especially because it is an outcome of a medical condition. Not to mention that I am a participant in TSA's pre-check program and have already been thoroughly 
screened. 

PI ease Ira in your agents in TSA on actual T SA policies. including respecting the ng hts of trave I ers and always offe n ng p ri vale screening; pl us knowmg how to hand I e med1ca I Ii quids. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name tb)(61 I 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time: 10/31/2014 10:56:30 AM Airport: SEA - Seatlle-Tacoma lnternalional Date/Time of Travel 10/3112014 7:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: DL 108 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport: 2 TSA Employee: (If Known) t:iill:§I]comment · In the Seattle checkpoint 2 (The one serving A and S gates) pre-check line, b)(6 separated and declared her quart-size bag al medical liquids Uuice boxes fort pe 1 diabetes I hypoglycemia). 
Agentf5i(617was called _over to check the liquids. Despite no other alanrns on the metal detector or X-ray, she additionally decided to ,v_e _ r; a full pat-down, in public, without offering a private screening. After (b::,(6 ourteously mentioned that 
while ~atter to[§[}~ should've offered a rivate screening,!(b':,(6h !further decided to do a full manual inspection of al (b1(6·1 elongings (which had not alarmed on X-ray). When she finished that, s e ailed to indicate thatKfilili},,as 
free to leave. Further, when I decided I needed to get lh 1/R I name for this repo , she demanded to know why I was looking at her name tag. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Na:,.:m.:::El:!.l=h=·,1.,r;=··,===.---' 
Phone Number fh··,1r;·, 
Email lrh ,IR\ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Profess,onalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time 10/31/2014 8:34:02 PM Airport: DTW - Detroit Metropolitan Wayne County Date/Time of Travel 10/29/2014 6:45 AM Airline & Flight Number DL 2423 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
· Security screening TSA Employee: (II Known) , 
Comment: I fly aboul three times a year and have generally good to tolerable experiences with TSA screening. Oct 29 was the exception. I am 4'10&quot: tall, 67 years old and walk with a cane. My husband nor I had neither the benefit of coffee or 
breakfast when we went through screening at DTW around 6:30 AM. I put my cane, coat and handbag an the conveyer (no tubs available). My husband had my carryon with my CPAP machine in it. When we departed SEA on Oct 18, I was told to 
take the CPAP machine and ,ts attachments out of the carryon so it could be inspected. At DTW I remembered that and began opening my carryon. The first TSA agent barked at me--&quotwhat are you doing?&quot: I said I was getting my CPAP 
machine out for inspection. She barked &quot:don't do that--put the carryon on the belt&quot:, I admit I was not very sharp, but I paused for her words to sink in. She barked again. And again. I put the bag on the belt. Then I realized I had a banana 
in my panls pocket. Knowing I could not carry it through the scanner, I attempted 10 pul it with my coat--bul my items were long gone into the bag scanner. She conlinued to bark at me and told me 10 &quot:jusl walk through the scanner&quot:. I 
moved to the scanner only to have the TSA agent an the other side bark at me &quot:just walk through!&quat: I walked through only ta be told I needed more checking. rm passed al to another TSA agent who barks &quot:step into the X-ray.&quot: 
rm a bit unsteady when I stand with feet a pa rt, hands over head. I guess I was too s I ow. so the barking began again. I was beginning to le el Ii ke a pin ba 11 being bounced from d ev,ce to d ev,ce. I then was s u bJect to a physical p at-d own-shoulders, 
arms. hips and backs of my legs. At that point, I still needed to have my visible insulin pump and hands tested. That finally done, I'm pretty much left alone to get my personal effects and get out of the way asap, I had four agents deal with me within 
the estimaled two minutes of I his event and every one barked at me and implied that I was not responding fast enough. I am sympathetic to the role of TSA agents and lhe job they do. I've generally been 1reated with respecl in the past. This 
experience was by far the most unpleasant experience I've ever had in an airport. It put a pall aver me for the next couple of hours. I'm a cooperative and friendly person. hardly a threat. I treat everyone I encounter as an adult. I'm not used to being 
treated as a child and resent the lack of respect. There is a need for training at DTW TSA. 
Would you like a response?· True 

Passenger's Namr,--e...,;-~-----.-.....J 
Phone Number· (b)(61 
Email 1h··,1r;·1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Perm i lied 11 ems 
Current Date/Time . 10131/2014 10:05:29 PM Airport . MSP - Minneapolis-St. Paul International Date/Time al Travel : 10/2812014 2:30 PM Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : T SA pre ch eek checkpoint T SA Employee: ( If Known) : 
Comment · My husband and I were traveling with our 13 month old daughter. Due to the lack of age appropriate food available on our long flights to Hawaii, my husband brought a few pouches of baby food with us. We have travelled numerous times 
with our daughter and her baby food, and we were always jusl asked to place the baby food in the bin for security and we would likely be subject to a pal down or opening of the container. However, lhis time, lhe TSA agenl told my husband that she 
was allowing it through as an exception after having her manager clear them, and that we really shouldn't have brought them in the first place as they were over 3 ounces (and this all happened after she spilled mast of our daughters milk while opening 
the cup). 

11/1/2014 According to your websile, this reads I hat I am in fact allowed to bring a reasonable amounl of baby food through security ... 
9:1006 

AM 'Medically required liquids. such as baby formula and food, breast milk and medications are allowed in excess of 3.4 ounces in reasonable quantities for the flight. It is not necessary to place medically required liquids in a zip-top bag. However, you 
must te 11 the Trans po rtati on Security Officer that you have medica 11 y necessary Ii quids at the beginning of the screening checkpoint process, Medi cal ly required Ii quids wi 11 be subjected to add i ti o na I screening that could include being asked to open the 
container. We recommend, but do not require, that medicalion be labeled 10 facilitale lhe security process.' 

Please clarify what the official policy regarding baby food is as we travel with our daughter frequently and would like to avoid secunty hassles while also keeping our daughter fed and happy. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Good morning. I am writing as I have not received any response from you regarding my request for assistance for my son's medical needs as we return to Sacramento from LA. 

It was a very unpleasanl screening process as compared to what TSA has extended to us in Sacramento. 

As explained my son needs to bring his medicines and high calorie food as he has food aversion as a result of being born with heart defect. 

Unfortunately, lhe process was very impersonal and nol logical even. Why removed the ice packs when the medicines need to be refrigeraled. Two, why go through very uncomfortable pat down to be able 10 bring a yogurt for my son. There seem to 

111112014 be no connection between the food and the bodily patting down. We travel early in the morning and he has to have nourishment through the yogurt. We can't just buy any yogurt. Kids with medical food aversion are very selective in what they eat. 

11:06:30 
AM I certainly want to know why the difference and what then for our future flights, I.e. To Canada for the holidays. 

Thank you. 

kb,(61 

Sent from my iPhone 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Screening Current Dale/Time 11/112014 10:36:34 AM Airport: LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time ofTravel: 11/01/2014 6:45 AM Airline & Flighl Number Della 4701 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
TSA pre TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: Good morning, I am wntmg as I have not received any response from you regarding my request for assistance for my son·s medical needs as we return to Sacramento from LA. 

It was a very unpleasanl screening process as compared to what TSA has extended to us in Sacramento. 

As exp I a i ned my son needs to bring his medicines and high ca Io ri e food as he has food aversion as a resu It of b emg born with heart defect. 

Unfortunately, lhe process was very impersonal and nol logical even. Why removed the ice packs when the medicines need to be refrigeraled. Two. why go through very uncomfortable pat down to be able 10 bring a yogurt for my son. There seem to 
be no connection between the food and the bodily patting down. We travel early in the morning and he has to have nourishment through the yogurt. We can't just buy any yogurt. Kids with medical food aversion are very selective in what they eat. 

11/112014 I certainly want to know why the difference and what then for our future flights, I.e. To Canada for the holidays. 
11:06:57 

AM Thank ya u. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Sent from my iPhone 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name (b)(6) 
Phone Number . "----'--~---' 

Email !(b i(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : P role ss1ona Ii sm/C ustome r Service: Sc reem ng Current DatefTi me 11 I 1 12014 12 :2 7: 32 PM Airport : SA V - Savannah I Hilton Head Intern ati o na I Date/Ti me of Travel 11101 12014 11 : 00 AM Ai rt i ne & Flight Numb er Delta 34 36 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Main terminal TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment : Due to TSA security delays in Savannah airport four people missed I heir flighl to JFK. This is despite having arrived over an hour prior 10 lhe flight with no checked luggage. When we asked if we could move up in the line we were told thal it 

111112014 was up to the passengers ahead of us and the TSA could not assist. They called other flights but made no effort ta call our specific flight for unclear reasons. What we find most egregious is that when my pregnant wife asked to be screened with a 

1 :o7,40 patdown she was told that this would further delay her ability to get to her flight The TSA should never make a pregnant woman feel that it 1s wrong to opt out of an imaging scan. We are seasoned travelers, and have never seen a TSA as an inefficient 
PM as the one ,n Savannah airport. 

Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Na~m_e~h_·._,Ir;_·1 -~-~ 
Phone Number h·1Ir;··, 
Email · b 1(6) 
To leav'"e""'a""'c"'o'"'.rn"'rn=e"'n'"'c"'o'"'n"'c""er"'n"'1n'"'g,-,,!is feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



My name: ._(b"-· .. 1("'-6'-·., __ T,"".,.....,,----, 

Phone: HYPERLINK te (bi(6i l~b)(6) 
Address: (b)(61 Fremont, CA \!4555 

My appearance: 
Brown skin tone, 5 8 , traveling alone, carrying a backpack. 

#~ don t recall the last names of l .. (b_._,(_6_) ___ ~ 

Where: Chicago, IL, MDW airporl 
When: 16:10, 10 30 14 

Incident 

111112014 After my boarding pass was screened, I walked towards the security clearance area where Officer ~uddenly moved the retraclable belt fencing barrier to divert me to anolher area. Choose any of those lines, he said. 

6:05:31 
PM 

11/1/2014 
7:0219 

PM 

11/2/2014 
1:0542 

PM 

As I was about to put my luggage on the conveyor belt I looked back and saw him entenng my line. keeping an eye on me. As I went in the TSA X-ray scanner, he was already on the other end. I beeped as usual over the zippers on my travel pants. 
Instead of a pat over the 4 red-highlighted boxes over my pants zipper pockets as is usually done. Officer~hispered something in the ears of the screeners, at which point I was asked to step aside. 

I was escorted ta a separate table where 2 other officers joined us. I received a thorough pat down. Then at the next table, Officer ~sked me to concentrate on my luggage as it was thoroughly checked and while he asked me questions. 

He asked me about 10-20 questions. He found out that I was an Emergency and Family Practice Physician from California on my way home from an Emergency Medicine conference in Chicago, my activities during the week. where I work and live in 
California, my mode of 1ransport to the airport, my hotel name, where I a11ended medical school, etc. 

When asked why I attracted his attention, he said that this was typical sere en i ng. He asked ~o copy my boa rd i ng pass and driver s Ii ce n se. 

Then he called the Chicago Police and whispered to them over lhe phone. The police arrived and he spoke to them away from me. I did overhear lhe Police Officer asking Officer kb)(ff:, I so do you wanl to keep him from flying? 

Then the Po Ii ce Olli cer te I e phoned my driver s Ii ce n se and over the s pe ake r phone my name and address was co nfi nme d. The Po Ii ce Olli ce r told Office~ that he checks out. 

Then Officer~ells me that he needs to clear me with his boss. After 5 minutes he returns from an office and tells me I m cleared. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : D1sab1lity or Medical Condition; Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time 111112014 6:33:04 PM Airport : LAS - McCarran International Date/Time of Travel : 1110112014 6:00 AM Airline & Flight Number : US Airways 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport · Term i na I B TSA approved trave I er Ii ne TSA Employee: (If Known) : F ema I e d a rl< hair Comment : I wear an insulin pump with a glucose mo ni tori ng system and transmitter, The company who has recently developed my 
pump gave stricl instruclions nol to go through any scanning devices at any airport as this may damage my devices. I asked to be patted down as I know I have the right. The female officer conlinued to argue that many people who wear insulin pumps 
ga through the scanners. I continued ta argue that I did not want to go through the scanners. She finally brought me through the whole body scanner (without it closing the doors) instead of allowing me to walk around still arguing that I could go through 
it. She took me to a roped off area loud I y shouting i nstru ct1ons. I told her she did not have to be so rude but she began berating me even louder. It's em ba rrasi ng to have to request a pat down but I understand it's something that needs to be done. The 
last thing anyone needs is to be treated so rudely and disrespectfully. It was as though she couldn't be bothered to do her job even ii it was a little out of the nonm. Please find and train this security officer in how to treat people with respect or find 
anolher line of work. In hind sight I wish I had gotten her name but I didnl. I've been lhrough hundreds of airports and never had to argue with someone when I requesled a pat down. I undersland security is needed in airports but respect is also 
needed. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name ._kb_·~1(_6_I ___ ~ 
Phone Number : 

Email :f'-'h-'-.l"-1'-'R'-·., ------,--' 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hftp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

TSA- today, November 2, 2014 at 9:50am in Houston Texas, George Bush Airport, United terminal, planning to leave on United flight 373 from Houston to Dulles, boarding ta begin at 11 :05. The TSA supervisor for the TSA pre-check area who would 
not give me her name, was very physically rough in a body pat down. Not on I y was I preche ck but I advised the agent on the Ii ne I was wearing a knee brace p nor to going through the metal detector. I was di reeled to the body sea n machine which I 
went to with no complaint, I understand the need for security and I have never comp Iain ed a bout the body scan machine, Once the brace appears on the sere en, mo st agents s imp I y feel to check that a brace is present, This women insisted I remove 
my pants 10 show her lhe brace which I was NOT going 10 do in line. Once I explained thal I could nol remove my pants she proceeded to very roughly manipulale my knee brace from both sides repeatedly. I told her I would scream if she conlinued, 
she pushed the brace one more time and actually moved my kneecap within the brace. This caused tremendous pain and left me limping to a chair crying so hard I could hardly see. Unfortunately, she WAS the supervisor sa there was no one else to 
complain to. although she did hand me the complaint fonm as I was trying to walk out of the area. If I was not a known traveler. with Pre-check, whose palms had already been swiped, perhaps some excuse could be made for some of her behavior. If I 
were not heading out of town immediately, I would have contacted the police to swear out a warrant for an assault and battery. There is no excuse for physically causing such incredible pain to a passenger. I would like to be advised of the action taken 
to discipline this agent. I have also copied a fellow traveler who witnessed much of the abuse, on this email. 

l(b)(61 

Ashburn, VA 20148 

Sent from my iPhone 



11/212014 
3:12:10 

PM 

111212014 
5:09:25 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Nam_h_·1 .. 1R.,.··.,., ..,.,----------, 

Email Addres'll.:!071 ~,,,-----,.----....l 
Phone Numb ere b 1(6) 
Address: Test ~----~ 

Zipcode: Test 

Are you 18 or over? No 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

Upon arriving on United 973 and clearing Customs, on above menlioned date and airport, I proceeded to terminal 2/gales Eand F and entered securily. It was approx 2:23 PM +/- 5 min. 

First. I was told I was in the wrong Ii ne. How was I to know I was pre-screened? La st year when retu rnrng at the same ti me I got the FULL pat down. 

Second, the man at the metal deIecIion station was not professional nor customer-minded. All I had was a purse and a phone lhat needed to go through ,-ray. I was also lhe only person in line. He told me to put the purse directly on the (dirty) 
conveyor belt. I stated that it was a new purse and the belt was dirty: I wanted to use a bin. A stack was in sight. but not reachable from my side of the scanner. He refused to give me a bin so I was forced to lay my new purse on the conveyor. 

I did not ask for his name or badge number as I did not want to be detained by him. He had a salt and pepper beard and was very overweight. Given the description, location and time provided, I am sure it will be simple to check out what man was 
working: the other attendants were all female. 

He does not represent the TSA well at all. I understand the importance of the job and fully support and appreciate the TSA but even you must have a code of conduct. I hope this feedback Is reviewed and entered into his file. He should not be 
considered for a raise. promotion or act as a trainer. 

Sincerely 

kbi(61 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time: 111212014 5:41:01 PM Airport: SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International Date/Time al Travel. 11/02/2014 2:00 PM Airline & Flight Number. American 2361 Checkpoint/Area of Airport. Checkpoint 3 TSA Employee: (If Known): 

~Badge Nci(b)(61 p Comment November 2. 2014 

Transpor1ation Securily Administration: 

I am writing to lodge a formal complaint against TSA Screenei(b}(6} l1Badge No~. who violated my constitutional rights by subjecting me to an unnecessary, invasive. and humiliating pat down search as I passed through the security 
checkpoint. 

At approximately 2:00 pm PST on November 2, 2014, I entered Security Checkpoint 3 at Seattle-Tacoma I ntematianal Airport (SEA) on the way ta my flight. American 2361 to Dallas. I opted out of the body scanner and was then subjected to an 
1112120 14 i nvas,ve pat down search by~ who touched my buttocks and groin area. 
6:04:59 

PM This search was a gross violalion of my constitutional rights, nol to mention an invasion of privacy. I wanl this le1ter added to Screene~ personnel file, so that it may be considered in fulure performance reviews as a record of misconduct. 

I request a wntte n response to this complaint from the airport fed era I sec u nty director. 

~ 
~e a response? : True 
Passenger's Name kb)(6:, I 
Phone Number : 

Email l(b)(61 J 
To leave a comment concerning this feed ack. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time : 1112/2014 10:19:39 PM Airport : GEG - Spokane International Date/Time of Travel : 11 /0112014 1 :30 AM Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: TSA Screening Area at GEG TSA Employee: (If Known) j(b}(6} ~amment · Commissioner John S. Pistole: 

I am writing to you to voice my complaint about an employee of the Transportation Security Administration (TSA). 

On November 01, 2014, I was traveling from Spokane International Airport: when I had an encounter with a TSA employee namedfb::,(6) I who exhibited gross unprofessionalism. 

I travel frequently with my work and have concerns about the safety of the ProVision ATD. As such. I have decided to opt out and submit to an &quotenhanced&quot; pat-down. However, when I did this time, I was immediately met with the opposition. 

It started when a T SA employee named kb·:, ( 6) I approached me and demanded to know why I was opting out. 

111312014 llliRfil}a id, &quol;I need to know why you opting out? &quot 

8:39:24 
AM 

I responded, &quoU didn't think a reason was required to opt--out.&quot: 

!(b)(6:, !replied, &quoi:We'II if you're concerned about radiation, we no longer use X-Ray Technology.&quot; 

I rep Ii ed. &quot; I'm not interested in arguing - you believe 11' s safe, but I have done q u,te a bit of research. and I happen to think the T SA is ignorant of the facts. &quot: 

f b 1(6) !replied, &quot By lhe looks of you, I think you're lhe ignoranl one&quoi: 

I replied, &quot;Wow, that's mce.&quot 

As I waited, she continued to speak under her brealh, all I could make out was bits of words, and lhe sense of her disgusl for me. 

Next. she directed me to stand next to the Provision ATD. At this point. I said. &quotkb)(ffi I you should know that I'm going to speak to your Supervisor about your behavior here today.&quot; 

!(b·:,(6) !replied, &quoi:Go ahead and talk with my Supervisor, I don't care.&quoi: Then she said, &quol;You called me ignorant, so I called you ignorant.&quot: &quol;I lhink you're the ignorant one and I'm not afraid 10 say il.&quot: 



Good momi ng. 

I want to tell you about two separate instances where I have found TSA to eilher be incompetent or uneducated when it comes to the presenlation of identification. 

In July, at Houston Hobby airport (7125114) and at Long Beach airport on 10131/14, I have never felt more anger, embarrassment. and even discrimated against. over a NAME CHANGEI 

I undersland that there is a job 10 be done, and safety is of the uImost importance, and I am fine with searches, pat downs, and any olher necessary procedures. HOWEVER, I think there needs to be some kind of mandatory training so thal EVERY 
airport follows the same procedures, because I have taken 1 O trips this year. and only twice have been subjected to the pat down .... over my divorce/name change. 

In both instances, when I presented my ticket to the counter, I gave the TSA agent my PA Drivers license. and the Drivers License Update card, issued by the Commonwealth of PA, to reflect my name change. The update card is merely a piece of 
paper, but it is clearly issued by the Stale, and the informalion matches everylhing on the plastic photo ID, except for the name change. When I fly out of Pittsburgh (my home) and airports such as Philadelphia, Newark, LaGuardia, Washington 
DC ..... it appears everyone is familiar with PA's paper update card. and they usually smile, and congratulate me on my special day .... and then send me on my way. But in Houston and Long Beach, I was asked to provide additional information to prove 

111312014 the name change .... so I gave them my work ID, which included my correct legal name. which is on the Commonwealth Update card, as well as the court issued document (notarized"' 1) that grants the name change. And I still get patted down over a 

1211 •10 NAME CHANGE???? 

PM 
I work in the financial services industry and Bank Secrecy and Anti-Money Laundering is one of my key responsibilities. There is much talk about Enhanced Due Diligence. And it is the job of the financial institution to do that....so if there is a name 
discrepancy, they can run checks through Lexi sN exi s, and request add1t1ona I information from the customer to prove the name change. Even a bank wi 11 accept the paper update card along with the pl a stIc photo ID and court document without issue I 

Changing a name in this counlry is common when a woman gets married or divorced. I think a pat down over a simple name change, especially when additional proof is provided, is not warranted. If I could have just provided my work identification 
with photo ID and legal name attached to it, I would, and maybe none of this would have happened. But the work ID does not contain any identifying information that would prove I am who I say I am-Just a name and a picture. The driver's license and 
update card have the SAME ID number, b1rthdate and address information, and the court document indicated the effective date of the name change. 

Please lake some lime to familiarize your employees with the different types of identificalion issued by the states when it comes to driver's licenses and other identifying informalion. There is no reason ANY woman should have 10 be patted down 
simply because she changed her name. 

Thank you, 

fb)(61 

Feed back Type : Compliment 
Categories : Pat-down: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time · 11/3/2014 11 :05:09 AM Airport : MSP - Minneapolis-St. Paul International Date/Time of Travel · 10/26/2014 Airline & Flight Number · Delta Checkpoint/Area of Airport · 
TSA Employee• (If Known) 
Comment · Thank you TS A for keeping America safe. 

I understand how dangerous my 81 year old mother can be. I should be no surprise to anyone that you escort this great grandmother to a room for interrogation and pat down. Your three employees completed there task of intimidation of my parents in 
a little over 30 min. No explanation as to whey my mother was detained was given to either my mother or father who was left standing alone in the corridor wondenng what has happened to his wife. By the time you released my mother the 
transportation cart they needed to ride (because neither my parents can walk vary well) was not able to arrive and transport my parents to the gate to make there flight. Of course it's obvious my parents ability to make there light is of no concern to you. 
It's also no concern of the airlines either. Della airlines evenIually place my folks on standby for a flight departing two hours later. This was tolally avoidable with lhe exceplion your work force doesn't care. 

111312014 As I listened to my parents experience words cannot describe how concerned I am about your methods and lack of reasonable thinking or decency. You had an 81 year old great grandma detained in a room by herself with no explanation to either of 

12•11 •33 rny parents, that you separated, You made rny mother stand up place her hands on the wall and subject her to a pat down. What kind of intimidating fool acts this way? 

PM 
I was not present during your abuse of my parents. After hearing of there treatment received by your workforce I'm disturbed enough to file a complaint of you ridiculous actions. 

ou you I e a res onse? _ True 

Passenger's Na~m_e .... b._--_,(;;;;6 ... i ---,.---' 
Phone Numbe 1h··,1rr, 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a commen concerning 1s eedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



To Whom it May Concern: 

During my security check-in today, Monday, November 3, I feel I was trealed extremely poorly by one of your employees, name~ at the Dallas Fort Worth Airport. I am a frequenl flyer on Della airlines wilh Diamond slatus and am 71 years 
old. I had a Pre-TSA clearance and entered the Pre-TSA area at E18 at about 11:10 pm. Upon arrival to the desk for the passport and boarding card check. TSAwarkerKiill:fil:Jinformed me that I could not go through the Pre-TSA security check due 
to the fact that there was not enough personnel to give me a pat down. (I have had a knee replacement and have a pacemaker, therefore being unable to pass through the magnetic booths.) She insisted that I go through the regular security which 1s 

111312014 literally about twenty feet from the Pre-TSA security checkpoint. I told her that I have never had a problem in any other airport or with any other TSA employee with going through the Pre-TSA security and being followed up with a pat down. She rudely 

2_22 -4 0 told me I hat I could not go through that security and needed 10 go to the other checkpoinl direclly next to the Pre-TSA securily check. When I got in lhe other line, and was ready for lhe pat down, they called for a male assist. The male assist TSA 
· PM worker came over from the Pre-TSA securitx check a int. the one in which I was told I could not ga through. 

I was treated rudelf andfolt that TSA worke (b_:1(6_) reated me poorly due to m_y disability of having a pacemaker and a knee replacement. This is unacceptable' 
I would appreciate _b)(6:, ~e,ng spoken to about her treatment of elderly. disabled travelers. 

Sincerely, 

kbl(61 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time: 1113/2014 11 :57:05 AM Airporl: OGG - Kahului DatefTirne of Travel 11/02/2014 Airline & Flight Number: Alaska 812 Checkpoinl/Area of Airport ID screening TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment . My wife and I were recently married. I booked our flights under my wife·s new married name. but her passport still had her maiden name on it. Thus, I brought the original certified marriage certificate to corroborate the name information. We 

111312014 had no problem whatsoever when we lefi on our trip from Reno. Coming back home through the Kahului airport was much different, though. The screening agent wouldn't even look at the marnage certificate to match my wife's names. She was then put 

2_24 _27 through a laborious pat down and all of her carry-on baggage was scanned for explosives in a process that took over 15 minutes. She felt like she was treated as a criminal. This could have easily been averted if the screening agent just took the time 
· PM to review the correct documenls that we brought with us (a valid US passporl with the original marriage certificate). I had even gone on the TSA website prior to flying to check on acceplable ID. Why is her ID accepted at the Reno airport, but not at the 

Kahului airport? Why is there such a difference in screening from ane airport ta another? We were not pleased with the way things were handled. I expressed my disdain ta the agent screening for the explosives. She told me that it was necessary 
be cause her &quot: pass po rt was expired. &quot: Once I told her th at was not the case, I think she was em ba rras sed, not rea 11 y knowing why she was doing her job. We feel that this process s hou Id be mo re uniform from airport to airport. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Namq(b)(6:, fhone Nurnberfh·11rr·, !Emailkb)(ffi ~o leave a cornmenl concerning this feedback, follow this link: http:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB2IApplicationManager 

As a proud Arne ri can citizen, I take pride in e xe rci sing rn y rig his and freed o rn s. I trave I the world frequent! y and have passed th rough countless airports. At every one, I opt o ul of electronic sere en i ng. 

Alier finally getting through Miami's security, I can say this is the first airport where it wasn't realistically possible. I've had to wait before. but not while all of my exposed valuables sat in trays out of my view. And not this long. 

No two airport procedures are entirely alike. Some insist I hat I notify an agent after I put my baggage lhrough the line. Others are opposile. If I here is a policy for this, IT SHOULD BE POSTED and clearly visible. If I here is not, I hen a passenger should 
be able to watch his or her items while waiting far a pat dawn. 

I realize that opting out is not an expedited process. but it should be timely enough to be a realistic option. After waiting over 15 minutes, with agents telling me it"s my fault for not having notified them sooner (then laughing when I thought an 
approaching male agent was coming 10 assisl me), I finally gave up and walked lhrough the scanner. Procedures not clearly posted can't be followed and taking so long that passengers are left with little choice IS NOT ACCEPTABLE. Nor is it right. 

1 ~/~~2~~ 4 It is my belief that the TSA wants to phase out the opt out process by making it more difficult and less known. This type of experience reinforces that idea. Myself and many other Americans will continue to exercise this right and demand a realistic 
AM alte ma ti ve to a procedure that is ineffective and corroding to freedoms. 

This is entirely unacceptable from an American agency funded by taxpayers. I expect and demand a better experience in the future. I am a passenger contributing to the agents that serve me, nat a criminal. I will be treated as such. 

Regards. 

i(b)(61 



11/4/2014 
8:24 34 

AM 

11/4/2014 
12:09:14 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 111312014 9:52:01 PM Airport: BDL - Bradley lntemalional Date/Time of TrMel 10/2712014 5:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: Soulhwesl 3677 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport· 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I declined the scanner at the security checkpoint, and the agent giving me the pat down was insulting. disrespectful, and visibly angry. As far as I can tell, the source of his anger and frustration was seemingly due to the large number of 
passengers moving through lhe security checkpoinl al thal time. I was told: &quot:you can have a privale room and all that happy horse shit.&quoi; I always decline the scanning machine, so I've had many pal downs 10 compare to. This agent was 
overly and unnecessarily rough and aggressive with the pat down, especially in private areas. Furthermore. the agent did not use the back of his hands when checking private/sensitive areas. Being sworn at, sexually harassed, and roughly handled is 
comp I ete I y u nacce ptab I e. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Name ·-, 
Phone Number"'h-·"'11~r;~--,-----,..----' 

Email b1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 11141201411:02:54 AM Airport DLH - Duluth International Date/Time of Travel: 11/0312014 6:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: Delta 2385 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
TSA security check TSA Employee: (If Known) · supervisor Comment. I was held for 40 minutes after passing through the metal detector (prosthetic knee, which I mentioned to the TSA agent)apparently because a faulty machine registered false 
positives about me and my carry-on after pat-down. (I was told by an FM employee that the machine was faulty.) The supervisor made no effort to correct this problem. being absorbed in some problem of his own. I was patted down and my carry-on 
carefully visually examined after X-ray but continued to be held nevertheless, as I stood within six feet of the supervisor, who carefully ignored me. and was then patted down again but more thoroughly for no reason that I can detect. I should add that 
the entire area was chaolic and improperly organized, withoul clear direction. The agents acted as if they were trying to figure out what to do next, in the absence of any supervision. This is a disfuntional security point and I think the dis function is the 
direct result of poor supervision. I had nearly an hour to evaluate what I saw as I was processed and then detained. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name b)(6i 
Phone Numbe'"'h""'·1-1""r;"'·-, ...,....,_..,.--~ 

Email bi(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller had a bad experience with TSA just now. 
She said she used the A-word while doing a paid own. 
Someone approached her and embarassed her in front of everyone. She was called loud. She feels she was profiled because of loudness. 
She said she was insulted by the officer. A supervisor was silting there and she says she was ganged up on by TSA. She wants to put in a formal complaint. 

Airport: PHX 

111412014 Airline: American 

12,27,29 Flight 1135 
Gate: B12 

PM 
Date and Time: 
Names of A ent 1h·11r;·-, 

Email b)(61 

Caller Advised: 
I wi 11 lo rwa rd this complaint to the Customer Sup po rt Manager to I et th em know about the incident, I regret to hear of any mis treatment you ve received, 
They may follow up with you so keep an eye out on your email. 
Caller 1s wanting a address where to send a written comp I a int on the new castle county TSA, She says she is 9 1 yea rs old and was hum i Ii ate d because she was pat wo u Id in front of thou sands of p eo pie. 

Advised. 
If subject to a pat down, There is now way to opt out. However. You can ask to be screened privately. 

111412014 There is not an address to send a complaint directly to the new castle county TSA, If you want to send a written complaint then 11 must be sent to this address. 

1:5255 
PM 

Transpor1ation Securily Administration 
601 South 12th Street 
TSA-33 
Arlington, VA 20598Thank you. 



Feedback Type . Civil Rights/Liberties 
Ca I egori es Dis a bi Ii I y 
Current Date/Time . 111412014 12:46:52 PM Airport · PIA - Greater Peoria Date/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 

1114/2014 TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
4:07:59 Comment . I would like to talk to someone about how people with disabilities are screened. It is totally unacceptable what the TSA puts handicap people through. I liken it to legalized groping. The rules need to be revamped immediately. I have 

PM GOES and pre-tsa and 11 does no good because I can not walk through the metal detector. 

11/4/2014 
6:1231 

PM 

11/512014 
8:45:34 

AM 

Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's '"f'~~....._..,_·..__,_ _ _J 
Phone Numbe (b 1(6i 

Emailkb)(61 ! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . hltp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 11/412014 5:10:20 PM Airport: LAX - Los Angeles lnternalional Date/Time of Travel 11/04120141 :OO PM Airline & Flight Number: 406 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport. Unsure- security nearest Frontier ticketing TSA Employee: (If Known)· Unknown Comment · My name iskbl(ff:, ~nd I am 30 weeks pregnant. Today I was traveling with my husband and brother. We are from Iowa 
but were on vacation in LA I asked a kind T SA man 1f I could have a pat down rather than going through the body screening machine. I have a more risky pregnancy and this was recommended to me by my doctors. The man nodded kind I y and asked 
me to step aside for a moment. I obliged and actually waited for quite some time (which I didn't mind!) for a female worker to escort me to the pat down area. In the meantime, my brother heard a female employee mutter sarcastically under her breath. 
&quotshe won't slep through even I hough it's perfectly safe!&quot; I am normally not one to complain and I like to avoid confrontalion and show kindness to whoever I can, bul I am having trouble understanding how a TSA employee would think it was 
okay to say this sarcastic comment. I'm sure that the machines are perfectly safe. I'm sure that it is an annoyance to have someone request a pat down- it requires more work for TSA employees. However, my decision to protect my unborn child from 
any potential risk should not be mocked or made fun of. I'm appalled by these comments as I believe that any moms and dads would be1 

Would you like a re,.,........, ..... ?_·.w=--~ 

Passenger's Nai"m=e-!',-b-'1 .. (6-'I---, __ _, 
Phone Numbe b. 6i 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . hltp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Goa I iii on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Namejrh··,1;=R=·'==,,I .,.... _______ _, 
Email Address!(b)(6i Phone Number:~!r~h~·" .. R~·-, __ ~ 
Address: 
Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? No 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 



Caller says she flew Nave m be r 1 st from Ponce Puerto Rico to J F K and she was stopped and searched. They said they wanted to know if she was carrying drugs and they did a search and put a I iqu id on her hands and searched her body and bags. 
She didn t want them to do a patdown in the middle of the airport and the lady told her then that she would have to wait. A few minutes later they put her in a room and searched her body. She felt humiliated by the incident. Caller believes they were 
TSA and it was 3 ladies and a man at the checkpoinl. 

Advised: 

11/5/2014 If you can provide me with some information I can send ii to the CSM al Ponce to nolify them of what happened and they can inves1iga1e lhe ma1ter. 
103415 

AM Airport where the incident occurred: Ponce Puerto Rico 
Airline: Jetblue 

11/512014 
2:10:53 

PM 

Flight numbers: 746 
Date and time of incident November 1, 2014, 445 am 
What terminal or gate? Gate 1 
I ndivid ua I s contact information ema i I 

!(b1(61 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 11/512014 12:18:18 PM Airporl: MSP - Minneapolis-St. Paul International Dateffime ofTravel: 11105/2014 8:00 AM Airline & Flighl Number DL 
2381 CheckpoinUArea of Airport. checkpoint 6 TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment : This morning at Security Checkpoint #6 before our flight a series of events occurred that warrant a review and change of procedures of how you screen handicap and debilitated passengers. My father was diagnosed with terminal cancer 
this week and is in a wheelchair. He is hardly coherent but I needed to fly him to his home in Ft. Myers today for end of life care. The situation alone is very stressful. Normally we both are TSA Pre check. I am a diamond member of Delta's SkyMile 
program so I am an experienced traveler and supportive of TSAs policies and procedures. My falher was not given TSA precheck today for an unknown reason. I was but obviously could not go lhrough precheck as I needed 10 escorl him lhrough 
security. We were both flying on paid first class tickets with the intention to make the situation as easy as possible. At the checkpoint. I was told to go through the screener and that my father would be pushed through by a TSA employee. I was 
unaware that this would require a full TSA pat down. While he was waiting to go through the screening, our backpack was flagged because I was carrying two bottles of Ensure (an approved medically needed drink for his condition). Because of the 
bottles. I was given a lull pat down and security screening. During my patdown. I looked over and my father is being told to stand up in his wheelchair for a lull pat down. I was not consulted and common sense would have informed anyone in that 
situation that ii was nol safe for him to stand up unassisted. None of this should have happened withoul my guidance and a discussion with me. When I informed the TSA employee to pul him back in his wheelchair, he was rude and informed me lhat 
my father said it was okay. Again. common sense should have been applied as my father cannot look a screener in the eye and can hardly form a sentence. I asked for a supervisor to oversee the now ridiculous situation and she was very nice and 
told me he was Just about done. She was apologetic which was appreciated but this situation should never have happened. She was kind enough to tell me what I should do next time but the unfortunate situation is that there will not be a next time as 
this will be his last flight. I am extremely upset by how the TSA staff handled an extremely sick traveler. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name kb ,(ffl 
Phone Number . ._-'-~-----' 

Email !rh 1/R, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller: 
Just went through a checkpoint and is visually impaired. She was told another female would be conducting the patdown and the TSO that came to her. caller states was gay. She does not have a problem with gay people but that the officer did not 
seem like it was a woman. 
States that she feels as though the TSO grabbed her in a sensitive area and is just upset at what has occun-ed, 

Advised Ca Iler: 
111512014 That I will be documenting her complaint and sending this on to the CSM for LAS. While it is not certain that the CSM will call her back, the complaint will be documented and I thanked her for taking the time to call in with this information. 
3:08:55 

PM For CSM @ LAS
Ai rpo rt: LAS 
Airline: Virgin America 
Flight#: 251 
Dale and Time: 11 5 14@ 1145 
Location: Terminal 3 flying out of Gate 9 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time : 1115/2014 3: 18:44 PM Airport : TPA - Tampa International Date/Time of Travel : 11 /0512014 1 :30 PM Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· My parents today are flying from Tampa back home to Maryland, and were caused to miss their flight because the TSA agents at security in Tampa refused to listen to my father regarding my mothe~s Alzheime~s disease, and did not allow 
my dad to assist eilher them or her lhrough the securily screenings. 

My dad got a whee I ch air for my moth er as they got to the airport because it is much easier to transport her through the airport in a wheelchair and so that al I of the agents and staff c I ea rty understand that she has a dis ab i I 1ty. On the first I eg of the trip. 
agents were able to pat her down while she was still in the chair, allowing my dad to assist my mom in leaning forward so they could check and pat down her back. I have since read that this is a right that all disabled passengers in a wheelchair have -
to be able 10 be screened while sitting in lhe chair. My mother is is not able to understand or communicate anymore, allhough she can lalk (which might be confusing). She cannol understand instructions or respond. My dad explained I his as they got to 
the screening area. Although he requested that they allow her to stay in the wheelchair, they insisted on making her stand and walk through the walk through screener. He was not allowed to stay by her side through this, and so she obviously could not 
follow the agents' instructions. When the alarm went off. and the agents said that she needed to be pat down, they would not allow my dad to accompany her. In addition to this, when the alarm went off, agents surrounded my mom. no doubt frightening 
her and sparking her to become agitated. My dad was trying to explain to the agents through all of this that she has Alzheimer's and could not understand or communicate. She was lead off to the side for a pat down. alone, and predictably became 

111512014 agilated. Because my dad was nol allowed to stay wilh her, I do not know what lranspired during this pat down. Eilher way, it makes me exlrernely uncomforlable to know that my mother had to be on her own lhrough this. She is unable to give consent 
herself for any part of the pat down procedure and they would not allow a companion ta be present to give consent for her. She needs constant care, which is something that we give her as a family. The fact your agents refused ta listen to my father 

4:~~4 7 through this, thinking that they know better how to interact with someone who has mid-late stage Alzheimer's is infuriating. 

My dad was separated from my morn for quile a while during I his pat down, walching the time pass by as their flight time got closer. When she was brought back from the pat down, it took a while to get her back into the wheelchair, as she was agitated 
and confused by all of this, and not ready to be cooperative. When he did manage to get her back into the wheelchair. he rushed as best he could to the gate (he himself has a serious heart condition, and my mother started dragging her feet under the 
wheelchair preventing him from pushing her smoothly. They missed their flight by a few minutes. 

Their flight was al 1 :30pm, and I hey now have 10 wait for the 4:30pm flight. As an added consequence, my mother will have to take more sedative medicalion to ensure I hat she doesn't become agitaled during this long wail in the airport and on the 
plane. The sedative that she takes, Ativan, is a very strong medication and its use should be limited. It is dangerous for her ta take it tao often, but this will be necessary today so that she does not cause a scene in public that will be difficult for my dad 
to control in the pub Ii c area of the gate. 

My father is now completely discouraged from flying at all. I am ou1raged at lhe treatment that they received, although I am not surprised. I myself have received gate passes in lhe pasl to help get my morn through TSA security and have always been 
surprised at haw completely unhelpful, even impolite, gate and TSA agents are towards my family and mom, when we are doing our best to navigate the system with her. It's just unacceptable and I would hope that you take my complaint seriously and 
escalate it to the a pp ro pri ate a utho ri ty and staff. 

I will also be filing a complaint directly wilh the TSA authorilies at lhe Tampa airpor1. 

Dear TSA, I !raveled Tuesday 1114/14@ 6pm from the Salt Lake City Utah airport going 1owards gale C. I informed lhe agenls I had an insulin pump on. I have grown accustomed to the hand check thing thal they all do, but lhis particular incidenl the 
agent, an alder lady decided she needed to pat me down. because she ··saw something" an my stomach. I tried ta inform her this is where my insulin pump is attached & I even lifted my shirt to shaw her. She proceeded with her harassing pat down . 

111612014 This is so harassin to think each time I fly I could be faced with this ignorant harassment simply because I wear an insulin pump. This woman was harassing and nothing else. She wasn't protecting any plane flight, she was ignorantly harassing. Thank 
8:20:4 7 you for your time b )(6) 

AM ~-----~ 
Sent from my HTC One max on the Verizon Wireless 4G LTE network 

The ca 11 er indicated that she is flying tom or row from MS P with Frontier to DEN at 2 pm. She asked ii the re is someone who can assist her to the gate, She indicated that she recently had a ca rd i ac event and would Ii ke transportation to navigate the 
airport lhat will include her nine year old son. She doesn t want him to have to walk behind the wheelchair. I menlioned thal TSA Cares can provide assislance through screening for those with disabilities or medical condilions. She indicaled that she 
da es not require ass i sta nee through screening. 

She asked if she should advise of her defibulator before screening begins and if snacks are permitted through screening. 

I advised that she would need ta contact the airline in regard to assistance in navigating the airport and getting from point A to B. I advised that they may be able to provide some type al transportation or cart. 

1116120 14 She should advise of the deli bu I a tor before screening begins, 

8:57:36 
AM 

Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices. passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 

Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still wilh their arms above lheir heads for 5-7 seconds without lhe support of a person or device. If a passenger cannot or chooses not 10 be screened by AIT, the passenger will be screened 
using a thorough pa tdaw n procedure instead. 

Her son can walk through the WTMD on his own. 

Solid food Items are permitted in carry on. They should be securely wrapped or in a spill proof container.and must undergo xray screening. 



11/612014 
9:11:06 

AM 

Disability Description: Caller has problems standing. removing her shoes. lifting her arm and also has metal implants. 

Response Details: Response: 
Apologized ta caller and explained. 
(TSA) seeks to provide the highest level of security and customer service to all who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers. regardless of their personal situations and needs, are 
treated with respect and courtesy. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. All Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) are required to be considerate 
and thoughtful, and are Irained 10 explain whal they are doing and whal will happen next in lhe process. TSA regrets if this was nol your experience. 
TSO of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdown search: however, passengers may need to wait for a TSO of the same gender ta became available. As the screening is being conducted, the TSO will be describing the procedures 
he or she Is using. The passenger s hou Id i nfonm T SOs of any dill culty raising his or her a nms. remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any a re as of the body that a re p amfu I when touched. T SOs are required to use the back of the hand to 
patd own a passenger s sensitive areas. For non-sensitive a re as, T SOs a re required to use the front of the hand . 
TSOs should also offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspeclion thal will require displacing or lifting clolhing. 

Because your comp I amt concerns the conduct of TSO s at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Sup po rt Manager at th at I ocation. TSA mo ni to rs the number and nature of complaints we receive m order to track Ire nds and spot 
areas of concern that may require sp eci a I attention, This ongoing process enables us to ensure prom pt. corrective action whenever we d ete nm i ne that security screening po Ii ci es need modi fi cation or specific employees or screener teams a re the 
subjects of repeated complaints. 
If you have concerns about your screening experience during future travel, you may ask to speak with a s upervisar while at the checkpoint. 

Provided to cal I er ii she needs ass i sta nee in the future: 

Travelers may call TSA Cares tall free at (855) 787-2227 prior to traveling with questions about screening policies. procedures. and what ta expect at the security checkpoint. TSA Cares serves as an additional. dedicated resource specifically for 
passengers with dIsa b1 Ii ti es. med i ca I conditions, or other circumstances, as we 11 as their I oved on es who want to pre pa re lo r the s c reenmg process p nor to fi yi ng. 
Advised to contact 72 hrs, prior to departure, 

Incident Details: Caller flew on Tues .. 11-4, Flight SW #1880 from MOW ta PHL and had an incident with TSA screening. She is 79 yrs. aid and handicapped, she was taken from the area where she checked her bag by a attendant in a wheelchair to 
security in Terminal B. She was unable to raise her right arm over her head to go through the screening process (AIT), needs a shoulder replacement and has 2 replacement knees. The person taking her through told her a female agent would be 
requested to perform a patdown and she had to wait approx. 20 minutes for a female agent to arrive. She had trouble standing and her breathing was labored at that point. When the agent came over she was told she had to remove her shoes and the 
agent yelled al her to take her shoes off. Caller lold the agent it was her understanding she didn t have 10 remove her shoes because of her age and at I hat point lhe agenl got very upset. The agent took her to an area where I hey have the machine 
where they check for gun powder residue and her shoes were checked. Caller said that s where the problem arose. when the agent checked the area around her waist and inside her panties she was appalled by it, but, thought it was a normal 
screening. Caller said the agent went around the inside waist of her jeans and then her panties. She was embarrassed at the invasiveness of the inspection. 
The Agent was a heavy set African American and approx. 5 7 or 8, short dark hair. late 30s or early 40s. 
The male agent I hat was helping her 10 gel to the screening area didn t think it would be an issue because she was unable 10 raise her arms and had lhe knee implanls. Staled she never had a screening that was a concern to her in all the years of her 
traveling. until naw. 

Today, I went through securily at Dulles International Airport. Since I am pregnant, I requesled to opt out of the AIT screening and have a pat down insIead. Officer£iill:lli] was lhe TSO that I spoke wilh and he began arguing with me lhat AIT was 
petiectly safe and that I get mare radiation from my cell phone. When I told him that I was pregnant and that my doctor advised me to not go throu h these types of scanners, he rolled his eyes at me and continued ta lecture me an the subject. I had ta 
request a pat down three times before he finally put out the message for a female assist for an opt-out screening. Even at that point, Office 1h··,1fiI made comments to me like. "'Fine. If that's what you really want to do." In reading information on the 
TSA website, passengers have the right to opt out of this type of screening. We should not be harassed when we exercise this right. 

111612014 While I was waiting far the female TSO, another passenger with a broken arm was also waiting for an alternate screening (walkin throu h a metal detector instead). Office~began calling out to this passenger instructing them to get back in the 

1 0: 0 9: 5 3 main Ii ne to go through the Al T. The passenger had told him that she had a broken arm, which was insufficient reason lo r Olli cer ( b) ( ff", The passenger then explained that she could not Ii fl her arm above her he ad, which wo u Id be required by the 
AM AIT scan. Other TSOs had already been involved with this passenger's screening process and had already made the decision for her to not go through the AIT scan. However, Offcer~eemed to take a personal offense to anyone who would 

not participate in the AIT scan. 

I appreciate the service that TSA provides m keeping our transportation infrastructure safe. I wanted to report this incident because this type of experience reflects poorly on all of TSA. I travel frequently and often have to make this request when I am 
pregnant. Most of the time. I am treated with respect. Today was outside of the nonm and not up to the standards that TSA holds. Thank you for your time and consideration to this incident. 

!lb1/6i 



Caller saud it has been 18 months since he has come from Germany where he lives m Europe to the US. 
Nothing re ally went wrong but he said when you have to go through the scanners whi I e your things a re going through you can not see your things and that up sets him , 
He said he has noliced how busy ii is at JFK and someone could run off with your wallet. 
Ca Iler asked why the AIT is not facing the other way. 
He said he does not like standing with his hands up for the AIT like a criminal and asked if he can have his wallet in his pocket or hand during that screening. 

Caller would nol admil thal mosl of the time his belongings come off the conveyor just as he finishes the AIT. He quipped his lhings are are at lhe other end about 30 seconds before he gets I here. 

Caller was nice at the end and said thanks for p uttmg up with him. 

RESPONSE: 

111612014 Transportation Security Administration (TSA) policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items, including disability-related devices and aids. are kept within a passenger's line-of-sight when a passenger is 

4,18:46 required 10 undergo additional screening. When passengers cannot mainlain line-of-sight with lheir property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sighl of the passenger's items and to ensure that the 
passenger is reunited with his or her property once it clears x-ray screening. 

PM 

111612014 
5:59:01 

PM 

I asked if most of the time his belongings come off the conveyor just as he comes through the other side of the AIT. 
Told him I wanl him 10 answer my question because unless you are taken aside for additional screening you are usually going 10 arrive at lhe end aboul the same time as your belongings. 

I can not tel I you why the AIT faces the way the do. 

You cannol walk through the AIT with your wallel in your hand. 

Told he could ask for a private screening of his belongings and if the Supervisor on duty feels a manual screening 1s sulf1c1ent that may be allowed. 
You w i 11 receive a P atdown of course, 

Caller just had a harassing experience at IAH during the screening at the checkpoint. He presented his AL temporary paper drivers license that has his photo on it. He has used this ID when flying for the last three weeks. He was told that he would 
not be permitted to access the screening checkpoint with this document and he ask the officer why this I D was not accepted at this airport sm ce it was accepted at al I of the other airports. He requested to speak with a s u pe rvi so r and the other officer 
said that they do nt need to get a su pe rvi sor he just wont be flying tad ay, He stated that another officer went and got a su pe rvi sor and was to Id that he could use the I ice ns e with another form of I D but the ca 11 er did not want to show his second fa rm of 
ID. A second supervisor came and checked his Ii ce n se and stated that he would be ab I e 10 access the screening checkpoint but he would have to go through a p atdown screening if he does not want to pre sent a second form of ID. He stated I hat I he 
officers then conducted an inspection on his carry on bag and found another ID and was able to allow him through since they found his second form of ID at the checkpoint during the screening of his items and he was permitted through due to the 
second form of ID. The officer that was being rude at the checkpoint and went through his bag and found his other ID was Badge *bl(m !4:40pm STSO J1h··,1rr, !lerminal B. 
He is also needing to know if an officer is permitted to go through is bag and use an ID that he did not present to the officers as an ID at the checkpoint without the passenger confirming that it is his ID. 

He stated that he flew out of the following airports and was able to use his paper ID without being ask to present a second form of ID Charlotte, Fayetteville. Wilmington, Huntsville, ORD and LAX. 
He is WC,LlW1,11J..JJ1:s..,;,omplamt sent to the CSM and he also wants the contact number for the CSM so he can speak with them directly. 
Name: (b 1(6) 

Phone:~b~l~(6~1--~ 
I advised him that he can use the temporary ID as an alternative ID at the screening checkpoint but will need to present another form of ID. If our officers have any questions about the ID that he presents they will ask him to complete a certification of 
identity form which will ask for his name current address and a few additional questions so we will be able to confirm his identity. Once this is complete he will be permitted to enter the screening checkpoint. However he may have to go through 
additiona I screening which would include a patdown so we do re commend a rri vi ng at the airport 2 hours early so he wi 11 have enough ti me to get through the sere en i ng and to boa rd his flight, 



Good afternoon. 

This email is being forwarded to TCC-referrals for appropnate action. Thank you. 

Evelyn Webb 

111612014 Program Assi slant 

6:01:10 
PM 

1116/2014 

Civil Rights Division. TSA-6 

From b1(6) 
Sent: Thursday, November 06. 2014 3:56 PM 
To: TSA.Civilrighls@dhs.gov 
Subject TSA Contact Us: Complaints 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP._kb_·•-'-1(6_-_I ___ _, 
Dale Time: 111612014 3:55 46 PM 

Caller and husband will travel on Monday. He has a pain stimulator implant. She said the lasl 2 times he has flown, they made him go through the AIT. She said lhis has happened at Boise and lhe San Diego Airport. She said he lold them he cannot 
go through the AIT and wanted the hand wand. They told him too bad, we don t do that and he was made to go through the machine. She said he has a card from his doctor. She asked what can she do to make sure this will not happen again. Caller 
said she would like some infonmation about the screening emailed to:!(b)(ffi I She said she did not know 1f it was damaged at this time. She said he had 11 turned off at the checkpoint. 

6:06:33 RESPONSE: If a passenger has an internal medical device, it is important for him or her to inform the Transpor1ation Securily Officer (TSO) conducting lhe screening before the screening process begins. Passengers who have internal medical 
PM devices should not be screened by the wal k-1 h rough meta I detector because this may affect the ca Ii brat ion of the device. While T SA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AI T) w i 11 affect such devices, passengers with 

concerns should contact their phys1c1ans. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. ALSO: Advised that infonmation about the patdown will be included in the email. Offered the PSS or Supervisor 
for a ssis tan ce at the checkpoint. 

Hello my name isfb·•1(6) !the incident below that you are about to read transpired Tuesday November 4, 2014 between 4:00-4:40pm. I would like for someone to contact me pertaining my horrific experience at ATL airport by a female TSA 
agent. I was patted down in front of my children for a unknown reason cause no one explained to me why? While having my VAGINA grabbed by the lady who did it1 When I asked her is grabbing my VAGINA a part of this pat down she did not 
reapond! When she got to my left leg she didnt go up my leg to grop me again. I asked for her name an ID number an all she was able to tell me was fill out a complaint card. I believe her name wai1h··,1rr1 !early forties african american 
female at Soulhwesl check point. I asked for her supervisor name she did nol give it 10 me but responded her comes ones now. At I his point tears are forming in my eyes from my anger of being sexually assaulted. She I ells her supervisor in a 
unprofessional way I want to talk to him I just yelled at him saying having my vaginia grabbed is not a part of being checked so why she do it. Her explanation to her supervisor was oh it must have happened when I was checking around her thighs .. 

111712014 thats unacceptable I was running late to my Might thats why bi wasnt able to talk to the supervisor and why im reaching out now befor this becomes a big deal I lease contact me 

8:~to5 ... rb_,_(6_) ____ _, 

Sent from my Samsung Epic'" 4G Touch 



Disability Description: Caller is a disabled vet who was sexually assaulted so she has PTSD. She had a bad experience at SAN. 

Response Details: I advised lhe caller that you cannot request the WTMD in lieu of the AIT, or patdown. 

I advised the cal I er that I wi 11 send her the information and I co u Id lo rward this to the a pp ro pri ate office to the CS M at the airport. 

I empalhized with the caller and explained thal it is standard operating policy and procedure I hat passengers even with disabilities may not request lhe WTM D in lieu of lhe AIT, or patdown. 

Incident Details: Airport: SAN to Bull Head City, AZ. 
Airline: Republic 

11/7/2014 Flight Number: Caller does not know 
10: 10:20 Date Time: 11 3 14 departing 4:30pm 

AM Terminal Gate:.,.3,_4.....,,.,....-------, 
Email Address._(bc..· .. 1(-=-6~1 -.-----,--' 
Person Involved: STS I h ·-, I f';"1 

Caller went through the checkpoint and was forced to either go through the AIT, or a patdown procedure. Caller stated that she is a disabled veteran who was sexually assaulted and has PTSD. Caller stated that going through the AIT. or patdown 
causes symptoms of the PTSD. Caller stated that she presented her card and explained the situation and was not penmitted the option to go through the WTMD. Caller stated that she frequently has TSA PreCheck and goes through the WTMD with no 
problems. Caller stated lhat she was lold by the STSO!(b)(ff:, pt the checkpoint lhat she must eilher go through the AIT, paldown procedure, or leave the checkpoint. Caller staled thal al olher airports she has went to the WTMD just fine and they 
have offered that to her. Caller stated that when she gave her disability information and showed her card she should have been presented with other options that did not cause her stress. 

Caller 1s disabled and she has arthritis and a lot of other medical complications. She uses a walker. She cant walk long distances. She requested a wheelchair with the airline. She flew from FLL to AZ. with US Air. She paid a gentleman to take her bag 
to the check in desk. He gave her her tickets and one had her name while the other had a different name. She was told to go to the airline ticket counter to have that changed. She did. They told her they couldn t give her a ticket but they gave her a 
paper so lhat she wouldn t have issues. TSA did a patdown at the security screening due to her disabilily. She mentioned her ability and lhey did a patdown. It took about 15 minu1es. She could not see her bag during lhat lime. The money was not in 
her bag when she tried to tip the girl assisting her. She does not know where her money is. When she arrived to her destination, her bag was missing. They brought her a similar bag. baggage claim did, but it was not hers. Her son said it was hers 
be cause 11 had her name on it. She found out her bag was in Re no and they were going to send it to her the next morning. Al I her medication was in it. She checked the medication because she wanted to avoid hassle with sec u nty. She went a 11 night 
without her medication. It was noon when she was going to receive it. She ended in the ER. Now she has a hospital bill, she is missing money and her medication was missing. She wants to know if there is anything we can do to help her like check 
footage to see who might have taken the money or have someone compensale her. She had 6 bottles of medications. 

Response: 
Because your comp I ai nt concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your e-m a i I to the Customer Service Manager at that airport, 

Airport: FLL 

111712014 Airline: US Air 

2:og: 11 Flight Numb_er: 627 
PM Departure Time: 4:45 p.m. 

Arrival Time: 7:00 p.m. 
lnd1v1duals Contact lnfonmation (phone number-email): Jamaican TSO that had a bigger built complexion and was about 5 8. The girl with the airline was holding her purse before and alter screening. She was about 5 2. African American and had 
medium complexion. curly hair and was pretty. 

For the last bag and in case the missing money had to da with something out al TSA, she may want to call the airline. 

If the airline does not satisfy your inquiry, the U.S. Department of Transportation's Aviation Consumer Protection Division operates a complaint handling system for consumers who experience air travel service problems and provides a 24-hour Hotline 
at (2 02) 366-2220 

Passengers are al lowed to bring medications in p, 11. powder or any other sol 1d form through security screening checkpoints in u nl, m ited amounts, as long as they are screened. 
Passengers should inform Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) of medications and separate them from other belongings before screening begins. 

She can also call TSA Cares far assistance on a future flight ta hopefully avoid problems at security. 



111712014 
4A3:22 

She said she Is about to board the plane now at Charlotte and at the checkpoint they said her things had explosive residue on them and she had extra screening and was in a rush and it caused her to drop her computer. 
She wants to know what can be done about her computer, 
She was put a really long screening and does nol know whal caused the ETD reading bul after a partial screening in lhe public area they forced her to go to a privale area and completed it and finally cleared her. 
She also asked how to avoid having that happen or what caused the ETD reading. 

PM RESPONSE: 

Told her I am sorry her computer is broken but nothing will be done about her computer because she dropped it herself and I cannot offer her any hope TSA would reinburse her on a claim or offer her a form. 

Many things could have caused the ETD to pick up something on your things--perhaps dry cleaning chemicals or household chemicals but I really cannot really say what caused it. 
When that ha pp ens the TSO must do the P atdown to be sure you do not have anything con cea I ed. 
The caller s teenager is 17 and she was flying from Reno to LAS alone and the plane is deparIing during this call. At 1840 the daughler was slopped at a check point and lhe machine beeped so she passed lhrough again and she beeped again and 
she was patted down. After she was patted down she wanted to call her mother and she was told that she would have to go into a private room and get undressed and she would not be allowed to call her mother. The caller states that the daughter was 
hystencal when she called her mother. The TSO was a white lady with brown hair medium build about 5 feet 4 and 5 feet 7. The main issue is that this child had anxiety issues and asked to call her mother during the screening process and she was not 
allowed to. 

AIRPORT: Reno 
DATE OF TRAVEL 11-07-14 
DEPARTURE TIME: 1915 
CHECKED BAGGAGE TIME: 1840 
AIRLINE: SWA 

111712014 TERMINAL OR GATE: B3 
10:~~'26 CONTACT~f b_,_(6_) ______ ~ 

I advised the caller that it is common procedure for a passenger that sets off an alarm during screening to have to have a patdown to clear the alarm because the TS Os cannot allow a passenger into the sterile area of the airport without resolving the 
alarms. As for the reason that they wou Id not a 11 ow her to make a phone cal I to her mom and the statement regarding she wo u Id have to go to a room and take her c lathes off I cannot answer to these s i nee I was not at the airport. I provided the ca 11 er 
with the CS M name and contact be ca use she wants answers to these questions. 

Name:fbl(61 
Phone: ~----~ 
I advised the caller thal I will forward a copy of this record to the CSM at Reno for their review. 

1118120 14 The I ast t, me I flew I was comp I ete I y hum, I, ated because I was told I had to receive a pat down after go, ng through the , mag, ng dev, ce I felt com pl etel y violated and disgusted by the entire experience. I am a very private person and I do not Ii ke being 

9 19 34 touched like thal I was never g,ven a reason for ha,ing to undergo both screenings I was wondering ,s there anyway to Jusl go through a meIaI detector? I am being forced to fiy this December and I am dreading ii. I had an appointment wilh T S A pre 
check but it wasn't 45 days before my flight. Will I be forced to through the imaging scanner? Some people didn't the last time I flew. Will I have to have a pat down? Will someone explain why I have to have both? I absolutely hate that because of the 
incidents of the past I must be treated I, ke garbage. PI ease answer my q ue st,ons. Thank you. 

AM 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Other: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time : 1118/2014 2:09:33 AM Airport · LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) :~ 
Comment. An incredibly racist TSA employee singled out my niece when she refused to have a male employee pat her down. She was led down a long hall into a small windowless room and told she would be arrested if she didn't consent. She was 

111812014 roughly groped, mocked and even robbed of the $200 she was carrying by the TSA employee. She was told if she tried to be an &quot:upp1ty b1tch&quot; and complain about it she would find herself and her whole &quot;raghead family&quot: on the 
9 :20: 3 2 suspected terrorists Ii st 

AM 
At this point, if I ever get the op po rtun ity I wi 11 murder every TSA agent I can. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name , Refuse to Provide 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Other; Professionalism/Customer Service Current Dateflime 11/812014 2:09:33 AM Airport: LAX - Los Angeles lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number . 

Checkpoint/Area of Airport~= ---~ 
TSA Employee: (If Known)kb)(61 ! 
Comment : An incredibly racist I SA employee singled out my niece when she refused to have a male employee pal her down. She was led down a long hall inlo a small windowless room and told she would be arresled if she didn't consenl. She was 

111812014 roughly groped, mocked and even robbed of the $200 she was carrying by the TSA employee. She was told if she tried to be an &quot;uppity bitch&quot: and complain about it she would find herself and her whole &quot:raghead family&quot: on the 
9:20:32 suspected terrorists list 

AM 

11/8/2014 

At this point, if I ever gel the opportunity I will murder every TSA agent I can. 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name Refuse to Provide 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service Current DateiTlme : 111812014 3:57:59 PM Airport EW R - Newark International Date/Time of Travel 11108/2014 5:06 PM Airline & Flight Number 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal A (checkpoint to go to gate A23) TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : When exercising my right to opt oul of the full body scan lhe TSA officer who was directing people through lhe scanner rolled his eyes and shouled very loudly 'FEMALE OPT OUT HERE• WE GOT A FEMALE OPT OUT.' 

I think the shouting and eye rol I was u n professi o na I, embarrassing. inti mid a ting and used as a way to take his frustrations out about my d ec1s1on to opt out. Pea pl e who choose to opt out should not be s u bJected to what in my eyes amounts to pub Ii c 
shaming. Many people stared at me during my pat down as a result of the agent drawing attention to my choice. 

5:05: 14 I will say that the woman performing my pat down was polite and professional. I have absolutely no complaint relating to her handling of the situation. 
PM 

11/812014 

I thank you for continuing to hear people's complaints and trying to create a safe, comfortable environment for people traveling through airports. I just think that as many people who opt out do so due to privacy, shouting for everyone within a 20 foot 
radius to hear is offensive and unprofessional. All passengers should be trealed with dignily and respect by employees just as I Ire at all employees with the respect that they are due. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name kb 1(6) ! 
Phone Number , 

Email t(b 1(6) I 
To leaG a C0rtifri8f1t COf1ter r11r1g tills feedback. fall aw this link · http:J/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" , Screening 
Cur,-ent Date/Time· 1118/2014 5:55:39 PM Airport· SJC - San Jose International Date/Time of Travel, 11/07/2014 12:45 PM Airline & Flight Number: DL 2175 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . The security checkpoint at SJC was incredibly disorganized. There was no explanation as to what the PreCheck line was. or who could be in it. As a result, the line was very long, and most pea pie in it were told they had ta wait in the 
&quot;regular line&quot. Furthermore, after the ID/ticket venf1cation, the Precheck line merged with a regular line, and the screeners seemed very unaware, or w,lling to adjust. Some people were taking belts and shoes (etc) off, while others were 
leaving them on. and the screeners seemed confused as to why people were doing one or the other. In reality. the travelers were generally doing what they thought they were supposed to .. , Precheck travelers left laptops in their bags. and others did 
not. The screeners did not seem 10 be able to explain what anyone in the line was supposed to do. They couldn't agree on which &quot:protocol&quot: 10 follow (precheck/regular). I have an insulin pump that I always declare, and expect to be 
checked for explosives (nearly 100% al the time). The screener seemed to have na idea what this was, nor did she care ta test it. 

6:09:28 
PM Additionally, my wife was traveling with our 9 month old (not through precheck). and the screener wanted her to open every single sealed bottle/formula/food container in her carry-on. This would have negated any sterilization process the food had 

been through. After I al king 10 lhe screener for several minutes, ii was determined thal an exiemal explosives test (of each individual item), and a paldown would be sufficient. 

Al 1-i n-al I, the re we re no sign iii cant issues. but the environment seemed to be one of the most di so rgamzed I have seen at a security checkpoint. The purpose of this is not to get anyone in troub I e. but me re I y to suggest that some additional Ira in, ng is 
necessary. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name ~kb_ .• _1(6_-_I ---~ 
Phone Number . 
Email !(b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/Applica1ionManager 



11/9/2014 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 11181201411:28:25 PM Airport LWS - Lewiston - Nez Perce County Dale/Time of Travel: 11/0812014 Airline & Flight Number: Alaska 2218 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
tsa checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known): supervisor[iiEfilfemale Comment: this officer separated me from my child far 20 plus minutes while periorming a pat dawn. Was extremely invasive placing her hands inside my pants and underwear. She 
could clearty see I didnl have any1hing on me but still 1ns1sted on touching me on my bare skin inside of my clothing around my waist over and over again. I told her I had to assist my elderty ill husband with my 10 month old baby but would not let me 
help them. I even took off my clothes so she didn't have to touch me but she insisted it was necessary and detained me for well over 20 minutes away from my child. 

9:34:30 The girl that watched the private screening knew how distressed I was from being away from my son. Her name was"'!(b"-·• ... ,(6"'-· ... 1 _ __.! She saw it was excessive and that her supervisor was treating me harshly and felt like it was wrong but was clearly 
AM afraid to say a ny1h i ng against her s u pe rvi so r. 

Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Nam 
Phone Number t;b'"')~(6~,......._....__,_..J 

Email b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/Cus1omer Service Currenl Dateffime: 1119/2014 10:42:29 AM Airport: JFK - John F. Kennedy International Dale/Time of Travel: 11/0812014 3:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: VS046 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport· SECURITY CHECK TERMINAL 4 TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: ON 8 NOVEMBER I ENTERED THE TSA PRECHECK AREA FOR SCREENING IN TERMINAL 4. I HAVE A PLATE IN MY WRIST AND THE FEMALE EMPLOYEE WHO SWAB TESTED MY WRIST SPLINT WAS THE MOST 
MISERABLE AND UNPLEASANT TSA EMPLOYEE I HAVE EVER MET. THE WOMAN IN FRONT OF ME IN THE LINE COMMENTED ON HER MISERABLE ATTITUDE. AND SHE REPLIED 'I DONT HAVE TO SMILE, l'M DOING MY 
JOB'' SO I SAID IT WAS NOT A VERY PLEASANT EXPERIENCE FOR US TRAVELLERS FOR HER TO HAVE AN ATTITUDE LIKE THAT. SHE THEN PROCEEDED TO GO INTO A RANT ABOUT HOW GOOD SHE WAS AT HER JOB, AND 
UNBELIEVABLY ACTUALLY SHOUTED AT ME FROM ABOUT 20 FEET AWAY AS I WALKED OVER TO HAVE A PAT DOWN, WHICH OF COURSE WAS FINE. 

1 :/~~2~~4 I AM A 68 YEAR OLD WOMAN AND I HAVE TRAVELLED INTERNATIONALLY FOR 50 YEARS BUT HAVE NEVER MET SUCH A RUDE AND AGGRESSIVE EMPLOYEE IN THE SECURITY AREA IN ANY AIRPORT WORLDWIDE. 
- . SHE IS NOT A CREDIT TO TSA, AND I WOULD SUGGEST THIS IS EITHER A RETRAINING ISSUE. OR SHE SHOULD BE MOVED TO A LOCATION WHERE SHE DOES NOT COME INTO DIRECT CONTACT WITH TRAVELLERS. 
PM I DID NOT SEE HER NAME BUT I WILL DESCRIBE HER AS A YOUNG BLACK WOMAN, QUITE TALL WITH STRAIGHTISH HAIR. IT WAS QUITE A SPECTACLE SO l'M SURE THE GIRL WHO TOOK ME FOR A PAT DOWN WILL BE ABLE TO 

IDENTIFY HER. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name ~f h_·-,_1R_-, ___ ~ 
Phone Number : 

Email l(b)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning m,s feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



11110/201 
4 8:42:41 

AM 

Dear llli:iill:[J 

I would like to share an experience that occurred while passing through security screening at John Wayne Airport (Orange County/Santa Ana) in California on Friday. November 7. 2014 at 12: 15 pm. I was scheduled to depart John Wayne Airport at 
1 :45 pm on Southwest flight number 2591. I appreciate the work TSA does every day to maintain safety in air travel, and safety is of the utmost importance. 

During my experience at John Wayne Airport, I was returning from vacation with my h us band and young son. W hi I e having our boarding pass es and IDs checked. the TSA a gent informed me that I was 'pre-sere ened" and th at I did not need to remove 
my shoes at lhe next step in security screening. After placing my carry on items on lhe x-ray conveyer belt, I proceeded to walk towards the metal de1ec1or with my son. I encountered TSA agenl kb)(ff:, !who informed me that I needed to 
remove my sandals. I communicated that I was prescreened and informed by the prior agent that I did not need to remove my shoes. He insisted that without my boarding pass, I must remove my sandals. I was unaware that I needed to present my 
boarding pass. I asked him if he could reach my bag that contained my boarding pass before 11 went into the x-ray machine so that I could obtain my boarding pass. He stated that he would not. He infonmed me that my only option was to remove my 
sandals to proceed through security. I told !(b)(ff•, !that I did not want to expose my bare feet on the floor due to health risks of walking barefoot in public settings. I again asked to have my bag. He was adamant that this was a ainst the rules and 
said thal under no circumstance could he retrieve my bag, which was now on the other side of the ,-ray machine. I asked a third time and he again said that he would nol assist. At that point, I was very upsel. I informed h·I1fr, lhat passengers 
need to be told to hold onto their boarding passes when "pre-screened" and I wanted to communicate this feedback.fb·:,(6) !response was condescending. rude and he simply smirked at me. Ultimately, (b)(ffl stated that I had to walk 
through secunty barefoot or I would not be permitted through security. I felt bullied and humiliated. 

After proceeding through security barefoot. I was so upset by this experience that I asked to speak with a TSA supervisor. I met with a supervisor who was calm, respectful and he apologized on behalf of TSA agent~oting that my request was 
reasonable and should have been accommodated. I am sorry that I do not have this supervisor's name and would like to thank him for his professionalism, sense of reason and kindness. 

I am a physician. I am very aware of the health dangers of walking barefoot in public settings. I take precautions to NEVER walk through security barefoot by carrying a pair of socks with me (which were also in my bag, along with my boarding pass). 
I am now at risk for developing infeclions (athle1e·s foot, common plantar warts, elc.) as a resull of walking through security barefoot. 

I have several concerns about this experience and how I was treated, which highlight systems failures: 

The caller indicated I hat he flew yesterday and received expedited screening. The TS Os advised that he remove his jacket. The caller requested a bin to place his jacket in so I hat it wouldn I get dirty. The TSOs would nol provide a bin for him to put his 
coat in. The TSO stated that if he wanted a bin he should go through the standard screening. This occurred at MSY yesterday at 4:30am. He was traveling on a Delta flight departing at 6am to ALT. He indicated that he was at the checkpoint to the far 
nght. The TSO was female, African American. He indicated that she had 3 stripes on her collar which he took to mean the person in charge at the checkpoint. He indicated that the TSO was very rude. 

He flew from ATL yes1erday as well. He normally passes lhrough screening with his wallet in his back pocket, however his wallel was in his hand prior to passing lhrough AIT. He was advised thal his wallet was 100 big and thal he would have to go 
through x ray. The caller explained that he always passes through screening with his wallet in his pocket. The TSO asked if he did not speak English and took his wallet and placed on the belt to the opposite side (right) of where the passenger was. 
After exiting the AIT and undergoing a patdown, he cut in front of someone to get to his wallet so that he could return to the other belt and collect his other belongings. A group of TSOs advised that it was rude of him to cut in front of the passenger. This 
occurred at the checkpoint at 5:30pm. He indicated that he went through the Delta Sky Priority Lane. The Precheck lane was on the other side of him. The flight from ATL to MSY was on Delta departing at 7:19 PM. The TSO that took the wallet and 

111101201 made the commenl is male, caucasian. The group ofTSOs consisled of 2 African American male TSOs (one stripe), and a female. He indicaled thal a TSO wilh 3 stripes did come over but didn I say anything. 
4 918 53 

AM His complaint is that the TSOs were rude and has always been able to pass through screening with his wallet in his back pocket but was unable to this time. 

TSOS are trained to treat each passenger with dignily respect and courtesy and apologized if that was not his experience. TSA screening procedures are the same al all airpor1s, however inlerpretation of lhe procedure may vary from airport 10 airport 
and from situation ta situation. 

I advised that I would refer the information to CSM of the respective airports to make them aware. They would have the means to look into and address this, TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints received so that we can track trends and 
spot areas of concern that may require special attention. 



The ca 11 er and his wife. who is pregnant flew from LAS. H 1s wife requested a paid own. as she did not lee I co mfortab I e undergoing screening by the Al T or W TM D. The TSO was very rude and a rg ume ntati ve. ind i eating that the service was not 
available due to federal budget cuts. The callers wife asked again for a patdown, and the TSO rudely told her to stand over there and wait because there were no female TSOs present. The caller did not understand why she, as a female, could not 
conduct the patdown for his wife. The couple waited for over 15 minutes, and asked a supervisor if there were any female TSOs available, and were told that they slill had to wait. During lhat lime, over two dozen people were screened, and e,ited lhe 
checkpoint. Finally, the callers wife gave up, and went through the electronic screening. He was given a slip of paper by a supervisor, and was told to contact the TCC to file a complaint. The caller indicated that the supervisor hinted to him that this 
was common be hav,or from the fem ale TSO. 

Flight Information: 

Date and Time of Flight: November 9, 2014: 5:45 PM 
Departure Airport: LAS 
Airline: American Airlines 
Flight Number: Not Provided. 

111101201 Terminal and Gate Number: D 11 
4 9:31 :16 Name of TSO: Philece Early or Farly 

AM Time of Incident: Around 3:00 or 3:15 PM 

11/10/201 
4 

Advised Caller: 

Transportation Security Adminislration (TSAJ regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have e,perienced. TSA seeks 10 provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every 
person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity. respect, and courtesy. 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory T ransporta ti on Security Olli cer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

Caller had an incident at JFK yesterday at about 12:30 pm. She was in the Precheck line. Her three fnends were not. As she got up to the agent she handed her the South Carolina ID she had. The TSO did not like the way 11 looked. She called her 
s u pe rvi so r and asked severa I questions, It is a floppy I ice ns e, It is open at one end. Severa I supervisors were I ooki ng at it, Then they made her have a patdown, She was the re 3 0 to 45 minutes. Her lri ends had no idea where she was, She is 7 0 and 
travels with this ID all lhe time. The TSO asked if she had olher ID. She had her Hilton Head ID on her. After 30 minutes of being palled down she finally 901 through. There were 5 TSO s involved. They took her license apar1. II is unexpired but now it 
is in three parts. Her boarding pass has all sorts of things written on it. It has NAO on it and a number on it 880 and 29 possibly. She was concerned about boarding but JetBlue allowed her to board. She said the TSO told her she was new on the job. 

10 02 26 
AM I apologized to the caller for her experience. I told her that a valid id has to be Slate of Federal governmenl issued and have a tamper proof feature. If lhe TSA questions your id they can ask for a second id and you and your belongings are subjecl to 

additional screening. This could include a patdown. You may ask for a private screening at any time. 

I told the caller that I would forward her complaint to the CSM at JFK for review. 



F o 11 ows is a copy of a letter which was ma i I ed to my Senators and my rep rese ntati ve tad ay regarding our most re cent experience at a security checkpoint: 

kbi(ff, I 
Chesier soring~, PA 19425 

kb)(61 ! 
HYPERLINij""[b"-1"-(6"" .. '-, _________________ __. 

November 9, 2014 
11/10/201 

4 Sen. Bob Casey. Jr. 
10: 13:27 393 Russell Senate Office Building 

AM Washington. D.C. 20510 

Sen. Pat Toomey 
248 Russell Senate Office Building 
Washington. D.C. 20510 

Rep. Jim Gerlach 
2442 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington. DC 20515 

Dear Sens. Casey and Toomey and Rep. Ge~ach: 

My name is'"'f h-'-.,""IR'"'·"", ___ _.! and I am an American citizen. 



The caller indicated that his daughterl(b)(ffi! traveled to DC with a school group on 11 5. The sponsoring teacher made the reservations. His daughter received add1t1onal screening (patdown) on both her departure on 11 5 and return on 11 9 which 
embarrassed her. The TSO conducting the patdown put their hands inside her pants at DCA. She traveled with United flight 1662 departing from Gate 12 at 7:40am. The female TSO was African American, average build, 5 3 -5 -5. Her hair was up. This 
occurred between 6:30am-7am. Her boarding passes included the S indication. He asked why and how to resolve lhis. An agent advised another girl in the group lhat it may have something to do with her name. He asked if the whole family is on 
some type of list and would like to know what action to take so that this doesn t happen again. He indicated that he felt that it was not random selection as random selection would be to be selected at the checkpoint for a patdown and not 
predetermined. He asked if he should apply to redress with his daughters name and asked that the form be mailed. He asked if the information was included in regard to submitting the form. 

I advised that I would refer the complaint in regard to the paldown to the CSM at DCA 10 make I hem aware. They would have the means 10 look into and address I his. 

The "S" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
Nation's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

TSA does not discuss or release specifics about security screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Security Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI to the public because it is 
considered d etri mental to the sec u nty of Iran s po rtati on. I advised that se I ecti on could be random. 

111101201 Passengers can be chosen at random al the checkpoint for a patdown screening. 
4 

10:51 :31 We cannot say as to why the indication was on her boarding pass and cannot guarantee that 11 will not occur again. The avenue that he would have to address this and to minimize reoccurance would be to apply for her Redress on his daughter s 
AM behalf. I adv 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel. Examples of travel 
difficulties may include: 
• Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding. or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or ports. 

For those who encounter misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevent watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for OHS redress online at https: trip.dhs.gov . Travelers may also apply 
through e-mail or U.S. Mail by completing the attached Traveler Inquiry Form. signing the document. and returning the onginal with at least one unexpired, photograph-bearing. Government-issued travel document (e.g .. driver's license or unexpired 
passport) to Trip@dhs.gov or mailing it. He requested that the form be emailed. I ordered the TIF to be mailed. I did not provide the address and indicated that the information will be included on the form. 

OHS components will review the request and share information with other agencies to address the issues identified in the TRIP application. 

When an individual applies for redress, OHS TRIP will assign a record identifier or Redress Control Number (RCN). OHS TRIP will inform redress applicants in writing when the OHS review of an inquiry is complete. Reviews of requests for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. 

Caller slated he applied for TSA PreCheck and his wife did also. Caller slated she 901 her letler 1 O days ago and he has not received his. Caller asked lhe screening procedures for a hip metal implant. Caller asked aboul the notification card. 

Resolution: 

Known Traveler Number (KTN) i(b)(61 
ELIGIBILITY DETERMINED ,._ ___ ...., 

Slatus as of 1 O 28 2014 

TSA mailed you a letter with information regarding your eligibility determination. If you do not receive this letter within 10 days of receiving this status, please contact the UES Call Center at 1-855-DHS-UES1. I advised the caller that the number for 
UES is 855-34 7-8371. 

111101201 htlps: universalenroll .dhs.gov workflows?workflow=service-status 
4 2:00:47 

PM If a passenger has meta I implants, such as art iii c i al knees or hips, he or she should inform a T ransporta ti on Security Off ce r (TSO) before sere en i ng begins, TS A has ere ated notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about any dis a bi Ii ty, 
med i ca I condition, or med i ca I device tha I could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from s ecu ri ty screening, their use may improve communication and he Ip travelers discreet I y nol i fy T sos of their conditions. I o fie red 
to give the caller the URL for the card. 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AITonly if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request 10 be screened by AIT if it is available or can request 10 be screened using a patdown: however, passengers cannot requesl to be screened by the walk
through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 



11/10/201 
44:11:51 

PM 

111101201 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time. 11/10/2014 3:19:09 PM Airport· BZN - Gallatin Field Date/Time of Travel· 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. I am TSA Precheck and travel every week. The TSA at Bozeman said they did not have the staff to run Precheck, and as I had not removed the liquids from my bag or the laptop from my computer bag they were screened. For some 
reason the screen test returned a positive hit on my suitcase, requiring further screening. Six TSA agents gathered around to watch the agent go through my bag, and watch another agent do a pat down and run everything through the x-ray again. If 
they have six peop I e to engage in these a ct iv it i es they have enough peop I e to ope rate a Pre ch eek Ii ne. I made a comment about the number of agents involved and he said one of them was a supervisor who came over because I was showing signs of 
aggravation, but believe you me, if there hadn't been so many agents clusIered around there wouldn'I have been any aggravation. Why does lhe TSA have 10 blow everything out of proportion? It is not uncommon for lhe blue shirts to outnumber lhe 
passengers in smaller airports, and they still manage to make it inefficient. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

From b1(6) 

To: TSA-ContactCenter@tsa.dhs.gov 

I was in a wheelchair on 20 Oct 2014 at about 17: 15 at the JFK security checkpoint. I was given a very rough pat down requiring me to lift out of the wheelchair several times. The wand was placed on everything two or three times. This whole security 
procedure I a sted about 2 0 mm utes. I thought the T SA person did not act professi o na 11 y. He was much too rough and did not seem to consider that I was in the whee I ch air for a reason having recently had surgery on several parts of my I eg and foot. 
My wife asked him several times not to be so rough as I just had stitches removed on the body parts he was roughly handling. He reprimanded her harshly. His name wa~(b)(ffi ! My wife asked for his name which he refused to give her. 

Instead, he called a supervisor with whom my wife talked. The supervisor said he would talk withkb·:,(6) !I expecl to be treated with respect. I am a retired Army LTC. I believe his behavior should nol be tolerated. 

4 6: 13:01 I understand that the TSA has a vital job to do in view of terrorism. However, common sense and respect are also a right that are deserved by the individual traveler. After all of this unacceptable behavior and bullying. I had to wait a long time to get 
PM my crutches. All of this held up around 4 or 5 passengers. One worried that he was going to miss his plane. Serious education is needed with your TSA employees. They are using their uniform to intimidate the taxpayers who pay their wages. It is 

real disgrace to domestic travelers but especially foreign 1ravelers who are exposed to this abusefh··,1rr, !lone and atlilude was a disgrace 10 lhe TSA which already has a negative image. 

I would appreciate a reply to this email. 

Sincerely, 

i(b)(61 

So if you want belts removed please chance your signs to say so . The signs at ohare secunty checkpoint terminal 3 next to section CID only says shoes . empty pockets, and laptops. After the scan , I was asked to remove my belt. An agent then 
reached into my pants (no joke ) without asking penmission or informing me he was doing a "pat down" After reaching into my pants. he then said "I just need to pay this area down. " 

This occurred approximately at 1442 today. I was horrified It is my understanding I can request a more confidential pat down if that's required . but that can't happen if I'm not first informed by the agent. Also , do pat downs really require an agent to 
111101201 place his hands in my pants , not Just a finger in a waistband but literally past the knuckles in the front of my pants? This seems inappropriate and unprofessional. 
4 6:13:22 

PM Bt 
w,(51 

Sent from my iPhone 
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11111/201 
4 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? No 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl/h··,1rr1 I 
Date Time: 11111/2014 7:59:08 AM 
······················---------------····························· 

11 :08:29 Name,..k~b~i/~6~I -~----~ 
AM Emait~b~1~(6~)------~ 

Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc):National Policy. 
Comments:Unsure which category to select. I am a Global Services flier with United., top 10 percent of their customers. I am Exec Platinum with American, etc. I fly almost daily. 

IT IS WINTER' ALLOW BINS at Precheck for COATS• 



Fromtb I(6i 
Sent: Tuesday, November 11. 2014 3:23 PM 

To: TSAExlemalComplia..,n"'"ce'---,,.,-------, 
Subject TSA Complaint !"'(b'-·• ... 1(6"'-·"-I _____ _. 

Please see attached PDF document. I look forward to hearing from someone as soon as possible. 

From: HYPERLI NK mailto:mailroom-copier@svmic.com mailroom-copier@svmic.com [mailto:mailroom-copier@svmic.com] 
Sent: Tuesday November 11. 2014 2:04 PM 
ToJh,IR, I 
Subjecl: Message from ._kb--'1 ... (6--'I _ __, 

Attachment: 

111111201 Civil Rights Civil Liberlies Complaint 

4 5:28:29 
PM 

11/11/201 
4 7:04:15 

PM 

Complaint Information 
Information about the erson who experienced the civi I rights ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I ation 
Nam h'>IR'·, 

Phone#: Cell: b-.i(6) Home b. 6'., ork""!(b_)-'-(6_ .• _, ---~ 
Mailing Address""(b.,,.·•"'1(6,...,· ... I ....,., _____ .__o_lu_m_b_1a-'._T_N_3_8_4_0_1 _______ __, 
Email: HYPERLINK "-(b--'1-'-(6""I __________________ __. 

What happened? Describe your complaint. Give as much detail about your experience as possible, 
including the name of the air carrier, if this occurred at an airport. 

I arrived al DTW, Delta Terminal Security Check point approximately 10:15 a.m. on Sunday, 
November 9th, 2014. I have an i leosto my. I had my Blue TSA a pp roved medica I ca rd in my 
posse ssIon for sec u nty officers to see. U nfo rtunatel y. my pouch fil I ed up on the way to the 
airport. I did not see any restrooms to use before going through Security. I had no choice but 
to get in line and pray thal I made it through wilhout an embarrassing accident. I was gelling 
concerned about my pouch being full, and the very likely possibility it could leak under my wafer 

Feedback Type · Security Issue 
Calegari es : Other: Mis eel laneous/Other 
Current Date/Time· 11/11/2014 6:51:26 PM Airport. ORD - Chicago-O'Hare International Date/Time ofTravel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I was at Ohare International Airport recently and was going through security for a domestic flight. My flight was to leave in 45 minutes. I put all my luggage through the x ray and took everything out of my pockets. Though when it came to the 
full body scanner I request to opt out. I waited aboul 1 O minutes until a black male TSA agent, took me to the side to do lhe pat down. He asked which of lhe bags in the x ray is mine and I said &quot;Those 3 rig hi there&quot:. I pointed to the lhree. He 
then conducted me for a patdown. The patdown was fine but then he said to me &quot;Listen, brother, rm going to tell you right know that because you said 4 words to me, you are being fined by TSA.&quot: I said &quot;What?&quot: He said that TSA 
has a new law that you cannot speak to secunty personnel otherwise it is a $50,000 fine per word. I said &quot:Thal"s rediculous&quot: He said &quot:You·re up to to $300,000&quot. I said where Is the supervisor?&quot: He said &quot:You owe a lot 
of money. Make your check out to the TSA. You also owe some fees. its being charged to your credit card. I'm. not joking&quot: I was too rushed to talk with anyone because I had to catch a flight, but he said that it has been charged to my account and 
I couldn't talk with anyone. He also said that because the paldown took more than 5 minuIes, there would be a fine for I hat, a fine of whal he said was about $1000 and I hat I had to pay it by the end of lhe year. 
I don·t remember what his name was. but he was a male black man. salt and pepper hair. with glasses, stood about 5'8&quot: or so. I also saw a TSA agent take a picture of me with their smartphone and record a video. 
My question is is there a fine for speaking with a TSA agent? If so. I would like to know the fine and if I need to write a check. who do I make it out to and for how much given the incident? 
Also, because there was a TSA agent who took a picture as well as recorded me in the security check point. do I need to pay a line for that? I know that TSA needs to be paid if someone is required to take a picture and record it. 
Thank you, 

fEill 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email !rh·11r:;··, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



11112/201 
4 8:27:24 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 11111/2014 11 :00:09 PM Airporl: JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel: 11/0612014 8:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: Delta Checkpoinl/Area of 
Airport· Delta TSA Employee: (If Knawn)~omment ·Asa frequent traveler this was by far one al the worst experiences I have ever had with TSA. First off. as I entered the checkpoint line, when asked ta show my identification I handed my 
active duty m, I itary ID to the individual, who handed it back and said &quot: nice try, you a re not in the mi I ,ta ry. &quot; I asked what that was supposed to mean and he responded that &q uot:the ID is expired and I s hou Id go to the back of the Ii ne. &quot; I 
was very concerned as to how my ID was expired and saw that it did not expire for another ten months and that the TSA employee did not know what year we were in. I had to prove to him with my cell phone and help from other passengers that it was 
in facl 2014! I was in shock of the lack of basic knowledge this individual had. Sadly I was not able to get his name before moving on in the process. 
The next step involved placing my belongings into the conveyor ta be scanned. After I did this I proceeded ta the next line when a female TSA agent from behind the conveyor belt yelled out to me in a demeaning and aggressive and extremely rude 
and embarrassing manner for me to remove my shirt and hat. When I walked up to her, as I was removing these items I said &quotplease?&quot; as I could not understand her very rude and aggressive manner. From her tone and loud voice she used 
to belittle me, other passengers around were all staring at me and I was publicly embarrassed in front of everyone. Her response to me asking for a &quot:please?&quot: was, &quot:ok,we will see what happens to you now!&quot: I was not able to get 
her name either as she left quickly when I asked for her name. She was a heavy set black women who has a serious altitude problem and has no idea of what respect for other people means. 
Fina I ly on ta the I ast and most severe incident. 
I informed the TSA agent that was waving people through the body scanning machine that I can not pass through due to a medical condition and advice from my phys1c1an. When I explained that my physician recommended I do not go through this 
machine she rolled her eyes and made no acknowledgement of what I said to her. She stood there for roughly 4-5 minutes before she called for male assistance to bring me through for a &quot:pat down.&quot: Why she had to wait all this time before 
calling for assistance I do not know. 
Anyways, on ta the pat down with 'afficer'tbi(6il 
I explained tci(b·:,(6)! that I was in a hurry~ my flight as 11 was boarding now. He went through about 4 pairs of gloves before he found the perfect one. He would put a glove on, rip it a tiny bit and then take it off. He repeated this multiple times 
while staring at me 1n a very demeaning and disrespectful way. This seemed to be a pattern with the TSA workers at JFK this day. 
AIJi:iillIJ was caressing my legs for the pat down he would slop al my knees, and shoot his hands up very quickly into my groin. After the first leg I asked him not to grope my genitals in such a violent and sexual manner. His response to this was a 
very weird chuckle. It was as if he was enjoying this process and intentionally going out of his way to put me in physical and emotional pain. From his response I did not believe that he was going to refrain from this weird and sexual way for my other 
leg and I informed him that this was crossing the line from secunty to sexual assault and molestation. He did not like this response and responded with &quoU am allowed to sexually violate you any way I want I am TSA.&quot: I was in complete 
shock' I co u Id not be Ii eve I was being molested by this man under the cover of &quot:se cu rity, &quot: As you can imagine when he reached my second I eg. the process was repeated in a mare vi o I e nt and sexua I manner, He wo u Id slowly caress the 
bottom half of my legs and stop at lhe knee, then shoot his hands up very quickly while squeezing together harder for the top part of lhe thighs. He managed 10 bash my testicles and penis inlo my pelvis causing extreme physical pain. The emotional 
state he brought me into is beyond description and I am seeking professional care to address the issues that have arisen from this sexual abuse. 
The next step involved h, m going through and I ooki ng down my waist. This was a Ii rst for me. Rem ember I am a regular flyer and always opt out of the sea nne r and go through this pat down. Never have I ever had the T SA agent I ook down INTO my 
pants! This process is supposed to be checking the waistband not looking into my pants. While going through the waistband he came across my religious undershirt that contains strings. It is called tzisis and is worn by orthodox Jewish men. He 
reached into my pants and pulled them oul inlo lhe open, also a first time a TSA agent has done lhat. His response to seeing these was &quot:oh, you got these things on.&quot: It was said in a demeaning and un approving way. His job is very simple, 
it is a security pat down, not for him to weigh judgement on my ethnic and religious background or for him to turn this into his weird sexual fantasies of smashing my genitals while groping me in a very strange way that is not the normal way TSA agents 
have screened me in the past. If it wasnl for my flight leaving right then, I would have refused to let him c~,s process but I needed to catch this flight as I was with a group. 
From the heavy set black TSA women telling me &quot;ok,we will see what happens to you now!&quot: to~extremely violent and sexual pat down I am not sure if they are connected or a coincidence that these particular agents way of 
retribulion for me asking her for a &quot:please. Either way, not one TSA agent I came in contact with that day showed the least bit of professionalism, respect, basic knowledge or courtesy. I hope thal this experience is one for lhe record books and I 
am never put through this terrible ordeal again. The lasting emotion effects are beyond explanation' These TSA agents call themselves &quot:officers&quot: but they were not acting in any way close to a professional and I have na confidence in the 

The caller indicated I hat he would file 10 file a claim due to TSA negligence. He fiew on 9 2 from MCO to MIA to Hiati. He arrived to the airport lhree hours prior to travel. He was at the checkpoint at 4:30pm. He was advised that there was an alarm of 
his carry on. He received additional screening (ETD, patdown). This was conducted by a female TSO. She advised that she would have to contact her boss. He boss came to him and conducted the screening again. They bags was physically 
inspected. TSO s co u Id not locate the alarm in his carry on. He was advised that he had to check his carry on bag gage. He retu med to the airlines and checked the carry on. He returned to TSA and was advised that he had to ch eek the second carry on 
bag that he had. He returned to the airline and checked that carry on bag. He paid to $4 0 for each of the two bags that he checked. He was screened add it ion a I ly when he went through the checkpoint the la st ti me and missed his flight, He indicted that 
all of the supervisors were present during his screening. He believes thal it was lhe botlle of medicalion thal caused the alarm. 
5:20pm but he did not leave the checkpoint between 6:30-7pm. 

3 checked bags 

111121201 He indicated that his baggage did not arrive to Hiati with him. He could not make his connecting flight in Hiati as he had to wait an his checked baggage. The handle was broken on his checked baggage when he received it and all of his electronic item 
was damaged in his checked bag gage. The e I ectro ni c items were power back ups and i nve rte rs. He indicated that 11 appears that screwd rive rs we re used to break op en the item. NOi was pre sent in a 11 of his checked bag gage with nothing indicated. 

4 
11 5250 

AM He couldn I go to his deslination as he didn I have power. 

MCO to MIA with Amencan Airlines flight 1323 departing at 5: 12am from Gate 1259. 
Baggage Claim # He doesn t have them. 
He had a large black duffel bag. A green and black carry on size suilcase. The other was a black and gray carry on suitcase. 

He filed a claim with the airline in Hiati. The airline advised that they would replace his damaged bag and have already done so. They advised that they are not responsible for the contents of the bag 1f TSA opened the bag. 

I apologized and advised lhat I would refer lhe information to the CSM at MCO 10 make them aware. They would have lhe means to look into and address this. I advised that he can file a claim for reimbursement by completing a claim form. He 
indicated that he already has a claim form. 



11112/201 
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11112/201 
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PM 

11/12/201 
4 9 04 28 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name: 1h·,1R··, ~~--~-----~ 
Email Address: bi(61 
Phone Numberl--h""·,1°'R""·.,----.---~ 

Address:.,.(b.,..1,..(6~)------~ 
Zip code: 93101 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what 9round(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? na 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? yes 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
George Bush I nterconti nenta I Airport 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Cur,-ent Date/Time, 11/12/2014 5:31 :49 PM Airport, BUR - Burbank Bob Hope Airport Date/Time of Travel: 11/12/2014 2:15 PM Airline & Flight Number· Southwest 1546 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, Security screening TSA Employee: (If Known)· 

Comment. Due to sequins on my blouse I was told the female attendant needed to &quot:pat down my chest area&quot: and then she immediately proceeded to run her hands across the top and undersides of my breasts. This happened so quickly I 
couldn't even think to answer or request use of a wand instead. W h, I e I understand the intent of the security check I st, 11 /el t very persona 11 y violated and physically unco mfortab I e. I wo u Id request th at agents ask whether a wand would be preferred 
before touching me in a private area of my body. Additionally. if at all possible this should be done in private and not where other patrons could see her touching my breasts. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 

Passenger's Na;,;m=e..a;:'-----,--' 
Phone Number h··,1R··, 

Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller said he went through a TSA experience last week at JFK at the Southwest terminal on Nov. 6 and he said he sent us an email complaint and that he got a generic response and that we did not answer any of his questions. He said he wants to 
be reassured it wil not happen again and he asked what actions will be taken againsl the TSA agents and that they should be reprimanded and relrained. He said he only has Oflice~ame and lhe other Officer ran away when he asked for her 
name. He said it went into a sexual nature when he was patted down and he said it was Officer~ho did the patdown. He said he was told by a female Officer to take off his outer shirt and she said to him see what happens now. He said that 
Officerl(b )(6) ! 4-5 times kept putting gloves on and taking them off and he told the Officer he was ,n a rush for his flight. He said the Officer did the patdown and the Officer would squeeze his thighs and shoot his hands up his thigh quick and he said he 
thinks it was intentional. He said it was a sexual orientation and he has a medical issue and he said the Officer chuckled and he was in shock. He said he told the Officer to stop and the Officer told him this was normal practice. 

Res pons e: I advised h, m that we sent this info to the CS M at JFK today. I advised him that I wi 11 transfer him to another dept. he re in the off ce lo r further assistance. 



11112/201 
4 9:25:22 

PM 

Callers husband is on an Alaska flight. They fly back and forth to Caba St Lucas. Tonight he was pulled aside and searched thoroughly in Mexico. Then in LAX he was pulled aside for the same thing. He asked why this was done and the airline. She 
called the airline and they told her no, this is done by TSA. She said that this was embarrassing for her husband. They searched him head to toe and his baggage. She wants to know why. She said he has metal implants so he does usually get 
patdowns. 

I told her that if he had set off an alarm or anomaly of AIT then he would have to be patted down to clear them. 

The ··s" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
Nation's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. TSA does not discuss or release specifics about security screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Secunty 
Information (SSI). 

I told her that having this on his boarding pass does not mean that he has done anything wrong or that it will happen again. I told her that if he does see this again to allow extra time for screening. If it continues to happen you may consider looking at 
the Traveler Redress Inquiry Proqram at DHS.qov. 
Disability Description: Caller is blind and has a service dog. 

Response Details: If you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condItIon or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your d1sab1lity or medical condition, 
Federal regulations require that your complaint be put in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. 

Airport: LGA - Charlotte 
Airline: US Airways 
Time of Incident: -3:00pm 
Dale: 1111 14 

Terminal Gate:.,_C=-3=-7'-,,.,----------, 
Email Address""!(b~)-'-(6~·•-' ______ __. 

111131201 
4 1; 19, 17 TSA no longer uses hand-held metal deIecIors to resolve walk-through meIaI detector alarms. Instead, a TSO will conduct a slandard patdown of the passenger, which allows the TSO to screen for melallic and non-metallic prohibiled items. 

PM 
I advised the caller that I would forward this information to the Customer Support Manager (CSM) at LGA for review. 

Incident Details: Caller is blind and has a service animal that is a dog. Caller stated he flys frequently from LGA. Caller stated that Tuesday flying from there was a horrible time. Caller stated that they did not assist him with being blind, or having a 
service am m al. Cal I er stated that the re we re no wands. Cal I er stated that he was separated from his service am m al. Cal I er stated that they did not receive the proper security sere en i ng from L GA. Ca 11 er stated that his items went through the machine 
and him and his wife did not have line-of-sight of the items. Caller stated that the first lady taking ID s was upset because he did not have his ID out and his wife stated that he was blind. Caller stated that the woman rudely stated that she guesses that 
is a good excuse. Caller is very upset over the issue. Caller staled thal it is not so much of a complainl as a resolution process. Caller stated lhat he must travel from lhere often and would like for the issue to be corrected. Caller slated that the agents 
were not aware that hand detectors were not being used anymore. 

I recently returned from a trip from Turks & Cai cos, W hi I e checking in at the airport I eav i ng, I was random I y pi eked to have my checked I uggage looked through, No issues were found, 

Going through security, I was told that I would not be able to get my passport back unless I allowed security to go through my canyon bag. I am on a wheel chair and received a pat down as well. 

After giving the airline ticket agent my boarding pass and heading towards the exit door, I was told that they needed to go through my carry on and was given another pat down. Both were already done going through security. 

By this point, I was getting a little irritated. 

111131201 After going through customs in Charlotte, NC. We went through security. This time I was given the thorough pat down. He even ran is fingers around the inside of my pants. 

4 \,0~'31 After getting home, I unpacked my luggage and found two different Notices of Baggage Inspection. 

Is it normal to have that kind of inspection? This was all the same day, including two flights. Was it because I am in a wheelchair? 



11/13/201 
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PM 

I was departing from Newark airport yesterday afternoon around 2pm at Terminal A and the signage for TSA Pre Chk was not shown or available. There were several agents clustered at the entranceway and only one agent available to inspect all 
passengers for their id's and boarding passes, but only one line for all passengers. I asked for the Pre Chk line or Preferred Traveler and was told 'there is not one here"? I identified myself as Pre Chk and then was given a green card and upon 
asking whal it was for, was lold "I didn't have to take my shoes off' bul had to remove all my metal and computer ii ems like all other passengers. I waited in lhe line and followed instructions and showed by green card, but was pulled out of line after I 
went thru the scanner with no alarms going off and told I had to have a "pat down··_ The woman who told me to stand in a glassed in area. was abrupt and rude, when I simply asked why, she ignored me. I waited several minutes and tried to ask her 
ag am, and she ignored me. Fina 11 y I moved back towards her and asked her to p I ease cal I an agent which Ii na 11 y came. My be Io ngrngs were on the be It unattended for seve ra I minutes and I then had to retrieve them to fol low the other agent. The 
agent swabbed my hands and I stood there until I asked again ii I could proceed. she didn't answer, I waited longer and asked again. 

I asked for the Supervisor in charge and waited to speak to him, I met Agent !( b) ( 6 ! and asked him about why the re was no Pre C hk and following the approved system for known travelers ( which other airports do) also a bout the rudeness and 
unprofessionalism of his co-workers, he shrugged his shoulders and walked away. I lravel like many others, but don't think ii takes an effort to be polile, especially when someone speaks in a correct lone and is just looking for safe passage. I suggest 
you might want to review your procedures on attitude and professional etiquette, the Newark TSA Team needs to understand to be courteous and polite, doesn't cost more• 

Las Vegas. NV - Scottsdale, AZ - New Yori<, NY 

kbl(61 

/, 480.488.5666 

l(b)(61 
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Caller fi ew from Seattle to Al a ska on Nov. 11 and the lady patted her down and she put something on the pal ms of her hand. The caller asked what was it. She asked if every passenger have that done. She said they took her toothpaste and she stood 
in the AIT and asked ii that is an xray. She said she has had too many xrays and she asked why did they pick on her. She asked does each passenger have to go through screening and she said they did not tell her that she could refuse it and she 
said it was not necessary. She asked why donl they pick on lhe Arabs and she had nothing 10 do with 9-11. She said she is nol going to fiy anymore and she said she did not see the ail sign that said she could opt oul of it. She said she may get cancer 
now because of this xray screening and she said she should not be harassed like this. She declined her phone# and her last name. She said she does not have the Officers name and she did not talk to a Supervisor at the checkpoint. She said she 
was not given the choice to decline the xray screening. She asked how much radiation was it from the AIT. She asked does her 5 yr. old grandchild have to go through the ait machine. She asked why did she have to go through the ait. the patdown 
and the hand swabbing. 

COM PLAINT:CSM 
Claims Complaint 

Ai rpo rI: Seattle 
Airline:Alaska Air 
Flight Number:67 
Departure Time: 11-11-14 at 1 AO pm 
Arrival Airport and Time:Kelchikam at 4 pm 
Location:Security Checkpoint 
Term i na I: unknown 
Gate:N 6 
Contact lnformation:she declined her phone#. 

I advised her that I will refer this to the CSM at the airport. 

Response:The Transportation Security Adminislration (TSAJ has expanded lhe use of ETD technology in airports. In addition to the screening of carry-on and checked baggage, passengers may undergo screening of their hands using an ETD swab at 
the security checkpoint, the checkpoint queue, or at boarding areas. 

TSA has used this technology to screen passengers' hands since 2008. ETD swabbing is completely harmless to passengers. The swabs are made of fabric or paper and do not contain any chemicals. ETD screening does not require a new swab, 
unless it is torn, dirty, or unusable. If an individual would like to request a new sampling swab, lhey must notify the Transportalion Security Officer (TSO) at the time of screening. A TSO first swabs a passenger's hands or accessible property and then 
places the swab inside an ETD unit. The ETD unit analyzes the swab for the presence of residue from explosives. Any alarm generated by the ETD screening process requires the passenger to undergo additional screening. 

I advised her th at the AIT is xray sere en i ng and before she goes into the security checkpoint she can te 11 the Officer if she do es not want to have any xray screening, I advised her th at if she does not want the wt md or ait machine she can opt out of 
ii and have lhe patdown process insIead. I advised her thal there is a sign in front of the ait machine that she can opt oul. I advisd her that if the alarms were triggered or an anomaly detected I hen she would have to go through additional screening. 



From: !(b 1(6) 
Sent: Thursday, November 13, 2014 7:55 PM 
To: TSA-ContactCenter 
Subject LAX Bradley Terminal 

Attached you will find my complaint regarding recent travel 

Attachment 

111131201 To: Jahn S. Pistole Administrator TSA 
4 9:00:23 From !(b 1(6i I 

PM 
Date; November 11, 2014 

Dear Mr. Pistole, 

I am writing to you regarding a recent trip to Europe, My husband and I departed LAX on October 13, 2014 at 3:45 PM on British Airways flight 282 bound for Prague. Czech Republic via London Heathrow. 

We arrived at LAX at approximately 1 :00 PM to ensure ample time ta check our luggage and go through airport security. Upon checking our luggage. we were charged $45.00 per checked bag. a total of $90.00. As frequent travelers, we often pack 
our liquids in our checked bags instead of our carry-on bags and that was indeed the case for this trip. Said liquids are triple zip-locked to guard against leakage in transit. Our fi1ght was uneventful and we arnved at our final destination on time. I, 
however, suffered the traveler's worst nightmare and found that my luggage had not arrived in Prague. It was tracked down at London Heathrow and I was promised it would be on the next flight and that I should have it later that evening. It did, indeed 
arrive al our hotel al 11 :30 PM. 

Upon opening my luggage, I discovered there 1s now a new worst nightmare for travelers and that would be the ·random baggage inspection". What left my possession at LAX as neatly folded clothing arrived in Prague looking like a dirty laundry pile. 
My clothing had not only been returned to my suitcase haphazardly; it was also wet because the Ziploc bags that I had triple bagged had all been opened and the small travel bottles were scattered throughout my clothing, As expected, most had 
opened in transit and had leaked all over my clothing instead of inside lhe Ziploc bags. 



11/14/201 
4 

12:13:54 
PM 

Submitted on Friday. November 14. 2014 - 10:50 Submitted by anonymous user: ._l(b_._I(_6_) ___ ....,~ubm1tted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? Speech Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==I nd1v1d ua I Info== 
First Name rh··1rR·\ 

Lasl Name: b)(61 
Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 
Phone Numbe~(b)(61 I 
PO Box or Street Address:l(b 1(6) 
City: Atlanta ~---------~ 
State: Georgia 
Zip Code (Post Code): 30327 

Other ... :--------~ 
Emai~(b 1(6) 

==Incident lnlonmation== 
When did this happen? 11 14 2014 
Where did this happen? NEVADA - LAS - McCarran International 
What happened? I was harassed and unreasonably searched lo r 
purportedly having my middle finger extended more than my other 
fingers while going lhrough a body scan on a machine that should 
no longer be used by Tsa (these intrusive types of scans have 
been re placed by better machines). I was lo reed to do the body 
scan against my wishes instead of a pat down. During the scan the 
agenl claimed I was giving the middle finger while holding my 
arms up for the scan. He was harassing and abusive. Even if I was 
using a m idd I e finger it is protected under Ire e speech by the 
Constitution. This has been d ete nm i ned in the courts many ti mes. 
He then searched me despite my objeclion to have someone else 
search me. He continued ta I king to me in an argumentative and 

Caller is in a wheelchair and travels a lot. Caller 901 PreCheck through random seleclion. Caller always has a companion and the companion does not get the random PreCheck. Caller was annoyed that she was told by a TSO she had 10 go through 
the regular line with her companion and that she had a patdown. Caller wanted to know why she had to go through the regular line instead of going through the PreCheck line. Caller is interested in Trusted Traveler. 

Response: 

If T SA determines a passenger is e Ii g i ble for expedited screening, information is embedded in the ba read e or the T SA Pree heck I og o may appear on his or her boa rd i ng pass. When T SA scans the ba rcode at the security checkpoint, the passenger 
may be referred to a TSA PreCheck lane. 

111141201 
4 1: 14,07 Please keep in mind that TSA will always incorpora1e random and unpredictable securily measures lhroughout the airport, and no individual will be guaranleed expedited screening. 

PM 
Because the complaint concerns security s c reenrng at a specific airport. we have lo rwarded a copy of this to the Custa mer Service Manager IC SM) at that location. 

Airporl: DCA 
Airline: Delta 
Flight: NA 
Date and Time: 11 13 2014 at 2:00. flight was at 3:45 
gate and terminal: N,,A,..,.....,..,... __________________ ~ 
Contact information:,.(b"-· ... I(-'-6'-) __________________ __. 



11/14/201 
4 2:04:56 

PM 

Submitted on Friday, November 14. 2014 - 13: 16 Submitted by anonymous user:~kb_)~(_6_1 ---~~ubm,tted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? 

Gender Sex 
- Profiling 
- U nreaso na bl e Search Seizure 

Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 
==I nd1v1d ua I Info== 

Primary Phone: Home Phone 
Phone Numberl1h·11r;··, I 
PO Box or Street Add res sf b 1(61 
City: Jeffersonville ._-'--~------' 

State: Indiana 
Zip Code (Post Code): 47130 

Otherc..,...,.....,..,..---------, 
Emailt b 1(6) 

==Incident lnfonmation== 
When did this happen? 11 04 2014 
Where did this happen? KENTUCKY - $OF - Louisville 
International 
What happened? 
My family and I (2 children and 2 parents) were 1raveling 10 
Florida for vacation a co up I e wee ks ago. We ve flown with baby 
food, formula. milk. etc tons of times and never had the TSA give 
us a hard tirne. Actually. they have always been pleasant and 
helpful when I ve traveled with my family. This time, they 
decided that I had more food than my baby needed and wanted to 



11/14/201 
4 3:37:55 

PM 

The caller flew from DEN to GRR. and she had a ternble experience dunng the screening procedures. She asked to opt out of the AIT. and the TSO (a male officer in his late forties or fifi1es with grey hair) sent her belongings and duffel bag through the 
x-ray machine. After waiting for a lengthy period of time, she asked the TSO if there was a problem. He replied that if she was going to act like a criminal then she would be treated like a criminal. He also told her that she was not allowed to see her 
belongings. She informed him thal the situation made her feel uncomfortable, as her ilems were out of her view. He told her thal she was acling like a criminal, and that she had no righls. She persisted in asking him to ensure lhat her belongings 
were safe from theft, and he finally radioed another male TSO. 

The second officer (a young, African American male) brought her luggage to her, and apologized regarding the behavior of the previous agent. However, the first TSO said that since the items were moved, they had to be rescreened. After receiving 
the paldown, she requested a supervisor. A male supervisory TSO (a male in his mid lhirtiesJ walked over to the area, and informed her thal he would lalk 10 lhe rude TSO. However, he said that ii was pointless to file a complaint, and ii may resull in 
her being flagged by TSA during future travel. After speaking with her husband, she decided to contact the TCC to file the complaint. However. she was worried that the TSA would flag her for complaining. The caller wanted to reiterate that only the 
Ii rst TSO and the supervisor were rude or disrespectful . and the other off ce rs involved were very polite and professi o na I. 

After arriving to her home, the caller found I hat her leather luggage strap had been cul in three differenl areas, and she wanted 10 file a claim form. 

Flight Information: 

Date and Time of Flight: October 9, 2014; Around 10:30 AM. 
Departure Airport: DEN 
Airline: United Airlines 
Flight Number: Not Provided. 
Terminal and Gate Number: Bridge A 
Time of Incident: Between 8:30 and 9:30 AM. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

TS A see ks to provide a high level of security and custom er service to a 11 passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every person and item must be sere ened before entering the secured a re a, and the way the screening is conducted is 
important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

TSA regrets thal you found ilems missing and or damaged from your carry-on luggage. TSA is required by law to screen all property, including carry-on baggage, that is broughl onboard commercial passenger aircraft. To ensure the security of the 
traveling public, it is sometimes necessary for TSOs to conduct hand inspections of carry-on bags. TSOs receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great care during the screening process so 



She indicated that she had a negative of experience at a checkpoint at EWR in November. She was treated like a criminal due to a machine that malfunctioned. She would like to speak with someone to ensure that this doesn t happen again. She 
relu sed to provide her persona I info rma ti on as she is co ncemed about retaliation, 

She opted for a patdown rather to pass through AIT to a void rad1ati on. After the paid own. she was advised th at a supervisor wou Id have to conduct a patdown. The caller indicated that that the re was an anoma I y. She had to wait for th, rty minutes for the 
supervisor. She offered to go into a private room to remove her clothes to be screened. TSOs advised that they could not accommodate that. She offered to go through AIT but was advised by a TSO that she could not as she had already opted out of 
screening. 

Her husband tned to a pp roach her to speak with her wh i I e she was in a separate room. The TSO would not al low her husband to come near hear as 1/ he touched her if he wou Id have to receive a patdown. She exp I a i ned th at her husband wears a 
hearing aide and is deaf and would need to move closer to her. 

She indicated to a female TSO that she believes that the machine that TSOs use to test their gloves was broken and asked questions about the machine. The TSO stated rudely that she was asking too many questions. 

The caller feels that she was treated rudely and like a common criminal. She stated that the TSOs were abusive although would not elaborate. 

111151201 She asked if being a Global Entry would effect screening in the US. She asked what is the AIT screening. 
4 9:47:53 

AM 
She asked what type of follow up would be occur, the name of the CSM, who was the head ofTSA and for a contact number or address for them, ii Mr. Pistole has a secretary sunder him that handles customer service complaints. and who to call with 
such complaints. 

AIT screening is safe lo r a 11 passengers and the technology meets n ati o na I h ea I th and safety standards. The Food and Drug Administration. the Nation al Institute for Standards and Technology. and the Johns Hopkins Un ivers,ty App Ii ed Physics 
Laboratory ind e pe nde ntl y evaluated the AIT machines and have al I affirmed their safety, In fa ct, a passenger is exposed to I e ss radiation from one A IT scan than from two minutes being on boa rd a comm ere i al aircraft at flight a It it ude. The extremely low 
dose of radialion from the entire spectrum of TSA screening 1echnology is inconsequential, even to frequent Flyers who undergo repeated screening. 

I advised th at once a passenger opts out of a s c reem ng technology to receive a paid own, they can not opt to go through screening at a I ater ti me. Th at is a standard screening procedure. 

I apologized in regard to the fact that she fell thal she was treated disrespectfully and inappropriately. 

I advised that I can refer the information to the CSM at EW R to make them aware. They would have the means to look into and address this. however without her contact information she would not be able to receive any type of follow up. The CSM acts 
as a liaison between passengers and TSA. I advised that she would not be retaliated against for making a complaint. 

I advised that John Pistole is the administrator and provided his mailing address. I advised that the address is the only referral that we have. I advised that I m sure that Mr. Pistole has secretaries and Administrative Assistants, however we don t have 
To whom it may concern, 

I have traveled my entire I ife and never had issues with security checkpoints. I am 20 weeks pregnant and have chosen when I trave I to opt out. 

I have experience the pat down a least a dozen limes since becoming pregnant and undersland ii is my legal and personal rig hi to chose 10 do so. Never have I had an issue until today. 

Traveling through Austin. TX airport CP2 the TSA agent !(b )(6) fas the rudest person I have ever encountered. I informed him as I stood in line that I was a female opt out he said ok in a very sarcastic tone. 

I was not bothered until I had my ii ems on the bell, he told me 10 stop aside and informed me of my rights and asked me if I still chose 10 opl out, I proceeded to answer yes, he in turn said 10 me, "ma'am that is your choice but if your doctor is telling 

111151201 you to stay away from that (signaling towards body scanner) then you should double think those precious ultra sounds of your baby you get." Told me to stand aside and wait in a very harsh and rude tone. 

4 5:13:14 
p M I know that pregnancy has made me ho rmo na I but never have I had someone be so rude and make me fee I so violated, I have read up and u nders ta nd the body scanners a re FDA a pp roved but this is my Ii rst baby and I want to be extra cautious and it 

is my legal right 10 have an opt out, from my underslanding your agents are not supposed 10 1ry and sway my opinion and cerlainly not in such a manner. 

Maybe nothing will come of this email but I cried for 20 minutes after experiencing that, traveling while pregnant is hard enough physically and I did not need that emotional aspect to ruin my flight. 

Thank you in advance for your time. 

kbl(61 

Please excuse any typos as this was sent from my iPhone. 



Caller said she was repeatedly screened and told she was on a watch list in Denver and that she had a terrible experience at Cancun, Mexico and Denver, CO. She asked why is she on a watch 11st and said she had a full patdown done. She asked 1f 
she can send them a copy of her ID instead of the original. She said it was awful and violating and she served in the Military and does not want to fly because of this. She said she will apply online and send an email to them to see ii she can send a 
copy not an original ID. 

Response:The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single poinl of con1ac1 for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during lheir 1ravel while 
screening at transportation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
• Traveler's belief that they are on a government watch list. 
• Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding. or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 
• Diflicully printing a boarding pass at home or at lhe kiosk. 

DH S TRIP is pa rt of an effort by the U.S. Departments of State and Home I and Security to we I come I eg i ti mate travelers wh i I e securing our country from those who want to do us ha rm. 

111151201 
4 6,29,15 For those who encounler misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevent watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for OHS redress online. Travelers may also apply lhrough e-mail or U.S. 

Mail by completing the attached Traveler Inquiry Form, signing the document, and returning the original with at least one unexpired, photograph-bearing, Government-issued travel document (e.g., driver's license or unexpired passport) to 
Trip@dhs.gov 

PM 

OHS components will review lhe request and share inforrnalion with other agencies to address lhe issues identified in the TRIP applicalion. TSA's Secure Flight uses the results of lhe redress process in its walch list rnalching process to help prevent 
future delays for misidentified passengers. However. because airline procedures for screening passengers against Federal watch lists vary. individuals may still be required to check in for flights at the airlines ticket counter. 

When an individual applies for redress, OHS TRIP will assign a record identifier or Redress Control Number (RCN). DHS TRIP will inform redress applicants in writing when the DHS review of an inquiry is complete. Reviews of requests for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. 

After the complaint is resolved. DH S TRIP recommends th at !rave I e rs pro vi de this R CN when making reservations or updating thei r !rave I er profile with an a i rt i ne. This info wi 11 assist sec u nty technologies to help prevent m1s1d e ntifi cation from o ccu rri ng 
due to the similarity of a traveler's name and personal information to another person in systems that contain infonnation from Federal, State, local, and foreign sources. 

I advised her to send in supporting docs and I advised her that TSA does not have a watch list. 

I Ju st came through sea tac airport, at the north security check on Sunday. November 16, 2014 at 1 0 :00. I opted out of the automated s c reem ng. Shocking I y. I was at the airport because I had a flight to catch. so I was a I 1111 e annoyed th at it took an 
excruciatingly long time to find a female to "assist". 

The woman who eventually made her way over took me to the side to pat down. As she began going through the script, I asked that she speed up because I have heard it hundreds of times and I was in a hurry. She stopped and started over. I was 
amazed. Yes. I know could you please hurry up. She stopped and started telling me why she had to start over. Again. Three times. Four times. I was delighted when she called over a supervisor because I was growing increasingly concerned that our 

111161201 nation's safety was in the hands of people who apparently don't understand English. 

4 5 i ~; OB The su pe rvi sor's quote to me: ··when you say speed up, we s I ow down." 

Is this your official policy? As though we are made safer by speaking more slowly when your tax paying American public is just trying to catch a flight? 

I look forward to your response. 

Sent from my iPhone 



11/17/201 
4 8:27:03 

AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name._l'-'h-'i·I1;,R'-'··,,.....,.,-__ ....... _____ __, 
Email Address (b)(6I Phone Number"'kb"-1 ... (6"") __ __, 
Address b 1(6) Chicago, IL, USA 
Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? Yes 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Chicago o 

Caller said she wants 10 file a complainl because she was discriminated against as a Transgender Woman. 
She was taken aside for additional screening and she thought the screening was complete so she she started to collect her things somone touched her which she felt was inappropriate without warning. 
She was not given the choice of TSO Gender to pat her down and a male TSO perfo nmed her Paid own and she fee Is vi o I ated because she has breasts and was touched by a man. 
Caller said she has breasts and the body of a female and was dressed as such but she did conlinm her drivers license says male. 
Caller fiew 11-16-14 from LaGuadia around 5:30 PM on American Airline. 
Caller said if something is not done about it there will be a lawsuit. 

11/17/201 RESPONSE: 
4 

10:42:55 Asked probing questions on what does her drivers license state. (Caller confirmed Male) 
AM I asked if she was dressed as female. (Caller confirmed she was and that she has breasts. 

Told I needed to ask those questions to help determine if it could be TSO Rudeness and assist with that. 

Discrimination complaints are required to be in writing. 
You wi 11 receive a packet about how to m ave forward. 



Disability Description: Caller has metal implants. 

Response Details: Caller states she has 2 purple advent church candles and would like to know if she can cJrry them in carry on for GSO airport on her way back. 

Advised caller: 
Apologized for the inconvenience. 
Will forward to CSM 
Airport: 0 rla ndo Sanford 
Airline: Allegiant Airline 
Flight Number: 706 
Dale Time of incident: November 14, 2014 
Departure Time: 1:17pm 
Arrival Time: 2:52pm 
Spec iii c Location (Te rm i na I-G ate): gate 6 

11/17/201 Individuals Con1ac1 lnformalion (phone number-emai1Jkb)(6) 
4 ~-------------~ 

11:31:14 
AM Advised ca Iler: 

111171201 
4 

12:19:01 
PM 

Search Results For: 

candles 

Ch eek or Carry-on 
http: apps.tsa.dhs.gov mytsa c1b_results.aspx?src=tsawebs1te 

Incident Details: Caller went through checkpoint on November 14th from SFB to GSO and at SFB she told!(b)(6!(TSO) at the screening checkri_nt Tat she had metal implants and wanted to go through the metal detector but she was told by!(b':1(6 !that 
she didn t get to choose and waited 15 minu1es for a supervisor and then was told to go to the AIT and was subject to a paldown. Caller states b )(6 has a very long last name. Caller would like to know how 10 avoid this happening again. 

Disability Description: Caller is a cancer palient and has had a double mastectomy. She says thal she has broken her foot in the past and is currently learning how to walk on it again, so she has 10 use a cane. 

Response Details: I probed her asking her multiple questions to find out if there was something that caused the additional screening or if 11 truly was random selection. I did explain during this process that sometimes mastectomy scars can be detected 
with AIT; however. if she went through a WTM D this would n t have done it, 

TSOs can choose passengers at random to receive additional screening, so it may just be unfortunate that she has been the one selected an these last few flights. I will forward this aver to the CSM for their review since it has happened three times in a 
row and she has the other related comp I am ts. 

For her failure to accommodale complaint, I will forward I hat 10 our disability and multicultural depar1ment to lei them know aboul this. Also, I will forward her some instruclions on filing a formal wri1ten complaint regarding the failure to accommodale. 

Sent email. 

lncidenl Details: Caller has PreCheck and it is showing up consistently, but she is also gelling chosen for random screening while in lhe PreCheck line. She says that today made lhe third time, but today it took much longer. She says thal today they 
detained her for a half an hour. She says that she has never been put through so much screening. They kept telling her that she wasn t doing anything wrong. Each time this happens they tell her that she was just randomly selected. She had a patdown 
ETD and her shoes were swab bed. She says that they just continued to do it over and over, which 1s why it took so long. They d idn t do any add1t1ona I screening on her bags though. She says that she is a cancer patient and has had a double 
mastectomy, She says that she has no i nte ma I implants, does not wear any pro st h esi s, or bring any I iqu id medical ions or anything, She says the re was no a I a rm with the machine or anything , She says that she broke her foot in the pa st and is currently 
learning how to walk on it again. 

She says that she told them she needed her cane and they wouldn t let her have it. She had to stand the entire time on the previously broken foot that she 1s still trying to relearn to use. She says that this was a failure to accommodate. She says that 
they were also training someone on her, so that caused it to take longer. She says that she doesn t mind someone training on her; however. it caused her to almost miss her flight today because once finished, she still had to get to her gate. Since she 
uses a cane and has a bad foot she walks slowly. 

Airport: DAL 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number: 2768 
Date and Time: 11 17 14 6:20 a.m. 
Time through screening: 4:30 a.m. 



11/17/201 
4 

12:56:48 
PM 

Caller wanted to file a complaint about her s c reem ng in LAX. She went through the che c kpomt on 11 16 2014 at 1 : 3 0 pm She has a pacemaker. She was given a patdown. She said that it was not Ii ke other patdown s that she has received. She 
said that she was touched so much that people walking by stopped and covered their children s faces. She said that it was degrading. She said that her private areas were touched, She stated that a black woman gave her the patdown. She did not 
get the name of the TSO. 

I gave the following information: The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide the highest level of security and customer service to all who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring 
th at al I passengers, reg a rd I ess of their persona I s i I uations and needs, are I re ated with resp eel and courtesy. Every person and i I em mu st be screened be fore entering I he secured area, and I he manner in which the screening is conducted is important. 
All Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) are required to be considerate and thoughtful. and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 
A TSO of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdown search: however, passengers may need to wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. As the screening is being conducted, the TSO will be describing the procedures 
he or she is using, The passenger should inform TSOs of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown. or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. TSOs are required to use the back of the hand to 
patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas, TSOs are required to use the front of the hand. At any lime during the screening process, passengers may requesl a private screening. 
TSOs should also offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the private screening after the companion clears 
screening. Passengers who refuse screening in both the pu bl ,c and private areas wi 11 not be perm i tied to enter the secured area. 

I advised her that I would forward her complaint to the CSM at LAX for review. 

Caller wants to speak to the head of TSA in JFK. He has been leaving messages to them and he has not heard back. He states his wife was groped and assaulted during screening. He requested to speak to a supervisor. 

Advised caller that we could give him the number to the CSM and the email. We could forward his complaint to the CSM as well. 

[b 1(6) look the call. 
The caller staled he was sexually groped in a violenl manner al JFK by Tsofh··,1rrd bul he did nol get lhe officers firsl name. He slated he has been 1rying to contact the CSM at JFK for days now, bul no one will answer or re1urn his calls. 
he was going to file a police report and have TSO~rrested for molesting him. He stated he wanted the full name of the officer so he could file the report. He stated he would periorm a citizens arrest on the TSO if no one responds. 11117/201 

4 2:15:56 
PM Advised ca Iler si nee he has not been able to speak to the CSM, I could forward his complaint to another department so they cou Id get back in touch with him. 

Date and time: November 6 around 8:20-8:40 a.m. 
The officers last name wa~ but he did not get the first name. 

Caller wants to speak to the head of TSA in JFK. He has been leaving messages to them and he has not heard back. He states his wife was groped and assaulted during screening. He requested to speak to a supervisor. 

Advised caller that we could give him the number to the CSM and the email. We could forward his complaint to the CSM as well. 

He Slated 

f b 1(6) I took the call. 
I he caller staled he was sexually groped in a violenl manner al JFK by TSO !(b··1(ffl !bul he did not get lhe officers firsl name. He slated he has been 1rying to contact the CSM at JFK for days now, bul no one will answer or re1urn his calls. He slated 

111171201 he was going to file a police report and have TSct::iill:filJarrested for molesting him. He stated he wanted the full name of the officer so he could file the report. He stated he would periorm a citizens arrest on the TSO if no one responds. 
4 2:15:56 

PM Advised ca Iler si nee he has not been able to speak to the CSM, I could forward his complaint to another department so they cou Id get back in touch with him. 

Date and time: November 6 around 8:20-8:40 a.m. 
The officers last name was!(b·:1(6)! but he did not get the first name. 



Alohakb)(61 

I am so sorry for lhe treatment you received when going through one of lhe federal TSA check poinls. I'm going to forward your email to the members of Hawaii's Congressional delegation to ask for their assistance in reclifying this lack of compassion 
so that it doesn't happen again. 

Best wishes to you and your family. 

kb)(61 

Senator Rosalyn H. Baker 

Chair, Senate Committee on Commerce and Consumer Protection 

111171201 6th District -- South and West Maui 
4 4:20:09 

PM kb)(61 !(voice) 

808-586-6071 (fax) 

www.capitol.hawaii.gov 

Fro~(b)(ff1 
Sent Monday November 17 2014 6:26 AM 
Tof b 1(6) ! Rep. Kaniela Ing; Sen. Roz Bakerl~(b_·•~1(6_-_I -------~!DLIR.HCRC .IN FOR@hawaii.gov; TSA-ContactCenter@tsa.dhs.gov 
Subj eel: How belier to help a dis a bled chi Id I hroug h the TSA airport check point 



11/17/201 
4 6:13:4g 

PM 

11118/201 
4 8:20:56 

AM 

November 17, 2014 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am putting into writing a formal complaint about a TSA Agent I encountered when passing through the Seattle Tacoma Airport, ready for a flight back to Denver, CO. I am a disabled passenger, wheelchair bound. which means that they do not let me 
pass through the x-ray machine. Instead, I am afforded the lucky opportunity of a 'female pat down·. I unfortunately was so upset after this encounter that I failed to get the TSA Agent's name. But regardless, I am filing this compliant because your 
procedures are walking I he thin Ii ne of di scrim i nation aga i nsl the dis a bled. 

I questioned a comment made to me by the T SA Agent that I would need to I ,fl my shirt in order lo r her to fee I around the top of my pants. I indicated th at I have never been asked to do this before and not m any other airport I have been in. I did 
however a 11 ow her to proceed with the process, When she started Ii fti ng my shirt. I indicated to her that I le It this was quite intrusive and very u n comfo rtab I e, She then asked a Supervisor to come aver, I did not ask for a superior nor did I indicate to 
her that she should slop the process. I simply indicated that it was intrusive and uncomfortable. When the Supervisor came over, I was crying. She put one hand on her hip and the other on the desk nearby and said to me 'What is the problem?" I 
said the same thing to her, that this was extremely intrusive and uncomfortable and I wondered how she would feel if it were being done to her, each and every time. She then informed me that if I continued to be 'verbally abuse and aggressive, and 
th at if I contm ued to escalate the situation, she wo u Id simply stop the sere en i ng and now al low me to boa rd. Now I wo u Id Ii ke to know how making a statement that the process is mtrusi ve and u n comfo rtab I e borders on agg re ss,ve and ve rll ally 
abusive? I would also like to know if this particular TSA Agent knows the true meaning of those words. It does not appear so. It was threatening and uncalled for. NOTHING I said. nor any behavior that I displayed rise to that level of escalation AT 
ALL. I urge you to play back your airport video because nothing on I hat 1ape will show any crazy or escalated behavior. I did nol raise my voice or making any urgings 10 escalate the situalion. I did not ask the Supervisor 10 come over at all. The 
'charge' words used by this Supervisor were completely uncalled for and completely inappropriate. given the circumstances. I believe she is used to dealing with thugs and thought it would be OK to put me in the same category, because I challenged 
her on an issue. I have a right to make a statement and have an emotion. reg a rd I ess of the airport. 

I asked lhe other TSA Agent to continue the process so that I could indeed get out of this airport and board the plane I needed to board. Before I left that area however, I asked to speak to another Supervisor (a male Supervisor). This Supervisor was 
very nice and very professional, very unlike the first one I dealt with. I explained the situation to him and he apologized. 

Here is my point: 

I understand the point of checking people before they board a plane. I don't need it explained to me as they commonly like to do - I get it. 
I understand the importance of ensuring safety for everyone's sake. I don't need it explained to me as they commonly like to do - I get it. 
I routinely I ravel and am aware of what lhe ·general' prolocols around safely - I get ii. 
I KNOW the protocols for the physical pat down are not the same in every airport and with all TSA affiliates. 
I DO NOT understand how in this day and age. we cannot come up with a better method for checking those who cannot go through the x-ray machine, other than placing one's hands on another's physical person. 
I DO NOT understand why you all think you are treating everyone fairly. 9g% of the people who walk through any given airport on any given day are not subjected to having a stranger physically touch them. This is done each and every time I fly. 
That is not treating everyone lhe same way. The only consistency here is thal it is done to me each and every time. 
I DO NOT understand why you all think that as a disabled person. you are not violating my constitutional rights. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:~!(b_.~1(_6~) --~ 
Date Time: 11117/2014 11 :30:57 PM 

······················----------------····························· 

Nam~bi(6i 
Email b1(6) 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):LAX United terminal T7 checkpoint. 
Comments: I am a commercia I Flight Escort Nurse and I carry a mu It it ude of medical equipment, medications. inc I ud i ng one 2 50 m I bag of IV II ui d s Double wrapped at factory. I also have a I etter from our med i ca I di rector to TS A a ut hori zing me to 
carry these items. I usually go lhru TSA security at least 6•8 times weekly, and I possess a TSA pre check number. I must say the screeners pick up this bag aboul 1 out of 10 times, and each time it is found they swab ii and allow me 10 continue. 
Today 11/17/2014 at approximately 0730 AM at United terminal in LAX the screener was able to detect it and what followed is what I am complaining about. After the screener removed it I explained what it was and offered my medical directors letter, 
But he said I needed to be searched. I objected and I asked for a supervisor. The supervisor STSOkb::,(6) !came into the picture I pleaded my case offered my letter. explained how 11 was managed in the past however, he said I was carrying 
contraband and I needed a pat down or I wo u Id suffer the consequences, Need I ess to say I permitted a pat down, it was a hum i Ii ati ng experience having to take my be It and jacket off and undergo this pat down in front of other passengers, ( I rea 11 y don't 
appreciate anyone touching my bullocks and crotch, especially in public) Why lhe pat down? if this was a dangerous liquid what does it have to do with a pat down, and allow me 10 keep a dangerous liquid, why nol search the rest of mu luggage? 
There is no consistency. in the past I have even went thru security with a portable oxygen concentrator with 5 lithium batteries and chargers. and the unit was not even swabbed.I believe!lh··,irr1 ras intimidating to me and went out of his way to 
make this as unpleasant as possible. I noticed there were many cameras and I ask you to review the video.I await your reply. 



Caller would like to get in touch with TSA at SMF. Her step daughter is 15 and Is traveling alone today. There was a discrepancy between the name on her boarding pass and the name on her ID. TSOs pulled her to the side for a patdown. The caller 
explained that only male TSOs were present. Her step daughter refused the patdown screening indicating that if she was going to receive a patdown it would have to be by a female TSO. The male TSOs began to harass her by asking if she thought 
that they were going to touch her inappropriately. A supervisor was called. 

111181201 She was traveling on non rev ticket to PHX. Her mother Is a fi1ght attendant. 

4 8 3445 
AM The caller believes that the siluation could have been handled differently and that as she was traveling alone, TSA should have asked if there was a parent that they could call. She wants to ensure that her slep daughter boards lhe flight with no more 

11/18/201 
4 7 29 53 

PM 

issue. The caller did not know for certain if her step daughter had cleared screening. 

I advised th at I co u Id take the comp I a int and that she would need to contact the airline to ensure that she boarded the flight, The cal I er continued her request to ensure that the re would be no mo re issue. 

I provided the contact number for the CSM at SMF at 916-83~ 
Caller: Caller states he fiew Delta last Friday out of LAX and was in precheck and was pulled out and screened. Caller states he wears an external insulin pump and has went through the process numerous times. This time he had a really bad 
experience. Caller slates he also had something laken and not returned. Caller slates normally, because he wears the pump, he goes through lhe screener they swab his hands but this time he noticed the guy did something he has never saw before. 
Caller states the officer put the swab in the machine first then swabbed his hands and it triggered an alarm. Caller states a guy came over to search him and his wife did not get an answer when she asked why were they searching him. Caller states 
they took him into a room and they explained what they were going to do. Caller states he did not receive an answer when he asked the officer why they were doing the search. Caller states they asked when was his fi1ght and informed him that he 
would not miss his flight but took 30 minutes from being very slow and methodical and explaining every thing the officer was going to do. Caller states there was also another man in the room that was checking his belongings. Caller states he asked 
again why I hey were doing this and they did not respond. Caller stales his wife was outside and they would not let her come in the room wilh him. Caller slates he was informed to take off his shoes so he could patdown lhe botlom of his feel and had 
to screen the shoes. Caller asked him to remove his wallet to be screened and he went with the officer to watch this because he did not trust him. Caller states the only thing they did not put in his bag was his computer and they allowed him to place it 
back into the bag h, m self to prevent 11 from being damaged. Cal I er states he is now missing his bag with his insulin pump and insulin dIsp ense r a long with n aso n ex spray and metam u eel i ns1d e. Caller states when he got to the mate I he dis covered it 
was missing. Caller states that when they first informed him he needed to be searched a supervisor came over to make sure their was no threat and informed his wife that their was no threat and then he took off. Caller states he was informed that his 
wife could have wenl inlo lhe room with him but they would nol allow her to enter the room. Caller states he feels they did nol do what they were supposed to do and did not give him back something thal was very importanl to him and I heir attitudes 
were very condescending. Caller states he informed officers of the presence of the pump when he was going through the machine. Caller states he did not feel that this was because of his medical condition. Caller states he felt they were 
ave rzea lous and i nte nti on ally took as much time as they possibly co u Id. Caller feels th at they did not p I ace his medical items back into the baggage i ntent,ona 11 y. Ca 11 er asked why can t ofli cers look at a person and see that they are not a threat as he 
is a 60 year old man that can not do very much harm. Caller asked if their was anything he can do to prevent this from happening again. Caller states that every airport has its own methods of things and asking why. 

Res pons e: Informed ca 11 er th at we can not assume that someone is a terro nst. Informed cal I er that terrorism does not have a face and we can not p ro/1 I e. Informed ca 11 er that I would ema i I h, m a c I a, m lo rm and cover s heel and lo rwa rd this information 
to the CSM at LAX. Informed caller the swab test is actually ETD sampling and if you test positive for this test you will have to go through seconday screening in order to resolve it. Informed caller that this test is so sensitive that its possible he could 
have touched a door knob or a faucet that had residue and caused him to test positive. Informed caller thal all items are at the officers discretion and if lhey feel the item can endanger lhe flight they will not allow it 10 board the flight. Informed caller 
that TSA strives to obtain consistency with screening procedures at airports but their are so many variables that it is very difficult and officers have to modify procedures to accomodate. Informed caller to contact lost and found at LAX to ensure his 
items were not in lost and lo und and provided ca 11 er with the number: 

Los Ange I es I nl ernationa I Airport 
310-242-9073 

Airport- LAX 
Airline- Delta 
Flight number- 307 
Date and time of incident- 11-14-2014 5:30 am 
Baggage and tag numbers- Not Provided Carry on 
Description of baggage- Glucose dispensers and insulin pump in a clear gallon plaslic bag along with some other medicalions 
Was there and NOi- Not provided (Carry on) 
Anything on NO I- Not provided 



11/19/201 
4 4:29:32 

PM 

11/19/201 
4 4 5948 

PM 

Caller was flying from NC to SAN recently and had to go through add i ti o na I screening again. Caller Is constantly needing to go through secondary sere en i ng and thin ks he is on a govemme nt watch Ii st. Ca 11 er is also se emg SSSS constantly on his 
boarding pass and is wanting to know if there is a way it can be fixed, 

Response: 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
an anomaly di scavered. 

The "S" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Security Administration (TSA) security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
Nalion's air Iransportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
transportation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
• Traveler's belief thal they are on a government watch lisl. 
• Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 
• Difficulty pnnting a boarding pass at home or at the kiosk. 

OHS TRIP is part of an efforl by the U.S. Departments of State and Homeland Security to welcome legitimaIe Iravelers while securing our counlry from those who want to do us harm. 

For those who encounter misidentification. the D HS T rave I er Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) he I ps prevent watch I 1st name confusion. or misidentification. Travelers may a pp I y for D HS redress o nl me at htlps: trip. d h s. gov . T rave I e rs may also apply 
through e-mail or U.S. Mail by completing the attached Traveler Inquiry Form, signing the document, and returning the original with at least one unexpired, photograph-bearing, Government-issued travel document (e.g., driver's license or unexpired 
passport) to Trip@dhs.gov or mailing. 

OHS components will review the request and share information with other agencies to address the issues identified in the TRIP application. TSA's Secure Flight uses the result.s of the redress process in ,ts watch list matching process to help prevent 
future delays for misidentified passengers. However, because airline procedures for screening passengers against Federal watch lists vary. individuals may still be required to check in for flights at the airlines ticket counter. 

When an individual applies for redress, OHS TRIP will assign a record identifier or Redress Control Number (RCN). OHS TRIP will inform redress applicants in writing when the OHS review of an inquiry is complete. Reviews of requests for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. Applicants may check the status of mquines at https: trip.dhs.gov status.him by entering the RCN. Travelers who wish to check the status of an inquiry, but do not have their RCN. may contact OHS TRIP by e-mail 
or by mail. 

Alier the complaint is resolved. OHS TRIP recommends that travelers provide this RCN when making reservations or updating their traveler profile with an airline. This info will assist security technologies to help prevent misidentification from occurring 

Caller submitled a concern for her flight over lhe weekend from DEN. She said it was about traveling with ice packs for a breasl feeding mother. She said her ice packs were not frozen and lhey made her throw them away al the checkpoint. She said 
she did declare them to the female TSO. She said the TSO told her that if they are not frozen they must be thrown away. She said she went through the screening and was cleared. She said she asked for the Supervisor and the Supervisor told her 
th at she wou Id have to have some add iii on al sere en i ng and she would have to have a p atdown but sti 11 wou Id not be a 11 owed to take the ice packs s i nee they were not frozen. ALSO: She asked if she cou Id get reimbursed for those items. She said 
she filed a complaint already but no one has contacted her. She requests that someone contact her. Caller gave her email as: !rh··,1rr1 I 
RESPONSE: TSA has developed standard screening practices for all of our Nation s airports, and passengers can expect essentially the same procedures. While the procedures are the same everywhere, the interpretation of those procedures results 
in some s Ii g ht variations from airport to airport and situation to situation. Addi ti o na 11 y, some e I ement of unce rtamty and randomness in security ope rations is necessary to dIsru pt terrorist planning and attempted attacks. T SA works ha rd to a chi eve 
consistency in the security training process. We inspect screening operations at airports and continue to man itor the numb er and nature of complaints we receive from the traveling pub Ii c to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require 
special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prom pl. corrective aclion whenever we determine that security screening policies need modification or specific employees are the subject of repeated complaints. 

ALSO: Advised caller I will be sending your information as a complaint to the CSM at the Airport and request you be contacted. Thank you for calling to let us know about the incident. You can file a claim to seek reimbursement for the gel packs. You 
can find the claim form on our website at Isa.gov. Search Claims Process or Claim Form. 
Dale and Time of Flight: Nov 15th, 2014 At Security around 9:00 a.m. 
Gate or Terminal: Main Security Checkpoint 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number: 2211 
Airpor1- DEN to ROI I 
Emaid(b 1(6) 

!(bH61 rraveler number is kb1(6i p-sa pre check not on boarding pass today. Alaska airlines fiight 120 630 anchorage to Phoenix. Had 10 have a full pat down. What is advantage of tsa pre check? Why does ii 
not say pre check on my ticket! I purchased it far medical reasons and convenience. 

111191201 My email isj:b)(61 I 
4 6:04:23 !(b i(6i ! 

PM 
Sent from my iPhone 



The caller stated she was former law enforcement. She stated she was pulled to the side for a patdown. She fiew from MCO to PHL. Had a bag full of Disney stuff.that had zip ties on it. She said it had been tampered with.the bag was half full and she 
had missing items. She said she had picture frames,autographs,and non replaceable things missing. She wanted to know an exact reason as to why her bag was gone through. She didn t want to escalate nothing she wanted me to provide her with an 
answer then 

I advised 

I told her Isa is not the only people who handle her bag. The airlines have baggage handlers as well. 
I told the caller I could collect her information and escalate it to the CSM at the airport or she could try to contact them herself. She was very upset.raising her voice. I couldn t get a word in at this point so I called a supervisor over. 

Escalation Notes: !rh 1/R I 
The caller flew from MCO to PHL and her bag was searched and a NOi was placed in the bag. The caller is upset because the luggage is half full and not locked. She is missing random items out of her bag. She states as an American citizen she 
has the rig ht to know why her bag was searched and why 1te ms where missing. The Passenger wants the CSM to ca 11 her by phone. She says that someone 1s going to be held accou ntab I e three ti mes during the cal I. 

US Airways: flight 2008 7:35am 

NOL nothing written on the NOi. 

bag; royal blue bag gold accents around the zippers and sides. small black label on the front with name lucas on it. 

Missing items 
soap 
childrens cloths 
daughters hair things. 
other things she has figured out yet 

I provided claim forms and advised caller that if lhe CSM needs further information lhey usually communicate through email. I provided claim forms 10 lhe caller and apologized 10 lhe caller. 



11/20/201 
4 

12:08:38 
PM 

Submitted on Thursday, November 20, 2014 - 10:56 Submitted by anonymous user: ._l(b_.'--1(_6"-) __ __.ISubmitted values are: 

Preferred Language: english 
Is your allegation based on: Disability Medical Condition Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==I nd1v1d ua I Info== 
First Name: b)(6 
Lasl Name: b 1(6) 
Primary Phone: ell Phone 
Phone Numbef .. h-'-.1"-/'-'R-'-·., __ __. 
Best Time to Contact . 11 :00 am - 1 :00 pm 
Day of I he week: Thursday 
PO Bo::< ar StreetAddres51'~h-.1-/-R-.. ,-----~ 

City: capitola 
State: California 
Zip Code (Post Code) 9501 o 
Other.,.· ,..,..-,-,--------, 
Emailr b 1(6) 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? 11 20 2014 
Where did this happen? CALIFORNIA - BUR - Burbank Bob Hope 
Airport 
What happened? I travel ofle n AL WAYS getting a pat down instead 
of going thru d ete cto rs. When I asked for a pat down in the pre 
check TSA line this TSA agent said You won t go thru a metal 
detector? in a patronizing lone. I said no, I would like a pat 
down. Another female TSA agent said I will take her fh··,rR!said 
No, I will She explained the pat down, as they all do. and 

asked if I had any sensitive areas. I told her me knee, the one 
in the brace. She said well I won t touch under the brace then 
I said just don t touch my knee. I declined the private screening 



IS TSA TO ASSURE SECURITY OR CRIMINALIZE AND OR DISCRIMINATE INNOCENT PASSENGERS? 

TSA was created to strengthen the security . , . and ensure the freedom of movement for people and commerce. Its vision is to provide the most effective transportation security in the most efficient way as a high performing counterterrorism organization 
with core values to include Integrity, Innovation, and Team spirit. 

Wow- how commendable are TSA's vIsIon, mission and core values unless one realizes their actions on the ground. I fly fairly frequently and have no choice but to navigate the secunty steps overseen by TSA. It is hardly ever a pleasant experience to 
speak with these a TSA officer- they are generally rude and their demeanor is very authoritarian as ii they running the country. Rarely do you come across a more civil TSA person who smiles, and treat you with respect and humility which every 
passenger deserves. My most recent experience tops everylhing; it was most humilialing and I was trealed as if I am a criminal. 

Who am I? I am a naturalized senior cItIzen of Indian descent with 35 years of residency in this great nation of FREEDOM lovers. I also acquired OHS approved Global Entry which offers TSA pre-check secunty clearance to minimize hassles with 
TSA. At one point I also served in the White House Office of Science and Technology requiring a high level of security clearance. All in all I firmly believe that I am a responsible citizen and adhere to lawful policies and practices in my daily activities. 

111201201 However, my skin color and my heritage are beyond my conlrol and ii appears I hat more often lhan not, TSA treats people of color like me as if I am a "criminal" and creale undue harassment and greater scruIiny. 

4 4:09:15 p M Dun ng my re cent !rave I from Ori and o to MS P on November 18 I had a very unfortunate experience as fol lows: 

11/20/201 

1. I realized al the Delta counler thal my driver's license was not in my purse and lhe besl I could think I hat I left ii in the hotel. Delta allowed me to check in with my Social Security and Medicare cards which, according 10 Delta, were the next besl 
option in lieu of the photo ID. 

2, When I got to the T SA pre-check counter with my wile and explained the unfortunate situation I was dis a 11 owed to get through th at Ii ne and sent to regu I ar security ch eek. The issue for me was not going to another security check but the attitude of 
the TSA officer was absolulely horrifying and the beginning of making a "criminal" out of me as if I have committed somelhing which has never happened before- misplacing lhe ID. I am even more horrified when I read lhe following on TSA website: 

'We understand passengers occasionally arrive at the airport without an ID. because of losing 11 or inadvertently leaving it at home. If this happens to you. it does not necessarily mean you won I be allowed to fly. If you are willing to provide additional 
information, we have other ways to confirm your identity, like using publicly available databases, so you can reach your flight.'' 

In addition I had my OHS authorized Global Entry card but it was never mentioned as a proof of identification. TSA could use publicly available database: they could see that my wife is travelling with me with all the documents. They could do all that to 
mitigate the unfortunate situation but they did not. Why- just to discriminate and humiliate me. 

3. I am handed over 10 someone wilh a phrase 1+1 with no clear explanalion. I was told that I had no option but go through the body scanner which I generally don't care about. However, I went through it. Then I was patted down by SEGUI (perhaps 
his first name) who was extremely insensitive in conducting the pat down search and I felt awful when he touched my genital area. I asked him to have a supervisor meet with me. It has been my understanding that the TSA has begun using an 

Caller has a complain! regarding a TSO (male) employee at JFK. Caller states he went through the AIT and was waved oul by the TSO on the secure side of the checkpoint. Then the TSO began a patdown wilhout any verbal communicalion with the 
passenger. Caller states he was not asked if he would consent to a patdown or if he would like a private screening. He asked for the TSO name and ID Number but he says it was busy and the TSO just waved him off. The incident occurred: at JFK 
between 4:15 to 4:30 EST on 11-19-14 at Terminal 7. Passenger also stated that if a patdown is going to be conducted 11 should be by the same gender and since the TSO did not communicate with him the TSO just assumed he was a male (which he 
is but what if he was not?). Passenger thinks this should be reported. 

4 5: 10:5 7 Advised Caller: 
PM 

Because your comp I ai nt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) does not disclose the identity of Federal TSOs. However, a TSO s last name and position are printed on his or her nameplate. TSOs also wear a metal badge with a unique number assigned to each 
TSO. TSOs must display their badqe and nameplate at all times when screeninq passenqers. 
Good Marni ng , 
I have just had the experience of being patted down and had all of my belongings rifled through at the airport because your hand swabbing technology returned a false positive. I am writing to express how humiliating and infuriating that experience 
was. While your agent was very professional, it was an extremely awkward and uncomfortable experience and 100% uncalled for. I've read a little bit about false positives on this test this morning, and 11 looks like where I went wrong was to simply 

111211201 wash my hands and use hand lotion. I understand that you have a job to do, but if this technology is so imprecise that people who use common bath products set it off, I feel it's use should be reviewed. You are subjecting travelers to an unnecessary 
4 level of scruIiny and I can only imagine how many other folks have been subjected to this pat down simply for washing their hands prior to arriving at lhe airport. 

1 O: 13:55 Thanks, 

AM kb1(6) 

Sent from my iPhone 



The caller is a disabled Veteran and also a government employee with a CAC card. This morning she was screened at BOS and patted down several times by TSA officers for some type of l1qu1d medication that she was carrying (The BLS machine 
was used on it). After the 1st initial pat down the caller was then subjected to another pat down by a different TSO who claimed that the 1st TSO did it improperly. At this stage the caller complained and asked why she was being subjected to further 
screening , including her carry on bags. The TSO responded with a th rea I of ca 11 i ng I he police and have her re moved from the airport if she didn't coopera I e. 

She was extremely upset after the ordeal, claiming that she was being harassed and asked me dunng the call to send this to the highest ranking official that I possibly could. I offered to forward this to the complaint to the CSM. however she refused 

111211201 and stated that as soon as she got back to Washington DC then she would visit the TSA building and make her complaint in person. I apologized for the way that she felt and was in the process of explaining that I would be happy to send this to the 

4 CSM when she hung up. 

11:28:56 
AM 

111211201 
4 

12:14:44 
PM 

Note:---When she explained the patdown process from the female TSO s. it did not appear that TSA did anything out of the ordinary. such as rudeness. She simply did not like the fact that she was wearing a skirt and that the officer patted her down in 
her crotch area inside the skirt and around her waist twice. She said that she felt harassed and that her clothes were dishelved after the experience. I will say that though the caller was upset, she did not yell or become unprofessional at any time during 
the conversation. She simply hung up when I did nol give her the response thal she wanted here. (Escalate to Sr TSA Management in Washington) 

I was not able to gather her flight deta1 Is but she said that it had Ju st occurred. I recommend sending this to the CS M at BOS. 

All seemed ok. this morning, when I hit the airport with 70 minutes to get to my gate, knowing that I was a precheck customer so that I could bypass the long lines, harrassing, groping, molesting, and the (always fun) bodyscanner security check and get 
to my flight. After spending a long time with my airline for my boarding pass I get to security. I happily walk past the long security line to precheck. The TSA agent at the Boise airport did not allow me to go through since he said the ticket was not a 
precheck lickel. He I hen direcled me 10 go back 10 my airlines customer service in order 10 gel my KTN added to my boarding pass so that I could bypass the huge security line. I do so. The airline, after wailing on I hem for some 20+ minutes, lold me 
that it is a TSA thing to not allow precheck people to use the precheck service. She said TSA is allowed to do somehow and that there is nothing that they can do about it. I proceed back to the security checkpoint. The main security line somehow is 
even longer now than it was before. I go back up to the TSA precheck screener (since his line is vacant) and told him the airline couldn't help (they blamed you - TSA). I'm out of time and showed him my KTN. He said I had to wait in the regular line 
and there's nothing he can do. So I waited.,, And waited., By the time I got through the initial checkpoint where they autograph the boarding pass I was down to 5 minutes left, so I left the airport knowing that I was not going to get through your 
security and on to my flight. 
I know that I am going to get a boiler plate response that tells me to be at the airport early by 2 hours domestic and 4 hours international; so basically deal with it and go away. I just want to let you know that I am disappointed in the service that TSA 
continues to provide at the airports. Now I know that you have an hugely import ant job in keeping the airways safe and I do not discount th at at al I. I do be Ii eve that there is dramatic room for Im prove m ent in your s c reem ng ope rations however and 
preche ck was a good i mporove m ent, But the random push back through to the inefficient ch eeks when peop I e expect the preche ck see ms wrong to me. Especi a 11 y. when th ere is no emphasis on the se 11 i ng of the pre ch eek service that it may not a I ways 
apply. In fact, for me I'm still yet to go through precheck. I'm 100% (3 for 3) so far on being randomly denied to use lhe precheck serivce that I have paid for. Also, the human elemenl of customer service would be nice for a change. You're not robots so 
no need to act like them. 

Thanks, 

fh1/R1 

PS. This email is out of frustration. I know nothing can be done to resolve matters however voicing frustration let's the opinion be heard and gives opportunity for solutions. Thanks again for your time. 
Caller got his KTN but his wife. who applied at the same time, on Oct 8. UES said there was trouble with her fingerprints. They are flying on monday and she still doesn"t have a KTN. Caller wants to know what she can do. She also has metal in her 
body. and he would like to know the easiest way to get through screening. 

Advised, 

I advised that he would want to speak with UES about the TPAP process. 855-347-8371 
11121/201 
4 1 :26:34 Before the security screening begins, it is importanl for passengers to inform the Transportalion Security Officer (TSO) if I hey: 

PM 
• Have metal implants that may alarm the walk-through metal detector: 
• Need assistance: 
• Have diflicully raising lheir arms: or 
• Have difficulty walking or standing alone. 

Passengers with metal implants may be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). a walk-through metal detector. or a thorough patdown. 
Caller applied for PreCheck and this flight does not have PreCheck on his boarding pass for this next flight. Caller did contact Delta to see why he did not have PreCheck on this flight. Caller does not remember how he got PreCheck. Caller also has 
metal implants and they set off the alarms and cause his to get a patdown most of the time. 

Response: 
11121/201 
4 1:41 :55 Although TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport. this initiative is part of the Agency's efforts to implement risk-based concepts to enhance aviation secunty and allow expedited screening for low-

p M risk passengers at the security checkpoint. 

Before the security screening begins, it is important for passengers to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) if they: 

• Have metal implants that may alarm the walk-through metal detector 



11/21/201 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1pl(b)(6I 
Date Time: 11/211~2-•1_4_1 :-5-•,-• -4-P-M~ 

4 2:33:36 Name,...(b~i~(6~1---~--~ 
PM Email b)(ff1 

Compi-,a"', n=s :"n'"'a"'p"'p""ro'"'p"'r"'1 a"'e,..,..."'cr"'e""e"'n"', ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):San Jose (SJC) 1erminal A security checkpoinl 
Comments:SJC makes disproportionately high use of advanced screening devices, which I always opt out of in the many times I have flown through here. Today. the screener who "patted'" me down,kb·:,(6) I battered me. The amount of force he 
used was excessive: pulling my hair (I'm male with shoulder length hair). pressing on my legs hard enough to cause me to have trouble balancing, and while checking my thighs he hit my genitals forcefully enough that I exclaimed "ow'" and now. 20 
minutes later, I'm still sore. I have served as a civilian consultant or employee in local. county, state, and federal law enforcement, so I do not take such action lightly. I sincerely hope that this screener will receive additional training in appropriate 
techniques and that SJC's security will o erate at a more reasonable level relative to threat risks. Thank you. 
I forgot to let you know that prior to LTS (b)(ff:, walkie talkied the police. one of the officers said@ she is calling Isa" meaning youkb)(ffl !number. 
I did called the number; however. The person taking the complaint said that they were sending it to this airpot. I believe that someone outside of the airport that bas harassed and threatened a person should look into the complaint. 

I am still very upset and my anxiety very high. I cant believe they asked did i have any pain spots and i told them that i was a disabled veteran with back, knee and foot disabilities and pain a d they were not gentle at all. 
I was I 1te ra 11 y in tea rs when , ca 11 ed your numb er but hung up after being told that it was coming back to Boston as i lee I threatened 

~b}(6} I 
> On Nov 21, 2014, at 12:19 PM,._!(b""· .. 1("'-6'-·-, ____________ _.!wrote: 
> 

> I am a very upsel disabled Veteran and federal employee who has been harassed and threatened by your agenls. 

> I am f, Ii ng this complaint . as I hope that others or myse If 1s not harassed the same way in the lulu re. 
> 

111211201 > While I am supporlive of lhe screening process, excessive screening and harassment should not be 101era1ed. 

4 2:33:50 
p M > I was assaulted in the mi I itary and having your agents pat me down twice for no reason 1s not a cce pta bl e. 

> 

> I brought wilh me my liquid iron which is clearly labeled; however, I never send my liquid medicine lhrough the xray. 
> I unscrewed the cap and allowed office~ to wave the paper and test the vapor. 
> 

> She said it was cleared as it should be. She then asked her supervisor L TSO~/ she needed to do a pat down. The officer said yes. She took me over and did a thorough pat down having me extend my leg forward so that she could do the in 
between legs pal down. While this is very uncomforlable for me due to my mililary assault, i cooperated. 
> She then asked the supervisor did she need to check my bags. 
> The supervisor told her to go through all my bags which they removed everything running the wan around my food all everything. Everything cleared. 
> 

> Officef~b~)_(_6~, -~I said " you should have put your cag card number on line and would have had a tsa precheck. He then went and talked to L TS~ho came over to me and said, we need 10 pal you down again because ii was nol done right. 

> My anxiety already high due to the first pat down briught the military assault back to the forefront. Now theyvare going to touch all over me again. 
> 

> LTSc:filillfil says to me " if you don"I cooperate, i will call the police and you will not be not be flying. 
> 



11121/201 

I am a very upset disabled Veteran and federal employee who has been harassed and threatened by your agents. 

I am filing this complaint , as I hope that others or myself is nol harassed the same way in the fulure. 

W hi I e I am supportive of the screening process, excessive sere en i ng and harassment s ho u Id not be to I erated. 

I was assaulled in the mililary and having your agenls pat me down lwice for no reason is nol acceptable. 

I brought with me my liquid iron which 1s cl earl labeled: however, I never send my liquid medicine through the xray. 
I unscrewed the cap and allowed office b)(ffl to wave the paper and test the vapor. 

She said it was cleared as it should be. She then asked her supervisor L TSO!(b)(6! if she needed to do a pat dawn. The officer said yes. She took me aver and did a thorough pat down having me extend my leg forward so that she could do the in 
between legs pat down. W hi I e this 1s very u n comfo rtab I e lo r me due to my m1 I itary a ssa ult. i cooperated. 
She then asked the s u pe rvi so r did she need to check my bags. 
The supervisor told her to go lhrough all my bags which they removed everything running the wan around my food all everything. Everything cleared. 

4 2' 34 ' 06 Offl cer f b I ( 6 1 ba1d " you should have put your cag card number on Ii ne and would have had a tsa pre ch eek. He then went and talked to LT S ollliR§}vho came over to me and said. we need to pat you down ag am because it was not done rig ht. 
PM My anxiety already high due to the first pat down briught the military assault back to the forefront. Now theyvare going to touch all over me again. 

LTSofb::,(Blsays ta me" if you don't cooperate, i will call the police and you will not be not be flying. 

Office~(b)(ffl I performed the pat down. She started telling me what she was going to do, i told her that i just got this perform and did not need to here this. 
At this point i am lilerally upset and feeling quite vulnerable. 

I have three officer al I over my persona I property and a supervisor speaking to me in a nasty way. Why? 

I asked for the names and LTSctili:iili] says to me, just take mines you dont need theres. I wrote them down anyway. 

She then tell Officer~ go write down how she talked to you and send to me so I can send it up the chain. 

Because I got the names, she got on her walkie talkie And called the police. 



11121/201 
4 2:34:31 

PM 

Submitted on Friday, November 21. 2014 - 14:00 Submitted by anonymous user: ~l(b_._1(_6_) __ ~I Submitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Disability Medical Condition Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==I nd1v1d ua I Info== 

Best Time to Contact . 
- 1:00 pm-3:00 pm 
- 3:00 pm - 5:00 pm 
Day of the week: 
- Monday 
- Tuesday 
- Wednesday 
- Thursday 
- Friday 
PO Box or Sire et Address:l(b 1(6) 
City: Lubbock ~-----~ 

State: Texas 
Zip Code (Post Code): 79410 

Other ... :--------~ 
Emai~(b 1(6) 

==lncidenl lnformalion== 
When did this happen? 11 13 2014 
Where did this happen? NEVADA - LAS - McCarran International 
What happened? 
While walking thru screening, lhe full body scanner generated an 
alarm around my belly area. I was asked for my consent to be 

Caller will be flying to Portland, OR with his wife to visit his son .. He will be bringing a portable oxygen tank as a carry on. He will Des-connect. He is wondering if this will cause problem because ii is nol clear from website. 

Advised: The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) does not allow portable compressed oxygen tanks 

Caller slated ii would not be a metal tank. 

Advised: The FAA does a 11 ow for certain po rta bl e oxygen concentrators to be used i nfi ,ct for medical purposes. If a po rtab I e oxygen concentrator 1s not a pp roved by the FAA for i nflight use, it wi 11 not be permitted onboa rd the ai re raft. To Ii nd a Ii st of 
portable oxygen concentrators approved for infiight use by the FAA. please visit www.laa.gov about initiatives cabin safety portable oxygen 

Offered to email this information. 

Caller asked if he could just carry it on 

111221201 Advised: 
4 

12: 5 3: 04 A passenger may a I so check with their airline before purchasing a ticket to ask if their po rtab I e oxygen concentrator is a pp roved lo r i nfiig ht use or if the airline wi 11 provide oxygen to the passenger during the fiig ht, 
PM 

Before the security screening begins, it is important for passengers to tell the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) if they: 

• Can safe I y disconnect from their oxygen ( passengers s ho u Id check with their doctor to determine whether they a re able to safely disconnect during screening): 
• Need assistance; 
• Have difficulty raising their arms: or 
• Have difficulty walking or standing alone. 

If a passenger can disconnect from a portable oxygen concentrator, we recommend that the passenger check the equipmenl with checked baggage, if possible. Passengers may be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT), a walk-through 
metal detector, or a thorough patdown. 

Caller stated he can disconnect from it so he will check with airline. 



Caller said they are about to leave for the airport. They are flying from SEA to Dallas and her boarding pass does not have PreCheck. They both have NEXXUS and GE and are both over 75. Her PASS ID iskb)(ff:, 

111231201 She said she has been randomly selected for a patdown on a couple of recent flights but this is the first time she has not received PreCheck. 
!(she re ad it off of her card). 

4 9:06:00 
AM 

11/24/201 

Advised caller that the re is a random aspect to the P reCheck program and this is Ii ke ly why she did not receive Pre Ch eek. Advised if she has at I east another consecutive flight without Pre Ch eek to ca 11 back and we co u Id do further troub I eshootrng. 
Advised caller to make sure her name and other personal information matches her NEXXUS GE profile. Gave caller the number for CBP GE customer support at (855) 873-4637. 
Caller fiew from RSW on Wednesday Nov 19th and wenl through the screening process around 8:00am and has a non drivers license that was good till 2017 and also has an old card that expired in 2013. She accidentally look the expired card with 
her to the checkpoint and had to go through additional screening. She is needing to know the screening process for passengers who have an expired ID. She is very upset about having to go through a patdown screening since she was sexually 
abused when she was younger and her stomach is sensitive due to gall bladder surgery. The lady that was conducting the screening smarted off to her before the screening because she ask for a private screening. The officer hurt her stomach and 
also made her I ift her top during the screening. She has be en crying s i nee the incident occurred and is wanting something to be done about this. 

4 8: 2 9: 41 I advised her th at when a passenger does not have a va Ii d photo I D at the screening checkpoint they wi 11 be ask for addition al ID documents. If our officers have any questions about the ID presented they wi 11 ask the passenger to complete a 
AM Cert1f1cation of Identity form. This is a form that will ask for her name current address and a few additional questions so we will be able to confirm her identity and once this is complete she may have to go through additional screening which would 

include a patdown. 

11124/201 
4 8:35:07 

AM 

I apologized that she had this experience at the checkpoint and advised her that I will forward her complaint to the CSM at RSW so they will be aware of this issue. 
When she travels aq a in if she has to qo th ro uq h a paid own sere en i nq she w1II need to inform our officers of her condition and th at her stomach 1s s ens1t1ve to touch due to qa 11 b I adder surqe ry. 
Complainant: 1h··,1rr, Femal<> ~2_veacs 
Email: (b)(ffi Telephone:~[b~_.1~(6~)--~ 
Location: Dane County, Wisconsin Airport TSA Security Screening Area 
Date Time Flight Info: November 20,2014 Approx. 10:00 am Delta Flight 4125 
Complain! lnformalion: Unnecessarily Intrusive Enhanced Body Pal-Down. 
Due to back leg disabilities (I do not have metal implants), I had wheel chair assistance to airport security screening area where I walked thru the electronic whole body screening unit without incident or alarm from scan. 
Before the man with wheel chair reached me. I was approached by white female.uniformed TSA Agent;medium build. brunette hair. She said. I have to pat you down. I calmly responded. please tell me why. At which time she told me:to look at screen 
behind me because it showed spots , and I oak at mate ria I on front of my sweater, Then. in pub Ii c view, she ran her hands . pa Im s down, over my breasts and upper body, Following th at, she ran a hand held device over my legs and body fol lowed by 
device with small, white cloth to check my hands and clothing.(My husband, also a passenger, had not yel passed lhrough the scanner-he told me latter device was to check for explosive elements). 
There was no reasonable security indicator or probable cause for the TSA Agent to consider me a security risk and conduct this intrusive, unconstitutional public search and physical pressing of my breasts (more than a pat-down) when I had no metal 
on my person or in my clothing. 
I felt and still feel violated, sickened. angry and humiliated by what I consider the TSA Agent s abuse of her authority. Is this the search protocol used by TSA in training its employees? 
My husband retired from US Stale Dept. Foreign Service and I have traveled with him domestically and internationally for many years. He is a professional counter-terrorism and security expert and we bolh feel a res onsibilil to be law abiding 
citizens. Nevertheless. we believe, even in the best light, this TSA employee needs retraining in policy and procedures including closer supervision. Please advise me of action taken on this matter.Thank you. ~(~b~l(~6~1---~ 



FromJb,(6) 
Sent: Monday, November 24. 2014 4:06 AM 
To: crcl@dhs.gov; TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subject •confidential: Complaint against TSA 

Dear Sir Madam, 

Kind I y find attached the lo nm and a separate sheet lo r your kind info nma ti on please, 
Meanwhile, I remain at your entire disposal for any further addilional information on this issue. 
Much obliged: 

111241201 Best regards: 
48:35:12~--5·-

AM l!::l!..:::l..J 
!(b)(61 I 
Board of Inquiry Officer.Super Camp, D-24-EI Fasher-HQ, Division of Mission Support, AU UN Hybrid Operation in Datiur, Cell- LL: ,.!(_b~)(_6~'-----~1 Cell- US: +1._(""b~)(-'6~'---~lnter Mission: kb·:,(6I 

fb1(6) I I Email: HYPERLINK 

11124/201 
4 

10:51:46 
AM 

Nol ice of confidentiality: 
This email transmission contains United Nations proprietary information that is strictly confidential and or legally privileged, and is intended strictly for use by the official of the United Nations and or named recipient hereof. If you have erroneously 
received this email. please do not read, copy, Also please notify the sender by replying to this message and then delete 11 from your system. 

Complaint Grievances against the TSA 

There are so many beauliful modern and rich countries around the world but our country, the United States of America, is by far lhe most beauliful and peaceful counlry in lhe world. Along with that, we are one of the global super powers because we 
have a rule of law, which dictates equality and justice for all. 

Caller slates her lab let screen cracked lhrough the securily checkpoint. She filed a claim on lhe 14th of november and was given a paper wilh the TSA number for a follow up. Caller did nol receive a claim number. 
Caller states she was stopped at every checkpoint for secondary screening from Jamaica back into the US including EWR and wants to know why. She was told it was just random by every TSO at every airport. 

I advised ca Iler: 
If you have filed a claim and have not yet received a claim number, you may call (571) 227-1300. 

I advised ca Iler: 
In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolulion. For example, TSA may apply 

additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical 
search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We u nders ta nd the inconvenience passengers may have experienced, Nevertheless, we believe these security measures a re necessary and ap prop ria te for ensuring the security and confidence of al I air trave I ers, 



Disability Description: The caller is diabetic, and must use an insulin pump. Add1t1onally. she is on a liver transplant waiting 11st. and experiences extreme fatigue. Also, she has knee replacements. 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 

I a po I og i zed to""!( b""."'' ("'6.,_i __ _,I and informed her th at I wo u Id record her complaint aver the phone. 

Al so, I in formed her tha I the comp Ii ment for the T sos a I AB Q wou Id a I so be lo rwa rded to the a p prop ri ate ofli ce. 

Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at (855) 787-2227 no less than 72 hours ahead of travel in case it is determined that it is necessary to coordinate support at the airport. 
If a passenger has ooncerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

We have forwarded a copy al your email ta the Customer Service Manager at that airport. 

Please accept our appreciation for you taking the time to share this information with us. Your help and support are important contributions to ensuring the safety and security of the Nation s aviation security. 
11/24/201 

4 Incident Details: The callers disabilities prevent her from filing a formal written complaint. Instead, she requested that the process be completed aver the phone. 
11:23:29 

AM The ca 11 er and her husband II ew from TYS to ABO lo r a CAL EA (Commission on Accred ita ti on lo r Law Enforcement Agencies) oonfe re nee, and was advised by her physician that the insulin pump could not undergo any type of e I ectronic screening. 

11/24/201 
4 

12:29:37 
PM 

While at the checkpoinLkbl(ff•, !disoonnecled from the pump, and asked the TSO 10 wear a clean pair of gloves when conducting the physical inspection of the device due to the potential risk of infection. He informed her thal he was unable to k a sa· thrrefore. she requested a patdown while wearing the device. A second TSO started yelling at her, and said that they were nat al lawed touch her insulin pump. He insisted that she walk into the AIT machine with the insulin pump, but kb l/6 ! 
informed him again that the device could not be screened in that manner. Once again, the TSO screamed at her, and said take off the device, put 11 in a container, and put it on the x-ray conveyor belt. He then made her go through the AIT 

while the device was screened by x-ray. She was afraid to argue with the second TSO, and thought he would deny her boarding over the incident. 

Upon arriving to ABO, the passenger contacted Medtronic, and was informed that the screening did not affect her readings. However. they informed her that the device should never be screened in that manner again. kbl(ff:, !wanted to file a 
comp I a int, and fe It that the TS Os failed to accommodate her d1sa b1 I ity. Al so. she indicated that the second TSO was extremely rude, and should be rep nm anded for his att,tud e and treatment of passengers with med i ca I conditions. She p I ans on 
contacting her Congressman, John H . Duncan, reg a rd i ng the incident. 

FI ig ht Inform ati an: 

Date and Time of Flight: November 18, 2014; 7:36 AM 
Departure Airport: TYS 
Airline: United Airlines 

Ca Iler is cal Ii ng bee a use she had her jewelry box removed from her ch eek ed bag and she is very angry they did nol place i I back ca Iler says she has a I ready been degraded with the screening pa td own she received and now she has had her jailer box 
removed. Caller said she As been violated and is a handicapped women. 

Told caller I apologized and what we could do is file a claim and I could send her the forms via email. postal. or fax. 

Caller said she would like to recover her jailer box because they was a lot of sentimental meaning behind it but she would like the forms via postal. 

Toi d ca 11 er s i nee the item removed was a jailer box I wou Id send the incident to the CSM at the airport but wo u Id need some information, 

Airport: FLL 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight number: 392 8 
Dale and lime:11-22-14 11 :0Oam 
Terminal: B4 
Bag tag numberl~(b_,~(6_1 __ ~ 
NOie yes 
Discription of bag: Large beige bag with brown trim I hat has a pull hand el and wheels at the bottom. 
Caller 1s cal Ii ng and has two comp I aints on two fem ale officers at DFW. Ca 11 er stated she connected at D F W vi a American airlines from Korea and one officer dropped her I a ptop and cracked it and did n t say anything and just stuck it back in her bag. 
Caller stated the other officer was giving her a patdown and told her to be quiet and was very rude. Caller stated she is very upset and wants oorrective action taken place. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

11/24/201 
4 1 :45:37 Told caller we will forward her oomplaints to the CSM at DFW for review and also send her a claim for via email so she can seek reimbursement for the damaged laptop, 

PM 
Date: 11.20.14 
Time: 3:00 Pm 
Terminal: American Airlines terminal 
Gate: 22 
Officers names: Not Provided 



11124/201 
4 2:16:54 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: ~f h_--_,IR_-_I --~ 

Date Time: 11124/2014 12:52:38 PM 

Name~b)(61 
Email h··,1r;·1 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):United Airlines #3641 Charleston SC 10 Chicago O'Hare 11 :31 a.m. Gate A5 November 23, 2014 
Comments:! was traveling alone with threee of my children ages 13, 4 and 1. When we entered the security checkpoint a TSA employee moved all of us to the TSA-Pre line (I thiught then that we might have an o.k. experience). Another TSA agent 
then swabbed my palms without explanation. There was some problem with my 4 year old son, he may have brushed the gate with his hand when he walked through (he was not given any instruction). The TSA personnel then pulled us aside and said 
we would have additional screening. I protested, I am travelling alone with 3 children. I was hoping to get something to eat before our flight. I was then separated from my cheldren and led behind a screen for a lull pat down and more palm screening. I 
travel enough to know that I never have trouble with TSA when traveling by myself, bul add my kids to the mix and we can be in for a rough experience. Does lhis make sense? Anyway, lhe TSA employees there were not empathetic and were rude, 
one of them saying "You can be as mad as you want, but you still [have to be screened.]" 
Hello, 

I am writing to complain about the screening process at the Ronald Reagan airport in Washington, D.C. 

Today, November 24th at g:45 am, I prepared to go through the security screening. I was asked to go through the scanner but asked to have a pat down because I am pregnant with a history of miscarriage. I was told by the TSA agent that there was no 
one available to perform the pal down and that she had no idea how long it would be. I was not allowed to go through the metal detector either. While I made ii to the airport early in order to make sure I had time to receive a pal down, I was denied this 
right. which your website says I am allowed. 

11124/201 I understand you believe this scanner to be safe for pregnant women. However, the studies you cite are sponsored by you. I have not found any 3rd party studies that have been large, or positive, enough for me to feel comfortable with what I was 
4 2: 17:04 forced 10 do today (unless I wanted 10 forfeit my flight). 

PM 

11124/201 
4 4:12:37 

PM 

This type of behavior is unacceptable. You claim to have the safety of passengers as your priority, but yet we are not allowed to look out for our own, and our unborn children's safety. 

If pal downs are an option, and are told I hey are, I hen they should truly be an option. Lies about this makes me furl her doubt what you say about the safely of the scanners. 

fb)(61 

Sent from my iPhone 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

-----------~===~--------------------
Remote Client IP: kb 1(6) 7 
Date Time 11124/3114 3:41 22 PM 

Namer 1(6) 
Email(b)(6) 
Comp I a i nl s: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Fresno to San Francisco October 29. 2014, about 12 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. 
Comments:TSA does not have federal cnminal jurisdiction because Public Law 80-772 1s invalid and does not have enacting clauses that are mandatory by the U.S. Constitution. TSA Staff Male about Hispanic touched my Buttocks while Rubbing not 
Patting Down Searching after I said prior to the unpat search to my Body do not touch my private parts and a Police Officer was present with a Name Fresno on his Uniform who escorted me all day and the Manager was present also and allowed it in 
violalion of the Tenlh and Fourth Amenments. 



To whom 11 may concern: 

I just wanted 10 let you guys know of a horrible incident I hat happened today at 10:30am on November 24th 2014, in sea-we inlemational airport. 

My wife and I frequent! y !rave I and we have a newborn baby. She apparently was wearing a I ot,on that Ing gered the ma chin es (hand w, pe machine). After th is was conducted, she was required to get a pat down, which Is perfectly Ii ne. Th en however. 
they demanded that she be separated from our baby. which is absolutely not okay. I told them that we travel all of the time and know that she does not need to be separated~, baby. and despite the fact that I was there and could handle the 
baby, my wife also Iravels alone with the baby. What if she was alone traveling, would she need 10 be separaled from the baby? No. And the fact lhat lhe gentleman, named~short, Middle Aged man with glasses and longer hair), lold me that I 
needed to ··come back to reality and take the baby" is absolutely absurd' 

111241201 Worst experience I have had, and have nothing but negative to report. So I apologize for that, but I just needed to let someone know so this doesn't happen to someone else. 

4 \,1~'31 I ended up taking the baby to avoid confrontation, they closed the door where my wife was. and my baby is wondering where her mom went? This can be traumatizing to a child. 

Super dis appointed and upset. 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

The caller flew from SAT. She is a Global Entry member. She went through the Precheck line and received a random patdown per the TSO. The TSO called 8 times for a female TSO to conduct the patdown. She had to wait 20 minutes. The female 
TSO advised that she would have to swab her hands. The TSO ran the swab at least ten times. She overhead other TSOs stating that they didn t like the machines and that the machines didn t work half the time. 

She asked lhe female TSO if she could use another machine. The female TSO did not respond. She ran the swab lhrough the machine a few more limes. The female TSO then indicated to the caller I hat I hey would move her ii ems 10 another machine. 

Her purse was swabbed and it alarmed for traces of explosives or chemicals. She asked what was found and what the TSOs were looking for and the TSO advised that she could not tell her. The caller indicated that the process took 45 minutes and 
she arrived to the gate just as the flight was boarding 

11124/201 The caller asked if certain hand creams may alarm ETD. She asked for a list of ,terns that may potentially alarm ETD so that she can avoid these items to avoid delays. She expressed concern in regard to not knowing what chemicals may cause the 
4 4:32:30 alarm so that she won t be stopped again. 

PM 
Please note that there are several items that contain the same chemicals that are associated with explosives, and collection of these types of particles will result in an ETD alarm. However, TSOs are trained to resolve these alarms using a variety of 
re sol ut,on techniques. 

I advised that providing a lisling of items that may cause ETD sampling to alarm may be considered SSI which is not made available to the public as it could compromise the threat of aviation security. 

The ca 11 er did not seem p I eased with this information and indicated that she would ask a bout this to Congress when she visited Washington DC. 

The caller seemed most intent nol in complaining about lhe situation bul wanling to know the cause of the alarm and what items she can avoid so that it doesn t happen again. My intent was to collect additional informalion in regard to the situation, 
however the caller did not seem that she wanted to continue the conversation. 

11125/201 On a recent trip to RSW airport my wife was asked to pull her top up my wife asked form a private pat-down@ tbal ooint annJbec anent r;ame rnrer Fl. said layettes dal you need a private screening@ that point they proceeded to feel around the bottom 
4 8:28:20 & top of her breasts. My was tramatzed by this proceedure & would like justice for these aclions. Contact Nam¥bJ(ff:, I 

AM 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP [b)(6I I 
Date Time: 11125/2014 1 :06:48 AM 

Name:~b 1(6) ! 
Email b)(61 ] 
Gompf ii ICS. ii ,app, op, ,ate 5t• ee, 111 lg/Pat Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Las Vegas, NV (LAS) to Los Angeles, CA (LAX) 

Departing 
McCarran Intl Airport 

111251201 Sat, Nov. 15, 2014 at 1 :39 PM 

4 8:29:38 
AM Arriving 

Los Angeles Intl Airport 

11125/201 
4 8:29:54 

AM 

Sat, Nov. 15, 2014 at 2:48 PM 

Flight I Class 
Delta Air Lines 4855 
Economy Class 

This flighl is operated by Delta Connection/SkyWest 

Layover Time: 2h and 22min 

Los Angeles, CA (LAX) to Portland, OR (POX) 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP~(b)(61 l 
Date Time: 11/2~ 2014 12:05:15 A 
······················---------------····························· 

Name:{bl(61 
Email !(b 1(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ra pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Alaska Air 620 - Tenminal C at Portland Airport - PDX - Gate C5. 
Comments: Pat Down went to far. Touching my privates, hand went down my pants and up my boxer shorts, Attitude by su pe rvi sor was fru strati nq , Took over 30 minutes To screen my bag , 
I recently took a flight from Chicago·s Ohare to Boston's Logan air field. I requested to opt out of the AIT machine. The TSA agent assured me it was safe. I again requested a pat down in very clear language. He told me to "'go through the machine."' I 
complied. When I told the agent on the other side of the machine that I felt my rights were being violated. he just narrowed his eyes and walked away. 

11125/201 Please 1e1I me what language or aclion is required to not be irradiated while also not ending up on a no fly list. 
4 8:30:25 

AM Thank You. 

!(b1(6) 



11125/201 
4 8:31 :07 

AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTAq I Nfy· RMAU9N 
Full Name!:~_ b_.,~(6~_1----~-----~ 
Email Address: "'b"-.. "-,(6,,,.· ... 1 _______ _. 
Phone Numberc 
Address: 
Zipcode: 188948 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? Yes 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 



11125/201 
4 8:31 :09 

AM 

Submitted on Tuesday. November 25. 2014 - 01 :58 Submitted by anonymous used~(b_·•~1(6_-_I --~~ubmitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? Race Ethnicity Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes. I m filling this form out for myself 

==I nd1v1d ua I Info== 

Primary Phone: e hone 

Phone Number: .. kb"--."-,(6,,_-._1 -re--,=-----, 
PO Box or Street Address¥ b 1(6) 
City: San Jose ~------~ 

State: California 
Zip Code (Post Code): 95127 
Ot here United States 

Ema,ltb)(6, 

==Incident lnfonmation== 
When did this happen? 11 23 2014 
Where did this happen? ALABAMA - HSV - Huntsville 
International 
What happened? I was traveling with rn y wife and infant and a 
child under 12. My wife and kids went lhrough the metal de1ec1or 
while I put the last of our bags onto the conveyor belt. Then I 
was he Id back and the agent told me that they we re going through 
a shift change. I don t know why a shift change warrants me being 
separated from my children. I was then lold to go through the 
imaging detection instead of through the metal detector as 
d escn bed on your website. trave Ii ng with ch, ldren. I opted out 
of the imaging be ca use I did not want to be separated from my 
family. I was never given lhe option to go through the metal 
detector. Instead, another agent that did the pat down search 

Caller said his son was delained for a slrip search at BTV yesterday and missed his flight. He was stripped down to his underwear and during the search he was told I hat he would make his flight but he didn t. He wanted 10 know if TSA could 
compensate him for the money lost when he had to rebook his flight. He wanted to know if this was protocol that TSA could cause someone to miss a flight. 

111251201 I apologized for the inconvenience and advised him: 

4 
11 :29:56 TSA s role is to ensure aviation security and no passenger will be permitted to pass through the checkpoint until they have been cleared. There is no policy for reimbursing someone the cost of their airline ticket. 

AM 

11125/201 
4 2:09:40 

PM 

However, the pat down procedures do not involve lifting, removing or displacing any clothing to reveal a sensitive area of his body so if his son would like to provide some more details on the incident I can forward the complaint to the CSM for review 

He said his son was present with him but they are fine with doing whatever it takes to ensure security for the traveling public so it s no big deal. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client lptb)(6) ! 
Date Time: 11/25/2014 12:00:48 PM 

······················---------------····························· 

Nam[b,(61 
Ema~~b~),-6"'")---~--~ 

Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/ Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc):Alaska Air 620 Sunday evening at 5pm. went through security about 90 minutes before the fi1ght. Terminal Cat POX in Portland through Gate C5 .. 
Comments This is an add on to my complaint from yesterday. I felt that the unnecessary pat down where my privates were touched and left me uncomftable. I asked to speak with a supervisor and was disappointed with how rude the supervisor was 
to me. You sent me an email telling me to see a supervisor on site, I did that and was treated like a criminal. I feel less safe to fiy if TSA agents are going to act in thal matler. This was a horrible experience. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Dateflime 11/2612014 6:52:36 AM Airport: DCA - Washing1on Reagan National Dale/Time of Travel: 11126/2014 6:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · My girlfriend and I are both uncomfortable with the body scanner in light of the expos&#233:s regarding it's ineffectiveness and the viewing of private images/abuse by TSA employees. She additionally has problems with anxiety and 
emolional distressors. 

We we re scoffed at and he Id for 1 0 minutes to get a ma I e assist. Employee was rude, no empathy regarding my concern for my val u ab I es while waiting. Pat down conducted profession ally, verba I i nte rrogati on and tone u n necessary. Made to fee I th at 

111261201 this was an inconvenience to the employee. Asked several times to ask for a private screening, after I refused. 

4 8}~AB My girlfriend had not advanced for a screening by time mine was complete and all 3 item bins sorted. 4 calls for service ignored, she was asked repeatedly ta opt back into the body scanner, she felt pressured and I was unable to assist with her anxiety 
and d1stres s. I caught a le ma I e employee tagged to conduct a sere en i ng swea n ng under her breath; inc red i b I y u np role ss,ona I. Girlfriend received private sere en i ng, no comp I am ts. 

I undersland that ii is early before a holiday with a large volume of traffic. This does not explain nor excuse the conducl of the employees, the coercion to ' go along, get along • to get service or the wait lime. This behavior would not fiy with military or 
police staff. Why here? 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

She traveled from BHM on 11 19 departing at 6:20am on Southwest flight 3919. She was at the checkpoint at around 5:30am. She indicated that her Bluetoath headphones (LG Headphones that goes on the neck) became missing from the bin when 
she was taken aside for a p atdown. T SA contacted her and advised that they wou Id have her item at sec u nty at B HM, however when she went to sec u nty to obtain the items. a T SA agent advised that the headphones were not brought to her. 

She indicated that she cannot drive to the airport 10 pick up the device as she doesn t drive and is disabled. She stated that she needs to get the item back. 

I first advised that Items found at the checkpoint are turned into the TSA Lost and Found. I advised that she contact them and they can assist her in obtaining the ,tern. They may be able to send it to her. 

The caller was displeased with the information. I advised that other lhan to advise thal she contact lhe TSA Losl and Found, I will refer lhe information to the CSM at BHM to make them aware of the situalion. They would have the means to look inlo 

111271201 and address this. 

4 1 :06:26 
PM The caller lastly took the number for the TSA Lost and Found. 

Birmingham lnternalional Airport 
205-510-1703 
http: www. tsa. gov !rave I er-inform at,on a i rport-1 ost-found-co ntacts#SO 

The passenger can file a claim for rei m bu rs ement in reg a rd to any cos I incurred by comp I eti ng a claim form . I ordered the cla i m form 10 be em ai I ed. 



NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT l-=:1,!,la'""'>J..11.JJ'I 
Full Name:~.,..,..,...,.,._...._ __ __, 

11128/201 
4 8 ,25 ,37 Are you 18 or over? No 

AM Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

11/28/201 
4 

10:28:57 
AM 

11/28/201 
4 

12:55:50 
PM 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? 
Ethnicity? 
Religion? 
N atIona Ii ty? 
Gender? 
Disability? 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 

My bag needed to be check. The attending agenl wa~/b l/6!1 am type 1 diabelic and have to travel with all my insulin apparatus.~nsisted on opening every item in the insulin bag including the box of Omni pod pods. She was annoyed because I 
tried to tell her what the items are. She then deliberately opened every item, telling me her gloves were sterile. Indeed. I watched her walk out of a pat down and start with my items. 
Why a re the sec u nty staff not better trained to re cog mze the needs of d1abeti cs. The re are mi 11 ions of di a bet1cs in this country. There is no excuse for the !realm e nt I just received. I am reporting this i nc1d e nt to the American diabetic association. 
Please acknowledge this email and what you can do to prevent this happening to others with special medical needs. The security personnel need to be shown how to think out of the box w/o compromising safety. 
Thank you. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Caller flew from POX and is now missing her wallet that went through the checkpoint. Caller thought that when a TSO went through carry-on luggage, they had to have the passenger present. Caller wanted to make sure someone knew of the issue. 
be cause the wa 11 et was in a zipped portion of her I ug gage. 

Response: 

Portland 
Port I and I ntem ati o na I Airport 
503-460-4272 
htl p: www. tsa. gov t rave I er-information a i rport-1 o st-found-co ntacts#conte nt 

To ensure the security of the trave Ii ng pub Ii c, it is sometimes necessary lo r Transportation Security Officers (TS Os) to conduct hand inspections of carry-on bags, TS Os receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and a re 
required 10 exercise greal care during the screening process so that when bags are opened a passenger's belongings are returned to the same condilion they were found. 

Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TS Os) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items. including disability-related devices and aids, are kept within a passenger's line-of-sight when a passenger is 
required to undergo additiona I screening , When passengers can not maintain Ii ne-ol-s i g ht with their property during a patdown or private sere en i ng, 

CSQIMs can be contacted by calling (866) 289-9673 and choosing option 5 from the self-service menu. By entering the three-letter airport code of your departing airport, you will be provided a phone number to reach the CSQIM at that airport. 



This complaint is to both express my dIsb el i el at the treatment of handicap and also to pro vi de a sugge stIon that wou Id bring dig mty to at I east a few handicap peop I e. 

My husband Is newly disabled and so we are seeing the handicapped through very personal eyes1 Before the Event that broke nearly every bone in my husband's body from the waist down we traveled through impersonal (or very personal) cattle lines 
called TSA screening lines as a easy necessary evil. 

We have been through the following screenings in the short time that he has become handicapped: 

PDX-512013 

John Wayne orange county- 512013 

POX - 1111012014 

111281201 Kauai - Li hue - 1111812014 
4 9:04:31 

PM 

Those screenings a I though more in-depth than I ad i es in whee I chairs and especially more intrusive th an what a non handicapped persons goes through went as smooth I y as possi b I e which ma de the following incident a g I ari ng and very upsetting end 
to a long awaited vacation. 

Complaint: 

On 1112612014 

Maui - Kahulu1 (OGG) 

flight HA 157 

11129/201 Traveling through Orlando is never pleasanl. Today was particularly difficult. I was in line to pass through the scanner and I asked the TSA person!(b::,(6) tor similar) if I could pass through lhe old x Ray machine. He said it doesn'I work like 
4 that I decide whatever I want. Every single person behind me went through the x Ray machine. I had to wait for a female pat down which I don"t think he even called !or It was at least 5 minutes. You really should employ more professionalism. 

11 0335 
AM 

11/29/201 
4 7 04 02 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.govlcontac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:~b 1(6) I 
Date Time: 111291 014 6:11 :do PM 
------------------------------------------------------------------

Name,(b)(6) 
Email h··,1rr, 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Ter.minal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc):Southwest Airtines, Flight 212, Friday, Nov.28th at 1 :45Pm Gate 3. 
Comments: I am a 76 year old woman and have a hip implant, We fly in and out of TU S i nternationa I ofle n to visit fam i I y. TU S do es not have an imaging machine and caused me to have a very groping and invasive pat-down which was extremely 
uncomfortable and humiliating. I feel this was a severe safety check as I had worn light weighl cotton slacks with no butlons or zippers. The agent searched reached under my waist band and touched my bare skin deeper I hen she needed to do. I feel 
she could have felt any dangerous item from the outside of my very thin cotton waist band. I also felt she was intrusive when running her hands up the inside of my legs and touching my private area. I understand that TSA has a difficult and complicated 
duty to keep us al I safe, BUT. can you Ii nd another way to sere en o Id ladies??? Thank you for rev1ewi ng my em a i I. 
!(b)(61 I 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ"'lh"'·""·,1'-'r;-'-·1 ___ ...., 
Date Time: 11/29/2014 6:09:38 PM 

11129/201 ~-----~ 

4 7:04:04 ~~1t/1~61i51 
PM ~---'-'--'-------' 

Comp I a i nts; Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 

11129/201 
4 7:04:04 

PM 

Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Southwest Airlines, Flight 212, Friday,Nov.281h at 1 :45Pm Gale 3· 
Comments:I am a 76 year old woman and have a hip implant. We fly in and out of TUS international often to visit family. TUS does not have an imaging machine and caused me to have a very groping and invasive pat-down which was extremely 
uncomfortable and hum i Ii ati ng. I le el this was a severe safety check as I had worn I 1g ht weight cotton s I acks with no buttons or z1 ppers. The agent searched re ached under my waist band and touched my bare skin deeper then she needed to do. I feel 
she could have felt any dangerous item from the outside of my very thin cotton waist band, I also felt she was intrusive when running her hands up the inside of my legs and touching my private area. I understand that TSA has a difficult and complicated 

duty to keep us 911 safe BUT c~n you find another way to screen old ladies??? Thank you for reviewing my email. 
kb 1(61 J 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················--;:::::::::;=====;~----····························· 
Remote Client IP: ~kb~-~i(~6-'-i ___ ~ 
Date Time 1112912014 6:09 38 PM 

Nam~b,(61 
Email b)(6) 
Comp I a i nl s: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Southwest Airlines, Flight 212, Friday, Nov.28th at 1 :45Pm Gate 3 
Comments: I am a 76 year old woman and have a hip Im plant. We fly in and out of TU S i nternat1ona I ofle n to v1s1t lam i I y. TU S does not have an Imaging machine and caused me to have a very groping and invasive pat-down which was extremely 
uncomfortable and hum i Ii at i ng. I le el this was a severe safety check as I had worn I ig ht weight cotton s I acks with no buttons or zippers. The a gent searched re ached under my waist band and touched my bare skin deeper then she needed to do. I feel 
she could have felt any dangerous item from the outside of my very thin cation waist band. I also felt she was intrusive when running her hands up the inside of my legs and touching my private area. I undersland that TSA has a difficull and complicated 
duty to keep us all safe,BUT. can you find another way to screen old ladies??? Thank you for reviewing my email. 

fh1/R, I 
To Whom It May Concern, 

I departed Bradley International Airport (Hartford/Springfield) today with my husband and 21-month old twins. I have read the TSA guidelines regarding food for infants. I brought 2 prepackaged containers of YoBaby yogurt to feed my babies on the 
plane and had separated that food out with their mi I k lo r screening. 

When we got to security. we were told that we could not bring the yogurt with us because the containers exceeded 3.4 ounces. When I pointed out that the guidelines for infant foods are different, I was told that we could keep the yogurt with us if we 
agreed to a pat-down. This seemed totally unreasonable and not in accordance with the guidelines you have on your website that state: '"When traveling with an infant or toddler, passengers are also allowed to bring into the screening checkpoint more 
than 3.4 ounces of pre-mixed baby formula (in a powder, liquid, or frozen state): milk products: juice; gel or liquid-filled teethers; bottled water; and canned, jar,-ed. processed baby food and essential non-prescription liquid medications", 

111301201 My babies have infant boarding passes and are still lap-children. They clearly fit your guidelines for '"infants or young children··_ I need to provide them with food during the flight. and I have never had a problem bringing this same yogurt at any other 

4 9, 17,47 time that we"ve traveled, and we've flown with them frequently. many times through this same airport. 

AM 
I asked 10 speak with a TSA supervisor regarding this issue and was given the same answer, and lhen spoke with another TSA supervisorfh··,1r;·1 !(I lhink lhat was his last name). who told me the same thing. In lhe end I told them 10 lhrow 
out the yogurt because I don·t think that patting me down over a prepackaged container of baby yogurt makes anyone safer, and that policy seems absurd. It certainly left me in a bind regarding feeding my babies during a long day of travel. 

I would like a response from TSA regarding this issue. as I do not want to run into this problem again during future travel, I can be reached by email or by phone at k._b_l-'-(_6'-1 __ __. 

Thank you. 



I travel several times a year from Chicago (MOW) to Tampa (TPA) and never ever had problems had problems with the TSA being rude. 11-29-14 about 715-S00am I opt out of going through the machine AIT machine which I always do. From you 
website it states it is my RIGHT to opt out. "Q, Can I choose the way I would like to be screened? 
A. Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do nol wish to be screened by lhis technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough paldown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers 
of this right." 

Which the TSA makes me feel thal it is an inconvenience 10 lhem-bul thal is why they have jobs. I have no problem with the pat downs but the rudeness of!(bt'(6) land her superviso~al Tampa Airport yesterday was uncalled for this was 
terminal C for Southwest airlines. There was another young lady who almost missed her plane because her baggage need to be check besides what happen o me. I saw the complaint cards but did not feel comfortable in leaving them with airport 
be cause I thought it would just come up missing. The s u pe rvi so f b) ( ffi !made a comment it was the busiest day of the year but they s ho u Id a I so be prep a red to handed th at. I was al most in tea rs yesterday aflerffill&Je 11 ed at me and made a 
scene. When I started looking at her name tag she called over her supervisor in which he made the comment about being busy. I do appreciate all the security at the airports that is not my problem, I do not appreciate the rudeness of TSA officers that 
feels like I am an inconvenience to make them do their job. 

11/30/201 
4 1 :09:35 Travel time was 845-SW flight 4128. 

PM 

11/30/201 
411013 

PM 

I a I so had my computer and money in my purse waiting for me in which llliRfil},as I ooki ng for the own er of them because I had a bag of coins in my purse that I forgot to take out. 

I hope this was video taped and I guess if I was in a wheelchair I would have no problem to opt out of the AIT machine (Just an observation from the yesterday). 

Why is there no link on your website to file a formal complaint about rude employei-'e"'s""?..,..,... __ _, 
Submitted on Sunday, November 30, 2014 - 12:52 Submitted by anonymous userfb·:,(6) !Submitted values are: 

Preferred Language: english 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? 

Gender Sex 
Race Ethnicity 
Unreasonable Search Seizure 
Other Rig ht or Liberty not I 1sted 

Other Cons ti tuti o na I Rig ht or Liberty not Ii sted: 
Are you filling I his form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==I ndivid ua I Info== 
First Name:~ 
Last Name:~ 
Primary Phone: Home Phone 
Phone Number!(b·•,(ffi I 
PO Box or Street Addres,f~b~l~(6~1~--~ 
City: Spring 
State: Texas 
Zip Code (Post Code): 77383 
Other: 
Email:~kb ___ )(_6_) _______ _, 

==Incident lnfonmation== 
When did this happen? 11 30 2014 
Where did this happen? TEXAS - DAL • Dallas Love Field 
What happened? I was molested by TSA during a pat down. A female 
touched my virgin a. buttocks, and breast. I was violated in front 
of other passengers and officers, I was not a 11 owed access to my 
property uni ii I agreed to the molestalion. I was told if I did 
not allow the officer to touch my butto,, I would not be allowed 
to fi y. I was singled out among many other passengers. My 



11130/201 
4 1:45:14 

PM 

Disability Description: The caller is calling regarding his wife. She had back surgery about a month ago. 

Passengers Name:!~(b~••_,(6_.~I --~ 

Response Details: I explained that we do recommend that passengers inform the TSOs have of any difficulty raising their arms. remaining in the position required for a paid own. or if any areas of the body are painful when touched. This can help make 
scree11irig easier for everyone. 

I advised the caller that any passenger that is not able to or refuses to use the AIT or WTMD will be screened using a patdown. Passengers that are not able to raise their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds for the AITm must under go a patdown 
for screening. We do not use wands for screening. All passengers have to be screened regardless of clothing, d1sab1lity, or other circumstances. However, the TSOs are trained to be careful with areas that are inJured or painful when touched. 

I apologized to the caller several times. I explained that during a paldown the agents are required to patdown lhe enlire body, and they go upward until the meel resistance. 

I to Id her that I would send her information on how to /111 out a complaint s i nee she le els that she was not accommodated, and went over some of the information for the requirements for filing this complaint. I a I so told her that this wo u Id go to the CSM 
at DEN so that they wou Id be aware of what took place. 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt; 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the alleged discriminatory action in sufficient detail to inform TSA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
Be s1g ned by the complainant or someone autho nzed to sign on be ha If of the comp I a i na nt. 

lncidenl Details: She requesled a wheelchair at DEN. She was pul off the side, and she had a patdown for screening. She staled thal she told her thal she was not able to raise her arm. She stated that she told her that it was hurting her, and lhe 
damage was already done. She is now taking two pills a day, rather than the one that was necessary before. She stated that she is a retired federal agent. She was told by the agent that she did not need a wheelchair. She stated that she was wearing 
a top with no bra and jeggings, therefore everything could have been seen. She stated that it was not necessary to raise her arm or pat her down. She was flying on Frontier. She stated that she could have been wanded or have gone through the 
machine with only one arm up. She stated that this was not necessary. She asked ii every person with a shoulder injury has to be battered. 

~notes: 
Caller slated that she went lhrough major shoulder surgery, and she and her husband are upset. She was in a wheelchair, and was told lhat she could t go through screening since she could t raise her arms. She stated lhat lhe TSO that did the 
screening was unnecessarily rough. She also said that she was told that she shouldn t have taken a wheelchair if she could t do this. She told the agent she needs to be careful with her shoulder. and offered to show her the prescription. She said she 

Caller is flying from SDF lo FL and her_ husband was selected for PreCheck and she d_id not gel selected. _Caller has GE. Caller srke to the airline and all lhe information was correcl._ They said it was not the airlines_ fault. Caller was jusl approved and 
this was the first time they tried to use ,tJ(b )(6 ., !1s on the GE card. which Is the same on the ticket. KTNkb _1(6) This number was included and the airline confirm ,ts ,n the record. Caller has two art,f,c,al knees and has to get a 
paid own every ti me. 

111301201 Advised Ca Iler: 

44:54:49 
PM 

While some airports may allow ind1v1duals who are traveling with a TSA Prelu2713 "' eligible passenger to access the TSA Pre\u2713 ™ lane, TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport, and this 
procedure may not be available at all times or locations. Individuals traveling with a TSA Pre\u2713"'-eligible passenger should not expect to be directed to the TSA Pre\u2713'" lane each time they fiy. TSA PreCheck is random and not a 100% 
guarantee. To receive TSA Pre\u2713'" as a member of a CBP 1rusted traveler program, please include your 9-digil PASS ID, also known as a known 1raveler number (KTN), in the "Known Traveler Number" field of your reservation. In addilion to your 
PASS ID. please ensure that the name, date of birth, and gender included in your reservation are an exact match to the information on file with CBP. Passengers with metal implants may be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT), a walk
through metal detector, or a thorough patdown. AIT screening requires that passengers be able to stand still with their arms over their head for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. 



11130/201 
4 5:06:56 

PM 

11/30/201 
4 70448 

PM 

TSA Cares. 

I am wnting to provide feedback from our recent traveling experience. To start off. immediately below is what I submitted, as I always do. prior to my wifeJ(b::,(6I flying anywhere. 

Froni(b1(6) 
Sent: Saturday, November 08, 2014 1 AO PM 
To: tsa-conta ctce n ter@d hs .gov..,...,.....,..,....---, 
Subject Pre-Flight Notification.fh··,1rr1 !22-28 Nov 
TSA Cares. 

I am wnting this as a pre-flight notification for an upcoming flight from Norfolk, VA (ORF). to Orlando, FL (MCO). My wife.~ suffers from Reflex Sympathetic Dystrophy (RSD). a debilitating neurological disorder. I typically call the TSA Cares 
line and provide this information over the phone, but have found that for one reason or another TSA Cares Notifications of our 1t1neranes or requests for a Passenger Support Specialist (PSS) have not always been established. I will follow this up with 
a phone call with lhe respective sites the day prior to each flighl. 

RSD is a condition where the skin is super sensitive to touch, even clolhing, and the nerves cause the muscles to constantly contract without relaxing. My wife does nol have the ability to raise her arms and hold them over her head and she has a 
metal device implanted which prevents walking through the metal detector. Due to these conditions. she requires the pat down. She will be in a wheel chair as she cannot walk distances. She can stand but is unable to stand on the designated 
footpnnts. The PSS' we have dealt with on each occasion have taken all of this into account and handled her accordingly. We have been very pleased with the service we have received from TSA Cares and the PSS program. 

Itinerary 

Southwest Airlines Flight 4346 Nov 22 7:05 AM Norfolk lnlemational Airport (ORF) 

On 11128 I fiew from FLL 10 Newark on united fiy 415. I am a lype 1 diabetic and have 10 fly with needles vials of insulin and olher vital supplies. I keep them together in one bag in my carry on baggage. Al the security checkpoint in FLL my luggage 
was subject to a search. The TSA security officer was!(b )( !She was arrogant, insensitive, empowered, unreasonable. She deliberately went thro all my sterile items. She claimed her gloves were sterile despite the fact that I saw her come from a pat 
down rig ht to my possessions without changing her g I aves. 
I am about to leave for Europe now. I sent a complaint right after the incident which left me very shaken and my blood glucose levels high. 
I received a return no reply email. I am not lelling this matter stand. I am contacting the American diabetes association and will take this further. There are millions of diabelics in this counlry. Your TSA personnel need to be trained in dealing wilh 
diabetics and not cause them unnecessary stress before a flight which is stressful enough. Please let me know how this will be handled. Thank youjrh·I1r;··, 
Sent from my iPhone """'-"-'-"-----' 

My son was issued his new Alaska drivers license and it is a Temporary Paper card in a small ziplock bag. Several employees at the State of Alaska DMV lold us thal this form of ID is accepled and we would not have a problem using it for travel. On 
monday 11124 we were told by TSA agents at the Anchorage Airport that this form of ID is no longer accepted. After an embarrasing hold up of the line, a thorough body pat down and search of his belonging we were granted entry. 

1211120 14 Can you te 11 me if a pap er te m para ry Alaska drivers Ii cense is an acceptable for of ID lo r checkpoint entry? 

8:37:17 
..,...,.....,.,....._ _ ____.'--m-, uch, AM 

The ca 11 er flew from D FW on Saturday and went through the Al T. then they swab bed her hands and it came back positive. She stated she has received a patdown the pa st few times she has flown. Her husband gets Pre Ch eek, but she do es not. and 

1211120 14 neither of them have applied through any of the prog rems. 

9:28:14 
AM 

Advised: 
Some ho u seho Id Ite ms could cause the ETD to a I arm. Any ti me there is an a I arm when going through the Al T. they w111 need to resolve it by using a paid own. Sometimes, passengers wi II be random I y se I ected for add iii on al sere en i ng. You can 
always request a s u pe rvi so r at the checkpoint. The re is no way lo r me to te 11 you exactly what ca used the a I a rm or if you were re ndoml y selected. 



Good dayl 

I frequently fly Jet Blue from terminal C at Boston's Logan Airport. 
I am not p hysica 11 y ab I e to bend dawn ta re move my shoes as required by TSA. 
I have been to other airports where a chair 1s p rov1d ed at security checkpoints for passengers who need to sit down in order to remove their shoes. 

121112014 There has never been one at Logan. I find this incredibly frustrating, and this must be a oommon problem for many customers. 

1 o;~:41 Please have a chair available at all security lines. Many passengers cannot bend aver to remove shoes from a standing position. This would be very 
much a pp rec1ated by customers, and wou Id Ire e up your employees from p erlorm i ng pat downs on pea pl e who otherwise wo u Id n 't need them. 

Sincerely, 

l(b1(6) 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time, 12/112014 12:22:45 PM Airport· MSN - Dane County Regional Date/Time of Travel· 11/30/2014 2:15 PM Airline & Flight Number, Delta 788 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· TSA check 
point TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . I was traveling from Madison to MSP with my 90 year aid mother and several al the tsa staff were very disrespectful to my mothers mobility issues. She must use a walker or she will fall and an several occasions she was told to use a cane 

121112014 to go thru the metal detector (which would have resulted in a fall) and then when she was pat down she was told to stand with out using her walker, I intervened and was told to stand back. they then again told her to stand without aid, this went on 3 

2_22 _ 15 times. Finally they got it. then she was subjected to a 10 minute pat down by a new female tsa agent. Come on really a 10 minute pat down of a 90 year old woman in Madison WI. Hardly a terrorist threat. I am very disappointed in the care given to my 
· PM mothers safety and fall prevention care. 

Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Namel1h·,1R··, I 
Phone Number , 

Ema!(b)(6i I 
To leave a comment concerning mis teedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: D1sab1lity or Medical Condition; Screening Current Date/Time: 121112014 2:25:34 PM Airport: SLC - Salt Lake City International Date/Time of Travel 1210112014 Airline & Flight Number: Delta 4617 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: TSA 
SECURITY CHECK POINT TSA Employee: (If Known): will explain Comment. My husband has ALS. We had a small bag with 3 ENSURE PLUS for his lunch and dinner today. The bag had a oold pack in it as well. The man who was at the end of 
the check point (large guy) said what was in the bag of botlles. I said ENSURE PLUS, he said he could see lhat but why were we taking it? I said ii was medically necessary. He asked why ii was medically necessary. I said ii was 50% or more of his 
daily nutrition. He said we had several options: 1) open all the bottles: 2) have a full pat down and scan the bottles. My husband told him a previous TSA agent already patted him down. He could SCAN the bottles and cold pack, na problem for us at 
all. The TSA guy said you know you can buy these at the store (no kidding, where did he think we bought them to start with?)_ TSA would NOT agree to scan the bottles of ENSURE PLUS unless there was a full body pat down. My husband got angry 
and told him to throw the bottles away. 

By the way he was smirking and very arrogant. The lady TSA with him looked very surprised at his behavior. 

Now, the result of this TSA agents behavior and attitude, my husband had to go without lunch as there was nothing he could eat in the airport. Instead ol 700 calories of ENSURE PLUS, he only got 150 calories of Sprite. 

121112014 I find this TSA agent's behavior towards a senior citizen with ALS absolutely apaling to say the least. We were NOT treated like this in the Kansas Ciy airport MCI. 
4:08:02 

PM It is my understanding that when a passenger tells TSA something is medically necessary, they should be allowed to take it on the plane. SCAN it all you wish. but let us take it on the plane. ActuallyW,ould have drank 2 of them ENSURE PLUS 
before the plane left the gale. 

Please call me and get back with me. I am going to report this to the President of the United States ... our TSA 1s NOT working to support people with special needs. 

rbi(61 
1 

Would you like a res onse? · True 

Passenger's Na,,m..,e_:,,,_(b,..·'"'1(_6"") ---,..--' 
Phone Number h··1rR·\ 

Emailkbl(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



From:fh··,1rr1 

Sent: Monday, December 01. 2014 2:52 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subject Formal Complaint Submission 
Importance: High 

Dear Sirs 
Please find attached the oomplaint form and a detailed description of the events that surround the complaint. Please acknowledge receipt of the complaint. I am available at k .. b .. ·""1("'6-'·., __ __,!o discuss the complaint at your oonvenience. 

Yours sincerely 

121112014 COM PLAINTS AGAINST TSA LOGAN BOSTON AIRPORT 
4:08:13 

PM 
I am filing this c1v1I rights and civil liberties complaint about a dreadful experience that I had at Boston Logan Airport on the 22nd November 2014 at about 5: 15 am EST. I'd left the hotel in the downtown area of Boston at exactly 5 am EST and 11 takes 
about 10 minutes to arrive at the Airport. so it oould not have been more than 5: 15 am EST by time that I arrived at the security area to clear security. 
I went through lhe security area and en1ered the screening area. I explained to the agent that I would nol be going lhrough the body scanning machine, and asked 10 speak to the supervisor. TSA Cares had been contacted prior t~ because of 
past problems at Logan Airport clearing security. and had advised me ta ask for the Supervisor al the security area and request a female assist. The agent said that she would get the supervisor. When the supervisor by name of ~ame, I 
advised him that TSA Cares had told me to ask for a supervisor for the purposes of clearing security because I would not be going through the body scanner. He told me to put my things through the X Ray, and then he would call the Female Assist. I 
told him that I did not want to be separated from my two laptops, an iPad, and a bag with credit cards and cash after they had gone through the X Ray machine. He told me that that is what I would have to do. I asked him how long it would take before 
the Female Assist would arrive. He said that he did not know. I said again that I could not put lhem through due to risks of them being unsupervised. He told me that that is whal I would have to do al thal airport. By now others lhat I had entered lhe 
screening area with had already cleared the area because they had gone through the body scanner. The discussion took about 2 to 3 minutes. I had had to wait for him to arrive and so by now it was about 5:30 am EST. He then appeared ta change his 
mind and told me to put my things through and the Female Assist would be wa iii ng. I did put my things through and the TSA Agent cal led ~as wa iii ng lo r me. She to Id me not to touch my persona I items. She appeared to be about to pick up my 
personal items consisting of two laptops. an iPad, a purse, my coat, a laptop bag, a sports jacket. my boots, all spread out in about six bins. I told her that I did not want my laptops to be dropped. She then called for help. A female TSA agent came to 
assist her with carrying the items. By thal time I hey were giving each other knowing looks and developing a bad altitude towards me. They placed the items still in lhe bins in a small area near the X Ray machine conveyor belt. She asked me if it was 
ok if she combined the bins. She indicated that she intended ta place the bins on top of each at her, including covering my laptops with the bins. I told her that I did not want anything placed on top of my laptops. I said Yau will not take responsibility if 
you break them. She said in a loud nonchalant voice. I wont take responsibility for breaking them. but the US government will. I responded, Wouldn t it be better not to break them in the first place? By now. other travelers were observing and 
listening to the discussion. In fact, one female business traveler was looking aip)w)~uite bemused at her attitude. This should be evident on the tape reoording from the area. I then told her that I wanted to see her change her gloves. She changed 
the gloves, making a snide comment as she did so, the gisl of which was Yes, w1 c ange my gloves. She then asked me if she could place my heavy coat on top of my la plop. I again told her that I did not want anything on lop of my laptops. By 
now, it must have been about 5:40 am EST. She had still not taken me to the private screening area although she was aware that I wanted a private pat down. She began ta swab everything, testing them for explosives. All this was being done at a 

The caller asked how she can place a complaint. She staled thal she was escorting her son at TPA from securily. She stated that she thoughl it was unprofessional. She stated lhat she was wearing a wig, and they searched her head. She staled thal 
her gloves were dirty and she was nasty about her asking her to change her gloves. She stated that her sans phone was cracked when it came out al the conveyor belt. She stated that she went back to the desk at the airport and reported the matter. 
She stated th at they reviewed video footage. and indicated that she was not I yi ng about the damage. She stated that she looked at the phone at the be It and they walked to C 35 and then decided to report the damage. She stated th at the screen on the 
phone is shattered. She stated that the men at the oounter, mentioned it is a federal offense, and she interrupted them. She stated that she wants this to be reported. She stated that she is a GS 13 step 2 federal employee. She stated that she feels that 
if it was a caucasian person complaining it would have been taken more serious. She stated that they were interrogating her and queslioned her trying to catch her in a lie. She stated I hat she would be assuming that it was based on her race if she 
stated that they were discriminating against her. She stated that she is not sure why they questioned her. 

I apologized to the caller for the manner in which her screening was oonducted. and explained that passengers can request that the TSOs replace their gloves for screening with clean ones. 

I explained that our standard process for any passenger wearing a wig or head covering of any kind, generally requires a patdown of the head area. They would offer private screening if the removal of the head covering is needed. However, a 

121112014 passenger can request private screening at any point in the sere en i ng process. 

7:1843 
PM You may wish 10 file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you via email within 24 hours of this response. Complete and return lhe form in accordance with the 

i nstructi ans. 

Because the oomplaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this to the Customer Support Manager (CSM) at that location for review. 

Departing Airport: TPA 
Destination: BWI 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number and Time: Unknown @ 7: 10 pm 
Gate: C35 
Date and Time 12-01-2014 @ 6:40 pm 
Agent Hispanic fem a I e 



12/112014 
9:05:10 

PM 

Submitted on Monday, December 1, 2014 - 20:31 Submitted by anonymous user:~!(_b~)(_6~1 __ __.pubm,tted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Disability Medical Condition Are you filling this form out for yourself? No, I m filling this form out for someone else 

==Rep rese ntati ve Information== 
First Name 1h·11fr, 
Lasl Name: b 1(6) 
Primary Phone: ell Phone 
Phone Number [b 1(6) I 
Best Time to Contact: 11 :00 am - 1 :00 pm 
Day of I he week: 
- Monday 
- Tuesday 
- Wednesday 
- Thursday 
- Friday 

PO Box or Street Address: ~kb~l~(6~1~---~ 
City: Miami 
State: Florida 
Zip Code (Post Code): 33185 
Other: 
Email:'"'kb""'1-("'"6,...i -------, 

Have you been aulhorized to file I his complainl form on behalf of 
another individual? · Yes, I declare that I am authorized to file 
this complaint on behalf of the named individual. 

==Comp I a i ntant Information== 
Relationship with Complaintanl: Falher 
Full Name of Complaintantfo 1(6) I 
PO Box or Street Address ol Com pla1 nta ntj( b 1 ( 6) 
City: Miami '--'--"'------' 

State: Florida 
Zip Code (Post Code): 33185 



Michelle Cartagena 
TSA Contact Center 

P:571227M 
E-mail!(b)(ff1 

---Original Message---
From:l'h>1R, I 
Sent: Monday, Oecember 01. 2014 628 PM 
To: Cartagena, Michelle 
Subject FW: Complaint for Tampa TSA 

12/212014 Over to you .. 
10:09:48 

AM 
---0 rig i na I Message---

F rom: ~ b) ( 61 ! 
Sent:unday. November 30, 2014 5:09 PM 
To: TSAMedia 
Subject Complaint for Tampa TSA 

Please send this to the complaint department. I was unable to find it on the mobile site. First off I am always am opt out and will continue to be an opt out. I was "randomly'" selected to go through the scanner. Once again I am a opt out and have always 
been an opt out. 

Your team should not have made me feel pressured to go through a scanner. I told the man al the who is a larger white Male who I believe has glasses (could be wrong) thal he needed to get a female assisl for lhe pat down because I was nol going 
through the scanner. He told me if I do not follow the rules I could fly. I told him I was a opt out again and needed a female assist and I called him stupid. He then called a supervisor who got a sweet old lady to molest me. She actually touched my 
private parts multiple times, not just one sweep. She's old so I forgive her for her mistakes. but the guy who was before her should have a talking to. 

I will never support the TSA but I will tolerate it. My passport was not signed and has never been signed and I have used it for flying mulliple limes and today I was told it was a mater of national securily to have it signed. Thal is so retarded and part of 
the reason I wi 11 do my best to vote for congress men who wi 11 d efu nd TSA. 



12/212014 
10:09:50 

AM 

Submitted on Tuesday, December 2, 2014 - 08:51 Submitted by anonymous use1~(b_._,(_6_) __ ~1Subm,tted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Civil Rights Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? Race Ethnicity Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes. I m filling this form out for myself 

Primary Phone: ell Phone 
Phone Numberkb)(61 I 
PO Box or Street Address:~!(_b~)(_6~'------~ 
city: Lakeside 
State: California 
Zip Code (Post Code): 92040-1616 
Other: 
Emailt~b-.-)(_6_) _______ ~ 

==Incident lnfonmation== 
When did this happen? 12 01 2014 
Where did this happen? CALIFORNIA - $AN - San Diego 
International 
What happened? After going through advanced imaging at 
appro,imately 0715 hours, the TSA agent commenced to pat down my 
3 African American i ndivid ua I braided hair style. Other 
passengers, mainly Caucasian with larger and longer , fuller 
hairstyles we re n t patted down, I wasn t asked, The agent 
proceeded with unclean gloves. I didn t have anything in my hair, 
but hair. I singled out and was racially profiled. 

Who treated you u nfai rl y? A white T SA agent. 
Li st anyone else who may have seen or heard what happened? 
Is there any other in formation you want us to know about or 
consider? Yes. I took photos of my hair style. 



Frorri(b1(6) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 02. 2014 926 PM 
To: TSA-ContactCenter 
Subject Racia I Profi Ii ng 

These are my thoughts on ra ci a I profi Ii ng. 
Thank you for your time. 

Attachment 

Date: November 24. 2014 

121212014 Transpor1ation Safety Association 
HYPE RL I N K "m ai lto:TSA-Co ntactCente r@tsa .d hs. gov"T SA-Canta ct Ce nter@ts a. d h s. gov 

10:01 :04 D TSA-
PM ear . 

1213/2014 
10:11:57 

AM 

I would like to bring up the issue of racial profiling. This is an issue that affects a myriad of people all over the world. Racial profiling is when race or ethnicity is targeted when looking for suspicious activity. Usually. this means that foreigners are 
singled out because of their appearance, something they have no control over. I am tired of going to an airporl and watching minorities being given "random" searches. There numerous other factors security can look at, such as luggage size, strange 
body language. and questionable clothes, like thick coats in the summer Suspicion should not be based on appearance alone. 
Ever since 9111, Muslims especially have been looked as terrorists. In reality. they are just regular people like you and me. There have been so many incidents that I have seen at the airport when a Muslim person 1s given further checking than the 
regu I ar person, The re would be no ala rm set off by any sensor; they would simply be further checked because they look different, 
I am Sikh, and so I am a minority. My father wears a turban, which causes securily to always spend more time checking him lhan they would a white person, for example. This is not just for my father, but for all Sikhs around the world. Masi people 
assume that only Hispanics, African American. and Muslims face racial profiling, but it is not just them. It is something that affects all minorities. I have witnessed it in my own life. I understand that it is for safety, but we can no longer call these "random 
searches." 
In my research, I have encountered various racial profiling claims and their results. It is said that "where the profiling is said to have occurred,,, managers of similar programs nationwide must attend a four-hour class on why racial profiling is not 
acceptable and why it is not an effective way to spot terroris1s· ~ Online). Your association is lrying to change the way terrorists are found, but are these courses working if there are slill so many racial profiling issues? 
The TSA uses many other measures to increase safety. You have travelers take their shoes off to prevent shoe bombs, and you do not allow liquids on the lane in order to prevent liquid explosives. There are body scanners to check through clothes to 
the skin. but there have still been cases where weapons are carried in body cavities. Even the highest quality machine cannot detect into the body just yet (bH6l online). Racial profiling is not the only issue that your organization is trying to 
address. but that does not mean that it is any I ess important th an the others. 
Racism is something that this nation has been fighting for hundreds of years now, and racial profiling needs 10 be foughl as well. II is culling into privacy. On your website it says, "Pat•downs are used 10 resolve alarms at lhe checkpoint, including lhose 
triggered by metal detectors and AIT units. Pat-downs are also used when a person opts out of AIT screening in order to detect potentially dangerous and prohibited itemsi (TSA, Online). Often this is not the case. From personal experience, I have 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IFtb 1(6) 
Date Time: 12/312""0~1--4~6~,0~2~:~13~A=M~ 

······················----------------····························· 

Nam~b,(61 
Email (bi/61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Delta flight out of Jacksonville (OAJ) on 1213114 
Comments:I found the pat down b~(b·:,(6) ~xcessive. I notified TSA officials that I have a knee brace and would need additional screening (as I do at many airports)]/h.\/R··, hhen made me take off my shoes and my outer garments (disputed 
my TSA pre check) and proceeded to pat me down (hair 10 feet, in the crotch and under my breasls) and then did the wipe of my brace underneath my clothin . I waited complicity through the process, feeling quile exposed and appearing like a 
detained criminal in front of the other passengers. Again, this is NOT the same treatment I received at other airports by multiple other TSA officials. I feel that (b)(6:, earch of me was unreasonable and violated my rights against unreasonable 
search beyond the scope of my consent and applicable TSA security reQulations. I fully expect and appreciate your time for a response. Thank you. 



To Whom it May Concern, 
I am writing to share about a recent experience I had. traveling over the holiday. I departed from Dallas Love Field, and arrived in Orlando, FL (and then returned through the same airports). 

When I was in the security checkpoint, approaching my turn to enter the x ray scan, I discreetly informed the attendant near me that I am transgendered (born female, legally and physically presenting as male). I ask for them to just let the person 
running the x ray know of my situation, and that I had a medical wrap around my chest covering my breast area, so there was not any confusion, surpnses, or embarrassing moments for either of us. Both instances, Dallas and Orlando. they said no 
problem 

The problem came, when I got out of the x ray booth. and had to be patted down. I've had this happen before, so was not surprised. What was surprising. was the fact that knowing the information I gave them. both airport attendants patted me down 
with the pa Im-side of their hand. al I a round, across. and even cup ping my breast and n, pp I e area. 

12/3/2014 I fiew before, about 2 years ago, oul of Oakland, CA. I had explained this to the a11endant and I here was no problem. The male who had to do a pat-down, used a wand on me firsl. and then did a quick back-hand run across my chest area. During my 
12: 17: 19 time this week, out of Orlando, I had even asked the man if he could use the backside of his hands. He asked if I wanted him to change his gloves. I said "no, rm not concerned about germs, I just don't think it's very professional to be touching with the 

PM palms of your hands like that'· ... he replied, "well thats just the way I have to check". 

All I can see is lhat one of lwo things is going on: The genlleman in Oakland instinctively knew to use his backhand, as to increase my comfort level (and probably his own) and lhere is absolutely no sensitivity education going on to other TSA 
members. or, the method the gentleman in Oakland used is the expected protocol, and the men in Dallas and Orlando were not taught it, or ignored it. Either way, I felt completely embarrassed, violated, and vulnerable. It honestly makes me never 
want to fly again. 

I know I am ce r1 ai n I y not the first, and only, t ran sg e nde red person to go through security a I the airport. With the i ncre asi ng au ention and I ega I changes going on in the media I ate I y, you"d think the re would be more sensi ti vi ty to the patrons going I hroug h 
the airports, who come in all shapes and sizes. 

l(b)(61 1 ~look fqrwmd to your prompt attention to this ma lter. 

rom: do notrep I y@Co ntactUs .Isa. dhs. gov [ mai Ito :do notrep ly@Co ntactU s. Isa .d hs. gov) 
Sent: Thursday, December 04. 2014 11:53 AM 
To: TSAExlernalCompliance 
Subject Contact Us: Civil Rights Civil Liberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

-----------~===~--------------------
Remote Client IP: .. !(b""· .. 1("'-6'-·., __ __, 
Date Time 12 4 2014 11 :5242 AM 

Attachment: 
1 )Information about the person who experienced the c1v1 I rights ci vi I Ii be rti es viol at1on 
(fill in what you can) 
Yes 

121412014 Eicst apd Mjddle N~me: 
2:23:37 ._!lh'-'·""11'"-'R'-·-, ___ _.J 

PM 
Last Name: 

kbl(61 I 
Main Phone: 

!fh,IRI 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

PO Box or Street address: 

!(b,(61 ! 
City: 
Inglewood 
State: 
California 
Zip: 



121412014 
5:07:04 

PM 

121412014 
6:03:18 

PM 

Disability Description: Caller has a pacemaker 

Response Details: Response: Informed caller lhat TSA does not have any evidence lhat lhe AIT will damage her pacemaker but she should nol have went through lhe WTMD. Informed caller thal she can requesl a patdown instead of the WTMD or 
AIT if she feels the screening will damage her pacemaker. Informed caller please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding 
screening procedures. Be cause your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a s pec1f1c airport we have forwarded this info rm at,on to the ap prop ri ate Customer Service Manager. Informed caller to momto r her em a, I over the next few days in 
case the CSM needs to contact her. 

Incident Details: Caller: Caller states she went to the airport and when she went through security she was informed to take her shoes off. Caller states the TSA agent informed the caller that she had to take off her shoes and caller informed the TSO 
th at she was over 7 5 and did not have to take off her shoes. Ca 11 er states she informed the TSO that she a I so had a pacemaker and can not go through the s c reenrng and the officer informed her that 11 wont hurt her and informed her th at she is ho ldrng 
up the line. Caller states the TSO informed her to just go through the screening. Caller states that she reluctantly went through the WTMD as the officer would not give her any other option. Caller states that she regrets going through the WTMD now 
as she is concerned lhat it has damaged her pacemaker. Caller slates she usually receives a pat down when she goes through screening due to her pacemaker. Caller states the lady thal patted her down was very nice and staled she would report 
this incident to her supervisor also. 

Airport- MCI in Kansas City 
Airline- US Air 
Flight number- 599 
Date and time of incident- 12-02-2014 3:00 pm 
Baggage and tag numbers- Not provided 
Description or baggage- Nol provided 
Was there and NOi- Not provided 
Anything on NO I- Not provided 
Specific location of incident- Gate 83 
Contact information (phone number or email) ""h""·",1"-R"'·., ______________ __, 

Feedback Type · Security Issue 
Categories: Pat-down: Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time: 12/412014 5:48:06 PM Airport: MIA - Miami International Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number· American Airlines Checkpoint/Area of Airport, Terminal D TSA Employee: (If Known), Male Comment , When the scanning of the advanced imaging started, I was asked to use the technology. I was later asked to go to a 
private room and get a &quot:pat down,&quot: later the male agent felt my penis. I didn't say anylhing, because I really wanted 10 gel to my flight. But my queslion is -- is ii normal TSA pat down protocol to touch crotch area? 
Would you like a response? . True 

Passenger's Na~m_e...,_"-"-"-"-L-~ 
Phone Number 
Email (b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · hllp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ~(b_,_(6_) ___ ~ 
Date Time: 121412014 8:09:11 PM 

Nam~b,(61 
Email b1(6) 
Complaints:My Complaint is Not Listed Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Miami, Florida airport (terminal D, gate 321 by American Airlines) Direclion: St. Louis, MO. 
November 16, 2014 at 4:05 p.m. 
Comments:Dear Sirs. 

121412014 I would like to file a complaint with lhe TSA team at Miami, Florida airport (terminal DJ 

9:04:36 
PM 

On November 16, 2014 at 4:05 p.m. my husband and I were going through a security check point at the above mentioned airport. and I. as a woman who 1s about to start a family, decided not to go through the full body scanner and told the TSA officer, 
kb·:,(6) I that I preferred a pat down. 

I was waiting for a pat down for about 15-20 minutes. which is a totally unacceptable waiting time frame for an airport. During this time, nobody came up to me to explain what was going on and why it was taking so much time. Meanwhile, there were 3-
4 women working on the fl oar p I us some men. After wa iii ng lo r 15 minutes, I asked the officer again to Ii nd somebody who could pat me down, and he responded very rude I y. saying that I had to wait or to go through the ful I body sea n ne r. which I 
eventually HAD to do. 

After I went through the full body scanner, I decided to get the names of the super,isors who were in charge, in case I would have decided to take legal actions against the employees if there were any damage done to the fetus of a baby. 

The supervisor who was working on the floor refused to give me her name, covering her name tag with a clip board that she was holding in her hand. and instead of apologizing she asked me if I was a USA citizen. Afterwards, she suggested that I 
s hou Id I al k 10 her other supervisor in the ofli ce. 

The super,isor who was sitting in the office, of an Asian look/origin, refused to give me their names as well. I explained the situation and again the only reaction I witnessed was indifference. In fact, she and her male assistant who was in the office said 
that it was my voluntary decision to go through the full body scanner. I wanted to write down her name, but she leaned forward positioning her arm in such a way that I couldn't see the name on her name tag. I had to leave the office in utter frustration 
fee Ii ng hopeless. 



From:fb,(6) 
Sent: Friday, December 05. 2014 6:35 AM 
To: CRCL; TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov 
Cc:!(b,(61 I 
Subjecl: ·confidential: RE: Complainl against TSA 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

As advised, kindly see a11ached my complaint , submitted for your further review. 

This email transmission contains United Nat1oris proprietary 111 orma 10n a Is s n y con I e11 Ia an or e 
received this email, please do nol read, copy, Also please nolify the sender by replying to this message and I hen delete it from your system. 

From: 
CRCL <HYPERLI NK "mailto CRCL@HQ, DHS.GOV"CRCL@HQ.DHS.GOV> 
To: 
"HYPERLIN b)(ff, Date: ,._ _________________________________ __. 

12/05/2014 02 26 AM 
Subject 
Caller is just using her PreCheck for the first time. Caller has GE. Today was put in the PreCheck line, but slill had to remove her shoes and do regular screening. She had to remove her coal and then when an alarm went off she had to remove her 
shoes. She felt embarrassed by the experience because she was holding up the line and at her passengers were looking at her like she was in the wrong line. Caller would like ta know if she should have shown her GE card at the checkpoint. Caller 
would Ii ke to know 1f the re Is a certain type of shoes that a re recommended so that she does not have an a I arm going through the checkpoint. 

Advised ca Iler: 

Travelers who are directed to the TSA PreCheck lane may be allowed to keep on their footwear, light outer....-ear, and belt, and leave their laptop in its case and 3-1-1 compliant liquids gels bag in their carry-on luggage. 

1215/2014 It is important to remember I hat TSA Pree heck do es not guarantee an ind iv idua I expedited sere en i ng. TSA wi 11 a I ways incorporate random and u n pred i eta b I e s ecuri I y measures I hroug ho ut the airport. 
9:2640 

AM You can request a paid own 1f s eco nda ry screening is needed instead of going back and lo rth taking off items. Secondary sere en i ng can be required if a I arms must be resolved. 

Addilionally, all passengers must have their idenlification verified by a TSO and will go through a meIaI detector or Advanced Imaging Technology scanner as parl of security screening procedures. If you have metal in your shoes, it is likely lhat it 
would cause an alarm in the WTMD. 

When making a reservation, passengers should enter their g.digit PASS ID. also known as a known traveler number (KTN) into the "Known Traveler Number" field of their reservation. In addition, we recommend that you review your reservation to 
ensure that your name, dale of birth, and gender are an exact match 10 lhe information you provided CSP at lhe time of enrollment or whal is in your online GOES account. 

If you have concerns about your screemnq at the checkpoint feel free to ask for an STSO to address those. Call us at the TCC 1f you are consistently havinq issues with qettinq expedited screeninq benefits in the PreCheck lane. 



Caller and her husband wi 11 be flying to tomorrow. He does not have a PreChe ck notification and she do es. She said that he is 82 years o Id and can not go through the checkpoint a lone. She wanted to know 1f she can get Pree heck put back on his 
ticket or if he can go through the PreCheck line with her. She called United Airlines and was told that PreCheck is random. She said that they both enrolled in PreCheck. 

I gave the following information: TSA PreCheck, identifies low-risk passengers to determine 1f they should be directed to the TSA PreCheck lane for expedited screening. If TSA determines a passenger is eligible for expedited screening. this 
information wi 11 be embedded in the b arcade of his or her boarding pass, 

While some airports may allow individuals who are traveling with a TSA PreCheck eligible passenger to access the TSA PreCheck lane, TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport, and this 
procedure may not be available at all times or locations. lnd1v1duals traveling with a TSA PreCheck-eligible passenger should not expect to be directed to the TSA PreCheck lane each time they fly. In addition. please remember that TSA PreCheck 
do es not guarantee that an ind iv idua I wi 11 receive expedited screening, 

121512014 Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 

128,00 clear an alarm, as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

PM 

12/5/2014 
2:3342 

PM 

TSA anticipates these changes will further reduce-I hough nol completely eliminate-the need for a physical patdown on travelers 75 and older I hat would otherwise have been conducted to resolve alarms. It's impor1ant to remember, that any individual 
may be required to remove their shoes or undergo a patdown if anomalies are detected during security screening that cannot be resolved through other means. 

TS A continues to incorporate random and u np red i ctab I e security measures throughout the airport and no ind iv idua I wi 11 be guaranteed expedited screening, 

I gave information per: http: blog. tsa. gov 2014 06 ts a-t rave I-tips-freq u ent-flyer-p rofi I e. html 

If you check-in online before your flight and don't see a TSA PreCheck indicator on your boarding pass, contact your air can-ier. They can update your Secure Flight information right away. If everything matches, you will be able to re-print your boarding 
pass again, hopefully with TSA PreCheck this time! 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:~b)(61 I 
Dale Time: 1215I~ 14 12:20:23 PM 

Nam b, 6 
Email b)(6) 
Comp a ,'n s: na pp ro pr, a e cree nr ng/ Pat Down Sc reem ng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight No. UA6143 
Uniled Express 
Central Wisconsin Airport - Wausau, WI 
Gate 8D. 
Comments:! was made to have a pat down which is a very intrusive, insidious and un-necessary. I had a picture driver license. numerous credit cards, medicare, health insurance and blood donation cards all in my name. Because my drivers license 
was a paper copy of the exact NH drivers license including a clear picture of me which the TSA agent even admitted lhat. Because I have moved from NJ to NH and NH has 60 days 10 provide a plastic copy, I do nol think a pat down was necessary for 
a 72 year man traveling with his wife. My luggage was also ransacked even though it went through the scanner as I did. Also, they did not have a body scanner which I do not mind but someone touching my private area is uncalled for. 

Either you need to make a consistent policy across all states to require them to provide the hard plastic drivers licenses immediately as NJ does or accept the paper copy!!!'! Another option is to make a body scanner mandatory at all airports. You also 
need the policy to be consistent because I went through lhe Boston Logan airport on my way 10 WI on 12/14 wilhout an issue but the TSA agent did ask for another card which was very reasonable. 

One of the TSA officers even threaten me that he would make me miss my flight because I was complaining that I had all the information needed. They would not even allow me to show them all the information that proved who I was. 

I will never let your people touch my private areas ever again. I will place my hands over them ralher than lei your people touch lhem. It is totally uncalled for. Make a body scanner mandatory for an airport operate. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Ftb 1(6) I 
Date Time: 1215/~0i 4 3:22:59 PM 

121512014 

4=;~o5 Name (b1(6) 
Email,_b_)_(~6-) --~-~ 

121512014 
6:03:22 

PM 

Comp a, n s; na pp ro pn a e cree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):GSP airport at 3 pm - terminal B for Delia· 
CommentsTSA agent asked me to unhook my belt and then wanted to put his hands inside my waistband. I said, "yes. you can put your hand in my pants" - because going IN my waistband is going IN my pants. After saying this they got hostile and 
asked if I wanted to do a strip search sere en i ng Ii ke it was some type of p urn sh m ent. They need Ira i ni ng in Eng Ii sh. sentence and word m earn ng. and to accept compliance without getting al I weird. W 1th a 11 the poor pol ice tram i ng evidenced in Ferguson 
and NYC - you should better train what are hostile people. 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? Yes 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Gen. Edward Lawrence Logan lnternalional Airport 



Fro~(b)(ff1 
Sent: Friday, December 05. 2014 8A8 PM 
To: TSA-ContactCenter 
Subject TSA Examination Follow Up 

Hello. 
When flying from Denver to Detroit tad ay. F n. Dec. 4th. my husband and I was di reeled to the Pre-T SA a pp roved checkpoint. 

Upon getting my hands tested, a chemical was deIecIed. I was then examined and brought to a private room for a pat down. While lhe TSA Slaff were handling and examining all of my belongings, including my jacket, a slain was left on my brand new 
jacket. 

This jacket, was $2 00 and brand new for this business trip back to Michigan to meet with potentia I clients. 

121512014 I truly appreciate the safety precautions that have been put into place to keep us travelers safe. However: the mishandling of a passenger's belongings is disappointing and frustrating, to say the least. Especially, when I was so cooperative with the 
9:02:48 staff. 

PM 

The moment I was approved 10 be released, my belongings were left in disarray for me to pul back togelher, as I hey quickly escorted me oul so they could examine another passenger. 

Attached is the photo of my brand new jacket. and unfortunately. I did not notice the stain unti I we we re a I ready beyond the safety check. The re Is no other way this stain would have been added. 

If you need further informalion, please let me know, I would be more than happy to provide it. 

I would appreciate a reimbursement for the new jacket as I do not know if 11 is a stain that will be able to be removed by a dry cleaner 

Thank you so much. 

Looking forward to your pram pt res pons e. 



TSA Cares. 

I amkb 1(6 I I the person with CRPSIRSD. My disease involves all areas of my body and stress exacerbates all of my symptoms. Since the problems I encounlered in December of 2012 and we were referred to TSA Cares, I have had 
no issues until this recent trip. My husband always informs TSA Cares and all of the airport TSA Offices which we will be flying through of my disease, at least a week prior to the flight and then the day before with each airport to make sure they have 
be en contacted. The re Is a I so a Io ng e-mai I trai I that TSA can lo 11 ow. 

During my dealings with PSS Officers in TSA Cares, I have met wonderful, caring individuals who have gone out of their way 10 ensure I was dealt with respectfully and with minimal discomfort. They sat down to talk with me to find oul about my 
disease so they can understand and assist me in going through the screening. Si nee mo st of my PSS Officers have been males, I at Ii rst did not think twice when I was handed off to another officer for a pat down in Orlando on the 281 h. But I should 
have had a warning when twice. Office~ asked me to hold my a nms out to my sides, and twice I said I cou Id not. Finally my PSS Officer said that I could not and Olli cer~tarted the pat down stating that 1f anything she did hurt to te 11 her 
so. The problem with CRPSIRSD is that the slightest wrong touch can cause a flare and at that time it doesn't matter if I tell her if it hurt ar not because I am flared instantly at that point. That is why I need specially trained people to do the pat down. 
That is why we go lhrough TSA Cares. Thal is why we e-mail TSA Cares before my travels. That is why we follow up with supervisors the day before we I ravel and are assigned a PSS. That is why we slop al our deparIing city and talk to the TSA 
supervisor at the desk when we land and let them know when we we be departing. That is why we explain my disease. That is why we handed the CRPS/RSD handout to PSS Officerkb)(ff:, !and PSS Officer~ at Norfolk (no problems at all 
th ere). WE do not Ju st show up at the gate and expect to be handled with care. We pre pa re, and pre pa re, knowing how the s Ii g hies! wrong touch can set me off. 

121612014 We have wailed a week hoping 10 hear fromkb)(ffl In Orlando orkb)(6':1!before going up lhe chain but have not heard anything back, so I am filing a complain!. A flare can set back my Physical Therapy 3 weeks or more and the pain is 
excruciating. If you look at the literature you will see that CRPS/RSD pain is the highest pain on the McGill Pain Scale even beating that of Cancer. Having to sit here and write this complaint to accommodate TSA's request has increased my stress, 

9: ~~ 1 O which as exasperated my symptoms (note second sentence in this note). Thank you very much. TSA 

rb)(61 

---0 rig i na I Message---
F rom: HYPERLI NK "ma,lto:tsatcc _do_ not_reply@senture.com"tsatcc _do_ not_reply@senture.com [ ma,lto:tsatcc _do_ not_reply@senture.com] 
Sent: Sunday, November 30, 2014 6:56 PM 
To HYPERLINl1:b 1(6) 
Subject In Resp~o-n~s-e_,.to-y-ou-r-,-nq-u-,-ry-. ----------~ 

Thank you for contacting the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) Contact Center with questions and concerns about airport security screening. Specifically, you were interested in filing a civil rights complaint because you believe that you, or 
someone you know, experienced discrimination by TSA on the basis of a disability or medical condition. 



121712014 
9:14:59 

AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Namefh ,/RI I 
Email Addresi{bi(61 !Phone Numberf .. b ... i._(6"-.. '-, _ __. 
Addre,1,h >1Rj !Missouri City, TX 
Zip code~: "7"'74.,.~""g------~ 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? yes 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
San Antonio I nte rna t ion a I Airport 



Disability Description: Caller traveled on 12 05 out of PBI on SW terminal B. He had all his diabetic supplies and insulin with him and he also had a freezer pack that was not solid and he was subJect to a Patdown an secondary screening of all his 
property. He then realized a diabetic kit was missing from his carry on and needs to be compensated, He travels a lot and this has never happened to him, 

Information Request Caller left out 12 05 of SW terminal B Florida with insulin and a partially melted ice pack. he said the super,isor told him he could have the hard ice packs 

Res pons e D eta i Is: II you be Ii eve you or someone else was di scri min ated again st or received disparate treatment or we re impacted based on dis ab i I ity or medical condition or a I lege th at TS A fai I ed to accommodate your di sa bi I ity or med i ca I co nd it ion, 
Federal regulalions require I hat your complain! be pul in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. 

Your complaint can be sent 10 either 

TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 

121712014 or via postal mail to: 

11:15:55 
AM Transportation Security Admmistrat,on Office of Disability Policy and Outreach 

601 South 12th Street TSA-33 
Ari i ngto n, VA 20598-6033 

Be f, I ed within 18 0 days of the alleged a ct of di scri mm ati on: 
Be in writing; 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i nan t: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed di sen minatory action in s uff1c1ent detai I to inform T SA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the com pla i na nt or someone authorized to sign on be ha II of the comp Iain ant, 

In order to appropriately address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf, 

On two consecutive occasions, I have been pulled aside at the Jackson-Evers lnternalional Airport in Jackson, Mississippi, for a pat-down. On the first occasion (November 17, 2014), I was !raveling 10 New Hampshire on business via Atlanla and 
Boston. On the second occasion, I was trave Ii ng to Ok I a homa City ( December 1. 2014) on business vi a Da 11 as/Fort Worth. On both outbound occasions in Jackson MS, I "a I armed'" in the lower body going through the detector and was subs eq ue nt ly 
patted down. However, upon going through security screening at Boston Logan International Airport and the airport at Oklahoma City. I had no problem. I did not "'alarm" going through the detector. 

I make it a point 10 inform the security agent of my two parlial knee replacements prior 10 any security screening. When I lold the agents in both Boston and Oklahoma City I hat I "alarmed" in Jackson MS, each person at the respeclive airports staled 
that the sensitivity is probably set too high. 

Prior to a pp roxi mate ly three weeks a go I did not have this problem at the Jackson-Evers I nternationa I Airport in Jackson MS, 

1~1;~~~14 I do not wear ankle bracelets or other types of jewelry, and I have never had any type of foot, ankle, or leg surgery other than the two partial knee replacements (the medial right knee and the medial left knee). 

PM 
I request your assistance in looking into this issue. I look forward to your response prior to February 23, 2015, the date of my next out-of-state business trip. 

Jackson, MS 

kb,(61 
39211 

I 
Sent from my iPad 



Yorklown, VA 23693 
fh1/R1 I 
On Dec 6, 2014. at 1 :30 PMt~h_·._,1r;_·_1 ---~I wrote: 

Begin forwarded message: 

Fro b)(61 

121712014 Date: December 6, 2014 8:47:34 AM EST 
1:10:47 

PM To: HYPER LINK ma i Ito :tsa-oonta ctce nter@d hs. gov tsa-co ntactcente r@dhs.gov 

Bee: (b)(61 

Subject Letter from Complainant 

TSA Cares. 

I am!(b)(ff:, 7 the person with CRPS RSD. My disease involves all areas of my body and stress e,acerbates all of my symptoms. Since the problems I encounlered in December of 2012 and we were referred to TSA Cares, I have had 
no issus ur,1II tills receiit lrlff. My husband always informs TSA Cares and all of the airport TSA Offices which we will be flying through of my disease, at least a week prior to the flight and then the day before with each airport to make sure they have 
be en contacted. The re 1s a I so a Io ng e-mai I trai I that TSA can lo 11 ow. 

During my dealings with PSS Officers in TSA Cares, I have met wonderful, caring individuals who have gone out of their way 10 ensure I was dealt with respectfully and with minimal discomfort. They sat down to talk with me to find oul about my 
disease so they can understand and assist me in going through the screening. Si nee ma st of my PSS Officers have been males, I at Ii rst did not think twice when I was handed off to another officer for a pat down in Orlando on the 281 h. But I sha ul d 

Ca Iler s boyfriend flew from M KE and had to get a patdown because his shirt sel off an ala rm. The TSO that was giving the patdown made a comment th at the passenger s man boobs had set it off. The passenger is a 6 foot 6 inches and a bout 28 O. 
Ca Iler believes this is not good custom er service. 

Response: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service ta all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and oourtesy. 

121712014 
6,13,32 Please be advised that a passenger can always request 10 speak with the Supervisory Transpor1ation Securily Officer at the checkpoint 10 address any oomplaint regarding screening procedures. 

PM 
Because your comp I amt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have lo rwa rded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 

Airporl: MKE 
Airline: AirTran Airways 
Date and Time: 11-07-14 4:30 
Location: Terminal c,.a,...t,...t..,he-,-c_he_c_k._P_o_in_t. _________________________________ _,, 
Contact In formation ( b) ( 5, 



Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Ca I egori es Secure Flight; Pa I-down 
Current Date/Time. 1217/2014 4:39:07 PM Airport. LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel· 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. Dear Sir/Madam: 

I have heard that in addition to the Pre-Check Program. of which I am not in favor. at Los Angeles INTERNATIONAL Airport, there is now a policy in action of choosing. at random. certain passengers who may also be treated as official Pre-Check 
passengers. I understand tha I the Department of Home I and Security owns and instigated this pol icy in order to relieve pressure associated wi I h too much trafli c lo r their re sources. 

1 ~~~2~~ 4 The military are also automatically exempted from absolutely any security check whatsoever. So a person completely unknown to anyone can literally just walk onto any plane flying anywhere at any time from one of the world's busiest international 
p M airports which is demonstrably the target of terrorists. 

I demand that this policy be rescinded and so does everybody I have spoken to. Yau have a clear responsibility ta protect the people and we the people feel very, very vulnerable. 

Sincerely, 

True 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

Per your email on December 2, 2014 at 1 :38 PM titled "Feedback regarding your recent inquiry with the TSA Contact Center· 

I am re sending the message that I sent ta "TSA-ContactCenter@tsa.dhs.gov as outlined below .. 

On Nov 21, 2014, at 12:19 PM. b)(ff, 

1218120 14 I am a very ups et dis a bled Veteran and fed era I emp I oye e who has been harassed and threatened by your a gents. 

8:48:34 
AM 

I am filing this complaint, as I hope that others or I is not harassed the same way in the future. 

W hi I e I am sup po rti ve of the screening process. excessive sere en i ng and harassment s ho u Id not be to I erated , 

I was assaulted in the military and having your agents pat me down twice for no reason is not acceptable. 

I brought with me my liquid iron which is clearly labeled; however. I never send my liquid medicine through the xray. 



121812014 
7:01:17 

PM 

12/8/2014 
7:0943 

PM 

Caller flew from N ashvi 11 e to Tam pa. The s c reem ng by TSO kb) ( ff:, ~as unp roles s ional. He was going through Pre Ch eek Ii ne. Ca 11 er was wearing a pair of slacks and a I ight we,g ht jacket. He had suspenders on and this. ca 11 er bel ,eves. set 
the TSO off. When he spoke with a supervisor, they gave him a card with the TCC number on it. He stated he finally gave in and endured a pat down. All the other people were very respectful. Caller flys a lot and this is his first complaint. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the appropriate CusIomer Service Manager. 

Because the complaint concerns security s c reem ng at a specific airport. we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-mai I to the Custa mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 
Airport: N ashvi 11 e 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number: 514 
Date: December 8, 2014 3:55 p.m. departing 
Spec iii c Location: Going tho ugh PreC heck Ii n e 
I ndivid ua I Contact !( b i ( 61 I 

Callers daughter has flown recently and received an invasive patdown on both her departing and return trips. She has an anxiety disorder. She is trying to help her daughter avoid this lype of screening again. 
The airports were Mesa and Pasco, WA She was married in June and does not have a married ID on her license. She is taking a trip and does not want this to happen again. The ticket is placed in her married name. She provided the marriage 
cert1f1cate the I a st ti me she !rave I ed. Her ID Is in the single name. Is the re anyway to a void the patdown? 
Caller wanted the CSM contact information for Mesa? 

Advised: 
I stated the ma rri age certificate Is an acceptable alt ID. I instructed the caller from the template below about what I D s a re acceptab I e as a I tern ati ves to a va Ii d one, such as S S ca rd, birth certificate, ma rri age Ii cense, credit cards. check book, work I D. 
student ID or any valid document that would have their name as it appears on their boarding pass and also you may be asked to complete the Certification of Identity form if needed. The TSO will ask for at least two forms of alternative ID at the 
security screening checkpoint. I advised I hem to get I he re at least 2 hrs before the flight departed. 
She could ask to speak with a supervisor or a PSS if they want to conduct another Patoown at the checkpoint. 

Name: Lisa Chri~ 
Phone: 480-375~ 
Em a i I: PH X-customersu pport@tsa. dhs. gov 

To whom it may concern, 

This morning, my mother arrived at the Lubbock International Airport to travel to Dallas to visit her grandchildren. She has traveled numerous times and is always cooperative. She also had her right knee replaced last year, the material in her artificial 
knee often makes the metal detector "go off' This morning the metal detector went off and she was asked to take off her bools. She communicated to the agents about her knee and suggested that she would ralher jusl have the pat down. The agenl 
that would need to do the pat down seemed irritated .... either that my mother suggested how she do her job or the fact that she had to do a pat down .... l don·t know why, she seemed irritated and she started to do the pat down. As she did the pat down 
she ended up squeezing my mothers left knee 3 ti mes, which needs re placement and is in poor co ndItIon. My mother I et out a ye Ip and nearly I ost her ba I an ce due to the pressure a pp Ii ed by the agent. No assistance was offered to my mother after she 
expressed obvious pain, This situation needs to be a voided , 

Why were the agents impatience or upset? Why did the agents not listen to the customer who is explaining the reasons surrounding the situation and just abide and go with a pat down? Why did this particular agent take issue with the situation, I 

121812014 doubt it is uncommon for elderly to have replacement joints and go through secunty? What other factors played a role? Was my 68 year old mother a nsk to security? Was the line so large at Lubbock on a Monday morning before 8am that there was 

S:OS: 46 a lack of time to to the job correctly? 

PM 
I demand answers to this neglect. 



Disability Description: Caller wears an insulin pump. 

Response Details: Advised: 

Asked the ca 11 er if she would Ii ke information on filing a written complaint and she said yes. 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to U.S. Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitalion Act (6 CFR 15.3(b) and 15.70(dJ(3)J, it musl meet the following requirements: 

Be /1 I ed within 18 0 days of the alleged a ct of di scri mm ati on: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i nan t: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed di sen minatory action in s uff1c1ent detai I to inform T SA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the com pla i na nt or someone authorized to sign on be ha II of the comp I a i na nt, 

121812014 In order to appropriately address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 
8A0:39 

PM 
TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf, 

Any of the above requirements can be waived for good cause. If you are requesting that any of the above requirements be waived, please exp lam your reason in your complaint. 

To file a complaint via e-mail, please send ii to TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to place D-RFI in the subjecl line to allow for proper handling. To file a complaint online, please visit www.tsa.gov traveler-information travelers-filing-compliant. 

Asked the ca 11 er for information to forward to the CS M lo r them to investigate the matter. 

Airporl where the incident occurred: Flint Michigan 
Airline: Southwest 
FI 19 ht numbers: 2026 
Date and time of incident November 28 2014, 200 pm 
Whal terminal or gate? Unknown, Checkpoint 2 
I ndivid ua I s contact inform ati an ema i I 



On Friday, December 5, 2014 1:00 PM, ~fb_ •• _,(6_._I -------~ wroIe: 

Hello Program Specialist CTS#~ 

I am requesting an update on this comp I a int fi I ed in Ju I y. Your response is g rea ti y appreciated, 

12/812014 
10:12:41 .,,..,....,.,..-----------, 

PM On Monday. September 15, 2014 3:05 PM, ComplaintAdmin, ADA (CRT) tb 1(6) I wrote 

We received your correspondence dated June 26. 2014, in the C1v1I Rights D1v1s1on, Disability Rights Section Complaint Ad min mailbox. Your complaint is under review with one of our program specialist, CTS# illw:§[J 

Thank you for your cooperation in this matter. 

Complaint Intake Adjudication 
Disability Rights Section 

From;kb,(61 
Sent: Monday, SepIember 15, 2014 2:48 PM 
To: ComplaintAdmin, ADA (CRT) 

Caller is at an airport now, she was screened by a lady, and was made extremely uncomfortable. She wanted to know if it was against policy to give oul the names of the agents? She had lried and had ask for the name of lhe agenl and was denied, 
she said the agent turned her name tag around so she could not see it. She says she has been given a patdown before and has been fine with it but she has never been given one like this. She is very upset. She says she normally is giving TSA 
comp Ii ments. She says she went over to a desk and spoke to someone about this agent and that person cal led the agent aver th ere and as the agent approached she ask the ca 11 er if this was a comp Ii me nt or complaint as she turned her name badge 
around backwards, She again was put in another u ncomfo rta bl e position, She said she was told by both women she can ask for a private sere en i ng, She trave I ed out of LAX, 

121912014 Told caller 

2.52 .44 I explained to her that I thought 11 was fine to give out names, the agents wears name tags so she can ask for the names. 
· PM I was sorry this happened to her. I could take her complaint and forward it to the CSM for her. that is the person that has to handle complaints at each airport. 

I ask her if she would like to call her herself or let me take her complaint and email it 10 her? She wanted to call her herself. 

Name:kb)(61 I 
Phone:~[----~-
She had concerns calling and thinking she may have spoke to the CSM already, she wondered if it was the lady at the desk. I told her I did not think it was but at anytime on her call she felt it was she can call us back and let us know and we will take 
this a step farther for her. 
I was sorry this happened. 



The ca 11 er indicated that his wife has a knee rep I ace me nt. He and his wife traveled from PH L to DEN and back.The both received expedited sere en i ng during their d ep artu re and retu m flight. At PH L. she passed through the WT MD. He stated th at the 
TSO reprimanded her for not advising of the metal implant, She then underwent a patd own sere en i ng, 

When departing from DEN, a very nice TSO asked his wife if she wanted to be screened via a patdown or AIT after his wife advised of the knee replacement. His wife opted for AIT and the TSO escorted her to an AIT machine a few lanes over. After 
she passed through A IT, the TSO re pri ma nded her having her shoes on. She received a I Im ited patdown of her I e g a re a. 

He asked i r she could not have we nl back th rough xra y screening. 

121912014 He asked how they received Precheck prior to completing the enrollment process. 

3 :O 1 : 11 He asked how they received Pre ch eek prior to enrol Ii ng 

PM 

12/10/201 
4 319 52 

I advised th at passengers with meta I imp I ants s ho u Id advise T SOs of the meta I imp I ants before screening begins. Reg a rd I ess of whether a passenger receives expedited screening or standard screening. TS Os must reso Ive ala rm s and a no m al i es vi a 
add1t1ona I screening. 

In regard to the incident in DEN, she would nol have been permitted 10 go back through xray. If lhe AIT was in a slandard screening lane, passengers are to remove their shoes during standard screening. 

You may still be able to experience TSA Pre?:8 screening on a flight by fi1ght basis.' 

1.TSA Risk Assessments uses Secure Flight Dala already supplied to TSA, which allows passengers 10 access lhe TSA Pre?® screening lane on a random basis 
http: www.tsa.gov tsa-precheck participation-tsa-precheck%C2%AE 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················----;::::::::::;:::=:::::;------····························· 
Remote Client IP: kbl(ffl I 
Date Time 12110/2014 1 :0945 PM 

PM Nam~l'-b_)(~6_I ___ ...__~ 

Email b)(61 
Comp a, nl s: na pp ro pri a e cree ni ng IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):US AIR Ft.lGHT NUMBER 5522 DECEMBER 5th 2014 7.10 Am Departure Oklahoma City to Charlotte,NC 
Comments:I have gone through normal screening process without an incident. But I was still pulled by an officer because I was wearing Turban being SIKH. 
Don't you think it wrong to treat US citizen as third class citizen at the airports. 



12/11/201 
4 8:25:26 

AM 

12111/201 
4 

12:10:26 
PM 

12/111201 
4 

12:10:26 
PM 

To whom 11 may concern, 

On December 1, 2014. at ap pro xi matel y 11 00 hours, I was at the San Di ego Airport Te rm i na I 2. I was there with my 9 year old daughter travel Ii ng home to H awai,. W hi I e b emg processed through the TSA s c reem ng we encountered a very 
unp roles s ion a I and rude a gent kb·:, ( 6 I I 

As we proceeded through the line, a TSA agent was using a wand to swab people's hands. As I approached he provided no instruction and just looked at me. Because I saw the passengers before me, I held my hands out palm up. He swabbed my 
hand and lhe machine provided an alert. I asked lhe agenl ··what does lhat mean?" He did not explain or respond to the queslion and instead asked if I was travelling alone even though my daughter was with me. I answered that I was wilh my 
daughter at which time he ordered me to take my daughter and "wait over there· (pointing to the side of the line) I started to move over with my daughter and asked 'What does this mean· referring to the alert and the situation. He ignored my question 
and began looking through and over the crowd as 1/ he was trying to find another agent. In the mean time my daughter asked me what was happening. I told her I wasn't sure but the machine must be getting a false reading for something. The agent 
was using his portable radio when I was talking to my daughter. I asked the agent about how long this would take as I was concerned about getting to my flight on time. Again no response was given. The agent again used his radio to request 
additional personnel. When he stopped talking I asked again about how long will this take. The agent still did not respond. My daughter asked if we would miss our flight. I replied to her that I wasn't sure because the agent was ignoring me and not 
answering my questions. Mira cu Io us ly he heard th at comment and snapped back that he is not ignoring me. In a rude tone he said "you are talking to me wh i I e I am busy.•· I tried to exp Iain that every ti me I asked a question he wasn ·1 doing anything. 
Now the agent told me "You a re Ju st trying to distract me and it w, 11 not work." At this pomt I be came agitated and told the agent th at it was rid i cu Io us that he has ignored my q ue st,ons and st, 11 has not exp I a i ned why my daughter and I a re bemg 
detained. I to Id the agent he was being rude and unprofessional. Again his reply was that my distract ions wou Id not work on him. About a minute passed in si I ence and without anything e I se occurring s i nee the la st words exchanged, the agent 
responded. The agent told me thal if I had any queslions that now I would be permitted 10 ask. I informed him lhat I would like 10 speak to a supervisor as he has already proven himself unprofessional and unwilling to help. 

I was I hen escorted by another agent to yet another line. I asked if he was a supervisor and he related that he was not. I again asked for a supervisor and I was told thal I would need to wail. We waited again for some time slill withoul an explanalion. 
Other agents asked me several questions about our property and we were then told I would need to be patted down in another room. Mind you we were still not informed of why we were being detained nor were we provided any details about what was 
ha ppem ng or going to take place. As a father 11 was al so dis he art em ng to see my d aug hte r sea red and unsure of what was ha pp en i ng. The su pe rvi sor was now present and exp I am ed that we would need to relocate to another room where he co u Id 
answer any questions I had while I was 'patted down". 

On a side note the pat down was very unsafe. The sliding of hands, only protected by latex gloves. up and down a persons clothing is unsafe for the agent and is not very effective for finding devices, objects. etc., 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: k"'b'"').,_(6'-1~ __ _, 
Date Time: 12111/2014 11 :49:18 AM 

······················----------------····························· 

Namekb)(61 
Emai!lh 1/R, 

Comp I a i nts: I nco n s i ste nt Screening (Different Practices between Airports) 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Went thru LAX no problem to Hawaii is its own Country .. 
Comments:I know you need a job creation in Hawaii so you hire a hordes of agents. But is Hawaii not part of the USA? Why do we get treated different in Hawaii then in Chicago Fort Lauderdale Florida and LAX. The best treatment we have ever had 
was In Fort Lauderdale The worst has been in Maui Kauai o I forgot you can profile. I have a metal in my arm I have a hip replacement so I expect 10 be groped, bul adding insult 10 injury of being groped a 74 year old I was told to wail so they could 
swap my hands for bomb making material. Have the same rules at all airports but you people don't know what"s going on. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················:;:::::::=====;-----····························· 
Remote Client IPkb 1(6) ! 
Date Time: 1211 ·•fad I 4. I I .49. I 6 M 

Nam1b,(6) 
Emai b1(6) 
Comp I a i nl s: I nco n s i ste nl Screening ( Di flerent Practices between Airports)' 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Went thru LAX no problem to Hawaii is its own Country. 
Comments:I know you need a job creation in Hawaii so you hire a hordes of agents. But is Hawaii not part of the USA? Why do we get treated different in Hawaii then in Chicago Fort Lauderdale Florida and LAX. The best treatment we have ever had 
was In Fort Lauderdale The worst has been in Maui Kauai o I forgot you can profile. I have a metal in my arm I have a hip replacement so I expect to be groped. but adding insult to injury of being groped a 74 year old I was told to wait so they could 
swap my hands for bomb making material. Have the same rules at all airports but you people don't know what's going on. 



I am contacting the TSA with a question. Quite a few years ago, my husband unknowingly had a knife m his carry on bag. Of course. it 
was detected. We went through all of the required procedures, without a question. We had to go through the process of hiring a lawyer 
and the cosl of thal and travel to our nearest large cily only to have the situation dropped in court. This was a mistake on his pari. for not checking his 
bag before traveling. The bag had been previously used months earlier on a road trip. We totally agree with TSA and Homeland Security 

12111/201 procedures. My question is ..... Will my husband always be subJect for screening and pat downs? Or is there a time limit on this? We were 
4 2:09:42 wondering. as he is consistently pulled for screening. Mind you, we understand and have no problem with this, since we understand the 

PM importance of this protection. Thank you for a reply. 

Regards, 

fh,IRI I 
Caller wants to know if there is a supervisor high in the complaint department. Caller has a huge issue at the with a TSO at SAT. 

escalation notes: GA H 

The caller is very upset about the patdown she got at San Antonio on 12-10-14 between 1 :00 and 2:00 pm. When she went through screening she had leggings with a tight top on with an oversized top on over it. She is a type 2 diabetic and was 
121111201 carrying her medications and a bottle of waler for lhe medicalions in her purse. She was asked by one of the TSO s during the screening, if she wanted to keep her bottle of water or keep her arbon glasses. She went through the X-ray and the TSO 
4 6:22:31 sitting there says he see s a knife. Her stuff was went through several times. The passenger believes that the TSO that gave her the patdown was having a bad day and was excessive and rude during the screening. 

PM 

12/11/201 
4 8:00:36 

PM 

What I can te 11 from the passengers des c ri pt ion of events it a pp ea rs th at an anomaly was detected in her bag and this caused secondary sere en i ng .~ss eng er stated that the TSO off ce r f h ·1 IR ·-,jdes crib e to her what she was going to do during the 
patdown and asked her if she wanted a private screening. She affirmed thal she would want the paldown in private and that she did not want office'li.!2.ll..fil_touching her. Apparently the passenger feels thal office~was having a bad day and 
taking it out on her. The passenger feels violated. Her flight was AA200 boarding at gate B4 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:""!!b"-1""(6""-.'-, __ _. 
Date Time: 12111/2014 7:33: 15 PM 

Nam~t1/R1 
Email _b 1(61 
Complaints:My Complaint is Not Listed Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):SWA4190 from STL, security checkpoints· 
Comments:This is the 4th time I've been criticized for using the TSA Pre-check line because I have an artificial knee so require a pat down. Each time I'm told the patdown is too much trouble and asked or required to use the scanner. I much prefer 
the precheck line so I don't have to remove my laptop and l1qu1ds and ABSOLUTELY don't mind the patdown. 



NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Narr0!rh·11R··, I 
Em a i I Address"-( b,,, ... I -=-6.-1 ,--,,_ __ __, 
Phone Numbe..,rcc.1/_,h ... ·1 .. IR ..... ··, --'---~ 

Address: http:~b~)_(6~'----~ 

12112/201 
4 8 ,27 ,59 Are you 18 or over? No 

AM Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? 
Ethnicity? 
Religion? 
N at1ona Ii ty? 
Gender? 
Disability? 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 
Caller would like to know why every lime his daughter flies she gets stopped and gets secondary screening. Caller states she s gotten stopped twice and missed her flight one of those 2 limes. 

I advised: 
TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some ins1ances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

121121201 TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
4 7:41 :24 citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

PM 

12/13/201 
4 9 08 16 

AM 

We understand the i nco nven i ence passengers may have experienced , Nevertheless, we be Ii eve these security measures a re necessary and ap prop ria te for ensuring the security and confidence of al I air trave I ers, 

I advised ca Iler: 
The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
transportation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
-Secondary sere en i ng 
-Delayed or denied airport boarding 
Advised he could apply at trip.dhs.qov. 
My family and I were traveling al Fort Lauderdale lnternalional airporl on December 13,2014. We went lhey lhe checkpoint at Terminal 4 Gale Hal approximately 07:30 am. We went lhru the checkpoint and they had to check two year old daughters 
bag. They checked her bag which had yogurt and other kids items. All of a sudden they decided to patdown my girlfriend for no reason. The supervisor reprimanded them for parting down the wrong person. So of course the person that alerted walked 
away and who knows what reason they alerted. What kind of security 1s that. 
Sent from my iPod 



Fro~(b)(61 
Sent: Friday, December 12, 2014 10:53 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!(b)(61 ! 
12113/201 Dale Time: 12112/2014 10:53 22 PM 

4 9:09:36 
AM 

121131201 

Name: 

fb1(ff1 

Email: 

HYPERLINKf,_b_)_(6_) ____________ __, 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

Screening at SAT versus PH X, a hum i Ii ati ng experience. 

Comments: 

As an 82ylo disabled Vietnam vet, security screening at SAT consisted of presenting acceptable ID and walking through the metal detector arch, period. Security screening at PHX rejected all forms of ID, then the metal detector arch, body scanner, 

Caller went through screening and he put his la plop on his clothes in the bin, his laptop got pulled and he had to have a patdown, then he states tsa put the laptop back through screening and then she dropped it. He said I do not know if anything is 
wrong with it yet, but what can i do if it is tom up? 

4 1: 12:46 We regret that you found your experience to be less than satisfactory. What I can do for you is send you a claim form so you may file for reimbursement, would you like me to do that? I can have your claim forms to you in 24 hrs with your email 
PM address. 

121141201 
4 9:30:19 

AM 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time· 12113/2014 11 :41 :06 PM Airport· JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel. 12113/2014 10:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: KE 86 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport Te nm i na I 1. P referred/First CI ass Security Lane, International Te nm i na I T SA Employee: ( If Known) : Light Hai red white male. ap proximate I y 30-3 5 yea rs old, medium bu i Id, sl 1g hte r Ira med th an co 11 eag u e Comment : Agent was tasked with pat
downs after the scanning checkpoint and was complaining that the passengers going through were male instead of female. He said things like &quot:What a sausage fest•&quot: and &quot:Where are the girls!?&quot: Many passengers, including 
myself, were given the impression I hat he was seeking to grope female passengers instead of males. 
Would you like a response? . True 

Passenger's Name :!(b)(ffi! 
Phone Number · 
Email l(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



12/14/201 
4 9 30 19 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 1211312014 11 :41 :06 PM Airporl: JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel: 1211312014 10:30 PM Airline & Flighl Number KE 86 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport· Terminal 1. Preferred/First Class Security Lane, International Terminal TSA Employee: (If Known): Light Haired white male. approximately 30-35 years old, medium build, slighter framed than colleague Comment: Agent was tasked with pat
downs after the scanning checkpoint and was complaining that the passengers going through we re ma I e instead of le ma I e. He said things I Ike &quo t;W hat a sa usage fest• &quot; and &quot Where a re the girls•? &quot; Many passengers. including 
myself, were given the impression that he was seeking to grope female passengers instead of males. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name · (b':1(6) 
Phone Number . 
Email ,k~b~i~(6~1 ____ _, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Ca Iler is wanting to fi I e a comp I a int. The ca Iler stated she was ap pa 11 ed by the way she was treated at the screening area in Indiana pol is, The ca 11 er stated she is on a round trip from El Pa so to Indiana po Ii s for a conference. The ca Iler stated when 
she left El Paso, TX I hey let her go lhrough the PreCheck line and keep her shoes on. The caller stated she had recently injured her knee and was wearing a knee brace. The screeners helped her go through the machine and 1reated her with respecl. 
She can not say the same for the screeners in Indianapolis. When she was leaving Indianapolis today she was not allowed to go through the PreCheck line. She stated she was force to hobble through the machine. They swabbed her shoes and then 
told her that there was a problem with them and put her shoes through the x-ray. The caller stated she was swabbed from head to toe. She was then pulled aside for a pat down and escorted into a private room like a criminal with two TSA females. 
The caller stated she was shaking and felt bullied, threatened, and violated, She stated she had to remove her knee brace during the private screening and told if she did not go through with it then she would not be allowed to fly. The caller stated she 
does not like to be touched because she has post traumatic stress. The caller stated she asked 10 speak to a supervisor who was condescending 1owards her and did not want to coopera1e when she asked for his name .. The caller stated she fell 
emotionally raped and that her privacy was violated. The caller stated she is not going to put up with this kind of behavior. 

She stated she thought it was just poor customer service, not a failure to accomodate. 

The caller stated one of the TSO females name was eithef§R§J or[iill] The caller described one of the females as being white and medium size with short hair in either her 30s or 40s. The caller described the second female as being black with 

: 2:1:~2~~ nappy hair. The caller described the supervisor she spoke with as being tall and slender and white. 

PM 
I advised the caller thal I would sent her complaint to the Customer Support Manager in Indianapolis for review. 

The ca 11 er mentioned that the phone numb er she provided only messages can be left at that number because she travels so much. And if contacted at that number to p I ease I eave a ca 11 back number. 

Airport - Indianapolis 
Airline - Southwest 
Flight Number - 4726 from Indy to Hou 
Date Time of incident - 12 14 2014 10:00 am 
Contact Information (rncludinq e-mail) for the passenqer f._b_.'--i(_6-'-1 _________ _, 



NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT I NFORMATIONf-;--,..,.,,,,--------, 
Full Name; Email Addres ·1 ff:, 
Phone Number b 1(6i 
Address:~b_·:~1(6_·~1 __ ~ 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 

121141201 Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? No 
NOTE: 

4 3:15:14 
PM 

12/151201 
4 8:45:46 

AM 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Los Angeles I nte rna ti on al Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 
12-14-2014 1316 

I am a Global Entry member, KTN ifh··,1rr1 I TSA PreCheck was printed on rny boarding pass for DL 1448 departing at 9.55pm on 12112114. I reached the checkpoint shorlly after 9.00pm. TSA staff said that "because PreCheck closes at 9pm, I 
MUST receive a regular screening (shoes off, laptop out. belt off, liquids out, full pat down).'" At all other US airports to date, my experience has been that PreCheck screening is available in the regular lanes (not only in the PreCheck lanes). As a paid 
Global Entry part1c1pant with PreCheck on my boarding pass, why was I denied PreCheck benefits in this case?? Response required. 

This document may include pro pri eta ry and confi d ent1al info nmati on. This document may not be reproduced. copied, distributed, pub Ii shed. modified or fu mis h ed to third parties. without prior wntte n consent. PI ease notify the sender immediate I y by e
m a i I if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. II you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this infonmation is 
strictly prohibiled. 



My names iskbl(6) ! and I live in Sedona Arizona. I am a Certified Residential Real Estate appraiser who works for the largest private lender in the country on contract as a Loss M1t1gat1on Appraisal Analyst. 

Appro,imately 14 monlhs ago, after 4 years of ongoing illness and trials and tribulation, I was diagnosed with Relapsing Remitting Multiple Sclerosis (RRMS) 10 go with my Chronic Daily Migraine Headaches I hat I have had fore over 14 years. My 
illness entails running random high fevers for weeks. extreme fatigue and weakness, tremors in my hands and arms, I am unable most of the time to lift my left arm and when I do it is extremely painful. spasticity, loss of balance, loss of coordination in 
both hands so at times I am unable to write, urinary incontinence. pins and needles and limited feeling in my left arm. hand and left foot. loss of heanng, among many other things. I spent over $1200 on my air ticket to make sure that if I was unable to 
fly due to being too sick last Tuesday, it would be refundable or changeable without a problem. Fortunately, my fever broke two days earlier and my boyfriend helped my get everything ready for my trip to Arizona last Tuesday. 

Part of my illness is giving myself injections of a drug called Copaxone. It costs over $8,000 a month and what the insurance company does not pay, the manufacturer gives me some financial assistance for because I have slowly been working less 
and I ess. It comes in prepared g I ass syringes and cannot go through the security x- ray machines. so whenever I travel. I hold it up and politely request a hand ch eek for it. I have be en doing this now every time I !rave I. which is more th an o nee a month 
since last March, 2014. Each time a TSA Agent takes the box around and waits for me to go through the scanning machine. My belongings go through the x-ray machine and then I gather up my belongings and follow them over to an area where they 
swab lhe inside and outside of the medication box and needles for e,plosives (I assume) and swab my hands also wilh the wand and test them and then I am free to go. Allhough I could use a wheelchair, I am nol yet ready to do so. I can walk and am 
still strong enough most days to do so. so I refuse to not do so, even if it takes me a little longer. 

On Tuesday. 12/1012014 I was scheduled to take Southwest flight 2422 confirmation #FMCUQ7 at 6:15am changing planes in Atlanta and going on to Phoenix AZ. At 5:00am I was going through the security line and requested a hand check and held 

121151201 up the bo,. A short medium size black haired woman looked at me and rudely said, "lfwe hand check that we will have to search of all your things and a full pat down." 

4 8:46:07 
AM I responded politely by saying." That's not necessary and I came through here two weeks ago heading to New York and you did not do that and there were hundreds of people and now there is no one., Typically the box is scanned." 

12/151201 
4 

12:21:38 
PM 

She literally seethed and barked back at me," Don't tell me how to do my job! If you won'I let us scan thal bo,, thal is what must happen." 

So I said,"But I can't let you scan this box. ll"s my medicine and 11 will be destroyed. " I hand the box to her and went through the full body scanner and am cleared. All my belongings are x-rayed and cleared through the x-ray machine as well. As I come 
through to retrieve my things the woman barks something at a TSA male person and he literally jumps in front of me and PUSHES me out of the way shouting at me, "Don't touch those things!" He looks at me like I have done something terribly wrong 
and yells at me to back away and which are my lhings, so I point to my coat, handback, boots and backpack. I actually left the computer there and I hey had 10 gel it laier. 

Then another woman with lighter frizzy hair, heavier. pulls me harshly over (so yes, 4 people) to an area in the middle of security and tells me she is going to do a full pat down and I can do it there or in private. Never did she ask me if I had any 
medical conditions or if anything hurt or needed to be watched out for anything. I said no to the private room and she started slowly giving me a speech about the touching in the pat down. While she is doing this the same man and woman and are not 
swabbing my bags for explosives, they have their hands inside of my belongs and they are taking things out and looking at my privale lhings and reading medicine botlles and opening zippers and dumping lhings and turning lhings over elc. I 
unfortunately have to use catheters and these were out there for all the world to see. The lady doing the pat down has me holding an arm out that is not physically able to, and when I try to tell her I cannot do it she tells me she may have to start over 
again if I cannot cooperate. And then, with all their violating of my civil nghts and searching through my private things without cause, they open a medicine prescription bottle and find medical marijuana. So she looks up at me with her hands on the 
literally microscopic amount of medical marijuana that I have a prescription for and was in its prescription bottle and she should have NEVER had access to and then commits a felony and detains me as if she is a law enforcement officer, which she is 
not. Al this point I can no longer stand just because I have been slanding longer lhan I have in months, and I ask for a chair because she told me I could not take my things (nol true) and could not go to the plane (nol true bul I didn'I know.) 

I am a Global Entry member, KTN i!'h··,1rr1 I TSA PreCheck was printed on my boarding pass for DL 1448 departing FROM DETROIT, MICHIGAN (DTW) at 9.55pm on 12112114. I reached the checkpoint shorlly after 9.00pm. TSA staff said that 
"because PreCheck closes at 9pm, I MUST receive a regular screening (shoes off, laptop out, belt off. liquids out, full pat down)." At all other US airports to date, my experience has been that PreCheck screening is available in the regular lanes (not 
only in the PreCheck lanes). As a paid Global Entry participant with PreCheck on my boarding pass. why was I denied PreCheck benefits in this case?? Response required. 

This document may include pro pri eta ry and confi d ent,al information. This document may not be reproduced. copied, distributed, pub Ii shed. modified or fu mis h ed to third parties. without prior wntte n consent. PI ease notify the sender immediate I y by e
m a i I if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. II you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is 
strictly prohibiled. 

The caller would like to speak with someone in regard to how his wife was treated. 

He stated his wife was made to take her clothes off and and was screened via a patdown screening. He indicaled thal she was so upset I hat was the only information I hat she was able to provide and he could barely understand her. This occurred al 
MLB in FL today. 

He indicated th at he tried to contact the CS M via opt ion 5 on the I VR and was routed to me , He stated th at he was not asked for an airport code, 
12/15/201 
4 2:52:58 She flew with Delta and departed around 2:30pm. She went through screening between 1 pm and 1 :30. She was traveling to Jackson MS with a layover in ATL. 

PM 
He stated that he hopes that the CS M contacts him to exp I a in what happened. 

I advised that I have documented the information that he has shared and will refer the information to the CSM at MLB to make them aware. They would have the means to look into and address this. I advised that the CSM amy contact him if they 
require add i ti o na I inform at,on. 

I attempted 10 ask probing questions of the caller to obtain additional informalion in regard to exactly what happened and why, but lhe above is the only information that the caller could provide. 



12/15/201 
4 3 0317 

PM 

Caller traveled to Mexico and on their return they went into a Duty Free store and bought a bottle of liquor that was packed in a Duty Free bag. They were told that 1f they didnt mess with the item and left it m their bag they could leave it in their baggage 
on their connecting II i g ht from Chicago to Detroit, They went through the sere en i ng with the bottle and the TS Os said they would have to inspect the bott I e, Ca Iler said they then decided the bott I e was an exp I osive device after attempting the bottled 
liquid scanner. They could not get the bollle 10 sil right and could not complete the bottle liquid scanning. They were told the bottle didnt pass inspeclion and they took his bottle of liquor and they gave him a patdown. Caller said lhey were very rude 
and wants to make a formal complaint about it. Caller stated that they did tell him he could take the bottle out and place it in checked baggage. Caller said they have spoken with their attorney. Caller says he thinks his rights were taken and he will go 
higher if he needs to. Cal I er co nti nu ally stated they did nothing wrong and wants to know why they did add i ti o na I screening. Ca 11 er states th at someone s hou Id I oak at the sign because it doesnt say that their items might not be al lowed through. 

Advised caller : Liquids, aerosols, and gels in sealed STEBs will be screened al the TSA checkpoint with bottled liquid scanner Iechnology used to inspect bollles and their contents for the possible presence of liquid, aerosol, or gel threat materials. As 
always, items that cannot be screened will not be allowed through the security checkpoint. TSA recommends that passengers continue to place duty-free liquids, aerosols, and gels in checked baggage if they are concerned the items will not be cleared 
through the checkpoint. 

Advised caller: Every person and ilem must be screened before entering lhe secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is importanl. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring lhat all passengers are treated wilh dignity, respeci. and 
courtesy. 

Because your comp I ai nt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have lo rwa rded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 
Provid<;J..1...1.a:'""-==-1 umber 
Name, bi(61 
Phone (b 1(6) 

Flight Information 

Airport 
Airline 
Localion 
Date Time 
TSO Name 

ORD 
United 
Terminal 1 BC area 
12.13.14 8:15pm 
~ Female supervisor. She thought it was funny that he received additional screening. 

Connecting flight from Mexico 10 OTW. 

Hi. 
My name is fh ,1RI I 
At 1311212014, when i was in Austin airport, to go to Munich via Houston, the security guards made me a pat-down. 

I'm Tu rl<i sh Navy Officer, was t rave Ii ng with N ato T rave I Order. I have no va Ii d passports on my own, 

NATO says, NATO Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA) orders are not required to show a passport or visa for entry into nor exit from United States under international law and domestic regulations. So NATO members shall be exempt from passport 
and visa regu I ati o ns and i m m,g ration ins pe ct,on on entering or I eav i ng the territory of a receiving State. 

I tried to explain lhis rule and shown them an explanation writing frorn._l(_b"-)(_6'-1 _______________ _.~ bul they didnl understand me, they said lhat because of no passporl on me, they had to do pal-down. 

was about to miss my p I an e. i unwi 11 i ng I y accepted pat-down. 

i looked to your web site writes "If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by imaging technology or a walk-through metal deIecIor, the passenger will be screened using a I ho rough patdown procedure instead. A patdown procedure also is 
121161201 used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by imaging technology." 

4 
10:06:00 So im complaining for this situation. and the staff that made pat-dowm to me. 

AM Their names are; 
!(bi(m f Security Manager (!(bi(m I -Stakeholder Manager .. i(b_)_(6_) ___ ...., 

l(b)(61 
Liteunant 
Turkish Navy 

kbi(61 

br(ffl 

I rll§ @-nlJII §I id §11§ iii@§ [I §11§1 I 111166 Willi ii Ji@ dbiiiidd 11131 Slid II llti !JCS 36161} :01 a lb soc Si ti s 6 C I . ; I I 
information is prohibited. The opinions expressed in this message belong to sender alone. This e-mail has been scanned for all computer viruses. 
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12/16/201 
4 

12:13:31 
PM 

To whom 11 may concern, 

I urge you to read the following narrative, a flight attendant's perspective of a diverted flight, very closely. It is an illustration of a blatant violation of FAR 108.201 and a potential violation of FAR 108.225. Please confirm receipt of this email and advise 
of any further instructions. I wo u Id Ii ke remain anonymous in my su bm1ssi on. 

On Friday, March 14, 2014, United Airlines flight 1425 from Chicago O'Hare International Airport (ORD) to Ted Stevens International Airport (ANG) was diverted to Kenai Municipal Airport (ENA) in Kenai, Alaska. The reason for the diversion was 
severe, unexpecled winter weal her at Ted SI evens International Airport in Anchorage, Alaska. Upon arrival in Kenai, we were advised I hat we would be getting more fuel and laking off for Anchorage as soon as weal her condilions permitled. 

W hi I e we we re on the ground in Kenai. several problems beg an hap pe ni ng. We beg an to run out of food and water. The re we re several heavy drinkers o nboa rd. many of them up set that we wouldn't contrn ue serving them a I coho I throughout the tarmac 
delay. Our lavatory waste system became extremely full. The waste level indicator was fully in the red. On top of that, we were unable to let passengers off of the aircraft to use the lavatory because there was no Transportation Security Administration 
(T SA) to re-sere en them be fore they come back on boa rd . 

After several hours into our tarmac delay, the captain had Pizza Hut pizza and bottled water from a local Safeway grocery store delivered to the aircraft. None of the food or water was ever screened for dangerous articles. Everything was simply dnven 
planes ide and brought onboa rd. 

Meanwhile, while weather conditions in Anchorage were not showing any signs of improvement, our captain was about to exceed his maximum duty limitation per Federal Airline Regulation (FAR) 117. 

Once the fuelers in Kenai finally an-ived. they improperly fueled the aircraft. eliminating any chance of us making it to Anchorage HYPERLINK "x-apple-data-detectors://2"on Friday evening. It was at this point that the passengers were directed to 
deplane the aircraft and wait inside the term i na I building for fu rI her i nsl ructions. 

Alier securing the aircraft. the pi I ot and flight attend ant crews a I so de planed and left the airport for our hotel. 

On the morning of Saturday, March 15, 2014, at approximalely HYPERLINK "x-apple-data-detectors:/14"8:45AM Alaska time, I called the ORD duty desk and spoke to superviso~aboul the situation. She lold me that all of lhe passengers had 
been rebooked on Alaska Airlines and that the crew would be ferrying the plane to ANC. She then corrected herself and informed me that our flight would be a revenue flight. She assured me, however, that everyone would be re-screened before 
bo ardrng the a i rcrafl. 

When we arrived at the airport, we quickly learned from airporl operalions employees thal none of the passengers were going 10 be re-screened. No body scanners. No X-ray machines. No metal detectors. No wands. No pat downs. Nothing. As long 
as they provided a government-issued ID matching their name on the passenger manifest, they were authorized to board the aircraft. 

Caller said he is calling to report an issue thal occured at Detroit Metro his home airporl on 12-12-14. 
He is Global Entry and had Precheck printed on his Delta boarding pass for Flight 11148 but he was denied Precheck and he was given a Patdown. 
The excuse given to him was that PreCheck lane is not open after 9 PM but at other airports when the PreCheck Is closed he gets it in the regular line. 
He said the TSO directed him to the regular line before even scanning his boarding pass because the Precheck Line was not open. 

RESPONSE: 

12116/201 We do not gurarantee ever that you will get the PreCheck. 
4 1:12:25 

PM After careful review, we have determined that this issue does not fall within the purview of TSA. We encourage travelers to contact the local airport authority, which is responsible for the operation and oversight of the airport. 

Al I airports a re not required to accomoda te you and a 11 ow you to get Pree heck benefits in the regular Ii n e. 
Normally we scan the boarding pass but if lhe PreCheck line was not open you would have been referred 10 lhe regular line anyway. 

You can complain to your air I in e that the PreChe ck I a ne was not opened. 

Again we are nol obligaled to give you PreCheck and it is not a guarantee and I cannol tell you different. 



12116/201 
4 4:10:46 

PM 

THIS IS A CONTINUATION FROM THE PRIOR EMAIL BECAUSE I FLEW BACK FROM PHOENIX 12115/2014. THE CORRECT DATE OF THE OCCURRENCE IN WPB WAS 12/11/2014. Here is some clarification and I have done research and my 
civil rights HAVE been violated regardless of the Florida Marijuana laws and lhe fact that the AZ Oepar1ment of Health (AZDH) deems the medication I was carrying in my pill botlle medically necessary and I under-went exlensive medical screen prior 
to being prescribed it. 

The medication I asked to be ha ndche c ked is Copa xone and it is carried in its p rescri pti on box, It costs $8,000 per month and a n-i ves in p re-fi I led g I ass syringes that a re SEALED and in ind ivid ua I unopened 40 mg packages, a Io ng with drug interact ions 
materials and the manufacturer labeling, etc. Until it is ready for use each syringe is not unsealed out of ils package and lhe estimated cosl of each syringe is $720.m The x-ray machine will destroy lhe medicalion and the medication slows the 
progression of my illness and extends not only my life but my ability to walk, see, hear, talk, feel, breathe and function at all. It stops ar slows the damage the disease is doing to my brain. So when a TSA officer looks at me and rudely says. "If you 



12116/201 
44:11:20 

PM 

Submitted on Tuesday, December 16. 2014 - 14: 18 Submitted by anonymous user: .. l(b_._,(_6_) __ ~~ubmitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? Unreasonable Search Seizure Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes. I m filling this form out for myself 

==I nd1v1d ua I Info== 
First Name!rh11Rd 
Lasl Namejrh ,1R, I 
Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 
Phone Number kb i(61 . I 
PO Box or Street Address:j(b.:,(6.i 
City: Seatlle ,._'--"'------' 

State: Washington 
Zip Code (Post Code): 98103 

Other:~---------~ 
Emai1fh··,1r;·1 

==Incident lnfonmation== 
When did this happen? 12 15 2014 
Where did this ha pp en? ALASKA - AN C - Anchorage 
I nte mational 
What happened? 
On December 15th, at appro,imately 12:03am I proceeded through 
the TSA Precheck line on my way to Flight 108 Alaska Airlines 
leaving gate C4. I was travel mg a lone. wearing blue jeans and a 

,ll":w,t'-'-'U.WIIJ.!b i a fie ece, For reference. I have a globa I entry pass 
. Your video tapes should by time-stamped as to when 

._m_y--,."'R""c_o_d.,...e for my flight was scanned. The TSA agent asked me to 

proceed through the meta I detector as norm al, no prob I ems. 
However. after I was 15-20ft away heading to grab my bags from 
the X-Ray machine, she stopped me saying I had been randomly 
selected for additional security. I asked why. and she said the 



12117/201 
4 1:10:12 

PM 

Disability Description: Caller has a knee replacement and her son has Downs Syndrome. 

Information Requesl: Caller is a United retiree and she usually has to fly on standby and she can I call the 72 hours prior to the flight 10 setup assistance. She was wondering if she could ask for a supervisor when she gets 10 lhe checkpoint to help her 
get through the screening. She would probably know about 24 hours before the flight what her itinerary will be. 

Response Details: Asked the caller if she felt like the incident back in April was discrimination because her son is disabled and she said yes. Asked the caller if she would like me to give her information on how to file a complaint in writing and she 
said she would like the information sent 10 her but she doesn t want to file a complaint. She would like the information in case ii happens again she will know what to do. 

Advised the cal I er we recommend that she ca 11 7 2 hours prior to the flight but th at we can sti 11 send it if the I ea d ti me is I ess. Al so informed her she could ask for a PSS at the checkpoint to help her through the screening. Cal I er says she was given the 
number to the manager at the Honolulu airport to call ahead when she gets there and she wanted to know if that was the same for Las Vegas. Gave her the number to the CSM at McCarran which iskb-·1(6'1 ! 
Before the security screening begins, it is important for passengers to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) if they: 

Have metal implants that may alarm the walk-through metal detector; 
Need assistance; 
Have difficulty raising their arms: or 
Have difficulty walking or standing alone. 

Passengers with meIaI implants may be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT), a walk-through metal deIecIor, or a thorough patdown. AIT screening requires that passengers be able to stand slill with lheir arms over their head for 5-7 
seconds without the support of a person or device. Passengers using the walk-through metal detector must be able to walk through on their awn. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger must be screened using a patdown. A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alanms of a walk-through metal detector or anomalies 
identified by A IT. If passengers are screened using a pa ldow n, it is important to know the fo 11 owing: 

Paid owns wi 11 be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. 
Passengers may ask for private screening at any time. 
Passengers s ho u Id nol be asked or required 10 remove or Ii ft any article of clothing 10 rev ea I a sensitive body area. 

Before the secunty screening begins, it is important for passengers to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) if they or their traveling companions or family members: 

Have an intellectual or developmental disability: 

Caller wants 10 speak to someone in customer service; she had some jewelry stolen. She was on Flt 1013 from JFK 10 Long Beach on Dec. 12th. She didn t open her bags uni ii now because she has been sick. She reported it to JelBlue. The number 
they provided ta pursue a claim was not a goad number. When she called back, she was given the TSA number. 

Was there an NOi? 

The jewelry was stolen aut of her carry-on bag. She was delayed due to a patdawn. She had POC and batteries and was challenged to get her property through the airport. 

1. Airport: JFK 
2. Airline: JetBlue 
3. Flight number: 1013 
4. Departure date and time: 12-12.1745 hrs. 

121171201 6
5. Approximate time of incident: caller does not recall when she went through, possibly about 1630. 

Localion (lerminal or gate number): Gale 26 - JetBlue 
4 \,1~'53 1: Description al baggage: black 21 inch suitcase with wheels and an extendable handle. The jewelry was in a flannel draw-string jewelry bag inside her black carry-on bag. 

8. Baggage claim numbers: NA 
9. Notations on the NOi: NA 
1 o. On behalf of: NA 
11. Contact informatianJ"-(b~·•-'-1(6_.~I ____ _. 

I advised ca Iler that I would send them a claim form , the Ii Ii ng of which ca uses an i nvesti ga ti on to occur, and I would lo rwa rd their information to the CS M for a p prop ri ate action. 

Caller request the claim form be suiface mailed to her. I confirmed her address. 



Caller stated her expe nence at Chicago O ha re was so severe she al most had to go to the hos pita I. The cal I er stated she was flying from Chicago O ha re to Phi I ad e I phi a I a st Monday. The caller stated she does not go through the scanners so she 
gets a pat down. She was held 15 minutes in a comer and could not see her baggage. When she tried to leave the comer to check on her belongings she was told to get back in the comer. She was yelled at by a TSA agent who stated you chose 
this. The caller slated that women TSA agents were doing nothing but slanding around and laughing al her. She slated she saw woman TSA agents picking there fingernails with a pen and doing nolhing. She stated when a female agent finally came 
over to her the TSA agent was yelling at her to find out if she had any pockets. So she pulled up her shirt to show she was wearing leggings. The lady then yelled at her asking why she pulled up her shirt. The caller stated the screener kept yelling at 
her to Ii nd out if she had any meta I or sharp objects in her pockets. The ca 11 er stated she would have wa I ked through the metal detector and gone through a pat down to show she did not have anything in her pockets. The caller stated she requested a 
supervisor and asked for a chair. She was going to collapse because she hadn t had her medication. She felt terrorized. She believes that the incident was racially motivated. She referenced Ferguson, MO. The caller stated the intimidation was 
horrifying. The caller stated there were 3 huge black woman standing over. The caller stated she saw the screener who was suppose to be watching the ,-ray monitor was laughing so hard he wasn t even walching the moniIor. The caller slated she 
would have had a heart attack if she had not received her medication. The caller stated she is 60 year old woman. When the supervisor got over there, she ran the other woman off. The names of the people who were treating her like this are -

!rh·i1r;-·, ~ fh··,1rr1 ~ Ian was the scanner who was laughing. This happened last Monday, her fi1ght was scheduled for 1 :40. The caller stated the incident happened around 11 :45. The caller stated the supervisor did not give her name. 
I he caller stated she spoke to another supervisor who was a white male who was very nice to her. She stated he would not give her his name. Caller kept stating to look at the video to see what happened. She kept asking if this is how someone is 
I rea I ed when I hey ask for a pat down i nsl e~ o_f goi nq th rg r h the sea nne r. The ca 11 er staled tha I whi I e she was waiting for her pat down an o Ider lady wi I h blond hair and brown roots approached her and stated she was harassed at O ha re I he night 
before. She stated she was given the nam b_i(6_.1 ith TSA. The caller did not have an email address to provide me. The caller also stated she had taken some pictures of the TSA agents who were harassing her on her phone. 

I provided the caller with the address for sending in a complaint via postal mail and provided her with all the instructions as to what she should include in her letter. 

121171201 The address I provided tof""h-'-.1""/R-'--."-, _ _.!is: 
4 5:47:38 - · 

PM 
Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
OCRL, TSA-6 
601 12 Street South 
Art i ngto n. VA 2 05 98-6 006 

Airporl - O hare 
Airline - United 
Flight Number - 797 
Date and Time - 12 15 2014 1 :40 pm 

Caller went saturday to New York Kennedy airport and had a flight 10 israel, He wants 10 know if the way he was treated is normal procedure. He was asked to remove his shoes and jacket, He wenl through the AIT and was subj eel to patdown 10 clear 

121171201 anomalies. He advised he took his hand and ran it around the his waistline and belt. He wants to know if this is normal procedure. 

4 9:i'42 Advised. 
You are required to remove your shoes and jacket for screening, If the AIT machine which is the machine you were screened by see any anomalies on the body you will be subject to a patdown 10 clear the anomalies. The patdown procedure is what 
you experienced. 
I went through airport security check at the Virgin Amenca terminal at Newark Liberty International Airport between the time of 1 0:0Oam to 10:30am on December 15. I don t remember the exact time I arrived at the secunty check point. I was made to 
go through a body scanner and when I was inside, I felt the TSA male agent made me stay there too long. He told me I wasn t posing right or holding my arms up right and he wasn t getting the image. So he made me stay and so he could re-image 
until he was satisfied. 

Why was a ma I e agent assigned to scan me? I m a s Ii m young Chinese woman who was wean ng no shoe, no be It but Ju st a thin body tIg ht sweater and a pair of body hugging jeans with nothing i ns1d e the pocket. Th ere was absolute I y no space 
between my clothing and my slim body that I could hide anything without creating a visible bulge. Yet, I felt I was held inside the body scanner for two long by a male agent. 

Besides. I saw that not everybody was made to go through the scanner. It seemed certain people were exempted from it. Throughout the entire history of aviation or even the entire existence of the USA as a country, was there ever a bomber who was 
a young Chinese woman? If not, why was that I was selected to go through the body scan while others weren t, and why was I being assigned to a male agent to scan my body??? 

121181201 I wasn t notified by any agent there that I could have a pal down option. I only found oul unlil just now. Nobody offered me any option in lieu of a body scan. Nobody asked if I was pregnant. I totally didn I know I could refuse body scanning in order 

4 B: 3?:03 to avoid the radiation. The male agent there just authoritatively told me to go into the scanner, and I obeyed thinking it would take one snap. But I felt I was made to remain there because he had to re-do the imaging. I wasn t offered the option of 
having a female agent either. Is it because I have to right to request a female agent to scan me? 

AM 

I am not happy with lhe traveling experience at the Newark Airport at all. I wasn I not made to go lhrough a body scan when I left LAX, they gave me expediled screening. I don t understand why I wasn t given I his option at Newark and I am not happy 
that I was assigned to a male agent to scan me. 

Please investigate. 

Regards, 

!(b)(61! 



Caller fi ew on a travel junket lo r the casino and traveled from RD U to Tunica Mississippi and the Friday after Th an ksg iv i ng Nave m ber 30th she was coming and went through the W TM D and the lady working 11 I ooked at her and cal led her the random 
female check and they gave her a patdown. This particular woman was in her face yelling at her and loudly and rudely explained to her what to do. She treated her like a criminal and was right in her face and told her to keep her eyes on her basket. 
She said do you want 10 go to some privale screening are and the caller said she said she wanted everyone 10 see what she was doing. She was having a great day and weekend until this happened. She was 5 5, dark black, big chesl, sIocky build 
and 200 pounds. After it was over she started glaring at her The caller is 5 6. 185, blondish short hair. white with freckles, golden cargo pants and a white pullover. 

Advised: 

121181201 I will forward this information to the CSM at Tunica for review and investigation. 

4 2:21 :43 
PM Airport where the incident occurred: Tunica 

Airline: Mikes Travel Junket 
Flight numbers: Unknown 
Date and time of incident: November 30 2014. 1130 am 
What terminal or gate? only one 
I ndivid ua I s con ta ct in formation ema i I 

fh\1~·-, I 

Caller has traveled twice and has to have additional screening. Caller wants to know why she has GE and PreCheck and has to go for this additional screening and how it can be fixed. 

Response: 

TSAJ seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is 
conducted Is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some insIances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

121191201 The ··s" nolation or olher marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Security Adminislration (TSAJ security procedures. This procedure is jusl one layer of security lhat TSA employs to protect the 

4 1 :39:05 Nation's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

PM 
TSA does not discuss or release specifics about security screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Security Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI to the public because it is 
considered d etri me nl al to the security of trans po rI ati on. 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (DHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
transportation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
• Traveler's belief thal they are on a government watch lisl. 
• Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 
• Difficulty pnnting a boarding pass at home or at the kiosk. 

OHS TRIP is part of an efforl by the U.S. Departments of State and Homeland Security to welcome legitimaIe Iravelers while securing our counlry from those who want to do us harm. 

For those who encounter misidentification, the D HS T rave I er Redress Inquiry P roqram (TRIP) he I ps prevent watch I 1st name confusion. or misidentification. Travelers may a pp I y lo r D HS redress on Ii ne. 



The ca 11 er started the conversation by as king if I was lam i Ii a r with GOES and GI o ba I Entry. I advised th at I was. 

He is traveling from ELP to DC. The Precheck indication was on his boarding pass. He didn t have 10 remove his shoes, however received additional screening after passing through he screening technology. He slated that there was an alarm and he 
received a patdown. He stated that the additional screening had to be done because there were items on his person that didn t match his image. He had items (Kleenex and brush) in his pocket. The TSO advised that he asked in regard t metal items in 
his pocket. 

He indicated that he spoke wilh a supervisor who indicated that he didn I know thal there was a CSP enrollment center in El Pass. 

The ca 11 er stated that he presented his GI o ba I Entry card and it seemed that TSO s did n t know what 11 was. 

12/19/201 The caller staled thal he hasn t had 10 go through such screening at other airports, He slated I hat he presents his military ID and is laken through a separate line where he walks through lhe WTM D and then clears screening. 
4 3 0944 

PM The caller was primanly upset because he received the additional screening. 

I explained that he is eligible for expediled screening (Precheck) as a Global Enlry member which allow shim to leave on his shoes and light ou1erwear as well as his laptop and 311 bag in his carry on. Even if the passenger receives expedited 
screening. TSOs are required to clear alarms via additional screening. Passengers have to be screened by TSA before they can fly. 

TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport and no individual will be guaranteed expedited screening in order to retain a certain element of randomness. 
hllp: www.tsa.gov tsa-precheck par1icipa1ion-tsa-precheck%C2%AE 

TSA recommends that passengers rem ave items from their pocket to reduce the chances of an a I arm. 

Caller s mother fi ew this mom i ng from TL H-M IA and had whee I chair assistance and uses a walker due to mo bi I ity issues. Caller 1s up set be cause her 8 7 -year old mother received a pat-down. 

Resolution: 
12/19/201 
4 3: 31 : 19 Advised caller that no passengers a re exempt from re cei vi ng a pat-down. Advised caller that m order to be screened using the WT MD passengers must be able to wa I k through on their own. Sim, I arl y screening by Al T requires a passenger to stand sti 11 

PM with their a rm s above their head lo r 5-7 seconds, If your mother was unable to be screened via either method a pat-down must be conducted, Al so advised ca 11 er that pat-downs are used to resolve a I arms of the WTM D or a no m al i es identified by AIT, 
Apologized to caller for her being upset, but given the nature of the atlacks during 9 11 all passengers have to be lhoroughly screened before boarding a flight. 



12119/201 
4 4:09:21 

PM 

12/20/201 
4 91648 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 12/19120141 :57:32 PM Airporl: MCO - Orlando lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 11/18/2014 Airline & Flight Number: Delta Checkpoint/Area of Airporl: 
TSA Employee: (If Known) :!1h··,1fr1 !anm:omment · IS TSA TO ASSURE SECURITY OR CRIMINALIZE INNOCENT PASSENGERS? 
TSA was created to strengthen the security ... and ensure the freedom of movement for people and commerce. Its vision 1s to provide the most effective transportation security in the most efficient way as a high performing counterterronsm organization 
with core values to include Integrity. Innovation, and Team spirit. 
Wow- how commendable are TSA's vision, mission and core values unless one realizes their actions on the ground. I fly fairly frequently and have no choice bul to navigate the security steps overseen by TSA. It is hardly ever a pleasant experience to 
speak with these a TSA officer- they are generally rude and their demeanor is very authoritarian as if they running the country. Rarely do you come across a more civil TSA person who smiles, and treat you with respect and humility which every 
passenger deserves. My most recent experience tops everything: it was mo st hum i I 1ati ng and I was treated as if I am a c rim i na I. 
Who am I? I am a naturalized senior citizen of Indian descent with 35 years of residency in this great nation of FREEDOM lovers. I also acquired OHS approved Global Entry which offers TSA pre-check security clearance to minimize hassles with 
TSA. At one point I also served in the While House Office of Science and Technology requiring a high level of security clearance. All in all I firmly believe lhat I am a responsible citizen and adhere to lawful policies and praclices in my daily aclivilies. 
However, my skin color and my heritage are beyond my control and it appears that mare often than not. TSA treats people of color like me as if I am a "criminal" and create undue harassment and greater scrutiny. 
Dun ng my re cent !rave I from Ori and o to MS P on November 18 I had a very unfortunate experience as fol lows: 
1.1 realized at the Delta counter that my driver's license was not in my purse and the best I could think that I left it in the hotel. Delta allowed me to check in with my Social Security and Medicare cards which. according to Delta, were the next best 
option in lieu of the pholo ID. 
2.When I got to the TSA pre-check counter with my wife and explained the unfortunate situation I was disallowed to get through that line and sent to regular security check. The issue for me was not going to another security check but the attitude of 
the TSA officer was absolutely horrifying and the beginning of making a "criminal" out of me as if I have committed something which has never happened before- misplacing the ID. I am even more hornf1ed when I read the following on TSA website: 
'We understand passengers occasionally arrive at the airport without an ID, because of losing it or inadvertently leaving it at home. If this happens to you, it does not necessarily mean you won't be allowed to fly. II you are willing to provide additional 
information, we have other ways to confirm your identity, like using publicly available dalabases, so you can reach your flight." 
In addition I had my OHS authorized Global Entry card but it was never mentioned as a proof of identification. TSA could use publicly available database: they could see that my wife is travelling with me with all the documents. They could do all that to 
mitigate the unfortunate situation but they did not. Why- just to discriminate and humiliate me. 
3.1 am handed over to someone with a phrase 1 +1 with no clear explanation. I was told that I had no option but go through the body scanner which I generally don't care about. However, I went through it. Then I was patted down by SEGUI (perhaps his 
firsl name) who was extremely insensitive in conducting the pat down search and I felt awful when he touched my genilal area. I asked him to have a supervisor meel with me. II has been my understanding thal the TSA has begun using an 
&quot:enhanced&quot: pat-down procedure for those who would rather not subject themselves to a full-body scan. Why both the body scan and pat down in my case except that TSA was determined to discriminate and dehumanize? 
4.ln the meantime my hand carrying baggage was fully searched in part because I had a vegetable curry container from my lefiovers in a restaurant and I had no issues with 11. However, they also removed a SOLID FROZEN butter container citing it 
to be a disallowed item and let me repeat it was SOLID FROZEN in a commercially marked container. All of this was happening step by step which was nothing but discriminatory. demoralizing, disrespectful and criminalization of an innocent senior 
citizen at the hands of TSA personnel who are supposed to make you feel safe, secure and protected. 
5.1 had to wait more than 10 minutes to finally meet the office1(b)(ff', I a Supervisory Officer. He essentially topped the list with his very authoritarian body language, total lack of respect for me. and simply telling me to write if I had any 
issues. It was not possible for me even to inform him of about the lack of sensitivity in the pat down search by!(b)(6 ! I asked him about the removal of butter container and he refused to show me the policy which states that FROZEN items are not 
pennissible. He made every effort to dehumanize another human being. 
I totally understand that I misplaced my DL but by no means was I the firsl person doing so. TSA has access to my pre-clearance da1a: they saw two of my permissible IDs; I was accompanied by my wife: I am a senior cilizen and yet all thal did not 
matter. Does not TSA know how to treat other human beings with due respect, humility, and care? Is the letter "T" for 'terrorizing" the innocent passengers- it truly felt like that the way I was treated. What a horrific experience when I was patted down 

This pains me to send this message as I am a frequenl traveller who has consistenlly complimenled the TSA at various airports for their outslanding service. 
I had a 6am flight on 18 Dec 2014 at the LAS airport. 
I was at the airport before 5a m and was expecting a smooth an easy transit through sec u nty as !his was so early in the morning. 
Ok so here we go I place my belonging in the belt explain to TSA officer I am opting out of scanner here is my description of the TSA officer that was going to screen me about 6 ft 3 bald and well over 200 lbs at D gate between 0500 -0530. Please 
review tape if possible. 
I am a 20 year Veteran over 50 years old and 140 ibs. 
This officer explains to me in a rough manner this 1s safe it's only a scanner I explained I understand not taking any chances as I have had some pretty serious ailments in my life and also explained I always opt out. 
With that I go through completely ready lo r pat down. 
The TSA officer seemed to be agitated by the request of I his opt oul. 
He explains what the procedure is I explain to him I have been through this numerous times no problem. 
He says any sensitive areas I say I have neck issues and a nearly 14 inch Titanium rod and screws in my lower back. 
He precedes to search me then goes up one side of my leg into the crotch area I have no problem with him going into this region and not even thinking anything and his guy nails me right in the testicle and it really hurt then goes up the other side in a 
rough way and really felt like someone kicking me directly in my 1es1icles and loday is Salurday and it still hurts to say I am steamed and livid aboul this is an understatement. 
I spoke with another TSA officer afierwards and he apologized he was also a bald Caucasian male believe his name badge was~ 
PI ease review the tape at this ti me. 
I am not accepting this and am far from happy about this incident knowing it is most likely an isolated incident by an overzealous angry employee. 

If there is a form for a formal complaint please send it to me. 
l"m not done plan to follow up and clearly not accepting a simple apology. 

Sincerely, 
I will add my name at a later time once I am in contact with a representative directly. 
Once again I know most TSA officers and outstanding employees doing their jobs responsibly. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time· 12/20/2014 7:24:29 AM Airport· CLT - Charlotte Douglas International Date/Time of Travel· 12120/2014 7:00 AM Airline & Flight Number· DL 1591 CheckpoinUArea of Airport· tsa pre middle of airport TSA Employee: (If Known): 

12120/201 
4 9: 17:31 Comment · every time I come through Charlotte I am subjected to either a thorough pat down or a lull bag search simply because I choose to opt out of the magnetic screening This time I was almost subjected to a second pat down until they cleared up 

AM that I was TSA pre-check I am TSA pre-check and I have hip implants.I choose nol to go through lhe machine since I am always patted down again anyway. 
But Charlotte is extreme and this last experience took 30 minutes Why is this such an issue here in Charlotte? 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name kb-·1(6'1 Phone Number jrh·11fr1 I Email: kbl(ffl !To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link. httpJ/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Disability Description: Caller said she has a sprained ankle and injured knee and called Delta for a wheelchair. 

Response Details: Claims Complaint 

Airport:LAX 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Number:5786 
Departure Time:12-20-14 at 9:20 am 
Arri val Airport and Ti me: Missoula. MT at 1 pm 
Location: checkpoint 
Terminal: 5 
Gate:B 50 
Contact lnformationf "'b"--."-,(6,,_-._1 ________ __.! or tb 1(6) 

121201201 I advised her that I will refer lhis to the CSM at the airport. 
4 

11:53:02 
AM Res pons e: Before the security screening begins. it is important for passengers to inform the Trans po rtati on Security Off ce r (TSO) if they: 

12120/201 
4 

12 09 28 
PM 

Have medically necessary I iqu ids or g e Is: 
Need assistance: 
Have difficulty raising their arms: or 
Have difficully walking or standing alone. 

Passengers should also separate medically necessary liquids and gels from other belongings before screening begins. Whether passengers are traveling with these items for themselves or for others, medically necessary items are not subject to the 
limitations for other liquids. gels, and aerosols, and are allowed through a checkpoint in excess of 3.4 ounces once they have been screened and cleared. However, passengers are encouraged to bring through the checkpoint only the amount of 
medically necessary liquids or gels they will reasonably need for the duration of I heir itinerary, allowing for delays, and pack the rest in checked baggage. 

Medically necessary liquids and other ,terns permitted in carry-on bags include the following: 

Gels or frozen liquids needed to cool disability or medically relaled items used by persons wilh disabililies or medical conditions. These items may be presenled al the screening checkpoint in a frozen or partially frozen state. 

Caller is wanting 10 file a complain!. Caller stated that he and other co-workers were given a jar of hot chocolale mix that is powder. Caller stated that he had this in his carry-on along with other co-workers and only he was subjecl to additional 
screening. Caller stated that they hand to da a hand inspection ta ensure that it was only the hot chocolate mix. Caller stated that he then received a pat down procedure in front of his co-workers. Caller stated that he was singled out because al the hot 
c hoco I ate. Cal I er stated that it was emb arass i ng and way overdone. Caller 1s up set. 

Airporl: RNO 
Airline: SW 
Flight Number: 1497 
Date Time: 12 20 14 went through screening around 9:00am 

Terminal Gate: FB,'-3,...,..,-------, 
Email Address:!"'(b ... ·•_.1(6"'-· ... 1 _____ _, 

Resolution: 

I advised the caller that the patdown procedure is a farm al secondary screening for any alarms and there is always the random selection that can occur. I advised the caller that I would forward this information to the CSM at the airport for review. 



Dear TSA: 

Prior to PreCheck, I sent lellers and emails to TSA and my airline (Delta) suggesling a policy of ··reverse profiling· by passenger data (name, age, address, ticket dala, frequent flyer miles, elc.) to determine which passengers are unknown and 
therefore should get full attention and which should not because they are known (by passenger data) ta be non-threats. 

The current PreCheck program essentially does exactly that. for which I am truly grateful, I usually no longer have to take every scrap of paper out of my pocket, etc., etc. and submit to a pat-down (I refuse scans because I have had too many X-rays in 
my life and don·t believe that TSA scanners are Iotally harmless), which is what originally pushed me over the anger line. 

When I I ea med of PreChe ck. and Del ta was s I ow to enrol I me in it, I invested $1 00 and a I ot of ti me to acquire Global Entry "Trusted Traveler status, which ( as you know) requires a ful I load of information on myself and a persona I interview. So I am 
now a card-carrying , g ove mm ent cert iii ed non-threat, which us ua 11 y gets me PreC heck status. thank God! 

However. at the same time when TSA appears to be inviting virtually everyone into PreCheck, many even without any knowledge of it ("Really? I don't have to take my shoes off?"). I have been "randomly selected" several times in the last few months 
for the full TSA treatment which has wasted my time and TSA's and has made me extremely angry. 

121201201 Why is this happening? Probably because of lhe large numbers of lesser-known lravelers now laking advantage of PreCheck (based on whal level of passenger dala, by the way?), al times at some airports making the PreCheck line longer and slower 

4 1 :OB:24 that the "unknown passenger" line. 

PM 

12120/201 
4 7:05:10 

PM 

Why does it make me angry? Because my status as a proven, ca rd-carrying, governme nt-ce rti fi ed 'Trusted Traveler' non-threat has not changed. I remain a non-threat every day, every ti me, everywhere, Yet. despite th at, I have at times been treated 
by TSA as a completely untrusted unknown flyer needing full TSA scrutiny. 

This is not only extremely annoying. it Is a complete waste of time - TSA's and mine - and makes no sense whatsoever. Even if TSA thinks ,rs a good idea to admit more and more people to what should be the hard-earned. well-deserved privilege of 
PreCheck (because their fees help your budget. or to eventually downsize TSA's agent force?). there is no reason whatsoever to treat those of us who have truly earned that privilege any differently one day than any other. 

FYI, I am a 125,000-plus-mile/year Delta Skymiles customer traveling all aver the country, usually out of DTW (Detroit). and have encountered this unfair. infuriating ·random selection" at DTW several times and occasionally at LAX and other airports. 

All that said, I want it to stop, Or (at the very least) I deserve a logical explanation of why it is being done, 

kbi(6i 

Officej1h··,1rr, 

Cell: !(b 1(6i 

This past week I had an encounler with TSA personnel lhat was very unpleasant. I undersland things are done 10 ensure safely and security to all. However, there has 10 be other plans in place to take the needs of people into consideration. I travel 
with a small dog - she is recognized as an emotional support dog by the airlines. I have her with me almost all the time to help with symptoms of PTSD due to a sexual assault a couple of years ago. I have the proper paperwork identifying this. I have 
!rave I ed with her and gone through security procedures s eve ra I 11 mes over the I a st couple of years. I have always been impressed with TSA perso nne I unti I this I a st In p on December 18th I e avi ng from Denver I nte mati on al Airport. I knew the 
procedures for going through security with the dog wo u Id inc I ude having my hands wiped, I was told they needed to I ook at my bags this ti me as something showed up on my hands, The TSA officer inspecting my bags was very po Ii te and considerate. 
After this procedure was complete I was told I needed to have a pat down. As the officer informed me of my rights I became very anxious and informed her that if someone Iouched me where she said I hey were going to I would have a panic attack. 
She and I informed the other officer who was going to da the pat down of this fact and they both told me they would talk to a supervisor ta see what else could be done. I really appreciated their efforts and consideration as while we waited they 
respected my needs to not sit in an enclosed room as that would only increase the panic I was already feeling. The original officer who searched my bags stayed with me and talked with me while we waited. I talked with a female supervisor, 
explaining the same thing to her. The female supervisor, very rudely, asked, "can't you take medication for that?" (referring to the panic attack I would probably have when touched). I explained that I could not take medication for it, hence why I travel 
with the dog. I said I would go through the other lype of machine, as I only passed through the metal detector, as 10 avoid the pat down. The supervisor left and after a little while a male supervisor came out. I explained the same thing 10 him. He lold 
me, "either you do the pat down or yau don't fly." His tone of voice and the words he said were very threatening. His name is the only name I remember.!(b)(ff:, !as he is now classified as a rapist in my mind. If I did not allow people ta touch me 
in areas that should never be touched by anyone unless one consents I would miss my fi Ig ht. T SA personnel a re now considered ra pi sis in my mind. The re was no reason they needed to subj eel me to such a search in the first p I ace and the pat down 
only proved I was safe - I was not a danger in any way. When some one has been sexually assaulted and is told they must allow people to touch them in private areas it triggers panic. Unless TSA is prepared to reimburse people for counseling then 
there needs to be differenl procedures for people who have diagnosable PTSD from a sexual assault. After being touched, I was lucky to be able to make it 10 my flight as I could barely walk I was shaking so bad. The personnel offered to help me to 
my flight but after that, the last thing I wanted was to allow people who "assaulted' me to help me. 

fb)(6) 



Name: 1h·,1rr, 
Te1:1h·I1rr, 

Email HYPERLINK !(b 1(6) 
Date approximate ti""m-e~oTf fflh_e_e_x_p_e_r-,e-n_c_e_: ~LJ_e_c~1~~-. ~L~UT7T4-, Trn~a_m_t_o~1~u-:;~u~a-m-~ 

PI ace: Vi rgm al America. security checkpoint for Gate 31 to Gate 3 9 

Des c ri pt ion of the ex pe ri e nee: 
I went through the airport secunty check at the Virgin America terminal at Newark Liberty International Airport between the time of 1 O:OOam to 10:30am on December 15, 2014. I don t remember the exact time I arnved at the security check porn!. I was 
made to go through a body scanner and when I was inside, I felt the TSA male agent made me stay there too long, He told me I wasn t posing right or holding my arms up right and he wasn t getting the image. So he made me to re-image multiple 
times until he was salisfied. 

I felt I was discnminated and singled out for the scanning because: 
Why was a male agent assigned to scan me? I m a slim young Chinese woman who was wearing no shoe, no belt, but just a thin body tight sweater and a pair of body hugging jeans with nothing inside the pockets. There was absolutely no space 

121211201 between my clothing and my slim body that I could hide anything withoul creating a visible bulge. Yet, I fell I was held inside the body scanner for two long by a male agent. 
4 9 2917 

AM Besides. I saw that not everybody was made to go through the scanner. It seemed certain people who wore looser clothing and who looked more fitting to the nsky profiles were exempted from it. Throughout the entire history of aviation or even the 
entire existence of the USA as a country, was there ever a bomber who was a young and slim Chinese woman? If not, why was that I was selected to go through the body scan while others weren t, and why was I being assigned to a male agent to 
scan my body??? I feel lhat lhe appropriate security risk assessment was grossly neglecled when I was sent into the scanner. 

I le It my right was violated bee a use: 
I wasn t notified by any a gent there th at I cou Id have a pat down option, I only lo u nd out after my husband told me when I complaint about the incident to him, No body offered me any option in I ieu of a body scan, Nobody asked if I was pregnant, 
tolally didn t know I could refuse body scanning in order to avoid the radialion. The male agent there just aulhoritatively told me to go inlo lhe scanner, and I obeyed thinking ii would take one snap. But I fell I was made to remain there because he 
needed to re-do the imaging unnecessarily. I wasn t offered the option of having a female agent to scan me either. I honestly feel it was my right to be offered a female agent to scan me, and it was my right to be notified that I could refuse the body 
sea n and opt lo r a pat down rig ht the re. It made me feel very di stu rll ed to know that so me male T SA agents could be scruti ni zing my body scan. 

I am not happy with lhe traveling experience at the Newark Airport at all. I wasn I made 10 go through a body scan when I left LAX, they gave me expedited screening. I don t understand why I wasn t given this option at Newark and I am not happy I hat 
I was assigned to a male agent to scan me. 

I forgot to take note of the name of the male agent who selected me and scanned my body on that day because I felt so traumatized by the emban-assment that I wasn t thinking straight to ask for the name. I was never made to do body scan at any 
airport be fore so I was 100 shocked b ul just obeyed the authority. But I he more I think a bout i I, the more I le el ups et and my h us band advised me to file a complaint aft er I rel urned home. 
Caller stated that she has oxygen and a pacemaker and is screened separately. Caller stated that the luggage goes through the conveyor and it sits there by itself while she is being screened and someone could steal it. Caller asked what we do in that 
situation. 

Resolution: 
12121/201 

4 TS Os receive training in the procedures 10 pro pe rl y inspect passenger bags and are required to e xe rci se great ca re during the screening process so I hat when bags a re opened a passenger's be Io ngi ngs are rel urned to the same condition they we re 
10:59:02 found. 

AM 
When passengers can not maintain Ii ne-of-si g ht with their property during a patd own or private screening. T SOs have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's i terns and to ensure that the passenger is reunited with his or her 
property once ii clears x-ray screening. 

Caller fiew on 12-17-2014 from Palm Beach to LGA she said her name was placed on lhe boarding pass under her maiden name. She had a copy of her marriage license. 
She was screamed at that she was not the person on the boarding pass. The officer took her marriage license and did not give it back. She had a patdown. She is ok with the Patdown. She says her marriage license was marked with red ink. She 
was told by the Off1cer,_.,...,-,------, 
The officers name was[b)(ff:1 I She was the officer that was checking IDs. She says the officer was rude and screamed at her. She said everyone else at the check point was very nice. 

I advised The Transportation Security Ad mini st ration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA see ks to provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 passengers who pass through our screening 
checkpoints. Every person and Ite m must be sere ened before entering the secured a re a. and the way the s c reenmg is conducted , s , m po rta nt. 0 u r pol IcIes and procedures foe us on ensuring th at al I passengers are Ire ated with dignity, respect, and 

121211201 courtesy. 
4 

12:43:og Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 
PM 

West Palm Beach I nte rnat ion a I 
Airline - Jelblue 
Flight number - 6362 
Date and Time -12-17-2014 at 11 30AM 
Gate and terminal - Section C 



12/21/201 
4 11754 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time· 12/21/2014 11:12:58 AM Airport: PHL - Philadelphia International Date/Time of Travel· 12121/2014 11 :45 AM Airline & Flight Number: US 5772 Checkpoint/Area of Airport. C TSA Employee: (If KnownJl(b};6kFomment · Don't 
know why I went through any add1t1onal screening since I am TSA Pre-check, besides the hand screening it was shoes and belt off with a pat down. I can put up with that but there was no &quot:thank you&quot;, &quot:sorry&quo ;, quot have a nice 
day&q uot: or anything from Olli cer !( b) ( 6 pr the fem a I e officer! 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Callerfiew From New Orleans International to DEN on 12-1-2014 on united on 1414 Caller is 78 years old. She says she came through TSA 
She has braces on and she has to get a patdown everylime she flies. TSO is!lh·11r;··, !told her to take off her scarf and her jacket. She was rude to the caller. She says thal the TSO told her 10 learn to follow orders. Caller is an african american 
but she says she couldn t say that the incident happened because of discrimination. Caller feels as if the TSO was just very rude. 

I advised that the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening 
checkpoints. Every person and item musl be screened before en1ering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are 1reated with dignity, respect, and 
courtesy. 

121211201 PI ease be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory T ra nsp o rtati on Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 
4 6:41 :30 

PM 

12122/201 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 
We hope this inform at,on is he I pful. 

I advised th at TSA do es keep track of al I comp Iain ts I hat we receive. 

Airport-MSY 
Airline - United 
Dale and Time - 12-01-2014 during mid afternoon 
Gate and Terminal - Does not remember. 
Dear Sir/Madam: 

I was traveling from PBI 12121114 on DL 1262 PBIILGA 6PM/830PM. E-Ticket._!("-b'-')(-'6~1 ____ _. 

When I went through security at PBI, I opted for a pat down. I realized that I had my I-phone headphones in my pocket and handed them to a TSA agent prior to the pat down. I watched the TSA agent place my headphones in a bowl. She then placed 
the bowl nexl to my other items oing through the x-ray machines. When my pat down was complete and I was lold ii was okay to retrieve my items, I noticed lhe bowl was em ply and my headphones were missing. I immediately advised TSA agents 
including s u pe rvi sor. STS b ':,( 6) Conca urse C PBI - Lane 4. The TSA made seve ra I an noun cements throug ha ut the airport, but nobody came forward with my property. I was otfe red the opportunity to file a report with pa Ii ce, but was fea tiul of 
missing my fi1ght. I was very disappointed with the lack of training the TSA had in this situation. I was given a phone number to call but 11 was completely automated even though the'· Contact TSA Information Page'· I was given said representatives 
were available. I'm not sure if my property was accidentally taken or stolen, but I want to know what liability the TSA has in this very unfortunate situation as I want my item replaced. 

Thank you for your kind attention. 

4 Sincerely, 
12:12:53 

PM 

New York, NY 10023 

kb 1(6) lhome 
._[ ____ __,_mobile 

!(bl(61 



12/22/201 
4 

12:48:11 
PM 

Caller said on Saturday night he and his wife dropped off their son kb·:,(6) I aqe 12, at DFW to fly as an unaccompanied minor to Fresno CA on American Airline. Callers wife went through screening with their son while caller waited outside for 
her. She was called over to the side of the checkpoint for secondary screening and they asked her to remove her jacket. They lifted up her sweater and exposed her buttocks. She was wearing leggings. The TSO also reached her hand into his wifes 
panls in front of everyone at lhe checkpoint. After liquids were discovered for their son, a TSO,!Ji:iillIJ I hen took his wife to a side room to complele lhe screening in privale. In front of their son, the TSO pulled his wifes sweater down and exposed 
her breasts. (He said he had badge number at home and call back if needed). He said the TSO did not explain what she was going to do or anything. He is sure their son will be affected at seeing his mothers bare breasts. They came back to talk with 
a supervisor and then the TSA Manager,[iill] or tb·:,(6) !around 9:50 that night 12-20-14. TSO~who searched his wife was coming up near them and laughing and talking with other TSO sand he felt she was making fun of his wife nght in front 
of them and his other son. He did not feel the Officers resolved any of their concerns. 

They must pick his son up on 01-05-14 and he wants to know what issues they will encounter on the next trip. His wife is a prior sexual assault victim and she was in tears after the incident. Caller demanded to know the outcome of their complaint. 
Caller said she has flown before and they know what a Patdown s ho u Id be and and he does not want an em a i I and it has nothing to do with with her being a sexual ass au It v1cti m and has to do with someone taking her dignity and he p I ans to consu It an 
attorney. He does not feel like she was discriminated against nor did TSA fail to accomodate her. 

RESPONSE: 

Told him it may be if she did not have proper ID she was subject to additional screening but I cannot say. 
To enter lhe secure area everyone must be screened. 
I can take the information for a complaint and send to the CSM. 
lcannot promise you will know the outcome of the complaint but the CSM will handle as felt appropnate. 
I will note it is TS~nd we do not have to have the badge # since you did not bring it with you because I need to finish the complaint now. 

To pick your son up, if you are not available to do it on her behalf she can let the TSO know she is the victim of sexual assault or has a touch aversion. 
We do want her to be comfortable and we have notification cards on the website she can prepare. 
(Caller became upset and did not want info on it). 
Told him I just offered and that is fine. 
Offered email but caller declined. 

If you have any concerns or need assistance at the checkpoint you may ask to 
speak with a Passenger Support Specialisl. 

(He said they are going to hire an attorney.) 
Toi d him that he can contact whomever he fee Is is a pp ro pri ate. 



12/23/201 
4 

12:14:07 
PM 

From: h·I1fr, 
Sent: Monday, December 22. 2014 10:29 PM 
To: TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov 
Subject TSA Customer Comment Card - Complaint 

Attached is my oomplaint and followed in a separate email, you will find the password for this password protected document. 

Attachment: 

Date: December 22. 2014 
Time: 2118 
Airport STT (St. Thomas, USVI) 

Dale/Time of Travel: December 20, 2014/Appo,. 13:35 
Airline/Flight Number: Amer Airlinesf0986 

On December 20, 2014 at or about 1335 (1 :35PM). I was travelling on American Airlines Flight 0986, scheduled to depart at 1600 but was delayed for about 1.5 hours that day. As I was going through the security checkpoint located at Gate 2 or where 
Gate 2 used to be on SI. Thomas, VI airport, adjacenl Gate 3 where Sun Counlry airline and Spirit airline counler is located, my experience wilh the TSA staff there was horrible. Firstly, some of the TSA staff (not all) are very rude people and their 
behavior sheds a poor light on TSA. As I entered the checkpoint from the Travel Document Checker (TDC). there were no trays on the lane what was closest to the door where passengers entered the checkpoint and just barely a few left on the second 
lane. There was a female TSO who was apparently doing two functions. DO ~Officer) and WTMD. I stated to the female TSO, 'bin run" The slim/slender built female TSO who wore either braids or dread locks just stood there quietly and did 
nothing like call for a bin run because the one lane had no bins and the seoond lane was almost out as it was down to about probably 9 bins. I went over to the second lane to grab a bin of which the female TSO stated that I did not need a bin for my 
shoes. All I did was set my bags on the table lhat was closest to TDC of the x-ray 1 (I suppose) and headed 10 lhe other side (,-ray 2) for a bin and she was telling me thal I did not need a bin for my shoes. Well, unless she is psychic as my fiip flops 
were on my feet and although St. Thomas. VI does not have pre-check. they accommodate passengers with expedited screening, then how would she know why I needed the bin? I said, bin run and that should have been your focus. Even though you 
could not move and the two ofli cers at the back th at were doing bag ch eeks, you co u Id have said bin run so that when they were done, they co u Id grab the bins and run them to the front for the passengers th at are coming through the security 
checkpoint. It was a Saturday and it was busy and I suppose they shifted some of the passengers that were not checking their bags over to the Gate 2 security checkpoint and I say Gate 2 because that is where Gate 2 was now converted into a 
security checkpoint. 

With that being said. I set the bin on the table. took my laptop out of my bag and I set them on the conveyor belt for x-ray screening. 
I proceeded to the WTMD (walk through metal detector) where I showed the same female TSO my boarding pass that reflected a red stamped TSA precheck, waited for her to go from the DO position to the WTMD position to let me through. 

As I went to collect my things, they had not come through the tunnel as yet. Finally, my carryon bag came out and then the female STSO stopped the belt and removed my purse from the x-ray and set it on the MOR. As she set my bag on the MOR, she 



kbl(61 

This is still the United States last I checked and we still have the document call the Constitution that governs this country. Furthermore I served my country and I'm was a Anti-Terrorism/Force Protection Officer in the Air Force and the security at the 
TSA checkpoints are a Joke with no consistency. When traveling from Houston I had the same clothes on and walk through the Cancer Machines and I did not get felt up there. The only thing they looked at was my watch. 

These O'Hare TSO gentlemen could clearly see my jeans where flal and I had nothing in my pockets. Moreover, your zapping us with lhose huge radialion machines to avoid being felt up by your agents. You need to tell Congress the machines 
obviously don't work and you sti 11 have to assault passengers trying to travel. 

You throwing Congress into your statement to me doesn't make it any better. Sure you can see how they are acting these days so it a bit alarming that they are allowing TSA to assault people by putting theirs hands on them. Why not allow the 
passengers 10 open their own pockets while the agent observe. We are not criminals going 10 jail, we purchased lickels to travel. 

Now I can see why p eo pie are making a big deal about these agents (People) putting their hands on other pea pl e. Then your trying justifying our ci vi I I I be rti es being violated by using the elected morons in Congress who can't pass bi 11 because they are 
being childish. 

121231201 Its unbelievable that you are trying to justify these people unnecessarily feeling on people, but I guess our brilliant Congress People said it was ok. 
4 2:00:43 

PM 
Extreme I y Disappointed, 
Concerned Tax Parng Citizen 

l(b)(61 

> On Dec 23, 2014, at 10:00 AM,l(b)(61 
lb)(61 ~-------------~ 

> 

> Thank you for voicing your concerns about the screening you received at O'Hare Airport recently. The procedures you describe are all according to prescribed security protocols and are mandated by Congress under the authority of the Aviation and 
Transportation Security Act. signed into law November 19, 2001 
> 

> If you ever queslion whal is happening during the screening process, feel free to ask 10 speak with a supervisor. They may be able to explain lhe necessily of the different steps laken during the process. Of course, TSA officers need 10 resolve any 
threats identified by technology employed at the checkpoint and there are some procedures put in place in an unpredictable manner to keep adversaries from gaming the system. Those additional steps can be confusing, but please ask if you have any 

The caller staled thal when she went through securily screening at PHX today she had a very unprofessional experience. She staled thal the agents were terrible and yelling during the screening. She explained that when she got 10 lhe checkpoint there 
was a lady sitting at a desk that looked at her boarding pass, and she informed her that she had TSA PreCheck. She stated that the agent responded by telling her that they do not have TSA PreCheck at that location. She then explained that she was 
going through the normal line, and requested a patdown rather than the x-ray. She was waiting for the patdown officer and noticed that there were persons being routed to a lane for PreCheck. She explained to the Supervisor that approached her to 
perform the patdown that she has TSA PreCheck and wants to o throu h that line. She stated that the agent asked her for her boarding pass as proof, and she explained that her boarding pass is on the conveyor belt as she was not able to use 
PreCheck al thal location. She slated that the ladies name wa (bH61 and she told her thal she was not able to find her boarding pass on the conveyor belt. The agent than proceeded to state that she was doing her a favor and asked her to change 
her attitude. She than threatened her by saying that she has to do this to let her throu hand on the plane. She stated that she was very rude. She stated that while she was waiting for her baggage to come through the other side she asked for the 
person over the checkpoint. She stated that she was pointed to a man name ( b ·., ( ff! or something to that effect. She saw the tbi(6)7woma n walking away from the gentleman as she approached. She stated that she had given the man a heads up 
about the situation. She explained her experience to him and he simply handed her a card. telling her to have a good day. She ~at she was dismissed. She informed him that she is going to her state senators and AZ state senators regarding 
this issue. She staled thal they should be more professional and have more knowledge. She stated that it all could have been handled different from the beginning. She asked if she will be contacted. 

I apologized to the caller and explained that TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area. 
12123/201 and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity. respect, and oourtesy. We will forward the infonmation to the CSM at PHX over TSA for re 
4 3:08:37 

PM Airport: PHX 
Destination: S TL 
Date and Time of incident 12-23-2014 @ 12:45 pm 
Airline: So UI hwesl 
Gate: D3 
Terminal: Unknown 
Flight Number and Time: 3844 @ 2:55 pm 

,-,1.,;,._..:.:..JJL!.<t'lved: Lady sitling al a desk before lhe checkpoint.that was white with glasses, medium brown hair color, and she did not get her name. 

,;,,.-,"-,-,.,...----,•upervisor 
r something similar- Gentleman in charge at the checkpoint. She was informed that he was over everyone at the checkpoint. 



12123/201 
4 7:04:57 

PM 

12124/201 

Caller wants to speak with a manager to ask 1f they put him a watchl1st? He was at the checkpoint this morning and refused to go through the AIT or Patdown. He was not permitted to go through the WTMD at his request. 
What can he to to avoid the AIT or patdown? He wants to go through the WTMD with the Hand held wands. 
He wants to ask what his options are for screening. The police were called al the checkpoint. 
He was at the Bi 11 i ngs Logan. Manta na airport today. 
Is ( b I ( 6 the person he would need to speak with about his name added to a watch I 1st? He did not proceed through s c reem ng. 

bl(6 

Advised: 
I offered to provide safety and research information about the Al T. Cal I er d eel i ned. 
I ndivid ua Is who do not wish to be sere ened by this technology w i 11 be required to undergo alte ma ti ve screening, including a thorough patdown. 
He would have to undergo the screening the TSO di re cts him to. 
Whenever a passenger alarms the walk-through metal detector. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to locate and resolve the source of the alarm. As you know, TSA no longer uses hand-held metal detectors to 
resolve walk-through metal detector alarms. Instead, a TSO will conduct a standard patdown of the passenger, which allows the TSO to screen for metallic and non-metallic prohibited items. 

(bl(61 
Phone: bl 61 
Email: (b 1(6) 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl~(b_·•~1(6_·~1 --~ 
Dale Time: 12124/2014 12:31 44 PM 

4 2: 12:24 Name,.1.,b.,1(_6,.1 ________ ~ 

PM Emai ,.b"".·"'1(6!'-·.,.1 -----,-....,...----'. 
Comp a I nts: na pp ropn ate cree nr ng/ Pat Down Sc reem ng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Ete):Delta flight 5451 on 12124 at 1 :12pm. Departed from ROC .. 
Comments:I am 7 months pregnant, so I can'I go through lhe full body scanner. I requested to be screened through the metal detector and was lold no, I hat I had to have a pat down. This has never happened before since I've been pregnant; I've 
always been permitted to walk through the metal detector, and frequently I am not required to remove my shoes, which is helpful as I have increasingly limited mobility. The female security agent who patted me down was rude and invasive. She used 
far too much force. ins isled I Ii fl my sh, rt above my mate m ity pants, which revealed the bottom of my bra, and then she squeezed my stomach around my uterus so ha rd 11 caused me discomfort and triggered a Braxton Hicks contraction. I /el t this was 
unneeess ari I y invasive. The TSA needs a consistent and resp ectfu I po Ii cy with respect to sere en i ng pregnant women, 
Caller flew from Caba, Mexico to Kansas City on Sunday night. Caller said she had a patdown in Caba and a patdown in Denver when she arrived in the United States. Caller said she was not taken into a different room and asked questions she just 
had a patdown at both locations. Ca 11 er asked customs why she had a p atdown at both locations and they advised her to contact us lo r assistance. Cal I er said she was not held any additional ti me she was j us! given a patdown. 

12/24/201 
4 3 55 01 

PM I advised: 
OHS TRIP is for individuals who are held for multiple hours and asked multiple questions. I advised that what she is describing sounds like a coincidence of having a patdown at both locations. 



Hello: 

My name 1stb1(61 11 fiew from Vegas 10 Texas Fort Worth on Monday morning shortly after 8 AM. My flight number was 1680, and I flew on American airlines. When I went through security.my bag was searched by TSA. While my bag was 
being searc ed, I was patted dawn. 

During the pat down process. I lost sight of my bag. I had a bottle of liquor in my bag that I got as an xmas present. and I honestly did not think about the fact I couldn't bring it with me. I was told I had to check my bag. Not recalling anything about my 
searched bag, i hurried I y returned to the check in and checked my bag . 

My bag made It to Kansas City. but when I unpacked the vet next morning my laptop was not the re. It was in the I arge outside pocket. It was an App I e Mac book pro. 

I have called losl and found al both mci and mccarren wilh nothing having been Iurned in. I know my laptop was in my bag when I left the hotel because I checked. I also know I had ii in security. So either security al tsa pulled it out and didn't put it 
back in ar someone stole it from my bag while it was checked. 

121251201 I want to see the video from the gate I was at. I'm an attorney and intend to see that a full investigation is completed. I would like an investigation opened by tsa. 

4 Please contact me ASAP with regard to this matter_fb)(ff•, 
11:11:15 ==""----' 

AM 

12125/201 
4 

11:11:22 
AM 

Thank you 

Sent from my iPhone 

.. NOTE: The information contained in this e-mail messa e. including any attachments, may be privileged or confidential. Recipients should ensure that proper security measures are taken. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender 
or anyone a 1h·,1R··, mmediately and delete or destroy the message and all printed copies. All recipients are hereby notified that (1) electronic mail is not secure. (2) any electronic mail sent to or received by 
you may be exposed to multi p I e compute rs and/or users in transit, and I 3) intercept ion during transit by improper me ans may occur, A It hough our computer system has sea nned this e-m a i I and any attachments for virus es or other defects that might 
harm computer sys1emskb)(6':1 ~isclaims any responsibilily for any resulting loss or damage. IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: To ensure compliance wilh requirements imposed by lhe IRS, we inform you that any U.S. federal tax 
advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended ar written ta be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing ar recommending ta 
another party any Iran saction or matter addressed he rein. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

------------====~--------------------
Remote Client IPJ(b 1(6) ! 
Date Time 12125 2014 9:41 00 AM 

Name[h_-,1R_·-, 
Email bi(61 
Comp I a i nl s: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Austin airport, TX 
Comments: My wile and my daug hter-rn-law frequently travel out of Austin. They opt out of body sea n ne r. Addi ti o na 11 y my wile has medical condition. I nvari ably they are kept wa iii ng wh1 I e pea pl e are sta n ng as if these ladies are some sort of en mi na I. 
They are kept waiting, While during the same trip TSA services at Baton Rouge, or Houston or Atlanta were quite respectful and professional, Apparently it gives us impression that either TSA does not want people to opt out or may be this treatment is 
due to the facl thal being Muslim I hey wear head scarves and dress differently. Can I his situation be remedied or being at receiving end we have to accept this unprofessional and discourteous atlilude of TSA at Auslin Airport? 



Disability Description: Husband is 100 percent disabled Veteran. 

Response Details: CCR informed her: 

Any al a rm generated by the ETD screening process requires the passenger to undergo add i ti o na I screening. Please note that the re are several Ite ms that co ntarn the same chem,ca Is that are associated with explosives. and collection of these types of 
particles will result in an ETD alarm. However. TSOs are trained to resolve these alarms using a variety of resolution techniques. 

1212!1201 She can file if she would like (did not want to proceed) but for future flights, she can call into the TSA cares line and request assistance through the PSS directly at that airport. This will inform them that they are coming before the flight and assistance 

10,53 , 13 can possibly be made there at the checkpoint. 

AM 

Incident Deta i Is: Ca 11 er stated that when they went through screening. her and her h us band had the worst screening ex pe ri a nee due to an ETD a I a rm. 
Her husband is a disabled veteran with 100% and one of his main conditions is PTSD. Since he tends to go shooting alot, when they did additional screening on his leg brace, the ETD alarmed positive which required him to go through additional 
screening (full patdown). 
She feels that this was nol something that should have been done since he has a CCDW and a military ID showing I hat he is nol someone thal is a th real. 

Caller scheduled awhile back to have a PSS today through screening at Newark. She stated this is the 3rd time she has been lold by the officers thal they do nol know whal a PSS is and this is only at Newark that ii always occurs. She requested a 
Supervisor this time, and the Supervisor told her that he knew what a PSS was, he walked away and came back and said he had none available and said he would help a little. So the Supervisor walked to a female officer and had the female officer 
assist the ca 11 er and that female officer ended up doing the paid own. The guy from the a i rt i ne that was he Ip i ng her with a wheelchair, she told him not to put her belongings up on the conveyor unti I she goes for her patdown and he did that. wh i I e she 
was being patted down another passenger took her boots and put them on her feet. She said isnt that disgusting. The caller stated that every airport she goes to has the PSS and always assist her and are great, but Newark doesnt care and they are 
an enlire different ballgame. None of the officers even know what a PSS even is. She says a lot of the passengers dont even know about assistance and most of them confuse it wilh wheelchair assislance. She jusl canl believe this keeps happening 
and they are not fixing it. 

121261201 Airport: Newark 
4 3:45: 14 Airline: Delta 

PM Flight number: Dt.3759 
Date and time: 12 16 14 at 4:30 departing late 
Terminal or gate: Gate 46B 
email[b 1(6) 

Apologized to the caller that this keeps occurring with the same exact airport. Informed her that 1f there Isnt a PSS available the Supervisors are to assist the passenger, our information states they can request a PSS or Supervisor for assistance. 
Apologized that the Supervisor did not really help her much. Told the caller this complaint would be sent again to the CSM of Newark and hopefully they will look in to this issue, resolve it and inform each TSA officer that they do have a PSS and what 
they are. 



Caller fi ew from LAS to CA. Ca 11 er had S S S S on his boa rd i ng pass and got a secondary s c reern ng. Ca 11 er wanted to know what was wrong. 

Response: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screernng passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances. this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

The "S" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
Nation's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

TSA does not discuss or release specifics about security screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Security Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI to the public because it is 
considered d etri mental to the sec u nty of Iran s po rtati on. 

121261201 The U.S. Departmenl of Homeland Securily Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolulion regarding difficullies they experience during their travel while screening al 

4 4 ,52 ,22 transportation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
PM • Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or ident1f1ed for add1t1onal screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 

12127/201 
4 9:16:17 

AM 

OHS TRIP is part of an efforl by the U.S. Departments of State and Homeland Security to welcome legitima1e 1ravelers while securing our counlry from those who want to do us harm. 

For those who encounter misidentification. the D HS T rave I er Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) he I ps prevent watch I 1st name confusion. or misidentification. Travelers may a pp I y lo r D HS redress o nl i ne at https: trip. d h s. gov . T rave I e rs may also apply 
through e-mail or U.S. Mail by completing the attached Traveler Inquiry Form, signing the document, and returning the original with at least one unexpired, photograph-bearing, Government-issued travel document (e.g., driver's license or unexpired 
passport) to Trip@dhs.gov or mailing ii. 

OHS components will review the request and share information with other agencies to address the issues identified in the TRIP application. TSA's Secure Flight uses the results of the redress process in ,ts watch list matching process to help prevent 
future delays for misidentified passengers. However, because airline procedures for screening passengers against Federal watch lists vary. individuals may still be required to check in for flights at the airlines ticket counter. 

When an individual applies for redress, OHS TRIP will assign a record identifier or Redress Control Number (RCN). OHS TRIP will inform redress applicants in writing when the OHS review of an inquiry is complete. Reviews of requests for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. Applicants may check the status of rnquines at https: trip.dhs.gov status.him by entering the RCN. Travelers who wish to check the status of an inquiry, but do not have their RCN. may contact OHS TRIP by e-mail 
or by mail. 

After the complaint is resolved. OHS TRIP recommends that travelers provide this RCN when making reservations or updating their traveler profile with an airline. This info will assist security technologies to help prevent misidentification from occurring 

From bi(6i 
Sent: Friday, December 26, 2014 7A 7 PM 
To: TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov 
Subject 

So, I got some short execution moving papers from my boss, I had to get from Japan to Virginia in seven days, get the house packed up. carry everything th at I needed for at least a few months u nt i I my stuff arrived , and then travel ha If way around the 
world (counter-clockwise). Getting through the Japanese airports where no problems whatsoever. 

Holy freakin' hell. San Francisco TSA, oh my freakin' godl First we are tired, but hey. that is travel. I have a cane (partially metal) and they want me to walk through the x-ray thrngy without it (I had to hop on one foot), then they want me to lift my arms 
up above my head (pending shoulder surgery, sure, lets aggravate that sucker, I can't lift it above my head). Wearing hearing aids which don't worl< quiet well in a nosy environment. I have one TSA woman make a snide remarl< about me taking too 
long 10 gel my pass and ID ready (I apologize, bad left knee, means cane in righl hand, and bad left shoulder, means left hand in pocket, takes a bit of juggling). Then the x-ray thingy (already mentioned, but worth a second word). Finally, since I am 
caring all of my small valuables, and a laptop and associated pheriphials, they decide to check it, and check me with a pat down and a ransack. After the guy dumps everything out of my bag, meds, wires, hearing aid batteries, headphones, socks, 
shirts. laptops, the usual. the guy tells me that I should not pack so much stuff and should ship it next time and not take so much of his time. 

At that momenl. I pull out my military ID and apologize for the military moving my family across lhe world on shorl execulion PCS orders (so short they denied my request for leave in transit) and that I was carrying everything I needed for lhe next lwo to 
three months for myself, my daughter and my wife. 

He walks away without saying a thing. I finish packing my bag. 

Thanks guys for providing a wondeiful entry experience back into the United States. 



12/27/201 
4 

12:07:18 
PM 

12127/201 
4 1 :00:56 

PM 

Disability Description: Callers brother has Cerebral Palsy. 

Response Details: We recommend arriving 2 hours in advance to the flight time. 
If an man officer isnt available for a patdawn, they would have to wait on one ta became available. 
They staff the checkpoints according to the air I in es and the number of fl i g his going out. 

I can taker her complaint for her but to make it a formal complaint due to her brothers disabilily she would need 10 put it in wriling. Did she wanl to do thal? Yes 
Your complaint can be sent to either 
TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 
or vis postal mail to: 
TransporIation Securily Administration Office of Disability Policy and Outreach 
601 South 12th Street TSA-33 
Art i ngto n. VA 20 598-60 33 

I caller her back at 12:33 
I spoke to her and told her I needed to get the flight information and would fotward this to the CSM so they toa could be aware this happened to her brother. 

Airport Sky Harbor 
Airline: So UI hwesl 
Flight number:1027 
Date and time: 12-27 departed at 8:40 am but says they were checking in at the airline ticket counter at 7:30 am 
Terminal or gate: C 11 

To make this a formal complaint she should put it in wring and send to the email or mailing address I had provided her earlier. 
Be f, I ed within 18 0 days of the alleged a ct of di scri mm ati on: 
Be in writing; 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i nan t: 
Include the date of the alleged act al discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed di sen minatory action in s uff1c1ent detai I to inform T SA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the com pla i na nt or someone authorized to sign on be ha II of the comp Iain ant, 

Passengers in a wheelchair can get a patdown if they cant walk through an their own, an officer of the same gender will have ta give a patdown, you sometimes do have to wait on someone to become available to da a patdown as well as the ETD 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!(b 1(6) ! 
Date Time: 12127/2014 11 :39:11 AM 

······················---------------····························· 

Na rru:ili b \Ip··, 
Emaitb1(6) 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rte a us/ Rude Em pl a yee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):LAX, approximately 820am. terminal 3. Employee was named 1(5';(67 
Comments:! was unimpressed with the TSA staff's knowledge of service dog policy. We had a wonderful experience at MSP but at L~ rude employee told me I had to remove my dog's equipment. When I informed her I could not be asked to 
do thal and instead requested a pat down, she sarcastically informed another staff member (using "air quotes") that I wanted a pat down. The employee doing my pat down was very kind but she did not screen my dog or his equipment. This was 
concerning to me. 
Caller is flying from MSY to ATL to West Palm tomorrow. Her husband has a pacemaker and cannot go through certain screenings. When they went through from West Palm. he was rushed into the AIT and she wants to know ii someone did the wrong 
thing. She said thal they were told that people who have a pacemaker can go through the AIT. She jusl wanls to make sure that ii is safe and will not harm him. She also wants to know if she will have to take her la plop from her bag when she gets to 
the checkpoint. 

12/27/201 
4 1: 18:33 Advised caller: 

PM 
Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices. passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 

Advised caller that she will have to take the laptop out of lhe carry.on bag. They may ask her to power it up as well. She should not place lhe laptop in checked baggage. 



12127/201 
4 1 :52:50 

PM 

12127/201 

Disability Description: He traveled with a dislocated knee and broken ankle. 

Response Details: Advised the caller lhis complainl and flight informalion would be sent to the CSM al Glendive. We Irack Irends of complaints to address areas of concern, so hopefully this will help them to resolve the issues. 

Incident Detai Is: Ca 11 er was !rave Ii ng yesterday. he has some issues with TSA. He wants to /1 I e a complaint. caller traveled through GI e ndIve Montana and the TSA there are tern bl e. He traveled with a dis I ocated knee and broken ankle. T SA was a 
very bad experience for him, Everyone he has spoken with so far says it was terrible for them too. He stated he went through another screening at Billings Airport with a breeze and it was a much larger airport. Right before screening started, a lady 
TSA officer came oul and she thought she was a Superior woman. She shouldnt have been telling passengers, I hat if women had to go through addilional screening, a male had to do it. He said there should not be lhe opposite sex in lhe room when a 
passenger gets a patdown. The officer said that was all the employees that they had so woman had to be patted down by men. which meant they were understaffed. When he went through screening, they decided to do a full body search an him. He 
do esnt understand why th at would happen to h, m. 0 ut of 7 peop I e 5 of them got random I y selected for add i ti o na I screening. He said it do esnt seem very random. they tried sea rchrng a minor before the ad ult s hawed up and he bel ,eves th at was rea 11 y 
weird shouldnt have happened, because they could have been molested and nobody would have known. He stated that every single bag he had got searched and went through. The Lady officer was really rude to the other TSA officers. When they 
started swabbing his things, and ii alarmed and the officer said lhe machine may be acling up. If the machine is acling up I hey should nol use ii or they should update it. That made him very uncomfortable. He staled never did TSA in Billings pul the 
back of their hands on his privates but in Glendive they actually fully touched his genitals. They should never be touching his genitals at all, thats an invasion of privacy. They did a swab on his calves. which alarmed and they made him take the 
bandages off. They never made him take his bandages off at Bi 11 rngs. so he doesnt understand why they wou Id at GI endive. He doesnt think he should have been required to remove his bandage to go through this screening, The officers cou Id 
physi ca 11 y see the re was nothing was under the bandage, He spoke to the airport Manager, she said that she has had several complaints about the security. He does nt want to fi y back in to GI endive anymore because of this, 

Airport: GI e ndIve 
Airline:Cape Air 
Flight number: Do es not know 
Date and time: 12 26 14 at 2:35pm 
Term i na I or gate: There is only one terminal and gate 
emai!(b i(6i I 

Caller had a major screening concern in Minneapolis. She has allergies and needs eye drops. She asked if it was possible to screen it without going through the radiation. They took the eye drops and went she had gone through the body screening, 
AIT. Her purse went through the conveyor belt and was told that she would get a patdown. They took everything out of her purse. They did ETD testing. The eye drops were not tested. She asked what were the procedures when someone requested a 
visual inspection of medication. The TSO was rude. A supervisor had to tell her to stop. 

4 7:40:20 Response: 
PM Advised caller that we can lo rwa rd her complaint to the CSM at MS P 

She can email her complaint in writing 10 
TSA-CantactCenter@dhs.gov 



12/28/201 
4 

10:25:33 
AM 

Caller fiew from CMH and had to undergo additional screening and present his passport. Caller Is having to undergo additional screening when he goes through the checkpoint quite often and wants to know why. 

Response: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances. this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
transportation hubs, such as airports and train stations. or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
• Traveler's belief that they are on a government watch list. 
• Situalions where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or porIs of enlry. 
• Difficulty printing a boarding pass at home or at the kiosk. 

OHS TRIP is part of an effort by the U.S. Departments of State and Homeland Security to welcome legitimate travelers while securing our country from those who want to do us harm. 

For those who encounter misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevent watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for OHS redress online at https: trip.dhs.gov. Travelers may also apply 
through e-mail or U.S. Mail by completing the attached Traveler Inquiry Form. signing the document. and returning the onginal with at least one unexpired. photograph-bearing. Government-issued travel document (e.g .. driver's license or unexpired 
passport) to Trip@dhs.gov or mailing it. 

OHS components will review the request and share information with other agencies to address the issues identified in the TRIP application. TSA's Secure Flight uses the results of the redress process in its watch list matching process to help prevent 
lulu re de I ays far m1s1d e ntifi ed passengers. However. because a i rt i ne p raced u res lo r screening passengers against Federal watch Ii sis vary. i nd1v1d ua Is may st, 11 be required to check in for flights at the a i rt i nes ticket counter 

When an individual applies for redress, OHS TRIP will assign a record identifier or Redress Control Number (RCN). OHS TRIP will inform redress applicanls in wriling when lhe OHS review of an inquiry is complele. Reviews of requesls for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. Applicants may check the status of inquiries at https: trip.dhs.gov status.him by entering the RCN. Travelers who wish to check the status of an inquiry, but do not have their RCN. may contact OHS TRIP by e-mail 
or by mail. 

After lhe complaint is resolved, OHS TRIP recommends that travelers provide this RCN when making reservations or updaling their traveler profile with an airline. This info will assist security technologies to help prevent misidentificalion from occurring 
due to the similarity of a traveler's name and personal information to another person in systems that contain information from Federal, State, local. and foreign sources 



Thank you for contacting m@ and sorry for my delayed response' Commuting from Jackson Ho I e to Denver o nee a week lo r the first three weeks of December. my d aug hte r s two surgeries and the holidays have de I ayed me. 

Once this report has been completed, I II forward it to TSA as per their email 10 me and likely you for a formal complain!. My original concern was who to contact regarding poor, abusive, unnecessary, and rude trealment. According to TSA guidelines, 
I DO NOT feel my minor daughters and my experience was in violation of anyones Civil Rights. TSA officials who are rude and have poor attitudes and neglect peiforming their duties fall under a category that doesn t currently exist within the TSA 
(hopefully that will be changed SOON)' My minor daughter just happened to have been handicapped. but that didn t qualify this experience as a Civil Rights issue. 

On 12 6 14, my handicapped minor daughter and I were going through Security at DIA- both of us were are TSA Pre. 
-at first check point. ID checker told us we couldn t come through her check point w a wheel chair- we explained we had done it previously. not that day . no further instructions directions were offered 
-never did she volunteer the side of the airport WITH the Co Io rad o fi ag ( if not that end, the end w the American fi ag. I may have changed the locations. sonry) always has a whee I chair accessible I an e 
-she let us go though. someone came to help 
-all of our belongings CRUTCHES included went through screening 

-as didi-'-1 ,-,-,---, 
-age n~( b) ( 6) ! entered in to the s1tuati on to take my daughter for a pat down. test her brace and airport wheelchair 
-I authorized she could take my daughter and I would meet them (as we have done numerous times before at DIA and other airports) while I waited to collect our belongings 

12128/201 r;:::;-;-::, 
4 5: 2 2: 06 Now I et me say this: My daughter is 15, I oaks 2 O+, and is 5 1 O - not a s m al I chi Id I rJ2.li.§J informed me they wou Id wait for me and after my authorization, again, said that was procedure- rea I ly? Where have I been and what about a 11 the agents who 

p M have accepted my authorization, vi o I ati ng procedure and !I h ·-, 1 rr,ls the on I y rule-lo 11 ower? I think not1 

My daughter had, had knee surgery lhe day prior to traveling and we were came direclly to DIA from University Hospital as we had done 8 31 14 and were scheduled 10 again 12 19 14. Needless to say, we are not novices traveling, going through 
Security, being handicapped, or unaccompanied minors (I also have 12+ year old twin boys, we re all savvy and informed travelers). What I think TSAwould appreciate, maybe not. 

-once through the Security gate. and I had single handedly collected our belongings (crutches included)jrh·11R !took my daughter to search and swipe the airport wheelchair 
-NEVER did she tell my daughler she could remain seated 
-made her stand one- legged while she patted her. the wheelchair see next bullet item), AND waited for the results 
-I offered my daughter my forearm in the event she lost balance. (b)(ffi REPRIMANDED me, told me I couldn t touch her (I knew that). I offered my daughter her crutches (which remember. had passed through screeningJ.kb::,(6) ~EPRIMANDED me a 
second time. Saying to us. something on the line of ii she needs to hold something for balance, she can hold onto me , REALLY? In order for my daughter to have done that, while ~as swabbing the wheelchair, she would have had to turn 
around and reached 3-4 feet away!!!' At this point(!), I care abouI my daughters safety, the knee that was just operated on and not feeling comforIable w IJ:illfilJexperience and q/liiifirm\;ons'!!!' Im well aware of nol being able to touch anything 
while its being searched, but when the TSA agent leaves someone who is physically challenged in a precarious state, the mother-of- all- mothers comes out in me (especially because of the way we were being treated. knowing we weren ta security 
nsk. al th'lliili] may have thought we we re, b utf b) ( 6 I ce rta inly was n t ta king the necessary safety requirements and was dismissing my attempts and requests)"' 

Posl passing inspection, Agent~Something or Other heard me grousing_and asked ifhe could help. I lit into him about lhe two agents#1 at firsl checkpoinl for IDs and our less lhan ideal experience with ~(b)(ff:, J I then went 10 the line 
where !(b)(ffi !was working to get her name. Agentltii:iill:D---- took the time to explain about a handicap lane always being available at whichever end of the airport we weren tat, someone in a wheelchair DOES No I ~ave to vacate wheelchair 

To Whom It May Concern: 
On Saturday. December 27, 2014. I went through a security check that started between 11 :30-11:45 a.m. At the St. Paul/Minneapolis Airport. Because of allergies and concern for my eyes, I asked a TSA agent to visually inspect the eyedrops-Systane 
or test separately without sending 11 through an x-ray machine. He took the eyedrops. walked over to Agent!(b':1(6 !( I pray the spelling is correct), and gave her the box that contained thk eyedrps. 
I was instructed to walk through the body scanner, and I placed my belongings on the security belt. Everything cleared without a sound of an alarm. However, I was instructed by Agent b)(6 o identify my belongings with out touching it; I complied. She 
lead me to a lable, and staled she was going to search me• Al this point, I asked why am I being searched? Agen1(p':i(6 !responded, "That's what you get for asking." she proceeded to call her supervisor over 10 explain to me what happens when I 
make a special request. At this point, I realized the supervisor was going to support the agent. so I did not dare con inue to question when she apologized for the agent's actions. Ageni(b··,(6 !patted me down, pulled my pants where she could look 
inside of my c lathes, and scattered Ite ms from my purse a 11 aver the table. Again. I asked why she was doing this. She stated, ., I'm going to test everything that be longs to you'·· So. she tested the following items for the second 11 me: 
1. My shoes 
2. My wallet 
3. My phone charger 

12/291201 4 My my comb 
4 8 23 22 5 My cell phone 

AM 
6. The I,n,ng of my purse 
After all of those things cleared, Age~(b':,(6)!refused to let me go. Her supervisor. walked over, told her that I had been through security, pat down, items tested. and everything cleared. She further stated, '"Let her go." Agentfb·:,(6jturned and walked 
away, leaving my things scattered all over the table. 
Inasmuch as Agen18b·:,(6 !never tested the eyedrops, or the other medicine or lotion in my purse. I was totally distraught that I was humiliated and spoken to in such a condescending way by AgentliliRJ because of my concern about a medical 
cond i Ii on. Please a v,se. 
Sincerely, 

kb1(61 

Sent from my iPhone 



12129/201 
4 8:24:54 

AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

To Whom II May Concern: 

I am[b)(ff, land I am filing a complaint about an incident occurring in DTW airport on Sunday. December 28, 2014. I will detail the incident, then pose two questions. 

I did nol have proof of government ID upon entering DTW airporl for a flight, so I was ins1ructed to wait for a TSA employee for further instruction. I provided lhe employee with my college ID, where he I hen asked if I possessed any governmenl issued 
identification that showed proof of address. In my attempt to look, the employee caught glance of my insurance card, asked to look at it and asked various questions pertaining to the information on it. The employee returned my documents and assisted 
me to the pat down process. 

In the moment of lhe incidenl. I was only concerned in providing the necessary information 10 board the flight. Once arriving 10 my destination I recounled the events. I now feel harassed and manipulaled in the situation. I do not believe that the 
documents and questions asked of me were appropriate for the screening process. As procedure for travelers without government ID, what information suffices to verify identification and or what is the precedent to board flights? What documents and 

12129/201 or questions are in the realm for such employees to ask? 
4 8:25:04 

AM This incident could possibly compromise my safely as a citizen, I would like to hear back from your Human Resources department as soon as possible. 

Thank you, 

kb1(6) I 



Caller stated th at she traveled out of Dul I es to CV G and did nt re al ize that T SA can op en I ugg age for screening. Her checked bag contents were not packed back the way th at she had it Ii rst and wanted to see if gloves were worn during ins pe cti on and if 
they are changed everytime. There was a NOi inside and her lock was cut off. which she was upset about as well. 

Also when she went through the checkpoint. the officer was wearing gloves and when she was doing the patdown, the screeners hand along with the glove went right into her mouth and she was disgusted and wanted to make a complaint about the 
careless experi ance she went th ra ugh. 

She feels that the officers should change lhe gloves everytime they inspect a new persons baggage in carry on or checked. 

FLIGHT INFORMATION: 
12129/201 26 DEC 2014 @ 615am 
4 9:36:08 Frontier 

AM Bag Description: Lime Green, heavy duty bag 
NOi: Yes; no writing or stamp 

12129/201 
4 

10:12:35 
AM 

CCR informed her: 
Transportation Administration Security (TSAJ security screeners are instructed to wear gloves when conducting physical inspections of property and patdown inspections of individuals. Screeners must only wear TSA-issued gloves when periorming 
screening functions and wi 11 use a new pair of g I aves whenever a passenger requests that they do so. 

For the locks on the luggage, she can use Travel Sentry and Safe Skies which the screening officers have master keys for. 

This information w111 be sent to the airport to make th em aware of the s ituat1on. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 

Remote Client IP: ~f b~1~(6~)--~ 
Date Time: 12 29 2014 8:38:24 AM 
······················----------------····························· 

Namer1/R1 ~ 
Email (b)(61 ~ 
Comp1m"ns. inapprap late screer,111 Pat Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#Airline Terminal Airport Gate Etc):My complaint is for an inappropriate pat down at the Dallas Fort Worth Airport. The tsa agentl(b::,(6) lwho was patting down a teen ager or young adult next to me was 
being extremely aggressive and verbally abusive towards the passenger. The passenger was visibly uncomfortable and scared. kbI(6·, !raised his voice and told the passenger You must like pat downs because you re here so be quiet. He 
also said a few other things I hat made the passenger upset but I could not hear. His conduct was unprofessional and when I lold him he was acting in an inappropriate manner he yelled at me to mind my business several times. When I lold him Id be 
filing a complaint he said that it would never go anywhere and Id be wasting my time. He then put his name card in my face when I asked for his name. 
Comments:My taxes contribute towards the Isa and though I think the agency is inefficient and unessessary I. expect a high level of courtesy and professionalism of Isa employees. No one likes pat downs and the passenger was clearly 
uncomfortablel(b·:,(6) !acting the way he did made the experience worse for the passenger and me as well as an observer. 



I traveled through the Denver airport on Friday, December 26th. 

I have TSA Pre on my boarding pass. 

I have a total knee replacement. 

I have a card from my Orthopedic Surgeon stating that I have an implanl in my knee. 

The card was presented to the TSA agent at Secunty. 

I was walking wilh the assislance of a wheeled walker. 

I am an employee of the Fede ra I Government with a h1g her security clearance than the TSA gate agents performing ch eeks. 

12/29/201 I have my Federal Employee ID visible at all times while going through securily. 
4 

10: 12:45 I am a 61 year old white female. 
AM 

12/29/201 
4 

10:13:13 
AM 

In spite of everything I Just detailed, I was pulled aside and subJected to a thorough 10 minute pat down - and told "DON'T TOUCH ANYTHING" more than once. 

F o I ks - 1s this re ally necessary? This is how you intend to prevent acts of terrorism .... by ma king a passenger as described above Ii ft their shirt above their waist not once, but twice? 

The agent at the gate wa~._~_b_}(_6_} ___ ....,I She was uniformly rude and discourteous throughout the process. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current DateiTlme: 12129/201,4 .8·3.J·JS AM l\irport: DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International Date/Time of Travel 12129/2014 6:30 AM Airline & Flight Number 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Terminal E Security Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known), fb.:i(ff) pomment :i(b)(ff:, lian African American) was assigned to search me because I asked to go through the metal detector instead of the full 
body scanner. 
When patting me down he flattened his hand in a vertical orientation and forced between my bottocks. I said I don't think that's part al a professional pat dawn,ta which he replyed &quot;you probably like it.&quot: To which I replied no I did not like it, or 
his lack of professionalism. He accused me of lying saying &quot: your probably gay&quot: I said that I as not. Then he proceeded to palpate my genitals 4 times making to comment &quot;You have a little dick.&quot: Furthermore he made many 
racially directed comments pointing out my European heritage multiple times. This I believe was discrimination on his part against my European ethnicity. 
In the i nl eresl of h el ping you identify this di scri rn i na tory e rn ployee with an u11er la ck or pro res s ion a I ism here is a discri ption, African American, a pp,. 5' 1 O, black fr a rn e g I asses, average b ui Id . 
I am very disgusted by his utter contempt for me as a human being and feel that I was racially targeted. I want a report of the disciplinary action that is taken. 
I am considering calling my attorney and/or a major media outlet if this appalling behavior 1s not addressed in an appropnate manner. 

Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name~ 
Phone Number : 
Email l(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Disability Description: Caller has a son._f b_)_(_6_, __ __,!with cerebral palsy. 

Response Details: Thank you for conIacIing the Transportation Security Adminislration (TSAJ Contact Center with queslions and concerns about airport securily screening. Specifically, you were interested in filing a civil rights complaint because you 
believe that you, or someone yau know. experienced discrimination by TSA an the basis of a disability or medical condition.For your complaint to be considered complete according to U.S. Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 
of the Rehabilitation Act (6 CFR 15.3(b) and 15. 70(d)(3)). it must meet the following requirements: 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Describe the al I eg ed di scrim i na tory action in sufficient de ta i I to in form T SA of the nature of the a I leg ed a ct of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the complainant or someone authorized to sign an behalf al the complainant. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns. we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 
12/29/201 

4 FI ig ht information: 
10:55:40 From to: DFW to EWR 

AM Flight date time: 12 29 11 :34 am 
Flight number: 3572 
Airline: United 
Airport: DFW 

Gate Te nm i nai"I :"'E""9',,.,----, 
On Behalf of: ._lh_·_,1.,.R_., ---~ 
TSO: female TS (bi(61 
Email: (b 1(6) 

lncidenl Details: Caller and her son are flying from DFW. She stales that they had a Ierrible experience in terminal E. She says that she had requesled a PSS previously bul never got one. Caller stales that she was told thal the TSO had to open 
every single one of her son s formula bottles. She says that she explained that they were medically necessary and had prescription labels and would go bad if opened, but the TSO did not get the concept. She states that the TSO did a ETD but then 
pulled her cleared bags back and retested them again, pulled out all of stuff. did a patdown on her after she had been previously cleared, and was combative. Caller says that the TSO said she was crazy and was acting ridiculous. She estimates that 
it took about 45 minutes to get through the checkpoint, and states that a STSO told her that a PSS would not have made any difference. 

Caller slated that her checked luggage was searched and needed to know if she should wash her clothing again if the officer used dirty gloves. She feels thal this process is disgusling and they shouldnt use lhe same gloves for all luggage. 

121291201 CCR Informed her: 

4 Transportation Administration Security (TSA) security screeners are instructed to wear gloves when conducting physical inspections of property and patdown inspections of individuals. Screeners must only wear TSA-issued gloves when perfonrning 

11 :43:45 screening functions and will use a new pair of gloves whenever a passenger requesls that they do so. Screeners musl also inspect I heir gloves regularly for slains, I ears, and olher signs of damage and replace their gloves as necessary. 

AM 



121291201 
4 2:11:25 

PM 

Good Afternoon --

I am writing because I am disturbed and unhappy regarding a pat dawn I received at the New Orleans airport yesterday, December 28, 2014 at approximately 12 noon. I regularly decline to go through the new x-ray screening technology and have 
been '·patted down" at airports across the country. I have NEVER been treated m the manner I was treated in New Orleans. As a precursor. I will say that the TSA agent -- OfflcerllliRfil]- was rude from our first interaction. Rather than answer my 
simple question of "'Are you ready for me? I don't want to put my stuff through (the belt) until you"re ready," her response was to bark at me "Put Your Stuff On The Belt!" (What would been wrong with "'Yes, I"m ready ... "?) After we walked to the pat 
down area and she did her preliminary speech, she barked at me "WIDER" with my legs and then proceeded to absolutely MAUL me. I lhought you guys had given up molesling people's crolches?! As I looked over at lhe benches for people who had 
already gone through security, a woman who I have never met before was gesturing wildly at me wondering what the hell was going on. She commented to me later -- repeatedly -- that she thought the pat down was completely inappropriate, hostile 
and overly intrusive. This was not a properly performed airport pat down. The closest I cou Id describe it is that it was more akin to a pat down for a PRISON I NT AKE than any pat down I have ever received at any airport I have ever been to. Pea pl e 
who decline the x-ray screenings are not criminals. A pat down is one thing but this was just beyond reasonable. I reported the incident and my upset to the TSA supervisor on duty, fh·11r;-·, !who said that she would "look into it,'' but that whatever 
she delermined and whatever she did about it was none of my business and that I would not be receiving any communication or informalion regarding the outcome. She advised that if I wished to leave a comment regarding the incident, I should do so 
through the information an the "contact TSA" business card. Hence, my email to you today. I am not happy - at all -- about how I was treated yesterday, but my wider concern is that this is the way travelers are regularly screened at MSY and if that is 
the case there should definitely be some retraining of the TSA agents there. 

Thank you for your lime, 

l(b)(61 

The callers mother flew from JFK to CL T on Jetblue today departing at 8 AM. She went through screening around 7 AM. She stated that she has a complaint about screening. She stated that she has lacked hair and that is her natural state. She stated 
th at she bel ,eve that this is a racial issue and that she was chosen for add1t1ona I screening based on her race because no body e I se during screening gets their hair patted down. She stated th at it was her son, her mother. and herself. She stated that 
her mother was also complaining that her sons gential parts were being touched too much. She stated that she feels that this is all racial discrimination .. She stated that they have no reason to touch her hair when she flys. She stated that they should 
be able 10 wear I heir hair anyway thal they would like and not been subjected to that. She stated that there were no hairpieces or hair pins involved. 

I exp I a i ned th at if she go es through the screening process and her hair a nom i Ii es the Al T or we can not clearly see the hair. a paid own wo u Id be required to clear the alarm. Even, hai rpm s and hair pieces can alarm the scree ni g process, which wou Id 
result. the passenger's head area must be searched with a limited patdown. 

1212 912 O 1 For a ci vi I rights comp I a int ta be affi ci a I the following has to be comp I eted in writing: 
4 3:07:28 

PM 
Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination; 

• Be in writing; 
• Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
• Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
• Describe the al I eg ed discriminatory action in sufficient deta i I to inform T SA of the nature of the a I leg ed a ct of discrimination; and 
• Be signed by lhe complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being sIqned or she can mail 11 in. We will email her the information for filing the complaint also. 



Disability Description: The callers 17 year old sonl(b::,(6)I is undergoing cancer treatment, which requires a TPN IV line and liquid nutrition. Also. he takes l1qu1d and pill form medications daily. 

Information Requesl: The caller and her son will be flying from DEN within lhe next week, and she wanted to ensure that the screening procedures were conducled approprialely. However, she does not have the flighl information at lhis time. 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to U.S. Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitalion Act (6 CFR 15.3(b) and 15.70(dJ(3)J, it musl meet the following requirements: 

Be f1 I ed within 18 0 days of the alleged a ct of di scri mm ati on: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i nan t: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed di sen minatory action in s uff1c1ent detai I to inform T SA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the com pla i na nt or someone authorized to sign on be ha II of the co mp I a i na nt, 

121291201 In order to appropriately address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 
4 7:18:42 

PM 

12129/201 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf, 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

I offered to e-mail this information 10 lhe caller, and she accepled. 

I provided the contact information for the CSM: 

Name: Roberl Kapp 
Phone: 303-3421i'57i-GJ 
Email:l(b 1(6) 

I provided I he EID to the ca Iler, so that she can re Ference this record when req ue sting assi sl ance. 

To Whom It May Concern: 

During lhis holiday season, I took a roundtrip flighl from DFW (Dallas/Forl Worlh International Airport) to MEI (Meridian Municipal Airporl) wilh American Airlines. On December 24th, I took AA Flight 2571 and on December 27th, AA Flight 2572. On 
both legs of the trip, the Transportation Security Administration inspected my checked bag. While the inspection on Christmas Eve was inconvenient (my wrapped gifts were unwrapped and the wrapping paper balled), it was understandable given that 
the inspection targeted the gifts containing electronics. However, the inspection of my bag at MEI gravely concerns me. I had an empty Zales box in my luggage. When I returned home and unpacked, I opened the box discovered to my extreme 
disappointment that it had been opened, clearly rifled through, as if the inspector was, at worst planning to steal my brand new diamond earrings, or at best, hoping to admire the thoughtful gift I received, Nothing else was out of place in my luggage. 

4 8:05:58 I fly frequently. both domestically and internationally, and this is the first time I've felt violated by TSA regulations. Since 9111. the world and my fellow Americans have accepted the byzantine TSA regulations, grudgingly if not placidly, as an acceptable 
PM part of our continuing safely. I have tolerated shoe removal, reslrictions on liquids, pat downs, body screening, luggage inspections, questioning of my carry-on bag by TSA personnel, and much more. But I cannot and will not accept fear that my 

personal belongings could be potentially stolen by the people and the institution meant to protect me. Please look into this matter and please let me know if the person responsible will be held accountable. I look forward to your response. 

Sincerely, 

kb)(61 



I Ju st faced gender in eq ua I ity and p rofi Ii ng at its highest height. I'm really i nfu ri ated' I had gone to the Sacramento airport yesterday night. At the Burbank airport. I had not encountered any issues, so I didn't lo rese e any problems. I went to Io ad my 
luggage with my father and twin sister. (we are identical twins). When we got to the area where the TSA checks you and you are forced to walk through the medal detectors, my sister went though first. I went directly after her, showing them my 
passport, college ID, and a copy of my birth cerlificate. I had shown the men at the other airporl in Burbank my ID and passport wilh no issues whatsoever. Now, mind you that I have an identical twin. I called my lwin sister over, and they could see that 
we are identical. Everyone can see that we are identical! I was so angry, and rightfully so. She still didn't believe me. She then proceeded to boss me around by telling me that I should have my state ID. I am 19, but I had a college ID and don't drive 
yet. I plan to get it but she was so condescending. She gave me such hard time. She and the other woman next to her laughed as she said. "'And what did I tell you to do?"' I was nervous and answered her, saying, Get my state ID?" She had the 
audacity to pull me aside and ask me to go into the line with the medal detectors, forewarning me that I would be patted down and checked for anything '"suspicious.'' I don't even lit any profile of a mistrustful human being. I walked into the line, went 
through the medal detector wilhout even a problem, and then came out and pul on my shoes. She got ready to pat me down, but prior to doing so, asked, '"Do you have any sharp objecls in your purse thal can poke her?"' I said '"no. Jusl earrings.'' She 
asked again as if, I, this sweet young woman. would be carrying a pocket knife or a bloody axe in my purse. Finally she patted me down after asking if I wanted to "do this in private. as some People are too embarrassed to be publicly patted down." I 
told her to just get it over with, because this was really out of hand. I mean, I had my twin with me and all of my info. What more did she need? If that wasn"t enough, she groped me really hard and felt everything very roughly. I'm pretty sure she felt my 
vaginal area. I felt assaulted, prodded, abused. and taken advantage of. I am very disturbed by the way that I was treated by the TSA workers at the Sacramento airport, and feel you are obligated to do something about this! 
You can't ignore this, and for olher women out I here who have clearly had to deal wilh this, confront it now. 
Article 1.3,5, and 7, of the universal declaration of human rights: 

1 , Al I human beings a re born free and eq ua I in dignity and rights. They a re end owed with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood, 
12/29/201 

4 
10:05:04 3. Everyone has the nght to life, liberty and security of person. 

PM 

5.No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. 

7.AII are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to equal pro1ec1ion of the law. All are entitled to equal protection againsl any discriminalion in violalion of this Declaralion and against any incitement to such discrimination. 

The Fourth Amendment: 
This am end me nl pro hi bi ts u nreaso na bl e search es and seizures and requires any warrant to be judicial I y sanctioned and sup po r1 ed by prob ab I e cause. 

HYPE RL INK "http cl lwww. goog I e .co ml url ?sa =t&rct = j&q = &esrc =s&so u rce =vid eo&cd = 1 & ved =DCB BQtw I wAA& url = hit p:/ /www. yo ut u be .co m/wa tc h ?v = X6 hv U Wv 2C s Y &e i = _ QmiV JO s BI mwogSu io H wB Q&usg =AF Oj C N HE WT2b 0to2zl.Zz-



I Ju st faced gender in eq ua I ity and p rofi Ii ng at its highest height. I'm really i nfu ri ated' I had gone to the Sacramento airport yesterday night. At the Burbank airport. I had not encountered any issues, so I didn't lo rese e any problems. I went to Io ad my 
luggage with my father and twin sister. (we are identical twins). When we got to the area where the TSA checks you and you are forced to walk through the medal detectors, my sister went though first. I went directly after her, showing them my 
passport, college ID, and a copy of my birth cerlificate. I had shown the men at the other airporl in Burbank my ID and passport wilh no issues whatsoever. Now, mind you that I have an identical twin. I called my lwin sister over, and they could see that 
we are identical. Everyone can see that we are identical! I was so angry, and rightfully so. She still didn't believe me. She then proceeded to boss me around by telling me that I should have my state ID. I am 19, but I had a college ID and don't drive 
yet. I plan to get it but she was so condescending. She gave me such hard time. She and the other woman next to her laughed as she said. "'And what did I tell you to do?"' I was nervous and answered her, saying, Get my state ID?" She had the 
audacity to pull me aside and ask me to go into the line with the medal detectors, forewarning me that I would be patted down and checked for anything '"suspicious.'' I don't even lit any profile of a mistrustful human being. I walked into the line, went 
through the medal detector wilhout even a problem, and then came out and pul on my shoes. She got ready to pat me down, but prior to doing so, asked, '"Do you have any sharp obj eels in your purse thal can poke her?"' I said '"no. Jusl earrings.'' She 
asked again as if, I, this sweet young woman. would be carrying a pocket knife or a bloody axe in my purse. Finally she patted me down after asking if I wanted to "do this in private. as some People are too embarrassed to be publicly patted down." I 
told her to just get it over with, because this was really out of hand. I mean, I had my twin with me and all of my info. What more did she need? If that wasn"t enough, she groped me really hard and felt everything very roughly. I'm pretty sure she felt my 
vaginal area. I felt assaulted, prodded, abused. and taken advantage of. I am very disturbed by the way that I was treated by the TSA workers at the Sacramento airport, and feel you are obligated to do something about this! 
You can't ignore this, and for olher women out I here who have clearly had to deal wilh this, confront it now. 
Article 1.3,5, and 7, of the universal declaration of human rights: 

1 , Al I human beings a re born free and eq ua I in dignity and rights. They a re end owed with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood, 
12/29/201 

4 
10:05:04 3. Everyone has the nght to life, liberty and security of person. 

PM 

5.No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. 

7.AII are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to equal pro1ec1ion of the law. All are entitled to equal protection againsl any discriminalion in violalion of this Declaralion and against any incitement to such discrimination. 

The Fourth Amendment: 
This am end me nl pro hi bi ts u nreaso na bl e search es and seizures and requires any warrant to be judicial I y sanctioned and sup po r1 ed by prob ab I e cause. 

HYPE RL INK "http cl lwww. goog I e .co ml url ?sa =t&rct = j&q = &esrc =s&so u rce =vid eo&cd = 1 & ved =DCB BQtw I wAA& url = hit p:/ /www. yo ut u be .co m/wa tc h ?v = X6 hv U Wv 2C s Y &e i = _ QmiV JO s BI mwogSu io H wB Q&usg =AF Oj C N HE WT2b Oto2zl.Zz-

Ca Iler said she went through securily and that she is on oxygen 24-7 at Denver Airporl lasl summer and she did not make ii to her nieces house because her batlery drained and she said she had 10 go get a backup. She deparled from Fayetleville, 
NC to Charlotte to Philadelphia on Dec. 20 and it drained her battery again. She said she does not want to file a claim. She said that people on oxygen cant go through xray screening. 

Response:To protect a passenger's rights under Federal law and to file a valid claim, travelers must send their claim in writing to TSA, stating the circumstances of the loss and the exact amount claimed (fair market value of lost or destroyed property, 
12130/201 reasonable cost of repair for damaged property), within 2 years after the claim occurred. The claim must be signed by the claimant or an authorized representative (e.g., an attorney or other personal representative with appropriate proof of authority). 

4 TSA is responsible for reviewing all claims relating to the screening of passengers and their baggage. 
12:39:32 

PM 

12130/201 
4 2:09:25 

PM 

To file a claim. you should fill out the Standard Form 95 (claim form) in accordance with the instructions and return it to the address in box number 1 While use of the form is not mandatory, it may help travelers ensure that they meet the legal 
requirements for filing a claim. If you decide to file a claim, it will be processed in accordance with the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

I offered to email the claim form 10 her but she declined. 

I advised her to tel I the Officer at the che c kpornt that she does not want xray screening and th at she can have a patdown done instead. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' 
Current Date/Time: 1213012014 12:50:22 PM Airport: DAL - Dallas Love Field Dale/Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : We have g Io ba I entry and ts a p recheck b ul we re to Id &quot: you a re se I ected for a random ch eek &quot and pat down Wou Id you Ii ke a response? : Fa I se Passenger's Name 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



12130/201 
4 4:09:27 

PM 

12130/201 
4 6:03:57 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1ptb)(61 I 
Date Time: 12130/2014 2A6:29 PM 

Namef bl(ff, I 
Comp a I r>ts: 01 scou rteo us/ Rude Employee 
Email b 1(6) ! 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):DELTA 1818, Dec. 23, Orlando to Allanta 11:02 a.rn. 
Comments: On Dec. 23, I was "randomly se I ected" from a T SA Preche ck Ii n e to have rn y hands swabbed. 

After my hands were swabbed I was, without explanation, told that I was going to be subjected a full-body pat-down by a TSA employee. I was offered the option of a "private screening" and declined because I could not be separated from my young 
children, a 4-year-old and toddler, while traveling. 

I was visibly upset to be subjected to having my private parts and my entire body touched in public by a stranger and I started shaking and crying. 

Instead of being syrnpalhetic or trying to make the situalion more lolerable, the TSA Agent (a woman whose last name included the word "weather,'' and who had a dark moustache), made a rude comment: "What, didn't you KNOW you were corning to 
the airport today?" as if people buying airline tickets should expect to forfeit all Fourth Ametldment rights to unreasonable search. and be held in custody if they refuse. 

This agent needs a refresher course in sensitivity training, or a new job. 
Submitted on Tuesday, December 30. 2014 - 16:49 Submitted by anonymous user: ~kb_-_1(_6_1 __ ~!Submitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Righls Liberlies (OlherJ What is the basis of your allegation? 

Gender Sex 
- Profiling 
- U nreaso na bl e Search Seizure 

Are you fi 11 i ng I his form out for you rse If? No, I m fi 11 i ng this form out for so rn eone else 
==Representative Information== 

First Name (b 1(61 
Last Name 1h··,1rr, 
Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 

Phone Number: ~fh~-~-,l~R~-, -=='----~ 
PO Box or Street Address: !~(b_·•~1(6_-~I ---~ 
City: Gilbert 
State: Arizona 
Zip Code ( Post Code): 85298 
Other: 
Email:~fb ___ )(_6_) _____ ~ 

Have you been aulhorized to file I his complainl form on behalf of 
another individual? · Yes, I declare that I am authorized to file 
this complaint on behalf of the named individual. 

==Comp I a i ntant Information== 
Relationship with Cornplaintanl: Husband 
Full Name of Complaintant!(b)(6·1 _ I_ 

PO Box or Street Address of Complaintant: kb •1(6 I 
City: Gilbert "-'-'--""------' 

State: Arizona 
Zip Code ( Post Code): 85298 
Other: 
Phon1 No- fo 1(6) 
Email(b 1(61 



12130/201 
4 8:04:37 

PM 

12130/201 
4 8:04:54 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP i(b)(6I I 
Date Time: 12130/2014 7A7:45 PM 

Nam b1(6) 

Email bi(6i 
Comn'i'oimrnl'C"'!..,.,,'ffll""'1?sns Not Listed Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):My husband, son, his girlfriend and I all missed our flight home 10 LAX from Omaha NE exclusively due to the slow, seemingly inepl performance of the TSA reps. We were all 
booked on UA flights 3618 & 1274. We all checked in 24 hrs in advance, arrived at the airport more than 75 mins before our flight. In my experience, we never should have missed that plane. The 3 screening lines - 2 reg and 1 pre -were not serviced 
fairly or property. The far I eft serviced 4 trave I ers to every 1 in our Ii ne. Adding i nsu It to injury, mu Iii pie non pre pa sse ng ers we re pulled from the fast Ii ne and processed through pre instead. Finally. the singular agent servicing our Ii ne was ta king every 
other pre passenger as well. Once I finally got into security, I was advised that due to my laptop needing to be screened. ALL of my cleared possessions had to be given back and every single item of mine was reexamined and my person subjected to 
pat down search. Unfortunately, I hey failed to have enough Slaff to siart for 1 O minutes. They could have given a rats ass about my flight. The screening· 
Comments:agent that checked my family and I wasted so much time chit chatting with every passenger it was astonishing. Please note that I was in line at 5:30. pulled at 6:08 am and my flight was at 6:30. I was not released until 6:38. My family 
s hou Id not have missed our flight in such a smal I airport - pe nod. In add1t1on to the agents actually working, I noticed another 6 I iteral ly just standing around social izrng. Un acceptab I e. They work lo r the p eo pie - we col I ecti vely pay their sa I a ri es. If we 
have to be subjected to this. they should get their act together, be efficient, pay attention and stop socializing while a sea of people are struggling to get home. 
Attn: Customer Support Manager 

Date: 12121114 
Time: Approximately 7am 
Airport IAH Terminal A 
Date/Time of Travel: 12121114 8am 
Airline and Flt Number: Delta 5683 
Checkpoint/area of airport: IAH Terminal A 
TSA Employee: Officer l(b 1(6) I 
Complaint 
I was 1raveling wilh my husband and two children on 12/21114 to Honolulu, Hawaii via Sall Lake city, Utah. My 1otal travel time that day was approximately 10-12 hours. I had packed four 8 oz. size organic milks for my daughter who just turned 3 on 
Nov. 30, 2014. I was told by the first officer I encountered that because my daughter could walk, she was not considered an infant or toddler anymore and I could not bring the 4 milks through security. I disagree with her reasoning for being allowed to 
bring through my milk (which by the way is not sold in any airports that I have traveled through in the recent past and milk 1s not offered as a dnnk on many flights either) and I stated that I had never had this issue before and when I asked for 
clarification or written policy, she shook her head at me and said I was not allowed to bring in the milk. I offered to be pat down and for my milk to be swiped with the wipes, which has always been an option for me to bring milk in for my children. She 
again shook her head al me and refused. I asked if she was a supervisor. She responded, "Close enough.'' Another officer came over and inspected and also shook her head at me. I then went lhrough security and waited 10 find out if they would allow 
me to have my milk since I was offering to be pat down and for my milks to be tested with the wipes. While waiting. the second officer who had given my situation a once-over asked the first officer if she would be patting me down. She responded no 
and mouthed something about me, which I can only assume was rude and derogatory. I asked her what she said about me and she refused to repeat it. I then asked for her name. She turned her body so as to not allow me to see her name badge. She 
then told me that she could escort me out of the airport and asked if I really wanted to travel that day. A senior officer finall came and assisted me. She patted me down and allowed me to have the milks. I was deeply upset and insulted by the first 
officer and I explained the situalion to her. She gave me a comment card and told me lhe name of the officer was b)(ff:, hat is the only reason I have a name on this complaint. 

It is absolute I y u nacce ptab I e lo r this officer to threaten to escort me from the airport_ esp eci a 11 y when she would not even g 1ve me her name or any other identifying information and especi a 11 y not when the reason lo r the additional s c reenrng is mi I k for a 
child. I believe this officerj:b)(ff:1 ~hould be reprimanded. I am sure it is not protocol for TSA officers to refuse to show their name badge to travelers and that action alone is completely unacceptable. The other things she said and did require her 
to have some addilional tra,n,ng al the very least and generally she needs to be taught some manners and learn to be respectful of others. If TSA wants ils position and ils work to be valued and respected, it should have officers working for the 
organization who take pride and responsibility for their role and do not abuse their authority or their positions. I am deeply disappointed by this entire encounter and still upset by it over a week later. I have had issues with TSA employees before at 
various airports, especially because pol1c1es and protocol are not standardized at all airports for what is allowed to be brought through secunty for children, but this is the first time I have ever issued a complaint. 

I would appreciate a response to my complaint. I have included my contact information below for follow up, bul I requesl thal my contact information not be shared with this officerkb)(ff:, 
she might do with my personal information. Thank you for your prompt attention to my complaint. 

Regards. 

I Given her atl i I ude toward me, I have concerns a bout what 



12131/201 
4 8:20:43 

AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name (b)(ff1 
Email Addre!::::s"'s"': ====1----~ 
Phone Numbe 1h··,1fr1 
Address b 1(6) Raghogarh Guna M.p. 
Zip code,~-----~ 

Are you 18 or over? No 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
Nationality? Yes 
Gender? Yes 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Indian a polis I nte rnat ion a I Airport 



Disability Description: Caller doesnt need assistance, she says the PSS and supervisors forget about making the request. She says she fell. THe supervisor came out and she told him she has a movement disorder, she startles and jerks then falls to 
the ground. She says they like her to go through the AIT for her screening but she says the movement of the AIT can startler her and make her fall. 
She has requested assislance for her Iravel and on 3 different times she has !raveled, through Midway, Jacksonville and Reagan she has fallen, the last time was at Midway on Dec 28Ih. She requesled assistance for her flights, she says at Midway lhe 
supervisor came to her for screening, the supervisor told the agent that they should not press the button for the AIT until they were told too, yet they did anyway. then the supervisor said to them I told you to wait . She fell because the movement of the 
AIT startled her and she has now fractured her ta, I bone. 

Response Details: Response Details: 
I spoke to floor support. l:filL)and then spoke back to the caller. I told her to she may need to opt out and ask for a patdown so she would not be startled by the movement of the AIT. She stated this too can startle her if they hit a point in her back. I said 
to her she can be face to face with the agent and give them the instructions on her needs as wel I as request the a ssi sta nee so we can he Ip her as we 11. 
She felt they did not want her to ask for patdown. I told her it was her choice and she can ask for a patdown anytime for her screening, I was so sorry they couldnt coordinate this for her, 

I explained to her to make this a formal complaint she would need to put the complaint in writing and we have contact information to send it but she did not want it, she said she knew about it already and knew where to send it if she decided to send it. 

She can file a claim. 
12/311201 She could get a claim form from ts a.gov and download one for herself. I could mail, fax or email a claim from to them as well. She wanted one mailed to her. 
4 348 00 

PM If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

12131/201 
4 6:02:43 

PM 

I was so sorry this was happening to her. 

I am forwarding her complaint to the CSM as well 
969 Return 12 28 2014 2:55:00 PM Southwest Airlines MOW 

Incident Details: Disability Description: Caller doesnt need assistance. she says the PSS and supervisors forget about making the request. She says she fell. THe supervisor came out and she told him she has a movement disorder. she startles and 
jerks then /al Is to the ground. She says they Ii ke her to go through the AIT lo r her screening but she says the movement of the A IT can startler her and make her fal I. 
She has requested assistance for her travel and on 3 different times she has traveled, through Midway, Jacksonville and Reagan she has fallen, the last time was at Midway on Dec 28th. She requested assistance for her flights, she says at Midway the 
supervisor came to her for screening, the supervisor lold the agent that they should not press the button for the AIT until they were told too, yel they did anyway, then lhe supervisor said 10 lhem I told you to wait. She fell because the movemenl of the 
AIT startled her and she has now fractured her tail bone. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 
i=='"'?====;-------------------------------------

Remote Client 1pj(b)(61 ! 
Date Time 12131/2014 3:59 05 PM 

Namel(bi(61 
Emailkbl(61 

I 
Comp I a i nl s: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Hilo to Los Angeles 
UA 1706 Hilo Airport 
Gate4 
Dec.30, 2014 
Comments:I fly frequently and choose to opt out to avoid radiation. I have been patted down multiple times. and I am familiar with standard procedure. Yesterday, both me and my brother were sexually harassed by a TSA agent. First he pushed for a 
private screenimg even after I chose to remain in public view. Secondly he used the back of his hand to go all the way up to my genitals and squeezed on my genitals with the open side of his hand. Not only did he do that on both sides, but he also 
repeated this obscene maneuver. This was an invasion of my 3rd amendment rights against an unreasonable search. A standard pat down was necessary because I chose to opt out. but there was nothing that would lead the agent to believe a further 
search or groping my private areas was necessary. I demand that this agent is reprimanded or removed to prevent a future occurence. My brother has a similar story, and my father, mother, and youngest brother are witnesses. Both my father and 
mother are aware that this is not standard procedure, and viewed the agent abusing his power. My phone number isfb·:,(61 ! Contact me for more details. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP!(b,(61 I 
Date Time: 12131/2014 3:59:05 PM 

Name bl 61 
12131/201 Emai.,_b_.1~(6_.) ________ .,. 

4 6:02:43 Comp a,nts: nappropnate creen,ng at Down Screening. 
PM Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Hilo to Los Angeles 

UA 1706 Hilo Airport 

11112015 
9:36:54 

AM 

Gate4 
Dec. 30, 2014 
Comments:I fly frequently and choose to opt out 10 avoid radiation. I have been patted down multiple times, and I am familiar with slandard procedure. Yesterday, both me and my brother were sexually harassed by a TSA agent. First he pushed for a 
private screenimg even after I chose to remain in public view. Secondly he used the back of his hand to go all the way up to my genitals and squeezed on my genitals with the open side of his hand. Not only did he do that on both sides, but he also 
repeated this obscene maneuver. This was an invasion of my 3rd amendment rights against an unreasonable search. A standard pat down was necessary because I chose to opt out, but there was nothing that would lead the agent to believe a further 
search or groping my private areas was necessary. I demand that this agent is reprimanded or removed to prevent a future occurence. My brother has a similar story. and my father, mother, and youngest brother are witnesses. Both my father and 
mother are aware lhat lhis is not standard procedure, and viewed the agent abusing his power. My phone number iskb1(6i I Contact me for more details. 
Caller 1s in Chartotte Douglas NC and she had a poor experience with TSA today because of her drivers license. She recently relocated from CT to TX and in Texas they give you a paper temporary at first and keep your old license and Texas DMV told 
her it would be sufficient to use as ID. She had no issues when she fiew 2 other times during the Holiday and did not have an issue with the same paper license and was not asked for any other forms of ID. The paper license had been fine as ID at DAL 
and BDL. This morning at CL T a female TSO al the checkpoint had an attitude and would nol take the paper license. She said she lold the TSO thal paper license has lhe same informalion on it and other airports did not have a problem wilh ii. She 
showed the TSO her Student ID but that was not sufficient either. A TSA Super,isor came to look at the paper license and she finally approved her to come into the screening checkpoint. The same Super,isor said to the TSO to be sure to check the 
red bin which be Io nged to the ca 11 er. The TSO winked at the S uper,iso r and said I got you and that made the cal I er u ncomfo rta bl e. The TSO a I so put markers in between the bins to mark the cal I ers p arti cu I a r bin. Ca 11 er was n t sure what they were 
trying to do. Caller said she felt like a criminal when another TSAAgent patted her head and then had a Trainee TSO to give her a Patdown in which she felt up to her private area. 

Caller became argumentative and demanded to file a complaint. I explained to the caller that CL T had the option of requesting additional ID or conducting additional screening due to lack of ID. Caller inists on filing a complaint against the two airports 
who permitted her to fi y with the paper I ice ns e. She claims it is their fa u It she was caught off guard today. 

Airport: Dallas Love 12-23-14 on Southwest Flight #1692 at 9:15AM (bound for Chicago). 

Airport: CT- Bradley she flew 12-30-14 on Southwest Flight (does not have) departing at 6:05 AM. 

RESPONSE: 

Told her I am sorry she is upset but the paper license is only considered one form of alternative ID so we normally ask for other forms. That is why the TSO had a Super,isor to approve the ID. 
We a I so give ex1ra sere en i ng to travelers with an ID issue. 
Advised I will send an email that outlines that and that may help. 
Told her I do not argue wilh my callers but Charlotte followed procedure and it could be heavy holiday travel was why the others were lenienl but I cannot say. 
We try to be consistent with procedures but sometimes it can vary. 



11112015 
3:0844 

PM 

111/2015 
3:0844 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: ... !(b-'l_,_(6--'1 __ __. 
Date Time: 111/2015 1 :37: 13 PM 

Nam~b,(61 
Email (b)(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Newark lntemalional Airport, Newark NJ. 
Terminal Bl Gates 40-47 Area 
3:50pm, December 31, 2014. 
Delta Flight- EWR to ATL 
Comments:I was screened through the walk•through machine, and was re•checked, based on something lhe machine 'saw'. The female TSA employee spoke quickly, as she menlioned she was going to pat me down. She needed me to 'put your 
arms out like this' as she extended her arms to show me what I needed to do. I proceeded with the request. The female employee then. unexpectedly, used both hands (pressed her hands together) and attempted to spread my breasts. She used a up 
and down/side to side motion while she was inspecting between my breasts. She then groped underneath my breasts. and finally examined underneath my armpits. I was extremely uncomfortable, embarassed. and upset. 
Meanwhile, there were several (male and female) employees and customers walking around the area. where I was being 'checked', This, on top of the already uncomfortable check. was utterly embarassing. I started into tears while she was finishing 
up her 'check'. She could clearly see how disturbed I was, and did not stop. 
Alier she was finally finished with this ·pat down· she asked me to put my hands out in front, and swiped my hands with her wipe. She handed it a nearby male TSA employee, and he checked to make sure nothing was detected. Nothing was detected. 
and I was Ii na 11 y al lowed to m ave, from the sere en i ng Ii ne, where I was al lowed to take my screened bags. 
I was so distraught about being physically abused, that I could barely put my shoes on, and as soon as I could- I needed to sit down and compose myself. I was uncontrollably crying- to my husband. who was luckily there by my side. 
I have been trave Ii ng lo r many years, I hroug h Newark I nte mat ion a I Airport, and many other airports. I have never be en treated in such a di sres pe ctful manner. 
This is by far, the most upsetting and unsettling TSA search I have ever received. 

I expect this inappropriate pat down will be investigated, and handled properly. Please contact me for further information or questions. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-;::::====:;---------····························· 
Remote Client IP:~!(b_-_1(_6_, --~ 
Date Time 11112015 1 :37 13 PM 

Namefbl(ff, 
Email b1(6) 
Comp I a i nl s: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Newark International Airport, Newark NJ. 
Term i na I Bl Gates 40-4 7 Area 
3:50pm. December 31, 2014. 
Delta Flight- EWR to ATL 
Comments:I was screened through the walk-through machine. and was re-checked, based on something the machine 'saw'. The female TSA employee spoke quickly, as she mentioned she was going to pat me down. She needed me to 'put your 
arms out Ii ke this' as she extended her arms to show me what I needed to do. I proceeded with the request. The le male employee then. unexpectedly, used both hands (pressed her hands together) and attempted to spread my breasts. She used a up 
and down/side to side motion while she was inspecting between my breasts. She then groped underneath my breasts, and finally examined underneath my armpits. I was extremely uncomfortable, embarassed, and upset. 
Meanwhile, there were several (male and female) employees and customers walking around the area, where I was being 'checked'. This, on top of lhe already uncomfortable check, was utlerly embarassing. I started into tears while she was finishing 
up her 'check' She could clearly see how disturbed I was. and did not stop. 
Alier she was finally finished with this ·pat down· she asked me to put my hands out in front and swiped my hands with her wipe. She handed it a nearby male TSA employee, and he checked to make sure nothing was detected. Nothing was detected. 
and I was finally allowed to move. from the screening line, where I was allowed to take my screened bags. 
I was so distraught about being physically abused, I hat I could barely pul my shoes on, and as soon as I could• I needed 10 sil down and compose myself. I was uncontrollably crying. 10 my husband, who was luckily there by my side. 
I have been traveling for many years, through Newark International Airport, and many other airports. I have never been treated in such a disrespectful manner. 
This is by far, the most upsetting and unsettling TSA search I have ever received. 

I e,pecl this inappropriale pal down will be investigated, and handled properly. Please contact me for further information or queslions. 



11112015 

3:0844 
PM 

11112015 

7:06 03 
PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl~(b_)~(6_-._, ---~ 
Date Time: 111/2015 1 :37: 13 PM 

Nam:h··1fR"\ 
Emai b1(6) 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Newark lntemalional Airport, Newark NJ. 
Terminal Bl Gates 40-47 Area 
3:50pm, December 31, 2014. 
Delta Flight- EWR to ATL 
Comments:I was screened through the walk-through machine, and was re-checked, based on something lhe machine 'saw'. The female TSA employee spoke quickly, as she menlioned she was going to pat me down. She needed me to 'put your 
arms out like this' as she extended her arms to show me what I needed to do. I proceeded with the request. The female employee then. unexpectedly, used both hands (pressed her hands together) and attempted to spread my breasts. She used a up 
and down/side to side motion while she was inspecting between my breasts. She then groped underneath my breasts. and finally examined underneath my armpits. I was extremely uncomfortable, embarassed. and upset. 
Meanwhile, there were several (male and female) employees and customers walking around the area. where I was being 'checked', This, on top of the already uncomfortable check. was utterly embarassing. I started into tears while she was finishing 
up her 'check'. She could clearly see how disturbed I was, and did not stop. 
Alier she was finally finished with this ·pat down· she asked me to put my hands out in front, and swiped my hands with her wipe. She handed it a nearby male TSA employee, and he checked to make sure nothing was detected. Nothing was detected. 
and I was Ii na 11 y al lowed to m ave, from the sere en i ng Ii ne, where I was al lowed to take my screened bags. 
I was so distraught about being physically abused, that I could barely put my shoes on, and as soon as I could- I needed to sit down and compose myself. I was uncontrollably crying- to my husband. who was luckily there by my side. 
I have been trave Ii ng lo r many years, I hroug h Newark I nte mat ion a I Airport, and many other airports. I have never be en treated in such a di sres pe ctful manner. 
This is by far, the most upsetting and unsettling TSA search I have ever received. 

I expect this inappropriate pat down will be investigated, and handled properly. Please contact me for further information or questions. 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights 1s a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA their Member of Congress. and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on. a civi I rights organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entities they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAa€'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

:;da!:sdd17(rb;:-ec-:~(c;'BC:-l-=-----1----.J Phone Number:'-'f h""-""""R"'·-, __ _, 

Zipcode: 77377 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? na 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
William P. Hobby Airport 



Caller Is upset because she bought a TSA approved lock and when she arnved at her destination the lock was missing. She flew from McGhee Tyson Airport and when she came back from her trip on December 31st she went to talk to TSA about her 
missing lock. It was around 11: 15 am and 4 TSA agents were standing there and one agent gave her a card and said call this number and they will send you a new lock. She is upset because of the way she was spoken to. She is 75 years old and 
felt she was being spoken to very dismissive. She bought a TSA lock so it would be easier but since her lock was missing all her items were left for someone 10 lake. There was not a NOi in her bag but caller stated that at McGhee Tyson lhey open 
checked baggage there at the check point and normally she watches but this time she did not because she had the approved TSA Lock 

Advised Ca Iler: 

Please be advised that TSA is not liable for any damage to locks or bags I hat are required to be opened by force for security purposes. 

11212015 In cooperation with private industry. TSA implemented a system under which TSOs are able to identify, unlock. and then relock certain locks using passkey sets available to TSA screeners. TSA-recogmzed locks can be opened and relocked by TSOs 

9:42:00 without force and with little delay. TSA cannot, guarantee that such locks will never be damaged or lost while TSOs and airline employees handle checked baggage. Additionally, TSA has found that many locks break off in airporl baggage conveyor 
AM syslems, which may also cause damage to checked baggage. 

1/212015 
9:43:42 

AM 

Si nee your complaint concerns an incident that ace u rred at a s pec1f1c airport, we have forwarded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Custa mer Service Manager 

while enhancing technology and improving lhe passenger experience at security checkpoinls. As part of I his effort, TSA has implemented a program to revise screening procedures for passengers who appear to be age 75 and older. 

Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alann, as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be infonned of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

TSA anticipates these changes will further reduce-though not completely eliminate-the need for a physical patdown on travelers 75 and older that would otherwise have been conducted to resolve alarms. It's important to remember, that any individual 
may be required to remove their shoes or undergo a patdown if a no m al i es are detected during sec u nty screening th at cannot be reso I ved through other means. 

Caller did nol wanl to file a claim for the missing lock she jusl wanled to let TSA know she did nol like lhe way she was spoken 10. 

Hello, I have and 89 year old aunt Sister kb)(ff:1 !held up by TSA at DLH for an identification issue. Her identification was issued by the Winchester NY, County Clerk, ID Nd(bi(] with a photo and is current. She missed her 
scheduled flight for a pal down and searches. Her luggage traveled WITHOUT her with ALL her medicalion. My aunt traveled lasl week from White Plains NY to DLH via Chicago, without iss~ the same identification. Today they are saying her 
identification is invalid. She just traveled internationally in the last six months so there should be a record of her travel (unfortunately her pass art is in NY at Maryknoll). Our concern is her extensive heart medication that she is now without. I need 
not going into all the TSA contradictions of having seniors travel with additional ease. The hypocnsy of this situation is beyond logic. Sister h··,1rr1 is a retired nun, traveling in a wheelchair. Please help, any assistance to nght this would be greatly 
appreciated.~ 

l(b1(6) 



Dear TSA: 

The U.S. DOT received the below complaint fromfb)(6) 

Thank you. 

Please address the issues~reaises in her complaint about TSA service at the Denver airport and reply to her. 

11212015 I . .. 
2:05 ,04 Case Numbel-(b-'1_(6.,...i ____ _. 

p M Consumer Into rmat1on 
lngwrer Type Name Address E-mail Address Office Phone Home Pho9e . . 

kb 1(6 I !ORLANDO FL 32827 l~Jib-'1~(6--'1 ___________ _. 
Comp I a i nts Information 
Complaint Code CarTier Name Flight Date Flight Itinerary 
GG1921 TSA 12126/2014 270 
Des c ri pt ion al Prob I e ml I nq ui ry 
I traveled through the Denver airport on Friday, December 26th. I have TSA Pre on my boarding pass. I have a total knee replacement. I have a card from my Orthopedic Surgeon stating that I have an implant in my knee. The card was presented to the 
TSA agent at Security. I was walking with the assistance of a wheeled walker. I am an employee of the Federal Government. with a higher security clearance than the TSA gate agents performing checks. I have my Federal Employee ID visible at all 
times while going through security. I am a 61 year old white female. In spile of everylhing I just delailed, I was pulled aside and subjecled to a thorough 10 minute pat down - and told "DON'T TOUCH ANYTHING" more than once. Folks- is this really 
necessary? This is how you intend to prevent acts of terrarism ..... by making a passenger as described above lift their shirt above their waist not once, but twice? The agent at the gate waskb)(6) !She was uniformly rude and discourteous 
throughout the process. This is an agency that has clearly lost its way. The actions listed above do absolutely nothing to prevent terrorism. and just utilize limited resources in the stupidest way possible. 

Caller flew from CVG via Delta but when she reached her destination she realized her luggage was cut and she wants ta know the issue with it. Caller also had a NOi. Caller also stated there was a female officer at the checkpoint that was very rude 
and told her she did n t have to undergo the p atdown with diabetes equipment even though she had a doctors note stating she did. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

11212015 Told caller we regret you are not satisfied with the way your luggage was handled so since you had a NOi I will forward your complaint to the CSM for further investigation. Also sent caller a claim form via email. 

3:00:14 
PM Dale: 12.30.14 

1/212015 
4:10:41 

PM 

11212015 
4:10:41 

PM 

Time: 3:00pm 
Terminal: B 
Gate: 9 
Airline: Delta flight 2455 
Baggage tag number: Not Provided 
Description of I uqg age: Medium sized Dark Green Sam somte bag with ye 11 ow tag on hand I e 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: D1sab1lity or Medical Condition; Screening Current Date/Time: 1/212015 3:31 :41 PM Airport TPA - Tampa International Date/Time of Travel: 1/212015 6:45 AM Airline & Flight Number: US Airways 1960 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
Security by gate 85 TSA Employee: (If Known) , 
Comment : The req u i reme nl is a fla I hand touch. She gathered and twi sled my hair to one side. CI osed her hands over my arms. Lifted my rig ht ass cheek. And when she rel t between my I egs unti I she reached a i m pass she d idn'I pul I her hands out 
she ran her hand up the front right of my crotch then Groped under my breasts. 

When I said this was ridiculous she said no it was not. She asked if I travel often I said I won't any more Would you like a response?: True Passenger's Name~l(_b_)(_6_1 ___ ~I Phone Number !(b 1(6) ~maill(b 1(6) 
a comment concerning this feedback, follow lhis link http://lsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB21ApplicationManager ,._'--"'----' 

~o leave 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Screening Current Dale/Time 11212015 3:31 :41 PM Airporl: TPA - Tampa lnternalional Date/Time of Travel 11212015 6:45 AM Airline & Flight Number: US Airways 1960 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
Security by gate 85 TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: The requirement is a flat hand touch. She gathered and twisted my hair to one side. Closed her hands over my arms. Lifted my nght ass cheek. And when she felt between my legs until she reached a impass she didn"t pull her hands out 
she ran her hand up the front right of my crotch then Groped under my breasts. 

When I said this was ridiculous she said no it was not. She asked if I travel often I said I won't any mare Would you like a response?: True Passenger's Name ._kb_·•"-1(6_.'-I __ __.!Phone Numbe~~(b_-~1(_6_I __ ~!Email f b)(61 f o leave 
a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link: http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21Appl1cationManager ,._ _______ ~ 



11212015 
4:10:49 

PM 

Submitted on Friday, January 2, 2015 - 14:25 Submitted by anonymous userj""(b_.-'1(_6~, ___ _.! Submitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Disability Medical Condition Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==I nd1v1d ua I Info== 

Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 
Phone Numbed~(b_,~(6_1 __ ~ 
Best Time to Contact . 

09:00 am - 11 :DO am 
11:00 am - 1:00 pm 
1 00 pm - 3 00 pm 
3:00 pm - 5:00 pm 

Day of lhe week: 
- Monday 
- Tuesday 
- Wednesday 
- Thursday 
- Friday 
PO Box or Street Addressf b 1(6) 
City: Valrico ,._ ________ _. 

State: Florida 
Zip Code ( Post Code): 33596 

Other=~------~ 
Emaii:!(b)(6) 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? 01 02 2015 
Where did this happen? FLORIDA • TPA • Tampa International 
What happened? 



11212015 
6:13:40 

PM 

11212015 
6:14:24 

PM 

From b1(6) ---O~r •:~ssna 
Sent:< ay, ~nuary 02, 2015 434 PM 
To: TSA-ContactCenter 
Subj eel: TSA Manual Patdown/C arryO n Luggage Comp I amt 

Columbia, Mo January 2, 20215 

Hello: 

I am sending you an el mail with an atlached letter of complainl regarding the TSA manual patdown and securily check I hat TSA agents conducled al approximately 1 p.m. at O'Hare International Airport. Specifically at issue is cursing I hat lhe TSA 
agent exclaimed against me after the entire patdown and manual security check was conducted. 

The T SA security agent offered no exp I ana ti on as to why he cu rs ed at me after the ma nua I security check, 

Regards, 

l(b)(61 

Attachment: 
Columbia, MO January 1. 2015 

rb,(6) 

Columbia , MO 65203 

Re: January 1. 2014 - TSA pre-flight security check at Chicago O'Hare Airport 

Hello: 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:~!r_h_-,1_r;_·-, __ ~ 
Date Time: 1/212015 4:13:53 PM 

························---------------··························· 

Namerh·1Ir;·-, 
Email(b 1(61 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/ Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenrninal/Airport/Gate/Etc):12131114 Left London Heathrow Delta, arrived Detroit Wayne 1 :30-2:00. Flight #'s 0019 and 1371. 
Comments:At arrival to TSA security loudly were told to not take off shoes and belts. Put my belongings in trays and walked through security device. It alarmed-removed watch. shoes.and belt. Alarm sounded 5 more times. Attendant stated 
"eventually you'll listen to me and you might get through". He asked "whal's in your back pockel?"I responded a London tube map. He•"I don't know what lhat is? Maybe it's thal thing around your neck?" I had forgotten to take ear buds from plane off my 
person. I was upset from surly attitude of tsa employees before him. I had to walk away after his behavior or I would have his badge# and name. He was about 60 with thin gray hair. morbidly obese.about 5'9-10" no glasses. He held onto a railing with 
his foot on a lower railing in profile as I continued to watch his behavior. As a family doctor with 40 years expenence I detrmrned this man was lazy, not very smart and probably has chrome back pain. He may be on chronic narcotic analgesics for his 
back pain. I realize this is a minor complaint; I am hoping he is on probation or ii he gets 1 more complaint in his file he will be terminated. While I'm at it. I observed my 92 yo blind mother in a wheelchair get patdown in St. Louis. She visibly jumped 
when the le ma I e atte nda nl touched her breasts. 



11212015 
8:09 28 

PM 

11212015 
8:09 35 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP._kb~1_(6~)---~ 
Date Time: 112/2015 629:30 PM 

Nam<tbi(61 I 
Em a i I Add res f-;b,,.I.,( 6,.--'°', ,...,...,-,,-----,,,...--,,-~ 
Comments On 12-22-14 I flew on Southwest #578 out of Spokane WA. I have an artificial hip and inform the agents before going through the line. However, on this day I was directed through the Pre-check and then because I set off the alarm with my 
hip I had 10 go through a pat down instead of going lhrough the scan. It has always been so simple to go lhrough the scan and not to have 10 wait and go through the pat down which is uncomfortable for me. Why was this changed? In November when I 
flew it was so simple to use the pre-check line and then go through the scan. The change to a pat down was more time consuming and as mentioned uncomfortable. I hope that you will return to the use of the scan even with the pre-check line. 

Secondly, I flew to Houston Hobby Airport in TX and on the return had my luggage searched which of course is not a problem except that one of the TSA locks that I have on my luggage was left open .... fortunately it was not lost and no items were 
missing. The zipper on the main comparIment was jammed as well. I understand that Christmas is a very hectic lime but there still has to be some care when going lhrough the luggage. 

I hope things will change for the better. Locks not relocked are a real problem and this is net the first incident. Please see if this can be addressed. 

Thank you. 

Submitted on Friday, January 2. 2015 - 19:01 Submitted by anonymous user:._l(b_ •• _,(6_._I ___ .,!submitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Disability Medical Cond1t1on Are you filling this form out for yourself' Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==I ndivid ua I Info== 

Firs1Nam~-· 
Last Name (b)(61 
Primary Phone: e I hone 
Phone Numbeil'.~~~i~(6~·~1 --~ 
Best Time to Contact : 

11:00 am - 1:00 pm 
- 1 00 pm - 3 00 pm 
- 3:00 pm - 5:00 pm 
Day of lhe week: 
- Monday 
- Thursday 
- Friday 
PO Box or Sire et Address: kb 1(6) 
City: Aurora "'-'-'--""------' 

State: Colorado 
Zip Code (Post Code): 80013 
Other,.·,....,...-,-,----------, 
Emaiil(b)(61 

==lncidenl lnformalion== 
When did this happen? 12 30 2014 
Where did this happen? MICHIGAN - DTW - Detroit Metropolitan 
Wayne County 
what happened? 
At approximately 8am (Michigan time), I went through security at 
D TW at the security checkpoint nearest the Southwest check-in 



11212015 
9:35:07 

PM 

11312015 
9:25 06 

AM 

Caller stated that she was sexually assulted at Hayden Airport m CO. Caller stated she was grabbed mappropnately in a closet. 

Airline-American 
Fligth number - Doesnt remember the flight number 
Date 1-2-15 
Time. 10:30 am 

Response: 
The Trans po rtatIon Security Ad mm i stratIon (T SA) see ks to p rov1d e the high est I eve I of sec u nty and customer service to al I who pass through our screening checkpoints. 0 ur policies and procedures focus on ens u n ng that a 11 passengers. reg a rd I ess of 
their person al situations and needs, a re treated with respect and courtesy, Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured a re a, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. Al I Transportation S ecu ri ty 
Officers (TSOsJ are required to be consideraIe and lhoughtful, and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrels if I his was not your experience. 

Caller states that she Is requesting the CS Ms name and contact information at the airport in Hayden CO. Caller states that she was selected for random inspection and so to was her daughter. Caller states that her child received the etd swab and 
tested fine, Ca 11 er states that she received the same t rea tm e nt, Ca Iler states that the TSO advised her that she needed to be patted down, Ca 11 er states th at the pa tdow n began in front of everyone at the checkpoint. Cal I er states that she requested a 
private screening. Caller slates I hat lhe private screening was allowed. Caller states that when the lhe private screening was conducted the female officer used the front of their hand to pat down the fronl of her vagina. Caller stales that the screening 
officers name wasKfilill} and the supervisor wa•1h··,1rr1 I Caller states that outside of the vaginal rub with the palm the rest of the patdown was as explained. Caller states that she went through screening on the 02 January 2015 at or around 
1030. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Support Manager at that location. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot 
areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the 
s u bJects of repeated complaints. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time : 11312015 6:26:11 AM Airport · CLE - Cleveland Hopkins International Date/Time of Travel . 01103/2015 Airline & Flight Number · American 4304 Checkpoint/Area of Airport · checkpoint 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment: With an artificial knee I had to go through the entire patdown process which took a lot more time than I had initially anticipated Would you like a response? , True Passenger's Name !(b)(ff:, ! Phone Number :!(b)(ff:1 !Email : 

kb)(ff:, !To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow lhis link http:/llsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB21ApplicationManager 



Hello. I sent this last night from my phone. and in viewing it morning saw several typos, and am sending you the updated version. I look forward to your feedback. 

Today, at around 6:40 pm at lhe Denver international airport south checkpoint, the lead officer was rude, lhreatening and abusive to my minor son and me. 
My son is 16. Due to directions from the person sorting into lines, he was sent to a different security checkline from me. I got through but he was stopped by the lead officer. I gave my parent accompany pass to the tsa security officer near me and they 
contacted the I e ad officer. He refused to re I ease My son. who by this 11 me was al ready scared. 

Another tsa officer took over my pass, then told me I would have to go over and try, as he would not lislen to them. The lead officer said I would have to move back and be quiet. I explained lhat lhis was my minor son. He said to be quiet. He continued 
to ask my son the same questions over and over. The other officers there had said he should let my son go. He refused. This was unnecessary frightening for both of us. The lead officer continued being unnecessarily rude. My son is a minor. I had a 
parent pass-. My son attempted to show the officer his name on his high school honor roll-the officer refused to listen. He asked questions and then refused to listen to the answers. He was very threatening to my child. 

He then said he knew a way thal might work and headed Ioward the scanning area, giving my son no lime to pick up his bags. As we followed, the officer turned 10 me and said, "not You, You go 10 lhe end of the line." First is all, it was exlremely 
inappropriate to separate me from my minor son (again), second I had already been screened and this was more bullying. By the time I arrived. they were giving my son a full pat down in public, of everything including his genitals. His luggage was 
thoroughly manually inspected too and the questions they asked were way beyond anything a minor should be asked. The officer doing the pat down did ask the lead officer if this was really necessary, and he was told yes. 

11312015 The lead officer also indicated that he wasn't interested in whether or nol my son missed his flight. When I asked how to file a complaint, I was told I would have to go through security again to get to "the podium." 

1:09:22 
PM 

I cannot believe that scaring a minor is a part of Isa's job. Bullies should not be tolerated. Minors should not be separated from their parents. This is incredibly frightening and intimidating and serves no purpose. Minors do not have to have IDs and I 
had a pass to accompany my minor son. Please respond. 

Thank you. 

On Friday, January 2, 2015 11 :20 P~._(b_••_1(6_._1 _______________ _. 

Today, at around 6:40 pm at lhe Denver international airport south checkpoint, the lead officer was rude, lhreatening and abusive to my minor son and me. 
My son is 16. Due to directions from the person sorting into lines, he was sent to a different security checkline from me. I got through but he was stopped by the lead officer. I gave my parent accompany pass to the tea security officer near me and they 

TSA Canta ct center 

People aren't born hating their government but they start on the journey after experiencing the many minor insults ands and indignities that the government - local. state or federal - can heap upon decent law abiding cItIzens who mind their business, 
pay their taxes and go about their I ife in an attempt to achieve I ife, Ii berty and the pursuit of ha pp i ne ss. 

I consider 911 to be the biggest failure of government in the history of this nation. The Federal government failed to protect the people it supposedly serves, resulting in a massive loss of life. Government then compounded the insult by restricting 
Ii b erti es and instituting ·security Th eater in an attempt to fool the citizenry about the incompetence of the fede ra I government. 

I cite by way of example of the minor insults experienced almost daily, my most recent experience in flying from IAD 10 LAX. I packed a large cocktail-table book in my luggage thal had a dust wrapper aboul thal was provided by lhe bookstore. TSA 
entered my luggage after it was checked with VirginAmerica, destroyed the dust wrapper and then went on to wrap it up with government tape (literally') such that it was impossible to subsequently open the package without damaging the book cover. 
See enclosed photo. 

Na I ura I ly no body at TSA w i 11 be he Id res pons i b I e for the I ack of judgment or the destruct ion or property. Good citizens co nl in u e 10 be harassed by these low I eve I functionaries and I have no respect lo r this agency. It angers me every time I fly, when I 
1/312015 watch them harass families with little kids, grope grandmothers and otherwise insult the people who pay their salaries. 
1:09:27 

PM TS A has started me on my journey to hating my government. 

kbl(61 

cc: Rep, Chris VanHollen, 8th District, Maryland 

[b)(ffl 

!rh11R, ! 
Bethesda, Maryland 20817 

fh,IR\ I 
HYPERLINK ... kb_,~(6_1 _____________ ~ 



From~b)(61 
Sent: aturclay, January 03, 2015 11 :54 AM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:kb 1(6) I 
11312015 Dale Time: 1/312015 11:5414 AM 

1:09:43 
PM 

Name: 

kbl(61 

1/312015 
2:06 36 

PM 

Email: 

HYPERLIN b1(6) ,_ _________________________ __, 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

DHSTRIP 

Comments: 

As an individual who has inquiries and seeking resolution regarding TSA travel screening at transportation airports and seek The Department of Homeland Serrityj8 Travel Redress Inquiry. Traveler treated unequally and with out dignity, respect, and 

Caller said he has a TSA complaint and that his carry on bag got swabbed 8 times with negative results. He said the lasl Officer he talked to was TSA Office b I( but he does not know the other Officer s name at Denver Airporl today al the security 
checkpoint. He said they wasted 30 minutes of his time in a separate room due to a false reading by the machine. He was told they got a postitive response by the machine and needed to do additional screening and he said they did not need to take 
him to a little room and give him a patdown. He said his laptop was not in his carry on bag when they swabbed it. He said he did not ask for a Supervisor and that the airport was busy today and that he will be at the tenminal until 5:30 pm and he said 
he can talk to the CSM ii they want to contact him. 

COM PLAINT:CSM 

Clairns:Cornplaint 

Airport: Denver 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Nu rn ber: 4 526 
Departure Time:01-03-15 at 11 :20 am at the checkpoint 
Arrival Airport and Time:Des Moines at 11 :45 pm due to delay 
Description of Bag:Black and Blue Backpack that they swabbed 8 times 
Lo ca Ii on: Security checkpoint 
Terminal: unknown 
Gate:unknown 

Contact lnformation:~l(b_)_(6_ •• _, --~ 

Response:I advised him that I will refer this to the CSM at the airport. 



11412015 
9:32:43 

AM 

1/412015 
3:08:28 

PM 

I'd like to give a mild complaint about an incident at Tampa Airport securily screening this morning, belween 5:10 and 5:45 am. My daughters (ages 16 and 18) and I were catching united flighl 1507 to Newark leaving al 5:57 am on January 3, 2014. 

I asked lhe screening agenls to allow my daughlers to skip going lhrough the AIT machine. The agents set my daughters aside for a pat down while I went through lhe AIT and waited for them on the other side. It was very busy, so I knew it would take 
extra time. But after 20 minutes, I started ta suspect that the agents were actually extremely annoyed and were trying ta teach me a lessan-------,;how me that I'm an idiot. and that they have the power to make us miss our plane (though we arrived nearly 
an hour ahead of take-off). After my first daughter finally got a pat down, and I saw the hostility directed toward us, I gave up on the second daughter and sent her through the AIT machine. I had no choice really, as our plane was so close to take off 

After we ran for our plane, my daughters told me they we re very upset. They said th at when they we re wa iii ng, the agents we re radioing loud I y and comp I am i ng about "the mother' i ns,sti ng on a pat down. and bas,ca 11 y ma king a scene to embarrass 
them. They felt so humiliated. Honestly, I really thought it was our option, so I had been very polite and patient about it. 

I do not blame the agents, but you do have the system set up so that it is impossible for a passenger to decline the AIT. I think you need to be honest about that. The security agents are human and "special orders" are going to annoy them when they 
are busy. Some agents will lose their professionalism and engage in petly power struggles, which I hey will obviously win al 5 minu1es to take off. 

Your web site says the following: 

Q. Can I choose the way I would Ii ke to be screened? 

A. Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do nol wish to be screened by lhis technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough paldown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers 
of this right. 

But please, be honest• Given my experience I would add a few lines ta this: 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1pJ(b 1(6) 
Date Time: 114120..,1=5~1~2,~3=7,~1~2 =p~M,... 

························---------------··························· 

Name~ 
Emailjj@ 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rte a us/ Rude Em pl a yee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 
Comments:I recently traveled from Denver to Tucson. TSA in Denver was EXCEEDINGLY RUDE! You say not to leave bags unattended. I had my bags on the belt to go into the screening machine. However, since TSAwas taking their time sending 
ac1uaI passengers through the detectors, I held up sending my bags through ,.ray. I was then ordered by TSA to send my bags lhrough. I explained this would leave my bags unatlended on the olher side. They did not care. I was again ordered 10 send 
my bags through. I again said nat until I was allowed to go through the screening x-ray. I was again ordered ta send them through or take them off the belt. At this time ane TSA agent motioned to the other three standing around him. I did not think much 
of that at first. I told this agent that I would send my bags through (At this point I just wanted to go home) but 1/ ANYTHING was missing I WOULD hold TSA ACCONTABLE' Upon exiting the screening machine, I was then given a full pat down by TSA I 
believe this was done due to my initial refusal to send my bags through until I went through. When finally allowed to collect my belongings, I had no less than THREE TSA agents standing around me in a half circle, hands clasped behind their backs as 
I went through my belongings as they had been sent through before me. This in turn upset TSA that I was going lhrough my stuff to make sure I had it all and I was ordered to move. I reiteraled not until I was sure I had EVERYTHING and I hat nothing 
was missing. This is the WORST experience I have ever had flying! 



11412015 
3:08:50 

PM 

Submitted on Sunday. January 4. 20 15 - 13: 5 7 Su bm,tted by anonymous user:~!( b_ .... 1 (_6 .. ) --~~ u bm itted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? 

Gender Sex 
Profiling 
Race Ethnicity 
Unreasonable Search Seizure 

Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 
==I ndivid ua I 

Firsl Name: b)(61 
Last Name: b)(ff:, 
Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 
Phone Numberl .. i .. h .. ·,1._R .. ··,_-.-_,,_,_ ______ _, 
PO Box or Sire et AddressJ"'(b'-·: ... 1(6"'"· ... 1 _____ __. 
City: Walnut Creek 
State: Ca I iforni a 
Zip Code (Post Code): 94595 

Other~:-------~ 
Email!(b)(ff1 

==lncidenl lnformalion== 
When did this happen? 01 02 2015 
Where did this happen? WASHINGTON - SEA- Seattle-Tacoma 
I nte mat ion a I 
what happened? 
Travelers: Myself, Mother, Father 
Flight info: CDG SEA (delta flight 33). connection SEA SFO (delta 
flight 5738) 
What I was wearing: Black leggings, lank lop underneath beige 
cashmere turtle neck 



From: donotreply@Con1ac1Us.1sa.dhs.gov [mailto:donotreply@ContactUs.tsa.dhs.gov] 
Sent: Sunday. January 04, 2015 7: 1 O PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subject Contact Us: Civil Rights Civil Liberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 

Remote Client IP:i(b)(61 

Dale Time: 1 4 20.,.1 =5-=7,...:1"'0,...: 1"'5=-=P.,.M,..., 

11512015 1 )Information about lhe person who experienced the civil rig his civil liberties violation 

828,28 (fill in what you can) 

AM ;~r:t and Middle Name: 

!(b)(61 I 
Last Name: 

~hone: 
[b)(61 

Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

PO Box or Street address: 

!(b)(61 
C,ty: 
Albuquerque 
State: 

Caller is 83 and handicapped. He had an experience on January. He was bullied and pushed around. This was at FLL. They were yelling lhat lhat all people had to take off their shoes.He said he knew lhat 75 and older were allowed to leave on shoes. 
He asked far a supervisor and this made it worse. He felt like this was a drill ser eant. He has metal in his body from the Korea War. He said that he alwa s alarms and they made him endure a 20 minute patdown. He said he always gets along with 
everyone but it was not possible with this male supervisor. The supervisor was b)(6:, e is a male. The caller said that he felt like he had interrupted (b·:,(61 from something. His flight was at 2:15 pm December 13th on Southwest airlines. He 

11512015 had issues with his liquids. Caller is upset about the lack of customer service at t e c ec point. 
11:31:31 

AM I apologized to the caller and told him our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 
Si nee your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a s pec1f1c airport, we have forwarded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Custa mer Service Manager. 

I also lold him that any time he travels he may call TSA cares and we can request some assistance for him. I offered the number but he did not take it. 



She Is an African American women and experiences issues at PH L and other airports every ti me th at she travels. She wi 11 be flying on Thursday and would Ii ke to a 11 ev,ate the issue. She is an Afnca n American woman with her hair in mi crob raids th at 
she wears Io ng, Other women boarded with the same hairstyle only in a b al I and they did not receive addition al sere en i ng, Someone phys i ca I ly inspects or touches her hair, She doesn t Ii ke this as they have touched other things at the checkpoint, She 
sees nothing nowhere thal indicaIes that this must be done. 

She asked a TSA agent in reg a rd to this and they advised th at they do not know that her hair Is hum an. 

She asked another African American women who indicated that they do not check her hair. She asked why is her hair being checked. 

She doesn t use any type of hair pin or clip and there Is not an alarm. She asked if this is part of their procedure as she was advised by a TSO that 11 was. 

Her son is attorney and the intend 10 I ake sl ep s. She le els I hat her ci vi I rights have been vi o I ated . 

She feels em ba rras sed by the add i ti o na I screening. 

11512015 She doesn 1 want I his to occur when she I ravels on Thursday. 

4A8:56 
PM 

lnd1v1duals may be referred for additional screening if the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) cannot reasonably determine that the head area Is free of a detectable threat item. If the issue cannot be resolved through ETD or a patdown search, the 
individual will be offered the opportunity to her hair down in a private screening area. She can request a private screening in a private room or area out of view of other passengers. TSOs have to conduct additional screening to clear alarms. 

TSA Civil Rights can assist px who feel they have been discriminated against or profiled in the screening process. All civil rights complaints are required to be submitted in writing. I can email information on how to do so. 

She asked for a supervisor, 

!(b)(ff:, !took the call. The caller stated that she gets pulled aside at PHL every time she flies because she has microbraids. She stated that other African-American women did not get checked like she did. She stated that she was in tears last time 
she flew because she was so embarrassed. She stated that she is le el i ng very singled out because of her hair and because her husband is white and she is black. 

Airport PHL 
Date and time: 12-30-14 and the fi1ght was around 5:50 p.m. 
US Air to Dayton 
She does nol know the flight number 

Caller travelled Last Friday from lhe Dominican Republic. She had travelled there on Dec 21, and on both legs she had 4s on her boarding passes. She was subjected to additional security. Her call was to express concern, and see if she should expect 
this on future flights 

Advised ca Iler 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted Is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

11512015 TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some insIances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 

5:46:42 factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. PM 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers, TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new Iechnologies to address the explosives th real. In lhe meantime, lhe use of additional screening enhances our ability to deIecI explosives al our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an addilional layer of security at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

Since this is the first round trip with this additional screening, this would be in line with a random selection process. If this happens again on a future flight. then please call us back for additional service. 



11512015 
626:46 

PM 

Date of Travel: 10-18-14 
Flight Time: 1 :33pm 
Ar,-ival: 11:00 am 
Flight Della DL3304 

Passenger: [._b-')_(6--'·•-' _______ __, 

TSA Employee:rn.n*b)(ffi I unknown male TSA agent at start of security. 

I am going to try to keep this short because TSA has taken enough of my time that I can not get back. 

I travel for work all the time, with that being said I appreciate the security that goes into keeping us safe. I am however greatly disgusted with how you handle people with medical issues through security. 
I am 32 yrs old, without getting into too much detail I recently had a mastectomy and undergoing reconstruction and other medical surgeries. 

When I Jrrived at the securily check point I let the TSA agent (Unknown Male agenl) know I needed 10 opt out and do the pal down due to medical reasons. 

He immediately replied back with multiple reasons why I SHOULD be able to go through the scanner in a rude condescending tone. I may not look sick, but I am a human being and a little respect would be nice. He made it very clear all the steps that 
would be in place for the pat down and immediately I was being treated as ii I was ii I was a terrorist taking over the airport. I have never felt more uncomfortable. I was being treated as if I was asking for something completely ridiculous and now I was 
going to have to pay for it because I have medical por1s and devices in me that set off the scanner. But I look healthy, so I guess it is completely OK 10 be trealed this way according to TSA. 

I then was sent over to the area to be pat down with T SA age nj( b) ( 6 ! she was com pl etel y calm and nice. However everyone is trying so hard to stick to guide Ii nes that don t Ii t everyone. I explained to her my s ituat1on and where she could not touch 
due to my most recent surgery. I then patiently waited while she explained again what she was going to do and again ... l felt like I was being treated like a criminal. As much as I fiy and as many time as I have had to do this I have never been made to 
feel this way. I do gel patted down but to the exlent lhatkb)(6!was required to go was excessive for my situation. 
We were almost complete with the serious invasion of privacy an display for the entire airport ta see. By this point I was furious and having to keep my arms up for her was causing extreme pain sa the situation was just getting better. I was then told 



Hello and happy New Year, 

I am writing this email in hopes thal my travel experiences with TSA Precheck have been resolved and I do not continue 10 experience 100% denial over lhe pasl three months. I have contacted both TSA and American Airlines and I hey recently sent 
me back a message that my information being sent to TSA is 100% accurate and with 100 segments in 2015 and over 300 in the past 3 years I sit in the qualification of the top 5 most frequent travelers in all of America. I was surprised by the response 
below that stated I was determined that "I may not meet TSA's eligibility requirements .. "_ Oddly enough I have received over 90% acceptance on my flights since I was selected in the very initial pilot stages of the program. What makes it even more 
frustrating is that I am a Type 1 Diabetic with an Insulin pump so I automatically receive a full pat down from the full body scanners not to mention the additional line times. American said they reached out to their liaison with the TSA to clarify this but 
have not received a response in several weeks. The agent I talked to thinks thal my name may be mislaken for someone I hat is potentially on the watch list and suggested I contact the TSA to receive a Redress number and a known traveler# as a 
potential solution. I begin traveling again next week to (to the busy DFW and O'Hare Airports) and want to do anything in my power to get my status back. Please advise and thank you far your attention to this matter. 

Regards, 

11512015 l(b ,(Bl 
8:09:22 · 

PM 
American#-f b)(6) 

TX D~(b}(6} 

American Passpo~~(b_••_1(6_._I ---~ 

!(b)(61 

1/512015 
8:0942 

PM 

Phonej(b)(6) 

Thank you for contacting the Transportation Security Administration's (TSA) Contact Center regarding your experience with TSA Pre?'". 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Other: Screening 
Cur,-ent Date/Time · 11512015 6: 13:27 PM 
Airporl : PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Date/Tirne of Travel : 01 /0512015 3:30 PM Airline & Flight Nurnber : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport . Security B Checkpoint Terminal 4 TSA Employee: (If Known) . All Comment · I work for Prospect Airport Services and when we bring empty wheelchairs to be screen, the agents seem like the wheelchairs are not even there 
and we all know il"s there. I know they call it out on the radio because I can hear the announcement, but no ones acknowledges it and actually do the screening. Today I brought two empty chairs that need to be screen. One that is the older one that just 
needs a simply &quot:pat down&quot: and the other one that new and need to be &quot;swabbed check&quot:. The TSA Agent saw both but only did the old chair because it was quicker and then left. I waited for 10 mins, which is considered quick. 
sometimes I wailed for 20 mins but that because ii get busy, but I seen an opening to check lhe wheelchairs and slill do other tasks. Then finally an agent checked the second chair and he was working the pre check lane all the way on lhe other side. I 
mean if you think checking a chair is that hard why don't you train us employees to do it. 
Would you like a resoonse? : True 
Passenger's Name ij·1(6'I 

Phone Number fo ,(61 I 
Email kh\/R, I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Caller states that when she be came di sabled she got Pre Ch eek. She has been g ettmg Pre ch eek lo r a co up I e of yea rs. She was not chosen for PreChe ck for her u pea ming flight. Caller wo u Id Ii ke to know why. Cal I er has a broken arm and wi 11 not be 
able to remove her shoes or lift her arm. Caller states that she has a replaced hip so she usually goes through AIT. but will not be able to do that this time. Caller is upset that she won t get PreCheck. 

Advised ca Iler: 

TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data using the same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided for years. TS A's new initiative will use this same 
information to also identify low-risk passengers 10 delermine if they should be di reeled to the TSA Precheck lane for expediled screening. These passengers should not expect to be directed 10 lhe TSA Precheck lane each lime they fly. 

No status lo u nd. 
Based on the information provided, we were unable to locate you in our system. If the information you entered is inaccurate. please correct and click 'Next' to try again. II your information is correct and you feel this message is an error, please call 855-
DHS-UES1 (855-347-8371 ). 

Before the security screening begins, it is important for passengers to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) if they: 

11512015 • Cannot remove their shoes: 
9 ' 39 '30 • Need assistance: 

PM 
• Have difficulty raising their arms: or 
• Have difficully walking or stJnding alone. 

Passengers are not required to remove their shoes if they cannot remove them because of medical complications, discomfort, pam, balancing problems, or because the shoe 1s part of a prosthetic. However, passengers· shoes must undergo additional 
screening , which may require that passengers Ii fl the bottom hem of their pants, Passengers can request to be seated during this port ion of the screening. T SA a I so may use tech no logy to test shoes lo r traces of exp I osive mate ri a I . If explosive material 
is detected, passengers wi 11 have 10 undergo additiona I screening . 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector. the passenger must be screened using a patdown. A patdown procedure also 1s used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by 
AIT. 

If passengers are screened using a patdown, it is important to know the following: 

• Patdowns will be conducted by a TSO of the same gender, 
• Passengers may ask for privale screening at any time. 
• A private screening will be offered if the patdown involves sensitive areas. 



11612015 
821:57 

AM 

11612015 
10:01:41 

AM 

Submitted on Monday, January 5, 2015 - 23:38 Submitted by anonymous userl-~_b_)(_6_, ___ ~!Submitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? Speech Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==I nd1v1d ua I Info== 
First Name bl 61 
Lasl Nam lh'>lf'i\ 

Primary Phone· Cell Phone 
Phone Number!"'(b": .. ""1(6:".· ... 1 ---;:::==-,,.,...---------, 
PO Box or Street Address: tbl(6:, 
City: Chicago ~~--------~ 

State: Illinois 
Zip Code (Post Code): 60611 

Other,,: ,-,--,-,---------, 
Emai~(b 1(6) 

==Incident lnfonmation== 
When did this happen? 01 05 2015 
Where did this happen? NEVADA - LAS - McCarran International 
What happened? 
The incident took place on January 5. 2015 around 7:15 pm. The 
checkpoint was lhe one leading to Gate C. I was traveling with my 
husband to Burbank, CA on Southwest Airlines flight 1968. 
I was wearing a top that was flagged on x-Ray that prompted a 
pat-down procedure. While waiting in the TSA line, my husband and 
I were conversing about showering when we make it home and we 
decided not to. After I Learned about the pat-down, I turned to 
my husband and told him that I w111 need to take a shower when we 
get home. 
Office~verheard the conversation and acted in a very 
unprofessional manner. She said that she is the one that will 

Feedback Type · Civil Rights/Liberties 
Calegari es : 4th Amendment 
Cun-ent Date/Time · 11612015 8: 10:52 AM 
Airporl: CMH - Port Columbus 1n1ernational Dale/Time of Travel: 01/0612015 7:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: Delta Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: Gale C TSA Employee: (If Known) DL2419 Commenl: My privacy was violated by a TSA agenl. I 
went into the body scanner like I usually do. I did not wear any jewelry, I had on a sports bra and tight skinny jeans. Therefore. I had no metal on me and nothing in my pockets. I do not understand the pat-down, but allowed it because I have received 
th em many times before. This ti me the agent told me she needed to pat me down. Alier a Io ng pat down on my waist I was c I ea rty unco mfortab I e and told the woman I would Ii ke a p nvate room. She said okay and just stood the re lo r awh1 I e. The 
security line was very long and my flight was boarding. I asked her to do the pat down again in public as my husband was now through the scanner and standing next to me. She then proceeded to pat me down and then told me she was going inside 
my waist band and ran her fingers along ii, pulling her hands inside my pants. This is a clear violation of my 41h amendments rights as a United Slates of America citizen and I do not believe I his was necessary, considering I did not wear a belt and my 
pants are not baggy at all. She also did not give me the option to not allow her to go into my pants. This is a clear violation of my privacy. My husband saw all of it happen and is a witness to this violation of my 4th Amendment rights. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number · 
Email :[ b 1(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Callers son just went through TSA screening at DCA and wishes to file a complaint with someone directly at the airport. Caller indicates his son is handicapped and has one anm and a catheter. Caller states that during the course of his son s patdown 
a cap was knocked off his sons catheter. Caller also states the officers replaced the cap and assured the passenger it was sterilized before it was replaced. Caller does not believe the cap was sterilized and states he highly doubts there is a 

11612015 sterilizalion area available at lhe checkpoints for such instances. Caller is extremely upsel and wanls someone to handle his complaint immediately. 

12: 10:03 Resolution: 
PM 

Advised ca Iler he may cont a ct D CA CSM Da ryus h M azha ri at 7 03-6 03 {fil[Jo address his comp I a i nl with so m ea ne speci fi cal I y at the airport. 



The caller flew from EW R to PBI on 12-30. She asked what the rights are for the patdown. She stated that her 83 year old husband had to remove his shoes. belt. and undergo a patdown. She thought that 11 was very uncomfortable for him. She stated 
that she thought all of that stopped once a passenger turns 80. She stated that this has never happened before, and the persons in front of him got to go on through. She stated that the luggage did not alarm and it was line. She explained that there was 
an officer available and they did the patdown. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's properly could also be performed. We are not able to tell her exactly why he received a paldown, however his age does not 
exempt him from the process. 

11612015 TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents teCTorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 

12,29,15 citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove lhe random element from lhe system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. There is no way for a passenger to complelely avoid a 
patdown for screening. 

PM 

If a p atdown is required in order to complete screening; 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
A passenger s ho u Id not be asked or required to remove or I ift any article of c lathing to revea I a s ensItIve body area. 

Hello. I asked for the the yellow card after (what I felt) was over-the-top. unnecessary pat-downs (2) and detainment at ORD on Friday, Dec. 12, 2014. 

I am a 72 year old healthy female, grandmolher of 10, with a prosthelic metal and plastic left knee. I have also had RT rotator cuff surgery and have issues with LFT rolator cuff. I was in OHare and traveling to Ironwood, Ml on AirChoiceOne. Of 
course. I told them my knee would trip the buzzer - which it did - and then was pulled aside and given the routine patdown. I told them I was headed to my step-daughter's wedding and a family visit with my other 3 children. 

In Grand Rapids, Ml and NY (I go every year) they have lhe revolving door full body scanners that show every bit of meIaI on your body - and my tickets are usually marked TSA approved so I go to the head of the line and zip into the scanner and am 
released WITHOUT A PAT DOWN EVER. Why does OHare not have this full-body scanner? 

I didn't mind ONE rouline patdown - especially if ii would generate a TSA approval for fulure flights. Instead the handler used what looked like a band aid 10 Iouch my body and I hen put ii inlo a machine which said I HAD BOMB MAKING CHEMICALS 

11612015 ON MY BODY. So she called a second handler-they took me to a private room and repeated the patdown. Failed again - this time she explained perhaps GLYCERINE (in many female lotions, body creams) triggered the FAIL. I had just put 

221 ,34 handcream (with glycerine) on- on the way to the airport. What they should have done is look carefully into my luggage and see that I had the usual femal clothing, lotions etc. in plastic bags. They did not- my body was not a threat. 

PM 

Then. while I was extremely worried and ANGRY I would miss my plane - they called a supervisor. He arrived a HALF HOUR LATER -- and only gave their paperwork a cursory look and released me. He did not apologize for HIS cocky delay or give 
any explanation. I feel the women were using me as a test case for their patdown and tester - and generally were WAY OVER THE TOP in their Judgment of the situation. 

Meanwhile -- these women were detained with this unnecessary work - while perhaps more suspicious people were allowed a pass. I now do NOT HAVE A HIGH OPINION OF ORD and will avoid it excepl when necessary. 

I plan to take Air Choice One from ORD in the future to see my children and grandchildren - how can I get TSA clearance or notice of my knee on my ticket profile -- and AVOID the fiasco I endured and will not forget. Thank you in advance for 
answering this letter, You may choose to call me afb)(61 ! Or email. 

!(b)(61 



Good momi ng. 

I have just gone through TSA security at Chicago O Hare flying on United. I travel a lot and always opt out of the full body scanner In the last 18 months that is approximately 30 opt outs with phyiscal pat downs. 

Today I had office~ (female african american late 30 s) who was by far the most aggressive physical search I have ever had. She was clear and concise m telling me what about what she was about to do. My complaint is that she slammed her 
hand upwards in between my legs phyiscally hitting me so hard in the vagina I jerked. I am not mistaken in my experience. This was not once accidently -- but all 4 times on the back and front side. I have been told that the object of the search on 
the inside of the leg is to ensure that nothing is hidden in the inside of the leg. This officer did not feel lhe inside of my leg bul jerk her hand straighl up and hit me very hard. 

11612015 I walked away feeling very violated and compelled 10 write this complaint immediately. 

222:44 
PM 

kbl(61 

HYPERLINK[,_b-'-)(_6-'-1 ______________ __. 

fbi(61 

Chicago O Hare 

January 6. 201 5 

10:45am 

Caller wants 10 lalk 10 someone in charge of implementing screening procedures in Frankfurt, Germany. He was lold that they were jusl following what the TSA requires them to do. He felt harassed. They were blaming the US. He slates he will take his 
complaint to congress. His BP and his families had 4 S sand they received an extensive patdown. They almost missed their flights. The screeners had O compassion. They said they were following TSA mandates. He wants to talk to someone in 
charge of TSA He asked for my last name and where we are located. He will talk to his congressman and senator. 

Response: 
Advised caller that TSA continuously works with foreign governments to balance local and legal jurisdiction issues with international aviation security. TSA does not implement procedures at foreign airports. They are implemented by the person there at 
the airport. 

11712015 When a traveler gets the 4S s usually they get them on the rest of the trip. 

8:33:45 
When a si mi I a r comp I a int ace u rs within the US we forward the comp I a int to the ap prop nate person or are ab I e to provide contact information lo r such person. 

AM 

If he wanls to contact someone in charge we can provide their mailing address. We don t have a phone number. 
John S. Pistole 
Administrator 
Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
601 South 12th Street, TSA-1 
Ari i ngto n. VA 20598 



1/712015 
10 50 34 

AM 

Caller was at the checkpoint on Jan 5th. at MCO. She was in a wheelchair and had PreCheck on her boarding pass. A gentleman who was helping, 1h··,1rr1 elped her through the checkpoint. Prospect was on his card. She had to go 
through the regular screening. He did not take her through the proper channels. She had to go through the AIT. She had to take her shoes off. She was trusting this (b·•,(ffi guy. He took her to the wrong spot at the checkpoint and to the wrong gate. 
TSA PreCheck was on lhe boarding pass and he took her to the wrong lane at the checkpoinl. 

They asked her to take the I aptop out and place it on the Xra y machine. lte ms on the Xray be It pushed her computer off onto the fl oar and 11 broke. They threw away her hand Ioli on. 
She was directed to the Supervisor, The supervisor told her that she wanted him to provide the information and not to use the video. She did not need to view the video. She was at the checkpoint between 4-600PM. 
He did not take her lhrough the proper channels. 

She had requested whee I chair assistance with the airline. 

Advised: 
I stated I would forward this information to the CSM for review. I offered a claim form which woudl be sent within 24 hours to her email address for possible reimbursement. 

Airport--MCO 
Date Time--1 5 2015 6:15 00 PM 
Gate or Terminal--75 
Bag Description-Laptop was out of the case and is grey colored. Toshiba 
Airline-Delta 
Flight#- 1905 

I explained since she had nol requested assislance with TSA the gentleman would have possibly worked wilh the airlines. She should contact the airline aboul the genllemans assislance. 

Call Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at (855) 787-2227 prior to traveling to request assistance for the screening process. Try to call at least 72 hours in advance. 
She could request a patdown and remain in the wheelchair for future screenings. 
Form sent via email. 

Caller advised that she had a flight at LAX on 12-24. Caller has an artificial knee and set off an alarm. Caller advised that the TSO had her step to the side and wait for another TSO to be available for a patdown. Caller advised while having the 
patdown the security officer took her pedometer and after taking it she took ii and placed it in a bin. After the patdown was complete the TSO couldn t find where she had placed the pedometer. Caller was given a form by lhe security officer to 
complete so that she could be contacted if the item was found. Caller has contacted lost and found at LAX and hasn t received a response from them. Caller asked what she could do to get reimbursed or get her pedometer back. 

Airport:LAX 
Airline:United 
Flight number:1498 

1/712015 Date and time:12-24-14@7:15am 
11 :35:54 Baggage claim number: N A 

AM Terminal or gate:Unknown 
Items Missing: 1 pedometer 

Advised Ca Iler: 

TSA regrets that you found items missing. You can file a claim with TSA by completing a SF-95 claim form. You will receive your claim form within 24 hours. Since the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded 
this inform at,on to the Customer Service Manager at that I ocati on. 



1/712015 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: Ca 11 e rs son had surgery on his abdomen and was connected to a O sto my bag and had st,tche s. 

Information Requesl: Callers son was flying from SAT via Southwest and had a incident with one of lhe officers there and she wants 10 file a complain!. 

Response Details: Specifically, you were interested in filing a civil rights complaint because you believe that you, or someone you know, experienced discrimination by TSA on the basis of a disability or medical condition.For your complaint to be 
considered complete according to U.S. Departmenl of Homeland Securily Regulalions. 

Be f, I ed within 18 0 days of the alleged a ct of di scri mm ati on: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i nan t: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed di sen minatory action in s uff1c1ent detai I to inform T SA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the com pla i na nt or someone authorized to sign on be ha II of the comp I a i na nt, 

1 :09:39 In order to appropriately address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 
PM 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf, 

Any of the above requirements can be waived lo r good cause. If you are requesting that any of the above requirements be waived, p I ease exp I am your reason in your complaint. 

Told caller I would email her lhe information on how to file lhe complaint and it would include the email address and postal mailing address. 

lncidenl Details: Caller staled the officer thal was conducting the paldown was really rough to her son and when she tried to explain to him that he had slilches and could not be touched in his abdomen area he told her 10 gel back and that he would 
handle it. 
Caller stated the officer tom his stile hes and a am bu I ance had to come to the airport. 

Ca Iler fi ew from JFK on 12-20. He is conce med because he seen passengers going through screening wearing head coverings, She is conce med because this could cause an issue with misidentification, 

11712015 Advised. 
3: 55: 32 Travelers a re perm i tied to wear head coverings I rel 1g i ous or otherwise) through the security checkpoints: however, a 11 persons wearing head cove nng s are s u bJected to the poss, bi I ity of additional security sere en i ng, which may m c I ude a patdown and 

PM an explosives trace detection (ETD) test. 

1/712015 

To Whom it May Concern: 

My husband and I recently traveled abroad to Belgium for the winter holidays. On our way back, we received horrible 1reatmen1 from the security guards at the boarding gate. I wouldn't normally contact you about this except that they told us that you 
(the TSA) had ordered this treatment. We had already been through security. We walked through the metal detector and had our bags screened and then hand checked. We thought that was normal but when we arrived at the gate, we were singled 
out. in front of everyone getting on the plane to be fnsked. They made us stn p off our shoes and socks and Jackets and they opened up our carry on bags. They put their hands al I over me, inside my pants, touched my breasts. went up my pants I eg s, 
etc. Whilst this was occurring, I asked of all of this was necessary to do in front of the other passengers. I mean, we were giving them a BIRD'S EYE view/show. The woman groping me shouted. "WHAT? If you don't allow us to do our job, you won't 
be allowed to get on the plane. YOUR government has required us 10 search you." They were like NAZI guards, seriously! 

4:09:33 We have NEVER done anything wrong. We are employed, hard working citizens of the US. We don't steal, we don"t harm anyone, we pay our taxes, we do everything we are supposed to be doing. Why are we being subjected to these harassment 
PM tactics? 

I'd like to know what it is that we did to make it onto your hit list and how we can get off of it. Please either provide me with the information needed to avoid this kind of treatment again, or direct me to someone who can help us. 

Sincerely 

kbl(61 



TSA Complaint 

Name: 

Address: 

Email: 

Phone: 

Date of T rave I: 

11712015 Localion: 

B:~7~45 Flight#: 

Complainl for: 

kb1(6) 

,_l(b_)_(6_, ____ _.lsan Jose, CA 95125 

HYPERLINK [b 1(6) 

fb)(6) I 
December 17, 2014 (corrected) 

LAX Southwest I erm i na I 

331 LAX - SJC departing 4: 1 Opm 

(a) Failure to Follow Established TSA Guidelines. 

(bl Unreasonable search and seizure, 

(c) Gender discnmination, 

(d) Discrimination based upon medical condition 



TSA Complaint 

Name: 

Address: ~kb~1_(6~) ____ ~( San Jose, CA 95125 

Email: HYPERLINKf~b_)_(6_, ______________ ~ 

Phone: fb,(6) 

Date of Travel: 

11712015 Location: 
8:07:48 

December 12, 2014 

LAX Southwest term i na I 

PM 

11812015 
10:23:23 

AM 

Complaint far: 

(a(a) Failure to Follow Established TSA Guidelines, 

(b(b) Unreasonable search and seizure, 

(c(c) Gender discrimination. 

(d(d) Discrimination based upon medical condition 

(e(e) Harassment 

Caller fiew from BWI 10 FLL. She says that TSAwas great at BWI. They flew back on 12 17 from FLL. Her husband has a pacemaker. Caller states thal he had a terrible patdown and that she had to get up to pull his pants up because lhe TSO 
pulled them down and that the patdown lasted at least 5 minutes. She says that having his pants down was embarrassing far him because he is 75 and wears Depends. 

Advised ca Iler: 
We regret that you were not salisfied with the service you received. 

(NOTE: Caller states that she will call back with more infanrnation. Please send this to the CSM when she calls back.). 

Flight information: 
From to: FLL to BWI 
Flight date time 12 17 1040 am(?) 
Flight number: I does not have) 
Airline: So LIi hwesl 
Airport FLL 
Gate Tenrninal: (does not have) 
On Behalf of; !rh >IR, I 



Caller said that her and her husband kb I ( ff:, !traveled from FLL on 12 17 2014 at 10 :25 am. Ca 11 er said th at her husband has a pacemaker and has to get a patdown when going through s c reem ng. Caller stated th at the way the patdown was 
conducted was very poor. She stated that her husband is 75 and he was in a wheelchair due to the recent pacemaker surgery. She stated that she is in a wheelchair as well because she has bad knees. She said that they made him get out of the 
wheelchair and left him standing for about 5 minu1es. Caller said that he wears Depends now and his panls had fallen down during the patdown The officer conlinued doing lhe patdown and ignored the fact that his Depends were showing. At I his point 
she said that she got out of her wheelchair and told the officer to wait and she assisted her husband in pulling up his pants. She stated that the whole ordeal was very embarassing and she thinks that the officers need to be more considerate of these 
situations. She had no complaint toward the officers personally and she does not think he was discriminated or treated unfairly due to his medical condition. She does not want to file any type of formal complaint. and doesn t want to get any one in 
trouble she just thinks the officers need to be made aware of these situations so they can be more considerate. She stated that there next flight was from BWI and was handled completely different and was a very smooth screening experience. 

Airport- FLL 
Airline- Southwest she does not have the flight number 

11812015 Date andTime-12-17-1410:25 am 

10,36,35 Gate or terminal- Does nol have 

AM 
Na mes of Office rs- She did not get any names 

Resolution: 

Apo I og i zed to the ca Iler lo r the experience. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Support Manager at that location. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot 
areas of concern tha I may require sp eci a I atl ention. 

Caller sire ssed that she does not want to get anyone in trouble. 

From~b)(6) 
Sent ihursday, January 08. 2015 10 57 AM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subjecl: TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:f(b 1(6) 

11812015 Date Time: 118120 ... 7 5.....,10,..:-56-A~o-A=M~~ 

12:09:34 
PM 

------------------------------------------------------------------
Name: 

Email: 

HYPERLIN'4~b_1_(6_, ___________ ~ 

B nef De scri pt,on of Inquiry: 

Complainl regarding TSA employee 

Comments: 

New Ori ea ns Ai rpo r1 1212 8114 



Disability Description: Her 11 year old daughter 1s in a wheelchair. 

Response Details: Response: Response:! advised her to ask for a Supervisor and that her child can have a modified patdown. I advised her that everyone and everything has to be screened at lhe checkpoint. I advised her I hat she can ask for a PSS. 

I gave her the CSM inlo:Name: Juan Ovalle 
Phone: 45g.94a.!(b i(6 ! 
Per Superviso~ call her back and go over 0-RFI (PHONE) and need her email address. 

I called and left a message on her machine to call me back. 

I called her back per Superviso~(bH6l and she gave me her email address and I advised her that the disability related complaint needs to be in wntrng and that I will send her the email info to do this. 

11812015 lncidenl Details: Caller said she just went through security at DFW and her 11 year old daughter is in a wheelchair and she said they told her they could nol patdown her daughler. She said they wenl through all of I heir stuff and she said her daughler 

12,29,23 is in her wheelchair at the checkpoint and that she called us yesterday. She said she was told by the Officer that they can not pat her down because she is a child and that the Supervisor was standing there when the Officer told her this. She said she 
p M is frustrated and she said they told her that her daughter can not have a p atdown due to her age. She said she ca 11 ed yesterday to avoid a 11 of this and th at they are sti 11 at the che c kpornt. She said she did not get the name of the Off ce r or the 

Supervisor. 

I called her back at 5:33 pm today and she told me after she got off the phone with me they told her that it would have been a 45 minute to 1 hour wait to have someone come down there. 

COM PLAINT:CSM 

Claims:Complaint 

Airport:DFW 
Airline: Spirit 
Flight Number:202 
Departure Time: 01-8-15 at 1 :46 pm 
An-ival Airport and Time:BWI at 5:28 pm 
Lo ca Ii on: Security check point 
Terminal: E 



11812015 
9:03:16 

PM 

1/912015 

Brooklyn, NY 11201 

!rh1/R1 

January 8, 2015 

DearTSA-

I am writing this letter to inform you of an incident that happened on Dec 29th at DFW airport We have flown internationally and domestically before with my 11 year old son who has severe cerebral palsy. We are used to additional screening 
procedures that occur when tJking medications and prescription formula lhrough the securily check-points and have found the TSA agents, in the past, 10 be very professional. This was nol the case at DFW on Dec 29th. 

I informed an agent (upon entering the check-point) that we had called TSA Cares. because we were carrying-on medications and prescription enteral formula. The officer asked if we had a prescnption for the formula. I indicated that we did. She said 11 
would be no problem going through security. We then x-rayed our belongings: 2 backpacks. stroller, bag of pill-based medication (transparent so one can see through). laptop, 1/, case of enteral formula medication with script taped to the outside. My 
husband carried my son through the metal detector, and I walked through the x-ray machine. When TSA agent[Eillfil);aw the prescriplion formula the following occurred: 

The TSA agent insisled thal she open ALL lhe car1ons of enteral formula medication (there was approximately 7 small cartons). I explained to her ii was a prescription formula medicine I hat was used to G-tube feed my son, and we had ordered it from 
a medical supply vendor (it could not just be picked up from a pharmacy). I stated that if she opened all of load cartons that we would have no way of feeding my san because once opened it begins toga bad. I showed her the script that was taped to 
the o uts1d e of the box. She i ns,sted on opening th em so I said she could open one and sere en the outside of the rest of the co ntam ers. 

She said because we refused 10 open ALL of the conlainers that they would have 10 pull ALL of our carry-on ii ems and do a more intensive search of each of them. They I hen took all of the ii ems I hat had just been x-rayed (including our shoes) and very 
thoroughly tested them inside and a ut. 

She also said because we refused to open ALL of the containers one person in our party would need to undergo a formal pat-down, 

Here are the problems th at I have with what happened: 

I would like to file a formal complaint against lhe TSA agents at the Des Moines inlernational airport. After proceeding through the AIT machine it said I had somelhing between my breast, which I didn't. I felt that the agent inappropriately fell my breasls 
in front of everyone in line. I feel violated and disgusted that she didn't not take me to a mare private location ta do such a pat dawn. The fact that she made the line wait and everyone was watching me get my breasts felt up made me feel 
uncomfortable and violated. I hope your team addresses this issue so that other women wonl have to feel the awful way I did. 

8:~~17 l~(b_}(_6_} ----~ 

Regarding my recenl experience at Austin airporl on 119/2015 at approximalely 9:45AM 

TSA agent in line requested a pat down no less than 3 times - no response. I requested a supervisor, no response. Meanwhile my laptop. prescription glass and other assets are sitting unattended on the conveyer after scanning for about 15 minutes. 
Finally the original agent did the pat down - no supervisor ever appeared. They seemed disinterested in my complaint. 

This is TOTAi.LY UNACCEPTABLE and definitely retribution for not going through your scanning machines. There were no less than 3 TSA agents standing around the supervisor desk while I was put on ice. 
119/2015 
12:05: 17 I would like a response on how this treatment will be addressed - training may be needed here as well as a reprimand. 

PM 
Regards, 



11912015 
221:33 

PM 

11912015 
4:10:46 

PM 

Caller states that she and her son are trying to contact TSA in Long Beach. Caller needs to know if there is a secondary screening room to screen the cat because it cannot be removed from the earner. The caller contacted the TCC previously and was 
told that there is no enclosed room for private sere en i ng, Cal I er needs to know if the private sere en i ng is a private enclosed room so that they know if it w i 11 work to sere en the cat, Cal I er has tried to cont a ct the CS M at the airport severa I ti mes and they 
have heard nothing back. Cal I er is very upset I hat I hey have not been ab I e 10 contact anyone about I his issue because they wi 11 not book I he fiig ht unti I they find out I hat I hey can bring I he cat I hroug h screening . 

Advised caller: 
If traveling with a pet in the aircraft cabin, present the pet to a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) at the checkpoint. The owner is requested to remove the pet from its carrier and carry it through the walk-through metal detector (WTMD) or walk it 
through on a leash. TSOs are required to resolve any alarms associated with lhe pet using visual observalion and patdown inspections. All accessible properly associated with the pet, such as cabin kennels, must be separately screened 
If a passenger believes that the removal of their pet could result in escape, a Supervisory TSO can authorize an alternative screening measure. If the passenger is permitted to carry their pet through the WTMD in the carrier, the passenger. pet, and 
carrier must al I undergo add iii on al sere en i ng. Add1t1ona I screening of the an i ma I may sti 11 require its removal from the carrier. Passengers may request to go to a p nvate screening area to help maintain better control of the pet. 

Name: James Laux 
Phone: 94 9-862 [6"ii'j§J 
Email: !(b )(6) 

I received a call from fh·11r;··, !from Charlotte TSA this morning. He stated that he received guidance from TSA in Washington DC. He informed me that if I were to fly through Charlotte again with my service animal, that there would be NO 
accommodation for the excessive scarring on my hands in regards to the ETD. He insisted that I would have to have the explosive testings done on my hands and there was no accommodation available to have it done anywhere else. 

Basically, as a disabled veteran with excessive scarring on my hands due to a service connected injury, I would not be allowed to pass through TSA security without this testing done specifically on my hands. This is a severe violation of the ADA. If I 
were to not have a service animal this would not De an issue. 

As you can see in the email from TSA. ETDs can be done on the hands OR ACCESSIBLE PROPERTY. 

Please advise how I'm supposed to fly with my disability that requires the use of a service animal and with excessive scarring on my hands. Other airports have been able to accommodate me since my injury. 

I am more than willing 10 apply for TSA Pre-Check if you would waive the fee. 

------ Forwarded messaqe -----

Froni(b)(61 
Dale: Fri, Jan 9, 2015 al i ::,9 PM 
Subject Fwd: In Responl"~ .. e,..1.,a .. v ... 0 ... 11 .. r ... io ... 0 ... 1 wlir .. 11 ______________ _,, 
To: HYPERLINK "'mailto~b )(6) 

'----------------------' 

------ Forwarded message-----
From: <HYPERLINK "mailto:tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com" \ntsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com> 
Date: Wed. Jul 23, 2014 at 4:22 PM 
Subject: In Response to your i nq u1 ry. 
To: HYPERLIN4,_(b_)_(6_) ____________________ _, 

Thank you for contacting the Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) with your questions and concerns about airport security checkpoint screening for travelers with disabilities and medical cond1t1ons. 

Specifically, you would like to know whal to expect for passengers traveling with service animals. TSA personnel should never separale passengers from lheir service animal. If a passenger has a service animal due to a disability or medical condition, 
Caller says that he is 73. 
He travels often. He flies Colonel on Delta. He said he gets Precheck on his boarding pass. He says it doesn I help since he has an artificial hip. They tell him to go through a patdown. Is I here any way around thal. 

11912015 Caller Advised: 
529:15 

PM TSA recognizes that certain travelers with disabilities or medical conditions may have difficulty standing or walking and that certain medical conditions may cause individuals to alann when screened using a walk-through metal detector. If this occurs, 
TSA Pre individuals may be permilled to undergo alternate screening procedures such as Advance Imaging Technology (AITJ screening, e,plosives trace de1ec1ion (ETD) swabbing, or a patdown screening. 

He said to add this information to the website. I told him I would note this in my record. 



How long do es it take to get a response? My enq u1 ry (see be low) was sent some time ago. 

Regards, 

Thank you for your i nq ui ry to the T ransportJ Ii on Security Administration submitted on 1 012812014 at 8: 52 AM. We have forwarded your ema i I to the a p prop ri ate group for response. 

Name: 

11912015 [,_b""")_(B""", __ __. 

6:13:07 
PM 

Email: 

HYPERLINK (b)(ff1 ,_ ____________________ _, 

Complaints: 

In ap prop ria I e Sere en i ng/ Pat Down Screening 

Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 

Air Canada 7735 scheduled to depart at 20:25, Wednesday, Oclober 22nd 
Terminal B, Concourse A 

Comments: 

To Whom It Should Concern, 



Disability Description: Caller is in a wheelchair. 

Response Details: Airline: Delta 
Airport SAN 
Flight Number: 1687 
Date and Time: Jan 7. departure 12:30pm, coming through checkpoint around 1 OAS AM or 11 :00 AM 
Baggage Tag Number: NA 
Description: she was in a wheelchairtbl(ff:, ras African American 
NOi: NA 
Anything on NOi: NA 
Localion: she isnt sure 

Email: k._b~)-'-(6~'--------' 

I adivsed I would send this complaint to the airport and disability specialist. 

11912015 For your complaint to be considered complete according to U.S. Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 CFR 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)), it must meet the following requirements: 
10:05:34 

PM 
Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing; 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed discriminatory action in sufficient deta i I to inform T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination; and 
Be signed by lhe complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. 

To file a complaint via e-mail, please send ii to TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to place 0-RFI in the subjecl line to allow for proper handling. 

Incident Details: Caller flew on Jan 7 from SAN to EWR at 12:30 PM with Delta. She was travelrn with her mother. She travels in a wheelchair, and cannot get out of it. She knows the procedures, and usually gets a patdown. She had a wheelchair 
attendant push her through. Her mother can walk and had already went through screening. Officer (b)(ff:1 nducted her patdown, she pushed her through the checkpoint, and asked who sis this where does this go , but never spoke directly to her. 
She was essentially treating her like cargo. She told lhe officer she was able to speak, and lhe officer 901 offended and just left her sitling. When her mother approached, the officer came back, she yelled at her mother and made her mother get a 
patdown because she touched the wheelchair. THen Otficed(bl(m lc;onducted her patdown. Then otfice~started sticking her tongue out at her, and mocking her, while patting down her mother.kbl(ff:, !was the supervisor at the checkpoint. 

REASON for the call: Caller received a patdown after an ETD scan. The TSOs explained the procedures that they were doing but did not epxlain why 
Date Time: 01 09 around 2pm 
Gate Tenminal: Gate A24 
Airporl: PHL 

111012015 Airline: American 
12"46,21 Flight# 743 

·PM. RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: Advised caller I will forward the infonmation to the CSM at the airport provided. Adivsed caller the ETD swabbing is very sensitive and can pick up traces of items that could be found in perfume, soap, or even laundry 
detergent. 

Special Notes: The airport was empty and quiet. The caller was on a business trip. She travels several times a year. On her flight home she was stopped and searched. No one explained to her why a search was conducted. Her luggage went through 
with no alarms. but she was still screened. She went through! he WTMD and nothing went off. The caller states her hands were swabbed and after she got extensive screening, 

Caller does not wish to provide an email. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl(b 1(61 I 
Date Time: 111012015 12:31 :54 PM 

111012015 Nam~b,(6 ) I 
1 02"20 Ema, (b 1(6 I I 
· p M Comp I a i nts; Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 

Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Air~ort/Gatel,tc):JFK airport in NY, entering Terminal 4 shortly before 8:00 PM on January 8, 2015. 
Comments:After walking through the scan machine, Agent":1(6) !Jave me a secondary screening. Without advising me what she would be doing, she stuck her fingers into the front waistband of my pants and started poking my bare abdomen 
with her frnge rti p s. The I ack of advising me as to what she was going to do and the re pealed po king with her Ii ngert, ps was extreme I y i na pp ro pri ate. and I consider her b eha vi or to be assault. She then asked re pealed I y what was in my back pocket 
while patting around. When I explained that there was nothing in my back pocket, and that in fact was sewn shut. she asked repeatedly if it was flat. which is a useless and inappropriate question, particularly considering that she was talking about my 
buttocks. 

She was extremely rude after the pat down. as wel I. She saw me I ooki ng at her name tag. complained Io ud ly that I was getting her name. and claimed th at she had a witness. Her comment indicates to me that she was wel I aware that her behavior was 
i na pp ro pri ate. 
Hello there. my name is !(b)(ff:, !and I would like to give you feedback of a recent screening: 

1 ~1.;~2~~ 5 ~SA 'officers' who abuse their position are THE filth of the earth. SCREW TH EM ALL. I hope they end up PACKING COAL IN HELL. If you can see everything through X-RAYS why the hell are you trying to pat-down individuals? PACK COAL IN 
-AM f ELL_yor pieces of garbage. The homosexual queer-faggots who enjoy molesting men can burn in hell. 

bi(61 

1/1112015 
9:1918 

AM 

Submitted on Saturday, January 10, 2015 - 21 :53 Submitted by anonymous user .. kb"-·"',("'6-'-i __ _.!Submitted values are; 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? 

- Profiling 
- Race Ethnicity 

Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 
==I nd1v1d ua I 

First Name: b)(61 
Lasl Name (b)(61 
Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 
Phone Numberf b 1(6) ! 

PO Box or Street Addres1~(b""·~1(~6 ... i ------~ 
City: Edmonton 
State: Washington 
Zip Code (Post Code): T6R 0J6 
Other: Canada 
Email:kbl(61 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? 01 09 2015 
Where did this happen? WASHINGTON - SEA- Seattle-Tacoma 
International 
What happened? 
I was returning home to Canada from Christmas Vacalion with my 
wife and two young children via SEA-TAC. We just got off a 13 
hour i ntemat,ona I flight and had 2 hours and 4 0 minutes in 
Seattle to connect to our flight to Edmonton on Alaskan Airlines 
2584 at 14:40. After getting off the flight we proceeded to US 
CUSTOMS AND IMMIGRATION. We all have nexus cards so we used the 
g Io ba I entry ki asks and handed our rec i epts to the CBP officer. 



111112015 
9:19:22 

AM 

Submitted on Saturday, January 10, 2015 - 20:06 Submitted by anonymous user: ""!(b_.-'1(_6~1 ___ _,~ubmitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Disability Medical Condition Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==I nd1v1d ua I Info== 
First Nam b)(61 
Lasl Name (b 1(6) 
Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 
Phone Number!(b 1(6) ! 
Be st Time to C o'"n"'"ta"'ct-,-'-. ""'3,..:"00,,....p""m - 5 :00 pm 
Day of I he week: 
- Monday 
- Tuesday 
- Wednesday 
• Thursday 
- Friday 

PO Box or Street Address: ~kb_·•~1(6_·~1 ----~ 
City: Blacklick 
State: Ohio 
Zip Code ( Post Code): 43004 

Other:,.,...,.-,-.,-------, 
Email:i(b 1(6) 

==Incident lnfonmation== 
When did this happen? 01 09 2015 
Where did this happen? FLORIDA • RSW • Southwest Florida 
I nte mat ion a I 
What happened? I dis connected my i nsu Ii n pump so 11 cou Id be hand 
checked, th en was di re cted to walk through the medica I detector. 
Once on the other side, i asked for my insulin pump back. The 
short hi spa nic fem a I e a gent in charge yelled hand check, pat 

Caller went through Security in Phoenix Airporl it was a complele zoo. She was 2 and a half hours early for her flight, and with all of lhe confusion she left her bangles from India in the tray lhat was left to go through after her. She travels alot and she 
knows TSA gets alot of complaints. Every single time she goes through in checked luggage, it is ramsacked. She has friends that travel and never get theirs inspected. She doesnt bother to lock her suitcase that always get cut off. She just was really 
upset a bout the way that T SA works so met, mes. some of the peop I e the re a re okay. T SA has no si nee of compass ion lo r !rave I e rs, she had a bottle of vodka once and a 11 she wanted was the bottle she did not care about the actual vodka. she just 
wanted the bottle. But they made her throw the entire thing away She has had breast cancer and used to request a patdown but she doesnt anymore, she is wondering how the TSOs screen people without a licensing to do. She thinks that all airports 
should have a lane set aside for firsl time fliers and passengers wilh families because Sky Harbor was a complete mess because of a family wilh small children thal had not gone through screening before. 

111112015 
11 ·59·48 Phoenix 

AM. Phoenix Sky Harbor I nternationa I Airport 
602·626·1453 

1/1112015 
1:1326 

PM 

Explained to the caller that we do not actually send passengers through an Xray machine. Explained that we have the WTMD which is just a large walk through metal detector. We have the AITwhich does not penetrate the body, it just looks for 
anomalies on the outside of the body. The only things that actually go through an xray machine are passengers belongings, that would probably be why TSOs do not have to have a license to do the screening and have passengers around the xray. As 
far as radiation, we have information about the AIT that 2 minutes on board an aircraft exposes passengers to more radiation lhan going through lhe AIT. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················--;::::::==::::::;------····························· 
Remote Client IP:l(b)(61 ! 
Date Time 1111121\15 12:38 03 PM 

Nam9th>IR, 
Email_ b 1(61 
Comp I a i nl s: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Denver International Airport DIA. 1110/14 5am. 
Comments:Pat-down screening was done with training TSA agents. The pat-down took over 10 minutes because the trainee couldn't remember his schpeel and he didn't know how our where to pat down. This is very unprofessional and not very safe 
practice. This caused me to lose my flight. Is this nonmal to train srecurity agents and their practices on the general public? 



1/11/2015 

Caller Is frustrated that this Is the 4th 11 me I ,q u1d s have been I eft op en and sp i 11 ed i ns1d e her checked bag when !rave 11 mg from BW I. She p rev,ousl y had an m c ide nt at the checkpoint re I atmg to her request to be sere ened with a p atdown. and not by the 
screening technologies. This began after that incident. She is upset that she has called before, and no action appears to have been taken, since this continues to happen when she travels from BWI. It does not happen when she travels from other 
airports. She had Iaped the tops of lhe botlles closed 10 prevenl leakage, but lhe tape seal has been broken and not replaced each time. 

Southwest flight #2 58 5 
BWI gate C12 

NOi no wr_itio9 or stamq 
Bag Ta¥b )(61 J 
BI ack w"h-e~e""I e~d.,....ca_s_e_w.,.ith red band with a pink M Ickey Mouse tag on hand I e. 

Advised ca Iler 

5A 1 :48 We regret that you were unsatisfied with the manner in which your checked baggage was handled. 
PM 

1/11/2015 

PI ease note th at TSA assumes a very Ii mi ted role with resp eel to checked baggage hand Ii ng. We a re on I y responsi b I e for ch eek ed baggage from the time it is presented for screening unti I the time it has been cleared of screening . Once checked 
baggage has been screened and cleared, airlines are responsible for transporting it to its final destination. As a result, the amount of time checked baggage is under TSA control is relatively short. 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. Claim forms are also available on our Web site at www.tsa.gov. If you 
decide to file a claim, ii will be processed in accordance wilh the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

Si nee the comp I amt concerns security screening at a s pec1f1c airport we have forwarded a copy of this e-m a i I to the Customer Service Manager ( CSM) at th at I ocation. 

I'm in a wheelchair be I have Multiple Sclerosis and Scoliosis I am taking JetBlue from JFK to RaleighDurham Sunday January 11, 2015 My husband went lhrough and I had to wait 20 minuIes before getting a pat down Give me a break! 
Change your policy for disabled people 
We need to stay with the person we a re traveling wit~( b) ( ff:, 

6 :02: 2 5 Sent from my purple i Phone 
PM 22 

l(b)(61 

Caller is questioning why she was flagged on a trip to the Dominican Republic and back. Caller stated that she was patted down and her hands were swabbed. Caller stated that she has a KTN and recieved TSA PreCheck for the departure and still 
encountered this. Caller stated that m the Dominican Republic she was only switching planes and never left the airport there and went through their add1t1onal screening. I advised the caller stated that when returning going through Dulles she was 
patted down and went through additional screening. Caller asked why she should have TSA PreCheck if it does not help her. Caller asked ii she was flagged for it. 

Resolution: 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
111212015 factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
11 :59:06 an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

AM 
I advised the caller that I cant speak for the security screening she endured internationally, but only for TSA 

I advised the caller that it may just be the random selection and she may not encounter this again as it was only for this one trip. I advised the caller that with TSA PreCheck she will still receive the expedited screening. but TSA will always incorporate 
random and un pred i eta ble security measures. 

I advised the caller thal I would not be able to confirm or deny if she is on a watch list. I advised the caller thal I could give her information aboul whal she could possibly do if she beleives she is on a watch lisl. or if the additional screening is an on
going issue. I advised the ca Iler that with the one trip it may be random select ion for additiona I screening and she may not encounter it again. 



REASON for the call: Caller had a bottle of water in his backpack. Caller said he went through screening right before he went through the x-ray machine. Caller said his hand was swabbed and was told he d1dn t have to take his shoes off. Caller said 
he put his suitcase, backpack, and belt in the bin to be x-rayed. Caller said he had no illegal substances. Caller said he is a teacher and has no criminal record. Caller said his backpack never came out of the conveyor belt. Caller said his backpack 
went down another conveyor bell thal was behind a plastic shield. Caller said he went and got his backpack off the other conveyor belt. Caller said he then walked to his gate. Caller said a big man then yelled at him Stop right I here you are in big 
trouble! . Caller said he was then escorted back to the screening area. Caller said he then received a patdown while many other TSO agents watched. Caller said he had a packet with his passport and boarding pass and it was taken out of his hand. 
Caller said he was asked provoking questions such as, Where do you work? Is this your real address? Caller said a agent then went through his backpack and found the bottle of water. Caller said he was given the option to drink the water or throw 
it away. Caller said he told them to keep the water. Caller said the supervisor then told him it was a honest mistake for him to grab his bag. Caller said the agent that was asking provoking questions never apologized. Caller said he is traumatized now 
and he can .not look al a bottle of waler without getting exciled and swealing. Cal~he is now going to see .a therapist. Caller said lhe individual that yelled. at him will be in big Irnubl_e and should of nev_er yelled at him. Caller said he already 
contacted hrs lawyer and the newspaper. Caller said that the name of the TSO ,s~hat he feels he was mistreated by. Caller said the name of the supervisor Is fh··,1r;··, ~,s title was Transportation Security Manager. Caller said he knows 
the TSO is very we 11 Ira i ned and he knew that they can tel I by his face that he wou Id not be a problem. Caller said he was terrorized b b H 6) because he screamed at him. took his pass po rt from his hand, and asked h1 m provoking questions. Caller 
said when all of it was over he felt that he was raped. Caller said he was violated on multiple levels. Caller said he wants to make sure (b)(ff:, oes not do that to another passenger and he thinks he should be working in a jail with inmates and not 
passports. Caller thinks he was discriminated by lhe way he was treated because they wouldn t lel him open his mouth and he is Latin 
Date Time: 1 8 2015 at 10:30pm 
Airport: Ka hul u i Airport 
Airline: Delta 

111212015 Flight#: 2116 
Location: Caller said he was yelled at when he was upstairs by Starbucks. Caller said he does not know the gate or terminal he went through for screening. 

1: ~t 15 RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: I am sorry you feel that you were mistreated. Since your complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have for\'llarded a copy of your e-mail to the Customer Service Manager at that airport. 
For your complaint to be considered complete according to U.S. Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 CFR §15.3(b) and §15.70(d)(3)). it must meet the following requirements: 

• Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
• Be in writing: 
• Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt; 
• Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
• Describe the alleged discriminatory action in sufficient detail to inform TSA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
• Be sIg ned by the complainant or someone autho nzed to sign on be ha If of the comp I am ant. 

In order to approprialely address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf. 

Any of the above requirements can be waived for good cause. If you are requesting that any of the above requirements be waived, please explain your reason in your complaint. 

Disability Description: Caller just had heart surgery. 

Response Details: Date 
Gate Tenninal: Unknown 
Airporl: Houston 
Airline: Southwest 

Time: 1-08 

1 I 1212015 FI 1g ht-"#"": ·"'U°"'n"'k""no""w"'n-'-------, 
3:22 32 Email~kb_,~(6_1 _____ ~ 

PM 
I apologize for any inconvenience, Screening at the checkpoint depends on the level of ability of the passenger. I will send this complaint to the CSM at the airport. I advised they would contact him by email ii additional information was needed. 

Incident Details: Caller and her daughter has been flying from Amarillo to Houston frequently, Due to a heart surgery. He was advised to stand up to get a patdown, He advised he thinks that was a little overboard because he had just had heart surgery 
and the wound could have busted open. He advised thal he was able to remain sealed on other flight. He stated he advised the TSO that he had just had surgery, But lhe TSO still made him stand up. 



REASON for the call:She wants to make a complaint. 
Caller has been going to Orlando airport and is strip patted every time. She flies a lot and even to Mexico and this does not happen anywhere but at this airport. She said this last time she took off all her jewelry and put it in her purse. She was still 
pulled aside after AIT screening and patted down. She said it was a man who palled her down and fingerprinted her. 
She is flying Southwest from Ori and o I nte rnat ion a I . She is nervous that it wi 11 happen again. 

Date and Time:January 5th at about 7:40 am 
Gate and Terrninal:Not Sure 
Airport Ori and o I nte rnat ion a I 

111212015 Airline:Southwest 
S:20:31 Flight Number: Not sure 

PM Description of caller. She was wearing jeans and had laken off her shoes so she had on black socks. She had a hot pink three quarter length sleeves. 

111312015 

Resolution: I apologized to the caller and told her that the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures 
focus on ensunng that all passengers, regardless of their personal situations and needs, are treated with dignity. respect, and courtesy. 

Every person and i I em mu st be screened be fore entering I he secured area of an airport, and I he manner in which the screening is conducted is imp o r1 ant. T ra nsporta t ion Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additiona I screening to resolve an ala rm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 
In addition, passengers may request a private screening if add1t1onal screening is required or at any time during the screening process. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the pnvate screening after the companion 

c I ea rs screening , I told her th at patd owns a re conducted by same gender officers, TS A does not fi ng e rp ri nt people but we do use technology to test lo r traces of exp I osive mate ri a Is. You may always ask lo r a supervisor at any ti me, 
Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location 

Caller has had a very bad experience with TSA in Houston. He flew with Delta. Delta assured him he would have PreCheck. When he printed the boarding pass at the airport he did not have PreCheck. They told him to go talk to the TSA. Then TSA 
stated he could go back to the airline they could print the boarding pass. He spoke with the airline again. He went back and spoke to the TSA supervisor. He then received a very thorough Paldown which was more thorough lhan ever before. He did nol 
pay $85 for Precheck to not receive it. 
The TSO s did not want to accomodate him in any way. The older Afncan Amencan Supervisor was nice. The older African American TSO who conducted the patdown was not nice. 
He was told that Kalispell ,Montana did not participate in the PRecheck program. He would like for TSA or the airlines to decide who is going to control the computers, The TSO denied responsibility and the airline denied responsibility for the selection 
of PreCheck. Why would Denver, Atlanta, and Houston not have PreCheck? 
A t rave I Agent booked his flight. 

12:03: 19 Advised: 
PM I explained that PreCheck is not guranteed with each flight or with any of the programs. 

Approved travelers should remember to enter their KTN in the "known traveler field" of their reservation to receive TSA Pre\u2713® cons1derat1on. In add1t1on, ensure that your name, date of birth, and gender as submitted on your reservation are an 
exact match to the information you provided TSA at the time of enrollment. If you have a frequent flyer profile. or you make your reservation through your employer's travel-booking system. a travel agent, or a travel website, please confirm that this 
information is up to date. 

I apologized the TSO was rude. 
I stated that some airports do not participate in the PreCheck program. I explained that Houston, Atlanat, and Denver do. He could go online to our website to find out what airports participate. 

Hello. 

I was told to contact TSA customer care by a rep that I spoke with on the phone at Houston Hobby Airport. 

I had a pat down and had four trays of items that were pointed out to the TSA rep performing the procedure. This rep took all four trays and in particular took one tray which contained my laptop to another area, 

Alier the procedure was completed, the rep gave me three trays. The laptop had not yet returned. At that moment, when I checked I cleaned out the three trays that were given back to me. I later realized the fourth tray was never placed in front of me 
111312015 until I got back into Nashville. 
12:07:02 

PM I called TSA lost and found and they were able to recover it immediately. However, they were saying thal I would be charged for the shipping since I left ii. I disagreed saying the rep had taken ii in his hand, thus the onus should now be on TSA. If I had 
left it on the conveyor belt and had forgotten about it, I would completely understand and the onus to pay should be on me. 

It's not a huge amount for shipping, but it's the principle which I believe is incorrect. The rep was kind and told me to contact customer service which is why I am emailing now 

Thank you for reading, 

rbi(61 



From~b,(61 
Sent: uesday, January 13, 2016 1:23 PM 
To: TSA-ContactCenter 
Subject Re: Complaint at Me Ibo urn e I ntemationa I Airport 

I haven't received a response regarding my complaint against the TSA agent at Melbourne International Airport. I don't appreciate the lack of response and will give TSA agents a difficult time if I should ever come across them again since you all want 
to be rude. I have enclosed a copy of my complain! below which I submitled lasl month. 

!(b)(61 

HYPERLINK~kb~1_(6~)--------------------~ 

111312015 On Tuesday, January 13, 2015 9:26 AM,~(b_._1(_6_, -----------------------------------~ 

422:38 
PM 

I havenl received a response regarding my complaint against the TSA agent at Melbourne International Airport. I don't appreciate the lack of response and will give TSA agents a difficult time if I should ever come across them again since you all want 
to be rude. 

HYPERLINK l~(b~1_(6~)-----------------~ 

On Monday. December 15, 2014 6:40 PM. TSA-ContactCenter < HYPERLINK "mailto:TSA-ContactCenter@tsa.dhs.gov"TSA-ContactCenter@tsa.dhs.gov> wrote: 

Thank you for contacting the T ra nsportat ion Security Adm i nis tra ti on. W hi I e many routine i nq ui ri es can be responded to in I ess th an 4 8 hours, some responses that require add it ion a I info nma ti on may take Io nger. 
The Con1ac1 Cen1er's frequenlly asked questions<h1tp://www.tsa.govlcontact-transpor1a1ion-security-adminis1ration> page has answers to the mosl common inquiries we receive from the public. 
If you are writing to find out if you can pack a certain item in your carry-on or checked bags, you can use our "Can I bring my _____ through the security checkpoint?" tool located on thewww.tsa.gov<HYPERLINK"httpcllwww.tsa.gov/'" 
\nhttp://www.tsa.gov> homepage. Just type in the item name into the box, hit the "submit" button, and the tool will tell you if it's permitted or prohibited in both carry-on and checked bags. 
The Travelers<http://www.tsa.gov/traveler-information> page has a great deal of information. including acceptable IDs. traveling with liquids, special medical needs, tips for members of the military and people with special medical needs, the prohibited 
ii ems list, and tips for packing and dressing 10 gel through security quickly. 
You might also be interested in TSA's new mobile web and iPhone app, that gives you 2417 access to all of the above information. You can download the mobile web version of the app on any smartphone by typing 



111312015 
425:06 

PM 

Dear TSA Contact Center, 

I am writing to you about an incident that occurred at security check on Wednesday, January 7th at San Diego Airport. I was traveling from San Diego to Newark with my mother when we entered security check. I travel with a wheelchair and due to my 
medical condition (Muscular Dystrophy) I am unable to get up out of lhe wheelchair to pass through security moniiors. I was told I would get palled down and I agreed, as I travel often and know that is standard procedure for disabled passengers. 

I understand fully that the TSA is only protecting and monitoring our safety and need to fully ensure all passengers are cleared ta board an aircraft. My complaint isn t in reference to an invasion of privacy, but ta an officer s inhumane and intentional 
!realm e nt of a person in a whee I chair. 

At San Diego Airport, a female attendant (Officer ~as called over to perform the pat down. Officer~ame over, grabbing my wheelchair and drove it around asking, Whose is this? What, she can tout of a wheelchair? She conversed 
with her colleagues and again referenced me a this , to which I asked her to not do. I lold her she could ask me any questions she had about my condition and speak to me ralher than aboul me and I would be more than happy to answer her queries. 
Officer[ii}@I]mmediately stopped the wheelchair, looked at me and said, Excuse me? What did you say? Her attitude was appallin and I told her so. She pushed my wheelchair away and she, Okay. someone else take this, I cant and walked 
~ he left my wheelchair in the middle of security check and my mother saw I was a lone. She asked what happened and Off ce r b ':,( 6) mm ed i ate I y re-entered the seen e. yel Ii ng at my moth er that she had to back away from me. Now, Olli cer 
K!2.lill.LJ DI D NOT i so I ate me in an area lo r scree ni nq , _she I eft me in the middle of security check, Even though my moth er and I d idn t have any physi ca I contact. Office~ forced my moth er to undergo another security check, despite her a I ready 

being cleared through normal security check. Officetb_:1(6_) took over my pat down without any problems and I was cleared. 

Office~ was snickering at me whi I e she patted down my math er in front al me. sticking her tang u e out and b asi ca 11 y making a mockery out al the who I e situation. It was a bso I utely di sg usti ng, not ta mention grossly unp roles s ion a I . My mother 
and I cleared sec u nty. 



Caller feels Ii ke she has be en harassed at the airport today by TSO f h ·,IR·., Ca 11 er stated that she opted out of the AIT as she always does. They advised her to stand on a mat at the che c kpornt and the location of the mat prevented her from 
maintaining line of sight with her belongings. She took two steps off of the mat so she could see her belongings and the officer at the checkpoint threatened to contact law enforcement and have her arrested for doing so. He also threatened to man 
handle her if she did not listen to his commands. Caller is very upset and wanling to know what can be done about this. Caller slated that she was not given lhe option of going through the WTMD which she feels like it a violation of TSA protocol. 
Caller stated that she has problems every time she flies from RDU and is wanting to know if there is anything that she can do to prevent his from happening as she does not want to pay $85 for TSA PreCheck. 

Advised ca Iler: 

REASON for the call: Screener rudeness 
Date Time: 01 14 2015 12:00 pm 
Gate Terminal: Terminal 2 to gates C and D 
Airporl: RDU 
Airline: American airlines 
Flight# 1620 
Bag tag# ( 1 Odigit: NA 

1;;~~0
11; ~~'7s~~s~:~~;~~item description: NA 

PM NOi: NA 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. TSA regrets any unprofessional treatment you experienced. Because your complaint concerns an 
incident I hat occurred at a specific airport we have lo rwa rded this 10 I he a pp ro pri ate Custom er Service Manager. I am not sure where you go the information I hat you can go through I he WTM D if you opt o ul of the AIT but th at is not the pol icy. 
Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough patdown. Please note, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector instead of an 
AIT or a patdown. Even if you apply for T SA P reCheck that 1s not going to exempt you from screening if you opt out of the Al T with T SA P reCheck you w, 11 st, 11 have to have a patdown. PI ease be advised that a passenger may always request to speak 
with the Supervisory TSO at the checkpoint to address any comp I ai nt regarding screening procedures, The re is rea 11 y nothing e Is e you can do to prevent this from happening. I wi 11 include the information that you always have this problem at RD U , 
TSA moni1ors the number and nature of complaints we receive 10 1rack I rends and identify areas of concern thal may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, correclive action whenever we determine that security
screening pa Ii ci es need modification. 

Special Notes: 
Caller fiew from LGA via WestJet bul when she went through screening she did nol like lhe way she was screened. Caller did nol want to under go the AIT or Patdown because she is OCD and a Germaphobic. Caller also slated she did not like the 
way they patted her down and searched her bag. Ca 11 er then stated the office rs where very rude to her. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

Told caller we would forward the issue to the CSM for review since the screeners where rude to her 

CSM RFI 
REASON for lhe call: Caller staled the screeners where rude to her. 
Date Time: 01.12.15 - 6:00pm 
Gate Terminal: D 

111412015 Airport: LGA 
3:38:31 Airline: West Jet 

PM Flight#: 1219 
Bag tag# ( 1 Od1git: 
Bag Description: 
Missing Damaged ilem descriplion: 
NOi: 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: 
Special Notes: Caller had no information on the officers. 

Ca Iler does not have a ema i I and stated if the CSM needs to contact her she needs to cal I. 



111412015 
4:35:38 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

Please consider this a formal complaint for our client ~!(_b~)(~6_1 ______ ~~1aiming lhat TSA employees inapproprialely "frisking" him during his trip December 28, 2014. ~ays thal a TSA employee improperly groped his private parts 
when he was Dein searched. 
According to b)(6i when he complained to the TSA agent about him touching his '"private parts·'. the agent rudely retorted ''l"m doing my job" Additionally ~as complained that on several tnps. specifically on December 23. 2014 he is 
being stopped and questions for several hours. During his trip on December 23 he was already in the process of getting on the plane and was detained by TSA from 1 :28pm until 4:00pm. Please feel free to contact me when you received this email. 
Your cooperalion is greatly appreciated. Thank you. 

Sincerely 

CM l~(b-,(-6-1 -----~ 

Houston, I X r I 004 
Telephonel-lh_._11_r;_·., __ __, 
Fax: (713) 838-2250 
Ce1qh·11r;··, 
Web\(b1(6) 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

Please consider this a formal complaint for our clienf._b_._1(_6_) ______ __,flaimmg that TSA employees mappropnately "frisking" him during his trip December 28. 2014. ~ says that a TSA employee improperly groped his pnvate parts 
when he was bein searched. 
According to b)(6:1 when he complained to the TSA agent aboul him 1ouching his '"private parls"', the agent rudely retorted "l"m doing my job". Addilionallyf5'i(6f7has complained lhat on several lrips, specifically on December 23, 2014 he is 
being stopped and questions for several hours. During his trip on December 23 he was already in the process al getting on the plane and was detained by TS~8pm until 4:00pm. Please feel free ta contact me when yau received this email. 
Your cooperation is greatly appreciated. Thank you. 

Sincerely 
1114/2015 
4:35:38 ..,...,--,-,---------, eM rb)(6) 

Houston, IX /1004 
Telephontt~b~i~(6~i---~ 
Fax: 713 838-2250 
Cell (bi(6i 
Web (b)(61 



Dear Sir or Madam. 

I am writing to inform you of the experience I had with your officers at San Francisco lnlemational Airport on Monday, January 12th around 12pm PST. This occured at Lane 4 at the "F2" screening checkpoint which is adjacenl to gates 72 and 73. 

I have walked with an above-the-knee prosthesis lo r aver 20 yea rs and have never been Ire ated the way I was the other day. When I approached the officer checking IDs. I informed him th at I had an artificial leg and requested to go to the sea nm ng 
machine rather than the metal detector. He stated that I should oontinue to proceed to the metal detector and there would be no problem. After I went through the metal detector and set it off, the officer there told me that next time I should ask to go 
through the scanner. When I informed him that I did, he simply repealed himself again. I asked if I could go through the scanner at that time, and another officer staled thal I could not. 

I was then ta ken to the secondary s c reem ng area where I was patted-down by Office rl( b) ( ff:, ) This was the most agg re ssIve pat-down I have ever received. During this, without asking, he put his hands down the front of my jeans. and was 
touching a part of my artificial leg that extended to my other hip. He put his hands on the inner part of tis, against my underwear, and in the process, touched my genitals with his fingers, I was never offered a private screening. Afterwards, he did not 
know he was supposed 10 swab a porlion of my leg: I had to tell him how to do it. When one of his fellow officers confirmed, he finally did this. The entire process took around 15 minutes. 

I was so shocked i mt1al ly. th at I did not say anything. But after I went to I u n ch and had a horrible fee Ii ng from my experience, I went back and spoke with the s u pe rvi so r. Office~ b I ( 6:, 
get a complaint form (which is a comment card to the contracting company that requires a stamp) and said "next time" I shouldn't wait. 

He seemed annoyed th at he had to go back to the tape and 

111412015 The TSA officer had no right to touch my genetals the way he did which I believe qualifies as sexual ass ult under California penal code. I see no provisions in your organizations materials that either grant officers an exemption or give them the 
6:05:13 

PM authority to do this. I wrote an email to Covenant Avaition Secunty. LLC, your contracting company descnbing the incident I respectfully request a response from the TSA. I hope that you will take precautions so that no other traveler, disabled or 
otherwise, will have to experience the intrusiveness and humiliation that I did the other day. 

Good momi ng , 

I'm a regular business traveler who travels through Sacramento (SMF) just about every week. I opt out of the body scanner as often as possible, so most weeks I get a pat-down in Madison and Sacramento. 

This morning I accidentally left some coffee in my travel thermos. I was in a bit of a rush, bul I was lold b~about the requiremenl thal if I wanted to keep ii I'd have to get my pal-down, then go back through the security line and do the whole 

111512015 thing again. 

AM I've had almost entirely positive interactions with the TSA staff at both SMF and MSN, bu b)(ff:1 as an exception. Her words, her condescending tone of voice, everything about the way she treated me went beyond rude. Most of the time I'm treated 10:10:59 ~ 

the same as the people who don't opl out, but~cted like I was a criminal for choos,ng o opt oul. 

I know you're a government agency. but the TSA is still a part of the service industry. I hope this can be communicated to~uperior at SMF, because nobody deserves to be treated like that - even when they elect to opt out. 

kbl(61 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP tbl(6) 1 
Date Time: 1/15W~i 511:14:54 AM 

Namel/h·11r;--, 

Emai{b,(61 
Complaints:My Complaint is Not Listed Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Over lhe holidays· 
Comments:Nature of complaint: Theft of personal property. 

My uncle was traveling over the holidays. On the way to see us he was pulled out for a pat down while his personal affects sat attended only by TSA screeners. When he returned to pick up his personal property a solid silver belt buckle had been 

111512015 stolen. He tried, bul in usual TSA manner the implied lhreat was that if he made a big fuss he would miss his flight or worse. The facl is eilher a TSA employee stole his personal property or allowed his personal properly to be stolen. Since only the bell 

12, 13,3g buckle was stolen obviously the person who took it picked only the item of value so it would be obvious to a trained observer that the person was a thief. TSA screeners are certainly trained observers. 

PM 
He chose to let it go in favor of not missing his flight. 

I have not touched on why he was pulled over for a pat down. Other than as a setup for theft I can·t imagine why a 70 year old man with Parkinsons disease was pulled out of line. but I'll assume there was some legitimate reason. The thing is at best 
TSA employees through incompetence al lowed somebody's property to be sto I en. or at worst were i nvo I ved directly in petty th ell. 

After hearing my Uncle's story I did some research and found I hat while this was nol extremely common, this type of occurrence is not as uncommon as ii should be. Here is lhe fact. While his properly is in your possession and until ii is returned to him 
it is your res pons i bi Ii ty. Maybe I eg ally (certainly for any other government enforcement employee it wou Id be), but certain I y ethi ca 11 y and morally. 

I mention the cause of him being pulled out of line. Not because it was part of my complaint, but because of what happened on his return flight. My wile and I gave him a solid silver belt buckle for Christmas along with a cheap buckle to wear on his 
flight. We told him 10 pack his buckle in his suitcase so TSA screeners could nol set him up to have it stolen again. When I called after he returned home to see how lhings wenl he said there was no issue with boarding, bul he found a nole indicating 
his bags had been searched. Its seems really odd that an American born Vietnam Veteran with a lifetime as a productive member of society was targeted not once, but twice. 

I do not expect a response. I expect T SA mistakes to be fixed when they a re pointed out. I a I ready choose not to fly if it can at al I be avoided because of the way Americans a re treated Ii ke property without rights from the moment they pass thru those 
doors until they are released back into society al their destinalion. 



111512015 
6:06:34 

PM 

TSA. 
I am writing this on behalf of my cousin ~who had contacted you on Dec 20th. 2014. I am very disgusted that a passenger who had stated to several personnel that she had PTSD & travels with a support dog because of this. was treated in the 
manner that she was. We do realize that security is top priority & that these policies are in place for a reason. The problem I have is with how the situation was handled. 
You stated in a response email ta her that your employees go through training to increase their sensitivity ta victims of sexual violence & abuse. This is awesome, but apparently nat working. You also stated that "All TS Os are required to be courteous 
and respectful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process"' Well I am pretty sure that being snotty and asking a passenger "isnt there a pill you can take for that'· is not being courteous & respectful. And the 
I ad y who said that was suppose to be a s u pe rvi so r. So even worse. si nee she s hou Id be setting an example to those under her supervision. 

The main problem came in when the rude female supervisor left & sent out a male supervisor who also apparently forgot that they are required to be courteous & respectful. He also was rude & used a tone of voice & words that were very threatening. 
His name is Ith \/R\ I & we know this because he tramatize~so much that she cannot forget his name. A suggestion to you for future use would be to NOT send out a male to intimidate a female passanger who has PTSD from a sexual 
assault. Stick with the female & just simply state there is no other option rather than threatening "if you don't you dont fly", Patience & kindness go along way while working with everybody but especially those with PTSD. Please also have extra 
t raining sessions 10 I each & refresh your emp I oye es on how to hand I e these s i I uations. I I hi n k some have lo rgotl en. 

~uffered a full blown panic attack because of these actions & if it wasnt for the fact that she was going to her parents house for Christmas she would not have flown. She is still having nightmares from this ordeal & has gone backwards in her 
recovery. A recovery that she was finally doing very well with and getting back to living her life, The after affects of something like this last a long time which, ii you communicate with organizations that represent victims of sexual assault & violence 
like you stated you do, you should already know this. Please be more curtious to all costumers, bul especially those with disorders. After all if people don't fiy, many airport employees would be withoul jobs. 

I have included a copy of her letler so that you can better know which case I am talking about because I have a feeling that this has not been the only complaint again! these supervisors. Thank you 

~email: 
Subject Concern 
Date Sat. 20 Dec 2014 16:21 40 -0700 

This past week I had an encounler with TSA personnel I hat was very unpleasant. I understand lhings are done to ensure safety and security 10 all. However, there has to be olher plans in place to take the needs of people inlo consideration. I travel with 
a small dag - she is recognized as an emotional support dog by the airlines. I have her with me almost all the time to help with symptoms of PTSD due to a sexual assault a couple al years ago. I have the proper paperwork identifying this. I have 
!rave I ed with her and gone through security procedures s eve ra I 11 mes over the I a st couple of years. I have always been impressed with T SA personnel unt, I this last trip on December 18th leaving from Denver Intern ati o na I Airport. I knew the procedures 
for going through security with the dog wo u Id inc I ude having my hands wiped. I was told they needed to look at my bags this time as something showed up on my hands. The T SA officer i nsp ecti ng my bags was very polite and considerate. After this 
procedure was comp I ete I was 101 d I needed to have a pat down. As I he officer informed me of my rig his I be ca me very anxious and informed her th at if someone touched me where she said they we re going to I would have a panic au ack. She and I 
informed the at her officer wha was going to do the pat down al this fact and they both told me they would talk ta a supervisor to see what else could be done. I really appreciated their efforts and consideration as while we waited they respected my 
needs to not sit in an enclosed room as that would only increase the panic I was already feeling. The original officer who searched my bags stayed with me and talked with me while we waited. I talked with a female supervisor, explaining the same 
thing to her. The female supervisor. very rudely, asked. '"can"t you take medication for that?"' (refen-ing to the panic attack I would probably have when touched). I explained that I could not take medication for it, hence why I travel with the dog. I said I 
would go through the olher type of machine, as I only passed through the metal detector, as to avoid lhe pat down. The supervisor left and after a little while a male supervisor came out. I explained the same thing to him. He told me, "'eilher you do the 
pat down or you don't fly." His tone of voice and the words he said were very threatening. His name is the only name I remember,!(b·:,(6) !as he is now classified as a rapist in my mind. If I did not allow people to touch me in areas that should 

CSM RFI 

REASON for the call: 

Caller was on flight 774 from RDU 10 Orlando. Caller went lhrough security and was in line 10 board a plane. Caller said an agent approached her and asked if she can look in her purse. She was offended and lhe officer did not explain what they were 
doing. Caller did not understand why. Caller said the agent was not rude, but caller was confused and did not know she may be screened again at the gate. Caller wanted me to send the complaint ta the CSM. 

Date Time: 1-16-15 7AM 
Gate Terminal: A8 
Airport: RDU to MCO 
Airline: Southwest 

111612015 Flight#; 774 
9:42:52 Bag tag# (1 0digit NA 

AM Bag Description: NA 
Missing Damaged item descnption: NA 
NOtNA 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is constantly exploring initiatives to expand and enhance our security and threat mitigation efforts. As part of this initiative. TSA has expanded security screening beyond the secunty checkpoint to other 
secured a re as of the airport, including boa rd i ng gates, TS Os s hou Id exp Iain the procedure and offer passengers a private screening before beginning any add it ion a I screening, including a pa tdow n. Your comp I ai nt wi 11 be sent to the CSM, 

Special Notes: Caller suggested signage about additional screening at gates. 



FromJb)(61 

Sent: Friday, January 16, 2015 9:26 AM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject Opportunity for learning 

TSA. 

My family I traveled through Denver International Airport last Sunday evening (1 11 2015) on our way home. We were on Southwest Airline's Flight 1717 departing at 20:30. All three of us have TSA pre-check. We do a fair bit of traveling and I have to 
say thal without a doubt the mosl difficulty my son encounlers traveling with his insulin pump (Animas) is at DIA. We have been insIructed by his Endocrinologist as well as by the manufacturer of his insulin pump to always alert the agent to his 
disability, nat go through the scanner ar X-ray machine, and instead have a pat-down and visual inspection al the device. Last night, after alerting the agent. he was met with comments such as "it's OK, go through the scanner· my personal favorite 
'we 11. maybe you s ho u Id n 't be flying" Now unless you a re suddenly hiring b1omed1ca I eng i nee ring students who a re moo nl Ig hti ng as T SA agents I do not be Ii eve the T SA agents are q u al iii ed to make these comments. 

111612015 I have attached an article about insulin pumps which includes an area I underlined regarding TSA's own guidelines regarding insulin pumps. 

10:15:07 
AM As TSA agents, you folks have the ability to determine whether or not we fly. As a result of that power, we are quite hesitant to argue and unfortunately, in this case, crossed our fingers and watched our son go through the X-ray machine hoping nothing 

would 90 wrong with his pump. 

Sincerely, 



111612015 
223:18 

PM 

TSA. 

My family I traveled through Denver International Airport last Sunday evening (1 11 2015) on our way home. We were on Southwest Airtine's Flight 1717 departing at 20:30. All three of us have TSA pre-check. We do a fair bit of traveling and I have to 
say that without a doubt the most difficulty my son encounters traveling with his insulin pump (Animas) is at DIA. We have been instructed by his Endocrinologist as well as by the manufacturer of his insulin pump to always alert the agent to his 
disabilily, not go lhrough the scanner or X-ray machine, and instead have a pat-down and visual inspection of the device. Last nighl. after alerting the agent, he was met wilh comments such as "il's OK, go lhrough the scanner· my personal favorite 
·well. maybe you shouldn't be flying" Now unless you are suddenly hiring biomedical engineering students who are moonlighting as TSA agents I do not believe the TSA agents are qualified to make these comments. 

Discriminatory action: denied a pat-down, instructed to pass through the X-ray machine with insulin pump. 

Name of pareni,_b-'-)(_6-'--1 ___ ...,Ion behalf ofl(b )(6) Is ame address) 

!(b,(61 

Redlands, CA 92373 

Signature: " Please note that TSA accepts e-ma i Is as being signed" 

I have attached an article about insulin pumps which includes an area I underlined regarding TSA's own guidelines regarding insulin pumps. 

As TSA agents, you folks have the ability to determine whether or not we fly. As a result of that power, we are quite hesitant to argue and unfortunately, in this case, crossed our fingers and watched our son go through the X-ray machine hoping nothing 
would go wrong with his pump. 

Caller said her check bag was opened and she got lhe noi. She said she traveled from Philadelphia and thal she had her laptop, GPS and large shampoo in the bag. She said nothing is missing or damaged but she said the lock was broken. She said 
she also had to have a patdown and she had a money pouch and metal chain around her neck at the checkpoint. She asked if she can have the items in her check bag on her return trip and that the airline told her they were allowed in check bag. 

111612015 Response:We electronically screen the check bags but if a bag triggers an alarm it has to be hand inspected and we put the noi inside the bag. I advised her that it could have been a random selection. I advised her that a laptop, GPS and shampoo 

2 :55: 2 3 are a 11 owed in check bag. I advised her that it can al so be a random se I ecti on for the patdown or if she triggered an al a nm at the checkpoint she would have to have the patdown. I offered to go aver how to Ii I e a c I a, m but she declined. 

PM 

1/1712015 
9:20:20 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

------------===~-------------------
Remote Client IP: ~f h_._·,1_r;_·I __ ~ 
Date Time 1117/2015 745:57 AM 

Name,bl(61 
Email bi(6i 
Comp I a i nl s: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Terminal B Reagan National 
Comments: Left the scanner. Screen er touched me without barely saying anything about doing so. She m umb I ed something about patting down my I eg s and back and started touching me immediately without giving me ti me to think or say anything. 
The first place she touched happened to be a knee injury I sustained yesterday. It hurt when she touched me. Had she announced more slowly and clearly what she was doing I could have told her about my injury. Also it was rude. I'm okay with your 
fol ks touching me because i l's a condition of t rave I but I hey need to be trained to be considerate and communicative. 



Caller needs to fly from LAX to Seoul South Korean, but lost his passport. Can he fi y with a Korean photo ID and a Korean Ii ce n se? 

Advised ca Iler: 
I can never guarantee that someone without proper ID will be able to fly. 

111712015 If international travelers are willing to provide add1t1onal information. TSA has other means of substantiating a passenger's identity, such as using publicly available databases. 
6:07:55 

PM Under lhis process, TSA may ask the passenger to complele a Cerlification of Identity form, which requests the passenger's name and current address, and may ask additional questions of the passenger to confirm his or her identity. If TSA is able to 
confirm the passenger's identity, the passenger will be cleared to enter the screening checkpoint: however, the individual may be subject to additional screening to include a thorough patdown. We recommend that travelers arrive at least 3 hours in 
advance of their international flight time to allow ample time for security screening and boarding of aircraft. 

Disability Description: Caller has diabetes. 

Response Details: Response: 

Diabetes-related supplies, medications and equipment such as insulin inhalers, glucagon emergency kits. lancets. blood glucose meters and strips. alcohol swabs. meter-testing solutions, urine ketone test stnps, insulin pumps, pump supplies and used 
syringes (when transported in a Sharps disposal container or other similar hard-surface container) are allowed through the security checkpoint once they have been properly screened by x-ray or a hand inspection. Passengers with diabetes traveling 
with medically necessary items should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of these items and separate them from other belongings before screening begins. 

Passengers are encouraged to bnng through the checkpoint only the amount of medically necessary liquids or gels needed for the duration of their flight itinerary, allowing for delays. and to pack the rest in checked baggage. 

Acee sso ries required keeping med i ca 11 y necessary I iqu ids, g e Is, and a eroso Is cool , such as freezer packs or r roze n g e I packs, a re permitted th rough the screening ch eek point and may be subject to add i Ii on al sere en i ng. These accessories a re treated 
as liquids unless they are frozen solid at the checkpoint. If these accessories are partially frozen or slushy, they are subject to the same screening as other medically necessary liquids and gels. 

Medically necessary liquids, gels and aerosols in excess ol 3.4 ounces will be screened by x-ray and also receive additional screening which could include bottled liquid screening technologies. Depending on the technology available at the checkpoint. 
1118/2015 a passenger could be asked 10 open the liquid or gel for screening. The TSO will not touch the liquid or gel during this process. If lhe passenger does not want a liquid, gel, or aerosol x-rayed or opened, he or she should inform lhe TSO before 

9:02: 16 screening begins. Additional screening of the passenger and his or her property may be required. which may include a patdown. If a patdown is needed to complete screening: 
AM 

The TSO conducting the patdown will be the same gender as the passenger, 
The passenger can request a private screening at any lime. 

Incident Details: REASON for the call:Since the caller has diabetes, she needs water and snacks. and her syringes. Callers bag was scanned and TS~tarted giving caller a hard time. Caller said she declared that she had diabetes, but felt 
no one was listenin to her. Caller also had an issue with Supervisorkb)(ffl !Caller stated that they both yelled that caller did not declared her supplies, but she did. Caller stated that TS~was nasty and had embarrassed her. Caller was 
chaslised by b·:,(6) Caller has laken a nitro pill because caller is upset. 

Date Time: 01-18-2015 at 8:38 AM 
Gate Terminal: A17 Terminal A 
Airporl: TPA 
Airline: Spirit Airlines 
Flight# 178 



111812015 
9:17:16 

AM 

1/1812015 

Submitted on Saturday, January 17, 2015-20:18 Submitted by anonymous user:,.!(b_."'1(_6-'-l __ __,~ubmitted values are: 

Preferred Language: english 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? Other Right or Liberty not listed Other Constitutional Right or Liberty not listed: sexual violation Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling 
this fonm out for myself 

==I ndivid ua I Info== 
Firsl Name 1h·11rr, 
Last Name: b)(ffi 

PO Box or Slreet Address: (b)(61 
City: Deltona ,_ _____ _. 

State: Florida 
Zip Code (Post Code): 32738 

Other=~----------~ 
Email: !(b 1(6) 

==lncidenl lnformalion== 
When did this happen? 01 1 0 2015 
Where did this happen? COLORADO - DEN - Denver 
I nte rnat ion a I 
what happened? 
1 172015 

On January 10th 2015 I was traveling by plane from Denver Airport 
to MCO. I was going lhrough the upper TSA securily point when my 
bag was pulled because I had a container of salt in my carry-on. 
The T SA worker named [lli[Jtoo k my bag and began a search that 
would take almost 20 minutes completely going through my tote bag 
which also contained my purse which most of my personal items 
we re laid a 11 over a table along with most everything in my 

Disability Description: Caller stales she wears an insulin pump. 

Response Details: Informed caller that the rules we have in place in regards to insulin pumps states she should inform officers before screening begins of the presence of the insulin pump and request a patdown. lnfonmed caller that the methods 
screeners use to screen passengers is at their discretion. Informed caller that she can call the TCC at least 72 hours before a flight to an-ange assistance if she wished. Informed caller that I would email her a claim form and forward this information to 
the CSM at Buffalo for her. 

Incident Detai Is: Ca 11 er states she flew out of Buffa lo New York and wears an ins u Ii n pump. Ca 11 er states she asked if she can go through a patdown when she arnved at the che c kpornt and every ti me she said something someone wo u Id but in and 
interrupt her. Caller states she informed them that she can not experience radiation. Caller states they made her go through the walk through screening and informed her that they are only cameras. Caller states when she arrived in Florida her sugar 
was really high so she called the manufacturer and was informed thal the machine does in fact have radialion and informed her to use lhe loaner pump she always carries. Caller states she thinks they are going to charge her for the loaner pump thal 
she is using now. Caller states on her return trip she did not have any trouble at all and asking why the trip back was different. Caller asked what can she do to avoid this on future flights. 

11 :03:02 Airport: Buffalo New York 
AM Airline: Southwest 

Flight#: 256 
Date Time: 12-15-2014 7: 15 am 
Bag tag# ( 1 0digit: NA 
Bag Description: NA 
Missing Damaged item description: Insulin Pump 
NOi: NA 
Gate Tenminal: NA 



1118/2015 
124655 

PM 

REASON for the call: Caller states this morning she was being screened at LAS about 4:35 am and she had a sweater on and when she got in the body scan the officer informed her that she has to take off her sweater. Caller states she did not have 
anything on except a t shirt and her bra, Caller states she was exposed in the open and people were going through there. Caller states she felt this was not the right thing to do. Caller states the officers supervisor even came up and asked what was 
going on. Caller slates she wants 10 file a complainl on I his officer. 

Airport: LAS 
Airline: American 
Flight#: 1088 
Date Time: 01-18-2015 4:35 am 
Bag tag# ( 1 Od1git: NA 
Bag Description: NA 
Missing Damaged ilem descriplion: 
NOL NA 
Gate Terminal: Gate D 10 

NA 

RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: Informed caller that I did nol have any information on this incident but it is al the discrelion of the officer on what methods they use to screen passengers. Informed caller thal it is possible that our screening methods 
could not penetrate the sweater that she was wearing which would have resulted in a thorough patdown or her having to remove the sweater. Informed caller that I would forward this information to the CSM at LAS for her and she needs to monitor her 
emai I over the next few days in case the CS M needs some add1t1ona I information. 

Special Notes: Caller first staled she was flying out of DFW but then toward end of call changed airport to LAS. 

I am currently an active duty soldier traveling to my uncle who has very little left to live. Upon arriving at the gate I go through the TSA prechecked area with photo identification. I realized that the dod number has to be put on the ticket, but on the 
sign for the TSA pre-check ii said that the CAC card was still accepted. So I was turned 10 lhe normal line. I wasn't really upset at this, bul when I had empire all my pockets for lhe normal line the official there told me to put my cash back into my 
pocket. I complied with this. Upon going through the scan I got out and then was patted down because of the money in the back pocket. I feel as if the official there had set me up for a pat down. I am extremely disappointed in the treatment towards me. 

111912015 I hope I will get a reply as to why this has happened, and hopefully it will justify this problem. 
9:24:30 

AM Sinc~e_re_l-y, ____ ~ 

SGtbl(61 
US ARMY 

1119/2015 
9'4343 

AM 

Disability Description: Caller is a diabetic and has a complaint regarding her screening experience. 

Response Details: CSM RFI-----M1shandling RFI 
REASON for the call: Caller stated her blood sugar dropped during screening. She had asked the agent for some juice. either hers or any other kind because she needed it. They did not give her any juice at all, causing her blood sugar to drop, She is 
very upsel thal the could not help her with I his and says she doesnl wanl this to happen to anyone else. 
Date Time: 01-17-014. about 1 :40 pm, it was scheduled at 1:55 pm but they changed it to 1 :40 pm 
Gate Terminal: Gate 10 (320) she did not what this was but it was on the ticket 
Airport: MCD 
Airline: JetBlue 
Flight#: 506 
RESOLUTION to the callers issue: I had first told her I would forward the complaint to the CSM so they can address the complaint but after I had to call her back, due to a dropped call she stated this was a discnmination due to her diabetes. I then 
provided her the contact information and to Id her to make this a form al complaint she wo u Id need to put it in writing and send it to the O DPO office. She stated she wanted someone to ca 11 her back from MC O and if no one ca 11 ed her back she would 
then handle it as a formal complain!. 
Special Notes: This call did not come in on ODPO, but after I had to call her back she then stated this was a discrimination due to her disability so I handled as an ODPO complaint. She did not want to have to write in her complaint and said if someone 
would cal I her she would not but if no one does she has the contact information to do so. 
TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 
or vis postal mail 10: 
Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration Office of Dis ab i I ity Policy and Outreach 
601 South 12th Street TSA-33 
Arlington, VA 2 0598-6033 

Incident Details: Caller flew via JetBlue, she has her confirmation number from Sat. She is diabetic. She always carries 3 bottles of juice. She went through screening and the bottles went off. but she was able to take them through with her. She says 
during the p race ss she needed her j uIce for I ow b I ood sugar, so she ask lo r j uIce her or any other kind of Juice and they told her they had to give her another patdown before she can get a Juice. So she wasnt p rov1d ed any juice unti I her sere en i ng was 
done. She was upset that her juice dropped during screening and no one would help her, 



Caller has a flight in a few days from MSY to SEA and just talked to United. They had no record of his PreCheck. He is not sure why. The last few times he has flown hes had issues due to his artificial knee. He does not have a KTN, but has recently 
obtained his TW IC card. 

Advised ca Iler: 
Why you may be getting PreCheck Now .. 
You may be getting Pree heck now based on the secure fiig ht data you a re submitting to the airline. TSA is now identifying I ow-risk passengers for P reCheck based on that fact. 

If you a re wanting P reCheck on a more consistent basis ... You can go through one of Custa ms and Borde rs trusted traveler programs such as GE. SE NTR I or NEXUS or through the T PAP. 
To apply. travelers may submit an application through TSA's Web site at www.tsa.gov or visit an enrollment center to submit an application in person. A non-refundable $85 fee is required to cover an in-depth background check and other operational 
costs. To complete the application process, individuals will be required to visit an enrollment center to provide idenlification, fingerprinls, and proof of U.S. citizenship or immigration eligibilily. 

1 ~1:~~2~~ 5 Generally you receive a response 2-3 weeks after your visit at the enrollment center. 

PM 
As far as the arlificial knee ... 
All individuals must undergo security screening at the checkpoint before being permitted into the secure area of an airport. including those eligible for TSA Pre\u2713®. 

TSA recognizes that certain travelers with disabilities or medical conditions may have difficulty standing or walking and that certain medical conditions may cause individuals to alarm when screened using a walk-through metal detector. If this occurs, 
TSA Pre\u2713® individuals may be permilled to undergo alternate screening procedures such as Advance Imaging Technology (AITJ screening, explosives I race de1ec1ion (ETD) swabbing, or a patdown screening. 

PI ease keep in mind that TSA wi 11 al ways incorporate random and u n pred i ctab I e security measures throughout the airport. and no ind i vi d ua I w111 be guaranteed expedited sere en i ng. 

Even if you have TW IC .. 
While some individuals may have completed a certain level of security vetting for employment or credentialing. typically, these security clearances are particular to an agency or job and have specific purposes. 

So having a TW IC ca rd. does not currently qua I ify you for P reCheck. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time: 1/19/2015 4:52:50 PM Airport: SNA - Orange Counly John Wayne Dateffime of Travel: 01/19/2015 10:00 AM Airline & Flighl Number AA 1090 Checkpoinl/Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 

1/1912015 Comment: TSA got my trip off to miserable start with delay and full patdown in pre-check line--apparently because I had 2 containers of orange juice--needed for unexpected low blood sugar attacks. You did not earn my goodwill today. The patdown 
6:26:06 was much too thorough--given the circumstances. I think you were trying to make a point. Point received! 

PM Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Nam~e~h_·,_IR_-._, -~--~ 
Phone Number (b 1(6) 
Email Ih··,IR·1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

My name is ~l(_b_)(_6_, __ ~bnd at 2:30 pm on Sunday January 18 2014. I was traveling to Minneapolis Minnesota via Midway Airport in Chicago. 

When I approached the security lines I was directed toward the hand swabbing station. When after my hands were swabbed I was singled out for additional screening. 

I was walked to the far I eft x ray machine and put my carry ans on the conveyor belt, including my laptop computer. After going through the Ii n e I was not a I lowed to touch my carry o ns. 

112012015 I was brought to the station at the end of the security lines to have my carry ans swabbed, and then taken to a private room to be pat down, afler which I was free to go. 
8:36:14 

AM At some point after my carry ans went through the x ray machine my laptop was separated from the rest of my belongings, and it never made it to the final room with the rest of my carry ans. 

I need to know what happened to my laptop as soon as possible. I am a student at the University of Minnesota and my laptop is crucial to me. as I use it heavily for my day to day academic tasks. 

Let me know what next steps need to be taken to resolve this problem as soon as possible. 

l(b)(61 



1/20/2015 
8:38:19 

AM 

My name is tb·:,(61 I I am 62 year old woman and a law abiding tax paying citizen of the United States. I have 2 children and 5 grandchildren. and have been married almost 42 years. I was born and raised in Pennsylvania 
and now live in Texas. I am a retired teacher but for the last 18 years have run a church library at Westlake Hills Presbyterian Church. I love my country, and I live by the laws. My husband and I travel quite a bit, so we know airports and their 
procedures. We appreciate safety and lhe job you do. We use precheck a 101 but with a bilateral knee replacement, I always request the Pro Vision body scanner, because I will beep. And I have been checked often in different ways, but never ever 
Ii ke the pat down I received yesterday. It was horri b I e. 

On Sunday January 18th, we arrived back into Fort La uderd a I e after a jazz cruise, and were flying a nonstop Southwest flight home to Austin, where we have I ived for 2 3 yea rs, I asked to use the body scanner. because of my knees, but it did not 
work .... so I never went in a scanner .... instead I was senl over to a woman who did lhe most disgusting body pal down I have ever had .... starling with my hair and touching every part of my body including my breasts top and botlom, belween my legs, 
and inside the top of my pants. I was sooo revolted by this. My friend who was along with me, could not believe what this woman did to me•''' It was out of line and totally embarrassing .... one quick check of my knees and she would have known why I 
would have beeped, but the other TSA man never explained that to her. She was sassy, invasive, and unfriendly to me. My shoes were off as well as my Jacket and scarf. I only had on a tight pair of black pants and a little black top, so she could see 
that I was without anything and clean. I told her about my knees, but she did not even care to see them ... l have big scars. My bags went through fine, but I am still very upset about how I was treated. I truly deserve an apology, and I want to know how 
I can avoid this happening again when I fly lhrough that airport. 11 is unfair that I am punished because I had to have knee replacements. I know you need to do your job, but nol like I his•!!! I hope you will send I his on to the authorities in Forl 
La uderd a I e. And by the way. .. 1 he unsa ni ta ry cattle car that Ii nes people up lo r their pat downs. its a I so a shame I Something needs to be done, so that good people a re treated with respect and kindness and not Ii ke an i ma Is. 

I did not get the woman's name ... wish I had. 
Thank you for reading I his. 

!(b)(61 I 

Sent from my iPad 

REASON for the call: The caller wants to know how to file a claim and try to get TSA policy s changed. He traveled from JFK to Porta Spain, Trinidad. The caller states that at security he put his personal items in his carry-on bag. The caller states 
that while waiting on a patdown the officers rummaged through his bag. The caller 1s missing a Louis Vu,tton belt and a pair of sterling silver earnings. The caller wants to know 1/ the footage can be retneved to see who took his items. The caller has 
flown many years and he lee I molested, 

Date and Time: 1-7-15 departing at 11:00am and he went through screening around 10:00am. 
Gate Tenminal: JetBlue gate 4 or 5 
Airport: JFK 

112012015 Airline: JetBlue 

8_58,51 Flight#: 1817 
· AM Bag De scri pt,on: Dark navy b I ue 2 foot duffel bag with orange i nte ri or. 

Missing Damaged item Louis Vatton belt brown in color valued at 600.00 and a pair of sterling silver cubic zirconium studs. 
description 
NOl:NA 

RESOLUTION You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. Since the complaint concerns security screening at a 
specific airport, we have forwarded a copy 10 lhe Cus1omer Service Manager at JFK 

Special Notes: 



112012015 
10:45:01 

AM 

Reason for the ca 11 - Ca 11 er had a Pree heck not1f1cation on her bo ardrng pass. She said that she went through the regular screening. She to Id the TSO th at she had two artificial hips. The a I arm went off. She was to Id to take off her necklace wa I k 
through again. The alarm went off again. She said that a woman TSO told her to go to another area. She said that the TSO told her that she did not have a choice. She said that the TSO gave her a series of directions that she could not understand 
because she was taking so fasl. She said that the agent then spoke in an extremely slow manner. She said that the agent was mocking her and trying to embarrass her. She was given a patdown. The passenger told her thal a litlle courtesy would go 
a long way. The TSO ignored her and walked away. She said that the TSO s last name was kbH61 !She said that she spoke with a supervisor who acknowledged that this was an issue. He said that she should have been told that she could have 
gone through the AIT. He wrote the TSO s name on a card and asked her to submit 11. She did not have the time to submit the card so she called to make a complaint. 

Airporl - DCA 
Airline - JetBlue 
Flight Numbers - 249 
Departure Times - 11 am 
Arrival Times - She went lhrough the checkpoint at approximalely 1 O am. 
Date And Time of Incident - 1 19 2015 

Baggage Tag Numbers - NA 
Des c ri pt ion 01 Luggage 
Color· NA 
Style - NA 
Size - NA 
Brand - NA 

Was There An NOi • N A 
Was Anything On The NOi - N A 
Missing Damaged item descnption - NA 
Location Of Incident 
Gate - 30 
Terminal - Does not know 

Phone Number j(b)(61 7 
Email -_"'kb':-1..,(6"'1---,,.....,,_....,..,....,....,,.....r 
Special Notes - Caller said that she wanted 10 report and exlremely hostile agenl thal she had 10 deal with yesterday. She said that another TSO was uninformed. 

Resolution to the caller's issue - I apologized to the caller and lold her that I would forward her record 10 the CSM at DCA for review. 



Once again met by woman T SA person who refused to be courteous or I 1ste n to what I was saying. Ap pa re ntl y, my bag set off alarm. Bag was c I ea red afle r but they I was to Id I had to be patted down because of the bag even tho ugh bag was cleared. 
The person began explained her pay down to me. She asked if I wanted private screening, I said yes but there is not time because of plane, so " go ahead and do it " she then (as usual got a male TSA agent to act as though I was not complying, They 
asked again and I repeated what I said. I then asked why if bag was cleared would I have to be palled down (TSA precheck already). They again accused me of not complying. I repeated I told her to go ahead, she argued, he argued. No one delailed 
why a bag setting alarm could be cleared but then I had to be patted down. 

Fina I ly she went ahead but wh i I e they threatened me with not flying, 

And of course then passed me through because th ere was nothing wrong. 

As always. 

I am sick to death of being patted down. I am TSA cleared on most flights. TSA has lost my fathers WWI I record during a pat down of me. have broke an air cast of mine. I have never ever down anything wrong on any flight and fly often. I have large 
breasts and have been called "bulky" as a result (in a loud TSA personnel voice" and all sorts o humiliating things. 

112012015 When will TSA treat civilians as valued people versus polential criminals? Innocent until proven is standard rule of thumb. 

12:28:50 
p M As a rape victim and dome st1c vi o I ence v1cti m pat downs ( by le ma I es with autho nty comp I ex) a re al so hum i Ii ati ng. 

Why can'I the agents lislen to a person versus changing whal is slated and getting other agenls to also humiliale. Why do the male agenls have 10 watch the pal down, also arguing with customer and making accusations lhat are nol real? Why, when 
nothing has ever been wrong with a passenger, despite years and years of pay downs. the same thing happens over and over again. 

TSA, I am not doing anything but flying. Normal things in my bag. Nothing on me. Ever, 

If a bag is cleared and bag set off alarm. why fully pat the woman passenger? This makes no sense and is humiliating, exhausting. and unnecessary. 

w,(6) 

Sent from my iPhone 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!(b)(61 ! 
Date Time: 1120/2015 6: 17:46 PM 

························---------------··························· 

Nam bl 61 
Email b)(ff1 

112012015 Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate cree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
B:o, ,51 Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenrninal/Airport/Gate/Etc):LAX Terminal 8 TSA Precheck Lrne at approx 1420 for 1600 flight. 

p M Comments: A le ma I e TS A employee man itori ng passengers entering the TS A Precheck Ii ne forced me to put my purse in my carry-on bag prior to a 11 owing me to enter the security Ii ne. 

This action was inappropriate and not her job as a security officer. 

Al tho ugh she was attempting to enforce the airline ru I es for the number of ca rry-o ns a I lowed on a fiig ht, I told her I was waiting to combine my bags u nti I just before boarding the fiig ht, I told her I sti 11 needed access to my wa 11 et and wou Id need to 
remove my purse from the bag for the security scan anyway so lhere was no poinl in combining bags at lhat lime. She insisled thal I combine my bags right then and there ... and of course I immedialely had 10 unpack them in the security lane. I am now 
waiting at the gate and will properly store my purse just prior to boarding. 

The packing/unpacking of my purse during the security process was an exercise in futility. Please have TSA agents practice some common sense when interacting with passengers. 

l(b1(6) 



112112015 
1A9:17 

PM 

Caller has issues when travel mg to and from the US. Cal I er is seeing S S S S on her boa rd i ng pass and is having to undergo add iii on al sere en i ng when she goes through the checkpoint.Cal I er norm a 11 y uses United Air I in es and wi 11 be flying from H NL to 
the UK tomorrow. 

Response: 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be periormed. 

The "S" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Security Administration (TSA) security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
Nalion's air 1ransportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

TSA do es not discuss or re I ease s pec1f1cs about security sere en i ng procedures. This information is d eve Io ped exc I us i vely for T SA person ne I and is considered Sensitive Security Information ( S SI). TSA cannot release SS I to the pub Ii c because it is 
considered detrimental to the security of transportation. The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties 
they experience during their travel while screening at 1ransportation hubs, such as airports and 1rain stalions, or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of I ravel difficulties may include: 
• Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 
DH S TRIP is pa rt of an effort by the U.S. Departments of State and Home I and Security to we I come I eg i ti mate travelers wh i I e securing our country from those who want to do us ha rm. 

For those who encounler misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevent watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for OHS redress online at htlps: trip.dhs.gov. Travelers may also apply 
through e-mail or U.S. Mail by completing the attached Traveler Inquiry Form. signing the document, and returning the original with at least one unexpired. photograph-bearing. Government-issued travel document (e.g .. driver's license or unexpired 
passport) to Trip@dhs.gov or mailing it to the following address: 

OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) 
601 South 12th Street, TSA-901 
Art i ngto n. VA 20598-6901 

OHS components will review lhe request and share inforrnalion with other agencies to address lhe issues identified in the TRIP applicalion. TSA's Secure Flight uses the results of lhe redress process in its walch list rnalching process to help prevent 
future delays for misidentified passengers. However. because airline procedures for screening passengers against Federal watch lists vary, individuals may still be required to check in for flights at the airlines ticket counter. 

When an individual applies for redress, OHS TRIP will assign a record identifier or Redress Control Number (RCN). OHS TRIP will inform redress applicants in writing when the OHS review of an inquiry is complete. Reviews of requests for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. Applicants may check the status of inquiries al https: trip.dhs.gov status.htm by entering the RCN. Travelers who wish to check the status of an inquiry, but do not have their RCN, may contact OHS TRIP by e-mail 
or by mail. 

Caller slated he has a complainl about the rules and regulations at the San Jose airport. The caller stated he was PreChecked the olher day and informed the TSO that he had two metal knees and metal in his shoulder and wanled to go through lhe 
AIT machine instead of the walk through metal detector. The caller stated he was denied because he luggage has already been screened and the lane he was in did not have an AIT machine. The caller would like to know why he was just not allowed 
to go to the other I in e to go through the Al T machine instead of going through the walk through meta I detector then having a pat down. 

112112015 REASON for the call: Caller went through the San Jose airport the other day and had PreCheck but was not allowed to go through the AIT machine because they did not have it on the lane he went through. The caller stated he has metal in his 

2 26: 21 s hou Ider and two meta I knees and had to go through the walk through meta I detector and then had to have a pat down. 
PM Date Time: 1 16 2015 9:05 am 

Gate Terminal: N A 
Airport San Jose 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight#: 301 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: I advised the caller thal I would gal her his flight information and send his complaint to the CSM. 
Special Notes: 



112212015 

I hope this email finds you well. 

I wanted to b n ng to your attention about your severely u n professi o na I staff. 

I have never felt so disrespected and so low as I have after being searched MUL Tl PLE times by your staff. After checking the photos from the original screening there were spots I hat I hey had 10 check more in deplh, so I agreed for them to pat me 
dawn. Knowing I had nothing ta hide. I didn"t see this as being a strenuous process, initially. However. TSO!(b·:,(61 )nade it her life mission to nat only waste my time, humiliate me, but most importantly she caused defamation of character. 

After calling upon numerous other employees to '"help"' her, she made sure every one in the airport knew that I needed to be taken back to be screened privately because "'she couldn't find anything" 

Excuse me. but as far as I'm concerned ii yau can't find anything after a few pat downs. wiping my hands ta make sure there is no "bomb'"debris (and that coming back that in fact, there was NONE) I'm not really understanding what else there is to da. 

She belittled me, and made me feel like a helpless individual standing there and being judged and screened by many spectators as ii this is the main event in a circus act! 

4:06:37 They then brought me into a private room where STSOkb':1(6) !did the exact same thing. 
PM ~~---~ 

Guess what the results were .. , NOTHING. This may be because nothing was wrong with me. There is a huge difference between doing your job and using your power of authority to humiliate someone. 

I can't help but think this was racial profiling because I am an African American female. After standing there for minutes I have seen multiple girls. that had yellow spots an the screen, just breeze through security. Bland hair, blue eyes. tap knots and all
no pat downs, just a simple 'have a safe flight' 

This needs to be reprimanded and if this does not get sellled by you, I will ensure ii does by your superior. 

Looking forward to your response. 

Bes1. 
!(b)(61 

Callers son~ fiew on either Jan 13 or 14 and was in a wheelchair. He had a patdown at DCA in a private room. When the pat down was being performed the tip of his Hickman Central line and a valve fell on to the floor.~aw the tip 
which was green but the valve was clear and no one saw this. ~stated I hat lhe tip had to be sierilized but TSA explained they could wipe wilh alcohol. But no one was aware the valve was missing. He also had an insulaled bag of antibiotics of 
infusions. The bag of antibiotics were not an issue. The issue~auched the central line that went into his body. The traveler had a note from his doctor with information on it. Caller stated that!(b··,(6 !had called and spoke with her husbanc:£fill 

!( b ·., ( 6'i I and from her they learned about the Passenger Support Sp eci a Ii st. 

1 12212015 Advised Ca Iler: 
5:1351 

PM Offered Information on the Passenger Support Speci a Ii st and verified the number that kb) ( 6 ! had provided tel,.( b_.'"', (_6'-1 __ __, The number •s~!( b_-_l (_6_, --~I Told caller to be sure and cal I the T SA CC to set up and PSS 72 hours before their next fi 19 ht. 

Offered to send her the information regarding the screening process for travelers in Wheelchairs and got her email address. She will also get the information on Ports. Please forward email to her. 

Told caller I would forward this to the CSM at DCA so they are aware of her concerns. 
Caller frequently travels from Ft. Lauderdale Intl and says the security there is abysmal. Caller stated that on 1 17 he and his wife went through the security checkpoint and was rushed through without having a patdawn, ar going through any of the 
screening techno I og i es. Caller states that this happens every 11 me they return from a cruise. Caller a I so stated that noo ne else was screened that day nor their canyon bags. Ca 11 er was told by a security officer this happens every ti me th at a cruise 
ship returns and they get busy. Caller is afraid to travel through Ft. Lauderdale because lo the Lax security. 

112312015 Airporl:Ft. Lauderdale 
11: 18:43 Airline:Southwest 

AM Flight number:4970 
Date and time:1-17-15@3:10pm 
Term i na I or gate: Southwest term i na I 



Disability Description: Caller is an amputee. 

lncidenl Details: Caller has been waiting on a call back from someone at RIC. Caller had a bad experience on Wednesday, Oclober 22, 2014. Caller feels she was roughed up and discriminated againsI. Caller is in a wheelchair and has a prosthetic 
leg. Caller was tald she had ta walk through the screening technology and remove her shoes. Caller also was wanded and had a patdawn that she felt was a bit much. Caller has metal mesh in her abdomen that the TSO kept pushing. Caller did 
have P reCheck show on her bo ardrng pass. Caller feels th at she was violated. 

112312015 Dale Time 10-22-14 at 5:30 AM 
2:41:02 

PM 

1124/2015 
12:55:08 

PM 

1124/2015 
2:3941 

PM 

Gate Terminal: Gate A5 
Airport: RIC 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight#: 1732 ,..,....,.....,.,-. ------------------, 
Special Notes:~(b_._1(_6_.1 _________________ _. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ._(b--'1_(6--') __ __. 
Dale Time: 1 /2412015 12:34: 15 PM 

Nam~b)(61 
Email bi(6i 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening/Pat Down Sc reenrng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight 2235, Southwest Airlines. Phoenix Sky Harbor, traveling to MSPAirport on 01120/15. Incident took place during prescreening. 
Comments:While Iraveling wilh my wife and son (17 years old) from Phoenix 10 MSP Airport the TSA agent randomly swab my sons hand which alerted on their ION scan. The TSA agent asked my son if he had been in contact with any fertilizer. Both 
my wife and I were nat exposed to the swab but were tald to stand off ta the side along with my son away from the general public line. The TSA agent alerted via radio far an additional supervisor/screener ta where she had us stand. A male TSA agent 
th en wa I ked over to the three of us and requested that I grab my carry on bag and fol I ow him. I asked for cl a nf,cation 1/ he wanted al I of us to fol low him and was told "no." I fol lowed him over to a different p rescree n i ng table. He asked me to rem ave al I 
items from my pockets, shoes, belt. etc and placed them in xray bin. He then escorted me back over to a manned TSA screening area where he assisted me placing all my items through xray machine. At this time I completed the full body xray. I then 
returned back to line and collected my property. At this lime they searched my carry on bag. I was then escorted to a private area where I was subjecled to a pat down search. During lhis time I repeatedly asked why all the focus is on me, when the ion 
scan alerted on my son and not me. I was never given an answer. When I was done with the final pat down search I was told that I could leave. My wife and son passed through security no differently then the general public. I cooperated during the 
entire incident knowing that it wo u Id speed up the process. I also advised the T SA agent th at I have been a po Ii ce officer for 20 years and understand how the swab/ion scan system works but was not sure why the focus was only on me. At this the 
seccnd TSA agent seemed to try to distance himself from the process by telling me that he was only assisting and not sure what lead up to this point. If we are in the business of keeping the traveling public sale, I am not sure why all the focus was on 
me and nol my son. If the swab IesIed positive for explosives as indicated by lhe TSA agenl thal person should be subjected to additional testing and probably 10 include the people they are traveling with. Also, during I his time I began questioning 
whether or not someone had any amount of opportunity to tamper with my bags. I look forward to a response from TSA regarding this matter. 

Thanks._l(b_i_(6_, _______ _. 

Caller stated th at she traveled through the security sere en i ng che c kpornt at B HM today and has a complaint. Caller stated th at she is dIsa bled and has imp I anted medIca I devices. Ca 11 er stated that she al a nrned the Al T and her hands we re tested for 
residue and th ere was an issue. Ca 11 er stated that at the time she was not to Id what the issue was, Cal I er stated that her belongings were eel I ected by a s u pe rvi sor and boarding pass and pass po rt were given to someone to sea n, Ca 11 er stated that then 
her belongings were sent through the x-ray machine and then she wenl through the AIT and alarmed again. Caller staled thal then a woman karate chopped her under her rig hi breast and ii was very painful. Caller slated that she believes the alarm 
was caused by the under wire al her bra. Caller stated that her belongings underwent the testing for residue and a supervisor came and tald her that she tested positive for explosives on her hands. Caller stated that she told them it cant be. Caller 
stated that she was told they would have to take her to a pnvate screening area. Caller stated that she did not want the screening in a private room and wanted it in the open. Caller stated that she was told she could not have it in the open because they 
would be checking in her groin area. Caller stated that she told them that she did not feel comfortable going to a private area. Caller stated that the supervisor said that if she did not go in the private room she could not go to the flight and she went into 
a room against her will and felt very uncomforlable. Caller stated I hat she should have the choice for a private screening or not. Caller staled thal she had put on hand sanitizer and ii was possible I hat is what tested positive. Caller stated that it was 
portrayed ta her and only explosives. Caller stated that she told them she would probably alarm the AIT and she had cards from the manufacturer ta avoid the machines and get a patdawn. Caller stated that she still alarmed. Caller stated that what 
happened at BH M s hou Id not happen. Ca 11 er stated that she al most missed her fl 19 ht due to this. 

Caller slated that she believes that ii had some disability discriminalion involved 10 her, but lhe TSO s would nol have known. Caller staled thal she thinks it was poor customer service on lheir behalf only. Caller slated that they wouldn I think she is 
disabled. 

Airport: BHM 
Airline: US Air 
Flight Number: 5304 
Date Time: 1 24 15 departing 6:00am 

Terminal Gate:,.B~l~-------~ 
Email Addressj(bi(61 
Supervisor: Tar~an.wllh a red beard 

112412015 My name iskbi(6:, !and when I flew back From Puerto Vallarta this time I was stopped at security in Dallas because my Boarding pass had 4 s's (SSSS) printed on it .What does that mean? I had a lull pat down and carry on bag check (1st 

5_12.06 time in all my years flying) The TSA agent told me 10 go to the web site but I can't find out what I his means and why I had it on my bparding pass. Could you please lei me know what I riggers I his and if I should plan on lhe extra delay for future 
· PM flights.My last five trips I had TSA Recheck so I'm a little confused as to this new (SSSS) designation Thanks Yau can e-mail or callt;_b .1(6 i !CELL 



I have never been more embarrassed than after my TSA expenence yesterday. I traveled almost 200.000 sky miles last year 2014 worldwide and had NEVER been body searched like yesterday. I'm filing this formal complaint as after getting through 
Pre-Check security yesterday I asked to speak to a TSA Supervisor. She told me that the only way to file a complaint is to contact TSA directly so she handed me a Contact TSA card. 

1, 

2. 

3, 

4. 

5, 

Went through security as I usu a I ly do with a bout 20 other business co 11 e agues, I went through the Pre-Ch eek Ii ne and did remove my boots as I know that they beep 

I sent through my roller bag with computer/iPAD and a small luggage bag (purse) brand new on the belt 

My s ma 11 I uggage bag beeped so they sent it through another ti me 

Then the small bag set off an "alarm" so they pulled me aside 

Told me that I had to answer questions, take my business jacket off, shoes off and spread my arms 

112412015 6. 
5:12:17 

I then experienced a FULL body ··pat down" but it was more like a FEEL DOWN. Hands tight along my entire body, including my breasts as well as hands up and down my full crotch. 

There were 3 TS A agents addressing my situation. 0 ne agent told me to sit down in a chair. One other agent to Id the other a gent to "watch her' P 
PM 7, 

8. To make matters worse, a gentleman approached me just outside the TSA security area after my experience and said. '"Miss. pardon me for asking. but I couldn't help but notice you getting searched quite inappropriately over there. What was 
going on that they had to Ire at you I Ike that?" 

9. And yes, I was asked if I wanted the search 10 happen in a private room but I declined. I declined because #1 there·s NO WAY I'm going into a back room with a stranger and #2 I·m nol leaving my wallet, personal items and ID behind. 

10. Throughout this entire time not ONCE did either of the 3 agents explain to me what was going on and WHY I had to go through this. It wasn't until I spoke with the TSA supervisor that I found out my small bag set off an alarm that detects some 
kind of chemical. 

11. I still don't know what set the alarm off. My bag contained everything that I normally carry on in my purse i.e. mouthwash, toothpaste, makeup, eye solution, fruit, cell phone, etc. 

Being a world traveler for business I sincerely appreciate the lengths TSA Security goes to ensure our safety. But this search clearly went over the line. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:~!(b_)~(6_, __ ~ 
Date Time: 1124/2015 10:53:29 PM 

······················---------------····························· 

Nam ·. ·., 
112512015 Ema (b ,(Bl 
9:~~SO Comp a·,n ~: nappropria e creening/Pat Down Screening 

1/25/2015 
3:04:53 

PM 

[lmhj Info m applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc) DL 1403/Delta/Washington - Dulles/B-74/Jan-22/Boarding - 6 30P/Departure - 710P 
_b)(6) I 
Comments:! flew into the Washington•Dulles Airport on Monday, January 19th, 2015 and was to depart on January 22nd, 2015. Prior 10 my trip I called TSA to ask if I here would be a problem flying back on the day my temporary license expired. The 
clerk told me that there would not be a problem but to make sure an had an extra ID with my picture on it. I told them that I had a copy of my Birth Certificate, my EY employee ID and my Social Security card. They told me that there would be no 
prob I em. I got to Sec u nty. and they wa I ked me down to the Pre-Check Sec u nty area. I s hawed th em my ID and she ca 11 ed for help to I oak at the ID because she did not see a hologram. She then looked in a book and said that I needed to go through 
more screerii11g. 
I was asked if I wanted stay outside or go in a private room for the screening. I told her this is humilialing I am not staying out here. I was touched by more lhan one person. I am going to make sure more complainlS because your guidelines are not 
clear to your personnel and something needs to be done. I also feel like they may have been some levels of bias as well. 
In my opinion opening travelers luggages should be illegal without the owner being present. There should be a law against it. As a matter of fact I am going to look into that when I get back. I have no problem with you guys searching my bags which is 
why I do not lock my luggage. I even lei the occasional pat down slide. I would however prefer to be present. During this parlicular search lhrough my belongings whoever did lhe search lei a brand new bollle of hair dye spill over my brand new pair of 
shoes. They forgot to close the bottle. They did not re tie the bag it was in either. Luckily it did not spill over my other items. Something sharp was used during the search as well because a couple of my cereal bags were sliced open. This could not 
have happened during flight because it is a hard shell suitcase. If it did there would be slices on the outside of my luggage as well. I have enclosed photos of the damage and I expect these items to be replaced due to the carelessness of TSA. I could 
be reached ai( b) ( ff) ! I understand it's lo r the safety of al I trave I ers but you guys need to have the trave I er present when searching so that stuff Ii ke this does not happen again, 

Sent 

from my iPad 



Caller went through DEN yesterday. He said that they always has his locks cut off his bag. He said that the agents don t rea 11 y seem to ca re about the passengers the re. He went through Precheck be cause he is Do D. He has a knee rep I ace me nt and 
had to have a patdown. He said that he witnessed treatment of an older couple at the checkpoint that was awful, He said that they were all yelled at. He said that it seems like there is a lot of stress at DEN that isn t at the other airports. They went 
through the screening machine, a woman TSO was irate that passengers who alarmed had 10 have a secondary screening. The older man didn t know what was going on, they pulled his pants up and had him lifting his leg. His wife was very shaken 
from the screening procedure. He couldn t believe the way that they were treated. 

112612015 Airline- Southwest 4 54 1 
10:36: 15 Gate- Main terminal 

AM 
Advised caller: 

Please be advised that a passenger may always request 10 speak with the Supervisory TSO at the checkpoinl to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 

Since your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a spec1f1c airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 
Reason for the call: Caller has a complainl on lhe way he was screened and specifically that he was made 10 go through the AIT. 
Date and Time (departure time and arrival time): 1-26-15@ 10:53 p.m. 
Gate Terminal: Gate 33B, Terminal 3 
Airport LAX 
Airline: JetBlue 
Flight Number: 100 

1 12612015 Baggage tag number ( 1 0 d ig,ts) N-A 

1044 35 Description of Baggage: N-A _ _ 
AM M1ssIng Damaged I1em descnp1Ion: N-A 

NOi: N-A 
Anything on the NOi: N-A 
Resolution to the caller's issue: Forward to the CSM 
Special Notes: He went lhrough the checkpoint at 8:45 p.m. The TSO had white hair, he was the oldest one lhere, around his 60s, bald on the top of his head, he had a white beard and he was American (later specified that he meant caucasian). He 
had an attitude and was pushing him around (not literally) but did consider the attitude abusive. He states he has never been treated that way. He was told to not take off his shoes, belt and jacket. He was told to go through the AIT twice because 
anomalies were detected all over his body. He states he was exposed to too much radiation and that upset him. He received a patdown due to that which he does not have a problem with. He feels he was forced to be screened that way. 

Caller stated he went through the checkpoint and was advised not to go through any screening devices by his primary DR. He requested a patdown 24 JAN 2104 and the officer manning the screening area hassled him and made him take off 
everything I belts, shoes. etc) and put everything on the conveyor system a Io ng with his carry on I ug gage. It took s eve ra I minutes lo r a male TSO to become ava i I able but during this wa iii ng period. a female TSO kept has s Ii ng him about how the AIT is 
safe and that he had no reason to not want to go th rough the screening devices. He stated th at she was very forceful Ii ke she was mad be ca use they now a ct u ally had to work to conduct his screening, 

When his luggage finally came through the scanner, it sat at the end of the conveyor system for a long time and he could barley see the bag from where he was standing. He mentioned this to another officer and finally a nice TSO that was standing 
near by offered to move his I uggage to a conveyor system closer to him so he can have a Ii ne of sight. When the officer was moving this. he noticed that the front pocket of th at bag was op en. He completed his p atdown and went stra,g ht to the carry on 
bag to find that 5 - 20$ bills were missing from that pocket and his cigar case (that contained a pen inside) was open and not closed back. 

He did not leave the screening area until the STSO on duty went back and looked through the footage to see what might have happen. The STSO reviewed the film and had him come in the back to look as well but there were to many people walking 
past to see anything (1f it was a TSO or Passenger). The STSO didnt offer any other assistance but to have him fill out a card with information about what occurred. 

Departing: ORD 
Arriving: Maui 
Airline: United 

112612015 Flight#: 202 

34640 Baggage #: Carry on 
· PM Bag Description: BI ack Le a the r carry on size With Pol ice officer patch on the outside. 

NOl:n.a 
Time and Date: 24 JAN 2015 @ 10:30 (went through at 830) 
Terminal: United Terminal 1 
TSO: Female officer working the Priority and Business line. 

---NEXT INCIDENT ---

His girlfriends checked luggage was opened and there was not a NOi inside. She had a TSA lock on the outside of the luggage. which was broke. but when she looked through her stuff, she noticed that her 2 perfume bottles were damaged and the 
spray caps were missing so now she can not use these. These were 2 - 2.5 fl oz perfume bottles of Victoria Secret perfume that had no liquid missing from the bottle itself. 

Departing:ORD 
Arriving: Maui 
Airline: United 
Flight#: 202 
Terminal: United Terminal 1 



REASON for the call: Caller told the screener in ATL she d1dn t want to go through the AIT. When she fi1es out of MSP you go through and gather your things and they do the patdown on the other side. In Atlanta they would not do that. She had to 
wait somewhere else with her belongings unattended. She asked them if she could get her things and they told her no. She told them if her belongings are gone that they were responsible for them. They suddenly became rude to her and told her not 
to Wik back 10 her. She was coming in from Me,ico City through ATL and back to MSP and no one was keeping an eye on her lhings. One TSO was a man aboul 6 4, 300 pounds and the other a woman 51,150 pounds with glasses and short, 
cropped, black hair with gray. The woman was the one who told her not to talk back. What they did was a very punitive thing to tell her to go stand over there and not to talk to her. She finally had to go thorugh the AIT because she was waiting so 
Io ng and she Is reporting this be cause they a re probably doing it to other pea pl e. 

Dale Time: January 24, 2015, 330 pm 

112612015 G_ate Terminal: Gate B20 

4 :4g: 26 Air po rt: Atlanta Ha rtsf1el d 
PM Airline: Delta 

Flight#: 300 
Bag tag # 1 Odigit: NA 
Bag De scri ptIon: N A 
Missing Damaged item description: N A 
NOi: NA 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: Told the caller I would forward this information to the CSM at the airport for investigation. 
Special Notes: NA 

Caller wants to know which line he has reached. He said that he complained to a supervisor about something that happened at the airport and they told him that they couldn t do anything about it. He said that yesterday UH 12:40 PM in the first lane on 
the left. There is only one terminal there. He put his luggage on the belt to be checked in and a TSO at the check point was very rude to him. He was told that it was the wrong time to start trouble with him. He said that he yelled at him and got in his 

112612015 lace and asked what he said over and over again. He said that he walked through the ate and got a patdown and the TSO continued to yell at him.and then he spoke to the supervisor who told him that the TSO should not be working here. He said 

7,05 ,39 that the whole lh1ng should be on v,deo. The TSO lhat had yelled al h1m was Office bi(6I He spoke to[b.1(6.:, t,ho was the superv,sor. 

PM 

1127/2015 
121036 

PM 

Airport: UH 
Date Time: 1 25 2015 12:40pm 
Only terminal, in the lane on the left 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time: 112712015 11 :01 :04 AM Airporl: MCO - Orlando International Dateffime ofTravel: 01/2612015 8:45 AM Airline & Flight Number: US Air Flight 1850 Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: US Air Terminal Screening TSA Employee: (If 
Known). 
Comment : I am 6.5 months pregnant. and requested to be patted down instead of going through the machine (this was at the instruction of my doctor). I had 4 TSA agents separately SCOLD me for wanting a pat down, and telling me that I was 
&quot:wrong &quot; lo r thinking that the machines have radiation ha rmfu I to a fetus. They made me le el dumb and harassed. and this type of b eha vi or is 1 00% una cce pta bl e. The guidelines c I early state that I am able to choose a pat down - that cha ice 
shouldn'I come with such belitlling from TSA agents. I have never felt so disrespected in my life. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 

Passenger's Nai"m=..,b"-·=5--··, --,----' 
Phone Numbe 1h·,1r;··, 

Email kb 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The caller goes 10 Las Vegas once per month. The caller had her grandchildren with her on one trip. The caller has been receiving precheck regularly via lhe application program. She did not receive precheck on her mosl recenl trip. She slated that 
Southwest told her that the TT was not in front of her number. The caller asked if it needed to be on the number. 

The ca 11 er a I so received rude treatment on the I ast trip as we 11. She stated that an officer who had grey hair and was short and p I ump referred to her as granny , The cal I er stated that not even her g ra ndchi ldren a re a I lowed to address her as granny, 

112712015 The caller was upset and slated that she felt it was disrespectful. The caller I hen stated I hat she had to undergo a patdown. The woman who did the patdown was a IaI1 lady and was quile rude. The caller slated that she had paldowns before bul thal 

1 :52 :46 this was rude.The flight details are as follows: 

PM 
Airport: St. Louis 
Time and date: 1 22 15 al 11 :ODAM 
Airline and flight number Southwest no flight number ava i I able 
Terminal Gate: E9 



Caller said he has a comp I a int and that he has pre ch eek with American Airlines and has global entry. He said he had his hip rep I aced I a st mo nth and th at at LAX they do not have a body sea nne r at the che c kpornt and he has to go through the wtmd 
and then he has to have a patdown. He said that the TSA Officer will not walk him over to another line for the body scanner. He said the supervisor would not even help him and he said we are breaking the Disability Act. His complant is not being able 
to use lhe body scanner al LAX al American Airlines for TSA precheck. He said he is traveling tomorrow on flight # 12 from LAX on American. He said he has alredy called lhe CSM loday at the airport and she told him to call us. He said he is disabled 
and he said the ait machine is not available at the TSA precheck line and they wont walk him over. He said he does not want to file a disability related complaint and does not want to go over it. He declined the PSS and he said he does not want to 
confirm the CS M phone # and he ended the ca 11. 

REASON for lhe call:Complainl 
1127/2015 Date Time: 01-8-15 at 8 am 
5:22:48 Gate Terminal:Terminal 4 

PM Airport:LAX 

112712015 
6:39:07 

PM 

1127/2015 
6:39:07 

PM 

1128/2015 
4:23:59 

PM 

Airline :American 
Flight #:2381 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: I advised him that I will refer this to the CSM at the airport. 
Special Notes: His comp I ant is not being ab I e to use the body sea nne r at LAX at American Airlines for T SA precheck, 

Caller went through lhe Application process for Global Entry and had membership. 
He noted that TSA provided him with a Preche ck mark on his boa rd i ng pass. 
He said that he called Global Entry and they told him they couldn t help him. He said his artificial hip sets off the metal detector. 
He was taken aside and groped. He wonders if he can get documentation or notation that exempts him from this, 

Caller went through the App Ii cation process for GI o ba I Entry and had m em be rs hip. 
He noted that TS A provided him with a Preche ck marl< on his boa rd i ng pass, 
He said thal he called Global Enlry and they told him I hey couldn t help him. He said his arlificial hip sets off the metal detector. 
He was ta ken aside and groped. He wanders if he can get documentation or notation that e ,empts him from this. 

Submilled on Wednesday, January 28, 2015 - 15:24 Submitled by anonymous user:~!(b~••_,(6_.~I --~!Submitled values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? 

Nati o na I Origin 
Profiling 
Race Ethnicity 
U nreaso na bl e Search Seizure 

Are you filling I his form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 
==I ndivid ua I Info== 

First Name~ 
Last Name~ 
Primary Phone:,..."'-';JJL.1""'--~ 
Phone Number:~b_-~1(_6~I ___ .._ ___ ~ 

PO Box or Street Address b 1(6) 
City: Columbia '-'--"'------' 

State: Soulh Carolina 
Zip Code ( Post Code): 29209 

Other,.·,....,...-,-,-----------, 
Emai1l(b)(61 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? 01 25 2015 
Where did this happen? NEW JERSEY • EWR • Newark 
I nte rnat ion a I 
Whathappe .. n_e_d_? ___ ~ 
My name i*b-•r(6) ! I am 32 years old, and a United States 
Citizen. I res,de ,n Columbia, South Carolina. I am Chief of 
Biomedica I Engineering with the De pa rime nt of Veteran s Affairs 
in Columbia since September 2014. I travelled to the New York 
area on January 24th to drop my father!(b)(ffl !for a 



112812015 
423:59 

PM 

Submitted on Wednesday, January 28. 2015 - 15:24 Submitted by anonymous user: 63.218. 71.180 Submitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? 

Nati o na I Origin 
Profiling 
Race Ethnicity 
Unreasonable Search Seizure 

Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 
==I ndivid ua I Info== 

Firsl Name:ffiR6'n 
Last Name:L..:....J 
Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 
Phone Number:._/h"'\""/""R'-\ __,.,,....,..,.,.. ____ _,, 
PO Box or Sire et Address b )(6) 
City: Columbia ,.._ _____ __, 

State: South Carol in a 
Zip Code (Post Code): 29209 

Other=.,,..,..,.,.,----------, 
Email:kb )(6) 

==lncidenl lnformalion== 
When did this happen? 01 25 2015 
Where did this happen? NEW JERSEY - EWR - Newark 
I nte rnat ion a I 

Whathapp~en~e~d~?,----~ 
My name i4(b )(6) !I am 32 years old, and a United States 
Citizen. I reside ,n Columbia, South Carolina. I am l(b }(6ktt I 
kb )(6) !with the Department of Veteran s airs 
in Columbia since September 2014. I travelled to the New York 
area on January 24th to drop my father jib \/6\ !for a 



112812015 
423:59 

PM 

Submitted on Wednesday, January 28. 2015 - 15:24 Submitted by anonymous user: ~!(b_·•~1(6_._I --~!Submitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? 

Nati o na I Origin 
Profiling 
Race Ethnicity 
Unreasonable Search Seizure 

Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 
==I ndivid ua I Info== 

Firsl Name: b)(61 
Last Nam (b)(6) 
Primary Pnone: e hone 
Phone Number·fh\ir,··, I 
PO Box or Sire et Address: l(b 1(6) 
City: Columbia ~------~ 
State: South Carol in a 
Zip Code (Post Code): 29209 
Other:,.,..,....,.,----------, 
Emai1:(b)(61 

==lncidenl lnformalion== 
When did this happen? 01 25 2015 
Where did this happen? NEW JERSEY - EWR - Newark 
I nte mat ion a I 
what happened? 
My name ,sf""h""'·,-1"'"r,"'"··, ----.,, am 32 years old, and a United States 
Citizen. I reside in Columbia, South Carolina. I arrllh \/R\ I 

kh \/R \ ! with the De pa rtm e nt of Veteran s Affairs 
in Columbia since September 2014. I travelled to the New York 
area on January 24th to drop my father, (b:•1(6) for a 

received my known person# (b)(ffi n 1-15-15. I lraveled from ABQ-LGA on 1-20 and had a very east time navigaling the TSA-Pre security line. I told the agent I would set off lhe alarm because of my knee surgery, so she senl me lhrough the 
x-ray machine and I was off. No problem. 

Different story on the way home on 1-25 from LGA-ABQ. I was in the security line at Gate Bat about 3PM. I again told the agent I would set off the alarm because of my knee surgery. This time a gruff agent told me I would have to take off my shoes 
because the ringing alarm preempted TSA-Pre. I asked her to send me to the x-ray machine while wearing my shoes. She refused and broughl over two colleagues who informed me I would have to gel patted down. I argued with I hem and again said I 
was a TSA-Pre member. I also said this treatment did not occur during the trip into NY. They were getting a~grier and angrier and br°(ght i_n(nother "supervi~or, kb)(6•1 !(who would not provide me with her badge_ ~umber). She said I had 
to go through the pat down. The last name of the woman who conducted the pat-down was~She said her badge number was b .,(6) She was loud voiced. rough and heavy-handed. I've had pat-downs before ,n other c1t1es, but no one has ever 

112912015 touched my breasts or pubic area before. I think this woman was really going above and beyond her duty while patting me down. The approximate time was 3: 15 PM. 

7:59:43 
PM I would like these two people to be interviewed by supervisory management and be instructed in procedures involving TSA-Pre members of the public. I would also like a reprimand placed in each one of their files concerning this incident. 

I didn't spend S85 to enroll in the TSA-Pre program, only to be harassed by TSA agents and subjected to a violative pat down., 

I look forward to your reply. 

kbi(61 

113012015 Caller advised that every time he flies he is selected for secondary screening. Caller advised he just went through security at New Orleans and walked through the technology and the alarm went off. A security officer began patting him down without 
9:20:52 telling him on the inside of his thigh. After the patdown lhe security officer grabbed his hand and swabbed ii. His carry on was then searched wilhout being lold. Caller stated that TSA doesn t protect lhe public from anything. Caller doesn t think TSA 

AM has the right to search him or his property that this violates his rights. 



113012015 

I have been through security at FLL 50 or more times. This was my first unsettling experience with a TSA agent. I passed through the AIT unit. and, as always, since I have an ostomy, I was told I would have a pat down. TSO!(b)(6 ~sked me to remove 
my belt, which I did. He then proceeded to pay down the ostomy area with the front of his hand. grabbing at it (this grabbing had never happened before). I pushed his hand away and asked for a private area pat down. He said he has to do it, 
proceeded again and I pushed his hand away again. I told him I was entitled to a private pat down. He then called someone over, STSclliK)~ arranged for lwo TSA men to take me to a privale room where the pal down was performed in an 
accepta b I e manner. 

12:13:34 . . . . . 
p M I have never been treated roughly ~ TSA a gent before, I was ala rm ed that he was grab b Ing at an ostomy wh1 ch I to Id h Im about, In the ostomy sect, on of the TS A website. the re is a statement that a passenger can have a se II pat down of the 

1/3012015 
12:15:30 

PM 

os1omy. This was not offered. TSAK!illJshould be a bit more sensitive to people with ostomies as embarrassing accidenls can occur. 

Thank you for reading this. 
kh\/R, I 
Caller fiew Sunday from JFK and on Wednesday from RSW and in both cases she wenl through! lhe AIT and was waived out of it someone palled her hair. 

She said she filed a comp I amt m mid summer 2014 and T SA investigated and sent her some information that the agent was in the wrong and they are revi ewmg pol icy but that is al I it said. 
She stated she is 36 and she feels she is being racial profiled by the extra screening of her hair and she wants to file another discrimination complaint as well. 

Caller wants a packet so she can file a complaint again far racial profiling and she wants to file a screening complaint on both airports and the hair screening rule itself. 

COMPLAINT# 1: 
At JFK someone patted her hair with no warning after waiving her out of the AIT 
DETAILS: 
01-25-15 JFK at 10:45 top 10:50 AM at JetBlue Terminal 5 (Flight 1129) 
She exited lhe AIT and lhe TSO waived her thorough and then she witoul warning palled down her hair. 
She was a tall african american with cinnamon colored complexion and her long dark brown hair with orange roots was pulled pulled back in a pony tail 
She was at the Al T to the Immediate ng ht of the Supervisors desk and she spoke to the Mgr.f b ·:, ( 6) I 
Caller stated she wants to file a complaint because it was like being attacked by a stranger on the street to have someone pat her hair without warning. 

COMPLAINT #2: 

At RSW the agent did warn her that she needed to pat her hair down and initially she declined it and they refused to let her fly unless she allowed the patdown of her hair. She did have some bobby pins but could not remove them without messing up 
her hair but it was clear 10 see whal the issue was. They called a supervisor and she just rolled her eyes around al her and they called a Manager who said I hey gel inlo 1rouble if they do not do their jobs and the AIT showed as an anomaly II was 5:30 
AM and she ended up in tears before it was over. 
DETAILS: 
1-28-15 she fiew from RSW on a 6 am flight from Terminal (did not know) on Jet Blue Flight 130 She was at the checkpoitn around 5: 10 AM to 5:20 AM. 
Her complaint is that the Supevisor who came over to her was not empathelic to her situalion al all. (Note: Initially she said the TSO rolled her eyes at her but when I repeated it back she would not agree 10 what she had said and changed 10 saying 
she was just not empathetic and was not a good representative to TSA). 
The TSO was a white o Ider I ady with dark brown hair with a reddish hue. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ(b 1(6) i 
Dale Time: 1/311 01512:01 :22 A 

113112015 Nam ... e~(b~)_(B~'----~ 
9-10·23 Ema~b,...1,..(6_:~, ____ ....,, 

· AM Comp a I nts: na pp ro pn ate cree ni ng/P at Down Sc reem ng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):United Airlines/El Paso Airport 1/2912015 About 345pm to 400pm: 
Comments:I put all my belongings on the belt and went through lhe body scanner. On lhe other side I 901 the majorily of my belongings but saw one of my bags on the olher side of the divider where lhe bags go I hat need closer examination. 
gathered all the rest of my belongings and waited far the tsa agent to examine my one bag. I was only told the bag had set off an alarm. I then was told I needed ta surrender all my belongings as well as my shoes and belt and was going to be 
subJected to a pat down. Again I was never told why this was happening. All I was told was I had set off an alarm. I was never even told what the alarm was for. As I was watching the TSA agent swab all my belongings I heard her say she couldn't find 
what had set the alarm off. Then I was subjected to an extremely embarrassing pat down. The TSA agent had me face the entire security area when she patted down sensitive areas. I also had to spread my hands out like I was a common criminal. 
Had I known it would have been done like lhat I would have requested a private screening. II was extremely embarrassing. At the end of all that the TSA agent didn't find anything. None of my belongings included anything thal needed 10 be thrown 
away or was out of what TSA allows through security. It was absolutely ridiculous what I was subjected to and at the end of all of that I was just told okay you can collect your belongings now. No apology na explanation as to why I was subjected to all 
of that. 



1131/2015 
11 0447 

AM 

Good Marni ng. 

I traveled though the Hilo International Airport (Jl2.LMy husband and I are TSA pre check members. We have a 6 year old son named [§[I We travel to Hawaii from Las Vegas NV every year to visit grandparents. There is no problem al the Vegas 
airport but at Hilo it is a different story. Our sort.lW.§Jonly likes to drink chocolate milk. We have attempted to bring chocolate milk for him in the form of Pediasure on the plane. When we go through security scanning we advise them of the single bottle 
of Pediasure and leave it in the tray. This bottle is 8oz which I understand is over sized and needs to be checked for explosive material with the patch test. This bottle is in original packaging label on and not opened. Sealed from the manufacturer. I 
have no issue whatsoever with the patch test. What I do have issue within that my husband and or I must go through a full on body pat down in order to bring this item through security. I might be able to understand the pat down ii we had no child but 
our son is always !raveling wilh us. What is the point of the full on body pat down? As I mentioned before my husband and I are also Tsa pre-check members meaning we have had more security checks on us than your regular passenger. I just lhink 
this procedure is flawed. If the bottle was not in original packaging or was opened I could understand the pat down. It just seems like for our circumstance that the pat down is excessively violating and not needed. I would like to see this procedure 
changed to needing the patch test but not the ful I body pat down. 

I think you as a whole do an excellent job at what you do 10 keep us as safe as you can in lhe air. I understand it is hard 10 write policy with all the exlenuating circumstances thal arise but I think thal this is one policy that needs 10 be changed for all of 
the parents out there who are traveling with children. Especially on a 6 hour flight it makes it easier ii you have something that is a treat for the child. 

l(b1(6) 

Caller stated that yesterday she fiew from SNA to EWR and was humiliated because she was treated like a terrorist. Caller stated that she had her breast milk with her and told the officer that she did not want 11 to pass through x-ray screening and 
wanted an alternative screening measure. Caller stated that the woman took it out of her sight and used another machine. Caller stated that she did not know what the machine was and what it does. Caller stated that her items were all inspected and 
she went lhrough a paldown. Caller is upset because she stated the officer was slow checking her items and giving her the patdown. Caller slated that this process took 30 minutes. Caller stated I hat I his was not necessary and she was humiliated. 

Airport: SNA 
Airline: United 
Flight Number: 1691 

1131/2015 Date Time: 1 30 15 departed 9:07pm 
11 :50:05 Baggage Tag Number: NA 

AM Des c ri pt ion of Baggage: NA 
Missing Damaged Item: NA 
NOL NA 
Anything Stamped or Written on NOi: NA 
Terminal Gate: g 
Email Address: "kb-.,-i("'6"'"i--------, 



21112015 
9:12:05 

AM 

Submitted on Saturday, January 31, 2015 - 22:18 Submitted by anonymous user:~!(b_·~1(_6_) __ ~~ubmitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? Gender Sex Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==I nd1v1d ua I Info== 

Primary Phone: Home Phone 

Phone Number"-("'b"'l(-"6"-1 _....,..,...,,._ ___ _, 
PO Box or Street Address ~b-·~1(_6_) ___ ~ 
City: Niagara Falls 
State: New York 
Zip Code ( Post Code): Kiill:fil:J 
Otherc..,..,...,..,---------, 
Email;kb 1(6) 

==Incident lnfonmation== 
When did this happen? 12 27 2014 
Where did this happen? NEW YORK - JFK - John F. Kennedy 
International 
What happened? 
I m sending this twice because I d idn t get a response the Fi rsl 
time I sent it. 

I rn not sure of the spelling of this rnan s narne because he 
refused to let me look at his name tag. 

I was in JFK for a fi1ght to Dubai on Dec. 26 at around 9 a.m. in 
terminal 4. I had spent a lot of time in the security line and I 
knew that the airport was busy thal day. 



21112015 
11:16:36 

AM 

21112015 
3:58:09 

PM 

Fromkb1(6) 
Sent: Sunday. February 01. 2015 9:36 AM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subject Se I ecti ve Fu 11 cavity search incident summarized as attached 
Importance: High 

Please see the attached PDF account but form mfo is below. 
Is your allegation based on: Civil rights liberties 
Are you filling I his form out for yourself? •· yes 
Please use the following boxes to provide as much information as possible about the alleged incident. 
When did this happen?': 2-1-2015. 5:40 am 
Where did this happen? •: Jackson, MS airport security line 
Whal happened? ·: See allached PDF 
Who treated you unfairly?: See description of TSA person in question 
List anyone e Is e who may have seen or heard what happened?: The area was Ii I led with other TSA personnel but doubt anyone wou Id see as the re was obvious averting of eyes as I I eft not a reaction as 1/ business as us ua I. 

Is there any other information you want us to know about or consider?: The nature of her pokes and pushes were of a very sexual nature whether it is by a female or male. I doubt that such a search reveals anything about what is present on a persons 
body and Jackson s hou Id get a machine 1/ they don t want to risk personnel of perverted s exua I orientations making advances on passengers. 

How would you like for your concern(s) to be addressed? ·: Observe Jackson airports search methods anonymously and question the TSA personnel in question about her judgment and the inconsistent application of her own shared search rule and 
confirm if these ful I cavity searches a re TSA new po Ii cy as I have had pat downs not le el ups by T SA. This was very u np role ss,ona 11 y applied and not Ii ke any previously performed. 
Please read the following and check the corresponding box to signify your consent and authorization. You must check the box prior to submitting the form. • 
( J Yes, I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the Uniled States of America that the civil rig his and or civil liberlies complaint that I have filed wilh TSA is true and correct and I have read and agree with and to the terms outlined in this 
Form. 

I CONCUR WITH THE STATEMENT ABOVE AS I CANNOT PHYSICALLY CH ECK THE BOX. 

Caller slated he was 1raveling wilh his wife and kids through OAK and when he got to the screening checkpoinl the TSO by the name orkbH6I fwas rude to the caller The caller stated he did not want his child going through lhe machine and wanled 
him to go through a patdown. The caller stated the TSO got mean with him and got all up in his face. The caller stated that a supervisor showed up and the TSO calmed down. 

Mishandling RFI 
REASON for lhe call: Caller staled a TSO 901 in his face over his sons screening 
Date Time:02.1.15 12:50pm 
Gate Terminal: Was not given 
Airport:OAK 
Airline: Spirit 
Flight#: None 
Bag tag# ( 1 Od1git:None 
Bag Description: None 
Missing Damaged ilem descriplion:None 
NOi: No 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: I advised the caller that I would forward the information to the CSM at OAK so they can take a look into the situation. 
Special Notes: None 



21212015 
8:3046 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP!~(b_,~(6_1 __ ~ 
Date Time: 211/2015 10:40:36 PM 

Name~(b 1(6) 
Email_ b 1(61 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Southwest airlines 
flight #60 
211115 
2130 departure time 
Comments: Southwest flight #60 211115. 

Hello. 
upon arriving at gate c security mo st of the security a gents we re pleasant and p roles s ion a I except lo r the one I ady, She was extremely rude, She asked me to stand where the footprints we re which was norm al but did not move to I et me stand th ere, 
She was very hostile and I did not want 10 gel too close to her. When i didn't stand exactly on the fooIprinIs she became very fruslrated with me and prelly much yelled at me to sland there. She then scolded me for nol removing my cash from my 
pocket and demanded to know what was in my back pocket. (I did not have anything in there) There must be an inconsistency between airports because when I left phx I was told that I did not have to remove my cash. She then proceeded to give me a 
terrible pat down and told me to be on my way. (She barely checked my right pockets and didn't even check my left side at all) I am a very seasoned traveler as I used to be a fi1ght attendant and have traveled the world in many different airports. It is 
my opinion th at this I ady was on a power trip because of her I ack of thoroughness and p role ssiona Ii sm, I do not wish to be contacted but wanted to I et you know as she w i 11 be making cont a ct with many passengers going through I as, I hope that you 
resolve her attitude asap! 
Caller has a complaint. He says every single time he goes through the screening machine, it gives a false alarm. He says 100 percent of the time he gets an alarm and he gets a patdown. He wants to know why they use this kind of stupid machine. He 
wants them to have a better machine for screening, he says it invades his privacy. 

CSM RFI---Mishandling RFI 
REASON for the call: Caller is upset his body has to be touched every week for screening 
Date Time: NA 

21212015 Gate Terminal: NA 
1 0: 5 9: 2 3 Airport He says every single airport 

AM Airline: Every single airport 
Flight#: NA 
Bag tag# (1 Odigit NA 
Bag Description: NA 
Missing Damaged item descnption: Caller is upset about the AIT screening 
NOtNA 

To whom 11 may concern: 

I am writing to file a complaint with reference to an enhanced pat down I received recently. 

I utilized the KCM screening checkpoint when reporting for duty in CVG recently. After the 1.0. verification, the agent informed me that I had been selected for hand swab explosives detection screening. The screening returned a false posItIve, so I was 
immediately subjected to an invasive intrusive full body pat down - as well as an extensive search of my personal belongings. The pat down included touching of my buttocks and groin area, which I found severely intrusive. The agent asked if this had 
ever happened 10 me before - and I answered no. He then replied thal '"it happens all the time.· This implies 10 me thal this equipment is generating a large number of false positives, and lhus a large number of unnecessary inlrusive full body 

212/2015 searches. (The agent also implied that the cold weather was causing the equipment to generate a larger than normal number of false positives, as well as saying numerous lotions, creams, and various other hygienic products would generate false 
12:04:27 positives.) 

PM 
I undersland the need for secondary screening in general, and random screening for KCM participants. I don·t believe, however, that escalaling to an invasive intrusive full body pal down on a flighl crewmember is appropriate withoul substantial 
suspicion of wrong doing - particularly if the rationale for conducting the search is based on the outcome of a test that seems to generate a high number of false positives. It would seem to me that there are better ways to resolve a likely false positive 
without subjecting a crew member to invasive screening methods. 

Thank you for your lime. 



Caller has a valid TX dnvers license. 
He wanted to know what month and year the TSA required a security feature on the back of the license. He traveled from Charlotte. NC , He stated he was treated like a terrorist. 
The features on the front of lhe license were accepted. They were not faded. A security feature was not on lhe back according to the TSO. A security symbol did nol glow green and he was pulled aside for screening. 
He had the concealed hand gun weapons license which he presented. 
The FBI authorized TX to issue him a weapons license. They asked him if he had a credit card and he did. 

21212015 
3:5447 

PM He had to go through the additional screeing. 

212/2015 
3:5447 

PM 

He stated he was groped and touched inappropriately by two TSOs. He had 15 minutes of additional screening. 
He comp Ii ed with everything they wanted him to do 

He stated all of this humiliation occured in front of the public. His job includes testing the accuracy of E-911 calls. He stated he is appalled the way this screening was conducted. 
Caller has a valid TX drivers license. 
He wanted to know what month and year the TSA required a security feature on the back of lhe license. He traveled from Charlotte, NC . He staled he was trealed like a terrorist. 
The features on the front of the license were accepted. They were not faded. A security feature was not on the back according to the TSO. A security symbol did not glow green and he was pulled aside for screening. 
He had the concealed hand gun weapons Ii ce n se which he presented. 
The FBI authorized TX to issue him a weapons license. They asked him if he had a credit card and he did. 

He had to go through the additional screeing. 

He stated he was groped and touched inappropriately by two TS Os. He had 15 minutes of additional screening. 
He complied wilh everything they wanled him 10 do 

He stated all of this humiliation occured in front of the public. His 10b includes testinq the accuracy of E-911 calls. He stated he is appalled the way this screeninq was conducted. 
Caller slates I hat she was leaving LAS 10 go to Dallas Love. Caller was requested 10 put her bluetooth, coat, belt, and purse in a bin 10 be screened. An alarm went off, and she was given a chance to go through for a second pass. She had to get a 
patdown. Caller is upset because she was afraid that another passenger would take her belongings from the conveyor belt. She tried to grab her belongings before her screening was completed. The TSO got her items for her and placed them on a 
table for her during the patdown. Caller did not get her bluetooth back and did not realize it because she was in a huny to get to the boarding gate area. When she went back to the checkpoint to ask if 11 had been found, she asked for the TSO who had 
done her patdown. She also spoke to the STSO and did not feel like he cared very much even though she was in a big hurry to get to the plane. She finally did get to speak to the TSO who did the patdown, but she did not remember her. Caller feels 
that her belongings were sitting I here too long out of her reach and thal someone probably took her blue1ooth and thal someone should have gotten her belongings immedialely when she was taken aside for screening. Caller would like someone to 
review the security cameras to see who took her bluetooth. Caller states that she asked several TSOs to look for it in lost and found and they did not find it. Caller does not want the bluetooth back because she feels that it has probably been damaged 
and contaminated. Caller would like to contact the CSM directly and requested that she be given the CS Ms number because she could not get it from the self service menu. She would also like the information to be sent to the CSM from the TCC. 
Caller states that on her return flight from DFW with Spirit, a TSO asked her ii some carry on items were hers that were left on the conveyor belt and apparently belonged to someone who was taken aside for additional screening. Caller would like 
security surveillance cameras to be reviewed to verify the incident. Caller feels I hat TSOs are nol following policy at all the airpor1s and that TSOs are not keeping a close watch on passengers belongings. 

21212015 REASON for the call: 
4 : 14' 14 Date Time: 01 22 2015 1030AM 

PM 
Airporl: LAS to Dallas Love 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight# 43 
Bag tag# ( 1 Odigit: NA 
Bag Description: I oos e in the security bin 
Missing Damaged i tern d escri pti on: Bl u etooth headset that goes around the neck 
NOi present (writing on it): NA 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: Claims. CSM 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP!~(b_)~(6_1 __ ~ 
Date Time: 212/2015 5:06:51 PM 

Name' h·11fr-, 
Email b)(61 
Comp I a i nts; I nco n s i ste nt Screening (Different Practices between Airports). 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):JetBlue 801 Orlando to SLC Feb 2 2015 8:10p 
A Terminal 

21212015 Comments: I flew to Florida I ast week to see my new grandson and spend a week. I booked a Ii I 1g ht on JetBlue. Also, b ea cu se my birthday was near. I got a re newed drive r's I ice ns e. I had to produce a b1 rth cert1f1cate. social security ca rd and two 
6:27:45 forms of proof of legal residence to do so. They then issued me a temporary drivr's licence in paper form a told me the plastic card would arrive in two weeks. This was not in time for my trip so I specifically asked if this was legal as an ID and they said 

PM yes. 

21312015 
8:26:39 

AM 

Fast forward, I depart the airport in SLC and was fortunate that my boarding pass showed TSA Prechek. No problem as they passed me right through. When it came time to return to Salt Lake City, I again was pleased that I had been selected for TSA 
Prechek again. However, when I presented myself to the TSA Prechek line for my flight, I was informed that this paperwhich had my picture on it was not valid ID for flying. The TSA agent was very kind, but infonmed me that each airport made their 
own rules and that their rule in Orlando was not to accept what I had. We waited nearly 30 minutes for a supervisor to evaluate my other IDs along with the paper and was told they would accept it, but not for precheck. They moved me to the regular 
Ii ne ( which I would have been I hroug h 40 minutes ago had I not presented myself for T SA Pree he k. She then informed the a gents a I the new s ta Ii on tha I I was to have add i ti o na I screening. Ap prently I his meant, a de eta i I ed pat down, em plying 
everything from my canyon bag. wiping everything down for explosive residue and costing me still an additional 112 hour. When asked why they had to go to that extent, he said they had apparently seen something in the full body scan although he did 
not know what. 
My comments are these: 
How can he check lhe validity of lhe scan's discovery if they don'I even know what or where the anomaly was? 
Why was there no problem accepting my ID in SLC, or at Jet Blue in both SLC and Orlando. at Alamo Car Rental, at two of the stores in the airport?? 
Why was I pointed out as needing additional security when th ere was no anomalous information a bout my scan conveyed to subs eq ue nt agents? 
I had two other picture IDs. Red cross doner card, 4 major credit cards, social security card, plus family pictures, etc. All ignored. 
This does not make sense - I realize a need for security, bul with the evidence I had, why was there such a problem at MCO and not SLC? 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air I ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Cambridge, MA-0213g_USA 
Zip code:~~~------~ 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 

Religion? Yes 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Detroit Metropolitan Wayne County Airport 



21312015 
3:0419 

PM 

21312015 
9:02:53 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl(b)(61 
Date Time: 2/3/20.,;1""5""'2,-:0"'2"":"'"4""5""P""M.,--' 

Nam~h-·,1f';"1 
Emaifh·11rr-, 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):United Flight UA1142 
Departure time 11:15 a.m. 
Comments: This is the second time I have been quote '·randomly"' selected lo r add1t1ona I TSA screening. I Ii nd it u n acceptab I e to be subjected to searching by seven TSA employees when a b ri el re-ch eek of my Ii censce wou Id revea I I am 65. never 
had a ticket. lived in the same residence for 40 years, never traveled out of the country, and worked my entire medical career at the federal VAMC. I am petite, blonde and travel with a hot pink tiny purse and hot pink small 16 inch carry on. The 
individual who pulled me out of line mumbled. He did nol even clearly say what I was to do. He swabed my hands. He then left his posl and led me 10 other screeners. I have suffered a broken shoulder so I was unable to completely lift my left arm 
while in the scanner. That disturbed the routine for the screeners so after rechecking my items. the three TSA men carried my tray with pink items and my shoes across the screening area to the same small room I was placed in the previous time. Then 
two women began another much more invasive pat down which, due to my inJury that I identified for them. actually hurt when she went under the arm. Both times. this unnecessary screening took more than one half hour. The previous time. I had to 
wait for a male wearing a black T-shirt that I believe said "Explosives Specialist"', Ridiculous if a TSA employee would use common sense this stressful situation would not happen. It begins my trips with a great deal of stress that is totally unnecessary. 
I am certainly not willing to pay lhe fee to have the "Pre-Screening"' so lhe TSA employees do their jobs correctly. The procedure used to quote "randomly "select travelers needs to be addressed. I feel I am profiled needlessly. During the entire 
process. I never say anything for fear I will be detained even longer. The TSA employees do not speak either. That is intimidation. Again. a simple check of the license ID would give them more than enough information. then the X-ray and quick look in 
the bags wou Id certainly be mo re than enough to cl ear a 65 year old woman. 
Am I permitted to ask for a supervisor? 
Please identify for me a way for this never to happen again. Twice is enough. 
Incident occurred Saturday January 24th 2015 at 9:45 a.m. 
Denver Intern ati o na I Airport 

First incident that I referred to in this complaint was also at the Denver International Airport. This reaffirms that it is a 
prob I em in Ira i ni ng and procedures for TSA at the Denver airport. 

Aurora CO 80014 

kb1(6) I 

Name: j(b,(6) I ~--------------~ 
Email HYPERLINK mai1tJ:b 1(6 I 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Screen, ng Pat Down Screen, ng 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight# Airline Terminal Airport Gate Etc): United Flight UA 1142 
Departure time 11 :15 a. m 
Comments: This is lhe second time I have been quote randomly selected for addilional TSA screening. I find it unacceptable to be subjected 10 searching by seven TSA employees when a brief re-check of my licensee would reveal I am 65, never 
had a ticket, I ived in the same residence for 4 O yea rs. never t rave I ed out of the country. and worked my entire medica I career at the fed era I VA MC. I am petite, blonde and travel with a hot pink tiny purse and hot pink sma 11 16 inch carry on. The 
individual who pulled me out of line mumbled. He did not even clearly say what I was to do. He swabed my hands. He then left his post and led me to other screeners. I have suffered a broken shoulder so I was unable to completely lift my left arm 
while in the scanner. That disturbed the routine for the screeners so after rechecking my items, the three TSA men carried my tray with pink items and my shoes across the screening area to the same small room I was placed in the previous time. Then 
two women began another much more invasive pal down which, due 10 my injury that I identified for lhem, actually hurl when she wenl under the arm. Both times, this unnecessary screening took more than one half hour. The previous lime, I had to 
wait for a male wearing a black T-shirt that I believe said Explosives Specialist Ridiculous if a TSA employee would use common sense this stressful situation would not happen. It begins my trips with a great deal of stress that is totally unnecessary. 
I am certainly not wi 11 i ng to pay the fee to have the Pre-Sere en i ng so the T SA employees do their Jobs correctly. The procedure used to quote random I y se I ect !rave I e rs needs to be addressed. I le el I am p rofi I ed need I ess I y. During the entire process, 
I never say anything for fear I will be detained even longer. The TSA employees do not speak either. That is intimidation. Again. a simple check of the license ID would give them more than enough information, then the X-ray and quick look in the bags 
would certainly be more than enough to clear a 65 year old woman. 
Am I permitted to ask lo r a supervisor? 
Please identify for me a way for this never to happen again. Twice 1s enough. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time. 214/2015 g,31:o3 AM 
Airport JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel : 02/04/2015 10:30 AM Airline & Flight Number : dl437 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : near the C gates in terminal 2 TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I told huge tall blond guy I wanted to opt out of the scanner and he said &quot;it's going to be a long wait.&quot; I said, &quot;okay&quot and he just stood there. After a minute or two he muttered &quot;male opt-out&quot; and a colleague 
across the room said &quot we only have one guy and he's doing two bag checks. &quot; Blond guy: &quol;I know. &quot; No body moved 10 I el I anyone e I se th at I was waiting. Nobody vol u nl ee red 10 do the pa ldow n themse Ives. A ft er a coup I e of 

214/2015 minutes I said. &quot: I'll just go through the scanner.&quot; 
10:17:59 

AM I do not want to go through your scanners. Radiation exposure is cumulative over a lifetime and I don't want more than my share for the amusement of the illiterate scofflaws who dictate TSA policy. I resent being treated like I'm returning a broken 
television to KMaTim when I lry to opt oul of a body scan. 

21412015 
2:01:45 

PM 

214/2015 
7:06:28 

PM 

21412015 
8:59 03 

PM 

Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Nam~(b)(6:, 

~~a~~~liw~er . ""-'-'---'------' 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2IApplicatianManager 

Caller is a frequent 1raveler in many airports. She has a medical device lhat can nol go through the AIT. She has an insulin pump and a sensor. She was upsel because she always gets a paldown. She wanls to go lhrough the metal detector. She 
stated that she does not opt out ta the AIT. She said that she just can not go through the AIT. She said that she is frustrated with the process. She wanted to know where to make a complaint. She did not have a pen an paper to take down the email 
address. She asked that 1t be emailed to her a Io ng with the information that I p rov1d ed on the screening of passengers with insulin pumps. 
Ca Iler states she is traveling from Cancun to CI eve I and with a stop in D FW on American airlines, Ca Iler states her flight I eaves at 6 :45 tonight and she had p recheck, Ca Iler states she went through the checkpoint and had purchased a I co hol from the 
dut free shop thal triggered an alarm and was informed she can not take I his. Caller states she asked to speak with the person in charge as they went through many airports before thal without any problem. Caller states the supervisors name was 
b)(6:, nd she requested a patdown for the passengers after she arrived. Caller states she was informed she could leave the bottle at the checkpoint and place it into checked baggage which would have charged her a fee. Caller states the bottle 
was. ml. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-;::::::==::::::;------····························· 
Remote Client IPl:b)(61 ! 
Date Time 21412/H 5 8:04 20 PM 

Nani:b)(61 
Emailkb 1(6) 
Comp I a i nl s: I nco n s i ste nl Screening ( Di flerent Practices between Airports)' 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight #544 US Terminal 4 Gate A 13 
Comments:Screening procedures are illogical and completely devoid of actual secunty regarding the allowance of documented employees to use the metal detectors vs the back scatter scanning machines. I am an American Airtine employee with a 
badge that allows me access behind security even if I am not traveling, yet that same badge somehow becomes randomly irrelevant according to some TSA agents at the metal detector. I repeatedly get the response that since I'm not in uniform. I 
cannol enter. I don't have a uniform since I work at corporate headquar1ers, and it's almost always because an agenl looks me up and down deciding on the spot if I'm not dressed well enough. If thal excuse doesn't work, TSA claims because I'm not 
working that day. Today and nearly twice a month for the last year have I been traveling for work. If both of those responses don·t work they say it"s because I don't have a SIDA badge - which I don't have. Well today and more often than not I am 
dressed professionally, I am working, traveling on business, and am refused a quick scan through the metal detector, clumsily wait for another agent to pat me down which I'm sure neither of us enjoy. While waiting for a male assist pat down, other 
travelers are congested in the screening area and to my surprise are simply let through the metal detector right in front of me. No badges, no kids, not elderly. Just randomly let through because the line was getting too long. How in the wide world of 
security does lhis make sense? Still I am refused to en1er because I already "opted out"', Why do some agents think they can proudly command and order passengers around as if they have almighty authorily? There are specific lines for employees for 
specific reasons and yet agents with very little experience are picking and choosing randomly which employees ta hold back and who to expedite. Some agents see I have a badge, am dressed appropriately, ask if I am working and use common sense 
to let me through without hassle. I'm all for proper security and common sense when protecting our country and our people from dangerous threats, however these specific '"policies" are not effective. They're not stopping cnminals. but slowing down 
badged emp I oye es. clogging the process and on I y !rust rating everyday passengers. 



Hello. 

I wanted to tell you about the appalling experience I had traveling from the Richmond, VA airport yesIerday. The TSA agent who handled my pat•down was both disrespeclful and inappropriate, and I'd like something 10 be done aboul it. 

I opted out of the ful I-body scanner check, as I al ways do. In a 11 other airports I 've traveled with. the person who conducts the pat-down asks 1f I 'm traveling with anyone, ( if so) asks that person, usu a 11 y my h us band, to get my bags off the conveyor be It. 
The woman assigned to conduct my pat-down in Virginia berated my husband for trying to do so. When I explained the reason he did this is because it's was what we do at every other airport, she berated me, telling me that "every other airport is 
wrong.'' 

When she beg an exp I a i ni ng to me how every airport • s hou Id' conduct this process, I admit I grew , m patient. both with her power-trip alt it ud e and with the fa ct that none of this matte red: S ho u Id I correct the TSA agents at every other airport. because 
Richmond told me they're wrong? I told her I understood the procedures and would like to get it over with - this was around 5: 15 a.m. She again berated me, adding "Don't rush me. I'm security.'' 

2;5i~~1~
5 As I've said, I always opt-out al the full-body scanners. I think they're unnecessary. and quite frankly unlawful, but this is besides the point. I have never had a TSA agent pat me down in the manner she did. She was rough - pushing and prodding hard 

into and a 11 aver my body. so met, mes mo re than once, ta king extra ca re to prod es pec,al ly roug hi y into my gemta I area. 
PM 

215/2015 
10:07:15 

PM 

216/2015 
2:39:56 

PM 

216/2015 
5:25:51 

PM 

I felt violated. I honestly believe she conducted her "search" in such a manner because I was short wilh her, and this was her way of relaliating, as if to say "serves you righl. I'm security". II was incredibly inappropriate. 

I donl believe someone who has this all-power "God-complex" mentality should be put into a posItIon where they can do this to citizens - especially ones who have exercised their right to voluntarily opt out into this. 

Unfortunately, I didn't gel her name• lhe thin stencil on gold nameplates that glares in the lights don't make it easy 10 read (conveniently). If there's a way 10 figure out who she is, I'd like to see her redistribuled - she should nol be in this position. I doubt 
this will happen, so at very least I'd like this group to be observed, to make sure this doesn't happen again. 

Thank you, 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-;:=::;:::::=:::::;------····························· 
Remote Client IP~lr~h~·-,1~r;~·1~--~ 
Date Time 21512015 9:2541 PM 

Name,(b 1(6) 
Email1h·11r;·-, 
Comp I a i nl s: Di scou rI ea us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Kahului airport on Maui in Hawaii 
Comments:For the 1st time ever, one parent was not allowed to go through the metal detectors with our children. We fly very frequently and have never had this issue. Female TSA personnel was rude and ignored the request at first to go through 
metal detector instead of the provision machine. We knew a pat down would be included with denying provision machine. Female tsa employee indicated she would get a male assist only to walk away. move to another station and completely ignore 
us. She left us with zero help, a line mounting and people late for flights. Unprofessional and rude behavior is never needed. Especially when this was a pretty insignificant issue thal we inquired on and came to a solution on, bul she did not like the 
outcome apparently and left. Holding up a line due to unprofessional behavior in nat doing your jab is unacceptable. 
Caller fiew yesterday and she says that yesterday the staff seemed professional and she was travelling with her 12 month old son and she said that she had to go through screening and her hand was swabbed for ETD and it was positive. She had 
several bags and the TSO went lhrough everything thal she had and she felt lhat it took a long time. She says thal it took about 15 minutes and she had a patdown after lhat. She says thal she feels that it look too long especially since she is not a 
threat in any way. She asked if there was anything she could do to prevent it in the future. SHe asked about TSA PreCheck. 
The caller is a professional photographer, and requested that his film and camera be screened by hand. However, the TSO called over a supervisor, who indicated that this decision would result in a patdown inspection of the passenger. He believes 
that this is retaliation due to asking for a different type of screening which may slow down the line. Therefore. he wanted to file a complaint against the supervisor. 

FI ig ht Inform ati an: 

Date and Time of Flight: February 6, 2015; 5:45 PM 
Departure Airport: PH L 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight Number: 1935 
Time of Incident: 4:27 PM 
Description of TSO Supervisor: A short fem a I e with red hair. 

2161201 5 Caller Is currently at Newark Intern ati o na I Airport and had requested a thorough patdown, si nee she is 5 mo nth s pregnant. TSO fh 1 / R , !wou Id not do the p atdown as requested, and forced her to go through meta I detect wh, I e yel Ii ng at her. She 
7:31 :39 continued to make disparaging comments about her even after completing the screening. She felt as though this was exceptionally rude and unprofessional behavior, and inappropriate. 

PM 



Caller said she Is at D F W airport and she asked why does she have to go through the extensive sere en i ng process. She said she Ii ves in I sta nb u I and is trave Ii ng there and she a I ready went through the T SA sere en i ng and she said the Su pe rvi so r 
checked her passport and she had a full patdown after she went through the ait machine. She said her lga s were screened as well. She said when the Officer looked at her passport before she was screened she called the Supervisor over and she 
asked does she have to go through I his each time. She said she feels like she is being Ireated a differenlly because of her nationality and the facl that she had a one way ticket. She said she has a one way ticket to Istanbul and is this why I his 
happened and she said after the screening they called the Supervisor back over. She said she does not want to go any further and she declined the CSM phone# and she declined giving me her flight info for the CSM. She did however, want hte 
emai I reg ardmg the ci vi I rig his complaint.She said the Off ce r told her there was a reason why she went through this and to cal I T SA for that reason. She asked if this can be a random sel e ctIon. 

Mishandling RFI 
21712015 
1:18:56 REASON for the call:Civil Rights Complaint 

PM Date Time:02-7-15 
Gate Terminal:declined 
AirportDFW 
Airline:declined 

21712015 
5:03:20 

PM 

21712015 
5:03:24 

PM 

Flight #:declined 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: I offered to refer this to the CSM and emailed her lhe Civil Righls Complaint policy 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP,Rb 1(6) 
Date Time: 2l7120""15-4-,3-3~, 1-0-P-M-~ 
------------------------------------------------------------------

Nam h··,1fiI 

Email b)(61 
Comp a, n s: na pp ro pr, a e cree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airporl/Gate/Etc) DATE: OS FEB 
FLIGHT US 664 
BOARD: 1100P 
DEPART KOA 1145P 
Comments :After I passed through the d ete cto r I was asked by a le male T SA agent what was in the pocket of my jacket. I pulled out my previous boa rd i ng pass that was lo lded up in th at pocket. 
I removed the pass and handed it to her. Without saying anything she grabbed my jacket on the inside and outside of the pocket. It was empty then. 
Again wilhout saying anything or giving me any kind of warning, she placed her hand onlo my wrisl, raised my arm, placed her other hand into my armpil then felt down my rig hi breast. I was not given any advance notice my breast would be fell. I was 
not asked if I wanted to be directed out side the line of vision of the other passengers. I found this invasive action inappropriate and unnecessary. 
For those of us who we re '"i nap prop ri ate I y touched" in our chi Id hoods this is de m earn ng. de humamzi ng and i nvasIve. 
What is your pol icy for this kind of treatment? 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!(b)(6) 
Dale Time: 217120'""15,,.....4-:1~8-:4~0-P=M-~ 

Nam~b,(61 
Emafbi(6) 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening/Pat Down Sc reem ng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airporl/Gate/Etc):United Flight Seattle to Denver: 
Comments:Metal detector went off due to my corset with stainless boning. Allendant moved my long hair aside to pat and needed 10 comment on how luxurious my hair was that I obviously spent a forIune on (inappropriate). She I hen fell between my 
breasts and commented about what a great bra I was wearing (inappropriate). I am deeply offended but not even slightly surprised at your inability to train your employees to behave professionally. 



Hello. 

On Thursday, Fef. 5 I was re1urning from a business trip 10 Japan. When I passed through security at Chicago O'Hare airport, lhe scanner picked up some chips I have implanted in me. I told the TSA agent lhey were markers and thal I have had 
cancer 2 times and these are implanted in women to indicate where a biopsy was conducted. I asked her to please be careful around my left breast area due ta the cancer. she wanted to pat me dawn. When she did. she pressed on my breast so hard 
th at it was p arnfu I and I Jumped and gasped. She said she was sorry but I q ue st1oned why the pat down was so forcefu I and re ally necessary. I have been through enough p am with the cancer and now. every ti me I go through security at the airport, I 
must go through the pain again. Additionally. I should have privacy and should not need to tell my personal medical history. 

Please train the TSA agents how ta spot cancer markers in patients. We are not criminals. just folks fighting cancer. All at her countries that I enter see the markers on a scanner and da not force me to be patted down. Only the USA does this. Again, 
21812015 this was embarrassing and physically painful. Please look into this matter. I do not want to get the agent in trouble since she is not the only agent that has done this to me but feel it is lack of training on TSA behalf. 
9:14:43 

AM Thank you, 

Canton, MS 39046 

kb1(6) I 
Flying out of Logan this morning was a humiliating experience, and I think 1t is time to seriously consider how the TSA agents are trained. 
Giving simple directions, such as where to stand, seems to be an opportunity to speak with a sarcastic and disrespectful tone 

After I forgot to put my wallet on the x-ray belt, I was pulled aside for additional screening. I found the way I was patted down completely intrusive. having my entire buttocks and genitals groped to some extent. In shack I repeatedly said, wow. and in 
response the agent spoke to me like a child, telling me to screen my wallet next time. 

I undersland the impor1ance of our safely, but the way TSA agenls treat Americans shows no concern for our personal wellbeing, and this should be cause for concern. 
21812015 
11 :02: 17 I would very much appreciate a response, and I would like to suggest how this could have been handled better. The agent who took me aside should have verbally prepared me for how intimate he was going to get with his hands. and there needs to be 

AM a tone of concern for safety - because right now we a re being treated Ii ke cattle, 

!lh\/R\ J 
HYPERLINK!( 1(ffl 
617,678.1207!-------------------~ 

Feb 8, 2015 
Jetblue BOS to ORL flight 151 

Flying out of Logan I his morning was a humilialing experience, and I think it is time to seriously consider how the TSA agents are trained. 
Giving simple directions, such as where to stand, seems ta be an opportunity to speak with a sarcastic and disrespectful tone 

After I forgot to put my wallet on the x-ray belt. I was pulled aside for additional screening. I found the way I was patted down completely intrusive, having my entire buttocks and genitals groped to some extent. In shock I repeatedly said, wow, and in 
response the agent spoke 10 me like a child, telling me to screen my wallet next lime. 

I understand the importance of our safety, but the way TSA agents treat Americans shows no concern for our personal wellbeing. and this should be cause for concern. 
21812015 
11 :02: 17 I would very much appreciate a response, and I would like to suggesl how this could have been handled betler. The agent who took me aside should have verbally prepared me for how intimate he was going to get wilh his hands, and there needs 10 be 

AM a tone of concern for safety - because right naw we are being treated like cattle. 

!(b}(6} 
HYPERLINK "~kb~1~(6~)---------------~ 
617.678.1207 
Feb 8, 2015 
Jetblue BOS to ORL flight 151 



21812015 
1:12:38 

PM 

21812015 
6:39:43 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl"'(b"'l ... (6'--1 ___ _. 
Date Time: 218/2015 11 :07:53 AM 

Namekbi(6i 
Emaifb,(6) 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):OATE 05FEB 
FLIGHT: US 664 
BOARD: 1100 
DEPART: KOA 1145P 
Comments:This is my response to the email you sent me. As a sexual assaull victim I took greal precautions to prevent what happened to me. I wore a non wired bra, my jacket had a plaslic zipper and for the record, I did not set off any alarms. 
Even without setting off the alarms, I was 'patted down' on my right breast. 
So according to your regulations the rules that were broken were: No explanation of what she was doing. no explaination what was going to happen next physically having my arm raised instead of being requested to do so. using the front of her hand 
and la i I u re to offer a private screening , 
Sexual assault victims struggle with lhe loss of control. Firsl it was my high school coach and now it is my government. Considering the number of women, one in six, who have been victims of sexual assault, this needs to be addressed belier. I need to 
know this specific incident has been addressed and not just added to 'the number of complaints' given to a specific airport. 
Thank you 

Caller uses the same carry bags all the time but it was checked because it triggered an alarm. He says the TSOs were unorganized. His bag had to undergo additional screening. HE says the bag had a laptop and other electronics and a salt sand 
scrub lo r his wife. H 1s bag had a knife in his bag and a wrench one ti me and they gave him the option to sh, p but he had it thrown it away. He says that this ti me they went through the bag and he got a patdown. He says th at it was embarrassing. The 
jar of scrub was lost and he can;t replace it because it is at key west. He is calling mostly to complain about the TSA employees between 10 AM and 11 :30 Am this morning. He asked about the 3-1-1 rule. He said he was interested in getting the item 
back. He understands why TSA screens all passengers bul is unhappy wilh the process I hat he wenl through today. 
REASON for the call: 
Date Time: 2-8-2015 at 10 30AM 
Gate Terminal: B9 
Airporl:Ft. Lauderdale to New Orleans 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight# 121 
Bag tag#.? 
Bag Description: The bag was was a Swiss back pack lhat fils a laptop and has three compartments. The bag is black and has red swiss crosses on it. 
Missing Damaged item description: 
NOi:? 
Special Notes: The hand scrub was more than 3.4 oz and not in compliance with the 3-1-1 rule. I explained the 3-1-1 rule to him but I don t know how effective it was. 

2191201 5 Caller said he traveled on 12 30 14 out of JFK to Charlotte si nee he have a h, p re placement the metal detector sounded off and he was di reeled for a p atdown. W hi I e wa iii ng lo r a patdown he saw th at somebody was leaving with his carry on he tried 

9: 39 : 3 5 to get the ass i sta nee from the tso near him and she told him that she could not he Ip him .The tso admitted that the re is a lot of theft at the checkpoint. He is concerned on what is tsa going to do to stop the problem and why the tso did not he I ped him 
AM Passenger traveled on Jetblue but do not remember lhe gate. 

REASON for the call:Caller was in Missoula International and she opted out of the AIT and got a patdown. She opted out of it again at the same airport on the same day and she had to remove her sweater. The first TSO that screened her did not ask 
her to remove the sweater and she wants to know why the second one made her take it off. She asked what her rights are during a patdown. She said the second TSO made her take off the sweater before she was allowed into the private screening 
area. 

21912015 ~::: T::~~a~;~;~a1s5t~~3~:i~on 
1.49:18 

PM 
Airport: Missoula Intern ati o na I 
Airline: Horizon 
Flight#:? 
Special Notes:The TSO that made her remove the sweater was in her late 40s or earty 50s. The first sere ener that a 11 owed her to keep the sweater on was in her late 30s or early 4 Os and she was 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1P¥bi(6) 
Date Time: 219/20 ... 7 6~1-2,-5-4_--1-3-P-M ..... 

Name (b)(61 
Email b)(61 
Comp a, nts: na pp ro pn ate cree n, ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight Num :9W - 227 
Airline · Jet Airways 

21912015 Travel Date : 01116/2015 

2:0S:27 Terminal · B. 
PM Comments:Hi, 

I was travelling from Newark Liberty International airport on 16th of Jan via Jet airways for India. I am working in USA on H 1 B visa which 1s Valid till Sep-2016. 

I felt, I was harassed for more than hour for getting boarding pass. As per Airline authorily,They could not gel my boarding pass on 1st go as lhey did not get clearance from TSAon this. I slill dnl know the reason for lhat. 

Finally i had to wait for more than hour to have the c I ea ranee and had to answer mu Iii pie questions which i persona 11 y treat as harassment and Menta I load. 

Please let me know if you need any more delails to investigate the issue. Request your atlention on this. 

Regards. 

~ 
Caller wants to file a complaint for security at the airport. She was at Denver airport. She is in the military and had traveled this morning at 6 am, She was told by the first agent she would have to have a patdown and that something showed up on her 
hands. She had just fired a weapon and had been to the firing range but she had told them before screening started. The agenl told all her stuff had 10 be taken off lhe conveyor belt and screened again and she could nol touch anything. She says they 
did not offer her a private screening. She says the agent checked on the inside of her pants the waist line. She got a patdown from her head to her toes, on her breast area and private area. She says she just got off orders. She had ask the agent what 
they were looking for, no one offered her a pnvate screening or why they did this to her. One of the agents that kept patting her down was white, she was in her mid 30 to 40 years old had a short hair, blondish in color. She says the agent was very ruff 
with her during the patdown. She ended up with a total of 5 patdowns. The first patdown was by a different lady, she swabbed her hands then the other agent did the other 4 patdowns. She was just coming off military orders and had just got promotion 
to fist lieutant. She says it was a scary and she felt humilialing. She says she told them she was in lhe military and had her orders. 

CSM RFI---Mishandling RFI 
21912015 REASON lo r the ca 11: Ca 11 er was upset at her sere en i ng 
3:02:42 Dale Time: 02-09-15 at 6 am 

PM Gate Terminal: C42 
Airport: Denver 
Airline: Delta 
Flight#: 1516 
Bag tag # (1 0digit NA 
Bag De scri pt1on: NA 
Missing Damaged item description: NA 
NOi: NA 



I am a 68 year old professi o na I woman who is a frequent trave I er and I wou Id I, ke to register a comp I a int about your T SA workers at Omaha's Epp I ey F ,el d. 
I am leaving for a conference in Las Vegas and was sent to Pre-check, although I have a replacement knee. Of course the alarms went off in the x-ray and I was subject to a pat-down by a "trainee", She was being overseen by another TSA woman. 
The pat-down was the mosl personally invasive I have ever had- she touched every, and I mean every square inch of my body more than once. I am absolutely mortified at this unreasonable and personally insulting exam. 
The girl also told me that this was her first pat-down. Do you not TRAIN these people prior to letting them loose on passengers? 
I fully understand the need lo r security and TSA p raced u res, however. this was bard e ring on persona I ass au It. I al so rea Ii ze the re is I it tie you can do, however, I want to reg,ste r a form a I comp I amt. 

b1(6) 

1h·I1f;--, ce 
21912015 Sent from my iPhone 
4:2542 

PM 

Omaha, Nebraska 68 154 
rbl(ff, 

1 

l(b)(61 lcell 
Sent from my iPhone 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion Current Dale/Time 21912015 3:05:26 PM Airport: DCA - Washington Reagan Nalional Date/Time ofTravel: 02/09/2015 9:00 AM Airline & Flighl Number US Air 1880 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Going to 
US Air flight TSA Employee: (If Known): I know, will say name at later time Comment: First of all, go back and check your video. I'm the female in the wheelchair who was humiliated. 
My porter (who a I so remarked how I was treated. and apologized that I had to go through that) brought me through from the car to security. The gentleman (who I wi 11 name at a I ate r time) be came annoyed when he said I had to walk through the x ray 
machine and I said I can't. I'm in a wheelchair. He became more annoyed and said well you have to get searched, a pat down, and I said fine. I don't know why but in a gruff tone he said you can use a cane. I told him I don't have a cane to use but if he 
had one I would use it. I said I can't sland alone because I just had surgery on both feet. He called for a cane and I had to wait. Now the embarrassing parI. I can't walk all I hat greal because I just had surgery on both feet. It's embarrassing and I'm 
unable to stand straight on my own. So my porter rolls me up and helps me into the machine. I'm holding on to the cane and the machine. The TSA guy angrily has the chair moved through to the side I should exit. The woman says I can"t do the x ray 
unless I can hold the stance. I told her what I told the gentleman and the gentleman told me to go through. So she's telling him I can't go through, I'm so embarrassed, I need my chair to sit and now it's on the other side. I have to now wait for the chair 
to be brought back, I'm holding everyone up. This is when the porter became upset too. after finally getting the chair. holding up lines, being embarrassed I look at the TSA guy and ask his name. His reply was &quot:why, is that a good or a bad 
thing.&quot: I said no bueno. I then sat down in my chair. The TSA guy yells to get a female to do a pat down. We waited. The porIer said to the TSA gentleman, she's going 10 miss her flight. He said ii is nol my faull thal we are understaffed wilh 
females who can do pat downs, it is not my fault if she misses her flight. So we wait and I'm looking at him smiling because I am so mad and embarrassed that if I don't smile I will cry. (It's embarrassing enough having to be helped and not being able 
to walk properly because I just had surgery this past Fnday, but to have a person be rude to someone who is temporanly disabled is uncalled for, is is uncalled for during any circumstance') We keep waiting. So I smile at him and look at my watch, 
he then says really loud &quot;Well if you would have come 2 hours early like you were supposed too you wouldn't have to worry about missing your flight. It's not my fault.&quot: The porter said &quot:what does that matter, she still would have to wait 

2; 9~~02185 ::~hbee ;::~~e:~~:;:i~i!q~:~:d~!:~:~eb~~!r~e:heck and I was told 10 come an hour before the flight so I would not have to sit in pain). We still waited and finally a female came 10 pal me down. She was very nice and professional. We made ii just 

PM My question is this, does TSA treat all disabled women like this, routinely? 
Do dis a bled women in whee I chairs a 11 get hum i Ii ated, degraded , and have to wait in embarrassment? 
Is I he re nol training reg a rd i ng women who a re dis a bled? 
Please check your video tape. I'm sure you will see who the person is that I am talking about. 
I do plan to call the ADA and explain how a woman with a disability was treated. 
You can thank that gentleman for publicly humiliating me. 
Oh, please send me a copy of the tape. When you respond I will give you me address. 
Any more questions? Please ask. 
Thank you for listening. 

!(b1(6i ! 
Would you like a re;;.,:.:_"'!'"-. .t..:...J.J:&-"=------, 
Passenger's Nam,...,....e._(_,,b.,.I(_6 __ , __ ---. ___ _. 

Phoneµi,wi"-"I...JLJ..L.11.U..1.--...,_...J 
Email (b)(ff1 

: hltp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Disability Description: Caller needs injectable medications. 

lncidenl DetJils: Caller said he has injectable medication lhat is required 10 be screened by hand. Caller said he has been having the medication screened lhat way for months and has not had a issue. Caller said when he was al the Delroil airport 
21912015 when he advised the TSO his injectable medication had ta be hand screened he was then given a patdown and all of his items were searched at the checkpoint. Caller said he feels he was discriminated against because of his disability. Caller 
4: 35: 3 0 requested to speak to a supervisor. 

PM 
Caller wants 10 know why he has to file his complain! in writing? He requesled the information be e-mailed 10 him. 

Caller and his wife have KTNs and she has a hip replacement. She tried to present her card about her implants. They do not even look at the card. This has become a harder situation for them because they always move her over to another line where 
there is an AIT Sometimes I hey lake her to the front and someIimes she has to wait in line and it defeats the purpose of paying a fee and getting a KTN. He has no issues when he travels by himself. 

211 0/20 15 Callers wife got on the phone. She does not mind the Al T or the wand but does not Ii ke to have pea pies hands on her. 
1 : 59: 0 0 He asked ii they should a ck now I edge the ca rd. They have fl own from FL L. He asked ii the AIT is at FL L but his wile said the A IT is there but not at the precheck checkpoint. 

PM 

2110/2015 
5:30:51 

PM 

He asked if AIT is similar to MRI. He tries to get as little radiation as possible and will sometimes ask for a patdown. 

Disability Description: Caller has a blood disorder and needs medications. 

Incident Details: Caller said she was departing Maui and she had medication. Caller said she has a blood disorder and her medication can not be screened by x-ray. Caller said she advised them she had medication that she would like to be hand 
inspected. Caller said she went through the WTMD and there were no alarms. Caller then said the TSO advised her she was going to receive a full body patdown and all of her luggage needed to be hand inspected, Caller said the TSO advised her 
she would be subject to a full body patdown because she has medicalion thal needs to be hand inspected. Caller said she should not be subject to a patdown just because she has medication I hat needs to be hand inspected. Caller said she feels 
discriminated because of her medical condition. Caller said she should nat be subject ta a patdown after her and her luggage clear screening just because she has medication that needs ta be inspected by hand. 

Caller just got back from MCO. All of her items fell out of her bag at the checkpoint when the officer grabbed her bag. She had an expensive e-cigarette in her bag and it was shattered. It s worth $75.00. The officer was frustrated. She had a shopping 
bag and her purse. There's an outside pocket on the purse. She had to wait 20 minutes for her to do the patdown. The officer grabbed the bag briskly. She walked over and explained how she couldn't be blamed for all of the items falling out of the bag. 
The caller said that she felt bad for her because she was clearly overwhelmed. She thinks the airport was very understaffed. 

REASON far the ca 11: damaged e-cig a rette 
Date Time: 2 9 15 at 4:30 

211112015 Gate Te rm i na I: she does n t know. it was the security gate leading towards Southwest 
12:12:30 Airporl: MCO 

PM Airline: Southwest 
Flight# 442 
Bag tag# ( 1 Odigit): NIA 
Bag Description: It was in her purse in the outside pockel. 
Missing Damaged item description: e-cigarette that fell out of the outside pocket of the purse 
NOi present (writing on it): NIA 



211212015 
828:13 

AM 

Submitted on Thursday, February 12, 2015 - 03:16 Submitted by anonymous user:~f b_)_(_6_1 --~~ubmitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based an: Civil Rights Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? Other Right or Liberty not listed Other Constitutional Right or Liberty not listed: Assault and sexual abuse (hit testicles. hard, twice during a requested pat 
down) Are you filling this form out for yourself' Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==I ndivid ua I Info== 
Firsl Nam (b i(6i 
Last Name (b 1(6) 
Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 
Phone Number;fh··,1rr1 I 
PO Box or Slreet Address[b)(61 
City: SAN JOSE ~------~ 

State: Ca I iforni a 
Zip Code (Post Codetb 1(6) 
Other: United Slates '---'-'-----' 

Ema11:fh··,1fr1 

==lncidenl lnformalion== 
When did this happen? 02 11 2015 
Where did this happen? CALIFORNIA - SAN - San Diego 
I nte mat ion a I 
what happened? Al a bout 6: 0Op rn PST, i requested a pat down at 
security on my way ta Gate 1 0 at San Diego International Airport. 
1 had to wait about 10 minutes for someone to arrive. when he 
did, he asked twice if i wanted a private room for screening. 
which i twice declined. he proceeded 10 do the usu a I screening (i 
get pat downs EVERY time i fly). when it came to checking my 
inner thigh outer hip, he karate chapped my testicle a fie r 
saying, now i m running up your thigh to your torso. OW. i 
said. you hit my testicles. he didn t say anything. he got 10 
the other side, said the same thing. and chopped my other 



THE RESPONSE BELOW WAS SENT TO YOU 10/1912014 9 35 PM. YOUR LATEST EMAIL TO ME REFERS TO 48 HOURS .... WELL IT IS JUST NOW SHORT OF 100 DAYS AND IT IS OBVIOUS TO ME EITHER NO ONE IS READING THE 
EMAILED COM PLAINTS OR YOU ARE HOPING I WILL GIVE UP AND GO AWAY I CAN ASSURE YOU I WILL NOT GIVE UP OR GO AWAY UNTIL I GET A JUSTIFIABLE RESPONSE. 

l(b)(61 I 

211212015 
8:01:58 

PM 

While taking time from our vacation in Maui this past weekend, my father-in-law, Reveremfb::1(6) !and I flew from Mau, to Honolulu to help a young pastor. We departed Maui @4:35 pm on flight 295 Hawaiian Airlines and had return tickets 
on the g,50 pm flight back. We enoountered some traffic on our way to the Honolulu airport and arrived at 9:30pm. with no baggage, this should not have been an issue with our boarding passes in hand. We proceeded directly to the TSA check-in and I 
was through in less than 2 minutes, I turned around and did not see my father•in•law and determined he had been directed down to the "Non•Pre•Check" line. There were about 6 lo 8 TSA employees al the "Pre Check" slatir and __ about !he same at lhe 
other, I was the only passenger where I was checked in and my father-in-law was the only passenger where he was as well. I walked down to wait for my father-in-law and after a few minutes I herd over the speaker system _(b_i(6_.1 ~he door 
will close in 1 minute" I immediately proceeded to the gate to explain that we had been there but TSA was continuing to Frisk, pat down etc. my 79 year old father-in-law, the gate attendant said sorry I can't help you and after a oou le of minutes the 
plane was pushed away from the gate. I then proceeded back to the TSA checkpoint and did not see my father-in-law anywhere, after a few minutes he emerged out from behind a partition and I told him the plane was gone. b)(ff:1 said to the TSA 
employees holding him "I told all of you righl up Irani. I have had 2 Knee and 1 shoulder replacements and never make it through a metal de1ec1or and our flight is about 10 leave· 
I understand that the TSA has an important job to do but spending 15 to 20 minutes patting. frisking, wanding a 79 year old man is GROSS INCOMPENTENCE ' I was upset that we had missed our flight, the last one out I might add. that now required 
us to get a hotel and spend the night in Honolulu and get up at 3am to catch a 5am flight back to Mau,. but when my father-in-law told me that while he was being "fnsked". that 3 times he had his "private parts" genitals to be specific "bounced" I 
became furious. I went back to the TSA station and demanded to be given the name of the TSA employee so I could make a !annal oomplaint. The supervisorkb·:1(6) ~ame back and said the TSA employee was in training and he could not give 
me his name and said I could write down his name instead, I asked if he witnessed the event he said no and I said then I want the name of th: suoervisor lhat would have been with lhis employee in training, he would not give me that name either. I 
explained that was not going to work and that I dema~ded either the n~me of the e':'ploy'.'e or his supervisor obse:'ing him, againf b)(ff:1 ~ef~~ed and asked if I wanted to speak to_ his su_pervisor, I said yes. A few min~~es late the supervisor (I did 
not get his name) Came over and gave me the same song and dance he said ··1 will review the tapes and determine 11 procedure was not to, owed , now Just as I expected after turning 1n the TSA Customer Comment Card with my phone number and 
ema i I address I have heard nothing! 
My father•in•law is a 3 million mile+ flyer and explained to the TSA folks thal put him through hell "I have never been treated this way in all my traveling experience . I understand employees need 10 be trained but I would ask you , whoever is reading 
this ema i I and deciding what action needs to be taken, if this were your father or your g ra ndfat her is this ap prop ria te action? 

My ce 11 phone # i j"-( b_·:-'-1 ( 6_-_I __ _,! and we are on va cation u nti I this Saturday. 

kb1(6) I 

211312015 
2:07:08 

PM 

2/13/2015 
4:1034 

PM 

nd confi d entia I use of the ind iv idua I or entity named above, This info nna ti on may be an attorney-client com mun i cation and , as such, is pri vi I eged and oonfid e nt i al, If the 
reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby nolified t a any ,s •rnail and any files transmilled with it are oonfidential and intended solely for 
the use of the addressee. If you receive this transmission in error, please notify the sender and delete this e-mail. No employee or agent is authorized to conclude any binding agreeme 

---Original Message---
From: TSA•ContactCen1er [rnailto:TSA•ContactCen1er@tsa.dhs.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, February 12, 2015 12:49 PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!""(b_1~(6_) __ ~ 
Date Time: 2/1312015 12:48:56 PM 

······················---------------····························· 

Nam0
~ 

Ema~j@j 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Feb 9, 2015 
SFO to HKG flight# UA869. 
Comments:Employee took a Swiss Army ulility tool out of my bag, flipped open lhe only knife, and th rusted ii direclly al me before telling me that I can either check my bag or surrender the ilem. The thrusling was complelely unnecessary and 
unsettl i ngl frightening. 
Dear sir or madam: 

When I left from AUS to BWI earlier this week. I did not have to take off my coat or shoes, take my laptop out of my bag, or enter a microwave naked scanner at the security checkpoint. 

When flying back from BWI a few days later, I had to empty all my pockets, take off my coat and my shoes, take the laptop out of the bag. and either enjoy a naked scan or have a manual pat down. 

Why do AUS and BWI have different procedures? 
Is one or the other less secure? 
Why can't BWI have the same simple and smooth procedures? 
Why can'I BWI TSA people Ire at me with lhe same friendliness as those in AUS? 

fb)(6) 



I recently was on another trip to Denver and experienced a prob I em I wanted to make you aware of. I travel to that airport freq ue ntl y but I was so surprised to find both my husband and I we re both TSA a pp roved for the Ii rst 11 me. I have had a knee 
replacement and after putting all the items on the belt and getting in line I found there was no AIT machine for precheck. All of the other lines had one. I assumed the pre-apprcval was a reward for being a frequent flyer but here I found it was a 
punishmenl. I had to leave my husband(he then had lhe responsibility of all of our belongings) and go down to another lane to go thru lhe AIT machine. Otherwise I would have had to wait for an atlendant and then go thru lhe "pal down" (which is nol a 

211312015 quick procedure, and not pleasant to say the least). 

4: 10,49 I always look to see if there is a machine before I get in line and never imagined there would not be one in a pre apprcval line. I am hoping this makes you aware of the problem and are able to correct it. With the amount of flyers now I would think the 
PM money would be available. 

Thank you, 

~ 

211412015 
3:09:31 

PM 

To whom it may concern, 

I need to make a complaint about the service at Gunnison Colorado airport. 

I am a TSAPrecheck subscriber and was told that TSAPre was observed in the Gunnison, Colorado. 
Upon entering security check I was handed an Orange TSAPre card to show the agents. The first one at the first conveyor belt told me to remove my liquids, jacket and pockets. I questioned this, but she insisted and would not make eye contact with 
me. Going thrcugh, the X-ray the operator asked for a bag check on my bag due to a laptop which was actually a Micrcsoft surface, even though TSAPre is supposed to allow laptops to stay in their case. A woman checked my surface with a swab and 
an explosives alarm went off. I was then told to remove more of my clothes. shoes, belt. and that a full patdown of my person would be done. It comes to no surprise that I was found with no prcblem items or further explosives alarms when checked 
more throughly. 
I was not supposed to be checked like this in the first place due to a service that I had spent money and time acquiring. The ignorance of the 5 agents who took part in my security check were ALL completely and utterly ignorant of what TSAPre means 
and c I ea rty do not know how to ope rate their equip me nUtool s. 

Agenls such as lhese wasted my time and added embarrassment to me (all of this was done out in lhe public). Whoever holds lhese agents accountable for their training and management needs to use I his opportunity for furl her educating. 

As a "'customer' of TSAI should not know the rules of TSAPRECHECK better than agents who make money entirely on their knowledge of these rules. All of the information I have is found on the TSA website 

hltp://www.tsa.govltsa-precheck/whal-tsa-precheck%C2%AE 

Thank you and I hope to hear a follow up to this email. 

Caller said he is flying from Tampa and just went thrcugh the checkpoint and said he feels violated with the patdown. He said he talked to the supervisor,fh·11r;··, !at the checkpoint and he filled out a comment card that said it expires April 
2014. He said lhe Supervisor told him he would review the tape. He said he does not have the name of lhe Officer who did the patdown but he said thal the Officer explained it to him. He said he wants lhe CSM 10 call him back. He said he was brushed 
off by the Supervisor at the checkpoint and that he wants a call back. 

Mishandling RFI 

211412015 REASON for the call:Patdown Complaint 
7:14:44 Date Time: 02-14-15 at 8:20 pm and he was at the checkpoint at 7:30 pm or 7:45 pm 

PM Gate Terrninal:E 74 
AirporI:Tampa 
Airline:Air Canada 
Flight #:unknown 
:RESOLUTION to the caller's issue:I advised him that I will refer this to the CSM at the airport 
Special Notes: He said he wanls the CSM to call him back 



Good Afternoon 

I will rarely gather lhe nerve to complain about services. I seldom do. But this TSA at San Jose International broughl me 10 do so. 

I've fl own through 4 different airports in the past month. I've had nothing but cu rteous professi o na Ii s m from T SA officials. But my experience today at San Jose was bar none, the worst 1 've seen in yea rs. 

I was pre-checked due to my active duty service in the United Stales Navy. The pre-check line was closed off. No problem, I waited in the line with everyone else. I asked lhe first gentleman if pre-check standards were still in place and if I could keep 
my shoes and light jacket on. He quickly shooed me away and completely disregarded my question. 

A woman behind me in line for the body scan made a comment that she needed to use the restroom. This older woman who was a TSA official then made an incredibly rude and uncalled for comment. She said "you can go to the bathroom right there,'' 
as she pointed 10 I he carpel floor in fro nl of the meta I detector. I did not catch her name. 
I was and still am appalled at the behavior of your '"professionals." 

211512015 I then noticed that some people were keeping their shoes and jackets on. Obviously they were pre-checked as well. I then told an officerllliRfil]that the man at the desk had ignored me when I asked if pre-check was still relevant. He apologized bul 

9 ,10:4 2 seemed overwhelmed by the mass of people who were wailing to be screened. 

AM 

2116/2015 

Once I was done with getting pat down, I asked another woman if 11 was unusually busy. She also disregarded me completely. 

I do not expecl royal trealment nor do I wanl the people who are keeping us safe at airports to lose professionalism. But this, I'm sorry, is inexcusable. 

I went through the TSA at SJC on February 14, 2015 at 15:45 local time. 

Thank you for your time. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ(b 1(6) ! 
Dale Time: 2/1612015 9:08 24 AM 

10 15 39 Name!(b)(6) I 
AM Ema,"kb"'1~(6"'1~------1_ 

Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening/Pat Down Sc reem ng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight # 2129 on US Airways in Terminal Cat the Washington Reagan Airport Gate #43. 
Comments:I fly two times every week from January till May and I his is the firsl time it was necessary for me to get patled down AFTER going through a full body scanner. The TSA agenl proceeded 10 grab BOTH of my inner upper thighs and slid his 
hands down to my knees. I find this action unacceptable. inappropriate and completely unnecessary. I also wear the same pants every time I do travel and never was an issue before. When I questioned why he needed to do this he simply told me to 
m ave al o nQ. That who I e experience i ust was not acceptable. 



RE: T SA ave rreach 

Dear Congressional Represenlative McSally, 

Today (211512015) I was subjected to irregular TSA screening procedures that concern me. and I am concerned that as a consequence I will be unduly subjected to additional screening in the future. I would appreciate it 1f you would investigate further, 
for I was unable to obtain any information other than an email address at DHS to contact. 

I am a frequent traveler. and have TSA prechk. I was outbound on US5442 to PHX from SLC. I went through the PreChk lane with a laptop bag, a jacket on. and my wallet in my pocket. My laptop passed through the tunnel. and I was directed 
through the metal detector. I alarmed: I was instructed to remove the contents from my pocket (wallet) and pass them through the xray tunnel. but not instructed to remove my jacket. I complied, and attempted to pass through the metal detector again. 
After passing through I was instructed to go back out and go through the millimeter wave scanner. I agreed but insisted that an agent retrieve my wallet from the small round bowl and keep it my sight. A agent was found and retrieved the wallet and 
kept it visible. I passed lhrough the millimeIer wave scanner. I passed through and was stopped for a patdown. I was shown a computer display that showed mulliple ATR outlines on my upper torso from my jacket, which had several zippered 
pockets. 

At this time a male TSA agent approached and instructed me that he was going to pat me down. including my groin. As no ATR signal was present that I could see, I objected. At this point the supervisor said I needed to be patted down. 

211612015 I offered to remove my jacket and pass it through XRay independently, as my understanding of TSA policy is that Millimeter Wave Technology is offered as an alternative to a patdown. and that I would pass through the body scanner again. That was 
10:16:35 

AM ag am refused by the supervisor in uni lo rm. 

2/16/2015 
12:02:58 

PM 

I asked 10 be told by someone thal my choices were a) an intrusive paldown orb) miss my flight. A uniformed police officer then presented himself and confirmed lhose were my choices. By this timek~b_,(~6_1 __ ~!security Manager was presenl. a 
discussion followed, with the result being that my jacket - but not my groin area - was patted down. I asked that the police officer remain and observe the patdown, and he complied. 

Before being allowed to proceed. a form was filled out by the uniformed supervisor. He asked for my driver's license. I asked why he wanted my drive~s license. as I was prepared to give him my Armed Forces ID, a green one showing me to be an 
IRR 05 in the naval medical corps. He said something to the effect of "give me the ID that was checked on the way in" so I gave him my Drivers License. 

Why? Be cause the po Ii ce had to be cal led. Why? because I requested their p rese nee. 

Somelhing went wrong here but the entire story being told by TSA is that you don't need a paldown if you agree to the body scanner. I would like a clarification of I heir policies, an explanation as to why there is no one in the TSA that is authorized to 
say "your choices are to be patted down or not to fly•· (apparently by the actions today, only the police can convey that message), and if I am now on some form of continued surveillance. 

Thank you. 

!(b)(61 I 
IRIS GENERA I ED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ~(b_,_(6_) ___ ~ 
Date Time: 2/16/2015 11:36:01 AM 
························----------------··························· 

Nam (b)(61 

Emai bi(6i 
Comp a,n s: ncons,s en creening (Different Practices between Airports) 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Fli ht#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):EI Paso (ELP) Februa 14. 
Comments: Dis a bled pass eng e ( b ·:, ( 6) as been in a wheel chair lo r I ess th an a year ( b) ( 6 weak on one side and has some cognitive impairment as the result of a stroke. He was carrying coats and a wooden cane but no ca rryo n i terns. li5"ii'6i"7 
andfilill]travelled from PDX to ELP wilh no delay and had a great first air Iravel experience. (b)(6 o longer drives and used an expired license as a form of ID. He was trealed well in Portland, Oregon. Returning from El Paso, Texas, after che~ 
baggage and wheel c~ TSA staff separated the travelers to periorm an in-depth pat down search offilill]((5lwent throu[j.!l...!:!..\'r own screening. Whe~ completedE§il:ould not se~nd assumed that ai'.port staff had already_ moved him to the 
departure Gate. W her ill21Jgot to the Gate, an u n hearab I e announcement went aver the I nte rco m lo r her to rettfr'rl to sec u nty -ID21Jravel led back to Security ( a Io ng d I sta nee) [filIJ ne e~ore ID, and was sett, ng off an al a rm. He d 1d not know the re was 
a eel I phone in one of the coats, On arriving at security f5j"]g ave more ID of prescript ions, employee ID. etc, by emptying her bag. Security okayed his ID, Again, llli]tra vel I ed back to the Gate rushing now with the assumption that staff would g etlili[Jto 
the gale on time. For some reason, securily radioed the""Gt:te thal it would be another 1 O minutes. Soulhwesl Airlines said they would wait for him. The gate Slaff requested I hat he be brought to the plane as quickly as possible. [fil boarded the plane 
and took a seat. A few moments later, she was told that the plane had been ordered to push off. There was a question of whether she wanted to leave without lliliIJ [5ldeparted the plane to find thatrs;fl,vas at the end of the ramp. Neither were 
allowed to board the last departing plane that would connect to Portland on the same day. Southwest paid for lodging for a disabled person as well as meals. It is notfair that it cost Southwest for the~caused issues. We understand that traveling 
with a disability requires more time, believe me. The process time and incompetence of separating a disabled person from their escort caused difficulties for TSA staff, Southwest staff and irreparable bitterness against El Paso airport security. The next 
day PTSD set irfiliill<nows that the work that TSA does is imporIant but could nol help but be shaken by the prior day"s experience. She could not be even slightly courteous to slafl that does thankless work. 
Do not separate disabled people from their escorts[§[] was put in danger by TSA. 



211612015 
12:03:48 

PM 

211712015 
9:07:42 

AM 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am writing to file a complaint regarding discrimination due to a disability or medical condition. 

I have used your passenger sup po rt program severa I ti mes now and it is very hel plu I. The passenger support specialists and s u pe rvi sors with whom I have interacted a re wi 11 i ng to Ii sten and make an a ccommoda ti on lo r my dis a bi Ii ty, However, the 
employees actually implementing lhe screening procedures do not make lhese accommodalions, even when instructed by the supervisors passenger supporl specialisls. I recently suslained a fracture due 10 I his. However, I have fallen multiple times 
ga i ng through T SA due to employees not making the requested accom mod ati an. 

I have a rare movemenl disorder, hyperekplexia, which causes me to starlle easily and 10 stiffen and fall to the ground when starlled. The imaging scanner you use for screening makes a noise and has a movement (as the mechanism swings around in 
a circle). This startles me if I am not warned. However, if I am given a warning (e.g. Im pressing the button now or Im going ta press an the count al 3. 1, 2, 3, etc.), I have na problem with this. This appears to me ta be a very simple, reasonable 
accom mod ati on th at requires only a few extra seconds of ti me. I ca 11 ahead and request this accommodation. I exp I a in what wi 11 ha pp en 1f the accommodation Is made and what w, 11 happen if it is not. I pro vi de any info nmati on requested. I exp I am it to 
the supervisor or passenger support specialist when I arrive at the screening location. I explain that if the accommodation is not made I will fall to the ground. In my home airport, Jacksonville International Airport, I have not had a problem with the 
scanner. However, on three different occasions in three separate airporIs, I have had a problem. 

In the Minn ea po Ii s St, Pa u I airport ( not sure of date) I le 11 to the ground I anding in a sitting position when the passenger sup port s pecia I is t ca I led to the person operating the machine what accommodation I needed and the person operating the machine 
did not give me a warning and pressed lhe bu1ton immediately upon my entering the machine. 
In the Washington Reagan airport (91 14 at approximately 10 a.m.) I fell to the ground again when the supervisor stood directly next ta the person operating the machine, told her in my presence that she should press the button only after the count of 
3. told me to enter the ma chm e and raise my hands, and the operator pressed the button without warning. The s u pe rvi so r even tu med to the emp I aye e and said Did n t you Ii sten to what I just said? 
In the Chicago Midway airport (12 28 14 at approximately 1 :30 p.m.) I fell to the ground the 3rd time when the supervisor stood directly next to the person operating the machine, said in my presence that they were going to do something different to 
provide an accommodalion to me, that I needed a warning before pressing the button, and that he (the supervisor) was going to operaIe lhe machine, told me to step into the machine and pul my hands above my head, and as soon as I put my hands 
up the opera tor pressed the button. I fe It sore but I did na t at first think anything was wra ng si nee it a I ways fee Is sore when I have fal I en a nto my batta m onta the ha rd fl aor when going th ra ugh screening. However, when the pain continued I went to my 
PCP, had x-rays, and was diagnosed with a fractured coccyx. 

I undersland that the machine operaIors are trained to be efficient and to press the button as soon as a passengers hands go up. I am sure lhey do this so many limes that they are on automatic pilot especially in busier airporIs. However, this does 
not he Ip me as I have naw fa 11 en ta the ground three ti mes. I sustained mi nor injuries (bruising) the first two times. I sustained a fracture the third ti me. I could have sustained a much more serious fracture, such as a broken hip, that might have 
required surgery, a pro Io nged recovery. and might have I eft me even more pe nmane ntl y di sabled. 

While your program 10 Ira in designated staff and supervisors is a good one and they do appear 10 listen and understand lhe accommodation that is needed, if I hey are nol actually the ones who opera le lhe machines or implement the procedures, it 
does not matter haw well trained they are. This appears to be a weak link in your system. It was suggested to me when I called after learning al my fracture that I ask for a pat dawn from now on. However, I can fall even from a seated position in a 

EI Paso I nte rna t ion a I Airport 
6701 Canvair Road 
El Paso TX 79925 

Experience on Valentine's Day, 2015. 

Disabled passengerfh·,1R··, f has been in a wheel chair far less than a year. b)( is weak an his left side, can not use his left arm and has same cognitive impairment as the result al a stroke. He was carrying coats but no carryon items.Efil}ind[ii}u 
travelled from PDX to ELP with no delay and had a great first air travel experience.1h·,1 no lo~ drives and used an expired license as a fonm of ID. He was treated well in Portland, Oregon. Returning from El Paso, Texas, after _checking baggage 
and wheel chair, TSA staff separated the travelers to perform an in-depth pat down search ofl'.!:!lL].fE]went thro~her own screening. When completed, f5lcould_ not se@and assumed that airport staff had already moved him to the departure 
Gate. Wherfii] 901 to the Gate, an unhearable announcemenl wenl over the intercom for her to return to security b_i travelled back 10 Security (a long disfanl 1!(b·1(6!needed more ID, and was setting off an alarm. He did not know lhere was a cell 
phone in one of the coats. On arriving at securityfili]gave more ID al prescriptions. employee ID, etc. by emptying er bag. Security okayed his ID. Againmtravelled back to the Gate rushing now with the assumption that staff would getlili:ii:]to the 
gate on ti me. For some reason. security radioed the Gate that ,t wou Id be another 1 0 minutes. Southwest Air I in es said they would wait lo r h, m. The gate staff re uested th at he be brought to the p I an e as qui ck ly as poss i b I e@oa rded the plane and 
took a seat. A few moments later, she was told that the plane had been ordered to push off There was a question of whether she wanted to leave without (b·.,( (b) eparted the plane to find thattli:E]was at the end of the ramp. Neither were allowed to 
board lhe last departing plane lhat would connecl to Portland on lhe same day. Southwest paid for lodging for a disabled person as well as meals. It is not fair thal it cost Southwest for the TSA-caused issues. We understand thal traveling with a 
disability re~s more time. believe me. The proce~s.time and incompetence of separating a disabled person from their_escort caused difficulties for TSA staff. Southwest staff and irreparable bitterness against El Paso airport security. The next day 
PTSD set rntbi.J<nows that the work that TSA does ~ortant but could not help but be shaken by the pnor day's experience. and could not be even slightly courteous to staff that does thankless work. 
Do not separate disabled people from their escorts,@lLJ"as put in danger by TSA. He had checked his wheel chair, and was at the limit of some of his medications. Staying an extra night in El Paso could have been disastrous. 

This is not the first ti me that I have heard about staff at the El Pa so airport being I e ss than helpful but it is the first time that I. myse If, have experienced it. 

Sincerely, 

kb1(6) 

fb,(6) I 
Amity, OR 97101!rh,IR I 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time · 2116/2015 5:21 :03 PM Airport : MCO - Orlando International Date/Time of Travel . 02/09/2015 7:30 AM Airline & Flight Number . Southwest Airlines Flight 4809 Checkpoint/Area of Airport . Security checkpoint TSA Employee: (If 
Known): 
Comment · When I was t rave Ii ng through M CO on 219115 I hit the security checkpoint at a p proximate I y 7: 30 AM. After going through the sere en i ng machine I was told I was being pu 11 ed for addition al sere en i ng. I was taken off to the side and my purse 
and backpack were placed on a counter in front of me where I was lold to make sure I could always keep my eyes on them. There were three female TSA agents in total present. One of them gave me a I ho rough pat down. She was very professional 
and explained everything that she was going to do prior to doing it. After I was cleared through her pat down, I was told to step up to the counter to have my bags inspected. As the two remaining agents began going through my belongings, they began 

2117120 15 asking me many q ue st,ons about my trip. It seemed a I it tie intrusive. but I answered them. But then, my p rescri pti on medications were removed from my purse. The T SA agents asked me to name every medication I had in there and state why I am 
9:07:56 taking them. I would like to note that my name was on every prescription. They then followed up asking ii I had taken my prescriptions yet that morning, when I stated I had not, they asked me if I was supposed to. I don't travel very often, and almost 

AM never by air, so I had never been subjecled to any additional screening by the TSA. I felt very flustered by being asked to disclose my personal medical information in a screening process and did not know if this was lhe norm. I understand lhat 
security is of great importance with air travel, and I have no issue with being pulled for a pat down and a bag inspection and sacrificing some personal comfort if it means keeping our airplanes secure. But I cannot understand the need to explain my 
person al medical h1sto ry to the T SA. Can you please cl a nfy if this 1s standard protocol? I appreciate your reply. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name f""h-'-.1""/R-'--.'-, __ __, 

Phone Number : 
Email :f""h-'-.1""1'-'R'-·-, ______ _. 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

TSA 7 23 14 

Dales of travel 6 20 2014 to 6 24 2014 

~l(b_,_(6_) ________ ~1Belvidere, NJ. 07823. 

To whom it may concern. 

This I ette r is in res pons e to paper work that was sent to me. in reg a rd s to a comp I amt I Ii I ed with T SA. Since your office and Home I and security say I need to fol low al I their procedures, so he re are the facts and dates of everything th at accord. 

I had a trip planned to West Palm Beach with my wife for my besl friends son·s wedding. I called a few days in advance to find oul the procedures for I am in heart failure and wear a life vest, plus I have s1eel rods in my back and replaced knee, also I 
have heart ste nts. 

I was infonned of the procedure's I had to follow and was asked if I wanted help at the air ports, I said yes please. A letter was sent to Newark and West Palm Beach from your TSA office. I received documentation on what to do and tried to follow it. I 

211712015 arrived at Newark airport and started to follow the ins1ructions and no one could either olher stand what needed to be done or did not want 10 see the paper work from TSA. So needless to say it s1arted I got to check point and was delayed for about 45 
minutes. 

11:57:22 
AM I explained everything to them, I tried showing all my medical paper work, and they said it was useless I was separated from my wife for this amount of time. Then the real emban-assment comes. I went thru the scanner and of course it sets off the 

alarm, then my bags had to be searched in which I had documenlation on the medical devices, while this was going on I was escorted 10 a private room which I was not to be done wilhout a supervisor and my consent. I asked for a supervisor and it 
was ignored. 

I had a pat down in private. this was No Good. a su pe rvi sor was not present, and if one was he did not notify me of this. They did a bomb residue test it ca me back positive so they did a d ilfe rent type of test which was negative, The one security officer 
said thal the firsl test does I his quite often. Now remind you you·re doing I his to a person in heart failure. 

Now we go back 45 minutes only to witness a couple with two young children going thru a search as well. They had to break down their strollers' cloth to metal while tending to their children. Don't you think this 1s a TSA Job 1/ they suspect something? 
There was the embarrassment for the couple as well as a long delay on the lines. (PS this couple who got this treatment happened to be at the same wedding as my wife and I.) 

I was treated like a criminal. This is said for I do more for the public for free verses your employees. I paid for a good flight out of some good airports and was treated like the bad guy from the minute I entered the building. 

The first time was in Allentown Airport, where I showed all my medical papers which were totally ignored, I was screened patted down and sent into a private room for a strip search. (In which I was informed they performed the strip search illegally) all 
be ca use no one paid a tte nl ion to my documentation. This is no way to t rea I a person who is one hundred percent dis a bled. It is a disgrace. 



211712015 
229:59 

PM 

2118/2015 
8:43 23 

AM 

Submitted on Tuesday. February 17. 2015- 12:12 Submitted by anonymous user: kb)(ff:, !s u bm1tted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your al I eg ati on based on: Ci vi I Rights Liberti es (Other) What is the basis of your a 11 egat ion? Other Right or Liberty not Ii sted Other Constitution al Rig ht or Liberty not I isted: Opt out rights Are you fi 11 i ng this form out for yo urse If? Yes. I m fi 11 i ng this 
form out for myse If 

==Individual /J,W,::,::'---, 
Firsl Name: b)(61 
Last Name /h-1/f';", 

Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 
Phone Numbed(b 1(6) I 
PO Box or Sire et Address: k._b-')_(6-'•:_, ___ __. 
City: ja ckso nvi I le 
State: Florida 
Zip Code (Post Code): 32209 
Other: 
Email: 

==lncidenl lnformalion== 
When did this happen? 02 14 2015 
Where did this happen? FLORIDA - TPA - Tampa International 
What happened? 
II is my right 10 opl out of the millimeIer wave imaging based 
screening and since I am pregnant I have been exercising that 
rig ht Genera 11 y, I am met with rude attitudes and have to wait 
sometimes up to 20 minutes lo r a le male officer to perform the 
pat down. I have most recently been made to miss my flight at 
the C gate for Southwest Airlines flight 4070 at Tampa 
intern ati o na I airport be cause of the re not being a lema I e off ce r 
available.. This is especially unacceptable since I was 
informed of this unavailability by a female officer. I asked if 
it was possible for her to switch with Another officer and she 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP!._(b_·:~1(6_-~I --~ 
Date Time: 2/17/2015 5:44:25 PM 

······················----------------··························· 

Enter FI i g ht#/ Airline/Te rm i na II Ai rportlG ate/Etc): Gate: 206 

Airport: Ontario, CA 
Comments:To whom it may concern. 

Yesterday Feb 16, 2015 @ 10:00 am I was going through security at Ontario airport. I have a medical condition that requires me to wear a mechanical knee brace. As I proceeded through the metal dector ii obviously went off I explained to TSA officer 
!(b·:,(61' I didn"t catch his last name. As I explained what I had his reaction was" UGHHHHIP I need a male assisted pat down'" I've flown with my brace many times. I don't pack it in my suitcase cause it takes up to much room. I've never encountered 
any kind of reaction the way that I did in Ontario. I le It a comp I amt should be made cause this Q uy was very u np role ssIona I. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time . 2/18/2015 8: 17:29 AM Airport : DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 

2118/2015 TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
1 0: 18: 59 Comment . I have a preche ck boa rd i ng pass. I a I so have a hip rep I ace m ent. I was refused the op pa rtun ity to go th ra ugh the sea nne r, something that I am offered at every other airport. Sa I was forced to remove shoes, etc. and undergo a manual pat 

AM down screening. Why, then. should I bather with T SA preche ck?? What can I do to avoid this has s I e in the lulu re? Do you have some other ere de nti a Is that I s hou Id carry? 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name!(b 1(6) 
Phone Number : ~~~---~ 

Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Rache I Benge 

TSA Contact center 

CCR 

[b)(6) 

211812015 From~b_,~(B_I ___________________ ~ 

1 O: 19,01 Sent: Wednesday, February 18, 2015 4:20 AM 
AM To: Ombudsman, TSA 

Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

~~~~;~--~-1;~-~;-;~:f-b_-•• _,(-6:._1-_-_-_-_-_-_-~..---------------------------------------
Date Time 2118/2015 419:44 AM 

Name: 

!(b)(61 

Email: 



From: bi(6i 
Sent: Wednesday, February 18, 2015 9:50 AM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject D-RFI: Michael Starr 

Attached please find a complaint regarding my recent treatment at the Detroit Airport which completely deviated from past treatment I have received when I asked to have my multiple sclerosis medication hand-screened so it did not go through the x
ray, as per my doctor's orders. 

Please confirm lhat you have received lhe complaint and lhat I have filed it properly, per the nole below. 

Thank you. 

211812015 .. kb-'l_,_(6-'1-----' 
10:19:05 

AM l~(b-)~(6-I-----------, 

Hackensack. NJ 07 60 1 

rb)(6) i 
HYPERLIN~,_(b-)_(6..,_) _______________ __. 

2/18/2015 
12:34:04 

Thank you for contacting the Transportation Security Ad mini st ration (TSA) Contact Center with quest ions and concerns about airport security screening. S pecifica 11 y. you were interested in fi Ii ng a ci vi I rights complaint be ca use you be Ii eve that you. or 
someone you know. experienced discrimination by TSA on the basis of a disability or medical cond1t1on. 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to U.S. Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitalion Act (6 CFR §15.3(bJ and §15.70(d)(3)), it must meet the following requirements: 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: f""h-'--,"-1'-'R'-·-, ___ _, 

Date Time: 2/18/2015 10'46:42 AM 
······················----------------··························· 

PM Name~(b_,_(6_I ___ ...,_ ___ __,, 
Email (b i(6i 
Comp a1n s: nappropria e creening at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Austin Bergstrom airport pre-check line. 
Comments:Every time I utilize this airport, I am singled out for a pat down. This does NOT occur in other airports that I travel from. One TSA employee told me that the situation is occurring because he declared. "you are in the Pre-check line", In 
other words, don't ulilize pre•check! Why did I lake the time and money 10 have my pre•check aulhorization?! 
Greetings: 
Whoever just screened me for United Airlines Concourse D needs a rest, a suspension or to be fired. She was too angry or passive aggressive to tell me to be still for the X-ray and scolded me in a very angry tone the whole time, from the x-ray 

211912015 through the pat down. After lhe pat down she was satisfied and quit scolding. I'm sure good minimum wage help isn'I thal hard to find that you can'I eliminate hostile screeners. I'll never forget the New Orleans airpor1. 
8:47:52 [b 1(6) I 

AM 
Sent from my iPhone 



211912015 
8A9:27 

AM 

I am very co nee med a bo ui, what a pp ea rs to be, a serious prob I em with the Pre-Check program . The first two times th at my wife and I used I he program it 100 k us 30 minutes the Fi rsl time and 20 minutes the second time to get th rough security 
checkpoints. 

The reason? You have no plan for people wha have joint replacements. pacemakers. or implanted defibrillators. Both my wife and I triggered the metal detector when trying ta go through security. She has had a hip replacement and I have had a knee 
re placement. 

You refer to this as a "trusted traveler" program but you don't trust us. The whole point of the program is to speed up the security checks but, what you have done, Just slows the process down severely. 

Both times we used the program we had to be "patted down" since you have. apparently. done away with the hand-held wands. In the first case, at DFW, there was no one available who was qualified to do the "pat down" and we had to wait a half hour 
for someone to an-ive. The second time. at SDF. we had to wait because the only person qualified to do the "pat down" was busy. 

This is ridiculous. The program does not work. It's worse than not having the program. 

Why don't you "trust" the "trusted travelers" and keep a record of people who have implants that might trigger alarms so that the program works? All you would need to do is use a wand to check that the implant location matched the data on file for the 
particulJr passenger. This is so simple thal it is almost inconceivable thal you are not already doing it. 

I would appreciate your letting me know whal is being done to correcl this deficiency. 



211912015 
8A9:48 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1P!;._b~)-'-(6~1 __ ___. 
Date Time: 2118/2015 7:01 :44 PM 

Nam ·1 ·-, 

Ema (b1(6) 
Comp a, nts; na pp ro pn ate cree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):San Jaun Puerto Rico 
Delta flight 0506 Feb 11,2015 Checkpoint 2 
Comments: Let me te 11 you about a re cent expe nence I had with T SA in San Juan Puerto Rico. I was in Puerto Rico on business and was !rave Ii ng back to A ti a nta on De Ila. I was selected lo r T SA Pre check and then selected for random extra 
screening, I stood where asked for 5-7 minutes and when no Man came over to do the extra screening, I asked the female agent ii I could sit down about 5 feet away because my legs were bothering me. She told me to just stay where I was. After 
about 8 or 9 minutes I asked if I hey could please find someone to help me. The agent said something and a male agent came over and he was very abrupt. He asked me lhe usual queslions aboul luggage, anything in my pockets (multiple times), told 
me to remove my belt and my shoes and then asked me if I had any sensitive areas from surgery etc. I told him I had recently had prostrate cancer sur9ery. Radiation treatments and a quadruple bypass and pointed to the areas that were tender (BIG 
Mistake). He told me what to expect with the body search including that he would be searching "between my buttocks" and in my groin area. I told him that I wanted it done in private and asked to see a supervisor. A female supervisor came over and 
asked what I wanted, I to Id her that I am a frequent flyer and a pi lot and had never been treated so rudely by TS A, He then repeated what he would be doing to me. I again asked lo r it to be done in private and looked to at the su pe rvi sor lo r some 
assurance. He lold me that I was to look at him and was I ready for him to starl his speech over again. He would not continue until I made eye contact with him. After restaling the body search process again I said I would like their badge numbers or 
names. The supervisor told me I would be 9iven the requested information. They took me to a room where we were joined by another man. and the original man told me to put my feet on the marks on the floor. I did but they told me to face the other 
way and I did. He went over my entire arms. back. legs, between my buttocks and then told me to face him. I turned and put my feet on the marks. He patted down my arms sides and when he got to the center of my chest (where I had told him I was 
tender) he pushed harder than anywhere else and I flinched. I started to unbutton my shirt to show him the incision. but he said he didn't want to see it. I put my feet back on the marks and he continued. When he got to my groin he told me to spread my 
legs farther so I placed them outside of lhe marks. I am 6 feet 1a1I and 192 lbs so my legs are not fat and he clearly did this so that he could Grope me to show me he was boss. I have been palled down before but always with the back of the hands, he 
was using front of the hands and fingers. They told me I could put my belt and shoes back on and the agent that 9roped and violated me left. The second man and the supervisor escorted me out of the room and I asked for the names of the supervisor 
and the agent that left (groper). They then asked me what a i rt i ne I worked for and said that I needed to show them my ide ntifi cation. I gave the man my drivers Ii cense and pi I ots I ice ns e and he co pied down my information. He asked me what fi 19 ht I 
was on so I told him the airline and flight number. The supervisor said that she wanted to see my ticket to verify my information and I laid it on the counter and told her I didn't appreciate her insinuation that I was lying. She said I never said that you 
were lying. They would not give me the gropers informalion and when I reminded her thal she said thal she would provide it she denied it (a clear lie). The man wrote down his name and her name. When I looked at the names he had given me it didn"t 
look like what I could see on her badge. I asked her to show me her whole bad9e, part of it was cover by her uniform, and she said so you are sayin9 that we are lyin9. I told her that the name on the paper they gave me didn't match what I could see on 
her badge and again asked to see her name on the badge. She fin ally showed me the badge and 11 was c I ear that the male agent had written down a completely different I ast name. I have the paper and I would be happy to sea n it and send 11 to you. So 
to recap, I was treated rudely. groped and violated, told I wasn't entitled to the identity of the groper and given a false name for the supervisor involved. I already know what the people involved will say. They will say that they all back each other up and 
all acted appropriately, that I was the only person I hat was wrong and I hat lhe name being wrong was an honesl mistake. I hope that you will prove me wrong or at least put a nole in their personnel files because if only 1 person in 100 thal is mistreated 
complains, other people have probably already complained. People that act this way don't often chan9e. By the way. the 9roper was a clean cut man in his twenties or early thirties. Also, when addressin9 the a9ents I never said 9roper I only stated it in 



211912015 
8A9:48 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl(b)(61 
Date Time: 2118/2""0""1"5"7"':0"'1"":4"'"4.,..,,P""M.,....... 

Nam41h·11rr-, 
Emailkb I(6i 
Comp I a i nts; Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):San Jaun Puerto Rico 
Delta flight 0506 Feb 11,2015 Checkpoint 2 
Comments: Let me te 11 you about a re cent expe nence I had with T SA in San Juan Puerto Rico. I was in Puerto Rico on business and was !rave Ii ng back to A ti a nta on De Ila. I was selected lo r T SA Pre check and then selected for random extra 
screening, I stood where asked for 5-7 minutes and when no Man came over to do the extra screening, I asked the female agent ii I could sit down about 5 feet away because my legs were bothering me. She told me to just stay where I was. After 
about 8 or 9 minutes I asked if I hey could please find someone to help me. The agent said something and a male agent came over and he was very abrupt. He asked me lhe usual queslions aboul luggage, anything in my pockets (multiple times), told 
me to remove my belt and my shoes and then asked me if I had any sensitive areas from surgery etc. I told him I had recently had prostrate cancer sur9ery. Radiation treatments and a quadruple bypass and pointed to the areas that were tender (BIG 
Mistake). He told me what to expect with the body search including that he would be searching "between my buttocks" and in my groin area. I told him that I wanted it done in private and asked to see a supervisor. A female supervisor came over and 
asked what I wanted, I to Id her that I am a frequent flyer and a pi lot and had never been treated so rudely by TS A, He then repeated what he would be doing to me. I again asked lo r it to be done in private and looked to at the su pe rvi sor lo r some 
assurance. He lold me that I was to look at him and was I ready for him to starl his speech over again. He would not continue until I made eye contact with him. After restaling the body search process again I said I would like their badge numbers or 
names. The supervisor told me I would be 9iven the requested information. They took me to a room where we were joined by another man. and the original man told me to put my feet on the marks on the floor. I did but they told me to face the other 
way and I did. He went over my entire arms. back. legs, between my buttocks and then told me to face him. I turned and put my feet on the marks. He patted down my arms sides and when he got to the center of my chest (where I had told him I was 
tender) he pushed harder than anywhere else and I flinched. I started to unbutton my shirt to show him the incision. but he said he didn't want to see it. I put my feet back on the marks and he continued. When he got to my groin he told me to spread my 
legs farther so I placed them outside of lhe marks. I am 6 feet IaI1 and 192 lbs so my legs are not fat and he clearly did this so that he could Grope me to show me he was boss. I have been palled down before but always with the back of the hands, he 
was using front of the hands and fingers. They told me I could put my belt and shoes back on and the agent that 9roped and violated me left. The second man and the supervisor escorted me out of the room and I asked for the names of the supervisor 
and the agent that left (groper). They then asked me what a i rt i ne I worked for and said that I needed to show them my ide ntifi cation. I gave the man my drivers Ii cense and pi I ots I ice ns e and he co pied down my i nlo rmation. He asked me what fi 19 ht I 
was on so I told him the airline and flight number. The supervisor said that she wanted to see my ticket to verify my information and I laid it on the counter and told her I didn't appreciate her insinuation that I was lying. She said I never said that you 
were lying. They would not give me the gropers informalion and when I reminded her thal she said thal she would provide it she denied it (a clear lie). The man wrote down his name and her name. When I looked at the names he had given me it didn"t 
look like what I could see on her badge. I asked her to show me her whole bad9e, part of it was cover by her uniform, and she said so you are sayin9 that we are lyin9. I told her that the name on the paper they gave me didn't match what I could see on 
her badge and again asked to see her name on the badge. She fin ally showed me the badge and 11 was c I ear that the male agent had written down a completely different I ast name. I have the paper and I would be happy to sea n it and send 11 to you. So 
to recap, I was treated rudely. groped and violated, told I wasn't entitled to the identity of the groper and given a false name for the supervisor involved. I already know what the people involved will say. They will say that they all back each other up and 
all acted appropriately, that I was the only person I hat was wrong and I hat lhe name being wrong was an honesl mistake. I hope that you will prove me wrong or at least put a nole in their personnel files because if only 1 person in 100 thal is mistreated 
complains, other people have probably already complained. People that act this way don't often chan9e. By the way. the 9roper was a clean cut man in his twenties or early thirties. Also, when addressin9 the a9ents I never said 9roper I only stated it in 



Good Afternoon, 

This claim involves a passenger,kb::1(6) I whom I believe did file a Claim Form. The incident occurred at Nevada LAS McCarran International Airrrt on 12/18/2014 at approximately 5:00 amkbI(6i ~as proceeding through security 
and explained to the T SA emp I aye e that he could go through the scanner; thus. a screener was assigned to pat-down our client. whereupon the screener hit b ::1 ( 6) first in the left testicle and then. with even greater force, in the ng ht testi c I e. 
which caused him extreme pain and required him to seek medical attention. 

Please let me know if yau need anything further in order to set up this claim. 

Sincere! 
(b1(6) 

211912015 From: "TSA-Con1JctCen1er" <TSA-ContactCenter@tsa.dhs.gov> 

442"20 T,tbi(B) ! 
-PM Sent Thursday. February 19, 2015 11 0444 AM 

Subiect Elnfh ,1r,-, I 

Good Morning kb I ( 61 

We recently received a Letter of Representation from you concerning a personal injury claim fortb':1(6) ! 11 is unclear from your letter if this individual is a passenger that experienced an injury at a TSA Checkpoint or a TSA employee that 
experienced an injury on the job. If an employee, please lei us know. If this is a passenger, wou d you please advise: 

If a claim form has already been filed 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Cun-ent Date Time, 2 19 2015 241:58 PM Airport, RDU - Raleigh-Durham International Date Time ofTravel, 02 11 2015 3:00 PM Airline Flight Number, American 3361 Checkpoint Area of Airport, Terminal 2 TSA Employee: (II Known), 
Comment: I requested to opt out of lhe Rapiscan body scan. The TSA officer in my line told me, quot:We don t do lhat here. quot: I was upsel and began objecling, and after a momenl. she told me that ii was a joke. She told me that she enjoys telling 

211912015 passengers this quot;joke quot: because she enjoys watching us freak aut. This is unprofessional behavior, and I don t appreciate a TSA officer deliberately trying to upset passengers for her awn enjoyment. I did receive the pat dawn as requested. 

442.57 Would you like a response?: True 
· PM Passenger's Namei(b)(6) 

2/19/2015 
5:16:00 

PM 

Phone Number : ,._ ____ ., 

Email !(b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 Applicat1onManager 

REASON for the call: Caller was asking how to file a complaint or sexual assault against a TSA person. Caller states during the patdown the officer went up her leg and hit her hoo haw area pretty hard and then repeated on the other side. Caller 
states they do nol have to go lhat hard and this was not acceptable. Caller asked if the CSM had melhods to view the incident. 

Airport: LAS 
Airline: Frontier 
Flight#: 778 
Date Time: 02-19-2015 2:00 pm 
Bag tag# ( 1 Od1git: NA 
Bag Description: NA 
Missing Damaged ilem descriplion: 
NOL NA 
Anything on NOi: NA 
Gate Terminal: NA 

NA 

Email Address and phonej .. (b_·:""1(6_.'-I __________ _. 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: The cal I er has a pelvic dIso rd er that ca us es pain and mo b1 I ity Im pa i rm ent. She can not rem ave her shoes without as sIsta nee. but has to travel to Los Angeles often for medical procedures. 

Information Requesl: The caller requesled a PSS for upcoming I ravel, so that the incident would nol occur again. Also, she wanted 10 ensure thal she did not have to remove her shoes due 10 lhe medical condition. 

Departure Flights for March 14, 2015: RSW to DFW to LAS 

Departure Flight for March 16, 2015: LAS lo LAX 

Return Flights for March 18, 2015: LAX to DFW to RSW 

lncidenl Details: The caller and her son flew from LAX, but was forced to be separated during the screening. The TSO, an African American male, was informed bY!(b)(ff:1 !of her disability prior to the screening. He allowed her to be screened 
by the AIT with her shoes on, but indicated that additional screening was required. He asked a female TSO to conduct the patdown, but she refused. Then, he was required to ask a second female TSO to conduct the additional screening. She 

2/2012015 agreed, but toldkb':1(6) !that her shoes had to be removed. !(b)(ff:1 !informed her of the inability to remove her shoes without assistance. an.d then offered medical documentation from the Social Security Administration. The TSO 
10:45: 14 refused to read the paperwork, and told kb :1(6) ! that the documentat1on would have to clearly state that she could not remove her shoes. Again, !(b )(61 lwas asked to sit 1n a chair, and complete the screening, However, she asked the 

AM TSO if her son, who was standing near lhe checkpoint, could assisl. The TSO refused, and said thal she could remove her shoes, as she had 10 have put lhem on herself that morning. !(b)(ffl bxplained, again, thal her son had been 
responsible for putting the shoes on her feet. Finally, they allowed her son to come back into the checkpoint, and assist her in removing her shoes. She feels that she was discriminated against, as the TSOs neither acknowledged her disability nor her 
request lo r assistance. 

Dale and Time of Flight: December 17, 2014; Around 1 :OD or 1 :30 PM. 
Departure Airport: LAX 
Airline: American Airlines 
Flight Number: Not Provided: however. she was in the priority Ii ne. 
Terminal and Gate Numbers: Nol Provided. 
Time of Incident: Around 11 :30 AM. 
Description of TSO s: An African American male, and two African American females. 

212012015 Caller: They have Global entry and wanted to know if they hav.e to apply for the application program. When they rnturned on a trip from Denver to St Louis his wife have t_o go through some extra screening. A TSO namedf b )(6) louch her improperly 
114741 through the patdown procedure and wanted to place a complain. Also he stated that the attitude of the TSo was improper. A supervisor name~t that checkpoint told him to call the TCC and place a complaint. 

AM 
2121/2015 Calling in because she flew through TPA yesterday. She went through the AIT and had to get a patdown in the crotch area. The caller wants to know if that is procedure. 
104211 

AM 



From: b)(61 
Sent: Saturday, February 21, 2015 9: 1 O PM 
To: TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov 
Subject Kana Airport incident - 02-20-15 

Please see attached -

As noted. I was on official business travel, in uniform, clearance for TSA precheck and am NOT appreciative of the unprofessional behavior exhibited by 2 male TSA screening agents at the Kana Airport on the afternoon of Friday, February 20, 2015. 

Clearly these two male individuals on the TSA staff need some sensitivity training and as well as some direction regarding "crucial conversations" and better guidance in the execution of their professional duties. 

I am requesting a written res pons e to my notification - and note that the origin al lo rm with attachment went to the Kon a Airport address as spec iii ed - I am following up with a copy to your ofli ces, 

212212015 I( bi ( 61 
9:32:41 ... -'-' --'-'-------' 

AM 

212212015 
11:10:01 

AM 

Honolulu, Hawaii 96850 

Ua lehulehu manomano ka 'ikena a ka Hawai'i. 
Great and numerous 1s the knowledge of the Hawa1 i ans. 

Confi d entia I ity Noli ce: This ema i I message, including any atl achments, is for the sole use of the in tended reci pie nl ( s J and may co nl ai n co nfi denti a I and /or pri vi I eg ed information. Any review, use, disclosure, or di sl ri buti on by unintended reci pie nl s is 
prohibited. If you a re not the intended recipient( s ). please contact the sender by rep I y ema i I and destroy a 11 copies of the orig i na I message. 

Caller is a currenl government employee who is also a disabled veteran with an artificial hip. She wants 10 know why they took out the AIT machine at RIC? She is a disabled veteran with a metal hip implant so each time she goes through the WTMD it 
sets it off and she has to have a full patdown. They also made remove her shoes which is very difficult for her. Caller was upset because she was separated from a government issued laptop for a short time during the process and it is not supposed to 
be out of her view. She said the regular screening line is too long and she does not want to have to go through it Just so she can be screened via the AIT. The incidents occurred on 02 08 2015 and 02 222015 

She requested the phone number for the CSM at RIC so she could personally ask her why the AIT was removed. 

Caller 1s wanting to make a formal complaint about screening at BWI. Caller asked if 1t was illegal to take lunch meat on a plane. Caller stated that his bag went through the x-ray machine and alarmed as it normally does. Caller stated that he told the 

212212015 lady that it was lunch meat and she opened the bag to check it out and was using a wand device, but the wand device did not work. Caller stated that after it was cleared he was given all his items back such as belt, wallet, shoes, etc. Caller stated that 

3 ,58:44 then the agent came over to him after the screening was done and told him he had 10 get a full patdown. Caller staled thal this has happened about 12 times and 11 times he did not get a patdown. 

PM 



To whom 11 may concern: 

Hello. I am wriling to inform you of concerns over a recent security checkpoinl experience at Denver lnlemational Airporl (DIA). On February 13, 2015, at approximately 8:00 AM, my wife, our infanl child, and I entered Securily Checkpoint at Gate A for 
a flight scheduled ta depart Denver at 8:34 AM. It was nat very busy, and TSA had multiple security lines open. As we went through the line and placed our items on the belt ta be run through the scanner, we declared that we had breast milk. A TSA 
employee gathered the mi I k, which was 3 bottles of a pp roxi mately 2 ounces each in a sma 11 coo I er. and took th em over to the bottled I ,q u1d s sea n ne r screening system. We were instructed th at one of us pa rents was to be present dun ng the scan. Each 
bottle set off the scanner with a "red" indicator. We were instructed that the milk must be dumped or we would need to wait at least 15 to 20 minutes for a special inspector to come and further inspect the milk. Also as part of the scanner showing red, 
we were insIructed that a pal-down of lhe traveler and screening of the remainder of lhe traveler's accessible property was going to be necessary. This came after a discussion among mulliple TSA employees whom eventually received instructions 
from a manager what ta do. 

There are multiple issues here that need brought to your attention: One concern is general knowledge of TSA staff of breast milk inspection. Another is giving the travelers the option of choosing who to pat down. But the main concern of ours is that of 
a medica 11 y required I iq uid being dumped. 

As soon as the red indicator was shown on the scanner. the employee scanning the milk inquired with another about what to do. After lengthy discussion among many employees it was determined that they would try another scanner. There should be 

212212015 standard protocol for what to do in this scenario. II was apparent I hat I here was a deficiency in staff knowledge this day. 

6:02:02 
PM 

The second issue is something that just seemed awfully strange. When we were nolified that we were to receive a pat-down and screening of our carry-on luggage, due to the scanner showing red, TSA let us choose which one of us was to receive this 
inspection. This seems like a poor process to allow us to choose. What if the other person would have been in possession of any security threats? 

Lastly, it is absolutely unacceptable that we were told ta wait far a special inspector and that it could take another 20 minutes. or else dump the milk. While we understand that we need to allow for plenty al time to get through security, much time had 
already passed getting a pat-down and baggage examined. We were cutting it close to missing our flight, and chose to dump the milk. It is understandable that for the safety for all passengers, TSA must perform strict measures to determine if there 
are security threats. Since breast milk is classified as a "Medically required liquid" we feel that any examination that needed to take place should have had the proper means to do so, in a timely matter, during appropriate business hours. There is no 
reason we should have been forced to wait for an e xi ended period of time beyond a few minutes. Luck i I y, my wife was ab I e to b re asl le ed our infant on the plane, b ul if noi. our chi Id wou Id have be en left wi tho ul food u nl i I many hours I ate r. This is 
unsafe and cruel ta a child. It is a concern of ours for other mothers who cannot sa easily provide milk to their babies. The only other option for us would have been to miss our flight while waiting for the milk to be inspected. This could of course lead ta 
many other unnecessary, avoidable problems. When following-back up on information provided on TSA's and DIA's websites for information regarding the security screening process and how long it could take. I found nothing on what happens if the 
red indicator is received. It would be helpful to know what further testing may need to take place, and how long we should expect to be delayed. If this information is available, I would appreciate you letting me know where I can find it. It was also 
disappointing to find that there was no designated breast feeding areas, considering DIA is an international airport and a major hub. II is recommended 10 use reslrooms, which is disgusting. 



212312015 
827:50 

AM 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am writing to share an experience I had with a TSA official recently. 

A number of weeks ago. arrangements were made for my father who is 100 years old to fly to Portland, OR to visit family in that area. Because of his age, his driver's license had expired. I checked the TSA website to see what alternatives I had for 
identification for him. I also called TSA and spoke to a representative who told me that if he had his expired license in addition to another form of ID (social security card, for example), he would have no problem clearing security at the airport 

He departed Minn ea po Ii s on December 12 acco m pa ni ed by my brothe r-i n-1 aw and had no issues whatsoever cl earing security. 

For his return from Portland February g (Delta Flight 2164 ), I accompanied him on his flight. When we arrived at the airport a wheelchair was waiting because of his age and inability to walk distances in the airport. He also travels with oxygen which he 
does not need conlinually but has in case he needs ii. When we reached security, I gave lhe TSA officer his driver's license which of course she said was expired. I said I was aware of that and gave her his social securily card as well. She said she 
would need to ca 11 someone else to clear him. 

The female TSA officer who came at that point looked at his ID and said. "This expired three years ago.'' I said I was aware of that and had contacted TSA about it and followed their instructions about alternative forms of ID. She said that I should have 
made sure his ID was updated and because of my oversight we would probably miss our plane and now he would have to remove shoes, jackets, and be palled down by a TSA officer. After repeatedly trying 10 humiliale me for what she assumed was 
my irresponsibility. she got him into a position to pat down and told him, ''I'm sorry, sir, that I have to do this to you, but you should make sure your family keeps your driver's license current." My father was then wheeled to an area where his shoes were 
removed, he had to stand to get his Jacket off, and then he was patted down by a male TSA officer while the female TSA officer emptied his bags and pockets of their entire contents. 

Once the pat down was over, without a word she walked away and left the entire contents of his bag strewn over lhe table. My father has been incon1inen1 for 25 years after prostate cancer surgery. He is self-conscious about this, but lhe contents of his 
bag ( i nconti n ency protection) we re left to be seen by other perso nne I and anyone e Is e walking by the security area adding to the hum i I ia ti on of the ordeal. 

I would appreciate an explanation as to why, when I called TSA, I was told what ID to bring even ii his license was expired if that information was incorrect. I would also like an explanation as to why a TSA official would find it necessary to humiliate and 
confuse a 100-year old man. 

I have always tried to be supportive of TSA because I know that with the heightened need for secunty. TSA officials have a difficult Job to keep our air travel safe. As I watched the female TSA officer go through my father's personal belongings and 
watched a male TSA officer pat him down, I began to actually feel sorry for both of them. It is difficult to respect a TSA officer who would so humiliate a man who was obviously unable to be a threat to anyone. 

I was so disappointed by the lack of professionalism I witnessed in this particular TSA official. I would expect more from someone charged with keeping our air travel safe. I only wish I had written down the name of the female TSA officer involved. If a 
similar instance happens. I will be betler prepared to provide better documentation. 

rbl(ff, 
1 

My daughter was traveling by herself on Sunday 212212015 from Albany airport to Atlanla. She was dropped off at lhe Albany airporl al about 4:50 pm. The flight left Albany at aboul 5:50 pm. She was 1reated disrespectfully by airport screeners and was 
subjected to an airport screener "putting a hand down inside her pants" for no apparent reason. This was not a basic pat down and was not like any routine security procedures that I have heard about before. I expect a full investigation into the TSA 
procedures at the Albany airport and would like to see the TSA employee disciplined. My daughter did not see a name badge on the TSA employee that was involved, and states that only one screening lane was open at that time of the day. The 
reason for this intrusive search was not explained or discussed. She was given no warning that a search of this type was to be conducted. She was not given an option to choose another method of screening. She is an excellent student, she 
cooperated fully wilh the screening staff, and has never been in any trouble with authorilies. 

I do not expect my daughter to be molested by airport TSA personnel. My daughter was quite upset, nearly in tears. and called me immediately afterw-ards to report the incident. She was afraid to complain to airport staff at the time due to the hostile 

212312015 demeanor of the airport security personnel. 

829:28 
AM 

I will encourage her to contact federal elected officials if anything like this happens again. She has never had such a disturbing experience with airport security on any of her (many) previous domestic or international trips. Please review all security 
cameras at Albany airport TSA screening lanes between 4:50 and 5:50 pm on Sunday 2/22/2015 in order to determine if any TSA employees violated existing screening policies. and if any policy changes are needed to protect the passengers from the 
fee Ii ng that they have been mo I ested by co n-upted, i rresponsi bl e or in adequate I y trained T SA screen ers, 

Sent from my iPad 



In no way does this address my original complaint of discnmination. Your response is also incorrect since families traveling with children never go through enhanced screen, and children and older adults leave their shoes on. Clearly you do not screen 
all equally. 

But more specifically, it does not address how your algorithm for the millimeter detector was not trained on a sufficient number of body types leaving some of us more likely to be patted down than others. At this point (5+ years after it being 
introduced). this 1s unacceptable. If you have not plans to address it those of us who are targeted for pat downs EVERY TIME we have to go through that scanner, which clearly fails to work properly. should be given another alternative. Therefore, 
please address my original complaint that your screening is discriminatory. Either we should be given the option of a metal detector OR we should be given the option of free TSA Pre-check (or whatever it is called), until you have addressed the 
problem. 

(b,(6) 

Phan (b1(6) 
Baltimore, MD 21201 

Fax: 410-706-1482 

212312015 E-rnai ""(b"-l"-(6"-.. '-, ----------------' 
829:43 

AM 

-----Original Message-----
From: tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com [mailto:tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com] 
Sent: Thursday. February 19, 2015 6:43 PM 
ro:kb,(m I 
Subjecl: In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank you for your e-ma i I in which you inquire about the reasons for secondary s c reem ng. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) see ks 10 provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 travelers who pass th rough our sere en i ng check poi nl s. Every passenger and their property m usl be sere ened before e nl eri ng the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply addilional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, 10 resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal De1ec1or (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passengers property could also be peiformed. 

Caller was on Soulhwesl flight 4817 on 2 18 15 at 1 :30 pm from PHL and she had wheelchair assistance due 10 ar1hritis. Caller said that she is very use to the screening because she has arlificial hips. She got out of her wheelchair and was ,-rayed 
then she was told to sit back down while they examined her bags. Caller said that there was one black screener and one white one. While one was checking her luggage the other officer gave her pat down while she remained in the wheelchair. 

2/2312015 Caller said the officer pulled her waist band out and felt around them.Caller said that she was embarrassed for her self and she thinks that she was harassed. Caller said she thinks that she was harassed because the officer felt her body. She stated 
9:13:01 that the officer was looking for something and must have thought she had a bomb in her bra. 

AM 

2/2312015 
1:16:42 

PM 

Caller said that she does not think she got despair treatment based on her med1ca I condition. Her main comp I a int is the way the paid own was conducted and that the otfi cers don t know how to spot out terrorist. Caller thin ks that she was di scri min ated 
against. She does not know what basis she was discriminated on she is just upset about the patdown itself. 

Caller said he flew from MSP to NY La Guardia LA yesterday and was at the checkpoint at MSP around 11 AO AM to fly from Gate D on Delta Flight #2319. 

He went through the AIT and it picked up something in his groin area and showed yellow and he was told he would have further screening, 
He confirmed the TSO offered a private room and he refused it for the Paldown. 
The TSO touched him in his groin area and he wants to know if the machine is torn up or if TSA hires perverted people who have a conspiracy to do Patdowns. 
He felt the Patdown itself is inappropriate and that either the 2 million dollar machine is wrong or the TSO is a pervert. 

He asked how soon someone will get back to him .. 



2/2312015 
4:31:38 

PM 

212312015 
4:31:38 

PM 

I have a question. Every time, and I do mean EVERY time, I go through my screening v,a the body scanner machines, 11 "lights"' up BOTH of my thighs, hips, groin and buttocks. This is true for EVERY airport I go through regardless of the time of day 
or any other factor. After going through the scanner, before the image appears. I tell the screen EXACTLY what he/she will see. And I am right every single time. I get patted down and guess what they find., , , ABSOLUTELY NOTHING, I doesn"t 
matter what I am wearing (Jeans, shorts, dress pants). All I have on is underware, painls, a belt and a shirl. My pockets are completely empty. And yes, I have tried laking my belt off - same e,acl result. 

This has been going on for a wh i I e. So, what I would Ii ke to know is. why do your ma chm es have a 1 0 0% false pos1t1ve? And 1f you can have such a perfect fa I se positive rate - how many !al se negatives are these ma chm es I etti ng through?? 
understand the need for security, but quite Iran k ly, I am getting ti red of being groped, Yes, some of your screen ers feel the need to actua 11 y press up again st and rub my test i c I es as pa rt of the screening procedure - and not always in a gent I e fashion, 
Is I here anything I or you can do 10 figure out why this happens 10 me and whal possible sleps can be taking 10 mitigate it in the future. I am flying a lot now and really don't want 10 feel like I am constanlly being sexually molesled by your agenls 
(granted, some of them know exactly how to do the procedure without getting overly persona I - others s ho u Id have to buy me a drink). 

Thank You, 

I have a question. Every time, and I do mean EVERY time, I go through my screening via the body scanner machines. it "lights"' up BOTH of my thighs, hips. groin and buttocks. This is true for EVERY airport I go through regardless of the time of day 
or any other facIor. After going lhrough the scanner, before lhe image appears, I tell the screen EXACTLY whal he/she will see. And I am right every single lime. I get palled down and guess whal they find ..... ABSOLUTELY NOTHING. I doesn"I 
matter what I am wearing (Jeans. shorts. dress pants). All I have on is underware. paints, a belt and a shirt. My pockets are completely empty. And yes. I have tried taking my belt off - same exact result. 

This has been going on for a w hi I e. So, what I would Ii ke to know is, why do your machines have a 1 0 0% false positive? And if you can have such a perfect fa I se positive rate - how many la I se negatives are these machines I etti ng th rough?? 
understand the need for security, but quite frankly, I am gelling tired of being groped. Yes, some of your screeners feel lhe need to acIually press up against and rub my testicles as part of the screening procedure - and not always in a gentle fashion. 
Is there anything I or you can do to figure out why this happens to me and what possible steps can be taking to mitigate it in the future. I am flying a lot now and really don't want to feel like I am constantly being sexually molested by your agents 
(granted, some of them know exactly how to do the procedure without getting overly personal - others should have to buy me a dnnk). 

Thank You, 

REASON for lhe call 
Caller is disabled and has a pace maker. Caller states he has never had an issue with TSA until recently at the MCO airport on Wednesday. Caller advised them he had a pacemaker and went through the machine and cleared through and was brought 
into a room with another agent and was being patted down. Ca 11 er asked why he was b emg palled down and the TSO told him that the pace maker had n itro g I yceri n and that s why he was getting a pat down. Caller exp I a i ned th at it was n t mtro g lyce n n 
and even ii there was a chance that the pace maker had nitroglycerin then he wouldn t have a way to remove it since it is implanted inside him. Caller felt humiliated stating that he is 60 years old and he felt like crying. Callers wife was also given grief 
for slanding up to her husband. Caller slates lhe door was left open so everyone could see what was going on. Caller stales he doesn t mind being patted down and always I hanks lhe TSO s for their service and is always nice but these TSO agenls 
were really rude. Caller would like the manager to tell the TSO that there is no nitroglycerin in a pacemaker. Caller states he loves TSA and would like the CSM to know that. 

Date Time: 2 18 15 5:00pm 
Gate Terminal: N A maybe Gate 17 
Airport: MCO 

212312015 Airline: Spirit Airlines 

6_58 43 Flight#: NA 
-PM Bag tag# (1 0digitJ: NA 

Bag Description: N A 
Missing Damaged item descnption: NA 
NOi: NA 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: Will send information to the CSM s. 
Special Notes: Two TSO agents: 
One is male 5 8 180-200 pounds, bald and Is of Hispanic decent because he had a Spanish accent. Was pushing the other agent to do the patdown. 
Second agent is 6 2-6 3 average build, male, dark hair. Was reluctant to do the patdown. 

Callers resident number- ._kb_--'1(_6_) __ __, 

2123/2015 Caller has Global Entry. He is not able to print a boarding pass at home and his boarding pass normally has SSS and he has to have a patdown. He has already applied for Redress multiple times and is using his RCN and it has not helped. He has 
10: 11 :45 tried emailing TRIP and has gotten no response. 

PM 



Caller fi ,es often and has a service dog. She got poor service at M KE I ast night. She went through the che c kpornt the re. As usu al, her dog sat and stayed at her com ma nd. she then cal led the dog through. The agent told her th at he wo u Id not pat 
down her dog because it was a pit bull, and he was afraid that it would bite him. He could have asked another screener to screen the dog rather than making that comment. 

What time did it occur? 

2124/2015 . . . . 
12_40 _54 Yesterday, at about 1800 hrs. Her flight number was Southwest Flight 458. There Is only one checkpoint there. Another agent screened the dog. Caller advised that the agent who refused to screen the dog shouldn t be able to talk to her that way. 

·PM- She was traveling because she was supposed to give a talk on service dogs. At Love Field, the agents are extraordinarily professional. 

Caller didn t get the agents name. but he was younger, a white gentleman. maybe in his thirties. He should be visible on the video tape. He approached her. He said that her dog would bite him. He backed away. That should be apparent on the 
video. 

She felt that he was discriminating against the dog. Caller wants the screener to receive additional training in how to better handle her dog. 
Thank you for your scripted response to my e-ma i I below, I was hoping someone wo u Id have actua 11 y re ad my complaint and have enough courage to check into the incident, I wou Id Ii ke you to u nd ersta nd this is exact reason I could not speak out at 
the lime these made up rules & policy creation took place, as I would have not been allow to proceed. The stunned look on my face alone, if you took the time to review the video would tell you something is vaslly wrong. Your slatements below are in 
direct conflict with my inquiry. yet I am to accept your answer and forget it ever happen? I do not accept your answer and have no doubt that the majority of tax paying US Citizens would agree with me. Your own statement taken from you reply '"For 
example, TSA may apply add1t1onal screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the walk-through metal detector or resolve an anomaly discovered dunng Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. 
a physical search of a passenger's property may also be performed."' , are exactlty why I questioned the behavior. I went through the AIT screening and was given the OK to proceed (there was no alann), picked up my property and put it all back on or 
in my pocession, my bag was pulled out for secondary screening (I fully undestand why), I question how you improved lhe sercurity of the passengers by checking my body as a result of my bag found to have 5 pounds of lunch meat. The same lunch 
meat I told the only screener who followed policy, that the meat was the item picked up during the initial screening. Then I was told to take my property back off and out of my pockets for additional screening. Additional sceening methods performed on 
peop I e who fa i I a 11 other respectful means of sere en i ng. which I clearly did not. I have been pul I ed to the side for additional screening when something shows up on the A IT and I understand that com pl etel y. but th at is not what happened he re. I have 
also never been searched in such a manor when I have been sent to secondary screening. I am not asking you to validate that I am right, I know I am but what I am telling you is people who fly regularly as I do are going to have a problem at this airport 
& with these agents. We know we actually do have righls. Al best there is a Iota I lack of training or al worse a total disregard for your policies and procedures. I would sincerely apperciate someone checking into this matler in an actual investagative 
manner be ca use this incident co u Id have been a voided by your emp I oye es following your policies. 

b1(6) 

212412015 In Response to your inquiry. 

2:3S og HYPERLI NK " b 1(6) 
PM ~---------------------~ 

2125/2015 

tsatcc_do_not reply@senture.com (tsatcc do not reply@senture.com) 
HYPERLIN b)(ff1 

H YPERL INK "'https :I I a. gfx. ms/i c/bl u emanmxl . p ng'lsatcc _do_ not_ rep I y@se nture. com 
From; tsa tee do not rep I y@se nture, com 
Sent:Mon 2123115 6 49 PM 

T*b)(61 I 
Tna nk you for co nlacl, ng the 7 ransportation Sec u nty Administration IT SA) Contact Center reg a rd i ng the reasons 
I just went through a pat down in the Columbia SC airport. I understand that the machine flagged to check between my thighs & my butt. My concern is that the agent didn't offer me a private screening until after she had checked between my thighs. By 
then 11 didnl seem to matter 1/ she patted my butt down in front of people. I would like to see a more concerted effort to ensure that people are given that opportunity from the beginning of their screening. Thank you. 

10;~o6 ~kb~i~(6~1 ____ ~ 



2/2512015 
12:13:53 

PM 

212512015 
2:12:09 

PM 

2/2512015 
10:02:45 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:""!(b~l-'-(6~1 ___ _. 
Date Time: 2125/2015 10:03:37 AM 

Namr)(61 j 
Emailb 1(6) l 
Comp7=ili ns.·1r,app1 dPI 1am SCI §QI Ill I/Pat Dow11 Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Ft. Lauderdale, Terminal 2, Delta Airlines 
Comments:Your TSA procedures need to be improved for those individuals who are TSA pre-cleared. have a Global Entry card, yet have an artificial replacement. I understand I have to enter the machine but what happened after I exited the machine 
was u nacce ptab I e. The fem a I e agent demanded th at she pat down my arms. backs and I eg s in front of Io ng Ii nes of pea pl e when I was wearing a fonm fitting tee shirt and Jeans. There was zero reason for that procedure. Your process and procedures 
must be improved! Agents must be courteous, 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!(b 1(6) I 
Dale Time: 212512015 I A1 AO PM 

Nam~bi(6i 
Ema;(b)(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Sc reenrng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):UA 5114 confirmatio~(b}(6} 
Comments:UA 5114 confirmation m72m54 
The ·random check' and pat down occurred today making this every single occasion I fly out from Austin, Tx. Please insure the machines are properly calibrated as the hand check picks up erroneously. I apply natural rose oil be Ren cosmetics which 
are labeled as 100% natural rose ml. This is frustrating as I am patted down every time I enter TSA precheck. Should I simply go to the regular security lines. I have omitted use of the rose oil on several occasions and still the hand sample alanms. 
Every piece of my purse, my backpack and jacket are sent back through the scanner and nothing shows up on the scanner, Please insure these machines are functioning properly, 
To Whom It May Concern, 

I am sending this email to follow-up on my experience through my Transportation Security Administration (TSA) experience at the security checkpoint. 

My experience was not expedient nor customer-friendly. 

Time: 2:00pm EST 
Ai rpo r1: Jackson, Mississippi 
Airline: American Airline 
Employee of concern: Afncan Amencan female last name~ 

Background: I was 1raveling wilh my infant son and the employees through this terminal. I am a nursing mom wilh bottles. The employees wenl through my sons diaper bag and took out his jarred food and tested all jars: tested his 1eething cookie 
bars. and put my nursing milk, infant water, and juice through a machine to test it. I have traveled through 4 airports since he has been born - I have not had such an experience. There was an issue by TSA staff for me to see what was being done 
with rny son's Ii quids. Furthermore to this experience, once I put my be longings on and packed my diaper bag ba ~r the staff took everything out my diaper bag - another T SA staff member who had spoke with T SA e rn ployee Last Name 
h ·,IR··, came to me and said they need to do me a random pat down on me, The T SA employee by the I a st na m e~s nickered and ro 11 ed her eyes at me. Thro ugh this experience I missed by II i g ht, Jackson, MS American Airlines supervisor 
b·:i(6) as apologetic 10 lhe experience. Jackson Airport Security was highly apologetic as well because they saw what had happened. Shortly after this e,perience, IRONICALLY, lhe local news came in and spoke wilh me because flights were 
con 1nuously being canceled in this area. I did not share my substandard experience on the local media outlet. However. the TSA supervisor went to the American Airline supervisoi(b)(6 !(shortly after my media interview) to find out if she had heard 
what I shared with the media. The fact the male supervisor had to follow up to see what I said - speak volumes on the experience they know that I experience at the TSA Jackson. Mississippi tenminal. It 1s important to note that NOT ONCE did I get 
loud, irate, or rude during this experience. The young lady was highly rude. 

I spoke with the TSA male supervisor (older African American) to my a complaint but he appeared uncaring. In fact, at the very least, he did NOT a polo ize for the experience. I felt it was best not to leave the complaint card with him. I complained 
about the young lady who was rude to rn e the entire process and the on I y inform at1on he provided was the lo 11 owing about the T SA emp I aye e: I asked him for her badge number but stated he cou Id not give that out. Due to the fact I was 
trying to make it to my flight, tend to my sick infant (who had/has a fever), and the TSA employee left, I could not capture her badge number. 

I am rescheduled for a flight that leaves on Thursday 2126115. I really hope my experience will not be the same. In fact, I hope to hear from someone within your organization regarding this manner because my experience today was highly 
una cce pta bl e .. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Pj~(b~)_(6~'---~ 
Date Time: 2125/2015 10:09: 11 PM 

212612015 ..,...,--,-,----, 
8:23 :SO Nametl-'h,.·, .. 1.,.R ... ··, ___ ....... ___ _, 

AM EmailJ,..(b"-)"'-(6"-··~' ______ _. 
Complaints:My Complaint is Not Listed Here 

2126/2015 
2:1220 

PM 

Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):phx 1erminal 4 gate A, securily screening· 
Comments:Can you PLEASE tell all the agents NOT to put WEIGHT ON MY LAPTOP when carrying my multiple bins off the rollers for a pat down. Twice this has happened where I have been given a patdown. No problem' BUT, as part of the 
process my bins are carried by the agent over to the table. Fine. But the agents seem to think it is ok to put one bin full of my heavy stuff inside (overlapping) my other bin containing my laptop. I can see clearly that there is weight on my laptop on both 
occasions. When I asked the agent not to put the top bin on my laptop, both times I was told "it's fine" Well I can tell you with certanty it is NOT "line" to put weight onto my laptop screen. I have no issue with most of the behavior of the agents in such 
an intense job. They just lhink I hey are mini gods and don't have 10 be respectful of my belongings when i request they not mishandle my laptop. Can you PLEASE talk to them all about lhat? I would very much appreciate it. Thanks. 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights 1s a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA their Member of Congress. and the Sikh 
Goa Ii ti on. a civi I rights organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entities they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAa€'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or oven Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? Yes 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Newark L1 be rty International Airport 



REASON for the call: The caller and her daughter go to Grand Cayman with a stop in CL T to DTW every year in February. She had an NOi in her baggage and her hand cream was not placed back in her zip lock bag. She found the broken shells in the 
baggage, and the top was broken of her tanning cream that was $95.00. The cream is all in her baggage. She is not at all opposed to the security and she is grateful for everything, even patdown inspections. She was just concerned because it looks as 
if the top was sawed off the lotion, and her baggage was a mess. She placed lhe flight information in the trash, however she is planning 10 gel it oul later and she will include all the information with lhe claim. 

Date Time: 02-14-2015@ 719 pm 
Gate Terminal: Unknown 
Airporl: CLT 

212612015 Airline: US Airways 
5:10:21 Flight#: Unknown 

PM Bag tag# (10digits): Unknown 
Bag Description: Navy blue large roller bag wilh a red velvel ribbon tied around ii. 
Missing Damaged item description: Bronzing Tanning lotion in a gold and yellow bottle, and broken sea glass and shells. 
NOi (Writing or Markings) JM 021415 1916 Bl 

Special Notes: 

kb)(61 I ,..,...,. . ....,..,.... ----------------, 
HYPERLI NK ma1ltoJ(b 1(6 I 

!(b1(6i ! ~---------------~ 
2 2615 

To w horn it may concern: 

I am writing to file a complaint against the TSAgroup at the Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport. I traveled through the Southwest Terminal C Security check point on 2 18 around 3:00pm. I believe the officer's name wa~~(_b~)(~6_, ___ ~ 

I sent my breast milk through the x-ray machine in its cooler bag. There was 1 ounce of breast milk divided in 2 containers (2 ounces total). The small cooler bag contained the standard blue freezer pack that is fully closed and contained. 

The TSA officer told me I would have to dispose of the freezer pack since it had partially melted during the day in Phoenix. I explained that it was breast milk and was medically necessary. He continued to persist that I had to throw the ice pack out 
2126/2015 and commented that I really didn't need the ice pack since there was so little matenal in the container. I told him to bring a supervisor over. The supervisor told him I could bnng it through but he had to screen the ice pack further. 
8:19:43 

PM The original TSA officer then subjected me to a full and thorough pal down. Every single item in my bag (which had already gone through the x-ray machine) was removed and swabbed, not jusl the freezer pack and cooler bag with milk. 
The TSA policy clearly says that I am allowed to bring through 3 oz containers of breast milk with an ice pack. My rights were violated and this is not in accordance to your documented policy. 

I travel twice a month to various airports on the west coast. This is the third child I have breastfed and carried breast milk for. I continue to be shocked at the lack of training of some of these officers. In Denver I had a TSA officer ask me why I am 
carrying milk with me when the baby is al home. The officer in Phoenix obviously had no training on this if he is going to ask me 10 dispose of a freezer pack thal is required to keep the milk from spoiling. He seemed 10 have no idea what breast milk is 
or that it is a 11 owed through the screening p race ss at these I eve Is. 

PI ease provide a response to my complaint. 

Sincerely, 

kb)(6) 



Please see below. 

Case NumbeL l(b 1(6) 
Consumer lnfor'=m'"'a"'ll..,.on=-. __ __, 

In. uirer T e Name Address E-mail Address Office Phone Home Phone l(b·. (6. 
lh 1/R I USS EX WI 53089 _ I I 

212712015 Complaints Information ~-----------------------' 

824,59 Complaint Code Carrier Name Flight Date Flight Itinerary 
AM GG0021 TSA 02 14 2015 FT. LAUDERDALE 

Description of Problem Inquiry 

212712015 
12:43:28 

PM 

I have had bi-lateral knee replacement, and my husband had his hip replaced. When flying I carry a card from my doctor far my knee replacement, my husband also carries a card for his hip replacement. When we were in Ft. Lauderdale we had TSA 
Pre - the airport didn t have this available and we had to be in the regular line. which is a bother. I know that due to our replacements we always set off the alarms and get pulled to the side. This time that was no different but our treatment was and it 
was deplorable! My husband was pulled aside by a male agent who had him remove his shoes, swabbed his linger tips and he was done. Me on the other hand they pulled me to the side, gave me a full body pat down which I thought excessive but the 
worst part was they requested I lift my shift so thal they could make sure lhere was nothing around my waist. THIS WAS TOTALLY UNCALLED FOR AND EMBARRASSING AS THIS WAS IN FRONT OF ALL THE PEOPLE THERE. When I 
complained the agents comment you could have requested a private screening- no one told me that it would be this TOTALLY INVASIVE'"' Why if I am travelling with my husband did his agent solely swab his fingers and the agent I dealt with examine 
every inch and I do mean every inch of my body? Breasts, groin, crotch all examined by the agent running her hands over my entire body' I felt like I was enduring a sexual assault' 

Disability Description: Caller just got out of the hospital after having knee surgery and went straight to H NL for her flight to Maui on Feb 15th. 

Incident Details; Caller is wanting to file a complaint about the way she was treated at the screening checkpoint at HNL on Feb 15th. She went through the screening checkpoint at 12:30 pm for a 2:00pm flight. The officers were trying to get her to go 
through the AIT screener but she was in a wheelchair and was nol able 10 stand and walk due to just having knee surgery. The agents were very rude trying to get her 10 bend her knee bul she was not able to. She was crying and trying to tell lhe 
agents that she was in pain and could not stand or walk due to just having knee surgery and they were telling her to shut up or they would 86 her out of the airport. She stated that the only screening that she went through was an ETD swabbing of her 
hands. she did not go through the screening tech no logy or a p atdown screening. 

She slated that she feels discriminated againsl due to her condition and also feels that she received poor customer service. 

212 7120 15 Ca I lers fi an ce II ew from COS and wh i I e she was in the AIT machine it set off a a I a rm and she had to undergo a patdown. Ca Iler is not ups et aver the pa tdow n but he stated they told her it was because of the body I otion she was wearing and he stated 
2:50:57 that was a lie. 

PM 
To whom 11 may concern, 

Based on my recent 1ravel experience I have decided 10 contact you. The behavior of the TSA agents has become quite unacceplable. There is a lot of eye rolling, lack of accommodalion and inappropriate comments directed at 1ravelers. I suspect I hat 
your agents have become quite complacent in their governmental jobs and believe themselves to be entitled to behavior otherwise unacceptable in any other profession. 

To give you specific exam pies: 
1. On 2126, Seallle/Tacoma TSA significanlly delayed my pregnant co-traveller after she requesled a pal down instead of the X-ray. This was because their only female employee was operating another machine. At the same time, lhey sent a few other 

212712015 travelers through metal detector but did not offer this to her and denied it when she asked if she could go through this process instead as she realized that she was being delayed. 

4.24.23 2. On 2127. Boston Logan TSA employees at Air Canada gates B1-B3, who had no one else in the line were rolling their eyes and shaking their heads when I was about to enter the metal detector but went back to put my keys on the belt as the keys 
· PM escaped my attention in the midst of placing a bunch of other items on the belt. Right after that, one of the agents could not keep himself from complaining about the fact that I forgot to dispose of a small bottle of water in my carry-on since "this has 

been the rule since 2006". Wilh all due respecl, people travel a lot and I've gone from Seattle through Boston within lhe last 12 hours and am continuing on to Europe. A small bollle of water simply occasionally gels missed despite the fact that this 
knowledge is widely available. 

If your agents don't understand these simple things or cannot behave, please. retrain them or consider replacing them. 



2127/2015 
6:34:38 

PM 

Caller said she did T SA p recheck and that she Is at the Long Beach Airport and she has boots on and when she went through the wtmd it a I armed and she got the fu 11 paid own in front of everyone because she set the alarm off and she said she Is 
frustrated. She asked why did n t she get the option of going through the ait machine instead of the pa tdow n. She said she is st i 11 at the airport and that she is going to Phoenix and that she does not have the name of the T SA agent. She asked does 
she have to remove her shoes at lhe checkpoint. She said lhe Officer asked if she wanted a private screening and told her I hat she could have gone through the ait machine bul she was already over there for the patdown. She said she is trying 10 
understand the precheck process. 

Mishandling RFI 

REASON for the call:Complaint 
Date Time: 02-27-15 at 4:30 pm 
Gate Terminal:gate 2 
Airport: Long Bea ch 
Airline:US Air 
Flight #:unknown 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: I advised her that I will refer this 10 the CSM at the airporI. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:tbi(6) 
Date Time: 21281<' 15 8:24:48 AM 

------------------------------------------------------------------

Name~(b)(61 
Email_ h I/R ·, 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ra pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airporl/Gate/Etc):Flight: AA 1349 -delayed due to weather in Dallas 
Gate C12 
Comments:I was wearing jeans and a loose tunic-lype shirl and was told by lhe female TSA agent I hat she would have 10 pat me down around the torso. She proceeded 10 round her hands touching lhe botloms of my breasts. It made me flinch. I 
moved. I was unco m fort ab I e because I did not know she would Ii teral ly be touching my breasts. 

212812015 To which she responded, "Don't move." Her tone was insens1t1ve, rude. and unprofessional. 

9'}0M14 I said, "I'm sorry but I didn't know I was going to basically gel fell up lhis morning.'' 

She answered, "We 11. you think I want to be doing this anyway?·' 

To which anolher TSA agent chimed in shaking her head, "Happens every day." 

I stood the re feel mg a bsol utel y violated. I did not get her name be cause she sea red me. I /el t intimidated by both employees. 
She tested my hands and then told me to leave. 

I then sat down on a bench in the security area and called the Louis Armstrong Airport emergency security to ask what to do as I felt I had no options, but was sexually violated. 

I am seriously considering getting an attorney due to this experience. I can't stop crying. I was violated. 

I request th at the video of this interaction be pu 11 ed. 

I was in the TSA security area between 6:45-6:58 approximately, 



2/2812015 

Hello. 

This is the third time I have conIacIed TSA about screening at SMX. I have bilateral knee proslheses and travel several limes per year between SMX and ORO. (Chicago O'Hare) SMX has no body scanner Mailable (did previously bul TSA 
personnel 

at SMX told me that TSA sent it to Fresno). You told me it is the airport's decision and the airport district told me it is TSA's decision. I feel it is discriminatory to not provide a body scanner for persons with joint replacements. Your sign at the 

entrance ta security at SMX states that persons over 75 years al age do not have to remove shoes (I am 77) but when my knees set al the alarm an the magnetometer I am farced to remove my shoes which are then difficult to put on (my wife helps 

3:03:28 me at home) Then I get patted down which I feel is unfair, at ORD and other airports with body scanners. I am screened like everyone else, not subjected to pat down. etc merely because I have the disability of having knee prostheses. I am 
PM 

3/112015 
1:1148 

PM 

not sure that this isn't a violation al the ADA law which states that disabled persons cannot be discriminated against' 

Wou Id you PLEASE use your i nfl ue nee to get a body sea nne r for S MX. Thank you very much 

(b,(6) 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism Customer Service: Screening Current Date Time: 3 1201510:56:34 AM Airporl: SFO - San Francisco InIernational Dale Time of Travel: 02 28 2015 11 :45 PM Airline Flight Number: Delta Checkpoinl Area of Airporl: 

TSA Employee: (If Known) Refused to give name but it was like crystal bell something Comment : I had an unwarned. disrespectful and rude expenence. I was getting a pat down from a female TSA agent. Prior to the pat down she asked me if I had 
and sensitive or painful areas. I informed her that I have a c,-section scar that is painful to touch. She looked at me with disgusts and replied with quot:why did you think I needed to know that quot: I was taken aback and replied that I was answering the 
question she just asked me. She snapped at me thal no I wasent and see didn t want 10 know lhat. She continued 10 be aggressive and hostile in the way she spoke to me. During the pal down the did not avoid sweeping over the area I had just lold her 
was painful. I asked her for her name and informed her that I would like to speak ta a supervisor. She said she would not give me her name. After the pat down I did ga speak to a supervisor but he seemed mare annoyed that I was bothering him then 
taking down my complaint. I didn t see him type it or write it in any way. It was a mortifying and degrading experience. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name!(b 1(6) 
Phone Number : ==""------' 
Email !(b i(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP~kb_,_(6_1 ___ ~ 
Date Time: 311/2015 3:05:29 PM 

Name b)(61 

31112015 Email l-b--'").,..(6-;.1,-----,-,.,.. 
3:47:00 Comp a,nts: nappropnate creening/Pat Down Screening: 

PM Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Alaska Airlines Flight 225R, Mexico City to LAX, Gate 6, 31112015 9-10am 
Comments:I came from Mexico City and TSA thought I was a mule. I was put into a line after same guy asked me what I did for work, and then where I was born. I understand to say that I was pissed off is not a legitimate complaint. I let them know 
th at it's nd i culous th at my passport is basically I 111e red with stamps and a UK visa; and never have I had to go through an additional s c reenrng before. I might have be en put on a T SA watch I 1st. but this was not al I. 

The guy basically usurped a power position and said "now I'm going 10 lake up your time.'' He decidely used my bad atlilude to lecture me about not knowing me and ask me queslions after queslions. After looking lhrough my dirty clothes, laptop, 
packets and not finding anything in my bag, he then decided to do a thorough patdown in another roam next ta the bags. I have flown to over ten different countries and never had a patdown to the extent that I was taken to a private room, told to hold 
my arms far upward and out ag am st a wa 11. to Id to spread my I egs wide enough that they we re at 4 5 degree ang I es and have the perimeter of my a na I wa 11 cuffed with gloved hands. I am unsure if instead of not Ii nd i ng drugs but retribution far a bad 
attitude means they have agency to poke a nus in a prone position, But that search wasn't good enough; he th en had me take off my shoes, he looked between the credit ca rd s in my wa 11 et, searched my jacket and came up with nothing. Nobody else 
but me had to be taken to the other room. 



31112015 
7:12:22 

PM 

31212015 
8:59:42 

AM 

3/212015 
9:01:05 

AM 

What a joke. My wife and I signed up for and went through the screening process for the TSA Pre Check. We both passed and paid our money. Recently we flew from Seattle to Las Vegas and back. We are both disabled and use wheelchirs. I have my 
own and my wife uses one pushed by an airport attendant. We went through the pre check line and I was given the cursory check that you would get with the pre check. My wife. however, was given the full pat down, made to remove her shoes and 
tJke her ipad out of the bag. All the things I hat lhe pre check is supposed 10 avoid. When the gentleman laking care of me finished, he tried 10 IeI1 the lady working on my wife she didn't need to do all that but was told to butl out. That because she was 
in a wheelchair and didn't go through the detector it was necessary(! didn"t go through it either). In Las Vegas for the return flight we weren't even allowed to use the pre check line. Yes. our boarding passes both had the pre check designation. Their 
reason was that we co u Id use it but the airport employee pushing my wife couldn't because their employee badge sea n ne r was at the other end of the security area. Si nee my wile co u Id n 't push herse If we had to use the reg u I a r Ii ne. Obv,ousl y a very 
poor set up. Again the gentleman taking care of me knew the rules and gave me the cursory check. Once again the female handling my wife didn't, She again got the lull 9 yards, although this time the gentleman guard got to the female before she 
made my wife remove her shoes. But ii seems 10 me some more training in handling ADA people is needed. When signing up and paying our money we were never told I his did not apply to people with disabilities. 

We have NEVER had a good experience at lhe Orlando airport We are at ... the point lhat we really don't ever want to return. Listen up TSA officers, YOU are NOT the authorily on whether on not an insulin pump can go through the body scanner. If lhe 
manufacturer of the medical device says no, then it"s no. Just because it takes more time for you to do a pat down on someone doesn·t give you the right to try and tell them it"s ok to go through the machine. I am SO SICK of their ignorance•,,., 1 Unless 

those lazy and i g no rant office rs plan to pay lo r a new insulin pump for my son 1f the scanner ruins 11 and the company refuses to replace it bee a use we were told for our son to NOT go through the sea n ne r. but we had Ii stened to the al I knowing T SA 
officer. then those officers need to get it straight!'! I am beyond fed up with this particular airport and the issues we have every time flying there. 
Thank you, 

kbi(6i I 
I HIS GENERA I ED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl(b 1(6) 
Date Time: 311120'"'1""5'"'8'"":3""2"":"'o""o""P""M-,-...., 

Nam~h-·,1rr, 
Emaib)(6) 
Comp I a i nts; Ina pp ro pri ate Screening/Pat Down Screening: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Auslin (Texas Airport ) Pre Screen 
Comments:l'm a retired Federal Agent, and currently an Investigator for the State of Texas. I also paid for a passed a criminal background check to be assigned my KTN. On 2/2212015. I had gone through the Pre-Screening. I was not armed. I had 
two pieces of luggage with me. My briefcase and a computer bag that contained my laptop and portable pnnter. I have traveled multiple times prior and after and retinng as a Federal Agent with these items. I also carry my Federal Retired Credentials 
and State Investigator's Identification. I have never been detained and treated as I was on this day. The TSA employees were unprofessional and refused to examine my credentials or entertain what I had to say. My briefcase and I cleared the xray and 
metal detector. They retained my compuIer case. They opened my computer case and examined my printer. They alleged it tested for explosives. They opened it up and could see that it was not an explosive device. They lhen had me remove my 
shoes, and belt and patted me down and re-searched my carry o ns. They could have at I ea st I iste n to me, and examined my cred entia Is versus taking th em and setting th em aside. I have never be en treated so bad. I wi 11 be notifying my U.S. 
Rep rese ntati ve and Hom eland I G about this. My p ri nte r or any other carry on has never come into question. 
To Whom It May concern: 

My husband and I recently flew out of Sky Harbor, Phoenix airport and cannot understand why a busy airport such as this would not have more updated equipment such as body x-ray to easily identify someone who has knee replacements or other such 
conditions without making them feel so uncomfortable by being patted down. Our small airport in Dayton, Ohio allows passengers to swiftly walk through the x-ray and be on their way without the disturbing pat down. 

We are grateful for security checks but there must be a more decent way to treat travelers. 

We also had a note that our baggage was inspected, After unpacking I realized that a ceramic souvenir was broken into three pieces. I felt that I had packed it securely in between clothing to protect it from breakage. Is there any way to resolve this 
3/212015 issue? 
9:0218 

PM Thank you for your attention to this message. 

Yours Iruly, 

fbi(61 



31312015 

REASON for the call: 

The caller and her son,!(b::,(6) I were flying from MCO on March 2, 2015, and lhe la1ter was chosen for addilional screening.kb)(ff:, !asked lhe female TSO why her son had been chosen, and lhe officer responded lhat her son had been 
chosen at random by the computer. The TSO was extremely rude throughout the entire process, and acted as if the callers son was transporting prohibited items. She asked him what was in the luggage, and was told that he had only packed clothing. 
She asked him if she could check the bag. and a male TSO indicated that they had to have a yes or no answer to the question. Her son gave his a roval, and the female TSOs demeanor changed following the inspection when no prohibited items 
were found. A third male TSO conducted the patdown for~but he was very kind and made an attempt to deescalate the situation. b)(ff:1 is a 6 foot tall African American male with dreadlocks, and his mother believes that his race was the 
reason for lhe incidenl. !(b )(6) ~anled to file a complaint due 10 lhe incidenl. and feels that her son was discriminaled against. She also believes that the TS Os should have better explanalions for the queslions relaled to screening procedures. 
When asked why a passenger is receiving secondary screening, the answer should not be that a computer chose them. 

10:26:26 Date and Time of Flight March 2, 2015; 8:45 AM 
AM Departure Airport: MCO 

Airline: US Airways 
Flight Number: 833 
Terminal and Gate Numbers: Gate 56 
Time of Incident: Between 7:45 and 8:00 AM 
Description al TSOs: A Caucasian female in her 40s with dark hair (perhaps brunette) around 5 11. The first male TSO was a Latina in his 30s, and the second was in his 50s. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP""f h"'·""·,1'-'R-'-·I ___ __. 
Date Time: 313/2015 11: 19:50 AM 

31312015 NameJ1h··,1r;·1 
2=~~57 Emaitr'h•---,1r;""·"'"1 ___ ....__ ___ __, 

Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ra pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight 1213 I American Airlines I terminal Al Orlando· 
Comments:My family flew back from Orlando ta DFW on Saturday February 28th. We have 3 children ane al wham is 1 O years of age and in a wheelchair. while we were trying ta get our one year old and three year old through the screening process 
our 1 0 year old was separated from us by a fem a I e T SA agent before we could even p rotes!. I saw her legs and chair being wiped. I am not sure if she was patted down. The agent that took our daughter was very nice, but it was i nap prop ri ate to 
separate us. In addition. every other TSA agent we encountered in Orlando was either rude or even hostile, One male agent even through the milk and juice for our 1 year old in the trash. Other agents were yelling at passengers about which line to be 
in and other trivial things. We have traveled several times through Orlando lnlernational Airport and we always have a bad experience wilh the TSAI here. Something is syslemically wrong with lhe TSA at that airporI. 

Caller would like to file a complaint against a TSA agent at Dulles. 
Caller said he wenl through the scanner and when he came oul "kb"'"--i("'"6.,..i --,I insulted him and ask him if he had anything in his back pockel and he lold him no, agai~1h··,1r;·1 ~sk him if he had anything in his back pocket and he told him no againK§}II 

~hen ask him ta turn around and told him that he would have to da a patdown an him and do an explosive trace detection on his hands. Caller said that after that was completed b·:, 6) looked at him and told him next time he could brush his 
'""ieeiti:-taller feels l1ke!(b)(ff:1 !is a mean person and feels like he could have been racially profiled. Caller is really upset about this experience, caller said that the Supervisor b)(6) gave h1m!(b::,(6) ~ame to file a complaint on him. 

3/312015 
3:3347 

PM TSA Agentfb )(6) !rso 
Airport Dul I es 
Dale and Time of Flight: 02 27 15 @ 5:00 am 
Gate: East Lane 27 
Airline: Frontier 
Flight#: 93 



3/412015 

To Whom It May Concern. 

I received a pat down from T SA a gent Kfilill[J 

This is standard for me. as I fly 4-6 times a month. and always opt out. 

I was concerned to see!(b)(ff:, !leave all my ilems on the bell. I had three Irays, including a S1500 laptop computer, several olher ilems lhat are expensive very important to me. 

When I as ke~ why she was not grabbing my trays to b n ng them to the screening area, she said because I was not cleared and I can not touch them. I explained to her every ti me I fly, the agent always brings my trays, and she brushed me off 
and said I could see them so it was fine. 

10:20:56 This made me very un-easy, and I could not in fact see my items several times during the process when she was moving in front of me. 
AM 

3/412015 
4:1500 

PM 

This is very frus tra ting and concerning when it comes to matters of security and custom er service, 

I urge you to address these issues wi thltii:iillI] 

Thank you. 

Connie gate A 8:50 AM EST is the estimated time of occurrence. 

Sent from my iPhone 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP!(b)(6) 
Date Time: 3/ 4/ 20""1 ""5 ',;3"":5;..,6,-: 5=,Be-=P""M,......., 

Nam b1(6) 

Email b1(6) 
Comp a, r, s; na pp ro pn a e cree ni ng/ Pat Down Screening: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Spokane International Airporl TSA Gate C Iermina1· 
Comments:! was falsely accused of having explosives, and falsely accused of basically being a terrorist by Spokane TSA agents. Before going to my gate, I had to go through security. Well. the agent took my laptop and had it screened. The agent 
said it was laced with explosives. I was then taken aside and given a full body search where the elderly agent felt every part of my body including my "private'· area. He then took off his latex gloves, and had that screened. With a yell. he then said my 
clothes and hands we re laced with exp I osive s, Al I my items we re then confi seated , including my ce 11 phone and crunched up re cei pts, Al I of it was examined , They took my carry-on s ui tease and emptied the contents onto a tab I e in front of everyone, 
including my underwear. They found that ii was too laced wilh explosives, including my backpack. I declined the whole search in lhe beginning, but was lhen told that I would not be allowed to fly. Another agent excitedly came over and lold them that 
"The room is ready". After the who I e search, they took my to a sec I uded, private room. and crotch searched me three times. I had a tot a I of 5 ful I body search es. 

I was falsely accused, an innocent civilian. What you did was wrong. and unjust. I know for a fact that they do the same actions to women. and young children which I find unacceptable. You need to stop targeting innocent civilians, like myself. It took 
30 minutes of my lime, and was embarrassing. The actions they did on me would be considered illegal oulside in public, and would have been sent 10 jail for inappropriate, pedophile actions. I was also informed I hat it is not my rig hi to know why my 
body and i terns were traced with explosives. I was not a 11 owed to know anything. 

Hello, 
I have some concerns about protocol at Flagstaff Pulliam Airport. First my mom told them she had a pacemaker and can't go through the X-ray machine. The TSA agent said she would get a pat down instead. When she approached the machine the 
lady told her to walk through. She was caught off guard and did walk through . 

31412015 ~::~,,~-~~~ we boarded the plane I noticed she had her water bottle that she brought from home in her purse. This was all very disturbing, Please let me know what steps are taken to fix these problems. 

6:~~30 ... rb_l_(s_, ___ _. 

Sent from my iPad 



From:~i(6i 
Sent:ednesday, March 04, 2015 4:59 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject TSA Civil Rights Civil Liberties Complaint 

TSA Civil Rights Civil Liberties Complaint form attached. Please process immediately. 

Thank you, 

!(b)(61 

31412015 Attachment 

6:01:50 
PM 

Complaint Information 
Information about the person who experienced the civi I rights ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I ation 
(fill in what ou can 
Name 1h··,1fr1 
Phone#: Cell (b 1(6) 

hai";;;.iui;caii:Wiiia.a'..""'uc.11;,e provided numbers. 

,',,""'!'""-"""'-'"-'-'-'-'---,----'Arlington VA 22209 

Ch eek here if you a re represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter. If so please pro vi de the third party s name and contact information: 

2. Are you filing in this complaint form on behalf of another individual? If yes, please 
provide your information. 
Orga ni zati on (if any): 
Phone#: Cell: ____ Home: Work: 
Mailing Address:--------



When I was traveling from Detroit Metro airport leaving for Atlanta. GA I was put through a very ngorous screening including the X-ray machine and an intense pat down including my breasts, crotch, buttocks including between my butt cheeks. I had to 
lift my sweater so she could feel underneath each breast and my armpits. She did this in front of everyone. Then she reached into my pants and felt all the way around the waistband of my underwear. I had already done the X-.ray screening with my 
arms up. She continued feeling up and down bolh legs and arms. 

I think this was ave rdoi ng it and was quite embarrassed and hum i Ii ated in front of other passengers. 

To top it off. on the way back from ATL I accidentally took my checked luggage through TSA screening and they took my bag aside and said they had to look inside but would not tell me why. Before they cut off my lock I was allowed to use my key to 
unlock it. I was so frazzled I didn't think about the fact that this was not my carry on bag. She started tearing apart my bag and then told me it was because I had too many liquids. I then realized this was the piece of luggage I was supposed to drop at 
the spirit drop•bag for checked luggage. Before I had a chance to explain, they pulled out my zipock with all my shampoos, lolions perfumes etc .. and had them strewn all over the place. I asked to see a Supervisor and so she got one and I his woman 
was so mean to me. She said I had to throw out more than half of my toiletries. I asked if I could just repack the bag and go back out and she said no I had to do what she said I I tried again to explain my mistake but she wouldn't listen and said she 
would just take whatever she wanted and throw it out unless I made up my mind, she didn't have all day. I begged her to let me repack and go back out but she started yelling at me to do what I was told. I finally said no. I want her Supervisor. and then 
she said line and threw my stuff at me and said repack it as fast as you can and get out of here she had more important things to do than to spend all day arguing with me. My stuff was leaking and falling all over the floor. my clothes were a mess. 

31512015 I couldn't get it repacked fast enough for her so she smashed my stuff and made me zip it up. I am handicapped and have an injury to my wrist where I cut it right through to the bone. My hand hurt so bad by this time. 
8:37:22 

AM 
I have mental illness, Manic depression, bi-polar disorder and anxiety. By the time she got through with me I was terrified and a complete basket case. I had to go back to the Spirit Airlines counter and repack my bags and check in my luggage with the 
"liquids" and repack my carry•on. 

I burst into tears right there in front of everyone to see. My makeup was a mess and I had" racoon eyes" from my mascara. I had to get on the flight looking like this. Then because she mad such a mess of my carry-on, when I got n the plane it wouldn't 
fit in the overhead bin and I was forced once again to open my luggage and they gave me a garbage bag and told me 10 lake some clothes out and put I hem in the bag until I could squish it down and fil it in the bin. I was al the end of my rope. 

That TSA agent was a large black woman, I did not get her name but she is a Supervisor at ATL in charge of controlling how much liquids you are allowed to take on board. 

I wish I had gotten her name. She lhen starled telling other passengers and co•workers aboul all the toiletries I had in my bag and was laughing at me for wanting to take home some of the complimentary hotel shampoos and lolions and how much 
petiume and skincare products I had in my bag and telling people very loudly about my personal items and necessities that I had in my bag• I was appalled and asked her "what the hell was wrong with her?" She then became irate with me and said 
"Did you just swear at me?" '"Oh, no you didnl" and started threatening me. I was scared of her at this point and apologized profusely and begged her Just to let me leave. She looked as though she might physically assault me. 

She finally lhrew my luggage down on the ground and said "Fine, I hat your crap and get oul of here, I am through with you!" "I have more important passengers I could be helping.'' 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPKb 1(6) 
Date Time: 3/412 >,ITT'"'5 ... 1'"'0;-: 5'"1"":'"5 ""/ ""P..,M,..... 

······················---------------····························· 

Naml(b)(61 
Emailkb 1(6) 
Complaints: Damaged or Missing items in Checked or Carry-on Baggage 

31512015 Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flights 

8:38 22 l~~ll:;~:~:? 
AM 410 Orlando.FLA 

250 Denver.Co. 
Commentscsuperviser in back of her said .Is there anything wrong?"I said,"it's ok.'' I could picture myself being carted off to a room for complaining. I should not feel that way. The TSA agent's voice.facial expression, and body language appeared to 
me that she was having a terrible day or is an angry person. 
I know because I taught learning disabled students for 31 years. I was a school counselor for six years. 
Twice I was pulled to the side and checked with a wand and once with wand and pat down. The second time the agent found a button at the bottom of a pocket. 
Both ti mes the a gents put a b I ack powd eree 
subslance on my finger tips. I don't want 10 excuses on the parl of TSA. One of my bags 
was searched and 3 of my hats stolen each given to me by my wife for special occasions.They cannot be replaced because they are no longer made. Why would an agent do that? I don't reasons or excuses. I hear that too much in America now. 
everywhere. Very few want to take responsibility for their actions. One of my church members has a PHO in Math statistics. He teaches at Oregon State University. As soon as he completes a project he involved in he is going to figure the odds of me 
be in~ searched two ti mes. 



Good afternoon. 

I want to lodge a complaint about how I am treated every time I go through security Imes in the United States. I have a spinal cord inJury that requires the use of a walker. Fortunately. I am ambulatory enough to be able to walk through the x-ray 
machines while my walker is inspected, For the last two years, every time I have flown in the U.S. I have been given the thorough inspection, including a pat down. I am not exaggerating when I state that this happens every single time I fly and nobody 
will give me a reasonable explanation as to why I am targeted like this. The last time, which was two weeks ago I was admittedly angry and I asked the agent why I had 10 go through this every lime and he merely stated lhat it was ··procedure· As I 
stated, I can walk through the x-ray machine. but that process. plus the extensive pat down is not only annoying, but it is painful. Standing without a cane or walker requires great effort on my part and after five minutes or so I am in enough pain that it 
impacts my flight experience. 

I am a 5 7 year old executive who is almost always dressed in a suit. Why am I treated this way? Two weeks ago I flew to Mexico City and on the way back their security personnel were very kind and thoughtful and they made my security clearance 
experience short and with obvious empathy. I can understand the occasional full blown inspection, but not every time. Is this the actual required of a handicapped person? If it is, then you need to address this issue because I am being adversely 

31512015 selected based upon my handicap and ii is nol just embarrassing, but painful. I think I am going to have my wife start videoing these pat downs and if you don'I wanl to fix ii then I will address it publicly because I am not being lreated fairly. 

4:04:04 
PM 

31512015 
6:15:52 

PM 

President 

l(b)(61 

Southlake, TX 76092 

~l(b_,(_6_) --~~hone) 

817-416-2326 (fax) 

Dear Sir 
REFERENCE: Dear Sir 
REFERENCE: SECURITY CHECKS AT ORLANDO AIRPORT 

I wish 10 bring to your a11ention the way I was Ireated by your staff on my return through Orland Airport to Manchester recently. 
We were directed to a line that was using the X-Ray Body Scanner equipment. Because I use an Insulin Infusion Pump which should not go through an x-ray machine under any circumstances we contacted a Senior Security Officer attending the 
queue. She was not helpful and Just stated that using the machine was not a problem. Further down the queue was another officer who we explained agam the situation to. He directed us to the walk-through metal scanner. This officer in charge of this 
scanner indicated that I HAD TO USE THE X-RAY SCANNER. Unfortunately this caused me a very embarrassing scene with hundreds of other passengers watching what was happening. 
At this point a more mature lady officer approached me who said she wo u Id perform a 'pat down· and wou Id I pre fer that was done private I y or in a close by area . As I had nothing 10 hide happily acce pl ed the I atte r opt ion. This officer was very thorough 
and did what was necessary during the search and was very professional and understanding. 
At the end of the pat-down I thanked her for her courtesy and professionalism and eventually was able to Join my husband. 

I do understand Homeland Securily is exlremely important in this day and age, as ii is in the Uniled Kingdom also. I feel there was a lack of understanding of staff to people with medical equipment which requires a different approach by Officers and 
also u ndersta ndi ng of the sens it iv ity of the situation in which I was placed. 
I trust you wi 11 accept the criticism above and accept that I am not trying to short cut the security system. I hope that next ti me I travel to America things w111 have imp roved for peop I e travel Ii ng with an I nsu Ii n Infusion Pump. 

Yours faithfully 



31612015 
8:38:50 

AM 

To 

TSA-Cantact Center@tsa.dhs.gov 

REF "D-RFI" 

Dear Sir 
REFERENCE Dear Sir 
REFERENCE: SECURITY CHECKS AT ORLANDO AIRPORT 

I wish to bring to your attention the way I was treated by your staff on my return through Orland Airport to Manchester on the 1st March 2015 approx 3.30 PM. 
We were direcled to a line that was using the X-Ray Body Scanner equipment. Because I use an Insulin Infusion Pump which should nol go through an x-ray machine under any circumsIances we contacted a Senior Security Officer a11ending the 
queue. She was not helpful and just stated that using the machine was not a problem. Further down the queue was another officer who we explained again the situation to. He directed us to the walk-through metal scanner. This officer in charge of this 
scanner indicated that I HAD TO USE THE X-RAY SCANNER. Unfortunately this caused me a very embarrassing scene with hundreds of other passengers watching what was happening. 
At this point a more mature lady officer approached me who said she would perform a 'pat down' and would I prefer that was done privately or in a close by area, As I had nothing to hide happily accepted the latter option. This officer was very thcrough 
and did what was necessary during the search and was very professional and understanding. 
At the end of the pat-down I thanked her far her courtesy and professionalism and eventually was able to join my husband. 

I do understand Homeland Security is extremely important in this day and age, as it is in the United Kingdom also. I feel there was a lack of understanding of staff to people with medical equipment which requires a different approach by Officers and 
also understanding of lhe sensitivity of lhe situation in which I was placed. 
I trust you wi 11 accept the criticism above and accept that I am not trying ta short cut the security system. I hope that next ti me I travel to America things wi 11 have imp roved for peop I e travel Ii ng with an I nsu Ii n Infusion Pump. 

Yours faithfu 11 y 

Rhyl 
Denbighshire 
Wales 
LL 184SA 

Caller and her sisler flew back from RSW and were chosen for PreCheck. They did not have a PreCheck lane at lhe checkpoint because they said they were understaffed. They were asked to remove laptops and 3-1-1. The bins jammed up and her 
computer fell on the floor. Caller is very angry because TSA was understaffed and there were people standing around talking. Caller says her computer is fine. Caller was given a card, but na one gave their name and a manager did not come to help 
either and Just said move 11 on She ended up getting a patdown, but she feels that it was a diversion so that she wouldn t pay attention to them picking up the computer. Caller feels that the TSOs were blaming her for the bins jamming up and the 
TSO told her that the computer fell on her jacket. Caller says it clearly did not and everyone saw it. Caller says that it is peak season for snow birds in FL and feels that the screening at the checkpoint was handled very poorly. She says there are a lot 

3/61201 5 of older peop I e who go through screening I he re and the process should be hand I ed belier. 
9:55 03 

AM Date Time 03 0120151030-1045AM 
Airport RSW 
Airline American 
Flight# 2317 
Concourse C 

31612015 Caller just printed her boarding passes but I hey do not have PreCheck on I heir boarding passes. She and her husband got it lhe last time they flew and only he has it this time. Neither of I hem have applied for a KTN. Caller would like to know if she 
12:58:07 was not chosen because of her age ar because she had an anomaly detected and got a patdown the last time she flew. 

PM 

3/612015 
5:1306 

PM 

Caller stated she had an horrible experience at SFO. She told them she would like to opt out of the AIT She stated they sat her on a chair that was on an incline and left her there for half an hour because they did not have a woman available for a 
patdown. She could not sit in the seat lhat lhey provided and she needed to get up so she told them she would be happy to go lhrough the metal deIecIor like lhe other people. She said they lold her that once she opted for the patdown that she could 
not go through the metal detector. She is 75 years old. 
It was the men th at treated her bad I y. The men were very rude to her. The re was a man that grabbed her a nm and tried to drag her into the other room. she stated she le It Ii ke she was going to be dis appeared. She wanted to know how she co u Id 
prevent this in the future, 

CSM RFI 
Airport: SFO 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Numbers: 3991 
Date and Time al Incident: Saturday, February 21st 
Location of Incident (Terminal or Gate): Tenrninal 1. 
Contact information ( phone numb er or EMAIL): 



316/2015 
8:03:33 

PM 

31812015 
6:07:42 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP l(b)(61 
Date Time: 316/20,,_1 _5_6~2-1~, 1-2-P_M,........ 

Namel!hl/61 
Emailkbl(61 
Comp I a i nts; I nco n s i ste nt Screening (Different Practices between Airports). 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Monlrose/Telluride to Denver UA 3890-
CommentsTraveling through! winter area, I was wearing an undershirt and a vest. They called me for a pat down because I declined to take off my vest and be only in my undershirt. I waited 1 O minutes for a female pat down, who then made me take 
off my vest in the mid st of a pub Ii c area for the pat down. Several other passengers went through with I a rg e. bu I ky sweaters in the span of ti me I was standing there. I felt very harassed and a bused by the TSA agents at this airport 

I prefer to opt out of the TSA body scan when I fiy but often I've noticed that the procedure in which it is done is flawed. When I tell a TSA agent I want to opt out they ask me to step aside. The problem is that my luggage with many expensive items 
go trough the rolling scanner and are sitting at the end of the roller waiting for me to pick them up. This is troubling because since I have to remove all valuables, they could easily be stolen whole they are sitting there and I am waiting for my security 
pat down. This jusl happened today which is why I am contacting you now. Other limes when I request lhat I not send my personal ilems lhrough the rolling security scanner I have been told that I musl put them through immediately. This is a big 
problem for me. The TSA needs to protect the personal items of air travelers. To do this the TSA needs to establish a procedure whereby they collect the personal items of someone that opts out immediately after they choose to opt out. I look 
forward to your response. 

Thanks 

Dear TSA, I jusl had my first pal down ever largely due to loose clolhing which led to yellow squares appearing on the scanner. 

Al I Ii ne. However the pat down was done on areas other than those high Ii g hied on the scanner. 

The scanner revealed yellow squares below lhe breasls down 10 waist. The pal down extended above the breasts and 10 shoulders. 

No one s hou Id touch my breasts un I ess I give th em permission to do so. Had I known the pat down would go beyond the hi g hi 19 hted areas I would have requested a p nvate room. 
31912015 
820:35 Is I here a way TBA agenls can advise people prior 10 lhe pat down if it's going 10 go beyond the specified area? 

AM 
It left me feeling very uncomfortable 

Thank you. 

kbl(61 

San Francisco 

Sent via the Samsung GALAXY S® 5, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone 



Customer Service I Help 

Today March 8. 2015 TSA Secunty did a full pat down ,.!(b_."'1(_6'-, __ _.! while I had my 4 year old ... l(b_}_(_6_} ___ _.land 2 year old l._(b_ •• _,(6_._I ____ __, 

Dunng the full inspection they went through my Black luggage (Carryone). and my Silver Bag which had my wallet in the bag. The wallet is black leather with fabric. Designer name of the wallet Is Coach. 

Dunng the inspection of my two bags. I wasn't able to see them go through 11 and put my items back. So that is why I didn't realize they forgot to put my wallet back into my silver carryon. 

31912015 
820:57 

AM We were the last 3 individuals to board the Flight with US Airway Flight from Yuma to Phoenix. There was one man who they rushed to and gave him a bowl that had items in it. This man could possibly have My wallet if you don't have it. I am 
cun-ently on Flight 604 and will land in Portland. OR at 4A9 pm to 4:51pm. The flight that I was on from 

YUMA to Phoenix. Flight number US 2772, and our ticket was stamped in Blue saying TSA NYL, they said we were randomly chosen. The Man was on the same flight as me heading to Phoenix, I am not sure where he was headed but he was the last 
person to board the p I ane before us and again we were the last p eo pie to board Flight US 2 772. 

I didn't realize my wallet was gone until we were at gate A 19, heading onto our fi1ght US 604. 

My Cell Phone k_.b""l""(6""·., ___ _. 

The caller stJled thal there was a security issue at PDX and he wanted 10 make a suggestion. He was going through security wilh his wife and has TSA PreCheck. His wife underwent a paldown and they left her carry-on bag sitting on the conveyor 

31912015 belt. He stated that her bag was out of her site even when she was still 20-30 feet on the other side of the metal detector. He stated the bag was out of her site for several minutes. He walked up to the bag and picked it up while she was still 

9 ,59 ,06 undergoing screening and he could have been another passenger looking to steal the bag. It took a couple of minutes before security officers came up to him and asked 1f that was his wife's bag. 

AM 

31912015 
1:52:07 

PM 

Dale and lime: 3-7 around 12:00 or 1 :OD p.m. 
Airport; POX 
Caller said she understands that T SA has ch al Ieng es but she had a bad expe nence at Brad I ey with a T SA agent. She said that she always opts out of the machines and requests a paid own. She had to wait about 1 0 minutes lo r a female agent but 
said she was ok with that. She said after her patdown, a male agent walked by her and said out loudly and rudely. Did you get your s ? She said she did not get a name and did not want to pursue it but would like to voice her opinion about this. 
She did nol wanl to give any information about herself olher than she is a caller named Gail. She sated I hat she felt this was uncalled for. Another time when she flew from Bradley on Southwest, she had a TSA approved lock on it and TSA broke off 
her lock. 

Date and Time; March 3rd, 2015 around 4:00 p.m. 
Gate or Terminal: Nol Sure but ii was a United Terminal 

She asked if she every gets rude back to a TSO, can they prevent her from boarding. She does not want 11 to affect her PreCheck. 
She asked if the agents take your bags off the belt, do they keep a check on them. 



REASON for the call: Caller would like to report a TSO stealing his iPad. Caller said he went to Midway airport and advised the officer he lost his drivers license. Caller said the officer asked him for 3 other forms of ID. Caller said he presented the 3 
items the TSO requested. Caller said he was then told he would have to undergo a patdown. Caller said he had two carry-on bags, Caller said the i Pad was in his business bag. Caller said he was then told to sit down after the patdown and not move. 
Caller said lhe officer held up his iPad and asked the caller if it was a iPad. Caller said the officer continued to look through his bags. Caller said I hen the TSO handed him his belongings back. Caller said when he got on the plane he noticed his i Pad is 
missing. Caller said he was flying with Southwest. Caller said the TSO was a Hispanic male with dark hair. Caller said he had stocky build and probably 5ft. 7in. tall. 

Date Time: 3 8 2015 at 8pm 
Airporl: Midway 
Airline: Southwest 

31912015 Gate Terminal: Gate B20 
4:06:43 Flight#: 190 

PM Bag tag#: n a 

31912015 
4:12:31 

PM 

Bag Description: iPad was in a black cloth case 
Missing Damaged item d escn pti on: Black IP ad Air that had a b I ack magnetized cover 
NOtna 
Email!( '""'"b"'"1(""6.,.i------, 

RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: You may wish to file a claim for missing andlor damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. Since the complaint concerns secunty 
screening at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy of this e-mail to the Customer Service Manager at that location. I also advised the caller to contact lost and found at 773-498-1308. 

My last e-mail wasn't responded to by a real human - I received an auto response that was a generalized answer that didn't pertain to my question at all. Below is my question - could I please get a response from a human? 

I prefer to opt out of lhe TSA body scan when I fiy but often I've noticed that the procedure in which it is done is flawed. When I 1e11 a TSA agent I want to opt out, they ask me 10 step aside. The problem is that my luggage wilh many expensive items 
go trough the rolling scanner and are sitting at the end of the roller waiting for me to pick them up. This is troubling because since I have to remove all valuables. they could easily be stolen whole they are sitting there and I am waiting for my security 
pat down. This just happened today which is why I am contacting you now. Other times when I request that I not send my personal items through the rolling security scanner I have been told that I must put them through immediately. This 1s a big 
prob I em lo r me. The TS A needs to protect the persona I i terns of air travelers, To do this the TSA needs to es ta bl ish a procedure whereby they co 11 ect the persona I items of someone th at opts out i mm ed i a tel y after they choose to opt out, I look 
forward to your response. 

Thanks 

(bl(61 
HYPERLINK b)(61 
phone:~b_l~(6_, ___ ~ 



31912015 
4:13:03 

PM 

Submitted on Monday, March 9, 2015 - 15:00 Submitted by anonymous user: "'!(b"-·• ... 1(6"'-· ... I __ _.!submitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Disability I Medical Condition Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==I nd1v1d ua I Info== 
First Name: b·., ff 
Lasl Name lh'>IR'·, 

Best Time to Contact . 1 :00 pm - 3:00 pm 
Day of I he week: 
- Monday 
- Tuesday 
- Wednesday 
- Thursday 
- Friday 
PO Box or Street Address f b 1(6) 
City: Tarrytown ~-------~ 

State: New York 
Zip Code (Post Code): 10591 
Other: 
Email~!(b-)-(6-,----~ 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? 03\06\2015 
Where did this happen? CALIFORNIA - SAN · San Diego 
I nte mat ion a I 
What happened? I am a b Ii nd !rave I er who travels with a service 
a ni ma I. I was asked three ti mes by two separate agents to remove 
all of my service animals gear; such as his leash harness and 
collar to go through the mtal detector. I know my rights and I 

Disability Description: Callers mother has a pacemaker. 

Incident Details: Callers motherfh·11R··, !. flew today she went through the checkpoint. Terminal Bat EWR around 10:10 pm on 3 09 2015. She was in a wheelchair provided by the airline, she has a pacemaker and had documentation showing 

311012015 that. She said that her mother can not stand for long periods of time and has difficulty walking, she informed the officer of this information and requested to be screened using a patdown. The TSO forced her to stand up and go through the AIT and she 

9,36, 13 almosl fell. After being screened by the AIT they did a full patdown as well. She said that she is concerned about her mothers health because the physicians informed her not to go lhrough any lype of xrays. 

AM 
Caller Is wanting to know what can be done about the ternble experience her mother had yesterday when going through the checkpoint. She wanted to know what the policy is for going through screening with a pacemaker. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 3/1012015 9:03:33 AM Airport: RDU - Raleigh-Durham International Date/Time of Travel: 03/0512015 7:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: AA 1539 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport · Security T SA Employee: ( If Known) : 
Comment : I /el t th at I was very disrespected by two T SA emp I aye es wh i I e checking in. I am pregnant and opted out of the wave scanner. I notified the first agent that I was pregnant and was opting out. The female agent th en asked me to stand m 

311012015 several different places while waiting for another female to perform the pat down. This agent proceeded to get nasty with me each time I did not stand exactly where her finger was pointing. I felt very uncomfortable as I was being asked to stand what I 

10_15_36 felt was too close to the scanner. A male agent lhen chastised my decision letling me know lhat I should just go through the scanner as ii is only "radio waves· and that my cell phone is probably harming my child more than lhe scanner would. Agents 
AM. s hou Id not be giving in correct med i ca I information or unso Ii cited advice, es pecia I ly when the safety of these machines has not been sufficiently studied. 

Would you like a re ? · 
Passenger's Na~Jl,'-;b-". ea6:..··, __ >-...J 
Phone Number: (b)(61 
Email b1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



311012015 
3A3:38 

PM 

Caller 1s currently at LAX. She keeps calling the number for their TSA department and 1s not getting an answer. She wants to talk to someone today before she leaves the airport. She is calling!rh·,1R··, L She says that she is flying via Southwest 
flight 4812 from LAX at 1 :55 p.m. She says that she is cur,-ently at gate 7. The incident occurred between 1130 a.m. and 12 p.m. Caller is traveling in a group of 50 individuals. They have 43 students and 7 chaperons. Caller says they were traveling 
from IAH to LAX and back for a school trip. One of lheir studenls has turned 18, but has no drivers license or state ID. All she has is a student ID. They made it through security alrighl in IAH. However, in LAX the mail documenl checker said lhat she 
was 18, so she had to go to another line since she didn t have a state ID. She says that the officer just pointed in a general direction and didn t give any guidance as to where exactly she needed to go. The caller is not upset that she had to go through a 
different procedure based on her age. What she is upset about is that the officer was rude to the child and also the adults that tried to help her. The adults began asking him if someone could go with her because they were on a school tnp and she had 
to keep a chaperon. He ignored them. Finally another officer came over and told them that someone could accompany her and showed them where to go. After this, they began splitting the line, sending some through PreCheck and some through 
normal screening. They sent a big group of the kids through one way and all of the chaperons were being sent another way. One of the chaperons followed the group of kids and an officer said, What are you doing? in what lhe caller describes as a 
rude tone. She says that the chaperon explained that this was a school trip and the kids had ta have a chaperon. She says that at this point one officer looked at the caller and started saying to keep everything an that she was going through expedited 
screening. not to take anything off The ca 11 er describes this officer as rude as wel I. She says that she went through the W TM D and it alarmed. She says that she told her that she had meta I imp I ants throughout her body. The officer 1g no red the 
comment and told her to take off her watch, bracelets, and engagement ring. The caller took all of this off except for her engagement ring, She was sent through a couple of other times. Another passenger told her that she still had her sunglasses on 
her head. She says I hat lhe officer didn t tell her to remove I his, but tried 10 get her to take off her engagement ring. She says I hat she told her 5 or 6 times thal even if she takes all of I his stuff off, she will still have an alarm because she has implanls in 
her back, collar bone. left leg, and a screw in her right knee. She was referred for a patdown. She tried to get them to let her use AIT instead and the request was denied. She says that the patdown was done and although she wasn t very satisfied with 
the fact of having it done. her main comp I a int was that the officer was once ag am rude. She says she wasn t rude unt1 I the end when she just said Have a good day' and wa I ked off She never apologized or anything. She says th at al I of that could 
have been avoided if she wo u Id have I is ten ed to her from the beginning. instead of sending her through and then take a few things off and then repeat. Also. she sa s that AIT would have helped avoid this as wel I. She says that she asked for a 
supervisor and the officer jusl poinled off in a general direclion and said, They are over there somewhere. She says thal she finally found a supervisor, (b::,(6) from terminal 1, who kept interpreting it lhat lhe caller was complaining about 
the rules. She says that the supervisor couldn t understand the concept that it was not because of the rules, but just because al the rudeness and ignoring a s e ad told them she had the metal implants. She says that she wants to speak 
with the CS M before her flight departs: whether this be in person or vi a phone. 

l(b)(61 

Cinnaminson. NJ 08077 

w,(6) 

3/1012015 
4:05:50 

PM 

March 10. 2015 

Sir/Madam at TSA: 

On Sunday February 15, 20141 was departing the Philadelphia International Airport (PHL) on US Airways flight 1826 heading to Pheonix SkyHarbor (PHX). I apparently had an issue with something I touched that made it mandatory for me to 
have a full body pat down and for the TSA officers to have to fully search my carry-on items. I understood the need for the process and complied with their request. In the process of going through my one carry on, one of the officers broke my 
ha ndica pp ed hang tag from the State of New Jersey, W hi I e for someone else this might not be a big dea I lo r me it was somewhat significant because I have a fused hip and it is at times d ifficu It to wa I k long di stances, and I was going to be in the 
Phoenix area for approximalely 3 weeks making it more necessary than if it was a short time. While I do understand these things happen, what annoyed me the mosl was I was not told by the TSA officer who broke it. I know that it is possible thal the 
officer did not even recognize that she did it, but I might have been able to temporarily fix it for the trip if I had been notified. Ta be honest this is a minor complaint as to the one I have from my return flight from PHX to PHL. 

I was, again. fi yi ng US Airways I now American Airlines) flight 1803 from Pho en ix to Phi I ad e I ph ia , As far as I knew I had packed everything a p prop ri ate I y for both my checked bag and my ca r,-y-o n items, When I got home on S atu rda y night. 
did not lhink 10 check my luggage as I did not need anylhing out of my checked bag. I honestly did not look into my checked bag until lasl night, Monday 9, 2015. When I looked closely at my luggage I noticed one of my locks had been broken and 
replaced by a zip strip. I understand that TSA has the right to look into the bags and break locks if they are not unlocking correctly, even though they were TSA compliant locks. As I could be annoyed at this I realize this can be part and parcel of 
flying. The only reason I am m ent1om ng it is because I immediately knew TSA had searched my checked bag. 

When I opened my bag lhe first lhing I saw was that my medication bottles were touched and had been simply thrown back into my bag withoul placing them back into the clear zip lock bag they had been in. At this point I was flabbergasted. 
I checked those medications on my way back home because I had been tald by a TSA officer that it was better to check medications that were nan controlled substances because you took less of a chance of someone stealing them while you were in 
the airport. So. using the officer's advice, I checked a 11 of my medications th at were not control I ed substances. As I previous I y stated. I p I aced the six medications in a cl ear zip lock bag so TSA could clearly see the I ab els and see the medications 
were prescribed to me. To find them out of the bag and just thrown into my suitcase made me furious. How am I to know at this point that nothing was taken out of the bottles or that something nefarious was added to the bottles? I do not have the 
money or ability to even get everything refilled to make sure it was fresh because my insurance will only allow lhem to be filled right before the refill date, and some of them are fairly expensive without insurance. To think thal someone would be that 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 311112015 10:56:03 AM Airport · MCO - Orlando International Date/Time al Travel : 03/1012015 8:00 AM Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: T50 - Terminal B TSA Employee: (If Known) Jb·•,(ffi k::omment I am concerned about the screening process at MCO. At MSP and SFO (where I am more accustomed to flying), agents both change to 
new gloves and test the new gloves before conducting a patd own, This is an i rn po rta nt salegua rd to the passenger being searched. si nee without it we rn ust a ssu rn e that 

a.) The gloves were freshly changed 

311112015 b.) The gloves are not co ntamrn ated simply by virtue of them being in an unattended box of gloves. 

12 0742 
PM However, al MCO, agents do nol test lheir gloves before conducling a patdown. My sister and I both received patdowns at MCO yes1erday. Fortunalely, mine went fine, but the agent who did my sister's patdown apparenlly did so with contaminated 

gloves. resu It i ng in a fa I se positive and an extremely intrusive, unnecessary search that al course yi e I ded nothing. It a Isa de I ayed us at I ea st 3 O minutes in getl i ng to a ur gate. 

The search was conducted by Offi cef b ::, ( 6) I However. the I ack of g I ave testing seems to be common practice at MCO. as the officer who did my pa tdow n did not test his g I ove s prior to the search. either. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number . 
Email l(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Call Reason: Caller states that her daughter flew from MCO but has a complaint about her screening there. Caller says that her daughter felt violated. She states that her daughter got a patdown and that all of her luggage was opened and that she 
was treated rudely and she was detained at screening for over half an hour. 

Date Time: 3 11 g:19 am 
311112015 Gate Terminal: (does not have) 
12:20:14 Airporl: MCO to Wooster MA 

PM Airline: JetBlue 
Flight# 1888 
TSO: (Caller will call back with that information) 

Caller fiew from Orlando International Airport on March 10. He went through the TSA Security screening Checkpoint between 12:30 and 1 :00 PM. He was asked to go through the AIT machine and it said there was an anomaly found around the crotch 
area. He was told thal a patdown needed to be performed. When the TSO named Spry did the patdown he was way too aggressive and should nol have touched his genilal area so much. He would have rather been given the oplion of a strip search 
instead of being groped in from of everyone. He felt awkward and very uncomfortable. He walked away and the more he thought about it the more upset he was an went to talk to a TSA Supervisor and foundtbi(6)1,ut was not given his last name. 

~imply said that there was an anomaly and th at a patdown had to be done. Cal I er understand this but the re 1s a p I ace and a way to perform a patdown. He has been in I aw enforcement and is very a~ow a pat down s hou Id be 
completed. Not the way this TSA employee did his patdown. He hopes no one else has to have that done to them in public. 

3111/2015 
3:0S: 13 REASON for the call: 

PM Dale Time: 
Gate Terminal: 
Airport: 
Airline: 
Flight#: 

RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: 
Special Notes: 

Patdown was way to invasive around his genital area and was conducted in the open. 
March 1 O 12:30 1 :OOpm 
Gate 8 and switch then Gate 1 
0 rtando I ntemat1ona I 
JetBlue 
398 

Al T and he had an anomaly in his crotch a re a and touched his p nvates. And did 

I apologized for lhe incidenl and advised lhe caller that TSO's are trained to be respectful. Told caller I would forward their complaint to the CSM for review. 



Caller fi ew from Orlando Intern ati o na I Airport on March 1 0. He went through the T SA Security screening Checkpoint between 12: 30 and 1 : 00 PM. He was asked to go through the Al T machine and it said the re was an anoma I y lo und around the crotch 
area. He was told that a patdown needed to be performed, When the TSO named f'5'mdid the patdown he was way too aggressive and should not have touched his genital area so much. He would have rather_ been given the option of a strip search 

of being groped in from of everyone. He felt awkward and very uncomfor1atiit1-le walked away and lhe more he thoLJght aboul it the more upsel he was an went to talk to a TSA Supervisor and foundfb'i(ITTu1 was nol given his lasl name. 
simply said that there was an anomaly and that a patdown had to be done. Caller understand this but there is a place and a way to perform a patdown. He has been in law enforcement and is very a~ow a pat down should be 

p ed. Not the way this TSA employee did his patdown. He hopes no one else has to have that done to them in public. 

311112015 REASON for the call: 
3:05:13 

PM Date Time: 
P atdown was way to invasive around his gemta I area and was conducted in the open. 

March 10 12:30 1 :0Opm 
Gate Terminal: 
Airport 
Airline: 
Flight#: 

RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: 
Special Notes: 

Gate 8 and switch then Gate 1 
0 rla ndo I nternationa I 
JetBlue 
398 

AIT and he had an anomaly in his crotch area and touched his privates. And did 

I apologized for the incident and advised the caller that TSO's are trained to be respectful. Told caller I would forward their complaint to the CSM for review. 
Caller flew from Orlando International Airport on March 10. He went through the TSA Security screening Checkpoint between 12:30 and 1 :00 PM. He was asked to go through the AIT machine and it said there was an anomaly found around the crotch 
area. He was told that a_ patdown needed to be performed. When the TSO namecf("5)(7 did the patdown he was way too aggressive and should not have touched his genital area so much. He would have rather been given the opti_on of a strip search 
instead of being groped In from of everyone. He felt awkward and very uncomforta~e walked away and the more he thought about 11 the more upset he was an went to talk to a TSA Supervisor and found~ut was not given his last name. 
~imply said thal there was an anomaly and that a paldown had to be done. Caller understand lhis but lhere is a place and a way to perform a paldown. He has been in law enforcemenl and is very aware of how a pat down should be 

completed. Not the way this TSA employee did his patdown. He hopes no one else has to have that done to them in public. 

311112015 REASON for the call: 
3:05:l 3 Date Time: 

PM 

Patdown was way to invasive around his genital area and was conducted in the open. 
March 10 12:30 1 :0Opm 

Gate Terminal: 
Airporl: 
Airline: 
Flight# 

RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: 
Special Notes: 

Gate 8 and switch then Gate 1 
Orlando I nl emationa I 
JetBlue 
398 

AIT and he had an anomaly in his crotch area and 1ouched his privates. And did 

I apoloqized for the incident and advised the caller that TSO's are trained to be respectful. Told caller I would forward their complaint to the CSM for review. 
Dear Sirs: 

I visited Punta Can a 3/6-3111 On 3111 @ 11 :00 a. m., I returned to the Punta Cana Airport lo r a U mted Airlines flight to Chicago ( ( UA 1664). I went through the med a I detector and was assaulted by a fem a I e security guard. She grab bed my breasts 
and rny crotch without any warning whatsoever. I objected and advised that she should have warned me that she was going to touch rne in that manner. She then selected me for "random screening" in retaliation for advising that her behavior was not 
ok. However, no one was able to explain that to me because the did not speak English. I requested I hat I hey gel someone who spoke English so thal I could understand whal they were asking me to do. I was taken to a private room where I was 
forced to remove my dress. I was groped even more. Of course, no one spoke English. A supervisor came in the room and requested that I sign a paper which stated that I had been treated fairly and with dignity. I altered the document to state that I 
was not treated its dignity and that I was subjected to an u n necessary search in retaliation for rig htfu 11 y comp I am i ng about being groped (in public) with no offer to be ta ken to a p nvate room by their agents without wa ming. They a I so took down my 
checked bag number, so I am confident that they will do something to my checked bag. 

311112015 This behavior is outrageous and should not be tolerated. No American citizen should ever be treated in that manner. I respectfully request your assistance with this matter. 
8:02:04 

PM 
Thank you, 

Sent from my iPad 

Sent from my iPhone 



Correction - metal detector: 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Mar 11. 2015, at 4 08 PM. (b)(ff1 ~-------------------~ > 

> Dear Sirs: 

> I visited Punta Cana 316-3111 On 3111 @ 11 :00 a.m.. I returned to the Punta Cana Airport for a United Airlines fi1ght to Chicago ((UA 1664 ). I went through the medal detector and was assaulted by a female security guard. She grabbed my breasts 
and my crotch without any warning whatsoever. I objected and advised that she should have warned me that she was going to touch rne in that manner. She then selected me for "random screening" in retaliation for advising that her behavior was not 
ok. However, no one was able to explain that to me because the did not speak English. I requested I hat I hey gel someone who spoke English so thal I could understand whal they were asking me to do. I was taken to a private room where I was 

311212015 forced to remove my dress. I was groped even more. Of course, no one spoke English. A supervisor came in the room and requested that I sign a paper which stated that I had been treated fairly and with dignity. I altered the document to state that I 

8. 35 , 4 2 was not treated its dignity and that I was subjected to an u n necessary search in retaliation for rig htfu 11 y comp I am i ng about being groped (in public) with no offer to be ta ken to a p nvate room by their agents with out wa ming. They a I so took down my 
· AM checked bag number, so I am confident that they will do something to my checked bag. 

311212015 
2:55:10 

PM 

> 

> This behavior is outrageous and should not be tolerated. No American citizen should ever be treated in that manner. I respectfully request your assistance with this matter. 
> 

> Thank you, 

> Sent from my iPad 

> Sent from my ,Phone 

Callers daughter has an ostomy. She is 17 years old. They patdown her ostomy and she always has issues when she is traveling by herself. She went through screening today about an hour ago, and one of the officers at the beginning told her to 
I eave her osto my sup plies inside of her bag. When she got to the other s1d e, the male officer chewed her out because she did n t have the items out of her bag. He wanted her to exp I am what every 1te m was when she went through s c reem ng. It is 
intimidating for her and its a high level of frustration. 

Airport-SMF 
Airline-American 
Flight#- 2306 
Terminal• A4 
Date- 312 15 at 10:20 am 
Caller and her x husband were flying out of Orlando International with their 9 year old daughter. The wife went through screening first then the daughter and then the father. The daughter had an aerosol can of sun screen which was thrown away. 
Then they all went through the AIT screening. Next thing the parents know is a TSO agent wanted to take the child to a private room for screening. The parents stated the daughter did not have any alann in the AIT so why does she need to go to a 
private room for screening. The TSO did not explain any reason for the additional screening. The falher would not let the TSO lake the child oul of their sight and the TSO did not offer for one of lhe parents to accompany her during the patdown in a 
private room. The parents are very uncomfortable about this. And would like an explanation of why the extra screening for a nine year old. 

311212015 Airport: 
6:07:05 

MCO 
March 5 5:03 or 5:30 PM wenl through the screening 

PM 

311312015 

Southwest Airlines flight 

Ori qi na I she had a bottle of sunscreen 3 .4oz. and that ti me she was to Id to qo to a p nvate room to A IT Ii rst and did not sound an al a nm and then I uqqaqe first then al I went thouq h the Al T no suqqe st,on and then they 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.govlcontac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:k~h_\_lR_\ ___ ~ 
Date Time: 3/1312015 11 :24:35 AM 
······················----------------··························· 

12:13:35 Nam-,...b=6~--~----~ 
PM Emai b )(6) 

Comp,.;I a-i""n""ts"': 1-na_p_p_r_o_p,-i a""t_e..,....c_re_e_n_i n_g..,,.P at Down Screening 

Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc):55 out of Love Field 8:00pm fi1ght to Houston then on to HRL Center screening .. 
Comments:at approx. 6:05 March 12, 2015 my 14 year old nephew was screened after going through xray then was frisked. I protested that we had just went through xray, and that he was 14 without a parent present and he was rude creepy to the 
point I tried to take a picture of his badge and he 1urned and yelled at me (im 51 years old) I have his piclure and kept my mouth shut at that point to nol furlher anger him. (he frightened me) as we walked to the gate he surprised me, away from his 
station to tell me that the picture I took damaged his vision and impeded his job. (which I took as him threatening me if I complained) 



REASON for the call: Callers daughte¥h··,1rr1 !flew from ORD to FLL and she had a cake with icing and she was patted down for it and the TSO refused to give her an option of a private screening. This happened at security point 7. The 
caller walked through the AIT and got her stuff and the a female TSO asked if the cake was hers and they pulled out the cake and got 
a IesI strip and put it in the machine. She came back and said she needed to test it again but anolher TSO told her she needed to pat her down because it tested positive for explosives. Is I hat a slandard procedure have to do a patdown? The person 
doing the patdown wasfh··,1rr1 •nd the other one wa~1h··,1rr1 I Caller feels like she was treated like a criminal. She did not ask for a private screening because she didn t know but they should have given her that option. 

Date Time: March 8 2015. 430 pm 
Gate Terminal: Gate H11 

311312015 Airport ORD_ , , 
12,31 ,49 Airline: American A1rt1nes 

PM Flight#: 1687 
Bag tag# 10 digit: NA 
Bag Description: N A 
Missing Damaged item descnption: NA 
NOi: NA 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: Advised lhe caller I would forward her complaint to the CSM at ORD for review and lhat lhey would have her contact informalion. 
Special Notes: NA 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' , Screening 
Current Date/Time: 3113/2015 1 :00:02 PM Airport: SLC - Salt Lake City International Dateffirne of Travel 03/131201511:50 AM Airline & Flight Number: Aa 1086 Checkpoinl/Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : 1. Our son has global entry but Isa Precheck would not come up on his ticket. We paid for this and he passed the background check, and yet we now have to wait for him to go through a long line. 

3/13/2015 
2,22, 19 2. Our 13 yr old daughter was &quoi;randomly&quot; selected for a pat-down search. She also has global enlry status and went thru the pre check line. 

PM 
This is ndiculous. I am a supporter of national security but targeting teenagers who have passed background checks is over the top. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 

Passenger's Nam,...,.a.,.b"=·"'I "'"6~1 __ .,...._...., 
Phone Number' b. m 
Email (b)(61 
To leave ·a commen concerning 1s eedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller stated th at he fi ew out of SF O to Pa Im Springs and was p u 11 ed as1d e and patted down seve ra I times. W hi I e getting the add1t1ona I screening .they took 1 bag and screened it and gave 11 back, but on his second paid own, the re was not a Ii ne of 
sight maintained, An-iving at his destination. he noticed that he was missing medical items (cold compression kit) and clothing (shorts and shirts)., 

Departing:SFO 
311412015 An-iving: Palm Springs 
12:30:00 Airline: Virgin America 

PM Flight#: 318 
Baggage#: Carry on 
Bag De scri pt,on: BI ack Samson Roi ler bag. 
NOi: NO 
Time and Dale: 18 FEB 2015@ 415 



Hello. 

In the fall of 2014, my wife and I applied and received GOES status and TSA pre check. On our first trip 10 Miami and back we had no issues. We both received our pre checks. 

However, on our recent trip to St. Marin. there were issues. Going to St. Martin. we had no problems. We both received our pre check. When checking in for our return, I received no pre check on either leg. I also received an extra security check. 

The ticket agents at lhe airporl in St. Martin said I here was nothing they could do. Other agenls tried to add in my 98 ... number, and failed. 

I know there is no pre check line at SXM, but I should have had pre check printed on my boarding passes. 

I was lold by the USAirways agent in SXM that I could show my GOES card at the check poinl in CLT, and I could go through the pre check line. But I wasn't allowed. I had 10 go through the regular lines with lhe body pat down as well. 

The GI o ba I Entry in CL T worked. Gratefu I lo r that. Saved time. But not the pre check. 

311412015 My wife and I paid $100 each 10 avoid long security lines and pat downs. The ticket agenls in SXM blamed USAirways. The telephone rep for USAirways blamed TSA. TSA blames USAirways. 

1:18:04 
PM 

P nor to leaving for SXM, I checked with U SAi rways to make certain my 98 ... numb er was inc I uded on al I my reservations. She said it was. It 1s in my U SAi rways p ro/1 I e. 

I do not use a third party to book my flights. We do it ourselves on the airways websile or by the airlines phone rep. 

The re was another co u pie on our fi 19 ht who had the same issue. Extra security and no pre check. 

Why did lhis happen? Will it happen again? Can we blame the agents in SXM? Who is to blame? 

Thank you for investigating this issue. I can pro vi de reservation and fi 19 ht numbers if you require them. 

Frustrated and upset. 

kb)(61 

Sent from my iPad 



311512015 
5:04:16 

PM 

~;~~bl(s,' . , 
Sent: Sunday. March 15, 2015 3:01 PM 
To: TSA-ContactCenter; !(b 1(6) 
Subjecl: Complaint letter~~~------~ 

Attached is a letter regarding the secunty check that I experienced on January 24, 2015 at the Minneapolis/St. Paul International Airport "!(_b_)('-6_1 ___ __, 

Attachment : 

March 14, 2015 

To Whom It May Concern. 
My name is {h··,1rr1 !On January 24, 2015, I was flying out of the Mmneapol•s. Minnesota airport on flight number DL 1559 en route to Honolulu, Hawaii (my first flying experience). I was a little womed about going through security because I 
wear bilateral AF O's (leg braces) and I can't take my shoes off because the braces are plastic on the bottom and I would slip and fall plus I need both my braces and my shoes in order to walk without the aid of a walker or personal assistance. 
Furthermore, I had a letter from my doc1or stating I hat I could not take off my shoes. 
When I got to security, the first thing I did was let one of the TSA officers know I had a doctor's letter and I was told I had ta go through the body scanner (NO ONE looked at my doctor's letter). After I was scanned. my hands were wiped with some sort 
of strip. Shortly thereafter, I was pulled aside away from the person I was traveling w•th and was informed to take a seat. Outside of being directed to take a seat, no one told me what was going on. 
The TSA officers then began going through my carry-on and personal item and my fanny-pack. Still I was not told a thing - I had no clue WHAT was going on. Finally, I asked one officer what this was all about and he briefly told me that two alarms 
went off on you so we have 10 search you and your belongings. I'm not sure how many officers searched lhrough my personal belongings but I think ii was close to four or five people. They literally dumped all my belongings on a counter, digging 
through them. They wiped all my electronics, then grabbed my bags and re-scanned them. At one paint. all the officers were walking away ta re-scan my luggage. However, I actually called one officer back because I saw they left one item in the gray 
bm and I informed him of the missed i tern. The office rs then again wiped my hands. my shoes and my braces. 
Alter all of this. which took approx 20 minutes, two new officers informed me that I was going to be taken to a private room where I was going to be searched once again. I was escorted to a private room and the two new officers who were women 
informed me they were going to pat me down. This pat down would include under my breasts, buttocks and groin. The entire search, from the lime I was firsl pulled out of line to when I was privalely searched, involved approximately 6-8 different 
people. All but one officer was either rude or very brisk towards me and I felt very violated going through this process. I also started ta feel very anxious - worried that I would miss my plane even though I arrived at the airport earlier than what was 
re commended. 
Alter the very invasive and humiliating search and after my carry-on, personal item, and fanny-pack was returned to me and after I was finally released by the TSA officers, I started to go through my bags to see if there was anything missing, I had 
$2 00 in cash in my person al item bag. Because of how my bags we re just dumped out and pawed through, I was afraid the money wou Id be gone. When I searched my persona I i I em bag I where I had orig i na 11 y packed my money), the enve Io pe 
holding my money was missing, so I looked in my fanny-pack and it was not in there either. I panicked - ta be missing all my cash was very alarming to me• I didn't know what to do' Considering how my bags were just dumped out on a table, one 

REASON for lhe call; Callers husband flew by himself on March 14th from terminal 4. He realized thal his wallet was missing when he boarded the flight. She said he has MSA and does not lalk well and they could see I his. He was pulled to the side for 
a patdawn and made to place his wallet in a bin behind a bunch of other peoples bins. His personal property was in a separate bin and because he had forgot to take it out of his pocket it was placed in a separate bin. She wants to see film footage and 
will fly down •f she has to. She has called the CSM and lost and found multiple times. 

Dale and Time:March 14th at about 6:30 to 7:30 pm. 
Gate and Terminal:B 
Airport:Sky Harbor 

311612015 AirlineWestJet 
11:47:06 Flight Number: 1495 

AM Bag tag #:NA 
Bag De scri pt•on: NA 
Missing Damaged item description: Brown wallet with credit cards and a few thousand dollars in Canadian cash and some American cash. 
NOi present (wriling on itJ: NA 
Her husbands name is~f h ___ ll-R---,----~, 
She wants to be contacted atj1 h ·-, 1 r; ·, I 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: Ca 11 e rs daughter has medical co nd1t1on. 

Information Requesl: Caller hasn I traveled in a long time due to the abuse from TSA. Her daughter is in a wheelchair and they get additional screening each time and her daughler gets groped because she is in a wheelchair. Her daughler is 13 years 
old and cant walk or stand. Her friend was telling her about PreCheck. Her daughter has had spine fusion surgery. She has a movement disorder. She has a rads in her neck. They have a lots of food with them for her daughter. They will have a note 
from her daughters doctor. She has to have liquids to drink and for eating as well as the liquid medications. She isn table to raise her daughter from the wheelchair to help with the wheelchair screening. 
Her daughter wears special braces that are difficult to remove as well as her shoes. They use medication in the pill box. Her daughter will have 6 meals while on the plane. 

She says the last time they traveled they open all the containers of liquids and swabbed them. Her daughter ended up in the hospital due to the screening of TSA. TSA spilled the liquids, the lids weren t put back on right. 
3/1612015 
12:57: 11 Her daughter gets stressed out when she is given a patdown. 

PM She says they groped her daughters breast I he last ti me she was screened by TSA. 
She will be traveling with her other child, that is 11 years old now and was two the last time they traveled. Will they allow him to stay with the other adult? 
She does n t want to use the AIT lo r he rs elf. 
She wants to know if someone can carry her daughter through the WTMD instead of a patdown? She says her daughter had to go through counseling due to the patdown her daughter got last time she traveled. 

Her daughters name is !,.(ba.· ... ,(-'-6'-) __ _. 

To w horn it may concern. 

It is with deep regret that i feel i must contact you with regards to the customer service i was subjected to at both Washington Dulles Int airport and Las Vegas/McCarran airport. I am currently 15 weeks pregnant and at both airports i raised concerns 
with staff members about the use of the current x-ray body scanners and the potential and unknown health nsk this could have on my unborn child. Both when travelling into America at Washington and out of America at Las Vegas/McCarran i asked 
active members of security staff to confirm ii the re was any pote nti a I h ea I th risk to the unborn chi Id and whether the re was a safe and secure alte ma ti ve to p rag res sing through the scanners as with no rma I air traffic passengers, in both instances i was 
not given an alternative by said members of staff and was simply lold to proceed through lhe scanner with it being my choice to do so, however no alternalive oplion was given to me, such as me1a1 detector and pat down oplion thal your websile stales. 

311612015 On returning home i was distressed to find that there is an alternative option to the scanner and i am now deeply worried that although the chance may be slim there could be a resultant impact on the health of my unborn child and i will be visiting my 
4: 12 :44 Genera I P racti ti oner to assess as such. The key concern th at i have is that other pregnant women wi 11 suffer the same treatment and at some point these sea n ne rs that as far as i am aware have not been medically proven to be safe for unborn babies, 

PM if there is any way you can alleviate my concerns it would be greatly appreciated. I look forward to your response. 

Yours worriedly, 

w,(6) 

3/1612015 
8:23:54 

PM 

Sent from my iPhone 

Caller slated she would like to give a complaint concerning two TSA agenls during a patdown. The TSA agents are: Agenj(b)(ffl I and Supervisod(b)(ff:, l Caller is a flight attendant. She was recently visiting her brother~ 
terminally ill. She was dressed in plain clothes and she did not see the known crew member lane available. She did not want to go through the AIT and opted for the pat down instead. She asked TSOfh·11frdif she would wear clean gloves.~ 
comp I a i ned about having to do so and proclaimed This 1s the third ti me today with attitude liliRfil]as ked the ca 11 er if she wou Id I, ke a private sere en i ng. If ca 11 er had known how the atdown wou Id go th en she would have requested a private screening 
but she did not. When the patdown began!(b::,(6) !raised her shirt up in the back. Caller stated she went down one of her legs and when she came back up she touched her vagina (b)(ffl came around the front of her shirt and caller felt her hand on her 
stomach around her navel. She made the commenl aloud at the checkpoinl thal she felt she was being touched inappropriately an~(b)(ffl !called the supervisor over. Supervisor h··,1 came out and said Ma am, you are refusing a patdown. She said 
she felt intimidated by the TSO and Supervisor, so she ca 11 ed for a Denver po Ii ce officer. Superviso ~/ h ·., / R !came back and took her I D. 

When the police officer arrived , she asked the po Ii ce officer how long it wo u Id take. and he said A bit, Cal I er was embarrassed in front of a 11 those peop I e, Cal I er requested a sere ener other tha ~ to conduct her p atdown but this request was 
denied by Supervisorfb·:,16! According to the caller, the Supervisor forced her 10 go through a second patdown with!(b)(ffl !She felt the TSOs were smirking, she felt as lhough she was held unlawfully, she fell like a common criminal. She said there 
were several members o management and no one spoke to her. she said they spoke at her. 

CSM RFI 
REASON for lhe call 
Date Time: Saturday, March 14-8:00 (went through security at 6: 15 am) 
Airport: DEN 
Airline: United 
Flight#: 5224 

Caller asked if she needed to /111 out any forms in order to make this complaint. 



311712015 
8:28:07 

AM 

Passenger name:l~(b_._I(_6_) ____ ~ 

Airport Washington Dulles int airport 

Date and time of incident landed Saturday March 7th 2015 at 15:30pm. Approx arrived at security about 15:45-16:00pm 

Airline: United Airlines 

Flight number: UA 101 

Gate Number: C5 

Contact number: ~[b_._,(_6_) ___ ~!{uk telephone number) 

To whom it may concern, 

It is with deep regret that i feel i must contact you wilh regards to the customer service i was subjecled to at both Washington Dulles Int airport and Las Vegas/McCarran airpor1. I am currenlly 15 weeks pregnant and at both airports i raised concerns 
with staff members about the use of the current x-ray body scanners and the potential and unknown health risk this could have on my unborn child. Bath when travelling into America at Washington and out of America at Las VegasJMcCarran i asked 
active members of security staff to confirm if there was any potential health nsk to the unborn child and whether there was a safe and secure alternative to progressing through the scanners as with normal air traffic passengers. in both instances i was 
not given an alternative by said members of staff and was simply told to proceed through the scanner with it being rny choice to do so, however no alternative option was given to me, such as metal detector and pat down option that your website states. 
On returning horn e i was distressed to find th at th ere is an a 11 ernative option 10 I he scanner and i am now dee ply worried that a I I ho ugh the cha nee may be sl i rn there could be a res u 11 ant impact on the h ea I I h of rn y unborn chi Id and i wi 11 be vi siting rn y 
General Practitioner to assess as such. The key concern that i have is that other pregnant women will suffer the same treatment and at some point these scanners that as far as i am aware have not been medically proven to be safe for unborn babies, 
if there is any way you can a 11 ev,ate my concerns it would be greatly appreciated. I look lo rw-ard to your response. 

Yours worriedly, 

Caller was given lhis number by the airport to file a complaint about lhe way she was 1reated at BUR TSA checkpoint. As she was going through securily, she got to the agent that checks ID, and she only had a temporary ID card, and she was asked 10 
go through additional screening. She when through AIT, and then she was told she was going to have a patdawn. She TSA agent approached her and advised that she would be doing the patdown. and offered a private patdown. She accepted. When 
she went to the pnvate screening. she felt like a criminal because she was being escorted, an agent in front of and behind her, and she wasn t even allowed to put her shoes back on. Once in the private room, the officer explained again the patdown 
procedures. Caller asked if there was any other way, because she didn t want the officers to touch her. The TSO went to get the Supervisor to see if there was anything else that could be done. The supervise came. was kind. but there was no other 
way, because she did not have a valid government issued photo ID. Caller asked if she don I get a patdown, if she is nol going to be able to fly. This was her return flight. When flying through DEN, lhis was also all lhe documentation she had when 
coming through. and she did not get add i ti a na I screening. 

311 7120 15 Airline: Southwest 

1-09·53 Airporl: BUR 
· PM Flight Number: 3054 

Date and Time: March 16. coming through screening around 6:50 AM. departure at 7:50 AM 
Baggage Tag Number: NA 
Description of Luggage: she wearing a white shirt, khaki capris, hair pulled up on lop of her head, and she is 1a11. She was coming through with her husband and her 2 year old. 
NOl:NA 
Any1hing on NOi: NA 
Location: first line was line all the way to the left, when the agent seen her temporary ID, she sent her husband through checkpoint, and she was sent to the right where the AIT was. Terminal A 

Email l(b)(61 I 



Caller has filed a complaint with the airline for personal inJury that occurred at the TSA checkpoint. He stated that the officers name wasl~(b_·~1(_6~) __ ~I The incident occurred at LAX. 

Reason for the Call: The caller had just gotten out of lung surgery and his husband was escorIing him lhrough the checkpoint. He was in a wheelchair and going lhrough a private screening. He told lhe TSO that he was being rough with him and the 
TSO told him to shut up. He reached up to hand his luggage to his husband and the TSO slammed his hand down onto the wheelchair with enough force to cause bruising. He has photos of the bruising. He stated that he sent the photos previously in 
an email to TSA. 
He stated that the patdown I eft bruises u nde meath the stitch wounds to the point that they were b I ack and blue, 
He stated the TSO made a very bigoted comment. He wanted 10 know who the gentleman was with the caller during the privale screening. The caller informed him I hat he was his husband. The TSO said, Oh, your husband, with emphasis on husband 
and he had an attitude. The caller said the TSO told his husband to just stand in the corner and be quiet. The caller said the other TSA employee that was present during the screening said, Oh my God, I can t believe this is happening. 
The ca 11 er felt that the TSO went out of his way to make him fee I u ncomforta bl e. 

311712015 When he complained that the TSO was hurting him he was told to shut up. 

3,24:42 He stated that when he boarded the plane, the airline atlendant noliced thal he was distraughl and stated she understood that he had had an incidenl al the checkpoint. He showed her the bruising and she filed a complaint for him for personal injury. 

PM 
CSM RFI 
Airport LAX 
Airline: United 
Flight Numbers: 731 
Date and Time of Incident: 3 11 15 1 :20 
Terminal 7 
Localion of Incident (Terminal or Gate): 

Contact information (phone number or EMAILJf~b_)_(_6_, -------~ 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?"' , Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time· 3117/2015 3:01 :49 PM Airport· MIA - Miami International Date/Time ofTravel, 03/16/2015 8:15 PM Airline & Flight Number, DL 23 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, 
Terminal H TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. When going through security, the Pre?'" line was closed. I went through the regular line. but they sent me down a shortened path. Once I got to the scanners, they were sending people who had a paper slips through the old metal detector. 
Everyone else went through the full body scanner. I told the agent that I was Pre?™. but they didnl care because I didn't have the slip of paper. I prefer not to go through the full body scanner, so I opted out. I spoke to the agent doing the pat down and 

311712015 he was ve.ry dismissive and rude. When I was done with the pat down. I showed him my boarding pass and asked if he would help other people who should be getting their Pre?"™ pass, and he swatted my phone away, didn't even want to see what I 

4,21 AB was showing h1m. 

PM 
I would like a consistent process that works. Barring that a little professionalism would go a long way. I'm a million miler, Global Entry member and travel frequently. There's no reason that secunty can't include customer service. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Nam;;;e::.....h .. ·>1_R_·.,_ ..... __ __, 
Phone Number· b·•,(ffi 

Email (bi(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



311712015 
421:55 

PM 

3118/2015 
8:38:47 

AM 

311812015 
9:12:25 

AM 

Submitted on Tuesday, March 17. 2015 - 14:29 Submitted by anonymous user: .. f b_)_(_6_, __ __,f ubmitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights \ Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? Gender\Sex Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==I nd1v1d ua I Info== 
First Name: (b 1(61 
Lasl Name: h'>1R··, 

PO Box or Street Address: b)(61 
City: Powder Springs .__ ______ _, 

State: Georgia 
Zip Code (Post Code): 30127 
Other: 
Email: 

==Incident lnfonmation== 
When did this happen? 02\27\2014 
Where did this happen? ILLINOIS - MDW - Chicago Midway 
What happened? 
As a pregnant passenger who has to t rave I up to 6 times a mo nth, 
my doctor advised me to nol go through I he machine and receive 
ma nua I checks. At Mid way. the agent spoke very harsh to me 
telling me the machine would not harm my baby, I insisted on 
being pat down and I had to wait almost 17 minutes to be checked. 
Meanwhile, my luggage was completely oul of my sighl al the end 
of the security be It. I did not a pp recia te the la ck of concern or 
being punished for requesting a pat down. 

Thank you. 
Who treated you u nfa i rl y? the agent 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time. 311712015 11:31 :28 PM Airport: LAS - McCarran International Date/Time of Travel: 03117/2015 8:00 PM Airline & Flight Number Southwest 229 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
Security checkpoint to gates c TSA Employee: (If Known) :K~~(6)Fomment , To begin, there was one attendant on one check through side, and 5 on the other. I was in the line with one attendant. It was very slow because khe bay were not getting 
pushed through and lhe boxes were not gelling collected on e outgoing side, creating a buildup. When I mentioned the discrepancy in numbers and botlleneck of luggage to an atlendant, he direcled me 10 his supervisor, b)(6i II seeme~ was 
busy complicating the situation more. though. Let me explain. He was directing attendants to take their breaks or relieve other people. He was training an attendant on how to pat down a woman, which brings me to my third and final complaint. My 
friend, who 1s orthodox jew1sh and very modest was told she needed to be patted down. She was told byfh·,1r; !to stand in front of the X-ray machine and jrh··,1RHhen instructed an attendant on how to pat her down, top to bottom. as he, and everyone 
who was in the screening area, were allowed to watch. She was not offered a private room and was disgusted that she has to go through this in front of the general public. It violated her religious beliefs, All of this and the entire security section seemed 
to be in complete chaos. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name kb)(ff:, ~amp; chana bialo Phone Number :!(b·:,(6) ~mail :!(b)(ff:, ro leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link: http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/Applicat1onManager 

The caller had an experience at a checkpoint where he was pulled aside for extra screening. He took exception to the screening because he had to go through add1t1onal screening. The caller states that an incident report was filled out but no one has 
told him what ha pp ens to his info nma ti on. The ca Iler is conce med that this wi 11 a/Fe ct his p recheck status, The cal I er was random I y stopped and his hands we re swab bed and his carry-on was a I so swabbed. They to Id him he wo u Id have to have a 
patdown and the patdown would have to be done in private with additional elements 10 a patdown. The caller was upsel al the facl thal they would not tell him what the elements were. The caller objected to the way the screening was handled and the 
fact that they would not tell him what the elements were. The caller states the only element was the fact that the officers were screening his groin area. The caller went through the patdown and asked for a supervisor and the officers took his personal 
information and refused to tell him what the incident report was for and where his information was filed. The only thing the officer would tell the caller that the report was for his protection and the callers protection. The caller wants to know what 
happens to his person al information, The cal I er wants to know if the re is a protocol that T SA lo 11 ows when they gather peoples persona I information, The ca Iler does not want to give any of his persona I info nma ti on u nti I he finds out what ha pp ens to the 
information the officer gathered. 



3/1812015 

The ca 11 e rs pa rents a re at Fart Laude rd ale FL and states his 80 year o Id father named ~as m a whee I chair p rov1d ed by JetB I ue. He went through screening and an a I a rm was set off He was to Id to stand and walk and take off his jacket. 
During this process the wal I et went missing at the screening ch eek point. The t rave I e rs son Is upset that his father was not given a patdown instead of having to get out of the whee I chair, His father s hou Id have be en a 11 owed to be screened in the 
wheelchair. 

1 :01: 14 Went through screening at; 
PM 

12:30 for Flight 1002 for JetBlue 

311812015 
4:35:00 

PM 

3/1812015 
8:03:31 

PM 

3/1812015 
10:03:24 

PM 

Father 80 wheelchair and they asked him to get up and jacket first time !(b )(6) 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time: 311812015 2:43:01 PM Airport JFK • John F. Kennedy 1n1ernational Dale/Time of Travel: 0311812015 1:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: Delta 4040 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport· Terminal 4 Security Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment : 0 nl y one Ii ne was open for both PreChe ck and reg u I a r passengers. causing backup and confusion. 

My husband is disabled and we both have PreCheck. The TSA Agent did not know how he was supposed to handle my husband's screening (he has one leg and walks on crutches) and when he did start he did the full pat down and made my husband 
remove his shoe instead of the modified pat down he should have received as a PreCheck passenger. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passen er's Name b':1(6) hone Number· 

Email :""b"")""(6'--1----,,----
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPj(b)(61 
Date Time: 3/18/2·"'0"'"15=-=s'"":s"'3-:4"'5,...,p'"'M.,,. 

························---------------··························· 

Nam~hi/61 
Email b 1(6) 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenrninal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc):DL409, JFK terminal 4, TSA screening. 
Comments: After going through the xra y. the re we re 4 TSA agents. two women and two men. One man to Id me to wait u nti I the xray said I was cleared . Th en, from behind one woman tapped the top of my head without asking my permission. When I 
ducked and turned toward her to find out what was going on, as it frighlened me and freaked me out, lhe other woman patted my head as well. I told them 10 ask before touching me and the firsl woman apologized. They did lhus as ii turned out 
because I was wearing a clip in my hair. It is a common thing to be wearing and should not have provoked either woman to touch me without asking. Not only does this violate my civil rights. but it is extremely unhygienic as they have been using those 
same g I aves to pat down inn um era bl e other passengers and travel items. Al so, as I had just passed through the xray with no issues. I fa i I to see the urgency with which these two women attacked me because that is what 11 felt I, ke. They s hou Id have 
asked me to remove the clip on my own and I gladlly would have done so. The TSA people claim all the power in these situations and it is not right. I am even uncomfortable submitting this complaint for fear of some type of backlash but I would like to 
know how you are going to handle this siluation. It may seem minor to you, but in my view my rig his and my person were viola led and I am extremely uncomfortable wilh this situalion. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hltp:l/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

-----------~~==~-------------------· 
Remote Client IPkb 1(6) 
Date Time: 311812"'0'"'1-=5""9,...: 4'"'2'"': 5,-4,-P"'M,..,.... 

Name 1h·11f;--, 
Email: (b 1(6) 
Compla,n1s: ncons,s enl creen,ng (Different Practices between Airports)' 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):JFK- terminal 8 @845pm LAN flight xi 539 
Comments:I1 started when I went through body scanner at the JFK Tenrninal. I had no problem doing the body scan more than 5 times. I don't know the exact reason. One of the female agents said to the another male TSA agent that he must be 
patted down. The TSA agent said that he did not know how to do a patdown and he was not going to do it because he's not gay. "I don't get down with that shit" At that point Superviso~(b)(6:1 !walked over and I told him that his TSA 
officers needed to get it togelher. My frustration became to accumulate for the lack or professionalism. If I was a malicious person flying he was not going to pat me down because he's not gay? 
At that point I expressed to ~hat I am late for a flight and I have no problem complying with TSA regulations. But your officer is not doing professional and digusting comments he made was not apporiate.kbl(6i ~ook offense to what I 
said and d ec1d ed to put me aside and do further screening be cause I expressed my concern. At th at point he took a 11 my be Io ngmgs out searched 11 which I had no problem. He took out my passport and wrote down my inform at,on and said the next 
time I come through the tenrninal that he was going to give me a hard time. He also expressed to me if he was at his other job that I would not be standing. Then I asked to speak to his superior ~ess the whole event. He flat out defended his 
TSA agents, their commenls and actions. At I hat point I realized me speaking about how I was trealed and the discrimatory language I hat was used was pointless. I am also afraid of supervisor li.!2.l!.§.LJ because he took down my information in his 
note pad. I do not know what he is going to do with it because he stated th at earlier he has another job that I would not be stand at that point. I was happy to trave I and never had any negative experiences before unti I this experience has changed my 
mind. 



Callers wife kb)(ff:, !has an ostomy and flew from Ft. Myers to Atlanta this morning. Caller Is upset because the TSO s there had her raise her shirt in front of people embarrassing her In front of everyone. She went through AIT raised her 
arms and was given a patdown. Tested her hands then took her to a private screening where there was 4 security officers, Caller advised that she felt violated because of the patdown. The secondary screening nearly caused her to miss her flight. 

311912015 She has no problems al olher airports only Ft. Myers. 

9_34,59 Airport: Ft. Myers RSW 
·AM Airline:Delta 

Flight number:Unknown 
Dale and lime: 3-19-15@ approx. 7am. 

I was i nvo I ved in a mg htma re day of flying home from Fart Laude rd ale, to Kans as City. on February 26. U nfo rtunatel y. neither Southwest Ai rt i nes. nor the airport personnel exp I am ed to the crowds of p eo pie the reason for long, long Ii ne s, and missed 
flights, misplaced baggage, etc. The TSA personnel were no help either. This was my experience, having waited in line more than one hour to get to screening; 

Waited for security, and then was held aside, waiting "female assist" while a female TSA person was checking others through. Woman behind me told above TSA person that I might not be feeling well (I was sweating profusely). but got no 
acknowledgement. After aboul 5 minutes the above TSA was "relieved" to become the female assisl. Her "pat down" of me (80 years old, with silver hair) included flat of hand down the abdomen, across my pubis and through my legs. 

I fiy quite a bit, and usually to the coasts, including several limes a year to LAX. The TSA people I have encountered at LAX are friendly, accommodating, and "a pleasure to be around." (even sing Christmas carols') 

311912015 Whelher the Fort Lauderdale TSA people were paranoid because of the issues thal morning I do NOT know. I have written both to SW and to the airport mana9ement to voice my displeasure al their lack of communication re9arding the situation. 

1 O: 15,05 Seems that you should also know that I (and maybe others?) was treated with utter disrespect by the TSA female. Never before have I been so roughly and invasively handled. Shame on the Fort Lauderdale TSA people for their lack of empathy and 
AM courtesy. 

fb)(ff, 

bl(61 

(b,(6) 



Disability Description: The caller has trouble walking and standing for penods of time due to severe arthnt1s and osteoporosis, her airline has issued her a wheelchair to use at the airport. She also has to bnng l1qu1d foods due to a GI disease. 

lncidenl DetJils: The TSO at EWR told her I hat I hey did not participate in lhe PSS program. 

Ca Iler is 7 4 and in a wheelchair requested who requested a PSS for a flight to PHX fi yi ng out of EW R on 03 08 2015, She brought yogurt with her and other food items with her which needed to be kept cold. 

She said that she has never received a PSS at EW R although she had requested one several times. 

She weighs 80 pounds and 4 foot 11. She is on a total liquid diet. 

Caller said she had to wait in line, in the sun for 30 minutes at EW R waiting for screening. 

Caller also has a metal plate in her arm. 

311912015 They did not make her take her boots off at Ii rst. 
11:47:55 

AM 

311912015 
12:10:13 

PM 

Caller said the blue ice began to melt while she was waiting in line and the TSO screened it they told her that the blue ice tested positive for explosives. 

The did a partial patdown in the beginning and after the blue ice tested positive for explosives they did a full patdown and made her take her shoes off. 

She asked them to throw the blue ice away and let her on her plane but they would not do it and told her that she had to wait on the TSO supervisor. 

She said they kept swabbing her and her items until the TSO supervisor came. 

She has at this point been in line for screening for over 1 hour and a hall. 

She said a TSA agent walked up to her while she was waiting to get on her plane after she finally cleared screening and told her that she should have gotten to the airport on time. 

It took her a tot a I wel I over an hour lo r her to get to the plane o nee she entered screening and she nearly missed her p I ane, 

She said no one was mean to her at the screening checkpoint. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client l~(b)(61 7 
Date Time: 3/19f.20i S i 0:19:08 AM 
······················---------------····························· 

Nametb l(ff, 
Email b 1(6 I 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Sarasota Bradenton Airport (SRO); Jet Blue flight 164 departing at 11 :32 AM from Sarasota to New York City (JFK): terminal B. 
Comments:I was travelling with my 3 month old infant and breast milk. I declined to send my breast milk through the x-ray machine, instead opting for the TSAagent to test the milk. A man. who seemed to be in charge (he has or had a dark goatee), 
had a side discussion with the TSA agent working lhe x•ray machine and I overheard him say something 10 lhe effect of "not letting people avoid x•raying" and roll his eyes. He then directed the woman IesIing the milk 10 give me an enhanced pal down. 
Having reviewed TSA guidelines, I asked him why I was getting a pat down when I let my milk be opened and tested. He cut me off and, annoyed. said that because I (in an accusing tone "YOU") chose not to x-ray the milk I had to submit to the pat 
down. As you know, the pat-down is only required if a person reJects x-raying AND opening the liquid containers. He was dismissive, brusque, and I submitted to the pat down because. frankly, I got the impression that a c1v1I conversation would not be 
had, As I am guessing is standard for the "enhanced" pat down, the TSA Agent touched my breasts and labia. Because I let my milk be tested, the pat down was not wan-anted. The agents at the Sarasota airport need better training. I had no trouble on 
my flight out of LaGuardia 10 Tampa. 



REASON lo r the ca 11: Ca 11 er is cal Ii ng to lodge a lo rm al complaint ag am st 2 T SA officers at IAH. Her d aug hte r\: b I ( 6:, !I ooked up the regulations and procedures about traveling with breast mi I k and she was trave Ii ng with her infant son. She 
declined having to put it through the x-ray and the TSA made her do it anyhow. One of the TSOs was short in stature, male, pure gray white hair in his 60s. There was another TSO, a woman with cropped hair in her early 50s with dirty blond hair. 
They were extremely rude to her and the male TSO rolled his eyes when her daughler said she would prefer a patdown instead of going through lhe x-ray with the child. The female TSO said she should not decline because it would take too long. Her 
daughter is 27 year old she had on a black t-shirt and jeans. dark hair pulled up carrying a stroller with her infant son with her. 

Date Time: March 19 2015, 1200 pm 
Gate Terminal: Terminal B 

3119120 15 Airport IAH 
1:48:20 Airline: United 

PM Flight#: 4732 

3119/2015 
9:06:49 

PM 

Bag tag# 10 digit: NA 
Bag Description: N A 

Missing Damaged item descnption: NA 
NOie NA 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: Advised the caller I his would be forwarded to the CSM at IAH for investigation and review. 
Special Notes: NA 

Submilled on Thursday, March 19, 2015 - 20:46 Submilled by anonymous user !(b)(61 ~ubmitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights \ Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? 

Nati o na I Origin 
Profiling 
Race \ Ethnicity 
Religion 
U nreaso na bl e Search Seizure 

Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 
==I nd1v1d ua I Info== 

First Nam (b i(6i 
Lasl Nam h··,1rr, 
Primary Phone: Home Phone 
Phone Number: kbH61 ! 
PO Box or Street Address:!(b ,(6) 
City: Sanla Clara ~~-----~ 
State: California 
Zip Code ( Post Code): 95050 
Other: 
Email:"kb,-.,-i(..,.6.,..1----, 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? 03\16\2015 
Where did this happen? FLORIDA - FLL - Ft. 
Laude rd ale-Ho 11 ywood Intern ati o na I 
What happened? 
Hi, I am writing to complain abouU1h··,1r;·, lwho is a TSA 
employee at the Fort Lauderdale airport. After I was selected for 
addtional s c reem ng he gave me a pat down five 11 mes without 
explaining why he was doing so. I have travelled and do travel 



REASON for the call: Caller was at Newport News airport on Sunday 2-15-2015 and her an~r passenger both had wheelchairs. She was flying to ATL. She and tow other people were flying together with her and she and she and a companion 
were both in wheelchairs. She says that the other persons ticket said bobby and his ID said~ She said that she did not like the patdown. She had a CPAP machine and it was opened. She says that later when she got to LAS they put the 
machine together and noliced it was making a noise. She says that they were sick for a week but she thinks lhat when the machine was laken apart lhe TSOs broke lhe chamber for the moisturizer. She wants to file a claim. She wanls to know what 
age person stops having to be screened. The TS Os I a st name ~and she was African American America. Ca 11 er said th at she a I so has a knee rep I ace me nt. She was unhappy with several things during the screening process. 
Date Time: 2-15-2015 3 50 PM 
Gate Terminal: ? 

3120120 15 Ai rpo r1: Newport News 

11 :S4:40 Airline: Delta 
AM Flight# 5057 

Bag tag#. NA 
Bag Description: It was a CPAP machine carrying case. It was a tole bag. It looks like a laptop bag. It was nylon and black. 
Missing Damaged item description: A CPAP machine was damaged. The chamber was broken because it was taken apart. 
NOi: NA 
Special Notes: 

REASON for the call: Caller was at the St Louis Lambert airport and one of the TSOs did a patdown on her and it was inappropriate She travels frequently and she had never received a patdown like that and the way that she was touching her. She 
was touching her private areas and the caller backed away and lhe TSO said she was doing what she was supposed to do. The caller felt like she was looking down her panls. The TSO s name was!(b)(ff:, I The TSO asked her twice if she 
wanted her to get a supervisor and the caller said yes. The caller talked to the supervisor whose name wasjrh··,1r;·, ~nd she was helpful and considerate and did the patdown in the proper way. What had happened with the other TSO was 
extremely i nap prop ri ate. 

Dale Time: March 20 2015, 1215 pm 
Gate Terminal: Gate C 

3120120 15 Airport: St Louis Lambert 
1 :43: 15 Airline: American 

PM Flight#: Unknown 
Bag tag # 1 0digit: NA 
Bag De scri pt1on: N A 

3/2112015 
9:10:57 

AM 

Missing Damaged item description: N A 
NOi: NA 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: Advised the caller this complaint would be forwarded to the CSM at St Louis for investigation and review. 
Special Notes: NA 

Just went thru your checkpoint at Norfolk inti and was subject to a full pat down search because they could not read the expiration date on my nc drivers license. When the evening before the agent had no problem reading it and allowing me through. 
My flight I a st mg ht was canceled so we had to return this morning to go through the process again at the same airport checkpoint and this 1s when I was fu 11 y searched be cause they co u Id not read expiration date. The agents are eq u1 pped with a 
magnifying glass but it was not used, During I a st nights TSA check they a I e rted on my bag for two candles and pul I ed me aside tested them checked my bag and candles with a tool. This mom i ng they did not even check my ca nd I es that were in the 
same bag. Where is your consistency? 
As a midwest natural born US citizen of 50 years and former military service member of1 0 years I have never felt more violated in my life than this morning. I feel ashamed to say this is the competence level of a government agency that protects us 
and th at a portion of my taxes goes to support. 

Regards 



TSA. 

I am emailing about a less-than-satisfying experience my family had with TSA staff members at the Denver International Airport on Thursday. March 19. 2015. 

My wife, our four young sons (ages 8. 6. 5. and 1). and I arrived at the TSA security checkpoint around 3 p.m. (mountain). My airtine ticket had a TSA pre-check tag on it; my wife's ticket did not. The TSA official standing in front of the security area 
told us that I could take our four sons with me through TSA pre-check. but that my wife had to go through regular security. We followed those instructions. 

I went through the TSA pre-check without incident. I had a bottle of water for our 1-year--Old in my carry-on bag. The TSA representative at pre-check asked me to remove the water bottle from my bag. TSA swabbed the outside of the bottle and 

312112015 performed a test. TSA returned the water bottle to me. My sons and I finished the screening. That was lhe good part. 

1:04:59 
PM 

My wife was nol so lucky. She stayed in security for approximately 25 minutes. She emerged from security crying. She explained to me lhat TSA made her go through lhe security metal detector lwice and then performed a full body pal down on her
and made her put her bag through the x-ray machine twice. A female TSA official than began using very stern, disrespectful, and condescending language with my wife about two small milk boxes and 2 small containers of baby food that she brought 
for our 1-year-old son. The female TSA official told my wife she would need to puncture the milk boxes and baby food to test them. My wife explained that 1f they opened these items. then they would be contaminated and we could not use them with 
the baby - the only way to open the milk boxes would be to puncture the sides (the boxes could not be closed after they were opened) and the same was true with the containers of baby food). The female TSA official continued to use a loud, 
intimidating voice that was wholly inappropriate under the circumstances. She turned 10 another another female TSA official and said, with a deroga1ory and tone: "I guess I need your help because she [my wife] wants a private screen." My wife 
responded that she didn't need to leave to be screened - she just wanted the security check to be over with. The rude female TSA official replied by barking to my wife: "You said you wanted a private screening.- My wife responded that she didn't 
what a private screening means but she simply wanted to do whatever she has to do to leave security and reJoin her family- without contaminating our baby's milk or food. The other female TSA official then asked the rude female TSA official if she 
wanted her to take over. The rude female TSA official, again using an inappropriately loud and disrespectful tone. responded in a particularly dismissive way by saying 'Yes, I think that's best. I AM DONE WITH HER,'' and then she stormed off My 
wife started to cry, and this other female TSA official (the non rude one) tried 10 cairn her down and finished the security process. None of the milk or baby food was tested. 

When I saw my cyring wife and she lold me what happened, I walked with her and our sons to the TSA manager station. One man (who I presume to be the head manager) was wearing a blue TSA shirt and sitting atop a sland, and another man (I 
assume another TSA official) was wearing street clothes and standing beside him. My wife and I explained to them what happened. The man in the street clothes said that what happened to my wife should not have occurred. The man in the blue TSA 

Caller stated that there was 2 issues and she ran into with the TSO at the checkpoint. The caller stated that the TSO stated she was trying to pick pocket another passenger and was back talking him when she said she wasn t and the TSO stated he 
would make the caller miss the re fi 1g ht. The ca 11 er stated that he went through the WT MD and stated that the re was a problem with her ge ni ta I area on the scan. The ca 11 er stated she has to step aside lo r a pat down every ti me he fi ,es and ask 
questions. The caller stated she wanted to know the policy for transsexual screening. The caller then stated that she was being discriminated against because she is a transgender. 

REASON for the call: 

312112015 Date Time: 3.21.15 1 :30pm 

1 ,55 ,54 Gate Terminal: The caller C3 
Airport: EWR 

PM Airline: United 
Flight#; UA 1466 

She said that all the TSA staff was professional except the one who said it looked like she was trying to pickpocket someone. Caller does not have issue with the way that she is generally treated, just the fact that she always has to go through 
additional screening and has 10 explain thal she is transgender. 

312112015 Passenger flew out of John Wayne airport in Orange Co. They got to the checkpoint a little late because her husband had issues with parking the car. When she went through the terminal for security they tested her hands and it came back positive and 
6:53:33 she had 10 gel a patdown. When she got 10 her gale she had missed her flighl and no additional flighl leaving for Southwest. They waited for 4 hours on standby and then was told she would be belier off buying a new lickel. She was told that since TSA 

PM caused her to miss her flight that they would reimburse her for the funds it took to schedule another flight. 



My date of travel was 3\18\15, I went through screening around 8:45pm, terminal 8 JFK, Flight Lan Ecuador #539 

It started when I went through body scanner at the JFK Tenrninal. I had no problem doing the body scan more than 5 times. I don t know the exact reason. One of the female agents said to the another male TSA agent that he must be atted down Mid 
20 s 10 late 20 s black male with short hair). The male TSA agent said thal he did not know how to do a patdown and he was nol going to do it because hes nol gay. He stated, I don I get down with thal shit Al thal poinl Supervisor b)(ff:, 

liliRfil},alked over and I told him that his TSA officers needed to get it together. My frustration became to accumulate far the lack al professionalism that was displayed. If I was a malicious person flying he was not going to pat me da~w~·-n-b~·e-ca_u_s_e_h_e_s~ 
not gay? How do es my sexual o ri e ntati on have anything with going through airport sere en i ng. 

At that point I expressed t~ thal I am late for a flighl and I have no problem complying with TSA regulalions. But your officer is nol being professional and his disgusling commenls he made was not apporiate.!(b)(ffi !took offense to whal 
I had to say and decided to put me aside and do further screening because I expressed my concern. He became boisterous and wanted ta display his authority in front of his other officers. At that point he took all my belongings out searched it in which 
I had no problem. He took out my passport and wrote down my personal information and said the next time I come through the terminal that he was going to give me a hard time. I am fearful of[h·11r;··, !or what he is cable of. He stated earlier that 

312212015 if he was at his other job, I would not be standing he has caused me mental anguish for the fear of physical and fear of traveling through JFK. 
9:13:08 

AM 
Then I~·· eak to his supenor which witness the whole event. The person I spoke to was a black male, weanng a black suit with a small pin on the collar, about late 30 s to 40 s year old with no identifiable name tag or badge v1s1ble. But did state 
he wa b.1(6,1 upervisor. He flat out defended his TSA agents, their comments and actions. He blatantly disregarded my concerns that his officers made lewd comments about my sexual orientation and did want to pat me down because he is not 
gay or on get down wilh that shil . When I tried to explain this 10 lhe supervisor he stated, you re nol listening 10 me so take your stuff and keep it moving. At that point I realized me speaking about how I was treated and 
the di scri minatory cam me nts that was said was pointless. 

I believe that I was discriminated against because of my sexual orientation and put through further distress because of it. No one should have to go through what I went through at the airport. 

Sincerely, 

I went thru security on Salurday Mar. 21 al Newark Airport. I had a Jet Blue flight 10 West Palm Beach out of Terminal A. The agent I encounlered did the patdown bul as parl of it he gabbed each of my legs and rested it on his knee 10 do the paldown. 
I have traveled many times and this is the first time I was subjected ta this type of screening. I realize they must pat you down but the grabbing of the leg and holding it straight out seemed strange. Luckily I do not get spasms however because of 
dIsa b1 Ii ty my I egs are not very Ii mb er and this cert am I y co ncemed me es pec1al ly s i nee the agent is not a p hys1ca I therapist and could have done some damage to my I eg. 

3/2212015 . . 
S:0B:44 I would like to know when this lype of procedure was enacted. As I stated this was a first and I was not very comfortable wilh ii. I also shy away from making a big deal because I don't want it 10 be viewed as aggressive behavior on my part. Your help 

PM witb Jhis js greatly appreciated. 
!(b,(61 I 
Sent from my iPad 



312212015 
6:04:07 

PM 

312312015 
8:32:59 

AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT lN~, ORMAUQN 
Full Name: ,.Kb"-.c.+'(6"'-"-I ..,..,..___.l.._ _____ __, 
Email Address .. (b""l~(6""I.._ ______ ~ 
Phone Numberc 
Address: 
Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? na 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Ho nol u I u I nternationa I Airport 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPj(b)(61 
Date Time: 312 212·"'0"'"15=--'°1 "'"o :""'0..,.8""': 0""'6""'P"'M___. 

······················---------------····························· 

Nam~b)(61 ~ 
Ema{b,(61 I 
Comjfa.1ntS:My Complain 1s 1-,Jat Listed Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Amencan Airlines Flight i WAS 155. 
Comments:I am a frequent traveler and was going through security. I am 7 112 months pregnant and was waiting patiently. The TSA agent at security was little people through the non x-ray machine, and I was in line to be one of those people. Others 
cut in the line, which the agent saw. And, then she would not let me through. She gave me lhe option of a "pal down" (her words) or the x•ray screening. She was incredibly rude when I said that I commented that I had been waiting and she let others 
cut the line in front of me. She essentially said that it wasn't her problem. I complained to the manager on duty and shared her name. I was shocked by the horrible treatment of a pregnant woman. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time · 3/2312015 7: 12:37 AM Airport · DAB - Daytona Beach International Date/Time of Travel · 03/23/2015 7:30 AM Airline & Flight Number : Delta 1146 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport Security T SA E rn ployee: ( If Known) : 
Comment · I am in the process of getting a New York state drive rs Ii ce n se so I currently have a te m para ry one, I fi ew from I ag u ardia to orl a ndo on March 12th, I had a birth ce rti fi cate, soci a I security card, photo ID, and tern pora ry drivers I ice ns e, No 

312312015 problem al all thru security in laguardia. They checked my documents and cleared me. On my return flighl out of daytona beach, a supervisor was called at lhe security checkpoinl. She checked my documents and then called add II person to handle my 

8_34,11 carry on and go thru it. She then proceeded to do a hand pat down that was extremely inappropriate• I do not understand this kind of screening when I have appropriate documents and did not have this issue on my outbound from laguardia? 
· AM Would you like a res onse? : True 

Passenger's Nai',m--'e.1.,.h,..··,1_R_., __ ...., __ ~ 
Phone Number h·,1r;··, 

Emailkb)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



REASON lo r the ca 11: Caller stated th at the s c reene rs at the checkpoint were extremely rude and were idiots. He fee Is Ii ke they did not have any courtesy and they did not know any proper protocols a t>o ut the screening procedures. After b emg 
treated extremely rudely at the checkpoint he found his checked bag in shambles everything thrown back in the bag and items that had been damaged. He is wanting to know what can be done about this. He was also upset because there was several 
agents texting at lhe checkpoint and nol working and he took a picture 10 prove ii. 

He stated that he fee Is Ii ke he was di scri mm ated ag am st because of his race at the checkpoint. He said that he pu 11 ed out his ID showing he was a known crew member. He said th at known crew members do not have to go through the AIT. The 
screener said well you are today in a very unprofessional manner. He refused to go through the AIT and had to have a patdown and they thoroughly checked his carry on as well. The TSO refused to let him go through the lane without the AIT because 
he was not in uniform. He said that they treated his wife poorly and there was anolher while guy behind him and they gave him a hard lime as well. He said then two Puerto Rican ladies who had an unbelievably large amounl of items were sent 
through the lane without the AIT and was not give any hassle in fact the TSO was joking and cutting up with them. 

3/23/2015 . 
9.24 20 Date Time: 03 22 2015 01 :00 pm 

· AM Gate Terminal: JetBlue Terminal A 
Airport SJU 
Airline: JetBlue 
Flight#: 1034 
Bag tag# (1 OdigitJ~kb~1~(6~)--~ 
Bag Description: It is a crew member bag. There is a sticker on the bottom of a S with two pine leaves. 
Missing Damaged item descnption: There was a bottle of hot sauce broken and spilled on his shirt. He had $80 shirt that were just thrown back in the bag and under his shoes. 
NOie Yes- Nothing written or stamped on it. 937C 

Disability Description: Caller has a disability that does not require him to be in a wheelchair but he does use a cane. 

Information Request He and wife only fly about twice a year and are flying to Vegas tomorrow. 
They both got KT N s from T SA but his wife shows as P reCheck and he do es not so they a re sp I it up and he wants to know what else they can do si nee it did not help to join Pre Ch eek. 

3123/2015 
2:46:42 Lately he has been asking to leave his shoes on because it is difficult for him and unsafe 10 lry to take lhem off. 

He stated he gets a patdown anyway so it does not matter. 
PM 

He said Vegas is better but they will fiy from Albany NY and one time they took a long time to give his cane back to him. 

Ca Iler refused ch eek point ass is ta nee request. 

312412015 Caller: She is 78 year old and have a hip and knee replacemenls. The lasl three times she went through San Antonio she 901 a patdown. Wanted to know why she is gelling a patdown all lhe times. 
10:48:33 

AM 

3124/2015 
12:22:54 

PM 

Caller needs information for regulations for dealing with minors, Especially for a patdown. She says her 16 year old got a patdown and there was no adult with her. The child was uncomfortable with a patdown. She says she feels her 16 year old 
daughter was uncomfortable wilh a stranger 1ouching her. She traveled out of Sky Harbor. She says they need other means to screen unescorted minors. She feels I hey should nol have touched her breast. 

CSM RFI---Mishandling RFI 
REASON for the call: Patdown complaint 
Dale Time: 03-24-15 
Gate Terminal: C 3 
Airport: Sky Ha rllor 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight#: 4172 

312412015 Caller is 100 percent disabled and has applied for Precheck. He had surgery and is in bandages. He had a patdown and now he is in pain. Charlotte was okay and in Jackson. He did not get Precheck at West Palm Beach and feels that this is why he 
12:28:09 had to go through this. It did not work and he is upset. He is at the airport now. 

PM 



Disability Description: Passenger is a wounded warrior. 

lncidenl DetJils: Passenger is very upset because he called in last month to set up assislance for gelling through screening at PBI and Jackson. He received a phone call from the CSM al Jackson confirming the information and letting him know they 

312412015 gat the request and will provide assistance but did not get anything from PBI. He just went through screening there and did nat get any assistance. He recently had a liver transplant and when doing the patdown the TSO were very rough and naw he is 

12,31 ,48 hurting and bleeding. He is very upset that he was treated this way and wants to know what the purpose 1s for requesting assistance and not getting it. He let them TSA know he had done this when he got there and they told him they didn t have any 
·p M. information that he would be flying or any request for assistance and that he was Ii ed to by whoever to Id him it was being sent, 

He was at the airport during the call and put another gentlemen on the phone who claimed to be the manager, and the call was then disconnected. 

312412015 Caller: She traveled from Honolulu airport. She have to go lhrough some extra screening because her artificial knee and dint like the way the TSO conducted a pat down. The officer conducting lhe pat down touched her improperly and wanted to place 
1 :00:43 a complain. 

PM 
Disability Description: Caller needs medications. 

Incident Details: The caller travels quite a bit and has to take liquid medication that cant be open. She states she always gets a patdown at Oakland International and they always hand inspects all al her bags. At other airports they don t do this and 
she wanted to know why they do this at Oak I and. She has read on the website that she may have to go through a patdown but it does n I say must. She stated they al ways treat her di sres pe ctful ly because she takes medication and 11 makes her le el 
horrible. She also complained because she asked for someone to keep an eye out on her bags during her patdown and they were rude about it. She advised that she would file a complaint and TSO.!fh··,1r:;-, I stated that it wouldn t matter that 
complainls go into a file an no one looks at them. She also spoke 10 a supervisor at the checkpoinl. 

312412015 Date Time: 3-24-2015 at 11 :40 AM 
1:49:43 

PM 

3124/2015 
2:2446 

PM 

3124/2015 
2:2446 

PM 

Gate Tenminal: Gate 30 
Airporl: Oakland 
Airline: Sa uthwest Airlines 
Flight# 481 
Comp I a int d escri pti on: Always received patdown because she carries I iqu id medical ion that can t be op en. 

On 3-19-15, I was flying back from Rome, I 901 stopped by the tsa agenls and they mauled and groped me like a wild animal. Open handed they pulled pushed and twisted my breast they are still bruised. I did not sel off any alarms, I have such thin 
hair it won't even hold a bobby pin. but they still felt it necessary to pull my hair they could tell by looking I could nat hide anything in my hair, yet they let people setting off alarms and women with tight buns in on the airplane, there was no reason what 
so ever to be violated, in such a way.. Th ere was no reason to make me take off my shoes soc ks and make me to role up my pants I eg s. She rammed she hand in my shoes so hard I thought her hand was going through the toes, twi sled my inserts so 
hard I thought she was going to break them she bent them. Delta owes me that much because I need to replace them. After being treated in such a disgusting manner I don't think I will ever fly again. Please make sure this complaint goes to the 
Rome airport. 

Thank you from a very angry and disgusted passenger. The flight number was DL 241 flying straight through to Atlanta departing at 9: 1 Sam arriving in Atlanta at 3:38pm 

On 3-19-15, I was flying back from Rome, I 901 stopped by the tsa agenls and they mauled and groped me like a wild animal. Open handed they pulled pushed and twisted my breast they are still bruised. I did not sel off any alarms, I have such thin 
hair it won't even hold a bobby pin. but they still felt it necessary to pull my hair they could tell by looking I could nat hide anything in my hair, yet they let people setting off alarms and women with tight buns in on the airplane, there was no reason what 
so ever to be violated, in such a way.. Th ere was no reason to make me take off my shoes soc ks and make me to role up my pants I eg s. She rammed she hand in my shoes so hard I thought her hand was going through the toes, twi sled my inserts so 
hard I thought she was going to break them she bent them. Delta owes me that much because I need to replace them. After being treated in such a disgusting manner I don't think I will ever fly again. Please make sure this complaint goes to the 
Rome airport. 

Thank you from a very angry and disgusted passenger. The flight number was DL 241 flying straight through to Atlanta departing at 9: 1 Sam arriving in Atlanta at 3:38pm 

Caller said he just called and was talking to an agent and got disconnected. He said he was at Hilo airport today and in a wheelchair and that he gels profiled and goes through the patdown. He said he is a large man and dark skinned and he said 
3124/2015 they patted him down hard. He said that they called a Pa lice Officer over and he said he is concerned about the Police Officer and he put a woman on the phone and then the line went dead. 
2:50 37 

PM 

On Mar 6,"15. I went through the TSA screening system at the ELP airport about 6:30 am. Now, I am very careful to keep up an the "TSA requirements'". and I comply with all. My goal is the walk through your screening system without any problems 
etc. In spite of that I keep getting pulled aside for one reason or another_? That morning my boarding pass was the TSA Pre-screened type, so I went through that special line. After I went through the "'metal detector· I was told that I had to undergo a 
physical "pat down." And it was the most thorough pat down I've ever experienced. The TSA employee(male. white. tall & large) actually touched my genitals twice: once from the front and once from the back. He did other things too-i.e. checked my 
shoes for bomb residue or somelhing.? Na1urally, as many times before, he found nothing. Now let me tell you about myself: I am a slightly overweight white male 64 years old grey hair. I am now relired from lhe military(! served 33 years-that nol a 

312412015 typo=33 years). Since I in na way fit the profile of a terrorist, I ask you why I am singled out so often? I believe I know the answer: I help out evening out your search statistics. If you only searched persons that fit the terrorist profile, you"d get accused 

4: 30 : 44 of profiling, so you pi ck me knowing you wou Id not find anything but I'm good for the sta ti sti cs because I'm a white male. Question: Am I rig ht???? Please reply. 

PM 
l(b)(61 

!(b,(61 



312412015 
629:41 

PM 

3125/2015 

Submitted on Tuesday, March 24. 2015 -17:38 Submitted by anonymous user: kb':1(6) Submitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights \ Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? Gender\Sex Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==I nd1v1d ua I Info== 
First Name: KfilillTI 
Lasl Namejrh ,1R, I 
Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 

Phone Number:""f h"'·""·,1'-'R-'-·, ---;,=-====-----~ 
PO Box or Street Addresi(b 1(6) 
City: Saraso1a ~-------~ 
State: Florida 
Zip Code (Post Code): 34243 

Other:~--------~ 
Email: !(b 1(6) 

==Incident lnfonmation== 
When did this happen? 03\24\2015 
Where did this happen? FLORIDA - SRO - Sarasota-Bradenton 
What happened? 
The experience was very tra nsp hob i c in nature. When I went 
through I he system and they were about 10 pa I me down they used 
she \her pronouns and I said that I was a guy. She I ooked at my 
chest and I ooked back up at my face. The agent then be came 
confused and stumbled through asking me if I wanted a male tsa 
agenl to pat me down. I said it was fine eilher way and she asked 
her supervisor what to do and he a I so was confused but had me go 
through the machine as ma I e and it st, 11 was confusing for them 
and they called me it and were overall transphobic. I was then 
rushed through with a quick pat down by lhe female agent and sent 
on my way even though I could tell the agents were still very 

Dear Sirs/Madame, 

I recently traveled to Florida from Pennsylvania for a long weekend with family and fnends. I was '·randomly" selected for a hand swipe in Philadelphia. Ok, I get ,t. It was embarrassing to be pulled out of line, but. .. 

On my way back, in Orlando, my husband and I were senl to a separa1e line of folks getting hand swipes. ok .. Then as I walked thru the securily system, it beeped and I was told I hat I was '"randomly" selected for a pal down. Really? I was not taken to 
a private area. Very embarrassing, mortified' 

And in each instance, the TSA agents would not let me get my valuable belongings off the belt system/nor were they moved to a secure area. My purse, iPhone. etc, sat on the belt with other folks grabbing their things' In Orlando, my husband 
ac1ually picked up my things and walked away-NO One questioned or stopped him. 

10: 12:50 Then at home I find a tag in my luggage, that ,t had been searched' 
AM 

Why was I targeled? I wanl to know. I find it hard to believe thal this was all "random". 

PI ease ask your su pe ri ors to pass my expe nence a Io ng and improve/revise this process. 

Thank you, 
!(b)(61 

Sent from my iPhone 



Hi - I Ju st had a horri b I e experience witt-j:~b_l~( 6_-._, -~I at security che c kpomt. She is the rudest most offensive security person I have encountered. March 2 5 around 1 : 0 0 pm in Houston Hobby outside southwest term i na Is. 

I work for DFPS and was with a child and they treated us like criminals. 

We went through security and got our bags and I eft. They then hunted us down at our gate and demanded we come back to security. The re we re 3 of th em and a 11 so rude and would not explain why. They then said we had I iqu ids. They wou Id not 
respond when I told them I did not, but had an 1mpty Nalrne. They were very accusatory and rude. We get there and they realized it was the kids bag that had spray in it and it mine. They still proceeded to do a full pat down and treated us like 

312512015 criminals. One of lhe ladies kept apologizing fo (b)(ffi rudeness and atlilude. I have never had such a horrible and demoralizing experience. She also would nol explain why she took our boarding passes and made a copy of my ID. 

4 =;~ 19 ~is the rudest most offense person I have encountered at security checkpoints and I have seen some rude sec u nty peop I e there. 

Thanks for your a 11enti on, 
!rh1/R1 I 

3/2512015 
4:45:39 

PM 

Sent from my iPhone 

Di sa bi Ii ty Description: Passenger has Type-1 Diabetes and has recently had surgery 

Incident Deta i Is: Ca 11 er is at ORD and they a re flying back to Wisconsin. They had surgery two wee ks ago and they a re a type 1 di ab eti c. They had an issue ye ste rd ay with the agents at EAU and how they screened her insulin pump and he rs elf. 

Caller normally does a self patdown of the pump and they swab her hands with and ETD. When she went through EAU yesterday she submitted her pump and walked through the WTMD and no alarms were set off. When she got through the WTMD 
the screener lold her that since she did nol bring the pump with her through the WTMD she would require a full body pat down. The screener offered a private screening and the passenger chose lhe private screening. During the paldown, which the 
passenger stated was too invasive. the caller informed the screener that she had recently had surgery. The officer replied and said she would be gentle on the area and still touched the area. Afterwards the caller asked the screener why she wasn t 
informed that going through the WT MD without her pump would res u It in a patdown. The officer rep Ii ed that she was correct and a po log ized lo r not domg so. Caller did not have the name of the screener. 

When lhe caller spoke with screeners at ORD they informed her I hat I hey didn t believe that she was screened approprialely. Caller wanls to report this so it doesn I happen to others. 

REASON for the call: 
Caller and her mother went through the normal screening line, even though her mother had PreCheck. Callers bag was sent for additional screening because it set off an alarm (though the caller feels the bag was not properly checked). Caller does 
not feel safe wilh TSA because she was treated as if she was 12, instead of 20. Caller set off the screening 1echnology because she has a metal belly ring and because of her metal studs on her jeans. Caller lried to explain why the alarms had 
sounded. but the TSA agent told her she did not know what she was talking about. Caller s age was questioned again, and the caller was told she needed to stay by her mother. The caller s mother did not sound off an alarm, but was also told she 
needed to undergo a p atdown as wel I. The caller was warned about a wand that had been bought at Disney. Cal I er was afraid it was going to break be cause other I ugg age was pi I ed on the bag it was m. When the ca 11 er and her moth er tried to fix the 
issue, they got yelled at and told they were not allowed to touch their belongings. Caller asked the TSO if they would fix it, and they did not. That is when a STSO stepped in. The TSO that had been screening the caller stated that the caller and her 
mother needed a paldown, bul thal she would not administer the procedure. That TSO was yanked off the line by the STSO. The TSO was saying thal the caller was not complying. The TSO s name is fh·11r;·-, I and the STSO s name was 

kb )(6) I The STSO had other TSOs give the patdowns. 

Date Time: 03-24-15 at 12:20 PM 
3125/2015 Gate Terminal: D4. this incident occurred by the Hertz renlal car area. 

6:08: 11 Airport FLL 
PM Airline: Southwest Airlines 

Flight#: 339 
Bag tag# (1 0digitJ: 
Bag Description: NA 
Missing Damaged item descnption: NA 
NOtNA 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: 

Si nee your complaint concerns an m c ide nt that occurred at a s pec1f1c airport. we have forwarded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Custa mer Service Manager. 

Special Notes._bc..· .. 1(-=-6~1 _________________ _. 

312612015 Caller went through security and she got a p atdown. She has b I adder metal mesh and she is targeted lo r a patdown each ti me she travels. She was upset the agent could not p rov1d e her any inform at,on for why she has to have the patdown. 

9:2844 
AM 



Reason for the call - He had an unpleasant experience with several screeners and a manager at DEN. He wanted to make a complaint. He flew from DEN to Dulles. 

Airport- DEN 
Airline - Southwest Airlines 
Flight Numbers - 335 
Departure Times - 10:30 am 
Arri val Ti mes - He went through the checkpoint between 8 and 8: 30 am. 
Date And Time of Incident - 3 25.2015 
Baggage Tag Numbers - NA 
Des c ri pt ion Of Luggage 
Color-NA 
Style - NA 
Size - NA 

312612015 Brand _ NA 
11 '36 '58 Was There An NOi - NA 

AM 
Was Anything On The NOi - NA 
Missing Damaged ilem descriplion - NA 
Location Of Incident 
Gate - C33 

ctua erson nvolved -tb 1(61 I 
Special Notes - He was switched from one line to another and he was given different infomnation. He was selected for PreCheck. He had to go to another line because of a hip replacement. He was told that he had to take off his shoes. He told the 
TSO that he has a mobility problem and that taking off his shoes if difficult. He was told he has 10 lake them off anyway. He asked for his cane and his items back. He lold them that he would go back to the first line and get a patdown. He had to 
ask the agent for his cane 4 times before he got it back. He went back to the PreCheck line carrying all of his stuff. The same agent that sent him to the second line told him that he can go through the scanner with his shoes on. The TSO went back 
to the scanner with him and talked to the two agents at the scanner. He said that the first TSO was really nice. The two agents at the scanner that were not nice. They finally let him go through the scanner and then they swabbed his hands and 
shoes. When he went to get his belonging someone else had their items in with his. They did not take any of his stuff, however. he was disturbed that their items were in with his, He said that one of the agents took his laptop out of his bag. He got 
his belongings and asked to speak wilh a supervisor. The supervisor was apologelic. He lold him that they do not have all of the 1raining lhey need. The second agent who had told him to remove his shoes followed him when he wenl to speak with 
the supervisor. She told the supervisor that all he told her was that he did not want to remove his shoes. He does not recall the names of the agents he is making a complaint against. He stated that he was really angry and shaking. He thought that 

REASON for lhe call 
Caller says that she wants to register a complaint. 
On March 15th in Sky Harbor. she flew as a crewmember. She was redirected as a random search. 
She was carrying breast mi I k and asked for it to be hand checked, 
The agent came over, frustrated, insisling she put it through x ray. 
She says this is the first time any officer has been difficult about this. Her name was TSOfh·,1R·-,I. BadgeKiill:fil] 
She put the milk into a dirty Tupperware bin. upset about this. The officer at the checkpoint even had her remove a vest and go through a patdown. She s had to remove a jacket in the past, but never a vest. 
She went through a metal detector, and the officer began to pat her down. She was very aggressive, rude. and she was putting a lot of pressure on her, She was told to pull her shirt up. 
She says her hands went far up her skirl. 
She felt the knuckle of her finger go in between her genitals. 
She requested a d iffe rent sere ener and a su pe rvi sor. The supervisor was very nice, he pu 11 ed the tape. I ooks at a 11 angles of the footage. She says it was a vi o I at1on of privacy. 

312612015 The next agent was not rude, and courteous about the process. She complimented the supervisor and next agent who performed a patdown. 

12' 18'36 Date Time: March 15 at 8:00AM 
PM 

Gate Tenminal: Delta terminal 
Airport: PHX 
Airline: Delta Charter 
Flight#: DL8943 
Bag tag# ( 1 Od1git: NA 
Bag Description; NA 
Missing Damaged ilem descriplion: NA 
NOl:NA 

RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: 

Special Notes: The name of the agent giving her a difficult time was TSOfilill:§I]Badgefb::,(6) I 



Caller fi ew from LAS vi a Al a ska Airlines on March 23rd with two Jars of peanut butter in her carry on. She says th at she has ta ken peanut butter through LAS on many occasions. She says that yesterday she and her partner were retu ming from SEA. 
She says that her partner is in a wheelchair and he stood and walked through screening. He also underwent ETD. Her issue is with her screening. She says that her bag had to be searched and she was told that the peanut butter was not allowed. She 
admits her parIner became argumentative with the female agent. He kept telling her to enjoy eating that at home later. A supervisor was called over, bul she jusl came over and then left. She says thal then she had to get a paldown and she complained 
that she had to lift her shirt up above her bra. She says it exposed her entire midsection in front of everyone. She says that this was done in retaliation to her partners comments. After the pat-down the officer began searching her purse. She says that 
she kept putting the valuable items towards the back to where the caller couldn t see them and was putting the lower value items to the front closest to the caller. She says that the officer kept turning the bag during the inspection. but never removed all 
of the items out of the bottom of the bag. She says that the officer ripped open her envelope that was already partially opened. She did not do this outside the bag where the caller could see, but done it with her hands down in the bag, Then she took 
the phones off to be IesIed. She says that she asked her to give her lhe envelope and she did. The caller counted her money on the plane and is missing $200. She has been Irying to call a manager at 206-214£filili}3he asked me what the CSM s 
name was. 

Date Time: 03.25.16 9:45 a.m. 
Gate Terminal: C9 
Airport: SEA 

312612015 Airline:Alaska 

1 _23 39 Flight#; 851 
-PM Bag tag# (1 Odigit): NA 

Bag Description: N A 
Missing Damaged item descnption: NA 
NOie NA 

Date Time: 03.23.15 7:45 a.m. 
Gate Terminal: She doesn t remember 
Airport: LAS 
Airline: Alaska 
Flight#: 611 
Bag tag# ( 10d1gi ): NA 
Bag Description; N A 
Missing Damaged ilem descriplion: N A 
NOi: NA 

312612015 The callers family does not desire to use the AIT and prefers to have a patdown or to go through the WTMD. She has experienced some resistance from TSOs in the past concerning her family s request for patdowns. and there arose a situation in 
7:43:43 which a TSO caused an ruckus over her 3-1-1 bags that were in compliance. She is anxious about flying again and wanted assurance thal the previous experiences should not have happened, and lhat the fulure experiences should be belier. She 

PM asked a bout s pecia I screening procedures for passengers 7 5 years or o Ider, and for children 12 yea rs or young er. 



312712015 
828:17 

AM 

312712015 
10:09:01 

AM 

3/27/2015 
1:50:38 

PM 

To whom 11 may concern, 

My name i~and I would like to discuss an incident that I encountered during my last airport experience. Every person I have spoken to informs me that the pat-down was necessary because explosive material was detected. However. no 
alarms went off and I never got a clear confirmation from any agent that my item was positive for explosive material, The re/ore, it is not clear whether or not explosive ma teri a I was d elected , I Ii nd it unsettling that my situation, as wel I as what the TSA 
agents involved did as slandard protocol, was found juslified. I have concerns about my situalion and the TSA agents at O'Hare lnternalional Airport. I still fail 10 understand why a pat•down was needed when I here was no confirmation on explosive 
material being detected on my bag of food. and I was cleared by the other TSA agents when I went through the X-ray machine. 

I called the contact center once before. but I would like to take the time to explain my situation once again. this time in writing, since things can get lost in translation when said over the phone. I was traveling with my husband and a friend, leaving 
Chicago at O'Hare International Airport, arnving to M1am1. We went through Security Point 7 for Gate 11 A for American Airlines flight #168 7. which was scheduled to depart at 4:50 PM Central time. We were going through the security check around 
4: 00 PM Centra I ti me. The fo 11 owing is the seq ue nee of events: 

I put my stuff down on conveyor belt of X-ray machine. My belongings included the following: a coat, scarf, sweater, pair of boots, purse, carry-on suitcase, and a bag of food. Inside the bag of food were two packages of popcorn, and a cake roll. 

2, Next. I proceeded to go to the imaging technology x-ray machine 

3. I did not set off any alarms, and was cleared by the TSA agents to continue on. 

4. I waited by the x-ray machine to get my belongings. 

5. I started to pick up stuff until TSA Agent ""f h"'·""·,1'-'R-;,.I,-__ __,!approached rne and asked me if the bag of food belonged to me, a bag of food that was handled by everyone in my travel party. but I went ahead and told the agent that the bag of food 
belonged to me. At this point, no alarms had gone off 

6. !(b )(6) I starts to inspect bag, with no explanation as 10 why and whal she was looking for. 

7. She inspects the two popco m bags. then takes out cake. 

8, As she was looking at ii, TSA Agent-.i1h"'·""·,1""R.,_·, _____ __.I comes over and assisls ~wilh cake. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ~(b_·~I(_6~1 __ __. 
Date Time: 3/27/2015 9:48:02 AM 

······················----------------··························· 

Name. bl 61 
Email b 1(6) 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate cree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 
Comments:I am writing from Denver International Airport following a pat down from a TSA agent approximately 30 minutes ago that can only be described as sexual assault. The agent put his hands on the inside of my underwear, patted me down on 
the buttocks multiple times with the front side of his hands, as well as other sensilive parts if my body. I am so angry and upset lhat I can hardly speak. I expecl thal you will Ireat this with the seriousness it deserves and respond to my corn ain'I 
immediately. 
Caller is retired military and has medical disabilities. Every time she screened she goes through the AIT and has to have a patdown. This is very emban-assing. She feels she is being singled out. 

312712015 Caller applied for the TSA precheck 2 and a half weeks ago and the U ES is telling her 11 is with the TSA and it might take another 6-8 weeks because they had trouble taking her fingerprints. Is there any way she can get this expedited? She has metal, 

4:43:53 screws and plates in her body. The last time she flew she was wearing a leg brace and she had to remove it and she got a full body patdown after she went through the AIT and her bag went through twice. She wants to avoid having to get patdowns. 
PM She used 10 have a card from her doctor. Would that help? Charlotte Douglas has full body scanners in some areas and olhers have the older technology, Is lhere any advanlage 10 going through one or the olher? 



312712015 
6:17:17 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INfORMAUON 
Full Namel(b 1(6) 
Email Addre"--ss-;lc:1h.., .. ..,.,1R,,.,....1 ---~~--, 

Phone Numberc 
Address: 
Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? Yes 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
LaG ua rd i a Airport 



312812015 
11:16:30 

AM 

Submitted on Saturday, March 28. 2015 - 11 :06 Submitted by anonymous user:~kb~)~(6_·•~' --~I Submitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights \ Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? Unreasonable Search Seizure Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes. I m filling this form out for myself 

==I nd1v1d ua I Info== 
First Nam~lbi/6I 
Lasl NamJ(b 1(61 

Primary Phone'"· =LU.==-~ 
Phone Numbe o_(b"-·,.,_l(;a:6.:.··, -,r,;-=,,_ ___ , 
PO Box or Street Address~b_._,(_6_I ___ ~ 
City: Brooklyn 
State: New York 
Zip Code (Post Code): 11202 
Other: 
Email: ~!(-b-l(-6-.. ,------~ 

==Incident lnfonmation== 
When did this happen? 03\27\2015 
Where did this happen? NEW YORK - LGA - LaGuardia 
What happened? 
Yesterday at a pp roxi ma tely 1505 ( 3 :05 pm) to 1600 ( 4: 00 pm) at TSA 
Checkpoint area TB-CHK-C-2 at Laguardia Airport prior to boarding 
my UA689 flight to Chicago O Hare, I was innapropriately touched 
on my vaginal lips by TSO!(b)(ff•, I arnved to the 
airport with yoga pants and top on, which had no underwire or 
pockets, or metal or bells or any other material that would be a 
source of security concern. On top of that material. I had a on a 
p roles s ional red dress that just covered my p nvate parts. It was 
not made clear to me why i was being searched given the facts 
slated above that I did not have any suspicious mate ria I on, only 
cotton clothing and underwear. Despite me I ifti ng up my dress and 

Caller said she was at Orlando airport loday and she and her husband both had precheck on their boarding passes, She said at Concourse A and ECP there is no sign that Orlando has a precheck line and she said the male agent just gave hand 
signals to them. She said the female TSA Officer,fh··,1rr1 !was rude to her 74 year old husband and she said they were just following what the male Officer had instructed. She said the were not put in the precheck line and the female 
Officer told her to go to the precheck line. She said they had to take their jackets and shoes off and her husband had a patdown. She said she went to the female Supervisor with the last name of b )(6) and she told her to call us and she said the 
Supervisor was very nice. She said the Ii rst Off ce r s hou Id have directed th em better to the precheck Ii ne or we should have a Pree heck sign up. 

Mishandling RFI 
3/2812015 

1 :11 :46 REASON for the call:Complaint 
PM Dale Time: 03-28-15 at 8 am and lhey were at lhe checkpoint at 6:10 am 

Gate\Terminal:Concourse A 
Ai rpo rt:Orl and o 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight #: 2398 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: I advised her that I will refer this to the CSM at the airport 

Hello, 

Yesterday I flew out of ITO. I am pregnant and asked not to go through the ATI. Instead of allowing me to go through the metal detector, which I was told was only for pre-check passengers. I was made to wait for several minutes and then had a pat 
down. While I understand that the pat down is one of the screening methods, I do not understand why it would be used in place of a metal detector that is already functioning but not in high demand. ITO is not a busy airport and it is not clear to me why 

3128/2015 TSA would choose to take a female from her post for a pat down ins1ead of allowing me to simply walk lhrough the metal de1ec1or. The pat down, and where it was localed, made me feel like a criminal. I don't lhink it's a very kind way to treal pregnant 
3:19: 13 women and would like to suggest that you reconsider your pat down policy in places where there are working metal detectors. Not only would it save TSA time. but it would also make pregnant women feel less ashamed about their condition. 

PM 
Thank you for your consideration. 

l(b)(61 



To Whom This Concerns: 

I have a Global Entry Pass: consequently, I hMe TSA pre-check on every airline lickel. Wouldn't go wilhout it, because of the TSA agent abuses in the non-pre-check queue. I have an artificial right hip: titanium implant. When the pre-check queue 
3128/2015 TSA agents ask about that. I am directed ta the body-scanner. which upon my exiting the confinement, sets off the alarm. I am consequently patted dawn at unusual places on my body having nothing whatever to do with my hip implant (the most 
5:07:44 popular being left shoulder and chest - but. this last time (a few days ago) was patted down upon my left buttock). I find 11 curious, annoying and harassing that [Global Entry Pass]+ [TSA agent knowledge of my R hip arthroplasty] = patdown' What's 

PM the point of my having passed the GOES background check if I receive the same treatment as though I didn't have the Pass? If you don't intend to honor my probity/integrity. then why issue the Pass and/or enquire about implants? Something's wrong 
with the agents you hire ... they gleefully abuse their discrelion. I would thal TSA funding had not been recently renewed: did fine without ii for 63 yrs. (pre-2011/DHSJ, don't need ii now• /creveling/ 

3/28/2015 
6:11:14 

PM 

Submitted on Saturday, March 28, 2015 - 18:03 Submitted by anonymous user: .. kb._1""("-6-'-·., __ _,Bubmitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Disability I Medical Cond1t1on Are you filling this form out for yourself' Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==lndividua.,w1.11;:c=....---, 
Firsl Nam b)(6) 
LastName~,~b~)-(6~)--...,... 

Primary Phone:,....e~==~-~ 
Phone Numberj(b)(61 
Best Time to Co~n-ta~c-t"'":----~ 

- 1 :00 pm - 3:00 pm 
- 3 00 pm - 5 00 pm 
Day of the week: 
- Monday 
- Tuesday 
- Wednesday 
- Thursday 
- Friday 
PO Bo, ar Street Address: k~b_)""(_6~1 __ _, 
City: Bishops Stortfo rd 
State: Florida 
Zip Code (Post Code) CM23 2AY 
Other· I I pit~_d Ki oo dam (Na a the r oot ioo ror Sta le} 
Emaiil(bi(61 _ 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? 0312512015 
Where did this happen? FLORIDA - MCO - Orlando International 
What happened? I went through securily around 3pm. I was with my 
partner who is in a wheelchair. When we got to the front of the 
cue, I was trying to get someones attention to I et them know I 

Thank yau for your prompt response - which wonderfully skirted my question without answering it. 
You responded in pertinent part: " TSA recognizes that certain travelers with disabilities or medical conditions may have difficulty standing or walking and that certain medical conditions may cause individuals to alarm when screened using a walk
through metal detector. II this occurs, TSA Pre?® individuals may be permitted to undergo alternate screening procedures such as Advance Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, explosives trace detection (ETD) swabbing. or a patdown screening.'' , 

312912015 Lovely bit of bureaucratic caviling 10 my enquiry, "What's lhe point of GOES background check (I have a Global Enlry Pass) and telling the TSA agent that I have an implanl if nol to ease my passage lhrough airport securily?" Please respond direclly 
927:42 to that question: succinctly, "What's the point of GOES .. check. and telling agent that I have an implant. _? If you"re going ta ignore the meaning al the GOES Pass AND ignore my information re implants. why do you even have a separate queue 

AM for the Pass AND why do you enquire concerning bodily implants? When you know what sets off the alarm by a Trusted Traveler patting him down rather reduces the federal background check to the absurd, wouldn't you say? TSA 1s clearly 
abusive of its authority. /creveling/ 

312912015 
12:40:12 

PM 

Caller has been flying with assistance and TSA has been good to her in the past. She says that her last flight and she spoke with Josh. She says she is calling as a follow up to the last call. She said that when she got into her safe her jewelry had been 
searched and she did find her piece of jewelry that she was missing, She flew yesterday She called TSA in San Diego and she left a message saying that she called and left a message She got a patdown even though she did not trigger an alarm and 
she wants to know why. She had no pockels and was not wearing anything heavy. 

She 1s in a wheelchair. She says she walked through the WTMD. She says that TSA did not put things back in her bag the way that they were after they searched her bag. They were inspecting 8 cans of Prune juice and they swabbed them. She says 
that they took apart he Medical machine and inspected it. She says that they cut the labels and she is missing a receipt for medical expenses. It is in a sealed white envelope with her name in black marker on it. 
She also said they did not look at her medical items and they only looked at her prune juice. 
She appreciates TSA and will be flying again with Delta ta CO springs to see her grand children. She then said she was flying farm Philadelphia to DEN 
She has several forms of medications. She !al ked a I ot about her ace ide nt that happened 7 years ago and the surgeon who re constructed her face. 



313012015 
2:17:15 

PM 

Dear Sir: 

On March 17. 20 15, my husband and I landed in MIA around 5 AM EDT on AA #900 after an ave might flight from Buenos Aires. Arg en tin a. We proceeded through Immigration and then co 11 e cted our I ug gage for Customs. which we c I ea red without any 
problem. As soon as we went to retrieve our bags, we were forced to leave Security even though we were only going to recheck the bags for other flights to ORD and STL. Since we are both pre-screened, we proceeded to TSA-PRE I was able to go 
right through without a hitch. My husband, however, who has two artificial knees, was not allowed 10 use the full body scanner because ii was nol working at that time. He sel off the alarm on the usual scanner and was told to step aside for a pat 
down. 

At that point, he waited and waited for someone to come over to do their job. When someone finally showed up ten or fifteen minutes later, my husband was getting slightly exasperated. He then had to take off his belt and shoes. which he did, 
although he did toss the belt on the floor. The next thing I knew the man's TSA supervisor was over hollering in my husband's face that he had a real attitude and that he might not be able to fly that day. If anyone had an attitude it was the TSA 
supervisor and not my husband. but the pat down proceeded and my husband was cleared to go. As a further annoyance, while my husband was waiting for the pat down, someone opened the full body scanner for use so others were able to go 
through it withoul wailing. 

Here are my questions 10 you. Whal good does having TSA-PRE do when my husband has to go through the same routine as before? Why was he not allowed 10 go through the full body scanner once it was opened for use? Why must an 
international traveler go through security a second time in this country? Before we left Buenos Aires, our checked bags were x-rayed, our carry-on bags hand checked, we were photographed and our right thumb print taken. It would seem that would 
be sufficient. 

Sincerely, 

l(b)(61 

313012015 
9:03:46 

PM 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Other 
Cu n-ent Date/Time , 3130120 15 8: 09: 13 PM Airport : A TL - Ha rtsfi e ld-Ja ckso n At I ant a I nte ma ti on al Date/Ti me of Travel : 0312912015 6: 3 0 AM Airline & FI i r ht Number : De I ta 201 Che c kpoi ntl Area of Airport , the recheck area from I nte rnat ion a n-i vals 
TSA Employee: (If Known!(b)(6:, pommenl: On the date mentioned above I was going through the screening when I opled out of the machine.Kbi(6:, !1ook my bins and put my clolhes (hat,shoes,hoodie,elc) bin on lop of my 
computers I told him that to make sure there was no weight on my equipment. He look displeased with my comment. He then took me to the area for screening and decided to slowly go over with long pauses the common statement made by TSA 
agents before the pat down occurs. I told him I knew it and recited it from memory this upset h1 m and he continued to recite it. Everything seemed to be going Ii ne u nti I the part where the T SA person 1s sup posed to take both hands and go up the I eg to 
the groin area ti 11 they meet resistance ~di d not do that he moved his hands up u nti I he got to my groin area then made a sud den and forceful thrust into my testicles causing a sharp pain which I immediately mentioned to him! He ignored me 
and did ii AGAIN on the other leg! After doing twice I told him he didn't have to hit me in my privates• His reply was to condescendingly say &quot;I told you I was going to your torso!&quot: sneering at me he walked away. I then looked back and saw 
him laughing and talking to a female coworker sharing the fun of being able to assault passengers with seemingly impunity• I was quite shaken up by the experience first of being assaulted and second being powerless to react to it' I told the supervisor 
I wanted his name and what occun-ed. He strolled over looked at me and said his name then casually walked away' By his demeanor during the assault and the practiced way he hid the fact he was hurting me by using unnecessary force. I could tell he 
has done this before and probably would do so again! So not bei ng a d efe n sel e ss tau ri st from another country or a harried pass en er rushing to my next plane I did the responsi b I e thing and contacted the Atlanta Po Ii ce department to re po rt the 
assault. The TSA has lhe duly to search and secure the airport but not to inflict harm on passengers they don'l like!! Office 1h·11rr·, of the APO took my complaint case #kbl(ffl p will be following up on this and I hope you will too! Please note 
I will not sue for money or seek compensation. I want h··,1rr1 o be relieved of duty or transferred where he can't harm others or serving jail time for this assault. If this would have occurred outside of your airport I would have been allowed to 
defend myself but knowing I was powerless to fight bac (b)(ffl bused his authority and willing attacked me under the guise of doing his job. I will not let this fade away and I will not quietly let him get away with this. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 

Passenger's Na~m_e~b~)(~6~'--~-~ 
Phone Numbe 1h··,1rr, 
Email (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



313112015 
8:35:19 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Date Time: 3131 I 

Namd1h·,1R··, 
Emai1kbl(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Sky Harbor Airport, 3/3012015, evening, gale 0. Had escort passes to pick up some minor relatives. Not EVEN flying. 
Comments:I went to the Sky Harbor airport in the evening of March 30. 2015, to pick up some relatives that were minors, and I had my daughters with me. We all had escort passes. and when we went through security at Gate D, the agent decided 
that my youngest daughter had to be patted down because of the machine, she had on a dress with sequins to the side that had obviously set the machine off. My daughter is only 13. and I asked that they not pat her down unless it was medically 
necessary. One TSA worker, a short, white lady in her 60s with cropped hair became very rude, and started talking to me in an unecessarily rude manner. I told them we could leave. They said I couldn't, I told them I could let my daughters just leave, 
and they wouldn't lei me do that either. They then 901 a supervisor, who went and got a black woman 10 speak to me. When I finally agreed to lei them pal my daughter down provided it was a mother and someone who was married, and I hat I would 
pray with them beforehand, they decided to do a full pat down on my child, even though it was apparent that it was the upper part of her pretty, sequined dress that had set off the machine. I could hardly hold back my tears as I watched that short 
woman. with her hands and speech, pretty much violate my chi Id, who has never been touched th at way in her Ii le, or had anyone speak to her that way about her body. I am not convinced that that worker was not an i nse ns i ti ve I es bi an or ped o phi I e. I 
want to know for sure that the TSA is not hiring people who have perverted tendencies towards children, because what we experienced (and they told us we weren't allowed to film the pat down. understandably, it was worse than any medical exam my 
daughter or even myself have had, especially lhe way lhe woman had to go over certain sensitive areas twice , unecessarily, and lhe language she was using). A doctor will never speak to you that way when you are being examined, even if you are 
having a child. Unfortunately, I do not have her name, although I cannot forget her face, a face devoid of maternal feeling or consideration of children. I was trying so hard not to cry, I have always tried to protect my children, and I feel like I have failed 
my child, I have not been able to keep her safe from someone who would hurt her, and hurt her innocence, I feel so terrible as a mother. that someone did this to my child in my presence. it seems like a perverted woman has had access to my child. I 
want an explanation, a justification of what has happened, and I want answers and justice for what this woman has done to my daugher, a studious homeschooled 13 year old who has won many competitions in violin, has played with several 
orcheslras, plays the piano, won al the science fair, and has been raised in a christian home. I have a few questions: 
-What can a pa rent reasonably expect, and what kind of behavior does the T SA qua Ii fy as ·· eras sing the Ii ne" from doing your job to criminal b eha vi or again st a chi Id? 
-Surely the TSA has clear guidelines of how far an agent can go before 11 can be ascertained that the agent Is actually violating a child: what are those guidelines. if any? 
-What is the Ii n e between pat down and i na pp ro pri ate. perverted behavior? How much p hysica I pressure is an agent a 11 owed to use on a chi Id? 
-Is the agent allowed 10 go over the child's sensitive areas more than once on the basis I hat '"I hey didn"I get it over here, or I need to go over this again'" type of comment? 
-What kind of I ang uage is the a gent expected to use with a chi Id? 
-What are TSA guidelines for hiring people with questionable behavior towards children? 
-What are TSA guidelines for dealing with agents that have been inappropriate with a child? 
-What does lhe TSA define as inappropriate or criminal behavior towards a child? -Are there specific, respeclful words thal an agent is supposed 10 use to describe a child"s body, and do I hey need to name every body parl with their own choice of 
words while touching the child? 



313112015 
8:35:54 

AM 

Good Evening. 

It brings me wilh much displeasure 10 report 10 you my family's eventful day wilh TSA agents at lhe Orlando InIernational AirporI. My family and I have frequented the Orlando and Tampa areas for many years now and have pul up wilh the rude 
hospitality that TSA displays at the Orlando International Airport. I am here to inform you that today was the last straw. 

As always. the clearing at security was a cluster at Orlando International Airport. We started out normally by approaching the agent at the counter checking IDs and Boarding Passes prior to entering the lovely maze to the screening and X-ray 
machines. I was traveling today with my wife and lhree children. I politely handed all IDs and boarding passes to the TSA agent. He rudely responded to me that I needed to pass I hem out to each member of the family along with I heir IDs. I complied 
with the ag enr s request. 

We we re then he rd ed Ii ke cattle into the security checkpoint where we we re di reeled to a s pecia I Ii n e where we we re to Id that we were not required to take our shoes off or anything e I se, Al I we we re instructed to do was empty our pockets and send 
our baggage lhrough the ,-ray machine. In disbelief, we asked the TSA agent again and I hey repeated lhe same instructions back and assured us we would have no problems. My wife even informed lhe TSA agenl thal my three year old son's sippy 
cup had water in it and asked if we should dump it out. The TSA agent assured us the cup would not be an issue. We complied with all requests and put our baggage through the x-ray machine and walked through the metal detector. 

I went through the metal detector first. followed by my daughter, oldest son and my wife with our three year old son. My daughter set off the metal detector and my wife and I were then separated from our children for additional screening. I protested, 
but I was assured ii would not take long. My wife and I went lhrough the machine thal scans you with your hands raised above your head. We passed this screening process wilh no issues. Then much 10 our surprise we found that there was an issue 
with my wife's bag which had the sippy cup in it. The TSA agent asked our party to see whose bag it was. My wife complied and the TSA agent took her ta the side with her bag. My wife asked the TSA agent what the issue was. The TSA agent 
explained that they had to test the sippy cup. My wife once again declared it contained water, that it was for my three year old son and that a previous TSA agent claimed that this would not be an issue. The current TSA agent denied my wife"s request 
and scanned it any way. The TSA agent then patted down my wife from head to toe and swiped her hands to test for explosives. Before she was patted down from head to toe, I asked the TSA agent what the issue was. They reluctantly told me what 
the issues were while standing 10 feet away from me. I informed lhe TSA agenl thal I was having Irouble understanding her and that she needed to come closer for me to hear. Her supervisor then came over and claimed my wife tested posilive for 
explosive residue and told her to proceed with her for a private pat dawn. My wife complied reluctantly because she did nat understand why another pat dawn was warranted when nothing was found from the previous ane 2 minutes before. We finally 
made ,t through the s c reem ng p race ss but we re highly dis appointed with the I ack of respect and i 11 treatment. 

I am an Aircraft Loadmaster for the Uniled States Air Force. Screening and handling of passengers and their baggage is my bread and butter as well. I also know professionalism does not always have to be cheery, friendly, and welcoming bul the 
effort must be there. I understand each and every TSA agent has a job to da. However, today's episode was uncalled for and unwarranted. My family and I complied with all instructions and directions from TSA agents. My wife was wearing yoga 
pants, flip flops. and a T-shirt. She was also trave Ii ng with her husband who proudly serves our mi I itary and understands fully the need for these security measures. I can te 11 you from my expe nences the , mag e my lam, ly portrayed today did not 
warrant a threat. We fully declared all items to the TSA agents multiple times that were in question and they continued to belittle us and demand t.wo lull head to toe pat downs. It is insulting and dehumanizing, 

I am here to inform that the treatment al my family by the TSA agents at Orlando International will not ga quietly. I will make sure everyone who needs to be is aware of this incident will know. TSA agents at Orlando International ruined a great 
vacation for us today. Other people will not put up with this and I am here to tell you until this dehumanizing screening process is fixed; neither I nor any member of my family will transit the Ortando International Airport. In light of recent aviation events 
la mi Ii es s ho u Id not be scrutinized, Flight crews s hou Id be screened more thorough I y. 

For the record I will be sending this letter to Orlando International Airport as well. the Better Business Bureau and whoever else I feel needs ta be aware. If the hospitality of passengers for air travel is no I anger a factor then I will no longer spend my 



313112015 
9A7:51 

AM 

Reason for the call - Caller wanted to make a complaint about TSA in general. She went through the Humphrey Terminal at MSP. She was wearing an insulin pump and taking a spare pump with her. She had a surgical boot on her foot. She asked 
for a female agent to give her a patdown because her pump can not through through the screening technology. Medtronic told her that walking through the doer is fine, however, a magnetic check can damage the pump. The TSO basically told her 
that he did nol care and thal he did not want to see her paperwork. She did not get his name. The female TSO who performed her patdown told her thal olher people with insulin pumps go through the screening technology all the time. She did not get 
her name either. She said that it makes it hard for peop I e with med i ca I ca nd it ions to travel because they don t know haw they a re ga i ng ta be treated. 

Airport-MSP 
Airline - Sun Country 
Flight Numbers - SY595 
Departure Times - 3:15 pm 
Arri val Ti mes - She went thraug h the checkpoint between 1 and 1 : 30 pm. 
Date And Time of Incident - 2 07 2015 
Baggage Tag Numbers - NA 
Description Of Luggage 
Color- NA 
Style - NA 
Size - NA 
Brand - NA 

Was There An NOi - NA 
Was Anything On The NOi - NA 
Missing Damaged item description - NA 
Localion Of Incident 
Gate - She does not know. She thinks it was 4 ar 6. 
Terminal -2 
Phone Number - (b)(61 
Email • b 1(6) 
Na me c ua e rson nvo ved -[ b) (ff:, 
Special Notes - NA "---'-'------' 

313112015 At SFO 9:30 am, 3131115 

2_11 .53 Had to get a pat down because of the millimeter wave machine. 
· PM I guess my soc ks were too bunched up at the ankles lo r your sensi bi I 1t1es. 

Definitely a flawed technology. 

41112015 

The caller is a nursing mother. She wanled to know if she could go through securily with ice packs to keep her breast milk cool. She wanted to know what types were permitled through. 

The caller wanted to file a complaint against TSO Supervisor~at the Syracuse International Airport. She stated that she presented her icepacks along with her breast milk and was told she couldn t transport the items through the security 
checkpoint. She stated that the officer stated it didn t matter ii she was allowed through with the items in Atlanta they would not be permitted through his airport. She said he also stated that she had plenty of time to get back to Atlanta and her milk 
would be fine. He would not listen to her when she tried to explain she had connecting flights and lhe breasl milk would spoil. She said the matter was handled in an unprofessional and unfriendly manner. She was also lold she would have to go 
through a patdown and then told she wouldn t. 

2 =33 '44 Date Time: 4-1-2015 at 2:15 PM 
PM 

Gate\Terminal: Terminal B 
Airport: Syracuse 
Airline:AA 

Flight#: AA434~0--~ 
Officer Nam~(bi(61 



Caller has a d1scri mi nation comp I amt. 

( Accepted complaint from Agent who said caller to Id h1 m that she /el t she was d1scri mi nated against be cause of her I ast n amJ~( b_ •• _, ( 6_._I -~IJ 
Told caller I am sorry she was upset. 

MB Complaint of Discrimination Referrals: 

Full Name: [b 1(6) 

'"-..,-...,-_-;:::::::::::::.:;--' 
Phone #·H fbi/61 
Phone #:l~(b_,_(6_) ___ ~ 

(That is her full name) Caller said she is African American and was born and raised in the US. She said she was treated like a ten-iorist. 

41112015 We lost contact and I tried lhe home # and ii is nol in service but reached her on her Cell. 

4:00:35 She confirmed home again as correct. 

PM 

41112015 
4:26:06 

PM 

Email: Does not Use computer, She was born in 1934 and is 80 years old. 

Airport Detroit Metro (Was flying to FLL on Delta). 

Date and approximate time of the experience: 1-26-15 (The flight was departing at 7:20 AM) She was at the checkpoint between around 6 AM (She first tried to tell me after 8 AM) 

A d1scri pti on of the experience: 

She went through lhe me1a1 detector and a second TSO went over her body again and by I hen her carry on bag had gone through the conveyor. 
Caller said she was in a wheelchair except for the time she got out to walk through the metal detectors. She sat down in the wheelchair and 2 more people came up and searched her carry on bag and the TSO scanned her shoes and had her to 
rem ave them had her to stand up and get a P atdown. She i nsi sled that nothing a I armed. 
She commented that she thought when you are over 75 you do not have to take shoes off but they made her take them off. 

She felt she was being discriminated against because her name iskb··,1m !and they treated her like a terrorist. 

On March 31, 2015, I received a TSA precheck boarding pass for American Airlines Flighl 943 from St. Thomas, USVI to Miami. I was told to go 10 lhe speedy line where I need not lake off my shoes. Then a TSA agenl loudly asked my if I had any 
medical implants. I said that I had a metal plate in my ankle. Forget privacy. 
She then to Id me to go to the Io nge r Im e where I would have to take off my shoes. I then had to go through the A IT s c reem ng. The TSA agents we re barking orders which I did not understand. about which poses they needed. When I emerged from the 
screening device, a female TSA agent told me to stand & she would wave a wand over my hands. She then told me to stand in front of her and spread my legs. I did. Then she yelled, "WIDER!" I complied, still barefoot, trying to make sure that my 
carry-on possessions were not carried away. Forget about any shreds of dignity. 
I am a 67-year-old grandmother of 4, a retired school teacher. I believe that your policies need improvement. Or the TSA agents in St. Thomas need sensitivity training. 
No TSA agent has ever asked if I had a medical implant. I told the truth. My reward for cooperating with honesty was to be treated with hostility and humiliation. Why exactly did have have to go through the AIT screening AND the public patdown? If I 
had requested a private patdown. would I have been able to bring my valuables with me? Would I have missed my flight? 
Please explain why lhe TSA agenl needed 10 pal me down intimalely in public when I had already completed lhe AIT screening. 
Are TSA agents discriminating on the basis of disabilities???? 

Sent from my iPad 

41112015 Caller was tr.ans/erred her she went through San Antonio TX yesterday. She was in a wheelchair and wearing a brace. She was traveling alone. She cant stand for screening so she got a patdown. She was told she would have to go into a separate 
8:11 :54 room so she can undress by lhe lady agent. She ask the lady if I his was because of her brace? Then lhe lady said never mind I hey would just do the patdown at the checkpoinl. She says when the agent got to her private parts lhe agenls hand came all 

PM the way up into her privates, splitting it. She has had a patdown about 3 or 4 times and it has never been like this. 



41212015 
8:33:21 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl(b 1(61 I 
Date Time: 411/2015 11 :52:59 PM 

Nam b1(6) 
Email b1(6) 
Comp a111 s: nappropna e cree111rig a ow11 Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Sante Fe, March 28, 2015. Flight 5944 at 12.56pm departure· 
Comments:My ticket was TSA pre-approved. Two rude young TSA agents who spoke badly to every passenger designated me for extra checks after I passed through security. 
I complained that 11 was unJ u st1f1ed and 1f they wanted to search me, then get on with it and don't keep me wa iii ng. 
An older, polite TSA agent told me later that I could 'go', 
This is unacceptable behavior from the lwo young TSA agents who I PAY with my taxes and I hey don't even know lhe limits of their petty authority. 
I am a small blonde woman, and the I do not accept the imposition of being singled out to prove a point that there is no ·racial profiling'. 
Do not impede my I awfu I passage through airports again. otherwise I w, 11 most certainly make it the busrn ess of my Senators to tel I you this, again. 
It is ridiculous that Denver Airport TSA agents who deal with much higher traffic are very polite and kind to travellers, yet two silly little girly TSA agents at Sante Fe are an intolerable nuisance to law abiding citizens. 
I m not looking for an automated email. I m looking for a human answer. If you cant answer me then I II have to get the media to seek answers on my behalf. I am very disgusted. 

On Apr 2, 2015. at 5:17 PM, tsatcc do not reply@senture.com tsatcc do not reply@senture.com wrote; 

Thank you for contacting the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) Contact Center regarding the reasons for secondary screening. 

TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all who pass through our screening checkpoints. TSA must screen all passengers and their property before they are permitted to enter the secured area. and the way the screening 
is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring lhat TransporIation Securily Officers (TSOs) treat all passengers with dignily, respect, and courIesy. 

TSA applies a vanety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances. this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on bags, which may be triggered by a number of 

41212015 factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the walk-through metal detector or resolve an 

6:15:4 7 anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property may also be performed. 

PM 
T SA a I so selects passengers and their property at random for e nha need sec u nty screening. This random element prevents terro nsts from atte m ptrng to defeat the sec u nty system by lea ming how 11 ope rates. Leaving out any one group, such as 

senior citizens, persons with disabilities, or children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and 
deploy new technologies to address the explosives threat In the meantime. the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an add1t1onal layer of security at the checkpoint, and 
keeps the t rave Ii ng public sale. 

The primary purpose of passenger screening is to prevent the introduction of deadly or dangerous items into an airport secured area or onboard an aircraft. TSA's policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity. 
respect, and courtesy. Each Transportation Security Officer (TSO) receives training on professional and courteous conduct to make the process run smoothly and to reduce inconvenience to the traveling public, 

Passengers are permitted to wear any type of clothing they wish through the security checkpoint, however, if the TSO cannot reasonably determine that the clothing is free of a prohibited item, the passenger will be referred for additional screening. 
This pol icy extends to a 11 clothing Ite ms and is not di reeled to any particular Ite m or group. 

TSOs will use lheir professional discrelion to determine if a particular ilem could hide a threatening objecl. Passengers may be asked to remove their outerwear, as TSA requires all passengers to remove outerwear such as suit jackets and blazers, 
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4/212015 
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PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Nam b)(61 
Email Add.'re'---'s"'-s"'lh,-.,-·,1""r;.,..·1---~---, 

Phone N,_um=b~e-=~----,,_j 
Address b)(6) lexandria VA 
Zipcode: 22312 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Washington Dulles International Airport 

The caller went lhrough screening today al 1 :30PM. She was at FLL airport wilh her son who is 15. Her and her son went through screening, she was going with him 10 make sure he gels on the plane. It wasn ta busy day and lhe lane wasn t busy. She 
had a necklace on and a officer at the checkpoint told her to turn her necklace to the back or they will have to check her breasts. She started to walk forward, she was going to place her necklace in one of the bins on the conveyer belt. Another TSO told 
her to just put the necklace in her hand, because she has zippers on her pants and she will have to get frisked anyways. The caller walked through with her hands up and before the TSO gave her a patdown the TSO pushed her arm into the callers 
stomach. Her and her son was very startled. She stated that her son will be flying in to the airport on his return flight and she is unsure if she will have issues when he flies back. 

She wasn t instructed at al I. she just pushed her in the stoma ch 



REASON for the call: 
Caller has a hernia in his groin, and it shows up on the AIT. When his happened at BOS, the TSO was upset that there was an anomaly in BOS. The TSO yelled out that there was an issue. At CL T. the caller did not want to go through any of the 
screening technology to avoid the embarrassment of the issue being yelled lhrough the checkpoint. The TSO that administered lhe patdown was unsatisfied with it due to that hernia. The caller was taken to a privale screening area where lhe manager 
was also unsatisfied with just a patdown. Caller was tald he had to expose himself ta be cleared for screening. Caller does not want to fly if he is going ta have to go through this humiliation every time he goes through screening. Caller was told that 
he could call this number to notify TSA about him coming to help alleviate the tension of screening. 

Dale Time: 03-31-15 at 10:15 AM 
Gate Terminal: Gate E 19 
Airport: CLT 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight#: 5146 
Bag tag # (1 Odigit): NA 
Bag De scri pt1on: NA 
Missing Damaged item description: NA 
NOi: NA 

4I3I2015 RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: 
2:48:22 
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41412015 
4:18:51 

PM 

A TSO of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdown search; however, passengers may need to wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. The TSO will describe the procedures they are using as they conduct the 
screening. The passenger should inform TSOs if they have difficulty raising their arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body thal are painful when touched. TSOs are required to use the back of the hand to patdown 
a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas. TSOs are required to use the front of the hand. 

At any time during the screening process, passengers may request a private screening, 
TSOs should also offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clolhing. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the privale screening after the companion clears 
screening. Passengers who refuse screening will not be permitted to enter the secured area. 

Since your complaint concerns the conduct of TS Os at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Support Manager at that location. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot 
areas of concern tha I may require sp eci a I atl ention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prom pl, corrective acl ion whenever we d ete rm i ne that security screening po Ii ci es need modi fi cation or specific employees or screener teams a re the 
subjects of repeated complaints. 

CS Ms may be contacted by calling (866) 289-9673 and choosing option 5 from the self-service menu. By entering the three-letter airport code of your departing airport, you will be provided a phone number to reach the CSM at that airport. 

Special Noted(b)(ff:, ! Caller would prefer a phone call about what has happened. 

Caller is in DEN currently. They have had PreCheck through Soulhwesl for a while and they 901 a KTN recenlly since the changeover. When she came 10 lhe airporl today she was funneled back to the regular line because lhey did not have a body 
scanner. She has metal implants. Caller does not believe she should have went through the regular line since she paid for PreCheck. They did not a/fer her a patdawn. They tald her they did not have proper staffing. 

Date Time: 4.4.15 1:20pm 
Airporl: DEN 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight# 1352 

The caller flew from Miami to LaGuardia yesterday. The caller opted out of going through the AIT and it took sometime for her to go through a patdawn. Her bags had already gone through scanning and she was separated from them for sometime. 
When she got on the aircraft she discovered that her laptop was missing. She wanted to know what could be done about getting it back. 

Dale Time: 4-4-2015 at 2:28 PM 
Gate Terminal: 

41512015 Airport: Miami International 
3:54: 16 Airline: Delta 

PM Flight#: 5967 
Bag Description: MacBaok Air in a royal blue lncase. two stickers on it, one says ii lest in script in hot pink and the other one has a blue circular logo with a plus sign on it 

The ca 11 er indicated her moth er had contacted lost and lo und and they had her bag and disconnected , 
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Fromkbl(61 
Sent: Sunday. April 05. 2015 1: 17 PM 
To: TSAMedia 
Subject Still wondering if the below the belt frontal pat down I received at the Houston hobby airport was called for nor is it appropriate .I am an Asian middle age woman who has serve 22 years as a dependent mil wile to my huband whoe served for 
30 years. We Jr 

Sent from Windows Mail 

I am a lifelong air traveler, have traveled all aver the US and to Mexico, Bermuda and Jamaica. I have rarely had a piece of luggage lost or had a bad flying experience. I enjoy flying. I live in Oregon, am 66 years old, a retired paralegal. My recent trip 
to Fort Worth, Texas was to see my dying father in a nursing home. This was a stressful. sad tnp. not a happy one. 

I have flown aut of DFW since the day it opened and have seen all the changes to this airport over the past 40 years. Not all the changes have been good for me as a traveler. 

On April 4, 2015, I entered DFW Tenninal Cat about 3:00 p.m. to go through the security screening and check in at American Airlines flight 1698, bound for Portland, Oregon. I presented my boarding pass and drivers license to the first TSA agent and 
was then directed 10 lhe only conveyor belt in use. As ii was a Salurday and lhe airporl was nol crowded, lhere was no wailing line. I lhought I would breeze right through, as always. I was wrong. 

Please note that I was dressed in nice slacks, tapestry jacket and turtleneck top. I wore two silver rings and no other jewelry. I had no belt. no pockets, no metal on me except for the zipper on my Jacket. I have no metal plates or pins m my body. 

I was ordered to remove my shoes and I asked about that because I did not have to that for my previous flights (all domestic US flights). I was asked my age and told I was too young at 66 to be allowed to keep my shoes on. I placed my purse, 
orthopedic shoes and carry-on bag an the conveyor and turned to proceed through the screening gate. Ta my surprise, I was told to stand inside the clear tube called a body scanner. The female TSA agent before me had quite an "attitude" which also 
surpnsed me. 

41612015 I commented as she scanned me that this was a first for me. She snapped, "Nol for me!" She proceeded to frisk me twice and scanned me twice bul could find nothing except my jacket zipper on the scanner. She finally lei me proceed through the 
8:37:18 

check point. It took a tremendous force al will ta say nothing further to her. Believe me, I wanted 1a' I felt invaded, humiliated, helpless. and and at her mercy. She clearly enjoyed making me feel that way. 
AM 

You may try 10 brush me off by responding thal she was just doing her job. Well, she was doing more lhan thal and I know lhe difference between a securily agenl doing a compelent, businesslike job and someone who gets a kick oul of tormenling 
people. This agent fell into the latter category. I was unable to learn her name or I would include it here. 

My sense of shock remained throughout my flight home to Oregon. I did not see how treating ordinary travelers badly helped keep airports and airplanes safer. In fact. I felt less safe and frightened. I felt like I needed to have my US passport to prove I 
was a natural born US citizen and not a danger to anyone, not even potentially, not even in I heir imagination. 

I would like you to evaluate the current procedures, body scanning, pat-down protocols. and other security measures used at DFW. and the TSA employees, and I would like you to do a better Job of keeping travelers from suffenng needless humiliation 
and distress, particularly when they are carefully following TSA's ever-changing rules and regulations (as I did when I packed my purse and carry-on). 

I abject to being treated as I was on April 4 at DFW Airport. I gave no cause far it. As an older woman, traveling alone, struggling to walk long distances from rental car shuttle to the correct airline gate (I am arthritic and have chronic back pain from a 
fractured vertebrae). I expect courtesy. assistance and a minimum of cranky, rude people to cope with. It is hard enough just to navigate the airports. 

Generally TSA employees are cour1eous and businesslike and lhat is what I expecl. This incident was the exception and it was a big one. If I had complained or refused to be frisked, I guessed I would then be whisked into the private slrip search room 



4/612015 
8:38:39 

AM 

On Ap n I 4. 2015 at approx, mate ly 9 am my husband and I went through security at Burbank Airport. I am not a frequent traveler but as the daughter of a women who died of breast cancer I am very concerned about excessive rad i at,on when going 
through airport security. As a result I always ask for a "pat down" and have always received one. On this morning, I noticed their weren't the usual walk through security check points and out of concern I asked what the apparatus was and for a pat 
down", I was lold by a TSA agent, not to worry lhat lhis was not an x-ray machine and that Burbank stopped using those. With no reason to doubl the TSA officer's insistance I walked inlo lhe apparatus there was a wand, and i then felt a hesilation and 
was about to get out and insist that I have a ··pat down" before I could react it was too late. On the way to our terminal I had increased doubt as to whether or not I was told the truth and I went on to board my Las Vegas flight. 

The very next day, at the airport in Las Vegas I saw the exact same apparatus being used I told the TSA agent there that I did not want to go inside of it. he quickly stated that ii I did not mind waiting he would have a female TSA agent assist me with a 
"pat down", I am not at all certain why the TSA agent at the Burbank Airport would go out of his way 10 misinform me aboul the scanner and have me go lhrough ii when I was very clear that I DID NOT WANT to go through a radioaclive scanner. This 
kind of negligence makes me very uncomfortable albeit now I understand I cannot\should not take a TSA's word as truth. Perhaps it is not a big deal to some people\TSA staffers. but to others. like myself there are concerns and those concerns should 
not be dismissed, ALL TSA agents should be informed. and when in doubt give the person the option of a pat down". My right to decline was taken away when that TSA agent told me NOT TO WORRY that they, Burbank Airport do not use those kinds 
of machines anymore, When the fact is that THEY DO millimeter waves ARE radioactive (I googled it) HYPERLINKfb)(ff:, I 
2.2. Radiation safety 

All hough millimeter-wave scanners are becoming the primary full-body scanners used at airporl security checks, I here is still an alarmingly small amount of information about its otenlial health effects. The millime1er-wave safel slandards are dose 
rate (power density) standards expressed in mW\m2. The power density for a millimeter -wave scan is between 0.00001 and 0.0006 mW\cm2 (HYPERLINK"'b"-·""1("'6-'·-,--=-,..,..,....,.-----,,,,.---.,....,--,---,-,---,-,--,,------,---.,..,..--,-.,....,.--.,,...-,---' 
The se sea nne rs are bel ,eved to be less harmfu I to passengers be cause they emit no ni o ni zing radiation and presumably do not have the potenti a I for cancer causing DNA damage. The e stablish ed heal th effects associated with non-i oni zing radiation 
are limited to thermal effects. The long term effects of this type of radiation are still uncertain but it was reported that these scanners operate at outputs well below those required to produce tissue heating 

b,(61 

Caller was flying from DAL to Houston this morning. She has PreCheck, but was removed and had to undergo a very intrusive patdown. she has a bracelet that does not come off. 

4/612015 Today at DAL 630am 
9:24:41 PreCheck lane 

AM Gate Terminal: Southwest Terminal 
TSO was Hispanic 
Pat-down was extremely offensive, she was in a dress and heels. She indicated that she was a professional and felt that she was singled out for some reason. 
I am writing this letler to voice my incredible disappointment and anger in the behavior of lwo TSA security agents at Baltimore Washington Airporl on Saturday, April 4, 2015 around 1 pm as I was entering lhe JetBlue 1erminal wilh my husband and two 
year old daughter. I am seven months pregnant, and as I care greatly about the health of my fetus, I asked to avoid any scanners in security and instead have a pat down. I researched this prior to my flights, and while traveling earlier in the week to 
Boston, I was given immediate assistance and positive attention. Not only is this allowed, but 11 is suggested for pregnant women to not go through security machines. 

I am distraughl in the way I was 1reated. My husband and daughler were senl through security with all of our luggage, and I was asked to step aside and wait. Aboul ten minutes later, while slill waiting and growing impatient as dozens of passengers 
passed through my line, I asked how much longer it would take for my screening to occur. I had a flight to catch and an impatient toddler who was already on the other side. I was told '"it was my choice to do this, and I will wait as long as it takes for 
someone to be come a va, I ab I e." At that point I to Id them it was unfair and the agent told me that I needed to ca Im down and wait. A lier about 15 minutes of wa iii ng, I to Id them I was being treated unfairly and /el t d1scri mi nated against for b erng 
pregnant. The agent then told me that they were understaffed with female workers and again, because this was my choice, I would need to wait until someone was available. At that point, I got extremely angry. I am not choosing to avoid the scan to be 
annoying or disruptive, but rather for the health of my unborn child. 

I finally got through and the woman who was getting ready to scan me told me to put my arms in a T position. I I ,fled th em over m he ad and very rudely she asked 1f I knew the d1ffe re n ce between a T and above my head. I started ye 11 mg. I to Id her she 

41612015 was unprofessional and discriminating and I needed to get on my flight. At this point, she went and got her director, (b·:,(61 ho tried to diffuse the situation by telling her to finish my scan and asked me to collect my belongings and go toward 

10,09,55 my gate. I was furious. When my scan was complete, I went over and asked for information on filing a complaint an b)(ff:, ent me your information. When I asked him for the first and last name of the officers who were rude and discriminating 

AM 
towards me, he said he is not obligated to give their names out. and I should go ask them myself. When I walked up to the woman, she covered her name tag and refused to show me her name. I asked if it was allowed for a TSA guard to hide their 
identity, but because my flight was about to board, I didn't have time to argue it. So, the police officer who was nearby told me that with all the information provided (time, location. airline. etc) the agenl"s identity could be figured out. 

I write this letler in disgust. I am pregnani. yet I am equally as capable of !raveling as any olher passenger. I feel that I was treated as a lesser person given being pregnanl. and I feel horrified that I was treated differently. I bring lhis to your a11ention for 
a few reasons, but most importantly, I want to make sure that no one else is EVER treated the way I was treated today. People, with any need or disability, should NEVER feel as though they will be treated differently or worse given their situation. I 
would Ii ke to find out how this s i tuat,on is being dealt with, and wo u Id Ii ke to know how we can work together to make sure this never happens again. 

Thank you so much for taking the time 10 read this email, and I look forward to your response. Please be in touch. 

Best, 

l~1h_·_-,1_r;_·1 --~[passenger !raveling from BW I to BOS) 
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THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl(b)(ffl 
Date Time: 416/ 20,.,,,,.,I5,......L"'U"'8"': 5,..,4"'P"'M..,....--' 

Comp a,n s: nappropna e creen,ng/Pat Down Screening. ~--__ ---~ 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):f926bv/tsa prechk Ticket 4(bi(6, flighl DL 1580 
Comments:Your employee told me that he did not care about me being di¥b_ledand had Q[echk on my boarding pass and made me take of cloths. I am 62yrs old and very mad today. please find this person and have him fired. 
Submitted on Monday, April 6, 2015 -1243 Submitted by anonymous usefb_i(6_.1 f3ubmitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights\ Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? Unreasonable Search Seizure Are you filling this fonm out for yourself? Yes. I m filling this form out for myself 

==I ndivid ua I Info== 

PO Box or Sire et Address: ,_(b--'1_(6--'i _____ __, 
City: Corpus Christi 
State: Texas 
Zip Code (Post Code): 78413 
Other: 
Email: 

==lncidenl lnformalion== 
When did this happen? 04106\2015 
Where did this happen? TEXAS - DAL - Dallas Love Field 
What happened? I am a TSA Pre-check XXXXXJ 1 NY enrollee. A small 
bracelet on my righl arm set the alarm and by design the bracelet 
needs a small tool to be removed ... I thought it might not get 
through TSA so I packed it. Because of that I was subJected to a 
FULL pat-claw n. The lema I e agent checked my breasts and genita I 
area. I am a professional women and I was wearing a dress. She 
told me to spread my legs and she touched EVERY PART of me. The 
only thing she did not do was to put her hand up inside me. I 
came to the airport happy and lull of life and left in tears and 
extremely shaken up by this incident and I am still very shaken 
up. Tell my why this happened to me• I obviously was singled out 
and I want to know why and what she was I ooki ng lo r up my ski rt 



Dear Sir or Madam: 

I was !ravelling from Greenville, SC to London Heathrow on Wednesday, April 01 with flights DL 1341 (GSP-ATL 13:45) and VS 104 (ATL-LHR 1745). 
Upon arrival in Landon I found a TSA Notice of Baggage Inspection in my suitcase. This is not uncommon to me - in fact the same was the case on my inbound flight on March 28 via Detroit - and despite the disconcerting nation al a stranger groping 
through my belongings, I do re cog mze the need to i nsp eel bag gage to protect al I trave 11 e rs. 

This lime, however, I was oompletely shocked by the carelessness and disrespect that my suitcase has been handled apparently. In parlicular, I was thoroughly dislurbed by the following obvious mishandling which is also illuslrated in the atlached 
pictures: 

- Shoes were removed from the bag which I use to protect other items in the suitcase; one shoe was not returned properly to the bag but instead was jammed carelessly onto other items. 

- Wash bag was not returned to its original place in the suitcase, thus exposing the toiletries ta external shack, putting them at risk al breaking and soiling at her items. 

- Handkerchief was removed from separate mesh pocket where it was protected, It was not returned to the mesh pocket but dumped carelessly between other items. 

41612015 - Luggage strap to hold clothes in place has been opened during inspection and not closed properly afterwards, so items were not prevented from shifting any longer. Consequently a rather expensive bespoke suit needs a proper dry cleaning and 
4:30:09 

PM ironing now. I can not even imagine 1/ this had happened on my inbound flight when I had to give a professional presentation the next day. The dishevelled suit would have been a disaster. 

You will agree with me thal such careless and disrespectful handling is completely unacceptable. As a law-abiding citizen I expect betler from the government agencies whose responsibility ii is to protect me and my property from harm. 
That being said. I am sure that you have protocols in place ta review the inspection procedure, identify the disorderly employee. and take disciplinary action. I imagine there are many qualified applicants that can replace them. For your convenience, I 
attach a photo copy of the baggage tag which may help you to trace this case down. 
I wo u Id further request that you send me a contact address where I can claim a reimbursement of the necessary cleaning cos ts far the suite. 
This can be easily compensated by a reduclion of the paycheck of the employee in question. 

I appreciate your assistance in this matter. 

Sincerely, 

!(b)(61 

41612015 The caller is a member of the TSA Precheck program, but she has metal knee replacemenls. She always have to have a full patdown, and she wanted to know why. Also, the TSOs make her remove her shoes, as well as removing her laptop. 

5:53:23 However, she wants to note that all al the TSOs are friendly, but she thinks the process should be followed. She is a FF with American Airlines, and wanted to know if she would continue receiving TSA Precheck in 2015. 

PM 

Disability Description: Caller has me1a1 implants. 

~~;0
0\ 5 Information Request: Caller got an email form American airlines. He has TSA PreCheck and DOD clearance. He has metal implants. He says that he had to have a private screening before. He says PreCheck does him no good anyway because he 

PM has metal implants and he always gets a patdown because some of the PreCheck lanes do not have ATls. He wants to know why this happens. 

41612015 Caller has called three times today because she is having a difficult time with the way she was treated at the airport. She is TSA PreCheck and she wants to know how they can do this. someone from the federal government put their hands between 
6:58:05 her legs and on her breasts. She was wearing a dress during the patdown. She said she felt violated. She was very upset and was crying during the phone call. She said she was terTified that this would happen again. she said that she didn t know that 

PM she oould gel past this. She said she thought she may need therapy. She said she didn t do anything wrong, she stated she had a gold bracelet on thal caused this. 
To whom it may concern: 

I am a Io ng ti me Trusted Travel lor with Nexus issued by the USA, 

I recently had both total hip replacements and naw I set off the metal detector at the air ports. In particular at DCA on March 29. 2015. I was subjected to a full body pat dawn which was embarassing. I should have asked for the private room but did not 
re al ize what was going to occur. 

4/612015 As I have gone lhrough extra screening, iris scanned, finger printing why am I treated so harshly when I set off the metal de1ec1or. 
8:02 24 

PM Sincerely, 

Burnaby, BC 
Canada 
V5G1X9 
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A wo nderfu I thing has happened my wife is pregnant and our lam, ly Is very happy. However due to this she doesn't desire to use the body scanner at airports. She opted out of only the body scanner lo r the Ii rst time two wee ks ago lo r a flight out and 
back to CA This was our first experience in opting out of the body scanner and it should be noted that several metal detectors where available. The first time the opt out "pat" search was conducted we did not realize how intrusive it was and a female 
TSA agent conducled the pat down in front of the entire airport. This pat down consisted of the lady physical groping every part of my wife's body 10 include running the back of her hand over the vaginal area multiple times wilh enough force thal it could 
be felt in an uncomfortable way against her private area. It then include the agent sticking her fingers between my wife's underwear and waist line with a swiping motion around her entire waist front to back. The agent also pulled her blouse out and 
downward exposing her breasts to the airport. On the trip back we asked for a private sere en i ng rather then in font of everyone !rave Ii ng. When we asked lo r this screening my wife was pulled out of Ii ne to the side. As she waited the Ii ne got busy and 
the med a I detector Ii ne was opened to speed things up, My wife asked to use the meta I detector and was yel I ed at that she had opted out of the body sea nne r and wou Id be physi ca 11 y checked, After some mo re time we were I ed to a private storage 
closet were lhe search similar to the one I described above took place only this time lhe TSA lady ran lhe back of her hand over and around her vaginal area four times with so much pressure thal I could see the pain in my wifes face. Now my wife and 
I travel a lot and fly a lot and for the next nine months she our 7 year old son and I will be opting out of this body scanner to protect our future child and to support her choice to opt out. I am an honorably discharged American Soi Ider of 5 years who 
served in Bosnia and I am in my 16th year of law enforcement. I have never searched anyone the way these people searched my wife and I have searched EPW's (Enemy Pnsoners of War) and currently still search persons under legal arrest. My 
lather is a 3 year honorably discharged American soilder who served in Vietnam and a 40 year retired police office. In my immediate family. father, uncles and cousins we have over 170 years of law enforcement for the state of New York alone. Our 
familys mililary service 10 America is even more extensive. We have to fiy back 10 New York next week from Florida and it pains me to think thal my wife, our 7 year old son and I will have to be sexually assaulted by lhe TSA in order to travel as free 
Americans. I realize safety is of the up most importance but these are not pat down searches. If I put my hands on anyone the way these workers do I have no doubt I would be arrested. Enough is enough please do something about this issue for 
everyone. this treatment is u nacce ptab I e and down right wrong.Th an k you lo r your 11 me. 

A wonderfu I thing has happened my wife is pregnant and our lam, ly Is very happy. However due to this she doesn't desire to use the body scanner at airports. She opted out of only the body scanner lo r the Ii rst time two wee ks ago lo r a flight out and 
back to CA This was our first experience in opting out of the body scanner and it should be noted that several metal detectors where available. The first time the opt out "pat" search was conducted we did not realize how intrusive it was and a female 
TSA agent conducled the pat down in front of the entire airport. This pat down consisted of the lady physical groping every part of my wife's body 10 include running the back of her hand over the vaginal area multiple times wilh enough force thal it could 
be felt in an uncomfortable way against her private area. It then include the agent sticking her fingers between my wife's underwear and waist line with a swiping motion around her entire waist front to back. The agent also pulled her blouse out and 
downward exposing her breasts to the airport. On the trip back we asked for a private sere en i ng rather then in font of everyone !rave Ii ng. When we asked for this screening my wife was pulled out of Ii ne to the side. As she waited the Ii ne got busy and 
the med a I detector Ii ne was opened to speed things up, My wife asked to use the meta I detector and was yel I ed at that she had opted out of the body sea nne r and wou Id be physi ca 11 y checked, After some mo re time we were I ed to a private storage 
closet were lhe search similar to the one I described above took place only this time lhe TSA lady ran lhe back of her hand over and around her vaginal area four times with so much pressure thal I could see the pain in my wifes face. Now my wife and 
I travel a lot and fly a lot and for the next nine months she our 7 year old son and I will be opting out of this body scanner to protect our future child and to support her choice to opt out. I am an honorably discharged American Soi Ider of 5 years who 
served in Bosnia and I am in my 16th year of law enforcement. I have never searched anyone the way these people searched my wife and I have searched EPW's (Enemy Pnsoners of War) and currently still search persons under legal arrest. My 
lather is a 3 year honorably discharged American soilder who served in Vietnam and a 40 year retired police office. In my immediate family. father. uncles and cousins we have over 170 years of law enforcement for the state of New York alone. Our 
familys mililary service 10 America is even more extensive. We have to fiy back 10 New York next week from Florida and it pains me to think thal my wife, our 7 year old son and I will have to be sexually assaulted by lhe TSA in order to travel as free 
Americans. I realize safety is of the up most importance but these are not pat down searches. If I put my hands on anyone the way these workers do I have no doubt I would be arrested. Enough is enough please do something about this issue for 
everyone. this treatment is u nacce ptab I e and down right wrong.Th an k you lo r your 11 me. 

Caller said for the last 20 years hes had problems every time he flies by TSA immigration, CBP and DHS. He has been denied boarding returning to the US, delayed getting his boarding pass. removed from the plane. etc. Last year he applied for 
Redress, received an RCN but when he shows the RCN when he flies he s still having problems. He didn t enter the RCN into the actual reservation because there was no spot for it. He actually had worse screening since getting the RCN, Most 
recently the TSO conducting the pal down on him palled down sensitive areas of his body mulliple limes. He believes something is seriously wrong. 

Full namef~b_)_(6_ •• _, -----~ 

Address: 

Harbor City, Ca 
90710 

[b)(6) 

E-mail address: ~!(b_.~i(_6~1 ------~ 

Gender: Male 
The caller and her husband are both very old and he is in a wheelchair. When they went through security in PHX. she was directed to go through the AIT twice. The female TSO infonned the caller that she would have to go through a patdown and 
offered a private screening, which lhe passenger declined. The callers states thal when lhe TSO began to pat down her body, she did it in a very rough manner. The TSO applied a 101 pressure on lhe passengers left breasi. which caused a lot of pain 
for the passenger who jumped in alarm. The passenger informed the TSO of the pain and requested a private screening, but the TSO refused the screening and patted down her left breast a second time with force cause the pain again. The caller 
states that the TSO acted like an animal during the patdown. The passenger spoke with the Supervisor at the checkpoint who was very kind and polite and he said that he would take care of the incident. The caller declined my offer to assist in filing a 
Disability-related Civil Rights complaint because she was satisfied as long as the CSM is made aware and they deal with the TSO accordingly. reprimanding her and retraining her in the way to screen passengers. 
Dale-Time: 4-1-15 9:30am 
Gate-Terminal: Not Provided 
Airport: PHX 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight#: 1927 
Name of TSOl"rh,..._,..._,l..,.R.,.._I --, 



41712015 
5:26:29 

PM 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt1on: The cal I er has rheumatoid arth nt1s. was in a wheelchair, and uses a cane. 

lncidenl DetJils: The caller wanted to file a complaint concerning her screening experience. She has tried to contact the CSM at LBS for several days with no response. She claims thal she was stopped several times by lhe TSOs al the screening 
checkpoint and was hassled even though it was clear that she was in bad shape due to her condition. She went through the screening technology twice and was submitted to a patdown afterwards. After her bag went through the screening technology, 
they made her empty its contents out. Her wheelchair was being screened and her cane had went through the x- ray machine and the TSO s we re trying to make her walk through the checkpoint without either of her mob i I 1ty aids. She accepted my offer 
to ema i I her the information conce ming the Dis a bi Ii ty complaint, 

Hello. I am always pulled out for additional screening ,pat down and secunty all the time when I travel I had contacted and applied and I was issued a redress number about a year and i was asked to give that number at the time of reservation. I have 
41712015 that letter. I see that no difference.Still I go through same additional security. Please advice me. 
1 o: 12:37 thanks and regards 

PM !(b1(61 I 

41812015 
10:09:41 

AM 

41812015 
10:18:06 

AM 

redress numb er"f h""'·.-, / r;-=-·,-1 ---,I 
CSM RFI---Mishandling RFI 

REASON for the call: 
Caller fiew from ATL yesterday and he had a boat load of medication in his carry on. 
His bag alanmed and the TSO had to open and search it at the checkpoint. 
He had a Patdown by a male TSO at the end of lhe belt and momentarily losl sight of his bag and could nol see lhe Female TSO search his bag 
This morning he discovered his 3 medications in pill farm are missing. He confirmed none of the medications were narcotics. 
He said he thinks change set off the alarm. 
Caller also told me he is a Doctor but not an MD but he takes a boat load of medication. 
He is visiting his mother for a month and wants the Form sent to her address. 

Date Time: ATL 4-7-15 Departing at 6:18 PM 
Gate Tenminal: C-20 
Airporl: ATL 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight# 4366 
Carry on Bag Des c ri pt ion: A White Zippe red bag 
Missing Damaged ilem descriplion: 3 bollles of pills in a Wal-Mart Bag. 

RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: 

Told caller I am sorry his medication is missing. 
Told him we will send a form and I am sending a copy of his complaint to the CSM at ATL. 
However I mu st tel I you it is a trave I ers responsi bi I ity to collect their belongings and you items may be in Io st and found so I would recommend that you ch eek there as wel I. 

Special Notes: 
Ca Iler wanted to file a complaint again st a T SA agent. She is a flight attendant with US Airways, She went through K CM checkpoint at LAS on 4 \08\201 5, Her sere en i ng was completed at 7 :03 am , She showed her passport and her Id badge, She 
scanned lhe KCM badge what was provided to her. The TSO swiped her hands and told her that it alerted. He did not swipe the hands of the Southwest Airline attendanl behind her. He told her thal she had to wait for someone to come and check 
her bag. A senior citizen agent told her that she was going to take her and check her bag. She took her to another location and called another agent. The checked all of her bags. She had three bags. She was then told to go to another room for a 
patdown. Both agents went in the room with her. The senior citizen looking agent performed the patdown on her. She started with her hair. The caller told her that she was pulling her hair with her gloves. She went down her back and felt her 
buttocks. She touched her vagina. She felt extremely violated. She said that her vagina was touched on both sides. She asked if that was necessary. The agent did not say anything. The other agent gave her a dirty look. The name of the agent 
doing the patdown is kb·:,(6) !She asked where a comment card was located. [b::,(6) I could not tell her were to get a commenl card. The process took about 20 minu1es. She was told by a TSA agent after the screening not 10 file a 
comment card because it would be thrown in the trash. He told her to call TSA. She said that she tel totally humiliated. She said that if her vagina is going to be probed every time she is screened she will be filing a lot of complaints. She wants to 
be contacted by the CS M. 



41812015 
12:25:46 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Missing or Damaged llems: Screening Current Date/Time: 4/812015 11 :57:16 AM Airport: DEN - Denver International Dale/Time of Travel: 04/0612015 4:15 PM Airline & Flight Number: Southwest 4754 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
Security screening TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : I have two complaints. The first of which is th at I asked to opt out of the xray and instead get a pat down due to the fact that I am 32 wee ks p regnant. 0 ne of the T SA agents directed me to stand to the side and wait for a le ma I e agent. I 
patiently waited exactly where he had told me to stand for at least three minutes. At that point another agent told me to move away from where I was standing immediately due to the fact that I was right next to a different peice of xray equipment. In his 
words &quot:we·re not even supposed to stand that close to il&quoi; because I hat level of exposure to xray is very harmful. I chose 10 opl out of the xray due 10 my pregnancy and lhe safety of my unborn child. lnsIead I was placed next to a machine 
that was significantly more risk for my unborn baby. This was absolutely unacceptable and put myself and my baby in a dangerous and unhealthy situation. My second complaint is that my clearly labeled Voodoo donuts were confiscated without my 
notice. It says on the TSA website that baked goods are acceptable to bnng through secunty. Was my chocolate, peanut butter. Oreo donut a true security threat? At eight months pregnant the fact that my donut was taken brought me to tears. I was 
sobbing in my terminal waiting for my flight. I felt as though I was abused, harmed and taken advantage of. This was by far the most appalling experience I have ever encountered. My physical and emotional health were compromised and I am 
disgusted that these events were even allowed to occur. Shame on you for not only endangering the safety and well being of my baby but taking donuts from a (very) pregnanl woman. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 

Passenger's Nl":"=.,.....~----, __ ___, 
Phone Numbe (b 1(6) 
Email (b)(61 

1s eedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Caller is calling about his minor daughter who is age 14. He would like to file a complaint about her screening procedure. 
She traveled on 4-2-15 from Lincoln. NE to Boston. 

Her boarding pass had PreCheck. When she went through screening al Lincoln, they conducted a random patdown. She was traveling with United unaccompanied. The mother is upset and feels her daughter was violated due to the paldown 
418/2015 
12: 5 7 :43 The lath er stated she was not touched in her private a re as. 

PM 

418/2015 
4:19:17 

PM 

4/812015 
4:1952 

PM 

The mother has contacted a third parly agency to file a complaint about lhe pat down procedure. 

He wanted to know if the mother co u Id ca 11 for add iii on al information? 

Hello. 

I was flying to P hoe nix. AZ from Sea tl I e, WA I a st Thursday a lternoo n, I went through security in Seattle without any problems. 0 nee I was through the body scanner. one of the TSA a gents said she needed to pat down my I ell an k I e, But instead of 
patting it down, she squeezed it incredibly hard, leaving an insIant dark blue bruise. Her lhumb left a bruise on my ankle that later drained into the bottom of my fool (picture attached). I travel aboul 2-3 times a year to visit family and have always had a 
pleasant experience going through TSA. I'm writing you today to let you know what happened last week sa hopefully it will not happen again ta someone else. I do not have the agent's name and at her than the unnecessary roughness. she was very 
nice. But. the agents s hou Id not be this rough with anyone. 

Thank you for your lime, 

w,(6) 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time. 4/8/2015 3 37 22 PM Airport JFK - John F Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel 04/08/2015 3 15 PM Airline & Flight Number delta Checkpoint/Area al 
Airport 5 T SA Employee: (If Known)!( b I ( 6:, ~om me nt I went th ru as a g Io ba I entry member through the T SA pre-check. Going through the meta I detector everything was Ii ne, I was pulled over by !( b I ( 5-, because he sa, d he needed to do 
extra screening. For no reason. He then proceeded to be really obnoxious and yell at me. When I complained as to why I was getting screened when there were no problems he told me if I do not shut up and listen to him he will take me back out 
through security and rip up my boarding pass. He then did the securily pad down five times on each area of my body. When I asked him why he's doing lhe patdown over and over when all I was wearing a T-shirl and sweaIpanIs he told me 10 shut up 
and he proceeded to da the entire pat dawn for sixth time. 
Would you like a re ? · 

Passenger's Name b':,(61 
Phone Number h··,1rr, 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a commen concerning his feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

4/812015 I had sent an email to get info regarding my redress number.I have been issued redress number and I enter it at the time of booking also exact name as on my Govt issued ID but still I am being pulled for pat down.Its real embarassment and 
9 :03: 18 i nco nvemence. I want to know why I am sti 11 b erng asked for add iii on al sere en i ng. What do I need to do to so Ive this prob I em. 

PM thanks 



41912015 
8:31:18 

AM 

419/2015 
8:32:19 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client l~b)(6) I 
Date Time: 4191215 2:52:51 AM 

Name!rh·11f;-·, 

Emai!(b)(61 
Comp I a i nts; Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 
Comments:I am a TSA Pre check approved passenger and 71 years of age. Due to an injury and having my left knee replaced (metal) I go through more checking process than a normal person. Being disabled I find this disturbing. a lot of incidents I 
am separated from my check on items and other Ite ms of va I ue due to increased ch eek 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalilion, a civil rig his organization directly from I heir phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like 10 send their complain! 

The q ue st,ons answered by the user be I ow correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel di scri min ati on comp I a int fonm. You a re requested to take action on the comp I amt of p rofi Ii ng or di sen mi nation by the T SA described he re. 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N at,ona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Brad I ey I nternationa I Airport 



41912015 
12:25:04 

PM 

Submitted on Thursday, April 9, 2015 - 11 :30 Submitted by anonymous uset._b_)_(_6_1 __ __,~ubmitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights \ Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? 

- Association 
Profiling 

• Religion 
- Unreasonable Search Seizure 

Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 
==I ndivid ua I 

Firsl Name: b 1(6) 
Last Name Ih··,Irr, 
Primary Phone Cell Phone 
Phone Number:kb 1(6) 

":-:'-',-,'"----;===------~ 
PO Box or Sire et Addres1._1h_._·,1_r;_·1 ------~ 
City: San Jose 
State: Ca I iforni a 
Zip Code (Post Code): 95116 

Other,.:,..,..-,-,---------, 
Emaij(b)(61 

==lncidenl lnformalion== 
When did this happen? 04107\2015 
Where did this happen? CALIFORNIA - SJC - San Jose 
I nte rnat ion a I 
what happened? 
I was escorting my wife and two daughters (ages 3 and 1) through 
a T SA checkpoint. Every ti me in the past that we have gone 
through an airport, a TSA agent would take us all through a metal 
detector, and sometimes swab my hands, and in lhe case of my wife 
to pat down around her head-scarf and put the swab in a scanner. 

She can be temporarily reached al the number above. She declined to provide an alternate number. 

She 1s diabetic. Her doctor has written a note indicating that she requires a nutritional meal replacement drink. About a year and a half ago at the Eastern IA Airport, a male TSO was very clearly slowing down the process of examining the container. 
She indicated that it was taking his time. He indicated that it had to be opened. She indicated that it couldn t be opened. He then indicated that it had be tested. She indicated that ii it was additionally screened she would 

On 3 25 at, ONT (flight 1412 departing at 8:30am). She was screened by AIT and a patdown. She declined that the medically necessary drink be opened. 

41912015 She was advised that there is a PSS that she should speak with prior to her flight to ensure that she doesn t receive a patdown. 

3:16:04 
PM She wants me to do whatever needs to be done to change the policy so that a patdown is not required. She asked that I or my superior ensure that her call reaches the appropriate entity so that the policy can be changed. 

4/912015 
4:05:50 

PM 

She asked for a superior. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················--;::::===::::;-------····························· 
Remote Client IP: kb 1(6) ! 
Date Time 41912015 2:47 07 PM 

Comp a, nl s: na pp ro pri a e cree ni ng IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Delta Flight Number: 1103, Sunday, April 5 
Comments:2nd time to complete this complaint. .. rudeness, contradictory instructions. I have TSA pre check and a KTN . .felt abused and violated afier the process. 



As a business traveler I am getting really tired of the incompetence of the TSA especially at 5:30 in the morning' While going through the TSA PreCheck metal detector, I was ·randomly" selected to have to go through the scanner. This is the third time 
I have flown out of Reno in the past 6 months and each time I get selected for ·random" extra screening. Then I proceed to the scanner which I have to wait in line behind individuals that were behind me in line to be patted down. Then once I get in the 
scanner I still have on my jacket, because since I am PreCheck I can leave on my jackel, well then the agent calls female assist. I said what is going on? And the agent says your zipper probably set off the machine. Excuse me what is lhe purpose of 
Pre Check and not removing your items (which you are repeatedly lectured on by the agents) if you are then having to go through additional screening and pat down because you didn't remove them? This is ludicrous! While I wait to be patted down. 
my ca rryon I ug gage is just sitting unsupervised at the end of the screening be It and an airport employee that is doing a wheelchair assist starts to take my bag I I yelled out at her and lo rtunatel y she heard me that she was taking the wrong bag. I told 
the TSA agent that was holding me hostage that people were taking my shit and he said oh that's not good in a ho hum voice. not at all concerned that he should take responsibility! Then I get my left side and abdomen padded down all because of a 
zipper on the outside of a jacket. I mean seriously get your acl together, if I hadn't caught the airport employee starting to take my luggage how would I have had any recourse locating my item? So much for expedited security priviledges! 

!(b)(61 

!(b,(61 

fb)(6 
41101201-ct'._· ---'---~ 
10:15:11 

AM 

l(b)(61 

Littlestown, PA 17340 

Fax: 717-359-9109 

(b,(6) 

b1(ff1 



411012015 
12:10:43 

PM 

Submitted on Friday, Apnl 10, 2015 - 11 :38 Submitted by anonymous user: ~kb~)_(_6 ... , -~~ubm,tted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights \ Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? 

- Profiling 
- Race \ Ethnicity 

Are you filling I his form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 
==I ndivid ua I Info== 

First Name (b i(6i 
Last Name"'(b"-.. "-,(6,,,.· ... 1 -~ 
Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 
Phone Number!1h·>1r;··, I 
PO Box or Street Add res sf b 1(6) 
City: Spring ~~~--------~ 

State: Texas 
Zip Code (Post Code): 77373 
Other: 
Email:"kb,-,,-i(..,.6.,..1---------, 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? 04\06\2015 
Where did this happen? TEXAS - IAH - George Bush Houston 
I nte rconti n enta I 
What happened? 
On Monday, April 6, 2015 I arrived at the George Bush Houston 
Intercontinental between the hours of 5:30-5:45 am 
(approximately) to catch a 7: 1 O am Delta Airlines flight #081 D
en route to H artsfi e Id-Jackson I nterconti nenta I, with a final 
d esti nation of Washington, DC. I approached the checkpoint, 
placed my bag on the scanner and successfully completed the full 
body scan with no issues or concerns. The male TSA employee in 



411012015 
2:14:35 

PM 

To Whom it may concern, 

I have completed the process for global enlry and have TSA pre check. I fly 4 times a week normally. I am disappointed wilh the TSA process at Denver lnlemational Airporl because lhey do not hMe a body scanner Mailable for people like me who 
have an artificial joint. I am told they have one but it is not open routinely. I have flown out of the Denver airport the last two weeks and it has not been available. The only two options they offer are fore go my TSA pre-check and wait in the long 
trad i ti o na I Ii ne s or have a pat down. At most every other airport they wi 11 a 11 ow you to go through T SA and have an agent wa I k you over to a body scanner or they a I ready have a scanner a va, I ab I e. 

I fail to understand why such a large international airport, which clearly has a lot of travelers would not be better prepared to address the need for people with TSA pre check to go through a scanner due to an art1f1c1al joint. 

Can you please help address this issues 

l(bi(ff, 

PI ease cons1d er the e nv i ro nme nt before printing. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Other: Screening 
CurTent Date/Time. 4/1012015 8:29:38 PM Airport: CLT - Charlotte Douglas International Date/Time of Travel· 04/09/2015 3:45 PM Airline & Flight Number· AA AIRLINES Checkpoint/Area of Airport. D CHECK POINT TSA Employee: (If Known)· 

Comment. I AM AIRLINES EMPLOYEE. I WAS GOING THROUGH AIRLINES EMPLOYEE LINE, I WASN"T TRAVELLING. I AM WORKING THAT DAY.I HAVE MY PURSE AND LUNCH BAG, BUT TSA PUT AWAY MY BAGS AND THEY TO ME 
,THEY WILL DO THE PAT DOWN. THEY SEARCH MY BAG UP SIDE DOWN, REGULARLY THEY TOUCH WITH LITTLE SAMPLE THING AND DONE. I USED TO SEE IT. THEY DONT EVEN EXPLAI NE ME ANYTHING . THEY OPEN MY LU NCH 

411012015 BOX. TOUCH WITH SAMPLE THINGS.LADY TSA PAT DOWN REALLY DEEP, TOUCH ME EVERYWHERE. TOUCH MY HAIRS.MADE ME SAD, I AM WORKING AND VALID ID, THEY DONT TELL ME WHY, TOUCHING WAY TOO MUCH ALL 
OVER MY BODY, I DID NOT FEEL RIGHT, I WAS PASSING THROUGH THAT WEEK, I DO NOT HAVE PROBLEM, ONLY THAT DAY. THEY WERE VERY RUDE IGNORE MY FEELING AND WITHOUT EXPLAINATION, OPEN MY LUNCH AND 

9';9M52 TOUCHING TOO MUCH INCLUDING IS LITTLE BIT TOO MUCH FOR Al RLI NES EMPLOYEE. I RREALL Y APPRECIATE TSA, THEY ARE PROTECT AIRPORT AND US. I REALLY APPRECIATE THEIR WORK , BUT SOME ARE REALLY RU DE , 
PLEASE LET THEM KNOW . I AM SEEING THEM EVERY SINGLE DAY, I KNOW THE FACES AND I REALLY WANT SOMEONE MAKE LITTLE BRIFING , THEY WERE NOT TREAT ME RIGHT, I WAS 15 MINUTES LA TE FOR WORK, 
BECAUSE OF THAT. THANKS. 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

This was at Memphis TN 

411112015 On Apr 11, 2015 6:32 AM .... i(b_.}_,_(6 .... } ___ ....,fHYPERLINK ~b_)_(6_, ___________________ ~ 

9:13:10 
AM 

I went through securily screening at gate a al 6:15 am on 4111115. I requested a pat down because my Dr told me not to go lhrough the scanner. The tsa agent argued that I had to go through the scanner. I reluctantly did and felt dizzy and my hearl 
started racing. Why was I forced through the scanner? 



Due to medIca I reasons I must opt out of going thru the electronic sea n ne r and have a 
man ua I pat down- search instead-
At all limes it has been a long wait to get an attendant to perform lhe search- this has been a 

4111/2015 great inconvenience at all times and so I would like to see some improvement with this service. 
1:00:15 

PM 

4111/2015 
1:41:10 

PM 

Res pons e R eq ui red: Yes 

Live each day as if it was your I ast day on the p I a net 
Disability Description: Caller has diabetes, PTSD because she is a crime victim, and has fibromyalgia. She travels with needles. insulin, glucose meter. lancets, and food in the event her sugar drops, She traveled with her 91 year old father who also 
has diabetes. 

Incident Details: Caller flew from LGA to PBI on Thursday and had set up assistance for her Delta flight number on 4 9 2015 at 2:30 PM- DL 1512 which was onginally flight number 1902 when she set up the RFA in October. She is a diabetic who was 
traveling with insulin. water bottles, sealed yogurt, sealed ginger ale, and has Precheck. Caller said she has PTSD because she is a crime victim. 

She said she was given an inaproppriate pat down by a female STSO with glasses. She stated that she told her she has fibromyalgia and she was pressing too hard during the patdown and she didn t change anything. She said she was treated as 
though she Is a criminal and was told she would be arrested be cause of 11 and she was not rude or refusing the p atdown. She was !rave Ii ng with her lath er who is a 91 years o Id and a deco rated dis ab I ed veteran. She said she had I nsu Ii n. need I es. and 
glucose meter along with the food and since it was obvious she is a diabetic then she shouldn t have to undergo a patdown that was so invasive she was pushing on her privates just to bring food that she and her father both need for their blood sugar. 

She stated it may be prejudice because she is from NY but she feels like she was discriminated against for her d1sab1lity, singled out for things she had to have on her flight, and humiliated in front of the public. She wanted to have her father record it 
and the STSO said she would be an-ested ii she touched her belongings that had already been screened. She told them she cannot stand due to pain from fibromyalgia and they did not inform her that she could sit during the process even though she 
told the STSO she could not stand that it was painful. She said due to the stress she starled feeling bad and she was denied access to her insulin and glucose meter and her docIor told her to always check her sugar immedialely. 

She said she told them she was supposed to have help at the checkpoint but they acted like they didn I know what she was talking about. She said that LGA was great and she would never be treated that way there but PBR is different. 

She said she cannot fill oul a complainl in writing or e-mail one due to her disability. Her father that was I raveling wilh her is namecj~(~b~l(~6~I ____ ~!She said it is ok to conIacI her. 



4/1112015 
5:07:21 

PM 

411212015 
9:15:24 

AM 

Good Afternoon, 

My name is!(b)(6i I a current sludent at Colgate Rochester Crozer Divinity School localed in Rochester, New York. I am from Charlotte, North Carolina and graduated from North Carolina Cenlral University in Durham, North Carolina, but 
currently reside in Rochester. I was in Charlotte and Durham this past week visiting family, and had a scheduled flight on Delta Airlines for 7:15 am first to Atlanta, Georgia. and then on to Rochester, NY. The flight number for the flight from Charlotte to 
Atlanta was DL944. I checked one bag at the check in and then proceeded to take with me two carry on bags. The contents of these two bags were mostly books, light clothes and small grooming products, as well a laptop. 

When I wenl through the initial TSA (TransporIation Securily Administration) checkpoints, there was nothing out of the ordinary. Upon my completion of the body scanner and pat down, I was able 10 galher all of my belongings (shoes, laptop, elc.) 
except one of my checked bags. I was also very happy to discover that my hair would not be checked. I had objected to this when I have flown in the past because I viewed it as a discriminatory practice. I'm an African-American man with Lacs (or 
dreadlocks as some would call them) and I observed how other styles of hair that were not Lacs or Afros on Black people. were not checked. Nevertheless. I didn"t see it come through, but I still put back everything else where it belonged. One of the 
TSA agents asked me was this my bag (referring to one of my carry on bags). and I confirmed that it was. Then she proceeded to this table, as I followed her, where she told me I would have to throw out this container of vaseline because of its size. 
didn't have much protest, although I questioned why it had to be lhrown out, which is how I discovered it was too large. None of I his was odd. 

I was waiting for her to hand me my bag when she said th at now my bag was flagged. I was com pl etel y confused as to what she was !al king about. She did not say that I was about to be a pa rt of a random routine search. She asked me did I have any 
sharp or dangerous objects in the bag, I was then told by one of her co 11 e agues that I would need to empty everything out of my pockets and bring my other bag to be searched, I asked why this was necessary and did not receive an adequate 
explanation, which caused me to enter into a very angry stale of mind lhat was also very visible. The male TSA colleague asked me could I see my belongings and then began unpacking and checking my other items. He was, however, not checking 
the bel a ng i ngs that were in the flagged bag. Two other T SA agents came over and a ne of them asked me about sharp objects again. They began unpacking the contents of my flagged bag. 

W hi I e this was happening, the man told me that I would have to be pa tied down with buttocks and groin inc I uded. I chose the option to have this done in the private room off to the side because I believed it was tot a 11 y u ncal I ed lo r to be searched . Ii ke I 
had committed a crime, in front of the many people in the area. That would have been even more humiliating than what was already laking place. 

They took my belongings that they threw. without much care. with the exception of one of the three agents involved in this process. and ran them through the scanner again. This happened after they wiped my belongings down as well to test them for 
something that I was again not told. After they came back to be '"clean,'' I was directed to the room, I was asked again, this time by the male TSA agent, whether or not I had an sharp or dangerous objects, along with a series of orther questions 
pertaining to health. He called another male agent into the room, for what I assume would be a witness. I was then searched, and again nothing was found on me. 

When it was over I was able to repack all of my belongings, put my shoes back on. and gather myself before my flight that had begun to board. I was incensed. It was a humiliating experience that caused me undue duress. I was never given an the 
adequate explanation that I deserved, It did not end there though. Upon my arrival in Rochester, I discovered that the checked bag I had checked well before going through the TSA checkpoints had been broken into and searched as well. A note with 
my broken lock duct taped to ii was inside. II was then that I was furthered assured of the facl thal I had indeed been targeted and harassed. I have no idea why this would be the case. This was not a routine random check, or even a question of a 
specific bag that was flagged. I was vi a I ated by this harassment obvious! y physi ca 11 y, but menta 11 y as wel I. The I atter is the more damaging aspect of this entire ordeal. 

This has been trauma tic in a way I have only experienced a few ti mes before in different contexts. This was an injustice on the I eve I of racia I p rofi Ii ng by po Ii ce office rs and a I te rcati o ns that I have be en involved with in my bri el 22 years of existence, 
Never have I felt quite this powerless though. I certainly not only feel this way but know that my rights were violaled. What transpired loday was excessive and wrong. Wrong is wrong no matter what uniform or power someone exercises or abuses. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1ptb)(6) l 
Date Time: 41111±•1 S lo,31 :03 pt, 
······················-----------------··························· 

Name!/bi(6i 
Emai!(b)(61 
Comp I a i nts: I terns Not Permitted Through the Security Checkpoint 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):United Flight 1494 
Newark 
Comments:My name is!(b)(ff:, !On March 21, 2015 I purchased two bollles of alcohol from the duty free store in Grand Cayman: a bottle of Appleton Estate Jamaican Rum and a bottle of Smirnoff Red Vodka. I was promised there would not be 
a problem bringing it home as long as I purchased the special bag used for passengers who do not have checked luggage or who prefer to carry it on the plane. Upon reaching the Newark. NJ-NY airport I was stopped in security to check my luggage 
as wel I as the bottles of a I cohol . They opened the security bag and proceeded to put it into a machine said the rum was o k. However. the vodka did not pass the 'lest" It a I armed four d1ffe rent ti mes. So it did not pass the security sere en i ng. I had to 
leave it there with them or check it with baggage. which would have cost me twice as much as the alcohol did in the first place. It also would have cost me our flight to Maine because by then there was not enough time to go back and check a bag. To 
top it all off, because ii didn't pass security I had 10 be subjected to a thorough pat down as if I had done something wrong and my suitcase was searched a second time. This was not a pleasant experience. I stopped by the duty free shop in lhat airport 
and they had never heard of that happening before. One question keeps coming to mind. If the alcohol was not safe to put on the plane with me. what makes it safe to put under the plane and why is it put into a sealed bag in the duty free shop and then 
opened up by TSA so now it has been tampered with. What could possibly have set off the alarm when 11 came straight from the store onto the plane, not tampered with and then into the airport from the plane? I hope to hear back from someone on this 
maJter I was f'rj the only proof alcohol not allowed because of it"s flammability is the 151 proof. Mine was only 40%. Thank you for your time and response. 

[bi(61 _ 



TSA. 

I recently traveled for the first time following Iotal Hip Replacement Surgery. I departed BOI without incident. I went through the only line open in BOI and they passed me on wilhout question. My OocIor had provided me with a card showing the joint 
replacement and that I would only have ta show this at airport security: not so. 

When I departed SEA the following day, the process was quite the opposite. 

As a 2 million miler after a 31 year career. I've been through my share of airports: pre and post 9/11 As I entered the priority line, there were no signs or indications that joint replacement passengers would have to go through a specific line. It wasn't 
until my personal bags had gone through x-ray and that I had gone through the scanner. that I was told I would need a full body pat down. 

I was !raveling wilh my daughter and lwo children: 18 mo and 5 yr. I voiced my opinion of lhe pat down (lo lhe supervisor doing lhe pat down) and lhat passengers should be informed thal they would need 10 go through a specific line if a pal down were 
to be avoided. This process is offensive and unfair to joint replacement passengers. When I voiced my displeasure al the process. I was told, '"if you don't calm dawn sir. I will have to call the police"', only inflaming me as a passenger even more (we 

411212015 cannot even voice an opinion?) We are not cattle' If there are protocols, then we should be advised. I certainly could not have gone back to the appropriate line with my things already having gone through the x-ray. 

1:0423 
PM 

Simple signage would help to alleviate the confusion the lhe need for some TSA agent to pat down joint replacement passengers which (depending on lhe agenl) is about as offensive as I can take. I believe some get rough jusl to antagonize the 
passenger: my opinion on this is based on a range al examples of going through the process. It is discriminatory far joint replacement passengers to have toga through this process only because we are not in/armed prior to a point we cannot turn 
back. 

I would appreciate a response to this email, and explanation of lhe policy in SEA and other airports and if there will be changes 10 I his praclice or non 

Thank you. 

Boise, lb 83702 
!(b)(61 

411212015 
6:02:56 

PM 
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Nameli-"-i""-;._ __ ..__~ 
Email: (b 1(6) 
Comp a, nl s: na pp ro pri a e cree ni ng IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):SFO International airport. Flt number UA 930, gate 92 on April 11th from 6pm-7:15pm 
Comments:I was selected for further screening through the TSA-pre line. I opl"d out from going through the x-ray since I've had cancer. I had a female assist pat down. Her glove tested positive so all my luggage was searched and wiped down. 
Everything was ok so she told me to re-pack and take my bags (6:20pm). I'm ok with the need to double check. I went to the UA lounge and left the lounge at 7pm. Boarding started at 6:55 and was going to close at 7:20 (7:35pm fit to London). As I was 
walking down to my gate, an asian male TSA employee told me thal I wasn't suppose to leave and lhat I need 10 come back and lhey would have to re do the whole search and pat down. I lold him that I was cleared and I need to board. He told me I 
had toga back to security and re da everything. So he escorted me back to security and EVERYTHING in my bag was taken aut including my tooth brush and my whole make up bag. I kept asking them to hold the plane but the asian man that had 
brought me back said not to worry that I won't miss my fi1ght. This made me very upset since he didn't even know which flight I was on so how would he even know whether I was ok or not. by 7: 10 they had taken out everything and started the pat 
down. Everything was ok and I was cleared to repack my bags. It was 7: 15 now and at this point I was so stressed and had to run to my gate. I was the last to board my flight to London. 
My complaints are: 
1 P raced u ra I break down at TSA 
2. I am penalized for the error of the TSA agent 
3. Being I ied to that I would not miss my flight 
4. overall incompetency. I was told that even I hough the bags had already been searched, I hey have to do it again since it left lhe security line for 40 minutes. During thal time I was in the boarding area so were they implying thal security is so bad in 
the boarding area that I could have acquired materials for a bomb in the boarding area?? This is crazy' 



4/1312015 
8:48:13 

AM 

I Ju st have a question about the cons1ste n cy and dea Ii ng with the who I e TSA check in process In Spokane. Not sure exactly where to start because this has been an ongoing q ue st1on of mine for several of our flights in the I ast few years and es pec1al ly 
an event th at just happened today. 

Many times my boarding pass with say TSA Precheck and when following the arrows at Spokane it will lead me into the regular line. Today, the same thing happen and was handed a blue ticket that then I didn't need to take off shoes or take out liquids. 

Let me back up one step and say that in Nov. ol 2013 I had a hip replacement and carry with me card dealing my replacement. In the past I have presented my card they acknowledge it at the original point of security and then say I can put it away. 

Fast forward to today .... Being they never really acknowledged the card before and the machine had never alerted them, I really forgot to even to mention the card and proceeded through checkout, until I went through the machine and it beeped. They 
asked me if I had a belt change, phone, etc .. Told them no, but that I did have a hip replacement. That put a whole new spin on things. I had to then remove my shoes, my vest, my scarf .... mind you while my purse, laptop etc .... had already gone 
through the X-ray machine and was at the end of the belt. I tried to tell them that my card for my hip was in my purse. But that didn't matter. 
Went through lhe machine again, and then had to go to another area near the X-ray for back packs and go through a major pat down. Then I hey rub I heir gloves down with some type of wipe and pul thal through a machine. 

Please don't get me wrong, I am all for security and making sure passengers are safe. What I am not understanding in the inconsistency with the screening process for TSA Pre check and the issue with my hip. Why this particular day the machine went 
off, and other previous times, no one paid attention to the fact when I told them I had a card and a hip replacement. 

Just felt that the people at Spokane today were a little abrupt as I was trying to understand and ask questions, so that I would be more proactive for future flights. 

My husband and I had actually talked about going through the actually TSA Pre-Screening process that they have been offering to get a permanent status with that. But alter today, not sure that it would really benefit us with traveling. 

Thanks far your cla rifi cation with this. 

I have a son with the United States Marines. He came home on leave in April and leaves today. While checking in the personnel at Grand Junction Regional Airport in Grand Junction Colorado almost didn't allow his 18 year old sister come with us to 
see him off. A 20 minute ordeal ensued of pholo ID's and verifications for her. If you were to pay attenlion to current society and trends you would see a distinct drop in young people who are choosing NOT to receive a drivers license and are using 
other modes of transportation. This leaves many of these individuals with only a school ID for verification. To refuse to let the siblings see their military sibling off is RIDICULOUSI I am furious• And on top of the 20 minute ordeal we were informed my 

411 312015 daughter would be subject to a pat down at the second security check point. She isn't even getting on the plane and she is an 18 year old kid what do you think she is planning to do 1? Then on top of this my sons bags were searched' He is a Marine 

8_49.08 serving our country' What a way to treat our military personnel! They get shot at. they are away from their family for months at a time, just so they can come back and be subjected to searches and suspicion. I am furious that my kids were treated this 
· AM wav• 811 we waw,n was 10 say good bye and gel his luggage checked in. It's hard enough to say good bye to your child not knowing if you will see them again• Congra1ulations for making a difficult day even worse for our family! Mission accomplished! 

kbl(61 I 
Furious Marine Mom 
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Submitted on Monday, Apnl 13, 2015- 17:38 Submitted by anonymous user:~kb_)~(_6_, ___ ~~ubmitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights \ Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? 

==Rep rese ntati ve Information== 
First Name (b 1(6) 

Lasl Name (b ,(6) 
Primary Ph . hone 
Phone Number!(b 1(6) . I 

~ox or Street Addresf ... b_l_(6_ .• _, ____________ _. 

City: Woodland Hills 
State: Ca I iforni a 
Zip Code (Post Code): 91364 
Other..,:,..,.....,..,...-----, 
Emai~(b 1(6) I 
Have you been authorized to file this complaint form on behalf of 
another individual? . Yes, I declare that I am authorized to file 
this complaint on behalf of the named individual. 

==Comp I a i ntant Information= = 
Re I ati o ns hip with Com plai nta nt: Father 
Full Name of Complaintant:kb·•1(6'I 
PO Box or Sire et Address o':'f"::C;'"o"'"m~p""1a""'i-nt:-a-n.,,ij'"1h-··-,1R.,..._·, ------, 

jih\/C,'·, I 
City: Ca I ab asas 
State: California 
Zip Code (Post Code) 91302 
Other: 

Phone:=1b)(6) L 
Email:~) _J 

Unreasonable Search Seizure Are you filling this form out for yourself? No, I m filling this form out for someone else 



4/13/2015 
6:3010 

PM 

To TSA,.....,....,.,---, 
From:kb)(61 
Subject Humiliating and unnecessary treatment by TSA 
On April 12th 2015, I took Jet Blue Flight 466 from Fort Myers FL. To Boston 
I checked in on line the night before and it had a TSA precheck on my boarding pass. 
I have prosthetic right leg that extends from my hip down. I fly this route approximately 4 times a year. I understand the procedure for amputees. 
this is tha TSA procedure from your website 

'The passenger should inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of the existence of a prosthetic, his or her ability. and of any need for assistance before screening begins. Passengers can use TSA's Notification Card to communicate discreetly 
with security officers. However, showing this card or other medical documentation will nol exempt a passenger from additional screening when necessary. 
Passengers with prostheses can be screened using imaging technology, metal detector, or a thorough patdown. 

Regardless of whether a passenger is screened by a metal detector. imaging technology, or a thorough patdown, a prosthetic is subject to additional screening. An officer will need to see the prosthetic. which may require the lifting of clothing without 
exposing any sensilive areas or removing a bell thal holds the proslhetic 10 lhe passenger's body. TSA also will use technology to test the prosthetic for traces of explosive material. 
I informed the TSA agent that I had prosthesis: he was very nice and directed me to the imaging machine so I wouldn't set off the metal detector. This is what happens every time I fly whether it is Boston or Fort Myers. 
Unfortunately the Male assist officer I was handed off to either didn't understand the procedure or just decided he was making his own procedure. Alter I went through the imaging he proceeded to give me a complete pat down, tested my shoes, hands 
and the bottom of my prosthesis for explosives. At this point I am starting to feel a little uneasy with the search as usually after checking the bottom of the prosthesis and my hands I am sent on my way. 
This guy tells me he needs to perform a further evaluation of my leg; I asked him if there was a problem? His response was no not yet. He took me into another room with another guy had me remove my panls to he could swab lhe enlire proslhesis. 
THIS IS NOT IN your procedure II' 
I am now getting pretty aggravated. I asked him why, he said it is procedure. I tned to tell him nicely that was a frequent flyer and that 11 was not and that does not happen to me and never has. His response was a non-caring shrug. 
Toi d me to take it up with his supervisor! 
After I was cleared for lhe second time, I lold him how BS he was I look my bag thal he was holding and not willing to give to me and went to my flight lhat I just barely made it on. Thank god I did, cause had I missed it. I would have had an ugly 
conversation with him and his supervisor. 

I am not a person to give anybody a hard time and I understand the need for safety but I should be humiliated and belittled by somebody just because he can. 
Unfortunately I was so upset and short of time I didn't get his name. 
He was a tall white bald (shaved head) man with a really lousy attitude. Hopefully this doesn'I happen to me or any other person like me again going through RSW and thal it was an isolated incidenl. I however suspect it wasn 1. Jusl because people 
with artificial limbs are different doesn't mean that TSA person should be able to humiliate an discriminate and demean anybody things are hard enough 

k._b_)-'-(6_, _______ _.!North Billerica MA 01862 
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Submitted on Monday, Apnl 13, 2015 - 21 :50 Submitted by anonymous user: ~!(b_.~1(_6_, -~!Submitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights \ Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? Gender\Sex Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==I nd1v1d ua I Info== 
First Name: t~1h-.-.,1-r,-,_ -----~ 

Lasl Nam4b)(6, 
Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 

Phone Numbed"'lh"'·""·,1'-'R-'-·, --,.-",-,--------, 
PO Box or Street Address: l(b)(61 
City: Los Angeles "--'--'-~-------' 

State: California 
Zip Code ( Post Code): 90068 
01 here United States 
Email!rh·11R··, 

==Incident lnfonmation== 
When did this happen? 04\04\2015 
Where did this happen? CALIFORNIA - OAK - Oakland 
International 
What happened? At the screening checkpoint around 6: 2 0 p rn. 
asked for an o pl out r ro m the body sea nne rs due to my transg ender 
status ( I am FTM - fem a I e to male t ran sg ender person - post top 
surgery and~ bottom surgery). I asked for a male assist. A 
male officerr.tll!Jcame over, but refused to pat me down because I 
presenled as female. I explained thal I do not present as 

female (I was wearing jeans and a 1-shirt) and re-iterated my 
request and requested a supervisor. The MOU tb)(6bf came by and 
also stated that I needed to have a female pat- own ue to my 
name. My name is not part of my presenlation - I explained I hat I 
have had both bottom and top surgery and that I identified as 

Callers husband has been depressed because he was subjecl to additional screening. His kids kept saying he had high clearance and one child was afraid to get on the plane. Its only been two days. They have been Iraveling for a while and he has 
4114/2015 never been physically searched. She is recommending a TSA psychological counselor. She wants to know if we track statistics on passengers who experience depression after a patdown. She said he was not given a option of the screening 

8:51 :13 technology, she thinks. She was not sure because he was behind her. She will need her husbands permission to send a complaint to the CSM. She asked about Pre - Screening. 
AM 

4/14/2015 

Disability Description: Caller was in a wheelchair. She is disabled and had a torn rotator cuff. She is also a dwati. 

Information Request She wants the name of the person she is reporting. 

Incident Details: She is a dwati or a little person. The TSO at DAL treated her differently because of this. She has never been treated like this before by a TSO. 

Caller would like to speak tokb)(6:, ! L TSO. She came over to the caller after the incident and calmed the caller down. She stated it would never happen to her as a passenger again. She asked the caller if she was ok? She was very nice and 
he I pful and com Forti ng. The L TSO s ma I e boss was a I so he I pful. She rea I ly came to her rescue. 

10: 16:55 Caller was humiliated. 
AM 

The treatment from the agent was horrible and horrific. She was crying when she left. She was in a wheelchair. Everyone was staring at her. 
She grabbed every part of her very hard. She had a torn rotator cuff and told the TSO. She took her fist and shoved it up her groin. It was like an assault. She yelled at her. She got mad at her over the computer and other items. She had yogurt and 
declared it medically necessary as a diet item but she was forced to throw 11 away. She has had a patdown before and has no objection with 11. This was not a patdown. It was an assault and the caller believes it was because she is a little person. 

The female TSO was in her 40 s white with dark hair. She may have been Mexican. Bad complexion. She thinks lhe name was [b::,(6I 

411412015 Caller is a member of PreCheck. She and her friend just returned from an international flight to Amsterdam. On her flight from DEN to Dulles before leaving for Amsterdam she informed the TSO in DEN that she has a metal hip implant. She said the 

10,51 ,08 TSO pulled her from the PreCheck line and made her go through the regular screening line. She was upset that they made her take off her shoes and jacket and also made her have a patdown. She said that all the while her carry on was left in the 
AM. PreCheck lane. She infonmed me that she is 74 years old. She said her friend was offered TSA precheck but when her boarding pass was scanned she was pulled and gave a patdown as well. She will be flying domestically this weekend and she 

wants to know how to prevent this kind of event from occurring in lhe future. She fiew back from Zurich through Dulles. They are both former law enforcement and fiy frequenlly. 



Caller was at LAS yesterday lo r a Southwest flight and has an imp I anted device m his heart. He opts out of the s c reem ng technology and requests a p atdown. H Is travel mg companion went through the screening and was wa iii ng lo r him. When he got 
to the checkpoint he requested a patdown and was ignored by the agents. He waited a few minutes and then ask again. A large black agent named ~as staring at him and making faces at him during this time. He ask the agent what his name 

411412015 was and the agent yelled al him saying yea come on over here and you can get my name acting like he was trying to inlimidate him across the checkpoint or trying to siart a fight. After aboul 20 minutes lhe passenger was starling to get upsel 

12'43,45 because the agent was just sitting there staring at him instead of helping him with getting assistance for a patdown. He ask the agent if he was planning on helping him and the agent told him that he wanted special treatment so he will ·ust have to wait. 
·PM. The ca 11 er picked up the sign that was the re at the checkpoint and showed it to the agent and stated that the sIg n says that he has the option to request a paid own sere en i ng. He th en requested a supervisor and got to speak with Agent b I ( 61 bout 

the issue. 
He is very upset at the treatment he received by this agenl al the checkpoint. 
He does not think this was due to his medical condition he thinks it was just due to screener rudeness. 

411412015 The caller is flying out of DEN and wanted to know if he would be groped when going through the screening. He was concerned because of an incident at DEN and wanted to know why the individuals didn t face cnminal charges. The caller also wanted 
1 :38:30 to know if he went through a patdown ii he would know if the TSO groped him. 

PM 
To whom it may concern, 

I have a grievance and would like to file an official complaint. Please direct me on how to do so. 

My complaint is as follows: 

At 2:10pm on Saturday, April 11, 2015, I arrived at Chicago Midway airport and proceeded to security checkpoint for my daughter and I to go through security screening. As I approached the security screening, I alerted the security (TSA) agent behind 
the xray machine AND the securily (TSAJ agenl next to the metal detectorlxray screening lhat I was in possession of medically necessary blood product that I had a Dr. letter for, and lhat lhe blood product could not go through xray screening. The man 
by the xray machine called for a "hand check" and handed the bag off to another TSA agent. 

I went through security and looked for the bag (the medication/blood product was in a box inside a SuperMan lunch box). When I saw the agent who had my bag (African American woman with blonde hair with the name tag "Carte~' on it), I said, 
"please wait until I am present before going lhrough the bag, it contains blood product AND it belongs 10 a minor child". She rolled her eyes at me, opened my bag (which I KNOW she is nol suppose 10 do, she is suppose 10 ask ME or my child if she 
were traveling alone to remove the items or it she may open it) and CONTINUED swiping the SANITIZED box which contains my daughters PL.ASMA based product. She raised her voice and said to me (as two other TSA agent women surrounded 
me). "'I DIDN'T OPEN YOUR BOX I OPENED THE BAG-l"M CHECKIN' IT N YOU CAN SEE ME". To which I replied, "I know my rights and you are not allowed to open the bag of BLOOD PRODUCT without my permission, or without asking me to do 

411412015 so" She pushed my bag aside dropping it on the counter and said, "I'm done anyway" and walked away. 

4:09:03 
PM 

I cannot tell you the fury that fills me. I cannot tell you the insecurity that filled my daughter as she watched this occur. She travels alien and has been THOROUGHLY briefed by TSA at McCarren Airport as to her rights when carrying her blood product 
through secunty. She travels often and as a member of the Bleeding/Hemophilia community, it is medically necessary to carry her blood supplies with her. For that reason. she was briefed two summers ago by TSA on her rights and how to approach 
carrying her product. To watch these rights be violated right in front of her was infuriating to say the least. Atop that. the TSA's mishandling of almost $4000 of blood product rather than asking ME to pull it out of the container, TSA Agent~ 
should've changed her gloves before contaminating our product, is unbelievable. I am now in to position to where I was nol in contact with the blood product and it was handled by someone else, with unclean hands/gloves and now it is unusable to me 
for risk of infection from contamination. Thank you for wasting almost $4000 of medication, and for violating the rights of my daughter and I. We have lobbied long and hard to make certain my daughter gets her allotment of medication. The amount 
she gets Is regulated and now your agents' violation and possible contamination of her blood product leaves her short of the appropriate supply. 

I want an immediate response and resolulion to this email. Should I not receive a response in a limely manner, I will escalate my formal complaint. 

I have included in this email a link to your TSA rules and regulations. 

l(b)(61 

4/1412015 
6:28:55 

PM 

b)(6) 

Hello. 

I read two of your agents were fired for groping passengers at a Denver airport. Will these two people also be facing criminal charges as well as having to register as sex offenders? 

Thank you 



4/1412015 

Our 8 year old son has a prosthetic leg and travels a lot- he goes through airport security 8-10 times a year. We live in Denver, and 90% of the time, the TSA agents are great. I tell an agent ahead of time, they send him through. he sets off the alarm 
and they check his hands (and sometimes prcsthetic) for residue. He passes, and we go on our way. On 4112, however, we discovered the lack of training that some agents have regarding children with prosthetic limbs. I was so upset, that I failed to 
get the names of any of the agents, but lhe worst offender was a Caucasian female agent (#1 ). I informed her as soon as possible that my son has a prosthelic leg, and she let me pul my bags through lhe conveyer belt. Then she said she needed to 
speak to her supervisor, and disappeared for at least 5 minutes. Since I was concerned about my purse sitting on the other side of the scanner. I approached another agent (#2) who sent my son through. At that point, a third agent got visibly upset at 
#2, because my son was under 12. so they could not pat him down after he set off the a I arm. Agent # 1 returned and sea lded me for a 11 owing #2 to put my son through security. I exp I a i ned th at my purse. co ntarn i ng my money, credit card and ID was 
sitting unattended. and I had no id ea when she was going to return. She told me to hand carry my cash, credit ca rd s, and id the next time we traveled, I to Id her that was not going to happen, but that may be she should have peop I e wait to put their stuff 
through security if she wasn't sure she could gel them on the other side quickly. 

My son felt horrible - #3 acted like it was a major secunty breach to allow a child through, since he couldn't be patted down. My son was going to set off an alarm. I'm not sure if #3 thought that we should just wait there until my son turned 12 or if there 
would suddenly be a new protoco I handed down that would a I low him to pat down an 8 year o Id. As an aside, agents in Mia mi and Kans as City have patted my son down before, under my supervision and using the backs of their hands. Mi am i had my 
son stand with me after going through securily, and lhen informed me that since he had Iouched me, thal I needed to be patted down, as well. One time in KC, I was told thal three sels of supervisors would have to be spoken to before determining if my 
son would be allowed on the plane. Note the '"allowed'"_ 

6:28:58 Obviously, agents 1 & 3 were not trained on how to handle people with disabilities. especially children. Our main concern is that if there is a set protocol for children with prosthetic legs, it is not conveyed to the agents and supervisors. It seems like 
PM each airport is allowed to come up with it"s own protocol, and even then, agents are unaware of ii. Kids with disabilities are not criminals. We don"I expect special privileges, we just want some consislency. We are happy to comply with whatever 

protocol TSA has determined is appropriate - we are just asking that the agents be better trained to know that protocol. It is estimated that every year. over 5.000 children become undergo major amputation in the US, many of whom are fit with 
prosthetics. Multiply that by 12, and you have an estimated 65,000 children under 13 who wear prosthetics. Many of those children will attempt to travel via the airways. While it is a small percentage of the total number of annual passengers in the US, 
it is sub sta nti a I enough that T SA a gents should al I be tho re ugh I y trained on a consistent protoco I. Pa rents - and chi Id re n - s hou Id know what to expect at the airport, just as ab I e-bodied passengers do, 

Sincerely, 

Caller said that he called TSA in the past and then sent in a written complaint on December 7. 2013. He said that he got a letter from TSA stating that there was not a complaint attached to what he sent in. 

He said thal on November 5, 2013 he was flying from Denver to Stewart Airpori. in NJ, and two male ofticers took him 10 a room for a pat down. He said I hat in this room they groped him. He said I hat he called a spoke 10 a TSA Officer and asked if 
TSA recorded phone calls. He said that he does not know the names of the officers. but would be able to identify them if he were to see them on camera. He said that the way this pat down was conducted has always bothered him, there was 
something odd about it. He said that he filed a Civil Rights complaint on November 12 and received a reply from TSA on November 20. 

He said thal he now lives in Denver and saw on lhe news tonight aboul the two officers I hat were dismissed for groping passengers. He feels that these were the officers I hat groped him. He said thal one officer appeared 10 be Hispanic and the other 
officer was white and slender. He said that the white officer was laughing while looking at him on the screen of the AIT and after that is when they took him to the private room. 

4114/2015 
?:42 :0 1 He asked the status of his original complaint since on one from TSA had been back in contact with him by either email or phone. He said that he was asked to email the complaint back and he did that over a year ago. 

PM 
Mishandling RFI 
REASON lo r the ca 11: Comp I amt 
Date Time: 11-05-13 at 1:30 pm 
Gate\Terminal: unknown 
Airport Denver 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight #: unknown 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: I advised him thal I will refer this to the CSM al the airport 



Caller said that he called TSA in the past and then sent m a written complaint on December 7. 2013. He said that he got a letter from TSA stating that there was not a complaint attached to what he sent m. 

He said thal on November 5, 2013 he was flying from Denver to Stewart Airpori. in NJ, and two male officers took him 10 a room for a pat down. He said I hat in this room they groped him. He said I hat he called a spoke to a TSA Officer and asked if 
TSA recorded phone calls. He said that he does not know the names of the officers. but would be able to identify them if he were to see them on camera. He said that the way this pat down was conducted has always bothered him, there was 
something odd about it. He said that he filed a Civil Rights complaint on November 12 and received a reply from TSA on November 20. 

He said thal he now lives in Denver and saw on lhe news tonight aboul the two officers I hat were dismissed for groping passengers. He feels that these were the officers I hat groped him. He said thal one officer appeared 10 be Hispanic and the other 
officer was white and slender. He said that the white officer was laughing while looking at him on the screen of the AIT and after that is when they took him to the private room. 

4114/2015 
?:42:0 1 He asked the status of his original oomplaint since on one from TSA had been back in contact with him by either email or phone. He said that he was asked to email the complaint back and he did that over a year ago. 

PM 
Mishandling RFI 
REASON for the call: Complaint 
Date Time: 11-05-13 at 1:30 pm 
Gate\Terminal: unknown 
Airport Denver 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight #: unknown 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: I advised him thal I will refer this to the CSM al the airport 

Caller said that he called TSA in the past and then sent in a written complaint on December 7, 2013. He said that he got a letter from TSA stating that there was not a complaint attached to what he sent in. 

He said that on November 5, 2013 he was flying from Denver to Stewart Airport, in NJ. and two male officers took him to a room for a pat down. He said that in this room they groped him. He said that he called a spoke to a TSA Officer and asked if 
TSA recorded phone calls. He said that he does not know the names of the officers. but would be able to identify them 1f he were to see them on camera. He said that the way this pat down was conducted has always bothered him, there was 
something odd about it. He said that he filed a Civil Rights complaint on November 12 and received a reply from TSA on November 20. 

He said that he now lives in Denver and saw on the news tonight about the two officers that were dismissed for groping passengers. He feels that these were the officers that groped him. He said that one officer appeared to be Hispanic and the other 
officer was white and slender. He said th at the white officer was I aug hmg while I ooki ng at him on the screen of the Al T and a/le r th at is when they took him to the private room. 

4/14/2015 
7:42,01 He asked the status of his original oomplaint since on one from TSA had been back in contact with him by either email or phone. He said thal he was asked to email lhe complaint back and he did that over a year ago. 

PM 
Mishandling RFI 
REASON for the call: Complaint 
Dale Time: 11-05-13 at 1:30 pm 
Gate\Terminal: unknown 
Airport: Denver 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight #: unknown 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: I advised him that I will refer this to the CSM at the airport 

Sirs: 
While going through airport security in San Antonio, TX with my family. we had a very unpleasant and unex ected encounter with the above named TSA officer. My wife is a cancer survivor and chooses to opt out of exposure to gamma radiation 

whenever possible. We also do not want to expose our teenage daughters to x-rays if at all possible. b)(ff:, ttempted to educate my wife, a registered nurse, about the effects of ionizing radiation and the relative effects of airport scanners versus 
cellular devices. Regardless, she had simply expressed her desire. But because he persisted in trying to explain his opinions about radiation instead of just waving her on, she began to explain her reasoning. Not only was his reply not patient. it was 
unacceptably and unbelievably rude. He told her, "Shut up and stop lalking!" in a raise voice. She did so, and went ahead wilh the pal down screening, which is enough of an indignity, treating paying travelers like criminals. 

I feel that this is unacceptable behavior. l~as not in a position to delay our travel neither of us would have just stood by. Please be surej(b·•,(ffi r,upervisors and someone higher up than a TSA employee receive a 
copy of this I ette r 

411412015 As a person he has failed. As a public servant he has failed. As a man, he fails. And in light of all the successful terrorist attacks on American soil are concerned, you are all complete and utter failures who think you can stop teCTorism by making 
10:04:45 me and my family remove our shoes and scan us with radiation before gelling on a plane. Ridiculous people! 

PM 

Los Osos CA 93402 
[b)(61 I 



411512015 
8A8:32 

AM 

4115/2015 
8:48 34 

AM 

4115/2015 
8:48 34 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP~kb_·•~1(6_-~I ---~ 
Date Time: 4115/2015 2: 13:13 AM 

Namer)(61 ! 
Email(b)(61 I 
Compa11·1rn. iriapp1011am SCI E!@i 111191Pa Dow11 Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Outbound 
Depart 
615AM 
Thu, Apr 2 
Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania 
International (AVP) 
Comments:My experience with TSA at the Scranton/Wilkes Barre International (AVP) was so humiliating and degrading for me. 

As I approached the security area placing my items in the bins as well as removing my small traveler size clear bag wilh any liquids in ii. Wilh my ID in hand (PA Driving License). I proceeded through lhe Airport deIecIor and no lights, bells or any other 
indicators went off, like the other people ahead of me didn"t go off, and they continued on their way. But I was singled out by some TSA worker (a woman) who said "please step to the side", then she said "'I must pat you down because of you oversize 
c lathing'". In my mind I thought. Is she ca 11 i ng me fat or is she cal Ii ng me out because of my rel ig,ous covering. She began by patting the front of my I eft I eg th en the back of my I ell I eg and same lo r the right I eg. th en she said I have to pat down your 
head as well. She found nothing. I stood as quiet as possible, while others watched as though I had done something wrong. 

I was never offered the opportunity to be searched in private. 

I Fee I T SA should have a better way of handling passengers of different re Ii g i o us b el i els as we 11 as the correct verbiage when addressing a passenger that needs to be searched, 

I feel I was profiled because of my religious beliefs to be searched. 

Do you search all Muslim women that come through check points? I ask myself this question• 

I plan on seeking legal advice on this matter. 

I was at the Airport yesterday and I was humiliated. I hurt my arm Mon evening and I could not raise my left arm. so the tsa rep said go stand over there and someone will manually scan you. Well I stood there and no one scanned me but said an alarm 
went off. And I was p u 11 ed to the side and the one person must have been in training and used me as a guinea pig. She took my persona I bag and went through that and then she proceeded to put me in a closed room and another tsa groped me down. 
I am almost 70 years old and I was put through hell. I am so scared of flying and I had to go through that. I was talking with a friend who is an Atty. And he said how could an alarm go off when you were never scanned. and your luggage went through 
fine.he heard on the news thal some of your Isa were groping people just for fun. I think since I didn"I have the right protocol, they picked on me. I was shaking and almost had a heart atlack over this situation. This will be investigated more. 
Sent from my iPad 

I was at the Airport yesterday and I was humiliated. I hurt my arm Mon evening and I could not raise my left arm. so the tsa rep said go stand over there and someone will manually scan you. Well I stood there and no one scanned me but said an alarm 
went off. And I was p u 11 ed to the side and the one person must have been in training and used me as a guinea pig. She took my persona I bag and went through that and then she proceeded to put me in a closed room and another tsa groped me down. 
I am almost 70 years old and I was put through hell. I am so scared of flying and I had to go through that. I was talking with a friend who is an Atty. And he said how could an alarm go off when you were never scanned. and your luggage went through 
fine.he heard on the news thal some of your Isa were groping people just for fun. I think since I didn"I have the right protocol, they picked on me. I was shaking and almost had a heart atlack over this situation. This will be investigated more. 
Sent from my iPad 



Good momi ng -

I saw the news b I urb regarding the dismissal of two security agents for i na pp ro pri ate lo ndl i ng of male passengers this momi ng . I believe I was one of the imp acted individuals and wish to formally I odg e a complaint. 

On March 25th, I went through security at DIA. My flight was at 5:55 so 11 was probably around 4 pm. I am TSA Precheck due to my Global Entry (which was noted on my ticket as well) but was selected and pulled out for a pat-down after being sent 
through the scanner (and not the metal detector). The agent told me he needed to pat me down thoroughly and proceeded to run his hands up and down my legs including touching my genitals and across my backside. I travel a LOT and I've been 
patted down before, but never like this. I was upset afterwards and told my girlfriend who was wilh me bul in anolher line that I fell like I needed a cigaretle after the pal-down (making an obvious reference 10 a joke). 

411512015 You should pull lhe video tapes and investigate this. I am willing to provide a verbal stalement if required. I do live in Denver and fly in\oul of DIA several times a monlh. 

10:20:45 
AM 

Thanks. You guys do a good job overall and you don'I need a pervert giving you bad press. 

Regards, 

411512015 Caller saw lhe CVS-4 investigation on TSA employees thal were recenlly fired. He flew on Southwest on Feb 26th@ 10:00 am out of DEN and he went lhrough the Precheck line and has an artificial knee. He had to go through a patdown screening. 
11: 17:35 The patdown was very intensive and all of his luggage went through additional screening. The officers conducting the patdown screening also patted down his groin area and lingered in this area. He has went through several patdowns before and this 

AM particular one made him feel very u n comfo rtab I e. The agent was a ma I e and I ooked to be in his 50 s. Caller believes he may have al so experienced these employees. 



Hello. 

I am inquiring about the timeline in which the two TSA employees that were released after it was revealed that they had been groping men's genitals. I was traveling with my family from DIA on April 4th via American Airlines and while I was going 
through the security screening I had a groin area pat down. I did have a military challenge coin in my pocket that I realized before going through the scanner, but I was told by the TSA employee to go ahead and put it back in my pocket. As would be 
expected, the de1ec1or regislered the metal and I was told thal I would need to be patted down. I didn'I feel as though I was being accosted, but it did seem odd 10 me thal the TSA employee would tell me to pul the coin back in my pocket knowing fully 
well that it would flag a pat down. I don't know if this information is of any help to you, but after hearing the story I was curious if it was possible that the employees that were released could have been working while I was passing through DIA. Feel 
free to contact me 1/ you have any questions. 

Have a nice day, 

411512015 

12:12:12 l(b,(BI 
PM . · · 

rb,(6) 

Green River. WY 82935 



This happened to me last year at DIA and I was appalled. "Groin anomaly" was the exact term that was used. Right after the incident, I commented to my wife about what had happened. Ifs good to know you've finally done something about it. 

b1(6) 

4115/2015 
121235 

PM ~l(b~)(~6~,-----------, 

411512015 
227:31 

PM 

Greenwood Village, CO 80111 

Officet;b1(6) 

Direct: f""h-'-.1""1'-'R'-·-, __ __, 

r(ff, 

On Ap ri I 11 I had the unfortunate opportunity to meet the most rude TS A member in my yea rs of t rave I in the i ntemationa I term i na I of the Seattle -Ta coma airport, I had ju st arrived on Del ta Flight 166 from Nari ta at about 9 29 Saturday morning and 
headed to a connection flighl al terminal C. After clearing Cus1oms, we were shuffled to the TSA area, where an officer was barking to form three lines from what was originally two. The length was so long I hat one could not determine what lype of 
scanner was at the end. That matters as I am a dual knee joint replacement recipient and choose the scanner as to accelerate the process for all and to eliminate the pat down. By the time I could see the metal detector, I elected not to change lines as 
the lost time would have been significant--- things were not moving fast. As expected, the scanner announced the presence of metal and i informed the TSA officer of the metal joints. He politely asked me to step to the side, which i did and he shouted 
for assistance (pat down). 

The assistance did nol arrive after approximalely a minute and the officer elected to continue screening while waiting--- nol a bad idea as passengers were stacking up. He requested once again for a pal down and continued screening. I waited, 
while other passengers' scanned items piled up on mine. Not a real good thing for delicate laptops. After yet another couple minute delay without assistance for the pat down, the officer once again announced the need for a pat down. And the stuff 
continued to pile up on mine. After the officer's fourth plea for help, an officer seemingly put out that he would have to perfonm a pat down (the same one that was barking to form three lines) showed up. He asked 1/ the stuff being dumped on at the end 
of the scanner was mine, to which I replied with a "Yes" and made a move towards it. He quickly snapped that I was not to touch it and to move over to carpet that had the foot locations marked on it. I suggested to this officer that they needed to have 
some means of letling passengers know which line to get into for the scanner. He proceeded 10 inform me ii was MY RESPONSIBILITY TO SELECT THE PROPER LINE, not theirs to tell me. I proceeded to tell him that the entry point of lhe line did nol 
allow one to see the scanners. I once again suggested that maybe signs, he once again told me it was my responsibility. What a rude inteiface with the public. Not in the best of moods myself after being up for almost 24 hours. I asked for his name. 
He informed me he would not give me his name. but would provide a card and his supervisor. Little did I know things were about to really go to HELL. 

As I gathered all my stuff, over wandered this blob of a person with a title of TSA Supervisor. Apparently he got this job to fill an EEO requirement as it sure wasn't for his ability to inteiface with the public. He proceeded to tell me he did not 
have time 10 put up with piddly assed minuscule lhings like me and my fake knees. He would stand up for his officers no matler whal. They had been there all morning and not even had lunch. Personally, he could go without many lunches as fat as he 
is' He proceeded to tell me once again he did not have time for my little problem I could take my problem·· all the way to the President of these United States•· and turned away. WHAT A FAT, RUDE, in-his-postion-only-to-fufill-EEO-quotas. I sure hope 
I never, ever have to incur this fat excuse of a T SA officer again. In al I my travels around this great nation. I have never seen a TSA rep rese ntati ve a ct ha If as u np role ss,ona I as this wo nm. May be he is re I ated to the s I eep i ng baggage hand I er for Al a ska 
Air. 



4/15/2015 
2:27:58 

In reaction to the present T SA g roping news. I went through DI A/T SA on Apri I 4. 20 15. As al ways s i nee I have a knee re placement, I was patted down. I have been patted down every 11 me I go through DIA si nee I had the knee rep I aced in 2011 I have 
flown to New Orleans, Chicago, Minneapolis. Detroit, Paris. Nairobi, Laguna Beach, etc. since the knee replacement. On April 4, 2015, I was held up for the pat down until the TSA agents found someone to pat me down. As the the man who patted 
me down finally approached me, he blew air out of his mouth like he was preparing for doing something he was worried about doing, I'm not sure. Anyway, he did pat me down. For the first time since TSA came into existence and since I have been 
patted down. this TSA agent grabbed my genitals. However brief it was, it surprised me and I jumped. He apologized to me without making eye contact. Since the story has broken about the TSA agent groping a man, or men, I would like you to 
pu bl Ish the photo of this man so that I can see if 11 was the man who groped me. It wo u Id give me great rel ,el to know that the man has be en a pp re he nded. 

PM In Memoriam -Swee{§}J-2000-2015 

411512015 
227:58 

-"Unconditional love is universally paramountl" 

In reaction to the present TSA groping news, I went lhrough DIAITSA on April 4, 2015. As always since I have a knee replacemeni, I was patted down. I have been patted down every time I go through DIA since I had lhe knee replaced in 2011. I have 
flown to New Orleans. Chicago. Minneapolis, Detroit, Paris, Nairobi, Laguna Beach, etc. since the knee replacement. On April 4, 2015. I was held up for the pat down until the TSA agents found someone to pat me down. As the the man who patted 
me down finally approached me, he blew air out of his mouth like he was preparing for doing something he was worried about doing, I'm not sure. Anyway, he did pat me down. For the first time since TSA came into existence and since I have been 
patted down, this TSA agent grabbed my genitals. However brief it was, it surprised me and I jumped. He apologized to me without making eye contact. Since the story has broken about the TSA agent groping a man, or men, I would like you to 
publish the photo of this man so that I can see if it was the man who groped me. It would give me great relief to know thal the man has been apprehended. 

PM In Memoriam - SweetE§j} 2000-2015 

-"Unconditional love is universally paramount!" 

{b)(61 

In reaction to the present T SA g roping news. I went through DI A/T SA on Apri I 4. 20 15. As al ways s i nee I have a knee re placement, I was patted down. I have been patted down every 11 me I go through DIA si nee I had the knee rep I aced in 2011 I have 
flown to New Orleans, Chicago, Minneapolis. Detroit, Paris. Nairobi, Laguna Beach, etc. since the knee replacement. On April 4, 2015, I was held up for the pat down until the TSA agents found someone to pat me down. As the the man who patted 
me down finally approached me, he blew air out of his mouth like he was preparing for doing something he was worried about doing, I'm not sure. Anyway, he did pat me down. For the first time since TSA came into existence and since I have been 
patted down. this TSA agent grabbed my genitals. However brief it was, it surprised me and I jumped. He apologized to me without making eye contact. Since the story has broken about the TSA agent groping a man, or men, I would like you to 
pu bl Ish the photo of this man so that I can see if 11 was the man who groped me. It wo u Id give me great rel ,el to know that the man has be en a pp re he nded. 

4/15/2015 
2:27:58 

PM In Memoriam - Sweet~ 2000-2015 

-"Unconditional love is universally paramountl" 



411512015 
228:26 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Name~!(b_) ... (6_·•~' ---------~ 
Email Address{b i(61 !Phone Number:[b ,(6) 
Address: Fontt 512 ._-'------' 

Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? Yes 
Ethnicity? Yes 
Religion? Yes 
N ationa Ii ty? Yes 
Gender? Yes 
Disability? Yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

I was right, first you steal from my husband who is a 9111/01 first responder, you cut his suitcase open while he was in a wheelchair, you stole his pump for his back brace and his NYC police hal and then you say you are doing your job. Where were 

411512015 you idiots on that day. HIDING, now men groping men. women who are not really women groping other women. WE THE PEOPLE WANT MILITARY IN THE TSA, YOU let terrorists through and yet steal from the American little people, YOU ARE ALL 

4.20 .50 A DISGRACE TO THIS COUNTRY. How much more Is going to come out. THIEVES, to steal from a 111 9111101 first responder is disgusting, the people on the computer agree with me just like several other millions. again, where were you on that 
· PM fateful horrific day. II you can steal from a hero and from military, you should all go to hell. There are no excuses for what you did to my husband. If you ever touched me, JUST DO NOT TRY. 

Caller has a complaint from DCA on 03.21 at 5am going to TPA on Delta to handle an estate. 

He believes he may have been assaulted at lhe checkin process. 

411 512015 He was taken out of the line and designated to go to another spot (AIT). He was stopped by the male attendant who asked what was in his pocket. He was told to stop, and an agent patted down his behind. And then the agent said to him Sir, exit the 
S:12:14 booth. The lady who was 8 fl behind the AIT suppressed her chuckle. When he was done, he said ok you can go. 

PM 
He feels as though this was done for entertainment purposes. He was concerned that someone could have been patted down that actually needed it. And at the very least the agents need to be retrained. 

The cat a I yst lo r the cal I was hearing about the recent pat down incident in DEN; a It hough he thought it was PHX. 

He also wanted to speak with a CSM directly at DCA. 

411512015 Caller said he and his family are traveling on Southwest to W Palm Beach and his wile did not get TSA PreCheck. He said she is degraded by the patdown search they did, He asked for her KTN # for the airline and he said Southwest told him they 

6 ,03 ,51 did not have her#. He said she does not want 10 make a complaint on the patdown search and he said we are doing our job. He said he just wants her KTN # and asked if U ES is open right now. 

PM 



To Whom It May Concern: 

After hearing today (on CNN) about lhe alleged groping of passengers at lhe Denver airpori. I was reminded of whal happened to me al the Orange Counly airporl in the eJrly 2000s (posl 9111 ). 

I reported the incident to TSA and the airport police after it happened, but I donl think anything came of it. I'm letting you know again, because I think it speaks to a pattern of abuse that has gone on for at least a decade at TSA. 

I was re1urning to Arizona from a pharmaceutical sales meeting in California, with rny boss and several colleagues. I was singled out at the gate for a pat•down search. Most people would say I am above average in atlractiveness, if that was a factor, I 
don't know. 

The male TSA screener used a wand. however, he ran that wand repeatedly on/over rny breats and between my legs up to the groin. He might as well have been using his hands, because I don't think it would have felt differently. 

I started shaking and was on the verge of tears as the incident went on. I felt utterly powerless. I knew this guy had the power to detain me and I just wanted to get home. 

By the time I got on the plane. I was crying and shaking. I felt so violated. My male supervisor asked what was wrong and then I had to explain to him what just happened, which made it even worse. I felt embarrassed and humiliated, My boss and 

411512015 colleagues and I were all sitting togelher, so everyone knew what had happened 10 me. It was just awful. 

720:50 
PM 

4115/2015 
7:20:52 

PM 

It takes someone with real cunning to figure out how to assault a female passenger with a wand. l"m sure he had done it before. but since he didn't use his hands, it made 1t much more difficult to prove his intention. Bell eve me, I felt this guy's intention, 
I could see it in his eyes, and it was absolutely an assault. 

I can't believe that just thinking about this incident so many years later still brings me to tears. 

Later. there was a TSA policy change so females are only pat-down searched by females, and that is a good thing. 

In closing, I would say that TSA needs to do more to combat passenger abuse by its agents. The first step is to ensure each TSA employee has--at a minimum--their last name clearly and prominently displayed on the uniform. Just like they are on 
military uniforms. Having the name on a removable badge 1s not good enough. Passengers must be able to identify screeners in the event that an issue takes place. 

Beyond I hat, i I wi 11 take a culture shift to stop I hese types of incidents. 

Sincerely, 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP! b)(61 I 
Date Time: 4115/(}15 6:32:43 PM 
······················---------------····························· 

Name~(bl(ff, 
Email bi/61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Bethel AK to Anchorage AK on Alaska Airlines. Monday, April 13, 2015 boarding 8:30 p.m. for 9:10 p.m. flight 46L. 
Comments:My wif~(b)(ff:1 ~nd I had TSA pre-checked boarding passes and were told we did not need to remove our coat or shoes. The older agent (late 50s?) told me to take my jacket off and said he was going to search me. He asked ii I wanted 
to go behind the screen and I told him thal was nol necessary. He proceeded to run his hand up one leg and very hard into my testicle and then did lhe exact lhing on my other leg and smashed inlo my other 1es1icle! My testicles were (and continue 10 
be) so sore and throbbing that on Tuesday morning. after I got home, I made an appointment with my physician who told me that both of my testicles were bruised' I understand these people are doing their job but I would like to make sure that this type 
of roughness when patting down a man·s genitals does not happen to another passenqer. 



Disability Description: Caller has brain cancer. 

lncidenl DetJils: Caller had a horrible experience for screening. She has a medical condilion and could not go through the machines for her screening. She asked for a paldown instead for her screening. They would not allow her to use lhe WTMD. 
She says she understands the job T SA does and knows it is very difficult. 

She never gets upset at her screening. But this time was so bad it has made her cry. She has never filed a complaint before, She says the agent that gave her the patdown was so mean to her. She said if she spoke the agent told her to not speak then 
when she did speak, lhe agenl responded to her by saying for her not to get upsel al her. She was only going 10 ask if she could put on her shoes. 

411512015 She has brain cancer and says this isn t the way screening should be for someone going though something so bad. She wants to file a disability complaint. 
7:27:55 

PM She says the managers name may have been Bacclel and he was kind. She says lhe enlire staff was terrible. 

Date Time:04-15-15 at 5:05 pm 
Gate Terminal: Terminal C and she was there about 4 pm 
Ai rpo rI: McC a rren 
Airline: Sa uthwest 
Flight# 564 

Caller was at Reno airport trying to get through security. She told me that while she was in line for screening a TSA worker came down and warmly greeted everyone. She asked the TSO who she could talk to let them know that she could not go 
through the scanner. He told her that she could opt out of the AIT ii she wanted to. She gave the TSO a letter from the doctor saying her and her items could not be scanned due to medical issues. She said some of the workers are ignorant and needed 
to be retrained because lhey did not know how to screen a passenger with special needs. She said thal the TSO on duty, thal she spoke to first, had blond hair wilh pony tail lold her that her ilems would have to go through the scanner. She said she did 
not get the blond TSOs name. She said the TSO did not even a pen the letter saying that everyone had to be screened and that all her items had to be put on the belt. She said the TSO was rigid and did not care about the passengers needs. 

She said after she opted out of screening and after the bad experience with the blond TSO, a TSO came up to her and screened her the way she needed to be screened. She the TSOs name was !(b)(6:, ! She said she was a gem and was very 

411612015 helpful. She wenl on 10 say that she gave her lriple 10 service. She said it was about 5:30 in lhe morning and not very busy at the screening area. TSO (b 1(61 old kb 1(6 1 110 put all of her 1Iems ,n the tray She look the tray around lhe door she just 

10 39 11 opened. She said she gave her a private patdown carefully and gently. She tested her med1c1ne and food like she had hoped she would. She said TSO b·•,(ffi was competent and concerned. Caller said she told her that since she was ,n a uniform she 
did not guess that she could hug her but TS Ok b) ( 6:, ! to Id her that of course she co u Id hug her. The passenger was crying on the phone at this point. It seem e to be a very Ira umati c experience for her. 

AM 

4/1612015 
12:18:44 

PM 

She asked if there was a way that she could acknowledge TSCJl~(b_.~1(_6~) ___ ~ras so good lo her and TSO~ave her a card with our phone number on ii. 

She said she would be flying again in December and would definitely call for a PSS. 

Ca Iler has been having a bad experience at one airport she us es and the TS A staff at another Io cation suggested she ca 11 the T CC . 
She lives in ATL and flys from lhere often and sometimes uses lhe PreCheck line lhere and she grew up in Ohio so she goes at leasl once a rnon th 10 visil her sick parenls and fiys inlo Columbus CMH. 
On 100% of her return trips from CM H she has been receiving a Patdown and her bags are searched. 

On a recent trip she asked why she is pulled out the Female TSO said she cannot say why she always gets pulled aside but today it is because you have a laptop computer. 
(Ca 11 er confirmed she was not in the P recheck Ii ne that day and did not remove her comp ul er so she understands now). 

She said that does not exp I a in the other ti mes she has fl own from CM H and nothing a I armed but she got a patdown and they go through a 11 her things. 
She also said she flew from Rhode Island recently and a metal bracket on her jacket set off the alarm but she only got a quick patdown compared to CM H where you feel they should buy you dinner afterward, 
She also feels thal the TSO s al CMH are rude in general and after visiting her sick parents she dreads corning. When she is gelling the patdown nobody walches her purse and I hat makes he anxious and once a TSO said we have cameras. 
She has noticed also that if she has anyone in line chatting with her they pull them out of the line as well. 
Caller said it is not funny anymore and she felt a need to report it since it is confined to CMH. 
She last fiew from CMH on 3-15-15 flying Delta and was at the checkpoint sometime after noon for a 2 PM Flight. 

Caller keeps having problems with TSA and olher passengers have spoken up that she is being mistreated. She had a radiation accident when she was a Ieenager. She has cancer and many surgeries. She is 80 years old. She has Irouble walking. 
She tells them that she cannot use the screening technology. She was going to a meeting she could not miss in DC. She was searched and almost missed her flight. She had to finally asked for a supervisor and asked him if she has to get on her knees 

4/1612015 to be able to finally go. She tells them she can use the metal detector and they tell her no although they point others to the WTMD. The supervisor who came over apologized for the way she was treated. 
1 :4 8: 5 7 She knows that the re is a program that she can get pre screened and use I a nes that you go right on through, She does not mind the pa tdow n but she does not want to have to wait in Ii ne, She has had i terns taken from her and stolen, She does not even 

PM bring carry o ns with her any more. 
She Ii ked the idea of gelt i ng assistance at the checkpoint and asked how far a he ad she s hou Id cal I us. 



Disability Description: The caller wants to know 1/ she should call 1-855-787-2227 to get help through the checkpoint. She also wants to report that she was harassed going through the checkpoint at EWR 

lncidenl Details: The caller says that her medicalions cant be X-rayed. She also doesn t want to go lhrough the AIT but requesled a Pat down. She presented her ID and told lhe agenl thal she couldn I go through lhe AIT. She said she had 
documentation about her medical condition but they didn t want to read it. The screeners took so long that she missed her flight. She had to argue with them about how she should be screened. One of the screeners told her she had to go through the 
AIT regardless. The passenger never stated to me if she was given a pat down. Just the unwillingness of the TSA staff to not X-ray her medications and missing her flight. Apparently the staff also was rude to her. The caller Is 73 years old. She went 

411612015 on to say that she would sue ii this was to happen to her again. 
3:00:53 

PM She flew on United flight 1736 on 8 April 2015 7:30am. Boarding at gate 74 
Her onginal flight path was EWR to DEN to Reno. She missed her flight and her new flight path was EWR to SFO to Reno. 

The caller had a betler experience out of Reno. She 901 help from ~kb~i~(6~·~i --~I aI Reno. The way the caller describe he~(b)(61 lis probably a PSS. 

Caller needs to find out where she could file a complaint againsl the TSA screeners al PIE.~had called TSA cares and requesled a PSS but she was not provided one. She said the TSOs treated her horrible, She said Iravels with a service 
animal and they did not have anyplace for her animal to relieve itself. She was also upset that the TSO would not go with her to take her dog to the bathroom. She said TSOs had helped her with this at other airport screening checkpoints. 

She said she has an implant in her spine connected to e I ectrodes and a battery and had to have a patd own. She said the TSO was very i nco ns i dera te and did not even I oak at her med i ca I I D. The TSO info rmed!r h ·., I rr1 th at she knew what she 
needed to do as a TSO and did not need to look at her documentation. She said lhe TSO performing lhe patdown patted down the baltery area in her spine which caused her 10 have shock waves go through her back. She said they kepi passing her 

4/1612015 from one TSO to another before they found someone to do her patdown. She also complained that the TSO was feeling up on her during the patdown. She said there were 1 O people working the screening checkpoint and no one would help her get her 
7: 2 9: 0 1 items through screening. She a I so advised me th at they did not offer her a private p atdown. 

PM 
She said I hat lhe TSOs at PIE need to be advised that persons wilh disabilities who have a service animal need to be treated wilh dignity. 

She said she requested to speak to a s u pe rvi so r but he was not helpful . She asked h, m if he had an a re a where the service dog could re Ii eve itself. He just turned and told her that they did not provide that service at PIE. 

The ca 11 er wanted to know if one of the DEN employees that was let go due to in ap prop nate behavior was an Afnca n Ame nca n. 

The caller staled his son did not want 10 go through the AIT and was taken through a patdown. The caller slated that he had been waiting for his son. After 1 O minutes he approached where his son was going through lhe patdown. He approached the 
TSO that was periorming the patdown to find out what was going on. When he asked what was going on the officer stated he was not being able to finish his sentence about the patdown procedure. 

4116/2015 . . . . . . .. 
9_59.02 The officer stated the callers 21 year old son was not fully complying with the patdown. The question became 1fthe TSO was going to touch a sens1t1ve area of the body. The officer stated he may have to. Two Airport LOE s were called and they stated 

· PM that the passengers would have to comply with the TSO in order to clear screening. The caller asked for a supervisor and the officer stated he was the supervisor. 

The caller stated the TSO was not professional and did not explain things to where they understood that was going on. He read about the incident at DEN in the news and wanted to know 1/ touching a sensitive area was protocol when going through a 
patdown. 

The caller did indicate that his son stated he was not touched in a sensitive area once the patdown was completed. 
4117/2015 Caller was in West Palm Beach and she is 81, she went through the screening and came out and the TSO placed her back in. Once she came out again and she was told by the TSO that she would have to be patted down. Caller wants to know what 
10:23:42 the TSO was seeing to do a patdown on her, she is upset that she is 81 years old. Caller said that she does not have any metal in her body and lhere was not reason for her to have a patdown. Caller is wanting to speak to someone to know whal was 

AM seen. 



kbl(61 

411712015 
12:14:18 

PM 

My email oomes to you today as a result of the recent TSA groping incident at DI. ,_ _____ ~ 
In September, 20141 was lhe viclim of a sexual assault\groping by DIA TSA agen bl 6:, I ,mmed1aIely sought the ass,slance of a TSA superv,so~ho ,ns1sted that I could only file a complaint aga1ns1~ onl1ne and thal there 
was no police jurisdiction at DIA. It took several inquiries - and 4 months -with b)(ffl the DIA TSA investigator about the status of the 1nvest1gat1on to my complaint kh ,/RI ~mailed me that my complaint d1dn t ex,st and that passenger 
security videos aren t kept after 30 days (I have this in writing). Basically he implied there was nothing he could do. 
When I found the names of the agents I had written down from September, I contacted ~ again. Then my complaint suddenly appeared , He then told me that there is a police department at DIA. I went to AOB at DIA and was stonewalled by 
the dispatcher, sergeant and office h··,1R who stated lhat lhey were unable 10 file a co~out the incident. Then I contacted the OIM and ~assisted by suggesting I contact Commandefh··,1r;··, !to file a report. Commander!(b·:,(6 !asked 
me to call him and speak with Detective b)(ffl o file the report, and I did. 
I have since filed a FOIA request for the files and tapes of this incident and await the response. 
As a seasoned traveler I can attest to a very different TSA screening process and interaction from the DIA agents than any other airport checkpoint across the country (I ve lived in 7 states coast to coast). For years I ve been subjected to constant pat 
downs at DIA thal make zero sense. The full body scanner always shows an X on my left bullocks. When I ask the agents why this happens, I m told ... it s an anomaly.. Yet ii never happens at anolher airport! First, I wear nearly the same outfit 
each time I go through security - no buckles, zippers, metal, pockets - nothing - black form-fitting leggings tank top or sleeveless long shirt. Second, most of my travels have been independent. Third, I ve used the main gate at DIA for years. Except 
for Ap n I 1 0, 201 5 when I went through sec u nty at Gate A lo r a Frontier flight. I went through the ful I body sea n ne r as I have for years, and nothing showed on the screen and I went through without a pat down. This never happened at the main gate. 
There is never an incident at any other airport - no anomalies ever. Then a few days later I see the report about the groping incident against the male passenger, 
There is no doubt in my mind lhat what I have experienced on September 30, 2014 at DIA from TSA at the main securily gate is an egregious a11empt to harass me. Additionally, Ive noticed both male and female TSA agents speaking about 
passengers in code. Ive been referred to as a yellow and double yellow by several male agents. Ive had female agents refuse to allow my husband or friend in the private screening room during a pat down. Both male female agents comment on 
my physical stature when going through the scan n ne r. On my Ii rst trip through DIA sec u nty I was p rof1 I ed by an agent who asked me ... how was the Ci noo de Ma yo Fe stIva I.. and th en asked to see my boa rd i ng pass. I m lta Ii an. not Hispanic. 

The lasl incident I experienced was so disturbing that I filed for a TSA security traveler number to avoid lhe body scanners as much as possible when Iraveling, and, I ve avoided traveling 6 times already I his year unless it was absolutely necessary. 
trust that my account of the DIA TSA security screenings will provide additional validity to the fact that passengers are being harassed to many degrees. Please, !(b)(6·, I put a stop to this behavior and restore the integrity of a security process to 
the national level of protection that it should be used. And. discipline those TSA agents to the hi=hest .degree that take advantage of vulnerable passengers. 
Thank you for your time. and, please feel free to contact me if you require additional informationKb i(6 I I 
Sincerely, 

l(b)(6) 

From: (b 1(6) 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 201511:47 AM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 

Subject: Fwcik~b~)_(6~'----------~ 

Ms. Kimberly Walton: 
Below is an email trail I am forwarding to you for further investigation of a complaint I filed in September, 2014 about a sexual harassment incident against a DIA TSA agent and a complaint against a supervisor for failure to provide accurate information 
Hello, 

I would like to request pictures of the TSA agents involved in the groping scandal at DIA. I feel i was a victim. I flew home in January to attend to my fathers memorial service. To my horror, I was singled out by a female TSA agent for 'additional 
screening', and was then turned over to male agents. 

The agent who took me into a private room and groped my private areas was slightly chubby, slightly curly hair. bad skin (acne), and eyes set wide apart. He was rude, aggressive, and very excited to feel me up in one of your private rooms. He was 
411712015 so awful. i went to the desk afterwards to complain to the woman there. she agreed that i was treated rudely. 

2:04:51 
PM please provide me pictures of the agents, so i can move forward accordingly. 

thank you. 

fb)(6) 

Hello, 

I would like to request pictures of the TSA agents involved in the groping scandal at DIA. I feel i was a victim. I flew home in January to attend to my fathers memorial service. To my horror, I was singled out by a female TSA agent for 'additional 
screening', and was then turned over to male agents. 

The agent who took me into a private room and groped my private areas was slightly chubby, slightly curly hair. bad skin (acne), and eyes set wide apart. He was rude, aggressive, and very excited to feel me up in one of your private rooms. He was 
411712015 so awful. i went to the desk afterwards to complain to the woman there. she agreed that i was treated rudely. 

2:04:51 
PM please provide me pictures of the agents, so i can move forward accordingly. 

thank you. 



She has trave I ed lour ti mes sm ce she became el ig, bl e lo r Precheck and has on I y received the be ne/11 once. She asked why and would Ii ke to verify her number. 

411712015 She indicated that she was traveling with liquid medication and lhe TSO advised I hat voided Precheck. She received additional screening including a patdown and a physical inspection of her bag. 
2:10:47 

PM She indicated that she had q ue st,ons about i nte mati on al travel as we 11. 

Reason for the call: 
Caller wants to tell us about his experience going through secunty. He has had great experiences before. He spoke to us (at the airport before) and was told to call us when he had a compliment. Recently. he had a negative experience for the first time. 
He believes that perhaps we don t care. He opted out of the screening technology as he always does. The TSO. Thomas. at PHX. Gate A6 was a middle aged male. He had shiny shoes. He tried to be friendly to the TSO and said he had nice shoes. 
He states thal the patdown is never pleasant. He gave him his BP and DL. He didn I know where he was supposed 10 go but was told to go to the very end. He walked ahead of him which was uncomfortable. When they got to the end he was given 
vague instructions. The TSO had an edgy attitude. He was told to put his DL and ticket -in there-. The TSO had his shoes in a bin and his 2 bags. He was taken to a cubicle area. He didn t know what he was talking about, what he was being instructed 
to do. The TSO seemed surprised that he didn t understand. The TSO asked what he does for a living. He asked why. He explained that he was a designer. He felt insulted by look on the TSOs face and mannerism. Alier screemng-patdown-ETD 
testing ended, he told the TSO he didnt understand what he was told because he cant read his thoughts. what he was trying to communicate. He explained that he felt insulted and the TSO said he needed to work on the way he interpreted things. He 
said he didn t. That lhe TSO did because he works with the public. He states thal being friendly can go a long way. This was lhe first lime he had a complaint. He asked a STSO to give him the TSOs name to speak 10 someone 10 gel his name. The 
STSO was not friendly either. The STSO was -walking away from him while listening to what he had to say instead of documenting it-. One TSO gave him a card. He was the friendliest of everyone. The STSO was heavy set, white, male and bald with 
slight hair. He had 3 stripes on shirts. Even his wife was amazed by the way 11 was handled. 

4/17/2015 
3,59,54 His wife wanted to say somelhing too. She travels a lot and she hates TSA. She states thal maybe there should be a box where travelers can submit a survey. 

PM 
Date and Time (departure time and arrival time): 4-17-15 @2:45 p.m. 
Gate Terminal: A6 
Airporl: PHX 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight Number: 562 
Baggage tag number ( 1 0 digits): NA 
Description of Baggage: NA 
Missing Damaged item description: NA 
NOi: NA 
Anything on the NOi: NA 
Special Notes: NA 

I just wanted to thank the wonderful TSA agents at the Denver airport who did an extra security check on my checked bag on April 16th. There is nothing like getting to your destination afier a long day of traveling and opening your neatly packed 
suilcase 10 find it in complete disarray! Wow! And my favorite parl was opening up the large cosmetics case I carry all of my makeup in to find I hat it also was in a state of disorder. Nothing was where it was supposed to go. I suppose they just wanted 
to be consistent :). However, nothing bought a smile to my face like seeing three different powder and foundations without their lids properly replaced. Having all of my things covered in makeup was just the highlight of my day. I mean, I had planned 
on eventua 11 y replacing the 50 0 dollars worth of profession al makeup they ruined. so I just wanted to say thank you for the he ad start• I had so much fun on my vacation running around trying to replace everything that was ruined. It was Ii ke a mi mature 

411712015 scavenger hunt! Once again, just wanted to say thank you for the excellent services provided by your thorough and caring TSA agents. Maybe next time I will be one of the lucky passengers pulled aside for one of their special "hot passenger pat 
4:01 :59 downs" I hear I hey are so fond of giving. I'm ralher offended that ii hasn't happened yel. Am I not pretly enough for your agents?! Oh well, maybe next time. Looking forward to the many more trips I will have to take lhrough you'd wonderful 

PM estab Ii shment• 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone 



Froml(b 1(6) 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2015 2:05 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subject TSA - Denver Complaint 

To whom it may concern, 

I believe that I was unfairly pointed to seoondary screening (pat down, full examination of my personal items, etc) at Denver Intl Airport TSA on 8 April 2015. I also believe that TSA agents behaved unprofessionally in handling my screening. I have 
atlached a signed document describing the incident. I ve also attached a picture of my boarding pass and my wife s boarding pass. You II notice that my pass has no S row, allhough it has been punched 4 times by lhe gate agenls. 

In regards to the information request please note that I am a 30 year old white male, and my wife is a 29 year old white female. 

411712015 Please respond at your earliest convenience. 

4:03:12 
PM Thank you. 

l(b)(61 

St Louis Park. IVII\I, 554 I 6 
HYPERLINK~b-)_(_6_) -----------------~ 

To whom it may concern: 

411712015 Whal are the names of lhe TSA officers fired for groping people. If you decide to pro1ec1 them and not reveal I heir names, ii will come back you in a very bad way. Tell us the names of the people fired. 
6:02:05 

PM 
Good a flernoo n, 

I was watching CNN today and they are talking about repeated incidents of groping at the Denver airport by TSA agents. I was coming through the airport on March 27th, 2015 and found the experience odd and uncomfortable to say the least. I was 
orig i na 11 y ca st to the lower sec u nty Ii ne with "'no shoes or belt off', right. or so I was told? Wrong? I was told to re move my belt after I walked through screening. Then I was pu 11 ed aside for a person al s c reem ng which ended up being a groping as I was 

411712015 patted down like I was carrying something. Why? I don't know. I did forget to take a bottled water out of my backpack and that was ok to give that up but the rest of the experience was very, well, disturbing! I don't know why I was sent through a line 

8.04.23 where lhey say no belt or shoes or laking compu1ers oul and then having to go lhrough a head to toe pat down. What is thal line for? I went lhrough the same process in Houston on lhe way 10 Denver wilh no issues. Please let me know your protocol 
· PM for this complaint. 

[b)(61 

Sent from my iPhone 

Good afternoon, 

I was watching CNN today and they are talking about repeated incidents of groping at the Denver airport by TSA agents. I was coming through the airport on March 27th, 2015 and found the expenence odd and uncomfortable to say the least. I was 
originally cast to the lower security line with "'no shoes or belt off', right, or so I was told? Wrong? I was told to remove my belt after I walked through screening. Then I was pulled aside for a personal screening which ended up being a groping as I was 

411712015 patted down like I was carrying something. Why? I don't know. I did forget to take a botlled water out of my backpack and thal was ok to give lhat up but the rest of the experience was very, well, disturbing! I don't know why I was sent lhrough a line 

8_04,23 where they say no belt or shoes or taking computers out and then having to go through a head to toe pat down. What is that line for? I went through the same process in Houston on the way to Denver with no issues. Please let me know your protocol 
· PM for this complaint. 

[b,(6) 

Sent from my iPhone 



To whom 11 may concern, 

I am very disgusled with your Las Vegas tsa agenj(b)(6) I 1ane 8, 4/15115 at around 3pm. He was discourIeous, and, more so than anything, he rammed his hand SO HARD up my leg during a routine pat down (of which I have had very many) 
my left testicle was bruised and I had to remove my underwear out of MY RECTUM. If I were not a gentleman, I would have decked him. I have never been treated so bad in my 40 years of travel. He has no Bussiness dealing with the public. This is my 

411712015 formal complaint. I have many friend that twitter in the multi millions .. 

8:04 26 
PM I would hope, you will rectify lhis issue wilhout further exposition ... 

Respectfully, 

!(b)(61 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

======::;------------------------------------
Remote Client 1t-~-·~1(_6~)----~ 
Date Time 411712015 843:56 PM 

4/17/2015 Namdw,rn, 

9:03:42 EmailJ~(b_)_(6_ •• _, ----------~ 
PM Comp I a i nl s: I nco n s i ste nl Screening ( Di flerent Practices between Airports)' 

Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):SY 426/SUN COUNTRYILAX/22 
Comments:Worst flight experience i have ever had. A medical cream that is used for my babys eczema tested posItIve for explosives on my flight back to Minnesota. When in Minnesota on my fi1ght to LAX travelling with the same cream i didnl have 
a single issue. My daughter needs her cream at least every two hours and now has to travel without getting cream for a total of eight hours due to flight delays. My daughter had a dirty diaper that spilled out to her clothes that i was trying to change this 
whole time in the span of about 20-30 minuIes. TSA would not allow me or my wife to grab a diaper to change my baby. When they were done I hey lold us thal we had to back downstairs and check the cream in our baby bag that we planned on taking 
on the plane with us and that we would have to go through security a second time. As we went through security a second time my wife felt violated as she had to get touched by a TSA officer for a pat down after being told she had tested positive for 
explosives. This tu med out to not be the case. W hi I e the re we re some p I eas ant office rs most we re rude and seemed angry with their jobs. One of the ofli cers even stated in front of customers that she was actively loo king for another job due to her 
unhappiness with TSA. 
On February 2, 2015 I took a evening flight out of LAX. While being processed through the security screening area I was pulled out of line for a pat down . The TSA (GUY) conducted a pat down on me. All seemed normal until he got to my crotch 

4/17/2015 area. The guy actually took hold of my penis (through my pants)and begin to palpate 11 with his hands and fingers. I immediately stated hP~ w.batare ~ou doing? He looked at me and said what is that? I told him my penis. he response oh ok you can 
9:0345 go. After it was over I noticed a female TSA agent working the computer area laughing. My wile witnessed the whole thing. My lull name isl(b 1(6 ., ,!,lease check your records on the above-mentioned date February 2nd 2015 and you'll see that I did 

PM take a flight out of I here. if you have video footage of that day and the gate that I went through please review to confirm what I am Telling You. 

4/18/2015 
3:07:56 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Pl~(b_••_1(6_._1 ---~ 
Date Time: 4/1812015 2:09:51 PM 

Nam~hi/61 
Email bI(6) 
Comp I a i nts; Ina pp ro pri ate Screening/Pat Down Screening: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):B6 466 
JetBlue 
RSW 
18Apr 15 
Comments:Went lhrough the eleclronic body scanner and was asked to step aside. The TSA agenl then asked me to undue my bell and proceeded 10 place his hands inside my pant area, front and back. Hands were down a few inches. Pal down of 
buttocks and area from groin to lower leg. 



411812015 
520:42 

PM 

-----Original Message----
Fror1i:b 1(6) 
Sent: Saturday, Apnl 18, 2015 4: 13 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subj eel: Se xua I harassment 

Today, while departing ORD, I was groped by two different TSA employees. The first rubbed my privates through my trousers. Due to a disability, I wear a brace on my leg. Im 64 and walk with a cane. After the initial groping, and having my shoes 
swabbed and cleared. I was told I needed to have my brace checked, and directed to a private room. When I said I wanted to have whatever was needed done in public, I was told I had to enter the private room or not fly. Faced with this, I was 
escorted into the room by a single TSA employee and told to drop my panls. While swabbing my brace, I was again groped. Afterwards, I insisted on having a direct answer to my queslion of whelher I was wilhin my rights for the screening to be 
completed in public, and the TSA employee refused to give me a yes or no answer. Attached is a photo of the employees badge. 

ATTACHMENT 

PHOTO OF TSA BADGE FOR,_f b_,_(6_) ____ _, 

~ro4t'ffs: Ues<a• P-

Sent: Saturday, Apr.ii 18, 2015 4: 13 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subject Sexua I harassment 

4/1812015 . . O "ff S 1· - · -- · ft - -- · · 
5_20 '42 Today, while departing RD, I was groped by two d1 erent T A employees. The irst rubbed my privates through my trousers. Due to a d1sab1l1ty, I wear a brace on my leg. I m 64 and walk with a cane. A er the 1n1t1al groping, and having my shoes 

· PM swabbed and cleared. I was told I needed to have my brace checked, and di re cted to a p nvate room. When I said I wanted to have whatever was needed done in public, I was to Id I had to enter the private room or not fly. Faced with this. I was 
escorted into the room by a single TSA employee and told to drop my pants. While swabbing my brace. I was again groped. Afterwards, I insisted on having a direct answer to my question of whether I was within my rights for the screening to be 
completed in public, and the TSA employee refused to give me a yes or no answer. A ti ached is a photo of the employees badge. 

ATTACHMENT 

PHOTO OF TSA BADGE FOf1 ... (b_1-'-(6_) ____ __. 



I had a distressing experience on Apnl 7. 2015 m Eugene. Oregon. 

Flrsl of all you need 10 know I hat I am a 65-year old while woman who is in a wheelchair as an incomplete paraplegic, level T1 from a spinal cord tumor. My biggesl problem is pain. The right half of my body feels like broken glass is pressing into my 
flesh, with any prolonged pressure. The left side feels like hot needles pricking me with any contact. especially with any brushing/rubbing mat ion. My legs need to be handled gently. Any abrupt movement causes painful spinal cord spasms. 

So, I booked a 2-hour nonstop flight to Los Angeles (American 2885), figuring I could tolerate that. My worst case scenario happened. Our plane returned to Eugene, causing rne to have to accept flights to Portland and then Los Angeles. My 2-hour trip 
turned into 11-hours of torIure. Needless to say I was in excrucialing pain, unrelieved by extra medication, by lhe end of the day. I knew this might happen when I heard the news of our plane turning around. 

Therefore. when I found out I had to go through TSA again and have a complete pat down by the same person who had just done it previously. I was on the brink of tears. I had to submit to that additional pain and embarrassment again. I was in view of 
TSA, escorted by airport staff the whole time. It just seems ridiculous. to me. I am in tears again as I think about it. Can there be no sense of judgement with your employees? How many terrorists have presented themselves in my condition? I had 
presented the TSA blue card and explained my condition, too. While being respectful, she was relenlless. 

4/1912015 Then. on my return fi1ght. April 14, 2015 (American 2885), the TSA examiner was too busy chatting to be gentle with me, brushing my left side painfully and jerked my right leg up without warning, causing pain and spasms. A teaching word: any time 
5:05:48 someone moves another person's body part they need to inform them and wait for acknowledgement/permission. This happened too last for me to respond, I didn't expect it. 

PM 
I thought I was prepared to travel this time. I hadn't seen my 86-year aid mother in 9 years, due to hers and my handicaps. I was not prepared far the tortuous trip I ended up with. though. I just wish there was same humanity in your system. 

Springfield. OR 97477 

kbi(6i 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP!(b 1(6) 
Date Time: 412012!.0""1;;5..,3"':2"'7,..:""01,....,.A.,..M,-, 

Name{b 1(6) 
412012015 Email .. kb"-··1""(6"-i'--_____ ...., 

8 :34: 4 8 Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening: 
AM Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Yuma Airport. April 19Ih at about 8:00 A.M. U.S. Airways. 

Comments:On April 19th I caught an 8:45 flight from Yuma to Honolulu via Phoenix. There was only ane female TSA agent an duty. This female TSA agent opted to da a "pat down" of me after I passed through the metal detector. No alarm has 
sounded but she said she had to do a pat down sm ce I was wean ng a dress. She had me stand m fu 11 view of everyone in front of the meta I detector and she put her hands on either side of my leg reaching as far as my ge ni ta Is which she touched 
quickly but hard, It was moderately painful, and also disquieting, 
I've been an American my entire life, I'm a woman in my fifties and do nol fit any common sense profile of a "lerrorist". I found the so-called pat down to be a violation of my personal liberties and a disgusting display of ignorance. There is no need to 
debase citizens arbitrarily for the sake of a false sense of safety. There was no excuse for what would be seen as a sexual assault in any other circumstance. 
The TSA continues to be a disgrace by rendenng innocent Americans suspected criminals based on nothing more than their style of dress. If the TSA can't tell the difference between normal, innocent cItIzens and potential 'lerronsts" or cnminals and is 
allowed to randomly touch people's genitals we are not a safer country. but a more dangerous place to live as the government gives others the right to sexually molest its citizens in the name of safety even when there is no danger. 



to: Director TSA 

PLS SEE ATTACHED OF LTR SENT TO AIP •• FT MYERS, FLA. 

MATTER NEEDS YOUR ATTENTION AS YOU WILL NOTE FROM THE BELOW. 

AM PRESENTLY TRAVELLINGIN ASIA·· SO TIM ING IS NOT AS ACCURATE IN SENDING THIS AS I WOULD WANT·· BUT STILL A CURRENT ISSUE. 

MANY THANKS AND REGARDS, 

[b)(61 

9 APRIL 2015 

4120l2015 TO: FT MYERS FLORIDA- TSA@ REGIONAL AIRPORT 
8:36:23 

AM 
ATTN: DIRECTOR OF TSA 

WHILST I APPRECIATE THE N EEO FOR SECURITY AT OUR Al RPORTS - THE STAFF DO NEED TO BE COURTEOUS TO THE TRAVELLERS! 

EVEN THOUGH WITH THE FULL BODY SCAN-- ALL LOOSE POCKET ITEMS PLACED INTO THE XRAY BOUND CONVEYOR -- -- EVEN SO THIS TSA EMPLOYE NE EDE TO DO HIS BLUE GLOVE PAT DOWN AND A COMPLETE BODY 
SEARCH 

FINGERS BEHIND MY SHI RT COLOR (I TRAVEL IN SUIT AND TIE) - AND OTHER FEELY TOUCHY ACTIVITY'' 

A FULL BODY SCAN AND THE EXPLORATORY FEEL-UP - FOUND HIM NOTHING ON THIS 78 YEAR OLD MAN!' 

TO TOP OFF THE EXPERIENCE, HE WAS BOTH TACTLESS AND WITH A SOUR DISPOSITION. 

(SADLY I DID NOT NOTE HIS NAME) 

412012015 Caller is a GE member but on the past 11 flights he s had 10 hMe a pal down 1 O times. He said he s had a sexual grope and the TSO at TYS has sIuck in his finger in his anus the past 8 times he s flown. 11 s the same TSO at TYS but he doesn I wanl 
9: 12:04 toga further into that complaint. He will include all al that an his Redress forms. His supervisor knows about it because he witnesses it. He said every time they see him coming they pull him aside for a pat down. He wanted to know what Redress was 

AM for and how to resolve his issues. He has experienced s c reenrng problems in Toronto at Customs and at I AD as wel I. 
412012015 Caller is a GE member but on the past 11 flights he s had to have a pat down 10 times. He said he s had a sexual grope and the TSO at TYS has stuck in his finger in his anus the past 8 times he s flown. It s the same TSO at TYS but he doesn t want 

9:12:04 to go furl her into that complaint. He will include all of that on his Redress forms. His supervisor knows aboul it because he witnesses it. He said every time I hey see him coming they pull him aside for a pat down. He wanted to know what Redress was 
AM for and how ta resolve his issues. He has experienced screening problems in Toronto at Customs and at IAD as well. 

I frequently fly out of Jackson. MS and have received a TSA precheck known traveler number. With my knee implant, I'm required to receive a pat-down search and although expedited. it still takes a few minutes of my time and of your screeners time. 
Isn't there a better way? 

412012015 For my work. I am screened by the FBI ta maintain unescorted access to several commercial US nuclear facilities. The screening is more comprehensive and occurs at least an a 3-year frequency. I understand that TSA and the FBI are different 

10,09 ,20 agencies with different purposes and methods. Isn't there some way to take advantage of these other types of screening to minimize the impact on travelers? 

AM 
Thanks for you lime, 

l(b)(61 



412012015 
12:08:39 

PM 

TSA 
I am writing regarding a preflight screening experience I had in Denver on Wednesday April 15th at about 5:05 pm, I entered on the north side in the main terminal through the TSA Pre Check lane. I placed my bags. one carryon suitcase and one 
handbag, on the screening conveyor and walked through lhe meIaI detector. An alarm sounded. The TSA screener told me I had been selected for "random". He did a swab of the outside of my suitcase and inserted it into the instrument and anolher 
alarm sounded. He told me they would have to do further screening. Another TSA person came, moved my belongings to the search area and began by swabbing outside my bags and then proceeded ta swab every pair of shoes and then my hair iron. 
I was unfa mi Ii ar with this degree of scrutiny having never been s u bJected to nor observed it wh, I e going through sec u nty at airports. I asked what the a I a rm was and was to Id, "E 1 ··. That me ant nothing to me. I was getting annoyed by then and 
sarcastically asked her ii she was going to swab my toothbrush with the same swab after swabbing my shoes. The situation escalated quickly from that point. 

I am a very experienced frequent traveler. I fly almost weekly for work. I have also completed the TSA Known Traveler screening including an interview and fingerprints. In my 15 years of frequent travel. I have had one very objectionable TSA 
screening expe nence and many s m al I annoyances that we re not m emorab I e. I have been se I ected for random add i ti ona I screening th at amounted to a swab of hands and perhaps baggage that added no mo re than a minute or two to screening 11 me. 
The experience I had at DIA on April 15th was an outrageous experience and took over an hour and caused me to miss my boarding position. 

After becoming annoyed at the swabbing al every personal item in my suitcase and a visual check of everything in my possession, I asked for a supervisor. The supervisor arrived in a very aggressive manner toward me. She was outright militant and 
authoritarian. Having not committed a crime. I was not about to put up with this approach and treatment. She took everything I said and tried to twist it to e Ii cit an in ap prop nate res pons e from me. I was very indignant and angry by this time. She 
accused me of interfering or rather she used the term, "obstructing"', I think I told here to do what she had to do. She alerted armed security and three uniformed and armed police officers moved in toward me along with a shady character who seemed 
to be a commander or some such thing. He looked like he was the leader of a swat learn. He began whispering to other TSA screeners in the area. I counted and I was surrounded by 12 TSAI securitylmililary persons. This scene was so ridiculous 10 
me. It irritated me further and I actually found the absurdity laughable. The rest al the processed took place and I was finally cleared. Once cleared, the supervisor's provocation and ridiculing continued when she twice wished me "'have a good rest of 
your day'·_ 

There are many things about lhis incident lhat Irouble me deeply. 

First is th at screening is vo I unta ry. and when an a I a rm sounded I seemed to become "Pub Ii c Enemy Numb er One" in the blink of an eye and when I did not ral I aver and act contrite Ii ke a person might who was caught doing wrong. I was s u bJected to 
very harsh treatment. I was told in so many words by the supervisor that I had no choices or options and I was subject to her complete authority. In hindsight. given the mood of the situation, intensity of scrutiny and the manner in which I was being held 
in suspicion, I think I should have been read some rights. At leasi. I think, I should have been afforded the courIesy of an explanalion and given notice of the procedure required 10 clear me for flight from the alarm. 

I have done some looking into false alarms during TSA screening science my incident and understand better now that they occur with some frequency. This is all the more reason to expect the TSA screeners to do some explaining before launching into 
the assertion that I am a criminal carrying explosives with intent to do harm. I have to question, are all of the expertly trained TSA people that hungry to spring into action that they practice their skills in facing a potential threat on a fifty- seven year old 
grandmother from Broomfield, CO traveling for work? The same person who is afforded the trusl to drive a car - which can be Iurned into a lethal weapon and the same person who participates in the civic process to elect our law makers and serve on a 
jury. What happened to me is JUST PLAIN WRONG. 

Secondly, it disturbes me that I participated and paid for Know Traveler when none of the information was taken into account in how I was treated. I question what is the purpose of obtaining an Known Traveler Number and submitting to fingerprinting 
and an interview if it is not laken Ito consideration in a situation like this? I can only speculate it is a money-making enterprise for a government contracIor and possibly a PR facade for frequent Iravelers. 



412012015 
2:52:39 

PM 

Hello. 

Traveling over the weekend I had the usual unpleasant experiences wilh TSA agents at Denver's airport (e.g. lhe scanner showed something "suspicious" on my abdomen, I pulled up my shirt to show the agent that there was nothing there, and despite 
that. or possibly because of it, received a very public, prolonged, sarcastic and I believe deliberately intrusive pat down that involved 2 agents, ane al each sex, the female patting and the male leering and both visibly enjoying their power to da this): I 
!rave I through this airport often, expect this sort of petty abuse of power. and have I ea med to to I erate 11 without comment so no su rp rises the re. The su rp rise came in Ba I ti mo re yesterday at BW I. when I lost a sweater during the screening process. and 
one of your agents. Offcefb)(6! took the time to look for it, and did it--here's the weird thing-cheerfully. 

I wanted to take the time to recognize OfficP.rkb)(6!as bath a wonderful ambassador of TSA to the public and as a kind and helpful individual. It is my hope that this compliment will reflect well an her. although I do have a concern that identifying her as 
a nice person may negatively impact her career. It is not always necessary to harshly bark orders at the public, and her approach was both appropriate and much appreciated, so please don't punish her for it. No doubt she's as good as anyone else at 
intimidating people, but she seems to also have a sense that it's not always necessary to be mean. I wish that you had many more agents like her. 

Sincerely, 

l(b1(6) 



412012015 
4:14:51 

PM 

To Whom it may concern. 

I have been talking ta TSA Customer Ser,ice, Super,isors, Police Detectives for the last 3 weeks. I am hoping you can help me? I am writing this letter ta communicate what I have experienced as a violation at the MplsJSt. Paul Airport. CP4 on 
Sunday 3129115, apx. 1 :1 0pm. 

Below is the account of what happened to me, which I have told Police Detective~[b_)_(_6_, ____ !(_b_)_(6_••_1 --~I TSA Customer Ser,ice Representative Claudia Aldermen, (612) 201j1h··,1R!and Super,isorl(b)(6 •• , 
violation. 

~t the check point after the 

I was traveling with my Husband Sunday March 29th, 2015 on Delta Flight #914 Departing Mpls/St. Paul Airport at 3pm to LaGuardia. At apx. 1: 1 O pm we went through Check point 4 and I requested ta hand check my therapeutic grade essential oils ta 
avoid X-ray damaging their potency. Offlcefh··,1r;·1 !i did not get her 1st name on the complaint form only LTSO), explained I would need a pat down and a Male Officer( did not get his name), I was told would go through my personal effects I was 
traveling with. 

They each asked me a q ue st,on: He. if the re was anything sharp or pointed in my purse. She. if I wanted to go into a private room for the pat down. I said no to both questions. I had just traveled through the Airport 2 weeks p nor vi siting my sick Mother 
and numerous times in the past with my Family living there and was quite familiar with the pat downs at MSP. 

Ofllce~b 1(6 I bsked me to step on the feet diagram. arms extended outward. Behind me she starts the exam. I knew she should be telling me when she touches the buttocks she was using the back of her hand. As she came in front of me. eye to 
eye, I mention this to her, and she says she did tell me and I didn't hear her. as she's touching the front of her hand moving upward on the inside of my leg. I say to her like this, refer,-ing to the front of her hand on me." You are supposed to turn to the 
back of lhe hand on my private parts and you are not", she ignores me and hits me square in lhe opening of my vagina and ex1ernal genitalia with her fingers on a vertical with enough force to feel it in my entire body! I am nauseous and stunned! 

Again I reiterate, using the back of the hand on private parts, as she starts up the leg again using the front of her hand and is near my crotch, again hitting me square in the opening of my vagina, violating me! She said she needed to touch all the way 
up to my 1orso until she meets resistance ... and I said bul thal is my crotch and you've touched me there twice! She said I kept stopping her doing her search and needed 10 do ii again! But you've done it lwice already, I said. At this point I look al the 
face of the male officer, shocked. hoping he'll stop this and he looks at me like a deer caught in head lights saying nothing to stop her' I tell her I am going to file a complaint! 

She siarts again up the leg, what I feel, was 10 purely humiliate and belillle me in a punitive nature with malicious intenl. There was no need to do it a third time• I felt abused! 

Feedback Type · Civil Rights/Liberties 
Categories : Other ( fil I in box); Color 
Cur,-ent Date/Time · 4120/2015 4;45;4g PM Airport · ANC - Anchorage International Date/Time of Travel , 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 

412012015 TSA Employee (If Known) 
6:31 :59 Comment· 2 TSA Officers fired after plotting to grope attractive men. I filed a complaint on March 23rd, 2015 and I was called on April 3rd, 2015J(b)(ff., h explained what happen, which was the third time I was searched in my private area. 

PM was told it could be the lype of clothing I was wearing. I wanted 10 know if TSA keep records of when passengers gets search and I was lold no. Now after reading that report I believe I could have been targeted. I would like to discuss this issue. I am 
flying an Tuesday April 21, 2015 from Anchorage ta Fairbanks, AS 2801 Y operated by Horizon Air. The flight leaves at 0700 hours. 

Would you 
0
like a ri,sponse? · Tn;e 

Passengers Nam-!91{6 I . 
Phone Number :k"'b=i-,-(6""·--, ~-_,, __ _, 

Email : kb-•i(6) !To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link. http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



FromJb,(6) 
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2015 2:06 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-;:=::;:::::=::::::;------····························· 
412012015 Remote Client IP]"'/h-'-.. "-,IR-'-·"-1 __ __. 

5:32 :o5 Date Time: 4120/2015 2:06: 11 PM 
PM 

Name: 

Email: 

HYPERLIN~,_~b_)_(B_, ____________ ____, 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

S exua I Assault charges against fired employees statement of status I po Ii cy 

Comments: 



Hello. 

I was just re ad i ng an article about T SA pat downs that the pa Im of the hand is not used. We 11. you need to te 11 the T SA sere eners that in Miami. I was stopped and I was patted down seve ra I times. groin and buttocks m c I uded. I had a brace around my 
waist which is no more than a gold gyms brace. I offered to take it off and they would not allow me to do that. I had traveled for the last 10 years of my business career. I retired two years ago and this travel experience was the worse! I ask several 
time if I could take ii off and they kepi saying no, I have no idea why nol. It ended up that they took me to a room palled me down again and thal is when I told I hem I was taking it off and I did. You could feel thal there was nothing under the brace, so 
I proved it' Simple as that. I was not pleased with the way I was treated or the ladies attitude. Lers hope that does not happen again because it makes it makes for an unpleasant trip. I went through that same airport an the way to my destination and 
had no issues and with the same brace. The regulations do not seem to fol low from airport to airport. 

Respectfully submitted, 

412112015 (b ,(B) 
10:18:59 

AM 

HYPERLINK~fb_..i_(B_I _______________ ~ 

If you change the way you look at things, lhe things you look at change. 

Please help me to better assist you - Please open a HEAT ticket 

P Please consider lhe environment before printing this e-mail 



412112015 
10:19:38 

AM 

Submitted on Tuesday, Apnl 21, 2015 - og:37 Submitted by anonymous user:~kb_._,(_6_1 _~~ubmitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Civil Rights \ Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? Religion Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 
Phone Number: kb·•,(ffi I 
PO Box or Street Address:!"'(b"-·• ... 1(6"'-· ... 1 ____ _. 
City: West like Ng branch 
State: New Jersey 
Zip Code (Post Code): 07764 
Other: 
Emai!,..,(b...,.1""'(6,.,.)--------, 

==Incident lnfonmation== 
When did this happen? 04\21\2015 
Where did this happen? FLORIDA - FLL - Ft. 
Laude rd ale-Ho 11 ywood Intern ati o na I 
What happened? 
A alarm went off re carry on luggage TSA swabbed bag. I 
explained it was my Jewish prayer boxes in silver boxes. They 
show as 2 BI ack boxes as I have travel I ed the world for 25 years. 
There was nothing from swab however the agent proceeded to empty 
my bag, order a full pat down I believe because lhe agenls name 
was !( b) ( ff•, I and I was Jewish. I have never been put through 
that kind of treatment and didn t deserve the indignity. 
I am, Glob al Entry ID. security pre approved , 
Fort Lauderdale\Hollywood airport Jet Blue E enlrance. 
Who treated you unfairly? TSA afents 



412112015 
10:24:25 

AM 

REASON for the call: 

Caller said I here was a situation at SLC when she lried to return home on Salurday morning on Uniled. 
She was supposed to fly at 8:30 AM back to Albany. 
When she got to the Checkpoint at SL C the TSO pul I ed out some items th at had be en a 11 owed on prior fl i g his and was going to th row those out. 
(Ca 11 er said something about a gift for her sister and when asked for clarity she did not seem to recal I saying that, ) 
She said she is nervous and she is on a disability and they only had one Gale 10 fly out of and she complained 10 United about that before getling in line. 
She said all she asked TSO was why the cream that said 7 ounces on the outside and was clearly more than have empty not allowed. 
She said the TSO did not answer her and th at made her (Quote) riled up (Unquote) so she to Id the TSO she wanted her to answer. 
Caller said the TSO brought over someone higher up and she was in her face so that upset her and the tears started. 
She said lhe TSO yelled at her so she began to cry loudly at that point. 
She told the TSO that she was Bi-Polar and that being yelled at was unacceptable and she was going ta write their names down. 
She knows the one TSO was named ~ but she thinks she stole the paper with her name on it. 
Aller that the TSO said she can go in a private area for additional screening because they needed her to lift her shirt. 
(Caller would not answer my questions about lifting her clothing or lhe Patdown and she was nol making sense and her thoughts were random) 
Caller did say that she had already gone through XRay and a Patdawn already at the end of the machine. 

Caller said she (Quote) flipped out (Unquote) at some point because of her Bi-Polar disorder she ran over to a wall and started screaming and banging her head. 
She said she was screaming I will not hurl anyone but myself bul she missed the flight because TSA called the police on her. 

Caller said if she has to fiy again she is going to bnng a doctors note about her Bipolar disorder because if she asks a question the TSO needs to answer. 

She said later her checked baggage had been inspected as well which was alright. 
When asked she stated what she is looking for today is to report~ so something goes in her file about being rude. 

Dale Time: 4-18-15 She was at the checkpoint approximalely 7:45 AM (She was due to fly oul at 8:30 AM but missed lhe flight after the Police came and flew out later but nol sure of the time) 
Gate Terminal: Does not know 
Airport: SLC 
Airline: United 
Flight#: Does not recall. She came back later and left on another flight. 

REASON for lhe call; Caller wants to complain about how her bag was searched. Her two suits that were on top were rumpled up. She had an ipad and she asked if they turn it on. 
She flew from BOS to PHL and back. The issue happened out of PHL. 

Dale and Time:April 10th at aboul 10:10 am but she checked in lhe bags aboul 7:30 am 
Gate and Terminal:NA 
Airport:PHL 

412112015 Airline:JetBlue 

10:54:00 Flight Number: 160 
Bag tag 4~1h=·,1~R~1--~ 

AM 
Bag Descript1on:lt 1s a royal blue bag American Touristor brand and medium in size with wheels. 
Missing Damaged i tern d escri pti on :two suits th at are cru m pied up 
NOi present (wriling on itJ:Yes with nothing written on it. 

She asked if she can carry on the ipad. 
She asked which screening device affecls insulin pumps, AIT or WTMD. She said I hat she was bolhered by the paldown because she was in a suil. 
She has been hassled aver juice so she started to bring raisins. She received Precheck. She had to walk around is her stockings on the dirty floor. 



Dear TSA: 

I am a member of TSA Pre. I paid the fee and spent the lime to have myself approved for lhis knowing that I had to use the full-body scanner whenever I fiew. Up until this monlh that had never been a problem. If the TSA Pre did nol have a scanner 
or it was not manned, I was escorted to the operating scanner and allowed to proceed through with out the removal of all the necessary items usually required. 
On Apnl 9 at DIA and again on Apnl 16 at DIA both times on the West side I was required to remove my shoes. my plastic bag of goodies, my jacket and wait in the usual line because the TAS Pre scanners were not operating and no one would escort 
me through the other side ( I asked two different agents- one on the TSA Pre Side and one on the regular side). 
I realize I hat I here are times when the scanners are not working BUT accommodations need to be made when I his occurs. Pat-downs for female flyers is nol the option since it is always a wail for a female assist thereby defeating lhe purpose of 

4/2112015 enrolling in TSA Pre. 
2:19:13 

PM Gonce rned 

412112015 
2:19:37 

PM 

4121/2015 
3:3549 

PM 

I am at Tampa International Airporl concourse "C" and ask if this makes sense. 

I go through security and the metal detector alarms go off with the surgical titanium plate, cage, and screws in my neck so I get a pat down to see what concealed nonsense I might have. We all know I can't bring anything metal through security or in 
our bags. Now that I am past security I want a bite to eat so I find someplace that serves not fast food and the waiter puts these in front of me ... 

See photo below 

'Wine is sunlight, held together by water.'' J(b)(61 
Sent from my iPad ~-----~ 
Caller emailed a complaint. He also wanted to make a verbal complaint. His compliant number ,~(b)(ff:, ~e went through the checkpoint at JFK on 4 19 2015 at approximately 3 pm. He was flying on JetBlue. Upon entering the line he proceeded 
through the screening process. He was instructed by a TSA agent at the front to read the instructions prior to entering the screening location. The instructions indicated that there was no need to remove shoes or belts and that cell phones should be in 
carry-on bags. He followed lhe instructions and went 10 lhe me1a1 detector. He en1ered and exited the metal detector. He did not hear it beep until the person behind him entered. The caller had on a metal belt that he had not removed per the 
instructions. After it beeped he was sent through the AIT. After he exited the AIT he was told that there was an anomaly in his groin area. He was told that by a black female agent. He did not get an explanation as to what the anomaly was. He was 
told to go back through the AIT. After he came out the black agent showed him a picture with a yellow flashing square in the groin area. The TSO asked for a supervisor. The supervisor asked if he had anything. He told him he did not. The 
supervisor performed a patdown. He started at his ankles and he worked his way up into the groin area on both legs. He did not find anything when he got to the groin area. He said that the AIT was not accurate and if it gives a false on him why cant 
ii give someone who has something a pass. He was not given an explanation. 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: Ca 11 er is in a wheelchair and uses a cane and has a metal knee. 

lncidenl DetJils: REASON for the call: Caller had a really bad experience at the Denver airport. She is a senior citizen and she was flying out of Denver and she has been taking lhese trips for several years from Denver to Virginia and this trip was lhe 
worst experience she had ever had. She was in a wheelchair severe and has severe problems with her legs and the TSO made her stand and go through the AIT. The TSO told her there was something wrong with her skin and that she had something 
dangerous on her skin. She had just taken a bubble bath and she had moisturizer on her hands. The TSO took her over the side and harassed her for 30 minutes. The caller told her she was going to miss her flight. The TSO said 11 was too bad if she 
missed your flight. The TSO swabbed her fingers. purse and her carry on and told her her hands were toxic, The TSO took her to a private room for a checkup while some big black guard was watching and smiling through the whole thing. She waits 
for this amazon to show up to fondle her and grope her bottom and she almosl missed her flight. She is appalled thal an old woman gels pulled oul of a wheelchair and lhe TSO had an attitude. She also has a me1a1 knee and I hey made her stand 
there without her cane. There were hundreds al people there watching her and the TSO was nasty and treating her like she was a felon. The TSO was a short black lady and she wouldn t talk to her like a human being. The caller was wearing jeans 
and pm k p n nt top and short white hair and pu rp I e and b I ack sketcher tennis shoes. 

412112015 Dale Time April 20 2015, 0630 am 
Gate Terminal: Gate A38 

5:12:58 
PM 

412112015 
9:42:47 

PM 

4/2212015 
11:08:4g 

AM 

Airport: Denver 
Airline: Frontier 
Flight#: F9 722 
Bag tag# 10 digit: NA 
Bag De scri pt,on: N A 
Missing Damaged item description: N A 
NOi: NA 
RESOLUTION to the callers issue: Advised the caller this would be forwarded ta the CSM at Denver for investigation. Also reviewed the information on how ta file a discrimination complaint and advised her the information would be sent to her email 
address. 
Special Notes: NA 

Caller lives in Denver, and was travelling from Austin on April 8. She was subjected to a patdown of her groin area by a woman TSO, and after she announced she was not wearing underwear, the TSO ended the patdown and rushed her along. She 
suggesls that it was a false photo with a black patch over her crotch area. The TSO that brought lhe photo and took her aside was male officer. She is a prosecuting attorney, and accustomed to security screening. The incidenl was unusual in the way 
that it was carried out. The TSO involved had Long. brownish hair in a modified bun. was 5 10 to 5 11 and about 160-165. United flight UA3701 departed just after 8pm. She arrived around 6:30pm at the checkpoint. She specifically mentioned that 
she is not traumatized. She stated that when travelling from DIA she is accustomed to a more thorough screening expenence, but AUS tends to be more lax . 

Caller would like to report a TSO al EWR because of discrimination. Caller was traveling with two friends from PR. She has two hip replacements and medication for her illnesses. Caller does not feel that they have sufficienl machinery to do 
appropriate screening for passengers that have metal implants. Caller had to have a patdawn and she felt like she was treated like a criminal. She requested to have a private screening and the TSO screamed at her. Caller is young and felt that the 
TSO was treating her badly because she had hip re placements and she is not old er. Ca 11 er /el t hum i Ii ated because started to give her a paid own in front of others. Caller feels th at she was treated bad I y be cause she is a I ati na and the TSO was a black 
woman. Caller feels that many black people hate latinos. Caller feels that the TSO discriminates against everyone who appears to be foreign because she felt she was also treating some Indian people badly as well. Caller felt horrible because she had 
to yell to the TSO what her medical condilion is and feels that ii was a violation of HIPPA laws. Caller is crying on lhe phone because she is so upset. She does nol have a lot of time because she has to go back to work and could not provide further 
information. Caller states that the incident was not during a customs inspection. Caller will call back with more information. 

Tsctb,(61 
511AM 
SJU - EWR - CVG 
United 



412212015 

On 21 April 2015, on or about 8: 15 A.M. I was patted down at San Diego Airport by a man not wearing TSA uniform. There were two men not m TSA uniform and two men wearing the TSA officers uniform watching the pat down. I was riding my 
electric power wheelchair. I informed the man that was not wearing the T SA uni form th at I am 85 years o Id and I am paralyzed from my shoulders down to my feet, He patted me down, sq ue ezi ng my who I e body to inc I ude, my arms and my thighs 

from my crouch down to my legs and feet several times with his open hands: the TSA officer man weJring the uniform lold him what to do. Then he kept telling me to bend forward, move my body to right and to the left, and lift my arms several limes. 
I can only lift my right arm by holding it up with my left hand. Then he swabbed my shoes. 

Is this the new procedure for patting down an 85 years old quadriplegic riding an electric power wheelchair? 

I have been flying since 1994 riding my electric power wheelchair. This is the procedure that the TSA officers do. The TSA officers in uniform pats me with the back of their hands. Swabs my hands, wheel chair and shoes. 

10:00:48 Then when the patting of 75 years old and above was implemented. the TSA officers swabs my hands. shoes and wheelchair. 
PM 

I wi 11 appreciate your response, 

Thank you very much. 

US ARMY RETIRED 



Phone number: ._[b-'••_1(6_.'-I ____ _, 

Reason for the ca 11 - The zipper was damaged on his I ugg age. He did not have a I ock on his I ugg age. He was sent through the AIT and he was not asked if he wanted to do that. 

Airport - Lewi sto n-N ez Perce County 
Airline - Delta 
Flight Numbers • DL4541 
Departure Times - 5:25 am 
Arrival Times - He arrived at the Lewiston Airport at 4:50 am. 
Date And Time of lncirl<>nt - 4 22 2015 

412312015 Baggage Tag Numbers J( b I ( 61 I 
8. 38 _24 Description Of t.uggage 

-AM Color - Red and black 
Sty I e - Soft-sided ro 11 er bag 
Size - Large 
Brand - American Tourister 

Was There An NOi - Yes 
Was Anything On The NOi - 47 was handwritten on the NOi. There was also a stamp on the NOi that he can not read. He thinks it is a date. 
Missing Damaged ilem descriplion - The zipper on his luggage was damaged. 
Location Of Incident 
Gate - They only have on gate. 
Terminal - They I"'"-""-'-"-""'-"""-\' inal. 
Phone Number - (b 1(6) 

Special Notes -Caller said that it is going to cost him half the cost of the luggage to mail the claim form. He is in the Czech Republic. He said that TSA is pushing people through the AIT without asking them if they want to go through the AIT. He 
does not lhink he should have to tell TSA lhat he does not want to go through the AIT. He thinks thal he should be asked. He said lhat he does not want to request a patdown. He also made a comment about having to wait to get a paldown. Caller 
already had a claim form. 
Caller had two complaints: 

She went through security at T PA and the custom er service the re was bad. She did not get a name or badge but the TSO was very rude. She said they spoke to her in a rude tone. They made her go back through the machine be cause her boots 
ala rm ed. The second time when her necklace a I armed, they wou Id not let her go back through the same machine, The screen for the AIT machine is a generic out Ii ne of the passenger. 
Dale: April 21st, 2015 At checkpoint 9: 15 10 9:30 a.m. 

412312015 G_ate Terminal: A 30 

8A 1 ,43 Airport: TPA 
-AM Flight# 833 

Airline: Southwest 

She stated th at she has an ave rs ion to the AIT machine and who wants the p atdown. Her conce m is th at even though they say they don t have the naked machine any more. how can that be true. She thinks the software did not get changed out and 
someone in a room somewhere is looking at your naked body. She would like to be contacted with information how they changed out that software. She stated that she believes TSA and the public have been lied to. ADD: Caller stated that she had 
no email. 



He asked what happened to his TSA status. He hasn t received PreCheck for the last two flights. He didn t receive it once in January. Delta advised that his information matches in their system and referred him to TSA. He is eligible via the Application 
Program. 

He indicated that he was selected for a patdawn screening four times consecutively. He stated if that hadn t occurred, he would not believe that there was something wrong with his account. 

He did not receive P reCheck Sunday morning. He is flying from Chicago in the mom i ng. The P reCheck indication is not on his boarding pass. 

1 Are you a U.S. Citizen, U.S. National or U.S. Lawful Permanent Resident? US 
2. Are you traveling from an airport participating in TSA Pre?'" and on a participating airline? Yes 
3. Have you received TSA Pre?™ in the past? Ye~"----~ 

412312015 45 .. Do know your Known Traveler Number (KTNJ?""fh-'-.. "",1R-'-·'-, ----,--' 

When making a reservation, have yau confirmed that the information in your reservation matches any on line airline profiles yau may use and the information provided during enrollment? Yes 
11 ;~: 18 6. Do you make your reservation through a 3rd party? For example, a travel agent or an employer's onlrne booking system? No 

7. Do you make your reservations online? For example, an airline's Web site or a travel Web site such as Travelocity or Expedia? Delta s website 
8. Have you commitled a violalion of TSA security regulations, such as interference with security operations, access control violations, providing false or fraudulent documenls, making a bomb lhreat, or bringing a firearm, explosive, or other prohibiled 
items to an airport or on board an aircraft? Na 

He doesn t believe that this is random. 

REASON for the call: 
Caller fiew from CLE lo ATL to SFO. 
She flew to SFO on Sunday and didn t want to go through radiation. 
She opted for a patdown. 
She says that the officer didn t even do a patdown on her body, she used explosive trace detection. She said the officer went through her luggage extensively. 
The officer said this was the routine. She never performed a patdown, only performed explosive trace detection. 

She says when she got to SFO, all of her supplements are missing from her checked bag. She originally carried it on at CLE, had to check it in at ATL. There was no NOi in the bag. so I assume the medications went missing at CLE during secondary 

412312015 screening on the carry on. She lost this whole container of supplements. 

4:35:18 
PM 

Date Time: April 19th at 2:54PM was the scheduled flight. She went through screening earlier. 
Gate Terminal: B2 
Airport: CLE to ATL 
Airline: Delta 
Flight#: 2528 
Bag tag # ( 10d1gi"'kb'--1""'(6"") ___ ...., 
Bag Description; N A 
Missing Damaged ilem descriplion: Supplements were missing from lhe checked bag after she s went through security screening. 
NOL No NOi in the bag missing the medications 



-----O~ioioal Messaae----
Froml(bi(61 
Sent Thursday, April 23, 2015 8:50 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subjecl: Complaint 

PI ease see attached comp I a int. 

Thanks 

Kb}(6} 

412312015 Attachment 

9:01:12 
PM April 23. 2015 

l(b}(6} 

Las Vegas, NV 89123 
M ult1cu ltu ra I Branch 
Office of Civil Rights liberties, Ombudsman and Traveler Engagement Transportation Security Administration 
701 South 12th Street 
Ari i ngta n. VA 20 598-6006 
To whom 11 may concern; 
On April 14, 2015, I had a flight booked with United Airline Flight number 1152 departing Las Vegas, NV at 10:36am arriving at Chicago-0 Hare airport at 4:20pm. When I arrived at the Las Vegas airport around 9am, I greeted by a super sweet 
genlleman who checked my bag for me at the curbside assistant desk for United Airlines. After my bags were checked, I walked 10 the TSA checkpoinl line which was roughly halfway filled with olher travelers (about 3 rows of people). As I was 
standing in line, I kept to myself and thought about my upcoming meeting in Chicago. This trip was a very important business trip for me. I work as a Federal employee for the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as one al their national experts on 
radiation and nuclear terrorism. The meeting that I had less than 24 hours away was to meet with various national experts to discuss EPA s plans, preparedness. and resources to respond to national incidents involving radiation and nuclear matenal. 
As I was thinking about my meeting, I noticed the line behind me was getting very long. It was roughly now 6 lines of people. The line was so long that it went past the designated ropes and began to wrap around the wall. A few minutes later. I noticed a 
TSA Agenl staring at me. I was almost 10 lhe front and had maybe 7 people ahead of me to get our IDs and plane tickets checked. The TSA Agent that had been siaring al me began 10 walk 1owards me. He went through lhe line of people. The TSA 
Agent was a very large. African American male and many people had to move to the right side of the rope to let him pass by. His name w,id1h·>1r;·, I I followed the people and moved my belongings to the right side of the ropes (still staying in 

Disability Description: Caller has been traveling a lot over the lasl month and she always has her medical ilems which she is allowed 10 have. Caller said that she just went through TSA in SEA and the TSA agent made her go through her enlire bag 
and made her throw away some of medically necessary items. Caller said that she gave her a very aggressive patdown as well. Caller said that she made her prove to her that it was far medical purposes and then made the decisions to not let her take 
it regardless. Caller ask for a supervisor several times and she told her that she was the supervisor so she was out of luck. Caller said she told her that her items did not look medical and she had to prove that to her. Caller said that she feels like she 
was being discriminated against and she would not allow her access to a supervisor, she would also like for someone to call her and she also wants the video to be reviewed. Caller said she was also told by the TSA agent that she was only allowed to 
have one quart bag wilh all her liquids and medical ilems in it. 

Date and Time of Flight 04 24 15 @ 415 AM 

412412015 Departure Airport SEA 

8:15:31 Airline: Delta 

AM 
Flight#: 861 
Gate Tenrninal: Middle Line 

adge#~ 
Lead Officer 

Caller wants this information also sent to the CSM at SEA. 



Caller Just now completed his Checkpoint screening at San Juan Puerto Rico. 
He never goes through the A IT and always gets secondary screening. 
He said they gave him a Patdown as usual and I hen gave him lhe ETD Swabbing as usual and nothing beeped on the machine. 
At that point one TSO said to the other, that machine is not working right today. 
They took him to a p nvate room saying he needed to have a second Patdown in p nvate and 2 TSO s were the re and they did not inform him that he had a right to have a companion present. 

412412015 
8:30:26 The TSO did tell him before he began that he needed to perform the patdown with lhe front Side of his hands in his groin area. 

AM When the TSO got to his private parts he was rubbing his hand a crossed his genitalia and continued to rub him through his pants. 

He wanted to know if that is considered proper procedure for TSA. 

He said he does not want to lodge a comp I ai nt with the CSM because he fl ys from the re every week and does not want to start having issues over it. 
He thanked me for my time and would not qive any additional information. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPkb 1(6) 
Date Time: 4/22/2,-,0~1~5~6~,3~0~A=7~P~M-~ 

······················---------------····························· 

Namefh,lfi, 
Email b1(6i 
Comments:I don't know if this is where I can get information but I would like to know something based on an experience I encountered while going into the USA from Canada on April 7, 2015. 

When I arrived at the security check I accidently had 3 lighters on me and hadn't realized I had that many in my carry on bag. They then gave me the option of pat down or through x-ray machine. I chose the machine. I an-ived at the TSA booth and the 
firsl thing the man asked me was if I was carrying S200,000.00 cash on me, I did not. He lhen asked me how much money I had in my bank account and I said aboul $800.00. I do have rrsp's but he didn't ask me about that. He then said he wanted to 
make sure that I was corning back to Canada. With all the other questions (which I can't remember). I almost missed my plane and was crying so hard by the time I boarded the plane. I've been to the USA before and never experienced this before. This 

412412015 was a very stressful situation as I am on disability due to failed back surgery and this situation shot my pain level up so high that along with the long trip, I was in so much pain, I could barely walk when I an-ived in Las Vegas, Nevada. 
10:05:44 I am asking ii there is another woman with the same name as mine that could be the reason why I felt I was being treated like a criminal. If that's the case, I would like to know as could she have taken my identity or why? This is very concerning to me. 

AM 

Please let me know if this 1s the correct place to get this info and also would like to report my experience on April 7, 2014. 

If not, please forward the above to the appropriate people. 

Thank you for your time. 

a 1neau, ue ec 
Canada 

JBX 3C7 
kbl(61 



To whom 11 may concern: 

I have a complaint regarding the behMior of~fb_)_(6_ •• _, ____ ...,I STSO, during my recent security check al O'Hare Airpori. Terminal 2, Checkpoint 5. 

The incident occurred just before 1 PM on Tuesday, 21 April. I was scheduled to depart on Delta flight 5946 to LGA at 1 :30PM. 

I usually Iry to leave exlra time for security check because I always opt oul of the body scan. I hMe received a pat-down many times now, and lhe female agents performing lhe pat-down have always been polite, respectful, and communicate clearly 
before. during and after the pat-dawn what they are doing & how I can comply with procedure. In this case, the swab test after my pat-down set off an alert. The three female agents an the scene explained they had to swab my luggage as a result. 
While they were doing this & waiting for results of the swab strip tests. they began to look upset & kept going over to a neighboring area where other passengers were clearing secunty. picking up baggage, putting on shoes, etc. I was kept waiting. but I 
figured there was simply more to do. I did notify the agents that my flight would begin boarding in a few minutes. 

The agents then told me that I was being kept waiting because they had completed the luggage swabs, the tests were clear. but that procedure required I now be patted down a 2nd time by a female supervisor. They said their supervisor was refusing 
to do it. They asked me if I wanted to file a complaint. I was more worned then about making my fi1ght. I asked if a male could pat me down: they said no. It was a stand still. The three female agents said 11 would help them immensely 1/ I complained 
about being made to wait. 

412412015 Suddenly a woman rushed past me, grabbed my luggage, and walked away. I was surprised. and asked what was happening. The three women said that was the supervisor. I had to follow her. She disappeared in fact around a earner, and I could not 
2:13:06 

PM see her. I said I was very upset by this behavior & asked, should I make a fuss. The agents said yes. 

I yelled as loud as I could while rushing to calch up 1o[b·•1(6) 11 did not know her name, because she hadn't identified herself. I ran around a comer shouting as loud as I could, where are you going with my luggage. She did not respond. I 
followed her ta a cubicle. I demanded that she identify herself, that she tell me what was happening and that she tell me how to comply. She did not answer m uestions, and would not look me in the eye. Another agent followed me and said this wld 
be the 2nd pat down. The cubicle was for privacy. I had not asked for pnvacy, andkb)(ff•, !had not asked me whether I wanted it. I told 1h··,1rr1 I would be happy to comply. but that she had not told me what to do. I told her I was 
extremely angry that in an airport, where I as a traveller am required to keep an eye on my luggage at all times, she would simply take it and walk away. At no time did she acknowledge my complaint, apologize for her rudeness or explain pat-down 
procedure (as agents always do). I complied as best I could, and was quickly cleared!(b)(ffi ! Ihen left without a wcrd. 

The three female agents who had helped me before then strongly urged me to fill out this complaint and supplied me with kb)(ff•1 ! name and title. Clearly she is not a good supervisor and makes their jobs difficult. I would like to make this 
complaint on their behalf as well as my own. Without them I would have no idea what was going on. or what to do in order to pass security. 

I am disappointed and concerned that!(b 1(6, holds such a responsible position. In an airport, you don't take someane·s luggage and just run off. In airport security, you have to communicate with customers in order to carry out security 
procedure. 11th 1/R, I canl even handle the basics. she should not be working for TSA, much less supervising anyone. 

Sincerely 
[b)(61 

Case Number:l(b)(61 
Consumer lnfo~rm-a-tio_n ___ ~ 

In uirer T e Name Address E-mail Address Office Phone Horne Phone 
(bi(6) BROOKLINE MA 0244sfb)(ffl omp a,nts n ormat,on ,_ ___________________ ...., 

4/24/2015 
4:16:44 

PM 

Complaint Code Can-ier Name Flight Date Flight Itinerary 
GG0077 TSA 04124/2015 EWR-MUC 
Des c ri pt ion al Prob I e ml I nq ui ry 
I noticed in the DoT"s quarterly report that surpnsingly few complaints had been received by DoT about security screening practices and just thought I would pass one along, just in case there Is a patlern of problems. I was held up for an unusually long 
time (about 20-30 min) at EWR Terminal B in the area preceding gates B60-68, in what was either a legitimate series of mix-ups (understaffed check-in and false positive on a screening system), •or• was a punitive attempt by staff to discourage 
people from opling out of whole-body screeners. I can't lell the situations apart, so On 24 April 2015 at about 1:00pm, I opted out of lhe advanced screening at the TSA security line. It took about 5-10 minuIes for a male screener to come to pat me 
dawn, which was a bit confusing as I thought I saw screeners standing at an X-ray machine line that was nat in use. I received a public full-body patdown, which is a process I'm familiar with. Unusually, the screener's little cotton pad threw an angry red 
'alert' when passed into the explosive detection system at the end of the scan. ("'Oh man it alerted. il"s my gloves" - he appeared to be unhappy). I was traveling with my wife, who had collected my things in the meantime and was waiting for me. The 
screener retrieved my s ui tease and backpack from where my wife had collected them , then ran I ittl e cotton pads inside the backpack, inside my I a pto p, and inside the s ui tease, in each case p ult i ng the Ii It I e pad into the explosive detection system 
(which in each case beeped 'green' I no explosives). The screener then grabbed a supervisor and took me 10 a little private room, where the supervisor explained thal because of lhe prior apparent false positive explosive detection system result, he 
would da another pat down. this time using the front al his hand. I then burned about 2-3 min chatting with the supervisor about the fact that it ·appeared" that the long wait for a supervisor and false- positive explosive detection result (from an agent"s 
used gloves) might 'possibly' be punitive behavior designed to discourage opt- outs. I am sure that the TSA's behavior was by-the-book correct but I would question (1) the amount of time it took to get a male screener and (2) how the screener's 
gloves came to trigger an explosive- detection alan-n. It would 'appear• that both ( 1) and (2) might have been arranged punitively. I obviously can"t tell whether that is the case. but will pass along my experience in case there is a visible pattern that 
should be acled on. 



DEPARTMENT OF TSA 

I am 74 years old and I have a hip implant. I plan to have knee implants surgery this year. My implanls cause a lot of trouble when I go through TSA scrutiny. I am subjected to the rudesl, most insensitive people I have ever met in my life. They lake 
ALL of the pleasure out of traveling by airplane. I fly first class but it makes no difference, I am always perceived as a threat and I am always targeted far extra pat-dawns and abuse. 

At least twice a year, I travel round-trip to Orange County, California lrorn Bellingham, Washington. On March 16th of this year, I went through Bellingham check-in and was surprised to receive a laminated VIP slip and told I didn't need to remove rny 
shoes. I was so relieved to think my nightmares were over. I walked Ioward the scanner and was starlled to see a TSA employee rushing toward me with her hands oul yelling NO, NO. I fell back onto the conveyor but was able to prevent myself from 
literally falling onto the ground. I shudder ta think what could have happened had I fallen onto my hip and no way can I get onto my feet due to my arthritic knees. I was put through a sweep around scanner and patted down for weapons and bombs. I 
was extremely upset and remained so for the rest of my flight. 

On my reIurn trip to Bellingham from Orange Counly airporl, again I was again put through lhe scanner, after lhat I was pulled to the side and thoroughly patted down and tested for bombs. When I asked why I was causing so much alarm, I was lold I 

412412015 had a wrinkle in my jeans. I said that surely a wrinkle can't be the reason for such an embarrassingly thorough search. The TSA agent glared at me and said. Are you threatening me? 

4:16:48 
PM This happens EVERY tirne I fly. I used to enjoying fiying\traveling with rny husband but your terrible behavior has insulted rny 83 year old husband so much that he refuses to get on an airplane any more. 

4124/2015 

I do nat know why I am subjected to such cruel, mean, rude behavior. I do not have an attitude, I strive ta kind and nice ta other people. I obey the law. I have never even had a traffic ticket. My husband is afraid far me ta write this letter because he 
believes I will be put on a 11st and it will be much worse. However, I am getting ready to fiy to Alaska next month with my daughter and I am already scared and having nightmares. This isn't right and TSAshouldn't be entitled to do this to me. 

Sincerely, 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP!b 1(6) I 
Dale Time: 4/241 0 15 4: 18 0 I PM 

6:1025 ~----~ 
PM Nam~~:l'.,.h ... ·,;.-,I .. R._·1 ___ _._ __ _, 

Ematbi(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening/Pat Down Sc reenrng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Alaska 2251 on 4-24-15 Portland. 
Comments:For years my elderly mother was hassled every time she went lhrough security even being strip searched once. This was deall with al the time. She recenlly passed away. I carried her ashes from Las Vegas where TSA employees were 
very respectful. In Portland. even though I showed the permit. they took my mother's ashes to da tests on the bax. This was totally insensitive and disrespectful. Again, TSA employees in Portland need to understand what is nat right with their actions. 
Even in death my mother was hassled again by them I 
Calling in because she wants 10 know how to go about filing a complaint. The TSOs were Irying to not allow her 10 bring her medically necessary liquids. She has several food allergies and had to take her own food. She called TSA Cares before her 
flight wha ta Id her that she wa ul d not need med i ca I docume ntati an. She sent her coa I er th ra ugh the X ray and they went through it and they ta Id her she ca ul d not have the i terns inside. She spoke with their s upervisar who to Id her the same thing th en 
she spoke with that persons supervisor who a I so told her it was not al lowed. At this point, she was ups et. The supervisor to Id her to stop ye 11 i ng. He threatened to ca 11 the Chicago police and to have her undergo a patdown. He asked lo r documentation 
stating that she needed the items. and luckily she had something. After about 15 minutes of arguing with them the supervisor told the TSOs the just let her go and get her out of here. 

In the cooler she had a half bottle of water, maple syrup, and mustard. 

412512015 She does have a disability recognized by the ADA. She is very upset that this happened to her. It happened between 6 and 6:30pm at MDW. She does not have any names. 
9:07:30 

AM Date Time - 04 24 around 6 and 6:30 pm 
Gate Tenminal - Does not know 
Airport-MOW 
Airline - Southwest 
Flight Number - 2790 

Email(b)(61 



412612015 
9:16:06 

AM 

TSA in Chartotte needs some MAJOR training. 

We were returning from a company earned trip to Cancun. Mexico with Team Beachbody. We stayed at the Moon Palace Resort, 5 star all inclusive resort and it was AMAZING. 

We fiew into Charlotte from Cancun and I will NEVER do that again. Customs was organized and efficient. Security was not. 

The line for security was long and things were moving slow. Once in security, we pulled out all items we needed to for proper scanning. This is not our first time traveling for pleasure or business. After all our items were on the belt, one TSA agent {at 
the belt) di reeled my husband. myse If and our daughter to move toward 1 scanner bee a use we had a ch, Id. 

Then 2 differenl TSA Agents had differenl instruclions for us. ONE wanted us 10 STOP and a THIRD was waiving us through. Needless to say, ii was VERY confusing on who we were to listen to and ALL demanded we lislen to them ... ummmm how is 
that possible? 

So we stood still now knowing WHO was in charge. We all went through one scanner and then I was directed to a second scanner, 

I was through 2 d iffe rent scanners and nothing found. My bag was through the scanner and no a I arm. T SA did not take my bag as1d e. 

After securily cleared my bag, contents, shoes, elc. One TSA agent directed another to slop the bell so we could gather our things be too much was coming through. We could not repack fast enough. We repacked our belongings and walked away 
from the belt at security. There was no red flags and I was permitted to walk away by security. Only to be told after all that, my bag alarmed ... so why was it never pulled aside and why was I permitted to be repack it and get dressed? 

So why would security clear a bag. contents and the person and then pull them back in? The only thing they would say is be i had a battery? UMMM, all laptops have a battery .. and I could not have been the ONLY one in security with one. This 
particular laptop has gone on MANY business trips with me before and NEVER was an issue. Why now? Shady. 

I have no idea what they did with my laptop, bag or contents because they took it out of my site. I was then instructed to take off my Old Navy flip flops. again and my light jacket, again to be scanned ... again. I let the TSA agent know I just put that all 
back on ... he said , had to do it again and give him by bag. This felt really wrong ... but i a bilged be we had already been 2 hours in lines since our fi1ght landed, went through customs and now trying to get through secunty to make our flight and we were 
cutting it close. HE also instructed me to take everything out of my pockets ... umm i didn't have any. So WHO really alanned., .the person behind me? I think this is all shady or these TSA agents need someone to train them properly. 

As they took my belongings somewhere, out of my site, a female TSA agent informed me i needed to have a pat down ... for what? I was wearing yoga pant capris a workout tank, underwear, bra and old navy flip flops. I was in form fitting yoga capri 



TSA management, 

I'm writing I his e-mail in regard to a recent I rip I had this last week. I don'I except a specific response to my experience nor do I want one staling I'm sorry your experience wasn't more positive because let's be honest when are any of our experiences 
pleasant when it comes to the T SA and trave Ii ng. 

What I would like from my e-mail are changes in the TSA system and how it's run but I know this won't happen either since it is a government run program and let's be honest the amount of time it take to purchase new technology or change a 
procedure when anylhing is government or state run, lhe changes are already outdated. It is disappointing I hat although we live in the United Stales of America, lhe greatest nation on earlh, we are still lighl years behind other countries on technology 
and procedures with that said here is my story. 

My first experience in where the TSA is lacking in technology is the AIT machines. I find it ridiculous that with all the money spent on these machines and the invasion of privacy they require that they are not sufficient for screening. By the way, your 
statistic I hat stales 4 out of 5 people prefer I hem is completely inaccurate but when are surveys ever accuraIe? 

On my flight out of John Wayne airport on 4119 at 7:45 am to New Orleans I was screened at approximately 6: 15 am. After proceeding through the AIT machine I still had to have a pat down because of my zipper on my sweater. I was told that the 
next time I should zip it in order to avoid the pat down. Really, with this highly advanced technology, which clearly it is not, I still have to endure a pat down .... In all my trips to Europe I have never, not once had a pat down. Clearly the technology the 

412612015 TSA purchased was made in haste. W ha I type of research and which experts looked in to to choosing the tech no logy needed in order to make traveling safe? 

1:08:24 
PM 

4126/2015 
4:09 24 

PM 

412712015 
8:17:07 

AM 

412712015 
8:38:00 

AM 

My second pat down. in which I was taken to a private room. no explanation on why I was taken to a private room was on 4/25 at the Denver airport. I went through security at approximately 2:30-2:40 pm traveling from Denver to John Wayne airport. 
Now we had missed our connection the day before. not our fault of course, but because airlines are allowed to provide 45 minutes in between flights which is only enough time to make the next flight when they are on time and let's be honest when are 
flights ever on time anymore? I was traveling home with my family, which included my husband and 2 young children along wilh my parents. Clearly my traveling experience wasn't enjoyable 10 this point and I was upset at all we had to endure so far. 
I was carrying my one year old son through the metal detector and as usual The TSA needed ta test my hands with their state of the art technology which detects chemicals.. Well low and behold it tested positive for something and I was told I would 
need further screening. 

So lhe TSA agent took my items and as she was standing there another female agent came and IesIed my purse and shoes. Even though lhese were passed whatever IesI you do with your stale of lhe art technology I was told I would need a pat down 
in a private room. Excuse me. a private roam? Well at this point I broke into tears. They told me I could bring in a family member including my 6 year old daughter. Well wouldn't that have been pleasant my 6 year old watching me cry as I was 
getting patted down and asking if they were hurting me. When I was brought into the '"pnvate room"' I was reaching for a kleenex, located in view at the top of my purse, in order to dry my tears which were streaming down my face at this point I was 
rudely asked what I was doing and I wasn't able to have anything in my hands. Once the TSA agent realized I was reaching for a kleenex she told me I could have it. Well, at this point why not let the tears flow. I'm traveling with my family, subjected 
to a needless pat down in a privale room, and told nothing along the way. After the several minuIe more extensive pat down I was handed my ii ems and lold I was clear to go. 

Not once was I given an exp I anati on of what chemIca I was found, and why this ultra so phi st1cated machine decided to I et me go after I was further tested. When my lam i I y and I asked for a further explanation on what ch em i cal was detected we we re 
told it was classified and they were only doing their job. Well maybe your TSA agents could do a better job if they were equipped with better technology. The only thing I had put on that day, since we had no baggage, was lotion and my dirty clothes. 
I'm curious how many false positives you get with your highly advanced chemical detection machines bul this is probably classified as well because if the public new what ouldated testing was being done and what a wasle of lime it was we would all 
be furious. 
REASON for lhe call 
Caller would like to know how he can make a complaint on two TSOs at FLL. Caller has metal implants in bath of his hips and his shoulder and he uses a cane. Caller was there at 7: 15. and his flight was at 7:45. Caller got a patdown 8 times, and 
was asked what was in his pants. Caller informed the TSO just his underwear.. Caller had a medical belt on for his lower back, and the caller was required to take of his back brace for the patdown. Caller ended up missing his flight. He was given a 
card by the STSO. and her name was kh \/R\ ! She had a shaved head. The TSO that screened the caller was named l(b )(6) lhad no consideration for the callers medical condition and treated the caller like he was a criminal, 

Date Time: 04-26-15 at 7:15 
Gate and Terminal: Terminal 4 
Airport: FLL 
Airline: Spirit Airlines 
Flight#: 138 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: 

TSA moniIors the number and nature of complaints we receive 10 Irack I rends and identify areas of concern thal may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, correclive action whenever we determine that security
screening policies need modification or specific employees ar teams are the subjects al repeated complaints. 

Si nee your complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have lo rwarded a copy of your e-ma i I to the Cus torn er Service Manager at that airport, 

Special Notes: (b)(61 ~-----------------------~ 
Caller went through lhe screening checkpoint at BWI on April 9th around 5:00 am and was tolally embarrassed. She was told to sland to the side and the officer jusl starled patting her down and did not say she was conducting a patdown. The officer 
that conducted the patdown was a small female with a dark completion. Caller is upset that the officer got in her personal space without asking. Caller stated that it took her a couple days for her ta get over this issue and is wanting to be 
compensated for what happened to her. She is wanting the CSM at BW I to contact her as soon as possible so she can let them know how much she wants compensated for. 
I am just writing in an elfo rt to make my travels through security mo re effortless, I am stopped every ti me I go through security for a pat down, When I asked if the re was something I was wearing that was the problem I was told they were just 
responding 10 alarms but didn"t offer any specifics. I have no metal in my body and don·t even wear jewelry or metal buckles 10 avoid any potenlial problems. I would love to make things easier for everyone. It happens 100% of the time and despite 
trying ta wear different clothing each time 1·ve had no luck. They also always swab my hands and tell me ta pull my pants higher but not sure how that is effecting the machine. Can you please offer any information as to what I could be doing that is 
causing this problem? 

Sincerely, 

fb)(61 



Caller fiew yesterday out of ATL through the South Terminal@ 9:42 am and was denied his right to get a private screening and was kicked out of the TSA line for asking for a private screening. The Agent refused to give his badge number and name. 
He relu sed to a 11 ow his friend to take a picture at the screening checkpoint, The off ce r 1 hat relu sed the private sere en i ng was!'. b) ( 61 ! The ca Iler usu a I ly goes through 1 he Precheck Ii ne but was not selected on 1 his flight, When he got to 1 he 
checkpoint he realized thal he did not get Precheck and ask to go lhrough a paldown screening. The officer thal was conducting the paldown was an angry man. The caller was in a good mood I hat day and was laughing and giggling during the 
atdown and told his friend to take a picture during the screening because he thought that it would be cute to put on facebook. The officer conducting the patdown refused to pat the caller down due to him laughing and giggling. The officer then called 

412712015 (b)(6) over to conduct the patdown and was told by this officer that if he did not cooperate he would have to leave the checkpoint. Another agent came over and ask 1fthe caller would like a private screening and he said yes. At that point~ 
9:57:08 said okay that s it you are just playing games so you are out and he kicked him out of the screening area. 

AM He then went to another screening checkpoint and went through lhe WTMD and spoke with supervisor\'."~""i-(6.,.._,...i -----,1 badge #kb)(ff:, !who was extremely nice and lold the caller thal he was permitted 10 lake photos at the checkpoinl and thal 
the other agent was not allowed to escort him from the screening checkpoint a police officer should have been told to do this. The officer told him to go back to the first screening checkpoint and confront the officer and get his name and badge number. 
He told offi ce£Eii:]that he now knows that he did not have the ng ht to escort him from the screening checkpoint and ask for office~ adge numb er. The officer turned away and advised him that he did not have to give this information and said th at 
he would have him arrested. He then ask to speak with a supervisor. 

412712015 
6:25:44 

He is wanling the CSM al ATL 10 contact him back. 
I recently enrolled in GOES and (thus)TSA Pre-check. As it happens I have previously been through the TSA Pre-check system a few times prior to my enrollment. I have noticed that each airport seems to handle us differently and would like some 
clarificatio11. 

At ORD in Chicago, everything went smoothly and as I had anticipated. At PH X in Pho en ix. peop I e we re told to carry their boa rd i ng pass es with them and then we re passed through the system without taking off shoes, etc .. again as expected. At DEN 
in Denver, however, it fell short of expectations. When I told the personnel there that I had an artificial hip and would automatically set off the metal detector, I was told that I had two choices: to go through the metal detector and then have a lull pat 
down, or 10 carry my boarding pass and carry-ans along to one of the regular lines (directly). And so I did the latter. In spile of lhe Pre-check status and a lengthy and unsalisfying conversation wilh TSA staff, I was I hen required to go through the 
complete procedure of removing shoes, taking out laptop, etc. 

PM Thus I have a couple of queslions and a commenl: Why the discrepancies in approach among the differenl airports? Whal can be done 10 make the DEN experience less difficult/less onerous? My comment is that this is all being done through a US
wide management system, and it seems that a directive from the national headquarters is needed to get this all to be a helpful and consistent process in all the US airports. It would certainly help the traveler know what to expect at various airports and 
would enhance the image of T SA 

I look forward to your reply .. 

kbi(6i I 
Today I was at the Charlotte Doug I as International Airport !rave Ii ng from Charlotte. North Caro Ii na to New York, New York. W hi I e wa iii ng to go through the security checkpoint. I watched a woman wean ng yoga pants and a tank top endure an invasive 
pat down from a female employee. I was uncomfortable seeing the employee press firmly, circling the passenger's breasts and repeatedly coming into contact with her groin as she felt up the woman's legs front, then back and again. 

I fe It sorry for her. I hated watching the TSA agent ma nha nd I e her. It seemed highly in ap prop ria te. 

I had no idea that I would be se I ected for the same intrusive treatment. I have be en I ightly pat down before. This was no "Ii g ht" pat down. 

Although I went through the body scanner, I was selected for this ··enhanced" pat down. They asked me if I wanted to endure it in a private room. But I was traveling alone and had no one to come with me. As an abuse survivor I was afraid to be alone 
with peop I e I do not know or trust. 

So I had no choice but 10 submil to this fondling. The employee pressed hard, encircling the entire frame of my bra underwire. The only person who 1ouches me like thal is my doctor for a breast exam• 

She touched my pubic bone four 11 mes as she felt up each leg from the front and again from the back. I was wean ng skinny jeans and a thin, Io ng-s I eeve t-sh, rt-rnthe r close f1tti ng c lathes. So it was even more hum i Ii ati ng to feel her so acute I y on my 
body, since there were no thick layers or bulky clothes to blunt her touch. I squeezed my eyes shut to keep from crying. Although the TSA employee was female, I did not know her sexual orientation. I didn't know ii her touch was standard protocol or 

412712015 if she was being inappropriale wilh female passengers. 

10:03:19 
PM Then I watched as a male employee sorted through my undergarments in my carry on bag. I don't know what felt more violating, having a woman feel me up like a man does. or having this male employee squeeze my bras. 

When I asked why I was being singled out for this horrible 1reatmen1, they said I set off an alarm for explosives. 

The only thing I can think of is that I pumped gas for the rental car to return it at the airport. But I've done that many times before while traveling and never was singled out for this hornble treatment at the TSA checkpoint. 

Will joining TSA Pre-Check mean that I will never again have to submit to such intrusive 1reatmen1? Every sexual abuse survivor should be told of ways that they can opt out of being felt up. 

Please advise. 

Thank you, 

,....N~e~~~•~Y~a~rk~b~IY...,10021 
[b,(61 ! 



REASON lo r the ca 11: He flew from Be Ii ze to Bi rm i ng ham AL vi a AT L on Satu re ay. T SA inspected his bag at AT L. 2 bottles of hot sauce we re broken ms ide of his bag and created a mess. The caps of his three bottles of medication were not on the 
bottle. The medical ion was mixed together and crushed. He w i 11 have to purchase the medication. 

The caps should have to be replaced. He is at risk for a blood clot as he doesn t have his medication. 

Last August at ATL, he opted out of AIT screening to receive a patdown as he read that such screening often caused cancer. The TSO took fifteen minutes to conduct the patdown and the caller felt that this was punishment for opting out of AIT. He 
indicated th at the pa ldow n should have ta ken 30 seconds. 

412812015 He mentioned that he was seated in the same seat on his flight from Belize City and from ATL. 
9:42:45 

AM Dale Time: 4\25 
Gate Terminal: 
Airport:ATL 
Airline: 
Flight#: 
Bag tag # (1 0digit 
Bag De scri pt1on: 
NOi: NOi was present with nothing indicated. 

Call Reason: -

Caller has called before and she has filed a claim. She traveled from Nashville to Raleigh Durham. She needs a letter from TSA for the jewelry missing for insurance purposes. 

When she an-ived to RDU from that flight, she discovered that her camera was gone, along with a gold ring, gold hoop ean-ings, and a gold bracelet. This was in her carry-on and they disappeared during her pat-down in the wheelchair at the 

412812015 checkpoint. 

10:31:22 
AM 

4/2812015 

Date Time of Incident: 02 282015 02: 12 pm 
Gate Te n-n i na I: Not Provided 
Airporl:Nashville 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight# 2819 
Bag tag #:NA 
Bag description: Black Backpack with make up and jewelry. 
NOl:NA 
Caller would like to make a complaint. 
Her daughter, 14 has a diabetic pump. They had negative screening experiences at Salt Lake and San Diego airports. 
She cannot go through the WTMD. They separated her from them for the patdown. 
She had to wait 10 -15 minutes for the TSO. They were friendly but not helpful. When her bag of medical supplies needed to be xrayed. The TSO in charge of the Xray stated he was going to lunch. They had just take the Diabetic medication, supplies 
which could not be screened by Xray out of the bag. They had to wait lo r someone to come and s u pe rvi se the Xray machine, 

4: 17: 2 3 They traveled from San Diego on 4-11-15 Between 6- 7PM . 
PM 

At San Diego. They separated her daughter from her again. No one came to help after her for at least 15 minu1es. When lhe TSO arrived for the pat down she staled, You took my off my lunch break for this? 

These expenences scared her child. They look like police officers when they really are not. She is not trying to get anyone in trouble. 
She would like more training or education provided about Diabetes to the TSOs. The screenings could have been much smoother. 
She does nol wanl follow up. 



412812015 
8:05:13 

PM 

Fro h··,1rr1 
Sent: Tuesday, April 28, 2015 7:44 PM 
To: TSA-ContactCenter 
Subject TSA Groping Issue 

On 4/26/2015, I was scheduled to depart Bellingham International Airport (BLI) at 06:40 on Alaska Airlines Flight 544 with service to Seattle (SEA) and continuing on to Missoula (MSO). 

At approximately 05:45 I entered the TSA screening checkpoint in the airport There is only one such checkpoint. As is my policy, I "opted" out of the scanner and requested a private screening. 

The private screening went according to SOP u nt i I the TSA officer did the glove test. which triggered an a I e rt. This is the first such ala rm a ct iv a ted in aver 50 such situations. 
According to the TSA personnel, the alarm requires a 2nd pat down. The 2nd pat down was similar to the first and what I am used to, except that the officer ran the back of his hands directly over my crotch area, making direct contact with genitals 
through clothes. 
Regardless of if the officer was working under a TSA policy or not, I his is considered sexual assault (groping) in nearly every jurisdiclion of the Uniled Stales. 
First and foremost, I would like to know if it is TSA policy, during 2nd pat down after explosives test, is to run the back of hands over crotch area of passenger. If so. we have a serious institutional problems that need to be changed, immediately and 
without delay. I will be the agent of that change. 
Rega rd I e ss of your po Ii cy. the TSA a gent is guilty of s exua I assault and I wi 11 be pressing fo rma I charges, Please advise me, and connect me to if necessary. the re I eva nt F edera I Law Enforcement that wo u Id take such a comp I ai nt, II this is under the 
purview of my local jurisdiction, then please advise and I will file formal charge as soon as I am able to identify the officer. I want an in-person interview with someone in aulhority who has powers of arresl and/or proseculion, nol just a phone 
conve rs ati an. 

This is not a joke, or an exag gera ti on. or a ti me for you to ro 11 your eyes and write this off I w i 11 not a 11 ow my fellow American Citizens to be groped by those representing the fede ra I government, and it ends with me, 

To assist you in identifying the officer, please see attached lefter that has been sent via first class mail to TSA Headquarters, regarding the incompetence of the officers at this particular airport. I am not looking for a response to my concerns in this 
emai I from whomever re ads this. as th at is a separate issue. The screening process was furn bled from beginning to end by your officers. ranging from gross incompetence to o utng ht i I legal activity. 
Thanks you for your time and assistance in this matter, and please feel free to ask any questions which will help further your investigation and/or assist you in connecting me with appropriate law enforcement authority, 
Thanks 

fh,IRI 

April 26, 2015 
US De pa rtm e nt of Homeland Security 



412812015 
8:05:13 

PM 

From:l(b 1(6) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 28, 2015 7:44 PM 
To: TSA-ContactCenter 
Subject TSA Groping Issue 

On 4/26/2015, I was scheduled to depart Bellingham International Airport (BLI) at 06:40 on Alaska Airlines Flight 544 with service to Seattle (SEA) and continuing on to Missoula (MSO). 

At approximately 05:45 I entered the TSA screening checkpoint in the airport. There is only one such checkpoint. As is my policy, I "opted" out of the scanner and requested a private screening. 

The private screening went according to SOP u nt i I the TSA officer did the glove test. which triggered an a I e rt. This is the first such ala rm a ct iv a ted in aver 50 such situations. 
According to the TSA personnel, the alarm requires a 2nd pat down. The 2nd pat down was similar to the first and what I am used to, except that the officer ran the back of his hands directly over my crotch area, making direct contact with genitals 
through clothes. 
Regardless of if the officer was working under a TSA policy or not, I his is considered sexual assault (groping) in nearly every jurisdiclion of the Uniled Stales. 
First and foremost, I would like to know if it is TSA policy, during 2nd pat down after explosives test, is to run the back of hands over crotch area of passenger. If so. we have a serious institutional problems that need to be changed, immediately and 
without delay. I will be the agent of that change. 
Rega rd I e ss of your po Ii cy. the TSA a gent is guilty of s exua I assault and I wi 11 be pressing fo rma I charges, Please advise me, and connect me to if necessary. the re I eva nt F edera I Law Enforcement that wo u Id take such a comp I ai nt, II this is under the 
purview of my local jurisdiction, then please advise and I will file formal charge as soon as I am able to identify the officer. I want an in-person interview with someone in aulhority who has powers of arresl and/or proseculion, nol just a phone 
conve rs ati an. 

This is not a joke, or an exag gera ti on. or a ti me for you to ro 11 your eyes and write this off I w i 11 not a 11 ow my fellow American Citizens to be groped by those representing the fede ra I government, and it ends with me, 

To assist you in identifying the officer, please see attached lefter that has been sent via first class mail to TSA Headquarters, regarding the incompetence of the officers at this particular airport. I am not looking for a response to my concerns in this 
emai I from whomever re ads this. as th at is a separate issue. The screening process was furn bled from beginning to end by your officers. ranging from gross incompetence to o utng ht i I legal activity. 
Thanks you for your time and assistance in this matter, and please feel free to ask any questions which will help further your investigation and/or assist you in connecting me with appropriate law enforcement authority, 
Thanks 

[b)(61 

April 26, 2015 
US De pa rtm e nt of Homeland Security 

REASON for lhe call: Caller said she is disabled and she said the airport does not supply wheelchairs. Caller said the TSO stuck her thumb up her butt during a patdown. Caller said a su ervisor I hen el led at her and lold her to hush. Caller said lhe 
officer then told her to stop and be quiet. Caller said the supervisor was a small Asian man. Caller said the supervisor would not give him his name. Caller said the name of the TSO was b)(ff:, aller said the supervisor was acting like this was a 
police state and acting like he had a gun around his shoulders. 

Dale Time: 4 28 2015 at 4:20pm 
Airport: Honolulu International Airport Inner island terminal 
Airline: Island Air 
Gate Terminal: Inner Island Terminal 

4128/2015 Flight#: 454 
10:31 :39 Bag tag#: n a 

PM Bag Description: n a 
Missing Damaged item description: n a 
NOl:r, a 
Emai(b 1(6) 

RESOLUTION to the caller's issue; TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints and regrets any unprofessional treatment you experienced. Every person and item 
m usl be sere ened before e nl eri ng the secured a re a, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is import a nl. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers a re treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. Si nee your 
complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP tb)(6) I 
Date Time: 4/291~ i 5 1 :28:52 PM 

4/2912015 Nam~b,(B) I 
2·05·32 Email b 1(61 I 

p M Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Jetblue 416 JFK-->SFO April 28, 2015 Screen localion 9110 
Comments:I was traveling alone with my 5mo daughter and attempting to bring a 4oz bottle of breastmilk through the screener. I requested a hand check of my breastmilk as I did not want it to tip over and spill on the conveyer belt. The agent took my 
milk from me and took it away to screen it out of my view. She did not ask permission to open it, nor did she venfy that she was using fresh gloves. When she returned it to me, she had spilled over half of the milk. 

It is my understanding I hat agents are to ask lhe passenger to open the milk, at the very least ask permission. In her failure 10 follow protocol, she had wasted breaslmilk I hat is very difficult for me 10 collecl. I have notified lhe supervisor on duty. 

To Whom It May Concern: 

Yesterday, April 28th. 2015, I flew from Cancun. MX to Chicago Midway. At Chicago Midway, I was required to go through the screening process again after clearing customs, along with all others who were transferring to another flight. During the 
screening process. I asked to not go through the fu 11 body scanner as I'm pregnant and I am very ca refu I to a void any ha rmfu I substances that can be avoided. I was wi 11 i ng to go through the metal detector, but was to Id it was not an option although 
th ere were three women that we re a 11 owed to avoid the sea nne r right before me and go through the metal detector, So my cha ice was either the fu 11 body sea nne r or be patted down. The pat down was em ba rra s sing and quite frankly unnecessary 
since I was willing to go through a meIaI detector. I was clearly pregnant as I'm 25 weeks. I undersland the need for securily, but where is the common sense? Since passengers are able 10 be randomly selected to go lhrough a metal deIecIor and 

4/2912015 that's acceptable, why wouldn't it be acceptable for a pregnant woman to walk through a metal detector? I flew two times when I was last pregnant in 2012. and I was checked with a hand scanner and not physically patted down. 
6:12:54 

PM I understand the need for security procedures, and maybe these procedures are more effective than I give them credit for. However, I flew on a plane into the U.S. with a screening process that was very easy for everybody and not intrusive at all. into 
a U.S. Cily to only be screened yet again but intrusively. It seems ridiculous to me and lhat lhere can be a better process put in place that is reasonable and effeclive. 

Sincerely, 

w,(6) 

Caller stated she had flown from Paris to Charlotte on Monday 4 27 2015. She then flew on a connector to Mobile, and her issue is she has lost her camera. She came through screening and they told her she had to have a pat down. ~he rerested a 
private screening. It was lhere she said she lasl saw her camera. She also staled she has been in contact wilh Charlotte's losl and found deparIment, and lhey lold her they did not have her camera there. She said she had spoken wil (b)(6 with TSA, 
who told her he had seen her camera there, and she feels that someone from TSA might still have her camera. 

Airline: US Air 

4129120 15 Ai rpo rI: Cha rloue 

6-47, 11 Date Time April 27, 2015 5:4 7pm 
· PM Terminal: Not provided 

Flight# : 4986 
Gate:<"E'-'3,...7..,..,... ____ __, 
Emai fh"\fR"·1 

TSO Officer: b)(6) 
Description: anasonic Lumix DMZS19 Digitial Camera in a black soft case, 



Dear TSA: 

This is jusl to let you know about two I ravel problems I had loday, both apparently TSA-related. 

I was just down in Louisiana on a contract job working as a trainer for the U.S. Army at Fort Polk. Coming home today after a three-week assignment, I checked in two bags for a Delta fi1ght in Alexandria, Louisiana. Small planes. small town, military 
bases all around. I was early- 2 bags checked in shortly after 9:00 am for a 10:50 am departure, AEX thru Atlanta to Washington DCA. I am also registered with Global Entry/Pre-Check. but getting me thru security today was easy. The folks doing the 
physical checks were friendly - although I was lhe only person I saw to get selecled for a pat down - ii was my bags I hat had the problems. 

1. One of my two bags (the one with most of my clothes) did not arrive at DCA Delta advised that TSA had held up the bag and it had missed the flight - in fact, it was still at AEX when I made the report to Delta in DCA about 4:00 pm. There are not 
that many flights out of AEX per day, and although Delta found the bag I may not gel it until tomorrow. TSA in that tiny airport had over 90 minutes to check my two bags - and there was nothing slrange in lhat suitcase at all - just clothes and 
toiletries ... an excess of zeal? If they were short-staffed down there this morning. wouldn't an X-Ray have been the prudent thing to do? My other bag, containing some medical equipment and a musical instrument, was also opened. but it made the 
flight. Was it necessary to physically open every bag - and then miss getting one (or was there more than one?) on the flight? 

413012015 2, Then, when I got home wilh the other bag- I discovered that my TSA-approved padlock was missing. I bought TSA-approved pad locks especially so thal I could lock my bags and still have them available for TSA inspections. I have used those 
BAB: 12 locks for years. Did the TSA guys in AEX lose their master keys? or did they just lose my padlock? 

AM 

I am not requesling any damages or compensation - I just want to let you know aboul this. I should get my other suitcase eventually, and I can buy more padlocks - but lhis was probably nol really necessary either. This wasn'I JFK on a Friday night - it 
was mid-day at a sleepy little airport with fewer than a dozen short-haul flights per day - and I got there early. 

I am a retired federal employee with over 30 years service - and proud of it. Whatever happened at AEX this morning doesn't reflect well on all of us in the USG: and I just wanted to let you know so that you might do better next time. Thanks for 
hearing me out. 

Washington. DC 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Screening 
CuCTent Date/Time· 4130/2015 1 :03:00 AM Airport: IAH - George Bush Houston Intercontinental Date/Time of Travel: 04/29/2015 6:15 PM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport Terminal A 
TSA Employee: (If Known) · White Male, in his 50's or 60's Comment . I'm sure there are many reasons for why people would rather not go through the x-ray full-body scanner at the airport. For me. I'm 12 weeks pregnant with my second pregnancy. I 
was first pregnant last year but miscarried in my 11th week. So I am a bit concerned about the health of my future child. I told the TSA employee that I was pregnant and that I didn't want to go through the x-ray scanner and would rather have &quot:the 
other screening option.&quot; He immediately said &quot;Ma'am, the scanner is standard airport security procedure and everyone goes through it&quot; He said &quot; I can assure you that these are completely safe even for pregnant women.&quot I 
said, slill, I'd rather nol go through it and take lhe other option. But he tried 10 change my mind. He said again raising his voice and annoyed I hat &quot;the scanner is your best oplion, I'm telling you its safe for pregnant women.&quot; I told him I 
wasn't so sure and really would rather not go through it. He said well if that's the case &quot;you'II have to sit down and wait here a long time and get a pat down&quot: and that's why it was &quot;betler to go through the scanner and I can assure you 
it's fine for pregnant women&quot. He was adamant and actually pointed me towards the scanner, to the point that I almost walked through it and then my husband reminded me that if I really didn't want to go through the x-ray scanner, then that really 

413012015 was my choice. At which time, the TSA guy seemed very annoyed and told me to &quot;sit down&quot. 
8A8:34 

AM Last year when I was first pregnant, I requested &quot;an alternative to x-ray full body scanners&quot: at two different airports. They didn't act annoyed. didn't make me feel guilty for not wanting to go through the scanner, didn"t argue or try to persuade 
me to change my mind, Just said &quotokay&quot; and explained to me that a female TSA employee would be here to assist me shortly with a pat-down and then immediately requested a co-worker for assistance, who explained to me the procedure. 
Instead. this guy basically argued with me, made me feel guilty, kept pushing me to go through an x-ray scanner I didn't want to go through. and made me feel like I'd lose out if I didn't go through the body scanner. Now that I've read TSA's website 
which states thal anyone can request an allernative to the x-ray full-body scanner, nol just disabled or pregnant women, I feel even more annoyed and wished I could have gotlen his name. If he's going to be like I his to a pregnant person, I hen how 
much more pushy will he be to someone who's not pregnant at all. It seems to go against TSA policy. It was very unprofessional and a humiliating experience for me. If someone is willing to get a pat down, then they should be allowed to get it without 
questioning, harassment, or intimidation beforehand. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Emailfh··,1r;·, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



413012015 
12:16:48 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP gb)(61 I 
Date Time: 4l301L 15 11: 11 :55 AM 

Nam~b,(61 I 
Emai]b 1(61 I 
Comp I a i nts; Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):JFK Airport" 
Comments:On April 5 we were returning from Ghana to Rochester via JFK. The security line in JFK was extremely long. The gentleman behind us in line asked several employees if he could move to the front of the line since his plane left in 20 
minutes, and the sec u nty Ii ne was clearly much Io nger than th at. None of them would I et h, m do so even tho ugh he was very polite. He pas ed the same q ue st,on to the man at the podium checking boa rd i ng pass es when he Ii na 11 y got to that point. The 
man kept staring straight ahead and totally ignored him. I know he heard him because when the gentleman asked. "Does that mean no?" the employee answered his question without him having to repeat it. When I asked on his behalf why he couldn't 
go to the front, I was told, "Because then I'd have to lei everybody go to the front." This is of course, completely ridiculous. Only those wilh imminent flights would need 10 be let 10 lhe front - lhis is common praclice. Ignoring someone is tolally 
unacceptable. I've traveled extensively throughout the world. and airport employees in other countries are almost always mare pleasant and polite than the ones in the US. Upon returning to the US, one is commonly greeted with barked orders and 
surty attitudes. The man was finally let to the front of the line by another employee near the x-ray machine. Of course. at this point, 11 was far too late, and he ended up missing his flight. A little courteous service could have avoided inconvenience, 
lrustrat ion, and expense. 

Also, the length of the security line would be more reasonable if international passengers did not have to go through security again upon arriving in the US. The security check in Ghana was more extensive - involving multiplex-rays, pat-downs, and 
physi ca I baq searches - than the one in the US. The US s hou Id work with other co u nines to arrive at mutually acceptable security protocols. 
The caller indicated I hat he called 10 file a complainl in regard to his son being touched inappropriately in the groin area during a paldown al LAX on 4 19. The caller stated that the TSO touched his son s private area repeatedly. 

4/30/2015 He was provided a contact number for the CSM at LAX twice but has not been able to reach the CSM. He indicated that there is not an option leave a message and encounters an automated system that routes him to the TCC. 
1:36:11 

PM He completed a form via Talk 10 TSA. early today. He would like to get in touch with supervisory management with TSA at LAX 10 address this. 

Caller said she fiew from New Orleans to Dallas on Southwest and she asked why did the agents have to feel her stomach and squeeze it and why did she have to have the patdown done. She asked why was a male agent laughing at her and that 
she felt humiliated. She said she was nol told that she would get lhe patdown done. She said she does not know why she was picked and she does not have any of the Officer s names and she did nol ask to speak 10 a Supervisor. She said she had a 
belt on and they told her it was okay and she said she would have taken it off if she knew it was going to make it alarm. She said they should tell her she is going to have a patdown and they should not laugh at people and it is humiliating to take off her 
shoes and belt. She said we should be more professional at the checkpoint. 

Mishandling RFI 
5/112015 
5:31 :34 REASON for the call:Complaint 

PM Date Time: 04-30-15 at 12 noon 
Gate\Terminal :B 7 

51112015 
8:19:08 

PM 

Airport New Orleans 
Airline :Southwest 
Flight #:31 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: I advised her that I will refer this 10 lhe CSM at lhe airport 

I was at the San Diego airport SWA checkin this afternoon. There is a body scanner on the Pre?? side but not the standard lane. I have a pacemaker. When I notified TSA officer, I got pulled for body pat down rather than be taken a few feet to body 
scan. I was told procedure didn't allow it. This seemed ridiculous given ii would. Or have taken any more staff or lime. I don't want body pat downs. The solution is simple. Pis change your procedure so I hat we folks with medical devices don't have 10 
be subjected to a persona 11 y intrusive pat down. 
I travel fa i rty often as I am an employee of the State of California. This is the Ii rst time 1 've encountered this h ass I e. 
I look forward to your response. 

w,(6) 



Today I had the displeasure of being selected for a random extended pat down. I was TSA Precheck and singled out for add1t1onal screening. I have never been so humiliated in my life. First they wanted to touch my breasts. buttocks and groin area in 
the middle of the airport. I refused and asked for privacy. Well, shame on me. This resulted in having a hand forcefully split my breasts followed by a full cupping of each breast and NOT with the back of the hands as I was told would happen. I was 
then asked 10 spread my legs al which poinl she slid her hands all lhe way up to my vagina applying unnecessary pressure and then tighl pressure all the way down my legs. 

51312015 This type of pat down conducted anywhere else would be unwanted sexual advancement. I am appalled and do not understand how this type of search is in the interest of public safety. 

1:0906 
PM 

5/312015 
7:29:14 

PM 

5/412015 
8:32:12 

AM 

I fiew oul of terminal C and entered the pre-check lane al approximately 10:35 am today. 

What are the actual expectations of an extended search? This is way over the line' 

Sent from my iPhone 

Ca Iler stated th at she fee Is as though she was discriminated a gains t for Race at the Sacramento Airport today during screening , She was pu 11 ed aside and tested lo r ETD and tested positive so they tested the other woman who a I so tested pas it ive, 
She slated that after thal the went and adjusled the machine and came back and swabbed lhe other passengers hands again and she then tested negative but they did not re1es1 her hands. She said she had to undergo a very invasive pat down in 
which they touched her genitals while the other passenger was given an additional test because it was obviously a false positive and when she asked about it they laughed about it and made a comment about her using lotion that set it off. She said that 
all of her things were removed for hand inspections. She stated that it was a very ternfying expenence and that the officers have lost sens1t1v1ty and the only difference between her and the other passenger whom they tested again was her race. She 
said she was very upset and due to that she did not think to catch their names and only had a time and their descriptions. She said she went through screening at about 1 :25PM today at Terminal B. 

Good Evening. 

I wanted to bring to your attention an issue I experienced this morning at the IAH Terminal E security checkpoint traveling as a pregnant passenger. I was a TSA pre-screen passenger transiting the checkpoint at approximately 0730 hours. When I 
walked through the metal detector I was randomly selected 10 receive additional screening through the backsca11er machine, however, I am currently six months pregnanl and my doc1or advised me against walking through this machine. I informed the 
TSA representatives of this issue and requested a patdown in lieu of walking through the backscatter machine. I was informed that they needed to find an agent. but was instead left waiting indefinitely. After five minutes I requested an update on an 
agent and was pressured to walk through the machine. When I refused. I was again left waiting. I also asked that my belongings be removed from the conveyor belt so that they could not be accessed by other passengers, but was initially told to just 
stand and watch them from the other side of the security screening, After discussing my belongings again, they were moved to the side so that others co u Id not access them , After having waited for a I most 15 minutes and after having be en pressured 
again to use the backscatter machine, I requested 10 speak with a supervisor. When he arrived, he resolved the issue, however, when I tried to discuss with him the 1reatmen1 I had just received he did nol verbally respond and instead ignored my 
feedback entirely and walked away. 

I understand that the airport is busy and that the agents are dealing with many situations at once, however, this situation seemed borderline discriminatory and does not appear to be in line with TSA guidelines. I appreciate your looking into and 
re solving this m atl er so tha I future passengers do nol enco u nl er the same type of i na pp ro pri ate behavior from your a gents. 

Sent from my iPhone 

To whom it may concern: 

My trusted traveler number isj._(_b"-)(_6-'1 ___ _, 

I received precheck for my flight in Seattle today, May 3. I went through the tsa security at 5:30 PM and was informed that I was randomly selected for a pat down. (I cannot raise my arms above my head due to a severe illness). I cannot think that this 
is necessary. 
I was very upset as I enrolled in the Trusted Traveler program to avoid drawing attention to my disability. 

5/412015 
8:32:42 I am mot sure why anyone thinks that airports are safer when a 59-year old woman with a terminal illness who is in severe pain and who can show a trusted traveler card is subjected to this type of humiliation. 

AM 
Sincerely, 

Here is a test to find whether your mission on Earth is finished: If you're alive. it isn't. 

fb)(61 I 



TSA: 

I am writing to inform you that upon passing through security screening at Jacksonville International Airport this afternoon (51312015) between 1 and 2 PM, I was inappropriately subjected 10 a pat down of my na1ural hair. I requested the separate bul 
not private pat down. and as a part of that screening. the TSA agent informed me that she would start with my hair, something to which I do not recall ever being subjected before (and I always request the public but separate screening). My travelling 
companion, who entered the gate area through the TSA Precheck, observed this screening and pat down of my natural hair. She was horrified, and informed me that TSA had recently agreed to cease this inappropnate and unfair search of the natural 

51412015 hair of women of African descent (I am of Asian and African heritage). I expect that your organization is committed to keeping its agreement to stop such searches. and will educate its Jacksonville International Airport agents to be in compliance with 
8:32:53 such decisions. 

AM 

51412015 

Thank you for your prom pt attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : P role ss,ona Ii sm/C ustome r Service Current Date/Ti me 51312015 7: 12: 5 9 PM Airport : SAN - San Diego I nte mational Date/Ti me of Travel : 051031201 5 4: 00 PM Airline & FI i g ht N umber : a s23 3 Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : terminal 1 T SA 
Employee: (II Known) . 
Comment : Very bad customer service - I have tsa precheck as does my wife but we were treated very poorly by lhe Slaff. I was told to leave my shoes on and laptop in my bag. My bag was flagged to check and then sat for several minutes while the 
tsa a gents ignored it. When I fi na I ly asked about my bag an a gent begrudging I y ch eek ed it and to Id me I should have removed my laptop. 

8:33:25 My wife was subjected to a full pat down search as well as an overly thorough bag check despite having a known traveller number. They unwrapped a delicate piece of artwork that was in our carry on baggage But had no resources (tape bubble wrap) 
AM to rew rap i 1. We nearly missed our connecting fiig ht. 

Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name tb)(61 
Phone Number , ~-----~ 

Email kb 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Ca Iler has P recheck and her number is!( b) ( 61 I She took 2 fiig hts and got Pree heck but for her flight 10 morrow, she is not g etl i ng it. She ca 11 ed I he Airline, Southwest, and verified a 11 her in formation matches and she verified her in formation 
matches with TSA. There was an issue with her middle name not matching but that was corrected. The Airline updated her profile but she is still not getting PreCheck. 
ADD: She asked what about this flight. 
ADD: She asked would requesting a patdown keep you from getting PreC heck. 

TSA Pre?'" Appl ,cation Program 
1. Are you a U.S. Citizen, U.S. National or U.S. Lawful Permanent Resident? US CITIZEN 
a. Eligibility for TSA Pre?'" through the TSA applicalion program is currenlly only available to U.S. citizens, U .s. nalionals and U .s. lawful permanenl residents. 

2. Are you traveling from an airport participating in TSA Pre?'" and on a participating airline? PHL AND SOUTHWEST 
a. TSA Pre?'" is currently at more than 100 airports. 
b. The following airlines are participating: 
Air Canada, Alaska Airlines, American Airlines. Delta Air Lines. Hawaiian Airlines. JetBlue Airways. Southwest Airlines, Sun Country, United Airlines, US Airways, and Virgin America. 

514/2015 
12, 14:40 3. Have you received TSA Pre?™ in the past? YES 

PM a. If you have received TSA Pre?'" be fore, has anything changed? 
For example: if you always receive it on your business trip, how are your personal flights booked? 

4. Do know your Known Traveler Number (KTN)?k~b~l~(6~1~-~ 
a. Your KTN is 9-digils and siarts wilh TT followed by 7 characters. 

5. When making a rese rvat,on. have you confirmed th at the info nrnati on in your rese rvat,on matches any on Ii ne airline profiles you may use? YES BUT FOR TH IS FLIGHT 
a. Your Name, Date of Birth (DOB), and gender must match the information that was submitted at the time of application or (if updated) what is on file in your online TSA Pre?™ application program account 
b. If any of this informalion is nol an exact match, you may be precluded from TSA Pre?'" consideration. 

6. Do you make your reservation through a 3rd party? For example, a travel agent or an employer's online booking system? SOMETIMES 
a. If your Name. Date of Birth (DOB), and gender is stored in one of these systems, it must be an exact match to the information submitted or on file with TSA. 
b. You should contact whoever makes your reservations and ensure that your 9-d igit KT N Na me, DOB, etc. a re correct and an exact match to your airline or Ir ave I age nl profi I e. 

7. Do you make your reservations online? For example. an airline's Web site or a travel Web site such as Travelocity or Expedia? SOMETIMES 
a. If you use one of these sites, you should confirm that at the time of reservation you are entering your 9--digit PASS ID, Name. Date of Birth (DOB), gender exactly as it appears in your TSA profile. 



5/412015 The caller flew last Saturday from DFW to JFK. She found a NOi in her luggage around her nightgown. She received a patdown and was also upset with that, she didn I understand why she received it. She is in a wheelchair. She Is a senior citizen and 
2:48:09 said the way she was treated was appalling. The patdown was at DFW, she said she was treated much nicer at JFK. 

PM 

5/412015 
5:10:16 

PM 

5/412015 
8:06:21 

PM 

Caller has a concern that needs to addressed. She booked on Southwest airlines for a vacation package from Punta Cana, the Dominican Republic. She came home last night into the us to Chicago, Midway then Pittsburgh. She understood she can 
!rave Ii ng internationally with Ii quids in a ste bs bag. She had concerns lo r screening for the alcohols. She had SSSS on their boarding pass. In Midway they we re given other boa rd i ng pass and she did not know why. Her husband has seve ra I dIsa b1 I iii es 
as well as a pacemaker. They were taken in a private screening the agent gave them a patdown. Then the lady took out the steb bag out and found the seal was tom. They agent then started swabbing her camera and personal items for explosives. A 
TSA man told her she would have to check in the bag with the alcohol or throw ii away. The agenl told her she would need 10 go check in the bag and that her husband would have to stay there. She says her husband has short term memory loss and 
she stated her husband needed to come with her. She then spoke to a lady at Southwest told her she would have to check it in and she was told this on the plane. She and her husband had to be screened again and a second patdown. She is upset the 
agent that was doing the Swabbing test did not explain this to her but the second time the lady told her about it. 

Why did I hey have to have a second pa td own for their screening? 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP~f b_ •• _,(6_._I ---~ 
Dale Time: 5/412015 6:02:01 PM 

Nam~1(6) 
Emai;b,(6) 

Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening/Pat Down Sc reem ng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):1998/usair/Miamil E4. 
Comments:The tsa agent said she had to pat down my breasl. She put her hand between my breast then palled an oulline undernealh them. I explained I hat I am a breaslfeeding Morn who had not pumped all day. Then she said she had to test my 
hands.I told her I was uncomfortable and she was pressing hard enough that it hurt. She told me to lean forward so it could go quicker. 
On April 15th caller and her husband flew from Victoria Canada to SEA on the way to JFK and her husband was selected for additional screening and she stated that they checked everything he had from him to his bags. She said it was very thorough 
inspection and they spent a very long time checking every single thing even the gloves they were wearing during the inspection. She said she wasn t disputing the need for lhe inspection but while he was in the room he had to remove everything and 
due to all of the screening his wedding ring was left in the room. She said she located it and spoke to Alma in Lost and Found and she had it sent to them via Fed Ex. In order to have it sent she had to pay $30 and that is what she is disputing because 
it was not their fault that it was left behind. She described one of the employees as a tall African Amencan male that was possibly about 6 foot 3 inches and bald and the other was Caucasian with Brown hair and average weight. She said his boarding 
pass did not contain SSSS on it and it has never happened on their multiple trips from Canada but he sometimes does have to have a Pat Down due to 2 hip replacements but never anything like this. 

5/512015 RFl-
11: 11 :55 

Airport-SEA 
AM 

Airline- Delta 
Flight Numbers- DL 14 73 
Date and Time- 04 15 2015 11 :OOAM 
What Terminal or Gate (Carry On Only)- Gate S10 

Contact lnformation-~h~·'~'~r;~··, -------------~ 

Hi 

I recently fiew through Denver airport and I was pre-check and flying on United airlines out of terminal Bon Thursday, April 30, 2015. However, the pre-check area for lhe United Terminal B does nol have a "raise your hands" scanner, and I have a hip-
51512015 replacement which usually is detected. As I typically do, I asked the agent to go through the "raise your hands" scanner, so that I would not have to go through a pat down. I was escorted by a TSA Agent and I also asked the person if I needed to 

12, 14,31 remove my laptop and personal hygiene liquids. I was told no. However, I was approached by several agents and was reproached for not following rules, when indeed I have. 

PM 
Please address the inconsistency al this airporI. It is very frustrating to me and I alrnosl missed my flighl due to the number of queslions. 



51512015 
12:16:26 

PM 

Submitted on Tuesday, May 5, 2015 - 10: 18 Submitted by anonymous user: ~l(b_ •• _,(6_._I __ _.!Submitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights \ Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? 

Gender\Sex 
- Profiling 
- Race \ Ethnicity 

Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==I nd1v1d ua I "'I n""fo'-=.,..=,----, 
First Nam 0 kbi16) .I 
Lasl Name:l(b)(6, ! 
Primary Phone: Home Phone 
Phone Numbed(b)(ff', I 
PO Box or Street Address:l(b)(6) 
City: Seatlle "----'--------' 

State: Washington 
Zip Code (Post Code): 98121 
01 here Please contact me in writ in 
Email: (b 1(6) 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? 05\04\2015 
Where did this happen? CALIFORNIA - LAX - Los Angeles 
International 
What happened? 
At approximalely 9:40 am PDT on May 4, 2015, I entered lhe 
security checkpoint for Terminal 3 at Los Angeles International 
Airport ( LAX), on the way to my fi 1g ht. Virgin Ame nca 232 to 
Chicago. I was in the pre-ch eek I ane, 

After having my boarding pass checked, while I was placing my 



Dear Mr. Pistole: 

I am an 88 year old WWII veteran who is partially deaf resulting from my military service and, my wife is 83 years old. who has an artificial knee, a plate in her skull and a stoma. We have each qualified for PRE as shown on our boarding passes. 

We have recently I raveled from Burlington, Vermonl to San Diego and returned to Vermonl. 

At each security check my wife has been pulled from the inspection line and subject to the scanner, a body pat down search, and hand scan. This has now happened at each airport even though it has been brought to the atlent,on of the inspectors of 
her medical conditions. 

It is i nco n cei va bl e that a person of her age with such dis ab i I ities to be a security risk, It has caused my wife anxiety and is demeaning to both her and me and requires us to be separate I y screened , Because of my impaired hearing my wife must relay 

51512015 to me whatever the inspectors ask of me. I cannot te 11 you how em ba rrassi ng this to us. 

421:14 
PM 

5/512015 
5:1340 

PM 

I am aware that it is the policy of the TSA 10 be respectful of I hose who are disabled and the should be 1reated with consideralion. I do not think that has happened to us, and ii should be correcled. 

I would appreciate your response and advice as to how this can be avoided in the future. 

Very truly yours, 

Caller wants 10 know when congress threatened the government shutdown. She believes it was around the end of February. She says thal since then she has been receiving addilional screening at BWI only. She says that she believes the officers are 
doing this to passengers because they are upset with the government. She first told me that no alarms sound. Then she tells me that they do. She says that she will get PreCheck on her ticket. but the line is rarely open, so she has to go to through 
no rma I screening. She says that I ast Saturday the re was an al a rm with the W TM D and they tried to get her to go through A IT. She opted to receive the patdown instead of going through the Al T. Therefore, the equip rn ent does a I arm and she o pis lo r 
the patdown. She says that the officer told her it was a random alarm, She believes the officers are manipulating the WTMD to alarm just like the officers done in DEN, She says that it is a waste of TSA s time to do additional screening on a Medicare 
aged woman. The caller is very insistent on a response. She says they are targeting her. She says thal this pasl Salurday made the 7th lime this has happened. The only time it didn tis because she lei a man go in front of her and he got lhe alarm 
instead of her. That is how she knows they are targeting her because she was supposed to be the one to go through that particular machine at that particular time. The flight was Saturday, May 2, 2015 and she went through security around 3 p.m. She 
says she was flying United, so 11 was at the United terminal B. She says she has another flight from there this Saturday and wants to know what to do 1/ it happens again. She will be at the 703 area code phone number on Friday and then on Saturday 
will be back at the 408 area code number. She does not have an email address. 
Ca Iler said he flew from w Pa Im Beach 10 Gu I fpo rt today and tha I he went I hroug h screening and he was asked to remove his computer from I he carrying case. He said he has a pacemaker and he to Id the Officer that he needed to have a pa ldow n 
and that the Officer told him not to touch the conveyor system and the Officer took the tray and covered up his computer with the second tray with the case and he said the computer is missing and that it is in the first tray. He said he did not know 
th at the computer was not in the carrying case when he left the checkpoint. He requested that we em a i I the claim form to him. He said he does not have the Officer s name at the checkpoint. 

Mishandling RFI 

REASON for the call:Missing Computer 
51512015 Date Time:05-05-15 at 9:30 am 
6:03:30 

PM 
Gate\Terminal :unknown 
AirportW Palm Beach 
Airline:Delta 
Flight #:2271 
Bag Description:black carrying case like a backpack wilh his name lag on it 
Missing\Damaged item description:missing turquoise Microsofl Suriace Pro 3 computer and he said he was at the checkpoint at 7:30 am 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: I advised him that I will refer this to the CSM at the airport and I requested that we email the claim form to him 



5/612015 
10 1628 

AM 

51612015 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Screening Current Dale/Time 51612015 8:34:17 AM Airport: DFW - Dallas/Fort Worlh International Dateffime ofTravel: 05/06/2015 7:30 AM Airline & Flighl Number aa 1207 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
terminal c TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : Wife was told to go one direction at e miry to scsn then another agent reversed it and th en si nee she had gone thru magnetic one the al a rm went off due to knee re placement. Then had to reverse her direction the agents we re not in sync on 
procedure and ended up with a pat down, 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Good day, 

I ~lr~h~·,1~r;~·-, ___ ~la traveling passage, leaving through Las Vegas International airport today May 6th, will like to file a formal complaint against TSA agents and super,isor l~(b~-~i(~6~1--~ 

I decided to opt-out the screening for process for a physical pat down. As my personal items and valuables went through the x-ray I was told to stand aside for a male assist. 

Any other day this is a normal occurence but absurdly today I was separated from ALL my belongings for over 20minutes. Highly uncalled for and grossly out al protocol. 

Please look into this matter for my items. id, money and valuables were at risk of being easily stolen. 

After alerting the super,iosr f"-b_l-'-(6_-._, _ __,! who was Very Rude, Nasty, Unremorseful. and very Sarcastic to this concern: regrettably I am writing this ta notify her higher ups and TSA Corporate to look in to giving her and staff additional training and 
pe rfo rma nee consequences. 

6: 17:0B Thank You 
PM 

Please feel feel to contact me. 

T 4G LTE Device 

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G L TE Device 



This oomplaint is regarding my experience with an agent and supervisor at Washington Reagan airport on Wednesday May 6th at about 3:30 pm. I was flying Delta flight 1275 scheduled to depart at 4:55. 

Nature of complaint unnecessarily rough pat-down. I was treated roughly and unpleasantly by an agent to the point of loosing my balance while she conducted a full body pat down. 

I asked the agent's name she told me it wa~ I then asked to speak to the supervisor. The supervisor ignored me initially until I followed her to the office area where I asked for a complaint form. I do not recall the supervisors name. but 
indicated to her th ere was no reason for the agent 10 be rough during a pat down. 

Situation: I was coded for TSA precheck but acoompamed my travel companion in the line for normal check. My shoes set off an alarm, so they pulled me out of line and told me I needed to have a full pat down. I requested to run my shoes through 
since I has already PreCheck and they told me I could not do so. 

They also indicated that since my shoes alarmed that they needed to inspect all of my bags. 

I have traveled a lot and us ua 11 y find the T SA agents to be p role ssiona I--friend I y. but serious about their job, I /el t a sense of being violated by the way in which the agent treated me, The re is no reason lo r a 5 7 year o Id woman, or any hon est. tax 

51612015 paying US citizen to be treated the way I was. 

6:18:05 
PM 

516/2015 

Sent from my iPad 

La Crosse, W I 54602 

rb)(61 

This email may contain confidential or proprietary information. If you believe you have received this message in error, please notify the sender by reply and delete the message.,.l(_b_)(_6_, ________ __,ls an equal opportunity provider and 
Hello, 

Today my wife. who is pregnant, flew out of Milwaukee. Our doctor recommended that she request a pat-down instead of using the imaging machine. I understand that the TSA tells us that the imaging 1s safe for pregnant women, but we prefer to follow 
our doctors recommendation. The agent who was assigned to check her was rude, oondescending and made comments like, "You'll get a lot more radiation on the plane than through that machine" and 'Your doctor doesn't know what he is talking 
about.'' If imaging is optional, why all the drama when a pat-down is requested? 

8:03:30 With all the bad press that the TSA gets. I wanted to pass along that the agents in Milwaukee may need additional training on tact. My wife didn't get the agents name, nor did she want to call out someone in particular. Just hoping that someone with 
PM the power to co CTect these behaviors is informed, 

Thank you for your time, 

[b,(6) j 



51612015 
9:03:34 

PM 

517/2015 
8:21:26 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJb 1(6) I 
Date Time: 51612 7 5 IL 14:50 PM 

Namekb)(6."i 
Emai1kb 1(6) 
Comp I a i nts; Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight # 841 on Southwest Airlines, gate A, leaving Charlotte Douglas International Airporl on Sunday May 3, 2015· 
Comments:I have never in my life have been so violated by a person as I was when we went through security check point to catch our flight From Charlotte to Bal ti mare around 6:30 pm I went through the the full body scan after I was asked to step 
out the le male who was a young b I ack sec u nty woman rudely to Id me to come over to the s1d e She asked me what I had in the pockets of my hood1e I had on. I p u 11 ed out my boa rd i ng pass and Ii cense and showed her then the b I ack security 
gentleman turned to the fem a I e security woman and asked check her pockets I turned to him and s hawed him it was my Ii ce n se and boa rd i ng pass. the le ma I e security woman again rude I y says I said come he re , Next thing I know she squats down 
pats my pockets of my hoodie I hen goes furl her down and is tapping on my stomach asks me well what is this. I could not see because of my hoodie and asked the female security whal was what , she I hen again pats my s1omach area so I pull up my 
hoodie to look and I tell the female security that is my fat, she smirks at me grabs my hoodie and rudely says well dont show it. Now I must tell you I had gastric bypass surgery in May of 201 O I was nearly 300 lbs. now I am @ 140 lbs and have a 
huge flap of belly skin that hangs down over my legs. So as if that was not bad enough the female secunty woman puts her hands together goes between my legs runs her hands up to my private area goes down a little ways then back up. Then runs 
her hands on the outside down my legs , Checks my hair touches up top near my breast area then tells me you can go. As I go to walk away I feel her grab the hood of my hoodie nearly chocking me and starts to check the hood and down the back of 
my hoodie. Now I have had neck surgery and have a metal plate in my neck. I have lols of problems wilh my neck and I lold the female security this even before I went into the full body scanner. The black securily officer never told me whal she was 
going to do to me, was inappropriatly touching me with out my consent , then grabs my hoodie after she said I could go, causing my neck to hurt severley for days after wards To me I feel that I was assaulted. Is this the new practice of security?? At 
I east on the return flight back back from Pittsburgh Airport to Ba Iii mo re when I went through security the fem a I e white sec u nty advised me she had to pat down me in my pocket area and asked if th at was ok. She patted it down in the same area that 
the female security woman did when leaving out of Charlotte, N.C. Airport and said I was fine and could go. I understand that security has to be strict but there was no cause for what I was put through and humiliated, disrespected. chocked, and 
violaled and assaulted me like I was . I do not feel I was treated fairly and am considering calling a lawyer there was no reason for how I was 1reated by the female black securily checker. I hope she will be lalked 10 and re1aught how she needs to do 
her job the correct way. Thank your for you time . 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalilion, a civil rig his organization directly from I heir phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like 10 send their complainl 

The q ue st1ons answered by the user be I ow correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel di scri min ati on comp I a int form. You a re requested to take action on the comp I amt of p rofi Ii ng or di sen mi nation by the T SA described he re. 

Address: 
Zipcode: 

Are you 18 ar over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N at1ona Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? Yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
William P. Hobby Airport 



51712015 
12:45:30 

PM 

51812015 
8:39:23 

AM 

The caller recently flew from Chicago Mid-Way, had 8 ounce sealed bottles of baby formula that the TSO made her throw away in the trash without an explanation. The caller knew that baby formula was allowed thru the checkpoint. She was very upset 
because her baby was without food on the flight. 

On the returning flight back to Mid-way the TSO at Tampa said that her diaper bag had tested positive for explosive residue, The TSO also stated that it could be equipment failure. The caller was confused to why they would tell someone it was 
equipment error then give a person a thorough pat down. They d1dn t offer a private screening, and this made her feel very embarrassed that she got screened in front of her children, and everyone else at the checkpoint.!(b)(6) ~Isa stated that the 
TSO stated she was the only female officer there, and that if she didn t like that, that she didn t have to fly. The caller stated that she didn t want to cause a problem and she was embarrassed enough already, and that the only option she knew she had, 
was to call lhe TSA TCC 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Oate\Time : 5\8\2015 6:23:40 AM 
Airport · JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date\Time of Travel : 
Airline Flight Number 
Ch eckpo i nt\Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. The screening process takes longer than the normal lines. I was flagged for pat down even though I did not have anything in my pockets. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link htlp:\\tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov\EDB2\ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Other; Screening 
Current Date/Time: 51812015 12:57:37 PM Airport: MKK - Molokai Dale/Time of Travel: 05/07/2015 Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 

518/2015 TSA Employee (If Known) 
2:09:56 Comment · Both on May 7 and 8 I was subjected to a random screen of my carry on bag and on May 7 2015 at 630am I was subjected to a pat down for no valid reason. I would like to talk with a supervisor about this, thank you. 

PM Would you like a response?: True 

Passenger's Nat'i'::"~7""'-'-'----,. ___ _J 

Phone Number b 1(6) 
Email h··,1rr1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



To whom 11 may concern, 

I m writing to complain aboul a male TSA screener at lhe JFK airport regarding a pat down of my husband. The screening occurred the afternoon of May 6, 2015 after we had already cleared Customs and were proceeding to a Della Airlines flight 
connection to Denver. Our connecting airline ticket was marked TSA Prescreen however, because my husband has had a full knee replacement and a shoulder replacement the TSA Prescreen was in fact even more inconvenient and caused us 
further delay in getting to our connecting fi Ig ht. 

My husband was scanned by the rapid, rotating machine scan a tolal of TH REE times because of inlernal metal replacemenl body parts, small change in his front pocket, and his hat. Please note that because I processed through lhe screening before 
my husband I was able to observe the body imaging monitor from the scanner. Predictably. the imaging was yellow at both the replaced knee and shoulder areas. Additionally, my husband was frisked multiple times by this TSA Officer, and in my 
op i mon, much mo re than what was absolute I y necessary. His arms and legs were patted down. he was patted down with both his arms extended to the side. and more specifically his rep I aced knee area and shoulder were patted down. THEN TH IS 
TSA OFFICER PATTED DOWN MY HUSBANDS GROIN\CROTCH AREA .. AND WAS TOLD IT WAS BECAUSE HIS ... PANTS WERE HANGING DOWN TO LOW. 

"The pat down of my husband s groin area offended him and he stated to the TSA Officer during this pat down I know I have no metal there. 

51812015 My husband and I are frequent enough flyers and have been processed through enough previous TSA screenings to complain that the groin pat down was inappropriate and offensive! Particularly in this circumstance where my husband had already 

4:og: 10 been through the rotating scanner THREE times and there was no yellow imaging from the scanners monitor in his groin area. 

PM 
It would be our opinion that TSA screening procedures should be modified and improved for such factors as body replacement parts that is sufficient for public safety and still maintains the body integrity of the passenger. Please oontact us if you 
require fu rI her information. 

!(b,(61 

!(b,(61 

To whom it may concern, 

The article in the news that appeared on April 14th regarding TSA employees groping male passengers at Denver International airport happened to me on April 1st at the West Palm Beach airport at -3:30pm going through secunty prior 
to boarding SouthWest flight 4814 for Baltimore. 

I filed a complaint through your web site approximately a week after the article appeared in the news and asked to have someone contact me. This offense is obviously not isolated to the November 2014 time frame in Denver to which the article 
51812015 refers. To date, no one from TSA has contacted me regarding my inquiry. Please contact me as soon as possible to discuss this matter. 
6:16:18 

PM 

New Londo11, iwp 
PA 19352 

!(bi(6i 

51812015 Caller has PreCheck and she has a knee replacement that causes an alarm. She gets a paldown and wanls to know if I here is anything she can do to bypass I his. She also has a pacemaker and wanted to know if she would have to have a patdown 

7 :36 : 0 0 be ca use he doctor suggests that she do esn t go through the WTM D _ 

PM 
She said she would like to make a complaint regarding the screeners at LAX. She said they were extremely rude when giving directions. often barking orders at the passengers, 



5/912015 
3:08:45 

PM 

To whom 11 may concern, 

I have 10 report an extremely disturbing incident that just occurred at Ronald Reagan National Airporl in Washington, D.C. I would first like to nole lhat I'm a frequent traveler and respect the jobs and duties of TSA agents. However, whal occurred 
today was unacceptable and should not be permitted ta continue. 

I walked through the machine and I needed a pat down afterwards, which happens to me almost every time I fly. I don't mind the pat down and I'm not sensitive about being touched but today was different and it went too far. The agent, Agentfb::,(61:~I 
told me she had to touch my hip area then as she did thal she told me 10 spread my legs and she rubbed my vagina twice for each leg. I said "whoa lhat was inappropriate" and she snapped back lhat she told me beforehand lhat I had a problem w, 
my groin area - which I never heard. Even if she did say this, after I expressed my discomfort she then made fun al me with travelers behind me in line. The next woman in line needed her arm patted down and she said in a sarcastic tone "ma'am IS 
THIS OK?'· 

I asked 10 speak to a supervisor and 0/fice~elled across lhe security area "Sorry for doing my job.'' 

The principal issue with this interaction was that she groped my vagina with no warning. If in fact she was not making fun of me with the next traveler (which she was) she gave more respect to that following traveler's arm than my pnvate groin area. 
The second issue is mocking travelers who express concerns over their privacy and making light of a serious situation. 

TSA has a hard jab and I appreciate everything they do to keep our nation secure but the behavior I experienced today was appalling and is not the proper way ta treat travelers or to keep our community safe. 

Your attention to this matter is very much appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

!(b)(61 

To whom it may concern, 

I have to report an extremely disturbing incident that Just occurred at Ronald Reagan National Airport in Washington, D.C. I would first like to note that I'm a frequent traveler and respect the jobs and duties of TSA agents. However. what occurred 
today was unacceptable and should not be permitted to continue. 

I walked through the machine and I needed a pat down afterwards, which happens to me almost every time I fly. I don't mind the pat down and I'm not sensitive about being touched but today was different and it went too far. The agent, Agent ~(b)(6 ! 
told me she had to touch my hip area then as she did that she told me to spread my legs and she rubbed my vagina twice for each leg. I said "'whoa that was inappropriate" and she snapped back that she told me beforehand that I had a problem with 
my groin area - which I never heard. Even if she did say this, after I expressed my discomfort she then made fun of me with travelers behind me in line. The next woman in line needed her arm patted down and she said in a sarcastic tone "ma'am IS 
THIS OK?" 

I asked to speak to a supervisor and 0/fi cerl( b) ( 6) ~el I ed aero ss the security area "Sorry for doing my job." 
51912015 
3:08:45 The principal issue with I his interaction was thal she groped my vagina with no warning. If in fact she was nol making fun of me with the next traveler (which she was) she gave more respect 10 I hat following traveler's arm lhan my private groin area. 

PM The second issue is mocking trave I ers wha express concerns aver their privacy and making I ight of a se ri a us situation. 

TSA has a hard job and I appreciate everything they do to keep our nation secure but the behavior I experienced today was appalling and is not the proper way to treat travelers or to keep our community sale. 

Your attention ta this matter is very much appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

kb1(6) 



5/912015 
3:08:45 

PM 

To whom 11 may concern, 

I have 10 report an extremely disturbing incident that just occurred at Ronald Reagan National Airporl in Washington, D.C. I would first like to nole lhat I'm a frequent traveler and respect the jobs and duties of TSA agents. However, whal occurred 
today was unacceptable and should not be permitted ta continue. 

I walked through the machine and I needed a pat down afterwards, which happens to me almost every time I fly. I don't mind the pat down and I'm not sensitive about being touched but today was different and it went too far. The agent, Agen~ 
told me she had to touch my hip area then as she did thal she told me 10 spread my legs and she rubbed my vagina twice for each leg. I said "whoa lhat was inappropriate" and she snapped back lhat she told me beforehand lhat I had a problem with 
my groin area - which I never heard. Even if she did say this, after I expressed my discomfort she then made fun al me with travelers behind me in line. The next woman in line needed her arm patted down and she said in a sarcastic tone "ma'am IS 
THIS OK?'· 

I asked 10 speak to a supervisor and 0/fi ce~el I ed a era ss I he security area "Sorry for doing my job.'' 

The principal issue with this interaction was that she groped my vagina with no warning. If in fact she was not making fun of me with the next traveler (which she was) she gave more respect to that following traveler's arm than my pnvate groin area. 
The second issue is mocking travelers who express concerns over their privacy and making light of a serious situation. 

TSA has a hard jab and I appreciate everything they do to keep our nation secure but the behavior I experienced today was appalling and is not the proper way ta treat travelers or to keep our community safe. 

Your attention to this matter is very much appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

Caller has been receiving PreCheck for the lasl 2 years and did not receive it for her current flight. Caller said she had never had a paldown but received one on her last flight from RNO. She was incensed because the TSO 1ouched the inside of her 
thighs. 

1. Did you receive an invitalion from your airline? Yes 

2. Are you traveling on the airline that invited you? Yes, Southwest 

51912015 3. Are you !raveling from an airporl par1icipa1ing in TSA Pre?'"? Yes 

4:13:40 
PM 4. Have you correctly opted-in? Yes 

5. When making a reservation, have you confirmed that your personal informalion is correct and up to date? No 

6. Do you make your reservation through a 3rd party? For example, a travel agent or an employer's online booking system? No 

7. Do you make your reservations online? For example, an airline's Web site or a travel Web site such as Travelocily or Expedia? Soulhwesl Web site 

8. Have you committed a violation of T SA sec u nty regu I ati o ns, such as i nte rfe re n ce with sec u nty op era ti o ns, access control violations. providing fa Is e or Ira udu I ent documents, making a bomb threat, or bringing a firearm, exp I os,ve, or other prohibited 
items to an airport or on board a11 aircraft? No 



Caller Ju st en ro 11 ed in PreChe ck through the DOD. Their DoD I D was placed on their reservation but they did not get PreChe ck on this fi 1g ht. They want to know what they need to do to ensure they get PreChe ck next time. 

1 Are you a DoD active duty service member or direct hire full-time DOD civilian employee? 
DoD C1v1lian 
2. Are you traveling from an airport participating in TSA Pre?'" and on a participating airline? 
Yes 
3. Do you know your Known Traveler Number? 

5/1012015 !lh\/R\ ! 
2:51 :52 4. Have you opted in to TSA Preli'"? 

PM Yes 

5/1012015 
3:13:27 

PM 

5. Is your Known Traveler Number part of all travel profiles? 
Yes 
6, Have you committed a violation of TSA security regu I ati o ns. such as i nte rfe re n ce with security operations. access control violations, providing fa Is e or Ira udu I ent documents, making a bomb threat, or bringing a firearm. exp I osive. or other prohibited 
ii ems 10 an airport or on board an aircraft? 
No 

Caller also wanted 10 know what she could do about wait times for a female assistant when she voluntarily opts out for a patdown. Caller is about to get on her plane and wanted a contact number for someone at ballimore 
Caller said he traveled todav 05 10 15 at 11 :00 am with Alaska Air he went through the only check point at the airport at Anchorage he was subjected to secondary screening before the pat down he asked for witness to be present. The TSO called a 
supervisor named!(b)(ff:1 }aller said the supervisor was not paying attention to the screening so he asked him to watch the screening since he was the witness and he treated him rudely. 
He then asked for a comment card and was told to call TSA. Do they have complaint cards at the check points? 
I flew today from DEN to CLT. then on to ILM. I am a TSA Precheck person. I did this b/c I have an implanted defibrillator and am weary of pat-downs, etc. 

I don't know why so often you have the old fashioned metal detectors as the only choice in the precheck line - we can't go through those - we need to go through the new ones. 

In most airports. the TSA precheck person checks me through then calls over another TSA agent who shepherds me to the new scanner and it's fine. 

BUT in DEN , noooo. The preche ck person checked me in and ju st waved me over to the other Ii nes I the only detector lo r preche ck was the o Id type), 

I got there and was told that precheck or not - I had to pull out my laptop, put it it in a separate bin, etc. etc. 

511012015 And when I tried to explain I was already checked through and tried to show the boarding pass - I was snapped at. AS IF I DID SOMETHING WRONG. 

5:20:02 
PM 

Please get the new scanners available for precheck people - or at minimum. have your staff at least be polite. 

Wilmington, NC 28405 

l(b)(61 



Dear TSA re prese ntati ve. 

I accidentally left a botlle of water in my bag during X-ray. I was laken aside, with the bag, and subjected to a pat-down. 

This is an abuse of T SA autho nty. 

Why wasn't the bottle removed and the bag re-x-rayed? There were very few people at the Ierminal, and only one person behind me in line, so ii would have been very easy to simply scan the bag again. 

I believe your agent gave me a pat down to punish me when I stated that ta king me aside. rather than re-scanning the bag was a waste of ti me. I comp Ii ed with the agent but I am not required to be happy about need I ess procedures. and I am not 

511112015 required to be silent about my displeasure. Requiring a full body pat-down, with minimal investigation of the bag. was very clearly an act of retribution and abuse of power, rather than a necessary safety check. 

8:47:27 
AM 

511112015 
9:38:50 

AM 

5111/2015 
12:31:14 

PM 

Please explain why having a bottle of water in my bag requires a pat-down. 

Please send me a written apology, as well as details specifying how you plan to train your San Diego agents so that this does not happen again. 

Sincere! 
(b,(6) 

Sent from my iPhone 

Caller enrolled in October 2014 for Precheck. He has only gat Precheck once or twice and flies about twice a week. He has his KTN:~ His wife also has precheck. Her name is J(b)(ffl 
They fiy on Southwest. He Is trying to find out what is wrong. "---'---------' 

He filed a police reporl al Boston. He had jusl had surgery and had liquid protein in his bag because this is all he could eat. He had some issues with the AIT because he had trouble raising his arms. They found his protein drink and wanted 10 open it 
and he told them no. He was tald he had to be searched. He was taken back in the back and thoroughly searched and was hit in his crotch. They could not tell him why this was being done. The police were called and when the TSO explained that they 
only go to the point of resistance in the private areas of the body and described what we do to the pol ice they to Id the TSO this is not how paid owns a re conducted. He was very upset by this incident and does not want this to ha pp en again. 
The flight was Ap ri I 12th at about 6 pm on Southwest 
He was wearing a blue or gray suil and tie. He had on a black coat and black cap. He does not have a name and descriplion of the TSO bul he was training someone new. 

Caller wants to complain about his experience at LAX at 18 00 hrs. on Friday. He is very up set and wants to make certain that his issue wi 11 be addressed before he p rov1d es any contact information. 

Caller travels quile often. He went lhrough security like everyone else. He got the pat down because he opted oul. The guy did lhe pat-down. He was then lold that a sensor went off, and he was advised that it was picking up a substance. He 
searched the callers bag and then screened him again. He was asked to follow the screener to a small roam. Caller disagreed. The screener told him that this is where it had to occur. Caller objected. Caller wanted the screener to contact his 
s u pe rvi so r. and they came to the screening location. He advised that he wanted to have the screening done in pub Ii c. He told th em that he wanted to I eave. The agents to Id h1 m that he cou ldn t I eave ... he was refused. Caller said that. if this Is a 
detainment, he wanted his rights read to him and he demanded his attorney. He was refused. He advised that he wanted a video camera turned on because he refused his rights and attorney. He was refused that. What were his options? Another 
TSA rep came down. Caller advised I hat I his was the last flight that day and didn I wanl to miss it. He was already searched twice and did not consent to a search in a closed room. He reiterated lhe above information. The screeners left again and 
consulted with one another. He was advised that he was allowed to bring a witness. He got a stranger from the checkpoint. The stranger came in with him. The TSA agent,!(b)(S!.told him as he was searching that he would use the front al his hand on 
his groin. When the agent touched his penis. caller disputed the issue because there Is a difference betw"een the penis and groin. Caller screamed that they touched his penis. X PD was called. They refused to do the search for the screeners. The 
police asked if TSA was done. How many more times must they touch his penis? They searched the bottom of his shoes. The police told him to go on to his flight. 

Caller wants to know why we would ask for his name, phone number. and e-mail address. What will we da with it? 

Caller will provide an assumed name until he is assured that he will not suffer repercussions for calling in and complaining. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:l~(b_,_(6_) __ ~ 
Date Time: 511112015 3:01 :03 PM 

Namp1(6) ~ 
Emai b1(6) 
Complaints:My Complaint is Not Listed Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):IAD 
Flight UA 1090 12:31 
30-APR-2015. 

5/1112015 
4:17:40 Comments:I opted for a patdown at the Dulles International Airport. Several things went wrong including: 

PM 

5/1112015 
5:4 7:43 

PM 

' the officer didn't put on new gloves, he already had his gloves when he came to the gate to get me and used those gloves for the patdown 
' my belongings were removed from the X-ray conveyer belt without me being present, which caused my laptop to go missing 
• I wasn't provided the verbiage about the patdown, including the verbiage about ·sensitive areas or medical devices" 

When I questioned the officer about not using new g I ove s, he ye 11 ed at me. Literally ye 11 ed at me. 

Not putting on new g I ove s caused me to la i I the patdown so I had to have addition al sere en i ng, Everyone else throughout this process was very nice, my comp I ai nt is a t>o ut the origin al officer -- not following protoco I , ye 11 i ng, incompetent, very rude, his 
atlilude made it worse than it had 10 be. 

Because my belongings were moved from the conveyor belt without me knowing or being present, my laptop went missing. I didn't notice nght away, it was only during the additional screening that I noticed. They had to review security footage to see 
what happened to it. Apparently someone else in line stuck another tray on top of it and it got put back into the mix with the other trays. Luckily once this was discovered I got my laptop back. 

I passed the additiona I screening. But none of this wo u Id have happened if the orig i na I officer fa 11 owed procedure. 
Caller fiew this morning through the St. Louise airport. She is a frequent flyer and is very familiar with the TSA security process. She stated while she was in the AIT the machine the machine never scanned her. Then the TSO said she was clear and 
they never did a pat down. She stated she had items in her pockel and still had her shoes on. She also stated she has a metal knee and always gets a pat down, bul did not this time. She slated that she lried to tell the TSO thal they missed her bul 
they acted like they didn t care. She said they acted distracted. 

5-11-15 8:45am 
American Airline flight#43 77 
Gate and Terminal: C10 
The caller would like to talk to a supervisor about a complaint. 

"'!(b'--1""'(6"") _ __,!took the call. 

511212015 

She fiew from PHL to SEA yesterday at 6 p.m. 

She stated she was randomly selected to go through the AIT and she did not want to do this. so she got a patdown. She was in a wheelchair and could not stand very well. She stated that the TSO did not treat her well and was rough with the 
patdown. She stated she was very rude. The caller could not raise her arms up due to pain and the TSO pushed her to the side. She has a lot of pain when she is touched and the TSO was very rough with her, even though she requested her not to. 

3:45:21 , .. When I asked her if she thought the incident was disability-related or poor customer service, she said she just thinks the officer is rude. 
PM 

Airport: PHL 
Dale and lime: 5-11 around 4:30 p.rn. 
Airline: Alaska 
Flight number: 31 D 
Gate and term i na I: Gate D6 

Des c ri pt ion of officer: Very large worn an but she do es not remember at her d eta i Is. 



I fiew from SFO to SDJ yesterday. Went through security around 9:30 am. I refused the AIT because of radiation concerns. I asked to go through the metal detector instead and they said no despite the fact that others were allowed to use it. My two 
t rave Ii ng comp an ions a I so relu sed the AIT and we re a 11 owed through the metal detector. 

Instead, I had to wait 1 O minutes for a female screener. She pat me dawn in public - the most thorough pat down I've ever had which included contact with my vagina 3 times. Then I was brought into a private roam where I was pat dawn again by 
another agent. 

When asking questions, I was lold that "I must not fly very much,'' "that I don't know procedure" and lhat lhis is standard opera1ing procedure. I would like to mention again that my friends did not have to go through this and neilher did the couple behind 
me wha also opted out of the AIT. 

511212015 Reading your regulations regarding opting out as posted on your website, I should have been offered the option of the metal detector and was blankety refused. Instead I had a strange woman in contact with my vagina 3 times. This is a violation of my 

4,13,13 rights as a passenger and a human being. 

PM 

5/1212015 
4:14:06 

PM 

5/1212015 
4:14:17 

PM 

I wo u Id Ii ke to know your response and the action that w1II be ta ken to ensure that this NE VER hap pens ag am to trave I er. 

I am sure thal this is all on camera somewhere, and I would be more that happy 10 sort through footage so I hat lhese two women can be identified and you can see how I was violated. 

UNACCEPTABLE' 

On May 3. 2015, at 23:15 at SLC airport I was going through the screening rocess as I have done MANY times before. I have both hip and knee replacements and so I always let them know I will set off the alarm and then submit to a pat down. On 
this night I was waiting to enter the x-Ray booth. and a TSA worker named b)(ffl at checkpoint 1 waved me over to her to go through a ··swinging door· type thing and I started to tell fh·11r;··, hhat I knew I would be setting off the alarm as I 
walked through. but before the words came out the alarm went off, and h··,1r;·1 began scolding me in front of everybody that I was supposed to tell her BEFORE entering that I would set off the alarm and would therefore be subjected to a patdown. 
She continued 10 scold me for al least 3 minutes, holding up the line behind me to my embarrassment. I told her I was trying to tell her that I knew I would be setting off the alarm but I hat she didn't give me a chance. She was so rude it was like she 
was on some kind al power trip and the lady behind me was embarrassed for me. Her face was red' Another TSA worker tried ta have mega through the x-Ray machine andkb·•,(ffi I told me "no, you're going to have to wait naw" which caused a 
further backup behind me. As she continued to sea Id me, I told her I am 63 years o Id. have flown for many yea rs, have gone through checkpoints many times and have NEVER encountered anyone that treated me the way she was treating me. I told 
her I thought she was power hungry. After 4-5 minutes another TSA worker took me aside to pat me down and she apologized to me for the way fh··,1r;·1 ,reated me and she told me there have been others who have had problems with her and I 
was asked if I wanled to speak to a supervisor, to which I said yes. After explaining to the supervisor what had happened, he asked if I wanled to file a formal complainl and , I said yes so I starled to fill out lhe TSA Customer Commenl card righl there, 
but due to time restraints I told him I'd finish it later and send it in. I got the impression he was begging me to get it in because he told me that they've had problems with that particular worker in the past, and he said it's one thing for him to complain, 
and quite another wh.en a assen er makes the complaint. I ass.ured him I would send it in. so this 1s my formal complaint. That night I was flying on US Airways, flight #448. I would really appreciate a response to my complaint. My name iskb)(6)! 

tiillfil:J Address: (b 1(6 I ayton, Utah 84084. Cell [b 1(6 I !Email address:f h 1/R, I Thank you. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time · 5/1212015 2:01 :11 PM Airport · CLE - Cleveland Hopkins International Date/Time al Travel . 05/11/2015 3:30 PM Airline & Flight Number · Frontier 1401 Checkpoint/Area al Airport : 
United Ai rt i nes Security checkpoint T SA Employee: ( If Known) : Fem al e--unsure name Comment I always opt out of the sea n ne r in lava r of a pat-down. Before the pat-down I was given the stand a rd spiel: using the back of my hands. asking about 
sore/sensitive areas, internal devices. While she was patting my torso, she exclaimed, &quotOh! Are you pregnant?&quot; I am not. Nor am I obese. I am medically considered &quot;marginally overweight.&quot; 10 lbs overweight. Not nearly 
overweight enough to merit a pregnancy inquiry, but jusl overweighl enough to hurt my feelings. Badly. I have suffered eating disorders in the past and came close to dying: my weighl is a very sensitive topic for me, as it is wilh many women. If it is 
necessary to know why I am opting out (is this information I am required to share? I would think the pat dawn shouldn't be so aggressive as to be dangerous to pregnant women ... ), the pregnancy question should be included when asking about 
sensitivity or implants, not while touching my torso. Outrageous. Is sensitivity training not provided for people who are touching others? 
Would you like a res onse? · True 

Passenger's Na"'m...,...,,.b~··, ~5~· ---,..----' 
Phone Numbe b)(6:, 
Ema bi(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



511212015 
9:01:12 

PM 

Submitted on Tuesday, May 12, 2015 -20:47 Submitted by anonymous usel~(~b~l(~6~i __ ~lsubmitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights \ Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? 

- U nreaso na bl e Search Seizure 
- Other Rig ht or Liberty not I is ted 

Other Constitutional Right or Liberty not listed: cruel and unusual punishment Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form oul for myself 
==Individual.,... __ ~ 

First Nam (b)(61 
Last Name b 1(6i 

City: Tucson 
State: Arizona 

(b)(61 

Zip Code (Post Code): 85718 
0th er I I •1Jed States 
Emai(bi(61 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? 05\09\2015 
Where did this happen? CALIFORNIA - SBA - Santa Barbara 
Municipal 
What happened? 4: 30 PM at security in airport after attending a 
conference at the university. After asking for a pat-down as an 
opt-out and waiting an extended lime (and having the a11endant 
demand as to why the women behind me wanted an opt out), a 
young, thin, dark haired worn en was a ss1g ned to pat me down. When I 
asked about my stuff and indicated my computer she dropped it on 
the counter. She was rude and aggressive from the beginning of 
the q ue stioni ng. I was wearing skin-tight spandex style skinny 



511212015 
9:01:15 

PM 

5/13/2015 
100216 

AM 

Submitted on Tuesday, May 12, 2015 -20:03 Submitted by anonymous user ... fb_)_(6_••_1 ___ ....,lsubm,tted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights \ Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? Race\ Ethnicity Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes. I m filling this form out for myself 

==I nd1v1d ua I Info== 
First Nam b 1(6i 
Lasl Nam (bi(61 
Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 
Phone Numb,t"'~"-·•"-1(6"-·'-1 _.....,..,.....,,._ ______ ., 
PO Box or Street Addres,tb 1(6) 
City: St. Louis ~--------~ 

State: Missouri 
Zip Code (Post Code): 63110 

Other,.:---------~ 
Emaill(b)(61 

==Incident lnfonmation== 
When did this happen? 05\10\2015 
Where did this happen? MISSOURI - STL - Lambert St. Louis 
International 
What happened? 
I am an Africa n•A rn eri can corpora I e attorney and I t rave I 
frequently. I wear my hair in locks that fall to my shoulder 
b I ad es. Often my hair 1s tied together by a rubber band at the 
back of rny head. Every tirne I travel I arn subjected to 
unnecessary, unreasonable, and discriminatory putdowns of my hair 
by TSA employees after passing through the full body scanner 
sere en i ng. This has happened to me seve ra I 11 mes most recently I 
traveled to and from Saint Louis and Philly and on each trip the 
lo 11 owing occured: 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1p[b 1(6) 
Date Time: 511312!-,0,-,1-=5""'8""': 5,...1,...: 1.,..,6,...A.,..,M,..,..... 

······················---------------····························· 

Namel/h··,1fr1 

Erna!rh 1/RI 
Complaints:Long Lines I Lengthy Wait at Checkpoint 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):United Airlines - Newark Airport - Terminal C - checkpoint gates 70-88 @8: 1 Oam EST 
My flight UA 1272 from Newark to West Palm Beach departing at 9:15am - seat 2A 
Precheck 
Comments:! spent close to 20 minutes in the pre check line waiting for a pat down while my open hand bag was left unattended on the belt all this time. The wait had nothing to do with a crowded line. but instead a complete lack of organization of the 
TSA checkpoint. I was "randomly selected'" to go through the larger screening machine which I refused because I am pregnant. A female assist was not able to show up to pat me down - guess it was too earty at 8: 15am in the morning. The supervisor 
of the checkpoint clearly has no clue about managing people not to mention that he was not particularly helpful at allowing me to file this complaint. 



511312015 
12:19:43 

PM 

5/13/2015 
1:31:36 

PM 

To Whom it May Concern: 

I'd like to report an incident yesterday at Denver International Airport. I was going through pre-check, pulled aside for random pat-down, and was touched in a way I feel was very rnappropnate. I would like this to be investigated. 

I went through the security sensor, and nothing beeped. The woman at post asked me to go through again. advising that she was distracted. This ti me it beeped and I was to Id I was random I y selected for a pat-down. A ma I e officer on post, said "I wi 11 
pat you down from hip to thigh. your groin and the back of your legs." And before I could object, his hands were already on me. 

He ran both hands top to bottom with knuckles on my groin and lingers on my private area. and then the inside of my legs, with his fingers again touching my private area and moving down. These are the only two areas that he patted me down. 

I travel frequently, and have never had this happen before. Pat-downs are usually arms, and lower leg. Maybe back or chest. Should a TSA agent have to pat-down an area closer to a potential sensitive area, I would not expect the agents hands to 
acIually touch private areas, and I would assume that the agent would give lhe traveler time to object the pat-down. 

I typically do not file complaints, but feel this is completely unacceptable, and would like this incident to be invesligaled. 

I was flying out on United 1483. I would have passed through the pre-check security area betwen 4:00 and 4:30PM MST The man was african american and the woman attending was caucasian. Perhaps cameras would have caught this? 

Please respond to confirm you have received this email and are investigating. You may also reach me at HYPERLINK te1{b)(ff:1 ~o discuss further. 
Caller traveled on May 2nd and after she went lhrough the WTMD, she thinks she heard an alarm go off bul she is not sure. A female TSO, pulled her aside and did the paldown, she thinks in a private room but it may have been in the open. She felt 
very insulted by the way she was treated as she stated she is older and has Parkinson s disease. The TSO did not explain what was happening, why she needed the patdown and did not explain the patdown while she was doing it. Caller stated that 
she was standing the re and got her breast checked with men sta ndrng a 11 around. This has happened before at other Airports. She went to the T SA office once in DCA and they only wanted to write down her name which she did not give them. She 
conveyed to them her concerns and just left the TSA office. This is her first call to TSA to report this. but it has happened 3 different times in the past 2 years. The treatment she received was not professional, She asked if her name can be taken off 
the list so she would not get a paldown again. Caller said lhey should pul the patdown information on a board so it will be clear 10 all the passengers aboul thal procedure. 

Date Ti me of Incident: 
Gate Tenminal: B 14 
Airporl: ORD 
Airline: United 
Flight#: Not Available 

05.02.15 At secunty after 12:00 p.m. Flight Time: Around 2:00 p.m. 



Good afternoon 

I'm writing to inquire about s c reem ng procedures. 

I have a Known-Traveler-Number and always receive the TSA pre-check with whichever airline I fiy with. 

I a I so have a prosthetic left leg from my mi I itary service. 

Having served 22 years in the US Army and now serving with lhe Depl of Justice, I am a big advocale for security. I never give lhe TSA screeners any issues when travelling and appreciale I heir job and mission. 

511312015 My question is regarding the inconsistency I experience every lime I fly. Sometimes I'm scanned in lhe device where I sland with my hands up and the device circles me, and sometimes I'm scanned by walking lhru the metal detector. But every time I 

6,31 , 12 also receive a thorough pat down. 

PM 

Your web-site says "Passengers with prostheses can be screened using imaging technology, metal detector. or a thorough patdown." 

Why do I always receive a thorough pat down even though I show that I have a prostheses and I go through the imaging technology or metal detector? Usually, even though I'm TSA Pre-checked. I have to remove my belt too. 

Ju st curious. 

Thank you 



Caller complained that the I ast agent he spoke with just a few minutes ago and someone promised to ca 11 him back but has not. 

Caller said every time he flys from JAX he has issues at that airport. 
Last time he flew from JAX to ATL to New Orleans he had a Patdown once again. 
Al so when they got to their destination the bike box was he Id tog ether with TSA tape. 
He kept saying the bike box was destroyed and the only thing holding it together was TSA Tape, He confirmed nothing was damaged but his Son would have a fit if his bike were to get damaged, 
Caller said he taped lhe box well because he knew TSA might need to open ii but he was first of all not satisfied with the way it was I aped because it looked like someone just took a roll of tape and starled rolling ii around the box. 

They fiewfrom JAX thatday4-17-15 and was at the checkpoint around 1 PM fora 2: PM Flight. 
Nothing alarmed but he was taken aside for a Patdown. by a TSO he described as a skinny young black male about 5 10 inches with facial hair. 

The prior month (March) the same thing happened at JAX but he has flown from Dayta na and at her locations without issues. 

Every ti me he goes out of JAX he is patted down every time a It hough no a I arms of the equipment. 

511412015 He said he is a Retired Police Officer from Charleston and he asked the TSO why he was gelling the patdown, the TSO just said you are getting a paldown. 
He said it is nat like he told them he is retired Police. 

10:59:12 
AM 

He wanted to talk to someone but Delta and TSA were very busy when they got to New Orleans. 
He filed a complaint online 0MB ,fb)(ff•, hhat night but nobody called him about the issue. 

Caller said he has many friends who work for TSA and he is not just trying to get someone in trouble. 

CSM RFI---Mishandling RFI 

REASON for lhe call 
Their checked bike box was held together with TSA tape when it arrived in New Orleans. 
He kept saying the bike box was destroyed and the only thing holding it together was TSA Tape. He confirmed nothing was damaged but his Son would have a fit if his bike were to get damaged. 
Caller said he taped the box well because he knew TSA might need to open it but he was first of all not satisfied with the way it was taped because it looked like someone just took a roll of tape and started rolling it around the box. He also complained 
that he pul a role of his tape inside the box but TSA did not use it. 

511412015 Caller fiew to DEN on May 3rd and she has scoliosis and is needing to know if she will be able to get a waiver 10 avoid going lhrough a paldown screening. 
11:44:12 

AM 
REASON lo r the ca 11: Th ere were no a vai I ab I e bins at the checkpoint and they were not being rep I aced , T SOs we re ignoring the request lo r bins and advising px to keep the Ii nes moving , P x were placing items in their carry on, 

A female TSO advised that he remove his vest. The caller stated that he would not do so as there was not a bin ta place it in. He then stated that he was opting and was thus directed to a patdown screening. 
stood with his back to the TSO (male. African American, heavy set, overweight. black curly hair, 5 9). It was very loud at the checkpoint and he thought that the TSO said to turn around. He did so, and the TSO shoved him in the shoulder. He 
attempted to turn around to say that he couldn t hear him and the TSO continued to hold him down with the with his shoulder shoved backward so that he couldn t move. The TSO stated that he had told him to put his hands down. 

The caller stated that the TSO mumbled, his English was broken, and he could barely hear due to the noise level. 

He requested a supervisor. The supervisor asked if he wanted to fly. She indicated that they would follow up and walked away. She did not take his information. She was middle aged with short frosted hair and glasses. 

511412015 He asked if he should make a case with Law enforcement or how to file a complaint with TSA to have this investigated. He asked if he would receive a follow up phone call in regard to this ta know what has been done to address this. 

12:25:59 
PM Date Time: 5 14 15 7:30am and 8am 

Gate Terminal: A Gate 35 
Airport: EWR to DFL 
Airline: American 
Flight#; 971 
Bag tag# (1 Odigit NA 
Bag Description: NA 
NOi: NA 



Caller fiew from PHL to BNA and didn t get PreCheck. He says that his company booked the fi1ght. Instead of getting PreCheck he was pulled to the side and got a patdown. His bags received additional screening as well. He was unable to check in for 
511412015 that flight at home and his boarding pass that he got at the airport had SSSS on it. The officers at the airport told him something bad must be wrong to call and find out what caused the SSSS notation. Southwest provided his KTN to him as 
3:44:16kb1(61 I He has it saved in his phone askbl(61 I 

PM 
Name on TPAP and airline reservation!(b)(6:1 ! 
Ca Iler has been trying to get a ho Id of the CS M at La Guardia but can not get an answer. She advised she has not I ell a message be ca use she is air a id of retaliation, She advised that she has submitted a ema i I comp I a int and she re ally wants to talk to 
someone about what happened to her today at lhe checkpoint. She advised she was wearing a fit bit and was waved to the side for a pat down, She advised that she gave the TSO the Fil bit and the TSO conlinued to pat down her bra continually 
asking what it was, When she advised it was her bra the TSO became very angry. She advised that the TSO asked her to pull down her shirt in front of everyone so she could see her bra with out offering a private screening. She advised that the agent 
was very unprofessional. She asked the agent going through her bag and other 2 agents what the agents name was and they advised they didn t know, So she requested a supervisor. She Advised that no one every got her a supervisor and when she 
went to the desk and advised she wanted to fi I e a comp I a int. They advised that they needed her information first, But she did not provided again because she lea red retaliation when going back through La Guardia , She advised that this is unacceptable 
and wants someone to con1ac1 her back by phone an let her know what the recourse for I his is. Caller kept asking if sending the complain! to the CSM was all I could do. 

5/1412015 Date Time 05-14 12:10pm 
4:08:28 Gate Terminal: United Terminal C Gates 

PM Airporl: Laguardia 
Airline: United 
Flight: 1218 

Caller traveled from FLL to the Bahamas. Caller is a disabled person. She had to get a patdown and felt that the TSO did it in a way that was lesbian like Caller felt that the patdown was too invasive. Caller says that she has had patdowns before and 
travels extensively, but this patdown was too much. Caller was very very angry about it because she felt like she was being defiled in public. 

5/1412015 . 
4.23 53 Dale T,me 04 14 2015 or 04 13 20151230PM 

· PM Airport FLL to Freeport, Bahamas 
Airline: Bahamasair 
TSO!(b)(6) 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ(b 1(6) I 
Dale Time: 5/151 01 S 1 :2J 12 PM 

Na:-;t(bl(ff, I 
511512015 Emb 1(6 ) I 

2 =24 .46 C I · I ' S . IP D S PM omp a I nts: na pp ro pn ate cree n, ng at own c reem ng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):American Airlines Flight #1716, arriving in Charlotte. SC at 16:24 on 5114115 from Dominican Republic. Gate D1, Connection to Orlando US Airways #1733 
Comments:My elderly parents returned from a family reunion at lhe DR on flighls/date above. While at DR, my mother who is 75 suffered an accident dislocating her shoulder. She was seen in the ER in OR and given a shoulder immobilizer to wear. 
Upon arriving at Charlotte, she was screened since she could not go through the x-ray machine (unable to lilt her right arm). After the initial screening. pat down by two rude female agents. she was taken to a room. The agent proceeded to remove her 
immobilizer, this was very painful for my mother. Not only that they opened up all her luggage, took everything out. My dad who is 78 was frantic worrying about missing the connecting flight. He asked the agents 1f they could please notify the airline 
about their delay. This request was ignored. My mother with only the use of one arm, with the help of my lather had to repack their bags. They both rushed through the airport for quite a long distance only to arrive at their gate and miss the flight! They 
had to wait until 9pm for their nexl flight lhat was delayed. We completely undersland the need for securily especially during these scary times. However, my elderly parents did not have to be submitted to this ordeal once the initial screening showed 
no reason for further examination and delay by your two very rude and uncaring agents. I expect that my parents receive a letter of apology for what your TSA agents put them through. I am a nurse and I can't begin to express how angry I am with the 
horrible treatment my parents received in Charlotte by your unprofessional TSA aqe nts. 



I am a 66 year old Disabled American Veteran. I also suffered the loss of mobility for almost 8 years because of the negligence of a federal employee during my career as a c1v1I servant with the Department of Defense, which eventually resulted in the 
replacement of my rig ht knee, As a current Do D employee. I am a I so on the TSA Trusted Travelers Ii st. 

On October 15 of last year. I traveled to Ireland on the first overseas vacation I've taken in over a decade. We departed through Newark Airport. My wife went through the standard departure gate while I went to the pre-checked line, where I was 
required to remove my shoes, belt, coat, and physically assaulted (being groped in public is my definition of being assaulted) because my employer (the U.S. Government) issued joint replacement identification care was deemed as being insufficient 
identification of what set off the meta I d ete cto r. 

The individual that was REQUIRED to pat me down apologized and indicated that the person in charge of the trusted traveler line considered it to be maximum security instead of trusted travelers, and that the line was taking 4 times as long as the 
standard checkpoint where a dog was sere en i ng everyone. 

511512015 Believe me when I say I understand security, but I also understand abuse of power and whoever was in charge of the Newark Airporl screening process when I deparled for Ireland had no idea what I heir job was. 

2:25:33 
PM 

5115/2015 
6:04 38 

PM 

Beyond the Trusted T rave I er Ii st, is th ere any way to expedite passage through security? 

Sincerely, 

Woodbridge, VA 22193 

As I went through the TSA checkpoint today at about noon at LAX, I was a victim of a pat-down scam similar to those reported in the media as occurring in Denver. The first two African American female TSA employees that I encountered checked my 
boarding pass and after I proceeded 10 lhe line for screening, I 1urned to find one of the two TSA agenls blowing air kisses in my direclion. Given what I was subjected to afterwards, it is clear I his was a signal 10 her fellow TSA agents. After I 
proceeded through the body scanner without incident, I was told that my laptop failed the test and I would need to be patted down. This is the same laptop that went through the same screening in JFK without any issues. Also if the laptop has an 
issue and I al ready passed through the body scanner without issue. why would I need to be pat down ag am. The on I y reason was cl ear when a short H 1sp an i c male who appeared to be gay showed up as the person to pat me down. Then they run my 
laptop again and say its fine. This whole incident can be viewed by reviewing video of the security line leading to Jetblue gate 33B around noon on 5115115. I can be reached 3fh·11r;··, I This kind of harassment needs to stop and ii it has 
already been reporled al Denver, then the TSA should be on the lookout for this. I will be sending a le1ter to the head of lhe TSA to follow up and will file the claim forms on line as needed. However in the essence of time, I wanted to point this out right 
away. 

!(b,(61 



511512015 
6:04:47 

PM 

5115/2015 
7:4047 

PM 

511512015 
10:18:29 

PM 

Nole: This complianl relates 10 Contact~,.(b""·'"',("'"6'-1 ____ _. 

Greetings: 

On May 15th traveling from SI. Louis Lamberl Airport to Chicago on United Flight 3412 al approximately 4:15am, I was again subjecled to a unnecessary, unreasonable, and discriminatory pal down search. I was traveling alone, wearing a brown long 
sleeve 1-shirt, gray pants, and boots. My hair - which is shoulder length - was down. After I passed through the body scanner I was told by a female TSA agent that she needed to pat down by right leg. After she patted down my leg she asked me to tum 
around and said she needed to pat down behind my hair. She then grabbed a handful of my loose hanging hair and moved it to the side to reveal the back of my neck and 1-shirt. She then padded down my neck and upper back. 

This is 5 out of the 5 times that I have traveled within the pa st few mo nth s where I have be en subjected to these disc rim i nato ry searches. I am going to continue to document every inc ide nee of these search es unti I this issue Is resolved. 

Thank you. 

From: CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 
Tokb)(61 
Subject: RE: (Complaint) Civil Rights andlor Civil Liberties Complaint Form 
Date: Wed, 13 May 2015 14:56 08 +0000 

Dea~(bi(6i 

Call Reason: Caller states that she flew from BOS and got a patdown from three different TSO at 3 differenl stations and had ilems in baggies thal she was bringing that were cleared but they never 901 handed back 10 her. She says that one baggie 
had contact I ens so I uti on and eye medical ion and the other had feminine hygiene products and e, pensive make up. 

Date Time: 5 15 240 pm (delayed) 
Gate Terminal: A4(?J 
Airport BOS to MCO 
Airline: Delta 
Flight#: 2611 
Missing Damaged ilem descriplion: see above. 

Callers old suilcase has a NOi in it with his locked I aped to it. He wants to know why TSA cuts locked. he flew from BNA. The TSS that screening him was a jerk. He accidentally left a napkin in his back pocket. The AIT picked it up. He was asked 
what was in his pocket. The TSS then informed him that since he alarmed that he would have to conduct a patdown. He refused a patdown from a male, and demanded a female TSO pat him down. He was denied entry. He hung around at the airport, 
unti I the TSO s switched shifts. He has al ready Ii I ed a complaint and has n t heard anything back from the comp I amt. Cal I er would Ii ke to lo 11 ow up on the incident, and find out what was done about the rude TSS. 

Airline: Delta 
Airport BNA 
Flight Number DL9263-04 7632 
Date and Time: Feb 4 or 5 of 2014, he doesn t recall the time, guessing it was around 3PM 
Baggage Tag Number: he no longer has it 
Description of Luggage: white, larger sized. mid-50 s, was the Supervisor over the Delta Terminal 
NOi: In his checked bags. yes. 
Anything on NOi: NOi Stamped 2-5-2014 up top by the taped lock. also stamped 2-4-14 at the bottom 
Localion: Delta terminal 
Email: he doesn t use email 

Ca Iler is requesting le ed back from the B NA CSM in reg a rd to the incident, via telephone. 



511612015 
11:18:05 

AM 

511612015 
1A5:12 

PM 

Submitted on Saturday, May 16, 2015 - 09:15 Submitted by anonymous user:!(b)(ff:1 ! Submitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights \ Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? 

- Profiling 
- Race \ Ethnicity 

Are you filling I his form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 
==I ndivid ua I Info== 

First Name:~ 
Last Name!(b 1(6) 
Primary Phone:.=-~==--, 
Phone Number:~h_·,_1_r;_·., ---,.--------~ 
PO Box or Street Add res b 1(6) 
City: East Lansing ~-------~ 

State: Michigan 
Zip Code (Post Code): 48823 

0th er· I I rnte1 States 
Emaifbi(61 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? 05116\2015 
Where did this happen? MICHIGAN • DTW - Del roil Metropolitan 
Wayne County 
What happened? Today at approximately 8:30 am at the DTW Delta 
Airways A terminal security gate, I was traveling alone, wearing 
a red cardigan, white shirl. black leggings, and leopard print 
fl at shoes. I went through the body scan. The re we re two 
attendants: a white woman and a white male. As I was going 
through the body scan, I asked the white woman attendant if I 
should remove my scarf, she staled no. I walked through lhe 
scanning process and was to Id by the white male attendant that my 

The caller flew from MSP to MSYon April 15, 2015, and she was in a wheelchair. The TSO allowed her to remain in lhe wheelchair during the initial screening: however, after being screened a male passenger ran past her. Immediately, the TSO 
informed her that her luggage alarmed the system. Therefore. they asked for her purse and carry-on bag and opened both. They did not return her eye drops, and did not repackage her paperwork properly. She was then taken into another room, and 
s u bJected to a patdown. She wanted to Ii I e a comp I a int, as she le It that the TS Os a re not even sere en i ng a 11 of the passengers. She flies from MS P ofle n. and has never received such treatment. 

Dale and Time of Flight: April 15, 2015: 11: 15 PM 
Gate and Terminal: Terminal 2 
Departure Airport: MS P 
Airline: Southwest Airlines 
Flight Number: 2237 
Des c ri pt ion of Luggage: A medium b I ack purse. 
Description of Mi ssmg Item: A s ma 11 bottle of eye drops and five prescn pti on pi 11 s (high blood pressure. chol e ste ro I. and de press ion) were missing. 
Time of Incident: Around 1 0 :00 AM 
Description of TSO: Two TSOs (one male- African American, one female- Caucasian). 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1~,_b_)_(6_, ___ _. 
Date Time: 5117/2015 5:37:52 AM 

Nami(bi(6i 
Email_ b 1(61 
Comp I a i nts; Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Emirates Airlines flying out of IAD (DCJ 
Flight number 232 at 10:55 from DC to Dubai. 
6 May 2015. 
Comments:When I went trhought the screening machine I had all my pockets em plied as per instructions. 

511712015 The screener mentioned the computer showed that i had something along my back waist area and asked to pat me down .. I agreed. And nothing was found. 
9:14:41 

AM 
He Then asked if he could swab my hands ... I agreed. 
He however did nol change 
his gloves and i've watched him pat down numberous other people prior to swabing my hands. 
I asked him about this and he didnl answer my question. 

For some reason my hands sent a signal to your machine. The Screener refused to test me again with new golves or test me again for old gloves or tell me whal the problem was. 

I asked for a manager and ~!( b_-~I (_6~1 -~I a I so refused my questions. 

I had to wait 15 minu1es to be privalely screened by lwo individuals whom also found nolhing and then they screened me with again FRESH gloves ... I hey found nothing. 

PI ease Ii nd out why the manager and screener refused to put on fresh gloves when i asked. 

Whal is your proceedure for this? 



-----Original Message----
Froi(b 1(6) 
Sent Sunday. May 17, 2015 7 02 AM 
To: tsa-oontactcenter@dhs.gov 
subj eel: Buffalo NY 

I am contacting you regarding my pat down at the Buffalo airport this mo rm ng. I want 11 on reoord that the s u pe rvi so r after the pat down took my I D and boarding passing and photocopied it. To what end was this done? And when I asked lo r her name 
and badge number she refused to provide that info rma ti on as di reeled on card attached here, I a I so asked the po Ii ce office rs to request that information and she refused to pro vi de th at to the office rs as we 11. I was polite and courtesy and did not object 
to the Pat Down and I have done numerous times while flying. 

PI ease p rov1d e me with what my ID and information are now going to be used lo r. I now lea r every 11 me I trave I through the Buffa lo airport I wi 11 be s u bJected to harassment. 

511712015 My con1ac1 information is herein below. 

9:16:04 
AM 

ATTACHMENTS 

PHOTO OF A COMPLAINT CARD 

MESSAGE 

I am unable to provide you any further information as your supervisor refused to provide it to myself or the officers on duty. 

I was traveling to Las Vegas on Southwest flight 361 departing at 7:25am 

Thank you for your consideration. 



Feedback Type . Civil Rights/Liberties 
Calegories Religion; Disability 
Current Date/Time· 5117/2015 11 :09:36 AM Airport· SDF - Louisville International Date/Time of Travel: 05/16/2015 5:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: Delta Checkpoint/Area al Airport: Main TSA checkpoint departing passengers TSA Employee: (If 
Known): 
Comment · Gen era I ly I have only acoola des to give to the T SA a gents at SD F airport. Yesterday I observed two incidents of civi I rig hts/1 i be rti es mistreatment, 

My san and I were passengers. I prefer to fly with him because he has a Traumatic Brain Injury. While placing his wallet, shoes, and phone on the belt he was abruptly told by the TSA agent &quot:Stap holding up the liner&quat: There were a few 
passengers standing behind my son wa iii ng pat,entl y. 

Instead of offering to assist passengers wilh common words of ins1ruction, the agent chose raise his voice speaking directly 10 my son. I was still placing my items on lhe belt near the scanner when I observed him go to my son. I explained 10 lhe TSA 
agent that my son has a traumatic brain injury and needs extra ti me. 

The a gent ca me back to me a few minutes I ater. He showed some visual signs of remorse and asked ii he could get the electric ca rt to assist us. He did not apologize for his i nap prop ri ate behavior. 

511712015 A second incident occurred with another TSA agent while I was getting my son to a safe place to put his shoes back an. 
1:10:38 

PM 

5117/2015 
3:04:52 

PM 

I saw a woman carrying a US passport with a head covering in a wheel chair. She was crying loudly with tears streaming down her face. She was afraid because she had to go through a pat down screening. The TSA agent was not able to console 
her. I stepped over to the passenger and greeted in her Muslim greeling, &quot:Sahal-a-malee-kum&quol;. She looked at me in desperation and responded. I was able to calm her some by letting her know in English it would be ok. She responded 
back in English and the TSA agent was then able ta begin the pat down. 

The female TSA agent asked if I was a relative. I told her I was not but understood the culture of this woman. The passenger gave me her first name and told me where she was from. I oontinued my conversation with her in English to help her remain 
calm. 

I quietly asked the agent if there was a screening area for such pat-downs because this woman was embarrassed by this type of &quot pat down&quot: touching in public. The TSA agent affirmed that there was a screening area. She told me that she 
would have to get another fem a I e a gent to assist as she continued her pat-down. 

She continued to place!(bi(ff:, hhe woman in the poses required to complete the screening.filill&IJcried again and I stood by ta assure her this was ok and that she was nat in trouble. The Airport wheel chair assistant was with the passenger's 
person al effects. 

In my opinion there were two dis1inc1 violations from TSA agents. II is our right as citizens wilh disabililies and cultural religious preferences to have privacy respected appropriately during TSA screenings. 

On May 12, 2015 at 12: 45 PM I was going through check point on a walker and as Ive always done told lhe TSA agenl thal I cant go through the x Ray machine because I cant be without my walker or a wheelchair. So I always ask for a pal down. 
This time I was treated very roughly by the agents. I have cerebral palsy, epilepsy, weakness all over my body severe middle ta upper neck pain that could paralyze if not very careful. I also have a balance and cant stand in one place at all with aut 
falling down. I also have a medical device implant and chronic pain from head to toe 1 I take over 25 medications pain killers, muscle relaxers, hypertension, anxiety, bipolar, depression, and ptsd, and epilepsy meds. Like I said the pat down was very 
after explaining my problems and disabilities he oontinued to take his hands place such hard pressure that it felt like he squeezing my legs and arms and the rest of my body he was so rough that he didn t realize he groped me not once but twice! I fly 
to and from Dallas Love Field on a two week or monthly lrips for 1reatmen1 for pain, cerebral palsy,spasticity, and seizures. On all my trips go by myself with no family because I don t have any lhat can help or escorts thal can go with me. Since lhe trip 
I have very traumatized and violated personally and I have toga again this Friday far another appointment same time. I ve always had problems in Dallas love field' I have from Midland International airport ta Dallas Love Field. 
Thank You, 

On May 12, 2015 at 12 · 45 PM I was going through check point an a walker and as I ve always done told the TSA agent that I can t ga through the x Ray machine because I can t be without my walker or a wheelchair. So I always ask for a pat down 
This time I was treated very roughly by the agents. I have cerebral palsy, epilepsy, weakness all over my body severe middle to upper neck pain that could paralyze if not very careful. I also have a balance and cant stand in one place at all with out 
falling down. I also have a medical device implant and chronic pain from head to toe! I take over 25 medications pain killers, muscle relaxers, hypertension. anxiety. bipolar, depression, and ptsd. and epilepsy meds. Like I said the pat down was very 
after explaining my problems and disabilities he oontinued to take his hands place such hard pressure thal it felt like he squeezing my legs and arms and the rest of my body he was so rough thal he didn t realize he groped me nol once bul twice! I fly 

511712015 to and from Dallas Love Field on a two week or monthly trips far treatment for pain, cerebral palsy,spasticity, and seizures. On all my trips go by myself with no family because I don t have any that can help or escorts that can ga with me. Since the trip 

3. 04, 5 2 I have very traumatized and violated persona 11 y and I have to go again this Friday for another appointment same 11 me. I ve always had prob I ems in Da 11 as love Ii e Id I I have from Midland I nte mati on al airport to Da 11 as Love Field. 
-PM Thank You, 

fbi(61 



5/17/2015 
3:04 52 

PM 

On May 12. 2015 at 12 45 PM I was going through check point on a walker and as I ve always done told the TSA agent that I can t go through the x Ray machine because I can t be without my walker or a wheelchair. So I always ask for a pat down 
This time I was treated very roughly by the agents. I have cerebral palsy, epilepsy. weakness all over my body severe middle to upper neck pain that could paralyze ii not very careful. I also have a balance and cant stand in one place at all with out 
falling down. I also have a medical device implant and chronic pain from head to toe! I lake over 25 medications pain killers, muscle relaxers, hypertension, anxiety, bipolar, depression, and ptsd, and epilepsy meds. Like I said the pat down was very 
after explaining my problems and disabilities he continued to take his hands place such hard pressure that it felt like he squeezing my legs and arms and the rest of my body he was so rough that he didn t realize he groped me not once but twicer I fly 
to and from Da 11 as Love Field on a two week or monthly In ps for Ire atme nt lo r pain. cerebra I pa I sy. spastic ity. and seizures. On a 11 my trips go by myself with no lam i I y because I don t have any that can help or escorts that can go with me. Si nee the trip 
I have very traumatized and violated personally and I have to go again this Friday for another appointment same time. I ve always had problems in Dallas love field! I have from Midland International airport to Dallas Love Field, 
Thank You, 

Good momi ng .. 

I have the highest respect for TSA as the agents have a horrific job dealing with the unpredictable public. The TSA team at LAX (international) and Buffalo, NY are my favorites by far. Regularly I receive your emails noting rule changes and alerts which 
I enjoy reading, 

A few days ago we had a short business trip to Atlanta and upon our return I was surprised by one of your agents in the Pre-TSA line. I had a "clean scanner walk through" as all pockets were empty. The agent guiding me through the scanner told me; 

511712015 "Sir You _Have Been Randomly Selected for a Pat-Down'·_ I had the pat-down and was free to go. First of all I do not believe the Randomly Selected comment. I was angry as I am 74 years old. bald, clean cut and without any suspicious clothing or 

6:59:44 bags. This was a first.. 

PM 
I was the only individual in a large group to get this pat-down. I will admit the TSA agents (Atlanta) do not seem to enjoy their job compared to the agents at LAX and Buffalo. 

I have never located any document stating this procedure was standard or a I lowed. 

Thank you. 

!(b)(61 I 
Yesterday we flew from San Jose, Costa Rica to Los Angeles. with a change of planes in San Salvador. After we had cleared security in San Jose we bought a small bottle of salsa that we had really liked while there. The bottle was only 8 to 10 
ounces so it wasn"t a large investment. but when we got to San Salvador we found we were screened again, including having everything taken out of our hand baggage and a physical pat down. And. of course, we lost our salsa. As I read the 
regulations I lhink we should have been entitled 10 keep it, but there was no arguing with them about it. Since there was no opportunity for con1ac1 with anyone between the time we gal on lhe plane in SJ and got in line for lhe plane in San Salvador, 

5118/2015 there seemed to us to be no reason for an additional screening. If, somehow, it is necessary, then the duty free shops in San Jose should make customers aware that connecting flights will no accept anything over 3.4 ounces. I would appreciate your 
8:44:54 comments. 

AM 

Thankyou!~(b~)~(6~i---~ 
Visalia. CA 



5/1812015 
12:17:17 

PM 

Hi, I have a huge complaint & would Ii ke to get an exp I anati on lo r the policy conce ming having to get a pat down j us! because a traveler carnes homeopathic medicines. I recently acquired my tsa pre-check a pp rova I & it seems it's be en a waste of my 
time & money, which makes me furious about this policy. Having pre-check saves me nothing, only because I'm careful about my health ... l'm still treated with the maximum screening possible? People who use homeopathies are super conscientious 
about he a Ith & it fee Is Ii ke tsa is subjecting those to u n reason ab I e policy for no I egiti mate reason as I he re is no po tenti a I for danger once the medicines themse Ives have been hand-ch eek ed. 

I am a frequent !rave I er for work & have had p hys,ca I issues for a I mo st 20 yea rs. I see a n utnt,omst & alternative medicine p hys1c1an for most of my hea Ith ca re. I 've opted out of the sea n ne r for this reason & have had to endure the pat down he nee my 
reason lo r fi na 11 y i nves ting in going through the pre-ch eek process to speed up the security check, I've be en caught in situations with clients where I needed to change fl i g hts/te rmi n als qui ck ly with the amazing amount of cance 11 at ions & changes 
happening wi I h t rave I. 

The policy of a pat down/bag check after going through screening just because of a traveler canying homeopathies has no logic & makes no sense. If a person was trying to get something by security, they certainly wouldnl bring attention to themselves 
by asking for their medicine to be hand-checked. Can someone please explain to me the reason behind this policy? Why would someone have an illegal substance their trying to pass through security because they carry homeopathies? I believe 
someone who doesn'I understand homeopalhy created this policy. I was using homeopathies before lhe regulations changed after 9111 & realized immediately that tsa doesn'I understand ii. Was a homeopathic doctor consulted in the making of lhe 
policy? If one was, tsa would understand the potency & strength of the medicines is greatly decreased each pass by X-ray/radiation. The methods of hand-checking homeopathies should be sufficient to not have to subject a traveler to a pat down/bag 
ch eek after 11' s a I ready been screened & most importantly. after one has been cl eared with a background check for pre-check status. To my knowledge. not one terrorist or person me an i ng harm has ever be en dis covered bee a use they use homeopathic 
medicine. 

I would like a response with a legitimate explanation for this policy that has logic please. I would like to see this policy changed as there is no further potential of danger after homeopathies have been hand-checked themselves. everything has gone 
through screening & I've been cleared & approved for tsa pre-check. I am happy to help in the process. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

!(b,(61 

Sent from my iPad 

Dear Colleagues, 
Please find a11ached a civil rights complain!. which we are filing on behalf of,.kb""· .. 1(-'6~1 ______ _,!a member of lhe TSA Pre?'" program, in connection with a screening incident at Newark Liberty lnlemational Airporl on Tuesday, May 12, 2015. 
Please let me know if you require additional information. 

Sincerely, 

5118/2015 , , 
2_29 15 Ra1deep Singh 

· PM Director of Law and Policy 
The Sikh Coalition 

5/1812015 
2:50:23 

PM 

Phone: (202) 747-494~4----------------------~ 
Email: HYPERLINKkb 1(6) 
Website: HYPERLIN"'K""f"'b"",(_6_)---------------...---~ 

Dear Colleagues: 
By way of this letter. the Sikh Coalition is filing a formal civil rights complaint on behalf oj(b)(ff:, la U.S. citizen whose civil rights were violated by the Transportation Security Administration (?TSA?J on Tuesday May 12, 
2015 at Newark Liberty International Airport in New Jersey.~ is enrolled in the TA Precheck program. as well as the BP Global Entry program and is a frequent business class traveler. In add1t1on, he 1s visibly identifiable as a Sikh by his 
articles of faith, including his turban and unshorn beard. 
Inc ide nl Description 
~ay 12, 201 S~a resident of Alexandria, Virginia-returned to the United States from a business trip in India. He traveled from New Delhi to Newark on United Airlines Flight 82 and arrived around 4:50 a.m. After clearing customs,~ 
~ rechecked his baggage for a flight to Reagan Nati o na I Airport on United Airlines FI i g ht 58 33, which departed from Gate A26. 
Caller went through the screening checkpoint yesterday at 2:00 pm at El Paso and is wanting to file a complaint since he was touched repeatedly during the patdown screening. His hands were swabbed and they tested positive for explosives so he 
had to go through a patdown s c reem ng. The officer p race ed ed to patdown his back and buttocks and then was to Id to go to a private screening room where the officer proceeded to paid own his back and buttocks again and then patted down his chest 
and toughed his penis. He has already spoken with the CSM at El Pasq1h··,1rr1 !and was told to contact the TSA Contact Center to file a com laint. He also filed a report with the El Paso police department. The officer that conducted the 
patdown was a black genlleman with a visible tattoo. The officer left the area immediately after he completed lhe patdown. Supervisor b)(ff:, was called over to take the complaint and said thal officer that conducted the screening IJ:ill] 
llliRNJ 



5/1812015 
4:24:54 

PM 

Disability Description: Caller had a knee replacement. She gets a patdown every time she fi1es. She finds that insulting and unfair. She has a card from the surgeon. She thinks that there should be another method of screening for a person like her 
with a meta I imp I ant and a ca rd from the surgeon. She said that they co u Id be pre sere ened or have some kind of paperwork that wou Id a 11 ow them to bypass the p atdown. She stated that the patdown is not rea 11 y necessary in terms of safety. She is 
being singled oul because she is a person wilh a disability. TSA is wasting time with unnecessary paldowns. It is unjustified and she feels that she is being punished for having a metal implanl. She asked if Trusled Traveler would help her avoid 
getting a p atdown. 

Information Request Caller was not seeking any information in order to prepare for the screening. She did not want any information emailed to her. 

The ca 11 er wants the CS M number for Colorado Springs. She was just the re and went through the sec u nty checkpoint. The ca 11 er had on a be ad ed shirt and it showed ano ma Ii es on the AIT. She was very d1sp I eased with the way the woman was 
touching her during the pat down. She looked on the monitor herself and seen where the anomalies on her shirt were. She said the screener was in her pants. in between her legs, and close to her genitals. She did not provide a terminal. description of 

511812015 the screener, flighl or airline. She jusl wanled the CSM con1ac1 information. She did nol provide any information other lhan the way she felt about lhe patdown. 
5:17:35 

PM 

To whom it may concern: 

For your review and action as deemed appropriate. ~kb~i(.,.6~i ____ __,!applied to the Redress program on 05/11/2015. The traveler's concerns are outside the scope of this program. Please refer to the traveler's comments listed below. The 
traveler's redress case has been administratively closed. 

Thank You for your time and assistance. 

Sincerely, 

5/1912015 OHS TRIP 
12:13:40 

PM 

Traveler Information: 

Name=!rh··,1fr1 

Address:!"'(b'--1""'(6"") _________ __. 

Email AddressJ"'(b"'l ... (6'--, ______ __. 

Phone Numbe~.._(b""'l_,_(6""'1 _______ __. 



511912015 
2:15:06 

PM 

511912015 
2:52:14 

PM 

5119/2015 
4:16:16 

Disability Description: Caller states his wife had metal implants in her shoulder. 

lncidenl Details: Caller stales his wife traveled this morning and they have a KTN. Caller states she has had shoulder replacement and no one offered to lei her go through lhe AIT and forced her to raise her arm and asking why would she be 
subjected to a patdown. Caller asked how can he file a complaint. Caller states this occurred at Denver International airport. Caller states she informed them that she can not raise her arms and they farced her to raise them anyway. Caller states that 
th ere is no reason for a 70 year old woman to be subjected to this kind of Ire atme nt. 

Caller slates he feels TSA failed to accommodale her due 10 a medical condition. 

Airport: Denver I ntemat1ona I 
Airline: United 
Flight#: NA 
Date Time: 05-19-2015 8:45 am 
Bag tag# ( 1 Od1git: NA 
Bag Description: NA 
Missing Damaged ilem descriplion: 
NOi: NA 
Anything on NOi: NA 

NA 

Gate Terminal: Gate B 15,..,....,....,,.,....---------, 
Email Address and phone:~l(b_._1(_6_, ------~ 

Callers wife and he are registered with TSA PreCheck. He said his wife has a knee replacement and he said the lasl time I hey went lhrough screening that she had 10 have a paldown and it took almost 15 minu1es due to the facl thal they had to wail on 
a female TSO to become available. He wanted to know if there was a way to speed up the screening process since they were PreCheck members. He wanted to know if we na longer had the Notification Cards. He said every time he clicked on the 
Notification link that it gave him an error. 
This email is to suggest you teach a little sensitivity training to your screeners. I was flying out of Charlotte Douglas airport in Charlotte which has the big round x-Ray machines that you stand in. When I came out I was told I needed a pat down and the 
screener began to pat my breasts. I was completely and tolally humiliated. I have never been touched there for a pat down and was shocked and not expecting I his. I was diagnosed with breasi. have had a double mas1ec1omy and have expanders wilh 
metal in them which is what showed up. It's bad enough I've had ta go through that but to be groped is unacceptable. As soon as I told the screener I had implants and had a card she let go. However this whole thing could have been avoided had I 
known what was coming. I did not ask far any of this and what happened to me today Ju st pro longs those feelings of fee Ii ng Ii ke a piece of meat instead of a human being. 

PM ~f b ___ l(-6--.,--~ 

Sent from my iPad 

This email is to suggest you teach a little sensilivily training to your screeners. I was flying oul of Charlotle Douglas airport in Charlotte which has the big round x-Ray machines that you stand in. When I came out I was told I needed a pat down and the 
screener began to pat my breasts. I was completely and totally humiliated. I have never been touched there for a pat down and was shocked and not expecting this. I was diagnosed with breast, have had a double mastectomy and have expanders with 
metal in them which is what showed up. It's bad enough I've had to go through that but to be groped is unacceptable. As soon as I told the screener I had implants and had a card she let go. However this whole thing could have been avoided had I 

511912015 known what was coming. I did not ask for any of this and what happened to me today just prolongs those feelings of feeling like a piece of meat instead of a human being. 
4:16: 16 ,..,....,--,-,---, 

PM l(b1(6) 

Sent from my iPad 

This email is to suggest you teach a little sensitivity training to your screeners. I was flying aut of Charlotte Douglas airport in Charlotte which has the big round x-Ray machines that you stand in. When I came out I was tald I needed a pat down and the 
screener began to pat my breasts. I was com pl etel y and totally hum i Ii ated. I have never been touched th ere for a pat down and was shocked and not expecting this. I was diagnosed with breast, have had a double mastectomy and have expanders with 
metal in them which is what showed up. It's bad enough I've had to go through that but to be groped is unacceptable. As soon as I told the screener I had implants and had a card she let go. However this whole thing could have been avoided had I 

511912015 known what was coming. I did nol ask for any of I his and what happened 10 me today just prolongs those feelings of feeling like a piece of meat instead of a human being. 
4:16:16 ~---~ 

PM w,(6) 

Sent from my iPad 



5/1912015 

To the policy makers within the TSA. 

I question the necessity of pat-down searches and hair searches of the elderly who have had joint replacement surgery. Recently my wife (70 years old) who carries a Known Traveler (Pre-Check) identification had a Reverse Shoulder Replacement. 
On her first trip since the surgery (5119/2015) felt she was abused and embarrassed by the search she was subjected to. 

While pat down searches in some cases may be necessary, I feel there should be a way that elderly Americans who have gone thru the Pre-Check process could be treated with respect and dignity. 

4:16:49 My generation didn't go thru 70 years of building this country to be treated so poorly. 
PM 

511912015 
4:17:11 

PM 

I hope you will take this letter to hearl and review you policy's for Americans who by necessity have had joint replacement surgery. 

Sincerely, 

To whomever concerned(at a level above supervisor pis). 

Dale 19 may 2015 

Time 9:00 to 9:25 am 

Flight : AA 2379 

Terminal : A, 

Airporl: SJC 

Today i thought its going to be a another smooth check in at s j c as it has been for the I ast 15 months of my weekly business trip Yesterday when i checked in using ame nca n air I in es mo bi le ap p . it was asking me to p n nt the boarding pass at the 
airporl instead of mobile boarding pass .. i was thinking its a tech glitch. i printed the boarding pass at the airporl., i arrived at the check in counter where i showed my boarding pass and id. This tsa officer was not in uniform instead in white shirl. The 
moment i showed my boardin9 pass he called someone over wireless .. i was made to wait for 210 3 mins with no information on whats happenin9 .. i asked the officer, is there a prob wilh my boarding pass .. he said nothing .. its inlernal..then came the 
supervisor who rushed me in to the line jumping ahead of people who checked in earlier .. so far no one informed me on whats happening .. i am bewildered and clueless on whats happening . .i placed my items on the belt and was waiting for the 
screening ... , rea Ii sed th at the supervisor was pa ssrng some information about my sere en i ng to happen in the m, 11 i meter wave detection, to the officer in that area .. that officer was asking who is this person. they we re pointing towards me .. st, 11 no one to Id 
me whats happening .. MWD scan was done.,i was waitin near the other side of the belt to collect my items .. when i was abt to take my bag from the belt..the other officer who was screening the items in front of the monitor is yelling at me not to touch .. 
with the loud voice"HEY HEY DONT TOUCH anything", I thought this country treats people like humans and not like trealing an animal .. with disrespect and humilialion .. i am not a criminal or an undertrial for that matter ... now the supervisor takes all my 
items from the belt..n he was frisking 
me tow a rd s the place where normally complete pat down happens .. st, 11 no one has informed on what they a re doing .. i re al i sed that this is getting aver the boa rd .. i stopped and asked the s u pe rvi so r whats hap pe ni ng he re .. he said , was selected lo r 
s pecia I screening, , i asked him why i was nt informed a bout this. , i showed my displeasure and asked him dont i ha v the rig ht to be informed on whats ha pp en i ng, , the supervisor was very a n-og ant in sayi n that he forgot to inform me , . he a po log is ed but 
not really apologestic and not even cour1eous to a wee bil.his treatment was like , how an officer would warn criminal.i asked again why i was not informed ... he now says that i am repeating the complaint and i CANT do thal .. really ?? whal the heck is 
this ?? .. again he warns me for raising my concern and he keeps count of it saying that i am repeating my complaint the third time and fourth time .. ill repeat this any number of times cos i am the one who suffered ... humiliated in front of other 
passengers .. not h, m .. finally he says the more i !al k the mo re its gonna get delayed .. o k , said and do whatever you h av to do .. cos i had on I y 5 mi ns for my boa rd i ng to sta rl .. 

They did complele pal down .. checkin each and every ilem in my bag .. thats fine ... it was taking about 8 - 10 mins .... i could see lhat lhe supervisor training the lady supervisor on how 10 do special checks .. to login or not login in to the laplop .. when they 
were doing the checks .. i realised how much of humiliation and disrespect i have been put through in the last 15 minutes from the time i showed my boarding pass .. two things came to my mind. Supervisors arrogant n unreceptive behaviour and the 
gentleman chking the monitor who yelled at me . .finally the supervisor comes back to me and says sorry for not informrn and again 11 was like a warning to me .. i said this experience is completely ridiculous .. i want the feedback to be given .. he gave me 
the feedback card .. and then i asked for the gentlemans name at the monitor .. supervisor refuse to divulge the name. ,instead he gave his name and he says he is the supervisor . ,its only 45 mins since this happened and the time i hav taken to compose 
this mail so far .. m not able to recollect lhe supervisors name .. he said kevin or edwin.i m nol sure about il .. pls cross chk. 
This is the reason i would request this to be taken at a higher level than a supervisor. 



The caller was leaving Spokane airport this morning in Washington. They did a hand test on her. she had a patdown in another room. Her bag was opened by an officer at the checkpoint and he broke her zipper. She can t get into her bag. The zipper 
and the bag is separated, the zipper is partially tom off. She didn't give any infonnation about the screener who tore her bag, 

511912015 ~::: T::~~a~5 r:~~i~=i'~5 AM 
5A3:27 

PM 
Airport: Spokane 
Airline: So UI hwesl 
Flight#: 2852 
Bag De scri ptIon: Grey and black bag. Brand: Ricardo Beve rty Hi I ls 
Missing Damaged item description: The zipper on the bag is torn and broken on both ends. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl .. (b"-· .. i("'-6'-·., __ __. 
Date Time: 5/19/2015 5:20:54 PM 

······················---------------····························· 

Name[h·11r:;··, 
5119/2015 Email~ ~-h-·I1_r:;_·., _____ ~ 

6: 1 0: 5 8 Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ra pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Sc reeni n9 
PM Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/AirportlGate/Etc):CAK airport on 511912015 at approximately 4:45pm. 

Comments:The TSA screening process at CAK is like watching the Three Stooges. There were two lines open but one was exclusively Precheck. There were over forty people at one point slowly being screened and I don't recall seeing any person 
successfully pass through the body scanner without needing some sorl of pat down. I've flown lhrough CAK twice now and both limes the screeners appear 10 have nothing betler to do than pat down every single senior citizen thal is going on an 
airplane. 

I am very disappointed that whom ever was the acting supervisor didn't take appropriate action to investigate and correct what was going on. I counted six (6) TSA employees standing around the Precheck lane doing nothing while the non Precheck 
I an e continued to muddle along. 

l"m disappointed with the incompetence and ineptitude I've experienced with the TSA at the CAK airport. 

Mishandling RFI 
REASON for the call: The caller stated that when her husband received his bag it contained a NOi and he was also missing one shoe out of the bag, 
Dale Time: 4.18.15 1:43pm 
Gate Terminal: Terminal 2 

5119120 15 Airport: TVC 
8:29:09 Airline:Delta 

PM Flight#: 4765 
Bag tag# (10digij~(b_)_(6_ •• _, --~ 
Bag Description: Blue roller du/lie bag 
Missing Damaged item description: One shoe from the bag was missing 
NOi: Yes but nothing was wrote on it. 
Special Notes: The caller stated that she was mad because her child was patdown and she had her hands full with a screaming baby. 



Caller fi ew from Orlando to Pittsburgh and back and she had issues at both airports. Cal I er said that she has a pacemaker and requested to have a patdown because she knows she Is not able to go through any of the machines. Caller said that the 
male agent at MCO was being persistent for her to go through the machines and finally gave up and requested a patdown for her. However the TSA agent at PIT was rude and demanding for her to go through the machines and she was screaming at 
her telling her that she was able to go through the machines. Caller said that she was the worse agent and needs to be Irained on how 10 handle someone I hat is requesting to have a patdown. 

Date and Time of Flight: 05 15 15 @ 8:55 AM 

512012015 Departure Airport M CO 
S:43:35 Airline: Southwest 

AM Flight#: NA 
Terminal or Gate: 
TSA Black Male Agent 

Dale and Time of Flight: 05 18 15 @ 5:05 PM 
Departure Airport: PIT 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight#: NA 
Gate Terminal: NA 
TSA Agent Lady with Black Hair tall and thin 
Caller stated that on May 6, 2015 at approximately 4:45PM. he had reported that he was clearly groped by a TSA screener in lane number 8 at LAS. He went on to state that~bH6) J,,as the supervisor and he was called in and alerted of the 
alleged situalion. He saicfb··1(ffl !handled himself and lhe enlire situation in a professional manner.!(b)(ff:1 rent on to state thal he had arrived approximately 2 1 2ours prior 10 his rhghl time. During lhe TSA screening process he was asked 
to step aside for a pat down. He then went on to state that the pat down was in one place and one place only: the groin area. He said he went to the police about the matter at first and they indicated that he should go to the TSA Headquarters Office 

512012015 there at LAStb·:1(6) !then went on to say that this process (going to the TSA HO office at LAS) took a lot of time and there was a young supervisor there who treated him like a cow because he had a temporary license. He was also upset 

1 0. 3fr 19 be ca use he /el t th at the supervisor defended the guy who patted him down, He said they took pictures, He a I so says th at at ap proximately 5: 20PM he witnessed at least another patd own of a le ma I e that was also done in the groin a re a, Ca Iler states 
AM. that after her screening, he spoke to the other passenger who received a groin paldown and she told him lhat she was indeed groped as well. He went on to state that our TSA officer on scene lifted the lady s dress. He slated lhatfh·\/r;··, !told him 

they would check the surveillance video and get back in contact with him after having taken his cell number. He says he still has not heard from anyone on this.He thinks its a case of discrimination. Caller then stated he is transgender. He said he was 
wearing platform flip flops in brig ht pink. He is 62 and he thinks he is fairly attractive. He ag am says he thinks he was d1scri mi nated against. He stated the video of both incidents should be seen by T SA Superiors. He went on to state he did not want to 
get an attorney i nvo I ved in this. He went on to state he wants to be proactive and he had expected to be oonta cted by now, 

Caller stated that on May 6. 2015 at approximately 4:45PM, he had reported that he was clearly groped b a TSA screener in lane number 8 at LAS. He went on to state thatl(b)(ff:1 'was the supervisor and he was called in and alerted of the 
alleged situation. He sairtfh·,1r;··, I handled himself and the entire situation in a professional manner (b)(ff:1 ent on to state that he had arrived approximately 2 1 2 nours prior to his light time. Dunng the TSA screening process he was asked 
to step aside for a at down, He then went on to state that the pat down was in one place and one place on y: e groin are a, He said he went to the police about the ma tier at first and they indicated that he should go to the TS A Headquarters Office 

512012015 there at LAS. (b)(ffl then went on to say thal this process (going to the TSA HQ office at LAS) look a lot of time and there was a young supervisor there who lreated him like a cow because he had a Iemporary license. He was also upset 

10:36: 19 because he felt that the supervisor defended the guy who patted hi~ down. He said they took pictures .. He also says th~t at approximately 5:20PM he witnessed at least another p_atdown of a fe'."ale that was also done in the groin area .. Caller stat~s 
AM that after her screening, he spoke to the other passenger who received a groin patdown and she told him that she was indeed groped as well. He went on to state that our TSA officer on scene lifted the lady s dress. He stated that kb :1(6) !told him 

they would check the surveillance video and get back in contact with him after having taken his cell number. He says he still has not heard from anyone on this.He thinks its a case of discrimination. Caller then stated he is transgender. He said he was 
wearing plalform flip flops in bright pink. He is 62 and he thinks he is fairly attraclive. He again says he thinks he was discriminaled against. He stated lhe video of both incidenls should be seen by TSA Superiors. He went on to state he did nol wanl to 
get an attorney involved in this. He went on to state he wants to be proactive and he had expected to be contacted by now. 

Caller stated that on Ma.y 6, 2015 at approximately 4:45PM. he had report.ed t.hat he was clearly groped by a .TSA screener in lane number 8 at LAS: He went on to state that!(b)(ff:1 f,,as the supervisor and he was called in and alerted of the 
alleged s1tuaI1on. He sa1cfb)(ffl !handled himself and lhe enI1re situation 1n a professional manner.fh·,1R, I went on to state thal he had arrived approximately 2 1 2 hours prior 10 his fl1ghl time. During lhe TSA screening process he was asked 
to step aside for a at down. He then went on to state that the pat down was in one place and one place only: the groin area. He said he went to the police about the matter at first and they indicated that he should go to the TSA Headquarters Office 

512012015 there at LAS. (bH6) then went on to say that this process (going to the TSA HQ office at LAS) took a lot of time and there was a young supervisor there who treated him like a cow because he had a temporary license. He was also upset 

1 0: 36 : 19 be ca use he le t t at t e supervisor defended the guy who patted him down. He said they took pictures .. He a I so says th at at ap proximately 5: 20PM he witnessed at least another p.atd own of a le ma I e that was also done in the groin a re a .. ca Iler states 
AM that after her screening, he spoke to the other passenger who received a groin paldown and she told h1m I hat she was indeed groped as well. He went on to state that our TSA officer on scene lifted the lady s dress. He slated I hat kb )(6 :1 told h1m 

they would check the surveillance video and get back in contact with him after having taken his cell number. He says he still has not heard from anyone on this.He thinks its a case of discrimination. Caller then stated he is transgender. He said he was 
wearing platform flip flops in brig ht pink. He is 62 and he thinks he is fairly attractive. He ag am says he thinks he was d1scri mi na ted against. He stated the video of both incidents should be seen by TSA Superiors. He went on to state he did not want to 
get an attorney i nvo I ved in this. He went on to state he wants to be proactive and he had expected to be oonta cted by now, 



5/2012015 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1P:l,_(b_I_(6_) __ __, 
Date Time: 5/20/201510:51 :10 AM 

12:24:10 N bi(B) 
PM am ___ l !',--'-'-,-:~---'-------, 

5120/2015 
3:47 22 

PM 

5120/2015 
4:21:47 

PM 

Email b1(6i 
Comp a I nts: na pp ro pn ate cree nI ng Pat Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etcj~(b_-~1(_6"'") __ ~ 
Comments:This employee of yours after gropping me says he"s not like that and to catch the bus if I don't like it. Then tells other passengers he doesn't want to deal with people like me. Stop hiring these thugs. I've done enough for this country to not 
have people like that tell other AAmericans. Things like that about me. If he"s that interested in my penus he should have put me in a private screening room to take a look. This is why people don't like TSA The employees are extremely 
unp roles s ion a I . 
REASON for the call: 
Caller says she just went through the checkpoint in St Thomas. 
She le It Ii ke a cri mi na I in front of her 5 year old daughter. She had her bag checked because the I a ptop was sti 11 in her bag , 
She says she forgot to take it oul. They told her they had to do a hand check. When he checked the laptop with explosive trace detection. 
Then he checked inside and he said there was an alarm. 
They to Id her to go through a paid own. She says she does n t want any one to have to go through a patdown in front of her ch, Id. 
She was given a paper fomn to complain and she turned it in to. 

Date Time: May 20 at 4:05PM 
Gate Temninal: They only have one central checkpoint. 
Airport STT 
Airline: American Airlines 
Flight#: 2421 
Bag tag# ( 1 0d1git: NA 
Bag Description: NA 
Missing Damaged ilem descriplion: NA 
NOl:NA 

Feed back Type : Compliment 
Categories : Pat-down: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time . 5/20/2015 3:23:27 PM Airport · BWI - Baltimore-Washington International Date/Time of Travel . 05/20/2015 Airline & Flight Number · AirCanada 7933 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: The Pat down was done well. and I appreciate that we (passengers)slill have lhis option. However, I would like 10 see signs with direclions on how 10 requesl it, and ralher or not the passenger should wait until someone comes before send 
personal items through the scanner. As it is right now. there is a lot of confusion about it and some TSA employees standing in security are not very friendly or kind when a passenger expresses concern about personal items being on the other side of 
security without supervision. 
I would like to talk to someone from TSA about this matter and find a solution to this problem. 

Thank you for your attention 1 
Best, 

!(b1(6) 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name '"'f h'"'·""·,1'-'R-'--, ------~!Phone Number l~(b~i-'-(6~-~i --~I Email !"'lh'"'·""-,l'-'R-'--1 _________ _,! fa leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



512012015 
9:04:07 

PM 

Submitted on Wednesday, May 20. 2015 - 20: 11 Submitted by anonymous user._l(b-'••_1(6_.'-I __ __,~ubmitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights \ Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? 

- Gender\Sex 
- U nreaso na bl e Search Seizure 

Are you filling I his form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 
==I ndivid ua I Info== 

First Name b)(61 
Last Name 1h··,1rr, 
Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 
Phone Numbed(b·•,(ffi I 
PO Box or Street Address:!~(b~i~(6~·'-1 ----~ 
City: Tulsa 
State: Ok I ahoma 
Zip Code (Post Code): 74133 

Other=~-------~ 
Emai1:f b)(61 

==Incident lnfonmation== 
When did this happen? 05116\2015 
Where did this happen? TEXAS - DFW • Dallas\Fort Worlh 
I nte mat ion a I 
What happened? 
My connection was missed due to AA mechanical problem. AA gave 
me a meal voucher, and a pass 10 go back lhrough security 10 
purchase food for my husband and I. Only I was given a pass, not 
my husband. so I went through security a lone. I be Ii eve this was 
some time around 10:00 pm but I am not sure, This was in 
concourse D at the security checkpoint near American Airlines. 
had arrived from flight AA 1032. The airport was nearly empty. 



Good momi ng. 

The email is being for\'llarded to TCC-referrals for appropriate action. ~i(b_.~1(_6~) __ ~I who is a Delta flight attendant, requests a letter from TSA explaining why during the required pat down she was also given a vaginal search which she believes was 
i na pp ro pri ate. 

Evelyn Webb 

Program Assi slant 

512112015 Civil Rights. Diversity & Inclusion Division, TSA-6 
12:25:21 

PM 

512112015 
354:13 

PM 

From b1(6) 
Sent Thursday, May 21. 2015 4:28 AM 
To: TSA.Civilrights@dhs.gov 
Subjecl: TSA ContJct Us: Complaints 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contacl/index.shtm 

Remote Client IP: kb-·1(6i I 
Date Time: 5/2112015 4:28:21 AM 

······················---------------····························· 

REASON for lhe call: He traveled this morning from XNA to Chicago to Washington DC. He received a patdown screening because of an alarm on the front of his body, The TSO sent him back through the WTMD a second time where lhere was an 
alarm on the back of his body. He received two patdown screenings in which he was touched in the groin. The TSO used his fingers to conduct a patdown of his groin area He was screened with ETD of himself and his belongings. He indicated that the 
alarms we re associated to his tie and groin but ETD was not conducted m the area. He believes that the a I a rm was a false pos1t1ve and that screening was extreme. He bel ,eves th at the ETD samp Ii ng s hou Id not have been conducted if he received a 
patd own sere en i ng. 

He believes that he would have received a private screening if he was not African American. 

He spoke with a supervisor!(b)(6 !who referred him to the CSM at XNA who advised that he should have been taken to a private patdown and referred him to the TCC and that TSOs should use the back of their hand when conducting a patdown. 

Date Time: 5 21 He was at the checkpoint between 7: 15am and 7:30am. his flight was scheduled to depart at 8:20am. 
Gate Terminal: A4 
Airport: XNA 
Airline :American 
Flight#: 3612 
Bag tag# ( 1 0d1git: Na 
Bag Description: NA 
NOi: NA 

Caller has a family member who traveled today from Atlantic City to FLL. She was extensively searched in a room by herself. She said that the patdown was a horrible experience. She does not speak English so she wants to know why she was 

512112015 selected for a patdown and asked if ii can be random. 

8:34:43 
PM 

She was travel mg with Spirit Air flight 2 59 through gate 8. 
Her name is!(b 1(6i I 
She is very short less than 5 feet. She has hip dysplasia and rocks from side 10 side when she walks and is Hispanic wilh curly hair with jeans and dark gray jacket. 



512212015 

To whom this may concern, 

On Thursday May 22, I went 10 lhe Ft. Lauderdale lnlemational Airporl to drop my mother and six year old daughter off for a flighl to New York. My mother is disabled so I got a pass to make sure she and my daughter arrive safely to the gate. I was at 
check point F, terminal 3, lane 3 for passing. I forgot I had a bottle water (which was unopened) in my purse so I was pulled ta the side. This is where things went horribly wrong. 

The person who came to inspect my bag (her name tag said!(b·:,(6) !did more than check my bag. She said she had to do a pat down so I said okay. She began to pat me down and I felt it was more than a pat down. my feeling were confirmed 
when she touch my vagina. I was wearing workout atlire (tighl fitting), so it was very obvious I hat I had nothing between my thighs. 

I have travelled the world and I have never had someone feel my breast and touch my vagina not once but she touched my vagina twice. I am very upset and felt violated. The thought of someone freely 'feeling· my body up for whatever reasons Is 
disturbing and very upsetting to me, 

Once I dropped my mother and daughter off. I asked to speak with a supervisor and spoke with!(b--1(61 He was apologetic and gave me a card and told me to write or call to file a formal complaint. That is what I would like to da. I have a feeling this is 
not the first ti me this person has done something Ii ke this. No one in a position Ii ke that s ho u Id use their posItIon to a ct i nap prop ri ate I y with passengers or guests. 

1O:10:06 ForIunately, I live in Florida so I was able 10 lake the time 10 make a complaint. I'm sure there are a 101 of olher people who haven't been so lucky. 
AM 

I am asking for video to be reviewed and an i nvesti gati on performed. 

PI ease cont a ct me with any questions. 

Thank you. 

Boynton Beach, Fl 3 34 7 4 

kb1(6) I 

Hello, 
I have a rather large varicose vein in my left thigh. Every time I go through a TSA checkpoint I'm asked if I have something in my pocket. I explain its a vein. and the officer usually asks if he/she can do a pat down. I have no problem with a pay dawn. 

However. yesterday. while traveling from Fresno, CA to Portland. OR, the officer, who had already done a pat down. said she needed to have visual confinmation and would be willing to show it. I said I'd have to pull down my pants. She then said she 
5122120 15 would take me to a private sere en i ng room , So, we waited lo r another fem a I e officer and went to the screening room where I pu 11 ed my pants down and she was able to visua I ly confirm a I a rg e vein sticking out, Now. I understand the need for safety, but 
12:20:39 seriously. Am I going tn bave IP do Ibis every tjme I fiy now? Please tell me what you suggest ... 

PM Thank yau.!(b 1(6) I 
Sent from my iPad 

Caller wanted to file a major complaint againstkb)(ff:, lwho works at OKC. She has flown every week for almost five years. She works for a company that makes the software for the TSA scanners. She is a cancer patient. She always opts 
out of the AIT. She was flying standby today at 12:06 pm on American Airlines. She went through the checkpoint at approximately 11 am. She opted out of the AIT. The guy standing next to the scanner asked her to stand next to the scanner. She 
refused to stand next to the scanner. He made a smart comment to her. He told her that if she has been there for five weeks she should know to stand over there. He told her that if she works around the equipment he does not understand why she 

512212015 did not want 10 stand next to the scanner. The TSO came to do her paldown. She patted down her privale area twice and then she called anolher agent 10 give her anolher patdown. She was laken inlo a room for a privale screening. She had 10 pull 
124:08 her sanitary napkin out in front of them. It was thrown in the garbage. She stated that bath TSO s rammed their hands up her crotch. They tald her that she still did not pass and there was still something there. A supervisor was called. The 

PM s u pe rvi so r was very nice. The su pe rvi sor did a paid own and to Id the TSO th at she did not fee I anything f h ·1 / r;-·, I told the supervisor that the re was something th ere. The supervisor rammed her hands into her crotch and to Id them that there was 
nothing there. She said that they were so mean and rude to her. !(b·:,(6) !asked her if she does not want her thi~s. She told her no. She said that she walked over and got her items. The TSO then swabbed her hands. They were clear. 

kbl(ffl !saw her looking at her name tag. She put her name tag in the callers face and told her lhat her name wab':,(61 I if she wants to file a complaint. She said lhat lhe rammed their hands inlo her crotch a total of 8 times. Caller was 
very upset. 



5/2312015 
9:49:24 

AM 

5/2312015 
3:06:02 

PM 

512312015 
5:28:16 

PM 

CSM RFI---Mishandling RFI 

REASON for lhe call: The caller always opts out of the AIT screening, but has two negalive experiences recently with lhe TSOs. She feels that the TS Os punish her when she opts out by making her wait a long time for a paldown. Additionally, her 
items have already went through the screening, and were on the other side of the screening area. She indicated that no one was watching these items, and anyone could have taken them. After waiting for a long time at OAK. she started to ask a male 
TSO 1/ he could make sure her personal property was safe. He cut her off before she could finish the question. and told her that this was her fault for opting out. He then started asking her why she opted out. as it does not use x-ray technology. She 
did not want to argue with him, so she just said that it was her decision. She was told again that the lengthy wait time was her fault for opting out, and she feels that the TSOs at these two airports punish someone who opts out. She also believes that 
there should be a betler system for watching a passengers personal property. 

Date Time: May 23, 2015: 7:30 AM 
Gate Tenminal: Terminal 2 
Airporl: OAK 
Airline: Southwest Airlines 
Flight#: Not Provided. 
Time of Incident: Around 7: 00 AM 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time : 5/23/2015 1 :26: 17 PM Airport : JAC - Jackson Hole Date/Time of Travel : 05/23/2015 1: 15 PM Airline & Flight Number . DL 4546 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Security Screening to get 
to gate TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I just had surgery to place a pacemaker and was told not to go through airport security for six weeks after getting the pacemaker. I have had the pacemaker for one week and was selected for TSA precheck. The TSA agent at precheck sent 
me over to the regular line for a paldown but when I showed the people al the scanner my medical card they senl me lhrough the full body scanner anyways and did not offer a patdown. 
Would you like a res onse?. False 
Passenger's Name b·., ff 
Phone Number . (b i(6i 
Email (b i(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller slated he had a less than pleasant experience, gelling a full work over screening yes1erday. He staled thal he did not appreciate his crolch getting touched and his butt gelling touched. He does nol know why he was chosen for a patdown. He 
said it was in front of everyone and he was not offered a private screening. He said that as soon as he presented his ID, the female TSA Officer who was checking him looked at his ID and boarding pass and told him to wait one moment but she was 
going to have to have her manager come over and they chose h, rn lo r extra screening. He said something on his boa rd i ng pass may have triggered this. He went on to state he was at the Bozeman Montana Airport. He said the TSA agents weren t 
necessarily rude, however he is an Optometrist. and he feels he is a public figure and he cannot understand why he was subjected to this in public, He says if they had to do this extra screening on him, they should have taken him to a back room. He 
went on to slate that his twin brother came lhrough about an hour later and had lhe same lhing happen 10 him, excepl for lhe patdown. He says he flew on Alaska and his brolher flew on United. He said his brolher told him I hat lhe female agent said to 
him, when he came through, didn t you just come through here? Then she told him they were going to have to give him extra screening too. 



Complaint about Delta Secunty in Paris on fi1ght DL0083 on 23 May 
@08:30, 

I was randomly selected for a search as I was boa rd i ng the flight from Paris to At I ant a. 
I noliced as we were lined up like catlle to go lhrough the shoal al the boarding line, I hat lhe security team was selecting only Americans whom were white. They only selected Americans whom did not look foreign. 

The Security team was very anti-American with their verbal commands and actions. 
I asked why I was selected and lhey lold me it was random. I mentioned that the 8-10 other people that was being screened were random as well and lhey said yes. 
I mentioned that their random search only selected white Americans. I complained that I did not want to be patted down by security and if they could use a wand. They told me I could not board the plane 
without the pat down and that this procedure was required by My American Government and they we re only following directions from the T SA in Ame nca. 
I of course had to submit to the pat down to leave. 

512412015 The security manager said he knew that threatening me wilh not being able to board 

9 , 16,46 would resolve my complaint. 

AM 

I told him they should select not only typical American looking folks but Arabs, Muslims etc. like lhe ones whom a11acked America on September 11. He said those people had American passports as if it was Americas fault the hijackers got into our 
Country. They said they did not want to offend them? Yet they revel in offending American 
Citizens? 
I do not ca re about po Ii ti cal ly correct or offending anyone in the Security Team in Paris, as they have no prob I em offending me and going overboard with their prejudice to offend me. 
A typical white Arne ri can. 

[b,(6) I ~.-. --------~ 
HYPERLINK._l(b_l_(6_., _________ __. 

Thank you. 



Good Evening. 

I am writing to file a complaint againsl VMD-MT Security and the two agents who improperly and unprofessionally handled me on Friday, May 15, 2015 . 

After passing through the scanner the airport in Rochester. NY TSO ltii:iill:[J, asked to pat down my head. I asked, I thought TSA Agents were no longer allowed to pat African American womens head? She rudely and abruptly said. We re not TSA. 
If you don t want to cooperate. I will have to take you to another area and pat you down. 

Because I was traveling with colleagues - white. male colleagues - and didn t want to cause a scene. I conceded and allowed her to pat my head. 

Immediately after, I noticed the concern\shock on their faces. I felt violated and portrayed as a criminal, I stopped and asked to speak with a supervisor, 

A gentleman approached (STSO!(b)(6il and offered to assist. I gave the same explanation, he replied, well, anybody can read anything on the internet. Again. more rude, abrupt, insulting behavior. He continued assert his knowledge by mentioning 
th at he 1s a supervisor and trainer and knows a 11 of the I aws and reg u I at1ons. 

512412015 When I referenced a lawsuit from the ACLU_ .. b"-·"'1(.,6._1....,..,....,-----,--,--,---,------,,----,,---,--------'101d him that I was in town visiting my employers corporate office (also one of the largest employers in the cily); and, cited my 

9: 16,49 education and background - he then began to soften his tone and promise to do research on the matter. 

AM 
I asked for a comment form. which he provided and included his name and the name of the female agent who patted my head. 

Policies and procedures should be consistent across all agencies responsible for airport security. Every passenger should be treated with the utmost dignity and respect. And, agents who fail to do so should be reprimanded and removed from their 
posts immediately. 

This is a very serious and sensilive matter at should be handled with urgency. I will forward this to the ACLU and to the attorney~!(b~l~(6~·~1 ---~!who broughl forth lhis complain!. If you would like to discuss further, I can be reached at:!(b)(ff•, 
!(b1(6i ! 

rb)(61 
b)(61 

HY PERLIN b 1(6) 
Caller s1ated ... t-h-at_h_e_i_s_1_ra_v_e~lin-g-no_w_a_n_d~th_e_r_e_h_a_s_b_e_e_n~in_c_o_n_si_s_1e_n_c-ie_s_b_e~tw_e_e_n-ai-rp_o_r~ts lhat he would like 10 report. He stated that he flew from CL Tori Friday arid he had a workout bag with red bull dritlks arld lolions inside. He slated that he 
received a patdown and an explosives agent did testing on the items also. He stated that then the agent gave them back to him and told him that they are fine. He stated that this process made him miss his original flight. He stated that today he is 
flying from SWF and all the items were taken for being over the limit for the 3-1-1 rule. 

Airporl: CLT 
Airline: US Air 
Flight Number: 559 
Date Time: 5 22 15 departed 4:00PM - original flight 

5124/2015 Terminal Gate: Caller does not know, bul he lhinks Delta terminal 
12 00 13 Email Address: kb 1(61 I 

PM 

5124/2015 
3:27:07 

PM 

Airporl: SWF 
Airline: US Air 
Flight Number: 4 799 
Date Time: 5 24 15 departing 12:58PM 
Terminal Gate: ~ 
Email Address: ._fb_)_(_6_, _______ ___. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Cun-ent Date/Time · 5124/2015 1 :07:28 PM Airport · DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel , 05124/2015 12:00 AM Airline & Flight Number , UA64 75 Checkpoint/Area of Airport · Main terminal TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment : I used full body scan. On exiting the scanner, agent said he needed 10 pal down my abdomen. Why would he need to do thal - i jusl got scanned. Then sell the machines if they work I hat poorly Would you like a response? False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Ernail · 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



5125/2015 

Sir/Ma'am, 

I write to alert you of a frustrating siluation loday at Logan Airport al 0530. While undergoing slandard security precautions, my wife requested 10 op1-ou1 of the millimeter scanner. She is pregnant wilh our firsl child, and we prefer 10 avoid the scanner. 

We are both physicians, and are familiar with the ACR concerns with the technology. More saliently. my wife is an Obstetrician, and a literal expert in prenatal care and precautions. Finally, even if all of the above were not true, she chose to exercise 
her choice to avoid the millime1er scanner. 

It was a decision she was forced to regret. She was immediately mocked and derided by the TSO on duty, Offlce~(b)(6 ITSO[iill]began to childishly m1mick my wife in a high pitched tone "'ohhh, I'm a doctor. I know better." She tried repeatedly to 
force my wife through the millimeter scanner, stating "'you're wasting our time,'' and sneering at my wife's polite insistence on the alternate pat-down procedure. 

9:42:34 We alerted the STSO on duty, Office~(b)(6il who at first indicated that "'there was nothing [he could] da."' I asked for identifying information of the TSO in question, and was originally refused. When I asked ta speak with the TSM on duty, STSO!(b)(6 ! 
AM told me "there isn't one, I'm in charge here." and told me I could wait (until after my flight departed) to speak with the TSM. After a few minutes of persistence, I was able to obtain TSO!(b-·1(6'1 !name from the STSO. 

512512015 
3:04:35 

PM 

I am extremely disappoinled with my wife's treatment by the TSA lhis morning at Logan Airport. As a veteran naval officer, a medical direc1or and advisor for many local and regional law enforcemenl agencies, and an active local politician, I have 
always supported and defended the TSA and its mission. It is inexcusable that my wife-a celebrated obstetric physician in her own right--was belittled and embarrassed for exercising her rights and expertise in defense of our unborn child. 

I eagerly await a response and plan of action for Officefb::,(6) !remediation. 

SI 

!(b)(61 

I flew back from SanFranc1sco to St Louis on the 2:35 flight through United on 6/23/2015. My experience with anything but pleasant. The first agent that I encountered and everyone there after, that was a agent, I informed them that I had a knee 
replacement. If at all possible I would like to go through the walk-through that will show that I"ve had a knee replacement and avoid the pat down. All agents were very busy socializing with each other and pretty much told me to tell the agent at the 
screetlirig. 111 total I ask four ;lpepts _ta be able la walk lhcrn mh the 
AircraftEmbraer 175 (twin-jet)._~b--,-'1(_6,...i ____ ,...,...,-....,...-----,-,-----,,------,,-,-,--,-,-----,----,--,-----,-------,----,---,-------,----,J 
screening device that would avoid the pat down. When I approached the walk-through, I informed the agent I did have a knee replacement. she said just come on through and stand over there. For the next 10 minutes she would intermittently 
announce "female assist", It appeared that there were three of the x-ray machines there but they were not open so because of that I got to be patted down by a very unpleasant woman. 
I told her didn"I he'll I should be treated as a criminal because I had my knee replaced. she then said.in a very condescending tone if you didn"I wanl to be patled down, you should've told somebody before you got up here. I lold her that I had told 
several al the agents before I got ta that point and nothing was done. I did talk a little sternly because I was upset. These agents a were very unprofessional and rude. Is there anything in the future I should try ta avoid the pat down. I did everything I 
could think of and it did nothing to he Ip. p I ease I ook into this and respond to this e rn a1 I I wou Id I Ike to know if this is protoco I for the agents to be more interested in conversing with each other, than de al i ng with the passengers and if the le ma I e women 
that pat you down are allowed to treat you like you have no rights. Why did this happen why was I not able to go through the other device? 

Sent from my iPad 

DearTSA, 

I am requesting an immediate explanation of why my 16 year old daughter was detained and forced to undergo a very disturbing "pat down·' and deep challenge while going through security at MidWay airport in Chicago today. My daughte~ 
!(b)(ff:, !was flying from Chicago to Boston alone on: 

Mon May 25 
3794 

Depart Chicago (Midway) (MOW) an Southwest Airlines at 07:20 AM 

512612015 Arrive in Boston Logan (BOS) at 1 0: 30 AM 

8:42 37 
AM 

We had checked with lhe airline and they had confirmed due to her age (16) she would only need her birth certificate and a picture 1.0. 10 pass through securily. However, when she arrived there your agent pulled her aside and brought her to bowels of 
the airport for questioning and physical pat down. Only after one al your agents realized her age did they stop and let her go. In fact. my daughter commented that your agent stated that "we are not even al lawed to do this to a 16" year old. They didn't 
even have the courtesy to di re ct her back to the gate' 

I would like to know why she was pul through this ordeal, what action will be laken on lhe agenl and the manager on duty. I am very concerned that none of your agenls checked lhe age on her birth certificale and don't even seem to know the rules and 
law. I question what other mistakes are they making? 

I request a clear response and written apology to this i nq ui ry by the end of this week. I w i 11 fol low up with a phone ca 11 if I do not hear back as requested and take whatever action I am a I lowed within the I aw 

The a ct ions of the agents an duty were i na pp ro pri ate and very concerning. 

Regards.!(b)(6 ! 



To whom it may concern I am offices illy filing a complaint against the TSA agents and supervisors that handled my case at approximately 4:00pm in the terminal wing that goes to Southwest Airlines gates 1-40. I have documented the supervisors 
name that let all this harassment and lack of common sense transpire during a medical condition of a patient being transported from the mayo cl inc to San Antonio texas for surgery. I am the individual who was harassed and fondled by at new TSA 
agent in training. I am going to make I his brief because I am still in the hospital: it was so upsetting it took my blood pressure to 215\ 111: lhe Phoenix airporl ems was begging the TSA agents to let me go because I was a stroke risk. Here are the 
facts: 
1 I was in a wheel chair Ju st been re I eased lo r med i ca I transport to San Antonio 2. Informed g reeling officer of med i ca I condition provided a 11 med i ca I documentation 3. Had notified Phoenix airport ems of my stroke Ii ke co nd1t1ons and they had 
already set up triage area at edge of TSA to screen me 4, Was ca 11 ed aver to get pat down from sere ener in training that was practicing on me and taking directions from supervisor 5. Trainee proceeded to stick her hands down my pants tel Ii ng me 
my pants were 100 tight. I had a bowel blockage and she a11empted to punch my stomach and lift up my clolhes. She lried to get her hands under my bra and when she did it incorreclly her supervisor would say lei s do ii again! 
6. I began to cry. shake and turn red. The ems told the TSA agents she is going down and the proceeded to fa nd I e my body over and over be ca use the trainee could not get it right. 
7. I was having to sit back down to weakness and being threatened by the s u pe rvi so r if I did not stand and cooperate I wo u Id be detained. 

512612015 8. After a chemical check and letting this trainee stick her hands all over my body inappropriately I was released into ems triage area that showed I had an irregular heart beat by an EKG and 215\ 111 blood pressure. The Phoenix ems was very upset 
8:42:54 with the lack of common sense and pulling someone s health at such risk wilh all the signs of danger: medical 1ransport paperwork etc .. 

AM I have heard of cases like this but never dreamed that a ignorant trainee, trainee supervisor and the head of the TSA area would jeopardize someone s health. I would kindly request a confirmation of my complaint and I do have the name the 
s u pe rvi so r I am re pulsed on how I was treated and want to make sure this never happens again. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Caller fiew from Tunica MS yes1erday and she had a pacemaker and could nol go through lhe WTMD. She said thal she was taken 10 lhe side and received a patdown. She said thal she was told to wait that they needed to check her hands. She said 
that she waited for some time and then a TSO yelled at her get over there She said that she told her you don t have to talk to me in that manor and said that the TSO then yelled I said get over there two more times. She said that the officer was 
one of the most rude st ind i vi d ua Is she has every encountered in al I of her years of fi yi ng. She said th at they also took picture of her ID and boa rd pass and she wants to know why. She 1s a I so requesting a ca 11 from the CS M I etti ng her know what 
steps are taken to reprimand the TSO. She said that the TSO wrote her name down but it is hard to read she thinks it says Kb )(6) I 
Departing: 11 :00 am 

512612015 Airline: It was a charter flight with the Seasons 

9_58 52 Flight#: NA 
· AM Time and Date:05\25\2015 She thinks it was10:00 am or a litlle after when this occurred. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJb 1(6) I 
Dale Time: 51261 01 S I :5o35 AM 

5126/2015 Name.,.11~b~·.,~16~1~---~-----~ 
10:33:21 Emai1 .. kb"-·"-1(6"-'-i _________ __. 

AM Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport1Gate/Etc):J6 677, JFK Terminal 5, screening line 5, saturday 23 may 2015 around 7am. 
Comments:I opled out of imaging screening and lhe employee (a short african-american man) direcling people I hough the machine, didn't call for anybody 10 do pat-down for a long time. He was rude, mocking and at limes threatening. 

Later asking the (supposed) supervisor ,_fh~··~,1r;~·~, _ __,I for a feedback/complaints form, she refused to hand one out without seeing IDs and boarding passes. She was also incredible rude. 

You claim thal opting out is our valid choice, so please slop this underhanded punishment of people who makes thal choice, it's very dishonest. 



Caller was at Pho en ix airport at Southwest term i na I 4 gate d security. Her son walks with lour arms crutches and has leg braces as we 11 and has to have a patdown. A T SA agent took his tray of belongings with her son that was 2 lanes over to have a 
patdown. He had all of his stuff in the tray and she told him to gather his stuff up after the screening was completed., Caller said her son was picking up her stuff and was meeting her and found at their flight was late. Caller said that they were eating at 
a restaurant in the airport when her son realized he did nol have his watch. Caller said that she went back to the screening lane he was in and ask for some help find his watch. Caller said that one of the TSA agent was not helpful at all and the other 
male TSA agent searched for the watch. Caller said that the watch was not found and she finds it hard to believe that someone did not see this watch in the bin. Caller said that it is an expensive watch and she was told that there are cameras that can 
tel I her what happened. 

5126/2015 Dale and Time of Flight: 05 25 15 @ 7: 1 O pm 
12: 18:28 Departure Airport: PHX 

PM Airline: Southwest 
Gate: D 
Terminal: 4 
Flight#: 4460 

Item: lnzicta with a black band and the face was chrome and it was a men swatch that is very heavy. 

Reason for the ca 11 - She wanted to make a comp I a int about her paid own experience. 

Airport-AEX 
Airline - Delta 
Flight Numbers - Does not know 
Departure Times - 5:45 am 
Arri val Ti mes - She went through the checkpoint at a pp roxi mately 5: 2 0 am. 
Date And Time of Incident - 5 24 2015 
Baggage Tag Numbers - NA 
Des c ri pt ion Of Luggage 
Color-NA 
Style - NA 
Size - NA 

512612015 Brand _ NA 
3=32:3o Was There An NOi - NA 

PM 
Was Anything On The NOi - NA 
Missing Damaged ilem descriplion - NA 
Location Of Incident 
Gate - She thin ks she went through gate 2. 
Terminal - Does not know 
Phone Number +b 1(6) 
Email !rh ,IR I I 
Name Of Actual Person Involved -t'=~""·"", ("'6.,1 =_,,..,..., 
Special Notes-Caller flew from AEX to ATL. She lives in Springfield, VA. She is 83 years old. The checkpoint was moving very slowly. She had to take her shoes off at the checkpoint. She did not have to take her3-1-1 bag out of the carry-on. She 
has an artificial knee and a plate and screws in her ankle. She set of an alarm and had to have a patdown. She sel off an alarm in DCA on her previous flighl. She said that they just used a wand on her knee. The TSO told her thal she did not like 
doing the patdown any more than she liked getting the patdown and that she would prefer to patdown a good looking man. The TSO asked if she wanted to get a private patdown. The caller told her that she would prefer to do that. The TSO told her 
that she would have to get another female to assist her. The TSO told her that she may get a patdown and she may not. She was told that if she can not find anyone to assist she may miss her plane. The TSO told her that she did not arrive early 
enough. She said that she did arrive early enough. She agreed to allow the TSO to do the patdown in the public area. She wanted to make a complaint because she got a patdown in public view because they did not have anyone to assist the TSO. 
She slated that the TSO asked lwo men to leave and there was no one else at lhe gate. She was very upset. She did not gel the name of lhe TSO. She said that she did not see a name tag on any of lhe agents. 



5126/2015 
4:32:27 

PM 

512612015 

Disability Description: Callers father.~!(b_.~i(_6~1 -----~'· 92 Is legally blind and was in a wheelchair. 

Caller felt her father was Ireated very poorly by the TSO at lhe checkpoint. 

A TSA ma I e agent who was ave rage b ui Id with white-grayish hair conducted the screening and was rude, 
He used a firm or rude tone with her elderly father. 

He is 92 and legally blind. She had requested wheelchair assistance. 
She went through security fine with the gate pass, 
He was provided a wheelchair. Her dad was made to get out of the wheelchair. He was asked to get up and go through lhe AIT. The alarm was triggered by the contents in his pocket. 

He was not told ta empty his pockets. He was fussed at by the TSO for not emptying his pockets. 
He then had a pat down. He was then fussed at again by the TSO for putting his money back into the pocket. He was permitted to into the secured area after the pat down and after his hands were checked for gun powder residue. 

IF he is over the age of 75, will she need to notify anyone? 

Caller is a flight atlendant for American airlines. She was going lhrough DFW loday and when she wenl through the screening process her hands tested posilive for ETD. She was pulled aside for additional screening by a black male TSA agent. She 
told the TSO that she did not want toga through the AIT machine and opted for a pat down. The TSO pulled her aside and told her to wait for a female agent. She had to wait a very long time for the female agent to give her a pat dawn. She said that 
both female agents were very pleasant and respectful. While getting the pat down she said that the black male TSO yelled at her that you get a hundred thousand more radiation from flying on the plane then by going through the AIT machine After 
her pat down she asked for the name of the black male TSO and found out that he was a supervisor and she believes his name is!rh·11r;··, !. The supervisor over heard her asking for his name and became very aggressive towards her. He 
yelled as she was walking away asking for her name. He also made threats thal he was going to file a report againsl her since she was going to file a complaint against him. She felt harassed and threatened by this TSA supervisor. She would like 
some assurance that the TSA supervisor will not be able to put her name on a list to where she would be pulled aside for additional screening every time she flies. 

4:35:06 
PM Date Time: 05 26 2015 2:30 pm 

Gate Terminal: D22 Gate 
Airport DFW 
Airline: American Airlines 

Caller is wanting to file a complaint on a TSA employee, she wears a hearing aid and life alert and she was trying to explain to the TSA agent that she would not be able to go through the screening with her hearing aid in and she would need to place 
them in the bowl. Caller said the TSA agent starting yelling al her in front of every one and lold her that she was able to keep them in for the screening. Caller said that once she went through the metal detector she ended up having to have a patdown 
and she was touching her in places that was uncomfortable for her and she was rude while doing that as well. Caller said that once she was screening and she place her hearing aids back in the TSA agent tald her to never take them aut again for the 
screening. 

5127/2015 
9:02 23 TSA Female Agent1(b)(ffi J 

AM Date and Time of F 1ght 05 13 15@ 60 PM 
Departure Airport: TPA 
Airline: So UI hwesl 
Flight#: 506 
Gate Terminal: 31 



REASON lo r the ca 11: She flew from LAX and missed her flight because of add i ti ona I screening that she received at the TSA checkpoint. Her baggage was physically inspected and she received a patdown. sere en i ng. She le els that TSO s we re not 
mindful of the time frame and took longer than necessary to oomplete the additional screening. She an-ived to the airport two hours prior to travel, 

The female TSO (5 2, shorter hair, Caucasian) that conducted the patdown was very rude to her. She snapped at her to not touch her belongings on the conveyor belt. 

She felt that she was put at risk as other px saw the electronics and other items that she was traveling with. She missed three days of work in regard to the incident (two days of travel and one day of recovery once she an-ived to her destination). She 
indicated that she had 10 spend 14 hours at lhe airporl and had to spend money to feed herself. 

5127120 15 She indicated that she w1II cal I back with addition al 1tin erary information. 
12:04:18 

PM Dale Time: 5 6 15 She doesn t recall the time I hat she was at lhe checkpoint. Her flight was scheduled to depart at approximalely 1 pm. She doesn t have the exact time. 

512712015 
3:35:29 

PM 

Gate Terminal: Gate B43 
Airport: LAX 
Airline: American 
Flight#: NA 
Bag tag # (1 Odigit NA 
Bag De scri pt1on: NA 
NOi: NA 

Caller 1s at an airport and she feels she was mistreated b an agent during screening. She is traveling with an infant and had her infant in a sling. She wanted to wear the sling with the infant in it for screening. She knew she would have a patdown due 
to the infant sling. Her complaint is on Superviso (b·:,(6) He told her she would get a patdown and would have to remove the child from the sling. She was made to take the child out of the sling and he was rude and loud about it. She ask why she had 
to remove the child from the sling and he was very loud as he told her this was the policy. She ask why because she was allowed to leave lhe infant in lhe sling for her depar1ing flight. She then started asking another agent about who to report the 
supervisor too. The supervisor told her she did not need to speak to anyone else. Once screening was done he followed her and kept answering for anyone else she spoke too. She says she felt he was harassing her. He was a larger man. 

I ask her if she wanted me to provide her general information for screening of a baby sling? Yes 

CSM RFI---Mishandling RFI 
REASON lo r the ca 11: Screener rudeness 
Date Time: 05-27-15 at 3:41 pm 
Gate Terminal: C 
Airport: BWI 
Airline: Spirit 
Flight#: 113 

Special Notes: 

Reason for the call: Caller was in LGA on Monday. He has a medical oondition where he canl be exposed to radialion. He told someone lhat he preferred a patdown. It was not busy. He was told he needed 10 wait. He waited 35 minutes. He was told it 
would take another hour at that point. A pregnant woman also did not want to go through the AIT She was also told she would have to wait an hour. in order to not miss their flight, they went through the AIT after all. 
Date and Time (departure time and arrival time): 5-25-15 @ 2:29 p.m. 
Gate Terminal: Terminal C 
Airporl: LGA 
Airline: Delta 

512812015 Flight Number DL3659 
3:16:29 Baggage tag number (10 digits): NA 

PM Description of Baggage: NA 
Missing Damaged item description: NA 
NOi: NA 
Anything on the NOi: NA 
Special Notes: TSO conducting lhe screening was about 25, possibly Puer10 Rican, 5 8 and he had a thin beard at the jaw. The supervisor was a short woman and she had just returned from vacalion and thal was the reason she could not provide her 
name. The team leader was black. He covered his badge and was covering for the TSO. He said he had just came in. He was about 60. He took pictures and will email those to us. 



Reason for the call: Caller wanted to make a complaint on a TSO in DAL She states the TSO was atrocious. She travels every week and has never gone through anything like that. She asked the TSO if she could step in to the AIT. The TSO called an 
STSO and asked her if she could give her a patdown. She explained to the STSO that she has blisters. The STSO to her to call in the complaint. The TSO said that she needed to wait since it the AIT was stinky and needed to be cleaned. 
Dale and Time (departure lime and arrival time): The original deparIure time was 7:35 p.m. but it was delayed 10 8:25 pm. She went lhrough security at 6:05 p.m. 
Gate Terminal: Terminal only one, Gate 19 
Airport: DAL 

512812015 Airline: SW 
8 ·06 4 5 Fl Ig ht Number: 3834 

· PM Baggage tag number ( 1 o digits): NA 
Description of Baggage: NA 
Missing Damaged item description: NA 
NOi: NA 
Anything on the NOi: NA 
Special Notes: TSOs descnption: Female, about 5 1. had her hair pulled up in a pony tail with a clip, Hispanic and in her late 40s. She could barely speak English but she understood. supervisor knew and asked her to follow her. 

To Whom It May Concern: 

On Monday, May 25. 2015 at approximately 5:00 a.m. EDT at the Richmond International Airport, I experienced an uncomfortable and inappropriate pat-down. After going through the metal detector, there was an alann on private areas of my body. 
had on a loose fitting dress. The female a11endant lold me to lift my arm and spread my legs in front of about 1 O men. She proceeded to pat my leg up 10 my groin area, I hen she cuffed my private body part there in front of the group of male 
employees. I was so startled that I slightly jumped. She then went up the back of my leg and cuffed the backside of my behind. This process was truly uncalled for because the metal detector only showed an alarm on my front side. 

5130/2015 . . . 
9:22:35 The female attendee never informed me of my nght to go to a private area for the pat-down. It was truly a humiliating experience, and I would like TSA to rectify this problem. 

AM 

5130/2015 
5:08:00 

PM 

Please feel free to contact me atl'""h-'-.1"-/R-'-·'-1 __ _.!or return my email message. 

Thank you, 

!(b,(61 

My family and I were flying out of SMF on May 30th 2015 and we went through a few hours early jusl to avoid issues. We were all listed as TSA Pre except my daughter. So we went through TSA Pre my daughter, who is a minor age 15, was lold she 
could not go through with the rest of the family because she was not a minor, over the age of 14. Is this procedure true? When does TSA get to flex the age and divide the child from their parent. Thankfully my wife went with her but then my wife was 
pu 11 ed aside and had a pat down ins pe ctIon because she he I ped educate our daughter on what was going to happen. It wasn't a horrible expe nence but it was my daughters second time fi yi ng and a bad on for her. We spent the night before educating 
our children on how TSA works so they would understand and this happened. My only question is if the law says 18 and younger is a minor. and that's on the TSA website where I got this email. Why was it changed? Why separate a minor from their 
parenls? It just did not seem professional in any manner. Any ways thanks for reading this. Hopefully either and employee will gel trained better or the public will get information aboul TSAs own age laws. 

I was leaving Waco this afternoon 5130 and had a very negative experience and also witnessed a poor 80+ woman left standing waiting for a pat down simply because she has artificial hips. She stood over 5 minutes just waiting. My personal 
513112015 experience was due 10 somelhing reportedly showing up on my hands, quite ridiculous in itself. All my baggage checked and I was subjecled to a very rude and invasive pat down. None of I his is helping airline securily. 
9:12:02 

AM k..,.b-,-)(..,.6.,.., ---, 



513112015 
9:13:37 

AM 

Submitted on Sunday. May 31, 2015 - 00:37 Submitted by anonymous user:~kb~·~1(~6~1-~I Submitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights \ Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? 

- Association 
- Profiling 
- U nreaso na bl e Search Seizure 

Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==lnd1v1duallB== 
First Name · 
Lasl Name (b)(61 
Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 
Phone Numbe1b)(61 
PO Box or Stre"'"et""'A--'d~d'-re_s_s"": l""(b-',-(6'"')--------, 

City: Fort Worth 
State: Texas 
Zip Code (Post Code): 76155 
Other: 
Emailf~b-)-(6-•• -, -----~ 

==Incident lnfonmation== 
When did this happen? 05\30\2015 
Where did this happen? TEXAS - DFW - Dallas\Fort Worth 
International 
What happened? Touching Flights Attendants in places they 
shouldn t. I came through lhe Known Crew member today at D22 and 
the tsa fem ale agent swiped my hands and on the machine came up 
Explosive Residue d elected so I went through the ful I body sea n 
machine and my bags went through the ex-ray machine, then the 
same lady at the known crew member desk came over to me while a 
male tsa agent searched my bags. While this lady was asking me to 

513112015 Caller said lhe last 2 times she has flown she has been patted down and has had her hands checked for explosives and her luggage was inspected on her lasl flight. Caller wanted to know if it was normal for a person 10 be patted down twice in a row. 
11 :05:37 She wanted to know if the baggage inspection was related to the patdown. 

AM 



513112015 
5:11:07 

PM 

6/112015 
11 0517 

AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Name~(b_)...,(6~·•~' -~----~ 
Email Address:'l:'b:'-.. 'c':, s.,,,·,--..,... __ ___, 
Phone Number· h··,1fr1 
Address (b 1(6) ~-----~ 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? yes 
N at,ona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Portland I nte rnat ion a I Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 

Caller and his wife through securily at Atlanlic City Jersey NJ and she was taken into the back room and was groped. Caller said that they made every one wail in lines and pulled her aside with 2 females in a privale screening. Caller is wanting to 
know why they did not follow the procedures and made every one wait. caller said that they would not let any one go through the metal detector and made everyone go through the xray machine. Caller said that his wife feels like she was raped and she 
is very upset by the screening. and he is going to contact his congressman and she fee Is Ii ke she was re ped. They did not let them go through the meta I detector and made th em go through the Al T. once she went through the Al T they pulled her aside 
and did additional screening and it was in a private screening and then groped her. Caller said that he is going to contact his congressman and the President, he is wanting to make sure this is resolved and he is not letting this go until someone is fired. 
Ca Iler said I hat his wife wi 11 nol even speak and is very up sel by the groping. 

Date and Time 06101115@ 11:00 AM 
Airport A tla nti c City NJ 
Airline: Spirit 
Flight#: N\A 
Terminal Gate: 5 

TSA Agent: Fem ale BI ack Supervisor 
TSAAgent: Did not get name (Female) 



61112015 
11:05:17 

AM 

Caller and his wife through security at Atlantic City Jersey NJ and she was taken into the back room and was groped. Caller said that they made every one wait in lines and pulled her aside with 2 females in a private screening. Caller is wanting to 
know why they did not follow the procedures and made every one wait, caller said that they would not let any one go through the metal detector and made everyone go through the xray machine. Caller said that his wife feels like she was raped and she 
is very upset by the screening. and he is going to contJct his congressman and she feels like she was raped. They did not lei them go through the metal detector and made them go lhrough the AIT, once she wenl through the AIT they pulled her aside 
and did additional screening and it was in a private screening and then groped her. Caller said that he is going ta contact his congressman and the President. he is wanting ta make sure this is resolved and he is not letting this go until someone is fired. 
Caller said that his wife wi 11 not even speak and is very up set by the groping. 

Dale and Time: 06\01\15@ 11:00 AM 
Airport A tla nti C City NJ 
Airline: Spirit 
Flight#: NIA 
Terminal Gate: 5 

TSA Agent: Fem ale BI ack Supervisor 
TSAAgent: Did not get name (Female) 

Hello-

I've just passed through the TSA Pre-check and SFO Terminal 3 at approximately 7:20 AM PDT. For some reason. I set off an alarm, and my hands tested positive for explosives on the hand swipe. I had gone about my daily routine this morning, and 
had not knowingly been in contact with anything explosive. After a thorough check of my hand carry arti c I es and a private fu 11 body pat down. I was deemed cleared to fly. I'm writing because the le male agent doing the pat down was s imp I y cold, 

61112015 offering no apology for my inconvenience, and I think that should be part of the "all clear" procedure. 

12:14:42 
PM Sincerely, 

WJ(~I} 
Kailua-Kona, HI 96740 

I was being pat down at rdu loday by a Isa officer. His last name starts with an f --~r something like that. He had square frame black glasses. 

Dun ng his screen of my front belt I oop, he re ached his hand down my pants much further th an was a pp ro pri ate, and much further than in any of the dozens of other Isa screens. His hand was ag am st my pu bl 1c hair and very near to my penis. I felt 
extremely violated, and that this incident was borderline sexual assault. 

I raised the issue with his supervisor and manager. They said that they would watch him but said there was nothing else they could da. The manager also admitted that the office in question was new. Why the was he not being supervised during his 
61112015 searches? The supervisor was on the other side of secunty out of sight and I had Togo look for her 
12:15:15 

PM I find ii frightening I hat if a Isa officer goes beyond I here limits and gropes someone, that there is nothing a supervisor can do aboul it. They didn t every record my complaint beyond a verbal acknowledgement. 

There should be someone overseeing all pay downs so this doesn t continue. There should be proper training so this doesn t happen at all. My complaint should have been taken more seriously and recorded in writing by the tsa officer in charge. 

I was being pat down at rdu loday by a Isa officer. His last name starts with an f -~or something like that. He had square frame black glasses. 

Dun ng his screen of my front belt I oop, he re ached his hand down my pants much further th an was a pp ro pri ate, and much further than in any of the dozens of other tsa screens. His hand was ag am st my pu bl 1c hair and very near to my penis. I felt 
extremely violated, and that this incident was borderline sexual assault. 

I raised the issue with his supervisor and manager. They said that they would watch him but said there was nothing else they could da. The manager also admitted that the office in question was new. Why the was he not being supervised during his 
61112015 searches? The supervisor was on the other side of secunty out of sight and I had Togo look for her 
12:15:15 

PM I find ii frightening I hat if a Isa officer goes beyond I here limits and gropes someone, that there is nothing a supervisor can do aboul it. They didn t every record my complaint beyond a verbal acknowledgement. 

There should be someone overseeing all pay downs so this doesn t continue. There should be proper training so this doesn t happen at all. My complaint should have been taken more seriously and recorded in writing by the tsa officer in charge. 



Caller said on 05 20 15 she had an issue at the St Thomas airport she received a patdown and her bag was searched .She felt like a cnminal in front of her 5 year old daughter. She had her bag checked because the laptop was still in her bag. She 
61112015 says she forgot to take it out. They told her they had to do a hand check. When he checked the laptop with explosive trace detection. Then he checked inside and he said there was an alarm. They told her to go through a patdown. She don't think all the 
12: 16:45 search was needed. 

PM She was told that she received the secondary screening because she left her laptop inside the bag and needs to know why she received a secondary screening. 

Disability Description; Caller wants to file a complaint regarding his CPAP. 

Incident Details: The caller traveled last Friday from Phoenix to Dallas. His CPAP machine was confiscated at the PHX airport. They told him there is a dark area that could not be resolved on the x ray. They were going to permit him to check the 
CPAP but he did not have time to go back and do this. Caller felt that this was a failure to accommodate his disability because he needed the CPAP in carry on. He did not have time to check it. Caller feels the TSO who did the pat down did not follow 
prop er procedure be ca use he did n t change his gloves after the first pat down, He told him when he done the pa tdow n that he had to bring someone else to inspect the machine, Ca 11 er wants to retrieve his CPA P and fi I e a comp I a int. 

61112015 Date Time: 05 29 15 
2:16:14 

Gate Terminal: Terminal 4, Gate C4 
PM 

Airport: PHX 
Airline: So UI hwesl 
Flight#: 949 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I frequently fly from LAX to SFO and back. I usually get '"pre" at LAX but often don't when flying out of SFO. I always opt for the pat down rather than go through the machine. However. at the Southwest Terminal at SFO the wait is almost always at 
least 20 minutes or so for a female assist. I donl care if it's a male assist but they say that 1s not allowed. 

I believe they should have more females available for the pat downs since the males never seem to have trouble getting through. (By the way, the times rve opted for a pat down at LAX the wait time was not excessive - just at SFO.) 

61112015 I we I come your response. 

4:24:02 
PM 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Feed back Type : Security Issue 
Categories: Pat-down: Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time. 6/1/2015 3:07:55 PM Airport· DCA - Washington Reagan National Date/Time of Travel: 05/311201510:30 AM Airline & Flight Number· Delta to Atlanta Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport TSA check point TSA Employee: (If Known) 

61112015 Comment· You should know that both my husband and I were randomly selected for the imaging machine I preTSA check) and for both of us false readings were registered. Seems to us that your machines may require adjustment since post pat 
4:24: 14 downs nolhing was found. Seems like a waste of your valuable resources to be palling down a retired federal law enforcement agenl and his spouse. We appreciate all thal you do and providing feedback to assist in your continuous improvement 

PM 
True 
and~l(-b-)(-6-,----~IPhone Number f~b_)_(6_ •• _, --~I Emailf ._b_._,(_6_) ________ __,~o leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . httpJ/tsaweb.tsa .dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



6/112015 
6:46:31 

PM 

I have flown mice with my one-year-old daughter since her operation to implant her with a pacemaker. Each time, my daughter passes through without incident and •1• (her mother) am subJected to an intense pat-down while both my children watch 
and while all of our earthly belongings sit unattended at the end of a conveyor belt. 

After being humiliated the first time in the Las Vegas airport and being late for our flight while waiting for a female officer and a conference between several officers that didn't seem to know how to handle our situation, I took my mother along for the 
second flight. We requested that my mother be screened, and then take possession of the infant so that I could go through the scanner. This request was denied without further explanation. I find the whole process of being personally screened in this 
manner degrading. humiliating, upsetting and just down-right discriminatory. My daughter has a medical device. We have a card proving it. Why should other members of her family be subject to this extra screening? There has to be a better way to 
handle this and I hope thal you can help me to determine whal thal is before our next flighl. 

Thank you 
!(b)(61 

Folks, 
My god da ug htej( b ::1 ( 6) I had two bottles of Victoria Secret perfume confiscated in her checked ba s b an agent Wood at the Ori a ndo airport tomg ht Sothwest FI i g ht 1800. Age ntk b ·:1 ( 6 I bro ug hfilill:§[J bag past security, treated her in an 
unprofessional manner, even physically patting her down physically after she had already cleared security. b)(ff'r then took the bottles worth $50 USD with her, 

OK I am a frequent flyer and I have never heard of such a thing. I just went to Jamaica last week with a bottle of cologne in my checked bag and no one on either side questioned or confiscated my goods. The additional pat down and the confiscation 
of woman's perfume by a female agent seems highly inappropriate, and I would like evidence of the perfume's destruction if it is deemed to pose a security risk. 

My family has served law enforcement in the Philadelphia Police, lhe FBI and lhe IRS and I have never heard of such a thing. All of my uncle's have served in lhe military, my father in special forces. I have a call inlo my cousin who still serves I his 
count~d out if :hecked ~n perfume has been added on to our cou~try's li~t of banned goods._ Walk _in m sho~s and tell ':'e if this seems right to you. I honor what you do. I depend on you for my security. But this incident crossed the line. If 
Agent.!:W.§_j 1s sporting Victoria Secret perfume, I will be very upset. It 1s definitely news worthy since (b i(6 i 1s a disabled Latina. Please respond as soon as you are able. 

Respectfully, 

6111201J(b)(6i I 
9:09:21 

PM 

(b1(6) 

recipient, you are he re by notified that any di ss em i nation, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited , 
and any attachment. 
Disability Description: Caller said she wanted to report an incident. 

lncidenl Details: Caller flew from Richmond, VA on 5-27-15 and was at lhe checkpoint aboul 5:30 -5:45 PM. She works for US Air American and comes through all the time and she has an ostomy. 

She said about 6 years ago she gave the assi slant manager to~!( b_:_i (_6_1 --~I a slip from her doctor about 11. 

When she came lhrough on 5-27-15 the firsl TSO, a female (name unknown but she is aboul 5 ft 6 inches Caucasian) asked if she had something on her body. Caller lold the TSO she did and the TSO asked that she remove it. When she refused to 
6/212015 remove it the TSO said she was not comfortable to let her through and she called a male supervisor over and then he called a Male Manager over. One was about 5 ft. 4 inches older man with salt and pepper hair about 60 and one the second male 
8:03:51 was about 511 5 and wearing a suit with closely shaven hair -mid 50 s 

AM 
Next a female Supervisor was called over (did not know name bul she was a lighl skinned black female) and that TSO took her to a private area and she had her to conduct a self pat down of the area and she swabbed her hands. 

About a year ago she spoke with Man ag er~f b_·:~1 ( 6_-~i --~I about a s1 mi I a r s i tuat1on and the ca 11 er fee Is si nee then they sing I ed her out this ti me bee a use of that p rev1ous incident. 

She said she knows all about CR-49 and she is prepared to file a written complainl about disabilily discrimination and she will call Richmond Channel 12 so TSA will be in lhe news if she does nol get satisfaclion. 



61212015 
12:45:30 

PM 

61212015 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP!"'(b"') ... (6"') ___ _, 
Date Time: 612/2015 11 :03:39 AM 

Namekb)(61 
Emaitb1(6) 
Comp I a i nts; Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight United airlines 117 lo Hong Kong terminal C gate 102 Newark liberly. 
Comments:I was subjected to a hair pat down that was u comfortable and felt very much like a violation of my person. My hair is not a storage compartment. The TSA guard was touching and patting my hair and I felt very embarrassed and 
uncomfortable. This ace u rred at Newark I, be rty intern ati ona I. This 1s very rude. My hair is not a hazard nor disruptive. l"m fair I y certain this is an i 11 eQ al a ct ion. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: [b 1(6) I 
Date Time: 6/212015 12:14:05 PM 

······················----------------··························· 

2:19:37 .,,..,.....,..,...------, 
PM Nam~~h __ ,1_R_1 _____ 1 

61212015 
2:20:28 

PM 

Emailtb 1(6 I I 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc) UAL #1644(10 28am departure) United Hartford/Bradley (BDL) May 20, 2015 .. 
Comments: I have 2 new a rti fi ci a I hips p I us an unstable SI joint, The sere ener that did the pat down had a RAM BO a It it ude. He is the first TS A agent that fo reed me to remove the fabric belt th at sta bi Ii zes my S 1-joi nt and helps keep my back from 
going out. I have had a lot of pat downs, but this agent is lhe first agenl thal squeezed my skin so hard that it hurl. When I asked that he take it easy, he jusl said "lhis is my job". If it is the this person's job to remove my bones through my skin then lhe 
TSA needs to find him a different job. I did not get a name but he was 35-40 with a completely shaven head, and a RAMBO attitude. The screening occurred at 8:00AM May 20, 2015. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time 6/212015 12:38:50 PM Airport : PHL - Philadelphia International Date/Time of Travel 06/0212015 Airline & Flight Number Ph1ladelph1a Checkpoint/Area of Airport : US Air TSA Employee: (If Known) ,!(b )(6) !comment : Are 
you people mentally retarded. i went through the paperwork for pre screen. I took 3 birth certificates, 2 expired passports my drivers license and my concealed carry permit as well as a half dozen credit cards. Drove all the way to Fort Washington 
and you 1urds have a problem that my birth certificale has a middle initial and all of my other information does not have lhe middle initial. Now you undersland why we have no trust in our government. Now you know why we call you Too Stupid for 
America. I always arrive early so your pat downs don·t bother me. Every time they touch my leg I start moaning. I can't wait for the next time I go through and some retard pulls me aside. I have plenty of time. I'm going to pretend I only speak spanish 
and pretend I'm illegal. I will probably get better treatment. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name h··,1R·1 
Phone Number 1h··,1R·, 
Email 1h·11R··, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

This is the 2nd ti me f, Ii ng this complaint. I have yet to receive a response from the first complaint. 

Flying back from Las Vegas on April 28, 2015 I asked to have a pat down ins1ead of going through the body scanner. I have a long history of cancer in my family and I am not going to take any chances with it. A blonde woman in her 50's in TSA 
uniform got visibly upset when I asked for a pat down instead and moved me to the side out of line. She told me "this might take a while" with a really nasty tone in her voice. She then proceeded to yell at other travelers going through the line. After 
about 20 minutes of wa iii ng she tu med around to another T SA agent who had been s1tti ng th ere the who I e ti me and said ., body check"' He th en came aver and we did the body check and I proceeded to my flight 

61212015 The fact I hat she kepi me waiting intenlionally for 20 minutes in retribution over me slightly inconveniencing her routine is unacceptable. The TSA agenl who was doing the pat downs was sitling there the whole lime. II was obvious thal she has a 

6:2?:SS problem with people with disabilities. I am a veteran, and I didn't serve my country to have someone disrespect me for asking a simple and legal request. 

PM 
I expect a response this time to this complaint. 

Sincerely, 



61212015 
8:04:25 

PM 

61312015 
8:37:30 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP._kb_·•"-1(6_-'-I ___ _. 
Date Time: 612/2015 7:35: 17 PM 

Name (b1(6) 
Email b)(61 
Comp a In s: na pp ro pn a e cree nI ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Alaska Flighl 2251 k, Sunday May 31, 2015 
Comments:On Sunday we checked in, received our boarding passes, and went through security as instructed for our Alaska Airlines flight from Portland. Oregon to Reno. Nevada. Following that, we ate lunch In the airport, and then began to board 
our flight It was at this point thatrh·11r;--, lwas pulled out of line and told that the TSA had made a mistake, and that he required additional screening. Eventually!(b-•1(6) !was also forced to get off of the plane to fac1l1tate this The 
lengthy, secondary screening process caused us to miss our flight, which was the only direct flight of the day. We arrived to the airport with plenty of time for this screening. had TSA not made an error. Due to this error, we had to connect through 
anolher city, making out hour and fifteen minu1e flighl inlo a 9 hour ordeal. The TSA had no reason 10 search us, and if additional screening was necessary, it was the responsibilily of your agents 10 do so prior to allowing us to pass through security. 
We were incredibly inconvenienced by having to miss our flight, humiliated by the way we were treated, and suffered a significant cost as a result of this. Furthermore, the TSA officers we dealt with were rude, refused to offer us any explanations, and 
made threaten, ng comments when we asked for an exp I anati on as to why we were being forced to miss our flight We were threatened with arrest for asking for an explanation. This entire situation is u nacce ptab I e, and we wou Id I 1ke to be contacted by 
TSA regarding this practice. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hltp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client lft~b~i'--(6~·"'"1 --~ 
Dale Time: 6/312015 6:20:07 AM 

Name:bs 
Emailf~b-)-(6--.-I --~, 
Compta1nts:My Complaint is Not Listed Here. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):tsa - worthless - why isnt that a category?? 

i was on 0988 united from iad(wash de) to led(seattle) tuesday 02 june 15 in iad(wash de) before boarding flight. 
Comments:just absolutely worthless and nothing but harassment. we migrate through this disgusting long line, only to get to the "breakdown' point and find that they change the ropes so that people that never had to do 'migrate' for 20 minutes are put 
ahead of people that did. we 'tray up" taking off belts/shoes, but tsa that is supposed to be there monitoring line. is over having 'rap' session with another, so nobody pushes their trays through, there are at least ten trays there stopped, this black tsa 
women comes over and shouls you have to push tray lhrough, but of course where had she been and where was help, so go thru lhe pat down check poinl. they harass and then we wait anolher 18 minutes for junk 10 come through trays in anolher 
worthless line. who wasnt working the black person came over and didnt push anything, the black person sitting at the tray machine, the idiot that went off for rap session with another non-working idiot?? 4 people there doing nothing and it takes over 
30 minutes Just to get through this garbage??1, fire everyone, start over and hire people that speak english and made it thru h1ghschool, maybe I 1., i believe we should cooperate with law enforcement for safety and crime prevention but this is pure 
disfunctional harassment!'!! 



61312015 
8:37:50 

AM 

61312015 
10:23:54 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client lf'l~1h_-_-,1_R_-, ___ ~ 
Date Time: 613/2015 221 :30 AM 

Nam~b,(61 
Emai(b,(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):flighl UA525/unitedl San Francisco/ Gale 651 
Comments:I am very disappointed and troubled by the treatment I received from two TSA agents from my flight back from San Francisco to Los Angeles on May 25th around 5:15pm. My crutches were placed through the metal detector so I opted to 
go through the pat down again as to avoid further injury to my ankle. The female agent that did my pat down at the San Francisco airport was rude and unprofessional. First she rushed my friend and the staff member assisting me with the wheelchair I 
requested, because she said she could not start the pat down without my things being brought over. I told the TSA agent that it was ok with me if she started but she complained that people tend to be too worried about their things, which I found the 
revelation and her demeanor uncalled for. Also lhis was a protocol inconsistency in comparison wilh my experience at LAX airport a few days prior, where the agent did the pat down/screening firsl and allowed my friend time to gather our lhings. After 
my things were brought over, the TSA agent went ahead and explained the pat down procedure, I also informed her about my injured ankle before she started. The female agent proceeded to swiftly graze her fingers over my head and squeeze my hair 
bun, which took me off guard because she did not tell me she was going to do that so I was not expecting it. I simply asked her about it but the TSA agent became agitated and responded with "Yes we do this, do you want to speak to a supervisor." I 
told her there was no need that is was ok for her to continue with the screening, The professional thing for the agent to have done was to keep her composure and provide me with some clarity but instead she very rudely said to me ·well for my safety I 
need to call a supervisor over.'' I started to feel uncomfortable with the situalion. Then right behind me the agent flagged a supervisor 1h··,1R\ down and told her ··1hey are asking queslions about procedures and I do not feel comforlable 
any more can you observe the screening.'' I felt confused as to how a simple question was escalating to such a degree. Supervisor (b::,(6) came over and did not introduce herself, I just went ahead and explained my questioned to which she 
responded in a condescending tone "Well in San Francisco we do check everyone's hair." I Just shared that I noticed a difference in protoco s between the two airports and ask for the pat down/screening to proceed. I was really uncomfortable having 
another TSA agent just standing right next to me watching. The first female agent continued with the pat down screening. but did so roughly between my breasts and up my thighs twice. She used the palm of her hand when she said she would use the 
back of her hand up my legs and thighs, her hands were mere inches away from my crolch area too. She put a lot of pressure on my legs as she inspecled them. The female agent also grabbed the ankle I had lold her was injured and she caused me 
to wince in pain. She did not apologize. she simply got up and brought over what looked like paper squares to test my shoes (another protocol inconsistency: at LAX the agent explained everything professionally and in detail, which made me feel safe 
and comfortable. The agent at LAX did not touch my injured ankle, simply used those paper squares and she did not go as high up my thigh or put so much pressure on my body) While the San Francisco TSA agent went to check the results from my 
shoe test, I asked my friend who was traveling with me to please grab my sun glasses for me so that I would not forget them. Superviso~hen yelled at my friend "she is not cleared she can't touch them.'' At no point was it explained to me that 
I could nol grab my sunglasses, the agent at the starl simply said she was putting them on the side for me. I did nol ask for my glasses t~ 10 me, bul simply kept for me. After I reilerated this to Supervisor~ she allowed my friend to 
grab my sunglasses. The female agent then came back and asked me to lift up my shirt high so that she can check my waistband, another thing she did not tell me before hand. I said no because I felt uncomfortable exposing my stomach in a public 
place, to which the female agent condecendaly replied with "Thafs why I asked you if you wanted a private room" then supervisor [§Rfil told me I could Just left up my shirt a bit. to which I did. The female agent seemed bothered as she tugged 
roughly around my waistband, The agent then asked me to move around in the wheel chair left, right, forward and back because she needed to inspect the wheel chair. This was another protocol inconsistency because she did not initially inform me 
that she was going to check the wheel chair. I honeslly do nol understand why she would need to if lhe wheelchair belonged 10 lhe airporl and an airport Slaff member was assisting me. If TSA agents dislrust airport staff, I hen there's a whole other 
security issue that needs to be dealt with internally. I did not experience a wheelchair check at LAX either besides the moving from left to right in the chair. I decided to then just stand without my crutches, tolerating pain and further injury so that the 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Profess1onalism/Customer Service Current DatelTlme : 613/2015 8:35: 11 AM Airport : SLC - Salt Lake City International Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: Please don't say ·you·re good' after a pat down or other scan. ll"s like you are passing judgement. Like we are guilty till you"ve proven us innocent. Please just say thank you. This guy just kept saying you're good to everyone like they had 
passed his test. Very annoying. 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Ca Iler is very ups et about the sere en i ng at the Columbus airport this mom i ng. 

He would like to speak with manager. He has 4 S son the boarding pass. 
He was pulled out of Ii ne after he had gone through the Al T and had a p atdown. The TSO stated he was random I y se I ected. 

6/312015 His genita Is we re rub bed. 
11 :05:26 Why is the policy a procedure? Does he have the option to opt out of it if he did not want to be subjected to it? 

AM 
He has flown 100 times in the past 3 years and this has never occur,-ed before. 

The physical patdown and rubdown was very unwanted and he was very unhappy wilh the experience. 

The hand was rub bed down his I eg and on the gen ital s and it was very u ncomforta bl e. 



61312015 
12:18:41 

PM 

61312015 
4:46:41 

PM 

Submitted on Wednesday, June 3, 2015 - 11 :45 Submitted by anonymous user¥._~_.'--1(_6"-) __ __,lsubmitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights \ Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? 

Nati o na I Origin 
Race \ Ethnicity 
U nreaso na bl e Search Seizure 
Other Rig ht or Liberty not I isted 

Other Consti tuti o na I Rig ht or Liberty not Ii sted: 
Are you Ii 11 i ng this form out for you rse II? No, I m fi 11 i ng this form out for someone else 

==Rep rese nl ati ve Information== 
First Name:fE215] 
Last Name:ll22LJ 
Primary Phone: Gel I Phone 

Phone Number:"'f hc.:.·.::.·,1'-'R.:..·I -..-,--,-!,,...-------, 
PO Box or Street Add res sf b 1(6) 
City: Dallas .__ _______ _. 

State: Texas 
Zip Code (Post Code) 75206 
Otherc 
Email: 
Have you been authorized to file this complaint form on behalf of 
another individual? : Yes, I declare thal I am authorized to file 
this complaint on behalf of the named individual. 

==Comp I a i ntant Inform at,on== 
Relationship with Complaintant Dau hter 
Full Name of Complainlan (b)(6) 
PO Box or Street Address o . omp a1n an~(b':1(6) 
City: Dallas ""-'-'--""-------' 

State: Texas 
Zip Code (Post Code) 75206 
Otherc 

Caller slates lhat she just LAS and when she arrived to the TSA checkpoinl her purse was dumped out and so 100 was her make up bag. Caller stales that the officer, a short, black woman thal wore glasses with lhe disposition of a venomous snake 
was extremely rude to her and the caller feels that she was treated very poorly. Caller, after having explained to her, understand that her LGA s needed to be in a quart sized bag. Caller states that she left Hobby she had the exact same belongings 
packed the exact same way and there was no issues when she I ell Hob by. Cal I er is completely a pp al led at the way she was treated in LAS. Cal I er states that contained in her makeup bag was MAC make up inc I ud i ng powders and brushes. Ca 11 er 
states that she had to undergo a pat down which she feels was not needed. 



6/312015 
9:00:10 

PM 

61412015 
321:01 

PM 

From:kb)(61 
Sent: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 8:55 PM 
To: TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov 
Subject TSA Contact Us: Complaints 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:~!(b~-~1(~6~1 --~ 
Dale Time: 6/312015 8:54:39 PM 

Name: 
kb1(6) 
Email: ~----------------~ 
HYPERLINKt,_b-'-)_(6-'-I ____________ __. 

Complaints: 
In ap prop ria te Sere en i ng/Pat Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 
Gulfport Airport on June 2 at 1 0am. Flying to Clearwater Fl. 
Comments: 
Lines were long and only one agent checking passenger I'd. A lady about 90 ( at least) in a wheel chair was in front of me. She had a prescreened card in her hand. Rather than wand her down they made her get out of her chair and walk through the 
scanner lhis woman was very uns1eady on her feel yet they slill asked her 10 put her arms up mer her head! (She still had her prescreened card in her hand!) they took forever to get her wheel chair to her on the olher side. Because she was taking so 
long and the lines were backing up they started letting the younger mare physically fit passengers behind me just walk through the metal detector• These agents are in real need of some serious training' I felt they jeopardized this woman's health and 
were lax in screening those behind mel Even the younger woman with a dog just lifted the ropes and moved over and walked through the metal detector and no one questioned her or seem to notice' I have flown oflen and I will say this is probably the 
Ii rst time I have le It u n comfo rtab I e about safety issues. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hltp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: ,_[b-'-1_(6-'-) __ _. 
Date Time: 614/2015 12:52:21 PM 

NamJ:b)(61 

Emailkb)(61 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):American flight 340 614115 
Security check point near gate C20r 
Comments:I do not use the scanner, always request a pat down. Always had highly professional TSAagents. Until today. I had the displeasure of being received by kbl(ffl I He began by saying that it was time for my free massage. Then 
yelled at me when I walked too far ahead of him. Asked me to get my stuff, then told me to put it down because he hadn't given me permission to touch it. I asked for his supervisor. He said he WAS the supervisor. I asked for his superior, he said that 
he "was in charge of this." He had a different agent do the actual pat down. When lhat was over I asked for his name. THEN he said that he could call a manager. I wailed 5 minutes. No action on his par1. I asked someone else. The manager's name is 

!rh·11r;-·, l Never showed up.~returned and said he was "just having fun" and that he didn't call~because I didn't specifically ask for a "manager." I expressed dissatisfaction and the agent who was with him asked if he wanted DPS 
to be called. When TSA has egg on its face in the national media, this is the time for seriousness and courtesy at security check points, not humor and rudeness. 

Hello. I recently received my TSA Pre numberkb":1(6) I which would be great IF body scanners were placed in areas where TSA Pre entered security. I travel frequently between Denver and Kansas City and neither airport has a body scanner in 
the TSA pre line. This is very frustrating and also time consuming. Paying the money to become TSA pre should come with some benefits: however, I have a replaced knee and do not want to go through the pat down process (I am sure you can 
understand why). However, even though I have TSA pre, I end up having to go through the regular and often long line in order to go through a body scanner. 

Given that more and more people are going through the TSA pre process, I am hopeful you will start putting body scanners in TSA pre lines. 

6141201 5 Thank you, 

6:15:39 
PM 

(b)(61 



I am sitting at gate ES waiting for a flight to MSP at 7pm. I just went through your check point to get to this point. I opted out of the scan machine. I don! like the options of a pat down and understand the existing procedures dictate a pat down. I 
accepted this unpleasant experience. I waited for a male assist. A tsa man greeted me and asked me to follow him. I got a feeling in my stomach that the man who was the chosen one to do the pat down was a homosexual man. I am aware of my 
surroundings. I lislened to his voice and herd the hints of whal I became very uncomfortable about and decided then and I here if I fell the man was a homosexual I didn'I wanl him 1ouching me so I asked for another tsa agent to do the pat down. The 
man I didn"t feel comfortable with did his job at that moment petiect and gave me an option I did feel more comfortable with. I waited for instruction to proceed to where ever I needed to go to complete the pat down and herd the same tsa man I didn't 
want patting me down say something to the effect of "sir I would have enjfed it r much as you·' That statement at that moment was so unprofessional words don't do justice to the levels of upset I am as I sit here writing this complaint. I asked to 
speak with a supervisor and one appeared within a minute. The tsa agen (b':1(6 at Echo check point handled the situation after I requested it. He was professional and dealt with my complaint with dignity. I am a heterosexual male who is not here to 
make a big deal aboul a man being gay or not. I could care less what someone does in lhe privacy of I heir own home. I do care aboul someone who I feel may be a homosexual touching me in ways I feel would NEVER allow in ANY other siluation. 
lwas violated by opting out of the procedure in place. I am anxious enough about having to allow a male touch me in areas any other place on the planet besides a Dr office would be a sexual assault. I feel very violated and concerned that the dog 
and pony show the Isa became a complete waste of tax payers money on the facade of 1 g men from the middle east hiJacked 4 airplanes and took down 3 buildings. 2 out of the 4 planes hitting only 2 bu1ldings.,what hit building 7? The Isa is a joke. 
The state department already admitted that the underwear bomber was placed on the plane by another agency ... (cia) and the experience I just had is a prime example of the complete invasion of privacy your organization is completely OK with all while 
not understanding your oath 10 protect and serve the constitution of the united slates from all enemies foreign and domestic. Ill spell ii out for anyone who reads this. You are all oalh breakers by asking anyone to be subjecl to the appalling procedure 
you cal I enha need security screening. The leader who run this country a re so Id out and wipe their ass with the United States Constitution on a daily occurrence and you take your orders from them ... so choose to keep the paycheck coming in and 

61412015 violate the next chump who speaks up against the dog and pony show we have the very unpleasant requirement to go through to travel. If I were in ANY of your shoes I would have long ago been fired because as soon as my supervisor came into the 
8:05:37 meeting and said I would have to place my hands on other mens private parts to see if they are a terrorist is a outside of my willingness to make a paycheck or decent retirement. I would refuse until i was fired and then i would sue for changing the 

PM rules after I was hired because I sure as heck would never apply for a job where I have 10 violate another man i would never wanl touching me the way I was required to touch him. Absolutely PATHETIC! 

kb)(61 

kb1(6) 

Honorable discharge 

I am an Oath Keeper and hope anyone reading this I ette r would I ook up that non p rof1t o rgamzat1on and join them, quit the Isa and protect the US constitution rather Iha n your fi nanci a I comfort. 

REASON lo r the ca 11: Ca 11 er had an incident at Newark and she had on a money belt and one of the agents b I urted out she had on a money be It seve ra I times and she needed a female to pat her down. The TSO announced it in front of the whole world 
with a hundred people around her. She doesn t mind the patdown but that wasn t necessary to be saying that in front of everyone and it was extremely unprofessional. Announcing she was wearing a money belt is not the brightest thing to do. There 
was a TSA agent named!rh·11R I and she called over her friend and she was a thin black woman who told her some spots had showed up on the x-ray and thal she had glitter on but she didn t have any glitter on her skirt. The TSO said they needed to 
check it and at that point the caller told her she was wearing a money belt. At that point she blurted out in front of everyone she was wearing a money belt and they took it off and they counted her money. It was very disrespectful the way she was 
treated. They did a private screening but the way she blurted out about the money belt there was no decorum involved. The caller is short, gray hair, 72 years old and wearing a black top and black skirt crocheted with flowers and leaves. She was 
carrying under 2 00 do 11 a rs . These peop I e need to use mo re discretion because the incident was out of context to be making a pub Ii c announcement. 

61512015 Date Time: June 3 2015, 0745 am 
e: 12,30 Gate Terminal: Gate 16 

AM Airport: Newark 
Airline: JetBlue 
Flight#: 1519 
Bag tag# 10 digit NA 
Bag Description: N A 
Missing Damaged ilem descriplion: N A 
NOi: NA 
Special Notes: NA 



Feedback Type . Civil Rights/Liberties 
Ca I egori es 41 h Amendment 
Current Date/Time . 6/5/2015 1:0122 AM 
Airport FAT - Fresno Yosemite International Date/Time of Travel 06/0412015 1 :30 PM Airline & Flight Number 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : Security Checkpoint TS A E mp I oye e: (If Known) . 
Comment : I was pat down while going through securily by a TSA employee.my shirt was tucked in, and he claimed I had something hidden by my back. I untucked my shirt to show nothing was I here, and lhe employee claimed thal I had removed 
whatever I had hidden (in front of everyone. without anyone noticing) and that I had to be thoroughly checked in a private room. 

In the private room, this man began to extremely thoroughly pat my ENTIRE body down multiple times over the course of several minutes while another coworker watched. The entire time I kept saying there was nothing on me. He left the room to 
briefly, came back to question me about what I was hiding and I hat he fell I had somelhing hidden in my groin area. This is where I got extremely frustrated. 

~~;0
2\

5 The only reason I was brought aside was because he felt something (nothing) on my back. Now I was supposedly was able to magician the obJect from behind my back to my groin area, in front of all of the Isa employees at the security checkpoint 
AM without anyone noticing , I explained the ridiculousness of this to the employee, but he was adamant in his search, He th en had a po Ii ce officer enter the room and I was forced to remove my pants, 

6/512015 
8:22:43 

AM 

At this point, it should have been clearly obvious I was not hiding anything, but to not be swayed, he proceeded to thoroughly pat down my rear and groin areas AGAIN, as well as thoroughly search my pants. His entire story was ridiculous. I felt 
extremely vi o I ated throughout this entire process. 

After I was able to dress, I jusl wanled to get out of the room, so I didn't get his name or badge number. The TSA worker is an older Caucasian male, light hair, balding, and overweight. His logic for searching me was flawed, and I was exlremely 
violated. 
Would you like a re.-::.oaose? - I • 1e 
Passenger's Name(b 1(6) 
Phone Number: ~------~ 

Email 'kbi(6, I 
To leave a comment concem,ng this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Nam4bl(61 ! 
Email Address: [b)(ff, 
Phone Number:~-------~ 
Address: Brook I yn ny 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
LaG ua rd i a Airport 

What was the dale and approximaIe lime of the incident? 



The ca 11 er was !rave Ii ng I ast night on a red eye flight. The cal I er went through sere en i ng at LAX and was randomly se I ected lo r a patdown and the T SA agent stuck her thumbs in her vagina. The cal I er was wearing stretch pants th at were tight and the 
caller states that going in her vagina is inappropriate and the caller is not ok with that. The caller states the incident was traumatic. The caller wants to know ii there are cameras at the airport. The caller wants to be contacted by the CSM at LAX. The 
caller wants 10 know if ii is normal for TSA to stick their fingers in someone s vagina. 

6/512015 
1 :32:40 Date and Time: 6-4-15 and went through security around 11 :30pm. 

PM Gate Terminal: United Airlines terminal gate 76 terminal 7. 
Airport LAX 
Airline: United 
Flight#: UA910. 

The officer in question was African American, around mid age, hair was in a pony tail. medium build. and around 5ft Sin ar less. The caller was wearing black stretch pants and an olive colored shirt. 
On a recent trip from Ontario airport in California to Seattle, Washington I was shocked at the lack of security. You can walk right up to any ticket counter, after checking in there is no agent at the bottom of the stairway leading to security checkin and 
gates. Just one girl checking ID's and boarding passes. I did not have to take off shoes or jacket. They did pal me down, but my sister, right behind me just breezed through no pat down no nolhing. 

~~~0
5\

5 Upon returning through SeaTAc- again a total lack of security. I went through security in a wheelchair- my sister again no pat down no shoes off and no Jacket off. 

PM 
Whal is going on? Have we go11en so lax I hat we have forgotten 911? Even going lhrough to the plane there used to be agents there looking to pull you out of line and pal you down again. All in all, very disappoinling and actually scary at the total 
lack of security. So what is going on? Please don't say lack of funds -

Location: MKE 

Time: Approximately 1335 

Date: 24May2015 

Agend~(b_,_(6_1 __ ~ 

61512015 Badge Number:~ 6:07 30 ~ 
PM 

61712015 
9:12:46 

AM 

Agent performed pat-down not in compliance with TSA pat-down procedures. Agents hands were approximately one half of an inch from zipper during groin area pat-down and directly on the space between the buttocks during buttock pat-down. 
When asked if the agents hands should be at least two inches from the zipper. the agent admitted that he did not know the pat-down protocol. When asked for name and badge number, agent attempted to conceal that information. Agent refused to 
allow a photograph of his badge. 

Online submission of this complaint resulted in a webpage error. Please acknowledge receipt of this complaint. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegari es Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Dateflime 61612015 8:29:35 PM Airport : DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel : 06/0612015 Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport;-:--------~ 
TSA Employee: (If Known) !(b )(6) !comment I asked to opt out. Officer westerf1eld told me to push my things through as opposed to wait until the female assist officer came. I asked explicitly because I have always been told to hold 
into my things in other airports. He insisted. 

My things went through but no officer was ready to do the pat down until 8 minutes later (I watched clock). I asked office~o less than four times to see if someone would check on m thin s be I couldn't see them. I asked her to put them 
aside. She reluctantly asked another officer to look. He walked over there and got distracted I' He didn't look or make eye contact w me or~ He just moved on. I pointed that out t b )(6) She honestly did not care an ounce. Fine that she's 
busy but I found her rude and the system was inefficient and ineffective. 

rm very disappointed by the professionalism and organization. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name kb·:,(6) 
Phone Number : 
Emailfh··,1rr1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Calegories Olher; Carry-on Properly Oul of View During Screening Currenl Dateffime: 61712015 12:41 :52 PM Airporl: LAX - Los Angeles lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 06/01/2015 11 :45 AM Airline & Flight Number: v, 0406 Checkpoint/Area 
of Airport. 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· My laptop was mistakenly picked up by another passer,ger with the same make/model. I had requested a pat-down and, apparently, you have a new screening for laptops - they are removed from the main belt for further testing? The other 
passenger grabbed the firsl rnacbook air I hat came back 10 lhe main belt. It was fellow passenger error. 

What I find ridiculous is that - after the very helpful Airport Police went off to find a culprit wrongly identified by TSA on the security footage - I suggested the TSA employees open the computer and look for his/her email address information. We found 
the guy's name and they made an over-head announcement in the terminal to no avail. The ridiculous/worrying part of this. the part I think needs to be noted, is that even with a name the TSA cannot tell which flight a person is leaving on?! You have 
to be kidding me. Given the stringent security precaulions we, as flying passengers, happily agree to for our public safely, lhis seems to be a very serious lapse in information sharing and accountabilily. I can hardly even believe ii, to be perfectly 

61712015 honest. Makes me wonder how you"re on top of anything outside of the menially performed x-ray screening of hand luggage that I witness when I travel. 
3:07:08 

PM I would certainly like to hear your point of view 

Faithfully. 

!(b1(61 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name b·•,(ffi 
Phone Number, 1h\1i:=::··, 

Email :"'b'-")""(6'-"1--,-------,--' 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

To whom it may concern, 

I am a 62-year-old American citizen who has never had any trouble with the law. I truly feel that I am being punished by the TSA for having a breast cancer scare and not wanting any more radiation on my body. 
The lasl time I wenl through the TSA line I was made to sland in fronl of the machine throwing out radiation for aboul four minutes until a TSA agent was available to do an embarrassing patdown on my body. 

6181201 5 The T SA a gent who did the part down on my body suggested I seemed ner,o us, as if any decent person wo u Id Ii ke a stranger touching their body without their true con sent. I found this comment insulting and degrading. 
8: 2 9: 5 8 This is truly unacceptable be hav1or to any person es pec1al ly a decent Arn eri can citizen and the T SA needs a belter so I uti on lo r this problem. 

AM This punishment needs to stop. 

618/2015 
2:33:47 

PM 

!(bl(61 I 
Portland. Oregon 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Lost and Found 
Current Date/Time . 6/8/2015 12:45:57 PM Airport . LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel . 06/02/2015 11 :45 AM Airline & Flight Number · AC798 Checkpoint/Area of Airport · TSA terminal 2 TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : I am a senior and have a pacemaker. I had to wait for a very Io ng ti me lo r a pat down. I had to leave rn credit ca rd hold er in the bucket with my purse, shoes. etc. When I retrieved everything I did not see my credit ca rd holder th ere but 
didn't notice the absence until after I arrived in Montreal YUL. I did email on 6-3-15 and received a control# (b)(6) with a promise of a reply.I offered emaij(b::,(6) I and phonekb)(6:, !I will also offer you another email 
address today. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Na ll'<-'-h'-'·,:..:1R.:.··:..' --~----' 
Phone Number, b··1(6'1 
Email :._fh=··,1._R .. ·, ________ __. 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



To the Department of Homeland Secunty and Transportation Security Administration. 

As of Monday. June 8th. I w1II no long er be flying in the U mted States after the mistreatment I had to deal with by T SA on mo d iffe rent occasions this pa st weekend. 

In one instance. I was lo reed to stand and wait. without shoes or a be It for several mm utes wh i I e wa iii ng for a pat-down at Chica go Midway due to a "shift change;' when in fact three males we re standing around tal kmg on the other side of the 
checkpoint, doing a bso I utely nothing. During this ti me, my persona I be Io ngi ngs were out of my sight ( a viol at ion of your own p rotoco Is) for an extended period, Included in these be Io ngi ngs were my ID, credit and de bit cards, cash. and e I ectronic 
devices, including a personal laptop and cell phone, all of which could have easily been taken at any point by an agent or another passenger. 

61812015 In the second ins1ance, my checked bag was broken inlo at Orlando International by TSA personnel. Contrary to what TSA and the federal governmenl believe, the Fourlh Amendment of the Constitution of the United Stales prohibits, without probable 

9:09,10 cause, agents going through my personal belonging without a warrant or without notifying me in advance of the invasion of my privacy. Nothing illegal was found and I was given no reason for my LOCKED bag to be broken into and searched. Just 
p M c i rel mg the word ··1 aw' is not pro ba bl e cause. As we al I learned in Social Studies cl ass. no I aw supersedes the Constitution. 

6/912015 
9:00:50 

AM 

6/912015 
2:16:57 

PM 

After this weekend"s events. it 1s little wonder why the agency has a 96% failure rate when it comes to finding secunty issues. Not only are my belongings not safe from TSA agents (and a waste of time when they know there is nothing m my bags). but 
clearly my safety is of little concern when it comes to the rest of the process. For that reason, I will no longer fly in the United States, which I know means nothing to the people pretending to read this letter. If the purpose of the agency is to eventually 
destroy the airline industry, you all are doing a fantastic job. 

l"m glad to know this counlry now prides ii self on following lhe same principles as those in 1930s-40s Germany, a period that ended in failure for I hose people. Using I hat benchmark, I guess a 96% failure rate is actually a success. 

1~Ih_·_-,I_r;_·, --~I rormer customer of lhe U .s. airline industry 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" . Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time : 61812015 10:52:39 PM Airporl SLC - Salt Lake City International Date/Time of Travel : 06/08/2015 9:00 PM Airline & Flight Number : DL 1264 CheckpomUArea of 
Airporl , terminal 2 TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment : I was with my lhree year old daughter and we all are TSA prechecked. I was carrying less than 200 ml of drinking waler in a clear bottle and a telrapack of milk. I was asked 10 lhrow away the water and the milk was opened for 1es1ing. How 
am i expected to carry the milk if it is opened. 
I have traveled extensive I y in the US and have never faced any issues. Even m J F K I had a smooth ch ecki n with al most 1 0 tetrap ack of mi I k. 

This time not only was the milk opened but all my bags were pat down along with myself. Also i had to take out my laptop which shouldn't be required. 

Absolute unprofessionalism and unnecessary specially when you are traveling with a three year old. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name ·1 

Phone Number b 1(6) 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a commen concerning is feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicalionManager 

REASON for the call: Caller flew out of Richmond and she was treated badly at the check point. At 10: 15 a Pakistani lady TSO was rude to the passenger in front of her. She said that she treated roughly during the patdown. She thinks that TSA 
generally treats people well but this lady did not. She is about 5 6 with black hair and dark skin. About 180 pounds 
Date Time: 11 :31 AM on 6-8-2015 This happened around 1 O: 15 AM 
Gate Terminal: ? 
Airport: RIC 
Airline: American airline 
Flight#:? 
Special Notes: 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: The cal I er has an atro ph,ed leg which Is paralyzed. The ca 11 er has crutches that she uti Ii zes too. 

lncidenl Details: The caller was traveling through LAX from an inlernational trip. The caller went to security and her crulches were taken from her and nol returned until after the screening process was compleled. She was left slanding alone. The 
caller stated that her belongings including her money belt were removed. 

The caller was then told to take off her shoes and to go stand in the AIT unit. She stated that it was very humiliating as she was having a great amount of difficulty trying to stand, She stated that she has never had to have a patdown after going through 
AIT. 

She stated th at after sta ndrng in the Al T unit, she was to Id that she had to get a patdown. Her hands we re swabbed as we 11. The cal I er stated that she was treated very nasty during this process and that not one time did anyone offer to help her stand 
or ever, offer her a carie or a chair. 

6/912015 She stated that the woman who performed the patdown turned her back to her while she was going through her belongings. 
2:38:07 

PM The details of the flight is listed below: 

Date Time: 6 8 15 5:00PM 
Gate Terminal: T4 
Airporl: LAX 
Airline: American Eagle 
Flight# 2855 

The caller feels as though she was discriminaled against due to her disabilily. She also feels that she was trealed very ugly. 

From[b)(61 
Sent: Tuesday, June 09, 2015 3:23 PM 
To: TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov 
Subject Requesting Assistance in a Case. 

Dear TSA officer. 

I would like TSA help in the resolution of this case. 

I served as the vice president of .. b._I""("-6-'-·., __ __, _____________________________ __,up till a few months ago. I have experienced significanl troubles even wilh local flights inside the states since they 
returned from medical mission and medical conference in Turkey last year. 

6/912015 
6:43:43 I have not been able to check in online and print my ticket unless I go to the airline desk in the airport and wait for 1 hour on average with one airline agent to be able to print the ticket since I came back from Turkey where I attended SAMS international 

PM conference in June 2014. After thal. my lickel has been always flagged with SSSS sign and a comprehensive search including pal down has been always performed. 

This has made !rave I as a mg htma re that I started to avoid as much as possi b I e even tho ugh I served as the vice president of the o rgamzat,on that receive USA ID grant money to do such humanitarian wo rl< and med i ca I miss ion averse as .. I al ready 
missed a meeting with CBP deputy Commissionei(b)(ff:, In DC due to being unable to print my ticket in time before the flight left a few months ago. I was about to miss my flight to DC this past Fri to meet with USCl5kb)(ff:1 
for the same reason and I hey had 10 delay the flight 1 O minutes to solve lhe problem even though I was in the airport 3 hours before the time of the flight. ~-~----~ 

I sent redress request and I received a response - 2 months ago th at I attached to this ema i I . It basically said that If I use the redress number I was provided with ~ 11 s ho u Id help. U nfo rtunatel y. I tned 11 dun ng this re cent trip to DC to m eel with 
USCIS leadership and it still didn't work and I had to go through the same hassle which is also causing delays to the airline as they have to designate an agent to work for me for almost an hour every time. 

I hope you can help in resolving this issue. Thank you very much for your assistance. 



Fro~(b)(61 
Sent: Tuesday, June 09, 2015 4:47 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:i,_(b--'1_(6--') __ __. 

61912015 Dale Time: 6/912015 4:46:49 PM 

8:02:13 
PM 

Name: 

fh1/R1 

61912015 
10:37:34 

PM 

Email: 

HYPERLINf,_b_)_(B_, ______________ __. 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

S exua I contact during T SA pat down 

Comments: 

I have been traumatized today when a female agent touched my genital area multiple times during a pat down at the precheck line today at the American Airlines terminal of DFW Airport. I did not set off the alarm. She said it was a random check. I 

Caller just went lhrough Chicago O Hare checkpoint screening. She described a humiliating experience. Fell like she like ii was a nasly patdown twice, and then in a room again in front of her 4 year old. The 2 Female officers, one black about 5ft 2 with 
reddish brown, short barbered hair cut was approximately 180 pounds and the other was possibly 5ft 7- 5ft 8, maybe mixed or Hispanic. She felt the patdown was not normal, as it was aggressive especially on her sensitive areas. This took place at 
Terminal 3 at the checkpoint at 9:06 pm on 06 09 2015. She went back to the checkpoint to get the names of the officers. 



Fromtb)(61 
Sent: Tuesday, June 09, 2015 11 A2 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 

Cc:kbl(6) I 
Sut5Jeci: Disabled passenger 619\ 15 - Leiter to K. Walton 

June 9, 2015 

kbi(6i 
Columbia, MD 21044 

611012015,.lr~b~ll~B~·., ____ ~---~ 
8:34:43 [(b )(6) 

AM ~U-n-ite_d_A-irl-in_e_s-----~ 

PO Box 66100 
Chicago, IL 60666 

Ms. Kimberly Walton 
Assistant Administrator For lhe Office of Civil Righls and Liberties, Ombudsman, and Travel Engagement 
Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
60 1 12th Street South 
Arlington, VA 22202 

RE: CHICAGO O'HARE AIRPORT. JUNE 8. 2015 - DISABLED PASSENGER 

Dead(b)(61 !and Ms. Walton: 

I am writing to relate to you my experience at Chicago's O'Hare Airport last night. I was returning home from a last minute. one-week trip to visit my elderly mother and get medical treatment. I am physically disabled: I have a severe and rare chronic 
Caller requested to speak with a supervisor immedialely. 

611012015~0 tes: 
12:50:47 . . . . . . . 

PM She 1s upset because she has to be patted down every time she goes through the scanner. She feels as though the agents are trained well when 11 comes to a breast prosthesis. She doesn t inform them before she goes through because 1t s usually a 
man and they call a woman over to the checkpoinl to do her patdown. She asked if PreCheck would help her screening and not have to go through I hat. She has heard thal al PHX, which is her home airport, thal women have been made to remove 
their prosthesis before screening and she does n t want to do th at. 



I am in a wheelchair fly mg from SF O. Wednesday June 1 0, 2015 to gate 52. I require a pat down to clear security due to mo b1 I ity con stramts. 

The TSA agent patting me down asked me to move so she could feel the back of my thighs. I felt she had already done so and repealing was physically difficult. She said a supervisor was necessary.kb::,(6) ~ad to resIart the pat down. 
explained I was going to miss my flight and would have been happy to have my original pat down continue. ~~~---~ 

She explained 
- I had to arrive 3 hours early if I want 10 be on time for my flighl and make it lhrough security. 
- I have to be treated like everyone else 
- her grandfather Is in a chair and does not act this way 

I explained that I am always delayed inilially because I have to be palled down. I also felt her actions toward me were inappropriate. That my civil rights are protected under the AGAA. 

She said 
- I don't care what civil rights group you're part of. You have to be treated like everyone else. 

611112015 She then asked for my name so she could file a complaint against me. 
8:55:24 

AM 
During this interaction, her coworker asked her to calm down several times. 

I, in fact. don't have to be treated like everyone else and do not have to arrive at the airport 3 hours early to clear through security. I am part of a protected group. The standard of care for most passengers does not work for me so I have to be patted 
down using a different standard of care. I arrived m plenty of ti me to make my fi Ig ht if the pat down had gone no rma 11 y. 

kb::,(6) lwas discriminating against me and does not know lhe law. Yelling at someone and telling them false information based relaled to their disability, telling me I am essentially a bad and angry disabled person because I wanted 10 make my 

6111/2015 

flight is harassment based on my disability. 

Sent from my iPhone 

The caller was injured at lhe airporl going through lhe checkpoint. She has a fractured shoulder, and sprang her left foot. She said she filed a claim bul, they told her lhey forwarded ii to TCC for review and response. She tripped over lhe mal al TSA. 
She said a screener was rude to her after she fell. The screener told her that she was fine. The caller was subjected to additional screening including a patdown. 

2:50:33 Date Time: 04 30 15 6: 15 AM Departure 
PM Gate Terminal: Terminal 6 

Airport: Memphis 
Airline: United Airlines 
I have fl own at least 6 ti mes this year and the wave d ete cto r at tul sa is 1 00 % wrong. requiring a pat down, quite Iran kly I am getting ti red of getting mugged eve ryti me I fly. the other airports do nt seem to have th at issue, 

today the line to go through the wave detector is longer than the line to unpack your bags. 

tulsa tsa is the least efficient of all of the other destinations that I go through. at least 5 supervisors standing around. long lines and only two lines open with only one wave detector in use. 

611112015 honestly put automatic weapons in their hands it is exactly like going through a third world countries security. or when I use to travel into the former soviet union. 
6:13:19 

PM 
all of this mess and then to read how ineffective the organization is. 

lli!illJ ~------------------~ 
HYPERL1Nif,_b_l_(6 __ , _____________ ___, 



611212015 
10:09:18 

AM 

Submitted on Friday, June 12, 2015 - 08:44 Submitted by anonymous user:~kb_ .• _,(6_._I --~kubmitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: W ashi ngto n 
Airport: WASHINGTON - SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International 
Date ofT rave I: 0611 012015 
Time of Travel: 4:05 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: Arrival on Delta from Amsterdam Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Secutiry down stairs by C Train Station TSA Employee: {bH6! 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: Other 
Complaint: 
My wife and i have t rave I ed al I over the world .[filili)wa s the 
most in tel leratn. rude and un pleasant member of T SA that we have 
ever met My wile left her boarding passes in her purse. She 
went through lhe detector as she has two metal knees and it went 
off.1::5}1] asked for her boarding pass and she said it was in her 
purse and turns to get ,t off the be It. It had not gone through. 

fh··,rR!grabbed her by her sweater and roughly pulled her back. We 
could see her purse on the bell. Here voice was loud, "You have 
alarmed, stay put'" She pulled her off to the side and made her 
wait lo r al most 1 0 minutes while she did other passengers. The 
purse ca rn e through and I tried to get the boa rd i ng pass for rny 
wife.[EEJ said "if I hat is not your purse don't touch it!" I 
told her it was my wife·s and it had my boarding pass in it. She 
yelled. "'move on" and Just glared at me. Finally my wife was 
taken to a pat down area and searched. After a few minutes of 
watching I he purse on I he belt (after it went I hroug h J I got both 
our boarding passes our and took them to the other agent and 
showed them to him. He was most pleasant. I also comp I am ed on 
the spot to the supervisor. 
II was hearl stopping that this is the reception US citizens 
receive after ca ming home and even worse, was foreign tourists 

611212015 1h··,1r;·, called to inform that the Tulsa Oklahoma Air Port always gives him a difficult time when ii comes 10 screening. They screeners always give him smart remarks towards his medical card. His doctor stales that he can not go through the 
11 :42:37 machines. 1h·>1r;·-, knows about the screening process and always gets pat downs. He simply does not like how the TSO gave him negative remarks. saying We are doctors. 

AM 



611212015 
12:17:50 

PM 

Submitted on Friday, June 12, 2015- 10:31 Submitted by anonymous user:._kb~·•-'-1(6_.~I _ __,~ubmitted values are: 

Feed back Type: R eq ues t for Information 
Date of Tr ave I: 0610912015 
Time of Travel: 8:45 am 
Airline & Flight Number: US airways Flight 1735 Checkpoint I Area of Airport Airport screening area TSA Employee: 

= = Req u esl lo r Information== 
Information Feedback: 
- Other 
- Civil Rights I Civil Liberties 
Request for lnformalion: My daughler is in college in North 
Carolina and on her flight back to school from Orlando, the TSA 
off ce rs performed a pat down after she went through the body 
scan, The pat down included Ii ft i ng and searching through her 
hair. I have heard thal this is a routine practice of TSA bul 
have never witnessed it or had it happen to me or anyone I 
personally know. I don't understand this practice. when there 
are people with more hair and longer hair that are not inspected. 
The re a re women with I arge chignons (buns J, women wi I h wigs, 
women with long hair. etc that don·t have this problem. A bun 
can hold the same thing braids hold. My daughters braids are 
loose. Ii ke a Ire e-llowi ng ha i rsty I e. She cou ldn"t have anything 
in her hair, jusl like someone lhat wears their hair down and 
free cannot hold or hide anything under their hair. I'm 
concerned that this p ra ct,ce u nj ustl y targets a group based on an 
ignorance about hair and braids. 

Would you like a response? Yes. I would like a response. 
==Passenger Info==~---~ 

Passenger Narne:l(b)(61 I passenger/ kb ,(6) I mother 
Phone Number: ~~~--~ 



611312015 
9:17:02 

AM 

Submitted on Saturday, June 13, 2015 - 05:01 Submitted by anonymous user~l(b_._i(_6_) ___ ~~ubmitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Compliment 
State: New Mexico 
Airport: TEXAS - DAL - Dallas Love Field 
Date ofT rave I: 06\ 12\2015 
Time of Travel: 3:30 pm 
Airline Flight Number: WN 36 
Checkpoint\ Area of Airport: Lane 9 
TSA Employee: 

==Compliments== 
Compliment Feedback: 
- Pat-down 
- Professionalism\Customer Service 

Compliment: Unnecessary and Excessive force was used during the 
pat down bjh··,1rr1 La TSA agent on lane #9. I cautioned 

him reg a rd i ng my body s response to his excessive force during 
the pat down , As a paraplegic my lower body. including my 
limbs, has significant involuntary contractions (Spasticity) when 
too much force is applied and was applied my!(b)(ff:, I He 
continued his repeated aggressive pat down causing my body 
great pain. After checking my I eg s severa I ti mes he attempted to 
recheck my legs again and I refused. I requested a manager and 
explained the problem. I med a Dallas Police com,laint 
following the ep1sode . ._kb-'-'1(_6-'-) _______ _.J 

Would you like a response? Yes. I would like a response. 
==Passenger Info==~--~ 

Passenger Na 1h\1i:=::··, 

Phone Nurnber,.(,..,b-'-)(,,,6-'-, -----'---, 



Hello. 

I returned home to Seattle on a flight from SFO on June 11. 2015. I flew on Alaska Airlines flight 303. 

My wife and I joined CL EAR a couple of months ago. Their CL EAR system fa i I ed to verify my Ii ng erpri nts a mo nth ago when I flew from S JC to SEA. 

Yesterday when I went through the CLEAR Ii ne their system again failed to verify my fi ng e rp ri nts. Th at was merely an i nconve ni e nee. What was extreme I y d 1sturbi ng was the following. 

611312015 1 · 
9:17:47 

AM 2 · 

After the CLEAR syslem failed to verify my fingerprinls, lhe CLEAR employee said "Never mind" and look me to the head of the TSA Security Screening line. 

I was never asked lo r a photo I D. Al I I had ever shown was my boa rd i ng pass. 

3. When I spoke to the TSA agent (Covenant Aviation Securily?J and tried to show my photo ID I was told lhat lhe CLEAR agent had already cleared me. So withoul ever seeing a photo ID, having the system REJECT my fingerprint as a match to 
my CLEAR profile and showing nothing more than a boarding pass, the CLEAR agent told the TSA agent that I was "cleared to fly" 

4. This is an a bso I ute ins u It to the citizens that have been duped into thinking that the security procedures a re keeping us sale when flying. 

5. CLEAR is a worthless scam and the CLEAR employees are risking the lives of every person flying. The CLEAR program should be immediately suspended and not allowed to operate unless and until there is independent and competent 
verification that the system works and the CLEAR employees are properly tram ed and lo 11 ow a 11 proper procedures. 

6. When I 901 through the security screening I reported this problem to the TSA Supervisor. He gave me a form that had the email address of Covenant Aviation Security. I have decided 10 send this complaint to TSA instead, as I suspect that 
Covenant Aviation Security would just bury the complaint. 

7. This is the second time that I have had a problem with the security screening at SFO. Last year when I fiew from SFO to SEA I was selected for "additional screening" even though I did not set off any scanner alarms. I thought that this was a bit 
unusual but occasional random pat-downs definitely make sense. But the overtly gay security screener pushed his hands up into my genilals and started moving them back and forth. I told him lhat I would punch him if he ever did lhat again. He just got 
a wispy little smile on his face and let me go. So please explain to me how having a gay man patting down a male passenger is any different from a heterosexual man patting down a female passenger. Why should gay security agents be allowed to 



611312015 
9:17:55 

AM 

Submitted on Friday, June 12, 2015 - 22:05 Submitted by anonymous use~~[b_.~1(_6_, --~I Submitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Wisconsin 
Airport: WISCONSIN - MSN - Dane County Regional 
Date ofTravel: 06\11\2015 
Time of Travel: 1 :45 pm 
Airline Flight NumbeL 
Checkpoint\ Area of Airport: TSA PRE check TSA Employee: 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Civil Rights I Civil Liberties 
- Screening 

Complaint: 

12 June 2015 

Frorrf b 1(6i 
To:Richard Spencer, AFSD, TSA. Dane County Airport, Madison. 
Wi 

Cc:TSA.GOV 

Subj :Security check point incident complaint about 

Date: 11 June 2015 
Time: approximately 1330 to 1430 
Location: TSA PRE check stalion, Dane County Airport, Madison, 
Wi. 



611312015 
9:17:58 

AM 

Submitted on Friday, June 12, 2015 - 21 :57 Submitted by anonymous user:._kb_l"'(_6'-1 __ __.! Submitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: New Jersey 
Airport: NEW JERSEY - EWR - Newark International 
Date ofT rave I: 06\0 1 \2015 
Time of Travel: 9:30 am 
Airline Flight Number: American 4343 
Checkpoint\ Area of Airport: Terminal A TSA Employee: 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: Professionalism\Customer Service 
Complaint: I went through the metal detector ch eek point for 
screening on 6\ 1 for my flight (4343) and was randomly selected 
lo r additiona I screening a quick pat down fine. But I was 
concerned as I always am about my personal items sitting on the 
roller shelf after the x-ray with strangers all around and I am 
not able to visually see my property This is usually not a big 
issue since the screening is normally very quick and I am at the 
other end of the x-ray machine to get my properly when ii comes 
out. This time: however, because I was asked to stand in a glass 
box and wait lo r someone to do the additional s c reem ng. my 
property was left un attended. When I tried to ask the Black 
female TSA officer who asked me to step into the box, what was 
the process and express concerns about my property she did not 
respond. She was trying to comm umcate with someone who did n t 
speak English well but she should not have attempted to deal with 
that passenger until she had addressed me. Not knowing if she 
heard me or not I tapped her on the shoulder to get her attention 
and speak with her about my property. She then said I heard you 
and said don t do that. I don t know what she meant by that. 
About a minute IaIer a male TSA officer came over to pat me down 
and I went to retrieve my property. The event of flight travel is 



611312015 
5:19:42 

PM 

6/1312015 
5:19:47 

PM 

Submitted on Saturday, June 13, 2015- 16:26 Submitted by anonymous user: .. fb_)_(_6_, __ ~fubmitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Texas 
Airport: TEXAS - AUS - Austi n-B ergstro m Intern ati o na I 
Date ofT rave I: 0611312015 
Time of Travel: 5:00 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: Jet Blue 1417 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Station for gates 14-25 TSA Employee: Unknown and unwilling to give name 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: Disabilily or Medical Condilion 
Complaint: 
Traveling with mother who has a metal clip in her head due to 
brain surgery. She requested a pat down and after 15 minutes of 
her slanding and waiting the TSA agents wilh their vast medical 
background determined and I quote, "she is crazy that isn't an 
issue, the re is no med i ca I condition that the sea n ne r is would 
impact.'' The point is her doctor advised her to request the pat 
down. She was doing as advised. Why should she be be rated and 
treated Ii ke she is a nuisa nee when she is simply requesting the 
TSA agent to do a function of their job??? Understand they must 
adjust but to be totally rude and speak unintelligently about 
something lhey have no medical background knowledge for is crazy. 
Unfortunately this is typical of the Austin TSA. 
What can be done so that they can stop hum i I 1ati ng my mother? 

Would you like a response? Yes. I would like a response. 
==Passenger Info==~--~ 

Passenger Name: (b)(m 
Phone Number~(~b'-1(~6~1 ___ ~ 

Submilled on Saturday, June 13, 2015 - 16:16 Submitted by anonymous user: ._[b_.'--1(_6'-) _ __.6ubmitted values are: 

Feedback Type: Complaint 
State: Massachusetts 
Airporl: MASSACHUSETTS • BOS - Logan International 
Date of Tr ave I: 0611312015 
Time of Travel: 4: 10 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: Us 2127 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Terminal b, main TSA Employee: Blonde woman 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Profession al is m/Cus tom er Service 
- Screening 

Complaint: My wife is pregnant and did not want to go through the 
metal detector and she found a lot if resistance from a blond 
le male TSA agent, When she refused to do it and asked for a pat 
down instead, I he age nl became aggressive, clearly upset, and did 
a very ra ugh pat down inspect ion. 

Would you like a response? No, a response isn't required. 

The resu Its of this submission may be viewed at: 
hltp://www.tsa.gov1node/22891submission/24090 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:~!(b~l~(6~1~--~ 
Date Time: 6114/2015 1 :46:1 O AM 

Name!/bl(ff, 
611412015 Emai~!(b~l~(6~'-------~ 

9 :20: 4 3 Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
AM Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Spirit Airline 

Flight #813 to DFW 5.29.2015 

611412015 
1:13:10 

PM 

Comments:I would like to make a formal complaint regarding a TSA employee that I encountered at Tampa International Airport. On Friday. May 29. 2015. I approached the security check in at approximately 11 :30 A.M. The agent who conducted my 
pat down was a fellow named~ I as ke~ow his day was going . His res pons e was, ·why do people ask that?" Unshaken, I responded th at it was to show p eo pie I ca re. He further responded by saying, "No' That's the most annoying 
question to ask. It's "Hi.'' Get your shit and leave: He conducted his security pat down and told me 10 wait. He then walked off and s1ood joking with a coworker for aboul five minutes. When he came back, he said, ··oh, you're done.'' And then in an 
incredibly cond esce ndi ng tone. he asked. "How is your day going? 

I was appalled at this incredibly unprofessional and rude behavior. Kfilill]is obviously a person who does not like or deserve his job. There must be other qualified candidates who would love the opportunity to have gainful employment with a 
government agency. This sort of treatment to travelers al a busy airport is unacceptable. 
Submitted on Sunday. June 14. 2015 -11 :39 Submitted by anonymous used(bl(ff•, !Submitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Kentucky 
Airport: KENTUCKY - CVG - Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky International 
Date ofT rave I: 0611312015 
Time of Travel: 1 :OO pm 
Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: secunty checkpoint TSA Employee: 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Profession al ism/Custom er Service 
- Screening 

Complaint: During our flight yesterday my wife stated she did not 
wish 10 I ake the body sea n po r1 ion of the security screening.My 
wife is pregnant with our first child and since it is a high risk 
pregnancy our Dr asked her to skip the body sea n and just do the 
metal detector or pat down portion, The agent seemed annoyed and 
explained to her to tell the next agenl she requested to "opt 
out" She was passed through quit quickly and I met her on the 
other s1d e wh1 I e col I ecti ng my th, ngs. W h1 I e retnevi ng our 
items. a male TSA employee approached us and stated the re was a 
service 10 become a preferred member and skip some security 
measures. He tried explain about radiation and how the sea nne rs 
were perfectly safe. (which I agree with). My wife and I 
exp I a i ned we would not be t rave Ii ng anymore through the pregnancy 
and o nee I he baby was born she would return to her norm al routine 
of taking the scanner. HE appeared to get very annoyed at me and 
began telling my wife how our doctor was a "quack"' who had no 
information training to back up her claim and should have not had 
my wife gel such an evasive pat down. I as watch my wife get 
noticeably uncomfortable I tried to make her laugh by explaining 



6/14/2015 
5:04:43 

PM 

6/15/2015 
8:49:21 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 6/1412015 4:21 :46 PM Airport: DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth lntemalional Dateffime ofTravel: 06/14/2015 1 :45 PM Airline & Flighl Number AA2328 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport· 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · Literally hundreds of peop I e Ii n ed up and the re a re only two screening gates open and off a very long time, only one T SA agent processing I Ds and boarding passes, Mu It i pie agents just s ta ndi ng around, some blond-haired guy (who I 
assume was the one in charge) just standing there barking al people in a fairly sarcaslic manner. Then, after passing lhrough the scanner a couple of agenls arbilrarily frisked people .. even though I had passed through the scanner wilhout any issue, 
one agent had me extend my arms so he could pat dawn my rolled-up right sleeve (though apparently my similarly rolled-up left sleeve didn"t pose a threat). 

While I recognize the need for security, the TSA almost makes me ashamed to be an American. The rudeness and unprofessionalism I witnessed was unacceptable. Based on my experiences, TSA deserves all the criticism it gets. The TSA has been 
around for 14-15 yea rs and s ti 11 seems a rb it ra ry, di sorga ni zed, u n pleasa nl and thoroug hi y una cce pta bl e. 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

I have a short story to share about the way I was treated today at Tampa International Airport by a TSA Agenl. I am a frequent 1raveler and rarely do I have issues with security or getting through there in a timely manner. I have traveled overseas 10 
countries in Europe, Canada. and Mexico as well as been to the West Coast several times. Each year I ga ta Florida for a week and spend time with family friends. This year was no different until I tried to come home this morning. There was only 
one security I in e open, but it seemed to be m ovrng rather wel I. I had arrived in plenty of 11 me to get some breakfast and coffee s i nee I had a 7: 0 0 am flight. When I was second in Ii ne to have my bo ardrng pass and ID checked, they decided to open a 
second line. On my way there. a TSA agent named~asked me to hold out my hands so she could swipe them. Since I go to FL every year, this did not surprise me. What did surprise me, was when I proceeded to put my stuff on the belt, she 
yelled oul thal she had a HANDS ALARM and to Putti'it'i:1' LADY FROM THE LINE. First, I hat is embarrassing and second, her swab was obviously done incorreclly. Al no lime in my life have I deal I with explosives, much less at 6:00 am on my 
way ta the airport. She pulls me aside and proceeds to tell me that she needs to do further scans and will need to do a full body pat dawn. WHAT? This is ridiculous. I went in ta the x-ray machine and there was nothing there. All al my bags went 
through without any concerns and she rummaged through all of my stuff out in the open for everyone to see. The whole time she is on this POWER TRIP and taking her time knowing I wanted to go get something to eat. !(b)(6! the supervisor, was not 
available to accompany her and so I had to wait even longer. Finally, another female came over to escort us to the 'pat down" room. It was most uncomfortable an~as staring at me the whole time, obviously enjoying putting me through 
this. I was physically upsel and by the time they finished with me, I had just enough time to get 10 my gate and board lhe plane ..... wilhout breakfasl or coffee. 

How is 11 that a single, 45 year old, frequent traveler has to endure such an ordeal when a guy on the plane behind me was telling about how he had a magazine (ammumt,on) in his pocket that they took from him. but he didn't have to go through all I 
did??? How does that happen? It was humiliating to have her continue to tell everyone she could not help them because she had a hands alarm she was dealing with,,,,,, as ii, at any moment she expected me to blow the place up. I did NOT like her 
atlilude, tone, or power trip she was on. 

I looked for her badge number. of course, 11 was upside down .... But I believe it was: kb':1(6) !o+b)(6~ ! Not really sure about the last 2 digits order. Something needs to be done about this. I did NOT touch anything that was NEAR explosive 
related so there is obviously a FLAW in the hand swiping system, She swiped or swabbed everything I owne pretty much and NOTHING was found. I would like to know what the statistics are on the number of people who actually are found to have 
explosives on them after having their hands swabbed? Is lhis a relevant thing to do? I am your everyday average run of lhe mill school teacher wearing a polo shirt and long jean shorts carrying my school bag with my souvenirs in it to bring home 
when in ONE instant EVERYTHING changed. My whole day was upsetting due ta what I had endured. I hate the thought of other innocent people having to go through that. 

I would really like to bring charges against this woman because no one else verified that my swab or swipe was positive for explosives. Why didn't someone else swipe me to see if they got the same results? Why not ask me what some things were 
that I had been in contact wilh in lhe last 24 hours? She picked me oul of the crowd, and took off on a power trip. It was obvious she was 1argeting me since she had nol swabbed anyone else unlil I got up there. She even made lhe comment, "OH, 
got a positive hands alarm an my first one al the day". I am still very upset about the pat down when I had done everything else they had asked al me and there was NOTHING to indicate I had explosives. 

Please, help me understand why I had to go through with this and how I can file a complaint to the correct people about this woman. Thank you very much. 

fb)(61 

HYPERLINK~kb_,~(6_1 ____________ ~ 

3rd grade teacher 



1st Incident: 

REASON for lhe call: Upon departure of TPA to Midland the caller was subjected to an invasive paldown of her breasts after a possible ETD alarm of a brace on her right arm. The female TSO appeared to have done nothing outside of SOP, even 
offering a private screening, which was declined by the caller. 

Date Time: June 2 2015 at 9am 
Gate Terminal: Does not remember 
Airport TPA 
Airline: SW 
Flight#: Threw it away 

611512015 2nd Incident 
8:53:44 

AM REASON for the call: The caller arrived from Midland to TPA and found her make up and hygene liquids destroyed inside her checked bag. An NOi was not present. 

611512015 
10:25:33 

AM 

Date Time: 6-14-15- 12:45 pm 
Gate Terminal: Gate 4 
Airport: Midland 
Airline: SW 
Flight#: 987 
Bag tag# ( 1 Od1gitJ~kb~1~(6~)--~ 
Bag Description: BI ue 
Missing Damaged ilem descriplion: All of her make up was destroyed. 
NOL No .. 

Hello. 
I picked up a TSA customer comment card at Dulles airport on Sunday 14th June following our experience there. I am emailing my comments as I did not have time to drop the card off as we had to make a connecting flight. 
I was travel Ii ng back to the USA with my wife (US citizen) and 16-mo nth old son after a 7 -8 hour flight from London, Eng I and. The fi 1g ht # was UA 919 and we arnved at around 3 pm on Sunday afternoon. 
I myself am a permanent U.S. resident (green card) and have been for a number of years, 
On arrival, we were directed 10 join lhe U.S. citizen and green card holder lane. This was the firsl time we have used the eleclronic entry system. After waiting for 30 minu1es or so in line, I found it very frustra1ing to complete the electronic immigration 
process. The machine was having problems reading my fingerprints for some reason. I did eventually get a receipt for myself and one for my wife and son, but this took some time. Try taking a pictures of a 16 month old who has been on a long flight 
and you will see what I mean. 
We were then directed in any case to a manned immigration point in any case. like we would have experienced before the electronic system. We then had to go through the whole process (fingerprinting) again. 
So my 1sl feedback is - why not jusl direcl green card holders (or family groups) direclly to manned checkpoinls on entry to the USA? This would have made lhe enlire process much fas1er and easier for a family group such as mine. 

We then spent about 30-4 5 minutes waiting in I in e again after co 11 e ctrng and dropping off our checked bags in order to go through another security checkpoint. By this ti me, other inbound fl i g his were bu i Id i ng up a long Ii ne of peop I e. The temperature in 
the waiting area was oppressive (it was 90F outside, but the HVAC system did not appear to be able to cope with the number of people waiting. 
There were only 2 body scanners operational, even though other walk-through scanners were available, and it was taking a long lime to get people through. I understand I hat I his security screening is a necessary part of avialion safely. 
However. when I eventually got to the front of the line (carrying my 16-month old), we were directed to one of the walk through metal detectors. I then had to have a hand screening, and for some reason the machine registered a positive test. So it was 
th en on with a bag search and a body pat down which took about another 1 5 minutes to comp I ete. During this ti me my son was becoming i ncreasrngly a nx1ous and d1stres sed. 
Al tho ugh the TSA staff were only doing their job and acted very p role ssiona 11 y, this so rt of invasive sere en i ng seems excessive, If it is deemed ne ces sa ry to check the hands of someone carrying a young chi Id through security for residues of explosives 
or olher chemicals, then why not at least do a second test with the analyzer before implemen1ing furlher checks? 
And please do something about the HVAC system at Dulles airport in the TSA areas. 

We have flown through Dulles airport on international flights aswell as other U.S. international airports before and I have not experienced these sorts of problems. 
While the TSA staff do a good and necessary job, lhe use of electronic systems for immigration checks does not seem like posilive progress to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

fbJ(6) 



Recently I have received a question about TSA"s policy on medication. I had a patient recently ask about radioactive medication that was used during a stress test and TSA. The patient had the stress test done earlier in the morning and dunng that test 
received a radioactive medication. Later that day the patient went to the airport to board their flight. The patient was stopped by TSA and was not allowed to proceed because they did not have their physician's orders that the stress test was performed 
and had to have the flight moved uni ii I hey could bring the documenlation in. I have lried searching your websile about this policy to passengers. This is the link I could find: htlp:llwww.tsa.gov1traveler-informationlpassengers-who-have-undergone
medical-treatment-radioactive-materials-and-those which does not mention anything about having the documentation, only that the patient can be either pat down or go through the electronic screening. Can you shed light on this? Are there any other 
med i cat1onlp rocedu res that a patient must show orders lo r? 

Thanks, 

6115/2015 ,...,....,--,-,----------, 
10:25:37 (b)(6) 

AM 

Henderson, KY 42420 

w,(6) 

Caller traveled through Nashville TN. Caller proceeded through the AIT and the TSO separated her from the other travelers in the corner and said Stay right there. Don t move The TSO then grabbed her pants leg and shook it. The caller slated ii 
startled her and upset her. She was then directed to a separate area and a pat down was conducted. The Officer conducting the pat down stated Officers need more training. There is no reason for this pat down. The Officer conducting the pat down 
was extremely nice. 

6115/2015 . 
11 :4B:S4 Dale T,me: June 9-2015, 4:00PM 

AM 
Airport N ashvi 11 e TN 
Terminal Gate: Not Provided 
Airline: South West 
Flight: Not Provided 

Cell phone ... !(b_i~(6_·•~' --~ 
I fi ew out of the Intern ati o na I Terminal at the Newark (New York) airport on May 31 on an SAS fi 1g ht to Oslo at 7: 00 p. m. I went through security with my husband about 4: 30 or so. I had one carry-an. an L LBean-typ e canvas tote that zips. In it, I had my 
billfold, binoculars, iPad and Kindle along with my medicines and other things we are told to carry with us. I had a fabric jewelry case with about half a dozen items in it. When I got to our hotel in Oslo, the jewelry case was not in the bag. I assumed I 
had left ii al home, forgotlen to pack it. However, when I 901 home this weekend, ii was nol al home either. 

On thinking back, I realized that the only time the bag was out of my possession before reaching the hotel was going through security. 

I have an artificial knee and so ask to go through lhe line with lhe hands-over-the-head type detector. I did that, and lhen I had a very long patdown, having to turn around several times. I had 10 lake my shoes off even lhough I am over 75, and they 
were sent through x- ray twice. When we could n ·1 Ii nd my bag after that, we asked a bout it. Pretty soon, someone appeared from where I don ·1 know, saying they had to ··test" it. A 11 this took much, much Io nger than us ua I. I did n ·1 think anything about it at 
the ti me, but on retrospect. it seemed Ii shy. 

The missing jewelry did not have a great deal of intrinsic value: it was all costume. I would guess the value was no more than $250, although there were some irreplaceable items such as earrings I had gotten when 1raveling, and the case was a gift 

611512015 from a recently deceased friend. I never travel with valuable jewelry except what I wear at all times, rings and a watch. One ring I wear when traveling has a large cubic zircon, and my watch is one of the more expensive ones, so someone could have 

12,27,04 thought the jewelry in my carry-on was expensive. I do not think any cash was taken, and everything else was still there. 

PM 
I very much doubt lhere is any way I will ever get it back, but I think this is something you all should be aware of. I would not make lhis accusation if I were not 99.9% sure lhat it disappeared during lhe security procedure. Mainly. this makes me sad. 
These are people we put our trust in. and they have total control over us and could keep us off a flight if they so choose. 

Please respond to my letter. 

Thank you. 

f b:~l~1ngton, l.,.1.f_l.S~fl~P~I----------------------, 
HYPERLINKtbi(61 

!(b)(61 I 



611512015 
12:29:17 

PM 

Submitted on Monday, June 15, 2015 - 10:07 Submitted by anonymous user¥._b-')_(_6"-, __ __,lsubmitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Georgia 
Airport: GEORGIA - ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International 
Date ofT rave I: 0512312015 
Time or Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number: Delta DL83 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Connecting flight Overseas to Domestic; Security re-check TSA Employee: multiples 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Dis ab i I ity or Medi cal Condition 
- Profession al ism/Custom er Service 

Complaint: I cannot walk barefoot, even with socks. I have no 
arches and it is extremely painful. I have no issue with full 
scans, pat downs. or ju st about anything else. I travel 
in freq ue ntl y, and when I te 11 most TSA agents th at I can not take 
my shoes off and walk thru the process, they gen era I ly a 11 ow me 
to wa I k thru, sit down and remove my shoes, wh i I e the a gent sends 
them back thru the xray machines. For this connecting flight, 
having NEVER left any secure area in the ATL airport. at least 5 
TSA agents refused to accommodate my request to walk thru, sit 
down, and have my shoes sepa ra I ely ,-rayed. I do not Fit I he "7 5 
yea(' rule, but that doesn't mean that I do not have a valid 
reason for not walking bare foot. None of the agents would 
listen, and humiliated me by interrupting my explanation multiple 
times. According 10 your OWN rules, I am allowed 10 walk lhru 
and sit down to re move my shoes. Al I the agents ignored your own 
rules and as a result weeks later, I'm still in pain for walking 
barefoot on a ha rd concrete fl oar. Perhaps. ju st for the scan, 
you can give a small sticker to those of us who cannot walk 
without our shoes ( I don't even walk barefoot in my own house) 



Reason for the ca 11 - A su pe rvi sor was a bus,ve to her mother. 

Airport-SAN 
Airline - Southwest Airlines 
Flight Numbers - 663 
Departure Times - It was scheduled to depart at 4:25 pm. 
Arri val Ti mes - She went through the checkpoint between 2: 15 and 3 pm. 
Date And Time of Incident - 6 14 2015 
Baggage Tag Numbers - NA 
Des c ri pt ion Of Luggage 
Color-NA 
Style - NA 
Size - NA 

6~1:~~2~: 5 Brand - NA 
PM Was There An NOi - NA 

Was Anything On The NOi - NA 
Missing Damaged ilem descriplion - NA 
Location Of Incident 
Gate - 3 
Terminal - Southwest Tenninal 
Phone Number 1h··,1rr, 
Email 1h·11fi1 

Name Of Actual Person Involved =='----' 
Special Notes -Callers mother was flying from SAN to IND. She has a pacemaker. She got a patdown. She asked the TSO ii the procedure has changed. The TSO called a supervisor who told her that ii she did not like it she could go home. She 
asked for his name. He would not give his name and look off his badge so she could not see the name. He told lhe TSO to start the paldown over since she started lalking. The caller said thal this is borderline abusive. Her molher started having 
heart palpitations and she was crying. She wanted to make a complaint. 

The caller has TSA Pre Check. He was approved in May. He flew out of LaGuardia and has Pre Check on his boarding pass from JetBlue. When he got to screening he told lhe officer he had metal in his knees. He was directed to go through the metal 
detector even after he told the officer her had metal implants. He received a patdown because he set off the WTMD alarm. He is complaining about the screener not doing his job right and put him through the wrong machine and didn t permit him to go 

6/15/2015 through AIT He wants to know why there 1s only a Pre Check lane at certain times.!(b)(ff:, ! 
1:37:06 

PM He felt discri mi na I ed a gains t be ca use he is Caucasian and al I of the scree ne rs there were African American. He said no African American s we re treated this way or received any additiona I screening Ii ke he did . 

He asked if the Pre Check lane in FLL is open 24 7. 



611512015 
2:13:00 

PM 

Hello. 

I fiew on a Horizon flight from SeaTac Airport to Spokane (GEG) on Friday. June 12. 2015. at 5pm It was the first time I have flown with my 90-pound German Shepherd service dog so I was unaware of what to expect going through secunty. Before I 
go any further, I want you to know that everyone from the ticket counter, TSA, and flight crew were respectful, professional and supportive. 

What I see as a problem was when I went through screening. When it was our tum to go through the machines the TSA agents told me to take off his harness and collars and leash, make him stay, and I had to leave him and go through the machine. 
Then I was 10 call him 10 me so he could go through the machine. Not once, bul twice. I made lhe mistake of walking back into the machine to grab him, which made ii beep. Fortunalely, we've had enough 1raining lhat he did whal I asked, even with a 
tiny dog 2 lines over that he was showing interest in visiting. I'm really, really. worried if that's TSA's policy and that a 90-pound German Shepherd was left without any controls. except verbal. Does it make sense that I'm concerned that some dogs 
may not be as obedient askb:j'16~ p That he could have taken off to check out the small dog a few lines over? And what kind of panic would that have caused? A lot of people are nervous around. and afraid of. large dogs. I shudder to think of the 
po ssi bl e catastrophe that co u ave been avoided had he been I elt with his gear on, 

I just finished looking at your web site and I see some ways this could have been handled differently. Am I within my rights. and without causing problems to myself, to ask for a pat-down for me and my dog? I have no problem taking off the collars and 
leaving the harness on, then taking off lhe harness and pulling the collars back on. I jusl need 10 have physical control of him. 

Thank you for your ti me and I I oak forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely. 

rb)(ff, 
1 

Submilled on Monday, June 15, 2015 - 12:42 Submitted by anonymous user= .. l(b_:_,(_6_) __ ~fubmitled values are: 

6/15/2015 
2:13:40 

PM 

Feedback Type: Complaint 
State: Washington 
Airporl: WASHINGTON· SEA· Seatlle-Tacoma lnlernational 
Date of Tr ave I: 061151201 5 
Time of Travel: 9:00 am 
Airline & Flight Number: alaska 728 
Ch eek point I Area of Airport: Check poi nl D TSA E mp I oye e: woman working belt sea nne r 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: P role ss,ona Ii sm/C ustome r Service 
Complaint: Rude and disrespectful. I was already late for a 
flight due to traffic and insanely long TSA lines, I put my knee 
brace in my bag so I would not have to go through a pat down as 
usual . she scanned 11. cal led others over to look at it and I 
explained it was my knee brace. I continued to explain what it 
was and she said she needed to scan ii again. I asked why they 
couldn't just open the bag and see it and she started to just 
1g nore me. Then I contm ued to question and she started bantering 
back di sres pe ctful ly despite my plea for being late for my 
flight. Finally anolher genlleman came over and apologized and 
handed me my bag, I had to run to 01 O on a bad knee because of 
these excessive de I ays. as often as I fly out of this airport I 
have never received such poor service from you. 

Would you like a response? Yes. I would like a response. 
==Passenger Info==~---~ 

Passenger Name:l(b)(61 
Phone Number· ,._'--'-----' 

Email Address: .. l(b_:_1(_6_, ______ __, 



Caller wishes to file a complaint in regards to her screening experience yesterday at PIT at approximately 12:30PM. She was flying PIT-TPA yesterday aboard Southwest Airlines #608 which departed at 1 :50PM. Caller was in a wheelchair and had a 
611512015 wheelchair attendant. Upon entering the checkpoint she informed the officers she could stand and walk and the officers directed her to the WTMD. After the metal detector, her hands were subjected to ETD sampling. The female officer asked her ii she 

2:28:03 had on Ioli on or sanilizer and she informed them she was weJring sanilizer. The test come back positive and she was led to what she stated appeared to be a storage closet and received a full body pat•down along wilh a hand inspection of her carry• 
PM on luggage. Caller states she was humiliated by her experience. 

6/1512015 
2:32:57 

PM 

Ca Iler had a very emotion ally negative day yesterday at A TL. She had asked not to do the A IT and was asked to step aside and wait for a lema I e TSO so she can go through a pat down, Alier waiting for 4 5 minutes for a lema I e sere ener she was to Id 
by a female TSO I hat she can either go through the AIT machine or remain where she was at. The caller was worried she was going to miss her flight if she did not go lhrough the AIT machine. She asked 10 speak with the TSOs supervisor and lhe 
female supervisor told the caller that you do not know the reasons why you were not put through. That was the only thing the supervisor said to the caller. The TSO who was rude to her was African American and around 5 8 in height. She said that 
the supervisor was either Asian or Afnca n Ame nca n. She did not get a name from either the TSO or su pe rvi sor. The caller a I so mentioned th at her husband flies for American and he wi 11 a I so be re porting this incident. 

Date Time: 06 14 2015 5:00 PM 
Gate Terminal: Domestic Terminal, closest to the American airlines ticket counter. 
Airport: ATL 
Airline: American airlines 

611512015 Caller has a couple issues with TSA. He is trying 10 file a complain!. He spoke with a [ b 1(6) ~egarding a complain! he had filed in March regarding a pat down complaint. While on the phone with !(b 1(6) !he was also telling him about anolher 
3:16:46 issue where he had flown from Fa_irbanks. AK to Seattle on Alaska airlines ~nd his backpack and got damaged. While talking t~(b :,(6 I !about that issue kb )(6 :, Jstarted laughing ~t h,m and drected the complaint t~ the airline. That IS when 

PM l(b_i(6_.1 ~skedfor_a su erv,sor and was told byfh·11fr1 !that he did not _have a supervisor. kb:1(6)_ !told th_e caller that he was the TSA program analyst ,n _nchorage. Alaska. i(b_.1(6_) _ 1s the CSM for the Fairbanks and Anchorage 
airports 1n Alaska. h ·,1R I stated that he would like someone to contact him back regarding this 1nc1dent wit~ b )(6) ! so he can make a formal complaint against him. 

6/1512015 
6:13:41 

PM 

6/16/2015 
9:2511 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:l(b)(61 I 
Date Time: 6/1512015 3:53: 12 PM 

······················----------------··························· 

Namel(b i(ff, 
Emai!(b)(61 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/ Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight 169/southwestlRDUIAS 
Comments:I asked to opt out of the scanner and the agent stared at me a little bit crazy. He then took one of the Rubbermaid type comtainers and threw it on the floor, Then started staring at me again. I apologized and asked him ii I had offended him 
and he screamed "what?!" I asked him if I could opt out again and he screamed thal my other option was a pal down. I was aware of this and didn't feel the screaming or intimidation was necessary. While we waited for a female agent he was 
constantly trying to meet my stare and the look in his eyes was really scary. Not quite what I expected. Another pregnant passenger asked to opt out as well and we waited together for the female agent. She was startled by his behavior as well. 

Today at 1 :40 pm, I arrived at Premier Access TSA pre•check prior to my 3 pm flight to Austin, Texas. An elderly frail woman walked through and was slopped when a screening alarm was set off. I followed and I too was told to wait in a scanning and 
pat down lane, behind the elderly woman. A even more elderly Chinese monolingual woman was similarly stopped. Two male passengers also alarmed and were told to check their pockets and clothes and return through the same area. The 3 of us 
over 65 year old female passengers were not allowed that option and forced to stand well over 15 minutes for a female TSA agent. Two men set off alarms and were told to wait in the line behind the women but were signalled to go ahead of the 
women who had already waited 15 minutes and be scanned by a male TSA agent. I questioned the young male TSA person who had directed the now 5 passengers to be scanned that I wished to be scanned by any TSA agent no matter their Gender. 
This agent retorled thal it was not permitled by TSA for male TSA agenls to pat down females and I would have 10 wait. The 3 of us women continued 10 stand in the line. Then an airport employee came through the same line, lhe alarm sounded and 
she was waved through without further scrutiny. I asked the young TSA agent to call for a supervisor as this kind of behavior is suspect for profiling and discriminating against senior female citizens. No supervisor arrived but finally a female TSA agent 
came over to scan the woman in front of me and myself, leaving the frail Cinese woman passenger to continue to wait. 

I am quite certain I hat I his behavior by the TSA agent is not only unorthodox but illegal discrimination and official abuse. 

I request an investigation of this Term i na I 3 TSA employee and his su pe rvi sor and trainers. Home I and Security and the reputation of T SA must not be a 11 owed to be so severely ta rmshed by such ind i vi d ua Is who abuse the power they are granted. 



611612015 
926:17 

AM 

Submitted on Tuesday. June 16. 2015- 07:21 Submitted by anonymous user:~fb_)_(_6_, ___ ~lsubm1tted values are: 

Preferred Language: Engish 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights \ Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? Unreasonable Search Seizure Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes. I m filling this form out for myself 

==I nd1v1d ua I 
First Nam (b i(6i 
Lasl Nam (b)(61 
Primary Phone: Home Phone 

Phone Number:,.kb"-·• ... 1(6"'-· ... 1 ___,,.,....,.....,...------, 
PO Box or Street Addres,+:~b_)~(6_-._, ----~ 
City: Colorado Springs 
State: Colorado 
Zip Code (Post Code): 80918 

Other:,...,....,.....,-,------, 
Email: l(b 1(61 

==Incident lnfonmation== 
When did this happen? 06\10\2015 
Where did this happen? COLORADO - DEN - Denver 
International 
What happened? As I went through the screening scanner. the 
female TSA agent asked me if I had anylhing in my pockets. I 
answered Yes , as I still had my billfold and some other items. 
She proceeded to run the scan anyway, which obvious I y detected my 
wallet and other items. She later claimed she did not hear me say 
Yes, I had other items, and when I protested lhat I had informed 
her I did. I was directed to a separate room for a pat down 
search. Although I was info nmed that they wo u Id be Patting me 
down . no one, especially a male unknown to me, should be running 
his hands over my male organ. It was 1otally humiliating and 
unnecessary. How is it that as a DOD GS-13, I currently hold a 



611612015 
11:10:32 

AM 

Submitted on Tuesday, June 16, 2015- 10:17 Submitted by anonymous user._l(_b"-)(_6'-1 ___ _.I Submitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights \ Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? 

- Gender\Sex 
- U nreaso na bl e Search Seizure 

Are you filling I his form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 
==I ndivid ua I 

First Name,.._b~) _6'-'~--~ 
Last Name (b 1(6) 
Primary Ph""o-ne-:--o-r =~o-n-e~ 

Phone Number~(b~·~i(~6'-i -~-~----~ 
PO Box or Street Address (b)(61 
City: Knightdale '--'--'-------' 

State: Norlh Carolina 
Zip Code (Post Code): 27545 
Other: 
Email: ~!(-b-1(-6-.. ,------~ 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? 06114\2015 
Where did this happen? MASSACHUSETTS - BOS • Logan 
I nte mat ion a I 
What happened? On June 14, 2015, I enter Logan International 
airport with intentions to boa rd a flight to Ra I e igh Durham 
International airport on Delta airlines, 1erminal A (I believe). 
It was approximately 0745 hrs. when I arrived. My first attempt 
to go through security was unsuccessfu I due to my boarding pass 
having just my maiden name and m license having my full 
hyphenated name of (b)(6) This was underslandable. 
went back to the ticke coun er an aa that issue correct. I 

The caller is calling to report an incident I hat happened with a TSO officer al the Oakland International Airport. He stales that he has already filed a complaint with the White House and will also be notifying his brother, who is a Sacramento police 
officer with a gold shield. When he went through the screening checkpoint he had 3 jars of jam in his carry on bag that was not in a plastic zip top 3-1-1 bag. The bag went through the x-ray machine and the TSO pointed at the machine and yelled, 
What is that? By doing this he alerted other TSO s in the area who came running over. The TSO pulled the bag off to the side and yelled at the caller. Stay there don t move I They took his carry on bag and ripped open and tossed his belongings out 
and found the 3 jars of jam, The TSO came over to the caller and told him that he cannot have these items in his carry on bag, he would either need to throw them out or check the bag, The TSO threw his belongings back in his carry- on and told him to 
go back to the Southwest ticket counter and check the bag. A different TSO escorted him 10 lhe ticket counter and lold him when he was finished he would need to come back through lhe checkpoint at a different entrance. When the caller came back 
and attempted to go through the entrance the other TSO had directed him to, the original TSO started yelling at him and told him that no one could enter here and he would have to go back through the line and be rescreened. When he got back through 
the line the walk through metal detector that he had went through was closed and they directed him to the AIT machine. The caller told the TSO that he did not want to go through the AIT because of the radiation. The TSO pulled him over to the side 
again and started yelling, telling him to not move. The TSO came back a few minutes later and told the caller that he would have to have a patdown. The caller told the TSO that he was not going to touch him. he wanted someone else to do it. The 
second TSO came over and asked why he was being screened again and agreed to perform lhe patdown. When the caller was cleared the original TSO yelled al him, telling him to get his coal and leave. The caller went over to the TSO counter to ask 

6116/2015 for the TSO s name and badge number. The TSO manager told him that they do not have badge numbers and gave him a hard time about giving him the TSO s name. The TSO manager asked the caller to explain to him what happened, the caller said 
12: 5 7: 54 a few cuss words to the TSO manager and the manager to Id h1 m that if he had treated his emp I aye es th at way that he understood why they treated h1 m the way the caller was saying th at they did. He fin ally got the manager to write down a name on a 

PM piece of pa per. 

Date Time of Travel: 6 15 2015 4:00 PM 
Gate Terminal: Gate 22 Terminal A 
Ai rpo r1: Oakland I nte mat ion a I Airport 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight# 880 
TSO Name: STSO !rh ,IR! No 
TSO Badge#: Was told lhat lhe TSO s did nol have badge numbers. 



Hi 
I was going through security for my flight this morning to Orange County. Flight UA529. and I asked for a pat down instead of the X-ray machine. The X-ray machine makes me nervous in terms of the yet to be known long term effects. 

The young man an the staff helping me named[§R§I]said it might be a minute which I did not mind. I understand safety comes first. Then he said very nonchalantly "male assist." He did not communicate the command far "male assist" to any one 
in part,cu I ar, nor did he sa it loud I y. It was cl ear to me th at nobody heard him. But I waited and I ooked around to notice 4-5 employees incl udrng one who had Ju st Ii mshed patting some one down who we re Ju st I ooki ng arou ndl standing around. After 
at least 5 minutes (b)(ff:1 said again "male assist" and again it was done nonchalantly and "nobody" heard him. After this I finally changed my mind and went through the X-ray. I complained to~ and he said very nonchalantly "I told you it 
would tJke a while.'' 

611612015 . . .~ 
2, 13,02 It Is unusual for me to complain. but I feel tha~ was deliberately not helping me And it is unacceptable behavior. 

PM 
Thank you reading my complaint, 

!(b1(6) ! 

611612015 
4:41:10 

PM 

Sent from my iPhone 

Good afternoon: 

On June 10 I flew back to Puerto Rico from Asheville Regional Airport (AVL). The TSA personnel didn't want to accept my PR Drivers License. My air tickets were issued usin\i:"'b"").,_(6"-·:~1 ___ ....,~nd my license shows lathers last name and mother's 
maiden name a*b)(ff:I I· They insisled thal my ID was nol valid because my last name was~ and no1 l:E:iili) 

I explained the lady that I fiew to USA on Apnl, May, and June with the same ID without any problem. On top of that. my hometown is PR. and I fiew from PR to AVL with ID provided and no one at TSA had an issue. They told me that I need to change 
my ID's to have only Torres as last name. I showed additional government issued ID's but were not accepted, ID's in compliance with TSA requirements as per your website. On top of that, based on the argument that I didn't showed a valid ID, they 
registered my luggage and screened me using patdown in front of everybody. I explained the guy who screened me thal I was complying with the law wilh a valid ID bul they didn'I wanl to accept it. Previously to let me get thru the checkpoinl, they 
called State Department ta verify my identity which was clarified but I was screened and patdown anyway. 

I think that based on the fact that most airlines doesn't allow you to use lathers last name with mother's maiden name and PR drivers licenses are issued that way, TSA must instruct security personnel to deal with passengers from PR. 

Regards, 

HYPERLIN~tb_1_(6_) _______________ ~~ 



First I am I 1sti ng your rules on pat downs for di sa bl, lies 

If a p atdown is required in order to com plel e screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by an officer of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for an officer of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the officer must patdown sensitive areas. During a private screening, another officer will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he ar she needs to sit down. 
A passenger should inform an officer before the patdown begins of any d ifflcu lty raising his or her arms. remain, ng in the pas ition required for a pat-down. or any areas of the body th at are pai nfu I when touched. 
A passenger should not be asked to remove or lift any article of clothing to reveal a sensitive body area. 

My fianceej"(_b'")('-6~1 ____ __.t was inappropriately screened and patted sown by a TSA agent, Thursday, June 4 in the Albuquerque airport. She was on Southwest Flight 816 to Dallas which departed at 7:36 pm. 

[b)(ff:1 !suffered a stroke, on Octber 29, 2014. She is still basically confined to a wheel chair. because she is paralyzed on her left side. She can not walk without the aid of a brace, cane and with someone else s support and for only about 150 

611612015 feet w11h all J, cane, brace, and support of anolher person. . . 

4A 2: 10 She had very limited motion of her left arm and can not raise it without assistance. She had neither her cane nar her brace with her.~as in her wheelchair. 

PM 
-1st, the officer did not offer private screening nor did they wait for her daughter!rh··,1r;·1 !who was accompanying her on the flight. 
Secondly, the officer insisled tha~raise her arm even thought she informed the officer that she had a slroke and was not capable of raising her arm. When her daughter arrived, she informed the officer again that !J:illl[]had a slroke and was 
incapable of raising her arm. The officer kept insisting that she raise her arm an~sed her other hand to help lift her arm. The officer grabbed her quite hard causing her pain. llliRfil],1so informed her that it was painful to be touched on her 
left side. Yet the officer insisted on patting and grabbing under her left arm. 

Next lhe officer insisted that[§RE]take her left shoe off. By this tim~ was quile distraught which makes sit more difficult to perform movemenl on her paralyzed side due 10 stress. II takes every bil of her brain power to move her left al all. 
li'Fi'iii'if"lrefused to lift her left leg. because she was so stressed that she couldn t and it is difficult for her to begin with. She also had edema which is swillin. in her left extremities and she was afraid that she would not be able to get her shoe back 
~officer Ii na 11 y re I ented but was quite rude and g rope4 b .1 ( 6 .:, !crotch a re a. rough I y. ~le It the officer was mean and rude. Al I this afte b .1 ( 6 .:, comp I a i ned aver and aver about her stroke. 

I had dropped of~I the airport and she was exciled because she was going to see her too sisters, with her daughter and some nieces for 3 days in Dallas. I called her just before the plan left and I could tell she was distraught. I had 10 really 
pry to get her to tell me what was going on and she was practically crying .. This experience was depressing for her and also violates the 2nd, 4th and 5th item copied directly form the TSA online site, which I will rewrite again here 

The passenger can request a private screening al any time and a privale screening should be offered when the officer must paldown sensilive areas. During a private screening, another officer will also be present and lhe passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 



611612015 
4A2:13 

PM 

---Original Message--
From:kb1(6) 
Sent: Tuesday, June 16, 2015 3:39 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject F w: Mo I estati on atPho en ix Airport by TS A Agent 

-- On Tue. 6116\ 15,~kb .. i~(6~· .. i -----------~!wrote: 

From!(b)(61 

Subject: Mo I estati on atPho en ix Airport by TSA Agent 
To: 
Date: Tuesday, June 16, 2015, 11 :18 AM Allached is TSA complaint form 
re my mo I estati an by TSA agent with a ~ hoto shaw i ng the a gent and 
myse If. Please give this your attention. f b) (ff:, ! 

Attachment: 
Civil Rights I Civil 
Liberties Complaint 

Complaint Information 
1 Information about the person who experienced the c1v1I rights\civil liberties violation 
Name: h·11fr, ~ 
Phone#: Cell:~b,_i+(6"-· .. i -,-,----'----, 
Mailing Address: 1h·11fr, Oregan City OR 97045 

Emailkb i(6i 

2.What happened? Describe your complaint. Give as much delail about your experience as possible, 
including the name al the air carrier, if this occurred at an airport. 

The caller flew 10 Dallas from Phoenix Sky Harbor Intl. airporl on Spirit Airlines. Spirit Airlines made her check lhe bag she was planning on bringing as a carry on and she thought that was strange. She arrived at her destination but the bag she had 10 
check did not arrive. When she asked about it the woman at the airport looked it up in the computer and tald her it was delayed because TSA had ta do a hand inspection. When she finally got her bag she was missing her mini iPad and her jewelry but 
there wasn tan NOi in her bag. 

Also when she went through the screening checkpoint in Ohio on a separate trip, the TSO s were very rude to her. She had just taken a blood pressure pill before going through and when they swabbed her hands for explosives ii had traces of drugs 
which she said were her blood pressure pills. She was then subject ta a private patdown which she said was very rough. She asked if she could bring her husband with her and the TSO s told her no. 

Date and time: 12:55am 06 05 2015 
Airline: Spirit Airlines 

611612015 Airport: Phoenix Sky Harbor Intl. Airport 

6,15,59 Gate and terminal: Gate: Not Provided Terminal: 2 

PM 
Flight#: Not Provided 
Bag De scri pt1on: Sm a 11 brown carry on suitcase with pink trim 
Missing items: Tiffany mesh ring and two Tiffany bracelets and her mini i Pad 

The screener rudeness incident happened in Ohio and the caller has less information about that flight. 
Date 06 02 2015 6 55pm 
Airport: Co I umb us Ohio airport 
Airline: United Airlines 
The TSO s were two African American females and she heard a man say ane al the females were a super,isar. 
TSO name: Not Provided 
TSO badge #: Not Provided 

I to Id the ca 11 er for both of these issues I was ga i ng ta fa rwa rd this to the Customer Se r,i ce Manager at the both airports. 



Caller was going through the airport at M DW traveling to AUS and had a I ayover at MS P. He said he was fi yi ng with De Ila a i rt i nes. He told me that his flight numb er changed but the p I ane and the gate did not so he do es not bel ,eve his baggage 
changed planes at MSP. He said one of the screeners was a training a new screener and the other TSO asked what one of his items were that he had in his carry on. He said he had been traveling with these items in his carry on for two years and he 
had never been questioned about them. He said the TSO wanted 10 know what lhe mil gage was how to turn it. He said the TSO told him thal his mil meter was not allowed in carry on and they made him check it. His meter was missing when he 
reached his destination. He said it the mil gage was a $2500 tester and he had only had it for about 8 months. He did not have a NOi in his bag. He said the TSO told him that he would give him the bag and the instruments at the starting end al the 
TSA checkpoint since he had deemed it a prohibited ,tern and that he would have to check the item or he would not be allowed to board his flight. He said he did not check to make sure that all of the items were in the bag because it had taken so long 
for screening and he knew he was going to have to go back through alter he checked his bag. He said he went to Delta and checked the item along with the rest of the contents of his carry on bag. 

He said they were having a problem with the AIT and the TSO were having ta ask everyone to go through the AIT about 5 times and they were giving all of the men a patdown. He said he was at the screening checkpoint for about 45 minutes and that 

611612015 the s c reem ng was process was very chaotic for him and other passengers. 

7:1537 
PM Airporl MDW 

Airline Delta 

6/16/2015 
8:06:30 

PM 

Flight number 5799 

Date and time 06 15 ?OJ 5 at 10-24 ~m 
Baggage tag numberk"'_g""l.,_(6"-•"-1 __ _.J 
Description - Small Black bag 6x5x2 1 2 and there was a little mesh pouch on the front of it which contained a small piece of steel in a pocket on the front and a Positectar 6000 mil tester with a value of $2500. The small bag was inside of a bigger 
black bag that is 13 inches x 8 inches w1d e. 
NOi - was not included in his bag. 
Gate or terminal - 7 

Submitted on Tuesday, June 16, 2015 - 19: 16 Submitted by anonymous us ere .. kb ... i._(6"--."-, __ _.!Submitted values are: 

Feedback Type: Complaint 
State: Colorado 
Airport: COLORADO - DEN - Denver International 
Dale ofTravel: 06/1612015 
Time al Travel: 5:15 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: United 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee: 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: TSA Pre?'" 
Complaint: How is it that people with implants with metal get 
access 10 pre check. If I hey have to get a pat down, then don't 
send them through pre check. 

Would you like a response? No, a response isn't required. 

The resu Its of this submission may be viewed at: 
hltp://www.tsa.gov/node/22891submission/24497 

Caller is calling on behalf of her mother who is 80 years aid and went through a difficult screening. Her mothers name f b)(S:•1 
She traveled from Charlotte to New Hampshire. Flight number is 5257 on US airvvays which departed at 11: 40 AM. ,.._ ___ __. 

611612015 Her mother can barely walk. The lady stated something was on her hands. She dragged her over and was very rude. The man called 10 help with lhe addilional screening was kind and considerate. The woman stated somelhing was in her shoes. The 

8:2S:SO TSO graped her in the bra and in the grain. She made her lift her shirt up. The screening was in front of everyone. 

PM 

The TSO was black, short, heavysel, short hair. Age 30-40. Her mother was very upsel. Caller is very upset. 

This was not di sab i Ii ty re I ated. 



611712015 
8:53:41 

AM 

6/1712015 
10:18:45 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: ... !(b-'l_,_(6--'1 __ __. 
Date Time: 6/1612015 11 :59: 16 PM 

Namerh·1If;--, 
Email(b)(61 
Comp I a i nts: I nco n s i ste nt Screening (Different Practices between Airports). 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight 51 on June 15th al 8:20pm 
Flight 55 on June 16th at 11 :05am 
WI I eyPostM' 111 Rodge rs I BRW) lo r both flights. 
Comments:Upon return from a 1 night, round trip ANG to BRW trip the supervising TSA agent refused to allow me to board flight 51, stating that my ticket name l(b)(ff:ilis not a common nickname for Charlotte. I have gone by that nickname all my life 
& allowed to fly up & down lhe west coast as well as to BRW withoul this being a problem until this trip. The agent did not explain why this put me at a higher securily risk & called for a complele search and full pat down. I was poinled out in line by the 
agents as "that lady", "that lady from the night b~ surrounded by agents. The company I work for owns the land in Barrow & I was there on business and was recognized by local coworkers in line, I had a prescription on me with both names, my 
drivers license has my picture and signed name~ Not allowing me to return home to Anchorage was completely uncalled for and lacked common sense & good Judgment. I should have been alerted to the concern by TSA before leaving my 
home city rather than not allowed to return to it. Am on a hi~her security risk list now? Nothing was explained to me. 
Submitted on Wednesday, June 17, 2015 - 07:50 Submitted by anonymous user:!(b":1(6) ~ubmitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
Stale: Illinois 
Airport ILLINOIS - ORD - Chicago-O'Hare International 
Date of T rave I: 061161201 5 
Time of Travel: 3:30 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: AA2323 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: American Airlines TSA Checkpoint TSA Employee: 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Profession al is m/Cus tom er Service 
- Screening 

Complaint: 
Hello, 

I hope this message finds you well. At approximately 3:30 PM 
yesterday I 6116) I p race ed ed through the T SA pre-check checkpoint 
at the American Airlines terminal at O'Hare. I noticed that my 
bag did not come out of the scanner. I had to alert an employee 
(who was wandering around the checkpoint) and asked for 
a ss1sta n ce. She proceeded to search and thorough I y swab my bag. 
a 11 while not communicating what was going on. This employee was 
very cu r1 and did not appear to enjoy her emp I oyment with the 
TSA. She then told me I would be subjected to a thorough pat 
down. and began shouting "MALE ASSIST MALE ASSIST MALE 
ASSIST." It took about 7 tries for a male officer to come and 
give me a thoroughly invasive pat down. I lhen wailed for 
another 1 O minutes or sa far another officer ta wander aver and 
inform me that my bags would have to be examined by an explosives 
expert. At one point. they decide that I have to take my shoes 
off for those to be swabbed. Another 1 O minutes pass, and lhe 



This email is to document an incident which occurred at tricities airport this am June 17th. 15 people were in the airport and had checked their bags .. They were held up from boarding by the TSA personel. The time was a busy morning and only one of 
the two check through lines was in utilization. Only one personal was helping people going through the metal detector. The personel was very slow in his job and kept us from going through while he did a pat down on two elderly men that had hip and 
knee replacemenls. The TSA personel showed no concern for getling us through 10 our plane which was boarding. 
We were informed by the delta staff that this was a common occurrence. Given the recent report about the ineffectiveness of the TSA overall and reports that travelers are bein held up by this same ineffective process I plan to contact my elected 
re rese ntati ves to consider doing away with the program of Gave mm ent waste. If you wo u Id Ii ke to discuss this s i tuat1on which occurred tad ay I can be reached at ( b I ( ff:, 

611712015 (b,(6) "---.""---. _ __. 
10:19:01 

AM 

6/17/2015 
1:4737 

PM 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone 
Caller has had a terrible screening incidenl al Denver airport on the 11th. 
Caller stated she is older. She had precheck. The TSO was nice and she went on to the other side. Her baggage had gone through. She was with her companion or boyfriend. He has white hair an they are almost 80 years old. She had precheck and 
he did not. 
A female black TSO came over and started swiping her hand. She checked all of her luggage. She was ok. She took her into the other room, 
A TSO while big woman middle aged gray hair TSO came into the room. She has a complaint wilh this TSO. She started conducling a pat down. The TSO staled if she did not stop asking questions, she would send her to the manager and she would 
miss her plane. 
She went into her pants and a round the breast . She searched her al I over. 
She made her bend over and take her shoes off. She cannot bend over easily. The caller stated this does not make any sense. The TSO stated they were all terrorists. The caller stated she was not a terrorist. She does not know why she was going 
through this. 
She requested for her to go get her companion and the TSO refused to do so. The companion had left and gone on to the plane because he could find her. It was hard for both of them. 
This was inappropriate, uncalled for and unnecessary. She was infatuated with her own power. 

She told lhe airlines who stated she must report lhis. 

United Flight number was 1138 to San Francisco. 
Date Time of Incident 6 11 2015 2:00:00 PM 
Gate Terminal: Not PRovided 
Airport Denver 
Airline:United 
Flight#; 1138 
Bag tag#: NA 
Bag description: NA 
NOi: NA 

Your agents are power tripping and out of control. Security checkpoints should not be a place that increases the stress levels of passengers. It's a necessary evil that is unnecessary. in my opinion. TSA makes the news more often because they've 
committed theft. 1 've never heard of Isa stopping a th re at to nat1ona I or loca I sec u nty. 
Your employee,~ recently accosted me approximately an hour ago while I was trying to catch my flight at La Guardia airport. Since when does a nonmal bra trigger an extra pat down? There is nothing special about it. but I was detained anyway. 
She separated my from my children during this lime, further increasing my stress. And as my agitalion and stress levels increases, her speed in doing I his unnecessary pat down decreased exponentially. 
This practice ands behavior has got to stop. Stop pulling my pants down doing your extra pat downs. Stop detaining me. I am not a threat to this nation. But I will be very verbal about the harassment I receive from your employees virtually every time I 

6117/2015 fly. I'm tired of it. I'm tired of witnessing the power tnps. Tired of being subJect to needless searches. Tired of the fabncated reasons (you tested positive for gunpowder residue ... .really? Like the nearest male could have tested positive for pregnancy. 
2: 13: 0 5 That's how prob ab I e it is for me to test positive lo r gunpowder flying home from vacation), 

PM Your millimeter wave machines are not necessary. Yel. you allow them in selecl airports so those opling out can be further harassed by your employees. I will continue 10 lalk 10 others, use social media and contacl you every time I feel harassed by a 
tsa emp I oye e unti I the harassment stops. 
Regards 

!rh,IR, I 
- se nl fronfii:iillI]phone 



pjsabjljjy Pescriotion: Callers wife has a medical implant in her brain. 
!(bH6l )she has Dystonia- neurological disease. 

Incident Details: They are currently at LAS. 

His wife had a medical device implanted her brain Las Vegas. 

6117120 1 s !( b I ( 61 !supervisor was very rude and not he I pfu I. 

2_34,29 They need to da a patdown. They have waited for 10 =15 min. 
· PM They are waiting for a female TSO. 

They are going to miss her flight. 

6/17/2015 
4:21 37 

PM 

We need to get rid of the gulf"'b'-.,-_,1..,.R.,.._1 ----, 

Several TSO s female are standing at the gate and they are still not screening her. 

Caller wanted to know how to file a ADA complaint. 

Submitted on Wednesday, June 17, 2015 - 14:25 Submitted by anonymous userk~b_-~1(_6_l ___ ~!Submitled values are: 

Feedback Type: Complaint 
State: Mi ch,g an 
Airport: MICHIGAN - DTW - Detroit Metropolitan Wayne County 
Dale o!Travel: 06/1612015 
Time al Travel: 12:05 am 
Airline & Flight Number: Delta 1715 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: General 
TSA Employee: employee walked away when I questioned 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: 

Civil Rights I Civil Liberties 
Missing or Damaged Items 
Permitted Items 
Profession al ism/Custom er Service 
Screening 

Complaint: Had a cancelled flight and was left in Detroit 
avern i g ht. W a I ked a uts ide ta smoke a cigarette, when going back 
through s c reem ng had a VE RY ave rzea Io us 1nd1v1d ua I who made me 
go through a hum i I ia ting patdown, emptied al I of my belongings 
oul, carelessly and made me throw away a multi tool I hat was a 
gift from a dead relative. The s uper,isar was very rude, the 
'"und e rl mg'· was inept and kept !al king about vi deog am es to me 
(when I had no desire to communicate with the person that was 
treating me Ii k e a terrorist). The s u pe rvi so r al mos I smashed my 
laptop and submitted me through three xrays. (Even though my 
carry o n/1 aptop bag is a I so TSA com pl ,ant) This mu Iii too I was 
ok"d by Greenville/Spartanburg TSA and Houston GW Bush TSA. 
THEN ... wasnt going to allow me back in because I here was a one 
letter discrepancy on the baardin ass due to a misspelling of 
my middle name~ I (b-·1(6'1 on ticket). Completely 

Disability Description: Callers son has an insulin pump. 

611112015 I b. 6 - I 
4:4S:sg Incident Details:( I( -,~ calling because she is wanting to file a complaint about a TSO at the TSA Security Checkpoint at MOW who disregarded infonmation concerning her 16 year old sons insulin pump and a letter from a physician 

PM stating that he could not go through the AIT machine. She requested a pal down instead but the officer insisted he go through the AIT machine. 



Hello. 

For medical reasons, I request pat downs when going lhrough security. As a female who travels 2x a month I've been impressed by lhe professionalism of the TSA agents. 

After having going through the p race ss ~ 20 times. I was di sap pointed today by an incident at terminal 2 JFK at 1612 where I was i ntent1ona 11 y ma rg i na I ized and 1g no red. 

After lelling the firsl TSA agent I saw I hat I was requesting a pal down, he answered "Ok, bul the machine is no longer X-ray." Then walked away wilh no instructions. 

I wa I ked to another agent and re pealed my request. She casua 11 y said "'pat down" and to Id me to wait and read the inform at1on regarding the machine. After wa iii ng some ti me and fee Ii ng very punished. I noticed 4 le ma I e T SA agents not doing 
anything, so I repeated to the woman my request and she said "you just wait. I cannot te 11 you how long .'' 

Here's where I have kudos. I turned to the agent at the station behind me,~kb_·~1(_6_l __ ~~nd said '"I feel like they are purposely not helping me."'!(b·:,(61 Ii m mediately walked back to the group of women to notify them I was waiting. 

611712015 One of the women immediately came out and helped and stated '"sorry, we had no idea you were waiting.'' 

6:16:45 
PM 

rm appalled, that my requests were blatantly ignored, and when given the opportunity to rectify the situation, I was again ignored. 

I reported the incident to the supervising oflicer\:~b_)~(_6~1 --~!who blew the situation off and said "you didn't have to wait more than ten minutes, so nothing is wrong.'" 

I pointed out that no one in the back knew I was there, and no one up front was helping me until!(b)(ff:, !took initiative. 

As a veteran, I know what it is to serve my country and the people in it. TSA has been trying to fix their reputation for many years. but putting your customers into '"shaming" situations is unacceptable. 

I want to know thaf~b~)_(_6~1 -~pets the recognition he deserves, and that TSA "shaming'" will not continue. 

Thank you 

kb1(6) 

6117/2015 When the caller was in the Minneapolis checkpoint. She misplaced her DL and gave them the old license and additional information. She went thru a patdown and additional screening. She wanted us to know that was a bit overboard. She is glad that 
6:4 7:25 people are checked, but for her she thought that this was a bit much. She s an elderly woman with nothing on her record, not even a traffic violation. 

PM 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

I am a 7 2 year old fem a I e. I flew on Southwest Ai rt i ne, Confirmation f h ·,Ir:;··, I on Tuesday, June 9, 20 15 from LAX with a layover in Las Veg as. I was unab I e to retneve the fi 1g ht numbers. 

I returned to LAX via Flight# 4299 from Columbus, OH to Phoenix, AZ and Flight# 571 to LAX on Sunday, June 14, 2015. 

6~1:~~2~: 5 At the TSA secunty checks at LAX and CM H I was pulled aside for a pat-down because the screen was showing something in my groin area. My hands were also brushed with a substance. My first flight back to LAX had to be changed due to a storm 
PM so my flight was changed, I knew I had a problem at security in LAX so I used no lotion or deodorant or hand sanitizer when coming back to LA I still ended up with the humiliation of the pat-down. My question is there anyway for me to know what I 

s hou Id avoid wearing or using so I don"I have to be pa lied-down. I don't travel o rte n but wou Id Ii ke to know wha I to do. I have never had to be patted down 3 times. 

THANK YOU. 

[b)(61 



611812015 
10:08:51 

AM 

Submitted on Thursday, June 18, 2015 - 09:28 Submitted by anonymous user:~f b_)_(_6_, ---~!submitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: District al Columbia 
Airport: 0th er 
Date ofT rave I: 0611412015 
Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Bag x ray /radiation walk through T SA Employee: 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Profession al ism/Custom er Ser,ice 
- Screening 

Complaint: 
Black female TSA person was very rude & unresponsive to my 
request. While waiting for a a pat down agent in the roped aff 
area before picking up my screened 8 inch x 5 inch belt bag & 
shoes, I was standing as requested at the outside raped area 5 
feel way from from the TSA agent. I requested I hat since my small 
bag was already screened and waiting for pickup that she please 
bnng it near us because anyone could easily pick it up and walk 
away with it. She was unreceptive to my simple request and moved 
closer, NOT IN HER FACE and HADN'T LOST MY COOL and slepped a 
foot away from the raped area to speak ta her more closely and 
she just shouted at me several times to step away as though I was 
hostile. She ignored my request and just said that it (my bag) is 
in the airport (meaning ii was safe when no TSA agent checks ID 
to for pick ups. How ca Idly indifferent) She ignored me and 
started to hand I e the person b eh i ne me in I in e. I very upset that 
that she was unresponsive to a simple request of walking back 2 
yards 10 reach for my small 8 inch x 5 inch belt bag. I asked 
another TSA employee next ta the moving 'already screened bags' 

611812015 The caller is flying oul of San Diego. The last three limes she has gone through she has TSA Pre Check. The last time she wenl through the Pre Check lane was closed. The screener machine alarms every time she goes lhrough because of her shoes. 
2:02:01 The caller is upset because she has to have a patdown every time she triggers an alarm. 

PM 
My wife and I were traveling on first class tickets from Austin and I am pre check., She lost her license so had a temporary paper with picture and ss card. They subjected her to pat down chemical tests on luggage etc. this delayed us for 30 minutes for 

611812015 no reason as I he re is no profi I e tha I we would fit 10 warr a nl this. I find I his to be unacce pta bl e as there were plenty of sketchy peop I e you put th rough the accelera I ed Ii ne with no conce m 
2:07:21 

PM Sent from my iPhone 

Caller has purchased her parenls airline tickets on line. She stated her father had a bad experience when coming lhrough the TSA check point. Caller staled her father fell like his pal down was inappropriate and that his genitals and bullocks were 
touched and made him feel uncomfortable. 

6118/2015 6-17-15 6:46pm 
8:06 36 JFK 

PM 
JetBlue 
883 
Gate 2 

611812015 She is a detective and she said a complainant said he had a patdown done al LGA and that he was not salisfied with it. She asked for a phone # for the CSM. She declined her firsl name and she did not give lhe name of the complainant. 
8:17:16 

PM 



Hello. 

I am writing on behalf of my mother who just left Bush InIercontinental this morning June 18, 2015, at 1 O am, her boarding was at 9:20 am on United. We arrived al Bush around 7:40 am, I had made sure that my mother had enough lime to check 
herself in with enough time ta pass through security and get her something to eat. Well as she was checking into security, TSA denied her to pass with two jars of cookie peanut butler. Then they had her wait on the side for 10 minutes until someone 
shows up to check her bags be cause they claim that her bag set of the bag a I a rm . They had wiped her bags down in search of drugs or other substance or whatever they claimed she had in her bag. w, ping it down numerous ti mes and sending 11 
through the machine numerous times that all could have been avoided if the machine had down it s job the first time! 

Already agitated and embarrassed they had a pat down search or cavity search her in front of everyone at the airport. Two African American women was involved in this, they were a-holes telling her that she cant touch anything in her bag. touch 
her phone to check the time to make sure she still has time for her flight, basically talking down to her. They treated her like a second class citizen or someone who was guilty of something. They were unlawfully searching her which lead to the 
em ba rra s s m ent of the pat down search due to the la ult of their eq ui pme nt• Once they had used another machine , a 11 results ca me back negative thus showing the resu Its of the first machine we re incorrect and that the fa u It was with your equipment and 
not what was in my mothers bag! 

While all of this was taking place, she very easily could have missed her plane. lncurnng substantial costs and penalties if she missed her flight. 
I understand th at these office rs jobs a re to maintain the safety and security of the airport. but it should not be at the cost of the rights and freedom of the peop I e they claim to defend and protect, After al I the non sense that the TSA security s caused she 

611912015 had no ti me to get her food. 

8:32:00 
AM 

My mother is a prideful and hard working American and thats why I feel that I need to write a letter to you informing you of this situation on her behalf. 

If you wo u Id Ii ke to hear the first person acco u nl from the pa rI y you rse If she can be reached atl~( b_ •• _, ( 6_._I --~lor vi a ema i I at!( b , ( 6) !Her name isf h 11 R , IC an someone please get back to my moth er or me about I he 
issue that happened with TSA security, her unnecessary embarrassment. and the faulty equipment. ,_ ________ _, '"'"'"-'-"--------' 

Thank you for you time, 

On behalf of my mother, b)(ff•, 
(b)(61 

r,(6) 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service Current DatelTlme : 6/1912015 9:16:42 AM Airport MSY - Louis Armstrong New Orleans International Date/Time of Travel 06/1812015 10:45 AM Airline & Flight Number: 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : Security screening TS A E mp I oye e: (If Known) . 
Comment : Around 10:45 AM I went lhrough the securily screening with a pregnant colleague who was in line ahead of me. In fronl of my colleague was a woman wilh five bins. As I waited for my bins, and for lhe woman with five 10 collecl her 
belongings. I began gathering my calleague·s items as she received a pat-down. I informed the x-ray reviewer that there was a back up and she yelled at me ta take my bins and move. I explained I was waiting for my bins. Again she yelled at me to 

611912015 take my bins and move. I explained that they were not my bins. She continued to yell at me, which meant that she was not diligently watching the x-ray machine. 
1 O: 18:20 Upon gathering my bins and moving to another area to assemble my items I overheard several TSA employees speaking tersely to a man about where he was standing and then made snide comments about him as he walked away. 

AM Addilionally, my colleague will be submitting her own feedback for lhe negalive way in which she was handled during her pat-down. 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

611912015 Caller is Iraveling and is continually receiving a pat down. What can she do? 
12:35:19 

PM 



!(b:1(ff:1 !was on an United Airtines flight out of SBN today at 2:15pm. he requested a pat down instead of the AIT machine and said TSO fb::,(6) prabbed his backpack in the wrong orientation causing his Thermos to fall out of the side 
pocket breaking on the ground. '-'--"'------' 

Date Time:06 19 15 2:15pm 

611912015 Gate Terminal: A 

3,31 :0e Airporl: SBN 
PM Airline: United Airlines 

Flight# 5597 

6/19/2015 
4:13:34 

PM 

Bag tag# ( 1 0digit): Unknown 
Bag Description: Red H ys i err a backpack 
Missing Damaged item description: Clear plastic double walled Thermos custom logo. Screw on lid. 
NOi: Carry-on (Requested pat down. officer caused thermos to fall out of bag causing 11 to break) 

Submitted on Friday, June 19, 2015 - 15:44 Submitted by anonymous user:~kb_)~(_6_, --~!Submitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
Stale: Alaska 
Airport ALASKA - ANC - Anchorage International 
Date of T rave I: 061191201 5 
Time of Travel: 10:50 am 
Airline & Flight Number: Alaska FLT 140 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: C Gate 
TSA Employee: Officel'.iill:lli and Off1cerKfilill] 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: Screening 
Complaint: 
While going through AIT screening machine 1 spot on chest showed, 

where fy sh!rt has sparked on it. 
Office h··,rr; had female Officerfh·11r;·-, !do a full body pat down 
running her hands between my legs 4 times. raise my shirt twice 
run her hands over and around my breast fully ... tw,ce• He wanted 
me to take my pantyhose off but I was very upset and em ba CT ass ed. 
almost in tears! I travel all over the world and have NEVER been 
treated so rude I y or in ap prop ria tely I It was tot a 11 y unca 11 ed 
for' I had on a knee length skirt and shirt with glitter on the 
front and pantyhose. I want him rep ri ma nd ed lo r his unacceptable 
demands w1en onl) 1 small spol showed up on your AIT machine. 
Also. Officer (b·:,(6I was just as rude and over did her search' 

Would you like a response? Yes, I would like a response. 
==Passenger Info== 

Passenger Name:~lfh----,1-r,--, -----~ 

Phone Numbelb)16) 
Email Addres1._\b_:_1(_6_, _______ _, 



Dear Sir or M1am, 

I am writing about a VERY concerning situation that occurred to me at LaGuardia Airport, N.Y., Terminal D, on Tues., 6116115, from 7:50 - 8:40. If I had indeed been a terrorist carrying a bomb, then lhe airporl would have been blown up during the time 
it took for the TSA supervisor ta came frisk me far their 'alert' an me at the body scan machine. There are two reasons for this: 

1) Only a female TSA officer "with at least 3 stripes on her sleeve" was allowed to give me a pat-down because I'm female. However, it was this woman's "day off"', and no one was available in her absence. Another woman had to be called from 
anolher terminal or section of lhe airpor1. This took approximately 45 - 50 minutes and required multiple requests from various people for her to come. This delayed my depar1ing, bul thank God I arrived early so I was ok with my departure. However, if 
I had missed my flight because of the La Guardia TSA's incompetence would I have been compensated for it?? I did everything I was supposed to da; their inability to da their job, which affects the safety of THOUSANDS, is inexcusable. As I said. if 
indeed I had explosives on my person, the tenminal would have been long gone by the time the TSA lady arrived. 

2) Once the female TSA officer arrived 10 pal me down, it took a minute or less, and was all done by hand. The area of concern highlighted from lhe body scan machine was my abdomen/crotch area, which was never even searched or re-scanned at 
all with a wand ar other device. What if I had something inserted in my crotch?? I assumed I would have to take my panties off to be scanned/checked, and/ar have the wand waved around the area in question. But na. Again, this is a very inexcusable 
procedure. and could have resulted in a catastrophe. 

611912015 Just so you know what I'm guessing lhe concern in the body scanning machine was, I think ii was perhaps heat and moislure built up due to the high June 1emperatureslsweat, and the facl thal I had 10 hand-wash my panlies lhe night before since my 
G:o6,32 flight was cancelled and they weren"t completely dry. 

PM 
All in all, compared to the various airport screenings I have been through. LaGuardia's TSA department was the most inefficient, slack, unsafe excuse for 'security' that I have ever witnessed. In addition to this. isn"t the TSA a federally-run department? 
Shouldn't there be a uniform procedure for security checks I hat are slandard at all airports? Each airport I wenl to required differenl things, the leasl security at LaGuardia as I said. At all other airports, I was lold to remove the liquid items my from 
carry-ans: in LaG. I was rushed through with little/no concern. I also went through all security checks with a lighter: I thought that wasn"t allowed? (I didn't realize it was even in my purse until unpacking yesterday). At LaG we were tald to remove our 
tablet from our bags, but this wasnl the case at any other airport. which was fine. but yet another discrepancy when it should all be a umfonm procedure. The security that had the best performance was in Charleston. SC. They were serious, not chatty, 
and very thorough in their job. 

Thank yau for your serious attention ta these concerns. I want to know when I fly. that I am safe and the security in place is thorough and efficient, not causing delays and having slack security procedures and personnel in place. I look forward to 
hearing back from you. 

Thank you, 

i(b)(6) 

611912015 
6:07:00 

PM 

Leaming Center Teacher 

Submilled on Friday, June 19, 2015 - 16:23 Submitted by anonymous use~ ... ~-b'--)(_6'-1 ___ _,~ubmitted values are: 

Feedback Type: Complaint 
State: Missouri 
Airporl: MISSOURI • MCI - Kansas City lnternalional 
Date of Tr ave I: 
Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: all checkpoints TSA Employee: 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: Screening 
Complaint: I"m a TSO at MCI in Kansas City. We are currently 
being made to prior to starling are shift to pat down the groin 
and buttocks area of another officer everyday. I fully understand 
where on a random time we should do in house checks but this 
workplace feels like sexual harassment. To know fellow TSO's will 
be on your breasl and on your buttocks is simple unacceplable. If 
this continues the re wi 11 be sexua I harassment charges I eve I ed 
against AKAL who is the contract company and T SA lo r these 
conditions to exist. 

Would you like a response? No, a response isn't required. 

The resu Its of this submission may be viewed at: 
http://www. tsa. gov/ nod e/228 9/s ub miss ion/24 7 77 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time: 612012015 10:57:30 AM Airporl: DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel: 0611912015 11 :OD AM Airline & Flighl Number Della 98 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
Terminal TSA Employee: (If Known) · ? 

Comment : I have an artificial hip, and the TSA Pre line only had a metal detector. I asked to be escorted to a body scanner so I wouldn't need a pat down, but the TSA agent said there was no one available to escort me so I'd have to wait for a person 
612012015 to pat me down. He made me wait ten minutes before he himself gave me the pat down, and I almost missed my flight. 1. Please put body scanners in the TSA Pre lines. 2. If not, provide escorts to nearby body scanners, 
11 :05:20 Would you like a response?: True 

AM Passenger's Name h··,1rr, 
Phone Number b)(ff', 
Email h·,1r;··, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
CuCTent Date/Time· 6120/2015 9:26:03 AM Airport: MOW - Chicago Midway Date/Time of Travel: 06/19/2015 4:15 PM Airline & Flight Number, 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 

6120120 15 Comment : The Isa employee asked me to I ill my shirt to expose my belt. I felt very u n comfo rtab I e doing this out In the open. I am an adult and was treated Ii ke a chi Id when I asked if &quot: a re we done he re&q uot . I feel Vi o I ated and uncomfortab I e 
11 :05:38 when I had the pat down and skin tests and felt If I complained or spoke to a supervisor I would be treated worse. I understand we need security on planes but the TSA seems to have inconsistent policies regarding the pat downs, shoes on or off and 

AM traveler comfor1. The female employee at midway really ruined my travel day. 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The caller had a bad experience wilh TSA. She was going through the checkpoinl for American airlines. She is on a knee scooter because she has a broken fool. She had to get a patdown and feels like she was punished. She said I hey left her at lhe 
checkpoint and laughed at her for 15 minutes. They didn t communicate with her. 

6/20/2015 . 
4_38 46 Date Time: 06 20 15 4:20PM 

· PM Gate Terminal: Gate 25 
Airport DCA 
Airline: American Airlines 
Flight#: 1602 



612112015 
925:04 

AM 

Submitted on Sunday. June 21. 2015 -08:41 Submitted by anonymous use~~~-b_)(_6_, __ ~lsubmitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Florida 
Airport: FLORIDA- FLL - Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International 
Date ofT rave I: 0612012015 
Time or Travel: 10:20 am 
Airline & Flight Number: Ua1290 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Security checkpoint dome st,c united T SA Employee: 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: Missing or Damaged llems 
Complaint: While a tsa agent was searching my bag i was 
distracted by the unco mfortab I e public pat-down of my self by 
another agent. When i checked my bag next my jewlery box was 
damaged- broken zipper and lop, and my p rescri pti on medication 
was gone. Not much i can do a ba ut rec a urse however doing a 
p atdown on a person wh, I e they a re supposed to be watching their 
possessions be rililed through is not copacetic. Plus you might 
want to find out if someone is pocketing p rescri pti on med s since 
thats just plain illegal. 

Would you like a response? Yes, I would like a response. 
==Passenger Info==,...,..,....,.,----, 

Passenger Name !(b 1(61 
Phone Number: "---'--~--' 

Email Address:~l(b_._1(_6_, ------~ 

The resu Its of this submission may be viewed at: 



612112015 
1:06:57 

PM 

Submitted on Sunday. June 21. 2015 - 11: 10 Submitted by anonymous user: "'kb'-)"'"(-'-6~1 _ __,~ubmitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Nevada 
Airport: NEVADA- LAS - McCarran International 
Date ofT rave I: 0611612015 
Time of Travel: 5:55 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: Southwest 84 7 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: C Gates 
TSA Employee: 

==Complainls== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Profession al ism/Custom er Service 
- Screening 

Complaint: 
I'm writing today to complain about a particularly bewildering 
experience at a TSA checkpoint in Las Vegas McCarran airport on 
6116/2015. I opted out of the body scanner to receive a patdown 
as I usually do when travelling - a personal protest against what 
I perceive as needless invasion of people"s privacy posed by the 
body scanners. When I was escorted to the p atdown area, I was 
also notified that my carry--on bag would need to be inspected. I 
knew i mm ed i a tel y what in my bag I rig gered the inspection, two 
small cans of apple and orange juice that I'd intended to drink 
before getting to the airport. These were indeed the problem 
items and I asked if I cou Id drink them on the spot rather than 
throw them oul since I was quile lhirsty. I was told thal no, I 
couldn't. unless I wanted ta go back outside. drink them there, 
and then come back in and repeat the security process. I was al so 
told that if I did opt to drink them I would have to go through 
the patdown procedure twice, rig ht th ere and I hen a I so upon 
reentering security. 



612112015 
6:04:00 

PM 

Submitted on Sunday. June 21. 2015 - 16:58 Submitted by anonymous user:~kb_·•~1(6_-_I ---~~ubmitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Maryland 
Airport: Ml NNESOTA - MSP - Minneapolis-St. Paul International 
Date ofT rave I: 06121 12015 
Time of Travel: 2:10 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: DL 1361 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: MSP Terminal 1. Lindberg Terminal. Checkpoint 4. Near the F Concourse. 
TSA Employee: Female "Supervisor". and all agents that denied me access to a body scanner. 

==Complainls== 
Complaint Feedback: 

Dis ab i I 1ty or Medi cal Co nd1t1on 
Civil Rights I Civil Liberties 
Profession al is m/Cus tom er Service 
Screening 

Complaint: 
I was forced to go through an x-ray machine as an amputee that 
requested a body scanner. There was a body scanner at I his 
security checkpoint I ess that 50 feet a way from me that cou Id 
have easily been used but I was told that I had to go through the 
x-ray machine because I didn't have T SA precheck, 

I have flown out of airports all over the US and I have always 
been al lowed to request a body sea n ne r with or without precheck 
on my boarding pass as long as the machine was present. 

The agent had already inspected my ID and saw that I was still an 
ACTIVE DUTY Army officer. I am a Special Forces Officer (Green 
Beret), and United States Military Academy (West Point Graduate). 
I lost my leg in service of our nation in Afghanistan. I am still 
an Active Duty officer because the Army has found me Fit for 



612112015 
6:04:04 

PM 

6121/2015 
6:04:07 

PM 

Submitted on Sunday. June 21. 2015 - 16:51 Submitted by anonymous user: ... kb""')-'(_6~1 _ __,~ubmitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Florida 
Airport: FLORIDA - TPA - Tampa International 
Date ofT rave I: 06121 12015 
Time of Travel: 4:30 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: Southwest 51 O 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Security 
TSA Employee: 

==Complainls== 
Complaint Feedback: Professionalism/Customer Service 
Complaint: I was opting out of the metal detector and body 
scanner because i'm pregnant and flying a lot. While i waited 10 
minutes for my pat down, the TSA agent at the machine ridiculed 
my constantly about how ridiculous my decision was and how stupid 
my conce ms were. I do not believe TSA agents have med1ca I 
deg re es. I have a right to request a pat down and he should mind 
his own business. I have never been 1reated with so much 
disrespect. I wasnt hurting anyone or doing anything wrong. 
Unfortunately. i couldn't see his badge. Please train your people 
better, 

Would you like a response? Yes. I would like a response. 

==Passenger Info=..,=..,....,.,..------, 
Passenger Namefb)(61 
Phone Number: ~-'-~-----' 

Email Addresst ... ~""'·•-'1(6_.~I ________ _. 

Submilled on Sunday, June 21, 2015 - 16:51 Submitled by anonymous user:[._b-')_(6--'••-' __ _.pubmitted values are: 

Feedback Type: Complaint 
State: Colorado 
Airporl: COLORADO - DEN - Denver International 
Date of Tr ave I: 0612012015 
Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number: UA 453 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Checkpoinl TSA Employee: 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: Screening 
Complaint: At DIA, the PreCheck line only has a magnetic detector 
and with an artificial knee, I had 10 gel a pat down. The whole 
purpose of PreCheck is to expedite screening and not to have an 
, mag er in the Pree heck Ii ne totally defeats the purpose of the 
program. 

Would you like a response? No, a response isn't required. 

The resu Its of this submission may be viewed at: 
http://www. tsa. gov/ nod e/228 9/s ub miss ion/249 05 



6/2212015 
10:24:20 

AM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:~!(b~)_(6~'--~ 
Date Time: 6122/2015 7:08:11 AM 

Namib)(61 ! 
Emai b1(6) I 
Com a11 ilS. ifiaPPI di 1am SCI ee11irig/Pat Dow11 Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Terminal lhree o'Hare international Airporl 
TSA check in near jet blue 
545 AM June 22. 
Comments:I am 65 years old and wear an orthopedic boot. I was sent to a special area with a detector that would work with my boot. I asked the TSA screene~(~)86~f I should remove my boot. He said not necessary. Instead of sending me to the 
correct machine, he senl me lhrough one about a fool away from it. When I sel off the alarm, he said he knew I would and I would need a full body patdown. I as e im why he didn't send me to the other one and he just shru~ was offered a 
private room for my full body patdown but the woman had no idea where it was. When she checked it was in another terminal. So I had to undergo an inside of my clothes Full body pat down in front of everyone. Just because~ouldn't bother to 
send me throuQ h the correct scanner. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ"'(b"-·-,""(6"'1'--__ ...., 
Date Time: 6/2212015 7:08: 11 AM 

------------------------------------------------------------------

612212015 Nam._~~-~--~ 
10:24:20 Emai 

AM Comp· .. a=,=n~s~: =na=p~p~r~o~pr~,a=e .... creening/Pat Down Screening 

Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc):Terminal three o'Hare international Airport 
TSA check in near jet blue 
5:45 AM June 22 
Comments:I am 65 years old and wear an orthopedic boot. I was sent to a special area with a detector that would work with my boot. I asked the TSA screeneiEE::iLJ if I should remove my boot. He said not necessary. Instead of sending me to the 
correct machine, he sent me through one about a foot away from it When I set off the al a rm, he said he knew I wo u Id and I would need a fu 11 body paid own. I asked him why he didn't send me to the other one and he j us! shru~ I was offered a 
private room for my full body patdown but the woman had no idea where it was. When she checked it was in another terminal. So I had to undergo an inside of my clothes Full body pat down in front of everyone. Just because ~couldn't bother to 
send rn e I hroug h the correct scanner. 



612212015 
10:27:27 

AM 

Submitted on Sunday. June 21. 2015 -23:57 Submitted by anonymous user: .,_!(_b'-')(~6-'-1 __ __.!Subm1tted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Illinois 
Airport: IL LI NOi S - 0 RD - Chi cago-0' Hare I ntem ati o na I 
Date ofT rave I: 0611512015 
Time of Travel: 6:00 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: Frontier 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: CP-9 
TSA Employee: Renee 

==Complainls== 
Complaint Feedback: Professionalism/Customer Service 

~aint 
lQ.ll.£lj was working at the meta I-d ete cto r. I declared that I would 
like to opt oul of the body scanner. As I opt out every lime that 
I travel. I know the routine quite well. At every airport, I am 
told that there may be a small wait and that I should hold on to 
my items until they are ready for meJrh·11r;··, ! declared, rudely I 
add, that she would not call oul for a pat-down until after I 
have sent all my items through the x-ray. After that, she refused 
to address me or respond to my questions. I asked if this was a 
recent change of po Ii cy. but received no res pons e, She refused to 
acknowledge me at all. Shorlly thereafter, other TSA agents came 
to my rescue and called out for the pat-down. I think her 
b eha vi or was rude. and it is not representative of the 
professionalism that I believe the TSA almost always maintains. 

I understand that it was a day where th ere were many de I ays and 
can eel ations of fl i g his in the airport and perhaps this added to 
the s tres s-I eve I for T SA a gents on that day. but a 11 the other 
agenls maintained lheir professionalism, as I think we should 
expect. 



612212015 
10:28:18 

AM 

Submitted on Sunday. June 21. 2015 - 19:04 Submitted by anonymous user: ._[b_.'--l(_6-'-1 ___ _,~ubm1tted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Massachusetts 
Airport: MASSACHUSETTS - BOS - Logan International 
Date ofT rave I: 06121 12015 
Time of Travel: 6:00 am 
Airline & Flight Number: AA 205 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Security 
TSA Employee: 

==Complainls== 
Complaint Feedback: Screening 
Complaint: I chose to opt out of the mi 11 i meter wave sea n ne r and 
to have a manual pat down screening instead. I was the only male 
in line for a manual pal down and it look in excess of 15 minutes 
to get a agent to conduct the pat down. The airport was NOT 
unusually busy. I fly 30k miles a year and this was the longest 
wait time I've experienced. It was only after I made a stink 
a bo ul it and requested th at a supervisor be ca I led that the 
screening occurred. It seems to me TSA agents want to avoid 
conducting pat downs or are annoyed by it. This was an 
unacceptable wait time and could have caused me to miss my 
flight. I could see the TSA milling around in the back of the 
scanners, so it's not very difficult to see who is busy and who 
1s not based on my extensive experience flying and dealing with 
the TSA agents in the past. Again, I was the first and only 
person waiting for a pat down and it took an unacceplable time. 

Would you like a response? Yes, I would like a response. 
==Passenger Info--;,-,...,.,....----, 

Passenger Name: [._b_._1(_6_, ___ ~ 



To: TSAAdministrator 

From:[b)(61 

Complaint TSA Employee Profiling Incident Report. 

On June 13, 2015, I had a flight from Charlotte (CL T) to St. Louis (STL) for which I had a TSA Pre-Check status designated on my boarding pass for US Airways fi1ght 4606. At approximately 2:00 PM EST, I went through the Pre-Check line and put my 
hand carry I uggage on the co nveyer be It, I had my driver's Ii cense and boa rd i ng pass in my hand as I approached body sea n ne r, The fem a I e TSA ofli cer standing before the scanner stopped me before I entered the sea n ne r and asked me to stand on 

612212015 the side and wait. She used the PA syslem and announced that she needed a female security officer for checking al the Pre-Check gale. 

10:28:23 
AM 

A male TSA officer approached her and asked: 'Why are you asking for security? Did the scanner beep?" The female officer replied "No, I did not allow her to enter because I wanted someone to come and pat her down." The male TSA officer said 
'Why? She hasn't gone through the scanner," 

The lady TSA officer (her name badge was not visible) replied "I want this to be done because of her outfit - look what she is wearing - long cl at hes" 

The male TSA officer again said 'You can not do 1 his. let her go through the sea n ne r Ii rst." 

The female officer insisted "I will not allow her [ta go through] because I am not comfortable. Can I just go ahead and pat her [down] myself?" 

He replied "No you can not.'' 

She said "Then I want you to go and check into this matter:· 



NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Nam"""b""1'-'(6,..·...,....,..,..._._ _____ ., 
Email Address:._lh"'·'"·,1""R,.,·I,......, _____ __, 
Phone Numberc (b·:1(6) 
Addres 1h·,1r;··, 

612212015 
10,28,27 Are you 18 or over? No 

AM Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? 
Ethnicity? 
Religion? 
N atIona Ii ty? 
Gender? 
Disability? 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 
To whom it may concern, 

My name is !(b··1(6i !and I am a Ph.D student in the Department of History at the University of California, Los Angeles. On April 1st, 2015, I returned to Los Angeles from a seven (7) month stay in Ankara. Turkey, where I was studying Turkish and 
conducting research as a Boren National Security Fellow, funded by the National Security Education Program (NSEP). Since my return, I have taken three flights, one international and two domestic. On all three flights, I was a selectee for additional 
screening by the Transportalion Security Administralion. On all three flights, I was not allowed to check-in online up to 24-hours prior 10 my scheduled departure lime. The travel documenls I've received in addilion to the luggage tags were marked 
··ssss··. labeling me as the selectee for additional screening (see attached images). In one case, I was not issued a boarding pass at the check-in counter, but a security document that instructed me to proceed for further screening. 

I have been the recipient of thee (3) Foreign Language and Area Studies Fellowships, funded by the U.S. Department of Education: (2) Critical Language Scholarships. funded by the U.S. Department of State; and most recently, a (1) Boren Fellowship, 
funded by the National Security Education Program, most of which have required extensive travel and extended stays abroad. Prior 10 reIurning to Los Angeles from being in Turkey on the Boren Fellowship, my previous extended travel and slay 
abroad resulted in no palpable outcome on behalf of the TSA. 

612212015 I am deeply appalled that I have been placed on a 11st that subjects people to add1t1onal screening by the TSA every time they fly. especially since my line of research and work necessitates extensive travel The TSA agent that conducted my pat-down 

2 19 23 on the lasl flight confirmed I hat lh1s was not a random occurrence and that I was indeed on a 11st It is exiremely degrading to have all my possessions, including the clolhes I wear and the gloves the TSA agent puls on each time he conducts a pal-
. PM down swiped and then placed into a machine for analysis. 

I am writing to ask for an explanation for why I've been placed on a list that subjects me to additional screening by the TSA every time I fly and urge you to remove me from said list. 

Thank you. 
Sincerely, 

~ 

!(b1(6i 
Ph.D. Student 
Department of History 
University of California, Los Angeles 



612212015 
220:24 

PM 

Submitted on Monday, June 22, 2015 - 14:00 Submitted by anonymous user._¥ b_._,(_6_) __ _,bubmitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights \ Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? 

- Religion 
- U nreaso na bl e Search Seizure 

Are you filling I his form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 
==I ndivid ua I Info== 

First Name:l-'fE:iiJ ... ··"-,1-!-,----, 

Last Name:@) 
Primary Pho._n_e_: =c-eI-1 =P-ho~ne 

Phone Numbed(b)(ff', I 
PO Box or Street Address: ,.kba.· ... ,(-'-6'-) _____ __. 

City: Apo 110 Beach 
State: Florida 
Zip Code (Post Code): 33572 

Other: ,.n.,\a..._,..,..--------, 
Email: l(b 1(6) 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? 06\16\2015 
Where did this happen? MARYLAND - BWI - Baltimore-Washington 
I nte mational 
What happened? 
l!/b l/6\ I entered BW I airport at or about 1645hr 
on 16 June 2015. Upon going through the checkpoint at concourse B 
I not1f1ed TSO agents that I do not remove my shoes do to my 
religious beliefs and I am requesting a male assist , After a 
wait of approximately 15 10 30 minutes I was approached by TSA 
Manager John Chandler and told that I can remove my shoes in a 

612212015 The caller and her husband have recenlly been experience off abnormalities when going lhrough the AIT and always receive a patdown. This has not always been so and she wanted to know what could be causing this. She also asked about PreCheck 
7:09:06 and where the closest enrollment center is to POX. 

PM 
As an airline employee of over 22 years, I am appalled at your most recent tactic of randomly patting down airline employees at the employee portal entrances. On SO many levels this is WRONG and a complete violation of human rights!!!'! Your 
approved pat downs are intrusive and, in my opinion, a mild form of rape, and just as a cuslomer does, I should have the CHOICE of gelling screened by x-ray or the ridiculous pal-down!!!'!! I AM NOT A CRIMINAL!!'!!!' You can blame the airlines for 
bringing in shady employees who may do corrupt things. such as the man in Atlanta that smuggled in the guns, but companies are going to get what they pay for I I If they are not willing to pay a decent wage, then the quality of worker will be 
compromised. I don't understand how ANYONE can think that touching someone's pnvate parts is ok I.,''" This 1s something that should not be acceptable and I should not be subjected to being uncomfortable in my job. This is offensive behavior on 
your part and for you to NOT give us a choice in how we want to be screened is beyond infuriating!!'!!! I love my job and do it very well but now your most recent stunt forces me to not even want to come to work!!!'!! This boils down once again to 

612212015 money•!!!' The airports don't want 10 put in metal detectors to screen employees so you have decided to FORCE us to subject ourselves to random searches. AGAIN ...... .WE SHOULD HAVE A CHOICE OF GOING THROUGH AN X-RAY MACHINE IF 
10:04:54 YOU ARE GOING TO TREAT us LIKE CRIMI NALSI.,''" 1 Something better needs to be donel'" 11 

PM 

Sent from my iPad 



6/2312015 
4:36:19 

PM 

6123/2015 
6:26 27 

PM 

I am writing to complete the complaint I registered with the TSA on April 9,2015 my experience and my wife s experience at LaGuard1a Airport on March 29. 2015. My wife is currently undergoing chemotherapy and has lost her hair. The treatment has 
left her extremely weak and unsteady on her feet. She was therefor in a wheel chair. We had arrived from Cincinnati for a medical consultation in New York. Our experience with the TSA agents in Cincinnati on the trip to New York had been pleasant. 
They were thorough including patting her head to make sure nothing was hidden under her head scarf. The same can not be said for our experience with the agents al LaGuardia. I was told 10 go through the normal line, while she was sent alone 
around the X-ray machine. The agent was rude and abrupt with me, for example demanding to know what was in my (empty) pocket. I considered his behavior unprofessional, but was not overly concerned about it. However, after I came through the 
security I in e I saw my wife in tears and with her head scarf off I complained to the su pe rvi sing agent who declined to intervene, simply tel Ii ng me th at this is the procedure. As the disc u ss1on p race ed ed he objected to my tone of voice and threatened to 
call the police. I invited him to do so. 

When my wife finally made it through security she informed me that she had been treated rudely and abruptly. She had asked to leave the head scarf on, but was told that she would be treated like everyone else. She was not offered a private setting. 
nor was her head s earl returned to her for seven minutes (per the local TSA i nve st1g at1on ) . 

My time is very limiled as I attempt to continue my work and care for my wife. However, I am horrified al the insensivity shown my wife, and at the failure of the agenls to to follow regulations, by not using a pat down, by not offering a private setting, by 
not permitting me to stay with my wife. and by keeping the head scarf off for considerably longer than it would have taken to run it through the X-ray. I am concerned that other people at LaGuardia are being treated in a similar manner. The matter was 
investigate locally. They viewed a videotape of the incident. but I acki ng audio they s1 m ply took the word of the agents being investigated. They re ported (inaccurately) that she had be en offered a p nvate room. Fu rthe rm ore, I would have been with her 
had I been pennitted to do so. 

I have great respect for TSA agents and the work they do. It is demanding and potentially dangerous. I feel safer flying because of them. However, a failure to follow regulations and the lack of courtesy ane respect shown me and my wife are 
inexcusable, as 1s the mockery of an investigation carried out at LaGuard1a. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Submitted on Tuesday, June 23, 2015 - 17: 10 Submitted by anonymous use,l:~b_._1(_6_, __ ~lsubmilted values are: 

Feedback Type: Complaint 
State: Penn sylva ni a 
Airport: PENNSYLVANIA - PHL - Philadelphia International 
Dale o!Travel: 0612212015 
Time of Travel: 1 :30 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: United Airlines 271 Checkpoint I Area of Airport: TSA precheck security at the metal detector TSA Employee: 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: 

Civil Rights I Civil Liberties 
Other 
Profession al is m/Cus tom er Service 
TSAPre?'" 

Complaint: I am not sure this classifies a a civil rights 
violation but quite frankly I donl know of any stronger personal 
rig ht than the right of a parent to protect and care for their 
chi Id. Two even ts occurred on this day for both mys elf and my 
sister in I aw as we were traveling with our twa sma 11 children. 
My boyfriend and I were going through security with our 6 month 
old daughter. He carried her through security and the beeper 
went off. After I went through I wenl to get her since he 
required additional screening. The female TSA agent there 
verbatim said to me, "Uh you need to go over there"' and pointed 
away to which I responded, "I know. but you have additional 
screening for him so I am just laking my daughter." She responded 
with, "No you can't have her you need to go over there." I 
attempted to wait in order to stay with my now sea red chi Id and 
she again refuses to let me stay near my child for which I became 
upset and said, "I get you have 10 screen him but you don't get 
to keep my away from my child, standing over there is not ok." 
She continued with her att1tud e and then proceeded lo r my 



612312015 
6:26:47 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

PhoneN~u~m~b~e~r~: =======: 
Addres*b 1(6) ~lexandria VA 
Zipcode: 22312 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? yes 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Washington Dulles International Airport 

The caller flew out of DCA on 6 3 2015. She was in a wheelchair and had a walker. She said that the TSO accidentally touched her breast 3 times during the paldown. She said the TSO apologized the firsl time and I hen did it again lwo more tirnes. 
She says the TSO then asked her to stand up and spread her legs wider and the caller nearly fell over. She filed a complaint with the STSO at the airport and says that the complaint was thrown away because they have not contacted her. She would 
Ii ke to file another comp I a int. 

612312015 Dale Time of Travel: 6 2 2015 6 DO PM 

7:47:58 Gate Terminal: Terminal at Delta gate 
Airport: DCA 

PM 
Airline: Delta 
Flight#: Does not remember. 
TSO Name: Didn t get name. 
TSO Badge#: Didn t get badge. 



612412015 
8A3:48 

AM 

Submitted on Tuesday, June 23, 2015- 22:18 Submitted by anonymous user:~i(b~)_(6_.~I ---~!Submitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Illinois 
Airport: IL LI NOi S - 0 RD - Chi cago-O' Hare Intern ati o na I 
Date ofT rave I: 0612312015 
Time of Travel: 7:20 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: Spirit 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Cp-9 
TSA Employee: Wady 

==Complainls== 
Complaint Feedback: Professionalism/Customer Service 
Complaint: 
My wife is 8 months pregnant so she decided to have "pat down" 
screening instead walking trough lhe magnetometer. The female TSA 
employee had bad attitude right from the start like she did not 
wanted to be there. It was like everything Is a hassle to her. 
She offered a private screening but would not explain exactly 
what she meanl by thal. She was rude and acling like we were 
dumb not knowing what private screening is. My wife have asked 
her to p I ease be nice and patient, but after that her attltud e 
has changed lo r even worse. She was shouting a round commands and 
very rude like she was on some kind of power trip. I have tried 
to walk over to see what was going on but she commanded me to 
wa I k away and to get my stuff. A lier the screening my wife asked 
her for her name. The TSA officer told her a different name then 
on her badge, and with an attitude asked what my wife's name was. 
My wife told her her name. and asked why the TSA officer is 

saying a different name th an on her badge. She did not rep I y and 
walked away. She started stacking plastic tots and moving around 
so my wife cannot read her name on her badge. When she walked 
around me I said: "Excuse me Madam, what is your name?" She did 

!rh·11rr·, I is a 73 year old passenger who wanted to report that one of the TSOs at ONT airport was very rude to her. She said this is the second time she had experienced a rough patdown and rude screening by the Female TSO at lhe screening 
station. She said it started out because the last couple of times she did not have to take her shoes off and this time they made her remove her shoes. She said her shoes went through and then other passengers put their items on the belt and then they 
made her take her sweater off and send it through the xray and then other people put their ,terns on the belt. She said her items were getting separated as they went through screening and she was afraid she would not be able to find them all after her 
patd own was done. 

She also said she had some VCR tapes and the tape had gotten damaged on a previous flight, she said they had sound but no picture. The airline told her that she could ask for the VCR tapes to be hand screened but The TSO told her that she could 
not do a hand sere en i ng on the VCR tapes. She said she put the tapes on the be It so now she has items in three different bins. 

She said when she opted for a paldown rather than going through the AIT she was told by lhe male TSO at lhe screening checkpoint to go wait in a certain spot for a patdown. She said the female TSO blamed her for nol letling anybody know I hat she 

612412015 needed a patdown but she said she did let the male TSOs know and kept waving at the female TSO to let her know that she was waiting for her to come over. She said the TSO opened the gate and retrieved her items but she was concerned that all of 

10,37,33 her items were not in just the one bin. She asked her to get the other bins with her other items in it and the TSO told her that she could only get one bin at a time. 

AM 
She said her paldown was very rough and when she was finished she looked over at another lady that was getting a paldown by the same TSO and she was being very gently with her. She said the TSO was unnecessarily rough with her when she had 
her patdown. She said she went through about g:30 am and the TSO had short brown hair. not too tall. 
Airport ONT 
Airline Al a ska 
Flight number 537 
Date and time 06 14 2015 at 9:30 am 
Baggage tag number NA 
Description NA 
NOi NA 
Gate or terminal NA 



Hello. I wanted to just make some comments to the response I received. 

First of all, thank you for getting back 10 me in a limely manner. I honeslly didn't expect any type of response from an organization the size of the TSA. Secondly, I appreciate the response you gave but just wanted 10 inform you thal it didn't solve my 
problem, ar really address it for that matter. My problem was A) the fact that TSA feels that its prosthetic protocol applies to a two year old, B) and this my main point, the level of training the TSA members had that handled the situation, and CJ the fact 
th at they wiped my two year old down for gun powder res1d ue. I didn't even know about the gun powder wipe at the ti me be cause I was trying to hand I e our I ugg age that the T SA agent was rude I y pushing me to take care of. My wife had to te 11 me about 
it I ast night, The a gents who handled my daughter first didn't know what to do with the prosthetic and made her wa I k through the meta I d ete cto r mu It i pie times, One of th em was about to remove my daughter prosthetic u nti I another one came over and 
said thal just a visual inspeclion needed 10 be done. After "inspecling" my daughlers leg, (though she was wearing shorts already, so I don't know what more they needed to see) they then proceeded to wipe her down for gun powder! I truly do nol 
understand this. Why was my daughter wiped for gun powder? Why not my wife and I? Do you really think my daughter is shooting guns? Da yau think my two year aid is that close ta a gun being shat by anyone? I would please appreciate a valid 
reason to why the T SA agent did this because th ere is no rhyme or reason for 11. And 11 is do to this poor training and Judgement cal I from the T SA that has put us in this te rri b I e s i tuat,on. I rea 11 y doubt anyone there re ally ca res to do anything about 11. 
But I hope this letter is in conjunction with many others that I'm sure are being received but other dissatisfied subjects, and I hope that is enough to have the TSA reconsider it's goals and training, You are meant to keep us safe. This experience made 
us in fact LOSE I rust with the TSA. Please do something about this because you are cosling people dearly. 

Thank you 

612412015[,_b""")_(B""", ___ _. 

12:12:33 
PM 

> From:_ tsatcc do not re1ly@senture.com 
> To:!(b,(61 
> Date: Tue, 23 Jun 2015 19:57:33 -0400 
> SubJect: In Response to your inquiry. 
> 

> Th an k you for contacting the Trans po rI ati on S ecuri I y Administration (TSA) Contact Center reg a rd i ng conce ms th at you were delayed by security screening. 

> TSA regrets any inconvenience you experienced as a result of security screening processes. One of TSA's pnorities is to minimize passenger wait times at our Nation's airports without adversely affecting the high level of security required in today's 
aviation environment. TSA works with airports and air carriers to determine changes in flight schedules and passenger volume so that we can provide the workforce, processes, and procedures to ensure high levels of security and customer service. 
> 

> TSA uses a Screening Allocation Model ta ensure that an appropriate number of Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) are assigned to each airport based an operations and passenger loads. This model, which incorporates part-time employees, 
ensures that TSA has sufficient staff to hand I e peak periods of passenger vo I ume wh i I e downsizing for s I owe r periods. Studies conducted by T SA and by independent o rgamzat,ons such as the Government Accou ntab i Ii ty Office have found that the 
model has made scheduling of TSA screening officers much more effective and efficient. 
> 

> Please keep in mind that passengers should allow the recommended standard 2 hour domestic and 3 hour international travel arrival times prior to flight departure to allow for parking and shuttle transportation, obtaining a boarding pass, going 

612412015 The caller has an underwire bra and after she went through the machine she had to have a patdown in that area because of it. She was very embarrassed and wants to know if there is an exception to that rule since ii is her bra and thal is common. 
12:25:50 

PM 
Caller fiew on Saturday from DAL. She was flying to her brothers funeral. She was wearing a bra with metal in it. She triggered an alarm going through the metal detector. One of the officers came over and insisted that she strip in front of people, and 
that she was going to do a patdown. She offered her a private screening. In lhe private room she was made to remove her bra and lhe officer patted down the bra. Caller would like 10 file a complain!. 

Airline: Southwest 
Airport: DAL 

6124/2015 Flight Number: 2294 
12:39:20 Date and Time: June 20, coming through the checkpoint around 8AM, departure at 11 :25 AM 

PM Baggage Tag Number: N~A----~ 
Description of Luggage:kb)(6:, !was the name of the officer, she was very cocky, pushes her weight. an older woman; px was wearing a multicolored spring shirt, black Bermuda shorts 

612412015 
2:05:23 

PM 

NOi: NA 
Anything on NOi: NA 
Location: she isn t sure 
Emailtb)(61 
Caller has a complaint regarding a pat-dawn she recently received at SYR. Caller wants to file a complaint because she feels it was excessive and rough. Caller also wants specific pat-down procedure and requests contact information for TSA 
personnel at SYR. 



6/2412015 
2:15:03 

PM 

612412015 
2:31:39 

PM 

Caller wants to know how a patdown is suppose to be done, She advised that she was poke and prodded at the checkpoint by a TSO. She advised she was wearing a diaper and patted her down around the diaper and between her breast because the 
bra hooked in the front. She advised she asked the TSO what she was doing and told the TSO that she had not have hands on her like that is 20 years and the TSO told her that she was being very inappropriate. She wants to file a complaint and 
wants to let TSA know if we are going to touch people like this then we need to be courteous about it. She advised thal she was in a wheelchair and opted for a patdown. She wants 10 know how she can tell if lhe wands are used at future airports so 
she don t have to have a patdown. 

Date\ Time: 6-20 10:38am 
Airporl: Syracuse 
Airline: JetBlue 
Flight: 315 

La st mg ht at about 7: 3 0-7: 4 5 at PH L !rave Ii ng to SF O vi a U sAi rwa ys fi 1g ht 49 0 departing at 8: 5 Op m at Gate A-Ea st I was treated with absolute disdain. I was discriminated because I am dis ab I ed and because I can not wa I k through the ma chin es 
without assistive device (my cane and Walker are aluminum). I was pat down- which I have always had to subject my sell too. Even though I have total nerve damage in my left leg with a condition called CRPS, which causes unbearable, chronic pain 
2417. When I have 10 be touched I suffer with more unrelenting spasms. Thal being said, I comply because TSA makes NO ACCOMODATION with olher devices al security check-points for the disabled that can't walk through on lheir own accord. A 
male security guard pulled my $1.500 dollar purse containing all my medication to the side after it was X-ray scanned. I couldn't see what he was doing(no idea if he was able to swipe thousands of dollars worth of medication, my wallet. etc. Yet. I 
comp Ii ed. It cl eared the swab test. Then another b I ack woman came over and wanted to swab it again. I said it was cleared and she began to argue with me. For some reason, she wanted add i ti o na I access to this expensive bag with medications in it. 
The white male security came by and told them it was clear. I said I am going to miss my flight (I always leave extra time but due to the severe storms my family had to wait until it subsided to get on the road). The other black woman doing the original 
pat down was told about my leg and was incredibly rough. I told her twice 10 be more gentle. I don't think she meanl harm but she cerlainly didn't make an attempt 10 go lighler on my left leg. When she came back she claimed my shoes (Adidas slip on 
open toe) went off with swab, then 5 minutes later she claimed it was my skin. So then the two black female TSA workers claimed they needed to inspect my Louis Vuitton bag again. I said he just told you it was swabbed, scanned and cleared. I am 
going to be late (I had the escort service getting me to my gate, waiting). I said I would like to speak to a supervisor. The white female supervisor with a hornble attitude came over and said I failed the screening and they needed to screen me further in 
a private room. I said just do it out here, I am going to miss my flight. I have to check my Walker in and they need to board me first. She took this as argumentative and said, "if you keep it up I will make sure you miss your flight." She threatened me to 
make me late. I explained I was jusl out of the hospital and need 10 gel back home for medical care. I can't miss my flight. They pulled me into a private room, the original TSA pat downer. I look off my sweatshirt for her. She lhen asked me to remove 
my watch. I said, "how about I take all of this off so we can make it quick" I began taking off my bracelet. wedding band, t-shirt (still had a tank top on) and I in buttoned my pants. She SCREAMED for the supervisor. Who began screaming at me in my 
face hunched over while I was sitting on my Walker. She said. ·•,1 you don·t comply I will call the PPD on you and you will really miss your flight" I said I am complying I am taking everything off that she 1s going to ask me too. I'm not naked I still have a 
tank top on and I unbuttoned my pants and removed my jewelry.'' I also informed her that I am legally disabled as defined by the social security administration. I just got out of the hospital 24 hours prior and I needed to get home for medical treatment", 

She then said, "I was being loud" I said, "you are the one screaming in my face" I said, "why don't you go find the real terrorists" She said, "how do we know what a terrorist looks like. you could be the terrorist." I said, "actually, you are the terrorist 
with this treatment". I also informed them I was being discriminated against because I was disabled. I had to be pat down TWICE and ALL of my bags were triple checked. It that's not discrimination, harassment and abuse of power, I don't know what 
is. The TSA made NO accomadtion for me and I was reduced to crying while they were "finishing up", I am humiliated and suffer enough with my disability. To further, I was treated like a criminal. They had ZERO respect for my situation and knew full 
well that I aw no harm considering I can't even walk wilhout my Walker. The first lime the supervisor said she was going to make sure I miss my flighl. she said it in front of EVERYONE going lhrough security. The two men laking me to my gale were 
HORRIFIED by how I was treated. 
Please accept this as a formal complaint. I am also going to speak to my attorney about the discnmination I faced for being disabled and the threats and harassment I was subjected to yesterday. 

I expecl someone from TSA will have the courtesy 10 contact me and provide me with measurements being taken to avoid I his from EVER occurring again 10 someone wilh a disability. And, I also want to know what repercussions the supervisor will 
face. I also ask that you question why the two other TSA woman wanted access to my expensive bag with a litany of expensive medications so badly. 

i(b)(61 



NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name: h··,1rr, 
Email Addre~s-,..,.,., ..,...,.,.. ..... _____ .., 

Phone Numberc (b)(6, 

Address: ""h"'·""·,1'-'R-'-·I ____ _. 

612412015 Are you 18 or over? No 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 

2:33: 19 NOTE: 
PM 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? 
Ethnicity? 
Religion? 
N ationa Ii ty? 
Gender? 
Di sa bi I ity? 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

What was the dale and approximaIe lime of the incident? 

The caller is currently at lhe SEA airport. He had a bad experience wilh .two of the TSOs working there.The caller asked STSOl(b)(ff:, ~o have a paldown instead of going through the AIT machine, the TSO said lhat he was nol allowed to receive any 
other method of screening. While they were waiting for their bags,!(b :,(6) !-TSO yelled at the callers son to move out of the area very rudely. He would like to file complaint. 

Date Time of Travel: 6 24 2015 11 :45 AM 

612412015 G.ate Terminal: International concourse 

4_12,33 Airport SEA 
· PM Airline: Delta 

Flight#: 198~--~ 
TSO Narnefh1/R1 I and'h,IRI 
TSO Badge#: 

I had a piece of paper in my back pocket when I went through the rn i cro s canner this seemed to be reason to give rn e a ful I pat down this is tot a 11 y absurd if this shows one piece of paper in the pocket why not just ch eek the pocket p I ease do 

612412015 something about privacy and treating people like human being, would you allow your mother to be treated in that manner, or your son or daughter? Do you really like doing this as a job for people maybe you could do something better for yourself and 
S:OO:J2 the world. All of you. You're not fooling anyone only ourselves and living a life that il's not worth living. 

PM 

HYPERLINK "https:1/overview.mail.yahoo.comlmobile/?.src=Android"Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android 



The online form says that I'm forbidden to submit. 

Name: k._b-'-l ... (6-'-1 ___ _. 

Pnmary Phone: Cell Phone -k,.b ... l .. (6"'-· ... 1 ___ __, 

Besl Time to Contact: 3:00pm - 5:00pm 

Days of the week: Wednesday. F nd ay 

Address:._k ... h"".""'"r;""·., ____ __, 

Coto de Caza. CA 92679 

Email: HYPERLINK.,b""i .. (6""·., ________________ __. 

6~2~;2~~ 5 Preferred Language: English 

PM 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights\Liberties 

What is the basis of your allegation? Profiling, Race\Ethnicity 

When did this happen? June 11. 2015 

Where did this happen? California - SNA - Orange County John Wayne 

What happened? 
I was being pat down because I was wearing a medical boot, which is fine. I ve been pat down for it before and for having a casl. This time was different because my hair was pat down. I checked the scanner and there was no anomaly on my head. I 
have short afro curly hair and the TSA officer said and now the head and proceeded to pat down and scrunched my hair.She was using the same gloves that she had used to check people s luggage. It was at the C checkpoint around 4:45 - 5:00pm. 
was in the TSA precheck line.traveling alone. My outfit was a blue pinklpurple plaid shirt with a turquoise A shirt and a fuchsia camisole. I wore black leggings and medium blue jean shorts, I had on one coach tennis shoe and a black medical boot. 

Who trealed you unfairly? I don I know her name, but she had brownlblack hair about 5 5 - 5 6. Her hair was pulled back in a ponytail, brown eyes 



612412015 
9:01:04 

PM 

6125/2015 
8:37:47 

AM 

Submitted on Wednesday, June 24, 2015 - 20:07 Submitted by anonymous user:~f b_._l(_6_, ___ ~~ubm1tted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: New York 
Airport: NEW YORK - LGA - LaGuard1a 
Date ofTravel: 06/24/2015 
Time of Travel: 7:00 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: AC7463 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Security checkpoint TSA Employee: 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: 

Civil Rights I Civil Liberties 
- Profession al ism/Custom er Service 
- Screening 

Complaint: I, as well as olher passengers, were denied lhe right 
to opt out of the screening machine as is our right. We waited 
over 3 0 min LIies for an agent to come for a pat down and 
ultimately had no choice but to go through the machine or miss 
our flight. When we asked officer about it, he was rude. 

Would you like a response? Yes, I would like a response. 
==Passenger Info== 

Passenger Name /h.1/f';", 

Phone Number.,1_h_·1.1r;_·., --------~ 
Email Address .. b""·"',("'6-'-i ________ _, 

The results of I his submission may be viewed at: 
http://www.tsa.gov/node/2289/submission/25293 

To Whom it May Concern: 

Very bad. horrible experience. Felt disrespected as well as violated. I feel TSA does what they want just because of how they are feeling at that moment! I was traveling though Miami airport at noon today with my family of 8 plus my 15 month old 
daughter, I wenl through the metal detector wilhout the items that are protocol. I get to the other side of course I know that I will get exlra screening because my 15 month old was traveling with me and required some drinking pediasure, ii was 
requested by her doctor and as well as giving to her through her WIC to drink for when she doesn·t want to eat which happens when I travel because it"s not easy to have access to all the food she eats. I brought in my bag 4 bottles of pediasure (yes it 
sound a lot for a tnp from Miami to Indianapolis.IN) BUT 1 The only reason I brought that much with me was because of the horrible delay(it was raining which no one has control of Mother Nature) we had on our way down to Miami from Indianapolis. we 
were scheduled to arrive at 5pm at Miami but didn"t get there until 9:45pm AND I only took 2 bottles of pediasure and it was not enough! So by the end of the trip my daughter was crying her head off because she didn't want to snack on nothing. but 
wanted pediasure which I was out of. So for that reason this time around I broughl 4 bottles instead. She was comparing my daughter's pediasure with guns & knifes. Verbalim: "do you bring knifes & guns though here then you don't bring I his much milk 
& juice through here."' I don't know what her issue was she need a break, was she having a bad day?• I don't care not my business but that doesn't give her any right to talk, and treat people like that• My theory is "'respect is not given its earned'" I could 
careless. how old you are you are going to get what you are giving me. I could of easily cussed her out but; I'm better than that and I had my daughter as well as my family with me. She then proceed to ask me how many milks she drinks per hour (once 
again none of her business) but I politely answered. I even explained to her my past experience on my way down to Miami. She proceeded to call someone I guess some type of manager, to tell them that my daughte~s juice in her bottle kept setting 
the alarm off and thal it needed to be checked belier. I told her thal it was lhe same juice that's in the bottle thal you have in your hand (Gerber strawberry/kiwi splasher). She I hen proceeded 10 1e11 me I hat I need 10 step to the side a get palled down IF 
I wanted to take my daughter's milk with me. So I did; I don·t know what the protocol is but I believe she did it out of spite' She needs to work somewhere else where she is not dealing with people because obviously she doesn't know how to treat other 
people. Well she patted me down hit me like 4 times in my private area for whatever reason, she was forcefully hitting me in my privates. It was in Concourse D. older white lady with salUpepper hair; I'm 5'-5'" I would say she was maybe 5'-4'" or 6" I 
can't even remember straight because l"m still livid. I had no time to waste because she made me waste the little bit of time I had to even complain on her. My parents, brothers and family believed that that patting (extra screening) was unnecessary. 
Then she started 10 lalk nice to me after everything was said and done. I consented to the extra pal down because I had nothing to hide and needed my daughler's milk. Which to tell you how the 1ruth, we did end up having a 2 and half hour delay. I 
don't know what you guys do in a situation like this but I believe she needs to be talked about her attitude towards people, we don·t want to stop to deal with her just as much as she don·t want to stop and deal with us. I think she was mad because I 
was telling her that if I packed il"s because needed it. She kept telling me that I didn't need that much. She felt like I needed to keep my mouth shut and agree with her. But. that's not correct I needed I packed that much because I know what expenence 
I had encountered before hand. 

Regards, 

Sent from my iPhone 



612512015 
8:39:07 

AM 

Submitted on Wednesday, June 24, 2015 - 22:57 Submitted by anonymous user:,.kba.·_.,(-'-6"-) _ __.!subm1tted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: California 
Airport: CALI FORNI A - SFO - San Francisco International 
Date ofT rave I: 0611712015 
Time of Travel: 6:00 arn 
Airline & Flight Number: American Airlines Flight Number 208 Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Terminal B, Gate 57 TSA Employee: 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Screening 
- TSAPre? 1r11 

Complaint: 
On 6117115. I was traveling with my wifekb)(ff:1 trom 
San Francisco 10 Miami by American Airlines Flight# 208 
departing at 7:00 AM (Our Record Locatar:IJ:illfil:J Both of us are 
old, infirm, past 75 years in age and disabled. We both had 
requested wheelchairs. Both our Boarding Passes had Pre?TM 
printed along wilh our names. I had a very bi tier experience at 
the Security Check at San Francisca Airport, before boarding the 
aircraft_ 
I suffered distress due to the prolonged and unjustified Security 
Check. I had informed the Securily Officer before the screening 
about metal implants in my mouth and both the knees. Still, the 
Secunty Check lasted more than 30 minutes: it included 
walk-through metal detector. an AIT check, and thereafter a 
thorough patdown of whole body - including removal of belt and 
patdown around my midriff and waist. In this process, I had to 
wait lo r my turn with each of the four office rs who performed the 
checks one after the other. During the security check. I was 
moved a way from my first screening area for subsequent checks, 
leaving my ca rryon bags and ce 11 phone on the be It al the I ugg age 



To whom 11 may concern: 

For your review and action as deemed appropriale.fb )(6) 

Thank You for your time and assistance. 

I applied to the Redress program on 0611612015. Please refer 10 lhe traveler's comments listed below. 

Sincerely, 

OHS TRIP 

612512015 Traveler Information: 

B: 39 '20 Namel(bi(61 
AM ~-"-"-"-'-----~ 

Addressf,_b_)_(6_,-;..-:._-:._-:._-:._-:._-:._-:._-:::'.I_E_1b_er_t _c_o_1o_ra_d_o_s_o~106 

Email Address [b)(61 
L--~:::;::::::::::::::,------' 

Phone Number=l ... (b_••_1(6_._I ___ ~ 

Comments submitted to Redress (OHS TRIP): 

Monday, June 15, 2015 

I am a white male, age 63, 5'10" tall and 185 pounds. I have a TSA Precheck!(b)(ff•, ~ I am a mostly gray short haired, clean shaven, average looking and average sized man. I was wearing what I often wear when I travel: decenl looking 
jeans. long s I eeved cotton button down shirt, cotton v neck undershirt, socks, ca s ua I loafers w, t no metal, and u nd e rwea r. There is N 0TH ING a bout me that wo u Id cause a concern to anyone. 

I am writing with a complaint for inappropriate touching by a TSA agent at the Nashville, TN airport. 

Date: 6125/2015. Time: approx 11 :15 AM. Flight Southwest 360, non stop to Boston. TSA agents I interacted with: Office{bH6) 
Super.i,so~took my complaint and gave me the contact info. Very professional. 

!checked my credentials in the Precheck line. Very nice lady. Office{fil[Jscreened me, I am complaining about him, 

I pul my laptop case and belt (another agent suggesled my LL Bean leather belt that has never set off an alarm might alarm) I gladly complied. I wenl through the first machine with no problem, but I was randomly selecled for additional screening. I 
gladly complied and went through the second machine where you hold up your arms. Office,[fili]said my back alarmed and he needed to pat me down. Again, I gladly complied and Officer[Eiu,atted me down and felt around my shirt, no problem. 
What happened next was a prob I em. Office rEEEJ began to press into my back with his hands. He pressed into my muscles ( I'm averaged size, no bulging muscles) al most Ii ke he was ma ssagrng me. It was in ap prop nate and invasive. After Olli cer 

lili:iL}leared me. I immediately told him he was inappropriate and shouldn't be touching me like that. I told him I wanted a supervisor. I said it kind of loud because I wanted the other agents to know. so I wouldn't be ignored or forced to wait a long time. 

612512015 Superviso~came within a minuIe and heard my complainl and gave me lhe feedback form. He was very professional. He agreed with me that an officer shouldn't "massage" people. My problem was nol with any of the regular security 

2_13,11 procedures. I've been through a hundred times. My problem was with Office@ giving me additional touching that was not on the surface of my body. I would have gladly had additional inspection in a private area. I would have taken off my shirt if 
· PM the officer couldn't clear me with a wand an a pat down. 

Whal I would like is for Officerltiill]receive additional Iraining about what touching is allowed and how to escalate if there are concerns. I have read about TSA agents stealing, falsely claiming a traveler needing a pat down so the agent could grope 
them, and other invasive behavior. Travelers are at their mercy if the agent wants to act inappropriately. They know we have a plane to catch and are hesitant to make a report. 

I would also like an apology. 

rb)(61 

Nashville. TN 37220 

Sent from my iPhone 



I am writing to you regarding my unusual experience on US Air flights #743 from Barcelona to Philadelphia, and then Philadelphia to Chicago on June 17, 2015. Although I am a Global Entry approved traveler, and had gone through security at the 
Barcelona airpori. I was pulled from the boarding line and taken to another area for a full body pal down. I was told I was simply a random seleclion. Eight hours later, at the Philadelphia airport (to the best of my recollection I had not left lhe secured 
area), I was again subjected to a full body pat down, and again told it was another random selection. Obviously, these two pat dawns were not "random." While I am in favor of any procedures that improve flight safety, I have absolutely no idea what 
caused a Global Entry approved 73-year-old Jewish man traveling with his wife of 51 years and his teenage granddaughter to be identified for such scrutiny. 

6125/2015 

2:13:14 l(bl(B, PM · · 

,_ __________ __, 

Highland Park, IL 60035 
fh1/R1 I (Phone) 

6125/2015 
2:14:43 

PM 

847-432-2251(FAX) 
Submitted an Thursday, June 25, 2015 - 13:01 Submitted by anonymous user: !~(b~••_,(6_.~I --~!Submitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
Stale: California 
Airport: CALIFORNIA - LAX - Los Angeles International 
Date of Travel: 06124/2015 
Time of Travel: 6:30 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: Alaska 469 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Near Alaska ticket desks TSA Employee: 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Other 
- Profession al ism/Custom er Service 

Complaint: While I was waiting in line. they did a swab of my 
hands and said it ca me back pas it ive for exp I osive s. From that 
point on, I was trealed like a criminal. The female TSA agent 
was rude, abrupt and basically very abrasive. She didn't explain 
to me what would be hap pe ni ng: she just grab bed my things. told 
me not to touch anything and rushed me over to the xray machines, 
She was very disorganized and, again, 1reated me like I was a 

criminal. It was embarrassing and humiliating. When she 
detected my "'att1tude"' (i.e., that I was getting mad about her 
treatment of me) she chastised me by saying that "this would go 
easier if you didn"I have an atlilude" to which I replied that I 
was not a criminal and didn't appreciate her rudeness and 
abruptness. At that point another woman took over and explained 
the pat down process which, as it turned out was very 
humiliating. And, while thal woman was nol abrasive or rude (she 
came across as "neutra I"), after she did the phys i ca I ly offensive 
"pat down·' and ran the results through their machine, called over 
to me from about 20 feet away that it was okay, I could go and 
then she 1urned away before I had the chance to say anything or 

612512015 Caller states he has his KTN and has a knee replacement and was informed that he still has to be patdown. Caller asked ii he can get his money back for precheck. 
4:07:15 

PM 



612512015 
4:09:43 

PM 

Submitted on Thursday, June 25, 2015 - 15:04 Submitted by anonymous user:~f b_._1(_6_) ___ ~~ubm1tted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: California 
Airport: CALI FORNI A - LAX - Los Angeles International 
Date ofT rave I: 0612312015 
Time of Travel: 11:00 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: U A 1749 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Los a nge I es airport TSA Employee: A le male. I don't know her name. she was a old er person mid 50 
1060. 

==Complainls== 
Complaint Feedback: Lost and Found 
Complaint: I was he Id in a room wa iii ng for the an agent to 
check and do a pat down.as i wear a brace to support my leg to 
help me walk.In the meantime my items and lugagae were in the 
trays going through the machine to be scanned. My tablet was in 
a separate tray as stipulated by law.after waiting for long 
time. My tablet was no longer there, I realised this only after 
I had boarded the plane.it is a digiland lablet wilh a purple 
case.it was brand new. TS A Terminal 7 .if not found may i 
p I ease be compensated for this 

Would you like a response? Yes. I would like a response. 

==Passenger Info=..,=..,....,.,..-----, 
Passenger Na~efb)l6) 
Phone Numbe ,..._ b~i(_6_, --~---~ 
Email Address b)(61 ~--------~ 

Caller is flying tomorrow with his family. He received his precheck number and had entered it already wilh his airline. He received ii twice. He has artificial legs and he is and he got precheck because he does not like getting groped. He prinled his 

612512015 ba ardi ng pass and he did not have preche ck but his wife and two daughters wha have not joined any program have precheck. 

5:09:31 
PM 

He booked under!~( b_·•~' ( 6_-_I --~I He is upset because he paid the 85 do 11 a rs to get p recheck and they did not but yet 1 hey have it and he do es not, 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time . 6/25/2015 5:38:02 PM Airport . SMF - Sacramento International Date/Time of Travel . 06/2512015 2: 15 AM Airline & Flight Number · 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : A term i na I 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 

612512015 Comment: Tea precheck line closed because &quot;they didn't have enough staff&quot:, and we were told to keep shoes on, no mention of liquids, laptops, anything, until we were already in the body scanner. Forced to have pat down because of non-
6_1 0 '4 7 meta I i terns in pockets ( because I am pre-check and this isn't an issue any at her time), and baggage sea n ned again. Complete waste of traveler ti me, complete waste of tea emp I oye e ti me, and easily ava i dab I e by two things: 1 Proper manpower 

· PM sched u Ii ng. 2. Making it clear th at even pre-check travelers need to re move I iqu ids. any non-metal Ii c items in pockets, I a pto ps. etc. most an noyrng if al I, WHY am I paying lo r pre check if it isn't being provided at this airport, while random non-pre-check 
t rave I e rs a re being a I lowed th ru pre-check Ii nes at other airports? Where is the secu ri tylva I ue? 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name b)(6'•1 
Phone Number '"1,...h,...,1""r;""·, '-'---"""'T __ _, 

Email -~b~)~(6~1 ______ .,, 

To leave a comment concerning is feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



612512015 
6:10:55 

PM 

6/25/2015 

Submitted on Thursday, June 25, 2015 - 16:36 Submitted by anonymous userf ._b_.-'1(_6 ... ) __ _,! Submitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Texas 
Airport: TEXAS - DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International 
Date ofT rave I: 0611212015 
Time of Travel: 12:40 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Terminal E (Delta Airlines) TSA Employee: 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Dis ab i I ity or Medi cal Condition 
- TSAPre? 1~ 

Complaint: I went through the TSA PreCheck line and because I 
have a knee implanl. I was detained for a pat-down, made 10 
remove my shoes and belt, and wait for the analysis of the 
materi a I off the agent's gloves to be ana I yzed before I could 
continue to my gate, This is no di ffe rent from the treatment that 
I go through when I am processed th rough the regu I ar security 
lines. Therefore, there is no advantage for me to have the Known 
Traveler ID at a cost of $85. I would like for my Known Traveler 
ID to be returned and my $85 to be refunded, 

Would you like a response? Yes. I would like a response. 

==Passenger Info==~----~ 
Passenger Name:!(b,(61 ~ 
Phone Number,.l(_b_ .. ,;,;(6_1._ ___ C:'-----, 
Email Addressf"'b"").,_(6"-I~--------' 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP .. kb"-·· ... 1(6,,..· ... 1 __ __, 
Date Time: 6/25/2015 8: 18:21 PM 

························---------------··························· 

Name~lbi/61 
Email_ b 1(61 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rte a us/ Rude Em pl a yee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Little Rock. 
Comments: Earlier today I asked to opt out of the sea nne r and to go through the meta I detector and have a pat down, I am in the first trimester of pregnancy and my doctor has advised me to avoid these sea n ne rs as I ty pi ca 11 y fly twice a week lo r 
work. 

8:55:16 When I asked to opt out, the woman on the other side of the scanner told me, '·no, you have to come through." 
PM 

I told her I was pregnant and preferred the metal detector. She told me no once more and said it was broken, even though I had just witnessed her allow a molher and her toddler 10 walk lhrough right before me. She then lold me it didn"I matler to my 
baby and I needed to walk through. 

I responded to her that my doctor told me no scanners, She rolled her eyes at me as a line started to form behind me. People were congratulating me and asking why they weren't letting me get the pat down. Finally a nice man came and had me sit to 
wait for the pat down. 

When it was time for my pat down, the agent was extremely rough. As you know pregnancy leaves a lot of the body quite sensitive and she was not careful. She actually slammed her hands into my crotch so hard that another female passenger actually 
stopped to watch to make sure I was ok, and flinched when the agent checked me. I've never felt so humiliated in general and would have expected far more understanding and sensitivity from a female agent in the case of pregnancy. 

I just thought TSA should know about my experience. Traveling while pregnant is hard enough. We're already starving and thirsty all the time and can't bring food or drinks through. and when we are instructed to apt out of a scanner by our doctor. we 
are met with indignance and rough behavior. I'd really love to see a little more sensitivity from TSA on the matter. I understand they deal with tons of issues every day, but I really felt like I was being punished for asking to exercise my right to opt out. 



I Ju st went through security at Orlando Intern ati o na I Airport and I want to report what I be Ii eve was in ap prop nate action by your screener 

I did the body scan and was then moved off to the side where a woman did a pat down of my backside. She 1ouched my butt and my crotch and it was completely inappropriale. Seriously, my "lady parts" we're touched. This is NOT okay. 

I am a frequent traveler, vetted by Fly Clear to bypass parts of security and in no way a threat to safe travel. I have been traveling since I was a toddler 

6126/2015 . 
8,32, 16 Whal do you have to say about the act,ons of your worker? 

AM 

6126/2015 
8:34:29 

AM 

!(b,(61 

Sent from my iPad 

Submitted on Friday, June 26, 2015 - 07:17 Submitted by anonymous userf~b~)_(_6~1 --~~ubmitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
Stale: Colorado 
Airport COLORADO - DEN - Denver International 
Date of T rave I: 061261201 5 
Time of Travel: 4:55 am 
Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: North 
TSA Employee: 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: 

Dis ab i I ity or Medi cal Condition 
- Profession al ism/Custom er Service 
- Screening 

Complaint: My husband has a broken foot and is in a walking boot. 
He is able to take the boot off but cannot walk on it without the 
boot on. He asked p nor to going through if he was ok to just go 
through the regular machine and they confirmed but once he was 
through no one had any idea what they we re supposed to do 10 
screen the boot. He offered to take it off so they could send it 
through in the beginning but no one could determine what the 
procedure they should be following was. A manager was called over 
bul didn't seem to know any belier than the agents. They wiped 
his hands and finally had him take the boot off and ran it 
through the machine. They th en said they had to pat down his foot 
at which point they proceeded to SQUEEZE his broken foot unti I I 
said, "it's broken!" Unfor1unately by that point they had already 
caused pain that required him to take pain medication. It's bad 
enough to have agents who have no idea what to do but to squeeze 
a broken foot when it by no means requires to determine there is 
nolhing there is ridiculous. Unfortunalely I was nol able 10 gel 



612612015 
12:18:57 

PM 

6/26/2015 
12:19:05 

PM 

Submitted on Friday. June 26. 2015 - 10:39 Submitted by anonymous user: .. kb"-· .. i("'6.,_i _ __.lsubmitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Virgin Islands 
Airport: VIRGIN ISLANDS - STT - Cyril E. King International 
Date ofT rave I: 06/2612015 
Time of Travel: 11:30 am 
Airline & Flight Number: Delta 2:05 pm flight Checkpoint I Area of Airport: TSA security (beyond ticket and passport check) TSA Employee: Supetvisorl(b)(ff:, ~nd Officerfb::,(6) I 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Profession al is m/Cus tom er Service 
- Screening 

Complaint: I was traveling back to the US (Home) from a vacation 
in the BVls - was injured and on crutches. TSA agent sent my 
crutches through the exray machine then asked if I could hop 
through metal detector (I was pre-check). I said yes, but needed 
my crutches). She would not a 11 ow me to touch the crutches 
because they had already been screened and I had not. Made me 
submit to a pal down - pulled up my shirt and skirt in full view 
of all passengers. Made me stand without with crutches. 
Attempted to touch my partial cast (with 4 broken unset bones). 
Supervisor~as not helpful and lectured me. This was 
humiliating and downright unprofessional. 

Would you like a response? Yes, I would like a response. 

==Passenger Info=.,=------, 
Passenger Namr::"e~b,,.· ""5"'·-, __ ,__., 

Phone Nu m be 'r-'h-"·1 I ... R"'·-, ,---.._---, 

Email Address:~(b""i~(6""·~1 ----~ 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Missing or Damaged Items 
CurTent Date/Time. 6/26/2015 10:15:37 AM Airport. CLT - Charlotte Douglas International Date/Time ofTravel. 06/18/2015 Airline & Flight Number. 1837 Checkpoint/Area of Airport. TSA Bag Check TSA Employee: (If Known): JDF listed on 
baggage inspeclion Commenl : TSA bag inspection:kb)(ff:, !was on the bag insert. I know a lot of bags are inspecled. I always gel a pat down due 10 replacement joints and TSA does a good job, bul my bags are always inspected and items 
are always missing. This time it was a baggage scale and a bag strap. I almost did not find my bag because the strap was missing. I dont think it should cost me additional S to replace these items every time I fly,which is not that often. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 

Passenger's Na.,m,...e-b"-·'-"1 ... 6 ... , _ _, _ __. 
Phone N m r h··,1r-;-, 

Email (b 1(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



612612015 
12:19:07 

PM 

Submitted on Friday, June 26, 2015 - 10: 13 Submitted by anonymous user:._[b-')_(_6"-1 ___ _,pubmitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Massachusetts 
Airport: MASSACHUSETTS - BOS - Logan International 
Date ofT rave I: 06/2612015 
Time or Travel: 10:30 am 
Airline & Flight Number: Jetblue Airways, #717 Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Checkpoint TSA Employee:!(b·:,(6)! 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback; Screening 
Complaint: I would like someone to explain to me why your agent 
( I ast na m e[iill] young his panic fem a I e) did not offer me a 
p nvate screening. Afle r I went th ru the scanner. I noticed that 
in between my ge ni ta I area was hig hi ighted, a woman came aver and 
said I just need to pat down your buttox, open you slance for me. 
She then began rubbing down on my buttox which was very 
uncomfortable, especially in public. I asked the gentlemen 
standifg in f!nt of me (I couldn't remember his name, I believe 
it was h ·1 Irr-, young black ma I e), aren'I you al I supposed to do 
this is in private, he then offered me a private screening. I 
told him well its too late now she"s already almost finished and 
did not offer a private screening to me. He then said apologized. 
I would like someone 10 share with me as well as your agentKfilill] 

the protocol when doing secondary screening on someone's genitals 
and p nvate parts please. Thank you. 

Would you like a response? Yes. I would like a response. 

=~::::~~;~~~::l""~h""·1-1R"'·--, --, 

Phone Number,.:,..,...-,-,-------, 
Email Addresst .. ~_.:_,(6_._I ----~ 



612612015 
223:46 

PM 

6/26/2015 
2:3651 

PM 

Submitted on Friday, June 26, 2015- 12:27 Submitted by anonymous user:~kb~)_(_6~' --~~ubmitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Wisconsin 
Airport: WISCONSIN - MKE - General M1tchell lnternat1onal 
Date of Travel: 
Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee: 

==Complainls== 
Complaint Feedback: Screening 
Complaint: 
It makes no sense, I'm a trusted traveler with TSA pre check and 
Global Entry. I also have an artificial knee. I obviously will 
trigger the metal detector. That causes a choice of either a pat 
down or trip through the back scatter machine. I travel a lot and 
don't want to use the back scatter machine, Si nee I qua I ified lo r 
only a metJI deIecIor and don't have to take off my shoes and 
everything out of my pocket, why can't they just use a hand wand 
to co nfi nm I have no other metal on me other than my knee? 
Today the pat down was much more comprehensive. I asked the 
officer a bout ii and he said a new policy was jusl released. 
Since he could not feel my artificial knee with a wand he asked 
me to go in the private room and take my pants down to co nfi nm 
the metal was inside me. 
What a waste of his time and mine. 
If I travel to Europe on the return flight is accepted by U.S. 
Sec u nty. Ti me for this pol icy to be re-examined. 

Would you like a response? Yes. I would like a response. 

Caller traveled to Cancun in May. She had a problem with Southwest Airlines at the gale on her return lrip from Cancun. She wrote a le1ter to Soulhwesl Airlines. They lold her that the people al the gate are contracled and thal the people at the gate 
are employed by TILC. She wanted to know if I know what that is. Southwest Airlines has not satisfied her complaint. They said that they are not responsible for what happened at the gate. She does not agree. They stated in their letter that TSA 
required them to do that to her at the gate. She asked 1/ TSA requires screening in foreign countries. Ca 11 er and her husband were al most the I ast peop I e to boa rd. She was to Id to step to a table and they went through her bags. They to Id her to turn 
around. They came around the other side of the table and begin to touch her. They used the palm of their hand to touch her waist. shoulder. and breast and went back up again. She said that it was not a normal patdown. She stated that they are not 
allowed to use lhe palm of their hand and they should have gone all lhe way down and not returned to her breast. She had already been through the main airport securily check and I hey had no reason to do I hat 10 her. 



612612015 
4A5:52 

PM 

Submitted on Friday, June 26, 2015 - 15:09 Submitted by anonymous user:._kb_."'i(_6'-l __ ....,!Submitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Massachusetts 
Airport: MASSACHUSETTS - BOS - Logan International 
Date ofT rave I: 0611712015 
Time of Travel: 6:10 am 
Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Al ask a fi 1g ht ch eek point T SA Employee: 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: Screening 
Complaint: Despite the fact that I usually get the TSA pre-check 
status on outgoing boarding pass. I was selected lo r the ful I 
sere en i ng at the Logan check point and thus had to go through the 
newer 'hands in lhe ai~ scanner. Then because I was wearing 
cargo style pants I was subjected to a pat down as well. which 
would seem to make the scanner part unnecessary in my mind. 
However. my issue concerns the fa ct that I was ordered. mi Ii ta ry 
slyle, to tum around to get patted down on the back side -
which meant my belongings, which were sitting on the conveyor, 
were no longer within my view. When I turned my head to keep an 
eye on my things. I was ordered to tum my head around by two of 
your cops, as if I had just pulled out a weapon or done something 
entirely threatening. All things considered. I know you need to 
do your job. but it seems only natural that I would want to keep 
an eye on my things - and it seems that with all the personnel 
you have up there, you could have someone that walches the 
belongings of those whose pockets you want to examine more 
closely - or have some p I ace where they are put aside safe I y and 
in view. Your failure to do so makes an already tense situation 
far more so and for no good reason. It would also help if the 
rules and procedures were similar from airport to airport - one 



612612015 
4A6:17 

PM 

Submitted on Friday, June 26, 2015- 13:10 Submitted by anonymous user:~fb_)_(_6_, ___ ~~ubmitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Disability I Medical Condition Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==I nd1v1d ua I Info== 
First Name: b 1(61 

Primary Phone: Work Phone 
Phone Number:~f h_·_.,1_r;_·I --~ 

Best Time to Contact . 
og:oo am - 11 :OO am 
11:00 am - 1:00 pm 
1 00 pm - 3 00 pm 
3:00 pm - 5:00 pm 

Day of lhe week: 
- Monday 
- Tuesday 
- Wednesday 
- Thursday 
- Friday 
PO Box or Street Add res sf b 1(6) 
City: Philadelphia '-'--"'------' 

State: Pennsylvania 
Zip Code (Post Code): 19107 
0th er: U mted States 

Email:f b)(ff1 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? 06\ 14\2015 
Where did this happen? GEORGIA - ATL · Hartsfield-Jackson 
Atlanta I nte mat ion a I 

Caller claims she was rnolesled by a TSA agent during lhe patdown. Caller is very upsel. 

Date Time: 06 26 2015 145 
Gate Terminal: Gate 22 

612612015 Airporl: Oakland __ 

5 _ 35, 54 Air I, ne: Southwest Air I, ne s 
-PM Flight# 3228 

Name of Officer: No 
Badge Number of Officer: No 
Incident Description: She was screened by the AIT and there was an anomaly. She was then given a patdown at the checkpoint and felt that she was molested. 
Supervisor Name and badge number: No 
Special Notes: officer s laughed at her as she walked away 



Dear Sir or Madam. 

I am very upsel about the IreatmenI I received Wednesday, June 24 at Denver International Airport. 

I usually go through sec u nty very fast and am not even asked to take off my shoes. Wed ne sd ay, I had my two teenage g ra ndch i Id re n and with me. We have gone through security and number of ti mes and know the routine. We were quick to get our 
possessions in the trays and on the conveyor. I asked the agent standing there ii I needed to take off my shoes. He said, "Yes, unless I was 75 or over.'' I replied. "I was 70,'' 
and took off my shoes and put I hem in a Iub. I joked saying, "I could have lold him I was 75.'' He joked back, "that I was honest and wouldn't do I hat.'' 

There was a scanner and a metal detector. I turned to see if I had to go through the scanner. The nod was "yes'' I hate the scanner and feel it is an invasion of pnvacy. It also violates the constitution as people are searched without probable cause. 
know the routine. I proceeded forward, feet on the marks, hands overhead. As I came out of the scanner, I was told to put my hands straight out and was checked with a wand. Next the female agent did a pat down. When she wanted to see what 
was in my pocket, I lost my palience. I said, "you want to see what is in my pocket, here" and pulled a Light Day and 2 Kleenex. She reprimanded me for having attitude and basically told me to comply so I could gel through security. I began to 
wonder if I was going to have to take my clothes off. She then finished patting me down. 

612612015 Meanwhile I am concerned about the watch my mother gave me before she died. It has a handmade Indian band that is quite unique. The band is probably worth close to $1000. I always take it off as it sets off the metal detectors, 
6:15:40 

PM 

612612015 
8:06:07 

PM 

I am livid. There was no excuse for putting me through a scan, doing the wand, and a pat down. If after all that you need to see 2 Kleenex and a Light Day. you have no business being in the security. I have no artificial parts. nothing that should have 
indicated a need for anything after the scan. 

Meanwhile, numerous people had passed through the metal detector. All kinds of contraband could have passed through. There seemed to be so many holes in security it looked like a sieve. 

I am going to write my congressman and senators and asked that the TSA be confined to only checking I uggage unless the re Is probable cause. 
Personally, I would prefer no TSA and no check. The U.S. is the land of the Free, the home of the Brave. It is foolish of us to allow terrorists to take away our freedom. 

If you have a reasonable explanation as to why I should have been put through such an ordeal, I would appreciate being told. I am open to seeing your side. 

I have a concern thal I experienced unprofessional conducl al security checkpoint C2 at lhe Newark airport on June 22, 2015 aboul 9pm. A female caucasian TSA agent, approx. 5ft IaI1, with frizzy/curly blond hair, parted down the middle and about chin 
length, ignored my notification of a medical condition and request to use the metal detector several people directly in front of me had just used. While being directed instead to the body scanner, I said I did not want to use it due to a medical condition, 
but would be able to go through the metal detector. She insisted I be given a pat down and made me wait while several people directly behind me were ushered through the metal detector. The woman right behind me even set off the metal detector 
repeatedly and yet was not detained for a pat down, with the same agent letting her back through the metal detector again and again and again. 
My flighl was boarding, bul the agent said I had to "wait for someone to come." After several minutes wailing, watching others go through the metal detector, I objecled thal I would miss my flight, but lhe agenl said I had to wait because "someone had 

been called." 
When no one came, the agent fin ally pulled me pa st the Ii ne to the area where passengers retrieve their be Io ngings. She asked if I had implanted d evIce s or areas that are sensitive or pai nfu I to touch. which I told her I had, but she painfully poked me 
in the breast anyway where my mastectomy was and said "what's this?" She also said "can't you lilt your arms higher?", which I had told her was one of the reasons I couldn't use the body scanner in the first place. 
At no time did I raise my voice or fail to cooperate, but I did complain that I was was being treated insensitively. She said I was "making ii worse" for myself and proceeded 10 purposely take longer. 
Several times she kept cautioning me not to touch my things, even though she was done with the pat down and done checking her gloves for chemicals. 
I found her attitude and approach demeaning, bullying. insensitive and pointless. She was on a power trip and enJoyed pushing me (and others I saw her interact with) around. She has no business working for the TSA. She makes no one safer and 
breeds resentment by her inhumane and unp roles s ion a I actions. 
I did miss lhe last flight out of Newark to MSP with no accommodations provided, but I hat TSA agenl was the worsl parl of it, by far. Her misplaced enjoymenl al the misery of people in her power was parlicularly disturbing and made me wonder what 
this nation is coming to. I think that agent should be dismissed. At very least please direct her towards some human relations education. If she could follow the example of other more empathetic agents, passengers would be less traumatized by the 
already stressful situation at Security points today. 

st. Paul. MN 66106 



REASON for the call: The caller stated that she flew from Mexico connecting at LAX and goirig to SEA. The caller stated that she was required to go through a pat down due to the AIT alarming in the crotch area. The caller stated that the alarm was an 
ominous and that she was not told she could have a companion with her. The caller stated she asked for a private screening and that the screening was uncalled for not necessary. The caller wanted to file a complaint due to having to experience the 
procedure. 
Date Time:6.26.15 5:30pm 
Gate Terminal: 69A 

6126120 15 Airport LAX 
9,03 ,53 Airl1ne:Alaska 

PM Flight#: 281 

6126/2015 
10:00:10 

PM 

Special Nate s: Cal I er stated that she ta I ked to Lead Trans po rtati on Security Manager: Yvette D Myers. Ca 11 er also stated she was traveling with her di sab I ed chi Id 

Submitted on Friday, June 26, 2015 - 21 :23 Submitted by anonymous userc._kb_.-'1(_6~1 __ _,!Submitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
sw1e: California 
Airport CALIFORNIA - SFO - San Francisco International 
Date of T rave I: 061261201 5 
Time of Travel: 7:05 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: UA 1637 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Security Checkpoint for Gate 69 TSA Employee: 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Profession al is m/Cus tom er Service 
- Screening 

Complaint: Requested pat-down screening instead of Al T sea n ni ng 
as I am voluntarily permitted. TSA personnel were unable to 
locate a male TSA employee for about 15 minutes. Most staff were 
rude. 0 ne stout fem a I e Asian T SA employee even mocked my 
requests lo r assistance with a deg ratory response. She co u Id n 't 
look me in the eye later. Finally, after a prolonged wait with 
my shoes and belt removed, holding my property the entire time, 
someone with the literal testicles necessary for the male 
pat-down showed up. This staff member was courteous and polite, 
in stark contrast to most of the other staff members of "lane 5" 
Gel your slafl into shape. They are a disgrace. All this for 

95% failure rate. 

Would you like a response? No, a response isn't required. 

The resu Its of this submission may be viewed at: 
hll p :/ /www.tsa.gov/nod e/2 28 9/s ub miss ion/2 55 95 



June 26th, 2015 
To TSA, Washington D.C., Reagan Airport, Flighl DL 1631, June 26th, 
2015 

==-'----' assenger. Delta Check Point 
Re: TSA Formal Complaint for Improper Search/Paldown 

This morning at approximately 10:30 a.m .. today, June 26th, 2015. I entered, with my minor child,Kb}(~} )the TSA Secunty screening at Ronald Reagan Airport. We initially entered the main line and were stopped by a TSA agent that said we should 
move to pre-check. We followed direction and moved into the pre-check line only to be told at the nex s op by the TSA agent checking ID and tickets that we were not to be pre-check and needed to use a gate to his left to enter the regular screening 
line. Again, we complied. 

At that point we entered the Ii ne in the mid d I e of agents and I ve rll ally to Id the security screen er processing the I ugg age sea n ni ng th at my daughter was wearing an ins u Ii n pump. I al so pointed to the location of the ins u Ii n pump which was clearly 
shown with a clip onto her front pants pocket. The same TS A agent motioned lo r us to re move our shoes, place the bags onto the conveyor belt. The bags inc I uded a green back pa c kp ack. a teal b ackpa c ket, one pink ca ny-o n and one red-canyon. 

612712015 For the shoes (lwo pair) and my daughter's cell phone, we used one plastic tub. The TSA agent told us to move 10 lhe left to the rectangle shaped body scanner (not the 3-d) and wait for assistance. Again, we complied. 

10:16:37 
AM 

At the location of the rectangle body scanner. we again told a different TSA agent, standing on the other side of the scanner that my daughter had an insulin pump. Again, we pointed to the pump. The TSA agent asked me what I wanted to do and I 
stated that I wanted a wand screening, The TSA agent said we had two choices, either to go through the 3-d scanner or to have a pat down. I explained that we could not use the 3-d scanner due to the possibility of the insulin pump malfunctioning as 
stated on the warranly from lhe pump manufacturing company. The TSA nodded her head in understanding bul signaled two olher TSA agents and asked whal to do. Those TSA agents told her thal we had to have a pat down. I agreed and said that I 
wanted to be present while my daughter received her pat down. 

At that point, the TSA agent told me to go first through the rectangle shaped body scanner. I did. My daughter than followed behind. Several TSA agents ushered us to the middle near our conveyor belt and asked us which pieces of luggage were 
ours. I pointed out the lwo backpacks, lhe two suitcases and lhe clear box. A TSA agent said lhat our green bag, belonging to my daughler needed 10 be hand - searched. Two TSA agents removed our luggage and placed ii on a table direclly in front 
of the scanner. 

A male TSA agent placed two blue gloves on his hands and asked us if we were canying anything in the backpack that could hurt or poke him. I again explained that my daughter had Type 1 Diabetes and was carrying medical supplies but that they 
were in a contained pink bag. The male TSA agenl begin searching the bag. Later, I discovered that the pink medical bag wasn't even in the bag that had been flagged. 

At the same time. another female TSA agent was talking to my daughter. 
I positioned myself so that I could look directly at my daughter while keeping an eye on my daughter's backpack search. The female TSA explained the procedure of a pat down and was discreet and professional. 
She asked my daughter's hands and had to repeat her direction several times 10 have my daughter 1ouch her insulin pump and then be swabbed by the TSA agent. Then, she starled the pat down on my daughter. 



612712015 
10:17:10 

AM 

Submitted on Saturday. June 27. 2015- 09:12 Submitted by anonymous user: !(b:1(6) 

Feed back Type: R eq ues t for Information 
Date of Tr ave I: 0612712015 
Time of Travel: 7:00 am 
Airline & Flight Number: Delta 5046 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: 1 
TSA Employee: 

==Request lo r Inform at,on== 
Information Feedback: Sc reeni n9 
Request for lnformalion: If lam Tsa pre check and have 10 gel a 
pat down( because Jacksonville,nc has not been allowed to get 
into this century with newer X-ray machines and because I have 2 
new knees I am subjected to pat downs )why is it I st i 11 have to 
take my shoes off and with lhe precheck why can'I thal be added 
to the precheck process. It is so degrading to have to go through 
that every ti me. I fee I I am being punished lo r something out of 
my control. Unless you have been through it before you do not 
know how badly ii makes you feel. Thank you and I look forward to 
hearing from you 

Would you like a response? Yes, I would like a response. 

==Passenger Info==,...,...,....,..,-----, 
Passenger Name:!~(b~-~1(~6~1---~ 
Phone Number: 
Email Address:.,!(b,..._,...,(..,.6.,..1------, 

The resu Its of this submission may be viewed at: 

~ u bm,tted values are: 



612712015 
1:07:03 

PM 

Submitted on Saturday, June 27, 2015- 12:46 Submitted by anonymous user~!(b_·~1(_6~) __ ~!Submitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English, or French 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights \ Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? 

Gender\Sex 
Religion 
U nreaso na bl e Search Seizure 
Other Rig ht or Liberty not I isted 

Other Consti tuti o na I Rig ht or Liberty not Ii sted: 
Colo. Rev. Stat Ann. § 18-3-404(f) - Unwanted sexual contact while in the custody of law 

Colo. Const. Art. II, Sec. 3. 4. and 7 - Enhanced right to privacy 

US Const. Am. 1, 4, 5, and 14 - Right to privacy Are you filling this form out for yourself' Yes. I m filling this form out for myself 
==Individual Info== 

First Name: .li1iii£ll 
Last Name:~ 
Primary Phone: Work Phone 
Phone Number: ""b"-i"-(6"-.'-i _..,..,....,.,._ __ __, 
PO Bo, or Street Address: (b)(61 
City: Anchorage ~-----~ 

State: A I a ska 
Zip Code (Post Code) 99508 
Other: 
Email:~f b-,-(6-)-------~ 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? 06\27\2015 
Where did this happen? COLORADO - DEN - Denver 
I nte mat ion a I 
What happened? 

kb·:,(61 !lew from JFK to Bermuda in march, she waited 50 plus minutes for the same gender agent for a pat down. The next flight was in may from Newark to LA and she also waited for the a TSA of lhe same gender for a patdown. She is now flying 
from J FL to ACK and wants a female TSA agent ready for her when she goes through screening. 

6127/2015 . 
2:0l:45 Date Time: June.29.2015 , 10:58am 

PM Gate Terminal: Gate Number not provided ,Terminal 5 
Airport: JFK 
Airline: Jet blue 
Flight#: 1191 



612712015 
7:07:01 

PM 

Submitted on Saturday. June 27. 201 5 - 18:58 Submitted by anonymous user~kb_-~1(_6_) --~!Submitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Texas 
Airport: TEXAS - DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International 
Date ofT rave I: 0612712015 
Time of Travel: 5:30 am 
Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee: 

==Complainls== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Profession al ism/Custom er Service 
- Screening 

Complaint: I believe that this agency needs a major overhaul and 
need to actually hire competent employees. To have to send 5 
police officers to Ii nd my wile who is traveling with a 2 month 
o Id chi Id for a second pat down is ridiculous, Maybe ii they did 
their jobs correctly I he first Ii me they would have had to waste 
resources like that and cause my wife confusion and terror. This 
1s governmental ineptitude at its finest. Your agency should be 
ash a med at how they represent the p eo pie of the United States. 

Would you like a response? No, a response isn't required. 

The resu Its of this submission may be viewed at: 
http://www. tsa. gov/ nod e/228 9/s ub miss ion/2 56 76 



612812015 
929:54 

AM 

Submitted on Sunday. June 28. 2015 - 06:4 7 Submitted by anonymous user:._f b_)_(_6_) ___ _.~ubm,tted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Missouri 
Airport: MISSOURI - S TL - Lambert St. Louis International 
Date ofT rave I: 0612812015 
Time of Travel: 6:00 am 
Airline & Flight Number: SW603 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Mam 
TSA Employee: 

==Complainls== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Profession al ism/Custom er Service 
- Screening 

Complaint: I'm a pilot and travel for a living. I'm very palient 
with screening, as I fully understand it's necessity. In 14 
years I have not experienced the rudeness I had today. On top of 
that, I was selected for additional screening (pat down). Again, 
I take no umbrage with lhe seleclion, however when the guy slams 
me in the testicles while patting me down, I take exception to 
this. Un be Ii eva ble be hav,or/p roles s ional ism. 

Would you like a response? Yes. I would like a response. 

==Passenger Info=..,=..,....,.,..----, 
Passenger NamPfh·,1R·, I 
Phone Number:fh··,1R·, I 
Email Address{._b_)"'(_6'-1 ______ ...., 

I have read the policies on your website and would like 10 documenl a complain!. I am 4.5 months pregnant and went through the SeaTac TSA screening checkpoint lhis morning at approximalely 6:20am. I requesled to use the metal de1ec1or in lieu of 
the wave machine and was told that my only option would be a highly uncomfortable pat down screen due to "protocol'"_ While I respect the mission to protect passengers. there is nothing on your website or passenger rights site that indicates that pat 
down is my on I y option. In fa ct your pat down site indicates that a pat down is only required 1/ I refuse either wave machine OR the metal detector. I specifically requested to use the metal detector and was denied th at ng ht. 

612812015 While I was forced to wait for a pat down I watched several olher passengers - including a middle aged woman with her leenage daughter - be welcome lhrough the metal de1ec1or. I am incredibly disappointed that I was not afforded the same rig his 

11 :08:33 and opportunity as this other woman and her child. 

AM 
If you"re going to lo rce a "'protocol"' it s hou Id be c I early a rti cul ated on your pat down website and in you passenger bi 11 of rights. 



612812015 
1:08:20 

PM 

6128/2015 
1:08:47 

PM 

Submitted on Sunday. June 28. 2015 - 12:49 Submitted by anonymous user: ~l(b_._1(_6_, -~~ubmitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Michigan 
Airport: MICHIGAN - DTW - Detroit Metropolitan Wayne County 
Date ofT rave I: 0612812015 
Time or Travel: 12:30 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: DL 1476 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Leve I 3 
TSA Employee: 

==Complainls== 
Complaint Feedback: Professionalism/Customer Service 
Complaint: I opted out and requested a pat down. The le male 
officer who conducted the pat down was pleasant and profession al. 
She i nsi sled tha I her male s u pe rvi so r needed to watch her cond ucl 
the pat down. Not only was having this male oversee her patting 
me down u ncomfo rta bl e, but he a I so made in ap prop nate comments. 
such as "nice work. nice technique" to the female officer, It 
should be required thal female officers are overseen by female 
supervisors during pat downs. 

Would you like a response? Yes, I would like a response. 

==Passenger Info=.,=..,....,.,..-----, 
Passenger Namef~b~l~(~6~1 ----~ 
Phone Number: 
Email Address'"'kb_)_(_6_) ------~ 

The resu Its of this submission may be viewed at: 

Submilled on Sunday, June 28, 2015 - 11: 12 Submitled by anonymous userl~(b_••_1(6_._1 --~~ubmilled values are: 

Feedback Type: Complaint 
State: Colorado 
Airporl: COLORADO - DEN - Denver International 
Date of Tr ave I: 0612512015 
Time of Travel: 10:30 am 
Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee: 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Disability or Medical Condition 
- TSA Pre? ir.., 

Complaint: Why, in a huge airport like DIA, 1s there no scan 
machine for PreC heck? I have a knee re placement. which lo rces me 
to eilher submit to a major pat-down or go thru the regular lines 
in order to be cleared by the scanner. This isn't a small 
region al airport. I understand 11 the re, but not DIA. 

Would you like a response? No, a response isn't required. 

The results of I his submission may be viewed at: 
http://www.tsa.gov/node/2289/submission/25732 



Incident Detai Is: Ca 11 er was at Nas hvi I le airport and she did not receive assistance. Ca 11 er said she requested a ss1sta n ce and they just to Id her to go through the Im e as usu a 11 y. Ca 11 er said she was requested to open a bottle of her I ,quid medication 

612812015 and when she said advised the officer that she could not do that she was advised she would have to have a patdown. Caller said she feels she was violated when she was patted down. Caller said the TSO that patted her down rubbed all around her 

4'4 1,30 private areas. Caller said ii was a young black lady that gave her the paldown. Caller said there was also a older woman with red hair lhat waswalching. The flight was on 6 28 2015 at 5:15:00 PM from BNA. Caller was flying with Southwest Airlines. 

PM 

6128/2015 
6:03:25 

PM 

Subrnilled on Sunday, June 28, 2015 - 17:33 Submitled by anonymous user:,.kba.· ... ,(-'-6'-) __ _,!Submitted values are: 

Feedback Type: Compliment 
State: Nevada 
Airporl: NEVADA - LAS - McCarran 1n1ernational 
Date of Tr ave I: 0612512015 

Time of Travel: 6:00 am 
Airline & Flight Number: Southwest 4648 
Ch eek point I Area of Airport: Check poi nl T SA E rn ployee: Don't know . Very I a rg e man and about 300# . 

==Compliments== 
Compliment Feedback: 
- Advanced Imaging Technology 
- Pat-down 

Compliment: I went through the x Ray and he asked me if I had a 
belt and said no and pulled up my t spirit. He sai leave your 
spirit down and started to rub the front of me pants. under ware 
my belt would have been and very ha rd which I was I ake n by 
supprise, I didn't understand it but I thought more about it and 
11 was very unnecessary and violating. I have never had a prob I em 
Ii ke this before and have always been treated very restse ptful . I 
try never to have anything on so I don'I hold anyone up but I his 
was out of place. I sorry but this guy should be watched he is 
very improper in touching a person, it really bothers me being 
molested by a person that is to perfect me, Thank you very much, 

Would you like a response? No, a response isn't required. 

The resu Its of this submission may be viewed at: 
http://www. tsa. gov/ nod e/228 9/s ub miss ion/2 5 7 64 



Hello. 

I'm wriling to file an official complaint for unprofessional behavior against TSA screening officer"'!(b'-·• ... ,(6"'"· ... I ____ _.! at Dallas Fort Worth airport. 

I travel for work and have been on at least 2 flights per week for most of this year, passing through many major airports in the US and I understand and appreciate airport transportation safety rules and the good job that most TSA agents do in keeping 
this country sale. Genera 11 y. agents have been very respectful and p role ssiona I in doing their job, but one instance a few wee ks ago was so bad that I le It the need to go out of my way to re po rt it. 

On June 4th, at just before 12:00 noon, I went through TSA screening for my flight AAog75 to Houston at 12:55. I have TSA Pre-Check clearance, so I planned my time according to how long Pre-Check screening would usually take. When I arrived at 
the screening location, I was informed that Pre-Check was not available that day, so I would have to go through standard screening. 

After removing my belt and shoes and pulling my carry-on lhrough the X-ray machine, I asked to opt-out of lhe full-body scanning machine. At lhis point, Officer!(b·•1(6) I who was manning lhe slation, became visibly irrilated and asked me 10 step 
to the side to wait for a pat-down. I spent almost half and hour waiting. During this time, I asked the officer if he could please find someone to assist me, because I was concerned about my flight boarding time coming up. At one point. he called over 
to one of his colleagues saying "this guy's starting to be a pain in the ass; which I felt was very disrespectful and unprofessional for someone in his role. 

F,nally at around 12 40, omce¥b 1(6 1 I himself look me aside 10 do the pal-down himself. He was definitely annoyed al this point and this was reflecled in the rough way he palled me down. I fell especially violated by how he roughly and firmly 
6;2~;2~ ~ 5 pressed his hands up my inner thighs and into my genita Is. 

PM 
By the time I finished with the screening, I had to run to my gate to board my plane on time and almost missed my flight. 

I understand that I have a right to refuse to pass through a full-body scanning machine, and getting a pat-down as an alternative had never been an issue at any other screening at any other airport until that point. I don't understand why Officer 
!( b :•, ( 6) ! would have been i rntated by this. and I don't a pp recIate how he took out that irritation in his pat-down of me or how he a Im ost made me miss rny fi Ig ht. 

I am very disappoinled by the whole experience and don't lhink I hat Officer[ b)(61 I acted in a way befitting a TSA agenl. or anyone in a posilion of trust and aulhority, for that matter. 

I hope that you will address this issue and please feel free to contact me if you would like any further infonmation. 

Best regards, 

kb1(6) 
Houslon, Texas 



612912015 
8:34:00 

AM 

Submitted on Monday, June 29, 2015 - 01 :23 Submitted by anonymous user:._l(b_.'--1(_6'-) __ ..,Bubmitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Oregon 
Airport: OREGON - PDX - Portland International 
Date ofT rave I: 0612812015 
Time of Travel: 1 :30 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee: 

==Complainls== 
Complaint Feedback: Civil Rights I Civil Liberties 
Complaint: 
My Girlfriend asked not to go through the body sea nne r. She 
waited. There was a metal detector lhat several people went 
through while she was waiting. men, women, and children. every 
ti me after she asked to go through it. She asked the gate T SA 
attendant when she could go through and every time, she was told 
that she had to wail for a TSA agenl to be present before she 
could go through. Surely, this would be within reason, except 
that she (on the outside of the gates), and me (on the inside of 
the gates) stood there for at least 1 0 minutes, tw idd Ii ng our 
thumbs, on what would happen. Also, still wilhin guidelines for 
TSA ar airline standards, we were at the airport within reasoning 
rig ht at about the 90 mark lo r domestic !rave I to get to the 
airport. Th long line at PDX. combined with the indignant TSA 
employee, the name we sadly didn't gel), helped us to be there 
barely within ti me. 

I would like to ask: 
1. Have female TSA agents available within a minute or so, so 
they can pat down if at all necessary. 



612912015 
8:35:15 

AM 

Submitted on Sunday. June 28. 2015 -19:00 Submitted by anonymous userl._~_b"-)(_6'-1 ___ ....,lsubm1tted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Missouri 
Airport: MISSOURI - MCI - Kansas City International 
Date ofT rave I: 0612812015 
Time of Travel: 5:30 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: United 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee: 

==Complainls== 
Complaint Feedback: Professionalism/Customer Service 
Complaint: T SA employee outside of the Al T was notified th at I 
needed to keep my shoes on. Rather than handle discretely, he 
ca 11 the TSA employee from the 01 her side of the AIT, who came 
through and demanded to know about my condition and to see my 
documents. I was embarrassed and offended in front of other 
passengers. He did not relent until I asked for a supervisor, 
Her solution, rather than send me through lhe AIT I hen enhanced 
screen my shoes, was to order an enhanced pat-down. This type of 
harassment and int, mi dati on, whether the res u It of poor training 
or malice, is unacceptable. 

Would you like a response? Yes. I would like a response. 
==Passenger lnlo==,...,...,.....,..,..----, 

Passenger Name: (b 1(6) 
Phone Number 1h··,1fr1 
Email Add res '( .. b'")(""6"'1 ___ ...._ __ _,, 



612912015 
8:35:22 

AM 

Submitted on Monday, June 29, 2015 - 07:51 Submitted by anonymous userf"-b~)-'-(6~·•-' _ __,~ubmitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Georgia 
Airport: GEORGIA - ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International 
Date ofT rave I: 0612912015 
Time of Travel: 6:45 am 
Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Min terminal TSA Employee: 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Screening 
- TSAPre? 1~ 

Complaint: 
I'm a holder of a TWIG card, global entry, and Nexus. So, I'm 
pretty sure that I'm in mare government data bases than I would 
ca re ca re to know about. This mom i ng I was ·•a 11 owed"' to enter 
the pre check line. AFTER going through the metal decter. I was 
selecled to undergo addilional screening. Nol because I set off 
the machine, but because it was a random choice ma de by the 
machine. Th us, I was sent to the worth I ess fu 11 body sea nne r. I 
was not told to remove my belt and I may be able to go through 
with my wallel in hand. After going through the machine, my 
waist was boxed in yellow. hmmmm ..... Belt? The screener made 
me remove my belt and placed me back in the machine. They could 
not have checked that area , Then the belt was passed through the 
baggage scanner. Every ilem was removed from my wallel and then 
she bent it back and forth. 

Remember, I passed through the metal decter without incident and 
if I he se I eel ion process skipped me, I would have gotten on I he 
plane with the wallet and belt just like I am now. 



612912015 
8:35:46 

AM 

6/29/2015 
9:30 05 

AM 

Submitted on Monday, June 29, 2015 - 06:28 Submitted by anonymous user:"'!(b"-·• ... 1(6"'-· ... I __ __,!Submitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights \ Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? 

==Rep rese ntati ve Information== 
First Name: b 1(61 
Lasl Name (b)(61 
Primary Phone: ..,..,e.....,.,---, 
Phone Number:fh·11r;··, 
PO Box or Stree':'t-:-A";dd7r"-e-ss-:'"!(b•.,-1(..,.6,...) --------, 

City: Manvel 
State: Texas 
Zip Code (Post Code): 77578 

Otherc..,..,.....,.,----------, 
Emai1:kb)(61 
Have you been authorized to file this complaint form on behalf of 
another 1nd1v1dual? Yes, I declare that I am authonzed to file 
this complaint on behalf of the named individual. 

==Comp I a i nl ant Information== 
Relationship with Complaintant Com lainant is m father 

Full Name of Complaintant:"'b"=·""1("'6-'-i -,-,--==~----, 
PO Box or Street Address of Complaintant b)(ff•1 
City: Lillie Rock '---'-'------' 

State: Arkansas 
Zip Code ( Post Code): 72204 
Other: 
Phone No: !(b 1(6) 
Email'[b 1(6) 

Unreasonable Search Seizure Are you filling this form out for yourself? No, I m filling this form out for someone else 

Caller had a bad experience at Atlanla. His wife was 1reated poorly. They claimed she had a substance on her hand then she got a paldown in a closed room. He says she did not have anything on her and they did not IeI1 her what they were doing and 
even what was on her hand. He said she was so upset she could not sleep last night. He said they should have gave her an explanation as to what was going on and why they were doing what they did. Caller did not feel his wife wasnt treated with 
dignity or respect. He feels the agents could do a better Job at explaining what they are doing and why they do 11. His wifes name iskbl(6•1 ! 
CSM RFI-----Mishandling RFI 
REASON for the call: Bad screening experience 
Date Time:06-28-15at9pm 
Gate Tenminal: C 
Airporl: ATL 
Airline: Southwest 
FI Ig ht # NA AT L to Chicago flight 



Caller has a comp I a int about how she was Ire ated yesterday at B WI . 

Airline: DeltJ 
Flight 3311 
Date and Time of Flight 06.29.2015 1240-100pm 
Departing: BWI to RDU 

She was chosen for PreCheck and an anomaly was found. So she had to be patted down. 

6129120 15 She is a cancer survivor with a prosthesis. 

12:57:01 
PM 

6129/2015 
2:18:42 

PM 

She asked for her belongings to where she could see them. One of the officers said no. very sternly and was training another officer. One of the other officers said she was going to pat her down and take her some place private. The other officer who 
was training the other said she was being rude and could get a supervisor. 

She began to cry, and felt very humiliated. 
A s u pe rvi so r was ca 11 ed aver. and exp I am ed to her about getting Pree heck. He was very profession al. 

She thinks maybe the trainee was a lillle anxious. 

She a I so wanted to offer some sugge st,ons: sens iii vi ty training. exp I anati on procedures lo r pat down. a I so if someone is trave Ii ng alone they should be able to see their 1te ms. 
Her main complaint was with the trainer, who treated her as a criminal. 
Submitted on Monday, June 29, 2015- 12:20 Submitted by anonymous useL !(bH6) ~ubmitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
StJle: Indiana 
Airport: INDIANA - IND - Indianapolis International 
Date of T rave I: 061271201 5 
Time of Travel: 1 :30 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: Southwest Airlines Flighl 4591 Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Concourse B TSA Employee: No name tag and no badge number• 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: 

Other 
- Profession al is m/Cus tom er Service 
- Screening 

Complaint: 
June 29. 2015 
Direc1or TSA, 
This is to alert you to recent elder bias and abuse at the 
Indianapolis Airport by a subordinate of yours' 
On June 27 at approximately 1 :30 pm. I was the subject of the 
rudest, crudest and most abusive pal down by a TSA agent, because 
I forgot and left a business card in my trouser pocket. Not only 
was the agent rude and crude, he also tried to hurt me by jamming 
the kn ile edge of his hand into my crotch! 
As a TSA pre-approved flyer, a career US Army officer of over 
twenty years and a Vietnam veteran, I find it difficult to 
, magi ne myse If as a th re at to air !rave I. Rather, I be Ii eve th at 
the a gent in question has a clear and demonstrated bias tow a rd 
the elderly and a perverse need to display perceived power and 
authority to this 7 0-yea r old. 
The action of your subordrn ate reinforces those who espouse that 
the greatest threat to America is government and the petty 
bureaucrats employed by the government. 



6/29/2015 
3:46:49 

PM 

612912015 
3:46:49 

PM 

REASON lo r the ca 11: Someone at Reagan gave her ca rd with our number on it. She has a three lo Id complaint. 
She has traveled for the last month to ATL DFW and Reagan. She had to renew her id. She had asked if there would be an issue traveling with her renewal documentation and her expired id and was told it is not an issue. She had no issues at ATL or 
DFW. She only had issues at Reagan. She has Redress certificalion. (Have no idea what she means). She said they con1ac1ed the supervisor. The supervisor looked at the documents and told her it was unacceptable. He asked for other ids. She had 
credit cards and other ids and showed it to him. He said okay and told her to come through the line. She went through the scanner with no issue. She then was told that she had to have a patdown. The lady who patted her down gave her a full body 
paid own. She was intimidated by her attitude. She told her she was going to have to thorough I y search her bags and items. Her att,tud e was very bad. 
She said she had seen this lady laying on the counter and had a bad look on her face even before she patted her down. 
She is upsel thal she 901 the full body patdown when on other flights they only pat down parl of the body after she uses lhe AIT. She is upsel because lhe supervisor did nol inform her of what was going to happen. She is upset at lhe female TSO's 
attitude. 

The supervisor on d;;.ut:,.y..,f_h_·-,1_R_-, ___ ~ 
The Female TSO is .. kb"-i"-(6,,,.-... i ___ ...., 
Date and Time:June 29th at about 10:30 am 
Airport: Reagan 
Airline:American 
Flight Number: 1602 
The caller is a black American with black navy and cream one piece jumpsuit on. 

REASON for lhe call; Someone at Reagan gave her card with our number on ii. She has a three fold complaint. 
She has traveled for the last month to ATL, DFW and Reagan. She had to renew her id. She had asked if there would be an issue traveling with her renewal documentation and her expired id and was told it is not an issue. She had no issues at ATL or 
DFW. She only had issues at Reagan. She has Redress certification. (Have no idea what she means). She said they contacted the supervisor. The supervisor looked at the documents and told her it was unacceptable. He asked for other ids. She had 
credit ca rd s and other ids and showed it to him. He said okay and told her to come through the Ii ne. She went through the sea nne r with no issue. She then was told that she had to have a patd own. The I ad y who patted her down gave her a ful I body 
patdown. She was intimidated by her atlilude. She lold her she was going to have to thoroughly search her bags and items. Her attitude was very bad. 
She said she had seen this lady laying on the counter and had a bad look on her face even before she patted her down. 
She 1s upset that she got the full body patdown when on other flights they only pat down part of the body after she uses the AIT. She 1s upset because the supervisor did not inform her of what was going to happen. She is upset at the female TSO's 
attitude. 

The supervisor on duty b)(6) 
The Female TSO i "1:-h""·11""r;.,.·-,------.-...., 

Date and Time:June 29th at about 10:30 am 
Ai rpo r1: Reagan 
Airline:American 
Flight Number: 1602 
The caller is a black American with black navy and cream one piece jumpsuit on. 

The caller flew from Fairbanks to ATL and when he was going through secunty. the TSO noticed that his name was misspelled with an additional son the end. The TSO then proceeded to empty out his Carry On bag and swabbed each ,tern. The caller 
claims that in the process, his sunglasses case was broken. The caller also claimed that during the patdown. the TSO inappropriately touched and moved his genitals several times. He wanted to know why he had to go through the additional screening 
measures when it was only his name that was misspelled and why the TSO was so inappropriately thorough in the patdown process. He also wanted to file a claim for the broken ilem. 

6~2!~2~~5 Date-Time 6-28-15 8:30pm 
PM Gate-Tenminal: Not Provided 

Airporl: FAI 
Airline: United 
Flight# 1209 
Missing-Damaged item description: Sunglass case 
REASON for lhe call: Caller flew wilh Delta. He was unhappy with the screening. He went through lhe AIT. He had everything in lhe bins. He got 10 lhe other side and he had to undergo additional screening and he could not longer see his lhings. He is 
concerned about this. The agents were not he issue but he thinks it is an ergonomics issue because the angle does not allow you to see your personal items. H also does not have an issue with the AIT or the pat down. 
Date Time: 6-25-2015 at 10:30 PM 
Gate Tenminal: ? 

6129/2015 Ai rpo rl: SF O 
4:59:02 Airline: Delta 

PM Flight# 551 
Bag Description: It was a standard small black bag. He also had a computer bag. 

Caller slates I hat his wife was held up al the airport for an hour because her ID did not have her marriage name. The officer continued to hold everything up and searched her carry on and also gave her a pat down in front of everyone. Caller states that 

612912015 th_e officer_told her_ that she should of read the rules on line before trying to come without the correct ID. His wife also had a name change paper from the state that she showed the officer and he said that would not work. 

722,23 Airport:Ph1ladelph1a 
PM Airline: US airways 

Flight#: 2001 



6129120 15 The 18 year o Id passenger went through addition al sere en i ng inc I ud i ng a private p atdown and swab test, but she only had her permit as ID. She wanted to know why this happened. 
9:31:00 

PM 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Disability or Medical Condition: Permitted Items CuCTent Date/Time· 6130/2015 8:55:54 AM Airport: DAL - Dallas Love Field Date/Time ofTravel · 06/30/2015 6:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: 270 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : Preston 
Comment. My husband travels a to Tulsa every two to four weeks.As is conditioned as worded he has been unable to go through the machine. So he has had to be patted down.This is the second time my husband has been treated with such of lack of 
disrespect . Today he was left standing wh i I e two T SA employees de bated who was to conduct the ma I e pat down. My husband can not stand Io ng and I informed th em of that and I was to Id an employee named~as to take of h, m. Instead of 
doing that he cont to converse with the othe employee as to why he eas not going to do it. since they were having that debate my husband was left standing not allowed to sit in the wheel chair.So I handed my husband his cane he would have 
something to lean on. I was then lold that since I touched horn I 100 had to be palled down. I told them I did not touch him but handed him the cane. I was approached by a female TSA employee who stated she was a supervisor and thal she would be 
patting me down.Please not that my husband still had not been attended .I voiced my concerns and the female told me that was enough talking about it and to shut my mouth.I was so surprised as I was not raising my voice or acting out of order.This 

6130120 15 was w,tnes sed by the whee I chair attend ant that was waiting to assist my husband . I asked for another supervisor and three others came over and they had to ta I k about it, fin ally after eight min LIies of waiting my h us band was being screen. He has a 
11 :33:26 back pack that contains his meds and his formula(he is on Tube Feeding which is a continuous feed) The TSA eye that was checking the bag told. Him that it was over the limit.Now we have been traveling and mo money has made such a comment 

AM before.In the past lhe formulas are simply checked. My husband is going 10 lhe Cancer a Treatmenl Cen1ers of America in Tulsa.he has Stage4 Lung Cancer with Meis. He is usually in a lot of pain. The stress and the poor customer service he received 
is unacceptable .And to be told by that first female Supervisoir -that is enough talking now shut your mouth is a beyond the pale. I did not get her name or the others as I was too concern with my husband and if we were going to make our flight.I am not 
sure what was going on with these employees .I not sure 1f they lack respect for people with a. Disability or 1f !(b)(ffi !had and issue touching a person of color .I do know thatj1h·>1r;··, I never did the pat down.We were finally cleared to go to Iha gate at 
6:48. I have signed us up for the TSA Pre Boarding however even that status would not have prevented this poor customer service .I would like all involved to be retrained or trained on how to screen disabled passengers , 

6/30/2015 
1247 03 

PM 

Would you like a resoonse?: True 
Passenger's Name kbl(6:, ~nd!(b)(6:, fhone Number !bH61 ~mail J(b)(ff:, Ira leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link. http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2iApplicationManager 

Submitted on Tuesday, June 30, 2015 - 12: 11 Submitted by anonymous userj._(b_._,(_6_) ___ ..,lsubmitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Disability I Medical Cond1t1on Are you filling this form out for yourself' Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==I ndivid ua I 
Firsl Name (b)(61 
Last Name: b)(61 
Primary Phone Cell Phone 
Phone Numbe~._b-')-'-(6_·:'-, __ _, 
Best Time to Contact : 
- 1:00 pm-3:00 pm 
- 3 00 pm - 5 00 pm 
Day of the week: 
- Monday 
- Tuesday 
- Wednesday 
- Thursday 
- Friday 
PO Bo, or StreetAddress:!(bH61 
City: Raleigh ~~------~ 

State: North Carolina 
Zip Code (Post Code) 27617 
Otherc 
Email~(b-)-(6-,------~ 

==lncidenl lnformalion== 
When did this happen? 06130\2015 
Where did this happen? CALIFORNIA - LAX - Los Angeles 
I nte rnat ion a I 
what happened? I was at I he American terminal 4 Security at 
around 8:20am. I am pregnant and requested to opt out of the 
scanner. The TSA agents proceeded to lazily call for a female 



My name iJb)(ff:, I I have a rare disability that affects the bone growth and circulation in my nght leg. I have been discnminated against because of my d1sab1lity repeatedly by TSA I have always complied with all of your rules and regulations and 
yet I am still discriminated against. Most recently I went thrcugh security today at O'hare airport. Two of your TSA agents had me walk thrcugh the imaging screen. I informed them that I had a disability and that I was wearing a compression stocking on 
my rig hi I eg. I also informed th em that my right I eg is bigger than the I e ft because of poor ci re u I ation and I have u nde rg rowt h and ov ergrowl h of the bone. 

They then wiped and tested my hands. And I stood there for quite a long time while several more people went thrcugh because they didnl want me to leave but in their words, they weren't sure what to do. I then had to go thrcugh a pat down on my leg 
and the metal detector wand on my leg. All while not being able to put on my shoes that have lifts inside of them so I can walk. It was very painful for me to stand there without the medical device I use in my shoes to help me stand and walk. I was still 
not allowed 10 put them on and they had me stand there for 10-15 mins while they figured oul whal to do. Has there been lilerally no !raining for your TSA agenls on dealing with disabilities? 

I was a I so asked personal questions about my di sab i Ii ty over and over ag am, and in front of other strangers that were being screened. It was not done respectfu 11 y, 11 was not p role ss,ona I. and it clearly never would have happened had I not had a 
disability. The two TSA agents who were working were named[filu(Male) an~female) and this was at 12:33pm at O'hare in Chicago on 06130/15. 

6/3012015 
429:35 I have the right not ta be humiliated or discriminated against because of my disability every time that I go through TSA. I have also paid for and been accepted as TSA Precheck, but the air~ort sa_id that (ou blacked it from going an my boarding pass. 

PM This is not the first ti me this has happened. Why when U mted is one of the a i rt i nes that you say uses TSA Precheck and I am acce pied into TSA Precheck. am I no able to use it? My K TN i ~( b :, ( 6 ) _ Please exp I a in to me why I have repeatedly not 
had the Precheck on my boa rd i ng pass and yet I have entered it in on Ii ne when I pure h ase my tickets and everything says I am ab I e to do Precheck unti I I arrive at the airport and they tel I me otherwise but have no exp I ana ti on. 

I would like to submit a disability discrimination claim over this incident. I da not want to live my life in fear of going through TSA because I am humiliated aver the way they treat me during the screening process and denied wearing my shoes which 
have a med i ca I d ev,ce in th em that makes it possi b I e lo r me to wa I k. I am not treated with respect and the TSA agents cou Id not be described as profession al or even Ira i ned on how to screen someone that has one I eg th at I ooks different th an the 
other. I should have the same screening process as everyone else, No one e I se in Ii n e around me had an experience Ii ke I did , but none of them had a p hysica I dis a bi Ii ty either. 

I also want to inform you that I am contacting the ADA over this. I have the same disability as!(b)(ff:, I He is a professional golfer who took his case against the PGA ta the Supreme Court over being discriminated against and he won. It is a very 
rare disability called Klipple-Trenaunay. Just to give you someone to reference so you have an idea of what it Is like. I am also contacting United over this incident. Please let me know how to proceed with TSA about my claim of d1sab1lity 
discrimiriation. 

to w horn this may concern 

6130/2015 
4:29:48 vi ewryoufladsl

1
ik_e ___ 1Io10

e1dxph'.,emsshemynegerdaetitdud
10

estIa0wthedoywounnlgamma
0
nIdinaBndoisselowldaho .... l am 61 yrs old and don't hear very well (ask my wife) .. when I went thru the xray machine (guess that is what it is called) .... came out and this blonde headed kid starts rambling on 

PM .... then he copped an attitude like he was put out... .. then he asked me 1f I wanted to get pat down in private .... at this point I wanted what ever took place to be in front of God and 
everyone ... so he proceeded to do his thing with quite the attitude ..... then alter it he was done , I thanked him for the gentleness .... for I think he banged my balls with the attitude ..... my first experience on plane in 20 years .... I realize they deal with alot 

6130/2015 
6:1627 

PM 

of people. but leave lhe attitude at home ... don't take it out on a person's privates .... 
Hello: 

On the mornif of June 20, I fiew out of the Ft. Walton Beach. FL (VPS) airport to my home in Charlotte. NC. I resented the TSA agent with my TSA pre-check boarding pass and NC Driver's license. Because my boarding pass contained only my 
maiden name h·I1rr·, I and my drive~s license conlained my full married name, (b)(6) the agent insisted I go lhrough a special screening process which included a full bod al down, hei htened check of my carry on, 
and a review of other identification I had in my purse. Fortunately. I did not miss my flight, however. I did ind all a this additional attention unnecessary as it is very evident tha (b':1(6) n (b)(ff:, re one in the same 
person. I'm a U.S. cItIzen with no criminal record whatsoever, I had TSA pre-check (and typically do have it when I travel). and explained that for the past 3 years (since my marriage ve gone roug near y every maIor airport with no questions 
asked and no eyebrows raised (including thrcugh Customs with the same situation). In fact, I had just come off of Eglin AFB where I underwent an FBI background check utilizing the exact same identification with absolutely no issues. 

While I am sure the TSA agent was trying to follow the rules to the letter, I think there should be some level of personal empowerment to make judgment calls based upon the situation. It seemed that the other TSA screeners also found her actions 
excessive in that they were barking corre ct,ons at her and s ir,h i ng in frustrat,on at the hold up that was being created for me and other passengers as a rnsult of her actions. In the future. I p I an to carry two forms of ID with_ me so th at I can d ef,n i ti vely 
prove thatf h ·11R I ! and !(b )(6 :, are the same person as I do not wish to change my travel profile with the various a1rl1nes since I generally get TSA pre-check and greatly appreciate the convenience 11 affords and would not 
wish to jeopardize that. 

I would be most interested to hear whether TSA agents do have some level of personal empowerment in situations like this and also whether I have the right to escalate my concerns at the security screening area if I'm ever faced with a similar 
situation. 

In a dva nee, th an k you for your response. 

kb)(61 



I tried to file a complaint through the online form but every time I tried to submit it said that access was denied so here is the following information for my complaint. 

This allegation is based on a Civil Rights\ gender profiling allegation. 

This happened on June 29, 2015 at the San Diego International Airport. 

I was waiting in line at Security Checkpoint before the body scanner machine. I was flying from San Diego to DFW-AA1159. It was about 1:30 pm. I was wearing a long fiowy dress with a light denim jacket over it. I was about to go into the machine 

613012015 when a TSA officer yelled at me and said, The butlons are going 10 be seen. You need to take the jacket off. I said, Its okay, I wore this last lime al a checkpoint and yes the buttons showed up but I don t really feel comfortable laking the jacket off. 
The officer yelled. Just take it offl and proceeded to rub himself around the chest area to say that the buttons would be seen. Then another officer kept on yelling Just take it offl I didn t want to cause a commotion and I was already slightly annoyed. 

6 ' ~7~34 When I took the jacket off, one of the officers yelled, Whooo. thats right I Yea' The first TSA officer was the one guiding people to go through the scanner machine. He had dirty blonde hair. The second officer was off to the right side. He wasn t 
checking the bags that were going through but He walked over when the other man started yelling Take it off. He had dark brown hair and a mustache. The two men proceeded to laugh as I walked through the machine. I think they were trying to say 
that the pal down would be embarrassing but in all my life, I have never been humiliated and treated like a piece of meat like that. it is never okay 10 holler at a woman. Nonelheless when a woman is wearing a long modesl dress and yell Whoo, that s 
right after she takes off a denim jacket at the security checkpoint. It is rude, sexist, completely inappropriate, and uncalled for. Do not treat me like a piece of meat and proceed to laugh at your completely insensitive remark. Sexual harassment and 
de m earn ng women is never h1 I ari o us. I w111 never travel through San Di ego again. 

I would like a response back from TSA because I am angry. humiliated and upset about what happened. TSA officers should be a little bit more sensitive to the remarks that are being made especially to the opposite of se, and especially in the way 
that they say things. I would also suggest having at least 1 woman TSA officer present as well. 

Yes, I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of lhe United Slates of America thal the civil rights and\or civil liberties complaint that I have filed with TSA is 1rue and correct and I have read and agree wilh and to the 1erms outlined in this 
Form. 

I will cooperate with Transportation Security Administration's (TSA) complaint resolution activities undertaken on my behalf. I understand that my failure to cooperate with TSA may result in the closure of my complaint. I understand that the TSA may 
share lhe information I have provided as needed to resolve this complaint. 



613012015 
10:04:og 

PM 

I have tried repeatedly to submit a oomplaint on your website: httpcllwww.tsa.gov/contentltalk-tsa 

I have attached the error message that says "The TSA web content platform is unavailable'" 

I have attached the complaint for you to route to the proper party. 

Here is the text of my complaint which is not fully visible on the PDF attached: 

I opted out of the A IT screening for severa I reasons that I wi 11 not cover here in my comp I a int. I do have two oonce ms about the t rea tm e nt I received be ca use I opted out 

1) I was repeatedly told by several TSA officers to move to an area where I would be oompletely out of view of my personal belongings (purse, wallet. laptop, and carry on bag). I have had items stolen previously and was extremely embarrassed and 
afraid of repercussion and retaliation from the officers who told me repeatedly 10 leave them on the conveyer bell and walk to an area at considerable distance where I would not be able to see I hem. I stayed next 10 my belongings until one of them 
finally moved them near to the area where the '"pat down"' would take place sa I could keep an eye on them. 

2) I then was waited and was given a '"pat down"' however there was no "patting"' It was rubbing and stroking and pulling an my thin dress. I was wearing a thin cotton sleeveless short dress with no stockings. The female officer continually and 
repeated I y rubbed and stroked the smal I a re as of my body that we re covered. This le It agg re ss,ve and as though I had been assaulted. There was no plausi b I e exp I an ati on for why she wou Id repeatedly stroke the same area of my breasts and b ultocks 
and thighs, This repeated mot ion of rubber gloves on the Ii g ht cotton dress caused the dress to p ul I and s tre tc h. 

I am a 62 year old woman, traveling first class to visit my daughter. I have worked for a Washington State government agency in high level trust positions for 24 years, I have travelled all over the world independently for 45 years, Throughout those 
travels, I am accus1omed to being 1reated with respecl and dignity just as I treal olhers. 

71112015 Caller is needing to know how many white haired old ladies in wheelchairs does TSA find as 1errorists? Her 85 year old mother uses a wheelchair 10 gel through the airport and a oouple times in lhe last several years she has had 10 go through a 
1 O: 16:57 patdown screening and is needing ta know why? 

AM 

7/112015 
2:1711 

PM 

To w horn this may concern. 

Greetings my name i*b·:,(6) !the reason for me to contact you is because I feel that TSA attempted to violate my personal space by requesting ta pat me down in order to allow me to have my baby's food granted access on ta the plane I am 
traveling on from Worcester, MA going to Forl Lauderdale. Fl. The agenl"s claim 
Was that it was over the 3 oz, Limit. He a I so stated that instead of op en i ng to inspect the items what they do is pat down the parents, That rea 11 y got me upset because they a re patting down peop I e that have been cleared by the detector machines to 
allow food containers inlo lhe planes. To me they are taking an easy way out of doing lheir jobs correctly. I contested their request and they insisled thal it is part of lhe TSA protocol. I checked such protocol and in your sile it clearly stales that if baby 
food is larger TSA agent can allow it as long as it has been properly inspected by TSA. Ta me a pat dawn is not a proper inspection of the food. I am concern and upset at the handling of this matter by the crew at ORH. I did not ask for the name in fear 
of poss, bl e reta Ii ation and instead /1 I ed this complaint. I hope to hear from you vi a ema i I . I wi 11 counse I a I eg a I adv1so r for reco m me ndati on s on this matter and hope this does not ha pp en to another pa rent nor person. I know that the re has been such 
request by TSA agents from other states that were patting down people for pleasure. I feel my rights were violated and there was no probable cause for the pat down request. Thank you and have a wonderful and glorious day! 

Sent on the new Sprint Network from my Samsung Galaxy S®4. 

7/112015 Caller had only a temporary drivers license when ca ming through the check point at the Houston hobby airport. When TSO s questioned his form al ID the passenger felt very upset. Also when doing the pat down he was very upset and didn t 
7:4 7:37 understand why that was necessary. 

PM 



Feedback Type: 
State: 
Airporl: 
Date of Tr ave I: 
Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee (If Known): 
Comp I a int Feedback: 

Would you like a response? 

Pass anger Name: 

Complaint 
New York 

NEW YORK • LGA • LaGuardia 
Jun 29 2015 
140pm 

American Airlines. Flight Number 337, Gate D7 
TC CHK C2 
!(b1(6) !(TSM) 

11 Professional1sm/Customer Service,'· 110ther, 11 11Screening 11 

Yes, I would Ii ke a response. 

Phone Number 

71212015 Email Address 

12:05:18 
PM 

Complaint 
On June 29th, I was traveling from New York City to San Francisco. My flight plan was to leave from New York's Laguardia Airport 10 Chicago and then even1ually take a connecling flight 10 San Francisco. The plane's departure time was at 2: 15pm 
from Gate D7 flying American Airlines Flight Number 337. 

I arTived at the security checkpoint at about 1:40pm. When I arrived at the security area, the foot traffic was fairly light. With 35 minutes remaining to my flight's deparlure, while seemingly brief in scope, TSAwas well positioned to address my security 
screening in lhe time allotled. The terminal checkpoint wasn't large and TSA was well slafled, so I'm confidenl in making I his conceil. 

When I arrived. an agent immediately swiped my palm. to which I made no objection. Unfortunately, since I used a hair-pomade product only hours earlier, which I quickly realized that some of the residue still resided on my palm. the test failed 
triggering TSA's security protocols. At this point, the countdown to my departure started from about 1 AO pm - again, TS A's staff had 35 minutes to determine ii I was a security threat. I was told that a male supervisor who is specially trained is the only 
person who can actually perform a pat down. 

All of the TSA staff whom I met were both professional and polite. Seven agents always lingered nearby understanding and empathizing aloud with my dilemma, asking the same question why should it take so long for a supervisor to arnve?' The staff 
would walkie-talkie the request for a male supervisor but no one arrived, We sent out a message repeatedly every 5 to 7 minutes. In the end, the supervisor arTived only two minutes before my departure time. A female agent started my process, but the 
male supervisor was the one who actually completed the process. The male supervisor elected to have another male present in a private room, stating that this decision was proper TSA protocol. Needless 10 say, the ac1ua1 pat down took 2 minutes but 
once I was finally cleared. I indeed missed my flight. 



71212015 
12:06:17 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Nam h·,1R··, ~-~---~----~ 
Em a i I Address: 1-'h,"·"-., l'-;R-'-·, -----,,-----' 

Phone Numberc b)(ffi 
Address ~b_)~(6_·•~' ___ __, 
Zipcode: 33141 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? na 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Baltimore\Washington International Thurgood Marshall Airport 

Disability Description: Caller was in wheelchair and had a metal shoulder replacement. 

Incident Details: Caller was traveling and upon arriving at the Nashville Tennessee Airport in the screening checkpoint she caused the explosive detection to alarm. She received secondary screening and is extremely upset. She received a pat down 
and states her rights as a passenger in a whee I chair have been vi o I ated , 

71212015 Delta Flight 6229 
1:56:18 Gate B4 

PM 6-29-15 
6AM 

Caller does not have an email address to send the RFI to. 

I was at check point 4 hotel 1340 AIT2. I very uncomfortable about an agent. a Black male. Pulling my pants down dunng a PAT down. He laughed about it. I feel I was violated and joked at. The time was approximately 130p. I want to file a FORMAL 
complaint. 

71212015 ~------~ 
4:06:4 7 rb ,(B) 

PM ~--------~ 

Sent from HYPERLINK "http://www.typeapp.com/r"TypeMail 



7/212015 
4:07 06 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 7/212015 2:05:17 PM Airport: BNA - Nashville lntemalional Dateffime ofTravel: 06130/2015 2:00 PM Airline & Flighl Number Southwest 889 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known)!(b)(6:, !Comment· Dear Sir, 

My name iskb)(6:, I My son and I were passengers on Southwest Airline flight #889._which departed from Nashville International Airport on June 30, 2015. My son is seventeen years old. I was cleared through the body scanner at the 
security checkpoint at Nashville lnlemational AirporI. However, TSA officer~badge~ asked my son 10 slep aside after he walked lhrough the body scanner. I stood nearby and no one communicated to me the reason for my son being 
detained. My son a_sk'.'d officerKiill&IJwhy he was being det~ined. The office'. responded that &quot;the body s~anner had detected a groin anamaly&quat: "'.hen my son passed through. Officetfb)(6ilcalled on his radio for male assistance. My son 
asked officer~,/ he could perform the body pat down, since we were trying to get to the flight gate. The officer responded. &quot no. because of the groin anomaly. a different procedure hadtobeperfonrned&quot. 

We wailed for more than lwenty minutes and no male assislance arrived. We observed several other male officers in close vicinity, but officer~id nol ask them for male assistance. Another male officer happened to walk by and office~ 
asked him to perform the pat down. The second officer and my son stepped over to the side. The second officer performed the body pat down and asked my son to remove the contents from his packets. The items in his pockets were paper currency 
and cough drops. The second officer swabbed my son's palms and placed the swab in a machine for analysis. The machine returned a negative result. and my son was released. 

Please explain to me your policy and procedure regarding a &quoi;groin anomaly&quot:. 

I wo u Id appreciate your attention and response to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

kbi(61 I 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name [b 1(6) 
Phone Number · '-'---'-------' 

Email !(b 1(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

71212015 Caller has paid the $85.00 for the TSA pre. She says she now want to do GE. She says she traveled this week and she wasn 1 selected for PreCheck and the last two times they checked her body. 

4:47:48 
PM 

Was this the first time she wasn t selected? Yes 
When she says check her body did she mean a patdown? Yes 
I am writing to file a general complaint about the TSA screening process in terminal 4. I have been reluctant to do so in the past as I can appreciate the need for passenger safety, but alter todays experience I felt I had to say something. This 
operation at Forl Lauderdale Terminal 4 is the only TSA checkpoint at lhis airport, and in lhe U.S., where I have problems wilh the agents improperly touching me and wilh misidentification of items in my luggage. I have been an airline employee for 
over 20 years, so my background has been thoroughly checked to be employed in this industry and in addition to that I have TSA Pre check and Global Entry. However, at times when those options are not available, only at Terminal 4 do I receive a 
rather invasive pat down EVERY time I go through security there. Today they put their hand down the back of my pants without asking me anything and without warning. I m outraged. I fiy over 150 times a year, and often clear TSA at another airport 
or tenrninal wearing the exact same clothes the same day with no issue. It makes me wonder ii they use the equipment properly at Fort Lauderdale T4? The purpose of this technology is supposed to be so they can see things and not have to touch you 
- so why is it lhe reverse here? 

If that wasn t bad enough. then the agents only at this checkpoint argued with me that my Surface tab I et Is a laptop computer. It s not. It s a tab I et so it stays in the bag. Always does everywhere e Is e I fly. Only at Fart Laud erda I e Term i na I 4 does 11 
be come an issue, When I fly through other airports or other terminals he re - no problem, 

The incident above occurred an Thursday, July 2. 2015 at approximately 650pm local time. Three security lanes were a pen. I was in the one lane where I did not get randomly selected to participate in pre check. 
712/2015 
8:02:20 Whats wrong with TSA in Fort Lauderdale Terminal 4? Thank you in advance for your assistance in helping me understand why the passengers who use Tenrninal 4 at Fort Lauderdale should be subjected to substandard treatment. 

PM 
Best regards 

Miramar, FL 3 3025 

Sent from my iPhone 



71312015 
1:07:45 

PM 

To: Disability and Multicultural Division 

Office of Civil Rights & Liberties, Ombudsman and Traveler Engagemenl 

70 1 South 12th Street. T SA-6 

Ari i ng ton, VA 20 59 8-60 33 

Copy: T SA Co nl acl Ce nl er 

From: l(b)(61 

Franklin, TN 37067 

Re: Abuse by a Transportation Security Officer and obstruclion of collection of dala 10 report abuse 

The following events occurred 28 June 2015, aboul 04:50, at Nashville International Airporl (BNA). 

I had checked in at the American Airlines ticket counler to fly standby on AAL 1264, BNA-DFW, depar1ing al 06:00. My 13-year-old daughter was accompanying me. She had been issued a TSA Precheck standby pass, and I was issued a normal 
stand by pass. 

Caller said she called earlier and the person she spoke the lost and found is open loday but it is not. 

71312015 She flew in from Vancouver Canada to PHX and entered screening Termmnal 4 Gate B to connect to MCO. 

2:46:53 She does not use the machine so she always asks for the Patdown and this time she had to wait for a TSO and they had their items checked first so when she came back and collected her things she did not get her laptop. 

PM 
She called Lost and Found 1 O times already. 

She asked me to 90 over and check on it for her or give her a PH# direct for the TSA checkpoint. 



TS A H eadq ua rte rs 

TSA. WAS IT NECESSARY TO DOA FULL SEARCH ON A 75 YEAR OLD WOMAN OR ARE SOME AGENTS JUST PREYING ON THE ELDERLY? 

I question if the extensive body search and pat down I received on Tuesday morning, June. 30th was necessary from the Cleveland Hopkins Airport female TSA agent. 

I am a 75 year old petite woman weighting 94 pounds traveling with my 80 year old husband. 

As a career military family, we both showed our military I D cards as identification to the first TSA agent. 

First I was instructed to go through the walk-thru x-ray and then the commands started with the female TSA person telling me ta go back out and "stand there" pointing to a very specific spot on the floor. I was then instructed to come into the full body 
sea n. Th en I was to Id that I had numerous spots on the sea n and that I needed a ful I hand search of my body, my arms, wrists. I eg s and ankles. At one point. I started to I ift my T-shirt out from my mi d-d ri fl to show her there was nothing the re. She 
yelled "put your shirt down", After the lull body search, I thought for certain I was finished. 

71312015 Then in a very demanding and intimidating voice. she told me to follow her over to another location ta where I had to have the palms of my hands scanned. 
6:03:40 

PM With that done. I thought I must surely be finished. No, as I took a step to go back over to collect my bag, she said, "You stay right here until I tell you, you can leave". 
With my husband and I both being over 75 and the airlines having our profiles, we are routinely placed in TSA Pre-Checked line. Flying to Cleveland. we were TSA Pre-Checked. but not leaving. 

I hope that other elderly women such as my self are not picked out to go through such an ordeal. Or are we just easy prey? 

With Regards, 

an emente, California 92673 



7/412015 
9:38 28 

AM 

Madam or Sir, 

Today, July 3, 2015, al approximately 3:30 pm, my 11-year old son and I went through TSA security screening near United Airlines checking in 1erminal C al EWR in New Jersey. 

My son. who has a casted broken arm, stepped ahead of me through through the metal scanner, without issue. He moved ahead to wait lo r me. I was then cal I ed through the sea n ne r. which beeped, and I was to Id to step back through because I had 
been "randomly chosen by the machine" for a pat down and was pulled aside for further screening. My son stayed on the far side of the scanner. In an effort to stay with my son, I asked if my watch might have triggered the machine and asked ii I could 
jusl remove it and send ii through the scanner so we could stay together. I was told no, that was not an option and I would need to slay where I was on the other side from my child, and wait for a female agenl to come and pat me down. I waited, and 
after a bit of time was then told by a different male agent to walk into a plastic tube/body scanner. I did as he asked and continued looking at him for instruction about proceeding for a pat down. He then told me to put my feet on the yellow foot outlines, 
which I promptly did. He asked if I had metal in my pockets, I assured him I did not and he stood, Just looking at me, and I remained in place, looking at him, waiting for his next instruction. I then asked what I was to do. At that point he loudly yelled at 
me, asking why I couldn't "just read the instructions right in front of my face" instructing me to raise my arms. I stated that I had had not seen the instructions on the wall of the scanner because I been looking not at the wall, but at him--trying to listen to 
his i nsl ructions. He was cl early furious that I had not somehow rea Ii zed tha I my required "pat down by a fem a I e age nl" was actua 11 y a ful I body scan and then a pa I-down. And ce r1 ai n I y, no TSA agent shared my concern th at I was being de I ayed and 
separated from my child. I was then also patted down by a (very polite) female agent, but during this process. I did not know what had happened to my son. 

My son (again, age 11), while separated from me, was then approached by a TSA agent and told to come (alone) for additional screening. I was not present and was unaware that this was occurring, and he was not asked where his parent was. He was 
then questioned, given a separa1e scan by wand and a pal down of the plaster casl on his broken arm. He stated I hat lhe agenl was polite but I hat he was afraid because he did not know what had happened to me, and did not understand whal was 
happening. He was confused because he had cleared the screening but then. while alone and trying to wait for me to reappear, was approached and required to submit to solo, separate questioning and pat-down. He understands the typical security 
screening process and knew th at this had never occurred before and was j ustifi ab I y al armed. 

My understanding is that both separating a parent and child, and also approaching, queslioning and screening a child who has been separaled from a parent is against policy and is clearly unacceptable on many levels. 

I respectfu 11 y request an i nvesti gati on into this alarming incident and th an k you in adv a nee lo r your reply. 

Sincerely 

Lynchburg, Va 24503 

kb1(6) 

71512015 
9:21:21 

AM 

My daughter is hearing impaired and has flown a number of limes and never have we been trealed as badly as we were today by a TSA agent named [§ill in Portland Oregon• 

We have been told since my daughter was five. she is now almost 17, by doctors and the manufacturers of her cochlear equipment to NOT allow her or her cochlear equipment to go through security! IJ:illJ very rudely and condescending told me that it 
was perfectly sale for her to go through security and even put her equipment through the X-ray machine before I approved it!! Telling me that the doctors and manufacturers of her equipment did not know what they were talking about!•! He spoke 
down to me and my daughter and was 1rying to make her go through lhe image machine even though we requested a pat down!• I have never in all my years of traveling been treated so rudely, my daughler was almost in tears and horribly 
em Darras sed ! 

I will speak with my daughters doctors but I am amazed at how you allow your TSk agerts treat people and especially someone with a disability' She was having a hard time understanding what was going on andllli[}was totally rude and spoke to 
her as if she were stupid!' When I asked for his info he told me lhat his name was b)( and lhat's all I needed lo know .... really? Is this how you train your agenls? Your websile stales that you will be accommodjtingr people with special needs?! 
Whenever we have traveled before they have searched her equipment bag and patted her down .... this was a nightmare' I will hold TSA responsible if there are any problems with her equipment, especially since (b::,( oak it upon himself to put her 
equipment through the machine' Totally disappointed in this expenence1 Appalled in how you allow your agents treat a young disabled girl' 

Wo u Id love 10 speak to someone in person but I he number Ii sted on website is not working! I~( b~i~( 6~·~i --~ 

Sincerelyl._(b-'-1_(6-'-) __ __. 



From:kb)(61 
Sent: Sunday. July 05, 2015 8:17 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject Please make allowances for elderly persons 

DearTSA, 

Attached is a recent issue that my elderly father encountered at the Sky Harbor Airport in Phoenix, AZ. It isn t really a oomplaint as much as it is a request that your staff understand the special needs of the elderly when dealing with them. Thank you 
so much for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

rb,(61 
1 71612015 ,' . 

8 44"32 
-AM Glen Allen, VA 23060 

71612015 

(b)(61 

(b 1(6) Glen Allen VA 23060 
HYPERLIN ._b~)-'-(6~) ____________ __. 

Are yau filing in this complaint farm an behalf al another individual? If yes, please provide your information. 

l(b}(6} I 
Glen Allen, VA 23060 
Departure: Dallas Love Field to BWI 
6127/15 11 :50am 
SWA 1189 

Re1urn: BWI to Dallas Love Field 
715115 8:35pm 

I was traveling with my daughter last week. She's 15 and had to have a pat down and have her hands touched by a device. On the return flight she presented a passport in hopes of avoiding another pat-down. She was told she didn't need to take her 
shoes off to go through security because she was pre-screened. Her boarding pass was marked with a blue marker. She was patted down again. 

1 0; 1 0; 27 This p race ss is cryptic and confusing to us and makes me worry that my daughter is b erng inspected for some unstated purpose or that the les b1an officers want to touch her. 
AM 

We're doing what we can 10 oomply--not bringing forbidden items to the airport, presenting identification, bagging our contact cleaner and shampoo, taking off our shoes, emptying pockets, letting you xray our bags, and standing in the full body 
scanner. 

It didn't seem norm al to me th at my daughter wou Id require lu rthe r screening as she presents no threat. She has autism and doesn't de al with surprises we 11. 

Why did you pat her dawn and how da we prevent this screening in the future? 

!(b)(61 



7/612015 
2:25 37 

PM 

As a passenger and veteran who has defended this county I would like to be able to without the harassment of your employees. I have no problem with security screens but I feel as though I am being harassed when I am asking for human 
compassion. 

On June 15. 20141 was booked on a flight to fly out of Intercontinental Airport Houston Terminal D. I approached the TSA at approximately 7:25am. I was ordered to stand in the x-ray machine with m hands above my head by blaclJfemale employee 
kbl(ff:, ! I have back pain and not able to hold my Jrms above my head very easy as required with their body x-ray machines. I requested not 10 be scanned and was fine with a pat down. Officer bH61 then made derogatory remarks towards 
me and announced how I was being non cooperative. As a result TSA went in to full "teach a lesson•· mode. I was barefoot and observed TSA was walking around the floor with dirty shoes on. I was told i I wanted a private screening I would have to 
walk long distance barefoot on the dirty floor exposing me to genms and bacteria. I had no choice but to not have private screening. I was then taken to one area and then another area there. I was ordered to hold my hands above my head again. I 
cited the back pain and I could not do that for long periods of time. That was when an "alarm" detected some substance on my luggage. The supervisor white/female named 1h·11fr, threatened to call Houston Police Department on me for not holding 
my hands above my head, Employeelsupervisorl\b·:,(61 ren took my identification into a backroom out of my sight and Wilhout my consent. I questioned what the charge is, Oflicer h··,1R··, said she is in charge and can do Whal ever she wants to. I 
was searched for an hour in perhaps in incentive or me o aggravate my pain in the future and allow x-rays of my body. I requested to speak with ~upervisor and she said no one will speak with me. I was told by another employee white/male 
unknown name that they walk with dirty shoes on and it is tough if you have to walk on dirty floor barefoot. I was finally release from detainment at 9:25am. 

I have tned to submit this complaint through several web forms at the TSA website, but apparently none of them are working. Please respond to this complaint. I can be reached at ~kb_1(~6_l __ ~!or HYPERLINK ,.kba.· .. 1(-'6~'--------------' 
fh11R, ! 

I was assaulted by TSA Office~ 

71612015 As I usually do, I opted out of the Rapiscan machines (they re just not safe, but that s a different complaint). I also pointed out that I could not see my bags, which had already gone through the x-ray machine. When I was finally allowed to see my bags, 
2: 2 6: 34 I was presented to Office~ who started the usu al pat-down. I noticed th at he was using a bit more force than usu a I. but when he reached the inside of my I eg s, he jammed this hand up my crotch. He repeated this on the other I eg. I comp I a i ned 

PM to him, saying he was usi~too much force. but he just chuckled. He then proceeded to do the same thing from the other side of each leg, jamming his hand in my crotch. 

Ive been patted down plenty of times before. and while it is never pleasant. this was way out of line. I do not believe that opting out of the regular screening means that I should get punched in the nuts. Four times. 

When I return to New York I will be making inquiring with the local police about filing assault charges against your employee. What he did was far beyond what his duties call for or what he is allowed to do as a TSA employee. Please contact me 
immediately aboul this case. 

w,(6) 



71612015 
4:12:26 

PM 

71612015 
4:17:38 

PM 

My name is i(bi(61 

My address is: !"'(b"-i"-(6,,,.· ... i __ __. 

La Pine, OR 97739 

On July 5, 20151 took my daughter,kb·:,(6) I to POX in Portland. Oregon to fly to Houston, Texas. My daughter is deaf and wears cochlear implants. She has had these oochlears since she was 5 years old, she is now 16. We have ALWAYS been 
insIructed bykb::,(6)!doctor and the manufacturer of her cochleJr implants to NOT allo"illill]or her equipment to go lhrough scanners or x-ray machines.[fil[Jhas flown MANY times and this has NEVER been an issue .... The TSA agents lake her bag 
of equipment check it. even swab it and they pat my daughter down ... very easy• 

On July 5, 2015 at approximately 5:15am she headed through security like normal and then we came acros~(b::,(6 !.he was rude. condescending and very unprofessional and practical! had my daughter in tears! [§}[]was trying ta explain to him that 
her equipment nor herse If ooul d go through the machines and he very rude I y told her that yes It cou Id. I then intervened and atte m ptedei n to him th at no, the eq uI pme nt nor b ·:, ( could go through the ma chin es and requested that he search the 
bag and send for a female TSA agent to patlD:ill)down. I explained to him that we have been told by doctors and the manufacturers o (b::,(6) equipment told us not to allow this, bi( proceeded to tell me thatkb::,(6)!doctors, manufacturers of 
her cochlears or myself knew what we were lalking about and pu1!1h·11R !equipment bag lhrough the x-ray machine, WITHOUT my perm,ss1on. He told me that the doctors nor lhe manufactures run test on security equipmenl so they know nothing about 
his equipment'' I told him he was wrong that we have been specifically ordered not ta allow this to happen ... again while rolling his eyes he tald me that I didn t know what I was talking about and that my daughter was not the only person with 
cochl ears 1~annot h even go down a kids sl 1d e because it can mess with the program ming of her eq uI pme nt"' I to Id him th at I wanted his name and badge number and he to Id me his name was Kfil[Jand that s a 11 I needed to know ... serious I y? 
How is it that a TSA agent is more knowledgeable about my daughters medical devices than her doctors or the company that makes these cochlears! ! ?????? 

Is this how you train your TSA agents to handle a person with a disability. There was thousands of dollars worth of equipment in that bag'! I DID NOT give him permission to put that bag through .. filill]continued to try to get my daughter to go through 
the scanner even I hough we had requested a pal down, even though I was telling him no. Every time I tried to explain sluff to him he just shook his head and rolled his eyes and spoke down 10 me like I was a child explaining that I didn t know what I 
was talking about. I asked more than once for his full name and badge number and all he would say is that llliRJ,,as all I needed ta know• filill]was having a hard time hearing him and he spoke to her like she was an idiot and continued to shake his 

Caller was reIurning from Frankfort Germany to Newark NJ and while in Newark. Passenger was in a wheelchair due to a previous accident and had a pat down where they took her cain from her not allowing her 10 go through the AIT machine. She 
said they removed her coat and it was never returned to her and she also said that they lefi her purse and at her items unattended an the conveyor and anyone could have taken off with her items. She believes it was unnecessary for her to have to 
remove her outter coat given she was in a wheel chair. Caller is 85 years old 

Dale Time 06 21 15 3:00pm 
Gate Terminal: Not Available 
Airport: EWR 
Airline: United Airlines 
Flight#: 1064 
Missing Damaged item description: Fabric Coat 3 4 length sleeves, beige color. It had a Collar. There was a virgin Mary pin. Brown and Beige scati that went with the coat. 

Caller has a complaint. They were passing through Atlanta on July 4th at 1215. They got in line at the checkpoint. As they were reaching down to put an item into one of the bins. an employee came by and pushed a table that hit the caller in grain 
where they had hernia surgery 18 days ago. Caller stated they hadnt even seen that person before being hit with the table. The caller was screaming at the officer that they have to be careful as the office ran back towards the AIT machine. 

As he was yelling at lhe officer she turned and yelled at him to not point his finger al her. He told her I hat she had to be careful. When he went through the screening technology the same woman told another officer 10 pal him down. After the pal down 
the officer tald him that he could not talk ta her like a dog. Caller went to other officers and found out that the officer was the supervisor at the checkpoint. He was advised to call us by the at her officers. Caller is surprised they are not in a hospital. 

Date Time: 7.4.15 1215 
7/612015 Gate Terminal: MCP LN 13 
5 :28: 02 Airport ATL 

PM Airline: Southwest 
Flight#: NA 
Officers Name: L TSO ._!I h'-'·"-I l""R'-·., _ __, 

She is a short b I ack woman. roughly 5 feet ta 11 and muscular. 

Supervisor who suggested he called: STS~ 



71612015 
6:05:29 

PM 

Date: 716115 Time: 5pm 
Airport: EWR 

Date/ Time of Travel 716115, 5:54pm 

Airline: United Airlines, UA240 

Checkpoint A, .. l C2 fift[I rv gale 
TSA Employee: b 1(6 I 

Complaint I used a Texas Dpt. Of Public Safety Temporary Permit/ driver's license (valid until 8/14115 with photo as my form of ID for security (It is a paper given to me until my replacement driver's license is mailed to me). Superviso~sked 
for another form of ID so I showed her my bank deb ii card. I was allowed to enter security but b :,(6 I flagged me for a pat-down even though neither me, nor my belongings, set off any any alarms when checked lhrough scanners. I refused the pat-
dawn for this reason but she to me if I did not agree to it, she was not going to let me through. She told me a pat-down was procedure because I did not have a second form of ID. 
I told her that I was looking at the TSA website at acceptable forms of ID and my form of ID was acceptable and a second form was not asked for. She told me I was looking at the wrong website, I told her it was TSA and she told me she had done this 
job for 28 years. 
She was loud, rude, disrespectful, condescending, and not concerned about reading lhe TSA websile inforrnalion about ID's. She was not selling a good example for her staff and abused the authority of her position. 

kbl(61 I 
'You may follow-up with me at this email address. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Hello-

I am attempting to file a complaint with the TSA but your form isn t working. I am attempting to replicate it here. 

Language : English 

Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights\Olher 

What is the basis of your allegation? • 
u nreaso na bl e Search Seizure 
Olher Right or Liberly nol listed 
Other Consti tuti a na I Rig ht or Liberty not Ii sted 
S exua I Molestation 

71612015 Unwarranted Aggressive Behavior 

9:12:40 
PM 

Yes I am filling it out myself 

Primary Phone ,.kb"-·: ... 1(6"'-· ... 1 _ __. 

Anytime is OK 

Montreal, qc H3W2H5 

Happened on July 4, 2015 
At St. Louis International 

What Happened 



7/712015 
11 2317 

AM 

REASON for the call: 
Caller went through TSA today at 7 AM at LAX and was selected for a hand check and her sunscreen set off the ETD and she was required to have a Patdown and all her belongings searched. 
It was very embarrassing to her and she al mos I missed her fiig ht. 
She is angry that TSA has signs everywhere about LGAs and nothing about the Explosive trace. 
She said take this as an FY I for our suggestion box and wa m travel. 

Date Time: 7-7-15And was at the checkpoint at 7 AM 
Gate Terminal: Unknown 
Airport LAX 

Good Momi ng , 

My family and I have travelled through the San Diego airport several time with our infant twin sons and each time it is difficult when it comes to the baby formula being looked at. Per the online instructions the items are required to be 
scanned and x-rayed. At no point 1s there specifications that the baby formula s have to be transparent see through or have a viewing port. This is out of the parents control as this is a decision made by the vendor who makes the product. Every time 
we have gone through the San Diego airport the TSA agents make a large scene about the factory sealed bottles the formula comes in and the fact it does not allow the liquid to be seen or that we are lucky that the bottle does allow the liquid to be 
seen. At Christmas time we travelled and I was told I was lucky the liquid was viewable because if it wasn'I she would have opened the bottles to check lhe liquid. Per TSA posted requirements online only when the items cannot be scanned will one of 
the bottles be opened for examination. Certainly not all them which would cause the entire supply to spoil after the 2 hour expiration after opening. My wife went through the airport yesterday and happened once again and this time the TSA agent gave 
her grief about the bottles. Her action was to give each member of the party a pat down. Pat downs happen but how is a pat down of the person related to or addressing the issue at hand which 1s their question with the formula? 

7/712015 
121820 

PM I am a medically retired Marine and during I hat lime I served 3 112 years on Embassy duty as a Marine Securily Guard. We were I asked with maintaining internal security and monitoring the external security as well. I am very familiar with the process 
and need to scan pea pie and their belongings while going through a security checkpoint. I am very familiar with the equipment used as well. This is why I am confused and interested in the reasoning behind this knee jerk reactions ta written standards 
and person al interpretations of rules. Thank you for your ti me. 

Semper Fi, 

fh,IRI I 
ssgt USMC {ret) 

Greetings-

On Friday. July 3, I entered BWI security around 9: 1 Sam for a Jet Blue flight to Logan Airport in Boston. The full body scanner registered a false positive around my groin area. This is not the first time this has happened at one of these scanners. The 
TSA rep saw it and spoke to me sharply. 'Go back in there, blue" (I was wearing a blue shirt). Not exactly polite, but I know this is a difficult and monotonous job filled with unappreciative passengers, so I didn't think much of it. I rescanned and the 
same thing happened. 

The lasl time I his happened I was scanned and flagged 3x before the TSA rep elecled to do a physical pat down, which was fine. In order to avoid going in yet again I his time, I said to the rep "This has happened 10 me before. ll's probably just faster to 
da a physi ca I pat down." 

71712015 The rep did a double take, as if he couldn't believe what I just said. "Are you telling me haw to do my job?" he questioned aggressively, squaring up ta me. I was startled by his response, as I was just trying to be helpful. ··No sir,- I said. I suspect he said 
2:01:14 

p M something at this point although I don 'I remember what. He did n 'I make me go into to be sea n ned a third ti me, but he did do a p hys1ca I pat down which can only be described as extremely thorough. I've read on Ii ne accounts th at agents are sup posed 
to scan up until they 'meet resistance", I can assure you. resistance was no obstacle for this agent. I've had physicals that were less thorough than this. 

He then said "Have you been working outside?" 

'You into potte ,yr 

··No .. I do sometimes cut up beets." 

'It doesn't look like beets to me. Your palms are darker than your wrists.'' 



71712015 
2:41:58 

PM 

The caller arrived home and his golf club bag is broken, there was an NOi. 

Also he has darker skin and he gels pulled oul of line every time and he gets a patdown and then put back into line afterwards. This has happened numerous limes. He did not get pulled out of line for this particular flight bul he did gel pulled aside and 
waved with the metal detector wand. 

Dale Time of Travel: 06 30 2015 8:05am 
Gate Terminal: Not Provided 
Airport: RSW 
Airline: Delta 
Flight#: DL2245 
Baggage Tag# (Checked only- 10 digits)fb1(ff1 l 
Bag Description: Bag Boy T-10 hard case. grey and blaci<,n color 
Missing Damaged Item Description: The bag is the item that is damaged and the zipper is what is damaged. It had a lock on it and it looks like someone yanked the zipper down. 
Was an NOi Present? (Checked only): Yes in bolh his bags 
Was th ere a ti mesta mp or written notice on the NO I? (Checked only): Na 

• Contact information ""(b_.-'1(_6~) _________________ _, 
oAirport: RSW 
o Date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the experience 06 30 20 15 
o Descriplion of the experience: He went lhrough the AIT machine, he was pulled aside and waved with lhe me1a1 detector wand. Normally he has to go through a patdown. He wanled to add that there was a police officer at RSW, lhe caller greeted 
him goad morning and after that the officers eyes did not leave him. He said he directly stared at him the entire time, even when he was sitting at his gate. 
o Names or descnption of the TSA personnel involved or witnesses. if available: The TSO was a younger black guy who initially pulled him out. The officer was tall, Caucasian. probably 35 or 40 years old. 
o Explanation as to how you believe this experience was discriminatory: The caller is French but he looks middle eastern and he is subject to pat downs almost every time. Both his bags were searched and he believes this was not random, He believes 
the lanes de la ed departure was due to his bags being searched. 
b)(61 

Laguna Hills, CA 92654 

!(b1(61 I 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

I onginally submitted this letter on 5128115, but have yet to receive a response. 

I am writing to let you know that I believe I was unreasonably detained, searched, unable to maintain physical contact with my child, and disallowed to communicate to my husband during a TSA screen at SFO airport on 5127115. My flight was 
Southwest #4186, SFO ta SNA, departing from Gate 28. Scheduled departure was 12:55 PM. 

I was wearing my child in a Tula carrier through the security screen. Since I was wearing my 3 year old in a carrier. as per normal and expected procedure, I walked through the metal detector and my hands were swabbed. As I expected, I passed 

71712015 both with no incident, and I proceeded to claim my purse and get my boots and put them back on. 

8:02:43 
PM 

I was still waiting for my laptop backpack to come through the x-ray machine, and since we were running late for our flight (it was 12:30 PM. and the flight was scheduled to depart at 12:55 PM), my husband went ahead to the gate to let them know I 
would be following shortly. I continued to wait for my bag and I was still wearing our 45 pound 3-year old in a carrier, 
As it 1urns oul, for the first time in all my years of traveling, I had forgotten to remove my nelbook from my backpack. When I requested 10 know what was happening, I was abruptly informed I hat my la plop back pack was "concerning." As a result of 
that. I was informed that I needed to take my child off of me, remove the Tula carrier, and undergo a full body pat dawn. The moment my son·s feet hit the ground, and before I could claim his hand. he wandered off across the aisle. I moved ta retrieve 
him and was told that I couldn't. Fortunately. I was able to verbally coax him back to me. However. as you are undoubtedly aware, dunng a full pat down. holding someone's hand is not allowed. So I was physically unable to keep my son close, and 
so I was understandably very anxious about him wandering off again. 

While I was being patted down in an area around the corner from my stuff (unable to clearly see what was happening) TSA agents proceeded to remove everything from both my laptop backpack and my purse, even though it was only my laptop 
backpack that had caused the concern. After inspecting every item from both bags, they then sent the items through the x-ray machine again. 

My husband had no idea what was going on, as he had gone ahead 10 lhe gate before any of this happened, so I respectfully asked the TSA agent if I could text or call my husband using my cell phone (which was in my purse that they had dumped 
out), I was rudely and abruptly told, "No." (I learned later that he had been trying ta call me non-stop, but I was not allowed to answer my phone.) When I asked if the same TSA agent could have someone call the gate to let them (and my husband 
know) what was going on, I was rudely told, "No." When I asked 1/ I could put my boots back on (since they were done inspecting me), I was rudely and abruptly told, "No." When I asked if I could put my child back on rne in the carrier to help keep him 
close and from wandering , I was rudely and abruptly told , "No.'' When I asked ii they co u Id assist me by getting a cart to take me to the gate, I was to Id they have no carts, When I asked a second a gent about the ca rt, the Ii rst a gent I had previously 
asked rudely interrupted, and said in an insulled tone, "I already TOLD you, we have no carts:· 
Fortunately. Southwest's flight crew were far kinder than your TSA agents that day and they held the plane for me and my son. They also reprinted the boarding passes for me and my son, because the way the TSA agent crammed all the items back 



Caller feels as though her husbands ._kb_.-', (_6~1 ____ __.! sere en i ng was unnecessary. 

71812015 This occurred yes I erda y around 31 Op rn, at L GA. 
10:32:36 Her husband has knee replacements in both knees and is 85 years old. 

AM They kept trying to tell the officer that they were in a hurry and about to miss their flight, but he did not care. 

Her husband had 10 undergo a complete patdown even after letting the officer know about lhe knee replacements. 
The caller wanted to file a complaint regarding screening at the Jackson, MS airport. She had PreCheck, went through the metal detector. then they patted her down. She stated they did not tell her why she got a patdown and only that it was random. 
She stated th at th ere were 3 worn en in a row chosen for a paid own and the rn en did not. She was upset because she was to Id 11 was re ndorn. but she thin ks they on I y se I ected her be cause she is a le rn a I e. 

71812015 Ai rpo rI: Jackson, MS 

11 :33:36 Date and time: 7-7-15 around 12:00 p.rn. 

AM 
Gate: 19 
Airline: Delta 
Flight 1228 
She did not get a description of the officers. 

Callers daughter is 14 and was traveling with her autistic brother as unaccompanied minors and she said she caalled and told her that the TSO s in CA scanned her hand and she would like to know why they fingerprinted her. 
71812015 
5:07:42 She said she told her they swabbed her hand and then scanned her hand and made her undergo a patdown procedure. 

PM 

71912015 
9:28:00 

AM 

71912015 
10:55:47 

AM 

71912015 

Caller was just at BOI and His 11 year old daughler use the AIT for her screening. Once she used lhe AIT I hey I hen gave her a patdown. He ask for them to allow her to use lhe WTMD after the AIT since there was an alarm and I hey wouldnt allow her 
to do it instead of getting a patdown. He says the rule states she doesn t have to use the AIT and should be allowed to use the WTMD. 

CSM RFI---Mishandling RFI 
REASON for lhe call: Children screening complaint 
Date Time: 07-09-15 at 7:40 am 
Gate Terminal: They only have one 
Airport: BOI 
Airline: So UI hwesl 
Flight#: maybe 2862 
Did he get anyones names? No but there was buff guy and his name maybe kb.:1(6 ! 

Reason for Ca 11: Scree ners we re Rude and did not exp I a in procedure. First screener he Id her bag back, when she I eaned aver to see if her Ite rn s we re corning down be It and did not exp I a in why. She asked for sorn eone else, Second screener did 
not explain why her bag was held back ... She asked for Supervisor,. Supervisor said that her bag was held back because she had a small jar of instant coffee in her purse, that had never been opened. She asked for a patdown. First young girl did 
patdown and e,arnined her breasls too thoroughly. Asked for Private patdown and went well. 
Date: July 8. 2015 at 11 :30 am 
Airport ..... EWR 
Gate: 15 
Caller is not sure which precheck he wants to do. His wife is a citizen of the US bul is from Columbia. She sometimes gets caught in lhe system. She had applied for redress. She gets offended when she gets selected for patdowns. He is Irying find oul 
which program is best for e,pedited screening. They miss flights sometimes because they are pulled aside for an hour and then talk to them for 30 seconds and let them go. Her Redress number does not seem to be helping. 
He was going to have me look up her RCN to see 1/ it is correct but he could not access 11 at the time. 

11 :53:04 He was not sure if he should do GE, Nexus or Sentry. 
AM 



Caller was flying from DTW yesterday on fi1ght # 5209 on US Airways. Caller was in a wheelchair, and she went through the PreCheck line for screening. Caller was using the AIT, and 11 alarmed. Caller did inform the TSO that she has metal 
implants, but the TSO was belligerent. The TSO told another man that they would need to get the hand cuffs twice during the caller s screening. The TSO did a patdown, and when patting down the chest area, the TSO placed her fingers under the 
callers undergarments while slill on the outside of the shirt. Caller s shirl was also lifted, and the TSO placed her fingers between lhe caller s body and the waist band. Caller feels humiliated. The TSO that conducted the screening was a Caucasian 
female with dark hair. The TSO also wore dark rimmed glasses. 

7/912015 
l:Sg:o4 Date and Time: 07-08-15 at 10:50AM 

PM Gate Terminal: D26 
Airport DTW 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight#: 5209 
Special Notes: Caller asked that if she is contacted and does not answer, to please leave a message. 

REASON for the call: There was an alarm of the screening technology. The TSO (male, 5 10, 215-220 pounds, mid 20s, short black hair that was combed back, appeared Italian) asked where he was traveling to in an authoritative tone (insinuating 
th at he had no rights) and if he was flying home. The ca 11 er stated that the officer only asked him this because of his race and tha I the officer s q u esl ion i ng had racia I overtones. He received ETD sampling of his and a patdown. The TSO squeezed his 
left testicle as hard as possible and it still hurts. He indicated that his insurance would cover his doctor s visit. 

He asked where to make a proper complaint as state police advised that he contact TSA because they could not address this. He asked what law enforcement entity to contact and indicated that the TSO would hear from his attorney. 

In a separate complaint. a TSO (white, male, 6 feet, 250 pound, balding) asked his the px before him his age. The px replied 14 and was directed to the WTMD. He asked the same of his son who is 14 as well. The TSO directed him to the AIT and 
719/2015 asked if he had anything in his pockets. He feels that this was done because of how his son looks (his mother Is Spanish and he, the father is Greek). 
2:29:30 

PM Dale: 6 19 2015 

71912015 
4:06:34 

PM 

7/912015 
9:04 34 

PM 

Time: 12:30pm He was at the checkpoint between 10:15am -11am. 
Gate Terminal: Gate 5, Zone 4 
Airport: Atlantic City Int 
Airline: Spirit 
Flight#: NK235 

llliR]and!(bH6) ~ntered TSA Security check point at Little Rock Clinton Airport at about 5:30 p.m. on Sun. June 28, 2015. ltiill]is 46 and Cognitively Disabled; he cannot read or write, he has aphasia, a speech impairment, OCD. and a 
nervous shaking of his hands. Nick set off alarms when he didn't check his bag that contained his favorite Crest Cool Mint Gel toothpaste and a bottle of shampoo. So after a TSA Team screened, scanned and patted him down, they escorted him to 
the Southwest counter to check in his bag, Then they escorted him back to the TSA check point where he had temporarily misplaced his drivers license and they began the entire process all over again: scanned, screened and patted down in public. 
Nick lold me that, "They ran lheir hands up and down my legs and squeezed my balls.· His brother, a business man carrying a back pack through TSA Pre-Approved, had tried 10 IeI1 the TSA Officers that his brother had a disabilily and he was told to 
back away and they called two policemen. Southwest called their names andi1E:21 went to the gate to tell the airline that his brother was being detained by TSA Security. Southwest called their names 4 more times and instead of releasingE52) the 
TSA Team made him stay for a third pu.blic pat down until their plane had left. They both missed SW Flight 4448 to Chicar .Midway and f da) of their two day vacation. Please check this out and respond.11Efilwas traumatized by the hour long ordeal 
which violated a couple of TSA Regulations on treatment of travelers, his c1v1I nghts and the ADA ACT. Please respond to h >IR·, I h >I Mom atkb i(6 i ! 

Today I traveled from Ft. Myers to Newark. I am a 68 year old white woman who is profoundly hearing impaired. I wear two behind the ear aids which are quite large and I also read lips. My audiologist as well as the hearing aid manual warns that 
airport security x rays can be harmful to the workings of the aid, When I travel I always tell the TSA security that I can go through the metal detector and not the x-ray. It is always a problem and I have been extremely patient in waiting for a pat down 
as I have never been accommodated on my req u esl. 

Last year on my trip from Newark I had to wait over 20 minutes for a pal down when the metal deIecIor was there and being used for wheel chair people, children and parenls. I was not permitled to use ii. When the pat down finally happened m y 
things were far ahead of me including my purse. Fortunately I was with my husband that time and he could get them before they were stolen. The pat down completed and the glove test had a mal function and rang off. I didn't hear the ringing and 
began to walk away only to be arm escorted to a room for interrogation. After 20 minutes, the test was done again and It was fine. Everyone on my flight was looking with great interest wondering 1f they had to fear my boarding. It was just one of 
many of the horrors I have had because I am profoundly deaf. 

Today, however, I requested the metal detector which was available and allowing the same groups to enter through at my check station. I was addressed rudely by an officer telling me I don't ask-they tell me what to do. A woman in front of me with a 
small dog and two grown daughters asked if she could use lhe meIaI detector and he promptly allowed her 10 pass. I had to wait again for a pat down when I can pass easily through a meIaI detector. I am nol asking you for special privileges but I do 
expect as a tax paying American citizen with a severe handicap that I get at least the courtesy that a dog has been given. It is simply a matter of both machines being used and available at the same check point and allowing a person with a hearing aid 
to use the metal detector. 

Your information stipulates I hat a pat down is necessary only if a person refuses both. I am only given one choice and I hen a pat down. It is more efficienl and certainly less stressful for the passenger I hat I hey be permitted lhe meIaI detector when it 
is available and being used as well. In the many times I have traveled I can think of only a few times that both were not available . 

._l(b_)_(6_1 ___ ....,IMy email address is HYPERLINK ._b--') ... (6--'1 __________________ __. 



Fro~(b1(6) 
Sent: Friday, July 10, 2015 7:05 AM 
To: Pryor. Richard <FLL> 
Cc: TSAExternalCompliance; TSA-ContactCenter· TSAFxter]alCompliance 
Subjecl: RE: Talk to TSA • Fort Lauderdale (FLL)i(b )(61 

Unfortunately your i nte rp retati on of the facts a re di storied. 

I was asked to remove my belt before entering the scanning booth, at no time did I sIruggle wilh holding my shorts up. After exiting the boolh, I still had no trouble with my shorIs. Then your agent informed me he needed to do a PAT down. He was 
aggressive with the pat down, and pulled my shorts down. It was from that point forward that I was unable to keep my shorts up. 

Al so you fa i I ed to mention that the a gent I a ughed at me, and immediately walked away to socia I ize with the other a gents wh i I e I was strugg Ii ng to keep my pants up, and m ai nta in my composure, 

711012015 (Again) I feel I was illegally searched. and victimized by your agent. I am not an expert, but I feel that if a search was needed which involved the removal of my shorts, then I should have been informed, so I may be prepared, and given the opportunity 
8:39: 17 h h I . . f. f f I h AM to ave the sea re comp eted In p nvate Instead o In rant o al the ot er passengers. 

Also, you did not make menlion of ANY corrective action. Therefore I feel the agent will continue this behavior, and conlinue lhese illegal searches. 

Please remember we are not cattle which are being herded through the check point. We are human. with real human emotions. Your agent disrespected me, embarrassed me, and shewed no compassion or remorse. 

I will await your response. 

From: Pryor, Richard <FLL> [mailto:t.,_b=l.,..(_6_1 -------~ 
Sent: Wednesday, July 08, 2015 1: 12 PM 
To:kbl(61 I 
Cc: TSAExte rna I Com pl Iance 
Subject RE: Talk to TSA - Fort Lauderdale (FLq(b 1(6) 

Dea1(b)(61 



711012015 
10:17:38 

AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT,..u.,,"-',IJ:,,,w.O.U.'"""'----, 
Full Name"'(b:...)c,,(6,,,·•~' ....,..,.-------''-----, 
Email Address.,1"'h""·I1°"R""·., ___ ,-___ __, 
Phone Number b)(ff•, 
Address:~h_·_.,1_r;_·, ----~ 
Zipcode: 08902 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? na 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Newark Liberty I nte rnat ion a I Airport 



Dear Sir/Madam, 

I recently traveled through lhe Denver, CO airport and my experience with a TSA screening agent was alarming to me. I am a type 1 Diabelic on pump therapy and was warned by the manufacturer of my insulin pump 10 NEVER allow the pump through 
any x-Ray or Body scanner as they could damage the pump. I explained this to the TSA agent at the Denver airport. yet he insisted that I walk through the body scanner with my pump an. To date, I am thankfully not experiencing issues with the 
workings of my insulin pump. However, It states on your official website that I am allowed to request a pat-down in lieu of the scanner due to the use of an insulin pump. This screener refused to accept my request for the pat-down and risked my life by 
forcing me through the body sea n ne r. If my pump had fai I ed. I could have ended up with Ii le threatening oond i ti o ns. 

The whole point of the TSA is ta save lives, not endanger them. is it not? I was given the impression that this agent did not want to take the time to process me differently than the rest of the travelers in line as a pat-dawn is extra work for the agents. My 
!rave Ii ng comp an ion was vis ua 11 y di sabled and in a wheelchair - she became a bit upset as the agent argued with me and we we re b nefl y separated. We had em phati cal ly stated that we we re not to be separated because she couldn't see we 11 enough 
to Ii nd me either. 

In comparison, I'd like to point out that the TSA staff at Charlotte/Douglas airport in North Carolina were extremely accommodating ta us both - gave me my requested pat-down without any fuss and allowed my blind companion ta remain with me the 
entire time I was being processed separately. The staff in Denver would learn a LOT from the professionals in Charlotte. 

711012015 We were processed through lhe Denver airporl on Sunday, June 28th around 10:30AM in the morning. We came lhrough Charlotte on the 24Ih of June with no such complicalions. 

2:18:44 
PM 

I belong to a support group for Diabetics on pump therapy. and not surpnsrngly several other Diabetics have had similar expenences with the Denver airport- two had pump failures after being forced through the body scanner. This is a major concern 
for us Diabetics. The pumps cost around S6,000.00 and basically keep us alive. It should be our choice to have a pat-down in lieu of the body scanner in order to preserve our medical device and our well being. Period. Please reinforce this fact with 
your T SA screen ers at the Denver airport. 

My d evIce is by Medtronic and here are their i nstru ctIons for sere en i ng: htlp :I lwww. med tro ni cd i ab etes. com/customer-sup po rtltrave Ii ng-wi th-an-i nsu Ii n-pu m p--or-d evi ce 
I notified the screener that I was wearing a pump, did not wish to remove it and wanted a pat-down. He insisted that I could go through the body scanner with my pump because 'he did this all of the time with no problems', Well he's not a Diabetic on 
pump lherapy, so how does he Iruly know?? He refused to allow me to have a pat-down. Being slressed already, my only faull in lhe encounter was not insisting on speaking to a supervisor - but I suspecl thal this fellow wouldn't have complied wilh 
that request either. 

My mailing address is: 

rb,(6) 

Troutman, NC 28166 

I hope that the Denver screeners can be better trailed in dealing with Diabetics in future. I will not fly through this airport again myself as I am not willing to risk my life over the security screening process. 

711012015 Caller has precheck. She had knee replacement surgery and has metal in her knee. She thinks she needs somelhing in writing. She slill has to receive patdowns. She would like to know if I his is avoidable. 
4:27:16 

PM 



To-Whom-It-May-Concern. 

I am emai Ii ng to inform you about an incident th at occurred as I was travel mg I a st week which caused me both physical and menta I ha rm. 

To preface this incident: I have been diagnosed with Complex Regional Pain Syndrome onginating in my left foot/ankle and have an implanted spinal cord stimulator to manage my chrome pain. While traveling, I always carry a medical card that 
informs peop I e about my med i ca I implant and that it may set off security sensors. 

On Thursday July 2. my companion and I traveled from the Philadelphia International Airport (PHL) to Las Vegas (LAS) on Southwest flight 118 with an eventual destination of Portland (PDX) on Southwest flight 1874. We passed through the 

711 012015 Phi la del phi a Security checkpoint at a pp ro xi ma I ely 5: 3 o AM. 

6:17:26 
PM 

7110/2015 
8:23 05 

PM 

7110/2015 
10:44:21 

PM 

As I passed lhrough security, I took off my shoes and kept my ankle-length socks on. I placed my shoes, bags, ar>d computer on the x-ray machine conveyor belt. I entered lhe AIT unit as instructed by a male TSA Agenl located on the other side of the 
unit. After the scan completed, I stepped out of the unit and waited on the footprint icons in front of a female TSA Agent. As I waited, the female TSA agent said my foot triggered the AIT. I could see the screen to my left which highlighted my left 
foot/ankle. Then, without consent, asking permission. or informing me of his actions, the male TSA agent bent down diagonally behind me and grabbed my left ankle region. This caused immediate pain as any pressure, especially without warning, 
can trigger crippling nerve pain. I also immediately experienced great anxiety and panic due to that pain. There was no opportunity to tell him to be careful because he grabbed my ankle from behind, surprising me and did not ask ii I consented to a 
pat-down. 

I exited lhe screening area and walked 10 lhe conveyor belt to collect my belongings. I started to collect my lhings, slill in pain and panic but wanting 10 remove myself from the area to collect myself and 1ry to calm down. I lold my companion what had 
just occurred and then went to both the female and then the male TSA agents to inform them that I have a serious medical condition and that they need to ask consent before touching anyone as they may have a medical condition like mine. Both 
agents acknowledged my comp I amt but with nothing mo re than a nod and a few words. Neither asked me if I needed med i ca I attention. 

Airporl: Tampa 
Date and time: July 1 oth 7:45 or 7:50pm 
Experience: Caller is at the airport and said that two TSA supervisors. Caller is at the Tampa both STSDkbl(ff:, !and STScj:b)(ffi r,:;aller went through the AIT, caller is afncan american and she has dreadlocks but it has no pins in 11 at 
all. She stated they all say there are anomalies. Caller stated she did not want them going through her hair, she stated white women had caps on and were never stopped at all. Caller believes they are racial profiling, She told them they were not 
al lowed to go through her things w i hlout her erm is s ion and they we rent a 11 owed to go I hroug h i I u nl i I I hey were private. 
The police officer that was called was bH6l She finally decided that she would go through it changed the entire thing and said they did not remember where the anomalies were so she had to go through the full body patdown. Caller stated 
she was not disruptive and she did not cuss or sere am at an one. 
Names or description of people involved: STSO bH6l and STSOkbl(ffi !andkbl(ff:, lat the Tampa Airport police Department 
Explanation as to why it was discrimina1ory: Because s e was seeing Caucasian males and remales wlih ba11 nats on and they were never even stopped and they never were asked to go through lhe AIT I hey all jusl zoomed lhrough the WTMO. 

REASON for lhe call: Caller went lhrough the check point and she experienced additional screening and she got a pal down. An older man came over and talked to her as well. They took everything oul of her suit case and they asked her to turn on her 
phone and her ipad. She said that there were 5 armed TSA agents and she was very upset and someone and then after she got through the check point someone followed her she said that it bothered her that they continued to watch her 
Date Time: 7-10-2015 at 4:45 PM( this incident happened around 3.) 
Gate Terminal: There is only one terminal 
Airporl: Tucson 10 DEN 
Airline :Southwest 
Flight# 824 



-----Original Message----
Fro~(b 1(61 
Sent: Saturday, July 11, 2015 10:44 AM 
To: tsa-oontactcenter@dhs.gov 
Subjecl: BWI 11 July 2015, B Terminal 

The purpose of this email is to seek reimbursement for damage to my wallet. This damage occurred dunng screening for entry into BW I for my Southwest fi1ght 2898 to Portland ME at 1115. 

The damage was caused by an employee who excessively stretched lhe seams of my wallet. I originally did not nolice lhe damage to my wallet bul reporled the poor and confronlational altitude of the TSA employee. I did nol get lhe name of the 
employee but would describe him as a 25-30 year old African American male. 5'8", working on the TSA pre-check lane. 

After screening and my comp I a int I proceeded to pure h ase an i tern from the Jam ba Juice immediately in front of the exit to the screening area, 
7I1112015 This supervisor provided me this em ai I to process my claim. 

While paying for my item. I noticed the damage to my wallet and immediately notified a TSA supervisor. 

10 5743 
AM 

7111/2015 

The wallet was in my pocket as I processed screening. As I was going through the Pre check line, I was re routed through the body scanner system vice the metal detecting system. I forgot about the wallet and thereby triggered a pat down search. 
During the search, the above described individual found my wallet. He oonfronted me about why I had the wallet. When I tried to explain he cut me off and said that is should be clear that a wallet is not allowed. 

He then proceeded to search through my wallet by inserting his thumb and forefinger into every compartment. My wallet is a bi II/old credit card holding wallet and is not designed to have much space. It is a slim design. When the individual started 
stretching the wallet. I asked him to take care to not damage 11, as it was clear that his fingers wouldn't fit. He stated that he had to search the wallet and proceeded to make a point of reinserting his fingers into the tight compartments of the wallet. 

The damage and design of the wallel are shown in the a11ached pictures. 

The wallet retails for approximately $600. 

ATTACHMENTS 

PHOTOS OF DAMAGED WALLET 

Caller said she recently went through DEN with tanning cream on accident in her carry on and they wouldn tallow her to check it once she realized it although she had plenty of time and she said it is called fake bake and can only be bought by 
someone with a cosmetology license and it is very expensive and she did not want it thrown away. She said ii was a brand new bottle and had not been opened and she wants it back. She said she arrived in a wheelchair and had to have a pal down 
and they used the front of her hand at DEN and at TPA. She said she asked for their names and they turned their bad es over and she said the only info she got was the guy who assisted her through the checkpoint as a wheelchair attendant and he 
was worried be cause he also spoke up at the checkpoint as she had but he knew the employees. His name i b) ( 6:, i th Airport Services. She said they had their hands on her breast and her vagina and she asked if they we re supposed to 
use the back of their hands ii they have to do that in front of everyone because it was humiliating. She was upset ecause er ad is in the hospital and he is 92 with an aneurism and she thought he was going to die and she said some of her 
medications were missing from mulliple bollles but lhe botlles were I here. She said the TSO s al DEN were power crazy and mistreated her and even lhe wheelchair a11endant knew I hat. She said she also had a botlle of water and I hey look the 
tanning cream and didn t take the full bottled water even after she brought it up to them. 

12:44:38 Airport- DEN and Patdown complaint also at TPA 
PM Airline- SW 

Flight Numbers- DEN-777 1 :35 TPA- 4279 4:05 
Date and Time- 07 09 15 DEN-1 35 TPA4 05 
Gate or Terminal- DEN C33 
Description of Baggage- Medication was gone from a bag she described as a brown tweed bag with purple flowers on ii and the purse is Sieve Maden brown tan and gold 
Contact-[b)(61 I 



Hello. 

I recently walked through TSA at my local San Antonio airport and was treated like a common thief. I am five months pregnant and obviously showing. While standing in line, I was "randomly chosen" 10 receive a hand swab out of all of lhe people in my 
line. As I proceeded through the line, I requested toga through the metal detector because I don't feel comfortable walking through the X-ray machine. I know everyone thinks there is no radiation, but I don't believe that and thought it was my right to 
request another form of screening. While TSA chose who could go through the metal detector. he told me my only option was a "pat-down." He then told me rudely that the ground I was standing on had more radiation than the X-ray machine, which is 
not true. He have me such a hard time about kindly requesting to opt-out. making me feel as though I didn't even have a choice. As people walked by me went through the metal detector. I simply asked why I oould not just walk through that. I was told 
by this rude TSA worker that the line next to me was only for "preferred flyers.'' Finally he shouled loudly for someone to do a manual pat-down on me. Again, making me feel like a thief for wanting 10 protect my unborn baby from any unnecessary 
radiation that X-rays contain. The X-rays used far screening have not been around enough to be properly tested in this area and I should have the right ta opt-out without being treated as though I am a criminal. 

7111/2015 
l:O?:OO When I traveled to South Korea, Singapore, and Indonesia recently. I was given incredible treatment as a pregnant woman. They believe that it is a special and difficult time in life for a woman. Because of this belief. they treat such women as they do 

PM persons over the age of seventy, those who have physical handicaps, elc. I am exlremely disappointed in your system and how there is no preference shown to women who are pregnanl in the same way. 

I am requesting that pregnant women be added to the "preferred fi ye rs" group. I cannot understand why we a re not al ready on the Ii st. I would also appreciate if you could pass this along to your workers as I was inc red i b I y kind. but Ii rm and was treated 
rudely and disrespectfully. If I have a choice, I should not be questioned thoroughly and told that I don't know what radiation is. 

Thank yau. 

kb)(61 

7111/2015 
1:07:44 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights 1s a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA their Member of Congress. and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on. a civi I rights organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entities they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAa€'" s awn official air travel discrimination complaint form. Yau are requested to take action on the complaint al profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Name: ~h~·1,,1_r;.,·-, -----'----~ 
Email A lh··,1r;·-, Phone Numbe~~[b_-~)(_6~1 --~ 
Address b i ( 61 Boise Idaho 
Zipcode: 83706 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? na 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Chicago 0\ Hare International Airport 

Ca Iler ju st returned from F LL. His checked suitcase was inspected and th ere was an NO I present. His bag was I ocked. He wants to knaw why his bag was opened and how it was ape ned. since it was locked. He wanted to know if the i nsp ecti on had 

711212015 anything to do with his screening at the checkpoint. He said the notice has JCS #1 FLL on it. He said they took 2 different airlines. 

120751 
PM He said his wife was wearing a blouse wilh unusual eyelets and she had 10 have a paldown inspection and he wanled to know why. He said they wanled to do the patdown in public and she objected to ii, she eventually had a private screening but it 

was not initially offered. He thinks it is not right for a woman to have her breast and groin area patted down in public and not be offered a private screening. This took place at FLL on 7 .10.15. They were flying on Southwest. 



711212015 
327:12 

PM 

He was placed to the s1d e and was asked to do a private p atdown. he received a semi pat down. He was okay with the pat down. The officer went out of the view to the other side of the regular xray machine and sere ened the bag. The was handed 
back and packed for him by the officer. There the TSO told the passenger that the tools were over the 7 inches and were not allowed on the carry on. He was asked to view the tools and the officer did not show the measurements of the tools. When he 
got on the plane to pull out lablet out from his carry on. It was not there. The item ( the tablet ) was gone. The only ilems left from the lablet were lhe headphones and charger for the tablel. The TSO officer was very unprofessional to the passenger, he 
made the passenger fee I violated and verb ally a bused. 

Officer Description: She was African American. with braids, light skinned. 150Ibs, a TSA uniform. she was 5 5 or so in height. Very rude 

Date Time: July.10.2015 , 520pm 
Gate Terminal: gate: none, Terminal: 3 
Airport FLL 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight#: 44 7 
Bag tag# ( 1 0d1git): None was provided, it was just given back 
Bag Description: Small carry on, Collector edition from Dale Hart JR, #8 a Budweiser bag, Red and Black. 
Missing item description: Digiland ( made by google), black, in a grey carry on case. 10.1 inch screen worlh $300. Tools were taken as well, 7 tools were taken (Snap-on) worth S100 
NOL None on the carry on 

Lastly, the caller wanted to compliment that I was a very professional and I serviced him well. 
I didn't have a problem with a pat down. I didn't have a issue with being pulled aside. I have never complained about TSA because it is your job to do that. Sweet. But this time it has gone WAY too far this time. I am thoroughly unamused with this. This 
is comp I ete ly u n acceptab I e. I brought back cookies from my grand pa and they are crushed and the re are crumbs EVE RYW H ERE in my bag. Al I of my nice I y packed items a re EVER YW HERE. I have trave I ed at I ea st once every month or two and this 
is insane. There is e-cig juice all over my clothes. Probably ruining some shirts and pants. Is this normal? I would like to talk to someone about this. I flew from Dickinson to Minneapolis on 711212015 at 11 :15 am. Airport DIK. ID!rh··,1rrij My cell phone is 

!(b,(61 I 

711212015~-----~ 
5:30:11 [bl(61 PM ,.._ _____ __. 

Please consider the environmenl before prinling this e-mail. 



I tried to use the online form, but when I clicked submit, I got a message saying that the site Is not available, so I am emailing the information instead. 

Preferred language: English 
Al I egat ion based on: di sa bi Ii ty\m ed i cal condition 
Fi 11 i ng out the form for myse If 

(bl(61 
h··,1rr1 Porta e Ml 49024 
Cell phone~b_·•~1(6_._I ---~ 
Best time to oontact: 11-1. any day 

Date: July 11, 2015 
Location: Colorado - DEN 

711312015 Whal happened: My husband and I checked our bags at the Southwest counter (flight 4020), lhen wenl to the securily checkpoint to the left of the counter. We went through lhe far left lane of lhe security checkpoinl. I have aulism, and have a fear of 
the new imaging technology, and therefore cannot go through those machines. I informed the man who was at the machine that I could not go through that machine. He called for a female agent to do a pat-down. which I have done twice before (once 

B:!~19 in Denver last May, and once in Detroit on this tnp). I waited until they found somebody to do it and she came and led me to the area with tables just past the main screening area. It was very loud, with large fans running. Apparently she asked me 
how I was doing, but I did not hear her. The first thing I heard her say to me was I SAID, how are you doing? in a very annoyed and rude tone. I told her that I have autism, and it was very loud and I was not doing well. She asked where my bags 
were, and I pointed 10 my husband, who had my bags, and lold her that my husband had them. She did not offer to have him accompany me 10 be screened, but took me away from him 10 lhe area wilh the lables. She lhen starled talking very fast, and 
between her thick accent and all of the noise, and her saying a lot of words at once. I could not process what she was saying. I told her that I could not understand her, that I had autism. and that it was very loud. She responded with a harsh tone, and 
said something about yelling at me. I was wearing Jeans, socks, a belt, and a t-sh1rt. She had me take off my belt, and gave it to a younger white male who took it away. I told her several times that I oould not understand her, and I finally told her to 
just go ahead and screen me, even though I oould not understand what she was saying. because I was familiar with the process. But she did not do it like I have experienced before, She made me lift up my shirt, exposing part of my back and 
stomach, and I hen she felt around my waislband. She was very rough lhrough the whole pal-down, and ii hurt when she jerked my pant legs around my ankles. The younger man came back with my belt and handed it 10 me, and then she look it from 
me and yelled something (I don t know if she was yelling at me or the man). When she finally let me go, I was near tears. and just wanted to get away from her and all of the noise. I did not think to get her name or find a supervisor at that time. 
because I was overwhelmed. I am not sure if everything that I am describing is all in chronological order, because it was very upsetting and I was having trouble processing what was going on. My husband guided me to our gate, where I tried to 
recover, which took over an hour before I calmed down and stopped wanting to cry. We got to our gate a little after 6:00 pm. so we were probably in the security checkpoint sometime between 5:30 and 6:00, but I am not sure exactly when. 

Who: The lady who did the pat-down. She was a larger black woman with a thick accent (maybe Carribean?). She used the word blouse instead oft-shirt. 

Witnesses: The younger male who took my belt. My husband was there, but was not close enough to hear what was said. 

I would like a response. 

Caller has a complainl about the way she was trealed on July 4th at Bradley International. The TSO made her miss her flight due to the fact I hat I hey queslioned her idenlification. They gave her lhe same gender pat down and she felt like it was 100 
much. ~ndicated that they touched her private area and breasts inappropriately. After they searched her, she was embarrassed. 

Date and time of travel: July 4th, 8:00 A.M. 

711312015 Gate or Terminal: NA 

12: 5 2: 23 Airport Brad I ey I ntemationa I 
Airline: Delta 
Flight#: NA 

PM 



Full name: 
Address: 
Tele phone numb er: ( home J 
Email address: ""h"'·""·,1'-'R-'-·, _________________ __. 
Best time to contact via phone: Anytime 9a - Sp EDT on Fridays. You may also try my cell phone atk~b_)~(_6~1 --~ 

Al I egat ion based on: C iv i I Rights \ Liberties 
U nreaso na bl e Search and Seizure 
Other: Privacy 

Airport: DTW - Detroit Metro Airport, Detroit. Ml 
McNamara Terminal, Security screening to the right of the Delta Sky Priority counter (as you re lacing the counter) 

711312015 Date and approximate time of the experience: Thursday, July 9th. approx 2pm 
2:09:58 

PM 

Delailed description of the experience: I was flying from Detroit to Spokane, WA, via Seattle. Traveling alone, I was wearing a zip up t-shirt wilh a camisole, jeans, and flat canvas slip on shoes. 

I completed the meta I detector scan successfu 11 y. but was random I y selected for add i ti o na I screening. After a bout a 5 minute wait. a TSA agent checked her paperwork and found th at the random sere en i ng a ssIg ned for the day wo u Id be a manual 
examination from the waist down. The agent asked if I was OK have her pat me down with the back of her hands in public, and I said is there a choice? She did not answer, and asked me to step to the side, in clear view of others who were exiting 
the scanner. She pulled up my shirt and rubbed the backs of her hands down my fronl side from my belly button to my pubic bone. She lhen moved the palms of her hands down my backside and up under my buttocks. Finally, she asked me take a 
wider sta nee and wrapped both of her hands a round the top of my left leg, with her Ii ngers touching my vagina, and ran her hands down my I eg. She repeated this on my right I eg, again starting with her fingers touching my vagina. 

This is the second similar incident at DTW. With the first incident, I was also selected for random screening, which on this date meant going through the scanner instead of the metal detector. I had metal sparkles on the pockets of my jeans and on the 
ng ht front of my blouse, which triggered the machine to fi ag me lo r additional s c reem ng. I had a si mi I a r pat down ( by a fem a I e T SA agent) of my rear end and I eg s, and the agent al so put her hands on and around my right breast. W hi I e the male agent 
said that the machine had obviously flagged me for the decorations on my apparel, the female agent told me that it was necessary for her to touch these body parts. 

REASON for lhe call: Callers daughte~1h··,1r;·, was at LAX boarding the plane and wenl through security and two TSOs were looking her up and down and leering at her and said they should have patted her down. She said that was an 
inappropriate thing to say to her and the TSO said they pat them down all the time. That is sexual harrassrment and she went to the mana er and he smirked at her and said they have to do patdowns sometimes. They could have apologized to her 
but they contrn ued to be have in a chi Id Ii ke fashion. The TSO who made the comment was kb) ( ff:, ! and the manager was I h ·.,IR ·1 This is poor behavior from federal workers and she Is e moti o na 11 y devastated by what happened. Her 
daughters phone number to contact her iskbH61 ! 
Oate Time: July 13 2015. 111 O am 
Gate Tenminal: Unknown 

711312015 Airport: LAX . 
2 ,37 ,23 Airline: American 

PM Flight#: Unknown 
Bag tag# 10 digit NA 
Bag Description: N A 
Missing Damaged ilem descriplion: N A 
NOi: NA 
Special Notes: NA 

711312015 Caller has a complaint about the screening process. She is a diabetic and she has an insulin pump. She feels the fact that she cannot ask to go through the WTMD instead of the AIT is a violation of her rights. She also feels the patdown was too 
3:46:54 invasive. She felt the officer touched her inappropriately in her private area. 

PM 



711312015 
4A4:13 

PM 

7114/2015 
10:16:59 

AM 

Wants to file a complaint regarding a TSA screening at Pheonix Sky Harbor. At the screening point her son was groped by the guy who patted him down. Son said there was nothing in his pockets and they said something tested on his hands, which 
was the reason for the pat down. Caller states that her son (24) told her that they inappropriately (groped) touched his private area. 

Date Time: 07 01 2015 approximately 5:00 PM 
Gate Terminal: Terminal 2 security check gate 1-7 
Airport Phoenix Sky Harbor 
Airline: United Airlines 
Flight#: Not Provided 
Sons nameifh··1rR·\ I 
Supervisors name:[ b 1(6) 
TSO: Officer bi( "---'----'----' 
Ih··,Irr1 

I am writing due to an event which occurred yesterday at lhe lax airporl as I arrived from Australia and was headed for a domestic flighl on AA 1076. 

I am in a wheelchair at 11 mes due to mi tochond nal myo pathy. Unfortunately 11 often renders me u nab I e to wa I k through your sea nne rs. As I was b erng patted down in the whee I chair I was harrassed into moving every part of my body and I 1fti ng myself 
with my arms off the bottom of the wheelchair. My feet were moved. my muscles were groped in a way that from the knees down rendered me completely unable to move them even after taking the maximum amount of medication allowed for my 
condilion. American I hen had to go through lhe extra steps of trying to transport me onto and off of the plane in this deteriorated condition. As soon as lhe main flight atlendant,llliR}aw me she knew there was an issue and something had happened. 
The flight crew did what they could for me during the flight with the limited resources they have to work with. It is your agent that has done this. I sit here the next day at 8A4am Boston time unable to move my legs from the knees down still. Your agent 
along with her boss were extremely aggressive and have left me in a position where I need to be seen by my doctor today for assistance with my condition. 

I went through 1 O airports on this I rip from Boston 10 Cairns, to Sydney 10 Brisbane and never came close to this level of aggression. I have traveled within the Uniled states extensively since 9111 and never had this level of aggression. I would like to 
know when you started treating wheelchair passengers like criminals? We are in wheelchairs for a reason and generally that has something to do with our mobility and in some cases neurological problems. When did this behavior become okay? I 
would just like to prepare myself for next time, l"d like your suggestion as to how to do this or what doctor you know of that treats m,to patients who may have better suggestions for the spasms which will ensue and the pain and agony that go along with 
it and then the complete lack to carry myself anywhere. I'd really like an answer to this, Because, perhaps you know more about my condition than I do. 

Posliadale MA r131 
!(bl(61 _ 

7114/2015 
101729 

AM 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time : 7/14/2015 9:02AO AM Airport · BLI - Bellingham International Date/Time of Travel . 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. As a weekly business traveller with BLI as my home airport, I go through a lot of security screenings. I'm sorry to say that the BLI airport consustently performs well below my experience with nearly every other airport I frequent in the US on 
a number of measures. 
1. Bag searches. This airport regularly searches my bags after X-ray- about 50% of the time. These searches are triggered by common items like speakers. power supplies, pens, small projectors, etc. which consistently make it through security at 
other airports. I think the enhanced bag search area at much larger airports like SFO, SAN, SEA are not as busy as at BLI. 
2. Procedure/professionalism: is it procedure to empty out 50% of someone's personal belongings in their carry-in on a table in plain view of other travellers? Why are elderly disabled passengers with canes and can barely stand going through the 
body scanner, then standing unassisted for a pat-down without being offered a seat? Both these events occurred Just this morning. I have also been singled out for a &quot random screemng&quot: after complaining of the slow line (over 20 minutes to 
get 15 passengers through S ecu ri ty), 
3. No pre-check lane: many of not most airpor1s this size and volume offer a pre-check lane. 
I feel many these issues a re related to inexperience and that more training may be he I pfu I. Thank you 1 

Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



REASON for the call: He presented a temporary drivers license at the checkpoint and was pulled aside for additional screen in ho advised that he was subJect to additional screening as his ID was not acceptable. The caller 
advised that the additional screening would not happen and requested a supervisor and the supervisors superior. STSD r,;b-;:-:-;l(t6'7,"""'--'-"'-'~,;,,,.;,,=,...,a.,,lni:J· did not advise of her superior. 

He asked if he can fi Im the interaction between himself and a TSA employee. The s u pe rvi sor and TSO advised th at he co u Id n t take photos of them or their badges and that he cou Id not take their badge numb er. 

The caller presented other ID with his name (his VA Non Resident Conceal Carry Permit with his photo and a credit card with his name. He was advised that he had to undergo additional screening. He requested a private screening and that other 
TSOs conducl the screening. His female companion accompanied him during the privale screening. He requested a police officer and was advised that he was not permitled to do so and that only TSA conducts screening. 

He indicated th at he was groped during the patdown. 

He was cleared through screening. 

He was advised by the STSO that the ID policy is confidential when he asked what the policy is in regard to acceptable ID. He indicated that a temporary license is a State issued ID as indicated on the list of acceptable ID on Isa.gov. 

7114/2015 
10,39,34 He asked if he would be con1ac1ed by the CSM and a contact number for follow up if he doesn t hear from I hem. 

AM 
The ca 11 er was most upset that his temporary Ii ce n se was n t a cce pta bl e and le els that it s hou Id be because it can be scanned and has security features. He has fi own from NH and BOS with the temporary Ii cense. He is upset that he had to go through 
additiona I screening , 

TS~conducted the patdown, TSO._kb_.-'1(_6~1 ____ ..,!was training and ran the ETD swab to the machine during the patdown screening. He was advised that TSO!(b)(ffi 

Dale Time:7 1315 8:30am 
Gate Terminal: The flight was initially scheduled from Gate 38 but this was changed. 
Airport: DCA 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight#:NA 

r-as training. 

Caller tested false positive for explosives. because he was carrying his dog which had urea on it, which caused a patdown and carry on items. He told the TSO he did not want to be touched. The TSO told him he has to conduct a patdown. He said no 
one touches him at home and he le It that they should not have be en a 11 owed to touch him the re. He a I so touched his gen ital s. He said he rubbed the genitals and he le els that this violates his human rights. 
He wants to write the new administrator and asked how to spell his name and he wanted to confirm the address. 

711412015 He does not have his flight information to provide but it was at SFO. 
12:11:26 

PM 
He is going to have an attorney contact TSA 

officer proceed to rub my hand with what appeared to me to be a small piece of paper towel. He then rubbed my hands and fingers, Then is put this small item in a machine. He did this procedure again. Then he asked for a Supervisor. I then asked 
him what the problem was which he did not answer. After a short time a Female officer appeared and then another. One stated that there was only one Supervisor on duty, she then walk away, but she returned and asked whal the problem was. The 
attending officer told her I had GUN POWER on my hand, but non on my purse or book bag. DURING TH IS PROCESS MY PERSONAL ITEMS WERE STILL ON THE CONVEY ER BELT, which was still moving with other customers items on it. I 
asked the officer to please remove my person al 1te ms, but he told me that no one would take them, but his back was to the be It. It wo u Id have been easy for someone to take my purse with a 11 my money and ID off of th at be It and not one of those 
officer would have been aware, This a I so happen at the Chicago Midway Airport upon my departure, Back to the security pat down in Ori a ndo. The officer exp I a i ned what she was about to do, I know this is a procedure to ensure our safety, I STILL 
DID NOT LIKE THIS. I have 10 give ii to this officer she explained everything she was going to do and SHE WAS VERY GENTILE. I did not feel uneasy . I noliced thal the officers do not change their gloves between cus1omer when they are doing 

7114/2015 this task. THAT SHOULD BE A MUST. This officer could have transferred this gun power from a previous customer. So in the future when and if I have go thru this procedure again, I WILL ASK THE TSA OFFICER TO PUT ON A CLEAN PAIR OF 
12:13:20 GLOVES. 

PM 
I have never in my 78 years, own a gun, held a gun, seen one in person or fired a gun. So, How could GUN POWER GET ON MY HANDS, unless the TSA officer had some on his glove and ii was transferred from the gloves, DONT YOU THINK? It 
did not come from my hands because I HAVE NEVER HELD OR FIRED A GUN, EVER. 

Sent from Windows Mail 



Fromkb1(6) 
Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2015 10 33 AM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subj eel: Vi o I at1on of my C iv i I Rights \ Ci vi I Li bert1es and Pat-Down 

PI ease refer to the atl achment. Th an ks 

Attachment: 
Date: 7\14115 
Subjecl: Violalion of my Civil Righls \ Civil Liberlies and Pat-Down 

Flight DLS 767 Seat 13 B: 
I ar,-ived at DFW Tuesday 7\7\15 at approximately 4:03 AM per the ticket at the entrance of the airport. Parked at Gate 7 Level B, when I went in the airport I was advised I had to take the Terminal Link to the correct termi~n_a_l. ________ ~ 

711412015 When I arrive_d at the correct 1erminal I checked my luggage and proceeded towards the line for s_ecurily. I showed the TSA agent my boarding pass and my driver's license, I was advised because my boarding pass had f""h-'-.,"-_1'-'R'-·., _______ _. 
but my dnver s license Just hadfh··,1r;·1 la supervisor would need to be called ta verify my ID. I stated the flight was booked through the travel agent my employer uses and they use my full name but I use my middle name. 

12 :~ ~: 29 Afle r waiting what seemed to be close to 1 0 minutes a TSA agent (maybe a TSA s upervisorl approached me. I showed her my credit card had f h ·., 1 R ·, I> ut my M ed1ca re A ca rd had f h ·.,IR·, ! I advised her I have always 
been called by my middle name[§[)but my employer uses my full name which is!(b 1(6 :1 !1 was asked to step in the machine for them to view. "NOTHING was found"! The TSA agent told me that I would need to have a pat-down. 
at that time I told her "I really don·t want to board lhe plane wilh all of this·•! However, since it was my employer I hat paid for the flight I did agree to the pal-down only if it was done in a private area. I also staled as soon as I get my cell phone back I 
would call my employer ta advise them of what I am going through because they use my full name. I was on the verge of crying• 
I was humiliated, horrified, violated and totally embar,-assed by everything I had to go through. She even put her hands in the waist band of my Jeans, in addition to feeling everything that I consider extremely private. 
Al I of the passengers we re gawking at me before we went in a tiny room, I had to wa I k barefoot a era ss the fi oor nothing was provided to me to protect my bare feet from the nasty /loo r that everyone walks on, 
I told everyone I came in con1ac1 with what TSA pul me lhrough tolal slrangers, family, friends and co-workers. I got very little sleep Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday night due to the horrific ordeal I was put through and the fear I would have to go 
through the same process again, as per the TSA agent at DSW• And I got very little work done due to what took place Tuesday morning and very little sleep. 
Flight DLS 724 Seat 12 C: 
When I returned from CA and afle r I retrieved my I uggage I was al most out of D FW a i rpor\ "the same TS A agent fol lowed me to strike up a co nversa ti on, She asked "how was your trip", I stated Ii ne and a 11 I had to do was show them my company 
picture ID with my full name. Of course I showed the TSA agent at LAX my divers license too. My boss suggested I see if the company picture ID with my full name would work and it did. I had lhe same ID in my purse on Tuesday bul I did not think to 
show the TSA agent. However, when the TSA agent was checking the contents of my purse surely she saw it. 
Why was the TSA agent so upset because I did not have a pat-down for the return fi1ght? She asked what airport I flew out of for the return tnp 'and" who my employer 1s. 
Why does the TSA agent need my employer information? 
After my 2nd encounter with the same TSA agent (maybe a supervisor) I feel threalened by her! 
Why did she chase me down to put salt in the open wounds from Tuesday? 
REASON for lhe call: Caller has recently went through securily screening and wants 10 know when you have global entry and are passing Tsa PreCheck and you go through lhe screening and everything is clear, what is the next procedure? 

Caller states that the Seattle airport they completely cleared her through the WTMD and the AIT and then she had her carry-on go through, when she came out of AIT and she went to wait for her bag to come out of the machine and they told her they 
need to open it and they started looking and they did not find anything. She offered to help them look if they would tell her what she was looking for. Officer told her to let them do their job and they would not let her know why they were looking and what 
they were looking for. It was cleared, lhen they asked for her purse and lhey did not find anything and lhey called two olher people to check her bags again.The supervisor put everything through the machine a third time. 

Caller a I so states th at she was s u bJected to add iii on al sere en i ng such as a thorough pat down, where they started at her hips and they touched her hips forcefully and caused her to Io se her ba I an ce. At that point the ca 11 er states that the TSO asked 
her could she not stand up straight and she told the TSO preforming the pat down that she was 69 years old. The TSO said that she did not tell anyone that she had any issues. 

She saw that a base ba 11 hat was not the re and neither was her sung I ass es weren t there once she got her bags back. 

711412015 Caller mentioned her nat1ona Ii ty but did not indicate that this was why she was subjected to the add iii on al sere en i ng. 

1 :SB:42 Caller wants to know if she asks what they are looking for, do they have to tell her? 

PM 
Date Time: 07 07 2015 7:45 AM 
Gate Terminal: C 6 
Airport: Seattle Tacoma Int. 
Airline: Alaska 
Flight#: 98 G 

7114/2015 The caller is calling with a complaint. He is traveling out of Las Vegas International airport an terminal 1 at the Egate yesterday at 1 p.m, and asked far a pat dawn instead of going through the AIT machine. The caller states that no one was watching 
4:48:26 their bags or the trays going through the screening machine. He stated that no one was paying attention to the luggage and he witnessed someones Luggage be stolen. 

PM 



7114/2015 
4:50:42 

PM 

Caller Is an airport employee at MIA and she called to complain that they are randomly doing pat downs and during that they will touch a passengers butt. 
Sometimes they go through and ask lo r ID, sometimes they wi 11 send her through X-Ray, and she said th at sometimes it is ETD or a Pat-Down, She said that it has gotten bad since TS A had 6 7 out of 70 tests they did not pass and it was aired on the 
news. She said the TSOUJ)(ffl !palled her down out of random on 0413 15 and she touched her butt. She said it is uncomfortable and thal she was the only one to complain aboul the new procedures in place. 

Callers Daughter and her 1 year old child is traveling on United Airways at Sand Diego. She was having to go through a pat down and she could not lake her child off of the chest holder she had her baby connected to. The TSO then told her I hat she 
could not have her food back unless she released the baby. The TSO then took away every bit of the load she had for her 6 hour flight. He did not want a claims form. He wanted something that would quickly resolve this problem before her flight 
today. 

7114/2015 . 
5.04.00 Dale T,me ofTravel: July 14Ih 5:00 
· PM Gate Terminal: Not Provided 

Airport San Diego. 

711412015 
6:15:54 

PM 

Airline United 
Flight#: Not Provided 

My wife and I traveled from Milwaukee to Denver yesterday. on Frontier Flight 357, which departed from Gate 041 at approximately 12:35 pm. We travel quite frequently by air, averaging about 50 flights per year. Accordingly. we are very familiar 
with TSA's protocols, and have been through a variety of experiences with security at America's airports. My wife and I are both retired government attorneys. 

Please be certain that we are very committed to flight safety, and appreciate the vast majority al the functions at our airports to make all al us safe. We have also traveled internationally, and have been able to compare the different levels of security in 
foreign airports. 

I have never had the occasion to express concerns to TSA aboul security, but am compelled 10 do so now, with lhe expeclation that these concerns will be considered in working to improve travelers' experiences. 

When we arrived at the sec u nty checkpoint. we cleared the Ii rst phase promptly. where we provided our boa rd i ng pass and i dent1f1cation. As we moved towards the bag and person al check. the first thing we noticed that the table lo r p I acing our shoes, 
personal items and bags was very small, possibly only about 8 feet long. This promptly caused a backup, since only two or three passengers could place their items for scanning at one time. I have never seen tables so small, even at regional airports. 

As I progressed towards the scanner, there was a pregnant passenger sitting on a chair by the scanner. I asked if she wanted toga before me, but told me she was "waiting to be patted down". I then noticed an elderly passenger ahead al the scanner 
being patted down. It took a few minutes before I noticed the pregnant passenger being patted down. She had been sitting there unattended, and I wondered why, if she was selected for enhanced screening, she was left alone and basically ignored. 
This inconvenienced her unnecessarily. 

I then went into the scanner and informed the TSA staffer that my cargo pants would probably cause the scanner screen to display same '"hat spots" I always use cargo pants ta travel and realize that the extra pockets and Velcro fasteners trigger 
these hot spots. I never have any items in my pockets, and did not yesterday. The TSA person, whose name I did not see, is a middle aged male, approximately 5 feet 10 inches, about 60 years old, wearing glasses. He told me he needed to pat me 
down. and I acknowledged th at my cargo pants pockets us ua 11 y show the yellow high Ii g hts with red borders on the sere en, He then to Id me th at he wo u Id need to pat down my groin area, and wou Id use the back of his hands, I told him I did not need a 
private screening, and assumed it would be a brief light pal down. Instead. he reached into my crolch area and firmly patted me down. During this process, his hands grazed my testicles. Of course, nothing was found. 

I then was asked to have my hands swabbed, and had no c ho1ce but to do so. I have had my hands swabbed in the past but these have been in situations where I was either "randomly" selected. or there was some other j ustifi cation. I have never 
experienced a situation where a pat down has I ed to hand swabbing without any further justification. 

Of course. I cleared the swabbing and as I was leaving the area, I noticed numerous other passengers being patted down. I also saw the pregnant passenger still being checked and inspected. Quite a wait for someone who I would consider a low 
nsk. My wife a 11 of a sudden saw a T SA person ( I assume female) going aver the breasts of another passenger rig ht outside the scanner. 

From lhis experience, I make the following observations: 

1 T SA personnel at this security che c kpornt we re u n nece ssa n ly agg re ssIve, and the settings on the sea n ne r were too sensitive. This resulted in too many passengers being se I ected and s u bJected to unneeded security checks. 
2. I question the necessity of TSA having to be so invasive in pat downs 
3. I fail to see lhe correlation between having a pat down and requiring a hand swab 
4. I am disappointed that the pregnant passenger was so inconvenienced 

Caller said she went through DCA at the TSA checkpoinl with 2 laptops. She said lhe TSO told her to put one laptop per bin through the x-ray machine. She lhen said when she was returning from STL she done the same thing and lhe TSO yelled at 
her that she was supposed to leave the laptops in her bag. She is unhappy the way the TSO yelled at her. She then proceeded ta go through the screening process at which she tald the TSO that she had a hip replacement and they subjected her to a 
pat-down. she said she do esn t le el Ii ke she was d1scri mi nated against be cause of a medical co ndItIon it was just rudeness. She said the TSO th at conducted the pat-down touch her inner th1g h very in ap prop nately and then touched her breast the same 
way. This made her feel uncomfortable and she wants to know what she can do in the future to avoid a pat-down. 

711412015 patdown 

7:37:26 
PM 

Date Time: 07 12 15 3:50pm 
Gate Tenninal: CB 
Airporl: STL 
Airline: American Eagle 
Flight# 4267 



Southwest Airlines Representative is calling witrj~(_b~)(_6~'---~Fho said he has been groped several times at LAS at the same time every time he flies. He said 11 is around 4:15-4:45pm each time he comes through. He says he has a picture of the 
pervert that groped him during a pat down. 

He says that he believes he is being sexually discriminated against. He said he is transgender and said he was wearing some panties. He said the TSO showed him the anomalies on the machine causing the pat-down in the first place. He said he 
spoke to a STSO and she told him to ask for a PSS next time he comes through the checkpoint. 

He said he already filed a civil claim and wasn t salisfied with their response. He also stated I hat I his has happened after I hat claim. He got my name and employee ID number and said he is going to tell I hem thal I didn t do anylhing if he ends up 
getting arrested because he gets groped again. He said the TSO s laugh at him when he comes through every time. He said he also applied to TSA Precheck and didn t get a card in the mail. He wants to know if he will get groped if he gets TSA 

7114/2015 Precheck. 

9:53 09 
PM 

second time this has happened. he has a picture of the perverl thal did it. leaving going through the x-ray marching 4: 15-4:45pm rang leaving out of Las Vegas . Firsl time I his happened said he got groped. He is Iransgender. He said a man did that to 
him. He said he as wearing panties. He said they showed him on the screen why they had to pat him down. groped him in one place he said he was rude to him. He feel sexually discriminated. Two police officers Caucasian and African American 
officer. Mann to Id her to ask for a PSS to avoid getting screened wrongly 

Dale Time: Not Available 
Gate Terminal: Not Available 
Airport: LAS 
Airline: Not Provided 

I tried to get further information about the flight. but the cal I er did not have it. 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

On July 13. 2015 at approximate 2:15-2:20pm I entered the TSA Pre-check line AT DENVER INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT. If you have a TSA pre-check. and have disabil1t1es of implants all PASSENGERS have rights to be cleared through secunty 
quickly and fairly. 

Before putting my items on the belt I told a female and male agent that I had implants. They offered to walk me over to the regular passenger area. I declined as I only had a shirt on and sweat pants, that I would endure a pat down. 

I have flown globally for over 38 years, and just returned from Europe travels with my family. This is my first time writing a letter with regard to a TSA Agent. 

I was in Denver for the day a11ending an evenl. 

7114/2015 
100235 ~--~ 

PM After going through the metal detector (TSA PRE CHECK)it had gone off, and kb·:,(6) I approached me. Are these your items? I responded yes. He then took me and the items to the end of the screen belt. I told!(b·•,(ffi phat I was late for a 
flight and any help to get me though lhe pat down would be helpful. I also told him I hat I had implants in hip and knees, and I hat was why I had sel off lhe meIaI detector. 

His response was that he had to state everything legally, and the process would take four minutes or less. I agreed to proceed. 

f~b_i_( 6_.:_, -~I was very rude and de m earn ng to me from the start. He started by talking very slow. He a I so very del, be rate I y kept repeating his actions. This went on lo r several minutes. When I asked why he was doing this, he would start over. 

Video will show that I was screened at least three times. He was very rough and groped my genitals. He groped my genitals twice. This has NEVER happened to me in ALL 38 years of my travel. He also stated to me that for him to complete my 
screening I would have to hold my arms up for at least 4 minutes. Which I know is an out an out LIE. If you watch the video, he's making me put my hands in the air multiple times. In which, if I didn't comply. he would start over. 

I stopped him and asked to direct me to his supervisor. If you watch the video he told me that a supervisor was busy. 



CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED 

TSA, 

I recently traveled from ORF to M HT and have a question about the passenger magnetometer. 
I have two bo I ts and a rod in my rig ht ankle and when I transited through both ORF and M HT airport security screening the magnetometer machine hig hi ig hted a ye 11 ow square over my I eft ankle. A women TS A agent was instructed to pat down my I eft 
ankle. I looked back at the picture and the left ankle had the yellow block. 

711512015 I am writing this because I am concerned that maybe the picture was reversed. If so this could be an issue. My right ankle has the hard ware in it. 

10:21:08 . . .. 
AM Thank you for loo k1 ng , nto th, s issue. 

rb,(6) 

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED 

The caller is 20 weeks pregnant and opted out of the AIT machine so she received a pat-down. The TSO was very rude and pressed down very hard on her stomach and her hips until she was brought to tears due to pain. The TSO also touched her 
private areas with the front of her hand. The caller asked to get her flip flops after everything was done and the TSO Just started yelling at her. The caller tried to get her name but she Just kept covenng her badge with her hand. She talked to the TSO s 
supervisor and all he said was Sony about that , The supervisor would not give the caller the TSO s name. 

711512015 Date Time: 7 13 2015 9:00am but delayed. Went through security at 8:00am 
1 :26: 12 Gate Tenminal: Not Provided 

PM Airport: Oakland 
Airline: So LIi hwesl 
Flight #:646 
TSO: Short lady, she had short curly hair. she was Hispanic. She was very rude, she was average in weight Middle age (Over the age of 30). 
The caller:!(b·•,(ffi !31 years old and 20 weeks pregnant. 

7115/2015 The caller stated that her daughter received a pat down when she flew out of Cincinnati, Ohio at g,30AM. She flew with Delta airlines. She stated that she is not happy about her daughter getting a pat down. Her daughter was flying with a group of 
1 :49:58 amputee children and her daughter stated that most of the other children did not get a pat down. The caller is asking why her daughter got a pat down and what the modified version of a pat down 1s for children. 

PM 



Talk to TSA 

Welcome to the TSA Contact Center on line inquiry form. Here you can submit your concerns onlrne. Simply complete and submit the form below and someone will respond to your inquiry. 

( • lndica1es a required field) 

Feedback Type• 

Stale. 

(State that airport where i nc1d e nt o ccu red is located) 

711512015 Airporl • 

2:10:30 
PM 

7115/2015 
2:1140 

PM 

( Airport where incident ace u red) 

Dale o!Travel 

Month 

Day 

Year 

Time of Travel 

Hour 

On July 11. 2015, I was sexually accosted by a TSA agent during what should have been a routine pat down. The agent's name as it was told to me is [Eill an African American woman with her hair in a natural style. I was in lane 7 at approximately 
11 :08 a.m .. at JFK airport. I asked for a badge number and a last name and was told I could not have any of that information. 
During the pat down she violently put her open hand between my legs and roughly hit my vagina, I asked her did she have to touch my vagina to do a pat down (I used a more explicit word) and her response to me was "don't think this is the best part of 
my job". She then sent me to get my hands swabbed and I told both of the female agents lhat she touched my vagina. Neilher really had a response. I asked the one swabbing my hand if she too would need to touch my vagina and she replied, "I will 
not touch you ma·am", I said thank you. 
I went to the T SA desk th at I saw and reported my issue. I was Ire ated horribly. The male agent just told me not to curse and he could not have ca red I e ss about what I was saying. He took my (mi nor) daughter and my bo ardrng pass and wrote our 
names down. I asked him why he needed to take my information down and he said because before I filed a complaint there would be an investigation. Which made no sense to me because he didn't write down anything I said only our names and asked 
me for a contact number. He gave me a "TSA Customer Commenl Card" 10 fill oul and I lold him I would not leave it with him because I didn'I believe it would be delivered 10 lhe proper authorilies. I did nol get his name because I was so upsel. 
I have been patted down at many airports but no one has ever touched my vagina. I felt humiliated and doubly victimized by the male TSA agent I spoke with at the desk because he entirely dismissed me. All he cared about was my choice of words. 
Nothing else. I asked him if I could see the supervisor and again I was dismissed. 
When I walked away from the desk to retrieve my items and put on my shoes I began to cry. I looked at my daughter whose eyes filled with water. I had to pull it together because I didn't want to ruin her trip. You see, I was not flying that day. My 
daughter was. I was just going to sit wilh her until her flight time. 
Being sexually assaulted at the airport by a TSA agent should not be the norm. 
It took me days to wnte this email because I have been absolutely upset. I am still extremely upset and outraged. E!:Je? 



711512015 
2:11:45 

PM 

I am writing this on behalf of my wife~kb_·~1(_6~)---~ 

This morning Wednesday. July 15, 2015 at approximately 10AM, I checked in my wife!(b)(6) ! Curll Side at Southwest Airlines, Philadelphia International Airport for a Dallas Bound Flight (Flight Number 178) to visit her Grandchildren. 
My wife suffers from a Traumatic Brain Injury and is on Federal Disability, so when she travels, a pre Arraigned Wheel Chair is always ordered during the booking of the flight. 

The whee I chair arrived curbside within minutes of her baggage ch eek in and my wife was seated and ta ken by the le male attendant, When I arrived home I had received a text from my wife that the T SA asked her to stand up out of the whee I. p I ace 
her arms out and over her head for the wand. This immediately caused sever shaking as my wife has imbalance issues. My wife explained she had a medical issue thal caused the shaking, she was told she had failed and had 10 be examined further. 
My wife was embarrassed about the shaking in front of everyone and requested the pat down be done in private. Her request was accommodated. During the private room pat down my wife continued to shake and asked them to stop and allow the 
shaking to subside. they continued anyway and al lowed her to ho Id on to the wal I and eventua 11 y re I eased her. 

I value airline safety and the tough Job the TSA 1s doing.. however, I am confused why the TSA would make a person in a wheel chair stand in the first place as this 1s the first time she was made to do so. and what can we do with medical 
documentation to avoid any future events like this. 

In addition: my Wife also has TSA Pre Check credentials. 

Sincerely 

Moorestown. NJ 08057 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 7115/2015 8:10:50 PM trportt,,DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel 07/08/2015 12:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: American flight 1242 to DFW 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport· West terminal TSA Employee: (If Known): First name wasllliRfil:;omment (b)(6 as extremely disrespectful towards me. I did not hear him tell me to wait alter going through the body scanner so I kept walking. He 
grabbed my arm to pull me back so thal I could wait 10 receive a pat down( none of which was explained 10 me) and he got close to my face and said&quot: what part of continue to wait did you not understand?, Sometimes I think I must not be 

711512015 speaking English&quot: I found this threatening and scary to be honest. I just didn't hear him. Someone like this should not work with people. He needs to be counseled on his actions. I did speak to a supervisor in the airport to let her know about the 
9:03:59 incident. 

PM Would you like a res onse? · True 

Passenger's Nam,-,-'-e"""b"'l"'(6""·.,'---.--' 
Phone Number 1h·11fi1 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

7116/2015 The caller flew from Baltimore MD to Miami on American airlines and got the SSSS on his boarding pass and wanted to know why. He said he was pulled aside for a Patdown in the public and was not happy about it. Said TSA did not explain why he 
10:01 :33 needed an additional screening and did not offer him a private patdown. 

AM 
Caller departed from Boise this morning and he informed the screeners he had two osto'."y bag~ on him and thy conducted a very through lengthy pat d~wn and h_e was held up for quite some time. He said he never has to spend.that lon1_ for screening 
and he will not have time for that Monday and when he flies back through and he would like to pick his headphones up then that were left at the checkpoint. He said the TSO s should remember him because he asked the TSO f h ·,1R 1 1/ he would 
like to just see the ostomy bags instead of feeling the seams of his pants for so long. He did not wish to file a disability related complaint. 

Mishandling RFI 
711612015 REASON for the call: 
10:35:29 Date Time: 07 16 15 Departed at 6: 15AM 

AM Gate Terminal: Gate 11 
Airport: B01 
Airline:UA 
Flight #:833 
Missing Damaged ilem descriplion: Mo1orola hard plastic band that holds them on and the ear buds are retractable inserts. They are black in color and may have some silver. He said it was agentkbl(m 
trainee with him. 

~hat conducted his screening and he had a 



The ca 11 er flew out of E WR. The ca 11 er is very angry. The ca 11 er stated that the ofli cer would not a I low her to touch the I aptop. The I aptop was p I aced on top of the bins and the I a plop le 11 off the top of the bm s at the security checkpoint. The ca 11 er 
stated that the officer was rude and wouldn t allow her to secure her laptop, She stated that she attempted to advised the officer that her laptop was going to fall off the bins but the officer was very rude to her. 

REASON far the call: Broken laptop rude screener inappropriate patdown 
Date Time: 7 16 15 2 05PM 
Gate Terminal: United terminal Line closest the 
Airporl: EWR 
Airline: United 

711612015 Flight# 607 
2:06:25 Bag tag# ( 1 0digit N A 

PM Bag Description: N A 
Missing Damaged item description: The caller had a broken laptop. 
NOi: NA 
Special Notes: The officers name LTSO~!(~b~l(~6~i ___ _.ras the person who dropped her laptop. Supervisor is!._(b_ .• ""1(6_.'-I __ _. 

The caller also stated that she had a very bad experience with the patdown. She stated that the patdown was very inappropriate. She opted out of the AIT and the person who stacked her computer on top of the bins peiformed the patdown. 

She was a I so angry because the s u pe rvi so r would not a 11 ow her to write down the name of the off ce r th at screened her, 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: ._kb~·•""' ( 6_."'"I _ __,!has cancer and a p amfu I area around her abdominal area th at cant be touched. 

lncidenl DetJils: Caller said she was jusl subjected 10 lhe most horrific, embarrassing pal-down of her life al PHL. She said she noticeably has cancer and has a very sensitive area in her abdominal area that is very painful when touched. She said they 
screened her with the AIT machine and after 3 minutes she had to put her arms down and they subjected her to a pat-down. She said that they pulled her to a private room and screened her using a more extensive pat-down. She said the TSO used 
excessive force in a s ens1t1ve area on her abdomen after she to Id them to be gentle m her abdomen a re a causing her to scream out m pain. 

711612015 She said lhen the STSO i!b)(ff•, !STSOJ came over and lold her she was a angry and biller person and told her off. She said she lried to explain and the STSO kept cutting her off and told her how bitter and angry she was. She feels like this level of 

2:17:58 discrimination was due to her medical condition. She then said a Federal Agent came over and cleared her from screening and was very nice. 

PM 
Date Time: 07 16 15 1 :45pm 
Gate Terminal: Terminal F; 
Airport PHL 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight #:4756 

Call Reason: Caller says that she just went through LAX screening and did not beep the device or anything, but was still told to step in the back by a lady TSO and given a pat down. She states that she is wearing a long skirt and is 72 and the TSO 
had her spread eagle and then pul her hands up 10 her panties. Call says that she felt violated. 

Date Time: 7 16 3:15 pm 
711612015 Gate Terminal: 75B 

4:44:43 Airporl: LAX to Houston 
PM Airline: United airlines 

Flight# 1143 
TSO: female around 5 5 and around 150 pounds TSO (says that she does not remember what she looked like) 

The caller had a flight on 7 16 15 and she is in a wheelchair. She had a PSS with her at the airport who carTied her luggage and oxygen concentrator. She ended up having to have a pat down and when she turned around her oxygen tank was no longer 
behind her and when she asked for ii the TSO said I hey had 10 finish screening her and then they would look for it. Upon finishing her pat down, the TSO looked for it and said he couldn t find ii and didn t know where it went. She has already called the 
lost and found. She is very upset it is 3000$ and it is hard for her to breathe without it. 

7116/2015 
S:2S:S4 Date Tirne ofTravel: July 12th, 2015 7:05AM 

PM Gate Terminal: 4 
Airport Miami International 
Airline: American Airlines 
Flight#: 124 
Missing Damaged Item Description: The case was dark green with orange on it. The Oxygen Concentrator ii self was a dark grey with lighl blue ($3350). 
The caller is a global entry member, has obtained a RCN. receives PreCheck, and is a gold premium member with American Airline. On his previous flight, he had trouble rintin his boarding pass at home, but he was able to do so at the airport. 

711612015 However, the boarding pass had ssss on 11, because of this. the TSOs gave him additional screening. The caller stated that he received a very aggressive patdown (b)(m is concerned that this will continue to happen each time he flies. 
5:29:24 

PM The caller staled thal he booked his flighl through his work website, and his informalion has been the exact same for years. 



Caller recently traveled with her son and had a bad expe nence at seve ra I checkpoints. 

At Minneapolis St Paul on June 13-2015 6:30pm caller had one through security and was told her son did nol have to go lhrough the AIT. He proceeded lhrough the metal de1ec1or and retrieved his belongings. She proceeded through lhe AIT and 
7116/2015 received a pat down. why she received a pat down. TScf:l:ill£[J refused to answer. A supervisor was called to the checkpoint to conduct the pat down. All other passengers were treated with respect by TSO 
9:40 14 !(b 1(6) ! 

PM 
Caller was !raveling lhrough the George Bush International Airport June 27-2015 1200pm. As caller was proceeding through the checkpoinl her son was direcled to go through lhe AIT and lhe caller was direcled through the metal detector. Her son was 
p~lled out of line rd a p!t dow~ was peiformed. A TSO named!(b-·1(6') !was present and when caller asked why her son was b~ing patted down (b)(ffl _at in her face and stated You will not yell at me today. Your son must receive a pat down or you 
will not fiy today . (b 1(6, then directed caller to gather her stuff and proceed through the checkpoint. Caller was upset and admits to yelling at the TSO h ·,IR, 
Ca Iler has a comp I a int. Every time she flies out of Tam pa airport she gets a patd own. She stated that T PA is the only airport that this happens at. She wou Id Ii ke to know why this happens. 

Date Time: 07 07 2015 1 pm 

711712015 G_ate Terminal: 34 

S:sg 25 Airport TPA 
AM Airline: Soulhwesl 

Flight#: Not Known 

She inquired about Redress. 

DearTSA, 

First of a 11 I tried to submit this conce m vi a your res pons e page only to receive a message that your site was una b I e to load or something Ii ke th at, 

My 16 year old so~1h·11R··, Was traveling by himself for the first time to study aboard through the program titled Council on International Educational Exchange (CIEE) to Toulouse, France. When he returned through Chicago 
International and went through the domestic secunty procedure they told him he was on a "Security Watch List". They then proceeded to give him a thorough pat down. 

He traveled back from France on July 11th. His flight from Chicago 10 San Francisco was United 633 leaving at 5:00 PM from Terminal 1. My son said his passport "beeped" or something when he s1arted to go lhrough domestic security 10 board his 
United flight in Chicago. 

I fail to understand how he could be on any ·security Watch List", I served as a Marine in Vietnam in 1967, my lather served in the Navy in the Pacific Theater in WWII. I have nephew currently serving in the Air Force. I would like a response to this 
email to justify my son being on a "Securily Watch List". He is named after Chief lili@D my grandmother is from lhe Wind River Reservation, His middle name is Japanese after his great grand father, his Japanese American grandfather served in 
the Army during WWII. I am enrolled in the White Earth Ojibwe Tribe of Minnesota. As you know American Indians serve this country at a rate far exceeding their population. Again. I expect a clear explanation of why my son was told he was on a 

711712015 "Secunty Watch List" 
12:27:19 

PM Respectfully, 

l(b)(61 

Marina, CA 93933 

HYPERLINK ~l(b_l_(6_, _________________ ~ 

The caller stated her husband went through JFK. She said he was sexual assaulted. She told me there were lour S on his boarding pass. The caller stated they touched his area in front of people. She said he was denied to go in a private area when he 
asked. The caller said they lei him pass mulliple limes through lhe scanner. The TSO did not offer him a privale paldown they stated. She wanted to know if lhe security was raised since the a11ack that happened. The caller wanled to know if there was 
a way to prevent this in the future. 

7117/2015 
S:13:20 Date Time of Travel: 7 17 15 departed at 730 am happened about 715 am 

PM Gate Terminal: Gate 32 Terminal 8 American Airlines 
Airport: JFK 
Airline: American Airlines 
Flight# 4247 



I was traveling from San Diego to Seattle on Thursday, July 16. 2015 on Southwest Airlines and when through security screening at approximately 11 :30am. I chose to have a pat-down rather than go through the xray machine. It took 18 minutes to get 

711712015 a woman security person to pat me down. I had to ask 4 times to request the pat-down so I could get to my plane. After 15 minutes I was very stressed and frustrated and said I would go through the xray machine because I needed to get to my gate. 

6 _09 _25 The screener said I could not since I had opted oul. Finally I stopped a woman securily person myself and asked her to pat me down soi could get 10 my gate. She agreed, completed ii and I lhen told the supervisor on duty lhe issue and delay. It was 
· PM totally unreasonable to have to wait that long. 

fb,(61 I 
D,sabd,ty Description: Caller wants to file a disability related complaint. 

711812015 
9:31:02 

AM 

7118/2015 
12:19:08 

PM 

Incident Detai Is: Ca 11 er is at Ori a ndo I nte mati on al airport and they had an issue going through security. The re a re 2 peop I e with them th at have insulin pumps and they we re not ab I e to go through either of the ma chin es be cause of 11. The re was a male 
officer his name i sf b ::, ( 6) !hat lo reed her la mi ly member to go through the A IT, They had repeatedly asked him lo r a p atdown be ca use the doctor told her that she could n t go through any sere en i ng machine, kb) ( ff:, !was the 
Supervisor at lhe checkpoint and did nol assist at all, she ac1ually told them that there was no complaint process for them to file. She staled if the insulin pump messes up because of lhis officer that will be a huge issue for them. 

Date Time: 7 18 15 departure time 10:35am to Baltimore. They were going through screening around 8:30 am-g:ooam 
Gate Temninal: Line 6 5 going to Gate A 120 
Airporl: MCO 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight# 2083 

He said he has a complaint. He said he and his fiancee,kb)(ff:, ! flew on Thursday and she lost her ID earlier that day but she was able to fly. He said she feels like she was violated due to the patdown. He said they do not have the Officers 
name and I hat they were trying to get on the flight. He said she did not ask for a supervisor but she was upset afterwards. He asked how to reach the CSM al the airport. 

Mishandling RFI 

REASON for lhe call:Patdown Complainl 
Date Time:07-16-15 at 1:05 pm 
Gate\ Term i na I: unknown 
Airport:Burbank 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight #:685 

I passed through security al MCO Jel Blue Airlines, flight 1294 to Westchester County, NY HPO at about 6:30 PM on July 17, 2015 in the expedited check-in line .. I had a pet carrier with a 3 month old kitlen in it. I flew to Florida to pick him up, and 
then flew right back to NY. My hands were swiped as I expected. but the absurdity is what followed. They claimed that I tested positive for residue of explosives, and repeatedly asked me who I was traveling with. I feel I was singled out because I had 
been flying alone on a round tnp on the same day, and that in fact NO residue was found on my hands at all. I was not shown any evidence of a pos1t1ve test, but I was then taken to a private room for a pat down. Oddly enough, this came a day after a 

711812015 terrorist was able to murder five American soldiers and he was not picked up as being a threat by any of our security agencies, but a law abiding citizen such as myself was. I want to file a complaint about this incident, and let you know how much I 

1 ,09, 19 resented the way I was lreated. Wilh no proof of a posilive 1es1 shown to me, I feel this search was capricious and deliberate. 

PM 

7118/2015 
4:0712 

PM 

Yonkers, Ny 10/10 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt1on: The cal I er has a colostomy and urostomy. 

lncidenl Details: The caller was flying frgm Mr and she went through lhe AIT machine which alarmed. She then received ETD sampling of her hands, and underwenl a patdown. However, she was pulled out of line by the TSO, and informed thal she 
had to expose the ostomy. fb.1(6) nformed the TSO that she did not have to do this according to TSA regulations. However, the TSO demanded that she go to a private screening area where she was to expose the ostomy. tlllLJ 

!I h ·1 / r;-·, !indicated that she was extremely embarrassed. as this has never happened before. She always complies with the orders of the sere eners. and always undergoes the A IT. ETD testing. and a patdown; she has no issue with these 
practices. However. she does not want to expose her ostomy, and believes that she was discriminated against. 

She requested that a copy of the screening procedures be sent to her e-mail address. 

Date and Time of Flight: July 18. 2015 
Departure Airport: MCI 
Gate Terminal: Terminal B: Gate 41 
Airline: Southwest Airlines 
Flight Number: 1109 
Time of Incident: Around 3:00 PM 
Description of TSO: A heavyset, Caucasian female TSO with darker hair and glasses; she was a little older than middle age. 



711812015 
6:57:55 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Name:._(b""· .. 1(-t,:--,..,..,,.,..---~----, 
Email Address: 
Phone Numberc.,,.,__.,.,;,----,-----' 

Address:""h"'·""·,1'-'R-'-·1 ___ __, 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 

Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N at,ona Ii ty? no 
Gender? yes 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Cape Girardeau Regional Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 

Caller is 62 years of age and he fiew oul of Knoxville TN on Wednesday and while at lhe TSA checkpoint the screener swiped his hands for 1race explosives. The machine sel of an alarm and the officer yelled it loud enough for everyone to hear. Caller 
was then sent to the supervisor where he received a pat down and additional screening. This did not upset him he was just scared. The officer then retuned and told him that it was the soap that set it off. He was told that both Lubriderm and Neutrogena 
soap would set it off. and to not wash his hands before going to the airport. 

711912015 Date Time: 7 15 2015 11 :30 AM 
2:00:4 7 Gate Terminal: N A 

PM Airport A Ii gent 
Airline:Knoxville 
Flight#: 951 



712012015 
8:37:01 

AM 

DearTSA, 

I would like to express my disregard with the TSA officers in San Juan. Puerto Rico airport. On Saturday. July 18, 20151 was traveling with my family from San Juan to Houston (Hobby airport). Contrary to what is in the TSAwebsite. the TSA officers m 
San Juan separated myself from my wife and 3 year old son for approximately 10 minutes. What follows is a brief synopsis of the situation: As ordered by TSA officers I stood behind the checkpoint line as my wile, son, and all our belongings crossed 
to the other end. This was a ralher stressful situation because any of our belongings or even our son could have been lost on such a busy day at San Juan airport. Thanks 10 God nolhing of the sort happened. 

The TSA website clearly states that your AIT is completely voluntary. However, lhe TSA officer at San Juan repeatedly forced me 10 use the AIT, and I was only allowed to forgo it after I demanded the pat down lhree times. Eventually, after my 
insistence, they gave me the pat down, but this in turn caused me to wait for an over extended period of time: despite them knowing I was traveling with my family and my wife needed help with our belongings and Son. 

? 

Lastly, I want to say that of all the airports I have been to. and of those that use AIT. TSA officers have never mentioned that AIT is optional and there is a lack of signs stating AIT is optional. Were these signs available I believe misunderstandings like 
the kind I recently experienced cou Id have be en easily avoided or qui ck ly expedited. As a frequent flyer I try my best to stay up to date with reg ula ti on s and be as com pliant as po ssi bl e with your office rs which is why, it is of great concern to me when 
I'm presented wilh situations conlrary to information found on your official websile. Traveling as it is can be hectic, stressful, and filled with unexpected circumstances lherefore I would kindly appreciate it that ill-prepared employees not be added to the 
mix. 

Thank you for your time and consideration, 

fb)(61 

REASON for lhe call: Caller flew from DTW to Amsterdam on Delta airlines. He said that he was selected for TSA PreCheck and he has had a hip replacemenl. He said that he did nol inform the officer until he was already being funneled to the 
WTMD about the hip. When he told the officer he said I wish you would have told me sooner. So he sends him back to be rescreened and he had to have a patdown as well. During the patdown the officer asked him if he had anything in his right back 
pocket and he told the officer no. He said that the officer did not patdown his back pocket area and he feels there was a lapse in security. He said that he could have lied and taken something like explosives through in his back pocket and since the 
officer did not check it. He said that he did not have anything but he was concerned because ii that happens every time someone could get through with something prohibited. He said that he just wanted to report this because it was alanming to him 
and he hopes this does nol put him on any list that would cause him issues when flying. 
Date Time: 07 06 2015 01 :DO pm 
Gate Tenminal: International terminal 

712012015 Airport: DTW 
8:59:02 Airline: Delta 

AM Flight#: DL 132 
Bag tag# ( 1 0d1git: NA 
Bag Description: NA 
Missing Damaged ilem descriplion: NA 
NOl:NA 

Special Notes: 



REASON lo r the ca 11: H 1s wife s name on the boarding pass indicated her married name and her Ii ce n se indicates her maiden name. She presented her ma rri age Ii cense. i nsu ran ce card. and credit ca rd that indicated that her m arned name. The 
document checker indicated that he had to obtain a supervisor. The supervisor made a comment that his lunch. His wife received a patdown by a female TSO along with four male TSOs. His wife s waist was tested for explosive material, The female 
TSO pul her hand up on his wife s shirl and down her pants. This occurred in front of her daughter. 

He indicated th at they did not have issue associated with the di sere pa ncy with the name when departing from L GA on 7 11 and from IAH 7 on 19 1 5 (The United flight boa rd i ng at 1 : 30 and departed at 2 pm. 

7120/2015 He asked if I could call his wife to obtain a description of the supervisor and TSO. 
100815 

AM Date Time: 7 19 15 6:45pm 
Gate Terminal: Gate 43 
Airporl: DCA 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight# 2155 

The caller is wanting to file a complaint against TSA workerst:iill:fil l!(b·:,(61 U1h1/R I I The caller 1s at O Hair Airport and her bag was tagged because they thought she had a bottle of liquid in it but it was a tube of toothpaste. They took 
her to another room to do a patdown and she told them it was unnecessary. The caller said the patdown was very excessive over a tube of toothpaste and the screeners were very rude about it. 

Date Time: 7.20.15 12:00 pm 
712012015 Gate Terminal: Terminal: 1 Gate: C29 
12:02:53 

PM 
Airport: 0 Hare Airport 
Airline: United Airline 
Flight#: 2008 

I'm sending this to your email address because neilher the on-line nor downloadable "talk to TSA" forms will let you submit information and keep saying lhey'II be on-line "soon." Well, it's been a week of 1rying, so I really hope you can take the lime to 
read and respond to this. 

On Saturday, July 11, 2015. my husband and I were traveling through O'Hare befween a flight from Germany and a flight to Denver. We were late for a connection due to United baggage delays and when we arrived at Security #3 (where TSA told us 
to go for fas1er service) we were told thal I had been selected for a special screening. This seemed odd 10 me given thal I'm a paying member of the CLEAR program but TSA wasn't talking to us or concerned wilh our flight issues so they took my 
boarding pass and let my husband go to the gate to try to see if the plane might be delayed. I was groped in my pants (front and back). breasts, groin, etc. and all my belongings dumped out. The TSA personnel then "discovered'" that the person they 
were supposed to screen was not me but was my husband. So. they accompanied me to the gate and proceeded to do the same in-depth groping and dumping out of belongings at the gate for United flight 459 in front of anyone and everyone walking 
by. Then they decided that somehow wasn't enough and marched him back to the original security line (2 terminals away) where they did the same search without the presence of any new personnel. 01 course, we were not able to depart O'Hare and 
were left to work wilh Uniled to try to get anolher flight oul. We were 1reated very rudely and there was not even an apology for the repeated and public really thorough and needless searching of me and my husband. This was horribly offensive and 

712012015 showed that TSA couldn't even be bothered to figure out WHO they were supposed to be searching or to then figure out HOW to fix their mistake or to explain WHY it happened or help us or apologize to us for repeated public humiliation (TSA kept 
12: 17:31 saying this was somehow our fault) and missing our flight. Really really shameful. 

PM 
And YES I would like a response 10 know how this can happen and how there is no procedure to make sure I hat you know which person 10 screen (apparently holding a boarding pass and passport with photo is not enough) and what to do if you make a 
mistake. 

I would very much appreciate knowing that the people on duty who did this have been disciplined or at least told that an apology when you humiliate people and unreasonably make them miss their plane could really go a long way. I am also concerned 
that they are so cavalier in selling people up for public groping and dumping oul of their belongings thal they don't even bother to check lhe name and ID for the person that has supposedly been randomly selecled. Your system broke down horribly. I 
wouldn't want anyone else to e, pe ri e nee what we did. 

This is my email - HYPERLINK ~!(b_·~1(_6_) ____________________ ~~y name is ~kb_·:~i(6_·~1 -~~ you can find me in the CLEAR program. too, of course. 

REASON lo r the ca 11: Ca 11 er had a negative e,peri ence at DEN and she arrived an hour early lo r screening. Her son 1s a type one diabetic. and she removed her sons medically necessary 1te ms lo rm the bag. Her son got a pat down and other items 
were all screened as well. He normally gets screened by wand. he had insulin and needles and water and juice. She said that they were unable to screen him and she had to wait for someone else to screen him. She was told to wait for 10 to 15 
minutes. His bag was left on he olher side of the check poinl. They checked his for 30 to 35 minutes. She ended up missing his flight. She had to book another flight. She said thal the line was long. She was told by a female TSO that she should 
have fed her child before she got in the line. She was working at the front of the line. She was an older lady with white hair. There was a male TSO that she kept telling that she was going be late and he said she have arrived earlier. When she flies 

712012015 out of DFW this not an issue. 

1.2913 Date Time: 7-19-2015 at 3:20 PM 
· PM Gate Terminal: It was lhe second one tot he left. A31 

Airport DEN 
Airline: Sp int on the missed flight and she ended up flying with American later. 
Flight#: 116 



712012015 
6:13:33 

PM 

7120/2015 
6:13:48 

PM 

I was at LAX today around 12pm PST at United terminal 7 pre-check. I was randomly selected by the metal detector for additional screening - which I did the opt-out for the pat down as I've done many times before. Here were my observations: 

1. There was a significant delay in waiting for the pat down of approx 1 O mins. 
2. During that time I lost sight of my belongings on the conveyer belt. A random TSA agent moved my belongings to another area outside of view without asking - while I was waiting for someone to get me for the patdown. This was the most worrying 
aspect. How am , suppose to attest to the contents of my belongings if I cannot account for it for a period of time? 
3. The TSA person conducting the patdown was professional and actually did it exactly by the book - which is rare. He must have been new. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Other: D1sab1lity or Medical Condition Current Date/Time : 7/2012015 4 01 09 PM Airport FLL - Ft Lauderdale-Hollywood International Date/Time of Travel 07120/2015 2 00 PM A1rt1ne & Flight Number Delta Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
· Main Checkpoint far West side TSA Employee: (II Known) Jh··,1rr1 !Comment Im a pilot &amp, travel nearly weekly While travel1n as a c1v1l1an I requested that my med1c1nes not be radiated In doing so I also opted out 
understanding I would be patted down. The TSA was quite unorganized, however after 10 min of waiting al the pre-screening point, the Supervisor (b)(ffl asked~to help me - as 10 min prior I indicaled thal my flight was leaving soon. Ms. 
mid not follow her supervisors instructions &amp: tnqk. a•.otber p~ssenger (who had not been waiting) instead. I made~aware of what happened &amp; she corrected the situation. I again indicated that my flight was leaving soon. A 
gentleman screened my belongings &amp: passed them¥b.i(6.:1 f_;,as treating me disrespectfully &amp: with no courtesy. While patting me down she repetively touched my groin area &amp: I stated that touchrn me on m vagina was not 
necessary, She stopped the pat down &amp: refused to comp I ete it, however she hung a round to make sure that I would not be processed qui ck ly, Another woman took aver - who a I so touched my vagina area, b) ( ff:1 was present &amp: I 
indicated to him that it is not necessary for me 10 ne touched there. He said, &quot:Lel her finish&quot: &amp: threatened me to be escorted out of lhe airpor1. While being patted down for lhe second time I again ,n ,ca e needed 10 gel to my flight. 
The gentleman who cleared my items was not present, so they would not release them to me, &amp: they insisted on processing them a second time. I stated tq(bH6) !that if I miss my flight he will be responsible. They took their time to 
process my items for the second 11 me &amp: I indicated tofh:1 ( 6) I that given that a T SA agent had a I ready cleared my ,te ms and that they we re co nti nu i ng to delay me was una cce pta bl el( b ·:1 ( 6) ru rthe r threatened me. when I Ii na 11 y 
completely the process. 30 min later,kb··11m ~etained me &amp: stated he would ne filing a report. I indicated that I had been compliant to all of his instructions, so there was nothing to file. I ran the 100 feet to my gate &amp: the plane had 
already been dispalched and the gate closed. I missed my flight &amp: was connecting internationally. Not only did the TSA cost me monetarily, but lhey had no regard for human rights. I understand the US Constitution is no longer upheld by the 
current government, but I should never be harrassed when compliant to the extreme confinements which the citizens of this country have been imprisoned to without consent. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Numb er : 000-000-0000 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller said yesterday she was on a flight from E WR to Toronto. She said when she went through the scanner 11 detected an anomaly. She said she has a bl add er Vagina mesh on her person. She said they then subjected her to a p atdown of her private 
area. 

712012015 . 
9 . 36 ,35 Date Time: 07 19 15 7:55pm 

· PM Gate Terminal: Gate B51 
Airporl: EWR 
Airline: Parter airlines 
Flight #142 

The caller recently 1raveled and every time she travels she gets a paldown and she always gels an NOi in her bag along wilh issues with her checked baggage. This parlicular lrip, one of her small travel bags was covered with a thick white liquid that 
reminded her of bodily fluids. however, she does not want a claims form. Her other issue is that when she was subject to a patdown during this same flight they had to patdown her breasts. She had a hip replacement and she thinks that is part of the 
reason she is always subJect to patdowns. However, dunng this trip it was her breasts they palled down. The female TSO did it in front of everyone and she used the front of her hands which made her feel violated. She 1s upset because she 1s given a 
hard time every time she flies. 

Also although it does not pertain to this incident, she flew a few years ago and they had to do a patdown of her hip. During this patdown the woman stuck her hands down her pants and went all the way around. Again this was in front of everyone. Again 
712112015 this incident did not happen during the trip I have recorded information for in this record, 11 was a few years ago. 
11:49:35 

AM 

Date Time of Travel: 07 152015 9:30am 
Gate Terminal: Terminal: A 
Airporl: TPA 
Airline: Frontier 
Fl1qht #: Not Provided 



Caller said she had a paper copy of drive rs Ii cense. She al so said that she had other ap prop ri ate forms of ID but was never asked. She said that she has cancer and that may be the medicine in her body caused for a I a rm. She was a bru ptl y pu 11 ed to the 
side. her baggage comp I ete ly searched and was given add it ion a I screenings, During her screenings her husband wasn t a I lowed to acoom pa ny her during this process, Husband was told to stand back from a di sta nee during the patdown, She said that 
additional screenings lasled about 30 minutes and that she fell very uncomfortable during lhe whole process. She stated I hat she told I hat her ID s didn I match and that was cause of I his process. 

Date Time: July 19th 10:00 PM 

712112015 Gate Terminal: Gate 42 1erminal 1 

4:13:22 Airport San Francisco 
Airline: Delta 

PM 

7121/2015 
5:0045 

PM 

Flight#; 806 

Disability Description; The callers mother has a mobility impairment. 

Incident Details: Caller is calling an behalf al her mother. She sent in a description of the problem several days ago but she said TSA required more information. She said she tried a second time ta send the information and last it due to email 
comp Ii cations. 

Siluation: 
On 07 03 15 early in the morning at 5:30am at JFK to board a Delta 439 flight leaving to Seattle. It was at Terminal 4 Gate B26. Callers mother was in a wheelchair. her mobility is short term she gets tired but can stand. When callers mother got to the 
TSA checkpoint she said they asked her to stand in the AIT machine and then subjected her to a patdown. She said it was a very rough pat-down and the TSO slapped her on the back. When the callers mother told her the patdown was painful the TSO 
began to laugh. Caller said this was extremely Outrageous. She said her mother is 85 years old and very frail, She said she believes she was discriminated against due to her disabilities. 

Date Time:07 03 15 5:30am 
Gate Terminal: Terminal 4 Gate B26 
Airport JFK 
Airline: Delta 
Flight#; 439 

She said that she wanted directions (via email) on how she could submit a complaint via postal mail. 

Caller is calling on behalf of his wife, he stated that one al our agents took his wife s keys and never gave them back to her after a patdown. 

Date and time of travel: July 20th, 6:00P.M, 
Gate or Terminal: NA 

7121120 15 Airport LAX 
5:13:52 Airline: Delta 

PM Flight#; NA 

~kb_-~1(_6~)-~~oak the call: The caller was upset because of missing keys. He was very rude. 

He did n t want to pro vi de any oonta ct info rma ti on. 



712112015 
8:08:31 

PM 

From;kb1(6) 
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2015 7:44 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject Letter of Complaint - TSA at SMF on April 11. 2015 

Dear Mr. Hudson: 
As per your request and based upon our te I e phone conve rsatIon tad ay regarding my negative experience with T SA at the Sacramento I nternatIona I Airport I SM F) on Saturday. Apri I 11, 2015. please find attached my I ette r of complaint to Kimberly Si ro, 
who, as I stated , never responded to my correspondence. 

Also, as stated, neither did the Customer Suppa rt Manager far TSA at SM F. James Smith, with whom I also had a negative telephone encounter on April 15, 2015 and who, upon request, promised to apprise me of the disposition of the matter 
In a subsequent correspondence, I will also forward my email to Tonya Sibley of TSA s Ombudsman s office regarding my more recent encounter with TSA on Sunday, July 12, 2015. 
Should you have additional questions. please do not hesitate to contact me via email ar al(b)(ff:, I 
Many thanks. 
Sincerely, 

fbi(61 

Attachment 

Kimberly Siro 
TSA Federal Security Director 
4540 Duckho m Drive .. Suite 20 0 
Sacra me nlo, CA 95834-0255 
Dear Ms. Siro: 
Just this afternoon, I had a very disquieting telephone conversation with your Customer Support Manager, James Smith that has unfortunately provided me with all the more reasons why I should write to you about a recent encounter with the TSA 
agents at the Sacramento I nte mat ion a I Airport, 
I am a Black Lalina woman. This information is of relevance because al first glance the siluation I hat I am about to describe has all the makings of racial profiling owing to the disproportionate number of problems I hat especially Black women have 
experienced with the TSA. And, while I travel frequently in my civilian capacity, this is only my second time going through the Sacramento International Airport. Both times, I have done so for the purpose of military duty as a reserve officer - first, while 

A TSA agent was seen withholding an American rights 10 film the pat down process. He denied a standard video capture clearly aulhorized by TSA listed on the TSA website. This is a violation of American civil rights. See here: 
712212015..,..,...,., _______________ _, 

10 17 16 ""b"'"l""(6'""1 _____________ __, 
AM 

(b)(61 
I still have not heard back. 

I didn't have a problem with a pat down. I didn't have a issue with being pulled aside. I have never complained about TSA because it is your jab to do that. Sweet. But this time it has gone WAY too far this time. I am thoroughly unamused with this. This 
is completely unacceptable. I brought back cookies from my grandpa and they are crushed and there are crumbs EVERYWHERE in my bag. All of my nicely packed items are EVERYWHERE. I have traveled at least once eve month or two and this 
is insane. There is e-cig juice all over my clothes. Probably ruining some shirts and pants. Is this normal? I would like to talk to someone about this. I flew from Dickinson to Minneapolis on 711212015 at 11 :15 am. Airport DIK. ID 1h·I1f";"I My cell phone is 

71221201~fbi(ff, I 
12:04:01 

PM 

Information Technology 



Good momi ng. 

I tried to file I his complain! via the web site, however, I ve been receiving this error for days now each time I click submil: 

The OHS web content platform is currently unavailable. Our systems should be back up shortly. Please come back and check again soon. 

This occurred around 5:45 am on 20 July at FLL, al the security checkpoint nearesl gate 86 as we atlempled to get 10 Southwest flight 4107. 

712212015 My daughter, age 12. was forced to go through the MMWR scanner and then given a pat-down when her necklace tnggered the radar. I was under the impression that children weren t too be exposed to MMWR scans because they re not fully 

12.04 .48 developed and more susceptible to damage from the radar. Furthermore, I was not consulted prior to the pat-down or notified that she failed screening. Specifically. on the TSA Web site, it says that children should be allowed multiple passes through 
·PM. the X-ray scanner 10 clear alarms, but she was given a pal-down instead. 

Shortly thereafter when I approached the screeners to tell them that I thought someone stole my laptop, he told me I shouldn t have walked away with it. as though it was my fault. As It turned out. they had removed my laptop from the bin and taken it 
away without notifying me at all to run additional tests. Its my work laptop, so I d panicked. 

I travel several times yearly; I ve never had issues before now. I understand this is the exception and not the rule. Thank you for taking the time to read this. If possible, I d like some feedback on this. 

Thanks! 

~ 
I refuse to take "it was shaken on the plane" as an excuse. I have packed the same thing TONS of times. This is the FIRST time they have opened my bag because I didn't zip tie it....This is horrendous. 

I sti 11 have not heard back. 

I didn't have a problem with a pat down. I didn't have a issue with being pulled aside. I have never complained about TSA because it is your job to do that. Sweet. But this time it has gone WAY too far this time. I am thoroughly unamused with this. This 
is completely unacceptable. I brought back cookies from my grandpa and they are crushed and there are crumbs EVERYWHERE in my bag. All of my nicely packed ii ems are EVER'rW HERE. I have traveled al least once every month or lwo and this 
is insane. There is e-cig juice all over my clothes. Probably ruining some shirts and pants. Is this normal? I would like to talk to someone about this. I flew from Dickinson to Minneapolis on 7/12/2015 at 11 :15 am. Airport DIK. ID!rh·11r;··, I My cell phone is 

!rh1/R1 ! 
712212015 

2:10:19 
PM 

fb,(6) I 
"'lfh-.-.,1-"-., ----------Alexandria \/A 22314 

HYPERLIN'4b)(ff1 
fb)(ffl 

712212015 Caller stated that he received a pat down in Honolulu and the screeners were rude with him and they gave him an un optional private pat down screening, in which they gave him a lot of difficulties. Caller was indicating this happened because of his 

4,16,28 decline of going through lhe AIT 

PM 



Hello. 

On Wednesday. July 15th around 320 PM at Orlando International Airport, Southwest Airlines, I had a horrible experience with your security measures and staff. Your AIT scanner alarmed/flagged my genital area. I received an uncomfortable, 
embarrassing genital pat down. My hand wipe also alarmed, no idea why, as I spent the day at Animal Kingdom, Disney. I was patted down AGAIN. full body, more thoroughly and aggressively and it was violating. I missed my flight. 

Over the past year, your AIT scanners have been alarming/flagging my genital area - this has NEVER happened before. Nothing about me has changed. My only guess related to this flag/alarm are my medical scrotal implants (made of silicone). 
U NAC CE PT ABLE. It is abso I ute ly horrendous, embarrassing and d1scri minatory that I would have to receive a gen ital pat down EVERY time I go through your security scanner. Your staff s ho u Id be Ira i ned to id ent,fy s imp I e/nonmal medIca I imp I ants. 

am tired of being harassed and violated every time I fly because of this. I will take this as far as I can, because it is downright DISCRIMINATION. The Orlando airport is not the only airport, it has started happening over the last year at every AIT 
scanner. 

This is unAmerican, you are not helping anyone, this is NOT freedom. Take a look at Europe's screening measures, they've had more security scares and they still don't let that trickle down to their innocent law-abiding citizens. This is politics, this is 

712212015 AIT scanner businesses in with the politicians - il's about money - NOT aboul our (law-abiding people) SAFETY 

4:19:29 
PM Your website alludes to the fact that passengers with medical devices would not ala nm these scanners - THIS IS NOT TRUE in my case. something needs to be done (HYPERLI NK "https:l/www.tsa.gov/traveler-information/advanced-imaging-

technology"Advanced Imaging Technology). 

HYPE RL I N K "http s: I lwww.tsa. govltra veler-i nfo nmati on/ adv a need-, magi ng-tech nology'"Adva need Imaging Technology 
TSA began testing state-of-the-art Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) in 2007 and began deploying units to airports in 2008. This technology can detect a wide range of threats to transportation security in a matter of seconds to protect passengers 
and crews. I magi ng technology is a ... 
HYPE RL INK "http s: I lwww. tsa. gav /traveler-info rma ti on/ a dva nced-i magi ng-tech nology" In View on www. tsa. gov 
Preview by Yahoo 

Disgusted, 

Caller is wanting 10 know about the screening in Honolulu. He slates lhe TSA just has private screenings to harass people. 

71221201 J:filili]Notes: 

4:24 39 
PM 

Caller slates I hat when he flies from HNL he opts out of the AIT and receives a pat down. The caller is wanting to know if he has a right 10 have a public pat down. The caller is wanting 10 know where the US Code or Regulation is that subjects him to 
a private patdown 

She said she has a complain!. She said she is trying 10 fill it out online bul she said it wont lake her complaint online when she hils submit. She said she I raveled on Sunday and she has a complaint on 2 Officers at Detroit Airport at 9:45 am at the 
checkpoint and that she had TSA PreCheck. She said she told the Officer she needed the body scan due ta a hip metal implant and she did not want the patdown. She said they did nat tell her that the body scanner was nat working and they did not 
tel I her that she could go upstairs to use the body sea nne r that was working or th at she cou Id just I eave. She said the Officer yel I ed at her and they to Id her she had to get a p atdown. She said the Off ce r was touching her butt, unbuttoning her Jeans 
and putting her hands down her pants, She said she does not have the Officer s name that did the p atdown but she did te 11 her th at she cou Id have a private screening. She said she ta I ked to a rude Sup erv i sorllli:iill:[J and he just wa I ked away from 
her and he would nol give her his last name or give lhe name of the Officer that did the patdown. She declined her email address. 

712212015 Mishandling RFI 

9:1803 
PM 

REASON for lhe call:Complainl 
Date Time: 07-19-15 at 2:11 pm 
Gate\ Terminal:B 55 
Airport: Detro it 
Airline:Della 
Flight #:3683 



Caller Is a doctor and flies a lot. He always opts out of the screening technology and asks for a patdown. However. today when he flew from SFO he went through a very inappropriate paid own screening. He was patted down by the TSO k~b~)_(_6~1 --~ 
This guy massaged his buttocks and his body and touched his genitals two times. He went down the front of his pants and actually touched the pubic hair in the genital area but not his private part. His hands were about an inch above the shaft. The 

712212015 Supervisor waskb)(ff•, !but the caller did not have time 10 fill oul the complain! card. He wanted to call in lhe complaint. 

9:23:15 
PM 

He is traveling with Swiss Air flight 39. 
Terminal and gate:G100 

I was at TSA center in Boston Logan airport tad ay wed July 22 at approx. 11 : 3 5 going through checkout. My fi Ig ht was American Air I in es 1233 to Da 11 as. My prescn pti on eyeg I ass case with my prescription g I asses was removed from my be It at pat 
down and not returned to me. Please tell me ii you have found a black zippered case with red paint stripe.My contact information was inside the case. I have called 2 times and left contact information. PLEASE let me know one way or another if you 

712312015 have located lhe case or nol. I live in Arizona and my information is below, and how do you send them back to me? 

8:50:27 
AM 

712312015 
10:16:33 

AM 

b)(61 

Dear TSA, 

Please route my complaint to the appropriate TSA department or provide me with the conIacI information of lhe department where I can file a formal complaint reference an inappropriale screening (Pal-down) of my wife f b::,(6) lby lwo 
TSA employees at the Huntsville, AL, Airport on 22 July 15. ~-------~ 

Details of Incident: On July 22. 2015, at approximately 05:25 AM, my Wife.!(b::,(6) ! was inappropriately screened (Patted-down) by two Huntsville, AL, Airport TSA personnel during her attempt to board American Airlines Flight 5705 to 
Dallas, TX. My wife was too emolional to get the correct names of bolh agents involved: however, she was able to provide lhe following descriplions: Agentkb)(6) !(name may be incorreclly spelled), while female with brownish hair lhat was pinned up. 
The other agent, whom appeared to be in training, was a light skinned African American female that was dressed in a white shirt with dark slacks. 

As required. my wife entered the TSA checkpoint at the airport and moved to the screening area where she placed her purse and sandals in a bin, removed her laptop from its case and placed it in separate bin and p I aced both bins on the conveyor belt 
so that they could be processed by the scanner. While in the body scan booth, the African American female agent, menlioned above, told my wife that she re uired a pal-down upon exiting lhe X-ray, despite the fact lhat lhe alarm did not sound. When 
my wife exited the X-ray, the Afri~rican agent told my wife where to stand, and she began patting my wife down, under the supervision of Agen (b-·1(6"1 As the African American agent patted my wife down_ A_ en~provided her directions 
on how to do the pat-down. Ag en~ was very di sp I ease at the way th at the female agent was conducting the pat-down. and she proceeded to tel I her that she need to be mo re agg re ss,ve I rougher). A gen ( b I ( 61 to Id the African Ame nca n fem a I e 
agent that she needed to "get up under her breasts, she needs to spread her legs apart more .... " After the pat-down was completed. and the agent released me wife to go retrieve her belongings, a male TSA agent told my wife that he need to check 
her la plop again. My wife consented and gave the laptop to the agent. In the meanlime, while standing al the conveyor bell, my wife pul her sandals back on and adjusted her clothing as necessary. As my wife waited for her la plop to be rescreened, 
Agentkb)(ffl land the African American female agent told my wife that she needed to be patted down agait T_hey arked my wife to remove her sandals, which she did, and the female agent began patting her down while they ran her sandals back 
through the scanner. As the African American female agent patted my wife down for the second time. Agen b :,(61 ept telling her she was doing 11 wrong. As a result, the agent had to repeat Ike pat-dj°wn over and over again which involved putting 
her hands under my wife's breast, running her hands inside her pants, running her hands around her waist and around her buttocks over and over again. At one point during the pat-down, Agent b)(ffl told the African American agent that "you need to 
get between her upper legs and around her thighs." This caused lhe agenl to conlinuously poke around in my wife's private areas. During the process, portions of my wife's bare skin was exposed, to include her undergarments (bra and panties). All of 
this was being done in front of other passengers and for others to see. 

Given the a ut hori tati ve demeanor of Age nk b ·:, ( 6) I my wile was somewhat afraid to resist or say a n~hi n th at may cause her to be arrested , However. she mustered up enough courage to tel I them that they were em ba CT ass i ng her and that she lei t 
violaled. In addition, she queri;d _why t1e agents did not lake her to a privale screening area._Agent b::,(6) replied "you were asked at th_e begi_nning if you wanled to have privacy.'' My wife _respon~ed to her thal she was not offered the option of doing 
the screening ,n private. Agen (bI(6·, hen turned to the African American agent that was doing the pa own. and the agent responded' no I did not ask her If she wanted to be screened privately.' At that point, both agents began steering at each 
other. They did not tell my wife the reason she was being treated the way she was. nor did they offer an apology. As they continued stanng at each other, my wife asked them if they were finished with her, and the African American female agent 
respond that they were finished. At that time, my wife proceed to catch her flight which was being held up for her. The screening process took an excess ol 30 minutes. 

My wife and I are very displeased with the aforementioned incident in which she was humiliated, violated, demeaned, publically exposed, and treated like a criminal. We would like for this matter to be reviewed thoroughly and the appropriate corrective 
actions taken. 

Thank you very much in advance for your prompt attention to this matter. 



Your canned response is unacceptable (pasted at the very bottom below my original email). Either my email below was not read or it was not understood. 
Your TSA staff and scanner (AIT) readers are DISCRIMINATING against those with legitimate medical devices (silicone implants - no metal). This is unacceptable. You are violating people and their rights. 

~~~:fGWsf°d 'loscaao 

To: "T SA-Canta ctC e nter@d hs. gov" <TS A-Co ntactCente r@dhs.gov> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2015 2:21 PM 
Subject recent and becoming common TSA experience 

Hello, 

On Wednesday, July 15th around 3:20 PM at Orlando International Airporl. Southwest Airlines, I had a horrible experience with your security measures and staff. Your AIT scanner alarmed/flagged my genital area. I received an uncomfortable, 

712312015 embarrassing genital pal down. My hand wipe also alarmed, no idea why, as I spent the day at Animal Kingdom, Disney. I was palled down AGAIN, full body, more thoroughly and aggressively and ii was violating. I missed my flight. 

10:16:38 
AM 

7123/2015 
2:37 54 

PM 

7123/2015 
5:46:57 

PM 

7123/2015 
5:47:55 

PM 

Over the past year, your AIT scanners have been alarming/flagging my genital area - this has NEVER happened before, Nothing about me has changed. My only guess related to this llag/alanm are my medical scrotal implants (made of silicone). 
UNACCEPTABLE. It is absolutely horrendous, embarrassing and discrimina1ory that I would have to receive a genital pal down EVERY time I go through your securily scanner. Your staff should be 1rained 10 identify simple/normal medical implants. 

am tired of being harassed and violated every time I fly because of this. I will take this as far as I can, because it is downright DISCRIMINATION. The Orlando airport is not the only airport. it has started happening over the last year at every AIT 
scanner. 

This is unAmerican, you are not helping anyone, this is NOT freedom. Take a look at Europe·s screening measures, they've had more security scares and they still don·t let that trickle down to their innocent law-abiding citizens. This is politics. this is 
AIT scanner businesses in with the politicians - it's about money - NOT about our (law-abiding people) SAFETY. 

Your website alludes 10 lhe fact that passengers wilh medical devices would nol alarm these scanners - THIS IS NOT TRUE in my case, somelhing needs 10 be done (HYPERLINK "https:llwww.tsa.gov11raveler-information/advanced-imaging
technology" \nAdvanced Imaging Technology). 

Caller traveled yesterday from San Diego. She is 25 weeks pregnant and opted out for a pat down. She says her personal items were wailing on her when she got down wilh her screening. She did not want her items sitting at the end of lhe belt waiting 
till she can get her pat down. She says the agent took her items to her, including her phone after they had been screened. She did not get the lady s name. She doesn t want to get anyone in trouble. She had questions for a car rental and her airline and 
the fee for the rent a I. 

CSM RFI-----Mishandling RFI 
REASON for the call: Damaged phone 
Date Time: 07-22-15 at 8:30 pm 
Gate Tenminal: Gate 33 but screening she had to turn to the right 
Airporl: San Diego 
Airline: Spirit 
Flight# 1104 
Missing Damaged item description: Broken cell phone 

Caller stated that she wants to file a complaint of molestation charges during a screening process at Minneapolis, Minnesota. Callers luggage and personal property went through screening but caller said that she was pulled out for a patdown 
immediately. She said the officer stated that there was an alarm and they took her to a pnvate screening area without telling her what was going on or giving her the option to have a companion to accompany her. She said the second pat-down 
procedure was done. According to the caller. her luggage was tom apart, everything removed from her purse and carry on without her even knowing why. She said that she was never screened for explosives or flammables. Caller felt that she was 
screened excessively without explanalion. 

Date Time: July 20, 2015 12:30PM 
Gate Tenminal: Security Checkpoint 
Airporl: Minneapolis St. Paul 
Airline: Delta 
Flight# 1779 
Caller fiew from LAX yesterday. He does not go through the AIT and usually waits for the patdown. He was waiting for a TSO to come and while he was waiting, they kept piling stuff up on the bin with his computer at the end of the belt. He stated that 
he felt, because of this, he left his laptop at the checkpoinl and it was TSA s fault. He has called lhe LandF at LAX at 310-242-9073, which referred him 10 an email. He has emailed them three limes, but no one has go11en back in touch with him. He 
asked if there is someone we can call for him at LAX. 



7124/2015 
12 27 39 

PM 

The caller has already put in a complaint with Jaine Hodel at the airport. She flew out of PWM and she went through the AIT machine. The TSO asked to do a patdown, she rotated her breasts. went down her torso. They swabbed her hands but that 
part was fine. The woman who patted her down was curt and rude and there were men on the other side who were laughing as she was being patted down. The caller was very embaCTassed and felt molested. 

Oate Time of Travel: 07 11 2015 5am 
Airport: PWM 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight #: Nol provided 
TSO Name (Rude screener): The TSO was female, dark black hair in a ponytail 
TSO Badge# (Rude screener): Not Provided 
Caller came into BOS for training for her job and she was asked by a TSO if she could touch her head due to the fact she had her head covered for religious reasons, or the TSO offered l(b)(ff:1 ! the option to pat down her head herself. The TSO 
th en took her to the side and fi nge rp ri n ted her and she wanted to know i r this is the procedure that everyone goes through. She said she wished I hey had exp Iain ed the process better she wo u Id nol have been so upset. She said she appreciated I hat 

7124/2015 extra screen in was sometimes necessary for safety reasons. She said that she was pleased that the TSO allowed her to pat down her own head covering. She also told me that she thought she was getting the extra screening because her last name 
2:01 : 0 1 wa ( b) ( ff:, She said she thought 11 was a Ii ng erpri nt test but that they did not put anything on her hands other than the wand and th en they took the wand and stuck it in some machine. 

PM 
Her main complaint is that the TSO did not explain the ETD procedure and thal everyone else in line was watching lhe screening process. 

Caller Just had a fi1ght and wanted to file a formal complaint. He flew from SAT to LAX on Monday and had no problems. He fiew back from LAX this morning. with the exact same contents in his carry-on bag. He placed his carry-on bag in the bin and 
went through the AIT He went to get his bag and they said they were having a problem with his bag and wanted to check the contents and a I so to give him a patdown, He /el t the pa tdow n was u n necessary s i nee he had a I ready gone through the AIT, 
He wanted to know why the bag cleared securily in SAT but not in LAX. He went lhrough screening at the Southwest Airlines terminal at approximalely 6:30 AM. He said the female who did the screening of his bag was of Asian descent and lhe man 
was 6 2 or 6 3. He had dark hair and spoke with an accent. His departure gate wasA-16. He was flying on Southwest flight 1959 departing at 7:30 AM. 

7124/2015 Dale and lime of screening: 7.24.15 6:30 AM 
6:58:04 Flight date and time: 7.24.15 7:30AM 

PM Gate: A-16 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight#: 1959 
Airport LAX 

Caller said he is an African-American male and was wearing shorts with horizontal turquoise and white stripes, a white 1-shirt, and sandals. 

Are frozen beaded pearl gel packs permitted? We had two frozen gel packs with our babies mi I k, TSA said they we re not permitted be ca use they we re soft, My wile had to go through two fu 11 pat downs (one in a private room be ca use they said her 
hands tested positive for something) and I hey had 10 inspecl all her possessions, rummaging lhrough the diaper bag and crumpling up our diapers and lickels) 

This occurred at SBA at 5:50am July 25. 2015. 

7125/2015 
11 ,07,35 I tried filling the online question form but it said there was an error with the online system. 

AM 

Sent from my iPhone 



I had booked a trip in March from SPI to ATW, via ORD. Flight# 5329 and 4278 on United. The tnp was to Oshkosh Airventure. I was only able to afford it because I won $1000 in a local radio group drawing. I was excited about the trip, because I not 
only ENJOY flying commercial, I boast that I seldom have any problems with Security. I particularly favor flying out of SPI because the Security lines are short and the parking is free. 

At check-in. I was informed that the flight was de I ayed at I east 4 5 minutes due to mechanical d ifflcu Iii es. I am as a big of fan of safe planes as anyone you may never m eel. 

When my ID was requested with my Boarding Pass, I presented my passport. I carry one from the days when I was a Flight Atlendanl. I have presented ii to Security as ID at DEN, ORD, HLN, SLC, and MSP. I have NEVER had a problem because 
of using this form of ID. 

I was wearing a dress, as I often do when travelling commercial flight. Many of my friends bemoan the bygone days when passengers dressed up as if for a special trip when flying, so I still do. 

Net result of the foregoing? 

The dress meant I needed a waistdown pat down. I don't know what I might have been holding under that dress between my legs, but if it was dangerous, she didn't get close enough to touch it. 

712512015 I got tired of waiting. I wandered around the gate area, snapped a few photos of the various gate areas, tried to access wifi. which was very limited. I decided to go smoke one last cigarette before boarding. 
5:08:49 

PM 
When I re-entered the Security area , kb) ( ff:, ! informed me that she couldn't accept my passport as ID because it was unsigned. I asked who was 'in charge here' and was told by other TSA employees tha~(b)(ff:1 !was. 

While she assured me that ··1 want to let you through. but I need to see some other form of ID. Don't you have a Driver's License?" Of course I do. And also a FOID card. And a CAP photo ID. Not agreeing that your officer needed to see the entire 
contents of my wallet, I refused to show her my D L. I had a I ready been passed through on my pass po rt, less than one hour p revIously. I know Fede ra I government does n 'I move THAT fast. I al so understand the d iffe re nee between randomness and 
inconsistency. 

I want an apology. I ended up driving to WI and arriving at 9:30 instead of the 5:00 I had reserved a rental car for. My checked baggage was already 'on the cart'. I also had to drive to ATW to pick that up at 10:30, so that I would have personal 
hygiene items for the next day. What started out as an exciting adventure and my ONLY personal vacation went quickly downhill from her actions. 

I believe the requirement is for "a governmenl-issued photo ID". Please send me lhe reference that requires it 10 be appropriately signed. 

I don't fly often (another reason I am less than pleased about this), but I expect better from TSA. I have been in and out of airports since the timeframe when I could walk back to the gate past Security provided by the Airport Authority itself. I didn't 
have these problems until your agency was appropriated. 

Have a GREAT day• 

Call Reason: - Caller is calling 10 file a complaint aboul a TSO named !(b::,(6) I She was completely rude. She ran the scanning machine. He opted out of lhe AIT screening. HE had to wait 10 minuIes for someone to come 10 conducl pat 
down. 5-6 peop I e or TSO' s we re standing around. 
He complained to the female TSO and she said almost in a threatening manner, "Do you want me to get your stuff and run it again?" In add1t1on when he opted out of the AIT she was rude. She stated we will deal with that when the time comes. He 
spoke with the supervisor who told him he had a couple complaints today on the same TSO. 

Date Time of Incident 07126/2015 11 :OD am 
712612015 Gate Terminal: A 5 
11:27:48 

AM 

7126/2015 
5:53 52 

PM 

Airport: Indianapolis 
Airline: United 
Flight#: 4127 
Bag tag# NA 
Bag description: NA 
NOi: NA 

Caller is upset because she was running late at the airport in Texas, they claimed there was something in his pocket and there wasn t. The patted him down and 

Mishandling RFI 
REASON for the call: Caller is upset because she and her son missed their flight because a TSO did not inform her that they were performing a pat down on her 17 year old son without telling her. The TSO stated that there was something in her son s 
pocket and she claims I here was not. She asked the TSO what they were doing to him and was told they were taking a sample of his hands. 
Date Time: 07 26 2015 3:05 PM 
Gate Terminal: gate 6 
Airport: Amarillo Int 
Airline: So UI hwesl 
Flight#: 1546 



712612015 

Hello. 

I'm writing 10 voice a complain! al the Las Vegas McCarran airport, securily between gates e and d. I prcceeded lhrough the securily line and the "random selection" alarm popped on. Firsl of all, I wenl through the process of obtaining my precheck, 
therefore, I should be cleared given the metal detector does not ga off. What kind al check are you doing with my fingerprints and life long history that yau need to send me through the scanner? 
An'jWay, the TSA agents were extremely rude when I opted out. Actually yelling at me and telling me it's all computerized and only sound waves. I tolcfiillmthe one female who patted me down in a very hostile way- I've had these before and never felt 
violated like today. She oontinued to speak loudly of my choice to take the pat down and was extremely rude. People who were patrons around me apologized!! My friend that I was with was embarrassed along with me! I work in a customer service 
field, travel quite frequently in my role, and cannot believe this horrible behavior is allowed. Smug, unhappy and rude. I understand you are a government agency. But we the people pay your salary. You owe me a response and an explanalion of whal 
will take place ta prevent this from happening again and again. 

6:16:04 Please respond via email. If not, I will escalate the issue as needed. 
PM 

Thank yau. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Hi there' My name is (b)(ffi and I wanted to tell you about my experience at Albany's airport this morning. I got married on May 23rd and have been changing all of my information - new address and of course new last name (used to be 
!lh\/R\ ~nd is now (b)(ff:1 I travel at least every other week on business and sometimes more - in fact I was in three cities in one day two weeks ago and didn't have any problems at all with my new name change and temporary drivers license. 

712712015 
8:26:07 

AM 

have been GOES and TSA pre check for yea rs now so of course that means I've been e xte n s i vel y researched . 

I have gone to the SN N off ce, got my new AZ drivers I ice ns e and I a st week sent my ma rri age Ii cense and pass port to the pass po rt agency. I departed Denver I ntem ati o na I Airport on Wednesday, July 22, 2015 to Alb any through Newark. I showed 
TS A at DI A my old drivers Ii cense from Denver and my new one from AZ 1 hat is temporary unti I August 131 h when it expires, I haven't received my new AZ drivers I ice ns e in the m ai I at this point, They thorough I y checked it out and let me through 
security wilh no problems. This morning in Albany which as you know is exlremely small and not even close to the size of Phoenix Sky Harbor Jr PIA I had the WORST experience I hat I've had with TSA I think EVER! The lady thal checked my license 
at the first checkpaint informed me that I would have to a back dawn ta ticketing to have my name changed lrorr£iillQ:Jon my board1n ass t b )(6) ! 1 explained my s1tuat1on and told her I had no problem GETTING ta Albany on Wednesday 
and how in the wortd did she think I got there wit (b)(6 on all of my documents. I also explained to her that my name is no longe 1h·I1R··, and my Colorado drivers license which hadfh··,1R·1 !was no longer valid and had a hole punched thru it. 
How in the world can your TSA agents in Albany let someone with an invalid license go change their boarding pass and oome through? After a few minutes of going back and forth - I asked for her supervisor. She had also told me that Denver and 

Albany have different regulations. Funny - lhe last I knew TSA was a government agency and all have the same rules that apply wilhin the organizalion. I think you have a huge problem on your hands wilh Albany. I am contemplating calling the media 
to explain my frustration and have them check out this airport. The supervisor came over and honestly - he was WEAK at best. I can honestly see why Homeland Security has been doing checks on the TSA. It's ridiculous that someone like me wha is 
GOES and travels so much was treated this way when Homeland Secunty agents can sneak weapons and bombs through security to test the system and it's probably because they're harassing people like mel The supervisor said I could come 
through which completely contradicted what the other officer had already told me. However, here's the clincher - I had to be tripled check on a security check. Every inch of my belongings in my carry on luggage, purse and computer bag was 
ridiculously searched jusl because I had a temporary drivers license that was indeed valid. If you'd like I'm happy 10 send you my license so you can appreciate the ridiculousness of this whole situation. Then the pat down - lhe lady I hat did it was very 
nice and very apologetic and she did nothing odd ar offensive it was the whole process and procedure that was offensive. I suggest you look quickly into this matter with Albany. I'm talking with some of my friends in the media to get their input and in 
the meantime - before I ask them to look into the Albany airport will you please clanfy the rules/procedures for ALL airports in this situation since the Albany officer clearly thinks each airport has different rules. 

Thank you and EXTREMELY concerned' 

rb,(6) 



Fromfb)(61 
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2015 9:00 AM 
To: TSA-ContactCenter 
Subject TSA agents in SEA TAC 

Please read the attached letter regarding treatment of my sister ._[b_.'--1(_6'-) __ __.lwhile passing through the security point at SEA TAC airport. 

Thank you 

HYPERLINK!(b)(ff1 
;bi(6i I 
b)(61 j 

712712015 Lebanon, PA 17042 

10;~:13 rb)(61 I ~~~e 

To Whom it May Concern: 
Please forgive the delay in this correspondence, I needed time to calm my temper and be sure to be respectful and professional. which is something not afforded to my disabled sister by your agents. 
On July 14. 2015 we arrived at the SEA TAC airport in Seattle WA with reservations to fly Southwek Jo BWI I looo arrivilg we proceeded to the security lines to check in. 
Traveling with me were three sisters, my niece and a friend. My sisterf-b•:1(6) ls disabledc b)(6)of the North Cornwall Police Department in Lebanon County, PA She is also a city council person in Lebanon City, Lebanon 
County, PA.kb)(6i ~f Parks and Recreation of the Ci y of Lebanon. he underslands and respecls the need for law enforcement of any type and security. 
She is disabled due to having an auto immune disease in April 2014. This disease is Poly Arteritis Nordosa. It is a disease that attacks the arteries and inflames them to the point that they swell and restrict blood flow. This disease caused her to lose 
use of her arms and I eg s from the el bows and knees down. 
She spent one month in the University Hospital of Hershey Medical Center in Hershey, Pa. She was then placed in a rehab facility for two and one hall months being released on July 22, 2014. At that time she was in a wheel chair but still had no use 
of her hands and legs. 
In September 2014 she was able to return to her job on limited duty. In November she was allowed to return full-time. 
Delailed below and atlached is a complaint related 10 my experience with a TSA Slaff person on Wednesday, July 15th. If you need addilional information, you may contact either me or my husband!(b)(ff•, I who witnessed 
most of this incident. 

My name iskb":1(6) ! On Wednesday, July 15th, I was traveling with my husband from Denver to a funeral in Fair/ax, Virginia. I had knee replacement surgery 19 days before, so I was in a wheelchair provided by USAirways. We had TSA 
pre on our tickets and went through thal security line with the wheelchair on the bridge to Concourse A at DIA al about 10:30AM. 
Aller I walked through the screening device, I was told that there would need to be additional inspections. My hands were then swiped with the small test strips and apparently something on my hands made additional searches necessary without an 
explanation as to why. I was patted down and all my carry-on luggage was searched and tested using the small cloth wipes and the testing machine. This all took 5-10 minutes, during which time none of the TSA staff would explain why these additional 
tests were needed. 
After all that, a different TSA Slaff person, a large woman namedkb·:,(6 !who had short black hair and black glasses, told me another pal down was needed and thal it would need to be done in a room nearby. She pushed my wheelchair to the door. 
Once inside. I was told I needed to stand up. I explained that I would need my shoes to do so and then stood up afler they were given to me. 

712712015 At that pointllliRN]showed me in very curt and insensitive way that she had to do a number of pat downs of me all over my body. As she began to pat down my private parts, I said, "Jesus".j(b.:1(6 jstopped, looked me in the eye, and told me "You will 
12:20:42 not take the name of my Lord in vain!" I told her I would say whatever I wanted to and she returned to roughly patting me down. It was an insulting and humiliating experience. 

PM I undersland the need for searches and the olher precautions I hat are used by lhe TSA. But I don't undersland why the final, invasive pat down was necessary when the searches and tests of my belongings found nothing. My bigger complaint is with 
the insulting way I was treated during this experience. And then to have the TSA woman's religious beliefs shoved in my face was inexcusable. 
Aller I got back to my husband and the wheel chair, I was shaking so badly I almost vomited. The trip to the gate was horrible, even though the man pushing the wheelchair could not have been nicer to me. The woman,kb·:,(6) ! was an unbelievably 
poor representative for TSA and needs to be told to use more sensitive and appropriate behavior with travelers. 
I have not re orted this incident reviously. Please contact me to update me on the actions that you will be taking to address I his reprehensible situation. 
b1(6) 

Conifer, CO 8,..04~3~3~-------------------~ 
HYPER LINK !(b 1(6) 

(c) kbi(6i I 



7127/2015 
12:45:43 

PM 

7127/2015 
1:54:10 

PM 

Reason for the ca 11 - She wanted to re po rt a rude screen er. 

Airport- PHX 
Airline - U.S Airways 
Flight Numbers - 465 
Departure Times - 7:1 O am 
Arri val Ti mes - She went through the checkpoint between 5 and 5: 1 5 am. 
Date And Time of Incident - 7 23 2015 
Baggage Tag Numbers - NA 
Des c ri pt ion Of Luggage 
Color-NA 
Style - NA 
Size - NA 
Brand - NA 

Was There An NOi - NA 
Was Anything On The NOi - NA 
Missing Damaged ilem descriplion - NA 
Location Of Incident 
Gate -A9 
Terminal - Does not know 
Phone Number j(b 1(6) 
Email l(b)(61 I..,..,...,.,.---, 
Name Of Actual Person Involved -{ b H 6 I ! 
Special Notes - She told the TSO that she was 26 weeks pregnant and that she wanted to opt out of the AIT. He told her that the AIT was as sale as her cell phone and that she was stupid for not wanting to go through the AIT. He also told her that 
she had more radiation in her cell phone. He made her feel horrible. She went through lhe AIT. She was told that something was showing up in her stomach area. She had to have a patdown. She was lold to lift her stomach and her shirt. She was 
also told to lower her pants. The TSO used a hand held metal detector. This was her first time flying and it was not a good experience. She said that she felt discriminated against because she was pregnant. She did not get the name of the TSO. 
She fiew from PHX to ORD. She wanted to make a complaint. 

REASON for the call: Sh.e wans to follow up on a complaint in_ regard to an i~cident th_at occurred at the checkp~int Her son,kbl(6:1 /16, completed a complaint form at ORD in regard to the incident and they haven t heard anything. She spoke 
with the a supervisor, !(b i(6 :1 ! at the checkpoint, The supervisor provided a comment card that 1nd1cated her name and GP~. and 16:05 

Her son wenl through the Premier Access Line at the checkpoinl. He went through screening alone and was called for additional screening even though there was not an anomaly of lhe AIT. She indicated that the patdown of his groin area was 
conducted and the TSO used the front of his hand rather than the back, The TSO squeezed his private area. The caller pointed the TSO out to the supervisor that she spoke with. 

She would like to receive a follow up. 

A family member was detained and questioned a year ago in regard to their time in US in the 1960s when she was attending school in the US. She asked how to determine why and if the family member is on a watch list. She asked if her family 
member can apply for Redress as she 1s not a US citizen. 

Dale Time: 7 20 15 4pm-4:05pm 
Gate Terminal: B12 
Airport: ORD to DEN 
Airline:United 
Flight#: 1248 

I fell subject to additional screening yesterday while trying to pick up my unaccompanied minor from a flight. The officer at the original scanning point was incredibly rude, unprofessional, disrespectful. and demeaning. By the time I got to the pat down 
part of the securily process, I was already so enraged by the disrespectful and demeaning way I was being treated, I found it difficull to be cordial to the additional officers involved. While I undersland the need for securily, I would have been much less 
upset by the whole experience if your officer hadn't treated me like a criminal and a complete idiot. Your officers need some training on how to treat human being properly. I am a mother and an officer of a company. I have no criminal record -- I haven't 
even had a speeding ticket in over 20 years' I don·t own fire arms. I am an very active volunteer in the community. The way I was treated yesterday was nothing short of disgraceful and your department should be completely ashamed of their 

712712015 de plora b I e perfo rma nee! 
2:16:25 

PM I hope you will consider getting the officer at the original scanning point some sensitivity training. or excusing her from a post where she has to deal with the public' Employees like her are bringing the entire department down• 

fh,IRI I 
HYPERLIN~~(b_l_(6_1 _____________ ~ 



I'd like to report an unnecessary (and abrupt) secondary screening and strongly suggest lhe Agent is reprimanded. I travelled from Des Moines lnternalional on 7125115. We went lhrough the securily checkpoint around 4:20 pm. The agenl was a 
Caucasian woman, dark hair and very abrupt in nature. She was upset to have me request a hand check of my medical bag containing insulin in a small, vial in original labeled packaging and an insulin pump which is nat be sent through X-ray per my 
physician. I have travelled several places and NEVER have I been subjected to such scrutiny and embarrassment for being diabetic. I was told to go thru the body scanner and put my other carry on thru the X-ray which all passed successfully. 

This Agent loudly proclaimed if I wanled a hand checked bag, she would have to do a full pal down, inspecl ALL my bags and purse personally and demanded "is thal whal you want?" I asked for an explanation since it's clearly labeled and in a very 
small vial- way smaller than the 2.5 az limited as a matter of fact and my body, bag and purse were already scanned. Since I rely on this insulin to live, I was subjected to a full pat dawn and this Agent scouring through my bags for same unknown 
threat- assuring me she was following TSA policy and all other airports were not. Those other airports(IAD. DCA) swabbed the small box and pump and my hands after I went thru the body scanner and I was cleared to proceed. 

7127/2015 This Agenl had no basis to subject me to a full pal down and secondary screen of all my possessions simply because I carry life sustaining insulin• I followed every delail on how to get my medicine thru securily according to the TSA app and regs. 
2: 17: 1 0 fee I the Agent was clearly not following procedure, I was unfairly treated and she needs ta be held accountable. 

PM 

712712015 
324:14 

PM 

7127/2015 
4:0951 

PM 

I look forward to your response. 

fh,IRI I 

Caller advised she was hand checked at the airport and the TS Os told her it was at random She advised that she went through the A IT and when she came out she was s u bJect to a patdown. She advised th at someone told her before if she had to 
have a hand check more than 2 ti mes a year that she needs to cal I T SA, She advised that she does not have the S S S S notation on either one of her boa rd i ng pass es where she received addition al sere en i ng, 

Date Time: 07-21 11A5am-12:00pm 
Terminal: Limberg Terminal 1 
Airport Minneapolis 
Airline: Delta 
Flight 2488 
notes: She does not have an em a1 I. 

Airporl: Cincinnati/ Northern Kentucky Airporl 
Date of trip: 07127/2015 
Time of trip: encounter was at approximately HYPERLINK ·•x-apple-data--detectors:/I2" 11 :30 am: my fi1ght time 1s HYPERLINK "x-apple--data-detectors:I13"5:55 pm. 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight number: AA35 94 
Name and badge number of TSAI spoke with: The name al the Supervisory Officer isl(b)(ff:, I: he merely provided the last name al the TSA officer,kb)(6 ! 

In Cincinnati/ Northern Kentucky. approximately HYPERLINK h·,1r;·-, "at 11 :30 pm when going through Transportation S~Administration at US Airways. I presented my Differed Action for Childhood Arrival(DACA) card as a 
form of idenlification, something I've done numerous limes withoul an issue. I gave office (b·:,(6 y boarding pass wilh my DACA card. Oflicer~umbled something under his brealh, I asked him what he said. He replied "I have 10 worry about 
many groups··_ That is racial profiling.What did he mean?The undocumented community? Immediately after I passed through the pat-down security check. I asked where I can file a complaint. The woman referred me to the Supervisory Officer, I 
summanzed the encounter to him. I added that I felt racially profiled because I look brown. He replied "you look Hispanic" For all he knows, I can be Native American.The Supervisory Officer asked for my DACA card(Which he took a copy of for his 
report), when the Supervisory Officer saw my DACA card, he immediately stated that I "shouldn"t have had any issues since it clearly IS a government issued document", Exactly. The supervisory Officer added "'maybe he wasn't familiar with the 
document that·s why he asked for the passporl since we don't really come across them"', Haven"I all TSA employees been 1rained on the various government issue identification documents?The Supervisory Officer DENIED to give the olher officer's 
name or badge number(pertinent information for a complaint) because of "security purposes". He added "'We don't give our officers' information out because officers have been shot and killed"' I believe that information should be accessible to civilians 
since they do wear them for a reason. The Supervisory Officer merely provided the other officer's last name !(b)(6 !He gave me a card I can complete to file a complaint. The Supervisory Officer asked for my boarding pass(which he took a copy 
of), address and phone numb er which I provided for his report, 

I do nol wanl to see anyone go through lhis again. People of color are cons1antly 1argeted. I would greatly appreciale if all employees at the TSA undergo a 1raining of lhe various government issued identification documenls as well as work ethics. To 
conclude, it would be amazing if all the Transportation Security Administration(TSA) complete their work task as the pledge states "'ta ensure that [the] experience at the security checkpoint is expedient and customer-friendly." 



Dear Ombudsman, 
I am writing you from inside the security check point at IAH airport in Houston. TX. I traveled to Texas for a brief trip in which I needed to take a piece of electronics with me. This is called a Human Machine Interface (HMI). It is approximately the size 
of a lablet, with a 1 O" display screen. 
Due to the density of the HMI (per supervisorfb::,(6) 1- the X-ray machine could not properly identify it. Additional testing on it came back positive far explosive residue. The agent ran the HMI through the machine a second time and said it was 
clean. 
I was informed as I was replacing my shoes that I needed to take them back off because I needed to be pat down. I was confused because I had not personally set off any type of alarm. I had already been through the X-ray scan which did not indicate 
there was any issue with my body. I was also told lhat I couldn't !ouch my items (even though I had broughl them over 10 lhe extra check table and had already put my laptop into my bag). 
When the female agent informed me of the type al pat dawn I was to receive, I requested to have it done privately. My concern was and is with the LEVE!. of infringement that the Standard Operating Procedure requires in a situation such as this. I 
was happy to let any test be run on the HMI, in fact encouraged it. I have nothing to hide. I am, however. uncomfortable having a complete stranger touch my vagina and breasts. You can say, "between the thighs", but that is exactly where a woman is 
touched in this pat down. I was up set to the point of physi ca 11 y shaking. 
This incident occurred on July 27, 2015 at approximately 12:30 PM. My flight is schedule~, : M from IAH to DTW. 
After the '"all clear" from the pat down, I requested to speak with a supervisor. Supervisor (b::,(6) was outside the door waiting as he had anticipated I would want to complain. He informed me that the officer had followed their SOP by giving me a 
pat down because the item I was carrying had set off an alarm. Again. I offered that they coul test t e HMI in any way they wanted. My person did not give any indication for concern. I felt like I was being treated like a criminal. 

7127/2015 
4,10,08 In retrospect, I feel sorry for the female officers who had to perform such a pal down. I am certain that they are not comforlable with such a siluation either. 

PM 
I want to point out again, that my body did not set off ANY alarm. I willingly told the TSA agents what the piece of equipment was. I offered that they could do any testing they wished on it. 

I did nol walk away from the check poinl feeling safer. I felt angry and violated. 

By the way, I am not a stranger to travel. I fly often for both work and personal. 

I would like an explanation as to why my siluation should have required this level of personal invasion. I have also filled out a complaint card and will turn ii in at IAH. 

Thank you. 

[b)(61 

Date: July 26th, 2015. Sunday 

Time: around the noon hour 

Airport Denver International, West Terminal, where Southwest passengers check in 

Date/Time of Travel: July 26. 2015 2:20 p.m. 

Airline: Southwest Flight 363 

712712015 Checkpoint/area of airport: Security clearance area that includes Southwest passengers 

4:~0M16 TSA employeel(b 1(6) !(female) Badge#~ 

Comment: My boarding pass stated TSA precheck. As I approached the screening device, I said to Office~1h··,1rr, lthat I would "beep"' because I had hip replacements. Office~(bi(61 ~eplied ralher rudely "why didn't you tell me that before"'. I was 
puzzled as there were no TSA officers to speak ta on my side of the screening machine. She tald me to a back and put my shoes through the Xray. I suggested that possibly it could be added to signage that if passengers have medical devices they 
could tell a TSA agent prior to stepping through the screening device. This really irritated Office (b)(ff:, who told me "'everyone already knows that, havenl you ever flown before". I never would've gone through the TSA pre check line if I'd known 
that I could use the optional device that does not require a pat-down. Travel is difficult these days, everyone is stressed. It just takes a little common courtesy with each other. TSA agen~lacks common courtesy. I sympathize with travelers 
who have to encounter her at DIA. Due to my medical history, I have pat-downs frequently when traveling. I know lhese are the rules and overall TSA screeners are kind and professional. My experience al DIA caughl me so off guard that I felt the 
need to report my experience. 

!(bl(61 



From:fb,(6) 
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2015 2:39 PM 
To: T SAExterna I Comp Ii a nce@d h s. gov: tsa-conta ctce nter@d hs .gov 
Subject Complaint - SOP at IAH 

Dear Ombudsman, 
I am writing you from inside the security check porn! at IAH airport in Houston, TX. I traveled to Texas for a bnef trip m which I needed to take a piece of electronics with me. This is called a Human Machine Interface (HMI). It is approximately the size 
of a tablet, with a 10 display screen. 
Due 10 lhe density of the HMI (per superviso1(bH61 I the X-ray machine could not properly identify ii. Additional testing on it came back positive for explosive residue. The agent ran the HMI through the machine a second time and said it was 
clean. 
I was informed as I was replacing my shoes that I needed to take them back off because I needed to be pat down. I was confused because I had not personally set off any type of alarm. I had already been through the X-ray scan which did not indicate 
there was any issue with my body. I was also told that I couldn t touch my items (even though I had brought them over to the extra check table and had already put my laptop into my bag). 

712712015 When lhe female agent informed me of the lype of pat down I was to receive, I requested to have it done privately. My concern was and is with the LEVEL of infringement that the Standard Operating Procedure requires in a situalion such as this. I 
was happy to let any test be run on the HMI, in fact encouraged it. I have nothing to hide. I am, however. uncomfortable having a complete stranger touch my vagina and breasts. You can say, between the thighs, but that is exactly where a woman is 

4: 15:41 h . h d I . f . II k' PM touc ed ,n t 1s pat own. was upset to the point o phys,ca y sha ,ng. 
This incident occurred on July 27, 2015 at approximately 12:30 PM. My flight is scheduled for 2:53 PM from IAH to DTW. 

7127/2015 
4:5417 

PM 

After lhe all clear from the pat down, I requested to speak with a supervisor. Superviso!(b)(ff:, ]was outside the door wailing as he had anticipated I would want to complain. He informed me lhat lhe officer had followed their SOP by giving me a 
pat down because the item I was carrying had set off an alarm. Again. I offered that they could test t~e HMI in any way they wanted. My person did not give any indication for concern. I felt like I was being treated like a criminal. 

In retrospect, I feel sorry for the female officers who had to perform such a pat down. I am certain that they are not comfortable with such a situation either, 

I want to point out again, that my body did not set off ANY alarm. I willingly told the TSA agents what the piece of equipment was. I offered that they could do any testing they wished on it. 

I did not walk away from the check point feeling safer. I felt angry and violated. 

By the way, I am not a stranger to travel. I fly often for both work and personal. 

I would like an explanation as to why my situation should have required this level of personal invasion. I have also filled out a complaint card and will turn it in at IAH, 

Thank you. 

Call Reason: Caller has a son kb 1(6 I I with special needs. She states thal they were at MCO and her son slepped lhrough the AIT and the TSO was sarcaslic with her son and upset him and gave him a patdown and then when she said 
something about it, he said that she should have told him sooner that he had special needs. 

Date Time: 7 27 1 :20 pm 
Gate Terminal: 121 
Airport: MCO to PIT 
Airline: Southwest airlines 
Flight#: 1795 
TSO: a tall male large muscular Caucasian TSO with a crew cul and no glasses 

REASON for lhe call: Caller went lhrough Richmond and she is 78 years old and he has a metal implant and a bladder implant. She 901 a pat down. She went lhrough the WTMD and she triggered an alarm. She has had pat downs before but never 
like the one she got yesterday. This pat down was more thorough than normal and the TSO told her that she would be going into and out of her cavities. The TSO was a Female and she was small and trim about 130 pounds with dark hair and wore 
glasses. (She may have been new) She insisted that she had to go back through TSA once she went through customs. 
Date Time: 7-26-2015 at 7:30 to 7:45 PM 

7127/2015 Gate Terminal:? 
5:08:41 Airport: RIC ( She was flying into the country form Mexico. 

PM Airline: lnterjet 
Flight#: 1910 



712812015 
8:39:45 

AM 

Submitted on Monday. July 27, 2015 - 23:17 Submitted by anonymous user~l(_b_)(_6_, ___ ~~ubmitted values are: 

Feed back Type: R eq ues t for Information 
Date of Travel: Sun. 07126/2015 
Time of Travel: 5: 10 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: Southwest Airlines 1523 Checkpoint I Area of Airport Kansas City Missouri TSA Employee: 

= = Req u esl lo r Information== 
Information Feedback: T rave Ii ng with a Dis a bi Ii ty ar Medica I 
Cond1t1on 
Request for Info rma ti on: I would Ii ke to know what airports don't 
have private screening areas for pat downs or other post 
screening requirements. In Kansas City Missouri, I was required 
to show my colostomy bag in an op en a re a beside the s c reem ng 
area. Initially the screener said that she had to touch the bag 
b UI she did not IOUCh it she ju st Viewed' It was qui le 
em ba rrassi ng and distressing to have to show my bag in an op en 
a re a. I had showed the screen ers my card stating I had a 
colostomy prior to the x-ray screening, I don't mind showing it 
to a TSA official but don'I like 10 do ii in an open area. 
Therefore I want to know if there are other airports that don't 
have privacy areas. Would it be possible to get a list or can 
they ju st add port ab I e screens to those locations? I thank you 
for any response and in the future I will ask for a special TSA 
assistant. 



712812015 
8:39:58 

AM 

Submitted on Tuesday, July 28, 2015 - 04:10 Submitted by anonymous user:._l(_b_)(_6_, __ _,~ubm1tted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights \ Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? 

- Gender\Sex 
- U nreaso na bl e Search Seizure 

Are you filling I his form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 
==I ndivid ua I Info== 

First Name:~··,1co··, 
Last Name: b)(61 
Primary Phone: ome Phone 
Phone Number (b)(61 
PO Box or Stree'"t"',Ai..l.d;a;d"-re_s_s;,(;:-bc-:,(767)-----, 

City: Seattle 
State: Washington 
Zip Code (Post Code): 98102 
Other: 
Emailf~~-•• -,(6-.-1 ------~ 

==Incident lnfonmation== 
When did this happen? Fri, 07\ 17\2015 
Where did this happen? WASHINGTON - SEA- Seattle-Tacoma 
I nte mat ion a I 
What happened? I a rn a s exua I assault survivor and need pat downs 
to be done without the verba I advisement I need the pat downs to 
be done with no tJlking. I am facing discrimination and 
triggering of PTS D from my ass au It every ti me I fly bee a use no 
one wi 11 do the pat down unless I describe in g ra ph,c deta, I why 
I need no ta I king . I have to explain this to the sere ener. who 
then gets lhe supervisor. I then have 10 explain everything in 
graphic detail to the supervisor. Then the supervisor says 

Caller slated that she went lhrough the checkpoint in DTW and they treated her differently because of the way she was dressed. She chose to opt oul of the screening devices and go through a patdown. This took 30 minutes and her luggage already 
went through screening away from her. She noticed that her water was taken out of her luggage and she needed this to take her medication on the plane. She doesn t feel that she was discriminated against, but didn t like that she was set aside for 30 
minutes without her I uggage and things were taken out without her knowing. 

7128/2015 DTW 
10: 16:32 N Terminal 

AM 28 JULY 2015@ 9am 
Royal Jordan 02 68 
TSO: Several 

7128/2015 

NOi: n.a 

Caller Flew out of LAX and his Cancer Medication was not pul back in his carry on bag. He is very upsel and wanls his medicalion senl to him over night. He said he was groped by lhe TSA agenl and he had 10 lean on a I able because they had his 
braces. He had his medications in his computer bag and the TSA agent era mmed his computer back in the bag. He was put though an x- ray machine and did not Ii ke the pat down process. His main concern is getting his medical ions back ASAP. 

12 2544 
PM He was al Gate 14 at 7:20 PM going on flight 41 O 



Dear sir or madam, 

I had a bad experience with lhe TSA team at LAX from 5:00am - 5:30 am. I waited 25 minuIes for a public pat down opl out screening and alrnosl missed my flighl. Other passengers offered to help by notifying the airline I was waiting to be screened 
be ca use agents wo u Id not. 

The team was led my ._!(b_.""1(_6"", --~I- a supervisor. I believe his first name i~The rudest person on his staff was j._(b_.'--1(_6'-) __ _.!- who infomned me it was my fault I waited 25 minutes since I had opted for the pat down option. 
7128/2015 
2:27:39 If a 25 minute wait and 3 separate calls to the supervisor by 2 separate members of his team is appropriate please let me know. 

PM 

7128/2015 

The 2 team members who called for me were surprised by the wait. Several (3) female agents ignored me. One came and stood by me 3 times and shouted instructions to the passengers to take off their belts. I'm very disappointed in that team 

Sincerely 

The caller had a fi1ght Thursday night at 10: 1 Spm with Frontier. She arrived ahead of time and she was told by Frontier that she did not need a boarding pass since she checked in online. At the TSA checkpoint the TSO sent her back to the ticket 
counter to get a hard copy boarding pass and would not except the pass on her phone. She had to run back and forth twice even though she has a medical condition. The airline ticket counter and the TSO were arguing back and forth about the 
boarding pass issue. After they got lhe boarding pass situation figured out she handed the same TSO a card for her defibulator but she told her she did nol have time to pat her down, the TSO senl her away and said there is not anything else she could 
do for her. So she missed her flight be ca use of a 11 of this. She res ch ed ul ed and came back and this ti me they sent her through the machine instead of doing a p atdown even though she has a d efi bu la tor. 

4:42:53 Date Time of Travel: 07 23 2015 10: 15pm 
PM Airporl: AUS 

Airline: Frontier 
Flight#: She thinks it was 1137 
TSO Name: There were only two TSO s at this time because it was late at night. She mainly dealt with the female. 

He said he has T SA PreChe ck and yesterday at Tamp a and today at Raleigh he got patted down at the checkpoint and he was in the P reCheck Ii ne. He said he had to go through add1t1ona I screening and th at his bag was tested for bomb materi a Is 
both days. He said he t rave Is with the bag weekly and he said the Olli cer at Ta mp a said he may have in adverte ntl y caused the ala rm to go off because he was new to the process and that he sti 11 had to do the patd own. He said he does not have the 
Officers name. He asked does he need to contact someone at TSA about I his. He said yesterday it happened after the bag was screened and today it happened before he was screened when he handed his driver license to the Officer. He asked if 
someone will call him back. He asked if this happens a third time what can he do and that he did not speak to a Supervisor at either airport. 

Mishandling RFI 

REASON for the ca 11: Comp I a int on Additiona I 
Date Time:07-27-15 at6:55 pm 
Gate\Terminal:C 

Screening 

712812015 AirporI:Tarnpa 

5:59: 19 Airl1ne:Southwest 
Flight #:unknown 

PM 

Mishandling RFI 

REASON for the ca 11: Comp I a int on Additiona I Screening 
Dale Time:07-28-15 al 6:50 pm 
Gate\Terminal:A 7 
Airport: Ra I e igh Durham 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight #:658 



REASON lo r the ca 11: She is a hos pi ta I chap I am and lo rmer prosecutor. She was dressed m her hosp ital chaplain uniform. She passed through Al T sere en i ng and a le ma I e TSO, m idd I e aged. brown hair m a bun asked her to step to the side. She 
asked the caller if she was wearing pants. As it was obvious that she was wearing slacks, the caller was unsure of what the TSO was asking and replied that she was wearing underpants. The TSO, who was behind her, reached between her legs and 
hit her vagina twice wilh the side of her hand (index and thumb) in a crude manner while running her palms along the inside of her manner. The caller described lhis as not being sexual. 

The TSO advised that she had to look at her waist band. The TSO began to p ul I at her waistband. 

712912015 A male TSO (she believes that he was a supervisor, over 6 feet tall) was present during lhe patdown and the caller believes thal the female security officer was in lraining. He poinled to the screen to indicate an anomaly thal they were looking for. 

8:57:43 
AM 

She felt that the TSO and STSO were abrupt, unapologetic, crude, and did not exp lam what was happening to her. 

Dale Time:7 2715 The incident occurred at approx.7pm-7:15pm al the checkpoint furthest 10 lhe left. 
Gate Terminal: Terminal A 
Airport: BDL 
Airline: United (She was initially scheduled on a US Airways flight) 
Flight#: NA 

Dear Sirs and M_,,..iWJ~--, 
~~...,..,..,....,_ndKiill:§[J and I flew home 10 Asheville NC starling our flight in Minneapolis on July 24 at 12:05 p.m., we had just discovered last minute the day before- having traveled by train to Michigan and car from Michigan 10 

ad managed to forget to change his ID from the bag he usually uses as a canyon to the bag he had decided to bring on the riP- ~t having needed to use ID for the train trip, the problem was noted late in the afternoon the 
day before our fi1ght. My hus and Clark called the TSA and spoke to one of your representatives who assured him that there was no cause for alarm, that (b::,( ould only need to fill out a form, answer some questions, and have a pat down. He just 
graduated from Wasatch Academy in Utah and so did not have a current student ID or even his old one with him, He has not been in a position to receive paper mail at our home or receive calls there. He has not needed a credit card or drivers 
licence. So when ask for these items and then our zip code and phone number he did not have lhe first or know the second. In addition he had no paper mail or credit card to show TSA staff. If he had had these items, as I understand it, he would not 
have been detained for questioning long enough to almost cause him and me to miss our flight but would have been sent through security for a final body check. That not being the case.he was asked questions he had no answer for: his fathe(s age 
and birth date -we have not made a big deal of stressing ages of parents in our family or birth dates: the make of his father's car- he is not a car enthusiast and has no need of a drivers licence yet- he recognizes the car when he sees it, he just knows 
we own a station wagon, a van and a Volkswagen beetle. 

712912015 He is a vegetarian who hesitates to kill an insect. He is shy and under stress might nol remember everything he knows. Including his father, who was not flying with us, we had 4 people in lhe airporl with ID's who could identify him and could have 

12,06,14 suggested thing*b·:,(61 !would definitely know. He has flown often from NC to Utah in the last 5 years and to other places with family. He had electronic devices that he could have pulled up accounts with his name on them on and used his 
·PM. passwords. Yet, I understand that because he co u Id not answer al I questions the TSA staff thought he should know. they hesitated to a pp rove his going through security and then when the red haired very polite and kind security offi cerlg ua rd ( uni i ke the 

rude, i nse ns i ti ve stout black man who seemed to be the manager in charge and who never even introduced hi mse II), assured me he was Ii na 11 y on his way through. he was then delayed further by not only a pat down but extensive emptying and 
swabbing of his two bags. 

It seems to me that any one who was pretending to bekb)(ff:, ~nd intending serious harm would have had his families information down pat. Someone like~ho does not know all the tiny details about his family is more likely to be 
legitimately who he claims to be. It also seems ridiculous that 4 people with 1D's who verify who he 1s, need not be adequate evidence of his identity. If they were lying the TSA would have had 5 people to bring up on charges. It also seems that a 
person with questionable intent would not be traveling so visibly with 5 people with I D's, The whole experience was farcical. I should have been looking around for Lucille Ball. Lot's of questionable people could have made it through security while tax 
payers money and TSA lime was wasted on making my son and I uncomfortable. I have met a lot of kind helpful TSA staff in the difficult years since we have needed to have TSA securily checks and I know the Minneapolis staff were only doing I heir 
jobs. I can say that most of them were kind and patient. I cannot say that the experience increased my confidence in the TSA's ability to protect us and make our lives safer and easier. 
Thanks lo r allowing me ti me to air my thoughts and attempt to h1g hi ight flaws in TSA ope rations. 

[bl(61 I 
Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt1on: She had surgery on her right knee and she was in a wheelchair. 

lncidenl Details: She said on Sunday she flew from Jamaica to FLL to Philly and she was in a wheelchair and she had a yellow carry on bag. She said a young African American female Officer came to her and said I here were canned tea beverages, 
bottled water and lotion in her yellow bag and she was going to have to have a patdown. She said she was not given the option for a private screening. She said the other Officer told her she had to have the patdown done and that she can go to 
another room. She said the Officer took her shoes and she said this is the second time she has had a patdown done. She asked for a Supervisor and they told her she wou Id have to wait unti I after the p atdown. She said her comp I a int is on both b emg 
dis a bled and the patdown. She said this happened on Sunday at F LL and that she do es not have the Office rs names. She said the other pa tdow n was done in Jama ci a in May. She said she did not Ii ke the patd own done between her legs at FL L and 
that she had already gone through the ait machine. She requested an email. She requested the poslal mail address for her complaint. 

7~2:~2~; 5 Mishandling RFI 

PM 
REASON for lhe call:Complainl 
Date Time: 07-26-15 at 7:25 pm 
Gate Terminal:E-3 
Airport:FLL 
Airline:US Air 
Flight #:2022 

and at checkpoint 3:50 pm 



7129/2015 
2:02:59 

PM 

7/29/2015 
4:00:33 

PM 

I want to let you know about your em~(b··,(6 !in the Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport terminal 4 TSA Security Check area. 
On Monday, July 20th I encountered Kll.l!.§Jon my way through the security checkpoint. It was early (4:00 a.m.) and the TSA pre?? line was not open. There was very little passenger traffic so I entered the ticketed passenger line. As I approached the 
body scanner I see it is also nol manned and a 9enIlemen molioned me over and hurried me lhrough the other walk-lhru scanner ........ before I could tell him I had a full knee replacement and needed the full body scanner tunnel thal was nol open. The 
alarm went off and he said to step to a designated area for a pat down. He then requested a female to complete the process. A woman name~(b·:~6J!came over and asked me which belongings on the belt were mine. She was very stern in her voice, 
almost angry in tone. and I tned to tell her that I had a knee replacement I to which she never acknowledged my comment) she only said in a lou voice," do not touch your bags'"· I was only pointing out which ones were mine, which is what she had 
asked me! I then said, "I'm not touching them, I'm just showing you which ones are mine" She then said, "That's it, I'm not taking care of you", She got on her walkie and requested a supervisor. A nice gentleman came over and she said," she refused 
a pal down". I NEVER REFUSED A PAT DOWN• She blatantly lied. I said 10 lhe gentleman, "I never refused a pal down, I am more than willing to be palled down. I was only trying to explain to her that I had had a total knee replacement that caused 
the alarm to sound. She never bothered to even listen.'" He then had a sweet young lady pat me down and gather my belongings. I was traveling with my husband who is a LEO and enters thru a different area. Why would the wife of a law enforcement 
officer be against a pat down? Se nrsl y? 1o ur I ife is al I about safety and security: This woman ~ i.the r had a bad I ife. or a bad attitude. or both. 

0
S he was rude from the first moment she approached me. 

Comp I ete I y Unacceptable B eha v, o h ·,IR Employees on power tn ps a re what g Ive TS A a bad re putatIon, Ju st a heads up TS A, check your people s att, tudes because other p eo pie are, 

!(b1(61 I 

lilii@J 
Sent from my I Pad 

To Whom II May Concern, 

I am writing to inform you of a very negative experience my family and I had as we went through the security checkpoint in Terminal 1 at SAN on 7115115 at 7AM, particularly regarding your supervisor,~ I've included the names that I was given, 
however I'm not sure about the spellings. 

My husband and I were traveling with our 3 year old and 14 month old boys, and our youngest currently is developmentally behind, unable to walk. and has a feeding tube in his stomach. I was nervous about going through security with all of his 
medical equipment, supplies, and formula so as soon as I booked the flights months ago, I called TSA Cares to have them walk me through the process and offer advice on how to go through secunty. My son would be receiving a feeding at the time 
th at we would be going through security, so the person I spoke with told me that if we cou Id pass i bly disconnect the feeding at the time we walked through security, it would be easier for the agents to inspect the le ed i ng equipment and we cou Id walk 
through the metal detectors wilhout any issue. 

A couple of days before our fi1ght. I called the TSA Cares line again to schedule a TSA representative to accompany us through secunty so that we would have assistance with everything. I received an email from Everett Lucio with further instructions. I 
called the phone number provided and!(b)(ffl !met us at the Southwest ticket counter to walk our family through security. He was very friendly and instructed us on how and what to place through the X-ray machine in regards to our formula 
and medical supplies. He as well as the agent working at lhe meIaI detector insIructed me to leave my son's feeding machine and bag a11ached to him as we walked through. I lei them bolh know that the TSA Cares line had advised me to detach ii to 
walk through and I was fine with doing so. I also let them know that the feeding machine would for sure set off the metal detectors. They both told me that we were fine to go through and to not disconnect the feeding, they would just inspect his feeding 
bag after we walked through. 

Of course when I went through the metal detector carrying my son, we sel off the detector. On the other side I was immediately confronled by the supervisor!(b)(6:, !and told that I would need to come over 10 lhe side 10 be pat down. At this point 
I was frazzled because all of our things were still going through the machine and they were trying to inspect my son's feeding bag as I'm holding him. I also feel very uncomfortable with having to be pat down and was really trying to avoid being in that 
situation. I told her that I called the TSA Cares line ahead of time to avoid all of this, had a TSA agent walk through with us. and that followed the instructions I was given to walk through knowing the machine would set off the detector. We asked if there 
was anything else that we could do since we were told to go through knowing that they would go off At that point she was trying to get a hold of her supervisor and she asked me if my son could walk through the detector. I let her know that he is unable 
to walk and even if he did go back through, the feeding machine would set off the detector again since it was still atlached. I filled her in on his medical needs and she then lold me that I would have had to have been pat down anyways. I sIarted to get 
pretty upset because I started to feel that my son and I were being singled out because of his disabilities and medical needs. I didn"t feel that we should be treated differently from anyone else because of his needs. 

Another T SA agent that was t~ti ng the feeding bag suggested that I hand my son to my husband and that I walk through the detector again rather then having a pat down, We also asked if we cou Id do the body scan rather th en having a pat 
down and we re to Id no. Befor~ece i ved an answer from her su pe rv i sor, she inst rucl ed me 10 hand my son to my husband and walk back through I he mel al detector, so I did. She then spoke with her supervisor and to Id us th at he was not 
happy that she made that decision, that I would still need to be pat down, and now that I had passed my son onto my husband, my husband would now have to be pat down. At this point, my husband and I are now livid' We felt that our experience was 
made worse and we were having to suffer because of her wrong call. We asked to speak with her supervisor,fh··,1r;·1 land were told that we couldnl speak with him and that he doesn"t come out for anyone. 

Once they were done inspecling all our bags and my son"s feeding bag, we all were ushered over to the area where we would be pat down. There w~ther agents I hat joined us, one male to pat down my husband and another female. At this 
point. we were receiving a lot of attention from the crowd so on top of already beginning extremely upset about the way things have been handled by~ and feeling unfairly treated because of my son's needs, I'm completely humiliated to be 
having my entire fa mi I y pu 11 ed aside to be pat down when I fol lowed the i nstru ctIons I was given. I began to cry out of embarrassment and frustration wh1 I e I received my pat down and my husband was expressing how angry he was that this was 
incorrectly handled by~. The TSA gentleman that was patting him down even agreed that we were being unfairly treated. 



712912015 
4:01:10 

PM 

Greetings --

These events occurred on 20 July and I hen on 24 July 2015 at Patrick Henry 
Field, Newport News, VA. 

On 20 July, I had to pick up/send off three unaccompanied minors on an 
American Airlines flight to/from ChJrlotle, NCIPHF. I had to obtain a gale 
pass to go beyond the security check paint. I had toga ta beyond the 
security check point s i nee I could not process my grand chi Id re n at the 
ticket area and there were no beverages. no snacks, nothing to keep the 
children occupied available in thal area. I was not going 10 board an 
ai rcrafl, only the 3 minors were flying. 

As I approached the checkpoint, I informed the TSA employees that I had a 
knee re pl a ceme nl and had my med i ca I card wi I h me. They waived me through 
the metal detector which subsequently alarmed. My husband went through the 
full body screener -- he had no metal implants or devices. The TSA 
employees wou Id not let me proceed through the fu 11 body screener -- I had 
already alarmed the metal deIecIor. I showed them the medical card and 
showed them the scar on my knee. They didn't care. I had to endure a hands 
on body pat-down. I asked for a private sere en i ng but there was no other 
female available at the security checkpoint to take me to the private 
screening area. I had to endure the public humiliation of an individual 
rubbing their hands aver my body, including intimate areas, lifting my 
blouse to reveal my stomach, being swabbed with an explosive detection 
cloth, having my bra searched, and feeling my right breast. I also had 
breast cancer and have had breast cancer surgery on my rig ht breast. I lold 
the TSA employees this a 11 before the hands-on pat-down. They continued 
wh i I e others wa I ked passed in ful I view. 

On the second visit on Friday, 24 July, I insisted on a private screening. 
The same procedure happened as before. My husband who has no metal implants 



712912015 
6:15:46 

PM 

From b)(61 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 5: 19 PM 
To: TSAExlemalCompliance 
Subject Fw: Retaliation 

On Tuesday, July 28, 2015 9 08 AM .. (b""· .. 1("'-6'-·., ______________ _, wrote: 

To whom ,t may concern, 

I was discriminated against and relaliated against due 10 my wife s EEOC complaint against TSA LAS nighl shift, I was held up for 45m withoul explanation, trealed like a criminal and had my disabilily questioned. In addilion, officers insisled I gel up 
and move when I ta Id them I was a wounded veteran with sharpen al, meta I and sore spats due to recent surgery. 
I complained p rev,ousl y and contacted T SA c iv i I office. who I a be I ed the incident as a discourteous behavior rather than d1scri mi nation in retal ,ati on. I want this behavior to stop and my complaints have been ignored by T SA management. 

HYPERLI NK~b-·~1(_6_) _____________________ ~ \nlmage removed by sender. image 

HYPERUN~(bl(ff, 
!( b H 6 I js ha red from Drop box 

HYPERLIN "'"'h""··,1'-'R'-·, ______________________________ ~ 

Preview by Yahoo 

• 

I have included a statement and wi 11 forward a recorded vi d ea 
Hello, 

I recently fiew from Denver to New York City. I passed through the security line in the East terminal in the second or third line (I believe it was the third) at about 11 :O0p.m. on July 27, 2015. After going through the scanner, I was asked to step aside 
because there was "an anomaly in the groin area," I looked at the screen and indeed there was a large yellow rectangle over just the groin area. This has never happened to me before. The agent (female) came by and hastily changed the screen, then 
I was lold that because I was wearing a skirl, a second scan would not help I hem solve I his anomaly, so she would have to pat me down just on the upper thighs and crotch. This all seemed very strange and made me uncomfo~able. Then lhe agenl 
tested the palms of my hands and tried ta strike up a conversation while waiting for the results. I found this entire interaction very troubling. As I gaogled the address for Denver TSA to make a complaint, a number of stories came up about the "scandal" 
where agents enter the wrong gender to trigger ano ma Ii es in the groin a re a for trave I ers who they find attractive. and then i ns,st they have to do a manual pat-down. It a pp ea rs the problem continues. and that it was not a m alter of two bad apples. How 

712912015 will the TSA address this problem? 
8:04:35 

PM 

l(b)(6) 

New York, NY 



712912015 
8:05:25 

PM 

Submitted on Wednesday, July 29, 2015 - 18:55 Submitted by anonymous use~._~_,(_6_) ___ .,~ubmitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Idaho 
Airport: WASHINGTON - GEG - Spokane International 
Date ofTravel: Mon, 0712712015 
Time of Travel: 5:00 am 
Airline & Flight Number: Delta 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Mam Checkpoint T SA Employee: 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: Screening 
Complaint: I am overweight and I am offended that every time I go 
through TSA check that because I carry a lot of my weight below 
the waist I am patted down and my pa I ms checked . It see ms 
slrange to me that fat shows up the same as potentially harmful 
items. In spokane the last time I flew the female TSA worker 
requested to pat my backs1d e and upper th1g hs. She th en asked me 
to spread my legs wider and patted up to my crotch. I felt that 
this was extreme and excessive. If the equipmenl is simply 
identifyin9 bulk, I would think that it is not effective. Better 
sere en i ng p ra ct1ce s need to be ta ken and hand pat downs need to 
be replaced with wanding. It is really degrading. I would like 
a response please. 

Would you like a response? Yes, I would like a response. 

==Passenger Info=~=----~ 
Passenger Name b. ff', 

Phone Numbe,~1,.h.,·, .. 1R_.,·-, ---'------, 
Email Address b)(61 ~----------~ 

Hello, 
My name iskb::,(61 !and I recently travelled by plane to New York City. I am a gender non conforming individual, more specifically I am a very masculine woman. On my return flight from JFK to Pearson International Airport. I went through 
the security checkpoint which included going through the body scanner. The TSA agent controlling the body scanner took one quick glance and assumed me to be male which later on caused an issue when the scan revealed female traits rather than 
male. At this point another male officer began a pat down without looking twice to check and make sure I was of his gender - this made me very uncomfortable (the reason why I know this, is because i was wearing a long hanging sleeveless shirt that 
clearly underlined my bra, which anyone that took a longer look would nolice instantly and clearly idenlified me as female). What I am asking with this email is for a betler solution for TSA officers when dealing with people who don't fil in the distinct 

7/3012015 categories of 'male' and "female'. rather than just assuming and causing tremendous stress on the individual. Perhaps the TSA a9ent asking for the passengers passport before conducting a scan or search, that clearly identifies their 9ender, would 
8'43:4 7 create a better and more professional expenence for both the passenger and TSA agent. Something as simple as the previously mentioned scenano would cause a much easier and stress free security check for ALL passengers. without anyone having 

AM to feel uncomfortable or discriminated against. 

Thank you for your time, 

l(b)(61 



713012015 
2:12:42 

PM 

Submitted on Thursday, July 30, 2015 - 13:25 Submitted by anonymous use,l~(b_._1(_6_) __ ~lsubm1tted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Texas 
Airport: TEXAS - SAT - San Antonio International 
Date ofTravel: Thu, 07/30/2015 
Time of Travel: 12:00 am 
Airline & Flight Number: Southwest 1440 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Terminal A TSA Employee: 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Dis ab i I ity or Medi cal Condition 
- Other 

Complaint: My mother and I pi eked up my grandmother from the 
airpor1. My grandmother is in a wheelchair so we 901 gate passes 
in order to meet her at the gate. When going thru the security 
che c kpomt I saw the ma chm e that xrays and asked an agent 1/ my 
mom could go thru the basic xray. I was told she could but would 
then go thru a cornplele Pat down. My morn is stage 4 Alzheimer's. 
We decided to try the big machine. It lit up because of the 

shirt she was wearing and she ended up gelling a pat down and 
hand check. I kept telling the agents she didn't understand and 
was gelling more anxious but they kept pushing her away from me. 
IAW your policy of risk assessment she was a very low risk. It 
was unreasonab I e to put her through that. 

Would you like a response? No, a response isn't required. 

The results of I his submission may be viewed at: 
hit ps :I lwww. ts a. gov/ nod e/2289/ s u bm i ssion/26278 



713012015 
2:13:15 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N atIona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 

Caller says that he was going through security. His 94 year old wife was in a wheelchair. He is 82 years old. Their skycap helped them. His wife was able to bypass the normal security line, but he had to go lhrough the normal line. He went through the 
first set of machines and there was an alarm. He had his belt on and has multiple metal implants in his body. The agent there supposedly asked him why he didn t tell her before in a rude manner. He then went to the AIT where another agent 
supposedly rudely told him to remove his hat and then rudely told him he knew better than to leave money in his pocket. They made him take off his shoes even though he Is over 75. His screening resulted in a patdown. but he has no complaints of the 
gentleman who done the patdown; only the two women who were supposedly rude to him. He didn t catch their names. The one at the WTMD was in 30s to 40s with short brown hair and maybe glasses. The other at the AIT was in her 40s to 50s with 
short hair. 

7130/2015 Date Time: 07.28.1511 a.m. lnc1dentoccurred at approximately 9 a.m. 
2:33: 10 Gate Tenninal: C 

PM Airporl: 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight# 758 
Bag tag# ( 1 Odigit): NA 
Bag Description: N A 
Missing Damaged item description: NA 
NOi: NA 
The caller is wanting to file a compliant aboul a patdown. Her rnotherfo 1(6) I went through the checkpoint today al Washington Dulles Airport and she went through lhe WTMD. She set off an alarm so they did a paldown. When they did the 
patdown, they asked her to lift her skirt to her thighs and they touch her everywhere inappropriately. They also didn t offer her a private screening and she felt humiliated in front of everyone. This was her first time flying. 

713012015 Date\Time: 7.30.15 12:14 pm 

3,10,57 Gate\Terrninal: Not Provided 

PM 
Airport Washington Dulles 
Airline: U mted Air I in es 
Flight#: UA 1107 



713012015 
6:11:59 

PM 

Submitted on Thursday, July 30, 2015 - 17:33 Submitted by anonymous user: ._[b-')_(6--'••_1 __ _.I Submitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights \ Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? Unreasonable Search Seizure Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes. I m filling this form out for myself 

==I nd1v1d ua I 
First Name: b 1(61 
Lasl Name: b 1(6) 
Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 

Phone Number:~kb~i~(6~·~i -~-~----~ 
PO Box or Street Address: f b 1(6) 
City: Davenport ~-------' 
State: Florida 
Zip Code (Post Code): 33837 
Other: 
Email: 

==Incident lnfonmation== 
When did this happen? Mon, 07\20\2015 
Where did this happen? SOUTH CAROLINA - HXD - Hilton Head 
What happened? 
Got to TSA checkpoint. showed them my crew ID, boa rd i ng pass. 
went through as if a normal passenger as I was business casual 
(no uniform. shoes off, laptop out etc .. ) and no issue. I forgot 
to take out my I arge r toothpaste and they said I wi 11 have to go 
through additional screening, which was fine. I walked over to 
the table and they opened every pockel, zipper, took everylhing 
out, swab bed both my bags inside and out for comb u sti bl e residue 
- everything. Took the toothpaste and I thanked them and moved 
on. 

I was sitting down in the gate area pulling the numbers for PHL 



713012015 
8:13:38 

PM 

Submitted on Thursday, July 30, 2015 - 19:00 Submitted by anonymous use1"-b~)-'(_6~, __ __,! Submitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Illinois 
Airport: ILLINOIS - CMI - University Of Illinois-Willard 
Date ofTravel: Thu, 07/30/2015 
Time of Travel: 9:30 am 
Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee: 

==Complainls== 
Complaint Feedback: 

Civil Rights I C1v1I Liberties 
- Profession al is m/Cus tom er Service 
- Screening 

Complaint: 
One TSA agent was very rude and shouting. She was not at the 
gate checking people in, but standing in a wrong place and 
looking in the wrong direction. Then, she 901 mad al me for 
putting my things down to be scanned. After she checked me in, 
she got upset that I was pushing my belonging along the belt. Is 
she just a control freak? She should be trained to be more 
polite as a federal employee•!! 

Then I got selected lo r a random body pat-down. And. a second T SA 
agent groped me in the private parts• This is crazy! Why should 
some old TSA guy be allowed 10 1ouch my 1es1icles? It's sexual 
harassment. 

Would you like a response? No, a response isn't required. 



713012015 
10:01:26 

PM 

Submitted on Thursday, July 30, 2015 - 21 :33 Submitted by anonymous userJ .. '.b_._1(_6_, __ __,~ubm1tted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: District of Columbia 
Airport: VIRGINIA - IAD - Washington-Dulles International 
Date ofTravel: Wed. 07/2912015 
Time of Travel: 7:00 am 
Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: The checkpoint near the Pre-Check lanes TSA Employee:fb•:1(6) land her male direct report 

==Complaints== '--'--"'-----' 

Complaint Feedback: 
- Profession al ism/Custom er Service 
- Screening 

Complaint: 
My b rather and I were recently t rave Ii ng on a fli9ht from IA D 10 
CMH. We are both Pre-Check, frequent fliers. For the first 
time. my brother was flagged as SSSS far in advance of arriving 
at the airport as he wasn't able to check in online. I 
undersland that is a procedure, though I find it highly 
suspicious that designation was "random" or I 09ica I. We had 
booked our fi 19 ht wee ks ago and it was a round-trip ticket. I 
was allowed to go through Pre-Check and waited for my brother to 
go lhrough the regular lane. He cleared the "hands-up" machine 
and his carry-on was also cleared. However. he was held for 
addition al sere en i ng as 1s the result of the designation. What 
followed should be an embarrassment to you. He was subjected to 
an extreme and invasive patdown - short of groping him, lhe TSA 
employee ran his hands over every inch of my brother's body, 
sometimes twice. He put his hands i ns1d e the waist of his shorts 
and up the legs of the shorts. My brother withstood this 
humiliation with patience and calmness: I, on the other hand, was 
cryin9, watching the scene unfold. He was treated with the 



713112015 
9:07:53 

AM 

Submitted on Thursday, July 30, 2015 - 23:26 Submitted by anonymous userj~(b_·~1(_6"'") __ __,!Subm1tted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Col arado 
Airport: COLORADO - DEN - Denver International 
Date ofTravel: Thu, 07/30/2015 
Time of Travel: 9:15 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: WN 442 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Only checkpoint open, by new hate I and I arge American flag. 
TSA Employee: Unknown. She had covered her name tag with other badges. 

==Complainls== 
Complaint Feedback: Screening 
Complaint: I u nde rwe nt a pat-down screening, and the screen er I a 
young, obese black woman with chin-length straight hair) jammed 
her hands into my crotch during the pal-down. She hit me with the 
side of her hand so hard that it was painful. This was extremely 
in ap prop nate and unprofessional. 

Would you like a response? Yes. I would like a response. 
==Passenger Info=,-=-. __ ---~ 

Passenger Name (b_i(6_:, 
Phone Nurnber:i:':b"",1-,,(6"'1-'----,.--' 

Email Address '-'-'h-"·,1-'-R"-·-, _____ __, 

The resu Its of this s u bm i ss,on may be viewed at: 
hit ps: I lwww. ts a. gov/ nod e/22 89/s u bm i ssion/26338 



713112015 
10:10:26 

AM 

Submitted on Friday, July 31, 2015 - 09:11 Submitted by anonymous uset._b--'-1(_6-'-) ___ _.rubmitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Illinois 
Airport: IL LI NOi S - 0 RD - Chi cago-O' Hare I ntem ati o na I 
Date ofTravel: Fri, 07131/2015 
Time of Travel: 8:00 am 
Airline & Flight Number: AA 1456 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Screening 
TSA Employee: 

==Complainls== 
Complaint Feedback: Screening 
Complaint: 
This applies to all TSA everywhere. 

I am TSA Pre. I have metal in my leg and need to go through the 
scanner. The muscles in my right shoulder always (and sometimes 
in my left) give an indication for pat down in that area, I am 
very happy to have a female employee do this, but your policy 
won't allow that. That patdown of that non-sensitive region has 
to wait for a male. 

More broadly, I think the rules on all patdowns should be 
revisited. If the worry is that you need to avoid a touch of 
someone who might have s exua I thoug his wh, I e patting someone 
down, th en you need to screen for sexua I p refe re nee, Even so, 
while I am stalistically confident that I have been palled down 
by gay men, I don't care. 

I just want to get tho ugh security fa st. 

If the worry is that some subjects want to be screened by someone 



Fro~(b)(61 
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2015 1 o 52 AM 
To: TSA-ContactCenter 
Subject: FW: incoming Title VI Complaint 

Please see message below. 

I have been referred to Seen a Foster. Manager, Disability Branch, Office of Civil Rights and Liberties 

B esl Rega rd s, 

~1(61 ~ 
fi-,ce of Civil Rig ts 

713112015 Federal Avialion Adminislration 

12.20.23 800 Independence Avenue SW, Room 1030 
p M Washmgto n DC 20 591 

Workkb1(6) ! 
Fax (202) 267-8341 

Fro~(bi(61 
Sent: Friday, July 31. 2015 10:40 AM 
To: 'TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov' 
Subject Incoming Title VI Complaint 

Good Momi ng , 

Our office received this letter via FedEx July 17th. I have been struggling trying to find who is the POC/ who should I forward the letter to. If you could please advise as to where I can send this to ar who I need to call. I would really appreciate it. 

713112015 Caller was scheduled leave Reno on the 23rd. Because of TSA Screening he missed his flight. He arrived al the checkpoint. He opted 10 gel a patdown. It set off the AIT. He was taken into a back room and patled down. He missed his flighl. He wants 

1 :i4 :33 to know what the next step is. He filed a complaint with the CSM at the airport. 

PM 

I was recently stopped by security after passing lhrough a scanner in a Phoenix airport gale. According to the officer, I had an "anomaly' in my "crotch.' 
7131/2015 A thorough pat-down ensued, as did an officer overreacting to me expressing shock at the implication - as any normal human would do. 
4:1037 

PM 
There is no possible way there was anything suspicious belw"een my legs, which means your scanners don't work property. Or. your officers lied in order to cop a feel and humiliate me. Either way, the screw up was on your end. 
This was an unnerving experience, to say the least. And, I can't imagine how many other women have been put through it unnecessarily. 
Get it fixed and get your female officers out of aggressive mode when dealing with professional women who have been targeted for no reason. 
Callers wife isfh··,rr;-1 land she travels every week and she is pre approved for Precheck. She was at LAX today with her walker, when she went through TSA there was a rude officer named TSOEfilill[Jn line one and two. Caller stated this 
ofli cer stopped his wile and made her rem ave her be It shoes and other items and did not ca re that she had precheck. He stated his wife cant even stand we 11 and they st, 11 made her remove her shoes and everything. He I ater stated she got whee I ch air 
assistance from the airline because they wouldnt even let her go through the checkpoint with her walker. She ended up getting a patdown procedure while in the wheelchair and they swabbed her hands as well. She stated the lady was grabbing her 
breast and put her hands under her crotch, lhe passenger felt that she was being groped. Caller stated what shes really mad about is thal the lady was groping her and she had precheck on her boarding pass. Caller states thal TSA either needs to 
retrain this employee or maybe she just wasnt meant for the job. 

Mishandling RFI 
7131/2015 
5:35:32 CSM RFI---Mishandling RFI 

PM REASON for the call: 
Date Time: 7 31 15 departure at 8:20pm probably went through screening about 2: 1 0pm 
Gate and Terminal: Gate 71 B 
Airport: LAX 
Airline: United 
Flight #:281 



I was just subjected to an overly aggressive pat down, I am contacting you to issue a comp I ai nt, Never have I be en subjected to such an aggressive pat down, I always trigger the a I a rm due to two knees and hip rep I ace me nts, You can see my sea rs. 
I am wearing a dress. There is no need to karate chop my crolch four times, I have only one. 
The woman who conducted this procedure I'm certain was just doing her jab, but clearly she needs ta be retrained. She said it's all on camera so I'm sure it's available at the Humphrey Terminal in Mineapolis; approximately 5: 15pm. She hid behind 

713112015 just doing her Job and I witnessed her telling another Isa officer. I'm sure this is not how a pat down is supposed to be conducted and I'd appreciate a response. 
8:04:47 

PM Thank you. 

!(b)(61 

81112015 
927:44 

AM 

Sent on a Sprint Samsung Galaxy S® 111 
Submitted on Friday, July 31, 2015 - 22:30 Submitted by anonymous user: ~fb_ •• _,(6_._I --~!Submitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based an: Disability I Medical Condition Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==I nd1v1d ua I Info== 
First Name:~ 
Lasl Name:t.!:W.§.LJ 
Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 
Phone Number:k~b~l~(6~1--~ 
Best Time to Contact . 
- 11 :00 am - 1:00 pm 
- 1:00 pm-3:00 pm 
Day of the week: 
- Monday 
- Tuesday 
- Wednesday 
- Thursday 

- Friday ~-. -. -----~ 
PO Box or Sire et Address:l(b 1(6, 
City: Minneapolis ,_ ______ __, 

State: Minne sot a 
Zip Code (Post Code): 55405 

Other=~----------~ 
Emai1,f b)(61 

==lncidenl lnformalion== 
When did this happen? Fri. 07\ 10\2015 
Where did this happen? MISSOURI - STL - Lambert St. Louis 
I nte rnat ion a I 
What happened? I am traveling with two small children, my two 
month old son and my two year old daughter, as well as my father. 



81112015 
1:18:08 

PM 

Submitted on Saturday, August 1. 2015 - 11: 10 Submitted by anonymous userk._b_."'1(_6'-I __ __,~ubmitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Puerto Rico 
Airport: PUERTO RICO - SJ U - Luis Munoz Mann International 
Date ofTravel: Fri, 0712412015 
Time of Travel: 11:30 am 
Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee: 

==Complainls== 
Complaint Feedback: TSA Pre?'" 
Complaint: The re 1s no sea n ne r in pre-check just a magnetometer. 
As I have implants I set of the magnetometer, I was told I should 
get in lhe regular line as I hat has scanners. That is NOT what I 
paid for. I choose to stay in pre-check and waited well in excess 
of 3 0 minutes for a pat down. Again not a cce pta bl e. Agents had no 
radios, claimed they were understaffed. hard to believe when you 
see so many TSA shirls just wandering around. In any case a very 
lackadaisical, unprofessional, poorly led operation. 

Would you like a response? Yes, I would like a response. 
==Passenger Info=~=----~ 

Passenger Nam~e~b-'-1(~6""") __ .,...,, 
Phone Numbe h·1Ifr-, >-----~---~ 
Email Address =b'-'1(""'6-'-·-, ______ __. 

The resu Its of this submission may be viewed at: 

Caller wanted to report an incident. She was violated at the screening checkpoint. The officer s1arted laughing with her co-workers. After screening, she was asked 10 step her right fool forward, her feet were apart and the right leg was patted down, 
The passenger had shorts. The officers hand touched her private area. 
The passenger told her to stop and a new officer had to Ii msh the pat down. The second officer did a better job. 

81112015 Passanger asked for her badge number and was only given her lasl name llli:iill:[J 
6:4913 

PM Flight #613 

8/112015 
7:07 09 

PM 

812/2015 
9:05:48 

AM 

Date: 07.31.2015 
Time: 9:35am 
Airlines: Hawaiian 
Airport: LNY 
On July 29 2015 I re1urned from a trip to Munich Germany. In Munich I went trough the X-ray- machine withoul problems. 8 hours later had again go through x-ray in order to return 10 Phoenix AZ. I was lold I had to be groped, no reason why. The 
woman proceeded to press my breast until they hurt and went down my body and stuck her finger into my vagina. I compl:ained saying this was an assault. The arrogant supervisor, called !(b)(ff:, ! appeared and said because I hadn.t let the first 
woman Ii ni sh I had to go through it ag am with another woman. I made quite a scene. I am 90 years o Id and have both hips rep I aced. so I have gone through many gropings dun ng the last 4o yea rs and only o nee before did a woman have the nerve to 
stick her linger into m vagina. But according totlll@I]t is procedure and if I don,t like it, he would walk me of the airport. Airport security is not there to sexually assault old (or any) women. 
I hope you can do somel hi ng to change these procedures 
SincerelyJb1(61 I 

Caller did nol wish to give her informalion for I his call. Caller stated she fiew from Ft. Lauderdale Airporl to BWI. Caller wants to complain about lhe service she was provided at Fl. Lauderdale. She stated she is an American citizen, and has TSA Pre 
Check. Caller was directed through the AIT machine at which paint it alarmed an her. She stated she seen that it alarmed on her stomach area. She said that the TSO pulled her aside and informed her she would need to undergo a patdown. She stated 
th at the officer checked her stomach area. but th en proceeded to ch eek her groin a re a. She stated the TSO informed her th at the patdown would be conducted using the back of the hand. The cal I er wants to know how foreigners and other American 
citizens make it through the security screening with gun, knives. and other dangerous items. She hears about this happening al I the time and would like to know why they can get though with all these items but a little grandma like herself has to be 
violaled. Caller stated that she never has issues like this when she fly s lhrough BW I, but ii always seems like somelhing when she goes through Ft. Lauderdale. 

Caller gave her fi 1g ht information: 
Southwest 3713 
8-1-15 8:45pm 
Terminal 1 



81212015 
9A4:10 

AM 

Submitted on Saturday, August 1. 2015 - 23:09 Submitted by anonymous user: ~kb_l~(_6_) --~pubmitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Texas 
Airport: TEXAS - AUS - Austi n-B ergstro m Intern ati o na I 
Date ofTravel: Sat. 08/01/2015 
Time of Travel: 4:00 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: Southwest Airlines Flight 2196 Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Checkpoint 2 TSA Employee: 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Profession al is m/Cus tom er Service 
- Screening 

Complaint: I was randomly se I ected lo r extra screening through 
the T SA Pre Ii ne. The officer told me my bag tested positive lo r 
explosive material. I was told to sit down and tJke off my shoes 
as they thoroughly searched ever inch of my bags and sent them 
through the metal detectors several times. A female officer 
patted me down in front of everyone. She didn't offer a private 
pat down. Shortly afterwards, a man who indicaled he was in 
charge of explosives came and questioned me. I asked him how this 
11 was possible my bag could test like this in light of the fact 
I've travelled through multiple airports in the past three weeks 
with lhe same exact bags without incident. He said the bags may 
have touched something during all those travels (which is 
disturbing) or that I may have touched someone. He asked if l"d 
touched someone recently. I told him our driver helped me out of 
the car so I'd touched his hand. "Did he look like a terrorist?" 
he asked me. I told him he's a white male. I explained that I'd 
worked on the Bush preside nti a I campaign as a staff member and so 
it was ironic that I was going through al I of this. He said 
there wasn't really a problem. They just needed to go through 
this p race ss because that was the protoco I once the a I a rm went 



81212015 
9A4:34 

AM 

8/212015 
12:21:20 

PM 

8/212015 
4:05 06 

PM 

Submitted on Sunday. August 2, 2015- og:26 Submitted by anonymous userJ~(_b_)(_6_) __ ~Isubmitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Disability I Medical Condition Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==I nd1v1d ua I Info== 
First Name ll.Jiil..6.L 
Lasl Name:i:..i:i.Rfuj 
Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 
Phone Numbe~~b_)~(6_, __ ~ 
Best Time to Contact . 11 :00 am - 1 :00 pm 
Day of lhe week: Monday ..,..,...,..,----------, 
PO Box or Street Add res sf b 1(6) 
City: Irving ~---------~ 

State: Texas 
Zip Code (Post Code) 75063 

Other,.· ,-,--,-,-----------, 
Emai1l(b)(61 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? Sun, 08102\2015 
Where did this happen? OHIO - CLE - Cleveland Hopkins 
I nte rna t ion a I 
What happened? As I approached the tsa scanner at approximately 
8:15am on Aug 2 2015 an Asian (I assume) Isa agent with grey hair 
directed me to the x-ray scanner and I notified him at that time 
that I was three months pregnant and that I would like to opt oul 
of the scanner. He said, ok but still directed me to get in the 
scanner so I told him again that I was p r.egnant and he got upset 
and irritate and told me that the x-ray and the metal scanner 
were the same thing and not to tell him the same thing lwice. He 
then told me that the only way for me to get through tsa was 

llliRfil]called in on 712812015 and spoke wilh Andrew about allemative forms of ID. Her DL had expired and wanled to know what she could use 10 board her flight. When the caller went to the TSA Checkpoint in SAN, she presented her boarding 
pass along with her alternative forms of ID. The TSO checking her boarding pass then started yelling 'Plus One· and was telling everyone to go around her. She was then taken to a non private area, to the right of the escalators where everyone could 
see her. She received a thorough fully body patdown which involved raising her shirt up. She also had to take her hat off and a TSO felt her hair for any anomalies. ~stated that she was very embarrassed and mortified. She was trying to give the 
TSO the information Andrew had gave her but they said they didn't care, They also took 3 items away fr.om her and thr.ew them away. She stated that she has taken those 3 items on a lot of different flights without any problem. 

Date Time: 8 1 2015 2:00pm - 3:00pm 
Airport: San Diego 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight#: 1426 
Super,isor description: Female, Petite, fair skin, very short black hair. 
Officer descnption: Plus sized, busty woman, curty sandy blonde hair, in her 50 s. 

kb':1(6) ~tated that his seventy-eight year old mother had a terrible experience at the Hartsfield Aiport in Atlanta. He stated that she has to stay in a wheel chair at all times. He wanted to report that his mother had ave them her TSA PreCheck 
card and then was unnecessarily taken to a private room without her permission to receive a pat down. He stated that they had inappmpriately touched her private ar.eas and they went thmugh all of her bags. (b)(ff:1 feels like all of this wasn t 
appropriale for his mother since she was elderly and takes anli-depressants. 

Date and ti me of trave I: August 2nd at 1 : 00 P. M. 
Gate or Terminal: Terminal 4 
Airporl: Harlsfield Atlanta lnternalional 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight# 3856 



81212015 
4:31:04 

PM 

8/212015 
5:3116 

PM 

81312015 
826:24 

AM 

8/312015 
9:2446 

AM 

Yesterday the cal I er and her h us band we re coming back from the Fort Laude rd ale airport. 
She said that her husband was not treated coCTectly and she had an NOi, she wanted to know if this was related. 

They told him that the Pre Check lane was closed, they both had a blue ar green tag put on their boarding pass to signify they had Pre Check. 
When they got to the beginning of the belt he opened his I a plop bag and was told to take every single thing out of his I a plop bag and everything out of his pockets. 
As soon as he got to the other side of the meta I d ete cto r after c I earing, the first I ad y that i nitia I ly that told him that Pre Check I an e was closed , to Id the other TSO s that his stuff needed to be checked again after already being c I ea red, 
She also suggested that he have a thorough patdown wilh which he had to undergo after already clearing screening. 

Date Time: 08 01 2015 @ around 6-6: 15 PM 
Gate Terminal: B5 
Airporl: FLL 
Airline: Sa uthwest 
Flight# 3913 

Description: She was an African American woman, she had short hair, they also think she wore glasses. 

Dear Sir/madam: 

As a frequent traveler, I am quite versed with the TSA and am thankful far the job that you da ta keep us safe. Yesterday. August 1, I flew from Cabo San Lucas to Phoenix, AZ and had a connecting flight onto Denver, CO. 

Going thru customs was an absolute breeze, however, my connection was a close one. As you know, you must go lhru security again (even lhough you wenl thru securily at your originating airporl). As I arrived at the securily checkpoint closest to the 
international terminal in Phoenix, the line was quite long. With only 20 minutes to make my connection, I entered the first class line. 

Getting lhru this first point was fine. Then, there was only one scanning machine working as well as the older machine for TSA prechecks. The line for the scanning machine was very long, so I got into the line for lhe older machine. Upon gelling up 
for my turn, I was told I had toga thru the scanner since I was not a precheck. I explained to the TSA agent. kb)(ffl !that I had 15 minutes ta catch my flight and since there was a long line at the scanner could I please go thru this line. She was 
quite rude and ada rn ant that I could not. I th en asked for a pat down. as I a rn not comfo rta bl e going thru the scanners. She then told me "we 11 that is going to take Io nge ,·. I asked again co u Id I please go thru the shorter Ii ne as my fi 1g ht was about to 
leave and was told no. She instructed me to wait where I could not see my items and I asked ii I could stand where I could see them (which is what normally occurs during a pat down). She rudely told me where to stand. Then. because the line at the 
full body scanner was so long (which was my point in the firsl place), she began to move people thru lhe old fashioned machine. Now I asked her if I could go thru and she refused. I now have 10 minutes 10 gel my flight and explained that to her 
again. She informed rne that since I had already "opted out", she could not put me thru. The pat dawn officer arrived. At this point I was sa stressed that I was shaking and in tears. This is not the way I planned to end my vacation. 

This women was the rudest agent I have ever encounlered. Again, her name is (b::,(6) We are all in this together and she made me feel like an absolule criminal. Perhaps her role would be betler served walching the machines and not dealing 
with people. Those agents that work the front line should be those with peoples , s an (b·:,(6) as certainly lacking in this area. 

My flight was USAir533 from Los Cabos to Phoenix on August 1. I do nol have kb 1(6) !name and badge, but I did speak wilh the TSA agent on hand and he looked thru the video surveillance to help me find her. (This was all accomplished 
because my flight was delayed, which no one knew during this security line. I ran to my gate and found it was delayed and then went back to report this woman.) 

One final suggestion ... perhaps those of us !raveling internalionally could have an automatic pre-check if our flights conlinue after clearing immigration. We have already gone thru securily and sometimes the connections are close. 

Thank you again for your service. As a frequent traveler, I appreciate what you all do and feel safer because of your agency. 

Sincerely 
Caller went through the screening checkpoint at DTW yesterday between 7:00pm and 7: 15pm and when she came out of the scanner and the officer advised her that she needed to check the cuffs an her shorts and proceeded with a patdown 
screening. The officer kept telling her to spread her legs further and proceeded to touch the inside of her thighs and grabbed her crotch really hard and squeezed and tried to penetrate her with her fingers through her jeans. She is very upset and feels 
that she has been sexually assaulted by the officer at the screening checkpoint and is requesting that the CSM at DTW contact her back to let her know what is being done about this so the officer does not do this to anyone else. The agent that 
conducted the screening was an African American female about 5 2 or 5 4 with a bob hair cul. 
Caller is at Boston Logan and is concerned about the way a patdawn was performed. A TSO performed a patdawn without informing the passenger what area of his body the patdown would be performed an. Caller spoke with a supervisor about the 
patdown that took place. He asked the supervisor what the patdown policys and procedures are. and asked 1f they are able to do a patdown without informing the passenger of the process. He was informed by the supervisor that He is not a lawyer and 
do esn t know that information . Ca 11 er wants to send a comp I a int to the airport about the way they do their p atdowns. 



Disability Description: Caller wears a brace and would like to file a complaint regarding her screening experience. 

lncidenl Details: Caller wears a brace. She went through the AIT. The TSO who handled her screening was well mannered and standard. She allowed her to sil during the patdown since an alarm was generated. A STSO came mer and was rude. She 
rudely and raising her voiced asked her What s in your pockets? She yelled when she spoke to her the majority of the time. She was in a wheelchair when she arrived and transferred to a chair for a patdown and AIT screening. She had a bad 
expenence obtaining a wheelchair due to a long wait but she recognizes that it is airline related. The brace was made of metal. The STSO said that if she buzzed, she wouldn t be allowed on a plane in a condescending way. She stated she felt 
discriminated against based on a disability. or like they failed to accommodate her, 

Date and Time (departure time and arrival time): 8-2-15@ 930 to 10 pm 

81312015 Gate Terminal: Gate D60. She went in to the airport through Gate 1. 

11 ,32, 17 Airporl: MIA to CLE 

AM 
Airline:AA 
Flight Number: 3072 
Baggage tag number ( 1 0 digits): NA 
Description of Baggage: NA 
Missing Damaged item description: NA 
NOi: NA 
Anything on the NOi: NA 
Special Notes: The STSO would nol give a name. The STSO was about 5 7 or 5 8, black, very dark, about 165-175 lbs. and around 35. She went through Checkpoint 2, it was a Precheck lane and was between AA s domestic and priority line 
(somewhere in the middle). She suggested the TSA staff allow passengers to see their name on their badges. 

According to the ACLU, TSA had agree to conduct training and monitor practices to prevent and address racially discriminatory hair pat downs at airports, but unfortunately Friday July 31, 20151 was profiled and ask to have my hair searched at 
Denver's Airport (DIA). This also happen to a friend who wasn't aware of the profiling issues. 

81312015 Could you give me more information or who to contact aboul Denver's TSA is continuing lhis praclice? 
12:10:28 

PM 

fb)(61 



81312015 
12:12:05 

PM 

Submitted on Monday, August 3. 2015 - 10: 14 Submitted by anonymous user:~kb~)_(6~·•-' --~I Submitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Alabama 
Airport: ALABAMA- BHM - Birmingham-Shuttlesworth International 
Date ofTravel: Sat. 0711112015 
Time of Travel: 5:30 am 
Airline & Flight Number: United 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Security screening area TSA Employee: Unknown name 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: Screening 
Complaint: Fem ale employee doing the pat-down was agitated right 
from the start giving me a disgusted I oak because I opted for the 
pat-down. I am a senior citizen 62 years of age. The way she 
man-handled me is unacceplable for a person of my age. II 
started with my hair being pulled as her gloved hand went deep 
into my hair. She was extremely rough as she ran her hands up 
and down my legs. To the point that my pants were coming down. 
I told her she was pulling my pants down. And she said she would 
give me a minute to pull them back up. Then as she continued 
using the same force on the front of my I eg s she made a co up I e 
sarcastic comments asking "Are your pants falling down again?" 
As she got to my breast area, she again was way too rough. I 
could write down a more vivid description of what she did but it 
was uncalled for. I am sure you can see it on the tapes. As a 
person ages, our bodies become more sensitive to pain due to 
things like arthrilis and olher disabililies. We should nol have 
to te 11 the employee that we a re older and our bodies a re prone 
to certain di scomfo rtsl pain. This employee needs some diversity 
training on how to eflecti vely dea I with senior citizens. 

Disability Description: Callers girlfriend was in a wheelchair and bandages on her legs from a recent surgical procedure. 

Incident Detai Is: REASON lo r the cal I: His girlfriend was in a wheelchair and was not sup posed to stand up. She was made to stand up from the wheelchair even after she advised that she was not supposed to per doctor s orders. She was screened 
via a patdown that took 20-35 minutes which resulted in her missing her flight. He is upset that other px went through standard screening. She was advised by a TSO that elderly px were permitted through standard screening because they were old, 
The caller found lhis rude. 

81312015 He comp I a i ned th at he was unab I e to obtain a whee I chair attendant. 
12:57:15 

PM Dale Time: 8 3 15 10:55am. She was at lhe checkpoint before this. 
Gate Terminal: NA 
Airport: HOU 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight#:NA 



81312015 
2:03:00 

PM 

Submitted on Monday, August 3. 2015 - 11 :32 Submitted by anonymous user: ._kb_.~1(_6"'") ___ ... ~ubm1tted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Disability I Medical Condition Are you filling this form out for yourself? No, I m filling this form out for someone else 

==Rep rese ntati ve Information== 

First Name:""b_l_(6_,....__~ 
Lasl Name: .. b~1~(6.,.I __ ~ 
Primary Phone: ell Phone 
Phone Numbe{b 1(6) 
Best Time to c""o-nt_a_ct_: ___ _. 

- 1:00 pm-3:00 pm 
- 3:00 pm - 5:00 pm 
Day of the week: 
- Monday 
- Tuesday 
- Wednesday 
- Thursday 
- Friday 
PO Box or Slreet Address:._!l'"'h-"·11-'-R""·., _____ _. 
City: Scottsda I e 
State: Arizona 
Zip Code (Post Code): 85254 

Other=..,..,....,.,-------, 
Email,kb)(61 
Have you been authorized to file this complaint form on behalf of 
another individual? . Yes, I declare that I am authorized to file 
this complaint on behalf of the named individual. 

==Comp I a i ntant Information= = 
Re I ati o ns hip with Com plai nta nt: S1ste r 

Full Name of Complaintant"-("'b"'l(-"6"-1 ___ ...,..,.....,.,...------, 
PO Box or Slreet Address of Complaintanl: b)(61 
City: Norfolk ~-'-~-----' 



81312015 
2:03:04 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Name:._(b""·""1(,.,...,·., ..,.,,,-~------, 
Email Address:.,.,._~:',----,-----' 
Phone Number· 
Address: ,.(,...b,...1(""6_,,i _____ __..___, 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 

Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? yes 
N at,ona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Ron aid Reagan Washing ton N ationa I Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 

81312015 Caller said when coming through the POX securily check point he opted out of the AIT and WTMD and lhe TSO that conducted his pat down seemed nervous and out of sort. When going up the callers right groin his hand was shoved up very forcefully 
3:00:20 and hurt the caller. He was near terminal E. He did not get a name or a badge number. The TSO had an accent and seemed to be around 50-55 years of age. 

PM 



8/312015 
4:0351 

PM 

8/312015 
4:0416 

PM 

Reason for the ca 11 - Ca 11 er stated that the TSO th at did his pat down was to rough. 

Airport- POX 
Airline - United Airlines 
Flight Numbers • UA549 
Departure Times - The flight was scheduled to depart at 3:39 pm. It departed at approximately 6:15 pm. 
Arrival Times - He went through the checkpoint at approximately 5:45 pm. 
Date And Time of Incident - 8 02 2015 
Baggage Tag Numbers - NA 
Des c ri pt ion Of Luggage 
Color-NA 
Style - NA 
Size - NA 
Brand - NA 

Was There An NOi - NA 
Was Anything On The NOi - NA 
Missing Damaged ilem descriplion - NA 
Location Of Incident 
Gate-E1 
Terminal - Doe,µ,"'-!=""----, 
Phone Number b)(61 
Email 1h··,1rr1 
Name Of Actual Person Involved ._b_.,..;I (,,,,6~) ---,,---' 
Special Notes - He opted out of the AIT and requested a patdown. He stated that the TSO seemed uneasy and was fumbling with his gloves and stuff. He pushed on his chest very hard. He jammed his right hand into his crotch. He is still sore. He 
asked the TSO if I hey were checking genitalia now and was told yes. He did not get the name of the TSO. The TSO had reddish blonde hair and he was in his late 40 s or mid 50 s. He had a some type of accent. He was traveling alone. He wanted 
to know if a third person can be present when he gets a patdown. He wants to be contacted by the CSM. He asked for the name and the number for the CSM. 
Submitted on Monday, August 3, 2015 -14:56 Submitted by anonymous use~(b.:1(6) ~ubmitted values are: 

Feedback Type: Complaint 
State: Montana 
Airport: MONTANA - BZN - Gallatin Field 
Dale o!Travel: Tue, 0712812015 
Time of Travel: 5:00 am 
Airline & Flight Number: DL 1203 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: TSA Pre-Check TSA Employee:~ 

==Complainls== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Civil Rights I C1v1I Liberties 
- TSA Pre?"™ 

Complaint: I have 1raveled several times a monlh for the past 8 
months with breast milk. I am a lactating mother who travels for 
work and have become very experienced at this. However. I have 
never felt more humiliated and treated like a criminal than my 
last trip. I went lhrough security wilh my infant daughler. I 
expected extra screening as I had approximate I y 20 ounces of 
breast mi I k in storage bags with me. What came next was not only 
completely absurd . it was a I so comp I ete I y u ncal I ed far. The re 
were two agents who were trying 10 use the machine 10 do the 
extra screening. One appeared to be a trainee. They saw that it 
was breast mi I k and as ke~( b ·:, ( 6) ! to come aver. He said that they 
couldn't test milk in plastic bags and that I would need to move 
the milk to a different container or I hey would have to open the 
bags up and test each one. He said the machine could test hard 
plastic but not soft plastic. This is completely false. Every 
other airport that I have been in for the last 8 months has been 
able to screen my milk without 1ransferring ii to another 
container and co nta min ati ng it. He said othe twi se that I would 
need to get extra screening. I have had extra screening before 



81312015 
7:07:08 

PM 

Submitted on Monday, August 3. 2015 - 17:55 Submitted by anonymous user:~kb~)_(_6~1 --~~ubmitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Georgia 
Airport: GEORGIA - ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International 
Date ofT rave I: Mon, 0810312015 
Time or Travel: 12:00 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: Delta 1862 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: South Terminal TSA Employee: Black guy. heavyset 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Profession al ism/Custom er Ser,ice 
- Screening 

Complaint: 
The genlleman is a heavyset black guy with a beard. He was 
working at the South terminal on this morning (Aug. 3rd). My 
fi 1g ht was at 1 : 55 and I pro ba bl y came through security around 
rioon. 
He was exlremely UNPROFESSIONAL. He was yelling to customers to 
take off everything meta I and I mean everything. He went on to 
say that contrary to popular bel ,el the T SA he re at the ATL 
airport do not wish to pat you down. He continued stating he 
would have 10 pal you down with his blue gloves and he would be 
as forceful with the pat down as he was as he was talking to us. 

His behavior was beyond ridiculous '! Someone must have 
complained because a female supervisor did come oul and address 
him. She did not have on a traditional uniform. She had on a nice 
p roles s ional o utf1t with pants. 

This employee needs 10 be at minim um counseled for his behavior, 
possibly terminated. He is a poor reflection on your agency. 



81312015 
7:08:01 

PM 

Submitted on Monday, August 3. 2015 - 16:38 Submitted by anonymous userj._(b_.'--1(_6'-) __ __,ISubmitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Disability I Medical Condition Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==I nd1v1d ua I Info== 
First Name (b 1(6) 
Lasl Name 1h··,1f'i, 

Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 
Phone Number: ._f h_._·,I_R_·1 --~ 
Best Time to Contact . 1 :00 pm - 3:00 pm 
Day of I he week: 
- Monday 

- Friday ~.--. ---~ 
PO Box or Street Address¥ ... b-'1-'-(6-'i ___ __. 
City: troy 
State: Ohio 
Zip Code (Post Code): 45373 
01 her: United States 
Email:kb)(6) 

==Incident lnfonmation== 
When did this happen? Thu, 07\30\2015 
Where did this happen? FLORIDA - FLL - Ft. 
Laude rd ale-Ho 11 ywood Intern ati o na I 
What happened? 
During a recent visit to Fort Lauderdale I flew back on Southwest 
Airline on July 30, 2015. The flight departure was 3:40pm to 
Co I umb us, OH. I was trave 11 i ng alone and entered the security 
check point at around 2:00pm. Due to being 8 months pregnant I 
chase to opt o ul of the detectors as I have many other ti mes 
throughout my pregnancy while travelling. Every other time I had 



On August 3rd. at 0711, while traveling through Mccarran international Airport Las Vegas, Nevada, lnappro riate comments were made by a TSA Employee. I was approached/contacted in the TSA Security screening area I was waved into the 
electronic scanner. Upon exiting the scanner I stepped to the left and a TSA employee. later identified as (b .. 1(6'1 looked me up and down, leaned in towards me and said. "I don't want to sound like you mama, but you need to pull up your damn 
panls! I was shocked to say the least. I was caught off guard and embarrassed by the comment. I responded by saying my shorts are up, I'm not a child or a thug and I don't appreciale being talked to that way. TSA Oflicer~hen said I need 
you to go back through the scanner. He motioned for me to return into the scanner, which I did. After being scanned a second time I exited the scanning area and!rh··,1R~aid now I'm gonna have to pat dawn your upper left shoulder area. I was very 
upset and there was a female TSA Agent present. 

My name isfh··,1r;·1 !and I am a 42 year old African American male. The comments were baseless and were made as a direct result of me being African American. I was wearing black shor1s cus1om "Air Jordan shorts, a white Banana 
Republic T-shirt and socks. 

I then stepped aside and got my shoes back on and went directly to the supervisors booth behind the security screening area. I made contact with a male in a shirt, jacket and tie, later identified as (b)(ff:1 I explained to him what happened 
and the man smiled as if ii were funny. I demanded lhe TSA Officer's name an~ said, I'm not going 10 give you I hat. I asked him for his supervisors name and he said I can't give you I hat either, · ul · e , g,ve me his card and explained that I 
could fill out a complaint form their on scene. I explained tofil(ITT that the entire incident is an camera and that I would like for him to review it ta see haw I was rechecked/searched after the inappropriate comments were made to shaw me that the 
TSA officer who made the inappropriate comments was in co~e and my movements. 

81312015 It should be noted that I contacted a female supervisor on scene and she too refused to give mekbl(ff•, !supervisors contact information. I had to go to the law enforcement sland on the back wall where I asked the police officer for a supervisor. 
BA 1,47 The officer contactedkb·:,(61 !wha identified himself as the TSA Screening Manager and gave me a contact TSA card and explained in detail how to handle this issue. He was very professional and helpful. He did not attempt to discourage or 

PM discount my concerns. 

81312015 
9:16:23 

PM 

I would like someone to review the video of the incident and respond 10 my concerns. I'm prelly sure the comments combined with lhe search were a violation of my civil rights. I look forward to working with you to resolve I his issue. 

Sent from my iPad 

Complainl: 
She had surgery on her ankle so she has to wear a boot. 
She had to have a p atdown on her d ep arti ng fi 1g ht be cause she could not go through the imaging technology. 
On the flight back she decided th at she did not want to be degraded by a pa tdo wn again so she forced he rse If to wa I k through the metal detector. 
She had to have her scooter and boot I esl ed lo r explosives and somel hi ng ca me out positive and she had to receive anol her pa td own. 
She did not appreciate the way the patdown went and she felt that it was degrading, she received this from a supervisor who insisted she would do it. 

She gave me the name: STSO f~b_._1(_6_, __ ~lalthough he was not the one who conducted the patdown. 

Date Time: 8 2 2015 @ 2A5 PM 
Gate Terminal: Terminal 2 CP1 
Airport: MSP 
Airline: So UI hwesl 
Flight#: 4062 
I just went through security at Denver International Airport I requested to opt out of advanced imaging and receive a pat down instead, The female agent refused and said I could not exercise that right since I was not 75 years old. I was certain this was 

81312015 jncorrect blll neverlheless chose not to argue with someone so certain of something so wrong. I surely hope this is nol a pa11ern of behavior at DIA and beyond. 

9:~~25 rb)(61 f 

Hi, I jusl wanled to share my expirence thal I had at POX. I didn't know much aboul the AIT scanning I hat you guys now have through securily and I was informed that if I didn'I wanl to do it I could opt out and receive a metal de1ec1or and pat down. 
When I approached the front of the line there was the AIT scanner and the metal detector to walk through. 
Now when I tried to stay in the Ii ne to go through the meta I d ete cto r I was asked to move to the Al T scanner. 

81412015 I asked the gentleman if I could choose to stay in the metal detector line to which he replied with "No you can't, but that's a great question.'' Now I wanted to make sure I was informed properly so I came to your website to see ii, in fact, it is my right to 
8:28:45 opt of of it if I chose to. 

AM So I guess my question is if that is something I am able to da why do you have employees blatantly tell me that I cannot? Not to mention talking down to me like I am a child when I am a 24 year old woman asking a simple question. 
If you allow people to opt of the AIT scanning you might want to let your employees know that. I don't appreciate being treated like an idiot when what I was doing was completely within my rights. 



8/412015 
9:0742 

AM 

81412015 
10:05:57 

AM 

Caller had a bad expe nence at Seattle with TSA. Her hands we re swab bed and she was okay with that. She was told to go to the area where she had to put her hands on top of her head and take off her sweat shirt, th en put her eye g I ass es on. It was 
all fine till she stepped off and the women wanted to give her a pat down and told her to go to a private area. She was wearing a money belt under her shirt so the agent told her that she would have to come with her and get undressed. The caller told 
her no that she would remove the money belt at the checkpoinl and did not want to go to a private area. The agent was about 5 4 tall, she was fair skinned, with blond hair and she was shaking from head to toe, maybe she had a medical condition. 
She did not get her name. The caller then told her no that she would take off the money belt. Caller stated she wasn t wearing a bra due to medical reasons. She then tried to remove the money bag and it was a struggle and the strap on the bag was 
broken during the process of taking it off. The agent swabbed her hands again and she swab bed her credit cards and other cards and money th at was in the money bag. Due to the fa ct she did not have a bra on and she did not go to a private room her 
right breast was exposed for a moment. She had medications in a pill box that was in her pocket and the agent ask her what it was. The agent did not open the pill box but the caller did and the agent did not swab this and the caller said she should 
have. She says she feels lhe agenl allowed many people to go through wilh dope on lhe plane as she was screening the caller. She says lhe men agents were fine. She feels the agent should not working al the airport as an agent. 

The agent saying she would have to I ift her sh, rt hornf,ed her. 

CSM RFI-----Mishandling RFI 
REASON for the call: Bad screening experience 
Date Time: 07-31-15 about 1:15 pm 
Gate Terminal: Gate S 
Airporl: 
Airline: Delta 
Flight# 1056 
Bag tag# ( 10 digit): 

Submitted on Tuesday, August 4. 2015 - 08:28 Submitted by anonymous user:._f b_._,(_6_) __ __.I Submitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Montana 
Airport: MONTANA - BIL - Billings Logan 
Date ofT rave I: Mon, 08/0812016 
Time of Travel: 6:00 am 
Airline & Flight Number: UA4994 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: First checkpoint TSA Employee: 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Other 
- TSAPre? 1~ 

Complaint: I have a pre check travelers known ID!(b)(ff:, ! .This 
is lhe second incidenl thal I 1ravel 10 billings MT and was 
selected far pat down, last time was last year. I checked in at 
U mted counter and informed the ticket agent that I have a 
travelers known address. She wasn't ab I e to print pre check on my 
boarding pass for some stupid reason. Because of that I have to 
go to the regular Ii n e. I let the TSA employee know that I have a 
travelers known I'd and I should be in the pre check line. Of 
course they are drones, they don't know what to do so I have to 
go I hroug h the rigorous theatrics of taking my shoes laptop and 
getting past down. It down to me. what the hell did I paid for a 
pre check 1/ I still have to go through all of this things. I 
travel a lot and TSA is not making it easy for me to go do my 
business wilhout interruption. I had been 1raveling wilh my known 
travelers I'd far a while now and it's is very irritating that it 
becomes useless in smal I city. Fix this dam id iocracy' 

Would you like a response? Yes. I would like a response. 



81412015 
12:10:05 

PM 

Submitted on Tuesday, August 4. 2015 - 10:48 Submitted by anonymous user._f b_.'--i(_6-'-1 ___ _,~ubmitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Georgia 
Airport: GEORGIA - ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International 
Date ofTravel: Sun, 08/02/2015 
Time of Travel: 7:25 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: American Airlines #232 Checkpoint I Area of Airport: TSA security (x-ray) checkpoint nearest American Airlines ticket counters TSA Employee: not known: African American gentleman 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: Permitted Items 
Complaint: 
When passing through the x-ray machine. my baggage was flagged 
for needing a manual check - ,t included a diaper bag. I 
understand that there are items in my diaper bag not permitted 
for passengers wilhout an infant/toddler, so expected this 
additional screening. However, upon inspection of my bag, the 
officer was a bit stem and confiscated an item I bel ,eve to be 
permissible. 

At the beginning of the inspection, the officer sternly stated 
that during the ins pe ct,on I am not permitted to reach across the 
table: I had not done so. and felt this was a bit inflammatory. 

Upon investigation of three ··squeeze pack" packages of food for 
my toddler, he said that the package was more th an the allotted 
3 A ounces. so '"you wi 11 have to have a ful I-body pat-down, 
okay?'" It is my underslanding that baby/toddler food is exempl 
from the 3 .4-ounce rule. I refused the fu I I-body pat-down (in my 
o pm ion, a bso I utely unnecessary and i na pp ro pri ate response to a 
baby food package slightly over the 3.4-oz limit [4.23 oz]), and 
said I hat I would rather surrender the food package. 



81412015 
12:10:27 

PM 

Submitted on Tuesday, August 4. 2015 - 11 :31 Submitted by anonymous user: ~kb_·~1(_6_) __ ~!Submitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Disability I Medical Condition Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==lnd1v1dual -='--~ 
First Name (b ,(B) 
Lasl Name: h·1Irr, 
Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 
Phone Number:f~h_·._,1_r;_·., ---~ 
Best Time to Contact . 3:00 pm - 5:00 pm 
Day of I he week: 
- Monday 
- Tuesday 
- Wednesday 
- Thursday 
- Friday 
PO Box or StreetAddresskb)(61 
City: Valencia ~-~---~ 

State: California 
Zip Code (Post Code): 91355 
Other: 
Email: ~l(b-.-i(-6-, -------~ 

==Incident lnfonmation== 
When did this happen? Sun, 08\02\2015 
Where did this happen? ARIZONA - PHX • Phoenix Sky Harbor 
I nte mat ion a I 
What happened? I was travel mg with one other ind i vi d ua I, gomg 
from Phoenix Sky Harbor back to Burbank, CA. We were on Southwest 
fiig ht #4 55 9, de parting at 8: 20p rn PDT We went I hroug h security 
at approximately 720pm at Terminal 4, C gates. After I went 

81412015 The caller is applying for TSA Pre Check. She has had a knee replacemenl in the past and would like to know if she can be exempt from screening when she gels TSA Pre Check so that she does not have 10 go through additional screening? She also 
4:04:26 would like to know why she is not able to collect her belongings while she is waiting on a patdown? She asked if there were any alternative screenings other than going through the AIT if you have a knee replacement? 

PM 

81412015 
5:53:35 

PM 

Ca Iler state that she went through sere en i ng at Fort Laud erda I e and when she requested a pat down instead of going through the machine they refused, She was made to go though the AIT and she is pregnant, Her doctor to Id her not to go though this 
device for medical conditions. When she went to San Diego to come back home the officer allowed the pal down and lei her know thal she does have the right to opt oul of the screening with machines. She just wants to let someone know this has 
happened and she is up set a bout it. 
Date Time: 7 29 2015 5:00 AM 
Gate Tenminal: N A 
Airporl: Ft Lauderdale 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight# 927 



81412015 
6:14:38 

PM 

Submitted on Tuesday, August 4. 2015 - 17:32 Submitted by anonymous user:._f b_)_(_6_, ___ _,~ubmitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Ariza na 
Airport: ARIZONA - PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International 
Date ofTravel: Tue. 07/2812015 
Time or Travel: 11:00 am 
Airline & Flight Number: Southwest 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Gate D Terminal 4 TSA Employee: 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Profession al ism/Custom er Ser,ice 
- Screening 

Complaint: 
I declined 10 go through the x-ray machine and had a pal down. 
During the screening I noticed that the fem a I e agent had an 
oozi nglopen cold sore/herpes. When I noticed 11 she had a I ready 
screened my back side, having touched my hair. collar, bare arms, 
waist band, legs, socks, you name it. 

Because herpes is so contagious, I don't believe that people 
having an active outbreak should be in contact with the pub Ii c, 
So after the screening I stopped at the TSA desk to talk to a 
manager. 

The manager wasn't very sympathetic to my concerns. He said that 
the infecled agent was wearing gloves and thal I was protected. 
But to that I said she ca ul d have easily touched her mouth after 
putting on the gloves and thereby spread the virus. (How many 
times throughout the day do we touch our face, mouth, nose, eyes, 
etc., without even thinking about ii.) One of the men at the desk 
seemed to be responsive and nod in agreement with my concerns. 



81412015 
6:14:43 

PM 

Submitted on Tuesday, August 4. 2015 - 17:06 Submitted by anonymous user:._f b-')_(6-'·•-' __ _.I Submitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Col arada 
Airport: COLORADO - DEN - Denver International 
Date ofT rave I: Mon, 0810312015 
Time of Travel: 6:55 am 
Airline & Flight Number: NIA 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Bridge Security TSA Employee: Uknown 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Profession al ism/Custom er Ser,ice 
- TSAPre? 1~ 

Complaint: 
I am an employee or DIA. I have worked at DI A long enough to know 
the rules far security. I have always been treated well until 
yesterday on Monday Aug 3 at 6:55 am. I went thru screening as 
usual. They had to do a bag check on me. Fine. I understand. But 
what I do not (or anyone else) s hou Id have to put up with is 
abuse of power. I asked if I could call my store to let them 
know I would be late due to bag (purse) check. I was told, in a 
loud raised voice, that I needed to have a seat and wait and I 
could nol call lhem. I stated that I am an employee. Didn't 
matter. This man, whose name and badge i did not get, was VE RY 
VERY RUDE AND LOUD. So loud that caused people to look and stare. 
Yes. I am an employee of DIA but if I was treated this way how 
a re the t rave I e rs being treated? with respect?! I sat for a pp ro x 
3-4 min. No one came ta me, talked to me. I got up and asked 
another TSA agent if anyone knows where my bag is or 1/ it has 
been checked yet. They had to ask 3 people where my bag was at . 
.. Apparently I hey "forgot" about my bag. 
Two other incidents that occurred against two employees of mine 



81412015 
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Submitted on Tuesday, August 4. 2015 - 19:08 Submitted by anonymous userf ~b~·~i(~6~1 __ ~!Submitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Louisiana 
Airport: LOUISIANA - MSY - Louis Armstrong New Orleans International 
Date ofTravel: Tue. 08/04/2015 
Time of Travel: 5:15 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: DL811 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Mam 
TSA Employee: Calliet 

==Complainls== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Profession al ism/Custom er Service 
- Screening 

Complaint: 
A 11 ow me ta preface this with the fact that I've had at I ea st 5 O 
round tnps in the last 6 years. 

I've a I ways opted lo r a pa I down. In nearly 1 00 such situations 
I've never felt compelled ta complain. 

After waiting for the agent to move me and my belongings for a 
pat down, i slated politely "please do not sel the other bin on 
my laptop as it is very old. ·· i was rudely told to "not tell me 
how to stack things. " lo rtunately he crossed one bin over the 
other, 

I always make this request. If something cracks or goes wrong, 
thal"s bad. Coincidentally one time i did not make this request 
and the agent stacked the bin on my laptop. The thing is rather 
fragile and my replacement arrived after i left Iown. 

TransporIation Securily Administration, 

l"d like to file a complaint for what I believe was an abuse of authority by the TSA as supervised by ~kb_·•~1(6_-_I --~ 

I asked 10 be let lhrough the metal deIecIor, which has always been an accepted option. I was told I only had two oplions: the scanner, which lhey assured me had safe radiation levels and no "images", or a pal down. I asked lhe reason I would need 
a pat down and no reason was ever given. I asked for a police officer to be present for any pat down. He refused my request several times. Soon a Delta official (who refused to give me his name) told me I was toga through the scanner or not travel 
(one option). This forced to go through the scanner which (of course) necessitated a pat down because of suspIcIous underwire in my bra. During the pat down the TSA agent told me she"d need to get her gloves (twice) for more intrusive checking. 
Somehow my ref us al worked this ti me. 

814/2015 
10:04:00 

PM The war on terror has me terrified alright. I hope I can have some assurance that my civil rights will be respected when I visit my new granddaughter in New Jersey few weeks' 

Thank you, 

Delta flight DL 1557, Salt Lake City airport, 812115 



81512015 
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AM 

Submitted on Wednesday, August 5, 2015 - 01 :22 Submitted by anonymous uset~b_._,(_6_) __ ~I Submitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Idaho 
Airport: IDAHO - BOI - Boise Air Terminal/Gowen Field 
Date ofTravel: Tue. 08/04/2015 
Time of Travel: 5:25 am 
Airline & Flight Number: DELTA 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Security 
TSA Employee: 

==Complainls== 
Complaint Feedback: Other 
Complaint: 
Though I fiy many times a year, today was the second time I've 
had a "thorough" pat down al an airport. The only other time was 
at the same airport Boise. 
My daughters ( 14 and 13) and I were the first passengers in line 
at 4:10 AM. and the gate didn't open until 4:26. The woman said 
to come forward and when my girls and I walked forward she rudely 
said "I said one PERSON•·· I told her these are my kids and we're 
traveling together and she kept up her attitude saying "Are they 
under 12, well then ... " This interaction at 4:26 in the morning 
made me frustrated, but that was just the beginning. My kids 
walked through the scanner and then I did. The woman said I 
needed to get my hands checked because they saw something on me. 
I was wearing no underwires in my bra, a pair of Spanx bike 
shorts under a tightly Fitting cation tank dress and a ti g hi 
t-shirt -- it was clear there were no extra bulges or places I"d 
be hiding anything anywhere. I don't think anything cotton and 
lycra would have triggered the machine. She wiped my hands and 
said I was positive for some substance then anolher woman came up 
and began talking to me like I was a prisoner ... guilty of 



81512015 
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8/512015 
10 2639 

AM 

CSM RFI-----Mishandling RFI 

REASON for the call: 
Caller fiew yesterday from SLC to TPA and had a liquor in a box in his suitcase and TSA had opened the boxes and had put the bottles back inside but had not put the Styrofoam back inside. 
He confirmed the bolll es th emse Iv es were not opened and tha I nothing was damaged but cou Id have been. 
Date Time: 8-4-15 Departing at 8:40 AM He was at the checkpoint at 7:00 AM 
Gate Terminal: Does not recall 
Airport SLC 
Airline: So LIi hwesl 
Flight #:2255 
Bag tag# ( 1 0d1git): Does not have. 
Bag Description: Delsey large pink bag. He said that is Pepto Bismol Pink. 
Missing Damaged ilem descriplion: Nothing damaged but TSA had opened the boxes on his liquor and had put the bottles back inside but had nol put the Slyrofoam back inside 
NOi: Yes Nothing written or stamped an it. 

CS M RF I---R ude Screener 

REASON for lhe call 
He has defibulatar and from the time he asked for a Patdawn ta the time it was completed it was 22 minutes. 
Caller stated 5-6 minutes s hou Id be standard to get a TSO to gi,e you the Paid own. 
He said he also did not like it that the TSO argued with him after he showed his Medtronics card and said anyone can go through the machines. The many was rude and said he did not know what that card was. He does not know his name but he was 
a large black man. 
Caller also said that usually he is treated well when he asks for a Patdown except far this incident. 

Date Time: 8-4-15 Departing at 8:40 AM He was at the checkpoint at 7:00 AM 

Gate Terminal:Daes not recall 
Caller wants lhe address for TSA CEDl(b)(ff:, I Caller asked who is the head of lhe TSA? Caller is going to send a letter about an incident at the Buffalo International Airport. Caller stated he will be sending a 5 page letler and con1ac1ing his 
state senator,!1h·11r;-·, I as well as contacting the Civil Liberties Union. Caller stated that while he was an vacation he went through the TSA checkpoint at the Buffalo International Airport. When he went through the screenin technology the 
TSO informed him there was an anomaly. Caller was directed over to undergo a patdown. which he was fine with. Dunng the patdown the TSO began to pull kb)(ffi I pant legs over his socks. Then the TSO proceeded to pull 1h··,1rr1 pants down 
past his knees. as well as his underwear.~stated he was at that point standing in the middle of the screening area with his genitals out for everyone to see. Caller stated that he immediately protested the treatment and asked for a supervisor. 
When lhe supervisor and other TSO s arrived he was already pulling his pants back up. He told lhem he wanted 10 file a complainl on lhe TSO. Before lhey would hear his complaint the olher TSO s informed him he would have to finish being patted 
dawn. Caller stated that the supervisor went and reviewed the tape of the incident and told him that they would have a conference with the TSO involved and they would use the tape for training purposes sa nothing like this would ever happen again. 
Caller informed them that he did not want th em to use that tape for Ira in, ng purposes because he doesn t want his ge ni ta Is on d1sp I ay for everyone to see. Caller stated he wo u Id be conta ctrng Sixty Minutes or Bi 11 0 re, ly 1/ TSA does not do something 
about this incidenj(b)(ff:, I asked what my role in this would be? Caller once again stated that he should not have to stand in the middle of the Buffalo Airport with his genitals out. Caller asked, What is a TSO? Caller also asked if a TSO works for 
TSA? Caller was wanling to make sure he has all the facts straight and lhat lhe right persons are held responsible for the incidenl. Caller stated that the supervisor refused 10 follow up with him about the incident. 

Date: 7-24-15 
Time: 2:30pm 
Ai rpo r1: Buffalo In tern ati o na I 
Airline: American Airlines 
Gate: 8 or 9 He cant remember for sure. 
TS b)(61 
Supervisor TSO:~(b~-~1(~6~1 --~ 
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PM 

Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Calegories Pal-down: Miscellaneous/Other Current Dale/Time 8151201511:50:28 AM Airport: JFK - John F. Kennedy lnternalional Dateffime ofTravel: 08/0512015 11 :30 AM Airline & Flight Number: delta flight 423 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
Where they screen carry ons TSA Employee: ( If Known) · 
Comment: My bag was pulled for further testing. After they wiped it down and put the little white clothe through the machine a code came up that they didn"t know how to read. He told me he didnl know what the code meant so he had to body search 
me. He said maybe the machine was dirty or something. He didn't know. This is bad security. The officers need to know how to read the codes and the machines need to be clean. What's the point of wiping stuff down ii they don"t know how to read the 
codes. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name [b 1(6) 
Phone Number, '-'--"'-----' 

Emai{b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Submilled on Wednesday, August 5, 2015 - 11 :06 Submilled by anonymous user l(b 1(6) 

Feedback Type: Complaint 
State: Colorado 
Airporl: COLORADO - DEN - Denver International 
Date of Tr ave I: Mon, 08/03/2015 
Time of Travel: 9:00 am 
Airline & Flight Number: DL 1216 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: East Terminal checkpoint TSA Employee: 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Screening 
• TSAPre?'" 

Complaint: I am a Department of Defense civilian who gets TSA Pre 
wh1 I e travel mg on orders. I asked to have a sensitive piece of 
e I ectronics hand screened, as I have on many other occasions. I 
was lhen told that I would need addilional screening due to this 
request. My backpack was emptied. a 11 my eq ui pme nt was swiped and 
required to be turned on, I was made to rem ave my belt and shoes, 
and given a complete pat-down screening. This despite going 
through lhe millimeter wave scanner as I was "'randomly" selecled 
in the TSA Pre line. I have NEVER had this treatment before 
despite flying with this equipment approximately 15 times this 
year alone. 2 agents wasted 10 minutes on this endeavor. Their 
supervisor claimed I hat I his is required anytime a hand check is 
requested. Is this procedure. or just a method to discourage hand 
sere en i ng requests? 

Would you like a response? Yes. I would like a response. 
==Passenger Info== 

Passenger Name:~!(b-.-)(_6_) _____ ~ 

I Submilled values are: 



81512015 
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Submitted on Wednesday, August 5, 2015 - 11: 19 Submitted by anonymous user:._l(b_._1(_6_, _ __,~ubmitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Civil Rights \ Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? Unreasonable Search Seizure Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes. I m filling this form out for myself 

Primary Phone"· -=LJ..J="'--~ 
Phone Numbe ,.(b_."'1(_6"-, --=..,.,-,,.,....~----, 
PO Box or Street Address:~(_b~)(_6~'----~ 
City: Decatur 
State: Arkansas 
Zip Code (Post Code): 72722 

Other:~-------~ 
Email:kbl(61 

==Incident lnfonmation== 
When did this happen? Wed, 07\29\2015 
Where did this ha pp en? ARKAN SAS - XNA - Northwest Arkansas 
Regional 
What happened? 
7\29 @ 5:30 am - American Airlines. The female TSA agent groped 
my breasts and thighs. I weigh 120 pounds and had on shorts, a 
neck I ace and a tee shirt. For some reason when I passed through 
the x-ray machine I had red spots on my knees. and one on my 
s1oma ch\und er my b re asl s (duh - necklace?). 

Like an octopus reminding me of my teenage years of dating, this 
agent was suddenly groping my thighs, and then she kept running 
her hands across my ribcage and lower breasts. Surely if I was 
hiding something under my I ightwe ight summer cl at hes it would 



81512015 
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Submitted on Wednesday, August 5, 2015 - 12:36 Submitted by anonymous user:._l(_b"-)(_6"-1 __ __,ISubmitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Col arado 
Airport: COLORADO - DEN - Denver International 
Date ofTravel: Thu, 07/23/2015 
Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee: 

==Complainls== 
Complaint Feedback: 

Dis ab i I 1ty or Medi cal Co nd1t1on 
- Other 
- Profession al is m/Cus tom er Service 

Complaint: 
I have been through T SA and on 8 flights during my pregnancy. It 
has been recommended th at I not go through the scanners during my 
pregnancy. Wilhout fail after I requesl to opt out and get a pal 
down, I am then forced to stand there while they yell for a 
le male assist. I then stand there waiting and waiting for someone 
to show up and get me out of the tiny space I am shoved into to 
try and gel out of the line. Meanwhile, all of my government 
documents, wallet, plane ticket and personal items are on the 
belt for anyone to help themselves. I continue to wait and wait 
while every women on staff(not many) scurries away while the 
person at lhe checkpoint yells "female assist" After a while, I 
then have to beg th em to get someone and a manager has to show up 
and drag a woman out to pat me down. 

While I am waiting woman after woman with an infant a few months 
older than the one I am carrying are ushered through the metal 

The caller lhinks that because she has scoliosis it alarms the imaging 1echnology every single time causing her to have 10 have a patdown. She is a 66 year old rape victim and she feels I hat I his is very traumatizing and wants to know how she will be 
able to keep this from happening. 

Caller stated that she appreciates me reading from the script but she would rather speak to someone else. 
8/512015 
3: 50: 4 1 filillJ Notes: 

PM 

8/512015 

Ca Iler states that she has been raped and she has sco Ii o sis, Ca Iler states that she goes through the sere en i ng and the screening mechanism a I arms, Ca 11 er states that when the a I a rm takes p I ace she is patted down, Ca Iler states that the TSO 
insisled thal she be patted down. Caller is wanting to know if I here is any way I hat she can avoid the pal down. Caller also wanted to make us aware that we were all stupid and that we were unable to think for ourselves. Caller also stated I hat she is 
not disabled but she is going to call the Americans with Disabilities people. 

The caller has an artificial hip and was going through the PreCheck lane al DEN. He let the female TSO at lhe beginning of the line know about the implanl and then went lhrough WTMD. The detector alarmed and lhe TSO at the de1ec1or told him to go 
back through again. The passenger told the TSO about the implant and the TSO got upset and started raising his voice at the passenger about being in that line. The TSO told him he would have to conduct a patdown and asked the passenger if he 
was sensitive to touch. The passenger told him that he did not know because he had never been touched by a man. The TSO repeated his question and the passenger repeated his answer. The passenger claims that the TSO took a very long time to 
do the patdown and additional screening, then finally let him through the checkpoint. This took place on 7-21-14 and the caller filled out a written complaint and turned into the TSA in San Diego on 8-7-14. He has still not heard anything and wanted to 
know why he had never been co nl acl ed a bout the rude treatment. He requested to be contacted. 

6:08:13 Date: 7-21-14 
PM Time: 9:30AM 

Airporl: DEN 
Terminal:A 
Airline: Frontier 
Flight: F90551 
TSO Description: Male, Middle Aged, 6 ft, with curly hair. 



81512015 
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Hi, 
I was at newark airport yesterday (4 aug 2015) evening taking my 13 year old nephew to the gate to go back home to oklahoma. 
I have knee braces lhat I have to wear all lhe time. 
Previously on July 14th in the morning I had asked to leave the braces on and submitted to the machine and extra patdown without incident at Newark airport. 
But on August 4th. the TSA agent required me to remove braces and while I was trying to ask for the extra patdown so I could leave them on he interrupted me and would not even give me the chance for the extra patdown and called for port authority. 
After he called for port authority I got so upset that I just wanted to get out of there to calm down and took them off. 
I have a medical need for I hose braces prescribed to me by the Veterans Administration Orlhopedic doctor and I hey are a big pain 10 gel on and off. 
I would like to know what to do to file a formal complatin against the TSA agent. 
Any help would be grateful. 

Thanks, 

kb)(61 

To w horn it may concern: 

The TSA process took over 45 minutes, requiring seve ra I pat downs. a bag check. and the confiscation of my keyc h ai n. The staff was both unfri end I y and unhel pfu I. I flew into Denver with my k eycha in in my carry-on without incident, but it was 
somehow determined that 11 needed to be confiscated on my return tnp. The keychain is expensive and I expect to be compensated for it. Due to the amount of time the security process took, I would have missed my flight 1f I had gone back out to 

81512015 attempt to mail the keychain or place it into my checked bag. I also did not see the keychain disposed of. What process do you have in place to ensure TSA employees do not keep confiscated items for themselves? 
6:09:54 

PM Thank you for your time and attention to this matter. 

8/612015 
8:2645 

AM 

Submitted on Thursday, August 6. 2015 - 06:13 Submitted by anonymous user:kb':1(6) 

Feedback Type: Complaint 
State: District of Co I umb i a 
Airport: VIRGINIA - DCA - Washington Reagan National 
Dale o!Travel: Wed, 08/0512015 
Time of Travel: 6:00 am 
Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Terminal A TSA Employee: Quarels 

==Complainls== 
Complaint Feedback: Screening 
Complaint: I revived a pat down by ~b)(6:, !which was an 
aggressive push down. I've receive doze 11s of pat downs not orie 
did I feel like someone was being physically aggressive with me. 

!(b)(6:, J,.-as pressing so hard against my skin that I was 
u nab I e to ho( d my balance to which she hosti I e I y informed me to 
stand still to which I responded that I was trying to. She was 
rough and hostile and uncaring lhat she was running her hands all 
over another human being. 

Would you like a response? Yes, I would like a response. 
==Passenger Info== 

Passenger Name :ltii:iillIJ 
Phone Number: 
Email Address"kb""'·:-,(6.,...,-1 -----, 

The resu Its of this submission may be viewed at: 
https ://ww,/. ts a. gov/ nod e/2289/s u bm i ss,on/26 7 4 3 

!submitted values are: 
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Submitted on Thursday, August 6, 2015 - 09: 14 Submitted by anonymous user:~f b_)_(6_••_1 -~~ubmitted values are: 

Preferred Language: english 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights \ Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? Unreasonable Search Seizure Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes. I m filling this form out for myself 

==I nd1v1d ua I Info== 
First Name: bl 61 
Lasl Name: (b 1(6) 
Primary Phone: e Phone 
Phone Number:fh··,1rr1 ! 
PO Box or Street Addressk~b_)~(6_·•_1 ----~ 
City: Tam Jr a c 
State: Florida 
Zip Code (Post Code): 33321 
Other: 
Email: 

==Incident lnfomnation== 
When did this happen? Wed, 08\05\2015 
Where did this happen? FLORIDA - TPA - Tampa International 
What happened? 
My bag contained I iqu id face soap over 3oz. it was ta ken which I 
agreed I hat was the ru I e. He continued to search my bag and he 
saw a flat iron and two cell phone charges in examining my bag. 
He tested the bag and ca 11 ed out Io ud a I arm alarm pat down pat 
down, without exp Iain i ng to me what was happening. I waited lo r 
other security, to say you need a pat Down. I already went 
through a type scanner where you put your hands up etc. I past 
pat Down , and my bag was returned with no explanation as to what 
caused the alamn. After said and done I asked the supervisor to 
tell me so I know for my next flight. He said he doesn t know. 
A 11 this stress , high blood pressure could have been avoided. 



CasJ(b1(6) 

Dear Customer Relations Official: 

We received the attached complaint in our office. Bee a use it i nvo Ives a security issue. I have instructed !( b I ( 6:, 
response to the complainant with regards to the TSA staff in MDW. 

Thank you for your assistance, and p I ease contact me with any questions. 

[b)(ffl I 
US Depariment or rransportation 

Case Numbert""h"'·""·,1'-'R-'-·1 ____ ...., 

81612015 Consumer Information 
, , Inquirer Type Name Address E-mail Address Office Phone Home Phone 

12 g~n kb )(61 ~h1cago IL 60625 ~!(b~)~(6~'--~ 
Comp I a i nts Information 
Complainl Code Carrier Name Flighl Date Flight Itinerary 
FB1920 SOUTHWEST AIRLINES 04\16\2015 
Description of Problem\lnqu1ry 
Please see the attached referral from The office of the AG - State of Illinois 
Complainl Code Carrier Name Flighl Date Flight Itinerary 
GA1920 TSA 04\16\2015 
Description of Problem\lnqu1ry 
Please see the attached referral from The office of the AG - State of Illinois 

Attachment: 

Federal Aviation Administration 
The caller is flying oul of DTW today and had to wail 30 mins to get a patdown. She is very upset about I his incident. 

81612015 Date and time of incident: 08 06 2015 12:1 Opm 

12:48:5 7 Airport of incident: DTW 

~o file with the TSA. However, as we do with all the complaints our office receives, I am forwarding to you for your review and 

PM Airline name: Della 
Flight number: DL6233 
P eo pie i nvovled in incident: Su pe rvi sod( b I ( 6:, I and she spoke to a TSO n amecfilill:D who was nice and trying to Ii nd someone to do the patdown. 
Description of incident She had to wait 30 minutes to receive a patdown 
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Submitted on Thursday, August 6, 2015 - 12: 13 Submitted by anonymous user: ._[b-'••_1(6_.'-I __ _.lsubmitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Texas 
Airport: TEXAS - AUS - Austi n-B ergstro m Intern ati o na I 
Date ofT rave I: Tue. 0 8106120 13 
Time of Travel: 10:45 am 
Airline & Flight Number: American Airlines 1561 Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Gates 1-12 TSA Employee: White Male, tall. large build, short light hair, maybe bald 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: Professionalism/Customer Service 
Complaint: 
After completing my full body scan, I went to grab my bags. The 
man standing and comp I eti ng fu 11 body pat downs saw me, and told 
me th at I should be smi Ii ng. 0/fe nded, I furrowed my brow and 
said excuse me? And he continued and said, look at your face, you 
should be smiling, you are traveling and should be happy. He then 
consulted other men who had been before or after me in line. 
Horrified I walked to the far end of the belt to gather and 
repack my items. 

While this is minor, it exposes this individual's entitlement and 
misogyny. I doubt this is the first or last time he will exercise 
his false sense of power. He would not 1e1I a man to smile, yet 
he believes that he has the right to tell a woman, who is minding 
her own business, that her face 1s not p I easing to him. 

I hope that this issue is brought 10 his attention. While I doubt 
this comment came from a malicious place, this individual should 
be brought up to date with modern social conventions. 

Would you like a response? Yes. I would like a response. 

Reason for the call - The caller got a paldown after she had already been screened and she was on her way back to her wheelchair. 

Airporl - SHV 
Airline -American Airlines 
Flight Numbers - 2635 
Departure Times - 6:30 am 
Arrival Times - She went lhrough the checkpoint at 6:30 am. 
Date And Time of Incident - 7\27\2015 
Baggage Tag Numbers - NA 
Des c ri pt ion 01 Luggage 
Color· NA 
Style - NA 
Size - NA 
Brand - NA 

Was There An NOi • NA 
Was Anything On The NOi - NA 
Missing Damaged item descnption - NA 
Location Of Incident 
Gate - Does not know 

;~~~!n~~~~~~l(]'}t(~r· 
Email - Not Provided 
Name Of Actual Person Involved -~kb~·~1(~6~i ___ _. 
Special Notes - Caller was in a wheelchair. She went through the checkpoint and was cleared. She was on her way back to her wheelchair when she was told that they would need to do further testing on her. She said that a lady went though her 
purse. The TSO put on some gloves and performed a patdown. She said that she was traumatized and she feels like she was taken advantage of. She is 76 years old. She does not have an email address. Caller said that her flight was at 6:30 am 
and she went through the checkpoint at 6: 3 0 am She wants the CSM to contact her. 



Initially I decided not to give any more time to this unpleasantness by writing you, but this morning, three days later. my cardiologist urged me to write. He thinks that 1/ you know, you might try to reduce the chance of other patients undergoing the 
same abuse. I hope so. 

My Uber driver got me to the Newark Airport (EWR) at 4: 1 Ba on Monday, August 3. 

I had a fu 11 hour before my fight ( U A 771 ) which was sched u I ed to de pa rt at 5: 20a. Only one other p asse nge r was at my sec u nty ch eek in Te rmm al C (nearest the cornd or for gates 1 00 +: I had to use the next corridor south of that one to reach my 
departure). 

I use a walker and explained that I also have a pace maker. I fly fairly frequently and thought I knew the routine. I am glad that the country asks us all to endure a bit of inconvenience to increase the safety of everyone. 

When I entered the scanning machine a TSA employee ordered me to raise my arms. I dutifully did so as high as I am physically able. An injury in my right shoulder prevents my lifting the right arm high as I can lift the left Here's a selfie I took just 

81612015 now 10 show you the best I can do with ea ch arm : 

4:00:57 
PM 

The TSA employee ordered me to be patted down, which I had expected. I always comply willingly. 

It took the next TSA off ci a I al most 5 minutes to arrive lo r the pat down. I was surprised when he said that I would have to re move my shoes. I pointed out th at I am 78. 

"Do you think 78 means you don't have 10 obey lhe law?!" he said angrily, nol as someone trying to help an obviously disabled old man. I asked about TSA policy 1owards lhose 75 and older. He answered only by repeating, "Do you think 78 means 
you don·t have to obey the law?•" 

There was no visible place for me to sit down, nor did he suggest a place. I had double-knotted my shoes for my safety, to assure they would not come undone. but I cannot bend to reach them without sitting down. My hands are feeble and it takes 
sev era I minutes 10 un knol them, especi a 11 y when stared down by angry off ci a Is. 

I am not able to show you photographs of the scene or what the TSA staff and I looked like at the time because my camera was in my small carry-on bag, which at that time sat vulnerable to hundreds passing through the same baggage check. Any 
one could easily have taken the bag without detection. It's only 14" long, 8" wide and 8" high: 



81612015 
4:01:31 

PM 

81612015 

Submitted on Thursday, August 6, 2015 - 15:04 Submitted by anonymous user:._[b-')_(_6"-, _ __,!submitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Florida 
Airport: FLORIDA - TPA - Tampa International 
Date ofT rave I: Thu, 08/0612015 
Time of Travel: 2:30 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: Southwest 620 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: c terminal TSA Employee: 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: Screening 
Complaint: I have been "random I y se I ected" severa I ti mes at this 
airport lo r additional s c reem ng. I have a a pporntm ent in the 
morning for a dermatologist to look at an atypical mark on my 
skin lhat I fear is melanoma caused by lhis trealment. No 
melanoma in my family. Online warms of groupers and delays for 
pat down requests. I went tho ugh TSA sere en i ng - and pa id the fee 
- in an attempt to avoid delays and radiation. Why are you 
targeling me? 

Would you like a response? Yes, I would like a response. 
==Passenger Info--;-------~ 

Passenger Name: [b 1(6) 
Phone Number"'lrh,-.,.·,1""R~., ~---,,-----' 

Email Addressk._b-')_(6-'··-' ____ __, 

The results of I his submission may be viewed at: 
htl ps :I lwww. ts a. gov/ nod e/2289/ s u bm i ssion/26 779 

Caller is !raveling wilh a breast pump and frozen breasl milk and every time she flies out of Atlanta Hartsfield she goes I ho rough the AIT machine and then she is made to have a patdown. And she has had to do multiple patdowns just for one flight. 
She never gets consistent screening when traveling with Breast Mi I k and Breast pump. 

4:59:08 Airline: Delta 
PM Dale Aug. 3 5 30 PM 

Terminal: South Terminal 



8/612015 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: The cal I er has breast cancer. 

Cell phone number:"'kb"-1 ... (6"") __ __. 

Incident Detai Is: The cal I er flew from Oakland to Las Veg as and then from Vegas to Oakland on SW. 

She says the TSOs in Las Vegas were horrible 10 her. She has breast cancer. She wanls to know if it is possible to give her 1ravel information and a picture of herself for someone 10 roll the tape and see of how horrid her experience wilh TSA was. 

She went through the A IT machine and the machine showed the area that she needed a pat down which was her breasts and ribcage. Instead of being offered and receiving a private sere en i ng, the TSO gave her a pat down on her breasts in front of 
everyone, humiliating her. They asked her in front of everyone why she didn t have reconstruction surgery and what the bone that was sticking out of her chest was. They rescanned her over and over and over again. She was very embarrassed and she 
has prematurely aged so everyone was staring at her. 

6:02:57 She also claims that the TSO hurt her. The caller is mortified over this. She was still in pain this morning when she woke up because they pressed so hard during the patdown. She feels discriminated against because she has breast cancer. She even 
PM thinks she may have a cracked rib. 

8/612015 
8:08:42 

PM 

The caller also says her checked bag had been inspected and everything was in disarray. 

Date-Time of Travel: 8 5 15-6:30PM 
Gate Terminal: Cl 
Airport: LAS 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight#: 3151 

Submilled on Thursday, August 6, 2015 - 19:05 Submilled by anonymous user: !~(b_·~1(_6 ... l __ ~!Submi1ted values are: 

Feedback Type: Complaint 
State: Missouri 
Airporl: MISSOURI • STL - Lambert SI. Louis International 
Date of Tr ave I: Thu. 08/0612015 
Time of Travel: 5:50 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: Southwest 458 
Ch eek point I Area of Airport: Terminal 2 T SA Employee l'.iill:fil] 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: P role ss,ona Ii sm/C ustome r Service 
Complaint: I passed through the millimeter wave scanner and was 
informed the inside of my leg would need a pat down. I don't 
have any issue with this (it"s happened more than once with the 
shorts I was wearing), but when I casually remarked to the agent 
that it was likely the shorts that had resulted in the false 
positive, he responded by tel Ii ng me (with a very condescending 
tone) that when someone's pants are sagging the machine tells 
them to pat that person down and th at if I wanted to avoid the 
problem I should "pul I my pants up around I my) waist.'' My pants 
at the time were very clearly positioned perfectly around my 
waist (I even lifted my shirt to show him that), and his only 
response was that they "I ook pretty saggy to (him):· I did not 
appreciate being talked down to by someone s igb i fi cantly o Ider 
than me just because he evidently doesn't like the "'sagging 
pants" trend (that I was clearly not displaying). 

Would you like a response? No, a response isn't required. 

The resu Its of this submission may be viewed at: 



81712015 
8A3:55 

AM 

8/712015 
8:44:48 

AM 

Even though , know this letter will go no where at all. , still feel i must make a complaint. On the date of 815 at approx 1400. I was traveling through OGG to LAX on a return trip where i had just got engaged. I recently had surgery in my pelvic groin 
area. a procedure that i will not discuss. so i had the area bandaged and was wearing TSA approved, none metal belt on my waist which helped with some of the pain while walking and bending. The body scanner caught the belt and i was placed in a 
pat down area. I lold the person patting me down i had surgery and where. I would nol let them pat me down in thal area. After the supervisor was called !rh·11r;··, ! 1 explained to him what was going on. They still insisted on a pat down. Even after i 
yelled out in pain, they insisted in more pat downs. Only after myself saying i would not allow more pain being inflicted on my body, they let me go. The next day, i have more pain then i did due to the pat down performed by tsa. I feel that my own civil 
ng ht and heal th were threatened be cause of these incompetent employees. I am a member of the CLEAN program and al so have a twi c ca rd. So my background has been c I ea red s eve ra I 11 mes. 

HYPERLIN~._(b_)_(6_, _______________ _. 

Submilled on Friday, Augusl 7, 2015 - 07:37 Submitled by anonymous user:!(b 1(61 

Feedback Type: Complaint 
State: Maryland 
Airporl: MARYLAND - BWI - Baltimore-Washington International 
Date of Travel: Fri, 08/07/2015 
Time of Travel: 8:30 am 
Airline & Flight Number: Delta 1301 
Ch eek point I Area of Airport: T SA Pre-Check TSA Employee: Un known worn an 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: TSA Pre?'" 
Complaint: I don't rem ember ever applying for pre-check service, 
bul it was printed on my ticket so this was my first time. II was 
my understanding that the pre-ch eek was for trusted trave I ers, so 
I was not expe ctrng to be patted down. I was wean ng a neck I ace 
which set off a sensor. I had no pockets on any of my clothing 
and was not even wearing a bra. I feel violated physically 
because I was never even offered the opt ion to remove my necklace 
(in fact I was told not to take anything out of my bags or off 

my person before I went through the first ti me) and go through 
the scanner again, I was taken immediately for a pat down and it 
was unprofessional, rude, and I am very u ncomfo rta bl e a bout how I 
was touched. If this is what no rma 11 y happens in a pre-check. I 
will refuse to do it next time. I wore the exact same necklace on 
a return flighl from Phoenix to Harrisburg, and ii didn't set 
anything off and I wasn't subjected to a chest pat down going 
through the norm al TSA check point. Again I fee I abso I ute ly 
violated, to the point where I have been crying since I got 
through lhe checkpoint. In a normal workplace that kind of 
touching would be considered sexual assault and wouldn"t be 
to I eratred, so why are you as the TSA to I era ting it? I am a very 
compliant person to authority which is why I cooperated despite 

! Submitled values are: 



81712015 
10:13:35 

AM 

Submitted on Friday, August 7. 2015 -08:53 Submitted by anonymous user.,_!(_b'-')(~6-'-1 ___ _.!Submitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: New York 
Airport: NEW YORK - JFK - John F. Kennedy International 
Date ofT rave I: Wed. 0 8105120 15 
Time of Travel: 7:40 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: Swiss 15 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Approx Row 13 TSA Employee: Two males, one letting through children younger than 12 and other doing male pat downs 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: 

Dis ab i I ity or Medi cal Condition 
Civil Rights I C1v1I Liberties 
Missing or Damaged Items 
Other 
Profession al ism/Custom er Ser,ice 
Screening 

Complaint: 
Good morning, 

My experience with your TSA agents makes flying an even worse 
experience than it already is and I expect an replay. While 
slanding in line I, as I always do, let the TSA agents know early 
on that I will be requesting a pat down. The issue that usually 
a nse s Is that my i terns (shoes. backpack, etc.) go through the 
machine before me and sit exposed on the other end of the 
machine, while I wait for a pat down. This parlicular lime when I 
expressed my concern after waiting roughly ten minutes for a pat 
down. the officer di sm,ssed me and gave me a ha rd 11 me for not 
just going through the body scanner, "Why can't you just use the 
scanner?" Not only is this incredibly unprofessional as I cannot 
go through. but it didn't address the possibility of my wallet. 



81712015 
12:37:54 

PM 

To Whom It May Concern: 

Due 10 a recent experience with two TSA officers at the Asheville Regional Airport in North Carolina, I have a parlicular interest in the security screening procedure for breast milk. Currently, lhe existing guidelines for 1ransporting breast milk through 
TSA check paints is very vague and leaves it up to interpretation for the officers on duty. Typically, one of three things happen: 

My hands are swabbed. 
The bottles are placed on a density machine and passed. 
The milk is simply glanced at and given back. 

My recenl experience included ALL of the following: 

Hand swabbing. 
A relu sed pH test, density test instead . 
Two swabs of my stroller. Once before the breastmilk was considered, at least one swab (by my count, 2-3) after the breastmilk was considered. 
Two screenings of my car seat. 
My diaper bag being emptied and various items swabbed after it passed through the x-ray machine and was returned to me. 
A pat down. 

A usual five minutes process took three times as long for reasons unknown to me. No alternative process was explained. When I offered to dump my breast milk that seemingly did not pass the density test (one bottle did, one bottle did not), the officer 
relu sed and took back al I items th at had already passed through screening and p race ed ed to empty them. swab them, and pat me down. Th an k fully my husband escorted me through security or what would I have done with my baby? During the 
process, I was threatened by the supervising TSA officer thal the police would be called. She threatened me after I inlerrupled her canned speech for the pat down. I interrupted her to say I hat my baby was crying and if she could expedile lhe process 
by speaking and doing so that I could comfort my baby. Once the pat down was through. I watched all of my child's diapers being opened, toys taken out, items strewn on the TSA table. 

I see several problems with this system: 

A mothers breastmilk should not be required to be opened due to sanitary concerns. I donate my pumped milk ta babies with health issues. If they are already immunocampromised and the breastmilk is contaminated by someone who is not trained to 
handle it, the results could be devastating. That is why I refused the pH test. If I am not mistaken. it requires the boltle to be opened. I cannot not speak to why one bottle failed and the other passed the density test. 
No standard system for checking baby items exists (from what I have observed after passing through five different TSA check points multiple times in the past 8 months (those include: PBI, FLL, AVL, CLE. Burlington. VT). Caretakers cannot possibly 
be charged to be prepared for a checkpoint if no uniformity exists. If a standard system was implemented, we could assist in security measures by corning to the airport prepared. A slandardized system would ease frustration on both sides. I seemingly 
frustrated the TSA officers with whom I dealt by knowing my rights, which is why I was treated in such a threatening manner. 



81712015 
12:38:24 

PM 

8/712015 
1A1:49 

PM 

Submitted on Friday, August 7. 2015 -11 :45 Submitted by anonymous user:"!(_b--')('--6~1 __ __,fubm1tted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Nevada 
Airport: NEVADA- LAS - McCarran International 
Date ofTravel: Fri, 08/07/2015 
Time of Travel: 7:00 am 
Airline & Flight Number: DL2576 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: TSA Pre for D gates TSA Employee: Office@or perhapsE§}[j 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Profession al ism/Custom er Service 
- TSAPre? 1~ 

Complaint: 
When going though the magnetometer, I was selected for random 
screening, which I am familiar with. since rve been selected 
before. When asked to step to the scanner, I stated that I was 
electing to opt out 

At this point. the officer, irritated, said in a loud voice '"Sir. 
WHY are you e I ecti ng to opt out" 

I was surprised, as I have never been asked this queslion before, 
and certainly not in such an intimidating voice. It was clear 
from the tone that his object was to convi nee me. and other 
passengers not to elect to opt out. 

I stated, politely and directly "'I am opting out because it is my 
right to do so". 

A few minutes later, after my bags had been sitling out of my 
eyes hot for some ti me. the Officer loud I y stated to me from the 

The callers grandsonkb::,(6) Is 15 and at lhe airline ticket counter they put an orange dot on his ticket. When he got to the checkpoinl they did a full inspeclion. This is not a complaint he jusl wanls to know why this happened. 

Date and time of incident: 08 06 2015 9:05pm delayed till 9:30pm 
Airport of incident: Boston Logan 
Airline name: Aer Ling us 
Flight number: Not Provided 
P eo pie i nvovled in incident: Not Provided 
Description of incident They went to the airline ticket counter and they put an orange dot on Adam s ticket. When he got to the TSA checkpoint they pulled him aside and went through his bag. They did a patdown and the caller phrased it as, they did a 
search of his body, including his clolhes. At first lhey weren t going to let the mother come unlil she told lhem he is only 15. 

Caller has Pre Check and GE. She recently traveled from D RO and would Ii ke to file a complaint about an agent at the che c kpornt. Caller has a hip re placement and pins in her foot. 
They only have the WTMD at ORO and not the AIT. She told the Supervisor about the metal implants and he said she could have multiple passes through the machine. When she did alarm, 
the Supervisor went to tell a female agent that she had Pre Check and thal she should receive a modified version of the patdown. The female agent lhat gave her lhe patdown, was rude and aggressive 10 her. The patdown she gave caller was nol a 
modified version, but was very invasive. She went up high on her thigh. touched her breast and hips. Caller said she was so upset after the patdown that she was about to cry. She spoke to the Supervisor about it and he said he would talk to her. 
Caller said this is not acceptab I e. She wou Id I Ike someone to contact her about this. She thinks the fem a I e agent s in iii als may have been S. P. The agent was very i na pp ro pri ate. 

8;1~~~2\ 5 ADD: Caller asked if you have Pre Check and GE is I here a modified patdown for you. 

PM 
Date Time of Incident: 07.31.15 At security Approximately 02: 15 p.m. 
Gate Te nm i na I: One Gate and One checkpoint 
Airporl: ORO to PHX 
Airline: American 
Flight# 5620 

Email:!(b)(ff1 

Flight Departed: Around 5: 00 p. m. 



81712015 
9:03:12 

PM 

81812015 
9:15:06 

AM 

Submitted on Friday. August 7. 2015 - 20:27 Submitted by anonymous user:~l(b_._1(_6_, --~~ubmitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: New York 
Airport: NEW YORK - JFK - John F. Kennedy International 
Date ofTravel: Tue. 0710712015 
Time of Travel: 2:00 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: B gate 
TSA Employee: 

==Complainls== 
Complaint Feedback: TSA Pre?'" 
Complaint: I have flown 4 times during the month of July. 3 of 
those times I have been "randomly" selected for "pat downs,'' had 
to remove my shoes (different ones) every lime, had my "global 
entry ca rd" refused I I was under the impression that paying the 
fees for "precheck" and for "global entry" would ease my trek 
through security. So far I feel that the documents were a 
co loss al waste of mane y ! 

Would you like a response? Yes, I would like a response. 

==Passenger Info==,.,...,....,-,------, 
Passenger Naif'kb)lff, 
Phone Numbe l"-b..,•-'-1(6.,.,..i ---'-----, 
Email Address~b--•-'-1(6_-_I -------~ 

The results of I his submission may be viewed at: 
hit ps :I lwww. ts a. gov/ nod e/228g/ s u bm i ssion/26880 

Caller traveled to Atlanla from Barcelona and proceeded through customs. After roceeding through customs she was entering lhe security check point to catch a connecting flight she was pulled oul of the screening line for a pat down. The people 
behind her in line picked up her laptop and continued through the airport. (b-.i(6) andfh·11r;--, l Both TSOs at the airport verified that her lap top was stolen at the checkpoint. She filed a complaint form at the airport. 

Date Time: 8-7-2015 1615 
Airporl: Harlsfield Atlanta lnternalional 
Terminal Gate: Not provided 
Airline: Delta 
Flight: DL 115 DL81 
Bag Tag Number: NA 
Description of bag: NA 
Description of Damaged Missing Item: Laptop mac book pro in a black sleeve. 
NOie NA 

The callers sister is flying from Chicago and she is pregnant. She called her sister and told her that she was assaulted by a TSO. She didn t want to go through the AIT machine and she wanted to go through the WTMD.so she had to have a patdown. 
She said she was laken to another room because she had traces of explosive material on her hands. She didn t tell her sister that she had to slrip but her grandmolher said thal she told her she had to. The caller said thal she was hysterical when she 
called. 

The caller said that she is an attorney and would like to be contacted back about it. 
8/812015 
10:44:22 Date\Time: 8.8.15 

AM Gate\ Terminal: Not Provided 
Airport: Chicago O Hare 
Airline: So UI hwesl 
Flight#: Not Provided 



REASON for the call: She doesn t want to file a claim but would like to voice a complaint. A plastic bag of earplugs and a sweat band used with her hard hat for work are missing from her checked bag. Also, her safety glasses were not repacked as she 
had th em the re/ore their safety was compromised, 

She would like to compliment her screening experience. She received a patdown screening and stated that the female TSO was very pleasant and explained what she was doing. She doesn t have the name al the TSO. 

81812015 Date Time:? 27 15 8:45am 
2:03:16 

PM 

8/812015 
5:05:27 

PM 

Gate Terminal: Terminal 4 
Airport PHX ta ABO (direct) 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight#; 582 
Bag tag# (1 Odigid(b 1(61 !orl:~~~1~(6~)-~ 
Bag Description: Her bag was a I arge green duffel bag. The brand is Eagle Creek. 
NOi: Present with nothing indicated. 

-- On Sat, 8\8\15~l(b_._i(_6_1 ---------~I wrote: 

From:kb 1(6) 
Subject: TSA 
Tojrh··,1r;··, 

Date: Saturday, August 8, 2015, 4:03 PM Transportation Security 
Administration 
701 South 12th St 
Ari rngto n, VA 2 05 98-6 006 
To Whom it May Concern: 
I am an atlractive 68 year old retired school teacher. On Friday, July 
31, 2015, Seattle-Tacoma Airport, Delta Terminal (Gate S TSA area), 
around 1 : 30 pm. I was horribly embarrassed by a female TSA agent. My 
husband and I were returning from an Alaskan pleasure cruise. We had 
more than enough time to cal ch our flight (Della 1056 ten hours 
later). We entered the General Boarding area of TSA where the 
hand-swipe and arms-over-he ad are routine. Due to a re cent biopsy I 
was wearing a p I a in thin tee-shirt with matching d esig ne r sweatshirt 
draped over my shoulders, concealing my no bra situation. I 
immediately obliged when the gentleman asked me to remove the 
sweatshirt. No prob I em. 
He said everything was fine and motioned me forward. Without the 
draped sweatshirl. the no bra situation was very apparenl. A pale, 
fair-haired, TSA female agent took me aside. Her eyes were focused on 
my chest. and her hands we re shaking. She lei t under my breasts, 
( rn on ey pouch on my abdo rn en) which I i rn mediately identified to her. 
She told me I would have to come into a separa1e room and get 
undressed. I am a frequent traveler and have had the contents of my 
money pouch questioned rn any ti mes ... each ti rn e I immediately com ply by 
removing the pouch and allowing the TS A agent to exa rn i ne the contents, 



81912015 
924:01 

AM 

Submitted on Saturday, August 8. 2015 -23:13 Submitted by anonymous user: ... l(_b_)(_6_, __ _,1Submitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Security Issue 
State: Virginia 
Airport: VIRGINIA - DCA - Washington Reagan National 
Date ofTravel: Fri, 08107/2015 
Time of Travel: 6:00 am 
Airline & Flight Number: United #689 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: United 
TSA Employee: Young black woman with waist long braided extensions 

==Securily Issue== 
Security Feed back: Pat-down 
Secunty Issue: After passing the full body scanner, I had my 
vagina i na pp ro pri ate I y lo nd I ed during an additiona I pat down, A 
female TSA agent (not the other agenl reading the scanner 
results) after I had exited the machine came over and said put 
your hands out she passed a wand over my hands then after I 
passed that test she said that I would be searched. In ful I 
public view, after palling down my backside, she pul her hand 
between my legs and forcibly separated my labia with her index 
finger through my pants and th en made an upward karate chop type 
motion with the rest of her hand striking my pubic bone very 
ha rd . I was not lold how I would be searched or why I was 
subjected to additional inappropriate touching since I had 
a I ready passed through the sea nne r with no incident. I wi 11 be 
filing a complaint. 

Would you like a response? Yes. I would like a response. 

==Passenger Info==~----~ 
Passenger Name:!(b 1(6) 
Phone Number: ~~~---' 

Caller slated she came through a TSA checkpoint and they left out her cosmetics. 

" Mishandling RFI 
Reason for the call: Caller states the TSO placed it in the screening while she was receiving a pat down, and now the plastic bag containing her contents is not in her bag, Caller states that the TSO s name is al:._~--•"-1(6_-'-I ____ _. 

81912015 Dale Time: 08 08 2015 11 oo AM 
Gate Terminal: Not Present 

4:25:39 
PM 

Airport: 0 rtando I nternat1ona I 
Airline: American Airlines 
Flight #: Nol P rese nl 
Bag Tag#: NA 
Bag De scri pt1on: CI ear p I asti c bag with deodorant and perfumes in it. 
Missing Damaged Item. 
My wife and I were confirmed to fly August 7th on a 1 O pm flight out of BW I. My wife has had a hip replacement and needed a pat down. After several calls for a female officer. she arrived and roughly periormed the pat down. My wife complained. but 
was met with mocking from the female agent My wife is filing her own complaint. 

81912015 I went to the desk to ask the supervisor for assistance. I was blocked from the supervisor by office b-., 6) Then was repealed bullied and intimidated to move back. I insisted on speaking to the supervisor and !(b-•1(6 !called the police 10 have me 

5:03:0S arrested. I went back to my wife. Over a dozen officers showed up, they never spoke with me. Office (b)(ff•, passed by several times and turned his badge over so I could not get his narne. 
My wife and I were not allowed to fiy and could not book for the next day. I was not allowed to speak to ·e s·upervisor, we were not allowed to see the video that got us banned. Who is watching the watchers. 

PM 

!(b,(6) 



The caller was going through security at LAS when the SupervisorJb::,(6) I started threatening the caller and making him do extreme screening procedures. The caller explained the extra screening as the grope and tickle exercises and swabbing 
on every e I ement on his body. The s u pe rvi so r took everything out of his back pack and started doing a hand i nsp ecti on on everything he had. The ca Iler stated kb·:, ( 6) ~a id things Ii ke Do you want to fly today? and The re a re no Ii mi ts on my 
power to prevent you 10 fly! . He wants to file a complaint on the TSO. 

81912015 Date Time:8 9 2015 3 25pm 
6 :34: 15 Airport LAS 

PM Airline: Soulhwesl 
Flight#: 2495 
Officer Description: Su pe rvi so 1ili@[J about 6ft !al I. chunky with Ii g ht hair and mustache. Caucasian. 



Date 
Added 

1/112013 
6:05:13 

PM 

Contact Deta1 Is 

Feedback Type · Security Issue 
Categories : Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time 11112013 5:27:52 PM Airport : PHL - Philadelphia International Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : some machines require passengers to stop watching their belongings. th at could res u It in th i efed or someone adding contraband to my bag. I wi 11 be wnting my senators and rep rese ntati ves as wel I. 
Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller went through screening at PHX Gate D. on 12• 30-12 When going through the AIT the TSA agent motioned to the caller to step out of the scanner. When she did, the TSA agent told her she moved. now she had to get a patdown. The caller 
then requested a private patdown. The TSA agent then said Woohoo a private patdown embarssing the caller. The caller felt like this was very unprofessional behavior, and felt like it should be reported. Caller went through the check point at about 

11212013 8:30am. The TSA agent was a 1a11 blond. 
8:06:58 

AM 

1/212013 

I to Id cal I er I wou Id make not of the incident. I a I so to Id cal I er the agents are trained to be respectful. Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy, Please be advised that a passenger 
can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoinl to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 
Caller came through a checkpoint at DFW to Ronald Reagan at 7:30 am today. January 2nd. He went through A35. He flew with American Airlines flight number 1600K. 
He opened up his money bag and other bags and placed them in a bin. While his belongings were being screened he went through the AIT machine. One bag came out and the other bag did not. He asked a female TSO to get his money bag from the 
male TSO who was on the opposite side of the belt. He was sitting down next to the rolling belt. He knows it was not the female because he watched her go get it and bring it to him. He did not check the money bag until he was on the plane because 
he was lrying to cal ch his flight. Now he is missing 5500.00. He is not blaming anyone in particular bul he wants to know what happened to his money. 

4:48:45 I apologized to the caller and told him that TSA is required by law to screen all property, including carry-on baggage, that is brought onboard commercial passenger aircraft. To ensure the security of the traveling public, it is sometimes necessary for 
PM TSOs 10 conducl hand inspections of carry-on bags. TSOs receive training in the procedures 10 properly inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great care during the screening process so I hat when bags are opened a passenger"s 

belongings are returned in the same condition they were found. 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 
Because the complaint conce ms security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Custom er Service Manager (CS M) at I hat Io cation. 
He wants a claim farm via email and postal mail. 



I trust someone can help address with my huge conce m over the use of a castsco pe on me at the Denver Airport. 

While vacationing in Colorado, I fell while skiing and broke my wrist requiring surgery. When I wenl through security al the Denver Airporl on Sunday, December 30, I was pulled aside and had my wrisl swabbed, and lhen wailed for a security person to 
take me into a private room where she wanted to xray my cast. 

I told her I did not have a cast on, rather my wrist was wrapped with bandages from surgery, but she insisted on the castscope, I told her I was concerned about the xray radiationa and wanted a chest cover. She said there wasn't any and told me that 
no radiation was emitted. I pointed right to the label on the machine where ii said xray radiation is emitted - and she told me not to worry because I would gel more radiation flying in the plane! 

I am ap pa 11 ed at the lack of understanding and know I edge that the people using these machines have and again. have grave conce ms about the radiation heaped upon me, with no chest cover. 

This was done December 30, 2012 al 11 :40 am. 

I am exteme I y unhappy and feel my heal th was jeopardized with the I ack of cover and horri b I e att1tud e provided. I u nde rsta nd the need for security and was fine with the need to check my arm. but not at the risk of my health 1 

112/2013 
6,09,30 Look forward to your response. 

PM 
kbi(61 

~!r_h_·-,,_R_-., ___ ~I Downinglown, PA 

kbi(61 

Your below response was not helpful. I was not treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. If the selection was RANDOM, I would not have had my baggage rifled through twice on the same trip. I deserve an acknowledgement of the wrongdoing, and 
not an automated reply. Clearly your employees are disgruntled so they pull stunts like this to feel better. 

Thank you for your e-ma i I in which you inquire about I he reasons for secondary screening. 

The Trans po rtat1on Security Ad mini strat1on (T SA) see ks to p rov1d e a high I eve I of sec u nty and customer service to al I travelers who pass through our sere en i ng checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity. respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a paid own on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonned. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

11312013 We understand lhe inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe lhese security measures are necessary and appropriale for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
10:09:58 

new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints. provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
AM 

!rave Ii ng pu bl 1c sale. 

We hope this information is helpful. 

TSA Canta ct Center 

On Thu, Jan 3. 2013 at 12:46AM k~b~l~(6~i ___ ~l<HYPERLINK h·I1rr·, ~----------------------------~ 
I returned from a trip yesterday and my bag did not make ii. I got it loday and saw thal my bag was selecled for inspeclion. The same bag was also inspected last week. I now know that my bag did not make ii because it was inspected yet again thus 



Caller fiew on 12 31 2012 from FLL to Minneapolis on Delta flight 769. She said that two years ago in March she was sexually assaulted by a TSA agent at FLL. She said the agent put her hands in her underwear and touched her privates. Her flight 
on 12 31 2012 was at 1 :39 pm, She went through the checkpoint at 11 :30 am, She is 76 years old and she said that she no longer has to go through a patdown because of her age. She gave the agent her passport. She said the passport shows her 
age. The agenl disappeared with her passport and would not tell her why she took her passport. She told lhe TSO that she did not want to go lhrough the Alt. She was told I hat she would go lhrough the AIT or get a patdown. She went through the AIT 
and still got a patdown She that the patdown was just running her fingers under her watch and bracelet She said that her daughter and granddaughter were pulled aside because they were part of her family. She said that heriaughtt told her that 
she was getting a patdown because she was weanng a Jewish Star. Caller asked to go through the metal detector and was told no. The agents name 1s STFO!(b_:1(6_1 !She said that there was a gentleman name 1h·>1r;·-, ho was yelling 
at ther that she was holding up his line of traffic. She wants to know what the agent did when she disappeared with her passponi 

I gave the lo 11 owing inform ati onl The Trans po rtat,on Security Ad mini strat,on (T SA) is undertaking efforts to enhance security and focus its resources by moving away from a one-size-fits-al I approach and a pp I yi ng new i nte 11 i g ence driven. nsk-based 
screening procedures w hi I e enhancing techno I og y and improving the passenger experience at security checkpoints, As pa rt of this effort, TSA has imp I em ented a program to revise screening procedures lo r pa sse nge rs who appear to be age 7 5 and 
older. 

Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alamn, as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be infomned of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

11312013 TSA anticipates these changes will further reduce-though not completely eliminate-the need for a physical patdown on travelers 75 and older that would otherwise have been conducted to resolve alarms. It's important to remember, that any individual 
3:32:14 p M may be required to remove their shoes or undergo a patdown if a no m al i es are detected during sec u nty screening th at cannot be reso I ved through other means. 

I connected her to MB 

ACCEPTED TRF to MB: 

She stated this is the first time she flew out of FLL for years because she felt she was assaulted before. She was convinced it would be alright this time. 

Tod I her I do not know why the Olli cer took her passport for a moment and she can contact the CS M by red i a Ii ng our number and enter F LL for airport code to get the number. 
The CSM may be able to tel I her why the Olli cer asked lo r her passport. 

I asked if the eq u, pme nt al a mned when she went through screening. She stated it did not. 

She slated she did not want exposed to the machine so she told them she would nol go through and they made her have a patdown. 

Caller is a crewmember with an airline. She went through yesterday in LAX in the known crewmember line. She was pulled to the side and came up lwice as explosives tested on her hands. She said that this didn t make her feel comforlable and it 
came up twice. She wants to know as an option to the patdown, if she could have requested the AIT. She does not want to file a complaint, she just stated that she was very uncomfortable. 

1/412013 
11 :29:09 Response: 

AM 

1/412013 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 
Caller wants 10 file a complain!. He is at AUS. He flies every week. The TSOs are horrible. Caller was in the line to go through the AIT. A handicapped person was in a wheelchair in front of him, but the TSO makes lhis passenger get up and walk 
through which locks up the line because his wheelchair was taken another way and he had to stand in the AIT 7 minutes. The TS Os open the WTMD line and send 20 people behind the caller through that line. The caller asked if he could go through 
the WTMD and the TSO told him that he could not change lines. All the callers property is on the other side. He cannot see 11 and does not have access to it. He told the TSO this but the TSO kept waving people over to the other queue. Caller said 
the TSO would not look at him and had his back turned toward the caller at an angle. The caller does not believe he should be held in the queue when his property is away from him. He said it was like being held captive because he could not get to 
his property and could not get out of lhe line. He flew 160,000 miles last year so he flies very often and this was lhe worst. He said this kind of behavior is what gives TSA a bad reputalion. Caller could not get the TSO s name because he would not 
face him so the caller could read his name tag. 

3 :09: 12 Ca Iler said that in Co I umb us the TS Os are friend I y. hel pfu I and efficient, 
PM 

Airport:AUS 
Date and Time: January 4, 2013 at 1 :50pm (Time he was at the checkpoint) 
Location: on North end of the airport (he is not sure). If you are facing the airport it is on the left side. 

I apoloqized to the caller, thanked him for letting us know his experience and told him I would send this to the CSM for review. 



PM 

Incident Details: The caller is diabetic and she has an insulin pump that she is not able to disconnect from for the screening. She stated on her previous trip the TSO agents argued with her about going thru the AIT. The caller is unable to disconnect 
from her pump, and she already had one insulin pump ma I function because the TSO insisted she go th ru the A IT, The passenger stated on this mo st recent trip she tried to exp I a in to the agents she wo u Id need to get a patdown because of the pump 
and they gave her grief and argued with her aboul the screening. The one agenl which gave the passenger lhe most grief and extremely insislant I hat she go lhru the AIT. The caller slated the TSO agent and was young, dark complextion female, wilh 
a thin frame, she is unsure of her ethnicity. There was another female agent that was also present and the passenger tried to explain to her the situation and she stated she was not receptive to her issue. The second female agent was tall, blond hair. 
caucas,on. medium bu, Id. The cal I er said she went thru TSA checkpoint about 2 pm. 

I apologized to the caller and advised I would send her informalion to the CSM al DEN. I advised the caller lhe AIT is completely voluntary and she is permitted 10 opl out and have a patdown. I advised lhe caller she could requesl a TSO supervisor on 
her next flight if she requested a patdown and one was not provided. The caller provided her email in the event the CSM needed to contact her for additional info. she also provided her flight info below. 

DEN 
12-24-2012 
gateA-24 
flight# 1544 
Fronteir Airlines 
departed@ 3:20pm 

I have a complaint about the screening process during my la st fiig ht, 
I recently fiew from ABO to IAD Jan 1. My flight was scheduled to leave at 8: 17 bul was delayed uni ii 8:45. When I reached the scanning 
machines- I opted out and requested a pat down. I am 24 weeks pregnant. At that time, the agent requested a female assist with the 
walkie- tal k1e. For the next 15 mm utes. I waited while he requested a female assist 4 more times. No one came to a ss1st. He eventua 11 y asked for a male assist to rel ,eve one of the le male I uggage x- ray scanners so she co u Id come pat me down. 
There were only 3 women on the floor at the time- 2 women x-ray scanners and 1 woman supervisor, 

11512013 If families and children are able to go through the metal detectors- -then pregnant women should be able to as well. If that isn't the case, TSA needs to make sure that enough women are on the floor to assist when needed. The long wait time due to 

1 :o7 ,38 staffing was nothing but incompetent. 

PM 
Yes, I realize this was a day after a holiday- however, this was inexcusable. 
I hope this matter is resolved and doesn't occur again. 

PI ease fee I free to ca 11 me to discuss anything lu rthe r,k b ::, ( 6) 
[b)(6) I "'---'~-----' 



Original email date and time was 1-5-2013 at 3: 15PM (DBW] 

In formation about I he person who experienced the civi I rig his ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I ation 

l(b1(6) ' I 
Ptioiie ». ce1drh,rR·1 

11612013 
1:12:45 

PM 

Email: HYPERLINKk~b_)~(6_, _______________ ~ 

What happened? 
On my way through secunty at the Ph1ladelph1a airport (PHL) on 12131112 at approximately 
2PM, I told a TSA agent that I was not comfortable being exposed to any radiation as a result of 
the full-body scanners, and that I preferred a pal down. He was rude in his reception of my 
request and then muttered something about there not being any radiation associated with the 
mi 11 i meter wave sea n ne rs. I c I arifi ed this statement with h1 m and he said ag am that there was no 
radiation and that that had only been true of "the o Id ones,'' by which I assumed he meant the 
backscatler scanners. So, I went through only 10 have to receive a pat down anyway (which 
was suddenly na trouble on the at her side al the scanner) because of the beading on my shirt. 
After getting through security, I looked onlme (on my phone that had already been in the x-ray 
at the time of my request) and found that there is a small amount of radiation associated with 
the millime1er wave scanners. My problems with this are as follows: I was misinformed either 
deliberately ar for lack of training by a government agent; there is no requirement 1 O disclose 
th at th ere is rad1ati on associated with the m1II i meter wave sea nne r, nor that some respected 
authorities advise again st its use be ca use the long-te nm effects of the mi 11 i meter wave sea nne rs 
have not been sludied; in addition to the huge invasion of privacy, subjecling any young person 
who wants to have kids ta radiation levels of any sort "without" probable cause is unnecessary 
and asks p eo pie Ii ke myse If to take on unwarranted risk. 

When did I his happen? Please provide lhe approximate time of the experience. If 
ongoing, please indicate when the problem began. 
The prob I em of not being accurate I y informed about the rad i at1on I eve Is of 
fu I I-body sea nne rs or the pat down a I tern ati ve is deli nite I y an ongoing issue I've encountered 
since lhey began 10 be implemented. Al PHL, however, there seem to be no options to avoid 
the scanners. Everyone seems to be expected toga through them and the TSA staff are not 

Caller slated that he wants 10 know what lhe slandard procedures are for a general paldown, and whether or not a passenger would have 10 go through a patdown if I hey go through the WTMD and it doesn t alarm. He wants 10 know if there is AIT al 
LAX. His daughter felt uncomfortable during a patdown procedure, and he wants ta know if there is an issue with what happened at the checkpoint, and also if there s somewhere specific that he needs ta contact if he does have a complaint. He also 
wants to know whether or not patdowns are still incorporated randomly, or if theres always a spec1f1c reason that they are conducted. 
His 19 year-old daughter went through the Virgin America checkpoint, Gate 37 at LAX this morning around 8:40 a.m. She was on flight 781 going from LAX to SEA, scheduled to leave at 9. She went presented her ID at the checkpoint, and then on 
through the WTMD, which did not activate. Once she wenl through there, she received a patdown, and this is where she felt uncomforlable. He staled thal the officer, whose name she did nol get, used the palm of her hand to rub, not pat, the area of 
her abda men and up to the border zone of her I owe r ch est area. His daughter felt as thought it could pa ssi bl y be cans id ered se xua I ly threatening. and it ma de her fee I u ncomfo rta bl e. 
A brief description of the officer is that she is an African-Amencan woman. approximately 20-30 years of ago. short and above the ideal body weight. 
A brief description of his daughter,kb)(ffl !is approximately 5 6, 120 lbs. She has shoulder length black hair and was wearing an olive green leather jacket, dark blue jeans and dark brown military style boots. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

11612013 Patdowns are used to resolve alarms from the walk through metal detector (WTM DJ, when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, as well as when random screening act1v1t1es are conducted. 

3:3116 
PM 

I to Id him tha I a passenger can not choose 10 go th rough the WT MD only, but would have to either go th rough the AIT or a patdown. If I he a i rpo r1 or checkpoint they go 10 doesn t have the AIT, then they would have to go through a p atdown. I lold him 
that LAX is on the list of airports that either has AIT or is scheduled to get it, but I could nat give him definite information as ta whether or not they definitely had it, or if the checkpoint she went through had the machine. 
http: www.tsa.gov a1t-frequently-asked--questions 

The TSO should be describing the procedures he or she is using. TSOs are required to use lhe back of the hand 10 patdown a passenger's sensilive areas. For non-sensitive areas, TSOs are required 10 use the front of lhe hand. 

I to Id h1 m that I cou Id either take his comp I a int and send 11 to the CSM at the airport. or he could contact th em directly. He chose to describe the incident to me, si nee I cou Id not provide him with exact hours of the CS M at the airport. I did exp I a in to him 
how to contact them by calling 866-289-9673, pressing option 5, and entering the airport code when prompted. 

Since he chose to provide the information to me. I told him that I would get his information. take the complaint, and then send it to the CSM at the airport. They could look into the incident, and see if there was anything that was inappropriate during the 
screening. and could contact him further 1f they needed any mo re information from him. 



11712013 
2:01:22 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:~!(b_)~(6_, __ ~ 
Date Time: 117/2013 1:10:02 PM 

Nam$h··,1f';"1 
Email b)(61 
Complaints:My Complaint is Not Listed Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):American Airlines flight 780: ORD (Chicago OHare)Terminal 3 First Class Checkpoint wilh TSA Pre Screen. Date 
Wed Jan 2 2013 approx 4:30 AM. Issue with Pre TSA ineligibility and a pat down alternative to imaging at this checkpoint. 
Comments: I have just spoken to American Airlines Executive Platinum custom er service and was di re cted to open a case number ( not me rely leaving comments) with the TSA. The re a re 2 separate cases that require your re sol ut,on vi a em a i I. At the 
first class pre tsa checkpoint I was informed that for some reason for the first time in one year I was not eligible for the TSA pre select. I was then told that since I had an infant child I could not use this first class checkpoint especially setup for American 
to avoid lhe situation that then developed. I was lold ii was because of an imaging station can't be used by adults carrying infant children. I was nol given the option of a pat down at the first class checkpoinl. I want to ensure that this does nol conlinue 
in the future and the American Airlines Executive Pl at i num and First Gia s s passengers trave Ii ng with infants can opt for a pat down at this checkpoint. 
I have contacted American Air I in es th at was ap pa 11 ed at the Ire atme nt of one of their be st customers. They want ALL first cl ass and executive p I a tin um customers to use this checkpoint exc I us i vely at ORD and no other. 
I want to clarify that traveling with an infant and selecting a pat down in lieu of refusing imaging when with a child will be honored by the TSA and to further acknowledge that the TSA personnel who told us we cannot use this checkpoint, designed for us 
by American, was in error. 

A second case involve (b·:,(6 TSA supervisor at ORD in Terminal 3. At the main checkpoint (not first class) at ORD terminal 3 my laptop was stolen by another 1nd1v1dual and eventually returned to the TSA. There was an after hours "'lost and 
found" that had my laptop tha b)(6:, aid I could not retrieve it.fh·11r;--, !nformed me the next day that!!bl(ffl lwas incoCTect and in error. A special trip had to be made to the airport to retrieve my stolen and then recovered laptop 
due to the actions o h·,1r:;·-, 01 being aware of the after hours TSA line. 
I respectively await your reply and will cut and paste this to American Airlines Executive Platinum desk for your response. 
The caller is traveling on Thursday from MKE to IAH to Cost Rica , She has a titanium shoulder and is concerned about going through screening expeditiously because she only has one hour between flights. She has to get from one side of the airport 
to anolher. 

She asked if there is a way to expedite this in any way. 

She indicated that she would have to leave the secured a re a. 

The ca 11 er stated that she knew the s c reem ng p race ss. 

I explained firsl. that she may not have to go through TSA screening as long as she remains in the secured area of the airport. Depending on lhe layout of lhe airporl, she may have to leave the secured area to make her conneclion flight. 

11712013 She asked where to request AIT screening. 
2:18:14 

PM I advised that she inform the TSO of the metal implanl and perhaps where is ii located before the screening proces begins. 

117/2013 
5:58:48 

PM 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a patdown. 

I advised that the only way that to possible expedite the screening would be to required to receive a pat down. I cannot guarantee that she will not receive a pat down even if she goes through the AIT 

I explained that she would opt of the WTMD and requires! AIT screening when she presents her ID and boa ding pass at the checkpoint. She can inform the TSO of the metal implant and request to be screened by the AIT if it is available. 

Caller is a corporate pilot M EM B concourse. He was selected by a TSO to do an explosive trace detection. The TSO leaves the AIT and was told he had to be patted down on his torso then on his back pocket. He asked to speak to a supervisor. The 
TSO who did the last swab was Supervisofb·:,(61 I He believes this is overkill and felt that 11 was harTassment. He had used the comment cards before when the TSOs broke things in his luggage and never received a response from TSA so 
he placed a call this time. 

Airport Mem 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Number: 1853 
Localion: Concourse B he was going to Gate B7 
Date and Time: January 7, 2013 at 4:50pm 

I apologized to the caller and told him that I would send this to the CSM for review. I thanked him for calling to let us know his experience. 



Dear TSA Contact Center: 

Thank you for your 6Jan13 07:48 response via tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com. 

Regrettably the information was NOT helpful. 

I quote from your referenced "HYPERLINK "http:llwww.1sa.gov/traveler-informa1ion"www.tsa.gov11raveler-information·· 

'Modified screening measures allow passengers 75 and older to: 

~ 8i;~2~
3 Leave an shoes and light jackets through security checkpoints. 

Undergo an add i ti ona I pass through Advanced I magmg Techno I og y (Al T) to clear any anoma Ii es d elected during screening." PM 

Therefore I rephrase my original question: If in Honolulu, Heathrow, Budapest, St. Petersburg (Russia) and olher airports I could pass through the security checkpoint wilhout removing my shoes, why did I have to remove lhem al Toronto's Pearson 
International Airport? 
Mind it, I do not object to the shoe rem ova I process. but the seeming i nco n s i ste ncy Is bothersome. 

Hoping lo r a cl a ri fi cation, I wish you the best, 

[b,(6) 

Dear TSA Contact Center: 

Thank yau for your 6Jan13 07A8 response via tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com. 

Regrettably the information was NOT helpful. 

I quote from your referenced "HYPERLINK "http://www.tsa.gav/traveler-information"www.tsa.gov/traveler-information·: 

"Modified screening measures allow passengers 75 and older to: 

~~;021} Leave on shoes and light jackets through security checkpoints. 
PM Undergo an additional pass through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) to clear any anomalies detected during screening.'' 

Therefore I rephrase my original question: If in Honolulu. Heathrow. Budapest, St. Petersburg (Russia) and other airports I could pass through the security checkpoint without removing my shoes. why did I have to remove them at Toronto's Pearson 
Intern ati o na I Airport? 
Mind it. I do not object to the shoe removal process, but the seeming inconsistency is bothersome. 

Hoping lo r a clarification. I wish you the best, 

kb1(6) 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date Time · 1 8 2013 4:08:56 PM 
Airport JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date Time of Travel : 01 082013 3:30 PM Airline Flight Number : AA Flt #5 75 Checkpoint Area of Airport : Terminal 8 TSA Employee: (If Known) Kiill:§IJ 
Comment · At security, I opted for a pat-down because I refuse to go through the b acksca tier x-ray machines, The checkpoint T SA guy t b H 6) ! immediately passed a snide remark: quot; You don t want to go through the scanner? 0 K, I et s go play, 
quoi: As another passenger asked for a pat down rather than go through the imaging machine the same employee loudly slated quoi:great. Now we will have a pandemic and no one will make their flight I his afternoon quot;. 

11812013 As I waited for an agent for a pat down I noticed my personal items and carry on I ugg age we re at the end of the conveye r be It and being bo u need around. I asked~ if I could attend to my possessions and h s rep I y was quot; no you may not• quot: 
6:05:56 ~ 

p M with a sarcastic expression. 

I usually try to see the best in people and understand that TSA agents are just doing their job. However I feel thatfilifil}was extremely unprofessional. rude, and epitomized everything that airline travellers hate about passing through security and air 
travel Would you like a response? : True Passenger's Name 

Phone Nt~mb_er · 
Email =!:_b 1(61 
To leav~e_a_c_o_m_m_e_n_t_c_o_n-ce_r_n-in_g_t,.,...his feedback. fall aw this link · http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav EDB2 ApplicationManager 

The caller went to the checkpoint an Dec 26th at Orlando. The caller stated that a big tall white man at the checkpoint were extremely rude because She, Her husband, and their daughter wanted ta opt of ATI. She spake with the manager at the 
checkpoint regarding the issue but wanted to file a complaint with the TCC as will. She stated that She and Her family was separated. She stated that they knew that they would recieve a pat down by opting out but Her husband 1s a physician and had 
health concerns about AIT. She was upset in the way they were treated and stated that the TSO made the following statement to them: 

18 year old daughter was ask 6 times to why She wanted to opt out 
You don t know your science (to the daughter) 
We do not have time 
We do not lhe slafl 
You are holding up the line 

Al I of these comment we re stated very mean. rude, and in a yel Ii ng voice, She stated th at the pa tdow n procedures they rec i eved were very p role ssiona I but She wanted to comp Iain on this pa rti cul a r TSO, He stated that She knew it was the day after 
Christmas bul they have the rig hi to opt out if I hey want. 

11912013 Advised Ca Iler: 

12:10:27 
PM 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level af security and customer service ta all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can a I ways request 10 speak with the Supervisory T ra nsporta Ii on Security Officer at the checkpoint 10 address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. Additiona 11 y, a passenger may reg isl er a concern or 
complaint with security through the TSA Customer Support Manager at each airport. The "Talk ta TSA" section of the TSA Web site offers passengers the ability to send complaints directly to the Customer Support Manager by clicking on the map and 
selecting the correct airport. You may also get the CSM contact information by calling the TCC, pressing option 5, and entering the airport code. 

Because your comp Iain t concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport I wi 11 lo rwa rd a copy of your I etl er to the ap pro pri ate C us1omer Support Manager with your specific flight del ai Is. 

FI 1g ht Information: 

Airporl: MCO 
Airline: Delta Airlines 
Flight Number: 1911 
Date: 12-26-12 
Checkpoint Time: Around 4pm 



11912013 
1A4:06 

PM 

Caller stated th at he fi ew out of phoenix and when going through the checkpoint he was to Id by a TSO and th at th ere a re no options for him to either keep his shoes on or put foot coverings over his feet when going through so he doesnt have to worry 
about bacteria. He works for a enviormental agency that checks bacteria in public places and he is wanting to make a complaint because this is very unsanitary. 

FLIGHT INFORMATION: 

Departing Airport:: PH X 
Arriving Airporl:: Newark 
Airline:: US Airways 
Flight Number:: 685 
Date:: 9 JAN 2013 @ 11 AOam 

TSO :kbl(61 

CCR informed him: 

Passengers are permitted to wear disposable booties, socks, or slippers through the screening checkpoint to help protect their feet at walk-through metal detector and the AIT machines. 
CCR inforemd him that this would be forwarded to the CSM for assistance. 

The caller flew from TPA to ORD. She had an extremely bad experience in the TPA screening checkpoint. She stated she was in a wheelchair but was able to 90 through AIT screening just fine. The then began to go through baggage including her dirty 
I au nd ry. She stated that He pulled out her dirty underwear in front of everyone. She stated that He was rubbing something al I in her bag gage. When she ask him what 11 was she quoted th at following statement: This is Ii ke a drug dog and if it barks 
you will in trouble' 

She stated that He made her feel like an idiot. She had $36 in hair care products that He made her throw away. She stated that she has only flown three times in her life. She described the man as the following: extremely tall. mid to late 40s, wear 
glasses, 5 11 to 6 2. approximately 210. and dark brown hair. She had traveled to Florida from the memorial service of her father and had a lighter that was empty that belonged to Him. She stated that She begged Him please not to throw 11 out 
be ca use it was her la the r s, The TSO went to the supervisor and 1 0 minutes I ate r ca me back and told her that she could take the Ii g hter but a bso I ute ly not the hair care products, 

Advised Ca Iler: 

Transportation Security Administration (TSA) policy allows passengers to carry travel-size toiletries in containers 3.4 ounces or smaller through screening checkpoints. All of the items must lit comfortably in one, quart-size, clear plastic, resalable bag 
(3-1-1 rule). Your hair care products would have been prohibited regardless. 

111012013 She was upset because she threw her items out and then when she got to the gate the airline informed the passengers the aircraft was completely full and she ask the passenger to send their carry on bags in check luggage free of charge. She stated if 

9:32:30 she had only known she could have kept her belonging. 

AM 

Advised Ca Iler: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

PI ease be advised that a passe n9e r can a I ways request 10 speak with the Supervisory T ra nsporta Ii on Security Officer at the checkpoint 10 address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. Additiona 11 y, a passenger may reg isl er a conce m or 
complaint with security through the TSA Customer Service Manager at each airport. The "Talk to TSA" section of the TSA Web site (htlps: apps.tsa.dhs.gov talktotsa ) offers passengers the ability to send complaints directly to the Customer Service 
Manager by clicking on the map and selecting the correct airport. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport I can forward a copy of this record to the appropriate CusIomer Service Manager. 

FI Ig ht Information: 

Airporl: TPA to ORD 
Caller said she had a complaint about the pat down system going through the airport. Sunday at Chicago O Hare the caller went through the AIT and when she cleared the AIT she was pulled aside and her hair was patted down. The caller said that 
she is an African American female and there were no caucasian females exposed to having their hair palled down. 

1 ~1:~2~; 3 I asked the caller if she believes she was discnminated against on the basis of her race. 

PM 
Caller said evidently. 

I transferred the ca 11 to Redress as instructed. 



Caller wants to file a complaint. He had traveld out of Louisville. They were using AIT as primary screening. he opted out. He was then groped by employee offlcerf:ii:iillil After offlcerkb)(ff:, !groped him he was ask to remove his perscript1on glasses 
for the office to look through his lens. Caller feels this was harassment and a violation of the Disability Act, the ADA because he was ask to remove his glasses to allow the officer to look through his glasses. Caller did not want to refer to the TSO as an 
officer only as an employee. He stated he was slilling complaining aboul the pat down because he opted out of lhe AIT 

Told caller 
Anytime someone opts out of the AIT they would get a pat down for screening and that would be procedure. I explained to him everything that goes through the checkpoint would be screened, I explained to him I would take his complaint and forward it 
to the CSM so they could be aware lhis had happened 10 him. 

111112013 Airport Louisville Airport 

4A2:2o Airline: American Airline 
PM 

1112/2013 
10:55:45 

AM 

Flight number: 5062 

Date and time: 1-11-12 at 155 PM 

Baggage claim number: NA 

Was there a NOi: NA 

Terminal or gate: Gate A 15 
Disability Description: Wheel chair bound, metal implants and mobility disability. 

Incident Details; Caller states he had a complaint about the service in O Hare, He wants to speak to a CSR for TSA at O Hare. He had an address for O Hare he wanted me to verify. He wants to know what I can do for his complaint. 

Told caller 
To speak to someone at O Hare, he maybe able to speak to the CSM or maybe a TSO. He wanted me to tell him who he could talk too. I told him if he wanted to call the same number he had called me on he could listen to the IVR and chose option 
number 5 to get a number for a CSM. II someone did not answer he could leave a message and they could get back up with him. I told him I could take his complaint ii he did not want to call. I would take the complaint and forward through an email to 
the CSM. He would not give me his complaint. I I hen let Jeff speak to him aboul his complaint. 

Escalated to Superviso~ I spoke with the caller who complained that today while going towards gates Kand Lat ORD in a wheelchair to be screened at the checkpoint. he had an altercation with a TSO namerd1h··,1rr1 I It appears that 
the TSO made him go t~e AIT scanner alter the caller asked not to do so. due to his inability to stand for long periods and an imbalance issue. He told them that he could not raise his hands in the AIT scanner because he would fall. he said that 
the officers complelely ignored his requests and comments. 

At this time the caller asked to rather go through the metal detector and the TSO told him no. at which time he allegedly was accused of yelling at the TSO escalating the issue to an STSO, who the caller accused of being extremely rude to him. 
berating him for his conduct. 

The caller said that he was angry because everyone was being rude and insensitive to his disability, causing him to nearly fall because he was loosing his balance and his legs were going weak. 

In addition, he was administered a patdown because he has metal implants in his feet, legs and hips. 

He made a statement to me that he felt like ORD TSA officers always discriminate against people with disabilities, so I asked the caller if he felt discriminated against due to his disability, he said yes. therefore I gave him the email address,TSA
CRL@tsa.dhs.gov where he could submit his complaint in writing. He said that he would send his complaint there and that he would notify the CSM as well about how he felt. 

I gave him the CSM s number and email address due to the gravity of the complain!. 



111212013 
3:04:22 

PM 

111412013 
4:11:40 

PM 

Dear TSA: 

I would like to follow on our complain wilh your employees at O'Hare International Airporl al Chicago. 
The camp I ai nt is due to their ref us al to a pt-out our chi Id from e I ectromagneti c screening. 
We were not allowed to pass through the Pnority check point at Tenminal 3 (as we did not want to use the AIT there - the only option offered to our child). She (11 years old) was refused pat-down either at that or the next point. 
The basis of the refusa I was a new ru I e, prohibiting them to pat-down chi Id re n under the age of 12 years, 
The reply below suggests thal this is not the case. 
And it was not when we traveled in August, when she was still 10. 

Since we travel often, I would like to know what is the reply from the Customer Service Manager at O'Hare. 
We have not received one to this point. 

We understand. that lo r the maj o nty of peop I e the pat-down option is the one they have conce ms with. 
For our family is the other way around - we do not mind human contact and the TSA employees have always been extremely professional, 
However, as scientisl working with radiation I am concerned about the effecls of EMR (the FDA and NIST sludies need to be disclosed and discussed before they can be broadly accepted). 
Thank yau for your concerns and the time found to address ours. 

kb)(61 

------ Forwarded message-----
From: <HYPERLINK "mailto:tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com" \ntsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com> 
Date: Mon, Dec 24. 2012 at 9:23 AM 

However, if an adult accompanying a child 12 years old or younger opts out of AIT screening on the child's behalf, the child will receive a modified patdown. TSA never separa1es a child from an accompanying adull. The adult may observe the entire 
patdown process and may assist by holding the child's hand. Please be assured that TSOs are trained ta conduct these procedures professionally and respectfully. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPkb 1(6) 
Date Time: 1 / 14/2!"0"'1-;.3a,2"": 3'"'6,...: 5'"'5,...P""M,..,.. 

······················-----------------··························· 

Namefhllfi, 
Email_h°l1i:=::··, 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight AF028/ 26 December 2012 
IAD Washington Dulles International Airport 
Terminal A. 
Comments:Hella, 
I am sending you this message conce ming my experience through the sec u nty screening at the Washington Dul I es Airport, as I was !rave Ii ng on an international flight. I was asked from a T SA agent to go through one of the new x- ray scanners. but as I 
was concerned about my safety and the effects that the exposure to x-rays might have on my body, I asked the TSA agent if I could avoid going through it. The TSA agent told me that the machines were completely safe, and insisted that I go though 
the machine. There was no sign anywhere saying that I had the right 10 refuse and 10 choose another way to be screened. I was surprised about it, and looked for some more informalion. I found on the TSA website on the "Screening" calegory of the 
frequently asked questions, that '"Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough patdown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers al this 
nght." But as I wrote before, there was no sign anywhere letting me know about that informat,on, which is wrong because 11 could have prevented rne from going through these machines. 
Best regards, 

fh,lfi, I 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: Ca 11 er was flying thru MIA and did not I Ike her patdown. 

Information Requesl: Wants 10 know if a notificalion card could prevent her from needing two paldowns. 

Response Details: If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO 
about any disability, medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening, their use may improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their 
condilions. Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal deIecIor prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if lhey can sland still with their arms above 
their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device.If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector. the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A patdown procedure also Is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. SomeIimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
If a passenger has a cast, brace, or support appliance, the way screening will be conducted depends on his or her level of ability. The passenger should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of his or her ability. of the existence of a cast, 

1115/2013 brace, or support appliance, and of any need for assislance before screening begins. 
1:01 08 

PM Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area, and the manner in which the screening is conducted Is important. 

One screening procedure, which generates discussion and concern among passengers, involves use of paldown searches. Paldowns are used to resolve alarms from the walk through meIaI detector (WTM DJ, when anomalies are discovered through 
Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ screening, as well as when random screening activities are conducted. 

A Transportation S ecu ri ty 0/fi cer (TSO) of the same gender as the passenger wi 11 conduct the pa tdow n search. and as the screening is being conducted , the TSO should be d escri bing the procedures he or she is using, TS Os a re required to use the 
back of lhe hand to patdown a passenger s sensitive areas. For non-sensilive areas, TSOs are required to use lhe front of the hand. 

Passengers have the right to request a pnvate screening. and private screening will be conducted in a room or man area away from other passengers. However, if a passenger does not permit the search, he or she will not be permitted to board an 
aircraft. 

Offered the information by em ai I but she was already on website. 

Caller is a flight attendant for Southwest. She had an issue this morning. She was at the early morning check-in. She was told she couldn't t go through security until 4:30. All of the workers in the airport went through screening while she waited. She 
had to check-in al 5:00. She wanted to allow 10-15 minuIes to be al work. The supervisor didn't t open at 4:30, she had them wait 20 minutes. She said that the supervisor who was working that checkpoint said it was because they had to change a few 
things but she still allowed the airport workers through. She wants to know why flight crew aren t treated fairly. She let regular customers go in when the flight crew did and she said it was like a mad rush of people everywhere. She said that she was 
hum i Ii ated because al I of the passengers were watching th em as they we re denied screening at the checkpoint. She said that the fi Ig ht attendants had to run to get to work. Ca 11 er wants to know if a 11 of the fi Ig ht crews everywhere get treated this way. 
She doesn't t understand why people who work in the airport get to have priority over the flight crew members. She said that she has been a flight attendant for 33 years so she knows how screening is supposed to go. She said that the supervisor at 
the checkpoint did not need to work for TSA because she had no idea what she was doing. 

111512013 Information 

2:20 :28 Airport- Dallas Love 
PM Airline- Southwest 

Location- There is no gate. it happened at the entrance of Love Field 

Advised ca Iler that I would send her information to a CS M , To Id her that I cannot te 11 her how the office rs prioritize who they sere en at the checkpoints or when the screening begins, 

After evaluating alternative security protocols for flight crewmembers that would maintain our high security standards. TSA released modified screening procedures for eligible, on-duty flight crewmembers that do not require the use of AIT machines. In 
add1t1on, flight crewmembers are subject to random screening. observation by behavior detection officers, and TSA's additional layers of secunty. 
Toi d the ca Iler that this is al I of the information that we have a about crewme m ber sere en i ng, 



111512013 
2:50:14 

PM 

111612013 
4:15:23 

PM 

Caller said she Just had a awful experience with a rude screener at BOS. She said she was trying to get through the checkpoint at BOS on January 15, 2013 around 2:15pm she was trying to board a Jet Blue fi1ght 1177 Gate 30 in route to EW R. She 
said she flies through this airport once a month and never has any problems but today was different. She said she had been in the airport since 12:00 pm, She said she was in line for 40 minutes before reaching the ID checker. She said as she was 
going through the WTMD her bangle bracelet alarmed and she was asked to step aside. She asks if she could go through the AIT and was told lhat is not procedure to slep aside. She asks can I have a pat down because she could nol get lhe bracelet 
off. She was told by the TSO yes she could have a pat own but he did not say anything to anyone about her pat down and to step aside. She stood there for 15 minutes and nothing happened no one was called. She said at that time she knew her 
plane was getting ready to leave. She said she broke the bracelet to get it off of her anm and ask the TSO if she could go through now. She was told by the TSO to go to the end of the line. She said another passenger told her she could put her bracelet 
in her bin for screening. She said she waited for her bracelet to come thtugh aid it never did. She said finally the person that cleans the bins asks her if the bracelet he picked up off the floor was hers and it was. She went onto the catch her plane and 
ii was too late to board. She then went back and asks for a supervisor h··,1rr1 came ov~d over whal she called the manage~and she told him what happened. His comment was he did not believe her. She said view the video and 
you will see an~ told her no. She said the screener that was so rude to her was~ She said she has flown through this airport a lot and always has the same bracelet on with no problems. She describes herself as in her 40s short with 
blond hair, black shirt, Jacket and boots on. She is still in the airport and waiting for a 6:30 pm flight to EWR. 

I apologized to her for her experience and told her we do track trends. I told her because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a email to the Customer Service Manager for review. 

The caller did not want to provide me with any contact information. She flew to NY from FL. She had a bad experience. She has urinary incontinence and wears adult diapers. She also had a bandage or dressing on her leg and arm. The caller stated 
th at the officer at the security che c kpornt attempted to remove her ba ndg ages. The ca 11 er stated that she was treated rude I y and that al I of her 1te ms we re screened and touched. She is angry be cause even her money was xrayed and touched. I 
advised the ca 11 er that I could not comment on what was going to happen at the security checkpoint. I a I so advised the ca 11 er numerous times that I could not comment on what occurred at the security checkpoint as I was not the re during her screening. 
I advised the caller that she could file a complaint bul she declined 10 do so. I also advised lhe caller that she could be screened with her bandages in place. The caller kepi asking about her pads. I had to advise the caller repealedly thal I could not 
tell her what would happen at the security checkpoint. I advised her that if the AIT alarmed then she would have to undergo a patdown. I advised her that it was a generic outline of a body and that there would be an X where the alarm occurred. I 
advised her that the officers wou Id not know 1f it was a pad on I y that it was an al a nm. I advised the cal I er that she could bring grooming products th at were 3. 4 ounces or I ess and th at were in a clear pl a st,c res ea I able bag. I gave the cal I er a basic 
outline of TSA precheck as she asked me if there were going to be changes in the future, I advised the caller that she could also take a big pocketbook. She kept asking me if the same thing was going to happen to her the next time she flew. I had to 
repeatedly advise her that I could nol commenl on what would happen at the security checkpoint. I advised her that I could apologize for her screening procedure and that was all I basically could do. I also advised her thal she could file a complaint 
but she declined. 
As the caller attempted to proceed through the TSA security checkpoint, he indicated to the TSO on duty,!rh·11r:;·-, !that he was unable to lift his left arm above his head for the AIT scan. After being cleared. the caller indicated that the TSO informed 
him that he did not believe that he was u nab I e to raise his a rm. The ca Iler asked to speak with his su pe rvi so r. and to Id him th at he knew this treatment was a viol at ion of T SA policy. The supervisor informed the ca Iler that he had i I leg a I ly obtained that 
information, and led him to a police officer who requested his ID. The caller did not have the name of the supervisor, but wanted to file a formal complaint as he is afraid that the TSA will place him on a walch list. He also wanled to know who he could 
contact for a status update on the investigation into this matter. 

Flight Information: 

Date of Flight: January 17. 2013 
Departure Airport: DEN 
Airline: Delta Airlines 
Flight Number: 1608 
Terminal and Gate Numbers: C40 

111712013 Advised Ca Iler: 
10:20:29 

AM The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the appropriate Cus1omer Service Manager. 

I gave the ca 11 er the contact information for the CSM at DEN: 

NameJ(b)(61 
Phonel ,_ ____ _, 



The caller is a frequent flyer. He is concerned with the fact that he has to remove his belt. He stated that he was not able to find the rule stating the passenger have to remove the belts. He stated that he read that TSA strongly suggests that 
re commends that passengers re move belts. He stated that his home airport has recently started to al low passenger to I eave on the belts at M HT. He stated that he has a meta I knee replacement so he has to undergo add it ion a I screening. He stated 
that the supervisor at BWI lold him that he has 10 remove his bell before screening. 

I advised the caller that the Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) strongly recommends that passengers remove all items and accessories from their pockets before beginning the secunty screening process. Removing items such as wallets, 
belts, bulky jewelry. money, keys. and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced 
Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

111712013 I advised the caller that I can 
11:02:54 

AM 
The caller flighl details are as follow: 

Departing Airport: BW I 
Destination: MHT 
Airline: So UI hwesl 
Terminal: First Terminal 
Gate:5 
Date and Time: December 28th. 2012 @ 6:00 pm 

1117/2013 Caller went through multiple security screenings through AIT and then a patdown at the SFO airport. She wanted the number to the CSM at the SFO airport. Told caller that SFO has a private security firm that conducts the screening procedures and 
3:13:42 told caller how to contact the SFO airport. 

PM 
111812013 Caller was flying out of the JFK airport on 01-18-2013 going lhrough the checkpoint at 9:00 am flying on American Airlines flight number 1749. She opted out of lhe AIT screening and a TSO by the name o~b}(6} kold her 10 wait to undergo a 
10:23:24 patdown procedure, caller said she was worried about missing her flight and voice her concern to the TSO who in return told her that they did not care if she missed her flight. Caller said that the TSO was very rude to her. Told her that I will forward her 

AM complaint to the CSM at the JFK airport to review the complaint. Caller did not provide her email address. 
Caller took a flight from San Diego to Detroit to Cincinnati. While she was in line, 2 Delta agents cut in front of her, so she had to go thru the body scanner. She has had 6 sets of xray. 

111912013 Advised caller: 

10,28, 19 In fact. a traveler is exposed to less radiation from one AIT scan than from 2 minutes being onboard a commercial aircraft at flight altitude. 
AM Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of this right. 

1120/2013 

Ca Iler stated: 
He has missed a flighl due to TSA. Caller stated lhat according to the Air Tran websile it advises passengers to arrive to the airport 1 and a half hours before their flight. Caller stated that he arrived 10 lhe TPA airporl al 1 :50pm for a 3:20pm flight. 
Caller stated that he went to the ticket counter and checked his luggage but was delayed there and got to the screening area about 30 minutes before his flight. Caller stated that he informed the officers that he was running late for his flight and 
requested a expedited line but they directed him to go through the normal line. Caller stated that he opted out of the AIT and went through a pat down. Caller stated that he goj jo jhP. boarding gate at 3:18pm and his plane was already leaving. Caller 
stated that he is now going to lose his job because of missing his flight, Caller refused to provide a email and stated that he would prefer to be contacted by phone arb)(6) I Caller wanted to know if there was anything he could do to expedite 
screening in I he future. 

5:01 : 2 2 Advised caller: 
PM Since his complaint involves screening at a particular airport I would forward his complaint to the CSM there, 

Advised caller that TSA recommends that travelers arrive 2 hours in advance of their flight to provide time for screening and boarding. 

Advised caller that the only way to expedite screening at this time is the PreCheck program. Advised caller that he could enroll into this either by opting in through an airline or by joining one of the CBP s Trusted Traveler programs. Advised caller that 
the TT programs are ran through the CBP and he could reach them at 877-227-5511. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP [bi(61 
Date Time: 112 0/20!-,1"3"'B,...:""3B"":""3""8""P"'M..,... 

Namef h·11F:"", 
Email h··,1rr1 

Comp I a i nts; Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Lincoln Nebraska Airport, afternoon Delta Flighl to Minneapolis, Saturday, 111912013. 
Comments:Dear TSA: I got a form response from you today which did not address the false positive explosives alert at this airport which resulted in a humiliating. frightening, and highly public experience for my daughter at the hands of staff who 
treated her like a criminal - guilty until proven innocent - when there was obviously another explanation - glycenn based hand cream. My onginal complaint is attached below, followed by the form response. 

112112013 MY ORIGINAL COMPLAINT: "My daughterfb)(ff:, ! was subjected to a real ordeal today by TSA employees in Lincoln, Nebraska when her person and several items in her carrying luggage reporledly set off an "explosives alarm" (4 "alarms"-
their term - in all. I was told by the employee, who called me over to watch her stuff while she was subjected to a thorough, repetitious pat down by female TSA staffers). The entire line came to a standstill while this happened. TSA staff did not appear 

9:!,~27 to be in a problem-solving frame of mind even when it was obvious. after looking at every single item in my daughters purse and on her person. that there were no explosives present. The "alarms" were related to my daughter's hands (here's a clue), 
clothing, and her cloth computer sleeve. I told the TSA gentleman that we had been in Nebraska visiting relatives for three days and she was never out of direct contact with family members. After she was reluctantly cleared to go, we looked at the 
ingredients in the hand cream she was using religiously in lhe dry air of winlry Nebraska, and sure enough, it was a glycerin-based producl. A quick look online will provide ample indication I hat I his is a frequenl cause of false positive explosive alerts 
for TSA screenings. Live and learn, I suppose. 
It is important to emphasize, I think. that such alerts - a better term than '"alarms" - do NOT mean that explosives are PRESENT. Travelers are not guilty until proven innocent and should not be treated as such. as she was. I am asking for Lincoln, 
Nebraska based staff to receive sufficient training so that they can distinguish, at some point, a false positive explosives alert caused by hand cream, WITHOUT treating a young woman like a potentially dangerous criminal for nearly 30 minutes in lull 
view and hearing of dozens of other air travelers in a small city airport. 
I know this is not an unusual occurrence. What was unusual was this stalls extended drama over this incident, and the humiliation my daughter and I were subjected to because of it. As a retired Washington State Administrator, I was shocked by the 
I ack of consi d era ti on and privacy accorded my daughter, and the fa i I ure of staff to I oak for a reason ab I e exp I an ati on for a test result which is documented to have such common. and eas1 ly exp I a i ned /al se positives. 
Thanks lo r your ass i sta nee in this matter." 

YOUR RESPONSE: Thank you for your e-mail in which you inquire about the reasons for secondary screening. The Transporlation Security Administration (TSAJ seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass 
through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the sere en i ng 1s conducted is Im po rta nt. 0 u r po Ii ci es and procedures locus on ensuring th at al I passengers are 
treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on 
baggage, which may be triggered by a number of factors to include watch lisl processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a paldown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the 
Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be petiormed. 



The following has been sent to TSA Seattle as well as Port of Seattle Police. 

JAN. 17, 2013 

BRIER. WA 98036 

PORT OF SEATTLE POLICE 

2711 ALASKAN WAY 

112212013 SEATTLE, WA 98121 
8:19:55 

AM 

112212013 
11 2231 

AM 

HOMELAND SECURITYITSA 

17801 INTERNATIONAL BLVD S. 

BOX 309 SEATTLE. WA 98158 

Tsa-co nta ctce nter@d hs .gov 

COM PLAINT: SEATAC AIRPORT 

DATE: JAN 4, 2013 

Disability Description: Callers mother uses a walker. The last time she wenl through security screening al MCO on Feb 6th 2012 12:05pm on Delta Airlines she was asked 10 walk wilhout her walker. She is gelling ready to fly again from Del roil to 
MCO. 

Information Request She is needing to know the screening process for her mother since she is not able to walk without her walker. Will she be required to take her leg braces off during screening. Caller is needing to know if she will be permitted to 
go through the screening process with her mol her if she is not flying. 

Response Details: Her mother will need to inform our officers of her condition and of her ability once she gets to the screening checkpoint. Since she is not able to stand or walk without her walker she will not be able to go through the AIT screener 
and w i 11 have to go through a patdown screening, She is permitted to request a private sere en i ng room at anytime du ring the sere en i ng process and a friend or la mi ly member wi 11 be permitted to go in the room with her during sere en i ng, 

She will not be required to take her braces of during screening if she is not able to. 
If a non-trave Ii ng comp an ion wants to accompany a passenger to and or from the boa rd i ng gate, he or she is required to go to the airline ticket counter and show ide ntifi cation and request a gate pass to gain access to the secured area. After receiving 
a pass, the companion will be required to show the gate pass and valid. Government-issued photo identification at the TSA screening checkpoint to undergo security screening and proceed to the boarding gate area. 
Provided her wilh the contact number for the CSM al MCO since she did nol wanl me 10 send lhe information to the CSM. 
Email not sent. 

Incident Deta i Is; Ca 11 er stated that she did not fee I th at her mother was di scri min ated against and that it was just poor customer service, 



1/2212013 
2:57:55 

PM 

112212013 
3:3718 

PM 

Caller left MCO on Sunday 20 Jan. 20 13 at or around 1300 hours on American Ai rt i nes flight AA2291 d ep arti ng at 163 0. Caller states that he went through the handicapped Ii ne and he did the no rm al s c reem ng procedure. Caller went through AIT and 
an anomoly appeared around his waist band. Caller states that he recieved a patdown from an officer described as a white male approximately 5 10 abnd being approximately 40 YO. Caller indicates that the subject weighs between 150-160 lbs with 
short, I ig ht brown hair. 
Caller states that the officer noticed a pouch attached to his waist band and inside al the pouch was two fifty dollar bills and approximately 6-7 ane dollar bills. The caller removed the pouch and handed the pouch to the screener. The caller states that 
the screener walked the pouch to the entrance of the X-Ray machine where the screener took an unusual amount of time to place the pouch onto the belt. Caller indicated that the length of time to put the item on the belt was at or around 2 minutes. 
The money was missing from the pouch when it was returned to him. Caller is concerned that this individual is taking advantage of senior citizens. Caller is wanting to file a claim for the items as well as give information about the subject. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide the highest customer service to all who pass through our security checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers and their belongings are treated with 
dignity, resp eel, and courtesy. Each Transportalion Security Officer (TSO) receives training on professional and courteous conduct to make the process run smoothly and to reduce inconvenience to the traveling public. 

TSA regrets that you found items missing and or damaged from your carry-on luggage. TSA is required by law to screen all property. including carry-on baggage, that is brought onboard commercial passenger aircraft. To ensure the secunty of the 
traveling public, it is sometimes necessary for TSOs to conduct hand inspections of carry-on bags. TSOs receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great care during the screening process so 
that when bags are opened a passenger's belongings are re1urned in the same condilion they were found. 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged ,terns by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-mail to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at I hat localion. 

Contact Information: 
Email:!rh·11rr1 

Phone: .. kb"-··1""(6"'1'-----' 

Caller fiew oul of Newark on Jan 18th had a 2:30PM flighl on United out of Terminal C. Passenger went through screening a11 :15PM. He requested a patdown because he does not like the AIT machine. The TSA officer al the checkpoint was rude and 
made him put his wallet through the x-'.ay machine while getting the patdqwp The prsenger a.sked for his walle_t not to leave his sight;_ h~ then ~sked for a Supervisor. She was also rude and he s~id this isn ta major complaint but he wanted to make 
TSA aware the agents at the check point was~and the Sup wa~(b 1(6 .1 Badge~The Supervisor would not give their 1nfomat1on until they seen all of the passenger ID once again even though he was in the sucure area. He also 
requested that the CSM at N ewa rl< give him a ca 11 back that way he know the situation has be en resolved, 

Because your comp I ai nt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA see ks to provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 passengers who pass I hroug h our screening ch eek points. 
Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 



DearTSA, 
You just sent me an answer to my complaint saying " 
However, if an adult accompanying a child 12 years old or younger opts out of AIT screening on the child's behalf, the child will receive a modified patdown. 

The woman I was referring to didn't receive a patdown nor did her child. They simply had the body scanner waived, walked through the metal detector and had none of their l1qu1ds inspected. Upon my inquiry with a few friends. I've received numerous 
confirmations th at ap pa re ntl y women with children a re not subject to the same rules as everyone e Is e and receive sp eci a I t rea tme nt based on the sheer fact that they have a chi Id with them. I Ii nd this utterly u nacce ptab I e, 

Regards, 

kb,(61 

112412013 
8:51:54 

AM 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 23, 2013, at 6:27 PM. TSA-ContactCenter <TSA-ContactCenter@tsa.dhs.gov> wrote: 

> Th an k you for contacting the Trans po rtati an Security Ad mini st ration. 
> While many routine inquines can be responded to in less than 48 hours, 
> some responses that require additiona I information may take Io nge r. 
> The Contact center's frequently asked quest ions 
> <http;/ lwww. ts a. gov/ca ntact-tra nsportat ion-security-ad mini st ration> 
:::,. page has answers to the most common i nq ui ri es we receive from the 
> public. 
> If you are writing to find out if you can pack a certain item in your 
> carry-on or checked bags, you can use our "Can I bring my _____ _ 
> through the secunty checkpoint?"' tool located on the www.tsa.gov 
> homepage. Just type in the item name into the box, hit the "submit" 
> butlon, and lhe tool will tell you if il's permitted or prohibited in 
> both carry-on and checked bags. 
> The Travelers <http://www.tsa.gov/traveler-information> page has a 
> great deal of information, including acceptable IDs, traveling with 
> Ii quids, s pecia I medica I needs, tips for members of the mi I ita ry and 
> people with special medical needs, the prohibited items list, and tips 



112412013 
6:00:46 

PM 

•···•Original Message••··· 
Frotrl(bi(6i 
Sent: Sunday. January 20, 2013 2:50 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subjecl: Fly Righls • New Reporl from Christine Condry 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Nam=h .. ··,"'1R,.·.,, ===="---~ 
Email Address,,I.,.h,,_··,I..,R,.,·1 __ _,. __ ~ 
Phone Numbe ·., ·1 

Address: ~(b_)~(6_, ___ ~ 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Na 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? Na 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
The E asl em Iowa Airport 

112512013 Caller was flying out of MSY airport, she opted oul of the ait screening and had 10 wait for a long lime for a female tso to show up 10 conducl a patdown procedure. This occured on 01-21 ·2013 at 9:00 am, she is upset I hat it was time, she was flying on 
10:01 :35 US Airways. Told caller that I will document her complaint. 

AM 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················--;:=::::;==::::::;------····························· 
Remote Client IP:!(b 1(6) 
Date Time: 1 12 712~0""1 3"'"'"9 :""5..,.4 :""2-1 ""P""M.,.. 

Name ·., 

Email b1(6) 
Comp a,n s: nappropria e creen,ng at Down Screening· 

112812013 Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):AC 8620 from Atlanta, GA leaving Jan 27th at 1140am 
8:18:26 Comments:Today I was on a fi1ght from Atlanta, GA back home to Toronto, Ontario and I have a complaint about the way my security screening was handled in Atlanta. I have a d1sab1lity and arrived to the security check point in an airport wheelchair. 

AM When I arrived they took the forearm crutch I use to put it through the x-ray as usual. and gave me a cane that they had on site that was not made of metal for me to use. However, rather than going through the metal detector, the security agents 
proceeded to attempt 10 make me go into the AIT body scanning machine. Well on your websile it specifically says: 

"Passengers can be sere ened using A IT only 1/ they can stand st, 11 with their arms above their heads for 5. 7 seconds without the sup po rt of a person or d ev,ce. 

Well for me lhis is not the case so I wouldn't have been able 10 go in lhis machine. You would think that when someone arrives in a wheelchair that this would be obvious. However, the staff were exlremely insensitive. I think thal the staff at lhe Atlanla 
International airport should be more sensitive and knowledgeable about security screening for people with disabilities. I think additional training is required. Even the woman they made do my pat down told me that they should have never made me try 
to go through 11. They seemed very annoyed that I wouldn't go through and it was a very unco mforta b I e s i tuat,on. They a I so made a see ne ye 11 i ng re ally loud I y "'OPT OUT" Ii ke I was some how causing a disturbance Ju st because I wasn't going through 
the machine. Not on I y do I have medical issues that wo u Id not make it pass i ble for me to go through it, but the radiation caused by exposure in these machines is not accepta b I e to be required to go through. If staff are unwi 11 i ng or resistant to doing pat
downs if people don't want to or physically cannot go through these machines then they should not be working in such a position. Today I witnessed everyone in the line be made 10 go through this machine, which I find very ironic considering ii was 
announced recently that these machines wi 11 sha rtl y be re moved from a i rpa rts throughout the US. Di sg racefu I. 



112812013 
12:08:28 

PM 

1/2812013 

The caller was flying from CL T around 7:30 AM. He stated that he was subjected to additional screening and his apple phone charger was broken. He stated that the screener was very rude and he kept telling the passenger that he did not see any 
damage. He stated that he was flagged at CL T during screening because of his stridex wipes. He stated that when he went through PIT on his original flight, he was not flagged, He asked why he would have been selected for additional screening. He 
stated that he is 16 years of age. 

His fl Ig ht path was: Pl T to CLT and then back from CL T to Pl T. He was not flagged lo r add1t1ona I screening at PIT on the first flight but was flagged at CL T on the way back. 

I apologized to the caller that he had this occurance. I explained that he can file a claim for the damaged charger by completing a standard claims form. They are available on our website, www.1sa.gov, or I can email lhe forms with in 24 hours of this 
response. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this to the Customer Support Manager (CSM) at that location. 

I explained that TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area. and the way the screening 
is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

The callers flight details are as follow: 

Departing Airport: CL T 
Arrival Airport: PIT 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight Number: 1904 
Terminal: Not Provided 
Gate: B Line 2 
Date and Time: January 28th, 2013 @ 7:30 am 
He stated that the screener had white hair, Italian, and about 5 foot 6 inches. He stated that the supervisors name Is k~b_-~1(_6~'---~ 
Caller said I hat she and her husband flew from Phoenix to Burbank and then back from Burbank. She went through lhe screening and then was told to pul her left foot in fronl of the TSO and her leg was palled down. She said this happened in 
Burbank when she flew in October as well. She said there was no alarm. She wanted to know why her leg is being patted down. She asked if she should call someone at Burbank to ask why her leg is patted down. Caller said that the TSO did not act 
i na pp ro pri ate I y. She is getting aggravated be cause her leg Is being patted down. 

1 :37:54 I gave the following information: Additional screening may be lriggered by a number of factors such as random selection, or alarm resolulion. TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe 
PM Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

I told the caller that TSA does not keep records of patdowns and I do not know what triggered the patdown. I told her that she can get the number for the CSM by choosing option 5 on the IVR and entering the airport code. I told her that the airport will 
not be able to tell her why she got lhe patdown either. 



112812013 
3:55:29 

PM 

1129/2013 
111319 

AM 

I am writing to let you know about my experience at the Sacramento airport this morning. I am a frequent business traveler and now as a pregnant traveler. I prefer not to go through the AIT scanner. Yes, I understand the TSA has said it is safe for 
pregnant women & their unborn children. However. many experts are unconvinced that this has been proven (there are no long term studies) & in Europe these scanners are not allowed to be used on a large scale without a medical reason. For these 
reasons, I choose to opt out. 

This morning several travelers were waived through the alternative metal detector next 10 lhe scanner. I asked if I could use that instead of the body scanner but was informed by the TSA agent that I can't "ask" 10 go through it and would have 10 go 
through the scanner I requested the pat down instead. 

With regard to "asking" to go through the alternative metal detector, I object to this policy and to the TSA agent's handling of the situation. I am obviously pregnant and, given an alternative, I think all pregnant women should be able to opt for the metal 
detector 1/ one is ava i I able and should not have to be subjected to an u np I ea sant and much Io nger "pat down." 

I believe a change should be made to this policy when it comes to pregnant travelers. 

Please advise, thank you. 

Caller slated that on 01 28 2013 they flew on American Airlines fi,ght number 299 As they were going through lhe security checkpoinl al MIA, lhe caller stated that he felt like they were bein racially profiled by the TSA Agentkb-·1(6'1 Caller 
stated that Agentkb 1(6) !who is black. made his wife, who is whi_te, go through the AIT machine at least 5 to 6 times. The caller went on to say that a TSA supervisor badge numbe b)(ffl as called to the seen and told them to go ahead and 
proceed through the check point. Caller stated that the TSA Agenl(b )(6) I was accusing the Turners of being confrontational. which they denied. Caller stated that he could sense that the supervisor may of been unable to control his agents. 
Caller stated that they wanted to be contacted to discuss the matter further. 

Gave the cal I er the following info: 
General complaint: The Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) seeks to provide the highest level of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every person and item must be screened before entering 
each secured area , We regret that you fa u nd your experience to be less than sa ti sla ctory, TSA monitors the numb er and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require speci a I attention, This ongoing 
process will enable us 10 ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we delermine that security screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the subject of repeated complaints. 



Caller Is an American Airline emp I aye e. He had been disconnected twice when transferred to MB. 

Acee pted TR F: 

Apo I og i zed to ca 11 er for issues during transfer today. 

I asked caller how he feels he was discriminated against. 

Caller stated to say he was d1scri mi nated against th at is a Ii ttl e harsh. 
He stated he conveys 2 conce ms. 
He is an airline Caplain with American Airlines and FFDO as well as global enlry member so he has had extensive background checks. 

When he chooses to travel out of uni lo rm he sti 11 has those background checks and is a low I eve I security threat. 
He agrees with the security but where it falls apart for him is in the last 2 years he is selected every time he llys out of uniform, 

112912013 This has happened al different locations: Wesl Palm Beach, DFW, Ohare, JFK and Detroit Meire. 

1A0:28 
PM 

1/2912013 
2:08:04 

PM 

His persona I op i man is be cause the agents have the autho nty to select and in his case lo r whatever reason they exercise that power 

None of the equipment alarmed, he was just chosen for exlra screening. 

He does think it could be petty Jealousy and to test his theory a couple of times recently instead of displaying his airline credentials (as he normally does) he used his FL dnvers license instead. 
That takes him from airline personnel to general public and he was not chosen for extra screening, 
He feels the TSA looks bad because of this. 

What he is s u bm ittrng is th at he Is being selected unfairly because of his air I in e background. 

He flew 1-25-13 from West Palm Beach and was out of uniform and he displayed his airline credenlials. When lhey chose him for extra screening he asked for a supervisor and lhey could not say why he would have been chosen. Nexl the woman 
who came was in street clothing and he assumed she was the CSM. She told him it is in the SOP and she cannot provide it to a traveler. 

I exp I a i ned the CS M could not give him the SOP information or give to any t rave I er be ca use that is guarded info nna ti on. 

Told him I could possibly send something over to West Palm Beach. 

Caller fiew from greensboro airport and was bringing her sons diabetic medicalions, pump and kit. She declared to the Iso at the checkpoint I hat her son diabetic pump can not go through xray screening. During screening a Female TSO told caller son 
to go through AIT screening while he had his pump on his body. Caller told the TSO at the screening area to allow her son to disconnect his pump, the tso told caller that the pump will be ok and told her child to go through the AIT screening. The 
Incident occured on 01-27-2013 at 11 :40 am flying on Delta Airlines. Told caller that she can ask for her child to undergo a patdown procedure instead of going through the ail screening or etd screening to be cleared. 



This is the same auto m atIc reply as previously received. 
I want to have a copy of the actua I po Ii cy and pre ced u re lo r this. There is nothing of sensitive nature to this, and do es not require a F OIA request. 
As noled below, the requiremenl is that the TSA officer use the back of the hand for sensitive areas, and your TSA officer used the inner palm of her hand 10 rub my perineum to the point where I fell it on my clitoris and labia. 
If I would have had a dress, would she have put her hand up my skirt' Is the same procedure followed for those of the muslim faith that wear full length garb? 
You have NOT responded to my question. You have had adequate time to review the film - was this done? I gave you the exact gate, time and screening post. There is not excuse for any of this, and I am not going away until I see that this Is 
i nves ti gated . 

On Tue, Jan 29, 2013 at 3:03 PM, <HYPERLINK '"mailto:tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com" \ntsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com> wrote: 

112912013 Thank you for your e-ma i I reg a rd i ng pa td own sere en i ng. 

4:07:07 
PM 

The Trans po rtatIon Security Ad mm i stratIon (T SA) see ks to p rov1d e the high est I eve I of sec u nty and customer service to al I who pass th re ugh our screening checkpoints. Our policies and pre c ed ures locus on ensuring th at al I passengers. reg a rd I ess of 
their personal situations and needs, are treated with respect and courtesy. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. 

One screening procedure, which generates discussion and concern among passengers, involves use of patdown searches. Patdowns are used to resolve alarms from the walk through metal detector (WTMD), when anomalies are discovered through 
Advanced I magmg Techno I og y (Al T) sere en i ng, as wel I as when random sere en i ng a ctIvItIes are conducted. 

A Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of the same gender as the passenger wi 11 conduct the pa ldow n search, and as the screening is being conducted , the TSO should be d escri bing the procedures he or she is using. TS Os are required to use the 
back of the hand to patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas. TSOs are required to use the front of the hand. 

Passengers have the right to request a private screening, and private screening will be conducted in a room or in an area away from other passengers, However, ii a passenger does not permit the search, he or she will not be permitted to board an 
aircraft. 

We understand and regret the discomfort and i nconve ni e nee that you may have experienced as a resu It of p atdown procedures. Neve rthe I ess. we be Ii eve these security measures are necessary and a pp re pri ate lo r ensuring the security and 
confidence of a 11 air travelers, TSA continues to d eve Io p and de ploy new techno I og i es to address the exp I osive s threat, but the use of patd owns provides an add i ti o na I I ayer of security at the checkpoint, For mo re i nforma ti on reg a rd i ng p atdown 
procedures, please visit TSA's Web sile (HYPERLINK "http:llwww.1sa.gov" \nwww.tsa.gov). 

Ca Iler slated : 
She went on a berevement trip on Thursday with her husband and son. Caller stated that they flew out of DFW and returned through LGA. Caller stated that she took a concealed carry course in July and has seen many people put their hands up in a 

112912013 submissive fas ion. Caller stated that going through the AIT the stance with the hands in the air looks like someone for a lme up in a police station. Caller thinks that the picture for the AIT needs to be more childlike. 

5:1706 
PM Advised ca Iler: 

The image lo r the AIT is a standard picture for the machines across the country. Advised ca Iler that this is SOP lo r TSA nationwide. Screenings using A IT a re vo I unta ry. Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this tech no logy wi 11 be required to 
undergo alternative screening. including a thorough paid own. 

1130/2013 
g,42:28 

AM 

Caller slated her friend fiew from Orlando to Frankfurt Germany on Flutanza. Caller stated her friend had two hip replacement and TSA insisted lhat she went through lhe AIT. Caller slated she wants to complain about Customs and Border and broke 
the lock on her suitcase. Caller stated her friend wanted to know why she had to go through the AIT even if she has a doctors note. 

Advised caller the following information: 

Advised caller if a passenger has a docIors nole about their disability that doesn I exempt the passenger from being screened. If the passenger set of any alarms of the WTMD or the AIT the passenger would be subject to a patdown 10 resolve the 
alarms. 



1/3012013 
2:05:09 

PM 

113012013 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Pj~(b_)_(6_ •• _, --~ 
Date Time: 113012013 1: 1 g:35 PM 

Namr 1(6) 
EmaiTh1(6) 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Oelta flight DL4786, SLC airport, terminal 2 
Comments:I want to be clear that the TSA agents I encountered were professional and courteous. This is NOT a complaint about them. 
After opting out of AIT screening, my enhanced patdown (which I knew going in that I would be receiving) alarmed after the glove check. I was extremely irritated to find that the second paid own could not take place where the public could see 11. If you 
don't want the public to know that some patdowns require the front of the hands over sensitive areas, perhaps the TSA shouldn't be doing it. 
It was my choice to opt out, and knew that all of this was a potential consequence of thal choice, but the TSA often publicizes how few complaints I hey gel, and I jusl wanled to go on record as saying thal I am not okay wilh your screening methods. 
Thanks. 
Caller is worried about radiation and wants to opt out of the AIT machine and wants to know how much radiation they get from an airplane flight, told caller 

8:28:01 She can opt out of the AIT machine and recieve a pat down instead. 
PM 

TS A has no j uri sd i cti on over the planes themselves, 
Caller wants 10 file a complainl because when he was flying oul of LAS, he was going through Gate C and went through the AIT machine 901 his items back out of the bin. Went to the secure area he noliced thal he was missing his $300 pair of 
sunglasses. He went back to the checkpoint and was asking the lady that helped him through if she had seen his sun glasses, she as sited him to the lost and found and they did not have his glasses and as he was standing talking to the tsa agent he 
noticed his g I ass es were s ittrng under the counter on a she If. He told the I ady th at those we re his g I asses and she ran quickly to them and puts her hands aver them, then asked what kind of g I ass es he had and he told her the brand and she d idn t want 
to give them back because he prononced the brand differently so he said he got irate because he felt like she knew they were very expensive glasses and she was trying to steal them he asked to speak with a manager and he felt like the manager did 
not lake it very serious because he did not want to write a complaint he said he would just have a talk with her because I hey never have complaints and he didn t want to issue one. He felt as if she was doing this 10 many olher passangers and I his 
issue should be resolved. 

1130/2013 
9:12:23 Airport-Las Vegas 

PM Airline-Soulhwesl 
Gate-C 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can a I ways request 10 speak with the Supervisory T ra nsporta Ii on Security Officer at the checkpoint 10 address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. Be ca use your complaint conce ms an inc ide nl tha I 
occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

Caller flew from Minneapolis via Sun Country to Fort Meyers and then back a week later. She was screened by one of the machines and wants to know what it was. It was not the walk through metal detector. She wants to know if it shows a detailed 
image of the body. She asked if she can request a paid own rather than use the machines. She al so heard that they we re removing these machines. She said that she was in a whee I chair and was made to rush through and it was not a good 
experience. 

I told the caller that the machine she most likely used is the AIT. Millimeter wave systems project beams of non-ionizing radio frequency energy over the passenger's body suiface: the beams do not penetrate the skin. The radio frequency energy 

1 13112013 re/I ected back from the body. 

1:0530 
PM 

Au1oma1ed Targel Recognilion (ATRJ software upgrades further enhance passenger privacy by displaying a generic image of a person on an AIT monitor. Passengers are able to view the same oulline that the TSA officer sees. 
The FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 (FAA Act) directed "the Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ to ensure that AIT be equipped with ATR software on June 1, 2012. This Act also allowed the TSA Administrator to grant an 
extension. which he issued for one year, ending May 31, 2013. One vendor's solution (Rap1scan) did not meet that deadline. In order to meet the Congressional mandate. TSA plans to remove all of the Rapiscan AIT machines. Some will be replaced 
with other AIT units that are equipped with ATR At the remaining locations, TSAwill use multiple security layers to provide a comparable level of security. By June 1, 2013. only AIT units equipped with ATR software that provide enhanced privacy 
protection for travelers will be used by TSA at airport securily checkpoints. As always, use of this technology is oplional and she can requesl a patdown at any time. 



21112013 
9:38:36 

AM 

Caller Is at Ronald Reagan Washrngto n National Airport. She went through the checkpoint on 2 01 2013 about 9 am. She has an artifi cal I Im b from the knee down. She said that she went through the AIT and then was sent to machine that took 
pictures. She said that she flies all the time and this is the first time this has been done. She said the lady who performed the screening did not know how to do the screening. She stated it was not done the right way. She was not offered a private 
screening . She said tha I it was very em ba rrassi ng . She asked to speak with a su pe rv i sor. She spoke with supervisor Howe. He 101 d her tha I procedure was fol lowed. She said her sere ei ng 100 k 3 5 min ul es. She did not gel the names of the 
screeners. She said the first lady was a black lady and the second one was a foreign lady. Her ID and boarding pass was checked when she got to the checkpoint. She said it should have been checked again during the screening and it was not. She 
wanted to make a comp I a int. 

I gave the following information: Regardless of whelher a passenger is screened by a walk-through metal deIecIor, AIT, or a thorough patdown, a proslhetic is subject to addilional screening. A TSO will need 10 see the proslhetic device, which may 
require the lilting of clothing without exposing any sensitive areas or removing a belt that holds the prosthetic to the passenger's body. TSA also will use technology to test the prosthetic for traces of explosive material. If explosive material is detected, 
the passenger w111 have to undergo addition al sere en i ng. 

Cast and Proslhesis Imaging technology is used in some airports. Where available, this Iechnology will also be used to inspect a prosthesis. 
I advised the cal I er that her Id and boa rd i ng pass a re checked when she arrives at the checkpoint. 
I a po I oq i zed to the caller lo r her unp I eas ant experience and to Id her that I would forward her record to the CS M at Rona Id Reaqa n Wash i nqton Nati o na I lo r review. 
Disability Description: Spinal Slimulator (husband) and aversion to touch (wife). 

Response Details: Advised caller: 

I apologize for your experience. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your information to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location and TSA Cares as well. 

I offered: 

Your complaint can be sent to either 

TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 

2121201 3 or vis postal ma i I to: 

1A1:26 
PM 

TransporIation Securily Administration Office of Disability Policy and Outreach 
601 South 12th Street TSA-33 
Art i ngto n. VA 20 598-60 33 

FI 19 ht information: 

Flight Path: Auslin 10 ATL 
Flight date time: 2 1 4:47pm 
Flight# 2066 
Airline: Delta 
Ai rpo rI: Austin Bergstrom 
Gate Terminal: 3 

Emailkbl(61 



The ca 11 er wants to know the pol icy for sp i na I sti mu I ato r remotes. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

I do not have an exact answer for the romote but for similar devices my information states: 

Passengers who have medical devices attached to their bodies, such as bone growth stimulalors, spinal slimulators, neuroslimulators, por1s, feeding lubes, TENS Unit or olher types of devices should inform lhe Transpor1ation Securily Officer (TSO) 
conducting the screening of the device and indicate where the device is located before the screening process begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about any disability, medical condition, or medical device 
th at could affect security screening. 
If a passenger can safely disconnect from their device, he or she can submit it for x-ray screening; however, passengers can be screened without disconnecting from devices. If a passenger cannot disconnect from the device. the type of screening 
conducted will depend on the type of device and lhe passenger's abilities. Passengers should consult with lhe manufacturer of the device 10 delermine whether it can pass through a walk-lhrough metal detector, can be subjecled to Advanced Imaging 

21212013 Technology (AIT) screening, or x-ray screening. 
3:30:55 

PM 
The caller staled thal he lhought I his was the policy for reading on the web sile. Bui his dad went through a screening checkpoint wilh medical documents regarding the issue be the screening of lhe remo1e has previously cause the stimulator to bring 
him to the ground. He requested that it not be x-rayed and was told that it had to be. He stated that they had spoken with law enforcement regarding the issue as well. He was given the CSM contact information at the airport for was told that they do not 
work weekends. I ve nf1ed the contact inform at1on and advised he get in contact with the CS M to address this issue. 

Adivsed Ca Iler: 

TSA monitors the numb er and nature of complaints we receive to Ira ck Ire nds and spot a re as of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing p races s wi 11 enable us to ensure prom pt. corrective action whenever we determine that security 
screening po Ii ci es need modification or specific employees or screener teams a re the subject of repeated co mp I ai nts, If you had his flight detai Is I would forward a copy of this re cord as wel I. 

The caller stated he did no have the flight details at this time. I informed him i would still document his complaint and notify my supervisor. I appolized for the happening. 

The caller flew 10 SFB. He has re1runed to JFK as of yesterday. He slated that when he look his shoes off for screening he stepped on something in the floor. He has a bump on his fool. He asked if there is anyway 10 keep from removing his shoes in a 
unsanitary envirorment. He has to go to the doctor. He asked how often the floors are cleaned and if they are sanitary. 

I advised the caller that screening shoes by x-ray is an effective method of identifying any type of anomalies, including explosives. Our highly trained Transportation Security Officers (TSO) can see if a shoe has been tampered with when they view it on 
the ,-ray equipment. By requiring all passengers to remove shoes at the walk-through metal detector or at the Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) for x-ray screening, we increase both security and efficiency al the checkpoint. 

TSA is sensitive to concerns over the issue of sanitation in the screening locations. TSA's Office of Occupational Safety, Health. and Environment reviewed our procedures for screening the footwear of passengers at TSA checkpoints. and they 
determined the re was no need for add i ti o na I sa ni ta ry procedures beyond those a I ready in p I ace, 

Nonetheless, passengers are permitted to wear disposable booties, socks, or slippers through the screening checkpoint to help protect their feet at walk-through metal detector and the AIT machines. The disposable footwear may be removed and 
placed into the 1nd1v1d ua I's a cce ss1 bl e property prior to exiting the screening checkpoint. 

Allhough some airports may offer disposable booties or slippers to passengers as a courtesy, this is nol a TSA-wide practice or requirement. Travelers who wish to wear foot coverings during the screening process are responsible for bringing them to 
2121201 3 the security checkpoint. 
6:34:34 

PM 
I explained that I will forward his complaint 10 lhe CSM at SFB for review and provide them with his contact informalion in the event they need to contact him concerning lhe incidenl. 

The callers flight details are follow: 

Departing Airport: SF B 
Arri val Airport: JFK 
Airline: JetBlue 
Flight Number: B6284 @ 7 :55 pm 
Gate: 3 
Checkpoint: on the right side of the airport 
Date and Time: 02-01-2013 @ 5:00 pm 



21312013 
9:08:32 

AM 

~;~-~fbi0%1,Mes~~.ne-----

Sent~~turday,~=ruary 02, 2013 621 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subjecl: Fly Righls - New Reporl from .. fb_}_(6_} ___ ...., 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Name: ~b-;)~(6_·•~' ---~---~ 
Email Addres b. ff', 
Phone Numbei.;r::th~·11-:,R,,-.. , ----,. ___ ...J 

Address:._b-')_(6-'··-' ______ _, Portland OR 97217 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
McC a rra n I nl emationa I Airport 

Ca Iler slated : 
He wanted to file a formal complaint stating that he feels sexually assualted after going through the AIT machines and that it is very inappropriate for a female to see the image of him going through screening. Caller stated that it is also inappropriate 
for the office rs to tel I him to have a nice day after being going through the machines. 

21312013 Advised ca Iler: 

11 :29:38 The AIT machines show a blank image and do not actually show his physical person and it is also vouluntary for passengers to be screened by the officers. Advised caller I would document his complaint for him and be sure to include that he feels it is 
inappropriate for the officers to tell him to have a nice day. 

AM 

Caller requested a supervisor. 

~ took over ca 11 : Caller states he le els that being told to have a nice day after he is screened in his words sexually assaulted is wrong. Advised ca 11 er his co mp I amt wi 11 be noted. Ca 11 er stated he just needs to take a shower, I th en dis connected 
call. 
Caller flew from McAllen Texas. Caller said she saw the genitals of a person being screened by the AIT. Caller said the TSO was taking tickets and then she saw the TSO go over to the screen where the screener was looking at the image of a person 
being screened. Caller said the TS Os were laughing and caller said she thought TSA had stopped using those machines. Caller wanted to know what her rights are regarding a situation like this. Caller said it was clear to her that the TSOs did not 
care. 

21412013 
12:02:24 I told the caller that she can request a patdown instead of going through the AIT 

PM I told the caller she can ask for a supervisor, and there is always one at the checkpoint. I told her 11 is not advisable to get confrontat,onal. but to point out to the supervisor what 1s being done wrong. 

I told lhe caller I will forward her complaint 10 lhe CSM. 

Caller stated: 
She wants to know if there is a program that allows her to bypass the screening. Caller stated that she always opts out of the AIT and wants to know if there is a way she can go through a TSA background check that would allow her to bypass the 

21412013 patdown and go lhrough the checkpoint. Caller Staled thal she will be flying OUI of DCA Wilh us Air. 

3:16:24 
PM 

Advised ca Iler: 
There is no way to bypass lhe screening melhods. Advised caller thal all persons traveling through the checkpoints must be screened and there is nol a program that would allow her to bypass these. Advised caller that if she opts out of the AIT then 
the narma I procedure is that she wo u Id be screened by a p atdown. 



Caller wants to know about the secunty screening at the airport. Caller wants to know if it is an x-ray. because she is a cancer survivor. Caller went through the AIT machine and had informed the TSO that she cannot have any x-rays, because she is a 
cancer survivor. The TSO stated that these are not x-rays and proceeded that the passenger walk through the AIT machine. Caller wants to know if there are signs posted in the airport saying that each passenger has a choice for screening. Caller 
wants to know if TSA does nol recommend the AIT for cancer patients. Caller is very upset that she had no way of knowing that TSA does not recommend cancer survivors to opt-out for a pal-down. Caller had no way of knowing that having a pat
dawn was an option. 

Caller is 78 years old. does not have a computer, and would like to make a complaint and suggestion. Caller hopes her suggestion will help people like her who did not know, and had no way of knowing that there are options for screening. Caller 
states thal there should be a sign saying so due to the severity of lhe health condition. Life or dealh as she stated. Caller wanted to know who she can speak to about I his. Caller wants to know whal action will be taken and how she will know thal 
something was done. Caller wants someone to contact her as far as the results of this complaint. Caller wants to know how long it will take to review this documentation. Caller wants to know how she knows if an action or no action was taken. Caller 
asked what happened to the p rev1ous machines and why they we re ta ken out. 

Complainl: Caller was not offered a pat-down once she informed lhe officer she was a cancer survivor. There is nol a sign saying that cancer patienls are not recommended to go through AIT and may opl out for a patdown instead. The TSO should 
offer passengers to be screened via patdown or the machines. The burden of being informed should not be placed on the passenger, but rather on the government to inform the passengers of the process. 

Suggestion: There should be signs stating that every passenger has the right to choose either a pat-down or to go through the AIT. For those who do not have internet, in order to become familiar with TSA travel tips and to be informed, there should be 

21512013 anolher way of informing them via signs or have the TSO belier inform the passenger of the process, their options, etc. Caller slates I hat I his is not a simple request, but rather it is very important that other cancer patiels, and all passengers are 
informed with this information. 

12:35:26 
PM 

Informed caller: 
Apologized to caller. Thanked caller for the suggestion input. 

AIT is a classification that covers two similar technologies. millimeter wave and backscatter. Both systems work in a similar way to give Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) a virtual image of a passenger that conspicuously highlights potentially 
dangerous items. AIT gives TSA a way to detect a wide variety of threats, including suicide vests and other improvised explosive devices that may be hidden under passengers' clothing and cannot be detected by walk-through metal detectors. AIT 
enhances security, reduces the need lo r pa ldow n search es for passengers with joint rep I ace m ents and other medica I cond i Ii on s, and improves passenger co nv en i ence and com fort. 

AIT ma chin es have been ind e pe nde ntl y evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. the Nation al Institute lo r Standards and Technology. and the Johns Hopkins University Appl 1ed Physics Laboratory. who have al I affirmed their safety. This testing 
took into account special pop ul at ions that a re more sensitive to radiation, such as chi Id re n. persons re cei vi ng radiation treatment for medical conditions, and pregnant and potentia 11 y pregnant women. as we 11 as TS Os who work near the equipment, In 
fact, a traveler is exposed to less radiation from one AIT scan than from 2 minutes being onboard a commercial aircraft al flight allilude. 

AIT machines are not x-rays. These machines are made to help find metallic and non-metallic threats under the passengers clothings. The AIT machine does not catch the metal joints that people have inside of their body. because it is just bounced 
off the outside of the body. 

Clarified with!(b)(ff:, !amfilill] that this machine is in fact not an x-ray. Informed caller that I am not a radiologist and do not know the complete make-up of what the machine is exactly, but can assure her that this has been tested to be safe for those 



21512013 
6:56:55 

PM 

21512013 
9:43:53 

PM 

21612013 
3:04 09 

PM 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl~(b_,_(6_) ___ ~ 
Date Time: 215/2013 3:01 :01 PM 

Nam~b,(61 
Email b1(6i 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Denver lnlemational Airport, Main terminal, Norlh end security checkpoint" 
Comments:Hello, 
To give you some background before I state my complaint. I've been a frequent flyer for a number of years and consistently a United Premier status member for at least the last 4 years. Denver was my home airport for the last 6 years. For various 
person al reasons, I've never been a la n of the A IT screening but gave in to that option over the p atdowns. I've never vocally complained or voiced my disagreement with at I eve I of screening however my experience yesterday sti 11 has me le el i ng ups et 
and viola I ed. 

Anytime I've gone through the AIT screen. a TSA agent has directed me to step aside after the scan until they get the "all clear" signal to let me through. On Monday. February 4. 2013. at approximately 11 :45am Mountain time, I went through the north 
end security checkpoint at Denver I nternationa I Airport I uti I ized the Premier status Ii ne and th en the we stem most lane of the open I anes at the time, I stepped inside the sea n, was to Id to step through and as I was waiting lo r the "al I clear". the le ma I e 
officer - without saying a word - picked my arms up and then cupped both of my breasts. Still not saying a word to me, I pul my arms down and said "Excuse me?'" and her response was, "I was talking to him", as she motioned to her co-worker on the 
other side of the conveyor and went to cup my breasts again. I then said, '"But why are you touching me? I went through the scan." Her response. "'Well, the scan shows something". finally turning my attention to the scan monitor that showed a blur near 
my right shoulder. I said. "'You could've explained that before touching me:' She didn't say anything else to me (perhaps the male agent who motioned me through the scanner was supposed to tell me that I triggered something, but he didn't and I'm 
just guessing for some explanation here). I was so in shock that I forgot to get her name; and over 24 hours later, I'm still very upset at this complete lack of respect and lack of privacy. I was traveling wla friend and she was also surprised by what 
happened and could 1e11 I was upset. I gathered my lhings and went over to the TSA desk in the checkpoinl and told what looked 10 be a supervisor (in a suit jacket and lie) what had happened. He apologized for my experience and said it would be 
addressed. Again. I regret I didn't get his name either but was still in shock from being violated. I'm assuming there are video cameras in the security checkpoint area and these interactions would've been recorded. 

According to your website: 
"What do I do during a pat-down? 
All passengers have important rights during a pat-down. You have the right to request the pat-down be conducted in a private room and you have the right to have the pat-down witnessed by a person of your choice. All pat-downs are only conducted by 
same-gender officers. The officer wi 11 exp I am the pat-down process before and during the pat-down. If you have a medical device. please info rm the officer." 

Unfortunately, I wasn't given any of lhese righls, or explanation, before I was touched. I want to know how I his has been/will be addressed and resolved going forward so other people do not have the same experience I had. 

Caller had a bad experience with his wallet in his hand, he was told by TSO and supervisor he couldnt carry in his hand during the AIT screening. 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) strongly recommends that passengers remove all items and accessories from their pockets before beginning the security screening process. Removing items such as wallets, belts, bulky jewelry. 
money. keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve an anomaly discovered dunng Advanoed Imaging Technology 
(AIT) screening. 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) strongly recommends thal passengers remove all items and accessories from their pockets before beginning the securily screening process. Removing ilems such as wallels, belts, bulky jewelry, 
money. keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology 
(AIT) screening.While the procedures are the same everywhere. the interpretation of those procedures results in some slight variations from airport to airport and situation to situation. Additionally, some element of uncertainty and randomness in 
security operations is necessary to disrupt terrorist planning and attempted attacks. TSA works hard to achieve consistency in the security training process. We inspect screening operations at airports and continue to monitor the number and nature of 
complainls we receive from the traveling public 10 1rack I rends and spot areas of concern I hat may require special attenlion.Caller was 1raveling lhru Gate C Terminal 4. 
Apologized for the rude screener and informed caller how to report the incident directly to the CSM thru option 5 on the IVR. 
Caller fi ew on Jan. 26. She was taken to the security che c kpornt and was told she wou Id receive a paid own instead of AIT. Agent !( b ":,( 6) ~o Id the ca 11 er she may get a thri 11 out of 11 referring to a patdown procedure rather than going through 
the advanced imaging technology. Caller did receive a patdown from a female agent but the incident was very emban-assing for her. 

Airport: PHX 
Airline: Southwest Ai rt i nes 
Flight number: 3225 
Dale and lime: Jan. 26 9:30 am 
Gate: B 

Son p I aced a complaint that day to his boss, a Southwest employee. 

I a po I og i zed and informed ca Iler I would send this to the CSM. 



Caller wanted to know more about the 4 amendment and TSAs ability to screen passenger, and if he can opt out, then to opt out of AITs. then if he can check a knive. told caller 

The Fou rI h Amendment prohibits the Gov emme nl from conducting unreasonable searches and seizures of peop I e, p I aces, and things. Cou rI s have he Id that the search conducted in the airport screening contexl is reasonable, in th al it balances I he 
privacy interests of citizens against the Gove mm enr s interest in protecting the traveling public. 

21612013 The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) posts signs at the entrances of security screening checkpoints advising travelers that their person and property are subject to screening. This advance notice provides individuals with the opportunity to 

6,34,34 not enter that area. Once an individual elects to atlempl to enter a screening localion, screening must be completed before an individual is permilled to leave the screening location. 

PM 

218/2013 

In addition. Fed era I regulation prohibits rnterfe n ng with. as saultrng. threatening, or int, mi dating screening personnel as they perform their screening duties. While al I passengers must su bm,t to s c reem ng to gain access to the steri I e area of the airport or 
an aircraft. TSA policy is to afford passengers professional and courteous treatment. 

Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough patdown. 

Travelers can check knives. 
Caller stated that when he went through the West Palm Beach Airport, he placed items in bin and pushed it through the .ray machine. He forgot the AIT screening device was in use and started to make his way through the metal detector. The TSO did 
not correct him verbally and direct him in the correct direction, instead the TSO stood there with a mean glare like he was about to get into a bar fight. The passenger claims to have felt threatened because the TSO stood there and Just glared at him 
and had a very rude attitude. He stated that the level of unprofessionalism was uncalled for and he would never want to visit this airport again if they will allow him to act like this towards passangers. 
He continued through sere en i ng and he apologized for the confusion he caused the TSO, and the TSO was rude and brushed it off and did nt say a nyI hi ng to him. 

10: 11 :31 TSO: Large Male (about 6fi3in), had Pony Tail with salt and pepper color hair color. 
AM 

218/2013 
12:43:36 

PM 

CCR informed him thal this information will be sent to the CSM at the airport and he can also contact them directly through opt 5 and lyping in PBI 

The caller stated that yesterday she went through the scanner and she was told that this is completely safe. She is concerned because she is 31 weeks pregnant. She stated that the TSO told her that that the AIT was safe for her baby. She stated that 
TSA wi 11 have a I awsu it 1f anything Is wrong with her chi Id. She stated that she asked if the system was okay. She stated that she was not to Id that she can opt out of the Al T. She asked 1f she can get some information about Al T in writing. She asked if I 
had went thourgh the AIT while with child or ii I had used the AIT at all. She stated that the last time she fiew she used the WTMD, and the AIT was not even there. She asked why we offer the option to opt out ii the AIT ii it is safe, She asked why 
anyone would want to opt out if there was no health concerns. 

I advised the caller that AIT Is a class1f1cation that covers two s1milartechnolog1es, millimeter wave and backscatter. Both systems work in a similar way to give Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) a virtual image of a passenger that conspicuously 
highlights potentially dangerous items. Millimeter wave systems project beams of non-ionizing radio frequency energy over the passenger's body surface; the beams do not penetrate the skin. The radio frequency energy reflected back from the body 
and other objects on the body is used 10 construct a three-dimensional image. The energy the system projects is thousands of times less than a cell phone transmission. The backscatler x-ray system works by scanning the surface of a passenger's 
body with a narrow. low-dose, low-energy x-ray beam. 

However, the radiation levels are far below those of a hospital x-ray machine and any level that might constitute a health concern. The amount of radiation from a backscatter screening system is equivalent to the exposure each person receives in 
about 2 minutes of airplane flighl al altitude or the amount the person receives in about an hour due to naturally occurring background radiation at ground level. 
The extremely low dose of radiation from the entire spectrum of TSA screening technology is inconsequential, even to frequent flyers who undergo repeated screenings. When evaluating new screening technologies, TSA periorms independent studies 
and evaluations to verify the systems meet regulatory and national consensus standards to ensure the health and safety of the traveling public. This testing takes into account special populations that are more sensItIve to radiation, such as children. 
persons receiving radiation treatment lo r medica I conditions, and p regnant and pate nti a 11 y pregnant women, as wel I as employees who work near the eq ui pme nt. Al I screening systems lu 11 y comp I y with F edera I safety requirements, and measured 
radialion levels for each are well below limits eslablished by lhe U .s. Food and Drug Adminislration and the U.S. Occupational Safely and Health Administration. 

Sc reem ngs using Al T a re vo I unta ry. Ind i vi d ua Is who do not wish to be screened by this techno I og y w, 11 be required to undergo a thorough patdown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of this rig ht. I explained that I can 
email the information to her and they TSOs are not required to tell her that the AIT is optional. I explained that I have used the AIT before, and I have went thorugh screening while with child before. I explained that the AIT is not available at all airports 
at the lime. I cannol say why a passenger would opt out of the AIT, I do nol have that information. 

I explained that I will forward the complaint to the CSM at SMF for review. 

The callers flight details are as follow: 

Departing Airport: SM F 
Dest i natiohn: E ri ry PA 
Airline: United Airlines 
Flight Number: 6510 
Terminal:A 
Gate: 15 



Callers wife went to FL yesterday. Caller states that at the airport, she was forced to go thru the scanner, even though she is pregnant. Caller states that the TSO never told her that she could opt out and receive a patdown. Caller states that she is 
worried about radiation and no alternative was offered. He says that her doctor is also concerned. Caller states that when she requested a patdown, she was told not to worry. the device is just like a sonogram. 

21912013 Advised ca Iler: 

9: 18,24 lnd1v1duals who do not wish to be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough patdown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of this nght. I apolig1ze for your 
AM experience. 

(NOTE: Caller stated that he would call back when he had gathered all of his informalion, after I stated that I could take his informalion and send his complaint 10 a CSM .J. 

Caller recently fiew with grandson from San Anlonio. She told I hem she had three joint implants. They were told he would have to walk through the AIT and tried to seperate him from his grandma. He is only 2 years old and he got very nervous and 
pleaded not to be seperated from the guardian. They went ahead and searched him with her holding onto his hand. He doesn t want to fly ever again. People came up to her and told her how sorry they were that they was treated this way. 

Airport: San Antonio 
Airline: So UI hwesl 
Flight No: GL8647 

211 0120 13 Date and Time: Thursday Nov 29th. around noon. 
11 :52:59 Terminal or Gate: Terminal 1 

AM NOi: NA 
Emai{~h-··1r-R-.1-------~ 

Phone!(b)(61 

2/1112013 
2:29:05 

PM 

Caller Advised: 
I will forward her information to the CSM for review and apologized for the inconvenience. If they need to contact her typically it will be done by email or phone. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Other 
Current Date/Time, 2/1112013 11 :47:47 AM Airport, BO1 - Boise Air Tenninal/Gowen Field Date/Time of Travel: 02/08/2013 11:15 AM Airline & Flight Number, wn 1097 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, screening TSA Employee: (If Known) !fh·11r;··, I 
Comment: I work at lhe boi airpor1.Told craig when I went 10 lhe Screening line I didn'I wanl to go thru the full body scan. He informed me he picked from both sides. Waited for the family in front of me to get ready for screening. The lane for the full 
body scanning "'.as empty. after about 7 minutes she told me to go ah:ad of them Wbeo I oat~ the screenin crai ·.informed me I _needed to go thru the full body scanning. I said really and his response was yes. Didn't want t_o ~rgue but clearly I feel 
my rights were violated Would you like a response? True Passengers Name Jb.1(6} hone Number (bi(6.1 Email :kb:1(6) !To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link: 
hltp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The caller is trying to submit a complaint online. Every time he writes it up and tries to submit it. he gets a did not wait 30 seconds I advised the caller that the TSA contact center did not periorm website maintenance but that I would be happy to 
hear about his complaint. 

211112013 The caller was at West Palm Beach airport on 2 7 13. He was going through terminal B on his way to gate 14 for a USAir flight to DCA. Apparently when the caller went lhrough the AIT machine, I here was an alarm. No one informed lhe caller about 
2:54:27 an alarm. The caller stated that a TSO came over to him and started patting down his leg with no advance warning. The caller stated that he screamed at the officer because the officer did not tell him about the alarm or even ask his permission. The 

PM caller stated th at it was Ii ke an a ssa ult. The cal I er al so stated th at he sere a med at the su pe rvi sor at the checkpoint as wel I. E vi dentl y the caller had to undergo more secondary screening due to his outburst. The caller stated th at the office rs at the 
airport were incompetent and that this issue did not occur at other airports, I a po log i zed to the ca Iler lo r his unp I ea s ant screening experience and advised him that I wou Id send his information to the CSM at PB I airport, I advised the ca Iler that this was 
an official record and lold him that if lhe CSM needed furl her information from him then I hey would generally communicate with him via email. I advised him that we did moniior the number and nature of complaint I hat we received at lhe TSA contact 
center. 
Caller wants to make a complaint about the sere en i ng process at LAX. He stated th at he has an i nsu Ii n pump and after he went through the Al T machine he was p u 11 ed as1d e lo r a patdown, which he was used to, however, the officer was very rude to 
him, When the patdown was Ii ni shed he tried to put his shoes back on and the officer to Id him he had to move somewhere e I se to put his shoes on, He is retired and has diabetes, It is not easy lo r him to put his shoes on. He a I so complained that while 
he was being patted down his belongings were left out in the open where anyone could run off with I hem, including his wallet containing $4,000. He feels that the officers at LAX need to be belier trained to be more respectful and I here should be belier 
procedures to ensure the safety of passenger s belongings during a patdown. 

Apologized to caller and advised: 
211212013 

8:15:4 7 Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 
AM 

Because your comp I ai nt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have lo twa rded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 



2/1212013 
10:07:35 

AM 

2/13/2013 
9:35 35 

AM 

Caller wants to make a complaint about a TSO at D FW . She stated th at when he was checking her DL he he Id it up to his mouth and coughed a 11 aver it. He a pp ea red to be sick and she thought this was very unprofessional and disgusting. She asked 
for g I ove s to pi ck up her D L and another glove to wrap it in unti I she could disinfect it, She said he grab bed the D L and wiped it down with a I co hol and then gave it back to her, This happened yesterday morning and she thinks the officer s name is 

!(b,(61 ! 
She a I so wants to make another comp I amt about something she w1tnes sed in Ontario I nte mati on al. She stated that when she was going through security she witnessed a man coming downstairs I e avi ng the steri I e a re a to use the bath room. He th en 
proceeded to bypass the checkpoint and go back up the stairs. The officer at the checkpoint began yelling at him telling him that he could not go back up with getting screened again. When the caller got upstairs she saw the man again arguing with 
security about taking off his big winier coat. She wilnessed that he was finally permitted 10 pass through the AIT machine with his coat on. She feels I hat I his is a breech of security and that she would not have felt confortable flying on the same plane 
with that man. This happened on Jan 29 2013 around 5: 15am. 

Apologized to caller and advised: 

Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

Because your comp I ai nt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have lo rwa rded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 

Transferred to security. 
The ca 11 er stated that he had an issue with an agent at AUS when he opted out of the AIT for a patdown, The ca 11 er stated when they checked his I eg s. it was with two upward thrusts th at were very aggressive, When they checked his belt, they Ii fted his 
panls probably 4 inches. He con1ac1ed the CSM and stated lhat he had to wail quite some time 10 gel a response. He stated lhe CSM finally contacted him to address lhe situation. The caller slated that on a second conversalion he asked lhe CSM for 
the badge numbers of the TSOs that were performing the patdown and was told that he will be contacted with this information. On the third conversation, he was told that they were not going to give the TSOs badge numbers or names. The caller stated 
that when speaking to the CSM, he was told that the TSO in question told the CSM that the passenger was very rude and made the following comment: Don t touch my nuts dunng screening. 

He stated that this comment was never made and the TSO is lying about what ac1ually happened. He was told that the CSM and their panel looked over the video and said it looked fine, but had no audio. 
The caller wants to know if its policy to not give out badge numbers when travelers want to file complaints. 

He has spoken with a police officer he knows about the issue and was advised that badge numbers are considered public records. He stated that he does not want their names. nor does he want them to know his name. He stated that he will be filing a 

complainl with the Austin Police as well. He stated that during the patdown he told the TSO that he was being very aggressive. Caller is upset that the TSO was making up lies about what actually happen,d .He.51aled ral he has spoken with OHS as 
well. The Chief of Staff sent a complaint form for him to fill out. He stated that it spoke of discrimination and he did not feel that this form is what he needed to fill out. The name he provided from OHS was: (b..1(6.i He also brought up some 
information about his last call to the TCC. I viewed the linked record and he had complained about how long you have to wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

I have spoken with my supervisor about your issue. There are limited things that we can do here at the TCC. With you contact information we will forward this record to the approriate office to resolve your issue. They may be able to answer why the 
badge numbers were not provided, Hopefully when we forward this record you will be able to find a resolution. 

Caller thinks she lost laptop going through secunty at BOS via Jetblue yesterday morning. She placed the entire bag in the bin, d1dn t remove the laptop and when she completed her screening process through the AIT she picked up her bag and didn t 
re al ize the I a ptop was missing unti I this morning when she needed it lo r work, 
Flight #1067, Gate #C30 and was moved to C26. 

Flew BOS to FT. Myers. 

Staled she contacted the L and F at BOS and was told the item wasn t there, look her name and phone # and said they would call her if found. The phone # she states was differenl from the losl and found # for BOS. 

States the I a pto p is a work issued item and she needs to retrieve. 

Response: 
2/1312013 
1 0; 2 2 A 1 Apo I og i zed to ca 11 er and exp I am ed the TSO may have removed the I aptop from the bag for sere en i ng. 

AM TSA regrets that you found items missing and or damaged from your carry-on luggage. TSA is required by law to screen all property, including carry-on baggage, that is brought on board commercial passenger aircraft. 
You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a SI and a rd Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 
P rav ided claim form via ema i I. 
Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport. we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-mai I to the Custa mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 
At most airports across the country. TSA has procedures in place for handling lost and found. Items found at screening checkpoints and areas where TSA performs baggage screening are turned in to the appropriate, designated airport authorities. We 
suggesl travelers contact the airport where I heir items were misplaced or lost. 

Confirmed phone # to caller and suggested she ca 11 for her 1te m: 
Boston 
Logan In tern ati o na I Ai rpo r1 
617-561-2047 



Caller Is asking about passengers that are allowed through the screening process - she is 80 years old - and she had a bad experience in the past in the security checkpoint. She fi1es on US Airways but is not a frequent flier. She had an issue at IAD 
when she felt she was treated in a manner that was upsetting to her. 

Told the caller TSA has implemented a program to revise screening procedures for passengers who appear to be age 75 and older. 

211312013 Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
11 :06:38 clear an alarm, as well as greater use of explosives trace deIecIion. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes 10 lhe screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

AM 
TSA antIcIpates these changes will further reduce-though not completely eliminate-the need for a physical patdown on travelers 75 and older that would otherwise have been conducted to resolve alarms. It's important to remember, that any 1nd1v1dual 
may be required to remove their shoes or undergo a pa tdow n ii a no m al i es are detected during security screening th at cannot be reso I ved through other means. 

Apologized to the caller for her unpleasant experience at IAD and suggested she inform the TSO at the beginning of the checkpoint regarding her age and to ask for the implemented screening process for passengers over 75. 

Thank you for the timely res pons e. w hi I e I appreciate your tuto ri a I on the T SA po Ii ci es, you fai I ed to answer the lwo quest ions I raised. 

When can we expect updated screening equipment at this site? 

2. Will you initiale an invesligalion inlo lhe reliability of the explosive detection devices to insure I hey are properly funclioning? 

Frorrllh 1/RI 
Sent: Tuesday, February 12, 2013 1125 AM 
To: TSA-contactcenter dhs. ov 
Cc: 1h·,1r;··, 
Subj eel: Screening Procedures 

2/13/2013 
12:04:49 

PM I am writing out of concern over two recent screening experiences. They bolh occurred at the American Airlines checkpoint at Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport: 

January 22, fi1ght AA 2014: approximately 1 O:OOam 

2. February 6: flighl AA 862: Approximately 9 am 

In each in sta nee. I was subjected to add i ti o na I screening for potential explosive materi a I. Si nee this che c kpornt does not have advanced sere en i ng machines, I am subjected to pat down due to a hip rep I ace m ent. In both s ituat1ons. ap pa rent exp I osIve s 
mate ria Is were detected alter the pat down and during a review of my trave I articles. 

I have traveled through this checkpoint numerous times during the last 5 years. I am eligible for precheck due to my status on American Airlines. I am the holder of a Global Entry Trusted Traveler identity. Your staff insists that the potential reason for 
apparenl detection of nitrates and some other unnamed maIerial (was not disclosed to me) is because I live on a golf course. I have lived on that golf course for years, carry the same suitcase for years, have my clothing cleaned at the same dry 
cleaners for years and live in one of the golf meccas of the country. I didn't notice other golfers subjected to the same process. 

Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Calegories Advanced Imaging Technology Current Dale Time: 2 13 2013 12:45:46 PM Airport DCA - Washinglon Reagan National Dale Time of Travel 
Airline Flight Number· 
Checkpoint Area of Airport 

211312013 TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
2:06:58 Comment : Hello, I am writing 10 inquire aboul the state of screening at DCA. Is DCA still using 100% AIT quot;generic image quoi: scanners? If not, what is the current procedure? lhanks! 

PM Would you like a response? . True 

Passenger's Na~m_e_. ---~ 
Phone Numbpr fh·,1r;··, 
Email l(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 



2113/2013 
2:22:18 

PM 

2113/2013 
3:10:34 

PM 

2113/2013 
5:05:46 

PM 

The ca 11 er wants to know if a person who is over the age of 7 5 must re move their shoes. The cal I er is over the age of 7 5 and was required to rem ave his shoes because he declined A IT. He stated that it was some what d iffi cu It to re move his shoes as 
it was hard for him to bend over and remove them. I advised the caller that according to TSA policy he would not need to remove his shoes as he was over the age of 75. I advised him that he could let the officers at the security checkpoint know about 
his difficulties removing his shoes. The caller advised me I hat he had to remove his shoes the last time he traveled. The caller was not happy aboul having to remove his shoes and he wanled clarificalion of the rules. I did advise him that there was 
random screening policies incorporated. The call advised me that he was told that if he declined AIT then he would have to remove his shoes. I advised the caller that it was not a TSA rule. The caller stated that he screener was somewhat rude. I 
asked the caller 1f he would Ii ke for me to take his fi 1g ht information and send his info nrnati on to the customer support manager at his departure airport. The caller advised me that he did not want to get anyone into trouble. I al so advised the cal I er that 
he could always ask to speak to a screener supervisor. 
The caller went lhrough screening yesterday 2 12 13 in Detroit. The caller stated lhat according to an older screener, who was approximately 75 years of age or older, there were some alarms on the AIT unit. The caller stated that she was screened 
again and then there were no alarms. The caller seems to believe that the screener who was appoximately 75 years of age incorrectly scanned her and was then rude whenever she told him that he was incorrect. The caller flew on Southwest airlines 
and has phoned them about her s c reem ng experience as we 11. I a po log ized to the ca 11 er for her bad screening expe nence and advised her th at if she wished to pro vi de me with her contact i nfonrnati on, I would send her inform at,on to the CSM at 
Detroit. The caller declined to share her contact information with me and stated that she just wanted to let us know what happened. 
Caller had a knee replacement and kidney implanl. Caller asked if TSA has an expedited screening program for persons who have had medical implants. Caller knows how lhe Precheck program works. Caller staled it is embarressing for her to have 
to be patted down every time. Caller asked if there is a way to avoid the patdown. 

I told the caller there is no expedited screening for passengers with disabilities but there is a disability lane. I told the caller that with the expedited screening she would no longer remove her shoes. jacket. belt or remove her laptop but she would still 
have to be sere ened. I to Id her everyone has to be screened. 
If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about any disability, 
med i ca I condition, or med i ca I d ev,ce that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from s ecu ri ty screening, their use may imp rove communication and he Ip travelers discreetly notify T SOs of their conditions. This card 
can be found at http: www.tsa.gov sites default files publications disability notification cards.pd!. 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rt of a person or device. An e Ii g i ble passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is ava i I able or can request to be screened using a paid own: however, passengers cannot request to be sere ened by the wa I k
t h rough metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 
Passengers who have inlernal medical devices should nol be screened by the walk-through metal de1ec1or because lhis may affect lhe calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence lhat screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ will 
affect such devices. passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. 
I to Id the ca 11 er she can request a private screening and she has the rig ht to have someone in the room with her when she is being sere ened by p atdown. 

I referred the caller 10 www.tsa.gov for informalion about the AIT screening because caller was concerned about privacy issues. 
http: www.tsa.gov alt-frequently-asked-questions 
Caller said at Burbank he went through the AIT and he had a pack of cigarettes in his shirt. Caller was patted down. Caller said they removed his cigarettes from his pocket and he had to undergo additional screening. Caller was questioned about 
artifacts he broughl back from Southeasl Asia. Caller said he he was nol given his cigarettes back. Caller was flying on Soulhwesl flight 999. Caller slated he does nol have an email address. Caller requesled a claim form, he said his cigaretles 
were $8 per pack. 

2114/2013 
2:22:30 I told the caller to contact Lost and Found 

PM Bob Hope Airporl 
818-84 0-8840 

I told lhe caller I will mail him a claim form. Caller stated he does not have email. 
Caller said the inconsistencies when he flies is ridiculous. He has had one of the worst experiences of his life happened day before yesterday when he was departing from Norfolk, VA. He told the TSO that he had a defibrillator. The TSO wouldn t let 
him go through the WTMD. He asked if it 1s mandatory that he get a full body paid own. The TSO rubbed his private parts and never even touched his chest where the device is located. Caller states he is always the person to be checked for bomb 
residue and he is singled out each time. He wants to know what he s doing wrong, This happens practically each time he flies. 
In December, at Ft. Wallon Beach, FL (OSI) a TSA agent said he wasn tallowed to take his 1oothpaste because it wasn 13.4 ozs. or less. The TSA agenl was performing a hand inspeclion of his bag when he found the 1oothpaste. Caller says it doesn 
t matter where he flies, he is asked to have his bag ETD test. His bag is always part of the random bag checks as well. 
He doesn t know what he needs to do to stop being profiled. He thinks he 1s being profiled because they are asking him to inspect his bag after it clears the x-ray machine each time. There 1s no metal in the bag and the TS Os are constantly checking 
his bag and hands for explosives. Most recently he flew with US Airways from Norfolk, VA. Caller states he is a white male and doesn t wear a turban so he doesn t understand why he is being racially profiled. 

211412013 Response: 
6: 19: 2 9 Advised caller the agent was fol I owing procedures with the 3-1-1 containers. 

PM Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices, passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather lhan using screening technology, 
One screening procedure, which gene rates discussion and concern among passengers, i nvo Ives use of pa tdow n search es. Pa tdow n s a re used to reso Ive a I arms from the wa I k through metal detector ( WTM D), when a no ma Ii es a re dis covered through 
Advanced Imaging Techno I og y (Al T) sere en i ng, as wel I as when random sere en i ng a ct1v1t1es are conducted. 
A Transportation S ecu ri ty Officer (TSO) of the same gender as the passenger wi 11 conduct the pa tdow n search. and as the screening is being conducted , the TSO should be d escri bing the procedures he or she is using, TS Os a re required to use the 
back of lhe hand to patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas, TS Os are required to use the front of the hand. 
Explained to caller TSA doesn t profile individuals. 

Referred to MB and advised caller someone would contact him regarding his issue and complaint. 



Caller fi ys back and forth a I ot between Rhode Island and FI o rid a and she feels th at a skycap person in Provide nee Rhode Is I and was very m, I itant with her. She fee Is he flagged her because he had a att,tud e. She stated the skycap person was with 
Southwest Airlines. 
Caller left Providence Rhode Island with frozen seafood (slonecrabs, bag of shrimp and a key lime pie) with gel packs and she stated she had taken the same ilems back and forlh many times and had no problem and the skycap ask her what she had 
and why she was bringing stonecrabs, then they patted her down and when she got her seafood back it had been opened. 
She Is wanting to know how to what she could do to avoid agg ra vati ng someone so th at this does n t happen bee a use he was very rude with her. Ca 11 er also stated that she always 11 ps the skycap person because they are usu a 11 y very nice and helpful 
to her except this person. 
Caller said she probably needed to conIacI Southwest Airlines because I hat was who he was with. 

Advised Ca Iler: 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service ta all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 

211512013 secured area, and the way the screening is conducted Is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 
9:04:51 

AM TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some insIances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown an a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers, TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new Iechnologies to address the explosives th real. In lhe meantime, lhe use of additional screening enhances our ability 10 deIecI explosives al our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an addilional layer of security at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

I did apologize to the caller that this happened to her. 

NO. this response Is NOT to the issue. 
A customer was miss-treated by a TSA employee by purposefully making them wait unnecessarily as many other passengers passed her by, while her belongings were sitting out of her reach and control, Please explain? 

---Original Message---
F rom: tsatcc _do_ not_rep ly@se ntu re .com [ma, lto:tsatcc _do_ not_rep ly@se ntu re .com] 
Sent: Thursda , Februa 14, 2013 7:54 PM 
To(b)(61 
Su Jee .. n esponse o your inquiry. 

Thank you for your e-mail regarding your recent travel experience. 

Because your complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your e-mail to the Customer Service Manager at that airport. 

TS A monitors the numb er and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot a re as of concern that may require special attention, This ongoing process en ab I es us to ensure prom pt, corrective action whenever we determine that security-
211512013 screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener learns are the subjecls of repeated complaints. 

12:09:44 
PM 

AIT is a classificalion thal covers two similar technologies, millimeter wave and backscatter. Bolh syslems work in a similar way 10 give Transportalion Security Officers (TSOs) a virtual image of a passenger thal conspicuously highlights potentially 
dangerous items. AIT gives TSA a way to detect a wide variety of threats. including suicide vests and other improvised explosive devices that may be hidden under passengers· clothing and cannot be detected by walk-through metal detectors. AIT 
en ha nee s security, reduces the need lo r patdown search es for passengers with Joint rep I ace m ents and other medIca I conditions, and , m proves pa sse ng er convenience and comfort. 

AIT machines have been independenlly evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration, the Nalional lnsIiIuIe for Standards and Technology, and the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, who have all affirmed lheir safety. This testing 
took into account special populations that are more sensitive to radiation, such as children, persons receiving radiation treatment for medical conditions. and pregnant and potentially pregnant women, as well as TSOs who work near the equipment. In 
fact, a traveler Is exposed to I ess radiation from one A IT sea n th an from 2 minutes being on board a comm ere i al a ire raft at flight altitude. 

TSA is sensilive 10 passengers· concerns aboul proIecIing their privacy as it relates to the security screening process, particularly the use of AIT. Rigorous privacy safeguards are in place to protect passenger privacy and ensure anonymity. All 
images generated by imaging technology are viewed in an area not visible ta the public. The officer assisting the passenger never sees the image. and the officer viewing the image never interacts with the passenger. The imaging technology that TSA 
uses in airports cannot store, export, print, or transmit images and no cameras. cellular telephones, or other devices capable of capturing images are permitted in the image viewing area. To further protect passenger privacy, all facial images are 
blurTed. 

Privacy and security are not mutually exclusive, and TSA has had an ongoing dialogue with privacy groups an these issues. AIT is an effective tool in detecting terrorist threats and another tool in our layered approach to security. 



2/1512013 

Caller had a hip replacement. She told the TSOs that she had it and that that was why the wand was going off She has a card in her wallet. but it went through the xray. The TSO would not let her access it. She received a humiliating patdown in 
front of her friends and strangers, She wants to know how to avoid this in the future. This happened November 2012 in NJ, 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). 

A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alanms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

• The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 

4:37:55 • The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her anms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
PM • A passenger should nol be asked 10 remove or lift any article of clothing 10 reveal a sensitive body area. 

211612013 
1:10:01 

PM 

She 1s flying from CL Ton to HNL and back. She is not worned about going through CL T, but does not know about HNL and if they have the AIT. I told her that because an airport has the AIT does not mean that they will be in use when she goes 
through the checkpoint. Any time there is an anomally or an alarm she will have to have additional screening which would be a patdown. I told her there were three ways to be screened: AIT. WTMD, and a patdown. She would have to have at least 
one of these and, some1imes, lwo. If there is no anomally and no alarm, she will not have to do the patdown. 

I told her to always tell the screener before the screening begins that she has the implant. She can ask to speak to a supervisor any time she has an issue. She can also contact the CSM via the IVR -- I instructed her how to do this -- if she feels like 
she needs additional assistance at the checkpoint. She said she did not know if she would call or not. 

I apologized for her experience. I told her that I do not know if the experience was bad because of the suprise of it. She said she thought that was part of it. I told her I do not know if the TSO did the patdown appropriately, but they do tell the 
passenger what they are doing during the patdown. She said the TSO did do that. I told her that now that she knows what to expect and that she can ask for a private screening knowing she can have a companion with her. it may not be as bad as the 
first one. She agreed, but also said that people should not be treated this way for no fault of their own. I told her sometimes some TSOs were rougher with the patdown but the procedure is consistent throughout the airports. 

-- -- -0 rig i na I Me ssa:e-- -- -
Fromtbi(61 
Sent Saturday, Fe ruary 16, 2013 11 :21 AM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subjecl: Fly Righls - New Reporl fromf._b_}_(6_} __ __. 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? yes 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Gulfport-Biloxi International Airport 



211612013 
7:31:00 

PM 

2118/2013 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: The ca 11 er spouse Haro Id has knee braces. They had a bad experience in DEN seve ra I yea rs ago and she is trying to lo rego the issues ag am. The caller said s he has requested a wheelchair and wheelchair attend ant from 
Southwest for n avi g ati on ass i sta nee through the airport 

Information Request The caller is trying to avoid the experience from happening again. The caller said the TSO took his cane and required her spouse to remove his knee braces: he was then made to try and walk thru the AIT. The caller said her 
spouse has balance difficulties and is not able to stand for with his arms above his head for the AIT screening. She is concerned her spouse will have problems going thru the checkpoint . The caller wanted to know if she can take her daily dose 
container of meds in her carry on bag. The called wanted to know if she can take her Chex mix to eat during the flight. 

2-19-2013 MCI Southwest 8am flight #424 
2-19-2013 Hobby Southwest 1 :25pm fi1ght # 413 

Response Details: I apologized to the caller for the previous experience and advised I would be happy to assist her in helping to imp rave this trip. 

I advised the caller her spouse could remain in the wheelchair for the screening, I advised the caller to make the TSO agents aware of his limitations and his abilities prior to the screening 

Regardless of whether a passenger is screened by the walk-through metal detector, AIT, or a thorough patdown, the wheelchair scooter will be physically inspected. including the seat cushions and any non-removable pouches or fanny packs. It will 
also be tested for traces of explosives, and any removable pouches will be required to undergo x-ray screening. 

Passengers wha can neither stand nor walk will be screened by a patdown while they remain seated. 

A patd own p raced u re a I so is used to resolve any a I a nms of a metal detector or a no ma Ii es identified by A IT. If a pa tdown is required in order to complete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO al the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO al the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a p nvate screening at any ti me 
During a private screening. the passenger may be accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
The passenger should inform TSOs of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the posilion required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when Iouched. 

A passenger should not be asked to remove or lift any article of clothing to reveal a sensitive body area. 

I advised the cal I er to declare sepera ted her medications and food items prior to the screening , 

I advised the claler she may check with the airline when she checked in regarding a disability access 

Ca Iler regularly flies o ul of SAN wi I h Southwest and is concerned I hat I he T errn i na I 1 checkpoint doesn t have A IT in sta 11 ed, which causes her mel al joint i m pl a nl to consistently sel off an ala rm, resulting in a patdown ea ch time. She wan ts 10 know if 
having a notification card would eliminate the need for a patdown. I told her that while the card may aid in the screening. it would not eliminate the patdawn altogether. 

2:19:48 Caller wanted to know if she could use PreCheck to avoid the patdown. I told her that she would first fiy with a participating airline, which Southwest is not, but that apparently means utilizing a different checkpoint anyhow where there is AIT installed. 
PM Caller realizes that her easiesl option would simply be swilching airlines. 



211912013 
128:29 

PM 

Caller fi ew RS W-PH L I a st Friday a boa rd Southwest Ai rt i nes. She Is cal Ii ng to /1 I e a complaint to which the manner she was sere ened. She ap proched the che c kpornt in a whee I chair because of a ba cte nal i nfe ct,on in her ears and mob i Ii ty concerns with 
her feet, She was able to trans le r out of the wheelchair and was sere en i ng by A IT, Ca Iler was advised at this checkpoint in either terminal D or E that the A IT machine picked up traces of TNT on her hands, Cal I er then underwent s eco nda ry screening 
which included a very aggressive paldown by very rude screeners and ETD testing on her hands, which came back positive. Caller was then shutlled to a private screening locations where she underwent an additional patdown, which once again she 
deemed excessively forceful. She claims her rotator cuff we reinjured by the screeners and she almost missed her flight due to all this additional screening. Caller states she uses a hand creme, which contains glycerin, that more than likely triggered 
the additional screening, but is of the understanding that should not have caused an anomaly on the AIT technology. She fears she is on some kind of watch list because of this add1t1onal screening and wants someone at RSW to address her complaint 
as soon as possible. Caller states this incident occurred at approximately 7:50 and her flight, which she does not recall the flight number, departed at 8:45. She also states she was sick on the day of the flight and was a tad on the rude side herself. 

Resolution: 

Every person and i tern mu st be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is import ant, T ra nsportat ion Security Officers (TS Os) must conduct additiona I screening to resolve an ala rm of 
the Walk-Through Metal DeIecIor (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. TSA regrets you did not have a satisfacIory screening experience. Because your complaint concerns the conduct of 
TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern that may 
require sp eci a I attention. 
We consider your concerns to be a serious issue lo r our attention, TSA appreciates that you took the ti me to sh are your concerns with us. 

Caller sent an email yesterday about a problem she encountered at SJU on February 13. She is wanting to know why we requested additional information and asked that she call the TCC. CCR reviewed the record and found that the caller forgot to 
include the airport in her p rev,ous contact ca 11 er s inquiry is now s uff1c1ent for an escalation to the CS M at SJ U. 

The caller mostly reiterates what is said in lhe email. She does, however, go into greater delail about why she feels the TSOs were rude. 

2~2~;2~: 3 Caller says that never experienced such nasty treatment from a TSO. Multiple things that frustrated the caller were: the TSO calling for the patdown by screaming, instead of using walky-talkys: her feet having to be bare during the entire duration of 
AM patdown and wait time; and her items not being within her eyesight during screening. 

Caller goes into a non sequitur about the AIT machines. Caller believes they are dangerously, and she thinks that some people are aware of their dangerous nature. Caller says she hears on the news about the machines, and sees with her very eyes 
how pregnant women, pilots, and flight attendants do not have to go through the AIT. 

Caller is lold that her SJU incident will be referred to the CSM at SJU for further review. 

212012013 Caller fiew from HNL to OGG on Hawaiian airlines flight number 130 on 02-19-2013 at 6:30 pm going through the checkpoint. Caller had lotions in her carry on luggage and was asked to throw her lotions away by the TSO at the checkpoint due to its 

4 _50.48 size. caller then went to the airline counter to place the lotions in checked luggage and said when she came back to the checkpoint she said that the TS Os where making fun of her. She said that she went through AIT screening 3 times and then was 
· PM given a paldown procedure. She felt very disrespected by the attitudes of the TSOs thal was working al the checkpoint on that day. Caller did not remember the TSOs name and said she barely made her flight. Told caller thal I will forward her 

complaint to the CSM at the HNL airport to review the case that occurred. Sent caller a claims form since she did not get her lotions that the airlines was suppose to send to her. 



212112013 
12:07:15 

PM 

212112013 
12:22:30 

PM 

Caller had surgery and she has 2 nephrostomys, Caller said she has surgerical implanted tube and bag that will catch the urine Caller said the tube comes out of her back and drains into the bag. Caller was concerned about not having more than 3.4 
ounces of liquid in the bag. Caller said she cannot control this. Caller is being treated for cancer. Caller said at O hare there was an incident where she was wearing a hat and she had to remove her hat. Caller said she tried to explain to the TSO she 
did not have any hair. Caller said lhe TSO started screaming at her and asking her if she was refusing to be screened. Caller said she was traveling alone and she was embarressed and scared because she losl all of her hair due to chemotherapy. 
Caller said she did not file a complaint at that time but she should have. Caller wants information about the screening process she can expect with the ostomy. Caller was concerned about the radiation from the AIT. 

I told lhe caller she has the rig hi to opt out of the AIT because of her concern aboul the radialion. 
it is important for passengers to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about the ostomy before the screening process begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform TSOs about any 
d1sa b1 I ity, med1ca I cond iii on, or med1ca I device th at could affect sec u nty screening. Although these ca rd s do not exempt anyone from sec u nty screening. their use may improve comm umcation and help trave I ers discreetly notify TS Os of their 
conditions, This card can be found at 
hllp: www.tsa.gov sites default files publicalions disability_notification_cards.pdf. 
Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through 
meta I detectors on I y if they can wa I k through on their own. An el ig, bl e passenger can request to be screened by Al T 1f it is a va, I ab I e or can request to be screened using a thorough paid own; however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the 
walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 
If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through me1a1 detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure ins1ead. 
A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 
• The paid own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. During a private screening. another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a paid own, or any areas of the body th at a re p arnfu I when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or Ii ft any article of clothing to revea I a sensitive body area, 
In addition to the paldown, TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive ma1erial. 
Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passengers ostomy is subject to additional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of the 
ostomy, followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passenger's hands. 

Passengers who have catheters and ports attached to their bodies should inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening of the device(s) and indicate where the device(s) is located before the screening process begins. 
Passengers should also inform the TSO of any pain or medical complications that may result from touching the port and or catheter so it can be screened appropriately. 
I told the caller there is a supervisor available at the checkpoint if she has any problems 
If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak wilh a supervisor while at the checkpoint. Passengers also can report concerns by contacting TSA's Disabilily and Mullicultural Division at TSA.ODPO@tsa.dhs.gov 
or 

Caller said I hat he has a TSA customer comment card in front of him, however he is going to send his complaint in an email and reporl it verbally. 
He went through the checkpoint at MCO on 2 21 2013. He was flying from MCO to JFK on Delta Flight DL 2058. He went through the gate at 6:30 am. He asked Officerfh·11r;··, !if he could opt out of the wave scanner and was told no. He did not 
get her badge numb er. He said that she was about 5 feet ta 11. He was encouraged to go through the scanner which he did. He said that he did not set off the al a rm, however he sti 11 got a paid own. He said that Officer kb·., ( ff) I Ii na 11 y to Id him th at 
he did not have to go through the wave scanner. She asked why he did not want to go through the wave scanner. He told her that was his right to be able to choose not to. He said that he was told that ii he did not go through the AIT he would get a 
patdown. He said thal was fine. 

He wanted to know why he got a patdown a fie r he went through the A IT. He said th at he re was no al a rm. He wants to make a comp I amt on Olli cer f h ·1 IR·., because she told him that he could not opt out when he first asked He said that he spoke 
with two managers at the airport and asked them ii he has all the information that he needs to file a complaint against officer Weightman. He said that they told him the does have all the information needed. He stated that it was implied that he would 
not have a very pleasant day if the did not go through the AIT and instead chose 10 opl out. He also wanted to make a complainl because of several miscommunications at the checkpoint. He said lhe person on left told him to do something and the 
person on the right told him the exact opposite. He stated that he wants to be treated like a human being and when he is treated like a criminal he makes a complaint. He wanted to know if the CSM will contact him. He said that he wants any and all 
correspond an ce sent to his emai I at!( b H 6) ! 
I apologized to the caller for his unpleasant experience and told him that I would forward his record 10 lhe CSM at MCO for review. 

Caller is at the PHL airport and she has a ostomy bag and she does not want to go to a private screening room to have additional screening conducted. Caller was really upset over this mailer she stated that if they would have just let her go through! 
the me ta I del ec1or they would have never known she had it on. She a I so wanted to know if she requested the me ta I detector would the Isa ofli cer have 10 ho nno r I hat req u esl? 

212112013 Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger's ostomy is subject to additional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of the 
10: 10:26 ostomy, followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passenger's hands. 

PM 
Let the caller know even if an item is generally permitted, it may be subject to additional screening or not allowed through the checkpoint if it triggers an alarm during the screening process, appears to have been tampered with, or poses other security 
concerns. The final decision rests with TSA on whether to allow any items on the plane. 



Caller will be 86 in June. He has traveled on Jan.15th to Dallas. He stated durning his screening he was treated like a criminal. He wants to know why dont they clean up their act? He stated he had stepped in the frying pan (AIT) for screening and he 
was searched. He was asked to remove his hat. Caller states he has saw something in the news about a little girl traveling in a wheelchair. He doesnt understand why all the harrassment. 

Told caller 
Sc reem ngs using Al T a re vo I unta ry. Ind i vi d ua Is who do not wish to be screened by this techno I og y w, 11 be required to undergo alternative screening. including a thorough paid own. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of 
this right. 
He could always ask for a supervisor if the offier made him go lhrough the AIT. 

I handed the cal I over to a su pe rvi sor. 

212212013~kb_l~(6_) _~lnotes: 
11 0516 

AM Caller said he flew from BOS to Dallas on 01.15.13 departing on JetBlue Airways flight #255 at 1 :0Opm. He s not sure which airport he arrived at in Dallas but he returned home from Dallas on JetBlue Airways flight #254 on 01.29.13 and experienced 
the same thing. He said in Boston he was subject to the AIT twice and afterward he was given a pat down. He recently saw a news story of a young child at STL on her way to Disneyland and feels he was harTassed. He s heard TSA is hiring is people 
from prisons harrassing passengers when I hey I ravel. He feels his rights have been violated. 

I a po I og i zed and advised h, m: 

TSA tracks trends and spot areas of concern thal may require special atlention. I don t have any information to provide to him at this lime regarding the child traveling to Disneyland, however I can forward the details of his complaint to a CSM at BOS 
for review. I explained to him that the AIT is optional and in the future he does have the right to opt out for a pat down. If after going through the AIT an alarm sounds passengers will be subject to secondary screening. which often inovlves a pat down, 
to resolve the alarm. I asked him if he felt the harrassment was due to his age and he said no 11 was just harrassment in general. 

Passenger did not have an e-mail address but due to the extent of his anger I m forwarding to a CSM anyway. He said the government is violating passengers conslilulional rights and are the reason behind the 9 11 terrorist attacks. 
Caller was subject to pat down because she did not want to go through the AIT. Traveler was forced to go through the AIT and then was patted down regardless. Caller wanted to know if she would benefit with a doctors note when traveling in the 
future. Caller described the Transportation Security Officer as a white man 5 9 approximately but no weight given. 

Response: Every person and item must be screened before entenng each secured area, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. All Transportation Secunty Officers (TSOs) are required to be courteous and respectful and are 
trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. We regret that you found your experience to be less than satisfactory. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process will enable us to ensure prompt. corrective action whenever we determine that security 
2122120 13 screening po Ii ci es need modification or s pec1f1c employees or screener teams are the subj eel of re pealed comp I aints. 
4:07:24 

PM Informed caller I hat it is helpful 10 have a doctors note when traveling with medical condilions. 

Airport: 0 rtando I nternat,ona I Airport. 
Airline: AirTran 
Flight Number: 55 
Gate: 109 
Date and Time; 2 20 2013 at 6:35pm 



212212013 
5:55:26 

PM 

2123/2013 
9:27 27 

AM 

Disability Description: The caller has traveled 4x the last 2 weeks. He has a an external glocometer which is attached to him. 

Response Details: Provided the following info from the template: 

Passengers who have medical devices attached to their bodies, should inform the Transportation Secunty Officer (TSO) conducting the screening of the device and indicate where the device is located before the screening process begins. 

If a passenger can safely disconnect from lheir device, he or she can submit it for x-ray screening; however, passengers can be screened withoul disconnecling from devices. If a passenger cannol disconnecl from the device, the type of screening 
conducted will depend on the type of device and the passengers abilities. Passengers should consult with the manufacturer of the device to determine whether it can pass through a walk-through metal detector or can be subjected to Advanced 
Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

If I he device can be safe I y screened by AIT, passengers can be screened using Al T on I y if I hey can sl and sti 11 with their a rm s above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po r1 of a person or device. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A patd own procedure a I so is used to resolve any a I arms of a metal detector or a no rn a Ii es identified by Al T. If a pa tdown is required in order to corn plete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a p nvate screening at any ti me the passenger may be accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in lhe position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body I hat are painful when touched. 
A passenger should not be asked to remove or lift any article of clothing to reveal a sensitive body area. 

In addition to the patdown. TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. If explosive material is detected, the passenger will have to undergo additional screening. Regardless of the screening method used, the device will undergo 
additional screening. This may include, but is not limited to, a physical inspection of lhe device if it is not in a sensitive area, and a patdown of the device followed by testing for traces of explosives. 

The caller staled this was lhe exact procedure I hat is he normally experiences. However it was not yesterday. 

I a po I og i zed to the caller that his experience was different yesterday and made him unco mfortab I e. 

The caller staled he wanted 10 file a complant regard his screening yesterday of his medical device. 

Caller is complaining about her sixteen year old daughter receiving additional screening at La Guardia on Satuday 02-16-2013 at approximately 1500 hrs in lhe terminal going to Gate C32 for a Delta flight to DFW. The passengerkb:1(6) ! 
received a body scan, pat down, and ETD swab. The caller is claiming that her daughter was chosen and no one else received additional screening. The caller also said that the baggage of the daughter had been inspected and the lock had been cut 
off and the baggage was left in total disarray. 

I told lhe caller the Fourth Amendment prohibils the Government from conducting unreasonable searches and seizures of people, places, and things. Courts have held lhat lhe search conducted in lhe airporl screening conlext is reasonable, in thal it 
balances the privacy interests of citizens against the Governmenrs interest in protecting the traveling public. I also told the caller TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some 
instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional 
screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a 
passenger's properly could also be performed. TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random elemenl prevents terrorisls from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it 
operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 
I a I so told the cal I er enhanced security measures require that al I checked baggage undergo at I east one form of sere en i ng. Depending on the a va1 I ab I e sere en i ng equipment at your d ep a rtu re airport. checked bag gage may need to be opened for hand 
inspection to clear an alarm, 
I also ave lhe caller the La Guardia Customer Support Manager Veda Simmons 
Phone: b)(61 
Email: (b 1(6) 



2123/2013 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: Ca 11 e rs wife has an Ostomy 

In formation Req u esl: Cal I er stated I hat his wife went 10 Korea and she went I hroug h the checkpoint in LAX with an Os1omy. The TSO at I he checkpoint co u Id nol ide nl i fy the Os tomy th rough the body sea nne r so I hey made her go in to a s ep erate roo rn 
to get additional screening. He is wanting to know why becuase his wife was very upset. 

11 :00:31 Response Details: CCR inf armed him: 
AM It is important for passengers to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about the ostomy before the screening process begins. Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT or a walk-through metal 

detector. the passengers ostomy is subject to additional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of the ostomy. followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passengers hands. 

212512013 
6:06:27 

PM 

CCR emailed him information. 

Hello. 

I am inquiring about TSA's official policy on carrying wallets through the AIT or metal detectors. 

Dun ng my re cent !rave Is I was al lowed to ho Id my wallet I which ho Ids my ide ntifi cation) in my hand wh, I e I was b erng scanned as long as I agreed to a hand ins pe ct,on of it. 0 n the return trip, I was informed that I cou Id not hold my wa 11 et and that it 
must be placed on the belt. 

Your response is a pp recia led. 

l(b)(61 

Cleveland Clinic l(b 1(6) I I Cleveland, OH 44112 I 
~-------l======,!._~ 
... l(b_)_(6_ •• _, ___________ __.IFAX 216-448-5958 



DearTSA 

After weighing lhe concern of being on some watch list for speaking oul, I decided I am still a US citizen and have some free speech righls, for the time being anyway. 
The incident of TSA goons harrasing the child in the wheelchair--video on YauTube--and telling her father it's "illegal to videotape the procedures" was just toa much to take. You people are government employees. You work for the majority of the 
travellers that you encounter everyday in many of the airports. You should have no complaints about being photographed or videotaped by the people who pay your salaries. And they shouldn't lie that il"s illegal to video them. If your minions at the AIT 
devices and xray scanners don't like it, they should return to jobs at fast food restaurants. where they are videotaped as a daily precaution in many establishments. 
My family was subjected to ridiculous "random"screening procedures in Las Vegas as we were re1urning home from a short vacation. My children were wanded and groped, our luggage was run repeatedly through lhe scanners, and the whole process 
almost made us miss our plane. Meanwhile, hordes of middle eastern looking males, 18-30, were waltzing by an the other side of a plexiglass partition. not part of any detailed screening. In the group al random screens was a Texan going home to his 
cattle ranch, a pair of old ladies on their way back to the Midwest and some skinny kid emulating a rap singer. All harmless travellers. It was a stupid waste of time that served no purpose, except to teach the screeners that their fellow citizens are Just 
cattle to be prod ed. I joked with the grand poobah running the charade that he simply run the kids through the x-ray machine-it would be quicker than wanding them over and over. 

212512013 You waste our time and cast us more money and in the end you could do much less and we'd be safer, happier and less frustrated. One Israeli authority said the problem with American security is that it focused on the tools of a terrorist rather than the 
8=12:27 terrorist. 

PM When is TSA and whoever needs to sign off on the idea simply develop a travellers ID that will be available for qualified American citizens so we can sweep past this farce? Hanmless American travellers are not the enemy here. 
You people must have anolher agenda. Probably relaled to people who might be moving cash around the government wants 10 levy a lax on 10 pay for a more bloated system. 

Sincerely, 

!(bl(61 

212612013 
821:42 

AM 

Ari i ngta n. Washing ton 

"Truth has became a victim al pol it i ca I hagg Ii ng. "!( b) (ff:, 
TSA Administrators - "----'-~------...., 

I am very di sap pointed with the decision to remove the body scanners from use in the Pre-Check Ii nes. It has ca used a decline in the service level at airports na ti o nw ide and has made my travel much tougher. 

I travel nearly every week and have two replaced hips. I was so pleased when I could use the body scanner in the Pre Check lanes - my weekly travel was easy, consistent and convenient. Now, I have to be patted down each time, adding the time to 
my pre-travel routine and it has eliminated most of lhe advantages of being qualified for Pre Check. I now have 10 wait for a female to pat me down - and there isn't always a female available 10 do so in lhe Pre Check lines, so I have to wail for one 10 
arrive. 

What was the reasoning behind this decision? It seems to put those of us, like me, with artificial joints. at a disadvantage in the Pre Check lines. 

Is there a way to influence this decision and advocate far the return of body scanners to the Pre Check lines? Please let me know. 



Disability Description: Caller said that he Is flying with his 6 year old son and he does not want any TSA employees touching his son. Caller said that he talked to ~nd was told that his arms and torso would only be touched. Caller said he 
wanted to know if it was just arms and torso and the gentleman refused to answer anymore of his question. 

Resolution: 

As part of this efforl TSA is implemenling a program to revise screening procedures for passengers 12 years old and younger. The new screening procedures include permitling mulliple passes through the metal detector and advanced imaging 
technology to clear any alarms as well as the greater use of explosives trace detection. TSA anticipates these changes will further reduce-although not eliminate-the need for a physical patdown for children that would otherwise have been conducted 
to resolve a I arms. 

2/26/2013 
11 ,27, 18 Caller slated that they still do not have any guidlines, caller was wanting 10 know lhe limits of the search. 

AM 
Advised caller that TSA does not do sin p searches and the p atdown would depend upon the alarm and the anoma Ii es. 

Told caller I hat lhe patdown would depenf where the alarm or the anomallies appeared. I cannot tell you exactly how lhe patdown would be condcuted. II would be over lhe clothing and be a modified version of lhe adult patdown. 
Told caller that TSA is reducing the need for patdowns in children by permitting multiple passes through the screening. 

Caller was wanting to know if his child is subject to a patdown can they refuse and leave. 

Told caller if he is referred for a patdown and it is not permissable that he would not be permitted to fly. 

Caller requested that I email him the information. 
Caller had a notice of inspection. He said that on the bottom of the NOi it says that smart security saves time. He stated that there was nothing smart about it and it does not save time. He said the time was wasted and it was completely bogus. He 
and his wife flew to Cancun for a work function. His wife is pregnant and o pied out of the Al T. The flew from Cancun back to P hoemx. They had to walk down a ha I I way th at go es to customs and from the re they went through security. He stated th at 
the screener found a trace of whatever on his wife and she had to have a another pat down and her bag was ins peeled , He said that T SA admits that perlu me, I otion, or soap could be what they found, Alier she was tested for explosives the re was 
nothing found. They were both pulled aside in Mexico and had a patdown. He wanted to know what the purpose of going through screening again in Phoenix was. He asked how we are saving time and what we are checking for. He staled thal when 
they left Ontario early in the morning his wife requested a patdown. He thinks that because she opted out of the AIT they may have been targeted. He was upset because his bag was opened and inspected. He wanted to know why his bag was 
inspected. He asked for a Ii st of items that sets of the a I arm. He said that you wo u Id think that his wife made a threat against T SA. There were four agents present dun ng the inspection. He said they were the re 2 0 minutes and his wife had an 
invasive patdown. He stated that TSA at the airport does not have an answer as to why his bag was inspected or why they said they found something on his wife and could not find anything after the inspection. He wanted to know the purpose of his 
bag being opened and inspected and he wanted to know why they got another patdown in Phoenix after gelling one in Mexico. 

I gave the following information. Upon arriving in the United States from a foreign country, passengers and their baggage are first cleared for entry into the United States by U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) inspectors. CBP inspectors cover 
matters of customs, immigration, public health, food inspection. and plant and animal health. After clearing CBP procedures, travelers may exit an airport or connect to a U.S. flight. After completing the CBP entry process, passengers and baggage 
arriving on inlernational flights are required to pass through TSA's security checkpoint. 

2;2~:2~~ 3 I advised him that I do not know why his bag was inspected. I told him that if there was an alarm it would have been opened and inspected to clear the alarm. I also told him that I do not have a 11st of items that set off the alarm. 
p M I advised him that T SA does not pe r/orm screening in foreign countries, I told him that the A IT is vo I unta ry and ii a passenger does not wish to use the A IT they can opt out and get a pa tdow n. I a I so to Id him that passengers are not targeted bee a use 

the opl out of the AIT. 

I advised him that TSA peforms screeing to check for prohibited items. I also told him that we check the passengers Id. 

llliR§IJtook over call: Caller is upset with TSA s process in general. Caller just wanted to argue. he did not have any true questions. I disconnected call. 
I told him 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time· 2126/2013 3:10A6 PM Airport: JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel· 02/20/2013 5A5 PM Airline & Flight Number· DL 2162 CheckpoinUArea of Airport· Terminal 2- DL Frequent Flyer TSA Employee: (If 
Known): 
Comment · I would Ii ke to provide le ed back about the continued practice of patting down a woman of colors hair. W hi I e I understand the intent, it is the process th at is used that continues to concern me, 

In my particular situation. I passed through the AIT scanning, stepped out of the machine. waited as instructed and then without further conversation. the female TSA agent (there was also a male present) started patting down my hair, which was in 
cornrow breads. I asked the agent if the go Ives which she had on were clean and free of powder. Her snide response was I just put these on. What the agent did not realize was that I had been observing her from the time I stepped mto the AIT 
scanner to when I stepped out. She did not put on new gloves. As a matter of fact she had patted down a passenger just prior to me. I also noticed that after she had finished her pat down of me, the next passenger through, a white female wearing a 

2126/2013 wide headband and ponytail, was not subjecl to the same actions. I menlion this because I've been advised lhrough prior TSA correspondence that a &quot;headband&quot: was the same as a hat and it if could not be removed is subject 10 hands on 
6 :04: 06 screening. 

PM 
The bottomline out of my comments is the following: if agents are going to patdown a passengers hair, the putting on of clean non powder gloves, needs to be performed in front of the passenger. Especially if the gloves were used to check the 
clothing of a prior passenger; as clolhing can have dirl. other con1aminents I hat can be 1ranserfed from one passenger to another. 

Agents should not get indigent 1f asked by passenger 1f the gloves are a new clean pair. I am protecting my health and person. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name kb 1(6) I 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The caller would like to lodge a complaint. He fiew from OGG today 2 26 13 on Hawaiian Airlines flgiht 132, departing at 9: 13am from Gate 15. 

He is flying back this afternoon from Hilo al 4:44pm. 

He indicated th at what he experienced was classic bu 11 yi ng and TSO trying to assert power. 

The caller indicated I hat he called lwice in regard to traveling tools. The tools that he traveled with was under seven inches. He opted for a pal down, however the TSO e,plained that the radiation with less than what is encountered with cell phone use. 
The caller decided to got hrough AIT. He was then advised that his bag would have to be searched. He indicated that if his bag had to be searched he wanted to be patted down. The caller did not answer when asked if he was advised that he had to go 
back through the AIT. 

He indicated that TScfilill§I] became uptight because he requested the pat down. She requesled for someone 10 conducl the pat down. The caller indicated I hat he wailed for five or ten minu1es for someone to come 10 conducl the pat down. He then 
advised that he would go through the AIT as he did not want to miss his flight. She advised that he would have to receive a pat down now that he had chosen to do that. He was not allowed to go back through the AIT. He indicated that he was all a 

2126/2013 sudden surrounded by TSOs. The Superviso~ came over. The caller asked if he was going to conduct the pat down. TSO Supervisor advised that he was not going to conduct the pat down. He waited a few more moments. He was 
8:52: 14 then taken into an enclosed booth and was patted down. 

PM 
He indicated th at he fe Its bu 11 ied, esp eci a 11 y bffilill[J and that it wasn t rig ht. 

He indicated th at the TS Os knew he was from Maui and knew that he was going to work, 

The public would like a kinder gentler TSA that only screens for guns and dynamite. 

I advised that I would refer the infonmation to the CSM at OGG. I have documented all of the information provided and TSA does monitor the number and nature of complaints received. 

The caller did not answer if and who advised that he would have to go through the AIT again. 

He did not answer who conducted the pat down when asked. 



Fro~(b1(6) 
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 12:17 AM 
To: TSA.Ombudsman@dhs.gov 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Pj:b)(6) 
212712013 Dale Time: 212112""0,..1"'3 .... 1""2:..,.1"'"7:..,.14..,....,.A""'M,... 

10:06:54 
AM 

Name: 

Email: 

!!bi(6i 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

pat down due to implanted medical device and sterile medical equipment problems 

Comments: 

Sir; I am disabled by a chronic illness and have a medically needed implanted device with a complex computer system in the implant. I can not go through X ray. my MD and medical device company have told me not to use the Advanced Imaging 

Disability Description: The caller had total knee replacement surgery. 

Information Request: The ca 11 er does not want to receive paid owns when airports do not have Al T. as he wi 11 a I a rm the W TM D. He wanted to know if the re was anything else he could do, as he be Ii eves that the paid own vi o I ates the 4th Amendment. 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 

If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 
212712013 

2:06:01 If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through me1a1 detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure ins1ead. 
PM 

Trans po rtati on Security Off ce rs w, 11 conduct different patdown procedures to resolve different types of anoma Ii es. During the assessment, officers wi 11 use revised p atdown procedures in a 11 instances to reso Ive anoma Ii es. 

The Fou r1 h Amendment prohibits the Gov ernme nl from conducting unreasonable searches and seizures of peop I e, p I aces, and things. Gou r1 s have he Id that the search conducted in the airport screening conte xi is reasonable, in tha I it balances I he 
privacy interests of citizens against the Government s interest in protecting the traveling public. 



2127/2013 
2:08:59 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time. 2/27/2013 1 :05:49 PM Airport. SAN - San Diego Intl-Lindbergh Field Date/Time of Travel· 02/27/2013 Airline & Flight Number· 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal 1 &amp; 2 TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment· I find it ridiculous that women of child bearing age be subjected to X-rays for screening and men too for that matter. As a health care provider I am well aware of the conditions that can result. I've seen these X-rays in other airports but there 
is always the oplion of walking through the melal detector. This experience I was rudely told I'd have 10 wait five minu1es by some old man and made 10 feel like lhis was a major inconvenience. What if I were pregnanl? As a government agency I would 
expect you to be mare concerned with the well being of America's travelers. I'm disappointed. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name b)(61 
Phone Number : 

Email f~b~l~(6~1------~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this lmk http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Callers mother has had a knee replaced. The metal detector typically alarms when she goes through. She doesn t want to go through the AIT because she doesn t want the radiation. She doesn t like the pat-down. Are there any other options for 
her7 Her husband was in the Air Force for thirty years and she is a low-risk passenger. 

I advised that all passengers musl be screened. The options are lhe WTMD, AIT, and lhe pat-down. If lhere is an alarm when the passenger goes through the equipment, then the passenger must be patted-down to resolve the alarm. She can opl out 
of the AIT, but the pat-down is the alternative. 

Caller advised that her mothers concern with the AIT machine is with the amount of radiation and when they were last calibrated or checked. How can she get this infonmation? 

212712013 Advised that the specifics regarding the amount al radiation emitted by the machines is addressed an the TSA website. The information regarding when the machines are calibrated will not be posted as it would create a possible vulnerability. That 
3=27:23 information will not be made available. 

PM 

Can she make suggestions about these issues? 

I advised that TSA does review complaints, especially if it 1s for a particular airport. 

Caller advised that the pal-down is not a pleasant process. 

Caller never did specify that there was a particular issue at any s pec1f1c airport. 



Caller fiew from PHL to LAS on 2 23 13 and when she was going through the AIT the nice lady told her to raise her arms a little bit more and when she did she screamed because her shoulder was hurt. She stated that the gentleman ask her 1/ she had 
a injury and she said yes. She stated that he told her that all she needed to do was to tell the officer that she had a shoulder injury and she would be able to get a patdown and she told him okay and thanked him for telling her that because she didn t 
know. 
Caller was going home this morning from LAS and she told the officer she had bad shoulder injury and the lady said okay fine and that she would be patted down. She stated that when she went to be patted down the officer ask her if she was wearing 
I ot,on and she to Id her no but she had gotten a spray tan earlier. She stated th en another lady came out and the I ady wo u Id n t give her her name and the officer told her to get back here now and don t ask any q ue st,ons. 
The caller stated that she told her what the officer at the other airport had told her to just tell the officer she had a shoulder injury and they would do a patdown and she states that the lady told her to hush or she would go to jail. She then frisked her 
again and patted her down again and then told her she could go. 
The caller started to leave and then she went back to where a woman was sitting behind glass and ask her what the other ladies name was and she told her no she wasn t getting her name so she ask what her name was and she finally gave her her 
name and her bosses name. but not the lady that was the rude screen er. 
She stated that she was abused in this situation and is in more pain and emotionally upset that she cried during the whole flight. 
Her husband s ta I ed tha I they a re I oak i ng lo r a reassignment of agent, re prema nd or for TSO 10 be Fi red 

Advised Ca Iler: 

212712013 I apologized to the caller aboul this happening. 

5:18:28 
PM 

2127/2013 
10 0348 

PM 

The Transportation Security Admrnistrat,on (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of secunty and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area. and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Super,isory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 

Because your comp I ai nt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have lo rwa rded a copy of your I etter to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Se r,i ce Manager. 

Time 11:30 PM 
Date: 2 26 13 
Flight Time: 12:23 AM 
Airport Left Fram: LAS 
Airline: U mted Air I in es 
Flight#: 1254 
Email f b 1(6i 
Terminal: 3 Domestic 

Feedback Type · Request for Information 
Calegari es : Screening (AI T, Paid own) 
Cun-ent Date/Time · 2127/2013 941: 19 PM Airport · Select One Date/Time a/Travel , 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· Hi, 
While undergoing securily screening at Charlolle int. (CL T) I was informed by TSA officer lhat passenger scanner(the thing were you hold hands above head) is using sound wave, ultrasound technology, My previous information from media was that 
the apparatus is using milimiter wave (microwave radiation) technology. Can you please provide more info about this subject to the security officer? 
The secunty officer that made the statements is~ at checkpoint D. about 9.20pm on 212712013. 

Thanks 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



212812013 
8:12:54 

AM 

To Whom it may concern: 

I just flew out of LAX the 24th of Feb. I had, by far, the worst experience going lhrough security lhere and am very sorry I was nol able 10 gel names! I am a Marine wife, stationed in Okinawa, Japan, and I lake great pride in our country. My husband is 
willing to lay down his life in order to protect the prestige of the US, and I have to live daily with the fear of his death for the same reason. My husband and I not only sacrifice our lives. but at times we sacrifice our rights (restrictions enforced by the 
Military) so this country can remain free. 
These Security Office rs come into cont a ct with thousands of people each day, American Citizen or not, These S ecu ri ty Officers rep re sent America to each person they come in contact with. ju st as my husband does as a Marine, Therefore I take it 
personally that these disrespectful people were given a job in this type of field demanding a very important role that they are not able to achieve. I feel I hat lhe Security Officers at LAX eilher do not understand the importance of I heir job or they jusl 
don't care. I am immensely disappointed at the poor representation of the United States the Security Officers at LAX gave, and I would appreciate it if there was a strict sifting of workers at LAX in order to promote a better face of the TSA and ultimately 
the US. 

There were a few issues thal bothered me, as I was going through security. Firsl of all, lhere was a lady who was lrying to gel through security quickly because her flight was going to leave in approximately 
30 minutes. She protested the AIT screening by req ue sting a pat dawn. 
The re was a le ma I e Security Officer standing in the vicinity. however the trave I er was wa iii ng lo r about 5 minutes before she asked 1/ a le male was coming to perform the pat down. What resulted was q u,te Iran kly unacceptable. The le male Security 
Officer finally accepted her duty of performing the pat down with a roll of her eyes and a poor attitude. I am not a confrontational person, that is why I go along with the security measures, even if I do not agree with them. However it was that woman's 
right to request a pat down and the Security Officer's job to perform it in a timely and respeclful manner. I feel like thal woman was severely disrespected and I would not want that to happen 10 me. 

The second thing that bothered me was the degrading att,tud e of most of the Security Office rs in the security area. They we re ye 11 mg their i nstru ct,ons out in an extremely rid1cu Ii ng manner. I was intense I y offended by this. As an Ame nca n Citizen. if I 
am to be forced to go through these sometimes very ridiculous security measures, I do not think it is too much for me to expect to be at least treated with respect. I understand that these officers have to do their job to promote safety for all traveling 
through the airport and airspace, however if I hey can'I even treat me and olhers around me like a human being I hen they need 10 find anolher job. 

The third thing that irritated me was ag am the Security Office rs' 
disrespectfu I a It it ude. but this ti me towards the i nte ma ti on al travelers, These peop I e we re not American Citizens, potenti a 11 y couldn't u nders ta nd much Eng Ii sh and were obviously confused a bout the security measures, The security officers we re n 't 
much help. They lost their patience much too easily, and the tone of their voices giving ins1ructions to put certain personal ii ems in the bag was inexcusable. 
As I stated above. I am a Marine wife stationed oversees. so I understand the importance of public affairs with our international counterparts. These people were mast definitely in the US on business or pleasure, so they were bringing money into our 
Nation's economy. Beyond that, I feel it is very important for these people to be treated just as respectively as the next person for the sole reason of being Human. That is the essence of America, we treat people fairly, whether or not they are American 
Citizens. Let me clarify that I understand that they do not have the same rights as American Citizens, neither do I want security measures to be lowered for them, but they do have the right to be treated respectively. The Security Officers have the duty 
to give them I hat respect. 

PI ease. forward this to the ap prop ri ate authority at LAX as wel I as the heads of T SA I le el very strong I y that this 1s an issue th at needs to be addressed asap. I hope that T SA believes in qua Ii ty security and custom er service. That is why I demand a 
more thorough screening of emp I oye es of TS A. Obvious! y background checks a re n 't enough. as the news has reported severe crimes carried out by TS A employees. I go further in re porting to you th at it is not enough. because many of your employees 
are not fit for this job because of their poor, if you will, "customer service" skills. Please do not use the excuse that these men and women are Security Officers so that for some reason excludes I hem from having to be respectful. I have given my 
argument and examples of why I feel you need a change in your service, please do not ignore it' This is very important. 

Caller says he has Global Enlry and is a frequent flyer wilh Delta. He has been putting his PASS ID in for about 3 monlhs and he never gets chosen. Caller says Delta sees lhe number. Caller says Saturday he flew from Tampa to ATL 10 Memphis and 
stayed a couple days. He then flew back from Memphis to ATL ta Sarasota. He did not go back through TSA at ATL. His next flight is today from Sarasota to ATL to Amsterdam. Caller says he usually books his tickets himself, but sometimes books 
with Orbi tz. Cal I er wants to know what to do to get P recheck to work. The space in his I ast name 1s not pre sent on his boa rd i ng passes. 

Caller says that when he was flying out of Memphis, there was an old man that was really scared of flying. There was an officer thal helped the man use lhe AIT and lhrough the checkpoint. The caller says thal this was lhe nicest man he has seen with 
212812013 TSA. 
10:43:29 

AM Advised ca Iler: 
Usually lhe only two things lhat can cause problems would be lhat lhe number is not en1ered correclly or the name doesn I match exactly. Memphis is not a participating airpori. so even if everything was working, he would not have received this here. 
Also, Sarasota is not participating airport. so he would not receive this here. If any leg of the itinerary is international. he would not receive Precheck. The next time he flies from a participating airport an a domestic flight and does not receive Precheck 
he should call us. We can escalate this to someone who can take a closer look into why it is not working for him. He should call us within 3 days of the flight. 

I thanked the caller for the compliment. 
The ca 11 er traveled from LAS to BL I with Al I eg,ant and did n t want to go through Al T so he opted out for a paid own. He was di reeled to an area for a patdown and had to wait 1 0-15 minutes before a supervisor came aver to exp I am why he was having 
to wait and then another 5-10 minutes before a male officer came over and did the patdown. He explained that the wait was because he had just came in for his shift. 

I explained that they would have had ta wait far a male officer to do his patdown. 

212812013 The callers main complaint was that he wasn't able to keep a line of sight on his property and I explained that: 
3:16:15 

PM When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger"s items and to ensure that the passenger is reunited with his or her 
property once it clears x- ray s c reenrng. 

I explained that I would nole his complaint for review. 



2128/2013 
4:28:56 

PM 

3/112013 
9:37:52 

AM 

3/212013 

Caller had a hornble experience with TSA in DEN. wants to send letters to notify someone of her experience. 
Flight #1808, Gate# C35. via Southwest from DEN to San Antonio. 
Caller is pregnanl and was treated so horribly, was forced 10 go through the AIT. The screener was very rude and caller was in tears before it was over. 
States she spoke with a representative at the TCC before the flight and was given information about the process. The TSO at the airport told her she had to go through the AIT or if she didn t want to she could wait at a location and it may be an hour 
because she didn t have anyone to pat her down at that time. 
Caller states she didn t ask to speak with a supervisor because she was running late for her flight. Caller said she wrote the name of the TSO down. but. didn t have with her, 

Response: 
Apologized to caller for her experience and advised information could be provided to the CSM from the TCC or she could contact directly. She wanted to contact and refused to provide an email address. 
Provided following be ca use she stated she wanted to write someone of her experience: 
TransporIation Securily Administration 601 Soulh 12th Street Arlington, VA 20598 

Exp I a i ned to caller the AIT Is voluntary and signs should have been posted near the machine informing passengers of that right. 

Ca Iler has an i nsu Ii n pump and travels extensive I y far work, goes through the p race ss ea ch week and his hands a re swiped with a swab. Today it s hawed positive and he had to have a patdown. The most invasive pa tdow n he has had. Agent said it 
could have been gasoline where he filled up the rental car or washed his hands in the restroom that caused the posItIve test.. One of the agents swiped his private area 6 times. most of the time he has to have the same procedure, but, 11 felt really 
invasive today and he states there were 3 agents and they were very professional and explained each step of the process and the screening was performed in a private area, He asked if there is someway he oould be screened without going through 
that process again and will be flying again nexl week? 
Caller said even though the TSOs were very professional, he felt violated even though he understood why it was done. 

Flew from GRB and went through the AIT for his screening, states he didn t ask to speak with a supervisor at GRB. 

Asked if there is something that can be done to prevent him from having to go through that process again because he is a professional who travels extensively. Caller states he has had worse experiences in the past and doesn t know if the TS Os have 
received more training or seen more of the pumps to become familiar with them, but, the screening has gotten better over time. 

Response: 
Apologized to caller for his experience. 
Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT or the walk-through metal detector. the passenger's insulin pump is subJect to additional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of 
the insulin pump followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passenger's hands. 

Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 
happen next in the process. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

TS A monitors the numb er and nature of oom plaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require s pecia I attention, This ongoing process ena b I es us to ensure prom pt, co CTecti ve action whenever we d ete rTn i ne that 
security screening policies need modification or s pe ci fi c employees or sere ener tea ms are I he subjects of re pea I ed co mp I a in ts. 

Caller slated that she contacted Southwest yesterday, and she was informed to call us. She s concerned because she wasn t planning to be on her period, and sure to this, she will have a pad and Iampon on. She s read stories on the internel and 
doesn t think it s lair that she should have to undergo a patdown because of this. She wants to know if she would have to receive a patdown, and doesn t want to be strip searched just because of this fact. She will only be going on an hour flight from 
Tucson. and thinks that process is humiliating. She wants this to be recorded, because she thinks that add1t1onal screening due to her being on her period is ridiculous and humiliating for her. and she wants something done about it because she is now 
probably going to have to reschedule her flight because of this. 

11 : 36 : 08 Advised Caller: 
AM 

Sanitary napkins, panty liners. and adult diapers may appear as an anomaly on AIT monitors during screening. If an item does result in an anomaly, the individual will be referred for additional screening, including a patdown of the area(s) of the body 
that resulled in the anomaly. Addilionally, all passengers have the right 10 requesl a private screening at any time during lhe screening process. 

I to Id her that the re s no way for me to be ab I e to g ua ra ntee that she would n t receive a patdown to clear an a no moly if it did appear as one. and the p atdown would be conducted by an officer of the same gender. We do not conduct strip searches, and 
they use the back of their hand to patd own sensitive areas of the body over the c lathes, 



b1(6) 

eattle. WA 98103 

On Feb 28th i was returning from the RSA security conference on a buisness trp to san francisco through SFO airport at about 11 am. during my ecurity screening i was treated horribly by TSA agents who falsified statements to the police as well as 
de strayed evidence. 

First of all i opted oul of the AIT screening machine which i understJnd to be my right, as a frequent flyer this is somelhing i do quite frequently with very few incidencs 10 dale. 
however this ti me i was held in Ii ne rather then being taken to a holding area and my posessi ans which went through the xray machine were no longer some where i could see them c I early and i became concerned that someone wou Id walk off with my 
I a ptop, and in fa ct one traveler did mom e ntari I y pi ck up my I a plop Ii kely mIsta king it for his own before it put it back. afle r raising the issue repeatedly: a T SA agent eventually claimed my be longing and attempted to hand them back to me .. 1 informed 
the agent that giving me back my posessions this was was not TSA policy and would likely lead to problems later in the screening; at this point they dropped my belongings back onto the xray conveyer on top of another persons belongings and left., 

31212013 at this point i grew concerned and used the renewed access to my possessions to ten the recording function of my phone on. i have posted the video here:l(b )(6) 
12:06:41 ""· --'-''--'----------' 

PM 
at this point i was greeted with a supervisor whom i didn't request, and didn't have any questions but he aggressively badgered me about verbally agreeing to a putdown: which i did with the statement "i'm just opting out of the body scanner, I'm willing 
to do whaIever i need to do 10 gel through security", he demanded i use his wording which seemed to imply a verbal coniract, i again stated lhat "i understand addilional screening is necessary, and I'm willing to do whatever that is, I'm only opting out of 
the body scanner' .. this continued for some time until he accepted my agreement and we moved on to the screening area where i was informed that even though my belongings have been through the X-ray twice now. because i had possession of them 
i would have to have my bag searched .. as my bag was being searched the same ··supervisor· demanded i use the word "'yes" when questioned about the completeness of my belongings even though they were outside of my vision for an extended 
period of time, has had multiple people rummaging through it and was not allowed to look through it to determine this .. i asserted that i could only make a rough assertion "it looks like everything is here though it was outside of my possession while you 
had ii" .. the supervisor again demanded i lie with the phrase "i need a yes", at this point lhey began screening my possessions with the chemical deIecIor and one TSA agent deliberalely Iurned off my camera recording function while wiping lhe phone 
down removing the only record i had of the situation (this is on the video i posted) 

i patiently for what seemed like 15 more minutes for the chemical test to complete so that i could receive my putdown and go on my way until another man in a suit arrived and demanded my attention in an extremely rude way, i asked him if i was 
required 10 speak with him, he said "no" and i lold him "go away" at this poinl the man in the suit proceeded to shut down two screening lanes for no reason i can understand and lold me that i would be fined because of this delay .. at I his point the 
police were called on me and they were told that i had refused a putdown .. which i had never done .. i was patiently waiting for one .. 
after much griping with the police and the unknown man, 1 was told the on I y way I co u Id fi y today would be to go back through the security Ii ne; 1 informed them that i wou Id be opting out if that we re the case and th at it would probably Ju st be easiest to 
do that now .. they disagreed and i just agreed to go back though security. once i agreed i was told that they weren't going to let me do that, they were going to ban me from flying for 24 hours because i was not complying, when i asked multiple times 
what ii was that i had nol complied with i received the answer "your doing it right now" .. al this point i was escorted from security to claim my checked luggage .. 

Ca Iler slated : 
His wife flew out of Milwaukee today and was wearing a tank top with a zip up sweat shirt overlap of it zipped up to abouth 3 or 4 inches from her neck. Caller stated that as his wife was putting her items into the screening bins and before she started 

3121201 3 to go through the AIT machine. an agent to Id her that she needed to zI p up her Jacket. Cal I er stated that she was going through gate E 64 and was fi yi ng with De Ila. Ca 11 er was very up set that the agent spoke to his wife Ii ke this. 
6:08:23 

PM Advised ca Iler: 
I would forward a copy of his complaint to the CSM at MKE so they would be able to look into this incident. Advised caller that the agents are trained to treat travelers with respect and dignity during the screening process. 



31312013 
3:04:42 

PM 

Frol(b)(61 

Sent: Sunday, March 03, 2013 10:53 AM 
To: tsatcc _ do _not_re ply@s entu re. corn 
Cc: TSAE xte rna I Corn pl ia nee 
Subject: Re: In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank you for your ~e•e•c exolaoatlnn. However, this does not come close to answenng my spec1f1c questions'., Will I get answers to those questions? or do I need to take this to the another level? I would like to have a response from a live person. 
I can be reached at_ b :,(6 I ] 

Thank you, 

On Sat, Mar 2, 2013 at 11:58 AM. <HYPERLINK "mailto:tsatcc do not reply@senture.com" \ntsatcc do not reply@senture.com> wrote: 

Thank you for your e-ma i I in which you inquire about the reasons for secondary screening. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is irnpor1ant. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are trealed with dignily, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

Ca Iler slated : 
She flew to West Palm Beach from Newark and got wheelchair assistance from United Airlines. Caller stated that the wheelchair attendant took her to the front of the security line where she told them that she has an artificial hip. Caller stated that the 
agents at th at particular Ii ne di reeled her to another Ii ne where she could go through the Al T due to the hip , m plant. Ca 11 er stated that her items were I efl at the Ii rst screening Ii ne she went to. Ca 11 er stated that she removed her coat and her Jacket and 
then the wheelchair attendant removed her wooden bead necklace and placed it in the screening bin. Caller stated that she did not get her necklace back out of the bin and did not realize that she did not have it until she got on the plane. Caller stated 
that she reported I his to the flighl a11endant and I hen to the Uniled counter at West Palm Beach but was directed to call TSA. Caller wants 10 know if there is a lost and found at EWR she can call 10 find out if the necklace is there. Caller wants to know 
who's responsibility this would be if the necklace isn·t in lost and found. 

31312013 Advised ca Iler: 
4:07:24 If lhe necklace was found where TSA does screening it would have been turned in 10 lhe lost and found there. 

PM 
http: www.tsa.gov airport-lost-found-contacts#42 
Newark 
Newark Liberty In tern ati o na I Ai rpo rl 
908-787-0667 

Advised caller that TSA does not provide wheelchair assistance so it would have been the organization that provided her the wheelchair assistance. 



Caller went through her s ui tease that she was giving to her niece. Cal I er looked through it tom a ke sure that there was nothmg i ns1d e of the su ilea se th at she was needing. W h, I e I ooki ng through her bag she noticed that she had an NO I inside of her 
baggage. Caller was furious wanting to know why TSA inspected her bag and was wanting to know why the NOi was placed in an outside pocket of the bag instead of right on top of her bag. Caller eventually ended the call. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

31312013 The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 

4,23,01 secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is impor1ant. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring thal all passengers are 1reated with dignity, respect, and ccur1esy. 

PM 

3/412013 
11:32:20 

AM 

3/412013 
2:4243 

PM 

3/412013 
3:0540 

PM 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

I can not tell you why the NOi was placed in an outside pocket of the bag instead of nght on top. I also am not able to tell you why exactly your bag was searched 

February 28, 2013 
LFTto IAH (#UA5661W) 
Screening Occurred; Approximately 5:00 PM 

Caller is wanting to complain about a patdown that he received in LFT. Caller says that his experience was a humiliating one. Caller says that he went through the AIT machine with no alarms going off, but after his screening he was stopped by a TSO. 
The TSO told him that he was randomly chosen to go through a patdown due to an anomaly that came up during screening. Caller says that the TSO took an extended amount of time to perform the patdown. Caller told the TSO that he would Just take 
his clothes off so the alarm can be resolved. The TSO allegedly retorted with telling the caller to shut up or he II be arrested, Caller says that he doesn t have to go through a patdown in other airports, and he is wanting information on what happened 
during his patdown to cause the alarm. 

Caller mentions that he is black and the screening did happen in LA Caller is asked at this point if he believes the patdown was done due to discrimination or 1f he believes 11 was racially-motivated; caller declines any belief that it was due to 
discrimination. Caller does mention that he was going to a funeral and he might have reacted in such a manner due to his emotional state. Caller is just wanting an explanation on what happened during his screening. 
Caller is a frequent traveler from ATL. He always opts out of the AIT and get a patdown. He recently had a patdown at ATL. The officer that done the patdown tested his gloves for explosives and they tested positive. The supervisor re-done the 
screening and his I atex gloves tested negative lo r explosives. They made a re sol ut,on patdown re po rt that had his name and information on it and the results of screening. Ca 11 er wants to know how this w, 11 affect him as a passenger in the future. Caller 
be ca me upset because I ccu Id not provide him with an answer. He then said that he knew who to contact, said good bye, and disconnected the ca 11. 

Advised ca Iler: 
The explosive testing tests for materials commonly used in bombs. A lot of matenals are also used in other things as well. 
We don t have any spec iii c information reg a rd i ng the resolution pa tdow n re po rt here in the contact center. This may just be p raced ure and may not even affect him in the future. If he has further concerns he can contact the CSM at that specific airport 
who may be able to provide him with more specific information aboul this. I told the caller I hat I could tell him how 10 gel the phone number for lhe CSM. 
Caller and her husband flew out of SEA airport on 03-01-2013 at 11 :30 am flying on Alaska airlines going to Palm Springs Airport.They went through check point 4. Caller is upset that her husband had to undergo multiple screening procedures at the 
airport including going through the AIT 4 times. Told caller that I will document her complaint and gave her the number to the CSM at the SEA Airport to assist her. 

Caller wanted to make a formal complainl about checked luggage and carryon luggage. Caller flew from San Diego to Seatlle Washington on Alaskian Airlines. Caller stated at San Diego she went through lhe AIT and when she got oul she had to have 
her hair searched and the TSO said her hair was think and then 3 guys came over and said her luggage was searched and the caller doesn t know why she had to have additional screening. 

3/41201 3 Advised ca Iler the fa 11 owing information: 
4:01:23 

PM Advised caller anything outside of the security checkpoint TSA has not jurisdiction as to the additional screening. Apologized to the caller about the experience she had at San Diego Airport. Advised caller if she had hair extensions or a hair piece and 
she had pins or combs in her TSA lhe AIT showed up as an anomaly and additional screening had to been to clear the anomaly. 

Advised caller the airline and airport has their on policies and regulations. Advised caller the screening of checked luggage I here would be a Notice Of lnspeclion in their luggage is TSA physically had inspecled her luggage. 



31512013 
10:55:05 

AM 

Caller Is p I an n i ng to take a In p and her daughter has I ue ke mi a and she has a port in her chest Caller was wanting info nmati on for her going through screening. 

Resolution: 

Spec i Fi ca I ly, you were conce med a bo ul screening lo r passengers who have port and cathel er devices. Passengers who have ca I heters and ports atl ached 10 I heir bodies s hou Id info rm the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening 
of the device(s) and indicate where the device(s) is located before the screening process begins. Passengers should also inform the TSO of any pain or medical complications that may result from touching the port and or catheter so it can be screened 
appropnately. TSA has created not1f1cation cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about any d1sab1lity, medical condition. or medical device(s) that could affect secunty screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security 
screening, their use may improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their conditions. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gov sites default files publications disability notification cards.pdf. 

Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can 
walk through on their own. An e Ii g i ble passenger can request to be screened by AIT if 11 is ava i I able or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown; however. passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through meta I d ete cto r in 
lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

Advised ca Iler if a p atdown is req uri ed she wou Id get a modified version of the patdown. 

Caller was wanting to know if she needed any documentation from the doctors. 

Advised ca Iler that documentation is not a requirement however if she has it she can present it. 

Caller slated she went lhrough the checkpoint. Caller slated she didnt want 10 go through the radialion. Caller wanted to know about lhe AIT. Caller stated the lock on her checked luggage and she waited for her luggage for over an hour. Caller staled 
she had personal items and prescription in her checked luggage. Caller wanted to know about opting out of the AIT. 

Advised ca Iler the fa 11 owing information: 

31512013 Advised ca Iler she could opt out of the AIT before the screening start. 
11:35:00 

AM 
Advised caller I would send the c I a, m lo nms vi a em a i I address. 

Advised caller she didnt need a doctor' note. 

Advised ca Iler 



Caller thin ks that she Is on the Watch Li st she remembers that she got the carry and conce I e and she states that she cal led T SA and asked if she can carry her gun and they said that in checked. So she took it in checked bagg agge and she states that 
since them she has been having problems with flying. they have been searching her more and her baggage are always searched or broken. She flew from Ft, Lauderdale to Tallahassee the last time. She states that in Tampa International, she was 
placed in a machine thal she calls lhe Bomb Bo,, she stales that someone told her that if she enters the machine and she has somelhing that she is not suppose to have it will blow up, she states that it was a lot of pressure and air when inside of I hat 
bo,. 

She states that about a month ago. she went through the Meta I Detector and she got patted down and she states that the T SA officer told her th at she had to have a pa tdow n because she had residue on her gloves from her. and she states that another 
officer came in the room and preformed another patdown and she stales that there was no residue on the gloves of that TSA Officer. 

Informed caller: 

TSA can neither confirm nor deny whether an individual is on a Federal Watch List because this information is derived from classified and sensitive law enforcement and intelligence information. This protects the operational counterterrorism and 
31512013 intelligence collection objectives of the Federal government as well as the personal safety of those involved in counterterrorism invest1gat1ons. Federal Watch Lists remain effective tools in the government's counterterrorism and transportation security 
12: 0 8: 18 efforts be ca use their contents a re not disclosed. 

PM 
TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For e,ample, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a paid own on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonned. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand lhe inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe lhese security measures are necessary and appropriale for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints. provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint. and keeps the 
!rave Ii ng pu bl Ic sale. 

Caller states that he was in route from Puerto Val I aria to P hoemx to Spokane WA with US Airways, he states that they got cleared and picked up their belongings to go through screening. he states th at his wife has a pacemaker and she cant go 
through the AIT she had to wait for a le ma I e off ce r to give her a patd own, they asked her to take off her watch so she did and she states that when she got to her p I an e she rea Ii zed that she had forgot it at the ts a checkpoint, he states that this is our 
fa ult because we had to search his wife. 

31512013 Informed ca 11 er: 
220:54 PHX 

PM that he can contact the lost and found or he can call this number back and press option 5 enter the airport code, PHX and get the customer support managers number so maybe they can assist him. 
http: www.tsa.gov airport-lost-found-contacts#48 
Phoenix 
P hoeni, Sky Harbor I nl ernationa I Airport 
602-626-1453 

Disability Description: Caller staled she has metal implanls due to hip and knee replacement surgery. 

Information Request: Caller stated she flew from Charlotte NC to Jacksonville Flonda with a connecting flight to Tampa on Us Airways. Caller stated she has metal implants and she had to have a paid own and the caller stated the TSO was rough for 
the patdown and the TSO didnt offer a private screening and she had to lift her anns above her head. 

Caller Is complain, ng about the patdown she received. 
31512013 
227:49 Response Details: Advised caller the following information: 

PM 

Advised ca Iler where she has meta I implants and she went through the A IT it s hawed up as an Anomaly, Advised cal I er to reso Ive the anomaly she had to have a p atdown done, Advised cal I er the patd own is done to make sure to clear an ala rm. 
Advised caller the TSO has been trained on how to do a patdown and lhe reason lhe screeners us the back of their hands is because the screeners has to get close to passengers private parIs. Advised caller she could request to have a private 
screening for the patdown and she could opt out of the AIT machine but she would have to request this before any of the screening begins. 

Apo I og i zed to the ca Iler a bo ul the experience she had a I the airport. 



31512013 
3:56:33 

PM 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: Ca 11 er said th at th eya re travel, ng from Provide nee to M CO on 3-1 0-12. Caller said that they have a 2 year old that has autism. Cal I er said that has issue with being touched and al so has a comp I ex where he th rows up. 

Information Requesl: Caller was wanting information for gelling him lhrough screening. 

Response Details: Specifically. you were concerned about screening of passengers with intellectual or developmental disabilities.Passengers with intellectual disabil1t1es or developmental disabilities. such as Down Syndrome or autism. can be 
screened without being separated from their parents or guardians, Pa rents or guardians should info rm the Trans po rtati on Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening of the chi Id s needs before sere en i ng begins, Pa rents or guardians may offer 
suggeslions on the best way 10 approach and screen their children, especially if it is necessary to touch him or her during screening. 

TSA has created not1f1cation cards that travelers may use to inform TS Os about any disability. medical cond1t1on, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening. their use may 
improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their conditions. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gov sites default files publications disability notification cards.pd!. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through 
meta I detectors on I y if they can wa I k through on their own. An el ig, bl e passenger can request to be screened by Al T 1/ it is a va, I ab I e or can request to be screened using a thorough paid own: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the 
walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

Caller was a I so conce rend about him standing in Ii ne and being around noise. 

Many airpor1s have lanes specifically designated for passengers with disabilities, medical conditions, or !raveling wilh young children. Although passengers slill may need 10 wait in line when using these lanes, in general the lines are much shorter and 
the wait time is less. Passengers may ask to be directed to one of these lanes when checking in with their airline or once they have reached the line used by general passengers. Use of these lanes is not limited to individuals who have physical 
d1sa b1 Ii ti es. Passengers with cog mt,ve and psychol og,ca I d1sa b1 Ii ti es who have difficulty waiting in I in es also are al lowed to use these I an es. 

If an airport or checkpoinl does not have a lane set aside for passengers with disabilities or families, or a passenger does not want to use thal lane, any passenger who has difficulty standing may request 10 move to the fronl of any line and be 
accompanied by his or her trave Ii ng companions 

Advised caller that I would email her addilional information on traveling with children who have disabilities. 

Em a i I ed caller information. 

Advised caller that once she goes over the informaiton and if she lhinks that she might need assitance I hat she can call us back 72 years before the flighl with the flight delails. 

Disability Description: Caller wears an insulin pump. 

Information Request: Caller stated that she 1s flying out of POX on Saturday, and she wears and insulin pump and will also be bringing a back up as well. She 1s required to request a hand inspection of the device according to the manufacturer, and the 
last time she did that. she had a horrible experience. She was told that requesting the patdown automatically subjected her to receive additional screening and the did an ETD on the device as well. She has heard inconsistent information from other 
passeners as well as a supervisor she spoke with lhe last time she called in and had the informalion senl up. She wants 10 know what 10 expect this coming Saturday, along with informalion about what the protocol is supposed to be for requesling a 
hand inspection. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: I to Id her that the re s no way lo r me to be able to guarantee that she would not receive add i ti o na I screening. 0 ur information states that she can be screened either connected or di scan n ected from the device. She can go through 

31512013 screening as normal, whelher ii be through lhe AIT or the WTMD and receive a patdown. She can request a hand inspection of the device and it could subjecl thal for an ETD test. Since I m not at the airport, I here s no way for me 10 be able to tell her 

6:13:35 why she was subjected to the additional screening, nor would I be able to tell her what to expect at the checkpoint Saturday. 

PM 
I advised her to contact the CSM there, explain the previous situation to them and the inconsistency that shes experienced with her responses. She may be able to give her more information on what to expect. 

Name: rb)(ff1 
Phone: 
Email: ~--------~ 



31612013 
10:14:14 

AM 

3/712013 
10 1609 

AM 

Feed back Type . Compliment 
Ca I egori es Pa I-down: Pro res s ion a I ism 
Current Date/Time. 3/6/2013 7:3824 AM 
Airport BOS - Logan International 
Date/Time of Travel, 03/03/2013 5:00 AM Airline & Flight Number, 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport c Ierminal 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: To Whom 11 May Concern at the Transportation Security Administration. 

I am a female in my mid-lwenties, and I have had quite a few pat downs (50 or so) over the past 3 years, as I always opt-out of the advanced imaging technology. I have never found the touch or the process of lhe pat down invasive, and I appreciate 
that I have this option to opt-out of the scan. I am always fine with having the screen in a public area, as it has not been a prying experience. 
I regret that on Sunday. 313 at Logan International Airport I opted-out of advanced imaging and had a pat down. I feel the need to share with you my experience, because the technique the young woman (probably similar age to myself) was very 
different than any pat-down I have had at that airport security check points in the past. The pat-down differed in these ways: 
Pressure with hands was much firmer - I would classify ii as groping, not palling. 
The gloved hand of the examiner spent much more time in bare contact with my skin. especially around my abdomen - had me lift shirt up to expose skin - have not been asked to do this before. 
The 11 me of the pat down was long er then past experiences, 2 other persons we re patted down in the ti me that I was st, 11 being patted. 
Hands lingered around inner-thigh as it was groped/patted (not sure what to call it now) When my pants waistband was pulled out. it was pulled 6" away from my body, exposing my underwear and her hand groped further down into my pants then 
anyone ever has, nol just along lhe waistband. 

Clearly, I am just a citizen. and not formally trained in pat-downs myself but I can tell you with assurance that this pat down I had at Logan Airport on 313 was different than any other one that I have had in the past. 
I took the time to share with you how the mechanics of this pat-down experience played out, because I know that is the infonmation that you will use to make informed decisions to address the issue to best serve the safety of your citizens. Less 
important, or possibly meaningless to you, I did nol feel as if safety, for me, or anyone else was being served when I had this pal-down on 313. What I felt was purely molested. 

Thanks lo r taking the time to read, 
Very concerned about the future 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number . 
Email f~h_-_,1_r;_·-, ________ ~ 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller fiew on 2 27 2013 from O Hare to Cancun on United Airlines flight 1198. She went lhrough the checkpoint at about 8 am. She asked the TSO if she would be exposed to radialion if she goes through the AIT. He told her yes. She asked for a 
patdown. The TSO then asked her if she has a cell phone. She told him no. He asked if she has a laptop. She told hiim no. He then asked if she watches tv. She told him yes. He asked her if she knows that the tv gives off radiation. She said that 
he did not respect her d ec,so n when she requested a p atdown. She works in radiology. She stated that the agent does no know her current state of heal th. He does not know enough about radiation to be giving her information about it. She to Id h, m 
that she is trying to minimize her exposure. She said that he just kept on and would not drop the subject. She did not get his name. She said that she was finally given a patdown after she asked what the delay was. She was told that she is always 
welcome 10 go through the machine. She requesled to speak with a team lead who was rude 10 her. She did not remember his name. He told her lhat lhe AIT does not give off radialion and no one would have told her thal it did. She said that she 
was completely disrespected as a customer and she does not appreciate it. She stated that her treatment was unprofessional, disgusting, and unacceptable. She wanted to make a complaint. She said that she hopes TSA takes her complaint and 
uses it to educate the staff especially the higher level positions. 

I gave the following information: The Transportalion Security Administralion (TSA) regrels any unprofessional trealment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of securily and cusIomer service 10 all passengers who pass 
through our screening checkpoints. 
I advised her that I would forward her record to the CSM at O Hare for review. 
The caller s adull daughter was traveling from JFK to SYR and when going through screening she was selected for secondary screening. There was no prohibited ilem and nolhing about the paldown ii self that was problem bul the caller wants 10 know 
why she was selected for secondary screening. I explained that: 

3171201 3 TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their ca nry-o n baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 

3,02 ,28 factors 10 include random selection, or alarm resolulion. For example, TSA may apply addilional screening melhods, such as a patdown on a passenger, 10 resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal DeIecIor (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly 
discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be periormed. 

PM 

TS A a I so selects passengers and their property at random lo r enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by I earning how it operates, 

The caller wants to know how to contact someone with the TSA specifically at JFK to find out exactly why her daughter was chosen for secondary screening. I explained how she can contact the CSM. 



Your answer to my p rev,ous e-m a i I was not the I east bit he I pful. 

Your response deals with secondary screening. 

My inquiry SPECIFICALLY questions AIT screening of people who are 75 years or older 

Your pre-printed "form answers" which you e-mailed to me do not address my question. 

31812013 As I stated m my previous two e-m a i Is, at one airport I am not required to undergo an Al T s c reem ng s i nee I am over 7 5 yea rs old. I am only asked to go through the meta I detector. 
8:13:41 

AM At another airpori. I am told I hat regardless of age, everyone must go through the AIT screening. 

Can someone in authority give me a direct answer to my question? 

Your truly, 
kbi(6i 

31812013 
2A7:55 

PM 

e-mail: HYPERLIN ._b""') ... (6--'1 _________________ ...., 

Caller wants to Ii I e a comp I a int. The cal I er and her s1ste r !rave I ed through CL T en route to Montego Bay. She stated they did not appreciate the way that we re sere ened m CL T. She be Ii eves that everyone does not get treated the way that she and her 
sister were treated. She believes that Caucasians do not have to under go the same treatment. She had opted out of AIT and had to undergo a patdown and ETD. She had touched her with something and was told by the gentleman she was clear to 
go. Then the female officer told her she was puffy down there. She and her sister were taken into a privale screening room. Caller stales that she asked the officer if she thought she had a penis. The caller was asked why she was !raveling 10 
Jamaica. 

Transferred the caller tol(b 1(6 I 
@ates: 

The ca 11 er opted out AIT and went through the wa I k th ru the metal detector, She had to undergo a patd own. She ca 11 er stated that the officer that patted her down stated that she was puffy down there, The cal I er stated that she was to Id that she was 
clear apparently by the person who did lhe ETD. She was questioned aboul going to Jamaica and was asked why she was traveling there. She stated that she was asked about the cash thal she was carrying. The caller menlioned thal she could be 
wearing a maxi pad. She was traveling on US Air and she stated that she was on a morning flight. She could not tell me what time her flight departed. She does not remember what security line she was in and she does not have the names of the 
officers involved. She only knows that they were all women. She also had some ,terns taken from her baggage on her return tnp back to the US. She stated one of them was a charge and a HDMI (Internet) cable that was worth a lot of money. She 
stated that she received i 11 treatment in Jamaica, The cal I er s sister. ~ a I so received i 11 treatment as wel I. 

I advised the caller that she would have to place her complaint in writing. I advised her that I would send her some information regarding how she would need to proceed and I obtained her email address. I told her that I was sorry for her unpleasant 
screening expe nence but that before anyone cou Id I oak into the ma tier, her complaint wou Id need to be m writing. The ca 11 er clearly le els that she was discriminated ag am st due to her race. I a I so provided the caller with the number to the US 
Department of state and told her that she could phone them in order to get information on whom to contact in Jamaica due to her unpleasant screening experience there. 

202 647 4000 

Disability Description: Caller had a hip replacement five years ago. She has gone through the AIT before. She flew from JFK to SFO on Wednesday al 4:30pm on Virgin America. She went lhrough the WTMD. 

The woman was very inappropriate. She filed a comp I amt with Virgin America. She had her hand up her crotch and down her pants. The TSO was touching her private parts. She knew 1/ she complained that more people would come and she might 
miss her flight. 

She was never treated like this before. She was highly embarrassed. She 

She does not mind being scanned. The TSO said. Do you want to do it privately or out in the open. Caller felt violated. She understands the procedures. Caller was very upset. 
3/812013 
2:58:09 Caller stated that she was by herself and so would never have done a private screening. 

PM 
Caller will be filing a written complaint. She asked ii the way the screener conducted herself was how she was trained. I told her that they should tell the passenger what they will be doing. The passenger can request a private screening at any time 
and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 

She asked how to avoid this m the future. I told her she could always ask for a supervisor. She could also call us back 72 hours prior to her flight, excluding weekends, and let us know that she needs assistance at the checkpoint. We will get her 
itinerary and we will send this to the disability experts who will take it from there. 



The caller is a transgender male and he flew from SFO to IAH to Guatamala on February 21. 2013. However, while at SFO, the TSO conducted a patdown following an anomaly with the AIT and after feeling the callers left breast asked. are you ok. 
man? a re you ok? , When the ca Iler went through screening at IAH, the ma I e TSO told him that he did not need to conduct the p atdown and just go through the checkpoint, This occured after the Al T a I armed once again. He wanted to report the 
incidents, but did not feel discriminaled against but did find it odd thal he did nol receive I his trealment in Guatamala. Instead, he wanted information regarding lhe screening procedures for transgender passengers. 

FI 1g ht Information: 

Dale o!Travel: February 21, 2013; 12:13 PM 
Departure Airport: SFO 
Airline: United Air I in es 
Flight Number: 0543 
Terminal and Gate Numbers: Terminal 13 

Date of Travel: February 21. 2013; 7:29 PM 
Departure Airport IAH 

31812013 Airline: United Airlines 
Flight Number: 2502 

7:31 :4o Terminal and Gate Numbers: Not Provided 
PM 

Advised Caller: 

TSA policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are 1reated with respecl and courtesy and every Transportalion Securily Officer (TSO) receives training on professional conduct. 

Passengers that alarm the metal detector or the AIT will be required to undergo add1t1onal screening. Passengers directed for add1t1onal screening will undergo patdown inspections. At anytime passengers may request that patdown screenings are 
performed in a private screening area, and TSOs are instructed to honor a passenger's request for private screening, 

If additional screening is required, a transgender passenger will receive screening by a TSO of the same gender as what the passenger presents him or herself to be. If a passenger chooses to have additional screening done in a private screening 
area, a traveling companion is permitted to accompany the passenger during the private screening. 

I apologized for lhe behavior of the TSOs. 

Thank you again for your prompl reply to my lasl e-mail. 

If only I could get a prompt and definitive reply to my question, I wouldn't have to keep wnting these e-mails. 

Your latest reply stales that when there are problems, complaints, and concerns with securily screening at an airport, that you forward lhe complaint 10 lhe CSM at I hat airport. You further slate that you were unable to do that because I did nol specify 
the exact airport. 

31812013 The airport is GREENSBORO AIRPORT in North Carolina (GSO). 

923:29 
PM Again, my question to you is, since I am 75 years old, why do the people at GSO airport require me to undergo an AIT screening. 

Who sets up the policies for screening? Does the TSA person in charge at an airport make the rules or does the person in charge of the entire TSA make the decisions and those decisions are then handed down to all the nations airports? 

e-mail: HYPERLIN =b'-',("'6 ... i _________________ __, 

311012013 I have sent you one e-mail already that was not answered. Please call me atkb':r16) !so that I can express my complaint about a pat-down at Ft. Lauderdale airport last Monday. I have a knee replacement. There was not AIT machine nor was 
a wand used. I objecl to p~t-dgwns I am a relired teacher and grandmother '"o-f t-h-re_e ___ ll_i_s....,a demeaning and invasive procedure! In the 5 years lhat I traveled back and forth to KS 10 visil my daughter, I was chosen for pal-down almost every single 

9:~~25 time at the security area'""t._(b_,(_6_) ___ ....,IGettysburg, PA 



Caller had a bad expenance at the Orlando International Airport. he states that the TSO oflicerkb)(ffi I told him that he had to remove his belt, and he d1dnt want to remove it so after arguing with him over the belt. the TSO officer told him that 
if he did not then he would not go through screening, so he removed his belt and then he talked to the supervisor at the airport and the supervisor told him that he does not have to take the belt off, caller states that he requested that the TSO that told 
him to take it off be called upon him and lhe supervisor so that the supervisor tell him thal he was wrong and I hat lhe caller not have 10 lake off his belt. Caller wants to know why he has 10 lake it off and where can he find information on the website 
stating that he has to take this off? 

3111/2013 Informed caller: 
7:4644 

PM The Trans po rtat1on Security Ad mini strat1on (T SA) strongly recommends that passengers rem ave al I 1te ms and acces sari es from their pockets before beginning the security sere en i ng p races s. Removing i terns such as wallets. belts, bulky j ewe I ry. 
money, keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology 
(AIT) screening. To avoid the chance of leaving personal items behind, we recommend passengers place their belongings in I heir carry-on baggage before entering the checkpoint. 

Informed ca 11 er that I do not have the inform at1on that he is requesting. informed caller that I can send this to the CS M and maybe they can provide him with the info nmati on, ca 11 er refused lo r me to do that. 

Caller spoke with another agent and when going through s c reem ng. agents don I have a rig ht to photo copy your ID? 
They ma de a copy of his boa rd i ng pass and ID, agent told him they don t have a rig ht to do th at, wants to co nli nm that information. 

311212013 lncidenl happened at ATL, 2 days ago and he asked if lhey could use his ID information 10 match to the AIT image? 

8:43:24 Caller stated he didn t want to contact the CSM at ATL and would call around to see what information he could obtain. 

AM 

311212013 

Response: 
Advised ca Iler no information concerning his question, could be an airport ca 11 and explained how to co nl acl the CS M a I ATL. 
Explained to caller the AIT has no capability to store images once exiting the scanner the image is gone. 
Caller 1s a De Ila flight atte ndent. She is in her complete umfo nm and Ju st went tho rug h security in New Orleans. Cal I er says she wants to complain on consistency between airports. She says the jacket 1s tight fitting. She says that the officer required her 
to remove her jacket and she is not required to remove this at other airports, She says th at when she triggers an a I a rm, they give her the opt ion to remove the jacket. but usu ally it is just that she forgot her eel I phone in her pocket, Ca Iler is up set that 
she had 10 remove her jacket. She wants 10 know if she needs to fill out anolher comment card and send it to D.C. again. Caller wants 10 know if I am familiar on screening procedures for crew members. Caller says that she is more concerned with 
knives going on planes than jackets. 

145:59 
p M Advised ca Iler: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) has developed standard screening practices for all of our Nalion s airports, and you can expect essentially lhe same procedures. While the procedures are the same everywhere, the interpretalion of 
those procedures results in some slight variations from airport to airport and situation to situation. Additionally, some element of uncertainty and randomness in security operations is necessary. Generally jackets are required to be removed. We don t 
have specific information regarding crewmember screening except that crewmembers do not have to go through AIT every time they fly. Flight crewmembers are subJect to random screening as well. I explained to the caller that submitting a comment 
ca rd is her decision, 



Disability Description: The caller has an insulin pump. 

Information Requesl: The caller indicated I hat she travels lhrough SEA and SJC regularly. 

She indicated that the insulin pump cannot be subjected to the AIT or xray screening as such may damage the pump. it can be subjected to the WTMD. She requests a pat down and indicated that her hands are swabbed. 

She asked if there is an easier way to get through lhe screening process. 

She mentioned that during a pat down at SEA a TSO literally dropped her pants. 

She indicated that the screening process in reg a rd to the insulin pump is dys f u net ion a I and TSO a re poorly trained. 

She asked what is the conce m in reg a rd to the insulin pump as opposed to the knives that w1II soon be a 11 owed. 

311212013 She feels that the screening process for the insulin pump and passengers with disabilities needs to be addressed and changed. 

3:07:56 
PM 

3/1312013 
10:58:32 

AM 

She asked why Precheck was only being allowed to passengers who are frequent flyers. She 1s a frequent flyer with Alaskan Airlines, but doens t meet the requirements. 

She asked if th ere were other a 11 ernative s to participate in Precheck. 

Passengers should be provided with an option to part1pcate in Precheck directly with TSA. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: If a passenger uses an insulin pump, he or she can be screened wi I ho u t dis connecting from I he pump. However, it is important for the passenger 10 info rm the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening a bout 
the pump before the screening process begins. 

She cannot request to be screened by the WTMD in lieu of AIT or a pat down. 

TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. 

I advised that she does have the option of disconnecting from the insulin pump if she can safely do so. She can request that the insulin pump be screened physically and visually by the TSO. 

I advised that additiona screening, including the hand swabbing is part of the screening process. I cannot guarantee that this would not occur, or that she would not receive other additional screening. 

Caller slated that she is 77 years old and recently took a family ski trip caller staled thal she had a knee replacement surgery a years ago and has metal in her knee and after going through securily at ORD she was not to happy about the paldown thal 
she received. Caller also stated that she heard that they will be eliminating the Screening Machines at airports and wants to know if there is anything that will proclude her from going through the Screening when she flies. Caller stated that she does 
have a card from the hosp ital stating th at she has a knee rep I ace me nt. Advised the cal I er that al I passengers are required to go through Screening and advised the ca 11 er that if she wou Id fee I better she co u Id b n ng a Ors s Ii p and give to the Security 
officers at the checkpoint. 

Gave the cal I er the following info: 
Every person. regardless of age. must undergo screening to proceed beyond the secunty checkpoint. Even babies must be individually screened. However, a passenger should not be asked to do anything that would separate the passenger from his 
her chi Id. Trans po rtati on Security Office rs (T SOs) a re taught to exp Iain what they a re doing during the screening process, They s ho u Id a I so ask permission when doing something that might ca use concern, PI ease keep in mind that a TSO is required to 
check the source of all alarms and 10 follow all screening requirements. While a passenger or guardian may decline to permit a search, a passenger will not be permilled to board an aircraft unless the screening is properly compleled. We encourage 
you to visit our website at www.tsa.gov for additional information about TSA. We continue to add new information and encourage you to check the website frequently for updated information. 
We hope th at this inform at1on is he I pful. 

Gave the cal I er the following info: 
If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A patdown procedure also 1s used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 



The ca 11 er stated that he just arnved in Kan City on Southwest flight number 1 026. He stated that he refused the AIT and was given a double paid own. He stated when his things we re given back to him that they not give me the I a pto p back. He stated 
that this is TSA s fault and wants his laptop overnighted to him today! The used a choose word about the TSOs conducting the screening. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

You w i 11 need to contact the I os t and found at 

311 3/20 13 Phoenix 
2: 34: 1 0 Phoenix Sky Harbor I ntemat,ona I Airport 

PM 602-626-1453 

311412013 
11:00:07 

AM 

3114/2013 
1 :42:53 

PM 

hit p: www. tsa. gov t rave I er-information a i rport-I o st-found-co nl acl s#48 

The caller wanted to know if TSA will be responsible. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

If TSA is at fault that may make these arr a nqe me nts. 
Caller slated that she has nol flown is quite some time and seen in a AARP magizine aboul TSA Precheck Caller stated lhat some thing happen awhile back and she cannot tolerate people touching her. She also staled thal she has some health 
issues in regards ta flying. Caller stated that she heard something about travelers aver the age of 75 even though she is not over the ages of 75 and needed information on that as well. Caller asked if United Airline participates in the Frequant Flier 
program Advised her that they did. Callers ultimate goal was to avoid the screening process adivsed her that was not an option that she would have to go through the AIT or a through patdown. Gave the caller a brief explanation of the TSA precheck 
program and she stated that the Freq u ant flier program would better suit her. 

Gave the following info: 
The Trans po rtat,on Security Ad mini strat,on (TSA) is undertaking efforts to enhance sec u nty and focus its resources by moving away from a one-s ize-flts-al I approach and applying new i ntel Ii g ence driven. nsk-based screening procedures while 
enhancing technology and improving the passenger experience at security checkpoints. As part of this effort, TSA has implemented a program to revise screening procedures for passengers who appear to be age 75 and older. Under this new 
screening procedure, passengers who appear 10 be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and lighl outerwear. These new procedures also include permitling an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to clear an alarm, as 
well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

Gave the cal I er the following info: 
Currently, TSA Pre\u2713n.' is limited to selecl airlines and each is contacting eligible frequent flyers wilh an invitalion to opt-in. Once a passenger opts-in, the airline identifies the individual as a TSA Pre\u2713'" parlicipant when submitling a 
passenger's rese rvati an information to T SA. 

Caller flew on 3 122013 from SEA to Juneau on Alaska Airlines flight 76. She has a stainless steel hip. She said that the agent told her that he wishes she had told him about the hip before the screening began. She had to wait 20 minutes for a 
female agent to show up. She said that she also has a neurological disorder and she was stressed and hungry. She said the agent put her four bins of items on the counter. Her computer bounced off and her phone shattered. She said that the agent 
did not use care when placing her belongings on lhe table. She did not want to file a claim. She said that the items still work. She was subjected to an unnecessary patdown because there were no signs posled and her property was damaged. She 
thinks that disabled people are being discriminated against because there are no signs posted at the airport telling them the procedure for going through the checkpoint. She said that she does not want to file a written complaint. She did talk to a 
s u pe rvi so r who was very nice. She wanted information on the screening of passengers with metal implants. She wanted her record lo rwarded to the CSM because she thinks there s hou Id be signs in the airport th at provide information to di sabled 
passengers about their screening options. She said that she will never go through this again and she hates to fly from SEA. 

I gave the following information: If a passenger has metal implants. such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Secunty Officer (TSO) before screening begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to 
info rm a TSO about any dis ab i I ity, medical condition, or medical device that co u Id affect security sere en i ng, Al though these cards do not exempt anyone from security sere en i ng, their use may imp rove com mun i cation and he Ip travelers discreetly notify 
TSOs of lheir conditions. Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal de1ec1or prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if lhey can sland still with 
their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup part of a person or device. 
I told the caller that to make a formal complaint she would need to submit 11 in writing. She said that she does not want to make a complaint. 
I advised the caller that I would forward her record to the CSM at SEA for review. 



Disability Description: Caller flies several times a week on United Airlines out of LAX and has a feeding tube that is surgically implanted. He has sealed bottles of l1qu1d nutrition. He is also a member of TSA Precheck. Every time he goes through 
screening there is no consistancy with the screening of his bottles of liquid, He stated that sometimes they just look at the liquids an pass him through sometimes they do the ETD swabbing and the last time that he flew he had to go through a patdown 
screening and had to take his belt off. 

Information Request: He is wanting to know why the screening process is so different and there is no consIsta n cy at LAX. 

3114/2013 Res pons e D eta i Is: I advised him tha I when he goes through the AIT sere ener or I he WTM D and an a I a rm sounds he wi 11 have to go through addition a I screening which would include a patdown. 
2:2348 

PM I provided him with the contact number for the CSM at LAX Karen 310-242K§:K)so he will be able to contact her since he did not want me to forward his information to her. 

Email not sent. 

Incident Detai Is: Ca 11 er stated that he does not feel di scri mm ated ag am st and he le els that its just bad customer service. 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: Ca 11 er stated that she flew recently and she has a comp I amt in regards to the sere en i ng that she received at FL L. 

Response Details: Caller was wanting to know what the new screening procedures are for passengers over 75. 

The Trans po rtatIon Security Ad mm i stratIon (T SA) is undertaking efforts to enhance sec u nty and focus its resources by m ovrng away from a o ne-s ize-flts-al I a pp roach and applying new i ntel Ii g ence driven, nsk-based screening procedures while 
enhancing technology and improving the passenger experience at security checkpoints. As part of this effort, TSA has implemented a program to revise screening procedures for passengers who appear to be age 75 and older. 

Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alarm as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process 

Apologized to caller and advised her in order for her complaint to be formal thal she would need to submit it in writing, 

Emailed caller the DRFI.Also advised caller that I would forward her information up for review. If they need to get in contact with her for any reason they will so by email. 

311512013 lncidenl Details: Caller said that she placed all of her items in lhe bins and took her jacket off. Caller said she approached lhe WTMD and she advised the agent lhat she could nol go through lhe AIT because she had a brain tumor. She staled thal her 

348,07 physician told her to not be exposed to any type of radiation. 

PM 
Ca Iler said that the agent then told her th at she had to undergo a pa tdow n. Ca 11 er said that she told them that she co u Id not undergo a patdown because she has psoriasis and she i nco u nt ers pain when touched, She said that the a gent ignored her 
request and continued 10 pal her down. 

Due to her medical conditions she stated that she has difficulty standing. She said that she told the agent this and requested a chair. She said that her request for a chair was denied and the patdown continued. She stated that she does not wear a bra 
and the agent lilted her shirt up in front of everyone. She said that she lifted her breast up and searched them as well. She said that her skirt was pulled down and she was searched around the waist. 

Caller said that she has been patted down before, but she has never had her shirt lilted up, her skirt pulled down and her breast picked up.Caller said not only was it painful but it was embarassing as well. She stated at this point she was standing at 
the screening checkpoint in tears. 

Caller said lhat she is not sure if she was discriminaled due to her disability, however she does not understand what happened or why ii happened.She said lhat she went through screening aroun 12:48 and it look so long thal she feared she was going 
to miss her flight. 

Caller said that she flies about 6 time a year and she has never had this happen.Caller said that she was asked if she was 75, and was told ii she was that she would not have had to undergo this screening. 

Ca Iler was up set and was wanting to know what her age had to do with anything. 



The caller stated that her airline gave her this number to ask some questions. She was traveling from ORD to RSW. She was in a wheelchair when she went through screening at both airports. She stated that she can walk short distances and went 
through the body x-ray. On both flights the TSOs made her get a patdown as well even though she knows there was no alarms sounded. She wants to know what the purpose in the x-ray if the TSOs are still going to give patdowns and hand inspected 
bags. She staled thal she was also upset because the patdowns wwere in front of everyone including men and she felt uncomfortable. 

Advised Caller: 

Every person and i I em mu st be screened be fore entering I he secured area of an airport, and I he manner in which the screening is conducted is imp o rI ant. T ra nsporta t ion Security Ofli cers (TSOs) must conduct additiona I screening to resolve an ala rm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 
happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

In addition, passengers may requesl a private screening if additional screening is required or at any lime during the screening process. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the privale screening after the companion 
clears screening. In addition, screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in the public area rather than go to a private area for 
screening. however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area wi 11 not be pe rm,tted to enter the secured area. 

311512013 Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) al thal location. 

423:52 
PM 

The ca 11 er does not have the fi Ig ht information. The caller then stated that one person cl eared her and other TSO stopped her. The le male TSO went through her cometi c bag after it had a I ready went through sere en i ng. She stated that she has never 
be en offered a private pat down, She a I so wanted to know if we sti 11 did not I et passenger I ock their I uggage. She stated that she has to have whee I chair ass i sta nee and if the wheelchair is not there when she arrives it takes to Io ng to get her baggage 
and her baggage is jusl left there. She staled thal she would jusl feel safer is ii was locked. 

Advised Caller: 

We understand and regret lhe discomforl and inconvenience passengers may experience as a result of paldown procedures. Nevertheless, we believe these securily measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring lhe security and confidence of 
all air travelers. 

We still do not recommend for passengers to lock their luggage. However. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) are able to identify, unlock, and then relock certain locks using passkey sets available to TSA screeners, TSA-recognized locks such as 
T rave I Sentry® and Sa re Ski es® are acce pl ed and recognized by TSA for use at al I airports where TSA screening is performed . 

I a po I og i ze that I cannot cl a nfy why you we re se I ected for a pat down in both airports on a 11 three ti mes. I can on I y te 11 you that p atdown are conducts to clear al arms and can be done at random as. In the future 1f reci evrng the p atdown in the general 
public you can always request the private screening. This will be conducted by someone of the same gender and you can have someone accompany you as well. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process will enable us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security 



Disability Description: The caller has flown several times. She stated that she had a ternble experience at the airport. 

She stated that she has urostomy and a hip replacement on the same side. She stated that she went through the body scanner and she got a patdown. She stated that the agent told her that she could not clear her for screening and she was taken to 
the supervisor. She stated that she was walked through the airport to a supervisor for a additional screening. She stated that she was asked if she could remove her ostomy for screening. She stated that she has never been asked to remove the device 
before except in Europe. She stated that they took her to a private screening area. She stated that they told what they were going to do and she asked if they could see the ostomy. She stated that they were trying to be nice. She stated that she acted 
as if she did not know what 10 do for screening of the ostomy. She staled thal she was not asked to pat down lhe ostomy. 

Information Request: She asked how she can avoid this in the future. She asked 1/ Precheck wi 11 he Ip avoid this situation. She asked if she w, 11 always have to do this and she asked 1/ tel Ii ng them wi 11 help the process. 

She did not have all of her previous flight details available, however she provided what she had. 

Response Details: II a passenger uses an ostomy, he or she can be screened without having to empty or expose the ostomy. However, it is important for passengers to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about 

311612013 the os tom y before the screening process begins. 

6:19:31 
PM 

311712013 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) or the walk through on their own. A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. 

Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT or a walk-lhrough metal detector, lhe passenger s ostomy is subject 10 additional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include lhe passenger conducting a self-patdown of the 
ostomy, followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passengers hands. Even for expedited screeing the ostomy maybe subjected to additional screening. 

Email sent. 

I explained that I can forward this information to the CSM at MOW for review. I aplogized to the caller for the situation. I explained that I will need her flight details and her email address to forward this information to the CSM. 

Incident Details: She stated that this is really an act of poor customer service and she does not wish to file a disability related complaint. 

She stated that she has urostomy and a hip replacement on the same side. She stated that she went through the body scanner and an anomile occured so, she got a patdown. She stated that the agent told her that she could not clear her for screening 
and she was taken to the su pe rvi sor. She stated that she was wa I ked through the airport to a s u pe rvi so r for a add i ti ona I screening. She was asked if she could re move her o stom y for s c reenrng and she to Id them no she co u Id not. She stated that she 
has never been asked to remove the device before except in Europe, She stated that they took her to a private screening area. She stated that they told what they were going to do and she asked ii they could see the ostomy. She stated that they were 
trying to be nice. She staled thal she acled as if she did not know what to do for screening of the ostomy. She staled thal she was not asked to pat down the ostomy down for ETD testing. 

Hello, 

Ju st traveled to Kon a. Hawa, i. 
While going though the airport home I noticed your AIT. I asked a TSA agent that if I don't want to go through the X-Ray I can get patted down. She told me I was correct. After putting my bags on the belt to go through the bag x-ray a different agent 
agent (male) came up to me and instructed 10 proceed inlo lhe full body scanner. I said I don't want to. He asked me how old I was which I replied 16. He then said thal you've switched to "Sonic" detectors. I proceeded to go through the AIT. 

Alier I ooki ng this up on Ii ne I have la, I ed to see any ev ide nee you have switched to ··sonic" fu 11 body sea nne rs. Do these exist and if so Is it being used at this airport. 

If I hey don't exist or are not being used al this airporl I was lied 10 by lhe Male TSA agent after I opted OUT of using the full body scanner and asking for the pat down, forcing me to go through lhe full body x-ray machine. 

This incident happened at the Kana Intl. Airport on Friday 15th at around 6:30pm Kon a Time. 

1 :20:22 Thank you, 
PM 

D 
Sent from my iPhone 

Caller said that his wife just had a issue in P hoe nix where she asked not to go through the AIT ma chm e and they to Id her she wo u Id have to receive a paid own instead. But when they was in Houston they just I et her go through the WT MD instead. He 
3117120 13 asked ii what Phoenix said is the correct p rota col because even the su pe rvi sor at P hoe nix said that it was, 

5:01:38 
PM 

Res pons e- I told him that Is the correct protocol lo r when you opt out of the Al T ma chm e. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Olher Current Date/Time: 311812013 2:36:34 AM Airport AUS - Austin-Bergstrom lnternalional Dateffime ofTravel: 03/15/2013 7:30 AM Airline & Flighl Number DL3299 Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: TSA 
Checkpoint through AIT screener TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : I went through the scanner as I do about 4 times a week every week for the past 15 years and made sure all my pockets were empty. I always hold my cash visibly in my hands. Upon exciting the machine the female TSA agent asked me to 
hand over my money for 'inspection, pat down and counting', I refused asking her 'Since when have people been required to hand over their money to TSA agents?' She yelled at me to comply. I refused saying she had no right to count my money or to 
ask me 10 hand over the cash in my hand. I lold her I would show her what it was and that was as good as it was going to get. She replied I hat ' I was going to miss my plane then, because unless you hand over the money for pal down then you ain't 
getting on that plane·. 

I refused and she yelled at her supervisor to come over and he yelled at me to 'comply or lace the police, criminal action and be detained' if I didn't hand over the cash for inspection. I told him the same thing I told the other TSA 'agent' - that they had 
no right to demand my money (ii was only about S450J and he replied 'do ii or be arrested' I 1ossed it to him and went to get my bags saying to him 'Great you keep it if you guys are so desperate to get money off everyone'. The female TSA agent 
yelled at me so loud everyone stopped 'Do not mover Da not touch your bags until I give you permission to touch a damn thing'' I turned and she threw the money at me and I took my bags. We traded insults for a second about her lack of a GED and 

311812013 customer service skills and her calling me an 'asshole.' 
8:28:15 

AM I left to get my flight and as I walked passed the cop who was watching he said 'She can't ask you for your money, she was oul of line, you should complain.' 

3/18/2013 
9:15:14 

AM 

So he re I am, making a comp I a int. I am stunned that a T SA agent would ask lo r my cash. nobody has every done that in a 11 my !rave I - and I trave I, I !rave I about a mi 11 ,on m, I es a year so I have been through T SA checkpoints more times Iha n most T SA 
agents. 

Please clarify the rules on what the TSA agents are allowed to search and what the rules are regarding cash amounts like I was carrying - about $450. I would also like to lodge a complaint about the TSA agent and her supervisor with regards to their 
be hav,our and th reals. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's N~a;--m;--e.,,...fh~-~·,1~r;~·, --,...---' 
Phone Numbd(b 1(6) 

Email kb l(6i ; 1 
To lea~e a Cui I 11 I 1e1 il co 1ce1I11119 ti 11s 1Jedback, follow this link . http:!ltsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/Applicatio11Ma11ager 

Caller fiew on 3 102013 from Detroit Metro Wayne County Airport to St Louis on Southwest flight 365. She went through the checkpoint about 8 am. Her flight was at 9:35 am. She has a pacemaker. She went through the AIT and said that you could 
see her pacemaker on the screen. Caller stated that another TSA agent told the agent screening her that the other passenger was her cousin and to send her to him. She said that the other passenger was not her cousin and she was disturbed that the 
TSO would claim I hat he was relaled to her. The agent swabbed her hand. She asked why he was doing that. She said I hat she did nol appreciate this. She is 70 years old and has never had I hat happen to her before. Caller said I hey knew she had 
a pacemaker and wanted ta know if they thought she had a bomb ar something based an the way she was screened. She did not get the names of the agents and she does not know what gate or terminal she went through. She does not have an email 
address. She wanted to know why TSA swabbed her hands. 

I gave the following information: ETD swabbing is completely harmless to passengers. The swabs are made of fabric or paper and do not contain any chemicals. Please nole I hat any alarm generated by the ETD screening process requires the 
passenger to undergo add it ion a I screening. 
I advised her th at some items Ii ke Ioli on s may set of the al a rm. 

I told lhe caller that I am sorry she had an unpleasanl experience. I told her I hat lhe ETD swabbing does not mean the agent lhinks she has a bomb. I advised her that I would forward her record to the CSM al Detroit Meire Wayne County Airporl for 
review. 



Caller went through security at DCA this morning , Flight #1523, via US Airways and he is missing his toiletry bag, in a zip lock plastic bag were candies, toothbrush, razor and a partial plate, denture. When he put the bag in the basket to go through the 
X-ray he opened the bag so they could see what was inside. When he retrieved the bag it was zipped back up and he didn t check the bag at that time. He went through the AIT for screening and didn t see if the bag was hand inspected, Upon 
arriving in TPA he is missing his toiletry bag with the parlial plate. 
Returning on Thursday to DCA. 

Reason for Call: 
Missing toiletry bag 

Incident Date Time 

3-18-13 9:15 AM 
Flight Details (if applicable): 

1. Airport: DCA 

311812013 2. Airline US Airways 
3. Flight #1523 

327:37 4 G t - 38 
PM . a e. 

3/18/2013 
6:05 37 

PM 

5. Tenrninal: C 
6. Baggage Claim # NA 
7. NOi included? (No) 

Call Resolution: 
Apologized to caller and provided lost and found phone # to retrieve his items and claim form if unable to retrieve. 
You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim fonrn). A claim fonrn will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 
Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Cus torn er Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 
Advised 2 years to file a claim 

At most airports across the country, T SA has procedures in place for hand I mg I ost and found. lte ms found at screening checkpoints and a re as where TSA perfonrns baggage sere en i ng a re turned in to the ap prop ri ate. d es,g nated airport authorities. We 
suggest travelers contact the airport where their iterns were misplaced or lost. 

Arlington 

Caller said he wenl through security al SFO and flew 10 Orlando on Virgin American 300. Caller is missing his Beats headphones that were brand new. Caller said these headphones were removed and were replaced with plaslic garbage bags to 
make it appear they were still in there. Caller said while he was going through the AIT , he had his guitar. Caller said when he walked out of there. he was asked to step to the side. he had his guitar, they wanted to run his guitar through to screen it. 
Caller said these h eadp hon es were removed while he was being screened. 

At the direction of Congress. TSA established a program at some airports using private contractors instead of Federal security officers. SFO is one of these airports which. although regulated by TSA, is not staffed by a Federal workforce. To address 
your concerns, you should contact the SFO contractor, Covenant Aviation Security, directly at: 

Covenant Aviation Securily 
Attention: Claims Department 
1350 Old Bayshore Highway, Suite 540 
Burlingame, CA 94010 

Under the Federal Tort Claims Act, the Government has no authority to compensate claimants for the acts or omissions of its contractors. If you feel that you are not being treated fairly by Covenant Aviation Security, you may proceed directly against 
the company. We have forwarded a copy of this e-mail to the Customer Service Manager at that location. 

I emailed this information 10 lhe caller. 



Call came in on the ombudsman line and was transferred to agent. 
Ca Iler states she sent her mother to the airport this mom i ng for a flight and got a ca 11 from her mother because of her screening experience, 
Ca Iler was asking the screening procedures if not making through I he sere en i ng process? 
Caller thinks her mother went through the AIT and stated she also had to have her hands swabbed. States she alarmed both and was taken to a private room and had a patdown and while in the room was then asked to remove all her clothing for a 
second paid own. States they inspected her persona I be Io ngrngs. nothing was found and she was asked to dress and a I lowed to I eave the room and enter the secured area for her flight. 
Ca Iler states her moth er was crying and told her daughter she was to Id to remove al I of her clothing , 
Fl in from LGA, wilh Uniled, via ORD to Colorado Springs, CO. 

(b 1(6) is her mothers name. 
he wants to speak with the CSM at LGA and before ending the call decided she wanted the TCC record to be forwarded to the CSM instead of her calling. 

Reason for Call: 
Screening Complaint and Information 

Incident Date Time 

311912013 3-19-13 8:30 AM 

9A5:27 
AM 

Flight Details (if applicable): 

1. Airport LGA 
2. Airline: United 
3. Flight #1707 
4. Gate: C9 
5. Terminal: B 
6. Baggage Claim # NA 
7. NOi included? (Yes or No) NA 

Call Resolution: 
Apo I og i zed to ca 11 er for her mothers expe nence and advised information wo u Id be forwarded to the CS M at L GA for review. 
Explained general patdown procedures to caller, 
One screening procedure, which generates discussion and concern among passengers, involves use of paldown searches. Paldowns are used to resolve alarms from the walk through me1a1 detector (WTM DJ, when anomalies are discovered through 
Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ screening, as well as when random screening activities are conducted. 

Caller is wanting to make a complaint for a screening incident that happened 10 her on her flight from DFW 10 Vegas. The officers pulled her aside and did a patdown 10 her hair. Since she is an African American woman, she feels I hat she was 
discriminated against be ca use of her race si nee they singled her about becua s e of her hair texture and sty I e. 

CCR informed her: 

If a passenger's hairpiece sets off the metal detector alarm, the hairpiece must be inspected visually and the passenger's head area must be searched with a limited patdown. If the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) determines that the hairpiece 
needs to be removed, the TSO must offer the person the opportunity to remove the hairpiece in a pnvate screening area. 

CCR transferred her through to the MB branch ad(b)(6 !- Rusly 

311912013 Caller fiew from DFW to LAS. Caller went through the body scan. after going through she was told that they needed to patdown her hair. Caller states that this has never happened to her before. She states that this did not happening to anyone else. 
5:03: 10 She believes that this occured due to her being an african american, with naturally curly hair. She states that this occured on 3 14 13. 

PM 
Caller states that when she flew from LAS she went through the AIT there as well. She states that after going through the AIT, the female TSO that was conducting the screening patted down her behind and cupped it. She did not describe to the caller 
what she was doing, that she was doing it. nor gave a reason for this. 

LAS lo OFW 
3 17 13 6:45 AM American Air 

Advised caller that I would email her a RFI regarding her complaint of discrimination. Advised caller that it must be in writing to be formal. Advised caller that she should place as much information as she can into the complaint; what she told me. and 
any other information she can remember. 

Advised caller that I would forward her comp I amt reg ardrnq the p atdown to the CS M at LAS. to have them check and see 1/ this was done a pp ro pri ate ly or not. 



3119/2013 
10:01:33 

PM 

3/20/2013 
5:4349 

PM 

Feedback Type . Civil Rights/Liberties 
Ca I egori es Age: Speech 
Current Date/Time· 3119/2013 9:0843 PM Airport: IAH - George Bush Houston Intercontinental Date/Time of Travel: 03/19/2013 11:30 AM Airline & Flight Number· United Checkpoint/Area of Airport. Terminal C TSA Employee: (If Known). middle
aged white male, middle-aged white female, middle-aged Hispanic male (names unknown) Comment: To Whom It May Concern: 

I was 1ravelling from Houston, Texas (IAH) to San Antonio, Texas (SAT) on Tuesday, March 19, 2013. Al approximately 11:30am, I en1ered the TSA checkpoint in 1erminal C. Upon approaching the screening process, I was directed 10 lhe AIT. I told the 
woman directing the procedures that I would like to opt out. I have done this on multiple occasions before and am fully aware of what I am doing. I am 16 years aid, but I am cognizant of my civil liberties and rights as a U.S. citizen and traveler. After 
she called for a male assist, a white male who appeared to be in his 50"s approached me and asked my age. When I responded, he laughed and then began to lecture me about how the machine did not emit radiation and attempted to persuade me not 
to opt out. I told him that I was fundamentally opposed to the screening process and he laughed once again. I was then directed to the other side of the AIT where I was given an extremely thorough pat-down by a trainee--no major complaints there. I 
understand the procedure. However, my mother, who was travelling with me, took a picture of the pat-down from a distance, in line with her rights as a traveler (published on TSA's websile) and as an American citizen. The middle-aged while male got 
extremely angry, told the trainee to halt the pat-down. and called for a supervisor. I told him that she had the right to take a picture: he denied this. After the supervisor arrived, she called for the manager of security. a middle-aged Hispanic male. He 
arnved and said something along the lines of &quot:this is MY security checkpoint and I am NOT going to allow photography&quot: when I explained that it was her First Amendment nght. decided by G1lk v. Cunniffe, to photograph or film as long as 
she did not directly interfere with the process. A mid d I e-ag ed white woman also involved he rse II in the process, and began to rummage through our carry-on I uggage without even informing us that she would be co nd u cti ng a search, 0 n e item in our 
bags was not complainl with 3-1-1 and she ridiculed us, saying something along lhe lines of, &quol;I lhought y'all were so knowledgeable about the rules.&quot: My pat-down, which fell quite aggressive after this incidenl. continued, and the middle
aged white female and male both seemed very eager ta make our travel experience as difficult as possible simply because I opted out and my mother exercised her First Amendment rights. 

Please remind your screeners at IAH, particularly those individuals working in terminal C this morning, that filming and photography are permissible within the checkpoint and that belittling of their clientele is not only bad customer service but is 
blalantly unconstitutional, especially when done so based on age or polilical affiliation. 

Thank you for your time, 
Cosmo A I brecht 
San Antonio TX 
Would you like a resoonse? : True 
Passenger's Name kbl(6) 
Phone Number , ._--'-------' 

Ema;kb,(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. fallow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Caller just arrived from a flight and noticed that his bag has been inspected. There is a NOi in the bag and a line on it that he believes may be a signature. He says it looks like a squiggley line. Caller says that he had a lock an his bag, but it was just 
for show. He says that it was only through one of the zipper tabs. He says that the handle that was connected to the zipper and the lock are gone. He says that 1f the officer had looked. they would have seent that it was not actually locked. Caller is very 
upset about this. He says that he flies all of the time for work and his bag has never been searched before, He says that he doesn t have anything in his bag this time that he doesn t have any other time. He says that it is just his clothing and deodorant 
in lhe bag. He wants 10 know why it was inspecled and whal can cause the scanner to alarm. He wants to know why it isn t against the law for us 10 remove his lock, if it isn I against the law for him to lock his bag. He wants 10 understand the laws 
governing this. 

Advised ca Iler: 
I explained to the caller thal if an alarm sounds on the scanner, we have to conduct a lawful inspeclion. If a hand inspeclion is required and the bag is locked, we have to cut the lock from the bag. I explained I hat it is required by law I hat all passengers 
and their luggage have to be screened before going on board a commercial aircraft. If the bag alarms, a hand inspection has ta be done to clear the alarm. this is part of the screening process. He is permitted to lock his bag, with the knowing that if a 
hand inspection is required, the lock w, 11 be re moved. I exp I arned that this 1s s i m, I ar to the screening of passengers. If a passenger us es the WT MD or A IT and an al a rm sounds. they have a paid own. Al I a I arms have to be cleared. I explained to the 
ca Iler that we a re not Ii able for locks and I ug gage if we have to open th em to conduct a I awfu I inspection, I advised the cal I er that we suggest that passengers I eave their bags unlocked, There a re I ocks that we have master keys to, which a re Travel 
Sentry and Safe Skies. We can unlock and lock these back for him. We also do random inspection to keep everything wilh inspections random, so no one learns lhe procedures of TSA. 

I would send claim forms via e-mail and they will be received within 24 hours. Once our claims office receives these, you will receive a letter of acknowledgement and also a claim number. You can use this claim number to check the status of your 
claim. 

Caller is calling on behalf of her brother. He had a flight from MCO to New York on Jetblue. Caller said that when he was going through the checkpoint and his bag and AIT scan was fine.Caller said that they then decided to do a random search. Caller 
said thal due to this he missed his flight. Cakller said that he had to pay 50.00 extra and now he is flying on slandby. Caller said lhat he is black man and she thinks thal he was racial profiled.Caller said lhat he is a big guy who is over 200 pounds and 
she does not understand why this done. 

Resolution: 
Advised ca Iler that random screening is something I hat is common. However I dont have the criteria as to how I hey perform the random screening . 

3/21/2013 
8:07:20 Told caller if he thinks that he has been racially profiled that he would need to call back in with his flight information and he can wnte in a formal complaint. 

AM 
Caller said I hat she is not sure I hat he feels I hat way, she was just saying I hat I his is whal happened and she thinks I hat. 

Advised caller that she would need to contact him and see if he thinks that he was racially profiled and 1f so he can call his complaint in and he would need all of his flights details. 

Otherwise we can send his complaint 10 lhe CSM at I hat localion for I hem to review. In order to do that we would need his flighl information as well. 



Disability Description: Caller uses an insulin pump that he Is able to temporarily disconnect from but it Is affected by the AIT scanners. An AIT will shut the pump off. 

Response Details: Explained 10 caller thal our information stales that passengers can be screened wilhout having to disconnect from the pump and lhey may be screened via WTMD, AIT, or a paldown. However we do not have any informalion stating 
that passengers who can disconnect from their medical device may be screened seperately from the pump and what the process would entail. Advised him that I would forward his inquiry to the appropriate office for review and request a response. He 
stated he may be contacted by phone or em a i I in the event anyone needs his most re cent flight information from March 1 0th. 

3/2212013 
1 ,55,33 Caller is also curious why he has never been offered the option 10 disconnect from the pump. TSOs always assume he can not do I his. 

PM 

312212013 
2:38:15 

PM 

Incident Details: The caller stated that he typically travels from ALB-Albany to MCO-Orlando roundtrip for business. He is calling because he wears an insulin pump that he can disconnect from temporanly. His issue is that he offers to disconnect the 
pump and pass through the AIT, because if he wears the device through the AIT, it will shut down the pump and he must have it reset. He states that the TSOs at ALB and sometimes other airports will not let him disconnect the device and have it 
screened while he goes lhrough the AIT; instead they jusl require he have a full body paldown and ETD screening which he states always substantially delays him. He is requesling information on the procedures and wanted to know why this is not a 
possibility for him. 

Caller stated that he could like file a complaint with TOL caller states that six out of seven times he goes through the AIT machine it give of a false reading on his right arm area and he finds that hard to believe. Caller states that he has absolutley no 
metal in his right arm. 

Gave the cal I er the following info: 
General complaint: The Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ seeks to provide the highest level of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every person and item must be screened before entering 
each secured area. We regret that you found your experience to be less than satisfactory. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing 
process w i 11 en ab I e us to ensure prompt, corrective a ct ion whenever we determine th at security screening policies need modification or spec iii c employees or sere ener tea ms are the subject of repeated complaints. 

Hello. 

I left a wri1ten comment card at lhe checkpoint, but I'd like to follow up via email to ensure that my experience is recorded. 

The incident took place at SJC Terminal A, Lane 4, on Mar. 22 at 10:30 AM. I was flying DL 2279 to MSP. 

Upon reaching the checkpoint. I politely opted out of the Al T and was attended to by an agent !( b) ( ff:, 

"Do you understand that this is not an X-Ra y?·· 

"Yes, sir.'" 

! The agent was extremely brusque from the moment of first contact, repeatedly and i ncred ul o us I y q ue stIom ng my decision to opt-out: 

312212013 "There are no health or safety concerns. and you want to opt out?'" 
4:15:09 

PM 
"Yes, sir.'" 

"You know this safer than your cell phone?·· 

"Yes, sir.'" 

"And you ·still' want to opt out?'" 

"Absolutely.'' 

As he began patting me down, he clearly muttered under his breath "Less than 1110th of a cell phone. Stupid I"' 

When I asked for clarification. he asserted that "'I didn't say you were stupid, I said opting out was stupid.'" 



312212013 
5:35 53 

PM 

3/2212013 
7:01:58 

PM 

3/2212013 

The ca 11 er was !rave Ii ng from DAL to AUS and opted out of AIT lo r a p atdown procedure. He was ta ken to a p nvate screening area because he wears a compression vest around his chest and torso. The officer named b) ( ff:, spoke with his 
s u pe rvi so r and told him that he did n t feel comfo rta bl e clearing his torso because of the com press ion vest, The supervisory TSO asked the passenger to disrobe and then I eft the room to et his supervisor leaving on I y TS b) ( ff:, in the private 
screening area who proceeded to ask lhe passenger why he wanted to change his gender and then gave the passenger an odd look to the answer. The supervisors superviso h·•,!fn came in with an explosives expe an lhen left with the 
first supervisor. When she came back a second time they had him unbutton his shirt and do a self patdown of the compression vest and then test his hands for ETD. He says that TSO /hW'n told him that the issue is that he has a womans body and 
if he hadn t told them that he was a transg ender ma I e they wou ldn t have had any issues with screening. He did speak with f h W'n I and explained the issues that he experienced with screening. The cal I er states that he !rave Is on a regular 
basis and has never had an experience such as this. 

The caller states that he does completely believe that this issue was caused by his gender identity. At this point I was going to put the caller on hold to transfer him to the MB but he said that he had an appointment and would need to call back. I gave 
the caller the correct number at 1-866-289-9673 because he originally called in on the Om buds line and the Event ID so the next agent would be able to see the notes for the incident. 
The ca 11 er was t rave Ii ng from DAL to AUS and opted out of AIT lo r a p atdown procedure, He was ta ken to a private screening area because he wears a compression vest around his chest and torso, The officer named ~poke with his 
supervisor and told him I hat he didn t feel comfortable clearing his torso because of lhe compression vest. The supervisory TSO asked the passenger to disrobe and then left lhe room to et his supervisor leaving only TSC::£5:ii:i§:[]n lhe private 
screening area who proceeded to ask the passenger why he wanted to change his gender and then gave the passenger an odd look to the answer. The supervisors superviso b){ffl came in with an explosives expert and then left with the 
first supervisor. When she came back a second time they had him unbutton his shirt and do a self patdown of the compression vest and then test his hands for ETD. He says that TSO bH6) old him that the issue 1s that he has a womans body and 
if he hadn t told them that he was a transgender male they wouldn t have had any issues with screening. He did speak withfb){ffl !and explained the issues that he experienced with screening. The caller states that he travels on a regular 
basis and has never had an experience such as this. 

The ca 11 er states th at he does completely bel ,eve that this issue was caused by his gender 1d entity. At this point I was going to put the ca 11 er on hold to transfer him to the MB but he said that he had an appointment and would need to ca 11 back. I gave 
the caller the correct number at 1-866-289-9673 because he originally called in on the Om buds line and the Event ID so the next agent would be able to see the notes for the incident. 
Disability Description: The caller was very upset when she called because of her handicapped father in laws screening experience. 

Information Request: The caller and her family recently traveled from IAH to JAN. The callers father in law is in a wheelchair. He went through the checkpoint he was asked to stand for the AIT screening. The caller and a sister in law was assisting 
lather in law but did not tell the TSO agents that her father in law could not stand on his own and required physical assistance. The caller said the screening was a complete hazard. partially because no one advised the TSO of the assistance needed 
and the sister in law did not understand the screening process of someone in a wheelchair. The caller said they wanled to get a complete underslanding of the screening process for a passenger in a wheelchair before lhe return flight home. 
The callers concern is that they will be traveling from JAN back home to IAH and want to make sure they are prepared for the return flight. 

Response Details: I apologized to the caller for lhe experience and advised the caller I would take her information regarding lhe experience and would also send her documents to file a formal complainl if she wished. I also advised the caller I wanted 
to prevent the same experience form happening again and would like to assist her. 

The caller staled they did not want to file a complaint they just needed to be prepared for the screening process and her other family members had not flew before and didn I know what to do. They just wanted help to get him through lhe checkpoint 
and make it easier on all concerned, so they are requesting assistance for the return flight. 

9:59:10 
PM The screening process for a wheelchair or scooter is delermined by a passenger s ability to stand and walk, although a passenger can be screened without standing, walking, or being required out of a wheelchair. Passengers should inform a 

Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of their ability before the screening begins. 

If a p atdown is required in order to complete screening; 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
A comp an ion, assi slant. or family member may accompany a passenger to assist him. 

I advised the caller I was going to send a request for assistance for her father in law for the return flight to make the process a much more pleasant one. I again apologized to the caller 

I obtained the flight itinerary for the passengers return flight and a to Id the ca 11 er I wou Id send a request lo r a Dis ab i I ity specialist to contact her and make adequate a rra ng ements. 
I lold the caller the specialist may contact her with information via email or phone. 

I again a po log ized to the ca 11 er and ad i vs ed if she had any add1t1ona I questions or concerns to cal I back. 



Greetings-

Friday, I was travelling on business and had need to board an aircraft in RochesIer, New York necessitating my passage through the Homeland Security checkpoint via wheelchair as I endeavored 10 reach my ride home from New York. One of my 
concerns. a concern allayed by your hype regarding non-discrimination in the use of the newer AIT "puffer·· scanning device, was the anomalous presentation of my not so regular human body. 

You see. when I was born. I was noticed to be anomalous to the eye and the physician worked with my parents resulting in surgery being performed on my body at that very young age. I am an individual properly described as intersexed. My parents 
chose to have me oriented aesthetically as a male. Unfortunalely lhe internal chemislry of my physique was otherwise. The resull is if one were 10 view me without clothing I would be observed as having an upper torso which is very much female 
while presenting with a lower abdomen which looks sort of male. The reason I had feared your scan device was the propensity of the revelatory nature of the device to the trained but perhaps less than professional eye would subject me to some form 
of harassment. 

In the view of my business associates, I was subjecled to a form of search I have never endured in my thirty plus years of professional I ravels logging well into the hundreds of thousands of miles within our homeland. I was "'puffed"' whereupon the 
operator of the device told me he was going to have to perform a "'pat down" search of my upper body. NO ONE in my entire history has ever groped me. No one! That is until Friday. 

Never have I ever witnessed an apparent woman, dressed in le mini ne attire and presumptive I y presenting with identification documents i 11 ustrat i ng a name consistent with what the eye be ho Ids, groped/searched/patted down as to their breasts, Today, 

312412013 in full view of God and everyone, I endured a man feeling my breasts, all in the name of '"I am going 10 have to conduct a pat down search." I was nol asked. I was lold the way ii would occur and in seconds it had happened. 

6:08:30 
PM 

I was in such shock. mortification, embarrassment and utter emotional turmoil I did not jot down the name of the man who searched me. I know he was operating the single "puffer" machine at that airport location in Rochester, New York at 
approximately 3:55 p.m. Eastern Time on 22 March 2013. Your own operational log entries and personnel rosters of that place and time will illustrate to you the identity of the individual of whose conduct I complain, by whose hands I was molested. 

Just now I have only finally finished my journey home and am reliving the emotional hurt of having my breasts groped. I am weighing what to do regarding the discriminatory and sexually harassing behavior to which I was subjected today. You, at the 
very least, have a need for determination whether your conduct '·patting down'· the breasts of anyone falls within the operational protocols of your protection processes. 

Your own website details purported compassionate concern for Iransgendered travellers who may present with prosthetic devices which might scan anomalously. Your words provide: 

"TSA recognizes the concerns members of the transgender community may have with undergoing the security screening process at our Nation's airports and is committed to conducting screening in a dignified and respectful manner. These travel tips 
w i 11 exp Iain the various screening p roce sse s and technologies t rave I e rs may encounter at security checkpoints. 

Preparing for Travel 



Caller stated th at she has had some d ifflcu lty getting through on several occasions. She stated that on Se pte m be r 4th. 2012 she was going through the checkpoint at CM H . She has a permanent di sa bi I ity that requires her to wear a TENS unit at times. 
She has herneated discs in her back that prevent her from wearing a bra. When going through the AIT machine he back brace showed as an anomaly and she was asked if they could perform a patdown. She said yes and the female officer proceeded 
to do the patdown explaining what she was doing as she did ii. When she came to the passengers breasts she explained that she would have to check underneath, since the passenger is not able to wear a bra her breasls are not lifted and sag 
somewhat. causing the officer to graze her nipples. She has been very upset because of this. She broke into tears at the checkpoint and a super,isor was called over. She feels as though she was violated and molested by TSA. She has had another 
issue going through the checkpoint at CMH where she was wearing a dress and the female officer went up her bare leg. She felt this was unecessary. She asked what she could do in the future to make her experience less stressful. 

There was also an incident in January when she was flying oul of Dayton where she was asked 10 remove her TENS uni I which is very diflicull for her. It almost caused her 10 miss her flight. 

Apo I og i zed and advised cal I er: 

Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring thal all passengers, regardless of their personal situations and needs, are trealed with dignity, respect, and courIesy. 

Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area of an airport and the manner in which the screening is conducted Is important. Transportation Secunty Officers (TSOs) must conduct add1t1onal screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 

3125/2013 happen next in I he process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 
125318 

PM In addition. passengers may request a private sere en i ng 1f additional s c reem ng is required or at any ti me during the screening process. A com pa ni on may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the private screening after the comp an ion 
clears screening, In addition. screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in the public area rather than go to a private area for 
screening, however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area will not be permitted to enter lhe secured area. 

3125/2013 
2:20:16 

PM 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Ser,ice Manager (CSM) at that location. 

In the future I advised tha I you communicate with the TSO at I he ti me of screening to I et her know what your concerns are and how she can make the experience I ess s tres sfu I lo r you. They cannot sere en you properly if I hey do not know what bol he rs 
you and what your main concerns are. 

Caller was escorting his daughter who was flying out of LAS to POX. He asked the TSO ii his daughter can opt out of the AIT screening. Caller said that the TSO at the checkpoint was extremely rude with him, His daughter is 13 years old and he was 
separaled from her during the screening procedure. He was going through the C Gate for Southwest Airlines. Her Southwest Airlines flight number was 2605. The incident occured on 03-23-2911,at 1 :OD pm. Caller said he was told if he tried 10 record 
the screening procedure he would be arrested. Ca 11 er said the TSO was staring him down shouting threats at him. Cal I er said the TSO mentioned th at he was the sup er, i sor and his name was ID2.ll but the TSO would not provide his specili c information 
to him when he asked. 

Told caller thal I will forward his complaint to the CSM at the LAS airporl, Caller said the best way 10 contact him is by telephone. 
Caller is an airport employee in Newark. She was just arriving to work and was running late. she works in the quick pack cargo area, and just as she arrived to the employee lane they had closed it. She was in the C2 area and went over to the normal 
passenger lane and explained to the TSO that she was an em lo ee with a SIDA badge and needed to get through. The TSO was very rude to her telling her that she does not screen employees. She was finally let through and went through the AIT 
machine, As she was coming out the TSO, name b)(ff:, made a point to go up to her and in a very harsh, rude tone said have a nice day, There was another officer by the name o!(b)(ff•, lvho stepped between them and askedfhW'i I 
why she was talking that way and lold b)(ffl to go on through h·I1 gave the caller the TCC contact information and provided her wilh the rude TSOs name. This all happened around 10:10am at Ierminal C. 

3;~~~0
3\

3 Apo I og i zed and advised cal I er: 

AM 
Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring thal all people are Ireated with dignity, respect, and courIesy. 

Because your comp I amt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have lo rwa rded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Se r,i ce Manager. 



Caller Is flying from Log an to Buffa lo. Ca 11 er states th at when he arnved at the checkpoint he provided he person checking the ID began questioning him. Ca 11 er was not happy about the questions being asked of him such as when he was retu rm ng. 
Caller was not satisfied that they asked him if his work cared, He was asked why he did not have a return flight scheduled. Caller states that he was not happy that the officers searched every inch of his body. 
Sup. Peter lold him to call. 

Advised Caller: 

At airporIs nalionwide, TSA is implementing more streamlined, consistenl. and thorough patdown procedures at securily checkpoints 10 provide a higher level of security and increase the safety of the !raveling public. Patdowns are one imporIant 1001 to 
help TSA detect hidden and dangerous items. such as explosives. Passengers should continue to expect an unpredictable mix of security layers that include explosives trace detection. advanced imaging technology, and canine teams, among others. 

T ra nsportat ion Security Olli cers wi 11 conduct different patdown procedures to resolve di flerent types of a noma I ies. During the assessment, office rs wi 11 use revised patd own procedures in a 11 instances to resolve a no m al i es, The updated patdown 

3126120 13 procedures w i 11 address areas of the body tha I we know a re used as areas 10 conceal patent i al I y dangerous i terns, Ii ke explosives. 

5:23:06 
PM 

3127/2013 
11 3309 

AM 

TSA Administrator John Pistole has stated that T SA stnve s to ensure consistency whenever possi b I e lo r pa sse ng ers at security checkpoints. As al ways. al I passengers have the rig ht to request private screening at any time during the screening 
process, and patdowns are conducted by same-gender officers. However, passengers who are not willing to go through the screening process will not be permitted to fly. 

We understand and regret the discomfort and inconvenience passengers may experience as a result of patdown procedures. Nevertheless. we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of 
all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy new technologies to address the explosives threat. and the use of patdowns provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint. 

The Transportation Security Administration·s (TSA) Screening of Passengers by Observation Techniques (SPOT) is an additional layer of security using behavioral observation and analysis Iechniques to idenlify potentially high-risk individuals. TSA 
Behavior Detection Officers (BDDs) are specially trained in the operational SPOT process to identify and screen travelers of interest. 

The Expanded Behavior Detection pilot program recognizes the importance of risk-based security by using scientifically proven behavioral observation techniques and interaction to mitigate risk by identifying potentially high-risk travelers and referring 
th em for additiona I screening at the s ecuri I y checkpoint. 

Caller said her niece is 6 months pregnant and flew from PHX to STL on flight 11{;72. She boarded at gate C7. departing at 12: 10 PM flying with Southwest Airlines. 
Caller slates her niece was jerked out of line without any explanation and an x-ray was performed on her. She had a quarter in her pocket and had to have a patdown. The patdown was done in view of olher passengers and a private screening area 
wasn t offered. Caller wasn t traveling with her niece, she is just calling on her behalf. 

She wants something to be done about this and for the TSO agent who jerked her niece out of line to be reprimanded. Caller states this is the first time her niece had traveled and didn t know she could opt-out of the screening technology. 
When lhe TSO realized her niece was pregnant she complelely changed her lone, and wenl from being very aggressive to being concerned. 
The niece went through the AIT at approximately 11: 15 AM. 
The female TSO was an older lady with short hair and her niece said the screener had a loud pushy voice, not really yelling at her, Just telling her to stand here, put her hands up, etc. 

Caller is ultimately concerned thal her niece was nol offered a private screening or the option to opt out of AIT despite being pregnant. 

Response: 
Apo I og i zed to ca 11 er that for the experience her niece encountered and exp I a i ned the following: 
AIT is a classificalion thal covers lwo similar technologies, millimeter wave and backscatter. Both systems work in a similar way to give TransporIation Securily Officers (TSOs) a virtual image of a passenger that conspicuously highlights potentially 
dangerous i terns. 
Millimeter wave systems prOJect beams of non-ionizing radio frequency energy over the passenger's body surface: the beams do not penetrate the skin. The radio frequency energy reflected back from the body and other objects on the body is used to 
construct a three-dimensional image. The energy the system projects is thousands of times less than a cell phone transmission. 
The backsca11er x-ray syslem works by scanning the surface of a passenger's body wilh a narrow, low-dose, low-energy x-ray beam. This system uses ionizing radiation-the lype people usually think of as ··radiation." However, the radiation levels are 
far below those of a hospital x-ray machine and any level that might constitute a health concern. The amount of radiation from a backscatter screening system is equivalent to the exposure each person receives in about 2 minutes of airplane flight at 
altitude or the amount the person receives in about an hour due to naturally occurring background radiation at ground level. 
The extremely low dose of radiation from the entire spectrum of TSA screening technology is inconsequential, even to frequent flyers who undergo repeated screenings. 
Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do nol wish to be screened by lhis technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough paldown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of 
this right. 
This testing takes into account sp eci a I po pu I ati ons that are mo re sensitive to rad1ati on, such as chi Id ren. persons receiving rad i atIon Ire atme nt for medIca I conditions. and pregnant and pate nti a 11 y pregnant women. as we 11 as employees who work near 
the equipment. 
Because your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the appropriate CusIomer Service Manager. 
Asked caller if she wanted to address her complaint in writing and she asked if it could be done from the website? 
Provided information to caller via email. 



3/27/2013 
3:01:12 

PM 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: Ca 11 er wanted to make a complaint about the sere en i ng she received 

Response Details: Advised caller the following information: 

If a passenger cannot re move his or her shoes due to possi b I e medical com pl ,cations. discomfort. pain. ba I an c i ng problems. or b eca use the shoe is pa rt of a prosthetic, he or she should info rm a Trans po rtati on Security Officer (TSO) before screening 
begins.Passengers who cannot remove their shoes can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT), the walk-through metal detector, or a thorough patdown. 

Advised ca Iler I would send to the ap prop ria te office for review. 

Incident Deta i Is: Ca 11 er stated she has a complaint about the screening process. Ca 11 er stated this occurred during her screening on Saturday March 23,2013 at Phoenix Sky Harbor to Oakland California on Southwest Airlines flight number 859, Cal I er 
stated she is 77 yea rs old and she knows she doesn t have to re move her shoes be ca use she has Rheumatoid Arth ri tis. Ca 11 er s ta I ed a 1 08: O Oa m at security point D and she went th rough the screening and the a I arm went and she was 101 d to re move 
her shoes. The ca Iler stated she cou ldnt remove her shoes and was standing with no support. She put her hand on something to have stab i Ii ty and the TSO to Id her to remove her hands and other passengers helped her take her shoes off. Ca Iler stated 
she went Al T and found out I ater she was co u Id have gone through the Al T. Cal I er stated her shoes through the machine and because of her shoes the re are meta I and th at why the al a rm went off Caller stated she went up to other scree ne rs at the 
airport and they wasnt any he Ip. 

If you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition, Federal regulations 
require that your complaint be put in writing u n I ess your di sa bi I ity prevents you from doing so. 

Do you want informalion about filing a written complaint regarding disability discrimination or are you calling wilh a different concern such as poor customer service? 

Caller stated the i nc1d e nt was s imp I y poor customer service not b erng di scri min ated ag am st because of her di sa bi I ity or med i ca I cond iii on or a fa i I u re to a cco mod ate to her di sa bi I ity 

Caller flew from DTW to Savannah. When he came out of the AIT a male agent asked if there was water in a container the passenger had. He said yes. The agent asked him to leave the checkpoint to get rid of the water and the agent followed up. 
He is now missing an envelope with $25 0 i ns1d e. It was in the breast pocket of his b I azer with his boa rd i ng pass. He had two bins and when he retu med with the agent, the bins were separated. H 1s boa rd i ng pass was sti 11 the re but the money was 
gone. 

3/27/2013 Airport: DTW 
3:04:02 Airline: Delta 

PM Flight Number: 5064 

312712013 
4:38:49 

PM 

March 2, 2013 al 12:45pm (Time he was going through screening) 
Location: closest to the escalator near the atrium and shops 

I apologized to the caller, emailed the claim and instructions which he will receive within 24 hours. I told him I would send this to the CSM for review. 
Caller wants to make a complaint regarding his screening experience at MCO at the checkpoint. He was required to have a patdown and the TSO agent was patting his body inside his waistband because the machines showed he may have something 
meta 11 ,c in that a re a. Dun ng the p atdown. his zipper acci d enta 11 y came open and he le It offended. Cal I er stated he opened the zipper to assist the process and the TSO told him he would cal I the po Ii ce for indecent exposure. 

Caller thought the TSO was inappropriate when he mentioned he would con1ac1 the police for indecent exposure. Caller staled the TSO didn t offer him a privale area for screening. Al thal poinl he requesled to speak with a supervisor and the 
supervisor. SPS~ addressed the issue. Caller is very disappointed with the employee who did his patdown. Callers pants dropped a little and he thinks if the TSO needed to reach inside his pants near his genitals he should have been taken 
to a private area. The supervisor and another TSO agent took caller to a private area and completed the patdown and he has calmed down but wants to voice his side of the incident. 

Flight# 1783, Gate# not sure, Terminal:B Jelblue 
Caller states he doesn t want anyone to get in trouble, but, would like to see the procedures improved. 
He was not aware he could request a private screening. 

Response: 
Apologized to caller for his experience and explained following: 
Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted 1s important. Transportation Secunty Officers (TSOs) must conduct add1t1onal screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 
happen next in I he process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 
In addition. passengers may request a private screening if additional screening is required or at any time during the screening process. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the private screening after the companion 
clears screening. In addition, screeners should offer a pnvate screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in the public area rather than go to a private area for 
screening , however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area wi 11 not be permitted to enter the secured area , 
Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) al thal location. 



Caller wants to know the documentation that supports the method TSA uses for patdown. 

At airporIs nalionwide, TSA is implementing more streamlined, consisteni, and thorough patdown procedures at securily checkpoints 10 provide a higher level of security and increase the safety of the !raveling public. Patdowns are one imporIant 1001 to 
help TSA detect hidden and dangerous items. such as explosives. Passengers should continue to expect an unpredictable mix of security layers that include explosives trace detection, advanced imaging technology, and canine teams, among others. 
Transportation Sec u nty Olli cers wi 11 conduct different patdown procedures to resolve di flerent types of a nomal ,es. During the assessment office rs w, 11 use revised patd own procedures in al I instances to resolve a no m al i es. The updated patdown 
procedures w i 11 address areas of the body that we know a re used as areas to co nee al patent i ally dangerous items, Ii ke explosives, TS A Administrator John Pistole has stated that T SA strives to ensure consistency whenever possi b I e lo r passengers at 
security checkpoints. As always, all passengers have the right 10 requesl privale screening at any time during the screening process, and paldowns are conducted by same-gender officers. However, passengers who are not willing to go lhrough the 
screening process will not be permitted to fly. We understand and regret the discomfort and inconvenience passengers may experience as a result of patdown procedures. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and 
ap prop nate for ensuring the security and conf1d en ce of al I air trave I ers. T SA contrn ues to develop and d ep I oy new technologies to address the explosives th re at. and the use of patdown s provides an add1t1ona I I ayer of security at the checkpoint. For 
more information regarding the patdown procedures, please visit TSA's Web site (www.tsa.gov). 

E sea I ation Noteg' f h W'n I 
312812013 The caller has a complaint about our patdown procedures. 

4: 11 : 13 1 , She wants documentation explaining in more detai I the patd own 
PM 2. Let the public no the expectation of a patdown 

3/2912013 
2:38:04 

PM 

She states that she has found no documentation that explains what she is looking for and that the TSOs that she questions cant even say the word vagina. She stated that she has called the ATL airport CSM and no one has got back to her. The caller 
flys about 16 to 20 times a year and she opts out of the AIT and gets a private patdown. There is no documentation in the room that gives the private patdown of what is expected of the passenger. She states that 100% of the time they touch her 
vagina. 

I advised the cal I er that the contact center cant address po Ii cy issues but we can provide Mr. Pi sto I es address. 

Please send all written correspondences for John S. Pistole to the following address: 
John S. Pistole Adminislrator 
Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
60 1 South 12th Street, TSA-1 Art i ngto n. VA 20 598 

I also lold the caller we would email lhis information to her. I am sending this to the CSM at ATL for their review. 
Complaint 1 
Caller said at Palm Springs, when she went through the AIT. she had a wristband on and no one asked her to remove it. Caller went through the AIT and said the TSO did a patdown and did swabs on her. Caller said she is upset because she felt the 
TSO should have asked her 10 remove the wristband instead of her having 10 go through thal screening. Caller slated she did see the sign thal said all items should be removed. Caller fiew on Uniled Airlines 5652. 

Complaint2 
Caller said her husband found a womans dirly underwear inside his suitcase. Caller said she has already reported this 10 Palm Springs, bul said she was disgusted this happened. Caller said there was more lhan one pair. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Every person and ilem must be screened before entering lhe secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is importanl. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 
Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 
Because your comp I amt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 



Fromfbi(61 

Sent: rnday, March 29, 2013 1 :54 PM 
To: TSAEx1emalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject TSA agent refused a passenger the opt out policy at Greensboro, North Carolina 

Subject TSA agent refused a passenger the opt out policy at Greensboro, North Carolina 

312912013 Contact Inform ati an: 
4:00:53 ~-------~ 

CM l(b)l6) 

Frisco. Texas 75034 

HYPERLINK •j,_(b_,_(6_) _______________ _. 

Location: Greensboro. North Carolina 

Time: Approximately 1 :00 PM on 3129113 

Airline: American Airlines 

Feedback Type · Security Issue 
Categories : Pat-down: Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time : 3/2912013 4:18:04 PM Airport : RDU - Raleigh-Durham International Date/Time of Travel 0311412013 Airline & Flight Number 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 

312912013 Comment . I am a MST victim. I always opt for the scan as I don't like to be touched. This is the second time this has happened. I come out of the screening to the being touched in the crotch when said item showed something on my knee and before 
G:o2,53 on my elbow. Nothing was found. So my question is this if the only place that shows anything is on the knee then why go for the groan and why before they grope you they don't tell you they are going to touch you. As far as I am concerned this is 

PM assualt. 

3/29/2013 
8:1535 

PM 

Would you like a r~§Ponse 7 : True 
Passenger's Nam,.......J~=(b,.I,.(6,..•=' ===;--' 
Phone Number fh·\/r;·-, I 
Email fh ,IR> I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Disability Description: The caller had a flight on Monday night from FLL and she has a complaint. 

Response Details: I apologized to the caller for her experience and advised I would send the complaint ta the CSM at the airport to make aware of her experience. 
The ca 11 er is going to write in her complaint vi a em a i I. I provided the caller the ema i I address as requested. 

lncidenl Details: The caller traveled from on FLL 3-25-2013. She processed the checkpoint between 5:45-6:15pm al C Ierminal on Air Tran flight 280. The caller said lhat her medical equipment was damaged because the TSO refused to 
accommodate her. The caller was required to go thru the AIT while wearing her insulin pump. The caller stated the female TSO refused to allow her to remove the insulin pump. She requested to remove the pump telling the TSO that it would damage 
the device. The caller said the TSO refused to allow her to remove it and told her the AIT would not damage her medical device. The caller said she proceeded thru the AIT as directed by the TSO. The caller said the pump started to alarm after she 
arrived home, so she contacted the manufacture Medtronics. The passenger was told the damage occurred because of the AIT screening procedure. The caller stated she felt that TSA failed to accommodate her medical condition because the TSO 
refused to listen to her concerns regarding her device, and she said the TSO was rude during the process. The caller said when the TSO performed the ETD she was not explained whal or why she was performing I his test. The passenger said the 
female TSO officer is mid-aged (50s), short stature and of a heavy build. short perm brown hair. 



313012013 
9A9:58 

AM 

Caller Is complain, ng for the second time and this has happened in the I a st 2 yrs at LAX. 
She is 81 yea rs old good shape and she fee Is discriminated because of age and her being White and she stated that every person at checkpoint was African American and she is concerned and annoyed 
she intends 10 make her complaint formal. 

She fiew on United Express Airline. It happened last Friday morning 9: 15 or g:30. 

She got up to the TSO who was checking boarding pass and ID and didn t have to take her shoes off due to being age 81 When she put her stuff in bins she had little rain jacket. taking everything off but that. She wore the same outfit she has on other 
occasions. When she got into the Al T having her hands above her head she said they had to do ch eek her re pealed I y. A lier finishing she got out and they told her that they had to check her again, which kept her standing there a I ong ti me waiting for a 
felamle officer. Eventually a female TSO came and was very curt and she told her she would have to touch her groin with a pat down. The caller then told her she had to have her purse with her first. they went to another room where another lady TSO 
was wailing. The caller told the TSO s thal she didn I have any metal in her crotch and asked them ·whal do you want me to do·. one lady left and caller said 10 other TSO "do you like your job', who responded, 'ii s a job' When lhe TSO came back, 
the caller offered to drop her underwear so that they could see more clearly. She said that she did this because she simply didn t want to be touched. The TSO s told her to go on and didn t pat her down. She said that they said it must have been a 
seam on her pants that alarmed on the AIT. 

She actually said that she feels discriminated againsl due to her age. When she 901 to her destinalion airport she went 10 lhe CusIomer Service airline and she told them she wanted to talk to someone with TSA and she couldn t find TSA person to 
speak with. 

I transferred the ca 11 to an MB Sp eci a Ii st 
Disability Description: Caller has an insulin pump as a carry on item and another one attached to her body. 

Response Details: II you have an insulin pump that cannot be screened: you should let the TSO know at the checkpoint. You do not have to do the AIT or WTMD if the insulin pump can not be subjected to that. 

41112013 Also if you wish to file a complaint you can do so in writing: and I will send you the forms that you need to fill out in writing. 

327:40 
PM 

4/112013 
9:09:04 

PM 

Incident Details: Caller stated that she was going through RSW and the TSO agent behind the counter said she had to go through the AIT because they do not offer pat downs there. She wears an insulin pump that can t be screened in this manner. 
The TSO there was really nasty, and told her thal either she go lhrough the AIT or WTMD or she will nol be able 10 fly. 

This incident occured today at RSW at 3:31pm at gate C-6. 

Caller wanted to complain about the PHX in September 12. 2012 (approx time is not known) on United in Terminal 2 for an incident. 
She was asked by the TSO ii it was ok for them to swipe under her breast. The caller told her her no and the TSO said she had to and told her she had to do it and when she bought a ticket she signed away her constitutional rights. Caller asked for a 
supervisor and a private screening and the TSO Supervisor told her she was going to be escorted out of the airport. 

The second incident occurred on March 28, 2013 at approx 6:30pm when she Opted out of the AIT and an explosive detection alert went off and asked why that happened because she had never had that happen before. Caller was told the protocol 
and it was because her shoes, purse and another item was detecting explosives and she was taken to a private room where there was a more thorough inspection took place. An Explosive specialist cleared her but she was held 20 minutes being 
cleared. She feels the TSO thal swiped her did not change her gloves and she was detecting something else from previous because she was cleared by the specialist. The whole incidenl took an hour. Her flight was leaving at 7:40 and she wasn I 
released until 7:40 which was 20 minutes after she was cleared. She felt she was being detained for no reason. This occurred at PHX checkpoint C. 

Apo I og i zed to the ca Iler. 
TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process will enable us to ensure prompt. corrective action whenever we determine that security 
screening po Ii ci es need modification or s pec1f1c employees or screener teams are the subj eel of re pealed comp I am ts. 

Almost every time I go through the AIT at John Wayne Airport. the screeners want to rub the scar (this is rubbing, not a pat down) I have from my gall bladder surgery 37 years ago. I do not have any metal inside me (at first I thought my overweight 
belly was just causing my pants waist band to fold over since some of the rubbing occurred on my waist). so I don't see why your AIT detects an anomaly, which Is what I was told today when I finally got frustrated and asked why they keep doing that (I 
commute between SNA and SJC Fridays and Mondays so this is pretty often). 
I am a 47-year-old, 6' male, approximately 220 lbs, muscular with 20% body fal, and my scar extends from below my rib cage to my waist and is an inch or so to the right of my belly butlon. I seriously doubt your agents run their hands over a woman 
who has had breast implants. so I would expect you to make adjustments for other scars or incisions from surgery. Should you wish me to assist you with a baseline scan to adjust your equipment for myself and others who have had surgery in their 
lives, l"d be happy to help out. I currently live in San Jose, CA but will be relocating to Irvine, CA, in the next month, so I could vIsIt any research center in these locations. In case it matlers, I typically go through secunty either at the American Airlines 

41212013 or United gates at S NA 

8:12:48 ~-----------~ 
AM rb,(6) 



41212013 
11:48:04 

AM 

Disability Description: Caller had the ball broken off his shoulder and cannot raise one arm above his head. 
Caller had a knee replacement. 

This call was accidently cut off and I called him back at approximately 12:15 

Information Request Caller is waiting at the airport to get on his flight. Caller missed his flight and feels TSA is responsible. 

Response Details: Specifically, you were interested in filing a civil rights complaint because you believe that you, or someone you know, were discriminated against by TSA on the basis of his or her disability or medical condition. 
For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)). it must: 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Describe the al I eg ed di scrim i na tory action in sufficient de ta i I to in form T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In order to ap prop nately address your co ncems, we a I so need to know the airport at which you we re sere ened by T SA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complainl on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization 10 file the complainl on his or her 
behalf. 

Any of the above requirements can be waived for good cause. II you are requesting that any of the above requirements be waived. please explain your good cause in your complaint. 
To file a complaint electronically, please send an e-mail to: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to place D-RFI in the subject line to allow for proper handling. 

To file a complaint via the Internet. please visit http: www.tsa.gov traveler-information travelers-filing-compliant 

TSA recommends thal you file your complaint via e-mail or Internet in order to expedile processing. If you prefer to file a complaint via postal mail, please send it to 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini strat1on 
Disability Branch 
Di sa bi Ii ty and Multi cultu ra I Division 
601 South 12th Street 



Response Details: Caller said that he believes this happened because of his medical condition. 

Advised caller that he would need to write in a formal complaint. 

After evaluating allernative security protocols for flighl crewmembers lhat would maintain our high security stJndards, TSA released modified screening procedures for eligible, on-duty flighl crewmembers lhat do not require the use of AIT machines. In 
addition, flight crewmembers are subject ta random screening. observation by behavior detection officers, and TSA s additional layers of security. 

Advised ca Iler that the biometric id card is associated with TW IC . 

Advised caller that we do not have a specific ca rd that w, 11 al low him to not go through s c reem ng. Regard I e ss of who 1s traveling 1f the re a re any type of a I arms or a no m al i es th at a patdown does have to be cond i cted to clear the a I arm. 

41212013 Told caller about the notification card lhat is lisled on our website. However I did explain to the caller thal it does nol exempt you from the screening process. 

1:05:42 
PM 

Caller said that he would get that card. 

Ask caller again if he would like 10 provide a email address so I can send him a DRFI which would include whal he would need to do to send in a writeen complaint. 

Caller hung up on. 

lncidenl Details: Caller saiid I hat he completed a flighl and he was searched twice I .Caller stated that both on his re1urn flight and his departure flight. Caller said that he declared 10 lhe officer I hat he had a knee replacemenl .. Callersaid thal the officer 
advised him to proceed to screening and when the alarm went off he had to undergo a patdawn. 

Ca Iler wanted to know what type of screening the pi lots have to go I hroug h. 

Caller was wanting to know what a biometric 1d is as we 11. 

Caller is wanting a trusted 1ravelercard I hat stales that he has a metal implant so he does not have to get a patdown when the alarm goes off. 

Caller is !raveling 10 Europe and usually wears a money bell but he has to take ii off for screening and he is needing to know the process for screening these items. He is wanling to know if the officers have the right 10 lhumb through is money during 
screening. He is needing ta know if there is expedited screening just for the rich people that are flying internationally. Will he need to take his laptop out of the bag far screening. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) strongly recommends thal passengers remove all items and accessories from their pockets before beginning the securily screening process. Removing ilems such as wallels, belts, bulky jewelry, 
money. keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology 
(AIT) screening. To avoid the chance of leaving personal items behind. we recommend passengers place their belongings in their carry-on baggage before entering the checkpoint. He will be required to take his laptop out of the bag for screening. 
I advised him that a 11 items have to be screened before 1 hey are permitted through the che c kp i o nt, 

4;~;~2~
3 TSA does have a program in place that is TSA precheck and this program is only for domestic flights and it allows passngers to keep their belt, shoes and light outtter wear on during screening and they can also keep their laptop on the bag during 

screening. This 1s only available for domestic flights. PM 



4/212013 
2:06:44 

PM 

41312013 
6:39:58 

PM 

41412013 
4:35:34 

PM 

4/512013 
8:05:27 

PM 

Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Calegories Screening (AIT, Patdown) 
Current Date/Time . 41212013 1 :06:37 PM 
Airport Se I eel One 
Date/Ti me of Travel . 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I t rave I often and every ti me I go through body sea n ne r I am stopped lo r my rig ht s hou Ider . I have no metal or rep I ace m ents and get patted down every ti me. I have had a muse I e problem in that a re a . Ii ke a knot. I thought the machine only 
reacled to metal or explosives. Tired of your private invasion by some sir anger &quot: doing their job&quoi; why all the false readings ? 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Nam~e-1_h_··1t_R_-, __ ~~ 
Phone r 1h··,1r;·-, 

Email (b)(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Caller is filing a complaint against Tsofhwo··, land her supervisor thwo··, lat lhe OAK Airport. Caller wife wenl through lhe AIT screening and then had to undergo a patdown procedure. When caller ask the TSO why his wife had 10 
undergo a patdown the TSO was very rude ta him, they told him it was due to his wife wearing a underwire bra. Caller said the incident accured on 04-02-2013 at 4:30 pm going to the Southwest Terminal flying on Southwest airlines on flight 995 flying 
from OAK to Burbank. Told caller that I will send his complaint to the CSM at the OAK airport. 
The caller advised the flew from MCI to LAS and a return flight from LAS to MCI through ATL. Both times he went through AIT screening, while wearing totally different clothing. an anomaly showed on the right side of his body above his waist but below 
his arm pit. He is sea red th at he may have something wrong with him, such as a tumor. 

I to Id h, m that the AIT is not an xray. it takes a genera I sea n of the outside of the body. Som et, mes. a /al se-pos iii ve can happen. This means that the AIT is catching an anomaly, when there is really nothing there. A p atdown of the area where the 
anoma I y oec u red must sti 11 be conducted the clear a person through sere en i ng, 

Feedback Type · Security Issue 
Categories : Other: Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time 41512013 6:07:48 PM Airport : ORD - Chicago-0-Hare International Date/Time of Travel 06/1912013 Airtine & Flight Number American Airlines Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : Do Fl NALLY have airporl liquid scanners in O'Hare? Because I'm FED UP with being lhirsty every time I'm at lhe airporl and I'm also fed up with spending money on beverages in airporl convenience stores when my money is meant only 
for the actual trip and NOTH ING ELSE. Is a god darn liquid scanner being deployed into O'Hare security check paints tao much to ask? 
Would you like a res ... po_n_s_e_?_:_T_ru_e _____ ~ 
Passenger's Name :._!(""b .. 1(""'6-'-·-, _______ __. 

Phone Number · 
Email f b 1(61 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es Screening (AI T Pa td own) 
Current Date Time · 4 5 2013 5:56:07 PM 
Airport Se I eel One 
Date Time of Travel : 
Airline Flight Number: 
Checkpoint Area al Airport · 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 

41512013 Comment · I asked ii per-sere ened travelers st i 11 no rma I ly go through the high powered x-ray type machine. The answer I received earlier today while informative did not address my quest ion at a 11? It just said you might not have to take off your be It 
8:05:29 shoes and jackel? 

PM 
PI ease I et me know if going through the machine I m as king about 1s sti 11 no rm ally required lo r pre-screened !rave I e rs. I re ad how it may be a health risk and so want to know 1f the re s a reaso na bl e alternative? 

Thanks for your help. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email fh ,rn1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. fall aw this link · http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav EDB2 ApplicatianManager 



Fronlbi(6i 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 2013 1 OA4 PM 
To: TSA.Ombudsman@dhs.gov 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client I Pf b)(61 I 
41612013 Dale Time: 4/512013 10:4419 PM 

9:08:20 
AM 

Name: 

l(b1(6) 

Email: 

HYPERLINK ~l(b_i_(6_, ______________ ~ 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

i na pp ro pri ate attitude of T SA a gent at Sacramento Airport 

Comments: 

I was laughed at and made fun of by a TSA employee at Sacramento because I am afraid of the ait scanner and asked for a pat down inspection instead. I also was very afraid for my personal belongings which had already gone through Xray (without 

The caller stJled thal the airport could not help. He slated that his falher in law is 1rying to gel him 10 fly. He slated that he does nol wanl them 10 go thorugh the AIT Back Scatter and he refuses 10 use the AIT withoul the privacy screening. He stated 
that he would be flying on American Airlines at DFW. He stated that he does not want his family groped either. He stated that he would hate to have to punch a TSA agent in the face over his family. 

4/612013 
3: 39 : 04 I advised the cal I er that the ba c ksactter uni ts which do not have the software u pg rad es, al I images gene rated by imaging technology a re viewed in a separate Io cation and the officer assisting the passenger cannot view the image. TSA is cur re n1 I y 

PM removing all syslems I hat are nol equip with lhe ATR software. By June 1, 2013, travelers will only see the AIT machines thal are equipped with ATR per a congressiional mandate on ATR compatibilily. 

41712013 
9:36:44 

AM 

I advised the caller that I do not have the infonmation to provide regarding what machines are available at DFW. I explained that if he is not comfortable with the AIT he can opt out for a patdown, which he stated that he 1s not comfortable with either. All 
persons have to be screened or they are not allowed to fly. 

Feedback Type · Civil Rights Liberties 
Categories : Other ( fil I in box) 
Cun-ent Date Time . 4 7 2013 9:19:00 AM 
Airporl : ISP - Long Island MacArthur 
Date Time of Travel : 
Airline Flight Number 
Checkpoint Area of Airport . 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. It is unacceptable to mandate travellers to screening in Nude Scan machines. Also, no nude imagery must be stored or transmitted, even if stick image is used for viewing. We have a right to travel and not at the condition of TSA. You are 
be coming un n ecessa ri ly intrusive. and encroaching on I I be rti es. The greatest threat to Liberty com es from those who cry Sec u nty. The body scanner ma chin es program me is not effective and subj eel to I iii gati on. You have not undertaken any accurate 
cost benefit analysis for using these machines, including cost to non-travellers who use alternative transport. Wait. time cost. Cost of surveillance is prohibitive. This invasion of privacy must be reversed. 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · comment from potential passenger Phone Number : 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 



41712013 
9:38:21 

AM 

4/712013 
112617 

AM 

Feedback Type . Civil Rights/Liberties 
Calegories Other (fill in box) 
Current Date/Time . 417/2013 g:19:00 AM 
Airport ISP - Long Island MacArthur 
Date/Ti me of Travel . 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· It is unacceptable to mandate travellers to screening in Nude Scan machines. Also. no nude imagery must be stored or transmitted, even if stick image is used for viewing. We have a right to travel and not at the condition of TSA. You are 
becoming un n ecessa ri ly intrusive, and encroaching on Ii be r1 i es. The greatest I hreat 10 Liberty com es from those who cry Security. The body scanner machines program me is nol effective and subj eel to Ii Ii ga Ii on. You have nol undertaken any accurate 
cost benefit analysis for using these machines, including cost ta non-travellers who use alternative transport. Wait, time cost. Cost of surveillance is prohibitive. This invasion of privacy must be reversed. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . ccmment from potential passenger Phone Number: 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Caller fiew from JFK and was senl through one of the scanners. The day she flew she was told thal it did not have any x-ray bul then she spoke wilh JelBlue and they told her that it does have x-ray. She is concerned because she is pregnanl and wanls 
to know if they are supposed to tell her that the machines have x-ray. 

I told the caller that AIT is a classification that covers two similar technologies, millimeter wave and backscatter. Both systems work in a similar way to give Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) a virtual image of a passenger that conspicuously 
highlights potenlially dangerous items. 
Millimeter wave systems project beams of non-ionizing radio frequency energy over the passenger's body surface: the beams do nat penetrate the skin. The radio frequency energy reflected back from the body and other objects an the body is used ta 
construct a three-dimensional image. The energy the system projects is thousands of times I e ss Iha n a eel I phone Ira ns mission. 
The backscatter x-ray system works by scanning the surface of a passenger's body with a narTow, low-dose. low-energy x-ray beam. This system uses ionizing radiation-the type people usually think of as ·radiation.'' However, the radiation levels are 
far below those of a hospital x-ray machine and any level I hat might cons1i1u1e a health concern. The amounl of radiation from a backscatter screening system is equivalenl to the exposure each person receives in about 2 minu1es of airplane flight at 
altitude ar the amount the person receives in about an hour due to naturally occurring background radiation at ground level. 
The extremely low dose of radiation from the entire spectrum of TSA screening technology is inconsequential. even to frequent flyers who undergo repeated screenings. When evaluating new screening technologies, TSA performs independent studies 
and evaluations to verily the systems meet regulatory and national ccnsensus standards to ensure the health and safety of the traveling public. This testing takes into acccunt special populations that are more sensitive to radiation, such as children, 
persons receiving radiation 1reatmen1 for medical condilions, and pregnanl and potenlially pregnant women, as well as employees who work near the equipmenl. All screening systems fully comply with Federal safety requirements, and measured 
radiation levels for each are well below limits established by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration. 
Sc reem ngs using Al T a re vo I unta ry. Ind i vi d ua Is who do not wish to be screened by this techno I og y w111 be required to undergo alternative screening. including a thorough patdown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of 
this right. 
I told lhe caller that TSO s are not required to tell passengers I his information bul signs are posted telling passengers that the machines are oplional. 

I sent her an email. 



Caller wants to file complaint against a TSA employee. She stated that at DFW terminal B-9 and checkpoint 9 that she was about to go through the AIT after a man came through before her. She stated that he was rather large and got the place where 
he stood in the AIT wet with sweat. She didn t know there were booties that she could put on so she kind of tip toed in trying not to get where he had been standing and then she tip toed out of the AIT. She stated that a TSA lady told her she didn t 
have to be walking like_ that and. that thef h.ave boolies for passengers and I.old. her to come on out. She stJled thal the lady was very rude wilh her and she ask her name and lhe agenl put her hand over her badge so she couldn I see her name and 
someone else to Id her ,t was~or h , IR I I she th, nk s ,t wa~houg h. 
She went to tell a manager about what had happened and the person that she spoke to told her to wait a minute. Then the same agent that she had the problem with came over there and laughed when she saw her. The agent got a card and threw 11 to 
her and told her to ca 11 the number on the card, Then she stated that the agent changed the story, and acted Ii ke she to Id her before that the re we re booties that she co u Id put on, The a gent told her that she did n t have a manager that she could ta I k to. 

Advised Ca Iler: 
I did apologize 10 lhe caller about lhis happening 10 her. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of secunty and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area. and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

4/712013 
2:48:24 Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Super,isory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 

PM 

4/712013 
4:57:47 

PM 

Because your comp I ai nt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Se r,i ce Manager. 

Date: 4 7 13 
Time: 1 :45 PM 

~~:~tGt1~'!s~r;~;:----1------J 
Phone"1i:"-. b_,-'-(6_I __ _, 
Airport: DFW 
Airline: American Airlines 
Terminal: B-9 

Checkpoint: 9 

Good afternoon. My name is!(b)(ffl ! and I am and have been a frequent airline traveler throughout the past 5 years, in most years flying over 100 flights domestically. I wanted to let you know that that every time I fly out of the Albany, NY 
(ALB) airport, lhe TSA screeners (moslly a woman with blond hair al the initial screening point) try to prevent me from exercising my right to, "opI-oul" of the AIT machine technology. Due to the number of flights I am on, I would prefer the metal 
detector screen or the enhanced pat-down and therefore exercise my right to opt-out. However. every time I state this, the TSA screener makes statements like, '"don·t worry, you can go in the machine, they can·t see under your clothes" or, "Oh great, 
it's ONE of these people ... so, why do you not want to go through, do you just not understand what this 1s" and "It's not gonna harm you if you go through." I just do not understand why the TSA screeners don't listen to my simple request to opt-out and 
push me to get mad and answer their silly questions? This has also happened to my mother. where they try to either make her feel bad or pressure her to go through the AIT machine ... which is non-sense. Anyhow. I wanted to express my frustration to 
see if you or someone I here can assist for future flights. 

Please let me know if you can just tell your TSA agents to listen to the passengers and not make snide comments or ask silly questions to the passengers who are simply exercising their nght. 

Thank you for listening. 

fh1/R1 I 
US Citizen and Frequent Flier 



41812013 
8:05:01 

AM 

Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Ca I egori es Secure Flight; Advanced Imaging T echno I og y Current Da I el Ti me : 4/712013 9 :36: 3 O PM Airport : SEA - Seattle-Tacoma I nte mat ion a I Date/Ti me ofT rave I : 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: As a frequent flier I try 10 avoid unnecessary radialion and sometimes request a pat-down instead of lhe backscatter imaging machines. When I do this, I am removed from the security line, through a gate, and to a separate area to be patled 
dawn. The substantial breach of security that results from this is the fact that I can go through security without once goir,g through a metal detector or other screening device. This leaves the screening of my person solely in the competence of a single 
TSA officer. On multiple occasions I have noticed that the officer half-heatedly pats me down, almost entirely skipping over my groin and other &quot;sensitive&quot: areas. This leaves me to ponder the possibility that if one was trying to commit a 
crime and bring some form of contraband or weapon onto a fiig ht, they need not do anything but tape it to the inside of their upper I eg and refuse a scan, As a frequent trave I er. this seeming I y s imp I e way of c i rcumve nti ng the security remains rather 
worrisome 10 me. In my opinion, those who wish to skip the scan should be required to go through the metal detector in addilion to being subjected 10 a pat down. I hope this makes sense. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Narcm_e~~b~·~5~·-_, _ _, _ __. 
Phone Number 
Email (b)(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Caller said her boss is a member of Goes and he has not received the expedited screening the last 1 O times, before it worked fine. Caller said her boss is 78 and he flies from LAX. Caller said he is an American Airlines Platinum member but he also 
flies on Delta. kb)(ff•, !is what Is on his passport and J1h··,1rr1 !is what appears on his GOES account. Caller said he is a member of Sentn. Caller states they use a travel agent fh··,1rr1 I Caller asked if theEED,ot being on 
the passport will affect him using Global Entry for returning to the US. 

Name of passenger -!"'lb""l""/6"-l'------' 
de parting airport - LAX 
Name of the airline - American 
method of partiipalion - Member of Sentri 

41812013 Reservation confirmation number ~1h··,1rr1 
12: 12:0S date of incident 04 08 2013 

PM 

Under I his new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alarm, as well as greater use al explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 ar older will be informed al the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

I told the caller she can contact CBP to find out ii the SR is on his passport and if it will affect his using Global Entry upon re-entering the US since the Global Entry has SR but it appears the passport does not have it. I told the caller that CBP cannot 
answer any q u esl ions a bo ul P recheck. 
We encourage you to contact the U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) at (877) 227-5511 

Caller fiew on Saturday from TPA. She was patted down. Caller said she did not understand why a woman in her 80 s would need to be palled down. 

TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. TSA also 

41812013 selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. 

3:10:54 
PM 

She asked what might cause an anomally. I told her that something in a persons pocket would show as an anomally. She said the patdown was only from the waist up, across her breasts and under her arms. She asked if a person had a mastectomy 
and had the pate hes in that area would th at cause 11. I said it could especially 1f she had not to Id the screener ahead of time. 

Caller said she flies all the time and I his has never happened to her before. She said she does not know why anyone who looks like her would be palled down. 

The ca 11 er traveled from OMA to LAX through DEN and was delayed at OMA be cause she has a pacemaker and says that the officers at the checkpoint argued with her for approx. 20 minutes that she can use AIT even though her doctor has told her 
not to go through it, before finally agreeing to give her a patdown. She then needed to wait for about 10 more minutes to get a female TSO to do the patdown. 

4/812013 I apologized far the experience and explained that: 
5:39 33 

PM Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices, passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather lhan using screening technology, 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. 



41912013 
8:15:10 

AM 

The ca 11 er works with Southwest I nternat1ona I Airport. H 1s name 1s !( b) ( 6 I Has a customer on the Ii ne th at has some questions. 
He transfer,-ed the caller to me. The call was recorded. The callers name is noted above. 

The caller wants to speak to someone concerning the scanning machine. His wife went through RSW this morning. headed to ATL. She now has double vision. She left Ft Meyers airport on an 8:1 0 a.m. flight. He wants to find out what type of device 
and the energy I eve I in that device because it has affected his wife s v1s1on. She 1s he ad ed to the o ptomol og1st to have her eyes checked, and his having to have her eyes checked. He is concerned about her having to drive. 

Response: 
AIT is a classification that covers two similar technologies. millimeter wave and backscatter. Both systems work in a similar way to give Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) a virtual image of a passenger that conspicuously highlights potentially 
dangerous items. AIT gives TSA a way to detect a wide vanety of threats, including suicide vests and other improvised explosive devices that may be hidden under passengers· clothing. 

Millimeter wave systems project beams of non-ionizing radio frequency energy over the passenger's body surface: the beams do not penelrate the skin. The radio frequency energy reflected back from the body and olher objects on lhe body is used to 
construct a three-dimensional image. The energy the system projects is thousands of times less than a cell phone transmission. 
The backscatter x-ray system works by scanning the surface of a passenger's body with a nar,-ow. low-dose, low-energy x-ray beam. This system uses ionizing radiation. The amount of radiation from a backscatter screening system is equivalent to the 
exposure each person receives in a bout 2 minutes of ai rp I ane II i g ht at a I ti tude, 

The caller wants to know what type of machine is at RSW as well as what the energy level is. 
I directed the caller to contact the CSM to inquire about this: 

~~:~12;w: I 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Pao r Customer Service 
Cur,-ent Date/Time · 41912013 1 :20:57 PM 
Airporl: SFO - San Francisco 1n1ernational Dale/Time of Travel: 04/08/2013 6:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Ai_rport. Termi~al 2 checkpoint F2 TSA Employee: (I/Known): CAS contract em_ lo ee~omment · I "."as very dismayed_to witness!(b)(ff:1 !mi_streat a foreign traveler at checkpoint F2._ The traveler, of Asian descent, clearly 
spoke little to no English. He was In the queue to pass through the AIT screening device when bi(6:1 an~ss through with a cart to carry bins for the X-ray machines. !(b)(6i !Yelled at the back of the Asian travelers head. &quot;MOVE 
PLEASE&quot: followed by an escalating series of yelled commands, culminating in a very rude &quotHELLO!?P??!!&quot:. The Asian traveler stood compliantly outside the screening device awaiting instruction to enter. He clearly did not understand 
~was speaking to him.~then nudged the passenger with his bin cart. CAS's employeee ran a cart on purpose into a passenger 10 gel him 10 move. 

~ 9~;04
1J I find this disrespectful and completely unacceptable. Kiill:§1] or another CAS employee, could have spoken to the passengers face (not yelled at the back of his head) and used a less abrupt method to request the passenger reposition himself to 

· PM allow the bin cart by. 

Kiill:§IJ treated that foreign visitor with no English skills like a farm animal. How unprofessional. 

Please address the screeners conduct with CAS. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name :!(b)(ff:1 
Phone Number . =-'-'-''-------' 

Email !lb 1(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller wants to know the policy for a baby going through screening. Caller is concerned about the x-rays and the pat-down. 

I read 10 cal I er: 

As part of this effort T SA is Im pleme nti ng a program to revise screening procedures for passengers 12 years o Id and younger. The new screening procedures include permitting mu Iii p I e passes through the meta I detector and advanced Imaging 
technology to clear any alarms as well as the greater use of explosives trace detection. TSA anticipates these changes will further reduce-although not eliminate-the need for a physical patdown for children that would otherwise have been conducted 
to resolve alarms. 

In addition. passengers 12 years old and younger will be allowed to leave their shoes on. However. children may be required to remove their shoes and could still undergo a patdown if anomalies are detected dunng security screening that cannot be 
resolved through other means. Transportation Security Officers use their discretion based on how old a child appears. 

Caller also wants to know if his son will have to go the metal detector. Can he opt out? 

He can opt out of the AIT. but not the WTMD. II a passenger opts out of the AIT. the alternative is a pat down. 
4/912013 
9:10:06 Caller is not enthusiastic about his son being patted down. He advised that he would contact his congressman about the issue. 

PM 
I advised caller that, the easiest route is to go through the WTMD and AIT. If there are no alarms, then no further screening would be necessary. 

Can they bring formula? Ca Iler heard that the passenger may have to taste test the formula or breast mi I k. 

I advised caller that this in not TSA policy. 

Caller said that he found it on the TSA website. 

I ran a quick search for the term taste and lo u nd and co nli nmed to ca 11 er th at the a 11 eg ed screening procedure is NOT found on the website. The al I eg ed procedure would be as offensive to T SA as it wou Id be to a passenger and is not a pa rt of the 
procedure. 

I offered to send ca 11 er the relevant pol IcIes via e-m a i I and he provided his e-ma i I address for the purpose. 

I enIered complaint for the interaction lype in all three work rows because caller expressed his disapproval of lhe policies, though he slated that he just wanted informalion. 
Disability Description:!rh··,1rr1 !has a pacemaker. 

Response Details: Apologized to the caller for the inconvenience. 

Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alarm, as well as greater use of explosives trace deIecIion. 
TSA continues to incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport and no individual will be guaranteed expedited screening. 

,!W""""'-"!1..1."','tails: Caller flew on March 22, 2013 on United Airlines. 
--~-_,has a pacemaker and requested a patdown. She felt the TSO did not want to do a patdown. The TSO kept insisting she go thru the AIT 
...,,. ___ ~ ept requesting a patdown 3 or 4 times. 
She is also 75 and stated she didnt think she had to remove her shoes. 
She did nol feel discriminated against due to her disability nor that this was a failure to accomodate to her but more for poor customer service on part of lhe TSA agenl. 

Columbia. SC 
United 
Flight 5731 
March 22, 2013 1 :OOpm approximately (2:27 pm) 
She did not get the 
Middle age, brown hair. white female. 



Caller traveled from LAX to Dulles a coup I e of weeks ago. 
She stated her bag was rather fu 11. 

She had a slip of paper inside thal was a NOi and she wanled to know if it was from TSA. 
She stated it did not have a date on it so she cannot say if it was on the way to Dulles or the way back. 
She wo u Id have a pp rec1ated a date stamp to let her know. 
She stated everything appeared to be alright inside. 
She is unsure what drew their attenlion to her bag. 

Told her the NOi is placed inside by TSA. 
Sometimes the re is not a date stamp but not always. 
Norm al I y it is placed on lop of the Passengers be longings before closing the bag so it w i 11 be seen when opened. 

She stated th ere a re tho us ands of trave I ers about the Al T ma chm e where you can see someones privates and body parts. 

411112013 She was palled down at LAX and again on the return I rip at Dulles. 

12:21:59 
PM She asked me if there was ever a machine that showed her privates. 

The I ady Off ce r at the Airport said we cannot see your privates, 

I explained that is correct. It is just a generic outline image. 

She stated there was 2 machines at one time and now there is only one. 
Her question is: When did we use the machines that showed your privale parts or when did we stop using I hem. 

Told her I will be happy to research that. 
She stated to me that I did not seem to know what I was talking about because I should already know that. 

Told her I will research that for her and if she is not satisfied I will be happy to get someone else to talk with her. 

TSA worked with the U.S. Department of Homeland Security's (OHS) Science Technology Directorate (ST) and private industry to develop the new ATR software. In February 2011, TSA successfully tested the new software at Hartsfield-Jackson 
Atlanta lnternalional, Las Vegas McCarran International, and Ronald Reagan Washinglon National airports. In the coming months, TSA will install !he software upgrade on all currently deployed millimeter wave imaging technology unils at U.S. 
airports. 

Caller is a Flight #121 Airline cockpit crewmember, in lhe pasl 2 weeks he has had an issue at DTW with a screener and supervisor not allowing him through securily as a crewmember in uniform? 
Flies with a Charter Airline which is mostly military flights. 
What Manuel I am finding this inform at1on in and why doesn t he have access to it? 

Response: 
Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) always have the option of requesting a second form of ID. 
Acceptable I Os include: 
• An Airline or Airport-issued ID (ii issued under a TS A-approved security plan) 

411112013 Information is listed on the TSA.GOV website for anyone to review. 

6:56 ,53 Explained to caller how to contact the CSM at DTW. 

PM 
Escalation Notes: [b)(61 I 
The ca 11 er wants the deta1 Is lo r screening of flight crewm em be rs. He a I so asked for the CSM number 
I provided 7 34-94 2 filillJ 
I told the calller ... Security protocols for flight crewmembers that would maintain our high security standards, TSA released modified screening procedures for eligible, on-duty flight crewmembers that do not require the use of AIT machines. In addition, 
flight crewmembers are subject to random screening. observation by behavior detection officers, and TSA's additional layers of secunty. 

The contact center will not be able to provide exact screening information. The caller stated he would seek that information some place else. 



My son is a US Soldier. He fiew out this past Sunday from DFW to St. Louis. He was home for bereavement leave from his AIT training. As we arrived to security he was in uniform and as he went through the detector it went off and the security 
guy yanked him by his arm. First there was no reason to do that. all he had to do was ask him to wait or please stop, That was very disrespectful considering my son will be shipping out to South Korea and not sure how things will end up over there. My 
other son who was behind him was very offended and upset. So when I found out I was very upsel. That was the last lime I was gonna see my son for al least a year and for someone to be thal disrespectful to a soldier is uncalled for. I know you have 
procedures and you have to screen everyone. I understand him making my son take off his boots and all his pens and items in his pockets because the safety of others. But yanking him by his arm was not necessary. 
This occurred Sunday Ap n I 7. 2013 around 9: 15 or 9: 30 am Ame nca n Airlines flight 1616 near gate 21 security check in at DFW air po rt. 

4/11/2013 
8:01:12 

PM Thank you. 

rb,(6) i 

4112/2013 
10:23:02 

AM 

HYPERLINK 1,_(b-'-1_(6-'-) ______________ __. 

Sent fro~(b)(61 ~hone 

---Original Message--
From: !(b 1(6) 
Sent: Friday, April 12, 2013 8:31 AM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject Fly Rights - New Report from !"'lh-'--."-,IR-'-·'-1 __ _, 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name:~l_h_·I1,.R,.··,,...,,.,..._..._ __ _, 
Email Address:.,.....,·-, """1 ___ ..,...._...., 
Phone Numbe (b)(61 
Address'""h""·,1-'-R'-'·, ___ __, Mclean VA 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N at,ona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Ron aid Reagan Washing ton N ationa I Airport 

4112/2013 Caller is flying out of Canada or in the United States. she does not want to go through the ait screening nor go through a patdown procedure, she wants to know if she can stip down. Told caller that she can request a private screening and have a 
4:36:17 companion with her, told caller lhat 10 be cleared she will have to undergo a modifed patdown procedure wilh no removal of clothing. Caller became upset and would not accepl the information thal was given to her. I ended the call. Caller would nol 

PM provide information on her upcoming flight for me to send to a csm or odpo to assist her. 



The caller flies from ACY and wears a transparent paper flip-flop called airport booties. Each time he attempts to fly from the airport. the TSO indicates that they must be removed. However. he is able to wear the items at other airports. The booties 
were purchased from the following website: www.airportbooties.com, and. according to the website. are approved at security checkpoints. The caller was concerned about health issues. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) has developed standard screening practices for all of our Nations airports, and passengers can expect essentially the same procedures. While the procedures are the same everywhere, the 
interpretation of those procedures resulls in some slight vJriations from airporl to airport and situation to siluation. 

4~1:;~2~~ 3 TSA works hard to achieve consistency in the security training process. We inspect screening operations at airports and continue to monitor the number and nature of complaints we receive from the traveling public to track trends and spot areas of 
AM concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process ena b I es us to ensure prom pt, co CTecti ve action whenever we determine that security screening po Ii ci es need modification or specific employees a re the subject of repeated complaints, 

4/14/2013 
3:50:55 

PM 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager at that location. 

Nonetheless, passengers are permitted to wear disposable booties, socks, or slippers through the screening checkpoint to help protect their feet at walk-through metal detector and the AIT machines. The disposable footwear may be removed and 
placed i nlo I he i ndivid ua I's a cce ssi bl e property prior to exi Ii ng the screening ch eek point. 

Disability Description: The caller recently traveled. The callers daughter has an insulin pump and he has a complaint regarding the information that is being supplied by the TSO at DCA and SFO. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: I apologized to the cal I er lo r his experience. I to Id the ca I le r I would send his information to the CS M at SF O to make them aware of the incident, 

Incident Details: The caller said he was told that generally the insulin pump will not be affected by the new screening devices. The caller said he needed to get clarification. 
The caller said that at DCA the TSO told them the AIT machines would not damage the insulin pump. He said they told his family they could choose the AIT or the patdown. they had a cho1ce.!(b)(ff:1 !said that at SFO they were forced to go thru 
the AIT machine and told they did not have a choice. 
He said al SFO TSOfh·\/r;··, !refused to listen to his spouse regarding the issue and concerns she had aboul the aflecl of the provision on the operalion of the insulin pump after the AIT screening. The caller said it was very disturbing. 
The caller said that the general concern is that at DCA and SFO both airports have employees that are insisting the screening is safe for the insulin pumps. 
The ca 11 er said th ere is no documentation stating the facts of such tests being performed and documented. The caller stated th at th ere is nothing pub Ii shed stating that results of any testing that has be en performed by the ADA, or has anyone in 
Washington pub Ii shed anything to this effect. 
The caller s main concern is thal the TSO s are providing incorrect informalion thal is relaled to many passengers heallh. 

The caller said that his daughters insulin pump was $8000, and it is required that she have it to avoid the shots. The caller said that damage by the machines may void the warTanty also. Caller did not want to file the complaint in writing and just 
wanted to make the officers aware so that other passengers insulin pumps do not get damaged. 

Flight info: 

Dale: 4-14-2013 
Airport: SFO 
Screening Time: 12:30pst 
Terminal: 3 
Checkpoint: F-2 



The caller wants to file a complaint regarding a patdown. He stated that he has a knee replacement. He stated that he was returning from Hawaii. He stated that he had a patdown that took over three minutes to complete. He stated that he went up and 
down in the front and back of his legs. He stated that he ran his fingers around the collars of his shirt and the sleeves. 

He asked if there is anyway that he can avoid the pat downs in the future. He stated that he uses the AIT sometimes. He asked if there is anyway to document this complaint on this TSO. He stated that it was very excessive. He stated that it was very 
i nco n s i ste nee with the patdown s he has had in the past. 

I advised the caller thal passengers should continue to expecl an unpredictable mix of security layers that include explosives trace detection, advanced imaging technology, and canine teams, among olhers. 

Trans po rtati on Security Office rs w1II conduct different patdown procedures to resolve different types of anoma Ii es. During the assessment officers wi 11 use revised p atdown procedures in a 11 instances to reso Ive anoma Ii es and a I arms. 

We understand and regret lhe discomforl and inconvenience passengers may experience as a result of paldown procedures. Nevertheless, we believe these securily measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring lhe securily and confidence of 
all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy new technologies to address the explosives threat. and the use of patdowns provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint. 

4114/2013 
4:34: 18 I explained that all passengers have to be screened on every flight. I explained that this was standard procedure. He should never be asked to remove or lift any article of clothing to reveal a sensitive area of the body. 

PM 
I explained that I can forward this information to the CSM at the location for review. 

The callers flight details are as follow: 

Departing Airport: H NL 
Destination: SAN 
Airline: Hawaii 
Flight Number: 16 
Gate: 26 
Date and Time Apnl 11th, 2013 @12 00 pm 

He stated that the officer was 5 6, and ethnic local (Hawaiian). 

My family recently travelled from the Wayne County Metro Airport in Michigan to the Fort Lauderdale Airport in Florida and had very different screening processes at both airports. In Michigan my two children and I walked through the "old metal 
detector· My husband followed behind me but he was called out to go into the AIT machine. He asked the officer ··oon·t I have a choice?" The officer said "No Sir, you do not have a choice.'' In Forl Lauderdale my husband went first in line and said 
to the officer ··1 don't want to go in that machine.'' The officer said "That's fine Sir, you can go through the other one." There were signs clearly posted in Fort Lauderdale that being screened by the AIT machine was optional. Clearly my husband did 
not have an option when we were in Michigan. Why did this happen? 

4115/2013 
11:56'~</; __ 

AM fbi(61 ~----~ 

I his e-mail a/18 !iii§ Ille§ t@: it Will I it WI ildli I &I 11:U@i ltidl ii 1161 I I l&tidl I Si IC Si & ii au :ass s: 115 : a: 11 
retain or distribute any copies. 

11 F; Ill :sotsss sr s mail +to sosdor iwrnedietelv Yet: thOl lld PO! 1i5£IP5e the 5901@0! er take 



Al I the information th at I am ab I e to recover is th at it was De Ila Airlines, Flight D L 1604. Apri I 7113, and it departed at 07 26. We went through sec u nty at ap pro xi matel y 05 30 at Detro it Metro po Ii tan Wayne County Airport. I al so may add th at after they 
forced my husband through the AIT scanner, they swabbed his hands for bomb residue, in front of our two children. I was unable to find the gate information but hopefully this will be enough information for you. 

Fromfh·11R··, 

Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 10:44 AM 
To: "TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov' 
Subject: AIT screening 

My family recently travelled from the Wayne County Metro Airport in Michigan to the Fort Lauderdale Airport in Flonda and had very different screening processes at both airports. In Michigan my two children and I walked through the "old metal 
411512013 detector". My husband followed behind me but he was called out to go into the AIT machine. He asked the officer "Don't I have a choice?" The officer said "No Sir, you do not have a choice.'' In Fort Lauderdale my husband went first in line and said 

2:07:41 to the officer "I don'I wanl to go in thal machine.'' The officer said "That's fine Sir, you can go lhrough the other one: There were signs clearly posted in Fort Lauderdale that being screened by lhe AIT machine was optional. Clearly my husband did 
PM not have an option when we were in Michigan. Why did this happen? 

fb)(61 

I rug @-riibll §I id §11§ iii@§ §@I ii Ytlll i ll WI ildll I &11116@11113111116111 l&lldl I 3116 S. C ii itti .JCS 6111) 161 U :a a cs ta tis !(SJ. F; 
retain or distribute any copies. 

1· II i 11 Ii ·: :: seed~ r immed"et~: Xe:: she: :!d eot 1isclc5e the serte?I ort@ke 

She says that she has heard that procedures have changed at Denver and I hat body scanners are no longer used I here. She wanls to know if I his is true. She wanls to know if paldowns are still done. She says she is not going to fly until AIT and 
4115/2013 patdowns are no longer used. 

2:42 53 
PM Advised ca Iler: 

AIT is slill used. The AIT used now does nol have an image of her actual body. It just uses a generic outline of a body. Patdowns are still done as well. 
Ladies and Gent I emen: 

411512013 Yesterday afternoon, I opted out of the Advanced Imaging Technology screening at MCI Airport (Kansas City) and instead was screened with a pat-down. After patting down rny mid-section. the female security guard conducting the pat-down said "Nice 

4,02 ,56 abs.'" I found lhis comment to be highly inappropriate and offensive in lhe context of a mandatory security screening. 

PM 
Sincerely, 

!rh1/R1 



4/1612013 
12:27:52 

PM 

4/1612013 

Caller wants to know when he goes through screening can he put an ath I et,c cup on before he has to have a patdown. He just wants to put it on at the checkpoint, not have it on a I ready. He was denied boa rd i ng yesterday because he had tested 
positive for the swab, he wants to know what he was tested for. He was then brought in a private room for his screening where there were 4 men in the room with him. He had something that happened to him as a child and touching him and haveing 
him in the private room almosl made him have a panic a11ack. He is traveling out of SI Louis Lamber. His swabed his palms of his hands not his bag. He makes products from Hemp, would that be somelhing that would have tested posilive? 

Told caller 
The majority of passengers can be screened without being touched by a Transportation Security Officer (TSO). Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 
seconds without the supporl of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through metal de1ec1ors only if they can walk lhrough on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can 
request to be screened using a thorough patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

I could not tell him he could put on the cup while at the checkpoint. 

For furture fights he could call TSA Cares and let them make arrangements for him. let them give the airport a heads up. So they understand he had some issuse. TSA Cares is for passengers with a disibity or medical condition. For his flight tomorrow 
he can ca 11 the CSM so they can understand what happened to h, m yesterday and maybe let them know why this 1s d iffucl t for him. 

Name: l(b)(ff, I 
Phone: 
Email: 

TSA Cares 855-787-2227 and it was listed on our web site. 

They can swab him for explosives. There are sometimes there are medications that would be positive. I could not tell him what exactly showed on the swab. 

He could contact the Olli ce of Hazardous Mate ri a Is Safety at 800-4 67 -4 92 2 lo r information a bout the products he handles lo r his bu ssi n ess. I could not tel I him if th ere were pro pe rti es that may test positive in the products. 

Disability Description: Caller has an anxiety disorder, 

Information Request Caller has an aversion to touch and wants to know if he is required to go through a secondary private patdown can he be allowed to place cup over his genitals before they perform the patdown. 

Response Details: Caller wants to know when he goes through screening can he put an athletic cup on before he has to have a patdown. He just wants to put it on at the checkpoint, not have it on already. He was denied boarding yesterday because 
he had tested positive for the swab, he wants to know what he was 1es1ed for. He was then brought in a privale room for his screening where there were 4 men in the room with him. He had something that happened to him as a child and 1ouching him 
and having he in the private room almost made him have a panic attack. He is traveling out of St Louis Lamber. His swabbed his palms of his hands not his bag. He makes products from Hemp. would that be something that would have tested 
positive? 

Told caller: 

The maJority of passengers can be screened without being touched by a Transportation Security Officer (TSO). Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only 1/they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 
seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can 
request to be screened using a I ho rough patdown; however, passengers cannot requesl to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

1 :02:08 I could not tell him he could put on the cup while at the checkpoint. 
PM 

For future fights he could call TSA Cares and lei them make arrangemenls for him, let them give the airport a heads up. So they undersland he had some issues. TSA Cares is for passengers wilh a disability or medical condition. For his flight 1omorrow 
he can ca 11 the CSM so they can understand what happened to him ye ste rd ay and maybe let them know why this is difficult for him. 

Name: l(b 1(6) I 
Phone: 
Email: 

TSA Cares 855-787-2227 and it was listed on our web site. 

They can swab him for explosives. There are sometimes there are medications lhat would be positive. I could not tell him what exactly showed on the swab. 

He could contact the Office of Hazardous Materials Safety at 800-467-4922 for information about the products he handles for his business. I could not tell him 1/there were properties that may test positive in the products. 



Caller was travel mg from MOW on 4 15 13 and she had a s k, rt on and when she went through the AIT nothing went off and they told her that she st, 11 needed a patdown. She stated that she ask the agent why she had to be patdown because the AIT 
didn t set off a alarm and the agent told her that she could be hiding something underneath her skirt. 
She feels she was discriminaled because she had a skirt on and in another isle over from her another lady had a skirt on and they did the same thing to her as well. 

411 8/2013 Ca Iler a I so stated that she ask a TSA s u pe tvi sor why did they pi ck them out and she was told be ca use they had skirts on and they to Id her thats pol icy and gave her our phone numb er. 
9:46: 14 She didn t want to provide her last name and information she Just wants to make us aware that women shouldn t be patted down just because they have a dress on. 

AM 

Advised Ca Iler: 
I told the caller that I could send this up to a CSM but I would have to have all of her information before I could send 11 up to CSM. 
Disability Description: The caller stated that he has a bad knee and needed to use three 30 inch wooden paddles tied together as a cane. 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 

Mobility aids such as crutches, canes, walkers. support braces, orthopedic shoes, and prosthetic devices are permitted through the screening checkpoint after proper security screening or inspection. 

Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags. TSOs are required to exercise great care during the screening process so that when bags are opened a passengers belongings are 
retu med m the same condition they we re lo u nd. 

Even if an item is generally permitled, it may be subjecl to additional screening or nol allowed through the checkpoint if it I riggers an alarm during the screening process, appears to have been 1ampered with, or poses other securily concerns. The final 
decision rests with TSA on whether to allow any items on the plane. 

Certain sporting and hobby equipment cannot be brought on-board an aircraft. For example, baseball bats, bows and arTows. cricket bats, golf clubs. hockey sticks, lacrosse sticks, pool cues, ski poles, hiking poles sticks. and spear guns are prohibited 
and not allowed as carry-on items. 

4118/2013 
3:31 12 My TSA 

PM Close 
Search Results For: 

canoe padd I e 

Check Only 
Sports equipment that can be used as a bludgeon (such as bats and clubs) is prohibited in the cabin of the plane and must be transported in your checked baggage. 
http: a pp s. ts a. d h s. gov m ytsa c, b _resu Its. aspx? s rc=tsadotg ov 

MyTSA 
Close 
Search Results For: 

kayak padd I e 

Check Only 
Callers daughter has traveled to Ft. t.auderdale from tong Island twice and she has been pulled aside both times. Caller states that her daughter has flown many other times and had no incidences. Caller indicates that on one of her flights, she was 
pulled aside and her fingerprints were taken. Caller wants to know why we are doing this to an American c1t1zen. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their cafTY-On baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a pat down on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

4~ 1: ~;2~ ~ 3 TSA also se I ects passengers and their property at random lo r enhanced security sere en i ng. This random element prevents te CTori sis from attempting to defeat the security system by I e ami ng how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
PM citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

Name: rb 1(6) 
Phone:._ ______ __, 

Preston took over lhe call. 

Caller 1s concerned because ever time her daughter flies out of FLL she is pulled aside for additional screening. Caller stated that her daughter was pulled aside and fingerprinted for a previous fi1ght. Advised caller that TSA does not fingerprint 
passengers but her daughter could have been screened by ETD. Advised caller that during the ETD testing the officers would have ran a wand with paper attached to the end of it, and then tested the paper. Advised caller that this could be what her 
daughter confused as fingerprinting. 



Caller: 
Caller is calling in behalf of his wife who finds the full body patdown really embarrasing and invasive. She has two knee replacements. She has received a patdown the last three times they have traveled. They travel on Alaska Airline. He wants to 
know if there is any document she can obtain to be exempt from receiving another patdown. 

Advised Caller: 
I told the caller there is no way that she can avoid a patdown by having paperwork saying she has two knee replacements. If she is not cleared by the WTMD and AIT then she will have to go through a patdown. If a patdown is required in order to 

4119120 13 comp I ete screening: 

5:39:38 
PM 

• The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger should not be asked to remove or lift any article of clothing to reveal a sensitive body area. 

During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 

Caller is wanting information on how she can vote for the AIT vs the pat down. She read in the washington post that she can vote at the federal register website but can not find the voting section on that page. She does not like the screening procedures 
that are set in place and has avoided flying becuase of this. She thinks thal the WTMD and the dogs al the airport are the only way that should be screened at the airports. She feels that the screening procedurs are a violation to her conslilulional 

4120/2013 rights. 
1045 08 

AM CCR informed her that we have no information on this and s i nee it was created by the Fede ra I Register she can go through th em directly. 

412112013 
1:34:06 

PM 

Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do nol wish to be screened by I his technology will be required to undergo alternalive screening, including a I ho rough patdown. 
She can voice her opinion by writing to TSA HQ, but caller stated that she isnt good at writing. 
Caller stated that she didn t want the AIT or walk through metal detector in fear that she II get radiation poisoning. Wanted to request a patdown and wanted to know what the process would be for a patdown. 

Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdown search. and as the screening is being conducted, the TSO should be describing the procedures he or she is using. TSOs are required to use the back 
of the hand to patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas. TSOs are required to use the front of the hand. 

Passengers have the rig hi to request a private screening, and privale screening will be conducled in a room or in an area away from other passengers 
Disability Description: The caller has liquid medication. She is calling because she wants to get expidited screening. The caller states that she has to undergo additional screening each time that she flies. 

Information Request The caller wants to know if she can get expedited screening and she wants to know why she cannot get a background check and then forgo getting additional screening due to the fact that she has medical issues? 

Response Details: The caller did not phone in on the ODPO line. The caller phoned in and was very unhappy whenever I explained to her that TSA was not expanding expedited screening to cover people with disabilities. 

The caller believes that she and other persons with disabilities are getting an unfair amount of screening due to the fact that they have disabilities. She basically said that she did not feel like she was being a good citizen because she had to undergo 
the additional screening. 

She stated that she did not necessarily set off the metal detector but she hand to undergo a patdown especially at smaller airports due to the fact that she had a medical liquid, Glucerna, She stated that at smaller airports she had to undergo a patdown 
be ca use addition al testing could not be performed. 

412212013 The caller also stated that she has underwent multiple xray tests in the past and will not undergo AIT. She stated that each time she opts out of AIT she must undergo a patdown. She stated that she felt that the additional screening was a violation of 
3:38:22 the American with Disabilities Act. 

PM 
I advised the caller TSA policies were not pul in place 10 make people uncomforlable. I advised her that the policies were in place 10 ensure the safety of the public as well as the aircraft. I advised her that whenever people needed to take additional 
liquids on the plane or if they caused an alarm then they would have to undergo some additional screening. 

I advised the cal I er that she could apply for a program such as g Io ba I entry but that her medical items would s ti 11 have to undergo some additiona I screening , The cal I er le els that the re should be some way to prescre en persons with di sa bi I it i es so th at 
would not have to undergo the additiona I screening . 

Since the caller is complaining about policy issues. I advised her that I would send her information to a disability specialist. I advised the caller that I could not promise that someone would call her but I advised her that I would send her information for 
review. 



Caller Is in a scooter and is not ab I e to go through the Al T screening. 

I advised him that I am forwarding his informalion to the CSM al these lwo airports so they will be aware of the issue he is e,periencing when he goes through lhe checkpoint. 
4123/2013 
12:23:35 Incident Details: He is upset because the TS Os at the airports want him to sit beside the baggage xray screener waiting for his patdown screening. He currently has skin cancer and does not want any exposure to radiation. He recently flew out of 

PM Dallas Love Field on April 7th before 1 O:00am and also on April 15. He stated that the TS Os got upset and yelled at him when he moved over a few feet from the xray machine and threated to call the police on him. He also had the same issue occur 
again on April 11th when he fiew oul of DEN. 

4123/2013 
4:4218 

PM 

4125/2013 
3:11:42 

PM 

The caller wants to know if the the TS Os do not have to provide their names when asked. He also wants to know ii it is policy for TSA to detain passengers when they state they want to file a complaint and need the TSO name. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) does not disclose the identity of Federal TSOs. However, a TSO s last name and position are printed on his or her nameplate. TSOs also wear a metal badge with a unique number assigned to each 
TSO. TSOs must display I heir badge and nameplale at all times when screening passengers. 

S ituat1on That O ccu red: 
The caller stated that on April 11th around 7:30-7:45arn he went through a checkpoint a DTW. The caller stated that he requested a patdown in lieu olthe AITas he always does because of his concern of exposure tax-ray. The TSO that came to 
conduct the screening was rude from the beginning of the process. The caller staled thal he had some ii ems in his pockets and told the officer they were there because he did not want to put lhern in a bin until he got back to the bell. The TSO said 10 
him in a unprofessional manner that he should just hold the items in his hand then. After the patdown was conducted the caller went back to get his baggage from the conveyer and the TSO actually put his hand on his back and pushed him. The caller 
stated he asked the TSO not to push him and the TSO made the fol I owing statement: I wi 11 push or touch you where ever I want and when I want. 

At this point lhe caller asked the TSO for his name because he was going to file a complaint on him. He stated thal the TSO would nol give it 10 him and actually hid his badge from sight. The caller slated that he then asked for lhe STSO available and 
this person detained him over requesting this information. The caller stated that the STSO said he will not give this information until he has the callers information first. He took his license and called the airport police as well. The caller feels that the 
STSO made him go through all this to intimidate and harass him. The STSO did finally give the caller the TSO s name. which was Officer~ The STSO would not give his name or any other information. This all took about 20 muinutes or longer 
and the caller stated that he was really early or he amy have missed his flight. The caller wants to know where and how to file a complaint. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

TS A monitors the numb er and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot a re as of concern that may require special a tlenti on, This ongoing process wi 11 enable us to ensure prom pt, corrective action whenever we determine that security 
screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener learns are the subjecl of repealed complaints. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area. and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 

Because your comp I ai nt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your I etter to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 

Airport DTW 
Departure Time: 8:40am 
Caller had a bag of jewelry lost. Caller had 2 Ziploc bags and she is pretty sure they were in her black shoulder bag that she carried on. Caller said she asked her husband if he could have placed it in her red checked bag, but he said no. Caller said 
she is not sure if he would remember. Caller said she found a NOi in her bag and her checked bag had a band around the bag that she did not put on it. Caller said she has been married for 35 years and all the jewelry her husband has bought for her 
over all their years of marriage was in those bags and a lot of the jewelry was very expensive. Caller said there was a wide band gold watch and a tiny jade bead necklace with filigree and a silver cross on it. There was also 2 big hearts one on top of 
the other, one gold heart and one was silver, it hung on a triple strand chain. Caller said there were a lot of earrings. Caller said they flew from Mesa 10 Grand Rapids on April 9 and I hey went lhrough security around noon. Caller was in a wheelchair 
and she got out of the wheelchair and walked through the AIT and then she had to have a patdown. Caller said she is in her 70s. Caller's daughter, fh·,1r:;·-, I called in about the missing jewelry and they called lost and found at Mesa. Caller flew on 
Al I egIant Air. ca 11 er does not know the flight number. Caller wo u Id Ii ke to know if someone can ch eek the v idea to see if the j ewe I ry lei I out. 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a SI and a rd Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. Claim forms are also available on our Web site atwww.1sa.gov. 
Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Custa rn er Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 

Ca Iler ca 11 ed in reg a rd s to severa I previous comp I a i nts that he has sub mi tied vi a e-m ai I and Ii ve agent ca 11 er stated that he has not been ca I led by the CSM at MCO and wants some type of action taken Ca 11 er was re ally out of sorts and co nfro ntati o na I 
with me lried to reassure the caller I hat I would FWD to CSM al MCO for further assistance and some type of remedy for his complaint. Caller staled thal he would like to speak to a supervisor. 

412512013 E sea I ation Notes: [ b 1 ( 6) I 
421:46 

PM This caller says that he has called in several times about his issue that happened at MCO on 2 21 2013. The caller was confrontational right from the start and says that he has recorded all the calls that he has done today. The caller appeared to be 
taking notes on who he has ta I ked to. His m am issue is that he was made to go through the Al T machine and get a p atdown at MC O and the airport h asn t gotten back to him. I eve ntua 11 y ended the cal I with h1 m but I am reforwa rd i ng the callers 
complaint to MCO. 



The caller flew from BOS on April 8th to Germeny and wants to file a complaint on several officers at BOS. There was a male TSO about 5'9 with curty hair and possibly spamsh that yelled at her little girl who is 11 The caller stated that she told 
another women that is black and probably 5'6 or less that she had metal in in her body and the lady told her she would still have to go through the AIT and left her arm above her head. The caller stated that because of the metal she can not do this, 
The TSO lhen used a wand to screen her after she seen she could nol to the AIT physically. There was another male TSO with blonde hair, glasses, and heavier that seen the husband of the caller had a military coat and bag and made him go lhrough 
the AIT twice and screened his baggage twice as well. She could not believe the experience they had. She stated that her husband was in the military for 23 years and is handicap, But of all the problems the three TSOs cause them she was the most 
upset with the manner in which their daughter was treated. The caller stated if we we re to view v1d eo you can te 11 her husband because he was the only one using a wa I king staff. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every person and ,tern must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted 1s 
important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 

4126/2013 
1 :49: 11 Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

PM 

FI 1g ht Information: 

Dale: 4-8-2013 
Airport: BOS 
Airline: International a i rt i ne 
Departure Time: 9:30pm 
Arrival time: 7:30-8:30pm 
Gate: B15 

The callers daughter fiew from DEN with Frontier, and had requested a patdown, as she did not want to undergo screening with AIT. The TSO refused her request, and forced her to undergo AIT screening. He wanted to know why this happened, and 
wanted to file a complaint as well. 

Advised Caller: 

4~21~2~ ~ 3 I nd1v1d ua Is who do not wish to be sere ened by this technology wi 11 be required to undergo alte mati ve s c reem ng, including a thorough patdown. 

PM 
I gave the caller lhe contact information for the CSM at DEN, as he did not have any informalion regarding the flight. 

Nam~(b1(6) 
Phan 



From b1(6) 
Sent: Saturday, April 27, 2013 2:56 AM 
To: tsae,temalcompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject Issue at Reno airport on 2125/2013 

Thank you for your email message. We appreciate that you took the time to share 
your co ncems with us. 

412712013 Because the described incident occurred at a s ecuri I y checkpoint, we have 

10,58,38 forwarded your email to the Customer Service Manager at the given airport. 

AM 
TS A monitors the nature of inquiries we receive to track trends and spot a re as 
of concern I hat may require special attenlion. This ongoing process will enable 
us ta ensure prom pt. ca rrecti ve acti an whenever we d ete rm i ne that 
security-screening policies need modification or spec1f1c employees or screener 
teams a re the subjects of repeated complaints. 

We also encourage you to check the latest information at HYPERUNK "http://www.tsa.gov"www.tsa.gov. 

TSA understands your concern regarding lhe effects the new screening procedures 
have had on flight crewme m bers, including pi lots and flight attendants. T SA 
Administrator John Pistole is comm i tied to ensuring T SA operates as a 
risk-based, i nte 11 i g ence-d riven Agency and I au n ch ed severa I reviews of TSA 
policies soon after his confirmation 10 ensure all slandards are me1. 

Caller flies from BWI bul does not know which line to get in. She has a joint stenl and the WTMDs always alarm and I hen she has to have a patdown. She is in her late 80s. 
4128/2013 

5: 56: 3 0 Advised caller: 
PM Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: The cal I er asked who she wi 11 need to speak to reg ardrng her sons experience at the airport tad ay. She stated th at he ca 11 ed her and was upset. He !rave Is lo r his job. 

Response Details: If a passenger uses an ostomy, he or she can be screened wilhout having to empty or expose lhe ostomy. However, it is important for passengers to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducling the screening about 
the ostomy before the screening process begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform TSOs about any disability, medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not 
exempt anyone from security screening, their use may improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TS Os of their conditions. 

Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT or a walk-lhrough metal detector, lhe passenger s ostomy is subject 10 additional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include lhe passenger conducting a self-patdown of the 
ostomy, followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passengers hands. 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender, Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 

The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 

412912013 I explained that I can forward her concern to the appropriale office for review. I explained thal I can email the informalion to her regarding the writlen complaint. 

12:35:08 
p M I a po I og i zed to the caller lo r the s ituat,on. 

4/3012013 
10:50:07 

AM 

Email sent. 

NOTE 
I tried to call back for luther details regarding the EW R incidents, however the number was busy. Sending to ODPO and CS Ms for review anyway. 

Incident Details: She stated that he has a ostomy and he has a pouch. She stated that today, at SDF. he had to empty his baggage completely. She stated that his hands did not pass the search, so he was taken to a private area and basically strip 
searched. She stated that they took a g ra no la bar from him. She stated that he has to have certain foods lo r his condition. in the event he is not able to re Ii eve hi mse If on the flight. She stated that they wo u Id not give their last names and badge 
numbers to him at the checkpoint. She stated that his ostomy is a private part of his life. and he does not want everyone knowing about it. She stated that he used the blue card to let them know of his ostomy. She stated that he was treated as a 
terriost. 

She stated th at this happens at EW R al I the 11 me. however not usu ally to this extent. She stated that in the past at EW R he was required to expose his o stom y bag by Ii Iii ng his shirt. No specific detai Is were p rov1d ed reg a rd i ng the incidents at EW R. 

She slated that she does feel that this is disability discriminalion because, if he did nol have the ostomy this would not have happened. She staled her son does intend on submitting a complaint in writing. 

The caller and his family were flying out of Orlando yesterday and he requested that he and his family to opt out of the AIT. His flight was at 2:30, flight number 389. He staled thal a supervisor told him lhat he is nol required to opt oul because he is 
traveling with his family. He knows that no matter what, he can opt out. He ignored his ignorance and introduced his family to him. He said that if it is recorded, we can view this. He took the younger children and the 12 year old was left with the 
grandmother. His wife was there to help with the younger kids. He stated that the female TSO told his 12 year old to go through the scanner. He stated that the 12 year old told the lady no. He stated that he himself then screamed NO' and advised the 
TSO that this is his daughter, and she will not be scanned, He was accused by STSO that he abandoned his child, He stated that they pressured him and asked why they would not go through the scanner by convincing him that it is no different that a 
cell phone. He told them I hat he had done his research. He stated that this other TSO was in his face, and he feels I hat I his is assault. He believes that this employee was a supervisor. He slated that as soon as he yelled NO! This is my daughter! the 
STSO was in his face. He stated that the entire staff at MCO is mistrained. He stated that most other airports are the same way. trying to make he and his family go through the scanner. He stated that this is what the Nazi s use to do. He stated that he 
is recording me currently. He wants to know what wi 11 ha pp en because of this incident. He stated that this has happened two ti mes. He stated th at he to Id the TSO th at he wi 11 no Io nger be com pl ,ant now that his lam i I y has be en affected. He did not get 
any names of the TSO s that he encountered. He stated that he wanted to choke this TSO. It took everything not to grab him. 

Response: 
I noted the following d eta i Is from the incident: 
Flight Detai Is: 
Dale: 04 29 13 
Time: 12:00-12:30 p.m. 
Airport: MCO 
Airline: TransAir 
Flight Number: 389 to Milwaukee 

I a po I og i zed to the caller lo r his expe nence, and info nrned him th at I wi 11 be lo rwardrng this information to the CSM at MCO lo r review. 



Fromfbi(61 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 1 :39 PM 
To: TSA.Ombudsman@dhs.gov 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

Remote Client IP~t b_ •• _,(B_._I --~ 

413012013 Dale Time: 4 30 2013 1 :3912 PM 

4:35:00 
PM 

Name: 

Email: 

HYPERLIN1~~b_)_(6_ •• _, --------------~ 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

AIT vs T SA P reCheck? 

Comments: 

Im approved as part of the TSA PreCheck and enjoy the convenience. However, my metal implant always makes me go off if the lane doesn t have an AIT. This confuses 99% of your workforce. and I m then told I should have gone through the 

The caller registered for a trusled traveler program to gain access to the TSA precheck line because he has me1a1 implants. He was nol allowed to go through lhe TSA precheck line and wanls to know why. 

I told him that the TSA precheck program is an expedited screening program that allows passengers to keep their shoes on. belts on, light outer wear like jackets on and other things to make screening faster. Passengers must still be screened 
regu I arl y by the AIT or a patdown procedure, To be considered e Ii g i ble for T SA pre ch eek after registering with the trusted traveler program, at the ti me of reservation making the passenger mu st enter the pass ID into the known traveler ID fie Id, They 
musl also make sure the name and date of birth on their reservation malches their trusled traveler membership card. This still does not guarantee lhe passenger to get selecled for TSA precheck because the informalion is submitled to the secure flight 

4/30/2013 program by the airline. The secure flight program either selects the passenger or does not. The TS Os at the checkpoint scan the boarding pass and direct passengers which line to go to. They do not make the decision themselves. 
8:49:43 

PM He asked ii there is a list of participating airlines and airports online. 

I explained to him how to find the list of participating airlines and airports on www.tsa.gov under the FAQs on the TSA precheck section. 

He went to the list and said that American does participate at JFK and LAX. 



51212013 
5:55:40 

PM 

Disability Description: Caller has a prosthetic arm and the caller said he feels like he 1s treated like a criminal because of his disability. Caller said that he cannot remember the last time he flew. 

Information Requesl: Caller said he needs 10 gel through TSA withoul the usual struggle. Caller said his prosthetic arm is incapable of carrying anything, so he gets treated like a criminal. Caller said he gels rude, embarrassing, up againsl the wall, 
idiotic kind of treatment. Caller said they are supposed to do things in a dignified manner. Caller said he always opts out of the screening technology at the screening areas. 

Caller stated he has a trusted traveler card and he stated that he cannot be asked to remove his jacket, belt, his laptop or shoes. Caller became confrontational when I told him he can only get the expedited screening when selected. Caller said he 
has a problem wi I h peop I e who do nol know wha I the sys I em is. 

Response Details: I told the caller I will refer this to a disability specialist. I told him I cannot give him the name of the specialist that will help him. 

If a passenger uses a prosthesis, he or she is not required to remove the prosthesis, and Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) cannot accept a passengers offer to remove the prosthesis. The way screening will be conducted depends on the 
passengers level of ability. Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only 1f they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. 

The patdown should be conducled by a TSO of lhe same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TSOs of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the posilion required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when 1ouched. 
A passenger should not be asked to remove or Ii ft any art i c I e of clothing to rev ea I a sensitive body area. 

In addition to the patdown. TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. 

I was going to explain to the caller that he could be asked to remove his shoes and other items. but I stopped when he became confrontational. 

I emailed this information to the caller. 

Caller slated she just wanted to complain, she flew Fri, and the agent that screened her was rude to her, because she didn t want to go through the AIT machine, she stated she preferred 10 have a Patdown, and she staled he ask her questions as if she 
5/312013 had something to hide. She stated she went through the AIT machine because he embarrassed her so bad. but she just wanted to know she had the right to opt out of it and request a patdown. 
12 03 29 

PM 
Advised: I apologized and advised her Yes, she has the right 10 opl out of ii and request a patdown. 



Caller states they cal I ed 3 wee ks ago to Ii I e a re po rt ag am st 3 TSA agents at BOS and she cal I ed the main number to Ii I e a comp I amt. Ca 11 e rs wife f b ::, ( 6 I took over the ca 11 at this point and provided lo 11 owing information: 

Caller informed the TSO that she couldn t go lhrough the AIT because of a shoulder replacement, husband couldn t stand straight because of his back. When the TSO was told her husband was former military lhe attitude of the TSO changed and 
because he couldn t stand straight he had to have a patdown and the TSO grabbed him and squeezed his testicles. One of the TSO agents yelled at their 11 year old daughter because she had a small amount of water which they didn t even realize 
she had. 

Caller said lhe supervisor was standing there and made him remove his belt which was nylon. 
Caller was told to stand up straight and he informed the TSO he needed his walking stick and it wasn t given to him and it was x-rayed 3 times before it was given back and the daughters carryon bag was hand searched and tore all apart. 

Caller stated he was in the military and had to have searches and never had anything as invasive. They were flying via Icelandic Airways from BOS to Genmany They asked when they would hear something concerning their complaint? They didn t get 
the name or Badge# of lhe TSOs. 

Response: 

51312013 Apologized to caller for the screening experience and assured the informalion would be provided 10 lhe CSM at BOS for their review. 

129,20 ~~::::-~~~i~=t'~e:
1
~f ~:afirevious record and information from both of the calls would be provided to the CSM. Explained the CSM may be able to review the video of the screening and if additional information is required they generally prefer to 

PM 

Informed caller removal of his belt is standard screening procedures. 

Exp I a i ned to caller they always have the option of s peaking with a s u pe rvi so r wh i I e at the checkpoint and th ere s ho u Id be signs posted by the AIT advising them of the option to opt-out of the Al T screening , but, wo u Id be required to have a patdown to 
comp I ete the screening process, 

Returned call at approx. 2:57 PM to clarify the issue, caller states their complaint is because of failure to accomodate for her husbands disability and the rudeness of the screeners and also they didn t like the TSO yelling at their 11 year old daughter. 
Provided following information vi a phone and vi a ema i I . 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of lhe Rehabilitalion Act ( 
• Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
• Be in writing: 
• Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt; 
• Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
• Describe the alleged discriminatory action in sufficient detail to inform TSA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 



51312013 
220:28 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

In 1998 I had a total hip replacement (all metal). 

I am very sorry to hear that the T SA w111 soon di scontrn ue use of Advanced Imaging Technology ( backs caller a ndlor m111 i meter wave). which was very convenient for pea pie Ii ke me. I travel fair I y freq ue ntl y, and am wandering if the re is anything I can do 
(pre-screening, etc.) to avoid a full pat-down every time I pass through security, because I know my hip will set off the metal detector 

Respectfully, 

PM fb1(ff1 

b1(6) 



April 27. 2013 

DearTSA: 

Dn 23 Apr 2013. I was traveling through the San Jose Airport with my 89-year old father (who has dementia) to visit his grandson's Marine Corps graduation. He is able to walk. and can function at a reasonable level, but understandably struggles when 
going though a UNreasonable search. 

While going through the TSA screening process, I was shocked to see he was sent to a 'secondary inspection" area to undergo additional screening. He was asked to remove his belt and place his hands over this head, while the screening device 
scanned him several limes. He struggles with balance issues, so I his was not an easy maneuver for him to accomplish, especially while trying to keep is pants from falling down. The pal down, removing his belt and lhe use of the scanning device he 
was forced to undergo seemed not only excessive, but contrary to your policy as stated in your web site below dealing with those 75 yeas old and over are, according to your pal icy, given some leeway in the screening process. 

51612013 It was shocking and emb arr a ssi ng for both my lather, onlookers and I he T SA sere eners 10 force an 8 9-yea r old man through a series of gyra Ii on s that only seemed to slow everyone down, but did Ii ttle to enhance security. I have a di fficu It ti me seeing 

821 ,32 that security is really enhanced through such a process. 

AM 
Perhaps equally important, is the seemingly ridiculous position your policies place TSA workers in who must carry out mindless tasks void of common sense. When concern was expressed to the supervisor, he was understanding and encouraged me 
to contact the TSA or my elected rep rese nl ati ve, which I'm doing. 

Without compromising security, would it not be possi b I e to p I ace one person, who wo u Id have the a bi Ii ty to exercise i nde pendent judgment and assess that an 89-ol d World War 2 veteran with dementia is NOT a security th re at, Or perhaps more 
simply, lhe TSA could follow I heir own policy staled on I heir web site, 
"These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to clear an alarm, as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. · 
Does "an additional pass· mean they do not go through theAIT imaging devices or must pass through the devices? Apparently, as practiced in San Jose. it means 89 yr olds must pass through the devices. 

This letter is not intended to scold and lecture, but a simple request to consider RE-examining your policies as it relates ta seniors. I understand safety is your primary concern and appreciate your efforts to accomplish that objective. 

Thank you 

Sincerely, 

Caller is an American Airlines pilot. Caller asked about the off duty pilot screening procedures at Las Vegas McCarran Airport. Caller was out of uniform and was told he had to use the back scalier. Caller asked if I his is correct. Caller complained 

51612013 because he said the TSO would not discuss this with him. 

8:33:00 
AM 

51612013 
2:11:17 

PM 

51612013 
2:39:01 

PM 

Alier eva I uat i ng a I ternative security protoco Is far flight crewme m bers that wou Id maintain our high security standards, TSA re I eased mod iii ed screening procedures for e Ii g i b I e, on-duty flight crewme m bers that do not require the use of A IT machines, In 
addition, flight crewmembers are subjecl to random screening, observation by behavior detection officers, and TSA's additional layers of security. 
I told the caller that the way I understand this is that if a person is on duty they do not have to use the AIT. I advised the caller to contact the CSM for clarification. 
The ca 11 er has two knee re placements. The cal I er said everyti me she travels she has to go through the metal detector and she has to receive a pat-down. The ca 11 er said she always has to go to a p nvate room and have a pat-down p erlo nrned again. 
The caller said she is a 78 year old woman and she is not a threat. The caller said she will be traveling again and she wanted to know what she needs to do to avoid this happening, 

I told the caller if she goes through the metal detector or the AIT and alarm sounds or an anomaly appears she would have to under-go a pat-dawn. I told the caller she would have to under-go a pat-down even if she tells the officer she has the metal 
implants. I told the caller she can request to speak with a supervisor. 
The caller wanted to know why the airport at Dallas Love Field has the Advanced Imaging Technology and the airport at LaGuardia does not. He stated that it did not make sense that a smaller airport would have the technology, but the larger one in 
LaGuardia did not. He insisted on getting an answer and refused to contact anyone else, such as the CSM. 

Advised caller: 
Not all airports have the AIT, but we do not have the information on why certain ones do and others dont. 



51612013 
4:50:58 

PM 

She stated that they were coming through PHX to BUR today, and went through secunty around 7:25-7:30 a.m. Her husband has 2 knee replacements. and generally he goes through the AIT, but there was only one of those available, and 11 was at the 
other end. She thinks that there should be a sign saying that any passenger with metal implants would need to go to the specific line that has the AIT The lines weren t long at all. and they got to walk up and go right through, but because there was no 
sign there saying that he should go through the AIT because of lhe meIaI implants, he got a patdown because he set off the WTMD. She thinks that the patdown was too much for an 88 year old. She doesn t undersland why they didn t have them all 
op en. 0 n ce he went through, and was patted down, they sent him back through. 
FI Ig ht detai Is below: 
Airport PHX 
Airline: So LIi hwesl 
Flight#: 3384 
Went through security: 7:25-7:30 a.m. 
Departure Time: 9:25 a. m. 
Departure Date: 5-6-13 
Terminal Gate: 4 C6 

Advised Ca Iler: 
I told lhe caller that I would send her informalion up 10 lhe CSM at I hat airport so thal they would know thal she was upset about the fact I hat I here was no sign, and that she lhinks there should be a sign sel up so I hat passengers can know if they have 
metal implants then they should go through the line for the AIT. 
I am a member of TSA Pre check via Global Entry, ID #!1h·11r;··, ! I use the pre check lane at DCA and IAD whenever possible and appreciate the shorter line for security. However, I have a metal hip replacement that requires me to still complete 
the full screening process, including removing shoes, empty pockels, etc. Plus, if the pre check lane does not have an AIT machine in use, I must endure lhe full pat-down procedure. 

Do you have. or are you planning to have something that can be noted in my profile identifying the hip replacement and avoid the extra steps? As of now the only benefit to me Is a typically shorter line, but 1f I am traveling with my wife. she is still stuck 
in the riorm al routine, 

Thanks for whatever information you can provide. I spoke to one of the pre check headquarters staff at an AAAE conference and they promised answers, but no one responded. 

i(b)(61 

51612013 TSA Chi el Security Officer, Retired. 

625:40 
PM 

b)(6) 

The caller flew from JAX on 5 6 2013 on American Airlines flight#1614 al 6:35pm. The caller said she went through lhe checkpoint. The caller said she went through lhe AIT and she could not see her personal items in lhe bin. The caller said she had a 
5/712013 key clip on her purse with a small 6 inch bag attached to it. The caller said when she got on the plane she noticed the bag was missing. 
3:40 28 

PM I sent the caller a claim form via e-mail, I gave the caller the phone number for the lost and found for Jacksonville International Airport 904-380-4069. 



5/712013 
9:0644 

PM 

5/912013 
101837 

AM 

5110/2013 
2:0716 

PM 

Caller: Arnved from Argentina. During the screening at the checkpoint before going to Miami custom er was stopped for add i ti o na I screening. 
Stated that a lema I e officer asked her to many quest ions, 

Location: Miami International. 
Gate: Not provided 
Airline: American Airline 
Flight #:490 

Advised: The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before 
entenng the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensunng that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy.Tried to get more info but she said to forget the 
comp I a int after advised is a random screening , 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

Feed back Type : Security Issue 
Categories: Pat-down: Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time. 5/9/2013 9:27:36 AM Airport· RDU - Raleigh-Durham International Date/Time of Travel. 05107/2013 5:30 AM Airline & Flight Number· AA 623 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
TSA Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) Uniformed Screeners and Duty Security Manager Comment My wife, who wears bi-lateral external prosthesis (breast cancer survivor), alerted the AIT. A male uniformed screener swiped my wife's hands 
with a cloth pad and something tested positive for further screening. Then a female uniformed screener (later ID'ed as a supervisor) approached and assisted, The male screener. without explanation as to what he was looking for, rummaged through 
my wife's bags and swiped contents. My wife explained she was a breasl cancer survivor and had handled her prosthesis earlier I hat morning. My wife lold both TSA screeners she was a U. s. Navy Captain who just re1urned from a year deployment 10 
Kabul, Afghanistan. The TSA screeners continued searching my wife's bags and said a body pat down was required. Her bags were again machine screened. Then my wife was escorted to a private screening room. She was subjected to a full body 
pat down. While out of my sight, I spoke with a non-uniformed secunty manager (name escapes me but he is a retired USMC gunnery sergeant). Agitated, I identified myself by name and as a retired Marine (he did likewise) and asked that he help me 
understand why my wife. a cancer survivor and active duty senior officer just back from a year deployment. was being put through such screening. To his credit he was polite and professional explaining protocols etc. and later provided me TSA/DHS 
contact info for future use. Questions: 1) Why did screeners go lhrough my wife's bags without explanalion as to why and what was lhe purpose of swiping conlents?: 2) Why was my wife subjected 10 full body (vice target area) pat down when lhe AIT 
alerted only the breast area?: 3) What alerted and why was there reason to swipe my wife"s hands?; 4) Why do military personnel - active, reserve, retired - and whether in uniform or not (all have ID cards) have to go through the same degree of 
screening as the general populace? Thank you. 

kb)(61 ] USMC(Retired) 

PS Again, though annoyed by our experience, we appreciate the courteous manner in which the TSA non-uniformed duty security carried out his duties. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 

Passenger's Na,.m,...e.(_,b_.l._(6_1 __ -.---~ 
Phone Number 1h··,1rr1 
Email b)(61 
To lea · · . ollow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller traveled in February from Atlanta via Southwest. He was going to go through the AIT with his watch and belt on but it was closed down so he went through the metal detector. He took off the belt and the watch. Efili},nd [filf]rom TSA signed a 
paper and said that they saw him put his things in the bin. Now his watch his missing. It is a 1000 dollar watch. The TSA supervisorfiill&[Jtried to help him. They reviewed the tapes but the tape for that lane was not working that day. There was a 
police filed as well. He is trying to fax his claim in to 571-227-1904 but it keeps going to a sex line. 

I told the caller that TSA monitors these complaints but we do not process claims here. He would need to contact the Claims Management Branch at 571-227-1300 for assistance. 



Disability Description: Caller said she called to get assistance and no one has called her back. Caller Is flying from MCO tomorrow. This Is her return flight. Caller asked if there is someone she can call to find out who will be assisting her tomorrow. 

El~ 
Disability Description: Caller s son is autistic and cannot stand still for the AIT screening. If a patdown is required, he may need assistance. 

Information Request Caller asked if there is someone she can call to find out who will be assisting her tomorrow. 

936229 526 Return 5 15 2013 2: 17:00 PM JetBlue MCO Upcoming 

Ca Iler is conce med that they may need assistance ii he is required to have a patd own. 

Response Details: I told the caller I will send the request again. I gave her the CSM number to contact. 

Name: l(b ,(6) I 
511012013 Phone: · · 

2:19:07 
PM 4:30pm..,...,....,., __ ----,_ 

I calledkbl(ff:, ~ack because I realized there was an incorrect date on the return flight. It was listed at 05 17 2011, but should be 5 11 2013. Caller said she spoke to the CSM and was able to make arrangements for tomorrow. 

Informed caller I hat I would forward the information 10 ODPO and emailed lhe information on aulism screening .Passengers with inlellecIuaI disabilities or developmental disabilities, such as Down Syndrome or autism, can be screened wilhout being 
separated from their parents or guardians. Parents or guardians should inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening of the child s needs before screening begins. Parents or guardians may offer suggestions on the best 
way to approach and sere en their ch, ldren, esp eci a 11 y if it Is necessary to touch him or her during screening. 
Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arrns above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, lhe passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure insIead. 
Ca Iler is concerned that her son wi 11 not be ab I e to p eiform the standing sti 11 part for the A IT and th at he wo u Id not react we 11 to the p atdown procedures. 

Caller: 
Caller works for JFK as a member of a cleaning crew. He wants to know if pilots have to do the same screening as normal passengers. Why does he have to do the same screening as the passengers everyday that he comes to work? He is not happy 
that he has to come in an hour early before work to get there on time. He wants to know why the policy is that way. It does not make sense to him. 

Advised Ca Iler: 
TSA released modified screening procedures for eligible, on-duty flight crewmembers that do not require the use of AIT machines. 

5/1012013 
5:38:09 I told the caller that it is policy that everyone and everything that wants to enter the sterile area must be screened. His co-workers do the same as him everyday that they go to work. I cannot speak on why the policy is that way but that is the policy. 

PM Pilots have a different level of clearance then he does. They are completely different jobs with differenl requirements. 



From[b1(6) 
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 1:11 AM 
To: tsa.ombudsman 
Subject Security checkpoint complaint 

First let me say that I would like a clear, personal response to this complaint. I don't want some canned reply. I am an educated taxpayer. 

511312013 On Sunday, May 5th in San Diego, we went through the security checkpoint after checking in for our flight on Frontier Airlines at about 5pm. I am a regular business traveler, and I'm quite familiar with the procedures. They were not using the metal 
8: !'.1~ 04 detector lo r re u I ar assen e rs but I did observe a crew member fi I ht attendant in uniform o in throu h it. I went th ro u h the ba c kseatter adv a need imaging teehno I og y. I was not given a c ho1ce, even when I asked for one. Your own video 

bl(61 

I was wearing shorts with a cloth belt that came with the shorts. When I went through security in Denver, I was wearing a leather belt and asked the TSA agent there ii I had to take it off. He said no, and I was NOT checked in my belt area. I also 
asked the supervisor in Denver TODAY if I had to remove my belt and I did nol. 

In SAN, the agent said I had to remove the clolh bell. II is made of the same material as lhe shorts and has 2 rings for a buckle, aboul 2" in diameter 1116" I hick. There is no way the rings could conceal anything, and the clolh bell itself is invisible 10 
the scanner technology. I said to the agent he was free to search me and he ordered me to remove the belt. I said I would be happy to go through the metal detector and he and a supervisor standing near said it was inoperative. Interesting since I 
had just seen someone sere ened with it. 

Caller slated she wears an insulin pump. Caller stated she isn't allowed to go through the AIT machine and every lime she travels the screener lells her she could go through lhe AIT. She feels like the screeners don t want travelers to get a pat down. 
Caller stated the screeners need to be polite to travelers who want to opt out of the AIT and the screeners are rude to the travelers at the checkpoint. She called the manufacturer and was told she could not go through the AIT. Caller feels like she is 
being punished lo r requesting a pat down. She fi ew Pittsburg to Chicago, stated she doesn't have the name of the screener. 

5113/2013 
g,46,02 Caller slated the screening happens at bolh Pillsburg and Chicago airport. Every time she travels she gets an attitude from the screener when she requests a pat down. Caller thinks the TSO should stop questioning what travelers say and they don t 

need to co nv i nee the travelers to go through the AIT 
AM 

Advised caller I would send the information to the CSM at the airport but the caller stated she doesn't remember which airport she was flying from. Caller stated she will call back in with the other airport. 
Caller states last week 5 82013 she flew from Sanjuan to Newark, was pulled aside ask to go through the AIT machine, she states while she was doing that her carry on bag was out of site for like 3 minutes, and when 1t finally came through she 
noticed jewelry was missing. Miscellaneous items and for sure was 2 gold chains. She stated they gave her a claim number and it was ( 866-289-9673). I told her that it was not a claim number but rather the number to the TSACC. 

She stated when she ask where her jewelry was, TSA told her not worry they had camera sand she was told later the camera was not working by another TSO. 

5114/2013 
1 ,09 ,54 Advised: If she would give me her information I will send it 10 CSM at the airport for review. Advised she can check her claim slatus or file a claim on our website tsa.gov. she stated she would get her claim forms on the tsa website. 

PM 
Airport: San Ju an Luis Munoz Marin Airport 
Airline: Jet Blue 
Dale: May 8, 2013 
Time: 3:50 pm 
Flight# 214 



The ca 11 er has a comp I amt. She flew to LAX on Wednesday May 8th. She stated th at she has a comp I a int. She stated that she requested a pat down rather than using the AIT at EI Paso. She stated th at she was told that she could not do that. She 
stated that she was not sure of the T SOs name, however she did speak with a manager at the checkpoint, She stated that they made her go through the x-ray machine despite her request not to. 

I advised the caller caller that screening by the AIT is voluntary. Passengers can opt out and receive a patdown or alternative screening rather than using the technology. The passengers right of this is posted at each AIT location. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide the highest level of security and customer service to all passengers. Every person and item must be screened before entering the airport's secured area, and the manner in which the 
screening is conducted is important. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt. corrective action whenever we determine that security
screening po Ii ci es need modification or specific employees or teams a re the subjects of repeated complaints, 

511412013 Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy of this e-mail to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 
5:22:10 

PM The callers flight details are as follow: 

5115/2013 
8:0831 

AM 

Departing Airport: EL P 
Destination: LAX 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number: 3588@ 10:25am 
Terminal: B 
Gate: B6 
Date and Time: May 8th. 2013 @ 8:30 am 

She stated that the employee was a male officer. She stated that he was mexican, and tall in height. She stated that she told the supervisor and they told her to call the TCC. She stated that there was also a female TSO standing with him that told her 
the same thing. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Poor Customer Service 
Current Date/Time· 5115/2013 7:32:15 AM Airport: JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time ofTravel. 05/13/2013 9:15 PM Airline & Flight Number kb1(61 pheckpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal 7 TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment : As a very frequent Caucasian traveler the behavior of a TSA employee was quite disappointing. Passengers were all being screened using lhe AIT machines. As many of lhe passengers were of Asian descent, this Caucasian employee at 
the exit of the AIT was showing no sensitivity to language barriers and raising his voice and physically grabbing men·s pockets to 'remind' them that they were to be emptied upon entry into the AIT. We were quite shocked and should have made note to 
the supervisor on duty. Only after we returned home that 11 was realized that after traveling through many airports (including TLV) that this was way over the top. I travel through this checkpoint a few times a month and the attitude and demeanor of TSA 
employees can be a little disconcerting. Some are actually very professional. CX has at least 4 flights a day, mostly Chinese speakers. Perhaps a sign or a Chinese speaking officer may avoid having these types of incidents happen in the future. 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller flew from ATL on May 5th to Asheville. NC and returned Wed May 8th. At the checkpoint in ATL she went right through. Coming back through Asheville she beeped twice even though she was wearing the same thing she did in ATL. She was 
told that she had to take her l1qu1ds out of her suitcase in Asheville. She has never had to do so in ATL in all the times she has flown from there. Caller said the screeners in Asheville were incredibly rude. She said she has never seen a more rude 
group of screeners at any airport. The TS Os in ATL were incredibly friendly and went out of their way to help her because she lost her drivers license at the checkpoint. They actually found it for her. She said she did not want a return call. but she 
wanted someone to know about lhe rude screeners and she was curious about why she had to remove her jewelry and her 311 bag in Asheville, but not ATL. 

Airport: Ashevi I le 

511512013 Airline: Delta 

11 .24 .54 Flight Number: She does not remember 
AM. Date and Time: Wednesday, May 8th. She went through screening at 11 :45am or so. The flight left at 1 :05pm 

Location: There is only one the re 

I told lhe caller that the reason she had 10 remove her jewelry in Asheville is because ii caused the WTMD to alarm. Since she wenl through the AIT in ATL, she may nol have caused an alarm there. II is procedure to remove the 311 bags prior to 
screening so they can be screened separately. I told her she should do so on every flight. She said she would from now on. I apologized that she experienced rude screeners at Asheville and told her that I would send this to the CSM so they would 
be aware of her experience. 



Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es Screening (AI T Pa td own) 
Current Date/Time . 5/15/2013 2:41 :43 PM Airport . Select One Oate/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. This will be the second time I will try ta get a very simple question answered. I understand that as a government employee it may be your job to purposefully not answer questions and if this is the case I will stop asking. 

5/1512013 
4:04:20 The past 6 months EVERY time I fly with my small carry on dog I get screened for bomb residue. It was my understanding that this was supposed to be a random screening but since I have been selected and friends of mine also with carry on pets 

PM have been selected it is obvious I hat I his is not a random process. When I inquired at LAX the other night the agent informed me I hat it now mandalory to do ETD with all carry on pets. When I asked him why he said he's jusl following protocol and it's 
not his jab to question it. He told me to contact the TSA for an answer. Please don't misunderstand me I have no problem complying I would just like to know the reason for this new procedure. How does traveling with a five pound dog that has her 
carrier checked by X-ray pose a greater risk than traveling alone? 
The response I got earlier in the day was that since I didn't give an airport they couldn't forward my complaint and therefore couldn't help me. 

rm not COMPLAINING, just feel rm entitled ta an explanation since rm being singled out every time I fly. Thank you and I await your answer Would you like a response? · True Passenger's Name :!(b·:,(6) 
Email !(b 1(6i I 

!Phone Number · 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller flew last Thurs from BWI to ECP and she hasn t ever had her bag screened before. She has a colorful Vera Bradley bag this time with NOi inside checked baggage. 
Then she flew back on Southwest Airlines flight number 1799 from ECP to BWI and she opened her bag and all her items was disarrayed and no NOi was inside but she new it had been gone through by TSA. 

Advised Caller: 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is impor1ant. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring thal all passengers are 1reated with dignity, respect, and cour1esy. 

511712013 TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
g:og:s? factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 

AM an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

5/1712013 
10:22:52 

AM 

TSA also se I ects passengers and their property at random lo r enhanced security sere en i ng. This random element prevents te rrori sis from attempting to defeat the security system by I e ami ng how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints. provides an additional layer of secunty at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

I apologized ta the caller about her disarrayed items and I told her to call the same phone number back and push option 5 and put in the airport code ECP to speak with a CSM. 
Ca Iler stated th at he does not fly much any more due to b I adder cancer that he just went through, Ca Iler stated th at he has a U ros to my and feels em ba rra s sed at ti me when he has to go through the screening process, He wanted to know if the re was 
any way that the process could be speeded up some whal if feels ii is to much of a burden to fly. Advised the caller that he may want 10 check into one of TSA precheck programs and this might smooth things along some whal better for him. Asked the 
caller if he ever takes any medical documentation along with him to help and he stated that he hasn t lately. 

Gave the cal I er the following info: 
Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only if they can walk through an their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available ar can request to be screened using a thorough patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the 
walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. A patdown procedure 
also is used to resolve any ala rm s of a meta I d ete cto r or anoma Ii es id e nt iii ed by AIT. If a p atdown is required in order to comp I ete sere en i ng: 

Gave the cal I er the following info: 
Frequent flyers and other trave I ers who did not receive an i nvi tat1on and wou Id I Ike to participate or would Ii ke to be cons1d e red el ig1 bl e lo r T SA Prelu2 71 3 '" benefits on al I p arti c i pati ng airlines should apply for membership with one of CB P's Trusted 
Traveler programs. Individuals who apply and are cleared for enrollment in one of CBP's eligible Trusted Traveler programs are automatically qualified to participate in TSA Prelu2713"' when flying on a participating airline at a participating airport. For 
more information, including enrollment, please visit http: www.globalentry.gov . 



5/1712013 
1:19:23 

PM 

Caller fiew from PHL yesterday and found a NOi inside her bag and everytime (last 3 times she has flown) she has had one in her bag, why is her bag pulled? 
She isn t missing anything or nothing is damaged in her bag and she is just oomplaining. 

Caller flew an 5-6- from LAS. and said the TSOs were demanding and unnecessary in the way they treat people, she doesn t like the fact that there is no diversity at LAS. 
Caller says th ere a re too many TSO s sitting around and they are on I y black. every single TSO agent was b I ack, only black race was represented and she is sick of being told what to do by the peop I e who she is paying their salary and retirement. 
Doesn t appreciate their attitude and they aren t pleasant or polite, they are useless and she hates them and they haven t stopped a single ter,-orist, there should be a better way to go about it. 
She is offended and was told the metal detectors were being shut down and everyone had 10 go through the AIT and everyone was patted down also. 
Do the TSOs have toga through scanner when they report to work? 

Response: 
Enhanced security measures require that all checked baggage undergo at least one form of screening. Depending on the available screening equipment at your departure airporl, checked baggage may need 10 be opened for hand inspeclion to clear 
an alarm. 
Explained to caller there are many things than could trigger an alarm such as books, food items, metal objects. etc. 
Exp I a i ned to ca Iler the AIT has signs posted advising passengers they have the option to opt out of the AIT and they wo u Id be required to have a ful I body patdown to oom pl ete their screening experience, 
Exp I a i ned to ca Iler the TS Os have to have extensive fede r a I background ch eeks and a re issued s ecuri I y badges a 11 owing them access to the secured areas. 

---Original Message---
F rom: T SAExte rna I Com pl 1ance 
Sent: Friday, May 17, 2013 11 :47 AM 
To: TSAExlernalCompliance 
Cc: Bandy, Kimberly J: Singh, Harleen : Shora, Nawar: Cartagena. Michelle 
Subject: FW: Fly Rights - New Report frorrj:b 1(6) I 
This should go 10 lhe CSQIM as it is customer service related. The "agent became surly and atlempled to confiscale my cheese so lhat he could eat it." 

Thanks. 

!(b)(61 I 
511712013 ---0 rig i na I _Message---

2 _00 03 Fromtb )(61 
-PM Sent: ~i-1day, May 1/, 2013 9:46 AM 

To: TSAExlernalCompliance 
Subject Fly Rights - New Report from._kb_."'1(_6'-I ____ __. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Name..,b"-1"-(/'"-,.....,,-,----._--, 
Email Address,.(b_·•~1(6_-_I --~-~ 
Phone Number: b)(ff', 

Address,.b""·• ... i(6"'"· ... 1 ____ _. adison, WI 53703 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

511912013 The caller said he used to work for the FAA and his daughter is pregnant and she went through the AIT at Atlantic City. The caller is upset because he feels TSA should post information regarding the use of AIT an Isa.gov. The caller wanted to know if 

10,36 , 17 we do screening in Haiti. Mexico and on cruise ships. 

AM 
I told lhe caller I would e-mail him information reguarding AIT. I told lhe caller TSA does not do screening on cruise ships. I told the caller we only do screening within the U.S. I e-mailed the caller information we discussed on lhe call. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Disabilily Complaint Current Date/Time: 5/2012013 2:52:47 AM Airport: LAS - McCarran International Dateffime ofTravel: 05/19/2013 4:45 PM Airline & Flighl Number Allegianl Air Flight 516 Checkpoint/Area 
of Airport · Security Screening Checkpoint to Terminal D TSA Employee: (If Known) · 3 Employees, Unknown Names Comment · When attempting to tell the first TSA Employee I encountered that I have an implanted defibrillator cardiac device in my 
ch est, the T SA emp I aye e told me that I needed to Ju st p race ed through the &q uot;Ad vanced Imaging Technology Machine &quot;, that it was harm I e ss and that it wouldn't cause me any prob I ems. I refused to pass th ru the Al T Machine and the Metal 
Detector. and asked to be patted down instead, as I informed him that my Electrophysiologist and Cardiologist has told me on numerous occasions to NOT pass thru either machine. The TSA Employee proceeded to tell me, and I quote &quot Your 
physician doesn't have ANY idea what he is lalking about, lhe AIT Machine has no effect on pacemakers or implanted devices, il's jusl cell phone technology.&quot: Well, on the conlrary, cell phone technology CAN in facl have adverse effects on 
Implanted Defibrillators. So much so that I can not have a cell phone within 6 inches from the site of my implant. Cell phone technology has been PROVEN to carry a risk of programing erasure of Defibrillators. The TSA Employee proceeds to yell 
across the room &quot:OPT-Out I need a pat down&quot; and tells me to position myself and stand in a small area between the ATI Machine, Baggage X-ray Machine and Metal Detector archway. I told her no. I was not going to take a chance in 
potentially causing myself physical harm by waiting in such a small area wedged between the very machines that I am not suppose to be near. After about ten minutes of standing off to the side next to another TSA Employee who for some reason 
would not proceed in a pal down, but rather just stood next to me, not allowing me to move, while my family and friends waited on the other side. When I asked the male TSA Employee next 10 me why we were just standing there wailing and not 

512012013 completing a pat down, another woman TSA Employee behind the baggage x-ray monitor rudely replies, &quot;Anybody who OPTs Out deserves to stand and wait&quot;. I was so utterly shocked by her response that I was literally speechless. My 
8:24:08 family and friends became so enraged by the way that I was being treated, they approached a TSA Manager and demanded answers. I was finally allowed through and the male TSA Employee that escorted me and had been just standing there next to 

AM me during the entire ordeal. doing nothing. proceeded with my pat down. I received no apology from anyone for the way I was treated. I was made to feel as though I was a serious inconvenience to all TSA employees I encountered, and I left the 
security area feeling horribly mislreated because of a medical condition beyond my conlrol. I did NOT choose 10 suffer 7 cardiac arrests at lhe age of 37, nor do I like the idea of having a foreign object implanled in my chest and wired to my heari. bul 
this something I live with to keep myself alive. TSA Employees are NOT Electrophysiologists or Cardiologists and should NEVER advise any medically challenged human as to what will and will not effect them adversely. I was informed enough by my 
doctors to refuse. The next person with a similar condition to my own might not be as informed and could suffer serious medical injury at the hands of TSA Employees giving medical advise when they have NO business doing so. It is not at all difficult 
to treat another person with kindness and dignity. What happened to me today. should NEVER happen to anyone living with a medical condition that can not be controlled. It was extremely unkind, rude and unappreciated. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name (b)(ffl 
Phone Number '"h,..,-,··,1-;R-.,--------,-~ 
Email 1h··,1r;·1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller is complaining lhat lhe Amarillo Airport lacks communication skills while conducting screening. She stated lhat once while traveling through Amarillo before they had AIT she was subjected 10 a patdown and was not told why. Another time her 
husband had to undergo a patdown after going through the AIT She is fine with all of this but wishes they would let her know what is going on before they just start patting them down. 

5120120 13 Advised ca Iler: 
9:11:40 

AM TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process will enable us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security 
screening po Ii ci es need modification or s pec1f1c employees or screener teams are the subj eel of re pealed comp I aints. 

5120/2013 
3:3011 

PM 

Caller flew OAK-LAS yesterday morning aboard Southwest Airlines #312. Caller is unhappy with the manner in which her pat down was conducted. Caller indicates at approximately 11 :30AM yesterday morning. she was undergoing screening at the 
checkpoint to the far rig ht of the Southwest terminal when she was se I ected for add iii on al sere en i ng. A short Caucasian or Hi spamc I ady conducted her p atdown and fee Is her breasts we re cupped for an extended pe nod of ti me in an u nne ces sary 
manner. Her arm was also grabbed rather forcefully by this female TSO. The caller is 83 years old and travels with a cane and was going through the checkpoint for persons with disabilities and medical conditions. Caller wants her complaint 
i nves ti gated and addressed sp eci fi ca 11 y by personnel at OAK. 

Resolution: 

Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring thal all passengers, regardless of their personal situations and needs, are trealed with dignily, respect, and courtesy. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area of an 
airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered 
during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets 1f this was not your experience. 
Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to 
track trends and spot areas of concern th at may require s pecia I attention. This ongoing process ena b I es us to ensure prom pt, co rrecl iv e action whenever we d ete rm i ne that security screening po Ii ci es need modification or specific employees or 
Screener teams are the subjects of repeated complaints. We consider your concerns to be a serious issue for our attention. TSA appreciates that you took the time to share your concerns with us. We are confident that through the concerns brought to 
us by the !rave Ii ng pu bl ,c. we wi 11 be better able to address problem areas with corrective action. 



The caller flew on 5-8-13 at out of MOW at 1150am with Air Tran Airlines. She had to be escorted through the checkpoint by a wheelchair attendant.l(b)(ff:, lis not able to remove her shoes without a great deal of pain and she let the TSO know 

512012013 this prior to screening. She feels the TSO --a man in his 40s. tall, blond, with a gray goatee- berated her for not being able to remove her shoes insisting that she was able to do so and teasing her while she went through the AIT machine. 

4: i9M 17 I to Id her that I would fa rwa rd this info to the CS M of M DW for further review. 

Disability Description: The callers mo1he~~(b_.~l(_6~1 ----~lflew from MCO on 5-22-13 His mother is 75 and has a pacemaker. She gave the card to the officers. 

Response Details: If a passenger has an internal medical device, such a stomach or cardiac pacemaker or a defibrillator, it is important for him or her to inform the Transportation Secunty Officer (TSO) conducting the screening before the screening 
process begins, 

Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices. passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 

If you believe you or someone else was discriminaled againsl or received dispara1e 1reatmen1 or were impacted based on disability or medical condilion or allege thal TSA failed 10 accommodate your disability or medical condition, Federal regulalions 
require that your complaint be put in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. 
Your complaint can be sent to either 

TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 
5/2212013 

7:59: 15 or vis postal mail to: 
PM 

Transpor1ation Securily Administration Office of Disability Policy and Outreach 
601 South 12th Street TSA-33 
Art i ngto n. VA 20 598-60 33 

I advised the caller thal he did not have 10 file a complain! wright away. 
I emailed the caller the information. 

Incident Details: The complaint concerns the officers at MCO. The caller states that one of the officers 19rked his mother,kb 1(6) I out of the wheel chair and made her go through the machines after her sons had given the officer her 
pacemaker card and told lhe officer I hat h,s mother had a pacemaker and had to have a patdown The officers ,ns1sted thatj(b 1(61 !had to go through lhe machines. His mother went lhrou h screening around 6:25pm through the JelBlue 
terminal. The caller states the female officer was very rude to his mother. The caller states they are going to take their mother to the doctor and make sure her pacemaker is not damaged. (bH6l was wearing a Black dress with a Brown 
jacket. The cal I er wants to know 1f they have to Ii I e a comp I amt rig ht away. 



512312013 
11:11:16 

AM 

512312013 
1:37:28 

PM 

Caller had an extremely negative expenence going through MOW on 5-16-13 at 9:00 or 9:30 AM, catching a 10:10 AM flight. She 1s 77 years old and was going through with her husband who was in a wheelchair. She went through the scanner and 
was told to raise her hands and she was standing around and she felt she had been there longer than the few seconds she had experienced in the past and they told her to raise her arms again. which she did and they were busy talking and she was 
told to exit. As she exited the machine she was lold to wait, when she walked oul of the machine she saw photos on her left side, a whole group of photos and the TSO told her lhey had 10 pal her down. They told her, Don t leave yet, we have to look 
at your picture. the photos were in vertical form similar to a filmstrip and individual pictures, approx. 5-6 photos. There were several agents looking at images and one of them told her to wait. 

As she was having the patdown she objected and the agent stopped when she asked why they were doing the patdown? She has flown many times and been through the AIT and nothing has ever shown up and it has been 5 years since her surgery 
and nothing should have shown up. 
Flight# 939 via SW, Gate# not available. 
She said it made her very u ncomfo rta bl e and very nervous and her husband is handicapped and she is a Co Ion Cancer su rvi var and she s hou Id have asked mo re questions. 
Even thinks there may have been something that could have shown up she should know about and is nervous about going through this technology again. 
She would go lhrough again if she was explained what happened and she would like to know what the images were and if something showed up she would like to know. 
The screening makes her feel comfortable and she doesn t mind that, but, thinks passengers should be told what is happening and provided more information. She said they could have been training agents or something and she is a former school 
teacher and thin ks pea pl e should be to Id 1f they a re training agents. 
She states the images were posted on a wall as she exited the machine on her left. when she turned around it would have been on her right and then she said she was unsure if the images were on a wall or screen. but. she saw the images that 
appeared to be a filmstrip. 
She would like to have reassurance she wasn t exposed to anything that could bring on another cancer 

Response: 
Apologized to caller lhat she had a negative experience and explained information would be provided to the CSM at MOW for lheir review. Advised surveillance video may be available to for the CSM to review to see what took place with her 
screening. 

All images generated by imaging technology are viewed in an area not visible to the public. The officer assisting the passenger never sees the image, and the officer viewing the image never interacts with the passenger. The imaging technology that 
TSA uses in airpor1s cannot store, expori. print, or transmil images and no cameras, cellular telephones, or other devices capable of capluring images are permilled in the image viewing area. 

AIT is a classification that covers two similar technologies. millimeter wave and backscatter. Both systems work in a similar way to give Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) a virtual image of a passenger that conspicuously highlights potentially 
dangerous items. AIT gives TSA a way to detect a wide variety of threats, including suicide vests and other improvised explosive devices that may be hidden under passengers' clothing and cannot be detected by walk-through metal detectors. AIT 
enhances security, reduces the need lo r pa ldow n search es for passengers with joint rep I ace m ents and other medica I cond i Ii on s, and improves passenger co nv en i ence and com fort. 
Millimeter wave systems project beams of non-ionizing radio frequency energy over the passenger's body suiface: the beams do not penetrate the skin. The radio frequency energy reflected back from the body and other objects on the body is used to 
construct a three-dimensional image. The energy the system projects is thousands of times I e ss Iha n a eel I phone Ira ns mission. 
The backscatter x-ray system works by scanning the surface of a passenger's body with a narTow, low-dose. low-energy x-ray beam. This system uses ionizing radiation-the type people usually think of as ·radiation.'' However, the radiation levels are 
far below those of a hospital x-ray machine and any level I hat might cons1i1u1e a health concern. The amounl of radiation from a backscatter screening system is equivalent to the exposure each person receives in about 2 minu1es of airplane flight at 
altitude or the amount the person receives in about an hour due to naturally occurring background radiation at ground level. 

Caller asked if she opls oul of the technology do they have lhe right to ask why she did not want 10 go through the AIT. Caller complained thal she was given the 3rd degree over opting oul. Caller said her doc1or has told her the AIT is nol safe. Caller 
said when she did a patdown, she had a tank top on and a blouse over the tank top. Caller was not wearing a bra. Caller asked to go in a private room and the TSO called to get another TSA employee. Caller said the TSO got mad at her because 
she asked her to call again to get her patdown because caller was worried about missing her plane. Caller said the TSO said she did not know why the other TSA employee did not come over to do the patdown and she could see the other TSA 
employee la ug hi ng and ta I king instead of coming over to do her pa tdow n. Cal I er was asked to remove her blouse, Ca Iler said she was em ba CT ass ed because she said she is fat and did not want to show her flabby arms in public, Ca Iler said she was 
questioned as to why she chose to opt out of the AIT. Caller said lhe TSOs were both blonde and cute. Caller said they interrogated her about her reasons for wanting to opt out, caller said she s1arted crying. Caller said the TSA employee told her 
she had not missed her plane that she had 10 minutes to catch her plane if she would hurry. Caller said when she got to the gate, the airplane left early. Caller was flying to NY to see a show her friend was in and this friend is a Broadway star. Caller 
said the tickets cost $400 and she did not get to see the show. Caller felt that TSAwas too nosey, she is 5 feet tall, does not move fast and uses a cane and she is a little old lady. Caller feels they crossed the line with her. Caller does not have a 
computer and can only check her em ai I from the Ii bra ry. Cal I er is req ues ting to be contacted by phone, 

Airport Detroit Metro 
Airline Spirit Airlines 
Flight numbers 
Dale and lime of incident 05 05 2013 5:30 am 
Baggage tag number NA 
Description of bag, color. sty I e, size. brand N A 
NOi with Writing ? N A 
Terminal or Gate Does not remember - it may have been D16 or B16 
Contact information Cal I er prefers to be contacted by phone 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Every person and ilem must be screened before entering lhe secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is importanl. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 
Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 
Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 



5/2312013 
2:13:13 

PM 

Caller Is flying in a few week for the first time with her 10 yr old son. Son takes miralax. She wants to know if that will be a problem. She also has body piercing. 

Indianapolis to Orlando on Southwest, probably on AirTrans. 

Response: 

-Passengers are allowed to bring medications in pill, powder or any other solid form through security screening checkpoints in unlimited amounts, as long as they are screened. 

-An individual will never be required to remove or show a body piercing. If, during the screening process, a body piercing results in an alarm of the Walk Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ ar an anomaly during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) 
screening. the Transportation Secunty Officer (TSO) will resolve the alarm or anomaly by conducting a patdown. In order to ensure security, patdown inspections may include sensitive areas of the body and TSOs are trained to maintain the highest 
levels of professionalism. 

The caller was traveling out of POX on May 16 with Delta. When she went through the checkpoint, she went through the AIT and was bringing carry on luggage only. There was an anomaly and they had to rub something over her hand with a wand. 
She was then asked to go off to the side and was told that she would need to go into a different room for a patdown. She was told that there was explosive residue on her hands. She told them that the only thing on her hands was her Viva La Combe 
hand lotion. 

She was taken into the room for the patdown with two le ma I e off ce rs and she asked them to hurry with the p atdown and to contact Del ta about her flight because her flight was at 6: 2 5 and the patdown was started at a I mo st 6: 0 0 pm. 0 n e of the 
officers to Id her that it would not take that long and she would not miss her II i g ht, The I ady who was doing the p atdown, the ca Iler described her as ori e nta I woman, did not know the p raced u re we 11 and had to I ook at the procedure i 11 ustrat ions on the 
wall to conduct the paldown. She found this frustrating because it look far longer and they would nol conIacI Della on her behalf. By lhe time she 901 to the flight they had just closed lhe gate. 

She said they had to do ETD on her belongings. She said th at they never reached into her jacket pocket to look at her hand lotion. though she kept pointing at 11 and tel Ii ng them that the lotion in the pocket was the issue. They never I ooked in her 
jacket, and she ended up removing it her self after she was cleared and showing it to them, They let her keep it and told her that the glycerin in it can set off the machine. She stated that has seen nothing saying that there was nothing that stated 
glycerin set lhe machines off. She was upset I hat I hey never looked in her jackel because she could have had somelhing dangerous in it. 

She wants a copy of the report because she ended up missing her flight because of this, she had to get a hotel room with her husband, who had to dnve back three hours, her husband lost a full day pay, and she lost a day of her vacation. She arnved 
at three o clock to a 11 ow ti me. She is frustrated be ca use it was a hand lotion: she is frustrated because she kept pointing at the issue and they did not I ook at it, She spoke of possible contacting her I oca I news crew because of her !rust rations and the 

5123/2013 way the screening was done. 
4:36 03 

PM FI Ig ht information: 
Airport POX 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Does not have the old flight number because she was rerouted. 
Date: 05-16-2013 departure was at 6:25 pm 
Time: She had the patdown between 5:30 PM and 6:00 PM 
Localion: Terminal D 

Advised caller: 

Spoke to the securily specialist aboul the lotion: they said thal because the officers saw the lotion it was fine. 

I wi 11 es cal ate this to the CS M for review of the complaint. 

The caller did not have her flighl number because lhe information she had was for her rerouted flighl. She was going 10 contact us back with I hat informalion. 



Caller has concerns reg a rd i ng T SA at Midway. He was going through Lane 19 which was the P ri o nty Lane and 11 was 4 ti mes as slow as the other I in e. It took 10 minutes lo r 10-12 passengers to go through. He said that they were doing OJ T which 
is what he heard the TSOs saying to each other. He opted out of the AIT and had to stand in a position that blocked the AIT He waited 5 and a half minutes for a patdown. He asked to speak to a supervisor and was told there was no supervisor 
there. After a few minuIes, STSOfh·11R··, jand TSq1h··,1R·1 I came 10 lhe checkpoint. 

Caller asked[h··,1R·1 !why they are doing training on the Pnority Line and not the other one. Caller askedtbi(61 ~hy did he have to wait and why are they doing training. !/b··,151 
they were clearly doing OJT and that was the term the otherTSOs were saying to each other. !rh··,1R·1 I said, Are you telling me how I am running my station here? 

!denied that any training was occurring. Caller told him that 

Caller told!(b 1(6) ! he wanted to talk to a manager because this was clearly a high er decision than a s u pe rvi sor could make. !( b ·:, ( 6) !said, You don t get to talk to the Manager, you get to talk to me. 

512412013 Caller asked 1f he could have his patdown now The TSOs summoned the manager,,.!(b_.'-'1(_6'-I __ __,! Caller asked him, Why is this taking so long? I stood here 5.5 minutes for a patdown. kbH61 
9: 10:01 !(b 1(6, !said they were nol doing training anywhere in the airport. 

!said they were doing training. Caller stated that 

AM 
Caller stated that he has 5 million miles on airlines. He believes there are senous operational issues at Midway. He stated that the TSOs were very belligerent to him. 

Airporl: Midway 
Airline: Delta 
FI Ig ht Number: Not ha nduy 
Date and Time: Today at checkpoint at 7:50am. Cleared it about 8: 1 Oam at Lane 19 

I thanked the caller for letting us know the situation. I told him if he had further questions or concerns he could call back to let us know. I told him I would send this to the CSM at Midway. He wanted to know 1tfh··,1R·I 
caller he was not. He said that the CSM wou Id Qet a separate complaint. then. I told him I wou Id send this up tad ay. 

From: bi(6i 
Sent: Friday, May 24, 2013 12: 16 AM 
To: TSAOmbudsman@dhs.gov 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················~::;:=::==:;-------····························· 

!Was the CSM. I told the 

Remote Client IP:l(b)(61 1 
512412013 Date Time 51241,-b 13 12: I 609 A~ 

10:21:27 
AM 

Name: 

Email: 

HYPERLINK 1~(b_)_(6_) ____________ ~ 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

P atdown vs. AIT 

Comments: 

My wife was supposed to fiy tonight from LGA to CLE with our 17-month old daughter. We are not comfortable with the AIT scanners' health risks, and my wife asked to not use the AIT for both our daughter and herself (in case she is pregnant). The 



Caller opened her s u i tease after her trip home and she had documents inside and upon arnva I her c lathing was in a heap and her documents she had lo r her work we re destroyed. 
She said her TSA lock was also broken. 

I asked if she saw her bag after clearing Customs or could it have been cut off in the foreign country who may not have been able to open the TSA lock. 
She stated she did not look at her lock so it could have been. 

She had a NOi. It did nol have a time stamp on it. 

She fiew from Kigali to Amsterdam and entered the US at Detroit and boarded a flight to Louisville SDF. 
She fiew on Delta Flight #6027 from Detroit to Louisville, KY departing at 12:30 AM 5-24-13 
Bag Tag(b 1(6) I 
The bag is a black cloth large suitcase. Wenger brand. 

512412013 She stated her documents cannot be replaced unless she goes to Kigali and gets them again, and she would have no guarantee they would arrive in the US undamaged. 
423:39 She does nol wish to file a claim. 

PM 
Told her I am sorry she had that experience. 

She slated she also feels perseculed because she is often patted down and it is because she has large breasls. 
She stated it happened in the lo reign country as wel I. 
I started to say something and she said she is aware TSA Is not in other countries. 
She stated In Detro it she was wearing a bra and a knit shirt and knit pants so she does not understand why her I a rge breasts caused a p atdown, 
She slated nothing on her should have caused a problem with the equipment. 

Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

Todd her I will send over a copy of her complainl to the Customer Supporl Manager. 

In typing up my notes I real ,zed I did not read a date back to her so I ca 11 ed her back and confirmed the Detroit flight was tad ay. 
Disability Description: Caller had a knee replacement about 18 monlhs ago. Caller is 75 years old. 

Information Request: Cal I er does not want to have to have a patdown at a 11. Ca 11 er wi 11 not fly any more because she do esn t want to have a patdown. Caller saw a p atdown procedure being done on TV and do es not want to have to go through one. 
Caller is almost in tears and very distressed and angry. Caller would like to know what ID is better: military ID, drivers license, or passport.Caller would like to know why people have to take their turbans off for screening. Caller feels that suspicious 
peop I e a re not screened as much as she is. Ca Iler wo u Id a I so Ii ke to know why TSA does not do screening Ii ke I sra e Ii airports that do ba c kg round checks. 

Response Details: The Transportation Secunty Administrations (TSA) Screening of Passengers by Observation Techniques (SPOT) is an additional layer of secunty using behavioral observation and analysis techniques to identify potentially high-risk 
individuals. BDOs are specially trained in the operational SPOT process to identify and screen travelers of interest. 

Secure Flight is a program developed by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (OHS) to provide uniform watch list matching by the Transportation Security Administration (TSA). 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AITonly if they can stand still with their amns above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rI of a person or device. 

512412013 Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 

5,10,56 clear an alamn, as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be infomned of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

PM TSA anticipates these changes will further reduce though not completely eliminate the need for a physical patdown on travelers 75 and older that would otherwise have been conducted to resolve alarms. 

The Transportation Security Administrations (TSA) identity verification policy requires all adult passengers (18 and older) to provide a valid Federal or State Government-issued photo identification (ID) for inspection before entering the security 
checkpoint. In addilion, Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) always have lhe option of requesting a second form of ID. Military ID, drivers license, and passport are all acceptable. 

We understand and regret the discomfort and inconvenience passengers may experience as a result of patdown procedures. Nevertheless. we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensunng the security and confidence of 
all air travelers, 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide the highest level of security and customer service to all who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless of 
their personal situations and needs, are treated with respect and courtesy. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. 
If you want a non-traveling companion to accompany you during the screening process they need on I y request a gate pass from the airline ticket counter. 
Emailed information to caller. 



The ca 11 er want stated that she is getting selected for add i ti o na I on every flight. She stated that she has went through the Redress program and actua 11 y flew twice with no prob I ems. She stated th at she flew from SEA and was again selected. She 
wants to know ii a under wire bra will cause an alamn in the machine that shows her naked. She wants to know why the TSO told her that she can pat down her breast in the public and send her through but if she requests a private screening she will 
have to have a full pat down. She wants 10 know an alarm on her chesl would cause lhe TSOs to test her hands and clothes for bomb residue. She wants to know why even after applying for Redress and using her RCN that she is slill gelling additional 
screening. She stated that TSA ruins every trip that she takes. She wants to know why the web site does not say that requesting a private screening will result in such treatment. She stated that she has had people fill her up. put their hands in the pants. 
grope her. and harass her enough. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

We do not have an itemized list of possible things that could set off alarms in the AIT. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) see ks 10 provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 travelers who pass through our sere en i ng checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 

512512013 factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 

6 ,38 ,56 an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

PM 
TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents ten-orists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove lhe random element from lhe system and undermine security. We simply cannol assume thal all terrorists will fil a particular profile. 

This request w1II be granted if the T SA screening s u pe rvi so r be Ii eves that a physi ca I ins pe ct1on is sufficient to determine that the item does not co nee a I a prohibited 1te m. 

In addition, passengers at any lime may request a privale screening. For E•ample: This oplion is often exercised by passengers carrying jewelry or gold bars, so as not to alert other individuals about the presence of valuable property. During a private 
screening. another TSA employee will be present and the passenger may also be accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. (Explained: the additional TSO and companion is for witness for the complete additional screening) 

In addition, passengers may requesl a private screening if additional screening is required or at any lime during the screening process. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the private screening after the companion 
clears screening. In addition, screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in the public area rather than go to a private area for 
screening. however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area wi 11 not be pe rm1tted to enter the secured area. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport I can forward a copy of your letler to the Customer Support Manager (CSMJ at that location. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time · 5127/2013 5:20:08 PM Airport : BNA - Nashville International Date/Time of Travel · 05/26/2013 3:05 PM Airline & Flight Number · Southwest Airlines Flight #1943 Checkpoint/Area of Airport . Main Checkpoint Area in between 
Conca u rse AIB and C T SA Employee: ( If Known) : 
Comment · I was instructed to use AIT during the screening process. After an alarm was initiated, I was asked if anything was in my pocket. I flipped the pocket inside out and said &quot; No, it's probably this button on the pocket. my pockets are 
emply.&quot: I was told thal the area would be palled down and before I had the chance to opt oul, the agent patted down the area. I was then lold I had to undergo even further screening. Before lhe process s1arted (and again, it was happening 
quick as I was not tald what was going on until I was instructed to &quot:stick out my hands&quot: I said &quot:private please&quot;. I was tald &quot;we are just going to swab your hands&quot:. I again, said &quot:private&quat:. The agent looked 
confused and went to get a supervisor, who said, we are Just going to swab your hands. there is no need for private. I again said, &quoU want 11 in pnvate or I want a supervisor&quot My stuff was collected by another agent and 3 agents escorted me 
to a room. one blocked the door but kept it open. another stayed in the room, and the third began to perform the procedure. I pulled my hands away and only then did the agent shut the door. After it was completed, the agent told me &quot:We'II put 
your s tufl back in your su i tea se&q uot;. I i m media I ely said &quol;I' 11 hand I e my own stuff unless you have fu r1 her need to inspect i I thanks &quot. 

I would like to know: 

512712013 1 )Why I was nol given the OPPORTUNITY to be screened in private to resolve the AIT alarm (it was MMW technology with ATD software) 

6:12:30 
PM 

5128/2013 

2)Why it was so difficult to be screened in private when I was told I would need further screening. It is my understanding that I have that right and the agents are supposed to be trained for private enhanced screening. 

3)Why when I volunlarily agree 10 AIT, private screening options are made more complicaled, more time consuming, more invasive, and more hostile by lhe agents. 

4) Why your agents le el 11 is OK to repack my belongings in my s ui tease after the sere en i ng agent has said the be Io ngrngs have no issue. Your agent picked up a $2 500. 00 I aptop without my permission to re pack it in my su ilea se. as he was saying 
&quot:we'II repack your belongings&quot: and I am NOT ok with this. 

The lack of sensitivity, concern for my privacy, and desire to grab my belongings and repack them is a complete joke. I don't care if the intentions were to help me. once the screening process is done and my belongings have been 
&quot;returned&quot: to me, your agents have no right to touch them unless 11 is for additional screening. Your agents had humiliated me enough by touching me in public. forcing me to walk barefoot to the screening room after my shoes had been 
cleared, the last thing a humiliated. embarrassed, and frightened passenger wants is for his belongings to be handled by the same people who just did those things to him. 

Lets make this clear. I have no issue with being screened, and no issue with being patted down in the area that set off the alarm. the whole issue here is the lack of a chance ta be screened in private immediately after the AIT alarm, the fight I had to 
put up for the addition al screening to be in p nvate. not being al lowed to wear my security-cleared footw"ea r to the screening room. the add1t1ona I hostile !realm e nt because I wanted 11 in p nvate. and the desire to continue to handle my belongings outside 
of the standard screening procedure (post patdown. post x-ray machine. post hand swab). 

A response on how this issue will be addressed is expected. 

Caller fiew from SI. Louis to ATL to Sarasota on 5-23, second trip in a row she has lost or lost, wrecked or broken her TSA lock. In April the lock was damaged.so bad she had 10 gel a boll cutter to cut it off. She thinks they opened and failed to place 
the lack back an. but, there wasn t a NOi inside her bag 
She asked security who provided her comment card.~--__ ----~ 
Delta, Flight#1179, Gate#B4 or 10?, Taggage Tagl(b,(61 I 
Flying frequenlly and always get slopped because o( metal ,n body, always gels a patdown, inconvenience and holds up the line and can t view her ii ems during lhe patdown. Could she get on the expedited screening list. 

Response: 
Apologized to caller and provided claim fonm via email. 
We a re responsible lo r checked I uggage from the time it is presented for screening u nl i I I he ti me i I has be en cleared of screening . Once baggage has be en sere ened and cleared, air carriers a re responsible lo r Ir ans porting i I to its fi na I de sti nation. 
Yau may file a claim with TSA by completing a Standard Farm 95 (claim form) in accordance with the instructions. A claim farm will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 

8 :05: 04 If a passenger has meta I implants, such as art iii c i al knees or hips, he or she should inform a T ransporta ti on Security Off ce r (TSO) before sere en i ng begins, TS A has ere ated notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about any dis a bi Ii ty, 
AM medical condition, or medical device thal could affect securily screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening, their use may improve communication and help travelers discreetly nolify TSOs of their conditions. 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rt of a person or device. 

There are two primary ways 10 be considered eligible for TSA Pre\u2713n.': travelers may be inviled by a participating airline, or they may choose 10 enroll wilh one of U.S. Customs and Border Protection's (CBPJ Trusted Traveler programs. 
For more information. including enrollment, please visit http: www.globalentry.gov 
Random selection only, not a guarantee for precheck, guarantee for GE when reentering the US from international flight. 
May not have to remvoe shoes, jacket, computer from bag, etc., if an alarm sounds or an anomaly shows up may still have to have a patdown. 



Caller Is a GI o ba I Entry m ember and is registered lo r TSA Precheck and has used it before. Th en he was denied 4 out of 5 trips. He said he was denied twice th en se I ected than denied twice. He knows it Is random but he said he Is denied more th an 
selected but also said he used to receive it all the time. He mentioned receiving it at Hobby and via Southwest a year ago but corrected himself later. He asked why he can't go through the metal detector, When he asks they direct him around it. 
He flies vi a United from Newark, Delta from Cincinnati, and American from D FW. 
He also asked what I mean by an appropriate flight and why he can not use all the participating airlines from any particpating airport if he is in the system. 

I to Id the ca 11 er th at the screening technology is optiona I and he can not request the meta I detector in place of the A IT or a Patdown, 

I also told him that TSA Precheck is a random process and there are no statistics. This is to keep terrorists from gaming the system. I told him to go to his frequent flier profile and verify that his name. birth date, and member pass id match his Global 
Entry card exactly. 

512812013 I told him to verify that his information is correct and try again and ii he is continually not selected. then to call us back with his flight information within 3 days of flying from a participating airport on a participating airline and we can send this to the 
9:09:09 appropriale office for review. 

AM 
TSA is expanding the TSA Precheck initiative to the Nation's busiest airports and will announce add1t1onal participating airlines and airports once operationally ready. The location chart can be viewed at www.tsa.gov. 
Southwest and Hobby do not particpate at this time. You must be flying on an airline that particpates at the participating airport. 

In addition. participants who have opted in for TSA Precheck will not know in advance if they have been selected for expedited screening. If TSA determines a passenger is eligible for expedited screening for a particular flight, information is embedded 
in the barcode of the passenger's boarding pass. TSA reads the barcode at the checkpoint and the passenger may be referred to a lane where they will undergo expedited screening. 

Disability Description: Caller said that he is having a knee surgery and he is in a brace. 

Information Request: Caller wanted to know what to expect at screening. 

Response Details: Mobilily aids such as crutches, canes, walkers, support braces, orlhopedic shoes, and prosthetic devices are permitted through the screening checkpoint after proper security screening or inspection. 

If a passenger has d ifflcu lty walking and uses a mob i Ii ty d evIce, the way his or her screening wi 11 be conducted depends on his or her level of a b1 I ity. It Is import ant for a passenger to inform the Transportation Sec u nty Olli cer IT SO) conducting the 
screening of his or her I eve I of ab i Ii ty before the screening process begins, 

TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform TS Os about any disability. medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening, their use may 
improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their condItIons. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gov sites default files publications disability_not1f1cation_cards.pdf. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the 

512812013 walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

11 i~:57 If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through meIaI detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure insIead. 
A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a privale screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and lhe passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 

Caller ask if he can take the brace off and send it through screening. 

Advised ca Iler that he would be permitted to do tha I. 

Em a i I ed caller information. 

512812013 On 516113 at ORF. I was screened by your AIT machine and then additionally my head was patted down by a TSA person. On an earlier flight out of ORF I was also screened by the AIT machine and then touched on my unclothed upper arm by the 
2:31 :33 TSA person. I am over 74 years of age and wonder at the point of additional touching after the use of the AIT. I also have a Global Entry card though the TSA person said that could not be used at Norfolk and further informed me that many people who 

PM had that card should not have it [b 1(6) I 



The ca 11 er stated that he wi 11 be flying from Da 11 as to FL He has a colostomy and wants to know what to do for screening. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

If a passenger uses an ostomy, he or she can be screened without having to empty or expose the ostomy. However. it 1s important for passengers to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about the ostomy before 
the screening process begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform TSOs about any disability. medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from 

512812013 security screening, their use may improve communicalion and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their condilions. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gov sites defaull files publications disability_nolification_cards.pdf. 

5:04:04 
PM 

5129/2013 
1211 00 

PM 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. A patdown procedure also 1s used to resolve any alarms of 
a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger's ostomy is subject to additional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include the 
passenger conducting a self-patdown of the ostomy, followed by an explosive I race detection sampling of the passenger's hands. 

We do nol require medical documenlation. 

Fromtb,(61 
Sent: Wednesday, May 29. 2013 9:19 AM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subjecl: Complaint from Dulles Airport 

To Whom it May Concern, 

Attached is a complaint for an incidenl thal occurred al Dulles Airport on 05/1812013. 

Baltimore, MD 21218 

Attachment 



Caller will fly from West Palm Beach to NY Monday 06-03-13. 
She stated she normally flys from FLL so she is not at all familiar with that airport 
She slated she is 90 years old and has 2 knee replacemenls and an inserl in her back. 
She wants to take advantage of our ser,ices. 

I asked if she is needing help getting to the checkpoint. 

She sated she is not. 
She stated screening is horn bl e because they fee I her al I over because of her I egs. 
She stated her knees make a noise and she is only 4 ft 8 inches and looks like a little person. 

Told her we will talk about her metal implants. 
Because her joints set off the metal detectors she needs to let the Officer know about them and we may be able to resolve her screening with the AIT Machine. 

513012013 She slated she cannot use it because her implant is something like a pacemaker except on another parl of her body. 

11:11:46 
AM I exp I a i ned the patdown is a 11 that is I efl s i nee she can not do the metal detector or the Al T machine. and we must screen her in order to cl ear her to fi y. 

Al I passengers mu st be screened , 

She stated everyone else goes on through right away if they do not make a noise but because of her knees she gets a patdown. 

Toi d her norm a 11 y ii a passenger does not set off the machine they go on through but sometimes we do random patd owns so other passengers may receive one as we 11. 

She ask why we must pat her down. 

Told her we must make sure she does not have anything concealed and to clear her screening, 

She stated the Officers told her they were looking for explosives. She does not know where we think she would hide them. 

She said an article she read indicated we could help old people or partially disabled. 

Told her we do help by providing information on what to expect at the checkpoint and other things but I cannot promise her she will not receive a patdown. 

Caller had traveled from NY, LaGuardia to Denver. At Denver during screening, she says al LaGuarida she uses the old xray, Denver has lhe newer machines. Her husband had a pacemaker and was able to use lhe AIT. She was wearing some 
necklaces. She was told because of the necklaces she had to get extra screening, she got a patdown. She is upset she had to get the additonal screening and did not have to do this before. 

Told caller 
We recommend all personal items to be removed, things like a belt, wallets and jewelry. 
The officers can make a Judgement call per passenger. I told her if there was an alarm dunng screening the officers would have to give a patdown to clear any alarm. If the officer felt comfortable enough to allow her go through with out a patdown to 

513012013 clear any alarm then that would be left up to that officer. 
3:53:07 

PM The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) strongly recommends that passengers remove all items and accessories from their pockets before beginning the security screening process. Removing items such as wallets, belts, bulky jewelry. 
money. keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve an anomaly discovered dunng Advanced Imaging Technology 
(AIT) screening. 

They will clear any alarm during the screening. 
They do offer a private screening when there was an alarm of a sentive part of the body. 
We try to make it as safe as possible to travel. 
I told her if she wanted me to I would note my call as a complaint for her. 
Caller stated he has a comp I a int but do es not want it sent to CS M. He states he just wants ts a to know the process did not have to go that far. He stated the office rs Badge# ~ J F K but he don't think the officer was rude just did not have to go as 
far as he did. 

5131/2013 Caller stated he is a Turkish Airline pilot and flew into JFK airport. Stated he was going through the checkpoint as a regular passenger. He states he showed his Turkish Airline Id which does not have an expiration date, and requested to be screened 
12:36:24 with the metal detector, not the AIT machine. He states the officer told him because his Id don't have a expiration date. he will have to have a patdown. Caller stated to TSO he didn't want a patdown, Caller states he was told to put on his Pilot shirt and 

PM then he was allowed to go through the metal detector. 

Advised: I will document call, offered to send his complaint to CSM at JFK but he said no. 



Hi, 
I ju st wanted to info rm you that recently when traveling through the Anchorage airport we encountered a very rude TS A employee. Unfortunate I y I did not get her name but I am sure you can probably narrow it down by the day and ti me, We were the re 
about 5:00 p.m. on May 29, 2013. We were headed to gate B. 

My son and I were in one line and my husband was in the line across from us. First of all she yelled at us to step in the line to get closer to go through the machine - AIT (although she was actually on the other line). When we did the TSA people on 
our line said stop, they were re-calibrating the machine. Next she started yelling for us to move over to the other device to walk through while they were re-calibrating the AIT, as we moved over there she was yelling if you have any artificial joints, etc. 
to get in the AIT line. Because I here is lots of noise and my husband was very hard of hearing, my son and I were trying to get his attenlion to tell him and we were trying to tell her he has two artificial knees and she turned and yelled al us and said "I 

6/212013 will do the talking here" 
9:39:45 

AM My husband is a disabled veteran with two artificial knees and is hard of hearing. He gets disoriented in places with a lot of noise and chaos. We were only trying to be helpful and let her know he was one of those passengers, She did not need to be 
so disrespectfu I and rude. 

I donl know if you can identify her and coach her, but I just thought you should know. 

Respectfully, 

!(b)(61 I 
I received your rep y bul you did not answer my question. You gave me a canned explanation of software, manufacturer's issues but did not answer my queslion. I was told by the TSA agents in Minol thal the scanner was sent to anolher larger airporl 
not because it didn't have the correct software. 

When will the scanner be returned to the Minot airport? I don't think I should have to be patted down just because I have rnetal hips. 

HYPERLINK"'kb'--1'-'(6"-) ______________ __. 

Answer I received: Thank you for your e-mail regarding the removal al Ra pi scan Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) units at airport security checkpoints. 

AIT is a highly effective security tool that detects metallic and non-metallic threats concealed under a passenger's clothing. Automated Target Recognition (ATR) software upgrades further enhance passenger privacy by displaying a generic image of a 
person on an AIT monitor hig hi ighti ng any a re as th at may require additiona I screening . 

61212013 The FM Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 (FM Act) directed "the Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) to ensure that AIT be equipped with ATR software on June 1, 2012. This Act also allowed the TSA Administrator to grant an 

11 ,29 ,51 extension, which he issued for one year. ending May 31, 2013. 

AM 
One vendor's solution (Rapiscan) did not meet that deadline. In order to meet the Congressional mandate, TSA plans to remove all of the Rapiscan AIT machines. Same will be replaced with other AIT units that are equipped with ATR. At the 
remaining I ocations. T SA wi 11 use mu Iii p I e security layers to provide a comp arab I e level of security. 

By June 1, 2013, only AIT units equipped with ATR software that provide enhanced privacy pro1ec1ion for 1ravelers will be used by TSA at airport securily checkpoints. As always, use of this technology is optional. 

For more information about TSA including our use of AIT units equipped with ATR software, please visit our Web site at HYPERLINK "'http://www.tsa.gov·'www.tsa.gov. 

We hope this information is helpful. 

Fromtb,(61 
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2013 10:46 PM 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: Ca 11 er went through the checkpoint at the MS P airport and wh i I e going through inspection he was made to go through the AIT screening, he wears an i nsu Ii n pump and the pump was damaged during the inspection process. The 
incident happened at Check point 6, he is flying with Delta airlines flight number 2322, he is flying from MSP to MIA The incident occurred on 06-03-2013 at 8:30 am. Told caller that I will forward the complaint to the CSM at the MSP Airport. Caller 
stated to the tso at the checkpoinl thal he had an insulin pump and was worried about going through the AIT screening. He stated I hat lhe TSO told him that he will be ok and after he was cleared caller staled thal his insulin pump failed to work. 

Response Details: Told caller that I will refer the incident to the CSM at the MSP airport and will forward the record to ODPO. 

6/312013 lncidenl Details: Caller went lhrough the checkpoint at lhe MSP airporl and while going lhrough inspection he was made 10 go through the AIT screening, he wears an insulin pump and the pump was damaged during the inspection process. The 
10:30:50 incident happened at Check point 6, he is flying with Delta airlines flight number 2322, he is flying from MSP to MIA. The incident occurred on 06-03-2013 at 8:30 am. Told caller that I will forward the complaint to the CSM at the MSP Airport. Caller 

AM stated to the tso at the checkpoint that he had an insulin pump and was worried about going through the Al T screening. He stated that the TSO to Id him th at he wi 11 be o k and afle r he was cleared ca 11 er stated that his insulin pump failed to work. 

How can she file a public comment on the use of backscatter machines, read in the paper there is a comment period which is ending soon and she isn t comfortable with the machines. 
She has a 13 year old girl who she doesn t want to go through the X-ray. 
She is in HI 

Response: 
61312013 Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
11 :31 :31 601 South 12th Street 

AM Arlington. VA 20598 

Advised ca Iler the AIT is voluntary and she has the right to opt-out and would be required to have a patdown to complete her screening experience. 
2 Hrs prior to flight if domestic, 3 for i nl ernationa I . 

Explained to caller there will be 2 TSOs present if requied to have a patdown and she can have someone present with her. 
On 5-26-13 the callers husband had an accident gelling out of the AIT machine at PHX, He slipped and fell, injuring his lhumb. The caller needed an incident report for her (personal) insurance claim and needed to obtain that ASAP. 

61312013 She already had met Wendy Cline at PHX so I gave her bathe emails and phone number to the CSM at PHX. 

11 3726 
AM Name:£eidy Cline 

PhoneJ/b l/6\ 
Email:I( I( ·' 



61312013 

Disability Description: Caller needs a cane. 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 
I apologized ta the caller about what happened to him and told him that I would send his complaint up to a supervisor for review. 

I told the caller that I would send him a claim form VIA postal. 

I asked the caller for his email address and he doesn t have one. 

I also gave the caller the address of where to mail the claim form, 

TSA Claims Management Branch 
601 South 12th Street - TSA 9 

Arlington. VA 2 0598-6009 

12:14:48 Name (b)(61 
PM Phone~1""h""··,'-1R,-.'--, ----'---, 

Airporl: DCA TO ATL lhen to Daytona 
Airlines: Delta 
Date: 6 2 13 
Time: 11:00AM 
Gate: 19 
email: NA 

Caller fiew from DCA to ATL then to Daytona Beach and when he went through screening in DCA and his aluminum cane was broken in half. It must have become stuck or something and he told two men by the office and they gave him a roll of scotch 
tJpe and they told him I hat I hey couldn t help him hold the cane so he could tape it because they could get a lawsuil. They told him they weren I allowed to even hold it for him. He was flying on Della and I hey sent a supervisor over to help him and a 
passenger also helped him tape it up. 
He told them he needed a wooden cane to go through the AIT and they did n t have any wooden canes lo r h1 m to use and a I ady agent Ii na 11 y he Id out her hand and helped him wa I k through the Al T. 
Caller stated that when he gets to ATL he told the information person there what had happened at DCA and he told him to just go down the escalator over at Gate E and there was a TSA office and there was 3 agents inside there and he ask for a 
supervisor and he told lhem whal happened and that he had to get a Delta and another passenger 10 help him tape his cane up and he was told you didn t gel it busted here and he had to explain to him 3 times that ii happened in Washinglon DC and 
finally he gave him a complaint card and tald him to fill it out and send it in. He stated that they were also involved in personal conversation and weren t paying any attention ta him. Also they didn t offer him a cane or claim form ar anything to resolve 

Caller had a bad experience at FLL. She wanls to know what her rights are because she is pregnant. She said that she does not want to go through screening technology, She opted out of lhe AIT and asked for the WTMD. She had to have a patdown 
and even was made to pee when the TSO s hand made contact with her crotch area. She had told her that her breasts are tender but she pushed on them anyway and even pushed on her stomach sa hard she moved it. She had asked her to lift her 
shirt and pull her pants down 6 inches to see where her pants met her shirt. She asked for a supervisor who was not cooperative either. He told her that she had to have a patdown because she declined the AIT scanner. She did this because she 1s 
pregnant and had been allowed to use the WTM D at both Boston and Chicago Midway with no issue. He made her start completley from the beginning again and this is when she started crying. The TSO did offer a private screening but she declined it 
because they would nol let her husband go with her even though he is military and has an id. After lhe screening she was hyperventilating and noone even cared. 
She was going through the JetBlue terminal FB on June 2nd at 3:30 pm. 

I a po I og i zed to the ca Iler and to Id her I hat I he Trans po r1 ati on S ecuri I y Administration (T SA) regrets any unp ro res s ion a I Ire atment you may have experienced. TSA see ks to provide a high level or security and custom er service to a 11 passengers who 

61312013 pass through our screening checkpoints. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated 

2:32 ,33 with dignity, respect and courtesy. 

PM 
PI ease be advised that a passenger can a I ways request 10 speak with the Supervisory T ransp o r1 ati on S ecuri I y Officer at the checkpoint 10 address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt corrective action whenever we determine that security
screening po Ii ci es need modification or specific employees or teams a re the subjects of repeated complaints, 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific a i rpa rt. we have forwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Custom er Service Manager ( CS M) at that I a cation. 

I to Id her that passengers can opt out of the screening machines but wou Id have to have a thorough p atdown, The screening machines a re optiona I and signs a re posted of this rig ht, 
I lold her that passengers cannot ask for lhe WTMD in place of the AIT or paldown. 

Passengers can request a private screening at any time and be accompanied by someone of their own choosing. 



Dear Sirs: 

I object to the inlrusive and potenlially dangerous body scanning that is used in screening passengers who fly. 

The United States operates one of the most intrusive passenger screening systems in the world. Yet I am concerned about the health and effectiveness of the body scanners. 

As a 68 year old grandmother, I fiy perhaps 12 times a year, I have always opt-ed oul of the body scanners, having survived breast cancer and being aware of the dangers of too much radiation. Nol only do I find the pat-downs annoying, I feel they 
are unnecessary. La st month I had to wait 50 minutes to get to the head of the security Ii ne in B WI, and then another 20 minutes for a fem a I e assistant to pat me 
down. I nearty missed my flight (the flight itself was only 1 hour). 
I watched adults with chi Id re n go through the metal detector instead of the body sea n ne r. Why not g ra ndmothe rs? 

Since TSA is thinking of deciding to make body scanners the primary screening technique in US airports. I wonder if we would really benefit from this. Israel questions all passengers. and has staff trained to spot potential terrorists. Why can't the US 
do the same? 
Body scanners are expensive, especially for their use in small airports. Terrorists. even if deterred from using airplanes to kill people, will devise other plans, as did the Boston Marathon bombers, the Oklahoma building bombing. the Newtown school 

61312013 massacre, etc. 

5:08:35 
PM 

Please consider my comments when deciding your policies. 

Sincerely, 

rb,(61 
1 

Ori ea ns. MA 0265 3 



Hi, 

I am a frequent business trave I er and I had lwo quest ions. 

1. I am a Canadian citizen with a NEXUS card and each time I've tried 10 use TSA-Pre for US domestic flighls, I've been told I'm randomly selected to go lhrough regular security. This has happened wilh US Air, United, and American, al DCA, IAD, 
SFO and RDU. When I asked the TSA gate agent whether I was flagged or randomly chosen ar if my Nexus number hadn't been associated with my boarding pass, they were unable to confirm. The airline gate agents tald me to contact TSA directly 
and find out if I have been flagged due to someone with a similar name. Are you able to provide any insight? I did not provide my Nexus ID as I wasn't sure of the security of this mail queue, but I can provide if you are able to look into this. 

2. I regularly opt oul of the AIT machine for medical reasons, and each time, parlicularly at DCA, I have a very long wait for a female assist. Considering that my doctor is male and I'm sure that people's sexual preferences aren'I considered when 
choosing a female to pat me down. is there any way that I can apt-out without having to add travel time while they look far a female agent, either by staffing more females ar by allowing either gender to perform screenings? 

61412013 Please feel free to reach out to me via phone or email with your feedback. 
11:59:36 

AM 

Thank yau. 

(b)(6) 



Caller immediately asked for a supervisor or manager. I gave her to a supervisor. 

Superviso~(b 1(6, I 
The caller alleges that she held for 20 minutes to speak with an agent and after she explained what happened to her he hung up on her. She then called back and spoke with!(b)(ff:1!asking for a supervisor or manager and kb":1(6) 
She complained that he wasn ta supervisor because he hadn t apologized to her and then she asked to speak with his supervisor and it was at this point when I took the call. 

!took over the ca 11. 

The ca lie describes recent travel in which she was required to undergo secondary screening of her hair by a TSO at two differenl airports. She complained that she was not lold that her hair would be patted down, it just happened and she is offended. 
She objects to the original agent -[filu- telling her that the process is random and she is offended that he would say so. She is also upset that the officer who patted down her hair didn t use clean gloves but gloves that had been used to pat down 
others. 

She says she observed a caucasian woman whose hair was in a bun thal was nol patted down at all. She wishes to file a civil rig his complaint about this experience al both airporIs. She has no names of the personnel at eilher airport. 

The caller is upset because she feels like she was discriminated against recently at ONT and PHX. 
The caller flew from ONT to PHX on Wed 29 May via SW FLT 2612 and agian on Sun 02 Jun via SW FLT 558. 

61412013 She says she is a fair skinned woman of African descent with hair that is in medium loose curls who was required on both occasions to have her hair patted down while other caucasian passengers were not. 
4:33:13 

PM 
I explained to the caller that I would look into the issue of the disconnected call and ii she wishes to pursue the complaint she could speak with one of our Multicultural agents to assist her in the process. She agreed that she would like to do so. Call 
was transferred to MB agenl !(b)(61!a1 this point. 

KfilifilJ took over the call: 

Caller slates lhat a female officer patted down her hair. Caller wants to know 1) if this is a health issue with the amount of people thal the officer touches, 2) if this is a mandale lhat lhe the TSA placed oul thal the officers will touch the hair of an African 
American or of foreign decent. 

Advised caller that I am not aware of the reason of why her hair was screened. but the only policy reason that I know of is if a passenger s hair alanms; commonly due to pins in their hair. 

Advised caller that whenever an officer needs to patdown a passenger. the passenger has the ability to request that the officer change their gloves before continuing the patdown. 

Ca Iler wanted to know if she wo u Id have heard the a I a rm of the machine where she has to stand with her hands above her head , 

Advised caller that I believe that the AIT machine does not audibly alarm, but it shows on the screen if there is an area of concern. 



61412013 
7:06:05 

PM 

Caller stated that they came from Orlando International today. She was given our number by one of the agents at MCO to file a report. She stated that she was going through security and she had someone come up. She had a knee brace on, and the 
agent asked if there was metal in the brace. She said yes, and the agent told her she would need to take it off, so she did, She told her that she needed to go through the AIT because of the wires in her knee because they would set off the WTMD. She 
told her thal she would have to wail. She told her thal everything had already wenl through the scanner, and she needed to get to her things. They were cleaning the floor and lhey had lhe machine shul down. She stood and waited and she said her 
stuff was just sitting out there and that someone would get it. She told her to just go through the other one, and she said that it would set it off. The agent told her that she would just need to go through the other one because she didn t know how long it 
would be shut down. The re was a black TSO there named l:E:iLJ who was very hateful . She said as soon as it went off that she needs to step rig ht over here. She said th at she needs someone to pat her down so she can go get her th, ngs. The TS 0 
said that she would have to wait. She said that he ignored her when she asked for him to call a female over. She said that she needed to get to her items, and the TSO told her that her items would be fine. She asked if the male could just do the 
patdown. She said that aboul 8 people went through while she was trying to explain 10 him thal he needed to call a female over. It had taken aboul 15 minutes 10 gel this done. She asked him at this point where she needed to go to file a complaint and 
when he asked her why she said that it was because he was very rude. He told her that this is where their conversation ends, and that he would no longer talk to her. At that point he called for someone and a Supervisor came over and she explained to 
her what happened. She went and got someone to do the paid own and the TSO doing the patdown told her that the other ofli cer had done her wrong and that she needed to go up to the podium and /1 I e a complaint. Once the paid own was complete. 
she went up to the podium and spoke withfh·11r;-·, !She asked her if she wanted to fill out the paper or just tell her and she just told her what had happened. The were in the closest scanners to the Homeland Security that were there that day. At this 
point!rh·11rr·, !told her lhat she needed to take lhe paper and file a complaint so lhat lhey could come check thal airport. They have had several complaints on him, and she said that she had also been over lhere twice 10 IeI1 the ones who were 
cleaning the floor that the passengers were more important. They weren t calibrating the machines or anything so they should ve been open. She s been through many airports and have never had anyone refuse to call a female, and has been through 
many patdowns as well due to her knee. 
Flight deta i Is below: 
Airporl: MCO 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight# 909 
Departure Date: 6-4-13 
Departure Time: 11 :55 a.m. 
Went through security: 10:00-10:30 a.m. 
Terminal Gate: 28 

She also wants to know about lhe PreCheck and lhe programs I hat are available 10 pay $100 for 10 gel through screening faster. 

Advised Caller: 
Because your comp I ai nt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 

There are two primary ways to be considered eligible for TSA PreCheck '": travelers may be invited by a participating airline, or they may choose to enroll with one of U.S. Customs and Border Protection's (CBP) Trusted Traveler programs. 

Cur,-ently, TSA PreCheck ™ is limited to select airlines and each is contacting eligible frequent flyers with an invitation to opt-in. 

Frequent flyers and other travelers who did not receive an invitation and would like to participate or would like to be considered eligible for TSA PreCheck '" benefits on all participating airlines should apply for membership with one of CBP's Trusted 



Hi 

Did not answer my queslion , I have I implant , so I use the AIT , do I have 10 remove my shoes going I rough the AIT as a crew member for a major us airline ? 

I do have a known crew m ember pass. 
Ju st wander I get different res pons e depending what airport 

Sincerely yours 

Thank you for your e-mail regarding your concern about the Transportation Security Administration's (TSA) use of Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening for fi1ght crew members at our Nat,on·s airport security checkpoints. 

6/412013 TSA understands your concern regarding the effects the new screening procedures have had on flight crewmembers, including pilots and flighl a11endants. TSA AdministraIor John Pislole is committed to ensuring TSA operates as a risk-based, 
8:07: 15 intelligence-driven Agency and launched several reviews of TSA policies soon after his confirmation to ensure all standards are met. 

PM 
After eva I uat i ng a I ternative security protocols for flight crewme m bers that wou Id maintain our high security standards, TSA re I eased mod iii ed screening procedures for e Ii g i ble, on-duty II i g ht crewme m bers that do not require the use of A IT machines, In 
addition, flight crewmembers are subjecl to random screening, observation by behavior detection officers, and TSA's additional layers of security. 

We hope this information is he I pful, 

TSA Canta ct Center 

NOTICE: The info rma ti on contained in this message and any attachments is pri vi I eged and confidential and the re/ore protected from di sci osu re, II the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent who is responsi b I e for 
delivering this message 10 lhe intended recipienl. you are hereby notified I hat any dissemination, dislribution or copying of I his communication is strictly prohibiled. SenIure does not accepl liability for changes to this message after ii was sent. The 
views expressed in this e-mail do not necessarily reflect the views of the company. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying via e-mail to this message and deleting this information from your 
computer. 
Sent from my iPhone 

Ca Iler states that she fi ew from Om aha to SEA Ca 11 er states that she requested a ssis tan ce at the checkpoints a Io ng ti me ago from both the Om aha and SEA airports. Ca 11 er states that she has extreme anxiety and OC D and the W TM D and AIT 
machines utlerly terrify her. Caller states thal every time she flies from SEA she always has an issue with her screening. 

The Omaha agent was extremely nice and very helpful and set up a specific time appointment for them to meet. Caller states that they walked her through the exit, to avoid the machines, and conducted a private screening for her. 

Caller slates lhat lhe SEA CSM never reIurned a phone call until today, an hour before lhe CSM left, who staled thal she can call any time for help. Caller slates lhat she has called lhe CSM several times over the past few weeks and even atlempled to 

61412013 contact her tonight. but was told she was out off office for the time. Caller states that she is flying out of SEA at 6 AM tomorrow and wants to know if there is anyone else that she can talk to tonight at the SEA airport for assistance in the morning. 

9A2:55 
PM 

Caller wants me to forward this to the CSM so as to make her aware of the fact that she failed to attempt to assist her in any way. because she has been trying to get this help for weeks. 

Advised caller that the only thing that we can tell her to do in the morning is at the ID checker is to ask for a Passenger Support Specialist. The PSS is specifically trained to assist passengers with any form of disability. Advised caller that if they are not 
ava i I able she s hou Id ask for a su pe rvi sor. She s hou Id exp I am to the party her di sa bi I ity and exp I am the assistance she received in Omaha. Advised ca 11 er th at I can not guarantee that she wi 11 receive the same or any assistance, but the party, 1f they a re 
available. will attempt to help her as best as possible. 

Advised caller that I will forward this to the CSM for notification. 



Hello. 

I am resending the email below since I did nol get an answer yet and my fly is going 10 be pretly soon. 

I would really appreciate if you can be a little more specific aboul whal documentation I should need in order to pass security control wilh a muscle relaxer devise which is nol a11ached to my body. 

I just want 10 make sure thal this device will pass control securily airporl after pass the X Ray since this device is very expensive and I will need ii during my travels. 

Thank you for your help, 

6/51201~ 
223:02 

PM 

6/512013 
4:15:31 

PM 

--- Me 11s aje re er,via do ---
D~( bi ( 61 
Para: "tsatcc do not_reply@senture.com" <tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com> 

f h 1/R, 1/9 de Mayo de 2013 19:10 
As unto; In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank you for your answer but I would Ii ke to have a more concrete answer. 
My devise is not attached to my body so the body screen does not affect me in any way. 

My only concern is that I wi 11 carry this devise with me since I need it during my fly so I was wondering if during the checkpoint the Transportation Security Officer wi 11 required to show him/her some med i ca I d ocu m entat ion to prove th at this devise is a 
medical devise. 

I am waiting to hearing from you. 
Thank you. 
I sent an email to the con1ac1 cen1er yesterday regarding TSA policy in regards 10 who exactly is allowed to use lhe employee securily checkpoints. The answer I got made reference to crewmember screening procedures and did not answer my 
question in the least bit. I am going to cut and paste my question and send it to you again. 

This is my inquiry: 

I am an employee of Delta Airlines and I use the employee only security checkpoints in MSP(terminal #1, checkpoint #3) and ATL(north side) quite often. I have heard that my spouse and people who travel using my pass benefits are also eligible to 
use the employee only security Ii ne s even tho ugh they do not have employee badges. What is the po Ii cy lo r no n-emp I oye e dependents using the employee checkpoints? 

This is the answer I got: 

"Thank you for your e-mail regarding your concern about the Transportation Security Administration's (TSA) use of Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening for flight crew members at our Nation's airport security checkpoints. 
TSA understands your concern regarding the effects the new screening procedures have had on flight crewmembers, including pilots and flighl a11endants. TSA Administra1or John Pislole is committed to ensuring TSA operates as a risk-based, 
intelligence-driven Agency and launched several reviews of TSA policies soon after his confirmation to ensure all standards are met. 
After eva I uati ng a lternat,ve sec u nty protoco Is lo r flight crewme m bers that wou Id maintain our high security standards. TSA re I eased mod iii ed screening procedures lo r e Ii g i ble. on-duty flight crewme m bers that do not require the use of A IT machines. In 
addition, flight crewmembers are subject to random screening, observation by behavior detection officers, and TS A's additional layers of security. 

We hope this information is helpful. 
TSA Contact C ente ,· 

As you can see, this in no way answers my question. 

w,(6) 



Query: 
Caller has a partner that is flying with him. Caller s partner has a pacemaker and he is wanting to know how she can go through screening. 

Resolution: 
If a passenger has an internal medical device. such a stomach or cardiac pacemaker or a defibnllator, it is important for him or her to inform the Transportation Secunty Officer (TSO) conducting the screening before the screening process begins. 

6151201 3 Verba I declaration, doctor s notes, and written d eel a rat ions can be uti I ized in order to inform the officer of a pa rticu I ar concern during screening , 

727:18 
PM 

Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices. passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 

TSA does not require passengers 10 have medications in I heir original prescriplion bottles: however, some stJles have individual laws regarding the labeling of prescriplion medication which passengers may need to comply. Medicalions in daily 
dosage containers a re al lowed through the ch eek point once they have been screened. 

Feedback Type Civil Rights/Liberties 
Categories : 4th Amendment 
Current Date/Time: 61512013 10:55:50 PM Airport: MSP - Minneapolis-St. Paul lnternalional Date/Time o!Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : I am writing because I am deep I y concerned about I he Airport Body Scanners. They use aggressive tech no logy that uti Ii zes a form of r adia Ii on tha I has not been tested on humans over time. 

An i nvesti g ati ve report in 2011 by Pro Pu bl ,ca and PBS N ewsHou r concluded th at the X-ray scanners. th en sti 11 in use. could cause cancer in 6 to 1 00 United States airline passengers every year. and that the European Un ion banned those machines 
be ca use of hea Ith concerns. 

61612013 It violates our rights as Americans to force us to be exposed to machinery that is likely jeopardizing our health. And it is shortsighted as a nation to use machinery that is likely making it's population more ill, over time adding to the drain of our 

820, 14 healthcare system. 

AM 
I'm all for safety on airplanes, but these aggressive machines are not used elsewhere in lhe world - and there are slill no guns getting on flights. 

Why is it that the screening process is hyper sensitive to whether I have a swig of water left in my reusable water bottle but I can get a package of shaving razors. tweezers, or a metal fork through with no problem? 

You are focusing on the wrong things. Please remove lhe machines uni ii proper research has been done, or give people an allernative option that is not as time consuming and personally invasive as the pat down. 

As passengers we should not be forced to choose between waiting to be rnvasively touched and missing our flight - or exposing ourself to unnecessary radiation that in the end may cause us to miss our life. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number : 
Email 1h·,1R··, 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



This morning I read in the New York Times Letters to the Editor section that the TSA is allowing public comments on airport body scanners until June 23, 2013. This is my email letter to express concern on the exclusive use of body scanners for airport 
security. 

I fly out of DTW and with rare exception select the "pat down" for my security clearance. The rare exceptions have been one time when I was slightly late and another when I was traveling with my elderly mother. 

I work as a nurse practitioner in hematology/oncology in a large urban health care center. Since statistics do not change overnight, I feel certain that in 10 years time we will note and exponential increase in the number of leukemia and lymphoma 
cases. On hislory, we will be able to trace back to frequent travel in airports with exclusive use of body scanners and the radiation exposure caused by this use as the cause. Additionally, we may also see an increase in solid tumor cancers. 
Le uk em i a and I ymp ho ma, in add it ion to being catastrophic diagnoses. a re very expensive to treat. They occur without reg a rd to age. 

Upon arrival at the body scanner I request a pat-down from the TSA member directing traffic. On occasion the service is relatively quick. On other occasions. it is very evident that the wait period is prolonged. I cannot help but think that the prolonged 
6/612013 wait is to cause discomfort, wilh the hope thal the traveler (me) will change my mind and opt for screening by the body scanner. For lhis reason, I try to always arrive al the airport wilh excessive time to waste. The pat-downs I have received have 
9:58: 13 always been thorough and mostly professional. The unprofessional behavior is not from inappropriate touching, but merely surly TSA workers who are expressing their dislike about having to do the pat-down. 

AM 

6/612013 

The policy to install body scanners for exclusive air passenger screening has been a huge TSA mistake which is going to come back to haunt us - especially those with frequent travel histories and a new diagnosis of cancer. 

Thank you for allowing this public comment. 

kb)(61 
Dearborn, M1ch1gan 

Caller Is a new hire for Allegiant in St Pete. Caller has security concerns about crew-member screening and wanted to speak to security. 

TSA released modified screening procedures for eligible, on-duty flighl crew-members thal do nol require the use of AIT machines. In addition, flight crew-members are subject to random screening, observation by behavior detection officers, and 
TSA' s addition al layers of security. 

10:22:00 4243 
AM 

Caller wants clarification: he has observed that pilots at St. Petersburg walk through security without the same screening requirements as other airport personnel. He alleges that they are not screened even though they possess SI DA badges. They 
walk through without much s c reenrng at St. Petersburg. 

Advised caller that the FSD makes these exceplions and exemptions. The decision is made at the local level. 
Query: 
Caller is wanting to know if the AIT affects pregnant women. Caller's daughter was forced to go through AIT in HPN--at least according to the caller. 

Resolution: 
AIT ma chm es have been ind e pe nde ntl y evaluated by the the Johns Hopkins Uni ve rs ity Applied P hys1cs Laboratory. who have al I affirmed their safety. This testing took into account special populations that a re more sensitive to rad i atIon. such as 
children, persons receiving radiation treatment for medical conditions, and pregnant and potentially pregnant women. In fact, a traveler is exposed to less radiation from one AIT scan than from 2 minutes being onboard a commercial aircraft at flight 

6/61201 3 altitude. 
121301 

PM Caller Is info nmed that pregnant peop I e should not be affected by the Al T machines. 

61612013 
2A8:38 

PM 

Caller is informed that we can send up her complaint to a CSM. Caller does not want 10 send up information: she only wants 10 know if her daughler can opt oul for a patdown. 

Caller Is i nfonmed that anyone can opt out for a patdown. Caller Is advised to contact us if the re is any more issues. 

The caller has some questions about AIT. The caller wants to know if a person can opt out of AIT. I advised the caller that he could do so. I advised the caller that there was generally signage at the security checkpoint that would indicate this. The 
caller stated that his pregnant wife fiew yesterday and was unable to opt out. The callers wife was there with him and I had some additional questions, the caller put his wife on the phone. The wifes name is !(b·•,(ffi I fh··,1r;·, Mated 
that yesterday 6 5 13 at approximately 5:30 or 6:00PM she wenl through security al !rh··,1rr1 ! lnternalional airporl and she was flying on Alaska airlines. There is only one terminal al thal parlicular airport. The wife stated that she had 
never seen an AIT machine. The wife stated that there was a sign in front of the machine that indicated that if they did not undergo AIT then they would be unable to fly. This upset the wife as she is 9 months pregnant. The wife stated that she had 
several xrays dun ng the course of her pregnancy and she stated that she did not need another type of xra y procedure. I advised the ca 11 er that I would send her information to the CS M at the airport and let them know about the sIg n. I advised the 
caller and her husband that generally there was a sign that would indicate that they were able to opt out of the AIT. I advised them that I was not aware of what the sign could have been but that I would send their infonmation to the CSM atf~h_._>1_R_·., __ ~ 
so that possibly the CSM could provide him with some answers in regards to the sign. 



61612013 

Caller wants to complain about her sere en i ng at MI A. She went thru the Al T and had to have a paid own. She was fine with the add1t1ona I screening however she had her dread Io c ks patted down and the TSO did not change her g I aves to do so. She 
stated had she gotten head I ice from a previous inspection th en she would have had to cut her dreads be ca use she cannot simply wash her hair. 

She is a former TSA agent and knows this is not the proper protocol and thinks this need to be addressed. 

3:19:22 Advised caller: 
PM Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring thal all passengers are trealed with dignily, respect, and cour1esy. 

6/712013 
104331 

AM 

61712013 
10:44:03 

AM 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process will enable us to ensure prompt. corrective action whenever we determine that security 
screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the subject of repeated complaints. 

The caller woud like to register a complaint about screening at FLL. The caller said that he went through the AIT machine he was upset because he could not maintain line of sight with his carry on items. The caller said that when he stepped into the 
machine he turned around to face his items and was told by the TSA officers that he had to turn back around for the screening. The caller said this violated TSA policy. 

I explained to the caller that Transportation Security Administration (TSA) policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items are kept within a passenger's line-of-sight when a passenger is required to 
undergo additional screening. When passengers cannot maintain I ine-of-sight with their property dunng screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's items and to ensure that the passenger is reunited with his or 
her property once it clears x-ray screening. Explained to the caller that each airports layout is different and explained that I could not tell him why this particular checkpoint was setup in a fashion where he could not see his items being screening, I also 
explained that in the future if he is concerned about his items being damaged or stolen he can request 10 speak to the on-duly supervisor or requesl a private screening. 

The ca 11 er said he may consider doing a p nvate screening next 11 me and Iha n ked me for ta king the ti me to Ii sten to his concern. 
The caller went through security at Key West airport on 6 5 13 to board Delta flight 1366. The caller had her hair in a pony tail and whenever she went through the AIT unit, it alarmed. The female officer at the security checkpoint stated You have 
something hiding in the bun on lhe back of your head . The caller slated that she did not have a bun but that she had a ponytail and the officer wanded her hair. The caller was cleared and she went through securily. Approximately half an hour later, 
the caller exited security to give someone a photo at a restaurant located outside the secured area. The restaurant was named the Conch Restaurant. The caller stated that she was gone approximately 30 seconds to a minute. The caller stated that 
she went back through security. The incident described occurred between 10:30 and 11 :0OAM 

The caller staled thal whenever she wenl back through security, the agents began to acl very strangely. The female officer at lhe security checkpoinl stated You are hiding somelhing in your bun and I have to touch your sensitive areas. The caller 
stated that she became irate and advised the officers that they were not going to touch her sensitive areas. Apparently the sensitive areas the officers were talking about was her chest area. The caller stated that the incident escalated and went on for 
several minutes with the officer telling her that she was going to touch her sensitive area and the caller stating that they would not be touching her. The caller stated that they eventually went behind a curtain and she allowed the officer to wand her hair 
but she did not permit the officers to pat her down. The caller stated that incident escalated to the point where she was cursing at the officer and another officer, a young male, intervened. 

Eventually the caller was able to go on to board her flight without getting a patdown. The caller stated that the female officer repeatedly snapped the blue gloves on her hand. The caller stated that the officers swarmed her and treated her, in her 
words, weirdly. And the caller was very upset with the conduct of the female officer The caller did not get a name of the officers. 

I apologized to the caller for her screening experience. I advised her that I would send her informalion to the CSM al the airport. I advised her thal we did monitor the number and nature of complaints we received al the TCC. The caller staled thal it 
was a tiny airport with three lanes and that she was in zone 2 to board a Delta flight. 



Disability Description: Caller stated he will soon be using oxygen. 

Information Requesl: Caller asked what are the requirement for take a POC through TSA. I gMe lhe caller the informalion in the Iemplate, but the caller was slill nol satisfied. 

Caller said a friend with an POC received g ri el over ta king the his device through TSA security. Caller said he was to Id that he could not take his PO C when in rea I ity, TSA was wrong and he was a 11 owed to take the P OC through. Cal I er said he was 
concerned about having a ha rd ti me getting his POC through the security checkpoint, 

Response Details: Generally. the Federal Aviation Administration does nat al law portable compressed oxygen tanks on commercial airline flights because oxygen is considered a hazardous material. However. passengers may check with their airline 
before pu rchasrng tickets to ask if they wi 11 test an oxygen tank for safety ( 4 8 hours a head of the flight), a 11 ow passengers to carry a s pec1f1ed portab I e oxygen concentrator ( POC), or pro vi de oxygen to the passenger. 

If a passenger us es a POC, the manner in which the passenger is screened depends on whel her he or she can di scon n eel from the oxygen concentrator. Passengers should check with I heir doctor to d ete rmi n e whether they can safely disconnect 
during screening. It is important for a passenger to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening whether he or she can disconnect before the screening process begins. 

If a passenger can disconnect from his or her POC. it is recommend that the passenger check the equipment as checked baggage whenever possible. Passengers who can disconnect can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if 

61712013 they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds withoul the support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-lhrough metal detectors only if they can walk through on lheir own. An eligible passenger 

12,58 ,25 can request ta be screened by AIT if it is available or can request ta be screened using a thorough patdown: however. passengers cannot request to be screened by a metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

PM 
If a passenger cannot disconnect. or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector. the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alanms of a metal 
detector or a noma I ies ide nl i fi ed by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to comp I ete sere en i ng: 

The paid own will be conducted by a TSO of the same gender Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit dawn. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her a nms. remaining in the position required for a paid own, or any areas of the body that a re p arnfu I when touched. 
A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or Ii ft any article of clothing to revea I a sensitive body area, 

In addition to the patdawn, TSA may use technology ta test for traces of explosive material. 

I advised the caller the POC will be screened by xray if he can disconnect, if not it will be screened by other methods. Caller still was not satisfied. I offered to send his flight information over to ODPO to make arrangements to get help getting through 
the checkpoint. This caller was still not satisfied with my answer and the caller does not have any flight arranged. Caller then asked where he can write to get an answer to his question. I turned the call over 10 Missy. 



Hello. 

I travel nearly every week. and have been passmg through your scanners regularly. However, based on recent articles and ··mconclus1ve" scient1f1c studies I have read. I understand that they could be harmful to human health. particularly that of a 
developing fetus. And given the fa ct that my husband and I e nde avo r to have a chi Id in the lo rese ea ble future. I have chosen to opt-out of the scanner and e I ect the pat-down instead. 

Sometimes the process goes very smoothly. But 90% of the time I request the pat-down, I must wait several minutes for the "female assist" to be found, end a conversation with colleague, or just get up off of a chair and come over to the screening 
area. Wilh few exceptions, I experience the height of bad attitudes and unprofessionalism. The sense I gel is that the TSA is trying 10 make ii as inconvenienl as possible to request a pal-down 10 force people to use the scanners. This is 
una cce pta bl e. 

61712013 Please advise as to how I should address the matter 
2:13:57 

PM 

Thank you, 

!(b)(61 

Houslon, TX 

The caller flew from EWR to ATL to MLU, and was forced to go lhrough the WTMD three times. However, she was also given a full patdown before being cleared. On the flight from MLU, she was forced 10 undergo the WTMD three times again. 
However. she was only wearing a lycra shirt, cotton jeans, and had no belt or shoes on. She asked the screener if the problem was her belly ring or underwear, and he indicated that was not an issue. Then. she was subjected to another patdown 
before being cleared. However, she 1s upset because of past trauma. and believes that she was discriminated against due to her gender. The caller mamtained that no male was forced to undergo these procedures. She wanted to know why she was 
chosen for additional screening. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 

61712013 factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 

3:41 :00 an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

PM 
I forwarded the call to to MB: 

The caller is very upset and wants to know why she caused an alarm whenever she went through the walk through metal detector. I advised the caller that I could not tell her why she caused an alarm. I advised the caller that all I could tell her is that if 
th ere was an a I a rm. th en the officers at the security checkpoint would have to clear the alarm. I advised the ca 11 er that in order to clear the a I arm they would have to perform a patdown. The caller a I so wears an u nde rwi re bra. I advised the cal I er that 
the und e rwi re could po ssi bl y ca use an ala rm. 

The caller attempted to get me to tell her what she could wear to avoid getting a patdown. I advised the caller that I could not tell her what would cause the alarm to sound. I advised her that unless I was there I could not even begin to do so. The 
caller stated th at she a I so /el t d1scri mi nated against be cause her breasts we re large as we 11. I advised the ca 11 er that she wo u Id have to p I ace her complaint in writing. I advised her that she would receive an emai I with a Ii nk that would al low her to 
place it in writing. 



61712013 
4A3:11 

PM 

Caller had emailed us because she tried to find where she can comment about the AIT machine on our web site but cannot find it. She was sent an email back that said that we cannot assist her. She wants to know how to find this. She complained 
about the AIT being very dangerous and that she has been unable to see her belongings when she was screened by Patdown because the area is not set up properly allowing her to see them and she ended up losing a computer. Also the airports are 
not properly staffed with same gender personnel so thal people who opt out of lhe technology can be palled down in a timely manner. 

I told the caller to go to the Talk to TSA section of the we bite. She said she had and this is how she ended up calling us. I gave her the address to headquarters at Transportation Secunty Administration 
601 South 12th Street 
Ari i ngto n, VA 20598 
I told her that the AIT is voluntary and signs are posted advising callers of this right. Also, TSA TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive and I have her complaint documented. 

I told her that TSA agents are trained to maintain line of sight of her property and ii they cannot they are trained to make sure she gets her items back. I told her that if she has a bad experience she may call us back with her complaint. She stated that it 
is not the fault of the people on the ground and again asked for someone she may wrile 10. I told her to write to Headquarters at lhe address I gave her. 

I even offered to send her inform at,on about the Al T machine but she said she knew about them and they a re d anq e ro us. 
The caller staled thal he has an os1omy. He became a member of Global Entry to try 10 reduce lhe end for so much screening. He stated that he usually does not have problems at ORD. However, everytime he travels especially in CLE he is taken a 
room and to show the ostomy and was ask to remove his pants to do so. He stated that he is a FAA representative and has GE he can not believe all this would be necessary for as often as he flies. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

If a passenger uses an ostomy, he or she can be screened without having to empty or expose the ostomy. However. it is important for passengers to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about the ostomy before 
the screening process begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to infonm TSOs about any disability, medical condition. or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from 
security screening, their use may improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their conditions. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gov sites. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through 
meta I detectors on I y if they can wa I k through on their own. An el ig, bl e passenger can request to be screened by Al T 1f it is a va, I ab I e or can request to be screened using a thorough paid own: however, passengers cannot request to be sere e ned by the 
walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 

61812013 A patdown procedure also 1s used to resolve any alanms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

12:25:09 
PM 

• The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Some1imes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in lhe position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• A passenger should not be asked to remove or lift any article of clothing to reveal a sensitive body area. 

In addition to the patdown. TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. If explosive material is detected. the passenger will have to undergo additional screening, 

Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger's ostomy is subject to additional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of the 
ostomy, followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passenger's hands. 

If you believe you or someone else was discriminaled against or received dispara1e 1reatmen1 or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition, Federal regulalions 
require that your complaint be put in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. 

Do you want infonmation about filing a written complaint re arding disability discrimination or are you calling with a different concern such as poor customer service? 

Caller stated th at his aut,sti c ste pd aug hte r b H 6) was on a Domestic flight from A TL to Seattle. When ~approached the checkpoint she was advised to go through the Al T by the female TSO at the checkpoint. Ca 11 er stated that 
when his stepdaughter gets nervous she freezes up. When 1h··,1rr1 raze up she said that she didn t know what to do. Her mother then tried to explain to her what to do and asked the TSO ii she could just pull her to the side for a patdown. The 
security officer then shouted at the callers wife and said no she is going through this. Caller felt that the security screener was beyond unprofessional. Wanled to file a complaint on the TSO. 

61812013 Advised caller: If you be Ii eve you or someone else was discriminated against or received dis pa rate treatment or were imp acted based on di sa bi I ity or med i ca I condition or a 11 eg e that T SA fa i I ed to accommodate your di sab i Ii ty or med1ca I condition, 
1:02:16 Federal regulations require that your complaint be put in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. Caller then stated that he thought it was poor customer service. Sent the information on to the CSM of the airport. Gave caller name, 

PM phone number and email of lhe CSM at ATL. 

Name: rb)(61 
Phone: 
Email: ,_ _______ __, 



The caller had an issue with the TSO s at the checkpoint in Building C. They were laughing and joking around and when she opted out of the AIT they made her wait for someone to pat her down. When she asked to speak with a supervisor they were 
rude to her and laughed at her. She spoke with akb·:,(6) !and a !(b)(ff•, I Her accent was very heavy and I couldnt tell which one was the supervisor or a TSO. 

61812013 I advised the cal I er to contact the CS M with her complaint s i nee she was sti 11 in the airport. I provided the below number. 
2:45:35 

PM 
Name: kb)(61 
Phone: ._l _____ _. 

Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Calegories Traveling with Children: Screening (AIT, Paldown) Current Dateflime 619120131 :58:36 PM Airporl: Selecl One Dale/Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : Hello, 

My understanding is that the full body scanners are a new technology and (1) have not been scientifically tested for long tenm issues on the human body - much less pregnancies - and (2) therefore have differing expert opinion on actual safety. 

I am pregnant and nol willing to put my child's development at risk especially when other, less controversial, technologies are available for usage. 

Recently I was travel Ii ng v,a the US and your policies require that I pick up my baggage and recheck 11 fore i ng me to th en go through a security Ii ne. I was di reeled to a pa rti cul a r I in e and patiently moved through the winding security Ii ne u nti I I found 
myself at the end lined up to go through a lull body scanner. I advised a security officer conducting traffic of my preference and I was immediately 'offered' an 'opt-out' option which I was not provided details of and I therefore assumed was something 

61912013 similar to the old wand used if you had accidentally sel off lhe magnetic detector. My husband and I were qui le embarrassed as we were then singled out by the guard who began shouting 'opt-out' and 'have and opt-out here' several times. 

3:19:36 
PM 

This 'opt-out' option, in the opinion I developed through experiencing it. was quite invasive. When I was required to put my feet on the yellow stickers my legs were spread so far apart that I felt quite exposed, vulnerable and I would go so far as to say 
violated. especially since a stranger was feeling uncomfortably close to my private areas while in such a vulnerable position. In addition, prior to the procedure starting they asked me if there were any areas I was sensitive to having touched. When I 
calmly voiced my preference I hat my private areas not be touched I was relalively quickly surrounded by three security officers being quite belligerent wilh me. I am not exaggera1ing when I say I felt dirly - in the sense thal I had been mildly sexually 
assaulted - when the security officer was finished with me. These feelings are there every time that I remember (including right now) being forced to spread my legs so far apart while a strangers hands touch my intimate areas. I felt that I was bullied 
into accepting this quite invasive procedure despite there being a perfectly valid option available, the old magnetic scanner, that was being denied to me yet provided to a whole line of other people who happened to be directed to the right line unlike 
myself. 

On my return journey, as I approached the security person who was to review my documents I calmly informed them that I did not wish to go through the full body scanner and that I felt the 'opt-out' option was too invasive. I asked that they allow me to 
use the old magnetic scanner (which I had seen in use on the departing journey and is apparently opened for people for whom the full body scanner is not a reasonable option). This caused quite a lot of trouble. I was having to ask to speak with 
managers of increasing authority/knowledge. Most of those that I spoke with just said that they didn't have the authority as it was the policy but they were mostly polite. However, I must say that the senior manager on the floor was quite belligerent and 
bullying. The end resull was that, after much bullying, harassment and time, I was allowed to go through the magnetic scanner. I vastly appreciated the help of the senior personnel who facilitaled this which allowed me to travel by air without being 
violated. 

I have a few members of family in the US that I occasionally like to visit and in the coming couple of weeks I would like to visit your country to shop for baby supplies as Canada (my preferred country) is a longer flight/distance from my gynecologist ii 
there are any problems wilh the pregnancy. I would think a boost via tourism to your economy would be welcome. However, if I must face choosing my baby's safety vs my feeling mildly sexually assaulted and bullied I cannot in good conscience visit 
your country any more. It's just not a reasonable decision that you could possibly expect someone to make. I would like to point out that even the Israeli airport security, one of the strictest security forces in the world, has gone on record saying that the 

Caller slated her husband has Demenlia. Caller flew from On1ario California to Boise Idaho on Southwest Airlines. Caller staled her husband went through lhe checkpoint and a female agent with blonde hair was so rude to her husband. Caller stated 
they went through the checkpoint 10 minutes. Caller stated they went through the Southwest Terminal that was upstairs and the second checkpoint on the left side to the AIT machine. Caller stated the female screener was so rude to her husband 
going through the checkpoint. 

6/1012013 . 
g.15 07 lnc,denl happened 06-10-2013@06:15am 

· AM Airport Ontario Ca Ii lo rnia 
Airline :Southwest Airlines. 
Terminal Gate:Southwest Terminal. 

Advised ca Iler I would send to the CS M at the airport so they can review the incident 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: Ca 11 er wi 11 fi y Saturday with her daughter age 13 from Sa It Lake City to Long Beach, CA 

Caller is on TPN and she has a central line in her chest and her food and fluids are all done by IV into a por1. She needs to bring her supplies with her. 
Once before she had issues and her daughter was upset. 
Her daughter wants to go on a tnp again so that is why she is calling. 

Response Details: Call dropped. 
I called her bac~(b-·1(6"1 I 
Told her I am sorry she had trouble once before. Offered to take a complaint but she said it was last year and her main concern is doing better this time. 
She said what happened is she pul her items on the conveyor and thought she lold them and her daughter had the bag and they told her daughter not 10 approach her. 
She had a d actors statement inside the bag. 
Somehow a bag of her fluid got zipped up in the bag and leaked and she had to replace some supplies while on her trip. 
She does not want to do a complaint. 

611012013 Told her it is important she keep her medication bag since it is hers. 
1 :~~og Also I explained if something alarms and we do not know why we do not allow anyone to approach the bag. If a person alarms we do not allow someone to approach them. 

Told her to pack whatever she needs in a late or bag and inform the Officer up front thal she has liquid nutrition and fluids. 

She stated she has synnges to put it into the port. 
I explained she may bring whatever she needs as long as she tells them she has it. 
She is allowed her medical bag in addilion to her purse and a carry on bag if all she has it it is medical supplies. 

Told her to inform the Officer about her port before screening begins. 
Offered information about the Notification Ca rd but she stated she would verb ally te 11 th em. 
Advised if we a re unable to comp I ete her screening with the AIT machine she wi 11 receive the pa ldow n and under norm al ci re um stances her da ug hi er can be with her if she wo u Id Ii ke to have a private patdown. 

She mentioned she wears a pump with AA batteries in 11 to deliver her fluids. 
She wanted to know if it is an issue with the Airline for her to have it hooked up during the flight. 

Told to check with the airline but I would not imagine it is an issue. 

Disability Description: The caller has metal implants and has lost 200 pounds, so she has a lot of excess skin on her stomach. She is also elderly and 100% disabled. 

Response Details: Advised caller: 
She will need to provide her formal complaint in writing, I will forward her complaint to the CSM and our disability specialists and send her an email with instructions on filing the complaint. It must be submitted within 180 days of the incident. 

Sent email. Sending to ODPO and CSM. 

Incident Deta i Is: She recently flew from GU C and had a very bad experience, She stated that she went through the A IT and was selected for additiona I screening , which included a patd own, She thin ks that they made her receive a p atdown be ca use 
of the excess skin on her stomach. She did nol like receiving lhe patdown and the whole lime it was being done, a male officer kepi turning around and siaring al her. She also slated that the officers got upsel because of her liquid prescriplion 
medication. 

611012013 She has a metal rod from her hip to her ankle and a knee replacement. She is also elderly and 100% disabled, 
6:45:22 

PM The female officers were older and the male officer that kept staring at her was in his late 20s with long blonde hair. 

She wanted to file a formal complaint because she feels that she was discriminated against because of her disability. 

Airport: Gunnison 
Airline: U mted Air I in es 
Flight#: 6158 
06-09-13 al 6:55 p.m. she went through security 
She does not know what terminal or gate 

611 0/20 13 Caller had d iffi cu I ti es three years ago going through P HX because the AIT was not working and he had to go through the WT MD even though he had informed TSO of his meta I imp I ants.When he alarmed not only did he have to have a pat down he 
9:10:41 was then subjected to a secondary pat down in a private room.Caller wants to request an appointment for an AIT screening. 

PM Relayed the CSM contact through oplion number 5 on the IVR and relayed lhe TCC number and he slated he had called in on the Cares line but ii was nol idenlified on the telephone screen. 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: The cal I er indicated that she has an imp I anted ne urosti m ulator. 

She he has demagnelised titanium rods in her back and neck. 

She indicated that m the upper pa rt of her buttock I owe r back she has an Im planted computer that runs her stimulator. She has a card in regard to the device. She does n t want to miss her flight. She w111 get the re early. 

Information Requesl: She asked if newer AIT Iechnology is used or if the old ones are still in use al BDL. She indicated I hat knowing such would determine how what she can do at lhe checkpoint. 

She asked if he advise of the computer ahead of time and expressed concern that TSO may think that it Is a bomb. 

611112013 She asked if there TSA s website is were she would go 10 see the prohibited items list. She indicated that she was on the websile under Traveler lnformalion. She asked if she should select lhe link for liquids. 

11:30:34 
AM She Is travel mg from B DL to SL C. 

The caller menlioned thal she thinks thal she will be screened via a patdown as that seems to be the simplest way. 

She asked if this applied at all airports. 

Response Details: I explained that the information that I have indicates that BDL is listed as an airport that has or is scheduled to receive AIT. It does not indicate which technology Is listed. I advised that she can determine this by contacting the CSM 
via 866 289 9673 and option 5. 

I advised that she inform the TSO of the metal implants and internal devices before the screening process begins. Doing so, can help facilitate the screening process. If there is an alarm or anomaly. TSO will know that she advised of the metal implants 
Disability Description: Caller wants to know if he needs a letler from his docIor. 

Information Request: Caller has metal clips in his abdomen and he does not alarm when going through the WTMD but he does alarm when going through the AIT. 
6/1112013 

1 :05: 19 Response Details: Explained I hat lhe AIT does not detect metal objects but I have no way to determine why he is alarming when he goes through the AIT but if he will call 72 hours prior to his next trip wilh his travel information we will forward the 
PM information to the OD PO prior to his travel. 

Offered the inform atIon on screening of meta I imp I ants but he was a I ready on the website. 



Cal led and spoke with another agent about his o sto my issues at CLE when travel mg and mentioned the expedited s c reem ng p race ss. Ca 11 er has GE and thought he was guaranteed he would be al lowed through pre ch eek everyt, me he flies. Has had 
for about a year and a half and has never been allowed. States he books his flights and hasn t been entering his PASS ID in the Known Traveler Field. 
Generally flies Uniled from ORD, works for the FAA on a contract basis and flies frequently. 
When he goes through the AIT at CLE he states he has an ostomy and the agents don t seem to know what that is and he is required to have a patdown. Stated he had to rub his hands over the bag and his hands were tested for explosives, which isn t 
an issue and he had to have a patdown and has be en questioned about the o stomy. States CLE d idn t seem to know what an osto my was and d idn t sh are the information with the agent on the other side of the machine. 
His bag was hand inspected the past 3-4 times he flew and he had a computer inside. 

Response: 
Exp I a i ned to caller 11 an anomaly shows up on the sere en gomg through the A IT it w, 11 require a paid own to comp I ete the screening process, even if he informs the agent. 

6112120 13 Exp I a i ned to ca Iler if he does n t want to go through either technology he can request a patdown, Confirmed the process for sere en i ng of an ostomy bag and advised he is welcome to speak with a supervisor while at the checkpoint to resolve any 

8'42,50 issues. 

AM 

6/1212013 

Exp I a i ned the p recheck process may only a 11 ow a passenger to not remove shoes, 3-1-1 bag and computer from the bag, be It outerwear. etc. W, 11 st, 11 have to be sere ened. 
Advised to enter his PASS ID# in the Known Traveler field when booking future flights and if he continues to have issues he can contact the TCC within 72 hrs, of a denied flight and provide information, we can forward to the appropriate office for 
review. Explained his ticket should be booked in the exact name as on his GE card because lhe number is lied to his name. 
Explained random selection only. not a guarantee and the difference between precheck and trusted traveler. GE. 
Must be flying with a pa rti ci p ati ng air Im e from a partIcI patmg airport to be e Ii g i ble. Consideration Is given at the ti me of the booking, dun ng the pre-sere en i ng processing. 

Advised ca Iler the screening tech no logy lo r detecting mel al objects in checked ba gg age is much sl ro nger than the carryo n and other items can a I so trigger a I arms ne ces s i ta Ii ng hand inspect ion of a bag . 
TSA encourages passengers to trans po rt v a I ua b I es including electronics in ca rryon bag. 

Caller flew ATL to LGA this morning aboard Delta Airlines flight #1586 at 7:45AM out of gate T5. Caller underwent screening at approximately 7:00AM and was advised to remove her necklace at the checkpoint as she waited to be screened by AIT. 
Caller p I aced her necklace in a bowl and waited lo r AIT screening. Ca 11 er went to retrieve the necklace from her bowl and it was not the re. Ca 11 er found necklace on the floor as the bowl it was m had le 11 to the floor. The necklace was a wire wrapped 
necklace made of fossi Is, The necklace was era eked as a resu It of the fa 11 from the conveyor be It, Cal I er does not remember the specific checkpoint this occurred out but indicated she was in the South term i na I and it was the firs! T SA sere en i ng 
checkpoint on the left. 

1 O:OS:42 Resolution: 
AM 

TSA regrets thal you found ilems missing and or damaged from your carry-on luggage. TSOs receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required 10 exercise greal care during the screening process so thal when 
bags are opened a passenger's belongings are returned in the same condition they were found. You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 
hours of this response. Be cause the comp I amt concerns security screening at a s pec1f1c airport we have forwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Customer Service Manager ( CSM) at th at I ocation. 



611212013 
12:04:02 

PM 

611212013 
527:16 

PM 

From:kbi(6i 
Sent: Tuesday, June 11, 2013 1 :24 AM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject Unprofessional Behavior by TSA employees at VPS airport, FL 

TSA E xte ma I Com pl ia nee: 

I am writing to express my concern at the unprofessional behavior of TSA agents at the VPS Airport. FL. on 10 June 2013 approx. 2pm, 

My son proceeded through the security area and opt-ed out of the AIT screening. He did so fully aware of the TSA's decision to require pat-downs of all travelers who do so. 

One of the two agents who 'assisted' him exhibited behavior associated with anger and resentment at my son's choice, despite the clear TSA policy: "Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this technology 
will be required 10 undergo alternalive screening, including a lhorough patdown. Signs are posled in front of each AIT location advising passengers of lhis right". 

Addilionally, the agent slammed his carry-on luggage onto a table and proceeded to hand search through every bil of his carry on baggage AND wallet, examining every card and checking it against his ID. I have never seen a person's personal 
documents searched through in the security area. 
The caller said that he wanted to file a complaint. He said that for the last 12 years, he has traveled approximately 50 times and always removes his shoes before screening and puts on disposable boolies. Today, he was asked to remove the boolies. 
He said that two TSOs and a manager was very rude to him. He wanted to know if he is permitted to wear these booties through screening. 
He did not have any information about the TSOs or manager that was rude to him. 

Departing Airport: JFK 
Terminal 4 
Gate: B 
Date of Screening: 6-12-2013 
Time of Screening: Between 4:30 and 4:45PM 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Number: 73 
Destination: B HM 
Connecting Airport: AT L 

I told him that passengers are permitted to wear disposable booties, socks, or slippers through the screening checkpoint to help protect their feet at walk-through metal detector and the AIT machines. The disposable footwear may be removed and 
placed into the individual's accessible property prior to exiting the screening checkpoint. Since he encountered a rude screener, I will forward this record to the CSM at JFK. I apologized for his screening experience. 



December 9, 2009, Caller advises that she was inappropriately touched by a TSO in Washington DC. Caller 1s wanting to file a complaint about this. Caller indicates that while going through screening, she was groped by a female officer. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

At airports nationwide, T SA 1s i m pl em e nti ng more stream I in ed, consistent, and thorough patdown procedures at security che c kpornts to provide a higher I eve I of security and increase the safety of the travel mg public. Patdown a re one Im po rta nt tool to 
help TSA detect hidden and dangerous items, such as explosives. Passengers should continue to expect an unpredictable mix of security layers that include explosives trace detection, advanced imaging technology. and canine teams, among others. 

611212013 Transportation Security Officers will conduct different patdown procedures to resolve different types of anomalies. During the assessment, officers will use revised patdown procedures in all instances to resolve anomalies. The updated patdown 
5: 54 :4 9 procedures wi 11 address areas of the body that we know are used as areas to conceal pate nti ally dangerous 1te ms, Ii ke explosives. 

PM 

6/13/2013 
1:4655 

PM 

TSA Adminislrator John Pistole has stated that TSA slrives to ensure consislency whenever possible for passengers at securily checkpoinls. As always, all passengers have the rig hi to request private screening al any time during the screening 
process. and patdowns are conducted by same-gender officers. However. passengers who are not willing to go through the screening process will not be permitted to fly. 

We understand and regret the discomfort and inconvenience passengers may experience as a result of patdown procedures. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of 
all air travelers. TSA continues 10 develop and deploy new technologies to address the explosives threat, and the use of paldowns provides an additional layer of securily at the checkpoinl. 

Caller had a hip replacement and yesterday he was going from DCA to LGA Marine Air Terminal, Delta, Shuttle flights. Today he is al LGA and the procedures were different. 
Going through checkpoint he told the TSO he had joint replacements and TSO mentioned the AIT and caller agreed, was told to take his shoes off and he said he was over 70 and the TSO said he had a choice and if he didn t want to remove his shoes 
he co u Id go through the magnetometer. They took him aside and he had a thorough patdown and he said at DCA they wa I ked him through without a problem. Understands the re is a job to do and after he took his be It off and they measured his shoes 
with some kind of instrument was told he was free to go. 
The supervisor then came to him and told him to take his shoes off and he told him he had gone through the magnetometer. Told supervisor what he had been lold and he told lhe supervisor he would check inlo it and asked whal is the correcl 
procedure? 
Caller asked about the proper procedures and consistency between airports? 
Call dropped at approx. 1 :53 PM. 

Response: 
No response. see note. 
The caller staled thal he boughl a money bell and wanls to know why he had to be separated from his money anyways. He slated that the belt is nylon and plastic. He said it was designed for security. He does not lhink lhat he should be ask to be 
separated from his money. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

Every person. regardless of age. must undergo screening to proceed beyond the security checkpoint. Even babies must be individually screened. However, a passenger should not be asked to do anything that would separate the passenger from his 
her child. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) are taught to explain what they are doing during the screening process. They should also ask permission when doing something that might cause concern. 

Please keep in mind that a TSO is required 10 check the source of all alarms and to follow all screening requirements. While a passenger or guardian may decline to permit a search, a passenger will nol be permitled to board an aircraft unless the 
screening is properly completed. 

611412013 My TSAHomeSearch Results For: 

10:57:32 
AM 

money belt 

Ch eek or Carry-on 
http: apps.tsa.dhs.gov mytsa cib_results.aspx?src=tsawebsite 

The AIT is designed to find items that are a11acked to the body. I would imagine if you choice not to inform the TS Os of the belt ii could cause alarm at the checkpoint. 

TSA does not restrict passengers from carrying any amount of curTency through our security checkpoints. We do, however, recommend that passengers speak with a TSA screening supervisor before screening begins to request a private screening. 
This will help maintain the passenger's security by ensuring lhe currency is screened out of the view of the general public. During a private screening, another TSA employee will be present and the passenger may also be accompanied by a companion 
of his or her choosing. 



Caller attempted to fly on Monday from JFK to Orlando. Caller states that the lines at the airport were very slow and were continuously stopped. Caller states that when she did get to the checkpoint she was treated very disrespectfully by officers at 
the checkpoint. Caller indicates that the officers were extremely rude. Caller indicates that the officers did not take into account her disability. Caller is not satisfied with the fact that she is not getting to use the AIT machine because she has an 
animal. Caller feels I hat TSA does not accomodate people well enough thal have medical disabilities. 

Caller Is wanting to know if there is any kind of expedited screening process. 

6114/2013 Advised Ca Iler: 
6:32 32 

PM We are sorry that you are not able to go through the AIT machine with your animal. You must remain with your animal at all times and while you are in the AIT machine. you will not be with your animal. You can be screened using the WTM Dor by use 
of a pa tdow n or both. 

6115/2013 

We do have an expedited screening process that is called TSA PRE CH ECK. It is important to remember. that even if a passenger opts in for TSA Pre\u2713 '" with their airline or includes their CBP trusted traveler information when booking a flight, 
TSA Pre\u2713 '" does not guarantee an individual expedited screening. 

If you join on of CBP TT programs there is a 100 dollar fee thal lasl for 5 years. 
Caller: 
Caller is missing his TSA locks from his last two flights. They were missing from Orlando in April and this time from MSY. He has a NOi. Nothing is missing inside of the luggage. He paid S18 for two locks in the airport. He is 79 years old and been 
flying since 1944. Last April al EWR they made him remove his belt. While he was using the AIT his pants fell to his ankles. Then he had to go lhrough a paldown. Now he uses a rope instead of a belt. Why would they not put is TSA lock back? 

12:40:46 Response: 
PM I apologized to the caller that he is missing his TSA locks. 

You may file a claim with TSA by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form) in accordance with the instructions. A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 

The caller stated that he had a very bad experience at LAX when going through the checkpoint with his family. He stated that he was told by TSO!(b)(6) !a male, that the machine (AIT) was broken and it would be 45 minutes before it would be 
working again. However, he senl another family lhrough. When they received patdowns, the female officer, TSct:ii:ii:filJ a female, did not ask her if she wanted a private screening. TSO[b)(ff:, la female, helped with the patdown. He also spoke 
with SupetvisorKfilifil::Jat the checkpoint. He was at Gate 68A and flying with Alaska Airlines. 

611612013 LAX going through Gate 68A Alaska Airlines 

1_23 '42 Airport: LAX 
· PM Airline: Alaska Airlines 

Flight#: 
Dale and lime: 06-16-13 at 10 a.m. 
Gate68A 

Sent email: 
I will forward his complaint 10 lhe CSM. 
Calling from Trinidad. Tobago, flew to Caribbean for vacation from JFK, and had an incident going through secunty screening. She had to take off her shoes and place in the tray. When she retrieved her shoes s something stuck her in her right large 
toe and one of the TSA a gents went to get a swab. tweeze rs and something brown was stuck in her foot, unsure if the object was meta I or what, said they co u Id n t determine what it was, The T SA officer removed the object and dressed the toe for her 
and now she is unable 10 walk on her foot. When the incident happened the TSA agent went to anolher officer and he walked 10 where she was sitling and asked what he could do and he lold the TSA agent 10 gel the supplies to take care of her toe. 
Caller states she was in a wheelchair, she walks with a cane and she couldn t raise her arms in the AIT and they directed her to the WTM D and that is when she felt something in her foot. 

6117/2013 States she is a borderline diabetic and wont be returning to the States until 7-24-13. 
8:46:57 Flight# 525 via Caribbean Airlines, Gate# 3. 

AM She is in Trinidad at the current time. 

Response: 
Mailed claim fomn to caller for injury. 



Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es Screening (AI T Pa td own) 
Current Date/Ti me . 611712 O 13 12: 30: 34 PM Airport · Select One Date/Time of Tr ave I . 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 

6117/2013 TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
2:09:54 Comment . Please explain if I am 'required" to tell a TSA agent 'why' I am opting out of AIT/Machine screening? When I answered &quot;its my right to opt out,&quot: I was told by the TSA Agent &quot:its our right to ask why.&quot: I have ·never' 

PM been asked why in the many many times I have traveled and opted out so I felt this was quite intrusive and frankly. none of TSA's business. 

Also, please describe whal data was cap1ured from my driver's license and boarding pass when they were given to •another· TSA agenl after my paldown so he could &quot:log&quot: my information onto a record &quo1;jus1 in case you decide to 
complain.&guot; Would you like a response? · True Passenger's Name : Provided if necessary for investigation Phone Number . 
Emailkb 1(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller said she fi1es a lot on Southwest and was told by the airline that hair spray could be placed in her checked baggage. Caller has flown out of Oklahoma and the hair spray went to Louisiana with her. Today when she flew from Louisiana to 
Oki a ho ma, Ca 11 er got home and found three Notice of Inspect ions in her baggage. one of the Notice of Inspections had one hair spray re moved and the cal I er wanted to know why her hair spray was ta ken out. The ca Iler a I so said when she flew she 
was wearing a new pair of jeans with elastic waisl and the AIT al both airpor1s indicated an anomaly in her back pocket. The only problem with I hat is the jeans do not have back pockels. Caller asked lhe TSO s at both airports why was it saying she 
had something in her back pocket and she had no pockets. The TSO s at both airports not iii ed their su pe rvi sor. 

I advised the caller: 
6117/2013 She would receive a claim form and instruclion in 24 hours. I told the caller to fill out the claim form and send it to the address on the claim form box 1 and mail the form to the Claims Management Branch. Claims Management Branch will respond 

7:31 :50 with a letter of acknowledgement and a claim number to monitor the claims process on the tsa.gov website. I told the caller that the claims process was under the Federal Tort Claim Act. 
PM As TSA screens bags for prohibited items. TSOs may find dangerous or hazardous materials inside checked baggage. which could include common household items. When earned in checked baggage these items may present a threat to the safety of 

the a i rcra It, Ai rcralt operators are not iii ed when these items are found, and they w i 11 make the fi na I decision to remove or a 11 ow dangerous or hazardous mate ria Is from checked bags fol lowi ng i nsp ecti on. 

611812013 
10:51:16 

AM 

6/18/2013 
2:55:44 

PM 

Patdowns are used to resolve alarms from the walk through me1a1 detector (WTM DJ, when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, as well as when random screening activities are conducted. 

Caller was returning from Pans and upon arrival in ATL was subjected to s eco nda ry screening and in the process the TSO I ell her pass po rt and boarding pass out of her carry on bag. 
She was contacted by lost and found stating they found her documents but that she was going to have to pay for shipping the documents to her.Caller requested that I send her the documents and wanted to know why she was subjected to secondary 
screening. 
Explained that in the future she should inform TSO before screening begins that she has metal implants so she could be directed to the AIT instead of the WTMD and she said she dw-1 exrained that if she alarmed during either one of the technologies 
we are required to clear the alarm by a thorough pat down. She th en stated she never heard any alarms and she does n t understand why this happened. Ca 11 er stated she was to Id by b) ( 6 hat when they found the pass port they would send it to her. 
Mailed the SF95 and informed caller how to relay information to the CSM through option 5 on the IVR. 

Feedback Type Request for Information 
Categories: Traveling with a Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time, 6118/2013 1:22:20 PM Airport, Select One Date/Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I am a Trusted Traveler PASSIDkb-:,(6) I also have a metal hip joint. What I cannot understand is why, having met the requirements for the Trusted Traveler program, TSA cannot develop a process whereby people with implants do 
not have to be manually handled everytime we travel through an airport that does not have an AIT machine? Using myself as an example, my metal joint will ALWAYS be on my righl hip. Yet I have 10 endure the entire patdown process over my enlire 
body. I use Pre-Check whenever possible, but this lane often does not have an AIT machine, so I have to be pulled from the line, remove my shoes. stand to the side until a female officer can be made available, and quite honestly. often made to feel 
like someone suspicious. Can't TSA put a designation on my Trusted Traveler card that I have a metal implant in my right hip, much like an organ donor is noted on a dnvers license? And then resume using the metal wands. and by simply waving the 
wand over my right hip, the point of the metal is determined, it matches the Government issued ID card with the location of the implant noted, and I am quickly waved through the line. There are so many of us with metal implants. Wouldn't this make 
the screening process smoolher, reduce the number of complaints, and improve overall efficiency? And lhose of us who have been willing already to provide significanl personal informalion to speed up our screening won't feel like such criminals. I can 
tell you that I have not had pleasant experiences with the TSA officers since my hip was done. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name b)(ff•, 
Phone Number '"h,...,...··,1""r;"'·,='-'-----,-----' 
Email .""b"-i"-(6"'-.'-i -------,---' 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



6/18/2013 
4:1858 

PM 

Caller fi yi ng in a co u pie days and asked if something Is a security threat why i sn t everything done across the board? 
In LAS everytime she goes through the line when she gets through they pat down her head, she has dreadlocks in her hair and can see her scalp. theres nothing that could possibly be in there. States she doesn't use any type metal pins, etc. 
She said it feels degrading and is embarassing and ii is the only localion she is having her head patted down and wonders why? 
She is going through the AIT and the TSOs don t tell her why they are patting her head down and she thinks it is because she has the dreadlocks. She has been flying frequently and doesn t want to be singled out and if it only happened everynow and 
then she wouldn t think as much about it and she said it didn t happen the last time, but, when she traveled a couple weeks ago. 
States if it happens again she will call back to the TCC with names, etc. States she is more aggravated with the process than the TSO performing their job and she is all for security and safety, but, just wonders why she is having to have the 
procedure? 

Response: 
Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 
For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ 
screening. 
TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. 
Informed ca 11 er she is welcome to speak with a supervisor at the checkpoint for any issues she is experiencing. 

Caller stated that she is upset that she has to go through a patdown because of her metal knee. Caller stated that she went through the WTM D and had to receive a patdown afterwards. Wanted to know what she needed to do so she doesn t have to 

6118120 13 receive a patdown. 

9:40:57 
p M Advised ca Iler: 

She could go through the AIT that doesn t penetrate the skin so it shouldn t set off any alarms. If it does alarm, the passenger would just receive a patdown of the area that was alarmed. 

6/19/2013 
11:35:14 

AM 

6/19/2013 

Caller wants 10 know how to avoid the AIT and to have a privale paldown,he has meIaI implant in his back. During his lasl screening he was ask to lift his shirt and was embarrassed by lhe public exposure. 
If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about any disability, 
med i ca I condition, or med i ca I d evIce that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from s ecu ri ty screening, their use may imp rove communication and he Ip travelers discreetly notify T SOs of their conditions.Many 
passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only ii they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-
7 seconds without lhe support of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a paldown.lf a passenger cannot or chooses not 10 be screened by AIT or a walk
through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A patdown procedure also Is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

• The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. SomeIimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. 
The ca 11 er advised that she has a pacemaker from St. Jude s Hasp ital. I ni ti a 11 y. she wanted to know what she needs to do in order to opt out of the AIT because her doctors have told her not to be screened by the AIT. She has an upcoming trip out of 
POX on 8-14-2013 on United Airlines. 

I told her that a passenger should inform the TSO s before screening begins that they have a pacemaker and wish to opt out of the AIT to receive a patdown. 

Then, she stated that on a previous trip from POX to PSP and on the return flight from PSP to POX she was forced to be screened by the AIT by the TSOs there. The departing flight from POX, on 2-28-2013, left at approximately 8:00AM and she went 
through screening about 6:00AM. She said I hat at lhe TSA checkpoint at POX, a female TSO told her that her docIor did not know what he was I al king about and needed to brush up on the new technology; after she had presented her pacemaker IO 
card and told them that she was not able to be screened by the AIT 

12:09:19 The return flight from PSP to POX was on 3-3-2013 at approximately 4:30PM and she went through screening about 1 :0OPM or 2:00PM. She said that this checkpoint, two male TSOs told her that her card did not mean anything and that she would be 
PM fine being screened by lhe AIT She said that she felt very embarrassed and intimidated by these aclions. She said thal she flew both ways on Horizon Airlines. 

I told her that I will forward this record to the CSMs at both POX and PSP since TSA failed to accomodate her based on her disability or medical condition. I offered to go over the information for filing a formal complaint in writing, but she said that was 
not her intent and she did not wish to file a formal complaint, only to let someone know what has happened to her. 

She said that she might call back in within a few hours to provide her specific flight details. I told her that she can reference this El D when she calls back in. 

Caller does not have email available to her, 
Allernate number listed is her cell phone number. 



Callers daughter will be flying from Jacksonville. FL tomorrow evening. She has a knee brace and will be in a wheelchair. She will also be taking syringes. He wanted to know the procedure for going through the checkpoint in a wheelchair with a 
brace, He also wanted to know how to trans po rt the syringes, He said that she does have a notification ca rd, 

I gave the following information: If a passenger has a cast brace, or support appliance, the way screening will be conducted depends on his or her level of ability. The passenger should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of his or her 
ability, of the existence of a cast, brace, or support appliance, and of any need for assistance before screening begins. 

TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform TS Os about any disability. medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening, their use may 
imp rove communication and he Ip travelers discreetly notify TSO s of their co nd1t1ons. 
Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by a 
walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 

612012013 A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a me1a1 detector or anomalies identified by AIT If a patdown is required in order to cornplele screening: 

8:58:09 
AM • The paid own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 

• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. During a private screening. another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a paid own, or any areas of the body th at a re p ainfu I when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or Ii ft any article of clothing to revea I a sensitive body area, 

In addition to the patdown, TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. If explosive material is detected, the passenger will have to undergo additional screening. Regardless of whether a passenger is screened by a walk-through 
metal detector, AIT. or a thorough paid own, casts, braces, and support appliances are subject to additional screening. TSA also will use technology to test the device for traces of explosive matenal. If explosive material is detected, the passenger will 
have to undergo addition al sere en i ng. 

A companion, assistant, or family member may accompany a passenger to assist him or her during any private or public screening. After providing this assistance, the companion, assistant, or family member will need to be re screened. 

The screening process for a wheelchair or scooter is delerrnined by a passenger's ability to stand and walk, although a passenger can be screened without standing, walking, or being required to transfer out of a wheelchair or scoo1er. Passengers 
should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of their ability before the screening begins. 



612012013 
421:44 

PM 

To whom 11 may concern: 

The be low message throws one more absurdity on 10 I he pi I e. You seem 10 be saying tha I a random enhanced seJrch or a few passengers wi 11 deter a terrorist, because he or she won'I be able to take p rec a ul ion ary measures based on the knowledge 
of a mare specific targeting methodology. Point one: A terrorist always faces the hazard al being detected in advance and is reconciled ta it. Knowing that he or she is unlikely to be profiled, and that a 76-year--old white-haired lady is as likely to be 
searched as a more suspicious looking individual, decreases the risk element in the terrorist's calculations. Point two: A terrorist willingly faces martyrdom. From that standpoint, the risk of being arrested must seem a minor price to pay. Surely a 
place in paradise is guaranteed eventua 11 y to those who try and fa i I . 

Sincerely, 

•········· Forwarded message•········· 
From:<HYPERLINK"mailto:tsatcc_do_nat_reply@senture.cam"tsatcc_do_nat_reply@senture.cam> 
Date: Tue. Jun 18, 2013 at 6: 18 PM 
Subject In Response to your inquiry. 
To HYPERLINK!"'(b'--1""'(6"") ____________ __. 

Thank you for your e-ma i I in which you inquire about the reasons for secondary screening, 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service ta all travelers who pass through aur screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted Is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry.on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 

Query: 
Caller has a security concern about LGA and a specific checkpoint, Concourse B in Terminal D. Caller says that he travels frequently out of many airports, and LGA seems ta be the most un-secure airport that he goes through. 

An incident occurred approximately a week and a hall ago. where the caller noticed the irregular behavior of another passenger. Caller informed the TSOs at the screening checkpoint and received word from the TS Os that this person would be 
screened more thoroughly. Caller walched the person go through screening wilhout receiving any form of addilional screening. Caller would also like to express his concern about lhe lack of a body scanner at concourse Bin Terminal D, lhe only 
concourse that does not have a body scanner. Caller says that the LGA supervisor said that his concern was legitimate and it would be ane year from naw until they get the scanners. Caller was advised to fly out of a different concourse or airport if he 
was concerned. Caller believes that this was totally inappropriate because it is a security concern. Caller has also noticed that there are no swabbings done at LGA in his last ten visits. Caller is not trying to get anyone in trouble. caller is just wanting to 
make the concourse safer. 

612112013 Caller is informed that his concerns will be sent up to the CSM at LGA for additional review. 

3:14:41 
PM 

Caller is wanting to speak with a supervisor. 

E sea I ation Notes: GAH 
The caller has expressed concerns that about LGA. He flys out of there twice a week and flys out of 15 different airports and LGA has senous security problems. He has two issues he wants to address. 

1. He saw someone thal kept touching his shirt like he had something hidden I here. He told the TSO s and they said they would check. When lhe passenger that was touching his shirt went lhrough the checkpoint lhe TSO s just sent him through the 
metal detector without a patdown. This concerned the caller. 
2. He flys out of Con cours B terminal B and th ere a re no body sea nne rs th ere. He al so says they never swab anybody. When he spoke to a s u pe rvi sor about this she said th at they would be getting a Al T in about a year. She informed him do to 
bud get reasons is why the re is only one at L GA The ca 11 er expressed great concern a bout a TS A supervisor expressing concern over a security II aw at th at airport, 

I assured the caller that he would speak with a security agent from the TCC and we would send this to a CSM at LGA. 



Caller went through Austin. San Di ego, and Phoenix security yesterday. Ca 11 er states that wh i I e he was being sere ened m Au stm, patches of cotton we re rub bed on his hands and p I aced in a ma chm e. What was the purpose of that? He is 8 7. He also 
received screening by AIT and patdown, even though the A IT did not a I arm , 

Lincoln NE 

612112013 Advised ca Iler: 
6:01 :37 .The Transpor1ation Securily Administration (TSA) has expanded the use of ETD technology in airports. In addition to the screening of carry-on and checked baggage, passengers may undergo screening of lheir hands using an ETD swab at the 

PM security checkpoint, the checkpoint queue. or at boa rd i ng areas. 

6121/2013 
8:28 05 

PM 

TSA has used this technology to screen passengers' hands since 2008: however, the decision to expand this procedure to the checkpoint queue, checkpoint. and other areas of the airport was based, in part, on the attempted airline bombing on 
December 25, 2009. Expanding the use of ETD is considered a valuable additional layer of security. 

Callers 7 and 8 year old grandchildren flew home unaccompanied from BUR to PHX after visiting her. There molher is muslim and meet lhem at the gale at PHX by obtaining a gale pass from the airline, US Aifys. The !mother staled thal her privale 
parts were touched after she had to have a patdown. She believes that the patdown was inappropriate and does not understand why she had to have the patdown since she was not boarding a flight. The mother b l/6\ told the caller that the TSOs 
would not allow her to use the AIT scanner because it was out of order, nor could she use the WTMD. The mother also said that she feels she was profiled based on her religion and required to have a patdown. The flight that the children were on was 
US Airways 2836 that ar,-ived today, June 21st at 1130hrs, and the incident occurred around 1100hrs. Caller would like to file a ccmplaint with the manager at PHX due to the inappropriate patdown and was calling to see if someone could look into this 
as discriminalion or profiling. 

Apo I og i zed to ca 11 er for her d a ughte r-i n-I aws expe nence and exp I a i ned th at every person and 1te m must be sere ened before entering the secured area of an airport. and the manner in which the sere en i ng 1s conducted is 1m po rt ant. B eca use your 
comp I a int concerns the conduct of T SOs at a specific airport we wi 11 lo rwa rd the comp I ai nt to the Custom er Service Manager (CS M) at that Io cation for review, Al so, explained that if she feels th at the incident occurred due to p roli Ii ng , she w i 11 need to 
put her ccmplaint in writing 10 TSAs Multicultural Branch. Explained I hat we will send her a email containing a requesl for information that she can respond to in order 10 requesl the investigation. 

Disability Description: Caller had a nolification card stating that the medication cannol be xrayed. They wanded lhe medicalion. She flew from Columbus. But when she arrived at lhe PHX this did nol happen. They acled like she was a security 
threat. The TSO sent her to a different line down different conveyor belts. She was pulled out of line, she had to take her shoes off. They had to pick up her property and take it to a different line. She felt like she was being segregated. 

Response Details: This call came in on the normal general line so I began handling it as if it were going to be a CSM escalation. I told her I would send this to a CSM. but she did not want it to just go to someone at PHX. She said she wanted to file a 
complainl with corpora1e. I lold her she cculd write to Headquarters if she would like. She did so I gave her the Headquar1ers Address. She wanted to know if I was going to send her a copy of the ccmplaint. I told her I could not bul gave her the EID 
number. 

Alier talking with her I realized it was a TSA CARES issue. She said she felt like this happened because of her medical condition. I told her to file a formal complaint she would have to put it in writing. I gave her the address to send it to. She asked if 
I could just email thal to her. I told her I could not, but remembered after the call I hat I could so I did. 

Caller was cal Ii ng from the PH X airport and had to hang up be cause she had to board her flight. 

lncidenl Details: Caller had a nolification card stating that the medication cannol be xrayed. They wanded the medication. She flew from Columbus. But when she arrived at lhe PHX this did nol happen. They acled like she was a security threat. 
The TSO sent her to a different line down different conveyor belts. She was pulled out of line, she had to take her shoes off. They had to pick up her property and take it to a different line. She felt like she was being segregated. 

6/23/2013 
11 ,55:46 She walked through the AIT and then was told she had to do a patdown because her medication could not be xrayed. They put the medication in a machine. She said there was no reason for this and it was humiliating. They did not have to do this in 

CMH and should not have had to do this in PHX. 
AM 

She asked to speak to a supervisor. He gave her a card with a name on it of!(b·:,(6) ! manager. She had to patdown a breast that just had a biopsy on it. She asked for the policy that said she had to have a patdown when her medication could 
not be xrayed, She did not want to give her email address at first because she said that was another way for her to get on some sort of list. But then she said it was hard to get in touch with her by phone during worl<ing hours. 

It was such a contrast from her previous flight that she felt humiliated. The screening procedures were completely inconsistent. 

Airporl: PHX 
Airline: SW 
Flight Number: 3681 
Location: Terminal 4 Gate C17 
Dale and Time: June 23 at 7:30am (Time she went through lhe checkpoint) 



The caller had issues when she came to PHL. She flew out on Thursday 06.20.2013 at approximately 6-6:30. She had a 7:00 am flight. She had issues with the checkpoint. She Is thinking of calling the lawyer. She flew with US Airways. She went 
through the AIT and had to do a patdown. She started to get patted down by a man and when he got to her breasts he said, oh you re a woman. He had a woman come over and told her that she was a woman. The TSO told her that she did not 
present herself as a woman and from here on out, when she came lhrough the checkpoint she needed to let the TSO know that she was in facl a woman. 
She indicated that everything she was wearing was true to size and she was not presenting herself as a man. She was told by another agent that technically as agent they should know and if they have questions then they should request to see a 
boarding pass without saying anything that could be rude. She says that she lee Is disc ri min ated against and thin ks she may need to cal I a I awye r 

She had a short hair bul her clolhing clearly allowed I hem to see her breasts. 

612312013 Advised caller: 

1:59:18 
PM I transferred 10 MB. 

AB ake r comp I eted the ca 11. 
I spoke witti'.b)(ffi !who was visibly upset. I did explain to her that the complaint needed to be in writing and sent to the Multi Cultural Division of civil rights and liberties. She kept insisting that she felt singled out and discriminated against based on 
her sexual orientation. 

The TSO agent that she spoke with first was a caucas,an lady that was short, pudgy and had white hair. This was the agent that told her that she needed to present herself as a woman and explain that she was a woman everytime she came through 
the checkpoint. 

I also let her know that I would send this complaint to the CSM at PHL as well, so that an instance such as this would not be repeated. 
Today at Newark airport, my 12 year old daughter went through an AIT She sent the alarms off because she wear a Boston Brace for scoliosis. We offered to take the brace off and walk through again, but they refused. Actually, the tsa woman agent 
on the olher side of the AIT refused, she said ii was nol in compliance wilh procedures. The other two agents were willing. According to your website, I hat should have been permitted. When the supervisor came over he also said thal this was not 
al lowed. My daughter then had to be taken in another room to be searched. I be Ii eve your guide Ii ne s must be gone over again with your a gents. The woman at the gate was not very nice. however, the woman who searched my daughter was very 
nice. This caused a delay of th, rty minutes. This occurred at around 4: 2 Op m. 

If I can provide you with any other information please let me know. This situation caused us greal humiliation and stress. People behind were complaining because of lhe unnecessary delay. 

6124/2013~-------~ 

8::~04 [~b-)-(6_1 _____ ~ 

6124/2013 
8:38 39 

AM 

HarnillP0 N I Q8fi19 
kbl(61 I 

Sent from my iPhone 

Feed back Type : Security Issue 
Categories: Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time· 6/23/201311:15:24 PM Airport. JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel· 06/05/2013 3:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: Delta 2159 Checkpoint/Area of Airport. 
Term i na I B Security Checkpoint TSA Emp I aye e: ( If Known) 
Comment · At both J F K, A TL and M CO, I noticed the TSA screen ers we re sere en i ng Ii nes with the advanced imaging technology scans rather th an doing random scans of people from across al I of the security Ii n es, At JFK and MC O, I was in the Ii ne 
that got scanned and al ATL I was in the line nexl to the line that got scanned. This poses a security risk because someone smuggling something just has to move into one of the lines not getting scanned. I saw people doing thal and broughl it to the 
attention of the person at the scanner in JFK, but she either didn't hear me or ignored me. 
Would you like a re.-::.naose? - False 
Passenger's Name fb)(61 
Phone Number ' ,_ _______ .., 

Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Disability Description: Metal impants, hip replacement. 

Information Request Cal I er asked q ues ti o ns concerning meta I imp I ants during the sere en i ng process as she trave I ed to Dublin Ireland from the U, S, , I instructed the cal I er from the temp I ate below on the proper procedures ( patdowns, d ocu m entat ion, 

612412013 AIT screening .... elc) when doing !raveling wilh metal implants. 

10:24:41 
I exp I a i ned to the cal I er that they would need to notify the TSO conducting the screening about the Io cation of the imp I ant so that 11 wou ldn t be a s u rp nse when if it al armed: if it did al a rm then add1t1ona I screening may occur, specifically in the area of 
the of the implant, such as a patdown by a same-sex officer. 

AM 



612412013 
627:22 

PM 

This e I ectro ni c transmission contains info mna ti on from the I aw offices ofk b) ( ff:, ! This transmission is co nfi denti a I and may be protected in who I e or in part by atto mey-cl ient pri vi I ege. as we 11 as other p ri vi leges a ndlor i mm unities, This 
transmission is intended solely for use by the above named recipient. If you are not lhe above named recipienl. be aware that any disclosure, copying, dislribution or use of any portion of lhis transmission is striclly prohibited. If you are not the above 
named recipient, you should immediately reply ta this e-mail, stating you received this e-mail in error, and then delete the e-mail and any attachments from your system. If you are the above named recipient, unless you notify us otherwise in writing, 
your electronic reply to the above identified sender constitutes your acknowledgement that electronic transmissions are susceptible to interception and your agreement to send and receive confidential information via this medium. 

DearTSA, 

I was at the Des Morn es airport today. boarding a flight. While at the T SA che c kpornt I asked a su pe rvi sor if I could bypass the Al T sere en i ng and opt for a pat-down. She told me that was not a 11 owed to do th at. I told her th at was not true. and she 
left, instructing other TSA agents to subject me to additional screening. I found this not only unprofessional. and in violation of the TSA's own rules, but found the additional screening to be more punitive. rather than effective. Certainly someone 
questioning the TSA's application of lhe TSA's own rules is far more likely to be a non-lhreat lhan the average passenger (allhough as they are both so unlikely to be a threat, lhat I have no idea why locking the cockpit doors has not already eliminated 
the need far officious TSA supervisors). Please look into this matter and update me on your findings. Thank you. 

r,(6) 
Des Moines, Iowa 50309 

Caller fiew on June 20th and re1urned on lhe 24th from Minneapolis. She is visually impaired and went through lhe AIT and she had a patdown. The TSO were speaking to her husband rather than her while she was being patled down and she thinks 
that this is innapropriate. She wants to make a complaint about this. 

This happened on the 201h from Minneapolis to Seattle on Delta flight number 1653. She was going through G15 al about 5:00 am. She does not have any names or descriptions of the TSO s involved because she did not think aboul this until she 901 
on the plane because it was so early. 

I asked her if you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition, Federal 

612512013 regulations require that your complaint be put in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. 

10:18:56 
AM 

I a I so asked her if she is ca 11 mg with a d iffe rent concern such as poor customer service? She stated that this is poor customer service. 

I apologized to the caller and told her I hat our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are 1reated with dignity, respecl, and courtesy. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt corrective action whenever we determine that security
screening po Ii ci es need modification or specific employees or teams a re the subjects of repeated complaints, 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific a i rpa rt. we have forwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Custom er Service Manager ( CS M) at that I a cation. 

TS A appreciates that you took the ti me to sh are this concern with us. 
Disability Description: Callers brother is a cancer patient who had just underwent a radiation treatment by having isotopes placed in his skin. 

Response Details: TSA recommends that you file your complaint via e-mail or Internet in order to expedite processing. 
I apologized for lhe inconvenience. 
I told her by federal regulations our Disability Branch needs to receive the complaint in writing. and informed her I would email her the request for information template the outlines everything TSA will need ta begin an investigation on this. 

612512013 Caller then rambled about the government and how the TSA is useless. 

1'!t27 I am emailing the caller the RFI. 

Incident Deta i Is; Ca 11 er who is a cancer patient. they did a fu 11 body sea n knowing th at he had radiation treatment. Ca 11 er states the brother had requested to opt out of the Advanced Imaging Technology, but was forced by the officer to go through the 
Advanced Imaging Technology regardless of his explaining 10 lhe officer that he could nol go through that. They refused to read his doctors letler. 
He s a little old man. and they did this to him. This should have never happened, and she is threatening ta contact her attorney, the president, and numerous other branches of government regarding this complaint. 



6125/2013 
g,05:57 

PM 

Caller fi ew yesterday from MC I and he opted out of the A IT. Dun ng the process he was se I ected for add iii on al sere en i ng. Cal I er stated the TSO stumbled and dropped the bin. When the caller arrived at his d esti nation the i Pad home button was not 
working properly. He had to go in the private screening due to a positive ETD glove test. It was tested again in the private screening and was negative. He was left alone in the back room for 4 or 5 minutes. when the TSO came in he asked another 
TSO to block the door, for his privacy. The TSO asked if the caller had been there earlier and the officer asked if he was the same person and came back. The officer slated, You look like someone lhat was here earlier and left and came back. Caller 
stated he did not feel any safer. Caller stated the door being held my another officer was not very reassuring of safety. Caller has never had an encounter like that. Caller always opts out of the AIT and never had any problems like this Caller felt 
overwhelmed and intimidated. The secondary screening was conducted by a younger Caucasian man with red hair and a beard and glasses, about 5 8 to 5 10. Caller stated his wife was waiting outside and he felt he was left in there to make him 
sweat, because the officer was just walking around outside to get gloves. Caller stated it felt like a really long time and he know it does not take that long to find gloves. The TSO who dropped the bin was very polite and apologetic. Caller felt the 
screening was very unprofessional. A laller skinner African American male 6 feet tall was the one who stumbled and dropped the i Pad. 

Advised Caller: 

I do a po log i ze for your experience and tha I your items we re damaged. Security Ofli cers receive t raining to properly inspect passenger bags and a re required 10 exercise g rea I ca re during the screening process. We monitors the number and nature of 
complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-rnail to the Customer Support Manager 
(CSM) at that location. You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a claim form. A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. You should contact that airport's contract screening company by the 
links provided on our Web site at http: www.tsa.gov stakeholders frequently-asked-questions-2. 

Airport: MCI 
Airline: So UI hwesl 
Flight Number: 644 
Date and Time: 06-24-2013 4: 15PM 
Location: Terminal B Gate 43 

Caller has a complain!. Callers husband is handicapped. Caller said they wenl through Logan Airport and I hey flew on Della 10 Raleigh Durham. Caller said they were supposed to leave at 12:45 and did not leave lill 2 pm. Caller said her husband is 
paralyzed in his right arm and he cannot move this at all. Caller said he told them he was paralyzed in that arm when they tried to do the AIT. Caller said they pulled him aside and they did a complete patdown. Caller said he had his arm on a sling 
and TSA swabbed it for explosives. Caller said they touched his genitals with the back of their hands and also his backside. Caller said they put their fingers inside his waist band. Caller said after the sling was swabbed and they put this swab in a 
device. Caller ask ii there was an easier way for him to be screened. Caller said her husband has a difficult time getting his belt back on and he has to drop his pants to his knees to get his belt back on. Caller said her husband really does not want 
anyone to assist him with his belt. Caller wanted this recorded but does not want 10 complain about l:E:ii£0TSOs, it is more of a complaint aboul the procedures used. Caller said her husbands arm is alrophied and he cannot move it withoul lifting it 
with his other arm. Caller wanted to suggest that TSA address the issue of screening a person with the disability of a paralyzed arm. Caller would like to see TSA develop another screening method that would allow the person to retain their dignity by 
being able to help themselves. 

I explained to the caller thal the patdown is done if someone cannot undergo the AIT. I told her the AIT is the preferred method of screening and if that can t be done, I hey have to do the patdown. I told lhe caller I will forward her information about lhe 
AIT and information that has the patdown procedures. I told her he can request a private room, but TSA would not want her husband to drop his pants. I provided her the information for filing a disability related complaint. 
If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor while at the checkpoint. Passengers also can report concerns by contacting TSA's D1sab1lity and Multicultural Division at TSA.ODPO@tsa.dhs.gov 

612612013 or 
3:30:32 

PM Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
Di sab i Ii ty and Multi cultu ra I D1v1s1on 
601 South 12th Street 
Ari i ngto n, VA 20598 

TSA encourages passengers with d1sab1lities or medical conditions to arrive at the airport early 

I told her about TSA Cares and how it works Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at 1-855-787-2227 I told her 10 call 72 hours before a flight. 

I told her she can ask for a Passenger Support Specialist 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: Ca 11 was received on the Normal-Genera I Ii ne and converted. 

Caller has disabilities and she will need help for her return flighl thal is two monlhs out. 

She has diabetes and a cerebral spinal fluid leak that causes her to get dizzy and faint. She has CRPS: Chronic Regional Pain Syndrome which as a Post-traumatic disorder of her knees down due to trauma. She has constant pain in her knees ankles 
and feet. 

Response Details: I advised caller that she should recontact the TCC with her request for assistance at least 72 hours in advance. The amount of time she was providing between now and her September flight was more than necessary and I could not 
escalate the issue so far in advance. 

1 . Does she need a TSA card now? 

I advised caller that the TSA card was not necessary to request assistance. She should call the TCC better than 72 hours in advance of the flight to make arrangements. 

612612013 2. Can I advise caller about gelling a scooter in Berkley? 

10:24:35 p M I can not he Ip her with the second request. 

I advised caller that she would have to provide her disability-related grievance in wriling and asked her if she was alright wilh ii. She advised I hat she would do so. I oblained her e-mail address and sent her the information on how to do this. 

Caller also advised that the flight was a disaster because they paid extra money for a special seat and it was broken. This caused her problems afterward. This was an American flight (177) on June 11th. 

I advised caller that I could not assisl her with this part of the complaint, but provided the ACPD conIacI number and sent the same to her via e-mail. 

Incident Details: She lives in Brooklyn. She is now in Berkley. She had problems clearing screening at JFK. She has mobility issues and has problems taking her shoes off. She was in a wheelchair. She was given trouble regarding her shoes. 
Because of this. caller wants help getting through the checkpoint. 

Caller advised that this problem occurred on June 11th at 1800 hrs at JFK. Gate 47. 

Caller called ahead to get a wheelchair and her friend went right through. Caller wanted to opt out of the AIT because she does not believe what she is told about the equipment. She got an argument about her flip-fiops, She was required to go 
through the AIT and had to stand on one leg al a time while her flip flops were examined. They were friendly, but disregarded her needs. She was required 10 undergo screening like any olher passenger. 

Hello, 

I travel frequently, and usually have to go through the abhorrent AIT machines (don't worry-this isn't a complaint letter, I just can't refer to those machines without using a nasty adjective). Lately, when I get through the machine, the TSA agent swipes 
or pats down my right knee. This happens probably 75% of the time. 

6~2;;~~~3 Obviously, the machine is picking up something. I've never had any knee surgery and have no artificial body parts. Do you know what could be causing the machine to tell people to touch my knee? I'd rather not have to be touched. and 1·m sure the 
same goes lo r those touching me. 

AM 

612712013 

Any ideas? 

Thanks, 

~r Is trying to reach someone ,n traveler ombudsman and Traveler Engagement, Office of Civil Rights and Liberties. She says an officer done something unusual and she wants to know if this is considered discrimination or violation of her civil 
ng hts and Ii bert1es. Ca 11 er wants to speak with the Ombudsman. 
Advised ca Iler: 
I attempted 10 find out if the incident was an alleged act of discriminalion. We have a multicultural branch here that handles Civil Rights and Liberlies. 

CALL TRANSFERRED TO MB AGENTl ... (b-')_,_(6--'1 __ __. 

11 :36:36 Caller slates she is an experienced traveler, never has anyone asked to check her hair for any reason. Is this action normal to receive secondary screening in lhe form of a patdown on the hair? 
AM Caller Advised: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in s c reem ng passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on bag gage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's properly could also be performed. TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security 
screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. 

Ca Iler did not wish to pursue a ci vi I rights or Ii berties comp I ai nt, 



Caller tried the website but found it confusing. He has a complaint against a rude screener at LAX last Thursday 6-20-13 at 6:20 AM. 
He was at LAX at Terrace 3 Checkpoint Isle 6. The were reparing to board an Allegiant Flight to Montana. 
The head guy was Campos. He stated lhat Officer b":1(6) was nice. 
The screen er was a ta 11 man with an accent that sounded Russi an. Olli cer r5i('§T7 knows the rude TSO. 
His wile has some physical problems and she did not want to go through th';;':rjn he needed to get her p atdown and go on to the bathroom. 
The TSO was rude to his wife because she opted out of the AIT machine. He was even ruder when she said she needed to go to the bathroom, 
He stated the Officer just smirked at I hem. He was making her wait on purpose. 
His wifes name is: fh·11rr·, ! 

6127120 13 He ( Ca 11 er ) said he waved at a le male Officer he could see the re at the checkpoint. 
1 :53: 11 The F ema I e Officer came aver and said: I did n t even know someone needed a pa tdow n. She conducted the patd own for his wile and they went on. 

PM 
Told him I am sorry his wife had an unpleasant experience. 

I will send his complaint to the Customer Support Manager. 

He asked if he will receive feedback. 

Told him not necessarily. I will send his contact information in case they need it. 
I wi 11 say we do I ake complaints seriously. 
Callers husband has had a knee replacement. She called recently and spoke to someone whom gave her the information about what to expect during screening regarding his implants. She wants to report that the screeners were told at two different 
airports th at he had a knee rep I ace me nt, but that they checked the wrong knee both ti mes despite his indicating the knee with the rep I ace m ent, Ca 11 er advised that he went through the A IT at both locations, 

I advised that the AIT is not looking for metal and wouldn t have alarmed with his knee replacement. Did it alarm when he went through the metal detector? 
Caller advised that she did not know, and her husband was at work at this time and wasn t available to provide details. She advised further that she thought about calling the news, but decided to call TSA instead. 

612712013 
5,37 ,39 I advised that I would take the flight information and forward the issue 10 lhe CSMs at the two airports for appropriate aclion. She could not provide descriptions of lhe screeners as lhe issue was relayed to her by her husband. 

PM 

6/2812013 
12:05:45 

PM 

Caller provided: 

1. SEA-TAC, June 21si, around 0545 hrs., Flt 221, Southwest Airlines - checkpoint nearest the Southwest gates. 
2. Orange County, June 26th, about 141 O hrs, Flt 192, Southwest Airlines - checkpoint at the main Southwest gates. 

Ca Iler asked how to recontact me to provide the missing info rma ti on. I provided the EI D in case she recontacts T CC , 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time : 6/2812013 11 :02:17 AM Airporl : LAX - Los Angeles 1n1ernational Dale/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: After opting out of the large screener, i was waiting for a male assisl to perform a patdown. In the inlerim, the scanner went into calibralion. I walched 10 or 15 passengers pass through lhe me1a1 detector nexl to the scanner, but when I 
asked if I could go the same route and be on my way, I was told that because I had already opted out of the scanner. I had to wait for the patdown, and was ineligible to pass the way all the other passengers were going. I waited for a few minutes, 
asked again, and was denied again. all while other passengers were passing me through the alternate detector. This delay was in my opinion unnecessary and prejudicial. I stated I didnl want to use the large scanner, and was held up. while people 
who said nothing got exactly what I wanted, in front of me, while I was made to wait. This was unfair, frustrating. and caused delay and extra hassle not just for me, but for the already busy agents at security. This policy appears to be faulty, and should 
be revised. Should someone opt out of lhe scanner, does it nol make sense that they use lhe same allernate method deemed acceptable for passengers whose only difference is I hat I hey did not voice a preference? 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email f h 11R, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:/ltsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



612812013 

The ca 11 er has a comp I amt about the screening process in DEN. The ca 11 er is wearing a white Ii ne n shirt th at she can see through and they sti 11 had to do a patdown and she stated th at her arms and back were the parts th at were patted down and were 
scrapped and it was not actually a patdown because then she would have been patted. They stated that because the clothing was bulky. She said that no one would admit that they were wrong to give her patdown. She was upset that no one would 
admit that the machines were set 10 sensitive and it is wrong that she has to have a patdown. She stated I hat it was not random but she was slill singled out though they told her why. She wanted an admittance I hat I his TSA policy is wrong. 

Advised caller: 

4 A 7: 17 TSA may a pp I y add i ti o na I screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to reso Ive an anomaly di sea vered during Advanced Imaging T echno I og y ( AIT J sere en i ng. 
PM 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. 

I explained that if there was an alarm they would have to do a patdown regardless of lhe ma1erial thal her shirt was made out of. She hung up before I was able to offer to send her complaint 10 lhe CSM or offer her any other informalion. She did not 
have complaints about rude screener simply about the fact that he had a pat down. 

Caller slated that he was going to TPA July 9, and am 84 years old. Sometimes he has to leave his shoes on other times not. 

612912013 Advised caller: 

9:26:36 Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
AM clear an alarm, as well as greater use of explosives trace de1ec1ion. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes 10 lhe screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

Disability Description: 84 and uses a cane 

Information Request: Flight I eaves O 7. 08 and wants to know 1f he has to rem ave shoes and jacket. 

Did not want information sent via email 

612912013 Response Details: If a passenger cannot remove his or her shoes due to possible medical complications, discomfort. pain, balancing problems, or because the shoe 1s part of a prosthetic, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer 
12: 12:56 (TSO) before screening begins. 

PM 
These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to clear an alarm, as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes to 

the s c reem ng procedures by Trans po rtati on Security Off ce rs during the screening process. 

Under I his new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. 



Feed back Type . Compliment 
Calegories Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time: 6/301201312:10:04 PM Airport: SAN - San Diego Intl-Lindbergh Field Date/Time of Travel: 0612912013 4:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: Alaska 239 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
Alaska concours TSA Employee: (If Known) . Supervisor at above check paint at 4:30pm Comment · I had an experience during the above referenced trip that needs reporting. 

When I approached the screening area to pass through the TSA checkpoint I prepared as always and followed all the rules of the TSA checkpoints, Shoes, belts off, and pockets empty. I stepped into the scanner as instructed and held my wallet above 
my head as I have done numurous times in lhe pasl including just a few days prior in Seattle. At lhat point lhe TSA agenl said to me. &quot:You cannot hold you wallel. it must go through the belt.&quot: Whal!? I explained that I have never been asked 
to da that before and that I have always held it. He refused, telling me that wasn't how it was done and it had ta go through the belt. Again, what'? That was not the policy at other airports. 

As you can imagine was primary concerning loosing control of my wallet by itself on the belt. As you are well aware this is where thefts often occur. 

After I passed through and was able to retrieve my wallet I asked ta speak with a supervisor. I explained that this was not the policy at other airports in particular Seattle just couple al days before. She stated she didn't know what they did in Seattle. 
What? Po Ii cy and procedures a re different for each airport?? 

613012013 Where is the consislency? II is that lack of consistency that frustrates passengers and leads to delays. To have one policy al one airport and a differenl policy at another airporl is a recipe for predictable lrouble, confused passengers and delays. 

1:05:56 
PM As frustrating as that was, dealing with the TSA supervisor at the check point was far more frustrating. It was clear even before I spoke with her that she was not interested in speaking with a passenger. Her body language made it clear that she was 

not in the mood. As I was telling her my concerns about the lack of consistency for travelers she, and I'm not kidding, literarily rolled her eyes while I was talking to her. She then said. &quot:Okay sir&quot:, turned her back on me and walked away. 

Is it at all surprising that travelers feel that they are treated like cattle by arrogant TSA workers? 

I have seen great TSA agents but when an incident like this occurs it rapidly erodes any sense of respect or desire to show respect to TSA agents. 

Sincerely 

kb1(6) 
Bellevue, WA 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name (b)(ff•, 
Phone Number, h·,1R··, 
Email (b 1(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

The caller asked about lhe AIT. She went through lhe scanner al her depar1ing airport wilhout any questions. She stated thal on lhe return flight she was asked if she had hair extensions. She asked what the scanner reveils. She asked why she was nol 

613012013 subjected to this on the departing flight. She stated that this was embarrassing. She did not want the people she was flying with to know she had them. She asked if this was harassment. She stated that she patted dawn her head. She stated that she 

4:56 ,55 will just call the airport directly. 

PM 
The AIT identifies anything foreign objects on her body. I explained lhat bobby pins will do lhe samething, from personal experience. I explained that a pat down procedure is use 10 resolve any alarms of the WTMD or anomalies identified by the AIT. I 
explained that I am not sure which technology was used on the departure flight. 



Caller fi ew DCA-MCO yesterday a boa rd J etB I ue #823 which departed at 2: 4 0 PM. Cal I er has meta I imp I ants and was s u bJected to secondary s c reem ng. which including a thorough pat-down. pat-down of her he ad, and ETD s am pl mg on by two different 
agents at separate times. This occurred at approximately 1:30 PM at Terminal A Caller does not remember specific gate number but advises it is the first to the left upon entering Terminal A. Caller stated the female agent patted down inside her shirt 
and blouse and did nol offer her a private screening. Caller is unhappy with the manner in which her patdown was conducled and wants to make a complaint. 

Resolution: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer ser,ice to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers. regardless of 
their person al situations and needs, a re treated with dig mty. respect, and courtesy. Every person and item must be screened before ente n ng the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. 
Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are 
required 10 be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. Because your complain! concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport 

71112013 we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Ser,ice Manager (CSMJ at that location. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This 
8: 56: 1 0 ongoing process e na bl es us to ensure prompt, corre ctIve action whenever we determine th at security s c reem ng pol IcIes need mod1f1cation or spec iii c employees or sere en er teams a re the subjects of repeated comp I a i nts. We consider your concerns to 

AM be a serious issue lo r our attention, TSA appreciates that you took the ti me to sh are your conce ms with us, 

Caller works for the Department of Defense and he has not been selecled for TSA PreCheck. Every time he goes and shows the govemmenl ID he has a problem. Caller has a government ID wilh a chip in ii. Caller has been patdown lhree times. He 
was randomly pulled aside one time. He was pulled aside in MIA to NY because his pants had little buckles on the side. Caller wife had stroke and they had to inspect her wheelchair. 

7111201 3 Advised Ca Iler: 

12:38:00 
PM 

71112013 
4:38:17 

PM 

Government employees are not automatically eligible for expedited screening. You can pursue TSA PreCheck eligibility through a Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Trusted Traveler program. An added benefit of participating through a CBP 
Trusted Traveler program is the traveler will receive expedited screening when flying on all participating airlines. For more information, including planned and participating airports and security lanes. Any alarms by the WTDM and anomalies detected 
by the AIT are resolved by a p atdown, Wands are not used, Everyone has to be sere ened, Expedited screening may a 11 ow you to no Io nge r remove certain items such as their shoes. I ight outerwear. belt, and I a ptop s from carry-on bags and 3-1-1 bag. 
You may also participate in TSA PreCheck through a FF program and opting in. The wheelchair will be inspected including any non removable pouches will be submilled for x-ray screening. 

Caller stated th at she was at Midway and just went through the T SA che c kpornt. Cal I er stated that what she arrived at the checkpoint she to Id the TSO th at she wanted to opt out of the Al T because she was 25 weeks pregnant. Ca 11 e rs stated that 
once she did the agent had her wait to do the additional screening for about 5 minutes or so. Caller stated that she saw the TSA agent over making fun of her to another co-worker saying things like shes not tsa, shes just pregnant. Caller said that the 
TSA agent is named!rh·11r;··, I- she wasn table to see her last name. When she came over to give her lhe addilional screening she was being rough and felt that she was slamming her hands against her crotch. Caller slated that she Iravels 
frequently and has never been treated like this when opting out of the AIT and wanted to have her complaint sent up so someone would speak with her. 

Advised ca Iler: 
I apologized thal this has happened. I look her complaint and I would send it on to a CSM al the airport. If she wishes to inform the CSM as well, she can conIacI them. For a CSM call us back and selecl option 5 and enIer the 3 digit airport code 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date Time · 7 1 2013 825:09 PM 
Airport SAN - San Diego Intl-Lindbergh Field Date Time of Travel : 07 01 2013 5:00 PM Airline Flight Number Alaskan 5770 Checkpoint Area of Airport Gate 17 TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I have been a frequent flyer ever since the new AIT screening has started and have always opted out of it (appx 45+ flights) until today. I unfortunately went into a lane that was using AIT instead of the one that was only using a standard x
ray machine. I requesled from the TSA employee 10 opl out of the AIT and he told me it would be over 20 minutes to get somebody 10 do ii. When I asked him if I could just move over 10 lhe lane righl next to the one I was in for the x-ray he told me it 
was too late and I had to go through the AIT. I then asked if it would really take over 20 minutes to get a pat down and he said yes. When questioned why the wait was so long (I have never spent more than 5-6 minutes waiting in any other airport) he 

71112013 said it was because there was no available agents (even though there were quite a few in the area) in the area that could do 11. Due to delays at the rental car company I couldn t wait over 20 minutes and finally broke down for the AIT scanner. In front 
9:16:57 of me was a woman who had a cat with her and he allowed her to go through the x-ray with the cat and within 10 seconds there was a screener there for her. How could this have happened if it was supposed to take over 20 minutes for me? I have 

PM never agreed with the new AIT screening measures due to insufficient dala backing up their effectiveness nor thal it is Iruly 100% safe or privale. We as fliers already go through ridiculous precaulions that in my and many others are just for show, but if 
thats what it takes then thats fine. What I m not fine with is being told we can opt out of these screenings since the AIT is voluntary, but then told we have to wait an extremely long amount of time. The airport was not even crowded at the time to pass 
through secunty was only 10-15 minutes .. .fasterthan what it would have taken me to get a pat down. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email jrh··,1r;·, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 



71212013 
9:18:42 

AM 

7/312013 
8:0047 

AM 

Caller says he had an incident at JFK on June 5. He was trying to find out the result of his incident. The manager he spoke to that day gave him a number to reach her at. He called her for 3 weeks and finally reached her a couple of days ago. She told 
him he needed to file a complaint. He says that no one mentioned this to him and he done his diligence at the airport. He says that the incident was disappointing and disgusting. He wants to know ii he needs to take further legal action. 

He was going through security and was in line for the AIT. There was an elderly woman, who didn t speak English, holding up the line. The female officer at the AIT machine was mouthing and making eyes to the black man behind him. This individual 
then went over to the WTMD and went through it. Caller says that he asked if he could go over too. The officer told him no that he was the wrong color. He asked her again and she told him the same thing. He asked for a manager who completely blew 
this off. He says that he spoke with another manager who asked the male officer at the WTMD about the incident. He confirmed what the female officer had said. The manager gave him her number to follow up. He says that the female officer came to 
the gale and was talking about lhe fact that the black male who got to go through the WTMD was her cousin. He says he is a white male. He says that race should not come into play with him going through securily and what melhods of screening he is 
able to use. He travels a couple of times per month. 

Ca Iler asked for any associated ID numbers, 

Advised ca Iler: 
Advised caller when th ere is an accusation of discrimination of race. regu I ati o ns require the comp I amt be put in writing to be considered lo rma I. Advised caller that I would e-m a i I him the instructions on how to Ii I e a form al complaint. 

Provided caller with my employee ID number and EIDkb·:,(6) 

Caller wants to file a complaint. Caller said her sister looks like a boy and has a male name. Callers sisters name iskb)(m I Caller said a TSO kept insisting that he needed to do a patdown of her sisters chest. Caller said her sister is 16 and was 
trying to explain lhat she is a female, but she never told lhe officer. Caller said this happened at lhe Norlh gate, this TSO was opera1ing the AIT al Detroit Meire. Caller did not witness this, but was lold this by sister. Caller said her sister did have a 
patdown by a male officer. Caller said the TSO laughed at her sister. Callers sister was flying from Detroit to Phoenix on US Airway. Caller said her sister feels discriminated against because of this incident. 

I placed the caller on hold to check with MB and caller hung up. 
I called back at 8: 15 am 
I gave the caller the below information. I told her I will email her information about how to file a complaint. I told her that the complaint needs to be filed by her sister or someone authorized to file the complaint for her. 
Specifically, you were interested in filing a c1v1I rights complaint because you believe that you, or someone you know, were discriminated against by TSA on the basis of his or her disability or medical condition. 
For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. §15.J(b) and §15.70(d)(3)). it must 

• Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
• Be in writing: 
• Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt; 
• Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
• Describe the alleged discriminatory action in sufficient detail to inform TSA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
• Be s1g ned by the complainant or someone autho nzed to sign on be ha If of the comp I am ant. 
In order to appropriately address your concerns. we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA recommends that you file your complaint via e-mail or Internet in order to expedite processing. If you prefer to file a complaint via postal mail, please send it to 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
Disability Branch 
Disability and Multicultural Division 
60 1 South 12th Street 
TSA-33 
Ari i ngto n, VA 20598 Thank you. 

The caller has started working for a new boss. She stated that he has a CSP program and he has Global Entry. He stated that he should have TSA Precheck and he is not being choosen. She stated that it is not working. She asked if it will provide a 
different method of screening such as not using the sea n ne rs. 

TSA Precheck allows selecl frequent flyers of par1icipa1ing airlines and members of U.S. Custom and boarder Protections Trusted Traveler Programs who are flying on participating airlines, to receive expedited screening benefils during domestic 
t rave Is. El igi bl e pa rti ci pates use dedicated screening I anes lo r screening benefits which include leaving on shoes, Ii g ht outerwear and belts. as we 11 as I e avi ng I a ptop s and 3-1-1 comp Ii ant I iqu ids in carry-an bags. I exp I a i ned that if he cannot or chaoses 
not to be screened by the A IT, he would be screened using a patdown instead. He can not choose the W TM D aver the A IT or the paid own. 

7/312013 CSP trusted 1raveler program participants, should enter the PASS ID from the back of their card into the known traveler field of lheir frequent flyer profile or enter it at lhe time of booking to be eligible for TSA Precheck benefits. Travelers should ensure 
1:24:05 that their PASS ID is included in the known traveler field correctly. In addition, program members should enter their full name, date of birth. and PASS ID exactly as it appears on their membership card. For example, if the name listed on a traveler's 

PM card includes a middle initial or middle name, 11 must be entered that way in their reservation and airline profile. 

TSA Precheck does not guarantee an individual expedited screening. Even if a passenger opts in for TSA Precheck with their airline or includes their CBP I rusted traveler program ID when booking a flight, TSA will always incorporate random and 
unpredictable security measures throughout the airport to retain a certain element of randomness to prevent terrorists from learning how the system operates. 



71312013 
6:05:31 

TSA. 

I was forced to use the AIT radiation scanner. The rude officer said my two options were to go through or go through and get a pat down. Invasion of privacy much. I'm highly disappoinled. Ridiculous. Thank you for increasing America's cancer rate. 

http://n u 11 /contact-us 

PM This message was sent b_,(_b~)_(6~1 --------------------~ Please note that AddThis does not verify email addresses. 

713/2013 
8:10:15 

PM 

7/312013 
10 32 54 

PM 

71312013 
10:41:10 

PM 

To stop receiving any emails from AddThis, please visit: httpcllwww.addthis.com/privacylemail-opt-out?e=t17ryv60 PbR7d76y9ra98v8zdnb8cy32PbJ 

The caller said his 17 year old daughter was molested al the checkpoint in PHX. I asked the caller what exactly occurred. The caller stated his daughter did not want 10 go through the AIT and have TSA look at naked pictures of her body. The caller 
said the officer took her to a private room and gave her daughter a pat-down. 

I asked the ca 11 er which airport the incident ace u n-ed at he stated he said he did not know ii the incident occurred at P HX I ntemationa I or Mesa Gateway, I indicated to the ca Iler if a passenger opt s out of a the A IT the passenger wou Id have to under-go 
a pal-down. The caller became extremely upsel and used profanity throughout lhe call. I lold the caller to stop using profanity or I would disconnect the call. The caller became more upset and stated his daughter does not have to go through screening. 
I told the caller if his daughter refuses a pat-down she would not be permitted to fly. The caller told me to forget about the issue that he was going to help his daughter on his own. The caller then hung up the phone. 

Feed back Type : Security Issue 
Categories: Missing or Damaged Items: Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time. 71212013 11 :45:06 PM Airport. MOW - Chicago Midway Date/Time of Travel: July 2nd, 2013 3:30pm Airline & Flight Number· southwest 642 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: curbside check-in TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · Flew from Midway to Las Vegas, Nevada. Upon my arrival when I picked up my bags from the carousel one of my bags was tampered with. The zipper lock was gone and my zipper was broken. My suitcase was opened slightly! I 
immediate I y opened my su i tease and found I was missing a ma ni 11 a envelope I had pa eked with my clothes, containing S 1 0, 0 00 cash' I we nl to the Southwest Airlines office and fi 11 ed out a re po r1 ! After completing the re po r1 the i nsl ructed me con ta ct 
you and fi I e this report I I am asking you to please conduct a thorough investigation regarding this matter• Thank you very much 1 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name (b)(ffl 
Phone Number 1h··,1rr, 
Email (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller stated the TSA at CL T are rude and unprofessional. They treated his bags like a bunch of theives. He had liquor that was made to be taken out of carryon and placed in checked. He thinks whomever invented the AIT is sorry person because his 
young son had to be paid own because the A IT detected his deodorant. He is extreme I y unhappy with the poor quality of service at CL T. He had a N OI but nothing is missing as of yet. 

CLT 
US Air 
Flight: 2642 

July 3, 2013 a,,t,..,5._P,,,m ___ _, 

Baggage Tag!i-'!(b'--i)-'-'(6'--,--~ 
Des c ri pt ion: Red, ca rryo n size 
NOi: nothing written or stamped 
Terminal and Gate: NA 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process will enable us to ensure prompt. corrective action whenever we determine that security 
screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the subject of repeated complaints. 



7/512013 
2:2647 

PM 

Caller filed a complaint about the behavior of a TSA employee several months ago. He said that he filled out the form and wrote a letter further explaining the situation. He emailed and faxed the form. He said that it has been 4 or 5 months and he 
has not heard anything. He said that it is shocking to him that he has not heard from TSA. Caller wanted to know what the next step is. He wants someone from TSA to contact him about his case. 

I advised the caller that I do not have any information on his case. I told him that I would forward his record to the appropriate office. 

The previous EID i~ 
The previous record is below: 
Caller stated: 
He has two cases that he would like to report and wanted to know the hours of operation for the TCC. Caller stated that he flew into Washington DC from Rome and then onto Seattle where he lives. Caller stated that he flew with United Airlines from 
Washington DCA to Seatlle. Caller slated that when he arrived in Seatlle his suitcase was not there and he was told lhat it was delayed by TSA. Caller stated that when ii arrived to him the suitcase was damaged along with some ilems inside. Caller 
stated that there were some bottles of oil that had not been reclosed properly and leaked all over his luggage destroying everything inside. Caller stated that he had a NOi inside of his luggage. 

Complainl 2 
Caller stated that he lives in Seattle and works for the FAA. Caller stated that he was in Santa Barbara CA for work. Caller stated that he does not go through the AIT since he travels so often. Caller stated that he requests a pat down very often when 
he travels because he doesn t Ii ke the Al T machines. Cal I er stated that the pat down was conducted norm a 11 y unti I the ETD testing was comp I eted. Ca 11 er stated that something set the ETD off and the office rs told him th at they would have to take him 
to another room to do the test again. Cal I er stated that the second test ca me out Ii ne and then when he started to I eave the office rs told him that they had to search his I ug gage again. Cal I er stated that he thinks they went above and beyond what the 
search should have been. Caller thinks I hat I hey done this because of his nationality. Caller stated I hat he asked the supervisor for his name and badge number and he refused to give it. Caller believes that the officers done I his to discourage him 
from requesting a pat down in the future since it causes mare work for them. 

Advised ca Iler: 
Transportation Security Adminislration (TSAJ screeners are trained to exercise great care during the screening process 10 ensure thal a passenger's belongings are returned and not damaged when a bag needs to be opened. TSA monitors the number 
and nature of complaints received to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process will enable us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security screening policies need 
modification or s pec1f1c employees or screener teams are the subject of re pealed comp I aints. 

Advised caller that to file a formal complaint for discrimination it would have to be done in writing and he would be sent an RFI with the instructions to do so. 
Ca Iler traveled from EI Paso. Cal I er comp Iain s that he do es not have to take off his be It at other airports but does the re, He said that he does not have to take it off at D FW , He claims that his belt does not trigger the a I arm on a meta I detector nor on 
the AIT, but after screening there he was surrounded by TSOs and forced to take off his bell. He wants to know proper steps to take in this siluation and claims thal making him take off a belt is a slep towards taking away his righl to vote. He says that 

7/712013 he was screened by a short lady with short hair and 2 supervisors working now. He states that he went through 5 minutes ago and says the supervisor is namedltii:iillIJ 
5:21 21 

PM Advised ca Iler: 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) strongly recommends tha I passengers remove a 11 items and a cces sari es from their pockets be fore beginning the s ecuri I y sere en i ng process. Removing i terns such as be I ts may reduce I he chances of 
requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 



Disability Description: The caller indicated that her nephew has a cochlear implant. 

Response Details: I explained I hat lhe use of the hand wands al the checkpoint has been phased oul. I advised that the child or passenger can request to be screened via a patdown. I advised that the passenger or parent advise TSOs of the cochleJr 
implant before screening begins and then request the patdawn screening. 

I advised th at her sister wou Id have had to obtain a gate pass in order to escort her son through the checkpoint and to the gate. 

Incident Details: The caller indicated that her nephew traveling on 7 7 13 from DFW on American Airlines llight 1472 departing at 11:30am Terminal C. She indicated that they were at the checkpoint for Gates 17-19 between 9:45am-10am. Her 
nephew was traveling to ATL with a group for a camp. The caller explained that her nephew cannot be subjected to the AIT or WTMD due to the cochlear implant. The caller first asked 1f he could be hand wanded rather than to use any of the 
technologies. 

The caller went on ta explain that the mother requested that her son be screened via the hand wand and pat down. The caller indicated that the five TSOs laughed at her and her son at this time. She doesn t have name or a description of the TS Os. 

The caller stated that the TSO kept telling her sister to stay behind the red line. The callers sister did not have a gate pass to escort her son through the checkpoint and to the boarding gate. 

71812013 The caller indicated that they do not want this to happen to someone one. The caller indicated that her sister did feel sort al that her son had been discriminated against. 
8:03:01 

AM 

7/812013 
8:20 55 

PM 

7/912013 
12 3042 

PM 

I advised the following 

If you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition, Federal regulations 
require that your complaint be put in writing u n I ess your di sa bi I ity prevents you from doing so. 

Do you want informalion about filing a written complaint regarding disability discrimination or are you calling wilh a different concern such as poor customer service? 

I offered to p rov1d e information on how to f, I e the complaint in writing which the ca 11 er Ii rst de c Ii ned. The ca 11 er was very ind ec1s1ve as to how she wanted to proceed. She at Ii rst did n t want to su bm,t a written comp I a int, however she wants this to be 
addressed so that it doesn t happen to someone else and does feel that her nephew was discriminated against, in a sense. She seems primarily upset though in regard to the fact that her nephew and sister were laughed at, and that her sister was very 
upset. I emailed lhe RFI to the caller in the evenl thal she wanted to submit a wri1ten complaint in the future. I advised I hat I would also refer the informalion to the CSM al DFW to address the issue. I apologized and explained I hat I had documented 
the information ta the caller. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints received so that we can track trends and spot areas al concern that may require special attention. 

I advised th at her sister or nephew can a I ways request the ass i sta nee of a PSS at the checkpoint to assist them through the checkpoint. 

The caller mentioned that she may call in with a description of the TSO, is she can obtain such. 

Feedback Type · Compliment 
Categories: Other: Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time 71812013 6:28:01 PM Airport: EWR - Newark International Date/Time of Travel 07/0812013 6:00 PM Airline & Flight Number 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . Passing through the ful I body xray I was ta Id I needed to put my wa 11 et through x ray. This is not consistent with my experience at at her a i rpa rts nor does it make sense given the Ts a has a reputation for stea Ii ng items from passengers going 
through xra y at this exact airport. When informing agents this was not my experience at other airports they simply said wel I that's how it works he re. That is u n acceptab I e esp eci a 11 y for a frequent traveler who only had this issue he re. 

Please clarify the ac1ua1 policy and if it is not to do a manual check on wall els I would say you musl reconsider this in light of Tsa theft. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 

Phon~ N_um_ber · 
Email_ b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Feedback Type Compliment 
Categories : P role ssiona Ii sm; Adv a need I magi ng Technology Current Date/Ti me · 719120 13 1 0: 3 0: 06 AM Airport , 0 RD - Chi cago-O' Ha re I nte rnat ion a I Date/Ti me of T rave I , 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· You are the American Taliban. I would rather live with the risk of bombs than live in a country where you people are given any authority at all. You are a joke; unprofessional, abusive, and capricious. As far as I can tell. the TSA is only 
good lo r employing peop I e who wo u Id otherwise be u ne m ployab I e. So, cong rat u I ations on becoming our high esl-p ro fi I e government well a re program. 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



Dear Sir or Madam. 

After being a frequent air !rave I er for more th an a decade, I have d eve Io ped a tremendous I eve I of respect and admiration lo r the work that the men and women of the TSA do. I ge nurn ely a pp rec1ate the hard work that your orga ni zati on performs to 
ena b I e us to t rave I in relative safety. 

However, over the past few weeks I have really started to notice an adverse physical effect whenever I pass through a Provision ATD scanner. The effect generally wears off after about 15 minutes, but it is still quite disconcerting that there is any 
noticeable effect at all. I do not experience this effecl when I pass through one of the old style scanners. Clearly, I cannot prove that this effecl is real, but I am neither a hypochondriac nor a person who is in lhe habit of complaining. 

71912013 My concerns were furlher compounded loday, when walking lhrough Boston Logan airporl's terminal C. As I approached the Provision ATD scanner, I noticed an old slyle scanner right next 10 it. Withoul exception, all airporl employees walked through 

6,04,41 the old style scanner, while members of the public all went through the ATD scanner. When I asked the TSA representative if I could use the old style scanner instead. I was told no, and that my choices were either to wait for a pat down, or us the 
p M Provis ion AT D scanner. I in iii ally opted for the pat down. but with a wait of mo re than 15 minutes, I re I uctantl y re I e nted and wa I ked through the P rov1s1on AT D scanner ( predictably experiencing the negative physical effects Immediate I y afterwards). 

While I do understand that it can take time to free up an employee to perform a pat down, I cannot understand why there 1s a different scanner type used for employees and the general public. Please can you explain this discrepancy to me? The only 
conclusion I am able to draw at this point is that the employees are aware of the negative physical effects of the Provision ATD scanner. If this is the case. then surely a member of the public should be able to choose the old style scanner as an 
option. 

Yours faithfully 

Caller is very upset about lhe way TSA does lhe screening. He is upset that the screening he has to go lhrough to fly violates his personal area and he should nol have to make a choice 10 show his private par1s and he has 10 go through radiation. He 
doesnt feel that young children and individuals of all ages have to go through a pat down and get their private parts touched. 
Caller went on and on about the way he hates T SA and his tax dollars a re not getting put to use/ u I things. 

CCR informed him: 
Every person. regardless of age. must undergo screening to proceed beyond the security checkpoint. We believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. 

711012013 Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough patdown. 
1:23:51 Passengers have the righl to request a private screening, and privale screening will be conducled in a room or in an area away from other passengers. However, if a passenger does nol permit lhe search, he or she will not be permitted 10 board an 

PM aircraft. 

The screening devices give Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) a virtual image of a passenger that conspicuously highlights potentially dangerous items. AIT gives TSA a way to detect a wide variety of threats without showing any personal areas 
of an i ndivid ua Is body. 

With the radiation factor, a traveler is exposed to less radiation from one AIT scan than from 2 minutes being onboard a commercial aircraft at fi1ght altitude. 

Since he does have policy issue, CCR advised him that he can write his concerns to HQ to get the proper assistance. 



711012013 
6:36:57 

PM 

Thank you for your response to my suggestion. Here is the relevant part of your response: 

"Passengers who cannot remove lheir shoes can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT), the walk-through metal delector, or a thorough patdown. Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still wilh their arms 
above their heads far 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own." 

My wife can walk through metal detectors on her own. but she needs a simple cane for balance. We take a metallic quad cane which goes through the screening device used for shoes, backpacks, etc so she can't use that. If TSA had a standby 
simple wooden cane available to temporarily lend her for balance, she could walk lhrough the metal deIecIor on her own. In my experience, no such cane has been available or offered to her. Having one would save lots of lime for everyone by 
avoiding a patdown. Once through. her shoes could be taken off and run through the same screening device used for her metallic cane. 

Please let me know if TSA will consider this suggestion. 

Yours, 

!(b)(61 

Date: Tue, 09 Jul 2013 13:20:08 -0700 

To Tr:contactCenter@rs.gov 
From_ b,(61 _ 
Subj eel: time-saving sugge st,on re peop I e in whee I ch airs 

Due 10 a slroke, my wife is unable 10 walk lhrough the TSA securily gate withoul her shoes on and perhaps an ouIstretched hand on either side of lhe gate (or better yel a standby wooden cane) for balance As a result, she sits in a wheelchair for ten 
to twenty minutes while a TSA woman checks her out for explosives, etc. This has happened on our last eight to ten airplane trips. She does need a wheelchair to get to the departure gate because of the long walking distance. 

I don't understand why she can't walk through the gate with her shoes on and a little help for balance. sit back down in the wheelchair, take off her shoes and run them through the security check just like all other shoes. That would save lots of time. 

A response would be appreciated. 

Fa, iiax. CA 949 3d 
Caller is wanting informalion on lhe Precheck screening and if ii will give her a pass lhrough screening to where she will not have to wail 30-45 min everytime for a same gender officer to give a patdown. 

711112013 CCR informed her: 
8:50:20 There is no program that will allow her to get a pass through screening, Even with the precheck, she will have to go through a WTMD. AIT or a patdown to get through the checkpoint. 

AM She can wri I e her s ugg es ti o ns a bout adding mo re patdown s c reene rs to HQ if she would Ii ke to. 
If she still would like to do the precheck, she should apply for membership with one of CBP's Trusted Traveler programs. For enrollment, please visit http: www.globalentry.gov There will be a online application, face to face interview and a fee that 
can be c I arifi ed on that website. 
Caller wanted to know why hes forced to go through he AIT or have a pat down. He witnesses other passengers, with children. going through WTMD. He says he feels discriminated against and its not fair. Hes currently at Charleston and he 
experienced ii al JFK on his flight down I here as well. 

7; ~ 1;~o;1; I a po I og i zed and advised h, m: 

AM 
I cannot IeI1 him why he s not being permitted through the WTMD. I a11empted to tell him of other screening lanes for specific passengers and advise him maybe thal s what he s noticing bul he interrupted me and wouldn t lel me finish. He asked why 
he was being subject to the AIT. I told him I don t have that information but the AIT is optional and he will be subject to a pat down. If he feels discriminated against I can take his complaint and forward to the appropriate office for review but I would 
need his contact information and a basis for di scri min ati on and mo re specific d eta i Is from his comp I amt. He refused to pro vi de me the inform at,on and said he Ju st wanted to make a complaint. 



Caller says one officer handed him a piece of paper that contained a link to file a claim. this link doesn t exist. He wants to see if he can leave a complaint over the phone. 
Caller opted out of AIT this morning, He informed the agents he was opting out and his luggage was being handled and moved by TSA and other passengers. When he was reunited with his bagsl(b )(6) ~as very belligerent and 
condescending. He starled getting verbally confrg_nli)tignal 9bgut ii and saying he didn I need to have full view of his bags. ,_ _____ _. 
In conclusion. when he completed the patdown[b )(6 _, ~eliberately came up to him and giving him a hard time. 
He s hou ldn t have to be treated I, ke trash for opting out of the AIT 

Flight Delails: 
Airline: American 
Airport: Ron aid Reagan 

711212013 Flight Number: 1465 
824: 17 Dale and Time: Today JI 7 AM 10 7:20AM 

AM Baggage: NA 
NOi: NA 
Location American Terminal Gate 32 
Emailkb1(61 I 
Caller Advised: 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our 
policies and procedures focus on ensuring thal all passengers are trealed with dignily, respect, and courtesy. Because your complainl concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate 
Customer Service Manager. 

Disability Description: Caller has cancer and is a rape victim. 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 

TSA moniIors the number and nature of complaints we receive 10 Irack I rends and spot areas of concern I hat may require special a11ention. This ongoing process enables us 10 ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we delermine that security
screening policies need modification or specific employees or teams are the subjects of repeated complaints. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Every person and ilem must be screened before entering lhe secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is importanl. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

Because your comp I amt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have lo rwa rded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 

If you do opl out of the screening a paldown will be used for the screening. A traveler is exposed 10 less radiation from one AIT scan than from 2 minutes being onboard a commercial aircraft at flighl altitude. The AIT uses a very low dose of 
radiation. 

7115/2013 
11 ,56,10 We will be sending you an email so you may file an official complaint. 

AM 
Sent Email. 

Incident Details; The Civil Rights Division transferred the caller. Caller stated he called the TCC twice and two people were rude to him and directed him to go back through the IVR. 

Caller wanted to file a complaint about screening at the FLL and ATL. Caller entered the airport and is a cancer patient and rape victim. When he entered the airport at the TSA Screening checkpoint, he approached the TSO. Caller made the request to 
opt-a ut of the AIT and the TSO said, 1/ you a int going through those sea nne rs boy you are gonna get touched. Ca 11 er was shocked and he did not want to go through the sea nne r. He was very up set had a panic attack. 

The TSO who issued lhe patdown was very kind and courteous. Caller staled none of the other officers would provide him with their names, All the officers laughed at him and said I hey were not x-ray machines and he would not get cancer. The officers 
laughed at him when he said he was a rape victim. Caller read in the media that the screening technology was 10 times and powetiul as a doctors x-ray. Caller stated the Supervisor TSO was laughing and chuckling under his breath, as he informed the 
caller about the private rooms. 

Caller had to wait 2 or 3 more hours 10 catch anolher flight. Caller does not want to fly again. In ATL lhere is a different screening area and he went 10 lhe medical lane. He was told TSA screening would take 10 minutes and it took 30. When loading 
the electronics, he put two laptops in one bin and he was told to put all items in a separate bin. Caller was offended when he asked for more bins and the officer ignored him. He asked for an opt out and they laughed at him again. Caller stated he was 
a cancer patient and rape victim. He stated he had a similar experience at A TL as with FLL. Cal I er stated the officer stuck his hands down his pants and tried to put his Ii ngers in his pants. Ca 11 er stated he had to see his psychiatrist because the 
experience was tra um at izi ng. 



Caller Ju st went through JFK to fly to I re I and. She asked the p eo pie at the Delta counter if she could take her yogurt with her on the plane. They told her yes. When she got to the che c kpornt she went through the A IT and the officer to Id her that she 
would have to go back to the regu I ar pa rt of the airport and eat the yogurt or th row it away, She I efl the checkpoint and at the yogurt, She went back to the security checkpoint and went through again. This time the officer said she had mu It i p I e 
abnormalities around her knee. They thoughl she had something strapped to her knee. They done another patdown. She says that she had a shorl skirt on and her knees were visible. She says I hat I here was 5 or 6 agenls around her during the 
patdown. She says she asked for a manager 15 times. She says that a manager came over and tried to diffuse the situation. She says that the manager asked what was going on. The agents explained that she had an anomaly around her knee and 
had al ready had a p atdown. The manager advised them to put her through the A IT again. She went back through the A IT and the anomaly s hawed again. She p u 11 ed her ski rt up a Ii 111 e and the male officer at the Al T to Id her that everyone did n t need to 
see this. She says that he was heckling her. She says that the manager asked her if she had a knee replacement, which she said no to. The manager said to let her go one because they could see that nothin was on her knee. Caller says that that she 
told him she was going to complain on them. The male agent, whom she said had been heckling her, gave the impression lhat he didn I care because it didn I matler. She says that his name is Office (bH6I spelling nol provided). She says 
that they told her that if she was going to complain they were going to complain. At that point a man in a suit with a walkie talkie took her passport and boarding pass. He made a copy of these documen ·s. · e as e w at was going to be done with this 
and was told that 11 was going in a file. Caller says that she is concerned because of identity theft. He 1nd1v1dual in the suit i1(b )(6) I He told her that he was going to have someone waiting at her gate to throw her out of the airport. She 
wants reassurance that nothing is going to happen at the gate and she will get on her flight. She wants someone to contact er when she returns from Ireland on July 22. She wants to know what will happen with this. She wants to know how to follow 
up. Her flight is at 7:30 p.m. She slates she was heckled, harrassed, and this was inappropriate. She is mosl concerned with the male officerfilill&[Jand the comment he made when she lifted her skirt slightly anctb·•,(ffi !She is also upsel 
because there was so many agents around for her patdown. Caller did get very upset, began screaming, and threatened with lawyers. 
Airport: JFK 
Airline: Delta 

711512013 Flight Number: DL 199 
Terminal Gate: B26 

4:!~42 Date and Time: 07 15 13 4:00 p.m. 

Advised ca Iler: 
Advised caller that I cannot help that the airline told her she could take the yogurt. Yogurt does have to be 3.4 ounces or less. 

I did have to advise cal I er that I did not do this to her and am here to he Ip her, so she should not scream at me or threaten me. 

I will fotward a copy of this information to the CSM to make them aware of this situation. Advised caller that the CSM is over all of TSA at that airport. so they are the boss of the agents on the floor. Advised caller that I would send this to them for their 
review. How they handle the situation is at their discretion. 

Advised caller that this is not somelhing that is going to be resolved before her flighl. I will send ii over, but I cannot ensure the CSM is going 10 review I his before her flight. I cannot speak on their behalf and cannot tell her what they will do for the 
situation. 

Advised caller that I don t know i~~(b_·~1(_6_) ____ ~ls a TSA employee or not. If he is not, maybe the CSM can get her complaint about him in the right location. 

Advised caller that if she doesn t hear anything and needs to follow up, she can call this number back, select option 5. enter airport code JFK and it will provide her with the number for the CSM. 

Caller and his wife traveled Saturday from Oakland and wenl through TSA screening. They pul their bags through, his wife look off her ring and watch, and I hey put them through the x ray machine. They were signaled to go through secondary 
screening. Her ring was gone when they retrieved the carry on. Her watch was not the re either. 
Caller a I so asked me why he was selected lo r secondary screening 

Flight Delails: 
Airport: 0 akl and 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight 1540 

7116/2013 Dale and Time: July 13th between 11 am and 12pm 
7:04: 11 Terminal 1 

PM Baggage Tag: N A. the bag was grey, a small woman s purse with small chrome spikes inside of a white bin 
NOi: NA 
Email Address: .. kb"-.. "-,(6,,,.· ... 1 ______ _. 

Caller Advised: 
I wi 11 lo twa rd the information to the Customer Support Manager for review and a I so send him claim forms to evaluate this for reimbursement 
There are many factors to consider. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of fac1ors to include walch list processing, random seleclion, or alarm resolution. 
For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) 
screeninq_ 
Caller fiew from MCO to JFK on July 17 07:30am. Caller stated her husband went through the AIT and her husband had his cell phone and ear piece and he put his cell phone in the bin and then her husband phone was stolen. Caller staled she went to 
the lost and found at JFK to find his cell phone. Caller stated the police officer at the airport told her they have been someone stealing cell phone at Orlando Airport. Caller stated the police officer called her and said that a passenger was stealing cell 

711712013 phones. Caller wants to be reimbursed for the missing cell phone. 
8:03:02 

AM 

Advised caller I would send claim lo rms vi a em a, I address. 



Caller stated that he went through the checkpoint in LAX and it Is a constant issue when he gets told to shut up and move on through screening. He is a diabetic and wears an insulin pump. The officer would not let him explain his medical condition and 
he feels that they are not trained enough to make him go through the AIT when his pump will be affected by the device. 

711712013 CCR informed him that his information can be forwarded electronically to the airport directly for them to be aware of the situation. 
1:20:01 

PM 
Ca Iler stated th at he wo u Id rather speak to the upper I eve I ma nag me nt at the checkpoint so he can make them understand that he cou Id be affected se rverl y by the actions of the office rs, 

CCR advised him to go through opt 5 and type in the airport code. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Ft""h"'·""·,1""R-'-·, ___ _, 
Date Time: 7117/2013 8:00:31 PM 

Name b·., ff 
Email (b)(ff1 
Comp a, nts; na pp ro pn ate cree n, ng at Down Screening: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Frontier Airline 
Terminal C 

711712013 Louis Armstrong International Airport (MSY) 
9 :09: 54 Gate C9: 

PM Comments:On July 8, 2013 al approximately 16:15, I was accompanying relatives lhrough checkpoint Charlie to gate C9. As we began our screening process, I was instructed by TSO!(b)(ffl !who was positioned as DO, 10 step in line to 
undergo screening via the AIT machine. I then informed him that I was medically unable to lift my arm up due to shoulder complications resulting from a surgery I underwent. He acknowledged my injury, asked how my healing process was going. and 
instructed me to proceed thro~r the. Tetal detector once he was in his proper position. _I went through the metal det_ector Without alarming and proceeded to gather my things. While. walkin to the conveyor belt, I spoke to and acknowledged a few of 
my co-workers, whereas STS b :1(6) was watching and quickly walked pass me. Ignonng as I spoke. As I was putting my shoes on and retrieving my purse & cell phone, STSO b :1(6) approached me by pushing my purse and cell phone out of 
my hand back into the bin, nastily and rudely saying "You need 10 go back out on the other side.'' I then asked, "Why? I was already screened and cleared.'' STSO kbl(6 !then began 10 raise her voice saying "You need to go back on the olher side to be 
screened." I then informed her that I was u na bl e to Ii ft my a rm to go through the body sea nne r and d idn ·1 understand what the prob I em was. She then said ·Th at' s no excuse, you need to go back out and be patted down: Frustrated. confused and 
embarrassed, I walked back though checkpoint and stood outside of the gate next to the X-Ray #1 TSOlili@[J looked at me confused and asked. "What happened?" and before I could respond STSO~approached TS0!1h··,1r;··, !and said. 

kbl(6) ~ou know better. she needs a pat down .. " I asked 'Why do I have to be patted down? I didn't refuse screening with the AIT, I CANNOT lift my arm to go through, and was cleared when I went through here [the metal detector]. That's not the 
proper procedure ... this is ridic1119, 15 " SJSO~then rolle~ her eyes and walked away. TSO ~then called for a female assist, where as I had to wait over 5 minutes because by STSO!(b 1(6 I disappe~~ing, there_ were n~ avail~ble females on 
the floor and had to wait for Tsq;b .1(6 I _____Jia"be "tapped from her AIT pos1t1on to come pat me down. While wa1t1ng LTScf b )(6 I !walked past and Jokingly asked, ··Are you up here causing trouble? I replied ;:t:,lll...,IJ:t s you re supervisor 
making me get a pat down after being cleared and telling her I couldn't lift my are to go through AIT.!(b·:,(6 !this isn't right.'' He acknowledged that he knew. and relieved TSO~o come and get me. I explained to TS~that I didn't 
understand why I was em ban-ass ed and h umi Ii ated and forced to be patted down because I cou Id not I ift my arm to go through A IT, and th at I co u Id n 't I ift my arm for her to properly pat me down, She acknow I edged my concern and p race ed ed to pat me 
down. 



711712013 
10:11:07 

PM 

TSA Contact Center: 

CRCL received the below and are forwarding to you to handle as deemed appropriate. 

Sincerely, 

U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
Office for Ci vi I Rights and Ci vi I Liberties 

---Original Message--
Fromtb)(61 
Sent: Sunday. June;,'3. 2013 5: 13 AM 
To: CRCL 
Subject Fly Rights - New Report from ._kb_·•"-1(6_.'-I ____ __. 

Are you 18 ar over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attom ey in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 

Caller slated he has a prothestic leg and everylime he goes lhrough the AIT machine the officers check his right leg and the prothestic is on his left leg and he lhought he should let someone know so I hat we can make sure the officers are trained 
7 I 1 8/2013 correctly. 
8:2045 

PM Adivsed ca Iler 
Apologized for lhe inconience and would forward I his on to see if we can find oul whal the issue is and why they are looking at the leg thal is nol prolhestic. 
Caller wanted to know why she has to go through a pat down if she opts out of the AIT. Caller wants to do the metal detector only. Caller has health concerns as a breast cancer survivor. Caller also wanted to know why TSA does not have TSA Pre 
at the El Paso airport. Ca 11 er also wanted to know if she could carry on yogurt in a 3 ounce co ntam er. 

7118/2013 
9,3541 I advised the caller: 

PM Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening. including a thorough patdown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of 
this right. 

Yogurt in a 3 ounce conlainer can be placed in your 3-1-1 bag. 
Callers daughter is 16 years old TX to FL and traveled back by herself. She was made to go through he body scanner and a full body patdown. Is this normal for screening? Caller had concerns for her daughter and the screening. 

Told caller 
All passengers are goning to be screened reguardless of the age. When a passenger goes through the AIT for screening and theres an alarm they will give a patdown to clear any alarm. 

711912013 There could be all kinds of things that may or may not cause an alarm. 
9:39:06 

AM Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do nol wish to be screened by lhis technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough patdown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of 
this right. 

Anytime they wanted to they can opt out of the AIT sere en i ng and ask for a patd own, 

The patdown should have been by a female officer, the caller said it was. 



Dear Madam/Sir 

I am a turbaned Sikh passenger who Is a frequent flyer - I also have clearance through the Pre Check GOES program 

This i nc1d e nt happened at around 16 :00 at Mc Carran I ntemat,ona I Airport 

Time: 16:00 

712012013 Dale: 19 Jul 2013 

5:12:08 
PM Flight: Southwest 176 

Checkpoint: C 

I went through lhe AIT screening machine and Office~said that "my headwear had alarmed and thal he would pal it down' he did not heed my reply that I was allowed a self-pat down 

He then went to officerkb)(61 I who came over and said I hat "Because my head wear had a I armed - I would have to remove it and gel it checked' 

I mentioned to them that I fly frequently and I hat my headwear always shows up as an anomaly and that it is a hand wand and wand and self pal down procedure to clear ii - he refused to lislen to me citing "SOP' 

Caller refused to provide his name or contact number. 

Was at the J NU airport and was subjected to a pat down after her opted out from the AIT machine. There was a TSO there at the checkpoint who was allowing women women to just go through the metal detector and onto their flight. When he asked 

712012013 her why he was subjected to the patdown she told him that she did not have to tell him and it was none of his business. He also indicated that people are not nice and unfriendly. He also stated that the TSO was biased towards women. 

5:24:37 
p M Advised ca Iler: 

That 11 is at the discretion of the TSO at the checkpoint. However 1/ he feels he was treated differently or the TSO was biased towards women .. 

7121/2013 
9:4416 

AM 

7121/2013 
11:06:55 

AM 

He then indicated that he wanted to speak with his lawyer before he provided anymore information and hung up the phone. 

Caller works at O Ha re I nte mati on al Airport. caller stated th at he usually does n~roug h TSA checkpoint. he instead uses separate entrance, however he had to go through security a/le r having an ace ide nt. Cal I er had several slap I es in his he ad 
and when he went through the metal detector on July 14th at Gate 6 TSO agent b )(6 topped him because of an alarm and patted him down and put his hands down his pants, all the way around and touched his genitals and butt. When he 
complained about it, the agent staled thal he should have gone through AIT mac 1ne. Caller put in complaint at airport bul has heard nothing back. 

Advised Caller: Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening Is conducted is important. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to 
resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are 
doing and whal will happen next in lhe process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

Feed back Type : Security Issue 
Categories: Other: Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time· 7l21/201310:11:08 AM Airport: DSM - Des Moines International Date/Time of Travel· 07/01/2013 Airline & Flight Number·?? SWA going to chicago Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
: the one on the right side about 1200 noon TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment · While going th ru the checkpoints I noticed 2 things: 1 ) A husband and wife had an infant, Both were a I lowed to pass thru without having to go thru the bodys can, I dont remember if they took off their footwear - I think not, 
2) A senior citizen did not have to take off one of their footwear. TSA people said forget it and just go thru. I really dont think there should be any exceptions. For the family wilh the infanl. I agree the baby shouldnt go lhru, bul both parents should 
have gone thru. If you dont think these are issues, ignore them. If notg please inform TSA workers that there are NO exceptions Would you like a response?. True Passenger's Name tb)(ff:, I Phone Number !rh·,1r:;··, !Email· 

fh··,1r:;·, I To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



712212013 
12:31:59 

PM 

7123/2013 
3:04:14 

PM 

-----o~oi_oal. Messaae----
From:[b ,(6I 
Sent Sunday. July 21. 2013 8:36 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subjecl: Fly Righls - New Reporl fromk~b~l~(6~i~-~~pton 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Nam ·=b~i.,(6_I _______ ~ 

Email Address'i-1",h"'-·-,1"'R"°·,'--------.---' 
Phone Numbe 1h··,1r;·, 

Address: ,.(b_."'I(_6'-, ____ _,as Angeles CA 90034 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? yes 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
The E asl em Iowa Airport 

Callers 84 year old mother fiew on 7 9 2013 from Lexington Bluegrass to PGD. She was allowed 10 leave on her shoes. She fiew from PGD loday at 2:25 pm and was not allowed to leave her shoes on. She told the TSO that she did not have to 
remove her shoes and he told her that she does at PGD. She flew on Allegiant Air and she did not have any liquid or carry-on items. She stated that all she had was a purse. She has a broken hip, a rod in her hip. and breast prosthesis. She always 
gets a pat down. Ca 11 er said that her mother has troub I e removing her shoes and she was excited that she no long er has to rem ave them. She was upset when she was made to remove her shoes. Cal I er wanted to know why she did not have to 
remove her shoes at Lexington Bluegrass and she did have to remove them at PGD. 

I gave the following information: The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is undertaking efforts to enhance security and focus its resources by moving away from a one-size-fits-all approach and applying new intelligence driven, risk-based 
screening procedures wh i I e enhancing techno I og y and imp roving the passenger expe nence at security checkpoints. As pa rt of this etfo rt. T SA has imp I em ented a program to revise screen, ng procedures lo r passengers who appear to be age 7 5 and 
older. 

Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alarm as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

TSA anticipates these changes will further reduce-I hough nol completely eliminate-the need for a physical patdown on travelers 75 and older I hat would otherwise have been conducted to resolve alarms. It's imporIant 10 remember, I hat any individual 
may be required to remove their shoes or undergo a patdown if anomalies are detected during security screening that cannot be resolved through other means. 

W hi I e the procedures a re 1 he same everywhere, 1 he i nte rp reta ti on of those procedures results in some slight variations from airport to airport and situation to situation, 
I advised her that I would forward her record 10 lhe CSM at Charlotte County Airporl for review. 



Caller wi 11 be fi yi ng on August 2. 2013 from New Ori eans to Salt Lake City. He wears a p I asti c brace with strips on it. He said that he is always p u 11 ed as1d e lo r secondary screening. He does offer to take off the brace. He said that his wife is his 
caregiver and he is being separated from her. He wanted to know how to get through the checkpoint as fast as possible , He said that he does have a RC N. 

I gave the following information: If a passenger has a cast. brace, or support appliance, the way screening will be conducted depends on his or her level of ability. The passenger should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of his or her 
ability, of the existence of a cast, brace, or support appliance, and of any need for assistance before screening begins. 

TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform TS Os about any disability. medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening, their use may 
improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their condItIons. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gov sites default files publications disability_not1f1cation_cards.pdf. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through 
meta I detectors on I y if they can wa I k through on their own. An el ig, bl e passenger can request to be screened by Al T 1f it is a va, I ab I e or can request to be screened using a thorough paid own: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by a 
walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

712412013 If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
10:44:25 

AM A paid own procedure also Is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

• The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. SomeIimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in lhe position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• A passenger should not be asked to remove or lift any article of clothing to reveal a sensitive body area. 

In addition to the patdown. TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. If explosive material is detected, the passenger will have to undergo additional screening. For more information about the technology used to test for traces of 
explosive material, please visit http: www.tsa.gov press releases 2010 0217 tsa-expands-use-explosive-1race-detection-technology-airports-nationwide. 

Regardless of whether a passenger is screened by a walk-through metal detector, AIT, or a thorough patdown, casts. braces, and support appliances are subject to add1t1onal screening. A TSO will need to see the device, which may require the lifting 
of clothing without exposing any sensitive areas. TSA also will use technology to test the device for traces of explosive material. II explosive material is detected, the passenger will have to undergo additional screening. 

Cast and Prosthesis Imaging technology is used in some airports. Where available, this technology will also be used to inspect a cast. A companion. assistant, or family member may accompany a passenger to assist him or her during any private or 

The caller staled thal she has a disability, pregnancy. She stated that in the ADA, it clearly stales lhat pregnancy is a disability. She flew from Orange County and wanted 10 go through the metal detector instead of the AIT. She did not want to be 
touched and receive a patdown. However. they would not let her be screened by the metal detector and perlormed a patdown. She already had papers that she printed off from the website regarding disability discrimination and she did not want me to 
send her the RFI. She asked for an email that states passengers cannot choose to go through the metal detector 

712512013 Advised caller: 

11 :27 :41 AIT safety has been verified. This testing takes into account special populations that are more sensitive to radiation, such as children. persons receiving radiation treatment for medical conditions, and pregnant and potentially pregnant women. as well 

AM 
as employees who work near the equipment. All screening systems fully comply with Federal safety requirements, and measured radiation levels for each are well below limits established by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
According to TSA policy, passengers cannot choose to be screened by the metal detector. If you opt out of the AIT. you must receive a patdown. You can always request a private screening and be accompanied by a traveling companion. 

Sent email. 

The caller stated that her daughter has a metal headband braided into her hair and that set the alarm off at Helena Regional Airport. She stated that her daughter asked the TSO s if they could just clear it with a wand and was told no that she must 
undergo a paid own. The caller wanted to know how we could screen a fem a I e property without using a wand. in the scenario that the ind1v1d ua I had items inserted into their rectum and vagina. The cal I er wanted to know why we don I use wands. The 
caller stated that she had called a TSA person at Helena Regional Airport yesterday to ask about the use of wands but had to leave a message. She stated that the man called her back today between the hours of 9: 15 AM and 9:45 AM and that he 

712512013 was rude and condesending. The caller wanted 10 make a complaint about Helena refusing 10 use a wand. 
11:38:40 

AM 
Advised Caller: I advised the caller that TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging 
Technology (AIT) screening. Advised that wands may be used al some locations but not all. Advised thal I could not release information in regard 10 why we do or do not use one screening melhod versus another. Advised the caller thal her coplaint 
would be lo rwa rded to the CSM. 



Caller Just went through TSA security at MCO and the screeners at the gate tried to force her through the AIT. Caller has a defibnllator and opted-out of AIT screening and requested a patdown, due to concerns 11 may affect her device. Caller was flying 
MCO-PHL aboard US Airways #754 and was at the B terminal, She does not recall the gate but advised me it was in the 50s. Caller began to cry and the TSO s eventually patted her down. Caller is very unhappy with the manner in which she was 
trealed and the officers atlempls to force her lhrough the AIT machine. This incident occurred at approximately 11 :30 AM this morning. 

712512013 Resolution: 
12:12:36 

PM 
Advised caller AIT screening is voluntary and passengers may opt-out and receive a patdown. Because your complain! concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your e-mail to the Customer Service Manager at that 
airport. Apologized to caller for any inconvenience. 

The caller is a victim of physical and sexual abuse. She stated I hat she has metal implants. She slated that for the lasl few years she has been driving almosl a hour and a half to the nearesl airport with the AIT, because Colorado Springs does not 
have the AIT. She stated that she would normally fly tram Colorado Springs, however she had a bad experiance there about two years ago. She stated that she was subjected to a patdown. for screening and she is not comfortable with that type of 
sexual assault. She stated that she refused to fiy and gave up her right so that she would not have to get a patdown. She stated that they made her stay in the checkpoint until the patdown was complete. She stated that she would prefer the AIT 

She slated that she was told thal Colorado S rin s was getting the AIT a few years ago, however the losl the funding for consIruction. She staled thal she was informed the other day that Colorado Springs was undergoing construclion for AIT 
placement. She stated that she spoke wit h·I1fr-, and Colorado Springs regarding the situation, and they told her that they were getting the AIT, however instead a different airport got their machines to replace the back scatter machines in place 
at that location. She stated that they did not get the scanner and this is obsurd. She stated that the other airport had too many complaints regarding pnvate areas showing during screening by the back scatter, and they had the replace the machines. 
She stated th at TSA is choosing those ind iv idua Is comp I a i ni ng over a di sa b I ed person. 

She stated that the WTMD is not safe for screening, because people can place bombs in there underwear and get through. just like the underwear bomber. 

I explained that I am not aware of this happening. nor do I know why Colorado Springs does not have the AIT. I explained that we have screening process in place, such as ETD testing of belongings, and passengers, patdown inspections randomly 
administered, and other process. I explained that I am not firmiliar with lhe underwear bomber. 

712 5120 13 I exp I a i ned th at the website has a Ii st of A IT I ocations and sch ed ul ed A IT I ocations. However, Colorado Springs Is not on th at Ii st. 

2'~7M20 Where are imaging technology machines located? 
A. Currently, there are more than 740 Advanced Imaging Technology machines located at almost 160 airports nationwide. 

Airports that have, or a re sched u I ed to receive, imaging technology: 

Cedar Rapids Eastern Iowa Airport (CID) 
Charleston International Airport (CHS) 
Charleston Yeager Airport (CRW) 
Charlotte Douglas lnternalional Airport (CLT) 
Chattanooga Metropolitan Airport (CHA) 
Chicago Midway Airport (MOW) 
Chicago O'Hare International Airport (ORD) 
CincinnalilNorthern Kentucky International Airport (CVG) 
Cleveland International Airport (CLE) 
Col urn b1a Metropolitan Airport ( CA E) 
Corpus Chris ti I nternationa I Airport (CR P) 



7125/2013 
3:25:55 

PM 

712612013 
7:58:36 

AM 

The ca 11 er took her in I aws to the airport on Tuesday. She had an issue with a T SA agent at Washington O ul les airport. Her mother and father-i n-I aw we re fi yi ng on U mted a i rt i nes at 8: 0 5 am on 7 23 1 3 de parting from gate 05. The m other-i n-I aw had 
just had a pacemaker two wee ks prior to flying. The ca Iler gave me an officer s name of!( b) ( ff) ! She stated th at her mother-in-law was not com fort ab I e going through the AIT machine and wanted a vo I unta ry pat down, She said that the agent 
argued with I hem rudely about a voluntary pat down. Also the TSO told her molher in law to take off her shoes even though she is over 75. Once everyone finally got lhrough the checkpoint lhe agenl once again argued very rudely about the caller s 
mother-in-law taking off her shoes. The TSO said that she never asked the mother-in-law to take her shoes off. The caller returned after helping her mother and father-in-law onto the plane. The caller asked to speak to a supervisor. The agent once 
again started arguing with the caller about speaking to a supervisor. The caller states that she waited 15 minutes for a supervisor. The caller is not satisfied with the response that she was given by the supervisor. She stated that she is not confident 
that the supervisor will follow up on the situation. 

Advised ca Iler: 

Apo I og i zed lo r her i nco nven i ence. 

Airport Washington Dulles 
Airline: United 
Flight Number: 642 
Departure Arrival lime: 8:05 am 
Date and time of incident 7 23 13 6: 1 O am 
Baggage tag numbers: 
Des c ri pt ion of baggage: 
Was there an NOi: 
Anything written on an NOi: 
Location (Terminal Gate): going to 05 
All contact info obtainable: 

Also I am going to send this information to a Customer Support Manager for review. 

Feedback Type · Request for Information 
Calegari es : Screening (AI T, Paid own) 
Current Date/Time· 7126/2013 12:10:59 AM Airport. Select One Date/Time of Travel. 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I have had an arm injury since Jan. 2013. In March and then again in July when flying out of Madison WI, my ann set off the body scanner. I have not had surgery and there is no metal or anything foreign in my ann. Why is the scanner 
going off? I have been told repeatedly it is impossible yel it has happened to me twice. I do have tendonosis in the biceps, extensor and flexor. Also I here is a splil I believe in the extensor. I also have nerve problems at the elbow and a possible tom 
muscle toward the wrist. The &quot;yellow boxes&quot; highlighted my right elbow. I am curious what is triggering it.... I start my flights from Portland Oregon and the scanner does not pick it up there. Thank you. 
Would you like a response? : True 

Passenger's Name k~b~l~(~6~i -----~ 
Phone Number : 
Emailfh··,1rr, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link htlp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB2/ApplicationManager 



712612013 
10:08:40 

AM 

-----Original Messa:e----
From: b)(61 
Sent L-,day, July; , 2D13 12:39 AM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subjecl: Fly Righls - New Reporl from Edward Kretchmer 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name ""(""b"",(i-6..,1...,. ___ _,_ __ __, 
Email Address:.l'c-',...,,-----,. ___ _, 
Phone Numbe (b)(61 
Address:"'(b"-·• ... 1(6"'-· ... 1 ____ _,Homstead Fl 33035 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Gen. Edward Lawrence Logan lnternalional Airport 

Caller fiew oul of JFK and she did not want to go through the AIT screening so she decided 10 opl out. As a result of opling out, there was some confrontalion and the caller ended up speaking with TSO supervio~b-•1(6) told the caller thal she 
7126/2013 should be arrested and told the caller she hoped she never came back through JFK again. Caller said the TSO was very rude to her as a result of her opting out of AIT screening for a patdawn. Caller was flying on United airlines flight number 5711. 
12:41 :49 This occurred today. 07-26-2013 at 9:00 am. The caller boarding through Gate 11 to fly from JFK to IAD. 

PM 
Told caller thal I will forward lhe complaint 10 lhe CSM at lhe JFK airport. 



The caller indicated that she was scheduled to travel from LAX on Friday. however her flight was canceled and she traveled on Saturday 7 29 13 on Allegiant Ar flight 1336 departing at 2: 1 0pm from A33. She went through screening at about 11 :45am. 

She has to be screened via a pat down due to a spinal cord stimulator that is implanted in her back. She opted out of AIT and requested a pat down. She was advised by a female TSO that she would have to wait for someone to do the patdown and 
that the callers three children (12. 9. 4) would have to proceed through the screening process while she waited for a patdown. Her four year old became upset and was crying hysterically. The caller could see her older children, however she could not 
see her youngest child. The caller indicated I hat when they wenl through security on Friday, TSO assisted her in collecting her and her children s belongings from the conveyor belt and ensured that her children were with her while she wailed for lhe 
pat down. Essentially, her children were not separated from her 

The female TSO was an African American lady with chin length straight black hair. The caller is 5 2 and indicated that the TSO was taller than she. The caller indicated that she weighs 117, and the female TSO was heavier than her. Approx 140. 

712912013 The ca 11 er indicated a I so th at the same TSO was rude to her during the identity verification process. The ca Iler u nde rwe nt gastric bypass and has Io st over 120 pounds. The fem ale TSO asked for add i ti o na I I D (credit cards with her name) and indicated 

9:04 ,37 that the caller should have her ID updated as the photo doesn t look like her. 

AM 

7129/2013 
3:30 34 

PM 

The caller I hen asked who shuts off the emergency exit alarms al the airport. The caller indicated I hat her four year old tripped and fell inlo an emergency exil door and the alarm sounded. An Allegiant agent advised that someone tried to go through 
that day and was arrested. The agent said this in the presence of her child and upset the child. 

I apologized and advised lhat I would refer lhe information to the CSM at LAX to make them aware and so the issue may be addressed. The caller indicated that she did not have an email address. 

I explained that her complaint in regard to the airline agent would need to be addressed by the airline. 

I explained that TSA conducts baggage and passenger screening at the airport, so I do not know specifically who would shut off such an alarm. I advised that she contact airport security as they may be able to address her question. 

July 28, 2013 
MCO to PHL via US Airways 
Screening Occurred: 9: 30-1 0: 2 0 AM 
Terminal: B Gate: 56 
Checkpoint Furthest to the left 

Ca Iler is wanti n to rel a an un I ea s ant experience he had in going through screening , Ca 11 er opted out of TS A Pre Ch eek in order to go through screening with his partner, A TSO close to the Al T machines received a ca 11 and during that ca 11, the TS 0 
looked al Ih·1Ifr, (b)(ffi was stopped for secondary screening while he was 1rying to retrieve bins for his ilems and both he and his par1ner had to go through patdowns, all whilst being asked mulliple queslions by BDOs. The caller alleges lhat 
the TSO performing the patdown was very invasive, even going so far as to touching his pubic hair during the screening: other passengers watching the patdown snickered, pointed. and laughed. Caller was flustered by this and spoke with the 
supervisor (Wiley) at the checkpoint. Caller believes that the only reason that his party might have seemed suspicious would be because they are men of color. 

Caller was informed that this incident is going to be forwarded to the CSM at the airport. Caller will also be sent an RFI for alleged civil rights discriminalion on lhe grounds of race. Caller was provided with lhe information needed for an RFI, which 
includes: 
Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discnmination; 
• Be i11 writing: 
• Include the name and address of the comp I a i nan t: 
• Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
• Describe the al I eg ed di sen minatory action in s uff1c1ent detai I to inform T SA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
• Be signed by the com pla i na nt or someone authorized to sign on be ha II of the comp Iain ant, 
In order to approprialely address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 



Santa Monica, CA 90401 

~~lrb)(ff, i 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mm i strat1on 
TS A Contact Center 
tel , 1-866-28 9-96 73 

713012013 Dear Sir or Ma'am, 

8:17:08 
AM 

713012013 
8:19:17 

AM 

I wish to notify your office. TSA of a very inappropriate, awful experience I recently had with your TSA agency at LAX airport Terminal 4, in Los Angeles. 

On Saturday morning, July 19, 2013, I came through the TSA passenger checkpoint in Terminal 4 at LAX in order 10 catch my flight aboard American Airlines. Not wanting to go lhrough the body scanner, which I have now learned is 1echnically 
referred to as the "AIT" ar "L3". I therefore requested a pat dawn. I told the male TSO officer standing near me. who I have naw learned is referred to as the Divesting Officer, that I was "opting aut" from the AIT body scanner, and that I therefore 
wanted a Pat Down. I then heard him call out. "Female Assistl Opt out"' No other TS Os came for me for a substantial amount of time, even though I observed several female TSOs standing around and doing nothing. 5 minutes later I expressed my 
concern to the Divesting Officer in that I was still waiting, and I was concerned that I could not see my property after it had been fed through the X-Ray machine. The Divesting Officer then asked a female TSO, who was walking near us, ii she could 
pat me down. The female TSO very sassily and coldly responded, Tm busy.', and continued 10 walk away from us. 

A few more mm utes passed by and a male TSO came out to say to me. 'We have no one ava i I able for you.". and then encouraged me to go through the A IT L3. Dis appointed and apprehensive, I then decided to go through the A IT L3. 

I am now aware thal this TSO's conniving words and (lack of) aclion toward me were totally inappropriate. I am aware of the sign thal you post at lhe checkpoint that clearly states that there are alternalives to going through the AIT body scanner. 
think that it is reasonable for a passenger, such as me, to expect that I should be accommodated for within a reasonable amount of time. 

Thus, rather than walking through the AIT L3. what I should have done, instead, which I now understand is my complete right. insisted that I receive a pat down and waited, 

I need to ask your a/lice, TSA, what kinds al measures has your agency put in place to prevent something like this happening again to me or another passenger? Should I have instead insisted that I be pat dawn ASAP? Perhaps, I should be the 

Ca Iler fi ew from Sea II I e 10 San ta Ana Ca Ii forni a. Ca 11 er stated her mol her has an os tomy and knee re pl a ceme nl surgery. Ca Iler slated before I hey went I hroug h the checkpoint her moth er gave the scree ne rs a notification ca rd. The screener 101 d the 
mother to go through the AIT machine but the passenger declined. Caller stated that TS~sked her mother to raise her shirt to have a patdown. The caller stated the female agent didnt offer her math er a private screening for the patdawn of 
her ostomy. Caller stated that her mother started crying because she had a patdown in public. Caller also claimed the screeners were rude and unprofessional at the airport that day. According to the caller, the screeners refused to listen at the 
checkpoint and the caller wanted to complain about the incident because she doesnt want other passengers to go through the same thing. 

Apa I og i zed ta the ca Iler and advised ca Iler I would send ta the CS M at the airport. Advised ca Iler if the CSM has further questions they may contact her through the em ai I address ar the phone number that was provided. 



713012013 
9.49:44 

PM 

The ca 11 er states th at her words have been d1sto rted horn bl y. She has done a I ot of research. She is fluent in more Iha n one I ang uage. She made a statement that she co u Id hear me typing. She read a study on the Al T machine. They just installed a 
new machine that returns a nude irnage. She says that she feels like she is being viewed nude by the AIT machine. On the 13th of June the TSO poked her in the right breast. At approximately 9:00 a.m. that morning she had a procedure on that 
breast. The TSO iore a slilch and dislodged the drainage lube. She once again slates lhat lhe pain behind this was blinding. She said lhat she was bleeding pretty badly for a good length of time. She made her flight 10 Seallle. The airline helped her 
stop her bleeding. Alaskan airlines is who the lady that helped her worked for. When she arrived in Seattle she spoke to Alaska airlines and they found her a hospital. Her hospital classified her as a victim of a violent crime. The doctors had to 
reinsert the surgical tube and re-stitch the wound. She now has a horrible scar were there should have been a very little one. !rh·11R··, !would do nothing for her about this situation and, jrh·11R··, !has hung up on her a few times. He stated 
that there will be no consequences to the TSO that did this to her. She is rnad about this response from {h··,1R·1 ! Her letters that she has written have been returned endlessly to her. We sent her an email that said TSA contact center has 
referred you 10 lhe office of chief council. She received an email stating I hat her previous email on seeking how to file a criminal complainl has been received. TSA can not give you legal advise is what she was told. She has been referred to the 
office of internal affairs, the department of Homeland security, the FBI, and the U.S. Oepartment of Justice. She read a report to the German parliament. She said that it stated the L3 screener was rejected in Germany. The caller stated that there are 
major stockholders with TSA and that s why the L3 scanner is let in. She also stated that the L3 gives a 50% false pos1t1ve on people it scans and 100% false positive on people with disabilities. She also states that this report is only readable in the 
German language but can be found on the internet. All the biogs and complaints she has read that TSA are making children taking off their braces. She has read about amputees have to take off their artificial limbs. She stated that is kind of like 
asking her to take off her underwear and show you her crotch. She staled thal breast milk does not have 10 go through X ray it can be accordingly screened. She read a blog posl were TSA made a lady miss her flight. They would nol let her through 
the checkpoint with her breast milk because it was over 3.4 oz. She states that she read another blog about someone who had already been cleared and they stopped one of them to pat them down for additional screening due to breast milk. The 
caller 1s flying again in September. She wants to know how to stop the ones who think it's their job is to torture and torment the disabled. She states that the callers who call to file complaints with us Just get laughed at. She went to court over this 
issue. The court told her that they did not have jurisdiction and that she needed to go to Washington to the federal court system. The CSM at SMFkb)(ff:1 !has stated that there is nothing he will do for her. The caller stated that he is playing a 
game of alphabet soup which is the way the federal government plays the victim. She states thal her erson was violated and 1ormented. The FBI called her and lold her the same things. She lost her temper and she said lhat kb)(ff:, lbest 
fashion accessory would be an unmentionable a second time. She stated if she sees an obituary fo (b)(ff•, that she would have a street party. She would not be the cause of that obituary, but she would celebrate it. The caller states that she 
fol lows the te achrngs of Ghand i, and she would never hurt anyone under any ci rcu m stances. She said that the FBI said they only i nve st,g ate peop I e who offend their pub Ii c officials. She stated that someone sent her more contacts: the ofli ce of ci vi I 
rights. internal affairs, and inspector general for the OHS. She asks what she can do to prevent any further torture from SMF. She stated they should not be touching her at all PERIOD' She should be able to walk through the L3 machine, which she 
still knows doesn t give a car1oon image of her, or lhe WTM D without further molestation. She slates I hat she is physically able to go through lhe AIT machine. She states that anything keeping her from traveling on an aircraft is a violation of the 
i nte rsta te commerce c I a use. She states obvious I y SM F is not on her side. She declares that Sacramento is not on her side. The cal I er states that the FBI or attorney gen era I a re not on her side. She also be Ii eves that the Fed era I Securities di rector is 
not going to be on her side. She do es not bel ,eve that OD PO is going to be on her side. She told the emergency roo rn to send al I her medical treatment against the TSA as we a re the di reel cause of a 11 of her i nJ u nes so we should pay for th em. She 
states that disabled people get a lot of abuse because they do not have a lot of money. She got a phone call from the FBI today that caused more abuse to her being a disabled person. She states that she has never had a problem at any other airport 
except SMF. She has to look at an ugly ragged scar on her body. BLOOD ... HAS ... BEEN .... SPILLED ... She staled. There is nothing she can do to minimize them spilling more blood she asked. She staled that she feels sorry for me because I have 
been educated by them. She stated that a good 4 year degree from Ole Miss. would help my education. Then she reiterated to say maybe I should go to Notre Dame were they would make fun of my accent. She then told me to NEVER thank her for 
calling the TSA and just to tell her to have a good evening. 

Advised ca Iler: 

Prov idrng her name wo u Id be to he Ip us i dent,fy this record. I informed her th at I did not have access to her records without her name. I advised her that it is my Job to record and document what she says and I want to be sure to be as accurate as I 
can be, I apologized to the ca 11 er for her experience at th at airport, I advised her that the procedures she was describing should not be hap pe ni ng , Advised that those peop I e who we re wrongfully screened could ca 11 the TSA and fi I e complaints a bout 
those situations. I staled thal our procedure would be to submit lhe complaints to the CSM at the appropriate airports. I informed her that ii is nol our inlention 10 maim or torture anyone in any way form or fashion. II is lhe TSA s intention to try 10 
make the skies a safer place to travel for all of the citizens. I offered to see if her case had been escalated already. I explained to her that we had already escalated her case to the appropriate body for investigation. I explained that we can escalate 

Disability Description: The caller has an insulin pump. 

Information Request: He wanted to know how to avoid issues on his upcoming flights. He also wanted to speak to someone at TSA directly because the website and the TSOs insist that the AIT 1s safe for insulin pumps. However, his phys1c1an and 
the manufacturer state otherwise, 

Response Details: Passengers can always request to opt out of the AIT and request a patdown. TSOs are trained how to be polite and courteous to everyone. Complaints are looked at and handled appropriately. I will forward the complaint to the 
appropnate offices. In the future, you may contact us at least 72 hours before your flight so that we can request assistance for you through a passenger support spec1al1st. 

Sending email with RFI. 

713112013 Sending to ODPO as a complaint. 

12, 19,51 Sending to Pass Ombuds since the CSM 1s not returning his call. 

PM 
He requested that so m ea ne from he adqua rte rs contact him back. 

Incident Detai Is: He stated that every time he flies through LAX, he is treated bad by the agents because he wants to opt-out of the AIT. He stated that his insulin pump manufacturer and his physician informed him that because he i nsu Ii n pump 1s so 
sensitive, he should not go through any type of screening done by a machine and he should request a patdown. He has no problem receiving a patdown, but he stated that when he requests one at LAX, they treat him horribly. The TSO always gets on 
the microphone and shouts Opt oul! We have a male opt oul! while he stands lhere for five minu1es with his items sitting on the conveyor system. He staled thal he has tried to callkb)(ff:, I the CSM at LAX, lhree times, beginning July 171h, 
and left her messages, but she has never returned his phone call. He was extremely upset about this and stated that no one cares about his experience. He stated that this may be more of a customer service issue, but he did want to file a disability
re I ated wntte n comp I amt so that someone wo u Id be able to address his issue. He asked mu Iii pie times that someone contact h, m back after we lo rwa rd his complaint. 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: The cal I er indicated that she has doub I e hip rep I ace m ents. 

Information Request: She would Ii ke to know the proper procedure at various airports. 

She indicated that she had to undergo a patdown at LGA two years ago and was separated from her belongings and could not seem them which concerns her. She doesn t wish 10 file a complain! in regard to this, although I advised lhat I could refer the 
information to the CSM if she could provide itinerary information. She doesn t have the information. 

She asked if the PSS can assist with her belongings and be present during the pat down. 

She asked how to know if AIT is used at an airport. She will be traveling out of BOS and PHL. 

She asked if a CPAP machine is permitted through the checkpoint. She indicated that the CPAP cannot be touched due to contamination. She indicated that there was a water container in regard to the machine and asked if that and the tube has to be 

713112013 removed from the case. 

1:38:18 
PM 

8/112013 
8:2644 

AM 

She asked if TSO change their g I oves between s c reem ngs. 

She asked if there is a 3oz total in regard to liquids and if all liquids (toilelry and medically necessary ie rx gels) must be in lhe same quart bag or if lhey can be in separate bags. 

She asked in 1/ item in tu bles such as make up and toothpaste must ad he re to the 311 Rule. 

She asked if hairspray is permitted in checked and carry on baggage as well as carry on. 

She asked if tablets, Kindles, and I pads can remain in carry on. 

She mentioned using the notification card to discreelly advise the TSO of lhe meIaI implant. 

The ca 11 er requested the verbiage in reg a rd to Ii ne of sIg ht be ema i I ed. 

Response Details: I advised I hat TSA policies and procedures are the same at all airports in lhe US. 

Feedback Type · Compliment 
Categories: Miscellaneous/Other; Advanced Imaging Technology Current DatelTlme: 7/3112013 10:32:30 PM Airport: MOT - Minot International Date/Time o!Travel 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: I would like to extend my appreciation to the Minot ND International Airport TSA Team. They are very thorough. but also. very good with the travelers. I am questioning the removal of the full body scanner at the Minot International Airport. 
Take it from someone with. the entire flying Community, as well as TSA. It takes more time/manpower for them to have to pat me down, rather than have the full body scanner going through TSA. Please help us help you. I believe a big mistake was 
made here. We have a major oil boom, as well as contractors travelling across the country daily. The airport is not big enough to handle this unexpected challenge. The full body scanners are needed in Minot, ND. TSA and the travelers need your 
ass i sta nee here. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name ~f h_-._,1r;_·_I ---~ 

Phone Number · 
Email !lh,IRI 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

8/112013 When I flew from Newark to Ft. Lauderdale I was subjected to an A.IT and a pat down. Why?r ?1 ?•?• 

121228 
PM 



8/112013 
121230 

PM 

8/112013 
1:52:58 

PM 

I am writing to express my frustration when I go though TSA screening. I am an airline employee,and work in Minneapolis but travel to Detroit and Fort Lauderdale often. I always seem to have a problem when I go though TSA screening. I have 
several health concerns.I have had 3 back fusions. arthritis , I have an implanted pacermaker/defibulator. and have breast cancer. When I go out of Minneapolis I go though the employee check point, there always seems to be several TSA agents 
there. I can nol go though the metal detector as it would stop my implanled device.which in turn would slop my hear1. I have been lold by different agenls in Minneapolis thal I should walk down 10 lhe to the olher end of the 1erminal 10 go though lhe 
Advanced Imaging Technology. I go though the employee line because it is shorter so I don·t have so far to walk. I can not go though the metal detector so I request a pat down. Although there are always several agents there standing around I always 
have to wait, I am always told I s hou Id go the the Imaging technology. I always request a pat down and al ways have to wait. This past week when I traveled it was the Ii rst 11 me an agent /el t my rig ht breast which I have had removed and question what 
was "'hard" in there, I told her it was my expander from my mascetomy. Which after all this time(I had my surgery last November.and fly at least twice a month) has been the first time it has been an issue. i was taken to a private area and should her 
what ii was. I am curious why no agent before her ever questioned ii. I get a pat down often. 
In Detroit I go though the imaging, which I don't like to do( I get a enough radiation which all my medical issues) and was asked what my defibulator was, I was told to remove it, I told the agent(again many agents standing around) that it was implanted 
and I co u Id not re move 11. she said rem ave your device mam. I again told the agent I could not I was , m planted. the agent got very irritated with me and said if you don't remove you device I wi 11 getting a su pe rvi sor. My response the was if you can get 
a surgeon here to take it out of my body. then I will remove it. This finally sank into her head and she said oh okay.and I was cleared. In Fort Lauderdale I was told I had to go though the Imaging and could not be patted down( this past weekend). I was 
running late and did not want to argue with anyone as I was pretty worn out from work and my medical issues. I take air reservations all day and always asked aboul TSA security. I refer them 10 lhe web site, but can appreciale lhe frustration. I realize 
this is the way it has become since 911 and accept that,however agents need to be more sensitive and accomidating when it comes to the disabled. I could stay on disabilitiy and may have to some day. for now though I work and think as a citizen 
deserve more respect and empathy. fh·,1R··, I 

Caller wants to complain about discourteous treatment from a TSA agent. Caller and his wife flew on Saturday. Caller and his wife usually opt out of AIT and request a pat-down. He requested once at the line. that he be able to walk through the 
WTMD. The officer raised his voice at the caller, and was very, very negative telling the caller go to an area that left the caller unable to see his carry-on luggage. 

Caller waited in this area with his wife for around 5-10 minutes for the pat-down. Lead Officerkb1(6!was the name of the TSA employee. As the caller and his wife finished with their pat-down, he walked by the officer to see his badge with the officer 
saying: "Oh my he is going to complain" and the caller felt he was trying to embarrass him. 

Advised, 

Airport: BWI 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number: 3952 
Date and Time of Incident: 7:45 AM on July 27. 2013 
Location: Checkpoint C 
Contact info.,!("-b'-')(-'6~1 ____ ....,! k .. b_)~(_6_, __ ....,ls his work number .. kb_·•~1(6_-_I -~I is his evening home phone number 

Advised ca Iler that I am sending this comp I a int information to the CSM at B WI 



81112013 
4:04:26 

PM 

81212013 
3:24:46 

PM 

~~~-~fg\~%1)Messaae-----
Sent: Thursday, August O 1. 2013 3:23 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subjecl: Fly Righls - New Reporl from !"'(b"-.. "-,(6,,,.· ... I __ __, 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Nam =b-'-1(.,6"-I..,...,.,... __ .._ ___ __, 
Email Address.,1i-'h-"·I1-'-R'i-·I,-----,-----' 
Phone Number: h·,1r;·, 

Address:._kb-'1_,_(6--'I ___ __. 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Gallatin Field Airport 

Disability Description: Caller has a hip replacement and is rel ired from Pan American and he worked for Delta. He is a veteran as well. 

Incident Details: He stated that at Reagan the TSO offered him to go through the AIT and he told him that he has metal implants and even told him he may keep on his shoes. He Is 80. The experience was nice and smooth. 

On his return from LaGuardia, he got in line and he told the guy he has hip replacemenl and the TSO told him to take his shoes off. He told the guy he is 80 but he still made him take off his shoes. He ended up going to the end of the line. He alarmed 
the WTMD. When the TSO was finished screening him the caller asked if he was done and put on his shoes to leave. He saw two TSA agents talking and pointing ta him. He said he took 1 O steps to leave and the second guy. who was a supervisor. 
came running toward him and made him come back and take off his shoes off for a second time. They tested them for explosives. He thinks this was retaliation. He called the Amencans with Disability Act and filed a complaint. He is getting the 
runaraound and was told that he needed to call TSA He is an active Democrat and he is not going to let this go. He said that this is age discrimination and other things. He is very upset and said that he is going as far as to speak with his Senator. He 
said thal the American people have no voice. 

Response Details: I apologized to the caller that he is unhappy with the service that he received, I asked him if you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or 
medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition, Federal regulations require that your complainl be pul in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. 

Do you want information about Ii Ii ng a wntte n comp I amt reg ardrng di sab i Ii ty di sen mi nation or a re you ca 11 mg with a d iffe rent concern such as poor customer service 7 

He stated at this point I hat he had already filed the complaint and he said I hat I could forward his information to a CSM on his behalf but he did not have any of his flight information other lhan the airport. He stressed thal he was not interested in 
providing any information ar receiving any inform ati an on how ta fi I e a complaint in writing regarding this incident. 

I referred this to a CSM and ODPO as a FYI. 



81312013 
321:37 

PM 

Disability Description: Rotrator cup and artificial hip 

Response Details: Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed 10 leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging 
technology (AIT) to clear an alarm. as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes ta the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

ltii:iill:D stated that he did not feel that he was treated differently because of his disability, just that the screening officer was very rude to him. 

Incident Detailsfh·11r;-·, !is a 90 year aid War World 2 veteran, that traveled on July 7, 2013 at 6:40 am on Delta airlines. He flew from Orlando. FL to Salt Lake City ta Reno. He traveled from Orlando International Airpo~(b::,(6) ~as going 
through the screening machine and was told to put his arms up above his head, which he told the TSO that he was unable to do since he has a rotrator cup inJury and an artificial hip. He had previously been told by someone that since he was over the 
age of 75 he did not have to be screened. The TSO was rude to 1h··,1fiI He was then placed in another line and gave a patdown from the TSO. The patdown was uncomfortable for the passenger in the way the TSO went from the top of his head to 
his toes.The TSO put explosives trace deIecIion swab b b·:,(61 feet (b":1(6) id not know what that was placed by his foot. The screening process wasn t explained to Kiill:§0 The situation was very embarrassing to him. 

His wif~(b)(61 f had the same process the TSO didn t seem to be hurried. 

Dear Sir ar Madam. 

I would appreciate some clarity on carry-on liquids. as I have experienced different interpretation of policy by TSA agents. 

My 7 year old son has severe food allergies, so we must carry on liquid medications and also a few juice boxes (single-serve, branded) over 3.4 oz. Have a doctor's letter on medical necessity. 

Flying out of Phi I ad el phi a , we declared the medications and juice boxes. My wile and I went through AIT. T SA a gent opened one of the medicine bottles lo r testing. No problem . Smooth process and kid-friend I y TSA agents. 

Flying back home a week later from Orlando, FL: Same liquids and doctor's letter. We were told that since the TSA couldn't open the juice boxes, one of us (me or my wife) would have ta be patted down. I asked the agents (2 different agents) why I 
couldn't Just go through AIT like I had at PHL -- no answer given at all -- just that I had to be patted down. OK, no big deal, I went through pat-down. But what's the official policy here? And why couldn't I get an answer to my question? Not consistent. 
And, what is the logic to having one of us being patted down and the other 3 going through simple metal detector? No testing was performed on any of the liquid medications in bottles that could have been opened. 

My other comment here is an overall attitude of the entire TSA team at Orlando. Every time I've flown out of Orlando with my family (3 times now), the TSA experience has been poor. Worst of any airport in the US -- and we've traveled a fair bit. 
would think Ori a ndo T SA would be among the best with ch, ldren, given the Disney location. 

81412013 Example: agent at x-ray machine feed-in kept lelling me I had to push my bags onto the feed-in belt to the ,-ray machine, then asked me why I kept pushing when the belt was stopped. Simple answer: I couldn't see if the belt was moving from where I 
9:13:07 

was standing because I had a long line of luggage an tables. kid car seats, etc, with my kids in front of me in the line. I'm a frequent business traveler with an IQ north of 150. I know how the x-ray machine feed belt works. All the agent had to da was 
AM 

communicate clearly or s, m ply he Ip me push the I ugg age into the machine when the belt was m ovrng instead of standing th ere making u nhe I pfu I comments. 

Example: Agent at Orlando securily line intake, upon being presented with multiple boarding passes al once (with my two kids standing next to me) tells me each passenger has to present lheir own boarding pass. I told him I'm not going 10 have my 
children hold their own boarding passes, due to their ages and likelihood of passes being dropped -- we·re all standing right there together. Attitude.. Again. no problems in Philadelphia, and no attitude from the agents. 

I"m all for keeping everyone safe in the air. Seems to me PHL agents did their job just as well or better than Orlando agents, with a much better experience for my family. 

Other observation far lack of consistency: Some airparls' TSA demand that boarding passes be kept in hand when going through metal detector/A IT (Newark NJ). while at hers do nat, and in fact insist that nothing can be in my hand at all when going 
through AIT. Whal"s the policy? When I put my boarding pass in a bin for x-ray, with other materials, and the TSA agent at the metal detector wants to see it it's already in the x-ray and the agent's not happy .. 

Sincerely, 

l(b)(61 

The caller was coming through Phoenix Sky Harbor Gate B, He stated that they had the line open for the AIT machine but the WTM D line was closed down. He stated that the line was very long and that he was separated from his personal affects 

81412013 because of the long wait time. He jusl wanled to call and inform us of I his issue. 

11 :52:21 Advised caller: 
AM 

Apo I og i zed lo r his experience. Advised I hat a 11 of our re cords a re re corded and his comp I a i nl would be documented . 



8/512013 
9:43 59 

AM 

Disability Description: The caller and her son flew from MSP to MOW on 8-1-13 and went through screening around 5:30pm through the middle checkpoint. 

The callers son has Hydrocephalus. He has 2 shunts. One in hisE§ZJand the other in his spine. The caller requesled a patdown because one of his shunts is magnetic. 

Response Details: Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging 
Techno I og y I AIT) wi 11 affect such devices. passengers with concerns should contact their physicians, These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather th an using screening techno I og y. 

I emailed the caller the information. 

Incident Details: The TSO asked her son why he could not go through the AIT machines. The son told the TSO he could not go through the machines as well as the the mother told the the TSO that her son could not go through the machines. The 
officer got rude with her and was suggesting to her son I hat he should go through the machines. The caller states the officer was very rude with her telling her I hat he did not have time 10 educate her about the machines and took her son to be 
screened and at that time she could not see her son. The caller states the officer wanted to pat her san down and the son told him that he wanted to wait on his mother. The mother states the officer was very firm when he did the patdown on her son. 
The caller states the officers put her in a position of trying to explain to him what her sons disability was and she does not think she should have to educate the officer about her sons disability. The caller states a supervisor came and helped her and 
was very friendly but states the TSO was very rude. The caller states the officer did accommodate her sons disability needs. The officer in question was officer Tate and he was at MSP. The callers son was 14 years old. 

The caller states the officer was very rude and condescending and her nor her son were treated with respect, dignity. and courtesy. The caller states the officer yelled at her. The caller states that she should not have to give her sons medical history to 
the officer to be able to get a patdown. 

He just tried boarding a plane but was refused because he wouldn t have a patdown. He wants to know his other options, he will not got through the x-ray machine and he doesn t want the patdown. He is going to his Dad s funeral and has been denied 
boarding. He wanted to take his clothes off at lhe checkpoint bul the officers would not allow him to. 

8/512013 I advised him that the officers will not allow him to take his clothes off. He will have to have a patdown 1f he opts out of the AIT Every passenger must be screened and if he will not allow them to screen him. he will not be allowed into the sterile area. 
10:12:00 

AM He asked if he could go inlo lhe airporl naked or wear a thong through screening so thal he would not have 10 have a patdown. I lold him that it didn'I matler whal he wore, he will still be subject to a paldown if he opted oul of the AIT. 

8/512013 
11 3402 

AM 

He then asked for a supervisor. 

Ca Iler wan ts 10 wear a speed o and boa rd the plane without screening . 
Explained that TSA is required by law to screen all passengers and their bags.If you are chosen for AIT and yau want to opt aut you can have a thorough pat down but if yau refuse bath yau will not be al lawed to enter the security check paint.Caller was 
referredb~ 

"-kb_,-'-(6_1 ___ __,!Notes: 
I to Id him we we re not escalating this to Passenger Ombudsman, He co u Id either go through the Al T, have a p atdown or not fly, That was his choices. 
Ca Iler slated th at she reci eved a p atdown and the fem a I e security touched her. She did nol Ii k e I he p atdown and fee Is that the patdown is again st her privacy. She first went th rough the screening devices and then was subjected to add i Ii on al sere en i ng. 

She 1s wanting to file a complaint about the way the policy says a screening has to be done or she cant fiy to SFO. 

CCR informed her: 
Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of 

8/512013 the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. If subject 
3:34:57 to additional screening, then a patdown procedure will have to be given. Patdown are conducted by same-gender officers. However. passengers who are not willing to go through the screening process will not be permitted to fly. 

PM 
Since she does not like the policy al a patdown and she feels that it goes against her privacy, she can write her concerns into HO. 

CCR provided her with the lo 11 owing address: 
601 South 12th Street 
Ari i ngta n. VA 20 598 



The caller stated that she has been flying a lot over the last few years and has never had a complaint about TSA, until now. On 8-5-2013, she took Jetblue flight 1059 from BOS to PHL at 3:15PM. When going through screening, she was in line for the 
WT MD, She was sere ened by the W TM D mu It i pie times and it kept a I arming , even afle r she had removed a 11 of her jewelry and anything else that could have been meta I . She was patted down and c I ea red through the screening checkpoint, She later 
realized I hat she was wearing a new bikini top I hat had a me1a1 decorative piece on the top of it. She was upset that she got lhrough screening and this was nol caught. She asked why the AIT was not used to pin point this metal piece and she 
wandered if it wou Id have pin pointed the meta I piece. 

I to Id her that the p atdown is used to clear a person through sere en i ng if they a I arm the WTM D and cannot be cl ea red by the W TM D, The patdown procedure is used to verily that the person does not have any prohibited items on their person, If she 
8/612013 was already in line for and used the WTMD, the TSOs would nol send her through lhe AIT. The procedure is to clear an alarm of the WTMD by using a lhorough patdown. I cannot specifically state that the AIT would have caught this as an anomalies 
12:26:34 or not. 

PM 
She was not happy with this answer and stated that she could have got through screening with wires attached to her body and that she needs to speak with someone else, I placed her on ho Id to talk with a CS S here at the T CC , I spoke to CS S Wayne 
and he felt that this was not a security issue. 

I to Id her that our CS S did not fee I that this was a security issue. as the TS Os fol lowed standard protoco I. 

She requested to speak with someone else. I turned the call over to~b-:1(6) I 
Caller has a comp I a int. Cal I er and spouse flew from Denver June 1 and ca 11 er said she packed everything correctly. Ca 11 e rs husband was with her purse wh1 I e cal I er was being screened. Ca 11 er said th ere were 4 agents and they to Id her she wo u Id 
have to be xrayed. Caller said she had to stand with her arms above her head. Caller had on capri pants and a thin silky material jacket thing over her tank top, Caller said she went through the AIT and the TSO sent her over for a patdown. Caller 
was told they did nol know why she was lold to do the patdown because the TSO they senl her to, did nol see anything on the screen. Caller would prefer a patdown anyway. Caller said one TSO asked her 10 remove her top (her jacket). Caller said 
this TSO took her top away and when the TSO brought her top back, her top was filthy dirty. Caller asked the TSO what he did to her top. Caller said the TSO said he put it through on the belt. Caller complained and the TSO just shrugged his 
shoulders. Caller said she could not believe the TSO put her top in a bin where eo les dirty shoes had been. Caller said she complained because she needed to wear this to get to her destination, but now it was too dirty to wear. Caller was flying 
from Denver to Utah to Fargo. Caller said she went to speak to the supervisor (b)(ff:1 at the south location at 16:00. Caller said she told him she felt like she was going to cry and Rob Wood told her to go ahead and cry. Caller said the TSO that 
took her jacket told her I hat she should have been more worried about what was on lhe floor instead of in lhe bins. Caller said she filed a complaint while she was at the airport, but they did not write down anylhing and told her to call lhe TCC. Caller 
said the people she complained to were very rude as well. Caller does not have email. 

Airport 
Airline 

Denver 
Delta 

8161201 3 FI ig ht numbers D L346g 
3:48:54 Date and time of incident 06 152013 4 pm 

PM Baggage tag number N A 
Description of bag, color, style, size, brand NA 
NOi with Writing Na 
Terminal or Gate ,.S ... o ... 1 .. 1t..,b.._ _ _, 
Contact informatio~(b)(ff:, I- home phone, caller does not have email 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 
PI ease be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the S uperviso ty T ransporta ti on Security Olli cer at the checkpoint to address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 
Because your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the appropriate Cus1omer Service Manager. 

Caller works at a hospital. One of her patients has a new defibrillator. Whal information about screening does the patient need? 

Advised caller: 

81612013 If a passenger has an internal medical device, such a stomach or cardiac pacemaker or a defibrillator, it is important for him or her to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening before the screening process begins. 

5:43:59 
PM 

Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices. passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 



81712013 
3A1:48 

PM 

81812013 
9:56:37 

AM 

81812013 
12:07:57 

PM 

Caller stated th at she has a Breast Prosthesis and the last ti me she flew she stated that she was given a hard time when she went through the s c reem ng Check point. She stated that she had no id ea that she was suppose to te 11 the office rs at the 
check about her prosthesis and was given a hard time and had her hands swabbed for explosive traces. She stated that they are getting ready to fly again on 08 30 2013 and needs to know if there is any way she can avoid all of the hassle s again at 
the check point. 

Gave the cal I er the following info: 
A breast cancer survivor who wears breast prostheses. has mastectomy scars, wears head coverings or a compression sleeve may want to inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of her needs before screening begins. TSA has created 
notification cards I hat Ir ave I e rs may use to in form TS Os about any dis ab i I ity, medical condition, or medical device that co u Id affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from s ecuri I y sere en i ng, I heir use may imp rove 
communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their conditions. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gov sites default files publications disability_notification_cards.pdf Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology 
(AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An 
eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

Caller has 2 complainls againsl 2 TSA officers regarding screening, the first incident was in SFO, he flew on 8-6 and didn I understand going through the AIT why lhe officer continued to with an open hand rub him across his backside 4-5 limes. The 
TSO kept asking what was back there and it was the band of his underwear, he found it offensive as if he was groping him. Departed 8: 15 PM to LAX. Flight# not available. Gate # 44? 

Second complaint was as an employee of Delta when leaving Palm Springs yesterday the document checker told him a SIDA badges isn tan acceptable form of ID and asked for another form of ID. Caller said he has used before without any problem. 
Staled the TSO didn t even know whal the SIDA badge was. 

Response: 
Provided to cal I ere 
SFO is one of lhese airports which, allhough regulated by TSA, is not staffed by a Federal workforce. To address your concerns, you should con1ac1 the SFO contractor, Covenant Aviation Securily, directly at: 
Covenant Aviation Security 
Attention: Claims Department 
1350 Old Bayshore Highway. Suite 540 
Burlingame, CA 94010 
Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at SFO, we have forwarded a copy of this e-mail to the Customer Service Manager at that location. 

Explained to caller the TSO always has the option to request a second form of ID regardless of what is presented initially. 

TSA Contact Center: 

CRCL received the below and are forwarding to you to handle as deemed appropriate. 

Sincerely, 

U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
Office for Ci vi I Rights and Ci vi I Liberties 

---0 rig i na I Me ssa•e--
F rom :kb i ( 61 
Sent: Sunday. August 04. 2013 3:08 PM 
To: CRCL 

Subject Fly Rights - New Report fromk._b-'1 ... (6_·•"'"' __ _, 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name:fh,1R1 I 
Email Add res . .,.h"'··,"'1"-'.-'' -----,---' 
Phone Number 1h··,1r;·1 
Address: (b 1(6) pompton lakes, nJ 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? yes 



Caller said that his 13 year old daughter traveled alone on Sunday and she went through the full body scan.Caller said that after the body scan that she was pulled aside for a patdown. Caller that you did on or the other. He wanted to know what she 
was patted down. He said that same thing happened to his nephew and this is questionable. 

Resolution: 

TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, 
8/812013 a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 
1:0748 

PM Caller wanted to know 1/ they keep any type of record of that. 

Told caller I hat I would not think that there would be a record. However he can conIacI the CSM al thal location and they may be able to assist him. 

Call this number back choose option 5 code 745. 

Disability Description: Callers son has a g tube and has liquid nutnt,on. 

In formation Req u esl: Is she permitted to take her sons formula for his g tu be in carry on. 

Response Details: I apologized that she did not have a positive experience at the screening checkpoint and provided her with the contact information for the CSM so she will be able to contact them about the experience she had at screening 
checkpoint at PHL. 
Kimberly Masso 
Phone: 610-537tb,(6d 
She stated th at s e wou Id prefer that I lo rwa rd her complaint to the CSM and she wi 11 wait on the rep I y. 

8/812013 
2:SS:25 I also advised her that anytime she is at the screening checkpoint and has any issues she can ask to speak with a PSS and they will be able to further assist her. 

PM 
If she needs assistance with her son getting through the screening process she can contact TSA Cares 72 hours prior to her flight and we will be able to forward her request for assistance to our Disability specialist at HQ. 
She is permilled to take medically necessary liquids in carry on and will need 10 keep I hem separated from the olher carry on items and declare them 10 lhe TSO for screening at lhe beginning of the checkpoinl. 
Email not sent. 

Incident Details: Caller flew from PHL last night 8 7 13 at 8:00 pm. On the way to Philadelphia she got patted down for having formula that she did not want opened and she was fine with that. On the way home the TSA agents in PHL made her stand 
outside lhe scanner 10-15 minutes while they decided whal to do with her. Her son was in a stroller and she told them lhat she could take her child oul of the stroller for screening but he is not able to walk. The officers lhen took her around lhe 
scanners and told her that she would have to have a patdown. She stated that she did not get the option to go through the AIT screener and told her that she would have to have a patdown. She told the officers that she did not want a patdown and 
they told her that since she refused to go through the AIT screener she would have to go through a patdown. She advised the officers that she did not get the option to go through the AIT screener and they threatened to call the police on her. She Is 
very upset due to this incident. 



81812013 
3:14:38 

PM 

Disability Description: The caller did not specify a disability but indicated that because of a disability, he normally doesn t remove his shoes at the checkpoint. 

Response Details: I explained I hat lhe information on our websile is current and up to date. 

I advised that his written complaint should be sent to 
TSA s Disability Branch, Disability and Multicultural Division. 

I advised that I would email information on how to file a complaint in writing that would include the address to submit his complaint. 

I advised that I did not have specific information on what his rights are under the American With Disabilities Act are, and advised that I would refer this inquiry to the Disability Branch as well. 

He may be contacted by phone. 

The caller indicated that he would prefer to be contacted via email rather than by phone. 

Incident Details: The caller indicated that he visited our webpage prior to traveling regarding medical conditions and disabilities. particularly in regard to passengers who cannot remove his shoes. 

He indicated that the information indicates that passengers who cant remove shoes should inform TSO before screening begins of this and can still be screened via the AIT,WTMD, or a thorough pat down. 

He indicated that generally when he travels he advises that he cannot remove his shoes and passes through screening without being required to remove them. The shoes are often swabbed. 

He traveled from BOS and SAN and at both checkpoints he was required to remove his shoes. TSO directed him to go through the AIT screening with his shoes on. He was then permitted to sit while he removed his shoes. His shoes were placed in a 
bin and went through xray s c reem ng. 

TS Os at bol h airports advised that if he did not go through this procedure he would not be perm i lied to e nl er the ch eek point and be screened. 

The ca 11 er asked what is different this year in reg a rd to the screening procedure. He indicated th at he makes this trip every year and has done so for the pa st ten years. 

He asked when I here was a change in policy and what rights he has under lhe American with Disabilities Act. 



Hello. 

I sent the following inquiry last nighl (just below) seeking information on TSA policy. I received a response (the following document below), which I much appreciate, but which did nol answer the main question I asked. Thal questions is: first, whal is 
the policy regarding what TSA agents can say/do when a traveler "opts out" (i.e .. can they query that traveler about why they are opting out. forcing them to defend that traveler's request -- the agent I talked to in Boston this past July 18 [JetBlue 
security, c. 8:00 AM] was adamant that the TSA should not ask the traveler why he/she was opting out, and should m no way make that traveler feel defensive about the request): and, second. is that policy in writing? As I said, my wife had a bad 
experience last night in Boston -- including. by the way, with the supervisor to whom she complained! -- and I would like to know my rights the next time I travel. 

Thank you. 

!(b,(61 

81812013 
4:03:41 

PM 

8/812013 

My original email. sent last night, August 7 .. 

Hello. 

I always "opt out·· of going through the metal detectors at airport screening, and generally have had no problems with the pat-down, etc. However, on occasion, I have been queried by the TSA agent about why I am opting out. and sometimes that 
agent has cha 11 e nged me about my concerns reg a rd i ng the heal th hazards of the ma chm es. 0 n a recent In p out of Boston, an agent told me that T SA personnel a re not supposed to query passengers in that way. and certainly not make them le el m 
any way defensive about opting out. Indeed. he instructed me to see a TSA supervisor if any agent did act in that manner in the future. This evening, my wife flew out of Boston, was queried by an agent when she requested to opt on. and when she 
reported her concerns to a supervisor, he rudely lold her the agents could ask whatever lhey wish. 

For my own records, for future travel, can you tell me just what the TSA policy is on opting out, and, 1f it is in writing. where I could find it? 

Thank you very much for your help. 

Your response, received today, August 8: 

Thank you for your e-mail regarding the rude behavior you experienced from a Transportation Security Officer (TSO). 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and lhe way lhe screening is conducled is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are 1reated with dignity, respect, and cour1esy. 

Caller has tried to get answer aboul screening. Every time he and his wife opt out of the AIT they get hounded on why they are opting oul. He wants 10 know if this is procedure to ask. 

9:24:07 Advised caller: 
PM 

8/10/2013 
12:43:16 

PM 

We have no information regarding lhat. Try maybe calling the HR help desk at 1-877-872-7990. 
Caller recently had a flight from Logan airport in Boston. After he had cleared the AIT and was coming out the officer began to rant and yell at him stating he was about to run over her . After picking up his luggage she began to rant at him again saying 
If you have any problems with the way this 1s done you need to speak with a supervisor l( b ":,( 6) lh en requested to speak with her su pe rvi sor and reported this issue. The s u pe rvi so rs name is ~and this was around 11 :20 PM 

Response: 
Apologized that he had a bad experience at the TSA checkpoint. Officers are trained to be courteous and respectful to all passengers regardless of the circumstances. 
TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process will enable us to ensure prompt. corrective action whenever we determine that security 
screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the subject of repeated complaints. 



8/10/2013 
3:34:42 

PM 

Caller fi ew Friday MS Y-M DW a boa rd Southwest # 194 5 at 6: 30AM. She Is 82 yea rs of age and alarmed the AIT which resulted m a pat-down. The pat-down was conducted by a le ma I e TSO ap proximate I y 30 years of age. The cal I er indicated the 
female TSO was either Hispanic or of Asian descent. Caller feels the pat-down was rather aggressive in nature and the young lady needs to be held accountable for the manner in which she touched her. Caller does not recall the gate or terminal she 
flew out of but did say I his occurred between 5:30-6:00AM. Caller was advised the AIT alJrmed due to something in her back pockel. Caller indicates her pants did not have back pockets. She was also subjected to ETD sampling of her hands. 

Resolution: 

T ra nsporta t ion Security Ofli cers (TSOs) must conduct additiona I screening to resolve an an anomaly di sea vered during Adv a need Imaging T echnol 09y (AI T) screening. Explosive Ir ace de I eel ion sa mp Ii ng may also be used. TSA regrets your 
experience was unsatisfactory. Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. TSA monitors the number and nature of 
complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security screening policies need modification 
or specific employees or screener teams a re the subjects of repeated complaints. We consider your concerns to be a serious issue for our attention, T SA appreciates that you took the ti me to share your concerns with us, 

Disability Description: Caller s mother has had breasl cancer and has a Styrofoam prosthetic. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: If you be Ii eve you or someone else was di scri mm ated ag am st or received dIsp a rate treatment or we re impacted based on dis ab i I Ity or medical co ndItIon or al I eg e that TSA fa, I ed to accommodate your dIsa b1 I ity or med i ca I condition, 
Federal regulations require that your complaint be put in writing, 

811112013 Do you want information about filing a written complaint regarding disability discrimination? 

9:40:40 
AM 

8/12/2013 

Sending RFI. 

Incident Details: Caller says that his grandmother was treated inappropriately at FLL yesterday. He says she is from Jamaica and this was her return flight. He says that she has had breast cancer and uses a styrofoam breast. He says that she went 
through the Al T and was asked what the Ite m was. She explained to the officer what this was. He says that she had to remove her shirt and sty rofoam breast in front of everyone. He wants to Ii I e a comp I amt about this. 

Caller has a complaint regarding Hilo Airport. She forgot to take her 3-1-1 bag out of her carry on. She had a bag that contained liquid medication for her kids in sealed bottles. 
S ecuri I y nol iced the bag inside her carry on so they ran it through I he equipment again. As I he Officer asked her to co me over to the stat ion she asked her a bo ul the medication. 
The Officer was looking inside the bag. The Officer asked the passenger to a pen the bottles of medication and she told the Officer she would rather she not open the sealed bottles.The officer asked her to stand while she patted her dawn. When she 
asked the Officer about why she was being patted down. the officer rep Ii ed it was due to not wanting the bottles of medication to be opened. 

Declared liquid medications and other liquids for disabilities and medical conditions must be kept separate from all other property submitted for x-ray screening. 
It is important for those to be declared because of the L GA ru I e. 

She slated ii is difficult to remember everything and she did forget to declare her liquids. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in s c reem ng passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on bag gage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

9: 53: 2 9 I exp I a i ned be cause she did not de c I are her L GA s she had add1t1ona I screening. 
AM 

She was not satisfied wilh the explanalion given. 

They ran the bag through twice so she does not know why more was needed. 
After she got upset with the Officer, the Officer claimed she had told her she could open the medication or have a patdown. 

Her name was Officerl(b)i~·:, J She thinks the Officer was having a bad day. 
She was at the checkpom - 1-13 at Hilo at 6 PM at Terminal (She does not know) At Gate 6. She was going to fiy Hawaiian Flight #381 bound for Honolulu. 

She asked me far the CSM number 
Told I do not have that available for her but she can obtain 11 from the IVR but if she is going to call direct we should not refer this over. 
Told her I will forward it to the CSM. 

She stated to repeat herself aqain (she had several times already). Told her we have this covered unless she has a new question. 



Caller traveled recently and had a N OI ms ide. 
She is curious about how bags are chosen. 

All checked baggage undergo at least one form of screening. Depending on the available screening equipment at your departure airport, checked baggage may need to be opened for hand inspection to clear an alarm. 
Bags can be chosen at random at any time. 

She had a NOi from Minneapolis and it was fine but ATL did not open her bag. 
She stated ATL does not have that liquid rule either, 

Told her all al TSA has the liquid rule so ATL has that too. if carry on. 
Some screening may vary but the 3-1-1 is the same at all airports. 

811212013 She asked if a nail file in checked caused the search. 

10:22:35 
AM Told her bags can alarm for a number of reasons too numerous to say. 

Sometimes it can be due to overpacking or lotions etc. It is not a problem but we must open to clear the bag. 

The TSA agent touched her should as she walked out of the AIT Machine. 
The Officer said may I touch your shoulder and she I et her. 

She said the only thing on her shoulder was her bra strap. 

Told her I cannot say but ii could have been an anomoly and I hat was the way of lhe Officer preventing her from having a patdown. 
It may have been the catch on her bra strap. 
Told she could have asked the Officer a question. 

She was satisfied. 

Caller slated she wants to file a complaint againsl a TSA employee. It was regarding something that happened al the checkpoint. She staled the TSA employee was lhe rudest she has ever encountered in her entire career. 

Person irwolved - caller•~i.-..··.ii:::-\ 
Phone #:of caller (Cell): l~(b_,_(6_) __ ~ 
Airporl: Orlando International 
Airline: JetBlue 
Flight# 1294 
Date: 8-9-13 
She was lhe checkpoint at: 6:15 PM 
Specific location - Terminal 1 

Name of Officer: k"'b"").,_(6"-·•~' __ __, 

811212013 She stated the officer was rude. She opted out al the AIT and asked the officer who was watching her bags while she was having a patdawn. 
10:57:47 

She stated the officer said, Quote I do not know, it is not my Job to watch your stuff UnOuote 
AM 

She stated the officer was confrontational and obnoxious. She stated she could not see her bag while getting palled down and the officer was loud and yelling orders, The off ce r told her that she s hou Id not have pushed the bags through, 

Advised ca Iler: 
Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can a I ways request 10 speak with the Supervisory T ransporta Ii on Security Olli cer a I the checkpoint 10 address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 

She stated she did speak with a s u pe rvi so r and he gave her the inform at1on to cal I us. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport we will forward a copy of your complaint to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 



Thank you for that information. but it is not answering my specific q ue st1on. I went through the body scanner at Detro it Metro Airport and after I stepped out of the body sea nne r the T SA officer asked me to stand th ere for a second be cause she had to 
examine my hair. Now I and a African American woman with short d red I ocks. 
Now my question is, is it "standard procedure" for some one to have to get lheir hair examined when there was no type on metJI clips, bobby pins etc. in their hair. I hope that I can get a belier response because I don't want to have to take legal 
actions. 
Thank you 

!(b)(61 

On Aug 3, 2013. at 5:44 PM, tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com wrote: 

> Thank you for your e-mail in which you inquire about the reasons for secondary screening. 
> 

811212013 > The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 

12,04 ,30 secured area, and the way the screening is conducted 1s important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

PM 

8/1212013 
2:08:11 

PM 

> 

> TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and I heir properly prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be lriggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Add1t1onally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 
> 

> TSA also selecls passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents 1errorists from a11empting to def ea I the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as 
senior citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 
> 

> We understand 1 he i nco nven i ence passengers may have expe rie need , Neve rthe I ess, we be Ii eve these security measures a re necessary and a pp ro pri ate lo r ensuring the security and confidence of a 11 air travelers, T SA continues to develop and 
deploy new technologies to address lhe explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoinls, provides an additional layer of securily at the checkpoint, and 
keeps the traveling public safe. 

Forwarded to TCC-Referrals for appropriate action. 

Evelyn Webb 

Program Assistant 

Civil Rights Division, TSA-6 

From h··,rrr, 
Sent: Monday, Augusl 12, 2013 12:31 PM 
To: TSA.Civilrights@dhs.gov 
Subject: TSA Contact Us: Complaints 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP Jb1(6, I 
Date Time: 8/121L 13 I 2'30:34 PM 

Name: 

kb)(61 

Email: 



Disability Description: Caller has a 10 year old with Autism. 

Response Details: I apologized to the caller and told the caller I hat if you believe you or someone else was discriminated againsl or received disparate trealment or were impacled based on disabilily or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to 
accommodate your disability or medical condition. Federal regulations require that your complaint be put in writing unless your disability prevents yau from doing so. She stated that they failed to accomodate her sons disability. 

I also told her that parents or guardians should infonrn the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening of the child s needs before screening begins. Parents or guardians may offer suggestions on the best way to approach and 
screen their children, especially if it is necessary to touch him or her during screening. 

I sent an email about f1liing a disability related complaint as well as information about passengers with Autism. 

811212013 Sent email. 
4:26 50 

PM Incident Detai Is: Ca 11 er went through security at Dulles on August 11 th at about 5: 30 pm. She has a 10 year old with a di sa bi I ity. He has Autism. He always uses the A IT with pa rental con sent. The T SA officer wou Id not let him go through the AIT. The 
caller asked to please let him go through and he said that children are not allowed through. She said that the TSO finally let him go through but by this time her son was becoming upset. This was not the normal routine for her son so he ran through the 
AIT and there were anomalies on his chesl and pocket. They had to pat him down so he became increasingly upset. She said that all she could was hold him down for lhe patdown. He was hyslerical. She said that it look an hour 10 calm him down. 
TSA needs education an Autism. She said that they failed ta accomadate his disability. 
She had to get a supervisor over and told him that she had told the secunty officer in the beginning that her son always uses the AIT. 
She also said that TSO s need to listen to the parents. 

She is located in Landon, England. 

This is my second time wntrng to you. To date, I have NOT received an answer. I expect one' 

811312013 For a flighl to Ft Lauderdale, FL in mid July, I went through lhe AIT screening and also was subjected 10 a pat down. WHY?!?!?! 
1 O: 13: 16..,..,.....,.,-----, 

AM fb,(6) 

8/1312013 
3:24:01 

PM 

The caller stated that his mother-in-law went through the checkpoint at Dulles and that she was discriminated against due ta race. The caller stated that his mother-in-law was patted dawn three times including a head and scalp patdown. The caller 
stated that the bag was inspected and that some food was confiscated. The cal I er stated that he is not autho nzed to Ii I e a comp I amt on her be ha If and that he thought she wou Id not file a form a I written complaint reg a rd i ng di sen mi nation. The caller 
wanted to know what she would have had to be patted down and why her hair would have had to have been patted down. 

Flight Details: 
Airport: IAD 
Destination: Miami 
Airline: American Airlines 
Flight number: AA993 
Date Time of departure: 08 132013 2:40PM 
Checkpoint Un known 
Approximate time of screening :12:30 PM - 1 :00 PM 08 13 2013 

Advised the cal I er:Ad vised the caller that 1/ he is not autho nzed to Ii I e the comp I amt on be ha If of the passenger then the passenger wo u Id need to Ii I e the comp I amt in writing themse Ives lo r it to be considered a lo rm al complaint. Advised the caller Th at 
I could email him the fonrn to provide to the passenger if she wished to make such a complaint. Advised caller TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector 
(WTM DJ or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

Forwarded to MB 



Caller said that he is a founding member of homeland secunty. He has a bilateral hip replacement. He said that every time he flies he receives add1t1onal screening. He screening 1s because his metal implants set off the ala nm. He wanted 
information on Ii Ii ng for TR IP, He thought that wo u Id stop the secondary screening. He said th at he has a TW IC ca rd , He said that the notification card is a waste of taxpayer money, He said that the additiona I screening be ca use of the hip 
replacement is harassment. 

I gave the folowing infonmation: The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (DHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during 
their travel while screening al transportalion hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel diflicullies may include: 
• traveler's belief that they are on a government watch list. 
• situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 
• difficulty printing a boarding pass at home or at the kiosk. 

If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about any disability, 
med i ca I condition, or med i ca I d ev,ce that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from s ecu ri ty screening, their use may imp rove communication and he Ip travelers discreetly notify T SOs of their conditions. This card 
can be found at hltp: www.tsa.gov sites default files publications disability notification cards.pdf. 

811412013 Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
8:06:08 

AM heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rt of a person or device. An e Ii g i ble passenger can request to be screened by AIT 1f it is ava i I able or can request to be screened using a paid own: however, passengers cannot request to be sere ened by the wa I k-
t h rough metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A paid own procedure al so 1s used to resolve any al a nms of a metal detector or ano ma Ii es id ent1f1ed by Al T. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

• The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Some1imes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in lhe position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• A passenger should not be asked to remove or lift any article of clothing to reveal a sensitive body area. 

In addition to the patdown. TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. If explosive material is detected. the passenger will have to undergo additional screening, 
A companion, assistant, or family member may accompany a passenger to assist him or her during any privale or public screening. After providing this assistance, the companion, assistant, or family member will need to be rescreened. If a passenger 
has conce ms about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor while at the checkpoint. I told him that he can ask for a passenger sup po rt s pecia I ist at the checkpoint if he needs ass i sta nee. 

The caller staled thal her son traveled from Tokyo 10 Kennedy Airport and that he has been subjected 10 a patdown and ETD and wanled to know why he was selecled for this. The caller stated that her son had been selected in advance as lhe 
boarding pass had SSSS printed on it and wanted to know what it meant. The caller wanted to know why he was selected and if he was on a federal watch list. The caller did not know if the officers had been professional or not. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include random selection, or alarm resolulion.TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a paldown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during 
Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

The "S" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Security Administration (TSA) security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
8114/2013 Nalion's air 1ransportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

2:01 29 
PM TSA does not discuss or release spec1f1cs about security screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Security Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI to the public because it is 

considered d etri mental to the security of trans po rtati on, 

TSA can neither confirm nor deny whether an individual is on a Federal Watch List because this information is derived from classified and sensitive law enforcement and intelligence information. This protects the operational counterterrorism and 
intelligence collection objectives of the Federal government as well as the personal safety of those involved in counterterrorism invest1gat1ons. Federal Watch Lists remain effective tools in the government's counterterrorism and transportation security 
efforts be ca use their contents a re not disclosed. 
TSA Canta ct center 



8/1412013 
5:26:18 

PM 

Caller said he had items stolen from him at a checkpoint. Caller said he had a small razor phone stolen from him. This happened m SFO. Caller said he filed a claim and got paid for the phone. Caller said he has a $500 lpod and he does not want to 
lose this when he travels to Hong Kong, Caller asked ii he can ask for a supervisor to screen his IPOD so it does not come up missing. Caller said he wants to avoid having his IPOD stolen. Caller asked if he can bring a BIC razor and his toothpaste 
and toothbrush. 

I to Id the ca 11 er SF O Is screened by private contractors. 
Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AITonly if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request 10 be screened by AIT if it is available or can request 10 be screened using a patdown: however, passengers cannot requesl to be screened by the walk
through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 

There are two primary ways to be considered eligible for TSA Prelu2713™: travelers may be invited by a participating airline, or they may choose to enroll with one of U.S. Customs and Border Protection's (CBP) Trusted Traveler programs. 
Frequent flyers and other travelers who did not receive an invitation and would like to parIicipaIe or would like to be considered eligible for TSA Pre\u2713'" benefils on all participating airlines should apply for membership with one of CBP's Trusled 
Traveler programs. Individuals who apply and are cleared for enrollment in one of CBP"s eligible Trusted Traveler programs are automatically qualified to participate in TSA Prelu2713 '" when flying on a participating airline at a participating airport. 

I told the caller he can bring his toothpaste if it is 3.4 ounces or smaller. 

Di sa bi Ii ty Description: The cal I ers father has a pacemaker. 

Response Details: I advised the caller that if a passenger has an internal medical device. such a pacemaker, it is important for him or her to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening before the screening process 
begins. 

Passengers who have inlernal medical devices should nol be screened by the walk-through metal deIecIor because lhis may affect lhe calibration of lhe device. While TSA has no evidence lhat screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ will 
affect such devices. passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 

The AIT is not a metal detector, however it does create a 3D image of the body, highlighting any foreign items on the body. 

I explained that ii a passenger is not able to use the WTM D. they would be directed to the AIT They can opt out of the AIT if preferred. 

I explained that I can forward this information to the CSM at JFK, and to a disability specialist. 

811412013 TSA Cares is a helpline to assist travelers with disabilities and medical conditions. Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at 1--855-787-2227 prior to traveling with questions about screening policies, procedures and what to expect at the security 

5 :2 7: 13 checkpoint. T SA Ca res serves as an add iii on al, dedicated resource sp eci fi ca 11 y for passengers with di sab i Ii ties, medIca I conditions or other circumstances or their I oved ones who want to pre pa re for the sere en i ng process p nor to fi yi ng. 

PM 
The hours of operalion for lhe TSA Cares helpline are Monday through Friday 8 a.m. - 11 p.m. EST and weekends and Holidays 9 a.m. - 8 p.m. EST. They can call 72 hours in advance of the flight for assistance and information that may be needed. 

I advised the cal I er that if they feel that they need any assistance with the sere en i ng process, they can request a PSS from the T rave I Document checker, and they can assist them through the screening procedures. 

Email sent. 

Incident Details: The caller called about 5 minute ago regarding a complaint. She stated that her elderly parents fiew from JFK. She stated that he was forced to used the AIT and he has a pacemaker. She stated that he has a doctors note that states 
that he cannot be screened using a metal detector. She asked what the AIT is exactly. She stated that this is disrespectable. She stated that they had an airline wheelchair and attendant. 

She stated that she feels as if this was a customer service issue, however they did not have any concern for his medical condition, or the documentation submitted. She stated that this is a failure to accommodate his medical condition. 

She stated th at he has had the pacemaker lo r a s ho rl time and they a re not aware of our technologies, and she is concerned for him , 

Airporl Deparling: JFK 
Destination SJ U 



Disability Description: The caller is traveling from LAX on Saturday. 

He has a titanium meIaI implant in his knee. 

He is asth m atIc as wel I and takes medication for that. 

Information Requesl: He was advised to call 72 hours in advance of his flight. He has requested a wheelchair at the airport as walking a long distance and standing in a long line is difficult. 

The ca 11 er asked if the new ru I e a 11 ows passengers who are 7 5 to I eave shoes on. He asked if he had to rem ave his be It. 

Response Details: I advised I hat TSOs may check their gloves for explosvie material and this is a standard part of screening. I explained that passengers are chosen at random for additional screening. Additional screening, including a patdown, is 
required to clear alarms and anomalies. 

I advised that TSA has phased out the use of hand wands. 

811412013 72 hour advance notification is only required if the passenger is requesting a specific assistance at the TSA checkpoint. The caller indicated that he did not want to request such assistance. 
7:04:22 

PM 
I advised th at many passengers with metal implants prefer to be sere ened by A IT, Passengers can be screened using A IT on I y ii they can stand sti 11 with their arms above their heads lo r 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device, An el ig i b I e 
passenger can request 10 be screened by AIT if it is available or can request 10 be screened using a patdown. 

Passengers who appear to be 7 5 yea rs of age and o Ider a re permitted to I eave shoes on. T SA re commends that belts be re moved and placed in a bin before pa ssrng through the WT MD or Al T to reduce the need of an a I arm. 

lncidenl Details: He indicaled thal the last two times that he went through securily at LAX, lhe WTM D alarmed and he received a patdown. 

The TSO walked over to his desk and removed his gloves. The TSO explained that he had to check for gunpowder residue. The TSO advised that the radar doesn t pick it up. The caller indicated that he is elderly and not a threat. He also expressed 
concern that other passengers did not receive addition al sere en i ng of this nature and could have had gunpowder residue on th em, He indicated that many passengers went through the checkpoint without receiving a patdown, 

The ca 11 er indicated that this happened I a st year 

He indicated that he has complained to people at LAX. 

The caller asked why cant they use the wand. 

The caller is 6 weeks pregnanl and is currenlly on fertility treatment injeclable medicalions that are to be kept cool. She had a flight today and when she arrived for screening she declared her medications and set her carry on to go through lhe 
conveyor for x-ray. She then proceeded into the AIT machine telling the TSO that she was pregnant. During the scan she asked the TSO if this consisted of any radiation. The TSO said yes. The caller then began ta panic repeating she was pregnant. 
She wanted to know how much radiation the AIT had, but the TSO did not know the answer. The TSO then referred the situation to the TSO Supervisor and they did not know the answer. The caller became scared and had to Google the information 
herself. She was so upset and scared that she missed her flight. She wishes to file a complaint with the TS Os at the checkpoint. 

Advised ca Iler: 

8115/2013 
1 O:S 1 :23 Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough patdown. They are not dangerous to pregnant women. 

AM 
Airport La ui s Arm strong 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight#: 2084 
Dale and Time: August 15, 2013 at 6:15 am 
Description al passenger: White shirt, very light pink jeans, carrying beige purse and maroon carry an luggage. 
Location· Gate B15 
Email: f~b_l_(6_, ___ ~ 



Disability Description: Caller has metal implants. 

Information Requesl: She said that every lime she flies she is practically raped by the TSO s because she alarms lhe meIa1 detector. She wanls to know if I here is another alternative because she doe nol wanl to be felt up. 

I asked her if she is referring to a patdown and she stated that ( if that s the te rmmology you want to use). 

She said lhat lhey do not have a AIT at Portand, Maine, so every time she alarms. 

811512013 Response Details: I told the caller that many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). The AITwill reduce the chances of having a patdown but 

1 :11 :S6 not eliminate the chances of a patdown. 

PM 

8115/2013 
7:29 26 

PM 

I told her that if there is no AIT then she can use the metal detector and if there are alarms then they would have to do a patdawn. TSO s are trained ta be courteous and respectful during this process and they should explain what they are doing in the 
process. 

I told her lhat if she gives us her itinerary within 72 hours of her flight then we can send a request for assistance for her at the checkpoint. Also she may ask for a PSS while at the checkpoint if she needs assistance. 

Caller did not have her fi Ig ht i nlo rmation yet. 
She also did not want email. 

Ca Iler recently had a bad experience with the pat down procedure at MS P, [ b ::, ( 6) !,,as t rave 11 i ng with her mother who recently had surgery on her wrist to Ba I ti more. They had opted out of the AIT to have a patdown because they did n t want 
her to go through anything thal may have radiation. Her mother had a glove on wrist lo cover the hand I hat had surgery and she was asked to remove it to have ETD test done it and was repeatedly asked to raise her arms for lhe patdown even though 
she stated she was in pain tram doing this. The daughter stated she felt like her mother was treated as a criminal. 

Response: 
Apologized thal she felt that she did have a bad experience with the patdown however the procedures you have told me lhe officers followed are standard patdown procedures. If you feel this needs to be addressed to the CSM of that airport you can 
contact us back and press option 5 and enter the airport code MS P and it 11 give you the contact inform ati an for the CS M at that a i rpa rt. 
Caller: 
Caller fiew from JFK to Austria today. He opted out of AIT to have a patdown. The TSO left him waiting for 15 minutes. He let other people in front of him. He could not get a name of the officer. His spoke to two different STSO who would not give the 
name of lhe officer. The TSO was a short black male. He turned his badge upside down so he could not read lhe name. He wants a response from the CSM. 

8116/2013 Response: 
5: 1 0: 0 0 Because your comp I ai nt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have lo rwa rded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 

PM 
I told the caller he can contact the CSM at JFK by phone at: 

Name: kb 1(6) 
Phone:I 

'-------' 

Caller: said his 2 yr old son just went through the Detroit Metro Airport checkpoint today with his mom and was separated from her during his screening process. He wants to file a lomnal complaint. He would not give his last name nor his email 
address. He said his job was in the legal field but he did not say he was an attorney. 

Response:The Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) Is undertaking efforts to enhance security and focus its resources by applying new risk-based. intelligence dnven screening procedures and enhancing ,ts use of technology. while also 
improving the passenger experience at security checkpoints. 

811712013 As part al this effort TSA is implementing a program to revise screening procedures for passengers 12 years old and younger. The new screening procedures include permitting multiple passes through the metal detector and advanced imaging 

6 AO: 04 techno I og y to clear any a I arms as we 11 as the greater use of explosives Ira ce detection. TSA anticipates these changes wi 11 further reduce-a I tho ugh not el, mi nate---the need lo r a p hys,ca I paid own lo r chi Id re n th at would otherwise have be en conducted 
PM to resolve alarms. 

In addition. passengers 12 years aid and younger will be al lawed to leave their shoes on. However, children may be required to remove their shoes and could still undergo a patdown if anomalies are detected during security screening that cannot be 
resolved through other means. Transportation Secunty Officers use their discretion based on how old a child appears. 

TSA continues 10 incorporate random and unprediclable security measures throughoul the airport and no individual will be guaranteed expedited screening. Airport security checkpoints are only one parl of a multi-layered system for aviation security. 
Also advised him would send this ta the customer support manager at that airport. 



811812013 
1:05:35 

PM 

Fromkbl(6) 
Sent: Sunday, August 18, 2013 6:53 AM 
To: TSAExlemalCompliance 
Subject End I e ss delay and end I ess frustration 

I will in brief summarize what has happened to me. I am a 56 year old, underweight woman who is disabled. For 4 flights out of 4 flights from SMF, I have been hurt, harmed or tortured with increasing severity over the last 2 years until my flight on 
June 14, 2013. 

On June 14, I was tortured I according to UN Deli ni ti on of torture) and pe rmane ntl y m a1 med by a TSA agent who b rut a 11 y poked me in an op en surg1ca I wound d1slodg i ng a d ra i nag e tube and tea n ng out one of the stitches. 

The pain was so horrendous th at I ran away as fa st as I could because I have a fig ht response to such intense and sudden p am. I went to the bath room where I vomited to the point of dry heaves from the intensity of the p am. Al as ka Ai rt i nes he I ped 
me cont ro I the bleeding with bandages and ice. but I threw away my shirt and bra as being irrecoverably stained by the bloodshed , IM is take. I know, I s hou Id have kept it as evidence. ) This brutality caused me to have addition al surgery at my point of 
destination in Sea Ille but I was nearly delirious with pain by the time I arrived at the ER. 

It has now been 65 days since this has happened, and I have had no response other than a shorl conversalion witltbl(ffl I and a plethora of insults heaped upon me by kb::,(6) I both of TSA. I have received a short phone call from lhe 
ombudsman who basically said that they would take my complaint (and probably throw it in the garbage at the end of the day.) I have contacted my Congressional Representative and my Senator both of whom had issued Congressional Inquiries. I 
have written TSA, gotten no response, other than my letter being returned for bad address - which I copied directly from your web site. I had to go through Congress to get the local postal address for SMF. and I was treated horribly for tracking that 
address down when the I ette r was ret u med lo r the third ti me. They sicked the FBI on me for expressing my rage and lrustrat ion at being treated with such ins u It and blatant disregard, twisting my words to their own devices in order to ca use me lu rthe r 
mental 1orment, and 1errorizing my room•mates, and attempting to intimidate me further. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP~kb~i~(6~·~1 --~ 
Date Time: 8/18/2013 8: 10:23 PM 

························---------------··························· 

Comp a,n s: ong mes I tengthy Wait at Checkpoint 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):SJC on Saturday the 17 th at around 18: 15. 

811912013 Comments:I arrived at SJC to pick up my unaccompanied minor. The airport was empty and I opted out of the AIT scanning. 
8:29:53 

AM The screen er on duty required that I go through a pat down ( even tho ugh a family after me ju st walked through the meta I detector without the unnecessary extras) and then ca I led lo r a "ma I e assist". After waiting a bout 5 minutes ( at her staf were 
standing a round chatting but otherwise not caring) a male staff member wa I ked past me and it was m ent1oned to h1 m that I was waiting for a ma I e assist. He looked disdainfully at me but Ii kew1se ignored the staff member who was asking for 
ass i sta nee. Another staff member walked through the gate s ho rtl y after and the seen e was repeated . 

Finally, the older officer came back (after yet a noter request being called out) and took me aside for a full pat down. 

My issues with this experience are: 
1) I waited around for the belier part of 15 minu1es in an empty airport with staff just standing around. 
2) If other parents can go through the metal detectors (they haven"t lost their effectiveness. obviously), then why was I not able to without the extra, unnecesary. hassle to collect my unaccompanied minor? 
3) Metal detectors work just fine (the rest of the world uses them and we still trust them enough to let parents and several other groups through) so why are we treating people who choose not to use the AIT like terrorists? Last I checked, we were 
meant to be The Land of the Free, not the land of the pointlessly paranoid. 
4) The staff member who patted me down (I didn"I get his name) was gruff and obviously incensed thal anyone would opl out of AIT scanning. 



Caller needs to speak to someone over T SA. 
He has went through the cost and aggravations for PreCheck. He has a metal alarm evertime he travels. He has a bad knee and has to the the patdown. He wants them to wand the knee and look at his knee and see the scare. He says he has gone 
through the AIT before and has not had a problem. He wants them 10 put the AIT in the PreScreening line. 

Told caller 
I could give him an address for John Pistole. he did not want it. I had ask him if I could help him. I tried to explain to him about the proGdure for screening with metal. 
Anytime there was me1a1 in the body, let the officer know where the metal was located in the body. If I here was 
an alarm during screening the officer will give a patdawn ta clear any alarm. They are just verifing it was the metal 
in the body instead of something on the body. 

The PreCheck was designed for passengers with disabilities bul was for more of a bussiness 1raveler. Anytime you go through screening and there was an alarm they will have to give a patdown 10 clear an alarm. He can wrile Mr Pistole a letler or he 
can go on the blog to make his suggestion of having the AIT at the PreCheck locations. 

812112013 He kept saying a four letter word so I told him if he said that one more time I would turn over the call to a supervisor, he said he would be glad to speak to a supervisor I turned the call over to Jeff B. 
9:31:45 

AM It may or may nol cause an alarm, it would depend on several things like the kind of metal or even how deep it was 
in the body. 

812112013 
2:17:49 

PM 

Escalated to a Suoervisorc I spoke with the caller and explained that there is simply na way for the TCC to put an AIT in the Precheck line. I offered him an alternative by having private screening when a patdown occurs. He was not happy with rny 
s ugg esti on. I offered him the HQ address he d eel i ned. I then to Id him th at I simply do not have the authority to change the s c reem ng eq u1 pme nt in the checkpoints and th at he needs to s1 m ply accept the procedures for what they a re, security for his 
personal safety. 

He felt irritated that he has been a pp raved for Precheck but has to still have a patdown due to the WTMD being in the Precheck line. I apologized and told him that there simply wasn t anything that I could do for him here and ended the call. ~ 

DEN, PHL and MCO. 

TSA Contact Center: 

CRCL received the below and are forwarding to you to handle as deemed appropriate. 

Sincerely, 

U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
Office for Ci vi I Rights and Ci vi I Liberties 

---Ora~ 'le:<aae 
~:,7:~(~1i~~y,ugust 20, 2013 4: i B PM 
To: CRCL 

Subject Fly Rights - New Report from[~b_)_(_6_, ---~ 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Namekbi(6i I 
Email Address:_.f._h._·,1_,R,_··, __ ...,. __ _, 
Phone Numberj1i.-..\1i:::-··, 

Address: l~(b~l~(6~·~1 ---------~I Calabasas CA 91302 

Are you 18 ar over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 



8/2212013 
12:47:55 

PM 

Caller fiew from Orlando to PHL and there was a problem with screening she was pulled aside and patted down and tested for explosives then they let her go. She states when she came back out of PHL the same thing happened again. TSA told her 
she was pu 11 ed aside because she has meta I showing. She got worried and went to physician they did a ct sea n and lo und nothing. She wants to know how to keep this from ha pp en i ng again. 

I nd1v1d ua Is who do not wish to be sere ened by this technology wi 11 be required to undergo alte mati ve s c reem ng. including a thorough patdown. Signs a re posted in front of each Al T Io cation advising passengers of this right. 

The caller and his girtfriend flew out of Laguardia Tuesday night 8-20-13 out of terminal C. As the caller went through AIT screening one of the officers at the checkpoint was seen by the caller making a pass at the callers girlfriend. According to the 
caller, an officer was overheard asking the callers girlfriend for her phone number. The girlfriend told the officer that she has a boyfriend and boyfriend informed the officer that he is the boyfriend. The officer took the girlfriend to the end of the check 
point to check her hands and after being informed that the girlfriend was with her boyfriend, lhe officer continued to ask the girlfriend for her phone number. The caller was complimenled by anolher officer for keeping his cool and shook the hand of the 
boyfriend. The caller stated repeatedly that he didn t want to make a scene and end up on the news along with the TSA but that he would have been well within his rights to make a scene. The incident took place between 1800 - 1700. The travelers 
were flying to Ra I e1g h Durham. 

812212013 The girlfriend is African American 5 foot 4 inches and was wearing pink Aeropostale New York shirt. The boyfriend was wearing a dark blue Aeroposlale shirt. 

2:1 J:JS The officer that was speaking ta the girlfriend was a tall African American male. 
The officer with the boylri end was an African American male and had a beard and shook the boylri ends hand lo r being so coo I. 

PM 

8/2212013 
6:35:50 

PM 

email address of lhe girlfriend is k~b_)~(_6_, ----~ 

I informed the caller that we regret to hear of this incident and I informed the caller that I would be forwarding this record to the customer support manager at the LaGuard1a Airport. 

!(b::,(6) ~hone number for the girlfrien{b::,(6) !The spelling of the female name was confirmed by the callers girlfriend at the end of lhe call (she got on the phone). The callers asked how long it would take 10 hear from someone 
regarding this issue. I informed the caller thatl could only forward the information to the CSM at LaGuardia and their office would need to handle the situation from there. 
The caller does not understand that when he flew recently, he had to empty his pockets if he also goes through an x-ray machine. He went through the SFO Airport and was instructed to empty his pockets which contained some large bills and he was 
embarrassed and also worried that if others saw the large bills, he may get ii stolen. The caller does nol understand why he would have to take his paper money oul of his pocket because x-ray will go lhrough the paper. He understands why he needs 
to remove metal from his pockets. The caller will be 75 years old next year. 

I explained to the caller that there are possible dangers with anything in pockets and the best screening is still by human senses. I explained that technologies have improved and AIT is available today but that technologies of weapons have also 
improved. I also explained that the rule at a security check poinl is to follow lhe officer's instructions. 
Caller flew from Boston Logan ta Tampa. She said last August she flew from Boston to Florida her hair piece was missing from her purse. She said that her hairpiece is missing yet again. She said that this is the third time this similar type hairpiece has 
gone mi ssmg from her purse. She dis covered it mi ssmg when she got home. She said that she was pul I ed aside for a search because she had an an amol y with the Al T. She said that leads her to another comp I amt. 

She is always searched. Even when noone else is searched, she is. Another lady made the AIT buzz and the TSO just lei her go. She said that she could not see her image on the AIT to see if there were boxes on it or not. JetBlues line was long and 
after 45 minutes a man left the line because he was so aggravated. Then they brought in more TSO s and the line started moving. She went through the AIT and had to have a patdown. She said that they wanded her down below and she does not 
know what that was all about but her whole body was searched. By the time she reached the gate the plane was late and everyone was mad, but she made the flight. 

Ai rpo r1: Bos ton 
Airline:JetBlue 
Flight Number:691 
Date and Time:August 21 at 3:30 pm 
Terminal or Gate:C 

812312013 She does not have email. 

11:20:04 
AM I apologized to the caller that she is missing an item from her purse. I told her that she may file a claim for the missing item and I told her she would receive the form in her postal address in about 7 to 10 days. 

I also apologized that she was not happy with her screening experience. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered 
during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Passengers may also be selected at random for add1t1onal screening. 

I told her I hat if there are anomolies detected by the AIT they show up on a generic outline of the passenger. Without seeing the other passengers image we cannot assume why she was not palled down. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

TSA moni1ors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, correclive action whenever we determine that 
security screening policies need modification ar specific employees or screener teams are the subjects of repeated complaints. 



TSA. 

I appreciate your response 10 my email below but ii does not address my concern. Before I sent my email I researched TSA policy and fully understJnd thal Crew Members are not subject to the AIT machines. That issue was never in question. If you 
read the TSA pal icy though it does clearly state that all bodies, including crew members, must ga through basic metal detectors and have bags checked in xray machines. In the incident I am reporting, a Flight Attendant bypassed both. She entered a 
active airport without anyone questioning her belongings or what could be in them. If this happens on a daily basis and is compounded overtime the possibility of a secunty breach surely increases. 

TSA policy should be intact to protect the masses. I don't expect anything bul the best and clearly thal wasn't demonstrated. 

Thank you. 

!(b)(61 

Sent from my iPhone 

812312013 Begin forwarded message: 
8:04:08 

PM 

From:HYPERLINK"mailto:tsatcc_do_nat_reply@senture.cam"tsatcc_do_nat_reply@senture.cam 
Date:August?:} 2QJ3 s-3431 PM CDI 
To: HYPERLINfb 1(61 ~--------------------~ Subjecl: In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank you for your e-mail regarding your concern about lhe Transportation Security Adminislration·s (TSA) use of Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening for flight crew members at our Nation·s airport security checkpoints. 

TSA understands your concern regarding the effects the new screening procedures have had on fi1ght crewmembers, including pilots and flight attendants. TSA Administrator John Pistole is committed to ensuring TSA operates as a risk-based, 
i nte 11 i g ence-d riven Agency and I au n ch ed severa I reviews of TSA po Ii ci es soon after his confirmation to ensure a 11 standards a re met. 

After eva I uat i ng a I ternative security protoca Is lo r flight crewme m bers that wou Id maintain our high security standards. TSA re I eased mod iii ed screening procedures lo r e Ii g i ble. on-duty flight crewme m bers that do not require the use al A IT machines. In 

Callers pregnant daughter flew out of SLC I his morning aboard JelBlue. She opted oul of AIT screening and requested a pal-down. Caller slates lhe male officer was very rude and inconvenienced by her requesting a pat-down. Caller s daughter has 
previously contact the TCC and verified that she is able ta request a patdown in lieu of AIT screening. Caller does nat have specific flight information and will call back when she obtains the flight number, gate. destination airport. and a brief description 
of the male TSO who she deems was rude. This incident occurred at approximately 8:30AM. 

8127/2013 
11 ,53 ,55 Resolution: 

AM 
Advised caller we can forward her complaint to the SLC CSM when she calls back to provide specific flight information. Confirmed to caller that AIT screening is voluntary for all passengers. Any passenger, including pregnant passengers, may request 
a pat-down in lieu of AIT screening. 

Caller stated th at he had a Pacemaker. Ca 11 er stated that he /el t th at TSA employees s ho u Id actually have to request lo r med i ca I proof stating that he has a pacemaker because of an article that he re ad stating that someone cou Id get on the p I an e with 
an intern al device si mi I a r to a Pacemaker and blow up a plane, Cal I er stated that he spoke with a supervisor at the BOS airport and they stated that the ru I es are made by co ng ressme n and she wasn t one to suggest it, Ca Iler stated th at he wo u Id Ii ke 
to see this in effect because whoever has a pacemaker is provided with a card slating that they have a pacemaker. 

812712013 Advised Caller: 

2 :29: 3 5 passengers who have i nte ma I medica I devices Ii ke pacemakers or deli b ri 11 a tors. If a passenger has an intern al med i ca I device such as a pacemaker, it is import ant for him or her to info rm the Trans po rtati on Security Officer (TSO) co nd u cti ng the 
PM screening be fore the screening process begins. 

Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) should 
affect such devices, This is done for his safety to ensure that he can safe I y go through screening, 

I have nata ted his suggest ion. 
Caller fiew out of the El Paso airport and was made to remove his belt. He said that he was surrounded by the TSA agents and forced to remove it. None of them could agree however if it was policy to remove it. He is requesting an e-mail of our 
official policy. 

s;2;;2~~ 3 Advised Caller: The Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) strongly recommends that passengers remove all items and accessories from their pockets before beginning the secunty screening process. Removing items such as wallets, belts. 
PM bulky jewelry, money, keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alanm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced 

Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. To avoid the chance of leaving personal ii ems behind, we recommend passengers place I heir belongings in their carry-on baggage before entering lhe checkpoint. 

Sent e-ma i I of tern pl ate 



8/28/2013 
6:50 28 

PM 

8130/2013 
11:01:56 

AM 

Caller stated that every time he flies from JFK he wears paper slippers and they give him a hard time. He just traveled to Orlando on August 8th. They asked him to remove them and he said that he cannot remove them. Then he had the patdown and 
the girl still insisted that he take off the paper shoes. This only happens at JFK and has occured on several occasions. 
He said the supervisor jusl stood there with his hands on his hip. The TSO I hat palled him down was a black female, aboul 160 or 170 pounds. The supervisor was a while male who wore glasses and was about 200 pounds. 
He asked if he can get a copy of the policy. 

Airporl:JFK 
Airline:JetBlue 
Flight Number:483 
Date and Time:August 8th 10 am 
Terminal or Gate:21 

I a po I og i zed to the caller and to Id h1 m that because your comp I a int concerns sec u nty screening at a specific airport. we have lo rwarded a copy of your e-mai I to the Custa mer Service Manager at that a i rpo rl. T SA momto rs the number and nature of 
comp I a i nts we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern th at may require s pecia I attention. 
Screening shoes by x-ray is an effective method of identifying any lype of anomalies, including explosives. Our highly trained Transportation Security Officers (TSO) can see if a shoe has been tampered with when they view ii on lhe x-ray equipment. 
By requiring all passengers to remove shoes at the walk-through metal detector or at the Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) for x-ray screening. we increase both security and efficiency at the checkpoint. 

TSA is sensitive to concerns over the issue of sanitation in the screening locations. TSA's Office of Occupational Safety, Health, and Environment reviewed our procedures for screening the footwear of passengers at TSA checkpoints, and they 
determined lhere was no need for additional sanitary procedures beyond those already in place. Additionally, TSA entered into a Memorandum of Understanding wilh the U.S. Public Health Service to furlher review our screening practices and to 
advise us of any appropriate additional steps we might take to assure the health of travelers. TSA will continue to evaluate screening practices and make changes as appropriate. 

Nonetheless, passengers are permitted to wear disposable booties, socks, or slippers through the screening checkpoint to help protect their feet at walk-through metal detector and the AIT machines. The disposable footwear may be removed and 
placed into I he i ndivid ua I's a cce ssi bl e property prior to ex i Ii ng the screening ch eek point. 

Altha ugh some airports may offer d1sposa bl e booties or s Ii p pe rs to passengers as a co u rlesy. this 1s not a T SA-wide practice or requirement. 
I also told him he may ask for a supervisor at any time. 
Sent email. 
I apologize 
Ca Iler and dad flew from MS P to SE A and through security at MS P everyone had to go through the body sea n ne r. She is 17 wee ks pregnant, s ho u Id she have been di reeled through that tech no logy? 
Stales they didn I see any signs posted at the AIT machine informing they could opt-out. 

Response: 
The extremely low dose of radiation from the entire spectrum of TSA screening technology is inconsequential, even to frequent flyers who undergo repeated screenings. 
This 1es1ing takes inlo accounl special populations thal are more sensitive to radialion, such as children, persons receiving radiation 1reatmen1 for medical condilions, and pregnant and potenlially pregnant women, as well as employees who work near 
the equipment. All screening systems fully comply with Federal safety requirements, and measured radiation levels for each are well below limits established by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration. 
TS A is sensitive to passengers' co nee ms about protecting their privacy as it re I ates to the security screening process, pa rli cul a rly the use of AIT. 
Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this 1echnology will be required 10 undergo alternalive screening, including a lhorough patdown. Signs are posted in fronl of each AIT localion advising passengers of this right. 

Explained AIT is a voluntary alternative screemnq process and she always has the riqht to opt out. 
Recently flew from DEN wanted 10 lalk 10 someone about the screening. She said the screeners were lazy. She got lhere at 4:55PM and wenl through taking shoes off and pulling her sluff on the belt. She lold them she was going 10 opl out and do the 
patdown. She does this all the time because she doesn t trust the AIT machine. She said some of the officers were standing over in the corner talking. Aller a while of waiting one of them finally motioned her over. 

8/30/2013 
124620 

PM Response: 
Apologized taht she had a bad experience at the checkpoint. We do keep a record fa all complaints and if we do find that this is a repeating issue at a particular airport we would forward this to the CSM at that airport so they can take proper action. If 
you would like you can also contact the CSM at the airport yourself and to get their contact information you II need to call this number back and press option 5 and enter the airport code DEN and it II give you their contact information if you would like to 
contact them as well. 



The caller flew from SAV and was identified for additional screening with a patdown and ETD. He wanted to know why this happened, and if this would happen again. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
transportation hubs, such as airports. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
• traveler's belief that they are on a government watch list. 
• situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 

8/3012013 
5:05:29 For those who encounter misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevent watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for OHS redress online. OHS components will review the request and 

PM share informalion with other agencies to address lhe issues identified in the TRIP application. TSA's Secure Flight uses the results of lhe redress process in its walch list malching process to help prevent future delays for misidentified passengers. 

91112013 
9A0:45 

AM 

However, because airline procedures for screening passengers against Federal watch lists vary. individuals may still be required to check in for flights at the airlines ticket counter. 

When an individual applies for redress, OHS TRIP will assign a record identifier or Redress Control Number (RCN). OHS TRIP will inform redress applicants in writing when the OHS review of an inquiry is complete. Reviews of requests for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. Applicants may check the status of inquiries al https:lltrip.dhs.govlstatus.htm by entering the Redress Conlrol Number. Travelers who wish to check lhe slatus of an inquiry but do not have their Redress Control 
Number may contact OHS TRIP by e-mail or by mail. 

After the complaint is resolved , DH S TR I P re commends that travelers provide this RC N when making reservations or updating their traveler p rofi I e with an airline. This info w i 11 assist security technologies to help prevent mis ide nti fi cation, 

Participation in the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program is voluntary. The Redress Application process can be found at www.dhs.gov/TRIP 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time: 813112013 7:29:39 PM Airport ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Dateffime ofTravel: 08128/2013 4:40 PM Airline & Flighl Number Della 26 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport· Main checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known)· unkown Comment· I asked twice if my son who is 13 could be screened by the metal detector instead of AIT. Both requests were refused. Each time the agent told me &quot;AIT is the primary 
method of sere en i ng. &quot: That 1s obvious. I suppose I should have used the phrase &quot: a I tern ati ve sere en i ng requested. &quot; According to your website that is my right and my ng ht was denied. He I ed me to bel ,eve that on I y chi Id re n 12 or under 
could avail themselves of screening other than AIT. I feel that it was obvious that I didn't want my son to use AIT screening. In my opinion the TSA agent was being deliberately obtuse. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Namdrh·\rR··1 I 
Phone Number jrh•·,1r;·, I 
Email 'f~h_-_,1_r;_·-, ____ ~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/Applic;itionManager 



9/212013 
9:01 25 

AM 

91412013 
426:39 

PM 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am w ri ting about my experience moving through the security Ii ne at the airport in Burlington, VT in the hopes I hat my encounter w i 11 I e ad to more sensitivity t raining . 

I am pregnant. While my obstetrician cleared me for flying, she also instructed me to opt out of the AIT screening. I appreciate the need for safe flights, and I am resigned to the pat downs of which I have had several. At the Burlington airport. however, 
the agent was immediately irrilated at my request 10 opl out of screening. She lectured me on the safety of lhe AIT screening and I hen barked al me when I did not correctly guess where she wanted me to walk. During the pal down, she was 
antagonistic. When she got to my waist. she demanded I remove my bellyband in front of other passengers though doing so would reveal my underwear. I had just attended a conference with several of the passengers walking by and was humiliated. 
When I refused to remove th at vital item of clothing ( the be 11 yba nd ). she blamed me lo r not requesting a private screening. 

I understand the need for careful security checks and I appreciate flying on a safe plane. but all passengers deserve ta be treated with courtesy and dignity. While agents might disagree with a doctor's orders, they should understand that a passenger is 
Ii ke ly to lo 11 ow the medical advice she has received from a trusted p roles s ional . When passengers opt out of the A IT s c reenrng. agents s hou Id give c I ear and pol 1te instructions about where they want passengers to walk and stand, rather than expecting 
passengers to magica 11 y know and th en shouting at them when they step on the wrong patch of carpet. Agents s hou Id be mindful of a passenger's be longings and ensure they a re watched and sale, Fin ally, agents s ho u Id be trained in how to pat down 
pregnant women. It would be useful for I hem to learn aboul maternity clothing-particularly the bellyband that allows women 10 extend lhe time they can wear non-maternity panls. While kindness would be ideal, screeners should al least restrain from 
op en host i Ii ty. 

It is already uncomfortable to fly while pregnant. But it is particularly unpleasant to be humiliated by the TSA agent before the journey has even begun. 

Thank you for taking the time to consider my experience. 

Sincerely, 

fbi(61 

Caller flew on August 14 out of JFK. As he went through the AIT machine with money in his pocket, the officer at the checkpoint told him that he was required to take the money out of his pocket or he would have to go all the way to the back of the 
screening line and go through screening again. He took lhe money oul of his pocket and put it in the bins for screening. Caller wants to file a complaint because of the rudeness for lhe screener and also like to get lhe lost and found number to JFK 10 
see if the money has been turned in be ca use it was missing at same point after or during screening. 

Advised, 

Airport: JFK 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Number: caller does not have the flight number available 
Dale and Time of Incident: August 14, he came lhrough the checkpoint around 9 to 9:30 Pm 

Location: Terminal 4. he is not sure of his gate number 
Contact info: kb 1(6) · ! 
I advised caller that i will be submitting this complaint to the CSM at the JFK Airport. I also provided the caller with the phone number ta JFK s lost and found to see if the money had been turned in. Kennedy International Airport 
718-917-3810 



Caller wants to complain about harassment through JetB I ue sec u nty. 

On two occasions, he was t rea I ed bad I y by a TSO. 

He is an Indian and has a beard and he is not a terrorist. The first time. he went through the machine that screens you. Before then, he was told that if he had any substance or unwanted materials, he will know. 

Why would he tell him thal? 

The TSO is African American. 

He went through again yesterday. Caller did not realize thal the TSA was talking to the passenger in front of him. and got confused. Then he forgot about two coins in his pocket. 

The TSO asked him why he didn t realize that he had these in his pocket 

91512013 After he wenl through screening, lhe TSO was rude to him and nol to anyone else around him. 

10:0 3 :o9 That TSO wants to 
AM 

340 hrs JFK lo MCO. 

Flight 83 lasl date. 

I asked cal I er if he /el t th at he has been di scri min ated ag am st 

Accepted Transfer from kb 1(6) ! 
He stated he was discriminated against at JFK. 
He is an Indian man and he wears a beard. 
The Officer told him before he went to the AIT machine that if you have any substance on you I will find it. 



91512013 
10:35:16 

AM 

-----o(·n~oal Mes:ao:----
From: b1(6) 
Sentursoay, ep ember 05. 2013 4 32 AM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 

Subjecl: Fly Righls - New Reporl from .. f b_ •• _,(6_._I ------~ 

CONTACT INEORMAJIQN 
Full Name""kb"-1";(6:::i:::::::==~====--~ 
Email Addresskb 1(6) 
Phone N11mbert"'l':-1h~-,-1R,;,_,-, ---,_ __ __, 

Address: ._l(b-')_(6--'·•-' ________ __.liver, Bucks, SLO 9BP 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

Disability Description: Caller is going to be traveling for business with State Farm. Caller said that when she comes home from Blooming ton she is always subject to additional screening because she has metal implants. 

Information Request: Cal I er wanted to know how she can avoid the add1t1ona I screening. 

Response Details: Advised caller when going lhrough screening with metal implant it generally does cause a alarm when going through the WTMD. 

If the airport that you are travel mg from has the Al T you can go through that. However if there are a I arms or a no m al i es a pa !down is required. 

Ca Iler said I hat I hey Don t have tha I machine at I hat airport. 

~;6~2i~! Told caller that a Patdown would be required in order to travel. 

AM 
Caller said I hat she also has to undergo ETD sampling and she does not unders1and why this is done ever time. 

Told caller that is standard screening procedures that she can request a PSS for assistance if needed. 

Also advised caller I hat I can forward her complaint to the CSM at that location for review. 

Caller said that she did t want to do that she would just try to ta I k them th ere the next ti me th at she travels. 
Emailed caller information. 



The ca 11 er wants to Ii I e a comp I a, nt. They fi ew from DEN on 9-5-13 and his wife was held up without be, ng told why. The ca 11 er states they missed the, r flight due to the screening process. The cal I er states they swab ed her hands and took her to a 
room and patted her down. The caller states the process took about 15 minutes. They live in Colorado Springs which takes about 2 hours but it turned into a 9 hour day because they missed their flight. The caller wants to know ii there is a clear 
program or something that they can join to avoid this happening again. 

91612013 In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply 
11 :03:02 additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ screening. Addilionally, a physical 

AM search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. 

I advised the caller there was an expedited screening program that they could join. I advised the caller that since this is the first time this has happened it could have been random selection but if it starts happening ever time she flies to call and we 
could assist her then. 
The caller asked if there was a specific screening process for muslin women. He indicated I hat he traveled out of IAD about a month ago to Los Angeles and witnessed two muslin women in lraditional garb. The caller indicaled thal they opted out of the 
AIT to go through the WTMD and then received a limited patdown of their head area. 

He asked what a thorough pa tdow n was lo r a women, 

The caller asked if they could have opted out of the AIT. 

The caller mentioned that he would send his wile through the checkpoint dressed as a muslin women. 

The caller's ultimate complaint was that the women did not receive a thorough pat down. 

I explained that the screening process and procedure is the same for all passengers passing through the checkpoint regardless of their religious affiliations. I explained that AIT is voluntary and passengers can opt of the AIT to receive a thorough 
patdown. 

91612013 I explained that patdowns should be conducted by TSOs of the same gender. TSO are trained to use the back of their hand when conducting a patdown of a sensitive are and the palm of their hand over a non sens1t1ve area. 

2:57:46 
PM A passenger can request a private screening. During a private screening another TSA employee would be present at the passenger can request for someone to be present with them as well. 

i advised that a passenger can t request the W TM D in Ii eu of the Al T or a p atdown. I advised that the I ad i es may have been referred to the WT MD. T SA incorporates random and u npred i ctab I e screening at our airports to keep those who want to do us 
ha rm from c i rcumve nti ng the system. 

I advised that patdowns are required to clear alarms and passengers can be chosen at random for a patdown screening. I advised that a limited patdown may be required to clear an alarm in a specific location. 

I advised that I had decameter his concern. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints received so that we can track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. 

Passengers can wear whatever they Ii ke through the screening checkpoint. 

Travelers are permitted to wear head coverings (religious or otherwise) through the security checkpoints: however, all persons wearing head coverings are subjected to the possibility of additional security screening, which may include a patdown and 
an exp I os,ve s trace detection IE TD) test. 



Caller has a complaint on a supervisor m San Antonio at Terminal B. Caller says she travels every week. She was m line to go through screening via the WTMD and was told it was for crew members and employees only. She spoke to supervisor and 
ask why they did not post a sign so passengers would know this. She was told she can walk through the AIT or get a patdown. She says the officers were rude and ugly to her. She felt it was their way or the highway. She says the supervisor told her 
she was fed up with the caller and walked off with no explanalion al all. Caller said they had only been slanding there for about 5 minutes. 

Told caller 
I explained to her that during screening passengers cant ask to be screened by the WTMD instead of the AIT. If they have the AITshe can use it or get a patdown which is what the officer told her. She wanted to know why there wasnt a sign posted 
saying the WTMD was for crew members and employees. I told her I hey may use the WTMD sometimes for screening of passengers as well but I did not know if they could or would posl a sign. This is her complaint, why can they nol post a sign. 
I am forwarding her complaint to the CSM so they could address her complaint for her. 

9/612013 
3:01 :34 If the passenger cannot be separated from the device, he or she cannot be screened by the walk-through metal detector or Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) and will be screened using a patdown procedure. An eligible passenger can request to be 

PM screened by AIT if it is available or can request 10 be screened using a thorough paldown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal deIecIor in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

Airport: San Antonio 

Airline: American 

Flight number: 1512 

Dale and lime: 155 

Disability Description: The caller takes medication for a skin condition. 

Response Details: Advised caller I would send claim forms via email and send the information to the CSM at the airport. Advised caller if the CSM has further questions they would contact her either through her email address or the phone number. 
Sending the DRFI information via email and sending to ODPO. 

lncidenl Details: Caller flew from Las Vegas to Atlanla on Della Airlines. Caller stated when she went lhrough the checkpoint she was stopped because of the liquids, gels and aerosols. Caller stated she opted out of the AIT machine and requested to 
have a patdown. Caller stated the screener was rude at the checkpoint and she couldnt bring her liquid medication through the checkpoint. Caller stated all of her liquids,gels and aerosols were 3.4 ounces or smaller and the passenger feels like the 
screener wanted to keep the items. Cal I er wants to be reimbursed lo r the items that we re taken. Ca 11 er stated the Ii quids the screen er took were for a medical co ndItIon and the passenger explained to the screen er the Ii quids ere medically necessary 

91712013 for a skin condition. Ca Iler stated the screener was very rude. 
12:45:37 

PM 
Incident happened:09-06-2013@02:00pm 
Airport: McCarran 
Airline:Della Airline 
Flight number:2202 
Gate Terminal:Gate D36 

Caller dropped off a friend at the airport and she missed her flight, the reason was because she was being screened by the TSA for about 45 minutes. So she would like to know why we take so long. 
91812013 
1 O: 11 :28 Advised caller that TSO's are required to screen every single person thoroughly and their luggage as well. Explained that if a passenger goes through the WTMD or the AIT and alarms they are required to have a thorough patdown. When their luggage 

AM go es through the xray machine, if it al arms the T SO's a re required to physically ms pect the I ug gage entirely and completely to cl ear 11 in to the secure area. They w, 11 not a 11 ow something through unless it has been cleared. if not cleared they wi 11 spend 
time screening no matter what time the plane is scheduled for take off TSA advises passengers to arTive atleast 2 hours in advance to allow ample to for screening and boarding. 



91812013 

The caller left his laptop at the TSA checkpoint yesterday after going through screening. He opted out of the AIT and after packing his stuff up to go on to the fi1ght. He came back to the checkpoint. Terminal 1 checkpoint 1, and was told that the item 
would have been taken to the I os t and found . He said that he ca I led the lost and lo und at ORD and they we re not open on the weekends. He said that he I eft a message, but is concerned be ca use he is a m usi ci an and w i 11 be t rave Ii ng next week to 
Europe. He needs the laptop. He wanled to know if there is anyway to speak to someone al ORD to confirrn that his laptop is at the lost and found. 

I told him that if the lost and found is not open, the only other point of contact is the CSM. I told him that the CSM may not be in on the weekends. He can try to contact them via option 5 on the IVR by entering ORD after selecting option 5. 

Then, he said that the number he was provided for TSA al ORD is 773-277-1210. 

I told him that this 1s the lost and found for ORD, not the CSM. 

11: 18:23 Chicago 
AM O Hare I ntemationa I Airport 

773-377-1210 

Then, he asked if I had lhe telephone number for the CSM al ORD. 

I provided the contact number lo r the CS M at ORD. I explained that 1f none of the offices a re op en on the weekend, he may have to wait unti I Monday. 

Phone: f,_b_)_(6_, __ __. 

The caller wanted 10 report a rude screener. She said that she 1urned 75 on the day of her flight and had reviewed lhe screening procedures previously 10 her flighl. She knew the new e,pediled screening procedures for passengers 75 and older allow 
passengers to keep on their shoes and light outer wear. She had a light fleece vest on over her 1-shirt and the STSO told her that she has to remove it. When she questioned his instruction, he told her that he did not care what she read on the TSA 
website and that he makes the rules. She wanted to compliment everyone else. but this STSO, because they treated her very polite and professional. She said that he also made the comment. Do you want to make 11 to your flight or make an 
argument? She said that she has traveled since she was 13 years old and keeps herself updated on the screening procedures and policies. She did not remember the name of the STSO. but knows that his first name began with ~(b )(6) ! 
I apologized to her for the STSO being rude to her and advised that I will send this record to the CSM at BOS because this complaint concerns an STSO at BOS. I will also inform the CSM of her compliments for the other TSOs conducting her 
screening at BOS. 

Departing Airport: BOS 
Airline: Jetblue 
Flight Number: 14 75 
Approximate Ti me of Screening: between 4 ;4 5 PM and 5: 15 PM 
Departure Time: 7:42PM 
Terminal C 

91812013 Destination: OAK 
4:22:22 

PM She also asked if she was correcl about the new e,pediled screening procedures for passenger ages 75 and older. 

I reviewed the fol I owing information with her: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is undertaking efforts to enhance security and focus its resources by moving away from a one-size-fits-all approach and applying new inlelligence driven, risk-based screening procedures while 
enhancing technology and improving the passenger experience at security checkpoints. As part of this effort, TSA has implemented a program to revise screening procedures for passengers who appear to be age 75 and older. 

Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alarm, as well as greater use of explosives trace de1ec1ion. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes 10 lhe screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 



9/812013 
7:11:21 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Disabilily Complaint Current Date/Time: 91812013 5:06:23 PM Airport: CMH - Port Columbus lnternalional Date/Time of TrMel 09/0812013 5:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: swa 987 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 

TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· The agent manning the AIT entrance was very rude. I'm traveling for the first time in a wheelchair although I am a very seasoned traveler (previously w/o a wheelchair). The agent was belligerent because I refused to stand in the AIT 
machine even 1hou9h I am nol medically permitled to place ANY weight on my right leg due 10 intensive knee recons1ruction surgery. Even the wheelchair attendanl told me he was going to mention to the supervisor thal the TSA agent was rude to me. 
With the exception of that one person, all other agents were very nice &amp: helpful. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name ,.kb"-·• ... 1(6"'-· ... 1 ____ _. 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller stated that the last time she went through the checkpoint, she alarmed the AIT. She had toga through additional screening where she was patted dawn and wanded. they found nothing and then went to the ETD device where she was swabbed. 

9191201 3 She did not understand why she had to go through a 11 this add1t1ona I screening for nothing. 

1:4958 
PM CCR informed her: 

TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. This is 
required when someone al arms. 
Ca Iler stated th at he ju st starting traveling recently and has a i ntema I medical device and he stated that whi I e he was at RS T they ma de him I ift up his shirt in front of everybody and this has never happened before and he wants to know why, Advised 
the caller thal they may of wanted to see the exact location of the device and I hat may of required that he life up his shirl. 

9; 9~;051; Gave the cal I er the following info: 
PM Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 

affect such devices, passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology, 

9111/2013 
2:11 09 

PM 

From:tb 1(6) 
Sent:Vednesday, September 11, 20 13 I 2AO PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subj eel: Harassment by TSO AT Newark Airport 

MY name is!/h··,1rr1 I On August 27,2013 at approx. 2:40 pm I was directed to the AIT unit for screening I complied. I was told by TSO b. 6", to step forw-ard, and I came out of the booth. I stood there for while and a lady TSO 
patted down a passenger before me. After the inspection of the passenger was completed I step forw-ard to collected my luggage. TSO 1h··,1rr1 oute at me 'get back here'" he said. I came back to him and I said I thought it was OK to go 
because you stood there all this lime doing nolhing. He ask me to repeat what I said and I did. He then lold me sit down in a chair by lhe side. I asked why and he lold me because he said so. 

I sat in the chair for awhile and nolhing was said or done. I then ask if I was being punish for asking him a question. At that point I called him a racist, and he went on the radio and said some code that I don'I understand. A few minutes after, a 
supervisor Tadd Santavpia came, escorted me and my hand luggage to a room where he examined my body and my luggage. 

Supervisal(b}(6}~as respectful and professional.TSOl~(b_-... 1(_6 ... 1 ---~!was rude and unprofessional TS~ tried to bait me into being disruptive and I refused to stoop to his level. 

I did board JETBLUE Flight 543. and had a safe, enjoyable flight to West Palm Beach. 

Sincerely 



Heard of the program that is costing $85.00 and wanted to know if it kept her from having to go through screening such as x-ray and a patdown because she feels those procedures violate her civil rights. She stated a few years ago she had to go 
through a patdown procedure and she asked the officer ii she would have to touch her private area and the officer told her yes. The caller stated she started screening at the top of her lugs that she was going to touch her in her private area, She stated 

911112013 she hasn t flown since because she was 1raumatized by lhe experience. 
2:52:14 

PM Response: 
Apo I og i zed that she did have a bad experience however the $ 85. 00 wi 11 be for preche ck which is an expedited screening procedure, Going through shorter Ii ne. not having to remove shoes and things of that nature you a re s ti 11 required to go through the 
screening procedures such as w TM D or AIT and you could sti 11 be su bi e ct 10 a p atdown. 
The callers sister in law flew from North Carolina today and she had her hands swapped with paper. He asked why this happened. He asked why they let her on the plane, because she kept testing positive. He asked how they can lodge a complaint. 
He asked what would happen if a passengers missed th ere flight. He asked if T SA would re i mb us h the cost of reschedu Ii ng a flight or make a rra ng ements for the passengers. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) often uses Explosives Trace Detection (ETD) technology in airports as part of security screening. In addition 10 lhe screening of carry-on and checked baggage, passengers may undergo screening of 
their hands using an ETD swab at the security checkpoint, the checkpoint queue, the checkpoint, or at boarding areas. 

ETD swabbing is completely harmless to passengers. The swabs are made of fabric or paper and do not contain any chemicals. To ensure the health of travelers, screening swabs are used only once. A Transportation Security Officer (TSO) first 
swabs a passenger's hands or accessible property and then places lhe swab inside an ETD unit. The ETD unit analyzes the swab for the presence of residue from explosives. Any alarm generated by the ETD screening process requires the passenger 
to undergo additional screening. 

You a I so expressed concerns reg a rd i ng the ETD swabs you received. Please note that any a I a nm generated by the ETD screening process requires the passenger to undergo addition al sere en i ng, Th ere a re seve ra I i terns th at contain the same 
chemicals that are associaled with explosives, and colleclion of these lypes of particles will resull in an ETD alarm. TS Os are 1rained 10 resolve these alarms using a variely of resolulion techniques. 

9/1112013 Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and 
7:44: 11 courtesy. 

PM 

9/1412013 
9:26:53 

AM 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We u nde rsl and the i nco nv en i ence passengers may have experienced . Nevertheless, we be Ii eve these security measures a re necessary and ap prop ria I e for ensuring the security and confidence of al I air trave I ers. 

I advised the cal I er that they can contact the CS M at the airport by ca 11 i ng 8662 89 96 73, se I eel option 5 when it is presented. pro vi de the a pp ro pri ate airport code for the airport, and the IV R wi 11 p rov1d e the contact inform at1on for the CS M at that 
location. 

They can file a claim with TSA. However, generally we do not make flight arrangements or do anything if a person misses there flight. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time· 9/1412013 5:57:19 AM Airport· DCA - Washington Reagan National Date/Time of Travel· 09/14/2013 5:15 AM Airline & Flight Number: aa1219 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport Gates 23-34 TSA Employee: (If Known) :fh··,1rr, !an*h··,1r;··, !Comment: Told TSA Officer that I could not raise rpv arms (gr jhe time needed for the AIT millimeter machines. Was directed past metal detector for a pat down. I 
stated that I did not opt out, but could not raise my arms for the time needed for the AIT millimeter machines. Spoke with TSA OfficeK b.1(6.:, ]who acknowledged that the person at the checkpoint entry made a mistake (she indicate that this person 
was new), and lhat I must now go through a pat down. I asked if I could go back out and lhrough security again.!(b)(ffi !said that I could. After a few more minutes of discussion, I decided to do so. I was lhen told by TSA Officerfh·11r;··, I 
that this was not an option; that I must go through a pat down (there was no choice). He was rather aggressive in stating this (he did not create an atmosphere that inspired a feeling of safety). I was then forced to go through an enhanced pat down. 
Note that I am also TSA PreCheck qualified. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name :!(b 1(61 
Phone Number '"f h,-'-··,1'<;R'"·1"""'"-'---,.---' 

Email !rh,IRI 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Disability Description: Caller is on Dialysis. 

Response Details: Because your complainl concerns security screening at a specific airpori. we have forwarded a copy of your e-mail to the Customer Service Manager at that airporI. 
TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security
screening po Ii ci es need modification or s pec1f1c employees or screener teams are the subj eels of repeated complaints. 

TSA Cares serves as an additional, dedicated resource specifically for passengers with disabilities, medical conditions or olher circumstances or their loved ones who want to prepare for the screening process prior to flying. 
Tr ave I e rs may ca 11 T SA Ca res tol I free at 1-855-787 -2227 
Advised caller she al ways has the option of speaking with a PSS upon arri va I at the airport if needing ass i sta nee. 

Advised caller some airlines have special lanes set aside for passengers with disabilities, traveling with children, etc., nolhing that TSA endorses. She can always ask to be directed 10 one of I hose lanes if the airline sponsors. 

911612013 Explained to caller she should inform the TSO of any assistance needed before beginning the screening process and her level of ability. 

2:09:58 
PM 

9/1712013 

Incident Details: She states she flew on 8-24, from Akron-Canton via ORD to SFO and experienced disturbing things with TSA because of having a disability. Stated TSA members don t seem to be affiliated with passengers with disabilities, being on 
dialysis she travels with unusual items, cleaning agents for herself and her machine. States she was pul through extensive checks and her machine was ran through the x-ray machine twice. When it came to checking her she went through the AIT 
scanner and she was standing there and a TSO agent was touching her arms and her feet because she didn t remove her shoes. She was then taken to a room and they proceeded to check her entire body which was extremely uncomfortable. Never 
be en through such a s c reenrng before. explained she had a I ette r from her doctor and they did n t seem to ca re. 
The TSOs were a male, middle aged possibly in 40s and an older female, brunette short bob, approx. 5 4 or 5 5. The other lady that was in the room was very kind, didn t say anything or touch her, 
She doesn t lhink she needed that much screening. 
Flight# UA5830, Gate # not available., flight departed at 1 O: 17 AM 
When she returned from SFO she didn t experience anything remotely like at Akron. Flew from SFO to HI and on return flight she didn t experience the same check in HI. Flew from HI to LAX and when she left yesterday she wasn t checked as in 
Akron. She thinks it was al I u ncal I ed lo r at CAK. she cried and /el t uncomfortable and is n 1 asking lo r anything, just trying to get justice for peop I e with dis a bi Ii ti es and handicaps, 1 hey could have different Ii n es for those individuals, TS Os need to be 
more sensitive to someone that has a disability and need to be careful because maybe someone doesn t like to be touched, been abused, etc. 

Disability Description: The caller indicated that she has cancer of the eye. 

Response Details: I advised that her complaint must be submitted in writing and advised that I would email information on how to do so. 

I advised th at I wo u Id a I so refer the information to the CSM at DEN to make them aware. 

Incident Deta i Is: The ca 11 er indicated 1 hat she passed through the T SA checkpoint at DEN between 1 2p m -12: 15p m. The ca Iler advised 1 he document checker of her condition and that she wo u Id Ii ke to opt out of A IT, The document checker referred 
her to an African American TSO near the AIT. The caller advised of her medical condition again and thal she would like to opt out of the AIT to receive a paldown. The TSO lecIured her on the facl thal the radialion emitted was the same as on the 
plane and when using a cell phone. A female TSO advised that radiowaves. and not radiation was used. The caller contacted her doctor and advised that radiowaves had the same effect. 

2 :33: 5 7 She was made to go through the A IT and indicated that it ca used so much anxiety that she had to take medical ion, 
PM 

The caller indicated that she always receives such difficulty at DEN in regard to opting out of the AIT; however this is the first time that she was refused to be permitted to opt for a patdown. 

She indicated that she intends to seek an attorney and would like to make a formal complaint. She does feel that she was discriminated against and received desparate treatment. 

The caller was traveling with Delta flight 012108 departing at 1 :25pm from gate C36. The checkpoint was on the 5th floor. 

She did not have the names of the TS Os. 

Caller is disabled in her upper body and caller states her disability is not obvious. Caller said she does not need wheelchair assistance from the airlines. Caller has trouble carrying and trouble lilting. Caller has trouble lilting her arm, Caller does not 
like going lhrough the AIT but staled she has been forced to use it anyway .. Caller said she has asked the TSOs to assist her in lifting her bag but has not received the help she needs. Caller said she has asked for a supervisor in the past and has 
been told that they are too busy to get a supervisor. Caller said JetBlue and Southwest assist her with lilting her luggage once she is on the airplane. Caller wanted to know what she can do in the future to get someone to assist her. Caller wants to 

911812013 use TSA Cares to lift her luggage. Caller complained about the TSA Cares line did not give her the option to select to just get information only. Caller stated that airlines have had to pay her because they did not follow the disability laws. Caller does 
12:43:32 not have any flights scheduled at this time. Caller did not name a specific airport in regards to this complaint. 

PM 
I told the caller to request a PSS or supervisor before she starts her screening, but caller stated she is not getting the help she needs 
I am leaving this in pending template because the caller wants assistance lilting her luggage at the checkpoint and she specifically wants this help from TSA cares . 



Caller has an issue with 2 TSA employees who work at LAS.kb·•,(ffi ~n~1h··,1rr1 I TSOs Caller states when entering the security checkpoint there was a lady before~and he was walking briskly because he was late. This TSO 
put her hand out and wouldn t allow him through the bar,-acades. She takes his ID and looks at it. he has a beard and stands 6 4 and she made comments about him being islamic, States he is a rodeo cowboy and makes his living traveling throughout 
the US, was wearing a 5 inch brim cowboy hat, wrangler jeans, boots and professional PRC shirt, caucasian male. 

!rh·11r;··, !was TSA security and her supervisor is fh·11r;··, I he spoke with the supervisor and TSOS advised him to call the TCC. 
After p I acing his I a plop and business papers and other items in the trays, he gets in the AIT and steps out afterward and the TSO. kb) ( ff) I told him to stop and placed his hand on his chest. 
Without proper notification the TSO started feeling of his neck. chest, upper body, etc., didn t say he needed to give him a search, patdown, etc. Said he was stopped in line and the TSO felt his back. stomach, chest area.and the way he did it wasn ta 

911 8/2013 prop er search. 
1:55:36 His complaint is that!(b)(ffl !nappropriately touched him anc:£iill&[Jmade the racial comment to him. 

PM Flight departed at 7PM, Flight# 245, Gate # 28. 

Response: 
(TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 
PI ease be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the S uperv,so ry Trans po rtati on Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 
Because your comp I ai nt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have lo rwa rded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 

Attachment: ,.,....,...-,-,---------, 
Name~b«~··, 
ce11:li\i5 
Homa~h_i_[~R_i_-;==="'-----, 
Mailing Address !(b)(61 ~lameda, CA, 94501 

Email: HYPERLINi4:~b~1_(6~)--------------~ 

What happened? 
I was searched in violation of your own TSA policy. I was screened via your X-ray machine and found to not be in violation; then also patted down. In violation of your own published policy. I was succumbed to your excessive searches at the beginning 
of my trip and also at the interim point. My spousal unit was not allowed to be present at my excessive search. I was boarding AS255 at Puerto Vallarta flight returning home on 05Sept. At the PV gate I was pulled aside at the jetway. they physically 
searched my carry-ans, and physically searched me for explosives, all with negative resulls. 
I then retrieved my luggage at LAX. successfully went through customs/immigration. Had to leave the AS terminal, walked outside and then entered the AA terminal at LAX and went through the security process again. I submitted my AS Boarding Pass 
for AA flight 2465 from LAX to SFO, my boarding pass flagged a "RED'" signal. The TSA agent told me to step to the side. She then told her co-worker "look at this red light" . she then told me to step aside. She then radio-ed someone to come. No one 
responded; she then radio-ed again. She told me to step aside again: told my spousal partner to move forward away from me. His name iskb)(6:, ! He was forced to go through the scanning process and never allowed to be with me. 

911912013 I was lhen met by a TSA agent (male). He told me I was to go through the x-ray scanning process. I willingly complied. I was scanned and NO ISSUES OR EXCEPTIONS WERE FOUND. I WAS COMPLETELY CLEARED THROUGH THIS 
PROCESS. 

9:58:55 
AM 

Instead, I was then taken aside to 3 TSA agents. The male TSA agent told me that I was now going to be physically patted down. EVEN THOUGH THERE WAS NOTHING TO WARRANT SUCH A SEARCH"'' He then brought over a black female TSA 
agent. She informed me that she was going to pat me down physically, including my groin areas. She was EXCESSIVELY SLOW AND EMBARMSSINGL Y physical in patting me down. She patted me down very slowly on the front of my body, 
including my groin area, and then had me turn around and patted me down on the back of my body, and again in my groin area. I must IeI1 you, I was employed by the State of CA, Dept. of Corrections, I was a Peace Officer, performed many searches 
of criminals in my career. YOUR TSA is a mockery of the search process. Exceedingly slow and humiliating'., 
After physically searching me and finding nothing, the black female TSA agent then swabbed me again (after I was swabbed in Puerto Vallarta for the same thing and nothing was found) for explosives. 
She took the swabbing material and attempted to process it through the machine #1. GUESS WHAT??? THE MACHINE WAS BROKE! P She then took my swabbing material to another machine. She tried a "test" on that machine and guess what??? 
She slated out loud, "I tested this machine and it came out positive for explosives - however ii was just a test, and it wasn"I her results.' She stated, I his machine is also broken." 
The male TSA agent then spoke to his supervisor. He said. You know. we need to have these machines calibrated because they are not working." She replied, IA/ell. I thought we just had these machines calibrated so I don't know what to do." He then 
told me and the T SA b I ack woman to fol low him aver to a third machine. We moved over 
to the third machine where she inserted my "explosive results'" paper into this third machine. This machine confirmed I was negative for explosives and they finally let me go. My significant other approached us at the third machine and asked the male 
TSA agent what was going on and why I was singled out. He said it was Iotally up 10 Alaska Airlines why I hey singled me oul and ii wasn't TSA at all. It was Alaska Airlines. 
He denied any knowledge as to wiry I was put through this and said it was AS airlines who did this to me. There are two specific violations that TSA did against me: 
FIRST, PLEASE SEE THE TSA POLICY ON THE TSA WEBSITE - I HAVE COPIED IT BELOW TO SHOW YOU YOUR OWN POLICY TO POI NT OUT HOW YOU VIOLATED ITI 
TSA POLICY PERYOU R OWN WEB SITE RE, Pat-Downs 
Whal to Know Before You Go 
If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by imaging technology or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a 



9/19/2013 
2:04:01 

PM 

The caller is flying and he is subjected to additional screening. He stated that this happens everytime he fi1es. He stated that he wants to clear his name. He stated that he gets a paid own. He stated that he flys with his children and it gets out of hand. 
He stated that he gets a p atdown eve ryt i me. 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (DHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
transportation hubs. such as airports and train stations. or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
• Traveler's belief that they are on a government watch list. 
• Situalions where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or por1s of enlry. 
• Difficulty printing a boarding pass at home or at the kiosk. 

When an individual applies for redress, DHS TRIP will assign a record identifier or Redress Control Number (RCN). OHS TRIP will inform redress applicants in writing when the OHS review of an inquiry is complete. Reviews of requests for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. Applicants may check the stalus of inquiries on line by entering the RCN. 

Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and 
courtesy. 

After the complaint is resolved. DHS TRIP recommends that travelers provide this RCN when making reservations or updating their traveler profile with an airline. This info will assist security technologies to help prevent misidentification from occurring 
due to the similarity of a traveler's name and personal information to another person in systems that contain information from Federal, State, local, and foreign sources. 

I explained that there is no guarantee that this will resolve the issue. I explained I hat I can email the forms within 24 hours of this response. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in s c reem ng passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on bag gage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

The caller is flying from PBI, and the supervisor indicaled thal the passenger must remove all items from his pockets before the screening began. However, the caller, who is on military orders and in uniform, indicated that this has never been required 
at any other airport. Al so, the supervisor requested his mi I ita ry orders, and the cal I er informed the agent that this has never happened either. He wanted to fi I e a comp I a int reg a rd i ng the inconsistency at PBI com pa red to every other airport he has 
flown through. 

Flight Information: 

Date and Time of Flight Sept 20, 2013: 11 59 AM 
Departure Airport: PB I 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight Number: 3429 
Terminal and Gate Numbers: The caller believed the Gate was B 9. 
Supervisors Last Name:!lh··,1R! but he refused to give the passenger his first name. 

9/20/2013 
10:58:48 Advised Caller: 

AM 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) strongly recommends that passengers remove all items and accessories from their pockets before beginning the security screening process. Removing items such as wallets, belts. bulky jewelry, 
money, keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo addilional screening 10 resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology 
(AIT) screening. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) has developed standard screening practices for all of our Nations airports, and passengers can expect essentially the same procedures. While the procedures are the same everywhere, the 
interpretation of those procedures resulls in some slight variations from airporl to airport and situation 10 siluation. 

We inspect s c reem ng ope rations at airports and continue to mo ni tor the number and nature of comp I aints we receive from the trave Ii ng pub Ii c to track Ire nds and spot areas of concern th at may require s pec1al attention. This ongoing process enables 
us to ensure prom pt, co CTecti ve action whenever we d ete rTn i ne that security screening po Ii ci es need modi fi cation or specific employees a re the subject of repeated complaints, 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager at that location. 



The caller called regarding his laptop that he left at the screening checkpoint at LAX. EIDllli:R§IJ The agent he spoke with was ageni(bH6 ! He was given the number to the lost and found at LAX as 310-242-9073 but the caller states that number is 
no longer in service and does not go through. The caller and his with were traveling with his wife's grandmothers and her fathers remains. They opted out of the AIT and the urns and their items were being screened while they were being patted down. 
They fiew from LAX 10 SFO on United flight 5554Y and then going 10 Medford, Oregon. The caller slates that he had about 4 bins of ii ems. The caller states thal his wife was very upset and when he went back to get his ii ems he forgot his la plop at 
the screening checkpoint. The caller wants a number he can contact to find his laptop. The caller filed a claim when he landed in SFO. 

9120/2013 
11 ,28 ,24 Lost and Found 

Los Ange I es I ntemationa I Airport 
310-242-9073 

AM 

912012013 
1:23:03 

PM 

CSM 

Name: l(b)(6) 
Phone: ~-----~ 
The caller filled out a form at the airport regarding a complaint. He has called and left voicemail to the CSM. No one has called back. A complaint was done in July. 

The passenger had previously Ii I ed a complaint reg a rd i ng a patd own and the re was lo 11 ow-up feedback from the CS M. However. the passenger is not s ati sfi ed with the CS Ms response and wo u Id Ii ke to send the comp I a int to someone else, 

Original complaint: 1037460 

Caller fiew from HOU on 07 08 13. He went through security at 5:10 p.m. He went through the AIT. Once he stepped through the AIT a TSO proceeded to give him a patdown without saying a word. He asked the TSO. What are you doing? two times. 
The TSO lold him that he needed give him a patdown from an alarm on the AIT. He told the officer that he knows thal a passenger is supposed 10 be asked before a patdown s1arted. He asked the TSO who could handle this issue. He was abrasive 
and rude and told him to, go over there and talk to them. Then he walked away. At the same time all of his electronics are sitting on the conveyor belt where anyone can take them. The officers name is fh··,rr;-1 I He got the name from his 
supervisor. The STSO gave him a complaint form to fill out. He stated that!lh \/R ~as one of his best TSO s. He 1s not worried about how the TSO normally does his job. His response should be geared toward resolving my issue with what just happened 
to me. The STSO said that someone will call him back within 24 to 48 hours. That has not happened. Who can he contact if he is not happy with the response from the CSM at HOU? 

kbl(61 

Disability Description: The caller has a wound on his leg in a bandage to keep the infection out and uses a cane. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: I apologize that you had a bad experience at checkpoint. 

There is not limit on carrying cash but the officers may question it if they believe it is from an illegal activity. 

I can send a claim form to you to complete for compensation on the lost items. This will be investigated, 

The AIT does not actually look for metal so other types of things can alarm it. 

I offered to go over the information about filing a complaint by email, mail, or both. The caller asked that I send it to him so he could have it in writing. 

I will forward this information about the complaint to the appropriate place. However, you should also be sure to send it in writing for it to be considered complete. That can be sent by mail or email. 

912312013 You can ask for a PSS at the checkpoint in the future, they are there and trained to assist passengers with disabilities or medical conditions go through the screening checkpoint. 

12:05:37 
Incident Details: The caller has a complaint. He flew out of ORD on Friday. They had a delay going through because they were carrying a piece of cheese. The TSO was unsure of what it was so it took longer for them to process it because it was a 

PM 
well wrapped square block. He also had to carry a bag of medical supplies and had no problem at ORD with those supplies. 

However, he had an issue with the medical supplies at PHX. He had a quart botlle of liquid wound cleaner, he had a bottle of go% spray alcohol, sterile waler and a bottle of a drying agent that was also a spray. He walks with a cane and is not very 
steady yet because he just changed from a walker. At PHX they asked if they had anything and he told them about a laptop and iPad. They had about 8 bins when they finally put their items through on the belt. They would not allow him to take a cane 
in the AIT at all. He got in there and asked for his cane to help him get out but the officer would not give it to him. He tripped out of the AIT and another agent caught him. He alarmed the AIT so he had to have some additional screening as well. He 
told the officer that he has medical supplies and to feel free to go through it to check. The TSO said she had to open the alcohol to check the liquid, they also had to open the sterile water and his other items. He told them that opening the bottle would 
make it no good because it was con1aminated. They did I his to all of the sterile liquids causing air to get inside. He also has Lotramen that he uses as a drying agent. He told I hem thal they could spray it but they would nol do that. He also had a 
bottle of antibacterial soap that was over the 3.4 ounces and they said that he could not take that. he also had ointments and other dry supplies. He had an infection that he was able to get rid of and was nervous about not having the items be 
completely sterile to use. 

The lady threw his things back in the bag when she was finished and he told her that he would appreciate if she put lhe items back in neatly. When he 901 to the plane he realized that his alcohol had spilled all over his medical items in the bag. The lid 
was not put back on correctly and when she threw it in the bag it spilled on everything causing the bag to smell strongly like alcohol. 

He was carrying $8,000 and when asked he said it was none of their business, which was apparently a red flag, He does not think that it should be a problem that he carry that. 



912312013 
12:12:23 

PM 

TSA Contact Center: 

CRCL received the below and are forwarding to you to handle as deemed appropriate. 

Sincerely, 

U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
Office for Ci vi I Rights and Ci vi I Liberties 

---0 rig i na I Message--
F ro~( bi ( 61 
Sent: Saturday, September 21, 2013 12:56 PM 
To: CRCL 
Subject Fly Rights - New Re po rt from Chuck Newnham 

Full Name:e.(b"-·'-lI 'c"',=---~-----, 
Email Address,.(b""· .. I("'6"'"·., -----,,------' 
Phone Number: b':1(6) 

Address:~b~••_,(6_.~I ----~ 

Are you 18 ar over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 

Ca Iler wan ts 10 know what TPA screening process is be ca use she has be en boycotl i ng ever since TSA has had so many sea nda Is and she saw so much on the i nte rne t, such as removing babies diapers, s ep arati ng r ro m pa rents, etc.? 
Considering flying again.and has a newborn daughter, 4 months old who will be in a carrier. 
Are they sti 11 patting everyone down and do they sti 11 have to remove shoes, etc.? 

Response: 
WTMD, AIT and Patdowns are 3 methods of screening. 

912312013 Advised caller she will remove the child from the carrier and carry it through the WTM D. any carriers. strollers, etc. will go through X-Ray machine. 
12: 4 5: 19 Every person, reg a rd I ess of age, must undergo screening to p race ed beyond the security checkpoint, Even a baby must be ind iv id u ally sere ened, however. it is Transportation Security Adm i ni st rat ion (TS A) policy that passengers wi 11 not be separated 

PM from their children. 
Advised she is allowed to have more than 3.4 ozs. of milk, formula, etc. for the child. 
Advised paid owns a re performed to reso Ive a I arms, a no m al i es from the Al T, etc. 
AIT is a vo I unta ry screening method to the WTM D, ii directed can opt out but must have pa tdow n to comp I ete sere en i ng process. 
Shoes must be removed unless there is a medical condilion thal prevents a passenger being able to remove. 

Caller slated that she flew from EW R to PHX on 09 15 2013 on US Airways and slated that she I hat lhe screening procedures were a lillle bit oul of hand. She staled thal she has an artificial hip and has a Medical Card slating this which she submitted 
to the screening officers but still felt that the officers were not treating her the way that she should of been treated. She also stated that her Luggage was also inspected and thought that they may of been targeting her since her incident at the screening 
ch eek point she stated that she le It Ii ke a criminal . She stated that her suit case was a I so searched and a 11 th at she had in her I ugg age was a curling I ran and hair drier advised the ca 11 er th at her baggage was prob ab I y search to clear and alarm. She 
did state th at th ere was a NO I inside the suitcase. 

9126120 13 Gave the cal I er the following info: 
10:48:4 7 An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT 1/ it is available or can request to be screened using a paid own; however. passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 

AM 
Gave the cal I er the following info: 
We are only responsible for checked baggage from the time it is presented for screening until the time it has been cleared afler screening. 



Disability Description: Caller was reading today about TSA special services. 

Recently I hey flew from New Jersey- NewJrk, and his daughter was pregnant and had a patdown and it really embJrrassed him. 
She could not go through the Scanner. 

Information Request He wanted infonmation about his daughter Opting out of the AIT because of her pregnancy. 
He do es not want her pa lied down in the open area . 

Response Oetails: Told him a passenger can opt out of the AIT for health concerns and we must resolve their screening with at patdown. 

She can request a private patdown at any time. 
During a private patdown another Officer of the same gender will also be present. 
It may take a few minutes for 2 Officers to be available. 

912612013 He asked if they have 10 call in advance to do I hat. 

10:58:41 
AM Told him they do not. 

9/26/2013 
1245 28 

PM 

When she informs the Officer she needs to avoid the equipment and have the Patdown she can let them know she would prefer a private one. 

Advised I wi 11 send an emai I of the inform at,on. 
He can share that with his daughter, 

Al so I et her knaw: 
If you have any concerns or need ass i sta nee at the che c kpornt you may ask to 
speak with a Passenger Support Specialist. 

He asked if the Passenger Support Specialist is in the same area. 

Told him they may have to get one for them but we have PSS available. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Other: Professionalism/Customer Service Current DatelTlme : 9/2612013 9:58:4 7 AM Airport PHL - Ph1ladelph1a International Date/Time of Travel 0811012013 2:45 PM Airline & Flight Number 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : A West 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . Hi, I went through security during either a shift change or massive rotation of personnel through positions and it was confusing. The TSA agents were giving conflicting directions, for instance the gentleman at the X-ray machine told me ta 
wait to send my ,terns through (you know the process better than me, but they run the belt empty. pass what appears to be a brick through. change operators. then resume normal operation). The woman who rotated to start working the front of the AIT 
area was irritated at me for not running my bag through. even though the man at the x-ray machine had not yet cleared me to do so. That's the best example of the conflicting orders that had been issued, but in the space of a few minutes, there were 
sev era I more including &quol;S ta nd I he re&q uo t: and &quot :why a re you standing the re, come he re &quol;-1 y pe or slate m ents. The who I e change a round seemed a bit disorganized. 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email !rh 11R, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



Disability Description: Caller is on oxygen. 

Response Details: Advised the caller: 

Apo I og i zed lo r the experience she had at the che c kpomt. 

If a passenger us es a POC, the manner in which the passenger is screened depends on whel her he or she can di scan n eel from the oxygen concentrator. Passengers should check with I heir doctor to d ete rmi n e whether they can safely disconnect 
during screening. It is important far a passenger to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening whether he or she can disconnect before the screening process begins. 

If a passenger can disconnect from his or her POC. it is recommend that the passenger check the equipment as checked baggage whenever possible. Passengers who can disconnect can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if 
they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds withoul the support of a person or device. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 

912612013 PI ease be advised that a passenger can a I ways request to speak with the Supervisory T ransp o r1 ati on S ecuri I y Officer at the checkpoint 10 address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 

1:05:49 
PM 

Because your comp I amt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have lo rwa rded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 

Passenger Supporl Specialist are available at every checkpoinl on every shift and are inlended to be the first line of resolution for conflicls. They are available to assist passengers that may require assistance through the passenger screening 
checkpoint. 

TSA strives to provide the highest level of security while ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity and respect. To that end, TSA launched TSA Cares. a helpline number designed to assist travelers with disabilities and medical conditions. 

Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at 1-855-787-2227 prior to traveling with questions about screening policies, procedures and what to expect at the security checkpoint. TSA Cares serves as an additional. dedicated resource specifically for 
passengers with d1sa b1 Ii ti es. med i ca I conditions or other ci rcu m stances or their loved ones who want to prep are for the scree m ng p race ss prior to flying. 

TSA recommends thal passengers call no less than 72 hours ahead of I ravel in case it is delermined that it is necessary 10 coordinate support at the airport 

Incident Details: !rh·11r;··, ~ad a trip on Monday 9-16-2013 from Denver to Baltimore. When she went through security she had problems. She is 76 years old and 1s required to be on oxygen. She is almost blind and has less than 27 
percent lung function. When she was going through the security the TSO asked her to take off her shoes, which she told the TSO that she was 76 years old and did not have to take off her shoes. The TSO then told her that she did not look like she was 
76 years old. She then was told to take off her oxygen. She had to stand in the line for a long time before she when through the AIT without her oxygen. She was able 10 stand on her feet and lift her arms above her head to go through the AIT. She said 
that she felt like she was just about to collapse without her oxygen. Her oxygen was not avaliable for her after her screening. She actually made it to a bench and collapsed. She started yelling for her oxygen and someone gave her oxygen at that time. 

Caller indicated that she traveled lasl Friday, September 20th, from SEA to LGB on JelBlue flight 1007 that departed at 1700hrs. She was calling because when she was going lhrough the checkpoint for Gate D5 around 1600hrs, a very tall blonde 
female TSO was operating the AIT told her after being scanned, that she needed additional screening because her butt looked fake on AIT. The officer conducted a patdown and ETD screening, made derogatory comments about the travelers rear 
during the p race ss. She said th at wh i I e the ofli cer patted down her rear she commented that she was wrong and it was rea I. Ca 11 er said that she could be identified due to arnvi ng to the che c kpomt on crutches. She a I so wanted it noted th at she had a 

912612013 colleague who was about ten passengers behind her that received the same treatment, only her anomoly was her breasts: the colleague intends to contact the TCC about her incident later as well. 
4:43:19 

PM Apologized to caller for her experience and explained that TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every person and item must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted 1s important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. Advised that we would forward her complaint to the CSM at the SEA 
airport for review and see if any add it ion a I assistance can be provided, 



So much for random screening. You jerks randomly screened me on my flight home as well. This is pure profiling and nothing more. You have never found anything in any random screening. 
From now on I will be leaving you nasty notes in my bag. 

GO FUCK YOURSELFII' 
I HATE YOUR BULLSHIT LIES SO DONT EVEN RESPOND UNLESS YOU ARE READY TO MAKE THIS RIGHT AND CORRECT YOUR DISFU NCTION. 

Sincerely, 
One pissed off voting americanl(b)(6) 

On Sep 23, 2013 12: 14 PM, <HYPERLINK "mailto:tsatcc do not reply@senture.com"tsatcc do not reply@senture.com> wrote: 

Thank you for your e-ma i I in which you inquire about the reasons for secondary s c reem ng. 

912612013 The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) see ks 10 provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 travelers who pass through our sere en i ng checkpoints. Every passenger and their property m usl be sere ened before e nl eri ng the 

821 ,01 secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

PM 

912712013 
9:56:29 

AM 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For e,ample, TSA may apply addilional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, 10 resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal DeIecIor (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be periormed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove lhe random element from lhe system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume I hat all terrorisls will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless. we be Ii eve these security measures a re necessary and ap prop ri ate for ensuring the sec u nty and confidence of a 11 air travelers. T SA continues to d eve Io p and 
deploy new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints. provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint, and 
keeps the traveling public safe. 

We hope this information is he I pful. 

Caller and wife flying tomorrow and he is worried aboul going through screening because of a previous experience. 
Caller states the TSO periormed a patdown in public and grabbed his genitals, asked if that is allowed? Stated he completed a complaint at the airport and nothing was ever done to the TSO. wanted him to go to jail. Said a woman supervisor was 
tel Ii ng the TSO th at he had n t touched him enough during the patdown. 
Asked if he is required to go through the naked machine, what can he do to reduce his chances of having a patdown? 
Mentioned there are certain lanes at lhe airporl thal passengers can go through and avoid screening• 

Response: 
Screenings using A IT a re vo I unta ry, Ind i vi d ua Is who do not wish to be screened by this techno I og y wi 11 be required to undergo a I te rnat ive screening , including a thorough pa tdown, Signs a re posted in front of ea ch AIT location advising passengers of 
this rig hi. WTMD, AIT or Patdown is required to complete screening process before allowed to board a flighl. 

TSA has required updated software on all Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) machines. 
This software, also referred to as Automated Target Recognition (ATR). is designed to enhance privacy by eliminating the image of an actual passenger. ATR detects potential threats and indicates their location on a generic. computer-generated 
outline of a person that appears on a monitor attached to the AIT unit. If a polential lhreat is detected, lhe area will require additional screening. If polential lhreats are not detected, the outline is not generaled, an "OK" appears on lhe monitor, and the 
passenger is cl ea red from screening. In addition. passengers are able to view the same out Ii n e that the T SA officer sees. 

Rigorous privacy safeguards are in place to protect passenger privacy and ensure anonymity. There are no realistic images produced of passengers during the screening process. All operational units utilize a virtual figure on which anomalies are 
presented for resolution. The imaging technology that TSA uses in airports cannot sIore, export, prinl. or Iransmit images. 

A Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdown search, and as the screening is being conducted. the TSO should be descnbing the procedures he or she is using. TSOs are required to use the 
back of the hand to patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas, TS Os are required to use the front of the hand. 

Advised caller he has the option to speak with a supervisor while at the checkpoint if there is an issue, also, how to contact the CSM at any airport. 
Advised caller airlines may have select lanes for business travelers, passengers with children, physical d1sab1lities, etc. which may not be as crowded but everyone has to go through screening process to board a flight. 
Advised ca Iler to empty pockets of a 11 i terns and p I ace in ca rryon before beginning screening p race ss, 



The caller stated that he opted in for his precheck through United Airlines. The caller stated that he has recieved it in the past but has not recieved 11 this past tnp. The caller wanted to know the what the issue is. The caller stated this was the first time 
that he has not received it. The caller also stated that his arm is in a sling and wanted to know about the screening process. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

912912013 It is important to remember that frequent flyers who are eligible for TSA Prelu2713 ™ with their airline are considered for expedited screening only on the airline that invited them to join. In addition, even if a passenger opts in for TSA Prelu2713"' this 

10,29, 16 does not guarantee I hat he or she will receive expediled screening each time they travel. TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport. 

AM 
If a passenger has a cast. brace, or support appliance. the way screening will be conducted depends on his or her level of ability. The passenger should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of his or her ability, of the existence of a cast. 
brace, or support a pp Ii a nee, and of any need for assistance before screening begins, 

TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform TS Os about any disability. medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening, their use may 
improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their condItIons. Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). 
If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 
The caller indicated that she concerns in regard to two separate screening instances that occurred at IAH. 

When traveling from IAD to her leather notebook containing scriptures, was opened, layed with the printing up, and was sent through xray screening again after it had already been screened b xray and been physically inspected by a TSO. The caller 
indicated that her husband wondered if lhe same had occurred it ii would have been the Koran. 

The caller indicated that she cannot comfortably raise her arms above her head. She requested to be screened v,a the WTMD. She was advised that she would have to go through AIT, or receive a patdown. 

She is 78 

She asked if she can go through the WT MD due to her age or if she can obtain documentation ind i eating that she can do so. 

She asked if ii can be considered that passengers over 75 be permilled to request WTMD screening, rather lhan AIT or a patdown. 

The ca 11 er indicates that she does n t understand why TSA wo u Id think that someone over 7 5. and not someone younger, would have born bs in their shoes. She indicated that she was happy for procedure. 

9130120 13 she asked for the reasoning behind the change in the screening process for passengers who are over I he age of 7 5. 
8:40:19 

AM 
She asked for a number or contact to write to in regard to making these changed. 

I advised that I did nol have a conIacI number, but could provide a mailing address for TSA Headquarters. 

She asked who monitors comp I a i nts. 

TransporIation Securily Administration 
601 South 12th Street 
Art i ngto n. VA 20 598 

I advised that I had documented her complain! and TSA monitors lhe number and naIure of complainls. 

I advised th at TSA standard procedure is th at passengers can not request WTM D screening , in Ii e u of the A IT or patd own, This a pp Ii es to a 11 passengers, 

Caller fiew from Manchester NH on SW on Sept 20th. She had one checked bag. She had two NOls. She had a patdown. She packed her hair dryer. It is a dryer base where you put brushes. Her hair dryer is missing. She asked if there is a discard 
bin al the airport. 

The patdown is degrading. She asked 1f the re was a way that she co u Id get screened so that she wo u Id not have to go through the machines. 
913012013 

9:38: 19 I told her I hat she could always ask for a paldown. All passengers will be screened either through paldown, AIT or WTMD. 
AM 

I gave her the lost and lo und numb er. 
Manchester Airport 
603-624-6349 



Caller worked with U mted services which is a cleaning agency in the airports. Caller stated th at he went through s c reem ng recently in ORD and a le ma I e TSO stated that the wind ow bucket needed to come off his ca rt. He to Id her that this was not ab I e 
to come off unless she had a knife to cut the strings off but everyday he goes through the checkpoint, there is not an issue. She flipped this bucket up and down and then it went through the checkpoint once she was done making a big scene. She was 
very rude in all ways. He scanned his ID card and placed his finger on lhe device and it Iurned green however, she made him do ii again and told him in a nasty manner that she did not see him do it. She barley let him go through lhe AIT and after all 

9130/2013 this, she went and to Id her manager something. 
112625 

AM He was terminated because of this TSO agent and no one will review the videos. He is italian and she was a bigger black woman and he feels that this woman has it in for him. He feels that it was because of discrimination. 

9/30/2013 
12 05 09 

PM 

CCR transferred him through to the MB desk at ~ 

Good Marni ng James, 

~ provided the below additional information on her complaint which happened at JFK not LAS. I am sure that you will be able to assist her with her concerns over her experience at the TSA security checkpoint. 

Sincerely, 

Laura L. Renner 
Program Analyst 
OHS/Transportation Security Administration McCarran International Airport Las Vegas. Nevada LAScustomersupport@tsa.dhs.gov 

For additional travel tips and information on the Transportation Security Administration please visit our website at www.tsa.gov. 

PII Policy Message to be provided to customer: "Collection of this information is made under 49 U.S.C.114(e) & (f). Providing this information is voluntary. TSA will use this information to improve customer service and may share it with airport 
operators lo r I his purpose. For mo re in formation, please cons u 11 DH SfTSA 006 Co rres po ndence and Ma 11ers Tracking Records." 

-----Original Message----
Fromkbl(61 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 9:53 PM 
To: LASCustomerSup,.p_o_rt ______ ~ 

Subjecl: RE 5000.15~!(b~)~(6~'----~ 

Hello. thank you for your kind words. The incident took place at JFK airport in new York. We were connecting there to b buffalo. I am a Canadian cItIzen and did not approach anyone for fear I would not get home. I am 5' 10 and disabled (I walk with a 
cane). I have short brown hair with highlights and I wear glasses. I was wearing navy shorts and a grey sweatshirt with Paris las Vegas on the front. I do not remember much about the tsa agent except he was 40 to 50 years old. After landing at JFK I 
went for a cigarette oulside and this occurred aboul 11 pm as I wenl through the starl of security where you show your passporl. I was one of the only people I here. There was an issue aboul a scanner for passports not working and I had to move over. 
pose no threat to anyone and did not deserve this treatment. I was grabbing a connecting flight so I had no luggage and this occurred a 1st chockpoint before scanning. 
The agent was quite tall and maybe wore glasses and I believe he has gray hair mixed in with darker colour. I did not notice his name as I was looking down supporting myself on my cane. He stated to me next time I was to take my passport from ,ts 
case. I smiled letting him know I heard. He then stated "you speak English" and upon looking at my passport he said "your Canadian,fh·\/r;··, I/" he did not ask me a question that required me to answer him. He stated to me to take out my 
passport from its case nexl time. As a well educated Canadian the french questions is insulling as Canadians speak English, one province speaks french. I was belittled and insulled with his slatements. I wish I had more info for you but I was scared of 
the agent holding me back as my daughter was waiting at the departure ate. He entered my info or scanned my passport. Won't his name appear somewhere? I flew jet blue and had just landed at JFK and awaiting a midnight connector to buffalo. 
Please keep me informed. Thank you for your assistance. Sincerel,1(,_,b"')"-(6=' _,_ _________________ _ 
Caller: 
Caller left MCO this morning. She is 65 years old. She was using a wheelchair. She has had a knee replacement, foot surgery, and fibro myalgia. At BHM they let her have a patdown in her wheelchair. The TSO wanted her to use the AIT at MCO. She 
was rude throughout the screening procedure. She let two males also in wheelchairs who were in front of her go to the side for a patdown. Why cant she do the same? She did not get her name or badge number. The TSO asked her ii she could stand 
or walk in a rude tone. She responded yes but if she used the AIT with her arms above her head she would lose her balance. This happened at terminal A around 7:45. The TSO was a heavier set white female in her mid 60 s who was 5 5 . She wore 
glasses and her hair was in a pony tail. She should not have to explain why she is in a wheelchair. 

Response: 

913012013 The Transportation Security Administralion (TSAI regrels any unprofessional trealment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and cusIomer service 10 all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 

1:58:57 
PM 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

I told her she can conIacI the CSM al MCO by phone al: 

Namej(b)(61 
Phonel ~-----~ 
I told the caller to give her a couple days to contact her first. If she does not call you in 2 to 3 business days give her a call. 



She was travel Ii ng yesterday from Newport News to All ant a that departed at 1 : 15 PM and during the screening she stated the T SA employees we re rude. She fil I ed out a complaint form at the checkpoint and she d idn t have 11 me to complete it. She was 
calling to finish her complaint. She had a patdown due to an artificial knee, she did make the officer aware of her knee. Caller felt the officer was very intimidating and her property was separated from her because of a tube of hand cream that was 
found in her luggage that was over 3.4oz. She is 75 years old, she saw the sign I hat she didn t need to take off her shoes so she didn t lake them off. She was told she had to remove her shoes so she had to go back and place them on the conveyor 
system. When she got back to the AIT the officer asked if she had anything in her pockets and she told him she had her pill box in her pocketl so she had to go back and place it on the convey system as well. She alarmed in the AIT and the officer 
stood in front of the Al T wa I kway b I ocki ng her in and advised her to wait there. She told the officer th at she wanted to p I ace a 11 of her property tog ether si nee they we re separated and she to Id the officer she was wanting out to place it al I tog ether and to 
where she could see it because she had about $10,000 worth of jewelry in her luggage. The officer wouldn t let her out of the AIT until a female was able do a patdown, she stated the patdown was very thorough the officer touched her breast, pelvis, 
and between her legs. They pulled oul the hand cream from her luggage and told her the hand cream had to be lhrown away or placed in checked luggage, she chose to let lhem throw it away, afterwards she got all her stuff and left. She felt the officer 
was very rude because they didn t tell her what they were doing while it was happeninq.!(b·•,(ffi !stated she was going through the checkpoint between 11 :00 - 11 :30Am. The officer was large about 200 pounds, tall, African American, nice looking. 

9130120 13 She was offered a private sere en i ng a re a for the paid own 
3:00:57 

PM Response: 
Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Trans po rtati on Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager 

If you wo u Id Ii ke you can speak with the CS M directly you can ca 11 this numb er back and press option 5 and enter the airport code PH F and it 11 give you the contact information for the CSM, 

The caller stated that she had breast cancer and that she has metal breast expanders in her chest. She stated that she knows that she is going to ala nm the metal detector and that she will be subjected to a paid own. The caller advised that she is 4 
weeks post op and that she does not want to be patted down. The caller became upset. The caller made the statement that she is just going to expose herself to the officers so that they can see her. The caller stated that we have her number and that 
we can go ahead and flag her. The caller also began to make comments about how the TS Os at LAX are less lhan satisfactory. 

Advised the cal I er: A breast cancer survivor who wears breast prostheses. has ma ste cto my sea rs, wears he ad coverings or a compression sleeve may want to info rm a Trans po rtati on Security Officer (TSO) of her needs before screening begins. TSA 
has ere ated notification cards that travelers may use to inform TS Os about any dis ab i I ity, medical condition, or medical device that could a fleet security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security sere en i ng, their use may 
improve communication and help travelers discreetly nolify TSOs of their conditions. This card can be found al http: www.tsa.gov sites default files publicalions disability_notification_cards.pdf 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their anms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through 
meta I detectors on I y ii they can wa I k through on their own, An el igi bl e passenger can request to be screened by Al T if it is a vai I ab I e or can request to be screened using a thorough patd own; however. passengers cannot request to be sere e ned by the 
walk-through me1a1 detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 

9130120 13 A patd own procedure a I so is used to resolve any a I a nms of a metal detector or a no ma Ii es identified by A IT. If a pa tdown is required in order to complete screening; 

4:01:40 
PM 

• The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or I ift any article of c lathing to revea I a s ens1t1ve body area. 

In addition to the paldown, TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

I advised the caller that she would have to be screened and that all she needs to do is communicale her concerns wilh the TSOs and indicate to them if any area of her body is painful when touched. 

The ca 11 er terminated the cal I. 



9/30/2013 
4:20:48 

PM 

1013/2013 
10:27:31 

AM 

1013/2013 
2:09:16 

PM 

10/412013 

Caller has a GE membership and forwarded it to US Airways. He was ineligible twice. He called US Airway and he was told that there was a mismatch in some information. ~f b_._1(_6_, ____ ~I is on the GE card. He verified his name in his profile is 
correct when he spoke with US Airways. 
He asked if the pass id also includes sc134. He flew from Harrisburg to Charlolle to DFW and was denied. He returned from DFW and was denied. He is 76 and was led to believe he could leave his shoes on and wants to know if this is Irue. 
Sometimes he flies from Harrisburg ta Philedelphia. 

I told him that you must be flying on a participating airline from a participating airport. He can see this at Isa.gov. I told him that Harrisburg does not participate and US Airways does not participate at DFW. 

I told individuals wha apply and are cleared for enrollment in one of CB P's eligible Trusted Traveler programs are automatically qualified ta participate in TSA Precheck when flying on a participating airline from a participating airport. 
For CB P trusted !rave I er program participants. trave I ers should enter the PASS ID from the back of their ca rd into the known trave I er f1el d of their frequent fi ye r profile or enter it at the time of booking to be e Ii g i ble for T SA Preche ck benefits. 
Travelers should ensure that their PASS ID is included in the known traveler field correctly. In addition, program members should enter their full name, date of birth, and PASS ID exactly as it appears on their membership card. For example. if the name 
I isled on a traveler's card includes a middle initial or middle name, ii must be entered that way in their reservation and airline profile. 
I told him that if he verified this information and is denied expedited screening on appropriate trips he may call us back within 3 days of a flight to escalate this. 

As part of this effort, TSA has implemented a program to revise screening procedures for passengers who appear to be age 75 and older, 
Under I his new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alarm. 

Caller said lhat she was made to go through lhe AIT 5 times al MCO. She wanted to know how much radiation she was exposed to. She said that she needs to tell her Dr. She has already made a complaint aboul the incident. She wanted 10 know 
what she can do to stop at her women from being sexually harassed like she was. 

I gave the following information: Millimeter wave systems project beams of non-ionizing radio frequency energy over the passenger's body surface: the beams do not penetrate the skin. The radio frequency energy reflected back from the body and 
other objects on the body is used 10 construct a three-dimensional image. The energy lhe system projects is thousands of limes less than a cell phone transmission. 
The extremely low dose of radiation from the entire spectrum al TSA screening technology is inconsequential, even ta frequent flyers who undergo repeated screenings. When evaluating new screening technologies, TSA performs independent studies 
and evaluations to verify the systems meet regulatory and national consensus standards to ensure the health and safety of the traveling public. This testing takes into account special populations that are more sensItIve to radiation, such as children. 
persons receiving radiation treatment lo r medica I conditions, and p regnant and pote nti a 11 y pregnant women, as wel I as employees who work near the eq ui pme nt. Al I screening systems lu 11 y comp I y with F edera I safety requirements, and measured 
radialion levels for each are well below limits eslablished by lhe U .s. Food and Drug Adminislration and the U.S. Occupational Safely and Health Administration. 

I am sitting in Orlando Airport after being palled down TWICE and then having them drug test the gloves. Your AIT is inaccurate and cause me to be humiliated and embarrassed. The AIT alarmed in providence and they used the wand to clear me. In 
Orlando, I went thru the AIT twice and lhen patted down. I even pulled my pant legs up bul thal was good enough. I told lhem the same thing happened in providence and they used the wand, but no, I stood there awhile while lhey figured out what to 
da. All this while my 73 year old mother is waiting. Then I was taken in a room and patted down again and then waited while she tested the gloves. Needless to say it was negative and so was my experience with TSA in Orlando.!fh··,1rr, I Sent 
from my ,Phone 

The caller indicated I hat prefers not 10 be screened by the AIT. He indicated that he asked to be screened by the WTMD,. He was not permitted 10 and was screened via a patdown. 

He expressed frustrat,on that a fa mi I y of four was permitted to pass through the WT MD and did not receive a patdown. H 

The caller asked who, and what lobbyist makes these rules as they do not make sense. 

He asked why a passenger cannot required to be screened by the WT MD. 

9: 15:00 I advised that passengers are nol permitted to request to be screened via the WTMD in lieu of the AIT or patdown screening This is a TSA policy and procedure. 
AM 

11 advised that he can request a patdown instead of the A IT. 

I advised th at if he wou Id Ii ke to know who and how I hese process es are del ermined he can contact TSA H eadq ua rI ers and I offered a ma i Ii ng address, which he de c Ii ned. 

He asked if he had not reached headquarters or if he reached the DHS. I advised that he has reached the general information contact center for TSA. TSA Headquarters is located in Arlington VA, the TCC Is located in KY. 

The caller indicated lhat he would call headquarters. 
Caller stated th at she is cal Ii ng lo r her Boss who keeps getting searched wh i I e going through the T SA Prescre en i ng. The ca 11 er seem to think that once he Is selected lo r the s c reem ng that he gets to go through the Screening Check with out any type of 
screening , Advised the ca 11 er that they st i 11 have to be screened but the degree of screening is not the same as the no rma I screening advised the ca Iler that some of the advantages of the TS a pre ch eek is that the trave I er wi 11 not have to take of shoes. 
coats etc but sti 11 w i 11 have to go through the AIT machine or a pa td own. She a I so s ta I ed th at she contacted American airlines and insured th at al I of his profi I e information was current and up to date. 

1 01712013 Gave the cal I er the following info: 

11 : 4 5: 32 Even tho ugh se I ected lo r the T SA f h ·,IR I you sti 11 have to go through a certain degree of screening , When TS A sea ns the ba rcod e at the security checkpoint, the passenger may be referred to a I ane for expedited screening. Expedited screening may 
AM allow passengers 10 no longer remove certain ii ems such as their shoes, outerwear, jackets, and belts, or remove laptops from carry-on bags. 



The caller son will be traveling on Saturday. He has a titanium rod in his leg. The caller wants to know 1f her son needs a letter from his doctor or what he needs to do. The caller wants to know if her son will be able to stand on both feet while he Is 
being screened. 

If a passenger has metal implants. such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

Many passengers with meIaI implants thal regularly alarm a walk-lhrough metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk
through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 

If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through meIaI detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure insIead. 
101712013 A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. 

1:31:58 
PM If a p atdown is required in order to complete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger s ho u Id inform T SOs of any difficulty raising his or her arms. remaining in the pas i ti on required for a patdown, or any areas of the body th at are pa i nfu I when touched. 
A passenger should not be asked to remove or Ii fl any arti c I e of clothing to reveal a sensitive body area. 

I advised the caller thal her son would be standing on both feel when he is screened by the AIT. 

I advised the cal I er that medical documentation was not required. 
Disability Description: The caller is a combal wounded disabled veteran. 

Information Request: The ca 11 er says that screening is d ifflcu It every ti me. His knees a re damaged to the point th at he needs help to take off his shoes and his belt. 

He us ua 11 y goes through the AIT, X-ray, where he ho Ids his arms above his head . 

He has ten pounds of I ead in him p I us knee rep I ace me nts and he usu ally has to get p u 11 ed as1d e lo r screening. He does not need assistance, his problem is the fact that he has to go through d1/fe rent sere en i ng twice. He usu ally starts through the 
meta I detector and that is the one that a I arms. 

Response Details: If a passenger cannot remove his or her shoes due to possible medical complications, discomfort, pain, balancing problems, or because the shoe is part of a prosthetic, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer 
(TSO) before screening begins. 

Passengers who cannol remove their shoes can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ, lhe walk-lhrough metal detecIor, or a thorough patdown. 

1 ~~;2~~ 3 Regardless of whether a passenger is screened by the walk-through metal detector, AIT, or a patdown. his or her shoes are subject to add1t1onal screening. which may require that the passenger lifi the bottom hem of his or her pants for ETD. A 
p M passenger can request to be seated during this additiona I screening , 

If a passenger has metal implants he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be 
screened using a patdown. The AIT does not penelrate the skin and does not look for just metal so lhe melal implants should not cause an issue. 

You are not required to re move the be It though it Is recommended be cause removing items such as be Its may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo add1t1ona I screening to resolve an anoma I y discovered during Adv a need Imaging 

I will send information by email. 

If you get to the checkpoint and think you need assistance, you can ask for a PSS at the checkpoint. 



101712013 
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AM 

10110/201 
3 3:56:17 

PM 

Caller fiew yesterday and checked a Tum, bag with a TSA lock on it from JFK. Upon arnval she found that her lock was in the unlocked position and TSA did not lock it back. Now 11 is stuck. She is upset and wishes to file a complaint. She also wants to 
know some information regarding opting out of the AIT machines vi a em ai I. 

Advised ca Iler: 

Because your complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your e-mail to the Customer Service Manager, James White at JFK. Due to the government shutdown there may be some delay in getting a 
response. 

Airport: JFK 
Airline: JetBlue 
Flight#: 161 
Date and Time: October 6, 2013 at 7:40 pm 
Baggage Tag # kb 1(6) ! 
Bag Description: Hard sided, dark gray, carry on size. 4 wheels, Turni brand 
NOi: No 
Stamp on NOi: NA 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Other: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 101812013 7:36:28 PM Airport EWR - Newark International Date/Time of Travel 10107/2013 1 :45 PM Airline & Flight Number 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal C3 TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I was traveling with my wife and 2-year-old child. My wife and child were directed to the walk-through metal detector bul I was told I had 10 go through the AIT scanner, thus being separated from my family. 

This wou Id seem to be in confi ,ct with your policy as stated on the T rave Ii ng with Chi Id re n page on your website: &quot: Parents accompanying ch, ldren may opt out of being screened by imaging technology to prevent them from being separated from 
their lamily.&quot; 

Your agent was rude when I pointed out the discrepancy between the TSA stated policy and his own interpretation of the policy. Your agent said I was required to go through the AIT scanner. period. Of course at that point I felt I had no choice due to 
the intimidating manner in which this message was given to me. 

Please improve your training to agents at EW R in order to prevent this violation of your policy in lhe future. Thank you. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name bl ff:, 
Phone Number ""h,..,..··,1"R;c.,""'-~---,.-----' 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The caller flew from BOS 10 Chicago to Peoria on AA 289. Her bag was inspecled and there is an NOi present. Her complaint is that lhe officer did not lock her bag back up zipper and the zipper was 6 inches open. She also wanls to complain I hat she 
had a knee replacement last year and they took away the x-ray at the airports she flies out of most often which are PIA and BMI. This means that she has to get a patdown every time she flies. She is 71 years old. 

I advised the caller that we regret the issue with the lock not being returned to its original zipper locked state and I would be notifying the CSM at the BOS airport about her bag not being relocked. 

I advised the cal I er that if a passenger has metal implants, such as a rti fi ci a I knees or hips, he or she should info rm a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins which she says she does. Many passengers with metal implants that 
regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only 1f they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a 
person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT ii it is available or can request to be screened using a patdown; however. passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a 
thorough paldown. I asked the caller if lhe patdown was taking place correclly and she says yes. She just does not like the hassle of having 10 do ii. I advised the caller I hat we are nol allowed to forward any passenger who sets off an alarm and we 
must clear al I a I arms before a 11 owing them lo rwa rd. 

Caller said that he traveled from LAS on September 27th to LAX on Spirit Airlines. He was calling today to report a negative experience going through the checkpoint. He stated that he did not have all of his flight information any longer but wanted to 
notify someone of the rudeness he experienced from the TSOs. When he arnved at the checkpoint and placed his carry-on baggage upon the conveyor to be xrayed. the male officer shouted at him in a demeaning way to push the items through: he 
was not aware to do this as there was no signage and at other airports the officers control the flow. Second. after stepping out of the AIT scan, he said that he lightly coughed and the officer past the scanner told him in an angry tone not to cough in 
peoples faces: he claimed lhat he was nol in the officer face nor coughed on him. He wanled to submit lhe complaint because he felt lhat lhe two males were hateful and rude. He went 10 a STSO, explained what happened, and staled thal the officer 
Ii stened and did nothing. 

Apologized to caller for his experience and explained that TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every person and item must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is imporIant. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring thal all passengers are Ireated with dignity, respect, and courIesy. Informed him thal we would send his complaint 10 lhe CSM at LAS 
for notification and to see if any additional assistance can be provided. 



Caller said when she flies to San Francisco she has no problems going through the screening process but us ua 11 y flies und erlJ:ill] and she said she got her d nve r I ice ns e changed to ref I ect th at. She said each ti me she flies out of Yakima, WA she 
gets her bag searched. She asked the odds of having her bag searched and being patted down. She said she is European and never had this problem before but for the last year she said she feels she is being singled out. She said she does have a 
patdown complaint and she said it is just at this airport and she feels it is racial profiling. She said she gets an noi each lime and she feels this is an invasion of her privacy bul she said she does not feel like anything is missing. She said she bought a 
metal bag and asked if that would make a diffference. She said she did not want me to send this to the CSM at the airport and she did not want to apply for redress. She said that if it happens one more time she is going to call back and aware that we 
record our phone calls and that there will be a record of this phone call today. 

Response:The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while 
screening at Iran s po rtati on hubs, such as airports and Ira in stations, or wh i I e eras sing U.S. borders. Exam pies of trave I d 1ffi cul ties may include: 
• Traveler's belief that they are on a government watch list. 
• Situalions where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or por1s of enlry. 
• Difficulty printing a boarding pass at home or at the kiosk. 

10/11/201 
3 At airports na ti o nw ide. T SA is implementing more stream Ii n ed. consistent. and thorough patdown procedures at security checkpoints to provide a higher I eve I of security and increase the safety of the traveling public, Patdowns are one import ant too I to 

12:46 : 14 help TSA de1ec1 hidden and dangerous items, such as explosives. Passengers should continue to expecl an unpredictable mix of security layers I hat include explosives trace detection, advanced imaging technology, and canine teams, among olhers. 

PM 

10112/201 
3 

103515 
AM 

Transportation Sec u nty Olli cers wi 11 conduct different patdown procedures to resolve di flerent types of a nomal ,es. During the assessment off ce rs w, 11 use revised patdown procedures in al I instances to resolve a no m al i es. The updated patdown 
procedures will address areas of the body that we know are used as areas to conceal potentially dangerous items. like explosives. 

TSA Administrator John Pistole has stated that TSA strives to ensure consistency whenever possible for passengers at security checkpoints. As always. all passengers have the right to request private screening at any time during the screening 
process. and patdowns are conducted by same-gender office rs. However. passengers who a re not w, 11 i ng to go through the screening process wi 11 not be perm i lted to fi y. 

We understand and regret lhe discomforl and inconvenience passengers may experience as a result of paldown procedures. Nevertheless, we believe these securily measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring lhe security and confidence of 
all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy new technologies to address the explosives threat. and the use of patdowns provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint 

For those who encounter misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevent watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for OHS redress online 

I offered to send the CSM at the airport an email about her complaint but I did advise her of the government shutdown at this time. I advised if the bag triggers an alarm it will have to be hand inspected. 

Caller is flying from JFK. Caller slated his wife is pregnant and she opted out of lhe AIT machine and the screeners wouldnl allow his wife to opt oul. Caller wants some information about lhe AIT machine. 

Advised caller the following information: 

Mi 11 i meter wave systems project beams of non-i o ni zing radio frequency energy aver the passenger's body sur/a ce; the beams do not penetrate the skin, The radio frequency energy refi e cted back from the body and other objects on the body is used to 
cons1ruct a lhree-dimensional image. The energy the system projects is thousands of times less lhan a cell phone 1ransmission. 
The extremely low dose of radiation from the entire spectrum of TSA screening technology is inconsequential, even to frequent flyers who undergo repeated screenings. When evaluating new screening technologies, TSA periorms independent studies 
and evaluations to verify the systems meet regulatory and national consensus standards to ensure the health and safety of the traveling public. This testing takes into account special populations that are more sens1t1ve to radiation, such as children. 
persons receiving radiation treatment for medica I conditions, and p regnant and pate nti a 11 y pregnant women, as wel I as employees who work near the eq ui pme nt. 

Advised caller his wife can opt out of the AIT but she would have to do that before any of the screemnq starts. 



10/14/201 
3 

1011 51 
AM 

Caller went through New Orleans to LAS on Fnday, contacted TSA prior because her daughter wears an insulin pump and was told there would be no problem because her daughter wears an insulin pump. States she was told to request a patdown for 
her daughter upon arrival at the checkpoint and she said she told the Document Checker. She asked the TSO for a patdown and didn t get it and her daughter was told to go through the machine and it set off the machine and her machine. The TSO 
saw the pump and asked what ii was and where it was connecled, he was picking and prodding at the pump and he broke it. Caller stales her daughter told lhe male TSO not to pull up on the machine and lhat s when he broke lhe machine. They had 
to hold it together with scotch tape and upon boarding she got some band aids to assist holding in place and at Houston had to run to the connecting plane. Upon arrival at LAS they looked for a pharmacy and missed the important meeting she was to 
attend on Friday night. They had to purchase insulin and needles to get her through the weekend. In her checked suitcase was a NOi and she is missing medications. Zan ax, and a $250 necklace Is missing which her father bought for her in 2010 and 
he died in May 2011. The necklace was a gold necklace that stated Daddy s Girl on it. 
Flight# not available, SW Airlines, deparled al 11 :10 AM, Gale# B4, Baggage Tag# not available. 
The checked suitcase was a black d uffl e bag. nothing written or stamped on the NO I. 
Flew from New Orleans via Hobby to LAS 

Caller fiew on 10-13-13 from LAS and they didn tallow her 10 board the flight wilh her needles, only lhe insulin. She explained at LAS what happened at New Orleans and lhe TSO asked if she was wearing the insulin pump and they told her no 
because it was broken at MSY and she had to go through the AIT machine. States her carry on went through the x-ray and when they saw the needles they were removed. The carryon bag was a fanny pack she was wearing around the waist and 
when they saw the needles they came flying at her and the TSO lady said she couldn t take the needles on board, only the insulin. Caller states she explained to the TSO her daughter had to have the needles to take the insulin and the TSO said, That 
s not my problem , States they almost missed their flight because it was taking so long for the screening and they arrived approx. 7:30 for the flight. 
The TSO was a tall thin lady with reddish blonde hair, short, teased on top and very rude. 
Flight# 3132. Gate #C4, Baggage Tag # not available, SW Airlines. departed at 1 O: 1 DAM. 
There was a NOi in her checked bag on the return flight but nothing missing. 

l(b)(61 'sher daugher s name. 

Response: 
Apologized to caller for her screening experience and explained information would be provided to the CSM at MSY and LAS for review. 

Provided claim form via ema i I and provided following : 
At most airports across the country, TSA has procedures in place for handling lost and found. Items found at screening checkpoints and areas where TSA periorms baggage screening are turned in to the appropriate. designated airport authorities. We 
suggest travelers contact the airport where their items were misplaced or lost. 

New Ori ea ns Kenner 
New Ori ea ns I nte rna ti on al Airport 
504-463-2252 (MSY Support Operations Center) 

I would like clarification concerning carrying my wallet through security. While going through security at Baltimore Washington International Airport, I was told that I must put my wallet through the X-Ray machine versus carrying it in my hand like I have 
be en a 11 owed to do at Albuquerque. Chicago-Midway, MI lwaukee. Re no, Seattle and others. Considering my wa 11 et contains obviously very sensitive items and the very i terns I need to get through security - my I D - I to Id them I wo u Id not put it through 
the x-ray and asked to be hand screened. The TSA worker would not hand screen me and told me to go through the AIT machine. Another TSA worker told me to take my money out of the wallet and hand carry it but then to put the remainder of the 
wallel through the x-ray machine. Not 10 hold up the line, I carried my cash and ID in my hand and put lhe remainder of lhe wallet lhrough the ,-ray machine. This discrepancy needs 10 be resolved. Nothing in your documentation online says thal I must 
put my wallet through the x-ray machine and cannot hand carry it through the AIT machine. It makes no sense to allow cash to be carried through the AIT machine but not the remainder of your wallet. Plus to tell me I can remove the cash from my 
wallet but not my credit cards and ID. which are actually more important, makes no sense from a security stand point. I would like clarification on this issue. 

Sincerely 

101151201 b_i(B_, 
3 2:03:42 

PM 

Albuquerque, NM 87109 



Caller said his wife has a medical port and the TSO told her she wou Id have to have a paid own. Caller said she was offered a private patdown. but she d eel in ed because they told her she may have to have add1t1ona I screening. Ca 11 er said his wife is 
upset because they patted down her breast area, Caller finally told me his wife has an aversion to touch due to sexual trauma. Caller did not feel it was appropriate to have the port patted down. he thought TSA should be able to look at it and clear her 
visually. 

The maJority of passengers can be screened without being touched by a Transportation Secunty Officer (TSO). Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only 1fthey can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 
seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can 
request to be screened using a I ho rough patdown; however, passengers cannot requesl to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 
If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A patdown procedure a I so is used to reso Ive any a I arms of a metal detector or a no m al i es identified by A IT. If they fee I comfo rtab I e, passengers who have d iffi cu I ty b erng touched should inform the TSO that they may need a ss1sta n ce during a 
patdown. 

TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform TS Os about any disability. medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening, their use may 
improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their cond1t1ons. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gov sites default files publications disabil1ty_notificat1on_cards.pdf. 

101151201 If a patdown is required in order to complele screening: 

3 4:08:04 
PM 

10/15/201 
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PM 

• The paid own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a paid own, or any areas of the body th at a re p arnfu I when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or Ii ft any article of clothing to revea I a sensitive body area, 

In addition to the patdown, TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. If explosive material is detected, the passenger will have to undergo additional screening. For more information about the technology used to test for traces of 
explosive material, please visit http: www.tsa.gov press releases 2010 02 17 tsa-expands-use-explosive-trace-detect1on-technology-airports-nationw1de. 
A companion, assistant, or family member may accompany a passenger to assist him or her during any private or public screening. After providing this assistance, the companion. assistant, or family member will need to be rescreened. The passenger 
should inform the TSO of his or her need for assistance before lhe screening process begins. 
If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. Passengers also can report concerns by contacting TSA's Disability and Multicultural 
Division 

Caller was 1rying to reach lhe CSM at Charlotte Douglas and when he pushed option 5 he got us. He said that he gets Precheck and lhe designated checkpoint has an AIT thal is a few feel away. They make him go lhrough the walk lhrough metal 
detector and he has to have a patdown. He asked the TSO what is the benefit of having Precheck if he has to do this everytime and why he can t just use the AIT. The TSO told him that the next time he flies he can tell them that he has metal implants 
so he can use the AIT. Then, the next time he fiew he told them about the metal implants and requested the AIT but they would not let him use it and made him go through the metal detector. He said that the screeners are still operating at the 
checkpoint when I mentioned the CSM is on furlough. 

I told the caller that just because you have Precheck does not guarantee that you will not have to have a patdown even if you use the AIT 
I told him I could take his complaint and send it to the CSM or he can wait until the government shutdown 1s over and call them at 866-289-9673. option 5, and CL T. I told him that the CSMs are on furlough although the screeners are still there. I also 
told him he may ask for a supervisor if he does have issues at the checkpoint. He is going to call them himself. 
Greetings, 

I wi 11 begin by stating I chaos e to fly because it saves me from led i o us d nvrng hours but recently I have encountered some issues with T SA and the sec u nty search c rite ri a. I would Ii ke to address my issue without insinuating a racial factor but I am 
unable to accomplish it. When arriving to the check point my identification is verified and I am searched but my hair is the most profound aspect of my security search. I am a Black-African American female with natural hair which means it is not 
straight but course and curly. I work at a Feder a I Del ention Center and receive pat searches and my belongings as wel I and I a I so understand the safety of fe 11 ow travelers. 01 her women near the check point with curly hair, hair wraps, buns, french 
rolls. scarves. poufy hair, teased hair, hair with numerous clips,long hair, headbands. and thicker hair than I possess clearly walk through without getting their hair searched. I do not know if my hair is considered unusual or out of the norm to security 
staff I My he art monitor nor my C PAP machine was not explored/rummaged as much as my hair. Please contact me in regard to this issue. I am also sea n ned by the A IT device. I have fl own seve ra I times this year and each 11 me my hair is examined 
and not any of the other patrons, These indignant incidents have be come di sconce rti ng , This incident would be different if everyone with q ues ti o na bl e hair and i terns on their head's we re examined as we 11 as me! 

101151201 Respectfully Submittedfb)(61 
3 6:04:54 

PM ._kb-'-1( ... 6-'-) _ __. 

fb)(61 

HYPERLIN~~b_)(_6_, ------------~I 
HYPERLIN1~b_J_(6_, ______________ ~I 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Screening Current Dale/Time 10/16120131 :22:42 PM Airport: CMH - Porl Columbus lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 1011612013 1:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: Delta Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
near gate C4 9 TSA Employee: ( If Known) · 
Comment : I have spoken to your customer service agent and read your website about the ru I es. I sti 11 do not understand why I witnessed the following occur: 

A very sickly woman, african american, in her 40's I believe, was in front of me in line. She was in a wheelchair and was asked if she could walk a short distance. She said yes. Once she was already in the Advanced Imaging Technology scanner, she 
was asked to raise her hands. She could not. This woman was probably 80-901bs and very sickly. She almost fell over. So after awhile of trying this, they had her sit back down in the wheelchair and pushed her through the regular metal detector for 
a thorough pat down. They made her stand throughout this entire process. m ea nwhi le. she was having a ha rd 11 me keeping her balance. 

101161201 When I asked the agent at the final customer service station why they could not jusl have her walk through lhe small metal detector, he said that was reserved for cerlain folks with special criteria. So ins1ead, they put lhis poor woman through a 10-
3 2:02: 12 minute patdown, which was very disturbing to watch. She had to lift her shirt up from her pants and all the while, standing. which she could barely do. 

PM 
1) After they realized she could not hold her hands above her head, why could this woman have not just walked through the metal detector on her own and been sparred the invasive putdown? 

2) Why wasn't it clearly explained to her that she would need to raise her arms above her head for 5-7 seconds. before having to get up from her wheelchair to enter Advanced Imaging Technology? 

3) What is the &quot; special criteri a&q uot; re served for peop I e a 11 owed to go through a meta I detector? 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's N.,,."-.'-'-!-'-. "-'-'-"---L.J 
Phone Number b )(61 
Email Ih··,Irr1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Ca Iler got GE # and when her husband trave I ed he was told to register the number with T SA Her h us band fi ew from NY to TPA and wasn t a I lowed. what do they do to pa rti ci pate? 
She has an arlificial hip and it always beeps when she goes through screening, stales some airports she departs doesn't have the AIT and some1imes the machines aren'I open for use. 

~0~1 ~~2ci~ Response 
AM Members of CBP's Trusted Traveler programs must place their CBP PASS ID in the 'Known Traveler Number' field when booking their reservation. This number is then sent to TSA's Secure Flight system and taken into consideration during the pre

screening processing . 
Advised She GOU Id req LI est to g O through A IT instead of WTM O if metal in Side bod Y-



Caller states that her g ra ndmothe r has been sexually vi o I ated. Ca 11 er states that her grandmother was taken to a private sere en i ng a re a and was told to I ift her dress. pu 11 her underwear down and bend aver so her an al and vaginal reg ion cou Id be 
examined. Caller states that her grandmother fiew from PHX to MCI. Callers grandmother states that the alleged strip search occun-ed at PHX. Callers grandmothers name is Harvey Lee Taylor. Caller made contact with the grandmother to obtain 
further informalion al which point. the grandmother slates I hat she wishes that the caller would just let it go and not worry about it. 

"The entire conversation with the grandmother co u Id be heard on the phone Ii ne." 

Flight Delails: 
Southwest Airlines 
10 17 2013 at or around 0745 
Gate Terminal: Unknown 

Advised Caller: 

101181201 TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
3 1:18:24 

PM factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a Patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks 10 provide a high level of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless of 
their person al situations and needs, a re treated with dignity. respect, and courtesy. 

Every person and i tern mu st be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is import ant, T ra nsportat ion Security Officers (TS Os) must conduct additiona I screening to resolve an ala rm of 
the Walk-Through Metal De1ec1or (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considera1e and lhoughtful and are trained to explain what lhey are doing and what will 
happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

In addition, passengers may request a private sere en i ng if add it ion a I screening is required or at any ti me during the screening process, A com pa ni on may accompany a passenger who needs ass i sta nee to the private screening after the comp an ion 
c I ea rs screening . In add i Ii on, Screen ers should offer a pri v a I e screening before beginning a p atdown inspect ion that wi 11 require dis placing or Ii fti ng clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in the pub Ii c area rather than go to a private a re a for 
screening. however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area will not be permitted to enter the secured area. 



From b)(61 
Sent: Sunday, October 20, 2013 3:02 AM 
To: TSAExlemalCompliance 
Cc:!(b)(61 ! 
Subject: Request for clarification of procedures lo r passenger with temporary driver's Ii ce n se 

To whom this request concerns: 

10120/201 
3 1:11:38 

PM On October 15th 2013, I flew from Seattle, WA to Denver, CO on Alaska Airlines flight 670. Upon leaving TSA afler being screened for security, I accidentally left my driver's license at the TSA. The following day I spoke with Rose at TSA at SeaTac 
and had it confirmed that my license was there and that it would be sent to my home address. I then called the airlines and explained my situation. I also informed them that I had been issued a temporary id from the state of Washington, and that I had 
on me three forms of photo id. I was informed thal this was acceplable to fiy, and thal I needed to arrive early for my flight and thal I should expecl to undergo addilional security measures. 

10121/201 
3 

11:39:12 
AM 

At the gate in Denver this afternoon (October 19, 2013), I explained my situation and was directed 10 a manager. I showed lhe manager my 1emporary id, which I believe meets the description of acceptable id as it was a "Drivers License or other slate 
photo identity cards issued by Department of Motor Vehicles (or equivalent)" as listed on the TSA website. I then showed the manager my American Express card which has my photo, my Costco card which has my photo. and my faculty photo ID card 
at St. Martin's University where I work in Lacey, WA. The manager stated that I did everything right. that my showing the multiple forms of ID meant that they would not have to verify my identity through a publicly available database. He also informed 
me that I would be subjected to add it ion a I screening procedures. 

The screening procedures I underwent included: AIT screening. a search of all my belongings by 2 security officers where I had to watch and was not allowed to touch my belongings, and a pat-down by a same sex security officer. In the pat down 
procedure I was offered a private room where a second female officer was present. 

Caller wants 10 complain because going through securily yesterday al FLL she had to have a patdown. Stales she recently had a hip replacement and a card to inform them and lhe alarm went off and they put her in a separate area and a lady came 
and gave her a complete patdown. There was a glass you could see through and a door and a TSO went ahead of her and she had to wait for a lady, States it wasn ta room even though she mentioned a door, glass enclosure. State the TSO did the 
buttocks, breast, vagina. etc and made her spread her I eg s and she had to spread her I eg s and she did n t have shoes on and 11 s di Iii cult for her to stand for a I ength of time without her shoes. Ca 11 er states she was offered a private sere en i ng a re a and 
chose to have in the public area. glass enclosure. She is 68 years old and doesn t understand why she had to go through this She was just disgusted that she had to have the patdown because she had the card and to the extent of the patdown, had to 
raise her lop to her waist and the TSO went around her waistband. She stated she didn t have a problem at BWI and went through the same screening, WTMD. States the TSO explained whal she would be doing when performing lhe patdown and 
she had to stand still until the gloves were tested. 
Flying from FIi to Baltimore. Flight# 588, Gate # B4. 
She would like to have an answer as to why she had to go through this procedure, she doesn t have an email address, but, would like to have a response. 

Response: 
Transportation Sec u nty Olli cers wi 11 conduct different patdown procedures to resolve di flerent types of a nomal ,es. During the assessment. office rs w, 11 use revised patdown p raced u res in al I instances to resolve a no m al i es. The updated patdown 
procedures w i 11 address areas of the body that we know a re used as areas to conceal patent i ally dangerous items. Ii ke explosives, 
We understand and regret lhe discomforl and inconvenience passengers may experience as a result of paldown procedures. Nevertheless, we believe these securily measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring lhe security and confidence of 
all air travelers. 
Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 
In addition, passengers may request a private sere en i ng if add it ion a I screening is required or at any ti me during the screening process, A com pa ni on may accompany a passenger who needs ass i sta nee to the private screening after the comp an ion 
clears screening. In addilion, screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

Exp I a i ned to ca Iler the TSO appeared to fol low s ta nda rd screening procedures performing the pa ldow n. 



Caller was at the Midway airport the re was a incident. He Is wntrng up what happened. He is onl in e and is I ooki ng for the rules lo r opting out of the Al T for sere en i ng so he can p rov1d e the inform at,on for his attorney. He wants to know where to find 
them. He says all officers were telling him he should not be opting out, he had told the officers that he was a cancer survivor and wanted to opt out of the AIT for screening. He was made to feel he had to go through the AIT for his screening. He says he 
was a11acked by rude screeners. He says before they allowed him to opt out I here was 3 different officers that were telling him he should use the AIT for screening. His docIor had told him he should not go through the AIT for his screening. He says 
they were boarder line aggresive about him going through the AIT. He says the officers told him they were trained to get passengers to use the AIT instead of opting out for screening. He says the most abusive was an officer named !(b)(ff:, I 
Told caller 
Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do nol wish to be screened by lhis technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough paldown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of 

101211201 this right 
I was sorry this was happening to him. I would email him the information for his record and I would also send his complaint to the CSM as well so they too can be aware this is happening. 

3 
121951 

PM 

10121/201 
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PM 

Airport Midway 
Airline: AirTran 
Flight number: 413 
Dale and lime: 10-21-13 Departed at 12:35 pm 
Terminal or gate: Main screening area 
Items Damaged: Caller is being told he has to use the AIT for his screening, even though he is opting out for health concerns. He says the officers are telling him they are trained to try to get passengers use the AIT instead of opting out for a patdown. 
He is a cancer survivor and was told by his doctor he should not use the AIT for his screening. 

The ca 11 er Ii nd s the recording confusing, she pressed five and got the same re cording. She asked about the NO I . The same bag was inspected from T PA to LAX and back from LAX to T PA She does not know what it Is that caused it to be screened. 
The first ti me they opened it from TPA it was a wreck. Going back from LAX it was sti II gone through but was not messed up. There were i nitia Is on the N OI. She does not mind that the bag was inspected it was just the la ct that it was put back with no 
respect and a Iotal disregard for the conlents. The one from TPA is sIamped and has lhe inilials. 10-12 6:09. II was her husbands bag!/h\/R\ I She does nol think anylhing was damaged but everything. 

She has a total knee rep I ace m ent with meta I in her knee. She asked if the re was anyway lo r her to avoid the patdown with AIT. She has I eft on her bra eel et because she tho ugh 11 was her knee that was causing the need for a paid own. She does not 
mind screening but often she has to wait for a lema I e officer and is I ell running to catch her fiig ht, 

Flight Info: 
Airport: TPA 
Airline: Delta 
Flight 1558 
Date: 10-12-2013 
Time Deparl1f e 7 ·QQ AM Cbrcked bag stamp- about 5: 4 5 AM or so 
Baggage Tag:.!-Lb....,_1~(6,,.I_.,...,,.._._ 
Description: Red, Travel Pro brand. II is a two wheel roller bag, 25 inch. It is canvas. 
NOL Included, Oct 12 609. Initials were put on it AS2-MAZ, hand written. 

Advised ca Iler: 

Th ere were lwo I uggage tags on one hand I e and one on another hand I e. 

Many airports have automated in-line baggage screening systems that can screen and clear a bag remotely, resulting in no physical inspection at all. However. to ensure the security of the traveling public, it is sometimes necessary for Transportation 
Security Office rs (T SOs) to conduct hand inspections of checked bags. We do not TS Os receive Ira in, ng in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and a re required to exercise great ca re during the screening process so that when bags a re 
opened a passenger's belongings are returned to the same condition they were found. 

I am going to forward this information to the CSM for review. 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). If there is an alarm on the WTMD or an anomaly on the AIT a patdown procedure would be 
required. 

Millimeter wave systems prOJect beams of non-ionizing radio frequency energy over the passenger's body surface: the beams do not penetrate the skin. The radio frequency energy reflected back from the body and other objects on the body. AIT 
enhances security. reduces the need lo r pa tdow n search es for passengers with joint rep I ace m ents and other medica I conditions, A generic image of a person on an AIT man itor high Ii g ht i ng any areas that may require add it ion a I screening, 

We do recommend removing items such as jewelry, because this may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening 



Disability Description: The callers husband utilizes a feeding tube and l1qu1d nutrition as he cannot swallow. The caller mentioned that walking barefoot on hard floors also causes discomfort. 

Information Requesl: The caller indicated I hat screening is very difficult for her husband and prevents them from traveling as often as they would like. 

She complained a bout customs ta kmg forever and the fact that there was only on le ma I e and one white agent. She indicated that an Asian agent seemed to be taking al I other Asian passengers into a separate Ii ne. 

The caller suggested that a pre screening should be conducted by TSA designaled doctors thal would allow passengers wilh disabililies or medical condition to by pass or a receive a more expedited screening. 

Response Details: I advised medically necessary liquids must be declared to a TSO and placed in a bin with no other items to be screened separately from other property via xray screening. I advised that this is standard screening procedure. 
advised that she can request that the items be screened in private where the passenger wi 11 be asked to hand I e and repack the medication, 

I advised that I would refer the information to the CSM at LAX to make them aware as well. 

I advised that passengers who cannot remove their shoes due to discomfort. medical complication, pain, or balancing issues should information TSOs of this before screening begins. 

101211201 Passengers who cannot remove their shoes can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). the walk-through metal detector, or a thorough patdown. Her shoes are subject to additional screening, which may require that the passenger lift 
3 3:05:02 

p M the bottom hem of his or her pants. A passenger can request to be seated during this additional s c reenmg. 

I advised that TSA Cares is a program thal can provide assislance through the checkpoinl for passengers with disabilities and medical conditions. She should call 855-787-2227 at least 72 hours prior to travel with itinerary information such as the 
departing airports. airlines, flight number, and departure time to request the assistance. 

They can also request the assistance of a PSS at the checkpoint. The PSS can address questions or concerns, and can assist them through screening, 

I advised th at I did not know why the fo rmu I a wou Id have sol id i fi ed. 

I olfe red to ema i I the information that I provided to her and did so, 

I provided a contact number customs at 8 77 227 5 511 

I advised that the airline handled wheelchair assistance. 

I advised that all passengers must be screened before boarding an aircraft. 
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TSA Contact Center: 

CRCL received the below and are forwarding to you to handle as deemed appropriate. 

Sincerely, 

U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
Office for Ci vi I Rights and Ci vi I Liberties 

---0 rig i na I Message--
F rom :kb I ( 61 
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2013 9: 13 AM 
To: CRCL 
Subject Fly Rights - New Report from ~f h_·_.,1_r;_·, ----~ 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Namel(b 1(61 
Email Addr""e""ss"ij'"1h"'·-11""r;-··, ---"----, 

Phone Number: 
Address: 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attom ey in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 

Feedback Type · Security Issue 
Calegari es : Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Ti me 1 012212013 12: 00: 50 PM Airport L GA - LaG ua rd i a Date/Ti me of Travel : 1 01211201 3 6: 00 AM Airline & FI i g ht N umber : So ui thwest 26 09 Check poi ntl Area of Airport Te nm i na I B T SA 
Employee: (II Known) . 
Comment : The officer in charge of the bagging imaging screen was not paying a11ention to the monitor as much as she should have been. She cons1antly kept looking back and nol to the moni1or where her atlention should have been. We also had 
some suspicous behavior on our flight from a middle eastern man sitting next to me who would not turn off his cell phone and purposely was hiding it from the flight attendant. I had to tell him to put it away. I will be contacting Southwestern airlines 
about the lack of attention to the passengers. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Name h··,1r;·1 
Phone Number (b 1(6) 
Email : h·,1r;·-, 
To leav~e_a_c_o_m_m_e-nt_c_o_n_c_er-n~in~g this feedback, follow this link . http:!ltsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/Applicatio11Ma11ager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 1012212013 8:10:01 PM Airport · TPA - Tampa International Date/Time of Travel . 10/1912013 1 :30 PM Airline & Flight Number : Wes~et Checkpoint/Area of Airport · Security screening TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : It was my understanding that passenger privacy was to be maintained during the s cann n i ng process by blurring a 11 images projected from a Body Sea nne r and p I acing the screener vi ewmg the , mag es in a remote Io cation. This was not 
what I observed when being processed through the security screening checkpoint at Tampa airport on Oct. 19, 2013. While waiting in the long lineup adjacent to the security Body Scanning machine, I noticed that the viewing screen was clearly visible 
through the glass wall and that numerous passengers waiting in line were focused on the screened images. I opted out of the screening process after asking an airport official if this was available. There was no sign visible to me telling me of my right 10 
request a &quot;pat down&quot:. I am concerned that the images were so clearly on view to the waiting passengers and that there is no private area set up for the &quot;pat down&quot:. I was advised that I could request a &quot:screen&quot: be 
brought out but after wa,tmg in Ii ne lo r a I ong ti me. I was concerned th at further delays wou Id cause me to miss my flight and I al lowed the pat down to be conducted m fu 11 view of other passengers. I have always found the Tamp a Airport to be a 
wand er/u I experience but I fee I th at it can do better in this area. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Na~m_e....,_b_·•._1(6 __ ) -....--~ 
Phone Number h··,1r;·1 

Email (b)(61 
To lea, · · edback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



10/231201 
3 2:40:44 

PM 

Disability Description: Caller has a nerve stimulator and a pacemaker in her hip. 

Response Details: The Transportation Security Adminislration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our 
screening checkpoints. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus an ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, 
respect. and courtesy. 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can a I ways request 10 speak with the Supervisory T ransp o rI ati on S ecuri I y Officer at the checkpoint 10 address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 
Please be advised you can also ask for a PSS for any concerns she may have. 

Because your comp I ai nt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have fa rwa rded a copy of your I ette r to 1 he a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 

Airport: DFW 
Airline: Al a ska ope rated by American 
Flight#: 1311 
Dale:August 13, 2013 
Time: 12:05 PM 
Emaifb,(61 

lncidenl Details: Caller stales she has a nerve stimulator and a pacemaker in her hip. She went through lhe DFW airport and gave lhe officer her card saying she could not go lhrough the X-Ray. She slates lhe officer lold her to get on through there 
and she said she told him I cant. and another tso stood behind her and said put your feet on the feet prints on the floor. Caller said she went through the AIT machine (she stated she held her hands above her head ). She said I was scared not to. She 
stated 11 ruined her tnp. she cried and was so upset and don t know what will happen with the pacemaker. She stated she just wanted someone to know that the screeners were so rude and should not be in the Job they are in. 

Disability Description: Callers son f b)(61 lis Type 1 diabetic. 

Response Details: I apologized to the caller and told her that TSO s are trained to listen to passengers concerns. Also, If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, they do have the nght to ask for a 
patd own instead. 
I told her lhat he may ask for a supervisor or even a Passenger Support Specialist for assistance at any time. 
I told her we do not have evidence that the AIT affects these devices because they use law dose energy frequency waves which are bounced off the body and da not penetrate the skin, the Walk Through Metal Detector uses magnets and this is why 
there are concerns about these machines. 
I told her that she may visit tsa .gov to print a claim form if needed and fill it out according to the instructions or I can email her a claim form, She wanted email. 
I told her I would forward her information to a CSM and a disabilliy experl for review. 
Sent email and referred ta CSM and ODPO. 

Incident Details: Her son flew for the first time from Orlando International to Charlotte and back to Orlando. He had a letter from his doctor stating that he cannot use the screening technology. He has an insulin pump and tried to give the letter to the 

101241201 TSO saying lhat he cannot go lhrough the body scanner and was brushed off. He asked for a paldown both times he flew. In Orlando he asked for a supervisor and they told him that there is not someone available. 

3 In Charlotte Douglas they made him use the AIT but she is not sure of how they did this. 

10:09:36 
AM The first flight was from Orlando International on October 18th at about 10:30 am on Southwest and she is not sure of the flight number. 

He asked for a supervisor and he was told there was none available. They made him go lhrough the full body scanner. 

The second flight was from Charlotte Douglas at at about 7:00 am on October 22nd on Southwest. He asked for a patdown and they told him we send people all the time through the body scanner, even though he stated that 11 could damage the device. 
and they said nothing will happen. 
She slated that ii is nol supposed to be subjected to magnetic fields. 

I asked her: If you bel ,eve you or someone e I se was di sen mi nated against or received dis pa rate !realm e nt or were imp acted based on dIsa b1 I ity or med i ca I condition or a 11 eg e that T SA fa i I ed to accommodate your di sab i Ii ty or medical condition. 
Federal regulations require that your complaint be put in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. 

Do you want information about filing a written complaint regarding disability discrimination or are you calling with a different concern such as poor customer service? 
She thin ks it was poor customer service and she wants to know if the device is damaged if they w, 11 be compensated. 

Caller flew out of SM F in June. She went through the Al T machine and was than assulted by the TSO. The TSO n pped a stitch out of her breast and she bled and had to have surgery in Seattle, WA and is now ma, med and sea rred. The I ast 4 times 
that she has flown out of SMF she has been assulted by the violent TSOs at the airport. When she contacted the CSM (a Mr. Smith) he threatened her. He told her that she can opt out of the AIT machine but ii she does she will be assulted again by 

10124/201 the TSOs. He refused to lei her be wanded. She is filing a seclion 424 complainl and has a Hippa report. She has also filed a report with the Department of Justice. She wanls to know if she is on a secret TSA list lhat requires us to assault her. She 
3 6:48:02 has filed for redress. 

PM 
Advised Ca Iler: I ndivid ua Is who do not wish to be sere ened by the A IT wi 11 be required to undergo a I temative screening. inc I ud i ng a thorough patd own, Advised her that she can request a passenger support speci a Ii st or a supervisor if she feels th at 
she is being treated unfairly. I assured her I hat she is not on a secrel TSA watch list, explained to her whal redress was for. 



Caller wants to Ii I e a comp I a int against an agent. She went! th ro ug ! the body sea nne r and the agent then immediate I y touched her breast. The agent did not tel I her there was an a I arm but s imp I y came up and touched her breast. She had to wait lo r 
another female agent to come over. The agents name was (b i(6 I that had touched her breast and she was rude. She has spoke to a supervisor and he was rude as well. They were allowing other passengers to use the WTM D but she had to use the 
AIT. The supervisor told her I hat lhe breasl area wasn t a sensitive parl of the body, the supervisor was a black male 40 or 50 years old. Her husband saw the whole thing, he is up set this happened as well. 

Told caller 
I explained to her if there was an alarm during screening they will have to give her a patdown to clear any alarm. I was sorry the officer did not tell her there was an alarm or that they were about to touch her breast. 
I could take her complaint for her and send it to the CSM at MCO so they could handle her complaint for her. 
For follow up on her complaint it would have to come from the CSM, they would have to handle their own complaints. 

10125/201 
3 Airport MCO 

11 :20: 11 Airline: Soulhwesl 
AM Flight number: 328 

Date and time: 10-25-13 11:00 AM 
Terminal or gate: Terminal A, GATE?. it was the gate that had the number 14 above the AIT machine. 

I am sending this complaint to the CSM because she was upset the officer came up to her once she had came out of the AIT and just touched her breast without telling her what she was doing. 
She had spoke to a supervisor as we 11 and was to Id by the male s u pe rvi so r th at he did not consider the breast area a s ent1ve pa rt of the body. She is upset as 1s her husband this happened. 

Ca Iler was flying from Denver to San F ra nci sea and was selected for P recheck sere en i ng, He has not a GOES member nor has he opted in through a frequent fi ye r program , He has had a right knee replacement, and the meta I imp I ant set off an a I a rm 
and initialed additional screening. He had told I hem prior to the beginning of screening of the metal implanl. Caller was upset I hat as a fellow Department of Homeland security employee (wearing his I DJ he was subjected to the more aggressive 
additional screening. He felt he should have been allowed to raise his pant leg to show the scar on his knee to allow the officer to clear the alarm instead of the explosive trace and other more aggressive patdown procedure. He was embarrassed by 
the spectacle, but had rejected the offer for a private screening. I did confirm that he had not observed an unprofessional behaviour of the TSO s. 

Uniled airlines 
Not sure if it was the North or South checkpoint 
10 18 2013 at 10:30 or 11AM 

Advised ca Iler: 

Currently, the Secure Flight data that 1s provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevent known or suspected terrorists from gaining access to an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA's new initiative will use this same information to 
10126/201 also identify low-risk passengers to determine if they should be directed to the TSA Pre\u2713"' lane for expedited screening, 

3 
11 :46:00 TSA's new risk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Pre\u2713 '"lanes.Additionally, all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSA 

AM officer and wi 11 go through a metal detector or Advanced Imaging Technology sea n ne r as pa rt of security procedures. 

Every person and i I em mu st be screened be fore entering I he secured area of an airport, and I he manner in which the screening is co nd u cte d is i m po r1 ant. T ra nsporta t ion Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additiona I screening to resolve an ala rm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 
happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

In addition, passengers may requesl a private screening if additional screening is required or at any lime during the screening process. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the priva1e screening after the companion 
clears screening. In addition, screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in the public area rather than go to a private area for 
screening. however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area wi 11 not be pe rm1tted to enter the secured area. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) al thal location. 



Caller said he has an insulin pump and was walking in line at the checkpoint and told the officer he had to have a patdown due to the insulin pump.He said at both Spokane and Chicago they had him go through the WTMD anyway and at Chicago he 
went through the WTMD and it ruined his insulin pump and the motor went bad. He said the VA gave it to him and it is still under warranty but he said the VA should not have to replace it because the WTMD ruined it. He asked what he should do at 
the checkpoint because he said the insulin pump can inject him if this happens and he is concerned about his health. He said he has a card that says he has lhe medical device I hat he got from the manufacturer. 

Response:! advised him he can ask for a supervisor if the officer at the checkpoinl will not listen to him and I gave him the website to go 10 and print out a notification card I hat TSA created that he can show the officer at the checkpoinl. 

10126/201 If a passenger uses an insulin pump, he or she can be screened without disconnecting from the pump. However, it is important for the passenger to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about the pump before the 
3 7:04:07 screening process begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform TSOs about any disability, medical condition. or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from 

PM security screening, their use may improve communicalion and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their condilions. This card can be found at http: www.1sa.gov sites default files publications disabilily_notificalion_cards.pdf. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only ii they can walk through on their own. 

The passenger can request a private screening at any time. 

Callers middle name is~ Caller Is a frequent flyer with United and her husband is a Premier member with United. She says she has been flying since 1970 and has flown all over the world. She says that on October 16. she flew from SFO to AUS 
and returned on October 25. She says that at SFO she was pulled aside for additional screening. The officer told her she needed to use the regular line instead of the Precheck line with her metal implants. She has a full metal hip and knee 
replacement. At AUS she went through the regular security line at approximately 12 p.m. and the checkpoint was not busy. She says that she went lhrough AIT and was then stopped. She says she was wanded, patted down, and her hands were 
swabbed. She says that when she got to the boarding gate, some military members said they had shrapnel in their bodies and they didn t trigger any alarms, so she shouldn t have either. They told her this was not right and she didn t look like a 
terrorist. She says that when she was pulled to the side. she couldn t see her belongings. She was told an officer was watching these for her. but when she got back to her ,terns, they had been touched. She says she already handled this part of her 
complaint directly with AUS. She says she was told that there was a card she could get saying she had metal implants. was a frequent flyer, and a US citizen to avoid these problems in the future. She wanted to confirm that TSA was in fact only in the 
US because she has never had these problems in Europe or Asia. She wants to know if it could have been her hair clip or shoes that triggered lhe alarm. She wants 10 know what she can do in the future and if she removes all of these items if she 
would have any problems then. She wanted to know if she could demand her items be moved closer to her when she receives additional screening. She says that when she had the additional screening in SFO, they brought her items over near her, so 
she could see them. 

Advised ca Iler: 
The only card TSA has is a notification card. which just offers a discrete way of informing the officers of her metal implants. This is no different than verbally declaring the implants. There is no such card that would exempt her from receiving additional 

1 0/ 2812 O 1 screening -
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Anytime there is an alarm, the officers have to conduct a patdown and additional screening. It is not necessarily her metal implants I hat lriggered the alarm. The AIT doesn t penelrate and is not a metal deIecIor, so it is much less likely to alarm 
because of the metal implants. I m not saying it is impossible. but it is much less likely. Advised caller that it is most likely that their were something on her body that was detected. Her hair clip may have been what was detected. Her shoes are also a 
possibility. Advised caller that there are no guidelines on what a terrorist should look like or who is a terronst. We have to do this to all passengers that trigger an alarm. This Is nothing personal to her, just protocol. It is not the metal aspect that the 
machine detects. It is anything elevated from the skin. II a passenger has a thick pony tail or a bandage it can detect this because it is elevated from the body. Glasses, earrings. necklaces are just a few of the items that can be detected. This machine 
is designed 10 deIecI anylhing on the surface, not just metal objects. If a passenger had a knife made of plastic and went through lhe WTMD ii may not alarm because it is not metal. However, the AIT would detect lhis being on lhe surface because it is 
not a part of the passenger s body. Even if she re moves the hair clip and shoes, I cannot guarantee th at th ere wi 11 never be an ala rm of some so rt. 

I confirmed she had already handled her complaint about the items not being watched directly with the airport. 

Advised caller that in the future, she can turn around and look at the screen to see where the boxes are. The screen will show a generic outline of a body and a box around each of the anomalies detected. She can see where these are to try to narrow 
down what caused it. If 11 is on her head. she could see that 11 may be her hair clip. 

She can ask that her items be removed from the conveyor and brought to her line of sight, but I cannot guarantee this. They are trained to walch items if the passenger cannot, so she may just need to ask them if they would mind watching her things 
while she receives her additional screening. 



Hi, 

I'm writing 10 express my concern over the process of opling out from AIT scanners at the airport, something I do regularly. I have been disappointed by the lack of staffing available for paldowns, as well as the apparenl lack of system readiness for 
people wha opt out. rve regularly had to wait 1 O minutes ar mare for an agent to show up, watching nearly a hundred people pass through the AIT scanner while I wait. Na wander the vast majority of people use the AIT scanners: there"s a strong 
dIsm centi ve far opting out. 

10/281201 
3 Considering thal the long-term heallh effecls of Backscatler X-Rays and Millimeter Wave scanners are virtually unknown, it is incredible 10 me thal the process of opling out is so highly disincenlivized, not to mention that so many thousands of people 

12:0l: 13 are being intentionally exposed ta this untested technology everyday. 

PM 
If the TSA intends to keep the AIT scanners, I hope you will do the right thing and make opting out a smoother process. I'm not sure whether the answer is more staffers. or better training of existing staffers to be aware of opt outs. or spacing staffers 
better so lhat lhey are more readily available, bul I hope a solution will be found. 

Thank you. 

!rh1/R1 
Caller fi ew from Kansas City and during screening she was s u bJect to addition al sere en i ng. She had a ETD swab done to her hand. She stated that T SA is way aver the top with innocent peop I e. She claims that they a re p rofi Ii ng her due to her 
appearance as a Arab, but she is Italian. She wishes to file a complaint. 

Advised ca Iler: 

10128/201 TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, 
3 6:08:38 a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

PM 
Airport: Kansas City 
Airline: Delta 
Flight#: Unknown 
Date and Time: October 28th. 2013 at 12:30 pm 
Pass enq er Description: i e ans, black Iacket 
Caller slated she came through JFK to Sarasola and when she went through screening, she was pulled aside for a private patdown after she was lold a scan showed somelhing between her legs. She slated a supervisor came out and searched her 
and the only thing they found was a pantyliner. She states they also searched her bags and her shoes and let her go on to her flight. She states this has happened another time at JFK when she flew on American Airlines and she is tired of it. She said 
these p eo pie have no Ira i nmg and after the private screening they should not have searched her bags. She stated that they fa u nd nothing on her and she has done nothing wrong. She states she wi 11 take this to Washington if she has to. She 
demanded the CSM phone number. 

Sometimes those show up Sanitary napkins, panty liners, and adult diapers may appear as an anomaly an AIT monitors during screening. If an item does result in an anomaly, the individual will be referred for additional screening, including a patdown 
of the area(s) of the body that resulted in the anomaly. Additionally, all passengers have the right to request a private screening at any time during the screening process. 

We regret that yau were unsatisfied with the manner in which your screening was handled. TSOs receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passengers and their bags and are required to exercise great care during the screening process. 
1 01291201 What I wi 11 do for you is re po rt this m c ide nt to the CS M at the airport where this happened, make th em aware of this incident. 

3 
11:35:05 

AM Name: 1(b)(61 
Phone: ~----~ 

Airport: JFK 
Airline: Jetblue 
Flight#: 163 
Dale: Del 28, 2013 
Time: 7:46am 



Caller states that she had a screening situation on October 25th ,fi1ght 316 with American Airlines out of DFW, this was terminal A, near gate 33, and she had a doctors note saying that she has vaginal discharge, and she has to place toilet paper in 
her private area, she is in a wheel chair and she is 81 years old.She states that she had to wait for another TSO officer to become available, she states that she had to get a patdown, she states that this was ridiculous. Caller states that this took 30 
minutes, she states that she has a complaint sheet, and she has the names of the officers, LT 50 0715 @ A-35 is wrote on paper. 

Informed caller: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks 10 provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
101291201 secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 
3 4:23:21 

PM TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terTorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove lhe random element from lhe system and undermine security. We simply cannol assume thal all terrorists will fil a particular profile. 

Caller asked why he is screened everytime he gets on the plane and has 10 remove his shoes, belt and hat before he goes through the wtmd or ait machine. He said he did nol wanl the precheck info and could look into that himself. He declined his 
phone#. 

Response:Transportalion Security Officers (TSOs) are required to screen all footwear to ensure lhey do not contain prohibited items. Mandatory shoe screening by x-ray is an effective method of identifying any lype of anomalies, including explosives. 
TSOs can see if a shoe has been tampered with when they view it on the x-ray equipment. By requiring all passengers to remove shoes for x-ray screening. we increase both security and efficiency at the checkpoint. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) suggests that passengers place their footwear directly on the x-ray belt instead of in plastic bins. This makes it easier forTSOs to get a clearer x-ray image. 

I advised him he can apply for precheck and screening may allow passengers to no longer remove certain items such as their shoes, belts, or remove laptops from carry-on bags but I advised him that still is no guarantee he would not have to remove 
his shoes. 

1°?~~~f1 The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted 1s important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

PM 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some ins1ances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers, TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new 1echnologies to address the explosives th real. In lhe meantime, lhe use of additional screening enhances our ability 10 de1ec1 explosives al our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an addilional layer of security at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 



Sirs: 

Yesterday I received four identical e-mail "responses" from TSA which failed to answer any of my questions regarding carelessness with my personal property and apparently gratuitous pat-downs of my wife. 

My origin al e-mai I of O cto be r 5 and your non- responses with my comments lo 11 ow. 

I look forward to eventually receiving honest answers to my questions. 

Poleb ridge. Montan a 

My original e-mail of October 5, 2013: 

101311201 Sirs: 
3 8:07:59 

PM 
I ju st returned from vacation to find th at the Io ck on my suitcase had been opened by a TSA inspector at Boston-Logan. 

My first question is: After the inspection, WHY DIDN'T THE AGENT RELOCK THE LOCK? 

This is one of many instances I witnessed on this trip of the TSA compromising the personal security of individual flyers. 

For example, at FCA TSOs routinely require passengers to remove their money belts even though they know full well what they contain. (The idea behind the money belt is to conceal one's cash and passport so they don't get lost or stolen.) In this 
case, the passenger had left his money belt (which contained his passport) in the bin and frantically returned to retrieve it, thereby salvaging his vacation. 

And at Boston Logan, a $20 bill was left lying on lhe floor because passengers are required 10 empty their pockets of harmless items. 

So my second question: Does the TSA in any way consider the personal security of passengers in formulating its procedures? 

Third question: My wife has an arlificial knee, which sets off your metal de1ec1ors. After telling TSOs at FCA and in Boston that this was the case, she was subjected 10 humilialing pat-downs when simple wandings would have sufficed. (The pat-down 
at FCA was indiscreet to the point of being exhibitionistic. Unfortunately, I did not take down the name of the TSO.) Can you explain the reasoning behind this policy? 



The caller is a 100% disabled police officer. The callers last flight through TPA his arm was tested with ETD. The caller then was taken to a room where he stated that he was nearly stnpped searched. The caller stated that he was told it was a 
chemical patch he had that set off the ETD. The caller stated that he was missing a pair of cowboy boots and a chain off the boots. The caller mentioned that the officers also left his empty water container out. The caller stated that when he goes 
through AIT or WTMD and alarms he only gels a parlial patdown, but when he Iested positive on ETD he is laken to a room and his property hand searched and given a very thorough patdown. The caller staled thal he has flown every other month for 
the last 5 years and this is the first time this has happened to him. The caller stated that he had a note from his doctor showing his medical issues. including metal implants and braces etc. The caller stated that he was taken to another room for 
add1t1ona I screening and he has mob i I Ity issues which were tested d uri ngt his ti me. When asked the caller first said th at he did not declare any medIca I or mob i I Ity issues to the TSO s but then after I co nfi nrned this he changed his mind and to Id me he 
did let them know. It was very unclear whether the caller declared anything to the officers. 

The caller said he was made to raise his shirt empty his pockets and remove his shoes when he got in the room for additional screening. The caller stated that in order to remove a medical brace he has to undo his pants. The caller stated that it is not 
fair to whee I ch air passengers to check for ETD when its the airline that is giving the passenger the whee I ch air. The ca 11 er said th at he only had his aver night bag with him and no other property. The ca 11 er stated that there was no reason to give him 
additional screening for testing positive on the ETD test since this was all that he had with him and is a retired police officer. The caller stated that he is flying again on 11 12 2013 and returning on 11 20 2013. The caller informed us that ii he has to go 
through this again he will be conIacIing the news. The caller wanted to know why I did not understand that the ETD does not pick up explosives and is used for checking for medical chemicals on lhe skin. The caller agreed with me sending this 
complaint to the CSM of TPA. The caller stated that he could not believe what TSA does to passengers. 

The ca 11 er was advised that in the future inform the TSO of the medical patch, imp I ants etc be/a re screening begins so that they a re aware of the items. 

111212013 I discussed wilh the caller thal there is no set statistic on how often someone will get a ETD swab test. I discussed wilh the caller thal for lhe safety of lhe public TSA must resolve all alarms and anomalies. I informed lhe caller that if he IesIed positive 

1, 17,39 on the ETD that he would have to be additionally screened along with his property so they could clear him to go on board as they would with any other passenger. 

PM 
Ca Iler is ultimately concerned with the screening procedures set in place for ETD tests and sere en i ng of wheelchairs so I am sending to CS M , 

I discussed with the caller that we do not have a set list of what will or will not set of an ETD test. 

Regardless of whether a passenger is screened by the walk-through metal detector, AIT. or a thorough Patdown. the wheelchair scooter will be physically inspected, including the seat cushions and any non-removable pouches or fanny packs. It will 
also be tested for traces of explosives, and any removable pouches will be required to undergo ,-ray screening. 

I exp I a i ned to the cal I er that al so when passengers have an o sto my they w111 I et the passenger self P atdown the area and then do the ETD on the passenger. 

I advised the caller thal the ETD test is used on properly and passengers. 

I advised the cal I er that there is no way to guarentee th at a passenger w111 not revi eve a pat down. I informed the caller that T SA relol ves a I arms with p atdowns. I also informed the cal I er that passengers are selected at random far add1t1ona I screening 
such as the Patdown. 

I informed the caller that doctors notes are not required but can be presented but they do not exempt passengers from screening. 

Caller slated she is in her 60 s, she flies often for business. She normally flies out of lhe Abilene Airport on American Eagle Airline and ii the Airporl used to have an AIT machine but now has a WTMD. She stated she always she sels the alarm off lhe 
WTMD and she thinks it may be because of her underwire bra. She states she must always go through a pat down and it is embarrassing. Wants to know if I have any suggestions. 

Advised ca Iler Wa I k Through Meta I Detectors 
Items thal could set off a metal deIecIor include: 

•keys 

111312013 •loose change 

5,15,54 ·mobile electronic devices 
PM •heavy jewelry 

•clothing with metal buttons. snaps, or cuffs 
•meta I hair ba r,-ettes or other hair decoration 
·belt buckles 
•under-wire bras 
Advised when traveling she may want to not wear an under-wire bra. adv the W TM D wou Id pick up anything meta I. Th en wo u Id require pat down. 



The ca 11 er traveled 3 or 4 ti mes in the I a st 3 or 4 weeks and she is a g Io ba I entry member and she was flying on US Airways and the precheck Ii ne was clogged with peop I e who we re lo re igners and pea pl e who never received p recheck before. She 
was on a flight out of phoenix and the line was long and the same thing happened, people with brown and yellow passports from Germany and Denmark and people who never received precheck before. She talked to a TSA agent at the airport who 
told her thal 1 out of 4 are selected for precheck al thal parlicular lime to manage traffic control and lhat lhese people are deemed low risk. She is concerned for two reasons and one is for safety. She does not believe lhat TSA can do an effective job 
of screening 25 percent of the airport population and she cauldn t believe that non US citizens were being al lawed through the line. The second point is the spirit al the matter. She paid $100 and had a background investigation and she got 
Ii ngerpri nted to be in this program wh, I e these other peop I e a re random I y selected and a re clogging up the p recheck Ii nes and defeating the whole purpose of having p recheck. She said she would go to the media with this and re port it to the Wa 11 

Street Jo urn al. 

Advised: 

1115120 13 The airlines submit the passenger s information to Secure Flight and they run ch eeks on 1 hem and d ete rmi n e these passengers to be I ow risk when trave Ii ng. 

7'~~02 TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data. Using the same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided for years, TSA·s risk-based analysis will increase 
the number of travelers who may be eligible for TSA Pre\u2713 "'. 

Currently, the Secure Flight data that is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevenl known or suspecled terrorists from gaining access 10 an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA"s new initiative will use this same information to 
also identify low-risk passengers ta determine if they should be directed to the TSA Pre\u2713'" lane for expedited screening. 

TSA's new risk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Pre\u2713"' lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSA 
officer and wi 11 go through a mel al detector or Advanced Imaging T echno I og y sea n ne r as pa rt of security procedures. 

Caller is on the Isa.gov website and is trying to fill out the Talk ta TSA farm. Drop dawn boxes for the airline does not show all states or airports. Feedback does not have any categories, it also won t let him send the form because there is no way to 
Ii 11 in those sections. 

I checked lhe websile and had lhe same issues he had. I thanked him for letting us know and asked if I here was somelhing that I could help him with. 

111612013 He said he has PreCheck, but also has an art1f1c1al hip. He wanted to know 1f he goes through the AIT would he still have to take off his belt shoes, Jacket. 
1:24:09 

PM I told him thal if he goes through the machine and it alarms, the TSOs will have to resolve the alarm. If he does not alarm, then he will not have to do anylhing else. He staled thal the PreCheck line does not have AIT, it usually has the WTMD. He 
asked if that would alarm when he goes through. I told him some metals do not alarm. I told him he would need ta tell the screener he has the metal implant before the screening begins. He said he does and they take him to the at her line ta be 
screened via the AIT. I told him that is all he needs to do and the TSO will determine the best way to assist him, but if he sets off an alarm, the TSOs will have to resolve it which may include him removing his belt, shoes, etc. 

111612013 
2:58:01 

PM 

The caller stated that he is a GE member and had been getting the precheck logo on the boarding pass but the last few times he has flown he has not. The caller stated that he has still been selected for precheck benefits on these flights. The caller 
wanted to make sure that there was nol an issue and was upsel because of lhe incidenl. The caller stated I hat he had heard about a Managed Inclusion process I hat was being implemented at LAS. The caller staled thal this was making it hard for 
individuals who are familiar with the TSA precheck program because passengers who did not regularly get it were not familiar with precheck procedure. 

Advised caller: Advised the caller that the printing of the precheck logo on the boarding pass is an airline function and his eligibility for expedited screening is not dependant on that fact. Advised the caller that his eligibilty for the expedited screening is 
determined when the airline forwards his reservation informalion to TSA and it is I hen embedded into the barcode of boarding pass. Advised the caller that TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a 
risk-based analysis of passenger data. Using the same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided far years. TSA's risk-based analysis will increase the number of travelers who may be eligible for TSA Pre\u2713'". 

Currently, the Secure Flight data that is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevent known or suspected terrorists from gaining access to an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA's new initiative will use this same information to 
also identify low-risk passengers to determine if I hey should be directed 10 lhe TSA Pre\u2713 '" lane for expedited screening. 

TSA's new nsk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Pre\u2713 1~ lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification venf,ed by a TSA 
officer and wi 11 go through a metal detector or Advanced Imaging Techno I og y sea n ne r as pa rt of security procedures, 

Advised the caller that other passengers will become familiar with precheck as time goes on and that wait time will decrease in the future Advised the caller to please bear with us as we implement this new process. 



111612013 
4:16:07 

PM 

On October 17th I was at the TSA checkpoint at SFO at about 7:1 0PM. I was separated from my bags while I awaited a female assist for a patdown (SFO has few female officers. and it can take upwards of 15 minutes for a female assist to be located) 
when the TSA agent closed the metal detector as I was about to step into it. and insisted that I use the AIT scanner instead. 

I watched my bags. which had already gone through the x-ray. closely, repeatedly asking the TSA agent to have them moved to a secure area. My requests were refused. After waiting about 10 minutes, I watched as a passenger (1) placed his own 
laptop in his bag, (2) removed the colorful scarf I had placed over my own laptop and (3) placed my laptop in his bag as well. I asked the TSA agent closes to me to stop him. She refused. I started yelling for the TSA agent who was manning the X
Ray to do something, he refused, and the TSA agent closest to me told me to be quiet~ experience consequences. I respectfully told her "if your very expensive laptop were being stolen, you would be equally upset" I continued to yell. not 
wanting the other passenger to walk away wilh my bag, uni ii finally a TSA agent named~asked the passenger 10 put my laptop back. I asked repeatedly for him to be held so that I could inspect my bags to make sure nothing else had been 
taken, but my request was refused. I asked for him to be held for police, that I would want to file a report, and my request was refused. When I had finally undergone my patdown and was able to talk with agent ~he told me "no harm, no foul. 
your I aptop has been recovered and the guy to Id me 11 was an honest mistake." I asked to file a complaint with T SA and i'.iill:fil]told me that the re is no comp I a int process and that there was no h1g her supervisor for me to talk to. He did add th at I 
could call the police if I wanted to. 

I would like to file a report about this experience which was completely improper. and doesn't meet the bar for basic security even in a department store or other space where private security guards are utilized. I would like access to the videotapes 
that would identify the passenger who attempted to stead my laptop and I would like clarification on TSA policies regarding separating a passenger from her bags and thefts that occur at checkpoints. 

Sincerely, 
l(b)(6) 

kbl(6:, !called yesterday to request assistance for injured service members through lhe Wounded Warrior program. He was told by the agent he talked to that his request would be senl and information would be sent to him in an email regarding 
using a cane. He has not received any information in an email. He wanted to make sure that he gave the agent his correct information about his flights. He is just requesting for the email to be resent to him. His email address is 

fh,IRI I 
His flight information is: 
Departure flight 
Airline: United 
Flight date and time: 11-12-2013 at 2:51 pm 
Flight # 3907 
Emailfh·11r;··, 

Cell phone._!r'-'h-"·11-'-R""·., __ __, 

Rel urn flight: 
Airport: t.AS 

111612013 Airline: United 

4:4 1,15 Flight date and time: 11-15-2013 at 9:52 am 
Flight# 1226 

PM Emailtb)(61 
Cell p""ho-n~~~(~b-··1(_6_1 ___ ~---~ 

Advised the cal I er: 

Apo I og i zed lo r h, m not re cei vi ng his emai I. We can re send that ema i I to you. Your fi 1g ht iii ne ra ry was sent to the Wounded Warrior p rag ram with the correct flight inform at,o n. 

Mobility aids such as crulches, canes, walkers, support braces, orthopedic shoes, and proslhetic devices are permitled through the screening checkpoinl after proper securily screening or inspeclion. 

If a passenger has d ifflcu lty walking and uses a mob i Ii ty d ev,ce, the way his or her screening wi 11 be conducted depends on his or her level of a b1 I ity. It 1s import ant for a passenger to inform the Transportation Sec u nty Olli cer IT SO) conducting the 
screening of his or her I eve I of ab i Ii ty before the screening process begins, 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through 
meta I detectors on I y if they can wa I k through on their own. An el ig, bl e passenger can request to be screened by Al T 1f it is a va, I ab I e or can request to be screened using a thorough paid own; however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the 
walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

Caller te 11 s the screener th at she can not ea s i I y re mover her shoes. She 1s told to step into the screening machine, but the person on the other s1d e of the Al T sees her shoes and tel Is her to go back out and re move her shoes. Unless the person who is 
on the P re-screening side ta I ks to the person on the other side of the A IT, she is the only person with a 11 the information, Therefore. this situation becomes !rust rating and ti me consuming, She stated that the screening area is very chaotic and it is 
difficult 10 let everyone who needs to know her situation. The notificalion card is very helpful. She sometimes will also show her TT card to let lhe screener know she has had the additional screening and is not lrying to pull something over on lhe 

111712013 screener. 

2:56:30 
PM 

I told her she could ask lhe first TSO she sees, to speak to the PSS or STSO when she arrives at the checkpoinl. She asked if I hat would be offensive to immedialely ask for a STSO. I lold her she could just ask for a PSS because that position was 
developed for situations like hers. She said she would do that. I told her that if she needed additional help I could get her information and send it to our disability experts so they would have her information and could better determine the best way to 
assist her through screening. She said she did not need add1t1onal assistance. She said she would ask for the PSS. She said she wrote on the notification card that she had a certain disability. I told her she could add to that that 11 makes it difficult to 
remove her shoes or she can write on the ca rd that she cannot re move her shoes due to a medica I condition. 



11/10/201 
3 7 37 57 

PM 

Caller stated she did not want to register for anything. She did not want to go through the AIT machine. but the TSO insisted she pass through 11. She experienced heart palpitations. She has a family history of breast cancer 

Advised: 

I a po I og i zed that she was not happy with the s c reem ng procedure. I suggested that the next 11 me she fi y. she could request a Pat-Down procedure. 

AIT is a classificalion thal covers lwo similar technologies, millimeter wave and backscatter. Both systems work in a similar way to give Transportation Securily Officers (TSOs) a virtual image lhat conspicuously highlights polentially dangerous items 
on a passenger However, as of May 17, 2013, no backscatter AIT systems are deployed to U.S. airports. 
Millimeter wave systems prOJecl beams of non-ionizing radio frequency energy over the passenger's body surface: the beams do not penetrate the skin. The radio frequency energy reflected back from the body and other objects on the body is used to 
construct a three-dimensional image. The energy the system projects is thousands of times less than a cell phone transmission. 
The caller staled she did not use cell phones. 
The extremely low dose of radiation from the entire spectrum of TSA screening technology is inconsequential, even to frequent flyers who undergo repeated screenings. When evaluating new screening technologies, TSA performs independent studies 
and evaluations to verify the systems meet regulatory and national consensus standards to ensure the health and safety of the traveling public. This testing takes into account special populations that are more sensItIve to radiation, such as children. 
persons receiving radiation treatment for medica I conditions, and p regnant and pate nti a 11 y pregnant women, as wel I as employees who work near the eq ui pme nt. Al I screening systems fu 11 y comp I y with F edera I safety requirements, and measured 
radialion levels for each are well below limits eslablished by lhe U .s. Food and Drug Adminislration and the U.S. Occupational Safely and Health Administration. 
Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough patdown. 

She stated that the TSO did not give her the option for a Pat-Down. 

The caller was not satisfied with my response and I offered to take additional information for her complaint. She said it would not do any good. 
On November 10, I sent the following email to HYPERLI NK "mailto:TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov"TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov: 

On October 7, 2013. my husband and I were denied expedited boarding using the TSA PreCheck system solely because I was using my own manual wheelchair. We had all the appropriate paperwork with us and our boarding pass was marked 
Precheck as we were signed up and approved in advance. 

Nowhere in the rules are wheelchair users denied participation. I undersland that random checks are allowed, but this was nol random. If memory serves me correctly, lhere were five employees at the check point and I was agreeable 10 having my 
wheelchair examined as usual. 

What can I do so this does not happen again? 

The response I received is below. The response does not answer my question which was "during the TSA PreCheck process, how can a person using her own wheelchair achieve the same rights and courtesies extended to a traveler not using a 
whee I chair?" I t rave I freq ue ntl y and I am ve ty aware of the security process, I am ab I e to walk through the meta I detector without assistance and do not require a pat down, 

111111201 I would appreciate some help so that I can benefit from expedited boarding using the PreCheck process next time I travel. I'd like to know what, if any. extra steps I can expect as a wheelchair user. Many thanks in advance. 

3 51640 
PM 

-----Original Message----
From: tsatcc do not re I 
To: (b1(6) 
Sent: un, ov pm 

do_ not_re pl y@senture.com > 

Subjecl: In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank you for your e-mail regarding the Transportation Security Administration's (TSA) pre-screening process. TSA Pre?™, 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is undertaking efforts to focus its resources and improve passenger experience at security checkpoints by expanding its use of technology and applying new intelligence-driven, risk-based screening 
procedures. As part of this initiative, TSA is partnering with U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) to implement a pre-screening process called TSA Pre?'". Eligible passengers include U.S. citizens who are members of certain airline frequent 
flyer programs or who are members of one of CB P's Trusted Traveler programs, including Global Entry, SENTRI and NEXUS. Additionally, Canadian citizens who are NEXUS members are also eligible for TSA Pre?"™, Individuals interested in joining 
a CBP Trusted Traveler program can learn more by visiling HYPERLINK "http:llwww.cbp.gov" \nwww.cbp.gov. 

Although no individual will be guaranteed expedited screening, TSA is moving away from a one-size-fits-all approach and toward a more intelligence-driven, nsk-based effective and efficient security system. If TSA determines a passenger is eligible 



11112/201 
3 8:29:5g 

AM 

On November 12, 2013. I received the following email from you in response to my email of November 11. 2013. To answer your question. we were at Atlanta airport on October 7, 2013 for Delta flight 1852 to PBI. Thank you for agreeing to help me 
solve this dilemma. 

Thank you for your e-mail regarding your recent travel experience. 

Generally, when there are problems. complaints, and concerns with security screening at one of our Nation's airports, we would forward a copy af the complaint ta the Customer Service Manager (CSMJ at that airport. However, we are unable to 
extend this courtesy to you because you did not mention the exact airport you departed. 

We hope this information is helpful. 

~;~-~,rgi:;~t:SS:"e----- i 
To: tsa-con ac cen:r <tsa-contadcenter@dhs.gov~ 
Sent: Mon. Nov 11, 2013 3A8 pm 
Subjecl: Fwd: In Response to your inquiry. 

On November 10, I sent the following email to HYPERLI NK "mailto:TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov"TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov; 

On October 7, 2013. my husband and I were denied expedited boarding using the TSA PreCheck system solely because I was using my own manual wheelchair. We had all the appropriate paperwork with us and our boarding pass was marked 
Precheck as we were signed up and approved in advance. 

Nowhere in the rules are wheelchair users denied participation. I undersland that random checks are allowed, but this was nol random. If memory serves me correctly, lhere were five employees at the check point and I was agreeable 10 having my 
wheelchair examined as usual. 

What can I do so this does not happen again? 

Disability Description: The callers husband has a metal hip replacement. 

Information Request: She wanted to know how to make screening for her husband smoother for the next time that he travels. She asked if there is someone she can contact before he travels to coordinate his screening. 

Response Details: I told her that every passenger must be screened at cleared. Therefore, if a passenger does not go through AIT or WTMD screening, I hey will receive a paldown to clear them through screening. I told her I hat If a patdown is required 
in order to complete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a privale screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a privale screening, anolher TSA employee will also be presenl and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or Ii ft any article of clothing to revea I a sensitive body area. 

111121201 I told her that she can contact the CSM at the airport he will be traveling. Then, I explained that she would obtain the CS Ms contact number by dialing the TCC contact number, 866-289-9673. then select option 5. After selecting option 5, she will need 
3 to enter the airport code. 

10:28:23 
AM She can also call the TSA Cares number again to request assislance for her husband at the TSA checkpoint. This would mean that a PSS would assist him through screening. TSA Cares would collect the flight itinerary informalion, such as airline, 

flight number, airport, date and time. This information would then be sent to the ODPO to coordinate assistance. 

Her husband can also request a PSS or supervisor while at the TSA checkpoint for assistance. 

I offered to send this information to her via email, but the caller said that she would find the information online. She said that the request for assistance sounds like the best option ta her and will utilize this option in the future. 

Incident Details: She advised that he traveled previously out of LGB and POX. Because LGB does not have AIT, he was subject to a patdown. She does not like that he had to have an invasive patdown because he has a metal hip replacement. She 
said thal he also had to have a patdown at PDX. She wanted to know the guidelines for a patdown and how he mighl be able 10 avoid gelling a patdown in the future. 

When asked about filing a complaint, she did not wish to file a complaint. She only wanted information on how to make traveling easier for him the next time that he travels. Because she did not want to file a complaint, she did not provide any specific 
information about the II i g ht. 



11/12/201 
3 2 32 32 

PM 

11/13/201 
3 8:56:26 

AM 

Disability Description: Caller has a pacemaker. 

Response Details: Apologized to caller for his experience and advised him to always inform the TSO in the fuIure before beginning his screening he can t go through the WTMD and if lhe AIT isn I available to request a paldown. Explained he can 
provide medica I da cum e nta ti on, a I tho ugh, nat required and he s ho u Id a I ways verb ally inform the TSO of any med i ca I cond i ti an th at cou Id affect the screening process. 
Thanked him for letting us know of his experience and advised anytime we receive complaints comments infonmation is provided to the CSM for review. 
Advised if additional information is required, CSM may contact via email. 

Incident Details: Caller flew between OAK and Long Beach, CA and he had an incident when he flew over the weekend he wants to relate to TSA. There are 2 types of scanners used and in OAK he is able to go through the AIT and on return trip at 
Long Beach. he showed his ca rd rnd1cati ng he had a pacemaker and he told the female TSO he was n t sup pose to go through that technology (W TM D). Ca 11 er states she told him to come on through and they wo u Id tum off the machine as he came 
through. 
The agent was a female aboul 50s and approx. 5.5 inches tall and had dark reddish hair and she summoned a much laller older male to pat him down after he went through the WTMD. Stales he didn t set off any alarm and didn t undersland the 
patdown. Stated the female TSO asked him if he had a pacemaker after he went through the WTM D and the male she summoned for the patdown stated he wasn t suppose toga through with a pacemaker. Caller tald them he knew that but was told 
to go through and thought TSA would be able to handle the situation. 
There were only 3-4 TSA agents working at the time, on the floor and at the supervisor station. 
Flight #nol available, via Jetblue from Long Beach to Oakland, Gate #7, departed at 3:56PM. 
He has a call into his cardiologist, but, currently nat having any symptoms, but states he is totally dependent on his pacemaker and realizes that someone else may encounter the same situation. 
Ju st a persona I comment: When he went through the W TM D and the ma I e TSO real ,zed what had happened he made the comment that It I oo ks Ii ke you are okay and if th ere were a problem they wou Id a I ready know about it. 

Caller has a dividend miles card with US Airways. Caller flew last week and his departure boarding pass had a PreCheck notification on it. His return flight did not have a PreCheck notification. He has not enrolled in PreCheck. He was told by the 
airline I hat TSA selects lhe passengers who are invited 10 enroll in PreCheck. He wanted to know if that is true. He said thal we tell him one thing and the airline tells him something different. He is a retired airline employee. He asked if he is 
considered a low risk passenger if he was selected at random for PreCheck. He wanted to know if an arrest record from 45 years ago would prevent him from getting PreCheck. Caller asked ta speak with a supervisor. 

I gave the following information: TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data. Using the same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided for years. TSA's 
risk-based analysis will increase the number of Iravelers who may be eligible for TSA PreCheck. 

Currently, the Secure Flight data that Is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevent known or suspected terrorists from gaining access to an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA's new initiative will use this same information to 
also identify low-risk passengers to detenmine if they should be directed to the TSA PreCheck lane for expedited screening. 

TSA's new risk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those wha access TSA PreCheck lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSA 
officer and wi 11 go through a metal detector or Advanced I magrng Techno I og y sea n ne r as pa rt of security procedures. 

Passengers who are directed to the TSA PreCheck lane at the security checkpoint will undergo expedited screening without having to enroll in TSA PreCheck. 
To be considered, applicants must be U.S. citizens. 

There are two primary ways 10 be considered eligible for TSA PreCheck: Iravelers may be invited by a participating airline, or lhey may choose to enroll with a U.S. CusIoms and Border Protection (CBP) Trusled Traveler program (such as Global 
Entry. NEXUS, and SENTRI). 
For frequent flyer p rag ram members. pa rti ci p ati ng air I in es wi 11 permit some members to opt-in through the air I in e s system. Once a passenger o pts-rn, the airline identifies the individual as a participant when submitting the passenger reservation 
information to TSA s Secure Flight system. 

No individual will be guaranteed expedited screening. If TSA determines a passenger is eligible for expedited screening, information is embedded in the barcode of their boarding pass. When TSA scans the barcade at the security checkpoint, the 
passenger may be referred to a I ane for expedited screening. 
I advised him that the TSA P reCheck a pp Ii cation p rog ram has not started yet. I a I so to Id him that he airline chooses the passengers who they invite to opt into PreC heck. I advised him that I do not know ii an arrest record wou Id prevent him from 
getting Pree heck. I 101 d him I hat passengers se I eel ed lo r Pree heck who do not en ro 11 a re low risk passengers. 

Caller states that he went through Miami Airport, he opted out of the AIT and they placed him right beside the AIT and did an patdown, he states that he had to wait for a patdown. And he didn't want to be placed beside the AIT since he can still get 

111141201 radialion from the machine. Caller wants 10 know if in lhe future I hat happens again can he ask to be moved away from the AIT machines. And he wants to know how to get in conIacI with the CSM. 

3 9:15:37 
AM 

Informed caller: Informed caller that usually he does have to wait until an officer becomes available. That yes he can always ask to be moved away and he can call this number back that he dialed and press option 5 and enter the airport code for miami 
and get the number to the CSM. 



Caller was at a meeting this morning talking with a fnend. The caller is flying out of the country. He was told by a friend that at Cincinnatti while he was being wanded his belongings went through the scanner and his bag was missing after he got back 
from his additional screening. The caller asked if he can keep his money and credit cards in his pocket during screening because if his things go missing then his vacation is ruined, He asked if he can ask the TSO to watch his bag if he is pulled aside 
for a patdown. 

I told him to apologize to his friend and to tell him he may call us to file a complaint or call the CSM directly. 

11/141201 Also, the TransportJlion Security Administralion (TSAI strongly recommends lhat passengers remove all ilems and accessories from lheir pockels before beginning the security screening process. Removing items such as wallets, belts, bulky jewelry, 
3 1 :44:39 money. keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology 

PM (AIT) screening. To avoid the chance of leaving personal items behind. we recommend passengers place their belongings in their carry-on baggage before entering the checkpoint. 

11/14/201 
3 2:53:31 

PM 

11/16/201 
3 9 3148 

AM 

TS Os receive training in the procedures 10 pro pe rl y inspect passenger bags and are required to e ,e rci se great ca re during the screening process. 
Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TS Os) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items. are kept within a passengers line-of-sight when a passenger is required to undergo additional screening. 
When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property during a paid own or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's items and to ensure that the passenger Is reunited with his or her 
property once it clears x-ray screening. 
I told him he may voice his concern 10 lhe TSO at the checkpoint. 
The ca 11 er wou Id I, ke to clear his name when he goes to travel . The ca 11 er states that the I ast 2 ti mes he flew the office rs searched his bag and took him to a room and searched him as wel I. The caller has a NOi and he wants to know why the officers 
keep checking his luggage. The TSA officer told him the problem was his last name but, the caller is not sure if the officer was being serious. The caller states that he was also stopped in the boarding gate area. and screened again. The caller wants 
to know how 10 clear his name. The caller does not have Irouble printing his boarding pass or crossing boarders. 

Every passenger and their property must be sere ened before e nt eri ng the secured a re a, and the way the screening is conducted is import ant, Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers a re treated with dignity, respect, and 
courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their cany-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
transportation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
Traveler's belief that they are on a government walch list. 
Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed. denied boarding, or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 
Difficulty printing a boa rd i ng pass at home or at the kiosk. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is consIantly e,ploring initiatives to expand and enhance our security and lhreat mitigation efforts. As part of this initiative, TSA has expanded security screening beyond the security checkpoint to other 
secured areas of the airport, including boarding gates. 

These additional screening activities include but are not limited to screening passengers, checking passengers' identifications and boarding passes, and searching cany-on baggage either visually or with Explosives Trace Detection (ETD) units. These 
checks may be unannounced and may occur at any boarding gate al any time. 

As always, passengers receiving a paid own inspection may request a private sere en i ng at any 11 me dun ng the process and have a companion. ass i slant. or fa mi I y member ( after he or she has been screened) accompany them to the p nvate screening. 

TSA also selects passengers and I heir properly at random for enhanced security screening. 

DH S TRIP is pa rt of an effort by the U.S. Departments of State and Home I and Security to we I come I eg i ti mate travelers wh i I e securing our country from those who want to do us ha rm. 

For those who encounler misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevent watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for OHS redress online at htlps: trip.dhs.gov. Travelers may also apply 
through e-mail or U.S. Mail by completing the attached Traveler Inquiry Form, signing the document, and returning the original with at least one une,pired, photograph-bearing, Government-issued travel document. 

Feedback Type · Compliment 
Categories: Other: Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time 11/16/2013 8:30:39 AM Airport: CMH - Port Columbus International Date/Time of Travel: 11116/2013 8:15 AM Airline & Flight Number: Us airways 2785 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport, Main check in TSA Employee: (If Known), Unknown Comment , I am surprised that with the advanced technology I had to completely unpack a carry on to remove and separate a c-pap machine. This is the best our government has to offer. 
Then a child's Ioy sel off screening. Also Kleenex has to be removed from my pockels. Really? Dissalisfied all together. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name [b 1(61 
Phone Number , ~------~ 

Email =~kb~1~(6~)------~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2IApplicationManager 



11/19/201 
3 6 0646 

PM 

Caller said she filled out an incident report last tuesday at McCarran Airport that the TSA officer gave her and she handed 11 back to her. She said she fell out of the ait machine and has not heard from customer service yet. She said the agent told her 
that customer service would give her a call but did not give her a name nor a phone#. She said she put her name and phone# on the incident report. She asked for the phone # to the CSM at the airport. 

Response:I checked with supervisor,Kfilill[] and gave her the name and phone# for the CSM:Name: Laura Renner 
Phone: 702-5771ili:ii]. 

I also advised her that per the other eidkb·•,(ffi I that we have referred this to the CS M at the airport. 

Feed back Type : Compliment 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" : Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time. 11/20/2013 2:05:35 PM Airport· DSM - Des Moines International Date/Time of Travel. 11114/2013 Airline & Flight Number· United Flight 6334 CheckpoinUArea of Airport 
: PreCheck TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I have a pacemaker. When the only option for PreCheck is a metal detector, it creates problems. The Des Moines airport is set up well for me to use the other type of imaging technology. I'm able to take advantage of all PreCheck attributes 
and staff is saved ti me and effort. 

Other airports have not been as well set up. I have had a pat down as a result of the equipment issue (A recent trip so I think that was either St. Louis or Portland. OR) At the Pittsburgh airport the TSA attendant was kind in letting me move over to the 
11120/201 other lane, but I had to move out of PreCheck. 
34:11:56 

PM It is my hope that you will take pacemakers into consideration in setting up PreCheck lanes. I consider it fortunate that the new security equipment is pacemaker safe and hope that it is always available as an option. 

Thank you. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Nam,..,...e,._,h.,.·I_1r;_·._, ---,r-~ 
Phone Number 1h··,1r;·I 
Email 1h·,1r;··, 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

He has a left should replacement and it is titanium. He flies a lot for work, when he goes through TSA he goes through patdown. When flying at one point an officer told him that he could go through the WTMD instead of having the patdown since it isn t 
opting oul of the AIT he just isn t able too since he can t raise his hands about his head .. When going through some of the checkpoints they will allow him to go through metal deIecIor olhers they make him have a patdown. SI Louis he was told if he 
can t go through! he body scanner he had to have a patdown and was wanting to know why some airports will not allow him to go through the WTMD since he can t raise his arm 

111201201 Response: 
3 7,31 ,39 TSA moniIors the number and nature of complaints we receive 10 1rack 1rends and spot areas of concern I hat may require special a11ention. This ongoing process will enable us to ensure prompt, correclive action whenever we determine that security 

PM screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the subject of repeated complaints. 

Something to keep in mind is that all airports will differ a little in the procedures. If you are not able to go through the AIT it will be up to the officer at the checkpoint to determine how you are cleared through screening whether it be through the WTMD 
or a patdown. The officer is the one I hat will also make that final decisions and that is how ii will differ from airporl to airport. 



Caller and her husband will be flying on United Airlines. He did not enroll in PreCheck, however. he has a PreCheck not1f1cation on his boarding pass. She did enroll in PreCheck and does not have a TSA PreCheck notification on her boarding pass. 
She is a Global Entry Member. They will be flying to Panama. She was chosen on October 31. 2013 for PreCheck on her trip to Dublin. After questioning the caller I determined that she did not enter her participant Id when she made the reservation. 
She said lhat when she made the reservation she was not asked for the number. She said that there is no place to enter the number. She has not confirmed that the information on her reservation or in her profile matches her Global Enlry account. 
She said that she has a TSA PreCheck card. She wanted to know how she was chosen for PreCheck in October if she did not enroll. She also wanted to know why her husband has PreCheck on his boarding pass if he did not enroll. 

CBP Trusted Travelers Global Entry NEXUS SENTRI 
1. Are you a US Canadian Citizen? - Yes - US citizen 
2. Are you !raveling from an airporl par1icipa1ing in TSA PreCheck and on a participating airline? - Yes 
3. Do you have a valid unexpired CBP membership? - Yes 
4. Have you received TSA PreCheck in the past? - Yes 
5. Do know your CBP Trusted Traveler PASS ID? - Yes 

11121 12 o 1 6. When making a reservation, have you confirmed th at your information matches your C BP Trusted T rave I er account? - No 
3 7. Do you make your reservation through a 3rd party? For exa mp I e, a travel agent or an em pl ayer' s a nl in e booking system? - No 

11 :04: 1 g 8. Do you make your reservations online? For example. an airline's Web site or a travel Web site such as Travelocity or Expedia? - Yes 
AM 9. Date of Birth - April 22. 1949 

I gave the following information: If you are eligible for TSA PreCheck benefits as a member of U.S. Customs and Border Protection's (CBP) Global Entry program and have been unable to access the TSA PreCheck expedited screening lane on recent 
trips, we first re commend that you confirm you a re entering your ful I name, date of birth. and PASS ID exactly as it appears on your Globa I Entry membership card when booking your fiig ht reservation, 

Please ensure that the name on your reservation exactly matches the name on your Global Entry card or on line account. If your name is listed with a middle initial or middle name, it must be entered that way in your reservation and airline profile. 
Nicknames should not be used in lieu of an actual name on the card. In addition, confirm that your 9--digit PASS ID is placed in the "Known Traveler Number field. 
If you made your flight reservation through a travel agent, travel Web site (such as Expedia. Travelocity, or Orbitz) or your employer's travel-booking system, we strongly recommend that you contact a representative there to ensure that your Global 
Enlry PASS ID was successfully added to the "Known Traveler Number Field" of your airline reservation. 
Please note that even if you opt in for TSA PreCheck with your airline or include your CBP trusted traveler information when booking a flight, TSA PreCheck does not guarantee expedited screening. TSA will always incorporate random and 
unp red1cta bl e sec u nty measures throughout the airport. 

TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expediled screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger dala. Using lhe same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided for years, TSA"s risk-based analysis will increase 
the number of travelers who may be eligible for TSA PreCheck. 

Caller has a stint in each of his thighs with titanium in ii. When he flies oul of SAN, he provides documents from his doctor, and the TSO s are not looking at his documenls and just having him place it in lhe plastic bins. He does want 10 let this problem 
become aware top the CSM at SAN just to hopefully prevent the matter from happening in the future. 

11/211201 Advised. 
3 6:36:16 

PM 

11121/201 
3 8:05:13 

PM 

If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 
Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rt of a person or device, 
If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak wilh a supervisor or Passenger Supporl Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time, 11/21/2013 7:46:05 PM Airport: ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Date/Time of Travel: 11/20/2013 2:15 PM Airline & Flight Number· Delta 1860 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport From international 10 domestic TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . After the AIT screening, one of the female agents stated I had a paper in one of my pants back pocket. There was no paper. She patted me down and took me to another female agent which scrubbed a piece of paper and inserted it in a 
machine. She told me I had to step in the area where she was at and scrubbed the papers over and over, while other agents where asking me to move because where she told me to step was on their way. Then the first agent and the second took me 
to a room and she told me she had to pat me down. She gave the other agents the papers to go outside and she came back. Then she told me I could start grabbing my belongings and lefi. The other agent stayed there with me and I was waiting. Then 
she lold me I could leave lhe room. When I realize I hey finished I asked her if they were done and she said yes. They did not explain to me why they where doing thal al any moment or said thal I could leave, so I starled asking her questions, bul she 
said she couldn't give me any explanation of the procedures. If she was not able to get an answer for me, at least I should have a brochure or any type of information where I could direct my questions or concerns. I understand the security procedures 
and I don't mind have been searched, but not getting any directions or at least been treated as a human being is out of the questions Your personnel should be trained to treat others with respect and courtesy. I am a frequent Traveler and I felt very 
disappointed on the way those two agents failed to say at least ·we apologize for any inconvenience, you can go now", I hope this is an isolated incident, because there are a lot of international travelers that have language difficulties or are first 
travelers. I jusl can'I imagine the negative experience they can have when they are approach in such manners. Thank you in advance for your attenlion. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name (b)(61 
Phone N11mber · 
Email l(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2IApplicationManager 



111221201 
3 5:29:38 

PM 

11122/201 
3 8:04:16 

PM 

111241201 
3 2:34:52 

PM 

Disability Description: The caller has trouble raising her arms above her head. 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)). it must: 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Describe the al I eg ed di scrim i na tory action in sufficient de ta i I to in form T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In order to ap prop nately address your concerns, we a I so need to know the airport at which you we re sere ened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complain! on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complain! on his or her 
behalf. 

Incident Details: Caller had requested assistance but when she arrived at the airport the assistance wasnt there. She stated that they were very friendly and helpful in CHO, but when she flew out of SEA. she asked for a PSS and the TSO said she had 
never heard of such a lhing. She had no assistance and was forced 10 go through AIT even though she told them she could nol raise her arms over her head. Caller stales that they sal there for awhile and received no help from TSA. Caller feels like 
she was totally ignored. Caller states that her disability was not accommodated properly. Caller does not want to file a formal complaint in writing. Caller just felt like someone should know about it. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time, 1112212013 6:02:23 PM Airport: MCO - Orlando International Date/Time of Travel· 11/2212013 5:00 PM Airline & Flight Number, Alaska 19 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, 
passenger screening TSA Employee: (If Known): older black man - seemed like a manager Comment When choosing to opt out of AIT, I was harassed for my choice and publicly humiliated in fronl of olher passengers. The TSA employee repeatedly 
questioned my reasons for opting out and attempted to bully me into the AIT machine. When I still would not consent to the AIT machine he gave me a very invasive and rough pat down. I have opted out every time rve flown and never had this terrible 
of an experience. 
Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller flew from BWI to LAX on 11 14. Caller states that she was in a wheelchair and has metal inside her, so she was directed to the AIT. She says that she is concerned that that AIT may have a short because she says that she felt an electnc 
shock while she was being scanned. She thinks that it was checkpoint D11, the middle AIT She flew with United. 

Advised ca Iler: 
Because the complaint concerns security s c reem ng at a specific airport. we have lo rwarded a copy of this information to the Customer Service Manager ( CSM) at th at I ocation. 

Flight information: 
FI ig ht Path: Baltimore to LAX 
Flight date time: 11 14 around 5:30 pm 
Flight#: 307 
Airline: United 
Airport: BWI 
Gate Terminal: D11 



Made no changes worked once from 30 times. Thought the problem started when he renewed his passport. Flew from RSW to MSP and everything worked November 20. but this time it did not. Today he fiew from MSP to DLH on Delta. 

Advised: 
According to our research and the information you provided, the name on your reser,ation was not an exact match to the name on file with your U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Trusted Traveler account. 

In order to receive TSA PreCheck consideration, please ensure that the name entered on your reser,ation is an exact match to the information you provided to CBP or what is in your CBP Trusted Traveler online account. 

So make sure both entities have the exact information. 

11/24/201 
3 3:20:31 The telephone number for CBP is 1-866-530-4172. 

PM 
As far as those that are 75 and older: 

TSA has implemented a program to revise screening procedures for passengers who appear to be age 75 and older. 

Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an ala nm. as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be infonmed of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

The caller flew from PHX to AUS texas last Tuesday via Southwest Airlines. The caller had TSA Precheck on his boarding pass and was directed to a specific line by TSA. The caller stated that he is 76 and is not required to remove his shoes 
anyways. The caller stated that the majority of lhe passengers getting sent over to the TSA Precheck lane were senior citizens. The caller stated I hat he had metal implants and that the WTMD was the only screening available at the Precheck lane. 
The caller stated that most of the passengers that were referred over to the TSA Precheck lane had metal implants and set off the alarm. The caller stated that it was at least a 15 minute wait for patdowns due to the WTMD alarms. The caller wanted to 
know why the passengers including his self were referred aver to the I in e that on I y had a WT MD. The caller stated th at they were not a 11 owed out of Ii ne to go through the A IT. The ca 11 er wanted to know how to pre sent hi mse If to T SA and inform th em 
that he would like to opt out of the WTMS and opt in for the AIT. The caller stated that the traveling public is scared to make any comments to TSA, in fear of being taken to a room and missing their flights. The caller stated that it is a problem when 
American citizens fear what TSA will inconvenience I hem with. The caller staled thal he does not feel as I hough senior citizens should be referred to WTMD only when most will alarm it. The caller staled thal there was only 1 AIT available at PHXs 
Southwest Terminal. The caller stated that he hoped that this was being recorded and noted so that someone will be notified. 

The caller was advised that TSA Precheck is optional, 
11/25/201 
3 8:09:sg The caller was advised that passengers always have the option to opt out of the WTMD but are unable to request the WTM D. 

PM 

11126/201 
3 

11:57:22 
AM 

The ca 11 er was advised that we a 11 ow passengers to opt out for a pa tdow n or the AIT ii they wished to do so. 

The caller was informed that Southwest is new to TSA Precheck and that some airlines select passengers at random against TSA secure flight information and may allow them to use TSA Precheck. 

The ca 11 er was advised to inform the TSO before screening begins that he has metal implants and that he wo u Id Ii ke to use the Al T. 

The caller was advised that we would forward a copy of this complaint over to the CSM of PHX. 

The caller was advised that a lot of passengers want to use precheck for its expedited benefits, but it is not required. 
Caller was flying out of LAX and was told Precheck means nothing and she would have to go through traditional screening.She arrived in a wheelchair and two different super,isors told her Precheck was ignored at LAX.When I asked her if she felt like 
she was targeted because she was in a wheelchair she said she didn't think it would have mattered if she had had two good legs.Finally someone apologized to the operator of the wheelchair but no one ever apologized to her.I explained that we do not 
have any information on expedited screening for trave I ers in whee I chairs but us ua 11 y ii travelers wi 11 inform the TSO of their ca pa bi I it i es they can go through the WTM D is they can do so on their own or can go through the AIT ii they can hold their hands 
over their head for 5-7 seconds.Bui if they cannot perform these two functions they would have to go through a patdown.Caller slated she was not required to go lhrough a paldown when she left the country and I explained I hat TSA does incorporate a 
random function in the screening process and no one is guaranteed to get expedited screening all the time.Conferred with Amber and gave caller the CSM contact information explaining that she was in the airport and could possibly better inform caller 
of LAX SO P's in this mailer. 



111261201 
3 1:01:58 

PM 

Caller and wile travel frequently. Ca 11 er said his wife has an art1f1c1al knee. Ca 11 er said everyt1 me she com es through, she has a ful I body patdown and this upsets the ca 11 e rs wife so much th at she doesn t want to !rave I anymore. Ca 11 er asked if she 
could get a card that would exempt her from this patdown. Caller said she does inform TSA about the knee. Caller said his wife wears an underwire bra. Caller stated that TSA pats down her crotch area and also her breast area. Caller said she has 
been using lhe me1a1 detector. 

If a passenger has metal implants, she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 
Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AITonly if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request 10 be screened by AIT if it is available or can request 10 be screened using a patdown: however, passengers cannot requesl to be screened by the walk
through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 
A paid own procedure also 1s used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 
• The patd own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. 
• The passenger can request a privale screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a privale screening, anolher TSA employee will also be presenl and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id nol be asked 10 remove or Ii ft any a rlicle of clothing 10 rev ea I a sensitive body area. 
I told the caller she cannot be exempted from the screening. 

TS A is imp I em enti ng mo re stream Ii ned, consistent, and thorough p atdown procedures at security checkpoints to provide a higher I eve I of security and increase the safety of the t rave Ii ng public, 
We understand and regret lhe discomforl and inconvenience passengers may experience as a result of paldown procedures. Nevertheless, we believe these securily measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring lhe securily and confidence of 
all air travelers. 

I told the caller his wife should request the AIT ii available. I also advised him to have her not wear an underwire bra to avoid having an alarm. 
Caller said he called American Airlines and was told to call TSA about precheck. He said he got precheck with US Air and wants precheck for friday when he flies to CA. He requested an email response on this. He asked if he can opt in or fill out a 
known traveler#. He said he 1s not a global entry member. 

Response:There are two primary ways to be considered eligible for TSA Precheck : travelers may be invited by a participating airline, or they may choose to enroll with one of U.S. Customs and Border Protection's (CBP) Trusted Traveler programs. 

Currently, TSA Precheck is limiled to select airlines and each is contacting eligible frequent flyers wilh an invitalion to opt-in. Once a passenger opts-in, the airline identifies the individual as a TSA Precheck participanl when submilling a passenger's 
reservation information to TSA. 

Frequent flyers and other travelers who did not receive an invitation and would like to participate or would like to be considered eligible for TSA Precheck benefits on all participating airlines should apply for membership with one of CBP's Trusted 
Traveler programs. Individuals who apply and are cleared for enrollment in one of CBP's eligible Trusted Traveler programs are automatically qualified to participate in TSA Precheck when flying on a participating airline al a participating airport. For 
more information. including enrollment, please visit http: www.globalentry.gov 

11126/201 TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data. Using the same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided for years, TSA's risk-based analysis will increase 
3 1 :44: 15 the number of 1ravelers who may be eligible for TSA Precheck. 

PM 
Currently, the Secure Flight data that 1s provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevent known or suspected terrorists from gaining access to an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA's new initiative will use this same information to 
also identify low-risk passengers to determine if they should be directed to the TSA Precheck lane for expedited screening. 

TSA's new risk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Precheck lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSA 
officer and will go through a metal detector or Advanced Imaging Technology scanner as part of security procedures. 

Passengers who are directed 10 lheTSA Precheck lane at the security checkpoint will undergo expedited screening wilhout having to enroll inTSA Precheck . This may include leaving on shoes, lighl outerwear, and bells, and keeping laptops in their 
cases and quart-size bags containing 3-1-1 compliant liquids, gels, and aerosols in carry-on baggage. 

Although TSA's new initiative leverages the current TSA Precheck process, passengers should not expect to be directed to the TSA Precheck lane each time they fly. Individuals who would like to receive expedited screening on a more frequent basis 
should consider applying 10 a U.S. Depar1ment of Homeland Security (DHSJ Trusled Traveler program. Passengers who travel internationally may be interested in a membership with a U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Trusted Traveler 
Program, such as Global Entry. Those who travel domestically may prefer TSA's application program. Applicants of either program undergo fingerprinting and a background check before being approved for membership and TSA Precheck eligibility. 



11126/201 
3 4:42:47 

PM 

Caller fi ew from Juno AK as an on duty fi Ig ht crew member with Empire air I in es. He states th at despite b erng a crew m ember. he was not a 11 owed to b n ng his usu a I L GAs and was required to go through the Al T unit and to have a patdown. He says 
that he took a picture of himself being patted down. He has a SIDA for Anchorage and is part of the 12.5 security program. He says that he went through security at about 9:30 am today and his flight was later cancelled due to weather. He says that 
he has not been treated like this at other airports. 

Advised caller: 
Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have lo rwarded a copy of this information to the Customer Service Manager ( CSM) at th at I ocat ion, 

FI ig ht information: 
Flight Path: Juneau to Sitka AK 
Flight date time: 11 26 10:30 am (cancelled) 
Flight#: 62 (cancelled) 
Airline: Alaska airlines 
Airport: Juneau 
Gate Temninal: C2 
Emailkb 1(6) 

The caller flew through MCO to HSV with no issues. When the caller returned from HSV to MCO. The caller went through the AIT and did not alarm. The caller stated that her head dress showed on the body scanner and then she had to get a patdown 
and ETD. The caller slated that she is a Muslim not a terrorist and I hat she feels very violated and like they only did this because she is Muslim. The caller stated that this did not happen al MCO only HSV. 

The caller was advised: 

Ai rpo rI po Ii ce is sepa ra I e from TSA and we are on I y located at I he security check point. 

111261201 ETD is a form of TSA Secunty. 

3 6 5615 
PM The ca 11 er was advised that a I arms are resolved by a p atdown. 

I explained that ETD is used at random and also after self Patdown or when traveling with extra liquids. The caller was advised that TSA uses ETD for different reasons. 

TRANSFERRED TO MB AGENT!(b)(6) 

Informed I ady that we have documented the information here and I wo u Id need to collect an emai I so that we can send the RF I to her so that TSA pro pe rl y has this procedure completed according to I aw. She gave me her ema i I address. and I told her 
she should receive the form in 24 hours with instructions. 
She said she believed she was discriminaled against because of her perceived religion, which is American Muslim 
The ca 11 er wanted to know if passengers cou Id sti 11 opt out of the Al T. as his wifes request to be screened by a patdown was refused by the ma I e TSO conducting her sere en i ng. In fa ct. she was informed by the officer that PHX does not conduct 
patdowns, and she had to undergo screening by AIT. The caller wanted to know if this was true, and also wanted to file a complaint against the TSO. 

FI ig ht Inform ati an: 

Date and Time of Flight: November 29, 2013. 
Departure Airport: PH X 
Airline: The caller did not have this information. 
Flight Number: The caller did not have this information. 

11129/201 Terminal and Gate Number: 4 
3 8: 17: 14 Description of TSO: The caller did nol have this informalion. 

PM Time of Incident: Between 9:00 and 10:00 AM 

Advised Ca Iler: 
Trans po rI ati on S ecuri I y Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA see ks to provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 passengers who pass I hroug h our screening ch eek points. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do nol wish to be screened by lhis technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough paldown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of 
this right. 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: Ca 11 er stated she recently had surgery and was wean ng a com press ion garment. 

Response Details: Advised caller the following information: 
Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. TS Os must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal 
Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the 
process. TSA regrets if this was not your 

Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TS Os) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items. including disability-related devices and aids, are kept within a passengers line-of-sight when a passenger is 
required to undergo add1t1onal screening. When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property dunng a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passengers items and to ensure that the 
passenger is reunited with his or her property once it clears x-ray screening. 

Once an individual elects to enter a screening location. such as the Walk through Metal Detector ar the Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT), screening must be completed before an individual is permitted to leave the screening location. 

Once an individual enters screening they may not touch their uncleared belongings unless they have been directed to do so by a Transportation Security Officer. This includes handling carry-on baggage. items. or belongings during the screening 

12/112013 process. 

9:59:59 
AM 

If an individual declines screening or refuses to complete the screening process. the individual will not be penmitted to enter the stenle area of the airport or to board an aircraft. 

Told caller I would send the complaint to the CSM so they would be aware of the issue and could address it. 

Advised caller I would send the comp I a int to the dIsa b1 Ii ty d ep artm ent and em aI I the RF I. 

lncidenl DetJils: Caller said when she was leaving lhe airporl she was told she could file a complaint wilh TSA. She went through Dallas Love Field a lillle after 2:00pm yesterday wearing a compression garment. She flew through DFW, on Southwest 
and did not have these issues. All her luggage cleared at Dallas, but when she went through the machine she alarmed and lit up on both sides. They had to da a patdown which she said was nat a problem. She tald them to be gentle on her leg 
because of her surgery and she was wearing a compression garment. The officer patted her down and tested her for explosives which she thought she cleared. She saw the officer pacing back and forth. the officer then said she had to strip search her. 
Caller asked if she could removed her belt to be screened again in which the officer responded no and the passenger asked ii she could wear her shoes to the screening in which she was also told no , Caller stated she did not want to do a strip 
search and they told her if she did not she would be arrested. A Police officer came and would not arresl her because she was doing nothing wrong and the Police officer said she was really polite. The police officer said he had no jurisdiction there but 
he was a Dallas Police Officer. Caller asked if she could ga back to the restroom and remove her ganment, they told her no. Since the passenger would nat go through a strip search TSA officers later said they had put her an a list that she could nat fly 
for the entire day and she /el t comp I ete I y violated. She would have preferred to have screening information given to her about com press ion garments because they would not I et her remove it and she did not rea I ized that. She did not get to take that 
flight and had to make another flight. She said she flies a whole lot and usually when your stuff comes off the conveyor belt that it is cleared, they say grab your belongings and step to the side. They would not let her touch her belongings at Dallas like 
they do al all other airports. She had plenty of cash and laptops but they would nol allow her near it, it made her feel really nervous and violated. She staled it was a larger African American lady and lhe caller said she was african american too bul she 
was treated very differently. Caller said they never explained the process to her or what they were going to do nat once through the entire process. 



You responded my e-ma i I below with an automated message which does not address any of the three very specific q ue st,ons th at I asked. PI ease do not send another automated e-m a i I. I request that a I ife person re ads. understands, and individually 
answers my very specific questions. 

Also, your automated message provided information that is in conflict with the information on your website. Your website states that the new TSA PreCheck application process will be available to LPR. Your e-mail states that it will only be available to 
U. S. c1t1zens. Please clarify. 

Sincerely, 

fb)(61 

MY QUESTIONS: 

---0 ng i nal Message--
F rom: !(b 1(6) 

121112013 Sent: Sunday, December 01, 2013 3:24 PM 
To: "TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov' 

3:!~59 Subject: TSA PreCheck and Global Entry 

Hello, 

Three q ue st,ons: 

1. Your website states: 

"U.S. C1t1zens currently enrolled in CB P's Global Entry, 
SENTRI or NEXUS Trusted Traveler programs are automatically 
eligible to par1icipa1e in TSA Pre? n., .'' 

Do I read this to mean that as a Leg al Pe nmane nt Resident. even if I we re a m ember of Global entry. I wou Id not be a utomati cal ly e Ii g i ble for TSA PreChe ck? 

If so, when do you expecl TSA PreCheck to become an automatic benefit for LPRs enrolled in Global Enlry? 



I got this automated response from either your ofli ce or the T SA Ombudsman lo 11 owing a comp I amt I made a bout running non-Pree heck pa sse ng ers through the PreChe ck I mes in front of P reChe ck passengers in Denver. PI ease refer to my comments 
below the following cut and paste. Thank you. I quote: 

"Thank you lo r contacting TSA reg a rd i ng your ex pe ri e nee at the security screening checkpoint when you we re se I ected to pa rti ci pate in T SA Pre? '" . 

TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data. Using the same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided for years, TSA's risk-based analysis will increase 
the number of 1ravelers who may be eligible for TSA Pre? n.,. 

Currently, the Secure Flight data that 1s provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevent known or suspected terrorists from gaining access to an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA's new initiative will use this same information to 
also identify low-risk passengers to determine if they should be directed to the TSA Pre?™ lane for expedited screening. 

TSA's new risk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Pre?'" lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSA officer 
and will go through a metal detector or Advanced Imaging Technology scanner as part of security procedures. 

121212013 Passengers who are directed 10 lheTSA Pre?'" lane al the security checkpoint will undergo expedited screening withoul having to enroll inTSA Pre?n.• This may include leaving on shoes, light outerwear, and belts, and keeping laptops in lheir cases 

8,17,12 and quart-size bags containing 3-1-1 compliant liquids, gels, and aerosols in carry-on baggage. 

AM 
Although TSA's new initiative leverages the current TSA Pre?'" process, passengers should not expect to be directed to the TSA Pre?™ lane each time they fly. Individuals who would like to receive expedited screening on a more frequent basis 
should consider applying 10 a U.S. Depar1ment of Homeland Security (DHSJ Trusled Traveler program. Passengers who travel internationally may be interested in a membership with a U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Trusted Traveler 
Program, such as Global Entry. Those who travel domestically may prefer TSA's application program. Applicants of either program undergo fingerprinting and a background check before being approved for membership and TSA Pre?'" eligibility. 
more information about these programs, please visit our Web site at:http://www.tsa.gov/tsa-precheck." 

For 

I want to make it clear lhat lhis automated response does NOT address my concern. In Denver, at DIA, it appears that the TSA employees are routinely routing randomly chosen, non-TSA Pre-Check passengers through the TSA Pre-Check line. While 
waiting in the TSA Pre-Check line, as a TSA Pre-Check passenger, a group of about 15-20 passengers will be suddenly routed from the long. normal TSA security lines to the TSA Pre-Check lines. This is disruptive and inconvenient to the passengers 
who bathe red to pay lo r and be screened of T SA Pre-Check handling. The no n-PreChe ck passengers a pp ear to be randomly chosen. An entire group is brought aver from the other Im es and put in front of waiting Pre Ch eek peop I e. The passengers who 
are routed over in that direction don't know any of the rules. They need too much monitoring. The lines become too slow. The TSA employees who are normally more quiet in PreCheck lines start barking out orders in order to rush the non-PreCheck 
people through. It's just nol good cus1omer service for those who have paid for lhe Pre-Check service. 

Alier it happened for the 4th ti me in 3 wee ks to my adult son. he asked the T SA Su pe rvi so r about it. She told him that 11 was a test program at 5 airports across the country. My family is very di ssati sf,ed with this program. It's just not fair or good 
customer service for those who have taken the time to pay, wait for processing. and then lace the screening challenges that PreCheck initially required. We are dissatisfied, With the new policy and with this canned response to my complaint. 

Please respond, if able. Thank you. 

Caller fiew from EWR 10 Ft. Myers on Friday, 11-29. Caller is a 70 yr. old female and is in 4th stage coloreclal cancer. Before she went through security she staled to the TSO she had medical documentation 10 provide and was very adamant in 
presenting the documentation but the TSO didn t even look at it. She has a Titanium Hepatic Pump and at FT. Myers they only had her to pat down her pump and they tested her hands but she wasn t required to remove her shoes. jacket. etc. At EW R 
she was told to remove shoes. jewelry and she was patted down. There was a heavy set African American lady who stated she wasn t qualified to perform the patdown for the caller but due to how busy they were, she went ahead and did the patdown 
anyway. She couldn t see her items during the process and if it wasn t for her husband watching her items they would be missing. Caller thinks this is disgusting that someone behind her had a turban on and she was allowed through without any 
recourse. She lhinks ii was totally unnecessary for the paldown and hopes ii doesn t happen again because she is traveling for treatments frequenlly to NY. 
Ca Iler thin ks she should get some sort of com pen sa ti on, thin ks she should be moved to first class because of the incident. 
Caller 1s g ratefu I th at T SA is cons c i ent,ous. but. sti 11 le It emb arass ed over the incident and it was totally unca 11 ed for and she hopes this never happens to anyone else. 
Departed 3:49 PM, arrived at airport 1 :30, Flight# UA 1299YN, Gate# C83. 

121212013 Response: 
8; 2 5; 13 Apog,zed to caller and exp I a i ned she is welcome to p rov1d e medical documentation. but. it does not prevent anyone from gomg through the s c reem ng p race ss. 

AM Explained it is the discretion of the TSO if a person appears to be 75 or older they may be allowed to leave their shoes on during screening, 
Advised if she isn t offered a private area for a paldown she can requesl any1ime during the process. 
Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 
Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have /orv,,arded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 
Advised ca Iler if add it ion a I info rma ti on is required she may be contacted vi a em ai I. 
Questioned caller as to the compensalion she is seeking and she menlioned she thinks she should be moved to first class, some type of upgrade. 
Explained to caller TSA is responsible for screening all baggage and passengers who board aircraft at our nations airports. No jurisdiction over the aircraft. referred to her airline and explained they have no jurisdiction over the screening process. 

Caller: 

121212013 Caller wants us to know about her opinion of the AIT. She is African American. She has to have her hair patted down every time she goes through screening. No one with straight hair has this happen to them. It is becoming very insulting to her. The 

11 ,20 :47 TSO shave always been nice. She uses Precheck and loves it. She just wants us to know about her experience with lhe AIT 

AM 
Response: 
PI ease accept our appreciation for taking the time to share your thoughts and concerns with us 



121212013 
11:52:4g 

AM 

121212013 
12:14:45 

PM 

Caller states that she Is a TSA Precheck member, she has seen where people are getting this random, and she doesn t feel like this Is acceptable, since she paid for her membership, and other people are receiving this by the airline, and she doesn't 
feel like we should allow the airline to do this to passengers who have no idea what their doing. 

Also she states that there are no TSA bins she states that there were some at the TSA Expedited Screening at Tampa Airport which is great but any other place there are no bins and she feels like she should not have to place her 300 dollar purse on 
the conveyor belt alone since there are bags who have been on the floor and then they expect her to place her very expensive bag on the conveyor belt. 

Informed caller: 

TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data. Using the same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided for years, TSA's nsk-based analysis will increase 
the number of travelers who may be e Ii g i ble for T SA Pre\u2 713 '" C urre ntl y. the Secure Flight data th at is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevent known or suspected terrorists from gaining access to an a i rp I an e or the secured areas 
of an airporI. TSA's new iniliative will use lhis same information 10 also identify low-risk passengers to determine if they should be direcled to the TSA Pre\u2713n.' lane for expedited screening.TSA's new risk-based analysis will continue to ensure lhat 
all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Pre\u2713"' lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSA officer and will go through a metal detector or Advanced 
Imaging Technology scanner as part of security procedures. Passengers who are directed to theTSA Pre\u2713™ lane at the secunty checkpoint will undergo expedited screening without having to enroll inTSA Pre\u2713'" This may include leaving 
on shoes, light outerwear, and belts, and keeping laptops in their cases and quart-size bags containing 3-1-1 compliant liquids, gels, and aerosols in carry-on baggage. Although TS A's new initiative leverages the cun-ent TSA Pre\u2713"' process, 
passengers should nol expect to be direcled to the TSA Pre\u2713n.' lane each lime they fly. Individuals who would like to receive expedited screening on a more frequent basis should consider applying to a U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
(OHS) Trusted Traveler program. Passengers who travel internationally may be interested in a membership with a U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Trusted Traveler Program, such as Global Entry. Those who travel domestically may prefer 
TSA's application program. Applicants of either program undergo fmgerpnnting and a background check before being approved for membership and TSA Pre\u2713 1~ eligibility. 

Advised caller that regarding lhe bins there is really nolhing I can do as far as supplying bins. 

Took callers complaint. 

Disability Description: Callers son was in a wheelchair for screening. 

Response Details: Told caller 
I could only help her wilh her complain! for screening wilh TSA. 
I explained to her that her complaint had two parts to it. The attendant that made her son get out of the wheelchair would have to be handled by her airline, they provide passengers with wheelchairs and part 2 was with screening with TSA. 
I to Id her that passengers can use whee I chairs or crutch es for sere en i ng but would need to I et the officer know before s c reenmg starts. 
I ask if the officer knew her son needed a wheelchair or crutches, she said they did not have them to use for screening but wanted the officer to recommend her and her son to go through the handicap line for screening or be taken aside, however I 
never understood she had ask for eilher. She said lhe officer should have been able to see her son could not walk on his fool. 
I told her passengers with metal can use the AIT for screening, if there was an alarm during screening they will give a patdown to clear any alarm. 
She now has stated o nee I ask 1f they even had a wheelchair or crutches to use lo r s c reem ng. she stated they did not have th em at the checkpoint. 
I could take her complaint on behalf of TSA and send it to the CSM so they could handle her complaint for her. 
She would have 10 handle lhe complaint for the wheelchair attendanl with her airline or the provided number from lhe first call, she was given the number for Aviation Consumer Protection Division at 202-366-2220. 

lncidenl Details: Caller has spoke 10 Southwest. She says her issues are with TSA, Southwest has compensated her. She spoke 10 someone wilh TSA last Tuesday and she would get a report wilhin 24 hours, she has nol gotten the report. Her son has 
pins and plates in his ankle, he had surgery on Nov 12th. She says they were stopped at screening instead of using the handicap pass for screening she had to go through the normal screening with out the wheelchair and crutches. She says the 
whee I chair atte nde nt made her son get out of the wheelchair and go through the norm al sere en i ng Ii ne, she did not know what the wheelchair attendant did with the whee I chair or where the crutches. 
She says the officer made her son hop through screening, once he was in the AIT, he was told he could not use the AIT for his screening. She says the oflicer was told about the metal in her sons body and still had him go through the AIT for screening 
then said once he was in the AIT he should not use it for screening. 
The officer would not allow her son to use the crutches for his screening. She and her son both told the officer about the plate in his leg and could not use it for screening. She says the officer ordered him to not use the crutch for screening. She wants 
some sort of compensation. Southwest has offered her one way tickets. They declared the metal in her sons body. 
They did not have a wheelchair or crutches to use for screening. She told the officer her son wasn t able to walk through for screening and could not use AIT for screening. She wanted the officer to officer them to go to the handicap side for screening, I 
never understood she ask for the handicap screening . 
She says her son was ca use pain because of this. 

Airport:SFO 
Airline: So UI hwesl 
Flight number: 323 
Date and time: 9:35 AM 11-25-13 
Terminal or gate: Gate 28 
Items Damaged: 



Caller fiew from Ph1ladelph1a to Orlando. She only had a tote. She was alone so the TSO told her to go down a separate lme. She said you do not have to take off her jacket or shoes. She alarmed due to a knee implant. She then had to remove the 
jacket and tote. Her bag went through behind her back while she received a thorough patdown. This was new to her. She went on her way and when she got home she is missing a pair of earrings from her carry on. Her necklace was still there. She had 
them packed in the bag on the bo1tom and lhe bag even zippers on lhe top 10 close the tole. 
She also said the TSO told her that she can use the AIT since she has metal implants. 

AirportPhiladelphia 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number: 1004 
Date and Time: November 29th at about 12:30 pm 
Terminal or Gate:E12 

1213/2013 Description of Bag: II is b I ack with turquoise b ullerfi i es on it. 
9:43:14 

AM 
I apologized to the caller that she is missing the earrings from her bag, You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport. we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Custa mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 

Advised caller that if a passenger has metal implanls, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. I told her she can ask for the AIT if it is available. This reduces the chances of a patdown but never completely eliminates the chances of a patdown. 

The caller stated that she had a bad experience with PreCheck m Seattle Tacoma yesterday,12-02-13, at 10:00AM at Gate B10 for Southwest Airlines. 
She has a metal knee so she was offered the patdown, because they did not have an AIT machine at that line. She was upset because she was not told this prior to entering the line. She stated that she went through the trouble to get PreCheck and felt 
there should be an AIT machine available and a sign posled. The TSO did take her over to anolher line and let her use the AIT bul she had to have her belongings scanned again and stated it was a waste of time for everyone. She feels the Supervisor, 

12/3/2013!(b)(ff:, t,as rude because he told her that she is free to be her own advocate and check on it at the beginning of the line. 
11 0800 

AM RESPONSE: 

12/412013 
1:59:51 

PM 

Told her I am sorry she had that experience but am glad they did let her go to the other line and use the AIT 
I wi 11 send her complaint to the Customer Support Manager. 
The caller said she flew from Charolette to Cleveland and her checked baggage was inspected by TSA. The caller said she was upset when she discovered she had a NOi in her checked baggage. The caller stated the NOi had Mill RO 12103113 16:58 
writlen on ii. The caller wanted to know if lhe officer s keep a record of the bags that they check. The caller wanted to know why her checked bag was inspected. The caller said she was upset when she found lhe NOi in her checked bag. 

I to Id the ca 11 er al I bag gage is required by I aw to be screened. I told the cal I er passenger s bag gage can be randomly selected lo r inspection. I to Id the ca 11 er the officer s wi 11 I eave a NO I in the bag with a ti m est amp. I to Id the ca 11 er sometimes food 
items may cause an alarm. I told the caller books and magazine may sometime appear as anomalies and the officers would have to open the bag and do a physical inspection of the bag. I told the caller even a person is subject to go through 
additional screening. I lold the caller a passenger may even have 10 receive a pat-down after going lhrough AIT or the metal detector. I told the caller lhe officer s do the same thing if a bag alarms. I lold the caller I do not know why her bag was 
selected for additional screening. 



Caller wanted to know what stand a rd procedure is at a US I ntemat,ona I Airport for sere en i ng. 

After receiving general information the caller staled she thought that mighl be the case because he was screened al DEN on Monday at 3:30 PM and had to undergo a patdown. She slated due to fibroids in her breast it was painful After her patdown 
she sat dawn on the bench to put on her shoes and a Female TSO came over to her and was rude and said you do not have to take up the whole bench and the TSO scooted her personal belongings over and almost knocked her aff the bench. 
Caller wants to complaint she felt the TSO was rude. She did not ask the TSO her name but asked how she would know a TSO s name. 

RESPONSE: 

Every passenger and their property must be sere ened before e nt eri ng the secured a re a, and the way the screening is conducted is import ant, Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers a re treated with dignity, respect, and 
courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in s c reem ng passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on bag gage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 

121512013 an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

429:54 
PM 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. 

Told her when an alarm sounds as it did, we must resolve it. I do want to mention that anytime a passenger has a body area that might be painful to touch they should mention it to the Officer so care can be taken during the Patdown so she is not 
ca used discomfort and she may a I so ask for a private p atdown. 

I wi 11 not send over a comp I a int about the patdown since the a I arm went off but 1f she le els she was Ire ated rudely a/le rwa rd I can take her complaint. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) does not disclose the idenlily of Federal TSOs. However, the TSO s last name and position are printed on his or her nameplale. TSOs also wear a metal badge with a unique number assigned to each 
TSO. TS Os must disp I ay their badge and nameplate at a 11 times when screening passengers. 

CSM Referral Information: · 

Caller fiew from Dulles to Vienna, Europe 11-11-13. He removed his jacket and belt and put them on the belt bul he put his passport in his pockel and entered the AIT machine. He was pulled aside for additional screening including a patdown and 
using explosives trace detection on his hands. The Officer said because you have a passport in your pocket we must check you and it did not sound right ta him. 

12/612013 RESPONSE: 

9:09:05 
AM 

Told him that due to having his passport in his pocket he caused a anomaly on the equipment and when that happens we must apply other screening methods. Told I understand but in his case 11 was the passport because that was what he had in his 
pocket. He will know now to empty his pockets. 

Offered to send information via email but he declined. 

Caller states that last Sunday she traveled from Saint Martin to Miami so she had to go through TSA checkpoint. She states that she went through the AIT machine and it alarmed. She was waiting a couple minutes far another TSO ta inspect her. She 
was told that she was not allowed to touch her items and the TSOs inspected her shoes with a swab. Caller claims she set off an alarm but they never inspected her. Caller anticipated receiving a patdown but they simply swabbed her shoes, and let 
her go. She states that this is unacceptable, she doesn t understand why her shoes were swabbed but they never did additional screening on her body. 

Date: 12 01 2013 

121612013 Time 1 OOpm 

10 54 20 Flight 1369 . . . 
AM Airline: American A,rl,nes 

Airport: Miami International 
Names of office rs lo rgotten. 

Informed caller: 

th at I a po I oq i zed in the way her and her be Io nqrnqs were screened. and I wou Id send this inform at,on to the CSM at the airport for resolution. 



12/612013 
6:51:05 

PM 

Disability Description: The caller has a prosthetic arm and is unable to remove his shoes. 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 

Thank you for contacting TSA with your concerns regarding travelers with disabilities and medical conditions. Specifically, you were interested in filing a civil rights complaint because you believe that you. or someone you know, were discriminated 
against by TSA on the basis of his or her disability or medical condition. 
For your comp Iain t to be considered comp I ete according to Department of Home I and Security Regu I ati o ns, it must: 

Be f, I ed within 18 0 days of the alleged a ct of di scri min ati on: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i nan t: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed di sen minatory action in s uff1c1ent detai I to inform T SA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the com pla i na nt or someone authorized to sign on be ha II of the comp I a i na nt, 

In order to approprialely address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf. 

Any of the above requirements can be waived for good cause. If you are requesting that any of the above requirements be waived, please explain your good cause in your complaint. 
To file a complaint electronically. please send an e-mail to: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to place D-RFI in the subJect line to allow for proper handling. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak wilh a supervisor or Passenger Supporl Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

If a passenger cannot remove his or her shoes due to possible medical complications or because the shoe 1s part of a prosthetic. he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

Passengers who cannol remove their shoes can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ, lhe walk-lhrough metal detecIor, or a thorough patdown. 

Expedited screening may allow passengers to no longer remove certain items such as their shoes, outerwear. jackets, and belts. or remove laptops from carry-on bags. 

I offered to e-mail this information 10 lhe caller, and he accepted. 



Hello: 

I am a male Little Person (dwarf) standing 4'4" tall. In my line of work as a business consultant I am frequently flying out of Dulles International Airport. Dulles Airport utilizes the AIT screening devices. Every time I go through one of the AIT device, I 
set it off showing areas in quest ion around my upper thigh and close to my crate h region, My pockets a re a I ways empty and the be It has be en removed. Even when they re-sere en me through the device it sets off in the same area , U pan pat down by 
the TSA officer, I am always cleared. The AIT device appears to be height sensitive. Please note one time a TSA officer remembered me, got a supervisor and I was sent through lhe me1a1 detector and did not set ii off. 

Do I have any options here? If so, can you please let me know what they are? 

121812013 Thanks in advance for your time. 

1:16:19 
PM 

B esl regards, 

kbl(61 

12/812013 
2:20:34 

PM 

Consultant 

ce11fb1(6) 

Original record fromkb 1(6) I 
Caller had an issue with security at Miami. She said that one of them said you don t have to take off your jacket or shoes. She went through and it beeped. She thought the female Hispanic told her to use the AIT so she took off her shoes and she 
started over there and the TSO started yelling at her. It was ridiculous. She asked for a supervisor. This happened at 01 She was given a paper by someone who said they were the supervisor named fh·11r;··, I The TSCJ!1h·11r;··, !was the 
one doing the screaming , 

She said because she was black she took it very personal. She said that the Hispanic lady was showing off in front of her Hispanic friends and she feels that this was very discriminatory because she is black. 

Record was t ran sfe CTed to !I h ·.,IR·., ! 
Caller went through 1erminal 0-1 al MIA around 12 07 2013 about 1030 am. 
She originally spoke with a black TSO with dreads who told her that she did not have to take her shoes or jacket off unless it beeped. When it did beep TSO!(b)(6) !gave her some sort of direction: but she misunderstood what she said. 
TSO!(b)(ffl !began yelling at her and got loud; because there were other Hispanics were around. 
A supervisor came out by the name olkb··,1m !(who was medium built and Hispanic as well) and seemed to be unconcerned. and tried to cover for her. She also feels as though he gave a false name because he was Hispanic. 
She also staled thal the incident occurred because she was black. 
She did say that she was also going to contact American Airlines as well. 

I explained to her that I would need to have her complaint filed in writing. And she provided me with her email address. 
Since the incident happened belween a TSO and a Supervisor who were not very accommodating: I will also forward the complaint to the CSM al MIA as well. 



Caller fiew from Newark, NJ to LAX. She has Cereal Palsy and Epilepsy. One of her hands 1s permenantly clenched in a fist and she had a piece of paper that she had forced into her and. A TSO acted very rude when she told him that she could not 
easily take the piece of paper out of her hand. She had to do additional screening and a ETD swab. She feels that because of her disabilities she shouldn t have to endure this kind of treatment and would like to voice her complaint. 

Advised Caller: The Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before 
entenng the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensunng that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some ins1ances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 

121812013 factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 

7:39,24 an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

PM 

12/912013 
10:46:07 

AM 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers, TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new 1echnologies to address the explosives th real. In lhe meantime, lhe use of additional screening enhances our ability 10 de1ec1 explosives al our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an addilional layer of security at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

The caller is in the airport and went through screening. The caller stated that it is his right to opt out and it is unconstitutional that the officer made him go through the machine. 

The caller stated that he has a right to opt out of the machine. The caller stated that the screener said go through the machine. The caller stated that he said he was not going through that machine (AIT), he was going through this machine (WTMD) and 
pointed at ii. The caller slated that the officer forced him to go lhrough the machine he opled out of. 
The passenger told her she was not doing her job. 
The caller spoke to a supervisor who was very nice and told him that he has that nght to opt out. 

Supervisor .. b_·•~1(6_-~I -~~ 
Screener - b··,1m 

Airporl: William P, Hobby 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number: 11 
Departure date and time: 9: 15 and 9:45 am on 12-09-13 
Description: 5 fool 9 inches, 175 pounds, hispanic 40 year old, brown jacket, jeans and while shirt 
Left arm pointing to machine to tell officer that he was opting out 
One Checkpoint 

Response: 

We regret that you we re not sa ti sfi ed with the service you received. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security
screening policies need modification or s pec1f1c employees a re the s u bJects of repeated complaints. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-mail to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at I hat localion. 



Caller fi ew on 11-17 from FL L to D TW vi a De Ila out of Te rm i na I 2. She had heart surgery and has flown 5 ti mes sm ce and never had problems. She has an intern al medical device, deli bri I lator and another d ev,ce that regulates the he art rhythm. so 
she cant go through the WTMD and was told by her physician not to go through the scanner either, 
She slated in FLL on 11-17 she was told by the TSO that she could go through lhe screening technology and didn t call anyone to do a patdown, which she requested. After wailing 25 minutes her husband spoke with another TSO agent who was on 
the opposite side of the conveyor belt and he finally called for a female to do a patdown. Her husband was in the sterile area and she was still waiting for someone to come and do a patdown at that point. She thinks the flight departed at 
ap pro xi matel y 11 : 30 AM. She states she was selected far a hand swab and was located in the far ng ht side of the screening area at the Delta term i na I. 
She has called the CSM at FLL two times and left messages and no one has contacted her. She felt like she had the right to request the patdown and she thought she was violated bcause they kept telling her she should go to through the technology, 
that ii was okay. She had medical documentation and lhe TSO glanced at the card but would nol call for a female to do a patdown. She asked 5 times until they finally had a TSO conducl the patdown. She did nol wanl to provide an email address. 

121101201 She wanted a phone call from the CSM. 
3 8:36:44 

AM Response: 
Apologized to caller for her experience and advised information will be provided to the CSM at FLL for review. 
If a passenger has an internal medical device, such a stomach or cardiac pacemaker or a defibrillator, it is important for him or her to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening before the screening process begins. 
Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices, passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 

Advised caller she can always request to speak with a supervisor if there are issues at the checkpoint. 

Caller fiew from Orlando, Sanford to MidAmerica, Scott Air Force Base in IL, on 12-5 because she was moving her molher to ass isled living. She had 2 small bags with jewelry in her suilcase I hat she has been unable 10 find. She is missing lwo Lia 
Sophia necklaces, one is a 3 strand necklace that comes aparts and it is called, Great Expectations which she paid $49. It was in a cloth jewelry bag with a drawstring at the top. She is also missing a Lia Sophia necklace which has a silver cross and 
it was $24 and in a yellow jewelry bag, satin material, with a snap top. 
Flight #660. Allegiant Airlines, Gate# was suppose to be 12 and was moved to 10, Baggage Tag #(removed at her mothers, not available). She did curbside checkin upon arrival at the airport and the flight departed at 3PM, 
There was a NOi inside the bag and nothing wri1ten or stamped on ii. 
The bag was a black, Jeep Brand, heavy duty plastic large size roller bag with 4 wheels. There was a blue name tag from AMA Waterways around the handle and it wasn t locked. 
Caller asked how she should pack j ewe I ry far lulu re refe re nee 

Response: 
Apologized to caller and provided claim form via email. 
We are only responsi b I e far checked bag gage from the time 11 is presented far screening unti I the 11 me it has been cleared of screening. Once checked baggage has been screened and c I ea red. a i rt i nes a re responsi b I e far Ira nsp o rti ng 11 to ,ts Im al 
destination. As a result, the amount of time checked baggage is under TSA control is relatively short. 
You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a SI and a rd Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 

1211 01201 Because the complaint conce ms security screening at a specific airport. we have fa rwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Custa mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 
3 

10:56:46 TSA encourages travelers to pack valuables including jewelry, electronics, money, and fragile items in their carry-on baggage and not in their checked baggage. Passengers are allowed one carry-on in addition to one personal item. 
AM 

At most airports across the country, TSA has procedures in place for handling lost and found. Items found at screening checkpoints and areas where TSA periorms baggage screening are turned in to the appropriate. designated airport authorities. We 
suggest travelers contact the airport where their items were misplaced or lost. 
Sanford 
Ori a ndo Sanford I nte mat ion a I Airport 
40 7 -58 5-45 73 

Exp I a i ned baggage screenings are under s u rvei 11 an ce v idea and can be reviewed by the CS M , 

TSAJ strongly recommends that passengers remove all items and accessories from their pockets before beginning the security screening process. Removing items such as bulky jewelry may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo 
add1t1onal screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. To avoid the chance of leaving personal ,terns behind, we recommend 
passengers p I ace their belongings in their carry-on baggage before entering the checkpoint, 



Dear TSA fol ks, 
I totally understand "random screening." But when a person with dreadlocks has them "screened" EVERY TIME they travel. that is NOT RANDOM. That's "racial profiling." which is against the law, no? 

kb1(6i 

12110/201 
3 2:08:56 

PM 

(b)(61 

Come as You Are - Leave Inspired' 
P Please consider the environment before p ri nti ng this ema i I. 

This e-mail and any attachments may contain confidential information from the Unitarian Universalist Church West (UUCW) of Brookfield, Wisconsin. If you are not the intended recipient al this message, be aware that any disclosure, copying, 
d1stribut1on or use of this e-mail and any attachments is prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error. please notify the UUCW in Brookfield. WI immediately by returning it to the sender and delete all copies from your system. Thank you for your 
cooperation. 

---0 ng i nal Message---
F rom: tsatcc do not reply@senture.com [mailto:tsatcc do not reply@senture.com] 
Sent: Sunday, December 08, 2013 3:48 PM 

T~(bi(6i ! 
SubJect: In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank you for your e-ma i I in which you inquire about I he reasons for secondary screening. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of secunty and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior ta boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting ta defeat the security system by learning how it operates. t.eaving out any one group. such as senior 



Sirs: 

PI ease read this e-m aI I. I am not requesting a visit from my local TSA agent. 

I am currently preparing a talk about airport secunty to be presented to meetings of the Center for Inquiry in Portland. Oregon, and its sister group in Salem. 

I would like this presentation to be as up to date and accurate as possible. The best way to so is to acquire certain information directly from the Transportation Secunty Administration, rather than through news stories and other secondary sources. 

12110/201 
3 2:09:32 

PM My questions regarding full-body scanners are these: 

Have all X-ray backs caller Al Ts been removed from airports? 

Where are they now? 

Are some of them being used by the Department of Home I and Security to screen peop I e in other locations? 

If so. are a 11 peop I e b erng made aware that they a re b erng screened? 

How many millimeIer wave AITs are now deployed? 

Brand name, manufacturer, unit cost, number currently deployed 

Total number 10 be deployed and total number contacted for, of each brand 



Response Details: Caller wanted some information regarding the machines. 

AIT is a classificalion thal covers two similar technologies, millimeter wave and back scatter. Bolh syslems work in a similar way 10 give Transportalion Security Officers (TSOs) a virtual image that conspicuously highlights potentially dangerous ilems 
on a passenger 

The radio frequency energy re/I ected back from the body and other objects on the body is used to oons tru ct a three-di mens ion al image, The energy the system projects is thousands of ti mes I ess than a ce 11 phone transmission, 

Told caller that using the machine is voluntary and you da have the right ta opt out. 

Caller wanted to know what she can do to file a complaint. 

Told caller that I can send a complaint ta the CSM s at each location where this has occurred. 

Caller did not want me to do that. 
12/11/201 

3 Also advised caller that she can send in a written complaint and I can send her the paperwork. 
11:47:12 

AM Al so provided ca Iler the ema i I address. 

Your complaint can be sent to either 

TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 

Emailed the caller the DRFI. 

Told caller that when going through screening the next time ii she has a issue when trying to opt out of the AIT she can request a PSS. 

Also advised caller if this occurs again when going through screening that she can call us and we can also send her complaint to the CSM at that location. 

Incident Details; Caller said that she has had 5 encounters where she has tried to opt out of the AIT because she has a insulin pump.Caller said that she was told by the officers that pumps can go though and she is unnecessarily asking for a patdown. 
Caller said I hat lhe agenls are telling her 10 go through the machine and gelling rude wilh her when she does not. Caller staled that this has occurred at MKE,BWI, and MCO. 



12/11/201 

I am still waiting for a reply to my message below. Please advise when I can expect a meaningful response. Thank you. 

---0 rig i na I Message--

F rom t b) ( 61 
Sent:unday, December 01, 2013 /M PM 
To: 'TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov' 
Subject FW: T SA PreChe ck and Glob al Entry 

You responded my e-ma i I below with an automated message which does not address any of the three very specific questions th at I asked, PI ease do not send another automated e-m a i I . I request that a Ii fe person re ads, understands, and individually 
answers my very specific quest ions. 

Al so. your automated message provided info nmati on that is in conflict with the inform atIon on your website. Your website states that the new TSA P reCheck a pp Ii cation p race ss wi 11 be ava i I able to LP R. Your e-ma i I states th at it w111 only be ava i I able to 
U. S. citizens. Please clarify. 

3 Sincerely, 
12:09: 11(b)(61 

PM ,._'--'---------' 

MY QUESTIONS: 

~-;~f bi)(6') Messane---

Sent: Sunday. December 01, 2013 3:24 PM 
To: "TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov' 
Subject TSA PreCheck and Global Entry 

Hello. 

Three questions: 

1 Your website states: 



I did receive a telephone message on December 4th fro~ saying that my message would be for\'llarded to the appropriate office. 

I have not had a response. 

What can I do? 

Thank-you. 

12/11/201 
3 

12:09:28 ~ 
PM 

Please respond. 

My q ue st,on now 1s. as a county corre ct,ona I faci I 1ty. would we qua Ii fy? 

Caller is a flight atlendant for American Airlines and was denied entry into the KCM lane at Charlotte Douglas. 

121121201 Advised Caller: 
3 2:16:22 

PM After evaluating allernative security protocols for flighl crew members that would mainlain our high security standards, TSA released modified screening procedures for eligible, on-duty flight crew members thal do nol require the use of AIT machines. 
In addition. flight crew members are subject to random screening, observation by behavior detection officers. and TSA's additional layers of security. 

Ca Iler asked if anything can be done about going through security, She said she has 2 a rtificia I knees and is not a terrorist and has to take her shoes off lo r the screening p race ss, She said she needs a bed or couch to put her shoes back on, She 
said the patdown is invasive now and she does not like them going under her breast. She said she was at Dulles Airporl lasl week and she said not every airport has the ait machine to use. 

Response:11 a passenger cannot remove his or her shoes due to possible medical complications, discomfort, pain, balancing problems, or because the shoe is part of a prosthetic. he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before 
screening begins. Passengers who cannot remove their shoes can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT), the walk-through metal detector, or a thorough paldown. Passengers can be screened using AIT only if lhey can sland still with 
their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be 
screened by Al T if 11 is ava i I able or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown 

121121201 At airpor1s nalionwide, TSA is implementing more streamlined, consisteni. and thorough patdown procedures at securily checkpoints 10 provide a higher level of security and increase the safety of the 1raveling public. Patdowns are one impor1ant 1001 to 
3 2:44:09 help TSA detect hidden and dangerous items. such as explosives. Passengers should continue to expect an unpredictable mix of security layers that include explosives trace detection. advanced imaging technology, and canine teams, among others. 

PM 
T ra nsportat ion Security Olli cers wi 11 conduct d ilfe rent patdown procedures to resolve different types of a noma I ies. During the assessment, off ce rs wi 11 use revised patdown p raced u res in a 11 instances to resolve a no m al i es, The updated patdown 
procedures will address areas of the body thal we know are used as areas 10 conceal potentially dangerous items, like explosives. 

TSA Administrator John Pistole has stated that TSA stnves to ensure consistency whenever possible for passengers at security checkpoints. As always. all passengers have the right to request private screening at any time during the screening 
process, and patdowns are conducted by same-gender officers. However, passengers who are not willing to go through the screening process will not be permitted to fiy. 

We understand and regret the discomfort and inconvenience passengers may experience as a result of patdown procedures. Nevertheless. we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of 
al I air trave I ers. T SA contrn ues to develop and d ep I oy new technologies to address the explosives th re at. and the use of patdown s provides an add1t1ona I I ayer of security at the checkpoint. 



Just came through PIT and had concerns about the security procedures. The TS Os were saying they did not agree with random passengers being taken through the checkpoint without paying the fee and having an interview. The TSOs did not know 
why this was going on and cal I ed it Management Inclusion. 

Advised ca Iler: 
TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data. Using the same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided for years. TSA's nsk-based analysis will increase 
the number of travelers who may be eligible for TSA PreCheck. 

12~~;~~~1
1 Currently, the Secure Flight data that is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevent known or suspected terrorists from gaining access to an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA's new initiative will use this same information to 

also identify low-risk passengers to determine 1f they s ho u Id be di re cted to the TSA PreChe ck I a ne lo r expedited s c reem ng. 
PM 

12/14/201 
3 9:24:45 

AM 

TSA's new risk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA PreCheck lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSA 
officer and will go through a metal detector or Advanced Imaging Technology scanner as part of security procedures. 

Passengers who are directed to the TSA PreCheck lane at the security checkpoint will undergo expedited screening without having to enroll in TSA PreCheck 

Since he did mention that this the TSOs did not know why this was happening and did not agree with it and voiced that to other passengers I will send this complaint to that particular airport. 

Feed back Type : Security Issue 
Categories: Miscellaneous/Other: Advanced Imaging Technology Current Oate/Time: 12/14/2013 7:19:11 AM Airport· PHL - Philadelphia International Date/Time of Travel: 12/01/2013 9:30 AM Airline & Flight Number. USAirways Checkpoint/Area 
of Airport : che c kpomt TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment · My husband's boarding pass said TSA pre-check and he was directed through a quick and easy check. I had to go through regular line and was detained for nearly 30 minutes because of suspected explosives on my hands - which I now 
understand was probably my hand lotion. I have learned thal many false positives come from hand lotion or other glycerin-containing products. Why is this nol a caution on your website? The TSA person was curt and vaguely rude as she rummaged 
through my &quot;stuff&quot: in the private screening room. She gave me no information as to why I might have set off the machine. Meanwhile my 71 year old husband had no idea where I was or why since we had been separated at the beginning of 
the Im e - very di sconce rti ng for both of us. The next day I ag am set off the ma chm e at the Miami airport. This 11 me a very po Ii te TSA agent swab bed my hands. informed me that hand lotion is often the culprit and a I so warned about ferti Ii zer on gal f 
courses being another source of machine positives. I spent a couple of pleasant minutes with this agent and was on my way. A much different experience than in PHL. Obviously we don't want explosives on planes but why not publicize sources of 
frequenl false posilives - would most likely free up your agents to find the actual bad guys. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Nam;:.:.e.=b ... 1( .. 6._1 ___ ....,,......... 
Phoner'!"JUI!"""--"-'-'-"-"-'---,.----' 
Email (b)(6, 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller has been having issues with TSA PreCheck. Caller has a KTN with GE. Caller travels frequently from SVG and lhe KTN is in the record with the airline. The boarding pass did not have TSA PreCheck logo and she went to the line and provided 
the GE card. She was referred to the other lane. Caller went to PHL and flew out of PHL, US Airway still did not receive TSA PreCHeck. They were able to reprint the boarding pass and she received TSA PreCheck out of PHL. Caller is flying tonight 
and they checked the information, but 11 did not show up as el ig, bl e lo r TSA Pree heck. Ca 11 er wanted to know what the pomt of T SA P reCheck 1f it is random. Ca 11 er was under the imp re ss,on is was random for those FF members and not GE m em be rs. 
Caller has never not been selected until just recently. Caller signed up for TSA PreCheck due to the regular AIT machine. Caller fiew to DTW in order to sign up for TSA PreCheck. Caller wanted to file a complaint regarding the nature of the program, 
being random. 

Advised Caller: 

If you are eligible for TSA PreCheck benefits as a member of U.S. Customs and Border Pro1ec1ion's (CBP) Global Entry program and have been unable to access the TSA PreCheck'" expedited screening lane on recent trips, we first recommend thal 

121151201 you confirm you are entering your full name, date of birth. and PASS ID exactly as it appears on your Global Entry membership card when booking your flight reservation. 

3 6:51 :37 
PM Please ensure that the name on your reservation exactly matches the name on your Global Entry card or online account. If your name is listed with a middle initial or middle name, it must be entered that way in your reservation and airline profile. In 

addition, confirm that your 9-digil PASS ID is placed in the ··Known Traveler Number" field. 

If you made your flight reservation through a travel agent. or your employer's travel-booking system, we strongly recommend that you contact a representative there to ensure that your Global Entry PASS ID was successfully added to the "Known 
Traveler Number Field" of your airline reservation. Confirming that your PASS ID was successfully included on your airline reservation each time you travel will help to ensure you are considered forTSA PreCheck. 

Please note that even if you opt in for TSA PreCheck '" with your airline or include your CBP trusted traveler information when booking a flight, TSA PreCheck '" does not guarantee expedited screening. If notice a consistent problem, you may want to 
contact us back. 

The caller indicated that he flies often from BWI to FL. He always flies with AirTran who has been moved to Pier B, from Pier C. The caller indicated that this Pier only has WTMD. The caller indicated that for those like himself who have metal implants, 
they prefer the AIT as ii reduces lhe likelihood of a patdown. The caller asked if I here are plans to add an AIT or if he can request I hat I his be added. 

~2~1i~2ci~ The caller indicated that this is notably the busiest terminal and the need for patdowns can cause the lines to back up. 

AM 
I advised th at I do not know if I his pa rti cul a r location w i 11 be re cei vi ng AIT. 

I advised th at I had noted his feedback and TSA does review this information. 



Thank you for your prompt reply to the email I sent earlier and for providing a contact address for Mr. Pistole. FYI. I spent considerable time on the TSA website, back and forth between vanous levels and pages of the ··contact Us"' section, trying to find 
a mailing/contact address for him, No place on that site does the address you provided in your reply appear. 
Tha t"s why I se nl my le1ter to this Canta ct Center address. 

kbi(ff, I 

-----Original Message-----
From: tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com 
[ m a1 lto:tsatcc _do_ not_rep ly@se ntu re .com] 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 1 :30 PM 
Tq(bi(61 I 
Subject In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank you for your e-mail regarding your screening experience. 

121161201 The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless of 
3 4:50:32 

p M their person al situations and needs, a re treated with dig mty. respect, and courtesy. 

Every person and i I em mu st be screened be fore entering I he secured area of an airport, and I he manner in which the screening is conducted is important. 
Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TS Os are 
required to be considerate and tho ug htfu I and are Ira i ned to explain what they a re doing and what wi 11 happen next in the process. T SA regrets if this was not your expe nence. 

In addition, passengers may requesl a private screening if additional screening is required or at any lime during the screening process. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance 10 lhe private screening after the companion 
clears screening. In addition, screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in the public area rather than go to a private area for 
screening. however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area wi 11 not be pe rm1tted to enter the secured area. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) al thal location. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. 
This ongoing process enables us to ensure prom pt. corrective action whenever we d ete rmi n e that security sere en i ng policies need modi fi cation or specific employees or screener teams a re the subjects of repeated complaints. 

We consider your concerns to be a serious issue for our attention. TSA appreciates that you took the time to share your concerns with us. We are confident that through the concerns brought to us by the traveling public, we will be better able to 

Disability Description: Caller is calling for procedure for PreCheck for medical disabilitis. 
He says he has gone through and got PreCheck. He is an amputee, his wife has two knee replacements. He says they make them go back out for screening and go through the WTMD and take off his shoes and belts. He says this kind of screening 
isn't PreCheck screening. He says the screening they get is the same things he would have to do for normal screening then, he has to have a full patdown. He says at Sky Harbor for the PreCheck screening they only have the WTMD and they have AIT 
at other terminals. He says if they had the AIT then he would not have to go through this kind of screening. 

Response Details: I explained to him that regardless of the type of screening, normal screening or PreCheck, if there was an alarm during screening there will be additional screening to clear any alarm. It can be a patdown or even the ETD swabbing, 
there are several layers of screening they can do. 

I explained to him that TSA Cares, we do provide screening information for passengers and we can refer a passenger to ODPO for assistance bul it wasn"I something I could do for a complaint. I would list my record as a complaint for him and I would 
provide him the mailing address and email to make his complaint formal. 

12117/201 He had the mailing address so I gave him the email, TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 
3 3:09:30 

PM 
He can call the CSM at Sky Harbor to see if they can assist him with his complaint for PreCheck screening. 

Name: 1(b)(61 I 
Phone: ~----~ 
I did not offer to email him the information or offer him the PSS because he wasn't asking for information, he wanted to make a complaint only. 

Incident Details; Caller was upset that for PreCheck at Sky Harbor they only have the WTMD. He wants to know why they have the AIT at other terminals but not the PreCheck screening. 
He and his wife has disabilities and have 10 go back out for additonal screening, he says it is like normal screening, not like lhe screening they are suppose 10 gel for PreCheck. 



Caller was flying out of DTW and was subJected to secondary screening and wants to know why. 
Every passenger and their property must be sere ened before e nt eri ng the secured a re a, and the way the screening is conducted is import ant, Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers a re treated with dignity, respect, and 
courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 

121181201 an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical seJrch of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

3 5:23:17 
PM 

12/19/201 
3 8 09 33 

AM 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints. provides an additional layer of secunty at the checkpoint. and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

Caller said about a month ago she went online. because she and her sister are traveling Internationally to London and she has some physical issues. and she applied for PreCheck. 
Last night the airline, United, said TSA was supposed 10 send you somelhing. She applied for something bul did not go for an interview wilh CSP. She does not have a card or a number. 
She recently fell on her hip replacement and she is limping and uses a cane but she can walk fine for screening without the cane. 
She cannot do on line check m for her international fi1ght and she must stand m line to get checked in at the airline counter first. 
She went to the g Io ba I website and wanted ass i sta nee with applying. 

RESPONSE: 

CSP Trusled Traveler Programs 
Individuals who travel internationally on a frequent basis may be interested in a membership with a CBP trusted traveler program. such as Global Entry. In addition to TSA Pre\u2713 '" eligibility, CBP's programs offer expedited clearance upon arrival 
in the United States. TSA Pre\u2713 ™ eligibility as a member of a CBP trusted program is currently limited to U.S. and Canadian citizens. You actually apply at www.globalentry.gov. 
You may have linked to it from the TSA Site but I cannot say what it was you went online and did. 

Told her we have a program through TSA now but it was not in place a month ago. 
TSA Prelu2 71 3 '" App Ii cation Program 
Currently, U.S. citizens. dual citizens, and Lawful Permanent Residents are eligible to apply to the TSA Pre\u2713'" application program. To apply, travelers may submit an application through TSA's Web site at www.tsa.gov or visit an enrollment 
center to submit an applicalion in person. To complete the applicalion process, individuals will be required to visit an enrollmenl cen1er to provide idenlification, fingerprints, and proof of U.S. citizenship or immigration eligibility. In addition, an S85 fee 10 
cover an in-depth background check and other operational costs is required. Upon successful completion, travelers will receive TSA Pre\u2713 '" eligibility for 5 years. 

Either program would get you a Known Traveler # to enter into the airline profi I e, Confirmed TSA is only domestic and the GI o ba I Entry gives reentry benefits, 

For help with the Global Application contact Goes Support 1-886-530-4172. 

Told her PreCheck will not help with waiting in line at the airline counter. It takes time to apply for and get approved for the PreCheck. 
To get to TSA screening faster she might ask for a wheelchair assist or use lhe disability line. 
Since she can walk we will screen her cane and do her screening as usual. Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a 
person or device. 

Offered em a i I but cal I er d eel i ned . 

If you have any concerns or need ass i sta nee at the che c kpomt you may ask to 



12/19/201 
3 

12:05:16 
PM 

Disability Description: Caller had a brain injury, she always uses wheelchair service- she is partially blind and she does not have the balance. She lets them know ahead of time that she cant walk through the WTMD, but some people will not allow her 
to do that. She has had many instances where they are trying to say she is a refusal. A TSA officer should never tell her what disabled people prefer. She is getting tired of the fact that its a fight everytime she goes to the checkpoint. She is very young 
she speaks clearly she does not look like she has disability, people do not understand that she truly has a disability because she doesnl look like ii. She thinks she wouldnt be treated this way if she looked more like she had a disability. People can not 
see a brain injury. She needs to be calm and reserve her energy before she gets on the airplane. instead of having to fight before getting on the plane. Nobody had every recommended TSA cares to her at the checkpoint. She was told when she finally 
was supposed to get TSA cares they told her that she would not know what was going to happen until she would get to the airport. She is about to fly again and she would like to. She is having the same problem by the TSA because I will give her the 
number to the disability department, she wants to call and speak to them personally. 

Information Request mobility blind walk with a cane wheel chair. she has asked for a supervisor because a complaint was irrelavant. 
Caller asked why would I ask what type of complaint she wou Id I, ke to f, I e because th at is not why she is ca 11 i ng. Altha ugh she kept comp I a i ni ng about past experiences at the checkpoint. 

~ 
This entire call is a complaint. The caller kept saying her complaint isnt relevant to her problem and before she gives us her name and number she wants to know if she is going to be forced to get a patdown. 

I to Id the ca 11 er she cou Id ask for PSS at the checkpoint to assist her with the screening . 

passenger refused to accept assistance and stated that when she has a problem again she will sue the TSA. 

Response Details: Asked the caller if If you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or 
medical condition, Federal regulations require that your complaint be put in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. 

Do you want info nmati on about Ii Ii ng a wntte n comp I amt reg ardrng di sab i Ii ty di sen mi nation or a re you ca 11 mg with a d iffe rent concern such as poor customer service? 

Apologized to the caller for her past experiences. Explained 10 lhe caller that TSA Cares is here to help passengers with disabilities through lhe checkpoint. Told caller that the last lime she requested assistance the reason the represenlative was 
unable to promise what someone would do at the checkpoint is because here at the contact center we send the request for assistance to the disability department so that someone can meet you at the checkpoint. We can not promise what another 
person will do exactly, but we can let you know they are there to help you with any issues you may have through the checkpoint. 
SUP CALL 

Escalation Notest(b)(6 ! 
The caller complained for about 30 minutes concerning her past expenences with the TSA checkpoints and with the TCC. She says she is partially blind and 
mobility impaired. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through 

The caller wants to make a comment about screening procedures. The caller is an active duly service member and he is traveling through DFW. The caller states that AIT or a paldown feels excessive for active duty military. The caller is unhappy 
about this because he feels like he is treated like a criminal by having to go through screening procedures. 

Advised ca Iler: 

12;~J~~f1 The U.S. Department of Homeland Security is composed of several component agencies that handle different types of acquisitions, and TSA receives an unprecedented number of ideas. suggestions, and proposals regarding information and aviation 
security technol og,es from manufacture rs, vendors. Fed era I agencies. and citizens. 

PM 

TSA's submission process for information, ideas, proposals, and opportunities is located on our Web site. Please review the documenls and guidelines provided on our business page by selecting lhe "Stakeholders· tab at the top of lhe screen and 
following the ·'Business Opportunities" Ii n k. 

I a I so advised the ca Iler that a 11 of our records are recorded, 
12/23/201 Caller is concerned that the radiation at screening will be harmful and is concerned with her personal items going through screening while she waits far a female officer to perform the pat down. 

3 Explained that TSA has removed the old machines that used a low dose radiation type screening and is cuurently using only an AIT that uses an RF signal that penetrates the clothing but not the skin and Is not harmful.But the TSO s are trained to 
10: 16:55 maintain sight of her personal items when she is going through screening. 

AM 
Caller flew from Texas and has an insulin pump. During the screening process she told the officers that she had a pump. She was then directed to the WTMD and received a pat down. She is upset because the WTMD damaged the pump. She does 
not want TSA to pay for the device, she wants to know what she can do next time she goes through screening. She also stated that she was not forced to go through the WTMD and she went through knowing it would damage 11 to save time. She thinks 
TSA should know better, The caller also stated that screened her Bi PAP but did not take it apart. 

121231201 Advised ca Iler: 

3 
12:51 :36 If a passenger uses an insulin pump. he or she can be screened without disconnecting from the pump. However, it is important for the passenger to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about the pump before the 

PM screening process begins. 

Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT or the walk-through metal detector, the passenger's insulin pump is subJect to additional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of 
the insulin pump followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passenger's hands. 

CPAPs and BiPAPs will be screened by x-ray, and passengers are required to remove their CPAP or Bi PAP from its carrying case: facemasks and tubing may remain in the case. 



The caller wanted to know how to use Precheck. The caller stated that he finds it odd that a lady and her kids got to go through and that military gets to use it but LEOs do not. While at STL today The caller stated that he went to The officer by The 
WTMD and explained that at most airports they allow him to show his LEO ID and go on through The WTMD. He told The TSO it was no big deal either way he was just asking. The officer told him he needed to go on to regular line. The caller stated 
that he then went through The AIT, The officer slanding there right after you passed The AIT smarled off to The officer and stated well you don t have to fly rude and sarcaslically. At this point The officer requested 10 speak to a supervisor and he did 
not know if this did any good but he wanted to make a complaint about this situation. The caller wanted to give The suggestion that expedited screening is offered to LE Os The same as Military personal and wanted to know who to provide this feed 
back to. The caller wanted to know if The CS Ms are located at The airport. The caller wanted to know if The fee to enroll in The TSAApplicat1on Program can be waved for LEO. The caller wanted to be emailed John S. Pistoles contact infonmation. 

The caller was advised passengers thal use TSA Precheck can take children lhrough with them I hat are 12 and under. 

Explained that The following TSA Precheck lane was available at STL for Southwest. 

Southwest Airlines 
Terminal 2, Concourse E 

The caller was informed that we have not precheck but another fonm of expedited screening available for passengers 75 years or older that allows them to keep on their shoes and light out wear only. 

121231201 TSA Precheck expedited screening benefits to U.S. Armed Forces service members, including reservist and National Guard members, who possess a valid Common Access Card (CAC) at 1 o TSA Precheck airports. Eligible service members do not 
3 6:54:16 

PM need to be in uniform to participate in TSA Precheck Family members, ages 12 and under can process through expedited screening as well. 

Two of The many ways to be considered eligible for TSA PreCheck travelers may be invited by a participating airline, or lhey may choose to enroll with one of U.S. CusIoms and Border Protection's (CBP) Trusted Traveler programs also passengers 
can enroll into The New TSA Precheck Application Program where available. 

Beginning December 20, 2013. TSA will offer TSA Precheck expedited screening to members of The military at all participating TSA PreCheck airports when they use their Department of Defense (DoD) identification number when making flight 
reservations. 

The caller was advised some airlines are selecting passengers at random. 

Two of The many ways to be considered eligible for TSA PreCheck travelers may be invited by a parIicipaIing airline, or they may choose to enroll with one of U.S. CusIoms and Border Protection's (CBP) Trusted Traveler programs also passengers 
can enroll into The New TSA Precheck Application Program where available. 

CuCTently, TSA PreCheck is limited to select airlines and each is contacting eligible frequent flyers with an invitation to opt-in. Once a passenger opts-in, The airline identifies The individual as a TSA PreCheck participant when submitting a 
passenger's reservation information to TSA. 

Disability Description: The callers father flew from LGA 10 TPA Dec 17th, at 9:00 or 10:00 am. He is 90 year of age and legally blind. He was in a wheelchair and he is not stable on his feel. He has a cane. He slated that the TSA lold him to stand wilh 
his cane and he had to go through the AIT machine. He took his cane and he was not able to raise his arms. He stated that he is not sure why they did not leave him in the chair or give him a patdown. He stated that he told them that he is not able to 
stand stab I e. He had a torn rotator cuff and was not able to raise his arm. therefore they wou Id not have gotten a clear image lo r screening. He stated that he flew from De Ila Gate C. He stated that he thin ks they need to be retrained on the procedures. 
because the standard procedure was not followed. He stated that normally they would have just conducted a patdown. and swabbed for explosives. 

If you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition, Federal regulations 
require that your complaint be put in writing u n I ess your di sa bi I ity prevents you from doing so. 

Do you want informalion about filing a written complaint regarding disability discrimination or are you calling wilh a different concern such as poor customer service? 

12124/201 Incident Details: He does not want to file a written complaint. 
3 

10:46:46 Passengers Namet(b)(61 
AM Departing Airport: L"G""A-"'--'-----' 

Destination: TPA 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Number and Time: 11 :30 am 
Gate:C 
Date and Time: December 17th. 2013 @ 9:00 am 

I explained that I can forward the complaint to the CSM at LGA so that they can be aware of the siluation. 



Caller asked about sere en i ng processes because he went through recently regular s c reem ng and was m otIoned aver by another agent that he was se I ected for pre ch eek? He was asked to remove his shoes and he decided to opt out of the A IT and 
thinks it was the precheck line. Had a patdown and had to wait for someone to become available. 
He almosl missed his flight, whal recourse does he have because he had to wait for someone to perform a patdown? 
Refused to provide personal information or airport he departed because he doesn t want to be placed on a watch list. Asked if he was under some sort of house arrest? 

12126/201 
3 9:21: 12 Response: 

AM Advised caller it sounds like he was selected for the AIT nol precheck line and he has the right to opl out, but, is required to have a patdown 10 complete screening process. Voluntary screening method, nol a requirement. 
Please keep in mind that passengers should allow the recommended standard 2-hour domestic and 3-hour international travel arrival times prior to flight departure 
Exp I a i ned he may have to wait lo r someone to be come a vaI I ab I e to perform the paid own d ep e ndrng on the number of agents on duty and number of passengers flying. 
Explained TSA isn't a law enforcement agency, only responsible for screening of baggage and passengers before boarding a commercial flight. 

Caller Is 76 years old. He flew form Albany to Asheville. He said that in Albany he was given a card and he did not have to take of his shoes or jacket. He said that he told the TSO that he has a metal knee implant. He said that he set off an alarm 
and was sent through the AIT. He said that they were very polite. When he got to Asheville they also gave him a ticket. He said that they were friendly until he told them that he has a metal knee. He said that they were not near as friendly and treated 
him like a criminal after he lold them aboul the implant. He sel off the alarm and was given a through examination. He wanted to know if people should be Ireated differently at different airports. He said I hat he does not want to make a complaint. He 
did not want the email or the mailing address for the TSA"s Disability and Multicultural Division. 

I gave the following information: If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. TSA has created nolification cards thal travelers may use to 
inform a TSO about any disability. medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening, their use may improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify 
TSOs of their conditions. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gov sites default files publications d1sab1lity_notification_cards.pdf. 

Many passengers with meIaI implants thal regularly alarm a walk-lhrough metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk
through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 

12/261201 If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through meIaI detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure insIead. 
3 A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

10:07:44 
AM • The patd own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers mu st wait for a TSO of the same gender to be come a vai I ab I e, 

• The passenger can request a privale screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a privale screening, anolher TSA employee will also be presenl and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id nol be asked 10 remove or Ii ft any article of clothing 10 rev ea I a sensitive body area. 

In addition to the patdown, T SA may use technology to test for traces of exp I osIve mate ri a I. If explosive material Is detected, the passenger wi 11 have to undergo add1t1ona I screening. 

A companion, assistant, or family member may accompany a passenger to assist him or her during any privale or public screening. After providing this assistance, the companion, assistant, or family member will need to be rescreened. The passenger 
should inform the TSO of his or her need for assistance before the screening process begins. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. Passengers also can report concerns by contacting TSA's Disability and Multicultural 
Division. 
I told him that passengers should be treated the same all all airports. 



12126/201 
3 9:39:01 

PM 

Disability Description: Callers daughter Is blind, deaf and has metal implants. 

Response Details: provided the caller with informalion for TSA Cares for the next time they travel and informed the caller 10 contact us at least 72 hours in advance so we can be prepared forl(b)(6 lcoming through a check point. The caller was 
unaware of TSA Cares until I described it to her. I gave her the phone number al 855-787-2227. 

I also advised the caller that I would be forwarding a copy of this record to the CSM at MSY for her review. 

Incident Details: The caller just took her daughterf5T("§lwho is blind and deaf through New Orleans TSA with her guide dog. A Delta agent escorted them to the check point and left them at the TSAJ
1
~
6

1~6pl has a cochlear implant and has nuts and bolts 
in her femur and in her face and in her hip becaus'esrie'was hit by an automobile. The check point called for a female patdown. The agents took the guide dogs harness off. The caller is very upset. oke wilh Supervisor h·,1R·, ecause they 
have documentation from the doctors saying that the cochlear implants should not ga through any type of electronic screening most especially a WTMD. The caller does not know if there is any damage to cochlear implants because b)(6 was made to 
go through the WTMD. They were the only ones going through the line at the time. The caller says that they requested a patdown and they made her go through the metal detector anyway. The STSO gave her a claim form if there was amage to the 
implants. The cochlear implants are items that cost 99000 USD.~ent through a WTMD and not an AIT (confirmed). The caller repeated over and over again that this team at New Orleans needs training. A female agent was called to perform a 
patd_own bul between lhe time the female agent was _called and arrived a TSO mad~(b':1(6 !go through the WTMD after the caller and_a Delta arnl to!ld the agent_s she could not go through a WTMD due to the cochlear implants. The caller is concerned 
so highly because her daughter only has one way to interact with her world with her hearing and this endangered her daughter s hearing ab1l1ty. b ·1(6 lives a lane in Manhattan and goes to college. 

DATE OF TRAVEL 12-26-13 
AIRPORT New Orleans 
AIRLINE Delta from New Orleans to LGA screened at Concourse D at the TSA check paint between 1720 and 1740 
CONTACT INFORMATIO~b)(61 I 

The ca 11 er flew down to vis it her sister a few years ago on Allegiant Air back in 2009, She got patted down and x-rayed be ca use she had a hip re placement. She was mortified that she had to be patted down and x-rayed in public, She was up set that 
she had proof of her medical condition and still had 10 gel patted down and x-rayed. She wants to know if she called the Asheville airport and lold them she had proof would she slill have 10 go through the patdown. She told lhe person at lhe 
checkpoint and the woman was rude and said she didn t care. Also. back in 2009 Allegiant Air spelled the name wrong on her ticket and they had to get another TSA agent. The name an her current reservation is spelled right but she is wondering if 
anything will get fouled up at the airport. Caller wants the number to the TSA at Asheville. 

Advised: 

If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

12127/201 
3 2,27,53 Many passengers with meIaI implants thal regularly alarm a walk-lhrough metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 

PM heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. If a passenger cannot or chooses not ta be screened by AIT ar a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A patdown procedure also Is used to resolve any alanms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

• The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. SomeIimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 

If the boarding pass and the ID do nat match then you may be subject to additional screening. Contact your airline if you have concerns about your reservation. 



Caller said she has precheck and has had 2 fi Ig hts in Dec. with Del ta and U mted and got precheck. She said they are travel mg on Jan 2 with American and we re to Id they a re not in the pre ch eek program with them. She said they did not go through 
global entry but her husband said they are both signed up. She said they are retired military and he has his govt.ID .. 

Response:I advised her that with global entry and TSA Precheck Application Program she will go through fmgerpnnting and an interview and that an invitation from one airline does not transfer over to other airlines. I advised her to go to global 
entry.gov or ts a.gov for the precheck application. 

TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data. Using the same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided for years, TSA·s risk-based analysis will increase 
the number of travelers who may be eligible for TSA Precheck. 

121281201 Currently, the Secure Flight data that is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevenl known or suspecled terrorists from gaining access 10 an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA"s new initiative will use this same information to 

3 2:44:28 also identify low-risk passengers to determine if they should be directed to the TSA Precheck lane for expedited screening. 

PM 

12/281201 

TSA's new risk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Precheck lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSA 
ofli cer and wi 11 go through a mel al detector or Advanced Imaging T echno I og y sea n ne r as pa rt of security procedures. 

Passengers who are di re cted to the T SA P recheck lane at the security checkpoint wi 11 undergo expedited sere en i ng without having to enrol I in T SA P recheck This may m c I ude I ea vi ng on shoes, I ight outerwear, and belts. and keeping I aptops in their 
cases and quart-size bags containing 3-1-1 compliant liquids, gels. and aerosols in carry-on baggage. 

Although TSA's new initiative leverages the current TSA Precheck process, passengers should not expect to be directed to the TSA Precheck lane each time they fly. Individuals who would like to receive expedited screening on a more frequent basis 
should consider applying to a U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Trusted Traveler program. Passengers who travel internationally may be interested in a membership with a U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Trusted Traveler 
Program, such as Globa I Entry 

I advised her th at preche ck is random and un pred i eta ble for security reasons. 
Caller fiew from Nigeria to Canada through ATL and MSP. Caller states that when she got to ATL, she went through security she was told that she could not go through the screening checkpoint with all of her infants food. Caller states that she had 4 
fruit pouches and 2 individual juice boxes. Caller slates I hat lhe officer lold her she could only take 3 of the supplies. The caller lold the officer that 3 items would nol be sufficient for the flighl. Caller states that a supervisor was contacted and the 
passenger was patted down. Caller does not like the fact that she had to be patted down because she was taking baby supplies. Caller states that the pat down procedure was too intrusive and she did not agree to that type of invasiveness. Caller did 
not ask the officer what the pat down consisted of before agreeing to 11. Ca 11 er states th at the patdown was conducted between 063 0 and 0638 on the 28 December 2013. Ca 11 er states th at she does not know the name of the person conducting the 
patdown but she went through tenminal F in the far right lane. Caller states that the officer is black. approximately 5 6-5 8, caller states that she was not skinny but she was not lat. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless of 
their personal situations and needs, are treated wilh dignity, resp eel. and courtesy. 

Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area of an airport and the manner m which the screening is conducted Is important. Transportation Secunty Officers (TSOs) must conduct add1t1onal screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 
happen next in I he process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

3 7: 3 5: 53 In addition. passengers may request a private sere en i ng 1f additional s c reem ng is required or at any ti me during the screening process. A com pa ni on may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the private screening after the comp an ion 
PM clears screening, In addition. screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in the public area rather than go to a private area for 

screening, however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area will not be permitted to enter lhe secured area. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

TSA moniIors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern thal may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, correclive action whenever we determine that 
security screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the subjects of repeated complaints. 

Although TSA does not specifically limit the amount of breast milk a passenger may bring in their carry-on bags, we encourage travelers to be practical about these amounts. The amount a traveler carries should be reasonable and consistent with their 
ilinerary. Passengers should ask to speak wilh a supervisor at lhe security checkpoinl if they have any questions or concerns with these procedures. 



I have a complaint regarding your procedures and the training of your employees in Orlando. MCO. 

Your employee's failed understanding of lhe procedures caused my wife and I to be held up from gelling to our flight because YOUR employee failed to process a pat-down in lhe proper fashion. 

While waiting in line to go through security, one of your agents tried to convince my pregnant wife to go through the AIT stating that '"There's no radiation from that thing", yet on your TSA website, it says very clearly that there IS radiation from the AIT. 
It's amazing that the TSA would try to convince a pregnant woman to do something she is unwilling to do. 

Once through the first pat-down, the agent is supposed to wipe her late, gloves and run them through the chemical machine, as was done properly in Harrisburg, PA. Instead. your under-trained employee wiped my wife·s hands which had lotion on 
th em, and it triggered an al a rm. Ok. we understand that further investigation wi 11 have to be done and we re fine with that. 

It look 20 minuIes to get someone over to further inspect lhe situation, I hen they took my wife to a private room, patted-her down again, didn'I run any furl her chemical IesIs and explained that ii was their mistake because they didn't perform lhe first 
ch em i ca I test properly. We we re held in security for over 45 minutes due to your i na bi Ii ty to fo 11 ow procedures. My wife was crying, hyste rica 11 y. which ca us es unhea It hy conditions for a baby and u nne ces sa ry stress. 

On top of that, you simply let plenty of people just walk through security and the metal detector, failing to make them get a pat-down or even an AIT scan. A pregnant woman was forced to be invaded twice and yet plenty of others simply walked 

121291201 around lhe AIT scanner and went on their way, only having gone through a metal detector. 

3 1:18:10 
PM This is a grave injustice. We were also treated with disrespect: as if we were the problem, as 1f we were some big inconvenience to your employees because they HAD TO DO THEIR JOB. Unbelievable. 

12129/201 

I expecl a phone call from someone explaining what will be done about I his before I contact a lawyer and seek legal action againsl the TSA. Your inabilily to fairly and lhoroughly conduct securily checks for ALL passengers is a crime. Your inaccurate 
information regarding your equipment is illegal and a health risk to all passengers. especially pregnant women• 

You can reach me al~(_b_)(_6_, ___ ~ 

[b)(6) 

mess a e, including any attachments, is intended only for the person al and confide nti a I use of the recipient( s) above named, The information contained in this message may be p rivi I eg ed and co nfi denti a I , may 
conslilute a trade secret, may be subjecl o e a r If ou are nol the intended recipient of I his message, or an agenl responsible for delivering it to an intended recipienl. you are 
hereby notified that you have received this message in error. and that any review. dissemination, disclosure, distribution, or copy,n e in error, lease notify the sender immediately, 
de I ete this mes sage and de stray any ha rd copy print-outs. We have ta ken p rec a uti on s to minimize the nsk of Iran s m itti ng software virus es. but we advise you to carry your own virus checks on any atta c 
liability for any loss or damage caused by software viruses. 

Query: 
Caller feels like he has been the victim of racial profiling whilst going through screening at CHS. Caller is a TSA PreCheck Participant. Caller had an orange mark on his boarding pass that notified officers that he had PreCheck, but he states that a 
TSO made him go through add1t1ona I security due to the TSO saying that they we re loo king for drugs. Ca 11 er be Ii eves that this was raci a I di sen mi nation. 

Resolution: 
Record was transferred to an MB agent for further processing. 
~completed this record. 

Got to the first TSA lady she saw I hat he was pre-approved for PreCheck. She said he had 10 lake laptop out and lei it go lhrough machine and wait. He did not have 10 lake his shoes or coat off. Nexl agent approached and he showed his boarding 
pass. The agent told him he had to get in the AIT and told him they were looking for drugs. He went through machine and was told to empty everything out of pockets. He was then wanded down and his wallet was combed over. The agent then said if 
he did not allow him to do this then he would make him go through screening again. Feels as though he is a victim of profiling. Agent said that he was looking for drugs. 

3 1 :35:13 Dale: 12.27.2013 330pm 
PM Airport: Charleston, SC 

Gate or Terminal: B 
Airline: American 
Agenl was a short, while younger aged male. Maybe 5 6 or 5 7 and 170 lbs. blondish brown hair. 

Did let him know that this complaint would have to be in wntrng. 

He also stated lhat he was going 10 be pressing charges. 

Since this occurred at a particular airport: I did let him know that it would be sent to a CSM. 

I also confirmed lhat he was actually being discriminaled against by a TSA Agent, and he said il was definilely. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Other 
Current Date/Time. 12/29/2013 g:36:13 PM Airport· PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Date/Time of Travel· 12115/2013 1:30 PM Airline & Flight Number· Westjet 1771 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Terminal 4 TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : On Sunday. December 15, my mother and I nearly missed our flight because of an exceptionally slow line at secunty. I am writing about that as well as a couple of suggestions. 

We were flying out on Westjel 1771 which was 10 leave Phoenix at 2:30 pm. The airport wasn't crowded at all. We were in Terminal 4. After checking in, we got 10 lhe TSA security checkpoinl al about 1 :20 pm, lhinking we were in good shape. Bui 
then we saw the line-up. It was winding back and forth about 5 lines deep. That would have been fine if the line was moving along, but the thing is. it wasn't moving hardly at all. Every couple of minutes we'd shuffle another few feet. The reason for 
the s I ownes s: the re was on I y one sec u nty machine being used for general passengers. And they we re using the AIT machine which seemed to take Io nger per person. 

Within the first minute of being in the line-up, I knew we were in trouble with catching our flight unless another lane opened up. By 1 :55 (35 minu1es later), we were slill only halfway along and I knew thal our flight was now starting 10 board. Others 
around me were obviously nervous too. I heard one gentleman behind me say that his flight also left at 2:30 and could miss it. 

Finally, about 2:05, a group of TSA employees came onto the scene and they soon opened up another checkpoint and added 3 more people to id the passengers. Then the line started to really move. We got through the security about 2:15. I looked 

121301201 at my 74-year old mother and said, as we were putting on our shoes lhat we were really going to have 10 hoof ii if we were going to make lhe flight. 

3 8:31 :33 
AM As we reached the concourse where our gate was, the PA system announced a final boa rd i ng ca 11 for our fi 1g ht. We started to run. Th en they gave another final boa rd i ng ca 11 and cal led out about 5 names including ours. I had to I eave my mom to 

struggle on her own while I ran all the way to the gate at very end of the concourse to say that she was coming. The airline agent had already locked up the door to the gate and had to open it for us. While going through, I mentioned that any others 
they were waiting for may have been delayed by lhe security line-up, in case I hat helped them to wait. 

The bottom line is, that was cutting it way too close, and I think there are few things that would help in the future. I don't know how often the security line-up moves that slowly at Sky Harbor. But if 1t is a frequent thing, 1t makes flying into Mesa much 
mo re attractive, 

Here are my s ugg esti on s for preventing long Ii ne s in the Ii rst place: 

1.Open up additional checkpoints earlier, We were lined up for about 45 - 50 minutes. Those who can see the wait is about 30 minutes and is increasing, should be given the authority to tell a supervisor or coordinator who makes the decision to open 
up addilional checkpoints. 

2.Use technology to anticipate passenger volume based on number of flights and passengers for any given hour. Then plan ahead how many TSA employees to have on hand. 

For those times when lhe wait is exlraordinary, put in place any of lhese suggestions: 
3.Use the faster technology, which I'm guessing is the metal detector, not the advanced imagining machines which seem to take longer. 

Disability Description: Caller has just had open heart and knee surgery and is wanting to file a complaint againsl the Reno TSA. 

Response Details: I apologized that he had this experience and provided him with the mailing address so he will be able to file a formal complaint. 
Transportation Security Administration Office of Disability Policy and Outreach 

121301201 601 South 12th Street TSA-33 

3 Ari i ngto n. VA 20 598-60 33 

11:17:01 
AM Incident Deta i Is: Ca 11 er flew out of Re no yesterday and went through the sere en i ng process around 9: 00 am, He has just had op en heart and knee surgery, He to Id the agents that if he goes through the screening tech no logy an ala rm wi 11 sound , He 

went th rough the AIT screen er and an a I arm sounded . A fem a I e officer slated th at he was suspicious and he was made to go to a private sere en i ng room where he we nl through secondary screening. The office rs searched th rough every thing I hat he 
had even his wallet. Caller thinks that he is being discriminated against due to his disability. He also stated that the lady that sent him for additional screening should be fired. He wants to write a formal complaint against the TSA at Reno. 



12130/201 
3 3:24:28 

PM 

Caller s two sIste rs we re going through security at ORF and one has MS and arnved at the security check point in a wheelchair and the sIste r cal Ii ng stated she was put through an extensive screening where as the sister that was a cco m panyi ng her 
just went straight through sere en i ng without any difficulties .The sister with the di sa bi I it i es has MS, d ifficu It i es removing shoes and us es a cane .The screening process lo r a wheelchair or scooter is determined by a passenger's ab i I ity to stand and wa I k, 
although a passenger can be screened without standing, walking, or being required to transfer out of a wheelchair or scooter. Passengers should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of lheir ability before the screening begins.Passengers in 
wheelchairs or scooters who can walk may be able to be screened using a walk-through metal detector or Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 
seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it Is available or can 
request to be screened using a thorough patdown; however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. Passengers in wheelchairs or scooters who can stand but cannot walk will be asked 
to stand near their wheelchair or scooter and will be screened using a thorough paldown. Passengers who can neither sland nor walk will be screened by a paldown while they remain sealed. 
If a passenger cannot remove his or her shoes due to possible medical complications, discomfort, pain, balancing problems. or because the shoe is part of a prosthetic, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening 
begins. 
Regardless of whether a passenger is screened by the walk-through metal detector, AIT. or a patdown, his or her shoes are subject to additional screening, which may require that the passenger lift the bottom hem of his or her pants. A passenger can 
request to be seated during this addition a I screening. 

A companion, assistant. or family member may accompany a passenger to assist him or her during any private or public screening. After providing this assistance, the companion. assistant, or family member will need to be rescreened. The passenger 
should inform the TSO of his or her need for assistance before the screening process begins. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint 

Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at 1-855-787-2227 prior to traveling with questions about screening policies. procedures and what to expect at the security checkpoint. TSA Cares serves as an additional, dedicated resource specifically for 
passengers wilh disabililies, medical conditions or other circumstances or their loved ones who want to prepare for the screening process prior 10 flying. The hours of operation for the TSA Cares helpline are Monday through Friday 8 a.m. - 11 p.m. 
EST and weekends and Holidays 9 a.m. - 8 p.m. EST. Travelers who are deaf or have hearing disabilities can use a relay service to contact TSA Cares or can e-mail TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov. TSA recommends that passengers call no less than 
72 hours ahead of trave I in case it is determined th at it is necessary to coordinate sup po rt at the airport. 

Caller was recently approved for TSA PreCheck program. Caller flew on the 13th of December from EW R to PIT and she has an insulin pump and continuous glucose monitor. The monitor cannot go through the body scanner and cannot remove it. 
Caller to Id the officer she can not go through the body sea nne r and had to wait 1 5 minutes for a le male agent. Caller wanted to know in her profi I e it can be added so she can be screened by the metal detector, instead of the AIT. Ca 11 er said this make 
TSA PreCheck irrelevant. Caller said other airports allow her to go through the metal detector, instead of the AIT. Caller said she is now penalized for TSA PreCheck due to a medical device. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

All passenger must be screened. If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. Because your complaint concerns an incident 
12/30/201 that occurred at a specific airpori. we have forwarded a copy of your letter 10 lhe CusIomer Service Manager at I hat localion. 
3 3 35 36 

PM Airport: EWR 
Airline United 
Flight#: 5795 
Date and Time: 12-13-131223PM 

Emailf b I(6i 



11112014 
5:06:51 

PM 

Dear sirs. 
My family and I travelled from Dtw to Rsw on 12124113 returned on 12131113 from Rsw. I specifically inquired about our options as two of us wear insulin pumps, The pump company doesn't allow them to be xrayed or scanned as this voids their 
warranty. 

We went thru airport security around 3:45 and I requested both my son and I to be patted down. My process went smoothly however, my son.~id not and I did complain to the female Tsa supervisor. 

The agent who palled down my son beraled and chastised him for requesting the pal down at all. I overheard him lecture my son telling him he was not being smart and overreacting as lots of pump wearers go thru the body scanners. 

This is the 2nd time my son has run into problems with one of your agents bullying him. Your website 1s clear, if he requests not to go thru the scanners, etc. they are to simply take the passenger to be patted down without any repercussions. 
Unfortunately it seems your employees are sti 11 unclear on how they a re suppose to "assist" travelers with di sa bi I it i es, 

Looking forward to your assistance. 

> 

> Begin forwarded message: 

: Fromj(b 1(6) 
=~~~9-§_}_e_m_h_e_r_J~5~1~0-1~3-a_t_2_2_3_:w5w7~P~M~E~S~f------------~ 

>kb1(6) 
> Subject: Fwd: In Response to your inquiry. 
> 

> 

> 
> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> Begin forwarded message: 
> 
> Fram: 
Disability Description: Caller is hyper sensitive to chemicals causing her to have anxiety a11acks. 

Information Request: Wants to know how to g e thrugh sere en i ng without being axposed to rad1ati on or a pat down. 
11112014 
6 :59: 34 Res pons e D eta i Is: Explained I hat TSA has remo, er the ba xck sea tte r devices and the current A IT is an RF signal tha I does not penetrate the skin ju st clothing looking for pro hi bi ted i I ems. 

PM Explained that in the future she should call 72 hours prior to travel for assistance and offered to send her information and she was already on website and said she would print out notification card.Explained she should ask for a PSS if she has any 
concerns. 



Caller and her husband both got PreCheck on their trip out on Virgin America. He got it on the trip back and she did not. She wanted to know why. She thinks that if they are flying together they should both get PreCheck. She asked how passengers 
are selected. She wanted to know if it is random . She made the statement that she would need to fi 11 out a form with Homeland Security to be guaranteed. She said that she does not rem ember en ro 11 i ng in Pree heck. She stated that it may have been 
through the airline she is not sure. 

I gave the following information: TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data. Using the same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided for years. TSA's 
risk-based analysis will increase the number of 1ravelers who may be eligible for TSA PreCheck. 

Currently, the Secure Flight data that 1s provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevent known or suspected terrorists from gaining access to an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA's new initiative will use this same information to 

11212014 also identify low-risk passengers to determine if they should be directed to the TSA PreCheck lane for expedited screening. 

1 o;~:og TSA's new risk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA PreCheck lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSA 
officer and will go through a metal detector or Advanced Imaging Technology scanner as part of security procedures. 

Passengers who are directed 10 lhe TSA PreCheck lane at the security checkpoint will undergo expedited screening wilhout having to enroll in TSA PreCheck. This may include leaving on shoes, light outerwear, and belts, and keeping laptops in I heir 
cases and quart-size bags containing 3-1-1 compliant liquids, gels, and aerosols in carry-on baggage. 

Although TSA's new initiative leverages the current TSA PreCheck process, passengers should not expect to be directed to the TSA PreCheck lane each time they fly. Individuals who would like to receive expedited screening on a more frequent basis 
should consider applying 10 a U.S. Depar1ment of Homeland Security (DHSJ Trusled Traveler program. Passengers who travel internationally may be interested in a membership with a U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Trusted Traveler 
Program, such as Global Entry. Those who travel domestically may prefer TSA's application program. Applicants of either program undergo fingerprinting and a background check before being approved for membership and TSA PreCheck eligibility. 
No individual wi 11 be g ua ra nteed expedited s c reern ng no ma tier how they enro 11 in Pree heck. I to Id her that p asse nge rs flying tog ether may not be chosen lo r Pre Ch eek on the same flight. I to Id her that PreChe ck is random. 

Caller is diabetic and has an insulin pump. He flew recently from both LAS and AUS and had an incident occur at both places. They refused to allow him to have a manual pat-down. Caller complained to TSA in Austin and it happened again in LAS. 
He was put in the rounder (the AIT). He has an artificial ankle that it didn t pick up. He pulled the insulin pump out and showed 11 to them. He was told that he cannot have a manual pat-down in Austin and again at LAS. He has also had TSA locks cut 
off of his luggage six times. There were medications in the bag, class 2 narcotics, and the bag was tossed badly. He asked to speak to a manager in Austin. He was told that items in his bag are causing problems, and was advised that the items were 
of an agricultural na1ure. What is causing ii to get pulled? 

I advised caller that he was describing a couple of different issues. For his insulin pump, the TSA policy falls squarely on his side. He can request a pat-down and should expect to get it. The AIT machines aren t looking for metal in his body. The 
WTMD do, but some may be calibrated to look for larger amounts of metal than may be found in an implant. 

Caller advised that the traffic at the checkpoint was significant when he went through. He asked for the pat-down and was sent off to the side. A female screener asked him what he was waiting for (she was very pleasant about it), and he told her that 
he was waiting for a pat-down. She told him to go on through the _rounder_ (the AIT) as it did not have x-rays. He went through, but he had the pump checked out afterward. The technicians advised him that the machinery had not damaged the 
device. 

I advised caller that, if he experiences a similar issue in the future. ask for a supervisor or the PSS. He should definitely call the TCC with any problems or complaints and we would send an advise to the CSM at the airport. 

11212014 He has the card from the manufacturer that shows that he has to have the insulin pump. The remote device that he carries can be damaged by the screening equipment. 

3:06:24 
PM 

I advised ca Iler that he s hou Id keep any va I ua bl es, medical ions, electronics with him in his carry-on. These items may account lo r why his checked bag has be en left in such dis array. Oftentimes. the v idea s urve i I la nee wi 11 show that the scree ne rs 
have performed the screening correctly, indicating that something occurred to his bag after TSA custody has ended. If a screener is observed on the surveillance footage not following policies and procedures, he or she would be sanctioned. 

His wife has to have a back-up in case her purse is stolen. That s why he puts the narcotics in lhe bag. Some of these are oxycontins. When he got back 10 Auslin, his bag wasn I zipped up rig hi. Caller asked a supervisor about the issue. They 
always leave the tags in the bag. In an unrelated issue, caller advised Southwest that they had bent a bar in one of his suitcases. 

If his wife is checking a bag with hair spray and similar items. can she place larger amounts in checked bag? 

Yes, that applies to carry-on baggage only. 

I advised that I would send his comments to the CS Ms al each airpor1. If he experiences any issues, he should contact lhe TCC with his flight informalion (his previous flights occurred a month or so ago and he did not have the flight information at 
hand) and we would advise the CSM so that they could act accordingly. 

Caller advised that in Austin, Nacho Reyes (?), a young fellow, was very pleasant and understanding. He wants to make certain that this young man is singled out for his responsiveness. 



Caller said something about a reference number on an ea rt i er ca 11 on a comp I a int. The reference number Is ~ He said he had a complaint about why they made him go through the xra y ma chm e with an ms u Ii n p~m when he to Id them he 
wanted a patdown. Caller said he is not mad at anyone at TSA but he is at Southwest. He said it has nothing to do with the damaged luggage. He said!(b)(ffl f,,as the nicest guy you would ever want to talk to. (b::, told him that between the 
laplop book and lotion, it is not the bag. He said he does not know why TSA called him back. He said he does not want someone fired or get someone in trouble. This happened on Dec 13th, 2013 when he was flying out ram Auslin 10 Las Vegas NV. 
He flew back on Dec 16th. 2013. It was a direct non stop flight both directions. Caller said this was not a failure to accomodate him due to his disability. He asked if the AIT was an .ray or not. He said that was his major concern. He said everyone 

11212014 he has talked tol(b)(6:, !the guy at the airport and you are very nice to talk to. Caller Just recapped his previous complaint. 
8:14:22 

PM RESPONSE: Asked caller if he feels that this was a failure to accomodate him due 10 his disability. He said NO. 

11312014 
2:09:07 

PM 

RESPONSE: Millimeter wave systems project beams of non-ionizing radio frequency energy over the passenger's body surface; the beams do not penetrate the skin. The radio frequency energy reflected back from the body and other obJects on the 
body is used to construct a three-dimensional image. The energy the system projects is thousands of times less than a cell phone transmission. 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air I ravel discrimination complain! form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name 1h·I1rr, 
Email Addre~s-s:'"1h"'"·"'"·,1""r;"'"·1 __ .__ ___ __, Phone Number:!(b)(61 

Address b·:,(61 ast Point Ga 30344 ==~---' 
Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Yes 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? Yes 
Disability? Yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Los Angeles lnternalional Airport 



So you send a em a i I back I cannot respond too! No wonder service is u n accepta b I e you wi 11 not al low responses P 

Very unacceptable response pass it up food chain• 4 times this has happened in Sea Tac Alaska terminal' TSA agent attitude was not helpful. The other three times they were at least polite about ,11 

i(b)(61 

11412014 
3:17:41 

PM 

Sincerel~~'.b_._1(_6_, ----~ 

b)(61 

The highest compliment you can pay me is to refer a friend or relative. 

PI ease be advised that trading requests. and/or account se rvi ci ng requests received vi a em a i I w i 11 not be completed, PI ease contact our office at the numb er Ii sted above to comp I ete these transactions, 

The callers husband wenl through security with a gate pass to make sure his minor child made it on the plane and was denied the righl to opt out of the AIT at HOU 4:00 p.m Today 01 06 2014. The caller is trying to get pregnant and was wanted to 
know if this was the new policy that passengers are required to go through AIT. The caller stated if so she is going to have to drive due to several previous pregnancy complications. The callers husband was told that this was a New Executive Order. 
The ca 11 er stated that she wi 11 talk to her husband before Ii Ii ng a CS M comp I a int. 

The caller was advised that passengers are allowed to opt oul of the AIT and WTMD just not a Paldown. The caller was advised thal she can contact us back at lhe TCC if she decides 10 file a complainl with the CSM or call the TCC select 
116/2014 opt 5 and enter the airport code to get CSM contact information if she prefers to contact them herself. 
8:10:59 

PM Some passengers can not go through the Al T due to their medica I devices. 



Caller flew from ABO yesterday. She says they were profiled from the time they arrived. She checked her luggage outside and put the lock that matched her luggage and purse on her luggage. When she arnved in OAK, her lock had been cut. She was 
very upset about this. She says that she flew with the bag and the same items from OAK and the lock was not cut off. She wants to know specifically what in her bag triggered the alarm. She states that she could have been contacted. She states that if 
she had somelhing in I here she wasn t supposed to, she would have been contJcted and wanled to confirm this. She states that when she, her husband, and daughter went to security it took 1 O minutes to get I heir IDs checked. The officers checked her 
and her husbands IDs then confirmed their daughters identity with them. The officer then asked the child for her first and last name to verify it was correct. She says that the officer assumed they were lying. She states that both she and her husband 
went through Al T and then received a patdown. She states that her h us band had a hat on and had to remove this. He did n t have to remove this in OAK and she beg an complaining that others who we re wearing turbans did not have to rem ave these. 
She states that she is black and that there was a lot of racism going on at the airport that day. Caller does not have an email address. 

Airport:ABO 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number: 120 
Confirmation:llli@D 
Date: 1 6 14 
Check In Time: 9:28 a.m. 
Time Through Security: g:45 a .m 

11712014 Baggage Number:fh,1R1 I 
4: 12,52 Terminal Gate Checkpoint She does not know this information. 

PM 
Advised ca Iler: 
TSA is not liable for locks. The bag firsl goes through the in line baggage screening system. If the bag alarms, which any number of things, including books, magazines, and containers of liquid, can do, we have to open this. If I here is a lock, we have to 
remove it. Advised caller that if a prohibited item is found in the bag. the airline is contacted and they make the decision whether to remove this ar not. If they tell us ta remove this, they take control al the item, not us. Advised caller that if something 
serious I, ke a bomb or something were to be found, of course she would be contacted because I aw enforcement wo u Id be i nvo I ved at th at point. 

To make her complaint regarding lhe discrimination formal, she will need to send a written correspondence. Advised that I could email 10 her. Since she did not have an email address I provided her the informalion verbally. 

She should include: 
-Contact information - full name. telephone number 
-Detailed description, including: 
-Airport 
-Date and approximate time of experience 
-A description of the experience 
-The names or d escri pl ion of the TSA person ne I involved 
-Explanation as to how you believe this experience was discriminatory 

Ca Iler said she was provided a yellow ca rd by the docume nl checker going I hroug h security and when she arrived at I he checkpoint was Io Id she did n t have to go through norm al security. She states she did n t go I hroug h security, AIT or WTM D. She 
said the lady TSO took her arm and around the AIT ta where her items were on the conveyor belt. Her personal items went through the x-ray scanning. She states she didn t keep the card, but a TSO told her she didn t have to remove her shoes and 
she walked her around everything. She was so shocked she d idn t have to go through s c reem ng. but. someone at security took the yellow ca rd back from her and she is wondering what was on the card? 
She flew from Sarasota via CLT to DCA via US Airways. Didn t go through security at CLT because they remained in the secured area of the airport. 
5:40 AM departure, Flight #4077, Gale# not available., small airporl, HK2540AM and 72AArea is on her boarding pass. Slated the lickel agent printed for her after lhe Friday flight was cancelled and rescheduled for Monday. 

1/812014 Caller thinks it was strange that she didn t go through security and said there were very few people at the airport at that time of day going through security. 
8: 32: 06 She was travel mg with another passenger t b) ( ff:, !. and she had to go through sec u nty as no rma I. She d idn t get one of the yellow ca rd s. 

AM 
Response: 
Every person. regardless of age. must undergo screening to proceed beyond the security checkpoint. Even babies must be individually screened. 
Explained to caller information would be provided to the CSM at SRO. 
Advised ca Iler we no Io nge r use wands and questioned her regarding the sere en i ng and she insists she did n t go through the WT MD or AIT, 



The caller flew from JFK to ATL To MO yesterday and when she went through the AIT she was subJect to additional screening without being asked or told what was going on. The caller stated that the TSO agents were rude to her and her husband and 
then her luggage was delayed. 

The caller was advised TSA has no way of matching matching checked luggage to someone at the checkpoint. 

PI ease note th at TS A assumes a very Ii m ited role with respect to checked baggage hand Ii ng, We a re only responsi b I e for checked baggage from the time it is presented for screening unti I the time it has been cleared of screening , Once checked 
baggage has been screened and cleared, airlines are responsible for transporting it 10 its final desIinaIion. As a result, the amount of time checked baggage is under TSA control is relalively shorI. 

Many airports have automated in-Ii ne baggage screening systems which can screen and cl ear a bag rem ate I y, resulting in no physi ca I ins pe ct,on at a 11. However, 1/ a TSO needs to open and search a checked bag. the TSO wi 11 place a Notice of 
Inspection (NOi) inside the bag to alert the passenger that his or her bag was searched by TSA. Additionally. the NOi contains instructions on what to do if the passenger has a complaint. 

11812014 The caller was informed that patdowns are used to resolved anomalies that show when going through the AIT. 
2:30:34 

PM 
Airport- JFK 
Airline- Delta 
Flight Number- 474 
Date and Time bag was checked- 01 07 2014 7:00 a.m. 
Terminal- C 60 
Gate- B 22 
Emailj~((bb-).-1((-66-,, - _---~ 

Phone~ .. b""·"',("'6-'-i ___ _, 
TSO Black female tiny skinny TSO Hispanic tall male 

I informed the caller that we would send a copy of this complaint to the CSM of JFK. 
Caller is a contributor to Ohio State. She went from Port Columbus to Fort Lauderdale last week. Coming back she and her two grandsons went through Fort Lauderdale. She is very unhappy with TSA. 
One of her grandsons lakes medication. He look it around 6. The TSO put a gel on her two grandsons hands. The TSO said thal this is lhe third one this morning. This is her 20 year old grandson. They took him from stalion to station and he was palled 
down including his genitals. The man who patted him down was about 6 feet and wore glasses. She said that he felt like he was raped. She said that they never should have been touched and they should have been warned in advance that taking 
medication cou Id cause this. She wants to know 1/ it was the medication that caused this to happen. 

Ai rpo rI: Fort Laude rda I e 
Airline:Airtran 
Flight Number:7417 
Date and Time:January 4th at 8:30 am 
Terminal or Gate:86 
Name of Person involvedk~b_)~(6_-._, -~ 

I apologized to the caller that she was unhappy wilh her experience and told her I hat all passengers have to be screened. Even babies to the elderly must be individually screened. II could be by the AIT or lhe Walk Through Mel al Detector a patdown 

11812014 or ETD. Sometimes passengers are selected at random for additional screening and there are many reasons that can result in additional screening such as alarms of the WTMD or Anomalies of the AIT. TSO s are trained in the proper manner to 

3 :og: 0 5 screen passengers. 

PM 
I told her lhat lhere are many items that can cause lhe ETD 10 IesI positive. Since I am not at lhe airport I cannot provide information about her grandsons screening specifically. 
I to Id her I could fa rwa rd this to a CSM for review. 
She was not happy with the answers I gave her and asked far a supervisor. 

~oles: 
Caller said that she is trying to find out exactly how what happened to her grandsons happened. One of them was detained. She is her grandsons legal guardian. and she said that his description was that he was raped and violated. She wants to know 
how it could have been avoided. She thinks that they don t do anything wrong. they don t have any guns. he doe st t use I ot,on. She wants to know what the gel was that they put on his hands. Her g ra ndso n did n t want his gen ital s touched. It ternf,ed 
her. She said that because the agents there told her that it was possibly his medication. that means that she should call his phanmacist and find out if there are any explosives in his medication. 

ETD swabbing is completely harmless to passengers. The swabs are made of fabric or paper and do not contain any chemicals. 

You a I so expressed concerns reg a rd i ng the ETD swabs you received. Please note that any a I a nm generated by the ETD screening process requires the passenger to undergo add i ti o na I sere en i ng, Th ere a re seve ra I i terns that contain the same 
chemicals that are associaled with explosives, and colleclion of these lypes of particles will resull in an ETD alarm. 

I to Id her that s i nee we a re n t at the airport. she can contact the CSM di re ctly and p rov1d ed her with the number. 



Caller has a complaint. Caller stated he is a disabled Vet and has PTSD, the DOD who we get our marching orders from keep track of him he thinks. TSA picks people at random and they check you for gun shot residue. if he were really Just picked at 
random he would not have a problem He is chosen every single time for extra screening at the checkpoint They will never let him go through the regular WTMD. He has to go through the AIT every single time he goes through screening. Caller stated 
the officer told him that the Southwest Airlines boarding pass said he was picked al random to go through addilional screening the last time fiew. He has metal shrapnel inside of his body. 

11812014 Advised caller 11 seem to me like he was just going through the normal screening each time he fi1es. The caller seemed to think that the AIT was the additional screening. Told him if he were getting additional screening that would mean he would be 
3:43:50 screened by the AIT and then selected to get a thorough patdown and further additional screening every single time he flies. Since he does have metal shrapnel in his body it is a good thing he has been going through the AIT because the WTM D does 

PM penetrate the body and would be able to detect the metal in his body which means ii would probably alarm and he would have to go lhrough the lhorough patdown procedure. Told caller that passengers with meIaI in their bodies should go through lhe 
AIT because it does not penetrate the body. it looks for anomalies on the outside of the body and can detect other materials rather than just metal. Explained to caller that the way I am understanding him is that he was only randomly selected for 
add1t1onal screening once and the other times he has flown he only received the AIT screening and the explosive trace detection which is the typical screening process. Explained to caller that if he feels that he is on a watch list, being denied boarding 
or receiving additional screening every time he flies he can apply for Redress. However, they are not pinpointing him as a person, the officers are required to do what the system tells them to. If they scan his boarding pass and it randomly selects him 
for add i Ii on al sere en i ng they a re required to fol low through with addition a I screening. 
The caller went through security screening at TPA. She presented a temporary drivers license paper from IN. which was out of state. It was Just a pnnt out paper and she tore off the part that she had. It had her information, a notary seal, and a code 
that can be scanned. At IND she did not have any problem with the temporary CDL. She now has her CDL license but did not have it when going through in TPA. She was immediately told that a supervisor had to be called, The supervisor asked for 
anolher form of ID, like a social securily card. She only had the Iemporary license and some credit cards so she did nol have a second form of ID. She had an 8 ounce botlle of lolion as a gift that she was told to trash She stated thal she was 
almost in tears and had to go into a cubicle and put her hands on her head. The last TSO she went through told her that she could have mailed it but she had already trashed it. She stated she was treated badly. She stated that the passengers keep 
TSA employed and she does not think passengers should be treated like this. 

Flight Info: 
Airport TPA 
Airline: Delta 
Flight 1572 
Dale: 1-10-2014 
Time: Departure- 9:40 AM Screened- 7:00 or 7:30 AM. maybe 8. 
Location: She does not have the I ocation because she does not have the boa rd i ng pass with her. 
Description: She was wearing blue jeans, hiking boots, a beige turtle neck shirt with a blue sweatshirt over it. The sweatshirt had Custard State Park on the front 

111112014 Advised caller: 
10:08:27 

AM 
TSA always has the right to ask for a second form of ID if they are unable to verify identity. A paper temporary ID is not on the acceptable ID list for TSA 

Passengers who do not have a valid photo ID may present other forms of ID to assist in the verification of their identity. Passengers may present documents such as social security cards. birth certificates, marriage licenses, or credit cards, as long as 
the information on the documents bears the name of the passenger. There is no standard 11st of what forms of alternative identification are acceptable, however, TS Os will ask for at least two forms of this identification. 

If TSA is able to confirm the passenger's identity, the passenger will be cleared to enter the screening checkpoint: however, the individual may be subject to additional screening. 

Passengers are provided several options for disposing of prohibited items, assuming that possession of the items Is not prohibited by law. Passengers may ( 1) ask their air carriers to place the items in checked baggage; (2) return the items to their 
vehicles: (3) give the items to non-traveling companions: or (4) mail the items if possible. 

The cubicle is the AIT which is just used to screen passengers. Millimeter wave systems project beams of non-ionizing radio frequency energy over the passenger's body surface: the beams do not penetrate the skin. The radio frequency energy 
reflected back from the body and other objects on the body is used to construct a three-dimensional image. ATR detects potential threats and indicates their location on a generic. computer-generated outline of a person that appears on a monitor 
attached to the AIT unit. II a potential threat is detected, the area will require additional screening. 

I wi 11 lo rwa rd this to the CSM for review. 



111312014 
10:19:21 

AM 

1113/2014 
3:56:32 

PM 

Disability Description: Caller had a knee replacement last January. 

Information Requesl: He lries to use the ,-ray but when there is nol one he uses lhe meIaI detector and wants to know how to avoid a patdown. He was in the armed forces and wants 10 know if he would have 10 have a paldown because of I his and 
because he has a medical condition. He asked if a doctor note would help. 

He thinks it is ridiculous that he has to have a patdown because he has a medical condition and he is going to write to the director about this. 

He said that same airports do not have AIT s. Is he resigned to have patdawns the rest of his life. 

Response Details: I told him that many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AITonly if they can stand still 
with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if ii is available or can requesl to be screened using a patdown. 
If a passenger cannot or chaoses nat to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdawn procedure instead. 
A patdown procedure also Is used to resolve any alanms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. SomeIimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. Allow ample time. 
Yes you will have a patdown every time if there are alarms al the metal detector or anomalies al the AIT and it does not matter who you are. All alarms have to be cleared. 
You may bring medical documentation to inform a TSO about the metal implants but it does not exempt you from screening. 
If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 
Caller did nol wanl email. 

Caller would like to know about precheck. He would like to know whelher or not he has qualified for thal. He has never received precheck, but his wife has it. His wife has flown 4 times and she was selected and he was not. He asked if there were any 
way ta request to get random selection. They flew from Raleigh Durham, she did nat have a precheck logo but once they scanned her pass she got it. He would like ta get it too, he does have a FF number with Delta but not as many miles as his wife. 
Somebody told him that he was already opted in but he Is not getting precheck. he does not remember receiving an invitation. He stated his wife did not receive an invitation. she is a FF through Delta but got it through Southwest. He asked why he had 
to pay a fee through TSA and GE if she does not have to in order to be a FF. He does not understand why he would have to pay a fee because they think he is a ten-orist, he says thats what TSA treats him like. He is seriously not happy with this, the 
screening is total disorienting 10 him. Portland Airport is terrible at security, it makes you feel like you re being stripped naked in front of everyone. He lhinks the next time he goes to Portland he will get in the car and drive, he is wanting TSA precheck 
or expedited screening which should happen for elderly people anyways so he will try to apply through TSA. 

Advised caller that TSA precheck is random and never guaranteed. If he has not been invited in by an airline or opted in through an airline, he would have 10 apply through TSA or Global Entry. He can visil www.tsa.gov or www.globalentry.gov. TSA 
precheck is for expedited screening, there is also random selection far passengers that meet the requirements through secure flight once they reservation is made even if they are not in a program they can be randomly selected ta try precheck every 
now and then. Once a passenger is a member of precheck through one of the programs they are eligible for precheck each time they fly, 11 is never guaranteed because for secunty reasons since g 11 TSA keeps screening random at all times. Once he 
visits www.tsa.gov he needs to click on pre-enroll now and submit his application. after that he can set up an appointment at the enrollment center closest to him to do the fingerprinting and interviewing. Once he becomes a member through TSA he will 
receive a Known Iraveler number which has to be entered on each reservation for a flight. 

To Id cal I er that since his wife meets the requirements to be el Ig i b I e lo r preche ck through Del ta, when she flew Southwest she could have been randomly selected to go through preche ck. Advised caller 1f he thinks De Ila told him he was opted in for 
precheck he can contact them to see if he is in fact eligible for precheck through Delta. II he is. he would only be eligible for precheck through that airline unless he is randomly selected when flying with another airline. Told caller that there is no way to 
request for random selection, because its random. Therefore passengers do not know before hand if they will be selecled for it or not. Explained thal the logo on the boarding pass is printed by the airline, whal really matters is embedded in the barcode 
so once the officers scan it they will know if a passenger is eligible for precheck or not. The airlines FF which fly alot, are invited in by the airline without charge. That is the airlines policy, these passengers already provide money because they fly so 
often, the airline created a po Ii cy not to charge them mo re money lo r the program. 

Explained to caller that since a passenger travels often and is a FF through an airline, lhe airlines policy is that they do not charge these passengers that are inviled in for precheck. If a passenger is not, lhrough GE I hey are charged a fee of 100.00 
dollars for 5 years eligibility of precheck and through TSA it is an 85 dollar charge for 5 years. that is for covering operational cast for the fingerprinting and background checking that is required. Told caller that he is not treated like a terrorist for this 
program.passengers are all treated the same. TSA can not assume that just because a passenger is a US citizen that they have a clear background, thats why 11 is required to be checked in order to make them eligible for expedited screening. TSA 
keeps things random because if we a I lowed passengers through expedited screening a I ways without any random screening. that could cause terrorist to catch on to the process and learn how to scam it and get things through, I ts lo r the security of 
passengers. 

Told caller the following: 
Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alarm, as well as greater use of explosives trace deIecIion. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes 10 lhe screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

TSA antIcIpates these changes will further reduce-though not completely eliminate-the need for a physical patdown on travelers 75 and older that would otherwise have been conducted to resolve alarms. 



Callers husband and the cal I er both get Pre Ch eek. Cal I ers spouse has had n eek, hip and back surgery. Ca 11 e rs h us band has a meta I hip and he is always stopped. Ca 11 er asked if he can get around some of the screening. Ca 11 er said he is always 
getting patted down and also having his cane xrayed, Caller said her husband has a scar down the length of his back. Caller said they are good citizens and caller said it is an ordeal for he spouse going through the screening. Caller is complaining 
that her husband is a good person and she feels like there should be a special screening for good people. Caller said he is a successful businessman and they come from a good family. Someone lold her about Global Entry and she thoughl thal might 
help. Caller said he has balance problems and has trouble removing his shoes. Caller said her spouse is a proud person and does not admit to any disabilities. 

Specifically, you were concerned about screening for passengers who have metal implants.If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 
Many passengers with me1a1 implants thal regularly alarm a walk-lhrough metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ. Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rt of a person or device. 
A patdown procedure also 1s used to resolve any alanms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

P atdowns a re one important too I to help TSA detect hidden and dangerous items, such as explosives. Passengers should continue 10 expect an unp redicta bl e mi, of security I aye rs tha I include explosives Ir ace detect ion, advanced imaging technology, 
and canine teams, among others. Transportation Security Officers will conduct different patdown procedures to resolve different types al anomalies. During the assessment, officers will use revised patdown procedures in all instances to resolve 

111412014 anomalies. 

11 3110 
AM I told lhe caller that if her husband has trouble taking off his shoes due to balance problems, he should make TSA aware of lhese problems and I hey will try 10 work with him to screen him wilhout removing his shoes. I lold her ii is possible he may still 

have ta re move his sha es. 

1114/2014 

I advised he can request assistance from TSA Cares 72 hours before a flight. 

I advised she could file a complaint if she feels like her husband is being discriminated against because al his disability. 

I to Id her that her husband can request to speak to a su pe rvi sor or PSS if he has questions about his screening, 

I told the caller that everyone must be screened even if they are a trusted traveler. I explained ta the caller the TSA PreCheck is designed ta make the screening easier for someone to get through the checkpoint. I explained the cane has to be 
screened to make sure nothing is hidden inside the cane. 

I told lhe caller since her husband already has PreCheck he does not need to enroll in Global Enlry, caller said he is not traveling overseas at this time. 

Caller is flying from PIT. She has an insulin pump. The first time she flew with it two years ago, she had a doctors note, the he bomb squad was called and they almost missed their flight even though they arrived 3 hours prior to the flight time. The 
pump can not go through the xra y. Si nee tha I incident she has nol mentioned I he pump during screening and it has gone through I he machines. She said she does not fee I as though her very expensive device should have to go I hroug h the machine. 

I to Id her she does not have to send the device through the machine, If a passenger uses an i nsu Ii n pump, he or she can be screened without disconnecting from the pump, However, it is import ant for the passenger to inform the T ra nsportat ion 
Securily Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about the pump before the screening process begins. 

12:05:27 Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT or the walk-through metal detector, the passenger's insulin pump is subJect to additional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of 
PM the insulin pump followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passenger's hands. 

111512014 
1:13:57 

PM 

She asked if she can bring a gel pack far her i nsu Ii n. Accessories required ta keep medically necessary I iquid s, gels, and aerosols coa I. such as freezer packs or frozen gel packs, are permitted through the screening checkpoint. I ta Id her to separate 
and declare her diabetic supplies, making sure the synnges are with the insulin. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak wilh a supervisor or Passenger Supporl Specialist while al the checkpoint. 

Di sa bi Ii ty Description; The passenger has breast cancer. 

Response Details: Advised caller that we will refer his call to the appropriate department to see why he has not been contacted since November 2013. 

Incident Details: Caller said last year in August his grandmother was discriminated against at the airport. He stated that she wy asked to strip 1T"" jn_the If:A area. She had breast cancer and she uses a styrafoam breast. She went through the AIT 
machine and she was asked 10 remove her jacket and I hen asked to remove her undershirt. The person assigned 10 her case i (b 1(6 _, (b _1(6 I sent caller an email on Nov 22, 2013 saying that he would send him a questionnaire for his 
grandmother ta answer. Caller has not received that questionnaire or heard from him in any way since that email in November. Caller said we are forcing him to contact his attorney. All he has heard is that they will investigate. He has never 
received an a po I og y from anyone. !( b ·., ( 6'i I ema i I address i ,f b) ( 6'i I Al so, he said by ta I king to someone tad ay he understands th at we are i nve st1g a ting this by sending to the ap prop nate department and it is not under 
some paperwork or on some desk somewhere, 



1/1512014 

Caller said Monday she went through the checkpoint and the TSA agent gave her ticket back but she did not get her receipts for her luggage and her dog back to her. She said they took a picture of her license and ticket and she asked why they kept 
everything. She said this was at Washington Dulles Airport and she said they did not say anything to her. She said she did not sign up for anything but she is a frequent flyer but does not use just one airline. She said she was with American Airlines on 
this flight and gol the precheck lane. She said in the past she went through lhe precheck lane and they never did it before. She asked for a TSA phone# al the airport or an office to call and she said she already read the policy below. She declined her 
phone#. 

Response:TSA has begun 10 identify passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data. Using the same Secure Flighl data thal passengers have provided for years, TSA's risk-based analysis will 
increase the number of travelers who may be eligible far TSA Precheck. 

1:30:09 CuCTently, the Secure Flight data that is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevent known or suspected terTorists from gaining access to an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA's new initiative will use this same information to 
PM also idenlify low-risk passengers to determine if I hey should be directed 10 lhe TSA Precheck lane for expedited screening. 

TSA's new nsk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Precheck lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSA 
officer and wi 11 go through a metal detector or Advanced Imaging Techno I og y sea n ne r as pa rt of security p raced u res, 

Passengers who are directed to theTSA Precheck lane at the security checkpoint will undergo expedited screening without having to enroll inTSA Precheck. This may include leaving on shoes, light outerwear, and belts, and keeping laptops in their 
cases and quart-size bags containing 3-1-1 compliant liquids, gels, and aerosols in cafTY-On baggage. 

Per supervisod(b)(ff:1 !1 advised her to call back and press option 5 for the airport. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Olher; Professionalism/Customer Service Current Dateflime 1117/2014 2:38:00 PM Airport: OAK - Oakland International DatefTime of Travel 01/1712014 5:15 AM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport. Southwest, Terminal 2 TSA Employee: (If Known) kb)(ff:1 ~omment · On January 17, I went through TSA security at Oakland International. My bags were cleared through the baggage scan. And I walked through 
the Al T machine. The Agent asked 1f I had anything on my right I eg. I rep Ii ed that &q uoU have a bandage on my I eg because I had surgery yesterday&q uot . The bandage is mesh. Ii g hter and see through than any Jean mate ri a I. However the bandage 
extends from my upper thigh to ankle which restricts bending my leg. Hence I walk without bending my right leg. Agent 1 said she could not see the bandage therefore without explanation called another agent. Obviously the bandage is not visible 
be ca use I am wearing sweats. It wou Id be obsolete to wear a bandage over pants. 

Agent 1 asked if she could touch my I eg. I said &quot yes. it is soar by my knee where the surgeon cut a hol e&q uot . She padded down my I eg and then yel I ed several ti me lo r an agent to comeove r and touch my I eg. She asks if I had meta I on my I eg. 
said &quot; no, that is Vel era th at your touching , It ho Ids the bandage together. &quot; E ventua I ly ~ who took her sweet time, walked over and said th at I was going into a room to expect the bandage. 

I went into the room.!(b)(ffl !asked another lady to come into the room. She was asked several times, but finished her personal conversation before entering. Then rudely, said move in furthertb··1(ffl I said that I had a bandage to [E][fil}ntered and 
sat on the table. The two d um bfou nded agents talked about how I had a bandage. And they were confused about the fa ct that a bandage co u Id be from my upper thigh to ankle. 

I grabbed the corner of my sweats and peeled down to the top of lhe bandage. And I said il's a mesh bandage.[fil]decided to respond in her uneducated choice of word and foul lone &quol;I didn'I come to work to see a naked person&quot:. I wasn'I 
111712014 naked and after their idiotic conversation and lack of direction while standing in the room: I said it's here and showed the top section of the bandage. 

4:03:32 
PM 

&quot:You don't have crutches?&quot;, That was the question from your agents. I didn't have crutches. And I was clearly capable to walk much faster than their two incompetent selves. 

l(b}(6} !said &quot;we need to cover you. before looking&quot;. I said it okay and I can hold the paper sheet.. It's i_us_t a bandage on my leg. It will speed up th~ocess if I hold and she_touches. Apparently your agents are unable to unfold and hold up a 
paper sheet. They looked confused at the idea to unfold, hold and touch my leg. Their response. &quot Ma'am, this 1s security and the safety of others&quot;.l!2.l.Jand her aggressive altitude grabbed a paper blanket 3x5 and ~eld 11. I said I can 
hold it while you look at my leg. She said &quot;no&quot:. And then, said to me, &quot:hold this&quot:. So I ended up assisting them and held the paper blanket/sheet. I held the paper blanket and then she knocked it down and ripped the side as she 
felt through it and barely Iouched my leg. The two agenls then said, &quot:you're okay&quot:. So I was taken into a room. I was willing to show my bandage. I also offered to hold lhe paper blanket/sheet. An I confronled with rudeness and overall 
inability to proper setup and expect the mesh on my leg. 

1 ) Your agents were rude and know I edga ble. 
2£EiI)was aggressive and unprofessional 
3)!(b)(ffl !was clueless to any policy and procedure 
4) Your agents did not have the ability to speak correct and clear English 
5) It was uncomfortable 
6) There was no direction 
7) They did not know the difference between metal and Velcro 



The caller was on an airplane from LA with a friend and got randomly selected for add1t1onal screening. Secunty stopped her at the x-ray before the AIT machine and took her to a pnvate screening room. It was a black guy in his 50s with gray hair. He 
took a white paper and ran it over her friends hand but he didn t check hers. He told his supervisor, which was a young black man that he had checked both of their hands, even though she didnt get her hand checked. The TSO lied to the supervisor. 
She didn t understJnd what was going on and she said they treated her like a criminal and didn I tell her what was going on. 

Advised: 

1117/2014 
9:44 :46 They were testing for traces of explosive material. Let me get your flighl information and I will forward ii to the CSM al LAX for further investigation. 

PM 

111812014 

Airport where the i nc1d e nt occurred: 
Airline: Spirit 
Flight numbers: NK424 
Date and time of incident January 16, 2014. 71 O am 
I nd1v1d ua I s contact information emai I 

!(b1(6i 
Query: 
Caller 1s wanting to know why her family is able to get PreCheck, but she is not able to. Caller says that her family hasn t signed up. 

Resolution: 
TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data. Using the same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided for years, TSA·s risk-based analysis will increase 
the number of travelers who may be eligible for TSA Pre\u2713 "'. 

11 :01 :06 Currently, the Secure Flight data that is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevenl known or suspecled terrorists from gaining access 10 an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA"s new initiative will use this same information to 
AM also identify low-risk passengers to determine if they should be directed to the TSA Pre\u2713'" lane for expedited screening. 

1118/2014 

TSA's new risk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Pre\u2713"' lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSA 
officer and will go through a metal detector or Advanced Imaging Technology scanner as parl of security procedures. Although TSA's new iniliative leverages lhe currenl TSA Pre\u2713'" process, passengers should not expecl to be directed to the 
TSA Pre\u2713 '" lane each time they fly. Individuals who would like to receive expedited screening on a more frequent basis should consider applying to a U.S. Department of Homeland Security (OHS) Trusted Traveler program. Passengers who 
travel internationally may be interested in a membership with a U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Trusted Traveler Program, such as Global Entry. Those who travel domestically may prefer TSA's application program. 

The caller is not keen on certain TSA procedures. He flies by himself regularly. He usually flies from Buffalo. He went to LAS and he was chosen for precheck but is not signed up in any of the programs. This worried him a bit. He says that he is 
concerned about his safety because he just basically walked through security and it made him nauseas he was so worried about it. He was fi yi ng on Southwest. 

I advised the caller thal I apprecialed him letting me know about the experience al the security screening checkpoint when you were selected 10 participate in TSA Pre\u2713n.' .TSA has begun 10 identify passengers who may be eligible for expediled 
screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data. Using the same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided for years. TSA's risk-based analysis will increase the number of travelers who may be eligible for TSA Pre\u2713'". 

Cun-ently, the Secure Flight data that is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevent known or suspected ten-orists from gaining access to an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA's new initiative will use this same information to 
also idenlify low-risk passengers to determine if I hey should be directed 10 lhe TSA Pre\u2713 '" lane for expedited screening. 

6:51 :06 TSA's new nsk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Pre\u2713™ lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification venf1ed by a TSA 
PM officer and wi 11 go through a metal detector or Advanced Imaging Techno I og y sea n ne r as pa rt of security p raced u res, 

111912014 
1:02:59 

PM 

The caller kept pushing for more information and stating that he is uneasy with this type of security and even went to the point of asking if there was a cut in funding to the TSA. He also asked if there was anyone who could provide more information. I 
advised the ca 11 er that he re at the TC C we do not have access to the deta i Is of how the secure flight system works or what go es into d ete rmrn i ng who I ow risk passengers a re. Also that this 1s security information and even if I did know who cou Id 
provide it ( which we do not) I am not sure if it can be provided to him because it is security information, I told the ca Iler that the re a re multiple I aye rs to the TS A security p rog ram so what ha pp ens at the check point is not the only security taking place 
and there is a lot of behind the scenes security taking place as well. 

Disability Description: The passenger has Degenerative Back Arthritis, Fibromyalgia, Parkinson s. MS and other medical conditions. 

Response Details: Advised the caller that we apologize for any discomfort that the passenger may have experiences. Advised that I would send her a 0-RFI so that the passenger could make a formal complaint. 

Incident Details: The caller stated that the passenger was made to remove her shoes after she expressed the the TSO that she has difficulty doing so. The caller stated that the passengers can was taken away from her to go through the AIT and was 
refused a patdown when she requested 11. The ca 11 er stated that she has cal led in before and was to Id that this wou Id not be the case. The caller stated th at the passenger injured a mu sci e in her back trying to put her shoes back on. 



DearTSA, 

Your security measures only give an illusion of protecting the public, and in fact are instilling fear al the U.S. government, nat terrorists. They do nat instill my confidence al security as an airline passenger. 

The 9111 terrorists should have been stopped way before lhey even got on a plane. They should have been prevented from joining American flight schools. They should have been prevented from entering our counlry at all. With the super intelligence 
we have in our nation, certainly mare effective measures could be taken before a terrorist even reachs the security check point in an airport. 

How many people a re you finding loaded with underwear bombs through your invasive pat downs? PI ease answer my quest ion, as my tax do 11 a rs a re he I ping fund your organization, 

The facts are these: 

112112014 1 Our constitutional rights are being violated every day by an out-al-control agency that was created in a misguided attempt to interject the government into a place it was not needed. 
12:08:42 

PM 

2. The TSA does nol make us more secure; it simply wastes time and money 

3, The TS A has set up rules and procedures that harass ordinary citizens at the expense of a ctua I ly finding terrorists 

4. Mo re outrageous cases of abuse by the T SA continue to be reported 

5. Private security s hou Id hand I e airport checkpoints 

6. Toddlers, mothers with small babies, grandparents, and the disabled are all being harassed while simply trying to board an airplane. 

The caller flew on 1 13 14 with Spirit Airlines al 1930-2000. The caller told a TSA agent that he did nol wanl to go through lhe AIT machine. The caller slates lhat lhe TSA agenl says lhat I gotla gel gloves because lhis idiot wants a patdown 
procedure. The TSA agents name is~ at DTW. The caller states that kb)(ffi fo,as extremely nice and apologized for her coworkers behavior. 

1121/2014 
2:17:35 Advised caller: 

PM 
Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Super,isary Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 
Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Ser,ice Manager. 

Greetings, 
There is an issue with the AIT machines that needs to be addressed. I have had an issue with these machines at Newark Airport and just recently at San Juan. I once weighed 640 lbs. I now weigh 240 and although I have had several surgeries to 
remove the excess skin I still have excess skin in the abdominal area, groin and legs. The skin is causing triggers on the machine which then mandate the agents to pat me down. They ask what 1s under my pants and I must explain nothing but excess 
skin. This is inconvenient, a nuisance. demeaning as well as embarrassing. Something needs to be done to calibrate the machine to recognize skin as skin. My medical condition should not cause such an issue. I hope the agency can review this issue 

112212014 for solulions rather lhan mandate pat downs for people with my condition. I am sure I am nol the only one with I his issue. I appreciate the extra security measure the TSA has employed but this needs to be looked into. Thank you for your 
8:38:40 consideration. 

AM ~f h-.-.,I-R-.1---~ 

Goiania. NJ 

Caller has a metal implant and wants 10 know how to get through screening without a paldown.When she flew Iron EW R to RSW she set off the WTMD and was required to have a patdown and she is about 10 go home and does not want to have a 

112212014 patdown again. 

11 ,04 ,45 If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins.Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alanm a walk-through metal detector prefer 
AM. to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device.A patdown procedure also is used to 

resolve any alarms of a me1a1 detector or anomalies identified by AIT.lf a passenger has concerns aboul his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at lhe checkpoint. 



Caller Is 60 years old and is flying to attend a funeral. He Is wanting to know if he can bring toiletries. He is also wanting to know 1f he can bring an electnc razor. hair brush. toothbrush and his extra dentures. Caller wanted to know what happens 1f 
they don't let his dentures through. Can he mail to his house if they are not allowed. Can he transport his medications in daily dose container. Caller also wanted to know ii he can bring a cane. Caller stated that he cannot stand with his hands above 
his head for 5-7 seconds due to rotalors cuff issues. Caller wanled to know if he can go through the security checkpoint early thal way he has lime for lhe security screening. How early can he go through the checkpoinl before the flight. 

Advised caller: 
Transportation Security Administration (TSA) policy allows passengers to carry travel-size toiletries in containers 3.4 ounces or smaller through screening checkpoints. All of the items must lit comfortably in one, quart-size, clear plastic, Resealable bag 
(3-1-1 rule). 

Hygiene and beauty items, such as hair dryers, electnc razors, and curling irons, as well as most electronic or battery-operated personal items. are not on TSA's prohibited items list. Therefore, these items are permitted in carry-on or checked baggage 
after proper sere er, i 11g or i risp ecti on. 

Hair brush and tooth brush wou Id be permitted in carry on once they clear the screening process. 

We don't have specific information about dentures as long as they don't pose a security threat and can be cleared it shouldn't be a problem but the TSO will have the final say weather to permit the item to go through the checkpoint. They will give you 

112212014 several options for properly mailing them would be an oplion as long as the airport has the that option available. 

8.45:56 
PM 

Medications are not required to be in prescription bottles and may be transported in daily dose containers: however, States have individual laws regarding the labeling of prescnption medication with which passengers need to comply. Therefore. TSA 
encourages individuals to carry medications in their original packing with the pharmaceutical labels. 
Passengers should inform TransporIation Securily Officers (TSOs) of medications and separaIe lhem from other belongings before screening begins. 

If a passenger has d ifflcu lty walking and uses a mob i Ii ty d ev,ce, the way his or her s c reem ng wi 11 be conducted depends on his or her level of a b1 Ii ty. It Is import ant for a passenger to inform the Transportation Sec u nty Olli cer (TSO) conducting the 
screening of his or her I eve I of ab i Ii ty before the screening process begins, 
Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the 
walk-through metal detector in I ,eu of A IT or a paid own. 
If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
In addition to screening the passenger, the passenger"s mobility device must undergo x-ray screening, unless it cannot Iii through the x-ray. If an item cannot fit through lhe x-ray, or the passenger cannot be separated from lhe item, it must be submitted 
for hand-inspection by a TSO. Please tell the TSO if you need to be immediately reunited with the device after it is screened by x-ray. 

We recommend you arrive at least 2 hours prior to flight time but we don't have any specific guide Ii nes that say how long you can check in before your fiig ht, A Iler you go through security screening ii you have to leave the ste ri I e area for any reason 
you wou Id have to go through sere en i ng again when you return. 



From b)(61 
Sent: Thursday, January 23. 2014 1: 12 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subject Complaint Denver TSA 

~(b1(6i I 
HYPERLINK !(b)(61 

W mdcrest TX 78239 

Prior to flying I called TSA CJres@ 855-787-2227 on Monday, 13 January, 2014 (see attached confirmalion email). Through the TSA wounded warrior program, I requested assistance for me with my service dog and made a nolation with the agent 
112312014 that I could not do explosive testing on my hands due to recent surgery and sensitive scars (see attached pictures). Leaving San Antonia on 17 January 2014. I received a call in the morning by TSA and was expedited through the screening process. 

2=!t56 Since I could not physically remove my sweater, I was allowed to leave it on. I was also not required to undergo the explosive testing on my hands. TSA San Antonio was wonderful. 

I did nol receive a call from TSA on my return flight on 22 January 2014. I arrived al Denver lnternalional Airport at approximately 10:30 am. I was able to check-in my bags with lhe airline as there was no line. Around 10:50 am, I went to the Bridge 
Security and followed the handicap wheelchair sign to the beginning of the security check-in. I asked the female TSA officer where the ADA disabled line was and she informed me there was not one and I d have to stand in the normal line. I asked for a 
TSA Cares agent and she continued to point towards the non-accessible lme. The lines were fairly short so I stood in the non-ADA accessible line and waited to ask again for a TSA Cares agent. 

The initially screening process was fairly quick as I have flown many times. I placed my items on the screening belt and pul my service animal in a sit-stay. I kept my swea1er on. I went through lhe me1a1 detector separalely while my dog stayed on the 
other side. After I cleared through the metal detector and received permission from the TSA agent. I called my dog through the metal detector. She set it off. At this time, I was only touching the leash of my da9. The TSA agent did not know what to do 
next. Another agent came up and said only the dog wi 11 receive a pat-down si nee we went through separate I y and I did not set off the a I arms. A young male T SA agent proceeded to pat-down my dog. 

After I hat, this TSA agent said he needed to swipe my palms. I advised him I could not have my palms swiped because of my scars and sensitive areas in my hands. I was wearing my medical bandages and gloves at I his time. He said this has never 
happened before and he didn t know what to do and needed clearance from his supervisor. I asked him for a TSA Care agent and he 9at his supervisor, TSA!(b·:,(6! Im guessing now at this paint. TSA [ii}uwas the TSA Care agent? TSA £Eill told 
me that the re was no option and I had to have the explosive testing done on my palms. 

I asked TS/\l(b)(6:1lo check with the TSA Wounded Warrior program with my notalions I made for assistance with the security process. He took my information. He stated that he called 3 people, but no one was returning his calls. I informed him lhat 
San Antonia had let me bypass the explosive testing. He stated that it didn t matter, I still had to have it done. The young male TSA agent from prior said I could not be a part of the program because the TSA Cares agent needed 48 hours to be able ta 



1 )Information about the person who experienced the cIvI I rig his ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I at,on 
(fill in what you can) 
No 
First and Middle Name: 

!lbl/6\ 
Last Name: 

!fh,IR! 
Main Phone: 

!(b)(61 
Vvork Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

f ~(~r or Street addrns< · 

112312014 Cit : -
8:02:34 y 

PM Denver 
State: 
co 
Zip: 
80218 
Email: 

kbi(6i I 

112412014 
1:45:15 

PM 

Check here if you are represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter. 
No 
If so p I ease provide the third party s name and contact information: 

2)Have you been authorized to file this complaint form on behalf of another individual? 
If yes. please provide your information. 
No 
Your Firsl Name: 

Caller is calling on behalf of her sister is in the Oakland Airport. At the checkpoint she was required to take her bools off. As she walked through the AIT metal detector, her foot was sliced open by somelhing in lhe ground. She excessively started 
bleeding and requested for assistance, but was told that they did not have a first aid kit. All they had were bandages to offer. A supervisor showed up and she requested help. They told her they could call 911. She was upset because felt that she 
needed stitches. Her flight was cancelled and received no medical attention at the airport Another passenger gave her wipes and the TSOs gave her gauze and wheelchair. She felt very stressed because she wasnt told what cut her open. All they did 
say was that they couldnt find whatever cut her, They dont want to wait to file the claim being that they need the money now to cover medical costs. 

Airport: 0 akl and 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Departure: 4468 11 :34pm 
Flight Arrival: LAX 12:55 
Specific Location (terminal gate): TSA checkpoint to delta gate 
lnd1v1duals contact info. (phone number e-mail): Superviso~ 

~lrh_-_,1_r;_·-, -~!is lhe person aflecled. 

Response: 
Claim Status 
(571) 227-1300 

CSM 
Namef~b-)-(6-•• -, ---~ 

Phond ~----~ 



Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time. 1/27/2014 12:39:12 AM Airport· Select One Date/Time af Travel· 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. First, please let me say I am extremely grateful for what each and every one of you at TSA and Homeland Security do ta make our country bath safe and secure. I always take time to thank the Officers and Agents at checkpoints across the 
US for their diligence and great service to our country. 

Thank you• 

I was part of the TSA Pre-check BETA program through my EXECUTIVE PLATINUM status before it was even generally offered. 

112712014 When I look at my accounl my record shows I hat I am a &quot:Known Passenger&quoi; for TSA Pre-Check. 

8:15:51 
AM 

I traveled over 300=400 segments without incident since the beta program started. I would get bumped randomly every once in a while. No problem. 

Then, my son had his Bear Grylls Multi-tool in a carry on bag (we were able to go oul of security and check it) and for the lasl almosl 7 or 8 months ever since I have not received TSA Pre-check. Since I always request an &quot:op1-ou1&quo1; or male 
assist it seems ta be an inefficiency to both TSA and of course my travel. I don't mind too much because it gives me the opportunity to meet many al your wonderful TSA agents across the country. 

My question is, &quot: Is there some so rt of review or probation tri bu na I? &quot: I can be easily vetted and have subs eq ue nt ly traveled another 150 segments or so without incident, 

No one has ever indicated formally why or even &quot: IF&quot: I am on probation, so it is difficult to know if it is a computer glitch or some sort al algorithm that needs to be added to the computation al data. 

I will willing provide any information that will be helpful. Please contact me and let me know if there is something we can do. 

I have called several times to the airlines and they have told me &quat;Change your name to match your dacuments&quot: (done) &quat;Make sure your birthday is correct&quot: (done). I don't know what to da ta get this remedied. My home address 
(CA) 1s different than my business address (TX) is that a factor? 

All I know is that I travel almosl 150,000 10 200,000 miles a year and every time I see someone wilh an ID badge walk through the line I think &quot:wow, why can't we jusl be issued one of 1hose&quo1;? 



Disability Description: The caller is diabetic and has an insulin pump. Additionally. she carries insulin in a small cooler, and indicated that the insulin pump cannot be screened by a WTM Dor AIT 

Information Requesl: The caller will be flying soon, and she requested inforrnalion regarding the screening procedures for insulin pumps due 10 an incident that occured at JAX in July 2014. Addilionally, she wanted to know what could be done for lhe 
upcoming flight to ensure that another incident would not occur However. she does not have the flight itinerary at this time. 

Al so, the cal I er wanted to know ii the a gents we re required to change their g I ove s alter ea ch inspect ion, 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 

If a passenger uses an insulin pump. he or she can be screened without disconnecting from the pump. However, it is important for the passenger to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about the pump before the 
screening process begins. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only ii they can walk through on their own. 

112712014 If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
3:48:37 

PM A paid own procedure also Is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening. 

At this point, the passenger interrupted. and informed me that she was aware of the patd own procedures, 

Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT or the walk-through metal detector, the passenger s insulin pump is subject to additional screening. Under most circumstances. this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of 
the insulin pump followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passenger s hands. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak wilh a supervisor or Passenger Supporl Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)), it must; 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 

Caller was given PreCheck today al 7:15 AM by random selection at Phoenix Sky Harbor, Checkpoint C for Southwest Flight #160 flying to Orange County. The checkpoint did nol have an AIT scanner available and she had to go to the regular line 
because she has Metal knees. She was upset about having to leave the PreCheck line at Sky Harbor and wanted her complaint sent to a manager. 

RESPONSE: 

1 ~2:;2~~ 4 Told her I am sorry about her disappointment. Confirmed that she already had information about applying for PreCheck if she wants to receive 11 on an ongoing basis. 

AM 
Told we will send a copy of her complaint to the Manager. 

Disability Description: Callers mother has Polio, 

Response Details: Apologized that this did occur generally all passengers can request a patdown if they are not able to go through the AIT or WTM D if she was unable to stand with her legs spread far enough she could have requested a patdown at 
th at time Ju st keep that in mind for lulu re flights. However due to the i nJ u ry we wi 11 forward a copy of this to the CSM in San Diego so they can review this issue and see what action needs to be taken 

1/29/2014 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
5-4 9.10 lnc1denI Details: She was travelling w1Ih her morn on Saturday th 25 from Mexico to POX on Alaska airlines. She had her customs check in San Diego. Her mother 1s disabled and she had some issues when going back lhrough security screening for 

· PM TSA. When going through screening her mother had pre-check on their ticket but they stayed through regular line to stay with daughter. They were directed into an AIT and her mother has Polio in her hips and legs and she injured herself when going 
through the AIT. The off ce rs asked 1f she was able to stand for short periods without her whee I ch air in order to go through the Al T and stand with her I egs spread and hands above her head. The passenger stated she would try. once in the machine she 
wasn t able to stand with her legs far enough part, they stated the officer asked her to try harder the passenger did try and injured herself. The officers also had to conduct a partial patdown due to some metal in her dress. She was just wanting to make 
us aware lhat lhis happened so it doesn I happen again in the fulure. 



Hello. 

I was looking up information about opting out of the full-body scanners and found this page: http://www.tsa.gov/ait-frequently-asked-questions. 

The question "Is imaging technology option al?" appears and the answer is "Yes. Imaging technology is a hi g hi y effective security tool, which can detect both meta 11 i c and non-metal Ii c items th at may pose a threat to aviation security, AIT is a proven 
technology and TSA is highly confidenl in ils detection capability." 

1/30/2014 
12:03:02 The answer doesn't seem to lit the question. I think that the question is whether or not it's optional for the passenger (it could be read as to whether or not it's optional in general, but that seems unlikely). If it IS about the passengers options, then the 

PM answer given doesn't do much to d eta i I those options. 

1131/2014 
12:16:40 

PM 

Is there a way that that answer can be better clarified so that passengers know what their options are when they encounter lull body scanners and how they can discuss those options with the TSA agents? 

Thank yau. 

kb1(61 I 
Orono. Maine 
Caller has an insulin pump and continuous glucose monitor. She wants to know specifically ii the AIT used by TSA has more than 5 gauss of magnetic energy. Told caller the energy the system projects is thousands of times less than a cell phone 
transmission. I told her I did not know specifically how many gauss it projecls. She said someone at TSA should know the answer to this and she wants to know. I told her I would escalate this 10 lhe appropriate office for a response. She asked how 
she would find out. I told her if someone needs ta get in touch with her, they will do so via email. Caller is adamant about finding out this information. She wants someone to get back in touch with her with this information. 

Caller also wants to file a complaint regarding an experience she had at SFO. When she flew from SFO, caller claims a female TSO burned her with a filter paper used 10 do a ETD swab on her. The TSO had used it on a previous passenger and did 
not renew it. The paper had been put in the machine and had been heated up that is why she was burned. Callers fiance spoke with a supervisor at that time and that person gave him a comment card ta file a complaint. I asked her if she gat the 
name of the TSO. She said she did not. I asked if she could describe the TSO. Caller said the TSO was a female. I told her I would send this to the CSM for review. 

Caller also complained I hat she gets separated from her properly during patdowns. She has insisled thal a TSO watch her items. I told her she could ask for a private screening where she could take her properly in with her and nol be separated. 
She asked haw long a private screening will take. I told her I do not know. It varies at the different airports based on how busy they are, etc.She wanted to know haw long she should plan and what happens if she is doing a private screening and she 
misses her flight. I told her it was the same as when she 1s getting a regular screening and she misses he~ flight. She asked how long she should allow. I told her we recommend 2 hours. She asked if that includes private screenings. I told her that is 
for all screening. It is a suggestion. She asked again how long she should allow because she knows that a regular patdown takes about 10-15 minutes. She asked if the private screening is longer. I told her I do not know. It is the same as guessing 
how long it will take to get lhrough traffic. It varies. 

Airport: SFO 
Airline: SW 
Flight Number: 2305 
Date and Time: January 18 at 12:35pm (she went through the screening at approximately 11 :07am) 
Location: Terminal 1 

The ca 11 er requested inform at,on regarding opting out of the Al T machine. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

Millimeter wave systems pr0Jec1 beams of non-ionizing radio frequency energy over the passenger's body surface; the beams do not penetrate the skin. 

113112014 All screening systems fully comply wilh Federal safely requirements, and measured radialion levels for each are well below limits eslablished by lhe U .s. Food and Drug Administralion and the U.S. Occupalional Safely and Health Administration. 

9:3?:SO TSA is sensitive to passengers· concerns about protecting their privacy as it relates ta the security screening process, particularly the use of AIT. Rigorous privacy safeguards are in place to protect passenger privacy and ensure anonymity. There are 
no rea Ii sti c images produced of passengers dun ng the sere en i ng process. 

PM 

Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do nol wish to be screened by lhis technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough patdown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of 
this right. 



Disability Description: Caller has multiple sclerosis and is in a wheelchair. 

Response Details: Advised caller: 
Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 
happen next in the process. TS A regrets if this was not your experience. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

Al I members of the traveling pub Ii c are permitted to wear any type of clothing they wish through the security checkpoint, I ndivid ua Is may be refe n-ed lo r add it ion a I screening if the T ransporta ti on Security Off ce r (TSO) can not reaso na bl y determine that 
the clothing is free of a prohibiled item. This policy extends 10 all clothing items and is not directed to any particular item or group. 

Call Transferred to Edith. 

113112014 Advised ca Iler: 

9A1:15 
PM 

Comp I a i nts have to be submitted in writing. The instructions wi 11 be sent to your by emai I. 

I will forward this informalion as well. 

Incident Detai Is: Ca 11 er flies out of Du I uth. MN to morrow morning. Ca 11 er has had nothing but bad experiences with T SA at that airport. Cal I er was to Id that she has to be patted down because she wears a ski rt. Caller states that that pol icy is sexist. 
Caller states that the last time she flew the TSOs were yelling at her. Caller states that last summer she was taken to the checkpoint in a wheelchair and no one seemed to know how to handle it. Caller states that men did not have to take their neck 
ties off, but women had to remove I heir scarves. Caller states that there was a female TSO who was very kind and didn t seem 10 lhink I hat lhe policy was right. Caller stales that the airline employees tried to talk her out of wheelchair assistance and 
they were reluctant to assist her in arriving to her gate. Caller states that she already has the ACPD number. Caller feels that she is being discriminated based on gender and disability. 

Call Transferred to MB Edith. 

She feels that passengers are being discriminated based on gender and handicapped. She spoke to a supervisor who yelled at her that she was big and bulky and had 10 be patted down. She spoke to the CSM lasl year in February. She fiew again in 
August of 2013 and had the same issues. She has decided to fly from MSP to avoid this. 

Caller slates lhat she went through lhe AIT when she traveled yesterday. She stales that she had no issues in Anchorage, bul when reIurning from Fairbanks the AIT there highlighled a yellow triangle over her private area. Caller says thal she had no 
metal or other material anywhere near that area but was wearing tight black leggings that were all cotton and was told that folds in clothing could have caused the alarm but does not believe that her clothing was loose enough at any point near there to 
have such lo Ids. She also says that she was wean ng an u nderwire bra that the AIT did not show as a problem. Ca 11 er says that she understands th at the a I arm resulted in a patdown and a hand swab, but Is conce med that the Al T the re may need 
adjustment. 

Advised ca Iler: 
AIT gives T SA a way to detect a w1d e variety of threats. 

21112014 Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-mail to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at I hat location. 
11 3023 

AM FI Ig ht i nlo rmation: 
Flight Path: (Anchorage AK to) Fairbanks AK to Anchorage AK 
Flight date time: 1 31 (9 30 am and) 6 05 pm 
Flight#: (does not have) 
Airline: Alaska airlines 
Airport Fairbanks AK 
Gate Terminal: (does not have I 
Emaiikbi(61 



The ca 11 er flew from M SP. and, during the screening, she was chosen for add i ti o na I screening including a paid own. She wanted to know why this had occ u red. be cause she usu ally transports E pi-pens. has a med1ca I alert brace I et, and has a neoplasm 
in her bones. The caller also requested information regarding TSA Precheck. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a paid own on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

21112014 TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. 
2:32:33 

PM All TS Os are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

21112014 
2A1:35 

PM 

I asked the caller if she felt that she was discriminated against due to a medical condition, or if this was poor customer service. She indicated that she didn't feel that it was discrimination. 

I indicated that a passenger may always request a supervisor or PSS . 

If TSA determines a passenger is eligible for expedited screening, information is embedded in the barcode of his or her boarding pass. When TSA scans the barcode at the security checkpoint, the passenger may be referred to a lane for expedited 
screening. Expedited screening may allow passengers to no longer remove certain items such as their shoes, outerwear, Jackets, and belts. or remove laptops from carry-on bags. 

You may join lhe TSA Precheck Applicalion program al www.tsa.gov, or the CSP Trusled Traveler program at www.globalentry.gov. 

Caller fiew from Washinglon Dulles to Orlando yesterday; he is disabled veteran. Caller staled thal he was detained for 45 mins because the TSO said lhat lhe concentra1or for his oxygen sel off an alarm. Caller stated that he felt like he was being 
harrassed because he asked the officer not to touch his private area. Caller stated that the officer said that he was trying to see if there was something in his pocket but he really touched his private area. Caller stated that he asked for a supervisor 
and the supervisor that came was a fem a I e with the last name f h ·, 1 R I Ca 11 er asked the supervisor what wou Id she do if they touched her private parts and she stated that she would have them arrested. Ca 11 er then wanted to know why she did n t have 
the TSO arrested for touching his private area, He was then taken to a private screening room and they preformed the patdown procedures 6 or 7 times. The female supervisor told his wife that there was something in his clothes but they don t know 
what. Ca 11 er stated that he would have been fine if the officer wo u Id have just apologized for the mi slake. He stated he is not seeking 10 gel anyone in troub I e or fired, he is ju st wanting 10 make someone aware of the incident and speak to the officers 
about common courtesy. Caller stated that he almost missed his flight because of the incident. He stated that he has trouble walking and requires oxygen. Caller requested for someone to email or call him as a follow up to just let him know that this 
was either proper procedure or they have ta I ked to the officer so 11 wi 11 not happen ag am. Cal I er stated that he did n t get the office rs name. Ca 11 er stated that the thing that bothered him most was the officers demeanor. 

Advised ca Iler: 
Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful.TSA regrets 1f this was not your experience. I will /award 
you complain to the CSM at the airport so she is aware of the incident. I can not call or email you to let you know that the proper steps involving this incident are taken once I send it to the CSM I will not know what happens with it. I can put a note that 
would would like and email or call from the CSM however I can not guarantee that they will do so. 

Airport Washington Dul I es 
Airline United Airlines 
Flight number 260 
Departure time 10:10 PM 
Date and time of the incident: 01 31 2014 08:30 pm 
Contact information 

Emailkb)(6) !Phon1~(b_1_(6_, __ ~ 



The caller flew from PDX to STL last year, and he attempted to show the agents his metal implant medical card after the wand screening alarmed. The agent told him that he should have presented the card before the screening, and he will be flying 
from STL soon. He wanted to ensure that this did not happen again, and also wanted to know if knives were still prohibited in carry-on luggage. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

If a passenger has meta I implants, he or she should info rm a Transportation S ecu ri ty Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

21312014 Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 

10 _. 37 _. 51 heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. 

AM 
If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak wilh a supervisor or Passenger Supporl Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

The ca 11 er indicated that he was aware of the s c reem ng procedures. I informed him th at he co u Id inform the Ii rst screener about the metal , m plants, and a I so present the card. 

Knives of any length (with the exception of rounded-blade butter knives and plastic cutlery) are prohibited in carry-on bags. 

The caller wanted to know what the alternative is for a person with claustrophobia who does not want to be screened by AIT or a patdown. 

I to Id him that the 3 screening procedures for passengers are the WTM D, AIT or a Patd own, 

21312014 He said that his wife had a situation at OAK because she is claustrophobic and did not want to be screened by AIT or patdown. He asked if a passenger can opt for the WTMD instead of the AIT. 

8:11:29 
PM 

I told him that a passenger cannot opt out of the AIT for the WTMD, they can only opt out for a patdown. I told him that the way a checkpoint is set up depends on how busy the airport is at the time. The WTMD s may be in use or they may not be. 

He asked if a patdown would be conducted by a female TSO since it is his wife. 

I told him that a patdown is conducted by a TSO of the same gender, ii the passenger is a female. then the TSO will be a female. 

Caller has GE and a right knee re placement. He was going through the Pre Ch eek Ii ne when he flew from St. Louis to TP A. This Ii ne did not have the AIT. He told the screener that he should go through the Al T in the other I in e. The screen er to Id him 
he could go through the metal detector. Caller told the TSO, You are forcing me to go through a machine that will tell you I have a metal implant. The caller did and the alarm went off. The TSO told him to take off his shoes. Caller told the TSO that 
he is 83 years old, he travels extensively and he has never had 10 lake his shoes off. The TSO told him, You have 10 be patted down. You have to take off your shoes and your belt. 

While doing the patdown. the TSO told the caller what he was do_ing. The caller said_. F_ine' The TSO yelled, Supervisor' STSO ~ fbl(6i]~ame over. He told her that_ he is TSA Approved and that he never has to take his shoes 
off He also told her that he wanted to go through the AIT ,n the first place. STSOKfilillIJtold him he had to take off hrs shoes an~ caller finally was through the screening. he asked two TSOs what he did wrong. He was told that 
this was her rule. 

21412014 Caller stated. I will fiy back to STL to point her out 1f I have to. There is no reason for her to treat people that way. Caller said he flies extensively and these TSOs, especially the STSO!(b·:,(6) !were extremely rude. 
9:18:05 

AM 
Airporl: STL 
Airline: SW 
February 3 between 1 and 2 :00 pm 
Location: Terminal 2 

I asked the caller if he felt like he was treated in this manner because of his metal implant or because the screeners were rude. He said he told them he had a metal implant, they were Just rude. I thanked him for calling and told him I would send this to 
the CSM today for review. I also told him TSA Pre\u2713"' does not guarantee expedited screening. They can still ask him to remove his shoes, if necessary. 



214/2014 
9:56:21 

AM 

Caller 1s a p roles sor in PA flew vi a Turkey to US and was stopped at JFK for 4 hours, checked he and his wife and provided paperwork to a pp I y lo r Redress and stated it was m1s1d e ntifi cation. States it was a very harrowing expe nence and upon 
arriva I at home he wrote to DH S and he completed the a p plication lo r Redress and submitted his documents, 
On 1-10-14 he received a response and RCN # and the letter stated it was unable to offer information as to why he was delayed. 

On Saturday he went to ORD and spoke with United Airtines and provided his RCN #. 
He returned from ORD to PHL on Monday and again he was subjected to extra screening and afterward he was asked to step aside again for 15-20 mins. Had a patdown and states he was the last person to board the plane. Said he understands 
security concerns, but, he is an excellenl citizen and is a 60 yr. old man. 
States the airline asked him to step aside at the gate and placed his boarding pass under an electronic machine and it sounded an alarm. The airline contacted TSA and he couldn t hear the conversation and was asked if he was traveling alone and he 
explained his son had al ready boarded and they Ii na 11 y al lowed him to boa rd. 

Response: 
DHS cannot ensure your travel will always be delay-free, as the redress program does not affect other standard screening procedures in place at airports and borders. We recognize the frustration that individuals may feel when they experience travel 
de I ays due to security procedures and regret any inconvenience !rave I e rs may expe nence as a resu It of security clearance procedures. but we re I y on the p ati e nee and understanding of trave I ers in such cases to ensure the safety of the pea pl e of the 
United States and visitors to this Nat ion. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfomned. 
TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 
We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we bel ,eve these sec u nty measures are necessary and ap prop nate for ensuring the security and conf1d en ce of al I air trave I ers. T SA continues to develop and dep lay 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

Explained to caller 1/ his flight was booked before the RCN # was provided, too late to insert for that fliqht because information had already been provided to Secure Flight. 
Disability Description: Caller has a service animal. 

Response Details: If you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical cond1t1on or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your d1sab1lity or medical condition, 
Federal regulations require that your complaint be put in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. 

Do you want information about filing a written complaint regarding disability discrimination or are you calling with a different concern such as poor customer service? 

Caller said there is nothing good going to come of filing a Federal complaint except if TSA is found guilty, then she would have to get a lawyer, etc. She is just not down with that. She stated that this is more of a complaint about awareness that agents 
need to be more aware as well as disability and service animal friendly and not be jerks. She said she had good as well as negative experiences. Caller said, The TS Os make her feel like she has a bomb .. lhe only thing thal bothers me is that 
someone ruined my shoe .. Those are $250 shoes. 

I told her that we do have a program called TSA CARES. Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at 1-855-787-2227 prior to traveling so we can provide assistance to her at the checkpoint. I told her I would email that information to her. 

I apologized to the caller, emailed her a claim form and instructions for her shoes which she will receive within 24 hours. The CMB will handle the claim so their telephone number and email address will be included. I will also send this to the CSMs at 

21412014 MOW and Kansas City for their review. 

12:42:31 
PM lncidenl Details: Caller flew round trip from FLL to MOW 10 Kansas City. She has a service animal, a Rollweiler. She had many issues wilh the TSOs all along her trip. 

On the departure: 
In Kansas City: 
When she left KS she had a nonstop from FLL. She had dog toys in her carry on. Caller stated, When you are disabled, you don t get to slay with your sluff. While she was getting screened, in front of everyone, a mail TSO yelled Who s bag is this? 
She told him it was hers. Very loudly the TSO said, You have toys in here' She was so embarrassed she shipped the items back. Caller stated that these were toys for her service animal and if she had been able to stay with her items, this wouldn t 
have happened. 

Airporl Kansas Cily 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number: 227 
Date and Time: January 19 around 1 :15-1 :30pm 

She felt that she was disrespected and her dog (not her) was discriminated against. She has a VNS implant for epilepsy so she cannot go through the WTMD. All the extra attention is embarrassing. 



21512014 
11:59:54 

AM 

Caller said that he read the former TSOs confession to the media on CNN this morning and was calling because he Is very upset and disturbed about the information released about the AIT scanners projecting images that are viewed by TSA agents in 
the remote location. He said that his primary complaint is that TSA has not followed up with the public or even attempted to deny the allegations in the article. He wanted to know what has TSA done about this privacy invasion issue and what are his 
options at lhe checkpoint to avoid going through lhese machines, claiming that he always has AIT screening when he I ravels. He also wanted someone to email or conIacI him regarding what TSAs response to the article is and what current 
information is available to the public. 

Apologized to caller regarding the article and explained that we at the TCC do not have the information from the article, but only a general idea of the contents. Explained that many of the TSA procedures and policies referenced in this article are no 
longer in place or are characterized inaccurately. TSA has installed Automated Target Recognition software on every Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) unit in use, eliminating lhe analyzed images referenced in the article, and elaboraled thal 
anomalies are generated on a generic outline of a person on the screen affixed to the machine. All travelers selected for AIT screening have the right to opt-out regardless of the reason for additional screening including a complete patdown instead: 
th ere s ho u Id be sign age advising of this at the checkpoint. Advised that due to the lack of information about the article, we wo u Id lo rward his comp I a int to the ap prop nate off ce lo r review to see if any add i ti ona I inform atIon is ava i I able. 

Feedback Type · Security Issue 
Categories : Pat-down; Advanced Imaging Tech no logy Current Date/Ti me : 215120 14 9: 3 7 :23 PM Airport RN O - Re no/Ta hoe Intern ati o na I Date/Ti me of Travel O 112912014 9: 0 0 AM Airline & FI i g ht Number : NI A Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : T SA 
screening point TSA Employee: (II Known) , 
Comment: I am a Deputy Sheriff with 20+ years experience. I always opt out of the body scanner. Why am I nol put through the metal detector????? 

I have done this 4 times at Reno since the new scanner was put in place and not once have they put me through the metal detector. I have addressed this with TSA employees at Reno. I get the typical smoke screen about how they know what they are 
doing. I am always respectful, so I just shake my head an walk away. 

215/2014 There is NO WAY the pat downs are sufficient• 11 I have never had a pat down that would have detected a small firearm. knife. or other metallic object that was placed in my groin area. A pat down will never find things placed in body cavities and I have 
10:05:24 seen lots of drugs and weapons placed in body cavItIes. 

PM 
Please allow your screeners to put EVERYONE lhrough the metal deIecIor. Especially those that opt out of the body scanner. 

This is not just an issue at Re no. Same p race ss in Phoenix a I so. PI ease. please, p I ease use the tools at your dIsposa I to be an effective deterrent• 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name f~h_·_,1_r;_·., ___ ~ 
Phone Number : 

Email : .. kb"-··1""(6"'1'-------' 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



21612014 
12:52:12 

PM 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: Ca 11 er had traveled from Phi ladel phi a to Houston. She has a med i ca I condition. She says she always trave I with a doctors note and never has to remove her shoes. This last fi Ig ht she had to remove her shoes. She to Id the officer 
she could not take off her shoes and the officer made her take off her shoes anyway. She says now her foot is swollen and her back is hurting. She has Fibromyalgia, it cause her whole body to hurt. She was given a chair, the chair was too short. 
causing her to have to drop her body into the chair. She said the chair had no back on it. 
She had to bend down to remove her shoes. this caused her pain. She says because her foot was swollen she then had to try to get her shoe back on. She ask for a supervisor and he came after the screening was over and told her the officer was just 
doing their job. The supervisors name was~ 
She has to carry water and has a note from her doctor to be able to carry the water. She says now because of the hard ti me they give her she has stopped carrying the water. 
She says they swab her shoes when she traveled before and allowed her to leave them on. 
She says she has traveled about 40 ti mes. 
She Is a formal airline employee. 
She is pre screened, she did not get it this time. 
She travels wilh her companion that works with United. 
She travels stand by and may not be able to give a 72 hour notice before a flight. 

Response Details: I was sorry this happened to her. 
If a passenger cannol remove his or her shoes due to possible medical complications, discomfort, pain, balancing problems, or because lhe shoe is part of a prosthetic, he or she should inform a TransporIation Securily Officer (TSO) before screening 
begins. 
Passengers who cannot remove their shoes can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (Alf), the walk-through metal detector. 
If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 

I told her each officer has the right to either allow a passenger to leave on their shoes or not. 

To make her comp I ai nt fo rma I she had to put it in writing, I provided her the contact information, 
TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 
or vis postal mail to: 
Transportation Security Administration Office of Disability Policy and Outreach 
601 South 12th Street TSA-33 
Ari i ngto n, VA 20598 

We dont require documentation, we dont have the me ans to verify the doctors notes that passengers wo u Id have. 

I told her she would need to declare lhe water as medically necessary and ii would be left up to lhe officer to allow her to take lhe water. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : D1sab1lity or Medical Condition Current Date/Time : 216/2014 4:42:36 PM Airport FLL - Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International Date/Time of Travel 02/05/2014 8:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: Spirit 777 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
north checkpoint TSA Employee: (II Known) , Not known Comment· I informed both the TSA agent at the podium and the agent at the belongings belt that I was pregnant and that I did not want to go through the scanner due to the radiation. The agent 
at the belt told me I hat lhe machine I was about to walk through was not a scanner. I asked him a second time if it was a scanner or a metal detector and he said it was not a scanner and thal there was no radiation, as I was being coerced by people 
waiting behind me to go. Feeling rushed I walked through the machine. Soon later I looked up what an image of a &quot:scanner&quot: looked like on my smart phone and the image was identical to the machine I walked through with further 

21612014 explanation that the re is indeed radiation associated with the machine. 
6:16:28 I understand that TSA has taken the position that the scanner is not dangerous for pregnant women, however I was under the impression we still had the option of a pat down if desired. This agent claimed this machine was not a scanner, which seems 

PM to be false informalion. I feel like I was lied to to get lhe line moving faster. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name ~f h_··,1_r;_·1 _____ ~ 
Phone Number , 
Email J/h,IRI 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The caller at first asked to speak with someone who has authority and who can make a phone call. 
I advised that there isn t anyone here from the TCC who can make a phone call. I asked that he explain his concern to determine how I could assist him. 

He indicated that his is a Precheck participant. He indicated that he has a hip replacement and that he doesn t want to go through the WTMD. He indicated that his difficult for him to take off his shoes. 
He indicated that he travels from TPA often and has been allowed 10 utilize the AIT after advising of the metal irnplanls. He indicated I hat lhe AIT is not in the Precheck lane but a standard lane near to that. He mentioned I hat he would soon be 75 and 

21712014 would not have to remove his shoes. He indicated that he was advised by a TSO that he could not go through the AIT and that he would have to undergo a patdown instead. 

9:12:30 
AM 

I explained that he should advise of the metal implants before screening begins and can request AIT screening, He can leave his shoes on if he cannot remove them due to a disability or medical complication, he should advised TS Os of this as well. 
advised that if he is in the Precheck line and opts for the AIT and the WTMD is available al thal line, he may be referred 10 a slandard screening lane where AIT is available. 

Passengers 75 years and o Ider can leave on shoes, and I ight outer wear and a re pe rm1tted add1t1ona I passes through the Al T rather Iha n to be directed to a patdown to resolve an a I arm. 

The caller indicated I hat he did not feel thal he was discriminaled because of his disability but there was a break down in communication. He mentioned that TSOs were rude. He is mainly upset I hat I here is no AIT present in lhe Precheck lane at TPA 
for people with metal implants to be able to utilize Precheck. 



Caller said back in 2011 he joined global entry and traveled last week from Seattle and got precheck but when he left Palm Springs his wife got precheck on her boarding pass but she never signed up for it and he said he did not get it. He said his wife 
was told she would get precheck each time ii she joined unless random. He asked if he has to sign up for the TSA precheck program, too. He said he showed his global entry card in Seattle but it was not on his boarding pass. Then he said in Palm 
Springs it was not on his boarding pass and he showed his global entry card bul they would not let him get into the lane. He said why are there 2 different rules. He said the person at the head of the line looked at his boarding pass and would nol let 
him stay in the precheck lane. He said this is not the first time he was denied in Palm Springs and always gets precheck in Seattle and asked if Seattle being too lax or doing it wrong and is Palm Springs being too strict. He said he does not want to 
get anyone in trouble but he travels alot. He said he Just gets in the precheck lane and never looks at his boarding pass. Now he said Seattle is not handing precheck correctly. He asked for the phone# for CBP. 

Res pons e: I advised h, m It is random and unp red1cta bl e lo r security reasons and that from the rese rvat,on the info is embedded in the bar code of his boa rd ng pass and scanned and then he would be di reeled to that pre ch eek I ane if chosen .. 

TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expediled screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger dala. Using lhe same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided for years, TSA"s risk-based analysis will increase 
the number of travelers who may be eligible for TSA Precheck. 

CuCTently, the Secure Flight data that is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevent known or suspected terTorists from gaining access to an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA's new initiative will use this same information to 

21712014 also idenlify low-risk passengers to determine if I hey should be directed 10 lhe TSA Precheck lane for expedited screening. 

2:14:15 
PM 

TSA's new nsk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Precheck lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSA 
officer and wi 11 go through a metal detector or Advanced Imaging Techno I og y sea n ne r as pa rt of security p raced u res, 

Passengers who are directed to theTSA Precheck lane at the security checkpoint will undergo expedited screening without having to enroll inTSA Precheck This may include leaving on shoes, light outerwear, and belts. and keeping laptops in their 
cases and quart-size bags containing 3-1-1 compliant liquids, gels, and aerosols in cafTY-On baggage. 

Allhough TSA's new iniliative leverages lhe currenl TSA Precheck process, passengers should nol expect to be direcled to the TSA Precheck lane each time lhey fly. Individuals who would like to receive expediled screening on a more frequenl basis 
should consider applying to a U.S. Department of Homeland Security (OHS) Trusted Traveler program. Passengers who travel internationally may be interested in a membership with a U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Trusted Traveler 
Program such as Global Entry. Those who travel domestically may prefer TSA's application program. Applicants of either program undergo fingerprinting and a background check before being approved for membership and TSA Precheck eligibility. 

I offered to refer this 10 lhe CSM at lhe airpor1. 

I gave him the CBP phone# at 1-866-530-4172. 

Disability Description: Caller requires wheelchair assistance. 

Response Details: TSA seeks to provide a high level of secunty and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the 
screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 

21712014 Because your comp I ai nt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have lo rwa rded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 

3,10,51 We hope this information is helpful. 

PM 
Incident Detai Is: Ca 11 er cal I ed United Air I in es after she got back from her fi 1g ht. She had an al I around negative e xpe ri e nee. She received wheelchair ass i sta nee from the a i rt i ne. The person sent to assist her did not help her ace u rate I y. He transported 
her lace-forward on the wheelchair going through ramps, She feels he was ignorant in wheelchair transportation. He put her service animal. dog. through the X-ray machine. He became stuck at some point in the belt, her dog eventually made it but he 
had respiratory failure during the flight, due to the radiation, thal really scared her. Her security screening was bad too. The TSO had her go through lhe AIT 3 times because she was having issues raising her hands. They had her raise her arms even 
though she told them she would have trouble doing so. She stated she feels that the TSO, female. was enjoying the show She went through the handicapped screening lane. This was at the Philadelphia airport. She says she would have punched the 
TSO 1f she couldve. The situation overall made her angry. She went through at about 6:00 a.m. on Monday. January 13th. She was flying with United Airlines, Flight 2185 departing at 7:25 to Chicago. 



Hi, 

The first and second auIomaIed responses I have received did not salisfy my query. 

Received 219114 
"We understand and regret the discomfort and i nco nven i ence that you may have experienced as a result of patd own procedures." 

Received 2110114 
"Ind i vi d ua Is who do not wish to be screened by this technology w111 be required to undergo alternative screening. including a thorough pa tdown ."' 

Please read closely the following concern and help to identify what I am exactly supposed to say or do in order to communicate efficiently that I do not wish to use the AIT and wish for an alternative screening process by a FEMALE only (I am 
female). 

211 012014 PI ease a I so address my concerns a bo ul persona I recourse as expounded upon below. 

12:12:14 
PM Please read the message below closely. 

2/10/2014 
1:44:17 

PM 

I do not wish to receive another automated response. 
Thank you for your time, 

!and I plan on traveling in March but I have some very specific concerns/questions that I couldn't find answers to on your website (tsa.gov "Traveler Information"), 

rve traveled only once before since the naked body scanners were implemented (I flew to Florida for my honeymoon in July 2012) and when I requested a female agent I was ignored and two men viewed me as I went through. I felt utterly violated, 

Caller saw on the news where a TSA screener singled out a cancer patient who had an incontinence problem and made an issue over him wearing an adult diaper through lhe security screening. 
Caller said the TSO made fun of the passenger and laughed out loud which made the passenger more subconscious of his situation. States he was telling other TSOs and they were making fun of the passenger. States he doesn t remember the 
airport and he wasn t a witness to the incident, Just saw on the news. States the incident was on the news today and someone should be suspended because of the incident. 
Ca Iler did n t know if the passenger was olfe red a private screening location, 

Response: 
Advised caller no information reg ardrng the incident and it wo u Id be i nve stIg ated if his information Is accurate. 
Explained Sanitary napkins, panty liners. and adult diapers may appear as an anomaly on AIT monitors during screening. II an item does result in an anomaly. the individual will be referred for additional screening. including a patdown of the area(s) of 
the body lhat resulted in lhe anomaly. 
Advised caller TSOs are trained to be respectful of passengers and treat everyone with dignity and respect during the screening process. 



Disability Description: Insulin pumps 

Information Requesl: He has a lot of patients with insulin pumps. Sometimes they are forced to go through AIT with the insulin pump or put I hem through the x-ray machines. This has been known to cause the pumps 10 have a lot of failures. He states 
that a lat al patients don t know that this can cause the machines to fail and he believes most of the agents at the airports don t know it can harm the machines as well. He was wanting ta know if we had anyways to possibly get this issue resolved 
be cause some of the patients can have I ife threatening s1tuati on s 1/ the pumps fa i I and they are having to go on a Io ng flight. Ca 11 er do esn t have any specific dates as to when this incident had occurred but he had a patient that stated it has happened to 
him in Europe and ATL, he has had other patients make the same complaint on numerous other airports as well. 

211012014 Response Details: Response: 
3:03:41 Generally passengers can always request that their pumps go through a physical inspection insIead of going through the machines and it is actually encouraged if it can harm the device in anyway. We can send you this informalion in any email and it 

PM may be something yau can print off and give to your patients that do have ta carry insulin pumps. 

2111/2014 
8:24:58 

AM 

As for the agents at the checkpoints generally if this is something that is happening at one particular airport we would just forward this to the CSM to have the issue addressed. However where it is something happening on a broader basis I II speak with 
my superior about it 10 see if it is something thal can be relayed to all airports. 

As far as how the screening Is conducted in other countries that Is outside of TSA s jurisdiction each country will have their own screening procedures they have to follow. 

Sent email regarding insulin pumps. 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalilion, a civil rig his organization directly from I heir phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like 10 send their complain! 

The q ue st,ons answered by the user be I ow correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel di scri mm ati on comp I a int lo nm. You a re requested to take action on the comp I amt of p rofi Ii ng or di sen mi nation by the T SA described he re. 

Are you 18 or over? yes 

Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N at,ona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

Los Angeles I nte ma ti on al Airport 



Caller stated th at he fi ew from Po rt Co I um bus to Chicago O Ha re. Caller stated th at when he went through the meta I detector, the al a rm did not sound as it usually does s i nee he has a knee rep I ace m ent. Ca 11 er asked the officer why 11 did not a I a rm 
and the officer told him that it just didn t. Caller wanted to know if he should call and let someone know that the metal detector at Port Columbus was not alarming, 

Airport Port Columbus 
Airline United 
Flight numbers 245 
Dale and lime of incident 
Baggage tag number 
Description of bag, color. sty I e, size. brand 
NOi with Writing 
Terminal or Gate Terminal B 
Contact information !rh·11r;··, !- work phone in chicagok._b_i"'(_6"-1 __ _,!office n Ohiok .. b._1""("-6-'-·., ___ _, 

2/11/2014 I . . . . . . . . . 
1_25A2 Many passengers w,th me1a1 ,mplants thal regularly alarm a walk-lhrough metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced lmag,ng Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened us,ng AIT only ,f they can stand st,1I w,th their arms above their 
· PM heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk

through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 

If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through me1a1 detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure ins1ead. 
A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

• The patd own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers mu st wait for a TSO of the same gender to be come a vai I ab I e, 
• The passenger can request a privale screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a privale screening, anolher TSA employee will also be presenl and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id nol be asked 10 remove or Ii ft any article of clothing 10 rev ea I a sensitive body area. 
In addition to the patdown, TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. 

I told the caller I am referring this to the CSM just in case the equipment needs to be calibrated. 
Caller has been flying back and forth on Southwest to Chicago since this past May due to the death of a relative. Caller is a CA resident. Caller has had to go through additional screening because of using alternative ID. Caller has anxiety and 
depression. Caller will be flying to San Diego soon to renew her ID. Callers ID will expire before her flight. Caller is concerned that she will have to have add1t1onal screening due to using an alternative ID. Caller states that previously she was patted 
down twice and it was very difficult for her. Caller is very upset and would like to know how she can go through the screening with having additional screening done. Caller feels that additional screening is done based on whether or not the TSOs like 
you or on racial preference. Caller does not want to give delails aboul past complainls because that will not change her upcoming screening. 

Advised caller: 

2112120 14 We u nders ta nd the inconvenience passengers may have experienced due to the p atdown. Nevertheless, we be Ii eve these security measures a re necessary and a p prop ri ate for ensuring the security and confidence of a 11 air travelers. Every passenger 

12,00,39 and their property must be screened before entering the secured area, and lhe way lhe screening is conducled is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated wilh dignity, respeci. and courtesy. TSOs are 
trained for that. 

PM 

We can not guarantee you that you wi 11 not have to undergo add i ti o na I screening reg a rd I ess of the ID that you pre sent, 
For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ 
screening. 

If TSA is able to confirm the passenger's identity using alternative ID, the passenger will be cleared to enter the screening checkpoint however, the individual may be subject to additional screening. 
If you have complaints about a particular screening incident at an airporl, please inform of us of the details and we can forward ii to the CSM to look into the issue. 



The caller indicated that he traveled yesterday (2 12) from IAH to PIT. He indicated that a TSA Lock was lost and one lock was not complete secured and broken on the pelican cases that he travels with. NOi was present that indicates TSA is not 
responsible for locks. The locks a re Master Locks. 

He indicated that this is the second times that items have been damaged during TSA search. Last year a data cable was damaged and it cost him two nights of sleeps has he was working on a very intense project. 

The caller indicated that there have not been any problems in the past in regard to the locks. He has watched TSA open the lock during his departure trip. 

The caller asked for his chances of being reimbursed and how often reimbursement is provided. 

He feels like he should trust that TSA will not keep him sale and not damage his property especially since his tax dollars are used to pay for screening. 

We cannot guarantee what the outcome of the claim will be as claims are processed by the CMB. I advised that we do not have information indicating how often reimbursement is provided. 

2/13/2014 
9:40:24 He indicated that it is unacceptable that we cannot guarantee that the locks will not be broken. He also complained in regard to the AIT. He indicated that he read an article from a former TSA employee about AIT machines not being tested properly 

AM and that they do not always deIecI th real items. He mentioned I hat I hey were only used to see overweight people s images. He feels that he is not given a fully adequate sense of security. 

I explained that he Is at liberty to file a claim for reimbursement by completing a claim form. He can find the claim form via our website at TSAgov. I advised that TSA Recognized Locks are manufactured by Travel Sentry and Safe Skies. These 
manufacturers provide pass key sets to TSO that a 11 ow them to mo re easily unlock and re lock the I ock, a I though T SA cannot g ua ra ntee that locks wi 11 never be damaged or bro ken as ba gg age is a I so handled by the airline, 

I advised that I have noted his complaint. I intended to indicate that I could collect his itinerary information and refer to the CSM at IAH, but the caller ended the call before I could do so. 

Caller said she is flying from Midway in Chicago on Delta and she said other people merged into the precheck lane and she said this is a shoe violation. She said she has reported what she needs to report and she said this is scary and she does not 
want to be read to anymore and she ended the call. 

Response:TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data. Using the same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided for years. TSA's risk-based analysis will 
increase the number of t rave I e rs who may be el igi bl e lo r TSA Precheck. 

211412014 Currently, the Secure Flight data that Is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevent known or suspected terrorists from gaining access to an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA's new initiative will use this same information to 

12:34:03 also identify low-risk passengers to determine if they should be directed to the TSA Precheck lane for expedited screening. 

PM 
TSA's new risk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Precheck lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSA 
officer and wi 11 go through a metal detector or Advanced Imaging Techno I og y sea n ne r as pa rt of security p raced u res. 

Passengers who are directed 10 lheTSA Precheck lane at the security checkpoint will undergo expedited screening wilhout having to enroll inTSA Precheck This may include leaving on shoes, light outerwear, and belts, and keeping laptops in lheir 
cases and quart-size bags containing 3-1-1 compliant liquids, gels, and aerosols in carry-on baggage. 

Although TSA's new initiative leverages the current TSA Precheck process, passengers should not expect to be directed to the TSA Precheck lane each time they fly. Individuals who would like to receive expedited screening on a more frequent basis 
s hou Id consider applying for precheck. 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: Ca 11 er travels 4 ti mes a year and she has two knee imp I ants. Every ti me th at she goes through the A IT screener the a I a rm sounds and she has to go through a patdown. Some airports I et her on through the checkpoint and 
some airports do a head to toe patdown including her hair. She is over 75 and shouldn t have to take her shoes off for screening but when the alarm sounds that officers make her take her shoes off for additional screening. 

Information Request She is needing to know if it shows on the screen what part of the body that caused the alarm to sound? She is also needing to know why her hair is being patted down if it is her knee implants that are causing the alarm to sound 
and why she is being required to take her shoes off for screening since she is 75 years old? 
She is wanting to know about the pre screening th at peop I e go through so she wi 11 not have to go through a pa tdow n screening. 

Response Details: I advised her that the AIT screener is not a metal detector and may not be alarming due to her metal implants. There may be some other reason or another part of her body besides the knees that is causing the alarm to sound. Our 
211412014 officers are required to conduct a patdown to clear alarms and it 1s at the discretion of the officers at the checkpoint what area of the body that they have to patdown. 

1 :28:31 Our officers may ask her to remove her shoes for additional screening to clear an alarm. 
PM The passengers that go through the expedited screening go through a WTMD and if she goes lhrough this screener with me1a1 implants an alarm will sound and she will still have to go through a patdown screening. 

The next time that she gets ready to fly she can contact us and we will be able to forward a request for assistance to our disabiltiy specialist at HQ so she will have assistance during the screening process and her screening will go smoother. 
She did not want to f, I e a complaint about her previous s c reem ng experiences. 
She can speak with a PSS at the checkpoint and they will be able to further assist her through the screening, 
Email not sent. 

Caller wanted to know the name of the machine at the airport that scans the body. She thought 11 was mandatory to go through this. She a I ready has skin cancer. When she went through this she saw the b ng ht Ii g ht shining on her face. She al ready 
has sun damage and her face is getting red and blotchy. If it is anonymous why did they make her hold her license up while she was being scanned? 

Advised: 

AIT is a classification that covers two similar technologies, millimeter wave and backscatter. Both systems work in a similar way to give Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) a virtual image that conspicuously highlights potentially dangerous items 
on a passenger. However, as of May 17, 2013, no backscatter AIT syslems are deployed 10 U.S. airpor1s. AIT gives TSA a way to detect a wide variety of threals, including suicide vesls and other improvised explosive devices lhat may be hidden 
under passengers' clothing and cannot be detected by walk-through metal detectors. AIT enhances security, reduces the need for patdown searches for passengers with joint replacements and other medical conditions, and improves passenger 
convenience and comfort. 
Mi 11 i meter wave systems project beams of non-i o ni zing radio frequency energy aver the passenger's body sur/a ce; the beams do not penetrate the skin, The radio frequency energy refi e cted back from the body and other objects on the body is used to 
cons1ruct a lhree-dimensional image. The energy the system projects is thousands of times less lhan a cell phone 1ransmission. 

211512014 The extremely low dose of radiation from the entire spectrum of TSA screening technology is inconsequential, even to frequent flyers who undergo repeated screenings. When evaluating new screening technologies, TSA periorms independent studies 
11 :49:52 and evaluations to verify the systems meet regulatory and national consensus standards to ensure the health and safety of the traveling public. This testing takes into account special populations that are more sens1t1ve to radiation, such as children. 

AM persons receiving radiation treatment lo r medica I conditions, and p regnant and pate nti a 11 y pregnant women, as wel I as employees who work near the eq ui pme nt. Al I screening systems lu 11 y comp I y with F edera I safety requirements, and measured 
radialion levels for each are well below limits eslablished by lhe U .s. Food and Drug Adminislration and the U.S. Occupational Safely and Health Administration. 
TSA is sensitive to passengers· concerns about protecting their privacy as it relates to the security screening process, particularly the use of AIT. Rigorous privacy safeguards are in place to protect passenger privacy and ensure anonymity. There are 
no rea Ii sti c images produced of passengers dun ng the sere en i ng p races s. Al I ope rational units uti I ize a vi rtua I figure on which a nomal ,es are presented lo r re sol ut,on. The imaging technology that T SA uses in airports cannot store, export, print, or 
transmit images. 
Privacy and securily are not mutually exclusive, and TSA has had an ongoing dialogue wilh privacy groups on these issues. AIT is an effective tool in detecting terrorisl th reals and another tool in our layered approach to security. 
Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening. including a thorough patdown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of 
this right. 
However, ii an adult accompanying a child 12 years old or younger opts out of AIT screening on the child's behalf. the child will receive a modified patdown. TSA never separates a child from an accompanying adult. The adult may observe the entire 
patdown process and may assist by holding the child's hand. Please be assured that TSOs are trained to conduct these procedures professionally and respeclfully. 

I don t know if that is a standard operating procedure to have you ho Id your Ii ce n se up. If you would Ii ke to Ii I e a comp I a int, I can take your information and forward 11 to the CSM at the airport lo r review. 



The caller is TSA prechecked and is also military and wounded military. He had TSA precheck on the ticket and he was told to get out of the line and get into the regular one. They wouldn t give him an explanation why and he asked to speak with a 
supervisor and one of the officers. a!rh··,1rr1 !would let him speak with a supervisor. He has a group of elderly gentlemen he is traveling with and he wants to make sure this doesn t happen to them. The airlines were telling him it was weird. It 
is not good PR 10 kick back certain types of people. He is a Medal of Honor recipient and they should have had a TSA line open for him. He is nol so concerned about himself but lhe elderly group he is traveling with. 

Advised: 

TSA precheck is not 100 percent guaranteed. TSA will always incorporate random screenings throughout the airport. No one gets precheck 100 percent of the time. It is a security feature built into the program. The presence of lhe TSA precheck 
symbol on the boarding pass does not guarantee expedited screening. That is something the airlines put on the boarding pass. Eligibility is determined when they scan the bar code on your boarding pass. 

passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to clear an alarm, as well as greater use of 

2115120 14 explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 7 5 or old er wi 11 be informed of the changes to the screening procedures by T ransporta Ii on Security Officers during the screening process. 

4:25:00 
PM 

TSA ant1c1pates these changes will further reduce-though not completely eliminate-the need for a physical patdown on travelers 75 and older that would otherwise have been conducted to resolve alarms. It's important to remember, that any individual 
may be required to remove their shoes or undergo a pa tdow n ii a no m al i es are detected during security screening th at cannot be reso I ved through other means. 

If you want to provide me with some information I can send your complaint to the CSM at Newark Airport so they can be aware of what happened and they will have your contact information if they need to get in touch with you. 

Airport where the incident occurred; Newark Airport 
Airline: Alaska 
Flight numbers: 5 
Date and time of incident: February 15, 2014, 400 pm 
I ndivid ua I s contact information ema i I 

!(b)(61 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

I traveled on a domestic flight out of IAH on Wed. February 12. 2014. I am noticeably pregnant and politely asked the TSA agent at my screening if I could go through the old traditional screening instead of the newer Advanced Imaging Technology 
screening. This request has always been granted in the pa st. Rath er than saying no or discussing alte mati ves with me. she started ye 11 i ng at me. In order not to cause a see ne, I immediately got in the Al T screening machine and proceeded to my 
flight. 

I realize that you believe this technology to be safe. but it is relatively new. The experience of not having any options and being yelled at by an agent was distressing and unnecessary. 

2116120 14 A gen era I o bse rvati on about the T SA agents working airport security is th at they are unhappy employees, This I ea ds to them being rude and aggressive tow a rd travelers, As in any business, the leadership at the top shapes the perform a nee and 

11 ,08 ,37 morale of lhe enlire organization. For something as impMant as lravel securily, it is my hope that the management is aware of what is going on at the airport level and that work is being done 10 improve lhe performance and morale of the airport 
agents. 

AM 

If I am yelled at by a TSA agent again, I will not be so shocked and will certainly request a manager and report the agent. In this instance. I was so surprised and distressed by her response that I did neither, 

Sincerely, 

fh1/R1 



I am sorry but this does not make sense. You did not read my email. 

At CVG today there was NO identification of passengers prior to being redirected to TSA recheck line. A security person directed lines of people into the TSA precheck line BEFORE any scanning of boarding passes took place. This invalidates your 
statement that you are using airline data to decide. I suspected you would do a copy and paste and not really respond to my concern, and direct me to a website. 

Given that, i am going to forward this reply to the Congressional Oversight Commitlee thal handles TSA, and let them ask you - perhaps you will be more forIhright and careful in your response. I consider I his a problem, and I know many travelers who 
see this at other airports and say the same thing. There is clearly confusion within TSA on how precheck works, and I suggest you pay attention to your travelers who are expressing concern. 

I hope your next response is better than the I a st, 

2~1,::'.i2~~4 On Feb 17, 2014, at 4:10 PM, tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com wrote: 

PM 
> Thank you for contacting TSA regarding your experience at the security screening checkpoint when you were selected to participate in TSA Pre?™, 
> 

> TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data. Using the same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided for years, TSA's risk-based analysis will increase 
the number of travelers who may be eligible for TSA Pre?™. 
> 

> Currently, the Secure Flight dala lhat is provided to TSA by airlines is used 10 identify and prevent known or suspected terrorists from gaining access to an airplane or lhe secured areas of an airport. TSA's new initialive will use this same informalion 
to also identify low-risk passengers to determine if they should be directed to the TSA Pre?'" lane for expedited screening. 
> 

> TSA's new risk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Pre?™ lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSA officer 
and w i 11 go th rough a meta I detector or Adv a need Imaging Technology scanner as part of security procedures. 

> Passengers who are directed to theTSA Pre?™ lane at the secunty checkpoint will undergo expedited screening without having to enroll inTSA Pre?'" . This may include leaving on shoes, light outerwear, and belts, and keeping laptops in their cases 
and quart-size bags containing 3-1-1 compliant liquids, gels. and aerosols in carry-on baggage. 
> 

> Although TSA's new initiative leverages the current TSA Pre?'" process, passengers should not expect to be directed to the TSA Pre?'" lane each time they fly. Individuals who would like to receive expedited screening on a more frequent basis 

The caller staled thal she and her husband are both GE members and that they both have flown from EWR to PR, and EW R to John Wayne. She stated that her husband has gotlen the precheck on all legs of the flighls bul she only gets it on the 
departure flights. She wanted to know if there was an issue with her precheck. She stated that she needs the precheck because she has trouble removing her shoes due to metal implants and pins in her spine. 

2/1812014 Pass ID:[b)(61 

2:49:47 .__ ___ __. 

PM Advised the call ere There is no indication based on the information that she has given me that there is a problem with her precheck. Advised that she is still getting precheck but just not on a regular basis. Advised the caller TSA Pre\u2713'" does not 
guarantee expedited screening. TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable secunty measures throughout the airport. Advised that If a passenger cannot remove his or her shoes due to possible medical complications. discomfort or pain. 
Passengers who cannot remove their shoes can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT), the walk-through metal detector, or a thorough patdown. Advised that she does not have to rely on precheck to be allowed to ask to keep her 
shoes on due to medical conditions. 
Caller wants to know if she gets a KTN if she has to go through the AIT or WTMD. She states she doesn t want to use these machines and thought Precheck allowed her to not go through this screening. She wanted to know if she would still have to 
have a paid own. She wanted to know what the purpose was in getli ng Preche ck. She paid the $85 lee for this. Cal I er wants to know 1f her pet has to go through a machine. She wanted to know 1f she co u Id leave it in the carrier. 

211812014 Advised ca Iler: 
4A3:32 

PM 
Advised caller that even with Precheck, you have to use one of the two machines. Every passenger has to be screened, so she has to either use a machine or receive a patdown. Precheck allows you to leave on your shoes. light outerwear. belt, and 
your computer in your bag. 

Pets have to be laken through the WTMD for screening. A supervisor can make a decision to allow a passenger to leave the pel in the kennel. She would then have to take lhe kennel through the WTMD and allow lhe officer 10 look 



2/19/2014 
8:43:21 

AM 

The caller is flying tomorrow with his family. He 1s a Global Entry member but the Precheck indication is not on his boarding pass. This 1s the first time that this has occurred. The Precheck indication is on his children s boarding pass. They are 5 and 7. 
He asked ii he and his wife can go through expedited screening with his children as he heard that this could be done. 

He asked if he take both children with him through expedited screening when he receives it. 

I advised that as this is the first time that this has occurred, it doesn t mean that anything is wrong, It is very likely random selection. No one is guaranteed to receive expedited screening each time they travel, TSA still incorporates both random and 
unp redicta bl e screening measures at the airport. 

He cannot accompany his chi Id ren through expedited screening. although he wo u Id never be asked to do anything th at would separate him from him chi Id re n. They an proceed through the standard sere en i ng with h, m. The scree nmg for ch, ldren 12 and 
under is si mi I a r to expedited screening as they don t have to remove their shoes. They are pe nrr itted addition al pass es through AIT to clear an a noma I y rather than going into a patdown, 

I advised that he can take both children through expedited screening. Children 12 and under can escort a parent or guardian through the expedited screening. 

If he continues to have difficulty, he can call within 72 hours prior to travel or within 72 hours of not receiving expedited screening with his itinerary information and airline confirmation number. In most cases, we can escalate for troubleshooting. 

The caller hasn t flown in four years. The ticket agent asked for her gender when she made her reservation over the phone and lhe caller would like to know why she is asked for her gender as she found ii offensive. She asked if she was asked this to 
determine if she was transgender. She asked when The Secure Flight Program came into effect as she was not asked for this information the last time that she made reservations. Her friend advised that she is not asked for such information when she 
makes a reservation and the caller mentioned that the airline had her frequent flyer number on file. 

The caller indicated I hat she has two knee replacements and doesn I appreciate receiving patdown as she is an older person. She asked if lhe AIT would show lhe implants. 

I explained that the airline 1s require to collect a passengers Secure Flight data which is the passengers full name, date of birth and gender. TSA doesn't stipulate how the airline collects this infonrration. If the information 1s saved within a a 
211912014 passenge~s profile they not be asked for it each time they make a reservation or the airline may ask to verify the infonrration. Secure Flight information is used for name comparison and watch list comparison against various Watch, No Fly. and 

9: 10:35 Selectee List to ensure that someone who may want to do us harm is not permilled to fiy or is screened addilionally. TSA s goal is 10 ensure the safety of the traveling public. 
AM 

She should advise TSOs of the knee replacements before screening begins. Many passengers with metal implants prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only 1/ they can stand still with 
their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. She can request AIT if available and if she meets the guidelines. AIT screening may reduce the need for a patdown, however alarms and anomalies are required to 
be cleared by TSO via additional screening which may include a patdown. Advising of the knee replacements prior will allow the TSO to be aware of them if lhere is an anomaly, however I cannot guarantee that a paldown screening will not be 
required. AIT is designed to detect both metallic and non metallic threats that may be concealed on a passengers body. 

As of November 201 0, Secure Flight conducts uni form prescre en i ng of passenger information against fede ra I government watch I is ts for a 11 cove red U, S, and foreign II i g hts into. out of. and within the United States 
hllp: www.tsa.gov stakeholders secure-flight-program 
Caller stated she a pp Ii ed for pre ch eek and she was under the impression she wasnt suppose to go through machines. Caller stated she wished th at we would have put the s c reem ng p race ss in the precheck information. Cal I er stated she opted in 
through the on line application. Caller wants to know if she has to go through the precheck line. 

Advised ca Iler the lo 11 owing in formation: 

2119/2014 
1 0: 17: 46 Advised ca Iler because she opted in for pre ch eek she w i 11 have to go through the screening tech no log i es, either go through the AIT machine or have a pa tdow n done, Advised ca Iler the precheck program I et passengers leave their shoes on. I ighte r 

AM outerwear and their 3-1-1 bag do esnt have to be removed from the passengers ca rryon I ugg age. 

Advised caller if she wants to make a comment about the precheck program she can go to our website atwww.tsa.gov and go to the blog and make a comment. 

Advised caller because she o pied in for pre ch eek passengers wi 11 sti 11 be screened. 

Advised ca Iler if she does nt want to go through the p recheck Ii ne she can go through the regular Ii ne. 



Caller said her mother flew from Phoenix to Redmond Oregon. Caller said her mother is 80 years old and she was made to take her shoes off because the TSO told her she tested positive for explosives. Caller said they kept her waiting a long period 
of time, caller said she almost missed her flight. Caller said her mother got very upset to the point, that now she does not know if she wants to travel, Caller said even a stranger in a wheelchair was upset while watching her mother be screened. 
Caller said her mother was nol treated with respect, caller said she was 1reated like a criminal .. Caller said her mother told her aboul the incident, caller is basing her complaint on th information her mother gave her. Caller does not have the flight 
details. 

2120120 14 P atdowns a re one important too I to help TSA detect hidden and dangerous ite rn s. such as explosives. Passengers should continue to expect an unp redicta bl e mix of security I aye rs that include explosives trace detect ion, advanced imaging technology, 

10,47 ,53 and canine learns, among others. Transportation Security Officers will conduct differenl patdown procedures 10 resolve different lypes of anomalies. During the assessmenl, officers will use revised patdown procedures in all instances to resolve 
anomalies. 

AM 
I told the caller if an alarm sounds, TSA has to do additional screening to find out what caused the alarm. 

I advised the cal I er tha I she can cal I the TSA Ca res Ii ne and request I hat someone a ssisl her rn other in getting th rough the security checkpoint. 
Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at 1-855-787-2227 prior to traveling with questions about screening policies, procedures and what to expect at the security checkpoint. TSA Cares serves as an additional. dedicated resource specifically for 
passengers with d1sa b1 Ii ti es. med i ca I conditions or other ci rcu m stances or their loved ones who want to prep are for the screen, ng p race ss prior to flying. 
The hours of operation for the TSA Cares helpline are Monday through Friday 8 a.m. - 11 p.m. EST and weekends and Holidays 9 a.m. - 8 p.m. EST. 
Clicking link you sent resutled in "View static 404 page not found.'" 

w,(6) 

From· "tc:.::::it,....f" do oat reohj@senture.com" <tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com> 
rd(bl(6, _ 
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 8:32 PM 
Subjecl: In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank you for contacting T SA with your quest ions and conce ms about airport security checkpoint screening for travelers with dis a bi Ii ti es and medica I conditions. S peci fi cal ly, you we re con cem ed a bout screening for passengers who have casts, 
braces, or support a pp Ii an ces. 

If a passenger has a cast. brace, or support appliance. the way screening will be conducted depends on his or her level of ability. The passenger should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of his or her ability, of the existence of a cast, 

2120120 14 brace, or support a pp Ii a nee, and of any need lo r assistance before screening begins, 

4:09:16 
PM 

TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform TS Os about any disability. medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening, their use 
may improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their conditions. This card can be found at http:llwww.tsa.gov/sites/defaultlf1les/publ1cationsldisability_notification_cards.pdf. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by a 
walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A paid own procedure al so 1s used to resolve any al arms of a metal detector or anom a Ii es i dent1f1ed by Al T. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

The paldown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Some1imes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TSOs of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a paldown, or any areas of lhe body that are painful when touched. 



The caller works for United at EWR. They are going to fiy from EWR. to PDX and his 81 year old mother received precheck on her boarding pass but his wife and child did not. The caller wants to know how this happened. The caller wants to know 
why his wife and child did not receive precheck. The caller states that they travel internationally some times. The caller wants to know what it cost to enter the programs. 

Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alarm, as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. 

TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data. Using the same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided for years, TSA·s risk-based analysis will increase 
212112014 the number of travelers who may be eligible for TSA Precheck. 
10:08:56 

AM Currently, the Secure Flight data that is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevenl known or suspecled terrorists from gaining access 10 an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA"s new initiative will use this same information to 
also identify low-risk passengers to determine if they should be directed to the TSA Precheck lane for expedited screening. 

212112014 
225:11 

PM 

Although TSA's new initiative leverages the curTent TSA Precheck process, passengers should not expect to be directed to the TSA Precheck lane each time they fly. 

Individuals who would like to receive expedited screening on a more frequent basis should consider applying to a U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHSJ Trusted Traveler program. Passengers who travel internationally may be interested in a 
membership with a U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Trusted Traveler Program, such as Global Entry. Those who travel domestically rnay prefer TSA's application program. 

I advised the caller thal the the I rusted traveler programs cost 100.00 fee and the TSA applicalion cost 85.00 fee. 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air I ravel discrimination complain! form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Name"'(b"'l.,(6'--1..,.....,-,------'-----, 
Email Address: .. 1h_-_-,1_r;_·I ---.----' 
Phone NumbeL b)(ff'r 
Address: ==""----' 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this rn atte r? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N atIona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Re no Tahoe I nternationa I Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 



Caller returned from Puerto Rico. he had a NOi in his bag. He had TSA locks on his bag and this is the second time this had happened to him. He ask if they liquids in his luggage would that make them to have open the bags? He will be 75 and 
understood there was a new screening procedure. He has metal in his body. ask about the screening for the AH 

Told caller 
I exp I a i ned to him the re are only 2 brands we have access too, T rave I Sentry and Safe Ski es. If it was a a brand we dont have access to they wi 11 have to cut off the lock to open the bag. 

212112014 Having liquids in his bag would not be a reason for I hem to open lhe bag, they xray all bags and will have to open the bag to clear any alarm and the bags can be randomly selected as well to be opened for screening. 
4:1237 

PM Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outer\'llear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alarm, as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

Anytime there was metal in the body. let the officer know where the metal was located in the body. If there was 
an a I a rm dun ng s c reem ng the off ce r wi 11 give a patdown to clear any a I arm. They are just verifying it was the 
metal in the body instead of something on the body. 

Caller went through DEN last week. She requires a wheelchair due to a neuromuscular malady. She had maJor problems with TSA at DEN. She has PreCheck and was in that line. Caller was sent to the end of the line. The female screener was rude 
and wouldn t let her through. She tweeted TSA about the issue, and she got a letter from Denver and they were nice. She flew from DCA today on US Air. She had a wheelchair. She went to the checkpoint. but she was told that she couldn t cross the 
line with the wheelchair. She was sent to a differenl line. All of her property was searched. Why must she go to another line? What caller wanls to know is ... she read the press release for TSA Media ... whal is she doing wrong? Why is each airport 
different? She was tald that she had ta leave the PreCheck line because she cauldn t take the wheelchair across the line. She was told that wheelchairs have ta go through a certain line. 

I cons u I ted with~ whom advised that her situation would require her to go through secondary screening. When I advised the ca 11 er that she wo u Id have had to go through secondary screening due to her circumstances, she advised th at th at 
was not what happened and she asked 10 speak to my supervisor. 

Escalation Notes: kb)(6! 
The caller flew out of DCA on 2-21-2014 on US Air\'llays flight 1749 scheduled to leave at 9:23am at gate 43 to CLT. The caller got wheelchair assistance and proceeded to the Pre-check lanes because she had Pre-Check on her boarding pass. The 

212112014 two pleasant TSO s that checked her ID directed her 10 lhe Pre-Check line and when she got to the Pre-Check line she was told that wheelchairs cant cross the line and was redirected to a different line across the terminal that was next to a resturant 
4:35:13 calledlili:ii]and !(b)(ffl I A young african american male TSO guided her to the new checkpoint and apologized ta her alat and explained it was their procedure. When she arrived at the check paint she was pushed to the side and her hands had a 

PM ETD done and her laptop was removed from its bag and sent through X-ray. She was cleared after that. 

The caller is concerned lhat she got no real screening. She didnt get a patdown or go through the AIT or metal deIecIor. She fell very humilated by lhe treatment she 901 because she was in a wheelchair. She says she can get oul of the wheelchair 
and walk through the AIT or metal detector. She had numerous questions concerning her upcoming screening at Ct.T if she will be treated the same way. 

I exp I a i ned to the cal I er that I cou ldnt tel I her the day to day operations of each airport but I would send her concerns to the DC A csm to review her sere en i ng, I a I so told the cal I er how to get the CSM s telephone numb er off our I VR I to Id her that if 
she has concerns aboul her screening she could call TSA cares and ask for assistance or speak to a supervior or PSS al the check poinl. I apologized for her experince and told her 10 call us if she has any further queslions. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Dateflime 212212014 3:41 :08 PM Airport : MIA - Miami International Dateffime of Travel 02/0212014 12:00 PM Airline & Flight Number : AA 1246 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : First off I must state that I am a woman. On my travel through MIA TSA I opted out of those giant radio machines. I have always opted out of those machines during travel and have travelled through several airports, so I knew the 
protocol. They told me I would be padded down and I said that was line. They requested me to step aside and wait. And wait I did. I was timing this because once prior, can't recollect which airport or when, but I remember they made me wait for a 
considerably long time, almost as a way to discourage people from opting oul. Well, I wailed. My husband who had already gone ahead was waiting. He had gathered my luggage and was waiting for me to find an agent 10 pad me down. Thal was 
the first sign that made me upset. What if another passenger had stolen my luggage, as it was very easy far my husband to just take my luggage with him. I saw several women agents walking about. but NO ONE wanted to pad me down. It was 
almost humiliating just waiting. I felt like they were testing my patience. I had a flight to catch and after literally 10 minutes of waiting I asked the agent how long 11 would take. The woman said, she didn't know and she couldnl give me a time. She 
said there was no one there to pad me down. I said. you are telling me that it could even take up to 3 hours, She said, yes. it could. I said, &quot:you are a woman, why don't you pad me down! &quot She said in retaliation, she couldn't because she 
had to direct traffic. In lhe meanwhile the male agent slanding in fronl of the metal de1ec1ors, ALSO directing traffic got a visit from anolher female agenl who proceeded to talk to him in a very friendly way and ended up with kissing her and having a 
jolly good time. While I waited watching all this. After 1 O minutes. I gave up and went through the radio machine. When I got out of the machine the woman on the other side asked me to stand with my feet apart and padded me down. I was furious. 

212212014 asked, how come you couldn't pad me down when I requested back there and now you pad me down even AFTER I go through the machine. Another woman who witnessed this whole spectacle of me waiting, stated to me that TSA does this to 
5:10:14 discourage people from opting out. She said she was going to opt out but having watched me just resigned to doing the machine. She said she would talk to a supervisor with me, ii I would be willing to. She said TSA does this on purpose to 

PM discourage the opt oul. I said I would talk to a supervisor wilh her. We requested to speak to the supervisor. Of course, we would have to WAIT 10 speak to the supervisor and lhe assistant in charge was available and she said that waiting 10 minutes 
was not long at all and that they could not give a time for how long customers who opted out had to wait. She refused to accept that while I waited there was several female officers out and about and she stated they were short staffed. I have never felt 
so humiliated. And furthermore, this is about SECURITY - this is NOT about ego. I felt they made me wait because they could and they could care less about the passenger. I'm all for a secure flight. I will NOT interfere with security but this 1s about 
basic human respect and a bout power and ego. PLEASE note that this event took place a Im os t 3 wee ks ago and I sti 11 fee I very violated by this, I do not know what you can do to so Ive this situation but your officers need to have more respect, I was 
in no security violalion by opting out. I was just exercising my rights• 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name ~f h_·-,1_r;_·1 ____ ~ 
Phore bl11mber · 
Email l(b)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller and wile a pp Ii ed for P recheck. Caller said he does not know how he ap pl 1ed. Caller said he and his wife are frequent flyers. Ca 11 er said so met, mes they are selected lo r Pre ch eek and other times a re not. Cal I er said his boa rd i ng pass has the 
Precheck logo and his wifes does not on their trip for tomorTow. Caller said his wife has not received Precheck on 3 trips, Caller said he has a problem with radiation and he does not want to use the AIT. Caller said he and his wife have a flight again 
tomorrow. Caller said Uniled tells him they cannot confirm his wife is opted in, that it is up to TSA. 

Frequent Flye rs 
1. Did you receive an invitation from your airline? United 
2. Are you 1raveling on the airline lhat invited you? Dulles to Seattle and San Diego 
3. Are you a U.S. Citizen? Yes 

212312014 4. Are you traveling from an airport participating in TSA Pre?'"? Yes 

11 .51 .31 5. Have you correctly opted-in? Caller said United tells him they cannot tell him. 
AM. 6. When making a reservation, have you confirmed th at your persona I info rma Ii on is correct and up to date? No 

7. Do you make your reservation through a 3rd party? For e,a mp I e, a travel agent or an em pl ayer' s a nl in e booking system? di rec ti y on U niteds website 
8. Do you make your reservations online? For example. an airline's Web site or a travel Web site such as Travelocity or Expedia? 
9. Have you committed any violation. such as interference with security operations. access control violations, providing false or fraudulent documents, making a bomb threat, or bringing a firearm. explosive. or other prohibited items to an airport or on 
board an aircraft? No 

We recommend that you review your next reservation to ensure th at your identifying information is co CTect. I to Id the ca 11 er United s hou Id be ab I e to see if the box showing opted in is selected. 
I told the caller he can call back tomorrow and if his wife is not selected again, we can send this out for research. 

I told the caller he can opt out of the AIT but if he does. he would have to have a patdown. 



212412014 
422:26 

PM 

2125/2014 
4:22 24 

PM 

TSATCC 
CRCL received the below report and we are forwarding to you for any action you deem appropriate. 

Sincerely, 

Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties U .S, Department of Homeland Security crcl@hq.dhs.gov 

---Onginal Message--
Fronj(b 1(6) 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 4:48 PM 
To: CRCL 
Subject: Fly Rights - New Report fro~._(b_••_1(6_._1 _______ _. 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalilion, a civil rig his organization directly from I heir phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like 10 send their complainl 

The q ue st,ons answered by the user be I ow correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel di scri mm ati on comp I a int lo nm. You a re requested to take action on the comp I amt of p rofi Ii ng or di sen mi nation by the T SA described he re. 

Stone Mountain, Ga 30083 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 

The caller is with NNSA in Washinglon. His 76 sister-in-law lives in Kalamazoo, Michigan and was patled down at one time and did not like il so she drives every where she 1ravels. The caller wanls to know if lhere is screening, other lhan being 
patted down or going through the screening technology, that his sister could go through. The caller wants to know if the precheck would keep his sister from having to be patted down. The caller wants to know if passengers on private planes have to 
go through sere en i ng. 

Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough patdown. Every person must undergo screening. 

I advised the cal I er that even with p recheck passengers s ti 11 undergo sere en i ng, 
Caller is calling regardinrlbl(ffl I She is traveling now and the last 4 flighls she has been selecled for random additional screening. 
She did not know if she sounded an alarm during screening or what the circumstances were. 

RESPONSE: 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 

212612014 an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

11:05:49 
AM TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. 

Told her we do need additional information about if there was an alarm or what might have triggered her screening. If she would like to give us a call with more details of her screening we can help her determine if she should move on and look at other 
information. 



212712014 
8:36:14 

AM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion Current Dale/Time: 212712014 7:37:22 AM Airport: JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Tirne ofTravel: 02127/2014 7:30 AM Airline & Flight Nurnber: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · Hello, 

My wife is 3 months pregnant, because of that she refusu toga through AIT machine. 
TSA employee directed here to wait here. 
While waiting a another pregnant women also refused to go through AIT machine, bet TSA employee did not set here to wait. she could pass through a metal detector. 
On I y then my wife s ta r1 ed cri ng same employee considered to I et he re through and searched he re. 
Why are different set al rules are applied for same cases. Are this process regulated. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Emai1fh·11rr·, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller asked the TSO if she needed to take off her shirt before going through the AIT. She said it was a denim shirt with big metal buttons. She ware a tank top under the shirt. She was told that she should be fine and to leave it on and go through. 
She said that when she got to the other side she turned around and looked at the monitor. She told the TSO that it was her metal buttons that was showing on the monitor. She said that the agent said, Yeah, Yeah. Yeah She said that she was 
rough I y spun around and patted down, The patdown was very rough, She The TSO then pushed her in the back and told her to get her hands checked , She said that she ta I ked with a s u pe rvi sar and asked how to make a comp I a int. She wanted to 
make a complainl aboutkb::,(6) rho was the TSO that performed her paldown. She said that what the TSO did was not necessary, She Staled that she is usually treated very well. 

Airport- RDU 
Airline - Southwest Airlines 
Flight Numbers· 731 
Departure Times - 8:20 pm 
Arrival Times - She said that the incident happened at approximately 6:30 pm 
Date And Time of Incident - 2 26 2014 
Localion Of Incident 

212712014 Gate -A25 
2:02:43 Terminal - 1 

PM Phone Number b 1(6) 
Email 1h··,1rr1 
Name Of Actual Person Involved -._b-'1 ... (6_·:'-, __ _, 

I gave the following information: The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that 
all passengers, regardless of their personal siluations and needs, are 1reated with dignity, respeci. and courtesy. 

Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted 1s important. Transportation Secunty Officers (TSOs) must conduct add1t1onal screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) ar to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 
happen next in I he process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

I advised her th at I wo u Id forward her record to the CSM at RD U for review. 

Caller was going through OMA on Mar 2 around 6:20 AM Terminal 19 Band when she was going through the AIT the screener~b}(6 lwas barking orders at her and being rough. He was acting rude overall. Another traveler in line with the caller also 
~~3~2;'~ ~ stated that the TSO was being rude. 

AM 
Apologized for lhe incidenl and explained lhat lhe information provided would be forwarded 10 lhe CSM for review. 



3/412014 
9:33 34 

AM 

Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Calegories Carry-on Properly Oul of View During Screening: Advanced Imaging Technology Current Dale/Time 3141201412:38:57 AM Airport CLT - ChJrlotle Douglas International Date/Time of Travel: 03/0112014 7:15 AM Airline & Flight 
Number· Southwest Air Flight# 3330 CheckpoinUArea of Airport. Screening TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment: Leaving BWI with TSA Pre Check status works well for this 76 year old, 6'4&quot;, 275 lb., dark complexioned, African-American man traveling with his wife and trying to avoid stressful situations while seeking longevity. Pleasant and 
considerate people, shoes on. belt on. etc. at BWI. Thanks for the privileges. 

However. we arrived at CL T Airport on March 1 at about 7: 15 AM. we checked our bags and went through security until I was stopped and pulled aside for &quot;random checking.&quot: I was whisked away from the conveyer belt, causing me to 
abandon and lose sight of my belongings (carryon bag containing wallet coat with pocketed cell phone and a hat). Fortunately, my wife was there but had to collect her belongings. as well as mine. I was escorted to a station where my hand was 
grab bed by a T SA agent. my pa Im turned upward and a Ii quid su bsta nee before it was guided under what appeared to be an infra- red Ii g ht. I have read the TSA guide Ii ne s and understand th at despite pre-a pp roved status, random checking can happen, 
I asked &quot:Whal is this for and whal is this substance?&quot: and was simply told &quot:You're good.&quot: I am concerned aboul whelher there is any danger in transferring the subslance to my wife's hand or to a sandwich I may be holding (for 
examples). The application of a foreign substance and infra-red rays seems like a personal infringement to me and the lack of explanation only serves to compound the situation. If one can't or won't take the time to explain the purpose, possible 
dangers or follow-up precautions. why not distribute exp I anatory written info nmati on. I'm wondering what the criteria for sel e ctrng who 1s to get random I y screened is? I hear announcements about not I e avi ng person al 1te ms unattended so maybe we 
s hou Id be al lowed to retrieve our be Io ngi ngs before going through random screening. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Narcm_e~-·-, ~---,...___. 
Phone Number b)(61 
Email 1h·11rr-, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller is 80 years old and will be flying on Thursday with an orthotic in her shoes. She is also visually impaired, has ankle problems and a broken toe. Caller stated that it is hard to take off her shoes. She will be in a wheelchair. 
She slated that she had heard I hat if you are over 70, you do not have to take your shoes off. I lold her ii is 75 and I hat was true. I told her I was giving her anolher reason why she does nol have to take off her shoes. Caller staled thal the reason she 
is calling is that once she flew from PBI to EWR and had a horrible experience. 

Caller believed this was more of a customer service issue than discrimination or failure to accomodate. Caller had been through screening and an ETD. She has to ice her foot twice per day so she had brought in her carry on something that could be 
either heated or frozen. Her suitcase alarmed. The female TSO look the caller s items out of her luggage as if ii was junk. She looked at the previously mentioned ilem, passed it around to other TS Os, then lhrew everything back in so that ii would not 
close. 
Caller was in a wheelchair and. after the screening, had to take everything out of the suitcase, put in on the airport floor, and repack it to get the luggage to close properly. She had to do this twice. 

The TSO 1reated her as if she was enemy. The TSO was complelely callous about handling her property. This TSO could not care less. Caller had said, I hope you are going to repack that. The TSO ignored her. Caller did not get the TSO s name but 
said she was a heavy set African American. 

Airport, PBI 

31412014 Airline: United 

1 O: 15:30 Flight Number: 258 

AM 
Date and Time: Oct 1 at 1 :10 (flight time, she was delayed so much that the plane was boarding when the screening was finished. She had arnved at the checkpoint about 12:15pm) 
Location, She does not know, but it was the United Tenminal. 

I asked if she needed assistance at the checkpoint. She said she did not think she needed any special assistance. 

Passengers who cannot remove their shoes can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). the walk-through metal detector, or a thorough patdown. Passengers can be screened using AITonly if they can stand still with their anms above 
their heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through me1a1 detectors only if they can walk lhrough on their own. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

I emailed the informalion to her. 

Caller said this was u ncal I ed lo r. She had never had any prob I em with this item before and she travels with it often. TSO was a ctrng as tho ugh ca 11 er was very suspicious. 

I apologized to the caller and told her I would send this 10 lhe CSM. She said she would like thal. 

31412014 Caller said that she may be obtaining a piercing Just prior to an upcoming flight and wanted to know if this would be a problem, especially if she sets of the metal detectors. 

1111 37 
AM Advised caller that an individual will never be required to remove or show a body piercing. If, during the screening process, a body piercing results in an alarm of the Walk Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or an anomaly during Advanced Imaging 

Technology (AIT) screening. the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) will resolve the alarm or anomaly by conducting a patdown. 



Caller Is a crew member. her SI DA badge is expired. She has a valid crew badge, she does not mind being completely searched but they are not letting her go through security unless she is in full uniform. She does not even need a SIDA badge, she 
has never had to have one when she goes through the checkpoint because she has a crew badge. She works at this airport and tries to get through. Today she needed to get a letter at the gate, they would not allow her through at all. Its happening at 
Saint Petersburg Airport. She stJled she is not trying to by pass screening, she is willing to go through complele screening bul they will not allow her 10, she knows this is wrong and wanls to get ii fixed. 

Response: 
TSA understands your concern regarding the effects the new screening procedures have had on flight crewmembers, including pilots and flighl a11endants. TSA Administrator John Pistole is com milled to ensuring TSA operates as a risk-based, 

3/412014 intelligence-driven Agency and launched several reviews of TSA policies soon after his confirmation to ensure all standards are met. 
528:29 

PM Alier eva I uat i ng a I temative security protoco Is lo r flight crewme m bers that wou Id maintain our high security standards, TSA re I eased modified screening procedures for e Ii g i b I e, on-duty flight crewme m bers that do not require the use of A IT machines, In 
addition, flight crewmembers are subjecl to random screening, observation by behavior detection officers, and TSA's additional layers of security. 

Advised caller I would this complaint to the CSM so they could check in to the issue: 

Name: l(b ,(6) I 
Phone: ~----~ 

The caller stales that in October she had an issue with TSA and spoke to a supervisor named !(b-:,(6) I The caller states lhat she askecfilillfil]10 respond to her complaint which she has not. The caller wan1sllliRfilJto respond to her. The 
caller had an incident at BOS regarding people over 75 who did not have to remove their shoes. She removed her shoes at BOS and was told that she did not have to take her shoes off. When she returned from ORD to BOS she did not take her 
shoes and the officers told her to take her shoes off. The comp I amt Is that TSA should make a rule and stick with it otherwise it is p rofi Ii ng. The cal I er wants to know 1/ you do not take your shoes off how do you know someone do es not have a shoe 
bomb. The caller was 68 at the time that she did not have to remove her shoes. She thinks the officers though she was 75 because her hair was grey. The caller thinks the policy for 75 and older and 12 and younger is not a good policy because those 
who want 10 do harm do not care about the old and the young and they could be used as a way of doing harm. The caller wants to know if someone will respond 10 her. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) has developed standard screening practices for all of our Nations airports, and passengers can expect essentially the same procedures. While the procedures are the same everywhere, the 

31612014 interpretation of those procedures resulls in some slight variations from airporl to airport and situation to situation. Additionally, some elemenl of uncertainty and randomness in security operations is necessary to disrupl terrorist planning and atlempled 
attacks. 

11:09:30 
AM 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager at BOS, I sent the complaint to ORD as well because of the inconsistency. 

Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
c I ear an al a rm as wel I as greater use of exp I os,ve s trace detection. 

I advised the caller the (BOS) CSM s name was~kb_·•~1(6_-_I ----~ 

I advised the cal I er that I cou Id not te 11 her th at someone would respond but I had her contact information Ju st in case. 



31612014 
6:03:18 

PM 

March 6, 2014 
Via Electronic Mail: TSAExternalCompliance@tsa.dhs.gov 
External Compliance Division 
TSA-6 OSC Civil Rights and Liberties 
TransporIation Securily Administration 
601 South 12th Street 
Art i ngto n. VA 20 598 
Via Electronic Mail: civil.liberties@dhs.gov 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
Review and Compliance 
245 Murray Lane, SW 
Building 410, Mail Stop # 0190 
W ashi n9to n, D C. 20598 
Re: TSA Complaint an Behalf offb·:,(61 
Dear Sir Madame, ""'"""-'-""--------' 

The Sikh Coalition files this formal civil rights complaint on behalf of Sikh Air Passengefb::,(6) 11 On March 3. 2014kb)(ff:, pew on Delta Airlines Flight No. DL4501 lrom Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) to 
Portland International Airport (POX). The LAX TSA violatedfh·i1rr1 lc1vil rights by forcibly palling down his Sikh iurban an6 incorrectly informing him that the "policy of allowing self pat-downs· had changed. We request immediate investigation and 
remedial action from the TSA. 
1 kiill:§[J resides at t~b-.:-,(6-.-1 ------~!Portland, Oregon 97229. His email address 1*b 1(6) 
I. Facts ~-------~ 

!(b)(ff:, !is a TSA Pre?'" member and a frequent flyer. He runs training seminars for physicians and health care professionals and flies on a regular basis. He fully understands and abides by TSA screening policies and procedures.~ who 
wears a turban and maintains unshorn hair pursuant to his Sikh religious beliefs. flew on Delta Airlines Flight No. DL4501 from LAX to POX on March 3. 2014!(b·:,(6) ~ad arnved on an international flight from Seoul. South Korea and passed through 

. . screening at ap proximately 1 0 :00 am , 
(b.I(6.I cleared the Advanced Imaging Technology machine wilhout sounding an alarm. He was dressed in an orange shirt and tie, blue slacks, and wore a black turban. He carried lwo pieces of carry-on luggage (a laptop and a gift bag). TSO 
(b·•,(ffi asked~ta step aside to be secondarily screened, even though he did not set off any alarms. TSOIJ:illfil:Jtoldkbl(ffl lhat he would pat dawn his turban.kiill:§[J replied that he was permitted to da a self-pat down of his 
re Ii g i o us headwea r dun ng s eco nda ry screening. TSO ~nfo rmed him 'that the po Ii cy had changed" and th at he was "not al lowed to do a self- 2 

pat down,kbH61 rxhausted after his 11 hour flight from Seoul, was afraid he would miss his flight, which was scheduled to board at 11 :05 am. He reiterated lwo more times thal he would do a self pal-down of his Iurban. TSO~nsisted that 
the "procedure had changed." TS~ proceeded to mug hly pat-down!( b) ( ff:, turban, disheveling it in the process .ltii:iillI], I efl with no at her option, closed his eyes through this h umi Ii ati n9 experience, which si g ni fi can~ ed his 
Caller just flew from MSP via Delta on a internalional flight and stated he opted oul of the AIT machine and a TSO tried 10 gel him 10 go through it anyways. 

Advised Caller: 

3/812014 Told caller we would lake down his complaint and moniIor it for future issues. 
6:36 33 

PM Date 3-8-14 
Time: 5:15 pm 
Term i na I : Nol Provided 
Gate: Nat Provided 
Olli cers name: Not Provided 



To Whom It May Concern: 

Somelhing really needs to be done to make your TSO training uniform! Recently I traveled from Ft Wayne, IN via Dallas 10 LAX and reIurned and the screening at both ends devialed significantly. 

Ft Wayne 

Went thru security lwice within 15 min since it appeared my flight had been cancelled a second lime and wenl to AA lickeling counter. 

1st time went thru AIT and no problem even w/prosthet,c left knee 

2nd time different personnel - went thru scanner THEN had 10 be patted down. That wasn'I good enough, my shoes were swabbed, I hen had to take off my shoes to be scanned on a different scanner, checker came back to pat down my socks! The 
3/912014 screen showed the alarm went off due ta the cheap, made in China, necklace, a belt that I didn't have so I guess the button an my jeans and my shoes set off the alarm. Oh, I was asked if I wanted a ··private" screening' Why withe reputation al TSA 
5: 1 0: 0 8 would anyone con sent to th at? Who knows what would happen behind a closed doo rl 

PM 
LAX 

Went thru AIT, no ala nm, no patdown',.,,,., 11 This Is nuts when there is a greater likelihood of a terronst in LA than in the midwestem town of Ft Wayne, IN' 

The current method of security checks is absolutely insane• WE NEED PEOPLE TRAINED IN PROFILING POTENTIAL TERRORISTS! Here I am a 75 yr old grandmother most likely a 5-6th generation American on my molher's side of the family and 
I have to be subjected to this kind of treatment' Why should I want to fly anywhere when I am treated like a potential terrorist? Stop this nonsense and come up wla better method of screening' 

You most likely receive many complaints so hopefully you will start making improvements. 

kb)(6) 

Disability Description: The caller has metal knee replacemenls. 

Information Request: The ca 11 er wanted to know if th ere was any way to neg ate a paid own 1f he al a nmed the Al T or W TM D. 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 

31912014 If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger w,11 be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
?:30:02 A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alanms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. 

PM 

3110/2014 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

I offered to e-mail this information to the caller, and he declined. 

Caller states that she is traveling today to Las Vegas, and her boarding pass does not have TSA Precheck logo on it. She is traveling with Southwest Airlines. She states that she did nat enroll with anyone, and she has been receiving the precheck the 
I ast several months. 

Informed caller: 

Cur,-ently, the Secure Flight data that is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevent known or suspected ter,-orists from gaining access to an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA's new initiative will use this same information to 
also idenlify low-risk passengers to determine if I hey should be directed 10 lhe TSA Pre\u2713 '" lane for expedited screening. 

10:21 :38 TSA's new nsk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Pre\u2713 1" lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification venf,ed by a TSA 
AM officer and wi 11 go through a metal detector or Advanced Imaging Techno I og y sea n ne r as pa rt of security procedures, 

Passengers who are directed to the TSA Precheck lane at the security checkpoint will undergo expedited screening without having to enroll in TSA Precheck '" This may include leaving on shoes, light outerwear, and belts. and keeping laptops in their 
cases and quart-size bags containing 3-1-1 compliant liquids, gels, and aerosols in car,-y-on baggage. 

Allhough TSA's new iniliative leverages lhe currenl TSA Pre\u2713'" process, passengers should not expecl to be directed to the TSA Pre\u2713n.' lane each lime they fly. Individuals who would like to receive expedited screening on a more frequent 
basis should consider applying ta a U.S. Department of Homeland Security (OHS) Trusted Traveler program. Passengers who travel internationally may be interested in a membership with a U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Trusted Traveler 
Program, such as Global Entry. Those who travel domestically may prefer TSA's application program. Applicants of either program undergo fingerprinting and a background check before being approved for membership and TSA Pre\u2713'" el1gibil1ty 



3/1012014 
4:42:28 

PM 

Caller wanted to ca 11 to express co ncem for proper s c reem ng measures at the DI A airport? . They s hawed her a picture of a red dot on her ch est and had to go through additional s c reem ng and do a p hys,ca I ch eek. It was odd because th ere was 
nothing on her chest. It was embarrassing and humiliating. Her son did not have go through additional screening. A gentleman behind her had a red dot in his groin area, They stated she may have had possible chemicals on her hands. She wore the 
same thing at the Louisville airport and did not have to have additional screening. How did ii alarm if nothing was there? She was with her son. She was Humiliated during the screening. The caller wanled to emphasize that we may need 10 conducl a 
review of our TSO s to ensure that they are properly providing additional screening methods appropriately. 

Advised: 

I explained in the event an alarm is triggered during the screening passengers may be pulled for additional screening. 
TSA applies a variety of security measures in s c reem ng passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on bag gage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA a I so selects passengers and their property at random far enhanced security screening. This random element prevents te rrori sis from attempting to defeat the security system by I e ami ng how it operates. 
We understand the i nco nven i ence passengers may have experienced , Nevertheless, we be Ii eve these security measures a re necessary and ap prop ria te for ensuring the security and confidence of al I air trave I ers, 

I stated since they provided a photograph then she probably was not selected randomly and some type of an alarm was triggered. 
Her and husband are travelling tomorrow from IAD to Palm Springs. She is enrolled in GOES however her husband isn t. When they printed out of his boarding pass his showed precheck and her s didn t and she was wanting to know why. This is the 
firsl time she hasn t received precheck. 

Response; 
Please note that even ii you opt in for TSA Prelu2713 ™ with your airline or include your CBP trusted traveler information when booking a flight, TSA Prelu2713 ™ does not guarantee expedited screening. TSA will always incorporate random and 

311 0120 14 unp redicta bl e security measures throughout the airport. 

8:37:30 
PM 

Currently, the Secure Flight data that Is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevent known or suspected terrorists from gaining access to an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA's new initiative will use this same information to 
also identify low-risk passengers to determine if they should be directed to the TSA Pre\u2713 ™ lane for expedited screening, 

TSA's new risk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Prelu2713 '"lanes.Additionally, all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSA 
officer and will go through a metal detector or Advanced Imaging Technology scanner as part of security procedures. 

The ca 11 er got invited by SW air I in es about 6 months ago to opt into p recheck and has gotten preche ck up u nti I this I ast flight. The caller stated th at he was flying from Houston to Dal las. The cal I er stated that the airline to Id him to cal I us lo r his K TN. 
The caller wanted to know if there was a link between TSA and SW airlines and if we get his reservation information. The caller stated that the reason why he likes precheck is so that he can avoid the radiation from screening and go through the 
WTMD and he has already been subjected to so much radiation. 

Advised the caller even 1/ a passenger opts in for TSA Prelu2713 ™ this does not guarantee that he or she will receive expedited screening each time they travel. Advised that the selection for precheck is random. Advised the caller that when he books 
311212014 his flight the reservation information is forwarded to TSA and this information is used to make a decision on precheck eligibility. 
521:08 

PM As far as the AIT is concerned the energy the system projects is thousands of times less than a cell phone transmission. 

Individuals who are eligible for TSA Pre\u2713'" as a frequent flyer are not issued a Known Traveler Number (KTN). 

Advised caller I would send him an email . 



3/1212014 
g,5s:39 

PM 

Caller Is calling to report a recent less than satisfactory experience with TSA screening. Caller originally flew ATL-LGA ten days ago and was randomly selected for TSA PreCheck and underwent screening via the metal detector and this was a smooth 
experience. Caller has a urostomy and this was a great experience for the passenger. Today, he did not receive TSA PreCheck and flew LGA-ATL aboard Delta Airlines #1650 which departed at 3:00PM. He went through AIT screening at 
approximately 1 :30PM and informed the TSO of his urostomy. The urostomy caused an anomaly and he was taken to Gate D11 for the secondary screening. Caller was asked if he would like to receive this pal-down in a privale localion and the 
passenger informed him he would. Caller then states the patdown was done in the view of the general public and caused him a great deal of embarrassment. Caller is unsure if the request far a private pat-down was blatantly ignored or the TSO did not 
hear him. Caller did not collect the name of the TSO who conducted his screening but was able to provide a brief description. Caller stated the TSO was a tall, thin, Caucasian male with dark hair. Caller did not recall if the gentleman had facial hair. 
Caller wants to voice his complaint and also wants to know if applying for PreCheck may exempt him from additional screening on future flights. Caller said that he did not feel that this was disability related, just that the TSO did not want to take him to 
the private screening area and instead performed the screening in view of general public. 

Resolution: 

Apologized to caller for his less than satisfacIory screening experience. Because your complaint concerns securily screening al a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your e-mail to the Customer Service Manager at that airport. TSA moniIors 
the number and nature of complaints we receive ta track trends and spot areas al concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us ta ensure prompt. corrective action whenever we determine that security-screening policies 
need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the subjects of repeated complaints. Advised caller applying for PreCheck will not exempt him from additional screening. You may encounter instances when you are selected to proceed 
via the metal detector and you will encounter a similar smooth experience as you previously have at ATL. There are also times when PreCheck lanes would screen you with AIT. This will result in additional screening. Advised caller any passenger may 
request screening via a pat-down or AIT, but you are not permilled to choose a metal detector in lieu of these other screening methods. Thal decision will be made by the TSO son duly. Advised caller I will also send him addilional information in 
regards to applying for PreCheck at his request. 

Caller has been PreCheck since last May. She traveled out of Salt Lake Cily yesterday traveling to St George and she wasnt able to get PreCheck. She is 76 years old and retired from Delta. She staled it normally printed on her boarding pass. She 
was tald by an TSA agent if she paid the $85 fee she could get it. 

Told caller 
No individual will be guaranteed expedited screening in order to retain a cerlain element of randomness to prevent terrorists from gaming the system. This program works like a lottery, it is very random. 

311312014 She co u Id have not been selected for P reCheck lo r this I ast flight. The re was na way to be guaranteed for PreChe ck eve ryti me she t rave I ed _ 

12:14:27 
PM Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 

clear an alarm, as well as greater use of explosives trace deIecIion. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes 10 lhe screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

I tried to determine how she was eligible for PreCheck to help her but she only stated she was eligible because she was retired from Delta and that made her eligible. I explained to her that that would not make her eligible and had ask her if she was a 
trusted trave I er through CB P or if she had done the a pp Ii cation, she had not stated she had done either. 
So used how 10 enroll for my templele because I could not determine how she was eligible. 



311312014 
8:00:01 

PM 

Thank you for this genera I response. While it provided some basic d eta i Is it did not address my specific questions with the pre-check process and expe elations nor s ugg esti o ns lo r baggage securing. If there is anything further to specify on these 
outstanding i terns it would be appreciated! 

Orig i na I Message---
F rom: tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com [mailto:tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 13, 2014 5: 11 PM 

To!(b1(6i I 
Subject In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank you for your e-ma i I in which you inquire about the reasons for secondary screening. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is impor1ant. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are trealed with dignily, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Add1t1onally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group. such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

Caller slated she flew from MIA via WestJet and when she was going through lhe checkpoint she opted out of the AIT to undergo a patdown and the female officers lhere made fun of her, yelled at her and had a bad attitude. Caller stated she is very 
upset and wants corrective action took. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

311512014 I apologize that this happened our officers are trained to properly screen people. Since you had a bad experience I will forward your complaint to the CSM at MIA for further investigation. 
10:55:28 

AM Date: 3-14-14 
Time: 2:00 pm 
Terminal: F7 
Gate: 
Airline: WestJet 1141 
Names of officers: 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 3/151201410:39:23 AM Airport MIA - Miami International Date/Time of Travel: 0311412014 2:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: Westjet 1141 Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: 
F7 TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : Hello, 

I am w ri ting about my horrible experience at the Mi am i Flo rid a a i rpo rI check poi nl as mentioned on this form. When passing through I he checkpoint I chose to &quot: o pl out&q uot: of the Advanced Imaging Tech no logy screener and hMe a I ho rough pat 
dawn instead. At my request to &quot;opt out&quot: I was asked repeatedly &quot;why?•&quot: in an extremely rude tone (trust me, I am aware of the difference between rude and authoritative, as I am a secondary school teacher and I see power 
struggles often). I answered &quotbecause I donl want to go through the microwave technology the rad1ofrequency bothers me&quot:. She answered very loudly &quot:bel,eve in your rumors and stop scanng the other guests• 1,., I This a'int no 
microwave: do you use a cellphone?•&quot: When I answered, truthfully. &quot:I have one but it's only turned on for emergency and I hold it away from my ear when talking&quot: she kissed her teeth. She then called another woman over and before I 
even said a word (may I repeat, I did not say a single word) lhe other woman yelled at me loudly &quol;I just gal here! I jusl got here! You are out of control and you are giving me altitude .. ,I'm nol dealing wilh you&quot:. 

311512014 Then I got patted down ( the person who patted me down was nice and p roles s ional ) _ 

111429 
AM 

Afterward I felt disgusted and upset. These women need 10 be educated on professionalism. I also used 10 be a securily guard for 5 years and graduated from Police Foundations before gelling a degree in Psychology, followed by my degree in 
Education. I have experience in the industry and know the difference between professional and &quat;aut of cantrol&quot:. These women were out of control and rather than a smooth transition through the checkpoint. they caused chaos, upset and 
escalated a situation ... rather, they CREATED a s1tuati on and then esca I ated the s ituat,on that they ere ated. 

I should have been able to simply get a pat down on my requesl when I said &quot;I opt ouI&quo1;. 

The who I e de pa rime nt needs to be spoken to. 
Would you like a re~True 
Passenger's Name :~ 

~~
0a~~:[b'{Wr' . 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller went through screening at the OAK airport and wants to file a complaint. She states as her baggage was going through the metal detector caller states she told the tso she wanted to opt out of all technology. She states the tso asked her rudely 
are you pregnant? Caller states she told her yes. Caller states the tso told her don I ever say that to anyone here again. Caller said lhe tso walked over 10 lhe AIT machine and told her to come lhrough here. Caller said no, I lold you I wanl to opt out of 
all technology and receive a patdawn she said the officer said rudely don t you know the difference in the X-Ray and the metal detector? Caller states the tso said oh, this must be your first pregnancy. Caller said at this point the tsa called another 
female tso to pat her down. Caller said when the screening was over she asked for a supervisor and a!(b)(6) !came out to talk to her, and he told her he would report this. Caller states the first name of the rude screener wasfh··,1R I Caller states as 
she was walking away, she heard the same tso treating another pregnant girl the same way, she does not feel 1\ 1s right for the tso to treat people this way and that she feels the lady is there to harass women. She states she is very upset and wants to 
speak to a CSM. 

Apologized to caller and told her I would get this reported to the CSM. 

Airport: OAK 
311512014 

5:36:34 Airline: Soulhwesl 
PM 

Flight# 3509 

Dale: 03 15 2014 

Time: 7:00 AM 

Gate: 28 

Terminal: 2 



Caller will be flying next week with a defibrillator and would like to know about the policy. She would also like to know about the cost of baggage. 

Response: 
Specifically, you were concerned about screening for passengers who have internal medical devices like pacemakers or defibrillators.If a passenger has an internal medical device, such as a stomach or cardiac pacemaker or a defibrillator, it is 
important for him or her to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening before the screening process begins. TSA has created not1f1cation cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about any d1sab1lity, medical 
condition. or medica I device th at could affect security screening , A It hough these ca rd s do not exempt anyone from security screening. their use may imp rove communication and help trave I ers discreetly notify TS Os of their conditions, This ca rd can be 

311612014 ~otlup~d :~_tsagov sites default files publications disability_notification_cards.pdf. 
10:54:39 

AM 
Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices, passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown ralher than using screening technology, 

Passengers can be screened using A IT on I y if they can stand sti 11 with their arms above their he ads lo r 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. If a passenger cannot or chaos es not to be screened by AIT, the passenger wi 11 be screened 
using a thorough pa tdow n procedure instead. 

Told caller that baggage weight,size and fees are enforced by the airline. She would have to contact the airline she is traveling with. 
Caller travelled from Miami on Wednesday the 12th to Houston. When she ar,-ived her bag had been damaged, and a NOi was in her bag. She is originally from Cuba. and her 5 year old child was travelling with her. She was questioning whether it was 
no rma I for her chi Id 10 have to remove their shoes and be subject to a patdown. 

American Air Flight# 969 03 16 2014 11 :25am 
Gate D12 
NOi no stamp or ha ndw ri ting 
marado large 
Bag tag #not available 

3/1612014 
7,32 ,21 Advised caller: 

The new screening procedures include permitting multiple passes through the metal detector and advanced imaging technology to clear any alarms as well as the greater use of explosives trace detection. 
reduce---,, I tho ugh not el Im i nate----the need lo r a p hys1ca I paid own lo r chi Id re n th at would othe ""i se have been conducted to reso Ive alarms. 

TSA anticipates these changes wi 11 further 
PM 

If a TSO needs to open and search a checked bag. the TSO will place a Notice of Inspection (NOi) inside the bag to alert the passenger that his or her bag was searched by TSA. Additionally, the NOi contains instructions on what to do if the 
passenger has a comp I a int. 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a SI and a rd Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 

However. chi Id re n may be required to rem ave their shoes and cou Id sti 11 und e rqo a patdown if a no m al i es are detected d uri nq sec u nty scree ni nq th at cannot be resolved throuq h other means. 
Caller is a flight atlendant with American. He says last week his brother in law and niece 1ravel from Tampa once at the checkpoinl the firsl person pul a highlighted line on the boarding pass and was told to go through a different line. Callers niece was 
allowed to take a bottle of water through screening. The caller states the officer wasn t even aware of the water. He says they didn t even walk through the AIT or the WTMD for screening. He said they simply walked through a doorway. He said there 
were other passengers that we re b erng instructed to use this I in e as wel I. He has concerns for a 11 the passengers that a re not being screened. 

311712014 Told caller 
10:23: 14 I explained to him that with PreCheck passengers can be chose at random if they were to meet certain criteria and it was based on per flight, they may not be eligible again. 

AM I verified with him that his fa mi I y had not gone through any screening nor was the ca r,-y on bags. He said they we re not and the bags weren t even xra yed. 
I explained to him even with PreCheck passengers and their bags were screened, even if it was expedited screening, 
I could take this information and send it to the CSM so they can look into this for us. I could not tell him why they had not gone through any screening. 

He did not have the fl i q ht arr a nqe me nts but said they traveled vi a Southwest from Tamp a to Ba Iii mo re on 3-15-14 at about 4 pm. 



Caller wants to place a complaint. She was coming from Ponce. Puerto Rico to JFK on Friday. She was bnngmg a small purse that is plastic and parts of it look metallic. The TS Os told her that they thought it was a weapon and they had to screen it 
again. Then they told her that she was going to be screened aside. She was given a patdown in front of everybody. She said that she could have asked to be taken to a private room, but she stated that she does not have anything to hide. She was 
touched in her private parts, this person asked her to pull her blouse up and this person Iouched her breast. She clearly staled thal this TSO put her fingers inside her privale parts She thinks thal she was treated very rude and all that was not 
necessary. She is afraid that situation will happen again because she will be traveling in June. She stated that her finger nails are about 7 to 9 inches long and maybe that is one reason why she was screened. 

TSO is a blond middle aged lady. about 50 - 52 yr. of age. All this happened at the Ponce, Mercedita airport in Puerto Rico. That day the flight was delayed. She flew JetBlue. She reported that to JetBlue and they told her that she needed to report it 
toTSA. 

Caller asked how she could obtain answers from T SA about this issue. 

311712014 Response: 

1:02:53 
PM 

- Transportalion Security Officers (TSOs) musl conduct additional screening 10 resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal DeIecIor (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ screening. All TSOs are 
required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

-In addition, passengers may request a private screening if additional screening is required or at any time during lhe screening process. 

-Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

-We consider your concerns to be a serious issue for our attention. T SA appreciates that you took the ti me to share your concerns with us. 

She has flown the past year with United and she was given TSA Precheck. She is flying Iomorrow and she doesn t have Precheck on her boarding pass and she was wanting to know what the issue could be. She never signed up for lhe program or 
was invited by the airline. 

Response: 
Currently, the Secure Flight data that is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevenl known or suspecled terrorists from gaining access 10 an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA's new initiative will use this same information to 

311712014 also identify low-risk passengers to determine if they should be directed to the TSA Pre\u2713'" lane for expedited screening. 

2:30:05 
PM TSA's new risk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Pre\u2713"' lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSA 

ofli cer and wi 11 go through a mel al detector or Advanced Imaging T echno I og y sea n ne r as pa rt of security p raced u res. 

Although TSA's new initiative leverages the current TSA Pre\u2713 1~ process. passengers should not expect to be directed to the TSA Pre\u2713™ lane each time they fly. lnd1v1duals who would like to receive expedited screening on a more frequent 
basis should consider applying to a U.S. Department of Homeland Security (OHS) Trusted Traveler program. Passengers who travel internationally may be interested in a membership with a U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Trusted Traveler 
Program, such as Global Entry. Those who Iravel domestically may prefer TSA's applicalion program. Applicants of either program undergo fingerprinling and a background check before being approved for membership and TSA Pre\u2713'" eligibility. 



311812014 
2:11:38 

PM 

Via Electronic Mail: TSAExtemalCornpliance@tsa.dhs.gov 
External Compliance Division 
TSA-6 OSC Civil Rights and Liberties 
Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
601 South 12th Street 
Ari i ngto n. VA 20598 
Via Electronic Mail: civil.l1berties@dhs.gov 
U.S. Department of Home I and S ecu ri ty 
Review and Com pl ia nee 
245 Murray Lane, SW 
Building 410, Mail Stop # 0190 
Washington. D. C. 20598 
Re: TSA Complaint on Behalf of Mr. Charanjit Singh 
Dear Sir Madame, 
The Sikh Coalition files this formal civil nghts complaint on behalf of Sikh Air Passengerf b::1(6) l.1 On February 6, 2014,llli@Ofiew through Los Angeles International Airport (LAX), Tom Bradley International Terminal, on 
Lufthansa Airlines Flight No. 457, from Los Angeles. CA to Frankfurt, Germany. 
1 ~esides at kb)(ff•1 I Torrance, California 90501. _ _ 
During screening at LAX, Transportation Security Officers substantially burdened !(b :1(6 I feligious practices by forcing him to remove his religiously-mandated Sikh turban, the first time he has ever been made to do so at any airport. As we have 
noted in several prior compla_ints, it is psychologically and emotio_nally humiliating for a m_ember of the Sikh re_l1 ion to remove his or her turba_n_in public- in fact, 11 is akin to a strip search. As~b::i(6) posed no secunty threat. we_fmd the TSA's 
actions completely inappropriate and unacceptable. We demand 1mmed1ate remedial action. an apology t (b1(6·1 clarrficat,on of TSA policies as to when a turban may be ordered remove , testrng of TSA screening machinery 1nclud1ng the 
Explosive Trace Detection unit 10 ensure its proper functionality, and appropriate training of LAX TSAoflicers. 
A. Facts 

(b·:1(6) who wears a turban and maintains unshorn hair pursuant to his Sikh religious beliefs, flew on Lufthansa Airlines, Flight No. 457 lrom Los Angeles, California to Frankfurt, Genmany on February 6, 2014. At the Tom Bradley International 
Airpori. (b)(ff:1 passed lhrough security screening at approximalely 2:45 PM PST. He was dressed in a rust-colored turban, wore a black jacket, and light colored pants. His long beard was rolled up and tied lightly to his face. 2 

!(b)(ff:1 passed through the Advanced Ima_ in Technology machine and cleared it without sounding an alarm. He was asked to step aside to be sc_reened, even though he did not set off any alanms. A TSA officer (male, Latino) asked b::1(6) o 
submit to a self pat-down of his turban. (b_:1(6_) complied and the Explosives Trace Detection test ielded a false positive. The TSO informed!(b)(6) that "my boss will check you.'' Another TSA officer (male, black) arrived and told h··,1rr1 to 
enter into a private area. He told him lhey ave to "check his turban' and ordered him to remove it. b)(ff:1 humiliated and distraught, tried to explain that he is a Sikh and he's never been made to remove his 1urban before. He said 10 lhe officer, 
"You don't like us [Sikhs]. Please. I don·t want to take it off. It's my religion." During this humiliating exchang (b)(ff:1 , who felt singled out and ridiculed. saw that other passengers were all staring at him and his turban. ~as escorted to the 



Fro"1(b)(ff1 
Sent: Tuesday, March 18. 2014 828 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance: TSA.ODPO 
Subject D-RFI 

To Whom It May Concern: 

Attached please find my TSA Complaint Submission form regarding TSA's violation of my civil rights. I look forward to your response and ensurance that these abuses will not occur again. 

Kind regards. 

311 s12014 l._(b_,(_B_) _ __. 
928:50 

PM 

h ,1RI Longmont, co 80503 
HYPERLIN b)(ffi ,_ ________________________ _, 

On 3 7 2014 I was traveling from Denver (DEN) to Los Angeles (LAX) via Southwest Airlines. I am disabled and use mobility assistance for distances: however, I am able to stand and walk unassisted for 10-15 minutes. I informed the TSA Agent of my 
ability to go through the Advanced Imaging Technology scanner: however, the TSA Agents implied that since I arrived on a scooter, I must remain on the scooter and go through the invasive pat-down procedure. The TSA websile clearly slates lhe 
following: Passengers in wheelchairs or scooters who can walk may be able ta be screened using a metal detector or imaging technology. 
The same vi o I at,on of my c iv i I ng hts occurred on 3 15 2014 when retumi ng ho me vi a Southwest Ai rt i nes from LAX by your T SA Agents. Dun ng the pat down procedure. the agent requires me to stand for seve ra I minutes u nassi sled raising my arms. 
etc., while accosting me, which totally negates the reason for going through this procedure. The TSA profiles and abuses disabled passengers because it doesn t raise gender. religion or race flags. We re an easy target! 
Friday, March 7, 2014, approximately 5:00 AM at the TSA Security Checkpoinl al DEN 
Saturday, March 15. 2014, approximately 11 :15 AM at the TSA Security Checkpoint at LAX 

Caller asked what I hat machine is called where you raise up your arms and it blows air in your hair. 
She wanted to know if the AIT has radiology. 

Alter receiving infonnation said that she told the TSO Officer she was pregnant and the Officer said it is safe she (the TSO) implied had to walk through it. 
Caller asked if I can send information about lhe AIT 
Caller said she may call back in ta lodge a complaint but for now she is going to contact a lawyer. 

RESPONSE: 

The machine is called Advanced Imaging Technology or AIT. I am not aware it blows air onto your hair but perhaps there was a vent nearby. 

311912014 AIT machines have been independenlly evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration, the Nalional lnsIiIuIe for Standards and Technology, and the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, who have all affirmed lheir safety. This testing 

2_00 ,02 took into account special populations that are more sensitive to radiation, such as children, persons receiving radiation treatment for medical conditions. and pregnant and potentially pregnant women, as well as TSOs who work near the equipment. In 
· PM fact a traveler Is exposed to I ess radiation from one A IT sea n th an from 2 minutes being on board a comm ere i al a ire raft at flight altitude. 

That might indicate there could be radiation but ii so it is less than being onboard the aircraft according to the FDA study the machine is safer than flying on the plane. 

TSA is sensitive to passengers' concerns about protecting their privacy as it relates to the security screening process. particularly the use of AIT 

Screenings using A IT a re vo I unta ry, Ind i vi d ua Is who do not wish to be screened by this techno I og y wi 11 be required to undergo a I te mat ive screening , including a thorough patd own, Signs a re posted in front of ea ch AIT location advising passengers of 
this righl. 
Yau can Opt out and have a Patdown instead. 

Norm ally I re commend you consult your doctor if you a re concerned. 

Offered to send a complaint to the Customer Support Manager but I need some additional information and a phone#. 

Advised I wi 11 ema i I the information. 



Caller would like to complain on a TSO for the way she was patted down in Sky Harbor airport. She states that she was hit in the back of the head and that she did not have anything in her hair: it was just tied up in a bun. She was not told by the TSO 
that she was going to touch her. Caller states that she will contact law enforcement, should this happen again. 

Airport Sky Harbor 
Airline: SW 
Flight Information (numbers, departure times, or arrival times): 
Dale and Time of Incident: 3 5 14 @ 5:15 p.m. 
Terminal or Gate: Terminal 4, Gate C 
Contact lnformation:~l(-b-)(-6-,------------~ 

Advised Ca Iler: 
The Trans po rtat,on Security Ad mini strat,on (TSA) see ks to p rov1d e a high I eve I of sec u nty and customer service to those who pass through our sere en i ng che c kpornts. Our po Ii ci es and procedures locus on ensuring th at al I passengers. reg a rd I ess of 

311912014 their personal situations and needs, are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 
7:29:23 

PM Every person and item must be screened before enterin9 the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 
happen next in the process. TS A regrets if this was not your experience. 

In addition. passengers may request a private screening if additional screening is required or at any time during the screening process. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the private screening after the companion 
clears screening. In addition, screeners should offer a pnvate screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in the public area rather than go to a private area for 
screening , however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area wi 11 not be permitted to enter the secured area , 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

TS A monitors the numb er and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require s pecia I attention, This ongoing process ena b I es us to ensure prom pt, co n-ecti ve action whenever we d ete n-n i ne that 
security screening policies need modification or s pe ci fi c employees or sere ener tea ms are I he subjects of re pea I ed co mp I a in ts. 

We consider your conce ms to be a serious issue lo r our attention. TSA a pp rec,ates th at you took the 11 me to share your concerns with us. 
Caller is wanting 10 file a complain!. She had a house guesl and she is 84 years old. When she pul her on at lhe Albany GA airport, They made her sit down and take off her shoes and try 10 walk barefooted. When she is over 75 years old they should 
have never done that, she stated anyone could have looked at her and known that she was older than 75. She does not want to provide her friends name or her own email address. She stated the officers at the checkpoint did not seem to know about 
the 7 5 yea rs and old er po Ii cy and her not having to rem ave her shoes. They s ho u Id know more about the policies and someone s ho u Id te 11 th em how to treat passengers. 

Explained to the caller thal Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed 10 leave on shoes and light ou1erwear. These new procedures also include perrnilling an additional pass lhrough advanced 
imaging technology (AI T) to clear an a I a rm 

Flight Information: 
3120/2014 Airporl: Albany GA 

4:00:39 Airline:Delta 
PM Flight#: Does not know 

3122/2014 

Terminal or Gate #: Only one gate at that airport 
Dale and Time of Depar1ure: 11 :53 am al 313 14 shes nol sure aboul the date. 
Aproximate time of incident about 11 :20 or 11 :25 
Calling on behalf of: for her friend 
ema i I: Does not want to provided 

Told caller I would send this information to the CSM so they could look in to the issue. Explained to the caller that we get this information so they can see exactly what happened and investigate it so they can address the issue thoroughly. 

March 22, 2014 
PHL to Orlando via Southwest (#2889) 
Departure: 7:00 AM 

2:33:58 Callers daughter was encouraged by the TSOs at lhe checkpoint to go lhrough the AIT machine with her ornnipump connected: however, the daughter had a nole from the doctor slating that she should nol go through screening wilh the device. Caller 
PM says that if it were not for the nurse. her daughter might have been intimidated into going through the machine--potentially causing a malfunction. Caller is concerned about the way the TSOs were insistent on her going through the screening, even with 

med i ca I advice saying not to go through s c reem ng technology. 

Ca Iler is informed that no passenger has to go through I he sere en i ng technology and anyone can ask to opt o ul of the AIT lo r a p atdown. This re cord s hou Id be sent to the CS M at PH L for furl her cla ri fi ca Ii on. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 3/251201410:22:29 PM Airport: LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel: 0312512014 8:15 PM Airline & Flight Number: Virgin America flighl 490 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Terminal 3 TSA checkpoint on my way ta gate 35 TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : I was asked to go thru the AIT I ane along with my 79 year old grand moth er and I read a 11 the posted signs so that I knew what to p I ace m the plastic bins. It c I ea rty shows to place watches. wallets, phones, belts and a few other things but it 

3126120 14 did not have shoes on the I is t anymore Ii ke in the pa st, I had not flown in a whi I e and figured it was a modified Ii st, But then a ts a agent was beyond rude with no custom er service ski I ls in ta I king to my g ra ndmothe r and also a bout my shoes, I even 

8_37.26 pointed out lhe sign that ii was nol posted and he would nol oblige. I understand the rules and I removed my shoes since I want to calch my flight. But this guy was super rude to many others and should not be working there. I wish I had gotten his 
· AM name. But he was an alder Filipino guy. 

312612014 
3:52:01 

PM 

Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 

Email ck~b~i~(6~'------~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this lmk http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Disability Description: The caller traveled through Dulles International with a spinal cord stimulator and a computer embedded in her hip. 

Response Details: I advised the caller that for your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)). it must 

Be filed within 180 days al the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the alleged discriminatory action in sufficient detail to inform TSA of the nature al the alleged act al discrimination: and 
Be s1g ned by the corn plai nant or someone autho nzed to sign on be ha If of the comp I a i na nt. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns. we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their awn behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf. 

I asked lhe caller if he would like an email of this information and he said yes. 

!(b)(61 I 
Incident Details: The caller traveled through Dulles International with a spinal cord stimulator and a computer embedded in her hip. The caller states that nonmally the TSOs do the body search on the traveler but this time the agents refused and said 
she had 10 go th rough the xray machine which d esl ro yed her computer. The a gents we re a da ma nl and rude and she showed them a card I hat she can not go th rough the xray be ca use it can cause the computer to ma If u net ion b ul they required her to go 
through the xray machine. The caller states that the traveler travels regularly and she informs the officers al the device and that they will have her ga through either the AIT or do a patdown historically. 

FLIGHT INFORMATION: 
March 6th, 2014 1700 scheduled but deparled al about 1830 out of Dulles on Uniled Airlines 1156 (or 1186) flight number 10 TPA arrival at 2130 
The trave I er came through the check point at 1 230. 

The travelers name is._f b_._,(_6_) ____ __. 



The caller printed out her United boarding pass. She has had PreCheck all this time and does not have it on her boarding. She is frequent flyer. She is 75. She never filled anything out but has been getting PreCheck. She does not do international 
travel, She asked ii there was a fee to enroll. She says she has been receiving PreCheck for the past year and this is the first time she did not get it. 

Advised ca Iler: 

It is important to remember, that TSA Pre\u2713"' does not guarantee an individual expedited screening, TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport. 

TSA's new initiative will use this same information to also identify low-risk passengers to determine if they should be directed to the TSA Prelu2713 '" lane for expedited screening. 

Although TSA's new initiative leverages the current TSA Pre\u2713"' process, passengers should not expect to be directed to the TSA Pre\u2713™ lane each time they fly. Individuals who would like to receive expedited screening on a more frequent 
basis should consider applying to a U.S. Department of Homeland Security (OHS) Trusted Traveler program. Passengers who travel internationally may be in1eres1ed in a membership wilh a U.S. Cus1oms and Border Protection (CBPJ Trusled Traveler 
Program, such as Global Entry. Those who travel domestically may prefer TSA's application program. Applicants of either program undergo fingerprinting and a background check before being approved for membership and TSA Prelu2713'" eligibility. 

Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 

312612014 clear an alarm, as well as greater use of explosives trace de1ec1ion. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes 10 lhe screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

7:08:40 
PM 

3/2612014 
8:12:32 

PM 

If TSA determines a passenger 1s e Ii g i ble for expedited screening, information is embedded in the ba read e of his or her boarding pass. When T SA scans the b arcode at the security checkpoint the passenger may be referred to a I a ne for expedited 
scree11irig. 

Currently, U.S. citizens, dual citizens, and Lawful Permanent Residents are eligible to apply to the TSA Prelu2713'" application program. To apply, travelers may submit an application through TSA's Web site at www.tsa.gov or visit an enrollment 
center to submit an ap plication in person. To comp I ete the ap plication process, ind1v1d ua Is wi 11 be required to v1s1t an enrol I me nt center to provide ide ntifi cation. finge rp n nts. and proof of U.S. ci ti zensh i p or i mm igrati on el ig1 bi I ity. In addition. an $ 85 lee to 
cover an in-depth background check and other operational costs is required. Upon successful completion, travelers will receive TSA Pre\u2713 ™ eligibility for 5 years. 

Portland. OR 
UES Enrollment Center 
1064 3 NE Sandy Blvd 
Ste C 
Portland. OR 97220-2584 
https: un iversa I en ro 11. d h s. gov I ocator 

If you are opted in with lhe airline, you are only eligible for PreCheck with lhe airline thal inviled you. You may want to ask them if I hey are opted in. 

Dear Supervisor, 

I had some problems yesterday afternoon around 2:30 with TSA Pre Check screening at Newark Airport. I had just gone through US Customs and Immigration following a Milan-Newark transatlantic flight (UA 18). and I was scheduled to take an 
ongoing flight from Newark to San Francisco (UA 342). So I went to the TSA screening point nearest to gates C 70-99. My boarding pass was marked for TSA Pre-Check, so I used the Pre-Check line. 

I have a prosthetic knee-implant which sets off metal detectors but will allow me to pass X-ray screening. Unfortunately, this check point had only a metal detector, so even though I removed my shoes and watch and emptied my pockets, the implant 
still triggered the metal detector. and the operator waved me into a holding area to wait for another agent to give me a pat-down. There was nobody immediately available, and I had to wait about 15 minutes before an agent appeared. patted me down, 
and passed me. In the confusion of the moment, my carry-on luggage and shoes became separated from my belt and the contents of my pockets, and I left the check point without my belt and without one of my coin purses. I later retrieved the belt, but 
I didn't think to ask for lhe coin purse. 

I am writing this E-Mail message in-part to inquire if the purse might have been located and held for me. It is magenta in color, made of nylon or some similar fabric, and has a white zipper. It measures about 4-1I2x6" and when I last saw it, it contained 
a 50 euro banknole and about 1 O euros in coins. If ii has been found and if there is a way I can gel it back, please let me know. 

I am also writing this message to complain about the lack of whole body X-ray scanners at this and several other TSA Pre-Check screening points that I have used this year. Because my implant triggers metal detectors. I lose much of the convenience 
afforded to most fliers cleared for TSA Pre-Check. And the delay waiting for an agent to do my pat-down could have caused me real problems had I had a tight connection between flights. 

Thank you for cons ide ring my comments. 



3127/2014 
4:1406 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time. 3/27/2014 2:01 :23 PM Airport. STL - Lambert St. Louis International Date/Time of Travel: 3/27/2014 12:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal 1 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . Male 
Comment : I'm wriling to inform you of a very poor experience I just had when going through securily today at STL airport. I specifically requesled a pal down screening, in lieu of walking through lhe machine/detectors. The security agent asked me 
why. I travel many, many times a year and I have NEVER been asked why. (I happen to be pregnant, but it's my understanding that a reason is not required; it is our right to be allowed a pat dawn, is it not??). This man continued to argue with me an 
the safeness of the technology, as 1f he is my medical doctor. I insisted on a pat down, making it very clear I still wanted one. And when I stepped aside to wait for my &quotfemale assist&quot the same man then directed me to go through the old 
screener, which I though was turned off. After going through, I stood to wait and he told me I could continue on, that I wasn't getting a pat down. So he tricked me into going through the old screening machine. Others behind me were going through it 
after me, as they had closed the new machine. 
This is all recorded on sur,ellience. I do not know what his name was, but I was wearing black pants. black/brown stripped long sleeve tap, blonde hair and it would have been between approximately 11:30-12:15pm an Thursday 3/27114, in one of the 
Ii rst two lanes tow a rd s the far I efi. 
I am extremely upset this happened. It is not a TSA agents place to make a decision for a traveler which I feel are personal and health/medical related, I feel I have been violated as well as the health of my baby jeopardized, This is unacceptable. 
Educate your agents not to harass travelers and make sure lhey are aware il's our right to choose. 
PI ease advise as to what you con c I ude on this matter. Thank ya u. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name . (b)(6) 
Phone Number : 
Email :~fh_·_-,I_R_·1 __________ ~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller fi ew from ABO. She had precheck on her boa rd i ng pass and she went through the p recheck lane and was told she did not have to take her jacket off. As she went through the scanner it set off the a I arms. The officer told her the zippers on her 
jacket set off the alanms and the metal joint in her leg as well. She says she feels she was discriminated against as she was the only black person to have to remove her jacket and she is 71 years old, 

Transferred ta MB. 

Call transferred to E Vaisey. 

The caller thinks she was the only black person there. She says that she did not set off the alarms in BW I at all. She expected the alarm for the metal implant. She asked the agent if she had to remove the jacket and was told na. The jacket and knee 
set the alarm off She tried to explain it and the agent she spoke to said that she had to take off the jacket. The female TSO did not seem that she wanted to hear anything she had to say. She was shown the pictures showing what set the alarm off 
She thin ks that the first agent who to Id her she did not have to take off her jacket s hou Id have seen that there were I a rge meta I buttons, 

3~2;\~~~4 She flew an March 26 at 6:05 AM. She flew on Southwest Flight 1247. 

PM 
Her brother and his wife had PreCheck. They did not have to take anything off Her sister in law said that they did not have to be screened at all in ABO. She did not go through the AIT at all she just walked through to get her stuff. She went through 
the AIT in BWI and did not have lhe addilional screening. 

Advised caller: 

Passengers going through PreCheck screening go through me1a1 detector. If you alarm you will have additional screening 10 clear. 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology. This is the scanner where you put your anms above your head. This does not penetrate the skin and 
generally allows passengers with metal implants to be less likely for additional screening. You do not have to go through PreCheck even if it is on your boarding pass. 

If you feel that you have been discriminated against, you will need to file your complaint in writing. I will email you details. 



-----Original Message----
From: CRL 
Sent Friday, March 28. 2014 2:23 PM 
To: TCC-Referrals 

ccfbi(6i I 
Subject FW: (Complaint) Fly Rights - New Report from !(b':1(6) 

DearTCC, 

Please note we are referring the attached complaint back to you since there is no actual complaint or incident beyond waiting to the side. He even indicates that the TSO he spoke with agreed with him. Therefore, we are referring this back to the TCC 
for a pp ro pri ate hand I mg. 

312812014 Thanks very much, 

4:09:08 ~ 
PM 

Ms. Harleen K. Singh 
Policy Advisor 
Multicultural Branch. D1sab1lity and Multicultural Division Office of Civil Rights and Liberties, Ombudsman. & Traveler Engagement Transportation Security Administration Department of Homeland Security 

---0 ng i nal Message---
F rom: tsatcc@senture, oom [ma i I to: ts atcc@se nt u re. com I 
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2014 5: 19 PM 
To: CRL 
Subject: (Complaint) Fly Rights - New Report fro~"'(b"-·• ... 1(6"'-· ... i _ __. 

The customers information has been a11ached to this email. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" . Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time 312812014 9:20:20 PM Airport : DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International Date/Time of Travel : 03/22/2014 8:30 AM Airline & Flight Number : AA 1667 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport . 026 TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment : I had a lickel stamped TSA pre-check so was routed through lhe Pre-check line. Thal's good, or so I thoughl. I have an arlificial knee so since there is no AIT in I hat line, I had to go lhrough the pal down. This is very inconvenient when 
there is a scanner right ne,t to the metal detector but since I was Pre-check. I was not allow to go through it without collecting all my belongings (bag, computer, pocket stuff, and then start the entire procedure in the other line. This, even though my 

312812014 wife was already through and had claimed my stuff. Aside from the multiple FBI checks for being an airtine employee. FFL CHL. I still have to go through these procedures. It would seem a waste of my time and money to pay for the process of 
10:05:27 obtaining the 5-year Pre-check pass only to be scrutinized like this on every flight. Making matters worse. in my eyes. I watched a person sitting in a wheel chair just briefly wanded with no proof or indication that this person was actually disabled. 

PM There was virtually no inspection of her or her wheel chair what-so-ever. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name h··,1rr, 
Phone Number, 1h·,1R··, 

Email : .. b .. i._(6,_·-... , ---,-----,----,' 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : D1sab1lity or Medical Condition; Screening Current Date/Time 3129/2014 2:56:01 PM Airport IAD - Washington-Dulles International Date/Time of Travel 03/2912014 2:30 PM Airtine & Flight Number 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: entry scanner checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : My wife is pregnant and asked 10 opl out of the eleclro scanner because there are concerns of ils effects on unborn babies. She was made to wail by the side for 1 O min after her bags passed through lhe scanner. Ourring this she notified 

312912014 two officers that she was waiting for a pat down in order to opt out of the screening. She finally had to just go through the scanner to collect her belongings. Please encourage the officers to be more responsive to the needs of those who opt out. 
3:11 :09 Would you like a res onse? : False 

PM Passenger's Name~(b_-~i(_6_, --~ 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this lmk hltp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB2IApplicationManager 



Caller was in Co I umb us yesterday. He has a question lo r s c reem ng. he has had surgery and he had stitches in his stomach. He says they did not te 11 h, m before they touch his body. He wants to know 1/ the office rs have to te 11 the passenger before they 
touch him. He said they told him about the surgery ADA violation. He says they were asking him questions like where he was going and what he was doing on his trip. He was in a wheelchair.He ask ii he can video the screening. He had on loss 
clothing. He ask if it was against his religion to use lhe AIT what he could do. 

Told caller 
I explained to him with examples of passengers with metal or even scars can cause an alarm during screening. If there was an alarm during screening they will have to give a patdown to clear any alarm. They can not assume it was the stitches or the 

3131/2014 scar I hat caused lhe alarm. He should let the officer know about the scar or stitches before lhe screening star1s, and where it was located on the body. 
1 :38: 19 I ask if he had declare the stitches on his stomach. He said he told him them he could not raise his arms but not about where the stitches were on his body. 

PM 

41112014 
3:50:56 

PM 

I offered to send his complaint to the CSM for him but he did not want to do this. 

TSOs must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and 
thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets 1/ this was not your experience. 

TSA does not prohibit the public, passengers, or press from pholographing, videotJping, or filming at securily screening checkpoints as long as it does not interfere with or slow down the screening process. 
Caller 1s a GE member and did had Precheck for 9 or 10 months. Then she fixed her information with the program and she started receiving 11 but then she flew to Arizona on United and received it going and did not get it on the way back from Sky 
Harbor. She is trying to find out what is wrong. 

I to Id her that TSA Precheck do es not guarantee an individual expedited screening. Even if a passenger o pis in for TSA Precheck with their airline or include a known trave I er numb er when boo king a fi 1g ht. T SA w, 11 always incorporate random se I ecti on. 
CB P trusted t rave I er program , trave I ers should enter the 9 dig it member PASS ID from the back of their card into the known traveler fie Id of their frequent flyer p roli I e or enter it at the ti me of booking to be el ig i b I e lo r TSA Pre ch eek benefits. 
In addition, program members should enter I heir full name, date of birth, and PASS ID exactly as ii appears on their membership card. 
She said she had never done this before. She is a US citizen and she has a high status with the airline because she flies all the time. 

I told her she may have been opted in with United due to her frequent flier status. She would need to verify this with the airline. 
TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be e Ii g i ble for exp ed i I ed screening through a risk-based ana I ys is of passenger da I a. Using a passengers Secure Flight data to select I ow risk passengers wi 11 increase the number of t rave I e rs who may 
be eligible for TSA Precheck. Because of the background check with the CBP program, when you enter your information you should receive Precheck more regularly. It is still random. 

She said at Houston they only lift her shirt a little bit and I hey do a good job. 
She hates Phoenix Sky Harbor. They patted her entire body down and lifted her shirt and checked her arms and under her arms. She said that other passengers could see her skin. The TSO was rude in the way she did the patdown. She was over 
thorough. 
AirportSky Harbor 
Airline:United 
Flight Number: 1561 
Date and Time:March 31 at about 6:15 am 
Terminal or Gate:3 
Name of Person involved:She is female and looks to be aboul 60. 

I to Id her that the Trans po rtati on Security Administration (T SA) see ks to provide a high level of security and custom er service to those who pass through our sere en i ng checkpoints, Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers. 
regardless of their personal situations and needs, are treated wilh dignity, respeci. and courtesy. 

Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted 1s important. Transportation Secunty Officers (TSOs) must conduct add1t1onal screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 
happen next in I he process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 



4/212014 
4:38 52 

PM 

Caller: Caller states she had a problem with the way she was processed at the airport in Dayton and filed a complaint and spoke to the program manager~b)(ff:, ~ut he did not answer any of her questions. Caller states it was her understanding 
that if you pass all the screening you do not have to be concerned with the patdown. Caller states her hands were wanded and then she went through thei I then w1sked away to a room to be patted down. Caller states that one patted her down while 
the other watched. Caller stales ii was very scary and they had to bring her a wheelchair because she was shaking so bad. Caller asked if this was policy. Caller states she fell violated from I his procedure. Caller stales they did not explain whal they 
were doing and she did not know what they are doing. Caller states she had bobby pins in her hair and bows in her hair that had to be inspected. Caller states she felt very violated. Caller states her dad lives in Ohio and she will have ta go through 
Dayton reg u I a rl y. Cal I er states she was never given a reason why they were doing this. Cal I er states that they put their hands al I over her body. Cal I er asked where does the common sense come in. Cal I er states that when she flies through Denver 
this does not happen. Caller states that this procedure was not ok with her and she is scared to death to go through this process again. Caller states this process is degrading. Caller asked why would they choose her to do this to. Caller states that 
she has already filed a complainl and does not think she needs to file anolher. Caller states that she feels she was singled out because she had a white face. Caller states she will never go through thal again. Caller slates lhat lhe airporl has her 
number if they want ta ca ntact her. 

Res pons e: Informed ca 11 er TS A monitors the numb er and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot a re as of concern that may require speci a I attention, This ongoing process e na bl es us to ensure prompt, corrective a ct ion whenever we 
determine thal security-screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the subjects of repeated complaints. Informed caller thal unfortunately those are the policies we have in place at the current time and this could 
happen at anytime at any airport. Informed ca Iler that she was not chosen at random lo r through screening. Informed cal I er th at this process is required anytime an a I arm t riggers or sere en i ng officers can not immediately identify an item. Informed 
caller that we wo u Id rather not have to conduct through sere en i ng because it not only effects her but other passengers as we 11 but 1f an al a rm triggers 11 wi 11 have to be resolved by a through pat down. Informed ca 11 er every person and Ite m must be 
screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. TSOs must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an 
anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be consideraIe and lhoughtful and are trained to explain what lhey are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrels if lhis was not 
your ex pe ri e nee. 

Caller: Caller asked when you go inside the AIT do you wait for the officer to motion you inside or do you wait for the person in front of you to go through. Caller states that there should be some training protocol established. Caller states this occuCTed 
in Lagardia airport in lhe C terminal. Caller states the officer got moulhy with him because he was wailing for her signal to enter the machine. Caller states he does not know what lhe rules are. Caller states that he did not know lhe rules and was 
waiting for the person in front of him ta exit the machine and the screening officer yelled do not wait on the person in front of you just enter the machine. Caller stated that when he exited the machine he informed the officer that he did not appreciate 
her yel Ii ng at him. Ca 11 er stated that she said she was not ye 11 mg at h, m and he informed her that she was and she stated that she has to ye 11 at you p eo pie be cause you w, 11 not I Iste n. Cal I er states that 1f it had be en a white person say that to a black 
person it would be racial profiling. Caller states he did not get a name of the officer but she was black and she had braids in her hair and wore glasses. 

Response: Inf armed caller The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) has developed standard screening practices for all of our Nati ans airports, and passengers can expect essentially the same procedures. While the procedures are the same 
4/312014 everywhere, the interpretation of those procedures results in some slight variations from airport to airport and situation to situation. Additionally, some element of uncertainty and randomness in security operations is necessary to disrupt terrorist 
3:12:50 planning and attempted attacks. 

PM 
TSA works hard to achieve consistency in the security training process. We inspect screening ape rations at airports and continue ta monitor the number and nature of complaints we receive from the traveling public to track trends and spot areas of 
concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enab I es us to ensure prom pt. co CTecti ve action whenever we determine that sec u nty screening po Ii ci es need modification or s pec1f1c employees a re the s u bJect of repeated complaints. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your le1ter to the Customer Service Manager al thal location. Provided call back and informed caller thal I would email him I his RFI 
information so he can submit his complaint in writing. 



To Whom It May Concern: 

My name is, and I am a currenl sophomore al Brown University. I am a Sikh and maintJin my long hair in a Iurban, which I wear essentially everywhere I go. I was flying back up 10 Brown in Providence, RI (PVD) on the morning of Monday, March 10, 
from my hometown airport in Fort Myers, FL (RSW). I ve flown through RSW my entire life and have never had a problem. but for some reason. an obviously young and new TSA agent claimed that I needed to clear a hand wand test on top of the usual 
self-patdown chemical residue test after I had gone through the AIT machine. I cleared the self-patdown chemical test, but when they waved the hand wand over my turban, the hair pms inside caused the hand wand to go off. They took me to a private 
screening area and told me that my only option was to remove my turban so they could get a better understanding of what was underneath. I explained to them that according to TSA regulations, I was allowed to move past security altogether after 
passing lhe self-paldown chemical residue test, but they refused to budge. I look off my turban and lei them see thal it was just hair pins thal caused the hand wand to go off. 

The point here is that I should not have had to clear the hand wand test in the first place since I had already cleared the AIT and self-patdown chemical residue test. so there is clearly a lack of knowledge of TSA protocol at RSW, I was quite frustrated 
at the moment and didn t gel a chance to get lhe agenls badge numbers or names, but I of course know the date and time of lhe incidenl and can give furl her physical descriptions if they can be of use. I want to make sure that no one else has to face 
policies that change from airport to airport like I did. 

4/312014 
4:og:OS Whats funny is that another TSA agent, while I was standing in line a few minutes before, came up to me and apologized for the--in his own words-- BS that Sikhs often have to undergo when clearing airport security. He informed me that he and 

PM other TSA agents at RSW had been through training regarding protocol for Sikhs, but I wouldn I be surprised if the young agent who called for lhe hand wand in the firsl place had yel to receive I hat Iraining and was acling without full knowledge of 
protocol. 

The process was degrading and wholly unfair, and I have been informed by the Sikh American Legal Defense and Education Fund (SALDEF) that as a Sikh. I have the right to wear my turban throughout the screening process. That right was violated 
Ibis rnacoioo aod I ioieod ~n seeking restitution and pursuing_ the matler so thal neither I nor any other Sikh passing through RSW has to deal with lhis again. Id be happy 10 discuss this via email at HYPERLINK !(b--1(6"1 I 

kb 1(6) ! or by phone at HYPERLINK kb 1(6 I I 

Thank you for your lime. 

Regards, 

Fromtb)(61 
Sent Thursday. April 03, 2014 5:53 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Cc: Alan Schlosser; Novella Coleman; !(b":,(61 
Subject Civil Rights Civil Liberties Cam'::p:-;-la7in:-;-t-:-a:-n -;::B:-;eh:-:a-;;lf-:-o;;q1=h=-11""r;=·., ===----, 

Dear Ms. Walton, 

Attached yau will find a complaint addressed to you from._kb_.-'1(_6~) ________________ __.! Staff Attorney at the ACLU of Northern California. Additionally, a copy has been sent to you today via the U.S. Mail. 

Yours truly, 

41312014 [(b)(61 IACLU al Northern California 

S:2140 ~ilh_-_,1_r;_·-, ---~! San Francisco, CA gJ 111 · HYPERLINK :tb:··=1(6=·=1 ============================!- HYPERLI Nt1:~b~)_(6~·•-1 ----------------~ 

PM 

distribution of this communication, in whole or in part, is strictly prohibited. Please advise the sender immediately by reply e-mail and 
to the use of sender s contact inform at,on for direct rn arketi ng purposes or for Iran sfe rs of data to third parties. 

Attachment 

Ms. K1rnberty Walton 
Assistant Ad mini st rato r 
Multicultural Branch, Office of Civil Rights Liberties, Ombudsman and Traveler Engagement 
Trans po rtati an Security Ad mini st ration 
70 1 South 12th Street 
Art i ngto n. VA 2 0598-6006 
TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 
Re: Civil Rights Civil Libe1iies Complaint on Behalf ofkbl(ff•1 
Dear Ms. Walton: .._-'------' 



4/312014 

Caller: Caller states she Is a frequent flyer and today she is at Phoenix intern ati o na I and has the same items and states th at if you had a bottle of water at other airports you can drink it before sere en i ng but at P hoe nix they made her throw a brand new 
bottle of water away. Caller states that she had bought a bottle of chocolate syrup that was approximately 8 ounces before the screening area and they through it away. Caller states that she carried this bottle through San Francisco carry on and did 
not have any problems. Caller states after lhey look these ilems lhey felt her scalp. Caller states that she did not have anything in her hair and she did not understand why lhey felt her head. Caller states that she wenl through the AIT machine. Caller 
states that she asked the screeners if they saw anything and the screeners responded with no they did not see anything. Caller states that she thinks it depends on who you are how they screen you. Caller asked if they did not see anything why did 
they feel her scalp. Caller states her daughter is flying to this same airport and asking if she can escort her to her flight. Caller states she was discriminated against because she was Latino. 

9:2447 . . 
PM Klillfil] Iook the call, 

41612014 
7:18:18 

PM 

4/712014 
9:52 38 

AM 

Date and time April 3, around 6:00 PM 

I advised i would forward the complain!. and that she would need 10 file a formal complaint in writing. I advised lhere would be an email sent 10 her email address with instructions, and whal needs to be included in the complaint. 

I just sent this email: 
There is a sign while you stand in the securily line that slates I hat lhe scan is oplional and that you may opt for a pat down. However, on numerous occasions when I ask for the pat down oplion I am met with conIempI. This was exactly what my 
husband was met with yesterday while escorting my teenage daughter and her girlfriend to the gate of her flight. A request was made for a pat down and the lecture ensued as to the ridiculousness of this request and the assertion that my teenage 
daughter and her girlfriend wo u Id have to wait for the pat down for at I ea st 20 minutes because the re we re no le ma I e agents av ai lab I e. The re was actually eye ro 11 i ng' When my husband expressed his distaste for the atli tude he was being given. the 
agent said to bas i ca I ly move along and speak to someone e Is e about his request for a pat down, We recently moved after I iv i ng in one area lo r 20 yrs, therefore we trave I back to our old hometown ofle n and have underage vis it ors often that need 
escorting to and from lhe gate and do not want to expose ourselves or my daughter to the scan so frequently. It is a personal decision and you have us believing that this is within our rights, yet you go oul of your way not to comply wilh your own rule 
that we may 'opt out' of the scan. I would appreciate an explanation. 

I have add it ion a I comments: 
I just read this on your website: 
"Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough patdown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of 
this right. 
However, ii an adult accompanying a child 12 years old or younger opts out of AIT screening on the child's behalf. the child will receive a modified patdown. TSA never separates a child from an accompanying adult. The adult may observe the entire 
patdown process and may assist by holding the child's hand. Please be assured I hat TSOs are trained to conduct lhese procedures professionally and respectfully. " 

As I mentioned, "voluntary'· is not how things le el. Addi ti o na 11 y I have had my underage daughter and her fnend separated from me on numerous occasions and have never be en to Id I could ·•assist'· by ho I ding her hand, although at the age of 15 she 
would not want me to. However. we"ve both been uncomfortable with the separation. 

There is an additional concern over civil rights since the males who ask for pat downs are easily accommodated while the female passengers are not. 

Please contact me at this email address and/o~(b)(ff:1 ! 
I look forward to hearing from someone regarding this issue, as I have anolher trip corning and June and do not want to go lhrough lhis rnaltrealrnent again. 

!(b,(61 ! 
Caller has a broken wrist that is in a cast. Caller staled thal she entered lhe security checkpoinl al RSW for gale B2 yesterday, April 6th at 1800 hrs, to take a Soulhwesl Airlines flighl al 1900 hrs to Chicago, and was accompanied by her daughter. 
She was wearing a cast on her arm due to a broken wrist, and says that the first TSO she encountered, who was a middle age hispanic lady, asked her if she could remove the cast. She said that her reply was that yes, she could, but her doctor 
advised her not to. Caller said the TSO told her if she could remove it then she needed to do so, and she complied. Next she said that she alarmed the AIT because she forgot a necklace in her pocket and a second female TSO performed a patdown 
with a wand. This officer during the process ask her about the sleeve that was on her arm, which was the stocking to prevent the brace from rubbing. The TSO ask her to turn her hand over and she says that she was required to bend the hand in a 
way which caused pain. She said thal she started raising her voice at I his point and a STSO came and evalualed the situation, and resulted in her clearing the checkpoint and going to board her flighl. She said that she is going 10 her doctor tomorrow 
and if there is any additional damage due to this, she is going to the media and court. She did not state that the incident was discriminatory or a failure to accomodate, but feels that the TSOs are untrained and are bullying travelers without listening to 
their concerns and is tired of being intimidated. 

Response Details: Apologized to caller for her experience and explained that if she tells lhe TSOs thal she can not remove a medical device, she should nol be required to for any reason, as there are other screening procedures thal can 
accommodate. Advised that we will forward her complaint to the CSM at RSW for investigation. 



Caller was passing through from DEN to ATL to Buffalo. She went through the secunty checkpoint at 7: 10 in the morning in ATL airport. she was told to take off her shoes and she did not because she was going through the full body scan and Denver 
did not make her rem ave her shoes to go through it, She stated the officer said exactly that we have a b---- up in this house, She could not be Ii eve th at someone dressed in uniform and that does gave rnment work wou Id speak Ii ke that, She was to Id to 
remove her shoes and so she did and then was told to go lhrough the AIT so she did. She also has dreadlocks thal the lady pulled them up from her head, she had a bollle of water and they asked her why she had it. The caller said she did not argue 
because she knew the lady was going to make it worse if she did. She grabbed her things after the screening and went to another TSA agent who was african american in her mid 50s and very attractive. the caller asked this agent if it is customary for 
TSA agents to address passengers as ab---- and the agent said absolutely not. She stated that atleast one TSA agent knows what happened to her at the checkpoint. She said that all TSA agents know that they have power over passengers because 
passengers have to make their flight so they treat passengers like dogs for that reason. The caller stated she never says anything to the TSA agents because she is afraid they will keep her from flying or pull her to a side room so she left the agents 
treal her terrible. The person who was looking at her hair, pulling her dreads up and inspecting her was the one I hat called her a b----, the caller was afraid of her after lhe way she acted so she kepi quiel. 

41812014 Airport ATL 
621: 19 Airline: Delta 

PM Flight number: DL338 

4/812014 
9:0849 

PM 

Date and time: 4 7 14 at boarding time was 7:31 am departed at about about 7:50am 
Terminal or Gate: C43 
email: !(b 1(6) 

Advised the caller that I would send this complaint to the CSM at the ATL airport so they could look in to the issue. Thanked the caller for letting us know how she was treated at the checkpoint. Told her that we track trends in complaints so that we can 
address areas of concern. So with I his information the CSM would be able to address any officers I hat need it. Apologized to the caller for her experience and explained I hat anything treatment like that is not acceptable. 

Caller slates lhat he flew from Austin TX and that the STSO al the checkpoint at the lime thal he went lhrough was!(b)(ffl I Caller says that he commonly opts out of lhe AIT in favor of a patdown. Caller states thal he believes lhat lhe STSO 
intentionally delayed his patdown as a form of punishment for opting out. He flew on 4 1 departing at 6: 15 am and was at the checkpoint near the gate. Caller says that he asked for the patdown and the TSO waved to the STSO. who did nothing and 
the young TSO with him also did nothing. Caller says that he asked about the reason for the delay and the TSO waved a second time and still the STSO did nothing. Caller says that at that point the young TSO. h··,1fi1 was sent for more 
plastic bins and took them to the checkpoint, even though there was no shortage. Caller says that when there was no reponse after the TSO waved for a third time. he waved his arms and the STSO finally sent 1h·,1r:;··, for the patdown after a 
delay of around 10 minu1es. Caller says that when he asked lhe STSO the reason for the delay, he was lold that kb··,1m ~ad been busy doing importanl tasks. 

Advised caller: 
Because your comp I ai nt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have lo rwa rded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 

FI ig ht information: 
Fram to: Austin TX to elsewhere ( Ca 11 er did not p rov1d e destination) 
Flight date time: 4 1 6: 15 am 
Flight number: ( Not provided) 
Airline: American 
Airport:AUS 
Gate Terminal: 15 
Email (Not provided) 

Callers mother is 93 years old and applied for a TSA PreCheck in Connecticut but was unable to complete the process because her fingerprints was hard to get ii, they slated they will need more lime to process. Caller was advised 10 contact TSA 
about this issue to see if it is possible that she can get her KTN to travel in her 93 birthday. Caller wanted information about her mother going through the checkpoint with a pacemaker 

I advised the caller 
For additional assistance, please contact the Universal Enrollmenl Call Center at (855) 347-8371. 

If a passenger has an internal medical device, such as a stomach or cardiac pacemaker or a defibrillator, 11 is important for him or her to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening before the screening process begins. 
While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will affect such devices. passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening 

411 012014 techno I og y. 
11 2506 

AM The patdown s ho u Id be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. 
The passenger should inform TSOs of any difficulty raising his or her arms 
If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak wilh a supervisor or Passenger Supporl Specialist while at the checkpoint. 
TSA encourages passengers with dis a bi Ii ti es or med i ca I co nd it ions to arrive at the airport early. 

I suggested her to go to the en ro 11 ment center and ta I k with a s u pe rvi so r about the issue. 



4/1112014 
827:42 

AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name:~!r_h_.,1;=r;=··,==-==="---, 
Email Address:fb!(6i _] 
Phone Numberfb )(61 I ~----~ 
Address: NA 
Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
George Bush I nterconti nenta I Airport 



The caller got her KTN number in the mail. Her name she goes by 1skbH6 !with a middle imt1al otff] Her birth cert1f1cate says~ She told the woman at the enrollment center she wanted the information to read as~ When it was mailed 
to her it show~with her full middle name. Her husband wears a pacemaker. Do they still have to put the liquids in the bag? They are both over 75 and they don t have to take their shoes off anyhow. Does her husband still have to take his 
wallet and change out of his pockets? 

Advised: 

Contact the Universal Enrollmenl Call Center at (855) DHS-UES1 (1855] 347-8371) between 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Eastern Time, Monday lhrough Friday for assistance. 

Nothing changes about the screening other than you can keep your belt on. shoes and light outer wear. You don t need to take your LGA bag out or the laptop out of its case. The l1qu1ds still need to be in a quart sized bag. Your husband will still need 
to take his wallet and change out. 

If a passenger has a pacemaker. it is important for him or her to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening before the screening process begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO 
about any dis ab i I 1ty. medical co nd1t1on. or medical device that co u Id affect security sere en i ng. Al though these cards do not exempt anyone from security sere en i ng. their use may imp rove com mun i cation and he Ip travelers discreetly notify TSO s of their 
conditions. 

411212014 Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
12:53:55 

PM affect such devices. passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 

Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still wilh their arms above lheir heads for 5-7 seconds without lhe support of a person or device. If a passenger cannot or chooses not 10 be screened by AIT, the passenger will be screened 
using a thorough pa tdow n procedure instead. A pa tdow n procedure also is used to resolve a no ma Ii es identified by AIT If a p atdown is required in order to complete screening: 

• The patd own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers mu st wait for a TSO of the same gender to be come a vai I ab I e, 
• The passenger can request a privale screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a privale screening, anolher TSA employee will also be presenl and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair ii he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id nol be asked 10 remove or Ii ft any article of clothing 10 rev ea I a sensitive body area. 

In addition to the patdown, T SA may use techno I og y to test lo r traces of exp I os1ve mate ri a I. 

A companion, assistant, or family member may accompany a passenger to assist him or her during any privale or public screening. After providing this assistance, the companion, assistant, or family member will need to be rescreened. The passenger 
should inform the TSO of his or her need for assistance before the screening process begins. 



The ca 11 er no rm ally travels with his service dog (white German Shep he rd) and was upset with how he was treated at the che c kpornt. He arrived to the airport two hours prior to his flight. It took a wh i I e to get through cu rll side check in due to a de I ay with 
a passenger in front of him, He indicated that he arrived to the checkpoint at least 20 minutes prior to his boarding time. He opts out of AIT and WTM D due to metal implants (two full hip replacements) and requests a patdown. He advised a white 
female TSO (medium build, 5 5 , brown hair) I hat his flighl would be departing soon and I hat he was delayed during curbside check in. She advised I hat he needed 10 gel in line and wait with olher passengers. He had to run to make his flight, which he 
should not be doing in regard to the hip replacement. He was the last person to board the flight. 

This occurred on 4 6 at DEN. He was traveling with Delta flight DL98 departing at 11 :45am from the Delta Terminal 4. He was at the checkpoint on the le/I. 

He feels that he could have been and should have been referred to expedited screening or something should have been done to expedite his screening. He is normally pushed through screening due to his disability. 

He lives in the Detroit area. 

He asked what he needs to do to qualify for Precheck and for the protocol in regard to these type of situations. He asked if the Precheck lines are generally shorter. 

He asked ii the enrollment center in Detroit was at DTW. 

411612014 I asked the caller-If you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition. 
3:39:16 

PM Federal regulations require that your complaint be put in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. 

Do you want informalion about filing a written complaint? 

The ca 11 er indicated that he would Ii ke the complaint to be handled as one in reg a rd to poor customer service. 

I advised that I would refer the informalion to the CSM al DEN to make them aware as they would have the means to look inlo and address the siluation. The CSM should also be able to address his inquiry in regard to TSA s protocol in regard to 
passengers who arrive to the checkpoint very close to their boarding departure time. 

I apologized in regard to the situation. 

I advised that he can apply with TSA for the Precheck benefit by pre enrolling at Isa.gov where he will provide biographic information and make an appointment to visit an enrollment center. At the enrollment center, he will provide fingerprints, ID, 
citizenship documentation, and pay the $85 fee. The Precheck lines may be shorter depending on the number of participants. I advised that he would still need to opt for a patdown. which may void the Precheck benefit. 

The enrollment center is at DTW. 

Ca Iler has a Globa I Entry Card and was 101 d tha I she could use it for Preche ck. Ca 11 er flew from LAX to SF O and presented her Glob al Entry ca rd a the ch eek point and did not receive P recheck. She is needing to know why she is not g etl i ng P recheck 
and is also wanting us to know that having to be screened before she is permitted to fly is ridiculous. 

I advised her that in order to opt in for Precheck she will need to enter her Pass ID number that is located on the back of her Global Entry Card into the KTN field when making her flight reservations and this will opt her in for Precheck. If she gets 
selected for Precheck she can leave her shoes and light ou1er wear on she can leave her laptop and toiletry bag in the carry on bag during screening. If selecled she will be permitted 10 go through the WTMD bul if an alarm sounds she will have to go 

4/1812014 through additional screening which would include a patdown. 
12:23:58 

PM 
Whal if she is pregnant and does not want 10 go through the screening since she does nol wanl someone in a dark back room looking at her naked. 
I advised her that the screening technology is optional for everyone so if she does not want to go through it she can opt out and request a patdown screening instead. The image of the AIT screener is a generic outline of the body. I advised her that 
she has to go through some type of screening if she wants to fly. 



Caller said may be in January she was contacted by Del ta and offered Pre Ch eek Opt in Vi a Computer. She was uncertain if the em a, I ca me to her Minnesota or Florida home. 
She later called Delta and they Opted her in on the phone and confirmed her status and that her name matches her miles account. 
She went to FLL 4-4-14 and her family 901 PreCheck and bul she did not and she ended up having a patdown. Delta told her to call TSA. 
She stated she is 77 and the other women passengers that day were in their 80 s getting patdowns. 
Caller a I so stated several yea rs ago she was s exua 11 y assaulted by a TSO once and another 11 me she was chosen be cause of a re Ii g ious garment she was wean ng and !( b) ( ffi 
and that was the end of that. 

I talked to her and told her that 90 % of what was done was procedure 

She slated that she does not use the AIT Machine and wants the PreCheck and is willing 10 enroll wilh TSA and prefers to do it as a walk in. She seldom I ravels internationally and does not need Global and is willing 10 pay the $85.00. 
She stated at MSP and some locations the PreCheck line has different equipment and she will not use the one with the radiation. 
She wanted info on zip code 5 53 05 and a phone # and do es not want to Pre Enro 11 on Ii ne and prefers to wa I k in. 

RESPONSE: 

I explained if she had the flight booked before Opting in with Delta that could have affected her getting Precheck. If you are certain of your eligibility as a frequent flyer with your airline or have received TSA Pre\u2713"' benefits in the past. you may be 

411812014 experiencing difficulties if the information in your reservalion is nol an exact match 10 lhe information on file with your airline. We recommend that you review your next reservation to ensure that your name, date of birth, gender, and olher identifying 
information are correct. 

4:32:26 
PM 

4118/2014 
8:1754 

PM 

Toi d her that she could contact us within 72 hour window of a II i g ht and we wo u Id be happy to Escalate her co nee m si nee she stated De I ta shows Opted in and her name is a match, 
Confirmed the TCC Phone: 1-866-289-9673 

She can join TSA PreCheck but I do not want to see her have pay a fee to join if we could do some checking for her Opt In Status. 

Explained if she Opts Out of the AIT which we respect that she can do, the only choice she has is a Paldown and PreCheck will not change that. 
(Note: Did not futher her comments about getting Pa tdow n s when she travels be ca use she Opts out of the A IT so we know why). 

hllps: universalenroll .dhs.gov 

Minneapolis-Saint Paul International Airport 
4300 Glumack Drive 
Saint Paul' MN 

Caller slates lhat he works for an airline. He has a company ID. Caller states thal usually when he travels belween airports in uniform he goes lhrough the WTMD. Caller was told that he should go through the metal detector before, but this week he 
was directed to go through the AIT because he is a mechanic. This occurred at Columbus. 

Advised ca Iler: 

Please note. TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport, and no crewmember will be guaranteed expedited access to the sterile area. As part of TSA·s random screening process. an eligible 
c rewmemb er may st, 11 be di reeled to a passenger sere en i ng Ii ne to be screened. 

Flight crewmembers in uniform who present valid identification may use these lanes when seeking access to the sterile area for official purposes. However, use of TSA Precheck lanes by uniformed flight crewmembers is not guaranteed at every airport 
TSA Precheck is a vai I ab I e, as the F edera I Security Di rector at each airport has the discretion to reserve these lanes for passengers. 



Today, 11 took me 30 minutes to go through TSA security (LAX - Delta @ 4:30 AM 4118114) 

I have both Known T rave I er and Pre-Check clearance. I a I so have had two hip rep I ace me nts. 

Because th ere was no Al T nearby. I had to get a pat down. The swab created a fa I se positive th at then required an add iii on al pat down by a second TSO. Because of Ii m,ted staff mg. I had to wait. Hence the 30 minutes. 

This is a problem at most airports. including my home base (BOS) and PHL where I had to go through secunty this past Wednesday morning. 

411812014 
10:06:07 

PM I was told by the TSO (LAX) 11 was that they 'did not know me" and that was why I must go through this process. 

4/2012014 
2:26:47 

PM 

What I want to point out Is that I have been through a vetting process I Known T rave I er) and I fly several ti mes each week. TSA and the a i rt i nes have 30 ++ years of my h1sto ry AN D for as long as I can remember, I have not even received a parking 
ticket. 

Each ti me I go through security and go through this extended process, I watch as peop I e a re channeled to the Pre-Ch eek Ii ne s so T SA can market the idea of p eo pie applying for the program , While I, who have been through this p race ss hundreds and 
hundreds of limes and have been vetted, get extended attention. 

Somel hi ng is screwy! 

Caller: Caller slates he has had hip surgery and knee surgery. Caller slates he tells tsa about ii and before he gels to the olher side they drag him over to the other side of lhe screening area for more screening and he does not like it. Caller stales 
they are going to take him over to the glass cage for further screening every time he flies. Caller states that there was a guy on business trip and he missed a flight and all of his stuff were gone through and someone stole his stuff all because he had a 
meta I piece in his e I bow and he sued the company. Caller states this incident was on CNN. Caller states that 1f it takes an hour to reso Ive the a I a rm he w, 11 miss his flight. Ca 11 er states he Is a p hotograp her and he does not want his f, Im to go through 
the x ray machine because he has lost a lot of film this way. Caller states that he knows a lot of people that goes through screening and if they go through screening it will set off the alarm, 

Response: Informed caller that unfortunately current TSA policy states that if an alarm sounds during screening TSA officers must resolve this alarm. Informed caller that there was not a way to get around screening. Informed caller that TSA always 
recommends travelers to arrive at least 2 hours in advance to allow for security screening and boarding of aircraft. Informed caller If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security 
Officer (TSO) before screening begins so ii you do trigger an alarm officers will know how to resolve the alarm. Informed caller many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by 
Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ if it is available at his airporI. Informed caller that he can requesl a hand inspection for any items that are sensitive to the x ray machine. 



Disability Description: She said she has a brain injury and is disabled and she let them know this when she went through the screening process. She said she Is allergic to a lot of things and that she has a brace on her hand. 

Information Requesl: She said she had a seizure on the plane and that we ruined her Easter. She said lhe people who put the bags on lhe plane just threw them on the plane. She said a Black female TSA agent lold the other agenl to let her go. She 
said the black male TSA agent was trying to keep her there at the checkpoint and laughed and said good luck on catching that flight. She asked what will happen on the return flight when she has to go back through. She said she will put locks on her 
bag. She said the Spirit Airlines agent threw her bag on the conveyor belt. She said she cant wnte anything down rigth now but will have her Attorney handle this tomorrow. She said her phone chargers are missing. She said this is making her sick and 
she has to end the phone call now. She declined her name on this phone call. She said she has missing and broken items from her check bag, 

Response:The Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before 
entering the secured area. and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a paid own on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passengers property could also be performed, 

412012014 TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
629:57 

PM citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

4/21/2014 
8:17:18 

AM 

We understand lhe inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe lhese security measures are necessary and appropriale for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of add i ti o na I screening enhances our a bi I ity to detect explosives at our Nat ion s airport checkpoints. pro vi des an add it ion a I I ayer of security at the ch eek point. and keeps the 
!rave Ii ng pu bl ,c sale. 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of lhe Rehabilitalion Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(bJ and 15.70(d)(3)), ii must: 

Be f, I ed within 18 0 days of the alleged a ct of di scri min ati on: 
Be in writing; 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i nan t: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed di sen minatory action in s uff1c1ent detai I to inform T SA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the com pla i na nt or someone authorized to sign on be ha II of the comp I a i na nt, 

In order to approprialely address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

The caller has a complaint regarding EWR. The caller states he went lhrough screening at gate 113 around 7:14am I his morning and it took a 20 person line 45 minutes to get through screening. The caller slates I here are 3 AIT s at lhe gate bul only 1 
was open. The caller states that he missed his flight due to standing in this line. The caller states that there is no United status line at that gate. The caller states that this looks bad on TSA and states that this is poor operation and management and 
wants to know if the airlines and TSA even communicate about the passenger flow. The caller states that it is very annoying that the TSA employees are walking around on their cell phones while the line is backed up. The caller did arrive to the 
airport late due to an accident. The caller would be happy to talk to the CSM and discuss the issue. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints that we receive and track areas 
of concern. 

I advised the caller that TSA coordinates with the airlines on times and the hours of the gate. 
I have been reading your web site and came across a bizarre and a I arming statement under the reasons for being sexua 11 y assaulted - aka pat down- by screening agents. Directly from your site: "Pat-Down: A pat-down may be performed if th ere is an 
alarm of the metal detector. if an anomaly is detected using advanced imaging technology, if an officer determines that the traveler is wearing non-form fitting clothing, or on a random basis." 

So, it seems we are now required to wear tight "form fitting clothing'"? Do you, or your wife or daughter have to wear tight revealing clothing to board an airline? Oh, silly me - you and your's just sail right through. Like that politian a year or so ago that 
went through the fast track and was found upon arrival at his destination to have earned a loaded hand gun on to an airplane' If that fool had Ii red that gun the entire plane may have gone down. He was charged with a mi sd em ea nor 

4/2212014 
8,31 ,24 I am yes, irraIe at lhe whole idea of having 10 forego all of my rig his as a citizen of the US just to travel by air. 

AM 
However, now I have to wear tight clothing? Please do respond. 

!(b)(61 



412212014 
3:43 00 

PM 

The caller is at DTW and went through security in a wheelchair. The male officers wanted her to go through the AIT but. because she could not raise her arm she was able to walk through the metal detector. The caller gave the male officers her coat 
and other item but forgot to take out her ear piece. A female officer told her to take out her ear piece and place it in a bin. The caller took out her ear piece and put it in a bin and a female officer told her to go ahead and go through the AIT because she 
had seen her take out her ear piece. The caller told lhe female officer thal she could not hold her arm up above her head. The caller states that the female officer made her feel like a spectical and was very rude. She eventually let her go through the 
metal detector. The caller states the female officer was very disrespectful and the caller states the female officer is not a doctor and should not be questioning peoples disabilities. An officer at the gate gave the caller a card to call TSA. The caller 
works for the LA County Comm i ss,on on D1sa b1 I ity. She works w, 11( b) ( ff) phe President of the Commission of D1sa b1 I ity and the caller stated she understands why peop I e with di sab i Ii ties do not want to fi y considering how they are Ire ated. The 
ca Iler went through screening at the Southwest te nm i na I very Ii rst screen, ng checkpoint a round 3 A Op m. The ca Iler was able to go through the meta I d ete cto r as p I an n ed. The officer in quest ion was African American looked to be in her late 20 s or 
early 30 s, around 5ft 4 inches, with shoulder lenglh hair, and possibly wore glasses but not cerlain on whether the officer was wearing glasses. 

Because your comp I ai nt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have lo rwa rded a copy of your I ette r to 1 he a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 

Hello, 

My name is._!r_h_·11_r;_·-, ___ ~L 1·m transgender I was born female and identify as male. My identification still states that I am female, official document states that my legal name isl._(b--'-1(_6-'-) ___ _. 

Today while going through security at Newark airport, I was ask to go into the AIT screening. I did so with no problems. The security officer didn't check my passport and did not realize that I was biologically female. Alter going through the scanner he 
told me he needed 10 feel my chest (He did not stale why), I was wearing a sweater. While feeling my chest he asked what I what I was wearing under my swea1er I lold him I was wearing a chesl binder. He proceeded 10 ask me what that was, I told 
him that I am transgender, He asked what that was I told him that it means I'm biologically female and that I was wearing a compression shirt to make my breasts seem less noticeable. He continued touching me giving me a look of disbelief. He then 
proceeded to point me in the direction of my belongings. Al I of these questions happened in pub Ii c and other customers could hear so I felt quite ashamed and embarrassed. 

4123/2014 I felt extremely uncomfortable and scared because in these few moments this human was an authorily figure, and I was 1rying to follow direclions respectfully. The way he touched me was inappropriate in general not to mention the fact lhat I am 
10:02:45 dysphoric. On tap of feeling uncomfortable I didn't feel like I was in a safe space. 

PM 
I didn't get his name or his badge number, 
I feel as lhough he didn't mean any personal harm and maybe he didn't have the training necessary to handle the siluation wilhoul offending and belittling me. 
I feel like this training is necessary for me to feel comfortable traveling through your airports. Upon noticing that your website has a section dedicated to trans travellers I feel it only makes sense for security personal to have adequate training ta insure 
the safety and wellbeing of other trans individuals. 

Thank you for taking lhe time to read this. 
I look forward to happier and safer security experiences. 

fb)(61 I 
Caller came hame from Chicago Midway on April 3 and the gentleman who took her license kept looking at her license and her. Caller said that this went on for about 5 min and she did not say anything but she could not figure out why he was doing 
this. She went on through screening where she was directed to a different area for passengers who are over 75. Once she completed her screening she became curious as to what the new procedures were for older passengers. She said at that time 
she saw two male TSO agents standing in the ha I I way, She stated that she approached them to ask about the new screening procedures for passengers 7 5 and old. Ca 11 er said that because she interrupted the a gents co nversa ti on that they we re very 
rude and agitated with her. She said lhat agents were not very helpful and very rudely told her thal she should have read the website before traveling and she would know about lhe new procedures. Caller said thal she has never been on the websile 
that she didn t know this is something that she needed to do.She is furious with the way the officers treated her and with their attitudes. 

Alter she was infonmed of the screening changes she now realizes why the officer looked at her id so many times. She said that it was clear that he did not know how to count and that he was trying to figure out how old she was. In the future she 
suggesl thal the officers have a cheal sheet so I hey don I have to keep looking at older passengers ids. She also wanled to know whal the new screening procedures are for passengers over lhe age of 75. 

Date and Time- 4-3-14 9:30am 
Airline- Southwest Does not have flighl number 
Airport-MOW 

412412014 Gate Tenrninal- Does not have 
10:32:27 She did not get their names 

AM 

Resolution: 

Under I his new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an addilional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alarm, as well as greater use al explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 ar older will be informed al the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

TSA continues to incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport and no individual will be guaranteed expedited screening. 

Apologized ta the caller for the rudeness of the TSO agents. Advised her that I will mark this as a complaint for that location. We use this information ta track trends and spot areas al concern that need improvement. 

Because your comp I ai nt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have lo rwa rded a copy of your I ette r to 1 he a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 



Caller wants to know what caused a patdown on a AIT? She always gets patted down, she states that she was patted down at Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport. Caller states that she was raped at a young age and she states that she has pain or she jumps 
a lot when she is touched. She states that the TSO officer that was patting her down she was pushing into her left breast and she states that she told the officer several times that it was hurting her and the officer did not listen to her, she states that she 
felt very violated and she felt as if she was being raped all over again. Caller states thal this is unacceptable. 

Airport: Phoenix Sky Harbor 
Date: 04 23 2014 
Time: 5:45pm 
Airline: Southwest Airlines 
Gate:C1 
Flight Number: 331 
Two Gentleman that spoke to her after this incident occurred were really nice and she appreciates that and they gave her a TSA precheck form so that she doesn t have to be palled down anymore. 

412412014 Caller states that she travels from NC to Wisconsin a lot and she has never had that experience. 
12:23:18 

PM Advised ca Iler: 
The majority of passengers can be screened without being touched by a Transportation Security Officer (TSO). Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 
seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it 1s available or can 
request to be screened using a thorough patdown; however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal 
detector, lhe passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure ins1ead. A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal de1ec1or or anomalies identified by AIT. If they feel comfortable, passengers who have difficulty 
being touched should inform the TSO that they may need assistance during a patdown. 

Screenings using A IT a re vo I unta ry, Ind i vi d ua Is who do not wish to be screened by this techno I og y wi 11 be required to undergo a I te rnat ive screening , including a thorough patd own, Signs a re posted in front of ea ch AIT location advising passengers of 
this righl. 

Advised caller that she should read about the TSA Precheck before signing up. because regardless of her applying for it. if there is an alarm she would still need to be patted down. 

Advised ca Iler that I did apologize in the way she was t rea I ed and tha I I wi 11 be forwarding I his information to the CSM at the airport for review. 
Caller 1s at the airport and has done everything to pre pa re her fi 1g ht. She stated she needs to speak with the DAF SD at SM F. She be Ii eves she is being treated in a different way be cause of the color of her skin She comp I am ed that she is being 
relu sed to go through the meta I detector and having to have the patd own, even though we have explained to her that she cannot choose the W TM D and must have a patd own under some c i rcums tan ces. She stated that she had to make them take her 
to a private area. She stated lhat she could nol be around many men at once. She staled they took all of her stuff away from her. They would not give her a woman. She staled she is a wounded warrior and cant deal with people touching her. 

She to Id them she can t go through the Al T and she can t do a patdown. She spoke to a supervisor who she stated was very rude and he hum i I 1ated her. 

The caller indicated lhat lhe names were: 
S uper,iso ~( b ·., ( 6'i I-to Id her that she had to get a p atdown. 
She stated th at every person of another skin color was a 11 owed to go through the meta I detector. She is a di sab I ed veteran. 

4/2412014 . , 
?-4 7 55 kb 1(61 I Manager--lold her that she had 10 do a paldown 

· PM He told her that Kelly Dale. OAFS•, is his manager. She wants them to hold video tape, because she is being treated totally different. She has fibromyalgia, chronic migraines, and PTSD. She was in a wheelchair. She told them that she can walk 
through the meta I detector. They took her bags and I et them go through. They kept them from her lo r 20-30 minutes. so she does nt know what they did in that abse ns e. 
She stated that they did not have a female to assist her, as she asked for. 

Patrick took the call. 
I advised that I would have information sent to her email as to how to file a formal complaint. 
She also asked for the CSM number at SMF, and I provided it. 

1h·,1R··, 

Phone: "-b~)-'-(6~·•-' __ _. 



412412014 

This is being for\'llarded to you to handle as you deem appropriate. 

Sincerely, 

Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties U.S. Department of Homeland Security 

~~~~fE)l~1••ocsaoo 
Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 2014 4:20 PM 
To: CRCL 

Subject Fly Rights - New Report from~kb_.~1(_6~)----~ 

NOTICE: 

8:15:46 
PM You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights 1s a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA their Member of Congress. and the Sikh 

Coa Ii ti on. a civi I rights organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entities they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAa€'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Calabasas CA 91302 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" . Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time : 412512014 12:21 :41 AM Airport : EWR - Newark International Date/Time of Travel 04/2312014 5:15 PM Airline & Flight Number Alaska Flight 7 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport, Ternimal A3 TSA Employee: (If Known)· Unknown Comment, I was shocked at the unprofessional and rude behavior of two TSA agents handling passenger screening at EWR Terminal A3. 

The TSA a gent ( ma I e) prior to the scanners was p ri ma ri I y just standing in p I ace shouting at the passengers to &quot: keep pushing I keep pushing 11 &quot:, yet he wou Id not a 11 ow passengers to stay with their belongings unti I the be Io ngi ngs were on the 
belt into the scanner. He was insisting they &quot;go1 &quot; and then continued yelling at the next passenger to push everything along. At one point he was so irntated, he made the effort to take two steps towards the belt and abruptly slammed all the 
bins along the belt, hard enough to overturn and dump one of them. Meanwhile the other TSA agent (female) prior to scanner would not let anyone with a green (TSA Pre) card to go through the metal detector, instead routing everyone to AITwhere 

4125/2014 they were turned back to remove jackels, scarves, etc. The TSA agent at lhe scanner basically said the other agenl was just &quot;diflicult and not willing to move&quot:. 
8:3441 

AM Fortunately I was not in a hurry. but al I this chaos created by two agents was causing delays for passengers in what wou Id have been a very short Ii ne. 

I am a frequent business traveler in many differenl airports and have never witnessed such unprofessional behavior. 
Would you like a resoonse? : True 
Passenger's Name kb)(ffi 
Phone Number~fh.:..: .. ,...!:,R=.,====:.-~ 
Email !rh1/R1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



My family and I came thru the TSA checkpoint for gate A16 at Newark airport on Sunday. 4127114. At the third screening location we waited in an incredibly slow line. As we approached the mag and AIT, our belongings went tgru the xray and we waited 
for quite some lime. My son was screened in the AIT bul my 81 year old mother wailed outside w me. She cannot lift her Jrm and i asked the TSO to allow her to pass thru lhe mag ins~aiting for the AIT. The tso lold us only children can go lhru. 
We were tald that there were no mare females so she could nat go in. We waited more and were separated from our valubles an the other side of the belt. I asked for a supervisor and~hawed up. He tald us that she could not be screened in the 
mag be cause the AIT was the p nm ary sere en i ng tool. I asked h, m again and he denied. When my 81 year old mother got into the AIT she could nit I ift her rig ht a nm and was brought out lo r a patdown. 

412712014 The incredible inefficiency showed by lhe supervisor and lack of concern showed for my mother is lhe reason TSA has such a poor reputation for travelers. 

3:32:46 
PM 

I wo u Id hope th at this m alter w, 11 be investigated. Cera inly the numerous cameras in the checkpoint wi 11 accurate I y show what took p I ace. 

If someone would like to con1ac1 me, my phone is._[b_.'--1(_6'"") ___ __, 

!(b,(61 

Sent from my MetroPCS 4G Android device 

The caller went through FLL last week. The caller stated that the TSO was rude to her. The caller wanted to opt out for the AIT and had to wait for a female agent. The caller stated that one never came and that she waited and waited. The caller stated 
ever so often the TSO would say female assist under his breath bul no one ever came. The caller stated that she asked for a supervisor and lhe TSO refused to lei her speak with one. The caller staled thal the she ended up having to go through the 
AIT or she would have missed her flight. On this flight her son was with her and able to get her purse and baggage far her. The caller stated that she is leaving in two days and will not have her son to get the items for her. The caller wanted ta know if 
there was a way to expedite a patdown and 1f she can ask for a supervisor right off the bat. The caller stated that she refused to provide any of her information because she knows 11 will not get any where. The caller wanted to know what we do so she 
can resolve her complaint. 

The caller was advised that we can intake her flight information and forward the complaint over to the CSM of Ft.L ta make them aware of the situation. 

The T CC only intakes the info nma ti on. We can not g ua ra ntee that the CSM wi 11 contact back. we do not have information on their procedures. 

4/2812014 The caller was advised that we are not located at any airports. 
10:52:41 

AM The ca 11 er was advised that passengers a re not required to go through the A IT and may opt out for a patd own, 

It sometimes can be a bit of a wait for an officer of the same gender to become available. 

We recommend arriving two hours in advance of the flight time to allow plenty of time to get through security. 

If a passenger has concerns about his ar her screening, he ar she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

I offered to send the comp I a int to the CS M. but the ca Iler refused to provide any information besides F LL. 

I explained to the caller that ta assist her we could forward the complaint to the CSM of FLL. With out any information concerning the incident, we will nat be able ta forward anything ta the CSM. 



4/28/2014 
12:17:15 

PM 

4128/2014 
5:16:28 

PM 

4128/2014 
6:15:41 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es 01 her; Screening 
Current Date/Time · 4128/2014 1 O: 16: 17 AM Airport · BNA - Nashville International Date/Time of Travel . 04/2512014 9: 15 AM Airline & Flight Number . Delta DL500 Checkpoint/Area of Airport · Passenger pre-screening and baggage screening TSA 
Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I fully understand that your mission is one of trying to strengthen the security of the nation's transportation systems and ensure the freedom of movement for people and commerce. Let me be honest, your execution of this is failing. I am not 
a frequent flyer, and wilh experiences like I will get into, I feel there is good reason. I arrived al Nashville airport in excess of 2 hours prior to my flight I his past Friday. I chose a cenIer lane of one of six lines to have my boarding documents and 
identification verified. To cover the six lanes there were initially 3 agents checking in passengers, and my guess is there was a usual volume of passengers for a Friday morning. At some point while I was waiting in line, one of the agents took to leaving 
their assigned duties. I did not catch a name, because I did not realize anyone had left until the two center lanes just stopped moving, for an extended period of time. Only one of the agents upon recognizing the situation called for back-up, which after 
several calls on the radio, eventually arrived, This whole evolution took in excess of 45 minutes to get through the check-in. not to include the luggage and the AIT screening. My next concern deals with consistency among your staff in the performance 
of their screening. My wife passed through two screenings with the exacl same luggage, and the exact same ilems in her bags, and she was stopped not in the less active airport, but ralher in lhe busier, Nashville, for further screening of her belongings 
(perhaps this explains why there was such long lines). When the screener decided that her liquids were not meeting the 3-1-1 standards, she offered to escort her back to the airline desk. where she could check her baggage. Mind you it took 45 
minutes the first time through the check in process. and we would then be in Jeopardy of missing our boarding should she go back and check her baggage. How does this ensure the freedom of movement? Well time being more important than getting 
some liquids checked in the belly of the aircraft, we decided to make a deposit into the waste receptacle. rather than wasting any additional time with the TSA. With all the advances you have demonstrated in purchasing technology. such as the AIT, 
and the restriclions you are placing upon travelers, why can't you seem to get ii rig hi? Why don'I you get some piece of equipment that off the shelf can determine lhe safety of liquids and gels? Further, I did not appreciale lhe fact that I could nol bring 
an unopened bottle of water into the airport, and yet I could purchase one from the vendors in the terminal after check-in. What screening is performed upon this water that you could not extend to my unopened bottle of water? Finally, why did I see 
other passengers pass through your screening with liquids, but I had to drink my bottle of water, and my wife had to throw away expensive hair care products. Being inconvenienced Is one thing, but your demonstrated inability to perform your 
assignment consistently is more concerning to me. 

Would you like a retponse 7 : Jew 
Passenger's Name tb_:1(6_) 
Phone Number. ~-------~ 

Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Disability Description: The caller stated her father has a colostomy. 

Information Request: The ca 11 er wanted to know what her lather needs to exp eel when he arrives at the checkpoint. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: I to Id the ca 11 er a nol e from a doctor is not required. If a passenger uses an os tom y, he or she can be screened without having 10 empty or expose the os tomy. However, it is important for passengers to inform the T ransporta Ii on 
Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about the ostomy before the screening process begins. Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 
seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. A passenger should not be asked to remove or lift any article of clothing to reveal 
a sensitive body area. Under most circumstances, this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of the ostomy. followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passengers hands. I told the caller to request to speak with a PSS at 
the checkpoint. I e-mailed the caller lhe information we discussed on lhe call. I lold the caller her father could call back 72 hours prior to his departure with his flight information. I offered to forward lhe information to the airport bul the caller said she 
would I et her father make the determ i nation. 

Caller wanted to know the policy about patdowns. She asked when are they called for. She said she travels a lot and has never had a problem with TSA. She said this morning she flew from Minneapolis to Dallas Ft Worth on Sun Country. She said 
the guy waived her through and told her she can go get her stuff. She said the lady behind him told her to stop and that she would need to pat her down. She said she asked the lady why she had to get a patdown. She said the lady acted like she did 
not hear her and did not say a word, She said the lady ignored her. She said the lady touched her hair. her breast. down the front side and down the back from her shoulder to her leg, She said she had never had that happen to her before. She said 
she 901 her stuff and set there for about 15 minuIes walching the lady. She said the lady did not patdown anyone else during the 15 minutes. She asked what is the policy on I hat. She said her issue is that the man waived her through and the lady 
stopped her and did the patdown and did not tell her why. She said she would like to file a complaint on this. 

RESPONSE: TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) 
screening. TSA also selects passengers and I heir properly at random for enhanced security screening. ALSO: I will be sending your information as a complaint 10 lhe CSM at lhe Airport. Date an~ Time of Flight: April 28th 2014 AT between 5:45 
a.m. and 6:30 Gate or Terminal: Sun country Terminal Going to Gate 3 But she is not Sure It may have been Terminal 2 Airline: Sun Country Flight Number: 503 Airport: Minneapolis Email: _!b.1(6) ! 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: She said she has a ba I ance prob I em due to her foot and has degenerative disc dIse ase. 

Response Details: I advised her I will refer this 10 lhe CSM at lhe airporl and to ODPO. I advised supervisor,Kiill:fil:J that she does not have an email address and that is why I did not send the email to her .. 

Incident Details: She said she called the CSM at the airport today at 512-691-1:Efiland she left a message but they did not call her back. She said she thinks 11 is a management problem and she is going to call the Governors office as well. She said 
she showed the officers her handicap sticker and 3 times she was told they don t accomodate handicapped people .. She said she does not have a computer. She said she is disgusted and it was a miserable experience. She said her pockets were 
ernply and she did not have anylhing in her hands and she thinks we need to have our machines checked oul because she had to go lhrough a paldown due to an anomaly. She said she has a balance problem due to her fool and has degenerative disc 
disea~e. She said they refused for her to go to the shorter lin~ or front of the line she was in. She said she got a form at the airport ta file a complaint. She asked for the CSM name at th! ai.rp1rt. I lost_ the phone call and called back but got a machine. 
She d, d say she was aver 7 5 yrs. o Id and that a [EE)at the airport to Id her she was correct and she should have been accomoda ted due to her dIsa b1 I ,ty and med, cal cond, 11 on. She said ( b :, ( at the air po rt told her she s hou Id have be en a cco mod ated 
due to her disability and medical condition. 

ComplaintCSM 
Claims Discnmination 

412812014 Ai rpo rI :Austin-Bergstrom 
Air I, ne: Sa uthwest 

7 05"05 
-PM Flight Number:280 

Departure Time:04-7-14 at 12:55 pm 
Arrival Airport and Time:Panama City Beach at 6 pm 
Lacation:Security checkpoint 
Gate:8 
Contact lnformation:,.!(b_."'1(_6'-, __ _. 

I advised her I will refer this to the CSM at the airport. Per~kay to give CSM info to her I came back to the phone and lost the phone call. 

Response:passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to clear an alarm. as well as 
greater use of explosives trace detection. 

I advised her that she can ask to be moved to a shorter line or move to the front of the lne she Is in due to a medical or disability condition. 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of lhe Rehabilitalion Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(bJ and 15.70(d)(3)), ii must: 



Disability Description: Callers husband has metal implants (knee replacement and vena cava filter) and cannot stand for a long penod of time. He wears a full length stocking for blood clots in his leg. 

Information Requesl: Caller does not have all of the flight delails at the moment but would like to request assistance for her husband. Caller slates I hat she was unaware of lhe possibility to arrange for assislance for lhe inilial flight. 

Passengers name:t~~-·-,1_r;_·1 ___ ~ 

Response Details: If a passenger has meIaI implants, such as arlificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a TransporIation Securily Officer (TSO) before screening begins. TSA has created notificalion cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO 
about any disability. medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening, their use may improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their 
conditions. 
Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their anms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request 10 be screened by AIT if it is available or can request 10 be screened using a patdown: however, passengers cannot requesl to be screened by the walk
through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

412812014 If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
7:57:59 

PM A patdown procedure also Is used to resolve any alanms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

4129/2014 
8:41 58 

AM 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. SomeIimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in lhe position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body I hat are painful when touched. 
A passenger should not be asked to remove or lift any article of clothing to reveal a sensitive body area. 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed di scrim i na tory action in sufficient de ta i I to in form T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

Feedback Type · Security Issue 
Categories: Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time 4129/2014 4:38:56 AM Airport ORD - Chicago-O'Hare International Date/Time of Travel: 04128/2014 Airline & Flight Number: Airfrance/416 CheckpornUArea of Airport passport 
control TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: Good Morning - I am an American citizen born and raised right here in Chicago. I am a patriot to my counlry. After 9111, I have been randomly selecled to be marked by our governmenl to be detained at re-enlry. When this first happened, 
I was not forwarned and had to find out by being subjected to the process. I have attained my redress number and am required to submit it every time I fly. I am still pulled going through the passport control EVERY time. Yesterday at the passport 
kiosk I put my pass po rt in and after the process my receipt had a GIANT &quot: X&quot; over my face. I burst into tears. I had to wait in Ii ne to be sere ened yet again. Mea nwh i I e, I am b erng eyed by everybody for being pulled. It destroys me that 
upon arrival to my homeland I am slapped in the face. Nice welcome home. I love my country and believe in the beauty of the ideals of our founding lathers. I believe they were weeping with me yesterday. I have never done anything to cause this. 
am a natural born American. I love the USA. And I am outraged. AND I feel like no one hears me crying. This is not fair or just. It is offensive and humiliating. After this amount of time, I here should be no reason to mark my passporI. What is 
becoming of us????? 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name :lrh··,1r;·1 
Phone Number :;.!r,.:h,.:_11"r;=-.,====.-~ 

Email !(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Caller Is wanting to complain about the T SA process she went through. She was trave Ii ng from San Di ego to Sacramento on Southwest. She was in the screening Ii ne. she told the ofli cer she was over 80 years o Id and he lo reed her to rem ave his 
shoes anyways including her jacket. She was sent through the WTMD. Afterwards, they forced her to sit in a seat. But she stepped up to get her jacket, was then screamed at because she stood up. Later a young man came in uniform, where she had 
to go through a patdown. She said lhe patdown was conducted by a lady I hat explained the entire process and it was fine. But they way she was treated before that was not. She has read in the paper where it says she does not have 10 remove all of 
those things because she is over 75. She stated that they never even let her go through, they instantly made her remove her shoes and jacket so it wasnt additional screening. She stated that they seemed like she was a danger to them, she is 83 years 
old and does not think she looks at all threatening. She stated shes a little lady but just wanted to let us know what went on at the checkpoint. 

Response: 
The Trans po rtat,on Security Ad mini strat,on (T SA) is undertaking efforts to enhance sec u nty and focus its resources by m ovrng away from a o ne-s ize-flts-al I a pp roach and applying new i ntel Ii g ence driven, nsk-based s c reem ng procedures while 
enhancing technology and improving the passenger experience at security checkpoints. As part of this effort, TSA has implemented a program to revise screening procedures for passengers who appear to be age 75 and older. 

Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alarm as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

4/29/2014 
12,58 ,58 TSA anticipates these changes will further reduce-I hough nol completely eliminate-the need for a physical patdown on travelers 75 and older I hat would otherwise have been conducted to resolve alarms. It's imporIant to remember, that any individual 

may be required to remove their shoes or undergo a patdown if anomalies are detected during security screening that cannot be resolved through other means. 
PM 

Explained to the caller that even under this process, ii a passenger still alarms then they can be required to remove their shoes and jacket to go through additional screening. 

San Di ego I nte rna ti on al Airport (SAN) do es have the AIT screening at the airport. 
htlp: www.tsa.gov a,t-frequently-asked--questions 

Airporl: San Diego 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight number: 1321 
Date and time: 4 26 14 4:50pm 
Terminal or gate: Gate 1 O she thinks, not really sure 
email: !(b i(6i I 

Ca Iler a pp Ii ed for P recheck. She was told she wou Id get a ca rd. 

I told her she would not receive a card if she applied through the TSA application. She would if she applied through GE. She asked what the difference is. I told her GE is for international travel, TSA is for domestic travel, 

Caller was very frustrated because she did not receive Precheck when she flew on US Air from Ft.L. She said if she is not going to get the service, she doesn t know why she paid the money. I told her it is a random selection. There will be times 
when she w, 11 go through the regular Ii ne. She said if a person only fi ,es 3 times and is not selected 3 11 mes th en why both er? She said someone who had never gotten the background check or paid the money was al lowed through, but she was not. 
told her that person wi 11 only receive P recheck o nee, Ca 11 er repeated the same complaint several ti mes. 

4;;~;;~3~
4 She said a TSO told her if they would bring an AIT machine in, there would not be long lines at this airport. She said the IVR said that if she has any suggestions or complaints about the process to let TSA know. She said she is complaining. I told her 

if she continues not to receive Precheck she should call back within 72 hours of a flight. we will get more information from her and see what the issues are. At this time, since it has only happened one time, this could be the random time she does not 
PM 

receive it. 

She said, again, if a person only flies 3 times and is not selected 3 times then why bother? She flies more often than that but her family does not. She paid $500 for her family to be able to use this service and she did not get to use it. She said if she 
does not get P recheck during the Ho Ii day season and has to wait 3 hours in a Ii ne. she wi 11 be cal Ii ng back. I told her that the process is random and she may not be se I ected at any time of the year. 

She said lhat if she does not get selected on her next flight she will be calling back and she will nol be happy. I told her that I had made nole of her concerns in the record. She asked what I had entered. I lold her. She asked if it would show when 
she did and did not receive Precheck. I told her I do not have that information here. We just have general information at the TCC. If she has any other concerns she should call us back. I told her I appreciated her calling to let us know. 



Caller fi ew last week from Dom i can Re pub Ii c to Charlotte, NC and his bag was ms pected and th at was not an issue but he brought 2 bottles of Ii q uor into the US but at Charlotte he was told he wou Id have to ch eek it m sm ce he had a co nne ctmg flight. 
He was upset because he was not told that in advance. Caller complained that if another country was fine with it he should have been able to have it since he fiew in with it. 
When he tried to board lhe plane his lickel was denied and alarmed and he was senl back 10 lhe ticket agent. He was never given a good explanation. 
He stated a TSO followed him to the restroom (He confirmed the TSO did not say anything to him). He said a TSO was also at the door where you get on the plane and once his ticket was cleared he left. 
He did not see anyone else be wanded but he was. Caller said what hurt him most was in all the confusion of having to bag up some clothing in a trash bag and check the bag he misplaced his I Pod that his daughter gave to him. 
Caller said his wife has a colostomy and he wants to know how she can avoid embarrassment when she travels. 

RESPONSE: 

Told him to check with the Lost And Found to see if his I Pod was turned in. 
hllp: www.tsa.gov traveler-information airport-lost-found-conIacIs#18 
Charlotte Douglas I nte rna ti on al Airport 
704-916-2200 

51512014 Told him perhaps the TSO was just going 10 lhe reslroom. (confirmed the officer did nol say anything to the traveler). 

10:37:45 
AM Regarding any concerns travelers may have about duty-free liquids, passengers who fly into the United States and then have a connecting flight must conform to the standards and pol1c1es for l1qu1ds, gels, and aerosols established by the 

51512014 

Transportation Security Administration (TSA) for domestic departures. even when the domestic departure follows international travel The policy allows passengers to carry containers 3.4 ounces or smaller through screening checkpoints. 
Other countries can have their own rules but TSA has ours and cannol change I hem for someone wanting 10 carry on something from anolher country. 

The boarding pass alarming is an airline issue. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is consIantly exploring initiatives to expand and enhance our security and lhreat mitigation efforts. As part of this initiative, TSA has expanded security screening beyond the security checkpoint to other 
secured areas of the airport, including boarding gates. 

These additional screening activities include but are not limited to screening passengers, checking passengers' identifications and boarding passes, and searching canry--0n baggage either visually or with Explosives Trace Detection (ETD) units. These 
checks may be unannounced and may occur at any boarding gate al any time. 

I co u Id have been the TSO s we re there for other reasons as wel I. 

If a passenger uses an Ostomy, he or she can be screened without having to empty or expose the OsIomy. However, it is imporIant for passengers 10 inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about the Ostomy before 
the screening process begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to discreetly inform TS Os about any disability. medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Told how to find the Card on the TSA 

The caller staled thal she flew from MCO and that she was selected for a patdown because her back pocket, right shoulder and her finger alarmed lhe AIT. The caller stated thal she was upset wilh this because she was embarrassed having to be 
patted down at the checkpoint and that she did not feel comfortable not being close to her belongings. The caller stated that it was raining in Orlando. The caller stated that her bag was wet on the inside and that there was no NOi: the zipper pull was 
broken. 

12:07: 15 Advised the caller: I apologized 10 lhe caller if her exerience was less that pleasant however informed the passenger thal every passenger musl be screened and that if a passenger were to ala nm the AIT or lhe WTM D they would have to be screened 
PM using a thorough patdown. Advised the caller that many thing can cause an anomilie including layered clothing. Advised the caller that the lack of an NOi would indicate that TSA never inspected the bag by hand and the fact that the bag was wet would 

indicate that the re is a good cha nee the bag was ope nd outside, where T SA is not present and the bag would be m the posse ssIon of baggage hand I e rs Advised the ca 11 er to Ii I e a comp I amt with the airline. Advised the ca 11 er that she cou Id request a 
private screening if she felt uncomfortable being screened in public and they may be able to screen her belongings with her like valuables. Advised caller that she could ask for a supervisor or a PSS. 

Caller and her husband have flown a lot over the years. She has a hip implant and flew from Baltimore with no problems. She went through the AIT. But at Phoenix Sky Harbor she told the guy she has a metal implants and wants to use the AIT but he 
said no and made her use the WTMD. She kept trying to tell him she has metal implants but he would not listen and sure enough she alarmed. She was pulled aside and they started to pat her down m public with people going by looking at her like she 
did something wrong and she was embarrassed. She asked for private screening and the TSO told her that she would have to wait for another female. She said they were very nice and apologetic but she just thought the male TSO did not listen to her 
and now she is apprehensive about flying again. She wants 10 know if there is something she can do 10 avoid this. She did not get the agents name. 
The Airport was Sky Harbor on Southwest 4403 on April 15th at 5: 15 pm. 

I apologized to the caller and told her I hat TSO s are Irained 10 listen to your concerns and respond approprialely. 

5;~~0
0\

4 TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This helps us know where corrections need to be made. 
p M Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Custom er Service Manager IC SM) at that Io cation, 

I told her that if a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips. he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about 
any di sab i Ii ty, medical condition. or medical device that cou Id affect sec u nty screening. 

Many passengers with meIaI implants thal regularly alarm a walk-lhrough metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). You may ask for lhe AIT. If it shows an anomaly and you have to have a patdown you can ask for a 
private screening at any time. You may also be accompanied by a companion of your own choosing. 

You can ask for a su pe rvi sor or passenger support speci a Ii st at any time if you have concerns or questions, You may a I so ca 11 TS A cares before you travel to request ass i sta nee, 
Sent email. 



Caller was on flight 758 on May 1st. He is a 70 year old disabled vet. His expenence at SEA was something that made him never want to fly again. When he was screened by the WTMD he was put back in his wheelchair and all his stuff went through 
the belt on the tray. They set the tray out of the way about 30 yards from where he was sitting. He was frisked in his chair. He said people were walking by and pointing at him and laughing and asking questions about why this man was being pulled 
aside. He was so damn humiliated after serving his counlry for 20 years.He was being laughed at and this was unacceptable. He said thal the TSO s are on a power trip. He did not know about lhe private room and was never told about it by lhe TSO 
s. He was made to roll over in his wheelchair and they went up and down his legs and took off his shoes and belt. He was upset and even teared up. He said the person pushing the wheelchair was very nice and very apologetic. 

Airport Sea 
Airline:Alaska 
Flight Number:758 
Date and Time:May 1 at 8: 15 am 
Terminal or Gate:N 15 
Name of Person involved: The TSO man was short and dark but he was too upset to get names and a good description. 

51512014 I a po I og i zed to the ca Iler and to Id him that the Transportation Security Adm i ni st rat ion (TSA) seeks to provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. 0 ur policies and procedures focus on 
5: 14:50 ensuring that all passengers, regardless of their personal siluations and needs, are 1reated wilh dignity, respecl, and courtesy. 

PM 
Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted 1s important. Transportation Secunty Officers (TSOs) must conduct add1t1onal screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 
happen next in I he process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

In addition, passengers may request a private screening if add1t1onal screening is required or at any time during the screening process . In add1t1on, screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require 
disp I acing or Ii fling clothing . 

We consider your concerns to be a serious issue for our attention. TSA appreciates that you took the time to share your concerns with us. 
Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at 1-855-787-2227 Monday lhrough Friday 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. EST and weekends and Holidays 9 a.m. 10 8 p.m. EST. TSA recommends thal passengers call no less than 72 hours ahead of 1ravel in case it is 
determined that it is necessary to coordinate support at the airport. We can send this to Wounded Warrior and get you some help at the checkpoint. 

Disability Description: Caller has a pacemaker and a difibrillator. 

Response Details: Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging 
Technology (AIT) will affect such devices, passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. I will send you information via email on how to file this 

5/512014 complainl appropriately and forward this complaint 10 lhe CSM at PHL, Kimberly Masso. Sent email of information. 
6:3851 

PM Incident Details: Caller flew from PHL on Apnl 5th at 3:00 PM and has a pacemaker and a defibrillator. During the screening he tried to show the TSOs a card he had from his doctor stating he could not go through the screening machines, but the 
officer insisted that he go through it anyway, So the ca 11 er ended up being lo reed to go through an A IT machine and he has been told to avoid these machines, For a few days after he has le It strange, He be Ii eves that this is a fai I ure to accomoda te a 
disabilily and wishes to form a complaint. 



Caller has a TSA precheck boarding pass issue. They are in their 80s and all of a sudden they stopped getting it. They fiy on United and has Gold status with them. They are in Maui. It started in March when they stopped getting it on Hawaiian Air. 
They didn t do anything to sign up for it. All of a sudden they started getting precheck. They have a flight on Tuesday. They know they don t have to take their shoes off because of their age but they like the shorter lines for the precheck. 

Advised: 

How did you sign up for the T SA precheck? 

Did you receive an invitation from your airline? Un known 

2. Are you traveling on the airline that invited you? United and Hawaiian 

3. Are you a US Canadian Citizen? Yes 

51612014 4, Are you traveling from an airport participating in TSA Precheck? Yes, Maui 

3';~29 5. Have you correctly opted-in? Unknown 

6, When making a reservation, have you confirmed that your persona I information is correct and up to date? Yes 

7. Do you make your reservation through a 3rd party? For example. a travel agent or an employers online booking system? No 

8. Do you make your reservations online? For example, an airlines Web site or a travel Web site such as Travelocity or Expedia? Yes 

9. Have you committed certain violations of TSA regulations? No 

Have you flown in the last 72 hours or do you have a flight in the next 72 hours? Give us a call back within 72 hours of your next flight and we will troubleshoot the matter further, 

You are already allowed expedited screening because of your age. Passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced 
i magrng technology (AI T) to clear an a I a rm. as wel I as greater use of explosives Ira ce detection. 

The caller is flying on May 12. 2014, with United Airlines, and he wanted to know why he did not receive TSA Precheck on this flight. He is a LPR, and received TSA Precheck without applying before. He is elderly, and he wanted to know if there were 
other ways to be expedited through the checkpoint. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

While TSA's initiatives provide some travelers with expedited screening. passengers should not expect to receive this form of screening every time they fly. Individuals who would like to receive expedited screening on a more frequent basis should 

511112014 consider applying to the TSA Pre\u2713"' application program. No individual is guaranteed expedited screening. and TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport. 

2:42:10 
PM 

TSA has implemented a program to revise screening procedures for passengers who appear to be age 75 and older. 

Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
c I ear an al a rm as wel I as greater use of exp I os1ve s trace detection. 



Caller was upset because his bag gets inspected constantly when flying out of Sarasota and Baltimore. He also mentioned that he forgot a tissue in his pocket TSA and received additional screening because of that also. He carry s tools in checked 
sometimes. 

Advised: 

The re are I oa ded firearms found at checkpoint ea ch week so TS A wi 11 continue to screen both checked bags and carry on che c ko pints, A IT s wi 11 pi ck up a tissue or coin and then add it ion a I screening may a pp I y. 

511212014 Advised that tools, food, LGA s and books will sometimes alarm in checked bags and TSA has to open the bag. 

10:02:45 
AM Enhanced security measures require that all checked baggage undergo at least one form of screening, Depending on the available screening equipment at your departure airport. checked baggage may need to be opened for hand inspection to clear 

an alarm. 

Transportation Secunty Officers (TSOs) receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags. TSOs are required to exercise great care during the screening process so that when bags are opened a passenger's belongings are 
ret u med in the same condition they we re lo u nd. 

He was satisfied and we ended the call. 
The caller indicated that he reported his complaint on the TSA blog but also wanted to call. He traveled from MSY on 5 7 with United flight 1460 from Gate D. He indicated that he was at the checkpoint between 4: 15pm-4:45pm. He indicated that he 
was put through the Precheck line. He has a left knee replacement that requires that he go through the scanner and be wanded. He advised the TSO of the metal implants. The female TSO required a male TSO to conduct the patdown. It took forever 
for the male TSO to come over. His complaint is that the male TSO conducted a full patdown and also that the TSO was unhappy to conduct the patdown and his attitude was that he didn t want to do it. The male TSO asked him to remove his wallet 
after discovering ii during the patdown. The TSO looked through the wallet and the caller felt I hat this was unusual. The male TSO is stocky, African American, and 5 8 or 9 in height. 

The TSO did not reply when asked if the AIT we re working. The caller observed that AIT was not b erng uti I ized. 

511212014 The caller asked ii Global Entry is recognized at MSY or there is any type of program of that nature at MSY. 

12 'i~AG I explained that TSA recommends that passengers remove items from their pockets prior to passing through the AIT or WTMD to reduce the likelihood of an alarm. The TSO is required to clear the item to ensure that it doesn t contain a prohibited item, 
which is why that he asked in regard to the wallet and opened it. 

I advised that I have documenled the information provided at would refer to the CSM at MSY to make them aware. The CSM has the means 10 look into and address I his. TSA monitors lhe number and na1ure of complainlS received so that we can track 
trends and spot areas of concern th at may require s pecia I attention. 

I advised th at he wo u Id need to contact GI o ba I Entry in reg a rd to whether they a re airport specific, We don t have information that speaks in reg a rd to this, The ca Iler d eel in ed a contact number, 

Caller wants to know when she will be required to go through which technology before she arrives at the airport.Says TSA needs to hire smarter people to do their job so good honest people will not have to got through delays that do no good.She 
seems to think that TSA develops its screening procedures specifically for each airline and seems to be suggesting that TSA make the AIT units mobile so they can be moved around in the airport. 

511212014 AIT gives TSA a way to detect a wide vanety of threats, including suicide vests and other improvised explosive devices that may be hidden under passengers· clothing and cannot be detected by walk-through metal detectors. AIT enhances security, 

1 : 32 : 4 3 reduces the need for patdown searches lo r passengers with joint re placements and other medical conditions, and imp roves passenger convenience and comfort. Privacy and security are not mutually exclusive. and T SA has had an ongoing di a log ue 
PM with privacy groups on these issues. AIT is an effective tool in detecting terrorist lhreats and anolher tool in our layered approach 10 securily. 

Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough patdown.Oflered John Pistole's address for suggestions on improving security 
and she declined.Suggested she do more research on the subject of security. 



THIS IS WHAT IS WRONG WITH OUR GOVERNMENT"' 11 YOU DO NOT LISTEN TO THE CITIZENS. I SENT YOU A LETTER REPORTING BREACH OF SECURITY AND YOU SENT ME THE AUTOMATED EMAIL RESPONSE. YOU DID NOT 
ADDRESS ANY OF THE ISSUES I SAW TODAY. NOW I WILL HAVE TO FIND OUT WHOM IS OVER TSAAND REPORT YOUR LACK OF CONCERN OVER THIS MATTER THERE IS NO TSA Pre?'" IN IDAHO FALLS AIRPORT 

BELOW IS THE EMAIL YOU SENT WITH AN EMAIL ADDY THAT SAYS DO NOT REPLY.. . .I POSTED COMMENTS IN EACH APPROPRIATE AREA. 

Thank you for your e-mail regarding the Transportation Security Administration's (TSA) expedited screening initiative, TSA Pre?'" 

TSA continues to focus its resources and to improve passenger experience at the security checkpoint by expanding its use of technology and applying new intelligence-driven, risk-based screening procedures. The use of risk-based initiatives allows 
TSA to maintain its high-security standards ""'HIGH SECURITY STANDARDS??? .... and allow more travelers to experience the benefit of expedited screening. 

The mosl familiar of TSA's risk-based initiatives, TSA Pre? n.,, allows TSA to idenlify low-risk passengers for expedited screening. Travelers who are directed 10 lhe TSA Pre? n., lane may be allowed to keep on their footwear, light outerwear, and belt, 
and leave their laptop in its case and 3-1-1 compliant liquids/gels bag in their carry-on luggage. • ..... WRONG. NO ONE WAS DIRECTED TO ANOTHER LINE" ....... 

In addition to TSA Pre?'". TSA has implemented various risk-based measures at all of our Nation's airports, even at those that do not have a dedicated TSA Pre?"™ lane. For example. some individuals may receive instructions from a Transportation 

511412014 Securily Officer (TSO) at the checkpoinl thal may allow them a security screening experience similar to TSA Pre?'" ..... WRONG, THE TSA EMPLOYEE DID NOT GIVE THE 2 PASSENGERS INSTRUCTIONS!', .... 

820:43 
AM 

511512014 
11:59:41 

AM 

Also, travelers younger than 12 years of age. older than 75. and military personnel may receive modified screening procedures at airports nationwide. These procedures improve screening by better focusing resources on passengers who may be more 
likely to pose a risk. •••••••••NEITHER PASSENGER WAS OVER 75 NOR A MILITARY PERSONNEL NOR YOUNGER THAN 12! ! ! •1••••••• 

While TSA's initiatives provide some travelers with expedited screening. passengers should not expect to receive this form of screening every time they fly. Individuals who would like to receive expedited screening on a more frequent basis should 
consider applying to a U.S. Department of Homeland Secunty (OHS) trusted traveler program. such as the TSA Pre?'" application program or Global Entry. Applicants who are approved in either program are eligible for expedited screening at TSA 
Pre?'" lanes at more than 100 airports ... NOT IN IDAHO FALLS!'!! ........ when traveling on any participating U.S. airline. For more information about these programs, including which may be best for you," .. "HILARIOUS, I DO NOT WANT INFO 
ON TSA PRE CHECK ..... please visit our Web site at: http://www.tsa.gov/tsa-precheck. 

TSA continues to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-rncluding those who access TSA Pre?'" lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification venf1ed by a TSO and will go through a metal detector 
or Advanced Imaging Technology scanner as part of security screening procedures. No individual is guaranteed expedited screening, and TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport. 

We hope this information is helpful.'"""I WAS REPORTING TSA EMPLOYEES NOT DOING THEIR JOBS"'" 

TSA Canta ct center 
NOTICE: The information contained in this message and any attachments is privileged and confidential and therefore protected from disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent who is responsible for 
Caller: Her daughter will be flying to Hawaii. She will be renewing her driver license. Wanted 10 know if she dont get her drivers license back on time what she could use to get through lhe check point. Also she and her partner will be flying from 
Sacramento to Vancouver. He will have a plastic cast and some metal pins when they fly. Wanted to know if he will have problems going through the checkpoint. 

Advised: The Transportalion Security Administralion's (TSAJ identity verification policy requires all adult passengers (18 and older) to provide a valid Federal or Slate Government-issued photo idenlification (ID) for inspection before entering the 
security checkpoint. In addition. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) always have the option of requesting a second form of ID. 

Passengers who do not have a valid photo ID may present other forms of ID to assist in the verification of their identity. Passengers may present documents such as social security cards, birth certificates, man-iage licenses, or credit cards, as long as 
the informalion on lhe documents bears lhe name of the passenger. There is no standard list of what forms of alternative identification are acceptable, however, TS Os will ask for at least two forms of I his identification. 

If a passenger is u na bl e to present a va Ii d photo I D or T SA q ue stIons the id ent1f1cation presented. the passenger may be asked to a ssIst TSA in the 1d entity verification process. Under this process, T SA may ask the passenger to complete a 
Certification of Identity fonm, which requests the passenger's name and current address, and may ask additional questions of the passenger to confirm his or her identity. If TSA is able to confirm the passenger's identity, the passenger will be cleared to 
enter lhe screening checkpoint: however, the individual may be subjecl to additional screening. If we are unable to confirm a passenger's idenlily, or a passenger refuses to provide ID or cooperate in the ID verification process, TSAwill deny the 
passenger entry into the security checkpoint. We recommend that travelers arrive at least 2 hours in advance of their flight time to allow ample time for security screening and boarding of aircraft. 

About the cast and metal pins many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still 
with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request 10 be screened by AIT if it is available or can request 10 be screened using a patdown: however, passengers cannot requesl 
to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 
If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
The passenger should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of his or her ability, of the existence of a cast, brace. or support appliance, and of any need for assistance before screening begins. 
A companion, assistant, or family member may accompany a passenger to assist him or her during any privale or public screening. After providing this assistance, the companion, assistanl. or family member will need to be rescreened. The passenger 
should inform the TSO of his or her need for assistance before the screening process begins. 



Caller says that she flew to CA yesterday. but TSA Precheck was not on her boarding pass any more. She states that her boyfnend was with her and that he had it on his boarding pass but went with her to the normal line because she did not have 11. 
Also, she will be 75 soon. Will that let her keep on her shoes? 

511612014 Advised ca Iler: 

625,34 TSA Prelu2713 '" does not guarantee expedited screening. TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport and no individual Is guaranteed expedited screening. 

PM 

511612014 
7:50:26 

PM 

Passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) 10 clear an alarm, as well as greater use of 
explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

Caller said yesIerday she was in Vegas with her mom and daughler. She had a stroller and a TSA female agent told her to put the stroller on the belt. She said it 901 stuck on lhe tunnel corning out of the xray. She said lhey were being trampled by 
other people behind them. She said the Oriental TSA agent checking I Os told her not to put the stroller in there if she knows it is going to get stuck. She said she told the female officer that the other female officer told her to do this. She said the female 
officer was mean and slung 11 on the ground. She did not get her name. They took an Allegiant flight and it was at 12:45 pm at the checkpoint. She declined providing her email address. She said she just wants them to address this with the officer and 
that she does not need to be rude to them. She said she felt like the TSA officer was trying to start a confrontation with her as she was just trying to put her child in the stroller. She said it was unnerving and she has never been treated like this before. 

Complaint:CSM 
Claims Complaint 

Airport: M cCa rran 
Airline: Allegiant 
Flight Number:unknown 
Departure Time: 05-15-14 at 12:45 pm 
Arrival Airport and Time:Rockford at 7:37 pm 
Description of stro 11 e r:Reg ul a r size Rhapsody stro 11 er that has wider back ti res and went through the whee I chair side 
Location: checkpoint 
T errn i na I : unknown 
Gate:A11 
Contact I nlorm ati on:!( b) ( ff:, ! and d eel i ned her emai I add resss. 

Response:! advised her lhe TSA officers should treal her with dignily, courIesy and respecl. 

I advised her that I will refer this to the CSM at the airport. 

Response:As parl of this effort TSA is implementing a program 10 revise screening procedures for passengers 12 years old and younger. The new screening procedures include perrnitling multiple passes lhrough the metal detector and advanced 
imaging technology to clear any alarms as well as the greater use of explosives trace detection. TSA anticipates these changes will further reduce-although not eliminate-the need for a physical patdown for children that would otherwise have been 
conducted to reso Ive alarms. 

In addition, passengers 12 years old and younger will be allowed to leave their shoes on. However, children may be required to remove I heir shoes and could still undergo a patdown if anomalies are detected during securily screening that cannot be 
resolved through other means. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 5/1812014 5:24:38 PM Airport: SAN - San Diego lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 0511812014 1:45 PM Airline & Flight Number: Southwest Checkpoint/Area of Airport 

TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I was among the one-third of passengers selected for a &quot:random&quot additional screening. The TSA agent notified me after I went through the screening detector. 

My complaint: As my belongings continued out al the X-ray machine FORWARD, I was told to step BACK. away from my belongings to await the additional screening. This was disconcerting. If someone stole my belongings while I was separated from 
them would the TSA reimburse me? 

The only lhing in lhe addilional screening area was a second inspeclion of my purse. WASTE OF TIME 

511812014 Suggestions: 
6:12:28 1. Upgrade the TSA area at San Diego airport. 

PM A.Get AIT machines at this terminal in San Diego. ll's very clear that the screening is it random. The TSA is a11empting to make up for not having AIT by forcing 33% of all passengers to addilional screening. 

511912014 
8:30:27 

AM 

B. install machines to check electronic boarding passes. 
C. Expand the screening area. 

2. Reconfigure lhe area. The TSA supervisors should ask lhe &quot:additional screening passengers&quot: 10 stand at the end of lhe X-ray machine conveyor. That way, we can walch our belongings. 

3. Teach the employees to be sensitive. This is one of the worst TSA areas on the west coast. Don·t punish passengers because San Diego and the TSA are not willing to pay for upgrades. 
Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints al discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Goa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air I ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name: Test 
Email Addresd'"'h""'·,-,"'"r;,...·-, ---------, 

Phone NumbercKb 1(6) 
Address: Test ~~~--~ 

Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? No 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? Yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 



5119/2014 
5:56 39 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion; Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 511912014 5:02:48 PM Airport EWR - Newark International Dateffime ofTravel: 05/19/2014 4:45 PM Airline & Flight Number: air canada 7745 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : near gate a11 TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: My pregrent wife was denied a pat down when we requested one before the body scan. She was basically forced to use the body scan or &quot:wait a very long t1me&quot: even though passengers get a pat down after the scan. Our rights 
have been violated since policy says the scan is optional. Why does tsa even try and argure When we make such a request? 
Would you like a response?: True 

Passenger's Name!~(b_·•~1(6_-~I ---~ 
Phone Number 

Email !(b)(6, I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller: Caller states on July 11 2012 her and her family went to Madrid and her daughter who is disabled and is in a wheelchair went to JFK and the guy there informed them that no one can 90 with her down the ramp but her husband went with her 
and she went lhe other way from her daughler and when she arrived al the screening checkpoint she asked the officer to look for her daughler and husband and the delta guy showed up with her husband and he said they made him go another way and 

5119/2014 sent her by her self. Caller was asking why did they separate her child from her husband. Caller asked if I had ever heard al pea pie being mean to children during screening. 
6:4149 

PM Res pons e: Info nmed ca 11 er th at screening procedures have changed since th en and under the new po Ii cy she should not be se pe rated from her chi Id, Informed ca 11 er that I did not have any information at a 11 pert a i ni n9 to this sit ua ti on. Info rm ed ca Iler 
that if she has any questions or needs or any assistance she can request a PSS. Informed caller that her and her daughler will have to go through screening which will consist of AIT screening. Informed caller thal I did not have any information 
regarding the situation she described of mistreating children. 
Caller advised that she went through security at Newark Intl on 5 14 around 10:30am with her husband that was in a wheelchair. Caller advised that she was rudley treated by a TSO with the last name of ~ Caller advised her husband was 
being taken through security and she advised TSOKiill:fil:]that she was TSA precheck. Caller advised that he told her she had 2 options 90 through the AIT or get a patdown and was unnecessarily rude and loud when telling her this. Caller advised 
that every time she tried to speak to him he talked over her and was rude. Caller did advise thal the TSO lhat gave her a patdown was extremley nice and professional bul didn t remember her name. 

Advised Caller: 

5121/2014 (TSA) regrets any unprofessional 1reatmen1 you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of securily and cus1omer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoinls. Every person and item must be screened 
10: 12:4g before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 

AM 
PI ease be advised that a passe n9e r can a I ways request to speak with the Supervisory T ra nsp o rtati on Security Off ce r at the checkpoint to address any complaint re9a rd i ng screening procedures. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 
We hope this inform at,on is he I pful. 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: Ca 11 er s mother has a pacemaker and asked for a patdown instead of W TM D or AIT but was lo reed to go through the AIT 

Caller wanted to file a formal wri1ten complaint regarding this recent experience at ORO. 

Response Details: You were interested in filing a civil rights complaint because you believe that you. or someone you know. were d1scnminated against by TSA on the basis of his or her d1sab1lity or medical condition. 
For your comp I ai nt to be considered comp I ete according to Department of Home I and S ecu ri ty Regu I ati o ns it mu st; 
Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Describe the al I eg ed di scrim i na tory action in sufficient de ta i I to in form T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In order to ap prop nately address your concerns, we a I so need to know the airport at which you we re sere ened by TSA. 

5121/2014 TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complain! on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complain! on his or her 
5:57:22 behalf. 

PM 

512212014 

Any of the above requirements can be waived for good cause. II you are requesting that any of the above requirements be waived. please explain your good cause in your complaint. 
To file a complaint electronically, please send an e-mail to: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to place D-RFI in the subject line to allow for proper handling. 

lncidenl Details: Caller s mother has pacemaker and asked not to be subjected 10 AIT or WT.MD. She specifically asked to have a patdown insIead but was refused and forced to go through the AIT scanner. 

She presented a notification ca rd reg a rd i ng her pacemaker. 

Went through lhe checkpoint shortly before 9:00 am. 

She did not know the name of the TSO involved. 

Disability Description: Caller is diabetic. 

Response Details: Advised caller: 

Passengers who use insulin pumps can be screened without disconnecting from their pump. However, it is important for passengers to infonm the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about their pump before the screening 
process begins. If a passenger cannot or chooses nol to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure. Passengers who have concerns about their screening can ask 10 
speak with a su pe rvi sor or Passenger Support Speci a Ii st whi I e at the checkpoint. 

When making a reservation, passengers should enter their TSA Pre u2713 known traveler number (KTN) into the Known Traveler Number field of their reservation. In addition, we recommend that you review your reservation to ensure that your 
name, date of birlh, gender, and other identifying information are an exact match 10 the information you provided TSA at lhe time of enrollmenl. Also, if you have a frequent flyer profile, or you make your reservation through your employers travel
booking system, a travel agent, or a travel Web site, please confirm that this information is up to date and accurate. Although TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport. this initiative is part of the 
Agency s efforts to implement risk-based concepts to enhance aviation security and allow expedited screening for low-risk passengers at the security checkpoint. 

9:16:04 Advised caller that I did regret her experience and that I would forward the information to the appropriate office. 
AM 

Incident Details: Caller is diabetic. Caller states that she is having problems going through the line because of her msuli n pump. Caller states that she has a note saying that she can not go through the AIT machines. Caller states that she also has a 
glucose monitor that can not be screened either. Caller states that if she is allowed to go through PreCheck it would be easier because she could die ii she disconnects from her pumps, Caller states that the officers at OKC were very rude to her on 
May 19Ih and would not listen to her when she told I hem thal her pumps could not be screened through the AIT Caller slates I hat lhe enlire experience was awful. Caller wanls to know what she can do to get PreCheck. 

Date May 19. 2014 
Time: 7:05am 
Airline: American Airlines 
Airport: Will Rogers Airport 
Flight Number: 2464 



512212014 
10:03:21 

AM 

5/2212014 
2:00:00 

PM 

512212014 
2:00:37 

PM 

The ca 11 er has an issue with the T SA in LF T. The ca 11 er dropped lam i I y m em be rs off lo r screening yesterday evening at 6: OOp m for a flight. The ca 11 er states the AIT ma chin es were down and the wait was over 2 hours. The cal I er states that she 
dropped her daughter off at L FT this morning for a trip with her school group and her s c hoo I group missed their flights, The cal I er wants answers as to why the machines were not fixed since they were down at 6: OOp m yesterday or add i ti o na I screen ers 
on duly. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Service Manager (CSMJ at LFT. 

The caller staled thal he is a GE member and thal he is a LPR. The caller staled that the spelling of his last name on the airline profile is differenl than what is on his GE account. The caller staled thal he used to get PreCheck as a FF with United and 
that when he started using his KTN he stopped getting it and wanted to know why this could be. The caller wanted to know if he could start getting PreCheck again if he stopped using the KTN. 

Advised ca Iler: T rave I ers passing through security checkpoints may bring a 11 medical ions and related sup plies-prescript ion, ove r-1 he-counter items, and ho m eopa thi c-th rough T SA security checkpoints after these i terns have be en properly screened, 
Medi ca 11 y necessary i terns are not subject to the 3-1-1 Ii mi tation and a re a 11 owed through a checkpoint in any amount once they have be en sere ened. Passengers s hou Id info rm a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) if a Ii quid or gel is medica 11 y 
necessary and separate it from other be Io ngi ng before screening begins. 

Personal grooming and beauty items such as nail clippers. nail files. tweezers, and scissors (metal, with pointed tips and blades shorter than four inches) are not on TSA's prohibited items list and, therefore, are permitted in carry-on or checked 
baggage after prop er security screening or inspection. 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their anrns above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available. 

A Patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT If a Patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

• The Patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a privale screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a privale screening, anolher TSA employee will also be presenl and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her a nrns, remaining in the position required for a P atdown, or any areas of the body that a re painful when touched, 
• A passenger s ho u Id nol be asked 10 remove or Ii ft any a rlicle of clothing 10 rev ea I a sensitive body area. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

Passengers who have medical devices attached to their bodies, such as TENS Unit or other lypes of devices should inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducling the screening of the device and indicate where the device is located 
before the screening process begins. If a passenger can safely disconnect from their device, he or she can submit it for ,-ray screening: however. passengers can be screened without disconnecting from devices. If a passenger cannot disconnect from 
the device, the type of screening conducted will depend on the type of device and the passenger's abilities. Passengers should consult with the manufacturer of the device to detenrnine whether it can pass through a walk-through metal detector or can 
be subjected to Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. If the device can be safely screened by AIT, passengers can be screened using AIT. 

In the meantime. individuals who are lawful permanent residents are eligible to apply for TSA Pre\u2713 '" through the TSA Prelu2713'" application program. To apply. travelers may submit an application through TSA"s Web site at www.tsa.gov or 
visit an enrollment center to submit an application in person. To complete the application process, individuals will be required to visit an enrollment center to provide identification, fingerprints, and proof of U.S. c1t1zenship or immigration eligibility. In 
addition, an $85 fee to cover an in-depth background check and other operational costs is required. Upon successful completion. travelers will receive TSA Pre\u2713"' eligibility for 5 years at TSA Pre\u2713"' lanes at more than 115 airports when 

Caller advised that he recently fiew from Newark Airport on 5 20 14 at 4:30pm. Caller was traveling United Airlines fi1ght#US0687. Caller advised when he went through secunty the X-ray machine temporanly quit working. Caller advised that he 
asked TS0~·1(ff, . !ii there was something wrong_with the Xray _machine and the officer ignored him 2 times .. After the machine started worl<Jng the caller put his bags on the belt and went through the.AIT. Caller advised that the AIT didn 1 alarm 
and that TSO (b :,(6) I made him go through it again. Caller advised I hat TSO[filill]began being very rude with him and 1ned to argue with him. Caller advised that he d1dn I wanl the TSO 10 lose his Job only wanted counseling for him. 

Advised Caller: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA see ks to provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 passengers who pass I hroug h our screening ch eek points. 
Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 
PI ease be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory T ra nsp o rtati on Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 
Because your comp I ai nt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have lo rwa rded a copy of your I ette r to 1 he a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 



The caller has metal implants in her knee and went through screening at BHB buzzed and had to get a Patdown. The caller is a 72 year old white grandmother and does not like having to get patted down. The caller does not have to get patted down at 
SRO since they have AIT The caller stated that she knows terrorist but will not name their names that get on flights and do not have to get a patdown. The caller stated that Israel does not have these issues and that she does not want to be patted 
down. The caller slated that ii is nol fare to patdown grand parents thal are lighl haired and lighl skinned. 

The caller was advised: 

Every person and ilem must be screened before entering lhe secured area, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. All TransporIation Securily Officers (TSOs) are required to be considerate and thoughtful, and are Irained 10 
explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. 

At airports na ti o nw ide. T SA has imp I emented stream Ii n ed. consistent. and thorough patdown procedures at security checkpoints to provide a higher I eve I of security and increase the safety of the traveling public, Patdown he Ip T SA detect hidden and 

512212014 dangerous ilems, such as explosives. They are used to resolve alarms from the walk through metal detector (WTMD), when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, and as part ofTSA's random screening 
acti vi ti es. 

4:19:32 
PM 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rI of a person or device. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A patd own procedure a I so is used to resolve any a I arms of a metal detector or a nom a Ii es identified by A IT. If a pa tdown is required in order to complete screening: 

Some passengers a re se I ected at random for a patdown. 

There is no way to ensure a patdown will not happen during screening. 

The ca 11 er was advised that we can not assume that terrorist meet any certain group. 
Ca Iler is asthmatic and has al I ergies. Cal I er stated that she fi ew from FL L and the officer that was at the check point was very rude and was very inconsiderate. Cal I er stated that she is a 11 erg i c to many things and she trave Is frequently and she always 
asks the TSO 10 change their gloves. Caller stated I hat when she asked the individual at the checkpoint to change her gloves to give her a patdown the TSO stated oh my god you are so fussy . Caller slated that the TSO stated that she can not 
change her gloves and she would spray them with alcohol. Caller stated that the screener didn t explain where she was going to do the patdown or anything. Caller stated that it was a black curly haired lady with an accent she thinks may have been 
Jamaican. Caller stated th at this incident caused her to have h ea Ith issues. Ca 11 er stated that she wants something to be done about this because she does not want it to happen again in the lulu re to her or anyone else. 

Caller slated that there was an elderly lady in front of her and she could not lift her arm 10 go through the AIT and the screener was also very rude and gave lhe women a hard lime she then took her to the side and gave her a patdown. Caller staled 
th at they s hou Id have take the lady into a private room for the patdown. 

Advised ca Iler: 

Transportation Administration Security (TSAJ security screeners are instructed to wear gloves when conducting physical inspections of property and patdown inspections of individuals. Screeners must only wear TSA-issued gloves when performing 

512212014 screening functions and wi 11 use a new pair of g I aves whenever a passenger requests that they do so. Sc reene rs must al so inspect their gloves reg u I a rl y for stains, tea rs. and other signs of damage and replace their gloves as necessary. 

8:46 36 
PM 

If lhey have to patdown sensitive body areas they should have offered her a private screening if she wanled one. But I don t know what lhe specific circumsIance so i will forward this to the CSM so they are aware of lhe incidenl. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt corrective action whenever we determine that security
screening po Ii ci es need modification or specific employees or teams a re 1 he subjects of repeated complaints, 

Airport FLL 
Airline: Delta 
Departing time: 4: 15 pm 
Dale and lime of incident: 05 20 2014 01 :30 pm 
Gate or terminal of incident Delta terminal D 



Hello. 

I recently traveled through Louis Armstrong New Orleans International Airport, and I received the worst treatment I have ever experienced in any airport worldwide. I have frequently had to travel for work all over the U.S .. and more recently to Europe, 
and have gone through more security checkpoints than I can keep track of. and it has always been a quick. seamless process until this trip. According to all posted signs and available information. travelers are not required to go through the AIT 
screening, but may choose 10 "opt out· and "undergo alternative screening·, which I always do, if necessary. This is even outlined specifically in the FAQ on TSA's own websile: 

hltp://www.tsa.gov/contact-us 

512312014 0. Can I choose the way I would like to be screened? 
A. Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough patdown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of 

10:11 :52 th' . ht 
AM IS rig . 

However, if an adult accompanying a child 12 years old or younger opts out of AIT screening on the child's behalf, the child will receive a modified patdown. TSA never separates a child from an accompanying adult. The adult may observe the entire 
patdown process and may assist by holding the child's hand. Please be assured that TSOs are trained to conduct these procedures professionally and respectfully. 

I have never had an issue: I am immediately walked through the checkpoint, my bags are retrieved, the patdown is quick and painless. and I continue on my way. However, on this occasion, not only did I stand and wait quietly for NO LESS than 20 
minutes, but the fem a I e T SA directing travelers was quite rude, and then requested a "fem a I e a ss1st" at least 3 ti mes, even though another TSA agent offered to take her p I ace and many other travelers were waved past me that did not go through the 
AIT machine. Meanwhile, my bags were left COMPLETELY unattended, which not only violates TS A's own policies, but also left my purse, laptop, and tablet exposed and at risk! It is nothing short of a miracle that they were still there. I felt completely 
discriminaled against, and I felt it should be reported so that steps can be taken to prevent I his kind of treatment before there is anolher public incident. 

w,(6) 



512312014 
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Caller stated that she had a really bag experience with TSA on her recent trip. Caller stated that she got TSA precheck and her husband did not. Caller stated that they then separated ways. Caller went to the precheck line and showed her 
Identification and she accidentally showed her expired ID and then gave him the renewed license and told him she has metal implants. Caller stated that the person then acted like she was suspicious because of this. Caller stated that the person told 
her the lane had closed and he walked her to anolher line. That person told her that she can skip to the fronl of the line but she wanted to be fair so she waited. Caller stated that when she 901 to the front of the line they direcled her to the WTMD. 
Caller stated that she informed the female officer at the WTMD that she would alarm because I have a metal knee. She then walked through and it alarmed. Caller stated that the female TSO then yelled at her for going through the WTM D and she 
kind of backed up and she ye 11 ed at her and told her not to back up into the W TM D and make it al a rm again. Ca 11 er stated that they we re rude and nasty with her. Cal I er stated that the male TSO that was at the checkpoint then came over he was very 
hostile. Caller was then asked if she told a certain officer who had his back turned and she said I am not sure because I can see his face. The male TSO yelled at her and said you are a liar and the TSO was busy so he could not tum around for her 
to see his face. Caller stated I hat she was I hen instrucled to stand 10 lhe side and wait. Caller slated that they grabbed her by lhe shoulders and pushed her around but thankfully she was not injured. Caller slated that other passengers sIarted 
walking by and asking her if she was ok and the TSO told them it was none of their business. Caller stated that the person that did the patdown was very nice and professional but the others she had encountered were not. Then a supervisor came 
aver and asked what is going on and she informed her of the situation in a nut sh el I and the s u pe rvi so r asked is she wanted to f, I e a complaint but her husband was rushing her to come on and she passed but the more she thin ks about the more she did 
not want the way she was treated to go. Caller stated that the male and female that she encountered should not work with the public because they were not under pressure and it was not even busy when she went through. Caller wanted to know if 
what is the difference with the 3-1-1 rules going through precheck and do they not screen the items when you go through precheck. Caller wanted 10 know what Iechnology the AIT uses. Caller wanted 10 know if she will be contacted about this incident. 

Advised ca Iler: 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA see ks to provide a high I eve I of security and cu sto rn er service to a 11 passengers who pass I hroug h our screening ch eek points. Our 
policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. I apologized because she was unsatisfied with the way she was treated. Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak 
with the S uper,isory Transportation Sec u nty Olli cer at the checkpoint to address any comp I a int reg a rd i ng sere en i ng procedures. You can request the su pe rvi sor at anytime if you since th at you a re going to have an issue. I have documented everything 
that happened and I will send this for you I don t know if they will contact you but they may 

You can contact the CSM but I will be happy to take the complaint for you and make sure it is forwarded to the appropriate office. 

Name: 1(b)(61 I 
Phone:._ _______ _._ 

You don t have to remove the 3-1-1 bag but they still screen it. Caller like precheck and she didn t have to remove her shoes was nice. 

Airport Oakland 
Airline: Jetblue 
Flight number: 247 (?) 
Departing time: 1: 15 pm 
Date and time of incident 05 21 2014 12:20 pm 
Gate or terminal of incident: Jet blue Ierrninal 



Disability Description: Caller has a hip replacement. 

Response Details: Advised caller: 

Whenever a passenger alarms the walk-through metal detector. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to locate and resolve the source of the alarm. As you know, TSA no longer uses hand-held metal detectors to 
resolve walk-through metal detector alarms. Instead, a TSO will conduct a standard patdown of the passenger, which allows the TSO to screen for metallic and non-metallic prohibited items. 

TSA strives to provide the highest level of security while ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity and respect. To that end, TSA launched TSA Cares, a helpline number designed to assist travelers with disabilities and medical conditions. 

Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at 1-855-787-2227 prior to traveling with questions about screening policies. procedures and what to expect at the security checkpoint. TSA Cares serves as an additional, dedicated resource specifically for 
passengers wilh disabililies, medical conditions or other circumstances or their loved ones who want to prepare for the screening process prior 10 flying. 

TSA recommends that passengers cal I no I ess th an 7 2 hours ahead of travel in case it 1s determined that it 1s necessary to coordinate support at the airport. 

512412014 Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) are ins1ructed to lislen and respond appropriately to any informalion a passenger offers concerning his or her physical limitations. TSOs should provide any help that a passenger requesls to facililate the 

5A4 ,29 screening process. Under no circumstances should passengers be forced to perform actions that cause pain or put them at risk of injury. For example, TSOs should offer a chair to passengers whose weakness or balance problems put them at risk of 
p M /al Ii ng during sere en i ng. Passengers who have d1ffi cul ty with balance, standing, or walking a I so may decline meta I detector screening, and ask instead lo r a ful I p atdown screening wh i I e they are seated. 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can a I ways request 10 speak with the Supervisory T ransporta Ii on Security Ofli cer or Passenger Support Sp eci a Ii sl a I the ch eek point to address any comp I a i nl reg a rd i ng sere en i ng procedures. 

If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. TSA has created not1f1cation cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about any d1sab1lity, 
medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening. their use may improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their conditions. 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rt of a person or device. An e Ii g i ble passenger can request to be screened by AIT 1f it is ava i I able or can request to be screened using a patdown: however, passengers can not request to be sere ened by the wa I k
t h rough metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A patdown procedure also 1s used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Some1imes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 



512612014 
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Disability Description: Caller is in a wheelchair. 

Response Details: Caller does not have an email address to send lhe D-RFI. 

I asked the caller if she reported it to TSA she said she did not because there were no TSOs around so she just reported it to the airline. 

Advised caller she can file a complaint with her airline by calling the Aviation Consumer Protection Division al 2023662220. 

Advised caller T SA monitors the number and nature of comp I aints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require s pec1al attention. This ongoing process enab I es us to ensure prom pt. corrective action whenever we determine 
that security-screening policies need modification or specific employees or teams are the subjects of repeated complaints. Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-mail to the 
Customer Service Manager (CSMJ at that location. TSA appreciates that you took the lime to share I his concern wilh us. 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)). it must: 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Describe the al I eg ed di scrim i na tory action in sufficient de ta i I to in form T SA of the nature of the a I leg ed a ct of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the complainant or someone authorized to sign an behalf al the complainant. 

In order to ap prop nately address your concerns, we a I so need to know the airport at which you we re sere ened by TSA. 

Incident Details: Calling in because she has 2 complaints that she would like to report. 

The caller stales that on 5 1 O 14 she fiew oul DFW on Spirit airlines. There was a bag left in the restroom completely unatlended. It was a large cloth bag on wheels. The caller stated I hat she reported it 10 lhe airline and Spiril informed her they would 
call Dallas police. The caller says that no ane cared from Spirit airlines cared there was a large black bag left unattended in the bathroom. She said the airline left the bag in there for atleast 45 mins after it was re parted and it made her very ner,aus. 

The second incident occurred on 05 21 around 2pm. The caller stated she was flying Delta from PHX to DFW with layover in Salt Lake City. The caller was in a wheelchair provided to her by the airline. The caller stated she had no problems with TSA 
when she was in a wheelchair on any other flighls, however TSA al PHX caused her to have a miserable experience. The caller states I hat PHX TSA made her get oul of the wheelchair after she lold the multiple times she had 2 artificial hips. Even 
though they knew she had artificial hips, they made her walk through the AIT scanner 2 times. The caller stated she told the TSO before they made her walk through it that she would cause the machine to alarm. but the TSOs did not listen. After she 
She has a case number and she wants 10 add addilional information to her recent case. 

5127120 14 Transferred to a security specialist. 
10:07:22 

AM CSS Wayne .Mallory spoke with the ca11erfb)(ff:1 t,he states that she h.a.s .artificial hips and knees and slated she. has had two screening mishaps. She feels lhe officers at the screening checkpoint are giving out to much informalion about the 
the AIT m ach, ne. She was conce med a ba ut me m acn, nes nat p, ck, ng up her art 1/1 c, al h, p and knees she stat es th at the off, ce r at the screen, ng checkpo, nt by the name of kb :, ( 6 ) ! adv, sed her that the thresholds of the ma chin es have been 
I owe red. She fee Is that this type of inform at1on s ho u Id not be given to the pub Ii c She states that she does not want to get anyone in trouble but may be a ta I king to about giving this type of info out. 



The ca 11 er and her husband were recently approved for GE. They got on the plane from DC to CL T this I ast weekend. He had to go through a ful I check. He is 76 years o Id. They a re generally a pp roved for the Pre Ch eek program. He had to go 
through the regular checkpoint. She thought that they were getting it based on their age as it was something they were receiving regularly. Her husband could not get it going or coming back on this flight even showing the GE cards. 

CBP Trusted Travelers -Including Global Entry, NEXUS, and SENTRI 

1. Are you a U.S. or Canadian Citizen? US 
2. Are you !raveling from an airporl parIicipaIing in TSA PreCheck and on a participating airline? Yes- this flight was US Air and usually United 
3. Do you have a valid unexpired CBP membership? Yes- 2019 expiration 
4. Have you received TSA PreChe ck in the past? Yes- they were getting it routine I y. 
5. Do know your CBP Trusted Traveler PASS IDi(b·:,(6) !they are not using this on flights. 
6. When making a reservation, have you confirmed th at your information matches your C BP Trusted T rave I er account? No 
7. Do you make your reservation through a 3rd party? For exa mp I e, a travel agent or an em pl ayer' s o nl in e booking system? No 

512712014 8
9

. Do you make your reservations online? For example. an airline's Web site or a travel Web site such as Travelocity or Expedia? No 

1 :39:39 , Have you committed any violation. such as interference with security operations. access control violations, providing false or fraudulent documents, making a bomb threat, or bringing a firearm. explosive. or other prohibited items to an airport or on 
PM board an aircraft? No 

5127/2014 
2:3141 

PM 

Advised caller: 

TSA Pre\u2713'" does nol guaranlee expedited screening. TSA will always incorporate random and unprediclable security measures throughout the airport and no individual is guaranteed expedited screening. 

Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alarm, as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. 

When making a reservation, passengers should enter their g.digit PASS ID, also known as a known traveler number (KTN) into the "Known Traveler Number" field of their reservation. In addition, we recommend that you review your reservation to 
ensure that your name, date of birth, gender, and other identifying information are an exact match to the information you provided CBP at the time of enrollment or what is in your on line GOES account. 

You may have received it in lhe pasl based on being low risk flyers, however, this is nol something that should be expecled for every flight. You may want to use your GE information on the reservation to allow you to be eligible. 

On Tuesday. May 13, 2014 at approximately 1100. I submitted myself for screening at D2 checkpoint at MIA. I went through the AIT machine and an anomaly was detected in my groin area. A female TSO approached me and began to pat me down. 
Upon feeling something in my groin area, she asked me if there was something there and then grabbed the area. She did this numerous times, all lhe while alerting her coworkers thal I had somelhing there, and asking them what she should do next. 
questioned why she had to keep touching me in an obviously private and sensitive area and she said she had to. all the while asking other TSOs around her if she was supposed to keep her hand on this area. Again. this is my crotch area and I am 
standing at the AIT machine in front of other passengers and TSA staff. After a few more rude interactions and the TSO checking my boarding pass a few times, we go into pnvate screening with a STSO. The TSO began to pat me down while 
mumbling di re ctions to me from behind. Her hands we re qui ck and fla i Ii ng as she sped through the process. When she moved around to face me, she continued to do the very rushed pat down. When she reached my breast a re a, she was exceptiona 11 y 
rough with me, and as I looked down to see why, she struck me on lhe right side of my face. The TSO didn't say a word and continued wilh her pat down. The supervisor observed this and didn't say anything eilher. I asked the TSO to pay closer 
attention to what she was doing and she stated that if I ·•didn't drop my head" she would not have hit me. It is here that I requested that she not touch me any longer. The supervisor took over and while she was conducting the pat down, the both of them 
commented on me on my he ad movements. At no 11 me was I advised th at I co u Id not or should not m ave my head or that I was not a 11 owed to I oak at what they were doing to me. They asked me again about my groin area and advised that the re was 
something there and that I could not leave until they saw what it was. The TSO told the STSO to contact MCC and a LEO because they would have to "search" me. When the STSO left the room, the TSO began to interrogate me and began to go 
through my things again even though she had done it a few minuIes before. It was here that the TSO finally noticed that my boarding pass had SelecIee markings on it, and notified the STSO. 

After a few more minutes of the two of them bumbling around, a TSI and an SME approached the private screening room, displayed I heir identification and asked if there was a{roblem ~ was visibly upsel and explained I hat lhe TSO struck me in lhe 
face and the ST SO did not react unti I I insisted. As the SM E attempted to di sso Ive an obvious! y heated situation, the TSO, now identified as TSO ~o 11 ed her eyes. TSO h ·.,If';"", as dismissive, co nde see nd i ng and displayed an e Ii ti st attitude 
towards me initially, and then continued these behaviors with the SME and the other TSls that were conducting the test. The STSO stood quietly throughout the process. It was only after I put on my SIDA badge and displayed my credentials that the 
STSO realized that this was an ASAP test and apologized. TS~as advised that I was not "just a passenger", but a TSI and then she apologized. 

It is apparent that there were many mistakes made at this checkpoint from the TDC TSO that initially missed the Selectee markings on my boarding pass. to the horrible treatment demonstrated by TSO~to the STSO who displayed overall lack 
of knowledge of checkpoint procedures. Not only did the ASAP test uncover TSOEfilill[J,rnd the STSOs lack of knowledge of the SOP, 11 also uncovered the lack of leadership at this checkpoint. We as TSA employees are always being knocked for 
things that go wrong within the screening process. It is unfortunate to see that these two are proving that as an agency, we still have a long way to go. 

Lori M. Skillern 

Transportation Security Inspector I Sutiace 
Miami Field Office 



Disability Description: The caller uses a wheelchair. She has a heart condition that makes her tired very easily. 

Response Details: I advised lhe caller that she would need to place her complain! in writing. I apologized for the incident and advised her that I would forward her lhe information that she needed to put ii in writing. 

I had earlier advised the caller that I would forward her comp I amt to the CSM. However. after the caller stated th at she suffered discomfort after b emg made to stand without her wheelchair, I advised her that I would forward her comp I amt to another 
office. 

Incident Details: The caller stated that she traveled through Las Vegas on 5 21 14. The caller stated that at the security checkpoint, a rude screener practically screamed at her and asked her if she could get up out of her chair. The caller stated that 
she cou Id stand and the ofli cer ye 11 ed at her again and told her to go through the A IT machine. The caller stated th at she did so. The ca 11 er stated that the officer repeatedly sere a med at her husband and told him to push her whee I chair out of the way. 

5;2~\~~~ 4 The caller s husband is 70 years old and repeatedly advised the officer that he could not move the wheelchair as there were people behind them. The caller stated that the officer got angry and pushed her wheelchair away from the security 
checkpoint. PM 

The caller I hen stated I hat she had to wait for the wheelchair to be brought back to her. She stated that she had to stand and wait and I hat she got very I ired. 

The caller was upset over the incident and stated that the officer treated her very badly. The caller stated that a young female officer brought the wheelchair back to her. 

The officer that mistreated her was a male officer in his late 30 s. The caller slated that he was very rude and hostile toward her and her husband and that she staled thal she had to stand and wait for her wheelchair 10 be returned to her, causing her 
discomfort and pain. 

The ca 11 er stated that the incident occurred between 7: 30 and 8: ODAM at the Southwest terminal, 

Caller advised she had an unpleasant experience while navigating the phone system, Caller advised that she had an unpleasant red ball come up on her from going through Xray screening. Caller asked if there were any way she could avoid Xray 
screening. Caller asked would she need a note from her dr. Caller asked why flight crew members didn t get screened. Caller aske who trains the BOO. 

Advised Caller: 

5129/2014 
9,22 ,31 Can requesl a patdown and At any time during the screening process, passengers may request a private screening. 

TSOs should also offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. 
screening. No d r. note necessary. 

A com pa ni on may accompany a passenger who needs ass i sta nee to the private screening after the companion clears 
AM 

After evaluating allernative security protocols for flighl crewmembers I hat would maintain our high security standards, TSA released modified screening procedures for eligible, on-duty flighl crewmembers I hat do not require the use of AIT machines. In 
addition, flight crewm em be rs are subject to random screening. observation by behavior detection officers, and TSA' s add i ti o na I I aye rs of security. 
Advised caller have no inform at,on on who Ira ins the B DO 



FromJb1(6) 
Sent: Thursday, May 29. 2014 6: 18 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance; tsa.crl@tsa.dhs.9ov; civil.l1t>erties@dhs.gov: Bandy, Kimberly J; Singh, Harleen 
Cc: Jaspal Singh Gujral: Legal: Rajdeep Singh 
Subjecl: Follow up Re. Contac1(b)(61 f ._l(b-')_(6--'••_1 _____ __, 

The Sikh Coalitio_n writes to file_ a formal complaint of discnmination _on behalf of Sikh A1_r Passe_ngerJb••I(6) 1i(b)(ff•1 lturban_was patted down and squeezed, without his consent and in violation of his civil nghts, by the 
TSA at Newark Liberty International Airport on May 20, 2014. !rh ·,rr; 1 !flew United A1rl1nes, ~light No. 4485, from Newark to Dulles International Airport In Wash1n9ton D.C. 

fb••I(6) !tiled a complaint with the TSA and DHS on May 20, 2014 through the FlyRights phone application. In reference to Contact[b)(6•1 I we wish to provide additional information regarding the incident. Please see attached 
complaint and accompanying exhibits, including his onginal Fly Rights complaint. ~----~ 

512912014 Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

8:16:40 B t 
PM es, 

fh,IR, 

(b)(61 

ii i!3 C I ii211 illb§ 66111211 I ii ii Bil il&lidii 11 !st IS pi! bl!CQCS 3! Id @Si!iid ,µ I 



This does not answer my conce m ... I want a human to read my em a1 I and respond back or fix the problem. 

Thank you for your e-ma i I in which you inquire about the reasons for secondary screening. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is impor1ant. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are trealed with dignily, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group. such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

61112014 We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and 
7:02:17 

PM deploy new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime. the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an add1t1onal layer of security at the checkpoint. and 

6/212014 
9:56:24 

AM 

keeps the t rave Ii ng public sale. 

We hope this information is helpful. 

TSA Canta ct Center 

me nts is ri vi I e ed and oonfid e nt i al and the re/ore protected from di sci osu re, II the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent who is responsi b I e for 
delivering this message 10 lhe intended recipienl. you are hereby no , ,e a any oes not accepl liability for changes to this message after ii was sent. The 
views expressed in this e-mail do not necessarily reflect the views of the company. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender immediately by rep y,ng v,a -
computer. 

Sent from my iPad 

Caller slated that she flew last night on a flight from LAX last nighl and after she received her luggage she found thal the zipper was busted and all of her be longings were basically messed up beyond lhe way she packed them. She also stated that 
there was a flash light that was on. Asked the caller if she would like to file a claim for the damaged suitcase and she stated that she would not. 

Gave the cal I er the following info; 
TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some ins1ances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonrned. 

Caller 1s wanting info nrnati on on the pre ch eek screening with metal Im plants. She do esnt Ii ke that at airports Ii ke MOW . they only have a W TM D at the pre ch eek Ii ne and she do esnt Ii ke that she has to go through a fu 11 paid own because she a I arms the 
device due to her metal knees. 

61212014 CCR informed her: 
10:13:36 

All individuals must undergo security screening at the checkpoint before being permifted into the secure area of an airport. including those eligible for TSA Precheck. If there 1s not an AIT for her to go through then she will have to go through the 
AM 

patdown to be cleared and allowed through since she does have the metal implants since she will alarm the WTMD. 
Since we are not located at the airport, there isnl a way we can make a suggeslion to them to pul in an AIT at every precheck line because each airporl does have differenl screening devices. 
She can contact the airport directly through opt 5 



61212014 
421:09 

PM 

TSATCC 
CRCL received the below report and we are forwarding to you for any action you deem appropriate. 

Sincerely, 

Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties U .S, Department of Homeland Security 
(202) 401-1474 

---0 ri! i rn1 I M: ss~:~--
F rom: kb I ( 6 i 
Sent: tr~on~s ay,Pril 23, 20 I 4 r :39 PM 
To: CRCL 
Subject Fly Rights - New Report frorrJ~(b_._1(_6_, -----~ 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users 10 file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name""(""b'ii(,.6..,1 ..,. ____ ..._ ___ __, 
Email Address Phone Numbe~!(b)(ffl 
Address.,b,..,1•(6,,.·•,...' ___ _,Foster Cily "---'--~---' 
Zip code: 94404 

Are you 18 ar over? yes 



61312014 
10:12:34 

AM 

Caller wants to file a formal complaint against two TSO s. He flew from Buffalo to Laguardia on May 18th on Delta flight 4054. He was going through security and they swabbed his hands. He made a smart a-- comment to the TSO. He said they pulled 
him aside and patted him down and rubbed his testicles. 

The TS<@ill] a female who is white was laughing and mocking him and he said that she was the instigator afler he was swabbed. He said they profiled him by the black employees because of his race. He is white. 

TS~ did his bag screening and took his shirts out and shook th em, 

He went through the AIT which came back clear but he was pulled aside again. 

TSO that he is not sure of a name did the patdown. 

He has been trying to contact f b) ( ff:, I and has been unresponsive 
He went through Gate 20. ~-------~ 

Accepted Transfer on MB Line: (RF) 
Clarified some details with caller: 

Full Name: ""!(b"-1"-(6"" .. """, _ __, 

Phone #:!=(b~l~(6~1---~ 

Emailf h 1/R, 

Airporl: Buffalo 

Date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the expe nence: 5-18-14 at ap pro xi matel y 5: 1 5 to 5: 30 PM 

A discri pti on of the experience: 

Disability Description: Caller: Caller asked if the AIT is required as he asked to opt oul and they informed him thal he had 10 go through. Caller states this occurred at Dallas Fl. Worth. Caller states its a violation of civil rights as they are evasive. 
Caller requested a email regarding AIT in regards to what it actually is and if he can opt out. 

Res pons e: Informed ca 11 er that the amount of radiation used in A IT is a very low amount, Info mned ca 11 er th at AIT does not even penetrate the skin and does not produce a detailed picture. Informed ca Iler that I would forward his comp I ai nt to the CSM 
at Dallas Ft. Worth and send him a EMAIL in regards 10 lhe AIT screening. 

Airport- Dallas Ft. Worth 

Airline-American 

Flight number- 1164 

6/312014 Dale and lime of incident- 06-01-2014 4:30 Pm 
3:5710 

PM Baggage and tag numbers- Not provided 

Description or baggage- Nol provided 

Was there and NOi- Not provided 

Anything on NOi- Not provided 

Specific location of incident- Gate B 14 C 20 security checkpoint 

Contact information (phone number or emailj._~_b_)(_6_, ____________ __, 



Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Calegories Pal-down: Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time: 61312014 2:52:58 PM Airporl: BOS - Logan lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 06/02/2014 Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · Dear TSA, 

I have now confirmed that you have something again st sparkles and sequins. 

I know this because last Christmas I wore a gold sequined (plastic sequins) sweater and had my boobs patted down by your security agents (BWI). This past weekend, I wore jeans with plastic rhinestones on the back pocket and had my butt patted 
down (BOS). Prior 10 bolh these incidences, I wore my jewelry lhrough security. A ring, a necklace, and earrings (wilh no sparkles on my clothing) and was subjected 10 a full body pat down (Cleveland). 

I can only conclude that you have something against my b ng ht and sparkly personal Ity which is enhanced by my bright and sparkly fashion sense. 

61312014 Frankly, I don't mind the pat downs, and I could care less if they rub down my boobs or my ass in public - moslly because I know that the search is unwarranted and will yield nothing -1 have nothing to hide. (and all is fair in the name of national 

4:33 ,01 security, right?) 

PM 
However, I do think it is inc red i b I y ridiculous that. despite the use of a 11 this new technology and lu 11 body scans, agents are st i 11 requiring that I subject myse II to this p hysica I scrutiny based on my clothing and the fact that I wi 11 not put expensive j ewe I ry 
in my bags (I believe most women would concur). 

In addition to this, my pal ms have be en swatched m ult, pl e 11 mes be cause I choose to ho Id my ID and ticket when I go through the sea n ne r. No amount of reassurance wi 11 suffice that 11 is wise to be separated from these lo rms of ID during a sec u nty 
check. It's not like your agents don't know what these things look like and I cannot possibly be the only person who does this. 

What I have come ta conclude from these experiences is that your approach to the use al the &quat;full body scanner&quot: is crap. I understand perfectly the theory behind acoustics, backscatter. and identification of densities and articles using 
sound. There Is no way (none) that wearing a bra should mean I am patted down on my back each time I go through these machines. There is no way your staff do not know exactly what the buttons and fittings on a pair of Jeans look like - or a belt, or a 
watch. or a ring. or sequins on skin tight jeans. A woman going through with hits on her neck and ears is probably wearing a necklace and earrings (which should be visually confirmable). The lack of use of common sense in assessing these things is 
appalling. 

If you insist that it is a be hav,oral cue, I w, 11 tel I you that your instructors a re loo king for the wrong thing. I am po I ite. cooperative. gracious, and attempt to be patient with other passengers who do not know what they a re doing. If you want to te 11 me that 
those a re signs of a terrorist, try me, 

I fully appreciate and am thankful for the work you do to keep passengers safe - my concern is that, based an my experiences. you're not doing a particularly good job. 

Caller fiew from OMA about 3 weeks ago and she was traveling with lwo infants by her self. Caller staled that she could not carry lhe two infanls through at lhe same lime and she ended up having to have a stranger carry one of them through or they 
were not going to allow her to fly with them. Caller is wanting to know what TSA policy is about screening children. Caller wanted to know haw she is supposed to carry them through if she cant be separated from her children. Caller stated that she 
can not carry them both at the same ti me. 

Advised ca Iler: 
Children 12 years aid and younger may leave on their shoes. Infants and small children may be carried through the metal detector. but if the alarm sounds, the TSO will have to conduct additional screening an bath the adult passenger and the child. If 
a baby is carried through the metal detector in a s Ii ng. add i ti o na I screening may be required even if the re is not an a I arm. 

6/412014 Children can only be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) if they can stand still wilh their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds. Children who can walk withoul assistance should walk through lhe meIaI detector separalely from their 
12:35:48 parent or guardian. Since the children are small and cant walk then you would have to be screened by the WTMD. That is the only information that I have is they have ta be carried through if they can not walk. Since you have twa then they may have 

PM to be carried through together. Ca 11 er asked for a supervisor. 

E sea I ation Notes:!( b) ( ff!! 
The caller has two 8 month old infants that cant walk and the TSA at OMA wouldn tallow her to carry both children through the checkpoint. They got a stranger to carry her children through when she asked to speak to a supervisor. The supervisor told 
the caller that her two children fell outside of TSA policy and that she couldn t carry both through. She is going to fly again through OMA in about a week and she wants to know ii this is going to happen again. If it does she is going to sue TSA. 



61412014 
10:01:52 

PM 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Other 
Current Date/Time . 6/4/2014 9:3028 PM 
Airport MCO - Orlando International 
Date/Time of Travel, 05/18/2014 3:00 PM Airline & Flight Number, south west Checkpoint/Area of Airport· security screening TSA Employee: (II Known),? 
Comment : As a frequent flyer I have been rewarded wilh the TSA pre check 10 expedite the process. On sunday 5118/14 at 3:00pm I passed thru lhe AIT - my blouse had some melallic decorations on it, so much to my surprise I was pulled aside and 
&quot:screened&quot: by pat dawn, which includes the hand wipe function. How surprised was I when I was told my hands tested positive I for what??? Immediately I was whisked away into a private &quot;room&quot: for additional screening. There 
was no regard for my companion and no explanation for what was to occur. The agent and I waited, and waited .... I was not told why when asked .... .finally a second woman in uniform appeared .... guess there needed to be a chaperone for the agent. 
What about me? So, now she begins the more &quot:thorough&quot: screening .... all was negative thank God .... My companion and I discussed what my hands could have touched ... I'd used the restroom. washed my hands.How surprised and appalled 
was I when the agent stated the hand soap used conlains glycerin and ii is known to have this result. As a frequent flyer, with bilateral hip replacements, I am shocked - that this is known and not reclified ! Since 2004 I've been subject to &quot:pat
daw n s&q uat: unti I the AIT came a Io ng. At age 63, I understand and sup pa rt security being in p I ace. However, a known entity Ii ke hand soap causing un n ecessa r work for the a ents, delayed processing lo r mys elf - not ta mention the 
& uot·uncomfortable process of a more detailed _pat down &quot· is inexcusable. I implore the TSA rectify_ this immediately. Thank you for your attention to this. b)(ff:, Would you like a response? True Passenger's Name :~ 

(b_i(6_:, hone Number kb)(ff:1 !Email fb.1(6_) !To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link, hftp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov pp 1cat1on anager 

Disability Description: Caller has a knee replacement and they paid $85 for precheck and she showed her card and went through the WTMD for screening. States she triggered an alarm and the TSO took her carryon bag and purse and emptied it and 
they took her 10 another line and she is 75 Yrs. old and had a complete patdown and because she couldn t get her shoes off and back on they ran something over them. States the TSO was very nice and anolher genlleman didn t open her purse until 
she was there. 

When she arrived at ATL she stated she was provided a wheelchair which was very nice. 

Information Request Why does her knee replacement require her to have a patdown when she has the precheck and what did she pay the $85 dollars for? 

Res pons e D eta i Is: II a passenger has metal implants. such as a rti fi ci a I knees or hips, he or she should info rm a Transportation S ecu ri ty Officer (TSO) before screening begins, 

61612014 Explained she can present documentation which only improves communication with the TSO and advises of any medical condition which could affect the screening. not a requirement. 

8:08:11 
AM 

61612014 
5:16:39 

PM 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AITonly if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if ii is available. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

Provided informalion via email. 

Exp I a i ned to caller going through the p recheck lane does n I prevent a passenger from having a paid own 1f an al a rm sounds going through the WT MD. 

Explained to caller she paid lhe fee for a background check, fingerprinls, etc. for the program and those services aren I free. 

Caller wants 10 make a complaint about Wifes experience in La Guardia airport. The wife is pregnant and requested a pat down and waited for a long time and nobody came to provide lhat service. Then an officer made her go lhrough an AIT machine 
and the caller 

AIT machines have been ind e pe nde ntl y evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration, the Na ti on al Institute for Standards and Technology, and the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, who have a 11 affirmed their safety, This testing 
took into account special populations I hat a re more sensitive to radiation, such as chi Id re n, persons re cei vi ng radiation treatment for medical conditions, and pregnant and po tenti a 11 y preg na nl women, as we 11 as TS Os who work near I he equipment. In 
fact, a traveler is exposed ta less radiation from one AIT scan than from 2 minutes being on board a commercial aircraft at flight altitude. 

Airporl 
Airline 
Flight# 
Date - Time 
Localion of Incident 
Contact Info 
Description of TSO 

LaGuardia 
Delta 
Unknown 
June 6, 2014 5:30pm EST 
Terminal C 

l(b)(61 I 
0 ne was female and one was male, neither were cauca s ion 



61912014 

Caller fi ew from Chicago Midway on June 5 and the ca 11 er stated he informed the screen ers they had metal Im plants and they requested to go through the AIT and the scree ne rs to Id him to go to another Ii ne and his wife did nt have to remove their 
shoes, Cal I er stated he was to Id to go through another screening tech no logy and they had to have a patdown, Ca Iler wants to know why the screening techno I og i es, Cal I er wants to know why this is happening to them at Midway airport, 

2 :59: 3 7 Advised ca Iler the lo 11 owing information: 
PM 

61912014 
6:12:16 

PM 

61912014 
7:38:12 

PM 

Advised caller I can not give the information as why the other technology wasnt opened at the airport. Advised caller he can call 866-289-9673 press option 5 and put in the airport code and he will be given the CSM number and he can ask they 
specific questions about policies and procedures. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP~kb~••_,(6_.~I ---~ 
Date Time: 619/2014 4: 17: 15 PM 

Nam~b,(61 
Email h··,1rr1 
Complaints:Airline Complaints 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight number 317 LaGuardia Airport Terminal G5 
Comments:I actually got on this site just to finish cursing out some of the TSA agents that scanned me on 06/05/2014. I don't give a fuck about you or any TSA agents I can not stand ya. So when I come up with an attitude don't ask me how I am 
doing. Than talk about the lotion of my hands is it Victoria secret none of ya damn business' N1gga I see you watching me ya ugly ass. So yeah I am going to be nasty to you and ya fnend. Talking about the lotion can be harmful: ya must think I got 
stupid written on my forehead!! I know I look damn good on the scanner and could care less if ya see me on a scanner!! Than took me to a pat down after I gave the dude the middle finger on the scanner and told the lady she doing a great job making 
sure I am not a 1errorist. I would have cursed her out some more bul I was running late. TSA agenls are actually funny, and I enjoy cursing ya the fuck out. So after they scan my brain and the inner folds of my vagina, I deal wilh the governmenl police 
telling me what I can and can not spray on my own fucking body? 
See people don't speak up but I do and I have every right to say whatever the fuck I want to say. So after the scanner doesn·t show a bomb stuffed up my ass, I go for another pat down. Than the dumb bitch said we trying to keep people safe. I said 
bitch whatever, like I am stupid and don't know what is going on. So fuck you and the idiots at the gate at GS and all the other TSA agents out there and whoever reading this post. Since the only reason why there is the lull body scans is for the bitch 
ass dudes and girls who don't get none at home and to see naked bodies. Well I gave a full show and a up yours as well, than want to have the nerve 10 steal shit and get a good paycheck! All of TSA should be disbanded and I want somebody 10 reply 
to my post ya pussy punk bitches• I am not afraid of TSA the donut eating cops and anyone else that likes to use protecting the people bullshit line to steal and invade privacy. So get at me and I will be waiting. 

Ca Iler is wandering about fi Ii ng a fo rma I comp I a i nl. She is sitting inside Tam pa In tern ati o na I and she went th rough security, she went I hroug h the AIT machine and the TSA a gent on the 01 her side. wi tho ul any form al wa ming, said she had to ch eek the 
callers hair. The agent didnt change her gloves and proceeded to run her hands through her hair. The caller has a scar on her head that was painful when touch. Caller stated she would have taken her hair down for the agent but the agent never gave 
her a chance. The TSA agent never offered a pnvate screening either. Caller is most upset about the gloves 

Advised caller· We regret that she had an unpleasant experience. Passengers may request a private screening if additional screening required or at any time during the screening process. 

Airport Tampa International 
Airline So UI hwesl 
Flight# 3405 
Date - Time June 9. 2014 8pm delayed to 8:50pm 
Location of Incident Gate C39 
Contact Info !(b 1(61 f b 1(6) I 
Description Name of Agent Female. caucasion wnh red hair ,n a ponytail. Late 20s or early 30s 



Caller said that he flew from MCO and he had a issue. Ca 11 er said that he tned to exp I a in th at he Is with 9 members of his lam i I y and they are close to mi ssrng the fl Ig ht. Cal I er said that he and a lam i I y m ember was pul I ed aside for addition al sere en i ng 
and due to this they missed their flight. Caller said that they arrived a hour and 20 minutes before the flight. 

Resolution: 

Advised caller that it is recommended that you arrive at the airport at least 2 hours in advance to the flight time to allow time for the screening process. 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

611012014 TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents ten-orists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
10:43:27 citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove lhe random element from lhe system and undermine security. We simply cannol assume thal all terrorists will Iii a particular profile. 

AM 

6/10/2014 
9:12:14 

PM 

Advised caller that I would mark this as a comp I amt for th at I ocation. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spol areas of concern that may require special atlention. 

Caller then stated that he was trave Ii ng with his two chi Id ren who had chocolate mi I k that was taken from them. Ca 11 er said th at they did everything co n-ect that the mi I k was separated and declared. However the office rs would not a 11 ow them to take it 
and made them throw it out. Caller stated that when they flew from JFK they had the same items and it was not a issue with them, He state that a Jetblue agent told him that it happens often at this airport.Caller wanted to know why one airport allowed 
them to take the milk and another didn t. He thinks this was done because they told the agent I hat I hey were gong to miss their flight. 

TSA works hard to achieve consistency in the security training process. We inspect screening operations at airports and continue to monitor the number and nature of complaints we receive from the traveling public to track trends and spot areas of 
concern that may require special attention, This ongoing process ena b I es us to ensure prom pt, co n-ecti ve action whenever we determine that security screening po Ii ci es need modification or specific employees a re the subject of repeated complaints, 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager at that location 

To Whom It May Concern, 

My name i4b)(61 
and i nfuri at, ng, 

I and I travelled from Jacksonville International Airport to JFK airport on Sunday June 8. A fnend traveling with me had an unfortunate experience at security that I wanted to bring to your attention, as 11 was disrespectful, appalling 

My friend is newly pregnant, having just passed the 12 week mark. As we were approaching what you refer to as the Advanced Imaging Technology machine. I asked my friend if it was safe for her to be screened that way; she was unsure. We asked a 
security officer nearby if the re was an alte mati ve to the A IT machine as my friend was not comfo rtab I e assuming it was sale. This officer politely informed my friend that she could opt out and instead receive a ma nua I pat-down alte mati ve. She 
directed us to another security officer who was standing off to the side of the AIT machine. When my friend informed this security officer that she wanted to opt out of the AIT and receive a pat-down instead, this security officer rolled her eyes and yelled 
to someone behind her that, "this lady wants to opt out". Al this point I assumed everylhing was set, and I myself passed through the AIT. A few minutes later, my friend appeared al my side 10 collecl our bags thal had just been screened: she appeared 
upset and had tears in her eyes. She said that she had waited for a few minutes for the pat-down while 2 security guards stood nexl to her, rolling their eyes, and who ultimately told her that it was going to take too long to find someone to do the pat
down and she s hou Id just go through the machine. Not wanting to miss her fl Ig ht. my friend gave up and went through the Al T 

I find so many things about lhis experience troubling: AIT, in my understanding, is supposed 10 be oplional. I don't know if these lwo women were employees of lhe TSA or Jacksonville Airport, but I wish I had gotten the names of lhese rude, 
disrespectfu I and quite frankly I azy security officers. 

I rea Ii ze that this incident may seem trivia I to you, and that the letters and phone ca I ls you receive on a da i I y basis involve more severe issues, but in my mind this is ju st as import ant, Forcing anyone that doesn't le el comfortable to use the A IT 
machine is unfair and wrong: forcing a pregnant woman to do so is absolutely unforgivable. I am aware of lhe data, the studies, the reports that show that AIT is perfectly safe for everyone, including pregnant women: it did litlle to quell my friend's fear 
and guilt. The one data point that must be emphasized and enforced by your employees is that it is optional, for anyone. 

While I do not anticipate that this email will make any real difference, I hope it does not go unread. For anyone to feel anything but safe and respected while going through airport security is a failure on your part. 

Sincerely, 

l(b)(61 



6111/2014 
12 0543 

PM 

Caller states that he went through security at Terminal 2 Gate C at JFK, and he states that he was hi g hi y upset because he went through sere en i ng and he had to get on his tip toes when going through the Al T machine and the guy in front of h1 m had to 
touch his nose. 

Airport JFK 
Date 06 11 2014 
Ca Iler feels discriminated. 

Advised ca Iler: 
• Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
• Be i11 writing; 
• Include the name and address of the comp I a i nan t: 
• Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
• Describe the al I eg ed di sen minatory action in s uff1c1ent detai I to inform T SA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
• Be signed by the com pla i na nt or someone authorized to sign on be ha II of the comp Iain ant, 
In order to approprialely address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf. 

Caller does not want to file a complaint, he wants to let it go. 
Caller has vertigo and has titanium chips in both breasts. She wants to know ii the metal chips will cause any problems. She will take medication before she gets on the plane to help with the vertigo. She wants to know if she needs to do anything on 
the plane regarding the vertigo. 

Advised caller: 
The passenger should let the officer at the checkpoint know that they have the metal implants and let them know where they are. A lot of passengers with metal implants prefer to use the AIT because it scans the outside of the body and doesn t 

6111/2014 penetrate, so it may not detect the metal implanls. When the passenger declares lhe metal implants to the officer, they can request to use the AIT instead of the WTMO. If any alarms sound or if the AIT detects an anomaly, a patdown would be done 10 
4:16: 10 resolve this. 

PM The patdown: 
• The patd own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any lime. 
• A passenger should not be asked to remove or lift any article of clothing to reveal a sensitive body area. 

I wo u Id recommend I etti ng the airline attend ants know th at she has vertigo and anything they can help her with in the event she has an episode. 
Caller needs to file a formal complaint outside the airport. She wants information for screening writing. 

Told caller 
I understood she had a complaint. I ask her if she was a TSA employee or a passenger. She was a passenger and wanted to speak to someone with higher authority. 

6111/2014 
5:42:44 ~took over the call: 

PM ~ated that she went lhrough the AIT at LAS and her hair was palled down. Caller staled that she feels thal they only palled her hair down because she is African American. Caller wants 10 know lhe TSA policy for conducting paldowns. Caller 
stated that she spoke to aj(b·•,(ffi pt the airport and he was very rude to her. Caller wanted to know if I could email her the TSA guidelines for patdowns. Passenger stated that she was still at the airport and was going to go get the officers names 
th at screened her. 

Advised caller that anytime an anomaly is discovered when going through the AIT a patdown is required to clear ii. Advised caller thal if she feels lhe patdown was conducted because she is African American she will need 10 formally file a civil rights 
complaint. Advised caller that I would email her the guidelines to file that complaint as well as the TSA guidelines for patdowns. 



The caller stated she just went through a humiliating TSA experience. It happened at 10:00 in LGA at TD Check 1 The caller has a tether on his foot. He spoke with TSA prior to travel. He has been authorized by the courts to travel. He states that he 
spoke with the CSM at DTW and notified them of his travel plans. He had no problems when he traveled from DTW. However when he went through the AIT at LGA and when he exited the TSO noticed the anomaly on the scan. The caller showed the 
TSO the tether and it was screened for explosives. As the caller was preparing 10 deoart lhe check point a female officer detained lhe caller and asked about the ankle item. The officer was named!(b::,(6) !and she told him to go to the sidellli:iill:[] 
made him go through a patdown.0:ill&Jthen calls the lead officerkb:1(6) lwho then takes over the process. [filuthen calls the TSM Harjinder Singh. At that point the TSM tells them to call the port authority. The caller was told that thr hay 
to call the port authonty. He was told that every airport operates differently. The port authority comes over and he is confused on why he is called because he cannot do anything. The PA took more information from the caller. Another TSA agen 1h·I1R 
tel Is him that a fler the Port Authority i nte racti on he wo u Id have to be patted down add it ion a I ly, The ca 11 er went through the AIT with a de cent amount of cash in his hands and it was never checked , So the cal I er is q ues ti o ni ng about a 11 of the screening 
he had to go lhrough but lhe cash was never checked. They took copies of boarding pass and drivers license and he wants to know if this is standard procedure. He is complaining because he had no issues at DTW but had to go through all of I his at 

6/1212014 LGA. 
2:49:07 

PM AIRPORT: LGA 
DATE OF TRAVEL: 06-12-14 
AIRUNE: Delta 
FLIGHT NUMBER: 2449 

ID Check 1 TERMINlll OP GAIE· 
CONTACll(b 1(6 I ,_ _________ _. 

I advised the caller that we strive for consistency at the screening processes at the airports and I regret this situation took place. I informed the caller that I will send a copy of this record to the CSM at LGA for their review. 
DearTSA, 

Can we please change the policy of non-uniformed pilots having to go through the AIT machine? Why canl we go through the Trusted Traveler line? After all. we pilots have been through more background checks than have those Trusted Travelers. 

After a nuclear physicist friend of mine told me to avoid the AIT machines, I "opl out" and am therefore subjected to a full pat down. Nol only does I his inconvenience me but it puts an unnecessary strain on TSA's resources because an agent has to 
waste time with me (a non-threat) while diverting attention away from the other passengers (potential threats.) 

611212014 There are plenty of pilots who travel on official company business out of uniform: management pilots, safety committee members, and "ghost riders." just to name a few. In TSA's eyes a non-uniformed pilot is held to greater scrutiny than a uniformed 

4,12,53 pilot despite the only difference being the uniform. The company ID, or badge, is the hard item for a bad actor to obtain, not the uniform. One simply has to go oul on Halloween 10 see how many revelers are dressed as pilots 10 see how easy it is to get 
a pilot uniform. 

PM 

Can we p I ease bring some common sense to airport security and a I low non-uniformed pi lots on official business to bypass the AIT. thus increasing the T SA 's efficiency by a voiding distract ions? 

Thank you. 
kb)(61 

611312014 
1:53:14 

PM 

Airline pi lot 

Caller said in the past 6 months he and his fiance have flown often and everytime she goes through AIT screening she gets a patdown. Today she was only wearing designer jeans, bra and T-shirt and she still got patted down and was almost in tears. 
He states lasl time I hey flew from Fl. Walton she only had on a sundress and he questioned why she was having a patdown because she wasn t even wearing underclothing. He understands I hat it may be a random seleclion al times but not every 
time. She flies approximately 3 times each month and she is to the point that she doesn t want to fly anymore. 

Ca Iler said he spoke with a supervisor today and asked why his fi a nee was having to get secondary sere en i ng and the su pe rvi sor would n t answer his question and was very b I unt and rude, 
He works on the military base and they were flying Delta today, flight departed for ATL al 12 Noon. 

Response: 
Apologized to caller. 
Explained to caller there is some anomaly that musl be showing up when she goes through the AIT which is requiring her to have a patdown. 
Advised passengers can be selected at random for additional screening, but it wouldn t happen everytime they fly. 
We understand the i nco nven i ence passengers may have expe nenced. Nevertheless. we be Ii eve these security measures a re necessary and ap prop nate for ensuring the security and conf1d en ce of al I air trave I ers. 
Advised he can request to speak with a supervisor anytime he has questions or concerns at the checkpoint, which he did today, but, didn t get the name of the Supv. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 



6/13/2014 
2:0851 

PM 

6113/2014 
6:14:44 

PM 

Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Calegories Advanced Imaging Technology Current Dale/Time : 6/1312014 1: 15:46 PM Airporl : SAN - San Diego International Date/Time of Travel : 0611312014 10:00 AM Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · Scanner from phone would not work so I had to go back out to the counter, print a pass and stand in line again. If your goal is to encourage people not to fly, you are doing a great job. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number . 
Email :kbi(61 
To leav~e-a~c-o~m_m_e_n_t_c_o_n-ce_r_n-in-g~this feedback, follow this link : hltp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicatiotlMarlager 

Feed back Type : Security Issue 
Categories : Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time · 6/1312014 5:38:54 PM Airport · LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel : 06/13/2014 Airline & Flight Number . DL 1968 Checkpoint/Area of Airport · Before going through the 
X-ray scanners TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment· Dear OHS. 

rm writing you this email before I board my plane to Paris. I recently ruptured my achilis tendon which forced me to request wheelchair service at the airport. I checked into Lax airport with ease and then requested to be taken to my gate with 
assistance. I got to the X-ray scanners and was asked to wait so someone can check me via trace scanner to make sure there was no explosives. I waited for a person to check me out successfully by asking to be wiped to make sure there was no 
explosives, I opened up my hands (while sitting in a whee I chair) and waited lo r him to test the results and successfully passed. What I was shocked about is th at security did not check my pockets or pat me down. I asked myse II this question. what if I 
was a terrorisl and had a knife or something in my pockets other lhan explosives??? How would security catch me if I wasn't palled down. Even-though I was in a wheelchair and couldn't get up, I hey should slill pay me down or atleasl scan me wilh a 
metal detector followed by a trace detector. I'm a constant traveler and that was shocked at this event. Maybe it was the security officers fault ar maybe it was a fault in the system. My goal is to make yau aware al this and hopefully help you protect 
us Americans. God bless you all. 

By the way, I didn't have a chance to proof read I his and wanted to make sure you were aware of this before I get on my next flighl. 

kb1(6) I 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name :~!f_h_-,1_r;_·-, ____ ~ 
Phone Number : 

Email :k"'b'-")""(6'""1 ____ __,_.,.,..~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller 1s wanting to complain about an incident that just happened at IAD. Caller stated th at she was wearing a money belt and went through the AIT and the ofli cer then was doing a paid own and lo u nd she was wearing 11. Ca 11 er stated that the fem a I e 
ofli cer Thom as told her that it had to be sent through xray and removed it, Officer Thomas then took it out of the ca 11 e rs sight and was supposed to be screening the i tern, Ca Iler stated 1 0 minutes later she asked where it was and no one could Ii nd it, 
When lhe item was located it was returned 10 her by another officer and appeared to her thal it had never even made ii to the ,ray machine. Caller was lold by a supervisor I hat lhe TSO did not follow protocol and she is wanting to report ii. Caller was 
concerned due to the amount of money and persona I identification items that was in the money belt. Everything was returned and nothing is missing. 

Advised ca Iler: 

611412014 TSA moni1ors the number and nature of complaints we receive 10 1rack 1rends and spot areas of concern I hat may require special a11ention. This ongoing process enables us 10 ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we delermine that security-
3:is:og screening policies need modification or specific employees ar teams are the subjects al repeated complaints. 

PM 
Airport: IAD 
Airline: United Airline 
Flight number: 4244 
Departing time: 5:20 pm 
Date and time of incident: 2:25 
Gate or terminal of incident: United terminal far left lane. 



611712014 
10:19:04 

AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Name~'"~·~··';,;".,._-----------~ 
Email Address (bi(61 Phone Number ... i(b_i_(6_, __ ...., 
Address:.,b"'·~,(+6,..1 ___ .,elluride co 
Zipcode: 81435 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
LaGuardia Airport 



I sent the email below to your Contact Center. I received a reply a few minutes ago. I appreciate the quick response. Unfortunately. the reply did not fully address the issues that were being brought to your attention. It Is unfortunate that the a reply 
from a government agency can not be thorough and resolve all items on the first pass. 

Your reply dealt only with your policy regarding military personnel and your treatment of them. It left the impression that it was written by a former military person and was justifying the process of military personnel rather than addressing the true 
issues I presented in my comp I a int this morning. The "process" Is wrong when mi I itary pea pl e and their fa mi Ii es are a 11 owed into the "TSA P recheck Line" and then have to be red i reeled to the De Ila El Ite Line. Their lam, Ii es/fnend s should be di reeled 
to that line to begin with. On Friday they worked their way up to the TSA agent and the TSA agent redirected them to the Delta Elite Line. 

I have no issue with military personnel having access to a security line. Please take a few minutes and read through my complaint a second time and address the issues raised. 

You also did not address a I lowing airport employees who a re flying to use the emp I oye e access Ii ne th at is intended for emp I oye es who a re working at the airport, 

I am going to include (copy/paste) the reply that I received a few minutes ago. 
Regards, 

!(b1(61 

611712014 Thank you for your e-mail regarding the screening of military personnel. 
4:09:55 

PM 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is fully supportive of the men and women in uniform, and our standard operating procedures strictly prohibit targeting members of the military (or any other organization) solely because they are in the 
mi I itary. We a re s, n cerel y gratefu I lo r the sacrifices made by these brave men and women. Many of our own employees are form er mi I ,ta ry person ne I or current reserve members. In fa ct. TSA has , n st,tuted many procedures sp eci fi ca 11 y lo r the mi Ii ta ry 
to ease their processing through the security screening checkpoint, 

Security guidelines provide that uniformed military personnel traveling on orders are exempt from selectee clearance procedures only on those air carriers who have implemented a system that has been approved by the air carrier Principal Security 
Inspector (PSI). We emphasize that this exemption applies only to military personnel on aclive duty I hat presenl a valid, aclive duty mililary identificalion card and the military orders associaled with that travel. Military personnel should advise lhe 
airline upon check-in that they are active duty and traveling on military orders. The airline should exempt them from any automatic additional screening. 

Military personnel. their families. and their carry-on items are still subject to the same initial screening procedures as all other individuals entering a secured area. Excluding any group or individual from the screening process, such as senior citizens. 

He has a flight leaving tomorrow from EWR to SFO on United. He has had PreCheck on all lhe other flights. He has GE currently. And is also 75.5, and wanted to know if he could get PreCheck that way. 
He also asked if his wife or grand chi Id ren cou Id accompany him through the Ii n e. 

Advised ca Iler: 
It is important to keep in mind I hat even if you are eligible for TSA Pre\u2713 '" as a member of a CBP trusled traveler program, TSA Pre\u2713 '" does not guarantee expedited screening. So PreCheck is random. 

As part of this effort. TSA has implemented a program to revise screening procedures for passengers who appear to be age 75 and older. 

611812014 Under I his new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitling an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 

11 :og:36 clear an alarm, as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

AM 

While some airports may allow individuals who are !raveling wilh a TSA Pre\u2713'" eligible passenger to access the TSA Pre\u2713 n., lane, TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout lhe airpori. and this 
procedure may not be available at all times or locations. Individuals traveling with a TSA Pre\u2713 '"-eligible passenger should not expect to be directed to the TSA Pre\u2713'" lane each time they fly. In addition, please remember that TSA 
Pre \u2713 ™ does not g ua ra ntee that an individual wi 11 receive expedited sere en i ng. 

Also, we recommend thal you review your reservation 10 ensure thal your name, date of birth, gender, and other idenlifying information are an exacl match to the informalion you provided CBP at lhe time of enrollmenl or what is in your online GOES 
account. 



611912014 
1:02:12 

PM 

611912014 
4:01:39 

PM 

At TPAyesterday her family opts out of the AIT and they go through the patdown. She had 5 3-1-1 in one of their bags since they were all travelling together. The officer told her she had more liquids in her bag than what Is allowed. She explained to the 
officer that there was 5 of them travelling together through and there is only 5 bags. The officer then told her there was other liquids in her ba than what was just in the 3-1-1 bags. The officer then searched the luggage after a little argument. The 
officer then handed her 2 larger bags and lold her to place all of her liquids in those bags for future travel and that would prevent any issues. (b)(ffi was travelling wilh anolher family that went through lhe AIT machine and she was told they over 
heard the officers stating they were going to hold her up since they all opted out of the AIT and she was wanting to know what she should do under these circumstances. She was going through C Gate around 12:30 on 6 18 2014. The officer was a 
middle age woman, hair in a bum_ at least 50. 

Response:. 
Because your complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your e-mail to the Customer Service Manager at that airport. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security
screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener learns are the subjecls of repeated complaints. 

Caller slates I hat his wife and him wenl in and got KTN and I hey called Della Airlines because his wife has the TSA precheck logo on the boarding pass and he doesn't and he states thal he was explained that if he paid for the program he would 
always be selected? Caller states that its disrespectful for us to split up a traveling couple. after they paid for the program. Caller asked if people who don"t have a KTN do they get through. 

Advised ca Iler: 

In addition to TSA Pre\u2713 '", TSA has implemented various risk-based measures at all of our Nation·s airports. even at those that do not have a dedicated TSA Pre\u2713 '" lane. For example, some individuals may receive instructions from a 
Transportation Secunty Officer (TSO) at the checkpoint that may allow them a security screening experience similar to TSA Pre\u2713"". While TSA's initiatives provide some travelers with expedited screening. passengers should not expect to 
receive this form of screening every time they fly. Individuals who would like to receive expedited screening on a more frequent basis should consider applying to a U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) trusted traveler program. such as the 
TSA Pre\u2713n.' application program or Global Enlry. Applicants who are approved in either program are eligible for expedited screening at TSA Pre\u2713n.' lanes at more than 100 airports when traveling on any parIicipaIing U.S. airline. TSA 
continues to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Pre\u2713 '"lanes.Additionally, all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSO and will go through a metal detector 
or Advanced Imaging Technology scanner as part of security screening procedures. It is important to remember that TSA Pre\u2713™ does not guarantee an individual expedited screening. TSAwill always incorporate random and unpredictable 
security measures throughout the airport 

Advised ca Iler that he did no~ the program he paid for the background ch eek and fi nge rp ri nts. 
The caller and her husband, Kl2lffil..jhave always received TSA Precheck since the start of the program, They received expedited screening yesterday when traveling with Southwest. Her husband boarding pass for his travel today with Southwest 
doesn I indicale lhe Precheck indication. Southwest advised thal she musl have a KTN. They were inviled by United Airlines 10 participate in Precheck, however they have received expedlied screening when traveling with other airlines. 

She asked how to a pp I y with T SA and 1/ the re Is an age in which someone wou Id be auto m at,ca 11 y el ig, bl e for Precheck. 

They are only eligible for Precheck when traveling with the airline that invited them. They won t have a KTN. TSA also randomly selects passengers for expedited screening based on their Secure Flight informalion. 

The P recheck indication Is not what d ete rmrn es whether a passenger received expedited s c reem ng. This is d ete nm i ned when the TSO at the che c kpornt scans the b arcode of the boa rd i ng pass. 
612012014 
11 :25:23 I advised that if she and her husband would like 10 be eligible with all airlines and would like to receive expedited screening on a more regular and consistenl bases may want to apply with TSA as they would undergo a background check to be vetted 

AM for eligibility. If approved they would receive a KTN that they would provide to an airline when they make reservations. 

They can pre enroll via Isa.gov where they will provide biographic information and make an appointment to visit an enrollment center where they will provide fingerprints, ID, citizenship documentation and pay the S85. 
hllp: www.tsa.gov tsa-precheck parIicipaIion-tsa-precheck 
http: www.tsa.gov tsa-precheck notification-tsa-precheck-eligibility 

There is not an age in which someone is automaticaly qualified to participate in Precheck. Under new screening procedure. passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also 
include permitling an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to clear an alarm, as well as greater use of explosives trace deIecIion. 



612012014 
223:18 

PM 

6/2112014 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Name: "'b"-·'r, "'6 .. · ...,..,.-----''-------, 
Email Addres b)(61 hone Numberl._[b:a:.· .. 1("'-6'-·., __ _. 
Address: b·:,(61 Tempe AZ 85281 
Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? Yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Minneapolis-SI. Paul I nl emationa I Airport 

Caller slates I hat he flew from BWI today and he is concerned with the security screening. Caller states thal he told lhe officer I hat he did not want to be screened by the AIT. Caller states that the officer explained to him that the AIT was not an ,-ray 
and forced him to be screened by the AIT. Caller states that he does not know the officers name. Caller states that he was at Checkpoint C possibly the one for American Airlines at or around 1600 hours. Caller states that he does not want to be 
screened due to po ss1 bl e h ea Ith nsks. 

4:17:35 Advised Caller: 
PM 

Sc reenrngs using AIT a re vo I unta ry. Ind i vi d ua Is who do not wish to be screened by this technology w111 be required to undergo alte mati ve s c reenrng. including a thorough p atdown. 

Due 10 lhe fact that the officer forced you to be screened by lhe AIT, I am going to send a copy of lhe complaint 10 lhe CSM for their review. 



Caller said she came home last Sat. from MN and that she lives in Southern CA. She said she flew from Bemidji, MN to Ontano. CA on Delta and got her check bag in Ontario, CA and it did not look like her same bag and that she got a noi. She said 
she has a broken hair dryer from this flight but on another flight from DWI in 2002 or 2003 she had Christmas gifts and she had a hole in her suitcase and she said care should be given so items dont break. She said she does not have an email 
address and she requested that we postal mail lhe claim form. She said since 1968 she has had an lleostomy and she has a problem going through screening and wears an e,ternal device and a metal ring and the wtmd goes off and she said she 
should not have to explain this medical thing. She said we should be educated on this and we should not embarrass her. She said it is all external and can not be taken off and it replaces her large intestine and rectum. She said she may get a Dr. note 
to help explain this in the future. 

Response:To protect a passenger's rights under Federal law and to file a valid claim, travelers must send their claim in wntrng to TSA. stating the circumstances of the loss and the exact amount claimed (fair market value of lost or destroyed property, 
reasonable cost of repair for damaged property). within 2 years after the claim occurred. The claim must be signed by the claimant or an authorized representative (e.g .. an attorney or other personal representative with appropriate proof of authority). 
TSA is responsible for reviewing all claims relating to the screening of passengers and their baggage. 

6/2412014 To file a claim. you should fill out the Standard Fonm 95 (claim form) in accordance with the instructions and return 11 to the address in box number 1 A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. While use of the form is not 
2:54:41 mandatory, it may help travelers ensure that they meet the legal requirements for filing a claim, If you decide to file a claim. it will be processed in accordance with the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

PM 
Once TSA's Claims Management Branch (CMB) has received your claim form, you will be sent a letter of acknowledgement and a claim number. You should keep the claim number for future reference when inquiring about the claim. TSA tries to 
resolve claims as quickly as possible but may need time lo r further i nve st,g at,on of the facts. If T SA denies a claim, or has not finally resolved it within 6 months after it was Ii I ed. !rave I e rs have a rig ht to bring their claim to court. 

I advised her that ii takes 10-15 days 10 receive it through lhe postal mail. I advised her the TSA officers have lhe check bags for about a 2 minute window and lhen the airline employees pul the bags on the plane. 

If a passenger uses an ostomy, he or she can be screened without having to empty or expose the ostomy. However. it 1s important for passengers to infonm the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about the ostomy before 
the screening process begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to info nm TSOs about any disability. medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from 
security screening, their use may improve communicalion and help travelers discreetly notify TS Os of their condilions. This card can be found at http: www.1sa.gov. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their anms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only ii they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown., 

The ca 11 er cal I ed De Ila and she had a bad expe nence. She stated that she went through the che c kpornt and she was cleared. She stated that she was frisked a/le r the checkpoint. She stated th at she was going to the Bahamas. She stated that she has 
hi red a attorney and she wants com pen sated. She stated that the officer was rude and she did this in front of other passengers, She stated th at she did not have a reason to frisk her, She stated that the officer was arrogant, She stated that she had to 
remove her socks. She staled thal the atlorney lold her that she should nol have frisked her like that. She staled thal this was humliating. She stated I hat she will never fly with Delta again. She stated I hat I his happened at BZN to the bahamas. She 
stated that she made her cry. and she threw her ticket away. She stated that she had two witnesses to the event. She stated that she did not set off any alarms, and she was wanded. She stated that she is going to make a law suit. She stated that she 
wants reimbursed for the s1tuati on. She stated that she did not take her fi 1g ht due to this incident. 

6124/2014 TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some ins1ances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
7:29:35 factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 

PM an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

Name:l(b ,(51 
Phone ~-----~ 
Date and Time: 06-10th @ 7:30 am 
Airline: Delta 



Caller wi 11 be fi yi ng from Birmingham AL. He said that his wife made the reservations and he does not have the fi Ig ht information. Cal I er stated that on a previous flight out of Birmingham he was body searched and questioned Ii ke he was a terrorist. 
He is completely blind. He travels with a braille writer, braille paper. apple products. a dictionary, an additional computer that has speech on it, and other devices that help access material. He did not want the electronic equipment x-rayed. He said 
that the magnels in the syslem would ruin it. He aid that he was told that he should have gotten a memo from lhe airlines or someone staling thal the equipment should not be scanned. He staled thal the airline gave him a free ticket because of the 
harassment. He said that he suspected that he was set next to an air marshal. The people at the airline seemed to know him very well. He was delayed for two hours. He said that he did not have a problem on the way back from Charlotte. Caller 
said that he is not making a complaint. He wanted to get prepared for the screening. He asked if I can send him a notification card or 1f he can print it out or show it on his iPhone. He said that the d1sab1lity office told him that he would be exempted 
from the cost of taking the items. When I gave the caller the information from the template stating that canes and other devices (such as Braille note takers) must undergo x-ray screening he became very angry. He wanted my name. He stated that I 
was not lislening and that it would ruin his S10,000.00 piece of equipment if ii is scanned. 

I gave the following information: It is recommended that passengers who are blind or visually impaired notify a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of the kind of assistance needed to complete the screening process. TSA has created notification 
cards thal travelers may use to inform a TSO about any disability, medical condition, or medical device that could affect securily screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from securily screening, lheir use may improve communication 
and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their conditions. Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. 
Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT 1f it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown; 
however. passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

612512014 If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
8:39:48 

AM A patdown procedure also Is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

6125/2014 
11 3221 

AM 

• The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. SomeIimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in lhe position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• A passenger should not be asked to remove or lift any article of clothing to reveal a sensitive body area. 

In addition to the patdown. TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. If explosive material is detected. the passenger will have to undergo additional screening, 

In addition to screening the passenger, canes and other devices (such as Braille note takers) must undergo x-ray screening. If an item cannot fit through the x-ray. or the passenger cannot be separated from the item. it must be physically inspected by a 
TSO. Passengers should tell the TSO if they need to be immediately reunited with the device afier it is screened by x-ray. 
I advised him that he would need to contact the airline about the fee for taking the items. I told him that is not in TSA jurisdiction. I also told him that a notification card is not a requirement and he can just tell the TSO about his situation if he would 
prefer to do so. I advised the caller thal I was lislening and I did hear him say thal his equipment can nol be scanned. I gave the caller my name and agent number. I also gave him the name and phone number for the CSM at Birmingham 
International. 

Disability Description: Caller has an insulin pump and continuous glucose monitor. 

Information Request: Cal I er has had prob I ems in the pa st when she rem aves the pump for a physical inspection. 

Response Details: Advised caller to conIacI us 72 hours prior 10 I ravel and we would escalate a request for assisitance to ODPO.Emailed lhe information.Passengers who use insulin pumps can be screened wilhout disconnecting from I heir pump. 
However, it is important for passengers to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about their pump before the screening process begins. 
Diabetes-related supplies, medications and equipment such as insulin inhalers, glucagon emergency kits. lancets, blood glucose meters and strips. alcohol swabs, meter-testing solutions, urine ketone test stnps, insulin pumps, pump supplies and used 
syringes (when transported in a Sharps disposal container or other similar hard-surface container) are allowed through the security checkpoint once they have been properly screened by x-ray or a hand inspection. Passengers with diabetes traveling 
with medically necessary items should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of these items and separate them from other belongings before screening begins. 

Regardless of whether the passenger is screened by AIT or the walk-through metal detector. the passengers insulin pump is subject to additional screening. Under most circumstances this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of their 
insulin pump followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passengers hands.Passengers who have concerns about I heir screening can ask to speak wilh a supervisor or Passenger Supporl Specialist while al the checkpoint. 



The caller has an implanted cardiac defibrillator pacemaker. She had TSA precheck on her boarding pass when she flew out of DCA yesterday. She is complaining because there is no consistency from airport to airport for someone in her condItIon. At 
DCA she went to the precheck line and she let them know ahead of time about the pacemaker. She was instructed to go to other side by an officer and remain at that spot until they called someone. She waited for 15 minutes before the officer called 
someone and then waited for a female agent to show up so she wailed a tolal of approximately 30 minuIes. When the female agent came she jusl escorted her 10 lhe AIT and had her go through it. I asked the caller if they called the female agent due to 
the possibility of a patdown and the caller states that when the other agent was called there was no mention of the need for a female due to a patdown. All this time she was separated from her personal belongings for a long period of time. She states 
that the precheck lane at DCA only had a WTMD but when she came through TPA it had an AIT. She is concerned that she lost sight of her belongings while waiting for such a long period of time. She also wants to know if there is a better way to 
handle situations like this and if signing up for precheck would be of any benefit to her. Ultimately her baggage went through screening twice because it went through initially when she was waiting for someone and lost site of it and then again when she 
went th rough the AIT. 

AIRPORT: DCA 
DATE OF TRAVEL: 06-24-14 
DEPARTURE TIME: 1150 

612512014 CHECKED BAGGAGE TIME: 1000 
AIRLINE US Airways 

12'08 '48 FLIGHT NUMBER· 1846 
PM TERMINAL OR GATE: Terminal C Gate 37 

CONTACT1(b)(61 I 
I advised the caller that Transportation Security Administration (TSA) policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items, including disability-related devices and aids. are kept within a passenger's line-ol
s ight when a passenger is required to undergo addition a I screening. 

All individuals must undergo security screening at the checkpoint before being permitted into the secure area of an airport. including those eligible for TSA Pre\u2713 "'. TSA recognizes that certain travelers with d1sab1lities or medical conditions may 
have difficulty standing or walking and that certain medical conditions may cause individuals to alarm when screened using a walk-through metal detector. If this occurs, TSA Pre\u2713"' individuals may be permitted to undergo alternate screening 
procedures such as Advance Imaging Technology (AITJ screening or a patdown screening. I advised the caller that due to her heart condilion there may be some airports thal have an AIT al the precheck lane but some may not so precheck would only 
be beneficial to her at those that have the AIT. 

I advised the cal I er that I wi 11 lo rward a copy of her comp I ai nt to the CSM at DCA reg a rd i ng the wait she had to experience. 
Caller was in Spokane Washington Airport to fly to Boise and was in a wheelchair provided by the airline. They made him go through the equipment (not sure if AIT or metal detector) and the alarm went off. He alleged that told the Officers he was 
able to get out of the chair and walk but the TSO said this will be faster and they had him go through in the chair and that resulted in a Patdown. 
He is able to walk and usually gets out of the wheelchair for the screening at other locations. 
The Checkpoinl Supervisor TSO was!(bH6l !who said since the alarm went off you must do lhe Paldown. 
Ca Iler complained if he could have wa I ked through the a I a rm wou Id not have gone off and he did not Ii ke having the P atdown. 

RESPONSE: 

Advised I will send a copy of his complaint to the CSM at Spokane. 

CS M Referra I Info rma ti on: 

612512014 Airport GEG 

2=14:00 Airline: Southwest 
PM 

Flight#; 4008 

Date: 6-20-14 

Departure time: 4:15 PM (He was at the checkpoint at 3:00 PM) 
Specific location - Terminal or Gate: AB Lane 1 

Phone# (Cell J~kb~1~(6~)--~ 

Email kb 1(61 



Caller feels like she is discriminated and violated at a TSA checkpoint. They came through IAH and went through TSA. It was only them in line, and she had a cup of ice that had melted. she didnt know 11 was in her bag pack in the side pouch. She told 
them that they could just dump it out. She told her that she cant do that, and looked at another employee, and told her that she could not make any special circumstances for --them--. She was then made start all over again in the screening process. 
She then told her to throw lhe thing away and that she would get another 5 dollar cup at Walmart if its lhat big of a deal. She stJled they wanled to search all of her bags for no reason. They then checked all of her molher in laws ilems. She slated that 
the bottom of the bag then fell out and busts one of her souvenir cups. They made her husband then go through the AIT and her other son do the same. They then told him that he needs to step to the side. and that he had something in his butt crack. 
They did a patdown on her h us band s butt crack. She then stated that they did ETD on her son s hands. They offered the private screening. They then told her son that he had an anomaly in his b ult era ck as wel I. 
She believes that this is hap pe ni ng be ca use they a re white, and a 11 employees a re Alri can American, She stated that they a 11 had attitudes. A fem a I e emp I oye e snatched her boa rd i ng pass out of her hands and told her she had plenty of time even 
though she had to go 10 lhe other side of the airport. This happened on Monday June 23rd, scheduled 10 depart at 9:30 a.m., Houslon time. They came through TSA around 9:05 a.m. 

Response: 
612512014 This happened on M 

8:06:52 
PM Call transferred to E Vaisey. 

6/26/2014 
8:2631 

AM 

6127/2014 
9:27:15 

AM 

She asked what happens in a case like this. 

Advised ca Iler: 

I will forward information to you. In order for this complaint to be complete it will need to be in writing. I will also forward the information collected from the previous agent to the TSA multicultural branch. 

The complaint will be investigated. I do not have step by step information about how this is handled as it is another branch. 

Caller went through Precheck and had to have additional screening. He thinks lhat his belt buckle set off lhe machine. He wanls to know why he had to have additional screening when he paid for Precheck. 

Advised caller that the AIT picks up anomalies on the outside of the body. It doesn t matter if he has Precheck. if there is an anomaly or alarm, the officers will resolve it before you are permitted through the checkpoint. He said that he didn't see the 
point of getting Precheck if he was going to have to be screened anyways. Told him thal Precheck is random and there is never a guarantee and if there is an alarm, it has to be resolved. 
Caller advised she wanted to make a complaint. Caller advised she went through security at Boston Logan. Caller advised her and her 2 kids went through metal detector and it didn't alarm. Caller advised she was taken to a private room and given a 
patdown and her bags was searched. Callera advised she had to wait for a security officer of the same gender to arrive and nearly missed her flight. Caller advised that the TSO"s was nice but feels like TSA is harrassing the public by doing this. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in s c reem ng passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on bag gage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 
TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 
We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers, TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new 1echnologies to address the explosives th real. In lhe meantime, lhe use of additional screening enhances our ability 10 de1ec1 explosives al our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an addilional layer of security at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 



612712014 

Caller Is 86 yea rs old and his wife received a I ette r with a K TN on it. He has not received a letter with a KT N and he is wanting to know the status of his enrol Im ent and what his wife needs to do to get precheck with her I etter. Ca 11 er stated that when he 
was at the enrollment center he was told by the representative that was signing them up that they should go back into the lobby and ask for a refund because he did not see how they would benefit from the program, Caller is wanting to know what 
benefits he gets thal is differenl from what he currently gels when flying. Caller thinks he enrolled under false pretenses and wants a refund. 

Advised ca Iler: 

She will just receive the letter and she will use the KTN when making the flight reservations. You need to make sure to enter the KTN that starts with a TT into the KTN field and make sure your name, DOB. and other identifying information matches the 
information you provided exactly when you make the flight reservation. 

2A2:34 To check lhe slatus of your application, please visit https: universalenroll.dhs.gov or you can also contact UES by phone. For addilional assistance, please contact the Universal Enrollment Call CenIer al (855) DHS-UES1 ([855] 347-8371) between 8 
PM a.m. to 10 p.m. Eastern Time, Monday through Friday. The $85 fees are non refundable because that is what they use to get the background check. You can contact UES and see what they can do about the situation but I don't know if they will refund 

you. 

Under I his new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitling an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alarm, as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. TSA anticipates these changes will further reduce-though not completely eliminate-the need for a physical patdown on travelers 75 and older that would otherwise have been 
conducted to resolve alarms. This is similar to the precheck benefits. The main difference that you get with precheck Is you can also leave on your jackets, and belts, and you donl have to remove laptops and 3-1-1 bag from carry-on bags. 

Good afternoon. 

This email is being forwarded to rec-referrals for appropriale handling. Thank you. 

Evelyn Webb 

6127120 14 Program Assi slant 

4:~M32 Civil Rights Division, TSA-6 

From:f b)(61 
Sent: Thursday, June 26, 2014 11 :39 PM 
To: TSA.civilrights@dhs.gov; tsafll@dhs.gov; gotfeedback@dhs.gov; Reynolds, Anthony Z 
Subject Fwd: Incident at Fort La uderd a I e I ntemationa I Airport 

As a colleague in the Department of Homeland Security. I am disappointed to have to report an unfortunate situation with one of your TSA officers, I know that 99% of all fellow OHS employees work very hard to gain and foster the public trust. 
However, as a member of the flying public I believe that the siluation must be reporled and addressed. 



612712014 
4:04:35 

PM 

Hello Patricia, 

Thank you for gelling back to me in regards 10 my complain! with TSA. I wanted 10 let you know we were at the airport in the evening for our flight around 9:05PM not in the A.M. per in your notes. 

As lo r the information you requested, he re are the following: 

We were traveling on Uniled Airlines that day and for our whole trip. 

We were in terminal C and leaving on fi1ght UA 393 departing at 9:38pm 

There was only 1 open lane at that time, it was to the far left, and we were lhe only ones in line for TSA at thal time. 

They were all Afncan American, there was an older man in his 40's scanning what came through on the belt, with a larger woman in her 30's maybe with her hair up who would come over for the bag checks. Across from her was another woman with 
really short hair to her head with glasses and maybe in her late 40's to early 50's. then there was a short man there who was the one that did the searches on both my son and husband. This is all we can remember so ii we are missing information or 
il's nol detailed enough I'm sorry for I hat, we were a little pressed for time. I wanl to say thal towards the end of all of this and as we were gathering our items gelling ready 10 leave the TSA area a very tall Caucasian man was I here at a computer off 10 
the side but wasn·t there with any of us or talking to any of u. he came later at the end though. 

We had 8 of us traveling in our party., , 5 adults (2 -65+ as seniors, 1-18 yr old, 2- age 30-45 yr old, and 3 kids age 16. 11, and 4 

My son who was searched is 16 .. so he is not an adult but doesn't fall under your 12 and under child rules however he is still a minor. So I'm not sure what the rules and regulations are for him or that age group through TSA. Do you have a separate 
rule to follow for this age range? 

Please let me know if you need anything else from us. 

cell;kb~6) 

e-mail:~fb~••_,(6_.~I ------~ 



Frorrl(b1(6) 
Sent: Friday, June 27, 2014 3:59 PM 
To: TSAExternalComplian..-,,.-=a.:.===== ....... -"'"..w."irties@dhs.gov: Bandy, Kimberly J; Singh, Harleen 

Cc: Legal; Raj deep Singh; ._b-') ... (6_ .• '--1 --------------~ 
Subjecl: Civil Righls Complaint o b o Sikh Air Passenge ~~~-----~ 
The Sikh Coal1t1on writes to file a formal complaint of d1scnm1nat1on on behalf of Sikh Air Passenge~(bi(61 I kb)(ff•1 I civil rights were violated when he was forced to remove his religiously-mandated turban by the TSA at Chicago 0 
Hare International Airport on June 21, 2014 !rh ,IR, !flew on United Airlines. Flight No. 5702, from Chicago. Illinois to Columbia. South Carolina. 

kb .. i(ffl !filed a complaint with the TSA and OHS on June 21, 2014 through the FlyRights phone application. We write to provide additional information. Please see attached follow-up complaint an*b)(6•1 
Image removed by sender. 

~riginal FlyRights complaint. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter! 

612712014 Best 
6:03:47 ' 

PM ~ 

(b)(61 

Phone (Main): HYPER_L '"'IN-,",b,...1 ... (6~)------------~-=----=-==--.,,...------------------...,....----------' 
Facsimile: HYPERLIN ._(b"-·• ... 1(6"'-·"-1 _____________ __. Email: HYPERLINK._(b_·• ... i(6_ .... i -----------------~ 

This e-mail may contain information that is privileged and confidential. If you are nol the intended recipient, please delete the email and nolify us immediately. 

Caller will be traveling on Wednesday with United at 8 a.m. from Newark to Cancun. She had metal in her hip and spine. She fiew last year and wenl fine lhrough Newark bul was given a hard lime in San Diego. The TSOs were so sure I hat she could 
go through the AIT She called the manufacturer and they said she couldnt. She was left to stand for 45 minutes. She wants to avoid that. 

Response: 
6128/2014 If a passenger has metal implanls, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transpor1ation Securily Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

1:1807 
PM If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 

Under no circumstances should passengers be forced to perform actions that cause pain or put them at risk of injury. For example, TSOs should offer a chair to passengers whose weakness or balance problems put them at risk of falling during 
screening. Passengers who have difficulty wilh balance, standing, or walking also may decline me1a1 detector screening, and ask instead for a full patdown screening while lhey are sealed. 

Please be advised that a passenqer can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer or Passenger Support Specialist at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 



The ca 11 er stated that every ti me she flies she is subjected to add1t1ona I screening in the lo rm of a p atdown and ETD swabbing and she wanted to know if this was due to Age, sex. n ati o na I origin, skin color or di sab i Ii ty. The cal I er stated that she did not 
fee I discriminated against. The cal I er wanted to know why we perform addition al sere en i ng, After probing the ca 11 er I d ete rmi n ed that she has meta I implants and she stated that she never te 11 s the off ce r about them before the screening begins, The 
ca Iler slated th at she has documentation for the imp I an ts. 

Advised the cal I er: 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is impor1ant. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring thal all passengers are 1reated with dignity, respect, and cour1esy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 

6130/2014 an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 
2:1435 

PM TSA also se I ects passengers and their property at random lo r enhanced security sere en i ng. This random element prevents te rrori sis from attempting to defeat the security system by I earning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints. provides an additional layer of secunty at the checkpoint. and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. Advised the caller that if she does not inform the TSO of the metal implants before screening 
and she a I arms then the re 1s a good chance she wou Id undergo add1t1ona I screening . Advised the caller that no documentation is required just so long as she informs the officer. 

Advised the caller email sent. 
Disability Description: Caller needs compression socks for burns on his legs. 

Response Details: I told the caller I deeply regret what has happened to him and explained how 10 access redress by going 10 www.dhs.gov lrip and applying for redress. I advised caller once he got his RCN 10 include it in his flight reservalions. 
also told him I am making no promises this will stop the four S s. After the caller told me of what happened at DCA on June the 1 oth I told him I would forward this to DCA for review. I sent claim forms to the caller to seek reimbursement for the 
socks. 

I called the passenger back and provided the DRFI info including where to mail the written complaint. 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
Disability Branch 
Disability and Multicultural Division 
60 1 South 12th Street 
TSA-33 

71212014 Ari i ngto n, VA 20598 

4:14:21 
PM 

Incident Details: Caller stated he went to the airport at Washington DC a couple weeks ago. Caller stated he feels he is on a watch list because the screeners told his was on a watch 

Advised ca Iler the lo 11 owing information: 

Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the secured area. and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers a re treated with dignity. respect, and 
courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passengers property could also be performed, 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 



71312014 

Caller has a comp I a int with T SA He says he was treated Ii ke a to u nst. He says the white T SA agent targeted hI m. He says he was se I ected lo r additional screening before he was at the checkpoint. He got a patdown and the police was cal I ed. He says 
he waited to see if other passengers were selected lo r random screening and no one else was selected, He says he on I y had a brown pa per bag with his ta bl et, He says now th at this happened after he had gone through the Al T, He says this agent had 
selected him by looking at him. He was chosen because he was black and he looks ruff. He says had got his ticket and had his ID, they had checked it under the black light, this is where this happened. He was lapped on the shoulder by an agent, he 
was the only one that had to go with the agent. He says he then went through the AIT and was given a patdown. He is upset that he was chosen for the additional screening. 

9:19:29 TransfeCTed to MB. the call was dropped before I could transfer it. 
AM 

Called him back and got a voice mail. 
I left a message telling him to call us back and provide us with an email address so we can email him some contact information and the needed information he needs to provide in the email. 
He has to have this in writing to make this a formal complaint. 

Caller felt like the TSO s were rude during her secondary screening and she wants to know if she has been placed on a list. 
Every passenger and their property must be sere ened before entering the secured a re a, and the way the screening is conducted is import ant, Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers a re treated with dignity, respect, and 
courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their cafTY-On baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 

71312014 an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

1:49:25 
PM 

7/612014 
11 0538 

AM 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terTorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints. provides an additional layer of secunty at the checkpoint. and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
CurTent Date/Time 71612014 10:43:09 AM Airport : DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International Date/Time of Travel : 0710612014 9:45 AM Airline & Flight Number : American Airlines 324 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Gate A 13 TSA Employee: (If Known) 
&quot:Supervisor&quot; Comment , Time at arrival to security checkpoint; approximately 9:50 am Gate A 13 Due to technical issues with aircraft. my family spent night at Dallas. American Airlines provided us with TSA Pre-check passes to expedite 
the journey. My minor childrerfilill:§J (9) &amp:~12) were cleared through the metal detector and separated from us. I (35) was told 10 go through the metal detector, while ~(15) was told to go lhrough the AIT machine. For religious 
and health concerns we do not go through the AIT and never have done so. We are frequent flyers. so much so that TSA agents in Orlando recognize me. I explained she was only 15, we had TSA pre-check and that I was willing to undergo a pat 
down but that my minor daughter would not and that even her doctor does not touch her in so familiar a fashion. For the sake of brevity, I shall summarize in that I was told my 15 year old virgin daughter would be groped by a stranger and that my 
family would remain separated. Only after I [a criminal trial attorney] broke down in tears and my 12 year old daughter broke through the TSA agent line to ask when she would see us again, was I allowed to be reunited with my children. It is 
unacceptable to have a young American rnolher in a situation where 2 children taken from her I hough security and kept from her view while another is forced to remain on lhe other side of security, especially when we had TSA pre-check. In the past 9 
months we, in various family configurations as all members do not travel on all trips, have traveled at the following airports and NEVER had the issues of separation of a pat down on a minor child. (1) MCO/Orlando (2) Sanford (3) Salt Lake City(4) 
Denver (5) LAX (6) Dulles/Washington DC (7) Atlanta (8) Tampa (9) Louisville (10) Anchorage (11) Seattle(12) JFK - merely the domestic airports. I would like to add Toronto to the 11st due to cleanng customs prior to boarding and therefore TSA was 
in charge of security. Travel is frightening enough without adding separation and groping to the experience. I understand that if I an adult refuse the AIT. I will submit to a pat down. I accept that as part of a punishment TSA provides for my religious 
and health beliefs I musl undergo a patdown, but 10 submil a 15 year old girl who has never been Iouched that way by even a docIor to such an intrusion is disgusling. Separating siblings and a family only adds to the unacceptable behavior of TSA. 
Would you like a resoonse? : True 
Passenger's Name 1'h'11R··, 
Phone Number fh·11r;·-, 
Email trh,IRI 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



TSA: 

My family I ravels frequenlly, so we are no strangers to TSA security procedures. 
Due to technical issues with aircraft, my family spent night at Dallas. American Airlines provided us with TSA Pre-check passes to expedite the journey for AA Flt 324. I anticipated no issues due to the TSA pre-check. 

I understand that I am a very conservative practitioner of my faith and my sincere beliefs lead to hassles from time to time. Due to my sincere beliefs, I refuse to pass through an AIT machine. I, as an adult and mother. accept the pat down and test for 
explosive residue due 10 lhis belief. However, I have NEVER before loday, had my minor daughter separated from me and lhreatened wilh a pal down. My minor daughler is a virgin who has never kissed a boy and who does not have physical 
examinations by a doctor which include the touching and contact down by a pat dawn. We dress conservatively. We eat restricted diets and have limited physical contact with non-family members. 

My minor childrerfbi(B)\-9) !(b)(ff:, !12) were cleared through the metal detector and separated from us. [Yes, metal detectors are permitted by my sincerely religious beliefs.] I (35) was told to go through the metal detector, while~(15) 
was told to go lh~~ AIT machine. 

As previously stated, for religious and health concerns we do not go through the AIT and never have done so. We are frequent flyers, so much so that TSA agents in Orlando recognize me. I explained ~was only 15. we had TSA pre-check, 
and that I was willing to undergo a pat down. but that my minor daughter would not and that even her doctor does not touch her in so familiar a fashion. 

71712014 By this time, my younger two children were taken aut of view, and 3-5 agents crowded around me to block me from my younger children and 1 agent blocked me from my oldest minor child. I was then told my 15 year old virgin daughter would be 
8:30:57 

AM groped by a stranger and th at my family wou Id remain separated. 

I practice criminal defense law and deal with harsh people and situations. Tears do not come 10 my eyes easily. Yet, being separated from my children and told thal my sincere religious beliefs meant nolhing and my family would remain separaled 
brou ht even me to tears. My 12 year old was quite distressed and managed to crawl push through TSA agents ta get the attention of the supervisor. !(b::,(6) ![12] asked when we could be together, I told her I did not know and that TSA wont let 
b)(ff:, through. Fortunately, something touched the heart of one of the TSA agents who then said they should not separate the family, mind you I was sobbing and!(b)(6! ltii:illi[J were visibly distraught at the separation. 

It is unacceplable to have a young American mother in a siluation where 2 children taken from her though securily and kepi from her view while another is forced to remain on the other side of securily, especially when we had TSA pre-check. In the 
past 9 months we. in various family configurations as all members da not travel on all trips, have traveled at the following airports and NEVER had the issues of separation of a pat down on a minor child. (1) MCD Orlando (2) Sanford (3) Salt Lake 
City(4) Denver (5) LAX (6) Dulles Washington DC (7) Atlanta (8) Tampa (9) Louisville (10) Anchorage (11) Seattle(12) JFK -- merely the domestic airports. I would like to add Toronto to the list due to clearing customs pnor to boarding and therefore 
TSA was in charge of security. 

Travel is frightening enough without adding separation and groping to the experience. I understand that if I an adult refuse the AIT, I will submit to a pat down. I accept that as part al a punishment TSA provides for my religious and health beliefs I 
must undergo a patdown, but to submit a 15 year old girl who has never been touched that way by even a doctor to such an intrusion 1s disgusting. Separating siblings and a family only adds to the unacceptable behavior of TSA. 

After clearing screening and awaiting our flights, I was then informed that ALL my children are subject to patdawns and expect such in the future. I felt this was a further threat and form of intimidation and unacceptable. If this event occurred at the 

Caller read an article about how TSA is raising their fees from $5 to upwards of S10. He wants to know why this is so and he wants 10 be directed to the appropriate department. He believes thal TSA is a joke and he does not need to be protected. He 
believes that the 3-1-1 rule is a joke and the AIT unit kills children. 

71712014 Advised ca Iler: 
9:19:32 

AM We do not have information on TSA security fees on your ticket. The 3-1-1 rule is in response ta the threat to aviation posed by liquid explosives. A traveler is exposed to less radiation from one AIT scan than from 2 minutes being onboard a 
commercial a ire raft at fi 1g ht al11tud e. 

Ca Iler requested a supervisor. 



71712014 
6:09:05 

PM 

71812014 
2:19:32 

PM 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: ... f b_._I (_6_) ____ _,lh as a med1ca I condition that ca us es him to shake unco ntro 11 ably. 

Response Details: For your complainl to be considered complete according 10 Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabililation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(dJ(3)J, it musl: 

Be f, I ed within 18 0 days of the alleged a ct of di scri min ati on: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i nan t: 
Include the date of the alleged act al discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed di sen minatory action in s uff1c1ent detai I to inform T SA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the com pla i na nt or someone authorized to sign on be ha II of the comp I a i na nt, 

In order to approprialely address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf. 

Any of the above requirements can be waived far good cause. If you are requesting that any of the above requirements be waived, please explain your goad cause in your complaint. 
To file a complaint electronically. please send an e-mail to: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to place D-RFI in the subJect line to allow for proper handling. 

To file a complaint via the Internet, please visit hllp: www.tsa.gov traveler-information 1ravelers-filing-compliant 

Incident Details: Caller had a son going through screening son has disability and was embarrassed. His name iskb":1(6) ! and the agent called attention to him and his disability unnecessarily by asking him in a loud voice to stop shaking. 
His shaking is a part of his disability. This incident occurred at the Pittsburgh international alternative security airside main terminal. A White female officer was the one who asked him to stop shaking while he was at the AIT machine at 4:50 PM today 
(07 07 2014) 

Feedback Type · Security Issue 
Categories : Other: Advanced Im a 
TSA Employee: (II Known) . b 1(6) 
they're gonna gel microwave 

Phone Number· 1h·,1R··, 

Email (b 1(61 

Technology Current Date/Ti me 71812014 1 :29 :06 PM Airport : SAN - San Di ego I nte mati on al Date/Ti me of Travel : 0513012014 Airline & FI i g ht N umber : United flight 17 32 Che c kpoinU Area of Airport Terminal 2 
Comment· RE: Hostile treatment for opting out of Advanced Imaging Technology. Officer [iillQJ on seeing my sister-in-law opting out of a screening, remarked loudly to a co-worker, &quot;What do they think, 
ollowed by laughter.) 

Belittling comments by TSA staff is not helpful. 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Thank you for the prompt rep I y, however it does not resolve the issue at hand. I contend what agent f5TTITT did was intentional and with ma Ii ce I bel ,eve the first ti me he touched my gemta Is was an error however the second time was mo st certainly 
not. The second time was blatantly intentional, rough and I believe done with malice. I want an inve~and review of the video recording by someone not connected to that airport I do not trust the agents there as one claimed he heard 
everything agen~aid 10 me. This agenl was at least 15 feet away in another lane with people walking about. Nobody could have heard everything with all the noise. I have been I hough many paldowns, but none were ever like I his. 
Additionally, I w~cting my Congressman on this matter 

L~·~~-RLINK~[b_._,\_6_) ____________________ ~ 

On Jul 6, 2014, at 4:15 PM. HYPERLINK "mailtoctsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com"tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com wrote: 

71912014 Thank you for your e-mail regarding your screening experience. 

8:52:18 
AM 

7110/2014 
10:02:14 

PM 

The Trans po rtat,on Security Ad mini strat,on (T SA) see ks to p rov1d e the high est I eve I of sec u nty and customer service to al I who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures locus on ensuring th at al I passengers. reg a rd I ess of 
their person al situations and needs, a re treated with respect and courtesy, Every person and item mu st be screened before entering the secured area , and the manner in which the sere en i ng is conducted is i m po rta nt, Al I T ransporta ti on Security 
Officers (TSOsJ are required to be consideraIe and lhoughtful, and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

At airports nationwide, TSA has implemented streamlined, consistent, and thorough patdown procedures at security checkpoints to provide a higher level of security and increase the safety of the traveling public. Patdowns help TSA detect hidden and 
dangerous items, such as explosives. They are used to resolve alarms from the walk through metal detector (WTMD), when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, and as part of TSA's random screening 
aclivilies. 

A TSO of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdown search: however, passengers may need to wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. As the screening Is being conducted, the TSO will be describing the procedures 
he or she is using, The passenger should inform TSOs of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. TS Os are required to use the back of the hand to 
patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas, TS Os are required to use the front of the hand. 

At any 11 me dun ng the sere en i ng process, passengers may request a p nvate screening. 
TS Os should also offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing, A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the private screening after the companion clears 
screening . Passengers who refuse sere en i ng in both the pub Ii c and private a re as w i 11 not be perm i lied to e nl er the secured area. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 7110/2014 8:58:22 PM Airport IAD - Washington-Dulles International Date/Time of Travel: 07/08/2014 11:25 PM Airline & Flight Number Turkish Airlines. TK0008 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport· TSA Security Screening Area TSA Employee: (If Known)· NIA Comment, I am a US citizen currently residing in Turkey. I visted the US during the period of June 11, 2014 and July 8, 2014 traveling with my family (Father, 
Mother, Husband, 2 young daughters. In facl my father-age74- was also encountered wilh events lhat greally disappointed us. So he filled out an online complaint form to TSA and my sister in lhe US has filed a police reporl on his behalf). Flight 
details:Departure date/time July 8, 2014 11 :25 PM and Boarding gate/time B39110:30PM. Its been a long time since I visited my country but on my way back to Turkey on July 8, 2014. the TSA security officers really surprised and saddened me with 
their attitude. They rushed us through the security sere en i ng process because they said the gates w, 11 close in just a few minutes. We could not understand why they were making us hurry s i nee we had entered the security s c reem ng area at about 9: 5 0 
PM, In fact. we had reached the boarding gate (B39)by approximately 10:05-10:08 PM, The officers did'nt even look at our boarding pass for boarding time. TSA security officers in general were impolite towards us. I greatly appreciate and support 
the s ecuri I y measures I hat a re being I ake n by TSA. However, olli cers do not need to be discourteous in order to maintain s ecuri I y. The TSA olli cers that we encountered we re nol very he I pful and co u Id have had belier manners. I believe that T SA 
officers can be courteous while maintaining security for the nations airports and for the traveling public. This is the first time that I have faced such a disappointing situation. While entering the country on June 11, 2014 and during my past travels back 
to my country the security officers were courteous and helpful and not at all like the security officers I run into during my leave from the US on July 8,2014. My mothers engl1sh Is not so good and when she was called by a female TSA security officer to 
be screened during our leave on July 8, my mother saw a different device she had never seen before (the advanced imaging technolgy device) and she wanted to understand what it was and asked the officer "I don't understand" and the officer replied 
"I don'I understand either." Here I would expect the officer to be helpful 10 my mother by explaining the device since as far as I know the AIT is opptional since alternative screening is available. Or lhe officer could have at least asked help from lhe 
other fam i I y m em be rs since my mothers eng I ish is not so we 11. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name kb)(ff:, !Phone Number ,!(b)(ff:, !Email :kb.:1(6) !To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link: httpcl/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller Is a wounded warrior. He says he has had a whole burnt in him and he did not want to be exposed to the radiation. He doesnt want them yelling at him saying he has opted out. He says he doesnt want to use the AIT. he wants to be able to use 
the WTMD. He had PreCheck on his boarding pass last time. He has a blue commanding wounded warrior and he says they dont know what it is. 
He is al the checkpoint right now and is requesting assistance. 

Told caller 
I could or TSA Cares can request assistance to help him, I could not request the assistance for him for today, since he was at the checkpoint when he called. He should ask for a PSS or a supervisor and let them know of his concerns for today. 
I can help him for the reIurned flight, I tried to get his flighl information but it was impossible 10 get ii all from him since he was busy going through the checkpoint at the lime. 
The general policy for screening would be an eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal 
detector in Ii e u of AIT or a thorough patdown. 

711112014 He should ask the supervisor to help him with this today. 
9:35:38 I told PreCheck had nothing to do wilh Wounded Warrior. 

AM 
The only returned flight information I got was the flight number 1031 on 7-22-14. 
He disconnected the cal I before I cou Id get anything else from him . 

He had stated where he was traveling to and from but I did not catch it from him, nor did I have the opportunity to ask again. He was at the checkpoint and unable to provide me the information I needed. 

I called him back at 10:06 and left him a message and told him to call us back on the TSA Cares line at 855-787-2227 72 hours before his flight and let us request the assistance to help him with his screening. I told him to let us know what his concerns 
were and what he needed for us 10 know 10 he Ip. 

The caller is on the website and she is a pilol for Delta. She flew from DTW to SEA. She staled thal she was harassed by a women coming lhrough security. She asked if there is a video that could be reviewed. She stated that she had everything in the 
bags. and then her bag a I armed. She stated th at she had to undergo a pa tdown. 

She asked if she is being singled out as a crew member. She stated that her bags and shoes were sent through several times. She stated that she felt like she was being singled out, because everything was fine until she showed her crew member 
pass at lhe checkpoint. She stated I hat I here was a police office at lhe checkpoinl and he staled thal he was not sure why she was doing all that screening. She staled thal she was flying wilh her children and she felt boarder line harassed. She asked 
why she had to go through a patdown. She stated that she cleared the machines. She stated that she does not understand. She asked how she can report the matter. Westin Hotel Checkpoint connected to the airport. 

She stated that she swabbed her hands twice. and inspected her baggage. She stated that the TSOs name i,fb)(ff:, 
stated that she feels as lhis was out of line. She staled thal this took about 10 minutes total. ~~~---~ 

She stated that she /el t as she was getting talked down to, and would not explained why she was getting a p atdown. She 

Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and 
courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 

711112014 factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 

4,06,28 an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

PM 
TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We u nde rsl and the i nco nv en i ence passengers may have experienced . Nevertheless, we be Ii eve these security measures a re necessary and ap prop ria I e for ensuring the security and confidence of al I air trave I ers. 

Because the complaint concerns security s c reem ng at a specific airport. we have lo rw-arded a copy of this to the Custa mer Su pp o rt Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. T SA momto rs the number and nature of comp I am ts we receive to track trends and spot 
areas of concern that may require sp eci a I attention, 

Departing Airport: DTW 
Destination: SEA 
Airline: Delta 
Flight number and Time: 2423 @ 8:44 am 
Terminal: M 
Gate:A54 
Date and Time: 07-11-2014@7:30 am 



711112014 

To whom 11 may concern 

I travel through numerous airports lhroughout the nation and have the security checkpoint down to an Jrt. For the past six years I have been able to hold my wallet over my head while slanding in lhe AIT scanner. When I step out an agent lakes my 
wallet, flips through it, and rm on my way. This has been the same far 6 years at various US airports for my numerous business flights that I take yearly. 

Today at MSP at approximately 1510 hours, I was about to go through Security Checkpoint #2. As I stepped into the scanner a female agent informed me that my wallet would need to go through xray. I stated this has never been an issue, even when I 
flew out of MSP lwo weeks ago. After some banIer, she had me scanned and then had one agent pat my pant legs (not sure how that and my wallet over my head have anything in common, travel in same jean style and socks consistently) and had 
another agent come over about my wallet. 

6:04:28 The two male agents that discussed the wallet issue were TSA agents[h·,1R··, I and!rh·,1R··, !~ade three comments. (1) stating that the policy has always been in place that wallets must go through xray. When I stated this is the first 
PM time oul of countless flighls he then slated that ii was a (2) recent change to local policy. When I asked how long that was as I was here two weeks ago, he then said it was really because my (3) wallet was 100 thick. 

711112014 
6:05:42 

PM 

I have looked on the TSA.gov site and cannot find any information to confirm what TSA agentfb·:,(6) !told me. He did say that all that info could be found on the website. I would greatly appreciate the links ar header names of the appropriate 
sect ions about his statements, Or consistency between domestic airports and po Ii cy of T SA a gent protoco I . 

Thank yau. 

kbi(61 

Feed back Type . Compliment 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Advanced Imaging Technology Currenl Date/Time: 7/11/2014 5:45:56 PM Airporl: B0I - Boise Air Terminal/Gowen Field Date/Time o!Travel: 07/11/2014 9:15 AM Airline & Flighl Number Alaskan 
airlines Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · Today wh i I e traveling at BOI I proceeded into the body scanner and o nee done to Id to wait over to left. I was fine with this but the next pa rt was so completely unacceptable I have reached a breaking point. The rude tsa agent said he 
needed me to lift up my shirt and stuck his hands in my pants to feel? I was wearing a Tank top and shorts and the lhing that triggered lhe machine was the COTTON STRINGS on the front of my shorIs. He conducled this violation of basic civil righls 
in plain sight of everyone. Such a joke this was 100% sexual harassment and quite frankly am so livid. I've already told our news stations and they are very interested an running the story. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name :!(b.l(ffl I 
Phone bl11mber · 
Email !(b 1(6 1 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Caller fi ew yesterday from B WI vi a MIA to Ba rll ados and in Barbados was pulled to the s1d e lo r add1t1ona I screening. she had to have a paid own and Is conce med because she has never had issues with the I aw. etc. Asked if the additional screening is 
random? Stated she had to go through swiping of shoes, hands, checking her purse, etc. 
She slates I here were SSSS on her ticket and she didn t lhink anything about ii. She flew from BWI 10 MIA 10 Barbados without any issues. 
Caller states she is a US citizen and went through a process to become a Police Officer and unable because she had a heart murmur. 
She has 2 screws in I eft s hou Ider from surgery in 2006 and has a card to present reg ardrng the screws. 
Her father is i 11 and resides in Barb a does and that is why she is trave Ii ng so often to and from Barbados, 
Flies via American and will contact lhem for additional informalion. 

Response: 
Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and 

courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on bag gage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 

711412014 an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

11:07:40 
AM TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 

citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

Passengers and their baggage are also screened for security according to standards established by the government of that country. As sovereign entities, foreign countries may establish their own security requirements for airports and air carriers that 
are not necess ari I y the same as those required in the United States. 

TSA continuously works wi I h foreign governments 10 ba I a nee Io ca I and I ega I j uri sdicti on issues with i nternationa I aviation security. TSA has a foreign airport assessment program to ensure a 11 fl i g his to the United States a re properly sere ened. Our 
aviation security sp eci a Ii sts regularly assess security at these airports to ensure they me et accepta b I e i nte rna ti on al stand a rd s. 

The "S" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Security Administration (TSA) security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
Nalion's air Iransportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

TSA does not discuss or release spec1f1cs about security screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Security Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI to the public because it is 
considered d etri mental to the security of trans po rtati on, 

Caller will be flying internationally wilh a 6 and a 1 O year old. They have flown to England and to France on previous flights. Both times her son was selected at random for a patdown. She said I hat it was very upsetting for him. He is 1 O years old. 
She wanted to know if once a passenger is selected for a patdown if their name goes into a system so that they get a patdown on other flights. She said that when he got the patdown a year ago he was not wanded and they touched his butt. She said 
th at it was rig ht up close and persona I. She wanted to know if she would be within her ng hts to say something about the way it was being conducted. She asked what the TSA p raced u re is lo r minors who set off al arms. 

I gave the following information: Every person, regardless of age, must undergo screening prior to proceeding beyond the security checkpoint. Even a baby or toddler must be screened; however, 11 is the Transportation Security Administration's (TSA) 
po Ii cy that chi Id re n wi 11 never be separated from their parents or a ccomp anyi ng adults, 

Transportation Security Officers (TSO) are trained to offer families traveling with young children more time. assistance, and patience during the screening process. Children will be approached gently and treated with respect. If a child becomes 
uncomfortable or upset, parents or an accompanying adult will be consulted to determine the best approach to help relieve the child's concern. 

7115/2014 
1,29 ,26 Children 12 years old and younger may leave on their shoes. lnfanls and small children may be carried lhrough the metal deIecIor, but if the alarm sounds, lhe TSO will have to conduct addilional screening on both the adult passenger and the child. If 

a baby is carried through the metal detector in a sling. additional screening may be required even if there is not an alarm. 
PM 

Children can only be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) ii they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds. Children who can walk without assistance should walk through the metal detector separately from their 
parenl or guardian. If a child 
12 years old or younger alarms either AIT or the walk-through metal detector. TSA has procedures in place that reduce, but do not eliminate, the need for patdowns to resolve the alarm. These procedures include allowing multiple passes through 
screening technologies and using Explosives Trace Detection (ETD) technology. 

I told her I hat TSA does not perform screening in foreign countries and I can not provide information on their procedure or give her advise on what she can do in a foreign country. 
I told her that TSA does not put passengers who receive a patdown on a list to get patdowns on upcoming flights. 



Caller wants to file a complaint. She is at PHX right now. She said she went through secunty around 12:00 or 12: 15. She was at checkpoint #7 and the TSA officers name was Kiili]. She said she was extremely rude. She could have got her 
information across without being so loud and rude. Caller said the tone of the officer was was rude and condescending. Caller said she opted out of the AIT and wanted the Patdown. She said she told ~he was ok with the Patdown. Caller said 
she 1old(b)(6!there is no reason to be rude.!(b)(6 !offered to get her Supervisor and the caller said she was hateful about that. She said she listened rorKfilifil)one with other people after thal and it was differenl. She said the Supervisor came and 
she was awesome. Caller told the Supervisor she was great. Caller said she was just asking questions and the screener was rude and hateful. Caller said there are many incredible TSA people and there is no need for some to be rude. She said 
she appreciates the job they do. 

711512014 RESPONSE: I will be sending your information as a complaint to the CSM at the Airpor1. I would like 10 apologize I hat you feel you had a bad experience with TSA. Thank you for calling TSA 10 let us know about the incident. 
3:47:23 

PM 
Date and Time of Flight: July 15th. 2014 Went through security between 12:00 and 12: 15 p.m. 
Gate or Terminal: Checkpoint #7 Terminal C 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number: 2141 
Airport:~P_H_X ________ ~ 
Email: k.,b""l .. (6""·-, ___ ...,.... ___ __, 
Caller always opts out of the AIT machine when he flies and always gets additionally screened, which he has no problem with. But on a recent flight an officer hassled him for opting out. He wants to know if he has the right to opt out with out hassle 
be cause he do es not think it is rig ht. The caller went on for a wh i I e about the same story. Then he asked if he is restricted on the amount of L GAs in checked I ugg age. 

7115/2014 . 
e::34:SO Advised caller: 

PM 

7115/2014 
8:14:47 

PM 

Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of the right to opt out. Add1t1onal screening is also required for opting out. You can always ask for a supervisor if this happens again. 

TSA does not limil the amount of liquids, gels, and aerosols that may be placed in checked baggage 
to whom it may concern, 

as a stage 4 cancer survivor who has undergone several abdominal surgeries in the past and for which I am supposed to wear an abdominal binder (to support my abdomen) I have to express my surprise after it so happened that when passing an 
Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ screening device, lhe agenl saw a shadow , felt I he binder when doing the pad down procedure and I was immediately requested to remove it withoul being offered any private area where to do so. 
I do have no problem to take off the binder and have it run through the metal detector, however I have a problem when I have to do it right in the secluded (and open) zone behind theAIT scanner. 
B erng not a 11 owed to I ill anything heavier than 5 I b s without wearing the supporting bind er, I was stuck at the end of the scanning Ii ne where to collect your I ug gage. Do I collect mu stuff and risk that my surgery wounds might rip open or do I expose my 
upper body o put on the binder? 

it so happened on July 14. 2014 at Newark (EWR) airport security checkpoint C1 at 6:45 PM. 

Again, I have no problem taking it off for a screening, but NOT in public ! 

Res Pe Gtf1 JI IY 
l(b)(61 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: Ca 11 er s mothe rj._(_b_) (_6_, ___ __,I has a h, p re placement and has a complaint. 

Response Details: For your complain! to be considered complete according 10 Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabililation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)), it must be in writing and including the following 
information: 

The name and address of the complainant: 
The date of the alleged acl of discrimination: 
A description of the alleged discriminatory action in sufficient detail to inform TSA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
The signature of the com pl a i na nt or someone a utho ri zed to s1g n on be hall of the comp I amant. 

In addition, to a p prop ri a tel y address your concerns, we a I so need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

Your complaint is missing one or more of the above Ii sled requirements. In order for us to ap prop ri ate I y handle your comp I amt we request that you review your correspondence to ensure that 11 contains al I of the above information. 

711612014 Please note that TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complain! on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the 

122,03 complaint on his or her behalf. 

PM 
Any of the above requirements can be waived for good ca use, II you a re requesting that any of the above requirements be waived. p I ease exp Iain your good cause in your comp I ai nt, 

Once you have confirmed your information. you may file your complaint electronically by sending an e-mail to: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov. Please be sure to place 0-RFI in the subject line to allow for proper handling. 

Advised ca Iler I would forward this information to the CS M at San Antonio and to our O DPO speci a Ii sts. 

Emailed D-RFI to callers mothers email. 

Incident Details: Callers mom flew from San Antonio to D.C last week. She flew with her two daughters, one of whom is blind. The mother was in a wheelchair from a recent hip surgery. When she went through the checkpoint they were telling her 
what she needed to do and she told them to give her time. They took her cane and replaced it with a wooden one. Her mother left her cell phone in her pocket anl the AIT picked it up and an agenl also told her mother thal she had something else in her 
rear pocket. Callers mother was trying to explain to the TSO that she had recently had surgery and that was what the machine was piccking up. The TSO kept telling her that she could either get checked out there or go into a room. While her mother 
and the agent were discussing whether or not she had another item in her pocket. her daughter approached to see what was going on and the agent slapped her on the forehead and told her to back away. After that the mother told her to go ahead and 
check her to see where she had nothing there. At that point the agent slapped her mother on the hip. the one that was operated on, twice. 

Caller slated that she 1raveled from ATL and she had to go through additional screening. Caller said lhat she was 1raveling wilh med fast and she declared it. She slated that she has traveled with it before and ii has never been a issue and she has 
never had to undergo additonal screening. Caller said that she had to get a patdown and ETD sampling of the gloves. 

Resolution: 
TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some ins1ances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

7117/2014 TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
12:07:56 citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

PM 
We understand the i nco nven i ence passengers may have experienced , Nevertheless, we be Ii eve these security measures a re necessary and ap prop ria te for ensuring the security and confidence of al I air trave I ers, 

Advised caller it sounded like she was just pulled aside for additional screening and it wasn't related to the med fast. Caller said that the screening in ATL is always more strict. She said that they traveled from their previously and the officer was rude to 
her husband. 

Told caller if they travel in lhe future and experience a rude screener to call and let us know that we can send a complaint to lhe CSM at I hat localion. 



Caller said that she had an uncomfortable event with TSA on July 1 0, 20 14 at the Medford, 0 R airport at 6: 4 0 pm. She was se I ected lo r Pree heck. She had 8 - 5 8 gram co ntarn ers of e sse nti a I oi I. She asked for the ess ent,al o i I to be hand inspected. 
She said that she did not set off an alarm, however. she was given a patdown. She wanted to know if all passenger who ask for a hand inspection of essential oils are given a patdown. She said that three other people who had essential oils were not 
given a paldown. She asked who makes the decision as to whether or not a person gels a patdown. She wanted 10 know how that decision is reached. She asked whal they are trained to do. She wanled to know how to avoid getting a patdown. She 
said that she has gotten a patdown many times in the past. The person who periormed her patdown wa~1h··,1rr1 I She said that she was very aggressive. She stated that she bounced her hand into her crotch twice and she touched her breast and 
her bottom. She said that she was molested as a chi Id and when she got on the p I an e she had a PT SD event. She asked lo r a supervisor to make a complaint after the paid own and the su pe rvi sor was the person who did her patdown. She stated 
that she was touched excessively and it was very uncomfortable. All of the items in her purse where checked and things were unwound and they were not put back the way she had them. She uses the essential oils in her business and for her health. 
She fiew on Alaska Airlines flight 2090G. She wanted 10 know how to give feedback about lhe making rules for TSA. 

I gave the following information: The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that 
all passengers, regardless of their personal siluations and needs, are Ireated with dignity, respeci. and courtesy. 

Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted Is important. Transportation Secunty Officers (TSOs) must conduct add1t1onal screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 

711812014 happen next in lhe process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

10:42:38 
AM In addition. passengers may request a private sere en i ng 1/ additional s c reem ng is required or at any ti me during the screening process. A com pa ni on may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the private screening after the comp an ion 

clears screening, In addition. screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in the public area rather than go to a private area for 
screening, however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area will not be permitted to enter lhe secured area. 

TSA monitors the numb er and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require s pec,al attention. This ongoing process enab I es us to ensure prom pt. corrective action whenever we determine that 
security screening policies need modification or spec iii c employees or sere ener tea ms are the subjects of repeated co mp I a i nts, 
If lhe passenger does not want a liquid, gel, or aerosol x-rayed or opened, he or she should inform lhe TSO before screening begins. Additional screening of the passenger and his or her property may be required, which may include a patdown. 
I advised her that the screener makes the decision as to whether or not a passenger will get a patdown. I told her that I do now know how they reach that decision ar what they are told in training to base the decision on. 

I advised her that I would forward her record to the CSM at Rogue Valley International-Medford for review. 



711812014 
2:17:09 

PM 

Disability Description: Callers grandso~(b)(ffi !is a type one diabetic. He 1s three years old. He has an insulin pump and a CGM He has two needles in his thigh. He lives in Baltimore. His daughter and grandson will be flying on August 
16. 2014, however. he did not have the flight information, He wanted the information that I provided emailed to him , 

Information Request He asked if I think that she should file a complaint. He said to give him the information on filing a complaint and he will give it to his daughter in the event that she decides to file a complaint. He wanted to know what she can do 
to avoid this in the future. He asked 1f they wi 11 give a baby a patdown. He wanted to know when they should request a PSS. 

Response Details: TSA recommends thal passengers call approximately 72 hours ahead of travel so I hat TSA Cares has lhe opportunity to coordinate checkpoinl support wilh a TSA Customer Service Manager located at the airport when necessary. 
Passengers who use insulin pumps can be screened without disconnecting from their pump. However, it is important for passengers to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about their pump before the screening 
process begins. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device: passengers can be screened using walk-through metal 
detectors only if they can walk through on their own. Passengers who can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds, without support, can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough 
paid own. Passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. Regardless of whether the passenger is screened by AIT or the walk-through metal detector, the passenger s insulin pump is subject 
to additiona I screening , Under most c i rcums tan ces this wi 11 include the passenger conducting a se I f-p atdown of their insulin pump fol lowed by an exp I osive trace detection sa mp Ii ng of the passenger s hands, If explosive ma teri a I is d elected , the 
passenger wi 11 need 10 have additiona I screening . 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure. 
A patdown procedure is also used to resolve any anomalies identified by AIT or alarms of a metal detector. If a patdown is needed to complete screening: 

The passenger should te 11 the TSO if assistance is needed before the p atdown screening process begins. 
The TSO conducting the paid own wi 11 be the same gender as the passenger. During peak !rave I pe nods a p asse nge r may need to wait for a TSO of the same gender to become ava i I able. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time. A private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. The TSO conducting the patdown and another TSA employee, both of the same gender as the 

passenger, will be present during the private screening. During the private screening, lhe passenger may also be accompanied by a companion, assistant or family member who will be rescreened once the paldown procedure is completed. 
The passenger may ask for a chair to sit in if needed. 
The passenger should inform the TSO of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown. or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act it must 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the alleged discriminatory action in sufficient detail to inform TSA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 

The caller was informed by a TSO supervisor that the only medical exceplion for lhe AIT was a pacemaker. She refused to allow him to opt oui, and he requested the con1ac1 information for the CSM. He also wanted to know if this information was 
correct. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

711812014 Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening. including a thorough patdown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of 

3 :41 ,02 this right. 

PM 
I provided lhe contact information for the CSM: 

Name:l(b)(6) 
Phone~. _____ _, 



Sending from the Bounce Back due to the nature of the complaint. Discussed with Supervisor ._l(_b_)(_6_, __ __, 

From: bi(6i 
Sent: Sunday. July 20, 2014 7:23 PM 
To: TCC Do Not Reply 
Subject Re: In Response to your inquiry. 

After calling & speaking with TSA & having my cardiologist call, I & my Dr were told that TSA's treatment of me after informing them that I was told by D~s NOT to go thru the screening to ask for & get a full pat down I was treated with total disrespect, 
TSA personnel working al Reno Airport, Phoenix Airporl and Tampa Airport all decided I hat discussing my personal medical hislory was perfectly legal and I hat lhe HIPPA Laws did not apply in this situation! every passenger in I hat securily area was 

712112014 told quite loudly about my heart condition. what devices I have implanted in me and what medications I had to travel with as they were dumped out in front of all people in the vicinity and within ear shot'"' TSA treated me as though I were an animal 
8 :!,7~07 who deserved no better treatment than any filthy piece of crap on a cracker. TSA promised me that I would be treated with dignity & respect after last year being treated like an animal & that again DID NOT HAPPEN - your employees made sure that 

my medical information was spoken of loudly and no one in the terminal didn't know my history when they were finished humiliating me & caused myself & my 14 year old grandson who is traveling with me to cry literally from complete humiliation. If I 
could force an apology oul of TSAI would but that would nol be a sincere apology & ii surely would nol be meant in all honesty. So I want 10 lhank you for lhe complele & tolal embarrassmenl you tried 10 gel and did achieve quite clearly. TSA you 
ignored my rights as an American with Disabilities, you caused great harm emotionally to myself & grandson your employees are thoughtless, selfish, ignorant and down right hateful. I paid for tickets and mistakenly believed that by paying for a service 
I would get that service, I did not. Thank you for reminding me again how unbelievably rotten some of our Countries employees are. And of course the help you gave in teaching a lesson on how NOT TO BE to my grandson, he wants to be NOTHING 
LIKE TSA EMPLOYEES - THANK GOD FOR SMALL FAVORS. 

Sincerely. 

!(b,(6I 

On Saturday, July 19, 2014 9:35 AM, "tsatcc do not reply@senture.com" <tsatcc do not reply@senture.com> wrote: 

Caller slates that he just recently fiew form Hawaii to Vancouver Canada and wants 10 know ifTSA Locks are still authorized by TSA and advised him thal they were. He also wants to know if Canada Customs will inspecl his luggage. Told him that I 
do not know if they will. but assume that they would since any international flights are usually inspected by Custom in the US so I could only assume that Canada would do the same. He states that the lock was missing as well as the zipper loop on his 
I uggage was a I so damaged. He states that there was a NOi inside his I uggage. Asked the cal I er if he wou Id I, ke to f, I e a claim and he stated that he would not. He wants to know why his I ugg age was inspected. 

712112014 Gave the caller the following info: 

12,32,59 TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
·PM. factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve 

an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

Gave the cal I er the following info: 
Advised the cal I er that T SA approved locks a re sti 11 authonzed to be used. 

Caller wants to report a problem he had with a TSO officer at FLL. He flew from DEN to FLL to New York. and had to go through security again at FLL because of the configuration of the gates. He went through the AIT and had to go through twice. A 
young lady TSO asked if anything in his pockets, 3 times and he told her nothin and she informed him he had to be searched. When the TSO,!(b)(ff:, ! came to search him again asked him if he had anything in his pockets a second time. 
Caller told TSOfh··,1rr1 !this was the 4th time he was asked and TS (bl(6i told the passenger to shut up. TS91(b)(6':, !told another officer to take the passenger to the back for the search and he wasn t doing the search. Caller asked for a 
supervisor and for the badge number and name of lhe inilial TSO, (bl(6i Caller informed Supv.!bl(ff:, jorwhat occurred and she told him she would have to view the cameras. !(b':1(6I !provided a card and told him to contact the 

712212014 TCC. 
8:46:48 He was flying via Spirit and the incident took place at Terminal H, his flight departed approx. 7 AM from FLL and arrived in NY at approx. 1 0AM at LGA. 

AM 
Response: 
Apologized to caller for the incident and advised information will be provided to the CSM at FLL for review. 
Exp I a i ned if add i ti ona I inform at,on is required he may be contacted v,a emai I. 



Feedback Type . Civil Rights/Liberties 
Calegories Sex 
Current Date/Time. 7122/2014 9:58:32 AM Airport: JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel· 04/27/2014 4:05 PM Airline & Flight Number. Delta 2065 CheckpoinUArea of Airport. 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I was mocked for my gender identity after I had gone through the lull body security scanner (Advanced Imaging Technology). Frankly, this is not the only time I have faced this issue with TSA but this encounter was definitely the worst. 
Every lime I go through security, the officers read me as one gender (male), but because I have not had surgery yel (I am female bodied), my chest comes up as an anomaly on the screen. At besi. it's an awkward misunderstanding, at worst, it's full 
blown humiliation (like at JFK). 

I understand that the AIT 1s meant to help increase secunty measures but it is starting to give me great anxiety even though I am a law abiding citizen that has never had any issue with TSA in the past. I know other transgender people have had the 
712212014 same issue, to the point wher~(b·:1(6) !published an article about this problem. 
12 05 22 

PM All I am asking is to get permission to use the metal detectors (that are still set up in Just about every airport) in lieu of of the AIT. I see some people are still able to go through the metal detectors, but I always seem to unluckily get selected to go 
through the AIT As I said, I have never had a significant issue with the TSA before. I am willing to be fingerprinted and provide a letter from my physician as a form of proof of my gender transition. Anything to be able to avoid going through the AIT 
sys I em because I am not sure how much long er I can to I erate the harassment I face from TSA employees. 

712212014 
4:53:58 

PM 

I look forward to your response. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name :!1h·11R I 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Disability Description: The caller has a severe neck injury and had a failure to accommodate incident at a screening check point at BOS. 

Response Details: I provided the caller wilh the following statemenl and question: 
If you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition, Federal regulations 
require that your complaint be put in writing u n I ess your di sa bi I ity prevents you from doing so. 

Do you want informalion about filing a written complaint regarding disability discrimination or are you calling wilh a differenl concern such as poor customer service? The callers response was that she feels it was a disabilily discrimination and failure 
to accommodate situation. 

I advised the caller that specifically. you were interested in filing a civil rights complaint because you believe that you. or someone you know, were discriminated against by TSA on the basis of his or her disability or medical condition. 
For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of lhe Rehabilitalion Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(bJ and 15.70(d)(3)), ii must: 

Be f, I ed within 18 0 days of the alleged a ct of di scri mm ati on: 
Be in writing; 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i nan t: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed di sen minatory action in s uff1c1ent detai I to inform T SA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the com pla i na nt or someone authorized to sign on be ha II of the comp I a i na nt, 

In order to approprialely address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf. 

Any of the above requirements can be waived for good cause. If you are requesting that any of the above requirements be waived, please explain your good cause in your complaint. 
To file a complaint electronically. please send an e-mail to: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to place D-RFI in the subject line to allow for proper handling. 

To file a complaint via the Internet, please visit hllp: www.tsa.gov traveler-information 1ravelers-filing-compliant 

TSA recommends that you file your complaint via e-mail or Internet in order to expedite processing. 

I asked lhe caller if she would like an email of this informalion and she said yes. 



The ca 11 er had a 14 o u nee container of cooking o i I in his checked I ug gage. He states that after the ins pe ctIon the off ce r did not tighten the I id and it I eaked al I over everything. 

A year ago he fiew from CA to IL and he is a member of wine clubs. He was taking 11 bollles of wine in a case but 12th one was broken and empty but they pul the broken bottle back in lhe luggage so it was obviously dropped and lhe broken bollle put 
back in the case 

He is 76 years old and has a knee replacement. Last night he was in the precheck line. He had to wait about 15 minutes because the scanner at the precheck was not calibrated, He feels that this is poor service for his precheck since he has a bad 
knee and wanls to know if I here is any other way to get through the screening without having to wait for a paldown. He was upset because the scanner was not calibraled and could not be used. 

RESPONSES: 
I asked the caller if there was an NOi present in the baggage regarding the oil situation and he said no. I advised the caller that due to pressure changes the lid may have come loose and the bottle leaked. He said no and that he is sure the bottle was 

712312014 opened and they forgol to put the NOi in lhe bag. I told the caller thal I will send him a claim form for this situalion. 

1:38:35 
PM 

I advised the caller that in regards to his bad knee and precheck, he still has to go through screening and if an AIT is not available he does not want to go through a WTMD because this will most likely alarm and he will have to go through additional 
screening, I advised him that the only other option he would have would be to request a patdown. I advised the caller that I will forward a copy of this report to the CSM as far as the AIT being down and unable for use. 

AIRPORT: SFO 
DATE OF TRAVEL 07-22-14 
AIRLINE: United Airlines 
FLIGHT NUMBER: 1471 
NOi PRESENT NO 
TERMINAL OR GATE: Gate 81 at 1500 
CONTACT fh ,IR\ I 

Caller says she flew from Dulles to Clarl<sburg WVA She flew with an infant in a stroller. 
She co u Id n t go th rough the AIT with the baby. They rub bed somel hi ng on her hands and she tested pos i Ii v e. 
She asked the supervisor to contact the airline to let them know she was on her way since she was being held up far an apparent positive result from explosive detection. The supervisor had total disregard toward her for being late. 
She says the supervisor I a ugh ed at her and ridiculed her and was not p role ssIona I. 
They didn t put anything back appropriately in her carry on after they did secondary screening on her bag, 

This I ady is very upset that the su pe rvi sor did not contact the gate. 

The su pe rvi sor was b I ack, she states. 

712312014 Airport IAD 
223,31 Airline: United 

PM Flight 4063 
Baggage: N a 
NOL Na 
Date and Time: July 23 at 12: 15PM 
Gate or Terminal: She flew out of gate A3F. 

Email !(b ,(61 I 
Caller Advised: 
I to Id her I would forward her complaint on the s u pe rvi so r to the Customer Sup po rt Manager at the airport she fi ew from so they cou Id resolve it, She kept repeating that she wanted a fo mna I a po logy from this individual so that the situation is resolved, 

She asked for the number for the individual I was forwarding the information to and I gave it to her . ._kb_·•~r(6_.'-I --~!Name isk._b-'1 ... (6_·•"'"' __ __. 



7125/2014 

Caller had received pre ch eek before he travels from Ori and o every couple months he is frequent flyer with Southwest the I ast 11 me he trave I ed he did not received expedited screening he was told it was random. He Is 7 4 year old and Ii ke the 
convenience. 
Response 
Frequent flyers who are eligible for TSA Pre\u2713 '" with their airline are limited to participation with that one airline. However, frequent flyers may be interested in applying for TSA Pre\u2713 '" eligibility through a OHS trusted traveler program such 

as the TSA Pre\u2713 '" application program or Global Entry. 
To complete the application process, individuals will be required to visit an enrollment center to provide identification. fingerprints, and proof of U.S. citizenship or immigration eligibility. In addition. an $85 fee for 5 years and with Global entry for S100 
for five years. 

8:22:01 Passengers 75 and older can: 
AM 

Le ave on shoes and I ight jackets I hroug h security checkpoints. 
Undergo an additional pass through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) to clear any anomalies detected during screening. 
http://www. tsa. gov/trave I er-inform at,on/s c reeni ng-pa sse ngers-7 5-a nd-o Ider 

For additional assistJnce, please contact the Universal Enrollmenl Call Center at (855) DHS-UES1 (1855] 347-8371) between 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Eastern Time, Monday lhrough Friday. 

The caller is handicapped and cannot walk no more than 25 yards. He flew in March of lhis year he went through LAS to MSP to Mayo clinic and was operated on. He then flew back from MSP to ATL to LIT. He is 82 years old and a retired Ieacher as 
well as a former member of the armed forces with 2 honorable charges. The caller states that when he went through ATL the first of April he had wheelchair assistance and went through screening. The caller states that he had to be screened twice 
and the office rs would not I et h, m use his own cane but gave h, m one of there canes to use. The cal I er had to take off his shoes and socks which the officers removed lo r him. The ca 11 er states th at the nasty I ooki ng peop I e behind h, m did not have to go 
through the same screening as he did, The ca 11 er states that because he had an a I arm and had to be patted down. His whee I chair attendant to Id the office rs th at he was going to miss his flight, The ca 11 er states that the officers we re rude and gave no 
explanation as to why he was being screened again. The atlendant ran through lhe airporl and he barley made his flight. The caller now has 10 fly back to Mayo Clinic and he is fed up wilh being screened. The caller wants 10 know why he is being 
treated this way. The caller states that the officers in ATL were the rudest and most ill mannered people he has ever seen in his life. The caller is going to be traveling a lot and wants to know how to apply for precheck. He is flying on august 16th at 
1 :30pm with Delta. The caller thinks that the officers are profiling him because he Is Middle Eastern and disabled. He will call every national news station that there Is if he has to go through this type of screening again. The caller does not believe in 
computers and thinks the black box is the devil and ways of getting child pornography and peoples information. The caller thinks that the TSA officers are bullies. The caller thinks he was discriminated against partially because he is disabled. The 
caller wants 10 know where the enrollment center is in Las Vegas. 

I advised the caller that the reason that he had to be screened was to alarm resolution. 

Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at (855) 787-2227 prior to traveling with questions about screening policies. procedures. and what to expect at the security checkpoint. TSA Cares ser,es as an additional, dedicated resource specifically for 

712512014 passengers with d1sab1lities, medical conditions. or other circumstances, as well as their loved ones who want to prepare for the screening process pnor to flying. 

2:49:38 
PM The mosl familiar of TSA's risk-based initiatives, TSA Precheck allows TSA to identify low-risk passengers for e,pediled screening. Travelers who are directed to the TSA Precheck lane and who are 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and 

light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to clear an alarm. 

UES Enrollmenl CenIer 
2080 East Flamingo Road 
Ste 302 
Las Vegas. NV 89119-5180 

Hours: 

Monday - Friday: 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM 

I advised the caller to contact the morph) Precheck Universal Enrollment Call Center 1 ([855] 347-8371 for information on what documents are required and to set an appointment. 



7126/2014 
1:5936 

PM 

Caller 1s not able to lift her arm because of an injury and in the past she had a patdown mo times where they were rude to her. She was in New Orleans a while back and had to get a patdown the TSO was yelling at her and she wouldn t even let her 
explain. They showed no respect for her. She is now at RSW and they made her get an Explosive Trace Detection on her hands and she doesn t think they should do that if she is not able to go through the AIT. What is the standard operating 
procedure? She thinks it was a little bit of bolh. She doesn t want any informalion on filing a written complaint. She doesn I wanl to provide the informalion to file a complaint. 

Advised: 

Passengers who can walk may be able to be screened using a walk-lhrough metal detector or Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds 
without the support of a person or device; passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. Passengers who can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds, without support, 
can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown. Passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or the walk-through me1a1 detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure. If a paldown is needed to complete screening: 

• The passenger should te 11 the TSO if a ss1sta n ce is needed before the p atdown screening process begins. 
• The TSO conducting the patdown will be the same gender as the passenger, 
• The passenger can request a privale screening at any time. A private screening should be offered when lhe TSO musl patdown sensitive areas. The TSO conducling the patdown and another TSA employee, both of the same gender as the 
passenger, will be present during the private screening. During the private screening, the passenger may also be accompanied by a companion, assistant or family member who will be rescreened once the patdown procedure is completed. 
• The passenger may ask for a chair to sit in if needed. 
• The passenger should inform the TSO of any di ffi cu I ty raising his or her arms. remaining in the pas it ion required lo r a p atdown, or any areas of the body that a re painful when touched, 
• The passenger should not be asked to remove or lift any article of clothing to reveal a sensitive body area. 

In addition to the patdown, TSA may use technology to test for traces of exp I os1ve mate ri a I. 

Do you reel ii was poor customer service or you were discriminaled against because of your disability? Would you like information on how to file a complaint in wriling? If you want to provide me with some information I can forward this to the CSM at 
the airport and they can conduct an investigation. 

Caller said he and his Wife are PreCheck direct with TSA and she gets it but he has never been able to get it. 
He stated the Airline and TSA each blame it on the olher. 
He said eventually he was told to call back within 48 hours of a flight. He has been trying to access Pre for 6 months on flights booked after he had the KTN. 

RESPONSE: 

Told I am sorry he is having issues with his PreCheck. 

TSA Preu '" App Ii cation Prag ram 

1. Are you a U.S. Citizen, U.S. National or U.S. Lawful Permanent Resident? US Citizen 

712912014 2. Are you traveling from an airport participating in TSA Pre?'" and on a participating airline? Yes 

4:3144 
PM 

3. Have you received TSA Pre?™ in the past? NO 

4. Do know your Known Traveler Number (KTN)? Yes He received it by letter. 
Your KT N is 9--dig its and starts with TT fol lowed by 7 characters. 

5. When making a reservation, have you confirmed th at the info rma Ii on in your reservation matches any on Ii ne airline profiles you may use? 
a. Your Name. Date of Birth (DOB), and gender must match the information that was submitted at the time of application or (if updated) what is on file in your online TSA Preu '" application program account 
b. If any of this information is not an exact match. you may be p reel uded from T SA Pre?'" cons i dera ti on. 

Yes Everything is a malch and he has s1ood at Airline counters 1rying to get a resolution. 

6. Do you make your reservation through a 3rd party? For example, a travel agent or an employer's online booking system? No 

7. Do you make your reservations online? For example, an airline's Web site or a travel Web site such as Travelocily or Expedia? 
If you have an online profile with one of these sites, you should log in to ensure that the information stored is an exact match to the information in your TSA profile. 



712912014 
624:55 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name 1h·I1fiI 
Email Addre"'"'s""s"'1'"h,... .. ,1""r;""··,-------,, 

Phone Numberc b)(ffl 
Address !(b 1(6) I Las Vegas NV 89119 
Zip code:==""------' 

Are you 18 or over? no 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? na 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Miami International Airport 

Caller is calling to say that the Philadelphia security screening was purposely inconvenienl. She took a water bottle through the security checkpoint and she forgot to em ply it like she usually does. She surrendered the waler bottle and they threw it 
away. The people there were rude to her and she is in tears after the way they treated her at the checkpoint. She opted out of the AIT for health reasons and they were rude and she had to wait about 5-8 minutes for someone to help her. They didn t 
acknowledge her and they did n t make eye contact and they wre dIsm i ss,ve. They we re being rude and pa ss,ve aggressive. She asked the supervisor whose name was~hy she could n t get any info nmati on about why the airport do es things 
the way they do. He wouldn t give her information and he was very difficult to understand why specific airports do things differently compared to what Philadelphia does. He made it seem like it was her fault. He said you are making people upset. He 
was abrasive and not helpful and nol able 10 interact on a customer service level. 

7129/2014 Advised: 

7:29 05 
PM I will forward this informalion to the CSM al Philadelphia for review and investigation. 

Airport where the i nc1d e nt occurred: 
Airline: United 
Flight numbers: Unknown 
Date and time of incident July 29 2014, 725 pm 
I nd1v1d ua I s contact information emai I 

kbl(61 



713012014 
12:20:05 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name¥h\/R\ I 
Email Address~!(b~i_(6~·•-' ------~fhone Number!(b)(61 
Address: salemba =-'-'-''-------' 

Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? Yes 
Ethnicity? Yes 
Religion? Yes 
N ationa Ii ty? Yes 
Gender? Yes 
Disability? Yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

Caller is flying from Latrobe on Saturday. She is a diabetic and wearing an insulin pump. II cannot be ,-rayed al all. She wants to know if the procedure is different at this airport than the olher ones where she has fiew from. 

Advised caller: 

Specifically, you would like to know whal to expect for passengers who use insulin pumps.Passengers who use insulin pumps can be screened withoul disconnecling from their pump. However, it is important for passengers to inform the Transportalion 
Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about their pump before the screening process begins. 

Regardless of whether the passenger is screened by AIT or the walk-through metal detector. the passenger's insulin pump is subject to additional screening. Under most circumstances this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of their 
insulin pump followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passenger's hands. If explosive material is detected, lhe passenger will need to have additional screening. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure. 

713012014 A patdown procedure is also used to resolve any anomalies identified by AIT or alarms of a metal detector. If a patdown is needed to complete screening: 

1:15:38 
PM 

• The passenger should te 11 the TSO if assistance is needed before the p atdown screening process begins. 
• The TSO conducting the patdown will be the same gender as the passenger. During peak travel penods a passenger may need to wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time. A private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. The TSO conducting the patdown and another TSA employee, both of the same gender as the 
passenger, will be present during the private screening. During the private screening, lhe passenger may also be accompanied by a companion, assistant or family member who will be rescreened once the paldown procedure is completed. 
• The passenger may ask for a chair to sit in if needed. 
• The passenger should inform the TSO of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required lo r a p atdown. or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• The passenger should not be asked to remove or Ii fl any art i c I e of clothing to revea I a sensitive body area. 

Passengers who have concerns about their screening can ask to speak with a su pe rvi sor or Passenger Support Speci a Ii st wh1 I e at the checkpoint. 

Sent lhe caller an email. 



Feed back Type . Compliment 
Calegories Pal-down: Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time: 7/31/2014 1:20:39 AM Airport: LAX - Los Angeles International Dateffime of TrMel 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: The Patdown and lhe advance imaging 1echnology is very humiliating and uncomforlable situation for many passengers like me. It's not a nice feeling that a stranger come to you and 1ouch you. We feel like we are al the Doctor Office or we 

7131/2014 feel like criminal. many people are very sensitive about this especially because it's preformed in front of many audience travelers, including our family. Nobody really have the courage or time ta ask for Private Room for Pat down especially if you 
8:25:28 travel with little children. 

AM The TSA agents at the Lax Airport are very tough. never smile or greet. They preform pat down almost for anybody that pass the Advance Imaging Technology. 

7131/2014 
8:25:51 

AM 

I would really would like to undersland Why you don'I make this process more enjoyable and less slress? Why you don't used lhe same Security Check Out Manners/ process like at the Israeli international airport? 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email :f'-'h-'-''""''"'R'-'·, ____ _, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalilion, a civil rig his organization directly from I heir phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like 10 send their complainl 

The q ue st,ons answered by the user be I ow correspond to the T SAaE'" s own official air travel di scri min ati on comp I a int form. You a re requested to take action on the comp I amt of p rofi Ii ng or di sen mi nation by the T SA described he re. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Name: ~b~i ... (6~1~---~--~ 
Email Address: .. 1h-'-·~·,1~R"'"°' ---~--~ 
Phone Number b)(61 
Address: ""!(b"-1""(6""-.'-, ____ __. 
Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an atlorn ey in this matte r7 No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N at,ona Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? Yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 



Sirs-

Your response is downright RUDE and DISCOURTEOUS! 

I take the time to bnng a specific situation to your attention with the hope someone at TSA may be concerned sufficiently to research the situation and initiate corrective measures. 

AND YOU SEND ME A FORM LETTER RESPONSE? 
I don't need a class on haw to use the PreCheck service, I know how the program works. 

Your TSA staff did not respond to my questions correctly and they directed me to the wrong check-in line. How does this change if YOU DON'T LISTEN? 

There is not one reference in your correspondence to the situation I relayed in my correspondence. 
Your response 1s a clear indication that YOU DON'T CARE and NOTH ING WILL IMPROVE' 

713112014 You can·t hide lousy service and operations behind the veil of pro1ec1ing us! 

10"16"39 
AM. LISTEN to what people are telling you' 

kbi(6i '~--------------~ 
HYPERLINK,.(b_)"'-(6_ .• '-, _______________ __, 

From: tsatcc_do_nat_reply@senture.cam [mailto:tsatcc_do_nat_reply@senture.cam] 
Sent: Wednesday Jul~ 30. 2014 3:09 PM 
To: b)(6) I 
clJJecl: In Responseo your inquiry. 

Thank you for your e-mail to the Transportation Security Administration's (TSA) Contact Center regarding TSA Pre?'". 

TSA continues to focus its resources and to improve passenger experience at the securily checkpoint by expanding ils use of technology and applying new intelligence-driven, risk-based screening procedures. The use of risk-based initiatives allows 
TSA to maintain its high-security standards and allow mare travelers to experience the benefit al expedited screening. 



Please read this: I DO have a Global ID through Homeland Security which is my point' 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "H YPERL INK "'mai Ito :tsatcc _do_ not_ re ply@s entu re. com "tsatcc _do_ not_ re ply@s entu re. com" <HYPER LINK '·ma i I to: ts atcc _do_ not_re pl y@senture.com"'ts atcc _do_ not_re pl y@senture.com > 

Date: July 31, 2014 at 9:43:45 AM PDT 
To: h··,1rr1 
Subject In Response to your inquiry. 

713112014 Thank you for your e-mail to the Transportation Security Administration's (TSA) Contact Center regarding TSA Pre?'". 
2:13:11 

PM 
TS A continues to focus its resources and to imp rove passenger experience at the security checkpoint by exp anding its use of te chno I og y and a p plying new i nte 11 ig en ce-d riven, risk-based screening procedures, The use of risk-based in it i ati ves a 11 ows 
TSA 10 maintain ils high-securily slandards and allow more travelers to experience the benefit of expediled screening. 

The most familiar of TSA's risk-based initiatives, TSA Pre?™. allows TSA to identify low-risk passengers for expedited screening. Travelers who are directed to the TSA Pre?™ lane may be allowed to keep on their footwear, light outerwear, and belt. 
and leave their laptop in its case and 3-1-1 compliant liquids/gels bag in their carry-on luggage. 

In addition to TSA Pre?'", TSA has implemented various risk-based measures at all of our Nation's airports, even at those that do not have a dedicated TSA Pre?'" lane. For example, some individuals may receive instructions from a Transportation 
Security Off ce r (TSO) at the checkpoint that may al low th em a sec u nty screening expe nence si mi I a r to TSA Pre?'" . 

Al so, t rave I e rs young er than 12 yea rs of age, old er than 7 5, and mi I ita ry person ne I may receive modified sere en i ng procedures a I airports n ati o nwi de. These procedures imp rove screening by better focusing resources on passengers who may be mo re 
likely to pose a risk. 

While TSA's initiatives provide some travelers with expedited screening, passengers should not expect to receive this form of screening every time they fly. Individuals who would like to receive expedited screening on a more frequent basis should 
consider applying to a U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) 1rusted traveler program, such as the TSA Pre?'" application program or Global Entry. Applicanls who are approved in either program are eligible for expedited screening at TSA 
Pre?'" lanes at more than 100 airports when traveling on any participating U.S. airline. 

Caller fiew from BWI to LAS and was chosen for addilional screening. A TSO explained that he was selected for random screening. He had 4-S on his boarding pass. On his return flight the exact same thing happened from LAS and an officer made a 
statement about 'what are you doing on the list?' So he flet that it was important to call us. This was the first and only occurance. 

Advised: 

The ··s" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
Nation's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

TSA does not discuss or release specifics about securily screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Securily Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI 10 lhe public because it is 
8/112014 considered detrimental to the security of transportation. 
10:29:15 Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and 

AM courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonned. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand lhe inconvenience passengers may have experienced. I apologized for lhe comment by the TSO and lold him to call us back if it continues to be a problem. (DHS TRIP) 



81112014 
221:52 

PM 

81112014 
8:00:21 

PM 

TSATCC 
CRCL received the below report and we are forwarding to you for any action you deem appropriate. 

Sincerely, 

Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties U .S, Department of Homeland Security 
(202) 401-1474 

---0 rig i na I Message--
F rom :kb 1 ( 61 
Sent: Saturday, June 21, 2014 7:36 PM 
To: CRCL 

Subject Fly Rights - New Report from._kb~·•-'-1(6_.~I ___ __, 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users 10 file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name (b) 61 
Email Addr "e-s""s,,.,...,..,..,,.,....---~-----,__hone Numbed._lh=··,1-'-R"·, __ __, 

Addres (b)(6) Augusla 
Zip code: 30909 

Are you 18 or over? yes 

Caller tried to con1ac1 the CSM al John wayne and left two voicemails. Caller stated she is upset because of the way she was treated and how the CSM is ignoring her calls. Caller states that this looks real bad on TSA considering the CSM is 
providing such poor customer service. Caller stated that she had a gate pass to escort her granddaughter to the gate. Caller was told to go through the AIT machine. She had sparkles on her blouse and they told her that she had to have a patdown 
be cause they caused a m alfu n ct,on with the machine. Cal I er stated that she said that she was not going to do a patdown because she had a I ready been through the Al T th at was supposed to be able to detect anything and her tax dollars paid lo r them. 
Caller stated that she was groped by a older female with brunette hair. Caller stated that she was humiliated and felt like she was being treated like a terrorist. Caller stated that it may have been better ii they would have put a screen up or taken her 
to a private room. Ca 11 er s ta I ed tha I they should also make the trave Ii ng pub Ii c aware that sparkles on I heir shirt wi 11 cause a patdown. 

Advised ca Iler: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide the highest level of security and customer service to all who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless of 
their personal situations and needs, are treated with respect and courtesy. TSA regrets 1/ this was not your experience. They are used to resolve alarms when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. At any 
time during the screening process. passengers may request a private screening. Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Support Manager at that location. TSA monitors 
the number and nature of complaints we receive in order 10 1rack 1rends and spot areas of concern I hat may require special attenlion. This ongoing process enables us 10 ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we delermine that security screening 
policies need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the subjects of repeated complaints. 

Airport: John way n e airport 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight number: 2023 
Departing ti me: 7: 1 0 pm 
Date and time of incident 07 25 2014 06: 10 pm 
Gate or terminal of incident: around Gate 16 or 17 

At any time during the screening process, passengers may request a private screening, 



TSA complaint: 

TSA Discrimination and Abuse of People with Disabilities 

I have flown many times from Milwaukee to Savannah in the past six years. On Tuesday. March 18. 2014 was the first time I was terronzed. discnminated and abused by the TSA officers at the Savannah. GA airport. TSA discnminated by refusing 
accommodation for my disability. I still have nightmares that I would die in that airport from the TSA officer's discrimination and abuse. 

As customary, I an-ived 90 minutes before my Delta flight 1475 with a printed boarding pass stating wheelchair required. Each time I have visited the Savannah airport an employee has manned the outside kiosks to weigh, check in luggage and get me 

81112014 a wheelchair: unfortunalely no one was available on this day. As a person with disabilities and a senior cilizen I his lack of service put me al extreme risk. 

8:04:28 
PM 

81112014 
10:23:17 

PM 

Given no other options, I managed slowly to make it inside the door only 10 find 26 people waiting in line 10 check their lu99a9e. No employee was manning thal station, ins1ead she was at lhe kiosk helping people print their boardin9 pass while I hose 
of us with boarding passes waited in line for 30 minutes with no service. In addition, I was told there was no employee to get me a wheelchair. instead I was told the TSA check in was just around the comer 

A9ain given no other options, I slowly mana9ed around the corner to the TSA check in. I clearly and immediately explained to the first TSA officer that I was a person with disabilities, was refused a wheelchair and needed help. She stated they did not 
have whee I ch airs and she told me to stand in front of a gate. 

I repeated myself in detail to a second TSA officer that I had muscular dystrophy and without a wheelchair I was very weak and had difficulty breathing plus my medical equipment, computer, phone and belongings were unattended on the other side of 
the gate after being x-rayed. She said it was my job to keep an eye on my belongings yet she refused to allow me through the metal detector gate. 

Caller received an email fromfh··,1rr, pnd has a case number ~from United Airlines. She was in line at security at Rea9an and the lady you show your ticket to was nice. She went through and put her things on the belt and her 
papers 901 cau9ht on the belt. The TSO was very rude and told her not to worry about it. She told her it was her boarding ticket and she needed to get it. She hasn t flown in 15 years and didn t know the procedures so she just walked through the AIT 
and came out on the other side. The TSO was yelling at her and she d1dn t understand what she was saying because of her accent. She told her she didn t have be rude. She went back into the AIT and she told her to put her hands back up she was 
being aggressive. She didn t know she had to keep her hands up and she didn t keep them up. The TSO told her to put them up again. Alter she went through she wanted to make a complaint. She was an African American with short little twisted hair, 
about 5 7. The caller is 5 4, long hair, African American, dark black hair and she was wearin9 pants. 

Airport where the i nc1d e nt occurred: Reagan Airport 
Airline: United 
Flight numbers: 1657 
Date and time of incident July 7 2014, 0700 am 
I nd1v1d ua I s contact information emai I 

kbl(61 I 
The caller s son just went throu9h security from HOU. He was groped in the genitals from the officer when he had a patdown. He was told by the officer that it was procedure to do that. 
his son cal I ed his wife a few minutes ago about it. He is going to get mo re inform at1on from his son about what happened and other facts so he can register that complaint. 

Advised ca Iler: 

He asked if that was true. He knows he went th ro u9h HOU and 

At airports nationwide, T SA has imp I emented stream I in ed, consistent, and thorough patdown procedures at security che c kpornts to provide a higher I eve I of security and increase the safety of the travel mg public. They are used to reso Ive a I arms from 
the walk through metal detector (WTMD). when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. and as part of TSA's random screening activities. 

8;~~~1
1
0
4 A TSO of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdown search. TSOs are required to use the back of the hand to patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas. TSOs are required to use the front of the hand. 

PM 
Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport, we will forward a copy to the Customer Support Manager at that location. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas 
of concern I hat may require special attenlion. 

As they are at the airport, the CSM would be able to do an investigation. The best way to do that 1s to get as much information about the situation as we can. Having details about the checkpoint location in the airport, date and time of incident. and 
even the flight information will assist the CSM. 

If you would like to 9et a little more information, you can call us back and we can file a complaint and forward it to the CSM. 



8/512014 

Caller has been going through the TSA precheck and all of the sudden she cant get through anymore. She stated that she was 79 years old and everyone including Delta is saying she needs a Known Number. She said she Is a member of GE already. 
She just wants to know what to do. She was talking the middle name being different on her GE and passport than it was on her Drivers license and Delta profile. She said she would use the passport and get a new updated ID. 

Response: 
Under this new screening procedure. passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alarm, as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

5:39:32 TSA anticipates these changes will further reduce-though not completely eliminate-the need for a physical patdown on travelers 75 and older that would otherwise have been conducted to resolve alarms. 
PM 

Told the caller if she is a GE member she is already eligible for precheck. Explained that her GE pass ID is a g digit number starting with a 98 on the back of her GE card. That number needs to be entered in the KTN field of each reservation. She also 
needs 10 make sure her full name DOB and gender matches her GE information exaclly. Told the caller that GE is for domestic Iravel and has other incentives for international Iravel. Explained she needs to make sure all of her personal informalion 
matches so her precheck will work. If she already has a booked flight she can contact Delta, and have them update her middle name add her GE number to the KTN field of the reservation and resubmit the reservation TSA. 

Disability Description: The caller has metal implants. 

Information Requesl: She has a flighl in September to Branson. She is not sure of the exact flighl details. She wants to make sure she does nol have the same experience again. She will be getting the wheelchair assistance but can walk through. 
Her rep I ace me nts a re metal implants. 

Response Details: For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)), it must 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt; 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the alleged discriminatory action in sufficient detail to inform TSA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
Be sIg ned by the complainant or someone authonzed to sign on be ha If of the comp I a i na nt. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns. we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

81612014 TSA accepts e-ma i Is as being signed. 
3:38:29 

PM 
If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rt of a person or device. 

An el igi bl e passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is av ai I ab I e or can request to be screened using a patdown. 

If a p atdown is required in order to complete s c reem ng: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. SomeIimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in lhe position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body I hat are painful when touched. 
A passenger should not be asked to remove or lift any article of clothing to reveal a sensitive body area. 



81612014 
9A1:29 

PM 

81912014 
9:53:33 

AM 

Cal Ii ng m because she Is flying from SEA to Dulles and she states that her fmge rs were tested lo r explosives. The ca 11 er states that her and few other peop I e were p u 11 ed from the Im e. The ca 11 er states it happened ag am even though she was to Id 11 was 
random. The caller states she was upset because it does not make her feel like a happy traveler. The caller states it happened 2 times within a 4 day period. The caller wants to know why and how to prevent it in the future, 

Advised caller TSA applies a vanety of security measures m screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances. this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be tnggered by 
a number of factors to include watch list processing, random selection. or alarm resolution. For example. TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector 
(WTM DJ or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Addilionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

Advised caller of OHS Trip 
Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed. denied boarding, or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or porls of entry may want to consider applying. For those who encounter misidentification, 

the DH S T rave I er Redress Inquiry Program (TR IP) he I ps prevent watch I is t name confusion, or misidentification. Advised ca Iler I w i 11 em ai I her the forms to a pp I y. DH S com pone nl s wi 11 review the request and share information wi I h other agencies 10 
address the issues identified in the TRIP application. TSA's Secure Flight uses the results of the redress process in its watch list matching process to help prevent future delays for misidentified passengers. When an individual applies for redress, OHS 
TRIP will assign a record identifier or Redress Control Number (RCN). OHS TRIP will inform redress applicants in wntmg when the OHS review of an inquiry is complete. Reviews of requests for redress take a minimum of 30 business days. Alier the 
comp I a int is resolved, DH S TR IP re commends that travelers provide this RC N when making reservations or updating their traveler p rofi I e with an airline. This info wi 11 assist security technologies to he Ip prevent misidentification from occurring due to 
the similarily of a traveler"s name 

The caller is an 88 year old World War Two veteran, and has a large metal rod located in his leg. At the ORD security checkpoint. he was attempting to pass through the checkpoint in a wheelchair. He informed the officer of his metal implant. but was 
made to remove his shoes, belt, and hat. The officer was very unpleasant and conducted two or three patdowns before allowing the passenger to exit into the stenle area. Additionally, he said that his wife. daughter, and son-in-law were not required 
to remove their shoes or receive any type of screening. In particular, he indicated that his daughter received absolutely no type of screening. !(b)(6) ~hen took the phone from!rh·11r;-·, !and verified that this occured as well. 

On the return flight from DCA,tb··,1m !informed the TSO about the incident at ORD. He was allowed to go through the AIT machine, which did not alarm. The TSO informed._!(_b"-)(_6'-1 __ _.! that DCA had the newest technology, and said that ORD 
was using old technology. He laughed about the incident. and tol~(b)(6) !that they would not pat him down at DCA. 

fh·11rr·, !wanted to file a complaint againsl the TSA, as he felt lhat lhey picked him out due to his veteran status. k""b~)-'-(6~••-' __ _,!agreed, and said thal he has been obsessing over the situalion. This is affecting his health, and they are demanding 
an apology. If they do not receive a response, they have decided to take the story to a news outlet. 

Flight Information: 

Date and Time of Flight: July 31, 2014; Not Provided. 
Departure Airport: ORD 
Airline: American Airlines 
Flight Number: Not Provided. 
Time of Incident: Not Provided. 

Date and Time of Flight: August 5, 2014: Not Provided. 
Departure Airport: DCA 
Airline: American Airlines 
Flight Number: Not Provided. 
Time of Incident: Not Provided . 

Advised Ca Iler: 

I a po I og i zed to the ca Iler regarding the incident. 

If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AITonly if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request 10 be screened by AIT if it is available or can request 10 be screened using a patdown: however, passengers cannot requesl to be screened by the walk-



Hello all-

Please see the pasted queslion and response below. I had asked a direct queslion of if airline Crewmembers not in uniform are required boarding passes, and lhe response only spoke of screening, and nolhing of if boarding passes are required for 
airline crew not in uniform. 

Please answer the question. Thanks in advance for your consideration. 

Anonymous Commuting Airline Employee 

Hello all-

81912014 I'm a 20 year airline veteran who chooses to commute to domicile. As a result I position on Jumpseals appro,imately 100 times a year. During my commuIes I choose to wear plain clothes. While I can'I pass through the known crew member line in 

128,52 plain cl at hes it's still my preference ta not wear the uniform when nat an active duty. 

PM 

81912014 

Every once in a blue moon (literally once out of 100 times) I'll run into a TSA staffer who insists I have a boarding pass to get through security. The other 99 out of 100 times I show my Crew credential and can pass. It's a massive inconvenience when it 
happens, as I often don't have a reservation (commuters are in CASS, and we get our papers at the gate from the gate agent). The lickel counter folks are usually confused too when I IeI1 them lhe TSA won't let me pass without a boarding pass. Many 
counter agents these days are nat gate trained, and can"t even perform the functions to create the paperwork. 

My question is what is the TSA policy on airline jumpseating in plain clothes? Are those commuting Crewmembers required to have a boarding pass? Who at the TSA is right? The 99 who let me pass without, or the one who wont let me pass? 

Thanks in a dva nee for ya ur cons ide rat ion. 

Anonymous Commuting Airline Employee 

Thank yau for your e-mail regarding your concern about the Transportation Security Administration's (TSA) use of Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening for flight crew members at aur Nation·s airport security checkpoints. 

TSA understands your concern regarding the effects the new screening procedures have had on flight crewmembers, including pilots and flight attendants. TSA Administrator John Pistole is committed to ensuring TSA operates as a risk-based. 
intelligence-driven Agency and launched several reviews of TSA policies soon after his confirmation 10 ensure all slandards are meI. 

The caller was at EW R, and he has meIaI implants. He wanted 10 go through the WTMD instead of the AIT or a patdown. 

Advised Caller: 

3:33:42 Passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through meIaI detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 
PM 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 



From: donotreply@Con1ac1Us.1sa.dhs.gov [mailto:donotreply@ContJctUs.tsa.dhs.gov] 
Sent: Saturday, August 09, 2014 7: 14 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject Contact Us: Civil Rights Civil Liberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 

Remote Client IP: ~f h_·._,1r;_·_I --~ 

Dale Time: 8 9 2014 7:14: 13 PM 

Attachment: 

811012014 THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 
9:32:10 

AM 
Remote Client IPJ"-1'-'h-".\/-'-R"-·., ___ ., 
Dale Time: 8 9 2014 7:14: 13 PM 

1 )Information about the person who experienced the cIvI I rig his ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I atIon 
(fill in what you can) 
No 
First and Middle Name: 

[b,(6) 
Last Name: 

8110/2014 
1:06:32 

PM 

KfilifilJ 
Main Phone: 

!(b1(61 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

Feedback Type · Security Issue 
Categories: Carry-on Property Out of View Dunng Screening; Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time: 8/1012014 11 :40:32 AM Airport ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Date/Time of Travel 08/10/2014 5:30 PM Airline & 
Flight Number . delta Checkpoint/Area of Airport . T terminal TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment : Because I was under age I did not go lhrough the Advanced Imaging Technology, I just went lhrough a meIaI detector. If I had drugs on me ii would not have been found Would you like a response? False Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



8111/2014 

Caller stated that she wants to file a claim for 2 things. Caller stated that her zipper was smashed on her luggage. She also had one of her bags inspected and a container was smashed, she did have a NOi. Caller said that she traveled from MCO. 

Resolution: 

To file a claim, you should fill out the Standard Form 95 (claim form) in accordance with the instructions and return it to the address in box number 1. A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. While use of the form is not 
mandatory, ii may help 1ravelers ensure that they meet lhe legal requiremenls for filing a claim. If you decide to file a claim, it will be processed in accordance with the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

Once TSA's Claims Management Branch (CMB) has received your claim form, you will be sent a letter of acknowledgement and a claim number. You should keep the claim number for future reference when inquiring about the claim. 

10:33:28 Caller said that her and her husband are older than 70 that he is 80. When they traveled she had pre check on her boarding pass and he did not. She has not opted in for anything. 
AM 

811212014 

Advise ca 11 er as trusted passengers you can be randomly se I ected to access the Ii ne. 

There are also new screening procedures in process for passengers who are over the age of 75. 

Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alarm, as well as greater use of explosives trace de1ec1ion. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes 10 lhe screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

Caller complained about a TSO at MCO yesterday, 08 12 14, about 5:30 PM. 
Passenger forgot to take the cell phone out of her pocket and when the AIT went off, the TSO screamed at her to get back to the machine.She lost keys and money because she had to be screened twice and the bin with her items was out of her sight. 
She walked back to the screening checkpoint to retrieve the items bul they were gone: she called the lost and found and left a message. 
The check point was at Gate 4 7 on United. She does not rec a 11 the name of the TSO but she said he was screaming at the passengers to keep the Ii ne moving. 

11:26:26 
AM Response 

I apologized to the caller for the bad experience and told her I was sending her complaint to the CSM. 

811212014 
12:36:30 

PM 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : D1sab1lity or Medical Condition; Screening Current Date/Time 8112/2014 10:34:43 AM Airport ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Date/Time of Travel 0811212014 8:30 AM Airline & Flight Number 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : W he elcha i r/Strol I er Checkpoint T SA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment : This morning, I was traveling with my father and he was in a airport wheelchair. We explained to the TSA agents that my father could not go through the AIT machine because of his medical devices. The AIT machine inlerferes my father's 
sensor and transmitter and causes it to misread his actual blood glucose levels. He requested a pat down. That was agreed upon and when I went through the AIT. I looked back and the TSA agent was standing my father up without his can. He went 
through the AIT machine and nearly fell over because he cannot stand steady barefooted without some sort of aid. All of our requests were ignored. If there was something else that we were meant to do, then we would have to avoid all of this. On our 
Ii rst flight out of New Yo r1<, he was given a thorough pat down. Thank you for your attention to this ma tier. 
Would you like a response?: True 

Passenger's Namfb)(B:, 
Phone Number . ==~-------' 
Email l(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



811312014 

Hi, 
I need to file a complaint about a situation that occurred during my TSA screening at PWM today. Please let me know if this is not the con-ect email to send this to. Around 11:30 this morning. my husband and I entered the screening area at the 
Portland, Maine airport. I am lhree and a half monlhs pregnant and have been instructed by my doctor to opt out from the screening machine and to have the pat down. There were two other women waiting for the pal down while I hey found a female 
agent to do it, so the TSA person had no place for me to wait. So I was basically blacking the line going to the screening machine. After about 20 minutes of waiting, ane al the TSA agents (the ane monitoring the circular screening machine) asked me 
again why it was that I wanted to opt out. I told him because I was pregnant. He proceeded to argue with me and insist that was not a reason to opt out. That the machine didn't have any radiation and was perfectly safe and that I should just go through 
it. This was even after I told him my doctor told me to not do it. The only thing that made him stop harassing and berating me was that I said that every website you read says to opt out because it's safer for the pregnancy. I do not understand why I was 
given such a hard time over this. Not 10 menlion, he did this in a very public place, with no respect for my right 10 privacy regarding my medical condition. It's my understanding thal this is a common reason to opt out and lhat anyone can opt oul for any 
reason if they are uncomfortable with going through the machine. I did not get this agent's name, but he was an older white man with glasses and white hair who was manning the only open circular screening machine from 11:30 to noon today (Aug 13). 

329: 17 Also, I should mention I hat while I was waiting a full 30 minutes for a female TSA agenl to be available, the agent manning the bag xray machine was complaining about my lhings (which included a laptop silting open in a tub per TSA rules) being 
PM uncollected and taking up space at the end of the line. By the time I was finally patted down, my belongings that had gone through the bag xray machine were laying on the floor, partially in the walkway of the people corning out of the circular screening 

machine I My shoes and jacket had been ta ken out of the tub they were in and were being stepped on and tn pped over by passengers' 1 

Please contact me if you need more information regarding this unprofessional, poor TSA experience. I hope that this email will serve 10 help no one go through the same thing. 

l(b1(6) I 
~-----~(cell) 

HYPERLI NK~f b_._1(_6_, _____________ ~lrc=Andraid"Sent from Yahoo Mail an Android 

Caller said he is filing a complaint against a TSA agent, Officej1h··,1rr1 I- at LAX at the security checkpoinl. He said he was at the security checkpoinl yesterday and there were 2 aisles and one is the ail machine and the other is a gate with lhe 
door and yesterday they were passing through bath sides. He said today he asked which one do I ga through and Officetf5'«6] ignored him when he asked him 5 times. He said he asked the other passenger if he was asleep and the Officer said 
ap pa re ntl y not. He said the Officer to Id h1 m it said not to go through it and he said the Officer did not want to answer him-~ d the Officer stood I Ike a man neq um and would not answer him and did not Ii ke his question. He asked the Officer s name 
and the Officer asked hm why and he said he was rude and that he was going to report him, He said the Officer did not want to give him his name and he looked at his badge for his name. He said he was polite to the Officer and to everyone else. He 
said he reported him to his supervisor, Officed1h·11rr·, !and he said he is still al security. He said he wants to make sure lhat it ac1ually gets back 10 Officer!1h·11R··,!and it was unfounded and it needs to be acknowledged. He said he was friendly 
even though they took some liquid from him. He said it is not a goad jab for the Officer if he does not want to deal with pea pie. He asked will someone contact him about this. 

Complainl:CSM 
Claims Screener Rudeness Complaint 

Airport LAX 
Airline: Delta 

811312014 Flight Numb_er:unknown 

6.36 .24 Departure Time: 08-13-14 at 3:15 pm 
· PM An-ival Airport and Time:Kona at 8:30 or 9 pm local time 

Localion: security checkpoinl 
Terminal: 6 
Gate:68 

Contact lnformationf~b_)~(6_, __ ~I orl(b )(61 

I advised him that I will refer this to the CSM. I advised him that I dont know if he will be contacted but this will be addressed. 

Response:Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity. respect, and courtesy. 

Caller comes on the line asking me what a pedophile is? I did not answer she starts screaming profanities at me, calling me personally vulgar names and continued throughout the conversation. I warned caller several times to stop cursing at me. She 
states she went through screening al LAX and she was screened separately from her 14 year old daughter. She screamed pedophiles look at young girls and she said Isa is no differenl. TSA officers were walching her daughter buck naked on the 
screen. 

8/13/2014 
8 :OS: 0 7 Al I A IT units de ployed at airports a re outfitted with software designed to enha nee passenger privacy by eliminating passenger -specific images. A IT uses generic out Ii ne s of passengers to auto-detect pote nti a I threats and high Ii g ht their location, 

PM 
Caller said i know you are just reading that, and she continued ranting and cursing and would not stop, I could not get her to stop long enough to listen to me. I was instructed to disconnect the call b)tb)(ff:, !I di scan n ected ca 11. 



I sent in my complaint already and received a robo-reply (see below). Can you please connect me with the Customer Support Manager that my complaint was forwarded to? 

Thank-you!(b)(61 

On Saturday, August 9, 201410:45 AM, 1sa1cc_do_no1_reply@sen1ure.com tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com wroIe: 

811312014 Thank you for your e-mail regarding your screening experience. 

9:13:43 
PM 

The Trans po rtat,on Security Ad mini strat,on (T SA) see ks to p rov1d e the high est I eve I of sec u nty and customer service to al I who pass through our screening checkpoints. 0 u r pol IcIes and procedures locus on ensuring th at al I passengers. reg a rd I ess of 
their person al situations and needs, a re treated with respect and courtesy, Every person and i tern mu st be screened before entering the secured area , and the manner in which the sere en i ng is conducted is i m po rta nt, Al I T ransporta ti on Security 
Officers (TSOsJ are required to be consideraIe and lhoughtful, and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was nol your experience. 

At airports nationwide, TSA has implemented streamlined, consistent, and thorough patdown procedures at security checkpoints to provide a higher level of security and increase the safety of the traveling public. Patdowns help TSA detect hidden and 
dangerous items, such as explosives. They are used to resolve alarms from the walk through metal detector (WTMD), when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, and as part of TSA's random screening 
aclivilies. 

A TSO of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdown search: however, passengers may need to wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. As the screening Is being conducted, the TSO will be describing the procedures 
he or she is using, The passenger should inform TSOs of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. TS Os are required to use the back of the hand to 
patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas, TS Os are required to use the front of the hand. 

At any 11 me dun ng the sere en i ng process, passengers may request a p nvate screening. 
TS Os should also offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing, A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the private screening after the companion clears 
screening . Passengers who refuse sere en i ng in both the pub Ii c and private a re as w i 11 not be perm i lied to e nl er the secured area. 

Caller wants 10 know what is the required procedure was for someone to go through security screening? He understands they pul the hand carry luggage in lhe bin and xray it. He wanls to know the screening procedure for shoes. He says he lives in 
Knoxville and he can leave on his shoes there but in FLL he had to remove his shoes. He said he challenged the officer about taking off his shoes. He took off his shoes and they gave his feet a padown. He feels this is a waste of his tax dollars. He 
wants to know why he does nt have to remove his shoes in Knoxvi I le and he does in F LL. He Is 7 8 yea rs old. He has had a hip re placement as we 11 as others and he has a pacemaker, he is ok with the patdown but thin ks he should not have to rem ave 
his shoes and have a patdown of his feet. 

Told caller 
Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alarm, as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be infonmed of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

811412014 The officer has several layers of screening they can do. So one may allow him to leave on his shoes but when you get a patdown you are subject to additional screening that could include removing his shoes. 
12:05:43 

PM Escalation Note~ 

There is an exception to the shoe removal policy: passengers with disabilities. medical conditions. and prosthetic devices do not have to remove their shoes. However, TSOs will give them additional screening. This includes a visual and physical 
inspection, as well as explosives trace detection sampling of the footwear while 11 remains on the passenger's feet. 

I provided I he nu rn ber to C SM 10 FL L 954-308-5529 



Disability Description: Caller is calling on behalf of a patient.._[ b_,(_6_) ____ .,rho receives chemotherapy via a port. 

Information Requesl: She indicaled thal she would like to request for assistance for the passenger. 

Response Details: you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical cond1t1on, 
Federal regulations require that your complaint be put in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. 

Do you want information about filing a written complaint? 

The caller indicated that she did and I ordered the RFI information to be emailed upon her request. 

I advised that TSA Cares can provide assistance for passengers with disabilities ar medical conditions to facility screening. 

I advised that I would refer the request for assistance. 

811412014 We recommend that requests for assistance be made at least 72 hours prior to travel. As this request will be made less than that. she should contact the CSM at PHL at 610-537-1050. 
3:01:06 

PM 
The CSM may provide additional information in regard to the assistance or she may be contacted prior to travel. II not. the passenger can always request the assistance of the PSS at the checkpoint who can assist them. 

Passengers who have catheters and ports attached to their bodies should inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening of the device(s) and indicate where the device(s) is located before the screening process begins. 

If AIT screening is safe for the passenger, passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk
through metal detectors if safe for them only if I hey can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if ii is available or can requesl to be screened using a thorough patdown: however, passengers cannot requesl 
to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. Patdowns are required to clear alarms or anomalies. 

The patd own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any lime. During a privale screening, anolher TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms. remaining in the position required for a paid own, or any areas of the body that a re p arnfu I when touched. 
A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or Ii ft any article of clothing to revea I a sensitive body area. 

Regardless of the screening method used, the port or catheter will undergo additional screening. This may include, but is not limited to. a physical inspection of the device if it is not in a sensitive area, and a patdown of the device followed by testing for 



I do not understand 
I paid for precheck tsa 
Why wasnt ii on my boarding pass 

l(b)(61 

811512014 
8:18:24 

PM 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: HYPERLINK "mailto:tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com"tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com 
Date August 15. 2014 at 5-10-04 PM EDI 
To: HYPERLINK kb 1(6) 
Subjecl: In Respo'"n-s'"e-t""o_y_o_u_r~in_q_u~i-ry ______________ _. 

Thank you for your e-mail 10 lhe Transportation Security Adminislration·s (TSA) Contact Center regarding TSA Pre?'". 

TSA continues to focus its resources and to imp rove passenger experience at the security che c kpornt by exp anding its use of techno I og y and ap plying new i nte 111g en ce-d riven, nsk-based s c reenrng procedures. The use of nsk-based in iii ati ves a 11 ows 
TS A to maintain its h igh-s ecuri ty standards and a 11 ow mo re trave I ers to experience 1 he benefit of expedited screening. 

The most familiar of TSA's risk-based initiatives, TSA Pre?'", allows TSA to identify low-risk passengers for expedited screening. Travelers who are directed to the TSA Pre?'" lane may be allowed to keep on their footwear, light outerwear, and belt. 
and leave their laptop in its case and 3-1-1 compliant liquids/gels bag in their cany-on luggage. 

In addition to TSA Pre?'", TSA has implemented various risk-based measures at all of our Nalion's airporIs, even at those that do nol have a dedicated TSA Pre?'" lane. For example, some individuals may receive instructions from a Transportation 
Security Officer (TSO) at the checkpoint that may allow them a security screening experience similar to TSA Pre?'". 

Al so, 1 rave I e rs young er than 12 yea rs of age, old er than 7 5, and mi I ita ry person ne I may receive mod iii ed sere en i ng procedures at airports n ati o nwi de, These procedures imp rove screening by better locus i ng resources on pa sse nge rs who may be mo re 
likely to pose a risk. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" 
CuCTent Date/Time, 8/1712014 11 :14:51 AM Airport, ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Date/Time of Travel, 08/1612014 5:00 PM Airline & Flight Number, DL Checkpoint/Area of Airport: F Terminal TSA Employee: (If Known), NA 
Comment : There is no p recheck in the i nte mat ion a I a rri v a I yet th ere a re WTM D. If you want p recheck you have to exit and go up sl airs to the genera I entry point. 

811712014 Those passengers with precheck should be able to have std. baggage screening but utilize the WTMD and NOT the AIT or op-out. With the number of TSO standing around it would seem this would be easy to implement. While a partial pre-check it 

1 :14:35 would go a long ways. 

PM 
I have seem other airports do the same and it worked quite well. Actually they did a full precheck ad they could handle the baggage aspects as well. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Disability Description: Caller has diabetes and wears an insulin pump. 

Response Details: Advised caller thal she is not required 10 go through the AIT with the insulin pump. She can disconnecl and let the officers visually inspecl this while she goes through AIT or she can opl out and receive a patdown. She does have 
this right. Advised caller that as far as officers encouraging her to use this and saying that at hers use this machine. their pumps may not be the same as her pump, so if her manufacturer says no, then she should not use this. 

Advised ca Iler that I w i 11 send her some information on fi Ii ng a form al complaint, 

Al so, I wi 11 fa rwa rd this to the dis ab i I ity branch to let them know of this as wel I. 

8/17/2014 
1 :20:48 I will also email her some information regarding her options when flying with this insulin pump. 

PM 
I called her at 1 :57 p.m. and advised her that if she ever has any problems in the future, request a PSS. 

Sent email. 

Incident Details: The manufacturer told her that this cannot go through the body scanner. She says that every time she flies she has difficulty with this. She wants to know the guidelines far going through security with this. She says that she has just 
gone through security in DTW and 7 agents were arguing with her saying that she can go through the body scanner. They were telling her that people do it all of the time. 

Caller said she had 2 issues LAX TSA may want to be aware of. 
Yesterday she and her husband flew from LAX and unknowingly had a blender like the Bullel with the blades with sharp meIaI spikes about 2 inches long in her carry on because her husband helped her pack and had placed it in lhe bag. 
The blender b I ad es was not detected even after the bag was sent back through the equipment a sec and ti me but a bottle al water in the same bag and it was di scavered. She fee Is it was a security issue s i nee you co u Id ram the blade into someone s 
head but yet they worried about the water. 
She a I so warned th em her Love bra eel et ( a brace I et that can only be re moved with a s pecia I too I) might set off the d ete cto r and they had her to go on through and it did not set off the detectors, She norm a 11 y has the A IT because of the brace I et 
always sets off lhe meIaI detector. It concerns her because it did not. 

RESPONSE: 

Thanked her for calling and advised I will send her concerns ta the CSM at LAX. You may or may not be contacted but the Customer Support Manager will be aware al your concerns. 

CSM Referral lnfonrnation: 

811 8/2014 Airport: LAX 

2:40: 1 O Airline: United 
PM 

Flight#: 368 

Date: 8-18-14 

Departure time: 1:19 PM (She was at the checkpoint between 12:30 and 1 PM) 

Des c ri pt ion of carry on bag: A black and white double handled tote. 

Specific location - Terminal or Gate: Gate 70-A 

Phone#: (Cell): .. kb"-·.,""(6"'1'-----' 

EMailf b)(ff1 



811912014 
323:11 

PM 

8/20/2014 
8:48:19 

AM 

Caller wants to know how to get a precheck number. He is over 75 and a preferred flyer with Southwest. He didn t sign up for it. He was getting TSA precheck and knew 11 was random but about 3 months ago his wife became a companion and she 
would get it and he would never get it. They fly out of Hobby. Is precheck the same as Clear? Caller is complaining about having to take his belt off and it doesn t have any metal in it. If he doesn t take his belt off can he refuse? 

Advised: 

How did you sign up? 

Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alarm as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

TSA anticipates these changes will further reduce-I hough nol completely eliminate-the need for a physical patdown on travelers 75 and older I hat would otherwise have been conducted to resolve alarms. It's impor1ant 10 remember, I hat any individual 
may be required to remove their shoes or undergo a patdown if anomalies are detected during security screening that cannot be resolved through other means. 

If you didn t sign up for it then you are being randomly selected for it. You may never get it again. I don t know what Clear is. 

If you want to get it on a regular basis you can go on our website and complete the application and visit an enrollment center to pay the $85 fee, get fingerprinted, have a background investigation completed and have an interview. Once approved you 
would receive a I etter in 2-3 wee ks with a KT N number assigned to you. You wou Id enter that number on your rese rvat,ons to qualify for precheck. 

The belt may have had to be removed to make sure a passenger isn t carrying any prohibited items. If you refuse to remove the belt you won t be allowed 10 go through the security checkpoint. 

Hello all-

Below please see pasted an email exchange that began in excess of seven days ago. The last I had heard the question was being forwarded to the appropriate office. but I haven·t heard back. I would not have thought this was such a tough question 
regarding TSA policy towards commuting airline crewmembers not in uniform. 

Please answer when yau can. 

Anonymous Comm ul i ng Airline Employee 

Hello all-

Please see the pasted question and response below. I had asked a direct question 
of if airline C rewmemb ers not in uniform a re required boarding passes. and the 
response only spoke of screening, and nothing of if boarding passes are required 
for airline crew not in uniform. 

Please answer the question. Thanks in advance for your consideration. 

Anonymous Commuting Airline Employee 

Hello all-

l"m a 20 year airline veteran who chooses to commute to domicile. As a result I 
position on Jumpseats approximately 100 times a year. During my commutes I 
choose to wear plain clothes. While I can't pass through the known crew member 
line in plain clothes it's still my preference to not wear the uniform when not 



Caller Is cal Ii ng to make a comp I amt in regards to her screening at the Phoenix Sky Ha rllor airport. She felt she was judged and made to go through a separate way at the checkpoint. She le It Is was Di scri min ati on. She was not actua 11 y !rave Ii ng she 
was at the airport to pick up her minor that was traveling, 
The incident occurred at 1 :20PM. The caller staled thal no alarms were triggered. She staled the TSO said something was in her hair. Her hair was braided. She wenl through the shorter lane where the flight attendants are screened. They tested her 
hands Ii rst. She th en was screened by the WTM D and th en the AIT machine. 

8/20/2014 
7:14:37 She felt this was Racial Profiling. Her daughter was traveling on Southwest. Basically all of the TSOs were profiling except for one female TSO. 

PM 

8121/2014 

Advised: 

I tried to explain to the caller that when alarms are triggered at the checkpoint passengers would have to go through additional screening. 

I stated we would send an email to her. She would need to include this incident in the form we are sending and return it. The incident will be reviewed by the Multicultural Division. 
1575775 
The caller indicated I hat she is flying out of RIC today with Delta flight 6222 departing at 1 O: 11 am. She wenl through the checkpoinl al Gate B at 8:1 Dam and passed through lhe AIT after several crew members. After passing through the AIT, A male 
TSO (middle aged, balding. caucasian) asked her to step to the side. Another male TSO tall, caucasian. longer hair) came up and asked why he had called for a patdown. The first TSO and advised that the alarm rang for the crew member that passed 
through the AIT prior to her, and that TSA Rules stipulate that if there is an alarm for a crew member, the next passenger that passes through must receive additional screening. The female TSO that conducted the patdown.!(b)(ffl [who was 
lovely) provided the same information. 

8:56: 15 The caller is very upset and would like to understand the rules in regard to ask. She asked if this is the rule. If it is not the rule. than she is very upset that she had to be screened additionally. 
AM 

She would like to be contacted. 

She completed a comment ca rd at the airport. She asked TSO ._!(""b .. l ('-'6'--1 ___ __.! how to file a complaint and she provided a comment ca rd. She submitted this at the airport and was provided a copy of the comment ca rd. 

I advised that the CSM would need to address her inquiry. I advised that I would refer the information to the CSM at RIC to make them aware, They would have the means to look into and address this, 
The caller has a complaint. He is at BOISE currently. He stated that they went through at 7:45 am. He stated that his wife had her hair done and the machine alarmed. He stated that they messed up her hair. He stated that the hair do cost $85.00 and 

812112014 he wants to Ii I e a c I a, m for the hair do. He stated that there was nothing in her hair. it is Ju st very thick. 

10 2043 
AM 

8121/2014 
10:28:24 

AM 

I explained that if a passenger goes through lhe AIT and any alarms or anomalies occur, a patdown is required 10 clear the alarms. I explained that bobby pins and other hair accessories can cause an alarm. I explained that in my own experience, 
bobby pins resulted in my hair being patted down for screening. He can file the claim, and the CMB will make the determination as to how to resolve the claim. I can send the forms with in 24 hours of this response, via email. I explained that we will 
document his complaint. 
Caller said she is trying to file a claim form because on yesterday while taking her grand kids to catch their flight to Canada at Dulles her granddaughter was selected for a patdown she is 11 years old and was told by the tso that she would get a 
modified paldown but since she complained they all 901 a patdown the kids 11 and 8 year old did not received a modified patdown and even when she was paldown her shirt was lifted in front of everybody. They were also asked to remove all 
electronics and power them on her granddaughter iphone was not charged so the phone had to be left at the check point.When her husband talked to q(b)(ff:, •bout getting the phone back at the airport the supervisor told them the 
phone was surrendered and gave him a claim form.A private screening was not offered to her. 
Ca Iler is up set over the phone not being returned and the p atdown they al I received. 
They traveled oul of Dulles on 08 20 14 
Gate C flight# ua4551 at 11 :40 am. 

Response 

Devices selected for this screening that do not power up will not be permitted onboard the aircraft and the traveler may be required to undergo additional screening. Travelers with electronic devices that do not power up or do not function may place 
th em in checked baggage or sh, p th em to their destination. 
When required, children who appear to be 12 years old and younger receive a modified version of the patdown. The modified version of the patdown still requires a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) to pat down the clothed areas of the child's body; 
however, the procedure was adapted 10 be less invasive. 

The modified version of the patdown is required if the walk-through metal detector alarms when the child walks through 11, anomalies are detected during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, the adult accompanying the child refuses AIT 
screening on the child's behalf, or the child is randomly selected for a search. 
The patdown can always be conducted in a private screening location when requested. 
Under U.S. General Services Administration (GSA) regulations, an item is deemed voluntarily abandoned if it is "abandoned to a Federal agency in such a manner as to vest title thereto in the United States.•· 

I will send your oomplaint to the CSM at the airport you can file the claim that was given to you at the airport. 



8/2112014 
9:12:46 

PM 

812212014 

The caller and his wife are flying from SFO to Chicago tomorrow. He was going over the confirmation and they are not registered as they have in the past for the Precheck program. They are both seniors. They went on a trip a couple months ago and 
had it on that flight. He is 80 and his wife 72. 

Advised ca Iler: 

The most familiar of TSA's risk-based initiatives. TSA Pre\u2713 '". allows TSA to identify low-risk passengers for expedited screening. While TSA's initiatives provide some travelers with expedited screening. passengers should not expect to receive 
this form of screening every lime they fly. Individuals who would like to receive expedited screening on a more frequent basis should consider applying 10 a U.S. DeparIment of Homeland Security (DHS) trusted Iraveler program, such as the TSA 
Pre\u2713 '" application program or Global Entry. Applicants who are approved in either program are eligible for expedited screening at TSA Pre\u2713 '" lanes at more than 100 airports when traveling on any participating U.S. airline. You can get 
mo re information from T SA gov. 

Also, travelers younger than 12 years of age, older than 75, and military personnel may receive modified screening procedures al airports nationwide. These procedures improve screening by better focusing resources on passengers who may be more 
likely to pose a risk. 

Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alarm, as well as greater use of explosives trace deIecIion. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes 10 lhe screening procedures by TransporIation Securily Officers during the screening process. 

Caller fiew form Santa Fe Municipal on American Eagle flight 3196 on 8 20 2014 at 10:40 am. She said that she went through the checkpoint at approximately g,30 or 10 am. She wanted to make a complaint. She said that she has three joint 
replacements. She told the TSO about the metal implants. She sel off an alarm and received a patdown. She said I hat lhe patdown was explained 10 her and she was offered a private screening. She stated I hat after the paldown she was asked if 
some items were hers. She said that they were. She was told to sit in the chair and not to touch the items while the TSO went to check her gloves. She said she could not even put her shoes back on. She wanted to know what she was testing her 
gloves for. She said that when she opened her luggage she had an NOi with the number 40 on it. She wanted to know what the number 40 means. She wants to be contacted with that information. She was very upset because she got a patdown. 
She said that she has never received a patdown or had a problem at any other airport. She stated that she was treated like common criminal. She wanted to know why she was not wanded or sent through the AIT. She later said that there was no AIT 
She thinks I hat TSA should have other allernatives other than a patdown. She said that ii is nol rig hi. 

I gave the following information: If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. Many passengers wilh metal implants lhat regularly alarm a 
walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. 
An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT 1/ it is available or can request to be screened using a patdown; however. passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 

11 :02:22 If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through meIaI detector, lhe passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure insIead. 
AM A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

8/2312014 
9:59:27 

AM 

• The patd own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers mu st wait for a TSO of the same gender to be come a vai I ab I e, 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any lime. 

Transportation Administration Security (TSA) security screeners are instructed to wear gloves when conducting physical inspections of property and patdown inspections of individuals. Screeners must only wear TSA-issued gloves when perfonrning 
screening functions and will use a new pair of gloves whenever a passenger requests that they do so. Screeners must also inspect their gloves regularly for stains, tears, and other signs of damage and replace their gloves as necessary. 

I told her that when TSA opens and inspects a bag a notice of inspection in put in the bag to notify the passenger that their luggage was inspected. I told her that I do not know what the number 40 on the NOi means. 
TSA no longer uses hand-held metal detectors to resolve walk-through metal detector alarms. 
I advised her that I would forward her complaint to the CSM at Santa Fe Municipal for review. 

Feed back Type : Security Issue 
Categories : Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date Time · 8 23 2014 8:40:52 AM Airport · TOL - Toledo Express Date Time of Travel . 08 07 2014 Airline Flight Number · 795 Checkpoint Area of Airport : body metele detecter TSA Employee: 
(If Known) 
Comment · dear sir or madam the body imaging detetor is not working properly at the toledo air port this is the fourth time that i had to be pated down can some one fix this or do i have to call a news staition call for action and let 
them know thanks for your time 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 

Email !(b)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning mis feedback. follow this link · http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 



Hello TSA Contact Center, 

I have a question regarding your Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) machines. 

I fiy quite often and need some clarification as to what TSA"s policies were for passengers that are tall. 

l"ve been told by at least two different agents I hat I am 100 tall for the Milliwave AIT machine and they ask me 10 proceed through the Walk-Through Mel al Detector (WTMD). I was unaware of these limitalions of the AIT and typically "Opted-Out'" of the 
AIT screening. After going through the WTMD. I went to speak ta the TSA Supervisor near the back al the Security Scanning Area on that day. She inf armed me that there was a limitation and that in the future, I would only need to tell the operator al 
the A IT machine that "I exceed the h eIg ht restrictions for this machine." and ·· ... then you wi 11 then be di reeled through the W TM D." 

Afterwards I searched TSAs websile for information about this. I seem to recall finding something on your website about the reslriction being 6'4" (194-cmJ for the AIT due to the limilations of the scanning Iechnology and not being able to capIure all 
necessary information during the sea n. 

812412014 On subsequent trips. I've politely informed the TSA agents at the machines that, "I exceed the height restrictions for the AIT machine,'' and I've been greeted kindly and been instructed to proceed through the WTMD. 

3:09:57 
PM 

This all changed on my last trip out of RDU, instead of being greeted kindly. I was told that there were na height restrictions and that EVERYBODY had to go through the AIT machine unless I ··opted out" and had additional screening where myself and 
my property were subJected to additional '"invest1gat1on'·. I informed the supervisor on that day that I have been told by more than one TSA agent on more that one occasion that I am too tall for the machine. I followed that up with the height restriction 
that I found on your website and she said that that information did not exist. She then told me that ii I can stand in the machine with my arms above my head like the '"stick-figure example'" that I was not '"too tall'", So I walked into the machine and lilted 
my arms. My elbows were about an inch away from the top of the machine and my fore-arms where crossed over the top of my head. clearly not able to replicate the "diagrammed example"', She lhen agreed that I was "'too tall"' for the machine and 
directed me through the WTM D. 

As I am not a Ian of drawing attention to myself, and I especially don't like getting in disagreements with any type of authority figure, I would like to find out what TSA"s official procedure is for Tall Customers with regards to your AIT machines. I would 
like to know where, if any, lhese restrictions are displayed and how I can belier inform the TSA agents at lhe gate about them. 

Thank you very much lo r your ass i sta nee with this matter. I am looking lo rv,ard to your response on this matter. 

B esl Rega rd s, 
kb1(6) 

From[b,(6) 
Sent: Monday, Augusl 25, 2014 4:31 PM 
To: Singh. Harleen: TSAExtemalCompliance: tsa.crl@tsa.dhs.gov; civil.liberties@dhs.gav 
Cc: Legal; Raj deep Singh; PrabhJot Singh; Sapreet Kaur~-----~ 
Subject Civil rights oomplaint o b o Sikh Air Passenger. f~b~)_(_6~1 ----~ 

The Sikh Coalition writes ta file a formal complaint of discrimination an behalf al Sikh Air Passenge~(b·:,(61 ll(b::,(6) lcivil rights were violated when he was denied a self pat-down of his religiously-mandated turban by the TSA at 
Washington Dulles International Airport on August 19. 2014fbl(6i flew on United Airlines, Flight No. 492. from Washington D.C. to San Francisco. California. 

kbl(61 ~led a complaint with lhe TSA and DHS on Augusl 19, 2014 through the FlyRights phone applicalion. Please see attached follow-up complaint and exhibits. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

8125/2014 b t 

5=;~58 kb~ts·1 I 

b)(61 

(b I(6i New York. NY 10004 
Phone (Main): b 1(6) Phone (Directj(b)(61 
Facsimile: (212) 208-4611 I Email: HYPERLINK ~!(-b-!(_6 ..... ,------...a..------------~ 
Visit our website at HYPERLINK http: www.s1khooalition.org \nwww.s1khcoalition.org. 
Support the Sikh Coalitions work at HYPERLINK http: www.sikhdonate.org \nwww.SikhDonate.org, 
Visit us on Facebook al http: www.facebook.com lhesikhcoalition. 
Follow us on Twitter @sikh_coalitian. 



The caller indicated that she fiew from AUS on 8 24 on Amencan Flight 2297 that was scheduled to depart 2:25pm from Gate 15. She was at the checkpoint (just beyond the doors near the Enterprise drop off) at 1 pm. 

She always opts out of AIT and indicated that she felt I hat lhe TSOs teased and relaliated against her because of this. She did not feel thal the trealment was due 10 her medical condilion. She has Siliac Disease. I asked the caller specifically if she fell 
that she was discriminated against or received desperate treatment based on her disability. She advised that she felt like she was retaliated against because she opted out of AIT 

A female TSO advised that AIT screening was safe. A male TSO pulled her baggage off of the conveyor belt and stacked it on one side of the xray machine. He then moved it to the other side. She indicated that he stacked her belongings on top of 
each olher and her laplop was scratched. 
She indicated that they were disrespectful of her property. 

The caller indicated that she has Siliac Disease and requires a gluten free diet. The same female TSO who advised that AIT is safe stated that there was plenty of gluten free food items in the area. The caller feels that it was not the TSOs place to 
advise of the safety of AIT or to provide commenls in regard to diet. 

The caller did not obtain he names of the TSO. The make TSO had dark hair and was approx. 5 8 . The female TSO was an older women, blond short hair. 5 8 

812612014 She indicated that she was advised that she would have to wait for another person 10 conducl the paldown. 

121:31 
PM 

812612014 
2:19:56 

PM 

The le ma I e TSO indicated that her belongings had to physically inspected because of the oat flower that the food 1te ms co ntam. 

She asked if she would have to go through AIT if she eligible for Precheck, what lhe benefil to Precheck is, and how 10 avoid this in the future. 

She asked if she would be contacted in regard to this. 

TSO are trained to treat passengers with dignily respect and courtesy and I apologized thal was nol her experience. I advised I hat I have documented the informalion and would refer I his to the CSM at AUS to make I hem aware of lhe situation. The 
CSM acts as a liaison between passengers and TSA and would have the means to look into and address this. 

I explained that we cannot guarantee what action the CSM would take. however I would include an indication that she would like to be contacted. The caller refused to provide an email address as she would like to be contacted by phone. 

I explained that Precheck provides a more expedited screening by allowing passengers to leave on shoes and light outerwear as well as to leave the 311 bag and laptop in carry on. I could not guarantee that the AIT is not used at the Precheck lanes, 
however she al ways has the option to opt out of AIT to receive a patdown. 

I advised that if she has queslions or concerns about screening, she should ask for a STSO or PSS at the checkpoinl or she can always call to the TCC. (The caller made the commenl thal she didn I wanl to have to take the time to wait for these 
individuals to respond.) 

Caller is 91 years old and a vel of World War II born in New York USA and wants 10 avoid gelling x-rayed. The last time he fiew he was told he had to do it. He is interested in applying for precheck 10 avoid doing it. 

Advised: 

The AIT is not x-rays. It is radio waves I hat bounce off lhe body. The procedure is voluntary and you don I have to submit to ii. They can do a patdown instead. 

• The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any ti me. During a private sere en i ng, another TS A employee wi 11 also be present and the passenger may be accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing , 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or I ift any article of c lathing to revea I a s ens1t1ve body area. 

In addition to the paldown, TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. 

A companion, assistant. or family member may accompany a passenger to assist him or her during any private or public screening. After providing this assistance, the companion, assistant or family member will need to be rescreened. The passenger 
should info nm the TSO of his or her need for assistance before the screening process begins. 

If the incident happens again you should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

If you would like to file a complaint I can forward the infonmation to the CSM at that airport. Caller declined. 

Precheck doesn t exempt you from the screening. It allows you to keep your shoes on. belt and light outerwear. Anyone who looks 75 or older generally can keep their shoes and light outerwear on. 



812912014 
828:09 

AM 

Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Calegories Pal-down: Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time: 8128/2014 11 :26:57 PM Airporl: MCO - Orlando International Dateffime of TrMel 08/2712014 4:00 PM Airline & Flighl Number 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Security 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· After a wonderful weekend of training and networking for business in the beautiful city of Orlando.I experienced something that has me questioning this whole "security" thing. Normally when I travel, I wear a suit because not only am I a 
business man, but I find it more comfortable 10 be dressed; nol to mention it commands respect and compels people 10 call me Mister. 

Yesterday was one random occasion that I wasn't in my "normal"attire, but I did have on a pair of chinos and a long sleeved linen shirt with my hair slightly tied back; I mention this for a reason. After taking everything out of my pockets and placing them 
in the bins, or so I thought, I proceeded through the scanner only to realize that I left my bank card in my back left pocket. As a result, the scanner picked it up and the TSA agent asked if there was anything in my back left pocket. I replied, 'O yea, my 
bank cards.· The agenl put his gloves on, asked me to tum around, patted down lhat area, as well as searched my hair. I have dreadlocks so for me, lhey ALWAYS search my hair, yet I don't see them searching others, but I digress. The agent lhen 
proceeds to say he needed to swab my hands. He walked away. and grabbed what appeared ta be a square shaped adhesive and wiped the palms al my hands. He asked me to wait there and walked away ta place the adhesive in some kind of 
machine. As I was waiting. the belt that had my luggage on it was backing up. So I went to remove 11 to free up the line and he yelled. "Don't touch anything." Because I had never been through this process before I was pretty taken aback and 
confused;not to mention I had a flight to catch in the next thirty minutes. Another agent asked me if I knew what was going on and I replied, "No. I'm super confused.'' He went on to explain that the machine was testing my hands for explosives ... 

Now at this juncture not only am I confused, but I'm getting slightly irritated by this whole process. I asked the agent what could cause such an alert because I clearly hadn't been in contact with any explosives. He said, it could be hand sanitizer, which I 
had recently applied, and named a co u pie of other things that have sl, pped my mind. Apparently. the machine reading required further tests and they asked me to step aside be cause they needed to do a fu 11 search of my body as wel I as my I ug gage. 
Another agent started opening my suitcase in the middle of the airport and I asked him did he have to do that in front of everybody. I also asked the other agent how long this would take because I did not want to miss my flight. Another random female 
agent came over and said, "Everybody else gels their luggage searched in front of everyone," which mattered not to me because I preferred nol to. There was a nearby private room that anolher genlleman was in so I waited until he was finished before 
entering. I asked the nearest agent haw long this would take and he stated he didn't know and I could not ga anywhere until I was cleared. I also asked him if there was a list al items that may cause this to happen so that I was not placed in this 
predicament again and he stated that he couldn't give me that information for "security" reasons ... Of course this makes absolutely no sense to me because it hinders me from avoiding a similar instance; by this point my irritation is rising. 

So lwo agents and myself entered lhe private room and as one of the agents wiped down the inside of my luggage with another square adhesive, the other agent proceeded to search me as I was facing the man wiping down my bags. He asked if he 
could search my hair and initially I said no because again, my hair is always searched. but the straight haired blonde or brunette is nat, but I allowed it because I just wanted to get it over with. 

By this point I am feeling extremely violated as this man used his hands to search between my legs, my hair, my entire body down to my feet, and even put his hands on the inside of my waistband all the way around. Of course after all of this and 
fifteen minutes later, I was cleared because I had no contact wilh explosives, as I staled before I was in Orlando on business. My colleague wailed for me and as I walked out of the room wilh my belongings, he asked if I was okay: immedialely I said, 
NO• I remained quiet for the next few minutes trying not ta let my anger show, but I was so upset that I nearly began ta cry. Composing myself as I rode the tram to my gate, I was trying to wrap my head around what just transpired and it made me 
more upset by the minute. 

The moral of the story is I felt that I was profiled and violated in so many ways. Standard procedure or not, this was uncalled for and if there are commonly used items that will cause a "security' scanner to imply con1ac1 with explosives, lhe people 
should be made aware. They have plenty al signs regarding aerosol cans and other unauthorized materials for your carry on, why not provide a list of these items and fully explain the process prior ta actually performing these additional searches? 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: Ca 11 e rs husband has two shoulder re placements. connecting through Europe. He sets off a I arms. 

Information Requesl: The caller was going on and on about how I hey arrive early and lhe TSO s are overloaded and they missed I heir flighls and was lold ii is nol TSA responsibility. 
Caller thinks that it is offensive to hear to arrive earlier. Every time she connects she has not enough time and the government (something I could not understand) 

She missed her first flight and had an-ived two hours early. She is getting GE. She asked if there is something that can get him prescreened. 

Some TSA agents are sharp and some a re not. 

She asked what TSA would do with someone with a hip problem or in a wheelchair. 

They are traveling to Italy but she does not have her flight information. 

She said that they were told th at TSA is not responsible for missing flights, 

812912014 She rambled on about this complaint going nowhere. 

10:45:47 
AM Response Details: Advised caller that if a passenger has metal implants. such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

Many passengers with me1a1 implants thal regularly alarm a walk-lhrough metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be 
screened using a patdown. 
If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A patd own procedure a I so is used to resolve any a I a n-ns of a metal detector or a no ma Ii es identified by A IT. If a pa tdown is required in order to complete screening: 

I told her that sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The screening process lo r a passenger who uses a wheelchair or scooter 1s determined by the individual s ab i Ii ty to stand and walk: although. a passenger can be sere ened without sta ndrng. walking. or transfern ng out of a whee I ch air or scooter. 
Passengers should info rm a Transportation S ecu ri ty Officer (TSO) of their ab i Ii ty before the screening begins, 
The passenger should inform lhe TSO of his or her need for assistance before the screening process begins. 
Passengers who can neither stand nor walk will be screened by a patdown while they remain seated. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 
Medi ca I d ocu m entat ion is not required. 
I to Id her I hat TSA mo ni to rs the number and nature of complaint we receive. I 101 d her to ca 11 us when she has problems with her fiig ht information. 
I told her that we can request a PSS for her when she has her flight information and I recommended calling 72 hours ahead. 

Caller fiew from ATL on 08 25 on US Air at 1755 and when she wenl through security, she had a purse and a carry on bag that was placed on lhe conveyor. Caller states that she moved from her chair and was screened by the AIT machine. Caller 
states that when she got to the gate another elderly lady was there waiting and was talking with her daughter. Caller states that during the conversation the elderly lady indicated that she had a bottle of water. Caller states that before leaving the hotel 
she p I aced a bottle of water in her purse. Caller states that when she opened her purse her bottle was sti 11 in her bag as wel I. Caller 1s conce med that two pea pl e on the same flight we re ab I e to get 2 bottles of water we 11 aver the I, mi t through security 
screening, Caller states that this is very concerning. Caller states that she went through the checkpoint at or around 1545 but does not know which checkpoint it was at. Caller did receive PreCheck. 

8129120 14 Advised Ca Iler: 
1A1:22 

PM 
TSA moni1ors the number and nature of complaints we receive 10 1rack I rends and spot areas of concern I hat may require special a11ention. This ongoing process enables us 10 ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we delermine that security
screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the subjects of repeated complaints. 

91212014 Caller states she fi ew out of F LL and she went through the AIT machine. someone took her jacket. She said ts a was so nice a bout it they viewed sec u nty cameras and verified someone took 11. but that they cou Id not 1d e ntify them. She asked is the re 

2:43:43 anything I can do? 

PM 
Advised ca Iler not that I know of. 



91212014 
5:58:29 

PM 

Caller said he is upset and was at Denver Airport and that before 9 11 he wanted to be a pilot and he used to chensh airports and that 9 11 changed 11. He said he was at the Denver checkpoint and a screener tried to speak to him and it is stressful 
and he said we should not touch people in their private parts. He said he did not hear the Officer say to go to the left and that the screener yelled at him and he said the egos of the screeners were offended and the screeing process was a nightmare, 
He said he gave them his ID and he did not choose the privale screening and went 10 lhe radioactive chamber and he forgot the gum and wallet in his pockel and thal the nude body scanner went off. He said he still had items in his pockel and he 
removed the gum and wallet and he said he went online later and watched videos and said we have to let them know if they are going to touch breasts and groins and he said the screener could have had him go back through the ait machine or let him 
know he 1s going to touch his private areas. He asked if this is Constitutional and that they need to let him know beforehand that they are going to do the patdown. He said he knows he can either go through the a,t or private screening and he said he 
did not opt out of the ait machine. He said he knows the room will be video recorded ii he is in private screening and he is a smart guy and a Network Engineer technician and he keeps us safer than TSA ever could. He said we groped his private area 
and we did not let him know this and he said if someone opts out of ait and asks for prviate screening then they are told they are going to be 1ouched in different areas. He said he did not consent to a patdown and lhe screenr asked if he forgot 10 lake 
anything out of his pocket but he did not tell him he was gong to do the patdown and he said he sought Counsel and asked does TSA need to advise travelers that they are about to have an evasive patdown prior to doing it or can they just grab it. He 
said he a I ready ta I ked to the CSM. Anna. at the airport and th at she did not Ii ste n to him. He said the Denver Airport em loyees are incompetent and he said he is 36 yea rs old and he 1s wel I versed on ethics and asked is 11 our pol icy within the law to 
grope a person in their private area without I etti ng th em know this, He said he and his Attorneys dont believe that we have the rig ht to do this, He asked can we mole st an ind iv idua I without I etti ng them know this and touching their groin and buttocks 
and is it okay. He said his 1rust in Govt. is very low. He said he was laken to a secondary screening area in the public eye and he said he never went to a rivale room. He said he did not know he had to remove his laptop from his computer case and 
they took his laptop and ran it over and over and he expressed his frustration and concern and he said this Agency is an embarassment and Agen (bH6) hreatened him and asked him if he wanted a private screening when he got to the secondary 
area. He d eel in ed his I ast name and phone #. He said we have no Law Enforcement Autho ri zati on whatsoever and he to Id Ag entffi:ii£iIJ that he was u ns ati sfi ed with what he experienced. He said Agent!( b) ( 6) ! was vindictive even though he went 
through the entire security policy and complied with everything. He asked what right did Agent~ have to threaten him and what right did an Agent have to grab him in his private area, He said he was not notified before screening that the agent 
was going to pat him down in a sensilive area. He said he lives in AZ. He said this is a violation of his rights and thal this is moleslation by the Officer who did lhe patdown and that he could have said no and he could have walked out of the airport 
and not gone through this. He said we have created a job for child molesters and perverts and we had no right to grab both of his buttocks and that he is a US Citizen. He said he was molested and he wants to see this agent in prison and charges 
brought against the TSA supervisor who threatened him. He said he did not want this referred to the CSM. He said he is upset that we are sending this to the CSM at the airport where this happened. He asked who holds us accountable and he said 
he is insulted by this, He said he is filing a serious complaint with the TSA. He asked where does he go above TSA and above this CSM. He asked who polices us and is it the Dept. of Homeland Security and that he did not want the phone# for the 
CSM al the airport. He asked does he call the FBI and he wants an imparlial review of this case. He asked is a TSA agent allowed to grab his private area withoul telling him. He said he was nol offered a privale screening and he was grabbed by the 
agent on his buttocks and he said he is going to sue him. He said he needs to suponea the video and needs the name and description of that agent. He said we are a disgrace to this nation and he said we molest little children. 

ComplaintCSM 
Claims: Complaint 

Airport: Denver 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number:294 7 
Departure Time: 08-30-14 at 5:00 pm 
Arrival Airport and Time:Phoenix Sky Harbor at 8:05 pm 
Location:security checkpoint 
Gate:C 39 
Contact lnformation:he declined his phone#. 

The caller received abusive treatment and harassmenl al LAS airport recently and he wanls to file a complaint. He asked whal he need to do and what melhod would be best to file it. 

He stated that he flies to LAS from SEA about three ti mes a year with his h us band. He stated th at they fly to help family. He explained that about two years ago he started getting selected lo r Pre ch eek al ot in SEA He stated th at he 1s not sure why his 
husband did not get the benefits. but he just used the normal lines. He stated that SEA is always helpful and polite. He stated that this time he did not have Precheck on the departure to the LAS. however he got the benefits on the return on Sunday at 
7:00 am. 

He stated that there was not alot of people in the line at the airport. He explained that the agent checking boarding passes wrote in red ink on his boarding pass and told him he has Precheck. She told him that he had Precheck and he did not have to 
remove his shoes, He asked her ii he has to remove his computer and be It lo r screening , She told him that he had to remove everything as norm al, however he can leave on his shoes. He stated th at he showed the boa rd i ng pass at the checkpoint lo r 
Precheck with the red markings and proceeded to remove his belt and computer, but leave on his shoes. He staled that the officer yelled at him to for nol removing his shoes at the checkpoinl. He slated that he had to remove lhe shoes at that point 
and hold them in his hands. since he was past the bin. He stated that the TSO asked him what he was doing removing his shoes now, and then asked for his boarding pass again. He stated that he looked at the boarding again and realized that he had 
Precheck. He stated that the agent was not clear with instructions on how he wanted him to proceed in the checkpoint, so he put his shoes back on and started through the AIT. However, he again yelled at him and told him to go around since he has 
Precheck. He let him go around the AIT machine for Precheck screening, He stated that he was terrorized and he feels that this was very disappointing. He stated that he was able to place his shoes back on and go through Precheck, but he wants this 

9/412014 to be reporled and taken seriously. He explained thal he should be reprimanded in regards to his actions. Caller staled the TSO refused to communicate direclions clearly on what he wanled the caller to do for screening. Caller felt terrorized thal he did 
10:24:31 not know what to do. 

AM 
I a po I og i zed to the ca Iler lo r his experience, and exp Iain ed that we wi 11 forward the information to the CSM at LAS lo r review and investigate the matter further. 

The callers flight details are as follow: 

Departing Airport; LAS 
Destination: SEA 
Airline: Alaska Airlines 
Flight Number and time: 617@ 9:05 am 
Terminal: 3 
Gate: Un known 
Date and Time: 08-31-2014 @ 6:50 am 



9/412014 
3:5411 

PM 

Caller has a concern that requires attention. his 15 yr. o Id d aug hte r just boarded a p I ane and he raised her not to go through the Al T. and stated she was not given the option for alternative screening. 
What rnakes hirn unoomfortable is the machines take an irnage of the body. it s almost pornography and he has seen images previously. 
Caller slated she asked not 10 go through the AIT and was told 10 gel in line and as a 15 yr. old she didn t want 10 cause a problem. (Stated he hasn t confirmed that she requesled not to go through and was denied). 

Response: 
Exp I a i ned to ca Iler signs a re posted at ea ch AIT location advising passenger they have the rig ht to opt out of the A IT screening, if opting out a patdown wi 11 be required, 
In February 2011, TSA successfully IesIed the new software at Hartsfield-Jackson Allanta International, Las Vegas McCarran International, and Ronald Reagan Washing Ion National airports. 
This software. also referred to as Automated Target Recognition (ATR), is designed to enhance privacy by eliminating the image of an actual passenger. ATR detects potential threats and indicates their location on a generic, computer-generated 
outline of a person that appears on a monitor attached to the AIT unit. If a potential threat is detected, the area will require additional screening. If potential threats are not detected. the outline Is not generated, an 'OK" appears on the monitor, and the 
passenger is cl ea red from screening, In addition, passengers are able to view the same out Ii n e that the T SA officer sees, 

Provided to cal I er via ema i I. 
Caller has a complaint on the manager, namedkb)(ff:1 ! at DEN. He says he was reaching down in his trousers past the waist band. He says this was not ok. He had complained and was told it was standard procedure. He says he had a small pin 
knife he had forgot and asked if he was able 10 mail it even if it cosl $25 and he was. He then had go back through screening again, they had him use the WTMD. He has had metal implanls, in the hips. The officer almost hurl him he wenl up his legs 
so fast. He says he had just went through screening and had to be screened again. He said the officer and supervisor was smiling the entire time during his second time of screening. They would not give him the agents name so he only got the name of 
the manager. He had offered to go back through the AIT again and they told him he couldn I. He feels the officers feel they have too much power. 

Told caller 
91512014 I was sorry for his experience. 
3:54:00 I would take his complaint and send it to the CSM so they would be aware of this as well. 

PM 
Ai rpo rl: Denver 
Airline: Frontier 
Flight number: 
Date and time:09-05-14 at 1 :45 pm 
Terminal or gate: A gate 
Items Damaged: He said the agent had put his fingers in the waist band and he had put his hands farther down in his pants then the waistband. He says they have never done this before. 
Caller is 70 years old and she started getting TSA precheck. Caller stated that the last three times she flew from SMF on Alaska airlines they tested her hands for something and told her it was random because she never enrolled for the Precheck 
benefits. Caller stated that she has been gelling precheck on a rather consistenl basis wilh multiple airlines and she has never enrolled. Caller is wanting to be removed form lhe precheck list. Caller slated that ii is causing her more problems than 
good. Caller was told by one of the agents that she could mark TSA precheck out and go through the regular lane but she thinks that is to much hassle she just wants her name taken off the list. 

Advised ca Iler: 
9/812014 
12:07:28 The most familiar of TSA's risk-based initiatives, TSA Precheck, allows TSA to identify low-risk passengers for expedited screening. There is not way to take your name off of a precheck list. That information is submitted to TSA when you book a flight 

PM and if they consider you to be low risk they could di reel you to the p recheck lane but th ere is us ua 11 y no cons,ste ncy to this. The re Is no way to keep your name from being selected. If you don't want to use the I an e you co u Id Ju st go to the no rm al I a ne. 
Caller asked to speak to my supervisor so he can take her name off of the list. 

f b::,(6) !Notes: She thinks she is getting extra screening because she is being selected for Precheck. Someone told her to cross the Precheck off her boarding pass cause it was causing her extra screening. She is really confused on 
exactly what she 1s doing and 11 will be hard to take notes. First she Is getting a Patdown in Europe then it Is at TSA, then she is going through AIT then it isn't AIT. She says she wasn't going to accept Precheck and I said that was her decision. I told 
her out of 1 0, 00 0 cal Is a month she is the only one who is getting extra screening be ca use of Preche ck, 
Disability Description: Caller is visually impaired and has a service animal. 

Response Details: Incident happened:09-07-2014@12:30 
Ai port: Burling Ion Vermont. 
Gate Terminal: Gate 3 

Apologized to caller for her experience at lhe airporI. Advised caller I will forward this issue to the CSM and them review lhe issue. Advised caller if they have further questions they will either conIacI her through her phone number or the email she 
91812014 provided. 
2:43:56 

PM Incident Details: Caller stated she has never complained about TSA Caller stated she is visually impaired and she has a seeing eye dog with a harness. Caller stated she is used to approach the screening checkpoint and explain the screening that 
she is used to. Caller stated she was unaware that the screener was looking at somelhing on the metal detector and lhe caller stated she asked the screener to speak to him and the screener was rude. Caller stated she had knee surgery and go 
through the AIT machine and the passenger tells her dog stay while she gets screened, the caller stated when she gets done with the screening. she will call her service animal by name and she will go through the WTM D and she stops for the TSA 
agent to pat her down. Cal I er was trying to exp I am to the s u pe rvi so r at Burlington Vermont the screening process for herse If and the service an i ma I that works at other airport and the supervisor was dis resp ectfu I to the passenger. Ca 11 er stated the 
supervisor told her not to tell him how to do his job and the supervisor replied that he will tell her what to do going through the checkpoint and the supervisor had the caller go through the WTMD and then she was subject to a patdown. Caller wants the 
supervisor to apologize to the way he Ireated her at the checkpoint. Caller doesnt have lhe name of the supervisor and lhe caller stated she was so upset and she has never been Ireated like that before and she travels all lhe time. 



9/812014 
5:08 30 

PM 

Caller: She traveled from Phoenix. Arizona to Burbank. Ca. When she went through the check point she received some extra screening. When the TSA officer proceeded with the patdown the officer touched one of her lower private part. She will be 
traveling soon and do no want to go through the same experience again. 

Airport: Phoenix International 
Airline: Southwest 
Gate: C4 
Flight number: Not available 

Advised: We regret that you have to go through that experience. The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide the highest level of security and customer service to all who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and 
procedures focus on ensuring I hat a 11 passengers, reg a rd I ess of their person al situations and needs, a re treated wi I h respect and courtesy. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area , and the manner in which I he 
screening is conducted is important. All Transportation Security Officers (Twos) are required to be considerate and thoughtful, and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. At airports nationwide, TSA has 
implemented streamlined. consistent. and thorough patdown procedures at security checkpoints to provide a higher level of security and increase the safety of the traveling public. Patdowns help TSA detect hidden and dangerous items. such as 
explosives. They are used to resolve alarms from the walk through metal detector (WTMD). when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, and as part of TSA's random screening activities. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of Twos at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Support Manager at that location. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot 
areas of concern that rn ay require sp eci a I attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prom pt, corrective action whenever we determine that security screening po Ii ci es need mod iii cation or specific employees or screener teams a re the 
subjects of repeated complaints. 

Feed back Type : Security Issue 
Categories: Pat-down: Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time. 9/11/2014 10:37:38 PM Airport· PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Date/Time of Travel· 08/30/2014 7:00 AM Airline & Flight Number· UAL656 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : September 11, 2014 
ToTSA 

My name is~!(b~)~(6~'---~1 Age 77 

On Mon. Aug. 25. 2014, I did fly on United Airlines UA5948, 5:50AM, from AVP airport, via ORD. to PHX airport. The TSA lady did scan my passport as my ID. At the direction of the TSA lady I went thru the person metal detector without any metal 
detection alarm. I did not remove my shoes. In my hand bag I had a can of shaving cream. Also, the hand bag and some change. glasses in a case, and a pen in a container, went through the baggage metal detector without any metal detection alarm. 

911212014 On Sat. August 30, 2014 I, did fly on United Airlines UA656, 7:00AM, from PHX airport, via ORD, to AVP airport. The TSA lady did scan my passport as my ID. I started to place my hand bag and metal items in a container in the baggage metal 
S:4S:SS detector and the TSA man said to wait as he was going to recalibrate the metal detector. 

AM 
At the direclion of the TSA lady I went lhrough the person metal detector and I set off the alarm. I said I had a rod in my left hip due to a fall. I did remove my shoes. I wenl through the person me1a1 detector three limes and the alarm continued 10 sound 
three times so then I was checked by the TSA man with gloves. Although they were not metal he became concerned I did not put my ID. credit and membership cards in the container. 

The TSA lady took the same can of shaving cream from my bag and which was fine on Aug. 25 at AVP and also took my 2 yogurts with tin foil covers. She did not take 2 bananas. I said that's food. She mentioned it had tin foil. She said she would 
escort me over on the side so I could eat the 2 yogurts and then I would be required to again go through securily. 

Usually there 1s large trash container for items taken. I did not see a container and my departure time was early so I did not have time to go on the side so I could eat the 
2 yogurts and again go through a long security line. 

As I began to put on my shoes I noticed she placed the 2 yogurts on a lower counter near the area where I was checked by the TSA man. They were not placed in a large trash container. I would say the TSA people ate my yogurts. I did not see where 
the shaving ere am was p I aced. 

In February 2014 on United from AVP I !raveled 10 Miami and back. In late May 2014 through early June 2014 on US Airways from AVP I traveled to Seattle and back. For the 4 airport security checks no alarms went off and none of my food was taken. 
I believe your metal detectors were recalibrated to be too sensitive at PHX airport. Also, I am profiled. 
Would you like a response? : True 



911212014 
6:13:22 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

as Vegas NV 89119 
Zipcode~: -------~ 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? na 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Miami International Airport 

Feedback Type · Compliment 
Categories : Profess1onalism/Customer Service: Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time : 9114/2014 1 :31:57 AM Airport : MCO - Orlando International DatelTlme of Travel : 09/0212014 5:00 PM Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . Every T SA ex pe ri e nee I have either I witness rudeness or I experience rudeness. 

911412014 When a TSA Employee is addressing a passenger they need to learn COMMON RESPECT to talk and listen. They very often talk. then engage in conversation with coworkers usually of jovial nature then we have no idea what the hell they want or 

9.34.04 what they said. When we do what we lhink lhey wanted, like en1er the scanner, they get all ignorant and aulhoritative thinking we are violaling the word of god. I had 10 enter the stupid scanner 3 times because the TSA agent who was operating it has 
· AM ZERO people skills and ZERO respect. Then he wanted to pat my pocket down because I had my boarding pass in my pocket. Really? They need help. After I exited the scanner I was asked &quot;is he with you&quot: .. turning around I saw my 1 O 

yr old son behind me. After answering &quot: yes&q uot:, I was ta I ked down to by the ignorant TSA employee saying &quot: You need to stay with your kid. what were you thin krng&q uot: ... what?' I immediate I y re pl 1ed with &quot: My wife is behind 
hi m&q uot: , Another badge wearing ignorant jerk. 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicalionManager 



Caller stated she constantly gets pulled for additional screening after the AIT. Caller stated it is usually the top of her shoulder and the back of her ankle. Caller stated that at Manchester she had 11 alarms. Caller is questioning what causes an alarm. 
Caller asked what on her body is causing alarms. Caller stated she wanted to speak to a supervisor and will go to media ii she needs to. 

Resolution: 

911412014 Automated Target Recognition (ATR), is designed to enhance privacy by eliminating the image of an actual passenger. ATR detects potential threats and indicates their location on a generic, computer-generated outline of a person that appears on a 
2: 10:45 moniior a11ached to the AIT unit. If a potential threat is deIecIed, the area will require addilional screening. If potential threats are nol detected, the outline is nol generated, an "OK" appears on the monitor, and lhe passenger is cleared from screening. 

PM In addition. passengers are able to view the same out Ii n e that the T SA officer sees. 

9/14/2014 
5:21:38 

PM 

9115/2014 
10:58:sg 

AM 

I am unable to tel I you what on your body is causing you to ala rm the AIT. I advised the ca 11 er th at the A IT bounces the waves off the outside of the body and I oaks lo r anoma Ii es and that causes a I arms. 

Submilled on Sunday, September 14, 2014 - 16:44 Submitted by anonymous userj._(b_ •• _,(6_._I __ _.I Submitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? 

- National Origin 
- Religion 

Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 
==I ndivid ua I Info== 

Firsl Name:fE:iilil 
Last Name: t!:W.fil_J 
Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 

Phone Number:.,(b..,,·•"'1(6..,·"-I _....,.,,...,..,.,,.....-----, 
PO Box or Sire et Address: (b 1(6) 
City: Mullica Hill ,._'--"------' 

State: New Jersey 
Zip Code (Post Code): 08062 
Other:..,..,---,-,-------, 
Emai1:kbl(61 

==lncidenl lnformalion== 
When did this happen? 08 22 2014 
Where did this happen? PENNSYLVANIA- PHL - Philadelphia 
I nte rnat ion a I 
what happened? 
On Friday, Aug. 22, 2014. , my wife and myself were travelling to 
San Jose, CA to attend a wedding. We reached the TSA check 
point at around 1 0 :4 5 AM to get security cl ea ranee and boa rd 
flight# UA 1185 from Philadelphia to Houston (IAH). I removed all 
metal objects on my person (shoes, belt, glasses, wallet etc) and 
entered the Al T. As I am an Asian American and Sikh by rel 19 ion. 
I wear turban and sport beard. I was wearing a sky blue colored 

Caller stated the screener at the airport was so rude. Caller stated she travels with a service animal. Caller fiew from Burlington Vermont on September 7. Caller stated she had metal implants and she has visual impairment and she travels with a 
service animal. Caller stated before of her knees she prefers to go through the AIT machine and her service animal puts on a state and then she will go through WTMD. Caller stated she received the papers to make a complaint if she was 
discriminaled against going through the checkpoinl. The caller stated she doesnt feel she was discriminated against she just wants an apology from the screener. Caller wants to know if she can contact lhe CSM. Caller slated if someone doesnl 
contact her about the issue she w i 11 fi 11 out the papers she was sent. 

Advised caller the issue was sent to the CSM at Burlington Vermont Ai port. Advised caller to call 866-289-9673 press option 5 and put in the airport code and she will be given the CSM number. 

Caller slated she didnt want lhe information sent to the CSM she will call them. 



911512014 
5:18:12 

PM 

9115/2014 

Callers wife is getting Pree heck. She has dis ab i I ItIes, he was al low to get Pree heck on the I ast flight because his wife has a hearing dIsa b1 Ii ty. He wi 11 be travel mg again with his wife and an e Ide rty I ady in a wheelchair, he wants to know if she can get 
precheck along with him and his wife? He says he had traveled before on Southwest out of Boise and when going through screening there was young women that had pony tails that had devices in the hair with base ball caps on and was not ask to 
remove the hat or devices. He says his wife has lhick hair and on the olher side of the machine the agent ran her hand lhrough her hair and she ask the officer what she was doing wilh her hair. The agent jusl said she had to check her hair. He says his 
wife had just paid $85.00 to have her hair done and he wants to make sure this never happens again. 

Told caller 
I explained to him if his wife was chosen al ramdon for PreCheck on a flight did nol mean he or she would be selected again. It just means lhe information they provided met the criteria and they were selected on a per flighl bases only. 
To be eligible for PreCheck on every flight they can apply for one of the programs to get a number to use but it still is ramdon selection so they wont be guaranteed every time. 
The re are two ways to be el ig1 bl e to participate in PreChe ck. you can be a be a m ember of one of CB P s trusted 
travel programs such as Global Entry. SENTRI. and NEXUS or you can do the application process on tsa.gov. 

Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alarm as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

I explained to him if I here was an alarm during screening they will have to give a patdown to clear lhe alarm, I too have had my hair patdown and it was to clear an alarm. 
I could not tell him they would never have to do this again. 

I did not send his complaint to the CSM because it has been sent already. 
I only I isled the airport and airline for the complaint for the previous flight, he did not say what airline or airport he was traveling out of again. 

Caller slates lhat he has a complaint about his screening at SJC. Caller is a Precheck articipanl and was told lhat lhe WTMD alarmed. Caller was sent to go through the AIT. He asked the TSO why lhat was happening, and she was rude to him about 
the answer. She said, sorry buddy, this isn ta restaurant• The STSO named (b)(ffl nswered his questions and was polite. Caller was told that since some people are sent through the Precheck lane that they have to randomly send some people 
through AIT Caller Is not comfortable with AIT because he Is conce med about ra , a ,on lo r heal th issues. 

Airporl SJC 
Airline Southwest 
Flight# 4 729 
Date Time 09 15 2014 320PM 
Localion Gate 21 Soulhwesl Terminal 

5: 54: 2 7 Advised caller: 
PM 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA see ks to provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 passengers who pass I hroug h our screening ch eek points. 
Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory T ransporta ti on Security Off ce r at 1 he checkpoint to address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

You a re not guaranteed expedited sere en i ng lo r every flight. You can opt out of the A IT screening and request a patd own. 

Caller Is wanting to Ii I e a comp I a int on TSA at D F W. Caller feels he was Ire ated unfa i rty because he has a di sa bi I ity. Ca 11 er stated th at is was not di sen minatory it was just fiat out poor customer service. Ca 11 er stated that they embarrassed h1 m and 
made a huge scene at the checkpoint. they humiliated his partner and now she refuses to travel with him. Caller stated that on the morning of 7-8-2014 he was going through the checkpoint and he is not able to raise his arms to go through the AIT so 
he requested a patdown in a private screening area. Caller slated that he had 5 plus TSO s yelling al him from every angle and finally he had to yell and ask who am I supposed 10 be lislening to. Caller slated that he requested a supervisor when they 
tried to force him to go through the AIT and then they got all bent out of shape and he had 3 other officers come up to him before getting the supervisor. Caller stated that he had a similar incident happen at DFW in April 2014 and he plans to fly in 
December 2014 and wants something done before he Ines to do so because this is unacceptable. Caller stated that he requested ODPO assistance on both flights and he was treated awful. Caller stated that this Is the only airport that he has trouble 
flying from. 

Advised ca Iler: 
9118120 14 The Trans portatIon Security Ad mini stratIon (T SA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA see ks to p rov1d e a high I eve I of sec u nty and customer service to al I passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 

4 :50: 3 3 Every person and i tern mu st be screened before entering the secured area. and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers a re treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy, B eca use 
PM your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the appropriate CusIomer Service Manager. 

Airporl: DFW 
Airline: American airlines 
Date and time of incident: 07 08 2014 05:30 - 6:00 am 
Gate or term i na I of incident: American Airline 



911812014 
9:31:22 

PM 

Disability Description: Caller has heart and lung conditions. She Is also in a wheelchair. 

lncidenl Details: Caller flew from MOW and she was in a wheelchair and disabled. Caller slated that she went lhrough the AIT and then she was required to undergo a patdown. The officer lold her that ii would be on the shoulders and she ended up 
patting down her breast area which is sore and numb due to her heart surgery she had. Cal I er stated that a/le r patting down her breast area the Agent started I a ugh i ng at her she thinks that it was be ca use she has a s ma 11 ch est. Cal I er stated that she 
feels discriminated against because she is 70 years old, female, and disabled. Caller stated that in all of her years of traveling that is the first time she has ever had a patdown and she feels like the agent was unprofessional and rude. She also feels 
like the agent did it to humiliate her because there was no alanm of the AIT. Caller thinks that the agent also violated her because she patted down her chest and she was supposed to do her shoulders, Caller did not know the agents name but 
described her as a young, female, tall, skinny, who had dark hair put up in a bun and she lhinks she should be reprimanded because of what she done 10 her. 

Advised caller: 
Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers. regardless of their persona I situations and needs, a re treated with respect and courtesy, Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the manner in 
which the screening is conducted is imporIant. All Transportalion Security Officers (TSOs) are required to be considerate and thoughtful, and are Irained 10 explain whal they are doing and whal will happen next in lhe process. The passenger should 
inform TSOs of any areas of the body that are painful when touched. TS Os are required to use the back of the hand to patdown a passengers sensitive areas. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. Because your complaint concerns the conduct 
of TS Os at a spec iii c airport, we have forwarded a copy to the Custa mer Support Manager at that location. 
Every person and i tern mu st be screened before entering the secured area. and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers a re treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy, I wi 11 

get you to a MB agent 10 deal with your discrimination complain!. I am going to make sure that this gets senl to the CSM to address the unprofessional trealment you experienced al the checkpoint. 

Airport: Chicago Midway 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight number: 1444 
Departing time: 7:25 pm 
Date and time of incident 09 03 2014 06:30-6:45 pm 
Gate or terminal of incident: B23 

!(bi(6i ~otes: 
Caller said I hat she wants 10 let us know she has been flying for 20 years with Soulhwesl out of Chicago. She is disabled and was in a wheelchair and lhe person she is complaining about saw her gel out of the wheelchair and she wenl through the 
screening machines. She told her she had to be patted down on her shoulders, but went down farther and didn t have on a bra because she cant wear one due to her surgery. She stated that she turned around after the patdown and the TSO was 
laughing to her two male co workers about her. She felt like she was being discriminated against because of her d1sab1lity. She thinks it occurred closer to 6:45 pm. 

Advised Ca Iler: 
For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)), it must: 



Disability Description: The caller is a social worker calling from Chadron Hospital in NE in regard to a patient that requires oxygen during flight. 

Information Request: She would Ii ke to send information in reg a rd to use of oxygen during travel and paperwork that wou Id be required lo r th at. The passenger must be connected to the oxygen at al I ti mes. 

Response Details: I advised I hat TSA doesn t require documentation. I advised I hat she contact the airline in regard to I heir policy as well. 

The Federal Aviation Administration does not allow portable compressed oxygen tanks on commercial airlines in carry-on or checked baggage because oxygen is considered a hazardous matenal. This includes cans of recreational flavored oxygen. 

However, the FAA do es al low certain portable oxygen concentrators ( POC) to be used i nflight for medical purposes. If a P OC is not approved by the FAA for i nfl i g hi use, the passenger wi 11 not be permitted to bring it o nboa rd the a ire raft. PI ease vis i I 
www.faa.gov to find a list of POCs approved for in/light use by the FAA. A passenger may also check with their airline before purchasing a ticket to ask if their POC is approved for inflight use or if the airline will provide oxygen to the passenger during 
the flight. 

911912014 . Passengers who can disconnecl can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be 

2:30 ,22 screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown: however. passengers cannot 
PM request to be screened by a metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. Patdowns are required to clear alanms and anomalies. 

The patdown will be conducled by a TSO of lhe same gender. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her anms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
A passenger s ho u Id nol be asked 10 remove or Ii ft any article of clothing 10 rev ea I a sensitive body area. 

The POC will either undergo x-ray screening or a physical and visual inspection. If the POC cannot be x-rayed and a physical and visual inspection is done, the equipment also will be tested for traces of explosives. 

I offered to and emailed the information 10 lhe caller. 

TSA Cares is a program that can provide assistance through screening for those who have disabil1t1es, medical conditions, or devices. Such assistance can help facilitate the screening process. I advised that I would (and did) email information in 
reg a rd to T SA Ca res as we 11 as a number that the passenger can cal I to request assistance. We re commend that requests ass i sta nee be ma de at I ea st 72 hours prior to travel . 



Disability Description: Caller has type 1 diabetes and uses an insulin pump. 

Information Requesl: Caller would like 10 know how screening will go for him because of his medical device and his diabetic supplies. Caller is a first time flyer. 

Response Details: Diabetes-related supplies. medications and equipment such as, lancets. blood glucose meters and strips, alcohol swabs. meter-testing solutions. urine ketone test strips, insulin pumps. pump supplies and used syringes (when 
transported in a Sharps dis po sa I oonta i ne r or other s i mi I ar hard-surface contain er) a re a 11 owed through the security checkpoint once they have been properly sere ened by x-ray or a hand i nsp ecti on. Passengers with diabetes t rave Ii ng with medically 
necessary ii ems should inform a Transportalion Security Officer (TSO) of lhese items and separaIe I hem from other belongings before screening begins. 

Medi ca 11 y necessary items are not subject to the 3-1-1 I iqu ids. g e Is and a eroso I Ii m,tation rule and are al lowed through the checkpoint in any amount once they have been screened. 

Acee sso ries required keeping med i ca 11 y necessary I iqu ids, g e Is, and a eroso Is cool , such as freezer packs or frozen g e I packs, a re permitted th rough the screening ch eek point and may be subject to add i Ii on al sere en i ng. These accessories a re treated 
as liquids unless they are frozen solid at the checkpoint. If these accessories are partially frozen or slushy, they are subject to the same screening as other medically necessary liquids and gels. 

Medically necessary liquids, gels and aerosols in excess ol 3.4 ounces will be screened by x-ray and also receive additional screening. 

911912014 It is not necessary to disconnect from your insulin pump during the screening process. The insulin pump will be screened and. in most cases. passengers will do a self-patdown af the insulin pump followed by an Explosives Trace Detection (ETD) test 
654:03 

PM with a swab of their hands. If traces of explosives materials are detected, passengers will need to undergo add1t1onal screening. 

Passengers may be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT), a walk-through metal deIecIor, or using a lhorough patdown. AIT screening requires that passengers be able to stand still wilh their arms over their head for 5-7 seoonds without 
the support of a person or device. Passengers using the walk-through metal detector must be able to walk through on their own. However, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

If you are screened using a patdown, it is important to know the following: 
Patdowns will be oonducled by a TSO of lhe same gender. 
You may ask for private screening at any time. 
A private screening will be offered if the patdown involves sensitive areas. 
A companion may be present during the private p atdown screening with the TSO or other TS A employee. and this oom pan ion wi 11 be rescree n ed when the p atdown is comp I eted , 
You may request a chair if you need to sit. 
You should not be asked to or be required to remove or lift any article of clothing to reveal a sensitive body area. 

To help discreetly notify the TSO of specific disabilities, medical conditions, or medical devices that oould affect screening, TSA has created a Notification Card. Passengers may choose to let the TSO know they have a disability or medical condition 
by showing the TSA Notification Card. Remember, however, this card does not exempl passengers from screening. 

Caller is laking a flighl on Wednesday and she has a disability al this time and needs 10 know what 10 do to be checked in. Caller has limited standing. 

Res pons e: Advised the cal I er to request the a ssIsta n ce of a PSS or Su pe rvi so r and the checkpoint if needed and other than walking through the WT MD she may subject to the AIT and would need to be ab I e to stand without assistance lo r 5-7 seconds 
with her hands above her head. 

Ca Iler states this is sa m eth i ng she can da. 

9/2212014 
628:46 Caller also has two leenagers without ID and wants to know what to do to get I hem through screening. 

PM 

9124/2014 
10 03 07 

AM 

Response: For passengers who do not have an acceptable form of ID. the TSO will request that the ind1v1dual present two other forms of ID beanng the passengers name to assist in the verification of their identity. One of the items must bear the 
passengers name and other identifying information such as: photo. address, phone number. social security number, or date of birth. Passengers may present documents such as social security cards, birth certificates. marriage licenses or credit cards. 
There is no standard lisl of whal forms of alternative identificalion are acceptable, however, TSOs will ask for at leasl two forms of this idenlification. And they may have to undergo additional screening. 

Caller asked if copies could be accepted and I let her know theres no standard 11st and she could present the copies. 

Wanted to get a copy of the opt out policy. 
Does not want to go lhrough AIT and wanled documentation to prove ii. 
He wanted the information mailed ta him, rather than emailed. 
Then on to TSA.gov website he wanted me to walk him through step by step. 
Ra mb I ed on about po Ii ci es and procedures wel I after he had been given the information requested, 

Advised ca Iler: 
Sc reem ngs using AIT a re vo I unta ry. Ind i vi d ua Is who do not wish to be screened by this techno I og y w, 11 be required to undergo alte mati ve s c reem ng. including a thorough p atdown. 

hltp://www.tsa.gov/ait-privacy 



Caller has a K TN she obtained and Ap n I or May. Cal I er stated that on her I ast two fi Ig hts she has been random I y selected for add i ti o na I screening which was a patdown when going through the PreChe ck I a ne. Caller stated th at this 11 me she Is not 
being selected for PreCheck at all and she is wanting to know why she is being selected randomly all the time and not getting her PreCheck benefits. 

Advised ca Iler: 
1 Are you a U.S. Citizen. U.S. National or U.S. Lawful Permanent Resident? Yes- US Citizen 
2. Are you traveling from an airport participating in TSA Pre?'" and on a participating airline? Yes- Southwest-PHX 
3. Have you received TSA Pre? n., in the past? Yes- She has jusl had issues on lhe last three flights. 
a. If you have received TSA Pre? '" before. has an thin cha n ed? no 

912512014 4. Do know your Known Traveler Number (KTN) (b 1(6) 
2:43:21 5. When making a reservation, have you confirme __ t_a_t 1-e-,n...,...ormation i11 your reservation matches any oriline airline profiles you may use? Yes- Verified everything is co1Tect and matching, 

PM 6. Do you make your reservation lhrough a 3rd party? For example, a travel agenl or an employer's online booking system? No 
7. Do you make your reservations online? Far example. an airline's Web site or a travel Web site such as Travelocity ar Expedia? Yes- airline website. 
8. Have you committed a violation of TSA sec u nty regu I ati ons, such as i nte rfe re n ce with sec u nty op era ti o ns, access control violations. providing fa Is e or Ira udu I ent documents, making a bomb threat. or bringing a firearm, exp I os,ve, or other prohibited 
items to an airport or on board a11 aircraft? No 

If you are randomly selected not to receive PreCheck then it will not print on your boarding pass at all. Generally if you got through the AIT and there is an alarm then you would have to receive additional screening. I am not sure how you were 
randomly selected to receive the additional s c reem ng two times in a row. It sounds Ii ke the re was an ano ma Ii es indicated by the sere en i ng technology. If you have the issue we re T SA pre ch eek does not print on your boa rd i ng pass at al I seve ra I time 
in a row th en that wo u Id be something th at we could escalate and try to Ii nd out why but you we re se I ected for PreC heck on the I as t two flights. I would re commend asking why you a re getting the additiona I screening if it happens again. 

Caller was calling for her husband fo 1(61 :J They are both members of Global Entry. She always gets PreCheck and he never does. He Is 77 years old. She said that United has him listed as._!(b"-",(-'6"'1 ___ ___.! on the reservation. His 
Global Entry has him listed as!(b 1(6 i fT!i"eir home airport is McCarran. She discovered during the call that his passport number was entered instead of his pass Id. She said that they will be flying next week. She referred to his KTN 
as a redress number. She is going to change lhe name and the KTN with the airline. 

1. What is your citizenship? - US Citizen 

2. Are you traveling from an airport participating in TSA PreCheck and on a participating airline? - Yes 

3. Do you have a valid unexpired CBP membership? - Yes 

912512014 4. Have you received TSA PreCheck in the past? • Yes 

4A3:07 
PM 

a. If you have received TSA Pree heck before. has anything changed? - No 

5. Do know your CBP Trusted Traveler PASS ID? - Yes J._(b_._,(_6_) __ ........, 

6. When making a reservation, have you confirmed that your information matches your CBP Trusted Traveler account? - Yes - She said that lhis reservation is showin~._(b-"'1(_6-'-) ____ _.lins1ead or .. [b-"'1(_6-'-) ______ ___. 

a. Your Name. Date of Birth (DOB), and gender must match the information that was submitted at the time of application or (1f updated) what is on file in your online GOES account 
b. If any of this information is not an exact match, you may be precluded from TSA PreCheck consideration. 

7. Do you make your reservation through a 3rd party? For example, a travel agent or an employer's online booking system? - No 

The ca 11 er is t rave Ii ng with a mi nor that is on prob a Ii on and wearing man i tor. The ca Iler wan ts 10 know what TSA requires or what they need 10 do to get though screening. The passenger does have a Ir ave I perm i 1. 

912612014 Outside of any other law enforcement issues that would prohibit a person from boarding an aircraft, wearing a monitoring device, including a medical monitor, during security screening should not pose a problem. If the electronic monitoring device sets 

3,57,21 off the alarm on lhe walk-lhrough metal detector, or produces an anomaly during Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ screening, passengers should alert lhe TransporIation Securily Officer performing the screening thal they are wearing the device. In 
these cases, passengers should expect to undergo additional screening to resolve the alarms. 

PM 



Caller asked when you get TSA PreCheck and you don t have to remove the laptop from its case or take off our shoes, why do you get to do that but. to go through the other line you dont get to do that. 
He asked do they do check on you when you go through the Ii n e. He said he is paying for it but he does not understand why. He said he knows you have to pay $1 0 every ti me you get P reCheck. He said when he prints out his boarding pass, th ere is 
something you have to check to get PreCheck. He said ii was US Air that charges that. He asked how does he gel PreCheck if TSA does not charge and he never enrolled and paid the $85. ALSO: He said when he went through RSW, lhe agenl 
asked him what do you have in your pockets. The caller asked why did the agent want to know what he had in his pockets. He said the agent told him to take out the money and hold it in his hand for screening. ALSO: Caller said he did not want to 
file a complaint about the TSO and did not want to talk to the CSM. 

9127/2014 RESPONSE: Thal is why ii is called expedited screening. You donl have to take the laptop out of lhe case and take off your shoes, plus other items. A background check is not done each time you go lhrough the PreCheck line. TSA does nol charge 
6:13:17 $10 every time you book a flight. It is not TSA that charges you. You will need to contact US Air. If you did not enroll. you are getting PreCheck in one of two ways. You are a FF with an Airline or you are considered a low risk passenger by TSA and 

PM are being allowed or invited to get PreCheck. ALSO: To apply to PreCheck, travelers may submit an application through TSA's Web site at www.tsa.gov or v1s1t an enrollment center to submit an application in person. To complete the application 
process, individuals will be required to visit an enrollment center to provide identification, fingerprints. and proof of U.S. citizenship or immigration eligibility. In addition, an $85 lee to cover an in-depth background check and other operational costs is 
required. Upon successful completion, 1ravelers will receive TSA Pre\u2713'" eligibility for 5 years. ALSO: There is no extra S1 O charge. 

RESPONSE: TSA strongly recommends that passengers remove all items and accessories from their pockets before beginning the security screening process. Removing items such as wallets, belts, bulky jewelry. money, keys. and cell phones may 
reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. ALSO: You can 
ask for a private screening when you have a lot of cash. 
She had to go through a patdown procedure I ast night when she fi ew from Om aha NE back home to Seattle. She had p recheck and came to the check point in a whee I chair and she st, 11 had to have a paid own. She does not fly much but she had a 
similar situation occur in 2009 where they took her ID behind closed door on both legs of travel. On the flight from SEA to Omaha there were no problems or occurences. She states that she feels violated. Later in the conversation she stated that it was 
a fem a I e who did the pa ldow n and they we re courteous and exp Iain ed everything they we re doing. B ul she sti 11 fee Is that the patdown was aver the lop and she has never been touched Ii ke tha I in certain p I aces. She is a widow on socia I s ecuri I y b ul 
she states that she felt like a drug mule going through screening. 

AIRPORT: Omaha NE 
DATE OF TRAVEL: 09-28-14 
DEPARTURE TIME: 1605 
CHECKED BAGGAGE TIME: 1530 
AIRLINE: Alaska Airlines 
FLIGHT NUMBER: 3469B 
TERMINAL OR GATE: Gate A 1 
CONTACT: Caller does not own a computer 

9129/2014 I advised the caller thal our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless of I heir personal situalions and needs, are treated with respect and cour1esy. Every person and item musl be screened before en1ering the secured 
1:36:20 area, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. All Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) are required to be considerate and thoughtful. and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. 

PM TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

At airpor1s nalionwide, TSA has implemented streamlined, consistenl. and thorough patdown procedures at securily checkpoints 10 provide a higher level of security and increase the safety of the 1raveling public. Patdowns help TSA de1ec1 hidden and 
dangerous items, such as explosives. They are used to resolve alarms from the walk through metal detector (WTMD), when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, and as part of TSA's random screening 
acti vi ti es. 

A TSO of lhe same gender as the passenger will conduct lhe patdown search; however, passengers may need to wait for a TSO of lhe same gender to become available. As the screening is being conducled, the TSO will be describing the procedures 
he ar she is using. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TS Os at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Support Manager at that location. 

TSA strives to provide the highest level of security while ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity and respect. To that end, TSA launched TSA Cares, a helpline designed to assist travelers with disabilities and medical conditions. Travelers 
may call TSA Cares toll free at (855) 787-2227 prior to traveling with questions about screening pol1c1es, procedures, and what to expect at the security checkpoint. TSA Cares serves as an additional, dedicated resource spec1f1cally for passengers 
with disabilities, medical conditions, or other circumstances, as well as their loved ones who want to prepare for the screening process prior to flying. I told the caller that this will not eliminate any screening procedures but may be of assistance with 
communication in advance of t rave I . 
Caller is at the airport and he is not comfortable with being separated from his wallet during screening because he wants to keep his identification and credit cards with him. Are the magnetic strips on the credit cards safe to go through the screening? 
Whal about electronics? Is that a reasonable request I hat lhe caller gets 10 keep his wallet on him? 

Advised: 

9129/2014 (TSA) strongly recommends that passengers remove all items and accessories from their pockets before beginning the security screening process. Removing items such as wallets, keys and change may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to 
3:37:39 undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. To avoid the chance of leaving personal items behind, we 

PM recommend passengers place their belongings in their carry-on baggage before entering the checkpoint. 

I don t have thal information as 10 whether the magnetic strips are safe. I can give you lhe number to the CSM at the airport? Caller declined. Eleclronics can be safely screened by x-ray. I cant give you an opinion. You can request that you keep 
your wallet but that would be up to the discretion of the officer at the checkpoint. 



9/29/2014 
3:5017 

PM 

9/29/2014 
4:48:07 

PM 

Caller states that he is a GE member. He is usually chosen for Precheck. Caller will fly to Venice. Italy tomorrow and was not chosen for expedited screening. Caller would like to know why. Caller is upset that he paid money. is an ex-military member 
and government employee, and is not guaranteed expedited screening for every flight. Caller states that he is 75 and would like to know if he will be directed to the Precheck lane because of his age. 

Advised ca Iler: 

It is important to remember that TS A Precheck do es not guarantee an ind iv idua I expedited sere en i ng, TS A wi 11 a I ways i ncorpo rate random and u n pred i eta b I e security measures throughout the airport, 

Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
c I ear an al a rm as wel I as greater use of exp I os1ve s trace detection. Passengers who a re 75 or o Ider wi 11 be informed of the changes to the sere en i ng procedures by Trans po rtati on Security Office rs during the s c reem ng p race ss. They may di reel you to 
the Precheck lane or not. 

While some airports may allow individuals who are traveling with a TSA Precheck eligible passenger to access the TSA Precheck lane, TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport, and this 
procedure may not be available at all times or locations. 

Precheck eligibility does not affect your eligibility for your benefits wilh GE lhrough CSP. 
Caller spoke to us on the 8th. She was flying from AZ. to Burbank, CA. Al I she had was two bags. one with her cloth es. She Ii I ed a complaint but has not heard from the airport. She went through additional s c reem ng. They inspected her ch est and did 
not find anything, They detected an anomalie in her chest. She was scared. They said they were going to do further inspection. They inspected her from her head to her toe including her privates. Nothing was found and they called on a male TSO. They 
told her to show her ID and her BP. Eventually they said everylhing was fine. She was left 1raumatized. She did nol have anylhing offensive so she was concerned on why she would have to go through that especially since nolhing was found. Due to 
the trauma she kept biting her lip due to that for the next days. She will fly to Denver in two weeks and would like to avoid issues. She is dreading the trip due to security. She was told that the airport would communicate with her. Her husband and her 
went to care for their g ra ndch i Id re n. She was stressed because her daughter and her husband were he ad ed towards divorce. Her g ra ndch i Id re n did not want her to I eave. She left one day ea rty. She doesn't know why she received add iii on al sere en i ng. 
Her son is a PE teacher and she will stay with her daughter in law while he is away on a trip with his students. She was told that something she touched set off the alarm, 

Response: 
Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area of an airport and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. TS Os must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal 
Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the 
process. TSA regrels if I his was not your experience. 

TSA recommends that passengers call no less than 72 hours ahead of travel in case it 1s determined that it 1s necessary to coordinate support at the airport. 
She can call us back with her flight information. 
By requesting assistance, it mighl help make the experience more enjoyable. 



You didn't answer my question -you just sent a canned response. 

YOU DO KNOW I HAVE THE SAME - OR HIGHER - SECURITY CLEARANCE THAT YOU HAVE??? 

You do understand that - rig ht?? 

Evidently not.. 

10/112014 

12' 14 '52 Blah Blah Blah 
PM 

Thank you for your e-ma i I in which you inquire about I he reasons for secondary screening. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) see ks 10 provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 travelers who pass through our sere en i ng checkpoints. Every passenger and their property m usl be sere ened before e nl eri ng the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
Caller last fiew from LAX and she was wearing a watch. She didnt have 10 remove personal items when she went through securily. Her watch was demagnetized when she went through lhe AIT She would like to know how to avoid I his in lhe future. 

1 0/ 212014 Advised. 

1:2801 
PM 

Removing items such as wallets, belts, bulky jewelry, money, keys, and cell phones may reduce lhe chances of requiring a passenger 10 undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an 
anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. To avoid the chance of leaving personal items behind, we recommend passengers place their belongings in their carry-on baggage before entering the checkpoint. 

Caller was at securily at the airport and she did not want to go lhrough the AIT machine and is concerned aboul the exposure to the radialion. The TSO didn t give her the oplion of opting out and she told him she was concerned about and he blew her 
off and said that it was safe. She does not remember what the TSO looked like or know his name. 

Advised: 

AIT screening is safe for all passengers and the technology meets national health and safety standards. AIT machines have been independently evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration, the National Institute for Standards and Technology, and 
the Johns Hopkins University Appl 1ed Physics Laboratory. who have al I affirmed their safety. This testing took into account s pec,al pop u I at,ons th at are more sensitive to radiation. such as ch, ldren, persons receiving radiation treatment for medical 
conditions, and pregnant and potentially pregnant women, as well as Transportation Security Officers who work near the equipment. In fact, a traveler is exposed to less radiation from one AIT scan than from two minutes being onboard a commercial 
aircraft at flighl altitude. The e,tremely low dose of radialion from the entire spectrum of TSA screening 1echnology is inconsequential, even to frequent flyers who undergo repealed screening. 

1 ~1!'.i2~ ~ 4 Sc reem ngs using AIT a re vo I unta ry. Ind i vi d ua Is who do not wish to be screened by this techno I og y w, 11 be required to undergo alte mati ve s c reem ng. including a thorough p atdown. 

PM 
Let me get some informalion from you and I can forward I his to the CSM at Sacramenlo. 

Airport where the i nc1d e nt occurred: Sacramento 
Airline: United 
Flight numbers: Unknown 
Date and time of incident September 23. 2014, 0400 am 
What terminal or gate? Unknown 
I ndivid ua I s contact information ema i I 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 101412014 6:38:26 PM Airporl: ONT - LA/Oniario International Date/Time of Travel: 0912012014 Airline & Flight Number: AA Checkpoint/Area of Airport: American 
Airline Terminal (only one checkpoint) TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment: TSA, 

The TSA screening line was extremely large al the ONT airport in the morning, almosl reaching the outside doors at the END of the terminal. While people were frustrated and concerned wilh the enormous line, I here were several visible TSA 
personnel that appeared to be doing nothing, &quot:standing around&quot:, where they could have made efforts to alleviate the situation. I am sure it took many travelers 45 minutes to an hour just to get through the TSA process. plus several people 
MISSED their flights due to the TSA delays. 

Once I finally arrived 10 lhe &quot:checking of bags&quot: process, I declined lhe AIT machine, and knew it will involve a patdown, which is expected. I know I here is some1imes a slight delay due to inefficienices, so I informed a TSA personnel 
(helping with plastic containers), IMMEDIATELY after my ID was checked, so that they could notify the appropriate person. After placing my shoes and items on the belt to be screened, I notified them that I declined the AIT machine. They asked me to 
wait in a certain spot. which again, is expected. After waiting for a while, and even longer. and seeing many travelers go by, the TSA person standing next to me for SEVERAL minutes finally said the he will do the patdown. 

101412014 · It didn't appear thal he was doing anylhing significant, or at all, that would warrant the time waiting, especially when I notified them in advance. 

7: 18,49 - Why couldn't he acknowledge that he would be doing the screening, such as, &quot;l'II be with you in a moment&quot: or something like that. 
PM - I encourage TSA to implement a better more efficient process for those individuals who decline the AIT process. 

On a positive note, the T SA person doing the pa tdow n did put on a new set of g I aves. When a TSA person puts on new g I ove s when they I oak through baggage (touching and hand Ii ng i terns) or do a p atdown. that is a I ways appreciated. 

In summary, please improve lhe screening process at the airport so that people don'I conlinue to miss flights due to TSA inefficiencies in personnel and/or processes. It is very apparent and clear that TSA is inefficient at I hat airport when EVEN the 
airline agents complain and tel I their customers/travelers that missed flights a re usu a I ly due to the T SA delays and that they frequently see TSA person ne I &quot: standing arou nd&q uot: at certain ti mes. Al so, it would be very appreciated if it was 
mandated for T SA person ne I to put on a new set of g I oves whenever baggage is opened and i terns hand I ed and touched. especially in the patdown process. 

Regards, 

!(bi(6i I 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 



Caller said he is angry at TSA at the IND Airport and had an unpleasant experience yesterday at the secunty checkpoint with the TSA Officers but he does not have their names. He said he is 62 years old and was with his wife and poses no threat to 
anyone. He said he and his wife flew from IND to Denver to Santa Fe, NM and his wife got precheck but he did not. He said he went through AIT and had put his items on the conveyor belt with other poeple s items and he said he was told to push his 
ilems on the conveyor belt and he said lhe female Officer should have done that not him. He asked about his pocket comb and they told him to hold it up over his head in lhe AIT. He said a young male Officer came over and look his wallet and comb 
and laid them down and then started the patdown without asking him. He said then the Officer started going through his wallet without asking him and wanted to xray the comb again. He said he had a camera bag and forgot he had a leatherman inside 
it and he said that was his mistake. He said he told the female Officer that he forgot he had 11 and she told him to put it in check bag, mail 11 or surrender it. He said he needed to get on the plane and it was Sat. and no way to mail it and he said his 
Daughter gave it to him and he said he ta I ked to an Officer and he asked if th ere was some way he could get it back, He said he did surrender it and got on the p I an e, He said there has to be a better way and asked if he cou Id get it when he gets back, 
He said he is upset aboul having to get oul of line to push his items up the conveyor belt when he said the female Officer did it for olher people. He said they swabbed his hands and he should nol have had to go lhrough that. He said we slill have lhe 
wand at that airport and they used it on other people but patted him down. He asked if the CSM will call him back and he said he willl get a Congressman involved if they do not call him back. He said he does want the CSM to call him back. 

Complaint 

Airport:IND 
Airline: United 
Flight Number:4112 

101512014 Departure Time: 10-04-14 at 3pm at lhe checkpoint and the flight lime was 5:10 pm 
Arrival Airport and Time:Santa Fe at 8 pm 

11 :40:50 L . . k . 
AM ocat, on: secu n ty chec po, nt 

Term i na I: unknown 

10/5/2014 
1:07:01 

PM 

Gate:A 25 

Contact lnformationj~(b_ •• _,(6_._I --~ 

I advised him that I will refer this to the CSM and that I do not know if he will be called back by the CSM, 

Res pons e: I advised h, m that precheck is random far security reasons and based on an ind i vi d ua I basis. I advised him that he can not get the leatherm an back. 

Search Results For: 
I gave info from http: apps.tsa.dhs.gov mytsa cib_results.aspx?search=Leatherman%20tool 
Leatherman tool 

Check Only 

Caller said she fiew yesterday from Ft Wallon at Eglin Air Force Base to San Diego and lhat she did not get her prescriplion glasses back al the security checkpoint at Ft Wallon. She said lhey did not give her glasses back 10 her and she said she 
went through the ait machine, had her cane and that they gave her sunglasses back to her but not the prescription glasses. She asked how to get them back. 

Response:I gave her the phone # for lost and found at: Eglin Air Force Base 
Okaloosa Reg ion a I Airport 
850-651-7160 

Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Calegories Olher; Advanced Imaging Technology Current Dale/Time: 10151201412:45:33 PM Airport: JFK - John F. Kennedy lnternalional Dateflime o!Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : to whom i I may conce m, 

1 ~1~~2~~4 i have at multiple times (not only at jfk but also at phoenix. lax, canadian airports, etc) been able to bring aboard unopened capn sun bags without being detected by imaging or security. these have all been accidentally brought aboard but i am 
PM concerned someone will willfully bring volatile fluids through capri sun bags. if you could please look into improving security and the ability to detect these liquids, that would be appreciated. 

thank your 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name 1h··,1rr, 
Phone Number (b 1(61 
Ema (b)(61 
To leave a commen concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Caller stated that on 9 28 she flew from DFW on her way to MKE. Caller said that she was in the AIT and she stumbled on her way out and fell on to the conveyor. Caller said there was a gentleman who was at the AIT machine who quickly got down 
and straightened the rug. Caller said that the lady in charge of the station asked her if she was ok and she told her yes. Caller said that she then noticed that her knee and foot were swelling up. She went back and asked for a incident report. She was 
told to call us for a claim. Caller said I hat she went to her Orthopedic doctor on 9 29 and she was put on muscle relaxers. She staled thal she had a knee replacement in April of this year and somelhing doesn I seem right. Caller said I hat lhe 
medication is not working and she was told by her doctor she would need to come back if it does not work. 

Airport- DFW 
Dale and Time: 9 28 14 9:00 flight was at 9:55 
Airline- American 3265 

101612014 Gate or Terminal- R19 
10:27:07 Name-Agent who advised her to contact the TCC - LTSq(b)(ff:, 

AM ~-------~ 

1016/2014 
10:45:52 

AM 

10/6/2014 
2:1504 

PM 

Resolution: 

Advised caller that I can forward her complain! to the CSM al thal location for review. Also advised caller I hat she can get a claim form from the website or if she would like I can email her one and she will get it wilhin 24 hours. 

Caller requested th at I em a i I her the form. 

Caller fiew from Phoenix to Ontario. She had lost her license. She went to the OMV to get a paper copy but the new ID comes in the mail so she did not have it. She has an expired ID and the paper copy. She was fine on departure but was given the 
third degree at PHX on the return. She handed the TSO her paper and expired ID and they treated her like a criminal, She was searched lrorn head to toe and they searched through all her baggage. She was embarrassed by the TSO s. The caller was 
so upset that she was crying on the phone today. 

The TSO who took her ID was a young guy. He had light colored hair. He embarrassed her in front of people. She explained that she knows her ID is expired and that she had already called the airline. He told her to stand aside and then another lady 
asked her ii she was waiting on something. She said she had to take her shoes off. The lady at the AIT was rude. She is the one who took her bag and patted her down. The caller asked her ii she is going to do this in front of everyone. She was taken 
to a private room. She said lhe whole experience was horrible. 
She does not have email. She went through gate C-13 on Southwest Airlines. The caller is 63 and has neck length light brown hair. blue polo shirt, white pants. 

I clarified that the airline and TSA are different entities and TSA is who has to verify your identity. 
I told her I hat you can use alternalive id such as expired licenses or credit cards and you are subjecl to additional screening, however TSO s are 1rained 10 Ire at you wilh dignity respect and courtesy and I am sorry I hat I his was not your experience. 
Because your complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your e-rnail to the Customer Service Manager at that airport. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot 
areas of concern that rn ay require sp eci a I atlent1on. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prom pt, corrective action whenever we determine that secu ri ty-scre en i ng policies need mod iii cation or specific emp I aye es or screen er teams a re the 
subjects of repeated complaints. 

Feedback Type · Security Issue 
Calegari es : Other: Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Ti me 1 01612014 12: 15: 19 PM Airport : PH X - P hoe nix Sky Harbor Intern ati ona I Date/Ti me of Travel 1010612014 8: 3 0 AM Airline & FI i g ht Number : United 4 5 7 Check poi ntl Area of 
Airport . Terminal 2 TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : Dear sirs, I'm contacting you to complain about the complete disregard for procedure at the Phoenix airport today, October 6, 2014. Terminal 2. 
My brother!(b)(ff•, !and I arrived for our United flight to Newark at 8:30AM, following your web page recommendations we repeatedly reported to the TSA agents that my brother has two hip replaced and therefore requested a scan instead of 
metal detector. In spite of our repeated attempts the TSA agents directed my brother to the metal detector which naturally went off. 
The triggering of the detector initiated a series of searches which consumed 20 minutes, all easily avoided if the agents listened to us and our repeated appeals for a scan. 
The behavior of lhe TSA agenls concerns me at several levels: disrespect for passengers wilh implants, excessive time wasted on a futile search, and lhe overall reduction of effectiveness in securing travel. 
Appreciate your attention to this matter and hopefully it prevents future incidents. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passe11ger·s Name ·lrb"i/6·-. 
Phone Number kb 1(6) 
Email kh ,rn1 ! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



10/7/2014 
3:28 05 

PM 

The ca 11 er recently flew from DC to HI. She has a knee imp I ant and she has a card. She stated that she did inform them at the che c kpomt. She stated that she goes through the A IT and she 1s sti 11 subjected to add i ti o na I screening, m the form a 
patdown. She stated that one lady was very through over her breasts and other areas of her body, just because of the knee implant. She stated that the patdowns have to be a violation of the ADA. She stated that she does not want to go through a 
patdown when she flys, just because she has a metal implanl in her knee and she shows the card from her doctor staling such. She stated I hat she has read on the 1n1ernet lhe generally one or the other is used, and not both. She stated that she has 
read that she can get a patdown if the AIT is declined or not available. however in her case she normally has to go through both. She asked if TSA has a Prescreening program to say that an individual has such issues to avoid a patdown in the future. 
She asked why she was not wand ed to clear the a I arm. She stated that the paid owns a re obnoxious and they a re a waste of time m her case. She stated that it Ju st delays her and wastes Un necessary time of the agents as we 11. She stated th at a 
private screening would just delay her further, She stated that she will contact the ADA to see if there is anything that they can do. She asked if the AIT alarms are generally audible. 

I explained that any time a passengers goes through the screening process they have to be screened. She can request a patdown first, rather than going through both process. TSA PreCheck. or any other program will not help her avoid a patdown for 
screening. I exp I am ed that there is no way for her to avoid a paid own. We do not use wands far s c reem ng. I exp I a i ned th at she can request a private screening if a patdown is required. which may make her mo re comfortable with the process. I 
explained that we use the WT MD, AIT, and patdowns to screen passengers, and sometime addition al sere en i ng methods that may include testing for ETD, Passengers may present medica I doc um e nta ti on reg a rd i ng a med i ca I condition to he Ip info rm 
TSOs: however this documenlation is not required, nor will it exempl passengers from the screening process. I explained that generally depending on the machine setup, the AIT would highlight any alarming areas. The AIT does not penelrate the skin, 
therefore it would not show the metal implants in her knee. 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents ten-orists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove lhe random element from lhe system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

Caller wants to file a formal complaint against TSA. Yesterday she was flying from Colorado Springs with her daughter. The daughter tested positive for an explosive test and they were then taken aside full pat down which included her private parts. 
Caller said her daughler was traumalized. They were told I hat if they refused that they could be arrested. Caller want 10 file compliant, gel some information, and she requests we update our website to make it clear what happens to a child between 
the age of 13 and 18 and that they can receive the same pat down as an adult. 

RESPONSE: 

Every person. regardless of age. must undergo screening to proceed beyond the security checkpoint. Even a baby must be individually screened, however, it is Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ policy that passengers will not be separated 
from their children. 

When required, children who appear 10 be 12 years old and younger receive a modified version of the patdown. The modified version of the patdown still requires a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) 10 pal down the clolhed areas of the child's body; 
however, the procedure was adapted to be less invasive. 

10/7/2014 
S:26:37 The modified version of the patdown is required if the walk-through metal detector alarms when the child walks through it, anomalies are detected during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. the adult accompanying the child refuses AIT 

PM screening on the child's behalf, or the child is randomly selected for a search. Also, a paldown of specific areas of a child's body may be conducled if the child is wearing bulky clothing. 

The patdown can always be conducted in a pnvate screening location when requested. The Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) never separates a child from an accompanying adult. The accompanying adult may observe the entire patdown 
process and may assist by holding the chi Id's hand. Twos a re trained to conduct these procedures profession ally and respectfu 11 y. 

Children over 12 receives the same general pat down as adults. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have fa rwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Custom er Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation, 
Ai rpo r1: Colorado Springs 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Number: 4630 
Date: October~ y0l4 fi·3Q a•d 6-45 a rn ;ocident 
Individual Contact f b 1(6 1 I 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: Ca 11 er is a recent breast cancer survivor. 

Response Details: I stated they are trained. They would have to conduct additional screening on anyone that triggers an alarm or an anomoly with either screening machine. 
I suggested for future flights to call TSA Cares and request assistance for the screening process. She could call 8557872227. She could request a pnvate screening and should call 72 hours pnor to the flight. 
She could obtain the notification card which is a discreet way to provide information to the TSO prior to the screening process at ts a.gov 
I was not sure what was detected on the AIT Machine. 

I stated I would forward this information to the CSM for review. Someone may contact her. 

Incident Details: Caller wanted to report an experience which occurred at the checkpoint at Charlotte Douglass in NC. It occurred between 5:30-6:00AM. 

She is a recent Breast Cancer Survivor. She had reconstruction 4 weeks ago. She went through the AIT machine. They pulled her to the side after she came out. The TSO stated they had to search her chest. The TSO asked if she had bandages? She 

101712014 said no. The TSO stated she had to search her. She had to put her arms up. The TSO put her hands on her breasts where she had reconstructive surgery. 

7:13:41 
PM 

10/812014 
8:57:07 

AM 

The ca 11 er stated she had surgery 4 weeks ago and did want anyone to touch her chest. 

The TSO did not offer a privale screening. She pul her hands on her chest. She was so upset thal she was screened in front of everyone. She swabbed her hands and staled she was done. 
She was humiliated in public. Why are they not trained ta screen passengers with Breast Cancer? Would they check a man s testicles in front of everyone? The TSO was Female. 
After the screening experience , US Air had given her seat away. Will someone contact her? She is not disabled. 
What did they see on the AIT machine? 

She does not want ta discuss her medical condition. She was so embarrassed and humiliated. She was not an avid flyer and did nat know the procedures or to ask for anyone. The TSO s should be trained to do this. 

Ai rpo rt--C h arl otte Douglas 
Dale Time--10 02 2014 06:00 am Actual flight was a 730 deparIure 
Gate or Terminal--Nat Provide 
Airline US A1 rways 
Flight #- 662 

Caller signed up for precheck recently via TSA and had a bad experience the first time, he has a bad leg and doesn t know whal is in his leg other lhan metal, informed TSOs and still had to remove items from his pockets and remove shoes, bell, etc. 
and was patted dawn completely. He was the first one in line and last one to get through because he had to have additional screening. 
Departing from PHF and said he stood with his feet on pads and arms above head for screening technology. 
He do esn t know what is in his knees, has had 4 joint rep I ace m ents, ii he presents his medica I ca rd does that a 11 ow him to not go through the re mova I of everything lo r screening? 

Response: 
Informed caller PHF airport doesn t participate with the Precheck program, therefore, not eligible at that location. Must be flying via airline assigned to the departure airport. Not a guarantee for anyone, should be allowed on a more consistent basis, 
but, TSA doesn t guarantee anyone they can use precheck everytime they fiy. Random selection only. 
If a passenger has metal implanls, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a TransporIation Securily Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 
Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available 

Can presenl documentation, not required and doesn t exempt anyone from screening process. Cannol allow anyone 10 circumvent the system by learning how it works and be allowed 10 gel something through I hat could be detrimental to safely of 
aviation. 



Caller was immediate I y wanting to f, I e a complaint with EW R. so wanted to give the incident detai Is. 

lncidenl details. 
Date and Time: 08.11.2014 5-545 am 
Gate: B627 
Airline: JetBlue 
Airporl: EWR 
Security was nearest the boarding gate area. 

101812014 Incident was: 

2,15, 12 Her children were asked 10 have be patted down because she did nol wanl them 10 be over exposed to xrays. 

PM 
She went through the AIT machine, but the Officer had an issue in doing so. Her 8 year old son eventually had to go through the AIT machine anyways. 

The Officer was a large male, medium skinned was accompanied by a thinner person and a woman was somewhere in the background. 
A Supervisor never came, it was around 530 am. They refused a Supervisor. The Officer hid his name tag, and said if she did not adhere thal they would call lhe police. The female officer said that another Supervisor was being called. The male officer 
who threatened her was named~ 
A Supervisor finally came, and ~hen the Supervisor let them through. 

She does nol le el as though this situation had to turn out Ii ke this, and was unnecessary. 

I did let her know that I was forwarding her comp I amt to the CSM at E WR. 
If she had future issues, she could call this number back chose option 5, and then type in airport code EWR. 
Disability Description: Caller has an artificial pancreas and an insulin pump. 

Response Details: I advised her that I will refer this to the CSM s at the airports. 

Response:To protect a passengers nghts under Federal law and to file a valid claim. travelers must send their claim in writing to TSA, stating the circumstances of the loss and the exact amount claimed (fair market value of lost or destroyed property. 
reasonable cost of repair for damaged property). within 2 years after the claim occurred. The claim must be signed by the claimant or an authorized representative (e.g .. an attorney or other personal representative with appropriate proof of authority). 
TSA is responsible for reviewing all claims relating to the screening of passengers and their baggage. 

To file a claim. you should fill out the Standard Fonm 95 (claim form) in accordance with the instructions and return 11 to the address in box number 1 A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. While use of the form is not 
mandatory, it may help travelers ensure that they meet the legal requirements for filing a claim, If you decide to file a claim, it will be processed in accordance with the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

Once TSA s Claims Management Branch (CMB) has received your claim form. you will be sent a letter of acknowledgement and a claim number. You should keep the claim number for future reference when inquiring about the claim. TSA tries to 
resolve claims as quickly as possible but may need time lo r further i nve st,g at,on of the facts. If T SA denies a clai rn or has not finally resolved it within 6 months after it was Ii I ed, !rave I e rs have a rig ht to bring their claim to court. 

1 ~1~~~~t I gave her the phone# for CMB at 571-227-1300. 

PM 

Incident Details: Caller said she got on a plane 2 weeks ago and that she has an artifical pancreas and insulin pump and cant be around any xrays and that she was put in the ait machine and they fried $1200 worth of medical equipment. She said 
she had a Dr. prescription that she gave I hem and they insisted I hat she go inside the ait machine. She said she had no insulin after thal happened at Sacramenlo and I hat she was going to Vegas. She said it all had 10 be replaced and she said this 
happened at both Sacramento and Vegas Airports with the ait machines. She said she does not have the name of any Officer at either airport and she said the Officers told her she could still go through the ait machine and would not use the wand on 
her. She said she appreciates TSA but that they need to know what the machines can do to medical items and that we need to be trained more and she said without insulin she can die. She said the Officers were nice but they did not listen to her. She 
requested that we email the claim form to her. She asked does she need to get the cost of the machine for the claims dept. She said Medtronics overnited the machine to her. She said they separated her and her husband and it may not have 
happened if he co u Id have stayed with her. She said she showed th em the pump rig ht away and that her husband keeps her r ro m getting confused . 

COM PLAINT:CSM 
Claims: Complaint 

AirportSacramento 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number:unknown 
Departure Time: 09-29-14 at 11 am bul they left 30 minutes late 



Disability Description: He has a defibrillator 

Information Requesl: He said he will be traveling again lhis year but he declined the pss. 

Response Details: Response: I advised him that he needs to have his hands free for the screening process and to put the wallet in the plastic bin and to talk to the Officer before screening starts about the concern he has about his wallet. I advised 
him that he can put it in his carry on bag before he com es into the checkpoint. 

If a passenger has an internal medical device, such as a stomach or cardiac pacemaker ar a defibrillator, it is important for him or her to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening before the screening process begins. 
Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices, passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 

Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds. 

TS A is required by I aw to screen a 11 property that is brought on boa rd commercia I passenger a ire raft, including carry-on I ugg age, To ensure the security of the traveling public, it is sometimes necessary for Trans po rtati on Security Office rs (T SOs) to 

101812014 conduct hand inspections of carry-on bags. TS Os receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise greal care during the screening process so that when bags are opened a passenger s belongings are 

9A6,22 returned to the same condition they were found. 

PM 
Transportation Security Administration (TSA) policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items, including disability-related devices and aids. are kept within a passengers line-of-sight when a passenger is 
required 10 undergo additional screening. When passengers cannot mainlain line-of-sight with I heir property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sighl of the passengers ilerns and 10 ensure thal the 
passenger is reunited with his or her property once it clears x-ray screening. 

I advised him that he needs to declare the defibrillator and advise the Officer that he does not want the xray screening. 

I offered to send this to the CSM at the airport but he declined. 

I asked if he needs a pss at the checkpoint and that he can ask for a pss or supervisor and offered an email, 

If a passenger cannot remove his ar her shoes due to possible medical complications, discomfort, pain, balancing problems. or because the shoe is part of a prosthetic, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening 
begins. 

His or her shoes are subject to addilional screening, which may require I hat lhe passenger lift the bo1tom hem of his or her pants. A passenger can request to be seated during this additional screening. 



10/9/2014 
9:1812 

AM 

Disability Description: The caller wears an insulin pump. 

Information Requesl: She indicaled thal she has observed passenges wilh medical devices being escorled to the WTMD for screening. She indicated I hat she has seen the chain being removed from lhe WTM D and a TSO escorting a passenger 
through. She asked why she can t do that. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: I advised that passengers can request to be screened vi a a p atdown rather than to pass through the AIT or WTM D. 

I advised that in regard to the specific indcident with the TSO, I will refer the information to the CSM at PIT to make them aware. They would have the means ta look into and address this. 

I advised that I would refer her feedback to our disability department. I opted to do this as the caller challenged the infonmation on our site and feels that it is misleading, 

I explained that passengers cannot request to be screened by the WTM D instead of AIT or a patdown screening, however TS Os can approve alternate screening for passengers with disabilities, medical conditions, ar devices. I advised that she can 
request the assistance of the PSS or STSO at the checkpoint with questions or concerns. They can address these and provide assistance through screening. TSA Cares can provide assistance through screening for those with d1sab1lities, omedical 
conditions, or devices. Such a ssis tan ce can faci Ii ate the screening process for the passenger. 

Incident Details: The caller indicated that she had a negative experience on 5 22 at PIT. The TSO swore that insulin pumps were okay to go thrugh the AIT. The TSO threatened her with a full body patdawn if she didn t go through AIT. She felt that he 
was forcing her to go through AIT. which she did. She feels that this is due to lack of education of our TSOs and TSA s policy. 
United flight 3541 PIT to Chicago departing at 6:35am 
The TSO was male, dark brown hair, glasses, average-short build. She went lhrough the scanner in the far right lane. 

She has researched and has been advised by the manufacturer of her insulin pump and other manufacturers of insulin pumps that they should not be subjected to AIT. This applies to glucose monitors as well. 

She is in the process of replacing her insulin pump. It is covered under warranty and she is nat incurring an out al pocket. She indicated that she went through screening a few days ago. 

She would like for someone to follow up in regard to i nsulin pumps going through the xray machine. She stated that the verb age on the website indicates that passengers can go through AIT or the WTMD with the insulin pump. She feels this is 
misleading. 

She indicated that she is happy to pro vi de documentation to we b1ste that she has used for her research in reg a rd to the screening of insulin pumps. 

Caller lives in the US and has friends who arTived in the US and dont speak good English, everytime they board a flight in the US they have excess screening. What is the problem? 
Flying from BU F to Chicago and also mentioned at JFK they had to go through excess screening. Caller wasn t sure of the screening I hey were referring 10, such as a paldown, being delayed by CSP, etc. 
Caller said at BUF they had to be double checked and they are traveling with small children. 
Asked why they are having to have the additional s c reen,ng? 
Caller disconnected the call at 11 :47 AM. 

101912014 Response: 
11 :35:48 TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their cafTY-On baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 

AM factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also se I ects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security sere en i ng. This random element prevents te rTori sis from attempting to defeat the security system by I earning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. 



10/912014 
12:06:07 

PM 

Caller has a friend who is traveling with another fnend from Russia and they are traveling in the US and have been put on a list at each airport. Why have they put them on this 11st and they are tired because they have been checked again and again? 
Thinks it is TSA that is doing the checking because they gave a friend in Omaha, NE the TCC # and were told to contact the TCC for information. 
jrh·\/r;·-, ~nd fh·\/r;·-, lis lhe name of the passengers and caller asked for specific informalion regarding the two individuals? 
No specifics re9arding the type of screenin9, just that they are being checked precisely at each and every airport before allowed to board their flights. 

Response: 
(TSA) seeks to provide a hi9h level of security and customer service to all 1ravelers who pass through our screenin9 checkpoints. Every passenger and their property musl be screened before en1ering the secured area, and the way the screenin9 is 
conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 
TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screenin9. Additionally, a physical search of a passen9er's property could also be performed. 
TSA also selects passen9ers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 
We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers, TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new 1echnolo9ies to address the explosives th real. In lhe meantime, lhe use of additional screening enhances our ability 10 de1ec1 explosives al our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an addilional layer of security at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

No specific info rma ti on far any pass enq er. just stand a rd p races s and procedures information, offered to provide via ema i I, none provided. 
Caller said he has a KTN. he had an incident at DFW when he was returning to San Jose. He went through the precheck line. He has a prosthetic metal shoulder and it set off all the WTM D and they patted him down. The reason he got the KTN is 
be cause he !rave Is often so he can go through quickly. This 11 me when he went through al I this addition al sere en i ng did not help anything. So he is not receiving the preche ck he pa id for, he is 65 years of and deserves to receive it. He stated we 
obviously need to change our system. 

TSA continues to focus its resources and to improve passenger experience at the security checkpoint by expanding its use of technology and applying new intelligence-driven, nsk-based screening procedures. The use of nsk-based initiatives allows 
TS A to maintain its h igh-s ecuri ty standards and a 11 ow mo re trave I ers to experience the benefit of expedited screening. 

101101201 The most familiar of TSA's risk-based initiatives, TSA Pre\u2713'", allows TSA to identify low-risk passengers for expedited screenin9. Travelers who are directed to the TSA Pre\u2713 '" lane may be allowed to keep on their footwear, light outerwear, 
4 5:38:01 

and belt, and leave their laptop in its case and 3-1-1 compliant liquids gels bag in their carry-on luggage. 
PM 

Explained to the caller thal if he went through the precheck line, he was receivin9 the precheck incentives. But once he alarmed lhe machine they made him remove his shoes, that is additional screening. Any passenger regardless of precheck status, if 
they alarm are required to undergo additional screening. Told the caller that for future reference he needs to inform the officers before he goes throu9h screening that he has a Metal Implant so they can direct him to the AIT machine that he would need 
to go through. 

Caller hung up. 

10112/201 Caller says she recently flew and did not want to be xrayed, she said she was directed to the AIT machine and was lold to 90 through this, she a9ain said she lold the TSO thal she did not want 10 be xrayed. She ask if this machine put of radiation, I 
4 5:45:56 advised her no and this type of screening can be opted out of she said she tried and they would not let her. I offered to take this information and forward to the CSM she declined. She just wanted to make sure there was no radiation and ended call. 

PM 



I recently received the lo 11 owing response to my T SA complaint. Tho ugh I appreciate the qui ck response, it appears my conce ms regarding my personal safety and ng hts does not re so I ved any of the issued raised in my comp I a int. I would appreciate a 
person al response to the issue raise touching me with contaminated gloves and p ri mari I y without my permission, 

What corrective action is the TSA intend to make? How can Ebola be controlled when the TSA does not practice protective care to avoid contamination passengers by the TSA agent himself? 

Has a Case file been opened regarding this event or open a case file for this complaint 

---Original Message---
F rom: tsatcc _do_ not_rep ly@se ntu re .com [ m a1 lto:tsatcc _do_ not_rep ly@se ntu re .com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 02, 2014 12:56 PM 
To !/h1/R, I 
Subject In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank you for your e-mail regarding your screening experience. 
10/13/201 

4 The Transportation Security Ad mini st ration (TSA) see ks to provide the high est I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 who pass through our screening ch eek points. 0 u r policies and procedures fa cu s on ensuring th at al I passengers. reg a rd I ess of 
10:10:sg their personal situations and needs, are treated with respect and courtesy. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area. and the manner in which the screening 1s conducted is important. All Transportation Security 

AM Officers (TSOs) are required to be considerate and thoughtful, and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

At airports nationwide, TSA has implemented streamlined, consistent, and thorough patdown procedures at security checkpoints to provide a higher level of security and increase the safety of the traveling public. Patdowns help TSA detect hidden and 
dangerous items, such as explosives. They are used to resolve alarms from the walk through metal detector (WTMD), when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. and as part of TSA's random screening 
acti vi ti es. 

A TSO of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdown search: however, passengers may need to wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. As the screening is being conducted, the TSO will be describing the procedures 
he or she 1s using. The passenger should info rm TSO s of any di Iii cul ty raising his or her arms. rem am i ng in the pas i ti on required for a paid own, or any areas of the body th at are pai nfu I when touched. TS Os a re required to use the back of the hand to 
patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas, TS Os are required to use the front of the hand. 

At any time during the screening process, passengers may request a private screening. 
TSOs should also offer a private screening before beginning a paid own inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the pnvate screening after the companion clears 
screening , Passengers who refuse sere en i ng in both the pub Ii c and private a re as w i 11 not be permitted to enter the secured area, 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Support Manager at that location. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot 



10113/201 
4 6:44:55 

PM 

Disability Description: Caller has a complaint. 

Response Details: Before the security screening begins, it is imporwnt to inform lhe Transportation Security Officer (TSO) if you: 
Have an insulin pump 
Need a ss1sta n ce 
Have difficulty raising your arms 
Have difficully walking or stJnding alone. 

It is not necessary to disconnect from your insulin pump during the screening process. The insulin pump will be screened and. in most cases. passengers will do a self-patdown of the insulin pump followed by an Explosives Trace Detection (ETD) test 
with a swab of their hands. If traces of explosives materials are detected, passengers will need to undergo additional screening. 

Passengers may be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT), a walk-through metal detector, or using a thorough patdawn. Any passenger can request a patdawn rather than using the technology. 

For your complaint to be oonsidered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, it must; 

Be filed within 180 days al the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt; 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the alleged discriminatory action in sufficient detail to inform TSA of the nature al the alleged act al discrimination: and 
Be s1g ned by the complainant or someone autho nzed to sign on be ha If of the co mp I a in ant. 

In order to approprialely address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authonzat1on to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

Email sent. 

Incident Details: The callers daughter flew to England. She stated that she was told that she can remove her insulin pump for screening and they will visually inspect the machine. She stated that she told the officers that the pump cannot go through the 



I have a complaint about going thru Security at Midway Airport this morning. October 13th with my 92years old mother who has Parkinson's disease and was in her own wheelchair. 

When I got up to the screening I told the TSA agent that my mother could not get out of wheelchair to walk thru the security. She told me I would have to take her shoes and lightweight Jacket off of her so they could pat down her own wheelchair. 

It says in your own instructions that 

TSA has implemented a program lhat revised screening procedures for passengers who appear to be age 75 and older. Under lhis new screening procedure, passengers who appear 10 be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and lighl 
outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to clear an alarm, as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the 
changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

10/14/201 
4 8:47:38 

AM So why did this TSA agent in who cal I ed for someone to take her back and pat her down that I had to take her shoes off and Ii g htwei g ht co at off? 

10/14/201 
4 211 03 

PM 

When I flew from Co I umb us Ohio to Midway, Chicago airport I ast Friday morning 1 011 0114 - they I et her keep her shoes and coat on. Now this morning when she was s I eep i ng in her chair as I had gotten her up too early this agent made me take her 
shoes off. 

Then afterwards when I had gone thru security I noticed another agent had an elderly gentlemen who was able to keep his shoes on when he brought him thru security to pat him down. 

I think you need to train some TSA agents about this program so it doesn't happen again when I fly with my elderly mother. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Other 
Cur,-ent Date/Time· 10/1412014 1:04:17 PM Airport, DAB - Daytona Beach International Date/Time a/Travel· 10/1312014 2:36 AM Airline & Flight Number, Delta 1087 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, TSA Screening Area TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment: When I used my smart phone boarding pass I was given my license back with a small paper encased in plastic that I gave to the TSA (female) agenl. I was told I didn't have 10 lake off my earrings, watch or shoes. I'm assuming the pass I 
was given exempted me from doing it. From my past travels. I've learned this pass is randomly given. I did open my carry on and gave the female TSA agent, my hand cream, toothpaste and liquid soap I had in a plastic bag for her to review. At that 
time, I thought I was going to go through the Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) Equipment that swirls around your body vice the regular metal detector but I wasn't. I was directed to come through the metal detector which of course sent off alarms 
be ca use of the j ewe I ry I was wearing. The male and fem a I e T SA agents kept sending me back to take of j ewe I ry, then my shoes and was proposing to do a ful I body search if the detector went off again. After taking off my shoes, the metal detector 
didn't alarm when I went lhrough the metal deIecIor. At that point, I was really confused and wondered why they would send me lhrough a metal deIecIor when I was inilially told I didn't have lake anything off. I thoughl my pass bypassed lhe meIaI 
detector. I was the only one in the TSA screening area and felt like I was under some kind of assault. I don't like to play race cards but I almost felt like I was being harassed by TSA because I was black. The TSA Caucasian staff at Daytona Beach 
needs to be more professional and follow the rules in place. I should not have been subjected to a metal detector and should have been allowed to go through the AIT because of the pass I was given. The experienced left me feeling truly assaulted. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Na~m_e_.: (_b_1_(6_1_....., __ _, 
Phone Numbe 1h··,1rr·, 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller said I hat every time she flies and goes through the AIT, it picks up something on her body and she has 10 pass through again. She wants 10 know if she can get information or pictures about what is causing lhe alarm. She said I hat she doesn t 
know what it could be every time but she flies often and it always happens. 

10114/201 Advised caller that the AIT takes a generic image of the passenger and the images are not something that the airports keep, She cannot get pictures and there is no one that she can contact that can tell her what is causing he alarm. She can ask the 
4 4:00:33 officers at the checkpoinl whal it is and she can ask for a supervisor if they do not help her. The AIT picks up anomalies on the outside of the body. They also used to use the backscatler which is more like an x-ray machine, but she said that she is 

PM going through the millimeter wave, which is the AIT. 

hllp: www.tsa.gov ait-how-it-works 



Caller fiew from SLC on Sept 27th and went to meet someone in the lobby and had to go through security again and he was asked if he had anything else in his pocket and he told them that he just had paper which was $100 bills. The officers made 
him take the money out of his pocket and hold it above his he ad during the screening process for everyone to see, He is needing to know why he could nt just I eave the money in his pocket, 

The screening process at the checkpoint requires passengers to empty their pockets so when they go through the AIT screener the items will not show up as an anomaly. The reason that the officers ask him to hold the money during the screening 
10115/201 process is so he would not have to place 11 in a bin to go through the xray machine. 

4 I advised him that I can forward his complaint to the CSM at SLC so they will be aware of this issue or he can speak with the CSM directly. He stated that he wanted to speak with the CSM so I ask him to hold while I obtained the contact information. 
10:06:47 

AM 

10115/201 
4 

11:40:15 
AM 

10115/201 

When I came back to the call 45 seconds later he disconnected the call. 

The caller indicated that she is flying next week on 10 22 to Dallas TX and on 1 17 to RSW. She has a pacemaker and hip replacement. She is advised at the airport that AIT is safe for her pacemaker and goes through AIT. She indicated that it is 
uncomfortable for her spread her legs for the patdown. She is 88. She doesn t understand why she always has to receive a patdown after passing lhrough AIT even after she advises of lhe pacemaker and hip replacemenl She resents this and doesn t 
like being touched between her legs. 

She indicated that she is in a wheelchair. She passed through screening once at either DTW or RSW and did not require a patdown. She stated lhat she did nol go through screening. She slated that she doesn t recall if she passed through any 
machines. She doesn t recall when this occurred or at which airport. 

She expressed conce m in reg a rd to being separated from her purse, 

She asked if there is something that she can do not to be screened. 

She asked what happens if she doesn t advise of her pacemaker and hip replacements. 

We cannot guarantee that she wont receive a patdown. Also, there is nothing that can be done so that she wont be screened. She has to be screened by TSA before she can board her flight. Patdowns are required to clear anomalies of AIT. I advised 
th at she s ho u Id advise of the hip rep I ace me nt and pacemaker before screening begins. She should advise if she has d ifflcu lty in raising her arms or rem am i ng the position required lo r a p atdown and if any area of her body is sensitive or painful when 
touched. 

TSA Cares can provide assistance through screening for those with disabilities or medical conditions to facilitate screening. Such assistance does not guarantee that she wont receive a patdown. I advised that she should call at least 72 hours prior to 
!rave I to request a ss1sta n ce. She declined. 

Transportation Security Adminislration (TSAJ policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOsJ to reasonably ensure thal carry-on items, including disability-related devices and aids, are kept wilhin a passenger's line-of-sighl when a passenger is 
required to undergo additional screening. When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's items and to ensure that the 
passenger 1s reunited with his or her property once it clears x- ray s c reem ng. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak wilh a supervisor or Passenger Supporl Specialist while at the checkpoint. 
Caller 1s calling for her mother She applied for precheck at LAX on Sept 17. She checked the status and her fingerpnnts weren't clear. Now they are doing a name check for them. Her mother is flying in 3 days and she has no KTN for her. She wants 
to know if there is anything she can do to ensure she gets p recheck on Saturday, She wants to know who to speak with about the en ro 11 me nt process to inquire why the fingerprints weren't noticed as bad on the day they we re pre sent, and a I so why it is 
taking so long. 

Advised. 

4 2:30:41 Under I his new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitling an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
PM clear an alarm, as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

I advised that there was nothing I could do to get her mother precheck on Saturday. 
For additional assistance, please contact the Universal Enrollmenl Call Center at (855) DHS-UES1 (1855] 347-8371) between 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Eastern Time, Monday lhrough Friday. 



Caller said he went through T SA in Chicago and went through the WT MD. They then told him that he would need to go through the Al T machine. He said he went through the machine and lo r some reason they we re only interested in his should er. He 
said they padded down his shoulder. He said they wanted to look through his wallet. He said he was told by a police officer in EW R to never let TSA have your wallet. TSA told him this was a lie and give me your wallet or walk out. He said 4 or 5 
TSA officers were in front of him telling him this. He said he did give them his wallet 10 look through. He asked is this procedure. He asked what is right, is TSA allowed to look lhrough your wallet or not. ALSO: He said that he had some lheft of 
money at the TSA screening in EWR before. He said he was out cash there in EWR. He said he talked to the police at the Airport and they did an investigation but he never got anything out of it. He said he had no money missing from his wallet this 
time. ALSO: He asked how can he ensure that TSA would not take any of his money. He asked if he can ask for a police officer the next time at the screening when they want his wallet. 

RESPONSE: The Transportation Security Adminislration (TSAJ posls signs al the entrances of security screening checkpoinls advising 1ravelers that their person and property are subjecl to screening. This advance notice provides individuals wilh the 
opportunity to not enter that area. Once an individual elects to attempt to enter a screening location, screening must be completed before an individual is permitted to leave the screening location. 

10/16/201 
4 ?: 1 0:S 3 RESPONSE: You can request a private screening of you and your belongings but that private screening would include a patdown. You can ask that another TSA employee be present during the private screening. You can also ask another TSO be 

PM present during a public screening. You can ask for 2 TSA employees 10 look at your wallet at the same time. They will try 10 accommodate you. 

RESPONSE: TSA policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items, including disability-related devices and aids, are kept within a passenger's line-of-sight when a passenger 1s required to undergo 
additional screening, When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's items and to ensure that the passenger is reunited 
with his or her property once it clears ,-ray screening. You can ask them to watch your property during your screening. They will try to accommodale you. 

RESPONSE: You have up to 2 years to file a claim on missing items. 

RESPONSE: up to 2 years to file a claim. 

The caller had a negative experience at LGA on the Sept-30th. It appears that she was selected for random screening and had an invasive patdown of her arms and back that angered her. She was very angry and would not stop interrupting me as I 
was asking for additional information. I was finally able to get her 10 cairn down enough to e,plainl the incident, which did not reveal to me any wrong doing on lhe part of TSA. She said that her rights were violated but made not mention of 
discrimination. She told me that the TSO actually said that she was selected for random screening. She wanted to know what procedures that TSA follows during the selection of passengers for random screening. 

Advised: 

I e,plained to the caller that some information is SSI and that I can only share a small portion of what occurs afterwards but not about the selection process. 

(T SA) see ks to provide a high level of security and custom er service to a 11 travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints, Every passenger and their property must be sere ened before entering the secured a re a, and the way the screening is 
conducted is impor1ant. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring thal all passengers are trealed with dignily, respect, and cour1esy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in s c reem ng passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on bag gage. which may be triggered by a number of 

101171201 factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve 

4 an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. (same sex officer paldown and a private screening if asked) 

10:39:44 
AM 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints. provides an additional layer of secunty at the checkpoint. and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

I gave her the number to the CSM at LGA. 

Name: rb)(61 
Phone: ~-----~ 



10118/201 

Caller wants to place a complaint for her daughter. Her daughter is disabled and they are at Logan right now. She said before going through screen in an a ent asked her daughter 1/ she can raise her arms to go through the AIT machine. Her 
daughter did raise her arms to show him that she could. Her daughters name i~/h··11fr1 I She said at the machine. the TSOs name was (b)(6) when her daughter rose from the chair to go through the machine, as soon as the officer 
saw her limping, he told her to step back from the AIT. He did nol ask her if she was able to raise her arms or go lhrough the machine. He saw her ,mp,ng an told her not to go in. Then her daughter got back in her chair and they called a lady officer 
over to assist herj(b)(6:1 eOT ON THE PHONE AND GAVE SOME MORE INFORMATION: She said they _did not tell her what they were g~ing to do. The lady took her in a separate area behind the machine and told her she w~s going to do a 
paid own. She sa Id the lady o Ice r was kind and told ~ow she was going to do the patdown .l(bi(ITTsa Id she was up set and started cry Ing. She sa Id her mom came over and to Id the I ady that she could go through the mach1 ne but was not 
allowed. The first officer said she can go through but the secol offjcer sajd she canno~id t~anager. she thinks, came and he tried to fix things. She said then she was allowed to go through the AIT machine. She said the manager 
told her how she could file a complain!. She said lhe manager b 1(6 I !was nice. ~said she would like 10 file a complaint. 

4 s;~:24 RESPONSE: I will be sending your information as a complaint to the CSM at the Airport. I would like to apologize that you feel you had a bad expenence with TSA. Thank you for calling to let us know about the incident. 
Date and Time of Flight Oct 18, 2014 Incident Occured between 8:45 a.m. and 9:00 a. m. 
Gate or Terminal: Terminal B 

10/19/201 
4 9 37 35 

AM 

Airline: American 
Flight Number: 84 
Airport· I oaa• 
Email: f,_b_)_(6_1 ______ __. 

Submitted on Saturday, October 18. 2014 - 23:08 Submitted by anonymous use~~{b~i~/6~·~1 --~!submitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? Other Right or Liberty not listed Other Constitutional Right or Liberty not listed: 
Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==Individual rw== I 
First Name: b)(6) 
Last Name: fh·11R··, 
Primary Phone:µ~:...c==--. 
Phone Number (b)(61 
PO Box or Stree~t,..A'""d"'"d'""re_s_s-,:'"'1h"'1-{"'o,..··1 -----, 

City: El Cajon 
State: California 
Zip Code (Post Code) 92020 
Other: 
Email: 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? 08 17 2014 
Where did this happen? PENNSYLVANIA- PHL - Philadelphia 
I nte mat ion a I 
What happened? Flight 741 near gate B3After a trans Atlantic 
fi1ght the alarm sounded when I walked through a portal. I said 
to the attendant it must be my bracelet. I took it off tried 
to hand it to her. i II walk through again. she nodded no 
directed me to the AIT machine. I re eated to the operator 
standing opposite side of the Al (b)(6:1 after a bnef 
exchange said you had better cooperate. it II go easier on you. 
My hands were up with my brace I et, the si Iver watch frame. I 
protested I ddin t want to be in the box. I said I didnt want 
my body exposed to a viewer, even remote viewer. He said my body 

Ca Iler: Ca Iler states she flew from Min nea pol is and respects we have to open ba gg age. Ca Iler states her ba gg age was opened and her h us band had a g I ass case that is now bro ken and they had I at ion sp i 11 ed a 11 aver their be Io ngi ngs. Cal I er states 
officers need to be respectful of peoples belongings. Caller states she has a hip replacement and when she went through Portland it was fine but in Phoenix she would have been embarrassed because of the patdown if she was a person that gets 

10119/201 embarrassed. Caller states they need to install AIT like they have in Phoenix. Caller states she does not want to file a claim just wanted tsa to be aware it occurred. Caller asked why is her baggage inspected sometimes and sometimes it is not. 
4 2:32:57 

PM Response: Informed caller that it was the Airport that decides what screening methods are available at airports not tsa. Informed caller that there are numerous reasons why her bag would have been inspected ranging from random selection to her 
bag Ing geri ng an alarm and I did not have any information as to why her bag would have been inspected. 



Disability Description: Caller is in a wheelchair. 

Response Details: I just advised that he lei them know next time he is over 75, cannot raise his arms above his head, should not have 10 remove socks and shoes, etc. I lold him I would send this up to the CSM, but since I had no further information 
such as precise details ar names and he didn t want to file a claim or have his name mentioned that was all I could do at this point for him. It seemed for the most part what they did was standard procedures far someone in a wheelchair who could nat 
go through the machine, etc. Also advised him that complaints need to be in writing within 180 days of the incident. 

lncidenl Details: Caller said he will be 83 in a few weeks. Because of some health reasons, he has done a 101 of flying since March, having had numerous surgeries. He said at every single airport every single lime he has been man handled. He said 
every single time is a nightmare. Even another passenger with artificial limb told him at Little Rock what he went through was horrible, also. 

One incident was in Atlanta, He said he witnessed as everyone was going through the screening normally emptying contents in bins and going through the AIT s. He was in a wheelchair. They made him stand up. Made him take off shoes and socks. 
He didn I argue. They took off his shoes and they removed his socks. Then they had him put on the litlle paper like slippers and made him stand up. He walked through the AIT and was lold to raise his hands. He told I hem he couldn t raise I hem high. 
One officer went around and said yau failed; we need ta hand search you naw. They patted him down. It went on and an and on. He had an hour and 10 minutes in the airport. Even the person pushing his wheelchair was saying we need ta hurry 
because he is going to miss his plane. He pushed him along in a hurry to get there Just as they were putting up the ramp. One more minute, he would have missed his plane. 

1 012112 O 1 On another such occasion, he was asked ta present his ID. He cou ldn t Ii nd it and had his conceal carry weapon permit. They informed him that wasn t a val id ID. 
4 5:35:17 

PM 
He expressed his dissatisfaction strongly with TSA. He felt singled out amongst all the other people that he felt should have been screened mare thoroughly and none were. He and this other passenger at the airport both spoke about the way they 
were t rea I ed and both we re ratl I ed . 

I asked did he feel discriminated against based on his disability or age. He said yes. After speaking with a supervisor~ began to gather the following information from him in an attempt to take a complaint based on discrimination. 

He said the incident happened on April 11th in Atlanta. Not only did they take his shoes and socks off, but I hey put solulions on his hands. 

I advised the caller this was nonrnal process in lieu of the failed walk through to test for explosive traces. I wanted to continue getting information for filing the complaint and he refused pretty much. 

He says that puls the finger on him. He has lived all his life without filing anything. He felt lhat now TSA employees fell they had authority, ii was now him on the chopping block. Then he began to say but said he wasn I threalening, but wait until I call 
a couple of these radio stations and even get TV involved. He don t want publicized. He has been made a/fer to tell his story. He just wants to be left a lane and not roughed up and embarrassed. He feels he has been knocked an ground and kicked 
in the face enough, figuratively. He says TSA s interest should be to best serve the safety. If he were king of TSA, he would hear complaints. he would listen to their complaints. He would have program and get documentation so they would not have 
this. 

I advised him I was trying to do that for him by documenting his complaint, but he did not want to continue with specifics on incident. 



10123/201 
4 8:36:2g 

AM 

10/23/201 

To Whom It May Concern: 

W hi I e I am not holding out hope that my con cem s reg ardmg the lack of p roles s ional ism I was subjected to at Colorado Springs airport on the momi ng of October 18th wi 11 generate any i nvesti gati on, much I ess any re sol ut,on. I am neve rthe I ess 
comp el I ed to bring to I ight this horrific experience in the hopes that someone might pay attention and actua 11 y take proactive measures to prevent such an occ u n-ence in the future, 

I was travelling on a combination business/personal trip with my 11 year old daughter. Both of us being experienced travellers. we are well aware of the various air travel requirements and expectations and had even reviewed the TSA information site 
to ensure we were up-to-date on expectations. We arrived at the airport with plenly of time before our flight and breezed through the security checkpoint line in a very timely fashion. 

My concerns did not crop up until I went through lhe AIT stalion. My child had entered before me and was cleared to proceed; considering I have done I his screening several times before and had removed all necessary/required ii ems prior 10 entry, I 
expected to breeze through myself. Upon exiting, a rather large and rude female TSA agent barked at me, 'What's in your back pockets?· I responded nothing. which was both true and accurate. She then felt it was necessary to pat down my rear 
pockets, no warning, and in front of the entire screening area (and as a sexual assault survivor. her actions were nothing sort of assault; she managed to make my stomach churn and brought back some intense overwhelming negative feelings and 
memories that I have spend many years trying to put behind rne). I was shocked and somewhat horrified. Not finding whatever she felt she should have, she then commanded I hold rny hands out for residue screening. I attempted to ask for what and 
she simply conlinued to bark commands at me as if I was sub-human, ordering me 10 hold my hands in front of me. It was not until alter she wiped my hands she even advised me what she was doing. She seemed rather smug when she announced 
that I was then in need of a more thorough pat-down and had to wait for another female agent to come over. I was shocked and horrified ... she had essentially assaulted me in public and then proceeded to take great pleasure in ordering me around as 
if I was beneath her. Meanwhile, my mmor child was off to the side. frightened by what was happening, and not only could I not hold her hand and reassure her. this awful example of mankind would not allow me to even talk to her1 No one explained 
anything to my child and I was not allowed to ... the horror I felt at rny own situation intensified into anger at how thoughtlessly and rudely my child was being treated! 

Alter several minutes of unsuccessfully attempting to grab another female agent's attention (no kidding, two agents looked this nasty woman in the eye and then pointedly turned away when she asked for them to "take my away" for a further screening). 
Meanwhile, other passengers were pushing against me to move pasl because I was nol allowed to move oul of the area I was in yet I continued 10 be unable to reassure my child. I tried al least lwice to explain to the agent I was a military member and 
to show her my ID card (which I was not allowed to take from my child who was trying vainly to help me) and her only response was that she did not care who I was, I showed positive on the hand screening and that meant a more in-depth 
examination. 

I am writing because I am 5 months pregnanl and travel weekly for work. Your policy is that I have to opt out of going lhrough the ,-ray machine 10 avoid permanent damage to my baby. The problem and complaint lhat I have is regarding how we 
(pregnant women) are made to feel like criminals when requesting this option. Not only do we have to wait usually over 1 O minutes for someone to have time to come pat us down despite the overwhelming amount of staff present but it is also how our 
things a re treated m the process. Second I y, I was recently in Dal las Love Fie Id when I watched th em let a woman with a dog and a man with a baby go through the meta I detectors when I as a pregnant woman have to get di scri mm ated ag am st and 
wait for my pat down. 

4 Metal detectors are fine for pregnant women. why can we not use these instead if dog and baby owners are allowed to? 
10:02:16 

PM It is really frustrating for anyone to be made to feel that way and especially when you have to travel weekly like myself. 

Thank you. 



The caller is diabetic, and uses an insulin pump. The pump cannot undergo the AIT or WTMD screening. The caller wanted to know 1f a patdown of the insulin pump was required each time she was screened. Also. she wanted to know why an insulin 
pump had to be screened by ETD when a laptop screened by x-ray did not. Additionally, she wanted to know if enrolling in TSA Precheck would negate the need for additional screening of the medical device. 

The caller recently flew from LAS, and had a negative experience with young, male TSO. He was rude and inattentive, especially when she was attempting to inform him about her insulin pump. He kept yelling at her to remove her iPOD, but she tried 
to tell him that the device was an insulin pump. She also indicated that passengers must wait much too long for a female TSO, and was informed by another TSO that the TSA did not have enough female staff. While she did not feel that this was 
discriminatory, the caller believes that better training should be necessary at LAS. She could not provide flight information. 

Also, she indicated that the training should also be enforced at FAT, as the officers there are also seemingly unaware of the proper procedures. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

Before the security screening begins, it is important to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) if you: 
Have an insulin pump 
Need a ssis tan ce 

101241201 It is not necessary to disconnect from your insulin pump during the screening process. The insulin pump will be screened and. in most cases. passengers will do a self-patdown of the insulin pump followed by an Explosives Trace Detection (ETD) test 
4 3:50:53 

PM with a swab of their hands. If traces of explosives materials are detected. passengers will need to undergo add1t1onal screening. 

Passengers may ask to speak to a Passenger Support Specialisl or a Supervisory TSO while al the checkpoint for assistance in underslanding what to expect during lhe screening process. 

Trans po rtati on Security Dffi ce rs ( TSO s) are Ira i ned on profession al and courteous screening procedures to make the process run smooth I y and to reduce inconvenience. We regret that you we re not sati sf,ed with the service you received. 

TSA moniIors the number and nature of complaints we receive 10 Irack I rends and spot areas of concern I hat may require special a11ention. This ongoing process enables us 10 ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we delerrnine that security
screening policies need modification or specific employees or teams are the subjects of repeated complaints. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Custom er Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 

Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at (855) 787-2227 prior to traveling no less than 72 hours ahead of travel in case it is determined that it is necessary to coordinate support at the airport. 

TS A Precheck w i 11 not negate the necessity of addition al sere en i ng. 

I offered to e-mail this information to the caller, and she declined. 



Hello. 

I was just at Newark to try 10 catch a flighl from EWR to YYZ. There was chaos at the TSA checkpoints. Out of the three main checkpoints al NewJrk only one was open, and the one that was open had one of lhe possible 12 lanes open. This seems 
crazy on a travel day like a Sunday and a massive inconvenience to all travelers. I missed my flight, had to rearrange travel for tomorrow and change hotels and rental cars. lost some money in the process. 

Can you please advise why all the closures and how a traveler can get some advance warning that TSA will be operating a skeleton crew? 

Thanks, 

----- IMPORTANT NOTICE----- This message is intended only for lhe use of the person or organization to which it is addressed, and may conlain information lhat is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader 
of this message is not the intended recipient, or responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this 
communication in error. please notify the sender , mm ed i ate I y by e-m a i I and de I ete the orig i na I message immediate I y. 

10/27/201 Internet e-mails are not necessarily secure. TheMIGroup does not accept responsibilily for changes made to this message after it was sent. 
4 8 58 22 

AM W hi I st a 11 reaso na bl e ca re has be en taken to avoid the transm,ssi on of viruses, it is the res pons i b1 Ii ty of the rec i pIent to ensure that the onward transm,ssi on. opening or use of this message and any attachments wi 11 not adverse I y affect ,ts systems or 
data , No responsi bi I ity is accepted by TheM I Group in this reg a rd and the recipient s ho u Id carry out such virus and other checks as it considers a p prop ri ate, 

--- AVIS IMPORTANT --- L"usage de ce message est prevu uniquement pour la personne ou !'organisation a laquelle ii est adresse. et peut contenir des informations qui sont privilegiees, confidentielles et qui ne peuvent etre divulguees en vertu de 
I a loi a pp Ii cab I e. Si I e I ecteu r de ce message n' est pas I e d esti nataire, o u responsa ble de I a rem,se du message au desti nata ire prevu, vous etes av,se par I a pre sente q ue to ute d1ffusi on. di sin buti on ou co pie de cette comm umcation est stri clement 
interdite. Si vous avez: re~u cette commuriication par erreur. veuillez. e11 aviser imm€"diatemerit l'expE!diteur par courriel et supprimez: le message d'origine imm9diatement. 

Les courriels envoyes par Internet ne sont pas necessairement securisees. TheMIGroup n'accepte aucune responsabilite pour les changements faits a ce message. apres qu'il ait ete envoye. 

Tout en prenant toutes les precautions pour eviter la transmission de virus, ii est de la responsabilite du destinataire de s'assurer que la transmission, l'ouverture ou !'utilisation de ce message et de toutes les pieces jointes ne compromettront passes 
syslemes ou ses donnees. Aucune responsabilile n'esl acceptee par TheM IGroup a cet egard et le destinataire devrait effectuer ce genre de contr61e des virus et au1res verifications selon ce qu"il considere approprie. 

Ca Iler stated th at he was on a Southwest flight from B WI on Saturday, He went through the AIT machine and he had over 30 00, 00 cash in his pocket, Cal I er stated that the machine went off and the officer asked what he had in his pocket. The ca 11 er 
advised him the he had money in bill form. The officer then told lhe caller to let him see it. The caller said when he took the money from his pocket that the agent jerked it oul of his hand and started shaking and fanning it. The caller said that he did nol 
at any point ask him if he could handle his money, and if he was not watching him he could have easily stole some. He is livid over the way the screening was conducted. He is thinking about calling his senator and getting a lawyer. Advised caller if the 
officer asked to see the money th at is an indication that he would have to sere en 11. The ca 11 er said that he showed the officer the money when he was ask to see 11 however he had to right to hand I e his money nor jerk it out of his hand. 

Date and Time: 1 O 25 14 11 :05 
Airport: BWI 

101271201 Airline: Southwest 440 7 

4 Gate or Terminal: o 13 

1 0: 16:45 Officers Name: He did not get it 

AM 
Resolution; 

TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, 
a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

Because your complaint concerns security screening al a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your e-mail to the Customer Service Manager at I hat airport. 



101271201 

Caller wants to know why T SA screen ers at MS P a re not educated better on ins ul m pumps and Al T machines as the caller states her manufacturer advised her not to go through the A IT machine as it co u Id damage her insulin pump. Caller states on a 
re cent screening experience the TSO on duty advised her AIT wi 11 not ha rm her pump. 

Resolution: 

Advised caller we encourage callers to contact the manufacturer of their insulin pump to determine if it can safely undergo x-ray screening. Screening via AIT is optional and you may request a thorough pat-down rather than using any screening 
technology. Advised caller if she wants to know why the TSO s are not better educated on insulin pumps she can contact TSA Headquarters al: 

4 Trans po rtati on Security Ad mm i strat1on 
11 :24: 14 601 South 12th Street 

AM Arlington, VA 20598 

Al so p rov1d ed caller information on how to contact the M SP CSM by se I ecti ng option 5 through our IVR. 

Disability Description: Caller uses a cane and has a metal implant. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: The T ra nsportat ion Security Adm i ni st rat ion (TSA) regrets any u n professi o na I treatment you may have experienced. T SA seeks to provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to al I passengers who pass through our 
screening checkpoints. Every person and item musl be screened before en1ering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are 1reated with dignity, 
respect. and courtesy. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

Removing items such as wallets. belts, bulky jewelry, money, keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an 
anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. To avoid the chance of leaving personal items behind. we recommend passengers place their belongings in their carry-on baggage before entering the checkpoint. 

He can req u esl a private sere en i ng of the money if he has concerns. 

The most familiar of TSA s risk-based initiatives, TSA Pre u2713 , allows TSA to identify low-nsk passengers for expedited screening. Travelers who are directed to the TSA Pre u2713 lane may be allowed to keep on their footwear, light outerwear, 

101271201 and belt. and leave their laptop in its case and 3-1-1 compliant liquids gels bag in their carry-on luggage. 

4 2:49:27 
PM 

10127/201 
4 4:22:47 

PM 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)), it must: 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing; 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed discriminatory action in sufficient deta i I to inform T SA of the nature of the a I leg ed a ct of discrimination; and 
Be signed by the complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

Advised caller that we would also forward this complaint to ODPO. 

Incident Details: Caller has a complaint. He flew from IAD. When he originally departed Hartford Bradley he did not have any issues. Bradley was wonderiul. He has a cane and an artificial hip. He received Precheck in Bradley and on the way back. In 
IAD he put his stuff on the belt and he set off an alarm. The TSA agent was rude. They gave him a patdown. The TSO got in his face. He had an accent so he, the PX. could not understand him. He told him he was having touble understanding him. The 
TSO said he would have been better off saying he cou Id not hear him over he could not understand him, He took that as a threat, He had to take off his shoes. He is sure he was doing his job and the procedures do not up set him, It was the attitude of 
the TSO thal bothers him. He lold the woman by lhe conveyor belt of his me1a1 implant. She put the cane through. He had money in cash and the rude TSO told him to put it in a bin. It was hundreds of dollars so lhe Px did not want 10. The TSO 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time: 10/27/2014 3:21:27 PM Airport ANC - Anchorage International Date/Time of Travel: 1012712014 11:15 AM Airline & Flight Number: Alaska 84 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: TSA Pre TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment· I had to wait for 10 minutes for the AIT machine. The TSA agent called for assistance 5 times with NO response from his colleagues. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name (b·:,(6) 
Phone N1 !OOh_er · 
Email :._!;__b_i-'-(6_, ____ ___,,__, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller: 

101281201 For Richmond, they have moved the AIT machine. She is a member of GE and has a pacemaker, which means she can only go through AIT and a patdown. When going through PreCheck, she has actually had to go to the regular line which has 

4 resulled in not being able to take advanlage of PreCheck benefits. 

10:03:44 For Hartford, she was individually taken to the AIT machine and screened. This, she states made more sense than having two employees do a private patdown. 

AM 

10128/201 
4 2:52:30 

PM 

Advised Ca Iler: 
That I am documenting this information for her. Thanked her for taking I he ti me to ca 11 in; we a re a I ways I oak i ng lo r ways to imp rove process es. 
Disability Description: She had a recent operation on her left kidney and is hard of hearing. 

Response Details: Response: For your complaint to be considered complete it must: 

Be filed within 180 days al the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt; 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the alleged discriminatory action in sufficient detail to inform TSA of the nature al the alleged act al discrimination: and 
Be s1g ned by the complainant or someone autho nzed to sign on be ha If of the comp I a i na nt. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns. we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

If you prefer to file a complaint via postal mail, please send it to 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
Disability Branch 
Disability and Multicultural Division 
60 1 South 12th Street 
TSA-33 
Ari i ngto n, VA 20598 

I advised her th at John P1sto I e is the he ad of T SA 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Slandard Form 95 (claim form). Claim forms are also available on our Web site at www.tsa.gov. 

I advised her that I will refer this to the CSM at the airport. 

I advised her that ii may take 10-15 days to receive lhe claim form in lhe mail. 

Incident Details: Caller said they broke the lock on her suitcase and they stole some coins out of her purse and she 1s 76 years old and was in a wheelchair. She went through the a1t and she said she had an operation on her left kidney and she 1s a 
widowed veteran and at LGA Airport it was disgusting. She said the female Officer was rummaging through her bag and the Officer had her back to her and she could not see her. She said the female Officer made her stand and her leg was inflamed 
and she said the female TSA Officer did not give her name to her. She said that the officer would not allow her to sit down 10 relieve her leg. She said lhe Officer was short, wore heavy makeup, had black hair and was Hispanic. She said the male 



10129/201 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 1012912014 10:46:23 AM Airporl: BWI - Baltimore-Washington lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 1012912014 7:15 AM Airline & Flight Number: Southwest 1698 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport. Checkpoint near A gates TSA Employee: (If Known)lli)(611 think) Comment: At this checkpoint there were two x ray lanes. It appeared that one was feeding into an AIT scanner and one into a traditional metal detector. 
The metal detector was apparently open for use and there was an officer staffing 'iriw'~s in the apparent metal detector lane. When it was time to go through the officer instead said that I had to go through the AIT instead. This was inefficient (long 
line at the AIT) but fine. However. I did not have everything out of my pockets since this is not required for metal detector. This resulted in my getting patted down after going through AIT, test for explosives residue and having to send my wallet 
through xray. While this was all fine, it was a big time waster and would have been completely unnecessary if it had been clear I was going to go through AIT. NO ONE was telling passengers on the metal detector side lhat lhe me1a1 detector was in 
fact not open: it was not blacked off; and no one on that side was telling passengers to take everything out of their pockets. 

After this incident I asked to speak to whoever was in charge of the checkpoint. I spoke to Officerf(bi(lmd explained what happened. He could not have been less interested and did nothing to address the situation. He also claimed that there was a 
po Ii cy tha I pro hi bi ted blocking off I he mel al detector when it wasn't in use. This does not seem co Treirteca use I trave I freq ue nl I y and see I hat blocked off lanes and devices a re routine. In any case, I aske~ha t the reason lo r I he policy was 
and he stated that he had no idea what the reason was. In my view, no one should be placed in charge of a checkpoint who doesn't understand not only what the policies are but also the reasons for them. Otherwise, you'll get mindless adherence to 

4 
12, 16, 12 supposed policies and bad customer service. 

PM 
I would like to know -
(1) Whether it is consistent with policy to have na one telling people ta take everything out of their packets before going through the AIT 
(2) Why the metal detector cannot be blocked off when not in use so that people will know in advance that they will be directed to the AIT 
( 3) Whether the off ce r in charge can be counse I ed to actua 11 y Ii sten to customer feedback and address it 
(4) Whether lhe officer in charge can be informed of lhe reasons for TSA policies so these can be explained to customers. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name b·•,(ffi 
Phone Numbe 1h->1f'i, 

Email (b)(61 
To leave a commen concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Caller travels wilh Jel Blue. She thinks she was at Buffalo and was randomly screened for explosives. She is wondering why I hey choose to randomly twice in the same year. 

Advised caller 

Every passenger and their property m usl be sere ened before e nt eri ng the secured a re a, and the way the screening is conducted is i m po r1 ant. Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers a re treated with dignity, respect, and 
courtesy. 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a Paldown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents ter,-orists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove lhe random element from lhe system and undermine security. We simply cannol assume thal all terrorists will Iii a particular profile. 

1 01291201 We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we bel ,eve these sec u nty measures are necessary and ap prop nate for ensuring the security and conf1d en ce of al I air trave I ers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 

4 5,20, 17 new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives. 

PM Caller she is not upset about the system. Caller is for that. She feels like she may be targeted. She has seen innocent people with things thrown on them. Also an October Rd she flew out of Kennedy ta Fort Lauderdale and had a connecting flight. 
#2319, to Mont,go Bay. In the process she lost $30 worth of jewelry It was attractive stuff. However, there was not a NOi in her bag. 

Advised caller she was referred to airline. She indicaled that she had already contacted lhem and they said they were not responsible. She just wanls TSA to be aware thal this happened. 

Advised caller: Please note that TSA assumes a very limited role with respect to checked baggage handling. We are only responsible for checked baggage from the time 11 is presented for screening until the time it has been cleared of screening. Once 
checked baggage has been screened and cleared , airlines a re responsible for transporting it to its fi na I d esti nation, As a result, the amount of ti me checked baggage is under TS A control is rel at ivel y short, 

Caller told the following story: In the past. she had a wedding in Atlanta and her bag opened and expensive jewelry fail out. A guy seen it and looked at her and her bag. He later stale her bag as it came out. She confronted him and he returned her 
suitcase. It was already in the parking lot. She thinks this occurred at Kennedy. It 1s because of this experience that she wants someone aware of the above incident. 

She is just reporting ii. I emphasized with caller 



The ca 11 er is a FF and he flys a lot. He stated th at he Is wanting to complain about T SA Preche ck. He stated that he has been told that the AIT has be en removed from a 11 Precheck checkpoints. He has a med i ca I imp I ant that a I arms the WT MD and he 
has to get a patdown. He stated that this is discrimination against persons with disabilities. He stated that he has been through AUS. RIC, and ORF. He stated that they all used to have the AIT until recently, and it was removed. He stated that at AUS 
and RIC he has to get a full patdown. However, al ORF he was able to be placed in the front of lhe regular line for general passengers, take off his shoes, and go through lhe AIT, while his baggage went through the screening at the Precheck 
checkpoint. He stated that he will contact his congressman or senator if necessary. He stated that he wants to speak with someone regarding the matter to find out why he is being discriminated against. He asked to speak with a supervisor if we do not 
have contact inform atIon for someone to speak with regarding the matter. He stated that he has lo u nd fed era I ema i I systems to be use I ess. 

I explained that we do not have any information regarding lhe AITs being removed from the Precheck checkpoinl. Generally lhe AIT localions depend on the airports, and checkpoint location. I explained thal if any passenger alarms the screening 

101291201 process. a patdown is used to resolve the alarms. I explained that this is done regardless of age, disability, medical condition. or other circumstances. We can forward the information to the appropriate office for review and clarification on the matter, 

4 5,42 ,41 however we do not have any contact information to provide. 

PM 
Escalation Notes~ 

The caller wants to know what the policy is for AIT machines at the TSA check points. He also claims discrimination against people with disabilities because we are removing AIT machines from the Pre check checkpoints. 

I tried to explain what he needed 10 do for discrimination but he kept bringing ii back to the Policy question. I told the caller that he could request to be scanned by AIT at a different checkpoint and that brought him back to the discriminalion statement. 
He refused to accept the process to follow. Eventually he accepted to email his question in to get an answer Passenger wasn't very cooperative and this was the best option to help him. 

Caller flew from Charlotte to Cleveland, The TSA agent removed everything from his wallet and looked at every credit card and everything in the wallet. The TSO stated credit cards were now being checked due to a security threat. However on his 
return fi1ght. noone went through his wallet or his wife's. He later stated he went through the AIT machine. 
Did this TSA agent overstep her authority? Everything is in the wallet. Another freedom has been taken away. He will post on FB that the TSO s may go through the wallets. 

11/412014 Advised: 
4:19:36 

PM 

1116/2014 
10:09:53 

AM 

I explained ii was nol a common screening procedure or new rule for TSO s to conduct screening on the wallets. 

The wallet may have triggered an alarm which would have led to additional screening of the wallet. 
An anomaly may have occured while he was in the AIT machine which prompted her to complele lhe addilional screening of the wallet. 
Today, I went through security at Dulles International Airport. Since I am pregnant. I requested to opt out of the AIT screening and have a pat down instead. Office¥b}(6} lwas the TSO that I spoke with and he began arguing with me that AITwas 
perfectly safe and that I get mo re radiation from my eel I phone, When I to Id him that I was pregnant and that my doctor advised me to not go throu h these types of sea n ne rs. he ro 11 ed his eyes at me and continued to I ecture me on the subject. I had to 
request a pat down three limes before he finally put out lhe message for a female assisl for an opt-out screening. Even at lhat point, Office (b)(ffl made comments to me like, "Fine. If lhat's what you really want 10 do." In reading information on the 
TSA website. passengers have the right to opt out of this type of screening. We should not be harassed when we exercise this right. 

While I was waiting for the female TSO, another passenger with a broken arm was also waiting for an alternate screening (walki~a metal detector instead). Officer~egan calling out to this passenger instructing them to get back in the 
main Ii ne to go through the A IT. The passenger had lold him that she had a broken a rm, which was i nsuffi ci e nl reason for Offi cet!W.§LJ The passenger then explained tha ~Id not Ii 11 her a rm above her he ad, which wo u Id be required by the 
AIT scan. Other TSOs had already been involved with this passenger's screening process and had already made the decision for her to not go through the AIT scan. However, Otfice~emed to take a personal offense to anyone who would 
not partIcI pate in the A IT sea n. 

I appreciate the service that TSA provides in keeping our transportalion infrastructure safe. I wanted 10 report lhis incident because this type of experience reflects poorly on all of TSA. I travel frequently and often have to make this requesl when I am 
pregnant. Most of the time, I am treated with respect. Today was outside of the norm and not up to the standards that TSA holds. Thank you for your time and consideration to this incident. 

l(b1(6) I 
I he caller was going to apply for precheck. He is 79 and was told that 75 and older do not have to remove their shoes and jackets. The caller states that in DEN on 10-31-14 around 12:00pm he went through screening and he had to remove his jacket 
even though he Is older than 75 and the officer told him the people that put up the signs and do not do the screening so take off your Jacket. The officer told him that the signs do not mean anything to him. He caller has hip and knee implants and wants 
to know if precheck would benefit him. The ca 11 er wants to know if there is a number he can ca 11 to get an appointment be ca use a 11 the a p poi ntm e nt ti mes a re ta ken lo r when he can go for over a month. 

Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
1116120 14 c I ear an al a rm as wel I as greater use of exp I osIve s trace detection. 
2:15:35 

PM Travelers who are direcled to the TSA Precheck lane may be allowed to keep on their foolwear, lighl outerwear, and belt, and leave lheir laptop in its case and 3-1-1 compliant liquids gels bag in their carry-on luggage. 

I advised the caller to contact the Universal Enrollment Call Center at 1 ([855] 347-8371 for a phone number to the specific enrollment center. 

I advised the caller thal regardless whelher he has precheck or not if there is an alarm the officers have to clear the alarm and advised him to let lhe officers know about lhe implants. 



Caller saud it has been 18 months since he has come from Germany where he lives m Europe to the US. 
Nothing re ally went wrong but he said when you have to go through the scanners whi I e your things a re going through you can not see your things and that up sets him , 
He said he has noliced how busy ii is at JFK and someone could run off with your wallet. 
Ca Iler asked why the AIT is not facing the other way. 
He said he does not like standing with his hands up for the AIT like a criminal and asked if he can have his wallet in his pocket or hand during that screening. 

Caller would nol admil thal mosl of the time his belongings come off the conveyor just as he finishes the AIT. He quipped his lhings are are at lhe other end about 30 seconds before he gets I here. 

Caller was nice at the end and said thanks for p uttmg up with him. 

RESPONSE: 

111612014 Transportation Security Administration (TSA) policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items, including disability-related devices and aids. are kept within a passenger's line-of-sight when a passenger is 

4 ,18:46 required 10 undergo additional screening. When passengers cannot mainlain line-of-sight with lheir property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sighl of the passenger's items and to ensure that the 
passenger is reunited with his or her property once it clears x-ray screening. 

PM 

11/612014 
6:06:33 

PM 

I asked if most of the time his belongings come off the conveyor just as he comes through the other side of the AIT. 
Told him I wanl him 10 answer my question because unless you are taken aside for additional screening you are usually going 10 arrive at lhe end aboul the same time as your belongings. 

I can not tel I you why the AIT faces the way the do. 

You cannol walk through the AIT with your wallel in your hand. 

Told he could ask for a private screening of his belongings and if the Supervisor on duty feels a manual screening 1s sulf1c1ent that may be allowed. 
You w i 11 receive a P atdown of course, 

Caller and husband will travel on Monday. He has a pain stimulator implant. She said the last 2 times he has flown, they made him go through the AIT. She said this has happened at Boise and the San Diego Airport. She said he told them he cannot 
go through the AIT and wanted the hand wand. They told him too bad, we don t do that and he was made to go through the machine. She said he has a card from his doctor. She asked what can she do to make sure this will not happen again. Caller 
said she would like some information about the screening emailed to:!rh··,1rr, I She said she did not know if it was damaged at this time. She said he had it turned off at the checkpoint. 

RESPONSE: If a passenger has an internal medical device, it is important for him or her to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening before the screening process begins. Passengers who have internal medical 
devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will affect such devices, passengers with 
concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. ALSO: Advised that information about the patdown will be included in the email. Offered the PSS or Supervisor 
for a ssis tan ce at the checkpoint. 



11/7/2014 
2:3540 

PM 

Disability Description: The caller wants to file a complaint on IAD and United Airlines. The caller flew from Punt Canta to IAD to CLE on Sunday 11-2-14 on United flight 5104 from IAD to CLE. 
The caller states that she had a United ticket for special services for wheelchair and wheelchair connecting flight assistance. The caller had issues with TSA. The caller states that when it was their tum to go through screening the caller asked the 
officer where the handicapped line was. The caller told the TSA officer that her molher could not gel out of her chair and could stand for no longer than a minute. The officer showed her where to sel her mother. The caller proceeded through the AIT and 
turned around to get her things and a female agent had her mother out of her wheelchair and standing in the AIT and 3 other officers were yelling at her mother telling her to hold her arms above her head. The caller states that the wheelchair was no 
where in sight. Her mother cannot raise her arms above her head.due to injuries and broken bones and cannot stand due to a heart attack and stroke and numerous other health problems. The caller states that the bottom line is that the officers took a 
handicapped person and made them stand up, took her wheelchair and misplaced it, and when the caller tried to locate her mother a wheelchair before she fell an officer yelled at her and told her she could not go back that way. The caller was 
screaming and begging the officers to find a wheelchair for her mother before she fell and TSA had a law suit on their hands. The caller states thal you cannol discriminate against lhe handicapped population, make them do things that are beyond their 
capabilities, it is not standard procedure at any airport to make a handicapped person stand up to go through the screening 
techno I og i es or yel I at them for not not being ab I e to hold there arms up. 

Information Requesl: The caller slates I hat after screening and they got to the United gate the United agenl told her that they had no information on her mother. She had the boarding pass in her hand indicaling wheelchair and connection assislance 
but the airline agent told the caller that they did not know her mother could not walk. They told her that her mother would have to board the plane from the ground. The airline told the caller they would have to find a ramp to get her mother on the plane 
and it took an hour and a have to get a ramp if they could find someone smart enough to get a ramp. She had an employee scream at her while standing on the tarmac outside the plane telling her that she should have asked for an isle chair. The caller 
did not know what the airline emp I oye e me ant by and isle seat, The cal I er states that her mother sat in the Ire ezi ng temperature for over an hour waiting for a ramp. 

Response Details: For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Be in writing; 
Include the name and address of the complainant: 
Include the dale of lhe alleged act of discriminalion: 
Describe the alleged discriminatory action in sufficient detail to inform TSA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination; and 
Be signed by the complainant 
I advised the caller to contact your airline. as consumer and service-related matters are handled directly between the passenger and the airline. If the airline does not satisfy your inquiry, the U.S. Department of Transportations Aviation Consumer 
Protection Division operates a complaint handling system for consumers who experience air travel service problems and provides a 24-hour hotline at (202) 366-2220 

Incident Detai Is: The ca 11 er states that after sere en i ng and they got to the United gate the United agent told her th at they had no information on her mother. She had the boa rd i ng pass in her hand ind i eating whee I chair and connection ass i sta nee but the 
airline agent told the caller that they did not know her mother could not walk. They told her that her mother would have to board the plane from the ground. The airline told the caller they would have to find a ramp to get her mother on the plane and it 
took an hour and a half to get a ramp. If they could find someone smart enough to get a ramp it would not have been near as long. She had an employee scream at her while standing on the tarmac outside the plane telling her that she should have 
asked for an aisle chair. The caller did not know what the airline employee meant by and isle seat. The caller states that her mother sat in the freezing temperature for over an hour waiting for a ramp. 

The caller indicated that he flew yesterday and received expedited screening. The TS Os advised that he remove his jacket. The caller requested a bin to place his jacket in so that it wouldn t get dirty. The TSOs would not provide a bin for him to put his 
coat in. The TSO slated that if he wanted a bin he should go through the standard screening. This occurred al MSY yesterday at 4:30am. He was !raveling on a Delta flight departing at 6am to ALT. He indicated lhat he was at the checkpoinl to the far 
right. The TSO was female, African American. He indicated that she had 3 stripes on her collar which he took to mean the person in charge at the checkpoint. He indicated that the TSO was very rude. 

He flew from ATL yesterday as well. He normally passes through screening with his wallet in his back pocket, however his wallet was in his hand prior to passing through AIT He was advised that his wallet was too big and that he would have to go 
through x ray. The caller explained that he always passes lhrough screening with his wallet in his pocket. The TSO asked if he did not speak English and took his wallet and placed on lhe belt lo lhe opposite side (righl) of where the passenger was. 
After exiting the AIT and undergoing a patdown, he cut in front of someone to get to his wallet so that he could return to the other belt and collect his other belongings. A group of TSOs advised that it was rude of him to cut in front of the passenger. This 
occurred at the checkpoint at 5:30pm. He indicated that he went through the Delta Sky Pnority Lane. The Precheck lane was on the other side of him. The flight from ATL to MSY was on Delta departing at 7: 1 g PM. The TSO that took the wallet and 

11/10/201 made the comment is male. caucasian. The group ofTSOs consisted of 2 African American male TSOs (one stripe), and a female. He indicated that a TSO with 3 stripes did come over but didn t say anything. 
4 9:18:53 

AM His complaint is that the TSOs were rude and has always been able to pass through screening with his wallet in his back pocket but was unable to this time. 

TSOS are trained to treat each passenger with dignity respect and courtesy and apologized if that was not his experience. TSA screening procedures are the same at all airports, however interpretation of the procedure may vary from airport to airport 
and from situalion to situalion. 

I advised that I would refer the information to CSM of the respective airports to make them aware. They would have the means to look into and address this. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints received so that we can track trends and 
spot areas of concern th at may require s pecia I attention. 



11110/201 
4 9:31:16 

AM 

The ca 11 er and his wife. who is pregnant flew from LAS. H 1s wife requested a paid own. as she did not lee I co mfortab I e undergoing screening by the Al T or W TM D. The TSO was very rude and a rg ume ntati ve. ind i eating that the service was not 
available due to federal budget cuts. The callers wife asked again for a patdown, and the TSO rudely told her to stand over there and wait because there were no female TSOs present. The caller did not understand why she, as a female, could not 
conduct the patdown for his wife. The couple waited for over 15 minutes, and asked a supervisor if there were any female TSOs available, and were told that they slill had to wait. During lhat lime, over two dozen people were screened, and e,ited lhe 
checkpoint. Finally, the callers wife gave up, and went through the electronic screening. He was given a slip of paper by a supervisor, and was told to contact the TCC to file a complaint. The caller indicated that the supervisor hinted to him that this 
was common be hav,or from the fem ale TSO. 

Flight Information: 

Date and Time of Flight: November 9, 2014: 5:45 PM 
Departure Airport: LAS 
Airline: American Airlines 
Flight Number: Not Provided. 
Terminal and Gate Number: D 11 
Name of TSO:l(b}(6} I 
Time of Incident: Around 3:00 or 316 PM 

Advised Caller: 

Transportation Security Adminislration (TSAJ regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have e,perienced. TSA seeks 10 provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every 
person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity. respect, and courtesy. 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory T ransporta ti on Security Olli cer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

Caller appreciates the Job that T SA does. He says some rules we re broken yesterday as his fa mi I y went through screening, m reg a rd s to his ch, ldren. He, his wife and chi Id of 3 yea rs old we re trave Ii ng together. He understands the ru I es do al low 
families to stay together. He has been on Isa.gov for information and he clearly understands what it says. He was asked to do something to separate him from his child. His wife and child went through the WTMD and he was ask to go through the AIT. 
He said he understood that families were perrnilled to slay togelher and he was upsel he had to go lhrough the AIT. His child and wife were upset I hat he had to go through lhe AIT instead of the WTMD along with them. His wife was left 10 gel his 
daughter and the bags together alone, so she was distressed as was his child. He says they have traveled many times and has always been permitted to go through screening along with his wife and child. 

Told caller 
111101201 I underslood it did say parents wont be seperaled from their children, I did not know if it meant thal both parents would be able 10 use the WTMD or jusl one parent could with lhe child. 

4 I would take him complaint and forward it to the CSM at the airport and let them address this for him. 
10:04:46 

AM Airport Melbourne. MLB 
Airline: Delta to Allanta 
Flight number: 2213 
Date and time:about 11-09-14 Departed at 2: 17 but they were at screening at 1 :30 
Terminal or gate: Gate 2 



Caller stated he applied for TSA PreCheck and his wife did also. Caller stated she got her letter 10 days ago and he has not received his. Caller asked the screening procedures for a hip metal implant. Caller asked about the not1f1cation card. 

Resolution: 

Known Traveler Number (KTN): kb)(ffl 
ELIGIBILITY DETERMINED 

Status as of 10 28 2014 

TSA mailed you a le1ter with informalion regarding your eligibilily determination. If you do not receive this letler within 1 O days of receiving this status, please con1ac1 the UES Call Center at 1-855-DHS-UES1 I advised the caller I hat lhe number for 
UES is 855-347-8371. 

111101201 https: universalenroll .dhs.gov workfiows?workfiow=service-status 
4 2:00:47 

PM If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, hear she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about any disability, 
med i ca I condition, or med i ca I d ev,ce that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from s ecu ri ty screening, their use may imp rove communication and he Ip travelers discreetly notify T SOs of their conditions. I offered 
to give the ca Iler the U RL for the ca rd. 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rt of a person or device. An e Ii g i ble passenger can request to be screened by AIT 1f it is ava i I able or can request to be screened using a patdown: however, passengers can not request to be sere ened by the wa I k-
1 h rough metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 

Caller has a disabilily and its called tor1es syndrome and his hands shake, he is not able to go through the AIT machine because they can not get a accurate reading on his hands. He has 10 go through the Metal detector and they always do an 
explosive trace detection of his hands. He tried to fly back to Houston TX from Greenville and this happens to him every time. He was told by the TSO that they aren table to get a reading on his hands and would have to do the trace detection, he 
wants to know why he gets it al I the 11 me. 

Told caller I hat it is random that they do this sometimes, however if they are not able to get a reading that would be lhe reason I hat I hey do the explosive trace de1ec1ion. At I hat point he ask to speak 10 a supervisor. 

11/11/201 ~notes: 
4 9 ,21 ,05 Caller said that he has tourettes. When he fi1es, because his hands shake, he s told that he cant go through the AIT. He flies primanly through GSP and HOU. He said that everyt,me he goes through they tell him that he has to go through the WTMD 

AM· and he receives an ETD be ca use they can not get an accurate reading through 1 he AIT, He does n 1 understand why this is happening to him and no other passenger behind him, He wants to know if there is a ca rd 1 hat he can use to exempt him from 
this. He said I hat he doesn t want to have 10 file a complain! with the ADA, which is why he contacted us firsl. 

11/12/201 
4 9 25 22 

PM 

I informed him that there 1s no card that will exempt him from any type of screening, but we do have assistance we can set up for him and a Not1f1cation Card he can print from www.tsa.gov that he can show to the officers to make them aware of his 
condition. Th ere is no way for us to te 11 him why he is receiving this screening every time and other passengers a ren t. but if the officers te 11 him they can t get an accurate reading, he wo u Id have to undergo additiona I screening , The A IT is set up for the 
passenger to sland still for 5-7 seconds while he is screened, and if he cannot do this, he would have to go through additional screening. It would be based on the individual passengers, so I cant give him a reason for why he is receiving it at lhese 
airports. 
Callers husband is on an Alaska flight. They fly back and forth to Caba St Lucas. Tonight he was pulled aside and searched thoroughly in Mexico. Then in LAX he was pulled aside for the same thing. He asked why this was done and the airline. She 
called the airline and they told her no, this is done by TSA. She said that this was embarrassing for her husband. They searched him head to toe and his baggage. She wants 10 know why. She said he has me1a1 implants so he does usually get 
patdowns. 

I told her that if he had set off an alarm or anomaly of AIT then he would have to be patted down to clear them. 

The "S" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
Nation's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. TSA does not discuss or release specifics about security screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Security 
Information (SSIJ. 

I to Id her that having this on his boarding pass does not mean that he has done anything wrong or that it wi 11 ha pp en again. I to Id her that if he does see this again to a 11 ow extra time lo r screening. If it continues to happen you may consider I ooki ng at 
the T rave I er Redress I nq ui ry Program at D HS, gov, 



Caller says she was told to ca 11 this number to verify what documents a re needed for her to go through the P reCheck Ii ne. She flies with Frontier. which she says has n t got their systems ready to accept Pree heck yet. She says that she went to 
CI eve I and Hopkins and presented her pa pe rwo rk. but was denied entry into the Pre Ch eek Ii ne. She said that we should give a Pre Check ca rd th at can be sea nned at the checkpoint to verify that she has been precl eared lo r Pre Ch eek. so that this can 
be used when flying with an airline that doesn I parIicipaIe. She said I hat people who work for Key Corps or Eaton can just show I heir business card and go through the PreCheck line in CLE with no questions asked, but her with all of her 
documentation cannot. She was very upset and said that she is being penalized for flying with a lower cost airline. She wants to know where to go from here. She stated that these individuals she mentioned earlier are showing just a plain paper 
business ca rd. She says that 1f she had an employee from one of these two com pa ni es give her a business card. she cou Id do the same. She stated that T SA does not I ook at an ID of any so rt or a bo ardrng pass lo r these 1nd1v1d ua Is. She refused to 
allow me to speak to a security specialist during the call regarding this. She says it is not her problem and she doesn t want involved, 

Advised ca Iler: 

I advised the cal I er that unfortunate I y there is no documentation th at she can pre sent to go through PreC heck when flying with a non pa rtici pati ng airline. Pree heck status has to be co nli nmed on a higher I eve I and the office rs at the checkpoint don t 
have the discrelion to review her documentation and make I his type of deIerminaIion. Advised caller that when a reservation is made with a parIicipaIing airline all of the information is submilled to the TSA Secure Flight syslem, where watch list 
information is checked. PreCheck information is checked, airline information is checked, as well as a lot of other information. This system then decides whether a passenger will get PreCheck or not. There will be random security measures where a 

11113/201 passenger doesn t get PreCheck. If we gave her a card to show at the checkpoint, her information wouldn t go through this extensive checking before each flight and she would get it each time. At this point, she needs to either fly with a partIcIpatrng 
4 airline or express her concerns to Frontier about them not participating, The information has to be embedded in the barcode of the boarding pass for her to get PreCheck. The only way this can happen is ii it is with a participating airline and has gone 

1 O: 12:09 through the TSA Secure Flight system. 
AM 

11/13/201 
4 8 27 34 

PM 

I pro bed her further about the incident she mentioned about the 1nd1v1d ua Is going through and on I y showing a paper business ca rd instead of ID and boa rd i ng pass. I o btarn ed the i nlo rmation above. I asked her if she would al low me to p I ace her on 
hold, so I could speak with a security specialist. I advised her that this is a security concern and that we really need to handle this with a security specialist. I advised her that they may want to speak with her for more inlonmation. and asked her if she 
would allow me to pul her on hold, so I could check with I hem. She continually denied as noted above. 

CSS Hoskins notes: Canta cted cal I er back she advised peop I e at CI eve I and Hopkins are being al lowed to show business cards and gain access to the pre ch eek I ane. Ca 11 er is very upset because she paid the fee to enrol I in precheck and peop I e can 
show a business ca rd th at work for the big companies in CI eve I and and get precheck, Ca 11 er stated the re was boa rd s located at term i na Is that state that emp I oye es who work lo r Keycorp, Eaton and other companies can be sent down the expedited 
screening lanes. 

CSS Hoskins advised caller TSA continues to ensure that all 1nd1v1duals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Pre\u2713 "' lanes. Add1t1onally. all passengers must have their ident1f1cation verified by a TSO 
and will go through a metal detector or Advanced Imaging Technology scanner as part of security screening procedures. 
Would forward 10 CSM for review at Cleveland 

Caller fiew from Seattle to Alaska on Nov. 11 and the lady patted her down and she put something on the palms of her hand. The caller asked what was it. She asked ii every passenger have that done. She said they took her toothpaste and she stood 
in lhe AIT and asked if that is an xray. She said she has had 100 many xrays and she asked why did they pick on her. She asked does each passenger have to go through screening and she said lhey did not tell her that she could refuse it and she 
said it was not necessary. She asked why dont they pick on the Arabs and she had nothing to do with 9-11 She said she is not going to fly anymore and she said she did not see the ait sign that said she could opt out of it. She said she may get cancer 
now because of this xray sere en i ng and she said she should not be harassed Ii ke this. She d eel in ed her phone # and her I ast name. She said she does not have the Officer s name and she did not ta I k to a Su pe rvi so r at the checkpoint. She said she 
was not given the choice to decline the xray screening. She asked how much radiation was it from the AIT. She asked does her 5 yr. old grandchild have to go through the ait machine. She asked why did she have to go through the ait, the patdown 
and the hand swabbing. 

COM PLAINT:CSM 
Claims Complaint 

Airport:Seattle 
Airline :Al a ska Air 
Flight Number:67 
Departure Time: 11-11-14 at 1 :40 pm 
Arrival Airport and Time:Ketchikam at 4 pm 
Location:Security Checkpoint 
Term i na I: unknown 
Gate:N 6 
Contact Information: she declined her phone #. 

I advised her that I will refer this to the CSM at the airport. 

Response:The Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ has expanded the use of ETD technology in airports. In addition to the screening of carry-on and checked baggage, passengers may undergo screening of their hands using an ETD swab at 
the security che c kpornt the che c kpornt queue. or at boarding areas. 

TSA has used this technology to screen passengers' hands since 2008. ETD swabbing is completely harmless to passengers. The swabs are made of fabric or paper and do not contain any chemicals. ETD screening does not require a new swab, 
unless it is torn, dirty. or unusable. If an individual would like to request a new sampling swab, they must notify the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) at the time of screening. A TSO first swabs a passenger's hands or accessible property and then 
places the swab inside an ETD unit. The ETD unit analyzes the swab lo r the presence of residue from explosives. Any alarm generated by the ETD s c reem ng p race ss requires the passenger to undergo additional s c reem ng. 

I advised her that the AIT is xray screening and before she goes into the securily checkpoint she can tell the Officer if she does not want 10 have any xray screening. I advised her that if she does not want lhe wtrnd or ait machine she can opl out of 
it and have the p atdown process instead. I advised her that there is a sign in front of the a it machine that she can opt out. I adv i sd her th at if the ala rm s we re triggered or an anoma I y detected then she would have to go through add it ion a I screening. 



Caller states that she wi 11 trave I on 11 30 2014 on Al a ska Air I in es to Kon a from SEA. She us ua 11 y gets Pre Ch eek. Her husband who is 76 years o Id has not been getting Preche ck. She Is 71 yea rs old. Ca 11 er states that neither one of them applied lo r 
PreCheck. Husband got on the phoneJ(b )(6}!Caller would like to know why he did not get PreCheck again. Caller would like to know how to get modified screening procedures. 

Advised ca Iler: 
The most familiar of TSA's risk-based initiatives, TSA PreCheck, allows TSA to identify low-risk passengers for expedited screening. Travelers who are directed to the TSA PreCheck lane may be allowed to keep on their footwear, light outerwear, and 
belt. and leave their laptop in its case and 3-1-1 compliant liquids gels bag in their carry-on luggage. 

Also, travelers younger than 12 years of age. older than 75. and military personnel may receive modified screening procedures at airports nationwide. 

It is important to remember that TS A PreC heck do es not guarantee an ind iv idua I expedited sere en i ng, TS A wi 11 always i ncorpo rate random and u n pred i eta b I e security measures throughout the airport, 

TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data using the same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided for years. TSA's new initiative will use this same 
11114/201 information to also identify low-nsk passengers to determine if they should be directed to the TSA Precheck lane for expedited screening. These passengers should not expect to be directed to the TSA Precheck lane each time they fly. 
4 2:25:10 

PM Individuals who would like to receive expedited screening on a more frequent basis should consider applying to a U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHSJ Trusled Traveler program. Passengers who travel internationally may be interested in a 
membership with a U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Trusted Traveler Program, such as Global Entry. Those who travel domestically may prefer TSA's application program. Applicants of either program undergo fingerprinting and a 
background check before being approved for membership and TSA Precheck eligibility. 
The application with TSA costs $85 and gives eligibility for 5 years. 

As part of this effort, TSA has implemented a program to revise screening procedures for passengers who appear to be age 75 and older. 

Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alarm, as well as greater use of explosives trace deIecIion. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes 10 lhe screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 
You can request to move to the front of the line if you have difficulty standing and waiting in line due to a medical condition. 
If you want to apply for Precheck through TSA you can go to an enrollment center to apply. If approved you generally can et Precheck el1gibil1ty within a few weeks of visiting the enrollment center. 

She indicated that she had a negative of experience at a checkpoint at EWR in November. She was treated like a criminal due to a machine that malfunctioned. She would like to speak with someone to ensure that this doesn t happen again. She 
relu sed to provide her persona I info nna ti on as she is concerned about retaliation, 

She opted for a patdown rather to pass through AIT to a void rad1ati on. A lier the paid own, she was advised th at a supervisor wou Id have to conduct a patdown. The caller indicated that that the re was an anoma I y. She had to wait for th, rty minutes for the 
supervisor. She offered to go into a private room to remove her clothes to be screened. TSOs advised that they could not accommodate that. She offered to go through AIT but was advised by a TSO that she could not as she had already opted out of 
screening. 

Her husband tned to approach her to speak with her wh i I e she was in a separate room. The TSO would not al low her husband to come near hear as 1f he touched her if he wou Id have to receive a patdown. She exp I a i ned th at her husband wears a 
hearing aide and is deaf and would need to move closer to her. 

She indicated to a female TSO that she believes that the machine that TSOs use to test their gloves was broken and asked questions about the machine. The TSO stated rudely that she was asking too many questions. 

The caller feels that she was treated rudely and like a common criminal. She stated that the TSOs were abusive although would not elaborate. 

111151201 She asked if being a Global Entry would effect screening in the US. She asked what is the AIT screening. 
4 9:47:53 

AM 
She asked what type of follow up would be occur, the name of the CSM, who was the head ofTSA and for a contact number or address for them, ii Mr. Pistole has a secretary sunder him that handles customer service complaints. and who to call with 
such complaints. 

AIT screening is safe for all passengers and the technology meets national health and safety standards. The Food and Drug Administration. the National Institute for Standards and Technology. and the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics 
Laboratory ind e pe nde ntl y evaluated the AIT machines and have al I a ffi nned their safety, In fa ct, a passenger is exposed to I e ss radiation from one A IT scan than from two minutes being on boa rd a comm ere i al a i rcrafl at flight a It it ude. The extremely low 
dose of radialion from the entire spectrum of TSA screening Iechnology is inconsequential, even to frequent Flyers who undergo repeated screening. 

I advised th at once a passenger opts out of a s c reem ng technology to receive a paid own, they can not opt to go through screening at a I ater ti me. Th at is a standard screening procedure. 

I apologized in regard to the fact that she fell thal she was treated disrespectfully and inappropriately. 

I advised that I can refer the information to the CSM at EW R to make them aware. They would have the means to look into and address this. however without her contact information she would not be able to receive any type of follow up. The CSM acts 
as a liaison between passengers and TSA. I advised that she would not be retaliated against for making a complaint. 

I advised that John Pistole is the administrator and provided his mailing address. I advised that the address is the only referral that we have. I advised that I m sure that Mr. Pistole has secretaries and Administrative Assistants, however we don t have 



111151201 

Call taken over by E Vaisey: 

The caller was told to call here. A card was given to her al the screening checkpoint. She slipped coming oul of the scanner, she said that the ramp is very steep. She was in slacking feet. She needs 10 call to see the next slep. She did not hit the 
floor. They asked if she wanted to call 911. They screened her companion in the wheelchair in a separate lane. They sent her through the AIT. The hard plastic on the other side as the ramp caused her to slip. She had to twist and grab the AIT 
because there was nothing to grab. She did not fall but was immobile for several seconds. They asked her 1/ she was okay but she felt rushed because she did not want to move yet because she was not sure 1/ she was okay. She moved to the side to 
let the other people go through. They did ask her if she was okay and if she needed 911. She was not sure about her options though because she did not want to miss her flight. She sat down to put her shoes down. The officer ignored her and 
processed other people al thal poinl. An officer after a while did ask her if I here was a problem. That officer got a card and wrote some numbers on her complaint compliment card. She did not get any names of people because it all happened so fast. 
The officer did tel I her a bout the cameras. 

Upon an-ival, the airline did not really assist with the companion that needed a wheelchair. They were pushed from curbside to the middle of the airport and then the caller had to help her from their on. She though they would push her all the way to 
the gale. In MCI the airline did assist her. 

4 4:51 :04 Advised caller: 
PM 

11117/201 
4 

11:31:14 
AM 

We recommend you conIacI your airline, as consumer and service-relaled matlers are handled directly belween the passenger and the airline. If the airline does nol salisfy your inquiry, the U.S. DeparIment of TransporIation's Avialion Consumer 
Protection Division operates a complaint handling system for consumers who experience air travel service problems and provides a 24-hour hotline at (202) 366-2220 to record complaints. 

I informed her that we can get some info n-na ti on and lo rwa rd her complaint info rma ti on to the CS M. I to Id her that the agent wou Id get back on the phone to get her specifics, 

Agent Notes:!rh·,1r:;·-, I 
airline southwest 
flight 4787 
MCO 8:50 gate 108 
November 15 7:30 7:50 
Disability Description: Caller has meIaI implants. 

Response Details: Caller states she has 2 purple advent church candles and would like to know if she can carry them in carry on for GSO airport on her way back. 

Advised ca Iler: 
Apologized far the inconvenience. 
Will forward to CSM 
Airport: 0 rla ndo Sanford 
Airline: Allegianl Airline 
Flight Number: 706 
Date Time of incident: November 14, 2014 
Departure Time: 1:17pm 
Arrival Time: 2:52pm 
Specific Location (Terminal-Gate): gate 6 ~---------------~ 
lnd1v1duals Contact Inion-nation (phone number-email)l~(b_,(_6_1 ___________ ~ 

Advised ca Iler: 

Search Results For: 

candles 

Check or Carry-on 
hllp: apps.tsa.dhs.gov mytsa cib_results.asp,?src=tsawebsite 

Incident Details: Caller went through checkpoint on November 14th from SFB to GSO and at SFB she told!/h··,rn !TSO) at the screening chec*oint Tat she had metal implants and wanted to go through the metal detector but she was told byl(b)(6 ~hat 
she d idn t get to choose and waited 15 mm utes for a su pe rvi sor and then was told to go to the Al T and was subject to a patdown. Ca 11 er state b _I ( 6 has a very long I ast name. Caller wo u Id Ii ke to know how to avoid this ha pp en i ng again. 



11/18/201 
4 3 3318 

PM 

Caller tried to use on line form to submit a concern and was unable to. Stated yesterday she was at MCO and going through secunty she thought her purse was closed or zipped. she goes through the AIT and all for screening. Problem was when she 
retrieved her items they had been moved around and they were in the line that said waiting to be searched. Items were spilled out of the purse into the bin and no one explained to her what was happening, She and her daughter were waiting and her 
son and husband had already gone through, no one to Id her what was ha pp en i ng. She to Id I he Agent when she retrieved her items they should have zipped up her purse once searched and the agent lold her they could n I search her s tufl. She never 
had such an experience, she had items in separate bins and a large carry on which she placed in a separate bin and her coat in a separate bin. The ticket is outside her purse and items outside the bag and she thought someone looked through her 
items because the purse was z, pped. 
Caller stated the agent rearTanged her items and the problem was the way it was handled by not informing anyone what was happening, She went to a desk where 2 lemale agents were sitting and the agent who was either black or Mexican. larger 
frame was very rude to her. The manager sIood up and asked which line she wenl through and they finally figured out which line and said they would look at lhe camera. She isn t missing anything, just the way ii was handled, no communicate 
between the agents with the passengers and the agent told her her items weren t searched and her items were in a line that states waiting to be searched. 
She had to boa rd and did n I have ti me to wait, Ju st wants someone to be aware of what happened. She is n t a new trave I er and le els I, ke T SA does n I communicate with !rave I e rs as they should. 
Both of the agents were rude to her, the one through the line and also the agent at the desk when she went to speak with them. The agent who was standing in the line was blond and 50-60s, shoulder length hair and the second agent at the desk with 
the manager was either black or Mexican, larger frame. 
The manager was dressed in a tan or off white suit and she was helpful, blondish-brown hair? 
Caller didn t like the attitude of the agents when she spoke with them. although she said they were frustrated and she was also. but, would never be rude to anyone. Stated she is a manager for two medical offices and understands when patients get 
frustrated and how to d ea I with th em. 
Flew from MCO to AUS, Flight departed at 1 :12PM, Flight #2417, Jelblue 

Response: 
Apologized to caller and explained following: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer ser,ice to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can a I ways request 10 speak with the S uper,iso ry T ransporta Ii on Security Olli cer a I the checkpoint 10 address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Ser,ice Manager. 

Ca Iler went through security at BOI. He went through the AIT machine and ts a told him they saw something at the top of the pants and he said he was searched and the officer put his hands down the back of his pants, He said he was hum i Ii ated and 
was not even offered 10 do the inspeclion in private. He stales he is very angry. 

111191201 Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that al I passengers, regardless of their persona I situations and needs. are treated with dignity. respect. and courtesy. Every person and item mus! be screened before entering each secured area. and the 

4 S: 39 :SS manner in which the screening is conducted is important. All Transportation Security Officers (Twos) are required to be courteous and respectful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. We regret that 
PM you found your experience to be less lhan satisfactory. 

111201201 

Name: Jeff Carson CSM 
Phone: 208-338-8224 

Caller has a complaint regarding a TSO (male) employee at JFK. Caller states he went through the AIT and was waved out by the TSO on the secure side of the checkpoint. Then the TSO began a patdown without any verbal communication with the 
passenger. Caller states he was not asked 1/ he would consent to a patdown or if he would like a private screening. He asked for the TSO name and ID Number but he says it was busy and the TSO Just waved him off. The incident occurred: at JFK 
between 4:15 to 4:30 EST on 11-19-14 at Terminal 7. Passenger also stated that ifa patdown is going to be conducted it should be by the same gender and since the TSO did not communicate with him the TSO just assumed he was a male (which he 
is but what if he was not?). Passenger thinks this should be reported. 

4 5: 10:57 Advised Caller: 
PM 

Because your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate CusIomer Service Manager. 

The Transportation Security Admrnistrat,on (TSA) does not disclose the identity of Federal TSOs. However, a TSO s last name and posItIon are pnnted on his or her nameplate. TSOs also wear a metal badge with a unique number assigned to each 
TSO. TSOs must display their badge and nameplate at all times when screening passengers. 
Caller says SFB will not allow him to take liquids on the plane and he is a uniformed crew member. He asked for the information in an email. 

I advised TSA understands the concerns over the effects the new screening procedures have had on flight crewmembers, including pilots and flight attendants. TSA Administrator John Pistole is committed to ensuring TSA operates as a risk-based. 
11121 /201 intelligence-driven Agency and launched several reviews of TSA policies soon after his confirmation 10 ensure all slandards are meI. He works for souIhwesI. 
4 9:32:24 

AM Alier eva I uati ng a lternat,ve sec u nty protoco Is lo r flight crewme m bers that wou Id maintain our high security standards. T SA re I eased mod iii ed screening procedures for e Ii g i b I e. on-duty flight crewme m bers that do not require the use of A IT machines. In 
addition, flight crewmembers are subject to random screening, obser,ation by behavior detection officers, and TS A's additional layers of security. 
Please note, TSA will always incorporate random and unprediclable security measures 
I advised I could escalate the issue the to the CSM but he did not want that. I sent the email. 



Caller got his KTN but his wife. who applied at the same time, on Oct 8. UES said there was trouble with her fingerprints. They are flying on monday and she still doesn·t have a KTN. Caller wants to know what she can do. She also has metal in her 
body, and he would like to know the easiest way to get through screening. 

Advised. 

I advised that he would want to speak with UES about the TPAP process. 855-34 7-8371 
11/21/201 
4 1 :26:34 Before the security screening begins, it is important for passengers to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) if they: 

PM 
• Have metal implants that may alarm the walk-through metal detector; 
• Need assistance; 
• Have difficulty raising their arms: or 
• Have difficulty walking or standing alone. 

Passengers with me1a1 implants may be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT), a walk-through metal de1ec1or, or a thorough patdown. 
Caller will be flying to Portland. OR with his wife to visit his son .. He will be bnngrng a portable oxygen tank as a carry on. He will Des-<:onnect. He is wondering if this will cause problem because it is not clear from website. 

Advised: The Federal Avialion Adminislration (FAA) does not allow portable compressed oxygen tanks 

Caller stated it would not be a meta I tank. 

Advised: The FAA does allow for certain portable oxygen concentra1ors to be used inflict for medical purposes. If a porlable oxygen concenlrator is not approved by the FAA for inflight use, it will not be permilled onboard the aircraft. To find a lisl of 
po rta bl e oxygen concentrators a pp roved for i nfl ig ht use by the FAA, p I ease visit www.fa a. gov about in it i ati ves cabin_ safety po rta bl e _oxygen 

Offered to email this information. 

Caller asked if he could just carry it on 

111221201 Advised; 
4 

12:53:04 A passenger may also check with their airline before purchasing a ticket to ask if their portable oxygen concentrator is approved for inflight use or if the airline will provide oxygen to the passenger during the flight. 
PM 

11124/201 
4 9:48:22 

AM 

Before the security screening begins, it is important for passengers to tell the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) ii they: 

• Can safely disconnect from their oxygen (passengers should check with their doctor to determine whether they are able to safely disconnect during screening); 
• Need assistance: 
• Have difficulty raising their arms; or 
• Have difficully walking or standing alone. 

If a passenger can disconnect from a portable oxygen concentrator. we recommend that the passenger check the equipment with checked baggage, if possible. Passengers may be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). a walk-through 
meta I detector. or a thorough patdown. 

Caller stated he can disconnect from it so he will check with airline. 

Caller: 
How can she get on for PreCheck? She is over 75 years old. 
She had a bad experience leaving from Columbus. She had a lock bro ken and the re was no NOi inside, just the broken lock. 
Whal about the screening available for CBP and getting back into the country? 

Advised Caller: 
For the lock, she should contact the airline to see what happened. With no NOi, that would indicate that that TSA did not inspect her luggage. The time that we are in possession of luggage is very short. Most luggage is electronically cleared and the 
the hand inspection resulls with an NOi that we are required to use. 
Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outetwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
c I ear an al a rm as wel I as greater use of exp I os1ve s trace detection. 

When making a reservation, passengers should enter their 9-digil PASS ID, also known as a known traveler number (KTN) inlo lhe "Known Traveler Number" field of lheir reservalion. You may also contact their cus1omer support by e-mail at 
cbp.goes.support@dhs.gov or by telephone at (855) 873-4637 (855-USE GOES). 



Caller states her tablet screen cracked through the security checkpoint. She filed a claim on the 14th of november and was given a paper with the TSA number for a follow up. Caller did not receive a claim number. 
Caller states she was stopped at every checkpoint for secondary screening from Jamaica back into the US including EWR and wants to know why. She was told it was just random by every TSO at every airport. 

I advised caller: 
If you have filed a claim and have not yet received a claim number, you may call (571) 227-1300. 

11/24/201 
4 I advised ca Iler: 

10:51 :46 In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of factors to include watch 11st processing. random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply 
AM additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical 

search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also se I ects passengers and their property at random lo r enhanced security sere en i ng. This random element prevents te rrori sis from attempting to defeat the security system by I earning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. 
Disability Description: The caller is diabetic, and must use an insulin pump. Additionally, she is on a liver transplant waiting list, and experiences extreme fatigue. Also. she has knee replacements. 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 

I a po I og i zed to ._!(_b-'-) ('--6-'1 __ __,! and informed her 1 hat I wo u Id record her complaint over the phone, 

Also, I informed her that the compliment for the TSOs at ABO would also be forwarded to the appropriate office. 

Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at (855) 787-2227 no less than 72 hours ahead of travel in case it is determined that it is necessary to coordinate support at the airport. 
If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak wilh a supervisor or Passenger Supporl Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

We have forwarded a copy of your email to the Customer Service Manager at that airport. 

Please accepl our appreciation for you taking the time to share this information with us. Your help and support are important contribulions to ensuring the safety and security of the Nation s aviation security. 
111241201 

4 Incident Detai Is: The cal I ers dis ab i I 1t1es prevent her from Ii Ii ng a form a I written complaint. Instead, she requested that the process be completed over the phone. 
11:23:29 

AM The caller and her husband flew from TYS to ABO for a CALEA (Commission on Accreditalion for Law Enforcement Agencies) conference, and was advised by her physician that the insulin pump could not undergo any lype of electronic screening. 
While at the checkpoint,fb·•,(ffi ~isconnected from the pump. and asked the TSO to wear a clean pair of gloves when conducting the physical inspection of the device due to the potential risk of infection. He informed her that he was unable to 

k do so· threfore, she requested a patdown while wearing the device. A second TSO started yelling at her, and said that they were not allowed touch her insulin pump. He insisted that she walk into the AIT machine with the insulin pump, butl!Fi'i{l 
nformed him again that the device could not be screened in that manner. Once again, the TSO screamed at her. and said take off the device, put it in a container. and put it on the x-ray conveyor belt. He then made her go through ~T 

while the device was screened by x-ray. She was afraid to argue with the second TSO, and thoughl he would deny her boarding over the incident. 

Upon arriving to AB Q. the passenger contacted Medtronic, and was informed that the screening did not affect her readings. However. they informed her th at the device s ho u Id never be sere ened in that manner again. [ b ::, ( 6) r,anted to Ii I e a 
comp I a int. and le It that the TS Os la i led to accommodate her dis a bi Ii ty, Al so, she indicated that the second TSO was extremely rude. and should be reprimanded for his attitude and treatment of passengers with med i ca I co nd 11 ions, She p I ans on 
contacting her Cong re ssma n, John H . Duncan, reg a rd i ng the incident. 

FI 1g ht Information: 

Dale and Time of Flight: November 18, 2014; 7:36 AM 
Departure Airport: TYS 
Airline: U mted Air I in es 
I recently took a flight from Chicago·s Ohare to Boston's t.ogan air field. I requested to opt out of the AIT machine. The TSA agent assured me it was safe. I again requested a pat down in very clear language. He told me to "'go through the machine."' I 
complied. When I told the agent on the other side of the machine that I felt my rights were being violated. he just narrowed his eyes and walked away. 

11125/201 Please 1e11 me what language or aclion is required to not be irradiated while also not ending up on a no fly list. 
4 8:30:25 

AM Thank You. 

fbi(61 



Caller fi ew out of Medford. OR and had sI lverwa re in her carry on bag. She had lo rks. spoons. and butter knives. At the T SA checkpoint she went through the Al T sere en i ng and about 15 minutes I ater her bags we re sere ened. The T SA officer said 
she could not bring her butter knives as carry on and the caller stated that she went to the TSA web site and butter knives are allowed in carry-on. She asked the TSA officer if she could take the knives to her checked bag going to Alaska Airlines 
which she said was about 25 feet away and she was not allowed to do so. Her and her husband missed their flight by less lhan 5 minutes and had to pay S25 each 10 reschedule another flight. Instead of going on the firsl flight from Medford, OR to 
LAX they had to go from Medford to Seattle to LAX. A 4 hour flight verses an hour and a half flight. When she went through screening for the different flight, the butter knives were allowed to go in carry-on which is what she wanted to do on the first 
flight. She would like to get her $50 dollars back that she had to pay because of the delay of catching her original fi1ght due to the TSA screening process. 

Advised Ca Iler: 
11125/201 
4 4:38:50 

PM Knives of any length (wilh the exception of rounded-blade butter knives and plastic cutlery) and tools longer lhan 7 inches are prohibited in carry-on bags. However, these items may be transported in checked baggage. It is imporIant 10 remember that 
the prohibited items list is not intended to be all-inclusive. A Transportation Security Officer may determine that an item not on this list is prohibited. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security
screening policies need modification or specific employees or learns are the subjecls of repeated complaints. 

Because the complaint concerns security s c reem ng at a specific airport. we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-mai I to the Custa mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 

I travel several times a year from Chicago (MOW) to Tampa (TPA) and never ever had problems had problems with the TSA being rude. 11-29-14 about 715-SOOam I opt out of going through the machine AIT machine which I always do. From you 
website it states it is my RIGHT to opt out. "Q, Can I choose the way I would like to be screened? 
A. Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do nol wish to be screened by lhis technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough paldown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers 
of this right." 

Which the TSA makes rne feel thal it is an inconvenience 10 lhern-bul thal is why they have jobs. I have no problem with the pat downs but the rudeness ofl(b[(6} ~nd her supervisor (bH6l I Tampa Airport yesterday was uncalled for this was 
terminal C for Southwest airlines. There was another young lady~ missed her plane because her baggage need to be check besides what happen o me. I saw the complain car s ut did not feel comfortable in leaving them with airport 
be cause I thought it would just come up missing. The s u pe rvi so r b)(6) ade a comment it was the busiest day of the year but they s ho u Id a I so be prep a red to handed th at. I was al most in tea rs yesterday afle~e 11 ed at me and made a 
scene. When I started looking at her name tag she called over her supervisor in which he made the comment about being busy. I do appreciate all the security at the airports that is not my problem, I do not appreciate the rudeness of TSA officers that 
feels like I am an inconvenience to make them do their job. 

11/30/201 
4 1 :09:35 Travel time was 845-SW flight 4128. 

PM 

I a I so had my computer and money in my purse waiting for me in whi c~as I ooki ng far the own er of them because I had a bag of coins in my purse that I fa rgot to take out. 

I hope this was video taped and I guess if I was in a wheelchair I would have no problem to opt out of the AIT machine (Just an observation from the yesterday). 

Why is there no link on your website to file a formal complaint about rude employees? 



11130/201 
4 1:45:14 

PM 

Disability Description: The caller is calling regarding his wife. She had back surgery about a month ago. 

Passengers Nam1,_(b_,_(6_) ___ _. 

Response Details: I explained that we do recommend that passengers inform the TSOs have of any difficulty raising their arms. remaining in the position required for a paid own. or if any areas of the body are painful when touched. This can help make 
scree11irig easier for everyone. 

I advised the caller that any passenger that is not able to or refuses to use the AIT or WTMD will be screened using a patdown. Passengers that are not able to raise their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds for the AITm must under go a patdown 
for screening. We do not use wands for screening. All passengers have to be screened regardless of clothing, d1sab1lity, or other circumstances. However, the TSOs are trained to be careful with areas that are inJured or painful when touched. 

I apologized to the caller several times. I explained that during a paldown the agents are required to patdown lhe enlire body, and they go upward until the meel resistance. 

I to Id her that I would send her information on how to /111 out a complaint s i nee she le els that she was not accommodated, and went over some of the information for the requirements for filing this complaint. I a I so told her that this wo u Id go to the CSM 
at DEN so that they wou Id be aware of what took place. 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt; 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the alleged discriminatory action in sufficient detail to inform TSA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
Be s1g ned by the complainant or someone autho nzed to sign on be ha If of the comp I a i na nt. 

lncidenl Details: She requesled a wheelchair at DEN. She was pul off the side, and she had a patdown for screening. She staled thal she told her thal she was not able to raise her arm. She stated that she told her that it was hurting her, and lhe 
damage was already done. She is now taking two pills a day, rather than the one that was necessary before. She stated that she is a retired federal agent. She was told by the agent that she did not need a wheelchair. She stated that she was wearing 
a top with no bra and jeggings, therefore everything could have been seen. She stated that it was not necessary to raise her arm or pat her down. She was flying on Frontier. She stated that she could have been wanded or have gone through the 
machine with only one arm up. She stated that this was not necessary. She asked ii every person with a shoulder injury has to be battered. 

l(b)(61 !notes: 
Caller slated that she went lhrough major shoulder surgery, and she and her husband are upset. She was in a wheelchair, and was told lhat she could t go through screening since she could t raise her arms. She stated lhat lhe TSO that did the 
screening was unnecessarily rough. She also said that she was told that she shouldn t have taken a wheelchair if she could t do this. She told the agent she needs to be careful with her shoulder. and offered to show her the prescription. She said she 

Caller is flying from SDF 10 FL and her husband was selected for PreCheck and she did not gel selected. Caller has GE. Caller spoke to the airline and all lhe information was correc1. They said it was not the airlines fault. Caller was jusl approved and 
this was the first time they tried to use it.j(b)(ff:, ~ on the GE card. which is the same on the ticket. KT~b)(ff:, I This number was included and the airline confirm its in the record. Caller has two artificial knees and has to get a 
paid own every ti me. 

111301201 Advised Ca Iler: 

44:54:49 
PM 

While some airports may allow ind1v1duals who are traveling with a TSA Prelu2713 "' eligible passenger to access the TSA Pre\u2713 ™ lane, TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport, and this 
procedure may not be available at all times or locations. Individuals traveling with a TSA Pre\u2713"'-eligible passenger should not expect to be directed to the TSA Pre\u2713'" lane each time they fiy. TSA PreCheck is random and not a 100% 
guarantee. To receive TSA Pre\u2713'" as a member of a CBP 1rusted traveler program, please include your 9-digil PASS ID, also known as a known 1raveler number (KTN), in the "Known Traveler Number" field of your reservation. In addilion to your 
PASS ID. please ensure that the name, date of birth, and gender included in your reservation are an exact match to the information on file with CBP. Passengers with metal implants may be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT), a walk
through metal detector, or a thorough patdown. AIT screening requires that passengers be able to stand still with their arms over their head for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. 



The caller flew form Dallas to LAS. and a TSO was very rude. He stated that he embarrased him in the airport. He stated that the supervisor at DFW told him to call this number. He stated that he was following all the procedures and removed all his 
meta I . He stated that he was trying not to lase track of his items, as he has done before. He stated th at he had his ticket and his drivers Ii cense in his pocket with a oom b, He stated that he re Ii zed that after he had to Id the officer that his pocket was 
cleared. He stated that he then removed the ticket and drivers license, and then lhe TSO once again asked him if the pockets was cleared. He stated that he then told him thal a comb was in his pocket and removed it also. He stated that lhe TSO 
named ~tarted lecturing him by saying, Do you know what is meant by emptying the pockets, and he responsed by say yes. He stated that he kept lecturing him, and he was very vocal resulting in the embarrassment. He stated that he is diabetic 
and he has to make sure that his items are not contaminated by the carpets at the airport, so he has to be careful. He stated that he treated him like a dumb mexican, and he needs to learn to be nice to the public. He state that he was immature, and 
arrogant. He stated that he does feel that he was discriminated against. He stated that he was speaking to him very slowly, like he was not intelligent. He stated that he is educated. He stated that he did not say anything to the agent, as he was afraid 
that ii would escalate the siluation, and he would miss his flighl. He slated lhat he was afraid lhat he would have been subjected to a cavity search and slipped. 

He stated that he has high blood pressure and diabetes. He stated that he spoke with the STSO .. kb .. ·""I("'6""·-1 ___ _.!and she told him that he should not have do that, and provided our number to call. She also took the information also. and witness his 
incident. 

Airport: DFW 
Airline: American Airtines 
Flight Number and Time: 1088 @ 11 :30 am 

121112014 Gate ClO. 
2: 12, 14 Date and Time: 11-30-2014 @ 10:30 am 

PM 

TRANSFERRED CALL accepted by R. Fortune fro~(b 1(61 

Told caller I do want to be certain he understands we can send a rude screener Complaint to the CSM but if he feels it was Discnmination we must have him put it in writing. 
I am trying to access Lizas notes but want to go ahead and assist him. 
I am sorry if you were upset and I asked why he felt the behavior was because he is Hispanic and what happened. 

MB Comp I a int of D1scri mi nation Referra Is: 

Full Name: ~no middle Namef,_b_)_(6_, __ _. 

Cell Phone #:f,_b_)_(6_) ___ _. 

Email f b 1(6) 

Caller: 
Flew Delta from LaGuardia to FL. She states that she went through the AIT machine and both times she was stopped both times because of an anomaly on her arm. Should she go see a doctor, since she is not aware of what the issue is? What 

1212120 14 would make that anomaly show up? 
9:44:58 

PM Advised Caller: 
TSA is required to clear all anomalies that shaw up on the AIT machines. I cannot say whether ar not she should ga see a doctor. An anomaly is identified as presenting an obstructed view ta the officers that must be cleared for safety purposes. 



From: kb 1(6) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 02. 2014 926 PM 
To: TSA-ContactCenter 
Subject Racia I Profi Ii ng 

These are my thoughts on ra ci a I profi Ii ng. 
Thank you for your time. 

Attachment 

Date: November 24. 2014 

121212014 Transpor1ation Safety Association 
HYPE RL I N K "m ai lto:TSA-Co ntactCente r@tsa .d hs. gov"T SA-Canta ct Ce nter@ts a. d h s. gov 

10:01 :04 D TSA-
PM ear . 

12/3/2014 

I would like to bring up the issue of racial profiling. This is an issue that affects a myriad of people all over the world. Racial profiling is when race or ethnicity is targeted when looking for suspicious activity. Usually. this means that foreigners are 
singled out because of their appearance, something they have no control over. I am tired of going to an airporl and watching minorities being given "random" searches. There numerous other factors security can look at, such as luggage size, strange 
body language. and questionable clothes, like thick coats in the summer Suspicion should not be based on appearance alone. 
Ever since 9111, Muslims especially have been looked as terrorists. In reality. they are just regular people like you and me. There have been so many incidents that I have seen at the airport when a Muslim person 1s given further checking than the 
regu I ar person, The re would be no ala rm set off by any sensor; they would simply be further checked because they look different, 
I am Sikh, and so I am a minority. My father wears a turban, which causes securily to always spend more time checking him lhan they would a white person, for example. This is not just for my father, but for all Sikhs around the world. Masi people 
assume that only Hispanics, African American. and Muslims face racial profiling, but it is not just them. It is something that affects all minorities. I have witnessed it in my own life. I understand that it is for safety, but we can no longer call these "random 
searches." 
In my research, I have encountered various racial profiling claims and their results. It is said that "where the profiling is said to have occurred,,, managers of similar programs nationwide must attend a four-hour class on why racial profiling is not 
acceptable and why it is not an effective way to spot terroris1s1'.iill:§[J Online). Your association is lrying to change the way terrorists are found, but are these courses working if there are slill so many racial profiling issues? 
The TSA uses many other measures to increase safety. You have travelers take their shoes off to prevent shoe bombs, and you do not allow liquids on the plane in order to prevent liquid explosives. There are body scanners to check through clothes to 
the skin. but there have still been cases where weapons are carried in body cavities. Even the highest quality machine cannot detect into the body just ye1ib·•,(ffi lonline). Racial profiling is not the only issue that your organization is trying to 
address. but that does not mean that it is any I ess important th an the others. 
Racism is something that this nation has been fighting for hundreds of years now, and racial profiling needs 10 be foughl as well. II is culling into privacy. On your website it says, "Pat-downs are used 10 resolve alarms at lhe checkpoint, including lhose 
triggered by metal detectors and AIT units. Pat-downs are also used when a person opts out of AIT screening in order to detect potentially dangerous and prohibited itemsi (TSA, Online). Often this is not the case. From personal experience, I have 

DearTSA, 

After I wenl through screening at Midway yes1erday, I heard a TSA agent shout to another, "Air I asked another agenl who was near me whal AIT means. She said "il's one of our codes'. I said, oh, what does it mean? She said I can't 
tell you. I said OK. A woman carrying a baby on her chest was going through, so I though the "I'· might mean "infant." 

Now 1·m back home with access to a computer, so I Googled "TSA code AIT" and found out exactly what it means. 

4:09:01 I know TSA agents have a serious and stressful job, but replying ··1 can·t tell you" to a simple question that can be answered on the Internet seems a little too uptight. 
PM 

Other than little annoyances like that, you all do a great job. 

Sincerely, 



121412014 
5:07:04 

PM 

121412014 
6:03:18 

PM 

Disability Description: Caller has a pacemaker 

Response Details: Response: Informed caller lhat TSA does not have any evidence lhat lhe AIT will damage her pacemaker but she should nol have went through lhe WTMD. Informed caller thal she can requesl a patdown instead of the WTMD or 
AIT if she feels the screening will damage her pacemaker. Informed caller please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding 
screening procedures. Be cause your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a s pec1f1c airport we have forwarded this info rm at,on to the ap prop ri ate Customer Service Manager. Informed caller to momto r her em a, I over the next few days in 
case the CSM needs to contact her. 

Incident Details: Caller: Caller states she went to the airport and when she went through security she was informed to take her shoes off. Caller states the TSA agent informed the caller that she had to take off her shoes and caller informed the TSO 
th at she was over 7 5 and did not have to take off her shoes. Ca 11 er states she informed the TSO that she a I so had a pacemaker and can not go through the s c reenrng and the officer informed her that 11 wont hurt her and informed her th at she is ho ldrng 
up the line. Caller states the TSO informed her to just go through the screening. Caller states that she reluctantly went through the WTMD as the officer would not give her any other option. Caller states that she regrets going through the WTMD now 
as she is concerned lhat it has damaged her pacemaker. Caller slates she usually receives a pat down when she goes through screening due to her pacemaker. Caller states the lady thal patted her down was very nice and staled she would report 
this incident to her supervisor also. 

Airport- MCI in Kansas City 
Airline- US Air 
Flight number- 599 
Date and time of incident- 12-02-2014 3:00 pm 
Baggage and tag numbers- Not provided 
Description or baggage- Nol provided 
Was there and NOi- Not provided 
Anything on NO I- Not provided 
Specific location of incident- Gate 83 ~-. -. ---------------~ 
Contact information (phone number or emailJ~~(b_._I(_6_1 _____________ ~ 

Feedback Type · Security Issue 
Categories: Pat-down: Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time: 12/412014 5:48:06 PM Airport: MIA - Miami International Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number· American Airlines Checkpoint/Area of Airport, Terminal D TSA Employee: (If Known), Male Comment , When the scanning of the advanced imaging started, I was asked to use the technology. I was later asked to go to a 
private room and get a &quot:pat down,&quot: later the male agent felt my penis. I didn't say anylhing, because I really wanted 10 gel to my flight. But my queslion is -- is ii normal TSA pat down protocol to touch crotch area? 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name /hW'n 
Phone Number. b)(61 
Email b i/61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · hllp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller is just using her PreCheck for the first time. Caller has GE. Today was put in the PreCheck line, but still had to remove her shoes and do regular screening. She had to remove her coat and then when an alarm went off she had to remove her 
shoes. She le It embarrassed by the experience be cause she was holding up the Ii ne and other passengers were I ooki ng at her Ii ke she was in the wrong Ii ne. Ca 11 er wou Id I, ke to know if she should have shown her GE card at the che c kpornt. Cal I er 
would Ii ke to know if the re is a certain type of shoes that a re recommended so that she does not have an a I arm going through the checkpoint, 

Advised ca Iler: 

Travelers who are directed to the TSA PreCheck lane may be allowed to keep on their footwear, light outerwear, and belt, and leave their laptop in its case and 3-1-1 compliant liquids gels bag in their carry-on luggage. 

121512014 It is important to remember that TSA PreCheck does not guarantee an individual expedited screening. TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport. 
9:26:40 

AM You can request a patd own if s eco nda ry screening is needed instead of going back and lo rth taking off items, Secondary sere en i ng can be required ii a I arms must be resolved, 

Addition ally, a 11 passengers must have their ide nti fi cation verified by a TSO and wi 11 go through a metal detector or Advanced Imaging Tech no logy scanner as pa rt of security screening procedures. If you have meta I in your shoes, it is Ii k ely that it 
would cause an alarm in the WT MD. 

When making a reservation, passengers should en1er their 9-digil PASS ID, also known as a known 1raveler number (KTN) into the ··Known Traveler Number" field of lheir reservalion. In addition, we recommend that you review your reservation to 
ensure that your name, date of birth, and gender are an exact match to the information you provided CBP at the time of enrollment or what is in your online GOES account. 

If you have concerns about your screening at the checkpoint, feel free to ask for an STSO to address those. Call us at the TCC if you are consistently having issues with getting expedited screening benefits in the PreCheck lane. 



Caller and her husband wi 11 be flying to tomorrow. He does not have a PreChe ck notification and she do es. She said that he is 82 years o Id and can not go through the checkpoint a lone. She wanted to know 1f she can get Pree heck put back on his 
ticket or if he can go through the PreCheck line with her. She called United Airlines and was told that PreCheck is random. She said that they both enrolled in PreCheck. 

I gave the following information: TSA PreCheck, identifies low-risk passengers to determine 1f they should be directed to the TSA PreCheck lane for expedited screening. If TSA determines a passenger is eligible for expedited screening. this 
information wi 11 be embedded in the b arcade of his or her boarding pass, 

While some airports may allow individuals who are traveling with a TSA PreCheck eligible passenger to access the TSA PreCheck lane, TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport, and this 
procedure may not be available at all times or locations. lnd1v1duals traveling with a TSA PreCheck-eligible passenger should not expect to be directed to the TSA PreCheck lane each time they fly. In addition. please remember that TSA PreCheck 
do es not guarantee that an ind iv idua I wi 11 receive expedited screening, 

121512014 Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 

128,00 clear an alarm, as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

PM 
TSA anticipates these changes will further reduce-I hough nol completely eliminate-the need for a physical patdown on travelers 75 and older I hat would otherwise have been conducted to resolve alarms. It's impor1ant to remember, that any individual 
may be required to remove their shoes or undergo a patdown if anomalies are detected during security screening that cannot be resolved through other means. 

TS A continues to incorporate random and u np red i ctab I e security measures throughout the airport and no ind iv idua I wi 11 be guaranteed expedited screening, 

I gave information per: http: blog. tsa. gov 2014 06 ts a-1 rave I-tips-freq u ent-flyer-p rofi I e. html 

If you check-in online before your flight and don't see a TSA PreCheck indicator on your boarding pass, contact your air can-ier. They can update your Secure Flight information right away. If everything matches, you will be able to re-print your boarding 
pass again, hopefully with TSA PreCheck this time! 

Caller said his wife flew home yesterday from LAX and went through the AIT machine. He said when she got home yesterday on both undersides of her breasts she had blisters and red lesions. He said it looks like a dark rash and blisters. He asked 
if it wo u Id be a common prob I em. He said they burn and they I ook Ii ke b Ii sters. He asked 1f that back scatter wave was safe. ALSO: Caller said he did not want to re port this. 

RESPONSE: TSA currently uses millime1er wave AIT to safely screen passengers wilhout physical contact, for melallic and nonmetallic lhreats. All AIT unils deployed at airports are oulfitted wilh software designed 10 enhance passenger privacy by 
eliminating passenger-specific images. AIT screening is safe for all passengers and the technology meets national health and safety standards. The Food and Drug Administration, the National Institute for Standards and Technology, and the Johns 

121512014 Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory independently evaluated the AIT machines and have all affirmed their safety. The testing took into account special populations that are more sensitive to radiation. such as children, persons receiving 
7:48:59 radiation treatment for medical conditions, and pregnant and potentially pregnant women. as well as Transportation Security Officers who work near the equipment. In fact, a passenger is exposed to less radiation from one AIT scan than from two 

PM minutes being onboard a commercial aircraft at flighl altitude. The extremely low dose of radialion from the entire spectrum of TSA screening technology is inconsequential, even to frequent flyers who undergo repealed screening. 

121712014 
12:45:33 

PM 

ADD: Advised caller that we can take some of her flight information and can report this to the CSM at that Airport. TSA does track trends and I assure you that it would not be taken lightly. 

Ca Iler requested a supervisor. 

Resolution: 

I gave the call to M. Doughty. 

M. Doughty took the call. The caller flew from SMF yesterday. He stated he was running late and was only an hour early. The TSA line was long and moving slowly. He stated they only had one AIT running. By the time he got ot the front of the line, 
he only had about 15 minutes to make 11 to his flight. When 11 was his tum to go through the AIT. the TSO he just spoke to started sending passengers from the metal detector to cut in front of him to go through the AIT. He stated a female TSO yelled 
at him and told him that ii he wanted to continue, he should keep his mouth shut. When he entered the AIT, a TSO kept jamming the button and the machine kept going around him multiple times. He was upset that he was scanned so many times and 
thinks the TSO did nol know how to work lhe machine. They asked him what was in his pockel and he lold lhem it was pill form medication. They asked to see his medicalion and he showed it to them. He also has gum in his pocket, which he states 
he never got back. The TSO asked to search his wallet. He stated a whole group of TSOs were surrounding him and it was a very embarrassing experience. He stated they were very aggressive, mostly the femaile TSO. Next, they told him he must 
have his hands tested. He stated he has never had such a bad experience before. 

Dale and lime: Yesterday, 12-6, at 6:20 a.m. 

The call was disconnected and I attempted to call him back at 12:5 7 p.m. The call immediately went to a voicemail box, so I assume his phone went dead. I left a message and advised him to call us back with his flight details and we could forward 
this complaint to the CSM at SMF. 



12/7/2014 
1:0533 

PM 

Caller was on the phone with a Supervisor that he wanted to speak with. he was in the process of filing a complaint because he was treated so poorly by the TSA officers. He provided the Event l~nd requested that I go over 

The caller flew from SMF yesIerday. He staled he was running late and was only an hour early. The TSA line was long and moving slowly. He staled they only had one AIT running. By the lime he 901 to the front of the line, he only had about 15 
minutes to make it to his flight. When it was his turn to go through the AIT. the TSO he just spoke to started sending passengers from the metal detector to cut in front of him to go through the AIT. The caller was asking the officer, if he was merging 
the lines. why was he placing people through the line in front of him because he was running late. He stated a female TSO yelled at him and told him that if he wanted to continue, he should keep his mouth shut and keep his head down. When he 
entered the AIT, a TSO kept jamming the button and the machine kept going around him multiple times. He was did not understand why he was scanned so many times and thinks the TSO did not know how to work the machine. At that point another 
TSO had to come along and help lhe officer on how to operate the machine. They asked lhe caller what was in his pocket and he told them it was pill form medicalion. They asked to see his medication and he showed it to them. He also had gum in 
his pocket, which he states he never got back. The TSO demanded to search his wallet. he was really shocked that an officer would ask that because they never do, so the caller said he did not want the TSO to be digging through his wallet and it made 
the off ce r re ally mad so their so I uti on was that they put it through the xray machine instead. but the other officer snatched the wallet out of the cal I ers hand and the TSO kept saying everyone can see what is in his wal I et reg a rd I ess how it is searched. 
He stated a who I e group of TS Os were s u CTOU ndi ng him and it was a very emb arra ssi ng experience because they were ho Id i ng up other travelers just to look at his things, they we re only doing this because he had questioned them about the machine, 
They were making him feel like they were in charge and purposely making him feel uncomfortable. He stated they were very aggressive, mostly the female TSO. Next, they told him he must have his hands tested. While they tested his hands, he 
asked if he could put his shoes on and the officer was very spiteful saying there is no way he could put his shoes on until he was cleared. Another officer told this officer to call the Sheriffs office to take care of the caller. The caller was hoping they 
would be cause he was n eedrng he Ip, and he stated he is a po Ii ce off ce r hi mse If and was rea 11 y being abused at this point. Caller stated th at when a s1tuati on gets this way they a re supposed to di flus e the situation not add mo re hosti Ii ty to it just s mi I e 
and be friendly and usually it will end well. He stated he has never had such a bad experience before. At the very end of the screening the female officer that was so difficult from the beginning shewed him away from the screening checkpoint. He 
stated they had no compassion, that they all just seemed to be rude to him for no reason and he understands that he shouldnl have been late, bul he was and sometimes lhat happens. He pays 10 buy this lickel and travel through the airport, but these 
TSA officers are being paid to do this and they need to be able to do it professionally. He also wanted to add, that he will never use this airport again and he will write a letter to the Sacramento Administration to let them know he will never use it. He 
be Ii eves that the airport s ho u Id be he Id responsi b I e as we 11 for how T SA treats pea pl e when going through screening be cause 11 is being done in their airport. 

Airport: SMF 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight number: 1009 
Date and time: 6:20am 12 6 14 
Terminal or gate: Does not know 
Time R°i.ng .through checkpoint started the line at about 5:45 am 
emailJb1(6i ! 
Apo I og i zed to the caller and to Id h, m this Is not the way T SOs are Ira i ned. they are sup posed to be respectful and p role ss,ona I during the p race ss. To Id h, m this fl Ig ht information and complaint wou Id be sent to the CS M at th at airport. we Ira ck trends 
of complaints to address areas of concern. So hopefully the CSM will be able to ensure this never happens again to other passengers. 

Caller states that last Monday he had an experience that seemed strange. TSA made a mistake. Caller flew from LAX to MIA for a connecting flight. He went to Terminal 4 for American Airlines. They were doing additional screening of passengers and 
swabbed his friend s hands. His friend passed the ETD screening and they wenl to wail by the boarding gale. Neither one of them ever went through WTMD or AIT and their carry on luggage never went through x-ray screening. They had several carry 
on bags. His friend said that he did not have anything special to allow him to pass screening so quickly. Caller states that he is concerned about the lax security at the checkpoint because he realizes that is not correct. Caller will be leaving the country 
to Guatemala on 12 11 2014 and will return 12 182014 in case they need to contact him about the incident later. Caller states that he loves this country. he is a citizen, and takes security very seriously because he was in the military. 

Airporl LAX 
Airline American 
Flight# 2260 

12/812014 Date Time 12 01 2014 g55pM (flight) 745-830PM (screening) 
9: 11 :48 Localion Terminal 4 

PM 
Advised caller: 

TSA works hard to achieve consistency in the securily training process. We inspect screening operations at airports and continue to monitor the number and nature of complaints we receive from the !raveling public to track trends and spol areas of 
concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt. corrective action whenever we determine that security screening policies need modification or specific employees are the subject of repeated complaints. 

This incident wi 11 be referred to a Security S peci a Ii st, 



The ca 11 er indicated that his wile has a knee rep I ace me nt. He and his wile traveled from PH L to DEN and back.The both received expedited sere en i ng during their d ep artu re and retu m flight. At PH L. she passed through the WT MD. He stated th at the 
TSO reprimanded her for not advising of the metal implant, She then underwent a patd own sere en i ng, 

When departing from DEN, a very nice TSO asked his wife if she wanted to be screened via a patdown or AIT after his wife advised of the knee replacement. His wife opted for AIT and the TSO escorted her to an AIT machine a few lanes over. After 
she passed through A IT, the TSO re pri ma nded her having her shoes on. She received a I Im ited patdown of her I e g a re a. 

He asked if she could not have we nl back th rough xra y screening. 

121912014 He asked how they received Precheck prior to completing the enrollment process. 

3 :O 1 : 11 He asked how they received Pre ch eek prior to enrol Ii ng 

PM 
I advised th at passengers with meta I imp I ants s ho u Id advise T SOs of the meta I imp I ants before screening begins. Reg a rd I ess of whether a passenger receives expedited screening or standard screening. TS Os must reso Ive ala rm s and a no m al i es vi a 
add1t1ona I screening. 

In regard to the incident in DEN, she would nol have been permitted 10 go back through xray. If lhe AIT was in a slandard screening lane, passengers are to remove their shoes during standard screening. 

You may still be able to experience TSA Pre?:8 screening on a flight by fi1ght basis.' 

1.TSA Risk Assessments uses Secure Flight Dala already supplied to TSA, which allows passengers 10 access lhe TSA Pre?® screening lane on a random basis 
http: www.tsa.gov tsa-precheck participation-tsa-precheck%C2%AE 
Caller would like to know why every time his daughter flies she gets stopped and gets secondary screening. Caller states she s gotten stopped twice and missed her flight one of those 2 times. 

I advised: 
TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search al a passenger's property could also be performed. 

12112/201 TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents ten-orists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
4 7:41 :24 citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove lhe random element from lhe system and undermine security. We simply cannol assume thal all terrorists will Iii a particular profile. 

PM 
We understand the i nco nven i ence passengers may have expe nenced. Nevertheless. we be Ii eve these security measures a re necessary and ap prop nate for ensuring the security and conf1d en ce of al I air trave I ers. 

I advised ca Iler: 
The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point al contact for individuals who have inquiries ar seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
transportation hubs, such as airports and train stations. or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
-Secondary sere en i ng 
-Delayed or denied airport boarding 
Advised he could apply at trip.dhs.gov. 



12117/201 
4 1:10:12 

PM 

12117/201 
4 6:21 :54 

PM 

Disability Description: Caller has a knee replacement and her son has Downs Syndrome. 

Information Requesl: Caller is a United retiree and she usually has to fly on standby and she can I call the 72 hours prior to the flight 10 setup assistance. She was wondering if she could ask for a supervisor when she gets 10 lhe checkpoint to help her 
get through the screening. She would probably know about 24 hours before the flight what her itinerary will be. 

Response Details: Asked the caller if she felt like the incident back in April was discrimination because her son is disabled and she said yes. Asked the caller if she would like me to give her information on how to file a complaint in writing and she 
said she would like the information sent 10 her but she doesn t want to file a complaint. She would like the information in case ii happens again she will know what to do. 

Advised the cal I er we recommend that she ca 11 7 2 hours prior to the flight but th at we can sti 11 send it if the I ea d ti me is I ess. Al so informed her she could ask for a PSS at the checkpoint to help her through the screening. Cal I er says she was given the 
number to the manager at the Honolulu airport to call ahead when she gets there and she wanted to know if that was the same for Las Vegas. Gave her the number to the CSM at McCarran which is Carie Muirhead at 702-57~ 

Before the security screening begins, it is important for passengers to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) if they: 

Have metal implants that may alarm the walk-through metal detector; 
Need assistance; 
Have difficulty raising their arms: or 
Have difficulty walking or standing alone. 

Passengers with meIaI implants may be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT), a walk-through metal deIecIor, or a thorough patdown. AIT screening requires that passengers be able to stand slill with lheir arms over their head for 5-7 
seconds without the support of a person or device. Passengers using the walk-through metal detector must be able to walk through on their awn. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger must be screened using a patdown. A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alanms of a walk-through metal detector or anomalies 
identified by A IT. If passengers are screened using a pa ldow n, it is important to know the fo 11 owing: 

Paid owns wi 11 be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. 
Passengers may ask for private screening at any time. 
Passengers s ho u Id nol be asked or required 10 remove or Ii ft any article of clothing 10 rev ea I a sensitive body area. 

Before the secunty screening begins, it is important for passengers to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) if they or their traveling companions or family members: 

Have an intellectual or developmental disability: 

Caller is now in Terminal 1 of FLL. She just came through the checkpoint. She had to remove her shoes. There was glass thal she stepped on somewhere along lhe way. At lhe checkpoint, lhey sprayed her foot wilh alcohol and gave her a band-aid. 
They offered to get her an ambulance, but she declined. indicating that she did not want to miss her flight. 

Was a supervisor p rese 11t? 

The su pe rvi sor may have been the re, but the a gents a 11 came over to assist. She was n t sure if any of them was a su pe rvi sor. 

I advised caller that I would send her information up to the CSM at the airport and would send her a claim form which does address personal injury. 

1 Airport: FLL 
2. Airline: United 
3. Flight number: 1112 
4. Departure date and time: 1948 hrs. this dale. 
5. Approximate time of incident: 1745 or 1800 hrs. 
6. Location (terminal or gate number): Term i na I 1 . C-3 - occurred at the checkpoint i ns1d e the AIT machine. 
7. Description of baggage: NA 
8. Baggage claim numbers: NA 
9. Notations on the NOi: NA 
10. On behalf of NA 
11. Contact information: see above 

I advised caller that I would send them a claim form. the filing of which causes an investigation ta occur, and I would forward their information to the CSM for appropriate action. 

The glass may have been inside the AIT machine. I apologized to caller for her experience. I advised her that I would send this up for review by the CSM within the hour. I will also provide your contact information as well. I did not make any 
sta teme nl tha I ind i ca I ed tha I she s hou Id expect to receive contact. 



Caller went saturday to New York Kennedy airport and had a flight to israel, He wants to know if the way he was treated is normal procedure. He was asked to remove his shoes and jacket. He went through the AIT and was subject to patdown to clear 

121171201 anomalies. He advised he took his hand and ran it around the his waistline and belt. He wants to know if this is normal procedure. 

4 9:50:42 
PM Advised. 

You a re required to re move your shoes and jacket for sere en i ng. If the Al T machine which is the machine you we re screened by see any a no m al i es on the body you wi 11 be s u bJect to a patdown to cl ear the ano ma Ii es. The patdown procedure 1s what 
you experienced. 

12119/201 

Caller fiew on November 29 and her checked baggage had NOi. She had an e-cigarette in her bag and before she left made sure it was light. When she opened her bag it had leaked all over her items. She also had asked lhe TSO during screening 
process questions as to what they were doing and why but was never answered. Example they swiped her hands and never told her why. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is required by law to screen all property, including checked baggage that is loaded onboard commercial passenger aircraft. To ensure the security of the traveling public, it is sometimes necessary for 
Transportation Secunty Officers (TSOs) to conduct hand inspections of checked bags. TSOs receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great care during the screening process so that when bags 
are opened a passenger's belongings a re returned to the same condition they were found , We regret that you we re u ns ati sfi ed with the manner in which your bags were handled, 

Please note that TSA assumes a very limited role with respect to checked baggage handling. We are only responsible for checked baggage from the time it is presented for screening until the time it has been cleared of screening. Once checked 
baggage has been screened and c I ea red. air I in es are res pons i b I e for transporting 11 to its fin al d esti nation. As a result, the amount of ti me checked bag gage is under TSA co ntro I is relatively short. 

Many airpor1s have automated in-line baggage screening systems which can screen and clear a bag remotely, resulting in no physical inspection at all. However, if a TSO needs 10 open and search a checked bag, the TSO will place a Notice of 
Inspection (NOi) inside the bag to alert the passenger that his or her bag was searched by TSA. Additionally, the NOi contains instructions on what to do if the passenger has a complaint. 

4 You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim fonm will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. Claim forms are also available on our Web site at www.tsa.gov. If you 
10:04:43 decide to file a claim, ii will be processed in accordance with the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

AM 
Because the complaint concerns security s c reem ng at a specific airport. we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-mai I to the Custa mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 

Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. TS Os must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal 
Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the 
process. TSA regrels if I his was not your experience. 

Airport: 
Airlines: 
Flight 
Time: 
Date: 

Sanford, FL to Bristol. TN 
Allegianl 
?? 
1:10 
November 29 



Caller has trave I ed twice and has to have add iii on al sere en i ng. Caller wants to know why she has GE and PreChe ck and has to go lo r this add i ti o na I screening and how it can be fixed. 

Response: 

TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entenng the secured area, and the way the screening is 
conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

121191201 The ··s" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 

4 1 ,39 ,05 Nation's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

PM 
TSA does not discuss or release specifics about securily screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Securily Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI 10 lhe public because it is 
considered detrimental to the security of transportation. 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry PC09ram (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
transpor1ation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U .s. borders. Examples of travel diflicullies may include: 
• Traveler's belief that they are on a government watch list. 
• Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or ident1f1ed for add1t1onal screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 
• Difficulty printing a boarding pass at home or at the kiosk. 

OHS TRIP is part of an effort by the U.S. Departments of State and Homeland Security to welcome legitimate travelers while securing our country from those who want to do us harm. 

For those who encounter misidentification+ the DH S T rave I er Redress Inquiry Program (TR IP) he I ps prevent watch I is t name confusion, or misidentification, Travelers may a pp I y lo r D HS redress on Ii ne, 
Caller stated that his wil'fb::,(6) !was subjected to more screening that necessary at MCO today. 
He explained that his wile 1s aver 15 and In e t, rst agent told her it was ok to leave on her jacket while the second asked her to remove it. 

Next she showed her me1a1 implant cards to the officer who sent her through the WTMD, and lhen when she alarmed she was asked to go through the AIT machine. After going through the AIT machine, she was wanded due to an anomaly being found 
between her should er blades. 

Ca Iler was furious that his wife had to be subjected to sere en i ng three times, He sent in a res pons e vi a em a i I some time ago. and reci eved a response that the I aw up ho Ids TSA which ma de him more infuriated, 

He spent several minutes yelling and telling me the same facts over and over. 

12119/201 He wanted someone from TSA to tell him that his wife would never be subjected to additional screening .. just 1 time. 
4 5:36:02 

PM Response Details: 
I did tell him that we could send his complaint to the CSM at MCO, and hopefully this type of situation would not recur. 
However, I could not guarantee that his wife would never be subjected to additional screening. Especially if there is any sort of anomaly. 

Details are: 
Airport: MCO 
Date and Time: 12.19.2014 415am 
Gate: 55 
Flight 2062 
Airline: US Air 
Agent was 5.8 around 60 years of age 



The caller is calling for her husband. She stated that she is a FF with United. She stated that he is 82 years of age. She stated that she has PreCheck on the flight for Christmas and he does not. She stated that it has always worked. expect for the flight 
for Thanksgiving. She stated that she went to the airline counter then and they were not able to do anything. She stated that they need to stay together as she is 73 and has a cane also. She stated that she thought it was based on age and medical 
condilion. 

I explained that TSA Precheck does not guarantee an ind1v1dual expedited screening, even if they opt in through the airline as a FF. or include a KTN on the reservation when booking a flight. TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable 
security measures throughout the airport to retain a certain element of randomness to prevent terrorists from I ea ming how the system operates, T SA P recheck se I ecti on has nothing to do with age or med i ca I co nd it ion, 

1212 ~1201 I explained that there will be times that they do not have the benefits together. However, in 2015, travelers who are eligible to participate in TSA PreCheck as a frequent flyer with their airline will see a significant reduction in the number of times they 

12,4 7,55 are selected for expedited screening. This change 1s part of TSA's application of intelligence-driven, nsk-based screening procedures and efforts to ensure that low-nsk travelers continue to receive expedited screening on a consistent basis. 

PM 
I explained that if an individual wanls to get benefits on a consistent basis, she can apply for a Trusted Traveler program such as GE, or complete the TSA PreCheck application process. 

Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alanm at the normal checkpoint. Passengers who are 75 or older will be infonmed of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

Caller slates I hat she before she flew from PBI, she had opted oul of the AIT on 12 16 al 5:15 am prior 10 JetBlue flight 762. She says she did nol get lhe names of the 2 TSOs involved, bul one had her name tag on upside down. Caller stales that she 
has 2 hip replacements and a plate in her wrist. Caller says that the female TSO standing at the scanner called for assistance and the farther female TSO asked can she stand and caller said yes and the TSO at the scanner yelled yes. She says that 
th en the farther TSO came over and a I mo st knocked her over and al I of her stuff ended up in fi oor and peop I e we re having to step over it. She states that she m ent,oned this but was ignored. Cal I er says that the wo rs! TSO was the one by thesca n ne r. 
who had long dark blond hair. 

Advised ca Iler: 
PI ease be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Sup erv iso ry Trans po rtati on Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Cus1omer Service Manager. 

121221201 Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at (855) 787-2227 prior to traveling with questions about screening policies. procedures. and what to expect at the security checkpoint. TSA Cares serves as an add1t1onal. dedicated resource specifically for 

4 passengers with disabilities, medical conditions, or other circumstances. as well as their loved ones who want to prepare for the screening process prior to flying. 

1 O: 13,21 TSA recommends thal passengers call no less than 72 hours ahead of I ravel in case it is delermined thal it is necessary 10 coordinate support at the airport. 

AM 

12123/201 
4 7:04:57 

PM 

FI 1g ht information: 
From to: PBI to LGA 
Flight date time: 12 16 5:15 am 
Flight number: 762 
Airline: JetBlue 
Airport: PBI 
Gate Terminal: C10 

Emaifb)(61 

Caller wants to speak with a manager to ask 1f they put him a watchl 1st? He was at the checkpoint this mom i ng and refused to go through the Al T or Paid own. He was not permitted to go through the WT MD at his request. 
What can he to to avoid the AIT or patdown? He wants to go through the WTMD with the Hand held wands. 
He wants to ask what his options are for screening. The police were called al the checkpoint. 
He was at the Billings Logan. Montana airport today. 
Is Ralph the person he would need to speak with about his name added to a watch I 1st? He did not proceed through screening. 

[§II 
Advised: 
I offered to provide safety and research information a bout the Al T. Caller d eel i ned. 
I ndivid ua Is who do not wish to be sere ened by this technology w i 11 be required to undergo alte ma ti ve screening, including a thorough patdown. 
He would have to undergo the screening the TSO di re cts him to. 
Whenever a passenger alarms the walk-through metal detector. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to locate and resolve the source of the alarm. As you know, TSA no longer uses hand-held metal detectors to 
resolve walk-through metal detector alarms. Instead, a TSO will conduct a standard patdown of the passenger, which allows the TSO to screen for metallic and non-metallic prohibited items. 

Ralph Barclay 
Phone: 406-25.fFVi:[l 

Emaill(b)(61 



Disability Description: ODPO Follow Up Complaint for LAX 

Response Details: I first apologized to the caller for this experience. I told lhe caller normally by requesting assistance if the service is not available upon arrival that passengers can request a PSS for the assistance. I told lhe caller I would record his 
comp I a int and get this forwarded over ta the CS M at LAX. 

I co nli rmed from the ca 11 e rs previous ca 11 th at he did ca 11 to request the ass i sta nee, I seen that the ca 11 er also ca 11 ed 2 add i ti o na I times after to verify the assistance was requested for his father. 

This is the information from the callers previous calls in to the contact center. 

Call 1) 12 12 2014 8:10:43 PM 
Notes- Sending to ODPO, CSM, and Coordination Center at HNL and LAX as a Requesl for Assistance. E Vaisey 12-12-14 

Call 2) 12 19 2014 2:40 00 PM 
The RFA was sent to both airports 12-12-14 and ii they do not contact 

12/24/201 him from LAX, he can request that PSS al the checkpoint. 
4 

11 :23:39 Call 3) 12 23 2014 1:1028 PM 
AM 

The RFAwas senl to both airpor1s 12-12-14 and if they do nol con1ac1 him from LAX, he can request that PSS at the checkpoint. 

I told the caller I would forward this complaint to the CSM at LAX. 

lncidenl Details: The caller stated he called the con1ac1 cen1er on 12 12 14 to request assistance for his departing flight oul of H NL and for his return flight out of LAX. The caller staled he called in 2 different occasions after 12 12 14 to confirm and 
verify his assistance was requested. He stated he was given confirmation both calls that his assistance was requested. The caller stated the assistance provided ta him at HNL was exceptional. He stated he received a phone call in advance letting him 
know someone would be waiting for his family at the checkpoint upon his arrival. He stated a PSS met him at the gate. He stated he was completely satisfied with the wonderful service his family was provided at HNL. 

He stated he received no phone cal I from LAX. He s ta I ed he received no ass i sta nee at LAX. He stated when he arrived a I the fi rsl station in the airport he lei the girl know I hat he had requested assi sl ance. He asked if he co u Id request a PSS s i nee no 
assistance was waiting for him. He stated the girl requested a supervisor over her radio. He stated he was instructed by the girl toga up the escalator and a supervisor would meet them at the top. He stated no supervisor or no PSS ever met him or 
ass isled him. He stated at the che c kpornt he was asked 1/ his lather cou Id get out of the wheelchair lo r screening. He told them no he cou Id not. He said him and his fa mi I y was instructed to go over to the area of the Al T and that his elder lath er would 
be pushed through the screening process. He stated some time later a family member realized that his father was left by himself unattended at the area the family was before being asked to proceed to the AIT area. He stated he was told an officer 
would assist his father through lhe screening bul thal did not happen. He stated the officer just left his elder father in the wheelchair una11ended with no body there 10 assisl him. He stated he is very unsatisfied with this experience. He stated the 
employees lacked knowledge and seemed to nat have a clue about their jab. He stated he wanted to file a complaint about this issue. He did not like the way him and his family was treated that was very disrespectful and rude. 



Caller fi ew from LAS to CA. Ca 11 er had S S S S on his boa rd i ng pass and got a secondary s c reern ng. Ca 11 er wanted to know what was wrong. 

Response: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screernng passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances. this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

The "S" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
Nation's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

TSA does not discuss or release specifics about security screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Security Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI to the public because it is 
considered d etri mental to the sec u nty of Iran s po rtati on. 

121261201 The U.S. Departmenl of Homeland Securily Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolulion regarding difficullies they experience during their travel while screening al 

4 4 ,52 ,22 transportation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
PM • Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or ident1f1ed for add1t1onal screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 

OHS TRIP is part of an efforl by the U.S. Departments of State and Homeland Security to welcome legitima1e 1ravelers while securing our counlry from those who want to do us harm. 

For those who encounter misidentification. the D HS T rave I er Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) he I ps prevent watch I 1st name confusion. or misidentification. Travelers may a pp I y lo r D HS redress o nl i ne at https: trip. d h s. gov . T rave I e rs may also apply 
through e-mail or U.S. Mail by completing the attached Traveler Inquiry Form, signing the document, and returning the original with at least one unexpired, photograph-bearing, Government-issued travel document (e.g., driver's license or unexpired 
passport) to Trip@dhs.gov or mailing ii. 

OHS components will review the request and share information with other agencies to address the issues identified in the TRIP application. TSA's Secure Flight uses the results of the redress process in ,ts watch list matching process to help prevent 
future delays for misidentified passengers. However, because airline procedures for screening passengers against Federal watch lists vary. individuals may still be required to check in for flights at the airlines ticket counter. 

When an individual applies for redress, OHS TRIP will assign a record identifier or Redress Control Number (RCN). OHS TRIP will inform redress applicants in writing when the OHS review of an inquiry is complete. Reviews of requests for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. Applicants may check the status of rnquines at https: trip.dhs.gov status.him by entering the RCN. Travelers who wish to check the status of an inquiry, but do not have their RCN. may contact OHS TRIP by e-mail 
or by mail. 

After the complaint is resolved. OHS TRIP recommends that travelers provide this RCN when making reservations or updating their traveler profile with an airline. This info will assist security technologies to help prevent misidentification from occurring 

Caller is flying from MSY 10 ATL to West Palm tomorrow. Her husband has a pacemaker and cannot go lhrough certain screenings. When they went through from Wesl Palm, he was rushed into the AIT and she wants to know if someone did the wrong 
thing. She said that they were told that people who have a pacemaker can go through the AIT. She just wants to make sure that it is safe and will not harm him. She also wants to know if she will have to take her laptop from her bag when she gets to 
the checkpoint. 

121271201 
4 1: 18,33 Advised caller: 

PM 
Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices, passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 

Advised caller that she will have to take the laptop out of the carry-on bag. They may ask her to power it up as well. She should not place the laptop in checked baggage. 



12/28/201 
4 

10:25:33 
AM 

Caller fiew from CMH and had to undergo additional screening and present his passport. Caller Is having to undergo additional screening when he goes through the checkpoint quite often and wants to know why. 

Response: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances. this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
transportation hubs, such as airports and train stations. or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
• Traveler's belief that they are on a government watch list. 
• Situalions where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or porIs of enlry. 
• Difficulty printing a boarding pass at home or at the kiosk. 

OHS TRIP is part of an effort by the U.S. Departments of State and Homeland Security to welcome legitimate travelers while securing our country from those who want to do us harm. 

For those who encounter misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevent watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for OHS redress online at https: trip.dhs.gov. Travelers may also apply 
through e-mail or U.S. Mail by completing the attached Traveler Inquiry Form. signing the document. and returning the onginal with at least one unexpired. photograph-bearing. Government-issued travel document (e.g .. driver's license or unexpired 
passport) to Trip@dhs.gov or mailing it. 

OHS components will review the request and share information with other agencies to address the issues identified in the TRIP application. TSA's Secure Flight uses the results of the redress process in its watch list matching process to help prevent 
lulu re de I ays far m1s1d e ntifi ed passengers. However. because a i rt i ne p raced u res lo r screening passengers against Federal watch Ii sis vary. i nd1v1d ua Is may st, 11 be required to check in for flights at the a i rt i nes ticket counter 

When an individual applies for redress, OHS TRIP will assign a record identifier or Redress Control Number (RCN). OHS TRIP will inform redress applicanls in wriling when lhe OHS review of an inquiry is complele. Reviews of requesls for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. Applicants may check the status of inquiries at https: trip.dhs.gov status.him by entering the RCN. Travelers who wish to check the status of an inquiry, but do not have their RCN. may contact OHS TRIP by e-mail 
or by mail. 

After lhe complaint is resolved, OHS TRIP recommends that travelers provide this RCN when making reservations or updaling their traveler profile with an airline. This info will assist security technologies to help prevent misidentificalion from occurring 
due to the similarity of a traveler's name and personal information to another person in systems that contain information from Federal, State, local. and foreign sources 

Caller is currently at DTW. Caller opted oul of AIT because she is a cancer survivor. Caller said she was lold to wait, and she waited for 20 minutes. Caller said lhat lhe woman who told her to wait was a female. Caller said she lhen asked for a 
supervisor and when the supervisor ot there she was very rude. Caller said the supervisor name was~and she was African American with short hair. Caller sai b. (ff:, told her that she didn t want to pat her down because she was going 
ton break. Caller then said tha (b)(ff:, left and came back 2 minutes later and just looked the the caller. Caller then said that someone else patted her down and h··,1rr1 ust looked at her the entire time. Caller has blond hair and was wearing a 
black t-shirt and jeans. 

Airport: Detroit 
Airline: Delta 

121281201 Flight number: DL 1370 

4 5,54 :47 ~~~:t~oni :;t 12 28 2014 5:30pm 

PM Emailt.,b'-'1 .. (6'"'·., ______ __. 

I advised: 
TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and identify areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt. corrective action whenever we determine that security
screening po Ii ci es need modification or s pec1f1c e rn ployee s or teams are the subj eels of repeated corn plaints. 
Si nee your complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have lo rwarded a copy of your e-ma i I to the Cus torn er Service Manager at that airport, 



The ca 11 e rs mother fi ew from JFK to CL T on Jetblue today de parting at 8 AM. She went through screening around 7 AM. She stated that she has a comp I a int about screening. She stated that she has Io c ked hair and that 1s her natu ra I state. She stated 
that she believe that this is a racial issue and that she was chosen for additional screening based on her race because nobody else during screening gets their hair patted down. She stated that it was her son. her mother, and herself. She stated that 
her mother was also complaining that her sons gential par1s were being 1ouched too much. She stated I hat she feels that this is all racial discrimination .. She slated that they have no reason to touch her hair when she flys. She stated I hat I hey should 
be able to wear their hair anyway that they would like and not been subjected to that. She stated that there were no hairpieces or hair pins involved. 

I explained that if she goes through the screening process and her hair anomilies the AIT orwe can not clearly see the hair, a patdown would be required to clear the alarm. Even. hairpins and hair pieces can alarm the screenig process. which wculd 
result, the passenger's head area must be searched with a limited patdown. 

: 2~2i;2g~ For a civil rights complaint to be official the following has to be completed in writing: 

PM 

12130/201 
4 6:03:48 

PM 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
• Be in writing: 
• Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt 
• Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
• Describe the alleged discriminatory action in sufficient detail to inform TSA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
• Be signed by the complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed or she can mail it in. We will email her the information for filing the complaint also. 

Feedback Type Compliment 
Categories: Screening: Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time, 12130/2014 5:48:43 PM Airport: SAN - San Diego International Date/Time of Travel: 12/28/2014 Airline & Flight Number· sw FLT 3322 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: terminal 
1 TSA Employee: (If Known) : All Great Comment: The placement of lhe Body Scanner was lhe Least smarl Thing i have ever seen. II was pul al TSA precheck and they arent even required 10 use it. ( Bone Headed) I am a friquent fiighter, and Its 
be en over 5 years i"ve ben waiting to the body scanner. and was told it could nt be done. and mid of this year i heard we cou Id now get body sea nne rs just by moving a few pipes and raise the ce Ii ng. ( was so excited) But th en i co u Id nt b el ive my eyes 
when, saw where they put it:-(. I talk to at leases! 5 TSA inspectors and they agreed it was some bonehead in upstairs that made this crazy decision. Most of the people that need a body scanner like perfered fly,ers(without TSA precheck) the elderly 
and people with medical implantes cant used Terminal 1's only body scanner. Please fix This ASAP Would you like a response?, True Passenger's Name fb':1(6) fhone Number tb·:,(6) !Email !(b)(ff:1 !To leave a comment 
concerning lhis feedback, follow this link: http:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB21ApplicationManager 

Disability Description: Caller doesnt need assistance, she says the PSS and supervisors forget about making the request. She says she fell. THe supervisor came out and she told him she has a movement disorder, she startles and jerks then falls to 
the ground. She says they like her to go through the AIT for her screening but she says the movement of the AIT can startler her and make her fall. 
She has requested assislance for her 1ravel and on 3 different times she has 1raveled, through Midway, Jacksonville and Reagan she has fallen, the last time was at Midway on Dec 281h. She requesled assistance for her flights, she says at Midway lhe 
supervisor came to her for screening, the supervisor told the agent that they should not press the button for the AIT until they were told too, yet they did anyway. then the supervisor said to them I told you to wait . She fell because the movement of the 
AIT startled her and she has now fractured her ta, I bone. 

Response Details: Response Details: 
I spoke to floor support. [filuand then spoke back to the caller. I told her to she may need to opt out and ask for a patdown so she would not be startled by the movement of the AIT. She stated this too can startle her if they hit a point in her back. I said 
to her she can be face to face with the agent and give them the instructions on her needs as wel I as request the a ss1sta n ce so we can he Ip her as we 11. 
She felt they did not want her to ask for patdown. I told her it was her choice and she can ask for a patdown anytime for her screening, I was so sorry they couldnt coordinate this for her, 

I explained to her to make this a formal complaint she would need to put the complaint in writing and we have contact information to send it but she did not want it, she said she knew about it already and knew where to send it if she decided to send it. 

She can file a claim. 
12/311201 She could get a claim form from ts a.gov and download one for herself. I could mail, fa, or email a claim from to them as well. She wanted one mailed to her. 
4 348 00 

PM If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

I was so sorry this was happening to her. 

I am forwarding her complaint to the CSM as well 
969 Return 12 28 2014 2:55:00 PM Southwest Airlines MOW 

Incident Details: Disability Description: Caller doesnt need assistance. she says the PSS and supervisors forget about making the request. She says she fell. THe supervisor came out and she told him she has a movement disorder. she startles and 
jerks then /al Is to the ground. She says they Ii ke her to go through the AIT for her screening but she says the movement of the A IT can startler her and make her fal I. 
She has requested assistance for her travel and on 3 different times she has traveled, through Midway, Jacksonville and Reagan she has fallen, the last time was at Midway on Dec 28th. She requested assistance for her flights, she says at Midway the 
supervisor came to her for screening, the supervisor lold the agent that they should not press the button for the AIT until they were told too, yel they did anyway, then lhe supervisor said 10 lhem I told you to wait. She fell because the movemenl of the 
AIT startled her and she has now fractured her tail bone. 



Caller Is upset because she bought a TSA approved lock and when she arnved at her destination the lock was missing. She flew from McGhee Tyson Airport and when she came back from her trip on December 31st she went to talk to TSA about her 
missing lock. It was around 11: 15 am and 4 TSA agents were standing there and one agent gave her a card and said call this number and they will send you a new lock. She is upset because of the way she was spoken to. She is 75 years old and 
felt she was being spoken to very dismissive. She bought a TSA lock so it would be easier but since her lock was missing all her items were left for someone 10 lake. There was not a NOi in her bag but caller stated that at McGhee Tyson lhey open 
checked baggage there at the check point and normally she watches but this time she did not because she had the approved TSA Lock 

Advised Ca Iler: 

Please be advised that TSA is not liable for any damage to locks or bags I hat are required to be opened by force for security purposes. 

11212015 In cooperation with private industry. TSA implemented a system under which TSOs are able to identify, unlock. and then relock certain locks using passkey sets available to TSA screeners. TSA-recogmzed locks can be opened and relocked by TSOs 

9:42 :00 without force and with little delay. TSA cannot, guarantee that such locks will never be damaged or lost while TSOs and airline employees handle checked baggage. Additionally, TSA has found that many locks break off in airporl baggage conveyor 
AM syslems, which may also cause damage to checked baggage. 

1/212015 
12:06:31 

PM 

Si nee your complaint concerns an m c ide nt that ace u rred at a s pec1f1c airport, we have forwarded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Custa mer Service Manager 

while enhancing technology and improving lhe passenger experience at security checkpoinls. As part of I his effort, TSA has implemented a program to revise screening procedures for passengers who appear to be age 75 and older. 

Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alann, as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be infonned of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

TSA anticipates these changes will further reduce-though not completely eliminate-the need for a physical patdown on travelers 75 and older that would otherwise have been conducted to resolve alarms. It's important to remember, that any individual 
may be required to remove their shoes or undergo a patdown if a no m al i es are detected during sec u nty screening th at cannot be reso I ved through other means. 

Caller did nol wanl to file a claim for the missing lock she jusl wanled to let TSA know she did nol like lhe way she was spoken 10. 

Caller went to express her concerns to a supervisor at DEN due to a negative experience. She was told to call us. She has had similar issues multiple times. She traveled on December 27th with United on flight 6224. She is a Precheck member and 
went through the Precheck line. She has 2 hip replacements. Since she asked 10 go lhrough the AIT she was directed to a differenl lane. She asked if she would have to take off shoes and remove her 3-1-1 bag and she was told No by 2 TSOs. A TSO 
at the checkpoint she was directed to told her that she needed to. She was holding up the line due to her ability to remove her shoes. The TSO was disrespectful in her opinion. She stated that the TSOs need to be trained to have respect. 

Response: 
Airporl: DEN 
Airline: United 
Flight Number: 6224 
Departure Time: 12:30 pm 
Arrival Time: 400 pm 
Specific Location (Terminal-Gate): United Terminal B- Directed to lane 5 from the Precheck lane 

Advised caller that TSOs are trained to show respect and dignity to travelers, 

Since your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

Advised ca Iler that she can ask lo r a PSS before screening begins to get assistance at the checkpoint, 

She can also set up assistance by calling TSACares 855-787-2227 

Passengers who have a dis a bi Ii ty that does not a I low them to ea s i I y remove their shoes don t have to even if they a re not se I ected for Preche ck, They ju st need to notify the TS Os about their com pl i cation. 



Froni(b 1(6) 
Sent: Friday, January 02, 2015 5:04 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ~(b_-._,(6_-_I --~ 

11212015 Dale Time: 11212015 5:03:36 PM 

6:14:36 
PM 

Name: 

kb,(61 

Email: 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

Comp I a int a bout TSA screener 

Comments: 

I was preparing to board American Airlines flight 2563 at DFW this morning (somewhere around 6:30 to 7:00 a.m .. though I didn't note the exact time). As I prepared to leave the AIT screening device to move forward toward my gate, TSA Agent fh·11R! 



11412015 
9:32:43 

AM 

I'd like to give a mild complaint about an incident at Tampa Airport securily screening this morning, belween 5:10 and 5:45 am. My daughters (ages 16 and 18) and I were catching united flighl 1507 to Newark leaving al 5:57 am on January 3, 2014. 

I asked lhe screening agenls to allow my daughlers to skip going lhrough the AIT machine. The agents set my daughters aside for a pat down while I went through lhe AIT and waited for them on the other side. It was very busy, so I knew it would take 
extra time. But after 20 minutes, I started ta suspect that the agents were actually extremely annoyed and were trying ta teach me a lessan-------,;how me that I'm an idiot. and that they have the power to make us miss our plane (though we arrived nearly 
an hour ahead of take-off). After my first daughter finally got a pat down, and I saw the hostility directed toward us, I gave up on the second daughter and sent her through the AIT machine. I had no choice really, as our plane was so close to take off 

After we ran for our plane, my daughters told me they we re very upset. They said th at when they we re wa iii ng, the agents we re radioing loud I y and comp I am i ng about "the mother' i ns1sti ng on a pat down. and bas1ca 11 y ma king a scene to embarrass 
them. They felt so humiliated. Honestly, I really thought it was our option, so I had been very polite and patient about it. 

I do not blame the agents, but you do have the system set up so that it is impossible for a passenger to decline the AIT. I think you need to be honest about that. The security agents are human and "special orders" are going to annoy them when they 
are busy. Some agents will lose their professionalism and engage in petly power struggles, which I hey will obviously win al 5 minu1es to take off. 

Your web site says the following: 

Q. Can I choose the way I would Ii ke to be screened? 

A. Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do nol wish to be screened by lhis technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough paldown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers 
of this right. 

But please, be honest• Given my experience I would add a few lines ta this: 
Caller travelled Last Friday from lhe Dominican Republic. She had travelled there on Dec 21, and on both legs she had 4s on her boarding passes. She was subjected to additional security. Her call was to express concern, and see if she should expect 
this on future flights 

Advised ca Iler 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service ta all travelers who pass through aur screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted 1s important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

11512015 TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some ins1ances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 

5:46:42 factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown an a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. PM 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers, TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new 1echnologies to address the explosives th real. In lhe meantime, lhe use of additional screening enhances our ability 10 de1ec1 explosives al our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an addilional layer of security at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

Since this is the first round trip with this additional screening, this would be in line with a random selection process. If this happens again on a future flight. then please call us back for additional service. 



Caller states that when she be came di sabled she got Pre Ch eek. She has been g ettmg Pre ch eek lo r a co up I e of yea rs. She was not chosen for PreChe ck for her u pea ming flight. Caller wo u Id Ii ke to know why. Cal I er has a broken arm and wi 11 not be 
able to remove her shoes or lift her arm. Caller states that she has a replaced hip so she usually goes through AIT. but will not be able to do that this time. Caller is upset that she won t get PreCheck. 

Advised ca Iler: 

TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data using the same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided for years. TS A's new initiative will use this same 
information to also identify low-risk passengers 10 delermine if they should be direcled to the TSA Precheck lane for expediled screening. These passengers should not expect to be directed 10 lhe TSA Precheck lane each lime they fly. 

No status lo u nd. 
Based on the information provided, we were unable to locate you in our system. If the information you entered is inaccurate. please correct and click 'Next' to try again. II your information is correct and you feel this message is an error, please call 855-
DHS-UES1 (855-347-8371 ). 

Before the security screening begins, it is important for passengers to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) if they: 

11512015 • Cannot remove their shoes: 
9 ' 39 '30 • Need assistance: 

PM 
• Have difficulty raising their arms: or 
• Have difficully walking or stJnding alone. 

Passengers are not required to remove their shoes if they cannot remove them because of medical complications, discomfort, pam, balancing problems, or because the shoe 1s part of a prosthetic. However, passengers· shoes must undergo additional 
screening , which may require that passengers Ii fl the bottom hem of their pants, Passengers can request to be seated during this port ion of the screening. T SA a I so may use tech no logy to test shoes lo r traces of exp I osive mate ri a I . If explosive material 
is detected, passengers wi 11 have 10 undergo additiona I screening . 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector. the passenger must be screened using a patdown. A patdown procedure also 1s used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by 
AIT. 

If passengers are screened using a patdown, it is important to know the following: 

• Patdowns will be conducted by a TSO of the same gender, 
• Passengers may ask for privale screening at any time. 
• A private screening will be offered if the patdown involves sensitive areas. 

The caller flew from EW R to PBI on 12-30. She asked what lhe rights are for the paldown. She stated thal her 83 year old husband had 10 remove his shoes, belt, and undergo a patdown. She thought that it was very uncomfortable for him. She slated 
that she thought all of that stopped once a passenger turns 80. She stated that this has never happened before, and the persons in front of him got to go on through. She stated that the luggage did not alarm and it was fine. She explained that there was 
an officer available and they did the patdown. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some ins1ances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Add1t1onally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. We are not able to tell her exactly why he received a patdown, however his age does not 
exempt him from the process. 

11612015 TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 

12,29,15 citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. There is no way for a passenger to completely avoid a 
p M patd own lo r screening , 

If a p atdown is required in order to complete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a privale screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a privale screening, anolher TSA employee will also be presenl and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
A passenger s ho u Id nol be asked or required 10 remove or Ii ft any article of clothing 10 rev ea I a sensitive body area. 



1/612015 

Caller Is wanting to address his concerns with the TSA Pre Ch eek I ane at LAX united com pl ex departure level te rmm al 8. Cal I er stated that they do not have a A IT machine there. When you go through the W TM D and it alarms they we re se ndmg 
passengers back and making them remove their shoes, belt, 3-1-1 bags, and laptops and going through the WTMD again. Caller stated that it causing the wait time for other passengers to go up and was defeating the purpose of PreCheck. Caller did 
not want 10 provide any furl her information or contact method he just wants his complaint to be given 10 management at LAX. 

3:44:28 Advised caller: 
PM 

Si nee your complaint conce ms security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your e-ma i I to the Custom er Service Manager at tha I airport. 

Caller fiew on Oct 25 from LAS to LAX. She was in the precheck line, and she has a knee replacement. Her arm was caught in the conveyor belt. When she got to the AIT she noticed she was bleeding. When she got through AIT, she asked for a band
aid, and the TSO lold her they had no band-aids. He did not follow any protocol that the airport has in place. A passenger gave her a wipe and a small band aid. She was a checkpoint B. Flighl deparled al 10:30 AM, she arrived around 8 or 8:15AM. 

1/912015 
3:12:24 Advised. 

PM 

11912015 
929:17 

PM 

I advised I would forward her complaint to LAS. 

Caller stated th at she and her husband are flying from LAS to H NL and he got Pre Ch eek but she did not. 
They have never a pp Ii ed for GE or T PAP; nor a re they frequent flyers, 
She is currently 74 and wanders if she will have to do the normally screening forever. 

Advised caller: 
It is important to remember that TSA Pre\u2713"' does not guarantee an individual expedited screening, TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport. 

Currently TSA is randomly selected passengers for PreCheck based on their secure flight data. The secure flight data is submitted to TSA from the airlines: then TSA identifies passengers as low-risk. 

While TSA's initiatives provide some travelers with expedited screening, passengers should not expect to receive this form of screening every time they fly. Individuals who would like to receive expedited screening on a more frequent basis should 
consider applying to a U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Irusted traveler program, such as the TSA Pre\u2713'" application program or Global Enlry. If you are interested in TPAP or GE, you would have to have an inlerview, background 
check and fingerprints. The filing fee for TPAP is 85.00, while the GE is 100.00. With GE the reason the filing fee is more is because when you arrive in the US from travels abroad, you will be able to go through Customs faster. 
You can apply on the web either at Isa.gov or globalentry.gov. 

For those who appear to be over 75 
Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alarm as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

Caller went through Security in Phoenix Airporl it was a complele zoo. She was 2 and a half hours early for her flight, and with all of lhe confusion she left her bangles from India in the tray lhat was left to go through after her. She travels alot and she 
knows TSA gets alot of complaints. Every single time she goes through in checked luggage, it is ramsacked. She has friends that travel and never get theirs inspected. She doesnt bother to lock her suitcase that always get cut off. She just was really 
upset a bout the way that T SA works som et, mes. some of the peop I e the re a re okay. T SA has no si nee of compass ion far !rave I e rs, she had a bottle of vodka once and a 11 she wanted was the botll e she did not care about the actual vodka. she just 
wanted the bottle. But they made her throw the entire thing away She has had breast cancer and used to request a patdown but she doesnt anymore, she is wondering how the TSOs screen people without a licensing to do. She thinks that all airports 
should have a lane set aside for firsl time fliers and passengers wilh families because Sky Harbor was a complete mess because of a family wilh small children thal had not gone through screening before. 

111112015 Phoenix 
11:59:48 

AM Phoenix Sky Harbor I ntemationa I Airport 
602-626-1453 

Explained to the caller that we do not actually send passengers through an Xray machine. Explained that we have the WTMD which is just a large walk through metal detector. We have the AITwhich does not penetrate the body, it just looks for 
anomalies on the outside of the body. The only things that actually go through an xray machine are passengers belongings, that would probably be why TSOs do not have to have a license to do the screening and have passengers around the xray. As 
far as radiation, we have information about the AIT that 2 minutes on board an aircraft exposes passengers to more radiation lhan going through lhe AIT. 



Caller Is questioning why she was flagged on a In p to the Domini can Re pu bl ,c and back. Cal I er stated that she was patted down and her hands were swab bed. Ca 11 er stated that she has a KT N and reci eved TSA Pree heck for the departure and st, 11 

encountered this. Ca 11 er stated that in the Domini can Re pub Ii c she was only switching planes and never left the airport there and went through their additiona I screening , I advised the ca Iler stated th at when retumi ng going through Dul I es she was 
patted down and went through additional screening. Caller asked why she should have TSA PreCheck if ii does not help her. Caller asked if she was flagged for it. 

Resolution: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some insIances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
111212015 factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
11 :59:06 an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

AM 
I advised the caller thal I cant speak for lhe security screening she endured inlernationally, but only for TSA. 

I advised the caller that it may just be the random selection and she may not encounter this again as it was only for this one trip. I advised the caller that with TSA PreCheck she will still receive the expedited screening. but TSA will always incorporate 
random and un pred i eta ble security measures, 

I advised the caller that I would not be able to confirm or deny if she is on a watch list. I advised the caller that I could give her information about what she could possibly do if she beleives she is on a watch list, or if the additional screening is an on
qo i nq issue. I advised the caller that with the one trip it may be random selection lo r add1t1ona I scree ni nq and she may not encounter it aqa in. 
REASON for lhe call :She wants 10 make a complaint. 
Caller has been going to Orlando airport and is strip patted every time. She flies a lot and even to Mexico and this does not happen anywhere but at this airport. She said this last time she took off all her jewelry and put it in her purse. She was still 
pu 11 ed aside after Al T screening and patted down. She said 11 was a man who patted her down and Ii ng erpri nted her 
She is flying Southwest from Orlando International. She is nervous that it will happen again. 

Date and Time:January 5th at about 7:40 am 
Gate and Terminal:Not Sure 
Ai rpo rt:Orl and o I nte rnat ion a I 

1112120 15 Airline: Southwest 

5:20:31 Flight Number: Not sure 

PM 

111212015 
6:06 28 

PM 

Description of ca 11 er She was wean ng jeans and had taken off her shoes so she had on black socks. She had a hot pink three quarter I e ngth sleeves. 
Resolution: I apologized to the caller and told her that the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures 
focus on ensuring I hat all passengers, regardless of their personal situations and needs, are treated wilh dignity, respeci. and courtesy. 

Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted Is important. Transportation Secunty Officers (TSOs) must conduct add1t1onal screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 
In addilion, passengers may request a privale screening if additional screening is required or al any time during the screening process. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance 10 lhe private screening after the companion 

clears screening. I told her that patdowns are conducted by same gender officers. TSA does not fingerprint people but we do use technology to test for traces of explosive materials. You may always ask for a supervisor at any time. 
Because your comp I amt concerns the conduct of TSO s at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your I ette r to the Customer Service Manager ( CSM) at th at I ocation 

Hi, 

My family of four plus our friends (family of four as well) fiew with Spirit Airlines on Tues Dec 30 th at 9:43 am from DTW Airport to Fort Myers, Checking our luggage we had no problems. everyone was pleasant. Since my daughter is 11 years old we 
went into the designated area 10 show our passporIs. While wailing in line one of the female TSA officers, swabbed my hands with paper. She did not say what she was doing or why? Our friends wenl to the counter 10 show I heir passporIs. My 
daughter and I went to the counter and were yelled at by the lady " one at a time" I went to the counter with my daughter because she didn't know what to do. After that, we went to the screening area. there was a male TSA officer yelling at all of us 
and giving orders. I have a question and here Is where I am making a complaint. My 15 year old son kb)(6 !was ahead of me and there was a lady ahead of him, she went through the walk-through metal detector and set 11 off. she was yelled at by the 
officer to stand next to the AIT machine. My son went next through the walk-through detector and set the alarm off and to was yelled at by the officer to stand beside the AIT machine. Then I went and the alarm went off , I too was yelled at to stand 
beside the machine. How come my son was nol told to go lhrough the lhe walk - through meIaI detector again? The officer had the lady thal was ahead of[iill] go lhrough the AIT machine and thenfilill] had to go through it. I heard the TSA officer 
ask my son 3 times how old he was and he said 15 years old. I thought we have the right to say no to the AIT machine ? The officer never gave my son the chance to say no the the AIT. After the AIT my son. then was patted down and he was looking 
at me. wondering WHAT was going on and he was almost going to cry. He was upset and so was I"' My son set the alarm off once and so did I. How come I never had to go through the AIT or was patted down? I went through the walk-through 
detector and was fine. My son wasn't mean or not listening, he was quiet and doing as he was told. Is it normal TSA procedure to not explain what is going on and to be yelling at people? II it was a random procedure of screening. why do all three 
screenings and why a child? My son is a child, he is 15, not 18 and an adult. Our family does nol travel very often and this was a very, very upselling experience, we have never experienced TSA officers Ireating people poorly before. Coming back 
from Florida Fort Myers Airport, the Female TSA officer explained when she used the wand to check for chemicals on the hands. The male TSA officer at the counter checking passports was very nice and pleasant , same with at the metal detector and 
all of us went through and no alarms went off. There wasnl any yelling and ordering us around. They were very kind The DTW Airport was a bit busy, maybe the officers were stressed out, but that is no reason to treat us terribly. I see on the TSA 
website that security officers will approach children gently and treat them with respect , we didn't find that at DTW Airport I realize that with everything that's going on in the world, that TSA is trying to protect us, but, treating people with respect and 
not like animals should be a big priority. Hopefully, someone can answer my questions and see that the complaint gets read . 

k~b~·~1(~6~i __ ~!Our email address •~~1~h~·,1~r;~··, ____ ~ 

Sent from my iPad 



Caller feels Ii ke she has be en harassed at the airport today by TSO kb·:, ( 6) I Ca 11 er stated that she opted out of the AIT as she always does. They advised her to stand on a mat at the che c kpornt and the location of the mat prevented her from 
maintaining line of sight with her belongings. She took two steps off of the mat so she could see her belongings and the officer at the checkpoint threatened to contact law enforcement and have her arrested for doing so. He also threatened to man 
handle her if she did not listen to his commands. Caller is very upset and wanling to know what can be done about this. Caller slated that she was not given lhe option of going through the WTMD which she feels like it a violation of TSA protocol. 
Caller stated that she has problems every time she flies from RDU and is wanting to know if there is anything that she can do to prevent his from happening as she does not want to pay $85 for TSA PreCheck. 

Advised ca Iler: 

REASON for the call: Screener rudeness 
Date Time: 01 14 2015 12:00 pm 
Gate Terminal: Terminal 2 to gates C and D 
Airporl: RDU 
Airline: American airlines 
Flight# 1620 
Bag tag# ( 1 0digit NA 

1;;~~0
11; ~~'7s~~s~:~~;~~item description: NA 

PM NOi: NA 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue; Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. TSA regrets any unprofessional treatment you experienced. Because your complaint concerns an 
incident I hat occurred at a specific airport we have lo rwa rded this 10 I he a pp ro pri ate Custom er Service Manager. I am not sure where you go the information I hat you can go through I he WTM D if you opt o ul of the AIT but th at is not the pol icy. 
Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough patdown. Please note, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector instead of an 
AIT or a patdown. Even if you apply for T SA P reCheck that 1s not going to exempt you from screening if you opt out of the Al T with T SA P reCheck you w, 11 st, 11 have to have a patdown. PI ease be advised that a passenger may always request to speak 
with the Supervisory TSO at the checkpoint to address any comp I ai nt regarding screening procedures, The re is rea 11 y nothing e Is e you can do to prevent this from happening. I wi 11 include the information that you always have this problem at RD U , 
TSA moni1ors the number and nature of complaints we receive 10 1rack I rends and identify areas of concern thal may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, correclive action whenever we determine that security
screening pa Ii ci es need modification. 

Special Notes: 



To whom 11 may concern: 

For your review and action as deemed appropnate.,.!(b_."'1( .. 6'-I _____ ....,! applied to the Redress program on 1211912014. The traveler's concerns are outside the scope of this program. Please refer to the traveler's comments listed below. The 
traveler's redress case has been administratively closed. 

Thank You lo r your time and assistance. 

Sincerely, 

111412015 OHS TRIP 
12:45:38 

PM 

Tr ave I er Information: 

Name:k ... b_)~(6_, ____ ~ 

Address:._[b-'1_(6--') ______ __.I Harrisburg, PA 17110 

Email Address: f b 1(6) 
';::::==:::;---__...., 

Phone Number: !.._(b-'1_,_(6--'I __ _. 

Caller fiew from LGA via WestJet bul when she went through screening she did nol like lhe way she was screened. Caller did nol want to under go the AIT or Patdown because she is OCD and a Germaphobic. Caller also slated she did not like the 
way they patted her down and searched her bag. Ca 11 er then stated the office rs where very rude to her. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

Told caller we would forward the issue to the CSM for review since the screeners where rude to her 

CSM RFI 
REASON for lhe call: Caller staled the screeners where rude to her. 
Date Time: 01.12.15 - 6:00pm 
Gate Terminal: D 

111412015 Airport LGA 
3:38:31 Airline: West Jet 

PM Flight#: 1219 
Bag tag# ( 1 Od1git: 
Bag Description: 
Missing Damaged ilem descriplion: 
NOi: 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: 
Special Notes: Caller had no information on the officers. 

Ca Iler does not have a ema i I and stated if the CSM needs to contact her she needs to cal I. 



111512015 
9:38:25 

AM 

The caller is at OAK. The caller states that they had 1 AIT open for everyone at the Southwest terminal to go through. She arrived at the airport 1 hour pnor to her fi1ght and was in line for 30 minutes and missed her flight. The caller will get the facts 
and file a formal complaint. The caller will go back to Southwest and speak to them again. 

The area leading up to the security checkpoint is regulated by the airport and the airlines assigned to that particular terminal. We recommend arriving at least 2 hours in advance of flight time to allow ample time for security screening and boarding of 
aircraft. 

The caller stJles that she does not need to arrive 2 hours in advance of her flight she slates I hat TSA needs to open more lanes. 
Caller works at ATL and is needing to know why the process for employees have changed from being able to go through the WTMO to the AIT screening. 

Airport Federal Security Directors (FSDs) have discretion to exempt TSA airport employees from the requirement to undergo standard screening. However, if an FSD exempts TSA airport employees from screening, the FSD can implement random 
1 I 1512015 screening of those same employees at the screening check poi nl. 

1 : 39: 2 7 I advised him that I do not have information as to why the screening process has changed for airport employees at AT L so I am advising him to contact the CS M at ATL for addition al assistance with this question. 
PM 

1/1512015 
6:01:37 

PM 

CS Ms can be contacted by calling (866) 289-9673 and choosing option 5 from the self-service menu. By entering lhe three-le1ter airporl code of your departing airpori. you will be provided a phone number to reach the CSM al thal airport. 

REASON for the call: Caller said he fiew from Daytona Beach to Charlotte. Caller said he was told to put the wallet in the bin for x-ray screening and he has money missing from his wallet. Caller wanted to know why he was told to put his wallet in the 
bin for x-ray screening. 

Date Time: 1 15 2015 at 7:30-8:00am 
Airport: Dayton a Beach 
Airline: US Airways 
Gate Terminal: Gate 6 
Flight#: 5068 
Bag De scri pt1on: Dark brown leather b i-fo Id wa 11 et 
Missing Damaged item description: Caller said he thinks he is missing between $100-$150 

NOi: n,.a~--------~ 
Emai1:i(b)(61 

RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: Removing items such as wallets, belts, bulky jewelry, money, keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the walk-through metal 
detector or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ screening. To avoid the chance of leaving personal items behind, we recommend passengers place lheir belongings in their carry-on baggage before entering the 
checkpoint. 
You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response.Since the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport. we 
have forwarded a copy of this e-rnail to the Customer Service Manager at that location. 



112112015 
1A9:17 

PM 

Caller has issues when travel mg to and from the US. Cal I er is seeing S S S S on her boa rd i ng pass and is having to undergo add iii on al sere en i ng when she goes through the checkpoint.Cal I er norm a 11 y uses United Air I in es and wi 11 be flying from H NL to 
the UK tomorrow. 

Response: 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be periormed. 

The "S" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Security Administration (TSA) security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
Nalion's air 1ransportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

TSA do es not discuss or re I ease s pec1f1cs about security sere en i ng procedures. This information is d eve Io ped exc I us i vely for T SA person ne I and is considered Sensitive Security Information ( S SI). TSA cannot release SS I to the pub Ii c because it is 
considered detrimental to the security of transportation. The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties 
they experience during their travel while screening at 1ransportation hubs, such as airports and 1rain stalions, or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of I ravel difficulties may include: 
• Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 
DH S TRIP is pa rt of an effort by the U.S. Departments of State and Home I and Security to we I come I eg i ti mate travelers wh i I e securing our country from those who want to do us ha rm. 

For those who encounler misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevent watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for OHS redress online at htlps: trip.dhs.gov. Travelers may also apply 
through e-mail or U.S. Mail by completing the attached Traveler Inquiry Form. signing the document, and returning the original with at least one unexpired. photograph-bearing. Government-issued travel document (e.g .. driver's license or unexpired 
passport) to Trip@dhs.gov or mailing it to the following address: 

OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) 
601 South 12th Street, TSA-901 
Art i ngto n. VA 20598-6901 

OHS components will review lhe request and share inforrnalion with other agencies to address lhe issues identified in the TRIP applicalion. TSA's Secure Flight uses the results of lhe redress process in its walch list rnalching process to help prevent 
future delays for misidentified passengers. However. because airline procedures for screening passengers against Federal watch lists vary, individuals may still be required to check in for flights at the airlines ticket counter. 

When an individual applies for redress, OHS TRIP will assign a record identifier or Redress Control Number (RCN). OHS TRIP will inform redress applicants in writing when the OHS review of an inquiry is complete. Reviews of requests for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. Applicants may check the status of inquiries al https: trip.dhs.gov status.htm by entering the RCN. Travelers who wish to check the status of an inquiry, but do not have their RCN, may contact OHS TRIP by e-mail 
or by mail. 

Caller slated he has a complainl about the rules and regulations at the San Jose airport. The caller stated he was PreChecked the olher day and informed the TSO that he had two metal knees and metal in his shoulder and wanled to go through lhe 
AIT machine instead of the walk through metal detector. The caller stated he was denied because he luggage has already been screened and the lane he was in did not have an AIT machine. The caller would like to know why he was just not allowed 
to go to the other I in e to go through the Al T machine instead of going through the walk through meta I detector then having a pat down. 

112112015 REASON for the call: Caller went through the San Jose airport the other day and had PreCheck but was not allowed to go through the AIT machine because they did not have it on the lane he went through. The caller stated he has metal in his 

2 26: 21 s hou Ider and two meta I knees and had to go through the walk through meta I detector and then had to have a pat down. 
PM Date Time: 1 16 2015 9:05 am 

Gate Terminal: N A 
Airport San Jose 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight#: 301 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: I advised the caller thal I would gal her his flight information and send his complaint to the CSM. 
Special Notes: 



1/2312015 
5:22:32 

PM 

1/2612015 
10:44:35 

AM 

1/2612015 
3:14:45 

PM 

Caller went through the AIT screening at Austin TX. He put his bags on the conveyor belt and he had two laptops and a speaker m his bags. After he went through the AIT the TSO said they had to inspect his bags and would not let the traveler walk 
over to where his bags were being screened, He forgot he had lotion in the bags which were over the 3.4 oz limit and was offered to put in checked baggage but then was told it was too late to put in checked baggage. They screened his laptops and 
speakers and he did not know I hey had laken them out of his bags because when he fly oul of Indianapolis they did not ask him 10 remove his la plops for screening or take his shoes off I here. He was not aware that was lhe rule so when he was 
screened in Austin he did not take his laptops out. When he was told he was cleared to go he grabbed his bags. It was not until he was on the plane that he realize his laptops and speaker were not in his bag. He ran to the screening check point and 
got the items but it caused him to miss his flight. He was scheduled to perform at a church and is now not going to be paid. Very upset that the TSO did not put his laptops and speaker back in his bags since they took them out or at least tell him they 
had taken them out. He also wants to know if Austin Airport has the option to mail items that need to be left at the check point. Caller asked for the phone number of TSA officials. 

His Contact information is: ,.kb_."'1(_6'-l ______ _.!and if you respond make it to the ATTN: TSA Check 

.. kb_l~(6_-._, -~I was the TSO he dealt with and said his customer service was t not good. 

Airporl: 
Screening: 
Airlines 

Austin Bergstrom 
in 3:30PM 
United 4:05 to arrive in Houston at 5:06 PM 

Reason for the ca 11 : Caller has a comp I a int on the way he was sere ened and specifically that he was made to go through the A IT. 
Date and Time (departure time and arrival time): 1-26-15 @ 10:53 p,m, 
Gate Terminal: Gate 33B, Terminal 3 
Airport: LAX 
Airline: JetBlue 
Flight Number: 100 
Baggage tag number ( 1 O digits J: N-A 
Des c ri pt ion of Baggage: N-A 
Missing Damaged item descnption: N-A 
NOi: N-A 
Anything on lhe NOi: N-A 
Resolution to the caller's issue: Forward to the CSM 
Special Notes: He went through the checkpoint at 8:45 p.m. The TSO had white hair. he was the oldest one there, around his 60s. bald on the top of his head. he had a white beard and he was American (later specified that he meant caucasian). He 
had an attitude and was pushing him around (not literally) but did consider the altitude abusive. He states he has never been treated that way. He was told to not take off his shoes, belt and jacket. He was told to go through the AIT twice because 
anomalies were detected all over his body. He slates he was exposed to too much radiation and that upset him. He received a patdown due to that which he does nol have a problem wilh. He feels he was forced to be screened thal way. 

Caller fell at one of the airports security checks. She called that airport and spoke to many different people and was given many different numbers and she cant get anyone to help her. This happened at Honolulu, on Dec 30 she fell about 5:30 They did 
take a report on this as well. She fell during the AIT screening. 

CSM RFI---Mishandling RFI 
REASON for the call: Caller fell during the AIT screening 
Dale Time: 12-30-15 Deparled al 8pm 
Gate Terminal: ???? 

Airport: Honolulu to Dallas Fort Worth 
Airline: American 
Flight#:???? 
Bag tag # (1 0digit NA 
Bag De scri pt1on: NA 
Missing Damaged ite m description: She says her left leg was hurt, it is her upper inside left thigh and down behind her knee 
NOi: NA 



REASON for the call: Caller told the screener in ATL she d1dn t want to go through the AIT. When she fi1es out of MSP you go through and gather your things and they do the patdown on the other side. In Atlanta they would not do that. She had to 
wait somewhere else with her belongings unattended. She asked them if she could get her things and they told her no. She told them if her belongings are gone that they were responsible for them. They suddenly became rude to her and told her not 
to Wik back 10 her. She was coming in from Me,ico City through ATL and back to MSP and no one was keeping an eye on her lhings. One TSO was a man aboul 6 4, 300 pounds and the other a woman 51,150 pounds with glasses and short, 
cropped, black hair with gray. The woman was the one who told her not to talk back. What they did was a very punitive thing to tell her to go stand over there and not to talk to her. She finally had to go thorugh the AIT because she was waiting so 
Io ng and she Is reporting this be cause they a re probably doing it to other pea pl e. 

Dale Time: January 24, 2015, 330 pm 

112612015 G_ate Terminal: Gate B20 

4 :4g: 26 Air po rt: Atlanta Ha rtsf1el d 
PM Airline: Delta 

Flight#: 300 
Bag tag # 1 0digit: NA 
Bag De scri ptIon: N A 
Missing Damaged item description: N A 
NOi: NA 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: Told the caller I would forward this information to the CSM at the airport for investigation. 
Special Notes: NA 

Caller left a message at Newark Liberty Airport. but only gets a voicemail for the CSM. Caller flew January 1st from EWR to Vietnam. Caller said the security process was terrible and he observed other elderly passengers, not himself, being treated 
like they were not humans. Caller said everything was unprofessional and of no help. Caller said he was never screened. Caller claimed he was not screened, but yet stood in the machine and was told its done so he was screened. Essentially he was 
screened by the AITwith no anomalies and was told to go on. Caller did not feel he was targeted or treated this way but others he observed. Caller said this has happened before at EWR Terminal C. 

REASON for the call: 
Date Time: 1-1-15 1215PM 

112712015 Gate Tenninal: Terminal C 
2:30:13 Airporl: EWR 

PM Airline: United 
Flight# 179 
Bag tag# ( 1 0digit NA 
Bag Description: NA 
Missing Damaged item description: NA 
NOi: NA 

Caller said he has a complaint and that he has precheck with American Airlines and has global entry. He said he had his hip replaced last month and that at LAX they do not have a body scanner at the checkpoint and he has to go through the wtmd 
and then he has to have a patdown. He said that the TSA Officer will not walk him over to another line for the body scanner. He said the supervisor would not even help him and he said we are breaking the D1sab1lity Act. His comp I ant Is not being able 
to use the body scanner at LAX at American Airlines for TSA precheck. He said he is traveling tomorrow on flight # 12 from LAX on American. He said he has alredy called the CSM today at the airport and she told him to call us. He said he is disabled 
and he said lhe ail machine is not available at the TSA precheck line and they wont walk him over. He said he does not want 10 file a disabilily related complaint and does not want to go over it. He declined the PSS and he said he does nol wanl to 
confirm the CSM phone# and he ended the call. 

REASON for the call:Complaint 
1127/2015 Dale Time: 01-8-15 at 8 am 

5:22:48 Gate Terminal:Terminal 4 
PM Airport:LAX 

Airline:American 
Flight #:2381 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: I advised him that I will refer this to the CSM at the airport. 
Special Nate s: His comp I ant Is not being ab I e to use the body sea nne r at LAX at American Ai rtin es for T SA precheck. 

Ca Iler ju st experienced a rude screener at the Denver Airport, The ca 11 er opted out of the AIT due to the lea r that it puts out unsafe I eve Is of radiation, The TSO then asked ii she was pregnant and asked ii that was why she did not want to be screened 
via AIT. The TSO proceeded to tell the caller thal if she had a cell phone it probably put out more radialion than lhe AIT. The caller felt lhat lhe TSO was extremely rude and her comments were unwarranted. She slated her feelings were hurt 
pa rti cul a rly by the comment a bout her being pregnant. 

112812015 Airport: Denver 
1 :26: 44 Airline: So UI hwesl 

PM Flight Numbers: 211 
Date and Time of Incident: 1 28 15 1: 15 EST 
Location of Incident (Terminal or Gate): 
Officers Name: Not Provided. The caller slate that she was an elderly woman. 
Contact information ( phone numb er or EMAIL) t b ::, ( 6) I 



Caller stated she is an employee with the federal government with GSA and gets TSA PreCheck but did not get it on her latest fi1ght. The caller would like to know if PreCheck is given at random. The caller would also like to make a complaint about 
the way she was screened at the McCarran airport. The caller stated she was in line for screening and went through the AIT machine and she was told to step to the side and all of a sudden she was being frisked without any warning, The caller said 
the female TSO she was tall with dark hair, probably about 5 feet 1 0 inches IaI1 and was african american. 

REASON for the call: Caller would like to make a complaint about the way she was screened at LAS. 
Dale Time: 01 28 2015 4:30 Las Vegas time 
Gate Terminal: Terminal 1, Gate C 

112812015 Airport: LAS 
7:39:23 Airline: N A 

PM Flight#: NA 
Bag tag # (1 0digit N A 
Bag De scri pt,on: N A 
Missing Damaged item description: N A 
NOi: NA 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: I apologized to the caller and informed her that I would send her complaint to the CSM for further review. 
Special Notes: 

Caller fi ew Sunday from JFK and on Wednesday from RS W and m both cases she went th ro ught the Al T and was waived out of it someone patted her hair. 

She said she filed a complaint in mid summer 2014 and TSA investigated and sent her some informalion thal the agent was in the wrong and they are reviewing policy but I hat is all it said. 
She stated she is 36 and she feels she is being racial profiled by the extra screening of her hair and she wants to file another discrimination complaint as well. 

Caller wants a packet so she can file a complaint again for racial profiling and she wants to file a screening complaint on both airports and the hair screening rule itself. 

COMPLAINT#1: 
At JFK someone patted her hair with no warning after waiving her out of the AIT. 
DETAILS 
01-25-15 JFK at 10:45 top 10:50AM at JetBlue Terminal 5 (Flight 1129) 
She exited the Al T and the TSO waived her thorough and th en she w,to ut wa ming patted down her hair. 
She was a tall african american with cinnamon colored complexion and her long dark brown hair with orange roots was pulled pulled back in a pony tail 

1130/2015 She was at lhe AIT 10 lhe immediate right of the Supervisors desk and she spoke to the Mgr.!(b)(ff•, I 
12: 15:30 Caller stated she wants to file a complaint because it was like being attacked by a stranger on the street to have someone pat her hair without warning. 

PM 
COMPLAINT #2: 

At RSW the agent did warn her that she needed to pat her hair down and initially she declined it and they refused to let her fly unless she allowed the patdown of her hair. She did have some bobby pins but could not remove them without messing up 
her hair but 11 was clear to see what the issue was. They called a supervisor and she just rolled her eyes around at her and they called a Manager who said they get into trouble if they do not do their jobs and the AIT showed as an anomaly It was 5:30 
AM and she ended up in tea rs before it was over. 
DETAILS 
1-28-15 she flew from RSW on a 6 am flight from Terminal (did not know) on Jet Blue Flight 130 She was at the checkpoitn around 5:10AM to 5:20 AM. 
Her complaint is th at the Sup evi so r who came aver to her was not empathetic to her s1tuati on at al I. I Note: I ni ti a 11 y she said the TSO ro 11 ed her eyes at her but when I repeated 11 back she would not agree to what she had said and changed to saying 
she was just not empathetic and was not a good representative to TSA). 
The TSO was a while older lady with dark brown hair wilh a reddish hue. 



Mishandling RFI 
REASON for the call: Caller says that he has a problem with a malfunctioning piece of equipment at the airport. The TSA personnel aren t acknowledging that this machine has problems 
He claims the AIT machine at the airport is deIecIing nonexistenl anomalies 
He says the machine is showing objects that do not exist. 
He wants it fixed, he wants someone to ack now I edge this and send him an ema i I back confirming the equipment has been repaired. 

He said the checkpoint 3 is where it s at and he notified the supervisor on duty, Supervise~ 

Date Time: January 30 at 2:00PM 
Gate Terminal: Checkpoint 3 Terminal 1 
Airporl: San Diego 

113012015 Airline: Alaska 
5:02:03 Flight#: not available 

PM Bag tag# ( 1 0digit: No 
Bag Description: No 
Missing Damaged i tern d escri pti on: The AIT equipment at checkpoint 1 

NOi: N~A'-,-,,.,...-------, 
Email:!(b)(61 

RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: 
I wi 11 lo rwa rd this complaint to the Customer Sup po rt Manager lo r TSA at San Diego and make them aware of the incident and faulty equipment. 

I told him thal I couldn t guarantee a reply from I hem, bul he made it very clear what he wanted by demanding they senl him an email response updaling him on the information. 

I apoloqized for any inconvenience and told him I would report this to the appropriate authority for TSA at San Dieqo. 
Caller has a complain!. He says every single time he goes through the screening machine, it gives a false alarm. He says 100 percent of lhe time he gets an alarm and he gets a patdown. He wants to know why they use this kind of stupid machine. He 
wants them to have a better machine for screening, he says it invades his privacy. 

CSM RFI---Mishandling RFI 
REASON for lhe call: Caller is upset his body has to be touched every week for screening 
Date Time: NA 

2/212015 Gate Terminal: NA 
1 0: 5 9: 23 Airport: He says every single airport 

AM Airline: Every single airport 
Flight#: NA 

21612015 

Bag tag# ( 1 0d1git: NA 
Bag Description: NA 
Missing Damaged ilem descriplion: Caller is upset about the AIT screening 
NOl:NA 

Disability Description: The caller is 80 years old, has a pacemaker thal cannot be screened by lhe AIT or WTMD. 

Incident Details: The caller has a home in CO. and flies from EGE often. However. he always encounters difficulty when interacting with the TSOs. In particular. he is always forced to remove his shoes and jacket. even afier informing the officers that 
he is 80 years old. He indicated that the TSOs are rude, and use a threat that he will not be cleared to fly without complying with the demand to remove his shoes. Additionally. on his last flight, he was told to go through the electronic screening even 
though he had a pacemaker. He wanted 10 file a complain! with the CSM at EGE. 

10:28:51 Date and Time of Flight July 10, 2014: 8 00 AM 
AM Departure Airport EGE 

Airline: American Airlines 
Flight Number: 1244 
Description of TSO: A caucasian male in his 40s. 



Caller said she Is at D F W airport and she asked why does she have to go through the extensive sere en i ng process. She said she Ii ves in I sta nb u I and is trave Ii ng there and she a I ready went through the T SA sere en i ng and she said the Su pe rvi so r 
checked her passport and she had a full patdown after she went through the ait machine. She said her lga s were screened as well. She said when the Officer looked at her passport before she was screened she called the Supervisor over and she 
asked does she have to go through I his each time. She said she feels like she is being Ireated a differenlly because of her nationality and the facl that she had a one way ticket. She said she has a one way ticket to Istanbul and is this why I his 
happened and she said after the screening they called the Supervisor back over. She said she does not want to go any further and she declined the CSM phone# and she declined giving me her flight info for the CSM. She did however, want hte 
emai I reg ardmg the ci vi I rig his complaint.She said the Off ce r told her there was a reason why she went through this and to cal I T SA for that reason. She asked if this can be a random sel e ctIon. 

Mishandling RFI 
21712015 
1:18:56 REASON for the call:Civil Rights Complaint 

PM Date Time:02-7-15 
Gate Terminal:declined 
AirportDFW 
Airline:declined 
Flight #:declined 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: I offered to refer this to the CSM and emailed her lhe Civil Righls Complaint policy 

Caller and his wife have KTNs and she has a hip replacement. She tried to present her card about her implants. They do not even look at the card. This has become a harder situation for them because they always move her over to anolher line where 
there is an AIT. Sometimes they take her to the front and sometimes she has to wait in line and it defeats the purpose of paying a fee and getting a KTN. He has no issues when he travels by himself. 

211012015 Callers wife got on the phone. She does not mind the AIT or the wand but does not like to have peoples hands on her. 
1 :59:00 He asked if they should acknowledge lhe card. They have flown from FLL. He asked if the AIT is at FLL but his wife said the AIT is there but not at the precheck checkpoint. 

PM 
He asked if Al T is similar to MR I. He tries to get as I ittl e radiation as po ssI bl e and w111 sometimes ask for a patdown. 

I recently was on another trip to Denver and experienced a problem I wanted to make you aware of. I travel to that airport frequently but I was so surprised to find both my husband and I were both TSA approved for the first time. I have had a knee 
replacement and after putting all the items on the belt and getting in line I found there was no AIT machine for precheck. All of the other Imes had one. I assumed the pre-approval was a reward for being a frequent flyer but here I found it was a 
punishment. I had to leave my husband(he then had the responsibility of all of our belongings) and go down to another lane to go thru the AIT machine. Otherwise I would have had to wait for an attendant and then go thru the "pat down" (which is not a 

211312015 quick procedure, and not pleasant 10 say the leasl). 

4_10'49 I always look to see if there is a machine before I get in line and never imagined there would not be one in a pre approval line. I am hoping this makes you aware of the problem and are able to correct it. With the amount of flyers now I would think the 
· PM money would be available. 

Thank you, 

l(b,(61 

REA SON lo r I he ca 11 : Ca 11 er wou Id Ii ke to know who to speak with a bo ul making a form a I comp Iain t on TSA at New Ori ea ns. Her mother rolled her a nk I e at the airport and had crutches, going th rough Security. The office rs were not very help f u I. She 
was taken out of a wheelchair and put in the AIT machine then given a cane after having her crutches taken away. Her mother is a senior citizen. The treatment was very humiliating and the passenger was treated as she was stupid. Caller did inform 
me that she was not at the checkpoint and did not see what occurred but is very angry about the treatment her moth er received. 
Date Time: 2 8 15@ 1400 

211312015 G.ate Terminal: SW Terminal 

8:55:00 Airport: New Orleans 

PM 
Airline: SW 
Flight#: Unknown 
Bag tag# (1 OdigitJ: NA 
Bag Description: N A 
Missing Damaged item descnption: NA 
NOi: NA 



211712015 
229:59 

PM 

2120/2015 
104514 

AM 

Submitted on Tuesday. February 17. 2015- 12:12 Submitted by anonymous user:fh··,1rr1 IS u bm,tted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your al I eg ati on based on: Ci vi I Rights Liberti es (Other) What is the basis of your a 11 egat ion? Other Right or Liberty not Ii sted Other Constitution al Rig ht or Liberty not I isted: Opt out rights Are you fi 11 i ng this form out for yo urse If? Yes. I m fi 11 i ng this 
form out for myse If 

==I ndivid ua I Info== 
Firs1Name~ 
Last Name~ 
Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 
Phone Number!~lh_-_-,1_R_·1 ---,.-------~ 
PO Box or Sire et Address: l(b 1(6) 
City: jacksonville .._'-'--""-----...., 

State: Florida 
Zip Code (Post Code): 32209 
Other: 
Email: 

==lncidenl lnformalion== 
When did this happen? 02 14 2015 
Where did this happen? FLORIDA - TPA - Tampa International 
What happened? 
II is my right 10 opl out of the millime1er wave imaging based 
screening and since I am pregnant I have been exercising that 
rig ht Genera 11 y, I am met with rude attitudes and have to wait 
sometimes up to 20 minutes lo r a le male officer to perform the 
pat down. I have most recently been made to miss my flight at 
the C gate for Southwest Airlines flight 4070 at Tampa 
intern ati o na I airport be cause of the re not being a fem a I e off ce r 
available.. This is especially unacceptable since I was 
informed of this unavailability by a female officer. I asked if 
it was possible for her to switch with Another officer and she 

Disability Description: The caller has a pelvic disorder thal causes pain and mobilily impairment. She cannot remove her shoes wilhout assistance, but has to travel to Los Angeles often for medical procedures. 

Information Request: The ca 11 er requested a PSS for up coming travel . so th at the i nc1d e nt wo u Id not occur again. Al so. she wanted to ensure that she did not have to rem ave her shoes due to the medical condition. 

Departure Flights for March 14, 2015: RSW to DFW to LAS 

Departure Flight for March 16, 2015: LAS to LAX 

Relurn Flighls for March 18, 2015: LAX to DFW lo RSW 

Incident Details: The caller and her son flew from LAX. but was forced to be separated during the screening. The TSO. an African American male, was informed by!(b)(ff:, !of her disability prior to the screening. He allowed her to be screened 
by the AIT with her shoes on. but indicated that additional screen in was required. He asked a female TSO to conduct the patdown, but she refused. Then. he was required to ask a second female TSO to conduct the additional screening. She 
agreed, bul toldkb)(6) !1hat her shoes had to be removed. (b·•,(ffi informed her of lhe inability to remove her shoes wilhout assistance, and then offered medical documentalion from the Social Security Administralion. The TSO 
refused to read the paperwork, and toldkb·:,(61 !that the documentation would have to clearly state that she could not remove her shoes. Again,!1h·11r;·-, !was asked to sit in a chair, and complete the screening. However, she asked the 
TSO 1/ her son. who was standing near the checkpoint could assist. The TSO refused. and said that she could remove her shoes, as she had to have put them on herself that morning. !(b)(ffl !explained. again. that her son had been 
responsible for putting the shoes on her feet. Finally. they allowed her son to come back into the checkpoint, and assist her in removing her shoes. She feels that she was discriminated against, as the TSOs neither acknowledged her disability nor her 
request for ass is ta nee. 

Date and Time of Flight: December 17. 2014; Around 1 :00 or 1 :30 PM. 
Departure Airport LAX 
Airline: American Airlines 
FI ig ht Number: Not Provided: however, she was in the priority Ii ne. 
Terminal and Gate Numbers: Not Provided. 
Time of Incident: Around 11 :30 AM. 
Description of TSOs: An African American male, and two African American females. 



REASON for the call: Caller is trying to get a refund for a missed fi1ght back on 23 February 2013. The TSO manager was being really rude to her because she chose to opt out of the body scanner. He picked on her and demanded her drivers license 
in addition to her passport and was yelling at her and told her he was ma kin a record of this. The TSO took copies of her information and made copies of her passport. The TSO was a bad manager on a power trip and he had a smirk on his lace and 
wanted make an example of her. The caller thinks his last name was (b)(ffl and he was a light skinned Hispanic with dark brown or dark black hair. The caller asked to see lhe regulations lhat said she could not opt out of lhe AIT and lhe TSO told 
her she had to go onto the internet and print off something about the rules and regulations. She wanted to go through the WTMD and they wouldn t let her. The caller missed her flight because of all of this. The caller went and spoke with a police 
officer and they to Id her they cou ldn t get involved with T SA She wants to ta I k about com pensatIon for the missed flight. She a I so wants to know if she is on a no fly Ii st. 

Dale Time: 23 February 2013, 630 am 
Gate Terminal: Unknown 

2120120 15 Airport: FAT. Fresno 
7:40: 15 Airline: Unknown 

PM Flight#: Unknown 
Bag tag # 1 0digit: NA 
Bag De scri ptIon: N A 
Missing Damaged item description: N A 
NOi: NA 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: Advised the caller this would be forwarded to the CSM at Fresno for them to investigate the matter. Sent a claim form to the callers email address to file a claim against TSA for the missed flight. 
Special Notes: NA 

Caller Is a current government employee who is also a disabled veteran with an artificial hip. She wants to know why they took out the AIT machine at RIC? She is a disabled veteran with a metal hip implant so each time she goes through the WTMD it 

212212015 sets it off and she has to have a full patdown. They also made remove her shoes which is very difficult for her. Caller was upset because she was separated from a government issued laptop for a short time during the process and it is not supposed to 

11 : 10,01 be out of her view. She said lhe regular screening line is too long and she does not want 10 have 10 go through it just so she can be screened via the AIT. The incidents occurred on 02 08 2015 and 02 22 2015 

AM 
She requested the phone number for the CSM at RIC so she could personally ask her why the Al T was removed. 

Hello, 
I am a member of the Global Entry Program and still DID NOT get the TSA Pre check printed on my boarding pass in December 2014? Why did this happen? I paid the $100 and went through all the clearances? Your website states under frequently 
asked questions that I should receive it? Your answers did NOT answer my question. 
vlr 

tsatcc do not rep ly@se nt u re. com 

To: 

w,(6) 

2122120 15 Received-On: 
3:03:23 

PM 02/09/15 6:46 PM 

Subject 

In Response to your inquiry 

Thank you for contacting the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) Contact Center regarding TSA Pre?®. 

TSA continues to focus its resources and to improve passenger experience at the security checkpoint by expanding its use of technology and applying new intelligence-driven, risk-based screening procedures. The use of risk-based initiatives allows 
TSA to maintain its high-security standards and allow more travelers to experience the benefit of expedited screening. 

The mosl familiar of TSA's risk-based initiatives, TSA Pre?®, allows TSA 10 identify low-risk passengers for expedited screening. Travelers who are direcled to the TSA Pre?® lane may be allowed to keep on their footwear, light outerwear, and belt, 
and leave their laptop in its case and 3-1-1 compliant liquids gels bag in their carry-on luggage. 

In addition to TSA Pre?®, TSA has implemented various risk-based measures at all of our Nation's airports, even at those that do not have a dedicated TSA Pre?®. For example, some individuals may receive instructions from a Transportation Security 



In no way does this address my original complaint of discnmination. Your response is also incorrect since families traveling with children never go through enhanced screen, and children and older adults leave their shoes on. Clearly you do not screen 
all equally. 

But more specifically, it does not address how your algorithm for the millimeter detector was not trained on a sufficient number of body types leaving some of us more likely to be patted down than others. At this point (5+ years after it being 
introduced). this Is unacceptable. If you have not plans to address it those of us who are targeted for pat downs EVERY TIME we have to go through that scanner, which clearly fails to work properly. should be given another alternative. Therefore, 
please address my original complaint that your screening is discriminatory. Either we should be given the option of a metal detector OR we should be given the option of free TSA Pre-check (or whatever it is called), until you have addressed the 
problem. 

b)(ff, I 
bi(6i 

~1_h_.>1_R_··,~-----~~I I Baltimore, MD 21201 
Phonel(b)(61 I Fax: 410-706-1482 

212312015 E-rnail:k~b~)_(6~'-------------~I 
829:43 

AM 

-----Original Message-----
From: tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com [mailto:tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com] 
Sent: Thursday. February 19, 2015 6:43 PM 

To:kb,(61 ! 
Subjecl: In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank you for your e-ma i I in which you inquire about the reasons for secondary s c reem ng. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) see ks 10 provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 travelers who pass th rough our sere en i ng check poi nl s. Every passenger and their property m usl be sere ened before e nl eri ng the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply addilional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, 10 resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal DeIecIor (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passengers property could also be peiformed. 



Thank you for your scripted response to my e-mail below. I was hoping someone would have actually read my complaint and have enough courage to check into the incident. I would like you to understand this is exact reason I could not speak out at 
the ti me these made up ru I es & po Ii cy creation took place, as I wou Id have not been a I low to proceed, The stunned look on my face alone. if you took the time to review the video would tel I you something is vastly wrong , Your statements be I ow a re in 
direct conflict with my inquiry, yet I am to accept your answer and forget ii ever happen? I do not accept your answer and have no doubt that the majority of tax paying US Cilizens would agree wilh me. Your own statemenl taken from you reply "For 
example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the walk-through metal detector or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, 
a physical search of a passenger's property may also be performed."'. are exactlty why I questioned the behavior. I went through the AIT screening and was given the OK to proceed (there was no ala nm). picked up my property and put 11 all back on or 
in my po cession, my bag was pu 11 ed out for secondary sere en i ng (I fully u nde stand why), I question how you imp roved the se rcurity of the passengers by checking my body as a resu It of my bag lo u nd to have 5 pounds of I unch meat, The same I u nch 
meal I lold the only screener who followed policy, lhat lhe meat was the item picked up during lhe inilial screening. Then I was told to take my property back off and out of my pockets for addilional screening. Additional sceening methods performed on 
people who fail all other respectful means of screening, which I clearly did not. I have been pulled to the side for additional screening when something shows up on the AIT and I understand that completely. but that is not what happened here. I have 
also never be en searched in such a ma nor when I have been sent to secondary sere en i ng. I am not as king you to va Ii date that I am right. I know I am but what I am te 11 mg you Is pea pl e who fly reg ul arty as I do a re going to have a problem at this airport 
& with these agents. We know we actually do have rights. At best there is a total lack of training or at worse a total disregard for your policies and procedures. I would sincerely apperciate someone checking into this matter in an actual investagative 
manner because this incident could have been avoided by your employees following your policies. 

(b)(61 

212412015 In Response to your inquiry. 

2:36:09 
PM 

2127/2015 
12:43:28 

PM 

HYPERLINK "-(b~1-'-(6~) _______________ __. 

tsatcc_do _ no ... t ..:re=-"I ="-se,:nc;t.,,u.c:re""."'co"'m"'-'-'ts"'a"'t"'cc"-'d"'o"-'n"'o'"t-'r-"e=I =,,se"'n"'t"'u"'re""."'co"-m=-----~ 

I:::;""," (b 1(6 I 

.(b)l6) 

HYPER LINK "https ://a. gfx. ms/i clbl u ema nmxl . p ng"tsa tee_ do_ not_rep I y@se nture. com 
From :tsatcc _do_ not_ rep I y@se nture. com 
Sent:Mon 2123115 6:49 PM 
Tdh,IR\ 
Thank you for contacting the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) Contact Center regarding the reasons 

Disability Description: Caller just got oul of the hospilal after having knee surgery and wenl straighl to H NL for her flight to Maui on Feb 15th. 

Incident Details: Caller is wanting to file a complaint about the way she was treated at the screening checkpoint at HNL on Feb 15th. She went through the screening checkpoint at 12:30 pm for a 2:00pm fi1ght. The officers were trying to get her to go 
through the AIT screener but she was in a wheelchair and was not able to stand and walk due to just having knee surgery. The agents were very rude trying to get her to bend her knee but she was not able to. She was crying and trying to tell the 
agents that she was in pain and could nol stand or walk due to jusl having knee surgery and I hey were lelling her to shut up or they would 86 her oul of the airport. She staled thal the only screening that she wenl through was an ETD swabbing of her 
hands. she did not go through the screening tech no logy or a p atdown screening. 

She stated that she feels discriminated against due to her condition and also feels that she received poor customer service. 

212712015 Callers fiance flew from COS and while she was in the AIT machine it set off a ala nm and she had to undergo a patdown. Caller Is not upset over the patdown but he stated they told her it was because of the body lotion she was weanng and he stated 
2:50:57 that was a lie. 

PM 



212712015 
425:51 

PM 

212712015 
6:34:38 

PM 

Submitted on Friday, February 27, 2015 - 14:25 Submitted by anonymous userf .. ~_._,(_6_) ___ __,f ubmitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Disability Medical Condition Are you filling this form out for yourself? No, I m filling this form out for someone else 

==Rep rese ntati ve Information== 
First Name~ 
Las1Name:~ 
Primary Phone: Work Phone 
Phone Number:,.kb"-·• ... 1(6"'-· ... I ___ _. 
Best Time to Contact: 

og:oo am - 11 :OO am 
11:00 am - 1:00 pm 
1 00 pm - 3 00 pm 
3:00 pm - 5:00 pm 

Day of lhe week: 
- Monday 
- Tuesday 
- Wednesday 
- Thursday 

- Friday fb)(B, 
PO Box or Street Address._r _. __ , ___ _. 
City: Longmont 
State: Colorado 
Zip Code (Post Code): 80503 

Other;-:,....,...-,-,--------, 
Email!(b)(61 
Have you been aulhorized to file I his complain! form on behalf of 
another individual? · Yes, I declare that I am authorized to file 
this complaint on behalf of the named individual. 

==Comp I a i ntant Information== 
Relationship with Complaintanl: Spouse 
Full Name of Complaintant:~f b-.-)(_6_) ______ ~ 

Caller said she did TSA precheck and that she is at lhe Long Beach Airport and she has boots on and when she went through the wtmd it alarmed and she 901 the full patdown in front of everyone because she sel the alarm off and she said she is 
frustrated. She asked why didn t she get the option of going through the ait machine instead of the patdown. She said she is still at the airport and that she is going to Phoenix and that she does not have the name of the TSA agent. She asked does 
she have to rem ave her shoes at the che c kpornt. She said the Officer asked if she wanted a private screening and to Id her that she co u Id have gone through the ai t machine but she was al ready aver th ere for the paid own. She said she is trying to 
understand the precheck process, 

Mishandling RFI 

REASON for lhe call:Complainl 
Date Time: 02-27-15 at 4:30 pm 
Gate Tenminal:gate 2 
Airport: Long Bea ch 
Airline:US Air 
Flight #:unknown 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: I advised her that I will refer this to the CSM at the airport. 

Caller fiew last year 2 times and both times after the AIT she got additional screening; the first time they search her hair and the second time they searched her breasts. Also, she got specifically and solely asked to show an ID before even getting to 
the ID check counter. She felt uncomfortable and felt racially profiled. Transfer,-ed to MB. 

212s12015 !(b ,(B) ~ates: 

10:43:53 
AM Caller feels she was racially profiled on a November 10th, 2014 flight from LAX aboard Virgin American #B78 which departed at 12:00PM. 



REASON lo r the ca 11: Ca 11 er s wife and daughter flew from Seattle I ast Friday morning to Bal ti more on Alaska Airlines. She has TSA preche ck and she Is 68 yea rs old and in a wheelchair with medIca I cond iii on s and she was treated very rude I y. T SA 
couldn t do the prescreen because they didn t have a precheck lane open and put her in the regular line and she had to wait. They made her stand up in the wheelchair and go through the AIT. His wife told them she was able to stand and walk but she 
probably should have said no. She is nol thal steady on her feet. His wife went lhrough the AIT and they said she had something on her hands. The TSO did something with her hands and pulled her into a room. The TSO kept questioning her aboul 
her hands and said she put something on her hands and she kept telling them she did have anything on her hands. The TSOs weren t very pleasant and it was bad customer service. His wife has peripheral neuropathy on her hands due to damage 
from cancer. The TSOs were making fun of her because she had a bag with excrement in it and they were rude to her. They hadn t been trained very well and they did not approach her property and did not know what an ileostomy was. The gals doing 
the body check weren t very accommodating. The TSOs treated her pretty rudely. They didn t even tell her daughter where her mother was and the wheelchair attendant told her they took her into some room. His wife is 5 8, 210 pounds. blond and 68 
years old. 

31612015 Date Time: February 27 2015, 700 am 

4:40:30 Gate Terminal: Unknown 
PM Airporl: Seatlle 

Airline: Alaska 
Flight#: Unknown 

3/10/2015 
9:3613 

AM 

3/10/2015 
101536 

AM 

3/10/2015 
3:43:38 

PM 

Bag tag# 10 digit; NA 
Bag Description: N A 
Missing Damaged item description: NA 
NOi: NA 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: Advised the caller I would forward this to the CSM at Seattle for review and investigation. 
Special Notes: NA 

Disability Description: Callers mother has a pacemaker. 

Incident Details: Callers motherkb)(ff:, !flew today she went through the checkpoint. Terminal Bat EWR around 10:10 pm on 3 09 2015. She was in a wheelchair provided by the airline, she has a pacemaker and had documentation showing 
th at. She said that her mother can not stand for long pe nods of ti me and has d1ffi culty walking. she informed the officer of this information and requested to be screened using a patdown. The TSO forced her to stand up and go through the Al T and she 
al most le 11. After being screened by the A IT they did a ful I p atdown as wel I, She said that she is concerned a bout her mothers health because the physicians informed her not to go through any type of xrays, 

Ca Iler is wanting to know what can be done a bout the terrible ex pe ri e nee her moth er had ye ste rd ay when going through the checkpoint. She wanted to know what the policy is for going through screening with a pacemaker. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time, 3/10/2015 9:03:33 AM Airport, RDU - Raleigh-Durham International Date/Time of Travel· 03/05/2015 7:30 AM Airline & Flight Number· AA 1539 Checkpoint/Area of 
Ai rpo rI : Security T SA Employee: ( If Known) 
Comment . I felt that I was very disrespected by two TSA employees while checking in. I am pregnant and opted out of the wave scanner. I notified the first agent that I was pregnant and was opting out. The female agent then asked me to stand in 
several different places while waiting for another female to perform the pat down. This agent proceeded to get nasty with me each time I did not stand exactly where her finger was pointing. I felt very uncomfortable as I was being asked to stand what I 
felt was too close to the scanner. A male agent then chastised my decision letting me know that I should just go through the scanner as it is only "radio waves" and that my cell phone is probably harming my child more than the scanner would. Agents 
should not be giving incorrect medical information or unsoliciled advice, especially when the safety of these machines has not been sufficiently sludied. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name b)(6i 
Phone Number . (b I(6i 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a commen concerning is feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller is currently at LAX. She keeps calling the number for their TSA deparIment and is not gelling an answer. She wanls to talk to someone today before she leaves the airport. She is calling!lh··,1rr1 I She says that she is flying via Southwest 
flight 4812 from LAX at 1 :55 p.m. She says that she is currently at gate 7. The incident occurred between 1130 a.m. and 12 p.m. Caller is traveling in a group of 50 individuals. They have 43 students and 7 chaperons. Caller says they were traveling 
from IAH to LAX and back for a school trip. One of their students has turned 18, but has no drivers license or state ID. All she has is a student ID. They made it through secunty alright in IAH. However. in LAX the mail document checker said that she 
was 18, so she had to go to another line since she didn t have a state ID. She says that the officer just pointed in a general direction and didn t give any guidance as to where exactly she needed to go. The caller is not upset that she had to go through a 
different procedure based on her age. What she is upset about is that the officer was rude 10 lhe child and also the adults that tried 10 help her. The adults began asking him if someone could go with her because they were on a school lrip and she had 
to keep a chaperon. He ignored them. Finally another officer came over and told them that someone could accompany her and showed them where to go. After this, they began splitting the line, sending some through PreCheck and some through 
normal screening. They sent a big group of the kids through one way and all of the chaperons were being sent another way. One of the chaperons followed the group of kids and an officer said, What are you doing? in what the caller describes as a 
rude tone. She says that the chaperon explained that this was a school trip and the kids had to have a chaperon. She says that at this point one officer looked at the caller and started saying to keep everything on that she was going through expedited 
screening, not to take anything off. The caller describes this officer as rude as well. She says that she wenl through the WTMD and it alarmed. She says that she told her that she had metal implants throughout her body. The officer ignored lhe 
comment and told her to take off her watch, bracelets. and engagement ring. The caller took all of this off except for her engagement ring. She was sent through a couple of other times. Another passenger told her that she still had her sunglasses on 
her head. She says that the officer d idn t tel I her to remove this. but tried to get her to take off her engagement ring. She says that she to Id her 5 or 6 ti mes that even 1/ she takes a 11 of this stuff off, she wi 11 st i 11 have an a I a rm because she has implants in 
her back, collar bone, left leg. and a screw in her right knee. She was refen-ed for a patdown. She tried to get them to let her use AIT instead and the request was denied. She says that the patdown was done and although she wasn t very satisfied with 
the facl of having ii done, her main complainl was that the officer was once again rude. She says she wasn I rude until the end when she just said Have a good day! and walked off. She never apologized or anything. She says that all of thal could 
have been avoided if she wo u Id have I iste n ed to her from the beginning, instead of sending her through and then take a few things off and then repeat. Also, she says that AIT would have helped avoid this as wel I. She says that she asked for a 
supervisor and the officer just pointed off in a general direction and said, They are over there somewhere. She says that she finally found a supervisorfbl(6i rrom terminal 1. who kept interpreting 11 that the caller was complaining about 
the rules. She says that the supervisor couldn t understand the concept that it was not because of the rules, but just because of the rudeness and ignoring the fact that she had told them she had the metal implants. She says that she wants to speak 
with the CSM before her flight departs; whelher this be in person or via phone. 



3111120 15 Caller was at LI H and someone was at the ste n I e area of the airport as king where you stayed and how much you spent. He did not Ii ke the questions that we re being presented. He thought they we re lo r marketing purposes. 
1:30:15 

PM Then he wanted to lei us know so that we could be aware thal the AIT machine in LIH was showing anomalies on his shoulders, but he had a knee replacement that was not recognized. 
Caller flew from Orlando International Airport on March 10. He went through the TSA Security screening Checkpoint between 12:30 and 1 :00 PM. He was asked to go through the AIT machine and it said there was an anomaly found around the crotch 
area. He was told that a_ patdown needed to be performed. When the TSO namecf(5'i(ldid the patdown he was way too aggressive and should not have touched his genital area so much. He would have rather been given the opUon of a strip search 
instead of being groped 1n from of everyone. He felt awkward and very uncomforta~e walked away and the more he thought about 11 the more upset he was an went to talk to a TSA Supervisor and found~ut was not given his last name. 
~imply said thal there was an anomaly and that a paldown had to be done. Caller understand lhis but lhere is a place and a way to perform a paldown. He has been in law enforcemenl and is very aware of how a pat down should be 

completed. Not the way this TSA employee did his patdown. He hopes no one else has to have that done to them in public. 

311112015 REASON for the call: 
3:0S:l 3 Date Time: 

PM 

P atdown was way to invasive around his genita I area and was conducted in the open. 
March 10 12:30 1 :0Opm 

Gate Tenminal: 
Airporl: 
Airline: 
Flight# 

RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: 
Special Notes: 

Gate 8 and switch then Gate 1 
Orlando I nl ernationa I 
JetBlue 
398 

AIT and he had an anomaly in his crotch area and 1ouched his privates. And did 

I apoloqized for the incident and advised the caller that TSO's are trained to be respectful. Told caller I would forward their complaint to the CSM for review. 
Caller and her x husband were flying out of Orlando International with their 9 year old daughter. The wife went through screening first then the daughter and lhen the falher. The daughter had an aerosol can of sun screen which was thrown away. 
Then they all went through the AIT screening. Next thing the parents know is a TSO agent wanted to take the child to a private room for screening. The parents stated the daughter did not have any alarm in the AIT so why does she need to go to a 
private room for sere en i ng. The TSO did not exp I a in any reason for the add i ti o na I screening. The lather would not I et the TSO take the chi Id out of their s1g ht and the TSO did not offer lo r one of the parents to accompany her during the patdown in a 
private room, The parents are very uncomfortable about this, And would like an explanation of why the extra screening for a nine year old. 

311212015 Airport: 
6:07:05 

MCO 
March 5 5:03 or 5:30 PM went through the screening 

PM 

3/14/2015 
2:32:07 

PM 

311512015 
2:35:51 

PM 

Southwest Airlines II i g ht 

Original she had a bollle of sunscreen 3.4oz. and I hat lime she was told to go 10 a private room to AIT first and did not sound an alarm and then luggage first then all wenl though the AIT no suggestion and I hen they 
Caller slipped while going through the checkpoint today BOS on her way to Detroit and said that she now has a shooting pain down the left side because it Jarred her when she slipped coming out of AIT while standing stepping out in her socks. Caller 
said she did not want to start anything but she was treated unprofessionally and a male TSO at the checkpoint made the comment Seems like you re just trying to get a lawsuit, instead of asking if she was ok. She said that she went to talk to 
someone about filing an incident report and they told her she could file a claim and she said she then asked for the male officers name thal had made lhe inappropriale comment and she was lold she didn t need his name. Caller said they did tell her 
that they could find the incident in the video coverage of the checkpoint. She is about to fly back home to Detroit and she will see a physician once she arrives. She described the male TSO as a young man with dark hair and a long dark beard who 
would be in the video cove rage. 
Disability Description: The caller is deal. 

Incident Details: The caller was flying with his family, a party of 16. coming back from vacation. The caller stated that the TSO s were screaming instructions advising people not to wait to undress until the last moment and also not to dress until they 
had collected their things. The TSO s were very rude and talking down to people which the caller felt was uncalled for. 
The caller stated that he went into the AIT for screening and stood their and one of the TSO s looked at him and said okay. At this point he left the AIT and progressed to get his belongings. A female officer stopped him and put her nose one inch from 
his face and asked him where he lhought he was going because she had requested he stop. He stated he thought he had been cleared by an officer. The TSO slated he could nol leave the AIT until the light was green. The caller looked at the AIT and 
it was showing green. The TSO said he had asked him to stop and he ignored her. He told her he was deaf and did not hear. The caller stated the TSO laughed at him and said he was not deaf. The caller stated the TSO then turned to her coworkers 
and said the caller had stated he was deaf and they a 11 I a ughed. The ca 11 er p race ed ed to get dressed and went back to the TSO to get her name from her badge and she stated to him. oh no, not this again. 
The caller was very concerned about his treatment and wanted to know what he could expecte from TSA regarding this issue. He wanted to speak to the CSM directly and also wanted a response to his complaint. The callers flight infonmation was: 
Dale and Time: 3-14-2015 at 9:23 
Flight#: 1420 
Airport: Newark Intern ati o na I 
Airline: United Airlines 
Gate Terminal: Gate 137 
Officers Name:~f h-··1r-R-.,----~ 



Caller stated she would like to give a complaint concerning two TSA agents during a patdown. The TSA agents are: Agen*b)(ffl !and Supervisod1h·11R··, L Caller is a flight attendant. She was recently visiting her brother who is 
terminally ill. She was dressed in plain clothes and she did not see the known crew member lane available. She did not want to go through the AIT and opted for the pat down instead. She asked TSOkb·•,(ffi !if she would wear clean gloves.!rh··,1R·1 I 
complained about having to do so and proclaimed This is lhe third time today with attitude.fh·\/r;·.,jasked the caller if she would like a private screening. If caller had known how the patdown would go then she would have requested a private screening 
but she did not. When the patdown began,fh··,1R·1 !raised her shirt up in the back. Caller stated she went down one of her legs and when she came back up she touched her vagina. ·., 6) came around the front of her shirt and caller felt her hand on her 
stomach around her navel. She made the comment aloud at the checkpoint that she felt she was bein touched inappropriately an~called the supervisor over. Superviso h·I1R came out and said Ma am, you are refusing a patdown. She said 
she felt intimidated by the TSO and Supervisor. so she called for a Denver police officer. Superviso (b)(6 ame back and took her ID. 

When the police officer arrived. she asked the police officer how long it would take, and he said A bit. Caller was embarrassed in front of all those people. Caller requested a screener other than !(b::,(6 ho conduct her patdown but this request was 

311612015 denied by Supervisorl('5i(l According to the caller, the Supervisor forced her to go through a second patdown with!(b·:,(6)! She felt the TSOs were smirking, she felt as though she was held unlawfully, she felt like a common criminal. She said there 
S:23:54 were several member\i-iir,l,anagement and no one spoke to her, she said they spoke at her. 

PM 
CSM RFI 
REASON for the call: 
Date Time: Saturday, March 14-8:00 (went through security at 6: 15 am) 
Airporl: DEN 
Airline: United 
Flight# 5224 

Caller asked if she needed to fill out any forms in order to make I his complain!. 

311612015 Disability Description: Caller states she has metal implants in her knees and when she goes through the precheck and goes through the WTMD she generally alarms so she requests to go through the AIT and usually does not have any trouble. Caller 
S:43,20 states the last time she flew the officer asked her 10 remove her shoes and was asking what are lhe rules regarding shoe removal. 

PM 

Callers wifekb::,(6) ~as an ostomy and flew from Ft. Myers to Atlanta this morning. Caller is upset because the TSO s there had her raise her shirt in front of people embarrassing her In front of everyone. She went through AIT raised her 
arms and was given a patdown. Tesled her hands then look her to a privale screening where there was 4 security officers. Caller advised lhat she felt violated because of the patdown. The secondary screening nearly caused her to miss her flight. 

311912015 She has no problems at other airports only Ft. Myers. 

9.34.59 Airport: Ft. Myers RSW 
-AM Airline:Delta 

Flight number:Unknown 
Date and time: 3-19-15@ approx. 7am. 



312112015 
9:12:03 

AM 

Submitted on Saturday, March 21. 2015 - 06:02 Submitted by anonymous user:._f b_._1(_6_) ___ _.rubmitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your al I eg ati on based on: Ci vi I Rights \ Liberti es (Other) What is the basis of your a 11 egat ion? Other Right or Liberty not Ii sted Other Constitution al Rig ht or Liberty not I isted: Forced to use body sea n ne r despite request (twice) to opt out. 
Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==I ndivid ua I Info== 
Firsl Name bl 61 
Last Nam (bi(61 
Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 

Phone Number._!r'"'h""··,1-':-R-':-·.,_--;:==----~ 
PO Box or Sire et Address: l(b 1(6) 
City: Surrey '--'--"'-----' 

State: Florida 
Zip Code (Post Code): V4a1x1 
Other: BC, CANADA 
Email: l(b 1(6) 

==lncidenl lnformalion== 
When did this happen? 03121\2015 
Where did this happen? FLORIDA - MCD - Orlando International 
What happened? Ori a ndo. around 0530-0545 hrs, Went through 
security. Asked to opt oul of body scanner. Agent called for a 
ma I e opt out. However. despite waiting beside the scanner for 

ten minutes, no one came to assist me. By the end there were two 
of us waiting but it was c I ear no one was going to come and de al 
with lhe opt out. Finally I was FORCED a to use the scanner 
because I had to catch up with my party and my plane. I do not 
like to use the scanner. It had a sign on it saying I could opt 
out. but the agents, by their a ct ions made it clear that one goes 
through lhe scanner or waits indefinilely until one changes ones 
mind. 



Name: rb)(61 

~f.· [~UIS, MO 63146 

St. Louis-Lambert Airport 
Terminal C 
March 21, 2015 Aboul 10:30 AM 
American Airlines 
Flight 1686 

I am filing a complaint against: 

TSM-•b,(6) 
STSO 

312212015 LTSO 

9:13:05 
AM 

I am a 6 7 year old woman. I had pol 10 at age 2 and have walked with crutches and a ful I Ieng th I eg brace lo r 65 years. 0 n Saturday. March 21 I told the TSA screener th at I had a fu 11 I eg brace and that I could stand a Ione for a short ti me to go through 
the AIT screener. I was screened, I held on to the sides while my crutches were run through the conveyor belt. As I walked out of the screene b::,(6) aid to me, I cant see the top of your brace. You have to have a private screening. I have 
to see your brace. I told her that I had never had lo do a private screening and thal she was not using the proper protocol. I asked to see a manager. h··,1f';"1 ame over._ He did nf h_ing_ br lislen to~b)(6:1 ! I asked b)(6·1 o ask 
someone else. She brought over another agent. (I don t have her name. She basicall didn t know what to do and didn t want to get involved. Then h·i1r;-·, roug overkbi(6·, I h·,1R1 tried toge more clar111cahon of the situation. he asked 
someone what to do. That person did n t have an answer. Mea nwh i I e, b) ( 6:, kept insisting I have to see that brace. 

I kepi saying, This is not right. This is not lhe correct protocol. However, I had no power, and if I wanted to attend my only grandchild s 6th birthday party I had to agree to a private screening. I wenl into lhe private screening area, pulled down my 
jeans and s hawed the brace to!r h ·1 / R ·., land kb·., ( ffi I This was hum i Ii at i ng. This was not right. I was di scri min ated against for a medica I condition that I have no cont ro I over. 

I fiy about 4 times a year, and this has never happened to me. Your agents were not informed of how to handle my particular situation. I tired to tell them how I am always handled during a screening, but NONE of them would listen to me. I belong to a 
polio support group which gives us information about lhe proper protocol for screening a person with a full length leg brace. I knew what lhe correct procedure was, but they would nol listen. 

I understand th at some agents choose to pat me down . W h, le I don t I, ke being sing I ed out lo r this, I have never comp I a i ned about it. I understand that we al I want to be sale. I am a reasonable person and have to accept certain s c reem ngs for me 
be ca use of my di sa bi Ii ty. However. I do not accept the h umi Ii ation of having to p ul I down my jeans. This is not rig ht. 

My intention in filing this complaint is not to make trouble for!(b·:,(61 U"'lh-'--."-,IR-'-·'-1 __ __.I and kb 1(6) ! My intention is that they learn the correct protocol so that no one else has to be humiliated like this. 
Disability Description: The caller uses a CPAP device for a respiratory condition. 

Information Requesl: The caller is a member of the TSA Precheck Application Program, and was using an eleclronic boarding pass thal listed her as TSA Precheck approved. However, the female TSO al CAE refused to accept lhe paperless 
boarding pass, and told the caller that she would have to go to the airline to request a white card indicating her TSA Precheck status for the flight. She did so, and presented the paper boarding pass to the TSO, who then allowed her to go to the 
Precheck lane. However, the AIT machine used for the Precheck lane was also being used by regular passengers. Therefore, the amount of time was not decreased. Also, she was forced to remove her laptop and CPAP from the carrying cases. and 
wanted to file a complaint. She indicated that TUS never asks her to remove her CPAP from the carrying case. 

312212015 FI ig ht Information: 

11:05:26 
AM Date and Time of Flight March 22, 2015; 12:00 PM 

Departure Airport: CAE 
Airline: Delta Airlines 
Flight Number: 5094 
Terminal and Gate Number: Gate 8 
Time of Incident: Around 10:30 AM 



REASON lo r the ca 11: Caller stated th at the s c reene rs at the checkpoint were extremely rude and were idiots. He fee Is Ii ke they did not have any courtesy and they did not know any proper protocols about the screening procedures. After b emg 
treated extremely rudely at the checkpoint he found his checked bag in shambles everything thrown back in the bag and items that had been damaged. He is wanting to know what can be done about this. He was also upset because there was several 
agents texting at lhe checkpoint and nol working and he took a picture 10 prove ii. 

He stated that he fee Is Ii ke he was di scri mm ated ag am st because of his race at the checkpoint. He said that he pu 11 ed out his ID showing he was a known crew member. He said th at known crew members do not have to go through the AIT. The 
screener said well you are today in a very unprofessional manner. He refused to go through the AIT and had to have a patdown and they thoroughly checked his carry on as well. The TSO refused to let him go through the lane without the AIT because 
he was not in uniform. He said that they treated his wife poorly and there was anolher while guy behind him and they gave him a hard lime as well. He said then two Puerto Rican ladies who had an unbelievably large amounl of items were sent 
through the lane without the AIT and was not give any hassle in fact the TSO was joking and cutting up with them. 

3/23/2015 . 
9.24 20 Date Time: 03 22 2015 01 :00 pm 

· AM Gate Terminal: JetBlue Terminal A 
Airport SJU 
Airline: JetBlue 
Flight#; 1034 
Bag tag# (1 OdigitJ:!"'(b""·-, .. (6""1 __ _. 
Bag Description: It is a crew member bag. There is a sticker on the bottom of a S with two pine leaves. 
Missing Damaged item descnption: There was a bottle of hot sauce broken and spilled on his shirt. He had $80 shirt that were just thrown back in the bag and under his shoes. 
NOie Yes- Nothing written or stamped on it. 937C 

Disability Description; Both of her daughters (12 and 18) have diabetes. 

Incident Details: She read that px can be screened via the AIT and the WTMD. They have requested to be screened via the WTMD. At most airports, including MCO, they have been permitted to pass through the WTMD, however one of her daughters 
was not permitted to do so at SLC. She cannot go through AIT as it would effect the insulin pump and had to wait ten minutes for a female TSOs to become available. 

The p, behind her daughter advised the TSO that she had a meIaI implant and was direcled to the WTMO. 

She stated that she is going to file a discrimination complaint. 

I asked lhe following: 

If you believe you or someone e Is e was d1scri mi nated against or received disparate Ire atme nt or we re , m pa cted based on di sab i Ii ty or medical condition or a 11 ege that T SA fa i I ed to accommodate your di sa bi I ity or medical co ndItIon. Fede ra I regulations 
312412015 require that your complaint be put in writing. 

4:19:35 
PM The caller indicated that she was not so much interested in filing a formal written complaint. but that she would like more information and consistency in regard to the policy. 

3/26/2015 
7:43:43 

PM 
3127/2015 

1:50:38 
PM 

She wants more specific information aboul how the agent makes the decision as to whelher a px with a disabilily it screened. She believes that px should be able to opt for the WTMD screening if lhe WTM D does not efleclive lhe device. 

Date Time: 3 19 4pm-430pm 
Gate Terminal: Terminal 2 
Airporl: SLC 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight# NA 

The callers family does not desire to use the AIT and prefers to have a patdown or to go through the WTMD. She has experienced some resistance from TSOs in the past concerning her family s request for patdowns. and there arose a situation in 
which a TSO caused an ruckus over her 3-1-1 bags that were in compliance. She is anxious about flying again and wanted assurance thal the previous experiences should not have happened, and lhat lhe fulure experiences should be belier. She 
asked a bout s pecia I screening procedures for passengers 7 5 years or o Ider, and for children 12 yea rs or young er. 
Caller Is retired mi Ii ta ry and has med i ca I di sa bi I iii es. Every 11 me she sere ened she goes through the Al T and has to have a paid own. This is very embarrassing. She feels she Is being sing I ed out. 

312712015 Caller applied for the TSA precheck 2 and a half weeks ago and the U ES is telling her it is with the TSA and it might take another 6-8 weeks because they had trouble taking her fingerprints. Is there any way she can get this expedited? She has metal, 

4 :4J: 5 3 screws and pl ates in her body. The I a st ti me she flew she was wearing a I eg brace and she had to rem ave it and she got a ful I body patdown a/le r she went through the Al T and her bag went through twice. She wants to avoid having to get p atdowns. 
PM She used to have a card from her doctor. Would that help? Charlotte Douglas has lull body scanners in some areas and others have the older technology. Is there any advantage to going through one or the other? 



Hello. 

Yesterday I flew out of ITO. I am pregnant and asked not to go lhrough the ATI. Instead of allowing me 10 go through the metal detector, which I was told was only for pre-check passengers, I was made to wait for several minutes and I hen had a pat 
dawn. While I understand that the pat down is one of the screening methods, I do not understand why it would be used in place al a metal detector that is already functioning but not in high demand. ITO is not a busy airport and it is not clear to me why 

312812015 TSA would choose to take a female from her post for a pat down instead of allowing me to simply walk through the metal detector. The pat down, and where it was located, made me feel like a criminal. I don't think it's a very kind way to treat pregnant 
3:19: 13 women and would like to suggest that you reconsider your pat down policy in places where there are working metal detectors, Not only would it save TSA time, but it would also make pregnant women feel less ashamed about their condition. 

PM 
Thank ya u for your consideration. 

fb)(61 

Caller carried his cash in his hand and when he went through the AIT the TSO told him that he would have to see the cash and when he showed it to him the TSO told him he would to hold it in his hand. This upset him because he thinks they were 

313012015 trying to steal it. He wants the written policy for this. 

7,26 ,51 He said a person came through wilh no ID and was allowed through and he wanls to know how. 

PM 

3/3112015 
3:41 :55 

PM 

41112015 
4:26:06 

PM 

This incident happened at MSY 
I advised th at a person can get through the check point without I D but they wou Id have to go through an a I tern ate ID process. 
Disability Description: Caller has a metal implant and has back problems. 

Information Request: Her next fl Ig ht is with U mted on the 21 st of Ap n I. She do es not have al I the information required to set up assistance but she wi 11 ca 11 us when she has it. 

lncidenl Details: Caller flew yesIerday from EWR 10 MIA. She had a negalive experience. Tscj:b)(ff:, I was rude and was not considerate aboul her disability. She has had surgery and has a metal implant and back problems. She uses a 
wheelchair and has a cane. She usually gets assistance from the airline. It was with United yesterday. The person with United assisted her. The TSO inspected her wheelchair. She went through the AIT and then was subject to additional screening. 
She told them that she could only bnefly stand. She was asked to remove her shoes, which she was fine with even though it is difficult. They did additional screening on her bag as well. She almost missed her flight. She was in pain. The TSO had a 
bad attitude. She couldn t stand or bend forward. The TSO requested that she do so. She told them she couldn t and the TSO asked her if -she wanted to get in to a problem-. She flies back on the 21st and she is scared to fly again because of that 
negative experience. She asked if she could do anything 10 avoid such cruelty. The TSO finally gave her her name after asking her a 3rd time. She considered calling a lawyer. 

Date and Time (departure time and arrival time): 3-30-15 @ 8:57 pm 
Gate Tenminal: NA 
Airporl: EWR 
Airline: United 
Flight Number UA 1704 

On March 31, 2015. I received a TSA precheck boarding pass for American Airlines Flight 943 lrom St. Thomas, USVI to Miami. I was told to go to the speedy line where I need not take off my shoes. Then a TSA agent loudly asked my if I had any 
medical implants. I said that I had a metal plate in my ankle. Forget privacy. 
She then tald me toga ta the longer line where I would have ta take off my shoes. I then had ta go through the AIT screening. The TSA agents were barking orders which I did nat understand. about which pases they needed. When I emerged from the 
screening device. a female TSA agent told me to stand & she would wave a wand over my hands. She then told me to stand in front of her and spread my legs. I did. Then she yelled, "WIDERI"' I complied. still barefoot. trying to make sure that my 
carry-on possessions were not carried away. Forget about any shreds of dignity. 
I am a 67-year-old grandmother of 4, a retired school teacher. I believe that your policies need improvement. Or the TSA agents in SI. Thomas need sensitivity training. 
No TSA agent has ever asked if I had a medical implant. I told the truth. My reward for cooperating with honesty was ta be treated with hostility and humiliation. Why exactly did have have to go through the AIT screening AND the public patdown? If I 
had requested a private patdown, would I have been able to bring my valuables with me? Would I have missed my flight? 
Please explain why the TSA agent needed to pat me down intimately in public when I had already completed the AIT screening. 
Are TSA agents discriminating on the basis of disabilities???? 

Sent from my iPad 



I m not looking lo r an automated ema i I . I m loo king for a human answer. If you can t answer me th en I 11 have to get the media to seek answers on my be ha If. I am very disgusted. 

w,(6) 

On Apr 2, 2015, at 5:17 PM, tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com wrote: 

Thank you for contacting the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) Contact Center regarding the reasons for secondary screening. 

TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all who pass lhrough our screening checkpoints. TSA must screen all passengers and I heir properly before they are permitted to enter lhe secured area, and the way the screening 
is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) treat all passengers with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on bags, which may be triggered by a number of 

41212015 factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply addilional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, 10 resolve an alarm of the walk-through metal detector or resolve an 
G: 15,4 7 anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property may also be performed. 

PM 
TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening, This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as 

senior citizens, persons with disabilities, or children, would remove the random elemenl from the system and undermine securily. We simply cannot assume thal all terrorists will Iii a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and 
deploy new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint. and 
keeps the traveling public safe. 

The primary purpose of passenger screening is to prevent the introduction of deadly or dangerous items into an airport secured area or onboard an aircraft. TSA's policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, 
respect, and courtesy. Each Transportalion Security Officer (TSO) receives training on professional and courteous conducl to make the process run smoothly and to reduce inconvenience to the traveling public. 

Passengers a re permitted to wear any type of clothing they wish through the security che c kpomt however, 1f the TSO can not reason ab I y determine that the clothing is free of a proh i b1ted item, the passenger wi 11 be referred for add i ti o na I screening. 
This pol icy extends to a 11 clothing items and is not di reeled to any pa rti cul a r item or group. 

TSOs will use their professional discretion ta determine if a particular item could hide a threatening object. Passengers may be asked to remove their outerwear, as TSA requires all passengers to remove outerwear such as suit jackets and blazers, 

41312015 Caller has applied for PreCheck al SFO. Caller has a metal implant, and he alarms the WTMO. Caller wanled to know if there is something I hat could be done at the checkpoinls that do not have lhe AIT available so he does nol get push back in line. 
2:05: 17 Caller wanted to know if there was a card that would allow him to not have issues at the checkpoints. 

PM 
The caller flew from Miami to LaGuardia yesterday. The caller opted out of going through the AIT and it took sometime for her to go through a patdown. Her bags had already gone through scanning and she was separated from them for sometime. 
When she got on the aircraft she discovered that her laptop was missing. She wanted to know what could be done about gelling ii back. 

Date Time: 4-4-2015 at 2:28 PM 
Gate Terminal: 

4/512015 Airporl: Miami lnternalional 
3:54: 16 Airline: Delta 

PM Flight# 5967 
Bag Description: MacBook Air in a royal blue lncase, two stickers on it, one says illest in script in hot pink and the other one has a blue circular logo with a plus sign on it 

The ca 11 er indicated her math er had ca ntacted lost and fa und and they had her bag and disconnected . 



4/612015 
8:38:39 

AM 

41712015 
4:08:34 

PM 

On Ap n I 4. 2015 at a pp roxI mate ly 9 am my husband and I went through security at Burbank Airport. I am not a frequent traveler but as the daughter of a women who died of breast cancer I am very concerned about excessive rad i atIon when going 
through airport security. As a result I always ask for a "pat down" and have always received one. On this morning, I noticed their weren't the usual walk through security check points and out of concern I asked what the apparatus was and for a pat 
down", I was lold by a TSA agent, not to worry lhat lhis was not an x-ray machine and that Burbank stopped using those. With no reason to doubl the TSA officer's insistance I walked inlo lhe apparatus there was a wand, and i then felt a hesilation and 
was about to get out and insist that I have a ··pat down" before I could react it was too late. On the way to our terminal I had increased doubt as to whether or not I was told the truth and I went on to board my Las Vegas flight. 

The very next day, at the airport in Las Vegas I saw the exact same apparatus being used I told the TSA agent there that I did not want to go inside of it. he quickly stated that ii I did not mind waiting he would have a female TSA agent assist me with a 
"pat down", I am not at all certain why the TSA agent at the Burbank Airport would go out of his way 10 misinform me aboul the scanner and have me go lhrough ii when I was very clear that I DID NOT WANT to go through a radioaclive scanner. This 
kind of negligence makes me very uncomfortable albeit now I understand I cannot\should not take a TSA's word as truth. Perhaps it is not a big deal to some people\TSA staffers. but to others. like myself there are concerns and those concerns should 
not be dismissed, ALL TSA agents should be informed. and when in doubt give the person the option of a pat down" My right to decline was taken away when that TSA agent told me NOT TO WORRY that they, Burbank Airport do not use those kinds 
of machines anymore, When the fact is that THEY DO millimeter waves ARE radioactive (I googled it) HYPERLINK !(b)(ff:1 ! 
2.2. Radiation safety 

All hough millimeter-wave scanners are becoming the primary full-body scanners used at airporl security checks, I here is still an alarmingly small amount of information about its potenlial health effects. The millimeIer-wave safely slandards are dose 
rate (power density) standards expressed in mW\m2. The power density for a millimeter-wave scan is between 0.00001 and 0.0006 mW\cm2 (HYPERLINK htlp:\\www.sciencedirect.com\sciencelarticlelpii1S1687850714000168#bib3 Moulder, 2012). 
These sea nne rs are bel 1eved to be less harmfu I to passengers be cause they emit no ni o ni zing radiation and presumably do not have the potenti a I for cancer causing DNA damage. The e stablish ed heal th effects associated with non-i oni zing radiation 
are limited to thermal effects. The long term effects of this type of radiation are still uncertain but it was reported that these scanners operate at outputs well below those required to produce tissue heating 
(http:\ \ec. eu ro pa. e u\hea I th\s c i entific _ committees \emerging \do cs \s ceni hr_ o _ 036. pd f). 

REASON for the call: Caller said when he came through the body scanner a heavy set African American TSO started rubbing him down and never said anything. Caller then asked the TSO what he was doing and he said he was clearing a alarm that 
was on his chest. Caller asked the officer if he was suppose to tell him before he started touching him and the officer said no. Caller did not get the name of the TSO. Caller was weanng a dark blue silk shirt and blue jeans. Caller said he has grey hair 
and is about 6 foot 1 inch tall. 

Date Time: 4 7 2015 at 3:30pm 
Airport:ATL 
Airline: Delta 
Gate Terminal: Caller does not know 
Flight#: Caller does not know 
Bag tag#: n a 
Bag Description: n a 
Missing Damaged ilem descriplion: n a 
NOl:na 
Email: Caller does not want to provide 

RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: TSOs must conduct addilional screening to resolve an alarm of lhe walk-lhrough metal detector or an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. It may also be necessary for TSOs to 
conduct additional screening on carry-on items. TS Os are required to be considerate and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 
Si nee the comp I amt concerns security screening at a s pec1f1c airport we have forwarded a copy of this e-m a i I to the Customer Service Manager ( CSM) at th at I ocation. 



41912015 
8:32:19 

AM 

41912015 
9:50:23 

AM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

==~--~New Fairfeld, CT 
Zipcode: 06812 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? na 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Brad I ey I nternationa I Airport 

Caller applied for PreCheck. She has a knee replacemenl and has had difficulty using PreCheck. She is pulled out of the PreCheck line and taken somewhere else for screening. She is not sure why she paid the S85. She wanted to know if I would 
recommend that she not tell the TSO that she has a metal implant. She said that when she is taken out of line she is always put at the end of the regular line. She thinks there is a way around this. She recommended that all PreCheck lanes have an 
AIT or that some sort of wand is used. 



41912015 
12:25:04 

PM 

Submitted on Thursday, April 9, 2015 - 11 :30 Submitted by anonymous user:._[ b_ •• _,(6_._I __ .,pubmitted values are: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights \ Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? 

- Association 
Profiling 

- Religion 
- Unreasonable Search Seizure 

Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 
==I ndivid ua I Info== 

Firsl Name bl 61 
Last Name 1h·11fr, 

PO Box or Slreet Address: (b)(61 
Oo/~n~e --------
State: Ca I iforni a 
Zip Code (Post Code): 95116 
Other: 
Emailt""~..,.1""'(6"""1------, 

==lncidenl lnformalion== 
When did this happen? 04\07\2015 
Where did this happen? CALIFORNIA - SJC - San Jose 
I nte mat ion a I 
what happened? 
I was escorting my wife and two daughters (ages 3 and 1) through 
a T SA checkpoint. Every ti me in the past that we have gone 
through an airport, a TSA agent would take us all through a metal 
detector, and sometimes swab my hands, and in lhe case of my wife 
to pat down around her head-scarf and put the swab in a scanner. 

She can be temporarily reached al the number above. She declined to provide an alternate number. 

She Is diabetic. Her doctor has written a note indicating that she requires a nutritional meal replacement drink. About a year and a half ago at the Eastern IA Airport, a male TSO was very clearly slowing down the process of examining the container. 
She indicated that it was taking his time. He indicated that it had to be opened. She indicated that it couldn t be opened. He then indicated that it had be tested. She indicated that ii it was additionally screened she would 

On 3 25 at, ONT (flight 1412 departing at 8:30am). She was screened by AIT and a patdown. She declined that the medically necessary drink be opened. 

41912015 She was advised that there is a PSS that she should speak with prior to her flight to ensure that she doesn t receive a patdown. 

3:16:04 
PM She wants me to do whatever needs to be done to change the policy so that a patdown is not required. She asked that I or my superior ensure that her call reaches the appropriate entity so that the policy can be changed. 

She asked for a superior. 

Hello. 

What are the procedures for filing a complaint against an employee who scolded me for refusing to remove a vest that would expose myself going through the Advanced Imaging Technology equipment at Bush Intercontinental Airport, Terminal A, April 
4/11/2015 11, 2015? 
11:01:59 

AM TSA guide do es not specify I he requirements to re move such clothing. 

Thank you. 

kb)(61 



Caller has a complaint against a TSA employee at FLG on 04 10 2015 at 2:30. He called someone in the Arizona area and they told him to call TSA and that a lady named kb::1(6 !might answer the phone. 

He was flying US Airways Flight number 2770. 

He was getting ready to go through screening at FL G. He to Id me th at he had fi own a I ot and he has be en sere ened a lot and th at this was very u np role ss,ona I and he le It Ii ke the TSO s the re we re not wel I trained. He a I so informed me that he was a 
LEO. 

He also said that while he was being screened the TSO touched his crotch with his palms turned up instead of down. He said the TSO hit his crotch pretty hard and was very rough with him. He said the TSO pulled his pants down about 6 inches to a 
foot on the left side of his body. They offered him a pnvate screening but his bags were moving on the baggage conveyor out of his sight so he declined so he could huny up and get back to his bags. He said he had a police badge and $500 in his cany 
on. 

411112015 He said he informed the TSO that he had had a knee replacement which was causing the machine to alarm. He said they did not have the AIT so he had to use the WTM D. He said they only had 5 or 6 employees working at the screening checkpoint 
6:52:01 and that it was a small airport. 

PM 
He said the screener was about 30 years old. He described him as a large, which he said was a nice way to describe fal. and that he was either Hispanic or Indian. 

He said prior to boarded his flight that he ave rhe ard 3 le male and 3 ma I e T SOs ta I king about their private I ile. such as their girlfriends and things, and thought 11 was unp roles s ional . He asked a LEO that was standing at the s c reem ng checkpoint who 
their supervisor was and he pointed out one of the men in the same crowd that he had witnessed talking about their personal life, 

Again he stated that he believed the TSO at FLG were unprofessional and badly trained. He said they acted like they might be part time employees. 

Caller has a complain! about a TSA agent. Caller said he is a amputee and he usually does not have 10 remove his bell and shoes. Caller said lhe officer lold him he has 10 lake off his shoes and belt. Caller said the TSO I hen asked him if he had a 
problem. Caller said the officer told him to walk over there and do as he said. Caller said he forgot to remove his pen and the officer told him to go back and remove his pen. Caller said he was then tested for traces of explosives. Caller said he had his 
hand on the gate and the TSO told him to remove his hand off the gate. Caller said he then went through AIT screening and was allowed to go to his flight. Caller said the TSO s name was!(b)(ffi !Caller sa1djrh··,1R I was 6 ft tall in his late 40 s with a 
gray beard and African American, 

Airport Tampa 
Date and Time: 4 12 2015 at 4:30pm 

411312015 Airline: Southwest 
2: 18:54 Flight: 1624 

PM Gate: 34 
Terminal: C 

TSA seeks 10 provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass lhrough our screening checkpoints and regre1s any unprofessional trealment you experienced. 
I advised the caller that I could take down his information and send the complaint on to the CSM at the airport so they would be aware of the situation. I cannot give him any guarantees that he would be contacted, but the CSMs are very good at 
handling a situation when it arises. If he wants to contact them directly, he could choose Option 5 in our IVR to get their direct contact info. 
CS Ms may be contacted by calling (866) 289-9673 and choosing option 5 from the self-service menu. By entering the three-letter airport code of your departing airport. you will be provided a phone number to reach the CSM at that airport. 

Caller was at Reno airport trying to get through security. She told me that while she was in line for screening a TSA worker came down and warmly greeted everyone. She asked the TSO who she could talk to let them know that she could not go 
through the scanner. He told her that she could opt out of the AIT ii she wanted to. She gave the TSO a letter from the doctor saying her and her items could not be scanned due to medical issues. She said some of the workers are ignorant and needed 
to be retrained because lhey did not know how to screen a passenger with special needs. She said thal the TSO on duty, thal she spoke to first, had blond hair wilh pony tail lold her that her ilems would have to go through the scanner. She said she did 
not get the blond TSOs name. She said the TSO did not even open the letter saying that everyone had to be screened and that all her items had to be put on the belt. She said the TSO was rigid and did not care about the passengers needs. 

She said after she opted out of screening and after the bad experience with the blond TSO a TSO came up to her and screened her the way she needed to be screened She the TS Os name wasf h 1/R I l She said she was a gem and was very 

411612015 helpful She wenl on 10 say that she gave her In pie 10 service She sa,d ,twas about 5 30 ,n lhe morning and not very busy at the screening area TSO IEiZfil) told!(b 1(6 1 Ito put all of her 11ems ,n the tray She look the tray around lhe door she just 

10 39 11 opened. She said she gave her a private patdown carefully and gently. She tested her medicine and food like she had hoped she would. She said TSO ~was competent and concerned. Caller said she told her that since she was in a uniform she 
AM did not guess that she could hug her but TS~ to Id her that of course she co u Id hug her. The passenger was crying on the phone at this point. It s'eeriiea" to be a very traumatic experience for her. 

She asked if there was a way that she could acknowledge TSO ._kb_.'"'1(_6-'-l __ __,!was so good 10 her and TSOkb::1(6) !gave her a card with our phone number on ii. 

She said she would be flying again in December and would definitely call for a PSS. 



411612015 
3:00:53 

PM 

4116/2015 
5:4419 

PM 

Disability Description: The caller wants to know 1f she should call 1-855-787-2227 to get help through the checkpoint. She also wants to report that she was harassed going through the checkpoint at EWR 

lncidenl Details: The caller says that her medicalions cant be X-rayed. She also doesn t want to go lhrough the AIT but requesled a Pat down. She presented her ID and told lhe agenl thal she couldn I go through lhe AIT. She said she had 
documentation about her medical condition but they didn t want to read it. The screeners took so long that she missed her flight. She had to argue with them about how she should be screened. One of the screeners told her she had to go through the 
AIT regardless. The passenger never stated to me if she was given a pat down. Just the unwillingness of the TSA staff to not X-ray her medications and missing her flight. Apparently the staff also was rude to her. The caller Is 73 years old. She went 
on to say that she would sue ii this was to happen to her again. 

She flew on United flight 1736 on 8 April 2015 7:30am. Boarding at gate 74 
Her onginal flight path was EWR to DEN to Reno. She missed her flight and her new flight path was EWR to SFO to Reno. 

The caller had a betler experience out of Reno. She 901 help from._kb_."'1(_6'-l ___ _,! aI Reno. The way the caller describe her kbl(ffl I is probably a PSS. 

Caller is a retired airline employee of AA for 41 years and he said he always only seems 10 have trouble getting lhrough screening at PHX and I hat it is the only airporl he is repetitively subjected to secondary screening. He said he has to have a hand 
inspection of his bag, they closed the Pre Check lane as soon as he got up to it, and he said when he was asked to empty his pockets and send the items through the x-ray to go through the AIT that his wallet and pocket change were sent down a 
d1/fe rent belt Iha n the one near him although his items were sti 11 the re when he went back for them. He said he flies 50 times a year and out of al I of those trips he is only ever receiving extra scrutiny at PH X. He said he doesn t know why it only 
happens at that one airport but he called to see if their procedures were different. He said they explained to him that each Supervisor has the ability to run things differently but it has been different the past 3 times he has went through that airport. 

The caller wanted to know if one of the DEN employees that was let go due to inappropriate behavior was an African American. 

The caller stated his son did not want to go through the AIT and was taken through a patdown. The caller stated that he had been waiting for his son. After 10 minutes he approached where his son was going through the patdown. He approached the 
TSO that was performing the patdown 10 find out what was going on. When he asked what was going on lhe officer staled he was not being able to finish his senlence about the paldown procedure. 

4~1::~2~~5 The officer stated the callers 21 year old son was not fully complying with the patdown. The question became if the TSO was going to touch a sensitive area of the body. The officer stated he may have to. Two Airport LOE s were called and they stated 
PM that the passengers would have to comply with the TSO in order to clear screening. The caller asked for a supervisor and the officer stated he was the supervisor. 

4121/2015 
3:3549 

PM 

The caller stated the TSO was not professional and did not explain things to where they understood that was going on. He read about the incident at DEN in the news and wanted to know if touching a sensitive area was protocol when going through a 
patdown. 

The caller did indicate thal his son stated he was not touched in a sensilive area once the patdown was completed. 
Caller emailed a complaint. He also wanted to make a verbal complaint. His compliant number Is ~ He went through the checkpoint at JFK on 4 19 2015 at approximately 3 pm. He was flying on JetBlue. Upon entering the line he proceeded 
through the screening process. He was instructed by a TSA agent at the front to read the instructions prior to entering the screening location. The instructions indicated that there was no need to remove shoes or belts and that cell phones should be in 
carry-on bags. He followed lhe instructions and went 10 lhe meIaI detector. He enIered and exited the metal detector. He did not hear it beep until the person behind him entered. The caller had on a metal belt that he had not removed per the 
instructions. After it beeped he was sent through the AIT. After he exited the AIT he was told that there was an anomaly in his groin area. He was told that by a black female agent. He did not get an explanation as to what the anomaly was. He was 
told to go back through the AIT. After he came out the black agent showed him a picture with a yellow flashing square in the groin area. The TSO asked for a supervisor. The supervisor asked if he had anything. He told him he did not. The 
supervisor performed a patdown. He started at his ankles and he worked his way up into the groin area on both legs. He did not find anything when he got to the groin area. He said that the AIT was not accurate and if it gives a false on him why cant 
ii give someone who has something a pass. He was not given an explanation. 

Caller had two complaints: 

She went through security at TPA and the customer service there was bad. She did not get a name or badge but the TSO was very rude. She said they spoke to her in a rude tone. They made her go back through the machine because her boots 
alarmed. The second 11 me when her necklace al a nmed, they wou Id not let her go back through the same machine. The screen for the Al T machine is a gene nc outline of the passenger. 
Date; April 21st, 2015 At checkpoint 9; 15 to 9:30 a.m. 
Gate Terminal: A 30 

4~21\~~l 5 Airport: TPA 
Flight# 833 
Airline: Southwest 

AM 

She stated that she has an aversion to the AIT machine and who wants the patdown. Her concern is that even though they say they don t have the naked machine anymore, how can that be true. She thinks the software did not get changed out and 
someone in a room somewhere is I ooki ng at your naked body. She would Ii ke to be contacted with information how they changed out th at software. She stated that she believes TSA and the pub Ii c have been Ii ed to. ADD: Ca 11 er stated that she had 
110 email. 

4/2412015 Caller Is wanting infonmation on her precheck because she didn t receive the screening on this flight. Her husband did and she isn t sure why she d1dn t get this. She doesn t like going through the AIT because she is scared of Breast cancer so she was 
10:35: 18 upset about the selection 

AM 
4124/2015 Caller wanted the phone number for the CSM at Tampa international. She said she saw on her cousins Face book that after she exited the AIT machine. the screener told her that, He did not know if her husband had told her yet but that she looked 

2:49:32 amazing 
PM 



4/2512015 
5:52:01 

PM 

Caller stated that her parents flew from London to JFK to BOS. She stated that her mother has a breast prosthesis and after going through the AIT at JFK she set off an alarm. She stated that then she had to go to a private screening area and show it. 
She stated that they are flying again to go back to Europe and she is questioning what to do so that this does not happen. She stated that for now she thinks it is customer service and sending it to the CSM is sufficient. She stated that if it happens 
again she will call back. 

Passenger:~kb~i~(6~·~1 ---~ 
Airport JFK 
Airline: JetBlue 
Flight Number: 0718 
Date Time: 4 13 15 departed 10:55PM 
Terminal Gate: T-5 G-21 
Email Addres4~b-)-(6-•• -, ------~ 

TSA management, 

I'm writing I his e-mail in regard to a recent I rip I had this last week. I don'I except a specific response to my experience nor do I want one staling I'm sorry your experience wasn't more positive because let's be honest when are any of our experiences 
pleasant when it comes to the T SA and trave Ii ng. 

What I would like from my e-mail are changes in the TSA system and how it's run but I know this won't happen either since it is a government run program and let's be honest the amount of time it take to purchase new technology or change a 
procedure when anylhing is government or state run, lhe changes are already outdated. It is disappointing I hat although we live in the United Stales of America, lhe greatest nation on earlh, we are still lighl years behind other countries on technology 
and procedures with that said here is my story. 

My first experience in where the TSA is lacking in technology is the AIT machines. I find it ridiculous that with all the money spent on these machines and the invasion of privacy they require that they are not sufficient for screening. By the way, your 
statistic I hat stales 4 out of 5 people prefer I hem is completely inaccurate but when are surveys ever accura1e? 

On my flight out of John Wayne airport on 4119 at 7:45 am to New Orleans I was screened at approximately 6: 15 am. After proceeding through the AIT machine I still had to have a pat down because of my zipper on my sweater. I was told that the 
next time I should zip it in order to avoid the pat down. Really, with this highly advanced technology, which clearly it is not, I still have to endure a pat down .... In all my trips to Europe I have never, not once had a pat down. Clearly the technology the 

412612015 TSA purchased was made in haste. W ha I type of research and which experts looked in to to choosing the tech no logy needed in order to make traveling safe? 

1:08:24 
PM 

My second pat down. in which I was taken to a private room. no explanation on why I was taken to a private room was on 4125 at the Denver airport. I went through security at approximately 2:30-2:40 pm traveling from Denver to John Wayne airport. 
Now we had missed our connection the day before. not our fault of course, but because airlines are allowed to provide 45 minutes in between flights which is only enough time to make the next flight when they are on time and let's be honest when are 
flights ever on time anymore? I was traveling home with my family, which included my husband and 2 young children along wilh my parents. Clearly my traveling experience wasn't enjoyable 10 this point and I was upset at all we had to endure so far. 
I was carrying my one year old son through the metal detector and as usual The TSA needed to test my hands with their state of the art technology which detects chemicals.. Well low and behold it tested positive for something and I was told I would 
need further screening. 

So lhe TSA agenl took my items and as she was standing there another female agent came and 1es1ed my purse and shoes. Even though lhese were passed whatever 1es1 you do with your stale of lhe art technology I was told I would need a pat down 
in a private room. Excuse me. a private room? Well at this point I broke into tears. They told me I could bring in a family member including my 6 year old daughter. Well wouldn't that have been pleasant my 6 year old watching me cry as I was 
getting patted down and asking if they were hurting me. When I was brought into the '"pnvate room"' I was reaching for a kleenex, located in view at the top of my purse, in order to dry my tears which were streaming down my face at this point I was 
rudely asked what I was doing and I wasn't able to have anything in my hands. Once the TSA agent realized I was reaching for a kleenex she told me I could have it. Well, at this point why not let the tears flow. I'm traveling with my family, subjected 
to a needless pat down in a privale room, and told nothing along the way. After the several minu1e more extensive pat down I was handed my ii ems and lold I was clear to go. 

Not once was I given an exp I anati on of what chem,ca I was found, and why this ultra so phi st,cated machine decided to I et me go after I was further tested. When my lam i I y and I asked for a further explanation on what ch em i cal was detected we we re 
told it was classified and they were only doing their job. Well maybe your TSA agents could do a better job if they were equipped with better technology. The only thing I had put on that day, since we had no baggage, was lotion and my dirty clothes. 
I'm curious how many false positives you get with your highly advanced chemical detection machines bul this is probably classified as well because if the public new what ouldated testing was being done and what a wasle of lime it was we would all 
be furious. 
Caller asked for a supervisor and she was told one was nol available at the San Antonio airport. 

514/2015 She felt she was targeted for training purposes for another TSO. She is disabled and in a wheelchair. She has traveled from this airport before. 
3:44: 12 She had to undergo additional screening due to a Bottle of water and an 8 oz bottle of Ensure. 

PM She went through lhree screenings due 10 lhe liquids in lhe carryon bag 
She was patted down twice and it was not necessary. She also was screened by the AIT machine. 
She was embarrassed and was treated I, ke a c rim i na I. It was unnecessary. 



Caller was at TPA today and he was verbally abused by a TSO,kbH61 !. He went through the AIT and put his hands up in the air like he is supposed to. The agent there told him to pull up his pants and turn around and look at him. The TSO got 
mad at him and asked him ii he could speak English. He called for and got a Supervisor, but that person did not understand. He said he is hurt that he was treated that way. He would like someone to contact him but by phone and not email. Caller 
gave his email as: kb)(6) ! 
Date Time of Incident: 05.06.15 At secunty 10 minutes ago around 1 :50 p.m. Departure Time: 5:55 p.m. 

51612015 Gate Terminal: Gate A Plane leaves from E62 
1 :55:51 Airporl: TPA 

PM Airline: Delta 

5/712015 
8:21:26 

AM 

Flight# 950 
Bag tag#: NA 
Bag description: NA 
NOi: NA 
WearinQ: Black skinny jeans with a T shirt with a collar and rainbow colors on 11. 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalilion, a civil rig his organization directly from I heir phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like 10 send their complainl 

The q ue st1ons answered by the user be I ow correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel di scri min ati on comp I a int form. You a re requested to take action on the comp I amt of p rofi Ii ng or di sen mi nation by the T SA described he re. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

F~IName.k_h_11~R~I~~===~--~ 
Email Address: fh 1(6' 
Phone Number:""l1::-b"'11~6;,-i---,....-----' ==~-~ 
Address: Kemah, TX 
Zipcode: 

Are you 18 ar over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N at1ona Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? Yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
William P. Hobby Airport 

Caller 1s confused about TSA Precheck. He never applied for the program but he received the benefit when he drove down to FL last Saturday to deliver a car to his grandson. He said all he gave Expedia was his name and address and his credit card 
number and he did not know how that would be enough information to decide that he was eligible for expedited screening. When he got to the screening checkpoint they let him right through and he is won-ied that someone who is not a nice guy like him 

51812015 may gel through the Precheck line as a FF. He said he has an artificial lilanium shoulder and the AIT did nol pick it up. He asked the TSO aboul it and was lold that the shoulder implant did not show up, however, they did pick up a scar on his right leg. 
2:28:56 He said he did not have a scar on his right leg but he does have one on his left leg from when he was 9 years old. He said he is 74 years old and has had a few traffic tickets but nothing major. 

PM 

511112015 
9:38:50 

AM 

West Palm Beach PBI 

Caller enrolled in October 2014 for Precheck. He has only got Precheck once or twice and flies about twice a week. He has his KTNl(b)(ffl I His wife also has precheck. Her name is kb)(ff:, 
They fly on Southwest. He 1s trying to find out what is wrong. ~-~-----~ 

He filed a police reporl al Boston. He had jusl had surgery and had liquid protein in his bag because this is all he could eat. He had some issues with the AIT because he had trouble raising his arms. They found his protein drink and wanted to open it 
and he told them no. He was told he had to be searched. He was taken back in the back and thoroughly searched and was hit in his crotch. They could not tell him why this was being done. The police were called and when the TSO explained that they 
only go to the point of resistance in the private areas of the body and described what we do to the pol ice they to Id the TSO this is not how paid owns a re conducted. He was very upset by this incident and does not want this to ha pp en again. 
The flight was Ap ri I 12th at about 6 pm on Southwest 
He was wearing a blue or gray suil and tie. He had on a black coat and black cap. He does not have a name and descriplion of the TSO bul he was training someone new. 



5111/2015 
5:4743 

PM 

Caller fiew this morning through the St. Louise airport. She is a frequent flyer and is very familiar with the TSA security process. She stated while she was in the AIT the machine the machine never scanned her. Then the TSO said she was clear and 
they never did a pat down. She stated she had items in her pocket and still had her shoes on. She also stated she has a metal knee and always gets a pat down. but did not this time. She stated that she tried to tell the TSO that they missed her but 
they acled like lhey didn t care. She said they acled dislracted. 

5-11-15 8:45am 
American Airline fligh1#43 77 
Gate and Te rmrn al: C 10 
I fi ew from SF O to S DJ yesterday, Went through security a round 9: 30 am, I refused the A IT because of radiation concerns, I asked to go through the metal detector instead and they said no despite the fact that others we re a I lowed to use it. My two 
traveling companions also refused the AIT and were allowed through lhe me1a1 detector. 

Instead, I had to wait 1 0 minutes for a female screen er. She pat me down in pu bl ,c - the most thorough pat down 1 've ever had which included contact with my vagina 3 times. Then I was brought into a private room where I was pat down again by 
another agent. 

When asking questions, I was told that "I must not fly very much,'' "that I don't know procedure" and that this is standard operating procedure. I would like to mention again that my friends did not have to go through this and neither did the couple behind 
me who al so opted out of the Al T. 

511212015 Reading your regulalions regarding opling out as posted on your websile, I should have been offered the option of lhe me1a1 detector and was blankety refused. Instead I had a slrange woman in contact with my vagina 3 times. This is a violalion of my 

4:13: 13 rights as a passenger and a human being. 

PM 
I would like to know your response and the action that will be taken to ensure that this NEVER happens again to traveler, 

I am sure that this is all on camera somewhere, and I would be more that happy to sort through footage so that these two women can be identified and you can see how I was violated. 

UNACCEPTABLE! 

l(b1(6) 

REASON for the call: An African American female TSO (average weight. approx. 5 6) was rude, abusive, and disrespectful. The caller passed through AIT and there was an anomaly. A female TSO s advised her to pass through again. A different 
African American female TSO of similar build directed her to collect her belongings. The said female TSO called back. The caller returned to her and politely asked what inquiring as to what she needed to do. The female TSO mimicked he rudely. The 
caller explained that a TSO had advised I hat she had directed her to collect her things and identified the TSO. The said TSO staled thal she did not do that and that they do not all look alike. The caller feels that she was a rude, disrespectful, and racist 
comment.. 

The caller would like a response in regard to her complaint. She feels that the agent needs further training. 

5114/2015 . 
9_3240 Date Trme:5 1 O 15 Between 11 :45am and noon 

·AM Gate Terminal: Terminal 3 
Airport LAX to JFK 
Airline: JetBlue 

511412015 
11:16:00 

AM 

Flight#: 324 

Call Reason: Caller states that his wife is flying today from DCA and is pregnant. He states that when she went through the screening checkpoint, the TSO refused to let her opt out of the AIT and forced her to go through it, saying that it was 
mandatory. 

Date Time: 5 14 12 10 pm(?) 
Gate Terminal: (does not have) 
Airporl: DCA to ATL 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight#: (does not have; but 11 is scheduled to arnve at ATL at 2:00 pm) 
TSO: tall male with a close shaved beard and a large mole or birth mark on the side of his face 



The passenger is very upset over an incident that occurred on 4 27 15. The incident occurred between 2:30PM and 3:30PM at Atlantic City Airport. She was flying on Spirit airlines. The caller went through screening with her partner. The caller 
alarmed the AIT approximately 3 times. Her partner alarmed the AIT as well. Her partner was patted down by a female officer. !rh·11R··, was not. She stated that a female officer at the security started giggling whenever she alarmed the AIT. After 
she caused lhe AIT unit to alarm lhe last time, a male officer patted her down without any warning. The male officer patted down her chesl, her back area and one of her legs. 

5114/2015..,...,....,..,_--, 
4:06:47 fh·11R··, !was very upset. She was humiliated and very shaken by the encounter. She went to a supervisor or a Customer support manager and filed a complaint. The person told her that it was an internal complaint and that 11 was not a formal 

PM complaint. She was told that she couldn t have a copy of the complaint and that the issue would be handled internally. 

~fh_·1_1_R_·-, -~!feels that she was discriminated against because she is gay. 

Callers old suitcase has a NOi in it with his locked taped to it. He wants to know why TSA cuts locked, he flew from BNA. The TSS that screening him was a jerk. He accidentally left a napkin in his back pocket. The AIT picked it up. He was asked 
what was in his pocket. The TSS then informed him I hat since he alarmed thal he would have to conduct a patdown. He refused a patdown from a male, and demanded a female TSO pat him down. He was denied entry. He hung around al the airport, 
until the TSO s switched shifis. He has already filed a complaint and hasn t heard anything back from the complaint. Caller would like to follow up on the incident, and find out what was done about the rude TSS. 

Airline: Delta 
Airporl: BNA 
Flight Number: DL9263-04 7632 

511512015 Date and Time: Feb 4 or 5 of 2014, he doesn t recall the time, guessing it was around 3PM 
1O:18:29 Baggage Tag Number: he no longer has it 

PM Description of Luggage: white, larger sized, mid-50 s, was the Supervisor over the Della Terminal 
NOL In his checked bags. yes. 
Anything on NOi: NOi Stamped 2-5-2014 up top by the taped lock, also stamped 2-4-14 at the bottom 
Location: Delta terminal 
Email: he doesn t use email 

Caller 1s requesting le ed back from the BNA CSM in reg a rd to the incident. v,a telephone. 

5118/2015 Caller flew from Hartsfield Jackson to Detroit and back on Delta and he triggered an alarm in his ankle because he has been contaminated by heavy metal. He gave me a lot of credentials and his employment history to show where the contamination 
7:22: 15 come from. He was worried that the AIT are set to sensitive. 

PM 
Disability Description: Caller stales his wife had metal implants in her shoulder. 

Incident Detai Is: Ca 11 er states his wife !rave I ed this morning and they have a K TN. Cal I er states she has had s hou Ider rep I ace m ent and no one offered to let her go through the A IT and forced her to raise her arm and asking why would she be 
subjected to a patdown. Caller asked how can he file a complaint. Caller states this occurred at Denver International airport. Caller states she informed them that she can not raise her arms and they forced her to raise them anyway. Caller states that 
there is no reason for a 70 year old woman to be subjected to this kind of treatmenl. 

Caller states he feels TSA failed to accommodate her due to a medical condition. 

Ai rpo r1: Denver I nl ernationa I 
511912015 Airline: United 
2:15:06 Flight# NA 

PM Date Time: 05-19-2015 8:45 am 
Bag tag# (1 Odigit NA 
Bag Description: NA 
Missing Damaged item descnption: NA 
NOi: NA 
Anything on NOi: NA 
Gate Terminal: Gate B 15 
Email Address and phone~!(-b-)(_6_)-------~ 

Caller needs to know where can she find a I 1st of passengers rights. 
She is a GE and was not to Id to removed her I aptop from the case at Memphis airport, 
She said she was harassed at lhe checkpoint she is on her 60 s and was on the precheck line was long and nobody was at the regular line she wenl through the regular line and when she walk lhrough the AIT ii alarmed she wears a brace on her hand 
she was stopped by the tso in a rude manner that she had to received secondary screening she offered to remove the brace and was told not to move. 

5120120 15 Her carry on was searched as we 11 she said a $20 bottle of cream was removed she asked them to watched th em p I ace the i tern on the trash and they were upset about it. 
5:47:50 She placed a teddy bear and placed back that belong to her son that passed away on the bag and she was accused of hitting the tso with the bear. 

PM She talk to the TSA supervisor and was offered to walk her to the gale. 
Caller said all the tso s were mad and rude to her. 

Caller traveled 05 19 15 from MEM she went through the security check point gate 18 about 9:30 am central time she was traveling on Delta flight# 82 the flight was schedule to depart at 10:40 am to ATL. 
She did nol look at the tso names. 



5/2312015 
9:49:24 

AM 

CSM RFI---Mishandling RFI 

REASON for lhe call: The caller always opts out of the AIT screening, but has two negalive experiences recently with lhe TSOs. She feels that the TS Os punish her when she opts out by making her wait a long time for a paldown. Additionally, her 
items have already went through the screening, and were on the other side of the screening area. She indicated that no one was watching these items, and anyone could have taken them. After waiting for a long time at OAK. she started to ask a male 
TSO 1f he could make sure her personal property was safe. He cut her off before she could finish the question. and told her that this was her fault for opting out. He then started asking her why she opted out. as it does not use x-ray technology. She 
did not want to argue with him, so she just said that it was her decision. She was told again that the lengthy wait time was her fault for opting out, and she feels that the TSOs at these two airports punish someone who opts out. She also believes that 
there should be a betler system for watching a passengers personal property. 

Date Time: May 23, 2015: 7:30 AM 
Gate Tenminal: Terminal 2 
Airporl: OAK 
Airline: Southwest Airlines 
Flight#: Not Provided. 
Time of Incident: Around 7: 00 AM 

512612015 He returned from NY yesterday. NOi was present in his checked baggage. He asked why there was an issue with his bag. He asked what would cause an alarm. He signed up for PreCheck a couple of years ago and sometimes he asked to go through 

2,31 ,54 the AIT. He believes I hat I here are flaws in the design of the AIT as anomalies are delected on him. He mentioned racial proofing but would nol respond when I asked if he believes thal he was racially profiled. 

PM 

5/2612015 
4:35:06 

PM 

5128/2015 
3:1629 

PM 

He indicated that he flew from Chicago to NY on Friday and sent an electronic form in regard to his however he had not received a response. 
Ca Iler is a fiig ht attendant lo r American airlines. She was going through D FW today and when she went through the screening process her hands tested pas i ti ve for ETD, She was p u 11 ed aside lo r additiona I screening by a b I ack male TS A agent, She 
told the TSO that she did not want to go through the AIT machine and opted for a pal down. The TSO pulled her aside and told her 10 wait for a female agenl. She had to wail a very long time for the female agent to give her a pat down. She said that 
both female agents were very pleasant and respectful. While getting the pat down she said that the black male TSO yelled at her that you get a hundred thousand more radiation from flying on the plane then by going through the AIT machine After 
her pat down she asked for the name of the black male TSO and found out that he was a supervisor and she believes his name isfb·:,(6) I The supervisor over heard her asking for his name and became very aggressive towards her. He 
yelled as she was walking away asking for her name. He also made threats that he was going to file a report against her since she was going to h e a complaint against him, She felt harassed and threatened by this TSA supervisor. She would like 
some assurance I hat lhe TSA supervisor will not be able 10 put her name on a list 10 where she would be pulled aside for addilional screening every lime she flies. 

Date Time: 05 26 2015 2:30 pm 
Gate Tenminal: D22 Gate 
Airporl: DFW 
Airline: American Airlines 

Reason for the call: Caller was in LGA on Monday. He has a medical condition where he cant be exposed to radiation. He told someone that he preferred a patdown. It was not busy. He was told he needed to wait. He waited 35 minutes. He was told it 
would take another hour at that point. A pregnant woman also did not want to go through the AIT. She was also told she would have to wait an hour. in order to not miss their flight. they went through the AIT after all. 
Dale and Time (departure lime and arrival time): 5-25-15@ 2:29 p.m. 
Gate Terminal: Terminal C 
Airport: LGA 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Number: DL3659 
Baggage tag number ( 1 O digits): NA 
Description of Baggage: NA 
Missing Damaged item description: NA 
NOi: NA 
Anything on the NOi: NA 
Special Notes: TSO conducting the screening was about 25, possibly Puerto Rican, 5 8 and he had a thin beard at the jaw. The supervisor was a short woman and she had just returned from vacation and that was the reason she could not provide her 
name. The team leader was black. He covered his badge and was covering for the TSO. He said he had just came in. He was about 60. He took pictures and will email those to us. 



Reason for the call: Caller wanted to make a complaint on a TSO in DAL She states the TSO was atrocious. She travels every week and has never gone through anything like that. She asked the TSO if she could step in to the AIT. The TSO called an 
STSO and asked her if she could give her a patdown. She explained to the STSO that she has blisters. The STSO to her to call in the complaint. The TSO said that she needed to wait since it the AIT was stinky and needed to be cleaned. 
Dale and Time (departure lime and arrival time): The original deparIure time was 7:35 p.m. but it was delayed 10 8:25 pm. She went lhrough security at 6:05 p.m. 
Gate Terminal: Terminal only one, Gate 19 
Airport: DAL 

512812015 Airline: SW 
8 ·06 4 5 Fl ,g ht Number: 3834 

· PM Baggage tag number ( 1 o digits): NA 
Description of Baggage: NA 
Missing Damaged item description: NA 
NOi: NA 
Anything on the NOi: NA 
Special Notes: TSOs descnption: Female, about 5 1. had her hair pulled up in a pony tail with a clip, Hispanic and in her late 40s. She could barely speak English but she understood. supervisor knew and asked her to follow her. 

Feedback Type Security Issue 
Categories :Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time, 5/30/201511:41:21 AM Airport, ICT - Wichita Mid-Continent Date/Time a/Travel: 05/29/2015 8:30 PM Airline & Flight Number:ALLEGIANT 143 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. Arriving AT SECURITY POINT THERE SCANING DEVICE WOULD NOT SCAN MY BOARDING PASS,SO WE WERE TOLD TO GO TO ALLEGIANT SERVICE DESK TO OBTAIN A PRINTED BOARDING PASS AND WE HAD 4 MIN. 
ARRIVING 1-2 MIN.LATER TO Fl ND THERE SERVICE DESK CLOSED.RUSHING BACK TO THE TSA CHECK POINT APROX.2 MORE MIN.PASS. TSA SAID TH ERE IS NOTHING THEY COULD DO EVEN THOUGH WE HAD A BORDING 
PASS.THAT THERE SCANNER COULD NOT READ.NO ATTEMPT WAS MADE TO CONTACT THE AIRLINES AGENT WHO WERE AT THE GATE.A SIMPLE PHONE CALL COULD HAVE SOLVED THE PROBLEM.OR MANUALLY INSERTING 

513012015 INFORMATION ON THE BOARDING PASS.THIS AIRPORT IS NOT A BUSY AIRPORT.AND COULD HAVE DONE SOMETHING FROM 8 20 TO THE TIME THE PLANE LEFT g 04 .. SEEING WE DID HAVE A BOARDING PASS AND WERE 

1_0841 CHECKED IN. SCANNING TOOLS AND OPERATOR SCANNING SHOULD ACCEPT DIFFERENT METHODS TO READ BOARDING PASSES. I FEEL IF AN EFFORT WAS MADE TO CONTACT THE AGENT AT ALLEGIANT WE COULD HAVE 
-PM MADE OUR FLIGHT.AS I AM WRITING THIS COMPLAINT,TSAANOUNCED A JACKET WAS LEFT AT THE SECURITY CHECK POINT.AND IF YOUR COLD TH IS COULD BE YOUR JACKET. 

Would you like a response?· True 

Passenger's Na~m_e_:._1h_·I_1r;_·_-, -----~ 
Phone Number h··1rR·\ 

Email : .. b ... I ... (6"--."'", _______ _, 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



513112015 
5:11:07 

PM 

611/2015 
4:09:07 

PM 

611/2015 
4:24:14 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 

Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? yes 
N at,ona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Portland I nte rnat ion a I Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 

Caller fiew into LaGuardia on lhe 11th of May. She had gone outside 10 smoke a cigarette and when she came back in nobody screened her. She said lhat her and another lady were waived through the screening checkpoint by a TSO. They did not 
have to go through the metal detector or AIT machine and they walked right past the screening area against the wall. She stated there were 3 or 4 screeners standing around and talking by the AIT machine. 

Dale Time: May 11, 2015 9:00-9:30 PM 
Gate Terminal: NA 
Airport: LaG ua rd i a 
Airline: Delta 

Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Calegories Pal-down: Advanced Imaging Technology Currenl Dateffime: 6/112015 3:07:55 PM Airport: DCA - Washington Reagan Nalional DatefTirne of Travel 05/311201510:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: Delta to Atlanla Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport · TSA check point TSA Employee: ( If Known) · 
Comment: You should know that both my husband and I were randomly selected for the imaging machine I preTSA check) and for both of us false readings were registered. Seems to us that your machines may require adjustment since post pat 
downs nothing was lo und. Seems Ii ke a waste of your va I ua bl e resources to be pa ti i ng down a retired fede ra I I aw enforcement agent and his spouse. We appreciate al I that you do and providing feed back to assist in your continuous imp rove me nt 
program. 
Would you like a res,._p_o_ns_e_?_:_T_r_u_e ______ ~ 
Passenger's Name tbJ(ff:, !Phone Number tb·:,(6) I Email fb::,(6) ~o leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: The cal I er has an atro ph1ed leg which Is paralyzed. The ca 11 er has crutches that she uti Ii zes too. 

lncidenl Details: The caller was traveling through LAX from an inlernational trip. The caller went to security and her crulches were taken from her and nol returned until after the screening process was compleled. She was left slanding alone. The 
caller stated that her belongings including her money belt were removed. 

The caller was then told to take off her shoes and to go stand in the AIT unit. She stated that it was very humiliating as she was having a great amount of difficulty trying to stand, She stated that she has never had to have a patdown after going through 
AIT. 

She stated th at after standing in the Al T unit, she was to Id that she had to get a patdown. Her hands we re swabbed as we 11. The cal I er stated that she was treated very nasty during this process and that not one time did anyone offer to help her stand 
or ever, offer her a carie or a chair. 

6/912015 She stated that the woman who performed the patdown turned her back to her while she was going through her belongings. 
2:38:07 

PM The details of the flight is listed below: 

Date Time: 6 8 15 5:00PM 
Gate Terminal: T4 
Airporl: LAX 
Airline: American Eagle 
Flight# 2855 

The caller feels as though she was discriminaled against due to her disabilily. She also feels that she was trealed very ugly. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: ._kb-'1-'-(6--'I ___ _. 
Date Time: 611012015 3:58:3g PM 

------------------------------------------------------------------

611012015 Nam_b_i(..,6..,i ------~ 
4:13:29 Emai b1(6) 

PM Comp·.,.a"',"'n'"'s"': ..,,..,.s""co"'u=e"'o""u..,.s """"u,-,,!e Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/AirporUGate/Etc):EWR, connecting fi1ght to SFO, flight C132, terminal C. TSA checking point on 611012015 at 3 pm .. 
Comments:on 611012015 at 3 pm in EW R airport, while I was trying to catch connecting flight to SFO from Barcelona, I had to checkout and checkin again through TSA terminal C. I requested padding instead of X-ray machine from two young TSA 
personnel ( a young boy and a young girl). They didn't respect my wishes 10 gel me somebody 10 pad me and the young black tall girl forced me 10 go through machine if I want to get to my belongings which was already inspected and cleared and left 
alone. They didn't find me anybody to do body paddling, would not return my stuff to me to wait for somebody for body padding and forced me to go through x ray if I want to get to my left alone purse and hand bags. I was flying alone and there was 
nobody to watch my items. I had been under radiation for my treatments and didnl want to expose myself to X-ray anymore. She didn't respect my wishes. I told her I will file complain that she made me to do that. 
I have been traveling from around the world and SFO and always my wishes been respected except in EWR airport. This is not accepted. a young girl cannot think that she is above everything and my health. 



611212015 
8:11:22 

PM 

Submitted on Friday, June 12, 2015 - 19:23 Submitted by anonymous user:._f b_._,(_6_) __ __,~ubmitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Florida 
Airport: FLORIDA- MCO - Ortando International 
Date ofT rave I: 0611212015 
Time of Travel: 7:05 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: United 1510 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Check point T SA Employee: Ma I e name not known 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: 

Civil Rights I Civil Liberties 
- Other 
- Screening 

Complaint: 
My 14 year old daughter was put through an AIT machine without 
b erng p rov1d ed other options ( as per TS As manual ) She was 
traveling with family friends and was separated from them when 
this occurred. She was carrying a US Pass po r1 as her 
id e nt iii cation and was a I ready pre-checked. The T SA attendant 
was male, no female was operating the machine or attending to my 
d aug hte r when this occurred, My concern is not only reg a rd i ng 
unnecessary exposure to radiation bul also risk of pornographic 
imaging of my daughters body. 
Thank you, 

Would you like a response? Yes. I would like a response. 

==Passenger Into=,.=,..,....,.,.--------, 
Passenger Narnej(b 1(6i 
Phone Number1,..1,...h'"·\/-;R---, ..... --.,----~ 

Caller traveled through Nashville TN. Caller proceeded through the AIT and the TSO separated her from the other travelers in the corner and said Stay right there. Don t move The TSO then grabbed her pants leg and shook it. The caller slated ii 
startled her and upset her. She was then directed to a separate area and a pat down was conducted. The Officer conducting the pat down stated Officers need more training. There is no reason for this pat down. The Officer conducting the pat down 
was extremely nice. 

6115/2015 . 
11 48,54 Dale T,me: June 9-2015, 4:00PM 

AM 

6115/2015 
1244 03 

PM 

Airport: N ashvi 11 e TN 
Terminal Gate: Not Provided 
Airline: South West 
Flight: Not Provided 
Cell phone._!r_h_·11_r;_·-, __ __, 
The caller arrived at her motel in San Francisco and noticed her lock was missing. She wants to file a claim. Her bag wasn t damaged and she had no missing items. 

Dale Time: 06 14 15 Departure: 8:54 PM 
Airport: LAX 
Airline: U mted Air I in es 
Flight#: 1600 
Bag tag # (1 Odigi1=(b~l~(6~1--~ 
Bag Description: Ricardo brand, Four wheels. Has an outside pouch and smaller on bottom. Charcoal colored. 
Missing Damaged item d escn pti on: Mi ssrng TSA recognized lock. 
NOi: Yes 

She wants to know why she has to go through degrading procedures. Such as removing items from her pockets and removing her belt. She also said the AIT maybe harmful. 

She asked if you buy a one way ticket if your a utoma ti cal ly subject to additiona I screening , 

She also asked if it takes 6 months for a claim to be resolved. 

She believes it is insulting to go through a background check for TSA Pre Check. 

She also said she has been inappropriately patted down but. it was years ago and she would not like to give any information on it. 



6115/2015 
2:32 57 

PM 

6/16/2015 
12 57 54 

PM 

Caller had a very emotion ally negative day yesterday at A TL. She had asked not to do the A IT and was asked to step aside and wait for a fem a I e TSO so she can go through a pat down. After wa,tmg for 4 5 minutes for a fem a I e sere ener she was to Id 
by a female TSO that she can either go through the AIT machine or remain where she was at. The caller was worTied she was going to miss her flight if she did not go through the AIT machine. She asked to speak with the TS Os supervisor and the 
female supervisor told lhe caller that you do not know lhe reasons why you were not put lhrough. That was the only thing the supervisor said to the caller. The TSO who was rude to her was African American and around 5 8 in height. She said lhat 
the supervisor was either Asian or African American. She did not get a name from either the TSO or supervisor. The caller also mentioned that her husband flies for American and he will also be reporting this incident. 

Dale Time 06 14 2015 5 00 PM 
Gate Terminal: Domestic Terminal, closest to the American airlines ticket counter 
Airport:ATL 
Airline: America11 airlines 

The caller is calling to report an incident that happened with a TSO officer at the Oakland International Airport. He states that he has already filed a complaint with the White House and will also be notifying his brother, who is a Sacramento police 
officer with a gold shield. When he went through the screening checkpoint he had 3 jars of jam in his carry on bag that was not in a plastic zip top 3-1-1 bag. The bag wenl through the x-ray machine and the TSO pointed at the machine and yelled, 
What is that? By doing this he alerted other TSO s in the area who came running over. The TSO pulled the bag off to the side and yelled at the caller, Stay there don t mover They took his carry on bag and ripped open and tossed his belongings out 
and found the 3 Jars of jam. The TSO came over to the caller and told him that he cannot have these items m his carTY on bag, he would either need to throw them out or check the bag. The TSO threw his belongings back in his carry- on and told him to 
go back to the Southwest ticket counter and check the bag, A different TSO escorted him to the ticket counter and told him when he was finished he would need to come back through the checkpoint at a different e nt ran ce, When the cal I er came back 
and atlempled to go through lhe enlrance lhe other TSO had directed him to, the original TSO started yelling at him and told him I hat no one could enter here and he would have to go back through the line and be rescreened. When he got back through 
the line the walk through metal detector that he had went through was closed and they directed him to the AIT machine. The caller told the TSO that he did not want to go through the AIT because of the radiation. The TSO pulled him over to the side 
ag am and started ye 11 mg. tel Ii ng him to not move. The TSO came back a few minutes I ate r and told the caller that he would have to have a patdown. The ca 11 er told the TSO that he was not going to touch h, m, he wanted someone else to do 11. The 
second TSO came over and asked why he was being screened again and agreed to perform the patdown. When the caller was cleared the original TSO yelled at him, telling him to get his coat and leave. The caller went over to the TSO counter to ask 
for the TSO s name and badge number. The TSO manager told him lhat lhey do not have badge numbers and gave him a hard lime about giving him the TSO s name. The TSO manager asked the caller to explain to him what happened, the caller said 
a few cuss words to the TSO manager and the manager told him that if he had treated his employees that way that he understood why they treated him the way the caller was saying that they did. He finally got the manager to write down a name on a 
piece of paper. 

Date Time of Travel: 6 15 2015 4:00 PM 
Gate Terminal: Gate 22 Terminal A 
Airport: 0 akl and I nte rnat ion a I Airport 
Airline: So UI hwesl 
Flight#: 880 
TSO Name: STScth··,1fr1 
TSO Badge#: Was told that the TSO s did not have badge numbers, 
Disability Description: Callers son has an insulin pump. 

6~1::~2~~5 Incident Details:!lh··,1rr1 !is calling because she is wanting to file a complaint about a TSO at the TSA Security Checkpoint at MOW who disregarded information concerning her 16 year old sons insulin pump and a letter frorn a physician 
PM stating that he could not go through the AIT machine. She requested a pal down instead but the officer insisted he go through the AIT machine. 

kbH6) l,,as picking up his daughter at SAN today at 11 :05am and had to go through screening to pick her up at the gate. He said the TSO was very rude to him. He said he was selected to go through the AIT machine and there was a alarm on his 
back lhen they rescanned him and made him lift up his shirt and the screener made a comment about him being white. Then the screener told him to pull up his pants that his panls were nol appropriate because he was white. Then he said they 
swabbed his hands and it dried his hands out. Finally, they told him he wasn t special that he had to wait to retrieve his things like everyone else. 

6119/2015 Dale Time: 06 19 2015 11 :05am 
6:37:23 Gate Terminal: Terminal 1 Gate 1A 

PM Airport: SAN 
Airline: South West airlines 
Flight#: 4302 

612212015 The caller and her husband have recently been experience off abnormalities when going through the AIT and always receive a patdown. This has not always been so and she wanted to know what could be causing this. She also asked about PreCheck 
7:09:06 and where the closest enrollment center is to POX. 

PM 



6/23/2015 

Caller has a complaint about a TSO at MCO on a flight she, her husband and her 2 small children took this past Friday out of MCO. She said she was checking in to fiy to Louisville. KY and they went through the checkpoint with their 3 year old and an 
18 month old children. She said the person doing the screening wa,tb)(6) ~nd he tried to make her 18 month old walk through the AIT by himself which he could not do. She asked him if she coulcicar.ry h/m through and he told her that 
the child needed to take his shoes off and walk through. The child lal<'I on the ground and cried and would nol walk through. She picked him up and told him that she was going to have to carry him through and TS lh >IR rolled his eyes and told her 10 
go ahead but they were in the wrong check in line. She said they went to the line for families first and they told her that she needed to go through the regular line so she did. She apologized for being in the wrong line to the TSO and he called her an 
f'ckmg a"hole. She said the TSO told her that he did not say what she thought he said to her but she is sure she heard him correctly. She told the manager at the screening checkpoint who identified himself as ( TSq(b)(ffl I that the 
event occurred and he was not helpful or empathetic to her concerns and gave her a complaint card and told her to file a complaint online or call the TCC, 

3:39:43 Airport MCO 
PM Airline Southwest 

Flight number -- She did not remember. 
Date and time - 06 19 2015 at around 8:00 am 
Baggage tag number NA 
Description N A 
NOi NA 
Gate or terminal She does not remember. 

Mishandling RFI 
REASON for the call: The caller stated that his mother by the name ot!(b)(ff:, ~ew from JAX to Dallas TX. the caller stated that AA gave her the wrong boarding pass and she was still able to get through security with it. The caller also stated 
that she had a pacemaker and requested the AIT instead of the WTMD of which the TSO granted bul when she went through I hey continued to wand her which effected the calibration on her pacemaker and caused her heart rate to speed up. and wand 
her over her chest and made her pacemaker speed her heart up. The caller was not so concerned about the pacemaker but more of the fact how they would let her through with the wrong boarding pass. 
Date Time: 6.22.15 5:20pm 
Gate Tenninal: N A 
Airporl: JAX 

612312015 Airline: AA 
5:42:00 Flight# 386 

PM Bag tag# ( 1 0digit: N A 
Bag Description: N A 
Missing Damaged item description: NA 
NOi: No 
Special Notes: None 



Disability Description: Caller has a hyper sensitivity disease. 

lncidenl De1Jils:!rh··,1rr1 !said the last lime she and her daughter fiew from POX to Wisconsin she had a very bad experience when she went through screening. She said she used to call(b)(ff:, !at POX to let her know that she needed assistance 
bu1/b l/6\ I was nat there anymore and she had to talk tc{b 1(61 I She talked to her in person and she explained to her that she needed special care going through screening due to her Hyper sensitivity disease. She said that she is not able to 
go through the AIT and 1f she does 11 shuts her brain and she gets very bad trauma. 

She said she made ii clear to the TSO direcIor thal she was going to be using a wheelchair and she could not go through the AIT. She said in most cases when she requested assislance it went very well in the past but I his time was a very bad 
experience for her. She said she usually had a private screening away from the beepers and that kept her from exercising the brain trauma. She also said she used to travel mare frequently than she does naw but that she had recently moved out al 
Portland so she was not traveling through there. She said a lady came out and helped her but she did not know her name and she told her she could not go through the AIT but the TSO told her that she has to go through the AIT. The TSO also said that 
everyone has to go through A IT, She said she had the doctors re commendation in her hand but the TSO refused to I ook at her paper and pushed her over to the A IT, She went a he ad and went through the A IT which caused her to have severe tra urn a , 

!rh·11r;··, !said she was screaming, I cant, I cant and lhe TSO jusl kept pushing her to the AIT. She said she got oul of the wheelchair and ran 10 keep lhe TSO from ushin her lhrough the AIT. She said nobody questioned what was going on when 
612 3120 15 the scene unfolded. She said when she ca ntacted TS~ she to Id her that she had requested ass i sta nee and she had received the ass i sta nee. She said TSO b) ( ff) ad apologized to her and assured her that she would take care of the issue 

5:49:37 but she had never contacted her back concerning the matter. She wanted to report to us that this has occurred in hopes that she would not have to experience it again. 
PM 

6123/2015 
6:26:47 

PM 

Airporl POX 
Airline United Airlines 
Flight number 1207 
Date and time 06 10 2015 at 9:30 pm 
Baggage tag number NA 
Des c ri pt ion NA 
NOi NA 
Gate or terminal - She does not remember. 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalilion, a civil rig his organization directly from I heir phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like 10 send their complainl 

The q ue st,ons answered by the user be I ow correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel di scri mm ati on comp I a int fo nm. You a re requested to take action on the comp I amt of p rofi Ii ng or di sen mi nation by the T SA described he re. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
F~IName:~(b~·~I(~6 ... l ___ ~--
Email Address:.,_1h_._.,1_R_·, ----,---' 
Phone Number. h··,1f'i, 

Address: ~lr_h_·11_r;_·., ____ ~IA1exandria VA 
Zipcode: 22312 

Are you 18 ar over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? yes 
N at,ona Ii ty? yes 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Washington Dulles International Airport 



kb I ( ff:, !is a 73 year old passenger who wanted to report that one of the TS Os at ONT airport was very rude to her. She said this is the second 11 me she had experienced a rough p atdown and rude sere en i ng by the Female TSO at the sere en i ng 
station. She said it started out because the last couple of times she did not have to take her shoes off and this time they made her remove her shoes. She said her shoes went through and then other passengers put their items on the belt and then they 
made her take her sweaIer off and send it through the xray and then other people put their items on lhe belt. She said her items were gelling separated as they went through screening and she was afraid she would not be able to find I hem all after her 
patdown was done. 

She also said she had some VCR tapes and the tape had gotten damaged on a previous flight, she said they had sound but no picture. The airline told her that she could ask for the VCR tapes to be hand screened but The TSO told her that she could 
not do a hand screening on the VCR tapes. She said she pul the tapes on the belt so now she has items in three different bins. 

She said when she opted lo r a patdown rather than going through the Al T she was to Id by the male TSO at the sere en i ng che c kpornt to go wait in a certain spot for a paid own. She said the le ma I e TSO blamed her for not I etti ng anybody know that she 

612412015 needed a patdown but she said she did let the male TSOs know and kept waving at the female TSO to let her know that she was waiting for her to come over. She said the TSO opened the gate and retrieved her items but she was concerned that all of 

10,37,33 her ilerns were not in just the one bin. She asked her 10 gel the other bins with her other items in it and lhe TSO told her that she could only gel one bin at a time. 

AM 
She said her patdown was very rough and when she was finished she looked over at another lady that was getting a patdown by the same TSO and she was being very gently with her. She said the TSO was unnecessarily rough with her when she had 
her patdown. She said she went through about 9:30 am and the TSO had short brown hair, not too tall. 
Airporl ONT 
Airline Al a ska 
Flight number 537 
Date and time 06 14 2015 at 9:30 am 
Baggage tag number NA 
Des c ri pt ion NA 
NOi NA 
Gate or terminal NA 
Hello. I wanted to just make some comments to the response I received. 

First of all, thank you for getting back to me in a timely manner. I honestly didn't expect any type of response from an organization the size of the TSA Secondly, I appreciate the response you gave but just wanted to inform you that it didn't solve my 
problem, or really address it for thal matler. My problem was A) the facl thal TSA feels lhat its prosthetic protocol applies 10 a two year old, BJ and lhis my main poinl. the level of training the TSA members had that handled the situalion, and CJ the fact 
that they wiped my two year old down for gun powder residue. I didn't even know about the gun powder wipe at the time because I was trying to handle our luggage that the TSA agent was rudely pushing me to take care of. My wife had to tell me about 
it last night. The agents who handled my daughter first didn't know what to do with the prosthetic and made her walk through the metal detector multiple times. One of them was about to remove my daughter prosthetic until another one came over and 
said that just a visual inspection needed to be done. After "inspecting" my daughters leg, (though she was wearing shorts already, so I don't know what more they needed to see) they then proceeded to wipe her down for gun powder• I truly do not 
understand this. Why was my daughter wiped for gun powder? Why nol my wife and I? Do you really lhink my daughter is shoaling guns? Do you think my two year old is I hat close to a gun being shot by anyone? I would please appreciate a valid 
reason to why the TSA agent did this because there is no rhyme or reason for it. And it is do to this poor training and judgement call from the TSA that has put us in this terrible situation. I really doubt anyone there really cares to do anything about it. 
But I hope this letter Is in conjunction with many others that I'm sure are being received but other dissatisfied subJects, and I hope that is enough to have the TSA reconsider il"s goals and training. You are meant to keep us safe. This experience made 
us in fact LOSE trust with the TSA Please do something about this because you are costing people dearly. 

Thank you 

61241201 s~f b_)_(B_) __ ~ 
12:12:33 

PM 
> From: tsatcc do not re oly@s entu re. com 
> Tokb1(6) I 
> Date: Tue, 23 Jun 2015 19:57:33 -0400 
> Subject: In Response to your inquiry. 
> 

> Thank you for contacting the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) Contact Center regarding concerns that you were delayed by security screening. 
> 

> TSA regrets any inconvenience you experienced as a result of security screening processes. One of TSA's priorities is to minimize passenger wait times at our Nation's airports without adversely affecting the high level of security required in today's 
aviation environment. TSA works with airports and air carriers to determine changes in flight schedules and passenger volume so that we can provide the workforce, processes, and procedures to ensure high levels of security and customer service. 
> 

> TSA uses a Screening Allocation Model to ensure lhat an appropriate number ofTransportation Security Officers (TSOs) are assigned to each airport based on operations and passenger loads. This model, which incorporaIes part-time employees, 
ensures that TSA has sufficient staff to handle peak periods of passenger volume while downsizing for slower periods. Studies conducted by TSA and by independent organizations such as the Government Accountability Office have found that the 
model has made scheduling of TSA screening officers much more effective and efficient. 
> 

> Please keep in mind I hat passengers should allow the recommended standard 2 hour domestic and 3 hour inlernational travel arrival times prior 10 flighl deparIure to allow for parking and shuttle transportalion, obtaining a boarding pass, going 



The caller is currently at the SEA airport. He had a bad experience with two of the TSOs working there.The caller asked STSO fb::,(6) Ito have a patdown instead of going through the AIT machine. the TSO said that he was not allowed to receive any 
other method of screening. While they were waiting for their bags,!(b )(6) !-TSO yelled at the callers son to move out of the area very rudely. He would like to file complaint. 

Date Time of Travel: 6 24 2015 11 :45 AM 

612412015 G.ate Terminal: International concourse 

4:12 33 Airport SEA 
PM Airline: DeltJ 

6124/2015 
9:01 09 

PM 

Flight#: 198~---~ 
TSO Namefb1(61 !and!(b1(6) ! 
TSO Badge#: 

Submitted on Wednesday, June 24, 2015 - 20:02 Submitted by anonymous userf ._b_:'--1(_6'-) ___ ....,ISubmitted values are: 

Feedback Type: Complaint 
State: New York 
Airport: NEW YORK - LGA - La Guardia 
Dale ofTravel: 06/2412015 
Time of Travel: 8:30 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: Ac7735 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Terminal B gate A security TSA Employee: 

==Complainls== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Profession al ism/Custom er Service 
- Screening 

Complaint: Asked for opt oul of the microwave scanner. Was told 
nobody was available and I would have to wait for the next shift 
even tho ugh the re we re tsa employees sta ndrng around. Waited 15 
minutes and was forced to go 1 h rough the sea nne r to catch my 
plane. We are nol supposed to have to go lhrough the scanner and 
are supposed to be able to opt out. 

Would you like a response? Yes, I would like a response. 

==Passenger Info=~=---~ 
Passenger Namejrh·11r;··, 
Phone NumbeE 

Email Addressf .. b_::_1(6_:_1 -----~ 

The resu Its of this submission may be viewed at: 
http://www. tsa. gov/ nod e/228 9/s ub miss ion/2 52 91 



612512015 
8:39:07 

AM 

Submitted on Wednesday, June 24, 2015 -22:57 Submitted by anonymous user: !(b)(ff:, 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: California 
Airport: CALI FORNI A - SFO - San Francisco International 
Date ofT rave I: 0611712015 
Time of Travel: 6:00 arn 

!Submitted values are: 

Airline & Flight Number: American Airlines Flight Number 208 Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Terminal B, Gate 57 TSA Employee: 
==Complaints== 

Complaint Feedback: 
- Screening 
- TSAPre? 1r11 

Complaint: 
On 6117115. I was traveling with my wifekb)(ff:1 !from 
San Francisco lo Miami by American Airlinr Flight j 208 
departing at 7:00 AM (Our Record Locator: b)(ffi ). Both of us are 
old, infirm, past 75 years in age and disabled. We both had 
requested wheelchairs. Both our Boarding Passes had Pre?TM 
printed along wilh our names. I had a very bi tier experience at 
the Security Check at San Francisca Airport, before boarding the 
aircraft_ 
I suffered distress due to the prolonged and unjustified Security 
Check. I had informed the Securily Officer before the screening 
about metal implants in my mouth and both the knees. Still, the 
Secunty Check lasted more than 30 minutes: it included 
walk-through metal detector. an AIT check, and thereafter a 
thorough patdown of whole body - including removal of belt and 
patdown around my midriff and waist. In this process, I had to 
wait lo r my turn with each of the four office rs who performed the 
checks one after the other. During the security check. I was 
moved a way from my first screening area for subsequent checks, 
leaving my ca rryon bags and ce 11 phone on the be It al the I ugg age 



612512015 
8:39:18 

AM 

Submitted on Wednesday, June 24, 2015 - 22:12 Submitted by anonymous user:._f b_._1(_6_, ___ .,fubm,tted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Maryland 
Airport: MARYLAND - BWI - Baltimore-Washington International 
Date ofTravel: 06/24/2015 
Time of Travel: 9:20 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: B 
TSA Employee: 

==Complainls== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Profession al ism/Custom er Service 
- Screening 

Complaint: I requested an opt out screening and stood to the side 
al the AIT Ii ne a 11 awing at her passengers by. As I stood waiting 
multiple'"officers·' assisting travelers in the "Pre"' line stood 
by, looked in my direction and laughed. At no point did they make 
an atlempl to radio for a male assist as lhey seemed 10 engrossed 
in there conversation. After standing far 8 minutes. An "office(' 
walked up to the gate to allow entry. This officer had zero sense 
of urgency and seemed more attentive to the conve rs ati on of his 
coworkers in the "Pre" line than his job at hand. As we began to 
move over to my be Io ngi ngs. his I ack of motivation became 
a pp a rent as what cou Id have be en completed in under a few seconds 
of a walk to around a minute. As we came to my belongings we 
proceeded with the opt oul pay down. When finished lhe '"officer" 
began looking to swab his gloves and a testing device. Ta my 
dismay the only one functioning was Io cated just after the Al T 
machine. Seeing the "'officer" walked up with his hands in the air 
makes me wonder what contaminalion could have happened to his 
gloves and would have invalidated the test. After concluding. I 



612612015 
10:00:10 

PM 

Submitted on Friday, June 26, 2015 - 21 :23 Submitted by anonymous user:._f b_.'--1(_6-'-1 __ _,~ubmitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: California 
Airport: CALI FORNI A - SFO - San Francisco International 
Date ofT rave I: 06/2612015 
Time of Travel: 7:05 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: UA 1637 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Security Checkpoint for Gate 69 T SA Employee: 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Profession al ism/Custom er Ser,ice 
- Screening 

Complaint: Requested pat-down screening instead of AIT sea n ni ng 
as I am voluntarily permilled. TSA personnel were unable to 
locate a male TSA employee for about 15 minutes. Most staff were 
rude. 0 ne stout female Asian TSA employee even mocked my 
requests lo r assistance with a deg ra tory response, She co u Id n 't 
look me in the eye later. Finally, after a prolonged wait with 
my shoes and be It removed, holding my property the entire ti me. 
someone with the I iteral testicles necessary for the ma I e 
pat-down showed up, This staff member was courteous and po Ii te, 
in stark conlrast 10 most of lhe other staff members of "lane 5". 
Get your staff into shape. They are a disgrace. All this for 

95% failure rate. 

Would you like a response? No, a response isn't required. 

The results of I his submission may be viewed at: 
http://www.tsa.gov/node/2289/submission/25595 

I have read the policies on your website and would like 10 documenl a complainl. I am 4.5 months pregnant and went through the SeaTac TSA screening checkpoint lhis morning at approximalely 6:20am. I requesled to use the metal de1ec1or in lieu of 
the wave machine and was told that my only option would be a highly uncomfortable pat down screen due to "protocol'"_ While I respect the mission to protect passengers. there is nothing on your website or passenger rights site that indicates that pat 
down is my on I y option. In fa ct your pat down site indicates that a pat down is only required 1f I refuse either wave machine OR the metal detector. I specifically requested to use the metal detector and was denied th at ng ht. 

612812015 While I was forced to wait for a pat down I watched several olher passengers - including a middle aged woman with her leenage daughter - be welcome lhrough the metal de1ec1or. I am incredibly disappointed that I was not afforded the same rig his 

11 :OS:33 and opportunity as this other woman and her child. 

AM 
If you"re going to lo rce a "protocol"' it s hou Id be c I early a rti cul ated on your pat down website and in you passenger bi 11 of rights. 



612812015 
6:03:25 

PM 

Submitted on Sunday. June 28. 2015 - 17:33 Submitted by anonymous user~lrh_·._,1r;_·_1 -~I Submitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Compliment 
State: Nevada 
Airport: NEVADA- LAS - McCarran International 
Date ofT rave I: 0612512015 
Time of Travel: 6:00 am 
Airline & FI i g ht N umber: Southwest 4648 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Checkpoint T SA Employee: Don't know . Very I a rg e man and about 300# . 

==Compliments== 
Compliment Feedback: 
- Advanced Imaging Technology 
- Pat-down 

Compliment: I went through the x Ray and he asked me if I had a 
belt and said no and pulled up my t spirit. He sai leave your 
spirit down and started to rub the front of me pants, under ware 
my belt would have been and very hard which I was taken by 
supprise, I didn't understand it but I thought more about it and 
it was very unnecessary and viol at i ng. I have never had a prob I em 
like this before and have always been treated very restseptful. I 
try never to have anything on so I donl hold anyone up but this 
was out of place. I sorry but this guy should be watched he is 
very improper in 1ouching a person, it really bothers me being 
molested by a person that is to petiect me. Thank you very much. 

Would you like a response? No, a response isn't required. 

The resu Its of this submission may be viewed at: 
hltp://www.tsa.gov1node/2289lsubmission/25764 



612912015 
8:35:15 

AM 

Submitted on Sunday. June 28. 2015 -19:00 Submitted by anonymous user:~kb_l-'-(6_-._, --~~ubm1tted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Missouri 
Airport: MISSOURI - MCI - Kansas City International 
Date ofT rave I: 0612812015 
Time of Travel: 5:30 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: United 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee: 

==Complainls== 
Complaint Feedback: Professionalism/Customer Service 
Complaint: T SA employee outside of the Al T was notified th at I 
needed to keep my shoes on. Rather than handle discretely, he 
ca 11 the TSA employee from the 01 her side of the AIT, who came 
through and demanded to know about my condition and to see my 
documents. I was embarrassed and offended in front of other 
passengers. He did not relent until I asked for a supervisor, 
Her solution, rather than send me through lhe AIT I hen enhanced 
screen my shoes, was to order an enhanced pat-down. This type of 
harassment and i ntI mi dati on, whether the res u It of poor training 
or malice, is unacceptable. 

Would you like a response? Yes. I would like a response. 

==Passenger Info=~=-----~ 
PassengerNam~e.-h_ir_R_i ___ ,... 
Phone Number:.,._h_·-,1 ... R_-, _____ ._~ 

Email Address: ._(""b"'l(-"'6-'-·-, _____ ...., 

REASON for lhe call: Caller flew wilh Delta. He was unhappy with the screening. He went through lhe AIT. He had everything in lhe bins. He got 10 lhe other side and he had to undergo additional screening and he could not longer see his lhings. He is 
concerned about this. The agents were not he issue but he thinks it is an ergonomics issue because the angle does not allow you to see your personal items. H also does not have an issue with the AIT or the pat down. 
Date Time: 6-25-2015 at 10:30 PM 
Gate Terminal: ? 

6129/2015 Ai rpo rl: SF O 
4:59:02 Airline: Delta 

PM Flight# 551 
Bag Description: It was a standard small black bag. He also had a computer bag. 



To: Disability and Multicultural Division 

Office of Civil Rights & Liberties, Ombudsman and Traveler Engagemenl 

70 1 South 12th Street. T SA-6 

Ari i ng ton, VA 20 59 8-60 33 

Copy: T SA Co nl acl Ce nl er 

71312015 From: l(b,(ffl 
1:07:45 

PM ,._ _______ _, 

Franklin, TN 37067 

Re: Abuse by a Transportation Security Officer and obstruclion of collection of dala 10 report abuse 

The following events occurred 28 June 2015, aboul 04:50, at Nashville International Airporl (BNA). 

I had checked in at the American Airlines ticket counler to fly standby on AAL 1264, BNA-DFW, depar1ing al 06:00. My 13-year-old daughter was accompanying me. She had been issued a TSA Precheck standby pass, and I was issued a normal 
stand by pass. 
Caller travelled from Chicago O Hare, and no one reviewing lhe carry on bags. They were all allowed through wilh no screening. 

CSS McCoy took over the ca 11 : 
Caller stated that her and her mother were not screened going through the screening checkpoint at Gate L 7 at the last checkpoint going on Spirit Airlines , The caller stated that her mother was able to bypass the AIT and the WTMD. The caller herself 
was also slated that she 100 was able to bypass the AIT and WTMD. The caller stated lhat she asked the TSO why they did nol have to go lhrough screening she staled the TSO said, (maybe it was because lhe molher had on a Navy shirt.) 

71412015 Flight information of the caller: 
1:57:42 Date 7.3.15 Time: 6:25pm 

PM Gate Terminal: L7 
Airport: ORD 
Airline: Spirit 
Flight#: 903 



716/2015 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: Ca 11 er has a pacemaker and knee re placement. 

lncidenl Details: The caller , who is 79 years old, has a pacemaker and a knee replacemenl. When she was going through screening a TSO made her go lhrough a WTMO. The caller told the TSO I hat she has a pacemaker bul she still had to go 
through it. The TSO kept making her ga through the WTMD even though the caller told her several times that she has the pacemaker. The caller stated that her heart kept going out of rhythm and the TSO was very rude and unpleasant. The TSO then 
told her to take off her shoes. The caller then told the TSO that she didn t have to since she was over the age of 75 but the TSO still made her take them off. The TSO then made her go back through the WTMD. The caller told her several times she has 
the pacemaker, The TSO then made her go through the AIT and everything was fine. 

11 :37:52 Date Time: 7 3 2015 Between 7:00am - 8:00am 
AM Gate Terminal: Terminal B 

Airporl: MCO 
Airline: Sa uthwest 
Flight# 1089 
Officer Description: Female. Not Young. Light grey hair, Stem, Average size, Average height. In charge of the WTMD. 

Caller has a complain!. They were passing lhrough Atlanta on July 4th at 1215. They 901 in line at the checkpoint. As they were reaching down to pul an item inlo one of lhe bins, an employee came by and pushed a I able that hit the caller in groin 
where they had hernia surgery 18 days ago. Caller stated they hadnt even seen that person before being hit with the table. The caller was screaming at the officer that they have to be careful as the office ran back towards the AIT machine. 

As he was yelling at the officer she turned and yelled at him to not point his finger at her. He told her that she had to be careful. When he went through the screening technology the same woman told another officer to pat him down. After the pat down 
the officer told him that he could nol talk to her like a dog. Caller went to other officers and found out that the officer was the supervisor al the checkpoint. He was advised to call us by lhe other officers. Caller is surprised I hey are nol in a hospital. 

Date Time: 7.4.15 1215 
71612015 Gate Terminal: MCP LN 13 
5:28:02 Airporl: ATL 

PM Airline: Southwest 
Flight# NA 
Officers Name: LTSOl'~G_·_-,I_R_·, --~ 

She is a short black woman, roughly 5 feel tall and muscular. 

Supervisor who suggested he called: STSO~ 

The caller arrived home and his golf club bag is broken, there was an NOi. 

Also he has darker skin and he gels pulled oul of line every time and he gets a patdown and then put back into line afterwards. This has happened numerous limes. He did not get pulled out of line for this particular flight bul he did gel pulled aside and 
waved with the metal detector wand. 

Dale Time of Travel: 06 30 2015 8:05am 
Gate Terminal: Not Provided 
Airport: RSW 
Airline: Delta 
Flight#: DL2245 
Baggage Tag# (Checked only- 10 digits): .. kb"-·.,""(6"'1'-,-,..,....-' 

717/2015 Bag Description: Bag Boy T-10 hard case. grey and black in color 
2:41 :58 Missing Damaged Item Description: The bag is the item that is damaged and the zipper is what is damaged. It had a lock on it and it looks like someone yanked the zipper down. 

PM Was an NOi Present? (Checked only): Yes in bolh his bags 
Was th ere a ti mesta mp or written notice on the NO I? (Checked only): Na 

• Contact informatian-!(b)(ff:, 
o Airport: RSW "----'-------------------' 

o Date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the experience 06 30 20 15 
o Oescriplion of the experience: He went lhrough the AIT machine, he was pulled aside and waved with lhe meIaI detector wand. Normally he has to go through a patdown. He wanled to add that there was a police officer at RSW, lhe caller greeted 
him goad morning and after that the officers eyes did not leave him. He said he directly stared at him the entire time, even when he was sitting at his gate. 
o Names or descnption of the TSA personnel involved or witnesses. if available: The TSO was a younger black guy who initially pulled him out. The officer was tall, Caucasian. probably 35 or 40 years old. 
o Explanation as to how you believe this experience was discriminatory: The caller is French but he looks middle eastern and he is subject to pat downs almost every time. Both his bags were searched and he believes this was not random, He believes 
the p I anes de I ayed departure was due to his bags being searched. 



7/812015 

Caller wants to know how come her and the passengers with her were treated so badly at the Wendover airport, She advised she felt like the TSO was picking on her. She went through the AIT machine and she advised that the machine did not alarm 
but she sti 11 received addition al sere en i ng, She advised that her purse had her diamonds. and money in it and she was separated from it she advised that usu a I ly they take her and her belonging to another area if add it ion a I screening is needed, She 
advised that she le els Ii ke these were new hi res and did nol know the screening procedures. 

12:28:51 Date Time: 7-05 About 10am 
PM Airport: Wendover 

Airline: Allegianl 
Flight Unknown 

Caller was just at B01 and His 11 year old daughter use the AIT for her screening. Once she used the AIT they then gave her a patdown. He ask for them to allow her to use the WTM D after the AIT since there was an alarm and they wouldnt allow her 
to do it instead of getting a paldown. He says the rule slates she doesn t have to use the AIT and should be allowed to use the WTMD. 

CSM RFI---Mishandling RFI 
REASON for the call: Children screening complaint 
Dale Time: 07-09-15 at 7:40 am 
Gate Terminal: They only have one 

71912015 Airport: BOI 
9 :28: 0 0 Airline: Southwest 

AM Flight#: maybe 2862 
Did he get anyones names? No but there was buff guy and his name maybekb)(ff:, I 

REASON far the call: There was an alarm of the screening technology. The TSO (male, 5 10. 215-220 pounds, mid 20s, short black hair that was combed back, appeared Italian) asked where he was traveling to in an authoritative tone (insinuating 
th at he had no ng hts) and if he was flying home. The ca 11 er stated that the officer only asked him this because of his race and that the ofli cer s questioning had racial ave rto n es. He received ETD sampling of his and a patdown. The TSO squeezed his 
left testicle as hard as possible and it still hurts. He indicated that his insurance would cover his doctor s visit. 

He asked where to make a proper complaint as state police advised that he contact TSA because they could not address this. He asked what law enforcement entity to contact and indicated that the TSO would hear from his attorney. 

In a separate complaint, a TSO (white, male, 6 feet, 250 pound, balding) asked his the px before him his age. The px replied 14 and was directed to the WTMD. He asked the same of his son who is 14 as well. The TSO directed him to the AIT and 
7/912015 asked if he had anything in his pockets. He feels that this was done because of how his son looks (his mother is Spanish and he, the father is Greek). 
2:29 30 

PM Date 6 19 2015 
Time: 12:30pm He was at the checkpoint between 10: 15am -11 am. 
Gate Terminal: Gate 5, Zone 4 
Airport: Atlantic City Int 
Airline: Spirit 
Flight#: NK235 



To-Whom-It-May-Concern. 

I am emai Ii ng to inform you about an incident th at occurred as I was travel mg I a st week which caused me both physical and menta I ha rm. 

To preface this incident: I have been diagnosed with Complex Regional Pain Syndrome onginating in my left foot/ankle and have an implanted spinal cord stimulator to manage my chrome pain. While traveling, I always carry a medical card that 
informs peop I e about my med i ca I implant and that it may set off security sensors. 

On Thursday July 2. my companion and I traveled from the Philadelphia International Airport (PHL) to Las Vegas (LAS) on Southwest flight 118 with an eventual destination of Portland (PDX) on Southwest flight 1874. We passed through the 

711 012015 Phi la del phi a Security checkpoint at a pp ro xi ma I ely 5: 3 o AM. 

6:17:26 
PM 

7110/2015 
8:23 05 

PM 

As I passed lhrough security, I took off my shoes and kept my ankle-length socks on. I placed my shoes, bags, ar>d computer on the x-ray machine conveyor belt. I entered lhe AIT unit as instructed by a male TSA Agenl located on the other side of the 
unit. After the scan completed, I stepped out of the unit and waited on the footprint icons in front of a female TSA Agent. As I waited, the female TSA agent said my foot triggered the AIT. I could see the screen to my left which highlighted my left 
foot/ankle. Then, without consent, asking permission. or informing me of his actions, the male TSA agent bent down diagonally behind me and grabbed my left ankle region. This caused immediate pain as any pressure, especially without warning, 
can trigger crippling nerve pain. I also immediately experienced great anxiety and panic due to that pain. There was no opportunity to tell him to be careful because he grabbed my ankle from behind, surprising me and did not ask ii I consented to a 
pat-down. 

I exited lhe screening area and walked 10 lhe conveyor belt to collect my belongings. I started to collect my lhings, slill in pain and panic but wanting 10 remove myself from the area to collect myself and 1ry to calm down. I lold my companion what had 
just occurred and then went to both the female and then the male TSA agents to inform them that I have a serious medical condition and that they need to ask consent before touching anyone as they may have a medical condition like mine. Both 
agents acknowledged my comp I amt but with nothing mo re than a nod and a few words. Neither asked me if I needed med i ca I attention. 

Airporl: Tampa 
Date and time: July 1 oth 7:45 or 7:50pm 
Experience: Caller is at the airport and said that two TSA supervisors. Caller is at the Tampa both STSO!rh·11r;··, !and STSctb)(ff:, I Caller went through the AIT, caller is afncan american and she has dreadlocks but it has no pins in 11 at 
all. She stated they all say there are anomalies. Caller stated she did not want them going through her hair, she stated white women had caps on and were never stopped at all. Caller believes they are racial profiling, She told them they were not 
al lowed to go through her things w i hlout her erm is s ion and they we rent a 11 owed to go I hroug h i I u nl i I I hey were private. 
The police officer that was called was b·•,(ffi She finally decided that she would go through it changed the entire thing and said they did not remember where the anomalies were so she had to go through the full body patdown. Caller stated 
she was not disruptive and she did not cuss or sere am at an one. 
Names or description of people involved: STS (b)(ff:, nd STSOkb)(ffl lam:lfh·11r;··, I at the Tampa Airport police Department 
Explanation as to why it was discrimina1ory: Because she was seeing Caucas,an males and temales w11h ball hats on and they were never even stopped and they never were asked to go through lhe AIT I hey all jusl zoomed lhrough the WTMO. 

REASON for lhe call: The caller wenl through security al SLC, and asked 10 opl out of lhe AIT. He was told by a TSO that they make all passengers go through lhe AIT screening, and he felt forced to undergo this screening as well. He wanted 10 file 
a complaint regarding the incident, and believes that the passenger should have the option to opt out. 

Dale Time July 11, 2015; 10:40 AM 
711112015 Gate Terminal Number: B15 
10:57:36 Airport: SLC 

AM Airline: Southwest Airlines 
Flight#: 964 
Time of Incident: 8:30 AM 
Description of TSO: A young, male Caucasian. 

711212015 The caller is a FF with Southwest Airlines, and she has noticed a decrease in the number of times that she has been chosen. She wanted to know why this was happening, and if the AIT machines were safe due to radiation. 
3:10:55 

PM 



Cal I Reason: Cal I er states that she had a horrendous experience at ORF. She states that in the security Ii ne approaching the body sea n ne r. she /el t Ii ke she was in prison. She says that she wanted to opt out of the AIT, but the TSO said that she had 
no right to opt out, and when she pressed the issue, the TSO took her time and acted like she was calling someone but finally did it herself 10 minutes later. She also says that the person behind her was denied opting out and went through the AIT 
scanner. 

Date Time: 7 12 6:00 am 

711312015 G_ate Temninal: (does not_ have) 

10_23 -44 Airporl: Norfolk VA lo Chicago 
AM. Airline: Southwest 

Flight# 4181 
TSO: petite pregnant female TSO of Latin descent 

Since the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-rnail to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

711 3/2015 Caller has a complaint about the screening process. She is a diabetic and she has an insulin purnp. She feels the fact that she cannot ask to go through the WTMD instead of the AIT is a violation of her rights. She also feels the patdown was too 
3:46:54 invasive. She felt the officer touched her inappropriately in her private area. 

PM 
711412015 The caller is calling with a complaint. He is traveling out of Las Vegas International airport on terminal 1 at lhe Egate yesterday a11 p.m, and asked for a pat down instead of going through the AIT machine. The caller states thal no one was walching 

4:48:26 their bags or the trays going through the screening machine. He stated that no one was paying attention to the luggage and he witnessed someones Luggage be stolen. 
PM 

Di sa bi Ii ty Description: ._kb~, ('--6~) __ ....,!has cancer and a p ai nlu I area a round her abdo mi na I area th at cant be touched , 

Incident Details: Caller said she was just subjected to the most horrific. embarrassing pat-down of her life at PHL. She said she noticeably has cancer and has a very sensitive area in her abdominal area that is very painful when touched. She said they 
screened her with the AIT machine and after 3 minutes she had to put her a mns down and they s u bJected her to a pat-down. She said that they pul I ed her to a private room and screened her using a mo re extensive pat-down. She said the TSO used 
excessive force in a sensitive area on her abdomen after she told them to be gentle in her abdomen area causing her to scream out in pain. 

She said then the STSO!(b)(ffi STSOJ came over and told her she was a angry and bitter person and told her off. She said she tried to explain and the STSO kept cutting her off and told her how bitter and angry she was. She feels like this level of 
1;1:~;2~~5 discrimination was due to her medical condition. She then said a Federal Agent came over and cleared her from screening and was very nice. 

PM 
Dale Time: 07 16 15 1 :45pm 
Gate Terminal: Terminal F; 
Airport: PHL 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight #:4756 

Caller recently traveled with her son and had a bad experience at several checkpoints. 

At Minneapolis St Paul on June 13-2015 6:30pm caller~e through security and was told her son did not have to go through the AIT. He proceeded through the metal detector and retrieved his belongings. She proceeded through the AIT and 
7116/2015 received a pat down. Caller tried to ask a TSO named l!.!2.l!.fil.jwhy she received a pat down. TS~refused to answer. A supervisor was called to the checkpoint to conduct the pat down. All other passengers were treated with respect by TSO 

9:40: 14 f b 1(6) I 
PM 

Caller was traveling through the George Bush International Airport June 27-2015 1200pm. As caller was proceeding through the checkpoint hers directed to go through the AIT and the caller was directed through the metal detector. Her son was 
pulled out of line and a pat down was performed. A TSO name~as present and when caller asked why her son was being patted down (b)(ff:1 ot in her face and stated You will not yell at me today. Your son must receive a pat down or you 
will not fiy today .~hen directed caller to gather her stuff and proceed lhrough the checkpoint. Caller was upset and admits to yelling at lhe b)(6) 



712012015 
8:37:01 

AM 

DearTSA, 

I would like to express my disregard with the TSA officers in San Juan. Puerto Rico airport. On Saturday. July 18, 20151 was traveling with my family from San Juan to Houston (Hobby airport). Contrary to what is in the TSAwebsite. the TSA officers m 
San Juan separated myself from my wife and 3 year old son for approximately 10 minutes. What follows is a brief synopsis of the situation: As ordered by TSA officers I stood behind the checkpoint line as my wile, son, and all our belongings crossed 
to the other end. This was a ralher stressful situation because any of our belongings or even our son could have been lost on such a busy day at San Juan airport. Thanks 10 God nolhing of the sort happened. 

The TSA website clearly states that your AIT is completely voluntary. However, lhe TSA officer at San Juan repeatedly forced me 10 use the AIT, and I was only allowed to forgo it after I demanded the pat down lhree times. Eventually, after my 
insistence, they gave me the pat down, but this in turn caused me to wait for an over extended period of time: despite them knowing I was traveling with my family and my wife needed help with our belongings and Son. 

? 

Lastly, I want to say that of all the airports I have been to. and of those that use AIT. TSA officers have never mentioned that AIT is optional and there is a lack of signs stating AIT is optional. Were these signs available I believe misunderstandings like 
the kind I recently experienced cou Id have be en easily avoided or qui ck ly expedited. As a frequent flyer I try my best to stay up to date with reg ula ti on s and be as com pliant as po ssi bl e with your office rs which is why, it is of great concern to me when 
I'm presented wilh situations conlrary to information found on your official websile. Traveling as it is can be hectic, stressful, and filled with unexpected circumstances lherefore I would kindly appreciate it that ill-prepared employees not be added to the 
mix. 

Thank you for your time and consideration, 

!(b)(61 

Disability Description: kbl(61 !has a pacemaker and also has dementia. 

Incident Details: The caller is calling on behalf of her sister.!(b-:,(6) !kbl(6:, ! is 92 years old. has a pacemaker and also has dementia. kb1(6·, I doctor said not to let kbl(ffl !go through the AIT because of her pacemaker. The caller 
told the attendant that!rh··,1rr1 I could not go through the AIT machine. however, they made her go through it anyway. The caller is upset that this happened, because the doctor said it could damage her pacemaker. Also, the caller stated that both 

!(b)(6·, ! luggage and her luggage was opened and their items were scattered everywhere. In kb)(6:, I bag, her botlle of Tylenol was missing, and in the callers bag, a bottle ofTylenol was spilled out everywhere. The caller wants{b)(6:, I to 
be reimbursed for her bottle of Tylenol. 

Date Time: July 14th 2:40 pm 

712012015 Gate Terminal: N A 

12'42,39 Airport: OKC 
·PM. Airline: Southwest 

Flight#: 691 
Bag tag# (1 0digit N A 
Bag Description: Large, brown, with a piece of yarn on the hand I e. 
Missing Damaged item descnption: A bottle of Tylenol 
NOi: No 

The caller didn t have !(b·•,(ffi !ugg age information. 

Caller wanted to know if it was legal if the TSO can keep checking her hair evertytime she goes through the AIT at the checkpoint? 
712012015 She has Twisted braids for her hair and it 1s her real hair. 
6:54:51 

PM 
Are they supposed to change the gloves before the search? 



The ca 11 er and his wife has been trying to f, I e a complaint through our website and they have been getting a pop up screen saying this platform is not a va, I ab I e. They want to file a complaint on a T SA officer. 

The callers wife and his three kids were going through the screening process. His Wife told officer!(b)(6) ~hat she didn t want 10 go lhrough the AIT. She was verbally harassed by officer!(b·:,(6)!The wife then lold the officer that her son was not going 
through the AIT as well. Officej(bH6)! then started yelling at her to the point where everyone notice her. The callers children were very scared. When the wife was gathering her things from the belt after screening. Officerkb)(ffi !snatched the items out 
of the wifes hand. 

7121/2015 . 
1 _33 30 Dale T,me 6 29 2015 1 0:0Oam 
· PM Gate Terminal: Not Available 

Airport: Memphis Intern ati o na I 
Airline: Delta 

7121/2015 

Flight#: D3541 
Officer Description: Female, African American, Officer~ 

Caller states he called earlier and states when he flew from Tampa while he was going through the checkpoint one of the TSA agents opened the rope and allowed them to go through her line. Caller states she had them go past the AIT screening to 
their be Io ngings and asking if this is no rma I. Ca 11 er states they did not expe nence any so rt of screening. 

3:56:20 Dale and lime: July 20, 2015 at 10:30 Am 
PM Airport TPA 

7121/2015 
5:00:45 

PM 

Gate Tenminal: caller is unable to remember 
Airline: Delta 
Disability Description: The callers mother has a mobilily impairment. 

Incident Detai Is: Ca 11 er is cal Ii ng on be ha If of her mother. She sent in a d escri pti on of the problem several days ago but she said TSA required more information. She said she tried a second ti me to send the inform at,on and Io st it due to emai I 
comp Ii cations. 

Situation: 
On 07 03 15 early in the morning at 5:30am at JFK to board a Delta 439 flight leaving to Seattle. It was at Terminal 4 Gate B26. Callers mother was in a wheelchair. her mobility is short term she gets tired but can stand. When callers mother got to the 
TSA checkpoint she said they asked her to stand in the AIT machine and then subjected her to a patdown. She said it was a very rough pat-down and the TSO slapped her on the back. When the callers mother told her the patdown was painful the TSO 
began to laugh. Caller said this was extremely Outrageous. She said her mother is 85 years old and very frail. She said she believes she was discriminated against due 10 her disabilities. 

Dale Time:07 03 15 5:30am 
Gate Terminal: Terminal 4 Gate B26 
Airport: JFK 
Airline: Delta 
Flight#: 439 

She said that she wanted directions (via email) on how she could submit a complaint via postal mail. 



712212015 
8:31:06 

AM 

(m french, in english below) 
Cher Madame, Cher Monsieur. 
Mes deux bagages en soule (vol AF 017 pour Paris CDG) ont fait l"objel d'une inspection approfondie par les services de TSA, le 20 juillet 2015 a JFK. Je n'ai rien a redire sur le principe qui est legal et ulile pour la securite des voyageurs. 
Je regrette que 1·une des serrures (le cadenas d'un sac Lancel) ait disparu ce qui n'est pas trap grave. En revanche les deux bag ages ont voyage sans aucune fermeture ce qui aura it perm is a plusieurs moment qu'ils soient ouverts par des persannes 
mal intent,onnees, surtout si j'avais voyage avec plusieurs escales. 
Ce n'etait pas le cas, man vol eta it direct. et a premiere vue je n'ai pas observe d'objet ayant disparu. 
Evidemmeni, ii est toujours desagreable de subir une fouille qui est une forme d'intrusion dans la vie privee. J'en comprends les raisons et les besoins pour la securite. Je suggere neanmoins que l'administration de TSA 
1 ° previenne les passage rs avant le depart qu"ils ant fait une fouille. ce qui permettrait par exemple de donner aux controleurs le code de la serrure pour refermer la valise. et d'etre plus vigilants a l'arrivee de leurs bagages 
2° qu·un systeme de fermeture meme leger (large ruban adhesif) assure un minimum de securite contre des manipulateurs malve,llants. 
E 11 es.per.ant que mes rem a rq ues vous s erorit uti les. 

Kt\Wtes roeillernes srtalions 

PS Pouvez vous m'expliquer pourquoi nos bagages ont ete fouilles? J'ai regarde le site TSA etje n'ai vu aucune informations qui m'aurait ete utile pour m,eux secunse mes bagages.Je voyage depu,s 50 ans par avion et c'est la premiere fois que 
cela m'a1Tive. 

Dear Madam, Dear Sir, 
My two hold luggage have undergone a thorough inspection by the TSA services. on July 20, 2015 at JFK (flight AF 017 to Paris CDG). 
I have no complaints about the principle which is legal and useful to the safety of passengers. 
However I regret that one or the locks or my La nee I bag has di sap pea red. Both I ugg ages have trave I ed without being closed which would have a 11 owed on sev era I ti mes open ma Ii ci o us peop I e to open them, especi a 11 y i r I had t rave I ed with se vera I 
stopovers. 
By cha nee my flight was di re ct. and at Ii rst I did not observe any obJect having di sa ppea red. 
Obviously, it is always unpleasant to undergo a search which is a form of intrusion into private life. I understand the reasons and the necessity for security purposes. Nevertheless. I suggest that the TSA administration 
1- warn passengers thal they have done a search, so they could give the code of lhe lock controllers to close lhe bag, and they would be more vigilant in monitoring their luggage, 
2- put a light closure (wide tape, for example) which will provide basic security against malicious manipulators. 
Hoping that my comments wi 11 be he I pful for anyone. 
Sincerely 

PS Gauld yau explain me why aur bags have been selected for physical inspection. We didn"t see an your web site any information helping us to secure better our luggage. I am travellinf by airplane since 50 yeras ansd It is the first time it happened 

712212015 The caller is filing a complaint on TSA at the screening process in Washington-Dulles International Airport. He said they closed half of the screening and made everyone go through one AIT machine. He arrived at the airport an hour early and because 
1 :08:00 of the screening closing, he missed his flight by 2 minutes. They booked him another flight. which want go out for another 9 hours. He is highly upset, and just wanted to make a paint. 

PM 



Hello. 

On Wednesday. July 15th around 320 PM at Orlando International Airport, Southwest Airlines, I had a horrible experience with your security measures and staff. Your AIT scanner alarmed/flagged my genital area. I received an uncomfortable, 
embarrassing genital pat down. My hand wipe also alarmed, no idea why, as I spent the day at Animal Kingdom, Disney. I was patted down AGAIN. full body, more thoroughly and aggressively and it was violating. I missed my flight. 

Over the past year, your AIT scanners have been alarming/flagging my genital area - this has NEVER happened before. Nothing about me has changed. My only guess related to this flag/alarm are my medical scrotal implants (made of silicone). 
U NAC CE PT ABLE. It is abso I ute ly horrendous, embarrassing and d1scri minatory that I would have to receive a gen ital pat down EVERY time I go through your security scanner. Your staff s ho u Id be Ira i ned to id ent,fy s imp I e/nonmal medIca I imp I ants. 

am tired of being harassed and violated every time I fly because of this. I will take this as far as I can, because it is downright DISCRIMINATION. The Orlando airport is not the only airport, it has started happening over the last year at every AIT 
scanner. 

This is unAmerican, you are not helping anyone, this is NOT freedom. Take a look at Europe's screening measures, they've had more security scares and they still don't let that trickle down to their innocent law-abiding citizens. This is politics, this is 

712212015 AIT scanner businesses in with the politicians - il's about money - NOT aboul our (law-abiding people) SAFETY 

4:19:29 
PM Your website alludes to the fact that passengers with medical devices would not ala nm these scanners - THIS IS NOT TRUE in my case. something needs to be done (HYPERLI NK "https:l/www.tsa.gov/traveler-information/advanced-imaging-

technology"Advanced Imaging Technology). 

HYPE RL I N K "http s: I lwww.tsa. govltra veler-i nfo nmati on/ adv a need-, magi ng-tech nology'"Adva need Imaging Technology 
TSA began testing state-of-the-art Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) in 2007 and began deploying units to airports in 2008. This technology can detect a wide range of threats to transportation security in a matter of seconds to protect passengers 
and crews. I magi ng technology is a ... 
HYPE RL INK "http s: I lwww. tsa. gov /traveler-info rma ti on/ a dva nced-i magi ng-tech nology" In View on www. tsa. gov 
Preview by Yahoo 

Disgusted, 



Your canned response is unacceptable (pasted at the very bottom below my original email). Either my email below was not read or it was not understood. 
Your TSA staff and scanner (AIT) readers are DISCRIMINATING against those with legitimate medical devices (silicone implants - no metal). This is unacceptable. You are violating people and their rights. 

--- Forwarded Message --
From !(b)(61 
To: "T SA-Canta ctC e nter@d hs. gov" <TS A-Co ntactCente r@dhs.gov> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2015 2:21 PM 
Subject recent and becoming common TSA experience 

Hello, 

On Wednesday, July 15th around 3:20 PM at Orlando International Airport. Southwest Airlines, I had a horrible experience with your security measures and staff. Your AIT scanner alarmed/flagged my genital area. I received an uncomfortable, 

712312015 embarrassing genital pal down. My hand wipe also alarmed, no idea why, as I spent the day at Animal Kingdom, Disney. I was palled down AGAIN, full body, more thoroughly and aggressively and ii was violating. I missed my flight. 

10:16:38 
AM 

Over the past year, your AIT scanners have been alarming/flagging my genital area - this has NEVER happened before, Nothing about me has changed. My only guess related to this llag/alanm are my medical scrotal implants (made of silicone). 
UNACCEPTABLE. It is absolutely horrendous, embarrassing and discrimina1ory that I would have to receive a genital pal down EVERY time I go through your securily scanner. Your staff should be 1rained 10 identify simple/normal medical implants. 

am tired of being harassed and violated every time I fly because of this. I will take this as far as I can, because it is downright DISCRIMINATION. The Orlando airport is not the only airport. it has started happening over the last year at every AIT 
scanner. 

This is unAmerican, you are not helping anyone, this is NOT freedom. Take a look at Europe·s screening measures, they've had more security scares and they still don·t let that trickle down to their innocent law-abiding citizens. This is politics. this is 
AIT scanner businesses in with the politicians - it's about money - NOT about our (law-abiding people) SAFETY. 

Your website alludes 10 lhe fact that passengers wilh medical devices would nol alarm these scanners - THIS IS NOT TRUE in my case, somelhing needs 10 be done (HYPERLINK "https:llwww.tsa.gov11raveler-information/advanced-imaging
technology" \nAdvanced Imaging Technology). 

712312015 Caller fiew from LAX yes1erday. He does not go through the AIT and usually waits for the patdown. He was wailing for a TSO to come and while he was waiting, they kept piling stuff up on the bin with his computer at lhe end of the belt. He stated that 
5A7:55 he felt, because of this, he left his laptop at the checkpoint and it was TSA s fault. He has called the tandF at LAX at 310-242-9073. which referred him to an email. He has emailed them three times, but no one has gotten back in touch with him. He 

PM asked if there is someone we can call for him at LAX. 
Disability Description; Visual Impairment. 

Incident Details: Caller wanted to know what the proper protocol is for passengers that are totally blind and uses a cane. He said at other airports that they scanned it before and after his AIT but when he traveled today through AUS that the TSO made 
him give them his cane and they kept it lo r screening for a bout a minute. He wanted to know why they had to take his cane away from him for when other airport do not. Passenger said he believes the TSO was standing aver behind h, m twirling his 
cane like a baton. He said he did not believe that the TSO had the cane in his possession long enough to do any real testing on it. He asked me if I though this would be considered discrimination against him because he is blind, 

7125/2015 . 
10,23, 15 Airport AUS 

AM. Airline: Virgin America 
Flight Number: 444 

7125/2015 

Dale Time: 07 25 2015 at 8:30 am 
Gate Terminal: Terminal 31 

Caller works lo r the a i rt i ne, and prefers to use the A IT instead of the W TM D. Ca 11 er was told today that she had to go through the W TM D to be screened. but her meta I hip al a nms the technology. This is the reason the cal I er wanted to use the Al T. 
Caller said that the blonde. short haired, white female that is about 5 feet, 4 inches TSO was being rude to her in front of her co-worl<ers and other passengers about only being allowed to use the AIT. Caller was asked if she had a medical condition 
that would be an issue with lhe WTMD, and the caller answered that she did not have to answer thal because she feels it is no ones business. Caller wanled to know whal the protocol was for lhe screening technology and if she has to inform the TSO 
s about her hip replacement. Caller does have a card from her doctor that explains her hip replacement. 

3:52:19 Date and Time: 07-25-15 at 5:50AM 
PM Gate Terminal: A 5 

Airport: GRR 
Airline: Delta 
Flight#; 2211 



Call Reason: - Caller is calling to file a complaint about a TSO named kbl(6:, I- She was completely rude. She ran the scanning machine. He opted out of the AIT screening. HE had to wait 10 minutes for someone to come to conduct pat 
down. 5-6 peop I e or TSO' s we re standing around, 
He complained to the female TSO and she said almost in a threatening manner, "Do you wanl me 10 gel your stuff and run ii again?" In addition when he opled out of the AIT she was rude. She stated we will deal with thal when lhe time comes. He 
spoke with the supervisor who told him he had a couple complaints today on the same TSO. 

712612015 Date Time of Incident 07126/2015 11 :00 am 

11 ,27 :48 Gate Terminal: A 5 
Airport Indianapolis 

AM 
Airline: United 
Flight#: 4127 
Bag tag#: NA 
Bag description: NA 
NOi: NA 

Reason for the call - She wanted to report a rude screener. 

Airport- PHX 
Airline - U.S A,rw-ays 
Flight Numbers - 465 
Departure Times - 7:10 am 
Arri val Ti mes - She went through the checkpoint between 5 and 5: 15 am. 
Date And Time of Incident - 7 23 2015 
Baggage Tag Numbers - NA 
Description Of Luggage 
Color- NA 

7127/2015 Style - NA 

124543 SBized- NNAA 
PM ran -

7127/2015 
4:5417 

PM 

Was There An NOi - NA 
Was Anything On The NOi - NA 
Missing Damaged item description - NA 
Localion Of Incident 
Gate -A9 

Terminal - Doe;o,JJ,1.1,J.W.""-----, 
Phone Number b)(61 
Email (b 1(6) 
Name Actual Person Involved ~b_)~(_6.,.1 __ ~_ 
Special Notes - She told the TSO t at s e was 26 weeks pregnant and that she wanted to opt out of the AIT. He told her that the AITwas as safe as her cell phone and that she was stupid for not wanting to go through the AIT. He also told her that 
she had more radiation in her cell phone. He made her feel horrible. She went through the AIT. She was told that something was showing up in her stomach area. She had to have a patdown. She was told to lift her stomach and her shirt. She was 
also told to lower her pants. The TSO used a hand held me1a1 detector. This was her first lime flying and it was not a good experience. She said that she felt discriminated against because she was pregnant. She did not get the name of the TSO. 
She flew from PHX to ORD. She wanted to make a complaint. 

Call Reason: Caller has a son,kbH61 r,-ith special needs. She states thal they were at MCO and her son slepped lhrough the AIT and the TSO was sarcaslic with her son and upset him and gave him a patdown and then when she said 
something about it, he said thal she should have told him sooner that he had special needs. 

Date Time: 7 27 1:20 pm 
Gate Terminal: 121 
Airport: MCO to PIT 
Airline: Southwest airlines 
Flight#: 1795 
TSO: a tall male large muscular Caucasian TSO with a crew cul and no glasses 



7/29/2015 
1:04:54 

PM 

Disability Description: Caller has an electronic device implant. 

lncidenl DetJils: She informed the guy running the AIT machine that she has an electronic implanl in her butt. She has a card saying thal she cannol go through any of the machines. The screener made her go through the AIT machine twice and was 
very rude about it. Because the AIT screening did not go well she was subjected to a lot of additional screening. She was very embarrassed about it. She was offered private screening and she did do that. Her electronic implant is na longer working 
and she bel ,eves this is because she was forced to go through the AIT ma chm e. The woman who ass isled her with the rest of the s c reem ng was very nice but she is upset about the way the guy treated her and th at he did not take her dIsa b1 Ii ty 
seriously. 

Date Time of Travel: 07 282015 Screening at 4:30pm Flight at 7:25pm 
Gate Terminal: 4 She thinks it was gate 408 
Airporl: ONT 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight# 674 
TSO Name (Rude screener): It was a white male with lighter hair that was manning the AIT machine who was rude. 
TSO Badge# (Rude screener): Nol Provided 

Disability Description: She had surgery on her right knee and she was in a wheelchair. 

Incident Detai Is: She said on Sunday she flew from Jam a,ca to F LL to Phi I ly and she was in a whee I ch air and she had a ye 11 ow carry on bag. She said a young African American le male Olli cer came to her and said the re we re canned tea beverages. 
bottled water and lotion in her yellow bag and she was going to have to have a patdown. She said she was not given the option for a private screening. She said the other Officer told her she had to have the patdown done and that she can go to 
anolher room. She said the Officer took her shoes and she said I his is the second time she has had a paldown done. She asked for a Supervisor and I hey lold her she would have to wait until after lhe patdown. She said her complain! is on both being 
disabled and the patdown. She said this happened on Sunday at FLL and that she does not have the Officers names. She said the other patdawn was done in Jamacia in May. She said she did not like the patdown done between her legs at FLL and 
th at she had a I ready gone through the a,t machine. She requested an emai I. She req ue ste d the postal mai I address for her comp I amt. 

7/29/2015 . . 
1 ,59 ,51 M1shandl1ng RFI 

PM 

7129/2015 
2:25:14 

PM 

REASON for the call:Complaint 
Date Time: 07-26-15 at 7:25 pm and at checkpoint 3:50 pm 
Gate Terminal:E-3 
Airport Flt. 
Airline:US Air 
Flight #: 2022 

The caller has a complaint from 7-16-15. The caller tried to submit his complaint online and the system will not send the complaint. The caller states that he was at ORD at 6:00am and the caller states that it was extremely busy at the airport. The 
caller arrived an hour and a half to gel through screening and he walked on the plane as it was departing. The caller states that at gates 7A and 7B al the American Terminal lhey have made half the lanes precheck lines and lhe caller states thal the 
precheck line had na one in it and the caller states that they were all crowded into other lines. The caller states that officers were taking people from the middle al the line and take them into the precheck line and the caller states that the officers should 
have ta ken pea pl e from the front of the Ii ne because they had be en the re longer. The cal I er asked the officer that was taking peop I e from the Ii ne what about us th at are in the front of the Ii ne and the officer responded that 1f he wants to go in the 
precheck line he should join the precheck program. The officer in question was a white male about 38 years old with light hair. The officer was walking around with an I pad and was taking passengers to the precheck line. The caller states that when he 
finally got 10 lhe line they had 4 AIT s and one was closed and the caller wants 10 know why TSA has lhe machines if they are not going to use them. The caller slates I hat lhe officers at ORD are very rude. The caller wants 10 verify that the lines are 
designated by the airline and airport. The caller thinks that the precheck is a hindrance to other passenger because the volume of passengers does not support the space it takes at the screening checkpoint. The caller states the officer made him feel 
like 1f he wants to get through screening quicker he would have to pay for the service. 

Dale and Time: 7-16-15 and went through screening at 6:00am for a 7:30am flight. 
Gate Terminal: 
Airport: ORD to MSP 
Airline: American Airlines 
Flight#: 1405 



712912015 
8:05:48 

PM 

Submitted on Wednesday, July 29, 2015 - 17:31 Submitted by anonymous user:~!(_b~)(_6~'--~!Submitted values are: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Texas 
Airport: TEXAS - DAL - Dallas Love Field 
Date ofTravel: Thu, 07/23/2015 
Time of Travel: 11:15 am 
Airline & Flight Number: Southwest. 6588 Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Security checkpoint, didn't note lane number TSA Employee: Name unknown: tall black male, age approx 30 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Profession al is m/Cus tom er Service 
- Screening 

Complaint: 
I requested to opt out of the A IT machine prior to my fiig ht at 
Dallas Love Field yesterday. When I informed the agent who was 
wavin9 me towards the AIT machine, he looked at me (and glanced 
at my body), then said something like. "'Uh, you know, breasts. 
buttocks, groin ... ?"' I to Id him I was aware of what opting out 
enlails and that I had done it many times. 

Usually when I request to opt out, the standard response is, 
'"Step over here, Female assist.'' The response from the male 
a9e nl ye ste rd ay made me very unco m fortJ b I e: I am choosing to 
believe that he was not trained/prepared to respond to my request 
and that he wasn't intentionally trying to harass me, although 
that is how I /el t. 

The reason that I always opt out of AIT is that I do not feel 
comfortable with my body being scanned and examined by an unknown 
person who may be male: I prefer to be checked by a female 
examiner, even 1hou9h it is also invasive. Yesterday's experience 
made me feel like I got the worst of both worlds. I would request 



713012015 
2:13:08 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

osamond. Ca 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N at,ona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Los Angeles I nte ma ti on al Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 



713012015 
2:13:15 

PM 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Name:~b_· • ...,1(6..,._I -,.,--""""------, 
Email Address: b)(61 
Phone Number·"'h""·"'".,1°""R'-., ----,------' 

Address: ,.(b_."'1(_6'-I ____ ...., Rosamond. Ca 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N atIona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 

Caller says that he was going through security. His 94 year old wife was in a wheelchair. He is 82 years old. Their skycap helped them. His wife was able to bypass the normal security line, but he had to go lhrough the normal line. He went through the 
first set of machines and there was an alarm. He had his belt on and has multiple metal implants in his body. The agent there supposedly asked him why he didn t tell her before in a rude manner. He then went to the AIT where another agent 
supposedly rudely told him to remove his hat and then rudely told him he knew better than to leave money in his pocket. They made him take off his shoes even though he Is over 75. His screening resulted in a patdown. but he has no complaints of the 
gentleman who done the patdown; only the two women who were supposedly rude to him. He didn t catch their names. The one at the WTMD was in 30s to 40s with short brown hair and maybe glasses. The other at the AIT was in her 40s to 50s with 
short hair. 

7130/2015 Date Time: 07.28.1511 a.m. lnc1dentoccurred at approximately 9 a.m. 
2:33: 10 Gate Tenninal: C 

PM Airporl: 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight# 758 
Bag tag# ( 1 Odigit): NA 
Bag Description: N A 
Missing Damaged item description: NA 
NOi: NA 



81212015 
9A4:00 

AM 

81312015 
11:32:17 

AM 

Submitted on Sunday. August 2, 2015 - 04:49 Submitted by anonymous user:l(b::,(6) 

Feed back Type: Security Issue 
State: New York 
Airport: NEW YORK - JFK - John F. Kennedy International 
Date ofTravel: Sun, 08/02/2015 
Time of Travel: 4:30 am 
Airline & Flight Number: Jet blue g3g 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Terminal 5 TSA Employee: 

==Security Issue== 
Security Feed back: 
- Advanced Imaging Technology 
- Other 

Security Issue: Just a question - is it ok to let TSA employees 
and airline personel wilh their families (not on duly) to bypass 
the Ii ne and not go through xray but just through the metal 
detector? I understand tsa employees are not allowed priority 
treatment as po Ii cy but as I was standing in the "even more speed 
line" lwo whole employee families were placed ahead of us. In 
addition I was travelung with 2 kids that were put through the 
xray scanner I usu a 11 y they go through the d ete cto r) but the 
employee asked to be put through the d ete cto r and was granted the 
privilege wilh his family. Not a corteous experience at JFK as I 
am used from TSA in other places. Dant think security was 
breached but not rig ht.. 

Would you like a response? Yes. I would like a response. 

==Passenger Info=~=----~ 
Passenger Name (b)(m 
Phone Number_,....,...._ __ _.___, 
Email Address b)(61 ~-----~ 

lsubm,tted values are: 

Disability Description: Caller wears a brace and would like 10 file a complain! regarding her screening experience. 

Incident Detai Is: Ca 11 er wears a brace. She went through the AIT. The TSO who handled her sere en i ng was wel I mannered and standard. She al lowed her to sit during the paid own si nee an a I arm was generated. A ST SO came over and was rude. She 
rudely and raising her voiced asked her What s in your pockets? , She yelled when she spoke to her the majority of the time. She was in a wheelchair when she arrived and transfen-ed to a chair for a patdown and AIT screening, She had a bad 
experience obtaining a wheelchair due to a long wait but she recognizes lhat it is airline related. The brace was made of me1a1. The STSO said lhat if she buzzed, she wouldn t be allowed on a plane in a condescending way. She staled she felt 
discriminated against based on a disability, or like they failed to accommodate her. 

Dale and Time (departure lime and arrival time): 8-2-15@ 930 to 10 pm 
Gate Terminal: Gate 060. She went in to the airport through Gate 1. 
Airport: MIA to CLE 
Airline:AA 
Flight Number: 30 72 
Baggage tag number ( 1 O digits): NA 
Description of Baggage: NA 
Missing Damaged item description: NA 
NOi: NA 
Anything on the NOi: NA 
Special Notes: The STSO would not give a name. The STSO was about 5 7 or 5 8, black. very dark. about 165-175 lbs. and around 35. She went through Checkpoint 2, it was a Precheck lane and was between AA s domestic and pnority line 
(somewhere in the middle). She suggested the TSA staff allow passengers to see their name on their badges. 

81312015 Caller said when coming through the POX security check point he opted out of the AIT and WTMD and the TSO that conducted his pat down seemed nervous and out of sort. When going up the callers right groin his hand was shoved up very forcefully 
3:00:20 and hurt the caller. He was near 1erminal E. He did not get a name or a badge number. The TSO had an accent and seemed to be around 50-55 years of age. 

PM 



8/412015 
8:2845 

AM 

Hi, I just wanted to share my expirence that I had at POX. I didn't know much about the AIT scanning that you guys now have through security and I was informed that if I didnl want to do ,t I could opt out and receive a metal detector and pat down. 
When I approached the front of the Ii ne the re was the AIT scanner and the meta I detector to wa I k through, 
Now when I tried to stay in the line to go through the metal detector I was asked 10 move to the AIT scanner. 
I asked the gentleman if I could choose to stay in the metal detector line ta which he replied with "Na yau can't, but that"s a great question." Now I wanted ta make sure I was informed properly so I came ta your website to see if, in fact. it is my right to 
opt of of ,t if I chose to. 
So I guess my question is if that is something I am able to do why do you have employees blatantly tell me that I cannot? Not to mention talking down to me like I am a child when I am a 24 year old woman asking a simple question. 
If you allow people to opt of the AIT scanning you mighl wanl to let your employees know that. I don't appreciate being treated like an idiot when whal I was doing was complelely wilhin my rights. 

Mishandling RFI 
REASON for lhe call: The caller went through the AIT machine at San Francisco airport and lhe lady lold her that she needed to hold her glasses up, then the guy behind the machine told her she needed 10 put them on her face and he came around 
and forced them on her face and now the glasses a re broken. 
Date Time: 08 03 2015 11 :55 PM 

81412015 Gate Tenminal: N A 
12:40:57 

PM 
Ai rpo rI: San F ra nci sco 
Airline: Sun Ca untry 
Flight# FY398 
Bag Description: It happened during the AIT machine 
Missing Damaged ilem descriplion: White reading glasses, very small, and the righl lens has fallen out. 
NOi: No 

8/412015 The caller is applying for TSA Pre Check. She has had a knee replacement in the past and would like to know if she can be exempt from screening when she gets TSA Pre Check so that she does not have to go through additional screening? She also 
4:04:26 would like to know why she is not able to collect her belongings while she is waiting on a patdown? She asked if there were any alternative screenings other than going through the AIT if you have a knee replacement? 

PM 

8/412015 
5:53:35 

PM 

Caller state that she went through sere en i ng at Fort Laud erda I e and when she requested a pat down instead of gomg through the machine they refused. She was made to go though the AIT and she is pregnant. Her doctor to Id her not to go though this 
device for medical conditions. When she went to San Diego to come back home the officer allowed the pat down and let her know that she does have the right to opt out of the screening with machines. She just wants to let someone know this has 
happened and she is up sel a bout i 1. 
Date Time: 7 29 2015 5:00 AM 
Gate Tenminal: NA 
Airport: Ft Lauderdale 
Airline: So UI hwesl 
Flight#: 927 
Incident Details: The caller wants to put in a complaint on a TSO at Dayton Beach. The flyer went through security yesterday mornmg 5:30am. he went through the AIT but he is unable to put his right arm up. The TSO told him to put his arm up but he 
informed the TSO that he is unable to put his anm up because he has shoulder issues. The TSO came and grabbed him by the shoulder and raised his arm up. The caller yelled out in pain and the officer dropped his arm. It tore his rotator cuff and now 
he needs surgery. The caller has contacted his doctor and an atlorney. He is very upset aboul this experience and the injury it has caused him. 

Date and time of incident: 08 04 2015 5:30am 
81512015 Airport of incident: Daytona Beach 
2:01 :48 Airline name: Della 

PM Flight number: 1566 
P eo pie i nvovled m incident: W h1te male TSO. prob ab I y I ate 4 0 s, I ight brown hair. probably 6 1 
Description of incident The flyer went through security yesterday morning 5:30am, he went through the AIT but he is unable to put his right arm up. The TSO told him to put his arm up but he infonmed the TSO that he is unable to put his arm up 
because he has shoulder issues. The TSO came and grabbed him by the shoulder and raised his arm up. The caller yelled out in pain and the officer dropped his arm. It tore his rotator cuff and now he needs surgery. 



81612015 
826:34 

AM 

81612015 

Submitted on Thursday, August 6, 2015 - 07:12 Submitted by anonymous user: kb)(ffi 

Feed back Type: Security Issue 
State: Florida 
Airport: FLORIDA- JAX - Jacksonville International 
Date ofTravel: Fri, 07131/2015 
Time of Travel: 9:25 am 
Airline & Flight Number: AA 2383 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Checkpoint Pre Check TSA Employee: LTSO Female 

==Security Issue== 
Security Feed back: 
- Advanced Imaging Technology 
- Other 

Security Issue: I was processing through the Pre Check Lane at 
JAX around 0927, as I walked through to metal detector I was 
randomly selected for additional screening. I was told to step 
back out and go through the body scanner, after a few minutes a 
female LTSO came over to screen me and the gentleman behind me. 
when I walked into the machine I handed I he L TSO my cowboy hat 
which I was not required to remove but was trying to be helpful 
to sere en i ng, she informed me that my hat had to go through the 
x-ray, at that time I politely asked for it to be hand checked, 
she to me it had to go through and to me ii had a metal band 
(pointing to the wrong place where one would be) I informed her 
that I was a random selection and did not ala nm the metal 
detector, I politely asked that she hand check the hat three 
times and was told lhat was not an option. I had anomalies on my 
back when I was scanned and she. stated the re we re no ma I es 
available, and walked away leaving me unattended for a period of 
30 to 60 sec. without saying anything to me. My concern is that 
had I not known what needed to happen I could have I eft and been 
in the terminal without being screened. MAJOR SECURITY ISSUE. 

!Submitted values are: 

Caller is 1raveling wilh a breast pump and frozen breasl milk and every time she flies out of Atlanta Hartsfield she goes I ho rough the AIT machine and then she is made to have a patdown. And she has had to do multiple patdowns just for one flight. 
She never gets consistent screening when traveling with Breast Mi I k and Breast pump. 

4:59:08 Airline: Delta 
PM Dale Aug. 3 5 30 PM 

Terminal: South Terminal 



8/612015 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: The cal I er has breast cancer. 

Cell phone number._l(b--')_(6--'1 __ __. 

Incident Detai Is: The cal I er flew from Oakland to Las Veg as and then from Vegas to Oakland on SW. 

She says the TSOs in Las Vegas were horrible 10 her. She has breast cancer. She wanls to know if it is possible to give her Iravel information and a picture of herself for someone 10 roll the tape and see of how horrid her experience wilh TSA was. 

She went through the A IT machine and the machine showed the area that she needed a pat down which was her breasts and ribcage. Instead of being offered and receiving a private sere en i ng, the TSO gave her a pat down on her breasts in front of 
everyone, humiliating her. They asked her in front of everyone why she didn t have reconstruction surgery and what the bone that was sticking out of her chest was. They rescanned her over and over and over again. She was very embarrassed and she 
has prematurely aged so everyone was staring at her. 

6:02:57 She also claims that the TSO hurt her. The caller is mortified over this. She was still in pain this morning when she woke up because they pressed so hard during the patdown. She feels discriminated against because she has breast cancer. She even 
PM thinks she may have a cracked rib. 

The caller also says her checked bag had been inspected and everything was in disarray. 

Date-Time of Travel: 8 5 15-6:30PM 
Gate Terminal: Cl 
Airport: LAS 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight#: 3151 

Disability Description: Caller has Mulliple Sclerosis. 

Incident Detai Is: Reason lo r the ca 11 - Cal I er said that she le els di scri min ated ag am st. 

Airporl - SEA 
Airline -Alaska Airlines 
Flight Numbers - 516 
Departure Times - 6 am 
Arrival Times - She want lhrough the checkpoint at approximalely 5 am. 
Date And Time of Incident - 8 07 2015 
Baggage Tag Numbers - NA 
Des c ri pt ion 01 Luggage 
Color· NA 
Style - NA 
Size - NA 

8/712015 Brand - NA 

B:4S:25 Was There An NOi • NA 
AM 

Was Anything On The NOi - NA 
Missing Damaged item descnption - NA 
Location Of Incident 
Gate-D 
Terminal - Does not know. 
Phone Number -fh·11r:;··, 
Email 1h··,1r:;·1 
Name Of Actual Person Involved (b 1(6) 
Special Notes - Caller has Multipfee.....,c""e"'r"'o"'s,-=s-. .,..,,,-!e has a gel medication that cost $800 a tube. The bottle contains 100 grams. She told the TSO about her medication. She went through the AIT and almost fell. She was kept separate from her purse 
and her carry-on for about 10 minutes. She was taken to a different area. She had to walk on the dirty floor with her bare feet. All the items in her purse and carry-on were taken out. She said that the TSO told her that MS is not that big of a deal. The 
TSO told her to stand on one leg, hold her arms out, and to spread her legs. She said that the TSO put her hands in her crotch, her buttocks. and touched her breast. She was asked to lift her shirt and turn her pants down. She said that she was 
overwhelmed. She asked to call her husband and was told that she could not touch anything. She canceled her trip due to the incident. The purpose of her I rip was to visit an eye specialist I hat she has been waiting monlhs to see. She said that on 
three occasions someone said that she should be treated like someone in a wheelchair and that they should get her a wheelchair. She said that she was molested when she was 12 years old. She was told that all of the things that she went through 
was because of the medication. She said that she feels I, ke she was di sen mi nated against. She said that they took a picture of her d nve rs Ii ce n se and told her that she was u ncoo pe rative. She wanted to make a comp I a int. 



8/912015 
4:0916 

PM 

The caller is pregnant tried opting out of the AIT machine but the TSO wouldn t let her. She wants to file a complaint to make sure this doesn t happen again. 

Dale Time 8 9 2015 1 :30pm 
Airport DEN 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight#: 2675 
Officer Description: Latina, Shorl, medium weight, black hair, in her 40 s 



Date Add e, Contact Deta, Is 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP~kb~i~(6~·~1 ---~ 
Date Time: 111/2013 9:33:46 AM 

:J13 11 :OD:, SubjectSu[~estions 
Nametbl( _ 
Email bi(6i 
Comments :As a con sta nl trave I er being in the Navy I have noticed th rough se vera I airports I hat perso nne I th at work for airlines a re perm i lied to travel through s ecuri I y check points with beverages, belts, items in pockets I hat causes mel al detectors to 
go off without as much as a flinch from the TSA agents. As being in a position of authority in the Navy. I have come to learn that leading by example is the best way to set a positive example and in this instance relieve favoritism towards airport staff. It 
seems to me th at the enemy wou Id not target airport patrons that rarely travel but those th at have constant access to any area. When I asked the T SA agent why a stewardess 1s permitted to pass through security with b eve rag es and belts she said 
because they work here and they do what they want. In keeping our nation secure no exceptions should made for staff or patrons passing through security. I hope that this sheds light on a growing lacsidacial attitude that is embodied with keeping 
Americans safe. Thank you. 
The caller said everytime he flys he notices TSO's walking around the metal detectors with bags, thermoses and other items. The caller said he is going to fill out a card he was given and he was going to send in a letter. The caller said he believes 

1013 9:26:3- everyone should abide by the rules. 

I told lhe caller to the employees have underwent background checks. I told the caller we monitor the number and na1ure of complainls to track trends. 

Remote Client 1Pl~(b~l~(6~'--~ 
Date Time: 1/2/2013 1O:10:56 AM 

Namer)(6i I 
Email(bi(6, I 
Comp a,nts:My Complaint 1s Not Listed Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Security Checkpoinl al JFK T1: 
Around 7pm, Saturday. December 29, 2012. 
For Flight AF 11 (9:45pm, Dec 29). Gate 6. 
Comments:I wish to make a very strong formal complaint about my experience at the Security Checkpoint at JFK T1: 
Around 7pm, Saturday, December 29, 2012, 
For Flight AF 11 (9:45pm, Dec 29). Gate 6. 

:J 13 12; O 7;' Not com fort ab I e with images of my undressed person being viewed by anyone, I often prefer the pat-down to the body sea n at Security, but I never understood why some peop I e we re a 11 owed to go through the meta I detector. whi I e others were forced 
to go through the body scan. So I asked. The man working said I would need 10 speak to a supervisor. I said, ok, but I wasn't really looking to speak 10 a supervisor, I simply wanted 10 understand. He repeated that I would need to speak 10 a supervisor 
and that I should have said earlier that I wouldn't go through the body scan. I asked at what point I should ask. and he repeated "earlier." This wasn't very clear or kind, but I figured the supervisor would explain later. 

In the meantime, we had been waiting about 7 minutes for the woman supposed to be patting me down, and I was starting to worry about my PC left on the security ramp, so I asked the man if he could go and make sure it was still there. He told me to 
jusl wail (not very kindly). I responded I really wasn·t comforlable leaving it there, so he lei me go to a point where I could see the basket I had put lhe PC in. That didn't help al all (since I can'I see lhrough the baskel), but at leasl a supervisor had 
arrived so I thought the worst was over and she would let me at least check to see if the PC was there. 

This supervisor's name is !(b-·1(6i ! and she is the most hostile woman I have ever had to deal with in my life. 

She came over barking, ·what is the problem here'" The man working responded. "She needs a pat down:·~ then said, "Well then you need a pat down and that's it. What's your problem." I said, ''I'm fine with that. but I don't understand why 
no one can check to see if.. "She cut me off saying, "Excuse me. lose the attitude. This is a government pro~onestly don't remember what else she said, 11 was so absurd and unrelated to what I was trying to say. I finally said I wasn't 
interested in arguing and that I just wanted the pat down. She continued to bark at me, cutting me off, telling me that •1• was giving Security a problem (this is absurd). until finally she left. 

The woman who petiormed the pat-down was very kind and professional. She asked me if I would still like to speak to a supervisor. I said. honestly, I just don't understand why no one else can explain what the rule is between the metal detector and 
the body scan. She explained as best and kindly as she could. and I thanked her. She asked me if I wanted to speak to a different supervisor about my experience and I thought that it wasn't a bad idea. The woman who patted me down had a male 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Poor Customer Service: Other CuCTent Date Time, 1 2 2013 5:08:45 PM Airport· JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date Time of Travel: 12 29 2012 7:00 PM Airline Flight Number, AF 11 to Paris (9:45pm) Checkpoint Area of Airport 
: T1, toward Gate 6 TSA Employee: (If Known) :fb)(ff:, pomment I wish to make a very strong formal complaint aboul my experience at the Security Checkpoinl al JFK T1 

Around 7pm, Saturday. December 29, 2012. For Flight AF 11 (9:45pm, Dec 29), Gate 6. 

Nol comfortable wilh images of my undressed person being viewed by anyone, I often prefer lhe pat-down to the body scan al Security, but I never understood why some people were allowed to go lhrough the metal de1ec1or, while others were forced 
to go through the body scan. So I asked. The man working said I would need to speak to a supervisor. I said, ok, but I wasn't really looking to speak to a supervisor, I simply wanted to understand. He repeated that I would need to speak to a 
supervisor and that I should have said earlier that I wouldn't go through the body scan. I asked at what point I should ask, and he repeated 'earlier." This wasn't very clear or kind, but I figured the supervisor would explain later. 

In the meantime. we had been waiting about 7 minutes for the woman supposed to be patting me down, and I was starting to worry about my PC left on the security ramp, so I asked the man if he could go and make sure it was still there. He told me to 
just wait (not very kindly). I responded I really wasn't comfortable leaving it there. so he let me go to a point where I could see the basket I had put the PC in. That didn't help at all (since I can't see through the basket), but at least a supervisor had 
arrived so I thought the worst was over and she would let me at least check to see if the PC was there, 

'013 6:09: 1 This supervisor's name ,sf~b_)_(_6_) -~I and she 1s the most hostile woman I have ever had to deal with in my life. 

She came over barking, "What is the problem here'" The man working responded, "She needs a pat down." ~then said. "Well then you need a pat down and that's it. Whars your problem.•· I said, ''I'm fine with that. but I don't understand 
why no one can check to see 1/ ... " She cut me off saying. "Excuse me, lose the attitude. This is a government property .. " I honestly don't remember what else she said, it was so absurd and unrelated to what I was trying to say. I finally said I wasn't 
interested in arguing and that I just wanted the pat down. She continued to bark at me, cutting me off, telling me that •r was giving Security a problem (this is absurd), until finally she left 

The woman who performed the pat-down was very kind and professional. She asked me 1/ I would still like to speak to a supervisor. I said. honestly, I just don't understand why no one else can explain what the rule is betw"een the metal detector and 
the body scan. She explained as best and kindly as she could. and I thanked her. She asked me if I wanted to speak to a different supervisor about my experience and I thought that it wasn't a bad idea. The woman who patted me down had a male 
colleague nearby, and lhis man said to me- "She's something. Why don't you complain? Her name iskb)(ffi !I'd complain." Seeing the looks on the faces of all the employees around me- encouraging me 10 complain, I realized thal this woman is 
feared by the whole crew by her apparent excessive nastiness. 

So I agreed to speak 10 another supervisor. But instead of a different supervisor coming overkb)(ffi lame over having learned I wanted to complain, barking even more aboul my "problem: So I said 10 her lhat I was nol happy about the way I was 
being treated. She just got nastier and nastier, telling me that 'I' had the attitude, but every time I tried to reason with her. she just cut me off So I asked her for her name. Then she asked me for my boarding pass. I gave it to her. When she 
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Forwarded for review and appropriate action. 

Thank yau• 

Rob Neumer 

Program Analyst 

Civil Rights Division 

From:f b)(61 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 2:02 PM 
To: TSA.Civilrights@dhs.gov 
Subject: TSA Contact Us: Complaints 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: 1~(b~-~I(~6~I --~ 
Date Time: 112/2013 2:02:21 PM 

Name: 



not an automated reply. Clearty your employees are disgruntled so they pull stunts like this to feel better. 

Thank you for your e-ma i I in which you inquire about I he reasons for secondary screening. 

The Trans po rtat,on Security Ad mini strat,on (T SA) see ks to p rov1d e a high I eve I of sec u nty and customer service to al I travelers who pass through our sere en i ng checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity. respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a paid own on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand lhe inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe lhese security measures are necessary and appropriale for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
:J 13 1 0:og:, new t:chnologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint. and keeps the 

!rave I, ng pu bl ,c sale. 

We hope this information is helpful. 

TSA Canta ct Center 

On Thu, Jan 3. 2013 at 12:46 AM, b 1(6) ~----------------------------------------~ 
I returned from a trip yesterday and my bag did not make ii. I got it loday and saw thal my bag was selecled for inspeclion. The same bag was also inspected last week. I now know that my bag did not make ii because it was inspected yet again thus 
delaying it getting to the plane. The odds of a bag being inspected twice on the same trip are so low that this was clearly done on purpose. I think this is uncalled for and an apology at the least is owed. 



on 12 31 2012 was at 1 :39 pm. She went through the checkpoint at 11 :30 am. She is 76 years old and she said that she no longer has to go through a patdown because of her age. She gave the agent her passport. She said the passport shows her 
age. The agent disappeared with her passport and would not tell her why she took her passport. She told the TSO that she did not want to go through the Alt. She was told that she would go through the AIT or get a patdown. She went through the AIT 
and still got a patdown She lhat lhe patdown was just running her fingers under her watch and bracelet She said that her daughter and granddaughter were pulled aside because they were part of her family. She said lhat her daughler told her that 
she was getting a patdown because she was wearing a Jewish Star. Caller asked to go through the metal detector and was told no. The agents name is STFO!(b)(ff:, f',he said that there was a gentleman name~ho was yelling 
at !her that she was holding up his line of traffic. She wants to know what the agent did when she disappeared with her passporrt 

I gave the following information! The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is undertaking efforts to enhance security and focus its resources by moving away from a one-size-fits-all approach and applying new intelligence driven, risk-based 
screening procedures wh i I e enhancing techno I og y and imp roving the passenger expe nence at security checkpoints. As pa rt of this effort. T SA has imp I em ented a program to revise sc reem ng procedures lo r pa sse nge rs who appear to be age 7 5 and 
older. 

Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an ala nm, as well as greater use of explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 or older will be infonmed of the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

TSA anticipates these changes will further reduce-lhough nol completely eliminate-the need for a physical patdown on travelers 75 and older lhat would otherwise have been conducted to resolve alarms. It's impor1ant 10 remember, that any individual 
,013 3:32: 1_ may be required to remove their shoes or undergo a patdown if anomalies are detected during security screening that cannot be resolved through other means. 

I connected her to MB 

ACCEPTED TRF to MB: 

She slated this is the first time she flew out of FLL for years because she felt she was assaulted before. She was convinced it would be alright this time. 

Tod I her I do not know why the Officer took her passport for a moment and she can contact the CSM by redialing our number and enter FLL for airport code to get the number. 
The CSM may be able to tel I her why the Officer asked lo r her passport, 

I asked if the eq ui pme nt a I armed when she went through screening. She stated it did not. 

She stated she did not want exposed to the machine so she told them she wo u Id not go through and they ma de her have a patd own, 

Told her that is procedure and I shared the following info with her: 
Ca Iler states: FI yi ng from Reagan to Eugene Oreg an with a stop in Salt Lake City on Del ta, Ca Iler is traveling with ca ts and is ups et th at the cats a re counted as her carry on even tho ugh she pays extra lo r th em to fi y, Also concerned th at during 
screening that the cats will get away. 

Advised caller: The baggage limits are set by the airline. 

Current Transpor1ation Securily Administration (TSA) policy requires that passengers traveling with pets remove the animal from its carrier so that the pet may be carried lhrough the walk lhrough metal detector (WTMD). 

'013 5:35:2 If a passenger believes that the removal of their pet could result in escape, a Supervisory Transportation Security Officer (TSO) can authorize an alternative screening measure that he or she deems sufficient. When permitted. an animal may remain in 
its carrier and be carried through the WTMD by the passenger; however, the passenger, the animal, and the carrier must undergo secondary screening. 

Additional screening of the animal may include a visual observation, a patdown inspection, or Explosives Trace Detection (ETD). If additional screening requires removal of the animal from its carrier, passengers may request a private screening. TS Os 
may ask the owner lo r assistance during any pa rt of the inspection. 

Caller states: Flying from Reagan to Eugene Oregan with a stop in Salt Lake City on Delta. Caller 1s traveling with cats and is upset that the cats are counted as her carry on even though she pays extra for them to fiy. Also concerned that dunng 
screening that the cats will get away. 

Advised ca Iler: The baggage Ii mits are set by the airline. 

CuCTent Transportation Security Administration (TSA) policy requires that passengers traveling with pets remove the animal from its carTier so that the pet may be carried through the walk through metal detector (WTMD). 

'013 5:35:2 If a passenger believes that the removal of their pet could result in escape, a Supervisory Transportation Security Officer (TSO) can authorize an alternative screening measure that he or she deems sufficient. When permitted. an animal may remain in 
its carrier and be carried through the WTMD by the passenger: however, the passenger, the animal. and the carrier must undergo secondary screening. 

Addilional screening of the animal may include a visual observation, a patdown inspection, or Explosives Trace Deteclion (ETD). If addilional screening requires removal of the animal from its carrier, passengers may request a private screening. TSOs 
may ask the owner far ass i sta nee during any pa rt of the inspect ion. 



Caller is a crewmember wilh an airline. She went through yesterday in LAX in the known crewmember line. She was pulled to the side and came up lwice as explosives tested on her hands. She said that this didn t make her feel comforlable and it 
came up twice. She wants to know as an aptian to the patdawn, if she could have requested the AIT. She does not want to file a complaint, she just stated that she was very uncomfortable. 

J13 11 ,29 ,c Response: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior ta boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening al passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 
Caller is a crewmember wilh an airline. She went through yesterday in LAX in the known crewmember line. She was pulled to the side and came up lwice as explosives tested on her hands. She said that this didn t make her feel comforlable and it 
came up twice. She wants to know as an aptian to the patdawn, if she could have requested the AIT. She does not want to file a complaint, she just stated that she was very uncomfortable. 

J13 11 ,29 ,c Response: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior ta boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening al passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 
URGENT 
115/2013 
Hello. 
This is not the first ti me that an un pleasant and u n necessary incident happened whi I e passengers a re being sere ened at T SA airport premises. Another passenger lost her val u ab I e jewelry since your requirement is to ask passengers to remove them 

,013 2_26 _5 prior to pass lhe me1a1 detector. Another passenger stole lhem as the camera surveillance caughl it. II happened in FM Lauderdale International Airport on 12/912012 and in Miami not long time ago. TSA should be fully responsible for each passenger 
· · · from the moment its entrance until its departure from TSA's premises. 

If you are not going to take an immediate action, that incident won't be the last one. Do not wait for long as the tragedy happened to Newtown left without any secunty. We are tired to try to solve the problems afterwards. Open your eyes and do not 
only follow your rules! Try to work with an open mind' 
Please do not reply with a routine answer. 

kb)(61 I 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.govlcontacl/index.shtm 

Remote Client IP~J1~h~·11~r;~·-, ___ ~ 
Date Time: 11412013 1 :06:06 PM 

······················----------------····························· 

NamJh··,1r;·1 

Email:4~b~)~(6~'-----~ 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rte a us/ Rude Em pl ayee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airporl/Gate/Etc):George Bush Intercontinental Airport (Houston). United Airtines flight 1490 from San Jose. Costa Rica, connecting to flight United Airtines 1616 to Chicago O"Hare .. 
Comments:At about 7:50 p. m. on January 3, my family was passing through the TSA checkpoint at George Bush Intercontinental Airport connecting to our flight to Chicago after arriving in Houston from Costa Rica. When asked to pass through the x
ray machine, we opted out. 

'O 13 2 =26: 5 They put us to the s1d e with another woman who had a I so o pied out and was wa iii ng for the 'pat down'. I was then brought with my daughter through the standard metal detector and cleared through sec u nty wh i I e we waited lo r my wife to receive a pat 
down. As we were waiting, we heard a TSA employee (on our side of the checkpoint) begin ranting about how "'All these passengers are opting out because they're uninformed about these machines." Not like it's TSA's business why we were opting 
out, but I opted out nol because I am uninformed about anything, but because I believe free people have an obligation to resisl tyranny. 

In any case, a man a few people behind us in line also opted out and was waiting for his pat down. He was clearty angered by the TSA employee. and the two of them began a shouting match over the short wall. I couldn't hear all of it, but the TSA 
employee was shouting at the man that the machines "don't use radiation,'' which is just ignorant. I suppose she could have claimed they use a low or safe dose of radiation (not sure if that would be correct), but it's disconcerting that someone 
operating an x•ray machine would make a claim like thal. In case I'm not being totally clear: someone who doesn't understand thal x•rays are radiation should not be operating an x•ray machine. 

In my opinion, shared by millions of my fellow Amencans, people who refuse to be x-rayed as a condition of traveling in their own country are heroes, and we do not deserve to be treated like this. The clear intent of he TSA employee was to humiliate 
us in front of our fellow passengers for refusing to submit to the x-ray. which is unacceptable. If the price of opting out is being publicly humiliated by TSAemployees, it"s not an option at all. 

While the TSA employee and the man were arguing, I heard another TSA employee (the one who patted down my wife) tell a co-worked to call security to "deal with that passenger" At no point, however, did any TSA employee step in to deal with the 
co-worker trying to humiliate and provoke fights with travelers exercising their rights. Oh, and after she cleared security, my wife started crying due to the behavior of this woman. 

The employee was a shorl African•American woman in her 20s, dark skin, hair pulled back. She was working on the post•x•ray side of the checkpoint. 



Caller wants to file a complaint. He is at AUS. He flies every week. The TSOs are horrible. Caller was in the line to go through the AIT. A handicapped person was in a wheelchair in front of him. but the TSO makes this passenger get up and walk 
through which locks up the line because his wheelchair was taken another way and he had to stand in the AIT 7 minutes. The TS Os open the WTMD line and send 20 people behind the caller through that line. The caller asked if he could go through 
the WTMD and the TSO told him that he oould not change lines. All the callers property is on the other side. He cannot see it and does not have access to it. He told the TSO this but the TSO kept waving people over to the other queue. Caller said 
the TSO would not look al him and had his back turned toward lhe caller at an angle. The caller does not believe he should be held in lhe queue when his property is away from him. He said it was like being held caplive because he oould not gel to 
his property and could not get out of the line. He flew 160,000 miles last year so he flies very often and this was the worst. He said this kind of behavior is what gives TSA a bad reputation. Caller could not get the TSO s name because he would not 
face h1 m so the caller co u Id read his name tag. 

'013 3:09: 1 Caller said I hat in Columbus the TS Os are friendly, helpful and efficient. 

Airport:AUS 
Date and Time: January 4. 2013 at 1 :50pm (Time he was at the checkpoint) 
Localion: on North end of the airport (he is not sure). If you are facing lhe airporl it is on the left side. 

I apologized to the caller, thanked him for letting us know his experience and told him I would send this to the CSM for review. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contacl/index.shtm 

Remote Client IP~kb~i~(6~·~1 --~ 
Date Time: 11412013 7:12:37 PM 

······················---------------····························· 

Name: h·1Ifr-, 
Email (b 1(6) 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate cree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airporl/Gate/Etc):Flight #:719/Frontier/Terminal B/Orlando International Airport, Orlando, Florida/Gate:90/Date: 3 January 20131 TSAagents involved:!(b)(6 ! and!(~)(ff:, l 
Comments:I went through OIA's TSA checkpoint for gates 60-120 on Thursday, January 3, 2013 at approximately 12:45pm. I was in a line for the scanners (under clothing) when I "opted out" I was told to wait for a pat own y a metal detector 
behind the scanner, while my luggage, laptop, and olher valuables continued on lhrough the ,-ray machine and down the conveyor belt on the other side. I did not have a clear view of my items and I had 10 wait at lhis point for approximalely 5 minutes. 

'013 8:06:2 I heard one of the TSA agents call for a female agent for me 3 times before one showed up. During this time. several (at least 6 or 7) airline passengers went through the scanner and went by my items that were sitting on the conveyor belt. I even saw 
one person (non-TSA) move what I think were the bins containing my items down the conveyor belt. When the female TSA agent finally came to me to let me through the gate for the pat down, she immediately had a negative attitude toward me. I was 
crying because I could not see my items and I thought someone had already stolen my laptop (the non-TSA person I saw move my stuff from the conveyor belt). I told the TSA agent that I could not see my things clearly and she said no one has passed 
ahead of me through lhe scanner. I said to her thal "this is untrue" I said it calmly, in a speaking voice (i.e. non•threateningly and not loudly). The TSA agent whipped around and starred at me silently as though she was about to hit me. This woman 
was angry and I do not know why. She lied to me about my items and when I gently tried to correct her (only once), she acted aggressively. This is not someone who should be in a position of any power or interacting with the public. She had me stand 
off to the side of the sea nne r "traffic" and began her schp i e I about pat downs. I was sti 11 crying be cause I did not know if my things had been sto I en from the conveyor be It and this woman was terrifying. She refused to do the pat down even though I to Id 
her I consented to it and I just wanted to get it over with. I repeatedly said that I was NOT objecting to the pat down. She made me wait while she called her supervisor.!(pI(6t'h!While we were waiting for the supervisor, this TSA agent told me I was 
"embarrassing myself' and that I was being ridiculous. I was not shouting, I was following lhe agenl's commands, and no one would have known there was a problem un ess ey looked at my face and saw me crying. I was upsel and being told I hat I his 
was my fault and that I was "embarrassing myself' by a hostile, angry TSA agent that, at that point, really does have the power to embarrass me. This is a terrifying situation for a civilian. The supervisor came over with another female and attempted to 
diffuse the situation. The original TSA agent again refused to perform the pat down. I told the supervisor that I was not refusing a pat down and that I would comply with whatever needed to be done. The supervisor still seemed upset and told me that I 
was standing in the way, despite the fact that I was standing exactly where the original TSA agent told me to stand for the pat down. Finally, the agents let me oollect my remaining items from the conveyor belt. I was made to stand off to the side and 
was finally given a pat down by anolher TSA agent. During lhe pat down, the agent went over my genilals lwice. I lhink lhat lhis is not protocol, especially because there were no questions about lhis area (i.e. I did not have on baggy clolhing and the 
TSA agent did not find anything suspicious). I am a petite person and I a I ways wear tight cl at hi ng through security to try to avoid this situation. So, to me, that says th at I was frisked in an i na pp ro pri ate manner because I ma de another TSA agent angry. 
After the pat down, I was given the al I clear to go on to my gate. I I ater asked another T SA agent the names of the peop I e involved by pointing th em out to that agentj/ h ·., I f,"1 I was the supervisor and k ~I ( 6 !was either the or gin al (angry. hostile) le male 
TSA agent or the one that finally gave me the pat down (they looked similar: black, 30-40s. overweighllobese females with there hair tied back). Having to get a pat down is humiliating enough. but w en someone thinks their things have been stolen, 
TSA agents should be 1rained 10 be a little nicer. I would like to know whal will be done about the situalion I was put in and why it took so long for a female TSA agent to come and get me. 
I have a complaint about the screening process during my last fi 1g ht. 
I recently fiew from ABO to IAD Jan 1. My flight was scheduled to leave at 8: 17 but was delayed until 8:45. When I reached the scanning 
machines• I opled out and requested a pat down. I am 24 weeks pregnanl. At that time, lhe agent requested a female assisl with the 
walkie- talkie. For the next 15 minutes. I waited while he requested a female assist 4 more times. No one came to assist. He eventually asked for a male assist to relieve one of the female luggage x-ray scanners so she could come pat me down. 
There were only 3 women on the floor at the time- 2 women x-ray scanners and 1 woman supervisor. 

If families and children are able 10 go through the metal detectors• -I hen pregnant women should be able to as well. If that isn't lhe case, TSA needs to make sure I hat enough women are on the floor to assist when needed. The long wait time due to 
,013 1 :0?:3 staffing was nothing but incompetent. 

Yes, I rea I ize this was a day after a holiday- however. this was i nexcusa bl e. 
I hope this matler is resolved and doesn't occur again. 

PI ease fee I free to cal I me to discuss anything fu rthe rJ b ::, ( 6 I 
!rh,IR\ I ~-----~ 



1013 5:41 :3 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!"'(b"-·• ... 1(6"'-· ... 1 __ __, 
Dale Time: 11512013 5:00:29 PM 

Nam~b)(61 
Email h:llfr·, 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Sunday, December 30 around 12:15 a.m. in line at the Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport gate A main security screening entrance 
Comments:Sunday, December 30 around 12:15 a.m. I waited in line al the Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport gale A main security screening entrance and witnessed a TSA employee who I believe was out of line. 

I do not have the employee's full name. I tried to read his name tag but could only see the first letters of what looked like a longer last name starting with!(b)(6 I orfh·11R·1r' He was one of two agents checking boarding passes at the first point of contact 
with flyers. He was not the agent with the name!(b 1(6) ! 

The agent was rude, impatient and made the experience of waiting in a long line particularly uncomfortable and tense. 

At one point, I heard him yell to the entire room something close to: "What part of metal detector don't you people understand?" 

Another time. after scolding passengers in line who'd bypassed the stanchions, a flyer explained to the agent they were just following everyone else. The agent responded. "Would you follow other people off a bridge?" 

I believe it this agent who complained aloud, "I've been here since noon." 

I did not di rec ti y interact with the man, but witnessed and heard this and other rude comments. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service: Screening Current Date Time 1 5 2013 10:30:17 PM Airport : PHL - Philadelphia International Date Time of Travel : 01 04 2013 12:30 PM Airline Flight Number : usair flt#735 from Man UK Checkpoint Area of 
Airport, Security check for connecting flt to Charlotte.NC TSA Employee: (If Known): Middle aged female assigned to Metal Detector Comment, My age is 78 and I didn t remove shoes as Im aware of policy. I was also reminded of this by Passport 
checker. The loud and extremely rude person in queslion told me to remove shoes and I polilely lold her my age which she advised me she could tell how old I was and get them off as lhe me1a1 detector had gone off and she didn t need me 10 1e11 her 
her job. The person behind me said quot:11 s one thing to walk in cattle-pens, but quite another to be treated as same. quot: The line I was in was extremely long and many people were bemoaning the fact they were going to miss connecting flights I 

'013 9: 14:2, made mine with 10 minutes to spare. The incompetence was glanng and attitudes of at least three TSA officials was inconsiderate.loud and aggressive and most unfair for, if one tried to defend oneself under these circumstances I m sure 11 would only 
escalate the problem and the traveler wo u Id be on the I osi ng side of the issue, As a foot note: Having t rave I ed through Phi I a Airport many ti mes during the past eight yea rs custom er service has now be come non-existent, 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Nam h··,1r;·1 
Phone Number ~, .. h--\/•R•--,-----

Email th.\ti:=::··1 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 



Remote Client IP:l(b)(61 ! 
Dale Time: 1/612013 11 :5/59 AM 

Nameyh.·11R.··, 
Email bi(61 
Complaints:My Complaint is Not Listed Here. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Tue, 01JAN13 UA782 A ALBUQUERQUE, NM 
(ABO) 8:20 AM WASHINGTON, DC 
(IAD - DULLES) 2:02 PM 
Comments: I sent an ema i I regarding my comp I amt and got a gene nc em a, I about Al T. I would appreciate if my em a, I was read and responded to reg a rd i ng my actua I comp I a int. 
I have a complaint about the screening process during my la st fiig ht, 
I recently fiew from ABO to IAD Jan 1. My flight was scheduled 10 

,013 1.12.5 leave at 8: 17 but was delayed until 8:45. When I reached the scanning 
· · · machines- I opted out and requested a pat down. I am 24 weeks 

pregnant, At th at time, the agent requested a fem ale assist with the 
walkie- lalkie. For the nexl 15 minutes, I waited while he requested 
a female assist 4 more times. No one came to assist. He eventually 
asked lo r a male assist to rel ,eve one of the fem ale I uggage x- ray 
sea nne rs so she cou Id come pat me down. There were only 3 women on 
the floor at the time- 2 women x-ray scanners and 1 woman supervisor. 

If lam i Ii es and ch, ldren a re ab I e to go through the meta I detectors-
-then pregnant women should be able to as wel I. II that isn't the 
case, TSA needs 10 make sure thal enough women are on the floor to 
assist when needed. The long wait time due to staffing was nothing 
but incompetent. 

Yes, I realize this was a day after a holiday- however, this was inexcusable. 
I hope this matter is resolved and doesn't occur again. 

Caller slated that he wants 10 know what lhe slandard procedures are for a general paldown, and whether or not a passenger would have 10 go through a patdown if I hey go through the WTMD and it doesn t alarm. He wants 10 know if there is AIT al 
LAX. His daughter felt uncomfortable during a patdown procedure, and he wants to know if there is an issue with what happened at the checkpoint, and also if there s somewhere specific that he needs to contact if he does have a complaint. He also 
wants to know whether or not patdowns are still incorporated randomly, or if theres always a spec1f1c reason that they are conducted. 
His 19 year-old daughter went through the Virgin America checkpoint, Gate 37 at LAX this morning around 8:40 a.m. She was on flight 781 going from LAX to SEA, scheduled to leave at 9. She went presented her ID at the checkpoint, and then on 
through the WTMD, which did not activate. Once she wenl through there, she received a patdown, and this is where she felt uncomforlable. He staled thal the officer, whose name she did nol get, used the palm of her hand to rub, not pat, the area of 
her abdomen and up to the border zone of her I owe r ch est area. His daughter felt as thought it could po ssi bl y be considered se xua I ly threatening. and it ma de her fee I u ncomfo rta bl e. 
A brief description of the officer is that she is an African-Amencan woman. approximately 20-30 years of ago. short and above the ideal body weight. 
A brief description of his daughter,kb)(ff:1 jis approximately 5 6, 120 lbs. She has shoulder length black hair and was wearing an olive green leather jacket, dark blue jeans and dark brown military style boots. 

Advised Ca Iler: 
,013 3,31 : l Patdowns are used to resolve alarms from the walk through metal detector (WTM DJ, when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, as well as when random screening act1v1t1es are conducted. 

I to Id him tha I a passenger can not chaos e 10 go th rough the WT MD only, but would have to either go th rough the AIT or a patdown. If I he a i rpo r1 or checkpoint they go 10 doesn t have the AIT, then they would have to go through a p atdown. I lold him 
that LAX is on the list of airports that either has AIT or is scheduled to get it, but I could not give him definite information as to whether or not they definitely had it, or if the checkpoint she went through had the machine. 
hltp: www.tsa.gov a,t-frequently-asked--questions 

The TSO should be describing the procedures he or she is using. TSOs are required to use lhe back of the hand 10 patdown a passenger's sensilive areas. For non-sensitive areas, TSOs are required 10 use the front of lhe hand. 

I to Id h, m that I cou Id either take his comp I a int and send ,t to the CSM at the airport. or he could contact th em directly. He chose to describe the incident to me, si nee I cou Id not provide him with exact hours of the CS M at the airport. I did exp I a in to him 
how to contact them by calling 866-289-9673, pressing option 5, and entering the airport code when prompted. 

Since he chose to provide the information to me. I told him that I would get his information. take the complaint, and then send it to the CSM at the airport. They could look into the incident, and see if there was anything that was inappropriate during the 
screening. and could contact him further 1f they needed any mo re information from him. 



Caller stated th at he wants to know what the stand a rd procedures a re lo r a general patdown, and whether or not a passenger wo u Id have to go through a paid own 1f they go through the WT MD and 11 doesn t alarm. He wants to know if th ere is AIT at 
LAX. His daughter felt uncomfortable during a patdown procedure. and he wants to know ii there is an issue with what happened at the checkpoint, and also if there s somewhere specific that he needs to contact ii he does have a complaint. He also 
wants to know whelher or not patdowns are slill incorporated randomly, or if there s always a specific reason I hat I hey are conducted. 
His 19 year-old daughter went through the Virgin America checkpoint, Gate 37 at LAX this morning around 8:40 a.m. She was on flight 781 going from LAX to SEA scheduled to leave at 9. She went presented her ID at the checkpoint, and then on 
through the WT MD, which did not a ct,vate. Once she went through the re, she received a paid own, and this is where she le It u n comfo rtab I e. He stated that the ofli cer, whose name she did not get. used the pa Im of her hand to rub, not pat. the area of 
her abdomen and up to the border zone of her I owe r ch est area, His daughter felt as thought it could possibly be considered sexua I ly threatening , and it ma de her fee I u ncomfo rta bl e. 
A brief description of the officer is that she is an African-American woman, approximately 20-30 years of ago, short and above the ideal body weighl. 
A brief description of his daughterkb-·1(61 !is approximately 5 6, 120 lbs. She has shoulder length black hair and was wearing an olive green leather jacket, dark blue jeans and dark brown military style boots. 

Advised Ca Iler: 
,013 3:31 : 1- Patdowns are used to resolve alarms from the walk through meIaI detector (WTM DJ, when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, as well as when random screening activities are conducted. 

I to Id h, m that a passenger can not chaos e to go through the WT MD only. but would have to either go through the AIT or a patdown. If the airport or che c kpornt they go to doesn t have the AIT, then they would have to go through a p atdown. I told him 
that LAX is on the list of airports that either has AIT or is scheduled to get it. but I could not give him definite infonmation as to whether or not they definitely had it, or ii the checkpoint she went through had the machine. 
hllp: www.tsa.gov ait-frequenlly-asked-questions 

The TSO should be describing the procedures he or she is using. TSOs are required to use the back of the hand to patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas. TSOs are required to use the front of the hand. 

I told him thal I could either take his complain! and send it 10 lhe CSM at lhe airport, or he could contact them directly. He chose to describe the incident 10 me, since I could not provide him wilh exacl hours of the CSM al the airport. I did e,plain to him 
how to contact them by calling 866-289-9673. pressing option 5, and entering the airport code when prompted. 

Since he chose to provide the information to me, I told him that I would get his information, take the complaint, and then send it to the CSM at the airport. They could look into the incident, and see ii there was anything that was inappropriate during the 
screening, and could conIacI him further if I hey needed any more information from him. 

Fromtb 1(61 
Sent: Monday, January 07, 2013 2:36 AM 
To: TSAE,1emalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject I was the subject of illegal detention, assault, harassment, suppression of my civil rights. and more by TSA at SEA on 2012.12.24 

My information 

Namej(b)(61 

" 13 10 '11 :[ Phone: HYPERLINK telj~(b~••_1(6_.~I -------~tcell, Pacific time zone) 

Mailing addressj(b 1(6) I Seattle, WA 98119 

Email: HYPERLINK b 1(6) 

Legal representation: None currently but yet undecided 

Incident information 

Location: SEA (Seattle-Tacoma International Airport). security checkpoint 2 



Evelyn Webb 

Program Assistant 

Civil Rights Division, TSA-6 

Fro"i(b)(ffl 
Serit: Ff 1oay, Jtll l•t-H y 04, 20 I 3 I. I 3 PIVI 

:) 13 12.45., To: TSA.Civilrights@dhs.gov 
· ·' Subject: TSA Contact Us: Complaints 

'013 2:181, 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

Remote Client IFtb 1(6) I 
Date Time: 1 4 2~13 1: 12:48 PM 

Name: 

Email: 

The caller is traveling on Thursday from MKE to IAH to Cost Rica She has a titanium shoulder and is concerned about going through screening expeditiously because she only has one hour between flights. She has to get from one side of the airport 
to another. 

She asked if there is a way to expedite this in any way. 

She indicated that she would have to leave the secured a re a. 

The caller staled thal she knew the screening process. 

I exp I a i ned Ii rst, that she may not have to go through TSA sere en i ng as long as she remains in the secured area of the airport. Depending on the layout of the airport, she may have to I eave the secured area to make her connection flight. 

She asked where to request AIT screening. 

I advised th at she info rm the TSO of the metal implant and perhaps where is it located before the sere en i ng proces begins. 

Many passengers with me1a1 implants thal regularly alarm a walk-lhrough metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a patdown. 

I advised th at the on I y way that to poss i b I e expedite the screening wou Id be to required to receive a pat down. I cannot g ua ra ntee that she wi 11 not receive a pat down even if she go es through the AIT. 

I explained that she would opt of the WTMD and requires! AIT screening when she presents her ID and boa ding pass at the checkpoint. She can inform the TSO of the metal implant and request to be screened by the AIT if it is available. 



1013 2:18:1 

The caller is traveling on Thursday from MKE to IAH to Cost Rica , She has a titanium shoulder and is concerned about going through screening expeditiously because she only has one hour between flights. She has to get from one side of the airport 
to anolher. 

She asked if there is a way to expedite this m any way. 

She indicated that she would have to leave the secured a re a. 

The ca 11 er stated that she knew the s c reem ng p race ss. 

I explained firsl. that she may not have to go through TSA screening as long as she remains in the secured area of the airport. Depending on lhe layout of lhe airpori. she may have to leave the secured area to make her conneclion flight. 

She asked where to request Al T screening. 

I advised that she inform the TSO of the metal implanl and perhaps where is ii located before the screening proces begins. 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a patdown. 

I advised that the only way that to possible expedite the screening would be to required to receive a pat down. I cannot guarantee that she will not receive a pat down even if she goes through the AIT 

I explained that she would opt of the WTMD and requires! AIT screening when she presents her ID and boa ding pass at the checkpoint. She can inform the TSO of the metal implant and request to be screened by the AIT if it is available. 

Ca Iler said that he trave I ed from Co I umb us OH to BW I and he was told that he cou Id not carry his ha nkerc hi ef tho rug h screening any more, Ca Iler said that they did not use clean g I aves when searching his ha nkerc hi ef and thi e co cern s him , Ca Iler said 
that he was also told his wallet had to be screened at BWI. Caller said I hat he gave his wallet to the agent and ii was taken out of h is line of sight .Caller said I hat I here was no alarms or aniomallies, and he has never had to do this. Caller said I hat he 
spoke with a supervior and was told that this is procedure. 

Resolution: 

,013 2_22 ,5 Removing items such as wallets, belts, bulky jewelry, money, keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an 
· · · anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. To avoid the chance of leaving personal ilems behind, we recommend passengers place lheir belongings in their carry-on baggage before entering the checkpoint.For tips and 

further information about security screening, please visit TSA's Web site at www.tsa.gov. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spol areas of concern that may require special atlention. 

Caller said that he might want to contact the CSM at that airport. 

Told caller thal he can call back choose oplion 5 code 294 and he will be provided the number to the CSM. 
Caller said that he trave I ed from Co I umb us OH to BW I and he was told that he cou Id not carry his ha nkerc hi el tho rug h screening any more. Caller said that they did not use clean g I oves when sea rchmg his ha nkerc hi el and thi e co cern s him. Caller said 
that he was also told his wallet had to be screened at BWI, Caller said that he gave his wallet to the agent and it was taken out of h is line of sight .Caller said that there was no alarms or aniomallies, and he has never had to do this, Caller said that he 
spoke with a supervior and was told that this is procedure. 

Resolution: 

,013 2.22,5 Removing _,terns such as wallets. belts. bulk_y jewelry, money, keys, and_cell phones may reduce the cha_nces of requi_nng a passenger to undergo add1t1onal screening to_ resolve an al_arm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an 
· · anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. To avoid the chance of leaving personal ,terns behind, we recommend passengers place their belongings 1n their carry-0n baggage before entering the checkpoint.For tips and 

further informalion about security screening, please visit TSA's Web site at www.tsa.gov. 

TS A mo ni to rs the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of conce m that may require speci a I attention. 

Ca Iler said that he might want to contact the CSM at that airport. 

Told caller that he can call back choose option 5 code 294 and he will be provided the number to the CSM. 



'013 4:03 5 

I am writing to bring ta your attention an highly unsatisfying encounter with LTSd .. (""b .. l('-'6'--1 __ __,~t the PreCheck lane at Washington Dulles airport, on December 21, 2012 at 11: 15am. 

I understand the importance of security checks at the airport. and the balance the TSA officers must make to ensure security while keeping the line moving. As a frequent traveler (100+ flights/year) I have regular contact with TSA agents in regular 
Ii nes, express Im es. and P reCheck. It takes a lot lo r me to have this I eve I of frustration with one of your officers. 

To summanze the encounter: 

1. My wif~nd I were travelling from Washington Dulles and expected to use the PreCheck lane.Kiill:fil:]was selected 10 use the regular lane instead of PreCheck. 

2. Al the entrance to the metal detector, Officer~eld up her hand to slo (b·:,(61 rom walking through, and barked at her "You need to slop." Then, "Remove your scarf and all your metal bracelets."!(b:1(6) !asked if she could retrieve her 
bag, since she did not want ta put her scati into one of the bins by itself. Officer (b·.,( efused, again insisting '"you need to remove your scari right now." 

It is difficult to convey her attitude, tone. and demeanor. It felt like she was looking for a way to demean people and exercise her authority - ··spoiling for a fighr is the expression that best fits. There was no line, no backup of people waiting, and no 
visible or understandable reason for her to be so rude and heavy-handed in abusing her authority. 

3. Afte~omplied and came through the metal detector. she asked another officer where the bin was with her bracelets. The second officer said that sometimes bins get stuck in the conveyer. A third officer. who was at the video 
monitor, took the bin and slammed it down on the top of the conveyer. 



~l(b_)_(6_,_~I Detained By TSA 

Ta I k show host threatened with a r,-est lo r not removing shoes 

!(b)(61 

'013 4:06 .t ... ~~'~(6~1--~ 

January 7, 2013 

Radio talk show host and ardent Homeland Security criticfh··,1rr, twas detained by the TSA at Austi n-B ergstro m airport earlier today and threatened with a r,-est lo r refusing to take his shoes off at a security checkpoint, 

Traveling to New York to appear on CNN'sfb)(6) lonight,!(%)(ff:1 ~ad already showed his ID as he approached the metal detector.!(b·•,(ffi ~nd colleague fE:!ZBI:Jnoticed that a large number of people across all age ranges were not removing 
their shoes as they walked through lhe me1al detector. I hex-ray bo y scanners were not in use. 

As soon as he approached security.~as addressed by a TSA screener who said, "Hello~ .. indicating I hat she knew who he was, and immediately ordered him 10 remove his shoes. 



Remote Client IP: ~f b~1~(6~)--~ 
Dale Time: 1/712013 8:45:23 PM 

S ecuri I y Issues Al I Other Security Issues 
Nam h··,1fr1 

etai n ed By TS A Agent's that new his name and who he was, Another total em ba rrasment for the TSA and their s I ave wage paid uneducated employees that Ii ke to stea I peop I es preso n al property and harass trave I ers, 
~~--~ 

Radio talk show ho st and ardent Home I and Security critic kb I ( ff:, ~as detained by the TSA at Austin-Bergstrom airport earlier today and threatened with arrest for refusing to take his shoes off at a security checkpoint. 

,013 9_09.4 Traveling to New York to appear on CNNfu!'h··,1fr1 ronight.!(bH6! had already showed his ID as he approached the metal detector.~nd colleague~noticed that a large number of people across all age ranges were not removing 
· · · their shoes as they walked through the metal detector The x-ray body scanners were not in use. 

As soon as he approached securityfb)(ffl!was addressed by a TSA screener who said, gHell1(b 1(6) !indicating that she knew who he was, and immediately ordered him to remove his shoes. 

Whenfb)(ff:, le/used, citing the fact that innumerable other people had not removed their shoes, the TSA screener claimed that only under 12CEs and over 75CEs were not mandated to remove footwear under TSA policy. 

When!(b)(6! con1es1ed the point, arguing lhat numerous 1ravelers in lheir 40CEs had not removed their shoes, other TSA agents ordered him to take off his shoes, before@was approached by a police officer who immedialely 901 in his face and 
started threatening him with arrest. 

Despite fh·11fr·,!protests that he was clearly being discriminated against because he was a known critic of the TSA (the rest of the TSA screeners also knew him by name). the officer growled, gTake your damn shoes off or lfm gonna arrest you.h 

Not even giving !(b·:,(6 ~he option to leave the airporl, the cop continued with threats to arres~nd prevent him from flying as the radio host threatened to file a lawsuit for civil rights violations. 

One o (bH61 primary concerns regarding the removal of shoes was the fact that he had caught athletes foot from that very process in another airport years previously, meaning that he now can-ies a spare pair of socks to change into when he boards 
the aircraft. (bH emphasized that he was not a gclean freakh but that he never encountered such issues before having 10 lake his shoes off at TSA security. 

Feed back Type : Security Issue 
Categories : Mis eel la neous/Other 
Cun-ent Date/Time : 11812013 9: 12:45 AM 
Airport. BOS - Logan International 
Dale/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : terminal A 

'013 9:54: 1 TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : i wanna ask a question?before 9111 happen people only needed an id to go lhrew metal detectors cause some1imes i would go to fuddruckers at ierm. A and to get their u have to go threw metal detectors.but now u need a id and a fight 
ticket.how come?isnt that concidered(discriminaion)? 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name b)(ffl 
Phone Number b 1(6) 
Email h·11rr, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hftp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Hello. 

My family and I were recenlly al the Ams1erdam Airport on a layover back to the United States from Elhiopia and my five year old daughter 
was subject to a pat down search after passing through their metal detectors without any warning signals. I acknowledge the definite need to 
to have the security systems in store to protect passengers trave Ii ng al I over the world. My only prob I em with my Ii ve year o Id d aug hte r being subject 

'013 9:54:2 to the pat down search was security would not explain to me or my wife why our daughter was being searched after passing through the metal detectors, nor 
would they take lhe time to explain their policy as it relates to searching children. Believe me, you would not be receiving I his e-mail had my daughter unsuccessfully passed through 
the metal detector. Can you please inform me who to contact at Amsterdam Airport's regarding their policy as it relates to pat down searching of children. I received your e-mail address 
from sec u nty at the Amsterdam Airport and advised to contact you. 

Thank you, 

fb)(61 I 



Caller stated that he flew aut of phoenix and when going through the checkpoint, he was told by a TSO and that there are no options for him to either keep his shoes on or put foot coverings aver his feet when going through sa he doesnt have to worry 
about bacteria. He works for a envi o rmenta I agency that checks bacteria in pub Ii c places and he is wanting to make a comp I a int be cause this is very unsa ni ta ry. 

FLIGHT INFORMATION: 

Departing Airport:: PH X 
Ar,-i vi ng Ai rpo rte: Newark 
Airline:: US Airways 

, _ . Flight Number:: 685 
·013 l .44.0 Date : 9 JAN 2013 @ 11.40am 

TSO:: Ltso f~b_)(_6_, --~ 

CCR informed him: 

Passengers are permitted 10 wear disposable booties, socks, or slippers through the screening checkpoinl to help protect their feet at walk-lhrough metal detector and the AIT machines. 
CCR inforemd him that this would be forwarded to the CSM for assistance. 

From:!(b)(61 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09. 2013 625 PM 
To: tsaexte mal compliance; SEA-Custom e rSe rvi ce@d h s. gov: S EA-C ustome rSe rvi ce: D HSOI G HOT LIN E@d hs. gov 
Subject I was the subject of illegal detention. assault, harassment, suppression of my civil rights, and more by TSA at SEA on 2012.12.24 

I have still received no confirmation that anyone has received my civil rights complaint at SEA s TSA Customer Service office. even after leaving a phone message at HYPERLINK tel :206.214.1121 \n206.214.1121 during business hours today 
(2012.01.09). I called a second lime during business hours, again with no answer. 

J13 10,31 : 1 Please immediately confirm receipt of my civil rights complaint. 

fb)(61 

•········· Forwarded message•········· 
Fromfh··,1fr1 

Date: Tue. Jan 8, 2013 at 11 :34 AM 
Subject I was the subject of illegal detention. assault, harassment, suppression of my civil rights, and more by TSA at SEA on 2012.12.24 
To: HYPER LINK ma i Ito: S EA-C us tome rSe rvi ce@d hs .gov \ n S EA·C us1omerService@d hs .gov 

I am told that my civil rights complaint has been forwarded to your office. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Poor Customer Service; Screening CuCTent Date Time, 1 10 2013 10:26:34 PM Airport, EWR - Newark International Date Time of Travel: 01 06 2013 12:00 PM Airline Flight Number: Jet Blue #523 and 526 from Orlando Checkpoint 
Area of Airport Jet Blue Terminal TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. This is a quot;complaint quot; with some suggestions. After I went through the metal detector and the additional quot;xray quot: type screening at Newark Ai port, I was quot;told quot; that I needed additional screening pat down. I was 
asked if I wanted it in pu bl 1c or private. I rep Ii ed quot; neither quot: s i nee I was not to Id why I was being stopped. I am a 5 8 year o Id I a rg e body female. I to Id her to go ahead in pub Ii c but I was not informed why she was having to do the search or 
even why she wiped my fingers after I was told to quot;hold my hand out quot: without any courtesy on her part. The TSA screener performed the search by pushing rather hard on my upper body. (I am recovering from a broken collar bone from a few 
months ago so she did hurt my collarbone area when she was quot;inspecling me quot:.) She pushed rather hard inbetween my breasts on my bra, which was a fronl close lype with metal clips. I would suggest I hat large females might be being 
stopped because their bras have more metal clips in them so the screeners should be aware of that situation. They should ask if there are any areas on the person s body which may be quot;sore quot;. I know the screeners have a job to do, but they 

2013 8 _ 15 _, s hou Id do it resp ectfu 11 y and be aware that pea pl e may have a physi ca I prob I em which makes it hurt when they PUSH on someone s body. I was al so stopped when I returned from O rtando but the screen er did not PUSH ha rd on my body Ii ke the 
· " Newark T SA sere ener did, I was a I so told that it looked Ii ke I had meta I in a certain pa rt of my I eg ( which I did not) and she checked my chest area as wel I. The two experiences we re vastly d ilfe rent. I am very surprised that I was stopped TW ICE in 

one trip as I have never been quot:palled down quot: in any previous trip. Have the quot:xray quot: body scans more sensitive? I usually travel out of Philadelphia and ii has been a more quol;pleasant experience quot going lhrough the TSA 
screening especially without the added quot:pat down quot:. I saw another large woman being quot;patted down quot: which is why I suggest that maybe the extra clips in large size bras may be the reason. I don t mind complying but it shouldn t be 
an unpleasant experience like at Newark. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name b-., 6 
Phone Number 
Email b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 

Evelyn Webb 

Program Assi slant 

Civil Rights Division, TSA-6 

Fromkb)(6) 
Sent: Friday, January 11, 2o13 2:53 PM 

2013 612 , To: TSACivilrights@dhs.gov 
· · Subject TSA Contact Us: Complaints 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

--------------------··-;.-::.-::.-::.-::.-::.-::.-::.-::.-::.-::.-::..,--------------------------------------
Remote Client IP~f h_·_-,1_r;_·1 ---~ 
Date Time 111112013 2 53:29 PM 

Name: 

l(b)(61 

Email: 



'013 10 55:, 

Disability Description: Wheel chair bound, metal implants and mobility disability. 

Incident Details; Caller states he had a complaint about the service in O Hare, He wants to speak to a CSR for TSA at O Hare, He had an address for O Hare he wanted me to verify. He wants to know what I can do for his complaint. 

Told caller 
To speak to someone at O Hare, he maybe able to speak to the CSM or maybe a TSO. He wanted me to tell him who he could talk too. I told him if he wanted to call the same number he had called me on he could listen to the IVR and chose option 
number 5 to get a number for a CSM. II someone did not answer he could leave a message and they could get back up with him I told him I could take his complaint ii he did not want to call. I would take the complaint and forward through an email to 
the CSM. He would not give me his complaint. I I hen lefilill]speak to him aboul his complaint. 

Escalated to Superviso~ I spoke with the caller who complained that today while going towards gates Kand Lat ORD in a wheelchair to be screened at the checkpoint. he had an altercation with a TSO named kb':1(6) !. It appears that 
the TSO made him go th~e AIT scanner alter the caller asked not to do so. due to his inability to stand for long periods and an imbalance issue. He told them that he could not raise his hands in the AIT scanner because he would fall. he said that 
the officers complelely ignored his requests and comments. 

At this time the caller asked to rather go through the metal detector and the TSO told him no, at which time he allegedly was accused of yelling at the TSO escalating the issue to an STSO, who the caller accused of being extremely rude to him. 
berating him for his conduct. 

The caller said that he was angry because everyone was being rude and insensitive to his disability, causing him ta nearly fall because he was loosing his balance and his legs were going weak. 

In addition, he was administered a patdown because he has metal implants in his feet, legs and hips. 

He made a statement to me that he felt like ORD TSA officers always discriminate against people with disabilities, so I asked the caller if he felt discriminated against due ta his disability, he said yes. therefore I gave him the email address,TSA
CRL@tsa.dhs.gov where he could submit his complaint in writing. He said that he would send his complaint there and that he would notify the CSM as well about how he felt 

I gave him the CSM s number and email address due to the gravity of the complaint. 

I have been flying for many years and a new problem has cropped up that I am bothers me on several levels. I am female and comply wilh all the directions and specifications expected by lhe TSA. However, recently I have gone through two different 
metal detectors at two different airports and have been stopped BECAUSE OF MY UNDERW I RE BRA. Not only is this embarrassing, but I believe that it is sexual harrassment. Men don't have this problem. The interesting thing is that not all metal 
detectors a re bathe red by this ( which makes me wonder about my safety at these airports). I am going to be flying a minim um of three 11 mes between now and the end of March and do not want to have to go through another pat down because I AM A 
WOMAN WHO WEARS A BRA. 

2013 8:37:: How might you assist me with this problem? (And I don't expect the answer ta be 1) don't wear a bra - I'm tao busty for this, or 2) wear a bra without an underwire - what I wear is support is my decision.) Patting me dawn is not an effective use of the 
TSA officer's time. Nor is 11 a p I eas ant experience lo r me. 

Iha Dk YO 11 Foe YQ 11 r assi SI a rice with this problem . 
i(b)(61 I 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Poor Customer Service: Screening Cun-ent Date Time, 1 14 2013 3:1g:22 PM Airport: PHL - Philadelphia International Date Time of Travel· 01 01 2013 11 :15 AM Airline Flight Number· Airtran Flight 464 Checkpoint Area of Airport: 
Main security checkpoint before boarding area TSA Employee: (If Known) : African American woman, possibly in 50 s Comment : While traveling at PHI, a TSA agenl tried to use intimidalion against me while going through the security checkpoint. 
Upon coming to the first metal detector, the TSA agent told me to step through. and I did so. Before stepping through. the agent told me quot:You re going ta need a pat dawn. quot: I am a muslim and was wearing my Islamic headress and gown at the 
time, so I expected something of the sort. However. alter stepping through. the agent told me to step in front of her. I did not hear her clearly because she was speaking lowly and mumbling. I had stepped off to the side, by mistake. She then became 

2013 4 ,11 ,( more loud and said quot:no! infront of me! You don 1 want no private screening, do you?! quot: I said quot:no. quot; After that, she ordered me to place my hands on my head and feel my entire headscarf, then she ordered that I have a strip test done 
· · on my hands, to which I did. I understand I hat I here needs to be extra security lhese days, but jusl because I am a muslim does not mean I need to be treated worse than an animal. I m a human being, with righls, and have not done anylhing wrong. I 

expect respect, just as everyone else. Please work harder on trying to si It through the bad peop I e so the good peop I e don t have to suffer. Thank you. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Nam4b)(61 
Phone Number : ~~~----~ 

Emailkb ,(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 Applicat,onManager 



From b)(6) 
Sent: Monday, January 14, 2013 4: 16 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subjecl: Complaint 

To whom it may concern: 

My name iskb)(ffi !1 was traveling at Phoenix Sky Harbor airport on Monday, January 7, 2013, terminal 3, Delta Airlines flight 1492. I proceeded through TSA securily lane 2, where I was lhe only passenger present. I proceeded through lhe 

2013 9.08., check point between 8:00 am and 8:10 am. There were three male employees working this lane. I beeped as I was walking through the metal detector and I was told to remove my watch, despite traveling upwards of 8 times a month and it has never 
· · set off the metal detector in the past. I am also a selected member of the TSA Pre Check program, which 1s apparently not recognized at the PHX airport. By the time I removed my watch and walked back through the metal detector, the rest of my 

belongings were waiting, I quickly grabbed my belongings and darted for my gate, as I was running late that morning. I realized on the flight that I had forgotten my watch. I looked up the TSA lost and found number for PHX Sky Harbor Airport, and 
left a message. After nol hearing anything back, I subsequenlly left a second voicemail with the same information and asking someone to please call me back, which has also nol been rel urned. The situation is concerning to me because I was lhe 
ONLY passenger in that line. Not a single, solitary person behind me. I find it extremely difficult ta believe that TH REE TSA agents who are supposedly paying attention to whom and what is going through a security check point, failed to notice at any 
time that my watch was s1tti ng in the bowl after going through the x- ray machine and tu med aver to Io st and found. I a I so Ii nd 11 ha rd to be Ii eve that my watch went com pl etel y unnoticed and another random passenger who entered the I in e at a later 
time stole it off the end of the belt. 

The property that is missing is a Kuji watch. The band is a black rubber material. The lace of the watch is black, with copper metal framing, I do not want to have to push this issue further (i.e., subpoenaing tapes, police reports, etc.) , but I will have to 
if I do not receive any response that any lype of investigation was completed on this. It should not take someone very long to review the tapes, as my localion and time of passing through lane 2, terminal 3, Delta side security line, between 8-8:10 am 
on Monday. January 7th. I am a blond female, 5'7, with one large black shoulder bag and black carry-on suitcase who went through the metal detector twice after removing my watch. 

Regards, 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················--;:::::====:::;------····························· 
Remote Client IP:""!(b"-1"-(6"-._'-' ___ _, 
Date Time 1/15/2013 12:1149 AM 

Namth>IR, 
Email_ b 1(61 
Comp I a i nl s: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Miami International Airport 

2013 8_45 , Flight# AA 1754 
· ·' Gate D45 

D(4) 
Monday, January 14, 2013 
Incident around 8: 30 am. 
Comments,Monday, January 14, 2013 ._ . 
I do not appreciate the manner TSA employees used to screen my daughtej(b_.1(6_) I who had a severe surgery in her arm recently, as an American cilizen I believe was unacceptable for her to go through intensive pal•downs when she offered 
to remove the arm sling and her sweater, and they said it wasn't necessary. When she pass through the metal detector, it did nat beep, so why taking my daughter wha is already not feeling well to a private room, and touch her private areas twice? The 
TSA employees knew the time of her flight they took notes of her ticket and dnver's license and still they hold her in the private room long enough for her to miss her fi1ght. In your own website it states that Pat-downs are used to resolve alarms at the 
checkpoint, which was not the case. I am assuming they were just being discriminative towards her. We have huge problem now, she missed an important event in her career. we missed our flight and we were not able to board at all to NYC, we waited 
the whole day on stand by flights, and nothing was resolved. We lost our flights and hotel thal we paid for. We missed business meetings, trade show and on top of all, she will have 10 wait until next year to be able to reapply for such career 
opportunity. I am very disappointed with this whole situation, and I don't understand TSA employee·s motives for just picking on her, since almost everyone that were around us in the line were not touched in their private areas and probably did nat 
miss their flights. 



Di sa bi Ii ty Description: Ca 11 er was flying thru MIA and did not Ii ke her patdown, 

Information Request Wants to know if a notification card could prevent her from needing two patdawns. 

Response Details: II a passenger has metal implants. such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO 
about any disability, medical condition, or medical device that could affect securily screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from securily screening, lheir use may improve communication and help 1ravelers discreetly notify TSOs of their 
conditions. Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer ta be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above 
their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector. the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alanms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO al the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO al the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
If a passenger has a cast, brace, or support appliance, the way screening will be conducted depends on his or her level of ability. The passenger should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of his or her ability, of the existence of a cast, 

2013 1:01 :[ brace, or support appliance, and of any need far assistance before screening begins. 

Every person and i tern mu st be screened before entering the secured area. and the manner in which the screening is conducted is im po rta nt, 

One screening procedure, which gene rates discussion and concern among passengers, i nva Ives use of pa tdaw n search es. Pa tdaw n s a re used ta res a Ive a I arms from the wa I k through metal detector ( WTM D), when a na ma Ii es a re dis covered through 
Advanced Imaging Technology (Al T) sere en i ng, as wel I as when random sere en i ng a ct1v1t1es are conducted. 

A Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of the same gender as the passenger wi 11 conduct the pa ldow n search, and as the screening is being conducted , the TSO should be d escri bing the procedures he or she is using. TS Os a re required to use the 
back of the hand ta patdown a passenger s sensitive areas. Far nan-sensitive areas, TSOs are required to use the front of the hand. 

Passengers have the right to request a private screening, and private screening will be conducted in a room or in an area away from other passengers, However, if a passenger does not permit the search, he or she will not be penmitted to board an 
aircraft. 

Offered the inform at,on by em a, I but she was al ready on website. 

Disability Description: Caller was flying thru MIA and did not like her patdown. 

Information Request: Wants to know if a notification ca rd could prevent her from needing two patdown s. 

Response Details: If a passenger has me1a1 implants, such as arlificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transpor1ation Securily Officer (TSO) before screening begins. TSA has created notificalion cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO 
about any disability. medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Altha ugh these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening, their use may improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs al their 
conditions. Many passengers with metal implants that regularly ala nm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only 1f they can stand still with their arms above 
their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device.If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a me1a1 detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If a pal down is required in order to complele screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
If a passenger has a cast. brace, or support appliance. the way screening will be conducted depends an his or her level of ability. The passenger should inf arm a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of his or her ability, al the existence of a cast. 

2013 1 :01 :[ brace, or support appliance, and of any need for assistance before screening begins. 

Every person and i I em mu st be screened be fore entering I he secured area, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is im po rta n t. 

One screening procedure, which generates discussion and concern among passengers, involves use of patdown searches. Patdowns are used to resolve alarms from the walk through metal detector (WTM DJ, when anomalies are discovered through 
Advanced Imaging Techno I og y ( AIT) sere en i ng, as wel I as when random sere en i ng activities a re conducted. 

A Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdawn search, and as the screening is being conducted. the TSO should be describing the procedures he or she is using. TSOs are required ta use the 
back of the hand to patdown a passenger s sensitive areas. For non-sens iii ve areas, TSO s a re required to use the front of the hand. 

Passengers have the righl to request a private screening, and privale screening will be conducled in a room or in an area away from other passengers. However, if a passenger does nol permit lhe search, he or she will not be permitted 10 board an 
aircraft. 

Offered the information by em ai I but she was already on website, 



Caller said she Just had a awful experience with a rude screener at BOS. She said she was trying to get through the checkpoint at BOS on January 15, 2013 around 2:15pm she was trying to board a Jet Blue fi1ght 1177 Gate 30 in route to EW R. She 
said she flies through this airport once a month and never has any problems but today was different. She said she had been in the airport since 12:00 pm, She said she was in line for 40 minutes before reaching the ID checker. She said as she was 
going through the WTMD her bangle bracelet alarmed and she was asked to step aside. She asks if she could go through the AIT and was told lhat is not procedure to slep aside. She asks can I have a pat down because she could nol get lhe bracelet 
off. She was told by the TSO yes she could have a pat own but he did not say anything to anyone about her pat down and to step aside. She stood there for 15 minutes and nothing happened no one was called. She said at that time she knew her 
plane was getting ready to leave. She said she broke the bracelet to get it off of her arm and ask the TSO if she could go through now. She was told by the TSO to go to the end of the line. She said another passenger told her she could put her bracelet 
in her bin for screening. She said she waited for her bracelet to come Trough anb it never did. She said finally the person that cleans the b_ins_ asks her if the bracelet he picked up off the floor was hers and it was. She went onto the catch her plane and 
ii was too late to board. She then went back and asks for a superviso 1h··,1rr·, ame over he called over whal she called the manager~and she told him what happened. His comment was he did not believe her. She said view the video and 

20 3 2_50 _1 you will see and~told her no. She said the screener that was so rude to her was!(b)(ff:, !She said she has flown through this airport a lot and always has the same bracelet on with no problems. She describes herself as in her 40s short with 
1 · · blond hair, black shirt, Jacket and boots on. She is still in the airport and waiting for a 6:30 pm flight to EWR. 

I apologized to her for her experience and told her we do track trends. I told her because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a email to the Customer Service Manager for review. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contac\lindex.shtrn 

Remote Client IP:!b,(6) I 
Date Time: 111512 13 3: 10:12 PM 
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Name·fh·,1R··, 

Email kb 1(6i 

20 3 4_0 _, Complaints:Discourteous/Rude Employee 
1 · 4 ·' Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airporl/Gate/Etc):DFW Airport/AA Flt 1548/Terminal C December 12, 2012. 

Comments:When directed to the Radiaion screening equipment, I calmly told the TSA screener that I am a breast cancer survivor who has had radiation treatment. I have been advised by my physician to avoid additional radiation whenever an option 
is available. I requested alternative screening. I was fine with a pat down. 
The TSA employee instructed me "Go stand by the trash can." This was in the unscreened area. I politely backed up and waited about 1 O minutes for someone to come get me and do the pat down in the screened area. Meanwhile my computer, my 
handbag, my carry-on, shoes, etc. were all unattended and unprotected from someone else taking them. 
My complaints: 
1. The TSA employee was demeaning to me by telling me to sland by the 1rash can. It made me feel like "trash". 
2. Why could I not have the option of going thru the metal detector? If this is an effective form of screening when no radiation is present, it should be an alternative for people who opt out of the radiation. 
3. My personal belongings were subject to theft wh1 I e I was wa iii ng on the unscreened s1d e lo r the pat down. 
I would appreciate a response. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: 1~(b"-I~(6"-i~-~ 
Date Time: 1115/2013 5: 18:44 PM 

Nam~bl(61 
Email h··-,1rr, 
Complaints:Damaged or Missing items in Checked or Carry-on Baggage: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):OGG to SEA on Jan 4th, 2012 departing at 1 :25pm. 
Comments:First I want to say staff screening in person have been great. Mostly friendly or at least not rude. Usually very efficient. No complaints there. 

2013 6: 18: 1 You have a thief screening checked baggage on the flight from OGG to SEA. I assume it happened at the OGG/Maui airport but I don't know the behind the scenes process. I don't understand why you don't have a process to stop theft from checked 
baggage. Checking employees bags when they arrive and when they leave? Have them go through the same metal detectors used on passengers? See Nordstroms department store for a process if you don't know one. 

You make the form to f, I e a claim so d if/ cult and ti me cons urning 1 'm sure we wi 11 Ju st decide to eat the $200 p I us cost of things that were stolen. 

You limil carry ans but when we can't trusl our things will arrive makes it difficull to send through checked baggage. Partly our fault for thinking things like bike lights and individual bicycle parIs, camera parts would be ok. My carry on was full of 
Christmas g i Its I wasn't about to check but my husband went a he ad and put some things in his suitcase. Bad id ea. 

This is our second experience with stolen property from checked baggage, Previously happened at the Sea-Tac airport and then a s eve ra I weeks a lier we saw in the news paper someone was arrested, We 11 we didn't fi I e a claim then either as didn't 
have needed receipls and everything else you requesl. I understand you can't just take someone's word because lhiefs fly too but you could monitor employees better so that the opportunily is not their to sIeal from bags. 

Pretty sad we can't assume our baggage will be intact and all there when we arrive. I will continue to carry on a large enough bag to hold anything I can't afford to lose. Pretty sad homeland security and TSA can't stop a baggage thief in their 
employment. 

Sincerely, .. kb"--."",(6,,,.-... I ____ _. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-;:::::::;:::::====;-----····························· 
Remote Client IPl(b 1(6) 
Date Time: 111612,;;0"'1,;.3"'6"':2"'6""':2"'6...,P"'M..,..., 

I 
I 

Comp I a i nl s: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):IAD 1/16/2013 

2013 B:0?:: United 1401 

Approx 5pm· 
Comments:Today 1/16 checking in iAd airport. Going through line and diverted to body scanner away from metal detector. In body scanner and screener kept making jokes and delayed start of screen unless I smiled. 
Delay of about 1 0 seconds before scanner started. Scanner m alfu n ct,oned and I was to Id pat down was mandatory. I said I wanted to be sea n ned by another machine and not patted down. They said this was not poss i b I e. Alier talking to 3 ts a 
employees, the managed1h·11r;·-,lbadgefilill&[]told me I had no choice. Either pat down or no flight. He said it was a rule. I asked to be shown the rule in writing and he the rules are not written. 
I fiy over 150,000 miles each year for 10 years and have never had a pal down. I comply always and completely with all rules and was trealed like a criminal suspect wilh my righls taken away. I felt very violated as the mans hands Iouched my 
genitals. 

If the machine breaks through no fault of my own why do I become the victim? Why can I not be scanned on another machine? 

This was a very humiliating and demeaning experience that wasted a lot of time and was a major violation of my rights. 
If you agree this Is proper protoco I and be Ii eve in wasting so much re sources on an innocent I aw abiding cItIze n, you have I ittl e chance of stopping anyone p I an n i ng to cause ha rm. 



'013 11 02: 

The caller is a frequent flyer. He is concerned with the fact that he has to remove his belt. He stated that he was not able to find the rule stating the passenger have to remove the belts. He stated that he read that TSA strongly suggests that 
re commends that passengers re move belts. He stated that his home airport has recently started to al low passenger to I eave on the belts at M HT. He stated that he has a metal knee re placement so he has to undergo additional s c reenrng. He stated 
th at the supervisor at B WI told him that he has to remove his be It before screening. 

I advised the caller that the Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ strongly recommends that passengers remove all items and accessories from their pockets before beginning the security screening process. Removing items such as wallets, 
belts. bulky Jewelry, money. keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo add1t1onal screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced 
Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

I advised the caller that I can 

The caller flight details are as follow: 

Departing Airport: BW I 
Destination: M HT 
Airline: Southwest 
Terminal: First Terminal 
Gate:5 
Date and Time: December 28th, 2012 @ 6:00 pm 
The caller is a frequent flyer. He is concerned wilh the facl thal he has to remove his belt. He stated that he was not able to find the rule slating the passenger have to remove lhe belts. He stated I hat he read that TSA strongly suggests I hat 
recommends that passengers remove belts. He stated that his home airport has recently started to allow passenger to leave on the belts at MHT. He stated that he has a metal knee replacement so he has to undergo additional screening. He stated 
th at the supervisor at B WI told him that he has to remove his be It before screening. 

I advised the caller thal the Transportation Security Adminislration (TSAJ slrongly recommends that passengers remove all items and accessories from their pockets before beginning the security screening process. Removing items such as wallets, 
belts, bulky jewelry, money, keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced 
Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

,013 11 :Ol: I advised the caller thal I can 

The caller flight details are as follow: 

Departing Airport: BW I 
Destination: MHT 
Airline: Southwest 
Terminal: First Tenminal 
Gate:5 
Date and Time: December 28th, 2012 @ 6:00 pm 

Hello, 

To Whom It May Concern. 

I fiew oul of Dulles Airport on January 11th in Lane 23124 al 11 :25am. I spoke to the supervisor who gave me this email. H,s name ,s S TScl(b 1(6 1 ! I was waiting for the larger scanning machine and spoke wilh a TSA agent aboul going through 
the normal or traditional metal detector. He told me I couldn't go. Within 30 seconds or so, he told the lady waiting behind me to go. I asked why she can go but I couldn"t, he responded, "I don't have to tell you anything'"' Another agent came to 

2013 6:10:c explain that who gets to go to the regular metal detector is selected at "random." The first agent interrupted the agent trying to explain the process to me by stating again that they didn't have to tell me anything. His altitude was awful and absolutely 
disrespectfu I. 

I was absolutely discriminated against. If the above is true and it is random, the first TSA agent's attitude was still awful. While I was telling a supervisor what happened, another random passenger complained that the first agent's attitude, "sucked." 

I am all for airport security but it seemed obvious that this agent felt as ii he had power and didn't have to explain the process of selection. It is absolutely ridiculous that his attitude was so awful/disrespectful. 

I suggest you look at the tape and va Iida te everything I am saying. I expect action. 

Caller fiew out of Kona on the 13th of January. The caller was going through the walk through metal detector and there was an alarm due to the caller having had hip replacement surgery. The caller told the screener he had a hip replacement. The 
screener then conducted a pal down of the caller and he also checked lhe hip area. The caller is upset because he did not use the wand to verify the caller had a replaced hip. The caller was flying on Alaska Airline flight 861 from Kana to Anchorage. 

2013 7,34 , 1 The caller said he had gone through the screening check point at approximately 1000 hours. The caller believes the screenter did not do his job right and wants some feed back. The caller said he normally receives a pat down and wand. 

I told the caller I would forward his complaint to the Customer Support Manager at Kana. 



'013 11:59: 

Caller landed in Ft. Lauderdale from Costa Rica and went through security receiving additional security at the immigration checkpoint. When his baggage set off the metal detector a TSO agent was called and was joined by an additional agent. The 
two officers checked for exp I osive s and his baggage was rechecked once again and ta ken off the conveyor belt to go through add i ti o na I screening. The TSO agent took out a dish from the baggage and sent his ba gg age through the conveyor again 
and anolher ilem (an owl with a coffee bean) sel off the metal detector again. Caller I hen replaced his items and IaIer discovered he had losl a camera. He wants ii returned or reimbursed. Camera was in a camera bag with a clip and a pouch. He 
got in the immigration line and was delayed. His toiletries were in a plastic bag but the officer told him he should have placed the items. He talked to the agent and was told to call TSA and file a claim. 

Airport Ft. Lauderdale 
Airline: Spirit Airline 
FI ig ht number: 7 56 from San Jose Costa 
Date and time: Jan. 17 6:30 p.m. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: ""f h"'·""·,1'-'R-'-·I __ __, 
Date Time: 1118/2013 2:01 :40 PM 

Name1h·11r;··, 
Email bi(6i 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight # 1239 
Delta Airlines 
Reagan Airport 
B Terminal 
January 15, 2013 

20 3 4.07 ., Comments:I am a seasoned traveler with approximately two million miles of travel with one airline. Delta. I guess that is the reason that on many occasions I am sent to the pre-TSA check in line. This week when I checked in at approximately 10:15 
1 · ·' AM at Reagan, I was directed to the pre-TSA line. 

I was the only person in line and when I walked through the metal detector. it buzzed. The TSA agent told me I was selected for random screening and asked me to go back through the detector, This time there was no alarm. 
The TSA agent then used a device to swab my hands. When the testing material was put into the machine, the machine looked like a red color was on the screen. I was told I needed addilional screening. Al the time, I said to the agent, "There must be 
something wrong with your equipment." 
The agent opened my I ug gage and swabbed inside - no prob I ems or alerts; my purse was swab bed next - no prob I ems or alerts; my b nefcas e was next - no problems or alerts; my computer was next - no problems or a I e rts: my shoes we re run back 
through on the conveyor belt and swabbed - no problems or alerts. I again said that there must be a problem with the machine for my hands to test positive. Next what happened was something I had heard about on the news but never dreamed could 
happen 10 me. I was asked to follow lhe female TSA agent into a private screening room and wait with her while she broughl in anolher female TSA agenl. The description of the women - firsl agent was black and IaI1 and treated me very nicely and 
with respect. The woman who was called to assist was short and spoke with a thick accent. The short woman put gloves on and proceeded to rub her hands all over my body -including touching groin area several times with her hand. Afterwards. she 
removed her gloves and they were swab bed - the result was no positive a I e rts. I again stated th at th ere must be something wrong with the machine. I to Id her that I was a Veteran of the US and a grandmother of 5 and co u Id n 't be Ii eve I was being 
treated this way. The short woman told me "I don't have to give you any explanation.'' 
I left in tears. 
The results of all the testing totally proved that this was done to me in error. When all of the swabs that were taken came up negative after the first one (my luggage, purse, computer, briefcase and shoes), I don't see any reason whatsoever for a 
private a 11 aver body search. The re had to be so m ethrng wrong with the equipment. I was hum i Ii ated. If she had said that she was sorry for the i nco nven i ent. appreciated my cooperation or that she didn't know why 11 tested posItIve - I probably cou Id 
have accepted this but to tel I me that she didn't have to get me any explanation does not feel Ii ke the way an American I aw abiding citizen s hou Id be treated. This was wrong. I would appreciate someone tel Ii ng me why a TSA a gent lee Is that it is 
appropriale 10 Ireat me this way. I was "let go" so obviously all the tests proved I was not a threal. I should not have been talked to or treated lhat way. The feeling I got was they had absolute power 10 do whatever lhey wanted 10 me and did not care 
how it made me feel. 



Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time: 111812013 6:47:45 PM Airport: DCA - Washington Reagan National Date/Time of Travel: 01115/2013 11:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: Delta 1239 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Concorse B TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment· I am a seasoned traveler with approximately two million miles of travel with one airline. Delta. I guess that is the reason that on many occasions I am sent to the pre-TSA check in line. This week when I checked in at approximately 10:15 
AM at Reagan, I was direcled to the pre-TSA line. 
I was the only person in line and when I walked through the metal detector, it buzzed. The TSA agent told me I was selected for random screening and asked me to go back through the detector. This time there was no alarm. 
The T SA agent th en used a device to swab my hands. When the testing material was put into the machine, the machine I ooked Ii ke a red col or was on the screen. I was to Id I needed add iii on al sere en i ng. At the time, I said to the agent. &quot Th ere 
must be something wrong with your equipment.&quot; The agent opened my luggage and swabbed inside - no problems or alerts; my purse was swabbed next - no problems or alerts; my briefcase was next - no problems or alerts: my computer was 
nexl - no problems or alerts: my shoes were run back through on the conveyor belt and swabbed - no problems or alerts. I again said thal there musl be a problem with lhe machine for my hands 10 1es1 positive. Nexl whal happened was something I 
had heard about on the news but never dreamed could happen to me. I was asked to follow the female TSA agent into a private screening room and wait with her while she brought in another female TSA agent. The description of the women - first 

2013 8:09:' agent was black and tall and treated me very nicely and with respect. The woman who was called to assist was short and spoke with a thick accent. The short woman put gloves on and proceeded to rub her hands all over my body -including touching 
groin area seve ra I times with her hand, Afterwards, she removed her g I ove s and they we re swab bed - the resu It was no positive alerts, I again stated that the re must be something wrong with the machine. I told her that I was a Veteran of the US and a 
grandmother of 5 and couldn't believe I was being treated I his way. The short woman told me &quot: I don't have 10 give you any explanation.&quo1: I left in I ears. 
The results of all the testing totally proved that this was done to me in error. When all of the swabs that were taken came up negative after the first one (my luggage, purse, computer, briefcase and shoes), I don't see any reason whatsoever for a 
private a 11 aver body search. The re had to be so m ethrng wrong with the equipment. I was hum i Ii ated. If she had said that she was sorry for the i nco nven i ent. appreciated my cooperation or that she didn't know why 11 tested pos1t1ve - I probably cou Id 
have accepted this but to tel I me that she didn't have to get me any explanation does not feel Ii ke the way an American I aw abiding citizen s hou Id be treated. This was wrong. I would appreciate someone tel Ii ng me why a TSA a gent lee Is that it is 
appropriale 10 1reat me this way. I was &quo1:1et go&quo1: so obviously all the tests proved I was not a threal. I should not have been talked to or treated lhat way. The feeling I got was they had absolute power 10 do whatever lhey wanted 10 me and did 
not care how it made me fee I. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Naf'!'-""':,'"'-',.._ __ --,. __ .....J 

Phone Number (b 1(6) 
Emai b,(61 
To leave a commen concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.t.sa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

I recently traveled from Jacksonville, Fl to DallasJFt. Worth and then DFW to JAX with my cat. On January 10, 2013, I had a very pleasant experience at the checkpoint/security in Jacksonville (JAX). The TSA agents were extremely helpful when I let 
th em know that I could not take my cat out of the carrier because she is one who wi 11 try to run away, They immediate I y al lowed for the secondary screening of my cat, On January 14, 20 13. I had an u n accepta b I e experience at the D FW airport, I 
went through security by gate C8 around 5:40 PM. There were only a few other people in line to go through security. AS soon as I showed my ID and boarding pass, I informed lhe TSA agenl I needed a secondary screening for my cal. He had me tell 
another TSA agent. I informed a female TSA agent prior to going through the scanner that I could not safely remove my cat from the carrier and that I needed a secondary screening, and could I inform the supervisor. She told me to tell the TSA agent 
as I was getting ready to go through the scanner. I was told by 2 of the TSA agents that it was "NOT POLICY" to have a secondary screening and that it is POLICY that I MUST REMOVE MY PET and carry it through the metal detector. I informed the 
TS A agents th at according the T SA website, the pol icy states that ii it is not poss i b I e to remove the pet from the carrier th at I can request a secondary screening, The T SA agents to Id me that I "COULD NOT" go through security unless I re moved my 
pet and carried her through the metal detector. I lold them that I was concerned she would jump out of arms and run off. They conlinued to argue with me and would not allow my request. I finally gave in 10 lhe TSA agenls and took my cat out of the 
carrier and carried her through the metal detector. My cat tried to get out of my arms several times. As soon as I got through the metal detector, my cat was trying to get out of my arms, I asked my mother (who had gone through security just after me) 
to get the cat carrier off the xra y be It so I could put the cat back in. A fem a I e T SA agent came up to me and said I can't put my cat in the carrier yet. I have to have my hands swab bed before I can put her in the carrier. The I ady said I had to p I ace my 
hands palm side up, at the same time so she could swab them. I looked at her all confused and stated, "How can I do that when I have this cat in my arms who is trying to get away?" She continued to tell me I MUST do what she says and that I cannot 
put lhe cat in carrier unlil she does this. How am I supposed to do lhis????? I finally demanded thal they let me pul the cal back in lhe carrier immedialely. One of the TSA agents brought it over to me. The female TSA agent that was 1rying to swab 
my hands stated, "it is against policy to let you put the cat back in the carrier before we complete our security screening". I find this completely innapropriate and unacceptable behavior by this TSA agent. I am an experienced traveler and former flight 

'013 10:03:, attendant. I am aware of what the rules are. This was my first time traveling with an animal. but I know it 1s not the first time anyone has ever traveled with an animal. I didnl think to print out the TSA policy and have it with me. 

I want someone to please respond to me about this. I am available to explain my story over the phone or give you more information about this incident. I would like to know that this will not happen again to myself or anyone else. 

Sincerely, 

l(b)(61 

kbl(61 



2013 9:11 :: 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP[b 1(6) 
Date Time: 111912"'0,-;1""3~7'"':5"'0'"':2"'9,...A"'M,..,..... 

Nam.th·-, 1 rr, 
Emailkb)(61 ! 
Comp I a i nts: I nco n s i ste nt Screening (Different Practices between Airports). 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):1I15I2013, Fort Lauderdale lnt'I. Airpor1. Allegianl Air 8:30 a.m. to Plallsburgh. 
Commentscl've had double knee replacement surgery last March, and the titanium in my knees set off the metal detector at the FLL Airport. I waited 15 minutes for female screeners, then was patted down, even though I told them it was my knees. 
The screeners were polite: I am not complaining about them, but the process was humiliating. I nearly cried afterwards. It was like an assault. I'm 69, and my husband who was with me is 78. This did not happen on the outbound flight from Plattsburgh -
they have an xray machine. The screeners told me that even ii I had a docto~s note, I would still be patted down. IS THERE NO RECOURSE TO THIS? WILL I BE PATTED DOWN EVERY TIME I FLY? It is an awful experience. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ(b)(61 I 
Dale Time: 1 /191~1 J 11 :J4: 14 AM 

Nam~hi/6) 
Emaifbl(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening/Pat Down Sc reem ng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Southwest flight 2158. Thursday. January 10, 2013 ... Denver International Airport, security gate behind Southwest counters, at some time approximately between 11:30 a.m and 
12:15 p.m. Denver time· 
Comments:I am five months pregnant and was forced by a TSA agent working this security checkpoint to go through the full-body X-ray scanner. There was a passenger ahead of me and my family in line who was in a wheelchair and the TSA staff 
was having great difficulty getting that passenger through the metal detector. As they were completing that process, I was next in line and was motioned over to the full-body X-ray scanner. I politely told the agent, an older white woman with long hair 

2013 1: 15:, pulled severely back from her face, that I was five months pregnant and preferred not to go through the X-ray but instead to wait for the metal detector. Her response to me was a very brusque and rude "So?" She was bullying and threatening. My 
husband behind me wilh our 23•month•old son was concerned lhat her exlremely hostile attitude would cause me to be removed from our family group and taken away, polentially causing us to lose our personal possessions lhat had already gone 
through the conveyor belt and the car seat that had already been taken for a hand check and possibly to miss our flight 90+ minutes later. not to mention the trauma that this was causing to our son. I indicated again. remaining calm and polite, that I 
didn't mind waiting for the metal detector and the TSA agent was again threatening and bullying. With her intimidating and bullying attitude, and my awareness of the frustration of the lengthy line of travelers behind us who had already been delayed by 
the wheelchair incident. I felt that I was being given no choice and allowed her to bully me into the X-ray machine. I was in tears as the X-ray machine was run and two other agents noticed my distress and attempted to comfort me, but it was much too 
late and there was no way to re•route my screening or 10 protect my five•month-old baby in utero. 

Distraught as I was at this point. I was unable to obtain the names of the two agents who attem pied to he Ip me after the fa ct, as I wo u Id Ii ke to commend them for their co ncem ( which stands in stark contrast to the behavior of the o ng i nal agent who 
forced me through the X-ray machine). And I sincerely wish I had the name of that original agent, as I would wish to name her specifically in any action that may arise if any harm came to my baby as a result of her intimidation and complete lack of 
conce m for my condition. 

My obstetrician has be en a pp nsed of the situation and wi 11 be momto n ng the baby closely for the next lour months for any developmental conce ms ( a comp I ete and in-depth ultra sound examination of the baby performed on January 2 s hawed no 
prob I ems, so it w i 11 be re I ative I y easy to pinpoint ca usa Ii ty), This incident is pa rti cul a rly di stressing be ca use I am an older moth er who has worked ha rd to ensure a sale and hea I thy pregnancy after going through le rti I ity t rea tm e nts to get pregnant to 
begin with, and I feel that all of lhe care that I have been laking may have been compromised by one cold and uncaring TSA agent whose bullying and inlimidating actions were completely unnecessary. I will never forget her responding 10 me with that 
harsh and biting "So?" 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-;:=::::;:::::==:;------····························· 
Remote Client IPl(b)(61 I 
Date Time 11201:iui 3 10:01 51 AM 

Subject:Su estions. 
'013 11: 15:. Name,=b"")"""6""1 ___ _._ __ .., 

Emai (bi(6i 
Comments:I am a commuting flight attendant. I always commute in plain clothes, as I often ride the jump seat and my company suggests that crew travel in plain clothes to avoid having passengers think that we are working crew members that are 
being lazy. I have '"Known Crew Member· status. I have been fingerprinted twice and have had an FBI background check. I have never committed a crime, not even a misdemeanor. 

When passing through securily, I always "opt out"' of lhe x-ray body scanner. And I always receive a pat down. Instead of wasting the TSA resources on crewmembers like myself (with lhe pat•down and search), I suggest that the TSA allows us to pass 
through the regular security process with the metal detector (like all other airport employees) while we are in plain clothes, especially when commuting to/from work and when we display proper identification. 

This used to be the standard process until recently. I believe going back to this process will alleviate the additional workload of TSA personnel and allow the TSA to focus on passengers and situations that are actual threats. 



Remote Client IP: ~f b~1~(6~)---~ 
Dale Time: 1 /2012013 8:38 38 PM 

Nametbl(ff, 
Emaitb 1(6) 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening/Pat Down Sc reem ng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Linooln Nebraska Airport, afternoon Delta Flight to Minneapolis. Saturday, 1/1912013 .. 
Comments:Dear TSA: I got a form response from you loday which did not address the false positive explosives alert at I his airport which resulted in a humiliating, frightening, and highly public experience for my daughter at the hands of staff who 
treated her like a criminal - guilty until proven innocent - when there was obviously another explanation - glycerin based hand cream. My original complaint is attached below, followed by the form response. 

MY ORIGINAL COMPLAINT: "My daughter,fh·,1r:;··, !was subjected to a real ordeal today by TSA employees in Linooln. Nebraska when her person and several items in her carrying luggage reportedly set off an "explosives alarm" (4 "alarms"
their term - in all, I was told by the employee, who called me over to watch her stuff while she was subjected to a thorough, repetitious pal down by female TSA staffers). The entire line came 10 a slandstill while this happened. TSA staff did not appear 

2013 9.24., to be in a problem-solving frame of mind even when it was obvious. after looking at every single item in my daughter's purse and on her person. that there were no explosives present. The "alarms" were related to my daughter's hands (here's a clue), 
· ·' clothing. and her cloth computer s I eeve. I told the T SA gentleman that we had been in Nebraska vis iii ng relatives for three days and she was never out of direct contact with fa mi I y members. After she was re I uctantly cl eared to go. we I ooked at the 

ingredients in the hand cream she was using religiously in the dry air of wintry Nebraska, and sure enough, it was a glycerin-based product. A quick look online will provide ample indication that this is a frequent cause of false positive explosive alerts 
for TSA screenings. Live and learn, I suppose. 
It is important to emphasize, I think. that such alerts - a better term than '"alarms" - do NOT mean that explosives are PRESENT. Travelers are not guilty until proven innocent, and should not be treated as such. as she was. I am asking for Lincoln, 
Nebraska based staff to receive sufficient training so that they can d1stingu1sh, at some point. a false pos1t1ve explosives alert caused by hand cream, WITHOUT treating a young woman like a potentially dangerous criminal for nearty 30 minutes in full 
view and hearing of dozens of other air travelers in a sma 11 city airport, 
I know this is not an unusual occurrence. What was unusual was lhis staffs extended drama over lhis incident, and lhe humiliation my daughter and I were subjected 10 because of it. As a retired Washinglon State Administrator, I was shocked by the 
lack of consideration and privacy accorded my daughter, and the failure of staff to look for a reasonable explanation for a test result which is documented to have such common. and easily explained false positives. 
Thanks for your ass i sta nee in this matter." 

YOUR RESPONSE: Thank you for your e-mail in which you inquire about lhe reasons for secondary screening. The Transportation Security Adminislration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass 
through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are 
treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances. this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on 
baggage, which may be triggered by a number of factors to include watch list processing. random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the 
Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Addilionally, a physical search of a passenger's property oould also be performed. 
TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 



Remote Client IP: k~b~l~(6~1--~ 
Dale Time: 1 /2012013 8:38 38 PM 

Namerl(61 
Email b)(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening/Pat Down Sc reem ng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Linooln Nebraska Airport, afternoon Delta Flight to Minneapolis. Saturday, 1/1912013 .. 
Comments:Dear TSA: I got a form response from you loday which did not address the false positive explosives alert at I his airport which resulted in a humiliating, frightening, and highly public experience for my daughter at the hands of staff who 
treated her like a criminal - guilty until proven innocent - when there was obviously another explanation - glycerin based hand cream. My original complaint is attached below, followed by the form response. 

MY ORIGINAL COMPLAINT: "My daughte~(b·:,(61 !was subjected to a real ordeal today by TSA employees in Linooln. Nebraska when her person and several items in her carrying luggage reportedly set off an "explosives alarm" (4 "alarms"
their term - in all, I was told by the employee, who called me over to watch her stuff while she was subjected to a thorough, repetitious pal down by female TSA staffers). The entire line came 10 a slandstill while this happened. TSA staff did not appear 

2013 9.24., to be in a problem-solving frame of mind even when it was obvious. after looking at every single item in my daughter's purse and on her person. that there were no explosives present. The "alarms" were related to my daughter's hands (here's a clue), 
· ·' clothing. and her cloth computer s I eeve. I told the T SA gentleman that we had been in Nebraska vis iii ng relatives for three days and she was never out of direct contact with fa mi I y members. After she was re I uctantly cl eared to go. we I ooked at the 

ingredients in the hand cream she was using religiously in the dry air of wintry Nebraska, and sure enough, it was a glycerin-based product. A quick look online will provide ample indication that this is a frequent cause of false positive explosive alerts 
for TSA screenings. Live and learn, I suppose. 
It is important to emphasize, I think. that such alerts - a better term than '"alarms" - do NOT mean that explosives are PRESENT. Travelers are not guilty until proven innocent, and should not be treated as such. as she was. I am asking for Lincoln, 
Nebraska based staff to receive sufficient training so that they can d1stingu1sh, at some point. a false pos1t1ve explosives alert caused by hand cream, WITHOUT treating a young woman like a potentially dangerous criminal for nearty 30 minutes in full 
view and hearing of dozens of other air travelers in a sma 11 city airport, 
I know this is not an unusual occurrence. What was unusual was lhis staffs extended drama over lhis incident, and lhe humiliation my daughter and I were subjected 10 because of it. As a retired Washinglon State Administrator, I was shocked by the 
lack of consideration and privacy accorded my daughter, and the failure of staff to look for a reasonable explanation for a test result which is documented to have such common. and easily explained false positives. 
Thanks for your ass i sta nee in this matter." 

YOUR RESPONSE: Thank you for your e-mail in which you inquire about lhe reasons for secondary screening. The Transportation Security Adminislration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass 
through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are 
treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances. this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on 
baggage, which may be triggered by a number of factors to include watch list processing. random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the 
Walk•Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Addilionally, a physical search of a passenger's property oould also be performed. 
TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 
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Remote Client l~(b)(61 1 
Date Time 1 /~ 1 /2013 12:36 28 ~ 

Nam b1(6) 

Ema (b)(61 

2013 1 .50 ,c Comp a,n1s: ,soour1eous u e mp oyee· 
· · Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):John F. Kennedy airport, JetBlue security checkpoint 7. January 21, 2013. 

Comments:The way the employees spoke to an Asian passenger was unacceptable. The employee was annoyed that she had to do a search of the woman's laptop bag so she asked her, "were you not listening to the directions from the guy on the 
other side? If you did you would have known to take out the laptop." The employee is saying this while rolling her eyes. I can tell you that the person on the other side of the glass did NOT say anything to the passengers except scolding them to wait 
until their belongings got pulled through before walking through the metal detector. 

Moreover, A fler getting through, My lam i I y amd I were p u 11 ed as1d e so the two Juice boxes we had lo r my 2-yea r old could be checked which I knew they wou Id because it 1s a I iqu id. The man took them out of the tray and I eft my electronics off by 
themselves and asked me to oome with him. Knowing from watching others. I didn't know if I was allowed to touch the tub with my stuff so I said to the man, "I don't feel oomfortable leaving them at a great distance from me.'' He replied, "so bring 
them!" I can not believe the level of unwarrenled disrespect from not one but almost all of the employees at security poinl seven at approximalely 12:00 today. As a teacher who strives to teach respect 10 my fifth graders, these people have a lot of 
lessons to learn. As a former New Yorker, the tourists (including myself) are leaving this city with unneccessary rudeness and perception that NY truly is filled with rude, condescending people. Please revisit a training in which these imdividuals who 
have such an important job. can do their jobs effectivelyw1thout being disrespectful. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPi(b)(61 
Da I e Time: 1 12 212·"'0.,..13='""="5 :""1.,..4 :""3""7 -=p"'"M,......., 

2013 6: 13:< Nam~b ,(6) I 
Com; a, nts·: b, scou rteo us/ Rude Jm pl oyee. 
Emai(b)(61 

Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):UA4579 terminal B IAH 
Comments:These are the rudest most disrespeclful TSA employees I've ever been in contact wilh. These employees exemplify why lhe traveling public has such a low opinion of and such a high conIempI for I his agency. Is ii the feeling of power 
wearing a completely meaningless badge gives these folks? Or is it the knowledge that they are working meaningless jobs with useless equipment? Millimeter machines aren't metal detectors and are completely useless against wet clothing. Great 
techno I og y' I feel so much safer knowing that rude bul Ii es a re the ones operating that equipment. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date Time· 1 22 2013 7:46:11 PM Airport· JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date Time of Travel. 01 22 2013 7:15 PM Airline Flight Number. AA0185 Checkpoint Area of Airport. TSA Pre-Screen TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: I have a known traveller ID and used the TSA Pre-Screen security checkpoint. I was the only person in line, emptied my pockets and put my bags on the conveyor belt. As I went through the metal detector, it beeped and the agent asked me 

2013 8,08,( to step back through and take off my shoes and watch. I proceeded though again and the metal detector signaled again. I stepped back through. The only other metal that I had on my person was a basic dress belt. After I removed that, I was able to 
· · pass I hroug h the me ta I del ecIor without any a I arms. 11 seems I he re a re i nconsis ten c i es in I he levels at which I he mel al d ete eta rs are set. w hi I e in LAX I went th rough the pre-screen process - did not remove I he same watch, be It, shoes or ja ckel. yet 

came through without any alarms. I guess my complaint is that while I feel the TSA Pre-Screen system is wonderiul for known travelers, I feel the metal detectors should be calibrated to account for basic things like watches, shoes and belts. 
Would you like a res onse? : False 

Passenger's Nam~e-(_b~)(~6~'--~-~ 
Phone Number: b. ff", 
Emai h··,1rrI 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 Applicat1onManager 
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Remote Client 1f't~b~l~(6~1 __ ~ 
Dale Time: 1 /2312013 7:26 40 PM 

Nam~bl(ff, 
Emajh··,1f';"1 

2013 8_04 _( Complaints:lnattentive Screener- Lax Security. 
· · Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):UA662 at SFO. Premier Access Gate, all the way to the right: 

Comments:Dear TSA, 
the woman in front of me at the security checkpoint today had a toddler with her and a stroller. Your TSA employee told her she didn"t have to take the body scanner but opened the metal detector for her (she didn't even ask for it). Is this the message 
you're sending? All adults need to go through the body scanner or be subJected to a humiliating pat down but the procreating population doesnl? If thal"s the case I will make sure to wear a baby doll around my chest next time I fiy to avoid the scanner. 
What a hypocrisy. You're clearly telling us that you're afraid something could happen to the precious child if it got scanned but it's OK for us idiot adults to go through it. I should also mention the lady was carrying big bottles (more than 3.4 ounces) of 
various liquids and just because there was a goddamn baby atlached 10 her hip, none of this matlered to your agenl. Way to teach everyone how to get lhrough security wilh whatever you want to get through it. Apparently there are differently rules 
once you pop out a baby. Good to know. 



You just sent me an answer to my complaint saying " 
However, if an adult accompanying a child 12 years old or younger opts out of AIT screening on the child's behalf, the child will receive a modified patdown." 

The woman I was referring to didn't receive a patdawn nor did her child. They simply had the body scanner waived, walked through the metal detector and had none of their liquids inspected. Upon my inquiry with a few friends. I've received numerous 
confirm at,ons th at ap pa re ntl y worn en with ch, ldren a re not s u bJect to the same rules as everyone e Is e and receive sp eci a I treatment based on the sheer fact that they have a chi Id with them. I Ii nd this utterly u nacce ptab I e. 

Regards, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 23, 2013. at 6:27 PM, TSA-ContactCenter <TSA-ContactCenter@tsa.dhs.gov> wrote: 

> Thank you for contacting the TransporIation Securily Administration. 

2013 S:S 1 :, > While many routine inquiri~s can be responded to in less than 48 hours, 
> some responses that require add1t1ona I , nfo rmat,on may take Io nge r. 
> The Contact Centers frequently asked quest ions 
> <http:/ lwww. ts a. gov /co nl acI-tra nsporta t ion-s ecuri I y-ad ministration> 
> page has answers to the most cam man i nq ui ri es we receive from the 
> public. 
> If you are writing to find out if you can pack a certain item in your 
> carry-on or checked bags, you can use our "Can I bring my _____ _ 
> through the security checkpoint?" tool located an the www.tsa.gov 
> homepage. Just type in the item name into the box, hit the "submit" 
> button, and the tool will tell you if it's penmitted or prohibited in 
> both carry-on and checked bags. 
> The Travelers <http://www.tsa.gov/traveler-infarmation> page has a 
> great dea I of inform at,on. including acceptab I e IDs. !rave Ii ng with 
> Ii quids, s pecia I medica I needs, tips for members of the mi I ita ry and 
> people wilh special medical needs, the prohibited items list, and lips 
> for packing and dressing to get through security quickly. 
Caller son is a patient at St Judes in Memphis. TN. He has a port that goes to his heart. The port is to draw labs and give chemo. They fiew form Tri Cities to Charlotte and then to Memphis. She gave the TSO the card for his port at Charlotte 
Douglas InIernational AirporI. She said that she does not remember gelling the card back. She said that they missed the flight from Charlotte to Memphis. They will be flying tomorrow al 7 am from Memphis to Charlotle and lhen to Tri Cities on US 
Airways. St Jude told her that they can not give her another card because al the data contained on the card.The card has a unique Id an it and it states that the passenger should not go through the metal detector. Her son has to have a patdown. She 
wanted to I ocate the card. She said th at it was TSA s fault they missed the p I ane and she wants to know who Is going to pay for it. 

I gave information per: http: www.tsa.gov airport-lost-found-contacts 
2013 3:42:, Charlotte Douglas International Airport 

704-916-22 00 

Memphis International Airport 
901-348-5400 (TSA) 
901-922-8050 (Memphis Airporl Police) 
I advised her that she can contact the airline and ask about getting a refund. I also tald her that she can get the number for the CSM at the airport by choosing option 5 on the IVR and entering the airport code. 



---Ori inal Messa e--
From b)(61 
Sent: unday. January 20, 2013 2:50 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 

Subject Fly Rights - New Report fromk._b~)-'-(6~'-----' 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name b)(ff1 

Ema i I Add t~-":"-~'[,1-:-h_:·-:.c· 1"'"~.c."-:.-:.-:.-:.-:.:-:.-:.-:.:....-, 
Phone Numbe b)(ffl 
Address:,.b"-·• ... 1(6"'-· ... I ____ _. 

2013 6_00 _, Are you 18 ar over? Yes 
· · Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 

NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N atIona Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
The Eastern Iowa Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Ft~b_ •• _,(6_._I ___ __, 
Date Time: 1124/2013 6: 10:00 PM 

······················---------------····························· 

Name!(b)(61 
Email ]/h ,1RI I 
Complaints:Long Lines I Lengthy Wait at Checkpoint 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc):Newark airport. Alaska air fi1ght to seattle at 730am .. 
Comments:i arrived at the newark airport early. but i struggled to find where to check in for my flight because there was lots of construction going on. I eventually checked in and decided to have breakfast before going through security because I had 

2013 8_01 . 145 mins before my plane was boarding and the line for securily was only 15 people long ... by the time i 901 to the security checkpoint for my gate after ea ling I had 25 minutes uni ii my flight sIarted boarding and there were about 30 people in line and 
· · almost instantly another 30 showed up behind me. I was not worried about missing my flight because security usually goes quite quickly and since ther were so many workers. I figured they would open another machine since the line almost instantly 

jumped from 15-60 peop I e. 

However, I noticed that the line was moving VERY slowly and they didn't open any other machines, they just had lhe one xray machine open. After 10 minutes lhey had only managed to get 5 passengers through securily, lhey were moving that slowly. I 
started to get worried about missing my flight and noticed that there were 8 TSA employees 'managing· the .ray machine, metal detector. bins, and general security. and an additional employee checkcing ID. I asked the officer checking our passes if 
they would op en another gate because of how s I owly they were getting p eo pie through sec u nty and passengers were getting backed up between the machine and his ID checkpoint. 0th er passengers around me al so spoke up and complained that they 
were going to miss their flight too. We were told we could not go to another security checkpoing because this was the one for the gates we were flying out of and we simply had to wait and should've planned for more time. 

An Al a ska Air employee came to the gate and asked for passengers on my flight to go to the front of the Ii ne si nee our flight was I ea vi ng first. we did, but then a de I ta employee came soo nafle r tel Ii ng TSA to hurry up because their passengers were 
going to miss their fi 19 ht too, which was only leaving 1 5 mi ns a/le r ours. the re we re enough airline employees and passengers kicking up a fuss that they started to get pea pl e through faster. but instead of opening another machine they just rushed the 
screening , which defeated the purpose of the screening, 

They refused to open another xray and metal detector event hough there were a total of 9 TSA employees managing the checkpoint. I've been through several security screenings were there are as little as 2 employees working just one machine and 
they manage to get passengers through in less than one minute per person ... there were 5 machines available and 9 employees. yet they refused to open more to get us through to our flights. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1pf b 1(6) 
Da I e Time: 1 12 512!-,o,...,1..,.3""'4'"': o'"'s,...: 0'"'6,...P""M,..,...._. 

Namekbl(61 ~ 
2013 6:02:, Emai~b 1(6) b 

Comµ ai1 ns·. 111app10µ1 ldt 5tl eeI1I1Ig; dt Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Aa flight 2287 from Tulsa ok to dlw on 1125113 
Comments:I always opt out of lhe invasive screening and only go thru metal detector, bul there was only the invasive offered in Tulsa so I opted for the pat down .... Oh my I cannol believe how they handled it, i can still feel the fingers on my crotch ... I 
complained to the tsa and they said it is how they do it. but rve never been touched by tsa like this .... I never write complaints, but I am appalled by the way I was touched. even after i showed them my global entry card. I feel ur methods are extreme or 
maybe this only happens in Tulsa. I appreciate ur attention to this matter. 
Kind regards, 

kb1(6i 
Caller states he did not want to give his inform at,on to power hungry T SA. He wanted to know if he could opt out to the AIT He wanted to /1 I e a complaint about an expe nence he had at AUS. 

Ai rpo r1: Austin 
Airline: He asked if that was necessary 

2013 3:0B:: He wanted to speak to a supervisor and did not want to provide specific details about his experience. 

mnelson: Caller said he has experienced a patdown at AUS and feels the TSO was too aggressive during it. Caller said he feels you should be able to choose to do the metal detector inslead of a patdown. He also did not like it because he had to wait 
for a male to do the patdown. Advised caller to visit our website where he can place his suggestions about changes in procedures. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

;,====="-,-------------------------------------
Remote Client 1Ft~b_-~1(_6~)---~ 
Date Time 1127/2013 9 54:21 PM 

Name~bi/61 
Email: (b)(6) 
Comp I a i nl s: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):AC 8620 from Atlanta, GA leaving Jan 27th at 1140am 

2013 8: 18:, Comments:Today I was on a fi1ght from Atlanta, GA back home to Toronto, Ontario and I have a complaint about the way my security screening was handled in Atlanta. I have a d1sab1lity and arrived to the security check point in an airport wheelchair. 
When I arrived they took the forearm crutch I use to put it through the x-ray as usual. and gave me a cane that they had on site that was not made of metal for me to use. However, rather than going through the metal detector, the security agents 
proceeded to attempt 10 make me go into the AIT body scanning machine. Well on your websile it specifically says: 

"Passengers can be sere ened using A IT only 1/ they can stand st, 11 with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rt of a person or d ev,ce. 

Well for me lhis is not the case so I wouldn't have been able 10 go in lhis machine. You would think that when someone arrives in a wheelchair that this would be obvious. However, the staff were exlremely insensitive. I think that the staff at lhe Atlanla 
International airport should be more sensitive and knowledgeable about security screening for people with disabilities. I think additional training is required. Even the woman they made do my pat down told me that they should have never made me try 
to go through 11. They seemed very annoyed that I wouldn't go through and it was a very unco mforta b I e s ituat,on. They a I so made a see ne ye 11 i ng re ally loud I y "'OPT OUT'" Ii ke I was some how causing a disturbance Ju st because I wasn't going through 
the machine. Not on I y do I have medical issues that wo u Id not make it possible for me to go through it, but the radiation caused by exposure in these machines is not accepta b I e to be required to go through. If staff are unwi 11 i ng or resistant to doing pat
downs if people don't want to or physically cannot go through these machines then they should not be working in such a position. Today I witnessed everyone in the line be made 10 go through this machine, which I find very ironic considering ii was 
announced recently that these machines wi 11 shortly be re moved from airports throughout the US. Di sg racefu I. 



Remote Client IP:l(b)(61 
Dale Time: 112712\,-0,.;13,...,9"':"'06"":""'15"""'P'"'M-' 

Namr1(6) I 
Com;a,nts:Damaged or Missing items in Checked or Carry-on Baggage. 
Ema (bi(6i I 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Wednesday Jan 23rd, 2-6PM 
New York City JFK Airport 
Terminal 1, Security Checkpoint for Gate 8 
Air-China Flight CAg82. 
Comments:On Wednesday, Jan 23rd, I had lost $9,000 at the New York City JFK airport. I believe that this money had been stolen from me by a TSA officer. In short, all of the money was packed in a red envelope then wrapped in a small black 
plastic bag. Before I left my house on the day of departure, this bag of money was put in my waist bag/fanny pack, which I kepi secured around my waist all the time from when I left my house to when I had to remove it for TSA security check. The 

2013 8.18., money was present right before I removed my fanny pack during TSA security check, however when I checked my fanny pack again after it went through the screening conveyor belt. I was bewildered to find that my bag of money had disappeared' 
· ·' Upon reflection of what had occurred, I am very co nv i need that a T SA officer had stolen my money. Bel ow Is a ful I d escri pti on of the events. 

I had planned on going 10 China with my 4-month-old daughter to visit my relatives. My Air-China CA982 flight was scheduled to depart JFK at 3:50pm for China bound. I had arrived at lhe JFK airport Terminal 1 around 2:00pm wilh my aunt, a friend, 
and my daughter. Upon arrival, my aunt, my daughter, and I waited in the airport lobby while my friend parked his car. Before my friend returned, I started lining-up at the Air-China counter in order ta obtain my boarding pass, while my aunt helped me 
watch the baby in the lobby. After my friend returned, he brought over the baby and joined me on the line. After receiving the boarding passes, we returned to the lobby and joined my aunt. Next, I made a tnp to the bathroom by myself. Afterwards all of 
us went to get my three large luggage bags checked-in. At this time, the baby woke up and started crying: therefore I spent a few minutes to feed the baby. When we checked that the time was almost 2:50PM, we quickly headed over to the security 
check for gale 8. 

Upon arrival at the security check point. I first had my daughter's and my boarding passes and passports checked. Afterwards, I put away the boarding passes and passports into my fanny pack. Next I transferred my daughter into a baby carrier and 
continued to walk forward, leaving my aunt and friend behind this checkpoint. At this time, I had my daughter in my chest baby carrier. the fanny pack strapped around my waist, a bookbag on my back, and a small pink luggage I was pulling with my 
right hand. Next, anolher airport worker checked my boarding passes and passports. When I pul away my boarding passes and passports into my fanny pack, I was unable to fully zip close lhe fanny pack since I was carrying my daughter and had a 
difficulty maneuvering. After a short distance I arrived at the main security screening checkpoint, where there were metal detectors and x-ray conveyor belts. A TSA officer asked whether I had anything in my pockets, which I answered with a "na" This 
TSA officer was an African American woman in her later 20's/early 30's with bob cut hairstyle. (This Is the officer who I suspect of stealing my money.) Next I lifted my pink luggage onto the conveyor belt. Then I removed my fanny pack with some 
difficulty and placed it into a bin on the conveyor be It. I had I a id the fanny pack II at down on the bin, However, when I was removing a baby blanket and my shoes, the T SA officer moved my fanny pack to an up rig ht posit ion, with the bag opening lacing 
towards her. Next, I placed the baby blanket and my shoes in the same bin. Afterwards, I took down my bookbag from my back, took out an ipad, and placed the ipad on a bin with the bookbag on top of the ipad. The TSA officer removed the bookbag 
from the bin and placed it on the conveyor belt in between the pink luggage and the fanny pack bin. During this time. The TSA officer also told the male passenger behind me to go to a different conveyor belt, making me the last passenger on my line. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hltp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

~~~~;~--~-1;~-~t rrl:'"_b_)(-6-,----...-------------------------------------
Date Time: 1 12112"'0'"'1""3""9'"': 0'"'3'"': 5'"'7""P"'M,..,...._. 

Na~~1!!1·· ~ 2013 8 18 , Emal:i'1{6\ I 
Con-1 ~r~.DISWUlieUS/1\UOe CiiiprJyee· 

Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):DFW to SJC 
19:30 
Gate D2,__2 __ __, 
"Officer" b)(6) 
Commen~ts:'i1"'h-·,""1ro;""·.,..._--. is what is killing the TSAs reputation amoung travellers. A bully plain & simple. When i approached the scanner i said i would prefer a pat down. I then realized he was directing me ta the standard metal detector. I said "ak. I 
dont mind those'·_ He then waived me through and made a comment that i needed to say I wanted a patdown before he told me which i was going through. When i tried to respond he started repeating "bye·' and waiving at me. He said it at least 5 times 
as i stood there in shock at his behavior. Very disappointing even to a frequent traveller, 



'013 12 08: 

1013 12:08 

The caller was flying from CL T around 7:30 AM. He stated that he was subjected ta additional screening and his apple phone charger was broken. He stated that the screener was very rude and he kept telling the passenger that he did not see any 
damage. He stated that he was flagged at CL T during screening because of his stridex wipes. He stated that when he went through PIT on his original flight he was not flagged. He asked why he would have been selected for additional screening. He 
stated that he is 16 yea rs of age. 

His flight path was: PIT ta CL T and then back from CL T to PIT He was not flagged for additiona I screening at PIT on the first flight but was flagged at CL T on the way back. 

I apologized to the caller that he had this occurance. I explained that he can file a claim for the damaged charger by completing a standard claims form. They are available on our website, www.tsa.gov, or I can email the forms with in 24 hours of this 
response. 

Because the complaint conce ms security screening at a specific airport. we have lo rwarded a copy of this to the Custa mer Su pp o rt Manager ( CS M) at that I ocati on. 

I explained that TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoinls. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening 
is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some insIances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown an a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

The callers flight details are as follow: 

Departing Airport: CL T 
Ar,-i val Airport: PIT 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight Number: 1904 
Terminal: Not Provided 
Gate: B Line 2 
Dale and Time: January 28th, 2013 @ 7:30 am ~-------~ 
He stated that the screener had white hair, Italian, and about 5 foot 6 inches. He stated that the supervisors name i~(b_i(6_:, 
The ca 11 er was flying from CL T around 7: 30 AM. He stated th at he was subjected to add i ti ona I screening and his a pp'" 1,-e-p""h_o_n_e_c""h_a_rg__.e, was bro ken, He stated that the screen er was very rude and he kept tel Ii ng the passenger that he did not see any 
damage. He staled thal he was flagged at CL T during screening because of his stride, wipes. He stated I hat when he went lhrough PIT on his original flight, he was nol flagged. He asked why he would have been selected for addilional screening. He 
stated that he is 16 years of age. 

His flight path was: PIT to CLT and then back from CLT to PIT. He was not flagged for additional screening at PIT on the first flight but was flagged at CLT on the way back. 

I apologized ta the caller that he had this occurance. I explained that he can file a claim for the damaged charger by completing a standard claims form. They are available on our website, www.tsa.gav, or I can email the forms with in 24 hours of this 
response. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this to the Customer Supporl Manager (CSM) at I hat localion. 

I explained that TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area. and the way the screening 
is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their car,-y-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

The callers flight details are as follow: 

Departing Airport: CL T 
Arrival Airport: PIT 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight Number: 1904 
Terminal: Not Provided 
Gate: B Line 2 
Date and Time: January 28th, 2013 @ 7:30 am 
He stated that the screener had white hair, italian, and about 5 foot 6 inches. He stated that the supervisors name is f,.h_,_· .. 11._r;.,_·-, ___ __. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP1(bi(6i I 
Dale Time: 1 /2812013 10:13: 18 AM 

,013 12, 1 o: SubjecI:SuggesIions· 
Namejfh··1rR·\ 
Emailfh··,1r;·, 
Comments:I want to relay a problem I had at Oakland CA airport last night. As I was going through the scanners, the TSA employee closed the metal detector and asked that I use the full body scanner. I declined and was told that I would need a full 
body pat down. I accepted this. Hawver my personal items were in a tray which was put lhrough the xray machine and were sitting in the open about 50 or so feet from where I was. Other people were picking up items from trays all around the trays 
which contained my wallet, my tablet computer, my laptop and other item including keys and coins. I quickly realized that anyone picking up items from trays around mine could easily grab my wallet or tablet. I began to complain and it took a minute or 
two lo r the T SA employees to real Ize what the issue was. At Ii rst they kept saying that the screener was on the way but fin ally they rea Ii zed what my issue was. After my persona I items had be en in the op en subject to rem ova I by anyone dishonest 
enough to grab a wallet or tablet or laptop for minutes if not longer, the TSA person watching the line realized what my issue was and covered my tray. My issue is not the patdown it is the way my personal items were allowed to remain on the belt 
w hi I e 01 her passengers were picking I hroug h trays al I a round i 1. I fee I I was unnecess ari I y exposed to a possi b I e the ft. 
Caller said that she and her husband flew from Phoenix to Burbank and then back from Burbank. She went through the screening and then was told to put her left foot in front of the TSO and her leg was patted down. She said this happened in 
Burbank when she flew in October as wel I. She said the re was no alarm. She wanted to know why her I eg is being patted down. She asked 1f she should ca 11 someone at Burbank to ask why her I eg is patted down. Cal I er said that the TSO did not a ct 
i na pp ro pri ate I y. She is getting a gg ra vated be ca use her leg is being patted down, 

2013 1 :37:c I gave the following information: Additional screening may be triggered by a number of factors such as random selection, or alarm resolution. TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the 
Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve an anomaly discovered dunng Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

I told lhe caller that TSA does not keep records of patdowns and I do nol know whal triggered the paldown. I told her that she can get the number for lhe CSM by choosing option 5 on the IVR and enIering the airport code. I lold her that the airport will 
not be able to tell her why she got the patdown either. 
Caller said that she and her husband flew from Phoenix to Burbank and then back from Burbank. She went through the screening and then was told to put her left foot in front of the TSO and her leg was patted down. She said this happened in 
Burbank when she flew in October as well. She said there was no alarm. She wanted to know why her leg is being patted down. She asked if she should call someone at Burbank to ask why her leg is patted down. Caller said that the TSO did not act 
i na pp ro pri ate I y. She is g etl i ng a gg ra v ated be ca use her leg is being patted down. 

2 O 13 1 : 3 7:, I gave the lo 11 owing information: Additional s c reem ng may be Ing gered by a numb er of fa ct ors such as random sel e ct,on. or al a nm reso I uti on. T SA may apply add1t1ona I screening methods. sue h as a paid own on a passenger, to reso Ive an a I a rm of the 
Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

I told the caller that TSA does not keep records of patdowns and I do not know what triggered the patdown. I told her that she can get the number for the CSM by choosing option 5 on the IVR and entering the airport code. I told her that the airport will 
not be able to tell her why she got the patdown either. 



pregnant women & their unborn chi Id re n. However, many experts are unco nv i need that this has been proven (there are no long term studies) & in Europe these sea nne rs are not a 11 owed to be used on a I arge sea I e without a medical reason. For these 
reasons, I choose to opt out. 

This morning several travelers were waived through the alternative metal detector next to the scanner. I asked if I could use that instead of the body scanner but was informed by the TSA agent that I can't "ask" to go through it and would have to go 
through the scanner. I requested lhe pat down instead. 

With regard 10 "asking· to go through the alternative metal detector, I obj eel to this policy and 10 lhe TSA agenl's handling of the siluation. I am obviously pregnanl and, given an alternalive, I think all pregnanl women should be able 10 opl for lhe me1a1 
detector if one is available and should not have to be subjected to an unpleasant and much longer "pat down." 

2013 3:SS:, I believe a change should be made to this policy when it comes to pregnant travelers. 

Please advise, thank you. 

Studio City, CA 91604 



Acee pted TR F: 

Apologized ta caller for issues during transfer today. 

I asked cal I er how he feels he was di scri min ated again st, 

Caller stated to say he was discriminated against that is a little harsh. 
He stated he conveys 2 conce ms. 
He is an airline Captain with American Airlines and FFDO as well as global entry member so he has had extensive background checks. 

When he chooses to travel aut of uniform he still has those background checks and is a low level security threat. 
He agrees with the security but where it fa 11 s apart for him is in the last 2 years he is se I ected every time he flys out of uniform. 
This has happened at different locations: West Palm Beach, DFW, Ohare, JFK and Detroit Metro. 

2013 1 :40:, His personal opinion is because the agents have the authority to select and in his case far whatever reason they exercise that power. 

None of the equipment alarmed, he was just chosen for extra screening. 

He does think it could be petty jealousy and to test his theory a couple of times recently instead of displaying his airline credentials (as he normally does) he used his FL drivers license instead. 
That takes him from airline personnel to general public and he was not chosen for extra screening. 
He feels the TSA looks bad because of this. 

What he is submitting is that he is being selected unfairly because of his airline background. 

He flew 1-25-13 from West Palm Beach and was out of uniform and he displayed his airline credentials. When they chose him for extra screening he asked for a supervisor and they could not say why he would have been chosen. Next the woman 
who came was in street clothing and he assumed she was the CSM. She lold him it is in lhe SOP and she cannol provide ii to a traveler. 

I exp I a i ned the CS M could not give him the SOP inform at1on or give to any !rave I er be cause that 1s guarded information. 

Told him I could possibly send something over 10 West Palm Beach. 
He stated it is an issue at all locations sa that would not help and he wants to take this higher. 



Acee pted TR F: 

Apologized ta caller for issues during transfer today. 

I asked cal I er how he feels he was di scri min ated again st, 

Caller stated to say he was discriminated against that is a little harsh. 
He stated he conveys 2 conce ms. 
He is an airline Captain with American Airlines and FFDO as well as global entry member so he has had extensive background checks. 

When he chooses to travel aut of uniform he still has those background checks and is a low level security threat. 
He agrees with the security but where it fa 11 s apart for him is in the last 2 years he is se I ected every time he flys out of uniform. 
This has happened at different locations: West Palm Beach, DFW, Ohare, JFK and Detroit Metro. 

2013 1 :40:, His personal opinion is because the agents have the authority to select and in his case far whatever reason they exercise that power. 

None of the equipment alarmed, he was just chosen for extra screening. 

He does think it could be petty jealousy and to test his theory a couple of times recently instead of displaying his airline credentials (as he normally does) he used his FL drivers license instead. 
That takes him from airline personnel to general public and he was not chosen for extra screening. 
He feels the TSA looks bad because of this. 

What he is submitting is that he is being selected unfairly because of his airline background. 

He flew 1-25-13 from West Palm Beach and was out of uniform and he displayed his airline credentials. When they chose him for extra screening he asked for a supervisor and they could not say why he would have been chosen. Next the woman 
who came was in street clothing and he assumed she was the CSM. She lold him it is in lhe SOP and she cannol provide ii to a traveler. 

I exp I a i ned the CS M could not give him the SOP inform at1on or give to any !rave I er be cause that 1s guarded information. 

Told him I could possibly send something over 10 West Palm Beach. 
He stated it is an issue at all locations sa that would not help and he wants to take this higher. 



I want to have a copy of the actua I po Ii cy and procedure lo r this. There is nothing of s ensItIve nature to this. and do es not require a F OIA request. 
As noted below, the requirement is that the TSA officer use the back of the hand for sensitive areas, and your TSA officer used the inner palm of her hand to rub my perineum to the point where I felt it on my clitoris and labia. 
If I would have had a dress, would she have put her hand up my skirl! Is the same procedure followed for those of the muslim faith lhat wear full length garb? 
You have NOT responded to my question. You have had adequate time to review the film - was this done? I gave you the exact gate, time and screening post. There is not excuse for any of this, and I am not going away until I see that this is 
investigated. 

On Tue, Jan 29, 2013 al 3:03 PM, <HYPERLINK "mailto:tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com" \ntsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com> wroIe: 

Thank you for your e-ma i I reg a rd i ng patd own sere en i ng. 

2013 4_07 t The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide the highest level of security and customer ser,ice to all who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers. regardless of 
· · their personal situations and needs, are treated with respect and courtesy. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area. and the manner in which the screening Is conducted is important. 

One screening procedure, which generates discussion and concern among passengers, involves use of paldown searches. Patdowns are used to resolve alarms from lhe walk through metal deIecIor (WTMD), when anomalies are discovered through 
Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, as well as when random screening activities are conducted. 

A Transportation S ecu ri ty Officer (TSO) of the same gender as the passenger wi 11 conduct the pa tdow n search. and as the screening is being conducted , the TSO should be d escri bing the procedures he or she is using, TS Os are required to use the 
back of lhe hand to patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas, TSOs are required 10 use the front of the hand. 

Passengers have the right to request a pnvate screening. and private screening will be conducted in a room or in an area away from other passengers. However. if a passenger does not permit the search, he or she will not be permitted to board an 
aircraft. 

We understand and regret the discomfort and inconvenience that you may have experienced as a result of patdown procedures. Nevertheless. we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and 
confidence of al I air travelers. T SA continues to d eve Io p and de ploy new techno I og i es to address the exp I osIve s threat. but the use of paid owns p rov1d es an add i ti o na I I ayer of security at the checkpoint. For mo re information reg a rd i ng p atdown 
procedures, please visit TSA's Web site (HYPERLINK "http://www.tsa.gov" \nwww.tsa.gov). 



Nam4b)(61 

Phone#: Cell:'-'fh-'-.,"-1'-'R'-·., __ __,!Work: ~!r_h_.,1_r;_·., ___ ~ 

Mailing Address:kb1(6) ! Baltimore. MD 21231 

Email: HYPERLINKf~b_)_(6_ •• _, ----------------~ 

What happened? 

L 

I have two complaints: 

2013 8:21 :, On Saturday Jan 19. 2013, I went through security at the International Terminal at Baltimore 

Washington International airport (BWI ). When I requested to opt out of the scanner, I was told 

to wait at a position where I was unable to see my luggage that had gone through the x-ray 

machine, When I pointed out to ._!I h'-'·"-1 /'-'R'-·., __ __,! (TSA employee) th at I have the rig ht to be 

positioned so that I can watch my luggage, I was in rather unfriendly tone refused ta do so. 

Original tone "You can file a complaint if you don't like it. That's all we can do here" 

I was upset by the tone of voice and the refusal ta fallow procedure and allow me to see my 

luggage with valuables inside. 

At the same check point, I noticed tha q"'( b"-·• ... ' ( 5-"-· ... 1 __ __,!required al I passengers in ci vi I ia n 



Remote Client IP:!~(b_,~(6_1 __ ~ 
Dale Time: 1 /2912013 6:38 32 PM 

Namekbl(61 
Emal(b1(6) 
Complaints:Damaged or Missing items in Checked or Carry-on Baggage. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Delta Airlines - Flying to Tel Aviv, Israel on Wednesday Jan. 16, 2013 lrom JFK airport 
Comments:To Whom It May Cocem, 

I em a i I ed the personne I at Del ta airlines about an i ncci dent that occured during sec u nty procedures th at both my parents and I we re very upset about and I was told to contact T SA 

On Wednesday January 16th 2013 at around 6:45ish my family and I were going through lhe normal security procedures al JFK airporl in the Delta terminal. We used the wonderful option of curbside 

2013 8.22., check-in ta get rid of all of our heavier items and entered the airport for security. When it came time ta put my items through the machine I carefully placed my jacket. shoes, and drawstring bag into a bin and 
· · proceeded to wa I k through the metal detectors. I was waiting at the 

other side of the security belt for my items and my jacket never ca me out, After a few minutes my mother and I to Id one of the male security workers that I had not received my jacket and he was not very pleased to assist us, Never the I ess, they ended 
up slopping the belt because my 
jacket got stuck in there. He pulled it out forcefully and when I recieved my jacket in return, the waistline of my jacket was ripped from the inside. I tried to approach the same guard who very rudely responded 
"I did not rip your jacket'" We never blamed h1rn for being the reason 
th at it ripped but we wanted to make him aware, He sent us to the lema I e 
supervisor who was standing in the room and she handled lhe situation 
even worse the him. She was extremely impolite and kept suggesting that 
the reason my jacket n pped was because I did not p I ace my Jacket in the 
bin (which is not true). After she snapped at me. my mother tried to reapproach her again but she was simply not interested in helping us out. 
I have 2 issues with lhe above situation: 
1 It was a brand new Nautica black jacket that I purchased only 3 days before my trip. The jacket costed $70 and it is a great quality jacket .. there is no reason 
why I s hou Id have to wear a ri pp ed/d am aged jacket be cause of a 
malfunction on the part of Delta's machines or the way the products were being handled. 
2. Despite the fact that I was upset I hat lhe jackel was ruined ... what burned me up even more was the way that the situalion was handled• Had the Delta Slaff memebers shown a lillle bit more genuine interest in assisting me I probably would have 
walked away with a completely different impression. Instead I walked away not only with a damaged jacket that now needs to be replaced. but rather with a sour 
Caller stated her friend fi ew from Orlando to Frankfurt Germ any on FI uta nza. Ca 11 er stated her friend had two hip rep I ace me nt and T SA insisted that she went through the A IT. Caller stated she wants to comp I a in about Customs and Border and broke 
the lock on her suitcase. Caller stated her friend wanted to know why she had to go through the AIT even if she has a doctors note. 

2013 9:42:, Advised caller the following information: 

Advised caller 1f a passenger has a doctors note about their disability that doesn t exempt the passenger from being screened. If the passenger set of any alarms of the WTMD or the AIT the passenger would be subJect to a patdown to resolve the 
alarms. 
Caller flew from Minneapolis via Sun Country to Fart Meyers and then back a week later. She was screened by ane al the machines and wants to know what it was. It was nat the walk through metal detector. She wants to know if it shows a detailed 
image of the body. She asked if she can request a paid own rather Iha n use the machines. She al so heard that they we re removing these machines. She said that she was in a whee I chair and was made to rush through and it was not a good 
experience. 

I told the caller that the machine she most likely used is the AIT. Millimeter wave systems project beams al non-ionizing radio frequency energy over the passenger's body suiface: the beams do nat penetrate the skin. The radio frequency energy 
re/I ected back from the body. 

2013 1 :o5:, Au1oma1ed Targel Recognilion (ATRJ software upgrades further enhance passenger privacy by displaying a generic image of a person on an AIT monitor. Passengers are able to view the same oulline that the TSA officer sees. 
The FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 (FAA Act) directed "the Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ to ensure that AIT be equipped with ATR software on June 1, 2012. This Act also allowed the TSA Administrator ta grant an 
extension. which he issued for one year, ending May 31, 2013. One vendor's solution (Rap,scan) did not meet that deadline. In order to meet the Congressional mandate. TSA plans to remove all of the Rapiscan AIT machines. Some will be replaced 
with other AIT units that are equipped with ATR. At the remaining locations, TSAwill use multiple security layers to provide a comparable level of security. By June 1, 2013. only AIT units equipped with ATR software that provide enhanced privacy 
protection for travelers will be used by TSA at airport securily checkpoints. As always, use of this technology is oplional and she can requesl a patdown at any time. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: kb 1(6) 
Date Time: 1 n 112b"",~3~-~3-:4~9-:3~6-P~M..,.... 
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Namekbl(61 

Emaj(b 1(6) I 
Comp I a I nts: Ina pp ro pr, ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airporl/Gate/Etc):Flight #F9 2612. American Eagle, San Diego commuter terminal to LAX departing at 1 pm-connecting flights from Denver to Honolulu, HI. January 15th, 2013 
Comments:We must figure out a better way to be sale. My husband and I have not flown since the body scans and pat-downs were put in place due to not wanting to be subjected to such humiliation with our two young daughters, However, wanting to 
visit Hawaii and hearing it wasn't as bad as we thought, we decided to try. I was so relieved in the Denver airport to see the new screens that are much less invasive and felt I was treated wilh respect-even when my bag was check and had to get 

20 3 6_05 _, searched-I appreciate it was in my presence. However, in San Diego, we had to leave the main terminal and go through security again in the commuter terminal. I was horrified to see they had the blue x-ray scanners and was greatly relieved when the 
1 · · security ran me and my 2 daughters together through the metal detector. We arnved around 10:45 and had to wait until our 1 pm flight. Once in the terminal we found out there were no water fountains in the secured area to fill our now empty water 

bottles. We did find a drinking fountain outside of the secured area which after an hour and 112 of waiting decided to take a drink and go back through security. My husband went first with our two daughters and I stayed behind to watch the luggage-per 
your rules. After he went, I went. I wenl to the line again, as before, asked to opt oul of the body scanner and was told thal I would have to be patted down in order 10 proceed. I was shocked considering I had just went lhrough the metal de1ec1or before 
and now was not being allowed to. I was informed that it was because my daughters were with me that I got to go through the metal detector and since now I didn't I would have to be either x-rayed by a person I couldn't see with an image I was not 
al lowed to view or be groped a 11 in the name of my safety. I then informed Agen~hat I would just ca 11 to my da ug hters-30 le et away to come out and get a drink and th en go through as before. She told me that now that she knew what I was 
doing that she would not allow it and I either had to be x-rayed or groped--all for a drink of water. We had been in an airport since 7am that morning. It makes no sense that the metal detector was fine an 1 112 ago but not now and that I have to use my 
children to protect my privacy. So faced wilh either being molested visually by someone I couldn't see and not being allowed to see the image taken of me or being physically molested by someone I can see. I chose the later. I called out to my husband-
30 feet away and told him I had to be groped because I didn't have the girls with me. Agen~then threatened to call the police for shouting. She also wanted to put me in a secluded box to grope me. If I am going to be violated I will not do it in 
secret so I told her that would not be necessary and we did 11 in front of all the passengers waiting for flights. I was again. committing no crime. I have the right to tell her of my disapproval of your "procedures."' What crime would the police charge me 
with?-she was just being a bully. Often peoples rights and freedoms are violated by "procedures" and these need to change. My business is with the private airlines not with the government and unless I have committed a crime or you have reasonable 
suspicion of a crime, you have no right to physically 1ouch me in lhat way or take a picture of me lhat I cannot view. I am an American Citizen. I have the righl to travel in my country free-from unreasonable searches. I should have lhe right nol to have a 
naked picture taken of me or my breasts. butt and groin being groped. I would rather you run a background check and profile then grope every American citizen in the name of "fairness" This is outragousi These are the types of things that have lead 
other countries down very dangerous roads-Germany, Russi a, China. This needs to be changed. I do not fly very often, and I w, 11 not ever be flying into the San Diego airport again. I s ho u Id not have had to go through security again and I should have 
free access to water if you are not allowing me to keep mine. Please change these. They are unconstitutional and traumatizing, My daughters had to watch in horror at my pat-down and had to watch me cry for the next hour as I had to pull myself 
togelher after the "screening", They have never seen me cry and it was definite damper 10 our vacation. There is a better way and we need to fix this before more women are traumatized. My only consolation is that ii was done by a woman. My breasts 
and my groin have only been touched by my husband and by my doctor. It should stay that way. Unfortunately, I have now been molested twice by TSA and I am not sure I will ever fly again until you fix this or you are removed. 



The first time was during a body pat down in the summer of 2011. I have an implant in my body which sets off meIaI detector. I have had many of lhese body pat downs, bul only lhe one at the Eugene, Oregon airport was more like sexual abuse than 
a body search. Each time the female agent approached my crotch (four times: once far front of each leg, and once far back). she hit my private parts hard with her hand. I was so shook up afterwards. I went in the bathroom and cried. It was basically 
a s exua I assault. 

Another time. at the same airport. I was recovering from surgery. They took my cane, had me walk through the metal detector, and then instead of giving me my cane, they told me I should just walk over and get it. This meant I had to walk about 15' 
without the use of the cane that I needed lo r walking. 

The lasl time was only a few days ago, and this last incidenl has prompled to wrile lhis letter. The dale was January 28, 2013 al approximately 4:30 am. I went lhrough the securily traveling with my cal. They told me to take my cal out of her carrier 
and walk through the metal detector. My cat has never traveled before, so I did what they said, but naturally I was holding on tight to the cat with both arms. 

I got through the metal detector and one agenl said he wanted to wipe my hands with his explosive residue tissue. Okay, but I was slill holding the cal! I lold him this (although, he could clearly see the large animal in my arms) and he looked at his 
,013 10:01 :. fellow agent with an expression of. "can yau believe this lady? .. .what we have to put up with'" 

He insisled thal I lift my hands, while Irying to keep ahold of my 12.5 lb frighlened cat so lhat he could wipe my hands. Then I was casually told, "put lhe cat back in the holder." 

I had to flag someone to help me. I was alone. They couldn't have cared less. There was only one agent who would help me by holding the cat carrier while I stuffed my frightened cat back in it, and helped me zip it up. What is going to happen when 
a passenger's animal gets lose because of I heir poor atlilude and procedures? 

This is not the end of this story. Again, as always, I set off the metal detector because of an implant in my body. I was about to have the pat down when I was asked whether I had a laptop in my laptop bag. I said, "yes." (I had understood that if it was 
in it's own bag it could just go through.) No problem, lhey could lake it out. Bui the Agenl set my Apple Macbook Pro (which is new) on top of the bag, on top of my shoes! The laptop was lopsided, balanced above the sides of the plastic tub. I said, 
"be careful with that." I was told, '"don't worry, nothing will happen." They put it through again, and then when it all came out, the Agent stacked the three tubs on top of each other with my belongings in them with my laptop (which had nothing on it to 
protect it) on the bottom. 

Caller is at Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport She went through the checkpoint on 2 01 2013 about 9 am. She has an art iii cal limb from the knee down. She said that she went through the AIT and then was sent to machine that took 
pictures. She said that she flies all lhe time and this is the first time this has been done. She said lhe lady who performed the screening did not know how to do lhe screening. She slated ii was nol done lhe right way. She was not offered a private 
screening. She said that it was very embarrassing. She asked to speak with a supervisor. She spoke with supervisor Howe. He told her that procedure was followed. She said her screeing took 35 minutes. She did not get the names of the 
scree ne rs. She said the first lady was a b I ack I ady and the second one was a lo reign I ady. Her ID and boarding pass was checked when she got to the checkpoint. She said it should have been checked ag am during the screening and it was not. She 
wanted to make a complaint. 

1013 9:38:3· 1 gave the fallowing information: Regardless of whether a passenger is screened by a walk-through metal detector, AIT, or a thorough patdown. a prosthetic is subject to additional screening. A TSO will need to see the prosthetic device, which may 
require the lifting of clothing without exposing any sensitive areas or removing a belt that holds the prosthetic to the passenger's body. TSA also will use technology to test the prosthetic for traces of explosive material. If explosive material is detected, 
the passenger will have to undergo additional screening. 

Cast and Prosthesis Imaging technology is used in some airports. Where available, this technology will also be used to inspect a prosthesis. 
I advised the cal I er that her Id and boarding pass a re checked when she arnve s at the checkpoint 
I a po I og i zed to the ca Iler lo r her unp I ea s ant experience and to Id her that I would forward her record to the CS M at Rona Id Reagan Washington Nati o na I lo r review, 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client lflb 1(6) ! 
Dale Time: 21112M 3 8:50:44 PM 

'0 13 9: 17: 1 Subj e\'l.""""!o!!.ll"""""-<;/Profess ion al T re atme nl - Report Ou ts ta ndi ng Service· 
Nam-+-~=--~--~ 
Email 
Comm~e-n~s ,~m-o-n-=~p-re--c...,...e ck and Glob al access, I fly over 60 segments a year. Many out of F LL on United, FL L has the mo st poorly trained and rude T SA a gents. Every time I fly through FL L I must go thruo ugh the fu 11 body sea n and get patted 
down EVERY TIME• I've been told to remove my belt after the scan when I show I have none on. I have never been found to have anything in my pockets or on my person olher than a boarding pass in my hand. I've seen many "employees" of FLL walk 
though wihtout scanning with shoes and belts an. Many times I've seen the alarm go off as they pass through the metal detector and still waived through. One time while being patted down I politely asked why I am considered mare of a threat than 
them. I'm told they are "employees" and I received a more thorough pat down' I'm a loyal American and not a threat. I'm not going to be bribed to carry somehthing in 1 They are more likely too. I've spoken with UA personnel in their United Club and 
TS A agents e I sewhe re and a 11 say FL L a re the worst! Please do somehti ng; it"s ins ul ting and dangerous, PI ease have TSA pre-ch eek at U A in F LL' 



Response Details: Advised caller: 

I apologize for your experience. 

Because your comp I ai nt concerns the conduct of TS Os at a specific airport we have lo rwa rded a copy of your information to the Custom er Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation and T SA Ca res as we 11. 

I offered: 

Your complaint can be sent to either 

TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 

or vis postal mail to: 

,013 1 _411 Transportation Security Administration Office of Disability Policy and Outreach 
- - . 601 South 12th Street TSA-33 

'013 3:30 5 

Arlington. VA 2 0598-6033 

Flight information: 

Flight Path: Austin to ATL 
Flight date time: 2 1 4:47pm 
Flight#: 2066 
Airline: Delta 
Airport Austin Bergstrom 
Gate Tenminal: 3 
Email:!(b 1(6) 

Incident Details: Caller flew from Austin Bergstrom airport yesterday. His wife was denied boarding ta fly. He is a 100% disabled veteran and has a neuro-stimulator in his spinal cord, the TSO took his stimulator controller which was put through the 
The caller wants to know the policy for spinal stimulator remotes. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

I do not have an exact answer for the romote but for similar devices my information states: 

Passengers who have medical devices attached to their bodies, such as bone growth stimulators, spinal stimulators, neurostimulatars. ports, feeding tubes, TENS Unit or other types of devices should inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) 
conducting the screening of the device and indicate where the device is located before the sere en i ng p roe es s begins. T SA has created notification cards th at !rave I e rs may use to i nfonm a TSO about any di sa bi I ity. med i ca I condition, or med i ca I d ev,ce 
th at could affect security screening. 
If a passenger can safely disconnect from lheir device, he or she can submit it for x-ray screening; however, passengers can be screened withoul disconnecling from devices. If a passenger cannol disconnecl from the device, the type of screening 
conducted will depend on the type of device and the passenger's abilities. Passengers should consult with the manufacturer of the device to determine whether it can pass through a walk-through metal detector, can be subjected ta Advanced Imaging 
Technology (AIT) screening, or x-ray screening. 

The caller stated that he thought this was the pal icy far reading on the web site. But his dad went through a screening checkpoint with medical documents regarding the issue be the screening of the remote has previously cause the stimulator to bring 
him to the ground. He requested that it not be x-rayed and was told that it had to be. He stated that they had spoken with law enforcement regarding the issue as well. He was given the CSM contact information at the airport for was told that they do not 
work weekends, I verified the contact information and advised he get in contact with the CS M to address this issue, 

Adivsed Ca Iler: 

TS A monitors the numb er and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot a re as of concern that may require special attention, This ongoing process wi 11 enable us to ensure prom pt, co CTecti ve action whenever we d ete nm i ne that security 
screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener learns are the subjecl of repealed complaints. If you had his flight delails I would forward a copy of I his record as well. 

The ca 11 er stated he did no have the flight deta, Is at this ti me. I informed h, m i would st, 11 document his complaint and notify my s u pe rvi so r. I a ppol ized for the ha ppenrng. 



The caller flew to SFB. He has retruned to JFK as of yesterday. He stated that when he took his shoes off for screening he stepped on something in the floor. He has a bump on his foot. He asked if there is anyway to keep from removing his shoes in a 
unsanitary envirorment. He has to go to the doctor. He asked how often the floors are cleaned and if they are sanitary. 

I advised the caller that screening shoes by x-ray is an effective method of identifying any type of anomalies, including explosives. Our highly trained Transportation Security Officers (TSO) can see if a shoe has been tampered with when they view it on 
the x-ray equipment. By requiring all passengers to remove shoes at the walk-through metal detector or at the Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) for x-ray screening, we increase both security and efficiency at the checkpoint. 

TSA is sensilive 10 concerns over lhe issue of sanitation in the screening locations. TSA's Office of Occupational Safely, Heallh, and Environmenl reviewed our procedures for screening lhe foolwear of passengers at TSA checkpoints, and they 
determined there was no need for additional sanitary procedures beyond those already in place. 

Nonetheless, passengers are permitted to wear disposable booties, socks, or slippers through the screening checkpoint to help protect their feet at walk-through metal detector and the AIT machines. The disposable footwear may be removed and 
placed i nlo I he i ndivid ua I's a cce ssi bl e property prior to ex i Ii ng the screening ch eek point. 

Although some airports may offer disposable booties or slippers to passengers as a courtesy. this is not a TSA-w1de practice or requirement. Travelers who wish to wear foot coverings during the screening process are responsible for bringing them to 
'013 6:34:3, the security checkpoint. 

I exp I a i ned th at I wi 11 lo rwa rd his complaint to the CSM at SFB for review and pro vi de th em with his contact information in the event they need to contact him conce rm ng the incident. 

The callers flight details are follow: 

Departing Airport: S FB 
Arrival Airport: JFK 
Airline: JetBlue 
Flight Number B6284 @ 7:55 pm 
Gate: 3 
Checkpoint: on lhe right side of lhe airporl 
Date and Time: 02-01-2013 @ 5:00 pm 

---Oriqinal Messa:e---
Fronj:b)(6) 
Sent: s'aturday, Fe ruary 02, 2013 G:22 PM 
To: TSAExlernalCompliance 
Subject Fly Rights - New Report from j~1h_·_.,1_R_·, --~ 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name (b 1(61 
Email Addr~e"'s""s"i: 1'"h""·1•1r;.,..··, -'-------, 

Phone Numbe 1h··,1f'i, 

Address l._1h=··,1"'"""._ _______ _,wortland OR 97217 

1013 9:08:3 Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? na 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
McCarran International Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 



~~~fgjn~' I Message---
Sent: Saturday, February 02, 2013 6:21 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject Fly Rights - New Report from John Barresi 

,013 9:0S:3. Are you 18 ar over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N at,ona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
McC a rra n I nternationa I Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 



I send again in order to correct my e-ma i I address as be I ow for your feed back 

Thanks 

kbi(61 

'013 9:07 5 

HYPERLIN bi(6i ~--------------------------~ 
From:!rh·11r;··, 
Sent: Monday. February 04. 2013 12:11 PM 
To: 'TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov' 
Subjecl: Body scanner at Guam airpor1_my wife pregnanl 17 weeks 

Dear TSA sea nne r res pons i b I e person 

I would like to know 'is it really safe to go through airport full-body-scanner to my 17-weeks pregnant wife and fetus? 

It happened as below 

When: 3-Feb-2013 AM3:00 (returning from Guam to lncheon airport-Seoul.Korea after 8 days honeymoon) 

Where: G ua rn i nte mat ion a I airport 



Remote Client IPJ(b)(6) 
Dale Time: 2131213 I 0, 14 51 PIVI 

Namekbl(61 
Email Addresssj~!/_h_··,1_r;_·1 ________ ~ 
Comments Dear T SA sea nne r res pons i b I e person 
I would like to know 'is it really safe to go through airport lull-body-scanner to my 17-weeks pregnant wife and fetus? 

11 happened as below 

When: 3-Feb-2013 AM3:00 (returning from Guam to lncheon airport-Seoul ,Korea after 8 days honeymoon) 

,013 9:0l:S Where: Guam international airport 

What 
1. Government person(TSAJ asked 10 go through Full body scanner to me and my 17-weeks-pregnanl wife without checking metal detectors first 
2. And I asked 'my wife is pregnant• 1 
3. But, government officer said ·it is safer than meta I detector 
4. At that time, I had no idea what is that ... (I thought that is just another big metal detector device) 
5. And my 17 wee ks p reg na nl wife we nl through the fu 11 body sea nne r because he said so 

Question 
1. Is it really safer than metal detectors for my pregnant wife and fetus?? 
2. Does body scanner is safe for my 17-weeks pregnanl wife and fetus? 
3. And why my pregnant wife should walk through screening machine without checking metal detector first for my fetus·s safety? 

I had checking web lo r body scanner at airport but, it is not safe and I wou Id Ii ke to get offi ci a II a ct u al response from you 
The following is my contact and I would like to get your response 

Caller stated that she was selected for secondary screening, and wanted to know if she was truly on a list somewhere or if the screening was truly random. She also stated that her boarding pass had four S s notated inside, as she was coming back 
from Cancun wilh her children. 

Advised caller: 
TSA can neither confirm nor deny whether an individual is on a Federal Watch List. 

The ··s" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
:J 13 12, 1 O:, Nation's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

TSA does not discuss or release specifics about securily screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Securily Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI 10 lhe public because it is 
considered detrimental to the security of transportation. 

Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. For 
example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve an anomaly .. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. 



Caller stated that she was selected for secondary screening, and wanted to know if she was truly on a list somewhere or if the screening was truly random. She also stated that her boarding pass had four S s notated inside. as she was coming back 
from Cancun with her children. 

Advised ca Iler: 
TSA can neither confirm nor deny whether an individual is on a Federal Watch List. 

The "S" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Security Administration (TSA) security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
J13 12, 1 o:, Nalion's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

'013 6:074 

J13 12:35:, 

TSA does not discuss or release spec1f1cs about security screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Security Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI to the public because it is 
considered d etri mental to the security of trans po rtati on, 

Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. In some instances. this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. For 
example, TSA may apply add1t1onal screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly .. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. 
Caller states: Daughter is traveling from New Orleans to Dulles. Daughter said that they were not making people take off shoes or jackets and only a few people they were selecting people to go through the full body scan and the others had to go 
through metal detector. 

Escalated 10 a Supervisor: I explained to t~e Galler lb~t our TCC employee s are allowed to exclude their last names. I explained each airporl have their own discretion to allow or disallow parlicular items through checkpoint and that the TCC could do 
no more than what we already have done.,jb.:,(6.I I 
cancer survivor. The TSO stated lhat lhese are not ,-rays and proceeded that the passenger walk through the AIT machine. Caller wants to know if there are signs posled in the airport saying lhat each passenger has a choice for screening. Caller 
wants to know if TSA does not recommend the AIT for cancer patients. Caller is very upset that she had no way of knowing that TSA does not recommend cancer sur,ivors to opt-out for a pat-down. Caller had no way of knowing that having a pat
down was an option. 

Caller is 78 years old, does nol have a computer, and would like to make a complaint and suggestion. Caller hopes her suggestion will help people like her who did not know, and had no way of knowing lhat lhere are options for screening. Caller 
states that there should be a sign saying so due to the severity of the health condition. Life or death as she stated. Caller wanted to know who she can speak to about this. Caller wants to know what action will be taken and how she will know that 
something was done. Ca 11 er wants someone to contact her as far as the results of this comp I amt. Cal I er wants to know how Io ng it wi 11 take to review this documentation. Ca 11 er wants to know how she knows if an action or no action was ta ken. Ca 11 er 
asked what happened to the previous machines and why they we re ta ken out. 

Complaint Caller was not offered a pat-down once she informed the officer she was a cancer sur,ivor. There is not a sign saying that cancer patients are not recommended to go through AIT and may opt out for a patdown instead. The TSO should 
offer passengers to be sere ened vi a patdown or the machines. The burden of being informed should not be placed on the p asse nge r, but rather on the government to inform the passengers of the process. 

Suggestion: There should be signs stating I hat every passenger has the right to choose either a pat-down or to go lhrough the AIT. For those who do not have internet, in order to become familiar with TSA travel lips and 10 be informed, there should be 
another way of informing them via signs or have the TSO better inform the passenger of the process, their options, etc. Caller states that this is not a simple request. but rather it is very important that other cancer patiets, and all passengers are 
informed with this inform atIon. 

Informed caller: 
Apologized to caller Thanked caller for the suggestion input. 

AIT is a classification that covers two similar technologies, millimeter wave and backscatter. Both systems work in a similar way to give Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) a virtual image of a passenger that conspicuously highlights potentially 
dangerous ilems. AIT gives TSA a way 10 deIecI a wide variely of threats, including suicide vests and other improvised explosive devices lhat may be hidden under passengers· clothing and cannot be detected by walk-lhrough metal detectors. AIT 
enhances security, reduces the need for pa tdow n search es for passengers with joint rep I ace m ents and other medica I conditions, and improves passenger convenience and com fort. 

AIT machines have been ind e pe nde ntl y evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration, the Na ti on al Institute for Standards and Technology, and the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, who have a 11 affirmed their safety, This testing 
took into account special populations I hat a re more sensitive to radiation, such as chi Id re n, persons re cei vi ng radiation treatment for medical conditions, and pregnant and po I enti a 11 y preg na nl women, as we 11 as TS Os who work near I he equipment. In 
fact, a traveler is exposed to less radiation from one AIT scan than from 2 minutes being on board a commercial aircraft at flight altitude. 

AIT machines are not x-rays. These machines are made to help find metallic and non-metallic threats under the passengers clothings. The AIT machine does not catch the metal joints that people have inside of their body, because it is just bounced 
off the outside of the body. 

Clarified withxb·1bfflt landlilili]that this machine is In fact not an X-ray. Informed caller that I am not a rad1olog1st and do not know the complete make-up of what the machine is exactly, but can assure her that this has been tested to be safe for those 
who have ha ra Ia Ion due to medical purposes, TSA does not recommend th at ca nee r s u r,i vors go through this machine due to the previous radiation they have had and the recommendation of the passenger s doctor. 



was se nousl y i nJ u red on the job the week after Thanksgiving. The most se nous of these injuries was a broken and dislocated an k I e. I was advised by my doctor that I cou Id travel to see my gravely i 11 father who had j us! been put into hospice. as long 
as I could elevate my foot and have a wheelchair and/or the use of my crutches. 

On 12121 I spoke with a customer service representative regarding the accommodations I would need to travel safely. These accommodations included a special seat on the plane which would have room for me to elevate my foot, a wheelchair with 
attendant from the drop off point to my seat on the plane and the ab i Ii ty to trave I with my service dog. I was assured and reassured that a 11 of these accommodation wo u Id be no prob I em. I then cal I ed back and spoke with another customer service 
representative to make the reservation and again con/inn that all of the needed accommodations would be possible. I was told this was not a problem and not to worry. I made the reservation and then spoke with the Disability Desk. again to be sure all 
my requests could be accommodaled and were on lhe record. I was for the lhird lime reassured lhat my needs would not be a problem and were listed on my reservalion. I've never traveled injured and requiring help, special accommodations and a 
wheelchair so I was very careful that every detail was discussed. If anything would have been in question I would have arranged another form of transportation. 

On Sunday, 12123112 I arrived at the airport for my flight (UA5441) from SFO to San Luis Obispo, A wheelchair picked me up as planned and the attendant helped me check my bags and get to the proper terminal. I was taken to security. It was very 
busy as people were trying 10 gel home for Christmas. I was asked by security if I could walk. I said I hat I could not walk but I could use my crutches. He told me I could not use my crutches nor could I use the wheelchair. He said "this is what we are 
going to do, use my arm for support, lean on me and carry your dog in the other arm." I was not comfortable with this and voiced my concern and asked to use my crutches instead. I felt very intimidated by this security worker, he kept saying this was 
the on I y way. I was not offered any other option and le It lo reed to comply. So I got up and I eaned on him with one arm and carried my service dog in the other. Leaning on a persons a rm does not provide the same I eve I of support as crutches or a 
wheelchair. I was made to go through the metal detector twice and when I came out the other side my wheelchair and attendant was not there. The security worker instructed me to walk further to a screening area so they could test my feet and hands. 
again asked for my crulches or wheelchair and he said "il's not lhat far". Finally the screening was done and my wheelchair and atlendant showed up. I was laken to the gate and left there. I thought that the a11endant was supposed to stay with me but 

,013 6:56 :2 she said that it was too long of a wait till boarding and that there would be another wheelchair to take me on the plane. I sat and waited, my ankle started to swell and I needed to take a pain pill from putting weight on the broken ankle. 

When it was time to board, there was no wheelchair for me. I requested one and waited for a very long time. All the passengers had been loaded and they were just waiting for me. Finally it arrived. There was a terTible storm and all of the other 
passengers were offered airline umbrellas for lhe long steep walk down lwo narrow wet ramps thal lead down to the 1armac. I asked for an umbrella (as I'd been warned repeatedly not to get my cast wet) and I was told it was against regulation 10 use 
an umbrella with a person in a wheelchair. The staff covered me with a yellow tarp. I could not see where I was going. I was wheeled down the steep wet ramps and once I arrived at the plane the tarp was removed. They told me I had to get up the wet 
narrow ramp to the plane on my own. I asked for them to take me in a wheelchair as I had arranged and I was told the wheelchair would not go up to the plane. I told them I should not be walking. I asked to use my crutches and was told that it was 
against the airline policy to use equipment not issued by the airline. Meanwhile the stonn is windy and heavy rain, my cast was getting wet. They told me to use the railing for support up the ramp and that I needed to also carry my dog, I again asked for 
a wheelchair and was lold there was not a wheelchair thal would fit on the ramp and walking up the ramp was my only option. I fell extreme pressure to comply and to get out of the storm. I used lhe rail for supporl and carried my service dog up lhe 
ramp. I fell into the first seat available, which was the one that I was told was reserved for me so that I could elevate my ankle. Apparently this was another point of failure as someone else had been assigned my '"disabled" seat. As soon as I sat down 
my foot began to swe 11 and my toes turned purple. I propped my foot up on the wa 11. I ucki I y I'm fl exi b I e. I was wearing a hard cast and when the swel Ii ng happened th ere was Ire mend o us p am and pressure because the cast be came very tight. I to Id the 
flight attendant that there was no way I could get down the ramp when we arrived and asked if there was another way. She told me she would request a small aisle wheelchair but it would take additional time and effort. I'd have to wait until all the other 
passengers exited the plane. I was relieved to know there was another way bul very concerned about my injury. 

It was a short flight. about 40 minutes. The crew in San Luis Obis po we re very accommodating. I was ta ken off the p I ane from my seat on a smal I wheelchair and ta ken down the ramp onto the tarmac without issue. I was transferred to another I a rger 
wheelchair and taken to baggage claim. I can't understand why this was possible at a small town airport without any issue but a major airport like SFO would treat a disabled person this way. 

I was taken directly to see my father in hospice. He was lucid and able to know I was there for him. The swelling continued to get worse even though I elevated it while sitting in his room. After a short amount of time I had to cut my visit short with my 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service: Screening CurTent Date Time 2 5 2013 8:03:30 PM Airport : LAS - McCarTan International Date Time of Travel 02 03 2013 4:30 PM Airtine Flight Number 
Checkpoint Area of Airport . SCREENING 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : Shorl man aboul 50 with dark hair and dark thick muslache Commenl : I do not travel often. I have anxiety issues with the big x-ray screening machines. There was a normal metal detector that the TSA (a man about 50 wilh 
dark hair and a dark mustache) opened up as the line was getting long since they were funneling two lines into one machine. If the TSA man had been paying attention, he would have seen that I let 6 people go ahead of me because I was starting to 
have a panic attack approaching the x-ray machine. The TSA man standing in front of the metal detector opened up the metal detector side and people stated to go through. I stepped aside to go through the metal detector to avoid a full blown panic 
attack. I did not cut in line but he yelled out quot;I have a line jumper! quot; and I had to go to the back of the line. Like I said, ii he was paying attention, he would have seen that I had stepped to the side a bit and I was NOT cutting in line. I did not 
know you had 10 line up military style to go through lhe machines. He would nol let me pass through the metal detector even when he decided it was my turn. He told me I had to go through lhe x-ray machine. I asked him why I could not go through the 
metal detector. He started to laugh at me and told me quot;I make the decisions. not you, ha ha ha ... quot: He never answered my question. I was trying to keep my panic attack under control, but it wasn t working. I started to get emotional as my panic 
attack was taking over. he told me to make a dec1s1on or I would have to be patted down. I said no, I wasn t doing that and to give me some time. He started yelling. He then sent a tall African American man to pat me down in front of the people waiting 
in line to go through the machines. I wasn t going to have someone touching me in front of all these people. especially a man! This sent my panic attack beyond my control. The TSA man with the mustache continued to laugh at me. I told the African 

'013 9:04:l American man I was having a panic attack. He walked away. The TSA man wilh the dark mustache then had a passenger wilh her daughler walk righl in front of me to go through the metal detector just to rub ii in my face that he was not going 10 let me 
go through there. He continued to laugh at me and called a supervisor. The supervisor, a man about 6 3 who was bald came over and I told him I was having a panic attack and I needed some time. He told me that was fine. He talked to my husband on 
the other side and my husband also told him I was having a panic attack and it was due to the x-ray machine. I finally made 11 through crying and having my panic attack, for I did not want to get thrown in jail for this. The man with the dark mustache 
needs some more training on how to treat people. I would NEVER treat anybody the way he treated me. I was told later by my sister traveling with me that they cannot have a man pat you down, so why did he send a man to pat me down? The TSA 
man with the dark heavy mustache needs more training to learn to identify a passenger who is having a panic attack and not sland there and laugh and humiliate them. I do appreciale lhe job that TSA people do to make our travel safe, bul I do NOT 
appreciate being laughed at and humiliated by a TSA person due to a medical condition that I cannot control. I just hope that this incident is discussed with him and he is given more training on how to pay attention to what s going on in front of him and 
be ab I e to id ent,fy someone who is having a panic attack so he does n I hum i Ii ate them and works with them. Al so he needs to be trained that men a re NOT to be sent to pat down a woman. Thank you for your ti me in re ad i ng my complaint. I hope to 
receive a response. Thank you. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name (b)(ffl 
Phone Number . 
Email l(b 1(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning th,s feedback, follow this link : hllp: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 



Caller had a bad experience with his wallet in his hand, he was told by TSO and supervisor he couldnt carry in his hand during the AIT screening. 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) strongly recommends that passengers remove all items and accessories from their pockets before beginning the security screening process. Removing items such as wallets, belts, bulky jewelry. 
money. keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve an anomaly discovered dunng Advanced Imaging Technology 
(AIT) screening. 

,013 9_43.5 The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) strongly recommends thal passengers remove all items and accessories from their pockets before beginning the securily screening process. Removing ilems such as wallels, belts, bulky jewelry, 
· · · money. keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger ta undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology 

(AIT) screening.While the procedures are the same everywhere. the interpretation of those procedures results in some slight variations from airport to airport and situation to situation. Additionally, some element of uncertainty and randomness in 
security operations is necessary to disrupt terrorist planning and attempted attacks. TSA works hard to achieve consistency in the security training process. We inspect screening operations at airports and continue to monitor the number and nature of 
complainls we receive from the traveling public 10 Irack I rends and spot areas of concern I hat may require special attenlion.Caller was Iraveling lhru Gate C Terminal 4. 
Apologized far the rude screener and informed caller how to re part the incident directly to the CSM thru option 5 on the IVR. 
Caller had a bad expenence with his wallet in his hand, he was told by TSO and supervisor he couldnt carry in his hand during the AIT screening. 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) strongly reccmmends that passengers remove all items and accessories from their pockets before beginning the security screening process. Removing items such as wallets, belts. bulky jewelry, 
money, keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo addilional screening 10 resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology 
(AIT) screening. 

,013 9 -43, 5 The Trans po rtatIon Security Ad mm i stratIon (T SA) strongly recommends that passengers rem ave al I Ite ms and acces sari es from their pockets before beginning the security sere en i ng process. Removing i terns such as wallets, belts, bulky j ewe I ry. 
· · · money, keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology 

(AIT) screening.While lhe procedures are the same everywhere, the interpretation of those procedures resulls in some slight variations from airport to airport and siluation 10 siluation. Addilionally, some elemenl of uncertainty and randomness in 
security operations is necessary ta disrupt terrorist planning and attempted attacks. TSA works hard ta achieve consistency in the security training process. We inspect screening operations at airports and continue to monitor the number and nature al 
comp I a i nts we receive from the !rave Ii ng pu bl Ic to Ira ck trends and spot a re as of concern that may require special attention. Caller was travel mg thru Gate C Term i na I 4. 
Apo I og i zed for the rude screener and informed cal I er how to re po rt the incident directly to the CSM thru opt ion 5 on the I VR 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:l(b1(ff1 I 
Dale Time: 2/6/2u13 i I: IO 15 AM 

/ir,rrmM====mlms in Checked or Carry-on Baggage. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Delta from San Antonio to Atlanta to Daytona Beach Airport. Saturday February 2, 2013 between 0930 and 1000. Far right security lane. 
Comments:As I entered the far righl lane I was directed 10 lhe total body x-ray (?) machine away from lhe metal detector isle. As I exited the machine lhe female employee rudely said, "Gel back in lhere." Following lhat she did a pat down in areas 
that included the breast area, which was repeated a second time and at no time was I informed of the process. The second issue during this process is that a male TSA employee asked me if I had a c-pap machine in my back pack to which I 
answered. "'Yes." He proceeded to take my pack back to the front of the far right isle and I began to follow him. He rudely exclaimed, "get back over there." I was very concerned about my new c-pap machine and wanted to observe the way it was 
handled, but was not allowed to do so. I received my new machine back in parts. I am a Registered Nurse and have never been instructed to dismantle my machine at home or in the work place so I was extremely upset about this entire experience. 
May I ask what kind of training this person may have had in order to safely dismantle my medical device? This is a new machine so was there somelhing to support the necessity of taking it aparl? I will say thal I am very supportive of the securily 
processes in p I ace - my sa n is an 8 year 8 2nd Ai rbo me vet post 9-11 , and s i nee I have never had this kind of experience I was extremely taken back. I might have passed over the rude and ca ndes cend i ng manner in which I was treated by bath 
employees. but the ( I believe i na pro ri ate hand in of m medical device put me aver the edge and made this a pretty Ira umati c experience. I travel vi a airline several ti mes a year. Is there anything I can do to a void this type of !realm e nt in the lulu re? 
Thank you very much b) ( 5, ~-------------~ 
Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Cun-ent Date/Time · 21612013 9:49:26 AM 

:i 13 12.06' 1 Airporl : EWR - Newark International 
· · Date/Time of Travel · 02/06/2013 12:00 PM Airline & Flight Number . US Air 1895 Checkpoint/Area of Airport · Terminal A TSA Employee: (If Known) . 

Comment : T SA employees allowing airline person ne I to carry I iqu ids such as bottles of sod a, I a rg e containers with coffee and water through the metal detector area. My concern is how do we know the contents a re rea 11 y soda. coffee and water? 
Rules and regulations are for everyone including airline personnel Would you like a response?· True Passenger's Name J/h·•,!fn phone Number !!hW','i !Email kb':1(6) ~o leave a comment concerning this feedback, 
follow this link : htlp:1/tsaweb.lsa .dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Incident Details: Caller had an issue with a patdown she received and the treatment of her CPAP machine. Caller did email the TCC earlier. and received an email stating there was insufficient information. Caller is wanting to know what information 
she would need to supply. 

Caller Is a I so concerned about whether or not T SA has to abide by HI PAA. Caller Is a p nvate person and did not want to dIvu lge to her friends that she had a Cp ap ma chm e. 

Caller is informed that her items can be screened privalely if she requesled a private screening. She did not inform lhe TSOs that she preferred the Cpap to be privale, nor did she separate her Cpap from lhe resl of her carry-on. Caller was told that 
since she failed to da either, the TSOs would have screened the items without putting any thought into whether or not she wanted discretion. 

Callers previous complaint is being copied verbatim for CSM review. CCR spoke with IJ:i:iZ&Jon the reasoning behind the initial response. kbl(ff:1 !was correct in observing that the caller did not provide flight number, terminal, and gate--caller could 
not provide these on the ca 11. This re cord is being e sea I ated wi I ho u t the add i ti o na I information because of ca I lers i nsisl en ce . 

Previous email-El~rpm 2-6-13 

,013 4:24:3 THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

Remote Client IPf"'b""l-'-(6"-i'------' 
Dale Time: 2 6 2013 11:1015 AM 

Name~b)(61 ! 
Emai!(b 1(6) ! 
Comp a1nts:01sarrayed Items m Checked or Carry-on Baggage. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight# Airline Terminal Airport Gate Etc):Delta from San Antonio to Atlanta to Daytona Beach Airport. Saturday February 2, 2013 between 0930 and 1000. Far right security lane. 
Comments:As I entered the far rig hi lane I was directed 10 lhe total body x-ray (?) machine away from lhe meIaI detector isle. As I exited the machine lhe female employee rudely said, Gel back in I here. Following I hat she did a pat down in areas 
that included the breast area, which was repeated a second time and at no time was I informed of the process. The second issue during this process is that a male TSA employee asked me if I had a c-pap machine in my back pack to which I 
answered. Yes. He proceeded to take my pack back to the front of the far right isle and I began to follow him. He rudely exclaimed, get back over there. I was very concerned about my new c-pap machine and wanted to observe the way it was 
handled, but was not allowed to do so. I received my new machine back in parts. I am a Registered Nurse and have never been instructed to dismantle my machine at home or in the work place so I was extremely upset about this entire experience. 
May I ask what kind of training this person may have had in order to safely dismantle my medical device? This is a new machine so was there somelhing to support the necessity of taking it aparl? I will say thal I am very supportive of the securily 
processes in place - my son is an 8 year 82nd Airborne vet post 9-11, and since I have never had this kind of experience I was extremely taken back. I might have passed over the rude and condescending manner in which I was treated by bath 



Previously when I've flown through Syracuse. NY airport, I've had terrible experiences. As I draft this email. I am standing in an incredibly long line to get through the gates 19-27. The fact that I have time to type an email shows that the wait time is 
outrageous. 

First off. why does this airport not have a pnority boarding lane? Don·t reply with. '"TSA doesn·t manage the security wait lines. That's up to the airlines on that side of security." That's ridiculous. Have your many agents standing around simply move the 
Ii ttl e posts a round with the rope stretched between th em ... and then hang a "'First c I as sip riority'" sign. Easy as that and you can organize the air travel he re. For someone Ii ke me who flies al most every day, having th at Ii rst-cl a ss/p ri o rity Ii ne is a big 
deal. 

Next. last time I flew through this airport. some older gentleman with TSA disassembled by whole briefcase and had all the contents strewn all over a table looking for change. Even as I told him where the change was, he continued. He told me I broke 
the rules; I asked him what rule says I can't carry money in my bag?! 

Now. as I wait here, I witness some younger kid hop in line because he's late for his flight. A man in line is mad at him, tells the agent checking boarding passes and this agent still lets him through' A full argument is happening in front of my eyes and 
no security! 

At this point in the email, I am through security. The patron in front of me had an electronic boarding pass and after waiting in the entire line, WAS SENT BACK TO TICKETING FOR A PAPER COPY•!! He was pissed! I asked if you have a sign 
,013 6_08 _3 indicating they can't accept electronic boarding passes and the agent tells me no' Then I tell him you also need a priority line and he says, "we da. right here" and motions ta the lane which has a sign that says ··crew members only." I told him then that 
· · · you must be missing the s1g n that says it 1s the p nority I in e as wel I"' 

When I came through lhe me1a1 detector, because I'm wearing hospital scrubs to travel, lhe agenl says I require a thorough paldown! So he fondles me in the public area. 

This place 1s a circus. While I type now. I'm witnessing a younger man bowing to some deity, apparently acquiring the courage to do a terrorist attack and no one seems to care. He·s on my plane now. 

Nol thal this is your problem but this lillle Oash-8 is the most uncomfortable plane seat I've ever sat in (which I had to walk out on the Tarmac to board)!!! 



My name i*b)(6:, ~nd I work for the Department of the Interior Federal Government. On Monday, February 4, 2013 at approximately 6:10 pm at Ontario airport an Employee by the name of ~"-(b_i"-(6_.'--1 _ __.~as very inappropriately rude to me 
that I had to write this comp\aint. 

As I placed all of my belongings in conveyer belt to be screen by a TSA employee !1h··,1rr1 I and was about to walk through the metal detectors. fthW'n !was rudely screamed at me to get my attention to come back to check what I had put in 
the plastic container which I was very confused of why I was called back since I had followed the rules on the procedures on what to put in the plastic container. I have traveled too many times and traveled the same day to not know the procedures of 
the securily. Also as a Federal Employee I am very aware of following the rulesfh··,1rr, ~old me in a very rude lone of voice to look at lhe example at lhe person behind me on how he placed his laptop in the plastic container bin and 10 look at my 
plastic bin. Mind you that I had 3 plastic bins. One was for my laptop only. second bin was my other carry on bag, and third was my laptop bag with my jacket. Therefore, I was very confused on what he was talking about. Then he continued to be little 
me like I was stupid. I told him that my laptop was removed from my laptop bag, however he insisted that what I was telling him was wrong(basically calling me a liar). Therefore, the person behind me had looked at me and tried to explain to me what 
bi( ·1 was talking about and I told the person behind me that I alread had removed my laptop from the bag and it was place by itself in the plastic container bin. Therefore, the person behind me and in front of me was very confused and upset of 
ho (bi(6:, approached me wilh the siluation. As I continued to tell 1h··,1rr1 that I already placed my laptop in the container bin, he finally wenl to go checked and saw my laptop at the end of the conveyer belt. He then came back 10 lhe 
screener and did not apologized of how he humiliated and made me feel belittle and stupid. 

The re fore, I wanted to make a complaint towards~f h~··"'", { r;~·'--1 --~1 PI ease I et me know if you have any quest ions or I et me know the outcome of this situation, 

,013 8.17.0 Below is the information from the complaint card: 
· · · Date 21412013 

Time: apprx 6:10 pm 
Airporl: On1ario, CA 
Date/Time of Travel: 214/2013 6:55 pm 
Airline & Flight# Southwest Flight 353 
Checkpoint/area of airport: Security (conveyer belt) 
TSA Employe /hi/R1 
b1(61 

(; (office"'b'-"1""(6'""1 __ __. 

Privacy Notice: 
The contents of this electronic mes sage. including any prior messages. Ii I es. or attachments transmitted with it, a re CONFIDENTIAL and a re intended sole I y lo r the use of the individual Is) to whom the message 1s addressed. This message may co ntarn 
legally protected or privileged information. Do not read, copy, disclose or forward this message without authorization from the originator of this message. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete all 
copies from your system. 

Caller said her boyfriend fiew today through OMA with SW airlines, going through screening the TSO told him as he was going through the WTMD to take off his glasses, he took them off and placed in a bin and something happened as they went 
through the screening. The glasses were destroyed and they are $1100 lilanium glasses, said he spoke to a manager and they were going to take care of him. 
He said the TSO stated there was nothing she could do for him and when he questioned her she called the manager over and the manager took care of him. 

,013 6_12,3 Asked if that is standard procedure to remove the glasses, she has flown numerous times and never had to remove? 
· · · Caller wasn t sure exactly what happened with his screening because he was boarding the flight and couldn t talk long. 

J13 10:11 :, 

Response: 
Exp I a i ned to caller 1/ he triggered an a I a rm going through the WT MD they may have a 11 owed him to pass through ag am and asked him to remove the g I ass es. not sure and no information concerning the g I ass es being re moved s pec1f1ca 11 y. 
Advised him to contact the TCC and we can provide a claim form for him. 

Caller stated that when he went through the West Palm Beach Airport he placed items in bin and pushed ,t through the xray machine. He forgot the AIT screening device was in use and started to make his way through the metal detector. The TSO did 
not correct him verb ally and direct him in the correct direction, instead the TSO stood th ere with a me an g I a re Ii ke he was about to get into a bar light, The passenger claims to have le It threatened because the TSO stood the re and ju st g I a red at him 
and had a very rude atlilude. He stated lhat lhe level of unprofessionalism was uncalled for and he would never want to visit this airporl again if lhey will allow him to acl like lhis towards passangers. 
He continued through screening and he apologized for the confusion he caused the TSO. and the TSO was rude and brushed it off and didnt say anything to him. 

TSO; Large Male (about 6113in). had Pony Tail with salt and pepper color hair color. 

CCR informed him that this information will be sent to the CSM at the airport and he can also contact them directly through opt 5 and typing in PBI 



TSA will have a lawsuit 1f anything 1s wrong with her child. She stated that she asked if the system was okay. She stated that she was not told that she can opt out of the AIT. She asked 1f she can get some information about AIT in writing. She asked if I 
had went thourgh the AIT while with child or ii I had used the AIT at all. She stated that the last time she fiew she used the WTMD, and the AIT was not even there. She asked why we offer the option to opt out ii the AIT ii it is safe, She asked why 
anyone would want to opt out if there was no health concerns. 

I advised the caller that AIT 1s a class1f1cation that covers two s1milartechnolog1es, millimeter wave and backscatter. Both systems work in a similar way to give Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) a virtual image of a passenger that conspicuously 
highlights potentially dangerous items. Millimeter wave systems project beams of non-ionizing radio frequency energy over the passenger's body surface; the beams do not penetrate the skin. The radio frequency energy reflected back from the body 
and other objects on the body is used 10 construct a three-dimensional image. The energy the system projects is thousands of times less than a cell phone transmission. The backscatler x-ray system works by scanning the surface of a passenger's 
body with a narrow. low-dose, low-energy x-ray beam. 

However, the radiation levels are far below those of a hospital x-ray machine and any level that might constitute a health concern. The amount of radiation from a backscatter screening system is equivalent to the exposure each person receives in 
about 2 minutes of airplane flighl al altitude or the amount the person receives in about an hour due to naturally occurring background radiation at ground level. 
The extremely low dose of radiation from the entire spectrum of TSA screening technology is inconsequential, even to frequent flyers who undergo repeated screenings. When evaluating new screening technologies, TSA performs independent studies 
and evaluations to verify the systems meet regulatory and national consensus standards to ensure the health and safety of the traveling public. This testing takes into account special populations that are more sens1t1ve to radiation, such as children. 
persons receiving radiation treatment lo r medica I conditions, and p regnant and pate nti a 11 y pregnant women, as wel I as employees who work near the eq ui pme nt. Al I screening systems lu 11 y comp I y with F edera I safety requirements, and measured 
radialion levels for each are well below limits eslablished by lhe U .s. Food and Drug Adminislration and the U.S. Occupational Safely and Health Administration. 

" 13 12: 4 3:' Sc reem ngs using Al T a re vo I unta ry. Ind i vi d ua Is who do not wish to be screened by this techno I og y w, 11 be required to undergo a thorough patdown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of this rig ht. I explained that I can 
email the information to her and they TSOs are not required to tell her that the AIT is optional. I explained that I have used the AIT before, and I have went thorugh screening while with child before. I explained that the AIT is not available at all airports 
at the lime. I cannol say why a passenger would opt out of the AIT, I do nol have that information. 

I explained that I will forward the complaint to the CSM at SMF for review. 

The callers flight details are as follow: 

Departing Airport: SM F 
Dest i natiohn: E ri ry PA 
Airline: United Airlines 
Flight Number: 6510 
Terminal:A 
Gate: 15 
Date and Time: 02 06 2013 @ 5: 15 pm 



---Original Messa•e--
From[b)(6) 
Sent: Saturday, February 09, 2013 6:23 AM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject Vi o I ation of ci vi I rights comp I a int 

On Tuesday, February 5th, 2013 at approximately 1250PM I was going through security at Syracuse Hancock Airport in Syracuse, NY carrying my 8 month old son in my arms, by myself. I previously called TSA before my trip to make sure I could have 
baby i terns I, ke food that we re oversized and factory sealed. The man said it would not be a problem. just d eel a re them at the che c kpomt. 

At the Syracuse location, I had 4 pouches of baby food thal were unopened and clearly sealed, as well as labeled by the company. I was singled out for "secondary screening", which was fine. I figured lhey had 10 just take a closer look at lhe unopened 
pouches of baby food. I was never told I needed to be pat down by the TSA officer, who is a WHITE FEMALE WITH BLONDE MEDIUM LENGTH HAIR THAT WAS WORN IN A PONY TAIL AND ALSO HAD ON DARK LIPSTICK, even though I had on 
I egg i ngs and a tight tank top. and I never set off the metal detector or that she would tear my bag apart even tho ugh 11 checked out dun ng the regular s c reenmg. 

She proceeded to take everylhing out of my bag, and was borderline shouting at me when I changed my mind once about having her open all of my sons sealed pouches of baby food to "lesl them" She I hen told me I had to get the pal down and I kept 
,013 ?:27:2 asking her why when everyone but the baby food was fine and her only response was "I told you that you needed secondary screening. I'm just doing my job". 

My 8 month old son started to move because I was standing and sitting for so long, I needed to adjust him because he would have fallen out of my arms ii I hadn't, and she was loudly telling me to stop moving and that I wasn't being compliant because 
of this and yelled multiple times for a supervisor, who arrived 5 minutes later. He asked me what the problem was, I told him, and she tried to argue wilh me and tell him in so many words that i aas lying, and that I was having an issue wilh her testing 
the baby food and changing my mind. which was not the case. He said he would stand there and then he never did, he walked away. 

Alter I was packing up my things she tore out of my bag and shoved them back in with total disregard, I told my son, "I hope I got paid" and she then spun around angrily and walked towards me in a threatening manner. I was actually scared for the 
safety of my son and myself. I thought she was going to physically harm me. Instead, she starled yelling at me and ii was so bad, another officer had 10 step in front of her and stop her. The other officer, A AFRICAN AMERICAN FEMALE WITH 
SHOULDER LENGTH HAIR, asked what I said. I told her nothing and I was packing my stuff and I was leaving, repeatedly. But she would not let it go and they kept questioning me and lecturing me about how "we don't tell you how to so your job'" until 
I walked away. 

I have never been so disgusted and felt so violated and embarrassed in my life. Standing there with my infant son, being pat down for BABY FOOD. What does a pat down have to do with FACTORY SEALED POUCHES OF BABY FOOD? I will 
absolutely be pursuing legal action. The way I was treated was abominable. It was absolutely unnecessary for me to be PAT DOWN and have my bag ransacked alter everything else checked out. 

kbl(61 ! 
I he caller tlew from SAT to SAN with her grandson. She has metal Implants, so she could not go through the WTMD. She had her two year old grandson. She stated that he was crying not to be taken away from her. She stated that she was subject a 
patdown while he was clinging 10 her. She slated that he is so 1errified to return to the airport because he is afraid that he will be taken again. She staled thal she knew a TSO thal was working al the airport and he tried to help. She slated lhat lhe TSOs 
tried to s ep erate her from the two year o Id chi Id. 

'013 12:01: 

I advised the cal I er that Every person. regardless of age. mu st undergo screening to proceed beyond the security checkpoint. Even babies mu st be individually screened, You wi 11 not be asked to do anything that wi 11 separate you from your chi Id or 
children. 

Transportation Secunty Officers (TSOs) are specially trained and understand your concerns regarding children. Your children will be approached gently and treated with respect. If your child becomes uncomfortable or upset, you will be consulted about 
the best approach to resolving your child s concern. 

I can forward the this information to the CSM at SAT for review. 

The callers flight details are as follow: 

Departing airport: SAT 
Destination: SAN 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number: G L8G4 7 
Terminal: 1 
Gate: Not Provided 
Date and Time: November 29th @ 2:00 pm 



rcadia Ca I ifo rnia 91 006 

What happened? Air Carner: Jet Blue (Flight 283, Las Vegas. NV to Long Beach, CA), Mccarren Airport 
I am a medical doctor1 retired Associate Professor of Cardiology, USC, and was reluctant to go 
through a full body scanner with unknown radialion which is accumulative, but very willing to go 
through the metal detector as offered at all airports. I was told in that event, I would be 
s u bJected to a fu 11 body search' front and back. I was given the option of rem am i ng on site or a 
search being conducted in a private room. I was afraid of the latter. A supervisor, afhwo··I I 
was called over 10 supervise the body search by the agent whose name wasffi:iI) He 
proceeded to dictate to me his plan of a full body search in a very demeaning manner with a 
s u pe nor smirk on his face. This was condoned by his supervisor. He did a fu 11 body search. 
front and back with his forehand & backhand, manipulating my genitalia 6 times, twice in the 
back, twice in the Irani. twice on the sides, announcing his activities loud and clear so all could 

2013 9:00:, hear and take example._ I withstood the assault with n~t ~ whi~per, deter:"ined to see the end. 
At the end, I put my residual clothes on to retain my dignity. I did remark ·1 trust you got your 
sadistic satisfaction", To which he responded "F K YOUI" and I responded '"The same to you, 
Sir." The supervisor then chimed in and said, "Watch your mouth.'" I then walked away. 
When did this happen? Please provide the approximate time of the experience. If 
ongoing, p I ease I nd1cate when the prob I em beg an. 
February 7.2013, approximately 1 : 15pm. 
Where did this happen? McCarran Airport 
Las Vegas Nevada 
Who treated you unfa i rty? 
A I ad y sitting at the meta I detector booth who refused to I et me and my wife go t hro ugh the 
meta I detector, 
f h ··1 /R I whom I described above and his SU pe rvi sor. a!{ h Wo '·1 
List anxo ne e Is e who may have seen or heard what happened. 
Namesfb·:1(6) ~y spouse 
Mailing Address: same as mine 
Names (or other information, e.g., agency): 



I had an unfortunate expe nence at PD X T SA sec u nty. 

I would nol mention it, except ii is the second time I have been trealed rudely by officerf~b_)_(6_) __ ~ 

Date: 22 Jan 2012 
Time: 10:50am 
Flight number SW 500 
Place: main security 
Complaint: 
As I was going through the metal detector Officer~aid that anyone with no metal could go through the one check point. I have titanium in my leg after surgery for a broken leg. It has never set off the alarm before and I asked him if it was OK to 
go through there. He said, metal is metal, and whyiTci"people always think t,tanIum ,s not. He directed me to the other ,-ray line. I stepped over to thal line and inadvertently bumped lhe one machine selling off lhe alarm. He officiously asked me to 
move. I did. He pointed and said further over. 
He was bossy and unnecessarily unkind. Most of the TSA workers are courteous, he is not. If no one flew, you would have no customers, 1/ there were no customers, you would have no jobs. 

I spoke wilh the officer in charge of the area. He gave me an information card to use for the website. I would have preferred 10 have my information laken down there when lhe incidenl occurred, bul I am following protocol. 

'O 13 1 O: 04: The first 11 me I had mteract,on w, th offl cd; b 1 ( 6 I !was a year a o when I took my 91 year o Id father on a flight with me. He was in a wheel chair with an attendant. I know you check a 11 whee I ch airs ca refu 11 y. 
Again, it is just as easy to be courteous as it is to be rude. Officer /hW'n didn't want me anywhere near my dad when he searched him. One cannot go off and have a late when their lather is being subjected to humiliating searches.The search took a 
very long time. At least half an hour. The a11endant said ii had never taken him that long 10 go lhrough security wilh a wheel chair before. 

TSA officers have a lot of responsibility to insure passenger safety. 
However, I feel it can be done in a courteous and non contentious manner. 

Thank yau. 

Sincerely, 

kb)(61 



1. When can we expect updated screening equipment at this site? 

2. Will yau initiate an investigation into the reliability of the explosive detection devices to insure they are properly functioning? 

February 12. 2013 11 :25 AM 
ov 

,013 12:04 :, I am writing out of concern aver two recent screening experiences. They both occurred at the American Airlines checkpoint at Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport: 

1. January 22. flight M 2014; approximately 10:00am 

2. February 6; flight M 862; Approximately 9 am 

In each in sta nee, I was subjected to add i ti o na I screening lo r potentia I explosive ma teri a I. Si nee this checkpoint does not have advanced sere en i ng machines. I am subjected to pat down due to a hip rep I ace m ent, In both situations, a p pa rent exp I osive s 
mate ria Is were detected a rte r I he pat down and during a review of my trave I articles. 

I have !raveled lhrough this checkpoinl numerous times during the last 5 years. I am eligible for precheck due 10 my status on American Airlines. I am the holder of a Global Enlry Trusted Traveler idenlily. Your staff insisls that the potenlial reason for 
apparent detection of nitrates and some other unnamed material (was not disclosed ta me) is because I live on a golf course. I have lived an that golf course for years. carry the same suitcase far years. have my clothing cleaned at the same dry 
cleaners for years and live in one of the golf meccas of the country. I didn't notice other golfers subjected to the same process. 



1. When can we expect updated screening equipment at this site? 

2. Will yau initiate an investigation into the reliability of the explosive detection devices to insure they are properly functioning? 

Fronfb1(6) 
Sent: I uesday, ~eoruary 1 '- iU7 :> 11 '-~ AM 

To: TSA-oontactcenter dhs. ov 
Cc(b)(61 
Su Jee _ creen1ng roce ures 

,013 12:04 :, I am writing out of concern aver two recent screening experiences. They both occurred at the American Airlines checkpoint at Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport: 

1. January 22. flight M 2014; approximately 10:00am 

2. February 6; flight M 862; Approximately 9 am 

In each in sta nee, I was subjected to add i ti o na I screening lo r potentia I explosive ma teri a I. Si nee this checkpoint does not have advanced sere en i ng machines. I am subjected to pat down due to a hip rep I ace m ent, In both situations, a p pa rent exp I osive s 
mate ria Is were detected a rte r I he pat down and during a review of my trave I articles. 

I have !raveled lhrough this checkpoinl numerous times during the last 5 years. I am eligible for precheck due 10 my status on American Airlines. I am the holder of a Global Enlry Trusted Traveler idenlily. Your staff insisls that the potenlial reason for 
apparent detection of nitrates and some other unnamed material (was not disclosed ta me) is because I live on a golf course. I have lived an that golf course for years. carry the same suitcase for years. have my clothing cleaned at the same dry 
cleaners for years and live in one of the golf meccas of the country. I didn't notice other golfers subjected to the same process. 

Caller went through the DEN checkpoint. He is an airline crewmember who was not in uniform. He placed his property through the scanner. He went to the metal detector. He went through. He was afterward approached by a TSO who advised that 
he had to go lhrough the body scanner if he was uniformed. He refused. He was lold that he had to have a patdown. She argued with him, then advised thal he had lhe pat-down. 

The TSO kept interrupting him. When he tned to speak, she talked over him. He asked to speak with a supervisor. A supervisor came over and told him that he could go through the scanner. He was advised that he would be stopped if he did not 
al low th em to sere en him , He argued with the s u pe rvi sor about the competency of the scree ne rs. He fi na 11 y submitted to the screening so he oou Id go on, He could not get the screener s name. 

The su pe rvi sor was !""( b_."', (_6'-1 __ __. 

1. Airport: DEN 
2013 2:30:< 2. Airline: United 

3. Flight number: 6199 
4. Departure date and time: This date at 1239 - delayed to 1315 
5. Location (gate number): B-83 

Conferred with G. Hen Ii ne re routing. 

I advised that I would send the information to the CSM for follow-up. 

Caller will be unavailable for a couple days, but he does want contact with the CSM for his complaint. 



Caller had a knee replacement and kidney implant. Caller asked if TSA has an expedited screening program for persons who have had medical implants. Caller knows how the Precheck program works. Caller stated it is embarressing for her to have 
to be patted down every ti me. Ca 11 er asked if the re is a way to avoid the paid own. 

I told lhe caller there is no expediled screening for passengers with disabilities bul there is a disabilily lane. I told the caller I hat wilh the expedited screening she would no longer remove her shoes, jackel. belt or remove her laptop bul she would still 
have to be screened. I told her everyone has to be screened. 
If a passenger has metal implants. such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. TSA has created not1f1cation cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about any d1sab1lity. 
med i ca I co nd it ion, or med i ca I device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from s ecu ri ty screening. their use may imp rove communication and he Ip travelers discreetly notify T SOs of their co nd it ions, This card 
can be found at hllp: www.tsa.gov sites default files publicalions disability_notification_cards.pdf. 

2013 5:o5:' Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their anms above their 
heads for 5-7 seoond s without the sup po rt of a person or device, An e Ii g i ble passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is ava i I able or can request to be screened using a patd own; however. passengers cannot request to be sere ened by the wa I k
t h rough metal detector in lieu of AIT or a I ho rough patdown. 
Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices. passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. 
I told the caller she can request a private screening and she has the right to have someone in the room with her when she is being screened by patdown. 

I referred the caller to www.tsa.gov for information about the AIT screening because caller was concerned about privacy issues. 
http: www.tsa.gov ait-frequently-asked-quest1ons 
To Whom it May Concern: 

Today I was very disappointed in your SFO TSA men and women' I greatly appreciate the job they do to keep us safe but today I witnessed a 90 year old woman in a wheelchair be subjected to the additional security screening where she had trouble 
physi ca 11 y getting into the screening booth and ho I ding her hands above her head while her caregiver was forced to stand back and watch her go through the process twice none the I ess. The rest of us who we re far mo re capable of enduring the 

2013 8:39:, screening were allowed to simply walk through the metal detector. The elderly woman and her companion acted with such grace and willingness that I couldn't help but be angry on their behalf. I really hope that not all disabled or impaired elderly 
individual who comes lhrough SFO security is subjected to the same level of screening and are 1reated with more cour1esy and respect. I understand the safely risks but I seriously doubt this 90 year old woman and her elderly caregiver pose a risk to 
national security. 

!(b,(61 

Ca Iler travels often. She has a GE membership, She thought it wou Id ease her travel situation, She is /loo red by how she is co nsta ntl y harassed by the agents, Every area of her body is checked too th ro roughly, The I ast two ti mes from DFW. she 
was touched so hard on her vagina. She is white, 5 fool 9 inches, and blonde. Is this reverse discriminalion? She is gelling extra screening for when the alarm goes off or she is being pulled out of line before she gets to the screening equipment. 

I advised that. from what she is descnbing. the extra screening 1s within TSA policy. However. she will not get the TSA PreCheck option unless she makes the election at the point-of-sale by placing her PASS ID number in the Known Traveler field. 

Caller advised something is on her boarding pass because last she went lhrough the PreCheck lane. She didn t want to give her lasl name because she feared thal she would be placed on the No Fly List. Caller menlioned thal she is subjected to lhe 
extra screening and the ETD test with the chemical on the pads. 

2013 9: 19'1 I advised that the pads have no chemical on them. and that the test is a part of the process. 

Caller stated that she is divesting herself of any metal, but the WTMD is still going off. She has been advised that _it sometimes does that_. 

Si nee ca 11 er stated that she was white and blonde, I determined that she did not qua I ify for an MB referra I under the d iscri mi na ted classes. I conferred with Gary in MB, and he advised th at she wou Id not be under the protected cl asses, However. he 
advised that I should oontact lhe caller and advise her that she can access lhe MB section if she wanted 10 and I hat her allegations need to be made in writing. 

I recontacted ca 11 er at the number given and I ell the information above on her voice mai I with our contact info nmati on. 

Conferred with ~ work area. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time: 211412013 1 :30:49 PM Airport PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor lnlernational Date/Time of Travel: 0211312013 5:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: Alaska Air Flight 639T Checkpoint/Area 
of Airport· Gate 11 TSA Employee: (If Known) · nla Comment: I would like to preface this complaint with my support of the government in their endeavor to protect myself and my fellow citizens through safety precautions and terrorist threat detection 
devices and interview. Prior to my trip yesterday, I had decided to opt out of the body scan because I have a chrome thyroid co nd1t1on and do not want any more rad1ati on unless a bsol utel y necessary. I had to wait several minutes and watched my 
property go down the conveyor belt to be x-rayed. The five containers with purse, cell phone, tablet, shoes, and ooat were unattended and in plain sight of travelers for several minutes. I asked the TSA officer about my ooncem for my property and he 

_ told me not to worry - that no one will lake it. My property was lined up in the way of olher traveler's properly and most of the time I did not have plain sighl of it. Finally, a woman officer came and asked me if I minded having the pat down on the olher 
2013 2'03 " side of the body scan and metal detector: that she could not take me to a private room for the pat down because there was only one woman officer available. I was asked to face towards oncoming travelers during the pat down which placed me again 

out of vision of my property. Finally. after most of the pat down was conducted, she then allowed me to see my property and I faced my property while I waited for her to conduct some kind oftest after wiping my palms. I would like to conclude with the 
following comp I ai nt - the pat down was em ba rra sing enough without subjecting me to lace the o noom i ng travelers, My persona I property was subject to theft and/or oom promise throughout the who I e process, I wou Id expect that T SA wo u Id treat 
t rave I e rs with more consideration and respect during the persona I pat down procedure. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name kbl(ffl phone Number !(b)(ffl !Email kb·:,(61 ~o leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



2013 2. 04 t W ha I is it about you guys and bad press? You guys a re known as i nco m pe tent, being thieves and now you give special treatment to eel e bri Ii es? I recently had I he unfortunate o pport unity of getting my bag torn a pa rt by your agents even though I'm a 
· · veteran and in the reser,es all for a bag of coins. but then your just going to let an irrational rapper and his hooker gf go without even having to go through a metal detector? You guys are a pathetic joke. 

Caller said the inconsistencies when he flies is ridiculous. He has had one of the worst experiences of his life happened day before yesterday when he was departing from Norfolk, VA He told the TSO that he had a defibrillator. The TSO wouldn t let 
him go lhrough the WTMO. He asked if it is mandalory that he get a full body patdown. The TSO rubbed his private parts and never even Iouched his chest where the device is located. Caller states he is always lhe person 10 be checked for bomb 
residue and he is singled out each time. He wants to know what he s doing wrong. This happens practically each time he flies. 
In December, at Ft. Walton Beach, FL (OSI) a TSA agent said he wasn t allowed to take his toothpaste because 11 wasn t 3.4 ozs. or less. The TSA agent was performing a hand inspection of his bag when he found the toothpaste. Caller says it doesn 
t matter where he flies, he is asked to have his bag ETD test. His bag is always part of the random bag checks as well. 
He doesn I know whal he needs to do 10 stop being profiled. He lhinks he is being profiled because they are asking him to inspect his bag after ii clears the ,-ray machine each time. There is no metal in the bag and the TS Os are constantly checking 
his bag and hands for explosives. Mast recently he flew with US Airways from Noifolk. VA. Caller states he is a white male and doesn t wear a turban so he doesn t understand why he is being racially profiled. 

Response: 
2013 6:19:, Advised caller the agent was following procedures with lhe 3-1-1 conlainers. 

Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices. passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 
One screening procedure, which gene rates discussion and conce m among passengers, i nvo Ives use of pa tdow n search es, Pa tdow n s a re used to reso Ive a I arms from the wa I k through metal detector (WTM D), when a no ma Ii es a re dis covered through 
Advanced Imaging T echno I og y I AIT J sere en i ng, as wel I as when random sere en i ng activities a re conducted. 
A Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdawn search, and as the screening is being conducted. the TSO should be describing the procedures he or she is using. TSOs are required ta use the 
back of the hand to patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensItIve areas, TS Os are required to use the front of the hand. 
Explained to caller TSA doesn t profile individuals. 

Referred to MB and advised caller someone would contact him regarding his issue and complaint. 
Caller said the inconsistencies when he flies is ridiculous. He has had one of the worst experiences of his life happened day before yesterday when he was departing from Norfolk, VA He told the TSO that he had a defibrillator. The TSO wouldn t let 
him go lhrough the WTMO. He asked if it is mandalory that he get a full body patdown. The TSO rubbed his private parts and never even Iouched his chest where the device is located. Caller states he is always lhe person 10 be checked for bomb 
residue and he is singled out each time. He wants to know what he s doing wrong. This happens practically each time he flies. 
In December, at Ft. Walton Beach, FL (OSI) a TSA agent said he wasn t allowed to take his toothpaste because 11 wasn t 3.4 ozs. or less. The TSA agent was performing a hand inspection of his bag when he found the toothpaste. Caller says it doesn 
t matter where he flies, he is asked to have his bag ETD test. His bag is always part of the random bag checks as well. 
He doesn I know whal he needs to do 10 stop being profiled. He lhinks he is being profiled because they are asking him to inspect his bag after ii clears the ,-ray machine each time. There is no metal in the bag and the TS Os are constantly checking 
his bag and hands for explosives. Mast recently he flew with US Airways from Noifolk. VA. Caller states he is a white male and doesn t wear a turban so he doesn t understand why he is being racially profiled. 

Response: 
2013 6:19:, Advised caller the agent was following procedures with lhe 3-1-1 conlainers. 

Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices. passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 
One screening procedure, which gene rates discussion and conce m among passengers, i nvo Ives use of pa tdow n search es, Pa tdow n s a re used to reso Ive a I arms from the wa I k through metal detector (WTM D), when a nom a Ii es a re dis covered through 
Advanced Imaging T echno I og y I AIT J sere en i ng, as wel I as when random sere en i ng activities a re conducted. 
A Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdawn search, and as the screening is being conducted. the TSO should be describing the procedures he or she is using. TSOs are required ta use the 
back of the hand to patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensItIve areas, TS Os are required to use the front of the hand. 
Explained to caller TSA doesn t profile individuals. 

Referred to MB and advised caller someone would contact him regarding his issue and complaint. 



2013 9:04:, 

2013 9:04:, 

Ca Iler fl ys back and forth a I ot between Rhode Island and FI ori d a and she feels th at a skycap person in Provide nee Rhode Is I and was very mi Ii tant with her. She fee Is he flagged her because he had a attitude. She stated the skycap persa n was with 
Southwest Air I in es. 
Ca Iler left Providence Rhode Island with frozen seafood ( stonec ra bs, bag of shrimp and a key Ii me pie) with gel packs and she stated she had taken the same i terns back and forth many ti mes and had no problem and the skycap ask her what she had 
and why she was bringing stonecrabs, then they patted her down and when she got her seafood back it had been opened. 
She is wanting to know haw to what she ca ul d do to avoid a gg ra vati ng someone so th at this does n t happen because he was very rude with her. Ca 11 er also stated that she a I ways tips the skycap person because they are usu a 11 y very nice and helpful 
to her except this person. 
Ca Iler said she probably needed to contact Southwest Airlines because that was who he was with, 

Advised Ca Iler: 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) see ks 10 provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 travelers who pass through our sere en i ng checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents ter,-orists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove lhe random element from lhe system and undermine security. We simply cannol assume thal all terrorists will fil a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we bel ,eve these sec u nty measures are necessary and ap prop nate for ensuring the security and conf1d en ce of al I air trave I ers. T SA contrn ues to develop and deploy 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

I did apologize to the caller that this happened to her. 

Ca Iler fl ys back and forth a I ot between Rhode Island and FI ori d a and she feels th at a skycap person in Provide nee Rhode Is I and was very mi Ii tant with her. She fee Is he flagged her because he had a attitude. She stated the skycap persa n was with 
Southwest Air I in es. 
Ca Iler left Providence Rhode Island with frozen seafood ( stonec ra bs, bag of shrimp and a key Ii me pie) with gel packs and she stated she had taken the same i terns back and forth many ti mes and had no problem and the skycap ask her what she had 
and why she was bringing stonecrabs, then they patted her down and when she got her seafood back it had been opened. 
She is wanting to know haw to what she ca ul d do to avoid a gg ra vati ng someone so th at this does n t happen because he was very rude with her. Ca 11 er also stated that she a I ways tips the skycap person because they are usu a 11 y very nice and helpful 
to her except this person. 
Ca Iler said she probably needed to contact Southwest Airlines because that was who he was with, 

Advised Ca Iler: 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks 10 provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents ter,-orists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove lhe random element from lhe system and undermine security. We simply cannol assume thal all terrorists will fil a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we bel ,eve these sec u nty measures are necessary and ap prop nate for ensuring the security and conf1d en ce of al I air trave I ers. TSA contrn ues to develop and deploy 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

I did apologize to the caller that this happened to her. 



'013 12 09:, 

2013 4:37:: 

A customer was miss-treated by a TSA employee by purposefully making them wait unnecessarily as many other passengers passed her by, while her belongings were sitting out of her reach and control. Please explain? 

-----Original Message-----
From: tsatcc_do_nat_reply@senture.cam [mailto:tsatcc_do_nat_reply@senture.cam] 
Sent: Thursday Februa[Y 14, 2013 7:54 PM 
ro[b,(61 I 
Subjecl: In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank you for your e-mail regarding your recent travel experience. 

Because your complaint concerns security screening al a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your e-mail to the Customer Service Manager at I hat airport. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that secunty
scree ni ng po Ii ci es need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the subjects of repeated complaints, 

AIT is a classification that covers two similar technologies, millimeter wave and backscatter. Both systems work in a similar way to give Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) a virtual image of a passenger that conspicuously highlights potentially 
dangerous ii ems. AIT gives TSA a way to detect a wide variety of lhreats, including suicide vests and other improvised explosive devices that may be hidden under passengers' clothing and cannot be detected by walk-through metal detectors. AIT 
enhances security, reduces the need far pa tdaw n search es for passengers with joint rep I ace m ents and other medica I conditions, and improves pa sse ng er convenience and comfort. 

AIT machines have been ind e pe nde ntl y evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration, the Na ti on al Institute far Standards and Technology, and the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, who have a 11 affirmed their safety, This testing 
took into account special populations I hat a re more sensitive to radiation, such as chi Id re n, persons re cei vi ng radiation treatment for medical conditions, and pregnant and po tenti a 11 y preg na nl women, as we 11 as TS Os who work near I he equipment. In 
fact, a traveler is exposed ta less radiation from one AIT scan than from 2 minutes being on board a commercial aircraft at flight altitude. 

TSA is sensitive to passengers' concerns about protecting their privacy as it relates to the security screening process, particularly the use of AIT. Rigorous privacy safeguards are in place to protect passenger privacy and ensure anonymity. All 
images genera I ed by imaging techno I og y a re viewed in an area nol visible to the public. The officer assi sling the passenger never sees the image, and the officer viewing the image never interacts with the passenger. The imaging tech no logy that T SA 
uses in airports cannot stare, export, print, or transmit images and no cameras. cellular telephones, or other devices capable of capturing images are permitted in the image viewing area. To further protect passenger privacy, all facial images are 
blurred. 

Privacy and securily are not mutually exclusive, and TSA has had an ongoing dialogue wilh privacy groups on these issues. AIT is an effeclive 1001 in de1ec1ing terrorist threats and another 1001 in our layered approach 10 securily. 

Caller had a hip replacement. She told lhe TSOs thal she had ii and thal thal was why lhe wand was going off. She has a card in her wallet, but ii wenl through the xray. The TSO would nol let her access it. She received a humiliating paldown in 
front al her friends and strangers. She wants to know haw to avoid this in the future. This happened November 2012 in NJ. 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). 

A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

• The patd own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers mu st wait for a TSO of the same gender to be come a vai I ab I e, 
- The passenger can request a privale screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a privale screening, anolher TSA employee will also be presenl and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
- A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 

- The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
- A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or I ift any article of c lathing to revea I a s ens1t1ve body area. 

She is flying from CL Ton 10 HNL and back. She is not worried aboul going through CL T, but does nol know about HNL and if they have lhe AIT. I lold her that because an airport has the AIT does nol mean that they will be in use when she goes 
through the checkpoint. Any time there is an anomally or an alarm she will have to have additional screening which would be a patdawn. I tald her there were three ways to be screened: AIT, WTM D. and a patdown. She would have to have at least 
one of these and, sometimes, two. If there is no anomally and no alarm she will not have to do the patdown. 

I told her 10 always tell the screener before lhe screening begins that she has the implant. She can ask to speak 10 a supervisor any time she has an issue. She can also contact the CSM via the IVR -- I instructed her how to do this -- if she feels like 
she needs additional assistance at the checkpoint. She said she did nat know if she would call or not. 

I apologized for her experience. I told her that I do not know if the experience was bad because of the suprise of it. She said she thought that was part of it. I told her I do not know if the TSO did the patdown appropriately, but they do tell the 
passenger what they are doing during the patdown. She said the TSO did do that. I told her lhat now that she knows what to expecl and thal she can ask for a privale screening knowing she can have a companion wilh her, it may not be as bad as the 
first one. She agreed, but also said that people should not be treated this way for no fault al their awn. I tald her sometimes same TSOs were rougher with the patdown but the procedure is consistent throughout the airports. 



2013 4:37:, 

Caller had a hip replacement. She told the TSOs that she had it and that that was why the wand was going off She has a card in her wallet. but it went through the xray. The TSO would not let her access it. She received a humiliating patdown in 
front of her friends and strangers, She wants to know how to avoid this in the future. This happened November 2012 in NJ, 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). 

A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alanms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

• The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 

• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her anms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id nol be asked 10 remove or Ii ft any article of clothing 10 rev ea I a sensitive body area. 

She Is flying from CL Ton to HNL and back. She is not worned about going through CL T, but does not know about HNL and if they have the AIT. I told her that because an airport has the AIT does not mean that they will be in use when she goes 
through the checkpoint. Any time there is an anomally or an alarm she will have to have additional screening which would be a patdown. I told her there were three ways to be screened: AIT. WTMD, and a patdown. She would have to have at least 
one of these and, someIimes, lwo. If there is no anomally and no alarm, she will not have to do the patdown. 

I told her to always tell the screener before the screening begins that she has the implant. She can ask to speak to a supervisor any time she has an issue. She can also contact the CSM via the IVR -- I instructed her how to do this -- if she feels like 
she needs additional assistance at the checkpoint. She said she did not know if she would call or not. 

I apologized for her experience. I told her that I do not know if the experience was bad because of the suprise of it. She said she thought that was part of it. I told her I do not know if the TSO did the patdown appropriately, but they do tell the 
passenger what they are doing during the patdown. She said the TSO did do that. I told her that now that she knows what to expect and that she can ask for a private screening knowing she can have a companion with her. it may not be as bad as the 
Ii rst one. She agreed, but a I so said th at peop I e should not be treated this way for no fau It of their own. I to Id her sometimes some T SOs we re rougher with the p atdown but the procedure is consistent throughout the airports, 

~ro{gm;rl 11Ps<a• P-

Sent: Saturday, February 16, 2013 1121 AM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 

Subject Fly Rights - New Report from k~b~)_(_6~1 --~ 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name,.h.,_-.. ·,1;,,;R.·1 ______ ._ __ __, 

Email Address /h 1/Ri 
Phone Numb ·"'1h""'·--,1""r,""-,----,---~ 

Address: l~lb_··,_16_i ____ ~ 

2013 1 _ 1 O·( Are you 18 or over? yes 
· · Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 

NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N atIona Ii ty? no 
Gender? yes 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
G ul fport-B i I oxi I nte rnat ion a I Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 



Southwest for n avi g ati on assistance through the airport. 

Information Requesl: The caller is Irying to avoid lhe experience from happening again. The caller said lhe TSO took his cane and required her spouse 10 remove his knee braces; he was then made to try and walk thru lhe AIT. The caller said her 
spouse has balance difficulties and is not able to stand for with his arms above his head for the AIT screening. She is concerned her spouse will have problems going thru the checkpoint .The caller wanted to know if she can take her daily dose 
container of med s in her carry on bag. The ca 11 ed wanted to know if she can take her Chex mix to eat during the flight. 

2-19-2013 MCI Southwest 8am flighl #424 
2-19-2013 Hobby Southwest 1:25pm flight# 413 

Response Details: I apologized to the caller for lhe previous experience and advised I would be happy to assist her in helping to improve this trip. 

I advised the cal I er her spouse co u Id remain in the whee I chair for the screening. I advised the ca 11 er to make the TSO agents aware of his Ii m1tations and his a bi I iii es prior to the s c reem ng 

2013 7_31 _( Regardless of whether a passenger is screened by the walk-through metal detector, AIT, or a thorough patdown, the wheelchair scooter will be physically inspected. including the seat cushions and any non-removable pouches or fanny packs. It will 
· · also be tested for traces of explosives. and any removable pouches will be required to undergo x-ray screening. 

Passengers who can neither stand nor walk will be screened by a patdown while they remain seated. 

A paid own procedure also Is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. SomeIimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time 
During a private screening, the passenger may be accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
The passenger should inform TSOs of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 

A passenger s ho u Id nol be asked 10 remove or Ii ft any article of clothing 10 rev ea I a sensitive body area. 

I advised the cal I er to declare seperated her medications and food items p nor to the screening 

I advised the claler she may check with the airline when she checked in regarding a disability access . 

Feedback Type · Compliment 
Calegari es : Pat-down: P roles s ional ism 
Cun-ent Date/Time, 2/1712013 11 :36:23 AM Airport, FLL - Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International Date/Time ofTravel, 02/17/2013 12:00 AM Airline & Flight Number· West Jet 1055 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal 3 E TSA Employee: (If 
Known) fh·11 r;-·, ,-;omment fh··,1rr1 !musl be recognized for her human instinct. During the security check poinl. an agent would not lei me lhrough the regular metal deIecIor. I asked not to go through the X-ray screening. I understand we 
ARE not obliged and having been diagnosed with cancer and have a marker in my breast he said I was my tough luck. I tried to have him understand I am uneasy and a rehensive, he seemed not to care. He made me wait 1 O minutes while my 

2013 1 :23:, family was on the other side. I became more agitated as others were allowed to pass through the regular screening and when I asked him why, it was his choice. b)(ff:, was called over. She saw how v1s1bly shaken I was and took the time to calm 
me down, and did her pat down. Congratulations to her for her professionalism and should be commended. I travel frequently worldwide and this was the first time I had felt bullied by an agent who misinterpreted by refusal to be scanned by X-ray. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name ._!1 .. h-"·11._R .. ··, ___ _, 
Phone Number 
Email jrh·\/r;·-, 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



I had an unfortunate experience at the TSA checkpoint at LAX airport in Terminal 7(United) at around 8pm on Feb7th,2013. As a result I would like to make some helpful suggestions ta prevent or minimize such occurrences for people with medical 
conditions: 

About me: I am 73 years old and have travelled more than a million miles on United alone over the last many years and without incident . I recently(December3rd,2012) underwent knee surgery and as a result have metal implants in the knee. I live in 
Boston. I am a Professor and former Dean of Physical Sciences and Engineering at Harvard. This was my second flight since the surgery. At Boston(which has mm wave body scanners)! had no problems. 

The incident At LAX I went through a metal detector which of course detected the metal in my knee. I told the TSA agent of my knee surgery and he just did not believe me , Not only was I patted down thrice by 3 different agents and every piece of 
my luggage was dissected over a period of an hour. Luckily I had come early enough and jusl made my flight! My 73 year old wife was also with me. 

2013 5:0S:, The TSA agents would not allow me to show my knee scar after surgery or even recognize my US Government issued Global Entry photo ID which showed I was a trusted traveler. Somehow the training does not seem to reflect the nsk based security 
policy TSA espouses! 

Suggestions: 

1 There should be clear signs at all TSA checkpoints or a special line for travelers with medical conditions.(Your website does mention the notification card which I now have printed)and perhaps they could even be shepherded through the preferred 
TSA line as is the case with most airlines). 

2.The agents should have a metJI de1ec1or wand which if he flashed on my knee he would have confirmed what I was saying. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date Time 2 19 2013 7:17:57 AM Airport: EWR - Newark International Date Time of Travel 02 18 2013 5:45 PM Airline Flight Number: Virgin Atlantic VS2 to London Checkpoint Area of Airport: Terminal B international gates including 53 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : Only 1 X-ray sea nne r in use ( no option 10 use con venti o na I meta I d ete eta r). On ex i Ii ng sea n ne r, TV screen showed up somel hi ng unusua I around my shirt pock et area prompting TSA official to pat around my upper ch esl. Nothing was found 

20 3 8_3 ., and I was able ta exit. The scanner is too sensitively calibrated and a pat down anywhere else could came close to constituting indecent assault. The pat down was not in my view justified - the scanner should not have shown anything, and the 
1 · 4 · conventional metal detector should have been in use as an option as was the case when I went through security at SFO International Terminal A gates on Feb 11 2013 at 10.00am without incident. 

Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number : 
Emailfb,(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, 

I 
follow this link . http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 

Was in the Fort Lauderdale Airport on Sunday 02117113 around 9:30 a.m. TSA Staff there seemed very unorganized and confused. TSA Rep who was at the start of the line even admitted that he was confused. He had waved me through to the wrong 
line and this was only realized when I saw that he had put my traveling companion in another line. I then got in the correct line. TSA rep didn't seem to know where to send anyone as the elderly man in front of me (who was in a mobile scooter) was 
also di reeled incorrectly and was separaled from his traveling companion who was assisting him. 

Sign was posted saying that those persons over 7 5 did not have to remove shoes or I 1g ht jackets. Another sign stated ·•,1 you we re born before this day in 193 7. th en you do not have to remove your shoes or jacket." I bel ,eve that sign should use the 
year 1938 since this is now 2013 and anyone born in January 1938 would now be 75 years old. It's been 76 YEARS since 1937. 

'013 12:0S: While we were in line waiting ta send aur belongings through the metal detectors, two airline employees rudely bypassed us and brake in line. I understand that airline employees may be on a tight schedule and do not have time to wait in line, but the 
TSA Staff should have escorted them through to the front of the line and stated why they were being allowed to go in front of us. I picked up my tray to move ahead and the TSA staffer grabbed 11 from me and abruptly told me to wait. Rude airline 
employees are the norm. but all of this could have been avoided if TSA staff had been alert and doing their jobs. 



Caller fi ew RS W-PH L I a st Friday a boa rd Southwest Ai rt i nes. She Is cal Ii ng to /1 I e a complaint to which the manner she was sere ened. She ap proched the che c kpornt in a whee I chair because of a ba cte nal i nfe ct,on in her ears and mob i Ii ty concerns with 
her feet, She was able to trans le r out of the wheelchair and was sere en i ng by A IT, Ca Iler was advised at this checkpoint in either terminal D or E that the A IT machine picked up traces of TNT on her hands, Cal I er then underwent s eco nda ry screening 
which included a very aggressive paldown by very rude screeners and ETD testing on her hands, which came back positive. Caller was then shutlled to a private screening locations where she underwent an additional patdown, which once again she 
deemed excessively forceful. She claims her rotator cuff we reinjured by the screeners and she almost missed her flight due to all this additional screening. Caller states she uses a hand creme, which contains glycerin, that more than likely triggered 
the additional screening, but is of the understanding that should not have caused an anomaly on the AIT technology. She fears she is on some kind of watch list because of this add1t1onal screening and wants someone at RSW to address her complaint 
as soon as possible. Caller states this incident occurred at approximately 7:50 and her flight, which she does not recall the flight number, departed at 8:45. She also states she was sick on the day of the flight and was a tad on the rude side herself. 

Resolution: 

Every person and i tern mu st be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is import ant, T ra nsportat ion Security Officers (TS Os) must conduct additiona I screening to resolve an ala rm of 
the Walk-Through Metal DeIecIor (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. TSA regrets you did not have a satisfacIory screening experience. Because your complaint concerns the conduct of 

2013 1 :2B:, TSO~ at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern that may 
requ, re spec, a I attention. 
We consider your conce ms to be a serious issue lo r our attention, TSA appreciates that you took the ti me to sh are your conce ms with us, 

Caller flew RSW-PHL last Friday aboard Southwest Airlines. She is calling to file a complaint to which the manner she was screened. She approched the checkpoint in a wheelchair because of a bacterial infection in her ears and mobility concerns with 
her feet. She was able to transfer out of the wheelchair and was sere en i ng by A IT. Caller was advised at this che c kpornt in either te rmrn al D or E that the Al T machine picked up traces of TNT on her hands. Cal I er then underwent s eco nda ry screening 
which included a very aggressive patdown by very rude screeners and ETD testing on her hands, which came back positive. Caller was then shuttled to a private screening locations where she underwent an additional patdown, which once again she 
deemed excessively forceful. She claims her rolator cuff we reinjured by the screeners and she almost missed her fiighl due to all this addilional screening. Caller states she uses a hand creme, which contains glycerin, I hat more than likely triggered 
the additional screening, but is of the understanding that should not have caused an anomaly on the AIT technology. She fears she is on some kind of watch list because of this additional screening and wants someone at RSW to address her complaint 
as soon as possible. Caller states this incident occurred at approximately 7:50 and her fi1ght. which she does not recall the flight number. departed at 8:45. She also states she was sick on the day of the flight and was a tad on the rude side herself. 

Resolution: 

Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area of an airport and the manner in which the screening is conducted Is important. Transportation Secunty Officers (TSOs) must conduct add1t1onal screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. TSA regrets you did not have a satisfactory screening experience. Because your complaint concerns the conduct of 

2013 1 ,28,, TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) al thal location. TSA moniiors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern thal may 
require special attention. 
We consider your conce ms to be a serious issue lo r our attention. T SA appreciates that you took the ti me to sh are your conce ms with us. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service 
Current Date/Time· 2119/2013 4:03:16 PM Airport: ORD - Chicago-O"Hare International Date/Time of Travel· 02/18/2013 1:00 PM Airline & Flight Number· United 3668 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Terminal C TSA Employee: (If Known)· Woman. 
short red curly hair Comment : Yesterday (2118). I was leaving Chicago O'Hare on a flight home to New Orleans. The TSA agents I encountered at O'Hare were extremely rude and mean to the customers. Before I even placed my belongings on the 
metal detectors, a certain red curly haired TSA agent was yelling at customers to put everything on the belts, etc. I know this is her job, but it was done in a very aggressive manner, as if to suggest she was already in a bad mood, Next, after putting 
everything I had on the bell, I wanted to opt oul of going through lhe millimeter wave, due to health concerns. I told lhe woman I wished to opt out, and she told me to stand on the mat in front of the wave. Since I've opted oul many limes before, I stood 

20 3 S·0B·' next to the metal detector to wait for another TSA agent to come pat me down. The woman looked at me. extremely confused and screamed at me to step on the mat in front of the millimeter wave so that I could go through when the person in front of 
1 · ·' me was finished. I did as I was told because I assumed that the rules at O'Hare were a little different than everywhere else (since ,rs a bigger airport). When the TSA agent standing behind the millimeter wave started waving me into the machine. I said 

'No, I want to opt out", as I had already told the other woman. This man looked at me as ii I had spoken another language, made some kind of motion to the woman TSA agent, and she screamed, 'female assist opt out". then proceeded to tell me that I 
had never informed her that I wished to opt out. I left the security checkpoint exiremely disappointed lhat she, and lhe male agent, had ruined my enlire trip home. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name b·:,(6) 
Phone Number , ._'-'--""----' 

Emai!(h 1/Ri 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

I fiew out of San Diego friday, February 15th at 4:50 and I went through TSA. I told them I wanted to opt out of the full body scanner in which they told me that wasn't an option and that if I did I would be fully patted down. felt up, and that it would be 
extremely uncomfortable. The reason I'm complaining about this is because they were letting A TON of others go through the regular metal detector!!!' Last time I checked, which was it was my RIGHT to opt out of the full body scanner for privacy 
concerns and reasons. They need to get their act together and make sure this is allowed'., 11 I hate flying now a days because agents are rude and treat customers like dirt' Last time I checked, I'm still a human being. eat my food with a fork, and put 
my pants on one I eg at a time. The agents need to stop with the menta I ity that they a re su pe ri or to everyone e I se they encounter. 

2013 8: 1 O:, Thanks, 
~kb-,(-6-) ~--~ 

Sent from my iPhone 

From (b)(61 
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 5:00 AM 
To: TSA.Ombudsman@dhs.gov 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: l(b 1(61 
Dale Time: 2/20120~1~3~5~:0~0~:0~9~A~M-

'013 10:06: Name: 

Email: 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

Pat down incident Newark Airport 18 Feb 2013 

Comments: 

Location: Terminal B international gates. time 5.45pm. Travelling home to London on Virgin Atlantic flight VS2. 



To Whom It May Concern: 

My family traveled from DFW to Chicago November 27, 2012 for my brother-in-law's fb::I(6) I funeral in LaPorte IN. We arrived at security near gate 24C for flight# AA2320 approximately 5:00 am. I told the first TSA agent with whom we 
came in contact that my 12-year~ld so~as weanng_ a back brace for a recent compression fracture. fhW'n I neurosurgeon with Cook Children,:s ~edical Center in Fort Wo.rth wh.om we had !ust ~.ee_n November 26 advised 

1h··I1rr1 to wear his brace at all times wHen In an upright pos1t1on. The next agent we came In contact with as we approached the metal detector asked me 1f I would ok them to scan him to avoid having them to frisk him since he was only twelve. 
agree after she confirmed thal no radiation would be involved. The next thing I knew my son was pulled aside with my husband. My husband told me lhe cloth they wiped ~hand with tested positive for explosives. My son had not been around 
any kind of chemicals other than TRESemme' shampoo and conditioner during his shower earlier that morning. Due ta this false positive, we missed our flight waiting for same supervisor to come lift up Andrew's shirt and say he could go. We did not 
go to the local television stations like the girl in the wheelchair recently, but we want to know why this happened. After checking with American Airlines to see if they show any "red flags·' for our family, they advised that we contact you. 

2013 4:04;< 

Do we or did any member of our family have a "'red flag"' wilh TSA, from what incidenl and why? To our knowledge we have done nolhing wrong in the past but somehow since around 1998, I have had my bags '"randomly"' ,-rayed and have been 
"randomly" frisked and '"wanded" even when flying alone with two small children at the tum of the century. When I'm not pulled aside during security checks my husband is. I was singled out when returning to the US in Nov. of 2003 at Heathrow in 
London. I was told by a friend that AA cou Id put a red flag on someone but they just co nfi nrned with me that none is documented with th em. If TSA has our fa mi I y flagged don't we have a rig ht to know and why? Our names and b1 rth dates are as 
follows: 

Thanks and look forward to hearing back from someone ASAP. 

Sincere! 
b1(6) 



'013 12 05: 

From (b1(6) 

Sent: Thursday, February 21. 2013 g:36 AM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subjecl: MHT errors 

I fiy a lot - over 50 trips last year, many airporIs - so I'm familiar with TSA team e,ecution in many localions. I'm writing 10 complain aboul inconsistent e,ecution by TSA personnel at Manchester NH. 

In my e,perience here (for years) the people here have been more self-impressed (yet inconsistenl) lhan any other airport I've seen. This is leading me to reconsider using M HT and I'll be forwarding this 10 lhe Manchester airport aulhority. 

I recently got a TSA-approved Leatherman pockel tool - the one with no knife. It went through security at other airports with no trouble on several trips. A week or two ago, agenl Gunter at MHT stopped my goods in the scanner. When I asked what lhe 
problem was he said it was this tool: he said he (unlike all the other airports) had to see it to be sure it was the right one. He said it would avoid problems if I took it aut and made it clearly visible. 

Other airports hadn"t need that, but whatever. 

The corker was that then, having already determined it was okay, he went back and put it through the scanner again' What on earth is the rationale far that?? It seemed clear to me that he was simply punishing me for questioning him, because I can·t 
i magrn e any sane ration ale for ta king ti me to re-scan something you a I ready d ete rmrn ed was fine. 



ounces of liquid in the bag. Caller said she cannot control this. Caller is being treated for cancer. Caller said at O hare there was an incident where she was weanng a hat and she had to remove her hat. Caller said she tried to explain to the TSO she 
did not have any hair. Caller said the TSO started screaming at her and asking her ii she was refusing to be screened. Caller said she was traveling alone and she was embaCTessed and scared because she lost all of her hair due to chemotherapy. 
Caller said she did nol file a complaint at I hat lime but she should have. Caller wants information aboul the screening process she can expect with the os1omy. Caller was concerned about the radiation from lhe AIT 

I told the caller she has the right to opt out of the AIT because of her concern about the radiation. 
ii is important for passengers 10 inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about the ostomy before the screening process begins. TSA has created notificalion cards that travelers may use to inform TSOs about any 
disability, medical condition, ar medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening. their use may improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their 
cond iii on s. This card can be found at 
http: www.tsa.gov sites default files publications disability notification cards.pd!. 
Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available ar can request to be screened using a thorough patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the 
walk-through metal detector in I 1eu of A IT or a paid own. 
If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a me1a1 detector or anomalies identified by AIT If a paldown is required in order to complele screening: 

,013 12:0?: • The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or I ift any article of c lathing to revea I a s ens1t1ve body area. 
In addition to the patdown. TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. 
Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT or a walk-lhrough metal detector, lhe passenger's os1omy is subject to addilional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include the passenger conducling a self-patdown of lhe 
ostomy, followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passenger's hands. 

Passengers who have catheters and po r1 s attached to their bodies should inform the T ransporta Ii on Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening or the device ( s J and indicate where I he device ( s) is I oca ted before the screening process begins. 
Passengers should also inform the TSO of any pain or medical complications that may result from touching the port and or catheter so it can be screened appropriately. 
I told the caller there is a supervisor available at the checkpoint if she has any problems 
If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor while at the checkpoint. Passengers also can report concerns by contacting TS A's Disability and Multicultural Division at TSA.ODPO@tsa.dhs.gov 
or 
Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Other 
CurTent Date/Time : 212112013 2:04:45 PM Airport : ORF - Norfolk International Date/Time of Travel 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport US Airways I Southwest checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. This checkpoint continually gets backed up during peak times. i fly virtually every week and seen the lines back up beyond the ID checkpoint. It has taken me over 40 minutes at times to getthrough security. The reason is TSA has every 
passenger going through the body scanner which slows the process. Most airports give you an option or open the metal detectors when lines grow. I asked the supervisor why donl they open the metal detectors and their reply is &quotth1s is the way 
we do it here&q uot:. 

2013 4:06:, I am approved under TSA Pre and Nexus and getting lhrough my home airport is very frustra1ing. 
Note: This security point has 4 lanes: two metal detectors and two body scanners and they never have mare than two lanes open. 
TSA needs to add TSA PRE to this airport or at least open more lanes. 
Thanks 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Nam 
Phone Number "1'"h~.\/~R'"··,~----.--' 

Emai (b)(61 
To leave a commen concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicalionManager 



Is it TSA protoco I to make pa rents remove a babies diaper and a T SA a gent inspect the babies private parts? 

I was holding my daughter when I walked through the detector, the alarm didn"t sound and I wasn't padded down or checked with the wand but as soon as I walked through u was told they had to check the baby. 
The make sere ener asked that I wait for a le male screener to ch eek my d aug hte r and when she arrived she informed us we had to take the babies diaper off. once the diaper was re moved the agent spread her legs and I ,fled her butt to ch eek under 
her. 

This I think at the time was OUTRAGEOUS and just want ta find out if this was proper protocol 

Sent by Siri from my iPhone 5 so please pardon the spelling. 

Begin forwarded message: 

2013 8.02.1 From: HYPERLINK "mailto:tsatcc_do_nat_reply@senture.com"tsatcc_do_nat_reply@senture.cam 
. . Date February 21. 2013. 5:54 09 PM EST 

To: HYPERLINKbbi(6i ! 
Subjecl: In Resp rise to your 111quiry. 

Thank you for your e-ma i I concerning traveling with chi Id ren. 

Every person. regardless of age. must undergo screening to proceed beyond the secunty checkpoint. Even babies must be individually screened. You will not be asked to do anything that will separate you from your child or children. 

Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) are specially lrained and understand your concerns regarding children. Your children will be approached gently and treated wilh respect. If your child becomes uncomfortable or upset, you will be consulted aboul 
the best approach to resolving your chi Id s concern. 

The Screening Process - X-ray 
• All carry-on baggage, including children s bags and items, must go lhrough the ,-ray machine. Examples include: diaper bags, blankels, and Ioys. 
• All child-related equipment that will fit through the ,-ray machine must ga through the x-ray machine. Examples include: strollers, umbrella-strollers, baby carriers, car and boaster seats, backpacks, and baby slings. 
Caller Is at the PH L airport and she has a osto my bag and she does not want to go to a p nvate screening room to have additional s c reem ng conducted. Ca 11 er was really up set over this matter she stated that if they would have just let her go throug ht 
the meta I detector they would have never known she had it on, She a I so wanted to know if she requested the meta I detector would the tsa officer have to ho nno r that request? 

Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT ar a walk-through metal detector, the passenger's ostomy is subject to additional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of the 
'013 1 O: 1 O: ostomy, followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passenger's hands. 

Let the caller know even if an item is generally permilled, it may be subject to addilional screening or not allowed through lhe checkpoint if it triggers an alarm during lhe screening process, appears to have been tampered with, or poses olher security 
concerns. The final decision rests with TSA on whether to allow any items an the plane. 



Lubbock International Airport 
6104 N Cedar Ave 
Lubbock, TX 79403-6819 

January 26. 2013 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

On Friday. January 25, 2013. I traveled through your airport on my way home to Fort Worth. I am wntmg to complain about the treatment I have received mice now at your airport security checkpoint, the most egregious being the treatment I received 
yesterday. 

I am a 48-year-old handicapped woman, with scoliosis, and walk with the aid of crutches and braces. I am unable to go through the screener without setting off the metal detectors. so I fully understand that I need to be patted down for security 
purposes. I am used to this. as I have traveled by air all over the country. 

Yesterday a little after 5 p.m., when Irying to cal ch my 6:00 flight to Love Field on Southwest Airlines, I was patted down in a more time-consuming and thorough manner than I am used 10 at other airporIs, but I expected I his, as it happened to me on 

2013 3.58., my trip from Lubbock in May 2012. Yesterday, however. after my hands were swiped and the cloth was put through the detector, suddenly three more TSA agents appeared and were quite gruff with me. I was told I would need a more thorough, 
· ·' private screening because the machine detected something. When I asked what it was, I was told they would tell me later. 

At this point, my license was taken and run through, I assume, some compuIer database. Then I was taken into a private room and palled down more thoroughly. This was nol an intrusive search-I did nol mind the search at all. However, my 
traveling companions were forced to wait for me, and from their vantage point, the treatment I received should have been highly embarrassing for me. The whole process took perhaps 20 minutes. 

When the TSA agents found nothing, they became congenial, thanked me for my patience, and let me go. When I asked again what on my hands had set off the machine, I was told it could have been anything: "hand lotion. perfume ... I don't know. 
Maybe our machine needs cleaning." To say I was appalled at that response is an understalement. 

I am writing to let you know I am highly displeased with the treatment I am receiving at your airport. For my job. I will have to travel to your city mice a year, and already I am not looking forward to my next trip. Could you please somehow assure me 
that this will not happen to me again in the future? I am copying Southwest Airlines, so they will know that if I cannot be assured of better treatment, I will be unable to give them my business. I am highly pleased with the service I always receive from 
Southwest: my di sa ppoi ntment is only wi I h the TSA agents at I he Lubbock airport. 

Sincerely, 



2013 5 55, 

Response Details: Provided the following info from the template: 

Passengers who have medical devices attached to their bodies, should inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening of the device and indicate where the device is located before the screening process begins. 

If a passenger can safely disconnect from their device, he or she can submit it for x-ray screening; however, passengers can be screened without disconnecting from devices. If a passenger cannot disconnect from the device. the type of screening 
conducted will depend on the type of device and lhe passengers abililies. Passengers should consult wilh the manufacturer of the device to determine whelher ii can pass lhrough a walk-through metal detector or can be subjected to Advanced 
Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

If the device can be safe I y screened by AIT, passengers can be screened using Al T only if they can stand sti 11 with their a rm s above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rt of a person or device, 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A patdown procedure also 1s used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Some1imes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time the passenger may be accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
A passenger s ho u Id nol be asked 10 remove or Ii ft any article of clothing 10 rev ea I a sensitive body area. 

In addition to the patdown, TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. If explosive matenal is detected, the passenger will have to undergo additional screening. Regardless of the screening method used, the device will undergo 
additiona I screening , This may include, but is not Ii mi ted to, a physi ca I inspection of the device if it is not in a sensitive area , and a patd own of the device lo 11 owed by testing for traces of explosives, 

The caller stated this was the exact procedure that is he normally experiences. However it was not yesterday. 

I apologized to the caller that his experience was different yesterday and made him uncomfortable. 

The ca 11 er stated he wanted to fi I e a comp I ant regard his screening yesterday of his med i ca I device. 

I advised the caller the complaint must be in writing and I would gladly send him the forms to his email. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date Time 2 22 2013 5:30:22 PM Airport: SEA - Seaftle-Tacoma International Date Time of Travel: 02 22 2013 2:15 PM Airline Flight Number dl1457 Checkpoint Area of Airport pre TSA Employee: (If Known): overweight blonde middle 
aged women Comment , Sere ener ma de me remove my Ii g ht jacket w hi I e going through Pre meta I detector. 

2013 6:32:: Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 

1013 10:16 

Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 212212013 g:32:03 PM Airport BOI - Boise Air Terminal/Gowen Field Date/Time of Travel : 02/2212013 10: 15 AM Airline & Flight Number: Alaska 2245 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 

TSA Employee: (If Known) : unknown (blond woman in her 40's) Commenl : I travel about 30 weeks of the year by plane. I am finding lhat lhere is little consistency in the rules and lhe treatment of people. Today lhe woman watching lhe screen as 
luggage came through was stopping nearly every passenge(s baggage for a search. She stopped me for the number of liquids which were in a bag and had four liquid medications and cosmetics. I was told by another agent that I would have to forfeit 
my items. except for the prescriptions or I could check my bag and reenter security. I felt that this was excessive. I go through airport security with the same bag three times a month and suddenly, it is not alright. 
I feel that we are all treated as suspects and I am a US citizen and should not be guilty until proven innocent. This is a consistent theme. If I prefer the metal detector, I am told I need a patdown. If I request a patdown I am told that there is nothing 
dangerous about lhe scanner--and most times lhe person informing me is condescending. 
We recently went through immigration returning from another country. There was a sign that said they were there to serve us with respect and honor. Clearly this is not the motto of the TSA which I now consider to be more like the Secret Service. I 
am very unhappy. I want to be treated with courtesy and respect and not be the subject of someone on a power trip. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Name (b i(6i 
Phone Number· (hW'n 
Email (bi(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller Is complaining about her sixteen year old daughter receiving additional screening at La Guardia on Satuday 02-16-2013 at approximately 1500 hrs in the terminal going to Gate C32 for a Delta flight to DFW. The passengerfbi(6) ! 
received a body scan, pat down, and ETD swab. The caller is claiming that her daughter was chosen and no one else received additional screening. The caller also said that the baggage of the daughter had been inspected and the lock had been cut 
off and the baggage was left in tolal disarray. 

I to Id the ca 11 er the Fourth Amendment prohibits the Gave mm ent from conducting unreason ab I e searches and seizures of p eo pie. places. and things. Courts have he Id that the search conducted in the airport screening context Is reaso na bl e, in that it 
balances the privacy interests of citizens against the Government's interest in protecting the traveling public. I also told the caller TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some 
insIances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of facIors to include walch list processing, random seleclion, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional 
screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a 

2013 9:27:, passenger's property could also be performed. TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it 
operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 
I a I so lold the cal I er enha need security measures require tha I a 11 checked ba gg age undergo at I e asl one lo rm of sere en i ng. Depending on the av ai I ab I e sere en i ng equ i pme nl a I your departure airport, checked baggage may need to be opened lo r hand 
inspection to clear an alarm. 
I also gave the caller the La Guardia Customer Support Manager Veda Simmons 
Phone: 718-505 (b i(6i 
Email b)(ff1 

Caller Is complaining about her sixteen year old daughter receiving additional screening at La Guardia on Satuday 02-16-2013 at approximately 1500 hrs in the terminal going to Gate C32 for a Delta flight to DFW. The passenger kb::,(6) ! 
received a body scan, pat down, and ETD swab. The caller is claiming that her daughter was chosen and no one else received additional screening. The caller also said that the baggage of the daughter had been inspected and the lock had been cut 
off and the baggage was left in tolal disarray. 

I to Id the ca 11 er the Fourth Amendment prohibits the Gave mm ent from conducting unreason ab I e searches and seizures of p eo pie. places. and things. Courts have he Id that the search conducted in the airport screening context Is reasonable, in that it 
balances the privacy interests of citizens against the Government's interest in protecting the traveling public. I also told the caller TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some 
insIances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of facIors to include walch list processing, random seleclion, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional 
screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a 

2013 9:27:, passenger's property could also be performed. TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it 
operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

'013 11:00: 

I a I so lold the cal I er enha need security measures require tha I a 11 checked ba gg age undergo at I e asl one lo rm of sere en i ng. Depending on the av ai I ab I e sere en i ng equ i pme nl a I your departure airport, checked baggage may need to be opened lo r hand 
inspection to clear an alarm. 
I also gave the caller the La Guardia Customer Support Manager Veda Simmons 
Phone: 718-50 b i(6i 
Email (b)(ff1 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: Ca 11 e rs wife has an Ostomy 

In formation Req u esl: Cal I er stated I hat his wife went 10 Korea and she went I hroug h the checkpoint in LAX with an OsIomy. The TSO at I he checkpoint co u Id nol ide nl i fy the Os tomy th rough the body sea nne r so I hey made her go in to a s ep erate room 
to get additional screening. He is wanting to know why becuase his wife was very upset. 

Response Details: CCR informed him: 
It is important for passengers to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about the ostomy before the screening process begins. Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT or a walk-through metal 
detector. the passengers ostomy is subject to additional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of the ostomy. followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passengers hands. 

CCR emailed him information. 



'013 11 02: 

I am w ri ting to I et you know that I am saddened at the state our country is in th at Airline Officials, with a 11 of their xray tech no logy, wou Id remove a United States Flag from its case to check for "i 11 ega I contraband" and desecrate what it stood for and 
stands for. Let me explain. 

On Saturday February 9th, I got word that my father passed away in Tucson, Arizona. I Flew to Tucson on February 13th on Southwest Airlines for his bunal. I had one bag and 11 was not searched. 

I was in Tucson, Arizona for one week, and during that time, not only did I bury my father, but I was also able to mom my mother, who died five years ago. At lhe time of my mothers death, out of respect for my father, we did not, nor were we able to 
see my mothers '"last effects"' So in fact, I was morning both of my parents. 

My mothe~/hW'n I served in the United States Army and was honorably discharged in August 1959. Discharged due to a pregnancy. But while serving our country, she sang in the USO and had served to the best of her ability. When she 
died five years ago, she was buried in Flagstaff Arizona and her casket was covered with a beautiful United States Flag. Which was then folded and placed in a triangular case. and has been displayed, again honorably. 

On February 20th, my lam i I y m em be rs and I Ii na 11 y had things taken care of and I pre pa red to fly back to All a nta. Georgi a. I packed two su ilea ses very carefully because I had mementos and precious Ite ms that I felt m,g ht not make it if I ma i I ed them. 
Among the items I pa eked was the b ea uti ful and precious United States FI ag th at had be en on my mothers coffin, I had arrived early to the Tucson I nte mat ion a I Airport, and had to wait 3 hours unti I my flight. I have had my s ui teases checked before 
when flying back 10 Georgia from Tucson, so I knew that ii was a possibility. And most limes, my things were tossed around a bit, but nothing like what I found this lime. 

Whoever checked my bag. in either Tucson or in Chicago. Ii te ra 11 y ran sacked my bags. and were not careful or respectful of my persona I be Io ngrngs. My biggest shock was my mothers bu nal flag. They had removed the back of the case and it was 
bent. and the flag had been taken out and unfolded. The flag had been folded perfectly, all edges together. Someone with TSA had touched and unfolded a fiag which my family had cried on and touched at her funeral 5 years ago and had been 
respectfully folded by a mililary person and placed in lhe triangular box and closed up. My molhers flag has been sealed inside that box uni ii someone wilh NO RESPECT opened it. 

Has our wortd gotten so bad that officials at TSA felt they had to unfold a bunal flag to check for whatever they check for? Especially since technology in this day and age are so advanced, I am sure that an xray of the flag inside its case or a metal 
detector would have been sufficient enough to determine whether or not it had anything illegal in it or around it. TSA officials put the flag back inside its case, but the stars are not in the same place and like I said, the back was left off and was bent. 

I also had an antique peifume bottle broken and I had two baggies with change from my fathers dresser that the bags were ripped open and the change was all over. 

I am not sure if I have written to the co n-ect ema i Is, but I am asking that this em a i I be forwarded to the powers to be of each agency and I expect a response. Again, I u nders ta nd that checking I uggage for contraband is necessary at times for 
everyone's safety, but not 10 lhe point and to the extreme that this person, or these persons took it. Below is lhe information about my flight and my personal information: 

Columbus, GA 31906 
kbl(61 

Feed back Type : R eq ues t for Information 
Categories: Screening (AIT, Patdown) 
Cun-ent Date/Time : 212412013 4:04:08 PM Airport : Select One Date/Time of Travel 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 

2013 6:08:, TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I just have a question. Aller going through the metal detectors/ screening area and walking to my gate, am I still subjected to a random pat down right before I board the plane? This happened at RDU. I had gone through all the proper 
screening, detecting, ID checks and was standing in line to board the plane. A female tsa agent walked up to me (male) and told me to put my arms out while she patted me down. Is this normal? And do I have the right to say no? Just checking on my 
rights. Thank you Would you like a response? True Passenger's Name ~hone Number: 
Email fbl(61 ! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



DearTSA 

I walked through security at MCI. Southwest airline, gate 40, between 1 :30 and 2: 1 Opm. 

I emptied my pockets entirely, even of my handkerchief. I removed my necklace, shoes, jacket, etc and walked through the metal detector. I did NOT set off the alanm, however. I was detained until a female officer oould do a pat down. She asked if I 
had sel off lhe alarm. The officer who delained me said no. She told me I was gelling a pat down because I was wearing a dress. I always wear a skirt and have had many pat downs wherein both inner and outer thigh are checked but never like this. 

2013 4 , 17, 11 was told that this was the new procedure. I want to inform TSA that I find it extremely intrusive that an officer is placing her hands against my vagina. Why is this acceptable? 

PI ease come up with a I tern ate ways to ch eek passengers or provide us with some other options. 

Thank you. I I ook forward to h ea n ng from you. 

l(b)(61 

2013 6:06:, 

I am inquiring about TSA's official policy on carrying wallets through the AIT or metal detectors. 

Dun ng my re cent !rave Is I was al lowed to ho Id my wallet I which ho Ids my ide ntifi cation) in my hand wh, I e I was being scanned as long as I agreed to a hand ins pe ct,on of it. 0 n the return trip, I was informed that I cou Id not hold my wa 11 et and that it 
must be placed on the belt. 

Your response is a pp recia led. 

.. f b_,_(6_1 __________ __,I Cleveland, OH 44112 I 

Office~!(b~'~(6~) _________ ~!FAX 216-448-5958 



2013 6:06:, 

I just flew from STL to PNS this past weekend. At STL. I went through the metal detector with no problems and an to my plane. When leaving PNS, there was no metal detector. I and everyone else had to go through the body scanner. When I asked 
about it. the TSA person called for a supervisor. 

My first question: Is this standard al PNS and is ii going to be standard everywhere? 
Second question: Should the TSA personnel be able to handle a simple question of why do I have ta do the body scanner without calling far "backup?" 

I would appreciate real answer to these questions. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Dis a bi Ii ty Complaint 
Current Date/Time : 212512013 7: 14:45 PM Airport : MCO - Ortando International Date/Time of Travel 02/1612013 5:00 PM Airline & Flight Number 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. I have a prosthesis. The scanner was not working on the lane I chose. I informed the agent as I approached the metal detector if a scanner was an option and she said na. The agent an the other side of the metal detector told me had I 
informer her I would prefer the scanner I could have. She would not listen to the fact I had done exactly that on the other side of the scanner. Then after my much more invasive pat down than usual, a different agent Just walked off with my things. I 

2013 8:13:( kinda of following not knowing what was going on. I was then lead to a private room and then my prosthesis was scanned from every angle. I have no idea what technology this scan is, was I subjected to additional x ray. The process was not 
explained, rude, and frankly insulting. More could have been seen by my simply pulling up my panls leg. It caused a huge delay, the machine did not work correctly and lhe agenl couldn't sign in. Overall, I was insulted and in my opinion, ii was less of a 
safety measure than what has been done in the past. It just wasted my time, singled me out and insulted my dignity. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 

Emailkb 1(6) ! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB2IApplicationManager 



TSA Contact Center, 

I am reporting a suspected lheft by a securily agenl al the Miami airport. 

My husband and I arnved in Miami 217113 at 3:45pm United fi1ght 536 from Denver Our next fi1ght was Amencan Airlines flight 933 at 7:1 0pm M1am1 to Gauyaquil. Ecuador. 

My husbandllliK] is parlially blind wilh only peripheral vision in one eye so he carries a while cane and wears dark glasses. 

Some time between 4:00pm and 5:00pm we went to Secunty Checkpoint 2. ;rh!Lljl/e was very long. Before entenng the scanning equipmentllliR] informed the agent that he had an and art1f1c1al knee and metal brace. Eiill]was told to walk through the 
metal detector anyway. When going through the detector the alarm sounded.~old the agent on the other side that he had an artificial knee and brace. That agent then told him to walk back through the metal detector. Then a female security agent 
with dark hair, about 5· 3or 4", Spanish accent, perhaps in her late 2o·s wearing a blue uniform, hacf('5i(l pul everything from his pockets inlo a plastic bowl (billfold, comb, handkerchief, glasses, Chapstick, etc). She said thal the fu~ boJ scanner was 
not workdg _at reckpoint _2. While she carried the bowl ~he had him followed her to the scanner at ~point 3. He stood in the full body ~canner there. Then she and a male ag~nt about 45 y:ars old who had a small mus_tache too (b_:,( aside. The 
agent ha h I{ hold out hrs arms and started scanning hrs body with a hand scanner. When he got to the brace area he had lili:ii]pull up hrs pant leg. While the male agent was directing attention to the braceltiill] turned hrs head enoug that though 

'013 10:05:, she was behind him he could see through in his peripheral vision that she had his billfold in her hands and was going through the cards and the bill section. liE:ii] said, "What are you doing with my billfold?" She said she was searching for anything that 
mighl set off lhe alarm. He told her it was obvious lhat his arlificial knee and brace were selling off the alarm. Finally, she gave him the bowl with his personal ilems and lold him to go back to checkpoint 2 where I was waiting and worried because he 
wasn't anywhere in sight when I got through the checkpoint. 

When we got on the p I an effiil;ta rted thinking about the incident in security and checked his bi 11 fold and discovered that instead of $17 he had on I y $2, When we travel we carry only sma 11 amounts of cash in our bi I lfo Ids because we a re cautious 
about pickpockets. Since we were traveling to Ecuador[fili}ad pul only S17 in his billfold. We certainly didn't lhink lhe pickpockets would be in airport securily. 

We realize that $15 1s not much money but think it is important for Airport Security to know some of your agent may be stealing from passengers. 

Bend. Oregon 

Disability Description: Callers wife went through terminal 3 checkpoint at Phoenix Sky Harbor at 9: 1 0 am. She was flying to Minneapolis on Delta flight 220. She is a breast cancer patient who is under Dr s orders not to go through the x-ray or 
anything magnetic. He Dr told her to avoid radiation. He said that she told the TSO that she would like to request a patdown. The officer refused and sent her through the metal detector. He said that he spoke with a supervisor name!~/h=··,1~R~1 ___ ~ 
and was told that it was a miscommunition between her and the TSO. He did not have the name of the TSO. He wanted to make a formal complaint. He said that he does not want to get anyone in trouble, however this issue should be looked at. 

Incident Details: Callers wife went through the checkpoint at Phoenix Sky Harbor at 9: 1 0 am. She was flying to Minneapolis on Delta flight 220. Her flight was at 10:15 am She is a breast cancer patient who is under Dr s orders not to go through the x
ray or anything magnetic. He said that she told the TSO that she would like to request a patdown. The officer refused and sent her through the metal detector. He said that he spoke with a supervisor and was told that it was a miscommumt,on 
between her and the TSO. He did not have the name of the TSO. 

I gave the following information: For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)), 11 must: 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt 

'013 11: 19:, Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Describe the al I eg ed di scrim i na tory action in sufficient de ta i I to in form T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In order to ap prop nately address your concerns, we a I so need to know the airport at which you we re sere ened by T SA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complainl on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complainl on his or her 
behalf. 

Any of the above requirements can be waived for good cause. II you are requesting that any of the above requirements be waived. please explain your good cause in your complaint. 
To file a complaint electronically, please send an e-mail to: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to place D-RFI in the subject line to allow for proper handling. 

To file a complaint via the Internet. please visit http: www.tsa.gov traveler-information travelers-filing-compliant 

I em a i I ed him the information 



Disability Description: Caller said that he is flying with his 6 year old son and he does not want any TSA employees touching his son. Caller said that he talked to ~nd was told that his arms and torso would only be touched. Caller said he 
wanted to know if it was just arms and torso and the gentleman refused to answer anymore of his q ue st,on. 

Resolution: 

As part of this eflo rt TSA is i m pleme nti ng a program to revise screening procedures for passengers 12 yea rs o Id and younger, The new screening procedures include permitting mu I tip I e passes through the meta I detector and advanced imaging 
technology to clear any alarms as well as lhe greater use of explosives I race detection. TSA anticipates these changes will furl her reduce-allhough nol eliminate-the need for a physical patdown for children that would otherwise have been conducted 
to resolve alarms. 

1013 11 :27: Caller stated that they still do not have any guidlines, caller was wanting to know the limits of the search. 

'013 12:03:, 

Advised ca Iler that T SA does not do strip searches and the p atdown would depend upon the ala rm and the anoma Ii es. 

Toi d ca 11 er that the p atdown would de pe nf where the a I arm or the anoma 11 ies appeared, I cannot te 11 you exactly how the p atdown wou Id be cond c uted, It wo u Id be over the clothing and be a modified version of the adu It p atdown, 
Told caller I hat TSA is reducing lhe need for patdowns in children by permitting multiple passes through lhe screening. 

Caller was wanting to know if his chi Id is subject to a patdown can they refuse and I eave. 

Told caller if he is referred for a patdown and it is not permissable I hat he would not be permitted to fly. 

Caller requested th at I em a i I him the inform at,on. 
I am a cancer palient and I have flown twice in the past three weeks. I am very uncomforlable with addition X-ray exposure. On a lrip leaving Orlando, I requested 10 go through the older metal detector to avoid X-ray exposure, explaining that I am a 
cancer patient. I am also a ClearMe customer so have advanced checks on file. I was told I had to have a pat down. This was periormed in full view of not only other travelers but also my three children. I carry a card which states I have a port 
implanted in my chest for chemo (cancer/chemo patient). 

I was lold because I asked not to go through the X-ray, I had to be palled down-no matler whal. My flight home and my next flighl. I avoided lhe pat down and embarrassment and walked through the X-ray. My kids were sad and lhought I was hurting 
myself which is exactly what I felt. And on tap of that, because of my implanted part. they still did another check' At what point do the TSA agents use some common sense? 

There has got to be another option. A letter from my physician? Doesn't ClearMe provide advanced background checking which should be enough? 

This is bath an embarrassment and a health hazed to me. 

i(b)(61 

2013 2:06:[ 

Disability Description: The caller had total knee replacement surgery. 

Information Request The caller does not want to receive patdowns when airports do not have AIT. as he will alarm the WTM D. He wanted ta know if there was anything else he could do, as he believes that the patdown violates the 4th Amendment. 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 

If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 

Transportation Security Officers will conduct different patdown procedures to resolve different types of anomalies. During the assessment, officers will use revised patdown procedures in all instances to resolve anomalies. 

The Fourth Amendment prohibits the Govemme nt from conducting unreasonable searches and seizures of peop I e, p I aces, and things, Gou rts have he Id that the search conducted in the airport screening context is reasonable. in that it balances the 
privacy in1eres1s of citizens against the Government s in1eres1 in protecting the !raveling public. 



Disability Description: The caller had total knee replacement surgery. 

Information Requesl: The caller does not want to receive patdowns when airports do nol have AIT, as he will alarm lhe WTMD. He wanled to know if there was anything else he could do, as he believes thal the patdown violates the 4Ih Amendment. 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 

If a passenger has metal implanls, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a TransporIation Securily Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 
2013 2:06:( 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 

TransporIation Securily Officers will conduct dilferenl patdown procedures 10 resolve different types of anomalies. During the assessment, officers will use revised patdown procedures in all insIances to resolve anomalies. 

The Fourth Amendment prohibits the Government from conducting unreasonable searches and s eIzures of peop I e, p I aces. and things. Courts have he Id that the search conducted in the airport screening context is reasonable, in that it balances the 
privacy interests of citizens against the Gove mm ent s interest in protecting the traveling public, 

I joined the Trusted Travele~s Program two years ago. It has proved valuable but I have an issue that I would like you to consider. I had total knee replacement surgery after I joined the TTP. Because the knee has metal components, I will set off the 
metal detectors at lhe airporIs. Being in the airline business, I I ravel quile a bil and the TTP has afforded me quicker access to the flights. The biggest problem is, I don't get through securily very fast. I have 10 lake off my belt, shoes, remove all meIaI, 
etc. Then I go through the machine. Pre-check customers who don't have the metal knee don·t have to remove the belt, change, shoes, etc. So my question is: why am I, and other TKR patients being subjected to a different search? That metal knee 
could easily be change or my belt, etc. While anyone can get a card that shows that I have a metal knee, I do carry 11 and will gladly show it and the scar to any agent who asks. 

2013 2:08:C Thanks 

Atlanta, GA 30339-3249 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time: 212712013 1 :05:49 PM Airport: SAN - San Diego Intl-Lindbergh Field Date/Time ofTravel 0212712013 Airline & Flight Number 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal 1 &amp: 2 TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment: I find it ridiculous lhat women of child bearing age be subjected 10 X-rays for screening and men too for that matter. As a heallh care provider I am well aware of the condilions that can result. I've seen lhese X-rays in other airports but there 

20 3 2.08., is always the option of walking through the metal detector. This experience I was rudely told I"d have to wait five minutes by some old man and made to feel like this was a major inconvenience. What if I were pregnant? As a government agency I would 
1 · ·' expect you to be more concerned with the well being of America's travelers. I'm disappointed. 

Would you like a response?· True 

Passenger's Name :!/hW'nl 
Phone Number : 

Email : kb 1(6) ! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Callers mother has had a knee replaced. The metal detector typically alarms when she goes through. She doesn t want to go through the AIT because she doesn t want the radiation. She doesn t like the pat-down. Are there any other options for 
her? Her husband was in the Air Force for thirty years and she is a low-risk passenger, 

I advised that all passengers must be screened. The options are the WTMD. AIT, and the pat-down. If there is an alarm when the passenger goes through the equipment, then the passenger must be patted-down to resolve the alarm. She can opt out 
of the A IT, but the pat-down is the alte mati ve. 

Caller advised that her mothers concern wilh the AIT machine is wilh the amount of radiation and when they were lasl calibrated or checked. How can she get this informalion? 

2013 3.27., Advised that the specifics regarding the amount of radiation emitted by the machines is addressed on the TSAwebsite. The information regarding when the machines are calibrated will not be posted as it would create a possible vulnerability. That 
· ·' information will not be made available. 

Can she make suggestions about these issues? 

I advised that TSA does review complaints, especially if it is for a particular airport. 

Caller advised that the pat-down is not a pleasant process. 

Caller never did specify that there was a particular issue at any specific airport. 



Callers mother has had a knee replaced. The metal detector typically alarms when she goes through. She doesn t want to go through the AIT because she doesn t want the radiation. She doesn t like the pat-down. Are there any other options for 
her? Her husband was in the Air Force for thirty years and she is a low-risk passenger. 

I advised that all passengers musl be screened. The options are lhe WTMD, AIT, and lhe pat-down. If lhere is an alarm when the passenger goes through the equipment, then the passenger must be patted-down to resolve the alarm. She can opl out 
of the AIT, but the pat-down is the alternative. 

Caller advised that her mothers concern with the AIT machine is with the amount of radiation and when they were last calibrated or checked. How can she get this infonnation? 

20 3 3.27., Advised that the specifics regarding the amount al radiation emitted by the machines is addressed an the TSA website. The information regarding when the machines are calibrated will not be posted as it would create a possible vulnerability. That 
1 · ·' information will not be made available. 

'013 10:03: 

Can she make suggestions about these issues? 

I advised that TSA does review complaints, especially if it Is for a particular airport. 

Caller advised that the pal-down is not a pleasant process. 

Caller never did specify that there was a particular issue at any s pec1f1c airport. 
Good afternoon, My name is kb)(ff:1 ! I'm a Flight attendant for Silver Airways, a regional carrier and express service for United Airlines. Today. February 26th. 2013 at approximately 5:40 pm. I transgressed through TSA's Security checkpoint at 
Terminal A. I was instructed 10 place an open liquid container into a bin with the rest of my belongings. As the bin went through the Xray screening machine, the outer flaps knocked down my drink and the contenls spilled all over my belongings, one of 
which was a Tommy Hilfiger watch and a Samsung Galaxy S3, the watch is water proof, the phone. however, is not. When I brought this to the attention of the TSA agents present, I was told that I. as uniformed crew, could've gone through the metal 
detector without placing my drink in the x ray machine. however, I was told otherwise before I went through the screening. Now the dilemma is that of my phone. Who am I to hold responsible for replacing a 600 dollar cellphone? Who am I to speak to 
in order to ensure my electronic is rep I aced? 

Caller states that in the last 4 years. on his way back into the USA he states that they always confused him with someone else, he states that he tried to book a flight and the travel agent told him that he needs to apply for the redress. 

Informed caller: 

To participate in lhe program, please submit a completed Traveler Inquiry Form and requested copies of identity documents to DHS TRIP. You may download an electronic form from the website al www.dhs.gov trip, or you may complete the enclosed 
form. Please do not send original identity documents as they will not be returned. DHS will review the information submitted and work with at her Federal agencies, if necessary, to resolve individual concerns. OHS TRIP will inform you in writing when 
review of your inquiry is complete. 

2013 4 :13:, When you submit an online inquiry, a conlrol number will be assigned to you. The control number will be displayed on the Traveler Inquiry Form acknowledgemenl page along with your name. Please print the acknowledgement page, sign it, and send it 
to OHS TRIP along with the requested copies of identity documents. If completing the enclosed form. please sign it and send it to OHS TRIP along with the requested copies al identity documents. Again, please da not send original identity documents 
as they will not be returned. 

OHS can neither confirm nor deny whether an individual is on a Federal watch list because this informalion is derived from classified and sensilive law enforcemenl and inlelligence information. In addilion, DHS cannot ensure that your travel will 
always be delay-free. Airline check-in procedures must still be fol lawed and at her security measures remain in place at the airport. For example, an individual may be selected for secondary screening ta resolve a walk-through metal detector alarm or 
because of random selection. Because airline procedures for screening passengers against Federal watch lists vary, an rnd1v1dual may still be required to check in for flights at the airline ticket counter and be unable to print a boarding pass from a 
home computer or airport kiosk or at curbside, 



Caller has an insulin pump and travels extensively far work, goes through the process each week and his hands are swiped with a swab. Today it showed positive and he had to have a patdown. The most invasive patdown he has had. Agent said it 
could have been gasoline where he filled up the rental car or washed his hands in the restroom that caused the pos1t1ve test.. One of the agents swiped his private area 6 times. most of the time he has to have the same procedure, but, 1t felt really 
invasive today and he states there were 3 agents and they were very professional and explained each step of the process and the screening was performed in a private area, He asked if there is someway he could be screened without going through 
that process again and will be flying again nexl week? 
Caller said even though the TSOs were very professional, he felt violated even though he understood why it was done. 

Flew from GRB and went through the AIT for his screening, states he didn t ask to speak with a supervisor at GRB. 

Asked if there is something that can be done to prevent him from having to go through that process again because he is a professional who travels extensively. Caller states he has had worse experiences in the past and doesn t know if the TS Os have 
received more training or seen more of the pumps to become familiar with them, but, the screening has gotten better over time. 

Response: 
,013 9_37 _5 Apologized to caller for his experience. 
· · · · Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT or the walk-through metal detector. the passenger's insulin pump is subJect to additional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of 

the insulin pump followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passenger's hands. 

Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 
happen next in the process. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

TS A monitors the numb er and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require s pecia I attention, This ongoing process ena b I es us to ensure prom pt, corrective action whenever we d ete nm i ne that 
security screening policies need modification or specific employees or sere ener tea ms are I he subjects of re pea I ed co mp I a in ts. 

Caller has an insulin pump and travels exlensively for work, goes lhrough the process each week and his hands are swiped with a swab. Today it showed posilive and he had to have a patdown. The most invasive paldown he has had. Agenl said it 
could have been gasoline where he filled up the rental car or washed his hands in the restroom that caused the positive test.. One of the agents swiped his private area 6 times, most of the time he has to have the same procedure, but, it felt really 
invasive today and he states there were 3 agents and they were very professional and explained each step of the process and the screening was performed in a private area. He asked if there is someway he could be screened without going through 
that process again and will be flying again next week? 
Caller said even though lhe TSOs were very professional, he fell violated even I hough he understood why it was done. 

Flew from GRB and went through the AIT for his screening, states he didn t ask to speak with a supervisor at GRB. 

Asked if there is something thal can be done 10 prevenl him from having 10 go through thal process again because he is a professional who travels exlensively. Caller states he has had worse experiences in the past and doesn I know if the TS Os have 
received more training ar seen more of the pumps to become familiar with them, but, the screening has gotten better over time. 

Response: 
,013 9. 37.5 Apologized to caller for his experience. 
· · · Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT ar the walk-through metal detector, the passenger's insulin pump is subject to additional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of 

the insulin pump followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passenger's hands. 

Every person and i I em mu st be screened be fore entering I he secured area of an airport, and I he manner in which the screening is conducted is imp o r1 ant. T ra nsporta t ion Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additiona I screening to resolve an ala rm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 
happen next in the process. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) al thal location. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt. corrective action whenever we detenmine that 
security screening policies need modification or spec iii c employees or sere ener tea ms are the subjects of repeated co mp I a i nts, 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time : 31112013 8:43:50 AM 
Airport · LGA - LaGuardia 
Date/Time of Travel 0310112013 8: 15 AM Airline & Flight Number AA 319 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : D Concourse Pre-check lane TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · This isn't exactly a complaint, but perhaps a request., I have metal implants in my spine that have been setting off every metal detector since the sensitivity was changed following 9111. 

I have been really happy that since Pre-check was made availabile, I have rarely set off the metal detectors as long as I have no other metal on me at all (no belt, no metal in shoes, etc.) 

Today I once again set off the pre-check metal detector and I assume adjustments were made. 

:113 10:50:, My only request is to please evaluate the sensitivity settings and be sure they are at the intended level and consider those of us who are right on the line for setting off the machine. Obviously they need to be set to levels that are adequate for 
security. 

In olher airports when I have set off lhe alarm in pre-check, they have only done a swab of my hands as additional screening. At LGA, I received a full pat-down. It would be nice 10 have consislent procedures, especially if it's possible 10 avoid the 
invasive pat-dawn. 

Everyone at the checkpoint was friend I y and efficient, so no complaints th ere, In fa ct I have always had a pas i ti ve experience at L GA, Thank you for Ii ste ni ng ! 
Would you like a r 7 -

Passenger's Nam (b)(61 
Phone Number 1h··,1i:=::°I 

Email t""b""l""(6""1 _ ___,, ___ _,,__. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicalionManager 

March 1, 2013 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I have always "opted out" of the X-ray screening machine and have reluctantly subjected myself to the humiliating "pat down" procedure. 

I strongly believe that rays from X-ray machines are harmful to one's body' I avoid and have refused X-rays that were prescribed by my dentist and my doctor. 

On a recent trip I noticed some travelers were allowed to go through the metal detector instead of the X-ray machine. When I questioned what was the criteria for being able to go only through the metal detector. I was told by the TSA agent that if you 
are 75 years or older that you didn't have to go through the X-ray machine. 

:113 11 :56:c On my next trip (at a different airport) I infonmed the TSA agent that I was over 75 years old and showed him my drivers license as proof. When I told him that I wanted to exercise my nght not to go through the X-ray machine because of my age, he 
insisted that age didn't matter and that I still had to go through it. 

Don't all the airports abide by one set of TSA rules or does each airport have a different set of rules and procedures? Aren't all the TSA agents trained the same way? 

Please send me some paperwork regarding this "75 year or older" rule so that I may present it to the TSA agent on my next trip. 

Yours truly, 

fb1/6i 
e-mail: HYPERLINK ~b~l~(6~1----------------~ 

PLEASE.PLEASE 
The ORO airporl is in need of another TSA line, people have 10 wait far too long to get lhrough security, often longer than in DEN and are missing their flights in some cases. Smaller airpor1s have more lines than ORO, we need our machine back also, 

1013 9:17:0- you took away the scanner where you take the picture and we are back to the old metal detectors. Now we see in the paper that you are cutting airport TSA people. This is not good. it"s the only way to get out of and into ORO. Please help us. 

l(b)(61 I 
rrequm 11 1191e1 s 



From (b)(61 

Sent: Sunday. March 03, 2013 10:53 AM 
To: tsatcc do not reply@senture.com 
Cc: TSAE xte ma I Com pl ia nee 
Subject Re: In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank you for your eneric ex lanation. However, this does not come close to answering my specific questions'"! Will I get answers ta those questions? or do I need to take this to the another level? I would like to have a response from a live person. 

I can be reached at._(b_.'--1(_6'-, __ __, 

'013 3:04:4. Thank you. 

fb1(6) 

On Sat Mar 2, 2013 at 11:58 AM, <HYPERLINK '·mailto:tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com·' lntsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com> wrote: 

Thank you for your e-ma i I in which you inquire about I he reasons for secondary screening. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of secunty and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior ta boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. t.eaving out any one group. such as senior 



From: (b I(6i 
Sent: Sunday. March 03, 2013 10:53 AM 
To: tsatcc do not reply@senture.com 
Cc: TSAE xte ma I Com pl ia nee 
Subject Re: In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank you for your eneric ex lanation. However, this does not come close to answering my specific questions'"! Will I get answers ta those questions? or do I need to take this to the another level? I would like to have a response from a live person. 

I can be reached a~(_b~l(_6~1---~ 

'013 3:04:4. Thank you. 

On Sat Mar 2, 2013 at 11:58 AM, <HYPERLINK '·mailto:tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com·' lntsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com> wrote: 

Thank you for your e-ma i I in which you inquire about I he reasons for secondary screening. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of secunty and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior ta boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. t.eaving out any one group. such as senior 

Caller went through her suitcase that she was giving to her niece. Caller looked through it tomake sure thal there was nothing inside of the suitcase that she was needing. While looking through her bag she noticed that she had an NOi inside of her 
baggage. Caller was furious wanting to know why TSA inspected her bag and was wanting to know why the NOi was placed in an outside pocket of the bag instead al right an top al her bag. Caller eventually ended the call. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

,013 4 23 0 The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer ser,,ce ta all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area and the way the screening 1s conducted Is important Our pol1c1es and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some insIances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown an a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ ar resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

I can not tell you why lhe NOi was placed in an oulside pocket of lhe bag instead of right on top. I also am not able to tell you why exactly your bag was searched 

Caller went through her suitcase that she was giving to her niece. Caller looked through it tomake sure that there was nothing inside of the suitcase that she was needing. While looking through her bag she noticed that she had an NOi inside of her 
baggage. Caller was furious wanting to know why TSA inspected her bag and was wanting to know why the NOi was placed in an outside pockel of the bag instead of right on top of her bag. Caller eventually ended lhe call. 

Advised Caller: 

, _ . The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) see ks 10 provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 travelers who pass through our sere en i ng checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
·013 4·23·0 secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search al a passenger's property could also be performed. 

I can not tell you why the NOi was placed in an outside pocket of the bag instead of right on top, I also am not able to tell you why exactly your bag was searched 



Caller states that his fiance and himself travel first class. Caller states that they fly six times a year and they fly with a dog between Newark and Palm Beach. Caller states that there are two particular supervisors at Palm Beach having a name ofkb )(6) ! 
and!/bl/6\ I These rnd1v1duals give the passen er problems each time he fi1es with the animal. The Caller states that he has spoken to the customer l1ason (CSM Bruce Buchmann) at Palm Beach and he did not get a clear answer. Caller states that 
the last time he flew, he was embarassed b (b)(6) and~hen he was made to sit in a chair like a kid. Caller states that nobody was permitted to speak with him and it made him very agitated. Caller states that he requested a private screening 
due to the facl thal the animal may run or become aggressive. Caller states I hat he was denied privale screening and I hat TSA does not have a policy for a private screening for animals. Caller slated that he did nol wanl this complaint 10 be forwarded 
to CSM Buchmann because they have already had communications. Caller indicated that he wanted the information I have sent to him via email. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

'013 728:4 Enhanced secunty measures require that all passengers and their belongings undergo security screening at airport checkpoints; this includes service animals and pets. Current Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) policy requires that 
passengers traveling with pets remove the an i ma I from its carrier so that the pet may be carried through the wa I k through metal detector (WTM D), 

If a passenger believes that the removal of their pet could result in escape, a Supervisory Transportation Security Officer (TSO) can authorize an alternative screening measure that he or she deems sufficient. When permitted. an animal rnay remain in 
its carrier and be carried through the WTMD by the passenger: however, the passenger, the animal. and the carrier must undergo secondary screening. 

Addilional screening of the animal may include a visual observation, a patdown inspection, or Explosives Trace Deteclion (ETD). If addilional screening requires removal of the animal from its carrier, passengers may request a private screening. TSOs 
may ask the owner far ass i sta nee during any pa rt of the inspect ion. 

Caller states that his fiance and himself travel first class. Caller states that they fly six times a year and they fly with a dog between Newark and Palm Beach. Caller states that there are two particular supervisors at Palm Beach having a name of fbl(6! 
and Hilliard. These rnd1v1duals give the passen er roblems each time he fi1es with the animal. The Caller states that he has spoken to the customer l1ason (CSM Bruce Buchmann) at Palm Beach and he did not get a clear answer. Caller states that 
the last time he flew, he was embarassed by (h··,rn nd[b::,(ffl !when he was made to sit in a chair like a kid. Caller states that nobody was permitted to speak with him and it made him very agitated. Caller states that he requested a private screening 
due to the facl thal the animal may run or become aggress,ve. Caller slates I hat he was denied privale screening and I hat TSA does not have a policy for a private screening for animals. Caller slated that he did nol wanl this complaint 10 be forwarded 
to CSM Buchmann because they have already had communications. Caller indicated that he wanted the information I have sent to him via email. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

'013 728:4 Enhanced secunty measures require that all passengers and their belongings undergo security screening at airport checkpoints; this includes service animals and pets. Current Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) policy requires that 
passengers traveling with pets remove the an i ma I from its carrier so that the pet may be carried through the wa I k through metal detector (WTM D), 

If a passenger believes that the removal of their pet could result in escape, a Supervisory Transportation Security Officer (TSO) can authorize an alternative screening measure that he or she deems sufficient. When permitted. an animal may remain in 
its carrier and be carried through the WTMD by the passenger: however, the passenger, the animal. and the carrier must undergo secondary screening. 

Addilional screening of the animal may include a visual observation, a patdown inspection, or Explosives Trace Deteclion (ETD). If addilional screening requires removal of the animal from its carrier, passengers may request a private screening. TSOs 
may ask the owner far ass i sta nee during any pa rt of the inspect ion. 



Fro~(b1(6) 
Sent: Monday, March 04. 2013 9:04 AM 
To: TSA.Ombudsman@dhs.gov 
Subjecl: TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 

Remote Client IP: ~b 1(6) 
Date Time: 3 4 2u3 ·g:63:5 I AM 
-----------------------------------------------------------------

:J 13 10:04:C Name: 

!(b)(61 

Email: 

HYPERLINK ._[b-'-1_(6-'-) ______________ __. 

B nef De scri pt,on of Inquiry: 

LAX American pre-screen ch eek point 

Comments: 

I fiy every week on AA 10 San Francisco and am TSA pre-check stalus. The full body scan has been recently removed and replaced with metal de1ec1or which means thal all of us 1raveling public with knee or olher replacements now have to do a pat 
dawn or find other locations with a full body scan machine technology. Why was the scan machine removed'" 1 



Hello, 
I'm just curious about lhe "exlra security" I had 10 go through this pasl weekend while flying from lhe Dominican Republic. We left wilh friends for our trip last weekend flying JetBlue and had no issues. However on our return flight I had been "randomly 
flagged'" for ··extra security". Basically my boarding pass has been stamped with SSSS and I was swabbed in the Dominican Republic. and put through the same swab and a pat down in New York's JFK before getting on the connecting flight. 

The JetBlue attendant says it happens randomly. I asked a TSA agent in New York about it. and she rudely snipped at me that she oouldn"t answer why, but I was likely a security risk? 

I finally asked the man periorming the pat dawn. wha was very professional and kind (much unlike the first TSA agent who initially cam pared my passport ta my boarding pass .. ). but he again couldn't give me a straight answer as to how one is flagged. 
Is it truly random? Or have I done something to flag myself' 

I'm really just curious at this point. I just found it odd lhat I had 3 different answers, and even more odd that all of lhe answers were mostly "I don"I know for sure, but.. 

Any help is appreciated! 

'013 2:03 2 Thanks, 

!/hl!l'ii 

PS: As a suggestion. I think it would be nice if the escort could walk yau through the entire process. In the Dominican Republic I was basically led through a metal detector and left in a corner confused as ta what ta do next. (I'm guessing they have their 
own security agency though). But In New York, the rude TSA agent basically dumped rne at one of the ,rnage scanners, and I had no idea what to dol I was scanned. and stood around. Finally an agent asked who escorted me in, because they didn't 
know where my boarding pass was. 

All the while, my carry-on and personal affects (wallet. keys, cell phone), sat on a conveyor out al my reach while other passengers walked around it. unsecured. I think that agent who escorted me should have stayed with me, especially since this was 
my first experience. Al so it would have been nice if she could have co 11 ected my be longings and secured them wh i I e I was being sea n ned. It's not that anything was taken. but it was left in the op en lo r something to happen. which wasn't comforting. 

Again, other lhan the rude agenl. I have no problems with the overall experience. I really liked how the pal-down agent explained everylhing prior to. and during the process, bul info on why I was selecled would be great. And what would be even Belter 
is maybe pasting signs at the checkpoint areas explaining the "extra security"' measures! That too would make the process a little less embarrassing to travelers such as I, who were being pat down in the middle of everything, getting strange looks 
from other passengers I 

Sent from my iPad 



From!(b)(61 
Sent Monday, March 04. 2013 10 50 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subjecl: TSA Complaint on Lack of Efficiency of Agents at lhe Boston Logan Airport 

Complainl on Lack of Efficiency of TSA Agents al the Boslon Logan Airport 

I fiew at Boston Logan Airporl on 03 MAR 13 on JelBlue Flighl 687 departing at 11 OOH. Opled out from the full-body scanner and requesled for a pal-down around 0945-50ish and patiently waited for almost half an hour for someone 10 conducl the pat
:i 13 10.05., dawn. I was the only person in the pat-dawn line). During that time, there were about 10 male TSA agents and 3 females behind I pass the full body scanner (13 people behind the security line and 2 people instructing passengers with their 

· ·' liquids/laptopsfetc; 15 agents in ONE security lane). 

While waiting for someone to pat me down, a two-year old child. a pacemaker, needed to pass through the metal detector but parent had a difficulty making the child pass through because he was crying, and the scenario lasted about 10 minutes. The 
whole TSA Agent team. inc I ud i ng everyone pass the lu I I-body sea nne rs stopped their operation as they just watched the seen aria ( a couple made indecisive reco m me nda ti on s that did not wo rl<), 

Alter the child was cleared, I was still waiting for someone to pat me down. I was patted-down around 1010-1015 (almost after hall an hour wait). The person that patted me down was one of the TSA agents pass the lull-body scanner, and he was just 
standing withoul any aclion even though the TSAgreeter called-out out an agent since I got in front of lhe securily lane, which was almost half an hour since I was patted-down. 

If I here were designated pal-down agents, why was lhe person I hat palled me down (Agent's Name: f~b_l_(_6_, -~ just stood there for almost half-an-hour? Why did the whole securily check operation stopped when a child was being checked? 

Caller is planning to take a I rip and her daughter has luekemia and she has a port in her chest . Caller was wanting informalion for her going lhrough screening. 

Resolution: 

Specifically, you were concerned about screening for passengers who have port and catheter devices. Passengers who have catheters and ports attached to their bodies should inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening 
of the device( s) and indicate where the device( s) is located before the screening process begins. Passengers s ho u Id a I so inform the TSO of any pain or medical com pl i cations that may resu It from touching the po rt and or catheter so it can be sere ened 
ap prop ria I ely. TSA has ere ated notification cards I hat Ir ave I e rs may use to in form a TSO a bo ul any dis a bi Ii I y, medica I cond i Ii on, or med i ca I device( s) th at could affecl security screening . A It hough I hese ca rd s do not e ,em pt anyone from security 

:113 10:55:( screening. their use may improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their conditions. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gav sites default files publications disability_natification_cards.pdf. 

Passengers can be screened using AIT only ii they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can 
walk through on lheir own. An eligible passenger can request 10 be screened by AIT if it is available or can request 10 be screened using a thorough paldown; however, passengers cannol request 10 be screened by the walk-through metal detector in 
lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

Advised ca Iler if a p atdown is req uri ed she wou Id get a modified version of the patdown, 

Caller was wanting to know if she needed any documentation from the doctors. 

Advised ca Iler that documentation is not a requirement however if she has it she can present it, 



Caller thinks that she is on the Watch List, she remembers that she got the carry and concele and she states that she called TSA and asked if she can carry her gun and they said that in checked. So she took it in checked baggagge and she states that 
since them she has been having problems with flying, they have been searching her more and her baggage are always searched or broken. She flew from Ft, Lauderdale to Tallahassee the last time. She states that in Tampa International, she was 
placed in a machine that she calls the Bomb Box, she states that someone told her that if she enters the machine and she has something that she is not suppose to have it will blow up. she states that it was a lot of pressure and air when inside of that 
bo,. 

She states that about a month ago, she went through the Metal Detector and she got patted down and she states that the TSA officer told her that she had to have a patdown because she had residue on her gloves from her, and she states that another 
officer came in the room and prefonmed another patdown and she states that there was no residue on the gloves of that TSA Officer. 

Informed caller: 

TSA can neilher confirm nor deny whelher an individual is on a Federal Walch Lisi because lhis information is derived from classified and sensitive law enforcement and intelligence informalion. This pro1ec1s the operalional counlerterrorism and 
intelligence collection objectives of the Federal government as well as the personal safety of those involved in counterterrorism investigations. Federal Watch Lists remain effective tools in the government's counterterrorism and transportation security 

J13 12:08: 1 efforts because their contents are not disclosed. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some ins1ances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers, TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new 1echnologies to address the explosives th real. In lhe meantime, lhe use of additional screening enhances our ability 10 de1ec1 explosives al our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an addilional layer of security at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

Caller thinks that she is on the Watch List, she remembers that she got the carry and concele and she states that she called TSA and asked if she can carry her gun and they said that in checked. So she took it in checked baggagge and she states that 
since them she has been having problems with flying, they have been searching her more and her baggage are always searched or broken. She flew from Ft. Lauderdale to Tallahassee the last time. She states that in Tampa International, she was 
placed in a machine that she calls the Bomb Box, she states that someone told her that if she enters the machine and she has something that she is not suppose to have it will blow up. she states that it was a lot of pressure and air when inside of that 
bo,. 

She states that about a month ago, she went through the Metal Detector and she got patted down and she states that the TSA officer told her that she had to have a patdown because she had residue on her gloves from her, and she states that another 
officer came in the room and prefonmed another patdown and she states that there was no residue on the gloves of that TSA Officer. 

Informed caller: 

TSA can neilher confirm nor deny whelher an individual is on a Federal Walch Lisi because lhis information is derived from classified and sensitive law enforcement and intelligence informalion. This pro1ec1s the operalional counlerterrorism and 
intelligence collection objectives of the Federal government as well as the personal safety of those involved in counterterrorism investigations. Federal Watch Lists remain effective tools in the government's counterterrorism and transportation security 

J13 12:08: 1 efforts because their contents are not disclosed. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some ins1ances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers, TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new 1echnologies to address the explosives th real. In lhe meantime, lhe use of additional screening enhances our ability 10 de1ec1 explosives al our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an addilional layer of security at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 



Disability Description: Caller is visually impaired. 

Response Details: CCR infonmed her: 
If lhe passenger and dog walk through sepJralely, only the party that alarms the metal deIecIor will receive addilional screening. It is very important that the passenger not make contact wilh the dog (other lhan holding the leash) unlil lhe dog has been 
cleared and inspected by a TSO. 
Regardless of how the passenger and dog proceed through the walk-through metal detector. the dog will receive add1t1onal screening. A TSO will physically inspect the dog and the dogs belongings (collar. harness, leash, backpack. vest, etc.) in order 
to resolve the alanm. 

The officer followed the correct policy but this information will be sent to the CSM for further assistance. 

Incident Details: Caller stated that when she was flying out of Jacksonville she had trouble with a TSO agent at the check point. She is visually impaired and has a service dog. When going through the checkpoint, they left her standing there without 
telling her what was happening and took her sister away from her to get separately screened. When the TSOs finally returned to her, wilhout her sisler, the red haired female officer had her and the dog go through screening. She wenl through the 

:113 12:59:< WTMD first and then the dog followed her in. She did not alarm but the dog did because of the leash. The officer went to do a patdown to the dog and she told her that she was not supposed to touch her dog nor talk to them. The TSO threw her hands 
up and refused to do the screening and got her supervisor. The supervisor came over and started to talk to the dog like it was a pet and when addressed by the caller. she told her that she was talking to the dog so it would not bite her. This made the 
caller upset because it is not their job to make the dog not bite. it was hers. 
She had no issue on her first flight from Tampa to her destinalion, and wants 10 file a complianl because of lhe way she was Ireated by lhe TSO and also how they touched and talked to her dog. 

FLIGHT INFORMATION: 

Departing Airport:: Jacksonville 
Airlinec: United 
Flight Number:: 4006 
Date:: 3 March 2013 @ 12p 

Disability Description: Caller is visually impaired. 

Response Details: CCR informed her: 
If the passenger and dog walk through separately. only the party that a I arms the metal detector w111 receive add iii on al sere en i ng. It Is very Im po rta nt that the passenger not make contact with the dog (other Iha n holding the I e ash) u nti I the dog has be en 
cleared and inspected by a TSO. 
Regardless of how the passenger and dog proceed through the walk-through meIaI detector, the dog will receive additional screening. A TSO will physically inspect the dog and the dogs belongings (collar, harness, leash, backpack, vest, etc.) in order 
to resolve the alarm. 

The officer fol lowed the correct pol icy but this information wi 11 be sent to the CSM lo r lu rthe r assistance. 

Incident Details: Caller stated that when she was flying out of Jacksonville she had trouble with a TSO agent at the check point. She is visually impaired and has a service dog. When going through the checkpoint. they left her standing there without 
telling her what was happening and took her sister away from her to get separately screened. When the TSOs finally returned to her, without her sister, the red haired female officer had her and the dog go through screening. She went through the 

:J 13 12:59:' WTMD first and then the dog followed her in. She did not ala nm but the dog did because of the leash. The officer went to do a patdown to the dog and she told her that she was not supposed to touch her dog nor talk to them. The TSO threw her hands 
up and refused to do the screening and got her supervisor. The supervisor came over and starled to talk to the dog like it was a pet and when addressed by lhe caller, she told her thal she was talking to the dog so it would not bite her. This made the 
caller upset because it is not their job to make the dog not bite, it was hers. 
She had no issue on her first fi1ght from Tampa to her destination, and wants to file a compliant because of the way she was treated by the TSO and also how they touched and talked to her dog. 

FLIGHT INFORMATION: 

Departing Airport:: Jackso nv i 11 e 
Airline:: United 
Flight Number:: 4006 
Date:: 3 March 2013 @ 12p 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Dis a bi Ii ty Complaint 
Current Date/Ti me : 31512013 1 : 17 :54 PM 
Airport· RSW - Southwest Florida International Date/Time of Travel. 03/04/2013 9:00AM Airline & Flight Number· Southwest 1963 CheckpoinUArea of Airport. Terminal D TSA Employee: (If Known): Supervisor kb1(6:, ! 
Comment : My daughter travels with medical supplies for Type 1 Diabetes. As required by TSA we keep all supplies in a separate bag for manual inspection. Per our medical supply provider, we know that pumps an meters cannot go through the x
ray machine, He re is Medtronic' s site - http cl lwww, medtronicd i a bete s, co m/1 i festy I e/travel. The issue we had is that Su pe rvi sor0:illlITJna de me pass the bag with medica I supp Ii es through the metal d elector ( o Ider sty I e) before she would hand inspect 

,013 2_06,0 the supplies. This is not required per your guidelines. She should have taken the bag aside and inspected it. In addition, she then sa,d she needed to pass the emply bag through me1a1 detector. What was the purpose if she already did this? She 
· · · needs to know, as do all TSA agents, that hand inspection does not require passing this through the metal detectors, as it could cause loss of data or worse, complete malfunction of the equipment. Please note that the TSA agents in Boston handled 

this correctly and professionally on our way down to Ft. Myers (RSW). 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Name : b-., 6 
Phone Number· (b)(ff•, 

Email (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning t is feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Information Requesl: Caller was wanting information for gelling him lhrough screening. 

Response Details: Specifically, you were concerned about screening of passengers with intellectual or developmental disabilities.Passengers with intellectual disabil1t1es or developmental disabilities, such as Down Syndrome or autism. can be 
screened without being separated from their parents or guardians, Pa rents or guardians should info rm the Trans po rtati on Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening of the chi Id s needs before sere en i ng begins, Pa rents or guardians may offer 
suggeslions on the best way 10 approach and screen their children, especially if it is necessary to touch him or her during screening. 

TSA has created not1f1cation cards that travelers may use to inform TS Os about any disability. medical cond1t1on, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening, their use may 
improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their conditions. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gov sites default files publications disability notification cards.pd!. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through 
meta I detectors on I y if they can wa I k through on their own. An el ig, bl e passenger can request to be screened by Al T 1f it is a va, I ab I e or can request to be screened using a thorough paid own; however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the 
walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

,013 3,56 ,3 Caller was also concerend about him standing in line and being around noise. 

Many airports have lanes specifically designated for passengers with disabilities, medical conditions, or 1raveling wilh young children. Although passengers slill may need 10 wait in line when using these lanes, in general the lines are much shorter and 
the wait time is less. Passengers may ask to be directed to one of these lanes when checking in with their airline or once they have reached the line used by general passengers. Use of these lanes is not limited to individuals who have physical 
d1sa b1 I iii es. Passengers with cog mt,ve and psychol og,ca I d1sa b1 I iii es who have difficulty waiting in I in es also are al lowed to use these I an es. 

If an airport or checkpoinl does not have a lane set aside for passengers with disabilities or families, or a passenger does not want to use thal lane, any passenger who has difficulty standing may request 10 move to the fronl of any line and be 
accompanied by his or her trave Ii ng companions 

Advised caller that I would email her addilional information on traveling with children who have disabilities. 

Em a i I ed caller information. 

Advised caller that once she goes over the informaiton and if she lhinks that she might need assitance I hat she can call us back 72 years before the flighl with the flight delails. 



Feedback Type Request for Information 
Categories: Other: Identification Requirements CuCTent Date/Time· 31512013 4:08:06 PM Airport, Select One Date/Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· When you go through security &amp: place all your belongings in trays &amp; it goes w/ your carry-on thru xray; would it be proper &amp: safer that as a passenger to RETAIN &amp; HOLD my US Passport &amp; boarding pass on my 
person, when I go lhru the metal detector. I had a TSA person yelled &amp; commanded me to place my passport &amp: boarding pass(it was in a yellow cloth passport neck wallel) on top of my belongings @SFO. If someone ahead of me takes my 
passport &amp: boarding pass, I am in a serious dilema w/ no IOI What do you suggest? 

'013 6: 102 I have one constructive criticism &amp: request that the security personnel speak SLOWER when giving instructions. I realize that they must say the instructions 5,000 times a day or more but I even told one security man that he said 11 so fast 2x 11 
was difficult to understand, and I am fluent in English' 

@!~t::1~ like a response?: True 

Passenger's Name kb ,(6) 
Phone r..111mber · 
Email ¥b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Disability Description: Caller wears an insulin pump. 

Information Request Caller stated that she is flying out of POX on Saturday, and she wears and insulin pump and will also be bringing a back up as well. She is required to request a hand inspection of the device according to the manufacturer, and the 
last time she did thal. she had a horrible experience. She was told I hat requesling the patdown auIomaIically subjected her to receive addilional screening and the did an ETD on the device as well. She has heard inconsistent information from olher 
passeners as well as a supervisor she spoke with the last time she called in and had the information sent up. She wants to know what to expect this coming Saturday. along with information about what the protocol is supposed to be for requesting a 
hand inspection. 

Response Details: I told her that there s no way for me to be able to guaranlee thal she would not receive additional screening. Our information states thal she can be screened either connected or disconnecled from the device. She can go through 
screening as normal, whether it be through the AIT or the WTMD and receive a patdown. She can request a hand inspection of the device and it could subject that for an ETD test. Since I m not at the airport, there s no way for me to be able to tell her 

,013 6,13,3 why she was subjected to the additional screening, nor would I be able to tell her what to expect at the checkpoint Saturday. 

I advised her to contact the CSM there, explain the previous situation to them and the inconsistency that shes experienced with her responses. She may be able to give her more informalion on what 10 expect. 

Name: rb)(61 
Phone: 
Email: ,_ ________ __, 

I Just had to wnte to express how ridiculous this new mandate is'., I 

'013 8:04:5 I cannol believe thal to ensure securily the TSA makes us walk through metal detectors -taking lake off our shoes and bells, x-rays our carry-on luggage, makes us pass through explosive sniffers and be subject to pat downs ---all I his to ensure the 
integrity of flights. Passengers are finally feeling safe and believe it is safe to fly and now you are undoing all of this by letting people carry on knives' 

You people need to get a lifer 



I want to start by thanking you for the tough job all of you do. I can't imagine the stress of your job. You must be impartial, move fast and efficiently and even one mistake could have disasterous results. That's extreme pressure and you are 
also pulled back and forth with social and political wanls. Your service is needed, but regarded with disdain. I unders1and lhat your job isn't easy. 

I have never had problems going through security screening before my trip on the 2nd. Apearantly, the rules have changed again and passengers are now required to empty ALL ,terns out of their pockets before going through the body scanner. I'm 
not sure when this was enacted, but it has been since I traveled last. It must also be recent enough that it is not even on the know before you go section on DI A's web site as it still instructs passengers to "put metal objects, such as coins and keys. in 
your carry on bag" and "place shoes, bell and jacket in screening bins". I do not see anylhing telling me to completely emply my pockels. 

If there was a sign instructing me to empty my pockets at the airport screening line, I did not see 11. I donl travel often and was making sure I had everything ready- keys in my carry on. shoes off. belt off, drivers license and boarding pass out, etc, 
etc. etc. This is stressful for the infrequent flier and so there is a good chance I didn't see a sign ii there was one. 

This brings me to my complaint. After waiting in line and placing my belongings in the screening bin, I started ta foll aw the person in front al me through the metal detector when it was my turn. I was angrily redirected by TSA staff to the end of the 
adjacent line to walk through the body scanner. I'm still confused as to why I had to stand in line again and why I could not go through the detector as the person in front of me had. No matter, I did as I was told and entered the body scanner when it 
was again my tum The machine was run and I was instructed to adjust my hands and be scanned again. Again, I did as I was told. As I exited the scanner I was met by a TSA agent. He stood in front of me and said "TAKE THE THINGS OUT OF 
YOUR POCKETS!" I look oul my wallet and by boarding pass and handed ii to the agent. He opened my wallet, closed it and literally shoved it back in my hand as he said "NEXT TIME WE TELL YOU TO EMPTY YOUR POCKETS, THAT MEANS 

,013 8:13:2. EVERYTHING. YOUR WALi.ET, YOUR TICKET, EVERYTH INGI" and walked away. Embarased, I said "sorry about that'" and was ignored. 

May I remind you that I am NOT the enemy. I am one of your customers! I was treated rudely by the person checking the boarding passes. the people at the body screening and finally by the ass that told me to empty my pockets. Furthermore, no 
one TOLD me 10 empty my pockets!•! If they had, I would have done so. I can only assume this treatment is accepted because your cus1omers are too afraid to complain and your staff is drunk on lhe power they lord over each and every traveler. I 
wanted so badly to say something ta the agent who took my wallet, to call him out on his rudeness, to embaras him like he had me in front of all the people standing in line, but I didn't. His demeanor and body language told me that he would make me 
an example if I said one word. 

So, here I am. Haling your agency for how I was treated and lhinking about how you managed to live up to all the complaints and stereotypes I hear. Your staff made my enlire flight horrible as I stewed aboul my experience. I intentionally waited 
until now ta complain sa I could coal off and write a rational e mail. But to what end? There is no motive to change as far as I can see, but I thought you should know none the less. Your job CAN be done with courtesy and I'd bet with all the pea pie 
who are out of work nght now, you could find some willing to do it. 

If you wish 10 contact me, I may be reached at (bi(6i at bl 61 Evergreen , Co 80439 
Thank you for taking the time to read this e mail. Sincerely, (b::,(6) 

Caller has a complainl regarding a situalion thal happened to her on Monday 3 4 at ATL. She had the worst experience she has ever had in her life. She had to take off her bracelets to go through lhe WTMD and place lhem in the bin with olher ilems. 
She had placed five bracelets in the bin. These included: silver bracelets with stones in them, lppolita Brand. An Indian lady. a passenger, stole the callers jewelry from the bin and left all other items. She missed her original flight. 
She was flying from ATL to SAV, Flight# not avilable, Delta Airlines which departed at 1 :20 PM, she caught a later flight at 3:20 PM. 
She called the ATL Police Department and they sent a representative to her. She said TSA could have done more to help but the TSO just looked at her when she asked him for help in stopping the lady and he told her he was helping another 
passenger. This TSO was an African American Male with hair braided in dreadlocks. 

The passenger who stole her j ewe I ry was al lowed to I eave the che c kpornt and the TSO did n t offer to he Ip her. Cal I er said her h us band was so irate he is speaking with a lawyer a bout their options. 
An ATL Police Department Officer came up and reviewed the video but the lady was long gone. The ATL Police Department opened a case. The caller has a case number and states she will find the lady and have her prosecuted. 
Caller slated if someone can get through lhe airporl with another passengers property, whal else could a terrorist get away wilh? TSA could have done a better job of stopping the lady. The caller is so upset she doubts if she will ever fiy again. The 

:113 10:31: 1 callers flight was leaving from Gate# 026, when the incident happened. 
Caller thin ks a Su pe rvi sory TSO may have w,tnes sed the who I e event. 

Response: 
Apa I og i zed ta ca 11 er for her ex pe ri e nee and exp Iain ed the TSO may not have been able ta I eave his I ocat ion if he was assisting another passenger. 
Because your comp I amt concerns security screening at a s pec1f1c airport, we have forwarded a copy of your e-m a i I to the Customer Service Manager at that airport. 
TS A mo ni to rs the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of conce m that may require speci a I attention. 

Call came in an the ODPO line, provided general phone # to caller for future reference: 
866-289-9673. 



have a patdown. The caller stated that she has had multiple surgeries on her knee and it Is extremely painful: even her own doctor will not touch it. The TSO threatened to not let her on the plane unless the passenger allowed her to touch this sensitive 
area. 

The caller offered her two other options that other TSOs in the past had done to complete the patdwon: one being patting down to just above the knee and the other was let her place her fingers over the scar for her and lifting the skirt to show the scar 
tissue. The TSO stated that she could not do this. The TSO knocked her hand out of the way and actually squeezed the painful area. She was hurt so badly that she screamed out and almost lost her balance. They began to yell at her for grabbing the 
booth when she lost her balance because it sounded an alarm. The caller states had she not grabbed it she would have fallen to the floor. She actually patted down the same area twice when she had told her that the pain in the inside area of her knee 
was extremely painful. She believes this lady should lose her job. The caller has had to go to physical therapy because of this situation. She stated I hat I his situation is horrible and the only thing I hat will satisfy her is having this TSO fired for whal she 
has done. The TSO told her that if she had been wearing pants, she would not have required a patdown. She stated that the airline did not provide her wheelchair for over 20 minutes either. She stated that the TSO did not care what she was saying or 
the fact that she had this problem. She stated that she was treated ternbly by both the TSO and the Supervisor. She stated that she knows that she will not get any money because this Is a government agency but she believes that the supervisor at the 
checkpoint that day is too young to handle such a job. She stated that the TSO had no business dealing with the public and should get a desk job instead. 

Advised Caller: 

TSA moniIors the number and nature of complaints we receive 10 Irack I rends and spot areas of concern I hat may require special a11ention. This ongoing process enables us 10 ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we delermine that security-
" 13 11 : 11 :, screening policies need modification or specific employees or teams are the subjects of repeated complaints. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, I wi 11 fa rward a copy of this e-ma i I to the Custom er Support Manager ( CSM) at th at I ocat ion, 

Flight info: 

Airport FLL 
Airline: Soulhwesl Airlines 
Flight Number: Unknown 
Checkpoint Time: 2pm 
Departure Time 2:20pm but was delayed 
TSO Description: Hispanic, around 50 years old, and long jet black hair. They were standing by the WTMD. 
Date: 3-4-2013 
Supervisor D escn pti on: Young around 30 yea rs old and her hair was pinned up. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

To w horn it may concern: 

rm a TSA pre-check client and travel over 130k miles annually. I also have a metal implant and today the scanner check was not available so I needed to walk through the metal detector. 

I was given a pat down by one of your employees kbl(ff:, !rm accustomed to patdowns given I travel all over the country but k§R§}]was absolutely the single worst experience I have had with a TSA employee. He purposely used force and over 
reached his posilion. I was in the TSA pre-check line and he was apparently not happy because I refused to go stand in the regular line where they have the scanners. 

1013 4:09: 1 So in his own way he violated me just because he is in a position if power People lik~hurt the reputation of the TSA and should be immediately reprimanded for events such as this. 

rm not sure what if anything you an do but I don't think he is s u i tab I e far this job. Pis fee I free to ca 11 me at~l(_b_) (_6_, __ ~I and I can pro vi de additiona I deta i Is. 

Sent from my iPhone 



To whom it may concern: 

I'm a TSA pre-check client and travel over 130k miles annually. I also 
have a metal implant and today lhe scanner check was not available so 
I needed to walk through the metal detector. 

I was given a pat down by one of your employees (b)(ffi t the Charlotte airport today gate B. I'm 
accus tamed 10 pa ldow n s given I t rave I al I over the country bu ( b ·:, ( 6) 
was absolutely the single worst experience I have had with a 
employee. He purposely used force and over re ached his pas iii on. I was 
in the TSA pre-check line and he was apparently not happy because I 

'013 6:04:4 refused to go stand in the regular line where I hey have the scanners. 
So in his awn way he violated me just because he is in a position if 
power. People likel(5'i(ITT,urt the reputation of the TSA and should 
be immediately rep~ for events such as this. 

rm nat sure what if anything you an da but I don·t think he is 
suitable for this job. Pis feel free to call me atHYPERLINK "te!(b 1(6) ~nd I 
can provide additional details. "---'-~---------' 

Sent from my iPhone 

Sent from my iPhone 

caller arrived in Ori a ndo she did not have a ticket to boa rd the up coming flight and asked an ofli cer to help her. This is when he came back and handed her the ticket with the SSSS at the bottom. Caller went through additional s c reem ng three ti mes in 
Orlando airport. When caller left Jamaica she went through WTMD and was taken into the backroom for a pat-down and it was line. However, when caller got to Orlando, she was patted down in front of everyone and felt humiliated and as if she was 
sexually assaulted. The TSO lifted up her breasts and her butt while she was wearing a strapless dress, slrapless bra, and thong. During caller s two and a half hour layover, she was going lhrough security lhe whole enlire time and was not able to 
even go to the bathroom and was the last one on her flight. Caller s carry-on was searched by TSA and things were broken. Callers medication was dumped aut in the bag, and because same of the pills look the same she was nat able to figure aut 
which one was which and therefore had to spend at least 20 0$ replacing the pres ecri pti o ns. Cal I er flew with Jet BI ue. Caller a I so states th at wh i I e going through security, that the office rs were arguing and 11 was a mess. They were arguing about 
where to take her through security si nee the WT MD she went through was getting ready to close, The TSO the re ca 11 ed mo re security to come. and they continued arguing wh i I e they we re holding her up, Ca 11 er a I so states that her checked I ugg age 
was inspected and had no NOi in the bag. Caller said that things in her bag were broken, because of the way the officers put her belongings back in her bag the wrong way. Caller states she cannol prove lhe value of the items, because lhey were 
from vendors in Jamaica. Caller states she will wait until she flies again and has the SSSS on her ticket again or is stopped for additional screening until she applies for Redress. 

Informed caller 
Apologized to caller. 

Advised caller to a pp I y lo r the redress p rag ram. This program helps to resolve passengers that have the SSSS on the ticket or a re al ways stopped lo r additional s c reem ng. 

The passenger has the rig hi to ask lo r a private screening when a p atdown is required . 

'O 13 9: 50 : S· This information and comp I amt wi 11 be sent to the CSM at the Ori and o airport for documentation and i nvesti g ati on purposes. 

Because callers carry-on ii ems were broken, as well, offered to send claim form via e-mail to be received in less than 24 hours. Sent claim form via postal mail and will be received within lhree weeks. 

The "S" notation may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Security Administration (TSA) security procedures. This procedure is Just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the Nation's air 
trans po rtati on system and to keep the trave Ii ng pub Ii c safe, TSA does not discuss or release specifics about security sere en i ng procedures, This information is d eve Io ped exc I us i vely for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Security Information 
(SSI). 

The instructions are on the claim form as far as what the caller needs to do, present fill out, etc. The caller has up to 2 years to file a claim. TSA has up to 6 months to finish the claim process. Suggested caller be as thorough as she can on the claim 
form. 

Because there was no NOi in the bag. TSA did not hand inspect the passengers checked luggage. CBP inspects passengers bag upon reentering the US, so it is possible customs is who destroyed her bag. Referred caller ta CBP to file a complaint 
claim: (877) 227-5511 

Airline: JetBlue 
Airport Orlando I nternationa I 



The caller s adull daughter was traveling from JFK 10 SYR and when going through screening she was selecled for secondary screening. There was no prohibiled item and nothing about the paldown ii self that was problem bul the caller wants 10 know 
why she was selected far secondary screening. I explained that: 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
,013 3_02 _2 factors 10 include random selection, or alarm resolulion. For example, TSA may apply addilional screening melhods, such as a patdown on a passenger, 10 resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal DeIecIor (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly 
· · · discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be periormed. 

TS A a I so selects passengers and their property at random lo r enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by I earning how it operates, 

The caller wants to know how to contact someone with the TSA specifically at JFK to find out exactly why her daughter was chosen for secondary screening. I explained how she can contact the CSM. 
The ca 11 er s ad u It daughter was !rave Ii ng from JFK to S YR and when going through screening she was se I ected lo r s eco nda ry screening. The re was no prohibited item and nothing about the patdown itself th at was prob I em but the caller wants to know 
why she was se I ected lo r s eco nda ry screening , I explained that 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior ta boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
,013 3_02 ,2 factors to include random selection, or alanm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly 
· · · discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random far enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. 

The caller wants to know how to contact someone with the TSA specifically at JFK to find out exactly why her daughter was chosen for secondary screening. I explained how she can contact the CSM. 

I recently traveled from Houston. I have a knee rep I ace me nt a bout 14 months ago. Al I the other 11 mes I have traveled TSA has been very courteous with providing me a cane and patience. 
My Houston flight was embarrassing. I was sent through the metal detector and provided no cane. I sent my cane through screening. 
Perhaps my faull as this time I didn't mention my knee as always before and it was never a problem. The deIecIor rang and I was sent back through. I explained about lhe knee. I even showed the scar. I was told I should have gone lhrough the other 
machine. At that paint I was sent back and forth through the metal detector again. Another associate came aver and heatedly discussed me with the observing associate. I said I will go through the other machine. 

'013 8: 13:0· This was denied and I had an extremely thorough pat down. 
The TSA associates in Houston need tone a little more observant, discuss heatedly in private and 
Be respectful. 
I was not allowed my cane until pat dawn was complete, so I had to walk and stand for a while without it. 
Sent from my iPad 

Your answer to my previous e-mail was not the least bit helpful. 

Your response d ea Is with secondary screening, 

My inquiry SPECIFICAt.LY questions AIT screening of people who are 75 years or older. 

Your pre-printed "form answers" which you e-mailed to me do not address my question. 

As I stated in my previous two e-mails, at one airport I am not required to undergo an AIT screening since I am aver 75 years old. I am only asked to go through the metal detector. 
'013 8:13:4 

At another airport. I am to Id that reg a rd I e ss of age, everyone must go through the AIT sere en i ng. 

Can someone in authority give me a direct answer to my question? 

Your truly. 

fh,/Ri I 
e-mail: HYPERLIN~(b~)_(6_.~I -----------------~ 



1013 2:03:2 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time: 318/2013 1 :02:52 PM Airport: PHL - Philadelphia International Dateffime ofTravel: 03/07/2013 9:40 AM Airline & Flighl Number Della 1542 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: D 
Concourse TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : At the initial TSA checkpoint I showed the agent my CB P's Trusted Traveler Global Entry card and requested TSA PRE, I was also with my 14 year old daughter, he motined me towards the screening area, when we arnved I showed the 
TSA agent the card and said we do not do that at this airport, I proceeded to explain the program, she simply said not here and to proceed towards the scanner. I then requested that my daughter and I have an alternative screen. she then closed the 
metal detector and said we would bolh get pat downs. I then said a couple just went lhrough the detector, why couldn't we, she said thal was ONLY for small children, and a pat down was our ONLY option. I agreed to the pal downs. 

l"ve had my GE card and gone through TSA PRE and also have had no problems when asking to go through the standard detector in my travels. One purpose of the GE card is to speed things up, especially since l"ve been interviewed for over an hour 
and my background has been thoroughly dissected. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Nam;:.=.e_._h_l_!R __ -., --..----' 
Phone Number 
Email hr/RI 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller indicated that h, s partner, kb I ( 6 1 ! was gomg through security today at SEA airport for a Frontier Airlines flight around 0415h rs. She was stopped because of a meta I be It buckle a I a rmmg at the che c kpomt. He said that the be It is made into 
her dress and the officers told her she must remove it to clear screening. She protested saying that it was made into the clothing and she had no way to remove it. Caller said that she was told that she must remove the item or she could not fiy. She 
therefore had to tear the belt off of her dress, and then required to submit to a paldown. Caller said that the traveler was extremely upset at this as well and fell thal the patdown was overly invasive. He slated that she would have called bul was in the 

1013 2:05:5- midst of her trip and provided her email address for communication. 

I apologized to caller for his partners experience and explained that the TS Os will use a patdown to resolve alarms of the WTMD and AIT machines. However due to the requirement that she damage her clothing and the accusation of the patdown 
being inappropriate, advised thal we would forward her complaint 10 lhe CSM at SEA for review. Also explained the process for submitling a claim for damaged items and ordered a tort claim package to be emailed. 
Caller wants to Ii I e a comp I a int. The cal I er and her s1ste r !rave I ed through CL T en route to Montego Bay. She stated they did not appreciate the way that we re sere ened m CL T. She be Ii eves that everyone does not get treated the way that she and her 
sister were treated , She be Ii eves that Caucasians do not have to under go the same t rea tm e nt, She had opted out of AIT and had to undergo a patdown and ETD, She had touched her with something and was to Id by the gentleman she was clear to 
go. Then the female officer told her she was puffy down there. She and her sister were taken into a privale screening room. Caller stales that she asked the officer if she thought she had a penis. The caller was asked why she was 1raveling 10 
Jamaica. 

TransfeCTed the caller to MB. 

MB Notes: 

The caller opted out AIT and went through the walk thru the metal detector. She had to undergo a patdown. She caller stated that the officer that patted her down stated that she was puffy down there. The caller stated that she was told that she was 
'013 2A7:5 clear apparently by the person who did lhe ETD. She was questioned aboul going to Jamaica and was asked why she was traveling there. She stated that she was asked about the cash thal she was carrying. The caller menlioned thal she could be 

wearing a maxi pad. She was traveling an US Air and she stated that she was on a morning flight. She could not tell me what time her flight departed. She does not remember what security line she was in and she does not have the names of the 
officers involved. She only knows that they were all women. She also had some ,terns taken from her baggage on her return tnp back to the US. She stated one of them was a charge and a HDMI (Internet) cable that was worth a lot of money. She 
stated that she received i 11 treatment in Jamaica, The cal I er s sister. [till£[] a I so received i 11 treatment as wel I. 

I advised the caller that she would have ta place her complaint in writing. I advised her that I would send her same information regarding how she would need ta proceed and I obtained her email address. I told her that I was sorry for her unpleasant 
screening expe nence but that before anyone cou Id I ook into the m alter, her complaint wou Id need to be m writing. The ca 11 er clearly feels that she was discriminated ag am st due to her race. I a I so provided the caller with the number to the US 
Department of state and told her that she could phone them in order to get infomnation on whom to contact in Jamaica due to her unpleasant screening experience there. 

fb1(ff1 



'013 2:58:0 

Disability Description: Caller had a hip replacement five years ago. She has gone through the AIT before. She flew from JFK to SFO on Wednesday at 4:30pm on Virgin America. She went through the WTMD. 

The woman was very inappropriate. She filed a complaint with Virgin America. She had her hand up her crotch and down her panls. The TSO was touching her private parIs. She knew if she complained that more people would come and she might 
miss her flight. 

She was never treated Ii ke this before. She was highly em ba CT ass ed. She 

She does not mind being scanned. The TSO said, Do you want to do it privately ar out in the open. Caller felt violated. She understands the procedures. Caller was very upset. 

Ca Iler stated th at she was by he rs elf and so wou Id never have done a private sere en i ng, 

Caller will be filing a written complaint. She asked if the way the screener conducted herself was how she was trained. I told her that they should tell the passenger what they will be doing. The passenger can request a private screening at any time 
and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive a re as. During a private screening, another T SA emp I aye e wi 11 a I so be present and the passenger may be acco m pa ni ed by a com pa ni on of his or her choosing. 

She asked how to avoid this in the future. I told her she could always ask for a supervisor. She could also call us back 72 hours prior to her flight, excluding weekends, and lei us know that she needs assistance at the checkpoinl. We will gel her 
itinerary and we will send this to the disability experts who will take it from there. 

To Whom It May Concern: 
My daughter was flying today out of Albany International Airport. She was forced to go through an xray. I am contacting a lawyer in regards to this situation. You have no right to make anyone go through that. We have a history of cancer in our family 
and my children are advised not to use any xray. She begged the woman at security check point to pat her down or use the regular metal detector. She was poorly treated and embarrassed. She was threatened that it would take time and she would 

,013 6.07,4 miss her flight. She felt she had no choice but to comply. I need to know exactly who is responsible for hiring these people and whom shall we sent the law suit to? 
· · · She is 21 yrs. old and was flying domeslically. This is uncalled for. 

Respectfully, 

!(b1(61 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Ti me : 31812013 5: 28: 13 PM 
Airport · LAS - McCarran International Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . For once, I decided to travel NOT in uniform to be comfortable. even though I had my uniform with me to report to work at a later time, BUT after my last dealing with TSA at McCARRAN in Las Vegas. I've decided it's just not worth it to be 
out of uniform anymore"' There were two lines of passengers, one for the body scanner and one for the reg metal detector. I showed my badge. and the UNFRIENDLY, BOSSY TSA agent directed me to the body scanner, which we crewmenbers are 
exempt from IF we go through security in uniform. as you well know ... but as a KNOWN CREWMEMBER. who has been background checked, fingerprinted and has a spotless record. I resent them looking at my badge and directing me to the BODY 
SCANNER! So as is my right, I opted out! All fine and good with me, but now I can lell they are licked and I am ticked and they keep me waiting while there are SEVERAL TSA agenls hanging around that could have come right over ... by lhe time they 
do come over, my patience is wearing thin and the agent proceeds to go through the EXPLANATION of what is about to happen, at which point I say to just SKIP the DAMN explanation and get it over with because this is outright ridiculous• ..... IS THIS 
REALLY NECESSARY FOR A KNOWN CREWMEMBER???????? McCarran has ALWAYS had a reputation for harassing crewmembers and this cements that in my mind now' So I proceeded with the typical 'molestation" and then they do a bag 
swab ...... wasting MY time and THEIRS! If they insist on being jerks to crewmembers, I will NEVER not wear my uniform again OR I will ALWAYS opt OUT of the body scanner ..... I don't know what it uses but I am not willing to subject myself to more 
unhealthy doses of ANYTHING, I get enough radiation from my job alone! And now passengers can carry pocket knives .... ?????? Yet TSA makes life irritating beyond belief for a KNOWN CREWMEMBER!!'!! NOTHING in this organization makes 

,013 6:0l:S sense, right behind me was a well-dressed grandmother with her family in a wheelchair that was being harassed as well' I hate to use the word IDIOTIC but that is what comes to mind' Oh is it politically incorrect to use the word PROFILE?????? 
God forbid' 

Also, thanks for confirming the fact that we crewmembers will now be defenseless againsl knives, boxcutters, whal have you AND we will be harassed if out of uniform, even I hough we are picked up and dropped off planeside, and don't go through 
security to get on the plane to begin with at McCarran when on a trip'" 1 Bottom line is IF I EVER decide to be out of uniform again, and they direct me toward the body scanner, I will CONTINUE to opt out. It is MY RIGHT to opt out and while they take 
that as a HUGE inconvenience, I take the body scanner as a HUGE insult as a Known Crewmember. If I have the proper badging, Known Crewmember ID and abide by the rules, what difference does a uniform make or not? I am convinced those 
rules don't make any sense either, II they are going to do away with the body scanner anyway, why are they subjecting crewmembers to it? 

I am fed up ... this is part of our job and we can't even relax out of uniform without being treated like the common criminal. I would like to add that there HAVE been nice TSA agents along the way, but those with the "power trip" attitude are making 
crewmembers nothing but GROUCHY before we even GET to work' 

I won't sign my name, I don't want a response, I just want a little mutual respect between Known Crewmembers and TSA when we pass through. 

Thank you for your time. 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 



man? a re you ok? . When the caller went through s c reem ng at IAH, the male TSO told him that he did not need to conduct the p atdown and just go through the che c kpornt. This occured after the Al T a I armed once ag am. He wanted to report the 
incidents, but did not feel discriminated against but did find it odd that he did not receive this treatment in Guatamala. Instead. he wanted information regarding the screening procedures for transgender passengers, 

FI ig ht Information: 

Date ofTravel: February 21. 2013; 12:13 PM 
Departure Airport: SFO 
Airline: United Airlines 
Flight Number: 0543 
Terminal and Gate Numbers: Terminal 13 

Date of Travel: February 21. 2013; 7:29 PM 
Departure Airport: IAH 
Airline: United Airlines 
Flight Number: 2502 

,013 7:31 :4 Terminal and Gate Numbers: Not Provided 

Advised Ca Iler: 

TS A policies and procedures focus on ensuring th at al I passengers are treated with respect and courtesy and every T ransporta ti on Security Officer (TSO) receives training on p role ssiona I conduct, 

Passengers that alarm the metal detector or the AIT will be required to undergo additional screening. Passengers directed for additional screening will undergo patdown inspections. At anytime passengers may request that patdown screenings are 
performed in a private screening area. and TSOs are instructed to honor a passenger's request for pnvate screening. 

If additional screening is required, a 1ransgender passenger will receive screening by a TSO of the same gender as what the passenger presents him or herself to be. If a passenger chooses to have addilional screening done in a private screening 
area, a trave Ii ng companion is permitted to accompany the passenger during the private screening. 

I apologized for the behavior of the TS Os. 

I forwarded the information to SFO and IAH. 
Hi, 

,013 8_10_0 I am a frequent traveller 10 Allanta Hartsfield Airport and was wondering why all passengers are not required to go through full body scanners? It seems like every olher lane goes lhrough a body scanner and the olhers go through some sort of metal 
· · · detector. If you are going to operate like this wouldn't it be a better idea to have the scanners random? So that passengers wouldn"t be able to choose a lane with/without a full body scanner? Just wondering .. 

fb)(61 



Let me start by saying that the job you do at the TSA to help protect our nation's travelers and citizens at large is both necessary and vital. 

However, the way in which you do it still baffles me and I suspect millions of others. You seem to be taking away the wrong lessons from what happened on 9/11 and other activities since, including the "shoe bomber" and the ··underwear bomber." 

Here are some curious policies that contradict commons sense. As I list these, I hope you take them in the spirit intended-to improve security- and not as the mind of someone who would ever do one of these illegal or potentially illegal actions (i.e. 
please don't add me 10 your threat matrix because I'm going to point oul serious gaps in policy and procedure): 

Over-reaching policies 

Doing pal-downs on children under 6, UNLESS there is a specific threat indicated by the behavior of the parents or child. I can'I see any reason why this type of pat-down should ever be parl of a "random" search regimen. You should retain lhe 
right to check if necessary, but doing so at random increments puts an unnecessary (and scary) burden on the country's youngest passengers. 

Limiting liquids to a certain ounce maximum. I realized the logic in this (imt,ally), that 11 would take a certain amount of l1qu1d or plastic-based explosive to cause enough damage to bring a plane down. Now, here's the fallacy of that logic. 
Unless, I'm mistaken, you generally don't have an automated way to detect chemicals that might be taped or otherwise hidden on the body. So let's assume your 3.4 ounce limit catches 100% of the items which are put through the x-ray machine (even 
through thal's unrealistic 10 expect). Unless you also find a way to detect an explosive chemical/powder/device hidden on a person's body, the only thing you·ve accomplished is to unnecessarily burden lhe traveling public with a measure thal can'I 

,0133 _11 .3 possibly protect them. I realize you have, over the course of time since 9111. tested a variety al measures that might help with what I'm talking about- the "puffer" machine (I've experienced it, and I suspect it only works an powdered explosives), the 
· · · full-view x-ray machine a person must walk through, etc. I'm not a professional security expect, but as the saying goes. ·your security is only as effective as your weakest link." This policy is weak beyond words. So you've prohibited me from bnngrng 

a sea I ed bottle of Pepsi through security ... and that helps prevent a disaster how? If you' re going to restrict anything Ii quid-wise, you should eliminate allowing beverages in aluminum cans anywhere on p I anes - even ii they a re handed out during drink 
service. Why? Because a person of normal strength could tear the can in half and creale a very jagged home-made weapon equally as dangerous as a knive. 

Patting dawn senior citizens or others who are traveling in a wheel chair. On the suriace, I'd agree that age or physical disability make little to no difference in a person's ability to present a threat ta the airplane. But here's where the logic falls 
out for me ... I've seen many a wheelchair-bound person asked to stand up (or be assisted) to personally walk through the metal detector, Fine. But what happens to the wheelchair itself? Since 11 always has enough metal in it to set off alarms in the 
magnetometer, it is usually wheeled around the magnetometer by a TSA staff member. While this seeming courtesy makes sense, I've NEVER seen the TSA personnel thoroughly check the wheelchair for guns, knives or explosives. If this were a one
time occurrence, I might chalk it up to poor training or chance for thal one situalion. But that's definilely nol the case. Again, 1·ve NEVER seen a TSA person pay any attention to the wheelchair, probably because they realize it's metal and would send 
off a supposedly false alarm every time. If you're going to make seniors and others with mobility issues stand up and be guided through the metal detector, you REALLY need to pay more attention ta the wheel chair. Again, I'm na threat ta the 
!rave Ii ng po pu I ati on. I I ave my country and my le 11 ow citizens. But 1f I can notice this major gap in se cunty protocols. I wou Id expect someone bent on disaster would see 11. too. It wou Id be the ult, mate low-tech way to smuggle in guns, kmve s and 
explosive devices I can imagine. A roll of duct tape before the flight ($3.00) and anyone could strap anything to the underside of a wheelchair's seat. This issue HAS to be addressed. if we're to expect more than lip-service to true, not just perceived 
safety. 

Under-re aching pol 1c1es 

Why on earth are you going to begin allowing pockels knives on domestic and international flighls beginning on 4125113? Are there really that many "pocket knife enthusiasts" we·re inconveniencing by having them leave lhose al home or in the 
car? Granted. yau are limiting the blade lengths to a level that some security expert has probably said isn't a significant threat. But I'd be 100% willing ta bet that the aid-style security personnel at Lagan Airport didn't think box cutters could be used to 
The caller was very upset because of two incidents. The first being that his checked suitcase was inspected and left in total disarray. He advised that he had packed his used underwear neatly and had his vitamins in a container where they were 
separaled from each other. He advised that someone had moved two of the partitions, meaning thal they had touched his vitamins. Therefore, he cannot lake them now. The second incident was a rude screener. He advised thal a male agent was very 
rude, screaming that na one better come through his metal detector and set the alarm off. There was an NOi in his suitcase. 

Date of Flight: 3-9-20 13 
Time of Check in: Approximately 12:00PM 
Depart Time: Approximately 2:00PM 
Departing Airport: LAS 

'013 11 :42: Destination: RDU 
Airline: So UI hwesl 
NOi in suitcase 
Flight Number: 2084 

Baggage Claim Number:~kb~••_,(6_.~I --~ 
Gate-Terminal: C19 

I a po I og i zed that his checked I ugg age was mi sha nd I ed in this manner and advised h, m that he cou Id Ii I e a c I a, m to seek reimbursement lo r the vitamins, si nee he can not take them now. I a I so apologized for the rude treatment th at he received at the 
TSA checkpoint. I will send him a claims form via postal mail. I will also escalate this record to the CSM at LAS to make them aware of both incidents. 



From: Benge, Rachel M. <CTR> On Behalf Of TSAExtemalCompliance 
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2013 1 :19 PM 
To: TCC-Referrals 
Subject: FW: Complaint (2nd notice) 

b1(6) 

HYPER LIN (b 1(6) ~-----------------~ 
The "incident" occurred at Tunica (Mississippi) Regional Airport on Tuesday, February 26, 2013. I was scheduled to board Republic flight 5530. a charter flight booked via Harrah's Tunica NCM (National Casino Marketing) Junket Flight Reservations 
Department (i.e., a gambling junket). The flight was scheduled to depart at 2 p. m. The "incident" occur,-ed at approximately 1 p.m. 
For starters, you should acquaint yourself with lhe dynamics of Tunica Regional Airport. It's an extremely small airport which, seemingly, exisls primarily to accommodate the gambling junkets (approximately 2-3 arrivals and departures daily) chartered 

2013 2_40 _, by the casinos. And who are the passengers? Primarily senior citizens, some of whom can hardly walk. I, myself. am a 64-year-old widow. 
· · I p I aced my carry-on I uggage on the conveyor be It as instructed. and proceeded through the metal 

detector. No alarm bells went off. So far. so good. Then. I was informed by a female TSA person that I was selected for a "random" pat down. Okay. I was directed to an area at the end of the aforementioned conveyor belt where my fellow 
passengers were collecling their scanned carry-on luggage and shoes, which we had been ordered to remove. Al this point, 
within five feel of the conveyor belt and fellow passengers, I was met by two females (l:i:i:iiii]and 0:i:iZ&J- One was obviously a trainee, as she was instructed verbally by the other. The "trainee" spoke so rapidly. I couldn"t understand her (I guess 
she was nervous). When I finally understood what she was saying, it became clear to me that I was being informed I would be touched in pnvate areas (breast, etc.). Smee I found this to be invasive. m addition to being extremely embarrassing as I 
was in clear view of fellow passengers who could only assume I was a criminal of some sort, I asked for the procedure to be conducted in a private area. I (continuation ol 3) was led to a room (apparently, a storage area) and expressed how 
embarrassing this experience was and slated that I would be contacting lhe TSA. At this pointfbi(6)Prffi:illi[Jcalled some Herring woman into the closet. I guess she was wanling to show IJ:ilifil},nd~ who was boss and trealed me in a 
brutal, demeaning and degrading fashion. She touched my private parts, asked me to spread ~(this was going to be done in a public area were I not to demand privacy?), demanded I left up my top so she could touch me under my shirt (again, 
this would have been done ma public area had I not asked for privacy?) and, having completed patting me down, asked if I had anything in my pockets. (What's the purpose of a pat down?) Well, I had had it at this point (am I living in a third-world 
country?) and pulled out a snotty tissue from my pocket (I had been blowing my nose in it) and threw it on the floor. The fh··,1rr1 I person then made a show of demanding my boarding pass and drivers license and made a big drama of recording the 
information. I suppose this was supposed to intimidate me. I had repeatedly stated that the TSAwould be hearing from me and lhefiiilliI]person claimed she would give me their names. Well, she never did. Whal information I have is from having 
recorded the names on their badges. 
What is happening to the TSA? I can show you my passports. I have travelled to over 80 countries and never, even in countries where women are third class c1t1zens, have I been treated in this way. If a passengers luggage passes inspection and the 
individual makes it through metal detectors without bells going off, why should she be signalled for degrading treatment by a disgruntled civil servant? I've gone through metal detectors. body scanners and have had metal detecting wands waved 
around my body but never, never have I be en subjected to such degrading treatment. 
What was I suspected of carrying on my person? Again, visit the Tunica area. Aside from casinos. it's a farming area. Was I suspected of illegally carrying soybeans on my person? 

Caller wants 10 file a complainl against a TSO. At the beginning of the screening, his daughter look off her shoes. No alarm went off when she walked through lhe me1a1 detector. She was told she had to do another random screening. She asked if 
she wanted a private screening. she said no. During the patdown her daughter said the TSO touched her in the groin area. His daughter asked the TSO what she was doing. The TSO stated: I don t have to let you on the plane. You can find another 
way home. The TSOs dumped out her wallet. They took out every dollar and every credit card. His daughter was in tears. She called her dad who told her to go back to the checkpoint. talk to a supervisor and get the name of the supe and the 
TSO which she did. When she talked to the supervisor, the supervisor basically said Whatever. I will talk to her (the TSO) . He does not have the names with him now but will have them later. 

Caller said this was assault, punishable by law. Someone will be held accountable. He is going to talk to his attorney. He wants this to be dealt with quickly. 

2013 3: 18'1 Airport MEM 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Number: 1130 
Date and Time: March 8, 2013 at around noon (Time she was at the checkpoint) 
Location: He does not know 

I told him I could either tell him how to get m touch with the CSM or I could send the information up. He preferred that I send 11 to the CSM. I apologized to the caller, told him I would send this to the CSM. 



2013 7:46;< 

2013 7:46;< 

Caller had a bad experiance at the Orlando International Airport. he states that the TSO office*b)(ff:, !told him that he had to remove his belt, and he didnt want to remove it so after arguing with him over the belt. the TSO officer told him that 
if he did not then he would not go through screening, so he removed his belt and then he talked to the supervisor at the airport and the supervisor told him that he does not have to take the belt off, caller states that he requested that the TSO that told 
him to take it off be ca I led upon him and the supervisor so that the su pe rvi sor te 11 him that he was wrong and that the ca 11 er not have to take off his belt, Ca 11 er wants to know why he has to take it off and where can he Ii nd information on the website 
stating that he has 10 lake this off? 

Informed caller 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) strongly recommends that passengers remove all items and accessories from their pockets before beginning the security screening process. Removing items such as wallets, belts, bulky jewelry. 
money. keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve an anomaly discovered dunng Advanced Imaging Technology 
(AI T) screening. To avoid the cha nee ol leaving persona I items behind , we recommend passengers place their be Io ngi ngs in their carry-on ba gg age before entering the checkpoint, 

Informed caller that I do not have the information that he is requesting. informed caller that I can send this to the CSM and maybe they can provide him with the information, caller refused for me to do that. 

Caller had a bad experiance at the Orlando International Airport. he states that the TSO officer !lh·11rr·, I told him that he had to remove his belt, and he didnt want to remove it so after arguing with him over the belt. the TSO officer told him that 
if he did not then he would not go through screening, so he removed his belt and then he talked to the supervisor at the airport and the supervisor told him that he does not have to take the belt off, caller states that he requested that the TSO that told 
him to take it off be ca I led upon him and the supervisor so that the su pe rvi sor te 11 him that he was wrong and that the ca 11 er not have to take off his belt, Ca 11 er wants to know why he has to take it off and where can he Ii nd information on the website 
stating that he has 10 lake this off? 

Informed caller 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) strongly recommends that passengers remove all items and accessories from their pockets before beginning the security screening process. Removing items such as wallets, belts, bulky jewelry. 
money. keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve an anomaly discovered dunng Advanced Imaging Technology 
(AI T) screening. To avoid the cha nee ol leaving persona I items behind . we recommend passengers place their be Io ngi ngs in their carry-on ba gg age before entering the checkpoint. 

Informed caller that I do not have the information that he is requesting. informed caller that I can send this to the CSM and maybe they can provide him with the information, caller refused for me to do that. 

Caller observed airline and airport employees going lhru WTMD only and wanled to know if he could. 
2013 9:30:: Exp[lained that most of these individuals have been thru a STA and if he wanted to participate in Precheck he could visit globalentry.gov and he would be able to leave his shoes on,lighter outer jacke and belt and leave laptop in bag and go thru 

expedited screening. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Poor Customer Service: Screening Cun-ent Date/Time· 3111/2013 10:18:44 PM Airport, ORD - Chicago-O'Hare International Date/lime ofTravel · 03/01/2013 Airline & Flight Number· 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : When I went through the screening at O"H are airport I kindly requested to opt-a ut of the body sea n ne rs. The TSA agent then began I yi ng saying that these we re not the on es th at give off rad at1on and made it sounds Ii ke they we re metal 
detectors, I asked a re these the meta I detectors and he th en admitted they weren"t and was very rude, 

The additional polices of empting ones pockets of all items before the body scanner makes little sense if the body scanner is actually effective. 

During the pat-down I was groped and a manner that was totally unnessary. To make matters worse another TSA person told me that I was not allowed to take my unopened jar of peanut butter on the plane as it is deemed a liquid. Since I've never 
2013 7:58:< heard of anyone drinking peanut butter this policy makes no sense at all. I even volunteered to eat some 10 prove it was a food bul no it was confiscaled (legally stolen) by TSA. 

To make matters worse after the groping TSA lost my black belt that was with all of my stuff. 

The final indignity is after all of I his insanily at the screening area TSA had 6 agents. that I as a tax payer pay for, at the gate doing a secondary check. These agents spoke in a highly crude, loud and uneducaled manner. 

All of these headaches and TSA has never caught one terronst. Talk about a waste of tax payer money. TSA is the reason I have reduced my business travel by more than go% as I find their policies and behavior to be intolerable and unAmencan. 
Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Disability Description: Caller stated she has diabetes and she uses an insulin pump 

Information Request Caller stated she uses an insulin pump. Caller stated she is complaining about the patdown because she informed the TSO that her insulin pump couldnt be screened. 

Caller stated she was seeing her mother to the boa rd i ng gate. 

Response Details: Advised caller the following information: 
2013 8:35:, 

Advised ca Iler if her i nsu Ii n pump co u Id nt go through the A IT or the WT MD then she wou Id be subject to a patdown, be ca use everything that goes through the checkpoint has to be sere ened, 

Advised ca Iler the other diabetic supp Ii es and medical ion wo u Id have to be screened also. 

Tried to offer to send the information about the patdown to the ca 11 er but she hung up w hi I e asking to send the information, 

Caller stated th at she was in a wheelchair wearing a cast and traveling out of ABE airport I ast week on March 5th. She claimed that she was required to su bm,t to a p atdown after al a nm i ng the W TM D and wanted something done a bout the fem a I e 
agent that conducted the screening , 

I ask her if there was a problem and it was clear that she was irate solely because she had to have a patdown and the officers would not let her pass the checkpoint otherwise. She explained that they offered a private screening and would not 
2013 2:30: 1 elaborate in any way that there was something done that was out of the ordinary. 

She kepi claiming that she was involved in lhe law and the agent almost pushed her to the brink of a lawsuit; but slill would nol explain anything that happened that would constitute a valid complaint. 

I told her that she could contact the CSM at the airport if she would like to discuss the issues she had or we could email them the information. She said that she would contact them herself. 

Information Request: The ca 11 er indicated that she travels through SEA and SJ C regu I arl y. 

She indicated that the insulin pump cannol be subjected to the AIT or xray screening as such may damage the pump. it can be subjected to the WTMO. She requests a pat down and indicaled thal her hands are swabbed. 

She asked if there is an easier way to get through the screening process. 

She mentioned that during a pal down at SEA a TSO literally dropped her panls. 

She indicated that the screening process in reg a rd to the insulin pump is dysfunctional and TSO a re poorly trained. 

She asked what is the concern in regard to the insulin pump as opposed to the knives thal will soon be allowed. 

She feels th at the screening p race ss for the insulin pump and passengers with di sab i Ii ties needs to be addressed and changed. 

2013 3,07,, She asked why Precheck was only being allowed to passengers who are frequent flyers. She is a frequent flyer with Alaskan Airlines, but doens t meet the requiremenls. 

She asked if th ere were other a ltemat,ve s to participate in Precheck. 

Passengers should be provided with an option 10 pa rti pcate in P recheck direct I y with TSA. 

Response Details: If a passenger uses an insulin pump. he or she can be screened without disconnecting from the pump. However, 11 is important for the passenger to info nm the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about 
the pump before the screening process begins. 

She cannot request ta be screened by the WTMD in lieu of AIT or a pat down. 

TS A may use tech no logy to test for traces of explosive material. 

I advised that she does have the option of disconnecting from the insulin pump if she can safely do so. She can request that the insulin pump be screened physically and visually by the TSO. 

I advised th at additiona screening. inc I ud i ng the hand swabbing is part of the screening process, I can not guarantee th at this would not occur. or that she wo u Id not receive other addition al sere en i ng, 



I am writing to you because for the first time in several years of traveling I had an unpleasant experience going through the TSA security screening. 

Last Saturday March 9th 2013 I was traveling with my family (my wife, a 3 yr aid and a 5 month old baby) from Caracas Venezuela to our final destination in Cincinnati going through Atlanta as our part of entry in the US. 

My wife is still breastfeeding and as we have done several times in the past with our 3yr old and even very recently with our baby she was carrying her breast milk with her so she could feed the baby during the trip. 

2013 6_ 11 _( As we get to Atlanta and after passing through immigration we start the security process in ECP-ATL and the TSA agent requests that we pass the breast milk through the X-ray. My wife asks if it"s possible ta do a separate screening for the milk as we 
· · have done always when traveling with the baby. This request was denied and the agent mentioned that ifwe didn't pass the milk through the X-ray we will then have to do an intense security screening. 

This was a surprise for us as we·ve never had to do this in the past so we were asking for more explanations as to why this would be requested as it was never an issue before. And this is when LTSO~!(_b~)(~6~'---~~tarted to direct the process and all 
went sour. 

He was very difficult from the beginning not listening to us and just directing us in a very rude manner. According to him the process is that all of our things will need to be checked and that my wile and I will need to go through hand screening, I find all 
this very unnecessary as all of our lhings (except the breast milk) had gone lhrough the Xrays and we had gone through the metal detector. Even this was done in a very rude manner instead of starting the incremental check with our shoes they let us 
stand there without them for at least 15 minutes and throughout the process we were treated very rudely bY!rh.i/f';"i I At the end the breast milk was screened just like it has been screened in other airports (including ATL). 

I believe that the realized that they had acted ,n the wrong manner since STSofb 1(61 fame into the sItuatIon and fh ,/RI !eft and we never saw him again. thW',"i ~as very cordial and treated us with respect. 
The caller is traveling soon and he has a hip replacment. The caller said he Is traveling from PHL to FL The caller said he always causes alarms when he goes thru screening and wanted to know how to avoid this and being a public specticle. He 
stated his dr gave him a card and lold him if he called TSAI hat we would have someone waiting at the checkpoint to scan him immedialely so he would not have to wail for an agent. 

Provided the fa 11 owing info from the temp I ate: 
I advised the caller he could request a privale screening if he did nol wanl the patdown to be performed in public. A paldown procedure also is used 10 resolve any alarms of a melal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If a patdown is required in 
order to complete screening: The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender ta became available. 

'013 10:54: I apologized to the caller and advised I did not have ability to guarantee that he would not have to wait for a TSO to perform the patdown. 

The ca 11 er stated obvious! y we were having a comm uni cation prob I em and the ca 11 esca I ated. 

Escalated to !(b 1(6) 

m ne I son: Cal I er wanted the number for the CSM because he wanted to set up arrangements so he would not have to wait far a p atdown, Provided ca 11 er with di reel ions on how to obtain the CSM number from the I VR. 



Caller stated th at she is 77 years o Id and recently took a lam, ly ski trip ca 11 er stated that she had a knee re placement surgery a years ago and has meta I in her knee and after going through security at ORD she was not to happy about the patdown that 
she received, Ca 11 er a I so stated that she heard that they wi 11 be eliminating the Screening Machines at airports and wants to know if th ere is anything that wi 11 pro c I ude her from going through the Screening when she flies. Cal I er stated that she does 
have a card from the hospilal slating that she has a knee replacement. Advised the caller thal all passengers are required 10 go through Screening and advised the caller I hat if she would feel better she could bring a Drs slip and give to the Security 
officers at the checkpoint. 

Gave the cal I er the following info: 
Every person, regardless of age, must undergo screening to proceed beyond the security checkpoint. Even babies must be individually screened. However, a passenger should not be asked to do anything thal would separate the passenger from his 
her child. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) are taught to explain what they are doing during the screening process. They should also ask permission when doing something that might cause concern. Please keep in mind that a TSO is required to 

,013 1 0:SS: check the source of all alarms and to follow all screening requirements. While a passenger or guardian may decline to permit a search, a passenger will not be permitted to board an aircraft unless the screening is properly completed. We encourage 
you to visit our website at www.tsa.gov for additional information about TSA. We continue to add new information and encourage you to check the website frequently for updated information. 
We hope that this information is helpful. 

Gave the cal I er the following info: 
If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a me1a1 detector or anomalies identified by AIT If a paldown is required in order 10 complete screening: 

l(b1(61 I 
F1A USA,rways 

Sent from Yahoo' Mail on Android 

From!(b1(6i 
To: tsa-contactcenter 
Cc: (b)(ffl 

I 
ov <Isa-co nl acl center dhs. gov>: 

Subject: omplaInt etter y rew ember 
Sent: Sun, Mar 18. 2012 12:36:51 AM 

,013 12,01 ,. To Whom it may concern: 

l'am a USAirways Flight Allendant and was going through the "B" screening check point at lhe Philadelphia airport on March 17, 2012 at approx 14:25. 
As I approached the belt the previous passengers neglected to push their animal bag and briefcase through the xray machine. I did not notice this until I went to place my bags on the belt. I turned to STSOfbi(6i !and asked if she would push 
the bags through as I have been to Id by previous T SA off ce rs not to touch bags that a re not mine. I was very rude I y informed by ~ saying Tm not touching no bags" I exp I a i ned th at I'm not a 11 owed to touch the bags either as they a re not mine. 
She again said very dramaticaly" I said, I'm not touching no bags"! The other TSA officer, TSO!lli@Otelled across to me to "go around the items", I replied I could not as the bags on the belt were at the opening and were blocking my opportunity to 
do this. Both screeners became agilated yelling to me and a lhrid screener came forward and pushed the bags lhrough the xray machine. I began 10 place my bags on the bell when office~looked at me and said" your an idiol". I was 
flabbergasted as this outburst. This took place in front of many passengers while I was in full uniform. I immediately asked bath screeners far a Supervisor. When I tried to go through the metal detector officer!(b)(~!intentionally and aggresively 
blocked my path. I told her I have asked for a Su pe rvi so r and she stepped aside. A Supervisor met me and I informed h, m of what happened. He provided me with the names of the officers and a comp I amt form w,t instructions. 
I wish to have this investigated and to be contacted as to the resolution of this formal complaint. 
This was a disgrace and an extreme example of unprofessinalism by these lwo officers. 

6bl(61 I 
~A, ,:,,ays Flight Attend ant 

Sent from Yahoo• Mail on Android 



20131:42:: 

Caller flew an 3 12 2013 from SEA to Juneau an Alaska Airlines flight 76. She has a stainless steel hip. She said that the agent tald her that he wishes she had told him about the hip before the screening began. She had to wait 20 minutes for a 
fem a I e agent to show up. She said th at she a I so has a neurological disorder and she was stressed and hungry. She said the agent put her fa u r bins of items on the counter. Her computer bo u need off and her phone shattered. She said that the agent 
did not use care when placing her belongings on the table. She did not want to file a claim. She said that the items still work. She was subjected to an unnecessary patdown because there were no signs posted and her property was damaged. She 
thinks thal disabled people are being discriminated against because I here are no signs posted at the airport telling them the procedure for going through the checkpoint. She said that she does not want to file a wri1ten complaint. She did talk to a 
s u pe rvi sor who was very nice. She wanted information an the screening of passengers with meta I implants. She wanted her record fa rwa rd ed to the CSM because she thinks there s hou Id be signs in the a i rpa rt th at provide info rma ti on ta di sabled 
passengers about their screening options. She said that she will never go through this again and she hates to fly from SEA. 

I gave the following information: If a passenger has metal implants. such as artificial knees ar hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to 
info rm a TSO about any dis ab i I 1ty. medical co nd1t1on. or medical device that co u Id affect security sere en i ng. Al though these cards do not exempt anyone from security sere en i ng, their use may imp rove com mun i cation and he Ip travelers discreetly notify 
TSOs of their conditions. Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alanm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with 
their arms above I heir heads for 5-7 seconds without lhe support of a person or device. 
I told the caller that to make a formal complaint she would need to submit it in writing. She said that she does not want to make a complaint. 
I advised the cal I er that I wou Id forward her re cord to the CS M at SEA far review. 
Disability Description: Caller flies several times a week on United Airlines oul of LAX and has a feeding lube I hat is surgically implanted. He has sealed botlles of liquid nutrition. He is also a member of TSA Precheck. Every time he goes through 
screening there is no consistancy with the screening al his bottles of liquid. He stated that sometimes they just look at the liquids an pass him through sometimes they da the ETD swabbing and the last time that he flew he had to go through a patdawn 
screening and had to take his belt off 

Information Requesl: He is wanting to know why the screening process is so differenl and there is no consistancy at LAX. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: I advised h1 m that when he goes through the AIT sere ener or the W TM D and an a I a rm sounds he wi 11 have to go through additional screening which would include a patdown. 
2013 223, 

I provided him with the con1ac1 number for lhe CSM at LAX Karen 310-24~so he will be able 10 contact her since he did not want me to forward his information 10 her. 

Email not sent. 

lncidenl Details: Caller staled thal he does not feel discriminated against and he feels I hat its just bad customer service. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service: Other Current Date/Time : 311412013 8:57:04 PM Airport : HNL - Honolulu International Date/Time of Travel 03/1212013 Airline & Flight Number 838V CheckpornUArea of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : 1. I am 76 years old. When I boarded lhe plane to Hawaii for vacation from Porlland OR., I was not required to remove my shoes or sweater and I was not body padded. I just walk thru a metal de1ec1or. On my return flight in Honolulu, it 
was a complete opposite procedure. Why make life so hard for a US Citizen of any age in traveling within our own country? 

2. My wife said the restrooms in the tenminal was overcrowded. She waited on line for about five minutes to relief herself. She gave up and had to do it after she boarded the plane. 

3. We waited for about two hour sitting in the plane before we took off. The pilot said there was a minor problem regarding an electrical prong broke aff while the plane was being charged. We should have been de-planed back to the terminal instead 
of s ittrng in the plane b re athrng in stale air for two hours. 

2013 9,23., 4. After we took off, the air condilioner above our seat began leaking onto the head and l~my wife. Her seal wasKb}(6 I At firsl my immediate thought that ii could be jel fuel. I dipped my fore finger on one of the droplets and sniffed it and ii had 
· ·" no smell and I deducted it was air conditioner condensation. Next, a passenger at seat ID2l!Jbehind us tapped my shoulder and pointed to me that she too was being showered with water. We complained ta the air steward and he gave us exlra 

paper napkins to soak up the water. 

This flighl from Honolulu 1n1ernational Airport was not a pleasant experience for me and my family. 

Sincerely, 
Walter Chin 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · fhW'n 
Phone Number . =="------' 
Emai!(bi(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Response Details: Caller was wanting to know what the new screening procedures are for passengers over 75. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is undertaking efforts to enhance security and focus its resources by moving away from a one-size-fits-all approach and applying new inlelligence driven, risk-based screening procedures while 
enhancing technology and improving the passenger experience at security checkpoints. As part of this effort, TSA has implemented a program to revise screening procedures for passengers who appear to be age 75 and older. 

Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alarm, as well as greater use of explosives trace deIecIion. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes 10 lhe screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process 

Apologized to caller and advised her in order for her complaint to be formal that she would need to submit it in wntrng, 

Emailed caller the DRFI .Also advised caller I hat I would forward her information up for review. If they need to get in conIacI with her for any reason they will so by email. 

Incident Details: Caller said that she placed all of her items in the bins and took her jacket off. Caller said she approached the WTM D and she advised the agent that she could not go through the AIT because she had a brain tumor. She stated that her 
physician told her to not be exposed to any type of radiation. 

2013 3_48 -C Caller said that the agent then told her that she had to undergo a patdown. Caller said that she told them that she could not undergo a patdown because she has psoriasis and she incounters pain when touched. She said that the agent ignored her 
· · request and continued to pat her down. 

2013 4:01 :, 

Due 10 her medical condilions she stated lhat she has difficulty standing. She said lhat she told lhe agenl this and requested a chair. She said lhat her requesl for a chair was denied and the patdown continued. She staled thal she does not wear a bra 
and the agent lifted her shirt up in front of everyone.She said that she lifted her breast up and searched them as well. She said that her skirt was pulled down and she was searched around the waist. 

Caller said that she has been patted down before, but she has never had her shirt lifted up, her skirt pulled down and her breast picked up.Caller said not only was it painful but it was embarassing as well. She stated at this point she was standing at 
the screening checkpoint in tea rs. 

Caller said that she Is not sure if she was discriminated due to her disability, however she does not understand what happened or why it happened.She said that she went through screening aroun 12:48 and 11 took so long that she feared she was going 
to miss her flight. 

Caller said that she flies about 6 time a year and she has never had this happen.Caller said that she was asked if she was 75, and was told if she was that she would not have had to undergo this screening. 

Ca Iler was up set and was wanting to know what her age had to do with anything. 

Dear Sir. Dear Madam, 

On the 19th of January, I took a flight from Geneva to Newark. followed by another flight from Newark to San Salvador. 
Dunng the TSA passenger screening. before taking the flight to San Salvador, I took of my watch for passing the metal detector. 
I then left it in the plastic box. I'm 100% certain of the place where I left it, as I became aware of it when entering the plane. 
The steward told me I didn't have time 10 go back and gel it. 

On many occasions I tried to call your Service Line and I left two messages on the answering machine. 
I saw you tried to ca 11 me back with the number!( b ::, ( 6) I but cou Id never answer the phone. 

So I'm looking for my watch, brand JUNKERS. black leather strap. made in Germany. 

As you tried to cal I me on seve ra I occasions, I assume you have lo und the missing obj eel. 
Could you please answer me by mail? 

I thank you very much, 

i(b)(61 I 



through the body x-ray. On both flights the TSOs made her get a patdown as well even though she knows there was no alarms sounded. She wants to know what the purpose in the x-ray if the TSOs are still going to give patdowns and hand inspected 
bags. She stated that she was also upset because the patdowns wwere in front of everyone including men and she felt uncomfortable. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

Every person and i tern mu st be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is import ant, Transportation Security Officers (TS Os) must conduct additiona I screening to resolve an ala rm of 
the Walk-Through Metal DeIecIor (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be consideraIe and lhoughtful and are trained to explain what lhey are doing and what will 
happen next in the p races s. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

In addition, passengers may request a private sere en i ng if add it ion a I screening is required or at any ti me during the screening process, A com pa ni on may accompany a passenger who needs ass i sta nee to the private screening after the comp an ion 
clears screening. In addilion, screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a paldown inspection I hat will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in lhe public area rather lhan go to a privale area for 
screening. however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area will not be permitted to enter the secured area. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TS Os at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

2013 4.23., The caller does not have the flight information. The caller then stated that one person cleared her and other TSO stopped her. The female TSO went through her cometic bag after it had already went through screening. She stated that she has never 
· ·' be en offered a p nvate pat down. She a I so wanted to know if we st, 11 did not I et passenger I ock their I uggage. She stated that she has to have whee I ch air assistance and 1f the wheelchair is not there when she arrives it takes to Io ng to get her bag gage 

and her baggage is just I efl there. She stated that she would just feel safer is it was locked. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

We understand and regret the discomfort and inconvenience passengers may experience as a result of patdown procedures. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of 
all air travelers. 

We sti 11 do not recommend for passengers to Io ck their I ug gage. However, Trans po rtati on Security Office rs (T SOs) a re ab I e to i dent,fy. unlock. and th en relock certain locks using pass key sets ava i I able to T SA screen ers. TS A-recognized locks such as 
T rave I Sentry® and Safe Ski es® are accepted and recognized by TS A for use at al I airports where TSA screening is performed , 

I apologize that I cannot clarify why you were selected for a pat down in both airports on all three times. I can only tell you that patdown are conducts to clear alarms and can be done at random as. In the future if recieving the patdown in the general 
public you can always request the private screening. This will be conducted by someone of the same gender and you can have someone accompany you as well. 

TSA moniIors the number and nature of complaints we receive 10 Irack I rends and spot areas of concern I hat may require special a11ention. This ongoing process will enable us to ensure prompt, correclive action whenever we determine that security 
screening po Ii ci es need modification or specific employees or screener teams a re the subject of repeated comp I ai nts. 



'013 10 59: 

'013 11 32: 

eMail: HYPERLINK "mailto:concemedCitizenTSA@gmail.com"concemedCitizenTSA@gmail.com 

What happened: 

I was scheduled on a Delta flight at PBI. Going through security at this airport, metal detectors are not used, and all passengers are required to pass through full body scanners. I opted out al the scanning. as, being a physicist, I do not like to subject 
my skin to radiation of that level. I have done this at other airports without incident. Usually, my bags are taken off to the side after going through the scanner, and I am then quickly patted down in a professional manner. I wish that I could say this was 
the case at PBI. I was not allowed to keep visual contact with my bags, which is slightly stressful. At any rate, a mild inconvenience. Yet, the problem came with the patdown. I was forced to wait for several minutes until someone leisurely and 
fruslratingly walked over to take me lhrough to ~uld have a patdown. The man was a white male approximately 6ft tall and -50 years old, wilh the namefb)(ff:, [ .... something. [filfilDwas on his badge, and he has a rather unique 
description. Per normal operating instructions, ~recited all the legalese you make your employees state. He offered a private screening room, which I declined. I hen egan the patdown. Which took approximately a full ten minutes - far 
longer than at any other airport. 0:i:ifilDwas extremely rough on the nice dress shirt that I was wearing, clawing at me with the patdown gloves. I know that part of patdown procedure Is to get trace amounts of detectable particles onto the gloves for 
analysis. This is fine. Yet the clawing was so rough -- it was something I have not experienced before. I felt as though my shirt were going to be tom off He then ripped a button off my shirt in this process. TH EN, he says "ooooopsss" in a lethargic. 
humorous manner. Excuse my tone here, but you do not fucking treat people like dogs, which is wha1!(b)(ffi !under your organization, has done. After the scarfb)(ffi LAUGHED ALONG WITH a female, African-American TSA agent, who 
patted on his back and said "GOOD JOB" I have never experienced something like this in my life. After an extended patdawn which is something ENTIRELY DIFFERENT, longer, and far rougher than anything I have ever experienced (and I am a 
rather frequent fi1er). you can see how irritated I am that I am wnting this. Nowhere in the TSA guidelines does it say to claw and ull at a passenger's clothing. The irritating part, however. is the ATTITUDE. Laughing both at me. as well as along with 
another TS A agent reg a rd i ng my h umi Ii ati ng treatment is e nti rely una cce pta bl e. I cannot believe you I et agents such as b) ( ff:, and his compatriots at Palm Beach I nte rnat ion a I airport work in such a manner, As a citizen of the United States of 
America, I am 1reated far worse by TSA agents lhan I have been in nations such as China wilh so-called "oppressive" regimes. I honestly cannol remember the last lime I was so disrespected. 

I know that I am subm1tt1ng this with the ··1 do NOT want CRL/OTE to disclose my name to other offices" box checked out of fear of retal1at1on from your agency the next time I am flying I know that 11 1s not your fault you who Is reading this. Also, it is 
probably not the fault of the person even who hired !(h··,(fi'I ! Yet. I strongly suggest that you reviewfb·•,(ffi ! record. as he gives the TSA and America, a bad reputation (I have not had issues at other airports). Why else would I take the time out 
of my busy work schedule to write this? 

Thank you for your time -- I strongly hope that your agency gets these issues under control. 

When did this happen: 

Caller stated that her grandmother went through the checkpoint and before letting her leaving the ticket counter with the wheel chair assistant. she told them multiple times that she could not go through the WTMD due to having a pacemaker. When her 
grandmother arrived in Mexico. she told them that they put her lhrough that screening device. She is wanting to file a complainl for lhis because it could have damaged her along with shutting of the device. 

FLIGHT INFORMATION: 

Depa rli ng Airport: :JFK 
Layoverc: 
Arriving Airport:: Juarez 
Airline c: Mexico 
gate Number:: Gate 4 
Date:: 6:45pm 

CCR informed her that if this is not declared to the officers, the have no way of knowing that she has the internal device. 
This informalion will be senl to the CSM but also she can call the airline as well since they did not listen to her. 



She slated that she has urostomy and a hip replacement on the same side. She stated that she wenl through the body scanner and she 901 a patdown. She stated I hat lhe agenl told her that she could not clear her for screening and she was taken 10 
the supervisor. She stated that she was walked through the airport to a supervisor for a additional screening. She stated that she was asked if she could remove her ostomy for screening. She stated that she has never been asked to remove the device 
before except in Europe. She stated that they took her to a private screening area. She stated that they told what they were going to do and she asked if they could see the ostomy. She stated that they were trying to be nice. She stated that she acted 
as if she did not know what to do for screening of the ostomy. She stated that she was not asked to pat down the ostomy. 

Information Request She asked how she can avoid this in the future. She asked if Precheck will help avoid this situation. She asked if she will always have to da this and she asked if telling them will help the process. 

She did nol have all of her previous flight details available, however she provided whal she had. 

Response Details: If a passenger uses an ostomy. he or she can be screened without having to empty or expose the ostomy. However, it is important for passengers to inform the Transportation Secunty Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about 
the os to my before the screening process begins. 

2013 S: 19:, Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) or the walk through on their awn. A patdown procedure also is used to re salve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. 

2013 5:01 :, 

Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger s ostomy is subject to additional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of the 
osIomy, followed by an explosive trace deIecIion sampling of the passengers hands. Even for expedited screeing the osIomy maybe subjected to additional screening. 

Email sent. 

I explained that I can forward this informalion to the CSM al MDW for review. I aplogized to the caller for lhe situation. I explained I hat I will need her flight details and her email address to forward I his information to the CSM. 

Incident Detai Is: She stated that this Is rea 11 y an act of poor custom er service and she does not wish to f, I e a dis ab i I Ity related complaint. 

She slated that she has urostomy and a hip replacement on the same side. She stated that she wenl through the body scanner and an anomile occured so, she 901 a patdown. She stated I hat lhe agenl told her that she could not clear her for screening 
and she was taken to the supervisor. She stated that she was walked through the airport ta a supervisor for a additional screening. She was asked if she could remove her astamy for screening and she told them no she could not. She stated that she 
has never been asked to remove the device before except in Europe. She stated that they took her to a pnvate screening area. She stated that they told what they were going to do and she asked if they could see the ostomy. She stated that they were 
trying to be nice. She stated that she acted as ii she did not know what to do for screening of the ostomy. She stated that she was not asked to pat down the ostomy down for ETD testing. 

The callers flight details are as follow: 
Caller said that his wife just had a issue in P hoe nix where she asked not to go through the AIT ma chm e and they to Id her she wo u Id have to receive a paid own instead. But when they was in Houston they just I et her go through the WT MD instead. He 
asked ii what Phoenix said is the correct p rota col because even the su pe rvi sor at P hoe nix said that it was, 

Res pons e- I told him that Is the correct protocol for when you opt out of the Al T machine. 
There was a 31 minute wait in the premium line (timed it on my stopwatch, from line enlry to time through metal deIecIor) at Sea lac Checkpoint 1 I his morning (entered at 6:02 AM, 311812013). I could see the line was long when I got there, and asked a 
TSA agent whether I would be better off at another checkpoint, but she told me that for N gates, this would be the fastest. 

When I got to the front. I asked a TSA agent why the line was so long. He said it was because it was a Monday morning. I fly out of seatac every Monday morning. and the line is not usually nearly that long (typically closer to 10-20 minutes). I then 
asked him why the other two x-ray machines (out of the three) were not in operation and he told me they were broken. 

If the problem was the broken x-ray machines, I'm sure a reasonable supervisor could have found some solutions. such as directing some premium customers to other checkpoints, and, after the ID check, directing some passengers to the regular 
'013 12:01: lines. I think the supervisor this morning was incompetent. 

I fiy every week, and I depend on reasonable checkpoint times - I already have to wake up at 4:30 in the morning to catch my flight; please don't make my life any more unpleasant than it already is. 

Al a ska Gold Frequent Flier 



Caller stated th at they just flew in from TPA to Kansas City. She had a container of sand from the beach in her husbands bag. and she doesn t understand why they could n t put the I 1d back on the container. The re was a sticker on the o uts1d e that said 
it was inspected and a NOi in the bag. There are things in the bag that couldn t be ruined, one of which was the batteries for their metal detectors that will now have to be cleaned. She wants reimbursed for what it will cost to have those cleaned, 
Flight detJils below: 
Airport TPA 
Flight# 567 
Airline: Southwest 
Departure Date: 3-18-13 
Departure Time: 5: 15 p.m. 

2013 9,56 ,c Checked Bags 1 30 p m 
Baggage Claim (bi(61 
TPAS·51lliRJor,.(h-..... ,( .. a""n,-,..,t,,..,.er"'e--!s a stamp that says March 18, 13:30 was on lhe NOi. 

Advised Caller: 
You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. Claim forms are also available on our Web site at www.tsa.gov. If you 
decide to file a claim, ii will be processed in accordance wilh the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

Because the corn plaint conce ms security s c reem ng at a specific airport. we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-mai I to the Custa mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 

Caller states she sent her mother to the airport this morning for a flight and got a call from her mother because of her screening experience. 
Ca Iler was asking the screening procedures if not making through I he sere en i ng process? 
Caller thinks her mother went through the AIT and stated she also had to have her hands swabbed. States she alarmed both and was taken to a private room and had a patdown and while in the room was then asked to remove all her clothing for a 
second paid own. States they inspected her persona I be Io ngings. nothing was found and she was asked to dress and a 11 owed to I eave the room and enter the secured area lo r her flight. 
Ca Iler states her moth er was crying and told her daughter she was to Id to remove al I of her clothing , 
Flying from LGA, wilh Uniled, via ORD to Colorado Springs, CO. 

!/hW'n !is her mothers name. 
Caller stated she wants to speak with the CSM at LGA and before ending the call decided she wanted the TCC record to be forwarded to the CSM instead of her calling. 

Reason for Call: 
Screening Complaint and Information 

Incident Date Time 
3-19-13 8:30 AM 

2013 9:45:, Flight Details (if applicable) 

1. Airport LGA 
2. Airline: United 
3. Flight #1707 
4. Gate: C9 
5. Terminal: B 
6. Baggage Claim # NA 
7. NOi included? (Yes or No) NA 

Call Resolution: 
Apo I og i zed to ca 11 er for her mothers expe nence and advised information wo u Id be forwarded to the CS M at L GA for review. 
Explained general patdown procedures to caller, 
One screening procedure, which generates discussion and concern among passengers, involves use of paldown searches. Paldowns are used to resolve alarms from the walk through me1a1 detector (WTM DJ, when anomalies are discovered through 
Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ screening, as well as when random screening activities are conducted. 
A Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdown search, and as the screening is being conducted. the TSO should be descnbing the procedures he or she is using. TSOs are required to use the 



Caller states she sent her mother to the airport this morning for a flight and got a call from her mother because of her screening expenence. 
Ca Iler was asking the screening procedures if not making through the sere en i ng process? 
Caller thinks her mother wenl through the AIT and slated she also had to have her hands swabbed. Stales she alarmed both and was taken to a private room and had a patdown and while in the room was then asked to remove all her clothing for a 
second patdown. States they inspected her personal belongings. nothing was found and she was asked to dress and allowed to leave the room and enter the secured area for her flight. 
Caller states her moth er was crying and told her daughter she was to Id to remove al I of her clothing. 
Flying from LGA, with United. via ORD to Colorado Springs. CO. 

kb)(ffl Is her mothers name. 
Caller stated she wants to speak with the CSM at LGA and before ending the call decided she wanted the TCC record to be forwarded to the CSM instead of her calling. 

Reason for Call: 
Screening Corn plaint and In formation 

Incident Date Time 
3-19-13 8:30AM 

2013 9:45:, Flight Details (if applicable): 

'013 10:03: 

1. Airport: LGA 
2. Airline: United 
3. Flight #1707 
4. Gate: C9 
5. Tenminal: B 
6. Baggage Claim # NA 
7. NOi included? (Yes Of No) NA 

Call Resolution: 
Apologized to caller for her mothers experience and advised information would be forwarded to the CSM at LGA for review. 
Exp I a i ned genera I patdown procedures to cal I er. 
One screening procedure, which gene rates discussion and conce m a rn o ng passengers, i nvo Ives use of pa tdow n search es, Pa tdow n s a re used to reso Ive a I arms from the wa I k through metal detector (WTM D), when a no rn a Ii es a re dis covered through 
Advanced Imaging T echno I og y ( AIT J sere en i ng, as wel I as when ra ndorn sere en i ng activities a re conducted. 
A Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdown search, and as the screening is being conducted. the TSO should be describing the procedures he or she is using. TSOs are required to use the 
DearTSA 

I have just be en returned the ba gage I have been expecting for a week. 
It is damaged be cause of u n precaution nary zipping or u nzi pp i ng from your agents ( and though I never put I ock just for that purpose). 
The result is that the bag age is not fixable, and I have to buy another one. 
Can you just 1e11 them never to force wilhout a reason (that's what as always told my falher in law)? 

This complaint about my bad experience is a I so the occasion to ask why T SA agents seem to take the ha bit of standing in the metal detector and making passengers think corpora I screening is mandatory. 
I thought Congress has ruled about corporal screening (chance made me visiting the Congress for the first time just that day , it was interesting). 

Thank you for your careful reading, and hopefully answering, Wishing to have better experience, 

Air France first officer 
Positioned as assenger on AF 65 (11th of March) RFID tagk~h~i~/R~··~, --~ 
b)(61 
-pa 



Caller spoke with a agent who was providing her a claim form. Caller said going through checkpoint and she understands the removal of items in the bin and the TSOs aren t there to act like drill seargents. 
They we re ye 11 i ng at her 16 year old daughter. they gave her daughter and brother a ha rd 11 me and her mother and lather who was in a wheelchair. 
The TSO agents wanted her to push her dad through the WTMD and wouldn t let her go through the WTMD with him, The TSO had no idea she was with anyone else. In her carryon she had a jewelry box and laptop which was in a hardsided carryon. 
They asked someone else to remove the la plop from her bag. her bag was left open and the laptop removed. The 2 individuals that removed her laptop went through the WTMD (brolher and sister-in-law) and her carryon came through and she 
replaced her laptop and didn t check her jewelry box. The jewelry box is missing from her carryon bag 
TSO was yelling at them to 
When going through security the next area has separate rooms and in the last room they could hear (10 people) a group that worked there were mocking some people that had gone through previously 

,013 10,37, The TSO told her sister-in-law to go through her suitcase and she was told she wasn t allowed 10 go lhrough her bag. If she had gone through her bag, her jewelry box would have been in there. 
Caller stated she had 13 phone Numbers and had left 2 messages for Ophelia Ruiz. CSM at EWR. 
Flying from EWR to Toronto. CA. via Air Canada. 

Response: 
Apologized ta caller and informed her the agent she spake with previously had provided claim form for her via email and information had been sent to the CSM at EWR for their review. 
Her phone# Is a CA number and probably the reason she hasn t received return calls. 
Linked records, not sending to CSM because it was already sent via 
Confirmed email to caller. 
Caller Is wanting to make a complaint for a screening incident that happened to her on her flight from DFW to Vegas. The officers pulled her aside and did a patdown to her hair. Since she is an Afncan American woman, she feels that she was 
discriminated a gains t be ca use of her race si nee they singled her about becua s e of her hair texture and sty I e. 

CCR informed her: 

If a passenger's hairpiece sets off the metal detector alarm, the hairpiece must be inspected visually and the passenger's head area must be searched with a limited patdown. If the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) determines that the hairpiece 
needs 10 be removed, the TSO must offer the person the opportunity 10 remove the hairpiece in a private screening area. 

CCR transferred her through to the MB branch at x~ - Rusty 

Caller fiew from DFW to LAS. Caller went through the body scan, after going lhrough she was told thal they needed 10 paldown her hair. Caller stales that this has never happened to her before. She states that this did not happening to anyone else. 
2013 5:03: 1 She believes that this occured due to her being an african american, with naturally curly hair. She states that this occured on 3 14 13. 

Ca Iler states that when she II ew from LAS she went through the AIT th ere as wel I. She states that after going through the A IT, the fem a I e TSO that was conducting the screening patted down her behind and cupped it, She did not describe to the ca lier 
what she was doing, that she was doing it, nor gave a reason for I his. 

LAS to DFW 
3 17 13 6:45 AM American Air 

Advised caller that I would email her a RFI regarding her complaint of discrimination. Advised caller that it must be in writing to be formal. Advised caller that she should place as much information as she can into the complaint: what she told me, and 
any other information she can remember. 

Advised caller that I would forward her complaint regarding lhe patdown to the CSM at LAS, to have them check and see if I his was done appropriately or not. 
Hello. 

The past two times I've I raveled by air wilh my cat I have had my hands swabbed, presumably for explosives detection. 

The first ti me I had passed through the meta I d ete cto r with the cat and retu med her to her carrier when I was pulled aside and had my hands swabbed. No prob I em. 

The second time I walked through the detector and was asked to step aside while still holding lhe cat. I was waiting for a short while so I asked if I could put the cat in her carrier as she was gelling nervous. I was told to slay where I was. When the 
person arrived to swab my hands he asked me ta hold the cat with one hand while he swabbed the other. Then I was asked to switch the cat to the other hand so he could swab the other. Again I asked if I could put the cat in the carrier during this 

2013 8_58 _, process but again was told I couldn't. I know I am supposed to be able to keep the pet under control at all times, but under the circumstances with noise and people bustling around, 11 is unreasonable to be expected to do that with only one available 
· · hand. When the swabbing was finished I was able to return the cat to her carrier. 

I wo u Id Ii ke to know how I can avoid this second situation in the future. I have no obJection to having my hands swab bed. but not wh i I e holding the cat. Should I ask for speci a I ass i sta nee? I would appreciate your advice on this matter. 

Thank you. 

l(b)(61 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time: 3119/2013 8:31 :06 PM Airport: PVD - T F Green Slate Dateffime of Travel 03/1412013 6:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Security 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · How is it decided who goes through a metal detector versus the scatter x-ray? I am aware that it is minimal exposure that you get from the scatter and I am probably getting a comparable amount on the airplane., .but where exposure can be 

2013 8:59:[ limited and there are other oplions for screening? I am a young fertile woman and you send me through 10 gel exposed and I hen send a 75 year old woman lhrough a metal de1ec1or? Is there a method or is ii pure randomness? Can we take in to 
consideration the age of and even the possibility of pregnancy of the people you send through the scatter .ray? 
Would you like a response? : True 

Passenger's Nam~""(b""·"',("'6-'-i ____ _. 
Phone ~I u;oh~c · 
Email : K.__ b-'_1_(6-''-' ---,-----,----,,,-! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Other 
Current Date/Ti me : 312012 O 13 1 : 3 7: 18 PM Airport : LAX - Los Angeles I nte mat ion a I Date/Ti me ofT rave I : 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: Dear TSA Team, 

I wanted to let you know that I have experienced many close calls with my laptop at the airport due to TSA oversights. After you load in your personal effects on the conveyer, sometimes TSA takes liberties re--ordenng the buckets without your 
know I edge after you p race ed through the meta I d ete cto r. 

This has caused two separate incidents. 

2013 2:0B:< The first was my laptop was mixed up with another customers, which could've been a disaster, 

In another instance, they actually took my laptop off the conveyer and forgot to put it back on until a few minutes after I already passed through the metal detector. As I collected my things my laptop was then perceived as missing, resulting in my 
thinking somebody ran off with the laptop as I was held up in the metal detector line (which also could very well happen anyway). No one is watching the items coming off the line so 1f someone wanted to they could very well decide to swipe someone 
else s things. especially a I aptop. 

I wanted to bring this situation to light. I'm not sure how to mitigate against this in the future. 

Thanks. 
Would you like a response? . False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller just arrived from a flight and noticed that his bag has been inspected. There is a NOi in the bag and a line on it that he believes may be a signature. He says it looks like a squiggley line. Caller says that he had a lock on his bag, but it was just 
for show. He says that it was only through one of the zipper tabs. He says that the handle that was connected to the zipper and the lock are gone. He says that 1f the officer had looked. they would have seent that it was not actually locked. Caller is very 
upset about this. He says that he flies all of the time for work and his bag has never been searched before, He says that he doesn t have anything in his bag this time that he doesn t have any other time. He says that it is just his clothing and deodorant 
in lhe bag. He wants 10 know why it was inspecled and whal can cause the scanner to alarm. He wants to know why ii isn t against the law for us 10 remove his lock, if it isn I against the law for him to lock his bag. He wants 10 understand the laws 
governing this. 

Advised ca Iler: 
2013 5:43:< I explained to the caller thal if an alarm sounds on the scanner, we have to conduct a lawful inspeclion. If a hand inspeclion is required and the bag is locked, we have to cut the lock from the bag. I explained I hat it is required by law I hat all passengers 

and their luggage have to be screened before going on board a commercial aircraft. If the bag alarms, a hand inspection has to be done to clear the alarm. this is part of the screening process. He is permitted to lock his bag, with the knowing that if a 
hand inspection is required, the lock will be removed. I explained that this 1s similar to the screening of passengers. If a passenger uses the WTMD or AIT and an ala nm sounds, they have a patdown. All alarms have to be cleared. I explained to the 
ca Iler that we a re not Ii able for locks and I ug gage if we have to open th em to conduct a I awfu I inspection, I advised the cal I er that we suggest that passengers I eave their bags unlocked, There are Io cks that we have master keys to, which a re Travel 
Sentry and Safe Skies. We can unlock and lock these back for him. We also do random inspection to keep everything wilh inspections random, so no one learns lhe procedures of TSA. 

I would send claim forms via e-mail and they will be received within 24 hours. Once our claims office receives these, you will receive a letter of acknowledgement and also a claim number. You can use this claim number to check the status of your 
claim. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Dis a bi Ii ty Complaint 
Current Date/Time: 3121/2013 4:12:39 PM Airport: DCA - Washinglon Reagan National Dateffime of Travel 03/1912013 4:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: Airtran 275 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I was very d1ssat1sfi ed with the TSA agents that were doing the screening. I have a service dog that weighs 3 0 pounds. She is clearly marked as a service am m al with pate hes and a back pack. I a I so told them that she 1s a service an i ma I. I 
was told to take her backpack, harness, collar. and leash off to take her through the metal detector. I was also instructed to carry her through the metal detector. I am not supposed to lift more that 10 pounds due to a back injury. This was very painful 
and is still causing me pain. After gelling through I was not able to get her harness or leash back right away and I had to hold her. After she was &quot;cleared&quot: and I was 1rying to get her harness and leash back on I was told that I needed to 

2013 6:08:1 move more quickly. There was no place for me to sit and put her things on her or to put my shoes on. The agent was very rude and I felt discriminated against because of my age and injury. I am not looking to get anything out of this except agents that 
are more understanding and empathetic to a person with disabilities. Also maybe a bench at the end of the check point. I understand the job is challenging, but I do not deserve to be treated the way that I was treated. I travel with my service animal all 
the ti me and we have never been treated so poorly. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Nam (b)(ff:, 
Phone Numbe ~"-"._,-"-..,;.....---.---' 

Em b1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

From (bi(6i 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 6:54 AM 
To: ·1sa-con1ac1center@dhs.gov' 
Subject 31 minute wait in Premium line at Seatac Checkpoint 1 

There was a 31 minute wait in the premium line (timed it on my stopwatch. from line entry to time through metal detector) at Sea tac Checkpoint 1 this morning (entered at 6:02 AM, 3118/2013). I could see the line was long when I got there, and asked a 
TSA agent whether I would be better off at another checkpoint, but she told me that for N gates, this would be the fastest. 

When I got to the front. I asked a TSA agent why the line was so long. He said it was because it was a Monday morning. I fly out of seatac every Monday morning. and the line is not usually nearty that long (typically closer to 10-20 minutes). I then 

2013 S:H:, asked him why the other two x-ray machines (out of the three) were not in operation and he told me they were broken. 

'013 12 26: 

If the problem was the broken x-ray machines. I'm sure a reasonable supervisor could have found some solutions, such as directing some premium customers to other checkpoints. and, after the ID check, directing some passengers to the regular 
lines. I think the supervisor this morning was incompetenl. 

I fiy every week, and I depend on reasonable checkpoinl times - I already have to wake up al 4:30 in the morning to catch my flight; please don'I make my life any more unpleasanl than it already is. 

Al ask a Gold Frequent Flier 

Disability Description: Caller has lost his left hand and has a hook and cable prosthetic and he normally takes his arm off and puts it through the metal detector with his other carry on items. He went through the screening checkpoint at Boise Airport 
yesterday and he and he was told that he should not do this and should not have to take his arm off for screening. 

He stated that he went through the screening process in Spokane and he left his arm on and he received a patdown and I hat was very invasive and he does nol wanl to have to go lhrough this again so he jusl starled taking his arm off for screening. 
Concourse C at Spokane Airport Alaska Airlines to Boise at 7:00 am Wednesday Feb 20 flight 695. 

lncidenl Details: Caller staled thal he does not feel discriminated against and I hat he just believes I hat lhe TSO that conducted the patdown at Spokane was very poorly trained and he hopes that they will receive additional 1raining on how to conduct a 
patdown screening. 

I regret that this was his screening experience and advised him that I will forward his complaint to the CSM at Spokane so they will be aware of the issue. 



Disability Description: Caller uses an insulin pump that he is able ta temporarily disconnect from but it is affected by the AIT scanners. An AIT will shut the pump off. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: Explained to cal I er that our information states th at passengers can be screened without having to d isoo n nect from the pump and they may be screened vi a WTM D, A IT, or a pa tdow n. However we do not have any info nma ti on stating 
that passengers who can disconnecl from their medical device may be screened seperately from lhe pump and whal the process would entail. Advised him lhat I would forward his inquiry to the appropriate office for review and request a response. He 
stated he may be contacted by phone or email in the event anyone needs his most recent flight information from March 1 oth. 

2013 1 :55 :, Caller is also curious why he has never been offered the option to disconnect from the pump. TS Os always assume he can not do this. 

1013 12:58: 

Incident Details: The caller stated that he typically travels from ALB- Albany ta MCO-Orlando roundtrip for business. He is calling because he wears an insulin pump that he can disconnect from temporarily. His issue is that he offers to disconnect the 
pump and pass through the A IT. be cause 1f he wears the d ev,ce through the Al T, it wi 11 shut down the pump and he mus! have it res et. He states that the T SOs at ALB and sometimes other airports wi 11 not I et h, m di scan n eel the device and have it 
screened while he goes through the AIT; instead they just require he have a lull body patdown and ETD screening which he states always substantially delays him, He is requesting information on the procedures and wanted to know why this is not a 
possibility for him. 

Good Marni ng-

I am writing to file a complaint against the Denver International Airport TSA. On Friday March 15, 2013 at approximately 11; 1 0pm, I was traveling from Denver to Orlando with a service animal, which was a small dog. This is not the first time I have 
traveled with a service animal, so I was accustom to the procedure of going through the metal detector and then having my hands swabbed. On this occasion however, I apparently failed the hand swab. My belongings were moved 10 another lable and 
the male TSA agent explained that my hand swab had failed. explaining that it was likely the dog had walked through something which allowed transfer to my hands and subsequent fail of the test. He was polite as he did his work and I had no 
complaint with him. as he was professional and explained what was going on. 

It was the female supervising agent and her female counler parl who angered me and in my opinion were HIGHLY unprofessional. Apparenlly, my bag swab also failed because with NO explanation my belongings and I were silently escorled inlo a 
small room, the door was closed, I was given orders and then I received an entire body pat down, including inside my waist band. I felt violated and like I was in a foreign country not America because surely in the United States of America I could 
expect that before being escorted away into a pnvate room by two female TSA officers, that the situation would be explained to me that both my hands and bags had failed the swab test and that I would be taken to a private room and what would 
happen once in that room. These two female officers said nothing to me as they esoorted me to this room and only barked orders at me like I was a dog. I was not treated with respect or dignity, nor was I given the common courtesy of an explanation of 
what was going to happen. 

I have no issue with T SA doing their Job but I do take issue when things a re not explained to passengers, so they may understand what is going on and what to expect. Exp I a i ning to me that my two in iii al swabs had fa, I ed and that I wou Id be taken into 
a private room, patted down and the agents gloves tested again does NOT pose a threat to our national security or release security sensitive information, so why your two agents chose to be rude and unprofessional is beyond me. It is experiences like 
this thal leave a bad taste in the mouth of American citizens. I would ask that ALL your agents receive a reminder of how to communicate with the public and how siluations like this should be handled. 

Again the date was Friday March 15, 201 3 at ap pro xi matel y 11 : 1 0 pm and it was at the South Security check point. I bel ,eve. It was the check point nearest the sec u nty checkpoint for terminal A. which was closed due to the I ate hour. prompting me to 
go down the escalator to the checkpoint below. I went through in approximately the middle of the lanes. 

I would appreciate a follow up to this email. 

Thank you. 

On march 14 at 5am we were in the middle lane of the securily screening area. There was a Hispanic woman working the metal detec1or we were in line for. She was yelling at passengers myself and family included. She was mocking us and talking 
about us to other tsa agents on the tap of her lungs. She was told ta "cool it" by another screener but didnt and laughed and started again. rm sure it's recorded and should be looked at. It was gate C for a united flight to t.A. My daughter is 4 and was 
very upset at this. How Horrible that your agency has turned into this. I hope this makes it to someone that can do Something about this. If It was my team that was doing this they would be held accountable and possibly lose their job. Tsa agents are 
supposed to keep airways safe not abuse their "power", 

•013 11 o~l(b)(B) I 
- · cur 1ce1 neu tr a ve1 m 

Sent from my iPhone 
'Please excuse any typos 



Friday, I was travel Ii ng on business and had need to boa rd an aircraft in Roch ester. New York necessitating my passage through the Home I and Security checkpoint vi a whee I chair as I endeavored to reach my ride home from New York. 0 n e of my 
concerns, a concern allayed by your hype regarding non-discriminalion in the use of the newer AIT "puffer" scanning device, was the anomalous presentation of my not so regular human body. 

You see, when I was born, I was noticed to be anomalous to the eye and the p hys1c1an worked with my pa rents resulting in surgery being performed on my body at that very young age. I am an individual pro pe rl y described as rntersexed. My parents 
chose to have me oriented a est h eti ca 11 y as a ma I e, U nfo rtuna tely the intern al chemistry of my physique was otherwise, The res u It is if one were to view me without clothing I would be observed as having an upper torso which is very much le male 
while presenting wilh a lower abdomen which looks sort of male. The reason I had feared your scan device was lhe propensily of the revelatory nature of the device to the trained but perhaps less than professional eye would subj eel me 10 some form 
of harassment. 

In the view of my business associates, I was subjected to a form of search I have never endured in my thirty plus years of professional travels logging well into the hundreds of thousands of miles within our homeland, I was "puffed" whereupon the 
operator of the device lold me he was going to have 10 perform a "pat down" search of my upper body. NO ONE in my entire history has ever groped me. No one• That is uni ii Friday. 

Never have I ever witnessed an apparent woman. dressed in le mini ne attire and pres um pt1ve I y pres entrng with identification documents 111 ustrati ng a name consistent with what the eye be ho Ids. groped/searched/patted down as to their breasts. Today. 
in full view of God and everyone. I endured a man feeling my breasts, all in the name of "I am going to have to conduct a pat down search.'' I was not asked. I was told the way it would occur and in seconds it had happened. 

2013 6_08 _, I was in such shock. mortification, embarrassment and utter emotional turmoil I did not jot down the name of the man who searched me. I know he was operating the single "puffer" machine at that airport location in Rochester, New York at 
· ·' approximately 3:55 p.m. Eastern Time on 22 March 2013. Your own operational log entries and personnel rosters of that place and time will illustrate to you the identity of the individual of whose conduct I complain, by whose hands I was molested. 

Just now I have only finally finished my journey home and am reliving the emotional hurl of having my breasts groped. I am weighing what to do regarding the discriminatory and sexually harassing behavior 10 which I was subjected today. You, at lhe 
very least, have a need for determination whether your conduct "patting down·· the breasts of anyone falls within the operational protocols of your protection processes. 

Your own website details purported compassionate concern for transgendered travellers who may present with prosthetic devices which might scan anomalously. Your words provide: 

"TSA recognizes the concerns members of the transgender community may have with undergoing the secunty screening process at our Nation's airports and 1s committed to conducting screening in a dignified and respectful manner. These travel tips 
will explain the various screening processes and technologies travelers may encounter at security checkpoints. 

Prepanng for Travel 

Making Reservations: Secure Flight requires airlines to collect a traveler's full name, date of birth. gender and Redress Number (if applicable) to significantly decrease the likelihood of watch list misidentification. Travelers are encouraged to use the 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time : 312412013 4:49:23 PM Airport : SFO - San Francisco International Date/Time of Travel 03/2012013 2:00 PM Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal C Pre Check TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I am a frequent flier who wenl through the Pre Check line. The metal detector beeped when I went through indicaling a random screening. My palms were tested and I sel off some other obscure alarm. I was then brought into a private 
screening room and had my genitals touched as well as every other part of my body. I felt severely violated. I asked if I could go into the nude body scanner instead and the TSA agent said 'no'. He was older, african american, about 6 feet in height. 

2013 6-0B·< was very disturbed by the violation of personal space and trust. I can't stop thinking about the incident. My job requires that I travel a lot, as do many Amencans who are trying to get the economy back on its feet. Ridiculous theater such as what I 
· · experienced at SFO makes me want to travel less, thus harming the economy. I am a frequent traveler with a very high elite status on United. I was cleared for the pre-check line. Yet, I was still treated like a criminal when I did nothing wrong, Please 

I et me know how you can a po I og i ze and rectify I his terri b I e situation, and what steps you a re taking to treat passengers with the resp eel they a re due in I he future. 
Would you like a resnq•SFf:> · Irnf 
Passenger's Name tb.1(6_:, _ 
Phone Number , ~---~ 

Email fb)(ff1 ] 
To leave a comment concerning 1~,s feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



2013 9 08' 

Feedback Type Request for Information 
Categories: Traveling with Children; Screening (AIT, Patdown) Current Date/lime: 312412013 9:24:38 PM Airport: Select One Date/lime ofTravel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· Hello, I have two inquiries about recent trip I took from Nashville, TN, to Raleigh. NC. 

I noticed at the security checkpoint that families with children get to go through the metal detector; the children as well as the parents. I have seen this at several airports. If this is risk-based flexibility, then why do other low-risk groups such as the 
elderly and women need to go through the body scanner? 

As I was wailing in the line at lhe gate, lhe TSA went down lhe line and asked 10 see inlo all the women's purses. When approached, I asked what the reason for this was, since I was already screened once. The TSA agenls (2 of I hem approached 
me) did not answer my quest ion, stating that &quot: it needs to be done &quot;. They a I so opened up my carry-on bag. This baffled me as the security checkpoint is sup posed to be thorough and effective. Can you p I ease tel I me the reason (p I ease 
include data 1f available) for the second screening I received? What could someone obtain in the secure area that would be forbidden if it is truly secure? I feel fine about getting a pat-down at the secunty check, but I must say that it felt quite invasive 
when it occurred outside of that a re a, 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name kb 1(6) 
Phone Number ._-'-~-----' 

Emai[(b 1(6) I 
To 1dve a cor\lrnerii coricerrllng m,seedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicalionManager 

Caller stated that she has had some difficulty getting through on several occasions. She stated that on September 4th, 2012 she was going through the checkpoint at CMH. She has a permanent disability that requires her to wear a TENS unit at times. 
She has h emeated discs in her back th at prevent her from wean ng a bra. When going through the A IT machine he back brace s hawed as an anomaly and she was asked if they could perform a p atdown. She said yes and the fem a I e officer proceeded 
to do the patd own exp I a i ni ng what she was doing as she did it. When she ca me to the passengers breasts she exp I a i ned th at she wou Id have to ch eek u ndern eat h. si nee the passenger is not able to wear a bra her breasts a re not Ii fled and sag 
somewhat, causing the officer to graze her nipples. She has been very upset because of this. She broke into tears al the checkpoint and a supervisor was called over. She feels as I hough she was violated and molested by TSA. She has had another 
issue going through the checkpoint at CMH where she was wearing a dress and the female officer went up her bare leg. She felt this was unecessary. She asked what she could do in the future to make her experience less stressful. 

There was also an incident in January when she was flying out of Dayton where she was asked to remove her TENS unit which is very difficult for her. It almost caused her to miss her flight. 

Apo I og i zed and advised cal I eL 

Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers. regardless of their personal situations and needs, are treated with dignity. respect, and courtesy. 

Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 

'013 12:53: happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

In addition. passengers may request a private screening if additional screening is required or at any time during the screening process. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the private screening after the companion 
clears screening. In addition, screeners should offer a pnvate screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in the public area rather than go to a private area for 
screening , however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area wi 11 not be permitted to enter the secured area , 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

In the future I advised that you communicate with the TSO at the ti me of screening to I et her know what your concerns are and how she can make the experience I ess s tres sfu I lo r you, They cannot sere en you properly if they do not know what bathe rs 
you and what your main concerns are. 



Caller stated that she has had some difficulty getting through on several occasions. She stated that on September 4th, 2012 she was going through the checkpoint at CMH, She has a permanent disability that requires her to wear a TENS unit at times. 
She has hemealed discs in her back that prevent her from wearing a bra. When going through lhe AIT machine he back brace showed as an anomaly and she was asked if they could perform a patdown. She said yes and the female officer proceeded 
to da the patdown explaining what she was doing as she did it. When she came ta the passengers breasts she explained that she would have to check underneath, since the passenger is not able to wear a bra her breasts are not lifted and sag 
somewhat. causing the officer to graze her nipples. She has been very upset because of this. She broke into tears at the checkpoint and a supervisor was called over. She feels as though she was violated and molested by TSA. She has had another 
issue going through the checkpoint at CMH where she was wearing a dress and the female officer went up her bare leg. She felt this was unecessary. She asked what she could do in the future to make her experience less stressful, 

There was also an incident in January when she was flying out of Dayton where she was asked to remove her TENS unit which is very difficult for her. It al mast caused her to miss her flight. 

Apo I og i zed and advised cal I ere 

Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless al their personal situations and needs. are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

Every person and i tern mu st be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is import ant, Transportation Security Olli cers (TS Os) must conduct additiona I screening to resolve an ala rm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Delector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be consideraIe and lhoughtful and are trained to explain what lhey are doing and what will 

'013 12:53: happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

2013 3:01 

In addition, passengers may request a private sere en i ng if add it ion a I screening is required or at any ti me during the screening process, A com pa ni on may accompany a passenger who needs ass i sta nee to the private screening after the comp an ion 
clears screening. In addilion, screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a paldown inspection I hat will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in lhe public area rather lhan go to a privale area for 
screening. however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area will not be permitted to enter the secured area. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TS Os at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

In the future I advised that you communicate with the TSO at the time of screening to let her know what your concerns are and how she can make the experience less stressful for you. They cannot screen you properly if they do not know what bothers 
you and what your main concerns are. 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: Ca 11 er wanted to make a complaint about the sere en i ng she received 

Response Details: Advised caller the following information: 

If a passenger cannot re move his or her shoes due to possi b I e medical com pl ,cations. discomfort. pain. ba I an c i ng problems. or b eca use the shoe is pa rt of a prosthetic, he or she should info rm a Trans po rtati on Security Officer (TSO) before screening 
begins.Passengers who cannot remove their shoes can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). the walk-through metal detector, or a thorough patdown. 

Advised ca Iler I would send ta the ap prop ria te office for review. 

Incident Deta i Is: Ca 11 er stated she has a complaint about the screening process. Ca 11 er stated this occurred during her screening on Saturday March 23,2013 at Phoenix Sky Harbor to Oakland California on Southwest Airlines flight number 859, Cal I er 
stated she is 77 yea rs old and she knows she doesn t have to re move her shoes be ca use she has Rheumatoid Arth ri tis. Ca 11 er s ta I ed a I 08: 0 0a m at security point D and she went th rough the screening and the a I arm went and she was 101 d to re move 

: 1 her shoes. The ca Iler stated she cou ldnt remove her shoes and was standing with no support. She put her hand on sa m eth i ng to have stab i Ii ty and the TSO to Id her to remove her hands and other passengers helped her take her shoes aff. Ca Iler stated 
she went Al T and found out I ater she was co u Id have gone through the Al T. Cal I er stated her shoes through the machine and because of her shoes the re are meta I and th at why the al a rm went off. Caller stated she went up to other scree ne rs at the 
airport and they wasnt any he Ip. 

If you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition, Federal regulations 
require that your complaint be put in writing u n I ess your di sa bi I ity prevents you from doing so. 

Do you want informalion about filing a written complaint regarding disability discrimination or are you calling wilh a different concern such as poor customer service? 

Caller stated the i nc1d e nt was s imp I y poor customer service not b erng di scri min ated ag am st because of her di sa bi I ity or med i ca I cond iii on or a fa i I u re to a cco mod ate to her di sa bi I ity 



2013 4:38:1 

2013 4:38:l 

Caller went thru Chicago O Hare. Caller states that she was detained at the security checkpoint to await a female agent (TSO) because the WTMD went off due to her knee replacement. Caller says that her iPad is now missing from her carry-on bag. 
Caller states that it was only out of sight when she had to stand th ere 2 to 3 minutes awaiting the TSO. She says she flew with U mted and went thru Terminal 1 at the sec u nty 2 checkpoint where crew m em be rs go through off to the side. Ca 11 er states 
that she went through security from 8:35am to 8:45am and was at the gate at 8A 7am. Caller says that her daughters laptop was taken through twice. It was United flight 1249 direct to Phoenix gate B4 departing at 9: 17am. She prefers to be called. 
She says that she was in lhe far right line. 

Advised caller: 
TSA regrets that you found items missing and or damaged from your carry-on luggage. 

http: www.tsa.gov traveler-information airport-lost-found-contacts#38 
You may contact ORD I ost and found at: 
0 Hare I nternationa I Airport 
773-377-1210 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 
Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Cus torn er Service Manager I CS M) at that Io cation, 

FI ig ht information: 
Flight Path: Chicago ORD to Phoenix 
Flight date time: 3 27 9: 17am. 
Flight#: 1249 
Airline: United 
Airport: OHare 
Gate Terminal: B4 
Emafb,(6) 

Caller wants 10 make a complaint regarding his screening experience at MCO at the checkpoinl. He was required to have a patdown and the TSO agent was patting his body inside his waistband because lhe machines showed he may have somelhing 
metallic in that area. During the patdown. his zipper accidentally came open and he felt offended. Caller stated he opened the zipper to assist the process and the TSO told him he would call the police for indecent exposure. 

Caller thought the TSO was inappropriate when he mentioned he would contact the police for indecent exposure, Caller stated the TSO didn t offer him a private area for screening. At that point he requested to speak with a supervisor and the 
supervisor, SPSO~ addressed the issue. Caller is very disappointed wilh the employee who did his patdown. Callers pants dropped a little and he lhinks if the TSO needed to reach inside his pants near his genitals he should have been taken 
to a private area. The supervisor and another TSO agent took caller to a private area and completed the patdown and he has calmed down but wants to voice his side of the incident. 

Flight# 1783, Gate# not sure, Terminal:B Jetblue 
Caller slates he doesn t want anyone to get in trouble, bul. would like to see the procedures improved. 
He was not aware he could request a private screening. 

Response: 
Apologized to caller for his experience and explained following: 
Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 
happen next in the process. TS A regrets if this was not your experience. 
In addition, passengers may requesl a private screening if additional screening is required or at any lime during the screening process. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the privale screening after the companion 
clears screening. In addition, screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in the public area rather than go to a private area for 
screening. however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area wi 11 not be pe rm,tted to enter the secured area. 
Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TS Os at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 



2013 4:38:< 

Caller wants to make a complaint regarding his screening experience at MCO at the checkpoint. He was required to have a patdown and the TSO agent was patting his body inside his waistband because the machines showed he may have something 
meta 11 ic in that a re a, During the p atdown, his zipper acci d enta 11 y ca me open and he le It offended. Cal I er stated he opened the zipper to assist the process and the TSO told him he would ca 11 the po Ii ce for indecent exposure, 

Caller thought the TSO was inappropriate when he mentioned he would contact the police for indecent exposure. Caller stated the TSO didn t offer him a private area for screening. At that point he requested to speak with a supervisor and the 
supervisor. SPS~ addressed the issue. Caller is very disappointed with the employee who did his patdown. Callers pants dropped a little and he thinks if the TSO needed to reach inside his pants near his genitals he should have been taken 
to a private area. The supervisor and another TSO agent took caller to a private area and completed the patdown and he has calmed down but wants to voice his side of the incident. 

Flight# 1783. Gate # not sure. Terminal :B Jetblue 
Caller states he does n t want anyone to get in trouble, but, wo u Id Ii ke to see the procedures imp roved. 
He was not aware he could request a private screening. 

Response: 
Apologized to caller for his experience and explained following: 
Every person and i tern mu st be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is import ant, Transportation Security Officers (TS Os) must conduct additiona I screening to resolve an ala rm of 
the Walk-Through Metal De1ec1or (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considera1e and lhoughtful and are trained to explain what lhey are doing and what will 
happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 
In addition. passengers may request a private screening 1/ additional screening is required or at any time during the screening process. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the private screening after the companion 
clears screening, In addition. screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in the public area rather than go to a private area for 
screening, however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area will not be permitted to enter lhe secured area. 
Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service 
Current Date/Time: 312812013 12:34:37 AM Airporl: SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International Dateffime of Travel: 0312712013 9:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: AA 1595 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: area after ma1erial is on bell, before walk through 
security TSA Emp I oye e: (If Known) · 
Comment : This was in Washington DC at Reagan Nation al, which by the way. you don't have on the drop down Ii st. It was ap para nt th at the TSA em ploysees were i nte nti on ally slowing down the traveler Ii ne. Afle r travelers had placed their mate ri a I 

2013 8,14,, onto the x-ray belt, the TSA security would then tum their backs to travelers and joke with each other. impeding the fiow of travelers through the system. This is in the middle of the system out of view of most of the travelers and out of view of 
· · management. E sse nl i a 11 y not effi centl y giving I he go ahead for peop I e 10 enter the meta I detectors. 

Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name fh·\ri:=::··1 I 
Phone Number fh··,1rr·, 

Email =fh ,1R1 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



My name is!(bH61 pnd I wish to register a complaint against a TSA Officer and his supervisor for how I was treated. 
I am a ver fre uent flier, I have a Global Enlry pass etc. I also have an artificial hip and am regulJrly screened and have pat downs a lot. 
b1(6) 

Somerville MA r145 
l(b1(6) -

Here are the specifics of !y co! plaint. 
My complaint is with TSO (b 1(6 and LTS()fb)(6i] 
I was Iraveling on March 4, 2013 on USAir ~slon to Washington, DC. 
I went through the metal detector at Checkpoint B2 on March 4. 2013 at approximately 5:00PM. As usual, I set off the metal detector and was selected for a pat down. 
LTOkb·:,(6 !(if I mixed them up it was LTSO fb·:,(6!d1d a professional job of explaining what he was going to do and asking for my consent and permission. 
The problem began with his pat down. As ~es ood behind me and ran his hand up my legs, he slammed hard into the joint on both sides, crushing my testicles. As he passed in front of me, I said, "Can you please not slam your hand into my 
testicles." He lold me that he had to do it that way and lhat he was doing his job. I lold him that I have a huge body of experience with pat downs and that no one else had ever applied such force to my testicles in any other airporI. He argued with me 

2013 S: 12:, and I asked for a supervisor. 

When LTSOf5'i(slcame over, I explained what had happened and she told me that TSq(b)(Bdhad been qualified, passed a test and was therefore doing it correctly. . . 
I said, please'ii'ear me, he may have passed a test but he is nol doing this right. We went back and forth, wilh me asking 10 be trealed with decency and respect, and L TSO [§TIJ telling me that TS (b 1(61 was doing it right. She n~fered me an 
apology, or recagn_;zed that it may be possible thatTSc:if51("6ildid it wrong this time. TS~ef~sed t~ complete the pat down, therefore eliminating the possibilityof_any direct observation. TS bl(6·, was hostile. and LTSO~as in total 
denial of my experience and refused to offer even the le\ri:fnspect to what I was saying. She kept 1nsIst1ng that TS9(b)(6:,jhad been approved and therefore was 1nfall1ble. 

At that point, LTsof b::,(6) I boss appeared. He acIually listened 10 me, apologized for the experience I had and asked how he could help. He also supervised the individual who eventually came over, restarted and finally finished my pat down. 

Staff a re not machines. and th ere has to be a way to accommodate le ed back and adJ u st. To i ns,st th at be cause someone took a test and passed that they w, 11 always do their job perfectly or the ng ht way is to deny that hum ans make mi stakes. It also 
i nva Iida tes and disrespects ea ch persons experience, 

Please let me know what recourse I have and please tell me that I will not have ta endure someone slamming his hand into my testicles again. nor a supervisor denying my experience. and finally a complete refusal ta take feedback ar accountability for 
action. 

Rega rd s and resp eel. 
kb)(61 I 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Ti me : 312912013 1 : 19: 1 3 PM Airport : ATL - Ha rtsf,el d-J ackson Atlanta International D atelTI me of T rave I : 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoinl/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 

2013 2,0?:[ Comment : Please restore at least one body scanner to the Atlanta airport Pre-Check area, in addition to the metal detectors now there. 

Often, I am Pre-Check eligible and use that area when I depart from ATL (almost every week). But because I have an artificial knee, I must have a pal down when my implant raises lhe detectors' alarm. 
Would you like a res onse?. False 

Passenger's Na,.m=e-!""'-'I=·· ... , --,,---' 
Phone Numbe (b)(6) 
Email : b)(61 
To leave""'=a"'c"=o'"'m""m""e"'n,,....,c"'o""n-=-ce'"'r"'n""1n"'g,..,.,,.,s_ feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

The caller traveled to New York back to Florida and then to California to visit his children a year ago it dawned on him that he has a defibrillator. The caller cannot go through the metal detector and has to have a patdown. The caller states that no one 
ever looks at his defibnllator cards or swabs his defibrillator to see if there is any explosive material and 11 bothers him that no one ever swabs his defibrillator or his hands for GSR. The caller sent in an email about a year ago and received a thank you 
response and no one ever bothered to contact him regarding his complaint. The caller is concerned that someone will try to disguise a bomb as a defibrillator. The caller states he wants to be safe and wants other passanger to be safe as well. 

2013 B: 53:, In addition to the patdown, TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. 

TSA moniIors the number and nature of complaints we receive 10 Irack I rends and spot areas of concern I hat may require special a11ention. This ongoing process will enable us to ensure prompt, correclive action whenever we determine that security 
screening pa Ii ci es need modification or specific employees ar screener teams a re the subject of repeated camp I ai nts. 



Date 3-30-2013 
Time: 7:45a.m. 
Airporl ORD 
Date/Time of Travel · 3-30-2013- 8:30a.m. Departure AA Flight 3757 Checkpoint area was Terminal 3 G security checkpoint 

I am a frequent flyer and have been flying with American E ag I e airlines for over 16 years and am pretty fa mi I iar with the sere en i ng process and my responsi bi I ity as a traveler as wel I as an employee. 

After clearing the metal detectors I stood there patiently waiting for my luggage come thru. I noticed that there were multiple bins piling up so in order to access my bag I pulled one of the bins aside and handed it to an agent so he can store the bin 
where it belonged. 

2013 4:50:( After doing so, one of your agents by the name (bH61 approached me and informed me that "I needed to put the bin back where it belonged and that it was not TSA's responsibility to pick up after crew members", In the meantime my 
luggage was slill being screened. I informed h·1Ifr, that those were not my bins and that someone needed to pick them because it is not my responsibility 10 clean up after the flying public and that was part of her job. 

kbl(ffi !continued to argue with me as I waited for my luggage to clear. Not only did IZEilifil:J accuse me of not picking up after myself she told me that I needed to "get out of her face" and shoo"d me off as if I were a dog with her hand. I then 
turned to a supervisor for assistance where he was able to intervene. At this point i asked where I could file a complaint and he handed me a yellow card and encouraged me to write up my experience up and the supervisor filled in her name. The 
unp roles s ion a I ism tha1( b ·., ( ffi ! proved this day is what gives the T ransporta ti on Safety Adm i ni st rat ion a bad reputation, 

Sent from my iPhone 

To w horn it may concern. 

On March 26th, 2013 at approximately 9:30 AM my wife, grandchild, and I checked in for flight Southwest 295 to Chicago, IL.at 8:30. We arrived at the security check point and I informed the TSA agent that I had a hip replacement and needed to be 
'hands-on" checked. I also told him that my wife had a deep brain stimulator and she could not go through the metal detector machine. At this time he told me go on through. When I was on the other side of the machine I heard him bark at my wife 
'Come on lady you're holding up the line" She told him again. "I can't go through that machine because of my deep brain stimulator", The TSA agent again barked the command "There's a line behind you: we are very busy so move on"!rh·11r;·.,j {my 
wife} got flustered and went on through. The metal detector made her stimulator dysfunction, which made her body shake and she then had to take medicine (clonazapam) quite often the rest of the lrip which made her groggy and sleepy so she could 
not enjoy the trip. 

My granddaughter and my wife went to the customer service counter and there were no TSA agents there. They talked to a Southwest airline pilot and a flight attendant who found the TSA agent. The TSA manager talked to us, said they checked the 
video and lhe rude agent was pulled from his duty. In our opinion lhe TSA agenl was rude, negligent and irresponsible. I have been instructed 10 send you lhis letter and request some sort of compensation. If compensation is given each time an 
incident like this occurs the TSA agents will be more diligent and compassionate to the handicapped passengers and receive better trained making incidents like this less likely. 

2013 4 :Sl:( My wife now has to have surgery to replace the battery to the deep brain stimulator on Monday, April 1. 2013. 

Sincerely, 

Nev ad a, Iowa 50201 

fb)(61 I 



Today I had the worst experience with a TSA employee, So bad was the e noou nter. I hope T SA wi 11 have the integrity to fol low up with this comp I a int and reprimand the employee, 

My family of six were returning from a spring break cruise. 

On March 31, 2013. between the hours of 10 am-12:30 noon, we were passing through security check point C of the IAH airport preparing to fly out on United 4212 near gate B. Unfortunately I forgot the name of the TSA employee. I should have 
writlen her name down, but I was so much shock by her bad behavior and that no other TSA worker slepped in to help this angry employee. However, after talking to olher female TSA workers near gate B where our flight gate was, it was 
recommended I should write a complaint against her. Same TSA ladies walking past security gate B gave me this email. THey also said they had heard of this poor employee. Apparently she has a reputation of bad manners. 

I can describe her. Black American bleached red hair or a wig, about 5'5". heavier side, about 56-65 years old. She wore glasses. I reported to the TSA supervisor at security C, but I really wonder ii anything was done about it. 

The incident occurred as following: 

As my family was placing items on the x-ray belt through security at gate C ,this TSA worker was very rough and loud. My husband passed through, then my two older teen boys. As my two younger children, 10 yrs. and 11 years. began taking off their 
shoes( as this is done at every airport we have been lhrough and they saw their older siblings taking off their shoes) the TSA lady began sarcastically yelling at my children. "Why are you taking off your shoes, you are slowing the line down•· My 

:J 13 1 0:00:, daughter confused asked, "what do you want us to do?" 

I watched in shock as she gruffly yelled ·you are slowing the line" The TSA lady yelled at her and told her not to take off her shoes in a bullying and sarcastic manner, then she told my daughter to move out of the line because she was slowing 
everyone down( which she was not, as I was behind her, and we were not slowing the line down, and should nol be expecled to run through it either!. WE are not catlle bul travelers who should be allowed to pass through security in a respectable 
manner) Then the TSA lady began yelling at my 1 O year old son, and told him to move out al the line and stand off. I was in complete shock. WHy was she not sending them through the metal detector with my husband at her two sons? W Hy was she 
separating my ch, ldren from my lam, ly? Why the ye 11 i ng and rudeness? 

As I a pp roached, she was very abrupt with me as wel I. I slopped just be fore passing I he x-ray machine. She again became very abrupt and pushy, tel Ii ng me to pass I hroug h, therefore I e avi ng my two young children behind. I did nol pass but asked 
why she pulled my children aside as they are minors I would not leave them. She sarcastically said, "well you would have already been through if you would not talk." I told her I would not pass through without my children going first, as by this point I 
/el t the need to protect my kids from this harassment. My chi Id re n at this point we re sea red. TH ey a re good kids and we re try mg to cooperate. but this I ad y was rough and very rude. I told her she needs to Ii nd some manners and use them. TH en I 
passed through the detector with my chi Id ren, 

There was na excuse far this bad behavior, and so unnecessary and inappropriate. TH is harassment is not to be tolerated. Her emotional maturity lacks for the job. It is quite evident her behavior lacked the intelligence to function effectively in her 
job. THe lady was nasty in her demeanor. Her job is to assist where needed. She should be helpful, and be of service. She obviously has forgotten we are the travelers and make her job possible. This TSA female employee should not be allowed to 
work for TSA ii she can not change her behavior. She needs more training at her expense not with my tax dollars!•!! There is never a need to yell at passengers who are cooperating and just trying to pass security. Her harassing behavior should be 
dealt wilh. I am a tax payer and the traveler• Her job is predicated upon my laxes and my ability to travel. This lady is unfit for her job. 

Disability Description: Caller has an insulin pump as a carry on item and another one attached to her body. 

Response Details: If you have an insulin pump that cannot be screened: you should let the TSO know at the checkpoint. You do not have to do the AIT or WTMD if the insulin pump can not be subjected to that. 

Also if you wish to file a complaint you can do so in writing; and I will send you the fonms that you need to fill out in writing, 

'013 3:27:4 Incident Details: Caller stated that she was going through RSW and the TSO agent behind the counter said she had to go through the AIT because they do not offer pat dawns there. She wears an insulin pump that can t be screened in this manner. 
The TSO there was really nasty, and told her that either she go through the AIT or WTMD or she will not be able to fly. 

This incident occured today al RSW al 3:31pm at gate C-6. 



Good Afternoon -

I am writing to you out al frustration for my latest TSA experience. Our family just returned frarn a trip to Hawaii and our bags were chosen (like they are on every single trip we have ever taken) to be searched. I am periectly fine with the search as we 
have nothing to hide. However. I am not Ii ne with my I uggage having intentional kni le cuts through 11 and contents destroyed lo r no reason. Botti e that were closed and in bags we re open and the bags cut open. c lathing and souve ni e rs were missing. 
What was returned to the bag was stuffed in as a giant wadded heap, The bag was then only partially re-zipped, All together the TSA inspection cost me at least $400 in stolen and ruined items. 

rm curious as to why this behavior is allowed ta continue. I understand searching bags for safety reasons but to intentionally and blatently destroy items is unacceptable. 

I figure I am wasting my time but is there any way to be compenstated for the damages? We always seem to have an item or two show up missing but this one is ridiculous. My daughter's bag looked like someone had walked all over it and it's 
contents was also returned in a wad - bul nothing missing. 

'013 6·12 3 
· · · The re has to be a better way to screen. U nt, I then. we wi 11 no longer be checking any I ugg age. I trave I a I ot and I don't expect miracles but I do expect common courte sty and respect of my person and belongings. 

:J13 10:40:[ 

My second concern is the trealment of people who have medical implants and are unable 10 go through the metal detectors. I have a pacemaker and carry my card. I was trealed like a criminal because I couldn'I walk through the slandard detector. 
It's not ok far the TSAs to roll their eyes and accuse me of lying and then continue ta be hateful ta my family. I am in my early 40"s and I know it's young for a pacemaker but far heaven's sake, I always have the card out and ready. 

A lesson in manners is more than in order for 95% of the TSAs we came into oontact with between St Louis and Maui. 

Sincerely, 

The ca 11 er had an ace ide nt years ago, and has to wear a shoe I ift and brace. However, he always has to re move the items. and wanted to know if the re was a way to keep them on. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

There is an exception to the shoe removal policy: passengers with disabilities. medical condItIons. and prosthetic devices do not have to remove their shoes. However, TSOs will give them additional screening. This includes a visual and physical 
inspection, as well as explosives trace detection sampling of the footwear while it remains on the passenger's feet. 

Regardless of whether a passenger is screened by a walk-through metal detector, AIT, ar a thorough patdown, casts, braces, and support appliances are subject to additional screening. A TSO will need ta see the device, which may require the lifting 
of clothing without exposing any sensItIve areas. TSA also will use technology to test the device for traces of explosive material. If explosive material is detected, the passenger will have to undergo additional screening. 

If a passenger has ooncerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak wilh a supervisor while at the checkpoint. 

There are two primary ways to be considered eligible for TSA Pre\u2713 ™: travelers may be invited by a participating airline, or they may choose to enroll with one of U.S. Customs and Border Protection's (CBP) Trusted Traveler programs. 



Caller had a knee rep I ace me nt. 

This call was accidently cut off and I called him back at approximalely 12:15 

Information Request: Caller is waiting at the airport to get on his flight. Caller missed his flight and feels TSA 1s responsible. 

Response Details: Specifically, you were interested in filing a civil rights complaint because you believe I hat you, or someone you know, were discriminated against by TSA on the basis of his or her disability or medical condition. 
For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations far Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)), it must: 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing; 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed discriminatory action in sufficient deta i I to inform T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination; and 
Be signed by lhe complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

:J 13 11 :48 :( In order to appropriately address your concerns, we also need ta know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf, 

Any of the above requirements can be waived for good cause. If you are requesting that any of the above requirements be waived, please explain your good cause in your complaint. 
To file a complaint electronically, please send an e-mail to: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to place D-RFI in the subject line to allow for proper handling. 

To file a complaint via the Internet. please visit http: www.tsa.gov traveler-information travelers-filing-compliant 

TSA recommends that you file your complaint via e-mail or Internet in order to expedite processing. If you prefer to file a complaint via postal mail, please send it to 

Trans po rtati an Security Ad mini st ration 
Disability Branch 
Disability and Multicultural Division 
601 South 12th Street 
TSA-33 
Caller 1s wanting information on going through screening at CVG and what the numbers are that are listed above the WTMD. She has worked with the CVG airport and has recently had to be patted down and wants to know if it was becuase of the 
numbers becua s e she does not Ii ke the way things a re done lo r airport employees. 

" 13 12:08:' CCR informed her: 

When going through screening if anything al arms the W TM D or any device th en the individual is s u bJected to a patdown. We do not have information on the numbers above the WT MD and how th at screening process is run at that airport since we are 
not Io ca ted there directly, It would be best for her to contact the airport di re ctly to get ass i sta nee as to what those numbers a re sp eci fi ca 11 y used lo r, 

Caller 1s travel mg to Europe and usu a 11 y wears a money be It but he has to take it off lo r s c reem ng and he is needing to know the process for screening these items. He is wanting to know if the officers have the right to thumb through is money during 
screening, He is needing to know ii there is expedited screening just for the rich people that are flying internationally. Will he need to take his laptop out of the bag for screening. 

The Trans po rtat1on Security Ad mini strat1on (TSA) strongly recommends that passengers rem ave al I 1te ms and accessories from their pockets before beginning the security sere en i ng process. Removing items such as wallets, belts, bulky j ewe I ry. 
money, keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology 
(AIT) screening. To avoid the chance of leaving personal items behind, we recommend passengers place their belongings in I heir carry-on baggage before entering the checkpoint. He will be required to take his laptop out of lhe bag for screening. 
I advised him that all items have to be screened before they are permitted through the checkpiont. 

'013 1 '251 TSA does have a program in place that is TSA precheck and this program is only for domestic flights and it allows passngers to keep their belt, shoes and light outtter wear on during screening and they can also keep their laptop on the bag during 
screening. This is only available for domestic flights. 



Caller Is travel mg to Europe and usu a 11 y wears a money be It but he has to take it off lo r s c reem ng and he is needing to know the p race ss for screening these items. He is wanting to know if the officers have the right to thumb through is money during 
screening, He is needing to know ii there is expedited screening just for the rich people that are flying internationally. Will he need to take his laptop out of the bag for screening. 

The Trans po rtatIon Security Ad mm i stratIon (T SA) strongly recommends that passengers rem ave al I Ite ms and acces sari es from their pockets before begm ni ng the security sere en i ng process. Removing i terns such as wallets. belts, bulky j ewe I ry. 
money, keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology 
(AIT) screening. To avoid the chance of leaving personal items behind, we recommend passengers place their belongings in I heir carry-on baggage before entering the checkpoint. He will be required to take his laptop out of lhe bag for screening. 
I advised him that all items have to be screened before they are permitted through the checkpiont. 

'013 1 '251 TSA does have a program in place that is TSA precheck and this program is only for domestic flights and it allows passngers to keep their belt, shoes and light outtter wear on during screening and they can also keep their laptop on the bag during 
screening. This is only available for domestic flights. 

Fro~(b)(61 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 10:39 PM 
To: TSAEx1emalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject LAS screening process 

Attention T SA custom er service: 

I received a very invasive TSA screening at the Las Vegas airport on 2 Apr 13 at approximately 8:55 a.m. I was on Delta flight #590 on my way to gate D 40. This "pat down·· was not a typical pat down. Not being able to send the stroller through the 
, 013 8 _ 1 3. 3 screening machine prompted this entire event. I was u na bl e to get my strol I er through the conveyor be It because it was too big. The T SA agent th en checked it visually and by hand. During his p hys1ca I i np section the stroller set off his alarm. He told 
· · · me he had to check me and my bags because this happened even though my bags had already been screened through the machine. I told the agent that I purchased the stroller while on vacation and that it was only two days old. I also told them I am 

in lhe military and thal I travel all the lime. I had never had any issues while traveling. All of this occurred after I had already gone through the metal detector machine removed my shoes and was cleared. I was traveling with my wife and three 
children. 

The agent asked me if I had undergone this type of search and I said no. He then tried to explain the search procedure. The agent started the search by making remove my shoes a second time. He then began the search and touched my genitals 
during this process. After performing one "pat down" he conducted another one (that really felt like a rub down). He touched my genitals a second time while running an opened hand between my legs, upper thigh, and scrotum regions on 4 occasions. 
It felt Ii ke his thumbs were touching my genita I areas/region each ti me, He a I so touched my chest twice rubbing his hand up and down my chest and a bdom i na I region. 

At this point I felt violated beyond belief and was not quite sure what I should do. I thought I should request a supervisor: however I did not and cooperated with this very grueling and invasive ordeal trying not to draw more embarrassment to myself 
than was already apparent. The search appeared to have turned into something else (possible groping or something). It did not feel like your typical pat down. I also have 15 years of law enforcement experience/military training and have never 
received or performed a search in that manner. I fly frequently and have flown all around the world both for protecting our country and leisure. I usually don't complain, but I would be doing a disservice ii I did not report this incident. 

I im~ediately reported this situ~tion to the TSA supervisorJ(b::1(6) ft the check point. I explained to him that if the search is going to be so_invasiv~ and it is protocol that he should provide travelers with.th~ ~ption of a privat_e room or 
curta1nlsearch.!(b)(m !mentioned that a private areas was available; however 1t was not offered to me. He then handed me a TSA contact 1nformat1on card to file a complaint. I called the 800 to report this 1nc1dent when I arrived at gate 40 D. 



Her bag was searched and she has a box of snack bars m1ssi ng and she had 2 character fountain pens she purchased at Disney and those we re bro ken and a cap from one of them was missing. 
Her bag was also torn. The TSA lock was only put back through one hole so that left her bag unlocked. 

The NOi had:,.!(b_)"'-(6_-.'-, _ __.~1 :50 AM 

She stated she needs to tell someone that everytime she flys she is searched. She is an American and only been out of the country once since 1956. 

I asked if it is her person or her bag. 

She stated it is her person that is searched , 

She has a knee implant and has a card from her doctor. 
She stated peop I e who are foreign I ooki ng go rig ht on through. 

She slated in Nashville lhe first lime she few she went into that round lhing and was able 10 screen her wilh ii. 
,013 S:S4:0 She said the FLL did not have that 

Told her that would have been the AIT 
We try 10 resolve the screening using it when a passenger is able to stand with I heir arms above their head for 5-7 seconds. 
We are not always able to resolve it and the passenger still needs the patdown. 
Altha ugh she has the card from her doctor we sti 11 must resolve her sere en i ng and everyone mu st be screened. 
I explained that it is not because she looks suspicious. just that she sets off the metal detector. 

She stated she just had to talk to someone about it. 

Told her I am sorry her items were missing and I will send to her a claim form and cover letter via email, 
We will also report her complaint 10 lhe CusIomer Support Manager at FLL. 

She asked what about the bag. 
Told her she might want to also report the bag damage to the airline as we only have the bags a short period of time and depending on the damage it could have happened with them. 
She may file a claim since she had the NOi. 

To whom it may concern 

I was recently at Indianapolis airport when I noticed a flat screen tv advertise that 99% of travelers choose the AIT screenings. This is not true be there is always a TSA agent directing people to get in line for the AIT screenings. So it's not a choice until 
,013 9:59 ,2 you make your agents aware of lhis. They should make people aware of the choice. Also when the line is gelling to long for the AIT your agents should be moving people through the metal detector. Nol standing around with lheir arms crossed behind 

their backs. 

The re should be a revised pat down as I fee I your a gents put th ere hands in p I aces that a re u nacce pta bl e. It's basica 11 y groping of another ad u It. 

Thanks 



To Whom It May Concern, 
I am a 73-year-old lady and a citizen of the United States who travels alone by air 10 visil family and friends living within the country. I have Meniere·s disease which causes vertigo (dizziness), gail and balance problems, nausea and tinnilus (ringing in 
my ears): all of these symptoms are aggravated by air travel and therefore I require the assistance al the airline parters and a wheelchair in the airport terminals. Movement around me aggravates my dizziness and nausea sa visual disturbances (lights 
and m ot,on) al so affect my ba I ance and gait standing or wa I king Is often di ffi cu It for me without assistance. 

As a result of my neurological condilion, I am unable 10 stand still with my arms above my head without assistance in the new "Advanced Imaging· screeners bul have no trouble walking on my own through lhe meIaI detection devices. I have become 
accustomed to informing the TSA officers about my condition at the airport checkpoints and have been generally treated kindly with respect. That was not the case this past weekend (Easter) however' Here is what happened: 

On Friday, March 29th, I once again traveled alone from Detroit Metro Airport (DTW) to Chicago O'Hare Airport (ORD). As usual, I explained my condition to the TSA officers and they allowed me to walk through the metal detectors without incident. 
The officers in Detroit were very polite and friendly. 

I expected a similar routine when I returned to Detroit from Chicago on Monday, April 1st but that was not to happen. The TSA officers in Chicago disregarded my explanation and request for metal detector screening: instead. they forced me into an 
extensive pat-down in front of other passengers P It is my understanding th at a passenger has a right to privacy screening during extensive p at-<:J owns-a It hough I requested this, I was denied th at opt ion and the officers were very rude in their treatment 
of me. I was not taken aside but rather subjecled to a full pal-down by a lone female office: asked to lift my shirl/top while she felt my breasts and down my slacks in directly fronl of olher passengers! 

" 13 12:04 :c Throughout this pat-down, I tried to ask why I was denied the nght to walk through the metal detector and was told that was not an option because O'Hare was a "different type of airport" This appeared to me a blatant lie since I saw others go through 
the meta I detector and I was not in the i ntemationa I term i na I . While I was undergoing this pat-down. I also saw other fem a I e passengers who after going through the AIT scree ne rs. we re pulled from the sere en i ng Ii nes and subjected to hand screening 
detectors for no apparent reason olher than because of their Muslim dress. 

Overall this was a very humbling experience. I totally understand the purpose of airport screening and in general accept the responsibility of the TSA towards our safety. However, I do not understand why any passenger should be subjected to a lack 
of sensitivity for his/her humanity. I have examined the TSA website and the procedures described there for passenger screening do not in any way reflect what I personally saw and experienced in Chicago on Monday. I will be reporting this to my 
state sen a tors Debbie Sta benow and Levin. 

If I was younger and less vul n erab I e, I would choose to drive to my d esti nations but that is no Io nger an option for me. The re was a 11 me in this country when the e I derly we re treated with respect: I can see th at is not the ru I e among your ofli cers or 
employees, I wou Id s ugg est th at the ofli cers in Chi ca go are Io ng overdue on sensitivity t raining , 

Sincerely, 

W Blooml,eld, Ml 48324 



Regarding Security Screening 

O'Hare Airport, Chicago IL 

Date: Monday, April 1st 

Time: 1230-1245 pm 

Airlines: Delta FL 1908 Boarding from gate E 15 

,013 2:0S:O To Whom It May Concern. 

I am a 73-year-old lady and a American citizen who travels alone by air to visit family and friends within the United States. I have Meniere·s disease which causes vertigo (dizziness), gait and balance problems, nausea and tinnitus (ringing in my ears): 
all of these symptoms are aggravated by air travel and therefore I require the assistance of the airline porters and a wheelchair in the airport terminals. Movement around me aggravates my dizziness and nausea so visual disturbances (lights and 
motion) also affect my balance and gait; standing or walking is often difficult for me without assistance. 

As a result of my neurological condition. I am unable to stand still with my arms above my head without assistance in the new "Advanced Imaging" screeners but have no trouble walking on my own through the metal detection devices. I have become 
accus tamed 10 info rm i ng the T SA office rs about my cond i Ii on a I the airport checkpoints and have been genera 11 y t rea I ed kindly with respect. That was not I he case this p asl weekend (Easter) however! He re is what happened: 

On Friday, March 29th, I once again !raveled alone from Detroit Meire Airport (DTV\I) to Chicago O'Hare Airport (ORD). As usual, I explained my condition 10 lhe TSA officers and lhey allowed me to walk through the metal detectors without incident. 
The officers in Detroit were very polite and friendly. 
DearTSA 

About five minutes ago I checked in at the Charlottesville airport. After going through the metal detector the agent at that apparatus heard a beep as I went through. He let me know that the beep indicated that I had been randomly selected for some 
add1t1onal security check. Just a parenthetical note: I never mind being checked' A female agent asked which bags belonged to me and I indicated which were mine. She then picked up my things which included a sports coat and began to take them 
to an examination area. The coat was the problem. She put the soles of my shoes right on top of my newly cleaned, going to a business meeting blue blazer! Then to compound her error, when I asked her not to put the shoes on the coat, she treated 
me like I had asked for something beyond her comprehension. 

I don·t usually complain and I know air travel is much more like traveling on a bus than 11 used to be. But, putting dirty shoe soles on a dress coat and then treating me disrespectfully. when I had treated everyone in the line with respect, 1s 

1013 2:05: 1 unacceptable. I hope that you can include care of travelers belongings in your training, 

Sincerely, 

Harrisonburg, VA 22802 

Sent from my iPad 



'013 5:58 5, 

My wife and I recently cleared Global Entry, received aur cards, and I had high hopes of taking advantage of one of the Global Entry benefits at US Airports, that al TSA Pre. Pre was recently initiated at Austin's airport (AUS) and I was looking forward 
to using it on March 26th as I began a week of travel. My high hopes and anticipation turned very dark dunng my Pre experience. 

As I cleared the initial TSAscreening, I was directed to the Pre line. Great, I thought, no removing of shoes, belt, light jacket laptops, etc. I would whiz through with my Global Entry clearance providing the pathway. A $100 well spent, I thought.. 

As I entered. I noticed the body sea nne r that was positioned at the Pre checkpoint had been removed and rep I aced with a metal detector. This was my Ii rst hint of trouble - I have a total knee re placement. As I wa I ked through the metal scanner, my 
steel knee set off the ala nm and this is where the delay started. 

I was patted down, asked to remove all the items of clothing I was hoping Pre would allow me to wear, and even forced to be rubbed with the little cloths to detect chemical residue. It was a horrible experience, nothing easy or quick and a bit lengthy 
comp a red to the "norm ar ch eek using body scanners and removing a 11 items required . 

As I left the securily area, I spoke wilh a TSA manager, explained my experience to him, and asked him if he lhought any of my experience made sense as a frequenl traveler thal had qualified for a Global Entry card. He laughed and agreed ii may not 
make any sense .. 

As I returned to Austin from my week's travel. I spake with a TSA agent guarding the "exit" area and reviewed my experience with him. He inf armed me that the Metal detectors were preferred by 213 al the traveling public and suggested I use the 
common traveler (non-Pre) line when traveling. Not the suggestion I was hoping for after qualifying and paying for Global Entry, only to find the experience more painful than not using the Pre check line. 

I feel duped. 
I signed up for global entry and pre check for many reasons, mostly for two. 
I travel more than 80 days a year nationally and internationally AND I had a congenital problem that caused me to need bath hips replaced. The ability to move through security easily was a major plus for me and for all the other travelers and far the 
agents as they could avoid a pat down that is not enJoyab I e by either party. 
Recently in Chicago and BW I the pre check Ii ne no long er ut i Ii ze a modern sea n ne r but an old fashion meta I d ete cto r, so once again I set these off and get patted down. 

I am a physician who travels to teach others how to improve the care they provide and to provide that care in a safer manner. I am about as a law a risk ta anyone as anyone can get. I went through the application process and sat for a face to face 
, 013 5: 59 ; 0 i nte rvi ew on I y within the I a st 6 months. Both airports had the p recheck Ii ne using a modern sea n ne r unti I very recently. 

I could see being wanled to confirm thal the medical card I carry is correcl if the scanner can not return, but at presenl the approach used discriminates againsl folks with arlificial joints and hardware. A simple fix is to return 10 lhe modern scanners thal 
clearly are better devices than metal detectors. 
I look forward to your response. 

Sent from my iPad 



A. Travelers passing through security checkpoints may bring all medications and related supplies-prescription. over-the-counter items. and homeopathic-through TSA security checkpoints after these ,terns have been properly screened."' 

So it goes as above. 

And so I did what was required for my 6-monlh-old daughter's medicalion - prescriplion Prilosec to prevent choking episodes from severe reflux. 

I traveled with my 6-month old daughter on April 1, 2013, returning home after a family visit, (U .s. Airways Flighl 304, Phoenix to Charlotte, Gale A23, 9:29 a .m. boarding time: departure 9:59 a.m., conneclion in Charlotte for final destinalion, Fort 
Myers). 

I followed all the instructions required to fold the stroller, infant seat and car base and place all my carry-on. shoes, and required articles on the belt to be screened. I held baby in my arms, went through metal detector and was told to step aside so that 
TSA could "screen· and/or "lesr baby food and medication from my carry-on. Baby food consisled of an unopened, original conlainer of 2-ounce Gerber baby food and prescribed medicalion for my daughter Ava, Prilosec liquid and dispenser, given 10 

,013 S:sg:o, prevent a choking condition from severe reflux. (Carry-on had diapers and other travel necessities for a baby.) 

With baby still in arms, no one to help with stroller. my articles, etc., I was taken aside as TSA "examined/looked" at baby food and medication, and then DUMPED things back into carry-on. I returned to security belt to gather the rest of my belongings. 

I proceeded to my departure Gate A 23 ) quite a long distance away. As my flight was about to board, I heard the PA system paging ._l(b_,(_6_) __ _.~o return to security. I knew it had to be for the medication because that was the only thing with my 
daugthe(s name on it. 

Securily was quile a long dislance away, and I would never be able to get 10 securily and back in time for my flight. I asked the U.S. Airways worker at lhe gate if she could call security and possibly send someone to bring the medicine to us. I was told 
quite matter-of- fact to "forget about it.'· The reason? Because of worker cutbacks. 

Those motorized vehicles scoot back and forth a 11 day and night, gate to gate, trans porting peop I e, pets, and sometimes nothing. and NO ONE co u Id bring a pre scri pti on medication to a passenger when THEY made the mi stake of not putting the 
medication back into ils proper place. The food wenl back in lhe bag. The meds did not. 

Security Is a necessity of course and I'm always willing to comply. I understand the need for examination, but after having made that mistake of keeping the medication, something should have been done to get that medication to my baby. 

They offered 10 mail it. That medication has to be refrigerated. It was traveling in a special conlainer. Because of the time change from Arizona to Florida, I had to call the gastroenterologist to refill the meds in Florida to be picked up the nexl day. This 
prescription cannot be filled anywhere but by a compound pharmacy. The cost of this prescription is $58 - a whole bottle gone, a new one having to be filled at another $58. and all because "no one was available to drive that little cart· to bring the 



From,kb)(61 
To: contactcenter@DHS.gov 
Sent: Thursday, April 4. 2013 12:20:22 PM 
Subjecl: Attention: kb )(6) ! 

Fro~(b)(61 
To: con1ac1center@DHS.gov 

,013 2.12.5 Sent: Thursday, April 4, 2013 12:19: 13 PM 
· · · Subject:kb )(6) ! 

On Apnl 2. 2013 I travelled on Jetblue Flight 201 from JFK Airport to FLL Airport. Going through Secunty I declined to go thru the x-ray machine. I was subJected to a body pat down. Two men at the same time were told they could go through the 
metal detector and were not patted down. When I protested this. I was told it oould be done at their discretion. Just a week before I travelled from FLL Airport. I was subject to a pat down also when I refused the machine - even though a lady before 
me walked only through the metal detector, no pat down. But at least that pat down was done professionally, politely and I did not feel violated. 

kb 1(6) ~sed her POWER 10 abuse me, humiliate me. She ordered me around like I was a criminal. She then proceeded to pat me down very roughly, two and three times over the same areas - inside the waisl of my jeans, inside the top of my 
blouse and especially rude, rough, disgusting was the way she patted me down in the groin three times. When I told her that I had a patdown before and it was not done 2 ta 3 times in the same place, she just gave me a look. When she was finished 
she ordered me to stand and wait for two minutes. Then she returned and said I oould go. I AM NOT A CRIMINAL - I WAS A PASSENGER AT THE AIRPORT 

If you·re supposed to be straightforward, transparent. and benevolent, why do you lie to the public? One group (first class. business, etc ... ) gets to go through a simple metal detector while the rest of us get no option, go through invasive pat down or 
get irradiated , have a uneducated moron tel Ii ng you they're in charge, and have freedom of u nreaso na bl e search re moved , We I iv e in a free country and groups Ii ke you rs are the rea I terrorists, bent on herding peop I e Ii ke ca tt I e, Most of them won"t 

,013 6:1 S: 1 stand up to you, I and my fellow patriotic Americans will. 

kb1(6) 

My wife and i just recently traveled back to Alaska from Valparaiso, FL after a family funeral. While going through TSA check point we observed a lady with lwo kids, both over twelve, i only kmow this because I hey were asked and gave their ages, go 
through the older style walk through metal detector. After going through the boy was patted down modified style but the mom just stood there and then all three went on their way. My wife, who is 12 wks pregnant opted toga through this way as well. 
She on the other hand was pulled aside, her bags rechecked after going through the x- ray machine, and then also given a thorough pat down. I asked the T SA su pe rvi sor at the security check why my wife is having to go through al I this when the I ad y 
right in front of us just stood there without having anything done. The lady told me "she is special because she is an employee"', i then asked why she is above the same security that everyone else has to go through even ii she is traveling and the reply 

'013 6:18:3· i got was "il's TSA's SOP for employees 10 not have 10 go through a full securily check'". I could understand if the lady was working al the time in the airport, but she had carry-ons, tickets and kids. If someone could please explain why TSA feels lhat 
bath their employees and airport employees are above the same laws that pertain to the rest of the public wha pay their salaries then please let me know. 

fb)(61 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time: 414/2013 4:07:28 PM Airporl: LGA - LaGuardia Date/Time ofTravel: 04104/2013 3:45 PM Airline & Flighl Number AC719 Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: CTB checkpoint A TSA 
Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment : I !rave I ed through checkpoint A at the C TB and encountered a number of d iffi cul11es at the checkpoint: 

-- As I have noted in a prior &quot;Talk 10 TSA&quot; submission that has not been responded to, lhe TSO al the TDC podium asked me to slate my full name. TSA has no statutory authorily to make I his request, and should cease immediately. 
-- The lines at the MMW machine were too long, causing a backup in which bags were being processed through the x-ray machine faster than passengers were being screened. This meant that passengers were out of sight of their baggage for a 
significant amount of time. I declined to push my belongings into the x-ray until I can be certain that I could see them on the other side. When I did, the female TSO momtonng the lines behaved extremely aggressively. physically grabbing my 
belongings and attempting to shove them into the x-ray machine. She was not wearing gloves, and did this without my penmission. I requested to speak to a supervisor. who did nothing to address this. This behavior was not acceptable; since the line 

'013 6:18:5 at the MMW was too long, passengers should have been sent through the WTMD so they could see lheir belongings. This is parlicularly impor1ant, since as lhe TSA websile indicates, I should &quoi;ALWAYS watch your belongings as they advance 
through the x-ray equipment at the security checkpoints&quot;. TSA failed miserably. 
-- I opted-out of the MM W to ensure I could see my be Io ngings. When I did so, the TSO manning the checkpoint p I aced 2 persona 1-b elong i ng s bins ups1d e down in front of my belongings. This triggered a bag search. which was reta Ii atory for my opt
out. 

TSA should address these issues and discipline all employees involved. I look forward to your response. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name h·,1R··, 
Phone Number: 1h··,1R·1 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es 01 her 
Current Date/Time . 4/4/2013 3:5927 PM 
Airport DEN - Denver I nternat1ona I 
Date/Ti me of Travel . 
Airline & Flight Number : 

,013 6_19_0 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
· · · TSA Employee: (If Known) 

Comment · Subjecting TSA pre-check fliers to random lull security line screenings eliminates one of the biggest benefits of having pre-check in the first place. If I don't know when I'm going to be randomly screened, I still have to leave for the airport 
jusl as early as anyone else. I can't imagine full security line screening offers a huge benefil in terms of extra security, as I slill have to go lhrough a metal de1ec1or and have my baggage screened. Please consider changing I his policy. Thank you. 
Would you like a response? . False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

I amfb)(ff:1 I a flight attendant for AirTran airways. I have written to you before concerning an incident regarding an item that was taken from me during screening. Today when going through Atlanta security at about 5:50 pm an incident occuCTed 
with your tsa Alianta supervisor~. He was upset because I removed my insulin pump to be hand checked because I have been told by lhe makers of my pump to nol allow it to be exposed to ex-ray or the metal detector,!rh··,1R·1 Jwanled 
to tell me it was not procedure to hand check an insulin pump and that next time I should not remove it and he would do it as a curtsey. I tried to explain that it was my right to chose how I wanted to have my pump screened an he became 

'013 8:10:0, argumentative with me. Lastly. I went to the TSAweb site on my cell phone and tned to have him read your public policy stating that my device can be., screened by x-ray or hand.'" !(b)(ff'r tefused to read the TSA information on the website 
and stated he knew the pol icy and did not need to read it. I did not Ii ke the way I was treated an I vow to continue to report these incidents every ti me they happen as it has become often with other T SA office rs. Your attention to this matter is greatly 

appreciated and I would like to know how this issue is addressed and resolved. !(b ':,(61 I o1""(b""·"",("'6 ... I ______ _. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time: 415/2013 1 :43:07 PM Airport: SFB - Orlando Sanford Dateffime ofTravel: 03128/2013 2:00 PM Airline & Flighl Number Allegianl, 660 Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: at podium 
(checkpoint). where boarding passes and I D's are checked, prior to metal detectors. 
TSA Employee: (If Known) White male TSA agent, mid 30s to mid 40s. approximately 1751bs (average build), 5"8-5"10. reddish br 
Comment· This incident occurred at the Sanford/Orlando airport, in Sanford. FL on Thursday, March 28, 2013. We were flying Allegiant Air from Sanford, FL (SFB) to Belleville, IL (BLV) flight 660, departing at 1535 hours. At about 1400 hours my 
daughter and I were waiting in line at lhe Security checkpoint. Upon arriving to the podium, where I D's and boarding passes are checked, just prior to the metal detectors, I gave my and my daughters ID along with our boarding passes to the agent. 
The agent reviewed the ID cards and boarding passes then asked my daughter what her name was. Due to my five year old daughter speaking in a lower voice, the agent asked her what her name was multiple times. I then clearly stated her 
&quot;full first name iskb )(6) tquot. but her nickname or short name was &quotllliR}quot. The agent then asked me either &quot:What drugs were you on when you decided that name?&quot: or & uot·What drugs were you on when you came 

'013 2:10:4 up with that name?&quot: I prompt y explained to the agent. &quot;the name was Filipino&quot:. it was &quot:my aunts name&quot: and it stood for &quot;the three major islands in the Philippines: b )(6) or !lb \/6\ for 
Mindanao.&quot: The agent then responded, &quot:Thank you for the geography lesson&quot; and &quot:You learn something every day&quot:. Bolh the agent and male passenger/customer behm me c uc e as my daughler and I proceeded on. 

Clearly, I undersland my daughters name is not a common name here in the Uniled States and thal she and I will be questioned on occasion and teased. But I do not feel it is professional, for an agent to ask me, in front of my daughter, &quot;what 
drugs was I on?&quot: when coming up with her name. It is rude to me. disrespectful to my daughter and embarrassing as everyone in line behind and around me could hear the comments and conversation. I am a fairly easy going, light hearted and 
understanding person. It would be one thing 1/ the agent chuckled or stated thats an uncommon. weird. strange or even confusing name. but to ask me what drugs I was on.. Unfortunate. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name fh11R, lancfb)(61 !Phone Number!(b1(6) !Email :kb1(6) ~o leave a commenl concerning lhis feedback, follow this link: http:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB21ApplicationManager 

Fror,J(b)(61 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 2013 10:44 PM 
To: TSA.Ombudsman@dhs.gov 
Subject: TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hltp:llwww.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP !(b 1(6i I 
Date Time: 415/2013 10:44:19 PM 

1013 9:08:2 
Name: 

fb)(61 

Email: 

HYPERLINl<t~b~l~(6~1--------------~ 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

i na pp ro pri ate attitude of T SA agent at Sacramento Airport 

Comments: 

I was I a ugh ed at and made fun of by a T SA employee at Sacramento because I am afraid of the ai t sea nne r and asked for a pat down inspection instead. I also was very afraid lo r my personal belongings which had a I ready gone through Xray (without 
incident) and were unattended on the other side. The employee was very rude and purposely made me wait 10 minutes while at least 50 other passengers went through metal detector and AIT and 5 went through pat down ahead of me. Since I was 



Name:!(b 1(6) 

Phone#: Cell:~k_h_.\/_R_·., ___ ~ 

Mailing Address: .. !(~b"'l(~6~i _____ ~!Western Springs, IL 60558 

Email: HYPERLINK'-b-')_(6-'··-' _________________ __, 

What happened? Describe your complaint. Give as much detail about your experience as possible, 

including the name of the air can-ier, if this occurred at an airport. 

,013 3:0?:0 I was flying out of the Chicago O'Hare airport ta La Guardia on American Airlines an March 26, 

2013. The incident occurred when I was heading through security at the O'Hare airport. I had 

placed all al my belongings into bins and pushed them down the belt to be scanned. I did not 

want to go through the full-body scan so I was waiting near the metal detector to speak with a 

TSA agent about going through that instead. The TSA agent was helping some parents with 

small children through the metal detector and didn't acknowledge me. I thought he may have 

just missed me. but it became apparent that he was purposefully ignoring me. I said "sir'" 

several times and he continued to ignore me. Finally I told him that I was pregnant (which I 

didn't feel like I needed ta disclose) and he told me that I was nat allowed ta go through the 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Cu n-ent Date/Ti me : 416120 13 2: 59: 34 PM 
Airport, SYR - Syracuse-Hancock International Date/lime ofTravel · 04/05/2013 4:45 AM Airline & Flight Number: Delta 6195 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, Screening TSA Employee: (If Known), 
Comment: I recently had a Iotal metal hip plant done. I have travels well over 30 times a yeJr for the past 20 years until last year due to the surgery. This was my first lime trough screening lhat did not have Imaging. I have gone lhru olher metal 
detectors before my hip and if I set it aff I was never patted down the way I was on Friday. If I would have touch someone in the areas I was touch I would have been arrested and put in jail. 
He touch me a total of ( 5) 11 mes on either my te st,cles or penis. He touched and hit my testi c I es once ha rd enough that 11 hurt. He wo u Id lour ti mes twice on each leg he would start his hands just above my knees and quickly move them up my I eg ( I ess 
than a second) until his hands could go no farther and ended up hitting my testicles. The last time he put his hand just under where my belt buckle would have been and ran it straight down pushing hard enough that he would have known he touch my 

, . . penis. 
·013 6·09 ·5' This is in my book as close as you can get to rape without calling rape. I never felt so humiliated and disgusted in my whole life as I felt going thru this in my book grounds for an arrest. Then as they were going thru all of my luggage they made a big 

deal about why I was packing an electnc shaver in my luggage. well lets see I am a man with no beard and I shave daily. I am a well groomed and dressed business man that travels a lot. I have to fly back to Syracuse next week on business but this 
time I am flying into Syracuse but flying out of a different airport. 
If I knew a phone numb er to ca 11 or a person to ta I k to I wo u Id file a complaint about the to ta I mis treatment I was put through. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email =kb 1(61 
To leav"'e-a"'c~o""m-m-e-n"'"t_c_o_n_ce_r_n.,.in~g this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



Information Request He is traveling from Fort Lauderdale on April 15th at 7 pm and would like to know how to make it easier. He asked if a doctor note would help. 

Response Details: I told the caller that passengers who have catheters and ports attached ta their bodies should inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening of the device(s) and indicate where the device(s) is located 
before the s c reem ng p race ss begins. Passengers s ho u Id a I so info rm the TSO of any p am or medical com pl ,cations that may result from touching the po rt and or catheter so it can be sere ened a pp ropri ate I y. T SA has created notification cards that 
travelers may use to inform a TSO about any disability, medical condition, or medical device(s) that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening, their use may improve communication and help 
travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their condilions. This card can be found at htlp: www.1sa.gov sites defaull files publications disability_nolification_cards.pdf. 

I to Id h, m that a doctor note is not required but he may present it 1f he wants to. 

Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still wilh their arms above lheir heads for 5-7 seconds without lhe support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if lhey can 
wa I k th ra ugh on their own. An e Ii g i ble passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is ava i I able or can request to be screened using a thorough pa tdaw n: however. passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-th ra ugh meta I d ete ctar in 
lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through meIaI detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure insIead. 
,013 1 :24 :3, A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any lime. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and lhe passenger may be accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit dawn. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms. remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or Ii ft any article of clothing to revea I a sensitive body area, 

Regardless of the screening method used, the port or catheter will undergo additional screening. This may include, but is not limited to. a physical inspection of the device if it is not in a sensitive area, and a patdown of the device followed by testing far 
traces of exp I os,ve s. 

I told him to make the TSO aware of the bandages and any pain he may have. Regardless of whelher a passenger is screened by a walk-through metal deIecIor, AIT, or a patdown, dressings and or bandages may require additional screening if the 
TSO cannot reasonably determine that the area is free al a threat item. Passengers can be screened without removing ar unwrapping dressings and or bandages. 

I told the caller that if you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition. 
Federal regulalions require I hat your complainl be pul in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. 

DearTSA, 
I just had the worst experience waiting for an opt out that I've had in 4 years of frequent travel. I requested a female assist and waited mare than 10 minutes far assistance. In that time, I was caught in the other streams of people going by. They bumped 
me several times. I also couldnl see my bags where I had a work laptop sitting. It is corporate policy not to allow our laptops out of sight. which I was unable to comply with for 10 minutes. It would have taken that long for me to realize someone had 
taken or damaged it. 

This incident happened at 15:35 pm today, April 7 in Terminal 1 at JFK. Afterward I spoke to Supervisor!(b':1(6 !1 was frustrated to see many women staffed but all in positions unable to offer a female assist. When the person manning my lane was 
re placed by a woman ( so she al so co u Id n 't offer a fem a I e a ss1st) I didn't understand. When it sti 11 took another 5 minutes, I was quite frustrated as you might imagine. I have the utmost sympathy for how many pressures the T SA copes with. especi a 11 y 
in an airport as busy as JFK's international terminal, But I have a few suggestions: 

- it remains unclear when someone calls out for a female assist that someone even heard them. Like any good restaurant kitchen, it would be great if the practice was to call back that the request was heard. 
,013 4_57 ,2_ -wa,tmg space: is there a way_to create spots to stand m that aren't directly m line with traffic? Getting repeatedly pushed and prodded tro:17 behind is uncomfortable. These should allow you to watch your bags. 
· · - 1 s th ere a way to better opt, m 1ze fem a I e staff ng so that the re Is better sup po rt on the floor? I could see at I ea st 4 around me, Why cou ldn t one be rep I aced? 

Finally, I know airline employees and children don't have toga through the crazy machine. Why should a pregnant woman not be able to apt out for the metal detector. Aren't children in the womb just as vulnerable? To be fair. I'm not showing yet. but I 
do have strong JUst1f1cation for avoiding that machine right now. I also fly 2-3 times month (that's 4-6 screenings) and am on the TSA pre-check 11st. Shouldnl that also allow people to avoid frequent exposure to that machine, whether or not they're 
pregnant. 

There was only one other time I've experienced nearly as long a wait (also in JFK but different terminal) and then the only spare woman was on break. People shouldn't be punished merely because they have personal concerns with the machinery. And 
it is not fair and equitable treatment to be a woman required to wait extra. I hope you will consider these concerns seriously. I admire what the TSA does but don·t think this experience is in line with your standards for service to the American people. 

Besi. 

!(b)(61 I 



Good afternoon. My narne is!(bH61 !and I arn and have been a frequent airline traveler throughout the past 5 years, in most years flying over 100 flights domestically. I wanted to let you know that that every time I fly out of the Albany, NY 
(ALB) airport the T SA sere eners (mostly a woman with bl and hair at the i mt,al s c reem ng point) try to prevent me from exe rci sing my rig ht to. "opt-out" of the Al T machine techno I og y. Due to the numb er of flights I am on. I would prefer the meta I 
detector screen or the enhanced pat-down and therefore exercise my right to opt-out. However, every time I state this, the TSA screener makes statements like. "don't worry, you can go in the machine, they can't see under your clothes" or. "Oh great, 
il's ONE of these people ... so, why do you not want to go through, do you just not understand whal this is" and "It's nol gonna harm you if you go through." I just do not understand why the TSA screeners don't listen to my simple request to opt-out and 
push me to get mad and answer their silly questions? This has also happened to my mother, where they try to either make her feel bad or pressure her ta go through the AIT machine ... which is non-sense. Anyhow, I wanted to express my frustration to 
see 1f you or someone the re can assist for future fi 1g hts. 

1013 4=57:4 Please let me know if you can just tell your TSA agents 10 listen to the passengers and nol make snide comments or ask silly questions to the passengers who are simply exercising their right. 

Thank you for Ii ste ni ng. 

!rh11R, 
US Citizen and Frequent Flier 

Feedback Type Security Issue 
Categories : Secure Flight; Advanced Imaging Techno I og y Current Date/Ti me , 41712013 9: 36: 3 0 PM Airport , SEA - Seattle-Tacoma I nte rnat ion a I Date/Ti me of T rave I , 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · As a frequent II i er I try to avoid u n necessary radiation and so rn eti rn es request a pat-down instead of the backscatter imaging machines. When I do this. I am removed from the security Ii ne, through a gate. and to a separate area to be patted 

, _ . down. The substantial breach of securily that results from this is lhe fact that I can go through securily withoul once going through a me1a1 detector or olher screening device. This leaves the screening of my person solely in the competence of a single 
·013 8·05·0 TSA officer. On multiple occasions I have noticed that the officer half-heatedly pats me down, almost entirely skipping over my groin and other &quot:sensitive&quot: areas. This leaves me to pander the possibility that if one was trying to commit a 

crime and bring some lo rm of contraband or weapon onto a fi 19 ht. they need not do anything but tape it to the inside of their upper I eg and refuse a scan. As a frequent trave I er, this seeming I y s imp I e way of c i rcumve nti ng the security remains rather 
worrisome to me. In my opinion, those who wish to skip the sea n should be required to go through the meta I d ete cto r in addition to being subjected to a pat down. I hope this makes sense. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Narm.,.e.,....._b..,1(,.6_--,_..., __ _. 
Phone Number 1h··,1r;·1 
Email 1h·11r;·-, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

I was a passenger flying to puerto rico on april 7 and had a stop in miami. At approx. 615 to 640 am I went through screening alter having a cigarrete. I informed tsa agent I have a medical device in my back and could not go through metal detectors. I 
also produced a medical card verifying this.while waiting for a male agent to pat me down I was approached by an agent who said I had to go lhrough scan machine. I told him I couldnt due to medical device.i was rudely told if I didnt go lhrough 
machine I would be refused to continue my trip. I was forced to go through machine. I tried ta get agents name.none of your agents wanted to help me. My back has been in terrible pain since this incident. I have notified my doctor and will be seeking 

J13 10:01 :1 care. Please contact me to try and resolve this in a professional manner. You can review video and see me standing waiting for pat down and being escorted to scanner. My contact numer is!(b)(61 I Please contact me as soon as possible or I 
will be made to pursue this further in another fashion. Thank you. 

kb)(61 I 
Fram my Android phone on T -Mo b1 I e. The first nationwide 4 G network. 
Caller fiew on Saturday from TPA. She was patted down. Caller said she did not understand why a woman in her 80 s would need to be patted down. 

TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. TSA also 
selects passengers and their property at random lo r enhanced security screening. 

'013 3:10 '5· She asked what might cause an anomally. I told her thal something in a persons pockel would show as an anomally. She said lhe patdown was only from the waist up, across her breasts and under her arms. She asked if a person had a mastectomy 
and had the patches in that area would that cause it. I said it could especially if she had not tald the screener ahead of time. 

Caller said she flies all the time and this has never happened to her before. She said she does not know why anyone who looks like her would be patted down. 

Caller flew on Saturday from TPA. She was patted dawn. Caller said she did not understand why a woman in her 80 s would need to be patted down. 

TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. TSA also 
selects passengers and I heir properly at random for enhanced security screening. 

'O 13 3: 1 O: 5-She asked what m,g ht cause an anoma 11 y. I told her that something in a person s pocket would show as an a no m ally. She said the p atdown was only from the waist up. across her breasts and under her arms. She asked if a person had a mastectomy 
and had the patches in that area would that cause it. I said it could especially if she had not told the screener ahead of time. 

Caller said she flies all the time and this has never happened ta her before. She said she does not know why anyone who looks like her would be patted down. 



'013 5:39;3 

The caller traveled from OMA to LAX through DEN and was delayed at OMA because she has a pacemaker and says I hat the officers at lhe checkpoint argued with her for approx. 20 minutes I hat she can use AIT even though her doctor has lold her 
not to go through it, before finally agreeing to give her a patdown. She then needed to wait for about 1 O more minutes to get a female TSO to do the patdown. 

I a po I og i zed lo r the experience and explained that 

Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices. passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 

TSA moniIors the number and nature of complaints we receive 10 Irack I rends and spot areas of concern that may require special a11ention. 

Caller states that he just got a message from Zac at the TCC in regard to an email he sent earlier to complain about a screening experience. Caller states that he fiew from SFO to PR departing on the evening of the 6th and was in MIA for layover on 
7th. Caller has a neural stimulator with copper wiring in his back and cannol go through lhe WTM D due to the device. Caller went oul to have a smoke during his layover in MIA. Upon returning, while going lhrough the opl out screening procedures, a 
TSO th·\/r;··, I told him he had an attitude and was being hostile and said that if he didn t go through the WTMD he wouldn t be allowed to fly. The TSO asked if he had a pacemaker and caller told him no and explained his medical condition. 
Caller states that his back Is swollen right now and he do esn t le el we 11. He is in PR but doctor is in CA and won t be ab I e to get med i ca I treatment untI I his return. Caller Is very worried that going through the W TM D has damaged the wiring of his 
medical device. Caller states that he is 100% disabled and has showed his card and gone through screening procedures properly at other airporls. Caller was calm throughout the call, but obviously very upset about the incident. Caller would like 
corrective action 10 be taken, video surveillance to be reviewed, and 10 make sure thal similar incidents do not occur again in the fulure. Caller would like to be contacted aboul the way the complainl is being handled. 

Airporl SFO-MIA-SJU 
Airline American Airlines 

'013 5:53:0 Flight# 272- 639 
Date Time 04 06 2013 10PM - 04 07 2013 740AM 
Location 56 A- D6 

Advised ca Iler: 

TSA monitors the complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This will enable us to ensure prompt. corrective action whenever we determine that security screening policies need modification or 
specific employees or screener teams a re the subject of serious comp I a i nts, We very much regret that you have had this experience and w i 11 do al I that we can to rectify the situation, Your comp I ai nt wi 11 be lo rwarded to the a pp ro pri ate office for 
review. 

Fromkbi(61 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 9:34 AM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject Complaint 

kb1(61 

kbi(6i 

J13 12'02 '' Alpharetta, GA, 30022 

HYPERLINK "mailtoj~(b_)_(6_, _____________ ~ 

I am currently 31 weeks pregnant and had two completely different experiences when flying this weekend and would like to know what the formal process is for a pregnant person flying, because in my opinion. I was treated like a hostile passenger for 
refusing to go through the xray machine. 

I left Atlanta on Fnday April 5th, on my way to White Plains for my baby shower, I didn't have to explain to the TSA agents that I didn't want to go through the x-ray machine. As soon as I took off my jacket and they saw I was pregnant they directed me 
to the metal detector, no questions asked and I was on my way. On my flight back yesterday, April 8th. was a completely different experience. 



Caller wants to know the policy for a baby going through screening. Caller is concerned about the x-rays and the pat-down. 

I read 10 cal I er: 

As part of this effort TSA is Im pleme nti ng a program to revise screening procedures for passengers 12 years o Id and younger. The new screening procedures include permitting mu Iii p I e passes through the meta I detector and advanced Imaging 
technology to clear any alarms as well as the greater use of explosives trace detection. TSA anticipates these changes will further reduce-although not eliminate-the need for a physical patdown for children that would otherwise have been conducted 
to resolve alarms. 

In addition. passengers 12 years old and younger will be allowed to leave their shoes on. However. children may be required to remove their shoes and could still undergo a patdown if anomalies are detected dunng security screening that cannot be 
resolved through other means. Transportation Security Officers use their discretion based on how old a child appears. 

Caller also wants to know if his son will have to go the metal detector. Can he opt out? 

He can opt out of the AIT. but not the WTMD. II a passenger opts out of the AIT. the alternative is a pat down. 

'013 9:10:0· Caller is not enthusiastic about his son being patted down. He advised that he would contact his congressman about the issue. 

I advised caller that, the easiest route is to go through the WTMD and AIT. If there are no alarms, then no further screening would be necessary. 

Can they bring formula? Ca Iler heard that the passenger may have to taste test the formula or breast mi I k. 

I advised caller that this in not TSA policy. 

Caller said that he found it on the TSA website. 

I ran a quick search for the te nn taste and lo u nd and co nli nned to ca 11 er th at the a 11 eg ed screening procedure is NOT found on the website. The al I eg ed procedure would be as offensive to T SA as it wou Id be to a passenger and is not a pa rt of the 
procedure. 

I offered to send ca 11 er the relevant pol IcIes via e-m a i I and he provided his e-ma i I address for the purpose. 

I enIered _complaint_ for the interaction lype in all three work rows because caller expressed his disapproval of lhe policies, though he slated that he just wanted informalion. 
Caller wants to know the policy for a baby going through screening. Caller is concerned about the x-rays and the pat-down. 

I read to cal I eL 

As part of this effort TSA is i m pleme nti ng a program to revise screening procedures for passengers 12 yea rs o Id and younger, The new screening procedures include permitting mu I tip I e passes through the meta I detector and advanced imaging 
technology to clear any alarms as well as lhe greater use of explosives I race detection. TSA anticipates these changes will furl her reduce-allhough nol eliminate-the need for a physical patdown for children that would otherwise have been conducted 
to resolve alarms. 

In addition, passengers 12 years old and younger will be allowed to leave their shoes on. However, children may be required to remove their shoes and could still undergo a patdown if anomalies are detected during security screening that cannot be 
resolved through olher means. Transportation Security Officers use their discretion based on how old a child appears. 

Caller a I so wants to know if his son wi 11 have to go the meta I detector. Can he opt out? 

He can opl out of the AIT, bul not the WTMD. If a passenger opls oul of the AIT, the alternative is a pat down. 

1013 9:1 O:O Caller Is not enthusiastic about his son being patted down. He advised that he would contact his congressman about the issue. 

I advised caller that, lhe easiest route is 10 go through the WTMD and AIT. If there are no alarms, I hen no further screening would be necessary. 

Can they bring formula? Caller heard that the passenger may have to taste test the formula or breast mi I k. 

I advised caller that this in nol TSA policy. 

Caller said that he found it on the TSA website. 

I ran a quick search for the term _taste_ and found and confirmed to caller that the alleged screening procedure is NOT found on the website. The alleged procedure would be as offensive to TSA as it would be to a passenger and is nol a part of the 
procedure. 

I offered to send ca 11 er the relevant policies via e-m a i I and he provided his e-ma i I address for the purpose, 

I entered _complaint_ for the interaction type in all three work rows because caller expressed his disapproval of the policies. though he stated that he just wanted information. 



,013 12:56: Caller wants 10 know if he has the right to op tout of the WTMO. 
Explained that he does and if he has difficulty to ask far a supervisor. 

Recently 7 April 2013 I was traveling on a flight from Long Islands MacArthur airport in the town of Islip. As required I was preparing to go lhrough the metal detector when I was told to go lhrough the body scan which is optional so I declined. I 
showed my TSA card indicating I have metal implants in my knee and shoulder and would rather have a pat down like I have done on many occasions without incident. However, this time the TSA agent with the last name o1b )(6) !who was providing 
the pat down was about as co nde see nd i ng as they come. H Is poor attitude and condescending way in which he spoke to me was totally unacceptable and I wi 11 not tole rate th at type of treatment again. 

2013 2:03:: I would appreciate this individual be counseled on the way he deals with the public and to treal them wilh respect as I'm sure he demands it of them. My drill instrucIor in basic training didn't have the atliludefh··,1rr1 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 

I had which is 10 say despicable. 

Cur,-ent Date/Time· 4111/2013 12:15:00 PM Airport, SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International Date/Time ofTravel · 0410712013 8:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: M 1232 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Precheck Lane TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment: As a NEXUS card holder and Trusled Traveler, I enjoy the benefit of expedited screening. However, I also have an implanted pacemaker/defibrillator in my chest, which prevents me from using a Iraditional metal detector. I gladly use the 
full-body wave scanners when available to avoid the time-consuming full-body pat down. At SeaTac, my home airport, most security checkpoints have at least one full-body scanner. 

On the Precheck lane. however, there is only one detection device and it is the traditional metal detector. On my most recent trip - the first one where I was able to use the Precheck lane at SeaTac - I was forced to remove my shoes and then wait for a 
screener to come over for a full pat down. (This also caused everyone else to wait until they could clear me.J 

2013 2:05: 1 So the problem here is that my Trusted Traveler status actually made it more difficult for me to pass through security and subjected me to a full pat down, which I prefer to avoid if I can. 

I wonder if ii would be possible in the future for the agent who came over to give lhe pat down to simply escort me over to the wave scanner, wait the few second while I am scanned and cleared, and then escort me back to the Precheck lane to retrieve 
my bag. This would be faster than the pat down and residue check, and less invasive as well. If not, the Precheck lane and my Trusted Traveler status are almost useless to me. 

Thank you! 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name kb":1(6) 
Phone Number "-"'--'------' 

Email !rh I/R, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-====:::::;-------····························· 
Remote Client IPJ(b 1(6) 
Date Time: 411112..,.0~1 3-2~:2~0~:2~7~P~M..,...., 

Name (b1(6) 
Email: 1h··,1r;·I 

2013 4:06:, Compla,nIs: nappropria e creeninglPat Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):USAir Express Monday April 8 
SYR. 
Comments:I am a sixty + senior citizen that have metal joints in my hip, I cannot pass thru a metal detector, I currently hold active DoD. Department of Justice, Department of State, and OHS clearances. I have designed major communications 
syslems for FM in the past that have allowed me unlimiled access to Centers such as Washington Center and TMAs such as DCA, JFK, and DFW. I currently hold a TS/SCI OoD clearance and have access to major Navy, Air Force and Army straIegic 
facilities yet I cannot board a US commercial flight without being sexually abused. I was virtually undressed (had to remove my dress coat, belt, shoes. socks. etc.) in front of all passengers entering the security boarding area while the agent placed his 
hands inside my pants and intimate I y touched me a 11 aver my body. My concern is this happens every time I must fly into an airport that does not have proper scanning fa c i Ii ties (Syracuse NY this past Monday). I have access to al I US Government 
bu i Id i ngs including the US Cap ital ( I have had USC P identification). US Commerce. Pentagon, and other secure faci Ii ti es. 
Is it possible to obtain TSA documenlation that will provide me from relief of this embarrassment in the future? I hope lhat lhe answer is not that I have no choice but 10 submil to such behavior,"that is not even I0IeraIed in our society", because of my 
age and implants. 



---Original Messa•e--
From:l(b)(6) 
Sent: Friday, April 12, 2013 8:31 AM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 

Subject Fly Rights - New Report from l~(b_ •• _,(6_._I --~ 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name:._l'-'h-"·I1..,R,...··,,..,..,,-,--~---, 
Email Address: ... (b,...·•""1(6..,.· ... I __ ...,.. __ _. 
Phone Number: h··,1rr, 
Address:,.b"-·• ... 1(6"'-· ... I ___ _, Mclean VA 

,013 10: 23: Are you 18 ar over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N at,ona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Ron aid Reagan Washing ton N ationa I Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 
Why do i need my boarding pass out when, go through metal detector at baltImore, but nowhere else in the country? Lines are slow because rules keep changing. Tsa agents in lou,sville are super-friendly. Baltimore's are rude and arrogant I at least 

2013 2:40: 1 those I experienced). What are the rules? Define them and stick with them so we know what you want. 

2013 6 26( 

Dear Sir. 
I am writling to reporl a problem with TSA security on a recent trip from Las Vegas to Atlanta. (flight DL 1490) on April 5 2013. 
This is what happened. My stored bag was searched by TSA on this flight. In Las Vegas I won some money paid in quarters ($30 in ca ins) This probably caused an issue with my bag probably a metal detector scan. The bag was searched. though I 

was not informed of this search. This is when the money was stolen. I about $ 30 mostly in quarters) Also I am diabetic and had stored a blood g I ucose meter which the testing sin ps Id rum rol I) was removed and rei nsta 11 ed backwards. I noticed this after 
returning home. When I arrived in Atlanta. I walked to baggage claim without delay less than 5 minutes and my bag was on the carousel. There is no way baggage handlers in Atlanta could have stolen,......m~v~m=o~ne"'-y~-----~ 

Della offered to pay the $30, but I refused as ii was nol Della's faull. This in my opinion is an imporIant issue as I consider it a breach of public trust. I hope you agree and take a serious look into it.k~b_. __ I(_6~'--------~ 

The caller flies from ACY, and wears a transparent paper /lip-flop called airport booties. Each time he attempts to fly from the airport, the TSO indicates that they must be removed, However, he is able to wear the items at other airports. The booties 
were purchased from the following website: www.airportbooties.com, and, according to the website, are approved al security checkpoints. The caller was concerned aboul heallh issues. 

Advised Caller: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) has developed standard screening practices for all of our Nalion s airports, and passengers can expect essentially lhe same procedures. While the procedures are the same everywhere, the 
interpretation al those procedures results in same slight variations from airport ta airport and situation to situation. 

2013 B: 55 :< TSA works hard to achieve consistency in the security training process. We inspect screening operations at airports and continue to monitor the number and nature of complaints we receive from the traveling public to track trends and spot areas of 
concern I hat may require special a tte nl ion. This ongoing process ena b I es us to ensure prom pt, co rrecl iv e action whenever we determine tha I security screening po Ii ci es need modification or specific employees a re the subject of repeated complaints. 

Because your comp I amt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport. we have lo rwarded a copy of your lelter to the Customer Service Manager at that location. 

Nonetheless, passengers are permitted to wear disposable boolies, socks, or slippers through lhe screening checkpoint to help proIecI their feet at walk-through meIaI detector and the AIT machines. The disposable foolwear may be removed and 
placed into the individual's accessible property prior to exiting the screening checkpoint. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Other: Screening 
Current Date/Time: 4113/2013 12:11:44 PM Airport: PSP - Palm Springs Regional Dateffime of Travel 04/12/2013 12:45 PM Airline & Flight Number: American fiight 1370 Checkpoinl/Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: I just went thru the process of obtaining a Safe traveler Global Entry card. I understand that at small airports, there 1s no pre check line. However, I cannot understand why I could not just show the card and walk thru the metal detector 

2013 1 , 16,, instead of the sere en. Alier a 11, a person with a pet can go thru the meta I detector and not get patted down, yet I have had a background ch eek. and have been fingerprinted and yet I get patted down at PS P be ca use they don't have a pre ch eek Ii ne. 
· " Ludicrous and non sensible. Please respond wilh an answer that will make sense to me. 

Would you like a response? . True 

Passenger's Nam""'e,..,,.,._......_ _ _,....1 

Phone Number 
Email (b)(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service 
Current Date/Time: 4114/2013 7:27:08 PM Airport: PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor lnternalional Date/Time of Travel 04/1412013 7:15 AM Airline & Flight Number: US 632 Checkpoinl/Area of Airport: Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment . U ti I izi ng the T SA Pre-Check Ii ne I had be en waiting to get the OK to pass through the meta I detector. When it was clear the TSA agent res ponded &quot ;Al I rig ht young man. &quot: I am a 58 year o Id physician, and, while ap preci at i ng the 

2013 7:59: 1 fact that someone may think I still look young. I do not appreciate the condescending attitude of your agent addressing me in this manner. Thank you. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name tb)(61 
Phone Number : ~-~--~ 

Emailkbl(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

My family recently travelled from the Wayne County Metro Airport in Michigan to the Fort Lauderdale Airport in Flonda and had very different screening processes at both airports. In Michigan my two children and I walked through the "old metal 
detector". My husband followed behind me but he was called out to go into the AIT machine. He asked the officer "Don't I have a choice?" The officer said "No Sir, you do not have a choice.'' In Fort Lauderdale my husband went first in line and said 
to the officer "I don'I wanl to go in thal machine.'' The officer said "That's fine Sir, you can go lhrough the other one: There were signs clearly posted in Fort Lauderdale that being screened by lhe AIT machine was optional. Clearly my husband did 
not have an option when we were in Michigan. Why did this happen? 

'01311:56:~------, 
l(b)(61 

Fl 1· I I It I I( I II st the ssw~1 ree"festt?) sises~ ,~:sets es or a mai! the seeder immediatel:: Xe:: shc::ld not di5close the sorte?I ort@kt-
retain or distribute any copies. 



All the information that I am able to recover is that it was Delta Airlines, Flight DL 1604, April 7113, and it departed at 0726. We went through security at approximately 0530 at Detroit Metropolitan Wayne County Airport. I also may add that after they 
forced my husband through the AIT scanner. they swabbed his hands lo r bomb residue. in front of our two chi Id re n. I was u nab I e to find the gate information but ho pefu 11 y this w111 be enough inform at1on for you. 

Fro~(b 1(6i I 
Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 1 OA4 AM 
To: 'TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov' 
Subject AIT screening 

My family recently travelled from the Wayne County Metro Airport in Michigan ta the Fort Lauderdale Airport in Fl arid a and had very different screening processes at both airports. In Michigan my two children and I walked through the "old metal 
detector. My husband followed behind me but he was called out to go into the AIT machine. He asked the officer "Don't I have a choice?" The officer said "No Sir. you do not have a choice." In Fort Lauderdale my husband went first in line and said 

2013 2:07:' to the officer 'I don't want to go in that machine.'' The officer said "That's fine Sir, you can go through the other one." There were signs clearly posted in Fort Lauderdale that being screened by the AIT machine was optional. Clearly my husband did 
not have an option when we were in Michigan. Why did I his happen? 

i(b)(61 

Tl - ·1 J fil ·; 
retJin or distribute any copies. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Poor Custa mer Service 

Fl 1· : ( I 

Current Date/Time : 411512013 12:35:57 PM Airport HNL - Honolulu International DatelTlme of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I am 76 years old. I went on vacation for Portland OR to Hawaii March 2013. 

t( 15: 

At Portland, I kept my shoes and light jacket on and I just walk through a metal detector. No pad down. Done. Thal was great. 

ttb d wsi2i22Vs l slszso t2lssb222 2s s w2il the werdes iwwedi2tel?t Yo:: rho: rid PPl g;-cclo?e the mr!ent os teke 

On the way back from Hawaii . I was harassed a long the I in e by that I had to re move my shoes. and suit Jacket. I was a I so force to have a pad down. 
2013 2 08' 

I thought Hawaii is part of the US. American cilizens are being trealed as aliens. Who is in charge o/TSA? You people need 10 gel your act 1ogether and make sure all policies should be uniform. 

We should keep in mind that all so-called terrorists are aliens NOT AMERICANS. STOP treating American citizens as terronsts. 

WALTER CHIN 
AN AMERICAN CITIZEN 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Nam=e__.__h_.··,_.IR_., ___ ..,.... _ _. 
Phone Number Ih··,IR·1 

Email !(b1(6r 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Information about the person who experienced the civi I rig hts/ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I ation 

Namej(b)(61 

Phone#: 

Home](b)(61 

Mailing Address: ~f b_)_(6_ •• _, -----~f Reston VA 20194 

Email: HYPERLINK ._(bc..· .. I(-'-6~1 ________________ __. 

2013 9:08:, What happened? Describe your complaint. Give as much detail about your experience as possible, including the name of the air carrier. if this occurred at an airport. 

'013 12:27: 

I encountered officer!(b)(6/~at his post on my way to gate C42 on the evening of April 5th at around 7:45pm. He was manning the metal detector/security apparatus that passengers walk through. He needs some remedial training in being courteous 
(while at lhe same lime au ontat,veJ manner in prov1d,ng instruct,on to passengers. H,s several hundred counterparts I have encountered, lhat are no doubt reflective of the tens of thousands at TSA lhat on a daily bas,s handle large number of 
passengers with a balance between politeness, efficiency, and assertiveness. 

Officer~ represents is lacking on the politeness axis as he barks instructions like a Nazi Sargeant: he is/was not rude specifically to me. nor does it seem to me he is a rude person. But his instructional tone, with no use of the words please, sir, or 
maam do give thal impression. This was how he acted wilh the passengers before me, me, and those behind me. Please have supervisor or you look oul for lhis and see if lhere is a difference between how he handles passengers and olhers do. If he 
was having a bad day and decided to be rude, than enough said. But if this is what he is doing an a daily basis, than it needs to be corrected sa we as passengers continue to respect authority. 

When did this happen? Please provide the approximate time of the experience. If ongoing, please indicate when the problem began. 

Security checkpoint around Gate C42 on April 5th between 7:45pm and 8:15pm 

Caller wants 10 know when he goes lhrough screening can he put an athletic cup on before he has to have a patdown. He jusl wanls to pul it on at the checkpoint, not have ii on already. He was denied boarding yesterday because he had tested 
positive for the swab. he wants to know what he was tested for. He was then brought in a private room for his screening where there were 4 men in the room with him. He had something that happened ta him as a child and touching him and haveing 
him in the private room al most made h1 m have a panic attack. He is !rave Ii ng out of St Louis Lam be r. His swa bed his pa I ms of his hands not his bag. He makes products from Hemp, wo u Id that be something th at would have tested pas iii ve? 

Told caller 
The majority of passengers can be screened without being touched by a Transportation Security Officer (TSO). Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 
seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it Is available or can 
request to be screened using a thorough patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

I could not tell him he could put an the cup while at the checkpoint. 

For furture fights he could call TSA Cares and let them make arrangements for him, let them give the airport a heads up. So they understand he had some issuse. TSA Cares is for passengers with a disibity or medical condition. For his flight tomorrow 
he can call lhe CSM so I hey can undersland what happened 10 him yesterday and maybe lei them know why this is diffuclt for him. 
Namel(b1(6i I 
Phone: jrh··,1rr, I 
Email: f~h_·_,1_r;_·., ________ ~ 

TSA Cares 855-787-2227 and it was listed on our web site. 

They can swab him for explosives. There are sometimes there are medications that would be positive. I could not tell him what exactly showed on the swab. 

He could contact the Office of Hazardous Materials Safety at 800-467-4922 for information about the products he handles far his bussiness. I could not tell him if there were properties that may test positive in the products. 



Disability Description: Caller has an anxiety disorder, 

Information Requesl: Caller has an aversion 10 Iouch and wants 10 know if he is required to go lhrough a secondary private patdown can he be allowed to place cup over his genitals before they perform the paldown. 

Response Details: Caller wants to know when he goes through screening can he put an athletic cup on before he has to have a patdown. He just wants to put it on at the checkpoint not have it on already. He was denied boarding yesterday because 
he had tested positive for the swab, he wants to know what he was tested for. He was then brought in a private room for his screening where there were 4 men in the room with him. He had something that happened to him as a child and touching him 
and having he in the private room almost made him have a panic atlack. He is !raveling out of St Louis Lamber. His swabbed his palms of his hands nol his bag. He makes producls from Hemp, would thal be something I hat would have tested 
positive? 

Told caller: 

The majority of passengers can be screened without being touched by a Transportation Security Officer (TSO). Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 
seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it Is available or can 
request to be screened using a thorough patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

2013 1 :02:[ I could not tell him he could put an the cup while at the checkpoint. 

For future fights he cou Id cal I TSA Ca res and let them make arrangements lo r him, I et them give the airport a heads up, So they understand he had some issues, TSA Ca res is lo r passengers with a di sa bi Ii ty or med i ca I condition, For his flight tomorrow 
he can call lhe CSM so I hey can undersland what happened 10 him yesterday and maybe lei them know why this is difficult for him. 
Name(b)(61 
Phone 1h··,1rr, 
Email b1(6) 

TSA Cares 855-787-2227 and it was listed on aur web site. 

They can swab him for explosives. There are sometimes there are medications that would be positive. I could not tell him what exactly showed on the swab. 

He could contact the Otfi ce of H azarda us Mate ri a Is Safety at 800-467 -4922 lo r information a ba ut the products he handles lo r his business. I cou Id nat te 11 him if the re we re pro pe rti es that may test positive in the products. 



2013 6 00, 

Cell:l(b1(6) 

Home: k._b--'i-'-(6--'1 ___ __, 

Work{b,(6) 

Mailing Address: k ... b""')-'-(6""'·•-' _____ _.I Reston VA 20194 

Email: HYPERLINK._b-'1_,_(6--'i _________________ _. 

What happened? 

I enoountered office~! his post on my way to gate C42 on the evening of April 5th at around 7:45pm. He was manning the metal detector/security apparatus that passengers walk through. He needs some remedial training in being courteous 
(while at lhe same li~oritativeJ manner in providing instruction to passengers. His several hundred counterparts I have enoountered, lhat are no doubt reflective of the tens of thousands at TSA lhat on a daily basis handle large number of 
passengers with a balance between politeness, efficiency, and assertiveness. 

Office~1h·11r;··, !represents is lacking on the politeness axis as he barks instructions like a Nazi Sargeant: he is/was not rude specifically to me. nor does it seem to me he is a rude person. But his instructional tone, with no use of the words please, sir, or 
maam do give thal impression. This was how he acted wilh the passengers before me, me, and those behind me. Please have supervisor or you look oul for lhis and see if lhere is a difference between how he handles passengers and olhers do. If he 
was having a bad day and decided to be rude, than enough said. But if this is what he is doing an a daily basis, than it needs to be corrected so we as passengers continue to respect authority. 

When/Where did this happen? 

Boston Log an Airport, S ecu ri ty checkpoint a round Gate C4 2 on Ap ri I 51 h between 7 A 5p m and 8; 15p m 

I am in my earty SO's and have a severe hearing loss. While I use hearing aids, they are not effective in noisy environments with many voices and hard surfaces that reflect sound. Places like TSA security checkpoints at busy airports' 

Consislently I get frustraled traveling through SeaTac. our local airporl, when TSA agents give an instruction I cannot hear. I lry to explain that I cannol hear lhem due to a hearing loss, and lhey simply repeal the ins1ruction. I explain again lhat I 
cannot hear what they are saying, and again, they simply repeat the instruction. This is my experience on pretty much every trip through security at SeaTac. 

On a recent trip, the lines seemed especially long and confusing, While I was waiting for my turn to approach the x-ray machines and metal detectors, I noticed a TSA agent who had apparently been assigned to walk up and down the lines 
approaching the x-ray machines and explain ... something. I have no idea what. But judging by her gestures and "route" up and down the line, she was clearly giving an ins1ruction to the approaching passengers. It occurred 10 me thal a surprisingly 
large number of people in this country have a significant hearing loss. Furthermore, at an international gateway airport, many travelers could be non-English speaking. Many people in these groups would not understand the agents instructions. 

So why a re 1 here not better signs and posters c I early i 11 ust rating the steps required to go through the security checkpoint? These oou Id include numbered photos Io r carefully i 11 ust rated posters) shown in sequence to show what i terns to remove, how to 
,013 12,00, place shoes and coats in the bins, etc. 

I have started to carry a button and card th at explains I cannot hear in noisy situations. but at the T SA sec u nty checkpoint. I wou Id have to rem ave the button Ii t's metal ) and there is no way to give the card to every T SA agent involved in the process. 

How does TSA recommend someone who is deaf or severely hard of hearing make I heir needs known to the security screeners? 

Is TSA in need of assistance in making the security checkpoints more usable for people who are deaf or hard of hearing? 

Thank you for cons ide ring I hese issues. 

kb,(6I 
Duvall, WA 
HYPERLINK._(b-')_(6--'1 _________________________ __. 



Feedback Type Compliment 
Categories: Professionalism; Passengers With Disabilities Current Date/Time: 411712013 12:14:43 PM Airport, PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Date/Time of Travel· 04/1612013 10:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: Delta 1772 (PHX to ATL) 

Checkpoint/Area of Airport ~------~ 
TSA Employee: (If Known) !rh·11r;-·, I I?) Comment. This TSA agent was unprofessional. unorganized. and very rude. This resulted in an extremely inefficient security checkpoint proceedings. She was excessivly loud, and rudely pointed her 
index finger at every traveller. Becuase of her unprofessional behavior there was a very long line through the metal detector. One specific action should be addressed. During this inefficient line for the metal detector she rudely directed that an elderly 
woman give up her walking cane to run it through the x-ray machine, Then she put two or three people through the meta I detector prior to this e Ide rly I ady who after a few minutes was vi si b I y u ncomfo rla bl e with no place to sit and not having acces to 

2013 1 :58:1 her cane to lean upon. I understand the cane needs to be senl through the x-ray machine. But this should be managed gently and professionally so that the elderly lady can give up her cane and proceed direclly through the medical detector, or 
through additional pat-down if necessary, without having to wait for several minutes without her cane or a place to sit. 
Would you like a re ? · 

Passenger's Name b':,(6I 
Phone Number h·iIR··, 

Email (b 1(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this eedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

I am an airline crew member with a valid airline ID. I was not in uniform, and I was going through C South Checkpoint at Houston lntercontinent3I 8irnoct I srt all my belongings through the x-ray machine, and at that time they closed the full-body 
scanner for "'calibration'· and sent me through the metal detector, and I did not set it off. After I cleared the metal detector. the TSA Supervisor.1(b 1(6 _, _(that's the name he gave me whether it's right or not, I am not sure. but I believe his badge 
number wa1(b)f 6i I, came and confronted me and started harassing me for my ID. I asked politely why, and he kept asking for it. Finally. he asked ii I was worl<ing a flight. and I informed him no, at which point he says I have to go through the lull
body scanner. ex,ted the checkpoint and went lhrough the full body scanner. After passing this check, I asked for his Badge Number. He gave me a post it note with his information and asked for my ID. He took my ID and proceeded to leave my 
sight to the back office. I was not allowed to go with, when he returned I demanded that I have to be in sight of my possessions at all times, and he laughed me off and gave me my ID back, and in his other hand he had made photo copies of my ID. 

'013 10:02: This happened on 411712013 at 17:43 at the C South Check Point at Houston Intercontinental Airport. I have also emailed the ACLU. 

!(b,(6I ] 

HYPERLINK(/b)(61 

kbl(61 I 
Res pons e D eta i Is: II you be Ii eve you or someone else was di scri min ated again st or received disparate treatment or we re impacted based on dis ab i I ity or medical condition or allege that TS A fai I ed to accommodate your dis a bi I ity or med i ca I co nd it ion, 
Federal regulalions require I hat your complainl be pul in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. 

I a po I og i zed to the caller lo r the experience of her passenger. I provided the ca 11 er the emai I address and the ma, Ii ng address to file a wntte n comp I amt. 

Sent the D RFI to passenger. 
I incorporated the flight info in the recent fi1ght info and itinerary. 

lncidenl Details: The callers friend is blind. She was 1raveling from San Diego on 4-10-2013 at the TSA checkpoinl. The caller said her friend alarmed the WTMD because of her while cane. The passenger in queslion then was asked to have a 
patdown. The caller said during the patdown the TSO agent refused to allow the blind passenger to have her cane present. Also during the patdown the TSO explained the process but was very rough with the passenger and knocked her off balance. 
The ca 11 er then requested that the cane be retu med and the passenger in question re ached her hands out to Ii nd the cane. The TSO agent told the passenger to ca Im down. The cal I er then at that point requested a Supervisor on be hall of her fnend. 
The Su pe rvi so~dvi sed the passengers friend to next ti me contact TSA Ca res lo r assistance lo r the fiig ht to avoid an issue Ii ke this, 

2013 1 _08 _, The caller said that she needed assistance with the situation going on in front of him but the super.visor simply told her what she can do for the next flight. The caller said that she told Super.visor l:E:E]to handle the situation at that very moment. 
· ·' The TSO then advised the cane wou Id have to go th ru the x ray s c reenrng but the ca 11 er s friend refused to put the cane through the x ray. The last ti me she had her cane x rayed by T SA, 11 came out broken and unusable so she was re I uctant this time. 

The caller said the TSO agent disassembled the cane and sent it thru the x ray anyway, and the cane did break during screening. The caller said her friend now has a broken cane and wants to report this abuse. The caller provided the flight info for 
she and her friend. 

4-10-2013 
approx- 9-1 Oa m 
flight# 733 
Southwest 
gate6 

The caller does feel that this was a failure to accomodate to her friend s disability. 
The caller stated that she will file the written complaint on behalf of her friend. Since she is blind, she is unable to file it on her own. The caller also wanted to know how to contact the CSM at SAN. I provided the caller the IVR and option 5 information. 

The caller also asked how to file a civil rig his complaint wilh a group that represents lhe blind such as a coalilion or group. 



The caller said the last lime she flew from George Bush Intercontinental in Houston, her meIaI implant did not set off any alarms. The caller wanled to know why lhe meIaI detectors are not deIecIing her metal implant. The caller said she flew 6 months 
ago on American Airlines. The caller said when she goes through the metal detectors at the jails her implants set off the alarms. 

2013 4 :4 l:: I placed the caller on hold and spoke with a security specialist. I told the caller I would forward the infonmation for her so it will be reviewed, I told the caller I would send the infonmation to the CSM. I decided not to forward the information to the CSM 
because the caller could not provide a specific dale and lime she flew from Houston. The caller did not know lhe flight number she fiew on. 

Ca I lers daughter has t rave I ed to Ft. Laude rda I e from Long Island twice and she has be en pulled aside both ti mes. Cal I er states that her d aug hte r has fl own many other ti mes and had no incidences, Ca Iler indicates that on one of her flights, she was 
pulled aside and her fingerprints were taken. Caller wants to know why we are doing this 10 an American citizen. 

Advised Caller: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some insIances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a pat down on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

2013 1. 12., TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
· ·" citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

Name: I(b)(61 
Phone:._ ______ _. 

Preston took over the call. 

Caller is concerned because ever time her daughter flies out of FLL she is pulled aside for additional screening. Caller staled thal her daughter was pulled aside and fingerprinted for a previous flight. Advised caller that TSA does not fingerprint 
passengers but her daughter could have been screened by ETD. Advised caller that during the ETD testing the officers would have ran a wand with paper attached to the end al it, and then tested the paper. Advised caller that this could be what her 
daughter confused as fi ng e rp ri ntrng. 
Callers daughler has traveled to Fl. Lauderdale from Long Island twice and she has been pulled aside both times. Caller states that her daughter has flown many other limes and had no incidences. Caller indicates thal on one of her flighls, she was 
pulled aside and her fingerprints were taken. Caller wants to know why we are doing this to an American citizen. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior ta boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening al passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a pat down on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

2013 1 _ 2 _, TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any ane group, such as senior 
· 1 ·' citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

Namefb)(61 

Phon~ ~-----~ 
Preston took over the call. 

Caller is concerned because ever time her daughter flies out al FLL she is pulled aside for additional screening. Caller stated that her daughter was pulled aside and fingerprinted for a previous flight. Advised caller that TSA does not fingerprint 
passengers but her daughter could have been screened by ETD. Advised caller that during the ETD testing the officers would have ran a wand with paper attached to the end of It, and then tested the paper. Advised caller that this could be what her 
daughter co nlu sed as fi ng e rp ri nti ng. 



On Apnl 8. 2013. my mothe~b':,(61 las year old female. my sonfilill&[Jand ~(b·:,(n Iwas at Fort Lauderdale airport flying back to Virginia. We had checked our bags, my mother was assisted by an airport personnel ma wheelchair and we 
were going through security check. My mother ID consisted of her Social Security Car , a s a e issued Photo Senior Citizen Card with her signed signature and social security number on the card and a Commonwealth of Virginia Voter Registration 
Card 

The airport security would not allow her to proceed. he called his supervisor, and the supervior would not allow her to board without additional screening. He tell me she need a dnvers license or a passport. My mother do not drive and she do not have 
a pass po rt. The su pe rvi sor wrote on her ticket NO ID. Two le male airport security had her to pass through a meta I d ete cto r, thorough patdown, her purse and medicine bag searched and her shoes swabbed. No problem found , 

Checking your website: 
www.tsa.gov/traveler-information/acceptable-1ds there are acceptable ID. I don·t understand what the problem was with her ID. My mother loves to fly but after what she went through this last flight she says it will be her last. I am very outraged. How 
would you fee I if was your parent? 

2013 4 08 f b)(B) I 
Chatham, Virginia 24531 

Date: April 8, 2013 
AirTram Flight 660 Gate: C6 
Depart: Fort Lauderdale. FL 7:15 AM 
Arrive: Allanta, GA 9:05 AM 
Confirmation Numb er· ( b) ( 6:, 

Passenger~b~)~(6~·~I __ __. 

F o rI Laude rd ale Airport Supervisor I ni ti a I : ltiilll 

Information about the person who experienced the civil rights/civil liberties violation 
Name: b,(61 
Phonel,"',..s;e~-~17h~i~IR~i,.__--, 

Mailing Address: b 1(6 Houslon TX 77019 

Email: HYPERLINK '~b~)~(6_·:~1 ------------------~ 
What happened? 
Leaving St. Croix the metal detector went off. The agent (female) said she would have to do a body search. As I was in a short above the knee dress that was also sleeveless & presently without shoes I assumed she meant pass a wand over me and 
perhaps lightly run the back of her hands over my body excluding my vagina. She seems intimidating & hoslile. She I hen asked me if I wanted 10 be searched in a private room. I told her no, my husband was waiting & by this point I was feeling very 
uneasy. She proceeded to have me spread each leg & she ran her fingertips along the inside of my panties. She did it several times on each side 6-7 times. My husband was watching & I was really upset by this time. One of the fingertip brushes 
crossed the opening of my vagina. Finally. after about 7-10 minutes she allowed me to join my husband. I felt like crying & was so freaked out. He saw how I had been touched. I thought about complaining but was so scared I would not be allowed to 
get on the plane & get away from there. 
I have !ravelled a lot, all over the world. I have been searched before bul never have I been touched in my privates. This was sexual assult. I'll never go. Back to St. Croix again. That woman is a sex offender I hat your agency allows to assault women. 
When did this happen? 
March 31, 2013 
Approx. 1 PM 

2013 4 ,08,, Our flight was American Airlines Flight 2290 
Where did this happen? 
Place: St Croix 
City: Airport 
Stale or country: US Virgin Islands 
Who treated you unfairly? 
Heavy set black fem al . Approx. 3 5 - 4 5 yea rs of age. 
Approx. 5'5 inches tall. Short hair. 
List an one else who may have seen or heard what happened. 
Name(bi(6i 
Mailin Address: 1h··,1R·I Houston TX 77019 
Phone rh··1rR·\ 

Email HYPERLINK "'b'""l=-(6='),....,,---,------,,---,-------,-.,.,..----,--.,.,....,..,.,,.---' 
Have you contacted the TSA Customer Service manager at the airport? NO 



Caller: 
Caller Is cal Ii ng in be ha If of his wile who finds the ful I body p atdown re ally em barrasmg and invasive. She has two knee re pl ace m ents. She has received a patdown the last three 11 mes they have trave I ed. They !rave I on Alaska Airline. He wants to 
know if there is any document she can obtain to be exempt from receiving another patdown. 

Advised Ca Iler: 
I to Id the ca 11 er th ere is no way that she can a void a patdown by having pa pe rwo rk saying she has two knee rep I ace me nts. If she Is not cleared by the WT MD and A IT then she wi 11 have to go through a patdown. If a p atdown is required in order to 
comp I ete screening: 

2013 5:39:, • The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger s ho u Id nol be asked 10 remove or Ii ft any article of clothing 10 rev ea I a sensitive body area. 

I am a member of the Pre-CheckfTrusted Traveler/Global Entry Program. I have a total knee replacement on my left leg. 

According to the TSA web site, lhe Pre-Check/Trusted Traveler/Global Entry programs allow a qualified person to leave shoes, belts, pocket change, elc. on their person and liquids, laptops, etc. in the carry on luggage. I assume that bell buckles, etc. 
will set off a metal detector alarm and agents are used to that but would allow a Pre-Check/Trusted Traveler/Global Entry Program to pass. 

I have a total knee replacement on my left leg. Like pocket change, shoes. metal belt buckles, etc. the knee will set off a metal detector. So. what is the difference between my Pre-Check/Trusted Traveler/Global Entry Program total knee replacement 
and the pockel change, bell buckles, shoes, etc. 

I Joined the Pre-CheckfTrusted Traveler/Global Entry Program to speed my passage through security. In most cases. it doesn't. Now that the TSA Is going to allow small knives (which I am against). etc .. why not also consider total knee/hip 
replacements' 

2013 9:31 :: Thank you for your consideration. 

'013 10:45: 

!(b)(61 
"We spend our ti me searching for 
security and hate it when we get it.'" 

i(b)(61 I 

Caller is wanting information on how she can vote for the AIT vs the pat down. She read in the washington post that she can vote at the federal register website but can not find the voting section on that page. She does not like the screening procedures 
th at are set in p I ace and has a voided flying becua se of this. She thinks that the WT MD and the dogs at the airport a re the only way th at s hou Id be screened at the airports. She feels th at the screening p rocedu rs are a vi o I ati on to her constitution al 
rights. 

CCR informed her that we have no information on this and since it was created by the Federal Register she can go through them directly. 
Screenings using AIT a re vo I unta ry. Ind i vi d ua Is who do not wish to be screened by this technology w, 11 be required to undergo alte mati ve screening. including a thorough p atdown. 
She can voice her opinion by writing to TSA HQ, but caller stated that she isnt good at writing. 

Caller went through the checkpoint in SAN and he had to take off his hat they told him that he hold this. 
When flying through PHX, they made him take this off and put it on the xray belt. When 11 can out on the other end. there were marks all over this and it was all bent out of shape. He was handed a card by the TSO that told him to call into the TCC. 

'013 11: 17: CCR informed him: 
TSA strongly recommends that passengers remove all items and accessories before beginning the security screening process. Some airports allows these to go through the WTMD with them and some want it to go through so it would be best to just 
place this in the bin before hand. 

A cliam form will be sent 10 him within 7-10 buisnesss days to file a claim. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Poor Customer Service; Screening CuCTent Date/Time· 4120/2013 6:53:05 PM Airport· HNL - Honolulu International Date/Time ofTravel, 04127/2013 6:30 AM Airline & Flight Number· 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: Traveling with severe sunburn with skin blisters. I always opt out because I do not like radiation risks. Asked to use metal detector because skin hurt badly ... was told no by a nasty arrogant worker WJO the proceeded to let an entire group 
through because they were &quot;a family&quot:. Woman came and I attempted to lift my ankle length dress up to knee level to show her the burns ans blisters. She &quot;scolded&quot: me for being inappeopriate and said &quot;put your dress down 
now&quot:. Then I pulled lhe sleeve down on my dress 10 expose lhe burns and blislering on my shoulders and tries to explain burns were on my chest area and pulled the neck of my dress over slightly 10 show my chesl area. I askes her to not touch 
theaese areas. She threw her hands up and shouted, &quoUm done&quot;. A spervisar came over and got quite close ro my personal space and said he could keep me from getting home. I spoke to my husband who was standing on the other side of 

2013 9_09 _, the gate without stepping out of the footprints on the floor. The supervisor said &quot:You dont talk to him. You talk to me. I talk, you listen. He yhen called another woman over and conducted their &quot pat down&quot: .The rubbing on the back od my 
· "legs broke some blisters and causes pain.But nobody gave a damn. I was never treated with such diarespect in my life. I am contacting my state representitive.l thought TSA was supposed to take medical and physical conditions seriously. Guess they 

still are low paid apes that think tht are in charge of everyone. I am a US cilizen and human being and was trealed like shit. Aloha to travelling by plane again I hope TSA goes broke as a result of governmenl cut backs .... and I hope all the workers 
involved get second degree burn a on their us eles a bodies. And of a 11 places .. I just spent a week in Hawaii being to Id that Hawaii believes al I peop I e a re fa mi I y and s hou Id be treated as such. Would the T SA apes have treated their mother or s i ate r th at 
way. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Nam~e-!r_h_·11_r;_·-, __ ~~ 
Phone Number ,!1h·11r;·-, 

Email !rh1/R1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller stated that she didn t want the AIT or walk through metal detector in fear that she II get radiation poisoning. Wanted to request a patdown and wanted to know what the process would be for a patdown. 

2013 1 :34:[ Transportation Security Oflicer (TSO) of lhe same gender as the passenger will conduct lhe patdown search, and as the screening is being conducted, the TSO should be describing lhe procedures he or she is using. TSOs are required to use lhe back 
of the hand to patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas. TSOs are required to use the front of the hand. 

2013 1:38;[ 

2013 1:38;[ 

Passengers have the right to request a private screening, and private screening will be conducted in a room or in an area away from other passengers 
Caller is in a wheelchair because she is pregnant and has difficulty standing. She told them at the checkpoint that she cannot go through the metal detector. It took 15 minutes to get an agent to check her. An agent by the name otbi(6, lcame 
over and asked the other TSO if she can stand and the caller responded t~(b)(ff:, !yes, she can stand and she cannot go through the metal detector because she is pregnant. She was taken around a gate and was taken to an area beyond the 
WTMDkbi(6:, ~as rude throughout the whole process. Her stuff had already gone through with her husbandjrh··,1r;·1 I asked her husband which stuff was the callers. and told him not to touch it, and then she asked the caller which stuff 
was hers. The caller pointed it out and then literally threw it on the belt. The caller slated that there were fragile items in the bag and luckily nolhing was broken. Thenkb)(ff:, !palled her down. This was at JFK on April 3rd at 10 pm. Terminal 3 
via Delta flight number 268 to Tel Aviv. 
She wants to Ii I e a comp I a int. She do es not think the treatment was di sa bi I ity related Ju st poor customer service, a I tho ugh she le els that pea pl e in whee I chairs do not get the treatment they s ho u Id and TSO s need to be trained in how to treat peop I e in 
wheelchairs. 

I apologized to the caller and told her that the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who 
pass through our screening checkpoints. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted Is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated 
with dignity. respect, and courtesy. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

Caller is in a wheelchair because she is pregnant and has difficulty standing. She told them at the checkpoint that she cannot go through the metal detector. It took 15 minutes to get an agent to check her. An agent by the name of!(b)(ff•, !came 
over and asked the other TSO if she can stand and the caller responded tofh··,1r;·, Ives, she can stand and she cannot go through the metal detector because she is pregnant. She was taken around a gate and was taken to an area beyond the 
WTMD !(bi(61 !was rude throughout the whole process. Her stuff had already gone through with her husband. kb)(ffl !asked her husband which stuff was the callers. and told him not to touch it, and then she asked the caller which stuff 
was hers. The caller pointed it out and then literally threw it on the belt. The caller slated that there were fragile items in the bag and luckily nolhing was broken. Then jrh·11r;·-, I palled her down. This was at JFK on April 3rd at 10 pm. Terminal 3 
via Delta flight number 268 to Tel Aviv. 
She wants to Ii I e a comp I a int. She do es not think the treatment was di sa bi I ity related Ju st poor customer service, a I tho ugh she le els that pea pl e in whee I chairs do not get the treatment they s ho u Id and TSO s need to be trained in how to Ire at peop I e in 
wheelchairs. 

I apologized to the caller and told her that the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who 
pass through our screening checkpoints. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted Is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated 
with dignity. respect, and courtesy. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 



2013421( 

!/b)(m I siated that he feels there was a polential securily threat at Dallas Ft. Worlh yesterday evening. He was flying back into the country and had a layover at DFW. When he was going lhrough the TSA securily checkpoint, lhey were gelling 
ready to close and he feels that the officers were not doing their job properly. He stated that they kept making comments and acted very unprofessional. He stated that they whisked him through security very quickly and he even set off the metal 
detector, but they just to Id h, m to go on without resolving the a I a rm. He stated that he did not fee I safe with th em performing in this manner. 

Advised ca Iler: 
I will transfer to the security specialist an duty. I consulted with the specialist first. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Pl~(b~i~(6~1---~ 
Date Time: 4/2112013 5:37:45 PM 

------------------------------------------------------------------

2013 6'03'< Namejl'J .. b ... )l_.,6 ... 1 __ __._ ______ _, 
· · Emaill( ~b~i~(6~'-------~ 

Comp I a i nts: Di scou rte a us/ Rude Em pl ayee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airporl/Gate/Etc): 
Comments The TSO working at the metal detector redirected me to the body scanner, and when I declined and requested a pat-down, she tried to patronize me and tell me it's not an x-ray machine. I still declined, and she told me it wasn't dangerous, 
and I repeated that I wanted to opt oul. She then tried to ostracize me and yelled oul thal "We have an opt-out and the guy won't even stand next to the machine" then rudely told me it would be a long wail, even I hough I counted almost a dozen male 
TSO"s ambling around either side al the security checkpoint. and in fact had to wait around ten minutes. 

I think it was inappropriate and rude for the TSO to try and disrespect me for deciding not to go through the scanner. 
Caller went through security and now has 2 items missing from her purse. She is missing 2 silver coins from her purse, worth $25 each. They are special mint coins, nat a cam man coin. She bought 13 of the special coins and now she only has 11 
The wheelchair attendant placed her items on belt and the caller didn t observe anyone looking in her personal belongings. Caller was in a wheelchair but she walked through the metal detector. 

After she was screened, she 901 back in lhe wheelchair and the atlendant from lhe airline thal was assisting with her wheelchair brought the items back to her. She said the bag was zipped up when she gave to the atlendant and it was open when ii 
was returned to her and she closed it. She didn t think about items being missing from it at the time. 
Caller fiew from Birmingham. AL to DTW via Delta, Flight #3804, Gate #A7. 

2013 9:30: 1 Response: 

Because the complaint conce ms security screening at a specific a i rpa rt. we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Custom er Service Manager ( CS M) at that I a ca ti an. 
You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged ,terns by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim fonm). A claim fonm will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 
Birmingham 
Birmingham lnternalional Airport 
205-510-1703 



I am TSA Pre qualified and last month I had a full knee replacement. 

Unfortunately. the screws in the knee set off the metal detector. 

Since I am Pre qualified, the only security issue should be to venfy that there isn't anything else on me that would set off the metal detector. 

This could be done quickly and efficiently with the hand held meIaI detector wand. 

Instead, I am subjected to the full body pat down and chemical test. 

2 O 13 9: 5 8: 1 This doesn't make sense because before I had the knee. none of that happened. 

I am still Pre qualified. 

Please change the procedure in the TSA-Pre line only to use the wand in these situations. 

It will be quicker, more efficient and a better experience for all concerned without compromising security. 

Thank you for your cons1d e ration. 

Yesterday I was travel Ii ng from A ti a nta, GA to Da 11 as, TX and went through security at a pp roxi mate ly 3: 15 

While going through security they opened another line and had the traditional metal detector in place. For some reason it kept going off. I had nothing on me. I removed all of my jewelry which had to be sent through the machine which was completely 
Ii ne with me u nti I they I et my j ewe I ry sit th ere among st other's be Io ngmgs unti I I asked them s eve ra I 11 mes to please pi ck my Jewelry up so it wouldn't be stolen. The gentlemen th at were th ere were com pl etel y professi o na I. They thought it could be my 
underwire bra setting off the detector. At that point I don't understand why I couldn't have gone through one of the other machines that were in the other lines that are mostly used now instead of the older metal detectors, Or why couldn't someone with a 
wand could have come 10 isolate the area that was selling off lhe alarm? 

Once they couldn't figure out why the detector went off they called a female to pat me down. She was extremely rude and inappropriate. I was wearing skinny jeans which are form fitting so you can tell there was nothing in my jeans. During her pat 
down she placed her hand (mostly fingers I'm sure) down my pants and in my panties. I was mortified and almost in tears as this was done in public. As well as it being painful since my jeans were tight without someone putting their hands/fingers in 
them. She had asked if I wanled a private screening at lhe beginning which I said I didn'I needed however I didn'I know the inside of my panls would be searched especially when my jeans were form fitting and you could have easily felt if something 
was there. I've never had a pat down where hands were inside my pants and pull them out far enough to look down inside. Also as she inspected my breast, her hands were all over them and following every line of my bra including separating my 

2013 1: l B:: breasts in the middle. 

I've !raveled many places and many countries. When this has happened before the people have been very nice and not been so invasive. She was very rude, but did apologize when it was obvious she was hurting me because she was wedging her 
hands in my pants. I've never seen anybody place hands/fingers in someone's pants before at an airport. 

I understand the reason for security however if people are going to do this then there should be another witness watching and a private wall set up. I didn't want to leave the area because I had my young son with me as well and didn't want to leave 
him. 

Lewisville, TX 75077 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: The cal I er has Ii quid medication. She is ca 11 mg because she wants to get exp id1ted screening. The ca 11 er states that she has to undergo add1t1ona I screening each 11 me that she fi ,es. 

Information Requesl: The caller wants to know if she can gel expedited screening and she wants to know why she cannot get a background check and then forgo getting additional screening due 10 lhe fact that she has medical issues? 

Response Details: The caller did not phone in on the ODPO line. The caller phoned m and was very unhappy whenever I explained to her that TSA was not expanding expedited screening to cover people with disabilities. 

The caller believes that she and other persons with disabilities are gelling an unfair amount of screening due to the fact I hat I hey have disabililies. She basically said I hat she did nol feel like she was being a good citizen because she had to undergo 
the additional screening. 

She stated th at she did not necess ari I y set off the meta I d ete cto r but she hand to undergo a patd own es pecia I ly at s ma 11 er airports due to the fact that she had a medica I Ii quid. GI uce rna. She stated that at sma 11 er airports she had to undergo a p atdown 
be ca use add i Ii on al testing could not be performed. 

2 O 13 3: 3 8:, The ca 11 er a I so stated that she has underwent m ult, pl e xra y tests in the past and w, 11 not undergo AIT. She stated that each ti me she opts out of A IT she mu st undergo a patdown. She stated that she fe It that the add1t1ona I screening was a violation of 
the American with Disabilities Act. 

I advised the caller TSA policies were not put in place to make people uncomfortable. I advised her that the policies were in place to ensure the safety of the public as well as the aircraft. I advised her that whenever people needed to take additional 
Ii quids on the p I ane or if they caused an alarm then they wou Id have to undergo some addition al sere en i ng. 

I advised the caller thal she could apply for a program such as global entry bul thal her medical items would still have to undergo some additional screening. The caller feels I hat I here should be some way to prescreen persons with disabilities so that 
would not have to undergo the additional screening. 

Since the caller is complaining about policy issues, I advised her that I would send her information to a disability specialist. I advised the caller that I could not promise that someone would call her but I advised her that I would send her information for 
review. 

Caller fi ew from LAS to Monterey yesterday and thin ks she 1s on some kind of Ii st because her screening p race ss is begm ni ng to esca I ate, she was told th ere was some so rt of anoma I y that showed up when she went through the Al T. 
There were 3 in her party and they contacted Allegiant that her mother couldn t make the flight and requested a medical refund, which was refused, Allegiant knew her mother wasn t on the flight and the skycap asked where her mother was. They only 
received 2 boarding passes and the other individual was on another flighl. There were 3 people who traveled, should have been 4. 
They had to change planes because something malfunctioned with the p I ane and the skycap ca I led for her mother who had can eel led. Cal I er states her bag was tagged by the Skycap with the other persons name and her tag was placed on the at her 
persons bag and that bag is missing. Stated the bags were mi stagged and she was p u 11 ed out of the Ii ne and tested for explosives and this is happening too often. 
Ca Iler says she usu a 11 y go es th ro ug ht the AIT and has been told an anomaly was detected during the screening , 

Response: 
Apologized to caller for her screening experience and advised if an alarm triggers or an anomaly shows up going through screening she will have to have secondary screening to resolve and complete the screening process. 

Once checked baggage has been screened and cleared, air carriers are responsible for 1ransporting ii to its final destination. TSA has no jurisdiction over lost or rerouted luggage. We encourage you to contact your airline for their policies on lost 
I uggage, or to fi I e a comp I a int with the custom er re I ati ans office of the airline. 

2013 S·Ofr< If the airline does not satisfy your inquiry, the Department of Transportation's Aviation Consumer Protection D1v1s1on (ACPD) may be able to help. The ACPD operates a complaint handling system for consumers who experience air travel service 
· · problems and provides a 24-hour hotline at (202) 366-2220. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some ins1ances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 
We understand the m convenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we bel ,eve these sec u nty measures are necessary and ap prop nate for ensuring the security and conf1d en ce of al I air trave I ers. TSA contm ues to develop and dep lay 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

Exp I a i ned to caller o nee the bag has be en sere ened and cleared by T SA we no Io nger have access to a passengers bag and the baggage hand I ers a re responsi b I e for sorting and Ira ns porting baggage from that point on to the d esti nation. The 
changing of the planes and 4 hr. wait was her airline. 
Exp I a i ned to ca Iler the ETD sere en i ng process is another way of screening and may be performed random I y, some airports may use this met hod of random screening mo re than others. 



Caller fi ew from LAS to Monterey yesterday and thin ks she Is on some kind of Ii st because her s c reem ng process is beginning to esca I ate, she was told th ere was some so rt of anoma I y that showed up when she went through the Aff 
There were 3 in her party and they contacted Allegiant that her mother couldn t make the flight and requested a medical refund, which was refused, Allegiant knew her mother wasn t on the flight and the skycap asked where her mother was. They only 
received 2 boarding passes and the other individual was on another flight. There were 3 people who traveled, should have been 4. 
They had to change planes because something malfunctioned with the p I ane and the skycap ca I led for her mother who had can eel led. Cal I er states her bag was tagged by the Skycap with the other persons name and her tag was placed on the at her 
persons bag and that bag is missing. Stated the bags were mi stagged and she was p u 11 ed out of the Ii ne and tested lo r explosives and this is happening too ofle n. 
Ca Iler says she usu a 11 y go es th ro ug ht the AIT and has been told an anomaly was detected during the screening , 

Response: 
Apologized to caller for her screening experience and advised if an alarm triggers or an anomaly shows up going through screening she will have to have secondary screening to resolve and complete the screening process. 

Once checked baggage has been screened and cleared, air carriers are responsible for Iransporting ii to its final destination. TSA has no jurisdiction over lost or rerouted luggage. We encourage you to contact your airline for their policies on lost 
I uggage, or to fi I e a comp I a int with the custom er re I ati ans office of the airline. 

2013 5_06-, I/the airline does not satisfy your inquiry, the Department of Transportation's Aviation Consumer Protection D1v1s1on (ACPD) may be able to help. The ACPD operates a complaint handling system for consumers who experience air travel service 
· · problems and provides a 24-hour hotline at (202) 366-2220. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some insIances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 
We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we bel ,eve these sec u nty measures are necessary and ap prop nate for ensuring the security and conf1d en ce of al I air trave I ers. T SA contrn ues to develop and dep lay 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

Exp I a i ned to caller o nee the bag has be en sere ened and cleared by TSA we no Io nger have access to a passengers bag and the baggage hand I ers a re responsi b I e lo r sorting and Ira ns porting baggage from that point on to the d esti nation. The 
changing of the planes and 4 hr. wait was her airline. 
Exp I a i ned to ca Iler the ETD sere en i ng process is another way of screening and may be performed random I y, some airports may use this met hod of random screening mo re than others. 
Caller fiew from MCO to SLC to PDX today. He had two souvenir shot glasses that were wrapped in his clothing in his checked bag. He says that when he opened his luggage, one of the shot glasses was shattered. He says that this was not repacked 
right and now there is glass throughout the bag. There was a NOi in the bag. Caller says that he doesn t know if the shot glass was broken during inspection or ii it was not packed right and broken during the time the baggage handlers had it. He says 
th at when they went through I he security check poi nl. the officers were mo re worried about gelling pea pie th rough the Ii ne quick I y than ch eek i ng them. He says that before he went th rough the WT MD he stuck his boarding pass back i nlo his pockel. He 
says that an officer asked him what he put in his pocket and he responded with his boarding pass. The officer made him take this out and show it to him, then said okay. He says that if it were something he shouldn t have had it would have alarmed the 
WTMD. Caller says that the officers were arrogant. He says that he had some foil pouches of coffee in his carry on bag and he assumed they would need to take a second look at this, but they didn I. He says that at the checkpoint, he was probably in 
the 6th or 7th lane from the right ii you are looking at the checkpoint as if you are going through it. 
Airporl: MCO 
Airport: Delta 
Flight: 303 
Time: 7:15 a.m. 
Dale: 04 22 13 
Gate: 73 

2013 5:31 :, NOi: Y nothing written on it. 
Baggage Check In: 5: 15 and 5:45 a.m 
Baggage Clain·tbl(61 ! 
Time Through Checkpoint: 5:30 a.m. to 6:00 a.m. 

Advised ca Iler: 
The officer probably queslioned whal he put in his pocket because the WTMD alarms for meIaI items. Non-metallic ilems do not alarm the WTMD. The officer probably did not pack lhe shot glass back correctly, which caused ii to break when the 
baggage handlers were tossing the bag. 

I explained to the caller that I would send claim forms via e-mail and he will receive them within 24 hours of this phone call. 

I would forward a copy of this information to the CSM over TSA at MCO to make them aware of the situation. 



From b)(61 
Sent Monday, Apnl 22, 2013 5 58 PM 
To: TSA.Ombudsman@dhs.gov 
Subjecl: TSA ContJct Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPj(bi(61 I 
Date Time: 4/22/2013 5:57:51 PM 

------------------------------------------------------------------
2013 9:09:, Name: 

fb)(61 

Email: 

HYPERLINK ... l(b_)_(6_, ______________ __. 

B nef De scri ptIon of Inquiry: 

TSA I re atme nl of trave I er with A lzhei me~s Disease 

Comments: 

Today I lraveled from Columbia SC to Washington DC with my nephew, his wife and children, and my husband who has Alzheimer's disease. We encountered a TSA agent who was insulting and unkind in dealing with my ill husband. 

i arnved at LAX this mo rm ng and transfered from Tom Bradley I nte mati on al to AA Te rm i na I 4. One of your staff at the security check point at T 4 was a total mg htma re - screaming and shouting at passengers and shouted at me to remove my g I asses 
and an eye-cover that was around my neck! ! P Si nee when can you not wear g I asses through airport security. 
She then started shouting at other passengers to not jusl queue up for the regular meIa1 detector screening but go lhrough the new all-body screen, even though there was a rail up in front of that to slop people going through! 

2013 2:05:( Your staff do not have the right to be abusive or to bend the rules according to their own whims. 
At the very least they should do their jobs properly and behave professionally, not like illiterate idiots. 
No wonder security in this country is a nightmare. I wish I had taken the name of this individual as she should be fired. 

Callers daughter is fi yi ng from AT L to John Wayne and wi 11 be having surgery there on Friday. Ca 11 er states that her daughter wi 11 have to bring a cat with her. Ca 11 er is requesting that, do to the cats nature. I guarantee that the cat can stay in the 
carrying case. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

E nha need security measures require that a 11 passengers and their belongings undergo security sere en i ng at airport checkpoints; this includes service an i ma Is and pets, Current Transportation Security Administration (TS A) policy requires that 
passengers Ir ave Ii ng wi I h pets remove the an i ma I from its carrier so that the pet may be carried through I he wa I k through mel al detector (WTM DJ. 

If a passenger believes that the removal of their pet could result in escape, a Supervisory Transportation Security Officer (TSO) can authorize an alternative screening measure that he or she deems sufficient. When permitted. an animal may remain in 
2013 2: 18: 1 its carrier and be carried through the WTMD by the passenger; however, the passenger, the animal, and the carrier must undergo secondary screening. 

Additional screening of the animal may include a visual observation, a patdown inspection, or Explosives Trace Detection (ETD). If additional screening requires removal of the animal from its carrier, passengers may request a private screening. TS Os 
may ask the owner lo r assistance during any pa rt of the inspection. 

Caller requested that she speak with a supervisor, Missy took the call. 

~~:: l ... (b_ •• _,(6_._1 __ __, 



Callers daughter is flying from ATL to John Wayne and will be having surgery there on Friday. Caller states that her daughter will have to bring a cat with her. Caller is requesting that, do to the cats nature. I guarantee that the cat can stay in the 
carrying case. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

Enhanced secunty measures require that all passengers and their belongings undergo security screening at airport checkpoints; this includes service animals and pets. Current Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) policy requires that 
passengers traveling with pets remove the an i ma I from its carrier so that the pet may be carried through the wa I k through metal d elector (WTM D), 

If a passenger believes that the removal of their pet could result in escape, a Supervisory Transportation Security Officer (TSO) can authorize an alternative screening measure that he or she deems sufficient. When permitted. an animal may remain in 
2013 2: 18: 1 its carrier and be carried through the WTMD by the passenger: however, the passenger, the animal. and the carrier must undergo secondary screening. 

Addilional screening of the animal rnay include a visual observation, a patdown inspection, or Explosives Trace Deteclion (ETD). If addilional screening requires removal of the animal from its carrier, passengers rnay request a private screening. TSOs 
may ask the owner for ass i sta nee during any pa rt of the inspect ion. 

Caller requested that she speak with a supervisor, Missy took the call. 

Name: 1(b)(61 
Phone: ._ _____ _. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl(b 1(61 
Dale Time: 4/2312"'0""13="'=2"":3"'0""":2"'3"""p""M..,...._. 

Nam b1(ffl 
Emai b1(6) 
Comp a,n s: ncons,s en creening (Different Practices between Airports). 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Mon Apr 8 

2013 4 _02,, Flight 211 
· ·" Depart San Jose (SJC) on Southwest Airlines at 09:35 AM 

Arrive in Phoenix (PHX) at 11 20 AM. 
Comments This was another terrible experience with TSA. Several issues: 

#1 inappropriate screening/pat down screening. I was directed to walk through the metal detector, then was escorted to a private area, and given a very intimate pat-<Jown. My doctor doesn"t even grope me as much as the TSA employee did. The 
employee felt my chest. armpits. back. buttocks, legs. thighs, testicles. and overall groin area. I was very upset. 

#2 Inconsistent screening. Never before have I received such an intima1e pal-down. 

#3 Long Imes. The TSA employees were slow. Half of the machines were shut down so we were filed into 2 or 3 areas. I arnved early and still almost missed boarding my flight. 

This is a violation of my privacy, civil rights, and general human courtesy. I hale flying because of lhe TSA process. Horrible, horrible, horrible operation going on here. 



They we re sere ened in Greensboro and Sa It Lake on the in iii a I trip. 
At Phoenix on the return trip she walked through the metal detector and it set off the machine and she got a patdown instead of the AIT 

In the screening process his wife was tald by TSA Officers that it was OK to go through the AIT machine wearing her insulin pump. 
They Ju st cal I ed the manufacturer they said the Animas pumps have not been tested for magnetic fie Ids sc they do not know 1f it wi 11 affect it. 
It could cost them a lot of money later if it causes an issue. 

I asked if the pump is malfunctioning. 

At this ti me the pump is fu net ion i ng a I right but he said this co u Id have caused an issue which could potenti a 11 y be Ii fe threatening, 
He is upset I hat lhe Officers said is is safe. They said it is not like XRays. 

Told him all the information I have is regarding how to be screened. 
We do not have information either way. 
I explained ultimalely it is the passengers responsibility to know if their equipment is safe with the screening equipment. 

2013 1 :OO:, She does have the right to Opt Out of the AIT and have a patdawn. Signs are posted at each AIT location advising of this. 

He insisted on registering a complaint. Todl him I will send over his complaint and I need the date and time of the AIT screenings. 

He told me that she was screened: 
3-26-13 Greensboro at 3:30 PM She was at screening around 2:30 PM They Flew Delta. 
3-26-13 Salt Lake at 12:30 PM She was at screening around 11 :30 PM . They Flew Delta 

In reviewing notes the ti mes did not seem rig ht. 
Also at the beginning he said it was the 27th when they began their trip. 

Did a callback: 
!(b·:,(6) ! said she is unsure of the dates sa call her husband at!._lh=··,1-'-R"·1,......, __ ,.., 
She a I so said she can not remember which airport 11 was th at had her rem ave her pump and send it through the machine. 
She said it was all a case of mishandling. 
Told her I will call her husband as I need to be sure of lhe information in sending up the complaint. 
Calle~(b)(m !and explained the discrepancies of the information given. I realized he confirmed 2 different dates and the times al day da not seem right either. 
Caller works for United Airlines at the Newarl< Airporl. He was calling for his nephew. His nephew flew on 4 23 2013 from LaGuardia to FLL and then to Santiago, Dominican Republic on Spirit Airlines. He did not have the flight number. His flight was 
at 7 pm and he went lhrough the checkpoint belween 4:30 and 5 pm. He had a laptop and a new nitron camera in a bag. He did not take lhe laptop out of the bag. The TSO told him that the laptop would have to go through lhe me1a1 detector again. 
The TSO took the laptop aut of the bag and sent it back through. He said that he went through the checkpoint to the left of the Spirit counter. When he arrived in the Dominican Republic he found that his new nitron camera is missing. Caller wanted a 
claim form emailed to him. 

2013 3:39:, I gave infor~atian per: http: www.tsa.gav airport-lost-found-contacts 
La Guard, a Air po rt 
718-66 2-5043 
I gave the following information: TSA regrets lhat you found items missing from your carry-on luggage. TSA To file a claim you should fill oul the claim form in accordance with the ins1ructions and return it to the address in box number 1. Once lhe 
Claims Management Office (CMO) has received your claim form, you will be sent a letter al acknowledgement and a claim number. You should keep the claim number far future reference when inquiring about your claim. 

I emailed him a claim form. I advised him that I would forward his record to the CSM at LaGuardia Airport for review. 



I am writing in regards to an incident that occurred on Saturday, April 20th at around 4:00pm at the Hartford, CT airport (BDL). I entered the TSA security area as I have many times before. A female TSA officer asked me to remove my bracelet, so I 
immediately followed her instructions and placed my bracelet in the bin to go through lhe scanner, and walked up for my Iurn to go through the metal detector. When I retrieved my bin after the check, my bracelet was broken. The clasp had been torn 
off and several of the silver balls were scattered throughout the security bin. I was very sad and a male TSA officer witnessed the incident, and told me that I actually did not have to take my bracelet off; that it was optional. This was not told to me: I 
thought I had to do what the female TSA officer said and know better than to cause any commotion at an airport by questioning authority. A supervisory male TSA oflicer!(b':1(6) ~hen came over and told me that I could fill out a TSA comment card and 
be reimbursed for my bracelet. So, that is what I am doing in this email. 

Please see below for a receipt for my bracelet. It was $32.00. Will you please have a new bracelet mailed to me. or have a check mailed to me? 

Thank you, 

St Petersburg, FL 33701 

2013 3 51 :1 HYPERLINK~!(b~)~(6~'------------' 

PS My flight was with US Airways to Charlotte (Flight 104 7) then Tampa (Flight 1471 ). 
Confirmation l( b I ( 61 I 

------ Forwarded message----

From:kbi(6i 
Date: Wed. Apr 24, 2013 at 2: 11 PM 
Subject: Fw: Shipping confirmation for our Ral hlauren.com orde 1h··,1rr1 

To:!(b )(6) !<HYPERLIN (b 1(6) ,._ _____________________ _. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service 
Current Date/Time : 412512013 5:23: 10 PM Airport : MIA - M1am1 International Date/Time of Travel 04/2512013 6: 10 PM Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: concourse D checkpoint 2 TSA Employee: (II Known) . 

2013 6_03., Comment: The checkpoint seems underslafled. Time through lhis checkpoint was approximately 25 mins. Only one millimeter wave machine/metal detector is running.This is common on Thursday afternoons, in my experience. 
· · Would you like a response? . True 

Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 

Emailkbi(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



'013 10 09: 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I would like to complain about how I was treated by a TSA officer at a checkpoint. Chicago O'Hare. Terminal 1, checkpoint 2, 9:00 p.m. (+/- 5 min) April 25. The officer was white, 40s, slightly balding, and mentioning his need to go on break. 

Our conversation was something like this: 

Me: "So who gets to use the metal detector?" 

Officer: [misunderstands question] No. [pause, no response] It's for airport employees. Are you an airport employee? [pause, no response from me] Negative. You can get out of line and have a pat-down. Would you like a pat-down today? 

It was a polite question that got a rude response, W hi I e I am a patient person. I Ii nd it a pp al Ii ng that our country is represented by rude officers to tho us ands of i ntemationa I t rave I e rs. Even more concerning is his need to remind me who is in control, 
by his use of "pat-down", It was completely inappropriale, and I'm sorry to say I have seen power-tripping in TSA employees before. Please gel this under control. 

I recorded this while sitting at my gate, so please be assured it is an accurate account. 

Sincerely, 

To w horn it may concern 

Between 1130 hrs & 1200hrs on Friday 26th April I checked in at the delta terminal at JFK airport. Whilst going through security I am pretty sure I have now dealt with the rudest apathetic group of people in the airport security world' This is my first time 
!rave 11 mg through the USA since th at terri b I e day in 2001. so I am sti 11 getting used to your procedures and am !rave 11 mg with two chi Id re n' Your staff a 11 have a sour look on their faces. I was trying to ask the guy at the metal detector if I needed to 
remove my shoes, I had to ask twice a got a look like I was an idiot and I think a nod of the head! When we were trying to get organised at the other side which had been clear prior to us all of a sudden my children were asked to move so that one of 
them could push a 1rolley full of trays away. I lhen asked one of them standing on the side about my wife returning through securily because she is a smoker, he managed 10 look up from his phone for a second to mumble aboul I D and boarding pass 
before looking back dawn at his phone and continuing with his textlfacebook or whatever he was doing' I am sure someone will say something about the stress of law enforcement etc. well I can say that I have been a front line (general duties/patrol) 

2013 4 ,06,, police officer in Australia for 13 years. and if any of my members were acting that way I would definitely have words to say about there attitude. I don't expect a brass band welcoming committee just some common courtesy and not to be looked at like 
an 1d1ot! 

Thank you for your time 

Sent from my iPhone 



2013 4:07:1 

Feedback Type Request for Information 
Categories: TSA Pre?"' , Screening (AIT, Patdown) Current Date/lime: 412612013 3:49:01 PM Airport: Select One Date/lime of Travel· 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · T use the TSA Precheck and depending on the airport I sometimes set off the metal detector. I have an 8&quot:x1/2&quot; titanium rod inserted into my left lower leg. When it goes off they say that it was my lower legs. Why does this then 
precipilate a full body pat down? My groin does not set ii off, my shoulders and chesl are not selling it off. 

Also when they start to explain the pat down process doesn't it seem reasonable that a known traveler in the Precheck lane would know these procedures? It seems like they could simply ask rather than going through the whole speal when it would not 
be necessary. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 

Passenger ·s Nai"m""e"'(.;ab"'I"'( 5""·-,'-----,,----' 
Phone Number h·,1R··, 

Email b)(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Fromtb)(6) 
Sent:riday, April 26, 2013 I :28 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject: Issue at Reno airport on 212512013 

To whom 11 may concern, 

Apparently I have been sending my issue to the wrong email address. I have written 2 other times on this issue, but have never received a response. I will try again. 

2013 5: le:, On 212512013 I was traveling from Reno to Phoenix. Unfortunately I do not have the flight number at hand. I can tell you thal my flight departed Reno al about 12:40pm. I was flying US Airways. Somewhere around 10:30am I was in line to go 
through the checkpoint at gate "C'". I was with my girlfriend. In front of me in line were two people who had "CREW" tags hanging around their necks. The first was an African/American man. He took his shoes off like all of us, and placed his bag on 
the conveyor belt and walked through the metal detector. Like WE ALL do. The second was a blondish white female. She struck up a conversation with the TSA person standing by the scanner. I noticed she placed her large cup on top of the 
conveyor belt machine. She then walked through the scanner. She never took her shoes off as she laughed with the TSA person monitoring the scanner. As she passed through I noticed the TSA person reach up to take her cup off the top of the 
machine. The TSA person then handed lhe cup to the "CREW"' person. The cup never wenl through the "'x-ray" machine, and lhe TSA peson never even took the lid off the cup. It wasn't a small cup eilher. II looked more like a large coffee cup one 
might get at a coffee store. THe "CREW"' member then continued on her way. 

I thought this transaction was a bit odd so after I went through I asked to speak to someone in charge. I was directed to the elevaled desk where tb)(ff:, Introduced herself as the person in charge. I told her what I had jusl seen, and her 
immediate answer was "she's a crew member. If she wanted to crash the plane she could do it with less than a cup of coffee". This reply came across as very unproffessional and very confrontational. I immediately told her so. I explained that I have 
to take my off my belt,watch.nng,hatsweatshirt.shoes any tiny piece of paper has to come out of my pocket, and this person has to do none of it? I also pointed out that the "CREW"' member in front of her followed the rules. That is when another TSA 
employee who was standing there the whole time chirpped in. This TSA person was a bit overweight, white man in his 20s. He told me If I wanted to know why the '"CREW" member got to go through l:ike that I should ask her. That seemed very 
ignorant on his par1. I thoughl by going to the TSA person in charge I would have gotten much more of an intelligent response. 



'013 10 58: 

From: bi(6i 
Sent: Saturday, Apnl 27, 2013 2:56AM 
To: tsaextemalcompliance@dhs.gov 
Subjecl: Issue at Reno airport on 212512013 

Thank you for your email message. We appreciale I hat you took the time to share 
your ca ncems with us. 

Because 1 he described incident occurred at a security checkpoint, we have 
forwarded your email to the Customer Service Manager at the given airport. 

TSA monitors the nature of mquines we receive to track trends and spot areas 
of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process w i 11 en ab I e 
us to ensure prom pt, co rrecl iv e action whenever we d ete rm i ne that 
security-screening pa Ii ci es need modification or specific employees a r screener 

teams a re the s LI bJects of repeated complaints. 

We also encourage you to check lhe 1a1es1 information at HYPERLINK "h1tp://www.tsa.gov"www.1sa .gov. 

TS A understands your co nee m regarding the effects the new screening procedures 
have had on fl i g hi crewme m bers, including pi lots and flight atte nda nl s. T SA 
Administrator John Pistole is committed ta ensuring TSA operates as a 
nsk-based. i nte 11 i g ence-d nve n Agency and I au n ch ed several reviews of T SA 
policies soon after his confirmation to ensure all standards are met. 

After eva I uat i ng a I ternative sec LI rity protoca Is far flight crewme m bers that 



Hi, 

My name iskb)(6) I I work on the North Slope of Alaska as a contractor to ConocoPhillips. I have a disabilily. I contracted Polio during lhe 1940 10 mid 1950s epidemic and have to weJr braces. Al the Anchorage Alaska Airporl on April 16, 
2013 I told the young man I wear braces and cannot take my shoes off. I have trouble standing in one place and have difficulty standing in the new screening device. If there were a handle ta hold on to at the tap of this device I would have na trouble. 
But there isn't so I cannot go through the new screening. He challenged me as to how I was walking and said "you seem to walk just fine to me" 

The discussion elevated to an argument about whether I was going to be lei through the screening area or nol. Finally another TSA person came and got me and took me through the line. I was instructed to take off my shoes. To which I said "Okay 
you are making trouble far me, I will make trouble for you" When I pulled up my trouser leg they said ·'You wear braces" To which '"Yes and I told that idiot out front, I had Polio at age 4 and wear braces and could not take my shoes oW. 

Now I am still working and was on my way to catch the company charter plane to the North Slope. I am 72 years. I am a white male U.S. Citizen and have worked overseas in areas such as Indonesia and Ivory Coast, West Africa. I have a disability, 
have weak calves and ankles due to Polio at age 4. I carry a US passporl and have traveled extensively in Europe and South Easl Asia. I strongly object to the way I was Ireated by these new hires in TSA. I can ask for a privale screening bul uni ii 
now have never had a reason to. 

Why are American citizens hassled when going through the security screening? I really believe the new device should be friendlier to disabled travelers or let disabled travelers go through the old metal detectors without question or hassle. My braces 
are made of carbon fiber and do nol have any steel parts, I will nol set off the alarm. What is wilh TSA on these issues? 

2013 3:06:' Regards 

l(b)(61 I 
Broken Arrow. Oklahoma )4014 
Home:kbl(61 I 
HYPERLINK (bi(ff1 

Caller fi1es from BWI but does not know which line to get in. She has a joint stent and the WTMDs always alarm and then she has to have a patdown. She is in her late 80s. 

2013 5:56:, Advised caller: 
Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). 

Caller flies from BWI but does not know which line to get in. She has a joint stent and the WTMDs always alarm and then she has to have a patdown. She is in her late 80s. 

2013 5:56:, Advised caller: 
Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). 



Good afternoon. 

My name is~nd I would like to reporl a concern re a TSA employee al the Kennewick/Pasco PSC Airport today April 28, 2013 at 4:30pm. 
While traveling with my fiance, after placing my items and bag on the xray belt,kb)(ffi !addressed me to please reposition my bag. I did this immediately and positioned the remaining bags in a similar fashion_fh··,1rr1 hhen asked me 
whether I trusted my traveling companion (finance). I said that I did and went back to stand with him. We then waited for our bags to start through. !rh·11r;··, left the metal detector directly after I went through (prior to my fiance going through) and 
stated that he needed to go through my bag . I /el t very odd at this moment that he was targeting me. 

He then proceeded to empty the entire contents of my gym type bag except the shoes. He even attempted to open my small red wallet. but was unable to understand the clasp. He then wiped everything down individually and sent the bag and the 
contents back through separately. 

2013 8,12,c When lhis was complete, he motioned me with his index finger to follow him to the repacking area. He proceeded to repack my bag and palronizingly explain 10 me how to pack my bag. Quote ... "This morning when you woke up and packed your bag, 
· · it was an unfortunate sequence of events. You packed in such a way that the xray machine was unable to distinguish your two cells phones which were packed together." I had been quiet and compliant throughout this odd experience and politely 

th an ked h1 m by name at this tI me. I was unclear whether he was s exua 11 y harassing me or just sI m ply targeting and harassing me today. It was very unpleasant and unco mfo rta ble and extremely unprofessional. 
I am frequent traveler. holding Platinum status with Delta and MVP with Alaskan Airlines. so am not unfamiliar with the TSA screening process. In addition, I am an employee and surgeon for the Veterans Administration Health Care System and am 
very fam i Ii a r wi I h federa I gov ernme nl security processes. My experience today, was as s ta I ed above, very unprofessional, persona 11 y i nv asi ve and bordered on ta rg eti ng vs harassment. 
It may be advisable at this time to re-educate/remediate some key TSA employees at the Kennewick/Pasco Airport including !(b)(ff:, !-
Thank you for your time and attention to this matler today. 

Sincerely, 

Response Details: If a passenger uses an ostomy, he or she can be screened wilhout having to empty or expose lhe ostomy. However, it is importanl for passengers to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducling the screening about 
the ostomy before the screening process begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform TSOs about any disability, medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not 
exempt anyone from security screening, their use may improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TS Os of their conditions. 

Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT or a walk-lhrough metal detector, lhe passenger s ostomy is subject 10 additional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include lhe passenger conducting a self-patdown of the 
ostomy, followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passengers hands. 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender, Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 

The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 

I explained that I can forward her concern to the appropriale office for review. I explained thal I can email the informalion to her regarding the writlen complaint. 

,013 12,35, I apologized to the caller for the situation. 

Email sent. 

NOTE 
I tried to call back for luther details regarding the EW R incidents, however the number was busy. Sending to ODPO and CS Ms for review anyway. 

Incident Details: She stated that he has a ostomy and he has a pouch. She stated that today, at SDF. he had to empty his baggage completely. She stated that his hands did not pass the search, so he was taken to a private area and basically strip 
searched. She stated that they took a g ra no la bar from him. She stated that he has to have certain foods lo r his condition. in the event he is not able to re Ii eve hi mse If on the flight. She stated that they wo u Id not give their last names and badge 
numbers to him at the checkpoint. She stated that his ostomy is a private part of his life_ and he does not want everyone knowing about it. She stated that he used the blue card to let them know of his ostomy. She stated that he was treated as a 
terriost. 

She stated th at this happens at EW R al I the tI me. however not usu ally to this extent. She stated that in the past at EW R he was required to expose his o stom y bag by Ii Iii ng his shirt. No specific detai Is were p rov1d ed reg a rd i ng the incidents at EW R. 

She slated that she does feel that this is disability discriminalion because, if he did nol have the ostomy this would not have happened. She staled her son does intend on submitting a complaint in writing. 

On this occasion, he was at Terminal A at SDF. flying to EWR She stated that the supervisor was!~(b_·:~1(6_._I -~I The TSOs that were involved IJ:ill](male), !(b)(6!(male), and!(b)(ff:, kfemale). They conducted his screening. She stated that he 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 4/29/2013 1 :02:09 PM Airport . MSP - Minneapolis-St. Paul International Date/Time of Travel . 0311112013 1 :54 PM Airline & Flight Number : Frontier Flight 138 Checkpoint/Area al Airport · Security TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: I am a transgender woman and I experienced a situation at the security checkpoint. After stepping out of the metal detector. I then had a male security guard touch my breasts and I know that it is supposed to be done by a female. I did not 

2013 2:59:, catch his name, but I was rather unnerved to have a man touching my breasts. 

2013 4:32:( 

2013 6:14:< 

Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name :~ 
Phone Number . 

Email =~kb~i~(6~1-------~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The caller want to know lhe policy regarding the AIT. The caller opted out of the AIT due to pregnancy and was nol allowed to go through lhe me1a1 detector at IND. She was made 10 have a paldown. She travels every week and IND is lhe only one 
that requires her to have a patdown instead of going through the metal detector. The caller said the website states that if you da not want toga through the AIT you can ga through the metal detector. 

Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do nol wish to be screened by I his technology will be required to undergo alternalive screening, including a I ho rough patdown. 

A passenger can request to be screened by imaging technology if it 1s available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown, but cannot request to be screened by a metal detector in lieu of imaging technology or a patdown. 
http: www. tsa, gov t rave I er-information ad vanced-i magi ng-techno I og y-a nd-wal k-t h rough-metal-detector 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at IND. 

Hello. 

I would like to complain about the TSA screening service I received at ATL Airport on Friday. April 26. approximately 12:50PM. 

The incident took place at scanner 22 with a male TSA agent. After seeing a mother and child bypass the body scanner and go through the metal detector. I requested that I too avoid the body scanner and simply go through the metal detector. Instead 
the agent said "No. you have to go through the scanner.'' I did not reply back and did go through the scanner. then was asked to wait outside. Another agent asked ii I had anything in my pockets and I replied "No,'' and received a brief 5 second pat 
down outside the scanner on my backside where my pockets where. After nolhing was found, I was then instructed 10 wait again, and follow a female agenl to have my fingers tested for residue. After I passed, I was free 10 go. 

My complaint is lhree fold. First, asking to bypass the scanner is not only allowed, but the TSA agent should inform the passenger thal this is possible but going through the metal detector and a standard pat down is required if bypassing lhe body 
scanner. The agent did not inform me of this right, even though it is standard process according to the TSA blog. Second, I watched approximately 20 people ahead of me go through the body scanner, and none received a post body scanner pat 
down. Finally, I would like to note that I was again singled out and required to go through the hand residue test. 

Al I that I ask 1s that you inform the team at the ATL about the sea n ne r opt out request and ensure they are fully Ira i ned. Th at is al I, than ks. 

l(b)(61 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time: 511/2013 10:52:57 AM Airport BOS - Logan lnternallonal Date/Time ofTravel 04/18/2013 4 15 AM Airline & Fl,ghl Number Un,ted 1218 BOS-SFO@ 0600 Checkpo1nt1Area of Airport Terminal C TSA Employee (If Known) 
kbl/6\ !(female) Comment· Husband and wife traveling with our 12-month old son. I, the husband, was holding the baby. Female screener !(b)(6·1 !Quard1ng the walk-through-metal-detector (WTMD) directed my wife 
to the millimeter wave (MMW) Nude-0-Scope (NoS), causing me to hand the baby to my wife, myself be directed to the NoS with a dirty look from the screener, and opt out. 

Unpublished bul obvious TSA policy for quile a while has been that all parents !raveling wilh a child under 12 are allowed through the WTMD and able to avoid the NoS or opt-out process. This screener insisted on separating us, and the male-assist 
who periormed my opt-out grope defended her and claimed it was SOP to send only one parent through the WTM D. This is blatantly false as evidenced by my many trips with this baby through many airports. including BOS. in the past year where we 

J13 12:04:' have not been separated. 

TSA une,pecledly separating myself from my wife during this period made it much harder for her to re-pack our property, protect it from damage and potenlial theft, and simultaneously handle lhe baby. It also backed up the ,-ray line. Male assisl 
periorming my opt-out grope claimed that he didn't care since he was paid by the hour and not per passenger screened. That is evidence of classic government-bureaucrat mentality. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name kb··1(6'1 
Phone Number : ==-'-----' 
Email !(b)(6i I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service 
Current Date/Time . 511/2013 5:53:04 PM 
Airport PHL - Philadelphia International Date/Time of Travel 0510112013 9:30 AM Airline & Flight Number : USAlr 1489 CheckpointlArea of Airport : Terminal B TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I was witness to very rude, disrespectful treatment of the traveler two people in front of me in line, going through the screening process. At the head of the line, the traveler asked ii he could NOT be screened as he was concerned about 
electromagnetic energy from the machine, as he was trying wilh his wife to have a baby, and as a physician there were concerns aboul electromagnetic energy and birth defects (he was very polite yet serious). The nice TSA lady said she didn't think 
the machine emitted energy, but that he could request a pat-down instead of the metal detector. At the point of going through the metal detector, the traveler very politely asked for the alternate/pat-down screening. Three TSA representatives and 
what appeared to be a senior off ce r were involved, tel Ii ng the man that he must go through the metal detector and th at he was in the wrong I in e for a pat-down. and that he needed to go through now as he was holding up the Ii ne. The man, co nti nurng 
to be polite, said that he had been told he could request the alternate, and ii he could be directed to where he needed to go. he would comply. At this point, the senior officer raised his voice saying that the traveler had two choices: He could go 

'013 8'43:2 through the metal detector now, or lhe officer would alert the air line thal the traveller had refused to be scanned and he would not be allowed 10 fly today or perhaps in the future. The officer said this at leasl three times, in a loud and inlimidating voice 
until the man complied. I am writing because it is shameful that this traveler was subjected to such treatment, particularly when he had alerted the earlier TSA agent of his wishes and was just trying to do what he could to ensure that he would have a 
healthy baby. The traveller tried to be polite and was bullied by the senior officer. I regret not getting the man's badge number or name, but quite frankly. I was worried that he would then come after me as a possible accomplice to whatever cnme he 
felt the traveller had committed. The traveller had what might have been a scandanavian accent, which further upset me that he was a guest in our country experiencing such rude treatment and lack of respect for his rights. 
I have a 101 of respecl for what lhe TSA and law enforcement folks are trying to do to protecl us, but the senior officer's behavior was wrong and embarrassing. I was compelled to wrile as I hope lhe traveller has also filed a complain!. and mine can 
serve to support him. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name b)(61 
Phone Number: 1h··,1rr, 

Email -'-'h-'-.l"-1'-'R-'-·., ----,,----,---,,--,-' 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



The caller indicated that the female document checker had problems with his TWIG card that he presented for ID. The female TSO [filifilJ medium build, black hair) accused him of tampering with the TWIG card; however he was permitted to enter 
the checkpoint. 

A blonde female TSO th at was very nice and polite pointed out that he had lo rg otte n to re move a ce 11 phone in his pocket. 

He passed lhrough the WTMD with no problem; however a male TSO by the name of0:illEJ-ead Supervisor) roughly grabbed his shoulder and indicaled thal his pants were 100 baggy and I hat he would have to conduct a pal down. The caller feels 
that there was no reason for the pat down and that he was deceived. The caller indicated that he was wearing Wrangler boot cut cowboy cut jeans and when pulled out at the thigh there is about two inches of slack fabric, less than the pants al the TSO 
umfo rms and reg u I a r s I acks worn by other passengers. The TSO roug hi y touched his private parts. 

The caller asked if there was video of this. 

The caller indicated that he doesn't t like that he cannot always see his things dunng the screening process. He indicated that he has not been able to maintain line of sight with his items. He should be permitted to collect his belongings and bring them 
with him if additiona I screening is required , 

,013 S:41 :3, TSA still owes him $850 for cross and chain piece of jewelry that became missing a couple of years aga as it he was required to remove it at the checkpoint. It was never found. He indicated that he did file a claim and it was ignored. 

He indicated that he did not like the attitudes from TS O's as they act like their have God like status and if a passenger disagrees with a TSO, the TSO can prevent them from flying or get them arrested. 

The caller indicated that he would like to provide kudos to the two female TSO that were very nice and polite. 

The caller asked if there was a restriction in regard to powder and a fungal powder was not permitted. He indicated that screening for residue was not conducted, 

The caller indicated that he requested a contact number from one of the female TSO's and indicated that he didn't t want to speak with anyone at the airport. He indicated that he didn·t t want to speak with a supervisor however the TSO Lead filillJ 
came over and was rude to him llliR§}, rov ided a comment ca rd which the passenger completed and p I aced in the ap prop ri ate box. 

The caller staled thal this is lhe only airport I hat requires him 10 remove his shoes and place on lhe conveyor belt. Other airpor1s require I hat lhe shoes be placed in a bin and not on the conveyor bell direclly. TSO are hard on passengers if I hey don I 
place shoes on the covey s be It. They badger pea pie and TSO make their own rules. 

The caller asked how long he should allow for the GSM to contact him back. 

I apologized in regard ta the experience and advised that I had documented all al the information provided. I explained that TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints that are received and that I would also refer the information to the CSM at 

Feed back Type : Security Issue 
Categories: Duration of Screening Process: Pat-down Current Date/Time: 5/212013 1 :34:42 PM Airport· LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
G h eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. TO wham its my concern, 
My name 1s !(b·:,(6) !rm been working for LAX for the last 4 years with Virgin Australia under the contract of Virgin America. On Apnl 30, 2013 around 8:30pm, I had an incident with the TSA females at terminal 3. It all started when I was 

going through security with a wheelchair passenger. When the wheelchair was taken in to do a female assist. During that time I was walking through the metal detector, the alarm went off. I went in the first time, TSA asked me to put my badge in the 
machine, I hen walk in again. Alarm wenl off again so I hat's when TSA decided 10 get me a female assisl. While I was waiting: I asked TSA if I can get my badge back because I don'I feel safe without ii. She kind of gave me a attitude just because I 
was asking for my badge. Then, when I went through with TSA. she asked me what else da I have in my packet. My answer was my money, then she asked me to take it aut and put it in the container: as well my shoes,belt,and ring. When I did that she 
took the container and walked away. I ask her excuse me why you taking my money, can you please leave it on the table. I don't see the need for you to put the money on ex-ray belt. Then, she took my stuff to the ex-ray belt, other TSA staff approach 
me to give me instructions on how is the procedure of pat down. When she started with the pat down, I felt uncomfortable and humiliated knowing that I been working at the airport for the last 4 years. In the other hand, TSA she should only said, 

'013 2:26:4 remove your belt not your badge maybe I would've not go11en lhe pat down .. Also, when I went back 10 gel my pen from lhe table. The group of TSA lhat checked me and wheelchair passenger. They making me feel humiliated and they were laughing I 
gat a pat down. 

I understand th at al I of us we have i nstru ct1on' s to lo 11 ow and work to do, but a 11 with Respect. &quot; Not with hum i I 1ati on &quot;. 
Please take this inconsideration for future customer's or stall. 

Thank lo r your understanding, 
If you need more inform ati an 
please call:!rh··,1rr, I 

Thank You 
Would you like a response?: True 

Passenger's Na~m_e_·----~ 
Phone Number fh··,1rr, 

Email !(b ,(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning \h,s feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service 
Current Date/Time· 512/2013 11:18:58 PM Airport: SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International Date/Time of Travel. 05/02/2013 5:30 AM Airline & Flight Number. AS2153 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: In between D and C gates TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Very Large Person that I would recognize if I saw them again. 
Comment· I travel regularly for business. I know the routine well and comply with all regulations a requests. Today I saw the worst of TSA. As I was going through the metal detector there was a beep, The agent said it was a routine random 
inspection. No problem, he told me 10 wait I here and someone would come 10 gel me. So I waited. Next, a very large woman walked toward me, unable to make herself take lhe walk all lhe way and she said somelhing like I told you to follow me, in a 
very mean and terse tone. Sa, I headed that way but went to the belt ta get my things. She made no attempt to bring my items and she yelled at me not to touch anything. I asked her if she was taking personal responsibility for my wallet, personal 
items and laptop. In a huff she grabbed part of the items and said again in a terse tone, follow me. I tried to get the rest of my things and she yelled at me. So, I left them there. We got to her station and she used some tape thing on my hands that 

'013 8:22:1 burned, put it in a machine and walked away. She didn't say a word other than to turn her back. I stayed there waiting to be released. Finally after walking away, she said you can get your other things. I asked to see her supervisor and talked to that 
lady. She said she would address it. (Will she really? The supervisor said the other person was supposed to gather my lhings and bring them with me 10 lhe slation, but obviously she had no intention of doing I hat until I asked her if she was taking 
responsibility for my items.) Being treated like a criminal by a gruff mean spirited person that is tao lazy to do her job is not what I expect out of TSA or anyone. I understand the importance and am glad we protect our travelers. The random checks 
are fine too. But usually you get told it 1s random and what they are doing and a friendly demeanor. This person thought she could treat me like dirt. I hardly look like a terrorist, unless you consider a white, protestant, 53 year old in a suit with nothing 
on him, to be a threat to national security. This kind of thing needs to stop, I am angry at the lack of professionalism and suspect this person is a regular problem based on her attitude. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Na~m_e_· __ ..__ .. 

Phonel'>'IJ!ll!'==="'-----'-, 
Email ·==""--------' 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

In 1998 I had a total hip replacement (all metal). 

I am very sorry to hear that the TSA wi 11 soon discontinue use of Advanced Imaging Technology ( backs ca tier and/or mi 11 i meter wave), which was very convenient lo r peo pie Ii ke me, I travel fairly freq ue ntl y. and am wandering ii the re is anything I can do 
(pre-screening, etc.) 10 avoid a full pat-down every time I pass through security, because I know my hip will set off the metal detector. 

Respectfully, 

(b,(6) 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Dis a bi Ii ty Complaint 
Current Date/Time : 51312013 6:53:47 PM 
Airport · SMX - Santa Maria Public 
Date/Time of Travel 04/30/2013 

,013 7_58,5 Airline & Flight Number · SkyWest 
· · · Checkpoint/Area of Airport 

'013 3:19 5, 

TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I have bi lateral knee rep I ace m ents and fly from SM X at I east lour ti mes yearly. In the past few yea rs. I have successfully used the body scanner without being di sen mi nated against due to my knees. This trip. I lo und out th at the body 
sea nne r at SM X had be en sent to Fresno and I was forced to undergo a body p atdown after setting off ( obvious! y with my knees) the meta I d ete cto r a I arm , This di scrim i nation is unfair! P PI ease obtain a re placement body sea n ne r for the S MX airport so 
that all passengers will be screened fairly! Thank you, kb·:,(6) INould you like a response?: True Passenger"s Name :fh··,1r:;-·, !Phone Number!(b)(6) I Email :fh·,1r:;·-, [fo leave a commenl 
concerning this feedback, follow this link. http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: ~kb_·:~1(6_-_I --~ 
Dale Time: 5/412013 1 :30:29 PM 

Nam~bi(6i 
Ema;Jb1(61 
Comp I a i nts: Discourteous/Rude Employee. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc):this is normal for the last couple years. 6 different times. 
Comments:My daughter uses a insulin pump and every single time she flies she gets abused by the TSA in Tampa. lnlimidation must be parl of the training because it is the norm for TSA to push her through lhe screening process when her pump 
manufacture tell her not to go through the metal detector. No matter who she gets the TSA agent argues with her each and every single time. She dreads flying out of Tampa more than any other airport. This time during the arguing her carry on was out 
of site and she asked for 11 and the TSA agent told her she should have thought of that when she wouldn't go through the scanner. The pumps cost 2 to 3 thousand dollars and she has replaced one already. How insulting and unprofessional. 

Whal is the poinl of showing your boarding pass twice before you go threw lhe check point where tsa checks your Id then pass I do no Not under stand why I have to show again before I go threw a hole body scanner . Thal is telling me you dnt trusl 
:J 13 12_56'[ the tsa agents who scan your boarding pass then Id . Also I have notice that. This airport security is so slow it should not take that long to go threw security Metal detectors should be a option not fenced off . Your airport is deficient in getting 

· · passengers threw in a timely manor You should look at Boston Logan airport and model afler them maybe you will be able to process passengers threw security in a timely manor 
Sent from my iPhone 

The ca 11 er is a frequent !rave I er at ORD. The cal I er state that T SA admitted the re is a fl aw in the sere en i ng p races s. The ca 11 er states th at due to the seq ueste ri an the security Is being compromised. The cal I er states that due to the long Ii nes they are 
opening up lanes and letting people go through the metal detector instead of the AIT. The caller wants to know why they are being allowed to go through the metal detector. The caller states that ii very alanming because a passenger could possibly 
get through screening wilh a bomb and it be undetected by lhe meIaI detector. He went through screening loday and last Wednesday and very upset because he feels this issue has caused the TSA checkpoints to become less secure than before. 

1013 9:25:2 The caller states that it is very risky to let passengers go through the metal detector. The caller states they can email him and give him a phone number if they needed or wanted to talk to him. 

'013 2:11:1 

Because your complaint concerns security screening al a particular airpori. we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Service Manager al ORD. 

The ca 11 er has tw"o knee re placements. The cal I er said everyti me she travels she has to go through the metal detector and she has to receive a pat-down. The ca 11 er said she always has to go to a p nvate room and have a pat-down perlo nmed again. 
The caller said she is a 78 year old woman and she is not a threat. The caller said she will be traveling again and she wanted to know what she needs to do to avoid this happening, 

I told the caller if she goes through the metal detector or the AIT and alarm sounds or an anomaly appears she would have to under-go a pat-down. I told the caller she would have to under-go a pat-down even if she tells the officer she has the metal 
implants. I told the caller she can request to speak with a supervisor. 



She stated that they were coming through PHX to BUR today, and went through security around 7:25-7:30 a.m. Her husband has 2 knee replacements, and generally he goes through the AIT, but there was only one of those available, and it was at the 
other end. She thin ks that the re should be a sIg n saying th at any passenger with metal Im plants would need to go to the spec iii c Ii ne that has the AIT. The I in es weren t long at al I, and they got to walk up and go right through. but be cause the re was no 
sign the re saying that he s hou Id go through the AIT because of the metal implants. he got a patdown because he set off the WT MD. She thinks that the patdown was too much lo r an 88 year o Id. She does n t understand why they did n t have th em a 11 

open. Once he went through, and was patted down, they sent him back lhrough. 
Flight details below: 
Airport: PHX 
Airline: Southwest 

,013 4,50 ,5 Flight#: 3384 . 
Went through security: 7:25-7:30 a.m. 
Departure Time: 9:25 a.m. 
Departure Date: 5-6-13 
Terminal Gate: 4 C6 

Advised Caller: 
I told the caller that I would send her infonmation up to the CSM at that airport so that they would know that she was upset about the fact that there was no sign, and that she thinks there should be a sign set up so that passengers can know if they have 
metal implants lhen they should go through the line for lhe AIT. 

Dear TSA Customer Service, 

Going through your security checkpoint at Newark Airport, Terminal A, was a frustrating experience on May 3. My plane from Glasgow. Scotland, landed at 11:30 am. My next flight out of Terminal A was scheduled to take off at 1 :09 pm. There should 
have been enough ti me to make the flight. but your security checkpoint was a major bottleneck that day and I missed my flight by minutes. The res u It was I had to go to a different terminal and wait for another flight at 3: 3 0. 

Some details: My flight number was UA 4129K to Washington, Reagan, laking off from Gale 26 in Terminal A 

The prob I ems began upon arrival at the Terminal A checkpoint. The Ii ne sp i I led over beyond the main wa iii ng a re a. Pea pl e we re asked to stand across from the main queue to a 11 ow other airport patrons to pass through. M eanwh1 I e. the p ri o nty bo ardrng 
line was empty and being tightly controlled by a TSA rep, 

Once through the area where boarding passes were checked, a long line formed down a narrow passageway. TSA agents told people to keep moving down, which we did with some difficulty (because it was narrow). I ended up at the 4th screening 
area, where there was vI rtua 11 y no movement for 1 5 minutes or more. As I got closer. I observed some problems. The T SA agent wanted people to present their boa rd i ng pass ( which p resu m ab I y they had al ready done when they entered the a re a), but 

:J 13 10, 12, 1 informed one patron after she had already put her carry-on items and boarding pass through the screener. She had to get it and present it to the agent. For some unknown reason, a main in a wheelchair and his wife waited in front of the metal detector 
· · for aboul 1 O minutes before I hey could pass through. A couple who had a a metal waler bottle in their carry-on brought everything to a halt. Instead of being asked to slep aside so their luggage could be searched, everyone had to wait for this issue 10 

be reso I ved. 

At no time did any TSA agent ask patrons about flight times and attempt to move people through laster so they could make their flight. 

Maybe the airport is dealing with space issues at this checkpoint? I realize it's important to screen people before flights. But right now. this process is really inefficient and would think twice before flying through Newark again. 

Sincerely, 

i(b)(61 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Ti me : 517120 13 9: 51 :28 AM 
Airport. SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International Date/Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 

:i, 3 1012 , TSA Employee (If Known) 
· "Comment· There needs to be consistency in the level of sensitivity of the metal detectors for PreCheck to really be effective. I have gone through various airports in which the detector doesn't go off, goes off because of my belt, goes off because of 

my shoes or both my belt and shoes. It starts making PreCheck a hassle when I have to re screen three times when the poinl of ii is to be able to walk through. 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



'013 9:06:4 

1013 9:06:4 

1013 7:58:3· 

Caller: Arrived from Argentina. During the screening at the checkpoint before going ta Miami customer was stopped for additional screening. 
Stated that a fem a I e officer asked her to many questions. 

Localion: Miami lntemalional. 
Gate: Nat provided 
Airline: American Airline 
Flight #:490 

Advised : The Trans po r1 ati on S ecuri I y Administration (T SA) see ks to provide a high level or security and custom er service to a 11 Ir ave I e rs who pass through our s c reeni n9 checkpoints. Every passenger and their property m usl be sere ened before 
entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy.Tried to get more info but she said ta forget the 
comp I a int after advised is a random screening. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some ins1ances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown an a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ ar resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

Caller: Arnved from Argentina. During the screening at the checkpoint before going to Miami custom er was stopped for add i ti o na I screening. 
Stated that a fem a I e officer asked her to many quest ions, 

Location: Miami International. 
Gate: Not provided 
Airline: American Airline 
Flight #:490 

Advised: The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level al security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before 
entenng the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensunng that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy.Tried to get more info but she said to forget the 
comp I a int after advised is a random screening , 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior ta boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening al passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-;:::::====::::;---------····························· 
Remote Client 1p]~(b_·•~1(6_·~1 ---~ 
Date Time 51712013 11 57:16 PM 

Nam1b1(6) 
Emaib1(6) 
Comp I a i nl s: Di scou r1 ea us/Rude Employee· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Delta 1699 
Comments:I was going through security at Logan airport and one of the TSA employees was cursing and openly complaining about people going through the metal detector before their bags were on the belt. There were children around while he said 
"I'm so sick of this shit". Maybe he sound find another job then. These people need to watch their mouths and act professional. 



Caller wants to file a complaint. He has worked for United Airlines at ORD for 16 years and it happened at 12:28 PM today, Terminal 2. Employees go through the WTMD. The person in front of him had on sunglasses and he was asked to remove 
his glasses. As caller went through the TSO was an older guy with glasses and asked him to look into his eyes. 
He showed his ID and as he was walking through the TSO told him he should look at his eyes. He is Hispanic and the TSO was white and he was only asking people who were not white. He said 5 white people went through and barely saw his ID and 
he doesn't think it is the procedure. 

Response: 
Transfer,-ed to MB 

,013 _38 _0 The caller was transferred to me via Sandy. The caller is a United Airlines employee and has been employed by them for approximately 16 years at O'Hare. The caller stated that today, 5 8 13 at 1228PM CST he went through the employees line at 
· 1 · · · terminal 2. The caller stated that he walked thru the metal detector. The caller stated that whenever he went through the metal detector a TSO ordered him to look into the TSO s eyes. The caller was taken aback by this order. The caller stated that 

the TSO barely looked at his ID and boarding pass. The caller made the comment that he was already looking in the TSO s face as he was walking thru the metal detector. The caller stated that the TSO was a white male approximately 6 leet tall with 
grey hair and glasses. The caller stated I hat he fell uncomfortable with this requesl. The caller slated that as he was sitling and pulling his shoes back on, he observed the TSO s screening olher employees. The caller stated that the TSO only made 
this request to non white employees. The ca 11 er also stated that the TSO barely looked at the boa rd i ng passes of the non white emp I oye es as wel I. 

I advised the caller that he would need to place his complaint in writing before TSA could look into the matter. I obtained his email address and advised him that I would be forwarding him a link or email with instructions on how to file the complaint. 
The caller also informed me thal he did not request a supervisor as he was going into work and felt that he did nol have time to wait for one. I obtained the callers email address and advised him that he would receive informalion on how to file a 
comp I a int today. 

Caller wants 10 file a complain!. He has worked for Uniled Airlines at ORD for 16 years and ii happened at 12:28 PM today, Terminal 2. Employees go through lhe WTMD. The person in fronl of him had on sunglasses and he was asked to remove 
his glasses. As caller went through the TSO was an older guy with glasses and asked him to look into his eyes. 
He showed his ID and as he was walking through the TSO told him he should look at his eyes. He 1s Hispanic and the TSO was white and he was only asking people who were not white. He said 5 white people went through and barely saw his ID and 
he doesn't think it is the procedure. 

Response: 
Transfer,-ed to MB 

,013 1_38 ,0 The caller was transferred to me via Sandy. The caller is a Uniled Airlines employee and has been employed by them for approximately 16 years at O'Hare. The caller slated that today, 5 8 13 at 12:28PM CST he went through the employees line at 
· · · terminal 2. The caller stated that he walked thru the metal detector. The caller stated that whenever he went through the metal detector a TSO ordered him to look into the TSO s eyes. The caller was taken aback by this order. The caller stated that 

the TSO barely looked at his ID and boarding pass. The caller made the comment that he was already looking in the TSO s face as he was walking thru the metal detector. The caller stated that the TSO was a white male approximately 6 feet tall with 
grey hair and g I ass es, The cal I er stated that he le It u ncomfo rta bl e with this request. The ca Iler stated th at as he was sitting and putting his shoes back on, he observed the TSO s screening other employees, The ca 11 er stated that the TSO on I y made 
this request 10 non while employees. The caller also stated I hat lhe TSO barely looked at the boarding passes of the non white employees as well. 

I advised the caller that he would need to place his complaint in writing before TSA could look into the matter. I obtained his email address and advised him that I would be forwarding him a link or email with instructions on how to file the complaint. 
The caller also informed me that he did not request a supervisor as he was going into work and felt that he did not have time to wait for one. I obtained the callers email address and advised him that he would receive information on how to file a 
complain! today. 



'013 2:00 0 

8 MAY 2013 

TSA 

To Whom t May Concern, 

This morning, May 8. 2013, my flight crew and I encountered one of the worst TSA experiences in recent memory. I have been led to believe that TSA video records the security checkpoints, and I certainly hope so, because someone needs to review 
this parlicular agents conducl. If she is not trainable, she should be let go. 

I was lhe ca plain of a crew of five, all dressed in our airline uniforms wilh ID prominenlly displayed. We were attempting 10 pass through lhe Concourse B security checkpoint at Philadelphia Inn Airport at aboul 4:1 O AM. 

The previous evening, I had asked a TSA representative which checkpoinl would be open either 2417 or very early, as we had a 4:45 take-off scheduled. They said lhat it had been "C", but now it was the "B" checkpoinl. 

So, here we are al the "B' checkpoinl. which is supposed 10 be a 24 hour checkpoint, at 4: 1 O AM. As we approached the screening area, a TSA rep started yelling thal she wasn'I ready yet and go to C. She was waving the gray plaslic trays around for 
no discernable purpose. There were two screeners manning the portal, ane seated at the x-ray machine operators chair, and numerous at hers in the background. I tried to ask her if she was talking ta us, because she never looked at us, just waved the 
trays in the air and seemed to be yelling to no one in particular that she wasn't ready. I asked her to look at me so I could talk to her but she refused. Meanwhile. another, non-uniformed employee passed us by. went through the metal detector, and 
continued on their way. Still, she would not allow us the courtesy of a lace to face explanation, let alone, passage. She called for a supervisor. I was, frankly, relieved to hear that, but when he showed up, he too, said they weren't taking any passengers 
and we had to wait. Recall that I said we were all in full airline uniform, with ID! I asked him, "What part of this oulfit makes you lhink I am a passenger?!" Then, two more non-uniformed employees passed us by, went through screening and deparled. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time : 51812013 10:40:42 PM Airport : SAT - San Antonio International Date/Time of Travel 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport Terminal with American Airlines TSA Employee: (If Known) : 

,013 8_29 _0 Comment. I flew out of San Antonio back home in February. I went to a line that had a metal detector, nat a scanner. When I was ready to go through the detector, I was guided to the scanner. The gentleman in the scanner line was sent ta the 
· · · detector. This is ndiculous. Get nd of the scanners. 

Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1pf b)(61 I 
Date Time: 511 on\i 3 9:09:1 SAM 

Name~1h,1R, I 
ma, b)(61 '013 1000: E .1 ~ 

Comp a, nts: b, scou rteo us/ Rude m pl oyee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):PHL terminal C screening. 511912013 8-8:30 AM· 
Comments:While traveling with my adult daughter who has autism we encountered the incompetent and rude tsa screener!(b::,(6) !After oing through the metal detector there was a very long delay which caused my daughter to scream a lat 
because she was separated from her personal possetions. We explained her condition and requested they move her backpack ahead, bu b )(6) efused. We asked to s eak with a supervisor. but the supervisor refused. It is unfair to other passengers 
as wel I as those with di sa bi I it i es to be treated this way, We we re only requesting a sma 11 a cco m modat ion that wo u Id not cause any security issues, The refusa I of the tsa b) ( 6:1 to provide assistance should not be tole rated, The s u pe rvi so r 
refused to talk with us. TSA needs to have procedures for dealing with individuals with aulism. We will be sharing our experiences with the greater Autism community. This is not the first time we have had such problems with TSA airport screeners who 
da not know how to handle individuals with autism. I can only assume they do nat receive any training. 



1013 10:00 

I was blown up by a road side bomb in Afghanistan and it injured my back. 

I have a morphine pump that is implanled in my abdomen to control my pain, 

The d evIce is made of meta I and it al ways sets off the metal detectors. 

It's incredibly embarrassing when the TSA agent I ells me to pick up my shirt so he or she can see where the pump is implanled. 

I avoid flying as much as I can because of this. 

I carry a medical card from the pump manufacturer that states I have a device in my body but the TSA always does a full pat down and body screen with a hand help meIaI detector. 

Is this the best treatment I can get from the TSA? 

I don'I like people staring at me. 

Thanks 

Sent from my iPad 

Hello, 
I have some question about my rights as a working airline crew member. At airports without Known Crew Member must I submit to a standard pat down or do I have the right to a modified pat down? I have a knee replacement so I WILL set off the 
metal detector, and I choose not to use the new screening technology. What are the proper procedures? Until recently I was given the mod1f1ed, but lately I have not been extended this courtesy. I appreciate your time and look forward to your 
ariswer. 

'013 12:04: k~)&k,ygu 
bsi5J,;,.ays 

Sent from my iPad 

Caller traveled in February from Atlanta via Southwest. He was going to go through the AITwith his watch and belt on but it was closed down so he went through the metal detector. He took off the belt and the watch@,nd K§ill1rom TSA signed a 
paper and said that they saw him put his things in the bin. Now his watch his missing. It is a 1000 dollar watch. The TSA supervisor~ried to help him. They reviewed the tapes but the tape for that lane was not working that day. There was a 

2013 2:07:1 police filed as well. He is trying 10 fax his claim in to 571-227-1904 but it keeps going to a sex line. 

I told the caller that TSA monitors these complaints but we do not process claims here. He would need to contact the Claims Management Branch at 571-227-1300 for assistance. 



Disability Description: Caller said she called to get assislance and no one has called her back. Caller is flying from MCO tomorrow. This is her reIurn flight. Caller asked if there is someone she can call to find out who will be assisting her Iomorrow. 

Fl~ 
Disability Description: Callers son is autistic and cannot stand still for the AIT screening. II a patdown is required, he may need assistance. 

Information Request Caller asked if there is someone she can call to find out who will be assisting her ta morrow. 

~26 Return 5 15 2013 2:17:00 PM JetBlue MCO Upcoming 

Caller is concerned that they may need assistance if he is required to have a patdown. 

2013 2: 19:( Response Details: I told the caller I will send the request again. I gave her the CSM number to contact. 

Nam~(b1(6) 
Phon I 
4:30pm,...,..,.....,., __ ., 
I called!(b)(ff:, ! back because I realized there was an incorrecl date on lhe return flight. It was lisled at 05 17 2011, but should be 5 11 2013. Caller said she spoke to the CSM and was able to make arrangements for tomorrow. 

Informed caller that I would forward the information to ODPO and emailed the information on autism screening.Passengers with intellectual disabil1t1es or developmental disabil1t1es, such as Down Syndrome or autism. can be screened without being 
separated from their parents or guardians, Pa rents or guardians should info rm the Trans po rtati on Security Officer (TSO) co nd u cti ng the sere en i ng of the chi Id s needs before sere en i ng begins, Pa rents or guardians may olfe r s ugg es ti o ns on the best 
way to approach and screen their children, especially if it is necessary 10 Iouch him or her during screening. 
Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
Ca Iler is conce med that her son wi 11 not be ab I e to p er/orm the standing sti 11 part lo r the A IT and th at he wo u Id not react we 11 to the p atdown procedures, 

To Whom It May Concern: 

On Wednesday. May 7, I flew an Southwest Flt. 504 from Newark airport (EWR), Terminal C. I was escorted ta Security in a wheelchair at around 5:30 p.m. When I reached Security, the agent manning the line motioned for me to go through the full 
body scanner. I declined, and asked for the pat-down. He ignored me, and let five or six people pass through the scanner and/or metal detector. The agent's name isfh·11rr·, !I was unable to get his badge number. 

He then turned to me and directed me to put my carry-on, purse and shoes on the belt, but did not call for a female agent. I said that I would wait until I was ready to go through lhe pat-down, so I hat I would not have to let my personal items be out of 
my sight. He then continued ta ignore me, letting many more people through the security procedure, and made no attempt ta get an agent to attend to me. I then asked if he would call the female attendant, but ta no avail. He turned away, and did 
nothing except let more people through. 

Eventually, a female agenl turned up,!(b)(ff:, !whom I recognized as the same agent who gave me the pat-down a monlh earlier on a different flight. She sIood on the other side of the glass half-door from where I sat in lhe wheel chair, but 
~still would not open that door to let me through. Finally another agent showed up next to her, saw me sitting there, and let me through. 

2013 9:04:' 
k"b-.,-11"'6"'"1---,! was friend I y. thorough. yet gentle. and she is to be comm ended for her p roles s ion a I ism on both occasions, 02:iillIJ on the other hand , was host i I e, s narky, disdainful , disrespectfu I. and la ck i ng in compass ion lo r the handicapped and for 

humanity 1n general. II was blatanlly obvious that this man was on some sorl of power trip. I am seriously considering filing a lawsuit under the Americans with Disabilities Act for the harsh and discriminaIory treatment I was subjecled to by him. This 
agent needs to be dealt with appropriately, and I would appreciate your feedback. 

Thank you, 

Las Vegas. NV 89134 

fb,(6) I 



2013 2:09:1 

Di sa bi Ii ty Description: The cal I er broke her wrist and arm. She has a metal implant. 

Information Request The ca 11 er wanted to know how she wo u Id get th ru the checkpoint si nee she had the meta I implants. 
The caller said I hat she was lold if she had a letter from her doctor she would be ok. 

She said she was on the TSA website and it said she only had ta present a card. 
The ca 11 er fee Is the T SA agents are thugs and u n professi o na I. 
The ca 11 er said she fee Is the patdown is degrading. 
She slated I should watch the way they act, and she does not want them palling her down. 
The caller stated she will probley will not fly anymore if she is going to have ta be groped and degraded. 
She asked where she wo u Id file a complaint after she is groped and degraded. 
She wanted to know if anything wou Id be done with her oom plaint if she Ii I ed one. 

The ca 11 er said she would not be groped and degraded and then disconnected the ca 11. 

Response Details: I told the caller if a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 
TSA has ere ated notification cards I hat Ir ave I e rs may use to in form a TSO a bo ul any dis a bi Ii I y, medica I cond i Ii on. Although these ca rd s do not exempt anyone from security screening, their use may improve communication and he Ip travelers discreet I y 
notify TS Os of their conditions. 
A paid own procedure also 1s used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. 
I told the caller the TSO will use the backs of hands for sensitive areas and the front of hands for non sensitive areas during the patdown. 
I apologized to the caller for the ooncern and advised the caller she may requesl to speak 10 a supervisor at the checkpoinl. 
I told the caller if she refused to have the additional screening she will not be allowed to enter the secure area of the airport or board the flight to travel. 
I told the caller she could call back if she had a complaint and I would help in document her information. 
I wou Id then pro vi de the to the oorre ct department, 

I advised the caller I could not really speak to what if situations, bul I would help her if she wanled to file a complaint. 
I offered to send the info regarding the patdown and metal implants to the caller, she refused and disconnected the call. 

Information Request: They would like to avoid their experience from the previous fi1ght. How can they better prepare for the screening process? 

Response Details: Passengers with inlellec1uaI disabilities or developmenlal disabilities, such as Down Syndrome or autism, can be screened withoul being separated from their parenls or guardians. Parents or guardians should inform the 
Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening of the child s needs before screening begins. Parents or guardians may offer suggestions on the best way to approach and screen their children, especially if it is necessary to touch him or 
her during screening. 

If a p atdown is required in order to com plel e screening: 

The paid own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 

acoompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit dawn. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms. remaining in the position required for a paid own, or any areas of the body that a re p arnfu I when touched. 
A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or Ii ft any article of clothing to revea I a sensitive body area, 

2013 5:32:( If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor while at the checkpoint. 

For your complaint to be oonsidered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act it must 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt; 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination 

The caller opted to file the formal complaint. So I am emailing her that information as well as the screening process for the autism spectrum. 

lncidenl Details: They had a bad screening experience recently at CL T. They were flying 10 Orlando. She set off the WTMD. They separaled her from her son. Her husband was attending to their 2 year old. So he oould not give lheir son his full 
attention. He was running around on his awn while she was finishing her screening. At the end she was subjected to a patdown. She had ta lift up her shirt in front of the other people at the security checkpoint. She did not know that she could request a 
private screening. The TSO stated that if her son touched her he would have to have a patdown also. A supervisor pulled the TSO to the side and corrected her. The TSO s were courteous and trying to help resolve the situation. But they were bnngrng 
more TSO s in to help which was causing her son more stress. She would like to make a formal oomplaint if it can help others avoid the same situation. 



5-11-13 6:30 pm Tulsa time 

Fromjrh I1R, I 
I very much hope that you can help me with an important lost valuable item. 

Upon my arrival home in Tulsa just now as I unpacked, I realized that I did not galher my lpad from the security bin. I have been calling 718-662-5043, and I have not been able to speak wilh an individual. I left a message at that number with 
information an my forgotten I Pad. 

I came thru LaGuardia TSA security this morning, May 11 close to 10:30 am. My carry on/shoes & I pad went through the line to my right and was directed toward the center. to the left of the closed rotating scanner to simply walk through a metal 
detector(?) gate. I was flying out on AA #397 lrom gate D-5. The I pad was in a bin by itself and has a simple black case on it. The case is the sort that you slide the ipad in and then it snaps at the bottom. Then the cover folds over (It is plane-

2013 9,09 ,, Jane). I am sure you can imagine my angsl about leaving this item as ii has work and personal archives stored in it. When the power comes on, lhere is a silly splil photo of my daughter, who is 20 and has long straight brown hair. I do hope someone 
can get back to me asap. 
I wi 11 ce rta inly cover insurance & ship ping expenses back to OK as soon as that can be arranged. 
I thank you sincerely for your efforts in my behalf. And I promise to brag to the world about TSA helping get my property back to me!!! It seems to me that you guys take a bad rap too often. 

!(bi(61 ~ .. 
HYPERLINK bi(61 

!rh,IRI I 
Tulsa, OK 74135 

From f(b)(61 
Sent: ~onday, May 13, 2013 1.11 AM 
To: tsa.ombudsman 
Subject Security checkpoint complaint 

First let me say that I would like a clear, personal response ta this complaint. I don't want some canned reply. I am an educated taxpayer. 

On Sunday, May 5th in San Diego, we went through the security checkpoint after checking in for our flight an Frontier Airlines at about 5pm. I am a regular business traveler, and I'm quite familiar with the procedures. They were not using the metal 

2013 8: 34 : detector lo r re u I ar assen e rs. but I did observe a crew member fi, ht attendant in uniform o in through it. I went through the backscatter adv a need imaging techno I og y. I was not given a choice, even when I asked for one. Your own video 
b)(6:, will be given a choice. 

I was wearing shorts with a cloth belt that came with the shorts. When I went through security in Denver, I was wearing a leather belt and asked the TSA agent there ii I had to take it off He said no, and I was NOT checked in my belt area. I also 
asked the supervisor in Denver TODAY if I had to remove my belt and I did nol. 

In SAN, the agent said I had to remove the clolh bell. II is made of the same material as lhe shorts and has 2 rings for a buckle, aboul 2" in diameter 1116" I hick. There is no way the rings could conceal anything, and the clolh bell itself is invisible 10 
the scanner technology. I said to the agent he was free ta search me and he ordered me to remove the belt. I said I would be happy to go through the metal detector and he and a supervisor standing near said it was inoperative. Interesting since I 
had just seen someone sere ened with it. 

The agent could easily have checked my beltline without making me remove the belt, which Is not designed to be removed from the shorts. It is very difficult to thread through the beltloops as 11 is flimsy and can't be pushed through the loops like a 

I was assisling my 21 year old special needs son yesterday at lhe Philadelphia airport (Terminal B). When we went through security al approximately 3:00 p.m., I was designated for a supposed "random" physical search, despite the facl thal I did not 
have a boarding pass, only a gate pass. When informed of the mandatory search, I immediately told the TSA agent that I was accompanying my special needs son. who had already passed through the metal detector. and requested that he be able to 

'013 1 O: 12: be close to me wh i I e the search was conducted. My request was Ig no red and my son was required to stand ap proximate I y 20 feet from me and we were not a 11 owed to comm umcate. The p race ss resulted in my son not understanding what was 
occurring, him fearing for his safety, and him being left alone and without assistance while I was searched, Afterwards, I was not able to calm him. or convince him of his safety. He was not capable of boarding his flight. 

While I understand the need for searches at airport security checkpoints, I would urge TSA to consider modifying procedures when people with disabilities are involved. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time : 5113/2013 9: 12:08 AM Airport DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal a 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 

'013 10:12: Comment: There should be another oplion for pregnanl women. lnslead of having to be scanned by a machine lhat you have no idea why exactly is happening, pregnanl women should be able to use the metal detectors only. The only other option is 
being publicly molested by an agent? This is ridiculous and not ok. There isn't even any clear information about the technology and whether it will hurt the baby. I am completely shocked that this is legal. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Emailkb I(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller is wanting informalion on why their equipment was taken oul of the luggage. II looks like a big battery but it is a metal deIecIor. This was taken out of lhe checked luggage but I here was not a NOi within the bag. 

CCR informed her: 

2013 1 '24 '' If a TSO needs 10 open and search a checked bag, the TSO will place a Notice of lnspeclion (NOIJ inside the bag 10 alert the passenger I hat his or her bag was searched by TSA. The lack of an NOi suggests I hat TSA might have never physically 
opened a passenger's luggage. 

We can forward the flight information to the airport directly when ever she recieves this from the 2 individuals who flew. 
I am writing to you regarding two separate employees of the T SA that I expe nenced. both through the Jet Blue terminal I a st week. 0 n Wed ne sd ay, May 8th I had a flight that was d ep arti ng at 5 :00 p. m. e nroute to Bo stonlS an Francisco. I have had a 
total knee replacement and notified your person as I passed through the metal detector. I was asked to step into the little booth area and wait. I was approached by an Asian woman, dark, bob type hair do, medium build-She did not speak to me, but 
rather grunled. She took my tray of personal belongings, id , ticket etc. Later I was called over the intercom to return to pick up personal belongings. I approached a genlleman and asked what it was. She walked by me, literally, and said I left my id 
(first, I didn't leave it, she failed to return it to me). I asked the gentleman where I picked it up. He said that she was probably going to get it. I mentioned to him that she was the most miserable human being I had ever encountered. He said maybe she 
was having a bad day-NO EXCUSE• Miserable people like this do not deserve to have a job of this nature. They are employed by the people. and if they can't treat people with common respect, they don't deserve to have a job that many other happy 
individuals would surely love to have. 

Unfortunately, my plane did not depart that night and the following day, Thursday, May 9th I had a departing flight at noon. Again, through the Jet Blue security area. I was again waiting in the booth. An African American woman, short, with glasses 
approached, bul I actually wasn'I sure where she was going. She was moving at a snails pace. This is not an exaggeration. Sauntering, slowly toward me. She slowly walked me back to the stalion, had me put my arms out, and proceed 10 yawn, the 
longest yawn, directly in front of me ... inches away. 

2013 8:36:, It is clear that your agents. at least in this area of the airport need additional training and customer service. 

I would appreciate a response from your agency. Thank you. 

l(b)(61 

i(b)(61 



I am writing about an experience I had today while flying. I was leaving Orlando, Florida and returning home in Denver, Colorado on a 9:05 Southwest flight. 

Durin9 the security screening process, I was positioned to go through the Provision scanning machine, and I elected to receive a pat-down instead. I nearly always do this, as I worry that Pro Vision and similar scanners simply has not been around 
Io ng enough to understand the Io ng-term h ea Ith nsks it may pose. My entire fa mi I y. 6 other pea pl e, a I so chose the pat-down as wel I. 

When I was pulled aside for lhe pat-down procedure, the TSA agent who performed the patdown was courteous and polite. He did everything righl, telling me what he was going to do before doing ii and how he was going to do it. 

Unfortunately, another TSA agent also followed us over. This gentleman had no role in my pat-down. he did not perform any actions whatsoever in that capacity, 11 seemed the only reason he came over was to talk to me while I got my pat-down. 

His conversation s1arted friendly enough, with him asking me why I was choosing the pat-down instead of the scanner. In turn, I answered polilely, stating I was worried about health risks lhey may pose. He said they aren't X-Rays and I said I 
understand that, but I prefer to play it safe and take the pat-down. I reiterated that it was my right to do so, and he replied '"Yeah yeah, of course it's you're ri9ht, we're in America, land of the free." I thou9ht that might be the end of the conversation, but 
he continued. 

He told me lhat lhe machines emit less radiation than a cell phone or a television. I said I don't really believe thal. bul thanked him for the informalion. He lold me he's just telling me the facls. I said okay, and proceeded to try nol to discuss the matter 

2013 9: 13:( with him further. This seemed to make him quite an9ry, because everything after that was more akin to verbal assault. 

He told me that if we had another 9111, I can "bet [my] ass" that I'll have to go through ProVision and not get a pat-down. I asked why so many people are allowed to go through just the metal detectors, since I've traveled many times when a ProVision 
machine was malfunclioning and everyone in that line (including me) went through a regular metal de1ec1or instead. He told me only airline employees go through lhat, and I said I'm nol an airline employee, but I"ve go11en on a plane after goin91hrough 
only a metal detector dozens of times, even since Provision became commonplace in airports. He said what I was saying was impossible. a particularly humorous comment since I looked behind him to see that, since the 7 of us elected the pat-down 
instead of Provision, every single person in my security line was now going through only the X-ray. 

He continued to badger me for no reason, telling me what a fool I was for not trusting in the ProVision. I was polite in re1urn, though I was unwilling to yield any ground in the discussion and agree with anything he was saying. Al no point did I insult or 
harass him, though he repeatedly did so to me. 

The gentleman actually performing the pat-down ignored him. and I tried to do the same, but the other agent kept trying to re-engage me in some kind of debate. including one time when he ended his sentence with "'end of discussion" only to let a few 
moments of silence pass before harassing me some more. He referred to me and my family (including my wife) as "a bunch of righl-fighlers over here", but the real kicker came al the very end of my pat-down, when he told me, "'I'm surprised you're not 
on the no-fly Ii st." and then walked away. 

This was very insulting. I"m a very well-behaved flier, and I have never had any run-in with any kind of law-enforcement aside from my wile gelling a speeding ticket once. I pay my taxes, I vote, and I'm a generally upstanding citizen. I don't see why 
exercising my right 10 a pat-down is somelhing that should indicate I should nol be allowed to fiy ever again. I found this agenl's behavior extremely rude and unnecessary When he walked away, the agent that performed my actual pal-down shook 
his head and said "sorry about him." 



Phone Cell (b)(61 Home: bi(6i 
Mailing Address 1h··,1rr1 Los An eles. CA 90062 
Email HYPERLIN (b)(ff1 ,_ _____________________ _, 

What happened? Describe your complaint. Give as much detail about your experience as possible including the name of the air carrier, if this occurred at an airport. 
On April 23.2013 around 11 am in Austin. TX airport flying American Airlines departing to Los Angeles, CA On this mornin I was traveling with two carry on suitcases my traveling was for only four days due to grandfather oassing awa: After entering 
TSA security I was asked by (b 1(6) if on that she look into my suitcase. After looking in suitcase Securily (b)(61 found ii ems which was asked to throw lhe items away since everylhing was under $10, Security J(b)(61 lhen stated "I 
would have ta place your lugtage all fried, detector again." I said go ahead she walked away and placed luggage an the detector as she return I notice another lady al difference opening her suitcase to place either her lab top ar somet Ing back into 
the bag. I then notice I ite green bottle container which seem to be the size as the face lotion 
Securit~ requested I throw away, Afte ~( b) ( 6:1 ! return to me I asked her to I ook at the I ad y suitcase why a re those items ok but not my lace I ot ion, S ecu ri ty kb·., ( 6i !then stated "tha t I am not worried about her I am worried a bout you.'' I 

then asked her 10 please explain why ii is ok and nol me again. I lhen stated that to Securit~(b)(6 !I am nol upset of lhe items going into the 1rash if it is a rule then ii is a rule but I think it should be a rule for everyone no matter size or race. 

When did this happen? Please provide the approximate time of the experience. If ongoing, please indicate when the problem began. 

On April 23 2013 appro,imately 11 am 
,013 10: 21 : Ended around 11 :55 am 

Where did this happen? 
Place: Austin Airporl 
City: Austin 
State or County: Texas 

Who trealed you unfairly? 
Security Agent ,.!(b_)'"-(6_·:'-, _ __, 

I have not spoken with any Customer Service manager or agency I wasn't given any information to contact Customer Service Manager the Austin Police gave me a white ind ex ca rd with a phone on the re, I ca 11 ed and di re cted to fi 11 out this lo rm for a 
complain!. 

Add iii on al information: 
I the11 asked Security~fb-.:-,(6-.-1 -~!since you are unable to tell me why it is ok for the lady items to go through arid 11ot mine, can ou brin someone over who can answer that question for me? b)( ·. called her other co-worker over and I 
then s1arted to e,plain. I asked your coworker if she can e,plain a queslion to me and was not successful doing so. I explained to (b)(ff:, that I feel lhat!(b)(6:, ~as not fair because I as. e . (b)(6) o glance al olher lady's suitcase and she 
immediately said, "I am not worried about her I am worried about you." I then expressed to her coworker that I feltKiill:§Dwas racist or making the comment "I am worried about you." I feel (b.:,(6.1 could have handled the situation a little better. 



(Resending this after being told that it cannot be forwarded to the appropriate place due 10 nol including the airport from which I departed, a detail I've added) 

I am writing about an experience I had today while flying. I was leaving Orlando, Florida (MCO) and returning home in Denver. Colorado (DEN) on a 9:05 Southwest flight. 

During the security screening process, I was positioned to go through the Provision scanning machine, and I elected to receive a pat-down instead. I nearly always da this, as I worry that Pro Vision and similar scanners simply have not been around 
long enough to understand the long-term health nsks they may pose. My entire family, 6 other people. also chose the pat-down as well. 

When I was pulled aside for lhe pat-down procedure, the TSA agent who performed the patdown was courteous and polite. He did everything right, telling me what he was going to do before doing ii. 

Unfortunately, another TSA agent also followed us over. This gentleman had no role in my pat-down. he did not perform any actions whatsoever in that capacity, 11 seemed the only reason he came over was to talk to me while I got my pat-down. 

His conversation sIarted friendly enough, with him asking me why I was choosing the pat-down instead of lhe scanner. In turn, I answered polilely, stating I was worried about health risks lhey may pose. He said they aren't X-Rays and I said I 

2013 s·nt understand that, but I prefer to play it safe and take the pat-down. I reiterated that it was my right ta do so, and he replied '"Yeah yeah, al course it's you're right, we're in America, land of the free." I thought that might be the end of the conversation, but 
· · he continued. 

He told me lhat lhe machines emit less radiation than a cell phone or a television. I said I don't really believe thal. bul thanked him for the informalion. He lold me he's just telling me the facls. I said okay, and proceeded to try nol to discuss the matter 
with him further. This seemed to make him quite angry, because everything after that was more akin to verbal assault. 

He told me that if we had another 9111, I can "bet [my] ass" that I'll have to go through ProVision and not get a pat-down. I asked why so many people are allowed to go through just the metal detectors, since I've traveled many times when a ProVision 
machine was malfunclioning and everyone in that line (including me) went through a regular metal deIecIor instead. He told me only airline employees go through lhat, and I said I'm nol an airline employee, but I"ve go11en on a plane after going lhrough 
only a metal detector dozens of times, even since Provision became commonplace in airports. He said what I was saying was impassible. a particularly humorous comment since I looked behind him to see that, since the 7 al us elected the pat-down 
instead of Provision, every single person in my security line was now going through only the metal detector. 

He continued to badger me for no reason, telling me what a fool I was for not trusting in the ProVision. I was polite in reIurn, though I was unwilling to yield any ground in the discussion and agree with anything he was saying. Al no point did I insult or 
harass him, though he repeatedly did so to me. 

The gentleman actually performing the pat-down ignored him. and I tried to do the same, but the other agent kept trying to re-engage me in some kind of debate. including one time when he ended his sentence with "'end of discussion" only to let a few 
moments of silence pass before harassing me some more. He referred to me and my family (including my wife) as "a bunch of righl-fighlers over here", but the real kicker came al the very end of my pat-down, when he told me, "'I'm surprised you're not 
on the no-fly Ii st." and then walked away. 
Caller fiew to Seatlle from NY. She left Seattle and the metal detector beeped. She had two suitcases and she flew from SEA to BOS to Albany. 
She got home and went to get her medications and there were TSA I ocks on it, Th ere were no locks on her s u i tease before, 
She had to cut the s ui tease to get i I open because she needed her medicine. 

2013 S:4B:: She wants to put a claim in far this suitcase cause she can t afford ta replace it. She found the form and it s requesting witnesses and she has a lot of questions regarding filling out the form 

'013 11:24: 

Caller Advised: 
Please contact lhe Claims Management Branch (CMB) al 571-227-1300 
They may give more information for filling out a claim 
Caller fiew from ATL on May 5th to Asheville, NC and returned Wed May 8th. At the checkpoint in ATL she went right through. Coming back through Asheville she beeped twice even though she was wearing the same thing she did in ATL. She was 
told thal she had to take her liquids out of her suilcase in Asheville. She has never had 10 do so in ATL in all the limes she has flown from there. Caller said the screeners in Asheville were incredibly rude. She said she has never seen a more rude 
group of screeners at any airport. The TSOs in ATL were incredibly friendly and went out of their way to help her because she lost her drivers license at the checkpoint. They actually found it far her. She said she did not want a return call, but she 
wanted someone to know about the rude scree ne rs and she was curio us about why she had to re move her Jewelry and her 311 bag in Ash evi 11 e. but not AT L. 

Ai rpo rI: Ashev i I le 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Number: She does not remember 
Date and Time: Wednesday, May 8th. She went through screening at 11 :45am or so. The flight left at 1 :05pm 
Localion: There is only one lhere 

I told the caller that the reason she had to remove her jewelry in Asheville is because it caused the WTMD to alarm. Since she went through the AIT in ATL. she may not have caused an alarm there. It is procedure to remove the 311 bags prior to 
screening so they can be screened separately, I told her she s ho u Id do so on every fiig ht, She said she would from now on, I a po I og i zed that she experienced rude sere eners at As hevi 11 e and to Id her that I would send this to the CS M so they wou Id 
be aware of her experience. 



Caller flew last Thurs from BWI ta ECP and she hasn t ever had her bag screened before. She has a colariul Vera Bradley bag this time with NOi inside checked baggage. 
Then she flew back on Southwest Airlines flight number 1799 from ECP to BWI and she opened her bag and all her items was disarrayed and no NOi was inside but she new it had been gone through by TSA 

Advised Ca Iler: 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of secunty and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity. respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior ta boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening al passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 

2013 9.09 ., factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a paid own on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve 
· "an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any ane group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand lhe inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe lhese security measures are necessary and appropriale for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new technologies ta address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints. provides an additional layer of security at the check paint. and keeps the 
!rave Ii ng pu bl 1c sale. 

I apologized to the caller aboul her disarrayed items and I told her 10 call the same phone number back and push oplion 5 and put in the airport code ECP to speak wilh a CSM. 
Caller fiew last Thurs from BWI to ECP and she hasn t ever had her bag screened before. She has a colorful Vera Bradley bag this time with NOi inside checked baggage. 
Then she flew back on Southwest Airlines flight number 1799 from ECP to BWI and she opened her bag and all her items was disarrayed and no NOi was inside but she new it had been gone through by TSA. 

Advised Caller: 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is impor1ant. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring thal all passengers are 1reated with dignity, respect, and cour1esy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 

2013 9,09 ,, factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
· " an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also se I ects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security sere en i ng. This random element prevents te rrori sis from attempting to defeat the security system by I earning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints. provides an additional layer of secunty at the checkpoint. and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

I apologized ta the caller about her disarrayed items and I told her to call the same phone number back and push option 5 and put in the airport code ECP to speak with a CSM. 



'013 10 03: 

'013 10:22: 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Poor Customer Service: Screening CuCTent Date/Time, 511712013 8:18:47 AM Airport, ORF - Norfolk International Date/Time of Travel: 05/16/2013 7:00 AM Airline & Flight Number· Delta Flight 1183 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, 
Securily checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. Yesterday morning I was late in catching my flight which left at 0700. I had developed an upper respiratory infection over the previous 24 hours and had gotten the math mixed up in my head, instead of arriving at the airport an hour and a 
half early I left my house an hour and a half early, arTiving to the airport an hour earty. I immediately realized my mistake upon arriving to the airport and I am the type of person who is never late, I am always early, and 1f I am running late. it usually 
just means I arrive on time with everybody else, so I was very anxious about making my flight. I do not usually travel at this time of day or on this day of the week, so the airport was much more congested than I am used to. especially at the security 
check poinl prior to going to the gates. The amount of congeslion increased my anxiety somewhat because this lrip was a special trip. For the firsl time in 2 years I was going to fiy one way in order 10 move my husband back to Virginia Beach. Luckily 
they had a great number of agents working and all lines open. so they were able to cycle through the line fairly quickly. I went through the expert traveler security line because I was traveling alone and I travel frequently because my husband lived in 
Oklahoma to go to school, and my job is in Virginia Beach. I had my laptop pulled out in a separate bin, my liquids were in a clear plastic bag and out where they could see them, my shoes were off, I had taken my sweatshirt off so I wasnl wearing any 
baggy clothes, and I had removed everything metal on my person including my watch only leaving my wedding band, which I refuse to take off. My belongings actually made it through the xray before I did due to the metal detector being backed up, 
and the gentleman in front of me voiced some concerns because lhe bins on the olher side of the ,ray machine were s1arting to run into each other and his laptop had flipped oul of his bin into the floor. This concerned me greatly because my husband 
had just gotten me a new laptop for christmas, and it was in a bin in the area that was starting to get stacked up. The gentleman in front of me notified some TSA agents of the situation and they went and rearranged the bins and removed some things 
from the belt to make room. When it was time for the man in front of me to go, he set off the metal detector because he had left his belt on. so he had to go back and take off his belt and send it through separately. In the mean time the TSA agent 
s igna I ed me to go through the metal detector, I went through with no prob I ems, it did not a I arm , but the man had me stay the re for lu rthe r screening, I didn't think anything of it bee a use I had been randomly se I ected for further sere en i ng before, even 
though I was running lale it jusl consisted of them using a metal detecting wand or something equally quick and easy so I wasn't overly concerned, but I was watching lhe clock because by this point it was 0630. A female TSA agenl escorted me to an 
area a few feet away from the main screening point and informed me that she was going to have to pat me down. I have never had this type of screening done before, and I don't understand why I had to this time. I was wearing Victoria Secret yoga 
pants, which are spandex-like and form fitting. and a T-shirt. nothing that was baggy since I had removed my sweatshirt and sent it through the X-ray machine. so there was no way I would be able to hide anything in that outfit. I allowed the agent to pat 
me down however. simply because I needed to go or I was going to miss my plane, and I figured it would be faster to just do that, than to try and argue that it was completely unnecessary. After she finished with that, a male TSA agent came over and 
asked me which luggage was mine, so I started to walk over so that I could show him, and he blocked my way and told me not to move from that spol and just describe my luggage to him. I did so, but I was getting pretly frustrated by I his point, and 
very anxious. He asked me why I was so anxious, and I explained that my flight leaves at 0700 and they are likely already boarding right now. He told me that I had plenty of time. and not to worry. They pulled my belongings over and asked me if that 
was al I of them. I told th em that 11 was. and they asked me for my p I ane tickets. I stepped forward to point to my sweatshirt pocket, and again the T SA agent blocked my path, and to Id me just to d escn be where they we re at. They pul I ed out my tickets 
to go over them, I do not understand why they wou Id have to do this si nee they had already checked my I D and my tickets at the first pa rt of the security check point, A re the peop I e checking I Os and tickets not qua Ii fi ed to be doing so? Why are they 
checking them again? Then lhe TSA agenls informed me lhat lhey would have to go through all of my belongings one by one and inspect them. This upset me greatly. I'm already running late, and this is a huge invasion of my privacy. The man 
starting pulling things out of my suitcase and the first couple of things were my computer and phone charger cords. and my flip flops which I had chosen to pack instead of wear because they are flatter than tennis shoes and take up less space in my 
suitcase. The are Reef brand flip flops and for some reason that particular brand thinks its &quottrendy&quot or &quot:cool&quot; to have bottle openers built into the bottom of the shoe. The man that was going through my suitcase showed my flip 
flops to the man that was standing with me talking to me, and I explained to them about the brand and what it was. the TSA agent standing next to me stated that he also had a pair like that and we started talking about how foolish and unsanitary it was 
and how now they even started putting small flasks in the bottoms. Then lhe TSA agenl that was going through my suilcase 901 to the main part of my suitcase and started pulling out my undergarments. I starled to voice my fruslration and displeasure 
and he told me &quot;lt's okay, he has 3 granddaughters.&quot: This older TSA agent seemed like a very nice man, but I don't care if he has 50 granddaughters, he is not my grandfather and he does not need to be going through my panties, 
especi a 11 y not in front of al I of the other passengers going through sec u nty. The on I y person who should be se erng my undergarments is my husband. I started to get very upset at this point, be cause 11 is very frustrating and hum, Ii a ting to be treated 
this way Ii ke I was a fe Ion, which for the re cord I don't even have so much as a speeding ticket on my record, so I starting to cry and cover my face and a fem a I e su pe rvi sor came over to me and asked me why I was so upset and crying, I exp Iain ed 
that I was afraid of missing my flight and how wrong I thought ii was that I was being treated this way with a strange man going through my undergarments, and she lold me, &quot:At least he isn'I holding them up one by one.&quoi; Like I should feel 
lucky that they are being more discreet than that. The the older TSA agent again showed the female supervisor my flip flops with the bottle opener on the bottom. and I again explained that it was a dumb thing that the brand built into the shoe. She 
Ca Iler stated th at he does not fly much any more due to b I adder cancer that he just went through, Ca Iler stated th at he has a U ros to my and feels em ba rra s sed at ti me when he has to go through the screening process, He wanted to know if the re was 
any way that the process could be speeded up some whal if feels ii is to much of a burden to fiy. Advised the caller that he may want 10 check into one of TSA precheck programs and this might smooth things along some whal better for him. Asked the 
caller if he ever takes any medical documentation along with him to help and he stated that he hasn t lately. 

Gave the cal I er the following info; 
Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the 
walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. A patdown procedure 
also is used to resolve any ala rm s of a meta I d ete cto r or anoma Ii es id e nt iii ed by AIT. If a p atdown is required in order to comp I ete sere en i ng; 

Gave the cal I er the following info: 
Frequent flyers and other trave I ers who did not receive an i nvi tat,on and wou Id I, ke to participate or would Ii ke to be cons1d e red el ig, bl e lo r TSA Prelu271 3 '" benefits on al I p arti c i pati ng airlines should apply for membership with one of CB P's Trusted 
Traveler programs. Individuals who apply and are cleared for enrollment in one of CBP's eligible Trusted Traveler programs are automatically qualified to participate in TSA Prelu2713"' when flying on a participating airline at a participating airport. For 
more information, including enrollment, please visit http: www.globalentry.gov . 



'013 12 02: 

For your review and action as deemed appropriat~,;~-b--')('--6;-1 ______ __.~PPlied to the Redress program on 05/02/2013. The traveler's concerns are outside the scope of this program. Please refer to the traveler's comments listed below. The 
traveler's redress case has been administratively closed. 

Thank You for your time and assistance. 

Sincerely, 

OHS TRIP 

Traveler Information: 

Name: f~h_.,_1_r,_·., _____ __. 

Addres~""(b~·•-'-1(6_.'--I _____ _,! University Place, WA 98466 

Email Address: [b ,(61 
~-,:.::.:::;:::::::::====.--' 

Phone Number: l,_(b_,_(6_) __ __. 

Caller fiew from PHL yesterday and found a NOi inside her bag and everytime (last 3 times she has flown) she has had one in her bag, why is her bag pulled? 
She isn t missing anything or nothing is damaged in her bag and she is just complaining. 

Caller fiew on 5-6- from LAS. and said the TSOs were demanding and unnecessary in the way they treat people. she doesn t like the fact that there is no diversity at LAS. 
Caller says there are too many TSOs sitling around and they are only black, every single TSO agent was black, only black race was represented and she is sick of being told whal to do by the people who she is paying their salary and retirement. 
Doesn t appreciate their attitude and they aren t pleasant or polite. they are useless and she hates them and they haven t stopped a single terrorist, there should be a better way to go about it. 

2013 1 .1 9., She 1s offended and was to Id the meta I detect ors were being shut down and everyone had to go through the Al T and everyone was patted down al so. 
· ·' Do the TS Os have to go through scanner when they report to work? 

Response: 
E nha need sec u nty measures require that a 11 checked bag gage undergo at I east one lo rm of screening. Depending on the ava i I able s c reenrng equipment at your departure airport, checked baggage may need to be opened lo r hand inspection to c I ear 
ari alarm. 
Explained to caller there are many things than could trigger an alarm such as books, food items, metal objects, elc. 
Explained to caller the AIT has signs posted advising passengers they have the option to opt out of the AIT and they would be required to have a full body patdown to complete their screening experience. 
Exp I a i ned to caller the TS Os have to have extensive federal background ch eeks and a re issued security badges allowing them access to the secured areas. 



---Original Message---
F rom: TSAE xte ma I Com pl ia nee 
Sent: Friday, May 17, 2013 11 :47 AM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Cc; Bandy. Kimberly J: Singh, Harleen : Shora, Nawar: Carla ena, Michelle 
Subjecl: FW: Fly Righls • New Reporl from (b 1(6) ~-----~ 
This should go to the CSQIM as ,tis customer service related. The "agent became surly and attempted to confiscate my cheese so that he could eat it." 

Thanks, 

KfilINJ 
~ro~i"/;11Wi Messane-

2013 2.00 t Sent: Friday, May 17, 2013 9:46 AM 
· · To: TSAExtemalCompliance 

Subject Fly Rights - New Report fromf~b~l ... (6_·•~' ----~ 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name: '-'h-'-·,,,I_R_·-, _____ ...,__~ 
Email Address.,.I.,.h.,.">1..,R,.,.··, ___ ,-_ _, 
Phone Number Ih·,Ir;·-, 

Addres~"'(b"-, ... (6"") ____ _,! Madison, WI 53703 

Are you 18 ar over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 

Feedback Type · Civil Rights/Liberties 
Categories : 4th Amendment 
Cur,-ent Date/Time· 5117/2013 4:08;Qg PM Airport· ORF - Norfolk International Date/Time of Travel, 05/16/2013 7:00 AM Airline & Flight Number· Delta Flight 1183 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Security check point TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment : I filed a complaint early I his morning about how I was trealed al the security checkpoint. I was told thal I was chosen for additional screening and I hey proceeded to pat me down and go lhrough all of my belongings. I did nol set off any 
alarms at the metal detector, and my luggage could not have been the reason for this additional search and screening because they did not know which one belonged to me prior ta patting me down. I requested a response and received an automated 

2 O 13 4: 5 3:, emai I te 11 i ng me that I must have set the a I a rm off to require such extensive searching. This was not the case at a 11. I bel ,eve this was an un I awful search and that they i nfri ng ed on my ng hts. I am extremely u n satisfied with an automated response and 
need to speak to a TSA representative. 111 do not hear from a TSA representative I will be contacting a lawyer for what I believe was harassment on the part of the TSA agents. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name b)(6i 
Phone Number "h"'"-•·,1""r,'"-, ------..-~ 

Email bi(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : D1sa b1 Ii ty Complaint 
Cur,-ent Date/Time· 5117/2013 4:27:18 PM Airport· SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International Date/Time of Travel, 05/16/2013 5:45 PM Airline & Flight Number, lcelandair Fl610 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Customs TSA Employee; (If Known), 
Comment : For the past 16 months I have been taking Forteo which is a medicalion which cannot go lhrough X-ray screening. Each time I go through screening I musl ask for hand screening. In 20 or more TSA screenings that I have gone lhrough in 

20 3 8_ 0_, this time period, I don't think I have ever found consistent treatment. Yesterday for the first time I was required ta carry it through the metal detector portal. There is always a lot of confusion and running around. Some will tell me they can't do that. 
1 · 1 ·' Others seem to just make something up. Training is senously needed in this area. 

Would you like a re ? · 

Passenger's Name b)(61 
Phone Number 
Email bi(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



I am writing to file a complaint concerning an agent of the Transportation Security Administration (TSA). Here are the details of my encounter: 

On Tuesday. May 14, 2013, at 10:00 a.m., I was scheduled to fly from New York (JFK) to San Francisca (SFO) on Delta 1765. 

2. I passed through the TSA security checkpoint in Terminal 3 at JFK at approximately 8:30 a.m. 

3. Before I passed through the metal detector. Officer kb)(6 !asked me if I had anything in my pockets. I patted my pockets, found them ta be empty. and shook my head "na." 

4. I then walked through the metal detector. Officer kbi(6!was clearly angry about something and made me go back and walk through the detector again. 

5. Before I passed through the detector a second time, Officerf b)(6) ~sked me again if I had anything in my packets. I turned my pockets inside-out to show him they were empty. 

6. At this point, Officel(b)(ff:1 ~tarted yelling at me for not communicating with him orally-- even though I did not know I had to communicate with him orally. He accused me of trying to be "sarcastic" through my physical gestures - even though I was 
simply trying 10 show him, physically, that my pockets were em ply. He brought his face, contorted with anger, to within inches of mine, like a drill sergeant in the military. 

2013 3:33 :c 7. I felt very afraid for my physical safety dunng the time that Office~as berating with me: he struck me as psychologically unstable. (If he ever does anything in the future to another passenger or to a fellow TSA employee, this message will 
serve as evidence that TSA received warnings and complaints about Officeilli:iillil 

8. After I passed through the metal detector and collected my belongings. I remarked to my boyfriend that I did not like TSA agents engaging in power trips. 

9. After my boyfriend and I exited the screening area, OfficerKiill:§J abandoned his TSA checkpoint post, chased us down inside the terminal, and started yelling at me for my "power trip" remark -- which was not even directed at him, but heard by him 
because he was eavesdropping. 

10. I felt afraid and menaced by Off1cel(bH6)l especially since he had left the TSA area and was in the main terminal with me. I did not know that TSA agents are allowed to abandon their stations to yell at passengers in the main tenmainl. 

11. Although Oflicetfillliildid not make any remarks to me aboul my race or sexual orientation, I will point out I hat I am Asian-American and gay and that many observers can notice this about me in casual interaction. I do not know whether these 
factors played a role in his decision to harass me. ta berate me, and to chase me dawn inside the terminal -- well past the TSA checkpoint. which he abandoned -- to yell at me. 

I would like to receive a written response to this complaint. Here is my mailing address: 

kbi(61 



From:tb 1(6) 
Sent unday. May 19, 2013 3 09 AM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subjecl: Complaint 10 body scan op1-ou1 treatment 

~f h_·,_1_r;_·., ----~!Burbank, CA 91506 

!On Behalf Of!"'(b'--1""'(6"") ___ _. 

2013 3:34:, HYPERLINK "[~b_)_(6_) _______________ ~ 

On Tuesday, 4/30/13, around 11 :30am, at LAX in Los Angeles, CA, I was at the security checkpoint for American Airlines economy section. All passengers were to go through a body scanner-however. I noticed that the first class passengers an the 
other side of the glass wall only had to go through a metal detector. Near the front of the line, I informed a Hispanic or Caucasian or Islander male TSA agent in his 20s-30s that I was requesting a pat-down in lieu of going through the scanner. He 
asked me to wait in front to the side, precisely where all other passengers would drop off their items on the conveyor belt and walk in front of me into the body scanner. This felt uncomfortable like I was in the way and subtly encouraged to just go in the 
scanner like everyone else was doing. The agenl had generically called out for a female agenl assist. I waited for several minutes when I made eye contact wilh the agent again, and this time he made a more concerled effort 10 gel a female agenl over 
to da the pat-down. This is not the first time I felt an unjust wait ta move through the checkpoint when refusing the body scan. I paid my ticket like every other passenger and I am entitled to get through security as fast as anyone else. I suggest the TSA 
needs more organization to execute this common-sense service. After approximately 5-10 minutes (which is extremely long given my position in the midst of a crowd of people), a female agent became available, and the male agent I had spoken with 
as well as another one then called out "Lockdown'" several times so everyone at the checkpoint could easily hear. It was horribly humiliating. I had done nothing wrong, merely wanting to avoid the invasion and x-rays of the body scanner and yet I felt 
Ii ke a pote nl i a I security th re at, when I had done as much as any 01 her passenger going I hroug h security, and no one was cal Ii ng out Io c kdown ea ch time the first class passengers went through s ecuri I y, as I hey weren'I going through body scanners 
either. I felt completely discriminated against and degraded for my rightful choice al an alternative security method. I should have been able to go through a metal detector like the first class passengers as my luggage perfectly checked out too ... I took 
off my shoes. sweater, pulled out my laptop and bagg i e of Ii quids a 11 I ess th an 3 oz .. it's Ii ke nothing I do is enough to be considered who I a m--j ust a person flying to the m idwest to see fa mi I y. The experience was awfu I and makes me want to avoid 
flying whenever possible. The TSA should never call out tense words like "lockdown" on ordinary passengers. We should all be treated with dignity and respect--innocent until proven guilty comes to mind, yet I felt guilty until proved innocent. 

Witness: 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service: D1sab1lity Complaint Current Date/Time 5120/2013 2:52:47 AM Airport LAS - McCarran International Date/Time of Travel 05/1912013 4:45 PM Airline & Flight Number: Allegiant Air Flight 516 Checkpoint/Area 
of Airport, Security Screening Checkpoint to Terminal D TSA Employee: (II Known) , 3 Employees, Unknown Names Comment, When attempting to tell the first TSA Employee I encountered that I have an implanted defibrillator cardiac device in my 
chesl, the TSA employee lold me that I needed to just proceed through the &quol;Advanced Imaging Technology Machine&quol;, lhat it was harmless and lhat it wouldn't cause me any problems. I refused to pass thru the AIT Machine and lhe Melal 
Detector, and asked to be patted down instead, as I informed him that my Electrophysiolagist and Cardiologist has told me on numerous occasions ta NOT pass thru either machine. The TSA Employee proceeded to tell me, and I quote &quot:Yaur 
physician doesn't have ANY idea what he 1s talking about the AIT Machine has no effect on pacemakers or implanted devices, it's just cell phone technology.&quot Well. on the contrary. cell phone technology CAN in fact have adverse effects on 
Implanted Defibrillators. So much so that I can not have a cell phone within 6 inches from the site of my implant. Cell phone technology has been PROVEN to carry a risk of programing erasure of Defibrillators, The TSA Employee proceeds to yell 
across the room &quot;OPT-Out, I need a pat down&quoi; and tells me 10 posilion myself and stand in a small area between the ATI Machine, Baggage X-ray Machine and Metal Detector archway. I told her no, I was not going to take a chance in 
potentially causing myself physical harm by waiting in such a small area wedged between the very machines that I am not suppose to be near. After about ten minutes of standing off to the side next to another TSA Employee who for some reason 
would not proceed in a pat down, but rather just stood next to me. not allowing me to move, while my family and friends waited on the other side. When I asked the male TSA Employee next to me why we were just standing there waiting and not 

2013 8:24:C completing a pat down. another woman TSA Employee behind the baggage x-ray monitor rudely replies. &quot;Anybody who OPTs Out deserves to stand and wait&quot;. I was so utterly shocked by her response that I was literally speechless. My 
family and friends became so enraged by the way that I was being treated, they approached a TSA Manager and demanded answers. I was finally allowed lhrough and the male TSA Employee I hat escorted me and had been jusl standing I here next 10 
me during the entire ordeal, doing nothing, proceeded with my pat dawn. I received no apology from anyone for the way I was treated. I was made to feel as though I was a serious inconvenience ta all TSA employees I encountered, and I left the 
security area fee Ii ng horn bl y mistreated be cause of a medical co nd1t1on beyond my co ntro I. I did NOT chaos e to suffer 7 ca rd i ac arrests at the age of 3 7, nor do I Ii ke the id ea of having a fore1g n object implanted in my chest and wired to my heart, but 
this something I live with to keep myself alive. TSA Employees are NOT Electrophysiologists or Cardiologists and should NEVER advise any medically challenged human as to what will and will not effect them adversely. I was informed enough by my 
doctors to refuse. The next person with a similar condition to my own might not be as informed and could suffer serious medical injury at the hands of TSA Employees giving medical advise when they have NO business doing so. It is not at all difficult 
to treat another person with kindness and dignity. What happened to me today, should NEVER happen to anyone living with a medical condition that can not be controlled. It was extremely unkind. rude and unappreciated. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name b·:,(61 
Phone Number'"'h""'·1-r.i;,R .... , ------.--' 
Email. 
To lea,lir..,.;-,.,,.,...,,,T"T".,,.,,..,,,.,.,,.,....,..,..,,.,...,,,o1a,dback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Caller flew OAK-LAS yesterday morning aboard Southwest Airlines #312. Caller is unhappy with the manner in which her pat down was conducted. Caller indicates at approximately 11 :30AM yesterday morning. she was undergoing screening at the 
checkpoint to the far rig ht of the Southwest terminal when she was se I ected for add iii on al sere en i ng. A short Caucasian or Hi spamc I ady conducted her p atdown and fee Is her breasts we re cupped for an extended pe nod of ti me in an u nne ces sary 
manner. Her arm was also grabbed rather forcefully by this female TSO. The caller is 83 years old and travels with a cane and was going through the checkpoint for persons with disabilities and medical conditions. Caller wants her oomplaint 
i nves ti gated and addressed sp eci fi ca 11 y by personnel at OAK. 

Resolution: 

Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring thal all passengers, regardless of their personal situations and needs, are trealed with dignily, respect, and courtesy. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area of an 
airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered 
during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets 1/ this was not your experience. 
Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to 
track trends and spot areas of concern th at may require s pecia I attention. This ongoing process ena b I es us to ensure prom pt, co rrecl iv e action whenever we d ete rm i ne that security screening po Ii ci es need modification or specific employees or 

2013 3:30: 1 Screener teams are the subjects of repeated complaints. We consider your concerns to be a serious issue for our attention. TSA appreciates that you took the time to share your concerns with us. We are confident that through the concerns brought to 
us by the !rave Ii ng pu bl ,c. we wi 11 be better able to address problem areas with corrective action. 

Caller fiew OAK-LAS yesterday morning aboard Southwest Airlines #312. Caller is unhappy with the manner in which her pat down was conducted, Caller indicates at approximately 11 :30AM yesterday morning, she was undergoing screening at the 
checkpoint to the far rig hi of the Southwest 1erminal when she was selected for addilional screening. A short Caucasian or Hispanic lady conducted her patdown and feels her breasls were cupped for an exlended period of time in an unnecessary 
manner. Her arm was also grabbed rather forcefully by this female TSO. The caller is 83 years old and travels with a cane and was going through the checkpoint for persons with disabilities and medical conditions. Caller wants her complaint 
investigated and addressed specifically by personnel at OAK. 

Resolution: 

Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that al I passengers, regardless of their persona I situations and needs. are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. Every person and item mus! be screened before entering the secured area of an 
airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alanm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered 
during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considera1e and lhoughtful and are trained to explain what lhey are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrels if lhis was not your experience. 
Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to 
track Ire nds and spot areas of concern th at may require s pec,al attention. This ongoing process enab I es us to ensure prom pt. oorrecti ve action whenever we d ete nm i ne that security screening policies need modification or s pec1f1c employees or 

2013 3: 3 0: 1 Screener teams a re the subjects of repeated complaints, We consider your concerns to be a serious issue lo r our attention, TS A a pp recia tes th at you took the time to share your oonce ms with us. We a re confident that through the concerns brought to 
us by the traveling public, we will be better able to address problem areas with corrective aclion. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time: 5120/2013 5:11 :29 PM Airport: PIT - Pittsburgh International Dateffime of Travel: 507 Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 

2013 8, 12,, Comment · There was no one checking ids for precheck. Meanwhile the X-ray and metal detector workers were just waiting for passengers without anything to do. It took 15 min to get they precheck. It should have been 30 sec. Meanwhile the main 
· · lines were strelching out the building. 

Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name 1'h'11R··, I 
Phone Number , 
Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Response Details: For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Secunty Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)), it must: 
Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing; 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed discriminatory action in sufficient deta i I to inform T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination; and 
Be signed by lhe complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 
TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf. 
Any of the above requirements can be waived for good cause. If you are requesting that any of the above requirements be waived, please explain your good cause in your complaint. 
To file a complaint electronically. please send an e-mail to: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to place D-RFI in the subject line to allow for proper handling. 
To file a complaint via the Internet. please visit http: www.tsa.gov traveler-information travelers-filing-compliant 
TSA recommends that you file your complaint via e-mail or Internet in order to expedite processing. If you prefer to file a complaint via postal mail, please send it to 

2013 9,06 ,1 Transpor1ation Securily Administration 
Disability Branch 

1013 10:02 

Di sab i Ii ty and Multi cultu ra I D1v1s1on 
601 South 12th Street 
TSA-33 
Ari i ngto n. VA 20598 Thank you. 

I told the caller I cannot tell her what the results will be, but that TSA does take disability complaints very seriously. 
I emailed this information 10 lhe caller. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) does not disclose the identity of Federal TSOs. However, a TSO s last name and pos1t1on are pnnted on his or her nameplate. TSOs also wear a metal badge with a unique number assigned to each 
TSO. TS Os must display their badge and nameplate at all times when screening passengers. 
Passengers may register a concern or complaint with security through the TSA Customer Service Manager (CSMJ or TSA supervisory personnel al each airpor1. 
Specifically, you were interested in filing a civil rights complaint because you believe that you, or someone you know, were discriminated against by TSA on the basis of his or her disability or medical condition. 

Referred to CSM and ODPO per Amber. 

Good Morning 

Normally when I fiy, I have nothing bul respecl and accolades for the employees of TSA. This morning I flew through LAX and really have to complain about lhe TSA Slaff al LAX. As a member of lhe military I am authorized to utilize the pre check 
lane at airports that have pre-check(according to your website). This morning when I asked where pre check was I was directed to the same line as every other passenger. When I asked the screener at the metal detector where the pre screen was he 
pointed to the far co mer of the sec u nty area, and I asked why when I asked I was not di reeled to it. He asked why wou Id I be a utho ri zed to use Pre-check if my ticket does not say it. I explained to him th at I am a member of the mi I ,ta ry and have a 
CAC card. He told me that my military id makes me no more special then anyone else and that I cannot use pre check. I told him I have used it in the past at Charlotte, Atlanta, and Honolulu. At that point he got a Supervisor over and I asked about 
Pre-check and lhe Supervisor even said I could not use pre check, he said someday the military can use ii but right now I hey cant. 

Altha ugh I am not going to make a stink about your employees comment about me being in the mi Ii ta ry, I must comment on the lack of training of your staff at LAX. PI ease if I am wrong. correct me and accept my ap po log i es but 1f your website says I 
can use the lane I should be able too. It makes things easier for TSA, the traveling public and myself. 

For your information I travelled through the Delta terminal 5 Lax security checkpoint at the 50's gates and went through the first or second line from the left(facing the metal detectors) 

Thank you 



'013 10 50:, 

The caller wanted informalion regarding the removal of shoes at lhe checkpoint, and I hen wanled to know if booties could be worn during the screening. He was upsel about the process. 

Advised Caller: 

Mandatory shoe screening by x-ray is an effective method of identifying any lype of anomalies. 

Nonetheless, passengers are permitted to wear disposable booties, socks, or slippers through the screening checkpoint to help protect their feet at walk-through metal detector and the AIT machines. 

Good afternoon. 

My name is._!(""b"")(-'6.,_) __ _.! and yesterday, May 20, 2013 between 2 and 2:30 p.m., I went lhrough security at Alaska Airlines al SEAAirporl with my guide dog. 

I was first asked if I would take my guide dog's harness off 10 which I said "no· I explained thal the TSA rules did not require me to take off the harness or the handle, but that I knew they could cerlainly check it. 

2013 3,53 ,c I proceeded to put my dog in a sit/stay position before lhe me1a1 detector and walked through without sounding the alarm before I called the dog through. The TSA Agent at Lane 5 lold me that I had to be patted down even though the alarm did nol go 
off when I went through, but because my dog did set the alarm aff. I explained that her harness, training collar and such would set off the alarm and that she could be patted down. The agent tald me that because the dog was with me and sounded the 
alarm, both of us had to be patted down. The agent called for his supervisor, and both of them told me I had to be patted down. They did so as I was reluctant to give into something that they were obviously not well trained in. but I needed to catch my 
flight. 

I had flown to Seattle just four days earlier from Burbank, CA with no issue, and told the supervisor that they were not consistent with how they enforced or even knew their rules. 

I do believe that memos need to go out to all of your TSA agents (supervisors for certain) regarding service animals as they are not uniformly following the rules pertaining to service animals, and I would appreciate a response with a good reason for 
the harassment I encountered yes te rda y. 

Thank you very much. 

Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es Screening (AI T, Pa td own) 
Current Date/Time . 512112013 1 :57: 18 PM Airport . Select One Oate/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 

2013 3,54,, TSA Employee: (If Known) : . . _ 
Comment. Why are some people allowed to go thru the metal detector while others ga thru the radiation? How is this determined and haw can yau explain the unfair/biased treatment? 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name h·I1fr, 
Phone Number : 
Email ... b ... 1._(6"-.. '--1 _____ __. 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2IApplicationManager 

Caller takes medicalion for osteoporosis. She says I hat she brought it wilh a docto~s note to JFK and told lhe TSO thal it could nol be xrayed and he used his wand on ii. Is the wand an xray? 

2013 8,52., Advised caller: 
· · (NOTE: The following information is from floor support.). 

The wand is a miniature metal detector. It is not an xray device. 



Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Ca I egori es Screening (AI T Pa td own) 
Current Date/Time . 512112013 6:32:30 PM Airport . Select One Oate/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 

2013 8:27:: Comment. You did NOT answer my previous question. I am not concerned with the requirements for screening nor am I impressed with your claims for safety. What I am concerned about is the unfairness of allowing same people to walk through a 
meta I detector and wh1 I e others have to be radiated. I believe that con st1tues profi I mg etc. I wi 11 never go thru th at machine again. You are Ire ated Ii ke a cri mm al and I be Ii eve women are targeted lo r it more Iha n men. I Ju st want to know how you can 
decide who gets to walk thru a metal detector and who has to be emotionally violated with the radation? I am sure I will now receive the same non answer but I would really appreciate your direct answer to my direct question. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name 1h·11fr-, 
Phone Number b 1(6) 
Email (b i(6) 
To leave a commen concerning is feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Poor Custa mer Service 
Current Date/Time : 512212013 2:29:44 PM Airport : DTW - Detroit Metropolitan Wayne County Date/Time of Travel : 0512212013 6:05-6:10 Airtine & Flight Number 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : Red 1 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. I'm an DTW airport employee that has been going through both the North &amp; McNamara terminal for almost 9 years and I have never been treated sa rudely as what your TSA agent treated me today. I came through the Red 1 check 
point about 6:05-6: 10 am this morning on 5122113. I did not get her name, she is a an Afncan-American female. about 5' 1 O&quot;, braids on both sides of her hair. glasses and had a TSA sweater on. Your metal detector that is on the left side of Red 1 
is set extremely sensitive so I took my lanyard off to hand it to her to let her know it beeps, She wouldn't accept it, stating &quot:she doesn't handle badges&quot. I had to put my badge in a bin and put it through the x-ray where it wouldn't move due to 

2013 4:21 :: the bin not being heavy enough. The other TSA agents I hat were standing there could not believe that she would not take my lanyard and they jusl rolled their eyes. Its not fair thal this me1a1 detector is always sel more sensitive than lhe others it 
should be the same across the board. I have never had a problem with any other TSA agent when I've done this and I feel that she should not be working with the public and maybe should have some sensitive training to deal with the general public and 
be taught to respect the employees that are just trying to get to their jobs. You once had an airport employee line to get through security and I feel you need to bnng one back to make it easier on the employees to get to their jobs. It should NOT be an 
inconvenience to get to your job. 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Disability Description: The callers mother~fo_·~1(_6_, ____ ~t1ew from MCO on 5-22-13 His mother is 75 and has a pacemaker. She gave the card ta the officers. 

Response Details: II a passenger has an internal medical device. such a stomach or cardiac pacemaker or a defibrillator, it is important for hirn or her to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening before the screening 
process begins. 

Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices, passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 

If you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based an disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition, Federal regulations 
require that your complaint be put in writing u n I ess your di sa bi I ity prevents you from doing so. 
Your complaint can be sent to either 

TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 

2013 7:59: 1 or vis postal mail to: 

1013 11:11 

Trans po rtati an Security Ad mini st ration Olli ce of Dis ab i I ity Policy and Outreach 
601 South 12th Street TSA-33 
Ari i ngto n. VA 2 0598-6033 

I advised the caller that he did not have to file a complaint wright away. 
I emailed the caller the information. 

lncidenl DetJils: The complaint concerns lhe officers at MCD. The caller states thal one of the officers jerked his molher, (bH6l out of the wheel chair and made her go through the machines after her sons had given the officer her 
pacemaker card and told the officer that his mother had a pacemaker and had to have a patdown. The officers insisted that 1h·,1r:;··, had ta go through the machines. His mother went through screening around 6:25pm through the JetBlue 
terminal. The caller states the female officer was very rude to his mother. The caller states they are going to take their mother to the doctor and make sure her pacemaker is not damaged. kbl(m !was wearing a Black dress with a Brown 
jacket. The caller wants to know if they have to file a complaint right away. 

was told to raise her hands and she was standing around and she fell she had been there longer than the few seconds she had experienced in the past and I hey lold her to raise her arms again, which she did and they were busy talking and she was 
told ta exit. As she exited the machine she was told to wait. when she walked out of the machine she saw photos an her left side, a whole group of photos and the TSO told her they had to pat her down. They told her, Dant leave yet, we have to look 
at your picture. the photos were in vertical form similar to a f, Im strip and individual pictures. approx. 5-6 photos. The re we re several agents loo king at images and one of them told her to wait. 

As she was having the patdown she objecled and the agent stopped when she asked why they were doing the patdown? She has flown many limes and been through the AIT and nothing has ever shown up and it has been 5 years since her surgery 
and nothing sha ul d have shaw n up. 
Flight# 939 via SW, Gate# not available. 
She said it made her very u ncomfo rta bl e and very nervous and her husband is handicapped and she is a Co Ion Cancer survivor and she s hou Id have asked mare q ues ti ans. 
Even lhinks there may have been something that could have shown up she should know aboul and is nervous about going through this technology again. 
She would go through again if she was explained what happened and she would like to know what the images were and if something showed up she would like ta know. 
The screening makes her feel comfortable and she doesn t mind that but thinks passengers should be told what is happening and provided more information. She said they could have been training agents or something and she 1s a former school 
teacher and thin ks people should be to Id if they a re training agents. 
She slates lhe images were posted on a wall as she exited the machine on her left, when she 1urned around ii would have been on her right and then she said she was unsure if the images were on a wall or screen, bul. she saw the images I hat 
appeared ta be a filmstrip. 
She wo u Id Ii ke to have reassure nee she wasn t exposed to anything that could bring on another cancer. 

Response: 
Apologized ta caller that she had a negative experience and explained information would be provided to the CSM at MDW for their review. Advised surveillance video may be available to for the CSM to review to see what took place with her 
screening. 

All images generated by imaging 1echnology are viewed in an area not visible to the public. The officer assisting lhe passenger never sees the image, and lhe officer viewing lhe image never interacts wilh the passenger. The imaging technology I hat 
TSA uses in airports cannot store. export, print, or transmit images and no cameras, cellular telephones, or other devices capable of capturing images are permitted in the image viewing area. 

AIT is a classification that covers two similar technologies, millimeter wave and backscatter. Both systems work in a similar way to give Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) a virtual image of a passenger that conspicuously highlights potentially 
dangerous ilems. AIT gives TSA a way 10 de1ec1 a wide variely of threats, including suicide vests and other improvised explosive devices lhat may be hidden under passengers· clothing and cannot be detected by walk-lhrough metal detectors. AIT 
enhances security, reduces the need far pa tdaw n search es for passengers with joint rep I ace m ents and other medica I conditions, and improves passenger ca nven i ence and cam fort. 
Mi 11 i meter wave systems pr0Jec1 beams of non-i o ni zing radio frequency energy over the passenger's body surface: the beams do not penetrate the skin. The radio frequency energy reflected back from the body and other objects on the body 1s used to 
construct a three-dimensional image. The energy the system projects is thousands of times less than a cell phone transmission. 
The backsca11er x-ray syslem works by scanning the surface of a passenger's body wilh a narrow, low-dose, low-energy ,-ray beam. This system uses ionizing radiation-the type people usually think of as ··radiation." However, the radiation levels are 
far below those of a hospital x-ray machine and any level that might constitute a health concern. The amount of radiation from a backscatter screening system is equivalent to the exposure each person receives in about 2 minutes of airplane flight at 
altitude or the amount the person receives in about an hour due to naturally occurring background radiation at ground level. 
The extremely low dose of radiation from the entire spectrum of TSA screening technology is inconsequential, even to frequent flyers who undergo repeated screenings. When evaluating new screening technologies, TSA performs independent studies 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Poor Customer Service 
Current Date/Time . 5/23/2013 1 :45:28 PM Airport . MOW - Chicago Midway Date/Time of Travel . 05/23/2013 8:00 AM Airline & Flight Number · Southwest Checkpoint/Area al Airport · Going into A and B gates TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment : The tsa agents at the midway gates we re extreme I y rude. 
1. We were traveling with our 9 month old. My wife was holding our son, I had the boarding passes and I .D. The agent insisted that my wife hold her own boarding pass and I'd, even though she held our son. He did not let us pass till I gave her her I'd 
and boarding pass after which he looked at those and finally let us pass. This is how you treal families? 
2. At the actual metal detector/baggage screenings. multiple employees did not know how to tAlk with civility.when an elderly guy speaking na English didn't take out laptop from his bag they spoke to him in synch a loud voice to remove his laptop. 

2013 2:07:, Others helped the poor old man remove his laptop and communicated with him in his language. 

2013 2:13:1 

2013 2:13:1 

3. When I flew out of Ontario, they had me remove my iPad during screening and run it separately in a bin. When I did that here. again one of those agents said in a very loud and rude voice that I did not need to remove iPad. I spoke up, and she just 
yelled back. 
4. Treating flyers rudely and yelling like this doesn't accomplish anything. I have never had such a negative experience as I did in midway, from multiple tsa agents. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name fh··,1fr1 
Phone Number ;;,fo..:.·.,-"(6"'1===;--~ 

Email t~b~l~(6~1---~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller is flying in a few week for the first time with her 1 O yr old son. Son takes miralax. She wants to know if that will be a problem. She also has body piercing. 

Indianapolis to Orlando on Southwest, probably on AirTrans. 

Response: 

-Passengers a re a 11 owed to bring medications in pi 11, powder or any other so Ii d form I hroug h security screening checkpoints in un Ii mited amounts, as Io ng as I hey a re sere ened. 

-An individual will never be required to remove or show a body piercing. If, during lhe screening process, a body piercing results in an alarm of the Walk Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or an anomaly during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) 
screening. the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) will resolve the alarm or anomaly by conducting a patdawn. In order to ensure security, patdown inspections may include sensitive areas of the body and TSOs are trained to maintain the highest 
levels of professionalism. 

Caller is flying in a few week for the first time with her 1 O yr old son. Son takes miralax. She wants to know if that will be a problem. She also has body piercing. 

Indianapolis to Orlando on Southwest, probably on AirTrans. 

Response: 

-Passengers a re a 11 owed to bring medications in pi 11, powder or any other so Ii d form I hroug h security screening checkpoints in un Ii mited amounts, as Io ng as I hey a re sere ened. 

-An individual will never be required to remove or show a body piercing. If, during lhe screening process, a body piercing results in an alarm of the Walk Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or an anomaly during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) 
screening. the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) will resolve the alarm or anomaly by conducting a patdawn. In order to ensure security, patdown inspections may include sensitive areas of the body and TSOs are trained to maintain the highest 
levels of professionalism. 



Response Details: In add1t1on to screening the passenger. canes and other devices must undergo x-ray screening. If an item cannot fit through the x-ray, or the passenger cannot be separated from the item, it must be physically inspected by a TSO. 
Passengers should tell the TSO if they need to be immediately reunited with the device after it is screened by x-ray. 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations it must be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination. 

I will forward this information to the CSM at both airports per sud(b)(6) !1 also requested that if the caller was able to get the other flight information, such as flight number, departure time, and location to call us back. 

The caller was unable to note the event ID so I told her to make sure to tell us that she needed to add it to her previous record. 

If this situation happens again. you can contact us within 180 days to file a complaint. 

I will send an email with information. 

Incident Details: The caller has flown through DEN and TUL. She went through WTM D and both times the TSOs have taken away her cane and told her that it had to go through the x-ray. She told the TSO officer that she needed the cane to get 
th rough the ch eek point but I hey refused to do a hand inspect ion. 

2013 5:4 7:' She said that they also took her technological devices for x-ray screening and though she can be separated from them they have caused damage to the devices. 

The caller is unable to do wri1ten complaint because of her disability. 

Flight info: 
Airport: DEN 
Airline: So UI hwesl 
Date: July 18,2012 

Airport: TUL 
Airline: SoulhWest 
Date: May 12. 2012 

The caller has another flight in month and wanted to know what she should tell the TSO if she was told that she could not have her cane again. 

Ca Iler opened her s u i tease after her trip home and she had documents inside and upon arriva I her clothing was in a heap and her documents she had lo r her work we re destroyed, 
She said her TSA lock was also broken. 

I asked if she saw her bag after cleanng Customs or could it have been cut off in the foreign country who may not have been able to open the TSA lock. 
She stated she did not look at her lock so it could have been. 

She had a NOi. It did not have a time stamp on it. 

She fiew from Kigali to Amsterdam and entered the US at Detroit and boarded a flight to Louisville SDF. 
She fiew on Delta Flight #6027 from Detroit 10 Louisville, KY departing at 12:30 AM 5-24-13 
Bag Tagf h >IR, I 
The bag is a black cloth I arge su ilea se. Wenger brand. 

She slated her documents cannot be replaced unless she goes 10 Kigali and gets them again, and she would have no guaranlee they would arrive in the US undamaged. 
2013 4:23:, She does not wish to file a claim. 

Told her I am sorry she had that experience. 

She stated she also feels persecuted because she is often patted down and it is because she has large breasts. 
She stated it happened in the lo reign country as wel I. 
I started to say something and she said she is aware TSA is not in other countries. 
She slated In Detroit she was wearing a bra and a knit shirt and knit panls so she does not understand why her large breasts caused a patdown. 
She stated nothing on her should have caused a problem with the equipment. 

Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

Todd her I will send over a copy of her complaint to the Customer Support Manager. 

In typing up my notes I realized I did not read a date back to her so I called her back and confirmed the Detroit flight was today. 



Ca Iler ape ned her s u i tease after her trip home and she had documents inside and u pan arriva I her clothing was in a heap and her documents she had far her work we re d estrayed. 
She said her TSA lock was also broken. 

I asked if she saw her bag after clearing Customs or could it have been cut off in the foreign country who may not have been able to open the TSA lock. 
She stated she did nat look at her lack so it could have been. 

She had a NOi. It did not have a time stamp on it. 

She flew from Kigali ta Amsterdam and entered the US at Detroit and boarded a flight ta Louisville SDF. 
She flew on Delta Flight #6027 from Detroit to Louisville, KY departing at 12:30 AM 5-24-13 
Bag Tad(b)(61 ! 
The bag is a black cloth large suitcase, Wenger brand. 

She stated her documents can not be replaced u n I ess she goes to Kigali and gets th em again. and she wou Id have no guarantee they would arrive in the US u nda mag ed. 
2013 4:23:, She does not wish to file a claim. 

Told her I am sorry she had that experience. 

She stated she a I so lee Is persecuted because she is often patted down and it is because she has large breasts, 
She slated ii happened in lhe foreign counlry as well. 
I started to say something and she said she is aware TSA is nat in other countries. 
She stated In Detro it she was wearing a bra and a knit shirt and knit pants so she does not understand why her I a rge breasts caused a p atdown. 
She stated nothing on her should have caused a problem with the equipment. 

Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

Todd her I will send over a copy of her complaint to the Customer Support Manager. 

In typing up my notes I realized I did not read a date back to her so I called her back and confirmed the Detroit flight was today. 

Disability Description: Caller had a knee replacement about 18 months ago. Caller is 75 years aid. 

Information Request Caller does not want to have to have a patdown at all. Caller will not fly anymore because she doesn t want to have a patdown. Caller saw a patdown procedure being done on TV and does not want to have to go through one. 
Caller is almost in Iears and very distressed and angry. Caller would like to know whal ID is better: military ID, drivers license, or passport.Caller would like to know why people have 10 lake their turbans off for screening. Caller feels thal suspicious 
people are not screened as much as she is. Caller would also like ta know why TSA does nat do screening like Israeli airports that do background checks. 

Response Details: The Transportation Security Administrations (TSA) Screening of Passengers by Observation Techniques (SPOT) is an additional layer of security using behavioral observation and analysis techniques to identify potentially high-risk 
individuals. BDOs are specially Irained in the operalional SPOT process to idenlify and screen travelers of interest. 

Secure Flight is a program developed by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (OHS) to provide umfonrn watch 11st matching by the Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA). 

Many passengers with meIaI implants thal regularly alarm a walk-lhrough metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rt of a person or device. 

2013 5: 1 O:: Under this new screening procedure, passengers who appear to. be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on .shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitting an additional pass through adva_nced imaging technology (AIT) to 
clear an alarm, as well as greater use of explosives trace deIecI1on. Passengers who are 75 or older will be informed of the changes 10 lhe screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

TSA anticipates these changes will further reduce though not completely eliminate the need for a physical patdown on travelers 75 and older that would otherwise have been conducted to resolve alarms. 

The Transportation Security Administrations (TSAI idenlily verification policy requires all adult passengers (18 and older) 10 provide a valid Federal or State Government-issued photo identification (ID) for inspection before enIering the security 
checkpoint. In addition, Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) always have the aptian of requesting a second form al ID. Military ID, drivers license, and passport are all acceptable. 

We understand and regret the discomfort and inconvenience passengers may experience as a result of patdown procedures. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of 
all air travelers. 

The Trans po rtatIon Security Ad mm i stratIon (T SA) see ks to p rov1d e the high est I eve I of sec u nty and customer service to al I who pass through our screening checkpoints. 0 u r polIcIes and procedures focus on ens u n ng that a 11 passengers. reg a rd I ess of 
their personal situations and needs, are treated with respect and courtesy. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. 
If you want a non-lraveling companion to accompany you during the screening process they need only request a gate pass from the airline lickel counter. 
Emailed information to caller. 



wants to know if a under wire bra will cause an alarm m the machine that shows her naked. She wants to know why the TSO told her that she can pat down her breast in the public and send her through but if she requests a private screening she will 
have to have a full pat down. She wants to know an alarm on her chest would cause the TSOs to test her hands and clothes for bomb residue. She wants to know why even after applying for Redress and using her RCN that she is still getting additional 
screening. She stJled thal TSA ruins every I rip that she lakes. She wants 10 know why the web site does not say thal requesting a private screening will result in such trealment. She stated I hat she has had people fill her up, put their hands in lhe pants, 
grope her, and harass her enough. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

We do not have an itemized list of possible things that could set off alarms in the AIT. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is impor1ant. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring thal all passengers are 1reated with dignity, respect, and cour1esy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

2013 S: 3B:, TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

This request will be granted if the TSA screening supervisor believes that a physical inspection is sufficient ta determine that the item does not conceal a prohibited item. 

In addition, passengers at any time may request a private screening. For Example: This option is often exercised by passengers carrying jewelry or gold bars, so as not to alert other individuals about the presence of valuable property. During a private 
screening, another TSA employee will be presenl and the passenger may also be accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. (Explained: the additional TSO and companion is for witness for the complete additional screening) 

In addition, passengers may request a private sere en i ng if add it ion a I screening is required or at any ti me during the screening process, A com pa ni on may accompany a passenger who needs ass i sta nee to the private screening after the comp an ion 
clears screening. In addilion, screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a paldown inspection I hat will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in lhe public area rather lhan go to a private area for 
screening. however, passengers who refuse screening in the public ar private area will not be permitted to enter the secured area. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TS Os at a specific airport I can forward a copy of your letter to the Customer Support Manager (CSM) at that location. 

TSA monitors the numb er and nature of complaints we receive in ard er ta track trends and spot areas of ca ncern th at may require s pecia I attention. This a ngoi ng process ena b I es us ta ensure prom pt. ca rrecti ve acti an whenever we d ete rm i ne that 
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citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 
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In addition, passengers at any time may request a private screening. For Example: This option is often exercised by passengers carrying jewelry or gold bars, so as not to alert other individuals about the presence of valuable property. During a private 
screening, another TSA employee will be presenl and the passenger may also be accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. (Explained: the additional TSO and companion is for witness for the complete additional screening) 

In addition, passengers may request a private sere en i ng if add it ion a I screening is required or at any ti me during the screening process, A com pa ni on may accompany a passenger who needs ass i sta nee to the private screening after the comp an ion 
clears screening. In addilion, screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a paldown inspection I hat will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in lhe public area rather lhan go to a private area for 
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TSA monitors the numb er and nature of complaints we receive in ard er ta track trends and spot areas of ca ncern th at may require s pecia I attention. This a ngoi ng process ena b I es us ta ensure prom pt. ca rrecti ve acti an whenever we d ete rm i ne that 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ(b)(61 ! 
Date Time: 5/26/2013 5:01: 18 PM 

······················----------------····························· 

Namrr~ ~ Email b)(61 I 
ComP a1ns:.1scoueaus/Rude Employee 

2013 S: 1 0:< Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):This was at the Atlanta airport on 5124, my flight came in at 4:30 from Grand Cayman on Delta. This incident was at approximately 5: 15-5:30 at security after customs and 
1mm1grat1011. 
Comments:I was not sure which calegory to pul this complaint under, but was very upsel al the absolute rudeness of more than one TSA employee. I am 25 weeks pregnant, and visibly pregnanl. The two employees manning the line, were very 
friendly and professional. As we were funneled closer to the security line we ended up in a line with just scanner and no metal detector. I couldn't get anyane·s attention to opt out of the scanner. My husband was in front of me and as he went through 
the scanner told the 3 people on the other end that I was opting out due to be being pregnant. They Just stared at me and said that there was nothing they could do. I told them I was not going through the scanner and they replied that I was holding up 
the line. I said can I walk through the scanner while it is off and then have a pat down? She said "'NO!" and then "you need to go to the back of the line and go through another line"', At this point we had been waiting for 30 minutes and I told her I needed 
to sit down and I hat I was 25 weeks pregnanl. she repealed thal there is nothing she can do. All of my belongings and shoes al this point were through lhe machine and out of my sight (thank goodness my husband was lhere). So, I go to the next line 
and try ta just go up ta the metal detector to go through. I was stopped by a male TSA employee who said "'what are you doing, go to the back of the line" I told him what was happening and he said, '"where are your belongings?" I told him they were on 
the other side of the machine with my husband, to which he replied "you canl do that1" So, I walked away and up to the metal detector and told them I was opting for a pat down. I was told them by the female in this line (one line over) that I held up the 
line, and where were my things, my things needed to be with me. The female TSA employee came over and led me to the pat down. She asked if any areas were hurt or were sensitive, and I replied that I was pregnant. Her reply was a large eye roll 
and "Ma'am I did not ask you 10 stale lhe obvious."' She then asked me where my things were and I pointed to my husband 10 feet away. Then she said lhat my things needed to be with me. I gel it, but you wouldn't let me be with my lhings!' After the 
pat down I asked her if that is how we treat people who are pregnant in this country. and she replied, '"I just do my job". I could not believe the lack al respect, but not one, but 4-4-5 TSA employees. I left feeling sick, and tired as I did not have the 
energy with being p regnant to deal with this kind of nonsense behavior. 



Caller fiew from SI. Louis to ATL to Sarasota on 5-23, second trip in a row she has lost or lost, wrecked or broken her TSA lock. In April the lock was damaged.so bad she had 10 gel a boll cutter to cut it off. She thinks they opened and failed to place 
the lack back an. but. there wasn t a NOi inside her bag 
She asked security who provided her comment ca rd.,...,....,.....,-,------, 
Delta, Flight#1179, Gate#B4 or 10?, Taggage Tag!(b1(6) 
Flying freq ue nl I y and a I ways get slopped because of""m-e~t;-a-;-1 -i n-b,-o-d"'"y-, -a"'"I w-'ays ge Is a patdown, inconvenience and holds up the Ii n e and can t view her i I ems during I he p atdown. Co u Id she get on the expedited screening I is t. 

Response: 
Apologized to caller and provided claim fonm via email. 

2 O 13 8: O 5: C We a re responsible lo r checked I uggage from the time it is presented for screening u nl i I I he ti me i I has be en cleared of screening . Once baggage has be en sere ened and cleared, air carriers a re responsible lo r Ir ans porting i I to its fi na I de sti nation. 
Yau may file a claim with TSA by completing a Standard Farm 95 (claim form) in accordance with the instructions. A claim farm will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 

If a passenger has meta I implants, such as art iii c i al knees or hips, he or she should inform a T ransporta ti on Security Officer (TSO) before sere en i ng begins, TS A has ere ated notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about any dis a bi Ii ty, 
medical condition, or medical device thal could affect securily screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening, their use may improve communication and help travelers discreetly nolify TSOs of their conditions. 
Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rt of a person or device. 

There are two primary ways 10 be considered eligible for TSA Pre\u2713n.': travelers may be inviled by a participating airline, or they may choose 10 enroll wilh one of U.S. Customs and Border Protection's (CBPJ Trusted Traveler programs. 
For more information. including enrollment, please visit http: www.globalentry.gov 
Random selection only, not a guarantee for precheck, guarantee for GE when reentering the US from international flight. 
May not have to remvoe shoes, jacket, computer lrorn bag, etc., if an alarrn sounds or an anomaly shows up may still have to have a patdown. 
Earlier loday, my 2 boys and I returned to our home in San Diego - via San Francisco airporl (SFO) on Southwest airlines. We removed all necessary items, and pushed our ilems lhrough the conveyer belt. We had to wait quite a while as the TSA 
personnel were busy with at her matters. We finally went through the metal detector. and retrieved our belongings - which included 2 black bags, and 2 trays with other items such as belts. wallet, etc. t.ater this afternoon. we discovered that rny 
sunglasses were missing. They were dark brown, Mau, Jim sunglasses. 

2013 8'33 '' Were these returned to lost & found? If not, is there video to see who might have taken these sunglasses? 

Please contact me at your earliest convenience. !~(b_,(_6_1 _________ ~ 

Caller Is a GI o ba I Entry m ember and is registered lo r TSA Precheck and has used it before. Th en he was denied 4 out of 5 trips. He said he was denied twice th en se I ected than denied twice. He knows it Is random but he said he Is denied more th an 
selected but also said he used to receive it all the time. He mentioned receiving it at Hobby and via Southwest a year ago but corrected himself later. He asked why he can't go through the metal detector, When he asks they direct him around it. 
He flies vi a United from Newark, Delta from Cincinnati, and American from D FW. 
He also asked what I mean by an appropriate flight and why he can not use all the participating airlines from any particpating airport if he is in the system. 

I to Id the ca 11 er th at the screening technology is optiona I and he can not request the meta I detector in place of the A IT or a Patdown, 

I also told him that TSA Precheck is a random process and there are no statistics. This is to keep terrorists from gaming the system. I tald him toga ta his frequent flier profile and verify that his name. birth date, and member pass id match his Global 
Entry card exactly. 

2013 9:09:[ I told him to verify that his information is correct and try again and ii he is continually not selected. then to call us back with his flight information within 3 days of flying from a participating airport on a participating airline and we can send this to the 
appropriale office for review. 

TSA is expanding the TSA Precheck initiative to the Nation's busiest airports and will announce add1t1onal participating airlines and airports once operationally ready. The location chart can be viewed at www.tsa.gov. 
Southwest and Hobby do not particpate at this time. You must be flying on an airline that particpates at the participating airport. 

In addition. participants who have opted in for TSA Precheck will not know in advance if they have been selected for expedited screening. If TSA determines a passenger is eligible far expedited screening for a particular flight, information is embedded 
in the barcode of the passenger's boarding pass. TSA reads the barcode at the checkpoint and the passenger may be referred to a lane where they will undergo expedited screening. 



Information Request Caller wanted to know what to expect at screening, 

Response Details: Mobility aids such as crutches, canes, walkers. support braces, orthopedic shoes, and prosthetic devices are permitted through the screening checkpoint after proper security screening or inspection. 

If a passenger has difficulty walking and uses a mobility device. the way his or her screening will be oonducted depends on his or her level of ability. It is important for a passenger to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) oonducting the 
screening of his or her level of ability before the screening process begins. 

TSA has ere ated not1f1cation cards that travelers may use to inform TS Os about any dis ab i I Ity. medical co ndItIon, or medical d ev,ce that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security sere en i ng, their use may 
improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their conditions. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gov sites default files publications disability notification cards.pd/. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through 
meta I detectors on I y if they can wa I k through on their own. An el ig, bl e passenger can request to be screened by Al T 1f it is a va, I ab I e or can request to be screened using a thorough paid own: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the 
walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

,013 11 :04: If a passenger cannot or chaoses nat to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdawn procedure instead. 
A paid own procedure al so Is used to resolve any al arms of a metal detector or anom a Ii es i dent1f1ed by Al T. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. SomeIimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in lhe position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body I hat are painful when touched. 

Caller ask if he can take the brace off and send it through screening. 

Advised caller that he would be permitted to da that. 

Emailed caller information. 

The caller staled thal he will be flying from Dallas 10 FL. He has a colostomy and wanls to know what to do for screening. 

Advised Caller: 

If a passenger uses an ostomy, he or she can be screened without having to empty or expose the osIomy. However, it is imporIant for passengers 10 inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about the ostomy before 
the screening process begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform TSOs about any disability, medical condition. or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from 

2013 5,04 ,c security screening, their use may improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their conditions. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gov sites default files publications disability_notification_cards.pdf. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seoonds without the supporl of a person or device. A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of 
a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger's ostomy is subject to additional screening. Under mast circumstances. this will include the 
passenger conducting a self-paid own of the ostomy. lo 11 owed by an explosive Ira ce detection sampling of the passenger's hands. 

We do not require medical documentation. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 512912013 12:03:20 AM Airport SAT - San Antonio International Date/Time of Travel 05/2812013 6:45 AM Airline & Flight Number: Southwest 1733 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
Terminal A TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : When I went lhrough the securily checkpoint, I did not sel of the metal deIecIor but I was lold that I had to go lhrough the body scanner. After I was scanned, I was told thal I had 10 be patted down• A woman with TSA came over and 
commented that she didn"t know why I had ta be patted down since I was wearing a light cotton dress and it was obvious I wasn't hiding anything but she patted me down anyways. I wish I had asked for the man's name who was making me do all of 

2013 8.29 . 1 this because he was also very rude and intimated me. I'm a 53 year old grandmother and certainly don't look like a terrorist• I work in law enforcement in Phoenix and understand the need for secunty but I think this was going too far since I did not set 
· · off any a I arms and they d idn"t even bother to search my bags. 

Would you like a re¥'aose7 - Jr11e 
Passenger's Name ~.1(6.1 
Phone Number ,_ _____ .., 

Email tb)(6, I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service 
Current Date/Time : 5129/2013 5:04:54 PM Airport : BHM - Birmingham-Shuttlesworth International Date/Tirne of Travel : 0512912013 3:45 PM Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· While going through the security check at front of the airport I was treated poorly. The man who checked my id and my boarding pass was very kind but when I went to the conveyor belt I was yelled (literally yelled) at by the lady on the other 
side of the metal detector. First she yelled at lhe gentleman in fronl of me because he wasn't following her unclear directions. Then she yelled at me because I zipped my purse before I laid ii down on ils side inside the bucket. She said &quol;its not 

20 3 6_07 _, going anywhere quit wasting time and just lay it down already.&quot: I did not want to Hebe the contents of mu purse spill so I took the 4 seconds to zip my purse. Then I was selected for a random screening. The lady that took me over to do that 
1 · ·' screen yelled st me as wel I because I tried to take my purse and carry on with me. She was very forcefu I and would not take the time to te 11 me what was going to happen with my be longings. Both of these employees made the s c reem ng p race ss very 

upsetting to me. I understand the reason for the process but I was cooperating to the best of my ability throughout and yet was not treated with respect or with even decent customer service. I hope these employees will have the importance of customer 
service and taking the time 10 explain procedure ins1ead of screaming at everyone for no apparent reason. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 

Email =kb 1(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service; Screening CuCTent Date/Time · 5129/2013 5:01 :53 PM Airport · PBI - West Palm Beach International Date/Time of Travel , 05/09/2013 6A5 AM Airline & Flight Number · Delta Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. My friend and I were waiting on line to go through the body scanners, at other airports it seems more random, with some people going through the metal detectors and some through the body scanner, but here at that time everyone was 
being ushered through the body scanners. I saw a sign saying I could opt out so I requested to opt out. The TSA agent I a male) seemed very annoyed by my request and a woman TSA agent near by stated something about how I would have to 

2013 6,07 ,, &quotwait a very long time&quot; and they encouraged me to just go through the body scanner. I politely declined. At this point my friend had already gone through and was waiting for me on the other side: after a couple of minutes a women TSA 
· " agent ( nol the same one thal encouraged me not to opt oul) proceeded with the pat down, she was very polite and professional. I then boarded my plane and arrived safely in my destination. I was just offended that I felt my right 10 opl out was being 

frowned upon, I was treated like an annoyance and was frankly kind of embarrassed for making a decision I SHOULD be allowed to make. Thank you for your time. 

Would you like a respar;,se7' · Inje 
Passenger's Name : ~b 1(6 _, _ 
Phone Number · 
Email :[b)(ff1 
To I ea v~e_a_c_o_m_m_e_n_t_c_o_n_ce_r_n_, n-g~t-h is feed back. fo 11 ow this I Ink http:/ Its awe D. tsa .d hs. gov/ E DB2/ App Ii cati o nM a nag er 

I travel to the Des Moines Airport about 3 times annually and almost every time encounter issues with the TSA staff there. About a year ago, after reluctantly going through the scan, I was then patted down. I had initially been fearful of receiving 
additional radiation but was informed there was no radiation. I was told to either go thru the scan or be patted down. Apparently it made no difference. because both procedures were implemented, The reason? The worker indicated it was "because 
you have on a ski rt." 

So the next time, I worse tighter fitting slacks. However, the same thing occuCTed again, so apparently it was not my skirt. When I questioned it. the TSA worker indicated that's Just the way things are. I inquired why I always was made to go thru the 
scan while some others were not. I was told "it is random." OK, I can understand that. But what I don't understand is why obvious Middle Eastern individuals were NOT required to go through it right before me. 

This past week I encountered still another problem. I offered no resistance but stepped into the scan after watching a man ahead of me just go thru the metal detector. After going through the scan, I was abruptly asked what I had in my chest. 
indicated l"d had breast cancer and was wearing a breast prosthesis. The girl then asked if she "could feel around it." I was reluctant, but before I could answer, she was already probing around my body in that area of my upper chest. She then felt 
around my neck (posteriorly), then inquired "what do you have in your pockets?" At this point I be ca me annoyed even more, as peop I e were watching her touch my breast area and now were I ooki ng at my I eg s, I commented that I had "nothing" in my 
pockets and became fruslrated because the pants were a stretchy white denim fabric. I indicated thal if something was in my pockets, ii would be more than obvious visually as well as on lhe scan. Then she signaled another TSA worker and insisted 

2013 8:31 :' my hands be check (I'm assuming for explosive materials.). 

All this time my small purse is available for anyone going thru the line to pick up as well as other personal belongings. I was made to stand a distance away and often my view was blocked by TSA workers to see ii my purse was still there. At no time 
was I offered a private area 10 be checked, bul was humiliated in fronl of several individuals going lhrough security, most of which were not questioned and many of which did nol go through lhe scan. 

I wo u Id Ii ke an exp I an ati on as to why T SA workers a re so intent on hum, Ii a ting women that a re a I ready sens iii ve to having lost a breast and made to stand in ful I view of other !rave I e rs wh i I e her breast area 1s felt. Si nee the re a re thousands of women 
experiencing mastectomy procedures, I'd assume breast prosthesis are fairly common. And most seem to be made similarly. so I'd think TSA individuals would be well aware they were looking at a prosthesis, not some sort of explosive device. There 
are no wires presenl or fluid of any kind in I his proslhesis, so I am uncerlain why TSA individuals feel it necessary 10 go to such extremes. 

What is even more alarming 1s that the procedure differs from time to time with this experience being the worst. Why do TSA staff feel they have to humiliate women? Even the supervisor I talked to just sounded like a broken record repeating himself 
that this is what they have to do. AnotherTSAwoman inteCTupted our conversation and because quite nasty in her conversation, finally glaring at me, leaning into me thereby violating my personal space. and told me to "have a nice day." 

Since this experience at Des Moines keeps increasing in intensity, will I next be asked to remove the prosthesis?? 

kb1(6) I 



She stated she no rm ally fl ys from FLL so she is not at al I fa mi Ii ar with that airport. 
She stated she is 90 years old and has 2 knee replacements and an insert in her back. 
She wan ts 10 I ake adv an tJ ge of our services. 

I asked if she is needing help getting to the checkpoint. 

She sated she is not. 
She stated screening is horrible because they fee I her al I over because of her I egs. 
She stated her knees make a noise and she is only 4 ft 8 inches and looks like a little person. 

Told her we will Wik about her metJI implanls. 
Because her joints set off the metal detectors she needs to let the Officer know about them and we may be able to resolve her screening with the AIT Machine. 

She stated she cannot use it because her implant is something like a pacemaker except on another part of her body. 

,013 11 : 11 :, I explained the patdown is all that is left since she cannot do the metal detector or the AIT machine, and we must screen her in order to clear her to fly. 
Al I passengers mu st be screened. 

2013 3 53 C 

She slated everyone else goes on lhrough right away if they do not make a noise but because of her knees she gets a paldown. 

Told her normally if a passenger does not set off the machine they go on through but sometimes we do random patdowns so other passengers may receive one as well. 

She ask why we must pat her down. 

Told her we must make sure she does not have anything concealed and to clear her screening. 

She slated the Officers told her I hey were looking for explosives. She does nol know where we think she would hide them. 

She said an article she read indicated we could help old people or partially disabled. 

Told her we do help by providing information on what to expecl al the checkpoint and other lhings but I cannot promise her she will not receive a patdown. 
Because she is over 75 she may keep her shoes on and light outerwear. 
Caller had traveled from NY, LaGuardia to Denver. At Denver during screening, she says at LaGuarida she uses the old xray, Denver has the newer machines. Her husband had a pacemaker and was able to use the AIT. She was wearing some 
necklaces. She was told because of the necklaces she had 10 gel extra screening, she 901 a paldown. She is upset she had to get the additonal screening and did not have to do this before. 

Told caller 
We recommend all personal items to be removed, things like a belt, wallets and jewelry. 
The officers can make a judgement call per passenger. I told her if there was an alarm during screening the officers would have to give a patdown to clear any alarm. If the officer felt comfortable enough to allow her go through with out a patdown to 
clear any alarm then that would be left up to that officer. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) strongly recommends thal passengers remove all items and accessories from their pockets before beginning the securily screening process. Removing ilems such as wallels, belts, bulky jewelry, 
money. keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology 
(AIT) screening. 

They will clear any alarm during the screening. 
They do offer a private screening when there was an alarm of a sentive part of the body. 
We try to make it as safe as poss, bl e to trave I. 
I told her if she wanted me to I would note my call as a complaint for her. 



2013 3:53:( 

Caller had traveled from NY, LaGuardia to Denver. At Denver during screening, she says at LaGuarida she uses the old xray. Denver has the newer machines. Her husband had a pacemaker and was able to use the AIT. She was wearing some 
necklaces. She was told because of the necklaces she had to get extra screening, she got a patdown. She is upset she had to get the additonal screening and did not have to do this before. 

Told caller 
We recommend all personal items to be removed, things like a belt wallets and jewelry. 
The officers can make a judgement call per passenger. I told her if there was an alarm during screening the officers would have to give a patdown to clear any alann. II the officer felt comfortable enough to allow her go through with out a patdown to 
clear any alarm I hen thal would be left up to that officer. 

The Trans po rtat,on Security Ad mm i strat,on (T SA) strongly recommends that passengers rem ave al I Ite ms and acces sari es from their pockets before begm ni ng the security sere en i ng p races s. Removing i terns such as wallets, belts, bulky j ewe I ry. 
money, keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology 
(AIT) screening. 

They wi 11 clear any a I arm during the s c reenmg. 
They do offer a private screening when there was an alarm of a sentive part of the body. 
We try 10 make ii as safe as possible to travel. 
I told her if she wanted me to I would note my call as a complaint for her. 
Feedback Type: Complaint 

State: Lo ui si a na 
Airport MSY 
Dale/Time of Travel: 1 pm on May 29, 2013 
Airline: Southwest 
Checkpoint: Terminal B 

Comment: It took 29 minutes to clear security when only 60 or so people were ahead of me. Below are my observations: 

- UNMOTIVATED AND INEFFICIENT EMPLOYEES: Only ONE PERSON was checking IDs/ boarding passes at an International Airport. Only 2 scanner belts were in use. All while a minimum of 4 to 6 agents stood idly. They blamed their inability to 
open more lines on scheduling (and being short one person). However, it didn't look like they needed more people - they just needed to work the job they are hired to do. They also asked me to hold a card for the TSA agent to timestamp. Not only was 
I nol told what the card was for, but I also didn't understand why one of the 5 people standing around couldn't be bolhered to use a watch. 

'013 12:00: - ON-THE-JOB TRAINING? One person appeared to be training on the job. Why isn't this done in a training program? Why would you have this going on when the lines are backed up? II your mission is to protect American lives. how are you sending 
someone into a job without knowing what to do? Tha I'd be Ii ke pul Ii ng someone off I he sire et to perform a med i ca I procedure. 

- INCONSISTENT PROCEDURES: They started to cattle people through the metal detectors vs. the body scanners even though we were "older than 8."' Airport employees seemed to be sneaking around the system/Imes. and preferred passengers 
were flying through the Ii ne si nee she rotated one lo r one with the "regu I ar" passengers to the "preferred", 

Also, I was unable to submit my complaint in the online format because one of the drop down menus wasn"t available for Mac users. 

Ultimately. this level of service is unacceptable. You can and need to do better, 

Sincerely 
l(b1(6) 

b,(61 
Caller stated he has a complaint but does not want it sent to CSM. He states he just wants tsa to know the process did not have to go that far. He stated the officers Badge# b·:,(6 @ JFK but he don't think the officer was rude just did not have to go as 
far as he did. 

Caller stated he Is a Turkish Airline pilot and flew into JFK airport. Stated he was going through the checkpoint as a regular passenger. He states he showed his Turkish Airline Id which does not have an expiration date, and requested to be screened 
'013 12:36. with the metal detector, not the AIT machine. He states the officer told him because his Id don't have a expiration date, he will have to have a patdown. Caller stated to TSO he didn't want a patdown. Caller states he was told to put on his Pilot shirt and 

then he was allowed to go through lhe meIaI detector. 

Advised: I will document call, offered to send his complaint to CSM at JFK but he said no. 



I ju st observed a TSA a gent in Amari 11 o, Te ,as that was very disrespectful Iowa rds a chi Id passenger with cerebra I pa Is y tha I us es fore a rm crutches to wa I k. Instead of getting a wheelchair to help him through I he mel al detector she made him use two 
canes to walk through- this is very unsafe and disrespectful. I work with people with disabilities and know that this is also risky behavior that easily could have resulted in injury to the child. I spoke to the mother and also suggested that she make a 
comp I a int reg a rd i ng this behavior. 

2013 9: 17:t""h""··,""1r;""·1 ____ _. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Sir. 
On 5131 /13 at RSW (sw regional ,fl) I wenl through the security screening gate at (d) gale at 600am. 
I am disabled and have a service dog. When I approached the screening TSA agent I asked him what I should do to get through the security gate, He seemed very unsure of himself and what to do. He was an older white male .tall, with a white 

mustache and gray hair. 
He did not know TS A search pol icy on service dogs. 
He told me 10 lake all lhe reslraints off the dog and have the dog walk lhrough the metal de1ec1or in a very busy screening area. I knew he was violating TSA policy and I tried to explain this 10 him thal I can'I remove the collar.lease. I requested a 
Man ue I pat down. anything other than doing this.He refused and ordered me to release my dog there by separating her from me entirely without ca ntro I or restraint. I rel u cte na ly complied, He was I ucky she is we 11 discl i pen ed and did not sprint through 

,013 9,0B:4 security. All the screening of me and my dog was done with the dog separate frcm me, . Again, I was required to be separated and all restraints ,collars. harness to be 

Your agenl put me.the owner of this dog,as well as the security of the airport in danger.I could have been held civilly responsible if my dog got scared and bit a person and or another dog that was in the area, Serious traing is need there. 

Naples. Fl. 34114 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Poor Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time, 6/212013 1 :53:14 PM Airport· MCI - Kansas City International Date/Time of Travel· 05/2612013 Airline & Flight Number, Frontier Airlines 815 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal 
C Security checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . The TSA agent we dealt with an Sunday May 26 was very rude and disrespectful. We think she singled out my wife far her own personal reasons. My wife tried to start a conversation saying "I once got hired for this job". and the agent softly 
mumbled "It isn't worth it"' and quickly changed the subject and went about her business. As we all finally got through the first checkpoint my daughter overheard her say to another TSA agent (Male) about my wife as she passed thrcugh the line 
&quot She is rude and she has an attitude and she had nothing to do with her from the starl•&quot; Then the TSA agent then noticed my daughter and turned her head and spoke lower so my daughter couldn't hear. Previous to this she questioned my 
1 O year old daughter as 10 where are you going? Your age? How long you are going to be there? When my daughler answered with our final destination of Las Vegas the agent was getting annoyed because my daughler didn'I realize we first had a 
layover in Denver. My wife tried to answer for our daughter and the Agent quickly snapped at my wife and said "NO• she needs ta speak for herself I" My daughter which had been up since around 4 AM wasn't focused an all the particulars of the trip 
and relied on her parents to get her to where we were going. 

This agent checked our ID's to enter the gale area and as soon as my wife got through the metal detector area (Mel al detector did not go off) she left her post and spoke to somebody and proceeded 10 1e1I my wife that she needed 10 be further 
,013 3_14.5 checked. When my wife asked "Why?'· she was told that all women wearing dresses are checked. The dress was closely fitted so you could clearly see the outline of an object if there was anything there. We know for a fact that other women wearing 
· · · · dress es were not checked. We spoke to another fem a I e wearing a dress, which a I so flew out on the same day. who I 1ve s and works in the Kansas City area and she to Id us that she was not searched. She a I so asked if she needed to be searched and 

was told no. She and her husband furlher commented and said "the KC airport TSA agents are rude, and have no customer service skills." 

We can certainly understand if women wearing dresses need to be searched, but we feel all need ta be searched if that is the criteria as the agent stated. There is a way in doing the searches tactfully and being respectful of the person being searched. 
We would also like to add that the TSA agent, upon the completion of the screening, knew my wife was upset and was telling me about her experience. She could see and hear that my wife was upset. The TSA agent tried numercus times to interject 
and I ook lo r ways to confront my wile, My wife then told the agent that she was speaking to her husband and I ooked at my wile and then she walked away, We can certainly understand the ro I e of security and by no me ans try to underhand the 
measures in place, but we feel that some people abuse their positional power. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 

Passenger's Na.,m,...e,..(,..b,.1(.6_.1 __ ...,. _ __. 
Phone Number h··,1f'i, 
Emai h··,1r;·1 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller has a complaint about FLL. Caller states that his wife is 6 months pregnant and her doctor told her not to go through the xray. He says that she requested the WTMD, but the TSO refused and did a patdown instead. 

Advised ca Iler: 
We regret that you were not satisfied with the service you received. 

Because the complaint conce ms security s c reem ng at a specific airport. we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-mai I to the Custa mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 

Flight information: 
,013 4 _11 __ Flight Path: FLL to BOS 
· · · 1 Flight date time: 6 2 6:30 (delayed from 5:30) 

Flight#: 976 
Airline: JetBlue 
Airport: FLL 
Gate Terminal: F9 
On behalf of: "irh,..._,..._,1..,.R.,.._, ----, 

Emailf h 1IR, 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Poor Customer Service; Screening Cun-ent Date/Time, 61312013 9:07:38 AM Airport· TPA - Tampa International Date/Time ofTravel, 06/03/2013 8:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: SWA Checkpoint/Area of Airport· SWA gate. C gates 
TSA Employee: (If Known) :!1h··,1r;·1 !and[Eilla supervisor Comment: Traveling with my family today business select. Family consisls of me, wife, 13 yo daughter and 11yo twins. The TSA agent at lhe screener allowed me and my twins 10 go through 
the normal metal detector. The agent then separated my wife and daughter and insisted they either submit to the full body scanner or a body pat down. I objected as I do not want the images or the extra radiation. (I am aware of TSA's position that the 
sea ns are safe. I am also aware of the argents to the contrary J. The agent stated th at of my wife and 13 yo d aug hte r had immediately lo 11 owed us. instead of being 1 0-1 5 seconds behind us, they wou Id have be en a 11 owed to use the regular metal 
detector.~was called and also insisted the pat down of my child was necessary. After much back and forth he allowed my daughter to walk through but insisted my wife submit to lull body screen or a pat down. The superviso~ was zero 

'013 9:59:2 help and look a hoslile approach. He staled I needed to educale myself and if I was so concerned nol let my daughter use a cell phone. I am used 10 lhe lack of cus1omer relalions and the inflated sense of authority that many agenls possess. Today 
was a new low. I am disgusted with TSA and the continued disrespect they show the traveling public. To insist a 13 yo girl be subjected to a pat down by a stranger is unfathomable. Furthermore. after allowing my daughter to walk through, having my 
wife patted down was a pun stove measure. You s hou Id have mo re p nd e and p roles s ional ism in your ran ks. S1 m ply di sg usti ng and a new low for TSA. U nbel ieva bl e. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Na,.m::;e,:_i;,;rh,.-_1I.,R,.··, __ ...--_.., 
Phone Number h··,1r;·1 
Email : bi(61 
To leav~e_a_c_o_m_m_e_n_t_c_o_n_ce_r_n.,..in_g_t..,.h..,.is_fe_e..,dback, follow this link . http:!ltsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/Applicatio11Ma11ager 

The caller stated that she flew from Seattle on May 31st and had the worst expenence that she has ever had. She provided me with the following information regarding her experience: 

She has two me1a1 knees and told the officer thal she would sel off the metal detector. Instead of having her go through the AIT, he senl her through the metal detector anyway. When it sel the alarm off, she had to wait 10 minu1es for a female officer 
to become available to pat her down. When she finally received the patdown, she stated that all of the officers equipment was not working properly and it took 12 minutes to receive the patdown. She was already running late and informed the officers 
of this. She ended up missing her flight and was very upset. She spoke with a supervisor at the checkpoint, but she was not satisfied with the response she received. She stated that the checkpoint was short-staffed and that they should have had 
more than one female officer working. She also mentioned that she has heart palpitations and this did not help her condition. The caller does not have an email address. 

1013 1 :34:5 Airport: Seattle 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight#: 3742 
Went through securily on May 31st around 3:00 p.m. 
GateC 

Advised ca Iler: 
I will forward her complaint 10 lhe CSM at I hat specific location. 



Caller had a bad experience at FLL. She wants to know what her rights are because she is pregnant. She said that she does not want toga through screening technology. She opted out of the AIT and asked for the WTMD. She had to have a patdown 
and even was made to pee when the TSO s hand made contact with her crotch area. She had told her that her breasts are tender but she pushed on them anyway and even pushed on her stomach so hard she moved it. She had asked her to lift her 
shirt and pull her pants down 6 inches to see where her pants met her shirt. She asked for a supervisor who was not cooperative either. He told her that she had to have a patdown because she declined the AIT scanner. She did this because she is 
pregnant and had been allowed to use lhe WTM D at both Boston and Chicago Midway wilh no issue. He made her start completley from the beginning again and this is when she starled crying. The TSO did offer a private screening but she declined it 
because they would not let her husband go with her even though he is military and has an id. After the screening she was hyperventilating and noone even cared. 
She was going through the JetBlue terminal F8 on June 2nd at 3:30 pm. 

I apologized ta the caller and told her that the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level al security and customer service to all passengers wha 
pass through our screening checkpoints. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted Is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated 

1013 2:32 :3 with dignity. respect, and courtesy. 

Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security
screening policies need modification or specific employees or learns are the subjecls of repeated complaints. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport. we have lo rw-arded a copy of this e-mai I to the Custa mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 

I told her I hat passengers can opt out of the screening machines but would have to have a thorough patdown. The screening machines are optional and signs are posled of this right. 
I told her th at passengers can not ask far the WTM D in p I ace al the AIT ar pa tdaw n. 

Passengers can request a private screening at any time and be accompanied by someone of their own choosing. 
Dear Sirs: 

I object to the intrusive and pote nti a 11 y dangerous body sea n ni ng th at is used in screening passengers who fly. 

The United States ape rates one of the most intrusive passenger screening systems in the world. Yet I am concerned about the health and effectiveness of the body scanners. 

As a 68 year old grandmother, I fiy perhaps 12 times a year, I have always opt-ed out of the body scanners, having survived breast cancer and being aware of the dangers of too much radiation. Not only do I find the pat-downs annoying. I feel they 
are unnecessary. Last month I had to wail 50 minutes 10 gel to the head of the security line in BWI, and I hen another 20 minutes for a female assistant to pat me 
dawn. I nearly missed my flight (the flight itself was only 1 hour). 
I watched adults with chi Id re n go through the metal detector instead of the body sea n ne r. Why not g ra ndmothe rs? 

Since TSA is lhinking of deciding to make body scanners lhe primary screening technique in US airports, I wonder if we would really benefil from this. Israel questions all passengers, and has staff Irained 10 spot potential terrorists. Why can't lhe US 
da the same? 
Body scanners are expensive. especially for their use in small airports. Terronsts, even if deterred from using airplanes to kill people. will devise other plans, as did the Boston Marathon bombers, the Oklahoma building bombing, the Newtown school 
massacre, etc. 

'013 5:os:3 Please consider my comments when deciding your policies. 

Sincerely, 



I'm afraid this doesn't quite answer either of my questions. 

For item 1 - I've received confirmation from all three airlines that my Nexus ID was included on my reservations. I absolutely understand that random screenings will occur, but I have actually been turned away from TSA Pre every time I've attempted 
to use it. Can you confirm that I don't share a name with a suspicious person, and I hat I here is a possibility that I will not be randomly selected on a future flight? 

For ilem 2 - Why does it need to be a female agent? And in lhe case thal I must be screened by a female agenl. what is being done to decrease wail time, particularly at DCA? There are very few female agenls in comparison 10 male agenls available 
for screenings at DCA; it's not unusual for 2-3 male screenings ta occur in the time I'm waiting for a female agent. 

,013 3:54 : 1. Thank you 

b)(61 

P Please consider the environment and only print this email if absolutely necessary. 

Caller went through checkpoint at SI Louis traveling to LGA. She wanted to know why il was a praclice at I hat airport that white men go lhrough the WTMD, everyone else go through the AIT. The caller opted for a patdown so she could watch I his 
happening. She felt like she was racially profiled. This happened at Terminal 1 going to the C gate. She was flying an American. Her flight was scheduled at 11:50am but was delayed. She went through the checkpoint at 10am. 

I to Id her that was not the procedure and transferred her to MB, 

ZSmith took over the ca 11. 

,013 5_06,5 Informed the caller on how she can make a fonmal complaint. Listed the following things to the caller about the requirements for her formal complaint. 
· · · • Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 

• Be in writing: 
• Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt 
• Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
• Describe the al I eg ed di scrim i na tory action in sufficient de ta i I to in form T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination: and 
• Be signed by the complainant or someone authorized to sign an behalf al the complainant. 
In order to ap prop nately address your co ncems, we a I so need to know the airport at which you we re sere ened by T SA. 

Escalating lhis record and recommending classificalion as MB Orange. 



agent asked if there was meta I in the brace. She said yes. and the agent to Id her she would need to take 11 off. so she did. She told her th at she needed to go through the A IT because of the wires m her knee because they would set off the W TM D. She 
told her that she would have to wait. She told her that everything had a I ready went through the sea n ne r, and she needed to get to her things, They we re cleaning the /loo r and they had the machine shut down, She s toad and waited and she said her 
stuff was just sitling out there and I hat someone would gel it. She told her to just go through the other one, and she said that ii would set it off. The agenl told her that she would just need to go through the olher one because she didn t know how long ii 
would be shut down. There was a black TSO there namedfh··,rR!who was very hateful. She said as soon as it went off that she needs to step right over here. She said that she needs someone to pat her down so she can go get her things. The TSO 
said that she would have to wait. She said that he ignored her when she asked for him to call a female over. She said that she needed to get to her items. and the TSO told her that her items would be fine. She asked if the male could just do the 
patdown. She said that about 8 people went through while she was trying to explain to him that he needed to call a female over, It had taken about 15 minutes to get this done. She asked him at this point where she needed to go to file a complaint and 
when he asked her why she said lhat it was because he was very rude. He told her thal this is where their conversation ends, and that he would no longer lalk 10 her. At that point he called for someone and a Supervisor came over and she explained to 
her what happened. She went and got someone to do the patdown and the TSO doing the patdown told her that the other officer had done her wrong and that she needed to go up to the podium and file a complaint. Once the patdown was complete. 
she went up to the pod, um and spoke with kb) ( ff•, !She asked her if she wanted to Ii 11 out the paper or just te 11 her and she Ju st told her what had happened. The we re in the close st scanners to the Hom eland Security that were the re that day. At this 
point!{b )(6) ~old her that she needed to take the paper and file a complaint so that they could come check that airport. They have had several complaints on him, and she said that she had also been over there twice to tell the ones who were 
cleaning the floor that the passengers were more important. They weren t calibrating lhe machines or anything so they should ve been open. She s been lhrough many airporIs and have never had anyone refuse to call a female, and has been through 
many patdowns as well due to her knee. 
FI Ig ht detai Is below: 
Airport: MCO 
Airline: So UI hwesl 

,013 ?:OS O Flight#: 909 
Departure Date: 6-4-13 
Departure Time: 11 :55 a.m. 
Went through securily: 10:00-10:30 a.m. 
Terminal Gate: 28 

She also wants to know about the PreCheck and the programs that are available to pay $100 for to get through screening faster. 

Advised Ca Iler: 
Because your comp I amt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 

There are two primary ways 10 be considered eligible for TSA PreCheckn.': travelers may be inviled by a participating airline, or they may choose 10 enroll wilh one of U.S. Customs and Border Protection's (CBPJ Trusted Traveler programs. 

Currently, TSA PreCheck ™ is limited to select airlines and each Is contacting eligible frequent flyers with an invitation to opt-in. 

Frequent flyers and other travelers who did not receive an invitation and would like to parIicipaIe or would like to be considered eligible for TSA PreCheckn.' benefils on all participating airlines should apply for membership with one of CBP's Trusled 
Traveler programs. Individuals who apply and are cleared for enrollment in one of CBP's eligible Trusted Traveler ro rams are automatically ~rl_ilied Jo o,rticipate in TSA PreCheck'". For more information, including enrollment. please visit http: 
Tonight I was badly mistreated by two TSA agents at the security checkpoint at Tenninal E in Philadelphia. b)(6) nd her supervisor. b_.1(6_) , unnecessarily humiliated me, an 8 month pregnant US citizen. I travel OFTEN for work, and 
every time I do, I am graciously ofl~metal detector rather lhan the controversial, unsafe X-ray-like machine/body scanner. Normally, I don't have to ask, men and women alike kindly and Wisely ofter me lhis option as it is safer for my baby. 
Tonight, I was embarrassed when (b:I(ff:1 creamed ··supervisorlll" as I was speaking to her and getting visibly upset. I began to cry and they insisted on doing a pat down. I told them I didn"t want a pat down as the last time I did that, it was an 
invasive, mappropnate, and uncom orta le expenence. I was furious to opt for the X-ray machine. I am livid that I was embarrassed, that my health. safety and dignity was not considered, and that!rh·11r;·-, !and her supervisorltii}Jfelt it was okay to treat 
a pregnant woman this way. I would like to see her disciplined. if not fired. This is unacceptable behavior and something that should stop immediately. Pregnant women in this country should not have to choose between putting her baby/fetus at risk 
and enduring a humiliating pat down. Time to readjust your priorities, TSA! 

'013 9:02:0 I look forward to your follow-up. 



Caller states that she fiew from Omaha to SEA. Caller states that she requested assistance at the checkpoints a long time ago from both the Omaha and SEA airports. Caller states that she has extreme anxiety and OCD and the WTMD and AIT 
machines utterly te rTi fy her. Ca 11 er states that every ti me she flies from SE A she a I ways has an issue with her sere en i ng, 

The Omaha agent was extremely nice and very helpful and set up a specific time appointment for them to meet. Caller states that they walked her through the exit, to avoid the machines, and conducted a private screening for her. 

Ca Iler states that the SEA CS M never returned a phone ca 11 unti I today, an hour before the CS M I eft, who stated that she can cal I any time for he Ip. Ca Iler states that she has ca 11 ed the CS M s eve ra I times over the pa st few wee ks and even attempted to 
,013 9 A 2,5 contact her tonight, but was told she was oul off office for the time. Caller states that she is flying out of SEA at 6 AM tomorrow and wants to know if there is anyone else thal she can lalk 10 lonight at lhe SEA airporl for assislance in lhe morning. 

Caller wants me to forvva rd this to the CSM so as to make her aware of the fa ct that she fa i I ed to attempt to assist her in any way, because she has been trying to get this he Ip for weeks. 

Advised caller that the only lhing that we can 1e1I her to do in the morning is at the ID checker is to ask for a Passenger Support Specialisl. The PSS is specifically trained to assist passengers with any form of disability. Advised caller that if they are not 
ava i I able she s hou Id ask for a su pe rvi sor. She s hou Id exp Iain ta the party her di sa bi I ity and exp Iain the ass i sta nee she received in Oma ha. Advised ca 11 er th at I can not guarantee that she wi 11 receive the same or any assistance, but the party, if they a re 
available, will attempt to help her as best as possible. 

Advised caller that I will forvvard this to the CSM for notificalion. 

I am resending the email below since I did nol get an answer yet and my fly is going 10 be pretly soon. 

I would really appreciate if you can be a little more specific aboul whal documentation I should need in order to pass security control wilh a muscle relaxer devise which is nol a11ached to my body. 

I just want 10 make sure thal this device will pass control securily airporl after pass the X Ray since this device is very expensive and I will need ii during my travels. 

Thank you for your help, 

~ 
'013 223:0 ---{bi(61 I--

De: _h·11rr·, I 
Para: "tsatcc do not_reply@senture.com" <tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com> 
{h1/R1 ! 29 de Mayo de 2013 19:10 
As unto: In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank you for your answer but I would Ii ke to have a more concrete answer. 
My devise is not attached to my body so the body screen does not affect me in any way. 

My only concern is that I will carry this devise with me since I need it during my fly so I was wondering if during the checkpoint the Transportation Security Officer will required ta show him/her some medical documentation to prove that this devise is a 
medical devise. 

I am waiting to hearing from you. 
Thank you. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Poor Customer Service: Screening CuCTent Date/Time, 61512013 4:14:50 PM Airport: MOW - Chicago Midway Date/Time of Travel: 05127/2013 8:00 PM Airline & Flight Number· Southwest Airlines Flight# 293 Checkpoint/Area of 
Aj roo r1 · Specj a I Assistance area T SA Employee: ( If Known) Not Known Comment l( b i ( 61 I 

[b)(6) I 
Atlanta. Georgia 30319 

Phone:!~(b~1~(6~i--~ 

RE T S. A INTERACTION WITH PASSENGERS 

Dear Mr. Thomp sto n, 

This letter is a follow-up to numerous attempts to reach you by telephone. I would like to notify you of an upsetting experience that my family and I had at the Chicago Midway Airport on Monday 27th May, 2013 at 8:00 p.m. 

My family and I were on our way back 10 AllantJ on Soulhwesl Airlines. Since we were !ravelling with a toddler and a stroller we were taken to the "Special Assislance" area. Upon arriving at that area I was mortified to see the harsh interaction and 
,013 6:01 :O· overall lack of professionalism that the T S. A. agents were displaying towards the passengers in front of us. 

When it was our turn, rny husband b1(ff•1 folded down the stroller and placed ,ton the conveyer belt I had a bottle of water and one of the agents told rne to just place it on the belt for it to be scanned: I did exactly as I was told. I then 
carried my son lhrough the metal de1ec1or with b':,(6i ,n front of me Just asl(b 1(6) !walked lhrough the de1ec1or, the lady monitoring lhe screen screamed "BAG CHECK'" She was an llal,an or La11no lady w,th her hair in a ponytail Then she 
motioned towards him rolling her eyes and sai · · HAVE LIQUIDS IN THIS BAG???" I said "Yes, we are travelling with my 1 year old son and there was juice in the bag for him to drink during the journey" she rolled her eyes and shouted again 
'BAG CHECK"'"'" Someone came over and explained to!(bi(6i !that he would have to be searched because they could not open the juice pouch: he agreed. Just then my water bottle was passing through the monitor. Again, she boorishly yelled 
WHOSE WATER IS THIS???? IS THIS YOUR WATER????" I told her that it was, she then yelled "IF YOU WANT THIS WATER GO OUTSIDE AND DRINK IT!'!" I was horrified at how impolite she was and I said to just simply throw it away. I was 
then told lhat I too had 10 be searched for the juices. By lhis time bot b. 61 and I were fed up with lhe insolence and we said to jusl throw lhe juices away. One of the other agents (an older Caucasian gentleman) tried to explain 10 lhe agenl thal 
said that I had to be searched (a younger Caucasian gentleman) that (b':,(6i ad already been searched for the juice, but he simply paid him no mind. 

Needless to say, I have never been so indignant in my entire life. After seeing the sarne treatment to the family ahead of rne, I would hate to believe that this type of disrespect is cornrnon place among the T. S. A. at the Chicago Midway Airport: what 
hurts most is that this was being done in an area where there are families 1ravelling with young children, which in itself is already a slressful circumstance. 

kb 1(6) !is from Chicago so 11 is likely that at some point we will have to return to the Chicago Midway Airport. It is my hope that some form of action is taken so that we or anyone else do not have to endure such a debased experience with the 
discourtesy disp I ayed by those T. S. A office rs. 

I look forward to your reply and resolution of my problem. Please contact me at the above address or telephone number. 
Query: 
Caller has a partner I hat is flying with him. Caller s partner has a pacemaker and he is wanting to know how she can go through screening. 

Resolution: 
If a passenger has an internal medical device, such a stomach or cardiac pacemaker or a defibrillator, it is important for him or her to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening before the screening process begins. 
Verbal declaration, doctor s notes, and writlen declarations can be utilized in order to inform the officer of a particular concern during screening. 

'013 7:27:l Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices, passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 

TSA does not require passengers to have medications in their original prescription bottles: however, some states have individual laws regarding the labeling of prescription medication which passengers may need to comply. Medications in daily 
do sage containers are al lowed through the checkpoint once they have been screened. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Other: Screening 
Current Date/Ti me : 61512013 6: 20 :50 PM 
Airport · JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : TERMINAL 4 TSA Employee: (II Known) . 
Comment: Why is it I hat TSA insists thal I show my passport when takings an international flighl ? TSA staff before lhe rne1a1 detectors refused 10 allow me to proceed until I showed my passport . 
TSAwebsite cleary states that a drivers license is all that is needed to board ANY flights. No distinction whatsoever is made for INTERNATIONAL flights. A passport is a document required only for entry to the USA, not to leave the USA. A person 
can be a legal RESIDENT of a country but NOT have a passport for that country and gain entry to the county only with a residency card. So that being the case why are you asking for a passport ? 

1013 S:OO:O If a passenger has issues at I heir point of arrival, why is I hat TSA's problem ? 

TSA s ho u Id be i nvo I ved with security issues not poss, bl e i m m,g ration or customs issues. 

Thanks! 
Would you like a resoonse? : True 
Passenger's Name ,.kb"-·• ... 1(6"'-· ... 1 ___ __, 

Phone~' !mb __ er · 
Email =~Lb_i_(6 __ , _______ ~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Screening 
Cu rTent Date/Ti me · 616120 13 2: 21 :08 PM 
Airporl: CIU - Chippewa County lnternalional Date/Time of Travel 06/0112013 Airline & Flight Number: Delta 6:25am flight to DTW Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: TSA Checkpoint at CIU TSA Employee: (If Known): NIA Comment: We had a fairly 
small number of passengers on board and it took an INCREDIBLY long time to get through screening. EVERY passenger was made to wait before going through the metal detector while the TSA employees reviewed the images of bags going through 
a scan. I understand that there were new employees b erng Ira i ned but 11 was comp I ete I y ridiculous the amount of ti me it took to get screened. De Ila started boa rd i ng and lo I ks were going ng ht onto the plane with no waiting after going through the 

'013 4:14:0· screening because it was so slow. Going through the checkpoint at this airport has always taken longer than it should because of the setup (which I think could be improved upon) but this experience was unacceptable. There are only two flights/day 
going out of this airport so managing it to speed passengers lhrough should be easy, particularly with four agents working the screening poinl. 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Information Request Caller asked what are the requirement for take a POC through TSA. I gave the caller the information in the template, but the caller was still not satisfied. 

Caller said a friend with an POC received grief aver taking the his device through TSA security. Caller said he was told that he could not take his POC when in reality, TSA was wrong and he was allowed to take the POC through. Caller said he was 
concerned about having a ha rd ti me getting his POC through the security checkpoint. 

Response Details: Generally, the Federal Avialion Administration does not allow portable compressed oxygen Ianks on commercial airline flights because oxygen is considered a hazardous material. However, passengers may check with their airline 
before purchasing tickets to ask if they will test an oxygen tank for safety (48 hours ahead al the flight), al law passengers to carry a specified portable oxygen concentrator (POC), or provide oxygen ta the passenger. 

If a passenger us es a POC, the manner in which the passenger is screened depends on whether he or she can disconnect from the oxygen concentrator, Passengers should check with their doctor to d ete rmi n e whether they can safe I y disconnect 
during screening . It is import a nl lo r a passenger to info rm I he Transportation Security Officer (TSO) co nd u cti ng I he sere en i ng whether he or she can dis connect before the screening process begins. 

If a passenger can disconnect from his or her POC, ,tis recommend that the passenger check the equipment as checked baggage whenever possible. Passengers who can disconnect can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if 
they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger 
can requesl to be screened by AIT if ii is available or can requesl to be screened using a thorough patdown: however, passengers cannol request 10 be screened by a metal deIecIor in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

" 13 12:SB:, If a passenger cannot disconnect, or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. A patdown procedure also Is used to resolve any alarms of a metal 
detector or a noma I ies ide nti fi ed by AIT. II a patdown is required in order to comp I ete sere en i ng: 

The patdown will be conducted by a TSO al the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO al the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or I ift any article of clothing to revea I a s ensItIve body area. 

In addition to the paldown, TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. 

I advised the caller the POC will be screened by xray if he can disconnect, if not it will be screened by other methods. Caller still was not satisfied. I offered to send his flight information over to ODPO to make arrangements to get help getting through 
the checkpoint. This caller was still not satisfied with my answer and the caller does not have any flight arranged. Caller then asked where he can write to get an answer to his question. I turned the call over to Missy. 

The caller flew from EW R to ATL to MLU. and was forced to go through the WTMD three times. However. she was also given a full patdown before being cleared. On the flight from MLU, she was forced to undergo the WTMD three times again. 
However, she was only wearing a lycra shirt, co11on jeans, and had no belt or shoes on. She asked the screener if the problem was her belly ring or underwear, and he indicaled thal was nol an issue. Then, she was subjected 10 another paldown 
before being cleared. However, she is upset because of past trauma. and believes that she was discriminated against due to her gender. The caller maintained that no male was forced to undergo these procedures. She wanted to know why she was 
chosen lo r additional screening. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 

,013 3 A 1,0 an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

I forwarded the call to to MB: 

The caller is very upsel and wanls to know why she caused an alarm whenever she went through lhe walk through metal deIecIor. I advised the caller I hat I could not tell her why she caused an alarm. I advised the caller thal all I could tell her is I hat if 
th ere was an a I a rm, th en the officers at the security checkpoint wa ul d have to clear the ala rm. I advised the ca 11 er that in ard er ta clear the a I arm they would have ta perform a pa tdaw n. The ca Iler a I so wears an u nde rwi re bra. I advised the cal I er that 
the und e rwi re could poss, bl y cause an alarm. 

The caller attempted to get me to tell her what she could wear to avoid getting a patdown. I advised the caller I hat I could not tell her what would cause the alarm to sound. I advised her that unless I was I here I could not even begin to do so. The 
caller stated that she also felt discriminated against because her breasts were large as well. I advised the caller that she would have to place her complaint in writing. I advised her that she would receive an email with a link that would allow her ta 
place it in wnting. 



The caller flew from EWR to ATL to MLU, and was forced to go through the WTMD three times. However, she was also given a full patdown before being cleared. On the flight from MLU, she was forced to undergo the WTMD three times again. 
However. she was only weanng a lycra shirt, cotton jeans. and had no belt or shoes on. She asked the screener if the problem was her belly ring or underwear, and he indicated that was not an issue. Then. she was subjected to another patdown 
before being cleared. However, she is upset because of past trauma, and believes that she was discriminated against due to her gender. The caller maintained that no male was forced to undergo these procedures. She wanted to know why she was 
chosen for additional screening. 

Advised Caller: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some insIances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown an a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ ar resolve 

,013 JA 1 :0 an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

I forwarded lhe call to to MB: 

The ca 11 er is very up set and wants to know why she caused an al a nm whenever she went through the wa I k through metal detector. I advised the ca 11 er that I could not tel I her why she caused an al a nm. I advised the cal I er that al I I could tel I her Is that if 
there was an alarm, then the officers at the security checkpoint would have to clear the alarm. I advised the caller that in order to clear the alarm they would have to perform a patdown. The caller also wears an underwire bra. I advised the caller that 
the und e rwi re could po ssi bl y ca use an ala rm. 

The ca 11 er attempted to get me to tel I her what she could wear to a void getting a p atdown. I advised the ca 11 er that I could not tel I her what wo u Id cause the a I arm to sound. I advised her that u n I ess I was the re I could not even begin to do so. The 
caller stated that she also felt discriminated against because her breasts were large as well. I advised the caller that she would have to place her complaint in writing. I advised her that she would receive an email with a link that would allow her to 
place it in writing, 

room and to show the ostomy and was ask to remove his pants to do so. He stated that he is a FM representative and has GE he can not believe all this would be necessary for as often as he flies. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

If a passenger uses an ostomy. he or she can be screened without having to empty or expose the ostomy. However, it is important for passengers to infonm the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about the ostomy before 
the screening process begins. TSA has created nolification cards thal travelers may use to inform TSOs about any disability, medical condition, or medical device I hat could affect security screening. All hough these cards do nol exempt anyone from 
security screening, their use may improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their conditions. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gov sites. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their anms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the 
walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a meIaI detector or anomalies identified by AIT If a patdown is required in order to complele screening: 

:J 13 12.25.[ • The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
· · • The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. During a private screening. another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit dawn. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her anms. remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or Ii ft any article of clothing to revea I a sensitive body area. 

In addition to the patdawn, TSA may use technology ta test for traces of explosive material. If explosive material is detected, the passenger will have to undergo additional screening. 

Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger's ostomy is subject to additional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of the 
osIomy, followed by an explosive trace deIecIion sampling of the passenger's hands. 

If you believe you or someone e Is e was d1scri mi nated against or received disparate Ire atme nt or we re Impacted based on di sab i Ii ty or medical condition or allege th at TSA failed to accommodate your di sa bi I ity or medical co ndItIon. Fede ra I regulations 
require that your complaint be put in writing u n I ess your di sa bi I ity prevents you from doing so, 

Do you want information about filing a written complaint regarding disability discrimination ar are you calling with a different concern such as poor customer service? 



Good momi ng. 

This morning I flew out of John Wayne airport located in Orange County, California. I am currently 12 weeks pregnant and am not able to walk through the AIT X-ray screening. I advised the TSA employee that I am unable because of my pregnancy 
and that I would need to walk through the metal detector. Your employee did nol let me and told me thal I need to receive a Pat Down. I told him I do not want a pat down and then he told me I have to because I am choosing nol to walk through the X
ray. I told him for the health of my child I have been advised not to. They just kept telling me that I have to get a pat down. Then they went and got the supervisor. her name was kb)(6:I I She was described to be about 5'5'" around 60 years of age 
with short shoulder length brown hair. th I/RI nd one if her associates took me to a pnvate screening room and thal"s when I became very upset and confused because I found it very inappropriate and inconsiderate that they were performing this. They 
told me to put my arms up and I did then 1h.\/R gra.bbed !y hant and yelled sternly. ( without any gloves on._her associate was wearing gloves) "'put you hand like this"', I pulled my hand away & she yelled "assault"' and then threatened to call the 
Sheriff's depar1ment. If anyone assaulted anybody Is was (b i(6 assault,ng me by grabbing my hand and yelling at me. 

Clearly I am very upset. I have flown many times while pregnant, and I was always advised to walk through the metal detectors, never a Pat Down. I am informing you of this because I looked on your web site and it says, and I quote. "'Also, AIT 
'013 1 :12:3 screening is optional and alternative screening is available for all passengers.'' 

Al temative screening being metal d electors. 

Thank you 

[b)(61 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Other: Screening 
Current Date/Time : 61812013 8:06:43 PM 
Airport, FLL - Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International Date/Time ofTravel, 06/06/2013 5:00 PM Airline & Flight Number· UA 9772 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: United Terminal 1 gate CS TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : After presenting my ID and my boarding pass (mobile boarding pass) to the TSA agent checking IDs and boarding pass al the podium all passengers were also instrucled by the TSA employee at the metal detector 10 show their boarding 
pass but not ID to the him prior ta walking through the metal detector. As you can see this is not going ta work when you are using a cell phone mobile boarding pass. I had ta go back ta the conveyor to naw put my phone through the ,-ray and thus 

,013 9_22,3 slow the entire process. I am a frequ.entflyerand .in all other airports this process is not used_ and 11 is.not necessary. The seco.nd check of the boarding pass is redundant and the TSAemployee cannot verify the name on the boarding pass to any ID_ 
· · as the passengers ID Is now with their carry on going through the x-ray. I spoke to the superv1sorwork1ng at the time and he 1nd1cated that this was a required procedure. Further there were no feedback forms to TSA available at the checkpoints In this 

airport. I am a precheck flyer with Delta. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name (b)(6:1 
Phone Number ~h-.-\1-"R• .. , ........ -_.----~ 

Email (b)(61 
To leave a commen concerning ack. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl._1 .. h""··,1 .. R .. ··, ___ __, 
Dale Time: 6/912013 3:11 :26 PM 

NamFe,......,._.._ ___ __,..__~ 
Ema (b)(6) 
Comp a I nts: na pp ro pr, ate cree ni ng/ Pat Down Sc reem ng. 

,013 5_17.1 Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenninal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Delta. PHL 
· · · Comments:This morning (Sunday, June 9th) around 6:30am in the Philadelphia airport, the TSA officers prevented me from accompanying my wife and infant son through lhe security checkpoinl. They said I had to take a differenl route through the 

scanners. and when I said I opted aut and would like to stay with my family, they made me go through a pat down screening instead of letting me follow them through the metal detectors. 

The TSA website clearly states that parents of children who cannot be screened may opt out to stay with their family. Quoting from the TSA's "Traveling with Children" website: 

"Parents carrying infants or children cannot be screened by the imaging technology. In addition. parents accompanying children may opt out of being screened by imaging technology ta prevent them from being separated from their family.'' 

There is no mention of '"only one parent"', yet not one of the TSA employees I encountered in Philadelphia were aware of the policies posted on the primary TSA web-page. 

When I complained ta the supervisor, he was rude and tald me I didn't know what I was talking about. It was clear he had na intention of behaving any differently to any other travelers. 

There is absolutely no reason to force a family to separate while traveling, It's already hard enough with an infant: having uninformed TSA agents implementing made-up policies makes travel that much harder. 



2013 8 27, 

2013 7:45:1 

We traveled through Miami the morning of June 5th and experienced the rudest TSA "officer" yet. rm sorry that I did not get his name. He was directing us through the metal detectors by snapping his finger rudely left or right with a power-happy smirk 
and barking that we had to push our belongings onto the conveyor or '"the boss would take them away and keep them'· He also directed his taunts to busy families with small children. 

These check points are humiliating at best, but this was too much. If we had the time to spare I would have certainly filed a complaint on the spot. How can I be expected to believe that travel is now safer because jerks like him are on the job? It's 
obvious these peop I e know that they have a guaranteed gave mm ent job that they can not get fired from. 

1"11 be surprised if this complaint actually gets an individual response. 

Caller just returned home and Maui and she is disabled. The caller had a temporary Hawaii drivers license, elderly affairs picture ID and boarding pass. She was in the process of changing the name. They did not give her back the boarding pass, 
temporary ID and elderly affairs ID. The Hawaiian airlines agent put her name in and found her seat, because lhe TSO took her boarding pass. Caller questioned the TSO and he said you must have put it in the folder, which had lhe itinerary. She 
remembers the TSA man took her by the wheelchair and was given a wooden cane to stand and go through the WTMD. She was then taken to side for a patdown. because she did not provide a valid photo ID. She gave a grey-haired older man in a 
TSA umfonm, her documents. One woman searched the carry on and another search the caller. This all happened in Kahului around 11: 15 this morning. Caller went through 6 marriages and divorce decrees. Caller already contacted the CSM and left 
her contact information. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

You may contact the Kahului Airport lost and found at 808-872-3421. You may also redial the number. select menu option 5 and enter the airport code. We will be forwarding your infonmation to the CSM at the airport. 

Airport OGG 
Airline: Hawaiian Airlines 
Date and Time: June 10th 2013 1 0A0AM 
Gate Terminal: One security for all departing flights. 
Officerc Large framed Grey-haired Older man in a TSA uniform 
Caller had d iffi cu Iii es three years ago going through P HX because the AIT was not working and he had to go through the WT MD even though he had i nfonmed TSO of his meta I imp I ants.When he alarmed not only did he have to have a pat down he 

2013 9: 1 o:, was then subjected to a secondary pat down in a private room.Caller wants to request an appointment for an AIT screening. 
Relayed the CSM contact through oplion number 5 on the IVR and relayed lhe TCC number and he slated he had called in on the Cares line but ii was nol idenlified on the telephone screen. 



She he has demagnetised titanium rods in her back and neck. 

She indicated that in the upper part of her buttock lower back she has an implanted computer that runs her stimulator. She has a card in regard to the device. She doesn t want to miss her flight. She will get there early. 

Information Request She asked if newer AIT technology is used or if the old ones are still in use at BDL, She indicated that knowing such would determine how what she can do at the checkpoint. 

She asked if he advise of the computer ahead of time and expressed concern that TSO may think that it is a bomb. 

She asked if there TSA s website is were she would go to see the prohibited items list. She indicated that she was on the website under Traveler Information. She asked ii she should select the link for liquids. 

,013 11 :30: She is traveling from BDL to SLC. 

The caller mentioned that she thinks that she will be screened via a patdown as that seems to be the simplest way. 

She asked if this applied at all airports. 

Response Details: I explained that the information that I have indicates that BDL is listed as an airport that has or is scheduled to receive AIT. It does not indicate which technology is listed. I advised that she can determine this by contacting the CSM 
via 866 289 9673 and option 5. 

I advised that she inform the TSO of lhe me1a1 implants and inlemal devices before the screening process begins. Doing so, can help facililate the screening process. If there is an alarm or anomaly. TSO will know that she advised of the metal implants 
and internal device. 
Disability Description: Caller wants to know if he needs a letter from his doctor. 

Information Requesl: Caller has metal clips in his abdomen and he does not alarm when going through the WTMD bul he does alarm when going lhrough the AIT 

2013 1 :05: 1 Response Details: Explained that the AIT does not detect metal objects but I have no way to determine why he 1s alarming when he goes through the AIT but if he will call 72 hours prior to his next trip with his travel information we will for\'llard the 
information to the OD PO prior to his travel . 
Offered the information on screening of metal implants but he was already on lhe websile. 



What happened is he set off the metal detector and they patted him down. 
He had a coffee mug in his hand and the Officer told him that he needed to wand him down around the coffee mug while he was holding it. 
He wanted to know if the word wand is an acIua1 word or is it an acronym. 
The Officer used a black metal stick and went around the edge of the cup. 
He is not Ii Ii ng a report with T SA, he only wants to know the name of the equipment. 

I asked if the Officer mentioned he was doing an explosives trace detection. 

He stated he did th at with the swab and gloves. 

He stated that he jusl wanls the name of the black stick the Officer used. 

I asked if he had liquid in the cup. 

He stated he had coffee in the cup. 

2013 1 :57:, I asked him if he is not aware of the liquid rule. 

He stated he is a pilot and he can do that. 

I asked what airport he was at. 

He refused to provide it. He said thal should not matter and he is nol making waves. 
He just wants to know the proper name of the stick. 

Told him that he can decline telling me. that is his choice. 
Since I was not there it would be difficull to say bul I am researching and will see what we can tell him. 

The Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) often uses Explosives Trace Detection (ETD) technology in airports as part of secunty screening. 
That would have been likely since it was used around the edge of his coffee cup. 

He i nte rru pted and said that was not what was used and he a I ready knows we no Io nger use the hand he Id detect ors and he wi 11 just try to Goog I e it. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : D1sab1lity Complaint: Screening Current DatelTlme : 6/11/2013 1 :48:44 PM Airport : DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel : 0611012013 5:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: South Checkpoint in Main Terminal TSA Employee: (If Known), 
Comment: I have two separate issues I felt necessary 10 communicate to TSA. Please note that I no problem wilh going through airport security and I completely support ii to make our travels safe. 

1 ) During identification checking of boarding pass against photo ID. I fe It the pa rti cul a r TSA agent that was checking I Os in my I in e seemed rather cold tow a rd s passengers and portrayed that he was unhappy with his job. He seemed Ii ke he was 
depressed and annoyed. That does not make a passengers' experience a positive one when the first TSA agent they interact with exhibits a depressed attitude. It actually made me concern about the agent and if he was even happy. 

2) Regarding the imaging technology system, passengers who are hard of hearing or deaf may have difficulty hearing or understanding when it is ok move out of the imaging machine. I myself am hard of hearing and have first hand experience with 
2013 2:21: 1 this. For me in particular if someone Is talking from my side and not visually looking at me or talking loud enough, I may not immediate hear the agent say that I can move forward. Since the imaging machine directs the passenger to stand facing 

outwards while the agent is to the side, this can be difficult at times. I know that I am not the only one and I am sure there are many people without hearing aids who may have similar problems especially with the increase of hearing loss in America. 
suggesl thal there be initiator lights visible to the passenger of when 10 stay or move out of the imaging machine and then given permission to continue through by the TSA agent. With walk lhrough metal detectors you are always visually facing lhe 
TSA agent who is able provide directions or assistance. 

Again these are not really complaints but just suggestion of ways to improve service. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name kb·:,(61 
Phone Number ==-'-----' 
Email !(b ,(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



The caller said that his bag was searched and the zipper was re-zipped in the wrong position, causing it to get ripped off. He said that there was an NOi in his bag. He said that he always zips his bag so that the zippers cannot get caught on anything 
and damaged. 

I told him thal he can file a claim for reimbursement for the damaged zipper and I will send him a claims form package via email. There will be an attached cover letter and instruction sheel with guidelines for filing the claim. 

Then. he said th at he was randomly chosen for add i ti o na I screening as we 11 at SAN and another one of his previous fi Ig hts. He was not happy that he was chosen lo r additional s c reenmg 2 out of his I ast 4 fl i g his. He asked why he would be chosen for 

2013 8:52:, additional screening, 

2013 2:11:( 

I told him that there are different reasons for additional screening. Passenger are subject to additional screening if their carry on bags alarm, of they alarm the WTMD, an anomaly is detected by the AIT or simply chosen at random. If he was told that 
he was selected at random, then he was selected at random. 

He wanted a clear number on how many passengers go through before someone is randomly selecled. 

I told him that random means that there is not a select number of passengers that go through before someone Is selected. 
Caller wrole a complaint into TSA 6 months ago. Caller wanted to know about cargo pants because he was pulled aside for screenings. Caller stated he flew from Grand Rapids Michigan back in September 2012 

Advised ca Iler the lo 11 owing in formation: 

All members of the traveling public are penmitted to wear any type of clothing they wish through the secunty checkpoint. I nd1v1duals may be referred for additional screening if the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) cannot reasonably determine that 
the clothing is free of a prohibited item. This policy extends to all clothing items and is not directed to any particular item or group. 

TSOs will use their professional discretion to determine if a particular item could hide a threatening object. Passengers may be asked to remove their outerwear. as TSA requires all passengers to remove outerwear such as suit jackets and blazers, 
athletic wanm-up jackets, and sport coats for x-ray before proceeding through the walk-through metal detectors 
The caller said that he wanted to file a complaint. He said that for the last 12 years, he has traveled approximately 50 times and always removes his shoes before screening and puts on disposable boolies. Today, he was asked to remove the boolies. 
He said that two TSOs and a manager was very rude to him. He wanted to know if he is permitted to wear these booties through screening. 
He did not have any infonmation about the TSOs or manager that was rude to him. 

Departing Airport: JFK 
Terminal 4 
Gate: B 
Date of Screening: 6-12-2013 

2013 5:27: 1 Time of Screening: Between 4:30 and 4:45PM 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Number: 73 
Destination: B HM 
Connecting Airport: AT L 

I told him that passengers are permitted to wear disposable booties, socks, or slippers through the screening checkpoint to help protect their feet at walk-through metal detector and the AIT machines. The disposable footwear may be removed and 
placed into the individual's accessible property prior to exiting the screening checkpoint. Since he encountered a rude screener, I will forward this record to the CSM at JFK. I apologized for his screening experience. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time : 6112/2013 8:42:25 PM Airport : EWR - Newark International Date/Time of Travel : 06112/2013 6:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: United 679 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: I am pregnant and did not want 10 go through the X-ray machine. I told lhe attendant and he mentioned ii was safe but i was not about 10 lake a 21 year olds word for it when my babys health is at slake. A sign with fda information and 
radiation levels like what is posted on your website would have convinced me but you have nothing posted. So the not so friendly officer screamed out &quot;female assist&quot;. I waited. No one came, for approximately 5 minutes. The attendant was 
ng ht in front of me and s hawed a bsol utel y no concern for the fact th at I was waiting. Neither did the other officers around who saw me waiting. I told th em that I needed to go through and they showed absolute I y no conce m and Ju st screamed out again 

2013 8,59 ,, &quot female assist&quot: loudly but to no one. In short, I waited for over 13 minutes (according to my phone) until finally someone came when I insisted I talk to a supervisor. In those 13 minutes, several people were simply walked through the metal 
· · detector Because they were travelers accompanying minors with no pal down while i and another pregnanl woman wailed. After the pat down: I had to run 10 my gate and was the last person to board the plane. Your lack of signage advising about the 

radiation of the machine is silly, especially when you do had multiple signs about potential impact to undeveloped film' The lack of systems to get assists other than yelling out to thin air is backwards and clearly ineffective and inefficient, and 
ultimately. the a bsol utel y I ack of concern or customer service mind set of your office rs is sI m ply a pp al Ii ng. I hope you take this into cons1d e ration across airports. I am a bso I utely respectful of your work to keep us sale and never comp I am about any of 
you measures, but the I east you can do is rem ember th at you a re paid for by us the taxpayers and at minimum , should act with a sense of urgency and custom er service mindset, 
Would you like a resoonse7: Jew 
Passenger's Name Kbl(ff:, 
Phone Number "'--"'--'-------' 

Email ·fb1(6, J 
To leav~ a co, 1111,e111 co11cer 111119 111,s ,e uback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feedback Type : Civil Rights/Liberties 
Categories: Other (fill in box): 4th Amendment Current Date/Time: 6/13/2013 5:51 :56 AM Airport: PHL - Philadelphia International Date/Time of Travel· 06/11/2013 Airline & Flight Number· US Airways #991 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Security 
screening in Customs TSA Employee: (If Known) multiple, name tags not obvious Comment Recently diagnosed with breast cancer, I declined to go through the full body scanners. &quot:Opting out&quot: policy subjects you to intimidation, delay, 
denigration and overall hostility. I was told &quot;opting out&quot denies the option of the metal detector screener. The &quot pat down&quot; seems designed to punish you for being a belligerent. The &quot:low grade&quot; radiation exposure they 
insinuate is &quot;low risk&quot: is anylhing but. &quot;low grade&quot; radiation lodges in the body instead of passing through like an xray. Whal is it doing to children and women of childbearing years? 

20 3 8.30., Michael Chertoff et al is making a fortune from the machines. You are irradiating the entire flying public dangerously. Are you tracking birth defects and miscarriage and cancer rates? It would be less galling if you had only stopped the Boston 
1 · ·' Marathon bomb er. I am a 66 yo s i Iver haired 4 · 11 &quot; fem ale with a NY Irish ancestry. I am not the profile of a terro nst born ber. Sere en i ng policy s ho u Id emulate the Israelis. 

This absolute invasion of our bodies in the name of security is far more damaging than the NSA spying, We met New Zealanders who told us no one wants to come to America anymore because of the TSA harassment &amp; irradiation exposure, 
I want Janet Napolitano to read I his• Her TSA has left a bitter taste to the end of an otherwise fabulous family trip 10 Italy• 
Would you like a res onse? . True 

Passenger's Na"'m...,e~-~---.---' 
Phone Number b. ff', 
Email (b 1(6) 

1s feedback. follow this link · hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Pao r Customer Service 
Cun-ent Date/Time, 6113/2013 10:55:13 AM Airport, MCO - Orlando International Date/Time a/Travel, 06/13/2013 9:15 AM Airline & Flight Number, Employee Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Employee Lane Gates 60-99 TSA Employee: (II Known), 

!(b)(6 t:;omment: Upon entering the employee lane (I work at lhe airporl) lhere were a large number of non employees wailing to use the full body scanner vs. the metal detectors lhe employees use. I Placed my bags on the bell and stood in front of lhe 
metal detector for about a half second. the TSA officer (11EE)did not seem to be paying attention or was distracted. I through the metal detectors, walked past him and was waiting to collect my bags (I did not set off the detector), He yelled at me that 

,013 12,09,. he did not wave me through and that I had to go through again. My response was &quot:Really?l&quot I think he could have handled the situation much better and making me go though the scanner again when I did not set it off the first time was 
childish and unnessesary. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Nam (bi(6:, 
Phone Number. ,._.'--'-' ___ _. 

Email :kbi(61 
To leav"'e...,a'"'c'"'o'"'m""m,,...,.e""nt,...c'"'o"'n""'c--'erning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller went through the checkpoint at Redmond, OR at 4:30 am on 6 07 2013. He was flying on United Airlines fi1ght 6351. He had a double set of rental car keys in his back pocket on a metal ring. He wanted to report that the keys did not set off 

2013 1 ,25 ,, the metal detector, 

I advised him that I would forward his record the security. 



Civil Rights & Liberties. Ombudsman and Traveler Engagement {TSA-6) 
Multicultural Branch 
701 s. 12th Street 
Ari i ngta n. VA 20 598 

re: TSA Complaint 
Security Checkpoint 
Terminal 8 
Bush lnterconIinenIaI Airport {IAH) 

'013 12 05: May 10.2013 
1 00-1:45 p.m. 
United Flight 4507 

2013 6:32:, 

2:26 p.m. Scheduled Departure Time 
May 14. 2013 

To Whom it may Concern: 
I am writing to formally complain aboul the distressin overl invasive and extensive 
pat-down pe rio rmed on me by TSA employee ' b) ( ff:, ece nt ly. 
This event took place on May 10,2013 at IAH Terminal B. at about 1: 15 p.m. I do not 
believe that the exam I received could ever be described as a "pat-down." I was 
subjected to an invasive, aggressive search tha I even involved searching certain body 
cavities. 

As I went through the security area in Terminal 8 at IAH, I informed the TSA agents that 
I had an implanted intrathecal pump thal required me to avoid the scanners and the 
metal detector and that I required a pat-down. I was placed near a swinging half-door 
Ca Iler attempted to fly on Monday from JFK to Orlando, Ca 11 er states that the Ii nes at the airport were very slow and we re co nti nuousl y stopped. Cal I er states that when she did get to the checkpoint she was treated very disrespectfu 11 y by officers at 
the checkpoint. Caller indicates that the officers were exlremely rude. Caller indicates lhat lhe officers did not lake into accounl her disability. Caller is not satisfied with the fact that she is nol getting to use lhe AIT machine because she has an 
animal. Caller feels that TSA does nat accamodate people well enough that have medical disabilities. 

Caller is wanting to know if there is any kind of expedited screening process. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

We are sorry that you are not able to go through the AIT machine with your animal. You must remain with your animal at all times and while you are in the AIT machine, you will not be with your animal. You can be screened using the WTMD or by use 
of a pa ldow n or both. 

We do have an expedited screening process that is called TSA PRE CH ECK. It is important to remember. that even 1f a passenger opts in for TSA Pre\u2713 ™ with their airline or includes their CBP trusted traveler information when booking a flight, 
TSA Pre\u2713"' does not guarantee an individual expedited screening, 

If you join an of CBP TT programs there is a 100 dollar fee that last for 5 years. 



Disability Description: Caller states that he is 80 years old. He has a hip replacement. 

Incident Details: Caller flew out of DCA on 6-12-13. Caller went through the checkpoint with no issues because he used the over 75 screening lanes. 

Caller states that the next day he flew out of LGA. Caller states that he was told that he had to take his shoes off or he would then need ta go through the WTM D. Caller states that he was subjected ta a patdown due to his metal hip implant and ETD of 
his shoes. 

2013 4 ,23 ,c Caller slates lhat he got about 10 steps and was told to come back to the checkpoint because he was required to come back and lake his shoes off. Caller states thal he was given the reason that he set lhe WTMD off. Caller states thal he told lhe 
· · officer that he always sets the WTMD off due to his implant. The caller then explained what happened in DCA to the officer, who then became annoyed at the caller. 

Caller does not want this forwarded to the CSM at LGA, as he feels that they will just brush it under the rug. because the officer that was being rude to him was supposedly a Supervisor there. Caller states that he will be completing his complaint with 
the DOJ against said officer. 

Caller wo u Id not al low me to start or comp I ete the dIsa b1 I ity complaint portion of the record. 

I am a 73-year-old female with 2 knee replacemenls. As a result, when I fly, I always have to undergo a pat down. SomeIimes, lhese are quite unpleasant, especially when I am banged between my legs - often twice - with lhe side of lhe examine~s 
hand. Sometimes, the examiner is very pleasant. I have sent - at least twice - perhaps more - favorable comments about such exams. I don't understand why all that is done to me is necessary, especially the explosive residue check. I'd prefer the 
former metal detector wand' 

Despite my intensive dislike for these exams, I appreciate all you do for air 1ravelers' security. Thal is why I am letting you know about the following. 

On 12 June 2013 I was in line at the security check at Sky Harbor airport in Phoenix, Checkpoint 4. I was there early to catch a 9:55 a.m. flight. While waiting in a long line, with lots of people waiting in between the ribboned zigzag line. I saw a 
greenish suitcase on the floor at the beginning of the check system - where the bins are. As I got closer, the suitcase was still there, I reported it to a man in uniform (light blue shirt). He completely ignored me. I then walked to the walk-through 
screening device, losing my place in line, and told the TSA employee there. She reacted immediately, and called someone 10 come. 
A male TSA employee came, picked up the suitcase, and put it over a partition behind the baggage belt. He took his time. I saw no indication that the abandoned suitcase was a cause for concern. 

I learned that the employee in the light blue shirt was a "contractor.'' That apparently explained his lack of reaction. Shouldn't all employees in a crowded pre-security check area, when an abandoned suitcase is reported, either be required to react or 

2013 9,30,, to direct the reporting person to the appropriate personnel? Uniform colors are not well-known enough to me 10 be able to distinguish who is and who is not a TSA employee. That is probably true of other people going through security as well. 

I can only I a ud the I ady at the sec u nty gate for her qui ck response, but I was Iran k ly a pp al I ed at the time 11 took for her to get a response to her cal I, and then the cas ua I nature of the response. 

Surely you have video you can use to check the accuracy of what I have described here. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. I do not need a reply from you. I hope. however, that you w, 11 do what is needed to see to 11 that an abandoned suitcase in a crowded -p re-security Ii ne is better hand I ed - as a m alter of course. 

Thank you. 

[b)(61 

I was very disturbed today to see the TSA agent manning the JFK Terminal 4 Pre-Check/Sky Priority desk at 3:35pm wave lhrough lhe person ahead of me even though she didn't get the 3 beeps. I couldn'I tell if he knew her her or just thought she was 
pretty. Either way. how can we be secure if this is happening. I mentioned to the lady who was standing at the metal detector and she just shrugged her head. 

2013 5 14 q.._(b--'-1( ... 6-'-I __ __. 

Sent from my iPhone 5 



On 6/16/13 @ 6:15pm, my family and I were going through the Gate B security checkpoint at RIC airport. I was traveling with my husband, 7 year aid, and infant. I was carrying aur infant. and my husband was taking care of our 7 year old. The TSA 
agent told me to walk through the metal detector with the infant and then motioned for the 7 year old to go through too, stopping her father that was watching her and having him go through the scanner instead. This left me with the infant, 7 year old and 
our stuff on one side. As I try to get our infant back in his carseat, a TSA agent grabbed our stuff and moved it 30 yards from me and out of my sight.. .leaving it there unoccupied. I find this to be extremely unsafe and can't imagine it falls within protocol. 

I ask for you to confirm what the protocol is. and for the RIC staff to receive more training to 1) not separate a child under 7 from their parent and 2) to not remove items and place them out of sight of the traveller. 

2013 7: 12~::~I~b~a~o~k~s---~ 

rb,(6) 

Flight UA 5278 

Sent from my iPhone 

Calling from Trinidad. Tobago, flew to Caribbean for vacation from JFK, and had an incident going through security screening. She had to take aff her shoes and place in the tray. When she retrieved her shoes s something stuck her in her right large 
toe and one of the T SA agents went to get a swab, tweeze rs and something brown was stuck in her foot unsure 1/ the o bJect was metal or what. said they co u Id n t determine what it was. The T SA officer removed the obj eel and dressed the toe for her 
and now she is una b I e to walk on her foot, When the incident happened the TSA a gent went to another officer and he walked to where she was sitting and asked what he could do and he told the TS A agent to get the supp Ii es to take ca re of her toe, 
Caller slates she was in a wheelchair, she walks with a cane and she couldn I raise her arms in the AIT and I hey directed her 10 lhe WTM D and that is when she felt something in her fool. 

2013 8:46:: States she is a borderline diabetic and wont be returning to the States until 7-24-13. 
Flight# 525 via Canbbean Airlines, Gate# 3, 
She is in Trinidad at the current time. 

Response: 
Mailed claim form to caller for injury. 
Is there a reason that I needed to wait in line for more than 45 minutes this morning at TPA's American terminal's security? That only one body scanner and 1 metal detector were open (with the metal detector completely devoted to the priority line)? 
Are you people nol able 10 add up flight information and determine how many lanes you will need open? Your average seventh grader could do I hat math. 

2013 2:og:( It's embarrassing to the country, but I suppose, government as usual. 



I was in line to pass through security in Concourse Cat LaGuardia Airport last Thursday, June 13th at about 11:30 am, when I witnessed something that will only serve to give the TSA a bad reputation. First, I should say that I am a frequent traveler 
and am a member of the Pre Check program (which I believe is one of the greatest invenlions in the hislory of mankind) and I am very supportive ofTSA's efforts 10 keep us all safe. 

Concourse C has no Pre Check line and, as such, I was in line to go through regular securily. Just before I got 10 lhe me1a1 detector, an elderly woman was rolled up to the machine. She was obviously infirm and had a great deal of trouble standing on 
her own. She very much wanted ta cooperate but it was clear she was physically unable to do so to the satisfaction of the TAS agent present. They asked her ta stand and walk through the metal detector with a cane they provided for her (instead al 
the one she had with her) and asked her to wa I k through. It was al most too painful to watch. She cou Id barely make it through. and in fact, had to be he I ped to stand and walk. She set of the alarm because of her belt and th en had to wa I k through 
again,,, .and then again after that. All of this is in slow motion as you can well imagine. In the meantime. the line started to back-up and the grumbling started. All for this could have been prevented if the agent had recognized the issue she had on her 
hands and had had the woman rolled through another gale, had asked her to stand and I hen wanded her. Bui common sense did nol prevail thal day and as a result, everyone in lhe back of the line felt put out by the fact I hat lhe line came 10 a 
complete stop. 

2013 2.09., No one disputes the need ta make sure the individual was checked, but the method used was not in keeping the practical needs of the situation. In the end. all that happened was that TSA looked a little silly forcing this elderly woman back and forth 
· ·' through the metal detector when it was pretty clear another way would have been much belier for all involved. 

Thank yau. 

!(b,(61 

Managing Director 

kb1(6) I 
Caller said she flies a lot on Southwest and was told by the airline that hair spray could be placed in her checked baggage. Caller has flown out of Oklahoma and the hair spray went to Louisiana with her. Today when she flew from Louisiana to 
Oklahoma. Caller got home and found three Notice of Inspections in her baggage, one of the Notice of Inspections had one hair spray removed and the caller wanled to know why her hair spray was taken oul. The caller also said when she flew she 
was wearing a new pair of jeans with elastic waist and the AIT at both airports indicated an anomaly in her back pocket. The only problem with that is the jeans do not have back pockets. Caller asked the TSO s at both airports why was it saying she 
had something in her back pocket and she had no pockets. The TSO s at both airports notified their su pe rvi sor. 

I advised the cal I er: 
She would receive a claim form and instruction in 24 hours. I told the caller to fill out the claim form and send it to the address on the claim form box 1 and mail the form ta the Claims Management Branch. Claims Management Branch will respond 

2013 7:31 :c with a letter of acknowledgement and a claim number to monitor the claims process on the Isa.gov website. I told the caller that the claims process was under the Federal Tort Claim Act. 
As T SA sere ens bags for pro hi bi ted i terns, TS Os may find dangerous or hazardous mate ri a Is inside checked baggage, which could include com man house hold i terns, When carried in checked baggage these items may present a threat to the safety of 
the aircraft. Aircraft operators are notified when lhese items are found, and they will make the final decision to remove or allow dangerous or hazardous materials from checked bags following inspeclion. 
Patdowns are used ta resolve alarms from the walk through metal detector (WTM DJ, when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, as well as when random screening activities are conducted. 

Caller said she flies a lot on Southwest and was told by the airline that hair spray could be placed in her checked baggage. Caller has flown out of Oklahoma and the hair spray went to Louisiana with her. Today when she flew from Louisiana to 
Oklahoma. Caller 901 home and found three Notice of Inspections in her baggage, one of the Notice of Inspections had one hair spray removed and the caller wanled to know why her hair spray was taken oul. The caller also said when she flew she 
was wearing a new pair of jeans with elastic waist and the AIT at both airports indicated an anomaly in her back pocket. The only problem with that is the jeans do not have back pockets. Caller asked the TSO s at both airports why was it saying she 
had something in her back pocket and she had no pockets. The TSO sat both airports notified their supervisor. 

I advised the cal I er: 
She would receive a claim form and instruction in 24 hours. I tald the caller to fill out the claim form and send it to the address on the claim form box 1 and mail the form ta the Claims Management Branch. Claims Management Branch will respond 

2013 7:31 :, with a letter of acknowledgement and a claim number to monitor the claims process on the Isa.gov website. I told the caller that the claims process was under the Federal Tort Claim Act. 
As T SA sere ens bags for pro hi bi ted i terns, TS Os may find dangerous or hazardous mate ri a Is inside checked baggage, which could include com man house hold i terns, When carried in checked baggage these items may present a threat to the safety of 
the aircraft. Aircraft operators are notified when lhese items are found, and they will make the final decision to remove or allow dangerous or hazardous materials from checked bags following inspeclion. 
Patdowns are used ta resolve alarms from the walk through metal detector (WTM DJ, when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, as well as when random screening activities are conducted. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Poor Customer Service; Screening CuCTent Date/Time, 611712013 7:03:48 PM Airport: SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International Date/Time of Travel: 06/16/2013 10:00 AM Airline & Flight Number, UA 842 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, 2 TSA 
Employee: (If Known) : !lh \/R\ !Comment I requesled to &quot:opt out&quot: of the metal detector and was rudely asked repeatedly why I "I can·t jusl go through; everyone else doesT After requesting 10 be hand searched four times, I asked 10 
speak to a Supervisor and was told ··1 run things around here." I then said that I have the right not to go through the metal detector and was then told I have to wait. I then stood for an additional five minutes while the employee re-stated why I should 
'just go through the metal detector' 

It's my opinion he attempted 10 make me as uncomforlable as possible during lhe search. The employee!/b l/6\ !aggressively pressed rather than simply touching me as he was palling me down. I was further subjected 10 lhe employee kb )(6) 
derogatory demeanor that left me upset and scratched. Because of his rough handling of the pat down search, by pressing extra hard while rubbing his hand over the waist band firmly against my skin, it caused a red abrasion on my stomach from his 

2013 8:20:, gloves. 

I am disappointed that belier training isn't provided 10 employees. As such, I strongly suggest that this employee receive bolh anger management 1raining and psychological testing before returning to active duty. Without further training, lhe flying 
public will be subjected and TSA liable, for this employee·s physical and verbal abuse. 
Would you like a response? : True 

Passenger's Namf~"-°'-'-"-.., ----~ 
Phone Number : 
Emailfh"·1fR"\ 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller was returning from Paris and upon arrival in ATL was subjected to secondary screening and in the process the TSO left her passport and boarding pass out of her carry on bag. 
She was contacted by lost and found stating they found her documents but that she was going to have to pay for shipping the documents to her.Caller requested that I send her the documents and wanted to know why she was subjected to secondary 

'013 10:51: screening, 
Explained that in lhe future she should inform TSO before screening begins that she has melal implants so she could be di reeled to the AIT instead of the WTMO and she said she dw .I ex_vt

1
ained that if she alarmed during either one of the lechnologies 

we are required to clear the alarm by a thorough pat down.She then stated she never heard any alarms and she doesn t understand why this happened.Caller stated she was told by b.1(6:, at when they found the passport they would send it to her. 
Mailed the SF95 and informed caller how to relay information to the CSM through option 5 on the IVR. 
birds and screens th em in a back room. This ti me they required him to take the birds through the meta I detector. 

Caller stated that these are baby parrots, and he will pursue the matter ii anything happens to them. 

Caller advised thatkb 1(6) I a supervisor. was the only agent who gave the caller his name. Others also refused to allow him to take the birds into the back room as well. and compelled him to go through the metal detector. Usually. they 
al low caller to go through the metal detector wh i I e the screening su pe rvi sor takes the container -cage with the birds from him lo r screening in the back room. 

I advised that I would pass the callers information to the CSM for further action. I advised thal I would recommend the CSM contact caller, bul I could not promise that they would do so. 

Caller expressed his di ssati sfa ct1on with this statement. 

Could I tell him when he would be contacted? 

No. I could not as I did not want to provide incoCTect information. 

2013 3: 06:, Ca Iler again expressed his dissatisfaction. 

What should he do if the bi rd s a re affected? 

I advised caller that I am neither an avian nor legal expert and would nol be able to provide any information 10 him thal would be of any use. 

How does he get in touch with Delta? 

Does he realize that he is talking to TSA? 

Who would be in charge of screening? 

TSA, but he may also want to pursue the matter wilh the airline as well. 

Do I have a number for Delta? 

No, I do not. 



Caller fi yi ng in a co u pie days and asked if something 1s a security threat why i sn t everything done across the board? 
In LAS everytime she goes through the line when she gets through they pat down her head, she has dreadlocks in her hair and can see her scalp. theres nothing that could possibly be in there. States she doesn't use any type metal pins, etc. 
She said it feels degrading and is embarassing and ii is the only localion she is having her head patted down and wonders why? 
She is going through the AIT and the TSOs don t tell her why they are patting her head down and she thinks it is because she has the dreadlocks. She has been flying frequently and doesn t want to be singled out and if it only happened everynow and 
then she wouldn t think as much about it and she said it didn t happen the last time, but, when she traveled a couple weeks ago. 
States if it happens again she will call back to the TCC with names, etc. States she is more aggravated with the process than the TSO performing their job and she is all for security and safety, but, just wonders why she is having to have the 

2013 4: 18:: procedure? 

Response: 
Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 
For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ 
screening. 
TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. 
Informed ca 11 er she is welcome to speak with a supervisor at the checkpoint for any issues she is experiencing. 

Caller fi yi ng in a co u pie days and asked if something 1s a security threat why i sn t everything done across the board? 
In LAS everytime she goes through the line when she gets through they pat down her head, she has dreadlocks in her hair and can see her scalp. theres nothing that could possibly be in there. States she doesn't use any type metal pins, etc. 
She said it feels degrading and is embarassing and ii is the only localion she is having her head patted down and wonders why? 
She is going through the AIT and the TSOs don t tell her why they are patting her head down and she thinks it is because she has the dreadlocks. She has been flying frequently and doesn t want to be singled out and if it only happened everynow and 
then she wouldn t think as much about it and she said it didn t happen the last time, but, when she traveled a couple weeks ago. 
States if it happens again she will call back to the TCC with names, etc. States she is more aggravated with the process than the TSO performing their job and she is all for security and safety, but, just wonders why she is having to have the 

2013 4: 18:: procedure? 

Response: 
Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 
For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ 
screening. 
TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. 
Informed ca 11 er she is welcome to speak with a supervisor at the checkpoint for any issues she is experiencing. 

Dear sir or ma·am, 

Recently I had the opportunity 10 contras! the performance of Italian airport security agents and thal of the TSA. Sadly, TSA loses by a mile. 
For example, I was in the security line at Fiumicino airport, a long line because of a large influx of passengers at that time. The security agents were quite patient and polite in getting people through the checkpoint. While I was waiting in line, a woman 
who had short time until her flight boarded brought that to the attention of security. Two agents escorted her through the line and ushered her to the front and expeditiously screened her. easing her way onto her flight. 

In conlrast, at the Philadelphia airport, going through another long security line to be rescreened after clearing immigralion and customs, another woman had a short time until her flight departed. The TSA agent told her that she had 10 receive 
permission FROM EVERYONE ahead of her in the line to get through quicker, there WAS NOTHING HE COULD DO! At the same time, there were three or four agents standing around doing nothing but jawjacking (Thousands Standing Around') at the 
checkpoint verifying boa rd i ng pass esfti c kets and ID. 0 n e of them could eas1 ly have he I ped this woman. who was forced by your I a c keys to beg other passengers to al low her to pass through ( which we did). It would seem the twit claiming th ere was 
nothing he could do didn't want to be bothered to do more than stand there with his thumb up his anterior orifice. Oh, he did smirk a bit when he claimed he couldn't do anything .. 

Since TSA was created. which was a major error by the government to begin with. I have become ever more convinced that hiring the minimum wage. low qualification 'rent-a-cops' who formerly performed airport security screening was simply stupid. 

2013 9. 0 3. 1 Putting the same twits in a fancier un iforrn, giving them mo re power aver the fi yi ng pu bl 1c. umomzi ng th em and making them fed era I gave mm ent employees Ju st gives them a greater sense of entitlement and a 11 ows th em to lord it over the pu bl 1c who 1s 
· · forced to put up with the ineffective screening hassles. 

TSA has prevented, as far as I know, exactly zero airline terrorism incidents since the boondoggle agency was created. The attempted airliner explosions were slopped by alert passengers, aided by incompetent wanna-be bombers, not by TSA. 

In my opinion, TSA has done nothing but cost the taxpayers bi 11 ions of dol I ars and create another u nne ces sary government agency. We, the flying pub Ii c certainly a re n 't safer lo r your presence or screening groping. 
Far from it, we hate going through the process. but a re forced to do so by bu rea ucra ts who have exempted themselves from comp I yi ng with the rules they i m pas e on everyone else. 

Oh, before I forget, the Italian security screening doesn"t require one to remove shoes. Mine had to come off due to setting off the metal detector (steel shank in shoes). Maybe they know something about reducing unnecessary hassles that you could 
learn ... They are certainly more efficient and helpful to the public. 

sincerely, 



Ca Iler slated th at she is upset that she has to go through a patdown because of her meta I knee. Cal I er stated I hat she went through I he WTM D and had to receive a patdown afterwards. Wanted to know what she needed 10 do so she doesn t have to 
receive a patdown. 

2013 9:40:: Advised caller: 

She could go lhrough the AIT that doesn I penetraIe lhe skin so it shouldn t sel off any alarms. If ii does alarm, the passenger would just receive a patdown of lhe area I hat was alarmed. 

Caller wants to know how to avoid the AIT and to have a private patdown,he has metal implant in his back. During his last screening he was ask to lift his shirt and was embarrassed by the public exposure. 
If a passenger has meta I implants, such as art iii c i al knees or hips, he or she should inform a T ransporta ti on Security Officer (TSO) before sere en i ng begins, TS A has ere ated notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about any dis a bi Ii ty, 
med i ca I condition, or med i ca I device tha I could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from s ecu ri ty screening, their use may improve communication and he Ip travelers discreet I y nol i fy T sos of their conditions.Many 
passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-

1013 11 :35 : 7 seconds without the support of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it Is available or can request to be screened using a patdown.lf a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk
th rough meta I d ete cto r, the passenger w i 11 be screened using a thorough pa tdow n procedure instead, 
A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a meIaI detector or anomalies identified by AIT If a paldown is required in order 10 complete screening: 

• The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 6119/2013 12:30:30 PM Airport · POX - Portland International Date/Time of Travel : 06/18/2013 Airline & Flight Number · Horizon Air 2563 Checkpoint/Area of Airport · 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · PDX has both body scanners and metal detectors. My 13yo daughter who was flying alone didn't want to go through the scanner. and preferred the metal detector. A TSA agent told her no. she had no choice but to go through the scanner 

2013 2: 17:, and didn't have an option. When went lhrough earlier in the morning I had a choice of scanner or full body pal down and my husband was told to go lhrough the metal deIecIor. Is it PDX TSA policy to send women and girls lhrough the scanner and only 
men get the option of the metal detector? Please advise. rm extremely upset over how my daughter was treated'''! 1 Not that I would be happy if I heard she had full body pat down either, but it seems suspiciously unfair and unethical. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 

Passenger's Nam.,:.:.::e"""h,_··,,.1R,.·.,, --..---~ 
Phone Number : 
Email (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller stated that she was flying out of Denver International Airport and she was prompted to go through the WTMD. She was alarmed because there was metal in her clothing. Caller stated that when she was told that she was going to have to receive 
a patdown, she requested it to be in a private screening location. The TSO I eft the ca 11 e rs purse on the conveyor be It. Ca 11 er stated that she was concerned because it was at the end of the conveyor about 1 0 feet away from her. Ca 11 er was requesting 

2013 5:22:( to get her purse that way it s not left for someone to just take it and the TSO wouldn t let her get it nor would they get it for her. Caller was very upset and stated that she felt this incident could ve been handled differently. 

Advised ca Iler 
I a po I og i zed to the caller that this was her expe nence. Because your comp I a int concerns an i nc1d e nt that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Poor Customer Service: Screening Cun-ent Date/Time· 6119/2013 7:54:37 PM Airport· ORD - Chicago-O'Hare International Date/Time of Travel, 06/19/2013 6:30 PM Airline & Flight Number, 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport Terminal 2 (Delta) TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. The Precheck checkpoint wasn't open. When I asked why, I was told that &quot:they close it down when there aren·t enough statf.&quot; I counted 16 TSA employees in the checkpoint area, even though all passengers were being routed 

2013 8,11 .1 through a single full-body scanner. At least four of the TSA statfwere just standing there the entire time I was in line. It only takes two people to keep the Precheck line open (1 on the X-ray, 1 past the metal detector). Clearly, insufficient staff was just 
· an excuse for &quotcan't be bothered and don't care about the traveling public.&quot Precheck was a great start to bringing sanity back to our airport security. TSA shouldn't let the laziness of staff sabotage that effort. 

Would you like a response?: True 

Passenger's Na;.:m:::.e:..f!:;h=·="=R=··,==::;---' 
Phone Numbpr fh··,1R\ 

Email [(b 1(6) I 
To leJ le a co,, 11, 1e111 co, 1ce1111119 ~ ,;, feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/Applie<itionManager 



I am writing because I think that one of the airport security personnel has violated the law. I went through Newark airport yesterday 6/19112 at 5:30 am, Terminal A screening. I am pregnant and I chose to opt out the metal detector. The lady there said 
"you will be fine, go there" and she poinled toward the metal de1ec1or machine. I passed the metal detector withoul any alarms but after thal she asked me 10 swab my head cover. 

I really felt this was nol appropriate. Firsl because she argued against my choice of opting out and second because she swiped my head cover. 

Looking forward to h ea n ng from you 

2013 8 25 C Thanks 

[b,(6) I 
Pediatric Endocrinology Fellow 



brace. He also wanted to know how to Iran sport the syringes. He said that she does have a notification card. 

I gave the following information: If a passenger has a cast, brace, or support appliance, the way screening will be conducted depends on his or her level of ability. The passenger should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of his or her 
ab i I 1ty. of the existence of a ca st. brace, or support a pp Ii a nee. and of any need for a ss1sta n ce before screening begins. 

TSA has ere ated notification cards I hat Ir ave I e rs may use to in form TS Os about any dis ab i I ity, medical condition, or medical device tha I could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from s ecuri I y sere en i ng, I heir use may 
imp rove communication and he Ip travelers discreetly notify TSO s of their conditions. 
Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through 
meta I detectors on I y ii they can wa I k through on their own, An el igi bl e passenger can request to be screened by A IT if it is a vai I ab I e or can request to be screened using a thorough patd own; however. passengers cannot request to be screened by a 
walk-through me1a1 detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

2013 S·SBt • The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
· · • The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or I ill any article of c lathing to revea I a s ens1t1ve body area. 

In addition to the paldown, TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive ma1erial. If explosive material is detected, lhe passenger will have to undergo addilional screening. Regardless of whether a passenger is screened by a walk-through 
metal detector, AIT. or a thorough patdown, casts, braces, and support appliances are subject to additional screening. TSA also will use technology to test the device for traces of explosive material. If explosive material is detected, the passenger will 
have to undergo addition al sere en i ng. 

A companion, assislant, or family member may accompany a passenger to assist him or her during any private or public screening. After providing this assislance, the companion, assistant, or family member will need 10 be re screened. 

The screening process for a wheelchair or scooter is determined by a passenger's ability to stand and walk, although a passenger can be screened without standing, walking, or being required to transfer out of a wheelchair or scooter. Passengers 
s hou Id info rm a T ra nsporta t ion Security Ofli cer (TSO) of their ab i I ity be fore the screening begins. 



2013421' 

The be low message throws one more absurdity on to the pi I e. You seem to be saying that a random enhanced search of a few passengers wi 11 deter a te CTori st, because he or she won't be able to take p rec a uti on ary measures based on the knowledge 
of a more specific tJrgeting methodology, Point one: A terrorist always faces the hazard of being de1ec1ed in advance and is reconciled to it. Knowing lhat he or she is unlikely to be profiled, and that a 76-year-old while-haired lady is as likely 10 be 
searched as a mare suspicious looking individual, decreases the risk element in the terrorist's calculations. Point two: A terrorist willingly faces martyrdom. Fram that standpoint, the risk of being arrested must seem a minor price to pay. Surely a 
place in paradise is guaranteed eventua 11 y to those who try and fa i I. 

Sincerely, 

San Rafael, CA 94903 .,("'-b .... 1("'-6'--1 -------------------' 

------ Forwarded message-----
From: <HYPERLINK "mailto:tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com"tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com> 
Date: Tue. Jun 18, 2013 at 6: 18 PM 
Subject: In Response to your i ng u, ry. 

To: HYPERLINK""!(b~)-'-(6~'--------------' 

Thank you for your e-ma i I in which you inquire about the reasons for secondary s c reem ng. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) see ks 10 provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 travelers who pass through our sere en i ng checkpoints. Every passenger and their property m usl be sere ened before e nl eri ng the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply addilional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, 10 resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal De1ec1or (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be periarmed. 



2013421' 

The be low message throws one more absurdity on to the pi I e. You seem to be saying that a random enhanced search of a few passengers wi 11 deter a te CTori st, because he or she won't be able to take p rec a uti on ary measures based on the knowledge 
of a more specific tJrgeting methodology, Point one: A terrorist always faces the hazard of being de1ec1ed in advance and is reconciled to it. Knowing lhat he or she is unlikely to be profiled, and that a 76-year-old while-haired lady is as likely 10 be 
searched as a mare suspicious looking individual, decreases the risk element in the terrorist's calculations. Point two: A terrorist willingly faces martyrdom. Fram that standpoint, the risk of being arrested must seem a minor price to pay. Surely a 
place in paradise is guaranteed eventua 11 y to those who try and fa i I. 

Sincerely, 

San Rafael, CA 94901~(b_ •• _,(6_._1 ---------------------' 

------ Forwarded message-----
From: <HYPERLINK "mailto:tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com"tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com> 
Date: Tue. Jun 18, 2013 at 6: 18 PM 
Subject: In Response to your i nq u1 ry. 
To: HYPERLINkl"'(b"'l""(6""·., _____________ __, 

Thank you for your e-ma i I in which you inquire about the reasons for secondary s c reem ng. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) see ks 10 provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 travelers who pass through our sere en i ng checkpoints. Every passenger and their property m usl be sere ened before e nl eri ng the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply addilional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, 10 resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal De1ec1or (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be periarmed. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Other 
CurTent Date/Time 612012013 4:50:39 PM Airport : FLL - Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International Date/Time of Travel : 6120113 4:00 Airline & Flight Number Southwest 375 CheckpoinUArea of Airport B concourse TSA Employee: (If Known) NIA 
Comment · This is not really a complaint, but more of an inconsistency. For some reason at the FLL airport you are required to show your boarding pass as you pass through the metal detector. which is about 15 feet beyond where they just checked my 
boarding pass and ID. Seems like a big waste of time and energy, especially when I have to retrieve my boarding pass from my bag that has just gone through the X-ray. I do travel extensively for a living and this is the only place I can recall this being 

2013 6: 19:, done. In fact, at JAX, they ask you to remove all paper from you packets. Hummm. Guess like in golf, there are local rules at every facility. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name bl(m 
Phone Number h··,1rr, 
Email (b)(61 
To leave a commen concerning his feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



My name is ""!( b_.-'i (_6~) __ __,!and I wo u Id Ii ke to provide feedback to you reg a rd i ng a few of the TSA perso nne I stationed at the R DU airport. 

I was traveling with my family (wife. 3 year old daughter, and infant son) from Raleigh to Providence, RI via SW Airlines on 18 June, 2013. Our flight originated @ 10:55AM. 

First off, the gentleman who checked our boa rd i ng pass es and ID was exceeding I y professi o na I and courteous. I can not remember his name. but his service was noteworthy and my fa mi I y appreciated his friend I y demeanor. 

After passing through metal detectors, my family was gathering our belongings and preparing to be on our way. As we were tying our shoes, my wife noted a small yellow prescription pill on the ground beside the conveyor belt. Because we have small 
children. we are especially cautious about them picking things up and putting items in their mouths. In a helpful way, my wife mentioned to the TSA officer nearby, "There·s a pill on the ground. I'm not sure if you'd like to pick 11 up:' This was her way of 
collaborating with TSA to ensure the safety of other travelers. The officer who heard her comment laughed and walked away. As he walked away, another officer ~appeared. Officer[iill&I]mmediately escalated the situation by saying "Why 
don't you pick it up?! What you going 10 do if this was in yo [sic] house?" This struck me as not only unprofessional, but also confrontational. My wife and I were both aghasl al being essenlially yelled at in public. in front of our young children, who were 

2013 S: 20: 1 equally appalled. 

While my wife explained to our 3 year old that the officer was clearly fruslrated and that everything was okay, I said to officerKiill:§IJ "That was a little aggressive, don't you think?" She countered with, "How 'boul [sic] being assertive?''" While I don't 
understand her retort, the de Ii very was anything but warm and p roles s ion a I . 

This interaction/scene was witnessed by countless other travelers. as well as TSA officials, NONE of whom came to our assistance whatsoever. In fact, when I approached the lead officers on duty (2 stationed at adjacent podium), they would not tell 
me officel(b)(ffi I name, but rather tried to evade the question, presumably to protect their offensive co-worker. I finally was able to obtain an orange TSA Customer Comment Card from these officers, both of whom at least offered an "'I'm sorry,'" 
and "We saw it."', but nothing more. No words at all to the effect of "That was waaaayy out of line", etc. In fact. I came away from the experience feeling like I was inconveniencing these officers by wanting to submit a comment. 

I appreciate and applaud TSA's efforts 10 make traveling safer. It is sad 10 me thal the administration's reputalion was damaged by offcer~nd the olher officers who were complicit with her bullying of my family. 

Sincerely, 

kb)(61 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time . 612112013 9:51 :08 AM Airport : ORD - Chicago-O"Hare International Date/Time of Travel · 06/16/2013 Airline & Flight Number · 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : Luckily I was not required to go lhrough the radiation omitting body scanners: however, when I went lhrough the metal detectors I passed but your ego driven TSA agent asked me to empty my pockets even though I wasn't carrying anylhing. 

1013 12:02: He was on a power-trip and rude. I used to fly over 40 times a year and now I only take 5 - 6 flights directly because of TSA. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Query: 
Caller has a security concern about LGA and a spec1f1c checkpoint, Concourse B in Terminal D. Caller says that he travels frequently out of many airports, and LGA seems to be the most un-secure airport that he goes through. 

An incident occurred approximalely a week and a half ago, where the caller noliced the irregular behavior of another passenger. Caller informed the TSOs at the screening checkpoinl and received word from the TSOs that this person would be 
screened more thoroughly. Caller watched the person go through screening without receiving any form of additional screening. Caller would also like to express his concern about the lack of a body scanner at concourse Bin Terminal D, the only 
concourse that does not have a body sea n ne r. Ca 11 er says that the L GA su pe rvi sor said that his concern was leg iii mate and it would be one year from now u nti I they get the sea n ne rs. Ca 11 er was advised to fly out of a different co ncou rs e or airport if he 
was concerned. Caller believes that this was totally inappropriate because it is a security concern. Caller has also noticed that there are no swabbings done at LGA in his last ten visits. Caller is not trying to get anyone in trouble, caller is just wanting to 
make the concourse safer. 

Caller 1s informed that his concerns will be sent up to the CSM at LGA for additional review. 

2013 3: 14:< Caller is wanting 10 speak with a supervisor. 

Escalation Notes:~ 
The caller has expressed concerns that about LGA. He flys out of there twice a week and flys out of 15 different airports and LGA has serious security problems. He has two issues he wants to address. 

1 He saw someone that kept touching his shirt like he had something hidden there. He told the TSO s and they said they would check. When the passenger that was touching his shirt went through the checkpoint the TSO s just sent him through the 
meta I detector without a paid own. This concerned the ca 11 er. 
2. He llys out of Concours B terminal B and there are no body scanners there, He also says they never swab anybody. When he spoke to a supervisor about this she said that they would be getting a AIT in about a year. She informed him do to 
bud gel reasons is why there is only one at LGA. The caller expressed great concern about a TSA supervisor expressing concern over a security flaw at that airport. 

I assured the caller that he would speak with a security agent from the TCC and we would send this to a CSM at LGA. 
I am sending a complain! as my boss (lhe senior ranking Command Sergeanl Major of the Pacific Asia) and I were trying to get lhrough airport securily in dress uniform and were humiliated by TSA agents. We were lold to take off parts of our uniform 
which is highly unprofessional. Then we had to be patted down extensively in front of all the people going through security. 

Then I was made to go to a room where I was patted down in my genital region six times and all my property was swabbed for explosive material. I am a staff sergeant with over 12 years of service in the United States Army, a secret security 
clearance, and two tours 10 Iraq and Afghanistan. II is now a Policy when service members are traveling on orders I hat I hey wear their dress uniform unless coming from over seas. 

The airport we were were searched in is EI Paso intern ati o na I airport and the ti me was a pp rox1 mate ly 1115 am on 21 June 2013 near the B gate term i na Is. The TSA agents did not know the proper procedures when they sent my boss through the meta I 
2013 4: 10: 1 detector and he was told by another agent that it was the wrong procedure for him to go through the metal detector. He was moved through the scanner two times and was made to wait approximately 5-10 mins to get patted down. He has 33 years of 

service, a top s ecrel clearance and has mu It i pie tours to both Iraq and Afghanistan. 

This is una cce pta bl e behavior and h1g hly unprofessional. We as Soldiers s hou Id not be treated this way and T SA agents should know proper procedures. There needs to be a change. We a re Soldiers of the United States, and s hou Id not be Ire ated this 
way. 

Sir/Ma'am, 

l'm!(bi(6i !an active duty Soldier traveling from El Paso TX to Honolulu HI. I and my Aide are traveling in dress uniform and have been treated other than service members to our country. 

This began when the first set of screene(s (both females) ran us through the metal detector even though they clearly seen us in dress uniform with awards and badges. Once the Alarm was set off they explained that we needed a pat down. 

The second screener (male) began to explain me to begin to me that they should have never sent me through the metal detector and began to tell me to remove items from my uniform. I explained that this is a uniform and removal of items are not 

2013 4 ,10,1 authorized. I also staled that my aide was through and wants photos of lhis search/pat down, his response was "I don't have time for this", my response was neither do I. He escorted be back out 10 began lhe enlire process again? Meanwhile, my aide 
· · somehow and now both surprised that he suddenly tested positive for explosives and was taken to another room? Exactly at the time when he was reaching for his camera. 

I have be en proudly serving our country for the pa st 33 112 yea rs and never have I been treated in such manner, Civi Ii an trave I ers did take photographs with their phone and captured the entire event with one stating " this is emb arra ssi ng can't you see 
he is a So Id i er in uniform serving our country" 

I am not looking for an explanation or apology I am looking to get this fixed before more is added to the great TSA record it has become known for. 

!(bj(ff, 



2013 8:28:[ 

Callers 7 and 8 year aid grandchildren flew home unaccompanied from BUR to PHX after visiting her. There mother is muslim and meet them at the gate at PHX by obtaining a gate pass from the airline, US Airwa s. The mother stated that her private 
parts were touched after she had to have a patdown. She believes that the patdown was inappropriate and does not understand why she had to have the patdown since she was not boarding a flight. The mother (b )(6) old the caller that the TSOs 
would not allow her to use the AIT scanner because it was out of order, nor could she use the WTMD. The mother also said that she feels she was profiled based on her religion and required to have a patdown. The flight that the children were on was 
US Airways 2836 that arrived today, June 21st at 1130hrs, and the incident occurred around 1100hrs. Caller would like to file a complaint with the manager al PHX due to the inappropriate patdown and was calling to see if someone could look into this 
as discrimination or profiling. 

Apo I og i zed to ca 11 er for her d a ughte r-i n-1 aws experience and exp I a i ned th at every person and item must be sere ened before entering the secured area of an airport. and the manner in which the sere en i ng is conducted is import ant, Because your 
complain! concerns the conduct of TSOs al a specific airport we will forward the complaint to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at lhat location for review. Also, explained that if she feels that the incident occurred due to profiling, she will need to 
put her complaint in writing to TSAs Multicultural Branch. Explained that we will send her a email containing a request for i nformatian that she can respond ta in order to request the investigation. 

Date correction on pat down Opt aut as it took place May 22 not June 22. 

On Jun 22, 2013. at 6A4 AM~kb~i~(6~·~1 --~!wrote: 

Dear TSMdministrator, 

I am a 68 year old female who flys a few times every year. I do not ever want 10 go through your full body scanner because of health concerns with radiation buildup or microwave damage over lime to my body. Neither my husband nor myself have 
gone through the full body scanner since it was instigated. We have always chosen ta opt out for the pat down and have allowed extra time to do this. Dr Oz has even recommended that over 65 men and women, pregnant women and children should 
not go through this machine. so going through it is not an option for me. I don't have a problem with the metal detector but that never seems to be a choice. 

On May 22nd, 2013, we were flying out of Detroit, Ml on a flighl to Paris using. Delta 
Air France partner flight. The female assist had me spread my legs wider than usual and proceeded as usual except this time I received a karate like chop to the vagina . not once but each time she examined a leg facing front and facing back. This 

2013 9:23: 1 was shocking to me but I was out in public view and my husband was having his own pat down so I was reluctant to say anything for fear I'd be sent through scanner. 

Subsequently I have read that I can have someone else observe my pat down which I will do I lhe future. This female assist TSA agent was blond in her 50's and really was oul of line. we are asked asked if you have any sensitive areas but isn't it a 
given that the vagina is sensitive. I have never had this happen to me before. I would appreciate a response to this. 

HYPERLINK "'(b"') ... (6'--1 ______________ _. 

Dear TSMdministrator, 

I am a 68 year old female who flys a few times every year. I do not ever want 10 go through your full body scanner because of health concerns with radiation buildup or microwave damage over lime to my body. Neither my husband nor myself have 
gone through the full body scanner since it was instigated. We have always chosen ta opt out for the pat down and have allowed extra time to do this. Dr Oz has even recommended that over 65 men and women, pregnant women and children should 
not go through this machine. so going through it is not an option for me. I don't have a problem with the metal detector but that never seems to be a choice. 

2013 9,23,, On June 22nd we were flying out _of Detroit, Ml on a flighl to Paris using. Delta Air France partner flight. The female assist had me spread my legs wider than usual and proceeded as usual except this lime I received a karate like chop to the vagina , 
not once but each time she examined a leg facing front and facing back. This was shocking to me but I was aut ,n public view and my husband was having hrs own pat down so I was reluctant to say anything for fear I'd be sent through scanner. 

subsequently I have read that I can have someone else observe my pat down which I will do I the future. This female assist TSA agent was blond in her 50's and really was out of line. we are asked asked if you have any sensitive areas but isn't it a 
given that the vagina is sensitive. I have never had lhis happen 10 me before. I would appreciate a response 10 lhis. 

rl(61 



Response Details: I gave the caller the email and postal address to file a complaint 

TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 

or vis postal mail to: 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration Olli ce of Dis ab i I ity Policy and Outreach 
601 South 12th Street TSA-33 
Arlington. VA 2 0598-6033 

If a passenger has a service dog due to a disability or medical condition. both the passenger and the dog will be screened. The passenger should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) that the dog is a service animal and not a pet, and we 
re commend that passengers have d ocu m entat ion or that the dog wear gear ( a ha mess, vest. etc, ) to indicate that it is a service animal, 

2013 1 :31 :, Passengers are expected to maintain control of their animals by holding onto the leash throughout the screening process, and they should not be separated from their dogs by TSA personnel. 

Passengers with service dogs will be screened either by a walk-through metal detector or thorough patdown. II the passenger and service animal are screened by a walk-through metal detector. they can proceed in one of three ways: 

The passenger can wa I k through first with the dog following behind on its I ea sh. 
The dog can walk through Ii rst on its I ea sh with the passenger following behind. 
The passenger and dog can walk through at the same time. 

If a passenger and the dog walk through at the same time and the metal detector alarms. both the passenger and dog are subject to additional screening, including a thorough patdown. If the passenger and dog walk through separately. only the party 
that alarms the metal detector will receive add1t1onal screening. It is very important that the passenger not make contact with the dog (other than holding the leash) until the dog has been cleared and inspected by a TSO. 

In addition to the paldown, TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. If explosive material is de1ec1ed, the passenger will have 10 undergo additional screening. 

Regardless of how the passenger and dog proceed through the walk-through metal detector. the dog will receive add1t1onal screening. A TSO will physically inspect the dog and the dogs belongings (collar, harness, leash, backpack. vest, etc.) in order 
to resolve the alarm. 

I emailed the caller the information. 

I will be traveling on June 25, 2013 from Nashville to Dallas at 11 :15 on American Airlines. 
I wear 2 medically necessary devices that MUST NOT go through any Xray or millimeter wave technology under any circumstances according to manufacturer's EXPLICIT instructions. 
My devices are a Medtronic Minimed insulin pump and a Dexcom G4 platinum transmitter,receiver and sensors. 
I wi 11 be p I acing the receiver and sensor in a plastic bag PRIOR to walking through the meta I detector which is the ONLY permitted device that wi 11 not des troy.impair or affect med i ca 11 y necessary computer functions on these devices, 
In the past at MANY airpor1s,both domestic and internalional, I have encountered poorly lrained agents who really are unaware of the serious consequences of placing sensilive medical devices through various X-ray scanners.etc. 
This has been well documented in the news and I reference a teen who had her insulin pump destroyed by an agent waiving her through the body scanner in Salt Lake City. 

2013 1 :38:, It can be quite difficult as a physician to explain this to people who may not even have a high school diploma, and medical technology ofien moves at a quick pace so that non medical people do have difficulty with ever changing advances in medical 
devices. 
I have offered in the past to be a resource to enable your organization as a consultant in order to stay currenl in how diabetes devices can be safely screened through securily areas. I have had no reply but still offer my assistance in this area. 
I am an academic physician at a top 20 medical school so I do have the ability to help. 
Sincerely. 

kb1(61 
Associate Professor of Clinical Anesthesiology Vanderbilt School of Medicine Nashville, Tennessee 



2013 3:13:[ 

To Whom It May Concern: 

My name iskb)(6:, ~rom Mylan Pharmaceuticals and I would like to file a complaint for a loss Black Belt. The incident took place6-21-13 at 11:50 am at LAS Airport. The Airline I was SouthWestand I was travelling from LAs Vegas to Denver 
to Pillsburgh. My flight# was 694 and my Con!.# was~ 

Com la int Summary: I placed my belt in a bowl and sent in through the conveyor belt. at the same time, I went through the metal detector in Lane 3 @11 :50. Once on the other side, all of my items were there but my belt. I spoke with STSO lili:ii:§[J 
(b':1(6) ho further looked for the belt and could not find it. She stated that somebody may have picked up the wrong belt and suggested that I file a claim to be reimbursed for my belt. The belt was worth $100.00. 

As I mentioned before, y name is._!r .. h .. ·>1._R .. ··, __ __,l I was travelling on 6-21-13 on South West Airlines on Flight 694. You can contact me at 412-296-3695. Thanks for your assistance. 

Thanks, 

Remote Client IP: k~b~)~(6~)--~ 
Date Time: 6/2312013 8: 19:14 PM 

Namer)(61 I 
Email: (b 1(6) I 
Comp a I nts: D, scou rteo us/ Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):JFK Airport, June 201h, 2013, Terminal "C" security· 
Comments:On June 2oth, 2013. we, my husband and 11 year old daughter, arrived at JFK on a Delta flight from Heathrow. We went to terminal "C" to make our connection to our final destination, Cleveland, Ohio. The incident that is the subject of my 
complaint took place at around 2:30PM. 

My family approached security wilh my daughter in line first, followed by myself and then my husband. After placing our baggage and personal belongings on the bell, my daughler approached the metal detector. The agent,l(b::,(6) looked at me 
and asked me how old she was since she did not have her shoes off. I had instructed her, per your posted policy, that she could leave her shoes on.~was rude and curt from the very beginning of our interaction. When I told her she was 11. he 

2013 8,38,[ rolled his eyes in disbelief but.waved her through .. The next thing I knew she was taking her shoes off. When I asked him why, he stated that her shoes were making the metal detector go off. He was outwardly perturbed and mised his voice and had a 
rude tone when he was speaking to me. Dunng this exchange I was qeued up to go into the metal detector follow,n my daughter. After my daughter cleared the metal detector lili:iillIJ waved through 3 young children and their mother from the 
converging line. Al this time my daughter was on the olher side unaccompanied and out of my sight. I asked (b)(6:, if he was going to tell me where to go as there were two me1a1 detectors available. He lold me to lose lhe attitude and that if I didn't 
he"d make me go through the other metal detector ( the newer style,) to which I replied I don't care. He still didn't wave me through and I posed the question again about when was he going to instruct me where to go. He finally instructed me to go 
through the newer model. Keep in mind that there was a 30 minute back up to get through security. 

The way that the two detectors were set up, the newer model to the right and farther back, I had to walk pas1l(b)(ff:1 110 gel to the metal detector. As I passed him, he said, "bilch." This was heard by my husband who was qeued up 10 go through the 
metal detector next. I spun around and said. "you called me bitch." He said no he didn"t. 

At this time I asked for his supervisor at which time L TScfili:iLJ came forward and asked what the issue was. I told him what happened. He told me that this was not the first time they had these issues with~ I asked to speak to L TSO's 
supervisor. At lhis point L TSO (b·., waved over a woman dressed in a suil. She asked whal happened and seemed generally disinterested in lhe issue. She called over~and asked me to repeat my story in front of him and of course he denied 
calling me a bitch. I asked t.TS (b)(6 how I should persue my complaint and he told me to log the complaint through this website. 

After some research, not only is there an issue with ho~treated me. I understand that by unnecessarily separating my daughter from me like he did, he violated your own policy. By the way, when I was finally able to reach my daughter she 
was upset and crying as she was left on the olher end of the securily line trying 10 figure out what was happening and how to deal with our belongings thal were piling up at the end of lhe conveyor. 

My expectations are that I will recieve a prompt response specific to my complaint about how this issue was handled. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time · 6123/2013 6:47: 15 PM Airport : BHM - Birmingham-Shuttlesworth International Date/Time of Travel : 06/23/2013 11 :30 AM Airline & Flight Number · southwest 1757 Checkpoint/Area of Airport . screening checkpoint TSA 
Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I was traveling today with my wife and 4 year old son. When we approached the metal director, we were notified by the TSA representative that my son, again 4 years old. was randomly selected for a random security screening, I asked. 

2013 8,38 ,, before anything was done, what he would be required to do. All the TSA rep said was &quot:additional screening&quot:. I lold them I did not want him out of my sight but i was held back at the metal detector and he had to go with my wife. 

I understand that you randomly select people for screening but when they see it is a 4 year old child, donl you think the dumb shits should allow a manual override and let him go? 
Would you like a response?· True 

Passenger's Nam~e~1_h_·1_1r;_·-_, ---~ 
Phone,JWILW=-"'==---L--~ 
Email: ~----------~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Perm i lied 11 ems: Screening 
Current Date/Time . 6/24/2013 9:52:20 PM Airport . TVC - Cherry Capital Date/Time of Travel · 06/24/2013 11 :00 AM Airline & Flight Number · Delta 3705 Checkpoint/Area of Airport · 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· The TSA stall at TVC Cherry Capital must undergo updated training about proper screening procedures for breastmilk. which is classified as a medically necessary liquid by TSA's own policies. 

On June 24th I was traveling with my husband and 11 month old daughter. I alerted the TSA officer at the security checkpoint that I had bottles of breastmilk. When I had traveled previously from/to Denver and Austin, the guards took the milk around 
the X Ray device to engage in a separate screening, since x rays damage breastm1lk. Today, however, the officer running the primary scanning machine (an older woman with gray hair) told us that 1t had to be x rayed. We disagreed and pointed to 
TS A's own policies. She said that if we didn't x ray it. we would have to have ALL of our luggage examined (not just the breastmilk, which was standard procedure in the other airports) and that I would have to go through a pat down (even though I did 
go through the metal detector, and TSA policy states thal pat downs are only necessary when a passenger opts out of the imaging technology or me1a1 detectors). 

To expedite our travels (and since the TSA guard would not budge), my husband and I agreed to let them search all bags as long as they did not X-ray the breastmilk. I also agreed to undergo a pat down since the screener insisted that it was 
necessary since the milk wasn't x rayed. 

It was not necessary for me to be subjected to a through pat down, especially since I was carrying the baby on me. In every other airport, we were simply given a hand test (swab?) when carrying the baby, but the screener made me move the baby, 
,013 1 O:og: who became agitated. This is an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 

We also asked for the supervisor. The supervisor was an older male. My husband told the supervisor his staff needs to re read breastmilk guidelines. The supervisor became defensive and insisled they were &quot;fully trained on all SOPs&quol;. 
The supervisor refused to explain said procedures (such as the need for a pat down when not using x ray), but he did (thankfully) correct staff that any bag that went through the X-ray did not need to be searched. The screener did insist on searching 
through diaper bag even though all bags had successfully passed through X-ray. My husband asked another older female screener for the business card of supervisor. and was told that the older gentleman was the supervisor. We were never given his 
name, though we requested it. 

The supervisor then called for security, which was not needed since all my husband was asking for was supervisors name. This escalation was not needed and made the situation more tense. Clearly he did not like the fact that my husband 
questioned him and was overly d efe ns i ve of the situation. 

I recommend entire TVC slafl gets training on handling of breastmilk, breasl pumps and olher child safety issues. This is a tourist destination airport and I am concerned for other families traveling here as staff is clearly not trained for these 
situations. 

The TSA clearly has a poor public reputation (and pending lawsuit) stemming from improper execution of TSA policies regarding breastmilk. It was shocking that there were at least six staff at the TVC airport who were NOT properly trained (or were 
afraid to confronl the supervisor) on these mailers. 
Would you like a response? . True 

Passenger's Name k~b_)~(_6_, ---~ 



---Original Message---
F rom: TSA-C on ta ct Ce nl er@d hs .gov [ ma i I to: T SA-Conta etc en ter@d hs .gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 25, 2013 1127 PM 
To: T SA-Contact Ce nter@d hs .gov: T SA-Co ntactCe nter@d hs. gov; TSA-Co ntactCente r@dhs.gov 
Cc; TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov 
Subjecl: Got Feedback : PHL - Philadelphia International 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 6/25/2013 11 :26A6 PM Airport · PHL - Philadelphia International Date/Time of Travel : 06/23/2013 8: 15 AM Airline & Flight Number · US Airways Checkpoint/Area of Airport · 

2013 4 06, TSA Employee (If Known) 
· " Comment · I recently t rave I ed out of Phi I ad el phi a with my husband, 3-yea r old and 1 0-month o Id, Prior to traveling to the airport I checked the travel policies reg a rd i ng trave I with children and i nla nts on the airport and TSA websites, I pa eked juice 

boxes and unopened pouches of baby food for lhe flight and placed them in a clear Ziplock bag, and alerted securily to this prior 10 going through the metal detector. While packing things up (and 1rying to conlain my 3-year old and 10 monlh old) I was 
informed that anyone traveling with a liquid of any kind, including juice boxes, greater then 3 oz was subject to a full pat-down and manual inspection of all baggage. I asked twice to clarify. as I have not had this experience in the past and the TSA 
website did not indicate anything about this po Ii cy. The TSA agent said that only one person needed to receive a pat down and that we co u Id pi ck which one of us was pat down but that our bags wo u Id need to be hand inspected as we 11. My husband 
then was pat down while I tried to keep my children calm at the checkpoint. If I had been traveling alone, there is no way I would have been able to receive a patdown at security and contain my small children at the same time unless we went to an 
enclosed area. I found the entire experience to be very odd, and would like 10 clarify if this is indeed lhe policy. If so, it should be recommended lhat parents not travel with juice, as I certainly never would have brought ii if I knew ii would be such a 
hassle. If this is truly the policy for individuals traveling with small children, I will clarify with all of my friends and family not to travel with juice boxes. If it is not the policy, I would greatly appreciate if you provide additional education to the TSA agents 
in the Philadelphia Airport. 
Would you like a res onse? · 
Passenger's Name b. ff! 
Phone Number· (bi(6) 
Email : b)(6, 
To leav"e~a,...c~o~m=m~e~n~c~o~n~ce~r~n~,n~g=~,s,,...eedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller 1s trying to reach someone in traveler ombudsman and Traveler Engagement. Office of C iv i I Rights and L1 be rti es. She says an officer done something u nusua I and she wants to know if this 1s cons1d e red d1scri mi nation or vi o I at1on of her ci vi I 
rights and liberties. Caller wants to speak with the Ombudsman. 
Advised ca Iler: 
I attempted to find out if the incident was an alleged act of discrimination. We have a multicultural branch here that handles Civil Rights and Liberties. 

CALL TRANSFERRED TO MB AGENT MATT BURNS 

1013 11 : 36: Ca Iler states she is an ex pe ri e need trave I er. never has anyone asked to check her hair for any reason. Is this a ct ion norm al to receive s eco nda ry screening in the form of a p atdown on the hair? 
Caller Advised: 
TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be periormed. TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security 
screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by I earning how it operates. 

Caller did nol wish to pursue a civil rights or liberties complaint. 
Caller 1s trying to reach someone in traveler ombudsman and Traveler Engagement. Office of C iv i I Rights and L1 be rti es. She says an officer done something u nusua I and she wants to know if this 1s cons1d e red d1scri mi nation or vi o I at1on of her ci vi I 
rights and liberties. Caller wants to speak with the Ombudsman. 
Advised ca Iler: 
I attempted to find out if the incident was an alleged act of discrimination. We have a multicultural branch here that handles Civil Rights and Liberties. 

CALL TRANSFERRED TO MB AGENT MATT BURNS 

1013 11 : 36: Ca Iler states she is an ex pe ri e need trave I er. never has anyone asked to check her hair for any reason. Is this a ct ion norm al to receive s eco nda ry screening in the form of a p atdown on the hair? 
Caller Advised: 
TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be periormed. TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security 
screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by I earning how it operates. 

Caller did nol wish to pursue a civil rights or liberties complaint. 



Callers husband has had a knee replacement. She called recently and spoke to someone whom gave her the information about what to expect during screening regarding his implants. She wants to report that the screeners were told at two different 
airports th at he had a knee rep I ace me nt but that they checked the wrong knee both ti mes despite his ind i eating the knee with the rep I ace m ent. Ca 11 er advised that he went through the A IT at both locations. 

I advised that the AIT is not looking for metJI and wouldn t have alarmed with his knee replacement. Did it alarm when he went through lhe meIaI detector? 
Caller advised that she did not know, and her husband was at work at this time and wasn t available to provide details. She advised further that she thought about calling the news, but decided to call TSA instead. 

2013 5:3?:, I advised that I would take the flight information and forward the issue to the CS Ms at the two airports for appropriate action. She could not provide descriptions of the screener,; as the issue was relayed to her by her husband. 

Ca Iler provided: 

1. SEA-TAC, June 21st. around 0545 hrs., Flt 221, Southwest Airlines - checkpoint nearest the Southwest gates. 
2. Orange Counly, June 26th, about 141 O hrs, Flt 192, Southwest Airlines - checkpoint at the main Southwest gales. 

Caller asked how to recontact me to provide the missing infonmation. I provided the El D in case she recontacts TCC. 
Time- approx 8:30 am 
Airport-CVG 

~;:~:i1:~~.,~~~=e=i(:6=i ===== 
An _unfortunate incident occurred this morning that_ was clearly preventable. TSA Agentli5}(6}7directed my son through a metal detector after I repeatedly requested _a pat down. Because I used the word '"x~ray" versus "'metal detector" he refused 
to listen any further as to why my son should receive a pat down. Regardless of the rea~lt Is my understanding that 1f I request a pat down, rny son should receive a pat down. As a result, Agent.kb 1(6 i ! has needlessly subiected my son to 
a shunt malfunclion (my son has a programmable shunl thal has a magnel conlrolling lhe valve) 

I am going to first state the facts as to what occurred on 6127113 at approximately 8:30am and then I will summarize: 

Facts: 
1 ). Whei my sy and I finished taking off our shoes in the security line we found ourselves in the body scan line 2). I reached out to TSA Agent~ and told him my son needed a pat down - he cannot go through the scanning. 
3). Agen (b·:,(6 directed my son and I to follow him towards the metal detector to which I replied he cannot go through the "x-ray" - he needs to be patted down 4). Agen~ot very finm in his tone and again directed both of us to follow him 
towards the metal detector, Agent!(b)(6 !repeatedly stated that TSA has not used x-ray for sometime. 

2013 6,03 ,, 5). While moving lowards lhe meIaI detector I repeatedly tried to explain lhat my son has a shunl with a magnetic valve and he '"cannot go through this machine"'. 
6). Agenq(b··,(6!was agitated and directed an older gentleman on the other side of the metal detector to take my son through ..... ! asked if this machine is turned off - no one answered me and they directed my son through the metal detector. 
7). At thif prnnyhe machine beeped and I turned to agen1(b)(ffl I and as_ked h1rn why he was so disrespectful and why would he not listen to me. 
8). Agen b:1(6 then told me that I said he could not go through x-ray and this was not an x-ray. 

To the best of my ability, this states the sequential facts of what_occurred. On the suriace, this might appea'. to b~ a simple mis_understanding and perhaps fuestTnabl~ custo":'er se"'.ice. In reality, A_ge~t!1h··,1rr1 !had an attitude from the moment I 
engaged him and asked for a pat down. In my op,rnon, Agen~as disrespectful and arrogant. At no time did he stop to listen to my concerns. Agen b ·,(6 1s going to stick to hrs P.OSItIon that I 1nd1cated my son could not go through x-ray - which 
is true I did make that statement. However, that does not negate the fact that I originally requested a pat down for my son and I insisted that he not go through the metal detector. Agentkb·:,(6) !heard me reference x-ray and that was the end of the 
story - he quit listening and frankly lried to make a point that my concerns were unwarranted. 

I can only assume th at Agent!( b ":,( 6) !went a bout his job the re st of today without regard to the Im pa ct that he had on my son and our lam i I y. But. the re al ity is th at his arroga nee and disrespect needlessly subjected my son to a potential I 1/e 
threatening situation. I am not being overly dramatic here - google the impact of subjecting a programmable shunt to a metal detector - if the valve moves, the result can be critical. When we arrived in Tampa we contacted our sons Neurosurgeon who 
at this poinl wanls us 10 closely monitor his behavior and if we seen any changes go straighl to the ER .... whal a way to enjoy vacation ... And why? Because agenlkb)(ff:, !was in to big of a hurry to exert his power and and act as if he knows more 
than the customer - what a shame' 

In speaking with the supervisor after the incident I was instructed that in the future I should absolutely refuse to go through the metal detector,,. Honestly. I never felt that completely disregarding a TSA Agents direction was an option .. , 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 6/28/2013 11 :02: 17 AM Airport · LAX - Las Angeles International Date/Time of Travel · 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. After opting out of the large screener, i was waiting for a male assist ta perform a patdown. In the interim, the scanner went into calibration. I watched 10 or 15 passengers pass through the metal detector next ta the scanner, but when I 

'013 12:05:, asked if I could go the same route and be on my way, I was told that because I had already opted out of the scanner. I had to wait for the patdown, and was ineligible to pass the way all the other passengers were going. I waited for a few minutes, 
asked again, and was denied again, all while other passengers were passing me through the alternate detector. This delay was in my opinion unnecessary and prejudicial, I stated I didn't want to use the large scanner. and was held up, while people 
who said nothing got exaclly whal I wanted, in fronl of me, while I was made to wait. This was unfair, frustra1ing, and caused delay and extra hassle not just for me, but for the already busy agents at securily. This policy appears to be faully, and should 
be revised. Should someone apt out of the scanner. does it not make sense that they use the same alternate method deemed acceptable for passengers whose only difference is that they did not voice a preference? 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone N11rnhec · 
Email l(b)(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

From:~b)(61 
Sentnday, June 28, 2013 1 02 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance; Natasha Sparks 
Subjecl: Complaint 

1. Information about lhe person who experienced the civil righls/civil liberties violation 

(fill in what you can) 

Namekb 1(61 

2013 2:o5:, Phone#: Cell:._!r'"'h""·,1-'-R""·., __ _,!Home: NIA Work: NIA 

2013 1 :08:1 

Please note that we may contact you at the provided numbers. 

Mailing Address: ,_[b_)_(6_, ____ ~1Cary, NC 27519 

Email HYPERLINr~~-)_(6_) _________________ _, 

o Check he re 1/ you a re represented by a third party or an alto mey in this m alter. If so please pro vi de the third party's 

name and contact informalion: Not at I his time, but seriously considering it. 

Whal happened? Describe your complaint. Give as much detail aboul your experience as possible, including the name of lhe air carrier, if this occurred at an airport. 

I I ive in Dal I as and use D F W frequently but a I so travel to a number of airports. Altha ugh I am cleared for Pre-Ch eek, I have a surgical , m plant in my knee that sets off the ancient metal detectors. When can we expect to see body scanners rep I ace 
meta I detectors at the Pre-Ch eek checkpoints, spec iii ca I ly at D FW? Going through a secondary pat-down defeats the purpose of Pre-Check, 

thanks. l,_(b_,_(6_) _ __. 



The callers daughter flew from RDU to Houston. The caller dropped his daughter off before 5:45 am to catch a flight with Southwest airlines. She checked her bag curbside. The caller states that the TSA agents at the checkpoint forced his daughter 
to go through the metal detector after she told them she had a pacemaker. She also showed them her Pacemaker card. After screening she complained of being light headed. The caller was very upset about this. The caller was unsure as to whether 
his daughter went through the WTM Dor AIT. He did not feel that she was discriminated against or anything of that nature, just that the officers would not listen to her. 

I advised the caller to have his daughter call us to give us more details. I apologized to the caller and told him I would forward this information to the CSM if we havent heard from her by the end of the shift. She is on her way to Houston now. I went 
over the procedures for a pacemaker with the caller. I provided the EID to the caller. 

2013 1 :44 :C If a passenger has an inlemal medical device, such as a pacemaker or a defibrillator, it is importanl for him or her to inform the officer conducting his or her screening before lhe screening process begins. Passengers can use TSA's Notificalion Card to 
communicate discreetly with security officers. However, showing this card or other medical documentation will not exempt a passenger from additional screening when necessary. 

Passengers who have i ntema I medical devices s ho u Id not be sere ened by a meta I d ete cto r and s ho u Id instead request to be screened by imaging technology or a patd own, W hi I e TSA has no ev ide nee that screening by imaging technology w i 11 affect 
such devices, passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. 

The callers daughter fiew from RDU 10 Houston. The caller dropped his daughter off before 5:45 am 10 catch a flighl with Southwest airlines. She checked her bag curbside. The caller slates I hat lhe TSA agenls at the checkpoinl forced his daughter 
to go through the metal detector after she told them she had a pacemaker. She also showed them her Pacemaker card. After screening she complained of being light headed. The caller was very upset about this. The caller was unsure as to whether 
his daughter went through the W TM D or AIT. He did not fee I that she was di sen mi nated against or anything of that nature. just that the officers wo u Id not Ii sten to her. 

I advised the caller to have his daughter call us 10 give us more delails. I apologized to the caller and told him I would forward lhis information to the CSM if we havent heard from her by the end of the shift. She is on her way to Houston now. I went 
over the procedures for a pacemaker with the caller. I provided the EID to the caller. 

2013 1 A4 :C If a passenger has an internal medical device, such as a pacemaker or a defibrillator, it is important for him or her to inform the officer conducting his or her screening before the screening process begins. Passengers can use TS A's Notification Card to 
communicate discreetly with security officers. However, showing this card or other medical documentation will not exempt a passenger from additional screening when necessary. 

Passengers who have i ntema I medical devices s ho u Id not be sere ened by a meta I d ete cto r and s ho u Id instead request to be screened by i magrng technology or a paid own. W hi I e TSA has no ev ide nee that s c reenrng by imaging technology wi 11 affect 
such devices, passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. 

Hi, 
I wear a hat. not a ball cap. when I go through security I am made to put my hat in the tray that goes through the ax ray. In the past I had hat damaged or dirtied. Why can I not go through the metal detector with the hat in my hand. If I have to go 
through the x ray, then why can I not hand the hat to some one to check, if I could not wear it in the ax ray. Both of these options I have been denied. why? Who pays for damage done to property in the screening process? No one would tell me why. 
On two separate times that I asked why I could not do one of the above. The reply was "don't give me any attitude," There was no "attitude" it was a question. Then I was told to move along and "don't say another word", 

This is asked because I have seen on several times in different airport, the last being in just the last 1 O days. Females with headscarfs and men with different head wraps, not being required to remove them for checking. They just go through the ax ray 
or metal detector. I have not seen anyone even touch the head wear to see 1/ any thing is in it or to question them. They just go through the machine, pick up their stuff if they had any and go on. 

2013 3:04:, When I questioned lhis I was lold by airport TSA, that ii is a religious issue and they could nol be asked to remove it or have it checked. This does nol make sense. II is a safely ma1ter and nol a religious one. What says that just because they say it 
religious means that they will not try to bring something on board. I suppose if some religion decides to carry a belt knife then they will be allowed? The rulesfrequirements should be the same for all in this matter and if they do not want to follow them 
then they should not be allowed to get on a plane. Either do the job the same for everyone or don't do it at all. 

I know you have a tough job and people do nothing bul complain. Thank you for the work you do and the altitude of the TSA workers for lhe most part has improved but there are still some who acl like I hey are Gods and the people are nolhing but 
cattle to be herded around. 

Thank You, 

The caller asked about the AIT. She went through the scanner at her departing airport without any questions. She stated that on the return flight she was asked if she had hair extensions. She asked what the scanner reveils. She asked why she was not 
subjected to this on the departing flight. She stated that this was embarrassing. She did not want the people she was flying with to know she had them. She asked ii this was harassment. She stated that she patted down her head. She stated that she 

2013 4:56:, will just call the airport directly. 

The AIT identifies anything foreign objects on her body. I explained that bobby pins will do the samethrng, from personal experience. I explained that a pat down procedure is use to resolve any alarms of the WTMD or anomalies identified by the AIT. I 
explained that I am not sure which technology was used on the departure flight. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Poor Customer Service; Screening CuCTent Date/Time, 6/3012013 11 :27:58 PM Airport, HPN - Westchester County Date/Time ofTravel, 06/30/2013 11:00 AM Airline & Flight Number, Jet Blue 395 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Only 
security area at airport 1erminal TSA Employee: (If Known) : Slation Manager Commenl : I am a Pilot for CitationAir and was on duly and traveling in full uniform from our main headquarters city 10 our 1raining base in Orlando, FL. When entering the 
security screening area I was asked for additional ID other than my Airline ID and complied with my drivers license. I was then asked if I was going to use the full body scanner ar going to opt-out: which I have never been asked in the years of the 
TSA's existence. I asked the TSA agent what was going on. and she said the supervisor at the HPN airport considers Flight Crewmembers of non-scheduled airlines to not be Crewmembers at all. Then I was completely discriminated against, even 
denied the ability to walk through the regular metal detector type scanner (even though I did it anyway) and then given a complete hand/body pat-down. all while showing them my Airline ID badge that clearly has my TSA Compliant CHRC and Air 
Carrier ID number. My bags were searched even after going through the x-ray scan and my water's, toothpaste, and hair spray were all confiscated. I literally travel on-duty on the airlines several times a month and have never, ever been given this 
type of search anywhere else than here and today. My First Officer who was traveling with me was also subjected to the same truly overwhelming search. This was absurd. As a Flight Crewmember, in uniform and on duty being subjected to this 
search. even after passing through the metal detector and not setting anything off, smacks of a deliberate attempt to intimidate. Whomever is managing this station should be fired. Not only 1s what happened to myself and my First Officer a complete 

'013 8:03:3 waste of time and TSA's resources, I feel it was a sick, deliberate attempt to show some authority where none is truly deserved. In fact, I am so sure this is happening to Flight Crews traveling on duty with airline tickets that I am going to request media 
atlention from people I know in lhe NYC media market 10 film this happening and show what an complete idiol you have running this station. The only positive thing I have to say about this experience is that the TSA agents working the security 
checkpoint seemed genuinely apologetic far having to do this screening and continuously repeated they were doing it because they had to because the supervisor demanded it. Well, I am demanding this supervisor be fired. They have gone 
comp I ete I y rag ue. Conduct your own i nvesti gati on and ask the agents on duty if they are constantly giving Crewme m bers who a re trave Ii ng on duty the same treatment I received tad ay. and you wi 11 Ii nd out exactly what I am ta I king about. Either that 
or you can wait and watch it on the evening news, 
Would you like a res onse?: True 

Passenger's Nam,...,...e"""b"'·• .. 1(-'-6-'-)-_, _ _, 
Phone Number 1h·11fr-, 
Email (bi(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller fiew DCA-MCO yesterday aboard JetBlue #823 which departed at 2:40PM. Caller has metal implants and was subjected to secondary screening, which including a thorough pat-down, pat-down of her head. and ETD sampling on by two different 
agents at separa1e limes. This occurred at approximately 1:30 PM at Terminal A. Caller does not remember specific gate number but advises ii is the first to the left upon entering Terminal A. Caller stated lhe female agent palled down inside her shirl 
and blouse and did not offer her a private screening. Caller is unhappy with the manner in which her patdown was conducted and wants to make a complaint. 

Resolution: 

The Trans po rtat1on Security Ad mm i strat1on (T SA) see ks to p rov1d e a high I eve I of sec u nty and customer service to those who pass through our sere en i ng che c kpomts. Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring th at al I passengers. reg a rd I ess of 
their person al situations and needs, a re treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy, Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important, 
Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are 
required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport 
we have forwarded a copy of your I etter to the Customer Service Manager IC SM) at that location. T SA man it ors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require sp eci a I attention. This 

'013 8: 56: 1 ongoing process e na bl es us to ensure prompt, corrective a ct ion whenever we determine th at security screening policies need modification or spec iii c employees or sere en er teams a re the subjects of repeated comp I a i nts, We consider your concerns to 
be a serious issue for our atl ention. TSA appreciates tha I you took I he ti me to sh are your concerns with us. 



Caller flew DCA-MCO yesterday aboard JetBlue #823 which departed at 2:40PM. Caller has metal implants and was subjected to secondary screening, which including a thorough pat-down, pat-down of her head, and ETD sampling on by two different 
agents at separate ti mes. This occurred at approx, mate ly 1 : 30 PM at Term i na I A. Ca 11 er do es not remember specific gate numb er but advises it is the first to the I ell upon ente n ng Te rm i na I A. Cal I er stated the le male agent patted down i ns1d e her sh, rt 
and blouse and did not offer her a private screening, Caller is unhappy with the manner in which her patdown was conducted and wants to make a complaint. 

Resolution: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks 10 provide a high level of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and prooedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless of 
their personal situations and needs, are treated with dignity. respect, and courtesy. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. 
Transportation Secunty Officers (TSOs) must conduct add1t1onal screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are 
required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets ii this was not your experience. Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport 
we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the Customer Service Manager (CSMJ at that location. TSA monitors lhe number and naIure of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern thal may require special atlention. This 

1013 8:56: 1 ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the subjects of repeated complaints. We consider your concerns to 
be a serious issue lo r our attention. TSA appreciates that you took the ti me to sh are your conce ms with us. 

I hear several sIories and some that make the press of individuals losing valuables as I hey go through screening including laptops, iPad's, cell phones, elc. including what I am sure are other individuals being screened as well as your own TSA staff 
that have made the press. 

The physical screening process was fine. It's the separation of my eyes and my belongings while going through screening to prevent any theft situation from occurring that gave me great discomfort and quite honestly a moment of panic. 

Here is how your process happened in my case 

I entered one of the two available screening lines - the one with the metal detector as the line looked shorter. My belongings when into the x-ray that I would consider was for the metal detector line however I was directed to the body scanner. It's at this 
point I noled my belongings had already been lhrough the x-ray available for anyone to grab while their were still two individuals in front of me to go lhrough the scanner in addition to myself. 

W hi I e not a Io ng period of 11 me. I was unab I e to keep an eye on my belongings wh, I e I was facing the required posti on for the body sea n ne r. I know working in a schoo I di stnct and students that it's just a matter of seconds I ea vi ng items unattended that 
they can disappear. 

'013 2 = 14 '4 While I do not fly alien I would strongly encourage changing the method in your screening area so individuals can better watch over their belongings as they go through the process. In looking back, something as simple as doing the "random selection" 
prior to everyone preparing their items for scanning in the x-ray machine would seem an adequate solution. In the San Antonio case, I would have been able to do the body scan as requested AND kept a watchful eye on my laptop. iPad and iPhone as 
they exited the x-ray machine. It seems to me that with today's technology that there should be some type of 1:1 solution to best keep passengers and belongings together during the screening process aside from the items going through the actual x-
r a y machine of course. 

I do not know the u Iii mate sol ut,on to en ab I e rnd1v1d ua Is being sere ened to go through this but I wo u Id hope you I ook at the s ituat,on as I have d escn bed and come up with better systems in the screening area so that we can have peace of mind knowing 
we can as much as poss i b I e keep the watchful eye over our be Io ngi ngs through the screening process, 

Thank you from a concerned citizen, 

rb,(6) i 
Cut Bank MI 5942 / 
!(b1(6) I 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: kb 1(6) 
Dale Time: 7/11201"'3,.....,.11~:3 ... 6~:~18-P~M-

'013 8:27:4 Name/,...,(b"')"'(6;a,_·-... , __ ._ ___ __, 
Emailtb )(61 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee. 
Flight Info (If a licable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Virgin America Flight vx 205 leaving from Chicago O'Hare to SFO on June 22, 2013: 
Comments b)(ff:, I O'Hare was extremely rude and disrespeclful. I requesled a pat down instead of full body screening. My family (with a toddler) went lhrough the metal de1ec1or and I was left waiting for 15 minu1es. I asked to speak to the 
supervisor and (b·•,(ffi appeared. He said I'd just have to wait and implied it was my fault for not wanting the full body screen. When I finally had a female officer help me, he proceeded to tell me why he was right and I was wrong and he started 
to lecture me on ow pro ess,onal he was being. I asked him to stop talking to me as I had to join my family and catch a fi1ght. but he kept talking at me. In addition. I witnessed TSA officers take away baby food from another family. That family was so 
upset that they gave me their contact information and asked me to pass on their experience as wel I. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Poor Customer Service· Screening Cur,-ent Date/Time, 712/2013 6:52:59 AM Airport· EWR - Newark International Date/Time of Travel: 07/02/2013 7:00 AM Airline & Flight Number· United 5800 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Terminal A 
gate 23 TSA Employee: (If Known) momment : I wear an insulin pumpkb":1(6) !was direcling traffic through a scanner line and a me1a1 detector arbitrarily. I asked to go through the medical detector as my device is nol permitted through. I 
was told to get in the scanner line and that they have a medical detector. I tried to explain to him yet again and he wouldn't hear it. I then proceeded to the belt and when I got up to the metal detector I was told I couldn't go through and literally had to 
undress myself to get the device disconnected and the hose unplugged. I then have to go to the restroom undress completely to re-attach the device. I really donl understand why the difficulty which seems to be limited to this terminal as I never have 

,013 8_28, 1_ the issue at terminal C, I also identified myself as a TSA Pre flyer as I travel multiple times per week. When I asked to see a supervisor I was told he was the ranking person hence the complaint. Staff here really needs to understand that sometimes 
· · · people should be listened to. I count on their protection and diligence and do appreciate their service. 

Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name._!r'-'h-"·11-'-R""·-, ____ __, 
Phone Number , 

Email l(b 1(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller says he had an incident at JFK on June 5. He was trying to find out the result of his incident. The manager he spoke to that day gave him a number to reach her at. He called her for 3 weeks and finally reached her a couple of days ago. She told 
him he needed to file a complaint. He says that no one rn ent1oned this to him and he done his di I 1g en ce at the airport. He says th at the i nc1d e nt was di sap pointing and disgusting. He wants to know if he needs to take further I eg al a ct1on. 

He was going through securily and was in line for the AIT. There was an elderly woman, who didn t speak English, holding up the line. The female officer at the AIT machine was moulhing and making eyes to the black man behind him. This individual 
then went over to the WTMD and went through it. Caller says that he asked if he could go over too. The officer told him no that he was the wrong color. He asked her again and she told him the same thing. He asked for a manager who completely blew 
this off He says that he spoke with another rn anager who asked the rn ale ofli cer at the WT MD a bout the i nc1d e nt. He confirmed what the le rn ale ofli cer had said. The manager gave him her nu rn be r to fol low up. He says that the fem a I e officer came to 

,013 9_18'4 the gate and was talking about the fact that the black male who got to go through the WTMD was her cousin. He says he is a white male. He says that race should not come into play with him going through security and what methods of screening he is 
· · · able to use. He travels a couple of times per month. 

Caller asked for any associated ID numbers. 

Advised ca Iler: 
Advised caller when there is an accusation of discrimination of race, regulations require the complaint be put in writing to be considered formal. Advised caller that I would e-mail him the instructions on how to file a formal complaint. 

Provided caller with my employee ID number and EID ~ 



'013 2:01:1 

Response Details: Advised caller that when traveling with a service animal you have to remain in possession of the service animal at all times and the service animal has to go through the WTMD. This means she has to use this as well. Anytime and 
alJrm sounds a TSA agent has 10 conducl a full paldown. Advised caller I hat she could request a private screening al any time. 

If she feels she has been d1scri mi nated based on her di sa bi I ity and race. her comp I a i nts have to be put in writing to be lo rma I. Advised I cou Id e-ma i I the instructions for making these complaints form al. Advised cal I er that since she does not have 
internet, I would have to read these to her, 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations, it must 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing; 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed discriminatory action in sufficient deta i I to inform T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination; and 
Be signed by lhe complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns, we also need ta know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

If you prefer to file a complaint via postal mail, please send it to 

Trans po rtati an Security Ad mini st ration 
Disability Branch 
Disability and Multicultural Division 
601 South 12th Street 
TSA-33 
Art i ngton. VA 20 598 

Transferred call 10 MB 

The caller basically repeated the same story as below and would not allow me to interrupt her. The caller repeated referred to herself as a disabled white woman. She stated that the officers more or less did not reassure her before the patdown began 
and that they glared at her. She believed that the passengers were discrminating against her because they staring at her because she had a pat down. The caller stated that she had done a 101 of research in regards to gelling a pat down and she 
stated that TSA was doing pat downs wrong. She stated that she felt that she was raped in regards to the patdown and she feels that the officers, who were African American, glared at her because she was white. She stated that she feels that she was 



Disability Description: Caller has a respiratory ailment. 

Response Details: I thanked the caller for calling to let us know. I told her in the future she can contact TSA CARES 72 hours prior to her flight at 1-855-787-2227. Her information will be sent 10 a disability expert who will make a determination as to 
the best way to assist her. If necessary someone will contact her either by email or phone. When she gets to the airport, if she has not heard anything, she can ask for a PSS. She asked if this was a generic or a TSA person. I told her it was a TSA 
person. 

I told her I would send this up to a disabilily expert and I would send her the RFI. She does not know if she wants to file a written complain! now. 

She Ju st wants to get the ba 11 rol I mg and she feels as though she has. She would love to be contacted by someone about her medical co ndItIon. 

lncidenl Details: Caller wants to complain about TSA s inability 10 handle passengers with unusual disabilities. She has a respiratory ailmenl. The Delta agenl took her to the wheelchair attendant. She was taken 10 lhe front of the line. She had her 
respirator and if she did not have it she would have had a serious problem. She asked for a private screening but they did not do it, they told her to hold on to the side of the WTMD. 

She asked for a s u pe rvi so r. The supervisor told her she cou Id go out, take her pi 11 s and drink, In Prescott. AZ they understood and we re wonderful with her. 

'013 5:08:4- She has a metal cane and they let her use the wood cane they had available. Food got through, the drinks did not. Her third drink was confiscated. She told them it was medically necessary. The STSO began quoting rules and regulations. Caller said 
she kept ta I king and saying un I ess it was medIca 11 y necessary. The ST SO told her she needed to b n ng doctor s note next ti me. She had the papers but they would not I ook at them. She said she was being sco I ded the who I e 11 me. She was told th at she 
was out of line. She raised her voice so that they could hear her and so she could get their attention. 

She believes when she told them she had breathing problems they should have put her in an isolation room to figure out what to do with her. 

Airport: JFK 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Number: 120 
Date and Time: June 29 near 7am 

She wants this to lead to a better understanding of how to deal with people with unusual disabilities. She wants TSOs to be educated. 

Ca Iler stated th at he wants to know if th ere is a security speci a Ii st where he can report neg Ii gence in procedure, They gave him the patd own, and did not have him go through the metal detector, He wants to know what wo u Id have happened if he had 
:i 13 11 :35 :, shoved a Saturday Night Special up his orifice. He could have gotten through with a gun. The lack of having him go lhrough the metal deIecIor as well makes him lose faith in the TSA, and he wanls to express his issues elsewhere. 

Advised Caller: 
I to Id him that the system we have in p I ace loo ks for pro hi bi ted i terns that a re brought through the checkpoint. If a person chooses to opt out of the A IT, th en they receive a pa tdow n. The system is n t foo I proof but gen era I ly items brought through a re 
caughl. I told him lhat lhey have specific procedures in process, and lhey were followed based off the information we have. I lold him that if he wanls to email his complain! in, then he can do so.TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov 
The ca 11 er has started working far a new boss. She stated that he has a CB P p rag ram and he has Glob al Entry. He stated that he s ho u Id have TSA Precheck and he Is not b erng chaos en. She stated that it is not working. She asked if it w, 11 provide a 
different met hod of screening such as not using the sea n ne rs. 

TSA Precheck allows select frequent flyers of participating airlines and members of U.S. Custom and boarder Protections Trusted Traveler Programs who are flying on participating airlines. to receive expedited screening benefits during domestic 
!rave Is. El ig, bl e participates use dedicated screening I anes far s c reenrng benefits which include leaving on shoes. Ii g ht outerwear and belts. as we 11 as I e avi ng I a ptop s and 3-1-1 comp Ii ant I iqu ids in carry-an bags. I exp I a in ed that if he cannot or chooses 
not to be screened by the A IT. he would be screened using a patdown instead, He can not choose the WTM D aver the A IT or the patd own, 

CBP trusted traveler program participants, should enter the PASS ID from the back of their card into the known traveler field of their frequent flyer profile or enter it at the time of booking to be eligible for TSA Precheck benefits. Travelers should ensure 
'013 124:0 that their PASS ID is included in the known traveler field correctly. In add1t1on, program members should enter their full name, date of birth. and PASS ID exactly as 11 appears on their membership card. For example, 1fthe name listed on a traveler's 

card includes a middle initial or middle name. it must be entered that way in their reservation and airline profile. 

TSA Precheck does not guarantee an individual expedited screening. Even if a passenger opts in for TSA Precheck with their airline or includes their CBP trusted traveler program ID when booking a flight, TSA will always incorporate random and 
unpredictable secunty measures throughout the airport to retain a certain element of randomness to prevent terronsts from learning how the system operates. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time: 7/512013 9:23:24 PM 
Airport · MCO - Orlando International 
Date/Time of Travel 06/2812013 8:45 PM Airline & Flight Number Southwest #2613 CheckpoinUArea of Airport : Terminal A TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment · This was my 2nd II i g ht alter knee replacement, I had no di ffi cu I ty traveling from PH L to M CO, but on the ret um it was a nightmare. 

I showed my medical card when entering security and was told to go through the handicapped line. I showed my card to the screening agent and was told to go through the metal detector-of course it went off. 

A le ma I e security agent ran over. looked at me and said &quot; You're in tro ub I e now&q uot; the agent who told me to enter said &quot; It was my fault, she s hawed me her ca rd but I couldn't hear what she said so I waved her throug h&q uot; he was 
ignored and she told me 10 stand by the x-ray scanner and said extremely loud &quot STAY THERE AND DON'T MOVE&quol; 

I waited there, she returned to the cleared side of the scanners and had a conversation with another female security officer. When they were done talking, the onginal officer left and the 2nd one approached me and told me to go through the x-ray 
scanner. Since this was the scanner I went through in Philly it made perfect sense, so I did. As I exited. the first officer returned to the area and YELLED as she reached the end of the conveyer belts (I was just exiting scanner) YOU'RE IN DOUBLE 
TROUBLE NOW, I TOLD YOU NOT TO MOVE. 

" 13 1 O:OB:, She came over to me, told officer #2 to leave. and informed me that now I was going to be patted down. I was pretty much in shock over the whole thing. everyone was starnng because she was yelling, and nght in the middle between two canry on 
conveyer belts she started rubbing her hands all over me. Ok, I realize you have to make sure nothing is hidden, but when she got to my breasts she totally groped them, squeezed, several times each breast, then stuck her hand between my legs and 
rubbed there, never asked if I wanled privacy, was nasty and rude, and then after she was finished she did the entire process a second time. When that was done she pul the liquid on lhe square, checked my hands, and lhen rubbed lhat square on 
both my breasts as well. Afterwards she stated that once you set off an alarm this procedure is required. I told her I cold understand that, but I could not understand why she did nothing but yell at me when the agent had told me to go through the 
detector. I was to Id he'd be ta I k to later. 

:J13 11:23:, 

I mentioned this humiliating experience al a picnic yesterday and was told I should contact you immediately and I should check lhe website for guidelines. According to whal is on the website, if she was going 10 be handling private areas I should have 
been offered a private screening with another attendant present. I was not checked, I was groped. squeezed, and roughly handled, almost losing my balance as she went down my legs--1 am only a few months past surgery. 

I was too stunned and embarrassed to think of looking at the offensive agent's name tag, but I'm 5'7 and she was shorter than I am. on the heavy side, probably in her 30's, and black. 

The agent who told me to go through the detector was a gentleman, 50's or early 60's. average build/height, with greyish hair. 

The 2nd female who told me to go through the scanner was older than the first, probably 50's, tall. thin. and very very light hair, blunt cut. 

I think it is important to note that at no time did I argue, talk back, or not do as directed. I understood there was a problem, even if it wasn't my fault, and knew it needed to be resolved before I could continue on. I kept my medical card in my hand, 
We are he re now but the I ady at the metal detector was extreme I y rude to us and the pea pl e in Ii ne behind us however the re was a very nice man th at did apologize and helped us we don't fly olte n this was my second flight ever and I was a I 1111 e 
confused. My husband and I usually don't comment but she was rude. Thank you but everyone else here has been very nice and helpful 

Sent from my iPhone 

Disability Description: Caller s son has a cochlear implanl. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: I advised the ca 11 er th at we genera 11 y do not use wands. Passengers who a re d ea/ or hearing Impaired may be screened without removing hearing aids or cochlear imp I ants. It is re commended that passengers who a re d ea/ or 
hearing impaired notify a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. It is also is helpful if the passenger informs the TSO of the best way to communicate during the screening process. 

I explained that we do have the WTMD, similar to the wands which are metal detectors, and the AIT. She can opt out and receive a patdown for screening. I advised the caller that I will forward this information to the CSM at DFW, so that they can be 
aware of the s1tuati on. 

The callers flight details are as follow: 

Airport: DFW 
Destination: A TL 

'013 2A2:3· Airline: American 
Flight Number and Time: 1472 @ 11 :30 am 
Terminal: C 
Gate: 27 
Dale and Time: July 7th, 2013 @ 9:38 am 

Incident Details: The caller was at DFW today on Tenminal C gate 27. She stated that her son has special needs. She stated that as instructed by his doctor that he cannot go through the machine. She stated that the TSOs laughed at her and told her 
that her doctor does not know what he is talking about. She staled thal five olher agents came to her also. She stated I hat I hey did give him a patdown and wanded him. He has cochlear implanls. She stated I hat I hey argued with the agents for 20 
minutes over this incident. She stated that he has a magnet in his brain. She stated that the TSOs tried to say that the device was similar to a pacemaker. She stated that they treated her as if she was a criminal. She stated that she was standing 5 feet 
away from the I in e and they told her to get away lo r the Ii ne. 



Disability Description: Caller s son has a cochlear implant. 

Response Details: I advised the caller that we generally do not use wands. Passengers who are deal or hearing impaired may be screened without removing hearing aids or cochlear implants. It is recommended that passengers who are deal or 
heJring impaired nolify a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. It is also is helpful if the passenger informs the TSO of the best way to communicate during the screening process. 

I explained that we do have the WTMD. similar to the wands which are metal detectors, and the AIT. She can opt out and receive a patdown for screening. I advised the caller that I will forward this information to the CSM at DFW, so that they can be 
aware of the situation. 

The callers flight details are as follow: 

Airport: DFW 
Destination: A TL 

1013 2:42:3· Airline: American 

1013 5:21 :2 

'013 5:21 :2 

Flight Number and Time: 1472 @ 11 :30 am 
Terminal: C 
Gate: 27 
Date and Time: July 7th, 2013 @ 9:38 am 

lncidenl Details: The caller was al DFW today on Terminal C gale 27. She staled thal her son has special needs. She staled thal as instrucled by his doctor that he cannot go through the machine. She stated lhat lhe TSOs laughed at her and told her 
th at her do ctar does not know what he is ta I king a bout. She stated that five other agents ca me ta her a I so. She stated that they did give him a patdown and wand ed him. He has coch I ear implants. She stated that they argued with the a gents lo r 20 
minutes over this incident. She stated that he has a magnet in his brain. She stated that the TSOs tried to say that the device was similar to a pacemaker. She stated that they treated her as if she was a cnminal. She stated that she was standing 5 feet 
away from the line and they told her to get away for the line. 

Caller traveled from El Paso. Cal I er comp Iams that he do es not have to take off his be It at other airports but does the re. He said that he does not have to take 1t off at D FW . He claims that his belt do es not tng ger the al a rm on a metal detector nor on 
the AIT, but after screening there he was surrounded by TSOs and forced to take off his belt. He wants to know proper steps to take in this situation and claims that makin him take off a belt is a step towards taking away his right to vote. He says that 
he was screened by a short lady with short hair and 2 supervisors working now. He slates I hat he wenl through 5 minutes ago and says the supervisor is named (b )(6) 

Advised caller: 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) strongly recommends that passengers remove all items and accessories from their pockets before beginning the security screening process. Removing items such as belts may reduce the chances of 
requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Melal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 
Caller traveled from El Paso. Caller complains that he does not have to take off his belt at other airports but does there. He said that he does not have to take it off at DFW. He claims that his belt does not trigger the alarm an a metal detector nor on 
the Al T. but after screening there he was surrounded by T SOs and lo reed to take off his be It. He wants to know proper steps to take in this s i tuat1on and claims that m akin him take off a be It 1s a step towards taking away his rig ht to vote. He says th at 
he was screened by a short lady with short hair and 2 supervisors working now. He states that he went through 5 minutes ago and says the supervisor is named (b':1(6) 

Advised ca Iler: 
The Trans portat1on Security Ad mini strat1on (T SA) strongly recommends that passengers rem ave al I 1te ms and acces sari es from their pockets before beginning the security sere en i ng process. Removing items such as be Its may reduce the chances of 
requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 



Response Details: I explained that the use of the hand wands at the checkpoint has been phased out. I advised that the child or passenger can request to be screened via a patdown. I advised that the passenger or parent advise TSOs of the cochlear 
implant before screening begins and then request the paldown screening. 

I advised th at her sister wou Id have had to obtain a gate pass in order to escort her son through the checkpoint and to the gate. 

lncidenl Details: The caller indicated that her nephew traveling on 7 7 13 from DFW on American Airlines flight 1472 departing at 11 :30am Terminal C. She indicaled thal they were al the checkpoint for Gates 17-19 between 9:45am-10am. Her 
nephew was traveling to ATL with a group far a camp. The caller explained that her nephew cannot be subjected to the AIT or WTMD due to the cochlear implant. The caller first asked if he could be hand wanded rather than ta use any of the 
technologies. 

The caller went on to explain I hat lhe molher requested that her son be screened via the hand wand and pal down. The caller indicated I hat lhe five TSOs laughed at her and her son at I his time. She doesn t have name or a descriplion of the TS Os. 

The ca 11 er stated that the TS D kept te 11 i ng her sister to stay behind the red I in e. The ca 11 e rs s1ste r did not have a gate pass to escort her son through the che c kpornt and to the boarding gate. 

The caller indicated I hat I hey do not want I his to happen 10 someone one. The caller indicated that her sister did feel sort of I hat her son had been discriminaled against. 

'O 13 8 :03: O I advised the fallowing 

If you believe you or someone else was discriminaled againsl or received dispara1e 1reatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condilion or allege thal TSA failed 10 accommodate your disability or medical condition, Federal regulalions 
require that your complaint be put in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. 

Do you want information about filing a written complaint regarding disability discrimination or are you calling with a different concern such as poor customer service? 

I offered to provide information on how ta file the complaint in writing which the caller first declined. The caller was very indecisive as ta how she wanted to proceed. She at first didn t want ta submit a written complaint, however she wants this ta be 
addressed so that it does n t ha pp en to someone e Is e and does fee I th at her nephew was di scri min ated ag am st. in a sense. She seems primarily up set though in regard to the fact that her nephew and sister we re laughed at. and that her s1ste r was very 
upset. I emailed the RFI to the caller in the event that she wanted to submit a written complaint in the future. I advised that I would also refer the information to the CSM at DFW to address the issue. I apologized and explained that I had documented 
the informalion to the caller. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints received so I hat we can track trends and spot areas of concern thal may require special atlention. 

I advised th at her sister or nephew can al ways request the ass i sta nee of a PSS at the checkpoint to assist them through the checkpoint. 

The caller menlioned thal she may call in with a description of lhe TSO, is she can obtain such. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 
-----------------------... -_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-~---------------------------------------
Remote Client IP: kb)(61 
Date Time: 7171201'"3,...l:"'4""'/""4,../.....,P.-M,..... 

Nam~bi(6i 
Emai h··,Irr1 
Comp I a i nl s: Di scou r1 ea us/Rude Employee· 
Flight In/a (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):United 1742 DEN to IAH 
Denver Airport 
July 6, 2013 at approximately 6:00pm: 

'013 8:16:0 Comments:The me1a1 detector was broken for the far left two lanes. All families with children for lhree lanes were being forced through one line of scanners. on top of lhe much heavier traffic, I hat particular line was moving extremely slow. There were 
twa people looking at the scanner monitors and it appeared that ane was a trainee. It took over 20 mins ta get through. At the end al the line, I asked if I could make a sugguestian and was tald I had to talk to a supervisor and pointed to the back 
counter. There I spoke with a supervisor!fh·11r:;·-, I He was rude, dismissive and verbally dressed me down for not knowing the proper name of the equipment (I called the metal detector a scanner). I suggested he may want to swap people around such 
that a trainee was not working the line with triple the flow. He told me it was not a trainee and that wait times were only 8 minutes. At the point that he got extremely rude to me. supervisor Jrh·11r:;·-, !stepped in and said he heard my suggestion and 
would check in to ii. He also confirmed I hat lhe person at lhe scanner of the line in queslion was a trainee (~ was being dishonest). Al thal poinl a lady came oul from behind a door and cut him off and said to me, "Goodbye. You need to leave 
now." I asked who she was and she said, "All you need ta know is that I am the manager and you are leaving. Goodbye." She was very flippant and waived me off with her hand in a very demeaning manner. She had no uniform. no visible name tag. 
and she refused to give me her name. She 1s a blond caucasian female. 

I felt poorly 1reated and helpless to do anything aboul it. I could not even get her name .. and she is the one thal is supposed to handle complaints. She was abusive of her power. 

When govemme nt mistreats the peop I e, who then is able to ch eek their autho nty? 

I would like to discuss this incidenl. Please call me al f~b~-~1(~6~1 __ ~1 or an email. 
Thank yau for your time. 



1013 2:52:5 

Disability Description: Callers daughter uses an insulin pump 

Information Request Callers daughter flew from H NL to Kauai, She had a insulin pump on. She told them it cannot go through the x-ray machine. However she was forced to go through the WTMD wearing the pump and now the insulin pump is 
damaged. It caused a big mess wilh her well being. The pump company said ii is common thal the machine is damaged from the WTMD. Caller is very upsel and wanls to call a lawyer regarding this issue. Caller staled they did not allow her to 
disconnect from the pump. She is 14 years old and was forced through the WTMD. Caller stated it put her life in jeopardy. She was visiting her grandmother. Caller stated his wife is the main contact and provided the number: kb·•,(ffi I Caller 
wanted to know if TSA can do anything now, as the pump was damaged. 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 

I tru I y do a po I og i ze the 1te m was damaged. Sec u nty Olli cers receive Ira i ni ng to exercise great ca re during the screening process. We momto rs the number and nature of comp I am ts we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require 
special attention. Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-mail to the Customer Support Manager (CSM) at that location. You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged 
ii ems by completing a claim form. A claim form will be senl to you within 24 hours of this response. We will be sending you an email wilh information aboul filing an official disability complaint. 

Recent Flight Inform at,on: 

Airporl: HNL 
Airline: Island Air 
Flight Number: 0103 
Date and Time: July 8th 2013 8:55AM 
Gate Terminal: Did not know 
Caller did not have the names of TSO 

Email Sent: 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time: 718/2013 5:40:22 PM 
Airport. SJC - San Jose International Date/Time of Travel: 07/08/2013 1 :30 PM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 

,013 6_12,0 Comment: This airport has no TSA prescreen lane. A suggestion would be to allow those passengers who clear pre check to use the .metal.detector lane like families with children. Otherwise. TSA prescreeners lik.e myself opt out from the scanner only 
· · delaying the process for others and ut1l1z1ng a TSA agent for pay down. Even though this airport has no pre screen lane, the ticket still 1dent1f1es pre check and 11 makes sense to run them through the metal detector instead of the scanner. Just a 

s ugg esl ion to move the process a Io ng. Thanks. 
Would you like a response? . False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Caller went through security at the airport at Harrisburg. She was immediately told to go through the body scanner and she has issues with them because they have naked images. Today she had a patdawn and her private area was touched which had 
never happened before. She wants to know why she was not given the option of the walk through metal detector. She asked 1/ there 1s a difference in people and the way they are screened such as someone who shows up with lots of clothes looking 
suspicious as compared ot her who was clean with no earrings and does not look like a threat. She wants to know who she can talk to about her screening and who she can write a letter to about our very civil rights violating screening process. 

1013 6:44:2 I apologized ta the caller and told her that our security officers are trained in the proper manner to conduct patdowns and should explain what they are doing during the process. They will use the back of the hand on the more sensitive area to point of 
contact and the front of the hand for I ess sensitive areas. I told her that screening is risk based and unp red icatab I e. I to Id her that when you opt out of the A IT th en you w, 11 have a paid own for screening. 

I told her 10 please send all written correspondences for John S. Pislole to the following address: Johns. Pistole Administrator Transpor1ation Securily Administration 601 Soulh 12th Street, TSA-1 Arlington, VA 20598 

I also told her that she may dial 866-289-9673, option 5 and MDT to reach a CSM to voice her concerns about her expenence today. 



Caller wanted to know who to call and file a complaint. The entire experience was poor and the Helena Airport. Caller is a retired marine 17 years ago and the air traffic control manager in Hawaii. He was visiting his father. Caller traveled from Helena 
Airporl al 3:55PM to SEA to H NL and the TSO in Helena were less then professional. Caller slated I hey were ignorant. Caller slated every person thal wenl through had their bag opened up and was screened. The TSO checking lhe ID against the 
boarding pass took an excessive amount al time to very the ID. He kept looking at the ID and back at him. Callers wife cannot be screened by the WTMD due to a neurostimulator. Caller stated it was very humiliating for his wife to get the patdawn in 
the public. Caller had bow cases with archery equipment and went ahead of time. Caller requested that after TSA checks these, he would like to zip tie them shut. The bag check lady assured him that if they zip ties were removed it would be placed 
back on. She told him to leave them unlocked and they will lock it back up. They asked the lady at the counter to see if they were zip tied shut. She came back and said it was zip tied and locked up. They an-ive home and the archery case lock was 
gone. The zip ties were connected. The other case was opened, it was $1000 bow and $139 arrows. All arrows were popped out of the holder and they tried to take the lips off them. Caller had a second bow case different colors and lhe second case 
was fine. The quiver was wrapped and the TS Os unwrapped and it was not placed back. They did not put it back in the same condition. His wife s luggage also had a NOi. There were 4 one gallon bags with toiletries that were opened and left a pen. 
They were all closed when the bag was checked. Caller stated there was gel all over her items in the suitcase. Caller did not want reimbursement. Caller wants someone to go through the Helena Airport because they are to excessive and are they are 
not putting checked luggage together right. Caller stated other customers were getting upset, during the screening too. Caller stated a TSO started to open an i Pad case at an angle. Caller told him it must be opened flat. The TSO did not even open it 
after he was told to open it flat. A TSO asked for a supervisor because a passenger asked the agent to be careful when taking papers out of a bag. Caller flys a lot. The experience in Helena did not do TSA any good. II could be betler because it is a 
small airport. Caller stated nothing was damaged. However, the TS Os are short, curt and excessive. Caller stated you cannot see them when luggage is checked and they do not believe the TSOs are following the proper training. Caller stated arrows 

2013 2, 18, 1 were not placed back in clips. There were NOls in all the luggage that was checked. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

We reg rel that you were not s ati sfi ed with the service you received. We seek to pro vi de the highest level of security and custom er service to a 11 passengers. Security Officers receive training to properly inspect passenger bags and a re required to 
exercise great ca re during the screening process so that when bags a re opened your be longings a re ret u med to the same condition they were found, We monitors the number and nature of comp I a i nts we receive to track trends and spot areas of 
concern I hat may require special attenlion. Because the complaint concerns security screening al a specific airpor1. we have forwarded a copy of this incident to the Customer Support Manager (CSM) at that location. 

Airport: HLN 
Airline: Alaska Airlines 
Flight Number: 2326 
Date and Time: July 91~ 201 3 3·55pM 
Baggage Tag Number[b 1(6 I 
NOi: Nothing written or~s-t_a_m_p_e_d~. --~ 

Description of Bag: Dark blue skyline suitcase with big red heavy duly tags statin!J!rh·11rr·, !and a Black Bow case wilh the same tag kb 1(6) I made by Plano. 

Caller went to the airport this morning with his 11 year old grandson for his return flight. Ticket had escort for round trip via Delta, he goes through security with his grandson. put his cellphone in his pocket and went through the WTMD and it beeped, 
took off watch and glasses and placed in lhe bin, he slepped lhrough again and no noise. One of the TSA reps look the bin with his items while he sat down for a random check. 
Saw his watch in the bowl and his glasses weren t in the bin and behind a couple pieces al luggage his glasses came through smashed and bent. There were approx. 6 TSOs there and one said they should call a supervisor, one TSO attempted to 
insert the lens back into the frame and didn't do anything to correct the bent earpiece. The supervisor said he needed to fill a form out and he said he had to get his grandson to the gate for the flight. When he returned to the checkpoint there was 
another supervisor there and he didn't say anything. 

2013 4 ,07 ,c Stales they were Rimless Glasses and the incident happened al the Fayetteville, NC airport. 
· · Ca Iler said his daughter pa id S 350 for the escort ticket lo r the chi Id and S 35 for the checked bag and when he took his grand son back to the a i rpa rt he had to pay $3 5 again for the bag. why was it not included in the ti ck et price she paid i nitia I ly? 

Response: 
Apologized to caller and explained how to complete the claim form and submit (caller had already printed claim from the website). Advised he must estimate the value to either repair or replace his glasses. 
Once the Transportation Security Administration's (TSA) Claims Management Office has processed a traveler's claim form, he or she will receive a letter of acknowledgement and a claim number. The claim number should be kept for future reference 
when rnqu in ng about the claim. 
Explained baggage is priced by the weight and must be paid for each direction of the flight. Referred to airline for their policy regarding baggage fees. 



2013 6 36, 

"Passengers who cannot remove their shoes can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). the walk-through metal detector, or a thorough patdown. Passengers can be screened using AIT only ii they can stand still with their arms 
above their heads for 5-7 seconds wilhout the support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if lhey can walk through on their own." 

My wife can walk through metal detectors on her own, but she needs a simple cane for balance. We take a metallic quad cane which goes through the screening device used for shoes, backpacks, etc so she canl use that. If TSA had a standby 
simple wooden cane available to temporarily lend her for balance, she could walk through the metal detector on her own. In my experience, no such cane has been available or offered to her. Having one would save lots of time for everyone by 
avoiding a p atdown. O nee I hroug h, her shoes cou Id be taken off and run through the same sere en i ng device used for her meta 11 i c cane. 

Please let me know if TSA will consider this suggestion. 

Yours, 

!(b,(61 

Date Tue. 09 Jul 2013 13:20:08 -0700 
To: TSA-ContactCenter dhs.gov 
From bi(61 
Subject time-saving suggestion re peop I e in whee I chairs 

Due to a stroke, my wife is unable to walk through the TSA security gate without her shoes on and perhaps an outstretched hand on either side of the gate (or better yet a standby wooden cane) for balance , As a result, she sits in a wheelchair for ten 
to twenly minutes while a TSA woman checks her out for explosives, etc. This has happened on our last eight to ten airplane trips. She does need a wheelchair to get to the departure gate because of the long walking distance. 

I donl understand why she can't walk through the gate with her shoes on and a little help for balance, sit back down in the wheelchair. take off her shoes and run them through the security check Just like all other shoes. That would save lots of time. 

A response would be appreciated. 

Fairfax, CA 94930 

Caller 1s wanting information on the Preche ck s c reem ng and if it w1II give her a pass through screening to where she wi 11 not have to wait 30-4 5 min e veryti me for a same gender officer to give a patdown. 

CCR informed her: 
2013 8:50:, There is no program that will allow her to get a pass through screening. Even with the precheck, she will have to go through a WTMD, AIT or a patdawn ta get through the checkpoint. 

She can write her s ugg esti ons about adding mo re patdown s c reene rs to HO if she would Ii ke to. 
If she still would like to do the precheck, she should apply for membership with one of CBP's Trusted Traveler programs. For enrollment, please visit http: www.globalentry.gov , There will be a online application, face to face interview and a fee that 
can be clarified on that websile. 
Caller wanted to know why hes forced to go through he AIT or have a pat down. He witnesses other passengers, with children, going through WTMD. He says he feels discriminated against and its not fair. Hes currently at Charleston and he 
expenenced it at JFK on his flight down there as well. 

,013 1 O: 1 O: I apologized and advised him: 

I can not tel I him why he s not being pe rm1tted through the WT MD. I attempted to te 11 him of other screening I an es for specific passengers and advise him maybe that s what he s noticing but he interrupted me and would n t let me Ii msh. He asked why 
he was being subject to the AIT. I told him I don t have that information but the AIT is optional and he will be subject to a pat down. If he feels discriminated against I can take his complaint and forward to the appropriate office for review but I would 
need his contact information and a basis for discrimination and more specific details from his complaint. He refused to provide me the information and said he just wanted 10 make a complaint. 



To whom 11 may concern: 

I am writing to report a violation of personal preference to nol be scanned through the metal detector in my recently visit to the Charlotte Airport. 

I am currently pregnant and expressed to 3 different TSA personnel. one who spec1f1cally asked me if l"ve "requested to opt-out'· to opt-out of the scans. The one who asked me stated "'Just walk this way" through the metal detector. My assumption was 
that there would be no scan and I would be subject to a pat down on the other side; however, no one addressed me on the other side and I watched the man on the other end of the metal detector watching the indicator on the scan. 

I am very upset about not only the potential harm to my unborn child by this - but. also about the complete blatant disrespect of a request to multiple individuals. 

I am considering discussing this issue with my attorney - and can only hope I and you should hope) that there is nothing wrong with my chi Id. 

2013 4:20:, I would address this with your staff and address this issue - as it is a great concern. 

I went through the A terminal security checkpoint on 7111113 at approximately 2:15 pm. 

I would expect the airport to have video surveillance of this if requested by the proper authorities. 

Regards. 

w,(6) 

"Get used to a different way of looking at things. A change in perspective brings a whole new world of opportunity·· 
My pregnant wife is stopped from walking through the metal detector while a person with a dog is allowed to walk right through without question. They told us they were not using that machine and right in front of us they open it to let a pet through. That 
is ridiculous! 
Siocerelv oissed 

2013 4 20 lb 1(6) I 



I am w ri ting to re po rt a vi o I ati on of person al preference to not be scanned through the meta I d ete cto r in my recently visit to the Charlotte Airport. 

I am currently pregnant and expressed to 3 different TSA personnel. one who specifically asked me if rve "requested ta opt-out·· to opt-out al the scans. The one who asked me stated "'just walk this way" through the metal detector. My assumption was 
th at th ere wou Id be no scan and I would be subject to a pat down on the other s1d e: however. no one addressed me on the other s1d e and I wale h ed the man on the other end of the meta I detector watching the indicator on the scan. 

I am very upsel about not only the potential harm 10 my unborn child by this - but, also aboul the complete blatant disrespect of a request to mulliple individuals. 

I am considering discussing this issue with my attorney - and can only hope I and you should hope) that there is nothing wrong with my chi Id. 

I would address I his with your slafl and address I his issue - as it is a greal concern. 

I went through the A terminal secunty checkpoint on 7111113 at approximately 2:15 pm in the Charlotte Airport. 

I wo u Id exp eel the airport 10 have v idea s urve i I la nee of this if requested by the proper a utho ritie s. 

2013 6: 1 o:, Regards, 

'013 10:04: 

On Thu, Jul 11, 2013 at 3:08 PM,""(b_.-'I(_6~1 _________________________________ __. 

To whom it may concern: 

I am writing to report a violation of personal preference to not be scanned through the metal detector in my recently visit to the Charlotte Airport. 

I am currently pregnanl and expressed to 3 different TSA personnel, one who specifically asked me if rve "requesled to opt-out'" to opt-out of the scans. The one who asked me staled "'just walk lhis way" through lhe meIaI detector. My assumplion was 
that there would be no scan and I would be subject to a pat dawn on the at her side; however, no ane addressed me on the at her side and I watched the man on the at her end of the metal detector watching the indicator an the scan. 

I am very upset about not only the potential harm to my unborn child by this - but, also about the complete blatant disrespect of a request to multiple individuals. 

I am considering discussing this issue with my attorney - and can only hope (and you should hope) that there is nothing wrong with my child. 
Dear TSA. 

I am a 57 year old Grandmother, born and raised in the USA. I have never been arrested. I am a hard working law abiding citizen. I am also a licensed mortgage broker which requires me to register with NMLS. the National Mortgage Licensing 
System. I am also licensed with the state of Florida. These licenses require credit checks, background checks and finger printing annually. I am also a Clear card holder which means more finger pnnting and an iris scan. 

I refuse to go I hroug h your fu 11 body sea nne rs and fa i I to see how making me do so would help nationa I security. The re fore I am consl antly subj eel ed to pat downs when I he re is a perfect I y a cce pta bl e meta I d ete eta r standing near by but only used lo r 
traffic control. I fail ta see why, with the information just stated, I can't be allowed to only go through the metal detector machines. 

I do not believe the safety information given on the new sea nne rs, I believe it w i 11 be yea rs before we know ii they a re harmful or not, I a I so don"t think they make a huge di fie re n ce in our nation a I security, But my main purpose for writing is I think it"s 
ridiculous to force me 10 choose belween a potentially harmful scanner and an invasive pat down. I should probably be writing this 10 my newspaper, lelevision station or politician if I really expect any results but since you·re the direct conneclion, I'm 
stating my case. 

Sincerely, 

kb1(6) 

Callers mother Is diabetic and wears an insulin pump and cannot go through the WTMD and she ask for a pat down but was not al lowed to have a pat down and was forced to go through the All.She does not speak good English. 
'013 10:20: Explained how to relay the incident to the CSM through option 5 on the IVR and recommended she have all the details from her mother to give an informed report directly to the CSM. 

Advised in lhe future for her to call TSA Cares with her flight informalion 72 hours prior to travel so we can forward her information 10 lhe ODPO so they can relay her needs prior to travel. 



animals. She says the person ask for a private screening and was told by the officer they did not have the factil1t1es to have a private screening. The caller wants to know if this Is true that some airports do not have pnvate screening locations.The 
passenger had a kitten with her. Her organization is called Where is Jack for a cat that was lost at JFK and it was lost by American Airlines. 

Told caller 
I wasnt sure why the passenger was told they could not have a private sere en i ng. I would be happy to send her complaint to the CSM at DFW. She did not have a 11 the flight inform atIon but I told her I wou Id send it anyway. 

If a passenger believes thal the removal of their pet could result in escape, a Supervisory Transportation Security Officer (TSO) can aulhorize an alternative screening measure that he or she deems sufficienl. When permitted, an animal may remain in 
its carrier and be carried through the WTMD by the passenger: however, the passenger, the animal. and the carrier must undergo secondary screening. 

Additional screening of the animal may include a visual observation, a patdown inspection, or Explosives Trace Detection (ETD). II additional screening requires removal of the animal from its carrier, passengers may request a private screening. TSOs 
may ask the owner for ass is ta nee during any pa rI of the inspect ion. 

Airport DFW to Seattlle 

2013 9:54:, Airline: Alaska 

Flight number: NA 

Date and time: 7-7-13 Departed around 1 

Baggage claim number: NA 

Was there a NOi, was there anything on it: NA 

Terminal or gate: NA 

Baggage Description: NA 

Items Damaged: Passenger was told they could not have a private screening with a cat 

I have emailed the caller some information for screening with animals as well. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: Poor Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time· 7113/2013 1:14:25 PM Airport: DCA - Washington Reagan National Date/Time of Travel: 07/131131 :OD PM Airline & Flight Number. Airtran Flight 270 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
Security checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known): Female checking boarding passes at entry to security Comment We received rude treatment from both your African Amencan female who checked boarding passes and ids before entering secunty. 
and the Caucasian female at the metal detector. We are polite travelers and your employees are incredibly rude. It's a shame we travelers have to take such abuse because these people have the authority to prevent us from traveling. I don't know 

2013 3_31 ., why they do not display common decency, bul it takes the pleasure out of flying to deal with such poor levels of professionalism from people whose salaries we pay. 
· · Would you like a res onse? . True 

Passenger's Name b·., ff 
Phone Number ."1'"h~·.,1"'r;"'··,~~-..,...--_. 

Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this eedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



From h·I1fr, 
Sent: Saturday. July 13, 2013 2:05 PM 
To: tsaextemalcompliance@dhs.gov 
Subjecl: SJU airport American Airlines Terminal 

DearTSA, 

I am a Flight Allendant for American Airlines. On July 9, 2013 approximately 6:55 in the morning. Going thru security I was harassed and humilialed in front of passengers and co workers. I have been flying out of Puer10 Rico for 20 years now. I have 

2013 3.31 ., gone thru security the same way before TSA took over the airport. All these years I go thru the lane that is for employees and wheel chairs. In uniform we pass the people in wheel chairs and go to the agent. show our ID and continue to the metal 
· · detector. This day I did the same but was told by the agent whose hair was red that I had to wait. I said okay. She said no, behind the line. I said ok I am sorry I guess things changed. I tned my best to get behind the line but there were wheel chair 

passengers waiting there. Then another agent came over and called me up who was supervisor~ I went to show my ID when he started yelling at me telling me you do not step up to my agent when she has passengers and I am to wait behind 
the line until I am called up. I started to explain why I did that and he cut me off saying there is a sign I here. I asked to explain, when I told him that not only myself but all the employees are used 10 passing the wheel chair people and going straight to 
the agent. This is the first time I am hearing that we need ta wait. I said if things have changed we should be notified so we don't do it again. He said well yau gat your notice and you will never do it again. I said I won't but it really needs ta be 
communicated to everyone. I asked for his name so I can let my supervisor know procedures have changed in San Ju an to notify a 11 crew members and airport personal . He ignored me and walked away and I th en asked h, m again. He told me ,ts 
(b)(6) nd do what ever you want with it. Walking away from him to the metal detector I said to myself such harassment. Next thing I know he is screaming to the agent at the metal detector he is not going thru here, He just called me an ASS. I look 

2013 9:44:, 

over an am shocked. I told the TSA agent opposile 10 where I am pulling my luggage asking her what is wrong with your co worker and to why he is treating me like lhis. She said to ignore him and don't let him ruin your day. As I am waiting 10 put 
my lug~thru he comes over and stops me and tells me you are not going thru here. No ane calls me an ass. I said to him what are you talking about? I never called you an ass. I asked for the supervisor and he said I am the supervisor. I told my co 
workerti.lW.Jwho Just passed thru to get a supervisor. Standing there being humiliated as he pushes my bags out of the way to let the other passengers go thru. Finally a supervisor from American Airlines comes over and I explain what happened to 
her. Then there was another lady that came over and I believe she was a TSA supervisor. He then talks to them in spanish and I hear him say in english a asshole. I told them he is bold face lying. I never said that to him. They told him to let me go thru. 
I went thru then spoke 10 lhe American supervisor and lhe other lady I can't believe how he has embarrassed and humiliated me in front of everyone trealing me like a criminal. The whole siluation had me shaken up. My two co workers[Eillfil:,nd l1EE] 
comforted me and said lets ga ta the airplane to calm down. The American supervisor said she will let everyone know the procedure now. The other lady apologized to me and said she will have a talk with~ The other TSA agents witness ta 
what happened. Antje my co worker also said the red haired agent was not nice to her. His actions stopping me would of canceled flight 572 because we were operating with minimum crew. This would of disrupted approximately 184 passengers lives 
on that flight also the crew and to where that airplane was to go next. I would like for you to view the video tape for this day to see how Superviso~was out of line the way he spoke to me. He was unprofessional. He is also a lier. He should 
not be in a supervisor position. He needs to learn how to speak and communicate with people. You can also view the videos for other days to see how all the employees are accus1omed to going 10 lhe front of the line. I know feel intimated to go thru 
security in San Juan because of the way I was treated. I respect and I am very appreciative for the job TSA does for keeping me safe on the airplanes that I fly everyday. I will like assurance when I go thru SJU again I will not be harassed b~ 
I witnessed something th at offended me dee ply, Recently I was at the N ashvi 11 e airport I Wed, mom i ng), Th ere were a bunch of U. S, Army soldiers in fatigues. They went rig ht to the front of the Ii ne to get their boa rd i ng pass es/IDs checked. So far so 
good. But then they were held up and 1reated like common citizens at the metal detector/bomb detectors. It was absolutely RIDICULOUS. Its almost as if I hey 901 more harassed lhan the rest of us. They had to take of I heir infan1ry boots and I saw 
several al them have ta go through the detectors multiple times. It was an embarrassment. I was sa embarrassed to be a U.S. Citizen at that point. These soldiers should have valid military IDs that should fast track them directly through security with 
minimal disruptions. We TRUST THEM to defend the constitution with their LIVES, but we don't trust them on commercial airlines. 

SHAME SHAME SHAME ... TSA needs to be strongly reprimanded for haw it treats active members of the armed forces. Disgusting' Please bring this to the appropriate authority's attention. 

r,(6) 
615-3 7 6-94 26 fax 
HYPERLINKk..,b...,.i....,(6"'"1----------------, 

The caller said he went thought screening on 7 13 2013 at 3:30pm on Southwest Airlines flight#2350 from Denver. The caller said he went through the checkpoint with his wife and 4 kids. The caller said he was able to go through the metal detector 
with his children but his wife had to go through the AIT. The caller said he is upset because he was standing in front of his children and his wife was behind the children 1rying to get them through the line. The caller was worried because his wife was not 
able to help his children through the line. The caller stated he talked ta a male TSO and the officer tald the passenger that it is a new TSA policy that 1 parent can go through the metal detector with their children and the at her parent has ta go through 

2013 2:04: 1 the AIT. The caller stated he did not get the name of the TSA that told him about the new policy. The caller wanted to know why he was not aware of the new policy. The caller said he was going to write a letler to his congressman. 

I told lhe caller I have never heard of the new policy. I told the caller I would forward the information to the CSM for further review. I forwarded the record because the caller staled he was going to wrile a le1ter to his congressman. 



Information about the erson who experienced the civi I rig hts/ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I ation 
Name: (b i(6i 

Phone #: Cell"'(b""i""(6 .. ·_i ---L--~ 
Mailing Address (b 1(6) os Angles CA 90005 
Email bi(6i 

What happened? Describe your complaint. Give as much detail about your experience as possible, including the name of the air carrier. if this occurred at an airport. 
Ju I y 13. 201 3 - 3: 3 0 PM (Estimated Ti me) Denver International Airport Flying on SouthWest Ai rt i nes Flight #23 50 

To Whom it may concern, 

I was flying with my family (Wifet ... ~~'_(6~i ___ ~!Son. !(bi(6i ! 11 years old, Sonj,_(b~)_(6~) ___ __.! and Daughters, Thea and~oth 3 year old twins. 

We pul all of our carryon baggage onto the ,-ray belt and then I lei my 11 year old go through the metal deIecIor, then sent my 5 year old lhrough and then my lwo 3 year old daughlers. 

2013 4: 17:( I then went through the metal detector and to gather up the children and our carry on. 

My wife was supposed to follow right behind me to help gather the children but was being put through the x-ray scatler machine. 

We where not told th at this was a new policy to only a 11 ow one parent through the meta I de cector before hand and by not having both my wife and I to gather our chi Id re n it put th em in immediate dang er. Young chi Id ren under the age of 5 need to be 
attended to. They can easily be knocked over by a back or another passenger in a hurry to get their belongings off of the belt. My wife and I travle often with our children and this was sprung upon us. 

I strongly voiced my concerns to both the TSA agent working the end of the security belt and the supervisor and the both strongly agreed with me that this new policy is not safe and is inexcusable. 

Where did this happen? Place (name of the airport or other facility): Denver lntemation Airport 
City: Denver State or Country: Color ado 

Who treated you unfa i rty? 
The old er g e ntel man TS A agent that was working the meta I d ete cto r seemed mo re interested in ta I king to the nice young I ady than insuring the safety of the young chi Id re n th at where coming through his station. 

I did not catch his name or badge number but it would have not been good if any of our children where hurt while going through TSA security. If you are going ta put in new policy it is VERY IMPORTANT that you make parent aware al the new policy sa 



Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : D1sab1lity Complaint; Screening Current DatelTlme : 711412013 4:23:46 PM Airport : SMF - Sacramento International Date/Time of Travel 06/1312013 3:30 PM Airline & Flight Number 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal A security checkpoint TSA Employee: (II Known), Field Comment, 0MB 1652-0030 I have used a wheelchair as a result of a spinal cord injury in 2004. I have flown domestically over 50 times since then. and 
each time I fly I get pa lied down because I can'I go through I he mel al d ete eta rs on account of having 100 much meta I from surgeries. 

On June 13 I was flying from Sacramento to Denver for a wedding, and was expecting a routine security screening. Because I have been screened so many times, I know what to expect and prepare myself well by removing anything from my 
wheelchair and person that could be a problem. However. I do utilize a urinary drainage bag strapped to my right thigh most of the time. I almost always mention it to the screener at the beginning of screening, and it has never been a problem, 

I was screened by Employeellli[},n June 13, 2013. and as I normally do. at the beginning of the screening I told him I had a urinary drainage bag on my right thigh. The bag was empty at that moment but when he came to the part of the screening 
where no rm ally employees use the back of their hand to feel the groin area. he used the front of his hand and /el t extensively, asking what was under my pants. I reminded him that I was uti Ii zing a urinary drainage bag - and again, it was obvious I y 
empty at that moment. 

20 3 5. 5., He continued to feel around in my groin area with the front of his hand until I asked him to stop. He then said he would need to inspect the drainage bag. I told him I didn't think that was necessary as it had never been requested in previous screenings. 
1 · 1 ·' He th en said he could just swipe it and do a chem1ca I screening on 11. I d eel in ed because I wasn't going to have him reach down my pants. He said that I cou Id touch the d ev1ce with my hand and then he co u Id swipe my hand for the chem1ca I screening. 

Again, I declined as this would have required me to reach down my pants in a very public - and already embarrassing - situation. 

At that point he seemed to not know what to~ wasn't going to let me through the checkpoint, so I requested to speak with his supervisor. the supervisor came over and I requested a different screener. He asked why, saying that Employe~ 
was one of his best screeners, but Employe~as still there so I asked to speak to him (the supervisor) privately. I told him it made me feel very uncomfortable to talk about it in front of Employee!(b·:,(6!He did not seem to consider my request. 

So I again asked for a different screener. Finally the supervisor agreed. Another employee came and completed lhe screening withoul incident and I went on my way, lhough embarrassed and feeling incredibly uncomfortable after being unnecessarily 
groped in public. 

The good news lo r me is that on my return II i g ht I decided to try the new body scan sere en i ng method - as I can stand up for short periods of ti me - and the re we re no prob I ems, 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name kb·:,(6I 
Phone Number ==-'-----' 
Email !(b 1(6) I 
To leave a cor\lrnerii coricerrllng m,s l~edback, follow this link : hllp:/ltsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time: 711312013 7:13:17 PM Airport: BNA - Nashville International Date/Time of Travel: 0711012013 8:00 AM Airline & Flight Number Southwest to Houston Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : I witnessed something that offended me deeply. Recently I was al the Nashville airport (Wed. morning). There were a bunch of U.S. Army soldiers in fatigues. They went right 10 lhe front of the line to gel their boarding passes/IDs 
checked. So far so good. But then they were held up and treated like common citizens at the X-RAY/metal detector/bomb detectors. It was absolutely RIDICULOUS. Its almost as if they got more harassed than the rest of us. We all watched in 
disbelief. They had to take off their infantry boots and I saw several of them have to go through the detectors multiple times. It was an embarrassment. I was so embarrassed to be a U.S. Citizen at that point. These soldiers should have valid military 

2013 7:50:, IDs that should fast track them directly through security with minimal disruptions. We TRUST THEM to defend the constitution with their LIVES, but we don't trust them on commercial airlines. 

SHAME SHAME SHAME ... TSA needs to be strongly reprimanded for how it treats active members of the armed forces. Disgusting' Please bring this to the appropriate authority's attention. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Nam b)(6) 
Phone Number~=------.--' 

Email b)(61 
To leave·a commen 1s eedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time. 7115/2013 2:48:23 PM Airport. SLC - Salt Lake City International Date/Time of Travel: 07/14/2013 5:15 PM Airline & Flight Number: Delta 4464 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: screening TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment : My daughter wears an insulin pump and was told by the comp any to request a pat down instead of going through the metal detectors a Io ng with her insulin. A pat down was requested and denied. Can you please advise what action I 

2013 4:03:( should take due to the detector deactivating her insulin pump? Where do I need to file a claim to have the insulin pump and equipment replaced. 
Would you like a res 7 -

Passenger's Na b·., 6 
Phone Number b)(6) 

Email f h 1/R, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feedback Type Request for Information 
Categories : Screening (AI T. Patd own) 
Current Date/Time: 7/15/2013 3:58:33 PM Airport: Select One Dale/Time ofTravel: 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 

2013 6:08:[ Comment : why am I not permilled to pass through a metal detector for screening but a parent with two or lhree children is allowed 10 do I his? How is thal parent any less risk than I am and why is a metal detector adequate for the parent and 
child(ren). but not acceptable for me? 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller and his wife traveled Saturday from Oakland and went through TSA screening. They put their bags through, his wife took off her ring and watch, and they put them through the x ray machine. They were signaled to go through secondary 
screening. Her ring was gone when they retneved the carry on. Her watch was not the re either. 
Ca Iler a I so asked me why he was selected for secondary screening 

Flight Details: 
Airport: 0 akl and 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight 1540 
Date and Time: July 13th between 11 am and 12pm 

2013 7:04: 1 Terminal 1 
Baggage Tag: N A, the bag was grey, a small woman s purse with small chrome spikes inside of a white bin 
NOi: NA 

Email Address:!~(b_·•-'-1(6_-~I -----~ 

Caller Advised: 
I wi 11 lo rwa rd the i nforrn ation 10 I he C usIomer Support Manager for review and a I so send him claim forms to evaluate this for re i rn bu rse rn ent 
There are many factors to consider. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. 
For example, T SA may apply add1t1ona I screening methods. such as a paid own on a passenger, to reso Ive an a I a rm of the Walk-Through Meta I Detector (W TM D) or resolve an anomaly dIscove red dun ng Adv a need Imaging T echno I og y (Al T) 
scree11irig. 
Caller and his wife traveled Saturday from Oakland and went through TSA screening. They put their bags through, his wife took off her ring and watch, and they put them through the x ray machine. They were signaled to go through secondary 
screening. Her ring was gone when they retneved the carry on. Her watch was not the re either. 
Ca Iler a I so asked me why he was selected for secondary screening 

Flight Details: 
Airport: 0 akl and 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight 1540 
Date and Time: July 13th between 11 am and 12pm 

2013 7:04: 1 Terminal 1 
Baggage Tag: N A, the bag was grey, a small woman s purse with small chrome spikes inside of a white bin 
NOi: NA 

Email Addressj._(""b"'l(-"'6-'-·-, ______ __, 

Caller Advised: 
I wi 11 lo rwa rd the i nforrn ation 10 I he C usIomer Support Manager for review and a I so send him claim forms to evaluate this for re i rn bu rse rn ent 
There are many factors to consider. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. 
For example, TSA may apply add1t1onal screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered dunng Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) 
scree11irig. 



fb)(61 J 
Coral Springs. Fl 330 b 

July 17, 2013 

TransporIation Securily Administration 
HYPE RL I N K "m ai lto:TSA-ca ntactcente r@dhs.gov"TSA-co nta ctce nte r@d hs. gav 

To Whom This May Concern: 

2013 9 _58 _( On July 2, 2013 in the late afternoon prior to taking Southwest flight #3515, my 6 year old grandchild went through the metal detector without setting it off. I then went through and. as expected because I have a knee replacement, set it off. Because 
· · my granddaughter was travel mg with me. they insisted on patting her down as well and terrified her. Why does a little girt who never set off the metal detector have to be subjected to a horrific experience? 

This occurred in Term i na I 1 of the Ft. Laud erda I e Airport. I hope you wi 11 educate your personnel so this does not happen again. 

Sincerely, 

cc: Southwest Airlines 

From\bi(61 
Sent:Vedriesday, July 11, 20 13 8:22 AM 
To: "TSA-contactcenter@dhs.gov' 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················--;::::::::;:::==:::;-------····························· 
Remote Client IP: kb 1(61 
Date Time: 7117 /20J;-1,-;3'"'8,..:"'"00,..:""3.,.1 ""P""M,.... 

Nam~b,(61 
Email hI/R1 
Comp I a i nl s: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Frontier Airline 
Terminal C 
Louis Armstrong International Airport (MSY) 

2013 9:09:: Gate cg 
Comments:On July 8, 2013 at approximately 16:15, I was accompanying relatives through checkpoint Charlie ta gate C9. As we began aur screening process, I was instructed by TSO!(b)(ffi I who was positioned as DO, to step in line ta 
undergo screening v,a the Al T machine. I then informed him th at I was medIca 11 y unable to Ii fl my a rm up due to s hou Ider com pl ,cations resulting from a surgery I und e r....-ent. He acknowledged my injury, asked how my he al i ng process was going. and 
instructed me to proceed througkh the _m~tal detector once he was in his proper position. _I went through the metal det_ector without alarming and proceeded to gather my things. While walking to the conveyor belt. I spoke to and acknowledged a few of 
my co•workers, whereas STSO b:1(6) as waIch1ng and qu,ckly walked pass me, ,gnor,ng as I spoke. As I was putting my shoes on and retrieving my purse & cell phone, STSOjrh·\/r;·-, !approached me by pushing my purse and cell phone oul of 
my hand back into the bin, nastily and rudely saying ·-vou need to go back out an the other side." I then asked, ·why? I was already screened and cleared." STSO ~then began to raise her voice saying '"You need toga back on the other side ta be 
screened." I then informed her that I was unable to lift my arm to go through the body scanner and didn't understand what the problem was. She then said "That's no excuse, you need to go back out and be patted down." Frustratpd_ rnof11sed and 
embarrassed, I walked back though checkpoint and stood outside of the gate next to the X-Ray #1. TSO!(b)(6:, !ooked at me confused and asked, "What happened?" and before I could respond STSO~approached TS(Jibi(6_1 ~nd said, 
"WinsIon, you know betler, she needs a pal down.· I asked "Why do I have to be patled down? I didn'I refuse screening with the AIT, I CANNOT lift my arm to go through, and was cleared when I went lhrough here [lhe meIaI detector]. That's not the 
proper procedure ... this is ridiculous." STS h·I1r;·-, hen rolled her eyes and walked away. TSOltii:iill:Dthen called for a female assist. where as I had to wait aver 5 minutes because by STSO!(b)(ffi!disappearing, there were no available females on 
the floor and had to wait for TSO b·•,(ffi to be "lapped" from her AIT position to come pat me down. While waiting LTSOfh··,1r;·, fvalked past and jokingly asked, "Are you up here causing trouble?" I replied "No, that's you're supervisor 
making me get a pat down after being cleared and telling her I couldn't lift my are to go through AIT1h\/R\lhis isn't right.'' He acknowledged that he knew, and relieved TSO jrh·,1r;·-, lo come and get me. I explained to TSc:t::iill:filJ that I didn't 
understand why I was embarrassed and h umi Ii ated and forced to be pa lied down because I cou Id not Ii ft my arm to go through A IT, and th at I co u Id n' t Ii ft my arm for her to properly pa I me down. She acknow I edged my concern and proceeded to pat me 
dawn. 



'0131011: 

CRCL received the below and are forwarding to you to handle as deemed appropriate. 

Sincerely, 

U.S. Department of Home I and S ecu ri ty 
Office for Civil Righls and Civil Liberties 

---0 ng i nal Message--
F rom :kb I ( 6) 
Sent: Sunday, June 23, 2013 5:13 AM 
To: CRCL 

Subject: Fly Rights - New Report fromk~b~)_(6~·•-' ----~ 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Name~(b~·,1(..,6..,i -,.,-----------, 
Email Address b 1(6) 
Phone Number1"'"h~·.,1"'r;""·,-----.-------' 

Address (b)(61 ~-------~ 
Are you 18 or over? yes 

Are you represented by a third party ar an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) da you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati an? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? na 

Caller wanted to know why she has to go through a pat down 1f she opts out of the Al T. Ca 11 er wants to do the meta I d elector only. Ca 11 er has health concerns as a breast cancer s u rvi vo r. Ca 11 er also wanted to know why T SA does not have T SA Pre 
at the El Paso airport. Caller also wanted to know ii she could carry on yogurt in a 3 ounce container, 

2013 9,35,, I advised the ~allerc 
Sc reem ngs us, ng Al T a re voluntary. Ind i vi d ua Is who do not wish to be screened by this techno I og y w, 11 be required to undergo alternative screening. including a thorough paid own. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of 
this right. 

Yogurt in a 3 ounce container can be placed in your 3-1-1 bag. 
Ca Iler said she had an App I e Phone 4 S eel I phone that came up missing at the checkpoint. Ca Iler said she had gone through Customs and then when she went through security. her bag was pulled and they unzipped the bag be ca use they wanted to 
look al something in her bag. Caller said her cell phone was already out of lhe bag and she had placed it in a bin by itself. Caller said she then went lhrough the metal de1ec1or. Caller said she could not find her find her cell phone after she finished 
her screening. Caller spoke ta someone on the phone who told her the phone was not listed on the manifest and suggested she call the TCC. Caller said she was told the phone should have been transferred offsite, but whoever she spoke ta could 
not find any record of the missing phone. Caller will file a claim online. 

Airporl Miami 
Airline American 
Flight numbers 970 
Date and time of incident 07 18 2013 7 pm 
Baggage tag number N A 

20 3 9.20., Description al bag, color. style, size. brand - Black backpack, Filo Brand 
1 · ' NOi with Writing NA 

Terminal or Gate American D517 
Contact information !rh··,1r;·, I· husbands cell phone 

I offered to send the caller a claim form, but the caller said she will get a claim form onlrne. I told the caller I will send her complaint to the CSM. 

I gave the caller lhe lost and found number 
Miami 
Miami International Airport 
305-421-2410 



Caller refused to provide his name or contact number 

Was at the J NU airport and was subjected to a pat down after her opted out from the AIT machine. There was a TSO there at the checkpoint who was allowing women women to just go through the metal detector and onto their flight. When he asked 

2013 S: 24:, her why he was subjected 10 lhe patdown she lold him that she did not have to tell him and it was none of his business. He also indicaled thal people are nol nice and unfriendly. He also slated that the TSO was biased towards women. 

Advised caller: 
That it is at the discretion of the TSO at the checkpoint. However if he feels he was treated differently or the TSO was biased towards women., 

He then indicated that he wanted to speak with his lawyer before he provided anymore information and hung up the phone. 
Caller works at O Hare International Airport, caller stated that he usually does not go through TSA checkpoint, he instead uses separate entrance, however he had to go through security after having an accident. Caller had several staples in his head 
and when he went through the metal detector on July 14th at Gate 6 TSO agent!1h·11R ~topped him because of an alarm and patted him down and put his hands down his pants, all the way around and touched his genitals and butt. When he 
complained about it, the agent staled thal he should have gone through AIT machine. Caller put in complaint at airport bul has heard nothing back. 

2013 9:44:1 Advised Caller: Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening 1s conducted is important. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to 
resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are 
doing and whal will happen next in lhe process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

Ca Iler works at O Ha re I nte ma ti on al Airport, ca Iler stated th at he usu a I ly does nf go broug h TS A checkpoint, he instead uses separate entrance. however he had to go through security after having an a cc ide nt Cal I er had severa I sta p I es in his he ad 
and when he went through the metal detector on July 14th at Gate 6 TSO agent b i(6 topped him because of an alarm and palled him down and put his hands down h1s pants, all the way around and touched his genitals and butl. When he 
complained about it. the agent stated that he should have gone through AIT machine. Caller put in complaint at airport but has heard nothing back. 

2013 9:44:1 Advised Caller: Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area of an airport. and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to 
resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are 
doing and what wi 11 happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

Caller stated there is health problem with having to take off his shoes and walk barefoot through security. He requested a patdown and he was required to go through barefoot where many other people walk barefoot in DEN. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

Screening shoes by x-ray is an effective method of identifying any type of anomalies. including explosives. TSA is sensitive to concerns over the issue of sanitation in the screening locations. TSA's Office of Occupational Safety. Health, and 
Environment reviewed our procedures for sere en i ng the footwear of passengers at T SA checkpoints. and they determined the re was no need for add i ti o na I sa ni ta ry procedures beyond those al ready in p I ace. Non ethe I ess, passengers are pe nm itted to 

1013 11 :36 : wear disposable booties, socks, or slippers through the screening checkpoint to help protect their feet at walk-through metal detector and the AIT machines. 

You can write your concerns about the policy to headquarters at: 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
601 South 12th Street 
Ari i ngto n. VA 20 598 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP!~(b~i~(6~·~1 --~ 
Date Time: 7121/2013 4:35:14 PM 

Nam~b,(61 
Email b1(6) 

2013 6:07:, Complaints: Discourteous/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):EM PLO YEE Jh ,1R1 I (sp?j(b 1(6) I 
LOCATION: EWR Airport, 21 July 2013, Approx 13.40, Terminal C Premier Line/United Airlines 
Comments:I was removing my computer from my bag & taking off my shoes to go through the metal detector/send bags on the belt. No one was behind mP jrh··,1r;·, t~p?JKfilifillapproached with more plastic trays as I was doing so. She said to 
me, very rudely, "You need to move, I'm adding these." I said I would be happy to move as soon as I could but I needed to get my shoes off She says it needs to be "now" although no one is behind me. the re a re few peop I e in the a re a in gen era I , and 
trays remain in lhe tray area. I repealed I was going as quickly as I could and would soon be progressing. As I am finishing organizing my items and moving my trays forward, another woman came up behind me in lhe line ancfh··,1r;·1 !tells her 
(though this woman has yet to remove shoes etc. so if she went ahead she"d slow the situation down more), "Go ahead. Go before [me]. [This woman] is too slow." That is. h··,1r;·1 was telling people to cut in front of me in line. in effect. At this point. I 
asked~ her name and said I'd like to talk to her boss and she says, "Do whatever you want. 1"11 be here. an1say" very rudely. In fact she was so rude the woman (wh b":,(61 instructed to pass me) asked, "Is that TSA employee giving you 
a hard time?" I travel over 100,000 miles/year. l"m not holding up lines; I know how to organize in security,kbi(ff•, simply decided she didn't want to wait 45 seconds for the space between the end of the belt and the plastic trays to open up so she 
could add I hem. She is rude an unprofessional and shows a blalant disregard for supervision - apparently she has tenure at TSA and can mistreat anyone and everyone and will still be back at work in the morning? This is unfortunate -for folks like me 
ijust back from Europe and was happy to be home after 5 months') and for visitors who see a side of the U.S. that is simply rude - no other explanation nor justification. I hope she will be instructed in respectful treatment of others. Thank you. 

Caller has PTSD and major depression and he has severe back and neck issues. He said that he flew three days ago from ATL. He was 1raveling wilh a service dog. He has metal in his body and can not go lhrough the metal de1ec1or. He said that 
the TSO asked the same question over and over again. He kept asking him where the metal in his body is. He said that he told him that he does not know. He said that he was asked four times. He said that the TSO made him break down. He said 
that the supervisor told the TSO to give him a patdown like any other person. He said that he 1s member of Precheck. A different TSA agent took him to the gate and Delta escorted him from there. He is not military and does not qualify for wounded 
warrior. He was a civilian Anny employee who is now on disability. He said that he is treated like a worthless piece of person. He wants the same benefits as the wounded warrior. He said that all of his information is in a packet with the dog and 
anyone should know thal. He staled thal he did not want the information on filing a complainl. He asked if he should go through lhe handicapped line or the PreCheck line. He does nol have a flight scheduled at lhis time. 

I gave the fo 11 owing information: T SA strives to provide the highest I eve I of security while ensuring th at al I passengers are treated with dignity and respect, To that end, TS A I au nched TS A Ca res. a h el pl in e number designed to assist travelers with 
2013 9:21 :< disabililies and medical condilions. 

Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at 1-855-787-2227 prior to traveling with questions about screening pol1c1es, procedures and what to expect at the security checkpoint. TSA Cares serves as an add1t1onal. dedicated resource specifically for 
passengers with disabilities, medical conditions or other circumstances or their loved ones who want to prepare for the screening process prior to flying. 

The hours of operation for the TSA Cares helpline are Monday through Friday 8 a.m. - 11 p.m. EST and weekends and Holidays 9 a.m. - 8 p.m. EST. TSA recommends that passengers call no less than 72 hours ahead of travel in case it is 
determined that it is necessary to coordinate sup po rt at the airport. 
I to Id him that when he ca 11 s TSA Ca res they wi 11 provide him with information on what he s hou Id do and expect at the checkpoint. 



---Original Messa:e--
From:kb)(6i 
Sent: t\unday. July1, 2o13 B:36 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject Fly Rights - New Report from._l'-'h-"·1I-'-R""·., _____ ...., 

,013 12:31 : Are you 18 ar over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

2013 5 28, 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N at,ona Ii ty? no 
Gender? yes 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
The Eastern Iowa Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: Ca 11 er is a breast cancer survivor. 

Information Requesl: She would like 10 be able to go lhrough PreCheck, and she canl find informalion on how to do I hat. She wanls to know if she can con1ac1 Alaska Airlines, if she flies wilh them all lhe time to see if I hey can send her somelhing. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: I to Id her that I would send her an RF I that she could Ii 11 out to send in her write-in comp I a int, and I wou Id a I so send this up to make them aware of the incident and that she feels d1scri mi nated against be cause of this. 

There are two primary ways 10 be considered eligible for TSA PreCheck : 1ravelers may be invited by a participating airline, or lhey may choose to enroll with one of U.S. Customs and Border Pro1ec1ion s (CBP) Trusted Traveler programs. 

Currently, TSA PreCheck 1s limited to select airlines and each is contacting eligible frequent flyers with an invitation to opt-in. 

For more information about lhe Trusted Traveler program, including enrollment, please visit htlp: www.globalen1ry.gov . 

I to Id her that she can contact her airline to get information about it and see 1/ they can send her an invitation. 

Emailed the RFI and information on enrolling inlo PreCheck to the passenger. 

Incident Detai Is: Ca 11 er stated that when she wa I ks through Gate B with Alaska Airlines. She goes through the WT MD. and the last few ti mes she does this, they have her go lo r additional s c reem ng. The I ast 11 me she went to leave to go to Portland, 
they canceled the flight and sent her through LAX. The only time she has a problem is going through BUR She feels discriminated against because she wears a bra that has additional padding because she is a breast cancer survivor. She went through 
the WTMD and it set off, and they pulled her off to the side and conducted some additional screening of her. This is the only airport it happens at, and she reels this is happening because of the bra she has to wear because there is extra padding. II 
only happens at BUR, and the most recent date was today, 7-22-13. There is no extra metal in this bra, she only has extra padding in it. 



'013 1005: 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Poor Customer Service; Screening CuCTent Date/Time, 712412013 9:22:21 AM Airport, JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel, 07113/2013 Airline & Flight Number, Caribbean airlines to Georgetown Guyana-BW527 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport Terminal 4 TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment . Traveling through this terminals security checkpoint at about 11: 15 pm while tryin9 to catch an international flight to Georgetown, Guyana that was leavin9 at 12:15 am. The people workin9 the checkpoint were the most unorganized and 
unhelpful TSAI have ever experienced. There were lots of foreign passengers going through this checkpoint who obviously didn't know the process. The TSA was doing nothing to keep things moving or help direct these people through. Once I got 
through the metal detectors, the guy working the screening monitor/conveyor belt started speeding up the movement of people's items so fast that the plastic bins were hitting each other and it caused several to derail and hit the ground, One of which 
was my bin lhat contained my laplop computer. Fortunalely, my computer works. However, I slill said somelhing to the guy working the monitor that he needed to be careful. I have never experienced such behavior at any checkpoinl. The crew working 
was the worst I have ever experienced. No re9ard for the flow or helping those that clearly needed assistance. I even asked the guy working on the front end to help the lar9e family in front of me. His response &quot;they don·t speak English, what am I 
do to?&quot: We'll continuing to stand there with your hands in your pockets 1snl belong either. 

My commenls are direcl as again, I his was the worst experience ever at a checkpoinl. Maybe it"s because it's an inlernational 1erminal, that ii was lale and I his was the end of their shifts. Wha1ever the reason, I and whoever is over this group, would 
expect a hi9her level of interaction. 

I have a friend who is a manager at the Charlotte airport and thy suggested I wrote in. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 

Email tb1(6, 
To leav"'e""a""c'"o'"'m""m,,...,.e""nt,...c'"'o"'n""'c.,..,er•ning this feedback, follow this link : h1tp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.9ov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

caregiver and he is being separated from her. He wanled to know how to 9et through lhe checkpoint as fast as possible. He said lhat he does have a RCN. 

I gave the following information: If a passenger has a cast, brace. or support appliance, the way screening will be conducted depends on his or her level of ability. The passenger should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of his or her 
ability, of the existence of a cast, brace, or support appliance, and of any need for assistance before screening be9ins. 

TSA has created not1f1cation cards that travelers may use to inform TS Os about any disability. medical cond1t1on, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening, their use may 
improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their conditions. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gov sites default files publications disability notification cards.pd/. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through 
meta I detectors on I y ii they can wa I k through on their own, An el igi bl e passenger can request to be screened by A IT if it is a vai I ab I e or can request to be screened using a thorough patd own: however. passengers cannot request to be screened by a 
walk-throu9h me1a1 detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 

1013 10:44: A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

• The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passen9er may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or I ift any article of c lathing to revea I a s ens1t1ve body area. 

In addition to the paldown, TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive ma1erial. If explosive material is detected, lhe passenger will have to under90 additional screening. For more information aboul the technology used to test for traces of 
explosive material, please visit http: www.tsa.gov press releases 2010 02 17 tsa-expands-use-explosive-trace-detection-technolo9y-airports-nationwide. 

Regardless of whether a passenger is screened by a walk-through metal detector, AIT. or a thorough patdown, casts, braces, and support appliances are subject to additional screening, A TSO will need to see the device, which may require the lifting 
of clothin9 wilhout exposing any sensitive areas. TSA also will use 1echnolo9y to test the device for I races of explosive material. If explosive material is detected, the passenger will have to undergo addilional screening. 

Cast and Prosthesis Imaging technology is used in some airports. Where available, this technology will also be used to inspect a cast. A companion. assistant, or family member may accompany a passenger to assist him or her dunng any pnvate or 
public screening, After providing this ass i sta nee, the com pa ni on, assistant. or lam i I y m ember w i 11 need to be rescre ened, The passenger should inform the TSO of his or her need lo r assistance before the screening process begins, 



'013 11 31: 

Caller wants to make a complaint. 
She was at Phoenix AZ (Sky harbor) and had problems at screening. 
7·23·13 at 4:30 AM to board a Delta Flight #1492 bound for Minnesota and on 10 Louisville, KY at 7:AM. 
They were at Gate A5. 
She was travel mg with her da ug hterll b) IR·., I and her cous, ~( b ·:, ( 6) 
The name ofTSO waskb 1(6) I ~~~--~ 
He did a swabbing with something blue on her cousins hands. She asked her daughter and she thought they were checking for chemicals. 
There were several people in line and they were the only ones that were chosen to be checked. 
At that point she made a remark to her cousin that maybe she s ho u Id not have but she said to her: may be we are being racially prof, I ed. 
She feels he heard her remark and that started it, 
Once he sent her cousin to her lane, when she and her daughter came inlo lhe line they pul their things in the bin. 
He fol lowed them aver and said something to the other Officer. 
When they ran her things through they we re to Id their things needed to be checked again. 
They ran them through the sea nne r twice and even opened them. 
He was standing I here with lhe other Officer laughing al them. Thal made her angry. 

They alsn ~o_k ber COi 1sio to another lane and patted her down. She told them she had a catherter and a coloscopy and they made her raise her skirt. 
Her cousirf!_b_l(6_.1 I was offered a private patdown but refused it. Alter she would not go to another room with them they told her to raise her skirt. 
She will have her cousin call us since she was nol with her and does nol know all the details. 
Told her we will be happy to take her complaint so please have her call us about it. 
I explained I take calls off the computer but any agent can assist her Cousin. 

Another Officer was very nice bul she does not have his name but he gave them the name of Officer._b.,.1"'(,...6"', .,....__., 
She stated right alter they came through a lady came by and set off the metal detector and told Office b)(ffl she had a metal knee and he told her to go on. He was too busy with them at the time. 
She does not know why they s ep erated her and her Cousin. 
They did not go through her Cousins bag. just her and her daughter, 

I asked if she feels she was discrimated against or does she feel it was a Rude Screener. 

She stated it is a Rude Screener issue. 

Told her I will send her complaint over to the Customer Support Manager. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1pf~h_··,_1r;_·-_, --~ 
Date Time: 7124/2013 3:45:03 PM 

······················---------------····························· 

2013 4 091 Namef b)(61 ! 
Email b 1(6) 
Comp a,nts:My Complaint 1s Jot Listed Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Salt Lake City Airport: Terminal 2 Screeners. 
Comments:Machine showed something on my thigh and I have on shorts where you can blatantly see nothing was on my thigh. I was then subjected to a full body search which really made me uncomfortable and brought me to tears. Of course 
nothing was found and lhe only explanation provided 10 me was that I musl have a feminine item inside if me which was not the case at all. I feel as though a machine thal takes an X•ray of my body should be able 10 de1ec1 thal I had nothing on me and 
fee I as though this machine is faulty. I fee I th at the on I y option given to me in order to fly was the body search was in ap prop ria te when if I would have had a kid who was a teenager flying with me i could have just used the metal d electors and not had 
any of this happen. I feel only letting those with "children" use the metal detectors and subjecting others to what I was is wrong. I feel they really need to check their machinery or ,ts operators. The whole situation was embarrassing and unsettling 
especially since no explanation was provided or could be provided. Also just because I am traveling with a kid who is old enough to travel on their own I should not get special priveledges to skip the full body scan. Seems very discriminatory to me. 



Caller wants to know if they have to touch your breasts and groin. She says that she has a complaint. She says that she and her husband had been visiting their son in Florida. Her husband has stage 4 pancreatic cancer and she is disabled as well. 
They were both in wheelchairs. She says I hat when she got to the WTMD, she was asked if she had anything on her. She had change in her back pocket and pul it in a bin. Then she wenl through the WTMD. The officer then asked her again if she had 
anything on her. She says that the officer then petiormed a patdown in public. She says the officer touched her breasts and groin. She says that the officer then sent her through the AIT machine. After she went through this, the officer asked her for the 
third time 1/ she had anything on her. The caller told her that she had already been searched and been through the machine. The caller told her that if she had anything. she would have found it by now. The officer then sent her bags back through x-ray 
screening and inspected them, They then told her she was clear. She says that they even checked the wheelchairs, which belonged to the airport. She says that she was harrassed. She says she doesn t know why she was harrassed, but she was. She 

2013 6:54:, says that the officer was rude, nasty, and didn I like her. Caller says she had a 10 hour delay. She gave me two flight numbers, 3120 and 2186. She doesn t know which flight these go with. She says she traveled from Orlando, to Washington, D.C. to 
L GA via US Airways. She da es not know which airport in D. C. this happened at. Cal I er says she wi 11 ca 11 her I awye rs and I et them handle this. Ca 11 er says that this a 11 started when she presented her EB T card because she did n t have her state issued 
ID. She says that her EBT card is government issued. She was complaining that the airline took her boarding passes and there was a delay of 10 hours. 

Advised ca Iler: 
The patdown process requires every part al the body be patted down, including breasts and groin. The office rs have to go up the I eg unti I they meet resistance. Advised ca 11 er th at additiona I screening is done if a val id, government issued ID is not 
presented. Her EBT card rnay be issued by the government. but it is not an acceptable ID. I could send her complaint to the CSM if I knew what airport this occurred at. Advised caller that her complaint about the delay and her tickets being taken away 
is for her airline. Advised caller that she should call US Airways, obtain her airport, correct flight number, gate boarded through, arrival time from Orlando, and flight time. Then we can send her complaint to the CSM, 

The caller stated that she has a disability, pregnancy. She stated that in the ADA, it clearly states that pregnancy is a disability. She flew from Orange County and wanted to go through the metal detector instead of the AIT She did not want to be 
touched and receive a patdown. However, they would not let her be screened by the metal deIecIor and performed a paldown. She already had papers that she printed off from the website regarding disability discrimination and she did not want me to 
send her the RFI. She asked for an email that states passengers cannot choose to go through the metal detector. 

'013 11 '27'· Advised caller: 

1013 11:38: 

'01311:38:, 

AIT safely has been verified. This testing lakes into account special populations I hat are more sensitive to radiation, such as children, persons receiving radiation trealment for medical conditions, and pregnant and potentially pregnant women, as well 
as employees who work near the equipment. All screening systems fully comply with Federal safety requirements, and measured radiation levels for each are well below limits established by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
According to TSA policy, passengers cannot choose to be screened by the metal detector. If you opt out of the AIT, you must receive a patdown. You can always request a private screening and be accompanied by a traveling companion. 

Sent email. 
The caller stated that her daughter has a metal headband braided into her hair and that set the alarm off at Helena Regional Airport. She stated that her daughter asked the TSO s if they could just clear it with a wand and was told no that she must 
undergo a paid own. The caller wanted to know how we could screen a fem a I e property without using a wand, in the scenario that the ind1v1d ua I had items inserted into their rectum and vagina. The cal I er wanted to know why we don I use wands. The 
ca Iler stated th at she had cal I ed a TSA person at Helena Regiona I Airport yesterday to ask a bout the use of wands but had to I eave a message. She stated that the man ca 11 ed her back today between the hours of 9; 15 AM and 9 :45 AM and th at he 
was rude and condesending. The caller wanted 10 make a complaint about Helena refusing 10 use a wand. 

Advised Caller: I advised the caller that TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging 
Technology (AIT) screening. Advised that wands may be used al some locations but not all. Advised thal I could not release information in regard 10 why we do or do not use one screening melhod versus another. Advised the caller thal her coplaint 
would be forwarded to the CSM. 
The caller stated that her daughter has a metal headband braided into her hair and that set the alarm off at Helena Regional Airport. She stated that her daughter asked the TSO s if they could just clear it with a wand and was told no that she must 
undergo a patd own, The ca Iler wanted to know how we could screen a lema I e properly without using a wand, in the scenario that the i ndivid ua I had i terns inserted into their rectum and vagina. The cal I er wanted to know why we don t use wands, The 
caller slated that she had called a TSA person at Helena Regional Airporl yesterday to ask about the use of wands but had 10 leave a message. She staled thal the man called her back today belween the hours of 9: 15 AM and 9:45 AM and that he 
was rude and cond ese nd i ng. The ca 11 er wanted to make a complaint about Helena refusing to use a wand. 

Advised Caller: I advised lhe caller that TSA may apply addilional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging 
Technology (AIT) screening. Advised that wands may be used at same locations but not all. Advised that I could not release information in regard to why we do ar do not use one screening method versus another. Advised the caller that her caplaint 
would be forwarded to the CSM. 



have the AIT. She stated that she would normally fly from Colorado Springs, however she had a bad experiance there about two years ago. She stated that she was subjected to a patdown. for screening and she 1s not comfortable with that type of 
sexual assault. She stated that she refused to fly and gave up her right so that she would not have to get a patdown. She stated that they made her stay in the checkpoint until the patdown was complete. She stated that she would prefer the AIT. 

She stated that she was told that Colorado Sgrjpos was getting the AIT a few years ago, however the lost the funding for construction. She stated that she was informed the other day that Colorado Springs was undergoing construction for AIT 
placement. She stated that she spoke w1thf b ::, ( 6) I and Colorado Springs regarding the situation, and they told her th at they were getting the A IT. however instead a d1ffe rent airport got their machines to rep I ace the back s caller machines in place 
at that location. She stated that they did not get the scanner and this is absurd. She stated that the other airport had too many complaints regarding private areas showing during screening by the back scatter, and they had the replace the machines. 
She slated that TSA is choosing I hose individuals complaining over a disabled person. 

She stated th at the WT MD is not safe for sere en i ng, because peop I e can p I ace bombs in the re underwear and get through. just Ii ke the underwear bomb er. 

I explained that I am not aware of this happening, nor do I know why Colorado Springs does nol have the AIT. I explained lhat we have screening process in place, such as ETD testing of belongings, and passengers, patdown inspections randomly 
administered, and other process. I explained that I am not firmiliar with the underwear bomber. 

I explained that the website has a list of AIT locations and scheduled AIT locations. However, Colorado Springs is not on that list. 

2013 2_27 _, Where are imaging technology machines located? 
· ·'A.Currently, there are more than 740 Advanced Imaging Technology machines located at almost 160 airports nationwide. 

Airpor1s that have, or are scheduled to receive, imaging technology: 

Cedar Rapids Eastern Iowa Airport (CID) 
Charleston International Airport (CHS) 
Charleston Yeager Airport (CRW) 
Charlotte Douglas International Airport (CLT) 
Chattanooga Metropolitan Airport (CHA) 
Chicago Midway Airport (MOW) 
Chicago O'Hare lnternalional Airport (ORD) 
Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky International Airport (CVG) 
Cleveland International Airport (CLE) 
Columbia Metropolitan Airport (CAE) 
Corpus Chris ti I nl ernationa I Airport (CR P) 
Cyril E King Airport (STT) ( Virgin Islands) 



I am a very frequent traveler (TSA P recheck, GOES) who never comments on anything but I rea 11 y think that having to show a boa rd i ng pass a second ti me when it is on your eel I phone is a recipe for a lost phone. After you show it at the metal 
detector, you need to put in a separate bin and hope lhat you remember it when you collecl your other belongings. This was started only recenlly and it does nolhing to enhance security or safely. All lhe TSA agenl does is look at a bar code from 4 
feet way. It ca ul d be ba rcade from anything. 

Thanks for reading this and for everything the TSA does to keep us safe in the skies. 

2013 4 2&J ... (_b)_(B_, _______ ____, 

Ledgewood, NJ 07852 

F: 9 73-5 84-4 99 2 
TSA. 

I'm concerned aboul the authoritarian and communist aspecls of your program Screening of Passengers by Observalion Technique, it reminds me of programs iniliated from very restriclive regimes from around the world. Will American citizens be 

2013 9,03 ,c detained ar refereed to law enforcement for refusing ta talk with you if the otherwise comply with the body x-ray, metal detector, etc? 

Thanks, 

kb)(61 



---Original Message--
Fromkb1(6) 
Sent: Friday, July 26, 2013 12:39 AM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 

Subject Fly Rights - New Report from ~f b~·~i(~6~1----~ 

,013 1 0:0B:, Are you 18 ar over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N at,ona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Gen, Edward Lawrence Logan I nte ma ti on al Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 



TSA agent who could not get the woman to stand on her own, which should have been apparent from the start, almost dropped the woman in the scanner when she was requesting her to stand in the "position", Al 
DearTSA, 

I am writing you due to what I experienced this past week with Delta and what I saw at JFK airport when boarding my flight on Wednesday morning. I included my Delta complaint below which talks about TSA scheduling of agents (highlighted in red). 

As a traveler, WE should not have 10 WAIT as long as we do. If you think so, you are wrong. We are the customers, nol you. You should do as you are told, since we PAY your salaries. 

My complaint here is specifically to what I saw that morning. An elderly woman in a wheelchair, who could barely stand with a cane, much less without one, was helped into the body scanner with the help of one to two TSA agents. The female I while 
this is going on. the elderly lady is hearing her daughter or care taker. ''I'm right here". "I'm right here", which meant that the elderly woman was "out of it'' and scared that the TSA agents were going to drop her. Then. the TSA agents decided that they 
had to have her walk through the metal detector instead. This look a full 5 minuIes to get the elderly woman to walk through, which backed up the line since the TSA agents did not allow any one of us to go around her. Thal was ridiculous since our 
wallets, luggage and laptops were exposed on the other side of the screening device. [Don·t give me that crap that "'we have cameras", since cameras do not stop theft, they only record it.] I shared my disdain with your agents over the handling al this 
elderly woman and the holding of the line. They Just smiled. They smiled not at my complaint. but happy that they were able to piss off so many at one time. It is like a game with them and that is pathetic. 

In my opinion, this incident looked like the firsl time TSA ever dealt with a handicap person. In my opinion, these ill trained TSA agents had NO BUSINESS pulling this elderly woman through I his type of IesIing. In my opinion, TSA should have a lane 
,013 12:01 : dedicated to elderly/handicap and families where they take the longest time ta go through. Why should the PREPARED/EXPERIENCED traveler be subjected to the long lines created by those who need mare time. [Don·t give me that crap about all 

of us being equal either. or you should cut out the First CI ass and Dignitary I in es.] 

I believe in security and I appreciate what you all TRY to do, however you need to TRY a little harder in reducing the lines. If you need help doing that, I would be more than glad to offer my services at $150 an hour. That is a cheap rate and I can 
guarantee you a better ex pe ri e nee for us frequent and i nfreq ue nt travelers. 

Sincerely, 

HYPERLINK l~(b_,_(6_) ___________ ~ 

cc: Senator Marco Rubio and Senator Bill Nelson 

Delta Air Lines, Inc. 

Disability Description: She is a passenger who is blind and has a guide dog thal she has I raveled wilh through many airports. 

Response Details: For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Secunty Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)), 11 must be in writing and including the following 
info rmat iori; 

The name and address of the complainant: 
The date of the a 11 eg ed act of di sen mi nation: 
A description of the alleged discriminatory action in sufficient detail to inform TSA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination; and 
The signaIure of the complainanl or someone aulhorized to sign on behalf of lhe complainant. 

In addition. to appropriately address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

2013 2:39 :< Also sent caller a claim package for the damage to her carry on ii ems. Emailed the RFI to the passenger. 

Incident Details: Caller says that she had a horrific experience. She is a passenger who is blind and has a guide dog that she has traveled with through many airports. She states that she took Delta flight 2001 and had an incredibly rude screener 
who was very condescending. Caller said that she would like to put her dog on sit and walk through the WTMD herself with her service dog following on a long leash. Caller states that the TSO refused to allow this and also refused to allow her friend 
flying with her 10 hold the dog while the caller went through and even chased the friend away and would not let her be wilh her while she was being screened. She says that she was forced 10 walk lhrough the WTMD al the same time as lhe dog, which 
of course set off the WTMD due to the collar. Caller says that her dog does not like to be touched while in a harness. sa she started to take the harness off far the patdown. Caller states that she was screamed at and tald dont do that and then the 
TSO took the whole harness off and put it through the xray and did the patdown taking an excruciatingly long time saying where she was going to put her gloved hands and asking questions like Are you capable of moving your foot? and Are you 
capable of moving your arm 2 inches? , Caller feels that the patdown was excessive and vengeful: furthermore caller says that the TSO did not test her hands for explosives and did not pat down the dog, but destroyed her purse and removed an 
expensive sleep preventative for lhe dog without telling her, only leaving the open box and instructions. Caller said that she requesled a supervisor early in the process, bul no supervisor was brought until near the end of the process. She says that 
when she complained ta the supervisor. the supervisor gave her a comment card and said There is nothing you can do just take the card. She says that neither the TSO nor the supervisor gave their names even when asked for their names but her 
friend said that the supervisor was named!( b) ( ff) I Cal I er states she was to Id that a 11 dogs are screened the same and to Id them that hers was a service dog and was told th at they did not care. 



'013 1215: 

I was pre-check cleared at IND on Friday 7126. Upon arrival at the pre-check screening point. I asked for a scan as opposed to a metal detector and pat down due to a hip prosthesis, I was advised that I would have to undergo a pat-down as the 
scanner had been taken from the pre-check screening point. A deactivated scanner is sitling unused in lane 7 al I ND. I have undergone all processes and background checks to be able to use trusled traveler program and the pre-check process. II is 
ridiculous that I should have to have a pat dawn, when a perfectly good scanner sits unused. Please fix this situation. Thank you. 

Office: (bi(6i Mobile: bi(6i Fax: +001 404 474 2595 
Email: HYPERLINK (b 1(6) ,._ ___________________________________________________________ __, 

Skypel(b)(61 

(b1(ff1 

World Class Aviation Safely Consullants Changing Cultures : Reducing Risk : Driving Efficiencies 

and to advise us of any errors in transmission. Thank you. 

b)(61 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time 712912013 11 :24:21 AM Airport BNA - Nashville International Date/Time of Travel : 07127/2013 12:30 PM Airline & Flight Number Southwest, 1708 Checkpoint/Area of Airport screening area TSA Employee: (If Known) no 
name tag displayed Comment· BEFORE buying tickets, I called you folks and then emailed. I was assured that traveling with my wile and daughters (9&amp;7) would exempt us from any pat downs and the body scanner. After my wife and daughters 
walked through the metal detectors, an agenl put a chair in the way and slopped my walk. He then rudely ordered me to go 10 lhe body scanner. I WAS separaled from my family (unlike what your website says). When I questioned this process, I was 

,013 12: 15: told only ONE parent goes through the metal detector and that TSA has discretion with the body scanner and who goes through it. None of this happened at the SMF airport when we went to Tennessee a week prior. Why did this happen? This may 
stop my further air travels. 
Would you like a re ? · 

Passenger's Name b)(61 
Phone Number h·I1fr, 
Email !rh··,rrr·, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



The caller traveled from Phoenix left two expensive bracelets in the bin. She contacted the Lost and Found Dept and they found one bracelet. She took them off to go through the metal detector and then got her things but forgot her bracelets. She 
stated that si nee they lo und one. they should have the other one and would Ii ke to know how they can this situation I ooked at and someone watch the video ca me ra s to see if someone just took it or it /el I under the table or something. 

Carry-on Item Missing 

Airport Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport 
Airline: US Air 
Flight Number: 2977 
Departure Time: 07-28-13 at 4:49 
ArTival Airport and Time: Santa Barbara Municipal Airport 

2013 1. 18 __ Description of Bag: Pul bracelel in a Grey Reclangle Bin at the checkpoint 
· ·' Was there a NOi? No 

Location: Che c kpornt A at 4: 00 
Terminal: 4 
Gate: Gate B 
Contact lnformationt .. ~_.-'1(_6~) _________ _, 

Advised the caller that this information will be sent to a Customer Support Manager for further review 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. Claim forms are also available on our Web site at www.tsa.gov. If you 
decide to file a claim, it will be processed in accordance with the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

The ca 11 er was comp I a i ni ng be cause T SA 1s getting rid of the Al T machines, which save her a I ot of the ti me from having to undergo a paid own procedure. She said that she is 79 and has both knees surgically rep aired. She said th at when she trave Is 
through an airport that does not have AIT. she has to undergo a very invasive patdown procedure. She wants to know if there is any other way to be screened than a patdown. She said that she usually flies out of ABE. FLL, PHL and RSW. 

2013 4:13:, 1 told her that TSA is replacing the old rapiscan technology with new technology, AIT s are not being completely removed. I reviewed the list of airports that have, or are scheduled to receive. AIT. I told her that the only airport that she travels out of that 
does not have AIT is ABE. TSA has mod1f1ed the screening procedures for passengers under the age of 12 and over the age of 75 to allow multiple passes through the AIT and WTMD. to try and keep from a patdown procedure. However, if those 
techno I og i es keep a I arming, a pa tdow n procedure must be used to resolve them. 

hit p:/ /www. ts a. gov/ a it-frequent ly-asked-q ue stions 

Caller slated that he had an bad experience al JFK that was very disturbing to him. Caller slated I hat he has a metal implanl in his shoulder and after he was informed the TSO s al the checkpoint about lhe me1a1 implant he was still prompted over to 
go through the WTMD. After he walked through and the alarm sounded the TSO gave him a patdown instead of wanded him like they have at other airports. They then proceeded to do Explosive Trace Detections on his hands, shoes and computer. 
Then the person th at was sea n ni ng his carry on had a co u pie other off ce rs help her with d umping the items out of his bag and going through 11 mo re thoroug hi y. Ca 11 er stated that he d idn t think that the workers we re very profession al with how they did 
the additional screening. 

Caller never stated that he felt singled out due to his metal implant, just felt that the staff at JFK wasn t very professional. 

2013 9:24:( After he went through his wife went through the WTM D and she has a metal knee. She proceeded to explain her metal knee and they quickly examined her knee and sent her on through and she didn t have to go through all the stuff he did like taking off 
his shoes even lho he is older than 75. 

Caller stated that he was flying on May 26th, 2013 around 3:00PM. The flight was a connecting flight from Moscow to ATL. Flying through Delta. Caller stated that he thinks he fiew in from Terminal F and had to go through Terminal B which had him go 
through the TSA checkpoint. 

Advised Ca Iler: 
I apologize but anytime that you re alarmed through a WTMD the TSO may prompt you over for a patdown and do a ETD to make sure that you ve not been exposed to any kind of explosives. That is part of our policy. I apologize that he had to go 
through all the additional screening but it sounded like the experience that he went through is all part of our policy when an alarm is made through the WTMD. I would send a copy of his complaint on to the CSM at JFK so they know of the complaint. 



Dear Transportation Security Administration Contact Center, 

Recently I just got back from Vail. Colorado with a group of wounded warriors, and we were there with the Vail Veteran program for recreational therapy. We left out of Ronald Reagan Airport in Maryland. and arrived in the airport in Denver. There 
were absolute I y NO prob I ems or conce ms when leaving from Maryland. We we re not stopped or pulled over the side for further searching from security. The security in Maryland rea 11 y worked wi I h us and made sure I he wounded soldiers wi I h us we re 
not made to feel uncomfortable or put into more pain. I was extremely pleased with the service we received from the curbside at the airport until getting on the plane. I don't think I could ask for better service and all the wounded warriors with us were 
pleased also. The staff there made sure everyone was treated with the accommodations they needed and they had all of our bags taken off the bus and checked in before we could make it to the ticket desk to check in. I wish I could say the same thing 
happened when we I ell out of the Denver Airport upon our departure. 

After our visil to Vail, Colorado we arrived at lhe airporl in Denver and someone was there right at our assistance and made sure they got our bags from us, handed our tickets, and made sure we were set to go before reaching security. We were all 
thankful we didn't have to go through the trouble of getting our tickets and waited for the rest of our group to arrive and headed towards security. When we reached security we were allowed to skip the line, but we had to deal people all around us 
ma king rude comments because we were al lowed to s k1 p the I in e. These rude comments were not only upsetting. but unca 11 ed for and these soldiers s hou Id not have to dea I with this. We made it through the rude comments and then the searching 
started. My fiance was told five different times to take on and off his shoes and was told other times he could keep his sling on and then to take it off and everything just kept getting him confused. He was then pulled over the side along with the two in 
wheelchairs that were with our group and they began the alcohol swabs and they had my fiance and lhe two in wheelchairs slanding up and making sure they were nol "hiding" anything. After all the alcohol swabbing my fiance still wasn't done and they 

20 3 4_05 _, pulled him over the side. The security officer told him "this will be the last test and if you don't pass this one, you will be escorted to the back for a rectal exam" 
1 · ·' My f1ance was hit by a 1 07 rocket in A lg h an i sta n on May 16, 201 3 and just recently became out patient and is staying at Walter Reed Hos pita I in Maryland. He suffered a broken co 11 a r bone, a foot of intestines removed because of shrapnel that has 

entered his body at many different angles , and nerve damage that caused him to loose the bicep movement in his dominant hand (right). These trips are to help wounded warriors become more comfortable in society and to be able to cope with the 
fact they were hurt overseas. My fiance gets very anxious in crowds and doesn't like to feel overwhelmed so when the securily officer told him all these things and had him up againsl the wall and pressing down all over including his arm IN A SLING, he 
was pretty upset. My fiance was even showing the different pieces of shrapnel that has made it to the skin and that was why he set it off. but the officer didn't want to hear him out at all. His arm is extremely sensitive to touch, and I couldn't believe that 
they actua 11 y had the men out of their whee I chairs (one 1s a double amputee, and one experienced rad i at1on where a 11 of his mu sci es a re slowly dim i ni shrng) and searching for things and causing more pain. 

I know that these officers were doing their jobs and I know the security of other people on the aircraft is very important, but is it really necessarily to put all these wounded warriors in difficult states when they have shrapnel that has entered their 
bodies and we know why lhe detector is going off' Is ii really necessary 10 lhreaten someone with a rectal exam if I hey were fighling for your freedom overseas and was hurt? Do these officers really think that these wounded warriors are trying to get 
things onto a plane? 

I do believe that if these security officers that help with airport security were more understanding of wounded warriors and knew that there are things that these soldiers cant do that other normal citizens can they wouldnl be pushing them to do 
certain things. Wounded warriors have many things th at could set off the meta I d ete cto r such as prosthetics, sh ra pne I , and many other things, I believe if these security officers we re more accom mod ati ng they would see that these soldiers have nothing 
to hide, and ils just lhings thal come along wilh their injury. Not only are lhese soldiers dealing with the physical problems from their accident, but they are dealing with the mental problems as well. Becoming overwhelmed in the airport because they 
are setting off the metal detector because of the shrapnel in their bodies should be the least of their worries. I fully understand the importance of security in the airport. but I don·t believe in make these wounded warriors feel uncomfortable. 



From:~b)(61 
Sentu~sday, July 30, 2013 2 53 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subjecl: Incident at Newark (EWR) Airporl July 29, 2013 

I'm writing 10 bring to your a11ention and file a compliant with lhe TSA regarding one of your employees at lhe Newark airport securily line on Monday July 29th, 2013. 

2013 S:02 :' Below is the informat,on for the flight I boarded on Monday July 29th. 

Your Confirmation Code: HYPERLINK b 1(6) 

Who's Flying 



new machine that returns a nude image. She says that she feels like she is being viewed nude by the AIT machine. On the 13th of June the TSO poked her in the right breast. At approximately 9:00 a.m. that morning she had a procedure on that 
breast. The TSO tore a stitch and dislodged the drainage tube. She once again states that the pain behind this was blinding. She said that she was bleeding pretty badly for a good length of time. She made her flight to Seattle. The airline helped her 
stop her bleeding. Alaskan airlines is who the lady that helped her worked for. When she arrived in Seattle she spoke to Alaska airlines and they found her a hospitJI. Her hospilal classified her as a victim of a violenl crime. The doctors had to 
reinsert the surgical tube and re-stitch the wound. She now has a horrible scar were there should have been a very little one]1h·11r:;··, !would do nothing for her about this situation andJ1h·11r:;··, !has hung up on her a few times. He stated 
that there will be no consequences to the TSO that did this to her. She is mad about this response fromjrh·\/r:;··, I Her letters that she has wntten have been returned endlessly to her. We sent her an email that said TSA contact center has 
referred you to the office of chief counci I. She received an em ai I stating that her previous ema i I on seeking how to file a cri mi na I comp I a int has be en received, TS A can not give you leg a I advise is what she was told. She has be en referred to the 
office of internal affairs, the departmenl of Homeland security, the FBI, and the U.S. Department of Justice. She read a reporl to the German parliament. She said that ii stated lhe L3 screener was rejected in Germany. The caller stated that there are 
major stockholders with TSA and that s why the L3 scanner is let in. She also stated that the L3 gives a 50% false positive on people it scans and 100% false positive on people with disabilities. She also states that this report is only readable in the 
Ge nman I a ng u age but can be found on the i nte met. Al I the biogs and complaints she has read th at TSA are making ch, ldren ta king off their braces. She has read about amputees have to take off their artificial Ii m bs. She stated that is kind of Ii ke 
asking her to take off her underwear and show you her crotch. She stated that breast milk does not have to go through X ray it can be accordingly screened. She read a blog post were TSA made a lady miss her flight. They would not let her through 
the checkpoint wilh her breast milk because ii was over 3.4 oz. She states that she read another blog about someone who had already been cleared and they slopped one of I hem to pat I hem down for additional screening due to breast milk. The 
caller is flying again in September. She wants to know how to stop the ones who think it's their job is to torture and torment the disabled. She states that the callers who call to file complaints with us just get laughed at. She went to court over this 
issue. The court told her th at they did not have j uri sd1cti on and th at she needed to go to Washington to the fed era I court system. The CSM at SM F f h ·., 1 R ·, I has stated that the re 1s nothing he wi 11 do for her. The caller stated th at he is p I aying a 
game of alphabet soup which is the way the federal government plays the victim. She states that her person was violated and tormented. The FBI called her and told her the same things. She lost her temper and she said that!rh·11r:;··, !best 
fashion accessory would be an unmenlionable a second time. She slated if she sees an obituary foi(b)(ffi !thal she would have a streel parly. She would nol be the cause of lhat obituary, but she would celebrate it. The caller stales lhat she 

2013 9.49., follows the teachings of Ghandi. and she would never hurt anyone under any circumstances. She said that the FBI said they only investigate people who offend their public officials. She stated that someone sent her more contacts: the office of civil 
· · nghts, internal affairs, and inspector general for the DHS. She asks what she can do to prevent any further torture from SMF. She stated they should not be touching her at all PERIOD• She should be able to walk through the L3 machine. which she 

still knows doesn t give a cartoon image of her. or the WTM D without further molestation. She states that she is physically able to go through the AIT machine. She states that anything keeping her from traveling on an aircraft is a violation of the 
interstale commerce clause. She states obviously SMF is not on her side. She declares lhat Sacramento is nol on her side. The caller states that the FBI or attorney general are nol on her side. She also believes that the Federal Securities direc1or is 
not going to be on her side. She does not believe that ODPO is going to be on her side. She told the emergency room to send all her medical treatment against the TSA as we are the direct cause of all of her injuries so we should pay for them. She 
states that di sabled pea pl e get a lot of abuse be cause they do not have a lot of money. She got a phone cal I from the FBI tad ay that caused mo re abuse to her being a d1sa bled person. She states th at she has never had a prob I em at any other airport 
except SMF. She has to look at an ugly ragged scar on her body. BLOOD ... HAS ... BEEN .... SPILLED ..... She stated. There is nothing she can do to minimize them spilling more blood she asked. She stated that she feels sorry for me because I have 
been educated by them. She stated that a good 4 year degree from Ole Miss. would help my educalion. Then she reiterated to say maybe I should go to Noire Dame were they would make fun of my accent. She I hen told me to NEVER I hank her for 
calling the TSA and just to tell her to have a good evening. 

Advised ca Iler: 

Providing her name would be to help us identify this record. I informed her that I did not have access to her records without her name. I advised her that it is my job to record and document what she says and I want to be sure to be as accurate as I 
can be. I apologized to the ca 11 er for her experience at th at airport. I advised her that the procedures she was describing should not be hap pe ni ng. Advised that those peop I e who we re wrongfully screened could cal I the T SA and f, I e complaints about 
those situations, I stated that our procedure would be to submit the complaints to the CS M at the a pp ro pri ate airports. I informed her th at it is not our intention to maim or torture anyone in any way form or fashion. It is the T SA s intent ion to try to 
make the skies a safer place to travel for all of lhe citizens. I offered to see if her case had been escalaled already. I explained to her that we had already escalated her case to the appropriale body for invesligalion. I explained lhat we can escalate 
her situation to the CSM and to ODPO. I then explained to the caller what ODPO was. I advised her that we have no specific time frame on how long it will take for her investigations to complete. If they do contact her it will be via an email or a phone 
Dear Sir or Madam, 

When I am traveling out of my uniform, with my ailrline ID badge visible. I have found that there is absolutely no consistency among TSA agents in allowing me to go through the metal detectors instead of the body scanners. I believe the whole point in 
allowing crew members to opt out of the body scanner 1s to lower our exposure to radiation. Over the course of a typical career a flight crew member is exposed to twice the radiation of the average population due to the effects of altitude alone. When 
going through security. we a re not I ess prone to radiation when we a re not in our unifo nms, 

Occasionally, when getting a pat down, the procedure is explained in a somewhat condescending tone and the procedure itself can be over reaching. Last month. while leaving Chicago, I got in a lane that was sending passengers through a metal 
detector. Then, all of a sudden, they closed off the detector and started sending passengers through the body scanner. When I asked why I couldn"t go through the metal detector. after showing my ID, again I was treated with condescension and 

2013 8: 18:, rudeness. 

Why are your agents wasting time patting down crewmembers when it seems that they should be performing more worth while tasks? 

Sincerely, 

kbl(61 
United Airlines 



Caller traveled from EWR at 6AM and there was an incident. Caller said the TSO pushed her buttons. She was wearing her grandmothers bracelet which is 1 Bk gold and it beeped. She put the bracelet in the plastic bowl. Caller asked if she could she 
put it with other items and the first container had her shoes, she put her bracelet in the second bin. Her daughters items were behind hers. She went through and cleared the WTM D. The bowl came out empty with both bracelets missing. Caller had to 
argue with the officer running the machine. The caller said she put it in the bin the and the TSO said no she did not. It got loud and a supervisor walked over and said, this matter better be rectified immediately. Another TSO came over and confinmed 
that she did place the items in lhe bin. After that they said, "oh they found them· 

Caller said they were not nice. If her daughter had not been travel mg behind her it would have been worse. Ca 11 er was in a rush and did not get any names. no numbers. Her daughter said do not start here. They took both items and It took them 4 
minutes to decide to hand it over. Caller said a TSA worker stole the items. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

'013 12:37: Regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures locus on ensuring that 
all passengers are 1reated with dignity, respect, and courIesy. Most airporIs are under video surveillance. To avoid the chance of leaving personal items behind, we recommend passengers place their belongings in lheir carry-on baggage before 
entering the checkpoint. Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this incident to the Customer Support Manager (CSM) at that location. 

Airport EWR to Orlando 
Airline: Jetblue 
FI ig ht Number: Did not have the information 
Date and Time: July 22nd 2013 6:00AM 
Old lady bracelet hand sculpted pure gold. Middle eastern jewelry. 
Localion: Gate 5 
Ca Iler did not rem ember any identifying information about the TSO. 

Wanted to voice concerns about violations of rights TSA doing. Like rnulistation and he was profiled a few years ago for having darl<er skin. Was patted down and had to have ETD 6 years ago he is italian. He states he doesn t feel safer by having 
people pat him down. Caller felt we are all just drones here and don t see how we are blind to all of lhe bad things TSA does. Also our company should not be growing but shrinking 

2013 3AB:[ Response: 

2013 4:01 :, 

2013 4:10:, 

Apologized that he felt this way and had a bad experience but officers are trained to perform patdowns so they do not violate a persons rights they will use the back of their hands when going over sensitive areas. Also the only way anyone will receive a 
patdown is if they request this or they sel off some form of alarm when going through the AIT or WTMD machines. Explained I hat TSA is here for the safety of passengers. Asked if I could place him on hold to see what else I could for him if he felt he 
was violated and other people were being violated however the caller would not allow it he continued to state how we were no good and only there to violate people. Also advised that TSA will never periorm a strip search. 
Caller states that she is contacting us in regards to an incident that happened on May 13 that she contacted us about on May 25. 

Caller states that the officers at the time of the screening never advised her of the screening procedures as they ran her and her service animal through the process. She states that after they went through the WTM D and were ETD swabbed, they were 
th en taken to a private screening after needing to wait for seve ra I minutes. She and the airline a ssIsta n ce both began voicing their concern that she was going to miss her flight. She believes that the office rs th en took more ti me to make ce rlarn that she 
missed her flight. 

Previous record: 

Caller went through inspection at the OAK airport on 05-13-2013 at 4:30 pm flying on US Airways flight 325. She was flying from OAK to PHX to FLL. She has mobility problems and has an emotional support animal, Caller had to go through private 
screening along with her pet. Due to the screening process she missed her flighl. Caller said thal the airlines told her to blame TSA for missing her flight. She wanled to file a complaint. Told caller thal I will document her complain!. told caller how she 
can contact the CSM at the OAK airport about the screening procedures. 
TSA. 

I wanted to provide comments and feedback on the lack of ava1labil1ty of the TSA Pre-screening lane at LAX. The lane was down this past Monday morning. one of the heavy travel days of the week at Delta. The reason provided was the metal detector 
was now and they were waiting for it to be fixed. 

I would like to suggest that there should always be a TSA Pre check line open, and if there is any broken equipment. it should be a priority to repair. As a routine traveler that has gone through the TSA Pre check process, I feel this is a reasonable 
approach. 

Thank you, 

!rh1/R1 I 



My name iskb·•,(ffi bctive duty military member proudly serving in the US Navy as a Seabee. I want start my letter by complementing the thoroughness, patience and professionalism your teams show while doing their job. I travel all over the 
world, out lwo weeks out of lhe month from Ankara Turkey, 10 Sasebo Japan and everywhere in between, and know thal your team·s hard work and dedication keep us safe. 

On 13 July 2013 I was flying out of Regan National Airport on official orders, my flight was scheduled to depart at 1400. Knowing the area I decided to show up at 1130 to avoid the crowds and have time to relax while I waited for my flight. While in 
line at the security check points, I placed all my valuables in the X-ray machine, did exactly as I was told. everything out of my pockets. PC out of its case, ect. But I failed to notice my Oakleys, (HYPERLINK 
"http://www.oakley.com/products/6419/23732"Polarized Fuel Cell) were on my head. As I was about 10 pass through lhe melal detector, one of your agents polilely asked me to take the sunglasses off, luckily I was able 10 place them on top of my 
other items in the plastic tray and she politely waived me trough. As I recovered my Items I failed to pick up my glasses and walked away. After no more than 20 yards away I ran back and asked the agents present if she has seen my sunglasses, not 
even one minute had passes and no one has seen anything. I was po I ite and patient but I was treated as 1f I we re crazy. I asked pol Ite I y again to see if they has seen or lo u nd and turned in top the I ost and found and ag am I was treated Ii ke a fool. I 
then stopped being polite and demanded someone point me out to the lost and found. After that, which I think is totally unnecessary, they listened and "helped" me. 

The glasses were never found and I was brushed off and all they said is" ... Trust me Sir no one here wants your sun glasses." I use my sunglasses as part of my gear: they are not only for protecting me from the sun. but safety glasses while 
shooting, a $150 piece of safety gear. This Is the first time I've ever lost anything while traveling. It Is also the first time I have been treated so ... strange. I was not at all disrespectful or demanding asking for something unattainable, 1f they would 
have just gave me the respect I gave them everything would have been OK. 

,013 8_26.1 I do not expect anything from this e-mail: I just can·t let it go without at least saying something. Again. I commend TSA on a job well done and I recognize the hard work that is periormed and that thanks to you guy's we are safer as a country. I know 
· · · · this is true, I appreciate 11 more than most because of the amount of travel I do, and I hope my little gripe will help you guy's fine tune the TSA screening system. when or if a small issues like this ever happens again. 

Very Respectfully, 

b1(6) 

Office -f~b_.1_(6_._, ---~ 

Cell-I(b)(ff1 



his wifes bag was not re-locked and she had items st,cki ng out of the bag. His wife used to work for U mted. 

He says they showed up at 4: 15 am, I hey went lhrough the line. He told the genlleman that worked there he was disabled, he doesn·t have toes. He told the officer he could not lake off his shoes, he cant walk without his shoes. He had traveled before 
through Dulles and used the machine for screening and swab his shoes for him. he went through the WTMD for this flight. He told the officer he could swab his shoes. He was told by a black man and a blond headed man with blue eyes that he can·t 
have his items back. The plane beg an to boa rd and he says they we re about to miss the plane. The bland headed man told him he did not care if he missed the p I an e. The blond headed man gave him a p atdown and touched h, m in a s ensItIve area. He 
did not offer him a private screening for the patdown. He had offered to the officer to show him his toes were missing. He says the officer was very rude and crabby. he was sweating. He did not get the screener's name. He feels his 4th amendment 
rights we re viol a ted. 

At first I understood he said he worked or TSA but he th en stated he used to work at a airport he was a tax, cab driver. He was wean ng a watch and told the officer the a I arm was caused by the watch. The officer gave him a patdown anyway. He was 
unhappy at how the screening was handled, He says the officer should have to Id him to take the watch off for sere en i ng, He says the off ce r did not care if he embarrassed him in pub Ii c or that he was about to miss his plane. He says the off ce r did not 
respect him, he has spoken with an attorney already. 

He says the officer was not a police officer and had no right to speak to him like this. He is upset he almost missed the flight because it took so long to go through screening and the officer told him he should have arrived earlier. He does not remember 
the officer offering him a private screening for the patdown. He says he has traveled a lot and knows how screening should go with TSA and this is not how it should be. He was upset at the patdown but more upset at how the officer handled the 
screening. 

J 13 10: 3B: 1 Told caller 

I could take his flight infonnation and send it to the CSM at the departing airport so they could be aware this happened. 
I told lhe caller I was sorry this happened. 

Anytime the re is an alarm the officer wi 11 give a patdown to cl ear the al a rm. 
He s hou Id remove al I persona I items before sere en i ng starts so the re may not be an a I arm , 

He was very upset so I again told him sending my record as a complaint to the CSM so they could be aware as well. They would have to handle or address his complaint for him. 

Airport San Luis 
Airline: United Express 
Flight number: UA5348 
Date and time: 7-26-13 departed at 5:50 am 
Baggage claim numbei(b 1(6) I 
Was there a NOi, was there anything on it: Yes, nothing extra on it 
Terminal or gate: There is only one gate and terminal 
I am writing to express my frustration when I go though TSA screening, I am an airline employee.and work in Minneapolis but travel to Detroit and Fort Lauderdale often, I always seem to have a problem when I go though TSA screening, I have 
several health concerns.I have had 3 back fusions, arthritis , I have an implanled pacermaker/defibulalor, and have breast cancer. When I go out of Minneapolis I go I hough the employee check point, there always seems to be several TSA agents 
there. I can not go though the metal detector as it would stop my implanted device,which in turn would stop my heart. I have been told by different agents in Minneapolis that I should walk down to the to the other end of the terminal to go though the 
Advanced Imaging Technology. I go though the employee line because it is shorter so I don·t have so far to walk. I can not go though the metal detector so I request a pat down. Although there are always several agents there standing around I always 
have to wait. I am always told I should go the the Imaging technology, I always request a pat down and always have to wait. This past week when I traveled it was the first time an agent felt my right breast which I have had removed and question what 
was "'hard" in there. I told her it was my expander from my masceIomy. Which after all this time(I had my surgery lasl November.and fly at least twice a month) has been the first time it has been an issue. i was taken to a privale area and should her 
what it was. I am curious why no agent before her ever questioned it. I get a pat down often. 

J13 12: 12:, In Detroit I go though the imaging, which I don't like to do( I get a enough radiation which all my medical issues) and was asked what my def1bulator was, I was told to remove it, I told the agent(again many agents standing around) that 11 was implanted 
and I could not remove it, she said remove your device mam, I again told the agent I could not I was implanted, the agent got very irritated with me and said if you don't remove you device I will gelling a supervisor. My response the was if you can get 
a surgeon here to take ii out of my body, then I will remove it. This finally sank into her head and she said oh okay.and I was cleared. In Fort Lauderdale I was told I had 10 go though lhe Imaging and could not be palled down( this pasl weekend). I was 
running late and did not want to argue with anyone as I was pretty worn out from work and my medical issues. I take air reservations all day and always asked about TSA security. I refer them to the web site. but can appreciate the frustration. I realize 
this is the way 11 has b eco rn e s i nee 9 11 and accept that. however agents need to be mo re sensitive and accom idati ng when it com es to the dis ab I ed. I could stay on dIsa b1 I iii y and rn ay have to some day. far now though I work and think as a cItIze n 
deserve more respect and empathy. kbl(ff•, ! 



Caller wants to complain about discourteous treatment from a TSA agent. Caller and his wife flew on Saturday. Caller and his wife usually opt out of AIT and request a pat-down. He requested once at the line. that he be able to walk through the 
WTMD. The officer raised his voice at the caller. and was very, very negative telling the caller go to an area that left the caller unable to see his carry-on luggage. 

Caller waited in this area wilh his wife for around 5-10 minutes for the pat-down. Lead Office~as the name of the TSA employee. As the caller and his wife finished with their pat-down, he walked by the officer to see his badge with the officer 
saying: "Oh my he is going to complain'· and the caller felt he was trying to embarrass him. 

Advised, 

1013 1:52:5 Airport BWI 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number: 3952 
Dale and Time of Incident: 7:45 AM on July 27, 2013 
Location: Checkpoint C 
Contact info._!(b~·~1(~6'-i ---~I ~kb_._1(_6_1 __ ~l•s his work numbe~._(b_.~1(_6'-, --~!is his evening home phone number 

Advised ca Iler that I am sending I his comp I a i nl i nforrn ation 10 I he C SM at B WI 

Dear Sir: After reading the news about TSA theft this AM in the local and national newspapers. I felt that I needed to address a loss that we suffered last year at Jacksonville International Airport. My granddaughterJrh·,1R··, !(13). went through the 
security check point on the rnomi ng of 13 October 2 O 12. She was ca I chi ng a flight on Southwest fro rn Jackso nv i I le to Denver and was 101 d by security th at she had 10 I ake off her ear rings prior to going I hroug h the me ta I del ec1or, which she did and 
placed them in the bin. (We were later told that taking off ear rings was not necessary prior to entering the metal detector.) Her grandmother had just given her a pair of diamond ear rings (to celebrate her 13th birthday) prior to her flight home to 
Denver. On the other end of the security line, she found only one of the ear rings in the bin. We immediately scoured the empty bins and made a report to the on duty TSA supervisor. The ear ring was not found and the supervisor gave me the 
lost/found phone number to follow-up later, which I did. 

This note is probably too little too late, but I wanted to bring in to management's attention. Thank you. 
'013 2:41:1 

1013 2:41 :4 

Sincerely, 

Jacksonville, FL 32210 

Frorrl(b)(61 
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2013 11 :50 AM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject: Travel Experience 

To whom this may concern, 

My h us band and I recently !rave I ed from Bi 11 ings. Montana where we we re v1s1ting lam i I y to our home in St. Louis, M 1sso u n this past week. We arrived at the airport with plenty of 11 me to get through security and to our gate without being rushed. 
However, that all changed when we noticed that TSA decided to shut down the right side of the line. There were nearly 20 TSA employees standing around, some working and others just talking and laughing, while only one line was moving. Prior to the 
two lines being closed down to one, there was just a body scanner and a metal de1ec1or, however, only lhe body scanner was the one being used. As I am pregnant, I oplion for a pat down because I do nol wanl to endanger my child. I know the 
protocol and the rules that come with it. However, prior to even getting patted down. the 8 people ahead of my husband and I all had to have their bags checked and scanned multiple times. Everyone"s belongings went through the machine twice 
holding the line up. Finally my husband got through the body scanner and his bag needed to be checked again .... They were suspicious of my breastpump which I clearly need as a mom and a mom to be. They took everything out of the breastpump bag 
and touched all of my babies bottles and products that I use. Never in my life have I been so violated. They touched all of my things that go on my body and feed my child. I did not have anything to use to clean or sanitize it with after my belongings 
were dealt wilh like trash. They were not gentle with any of my things and fiddled and lhrew things as if they had no meaning at all. I am disgusted with how your service treats morns and parents alone. II is extremely rude and a violationldestruclion of 
ones belongings that are very personal. It is 2013. Figure it out. A breastpump is not a weapon. Your employees were so worried about my pump that they failed to see that I had accidentally left a liquid in my purse that was not in a plastic bag. How 
does that happen? How do your employees find interest in a breastpump. but not in a liquid that was not in a bag. 

I am d1sg usted with the TSA. Something needs to change' 



'013 2:451 

not board her plane. Caller stated she had nothing on her feet. She had to go into a private area barefoot and without her jacket. Caller stated she was wearing her shorts, shirt, bra, underwear and that Is all. 

She was singled out and searched, she does not know why. She went through WTMD. A female TSO told her to sland over there. Caller stJled the TSA agent said they were going to strip search her. They look her luggage off the conveyor belt as 
well as her purse, hat, four pieces of luggage. and all the items she put into the bins. They took her into an area behind the checkpoint. 

They told her they were going to lull body search her. She told the screeners they were not going to touch her. There were many female TS Os in the room, One of the female TSOs went to get a big male TSO who came in and asked what was going 
on. Caller slated that she would not allow anyone to touch her. 

The TS Os called the police and a Mexican officer namectfillli):ame in and began to interrogate her. He asked 1/ she takes drugs. She said no. He asked if she uses alcohol. She said no. He asked 1/ she was taking any medication. She said she 
was and they could call her doctors. She told him that she was not going to answer any more questions. She told him to give her her phone. Two other police officers came in. 

She said at this point she was circled by female TSOs and the male TSOs and three police officer. Caller stated she did consider running away. By this time she was crying. 

One police officer asked what was going on. Caller stated she would like to know but no one would tell her. She stated that she had been traveling and that someone tainted her along the way. Caller said all the TSA women were laughing and 
chuckling. The Officer[Eillhad a smirk on his face. She told him to take lhe smirk off his face. He look two mililary sleps toward her and asked if she would talk to aulhority like I his. She said yes when you Ire at me like this. 

P eo pie al I over the airport were I ooki ng at her. She said she /el t Ii ke a terrorist. The second officer who had come in to Id the M exi can officer to back off that he would take care of this. The M ex,ca n officer took two mi I ,ta ry steps back and went around 
behind the others in the room. He said They do this to all Americans. She said they do not because she did not see anyone else being treated like this. 

She believes this is abusive. She said she is 71 and was traveling alone from Rochester and now was leaving SEA. 

She is going to call~!r_h_·11_r;_·., ___ ~r:;EA Police Department, her Congressman and report this. She is going to tell her medical doctors. her son who was a military police officer, FOX News. She will get this publicized in local and national newspapers 
and get on the radio. 

I offered to email the information on filing a formal complaint. She said she did not have email and wanted to know why it could not be mailed. I told her it was not set up to be mailed. She wanted to know who made that rule. I told her I did not know. 
She asked if it was Congress or TSA. She said old people do not use email and some people are too poor to have a computer. She said some young people do not use email. She wanted an answer as to who made this rule. I told her I did not know, 
but I could give her the information. She told me now I was getting upset with her, I asked her ii she wanted the information. 

I told the caller that if she wanted to file a formal complaint it must: 



---Original Message--
From:kb1(6) 
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2013 3:23 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 

Subject Fly Rights - New Report fronJ ... (b_ •• _,(6_._I __ __. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Name""h-'-.1"-l'rR'-·., -,-,,-,-----'------, 
Email Address:'r'-b..,I -'6,.,1 _______ __, 
Phone Number: h··1rR·\ 

Address =b~i("'6""1 ----~ 

,013 4:041 Are you 18 ar over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N at,ona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Gallatin Field Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 



government told me Agent Orange was safe in Viet Nam and we all know what happened with that). I was watching an old women, 78 years old, being taken out of a wheel chair by a group of TSA agents and manhandled into the radiation machine. 
This poor old woman could just barely stand up, barely walk and had extreme difficulty standing upright with her arms up so she could be properly radiated, It took a group of TSA goons on both sides of the machine to get her in. get her radiated. and 
get her oul without her falling down. While all this was going on, people were zipping through lhe meIaI detector so I wonder how important the x-ray machine really is .. What bothered me most is the lack of consideration for an old women, obviously 
somebody's Grandma and obviously NOT threat to our security. 

First of all. has the government lost all compassion for America· elderly and for American citizens?? 

Secondly, one look at this woman who is obviously someone's grandma and could hardly be considered a threat so why go through the exercise? 

,013 6:0S:2 Do the TSA line personal have less sense than our government as a whole? 

I'm a combat disabled and decorated veteran of the Viet Nam war which was fought supposedly to contain communism, I'm also a citizen and a taxpayer. I believe that those machines are a violation of my Fourth Amendment rights against 
unreasonable search and a vi o I ati on of the Bi 11 of Rights against being searched without being charged with a crime. The pat down Is a bsol utel y c rim i na I because I've not been charged with anything. I went to war to protect those ng hts, at least th at' s 
what they told me when I enlisted. I understand that in these days and times we need to be vigilant, but this exhibition was just unconscionable in addition to a violation of rights afforded us by the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. 

On another topic, the TSA agents told me that flying is a privilege not a right. Is this true?? 

I would like a response to all of this. 

I would like to report a lack in security at Miami International Airport. 

I fly thru MIA often, as it is my home airport. I use the PreCheck line every time. since I have Global Entry and am also Platinum with American Airlines. At MIA, the PreCheck line is on the left side, with a dedicated agent and metal detector. This 
morning, at approximately 8:30 a.m .. I used the PreCheck line at MIA. I noticed that a separate line with travelers that did not have PreCheck was feeding into the PreCheck lane. Just like myself, these travelers did not have to remove their shoes, and 
take out their toiletries and electronics. I asked a few people in line with me ii they have PreCheck, and they had no idea what I was talking about. It seems that in order to relive congestion in the regular security lanes, an agent was sending travelers 
without PreCheck thru the PreCheck lane. I feel thal this decision compromises my security, as well as the security of other travelers, as those passengers have nol been prescreened. I hope lhe next lime I lravel out of MIA lhis error has been 

" 13 10:14:1 corrected. 

Thank you for your attention. 

fb1(ff1 

Sent from my iPad 



Dear Sirs/madams: 

I just went thru security at Newark inti airport, united airlines, terminal A 
Going thru lhe me1a1 detector a buzzer wenl off and I was told that I was randomly selected 10 be checked. I then waited 13 minu1es for a supervisor to come and check me. The securily people were rude and ridiculing while we asked what the delay 
was about. They ran out of bins, were rude to other travelers etc. 

When the supervisor ar,-ived.she was apologetic and explained that people had not shown up for work. 

TSA- we can do better than this' 1 

!(b)(61 

o u a re not the intended recipient. please inform me and delete it from your fi I es, II you do not wish to receive commercia I em ai Is from me in the future and Ii ke 
to "Opt-Out" please reply back 10 your sender with subject "remove me from your list.'' All in orma ,on , r I or withdrawal wilhout nolice. No representalion is 
made as to accuracy of any description. All measurements and square footage are approximate and all information should be confirmed by customer. All rights to content. photographs and graphics reserve o 
parties. Rea I estate contracts are only e stablish ed by duly executed agreement between the parties. 

Disability Description: Caller has a hip replacement and 1s retired from Pan American and he worked for Delta. He is a veteran as well. 

lncidenl Details: He stated lhat at Reagan the TSO offered him to go lhrough the AIT and he told him that he has metal implants and even told him he may keep on his shoes. He is 80. The experience was nice and smooth. 

On his return from LaGuardia, he got in line and he told the guy he has hip replacement and the TSO told him to take his shoes off. He told the guy he is 80 but he still made him take off his shoes. He ended up going to the end of the line. He alarmed 
the WTMD. When the TSO was finished screening him the caller asked if he was done and put on his shoes to leave. He saw two TSA agents talking and pointing to him. He said he took 10 steps to leave and the second guy, who was a supervisor, 
came running toward him and made him come back and take off his shoes off for a second time. They 1es1ed them for explosives. He thinks this was retalialion. He called the Americans with Disability Act and filed a complaint. He is getting lhe 
runaraound and was told that he needed to call TSA. He is an active Democrat and he is not going to let this go. He said that this is age discrimination and other things. He is very upset and said that he is going as far as to speak with his Senator. He 
said that the Ame nca n peop I e have no voice. 

'013 3 :24 :4· Response Details: I apologized to the caller that he is unhappy with the service that he received. I asked him if you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or 
medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition. Federal regulations require that your complaint be put in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. 

Do you want informalion about filing a written complaint regarding disability discrimination or are you calling wilh a different concern such as poor customer service? 

He stated at this point that he had al ready Ii I ed the complaint and he said that I could lo rwa rd his information to a CS M on his b eh al f but he did not have any of his flight information other Iha n the airport. He stressed that he was not interested in 
providing any information or receiving any information on how to fi I e a complaint in writing regarding this incident, 

I referred this to a CSM and ODPO as a FYI. 

The callers were flying from Fiji to Honollulu. The caller had a stop over in Western Samoa and was told I hey have a contracl with the US government for screening. The airport is APW. The caller wanted 10 inform TSA that crimes were cornmilled. The 
caller stated he was horrified that US passengers travel and get treated bad. They were suppose to stop for an hour and all the passengers were forced off the plane and go through security again. The caller took off everything and went through the 
metal detector. The security did not ask him or give him any information about a patdown. The security just started doing Patdown and touched everyone in very inappropriate ways. The ,terns that the passengers purchased were from Fiji and security 
took and gathered up everything and le/I the building. The passenger never has been so humilated and touched so profoundly or treated so horribly. There was no reason for a patdown or physical searches to any passenger. The caller stated they 

'013 6:01 :5 were forced off the plane without any word and were 1ouched in bad ways. The caller was told thal there is a new contracl with Weslern Somoa and TSA to do screening. 

Response: 

Advised the caller thal TSA is nol in Western Samoa and that we have no informalion on who he will need to talk to. Advised the caller 10 see who does the screening I here. 



From,kb 1(6) 
Sent: Friday, August 02, 2013 4:48 PM 
To: Agrasto, Mary 
Cc: TSAE xte ma I Com pl ia nce@d hs .gov: mayo rmyri ck@ci tyofi tha ca .org: omJra@nysena te .gov: s ewa rd@nyse n ate. gov 
Subject Re: Complaint Re: 1TH TSA Screening 

Ms. Agrasto. 

,013 6: 15: 4 I think your indifference to the issues brought ta ya ur attention is a direct reflect ion al the prob I ems in your organization and with your em pl ayees. 

Additionally, for you to claim that I am naive is simply ignorant. As an army transportation officer and a commander of a unit, I closed five bases in Iraq an my last deployment, to include supervision al air and truck terminals. I trust you cannot share the 
same experience. That being said. I certainly understand that there are times when threats exist and there are times when threats do not exist. to include varying threat levels. Your organization, and self-serving rnd1v1duals such as yourself. can claim 
th at th ere is always a threat, because you simply do not want to resign and provide the o pport unity lo r someone mo re competent to take over those positions that wi 11 do the proper assessments. And c I aiming that there is a I ways a threat is a way of 
keeping your jobs and your current budget, because most people do not want to be bashed by people like you who pretend to have an inherenl compelence. 

Bui you are not being paid to say that there is a threal then 10 go back and drink your coffee, while you 1reat everyone as a lhreat, that type behavior is the definilion of ignorance in this regard. 

All of lhese things are very clear to me. But ii is all beside the point, in I his case, I believe I have a valid complaint, and I believe I hat you should properly address it with the source of the problem, which are your TSA employees in Ithaca and 
elsewhere, not by accusing me al ig nara nee. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!"'lh"'·""·,1'-'R-'-·1 ___ __, 
Date Time: 8/212013 6:05:38 PM 

······················---------------····························· 

Nammbi(6i 
Emajh··,1r;·1 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rte a us/ Rude Em pl a yee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):LAX Airport 
United Premier Security Terminal 
UA Flighl 222 LAX to JFK 

1013 8:05:4 Gate 77 
2:35 PM August 2nd. 
Comments:! have been traveling via LAX for years and have always found it to be a pleasant experience. Today, even, the TSA screeners were upbeat, friendly. and courteous. However, the woman stationed at the x-ray machine at the United 
Airlines premier securily line was so inappropriate with me, I feel compelled to share my story. 

At about 2:35 PM today, I was waiting for my carry on bag to go through the x-ray machine. The family in front of me had held up the line due to inappropriate carry on items. so the rest of of travelers were dealing with a long line and a backed up 
conveyer belt. As a result, the handles of my bag got caught on another passangers bin. My bag (a purse) tipped over, and all of my personal items fell onto the conveyor belt. I alerted the TSA agent (a middle agedfh··,1r;·1 lh~ir in a bun). She 
proceeded to berate me in fronl of olher flyers, saying I hadn'I put my bag in right. As I scrambled 10 collect all of my personal effecls, which were sca11ered because of the incident, lhe TSA woman yelled "YOU'RE WELCOME, miss," in fronl of 
everyone. I apologized and thanked her for stopping the belt. but she gave me a dirty look. I do not understand why she felt the need to berate a frazzled traveler. I was planning on thanking her far her help, but regardless, that is no way to speak to a 
traveler. Everyone else was professional and courteous despite the long Imes-- especially the guard who politely asked me to take my necklace off when it set the metal detector off. 

I did nol get lhe woman's name, but I believe she should be reprimanded for being so egregiously rude and inappropriate with a frazzled traveler just 1rying to make her flight. I am a very quiet, unassuming person who is respeclful ofTSA employees 
and their demanding jabs-- but this situation was sa embarrassing and insulting, I had ta say something. 

Thank you for your time. and for all the hard work you do to keep our airways safe. 



Dear Sir or Madam, 

I would appreciate some clarity on carry-on liquids, as I have experienced different interpretation of policy by TSA agents. 

My 7 year old son has severe food allergies, so we must carry on liquid medications and also a few juice boxes (single-serve, branded) over 3.4 oz. Have a doctor's letter on medical necessity. 

Flying out of Philadelphia. we declared the medications and juice boxes. My wife and I went through AIT TSA agent opened one of the medicine bottles for testing. No problem. Smooth process and kid-friendly TSA agents. 

Flying back home a week later from Orlando. FL: Same liquids and doctor's letter. We were told that since the TSA couldn't open the juice boxes, one of us (me or my wife) would have to be patted down. I asked the agents (2 different agents) why I 
couldn't just go through AIT like I had at PHL --- no answer given at all -- just that I had to be patted down. OK, no big deal, I wenl through pat-down. Bui whal's the official policy here? And why couldn't I get an answer to my queslion? Nol consistent. 
And, what is the logic to having one of us being patted down and the other 3 going through simple metal detector? No testing was performed on any of the liquid medications in bottles that could have been opened. 

My other comment here is an overall attitude of the entire TSA team at Orlando. Every time I've flown out of Orlando with my family (3 times now). the TSA experience has been poor. Worst of any airport in the US -- and we've traveled a fair bit. 
would think Orlando TSA would be among lhe besl with children, given lhe Disney location. 

'013 9=13:0 Example: agent at x-ray machine feed-in kept telling me I had to push my bags onto the feed-in belt to the x-ray machine, then asked me why I kept pushing when the belt was stopped. Simple answer: I couldn't see if the belt was moving from where I 
was standing because I had a long line of luggage on tables, kid car seats. etc, with my kids in front of me in the line. I'm a frequent business traveler with an IQ north of 150. I know how the x-ray machine feed belt works. All the agent had to do was 
communicate clearly or simply help me push the luggage into the machine when lhe belt was moving instead of slanding there making unhelpful commenls. 

Example: Agent at Orlando security line intake, upon being presented with multiple boarding passes at once (with my two kids standing next to me) tells me each passenger has to present their own boarding pass. I told him rm not going to have my 
children hold their own boarding passes, due to their ages and likelihood of passes being dropped -- we're all standing right there together, Attitude., Again, no problems in Philadelphia. and no attitude from the agents. 

rm all for keeping everyone safe in the air. Seems to me PHL agents did their job just as well or better than Orlando agents, with a much better experience for my family. 

Other observation for lack of consistency: Some airports' TSA demand that boarding passes be kept in hand when going through metal detector/A IT (Newark NJ), while others do not, and in fact insist that nothing can be in my hand at all when going 
through AIT. What's the policy? When I put my boarding pass in a bin for x-ray, wilh other materials, and the TSA agent at the metal detector wants 10 see it, it's already in the x-ray and the agent's not happy ... 

Sincerely, 

!(b,(61 

The caller was coming through Phoenix Sky Harbor Gate B. He stated that they had the line open for the AIT machine but the WTM D line was closed down. He stated that the line was very long and that he was separated from his personal affects 
because of the long wait time. He just wanted to call and inform us of this issue. 

" 13 11 :52:, Advised caller: 

'013 7:034 

Apo I og i zed lo r his experience. Advised that a 11 of our re cords a re re corded and his comp I a int would be documented. 
Caller flew from Las Vegas to San Diego on Friday on Southwest flight#: 1622, she had several sets of keys for homes that she owns in her bag. The keys are now missing. There was no NOi in bag. Caller also wants to let us know that she went 
through the WT MD on another flight and the machine hurt her arm. She said that her a rm became pai nfu I rig ht after she wa I ked through the machine, and her skin on her a rm lo rmed bumps. She went to the doctor several days later and discovered 
that her blood had thickened. She wants to warn us about the dangers of metal detectors, 

Advised Caller: At most airports across the country. TSA has procedures in place for handling lost and found. Items found at screening checkpoints and areas where TSA performs baggage screening are turned in to the appropriate, designated airport 
authorities. We suggest !rave I e rs contact the airport where their 1te ms we re mis placed or lost. 

TSA moni1ors the number and nature of complaints we receive 10 1rack 1rends and spot areas of concern I hat may require special a11ention. This ongoing process will enable us to ensure prompt, correclive action whenever we determine that security 
screening po Ii ci es need modification or specific employees or screener teams a re the subject of repeated comp I ai nts. 



'013 7:034 

Caller flew from Las Vegas ta San Diego an Friday an Southwest flight#: 1622, she had several sets of keys for homes that she owns in her bag. The keys are now missing. There was no NOi in bag. Caller also wants to let us know that she went 
through the WT MD on another flight and the ma chm e hurt her arm. She said that her a nm became pai nfu I rig ht after she wa I ked through the machine. and her skin on her a nm lo rmed bumps. She went to the doctor several days later and discovered 
that her blood had thickened. She wants to warn us about the dangers of metal detectors, 

Advised Caller: At most airports across the country. TSA has procedures in place for handling lost and found. Items found at screening checkpoints and areas where TSA perfanms baggage screening are turned in ta the appropriate, designated airport 
authorities. We suggest !rave I e rs contact the airport where their Ite ms we re mis placed or lost. 

TSA moniIors the number and nature of complaints we receive 10 track I rends and spot areas of concern I hat may require special a11ention. This ongoing process will enable us to ensure prompt, correclive action whenever we determine that security 
screening pa Ii ci es need modification or specific employees ar screener teams a re the subject of repeated camp I ai nts. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : D1sa b1 I ity Complaint 
Cur,-ent Date/Time · 81412013 748:29 PM 
Airporl : MIA - Miami InIernational 
Date/Time of Travel · 08/03/2013 11 :30 AM Airline & Flight Number : USAirways 718 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : J TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : I was traveling with an adult with a severe/profound intellectual disability (think 2 or 3 year old) who uses a wheelchair for distances. When we fiew out of PHL screening went great. When we flew out of MIA they refused to let my son walk 
through the meta I detector and then screen the wheelchair which is what we did in PH L. So they insisted on a patd own, I was fine with that, When they asked him to put out his arms we to Id them he wo u Id not u nders ta nd and do th at so just continue 

'013 8:11 :0 with the patdown. My son stood up and I hey didn'I starl patting him down. Then he started 10 wander away and I hey didn'I do anything to stop him. My daughter jumped up and ran to get her brother and held his hand to keep him slanding still while 
they patted him down and al course she was then subject to a patdown. I have no abjection to a patdown but to let a person with a severe intellectual disability walk away and make no attempt ta stop him was ridiculous. He has no concept of safety 
and could have easily been hurt. (My daughter at one point once she was helping told me she told the guy 1f he was afraid to touch my son he should get someone else to do it.) As far as I know there was no reason to refuse to let him walk through 
the metal detector and since he was wearing a diaper it would have been more effective to do it that way. I admit I forgot to call TSA Cares before MIA but we set nothing up as a result of my call before we flew out of PHL. Your staff needs to 
understand that if lhe parents/companions are nol allowed to assist in a patdown (and I read lhat if they were under age 12 parents are allowed to hold their hands) lhey need to do something other than letting the person walk away. 
Would you like a res,.,...o,..n_,,s.,.e_? ___ F_a_ls_e _________ ......_ 
Passen er's Name hone Number 
Email b)(ff1 
To leave a commen ,s eedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Disability Description: The caller and her son flew from MSP to MOW on 8-1-13 and went through screening around 5:30pm through the middle checkpoinl. 

The callers son has Hydrocephalus. He has 2 shunts. One in his Bram and the other in his spine. The caller requested a paid own because one of his shunts is magnetic. 

Response Details: Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detecIor because this may affect lhe calibration of lhe device. While TSA has no evidence I hat screening by Advanced Imaging 
Technology (AIT) will affect such devices, passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 

I emailed the caller the information. 

'013 943 '5 Incident Details: The TSO asked her san why he could not go through the AIT machines. The son tald the TSO he could not go through the machines as well as the the math er tald the the TSO that her son could not go through the machines. The 
ofli cer got rude with her and was s ugg esti ng to her son that he should go through the ma chm es. The cal I er states the officer was very rude with her te 11 mg her that he did not have 11 me to educate her about the machines and took her son to be 
screened and at that time she could not see her son. The caller states the officer wanted to pat her son down and the son told him that he wanted to wait on his mother. The mother states the officer was very firm when he did the patdown on her son. 
The caller stales the officers put her in a position of trying to explain 10 him whal her sons disability was and she does not think she should have to educale lhe o~ about her sons disability. The caller states a supervisor came and helped her and 
was very friendly but states the TSO was very rude. The caller states the officer did accommodate her sons disability needs. The officer in question was officer~and he was at MSP. The callers son was 14 years old. 

The caller states the officer was very rude and condescending and her nor her son were treated with respect, dignity, and courtesy. The caller states the officer yelled at her. The caller states that she should not have to give her sons medical history to 
the officer to be able to get a patdown. 



Caller stated that she recieved a patdown and the female security touched her. She did not like the patdown and feels that the patdown is against her privacy. She first went through the screening devices and then was subjected to additional screening. 

She is wanting to file a complaint about the way the policy says a screening has to be done or she cant fiy to SFO. 

CCR informed her: 
Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area of an airport and the manner in which the screening is conducted Is important. Transportation Secunty Officers (TSOs) must conduct add1t1onal screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. If subject 

'013 3:34:5 to additional screening, then a patdown procedure will have 10 be given. Patdown are conducted by same-gender officers. However, passengers who are not willing to go through lhe screening process will not be permitted to fly. 

Si nee she does not Ii ke the po Ii cy of a patdown and she feels th at it goes against her privacy, she can write her con cem s into HQ. 

CCR provided her with the lo 11 owing address: 
601 South 12th Street 
Art i ngto n. VA 20 598 

Caller stated that she recieved a patdown and the female security touched her. She did not like the patdown and feels that the patdown is against her privacy. She first went through the screening devices and then was subjected to additional screening. 

She is wanting to file a complaint about the way the policy says a screening has to be done or she cant fiy to SFO. 

CCR informed her: 
Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area of an airport and the manner in which the screening is conducted Is important. Transportation Secunty Officers (TSOs) must conduct add1t1onal screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. If subject 

'013 3:34:5 to additional screening, then a patdown procedure will have 10 be given. Patdown are conducted by same-gender officers. However, passengers who are not willing to go through lhe screening process will not be permitted to fly. 

Si nee she does not Ii ke the po Ii cy of a patdown and she feels th at it goes against her privacy, she can write her con cem s into HQ. 

CCR provided her with the lo 11 owing address: 
601 South 12th Street 
Art i ngton. VA 20 598 

The caller stated that she has been flying a lot over the last few years and has never had a complaint about TSA, until now. On 8-5-2013, she took Jetblue flight 1059 from BOS to PHL at 3: 15PM. When going through screening, she was in line for the 
WT MD. She was sere ened by the W TM D mu Iii pie times and it kept a I arming. even a/le r she had removed al I of her Jewelry and anything else that could have been meta I. She was patted down and c I ea red through the s c reenrng checkpoint. She later 
realized that she was wearing a new bikini top that had a metal decorative piece on the top of it. She was upset that she got through screening and this was not caught. She asked why the AIT was not used to pin point this metal piece and she 
wandered if it wou Id have pin poi nl ed the meta I piece. 

I to Id her that the p atdown is used to clear a person through sere en i ng 1/ they a I arm the WT MD and cannot be cl eared by the W TM D. The patdown procedure Is used to verify that the person does not have any prohibited items on their person. If she 
was already in line for and used the WTMD, the TSOs would not send her through the AIT. The procedure is to clear an alanm of the WTMD by using a thorough patdown. I cannot specifically state that the AIT would have caught this as an anomalies 

:J 13 12:26:, or not. 

She was not happy with this answer and stated that she could have got through screening with wires attached to her body and that she needs to speak with someone else. I placed her on hold to talk with a CSS here at the TCC. I spoke to CSS Wayne 
and he le It that this was not a security issue. 

I to Id her that our CS S did not fee I that this was a security issue. as the TS Os fol lowed standard protoco I. 

She requested to speak with someone else. I turned the call over to k .. b._1""("-6'-·., ___ _. 

Caller works at a hospital. One of her patients has a new defibrillator. What information about screening does the patient need? 

Advised ca Iler: 
,013 5:43:5 If a passenger has an inlernal medical device, such a stomach or cardiac pacemaker or a defibrillator, it is importanl for him or her to inform the TransporIation Securily Officer (TSO) conducting the screening before lhe screening process begins. 

Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices, passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Ti me : 81612013 3: 59:01 PM 
Airport · E WR - Newark I nte rnat ion a I 
Date/T1rne of Travel 08/06/2013 4:45 PM Airline & Flight Number United #UA4511 Checkpoint/Area of Airport Terminal A - Gates 20-28: line 4 TSA Employee: (If Known) Unknown Comment : I observed this happen to another person, and also to 
myself. The TSA Agent manning the metal detector was demanding that he see everyone's boarding pass. after it had already previously been checked, with our I Os by the front TSA agents. When told a boarding pass was mobile by both the other 

,013 6.05 ,5 person and myself, he demanded I hat we bring it up on our phones or he wouldn't let us through, bul we're also not allowed 10 go thru the metal detectors with our phone. The other gentleman this happened to could nol get lhe nelwork on his phone to 
· · · come up and was being told he could not continue through the metal detector (his carry on bags were already through the scanner, waiting for him on the other side). Additionnaly, when the TSA agent finally asked someone else, they decided that 

since it was on the phone, he didn't need to see it. 
Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

From bi(6i 
Sent: Tuesday, August 06, 2013 4: 15 PM 
To: TSAExlernalCompliance 
Subject Harassment Complaint 

August 6, 2013 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 

'013 e:OS:S Civil Rights & Liberties, Ombudsman and Traveler Engagement (TSA-6) 

Multicultural Branch 

701 South 12th Street 

Ari i ngto n. VA 20 598 

To whom it may concern: 

It had been several years since I have flown. and the last time I went through security you all had the old metal detectors, I am very cautious when going through security at the airport, always waiting for instruction from the TSA agents to give me the 
go ahead to conlinue through the designaled area. I never want to do something wrong, because I know how serious airport securily is. I waited on the other side of lhe new scanning devise, and the agent never instructed me to enter lhe machine, she 
simply stared at me, so I continued to wait in fear of going too soon and getting yelled at. Eventually. I asked if she was ready for me, and she replied. "Do I need to go get security•? Are you really going to hesitate and be uncooperative??" I said, "No 
ma'am, I was just waiting for your instruction so as to not do anything I wasn't supposed to." She then said, "Um no you're hesitating and not cooperating'" I said, "No ma'am, I'm more than willing to cooperate, I was just waiting for the go ahead from 



Disability Description: She is 72 years aid and uses a wheelchair. 

Response Details: Advised caller that when a passenger is wearing a head scarf, we do have to do some additional screening. Advised caller that if the ETD tests positive, which could be from any number of things, we do have to conduct a patdown. 
This is the same screening procedure for everyone, no matter what race. 

If you believe you we re di sen mi nated against or received dis pa rate !realm e nt or were impacted based on dIsa b1 I ity or medIca I cond iii on or a 11 ege that T SA fa i I ed to accommodate your dis ab i I Ity or medical co ndItIon or have a claim of raci a I 
discri mi nation. F edera I reg u I ations require that your complaint be put in writing u n I ess your di sa bi I ity prevents you from doing so, 

Do you want information about filing a written complaint regarding discrimination or are you calling with a different concern such as poor customer service? 

'013 2'38 :0 Advised I would send her the instructions for filing a written formal complaint. 

Incident Details: Caller recently traveled. She says that she was in a wheelchair, but did go through the WTMD. She was wearing a head scarf. so after the WTMD, the officer told her that she could rub her head down and they could test her hands, or 
they could do it. She to Id the officer to do it. The ETD tested posItIve. Ca 11 er says that the woman s hands co u Id have been contaminated for al I she knows. Cal I er says that a white woman to Id her she would have to take her to another area. Cal I er to Id 
the officer that her traveling companion who is 89 years old, cannot see, and is also in a wheelchair, would have to come with her. She says that they done a patdown on her. She says that she has had the same nappy hair on her head for her entire 72 
year life and has never had a problem before. Caller says that she told the officer taking her for the paldown thal her people had lived here for 450 years and have never hijacked one of your (whites) planes. She says that the officer threatened her wilh 
the police. The caller continued and explained that she is a descendant of slaves. She says that we (whites) took her voting rights away and murdered the little boy recently. Caller says this was discrimination and poor customer service. She says her 
complaint is not going to go anywhere. 

Caller stated that she has a Breast Prosthesis and the last time she flew she stated that she was given a hard time when she went through the screening Check point. She stated that she had no idea that she was suppose to tell the officers at the 
check about her proslhesis and was given a hard time and had her hands swabbed for explosive traces. She slated that they are gelling ready to fly again on 08 30 2013 and needs 10 know if there is any way she can avoid all of the hassle s again al 
the check paint. 

Gave the cal I er the following info: 
'013 3:41 :4 A breast cancer survivor who wears breast prostheses, has masIecIomy scars, wears head coverings or a compression sleeve may want 10 inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of her needs before screening begins. TSA has creeled 

notification cards that travelers may use to inform TS Os about any disability. medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening, their use may improve 
communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their conditions. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gov sites default files publications d1sab1lity_notification_cards.pdf Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology 
(AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An 
eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough paldown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by lhe walk-lhrough metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Poor Customer Service: Screening Cun-ent Date/Time, 81712013 7:27:33 PM Airport, OAK - Metropolitan Oakland International Date/Time of Travel: 08/07/2013 3:00 PM Airline & Flight Number· Alaska 2610T Checkpoint/Area of 
Ai rpo rI : Baggage ch eek T SA Employee: ( If Known) 
Comment . My experience going through the security screening process is u n accepta b I e. Using PD X as a cam pa ri son, OAK TSA is i neffi ci e nt, u norga ni zed and I ack s in qua Ii ty of service. 

I started going through the security Ii ne, it was a bout 1 0 0 people deep with what seemed Ii ke one person checking boa rd i ng passes and I Ds. It took about five minutes for the one Ii ne to break into three, but th ere was only two agents checking 
documents, ONE passenger at a time. I left Portland the same time of the day with about the same amount of people in line, and while there was one line, lhere were three agents with two lines on eilher side of their table checking IDs. The line went 
fast. At Oakland. it felt as though their thoroughness was hidden behind the slow service. 

'013 8:05:2 Also in Portland, they have the option to go through the body scanner or the metal detector with no pat down ii it is cleared. I felt punished in Oakland's Airport for opting out of the body scanner. Not only did I have to wait in a separate line, I was 
expected 10 be pat down regardless as 10 whether or not the metal detector went off or not (it didn'I in my case). I wailed 15 minutes out of sighl of my valuables and personal ilems including my boarding pass, ID and laptop for someone to become 
'available' ta pat me down. When I asked agents around me if I could watch my stuff or how long it would be. they told me too bad -- I have ta wait and they walked away. Meanwhile. agents were chatting with each other. When I finally did get through 
the metal detector. I was thoroughly pat down. I le It physically vi o I ated. 

I do not feel safer knowing that this is a requirement of lhe Oakland airporI. I would rather spend more money flying out of other local airports than dealing with being Ireated like I am being punished for not going through the body scanner. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Pho11e N11mber · 
Email i(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



1013 8:28:1 

Hello. 

I always "opt out" of going through the metal detectors at airport screening, and generally have had no problems with the pat-down, etc. However, on occasion. I have been queried by the TSA agent about why I am opting out, and sometimes that 
agent has challenged me about my concerns regarding the health hazards of the machines. On a recent lrip out of Boston, an agent lold me that TSA personnel are nol supposed to query passengers in that way, and certainly not make them feel in 
any way defensive about opting out. Indeed, he instructed me to see a TSA super,isar if any agent did act in that manner in the future. This evening, my wife flew out of Boston, was queried by an agent when she requested ta opt on, and when she 
reported her concerns to a s uper,iso r, he rudely told her the agents cou Id ask whatever they wish. 

For my own records, for future travel, can you tell me jusl whal the TSA policy is on opting oul, and, if it is in writing, where I could find ii? 

Thank you very much for your help. 

"The professo(s purpose is ta think otherwise'"k~b~l~(~6~1 ------~ 

D 
Boston, MA 02215 

kb1(61 I 
HYPERLINK ._l(b_)_(6_, _______________ ___, 

J13 12:07:, 

CRCL received the below and are forwarding to you to handle as deemed appropriate. 

Sincerely, 

U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties 

---0 rig i na I Message---
F ro'1( b) ( 61 
Se11t: Sunday, August 04. 20 I 3 SOB PM 
To: CRCL 
Subject Fly Rights - New Report from l._(b_·•~1(6_-~I --~ 

pompton lakes, nj 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 



'013 1:07:4 

'013 1:07:4 

Caller said that his 13 year old daughter traveled alone on Sunday and she went through the full body scan.Caller said that after the body scan that she was pulled aside far a patdown. Caller that you did on or the other. He wanted to know what she 
was patted down. He said that same thing happened to his nephew and this is questionab I e. 

Resolution: 

TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, 
a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

Caller wanted to know if they keep any type of record of that. 

Told caller that I would not think that there would be a record. However he can contact the CSM at that location and they may be able to assist him, 

Cal I this number back choose option 5 code 7 4 5. 

Caller said that his 13 year old daughter traveled alone on Sunday and she went through the full body scan.Caller said that after the body scan that she was pulled aside for a patdown. Caller that you did on or the other. He wanted to know what she 
was patted down. He said that same thing happened to his nephew and this is questionab I e. 

Resolution: 

TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, 
a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

Caller wanted to know if they keep any type of record of that. 

Told caller that I would not think that there would be a record. However he can contact the CSM at that location and they may be able to assist him, 

Cal I this number back choose option 5 code 7 4 5. 

Caller and his wife signed up for speedy or Global Entry. His wife has a pacemaker and is a diabetic. He says the practically strip her down far screening. He says he heard about pre screening while waiting on the phone. He wants to know if his wife 
has to be screened Ii ke that everyti me? 

Told caller 
I explained to him for screening we have 3 means. We have the AIT, WTMD and the patdown. If his wife has a pacemaker she probably opts out and she would receive a patdown for screening. If she want able to use the technology far screening they 
wi 11 have to give her a paid own far her screening. 

I explained what the expedited screening was, 
,013 3:04:3 Expedited screening could include no longer removing the 

following ,terns: 
Shoes 
3-1-1 compliant bag from carry-on 
Laptop from bag 
L1g ht oute ""ear Jacket 
Belt 

I told him this probably would not help his wife because this screening also includes using the technology far screening, she would still have to have a patdown far screening. 
I exp I a i ned to him we can never assume any one passenger was Ii ne to go through without sere en i ng. we have to make sure everyone on the p I ane was safe to !rave I. 



Response Details: I explained that the information on our website is cur,-ent and up to date. 

I advised that his written complaint should be sent to 
TSA s D1sab1lity Branch. Disability and Multicultural Division. 

I advised that I would email information on how 10 file a complain! in writing that would include the address to submit his complaint. 

I advised that I did not have specific information on what his rights are under the American With Disabil1t1es Act are. and advised that I would refer this inquiry to the Disability Branch as well. 

He may be contacted by phone. 

The ca 11 er indicated that he would prefer to be contacted vi a ema i I rather th an by phone. 

'013 3=14:3 Incident Details: The caller indicated that he visited our webpage prior to traveling regarding medical conditions and disabil1t1es, particularly in regard to passengers who cannot remove his shoes. 

He indicated that the informalion indicaIes that passengers who can t remove shoes should inform TSO before screening begins of this and can still be screened via the AITWTMD, or a thorough pal down. 

He indicated th at genera 11 y when he trave Is he advises that he can not rem ave his shoes and passes through sere en i ng without being required to rem ave them. The shoes are often swabbed. 

He traveled from BOS and SAN and at both checkpoints he was required to remove his shoes. TSO directed him to go through lhe AIT screening wilh his shoes on. He was then permitted 10 sil while he removed his shoes. His shoes were placed in a 
bin and went through .ray screening. 

TS Os at both airports advised that if he did not go through this procedure he would not be perm i lted to enter the checkpoint and be screened. 

The caller asked what is different this year in regard to the screening procedure. He indicated that he makes this trip every year and has done so for the past ten years. 

He asked when the re was a change in pol icy and what rights he has under the American with Dis ab i I ities Act, 

The caller asked where the written complaint would be sent and requested that the information on how to submit a complaint in writing be emailed. 



CRCL received the below and are forwarding to you to handle as deemed appropriate. 

Sincerely, 

U.S. Department of Home I and S ecu ri ty 
Office for Civil Righls and Civil Liberties 

---Onoinal Message---

Froni(b)(ffl 
Sent: mursday, August OB, 2013 J 12 PM 
To: CRCL 

Subject: Fly Rights - New Report fronj._(b_ •• _,(6_._I ____ _. 

,013 4:03 O, CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name:~1-h.,.,1,."_ ... _____ .._ ____ ~ 

Email Address ( ·., 
Phone Numberci: l':';(b~,":':(6"'):----1---------l 

Address:~b~••_,(6_.~I -----~ 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party ar an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) da you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati an? 
Race? Yes 

Ethnicity? Yes 
Religion? Yes 
N ationa Ii ty? No 

Dear TSA Agents: 
Today, at the Wichita Falls airport, I had the sad experience that I was (what they called randomly selected) selected for a second security check. I know that seems normal. but when it is the 4th consecutive time, it becomes weird and it looks like 
profiling. Today, 818113 was my fourth t, rn e from my I ast fourth trips out of SPS-W i ch,ta F al Is Municipal Airport that I was random I y selected for a ch eek. I proceeded Ii ke i no rma 11 y do in this checks. but I first asked the T SA agent why I was b erng 
selected? and I was told sarcastically that I can ask that to the metal detector machine. I told him and to another one that this is very weird that I am always selected when going through this security check point, but I have never had any problems in 
any other airpor1s. I will like to request a review of lhe process in this airpor1. I understand that one person complain! is not enough to make it valid or impor1ant, but I will be sending this email to the biogs and social media as well to some news 

1013 4:03: 1 channels. I am just tired that in this small airport. the agents think in profiling people because they cal or and race. This is very disgusting and insulting. You need ta teach them ta be respectful of the integrity of others. 

Sent from my iPad 



I sent the following inquiry last night (just below) seeking information on TSA policy. I received a response (the following document below). which I much appreciate, but which did not answer the main question I asked. That questions is: first, what is 
the policy regarding whal TSA agents can say/do when a Iraveler "opts oul" (i.e., can they query I hat Iraveler about why they are opling out, forcing them to defend I hat Iraveler's request -- the agent I talked to in Boslon this past July 18 [JetBlue 
security, c. 8:00 AM] was adamant that the TSA should not ask the traveler why he/she was opting out, and should in no way make that traveler feel defensive about the request): and, second. is that policy in writing? As I said, my wife had a bad 
expenence last night in Boston -- including, by the way, with the supervisor to whom she complained' -- and I would like to know my nghts the next time I travel. 

Thank you. 

My original email, senl lasl night, Augusl 7,: 

Hello. 

I always "opt out" of going through the metal detectors at airport screening, and generally have had no problems with lhe pat-down, etc. However, on occasion, I have been queried by the TSA agent aboul why I am opling out, and sometimes that 
,013 4_03 .4 agent has challenged me about my concerns regarding the health hazards al the machines. On a recent trip out of Boston, an agent told me that TSA personnel are not supposed ta query passengers in that way, and certainly not make them feel in 
· · · any way defensive about opting out. Indeed, he instructed me to see a T SA supervisor if any agent did a ct in that manner in the lulu re. This even, ng. my wife flew out of Boston, was queried by an agent when she requested to opt on, and when she 

reported her conce ms to a supervisor, he rudely told her the agents cou Id ask whatever they wish. 

For my own records, for future travel, can you tell me just what the TSA pal icy is an opting out, and, if it is in writing. where I could find it? 

Thank you very much lo r your help, 

Your response, received today. August 8: 

Thank you for your e-ma i I reg a rd i ng the rude behavior you experienced from a Transportation Security Officer (TSO). 

The Trans po rtatIon Security Ad mini stratIon (T SA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. T SA seeks to provide a high level of security and custom er service to a 11 passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity. respect, and courtesy. 

Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time · 819/2013 9: 18:31 AM Airport . DEN - Denver International Date/Time al Travel . 08107/2013 12:30 PM Airline & Flight Number : United 5380 Checkpoint/Area al Airport : Don't 
remember TSA Emp I aye e: ( If Known) 2 le male security agents Comment : I am 7 wee ks pregnant &amp: my doctor advised against using the metal detectors. I told the emp I aye e I could not go through the d ete cto r &amp: she rude I y asked me if I was 
&quotopting out&quot: &amp: that they were short staffed &amp: I would have to wait. In the meantime all of my luggage had been scanned including my work computer &amp: she refused to move it to a more safe location. Everytime I asked her why 
ii was taking so long she just said &quot:you opled out&quot:, as if I really had a choice! II took at least 15 minuIes for someone to come &amp: do the pat down, to me this does NOT seem like there is really an option 10 not use the screening 

:J 13 1 O:OS: 1 m~chinesl I am flying again today from a smaller airport &amp: I am anticipating getting the same treatment, if TSA wants ta say that every passenger has a choice whether to use the machines or not than I expect that the cha ice should be honored in 
a timely &amp; courteous manner' 
Would you like a response?· True 

Passenger's Nam,...:..e.-h_·.,.,R.··., --...-~ 
Phone Number· 1h··,1R·, 
Email b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



TSA appears to have abandoned its responsibility to make sure we have no explosives on oommercial flights. At peak traffic times I found that TSA is shutting the lines to the scanner and sending people through the magnetic machines because it is 
faster. Dummy me, I thoughl thal the purpose of lhe scanners was 10 make flying safer because the scanners could tell if we had a shoe or underwear bomber with explosives trying 10 gel on lhe flight. 

The lo 11 owing story exp I a ins how I lo u nd this out. 

I fiew to St. Louis, Mo. in February to do a commercial. When I was returning I was at Lamberl Field and waiting 10 go lhrough the scanners when I was told thal the scanner wasn·t working and lhat I had to go through lhe old meIaI detector. I refused 
to because I have 3 metal joints and I always set them to ringing. I told the attendant that I wasn't going to be patted down when there was a petiectly good scanner setting there. 

And then I asked what was wrong with the scanners. Nothing I was told. It is too slow when there is a lot of travelers and just use the old style metal detectors. I didn't think too much about it until the second incident in Atlanta. But back to St. Louis. 

The attendant took me to the rear after I asked to speak with a supervisor. I sat on a table and smiled at all of the passengers going by who were cleared to their gates. When the third supervisor came, she asked how long it would be until my flight. It 
was about 1 PM and my flight was at 5:30. So she went to get the 4th level of supervisor. 

At the 5Ih level I was finally told thal I could go through the scanner but woe to me if I here was a problem because I would slill be palled down. I cleared and was on my way. 

2013 1 :09 :C Fast forward to July and we are going to London and departing from Atlanta. I got the same song and dance but my flight was in an hour so I had no choice but to submit to a pat down. While being patted down, I ask to see his supervisor. The 
supervisor came over and admitted that the rules came from "above" and when they were busy, they would shut down the scanners and use the old methods. 

What was the point of spending billions for scanners if we aren't going to use them? Does TSC do a profiling behind the scenes or are they just praying that no one with explosives wants to board at that time? 

Oh, TSA did have a bomb sniffing dog working. It was in the basement where we picked up our bags after clearing customs on the way home. I have a picture of the 85 year old lady whose bags were being checked the TSA officer. Really, she just 
got off of the plane and now you are sniffing her bags? 

If doesn't make me feel good to know th at no one on the p I ane went through a sea nne r. Why did we waste the money? 

[b)(61 

Greer, SC 29651 

Hello• 

6 of August 2013 my family (my wife, our 4 years disabled daughter, our 2 month son and me) were in the airport of M1am1. We had a fi1ght to Moscow (SU111, Aero/lot) from gate F17. On the secunty control it was a very huge queue because only one 
line was open and passengers were minimum for two flights. We have spent about 40-50 minutes waiting for control (from 4:00 pm till 4:50 pm). There were no exeptions for passangers with small kids or anybody else. So we quitely were waiting our 
turn. 

When we Ii na 11 y re ached a co ntro I peop I e from ICA asked to give pushchair of my 4 years di sab I ed daughter for ins pe ct,on. I gave 11 to I~( b_, (_6_) _____ ~1 take a daughter into my hands I because she can not stay or wa I k) and have gone to 
transporter for handbags and metal detector. There we spent several minutes passing all these devices. 

Aller metal detector I have come to kb·:,(6) [still with my daughter on my hands) asking for our pushchair because our pushchair was standing nea4b·:,~6~IBut he refused. Because he had suddenly remembered that he need to gave it to a special 
control . So when we we re passing meta I detector and transporter for previous seve ra I minutes he was staying doing nothing and even lo rgot to give our pus c air lo r s pec,al control. 

2013 9:14:: As it was rather heavy 10 hold my daughler I asked llliRJ10 help us wilh our handbags and shoes on transporter. We needed lhem to take on and nol to block lhe work of transporter,fb::,(6!also refused to help us. He continued 10 stay and doing nolhing. 
He was not involved into control of somebody. He was just staying. And he even didn't call anybody to help us. 

So I was slaving to hold my daughter next several minutes, transporter were blocked with our handbags and shoes. a huge queue was waiting to pass the oontrol, but~as staying idle and didn't help us and didn't ask anybody else to help. 

During 3,5 monthes spent in Miami we never saw such indifferent, arrogant. rude, ruthless and arrogant attitude to us. I was in several other government and local authorities like Department of Highway Safety & Motor Vehicles. Florida Department of 
Hea Ith and others. And nowhere we have met such an awfu I attitude. 

I can understand lha1~(b_,(~6_1 _____ ~!may be doesn't like tourists and kids al all. But why then he is working on the border wilh tourists. May be he will fill himself better like a security in some prison with murders and rapists? 

Hooe for vo 11 11 oderst~ nd1 ng. 
l(b)(6) I 



I recently received a pat down when my carry on luggage triggered an alarm. I had already gone through a metal detector without triggering the alarm. Are the rules that I receive a pat down rather than just my luggage being searched? The agent only 
said that this was how they resolved any luggage alarms. However. I don't see anything that says a person receives a pat down because of a carry on alarm. Looking for clarification. 

2013 8: 13:: Thank you, 

kb1(6) I 
Sent from my iPhon 

Caller has a complaint regarding Hilo Airport. She forgot to take her 3-1-1 bag out of her carry on. She had a bag that contained liquid medication for her kids in sealed bottles. 
S ecuri I y nol iced the bag inside her carry on so they ran it through I he equipment again. As I he Officer asked her to come over to the stat ion she asked her a bo ul the medication. 
The Officer was looking inside the bag. The Officer asked the passenger to open the bottles of medication and she told the Officer she would rather she not open the sealed bottles.The officer asked her to stand while she patted her dawn. When she 
asked the Officer about why she was being patted down. the officer rep Ii ed it was due to not wanting the bottles of medication to be opened. 

Declared liquid medications and other liquids for disabilities and medical conditions must be kept separate from all other property submitted for x-ray screening. 
It is important for those to be declared because of the L GA ru I e. 

She slated ii is difficult to remember everything and she did forget to declare her liquids. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

2013 9:53:, I explained because she did not declare her LGA s she had add1t1onal screening. 

She was not satisfied wilh the explanalion given. 

They ran the bag through twice so she does not know why more was needed. 
Alter she got upset with the Officer, the Officer claimed she had told her she could open the medication or have a patdown. 

Her name was Office~ She thinks the Officer was having a bad day. 
She was at the check~1-13 at Hilo at 6 PM at Terminal (She does not know) At Gate 6. She was going to fiy Hawaiian Flight #381 bound for Honolulu. 

She asked me for the CSM number. 
Told I do not have that available for her but she can obtain 11 from the IVR but if she is going to call direct we should not refer this over. 
Told her I will forward it to the CSM. 

She stated to repeat herself again (she had several times already). Told her we have this covered unless she has a new question. 



Caller has a complaint regarding Hilo Airport. She forgot to take her 3-1-1 bag out of her carry on. She had a bag that contained liquid medication for her kids in sealed bottles. 
Security noticed the bag inside her carry on so they ran it through the equipment again. As the Off ce r asked her to come over to the stat ion she asked her about the medication, 
The Officer was I ooki ng inside I he bag. The Officer asked the passenger to open the bolll es of medication and she to Id I he Officer she wo u Id rather she nol open I he sea I ed bolll es The officer asked her 10 stand wh i I e she patted her down. When she 
asked the Officer about why she was being patted down. the officer replied it was due ta not wanting the bottles of medication to be opened. 

Declared liquid medications and olher liquids for disabililies and medical condilions must be kept separate from all other property submitted for x-ray screening. 
It is important for those to be declared because of the LGA rule. 

She stated it is difficult to remember everything and she did forget to declare her liquids. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior ta boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening al passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfomned. 

2013 9:53:, I explained because she did not declare her LGA s she had additional screening. 

She was not satisfied with the explanation given. 

They ran the bag through twice so she does not know why more was needed. 
After she got upset with the Officer, the Officer claimed she had told her she could open the medication or have a patdown. 

Her name was Officer!(b·:,rn·1 ,I She lhinks the Officer was having a bad day. 
She was at the checkpom - 1-13 at Hilo at 6 PM at Terminal (She does nat know) At Gate 6. She was going to fly Hawaiian Flight #381 bound for Honolulu. 

She asked me for lhe CSM number. 
Told I do not have that available far her but she can obtain it from the IVR but if she is going to call direct we should nat refer this over. 
Told her I will forward it to the CSM. 

She slated to repeat herself again (she had several limes already). Told her we have this covered unless she has a new question. 
Thank you for that information. but it is not answering my specific q ue stIon. I went through the body scanner at Detro it Metro Airport and a/le r I stepped out of the body sea nne r the T SA officer asked me to stand th ere for a second be cause she had to 
examine my hair. Now I and a African American woman with short d red I ocks. 
Now my question is, is it "standard procedure" for some one to have to get lheir hair examined when there was no type on metal clips, bobby pins etc. in their hair. I hope that I can get a belier response because I don't want to have to take legal 
actions. 
Thank you 

l(b)(6) 

On Aug 3, 2013. at 5:44 PM, tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com wrote: 

> Thank you for your e-mail in which you inquire about the reasons for secondary screening. 
> 

> The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level al security and customer service to all travelers who pass through aur screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
,013 12,04, secured area, and the way the screening is conducted Is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

> 

> TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and I heir properly prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be lriggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Add1t1onally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 
> 

> TSA also selecls passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents Ierrorists from attempting to def ea I the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as 
senior citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 
> 

> We understand the i nco nven i ence passengers may have expe rie need , Neve rthe I ess, we be Ii eve these security measures a re necessary and a pp ro pri ate lo r ensuring the security and confidence of a 11 air travelers, T SA continues to develop and 
deploy new technologies to address lhe explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoinls, provides an additional layer of securily at the checkpoint, and 
keeps the traveling public safe. 



Thank ya u for that inform ati an. but it is not answering my specific question. I went through the body scanner at Detro it Metro Airport and afle r I stepped a ut of the body sea nne r the T SA officer asked me to stand th ere for a second be ca use she had ta 
examine my hair. Now I and a Afnca n Ame nca n woman with short d red I ocks. 
Now my question is. is it "standard procedure" for some one to have to get their hair examined when there was no type on metal clips, bobby pins etc. in their hair. I hope that I can get a better response because I don't want to have to take legal 
aclions. 
Thank yau 

On Aug 3, 2013, al 5:44 PM, tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com wroIe: 

> Thank you for your e-mail in which you inquire about the reasons for secondary screening. 
> 

> The TransporIation Securily Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all Iravelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
,013 12:04: secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

> 

> TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply addilional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, 10 resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal DeIecIor (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passengers property could also be performed. 
> 

> TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group. such as 
senior citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove the random element from the syslem and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

> We understand the i nco nven i ence passengers may have expe ne need. Neve rthe I ess. we be Ii eve these security measures a re necessary and a pp ro pri ate lo r ens u n ng the security and confidence of a 11 air travelers. T SA continues to develop and 
deploy new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint, and 
keeps the traveling public safe. 

Evelyn Webb 

Program Assi slant 

Civil Rights Division, TSA-6 

Fro~(b)(61 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 12:31 PM 

2013 2,08, 1 To: TSA.Civilrighls@dhs.gov 
· · Subject TSA Contact Us: Complaints 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!(b)(6) 
Dale Time: s11212""0~13~12~:~30~:~34~P~M~ 

Name: 

i(b)(61 

Email: 



I was !raveling out of Ft Myers lasl week and I have a question about screening. I was !raveling wilh my g yr old son and wife. My son and I wenl through the metal detector. My very atlractive wife was sent through lhe scanner. There was no reason for 
this other than the thrills al the man looking at the monitor. I actually overheard the female "officer" standing next ta him say "ya liked that one" I started ta tell her to opt out but she would then have been groped for 30 min. I would like something to be 
done about this. I have yet decided what I can do myself but this is ridiculous. The Isa goes against our rights on many fronts but sexual enjoyment goes into a whole new direction. 

Sent from my iPad 

The ca 11 er stated that his mothe r-i n-I aw went through the checkpoint at Dulles and that she was di sen mi nated against due to race. The ca 11 er stated that his mother -i n-I aw was patted down three times incl udrng a head and sea Ip p atdown. The ca 11 er 
stated that the bag was inspected and that some food was confiscated. The caller stated that he is not authorized to file a complaint on her behalf and that he thought she would not file a formal written complaint regarding discrimination. The caller 
wanted to know what she would have had to be patted down and why her hair would have had 10 have been patled down. 

Flight Details: 
Airport: IAD 
Destination: Miami 
Airline: American Airlines 

2013 3,24 ,c Flight number: M993 
Date Time of departure: 08 13 2013 2:40PM 
Checkpoint: Unknown 
Approximate time of screening:12:30 PM - 1 :00 PM 08 13 2013 

Advised the cal I er: Advised the ca Iler that if he is not authorized to Ii I e the comp I ai nt on be ha II of the passenger then the passenger wo u Id need to Ii I e the comp I ai nt in writing themse Ives far it to be considered a fa nma I complaint, Advised the ca Iler Th at 
I could email him the form to provide to the passenger if she wished 10 make such a complain!. Advised caller TSA may apply addilional screening melhods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector 
(WTM DJ ar resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

Forwarded to MB 
The caller stated that his mother-in-law went through the checkpoint at Dulles and that she was discriminated against due ta race. The caller stated that his mother-in-law was patted dawn three times including a head and scalp patdown. The caller 
stated that the bag was inspected and that some food was confiscated. The cal I er stated that he is not autho nzed to Ii I e a comp I amt on her be ha If and that he thought she wou Id not file a form a I written complaint reg a rd i ng di sen mi nation. The caller 
wanted to know what she would have had to be patted down and why her hair would have had to have been patted down. 

Flight Details: 
Airport: IAD 
Destination: Miami 
Airline: American Airlines 

2013 3 24 [ Flight ~umber: M993 
Date Time of departure: 08 132013 2:40PM 
Checkpoint Un known 
Approximate time of screening :12:30 PM - 1 :00 PM 08 13 2013 

Advised the cal I er:Ad vised the caller that 1/ he is not autho nzed to Ii I e the comp I amt on be ha If of the passenger then the passenger wo u Id need to Ii I e the comp I amt in writing themse Ives far it to be considered a fonmal complaint. Advised the caller Th at 
I could email him the fonm to provide to the passenger if she wished to make such a complaint. Advised caller TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector 
(WTM DJ or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

Forwarded to MB 



Caller said that he is a founding member of homeland secunty. He has a bilateral hip replacement. He said that every time he flies he receives add1t1onal screening. He screening Is because his metal implants set off the ala nm. He wanted 
information on Ii Ii ng for TR IP, He thought that wo u Id stop the secondary screening. He said th at he has a TW IC card , He said that the notification card is a waste of taxpayer money, He said that the additiona I screening be ca use of the hip 
replacement is harassment. 

I gave the folowing infonmation: The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during 
their travel while screening al transportalion hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel diflicullies may include: 
• traveler's belief that they are on a government watch list. 
• situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 
• difficulty printing a boarding pass at home or at the kiosk. 

If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about any disability, 
med i ca I condition, or med i ca I d ev,ce that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from s ecu ri ty screening, their use may imp rove communication and he Ip travelers discreetly notify T SOs of their conditions. This card 
can be found at hltp: www.tsa.gov sites default files publications disability notification cards.pdf. 

2013 S·0fr( Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
· · heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rt of a person or device. An e Ii g i ble passenger can request to be screened by AIT 1f it is ava i I able or can request to be screened using a paid own: however, passengers cannot request to be sere ened by the wa I k

t h rough metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A paid own procedure also Is used to resolve any alanms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

• The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. SomeIimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in lhe position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• A passenger should not be asked to remove or lift any article of clothing to reveal a sensitive body area. 

In addition to the patdown. TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. If explosive material is detected. the passenger will have to undergo additional screening, 
A companion, assistant, or family member may accompany a passenger to assist him or her during any privale or public screening. After providing this assistance, the companion, assistant, or family member will need to be rescreened. If a passenger 
has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor while at the checkpoint. I told him that he can ask for a passenger sup po rt s pecia I ist at the checkpoint if he needs ass i sta nee. 
Disability Description: Caller stated she had a complaint about the screening process at an airport. 

Response Details: Advised caller I would send to the CSM at FLL airport for review. 

Called the passenger to ask if she felt this was a failure to accomodate or discrimination. 

,013 1 0: 17: Caller stated she felt like it was a failure to accomodate. Advised caller I would send her some information through to her email address about the incident and she would need to send the complaint in writing about the incident. 

Incident Details: Caller stated she was flying with her disabled son who is in a wheelchair from FLL to PHL on Southwest Airlines. Caller stated she went through the screening at the airport and she advised the screener that her son couldnt walk 
unless he had assistance through lhe checkpoint. Caller slated lhe TSO screener made her son get out of the wheelchair with a cane to go throuugh the WTMD and when her son got up he fell to the ground. Caller stated when her son fell to the ground 
the screeners was nice and then he was screened while he was in the wheelchair. Caller stated the screeners were rude and unprofessional at the checkpoint but she didnt get their names. Caller stated she wanted to make a complaint about the 
scree ni rig process. 



Al I the bins. about 3 of them, eras h ed together and le 11 to the fi oar. 
Her g I asses were broken and she needs them to see and drive. She stated they I oak Ii ke a truck ran over them , 
She is sure if she tried 10 gel them fixed at an eyeglass center I hey would laugh al her. 
Her watch face was cracked also. So far her cell phone seems to be working. 

She did talk with a supervisor and he took photos of her glasses and other items. 

She stated she is going to have to order glasses from Rochester and she does not want to pay for them. 
She wanted me do to something today. 

Told her I am very sorry thal happened 
I can order a claim form. 
That mu st be processed through the CI a, ms Management Branch. 

She said her son wants 10 know if she files will TSA reimburse her 
,013 11 :3?: Told her I could not speculate on the outcome of a claim. 

She stated the Olli cer at the checkpoint gave her a form and took photos, He could not believe her g I ass es got so damaged, 

She stated the claim form he have has McNeal Security and it is 2 pages. 

Told her I am sorry, That airport has a private contractor and she would need to use the form provided to file to that company. 
She would nol use the TSA standard form. 
I would suggest she copy anything she sends off. 

Caller told me she was putting her son on the line. Her sonkbH6) !said he is a pilot and he knows there has to be a way to contact McNeal Secuity. 
He tried cal Ii ng the phone # off the i nl ernet. 
The form itself did not have a phone # on it. It only had an address to send the claim to. 

He had to go so he put caller back on. She is in Chicago and said she is not doing without her glasses for a week and wants something done about it today. 

Told her the best thing she can do is file the form she was given. 



Information Request Last time she oould not see her stuff while she has the patdown. 
She does nol wanl someone having her bag because her ID is in ii and her camera. 

La st ti me the whee I chair attendant had her stuff but she does not I, ke not being ab I e to watch it. 

Nolhing was missing bul she likes 10 watch her things. 

She walks at screening but ,t is hard for her to not do the wheelchair assist with all that walking. She thought of not getting a wheelchair assist this time but thought why should I suffer 

,013 12:43: Response Details: Transportation Security Administration (TSA) policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items, including disability-related devices and aids, are kept within a passengers line-of-sight 
when a passenger is required to undergo add1t1ona I screening. When passengers can not ma i ntarn Ii ne-of-s i g ht with their property during a patdown or private sere en i ng, TSO s have been trained to m arntai n co ntro I and sIg ht of the passenger s items 
and to ensure that the passenger is re united with his or her property once it clears x-ray screening , 

I asked if she went to a room for a private patdown. 

She stated she had it in the public area. 

Told her since last time the wheelchair attendant collected her things trying to be helpful it may be she could just ask them not to do that. 

TS A wi 11 watch her belongings when she cannot see them. 

She began to tell me nobody likes the TSA and the liquid rule is ridiculous. 
She sees no point in 11. 

I asked if she had a question. 

The caller flew from LEX yesterday, and he is pilot on ASJ express. He stated lhat he filed a complainl regarding the sensilive WTMD at LEX. He stated lhat he removed his shoes, watch, personal items, and he had the patdown, wilh nothing found. 
He stated that he feels as if his civil rights violated by the patdown and the system, and they ran there hands up his crotch and all over his body. He stated that he is a known traveler. pilot, and he has a CrewPASS. He stated that two other 
c rewmemb ers went through with no issue. He stated th at he filed a comp I amt at the airport and he le It as 1f it would /al I on deaf ears. He stated that the flight was de I ayed because of the add1t1ona I screening. 

We understand and regret lhe discomforl and inoonvenience passengers may experience as a result of paldown procedures. Nevertheless, we believe these securily measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring lhe security and confidence of 
all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy new technologies to address the explosives threat. and the use of patdowns provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint. 

Leaving out any one group, such as senior citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

Flight-deck crewmembers who use this program are subject to random screening, observation by behavior detection officers, and TSA's additional layers of security. 

I explained that we can forward his complaint to the CSM at LEX for review. 
2013 1:32:, 

The callers flight details are as follow: 

Departing Airport: LEX 
Destination Airport: A TL 
Airline: Xjet airline (DELTA) 
Flight Number and Time: 5364 @ 6:00 am 
Terminal: B 
Gate: B4 
Date and Time: August 13th, 2013 @ 5: 15 am 

I explained that no matter his complaint or his creditials. there is no way to guarantee that he will not be subjected to additional screening. 



The ca 11 er stated that her son !rave I ed from Tok yo to Kennedy Airport and that he has been subjected to a p atdown and ETD and wanted to know why he was se I ected lo r this. The ca 11 er stated that her son had been selected in adv a nee as the 
boarding pass had SSSS printed on it and wanted to know what it meant. The caller wanted to know why he was selected and if he was on a federal watch list. The caller did not know ii the officers had been professional or not. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a numb er of 
factors to include random selection, or alarm resolution.TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during 
Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

The ··s" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
2013 2:01 :, Nation's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

TSA does not discuss or release specifics about securily screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Securily Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI 10 lhe public because it is 
considered detrimental to the security of transportation. 

TS A can neither confirm nor deny whether an i ndivid ua I is on a F edera I Watch Li st because this information is derived from classified and sensitive I aw enforcement and i nte 11 ig en ce information. This protects the operation al co u nterterro ri sm and 
intelligence collection objectives of the Federal government as well as the personal safety of those involved in oounterterrorism investigations. Federal Watch Lists remain effective tools in the government's oounterterrorism and transpor1ation security 
efforts because their contents are not disclosed. 
TSA Contact Center 

The ca 11 er stated that her son !rave I ed from Tok yo to Kennedy Airport and that he has been subjected to a p atdown and ETD and wanted to know why he was se I ected for this. The ca 11 er stated that her son had been selected in adv a nee as the 
boarding pass had SSSS printed on it and wanted to know what it meant. The caller wanted to know why he was selected and if he was on a federal watch list. The caller did not know ii the officers had been professional or not. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a numb er of 
factors to include random selection, or alarm resolution.TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during 
Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

The "S" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
2013 2:01 :, Nation's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

TSA does not discuss or release specifics about securily screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Securily Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI 10 lhe public because it is 
considered detrimental to the security of transportation. 

TS A can neither confirm nor deny whether an i ndivid ua I is on a F edera I Watch Li st because this information is derived from classified and sensitive I aw enforcement and i nte 11 ig en ce information. This protects the operation al co u nterterro ri sm and 
intelligence collection objectives of the Federal government as well as the personal safety of those involved in oounterterrorism investigations. Federal Watch Lists remain effective tools in the government's oounterterrorism and transpor1ation security 
efforts because their contents are not disclosed. 
TSA Contact Center 

Caller said he had items stolen from him at a checkpoint. Caller said he had a small razor phone stolen from him. This happened in SFO. Caller said he filed a claim and got paid for the phone. Caller said he has a $500 lpod and he does not want to 
lose this when he travels 10 Hong Kong. Caller asked if he can ask for a supervisor to screen his IPOD so it does nol come up missing. Caller said he wants to avoid having his IPOD stolen. Caller asked if he can bring a BIC razor and his toolhpaste 
and toothbrush. 

I told the caller SFO is screened by private contractors. 
Many passengers with me1a1 implants thal regularly alarm a walk-lhrough metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 

2013 5'26 '1 heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk
through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 

There are two primary ways 10 be considered eligible for TSA Pre\u2713n.': travelers may be inviled by a participating airline, or they may choose 10 enroll wilh one of U.S. Customs and Border Protection's (CBPJ Trusted Traveler programs. 
Frequent flyers and other travelers who did not receive an invitation and would like to participate or would like to be considered eligible for TSA Prelu2713 '" benefits on all participating airlines should apply for membership with one of CBP's Trusted 
Traveler programs. Individuals who apply and are cleared for enrollment in one of CB P's eligible Trusted Traveler programs are automatically qualified to part1c1pate in TSA Prelu2713 '" when flying on a part1c1patrng airline at a participating airport. 

I told lhe caller he can bring his toolhpaste if it is 3.4 ounces or smaller. 



Response Details: I advised the caller that if a passenger has an internal medical device, such a pacemaker, it is important for him or her to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening before the screening process 
begins. 

Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices, passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 

The AIT is not a metal detector, however it does create a 30 image of the body, highlighting any foreign items an the body. 

I exp I a i ned th at if a passenger is not able to use the WTM D, they would be directed to the AIT. They can opt out of the AIT if p refe CTed. 

I explained that I can forward this information ta the CSM at JFK, and to a disability specialist. 

TSA Cares is a helpline to assist travelers with disabilities and medical conditions. Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at 1-355-787-2227 prior to traveling with questions about screening policies, procedures and what to expect at the security 
checkpoint. TSA Cares serves as an addilional, dedicaled resource specifically for passengers with disabilities, medical conditions or other circums1ances or I heir loved ones who want to prepare for lhe screening process prior to flying. 

2013 5:27: 1 The hours of operation for the TSA Cares helpline are Monday through Friday 8 a.m. - 11 p.m. EST and weekends and Holidays 9 a.m. - 8 p.m. EST. They can call 72 hours in advance of the flight for assistance and information that may be needed. 

I advised the caller thal if they feel lhat lhey need any assistance with lhe screening process, they can request a PSS from the Travel Documenl checker, and they can assist lhern through the screening procedures. 

Email sent. 

lncidenl Details: The caller called aboul 5 minute ago regarding a complaint. She staled thal her elderly parenls fiew from JFK She stated thal he was forced 10 used the AIT and he has a pacemaker. She stated lhat he has a doctors note that states 
that he cannot be screened using a metal detector. She asked what the AIT is exactly. She stated that this is disrespectable. She stated that they had an airline wheelchair and attendant. 

She stated that she feels as ii this was a customer service issue, however they did not have any concern for his medical condition, or the documentation submitted, She stated that this is a failure to accommodate his medical condition. 

She stated th at he has had the pacemaker lo r a short time and they a re not a ware of a ur technologies. and she is ca ncerned for him. 

Airport Departing: JFK 
Destination SJ U 
Airline: Jetblue 



He has a titanium metal implant in his knee. 

He is asthmatic as well and takes medication for that. 

Information Request He was advised to call 72 hours in advance of his flight. He has requested a wheelchair at the airport as walking a long distance and standing in a long line is difficult. 

The caller asked if the new rule al laws passengers wha are 75 ta leave shoes an.He asked if he had to remove his belt. 

Response Details: I advised that TSOs may check their gloves for explosvie material and this is a standard part of screening. I explained that passengers are chosen at random for additional screening, Additional screening, including a patdown, is 
required 10 cl eJr a I arms and anoma Ii es. 

I advised th at T SA has phased out the use of hand wands. 

72 hour advance nolification is only required if lhe passenger is requesting a specific assistance at lhe TSA checkpoint. The caller indicated that he did not want 10 requesl such assistance. 

2013 7:04 :, I advised that many passengers with metal implants prefer to be screened by AIT. Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. An eligible 
passenger can request to be screened by AIT ii it is ava i I able or can request to be screened using a pa tdow n. 

Passengers who appear ta be 75 years of age and older are permitted ta leave shoes on. TSA recommends that belts be removed and placed in a bin before passing through the WTMD or AIT to reduce the need of an alarm. 

Incident Deta i Is: He indicated that the I as t two times th at he went through security at LAX, the WTM D ala rm ed and he received a patdown, 

The TSO walked over to his desk and removed his gloves. The TSO explained that he had ta check for gunpowder residue. The TSO advised that the radar doesn t pick it up. The caller indicated that he is elderly and not a threat. He also expressed 
concern that other passengers did not receive addition al sere en i ng of this nature and could have had gunpowder residue on th em. He indicated that many passengers went through the checkpoint without receiving a patdown. 

The caller indicated lhat lhis happened last year. 

He indicated th at he has comp I am ed to peop I e at LAX. 

The caller asked why can t lhey use the wand. 



Cell Phone: !(b 1(6) I 
Mailing Address: f~h_·1_1_r;_·., --~~acksonville Beach, FL 32250 

What happened? Describe your complaint. Give as much detail about your experience as possible, including the name of the air carrier, if this occurred at an airport. 
I was at the T SA sere en i ng che c kpornt at J acksonv1II e International Airport (KJAX) on August 09. 2013. to catch a Southwest fi 1g ht. when at a pp roxi mately 6: 2 5 PM . I opted out of the body scanner screening option. I asked if I co u Id go through the 
metal detector instead of the body scanner and was told that I oould either go through the body scanner or receive a pat-down. Even with a DoD ID (I am active duty Navy), I was told, the metal detector alone was not an option. I witnessed a Sailor in 
uniform and several families walk lhrough the metal de1ec1or with no body scanner and no pat-down. I was told thal these lwo groups were exempt from lhe body scanner. 

I was taken to a pat-down site a few minutes later and given the pat-down instructions. The agent began his pat-down, then stopped when he was about to pat-down the lower, front section of my body. He informed me that he would be touching 
sensitive a re as. I requested that the agent not touch my gen ita Is. At this ti me. the a gent ca I led his supervisor. 

The su pe rvi sor came over and went back over the pat-down instructions with me. 

I assured him that I understood the instructions. just did not want my genitals touched, After a little bit of back and forth. I found myself sun-ounded by TSA agents and a police officer. I explained that all I wanted was for my genitals to be left 
untouched during the pat-down process. The supervisor oould not assure me that my genilals would not be 1ouched during the screening. I asked the supervisor if he would like his genilals 1ouched by slrangers, at which point I was lhreatened by the 

2013 9.01 ., police officer to comply with the search. or gather my belongings. leave the airport and miss my flight. I then gave in to the intimidation and told the supervisor to conduct his search. He patted me down with much firmer hands than the previous agent. 
· · touching my genitals in the process. After the search, I gathered my belongings. and continued on my way. 

When did lhis happen? 
1830L 09 August 2013 

Where did this happen? 
Jacksonville International, Jacksonville, FL 

Who treated you unfa i rty? 

Orig i na I T SA Age nl: Name unknown 
Supervisor:fh·11r;··, I 
Police Officer !rh ,IR, Badge Numberkb 1(6) I 
Is I here any olher information you wanl us to know aboul or consider? 

Disability Description: Caller has metal implants. 

Information Request She said that every time she flies she is practically raped by the TSO s because she alarms the metal detector. She wants to know if there is another alternative because she doe not want to be felt up. 

I asked her if she is referring to a patdown and she stated that (if thats the terminology you want to use). 

She said that they do not have a AIT at Portand, Maine. so every time she alarms. 

Response Details: I told the caller that many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). The AIT will reduce the chances of having a patdown but 

2013 1: 11 :, not eliminate the chances of a patdown. 

I to Id her that if th ere is no A IT then she can use the rn eta I detector and if th ere a re a I arms th en they wo u Id have to do a patdown. TSO s a re trained to be courteous and respectful dun ng this process and they s hou Id exp I am what they are doing in the 
process. 

I told her that if she gives us her itinerary within 72 hours of her flight then we can send a request for assistance for her at the checkpoint. Also she may ask for a PSS while at the checkpoint if she needs assistance. 

Ca Iler did not have her fiig ht information yet. 
She also did not want email. 



Dear Sir ar Madam. 

I just went through a busy security line at Midway Airport in Chicago. While nothing unusual happened to me personally during the check. I feel compelled to report some unnecessarily rude behavior that was exhibited by a "lead officer" toward the 
woman in fronl of me. TSA Office~ (as his name tag read) told lhis woman not 10 come through the open meIaI detector line, but instead to slay in lhe longer full-body scan line. She did so. After a moment, a female TSA officer told the same 
woman that she could now go through the metal detector. As the woman started to follow that direction.r5'i(§'nyelled at her to stop. She said "sorry, she told me to go,'" referencing the officer whose direction she was dutifully following. to which 
Patterson snapped, in an extremely rude, condescending, and angry tone "AND NOW l'M TELLING YO'bi:i1'l"i'"m.· It may seem like a minor incident, but it was really uncalled for conduct. especially inexcusable from a TSA employee whose name 
badge denoted him as a "Lead Officer.'" This woman was perfectly polite, was just doing what she was told by a uniformed officer. and did nothing to deserve to be yelled at. TSA is supposed to make us safer. not to make the airport feel like a police 

2013 6: 14: 1 state 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time · 8116/2013 5:43A5 PM Airport : ITO - Hilo International Date/Time of Travel . 08/15/2013 6:15 PM Airline & Flight Number · Hawaiian CheckpoinUArea of Airport · Gates 3-9 TSA 
Employee: (If Known) Female. Middle-aged, White Employee Comment: My complaint is directed towards a single employee at the security checkpoint. I donl know her name. but she was a middle aged white woman. I choose to &quot Opt 
Out&quot; of the screening and be patted down. The female TSA employee that I spoke to asked me to walk around to the far side of the security checkpoint, where I would not be able to see my belongings come out of the x-ray machine, in order to 
bypass the scanner and metal detector, even though lhere was a gate right in front of me thal I could have walked through and be able to walch my belongings. I responded by saying I'd like to keep an eye on my things lhe whole time. She gave me 
attitude. made me wait, which I didn't mind, while she let a family walk through the gate right in front of me first. I was able to watch my belongings come out of the x-ray machine, but only after I asked and asserted my rights. 

Once I was standing on the yellow footprints, She went through the rehearsed speech about the procedures of the pat down. which I have heard many ti mes, s i nee I always opt out and t rave I freq ue ntl y for work, Alier the speech, she put on gloves and 
proceeded with lhe pat down and told me her opinion in a way that was bullying about why I don't need to be afraid of the scanning machine and I should just go ahead and go through lhe machine insIead of opling out. I did not ask for her opinion nor 

2013 6:33:: did I appreciate being scolded while in a very vulnerable position of being pat down in public. It is my right to be able to opt out and hearing a TSA employee talk down to me about my rights is unacceptable. 

I am a cancer survivor and the reason I do not go through the scanning machine is be ca use my I'm fo 11 owing my doctors orders because she doesn"t be Ii eve that the machines have be en tested enough to know if their effects cou Id bring my cancer 
back. I lold this to the woman who I hen conlinued to tell me her opinion and said that my doctor was incorrecl. 

I do no mind taking the extra time to be pat down to avoid cancer again and have always followed directions of the TSA employees during this process, but I do mind being told their personal opinions. It Is none of her business why I choose to opt out 
and it was u n professi o na I for her to try to tel I me otherwise, 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number . 
Email !rh 1/R, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

TSA. 
I left KCI airport on Tuesday Aug 13, with about $3 to $4 thousand in my pocket and was questioned about the amount that 

I was carrying. The money was mostly brand new from the bank $100 bills all put together in the left pocket of my jeans. Once I walked through metal deIecIor a female TSA employee asked whals in my pocket and with no hesitalion I pulled out my 
money to show her thats the only object in my pocket. She demanded that I hand her my money which I thought was strange but I did because I didn't know what else to do. She proceeded to go through my money which got me upset and I questioned 

2013 9, 10,, what she was doing. I was told that quote you guys can't have a lot of money going on plane or we will take it. Now 1st of all I'm a black male in my 30s, a husband. father and owner of 2 businesses and My wife has a degree in finance and makes 
· "good money. Their is no reason for me to be questioned or embarrassed for having my money in my pocket, what right does TSA have to do that? I don't want to turn this into an racial incident but upon further research l"m starting to see minorities are 

getting profiled when having cash on them, wow didn't know that to be a crime in this counlry. So l"m writing and documenting this letler in case this event happens again in the future I can go to my Congressman, Senator and perhaps the NAACP. Now 
whats funny is the only thing on your website that mentions currency say's $10,000 or over must be declared to customs on international flights. So if their is a limit on currency on a flight it is your obligation to let the traveler know this ahead of time 
instead of your TSA employees embarrassing mi no ntIes. 

Thank You 



Feedback Type Request for Information 
Categories : Other 
Current Date Time: 8 17 20131 :32:21 PM Airporl: Selecl One Date Time o!Travel: 
Airline Flight Number· 
Checkpoint Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : I don t feel lhe full body scan is safe and feel it is embarrassing to be scanned. At the DFW airport, I opled to do the body search rather then the body scan and was trealed very rudely by the security officers. 

2013 3: 12:, #1 I would like a list be sent to me of what airports use the full body scan and I will not travel to those areas. 
#2 If a person does not want to be subjected to the ful I body scan, they s ho u Id be a 11 owed to go through the metal detector or at the very I east be Ire ated in a p roles s ional . considerate manner by your employees lo r the body search. 

Your Dallas Ft Worth employees need more training on how to treat the airlines customers. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Nam b·1 6'I 
Phone Number "h,.....··,1""r;""·1~----,.--' 
Email !rh·11r;··, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 

Caller: said his 2 yr old son just went lhrough the Detroit Metro Airport checkpoinl today with his morn and was separated from her during his screening process. He wants to file a formal complaint. He would not give his lasl name nor his email 
address. He said his job was in the legal field but he did not say he was an attorney. 

Response:The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is undertaking efforts to enhance security and focus its resources by applying new risk-based, intelligence driven screening procedures and enhancing its use of technology, while also 
improving the passenger experience a I security ch eek points. 

2013 6 A O. [ As part of this effort T SA is Im pleme nti ng a program to revise screening procedures for passengers 12 years o Id and younger. The new screening procedures include permitting mu Iii p I e passes through the meta I detector and advanced imaging 
· · technology to clear any alarms as well as the greater use of explosives trace detection. TSA anticipates these changes will further reduce-although not eliminate-the need for a physical patdown for children that would otherwise have been conducted 

to resolve alarms. 

In addition. passengers 12 years old and younger will be allowed to leave their shoes on. However, children may be required to remove their shoes and could still undergo a patdown if anomalies are detected dunng security screening that cannot be 
resolved through other means. Transportation Security Officers use their discretion based on how old a child appears. 

TSA continues to incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport and no individual will be guaranteed expedited screening. Airport security checkpoints are only one part of a multi-layered system for aviation security. 
Also advised him would send this to the customer support manager at that airport. 

To whom it may concern: 

I am a parent who was recently picking up my son from a family summer visit from United Airlines at LAX. I can't begin to tell you first of all, in all my travels, and all the times I've been to the airport, how professional and courteous most everyone has 
always been. I have had a lot of experience or enough 10 know when things are done well, necessary (all be it fruslrating at times) for our safely and security, and even when some employees go above and beyond to listen and be helpful to get you 
through the process or help you make your flight on time. I will take this opportunity, first and foremost to all of those employees and your management for placing those people in the right positions and for giving the right personnel the training and 
tools to take on the responsibility of utilizing the authority to protect and our Nation's secunty from any harm. 

Now, with I hat said, I would like a formal inquiry into the actions of a specific employee on the evening of August 11 lh at approximately p.m. PST. My mother and I went lhrough security 10 gel passes and I hen through the routine security scan etc ... My 
mother, who has an artificial Hip replacement. knew she would register the metal detector and did which was not a problem. She went to the side and allowed the necessary search and cleared with no problem. The women was also very nice and 
courteous and p roles s ional . She asked to see her th, ngs and went through al I the proper questions, used gloves and performed a routine pat down and search. I went just to sup po rt my mother and everything was fine. I was putting my things in the 
plastic container down on the counter and putting my belt back on. Keep in mind, I was not under suspect and my items had been cleared in the x-ray and routine examination. I returned upward to the plastic container and was blocked by two agents 
standing at the counter (space is limited there) I was patienl and wailed, then asked politely if I could get 10 my wallel and keys. During this time, my mother and I both realized thal the male agent was rummaging lhrough my personal items. He did 
respond and we heard him say"Oh this looks interesting. I haven't one like this .... 'Did someone leave this here'. I said, excuse me can get to my things. He seemed startled and put my wallet and items down and walked away. I expected him to ask to 

2013 9:22:1 search my things or say I needed to search the items or something, but it was obvious that something else was happening when he just quickly walked away. Bewildered. I asked the women who searched my mother "Hey, what was that about." She 
shrugged her shoulders and said I don't know. I repeated myself and so the agent came back over. I asked why he was searching my items and not asking or answering me. So he stepped closer to me and said rudely, Ok sir! Can you open this for 
me? When I flicked the lighter he said, "There, now you have 10 surrender it." On the way oul to take ii back 10 my car as one option that was given, he made a snide cornmenl. I turned and asked to speak to his supervisor. On the way to the 
supervisor he stated another comment. "I wasn't going to make a big deal out of it and let you keep it (as in the terminal) until you had such an attitude". After speaking to the supervisor she was shocked at the comments he had made. Everyone 
refused to give me a name or ID# of any kind, but two people referred to him as fh··,1R! This 'agent" has short red hair and 1s about 5'8" 170'#. After all the things I stated above, I don't even have a problem with them sending me to the car and am 
glad that the re a re precautions even if I'm not that aware of them, But, the re a re boundaries and you train your off ce rs to hand I e situations in the same way with every person lo r a reason, In this instance, Bu rt did not fol low protoco I , did not info rm 
anyone that he was searching personal affects and did not protect the airport according prolocol because he was slopping me from taking a lighter onto terminal. He was abusing his authority wilh complete disregard for protocol and was caught in a 
dishonest act. This man should not have a badge, he should not be in the position he is in so that he just can abuse his authority with others. I ve had contact with many TSA and airport personnel. He slipped through the cracks of your background 
checks. He is not the type of person who should be at that position. As I stated, I would like a formal inquiry and at the very least would like a punitive letter placed in his file for his next review. Furthermore. I would be happiest to come down to the 
TSA office and sit in room with a supervisor and an internal investigator to make him feel how he tries to make others feel when they just trying to comply and travel or get to their family members, Concerned citizen. 

Most seriously, 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Poor Customer Service; Disability Complaint Current Date/Time, 8/17/2013 7:34:15 PM Airport, MCO - Orlando International Date/Time ofTravel, 08/16/2013 11:40 AM Airline & Flight Number, JetBlue 928 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
Term i na I A, Wes I Security Checkpoint, Ai rs ide 1 TSA Employee: (Ir Known J : 
Comment . In November I had spinal fusion surgery which resulted in a titanium implant in my lower spine. and I carry a card from my doctor stating that fact. 
After waiting 45 minutes to check in at Jet Blue, I was in severe pain from standing so long. When I went to the security area, I saw an overhead sign saying. &quot;Wheelchair Access, Medical. Families, Liquids.&quot: Believing that the TSA agent 
located here could be of assistance, I chose that line and waited for several families ahead of me to be processed. 
Beyond lhe agenl were two lines of passengers proceeding further 10 lhe actual screening area. The left line had perhaps 75 people in it; the right lane had about 1 O wheelchair-bound passengers and I hose accompanying him. 
After he checked my boarding pass, I offered the TSA agent my implant card. He had no interest whatsoever in looking at it. I clearly explained to the agent, a black man perhaps in his mid- to late 20s, that I was in extreme pain, and asked whether I 
could please be admitted to the right (wheelchair) lane. hoping to at least lessen the additional time I would have to stand. He adamantly refused. Incredulously I said to him, &quoUt doesnl matter that I have this card from my doctor verifying what I'm 
telling you?&quot; His response was, &quot:l'm not a doctor,&quot: and again refused to assist me. 
I made ii clear I was not asking for anylhing more than permission 10 enter the shorter of lhe two lines. I had approached &quo1;his&quo1; line because the overhead sign indicated that people with medical needs -- as I do -- could reasonably expect lhe 
TSA agent stationed there to be res onsive or at least receptive) to such requests. And many of those accompanying passengers in wheelchairs were more fit than I am. 

2013 9:23:[ At this point, another TSA officer b)(ffl [I may have misspelled his name] approached the area where I stood. while solving someone else's problem. When he was finished, I asked him if he could assist me. He took one look at my card, and not 
only a 11 owed me access to the shorter Ii ne, but escorted me a 11 the way to the metal d ete cto r and stood by me whi I e I ri dded mys elf of shoes. wa 11 et, be It. etc, in pre pa ration for the sea n, He then met me on the other side of the sea nne r unit and saw to it 
that I was alright. 
As a 66-year--old retired school teacher, I don't ever remember wishing (or needing) to identify someone by his race. and I personally find it distasteful to do so, but regrettably in this case this and his age are the only two descriptors I have that might 
aid in id ent1fyi ng the agent who refused to assist me. If this gentleman 1s to be stationed again at the e ntra nee i nv1trng those with medical needs, I be Ii eve he needs si g ni fi ca ntly more Ira i ni ng in how to d ea I with s1 m pie requests, mo re com pa ss1on and at 
least some sense that he is there to assist people as well as protect them. 
I also wish to commend Officerkb)(6:, !For service far beyond anything I expected. His compassion and willingness to assist were commendable refleclions of what I otherwise have always experienced from other TSA agents in my travels. I filled out a 
comment card on his behalf at Orlando, but again wish to thank him for his exceptional kindness and assistance. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Namd1h·>1r;·-, I 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Poor Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time· 8118/2013 9:37:15 AM Airport: HOU - William P. Hobby Date/Time of Travel, 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 

,013 11 : 13, TSA Employee (If Known) 
Comment· I am an airline employee. A few years ago when the nude o scopes were installed we were told employees(badged) not in uniform would not have to go thru the machine, Only the magnetoscope. If i am badged and it says CREW why do i 
still need to opt out for the WTMD? I slill have lhe same access to all areas of the aircraft if i'm in uniform or not. I have asked supervisors and have been told the standard tsa answer &quot:ll's at the discretion of the operator ... &quot: Would you like a 
response? : _True Passenger's Name J(b::,(6) fhone Number. 
Email !(b 1(6 I ! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

My name isf~b_)_(_6_) ---~ 

I took Southwest Flight 1643 on Sat. Aug. 171h from Tampa lnt'I Airport to Chicago Midway. One of my checked luggage pieces had a nole inside that indicated that the TSA had inspected my bag at 2:53 pm (5:10 flighl). I am not sure whal made lhe 
TSA inspect the bag. HOW EVER. also in the bag was two pairs of cufflinks that were in plastic and safely put away. I believe they have been stolen. They were extremely meaningful to me and in my frantic search for them in every bag, have decided 
they have been stolen by the TSA. 

I have called TSA only 10 gel recordings, even called the Tampa customer service TSA line and left my name and phone number for a re1urn call. 
2013 1 :05:1 

Because I am d1sa bled I had to go through the NON-metal detector. but it was not at th at point th at I had my I ug gage. It was my checked in I ug gage th at had be en inspected. 

I expecl a call (1-630-880-2270), to discuss how the cuff links mysterious disappeared. There is someone checking luggage that should not be. 



Went through terminal 2 minneapolis, humphrey terminal, at 12:1 O pm sunday august 18, 2013. Why would someone be subjected to a patdown after going through adv security screening? I have a hip replacement and travel often from bath chi ca go 
airports and have never never never been patted down after this type screening. When going through basic metal detectors i have been wanded and briefly patteddown but today was subjected to a pat down which i cons1doed to be abusive by a 
fem a I e ts a staffer, who a I so patted my breasts down even though i informed her of the hip. 

In addition. my husband has been informed numerous times by tsa staff to hold cash and wallet, without any metal, above his head during these type screenings for security purposes and to not put cash etc on the conveyor line due to possible theft by 
travelers or even staff Today the same female staffer took his wallet gave it to another staffer who then sent it through the conveyor line screener. Normally a staffer will open and inspect in front of him but this female staffer said you cant do what he 

2013 3: 1 O:( did though he always does it in lull view of tsa. While this took place his wallet was completely out of view. 

It appears that the female staffer whose name i did not get due to her curt and a brusque nature requires same counciling and re-education. In addition what are the proper procedures? I have never complained about this whole inconvenient process 
until today. The female staffer appeared to be in her 60"s, with salt and pap per hair, pulled back, and she wore glasses. 

Thank 1101, 
fb)(61 

8118/13 10:43am 
I Just went through TSA and fortunately I was here ahead of time because there were 10 agents standing around talking to each other not working and only one agent checking IDs• Three more agents were sitting in a side room. The TSA only had one 
screening area open, while the line of passengers was backed up' The father. son. and grandmother in front of me all were allowed to go through the metal detector. I told the agent directing individuals into the machines that I had a diabetic sensor on 
my abdomen and he wouldn't lei me go through the metal detector.he said it will be fine, and made me go though the radio wave de1ec1or. I went through and as I was leaving the screening area to get my bags on the x-ray machine, I was stopped by a 
female agent that said she had ta pat down my left side. I said no it is a diabetic sensor and the agent I told before I went thru machine said it was fine. She did not listen to me and reached out and touched exactly where I told her not to' I said no Do 
not to touch 11 and after the fact said oh sorry did I move it? I said you need to listen to people and not touch a device that someone tells you not to• I am so sick of my civil rights being violated every week with your Gestapo staff' 

2013 5:25:, Then I proceed to the x-ray machine to get my carry-on luggage only to have my lead glasses (which I pull out of my work bag every week going through security as a ccurtesy) have 2 agents pull them out look at them. I told what they were prior to the 
agent opening up lhe box to examine lhe glasses. Then he says I have 10 run tests on all the boxes for explosives• Excuse me? I fly with these 3 wkslmonlh for the past 3.5 yrs! So I had 10 wait why he put on exam gloves then slowly swiped each of 
side of the four boxes' Just because the idiots that work for your TSA don't know that lead glasses are for radiation protection in hospitals used by doctors and staff doesn't mean I have to go through this scrutiny in order for me to do MY job every 

i(bis~I 
Bus;ness I ravel er 
Southwest A-List Preferred 

We arruved at JFK at 7:00 AM for 9:59 AM departure ta Grand Cayman an JetBlue Flight# 765. 
The baggage check-in lines were very long and not moving. When it was finally our turn at the counter, we were told by JetBlue personnel that it was too late to board the flight. We explained that we had been on the line since 7:00 AM. 
After much discussion, we were lead by JetBlue personnel to the TSA security carryon and metal detector check point, at which point our luggage was put through the TSA scanners. At that point, TSA opened our three suitcases and removed over 
$500.00 worlh of shampoo, soap, medicine, perfume, make-up and discarded it. 
Had we known we were going to have to throw out all of our liquids that we packed in our LUGGAGE, not carry-ons, we would have insisted to take a different flight or have the baggage sent on a different flight. We attempted to discuss this with the 
TSA perso nne I but they were at the very I ea st. uncooperative. 

2013 6:15:1 As a result, we had to purchase all new shampoo, etc in Grand Cayman, where everything is twice as expensive as it is in the U.S., plus the USdollar/Cayman dollar exchange rate. 
When we arrived in Grand Cayman, I filled out a report with JetBlue but never got a response. 
I have sent a picture of the products. 
It is ndiculous that we weren't informed by JetBlue or TSA that following JetBlue and TSA personnel"s directions would result in over a $1,000.00 expense that we didn't budget for. 
I look forward to your response. 
Thank you, 

kb)(61 I 

We arrived at JFK at 7:00 AM for 9:59 AM departure ta Grand Cayman an JetBlue Flight# 765. 
The baggage check-in lines were very long and not moving. When it was finally our turn at the counter, we were told by JetBlue personnel that it was too late to board the flight. We explained that we had been on the line since 7:00AM. 
After much discussion, we were lead by JetBlue personnel to the TSA security carryon and metal detector check point, at which point our luggage was put through the TSA scanners. At that point, TSA opened our three suitcases and removed over 
$500.00 worlh of shampoo, soap, medicine, perfume, make-up and discarded it. 
Had we known we were going to have to throw out all of our liquids that we packed in our LUGGAGE, not carry-ons, we would have insisted to take a different flight or have the baggage sent on a different flight. We attempted to discuss this with the 
TSA personnel but they were at the very least, uncooperative. 

2013 6.15, 1 As a result, we had to purchase all new shampoo, etc in Grand Cayman, where everything is twice as expensive as it is in the U.S., plus the USdollar/Cayman dollar exchange rate. 
· · When we arrived in Grand Cayman, I filled out a report with JetBlue but never got a response. 

I have sent a picture of the products. 
It is ndiculous that we weren't informed by JetBlue or TSA that following JetBlue and TSA personnel"s directions would result in over a $1,000.00 expense that we didn't budget for. 
I look forward to your response. 
Thank you, 

kbl(61 



Dear TSA staff. 

As an archaeologist I travel frequently between the US and Kenya. I recently returned from Nairobi, departing last Thursday (more than a week after the fire destroyed the Arrivals area of Jomo Kenyatta International Airport or JKIA). I don't know who to 
report this to, bul I want someone 10 know lhat lhe security screening for departing passengers at JKIA is not as rigorous as it used 10 be. 

Before the fire, there was a good security chain like elsewhere in the world: You would have all bags screened as you entered the airport, check into your flight pass into an 1mmigrat1on area for passport stamping, head up an escalator to the gate 
area. pass thru a rigorous gateside security check specific to your flight, where bags would be passed thru metal detectors before entering your walled-off gate area, There was no backtracking, no serious choke points, and no commingling of 
passengers on di flerent flights after gates i de security checks. 

The Kenyans have clearly tried to get things back up to speed after the fire, but the new system has all three of these flaws. 

Now you have all bags screened as you entered the airport (same), check in to your flight (same), pass into the immigralion immigralion area for passporl stamping (same). So far so good. 
1 But then you backtrack BACK from immigration to the main terminal, mixing with all the other passengers again (thus there is the opportunity to switch passports or identities with someone after "clearing·· immigration). 

2013 6' 15., 2. Everyone heads down to the end of the hall where there are two X-ray machines to handle a screening of carryon bags for ALL passengers together. Often two or three flights are departing near the same time so lines are long and backups are 
· ·' severe at this choke point. We were not asked to take our laptops out I had a Macbook and two Netbooks in my bag, removed none of them. and passed without comment. Clearly the security staff are detecting SOME stuff, as the line of water bottles. 

swiss army knives, etc attested (the Chinese lady ahead of me was asked to find/remove the fork from her bag). But things are way too high pressure for the screeners to do an effeclive job. 
3. Once thru, passengers for all flights congregate together out on the tarmac before being called to their flight. It is not isolated like a gate area. OK, I'm sure there are some guards looking to make sure nobody enters/exits. but when you·re talking 
about eas i I y 2-30 0 pea pl e standing o uts1d e on tarmac AFTER DARK with. Iran kly. not much I ight. I find it easy to imagine ci re um stances in which this "isolation" co u Id be vi o I ated. PI us peop I e can have p hys,ca I contact with peop I e who a re on different 
flights. 

Again, rm sure the Kenyans are doing the best they can. But I think TSA needs to know that basically any flight arriving in Europe, Dubai, etc from Nairobi has passengers that have not been optimally screened. Hopefully nothing will come of this, and 
ho pefu 11 y more robust faci I iii es wi 11 be put in p I ace in Nairobi soon. But I j us! thought 11 wou Id be good to "'say something." 

Thanks so much, 

rb)(ff, 
1 

2013 8:29:, 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hltp:llwww.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP!~(b_,_(6_1 ___ ~ 
Date Time: 8/1812013 8: 10:23 PM 

Nam~ 

Emal(b 1(61 I . . 
Compla,nts:Long Lines I Lengthy Wart at Checkpoint: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):SJC on Saturday the 17th at around 1s:15· 
Comments:! arrived at SJC to pick up my unaccompanied minor. The airport was empty and I opted out of the AIT scanning. 

The screener on duty required that I go through a pat down (even though a family after me just walked through the metal detector without the unnecessary extras) and then called for a "male assist" After waiting about 5 minutes (other staf were 
standing around challing bul olherwise not caring) a male staff member walked pasl me and it was mentioned 10 him thal I was waiting for a male assisl. He looked disdainfully at me but likewise ignored the staff member who was asking for 
assistance. Another staff member walked through the gate shortly after and the scene was repeated. 

Finally, the older officer came back (after yet a noter request being called out) and took me aside for a full pat down. 

My issues with this experience a re: 
1) I waited around for the better part of 15 minutes in an empty airport with staff just standing around. 
2) If other parents can go through the metal detectors (they haven"t lost their effectiveness, obviously), then why was I not able to without the extra, unnecesary, hassle to collect my unaccompanied minor? 
3) Metal detectors work just fine (the rest of the world uses them and we slill trust lhem enough to let parenls and several other groups lhroughJ so why are we 1reating people who choose not to use lhe AIT like terrorists? Last I checked, we were 
meant to be The Land of the Free, not the land of the pointlessly paranoid. 
4) The staff member who patted me down (I didnl get his name) was gruff and obviously incensed that anyone would opt out of AIT scanning. 



Disability Description: The caller thinks she was publicly raped by TSA due to a hip replacement. She flew from GTF and was patted down. 

Information Request The caller states that she fiew under!rh··,1rr1 I The caller states that she is patted down ever time she flies from every place that does not have a body scanner. The caller states she cannot take it anymore. The caller 
states tha I her son is getting married September 14th in Buffa lo and s ta I es she does not even want to go 10 his wedding because she has 10 be patted down. She would be flying from ANC 10 BU F and from BU F to AN C. The ca Iler slates I hat a le ma I e 
officer in GTF groped her breast and did not use the back of her hand. The caller states that it does not matter whether they use the back of their hands or not she is tired of being raped. The caller wants to know why TSA does not require every 
airport to have a body scanner to prevent paid owns. The cal I er wants someone to help her so she wi 11 not have to have a patdown. The caller wants to know if they screen al I turbans. 

Response Details: A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies idenlified by AIT. The passenger can request a private screening al any time. 

2 O 13 2: 22: 1 I advised the cal I er that if she has med i ca I documentation she could present it to the office rs but she wou Id sti 11 have to have a paid own 1f she sets off a I arms. 

2013 6:08:, 

I advised the caller thal if she has concerns she could ask for a PSS. 

I offered to emai I the ca 11 er the information but she d eel in ed. 

I advised the caller thal if turbans set off alarms they are patted down as well. 

To Whom it May Concern: 
I am writing to complain about haw I was treated at Houston intercontinental on August 11th 2013. I am a United States Marine, and I was traveling under orders with a diplomatic passport. After waiting far my bags. I went through customs, dropped off 
my bags and got in Ii ne to go through security. A T SA agent was moving peop I e through the Ii ne, and was being rude and unprofessional to many of the flyers. My flight was a I ready boa rd i ng at the time, and I needed to make the flight. I asked the I ad y 
if I could be moved to the front of the line and she refused. I then stated I was a Marine and a diplomat, and I was traveling under orders, and she then told me that it wasn't her problem and I should have gotten there sooner. My carry on bags were 
then scanned an exsess and I was put lhrough the metal deIecIor more lhan once. I had missed my fiighl by almosl 20 minutes. I eventually made it 10 my destination with lillle lime to spare. Luckily I reporled in to an understanding Staff Sergeant who 
had similar experiences previously. 

I'm not one to complain about people doing their job, but the mission of the TSA isn't to belittle and delay travelers. Their job is to keep us safe. I request that action be taken because of this. Something must be done for diplomats and military members 
to move through security faster in order to make their flights. 

Res ectfull 
(b)(61 

ergean C 

Caller needs to speak to someone over TSA. 
He has went lhrough the cost and aggravalions for PreCheck. He has a metal alarm evertime he travels. He has a bad knee and has 10 lhe the patdown. He wants them 10 wand the knee and look al his knee and see the scare. He says he has gone 
through the AIT before and has not had a problem. He wants them to put the AIT in the PreScreening line. 

Told caller 
I could give him an address for John Pistole, he did not want it. I had ask him if I could help him. I tried 10 explain to him about the procdure for screening with metal. 
Anytime there was metal in the body. let the officer know where the metal was located in the body. If there was 
an a I a rm dun ng s c reem ng the officer wi 11 give a patdown to clear any a I arm. They are just verifi ng 11 was the metal 
in the body instead of something on the body. 

The PreCheck was designed for passengers with disabilities but was for more of a bussiness traveler. Anytime you go through screening and there was an alarm they will have ta give a patdown to clear an alarm. He can write Mr Pistole a letter or he 
can go on the blog to make his s ugg esti on of having the A IT at the Pree heck I ocations. 

2013 9:31 :' He kept saying a four letter word so I told him ii he said that one more time I would turn over the call to a supervisor, he said he would be glad to speak to a supervisor. I turned the call over to Jeff B. 

It may or may not cause an a I a rm, it would depend an several things Ii ke the kind of meta I or even how deep it was 
in the body. 

E sea I ated to a Suoe rvi sor: I spoke with the ca 11 er and exp I am ed that there is s, m ply no way lo r the T CC to put an Al T in the Pre ch eek Ii ne. I offered him an alternative by having private screening when a p atdown occurs. He was not happy with my 
s ugg esti on. I offered him the HQ address he d eel i ned , I then to Id him th at I simply do not have the a ut hori ty to change the screening eq ui pme nt in the checkpoints and th at he needs to simply accept the procedures for what they a re. security lo r his 
personal safety. 

He /el t irritated that he has be en a pp roved lo r Pre ch eek but has to sti 11 have a patdown due to the WT MD being in the Pre ch eek Ii ne. I apologized and told him that the re s, m ply wasn t anything th at I co u Id do for him he re and ended the cal I. J Burke 

DEN, PHL and MCD, 



2013217, 

I am writing to complain about Office¥bH6) ! who I was fortunate enough to encounter on July 25th at Dulles International Airport as my family and I were travelling to Los Angeles, CA. On that day we were headed to LA to visit 
friends. As we have done on multiple occasions when traveling with our little girt who is now 3. we pack at least one box of organic milk for her and a few packs of organic fruit puree like the ones found here: (http://www.diapers.com/plhorizon-organic
lowfat-chocolate-milk-8-oz-18-ct-153605 and http://www.diapers.com/p/plum-organics-tots-mish-mash-blueberry--0ats--quinoa-2205g8). You will notice the fruit puree is 3.17 ounces. 

I placed these alon with some other food (cereal, various snacks, nuts) for her in a plastic bag and had that bag separate and apart from the rest of our carry-on luggage as we went through security. After going through the metal detectors, I looked up 
to see that Office bl/6\ had opened the plaslic bag and placed his hand inside plaslic bag handling the items asking who owned lhe bag. I responded that I did and that it was food for our daughter. He asked me how old she was and I replied" 
she just turned three" He immediately responded with a very sarcastic "Oh so sorry. Looks like she just missed the cut off. I am going to have to confiscate these and throw them away·. I let him know that I never heard of the cut-off for three year 
olds before and he said 'Well look on our website" I asked for an exception given that she 1s just three and he said "Oh so I am supposed to make an exception just for your daughter? Sorry that is not going to happen. But you can wind all the way 
back through security and check it with your luggage" - this of course defeats the purpose of carrying on pureed fruit for my daughter. This was all in front of my daughter who was watching him throw her food in the garbage. 

The pureed fruit packets are simply that - fruit and or vegetables pureed (like apple sauce). The size typically is a 3.17 ounce size and sometimes 3.5 ounce. Officer~rgued with me vehemently that this was juice and not "food" I told him to 
look al the packet, which he refused 10 do, which clearly state what ii is pureed fruit and vegetables and nol a liquid. He basically said "no' and ··1ough'. I asked him what if I look a bite of an apple chewed ii up and held it in my moulh - -would thal be a 
liquid or a food and he said liquid. Seriously? 

Sarcastically, I admit, I turned to my daughter and told her that while I have told her that all police are nice there are some that are not so nice. Officerl(b)(ff:, lin turn addressed my daughter directly and said "Your daddy does not want you to have 
this food and is letting me throw 11 away - that is the type of person he is" I told him to not ever speak to her. 

I asked for a supervisor at that moment and he called for one. They looked uncomfortable about the whole situation but did not want to overrule Office~ An officer took down Office~ badge number and name and gave me the card to 
Ii I e and p rolu sel y apologized to me a bout his behavior. When I went back to gather the rest of my belongings, Officer!( b) ( m I asked me what he did wrong and I simply replied that I did not need to speak to him any more. 



CRCL received the below and are forwarding to you to handle as deemed appropriate. 

Sincerely, 

U.S. Department of Home I and S ecu ri ty 
Office for Civil Righls and Civil Liberties 

---0 ng i nal Message--
F rom kb i ( 61 
Sent: Tuesday, Augusl 20, 2013 4:18 PM 
To: CRCL 
Subject: Fly Rights - New Report fromk~b_i~(6_·•_1 --~ 

20l 3 2 17 , CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Namel(b 1(6) ! 
Email Address·l"'""""'··.1-;.""'°'----,,---' 
Phone Numbe (b 1(6) 
Addres 1h·11f';", 

Are you 18 or over? yes 

Calabasas CA 91302 

Are you represented by a third party ar an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) da you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati an? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? na 

Caller:said she filed a complaint with TSA, in April, asking for a copy of video footage and she said that we only sent 1 response from TSA that we got her request for video footage. She said han-assed by security officer at checkpoint at the metal 
detector and she said she was buzzed on pupose. She said it did nol beep the firs rt time but had to go back through the metal dectector and ii wenl off 3 times. She said she filed an on line complaint lhrough the homeland security website and in 
writing. She said she sent her complaint ta Homeland Security in Arlington, Va She did call TSA contact center originally but never got eid #. She said she talked to a Jahn here at TSA contact center on February 2oth. She said the incident happed at 
the Hanoi u I u Airport. She said she had Victoria Secrets items with her such as Ioli on s and was told oversized items by security officer. She said she was told to check it in or go back to air I in e. She said she refused to do this and they to Id her they 
would have to discard it. She said it happened at 6:30pm or 7pm. at the Honolulu Airport. She said she would pay for the video. She said Lori Hangai told her that disciplinary action was taken and gave her a phone# to~who told her cant 
give her a copy of lhe video footage. She said she will look inlo I his through Congress. She asked for a phone number for John Pistole. 

2 O 13 3: 56: 1 Res pons e: I advised her we can not verify that she ever ca 11 ed in before today about this comp I a int and gave her the CSM phone # per supervisor!( b I ( 6•1 ! 
Send to CSM and gave her CSM phone# 
Hono I ul u Ai rpo rl 
Name: Lori Hangai 
Phone 808-838-k h , 1 RI 

I advised her I cant get a copy of video footage for her I advised her she is telling me thaij(b 1(6) 
Pistole. 

land~ have already told her they cant give her a copy of the video footage. Per Supervisorl(b)(6)lok 10 give her mailing address for John 



'013 11:20: 

Caller fiew from Boston Logan to Tampa. She said last August she flew from Boston to Florida her hair piece was missing from her purse. She said that her hairpiece is missing yet again. She said that this 1s the third time this similar type hairpiece has 
gone missing from her purse. She discovered it missing when she got home. She said that she was pulled aside for a search because she had an anamoly with the AIT. She said that leads her to another complaint. 

She is always searched. Even when noone else is searched, she is. Another lady made the AIT buzz and the TSO just let her go. She said that she could not see her image on the AIT to see if there were boxes on it or not. JetBlues line was long and 
after 4 5 minutes a man I ell the Ii ne because he was so aggravated. Then they brought in more TSO s and the I in e started moving. She went through the Al T and had to have a p atdown. She said th at they wand ed her down below and she do es not 
know what that was all about but her whole body was searched. By the time she reached the gate the plane was late and everyone was mad. but she made the flight. 

Airport:Boston 
Airline:JetBlue 
Flight Number:691 
Dale and Time:Augusl 21 at 3:30 pm 
Terminal or Gate:C 
She does not have email. 

I apologized to the caller that she is missing an item from her purse. I told her I hat she may file a claim for the missing item and I told her she would receive the form in her postal address in about 7 10 1 O days. 

I also apologized that she was not happy with her screening experience. Transportation Secunty Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered 
during Adv a need I magi ng Technology (AI T) screening. Passengers may a I so be selected at random lo r additiona I screening , 

I told her that if there are anomalies detected by the AIT they show up on a generic outline of the passenger Without seeing the other passengers image we cannot assume why she was not patted down. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TS Os at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

TSA monitors the numb er and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern th at may require s pecia I attention. This ongoing process ena b I es us to ensure prom pt. corrective action whenever we d ete rm i ne that 
security s c reem ng pol 1c1es need mod1f1cation or spec iii c employees or sere ener teams are the subjects of re pealed co mp I a i nts. 

Caller fiew from Boston Logan to Tampa, She said last August she flew from Boston to Florida her hair piece was missing from her purse. She said that her hairpiece is missing yet again. She said that this is the third time this similar type hairpiece has 
gone missing from her purse. She discovered it missing when she got home. She said thal she was pulled aside for a search because she had an anamoly with the AIT. She said that leads her to another complaint. 

She 1s always searched. Even when noone else 1s searched, she is. Another lady made the AIT buzz and the TSO just let her go. She said that she could not see her image on the AIT to see if there were boxes on it or not. JetBlues line was long and 
after 45 minutes a man left the line because he was so aggravated. Then they brought in more TSO s and the line started moving. She went through the AIT and had to have a patdown. She said that they wanded her down below and she does not 
know what that was all aboul but her whole body was searched. By the time she reached the gale lhe plane was late and everyone was mad, bul she made the flight. 

Airport: Boston 
Airline:JetBlue 
Flight Number:691 
Date and Time:August 21 at 3:30 pm 
Terminal or Gate:C 

1013 11 :20: She does not have email. 

I apologized to the caller that she is missing an item from her purse. I told her that she may file a claim for the missing item and I told her she would receive the form in her postal address in about 7 to 1 O days. 

I also apologized that she was not happy with her screening experience. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered 
during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Passengers may also be selected at random for additional screening. 

I to Id her that if th ere a re a no mol i es detected by the AIT they show up on a generic out I in e of the passenger. Without seeing the other passengers Image we can not assume why she was not patted down. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) al thal location. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt. corrective action whenever we determine that 
security screening policies need modification or spec iii c employees or sere ener tea ms are the subjects of repeated co mp I a i nts, 



Caller flew PHX-ATL last night aboard Delta Airlines #1646. He is calling to report a rude screener who was working Terminal 3 last night at approximately 10:35PM. Caller indicates a heavy set African American female with curly hair name~ 
began berating passengers because one had fa, I ed to re move their laptop from its carrying case. She raised her voice and said. You damn peop I e don t know the rules after 11 yea rs. Th ere was a I so a younger female p asse nge r whose bag was stuck 
on the conve or and she berated going as far as to make the motion with her hands as if she was shooting her as she went through the metal detector. Caller indicates he is a frequent traveler and has never witnessed such behavior as he did from 
TSO b \/6\ last night. He wishes to file a complaint and requests someone review the video surveillance which clearly shows the shooting molion with her hand. 

2013 3:4 1 :< Resolution: 

2013 8:04:[ 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. Because your complaint concerns an incident lhat occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the 
appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

I appreciate your response 10 my email below but ii does not address my concern. Before I sent my email I researched TSA policy and fully understand thal Crew Members are not subject to the AIT machines. That issue was never in question. If you 
read the TSA policy though it does clearly state that all bodies, including crew members, must go through basic metal detectors and have bags checked in xray machines. In the incident I am reporting, a Flight Attendant bypassed both. She entered a 
active airport without anyone questioning her belongings or what could be in them. If this happens on a daily basis and is compounded overtime the possibility of a secunty breach surely increases. 

TSA policy should be intact to protect the masses. I don't expect anything bul the best and clearly thal wasn't demonstrated. 

Thank you. 

Sent fr.om my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: HYPERLINK "mailto:tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com"tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com 
Date: August 23, 2013, 5:34:31 PM CDT 

To: HYPERLINK k~b~l~(6~1--------------~ 
Subjecl: In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank you for your e-mail regarding your concern about lhe Transportation Security Adminislration·s (TSA) use of Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening for flight crew members at our Nation·s airport security checkpoints. 

TSA understands your concern regarding the effects the new screening procedures have had on fi1ght crewmembers, including pilots and flight attendants. TSA Administrator John Pistole is committed to ensuring TSA operates as a risk-based, 
i nte 11 i g ence-d riven Agency and I au n ch ed severa I reviews of TSA po Ii ci es soon after his confirmation to ens u r.e a 11 standards a re met. 

Alier eva I uat i ng a I ternative security protoco Is for flight crewme m bers that wou Id maintain our high security standards. TSA re I eased mod iii ed screening procedures for e Ii g i ble. on-duty flight crewme m bers that do not require the use of A IT machines. In 
add1t1on, flight crewmembers are subject to random screening. observation by behavior detection officers, and TSA's additional layers of secunty. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hftp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: f b 1(6) 
Dale Time: 8/24120!--1"'3_1,...:2""'0,...:2""'6'"'P""'M,..,. 

Nam~b1(61 
Email h··1rR·, 

Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening/Pat Down Sc reem ng. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Aug 23rd approx. 7:30PM 

2013 3,19 ,c Transiting from UA434 lo UA 5521 
· · SFO Terminal 1 (after disembarking from 

train from Terminal 3) 

2013 1 :35:, 

Headed towards gate 34 
Comments:After I'd slepped lhrough the metal de1ec1or, 
a TSA employee stopped me. placed his hands on my shoulders, left them there for an extended moment while he spoke to a colleague to the side, then asked me "Do you have anything in there" I presumed that he was reaching to pat a pocket. but 
he p I aced his hand to my crotch and Jostled me the re. 

On reflection, I believe that this inappropriate aclion was deliberate on his part. 

If you wish further d escn pti on of some of the T SA group at that screening site, do not hesitate to contact me. 

Sincere1yl~(b_••_1(6_._1 ----~ 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················--;::::::==::::::;------····························· 
Remote Client IP:l(b)(61 1 
Date Time 8l25121'i13 11 :20 59 AM 

Nam$b 1(6) 1-
Emai b;(m 
Comp I a i nl s: Di scou r1 ea us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight 2031/Delta airlines/midway airport/ gate A5 
Comments:I was in line #1 for security at Midway in Chicago. the TSA agent asked my husband and myself how we got in the line, rather gruff. We told him that we were sent. Then I got to the full body scanner I had to wait for a Female which took 5 
min, the kind older TSA agent in line two, was going to have me go through the metal detector but the agent in line 1 put his arms up and blocked me from moving. And loudly yelled that I must go through the full body scanner. I always choose to go 
through the full body scanner, so it was no big deal. What was a big deal was the rude and disrespectful way I was treated. I hale flying a ii is, and I did not need to be yelled al on a Sunday morning when I did nothing wrong. 



From:~b 1(6) 
Sent u~day. August 25. 2013 2:58 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subjecl: complaint TSA SJU 

On or about 07:05AM, 21 August 2013, at Luis Munoz MJrin International Airport, SJU: I was treated unfairly by TSA personnel. I was diagnosed several years ago with severe Post Traumatic Slress Disorder (PTSD). I've served my country for over 
30 years and served in four different combat tours. I have been awarded two Bronze Star Medals for heroism in combat and a Legion of Merit for my military service. 

2013 5. lfr 1 About a year ago, I obtained a service dag that was certified by Train-a-Dag Save-a-Warrior Program in San Antonio. Texas. My service dog helps me control my PTSD and Panic attacks. I decided to go on vacation to Puerta Rica from 13-21 Aug for 
· · R&R (Rest and Relaxation) 

According to TSA guidelines, passengers are expecled to maintain conlrol of their service dogs by holding onto the leash throughout lhe screening process and they should nol be separated from lheir dogs by TSA personnel. TSA personnel in Texas 
fol lowed these guidelines meticulously as my dag was screened in SAT. 

On 21 Aug 2013. during my boarding process for Flight M1755 lrom SJU to DFW, I proceeded to a TSA check point with my working dog. 

My dog walked in from of me as he walked through the metal detectors. Logically, my dog has vaccination dag tags and a metal collar which activated the metal detector. The TSO instructed me to remove my dag·s collar and reenter the metal 
detector with my dog. 

I refused to remove my dog collar and explained him I hat I'm required 10 maintain my animal on the leash as he conducts pat down on my dog. I further explained thal I must mainlained conlrol of my service dog. 

This infuriated the TSA agent he proceeded to raise his voice and scream at me, and stated 'You don't know "shit" about my Job". 

His combative atlilude triggered a PTSD episode and panic attack as I was confined to a small plastic cage. Another TSA agent screamed at me to shut up or I will be arrested, his name is~!(_b~)(_6~'--~1 Finally a TSO agent and former Armed Forces 
Soldier understood exactly what I was going through and very cordially proceeded to screen my dag and I. 



Name:!(b 1(6) 

Phone#: Cell:._!r"h""·,1-'-R"·., ___ __. 

Mailing Address:~!(b_)~(6_·•~' --------~' LONG BEACH CA 90802 

Email: HYPERLIN~._'.b_._1(_6_, ________________ _. 

What happened? Describe your complaint. Give as much detail about your experience as possible, 

including the name of the air car,-ier, if this occurred at an airport. 

2013 5: 16: 1 This complaint applies to the following airport TSA security checkpoint locations: LGB, JFK, 

LAS. For the past several months, at EACH TSA security checkpoint. we used my FAA official 

Government identification. It is our understanding that our shoes and sweaters/jackets may be 

left on our person while going through the checkpoint and that we will be allowed to use the 

standard metal detector instead of the full body scanner. At each location, the TSA agent told 

the two of us that we we re wrong and they demanded us to fol low protoco I of every other 

passenger. Fina 11 y, I started asking far their sue pe rvi sor and each ti me the s upervisar wou Id 

inform the agent that FAA employees may proceed as I described. We demand respect and 

proper treatment, not only as traveleing US Citizens, but even mare as employees of our 



Evelyn Webb 

Prag ram Assistant 

Civil Rights Division, TSA-6 

From(bi(6i 
Sent: Saturday, Augusl 24, 2013 5:01 PM 

,013 12:10: To: TSA.Civilrights@dhs.gov 
Subject: TSA Contact Us: Complaints 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client l~(bl(61 I 
Date Time: 8/2412013 5:01 :16 PM 

Name: 

Email: 

Caller fiew with M #1154 from Kingston.Jamaica on 8-21 to MIA. When arriving she had 2 phones, US and Jamaican. while at the airport in Kingston. she used her Jamaican phone to call her relatives. When she got on the plane and told to tum 
off the phone she turned off and placed in her pockel. When she got 10 lhe last checkpoint and walked through lhe WTM D and something triggered an alarm, she walked back and had 10 go through again and when she 1ouched her pockel she 
realized the phone was in her pocket and the TSO behind her took her phone and asked her to go through the WTMD again. When she completed screening she got back in her wheelchair and there were 2 TSO ladies and she had a battle of ginger 
wine in her hand and the ladies told her she couldn t go through sith it and she d1dn t get back her cellphone from the male TSO. 
Flew to BOS from MIA, Flight# not available, Gate# not available. 
states the wine is Duly Free 
She thought the cellphone would be placed in the bin for her to pick up. 

Response: 
'013 12: 17: Apologized to caller and advised how to obtain from lhe websile. 

P rav ided to cal I er ta retrieve her pha ne: 
At most airports a crass the country, T SA has procedures in place for hand I mg Io st and found. lte ms lo und at screening checkpoints and a re as where T SA performs baggage screen, ng a re turned in to the ap prop ri ate. d es,g nated airport authont,e s. We 
suggest travelers contact the airport where their items were misplaced or lost.Miami 
Mi am i I nl ernationa I Airport 
305-421-2410 

Once cleared through Customs and Border Patrol, these liquids must be placed in checked baggage upon arrival in the United States and before departure on connecting flights. 

Advised how to obtain claim form from website. 



Dear Sir ar Madam: 

My name isfh·11r;··, I and I recently travelled from DFW to Denver on American Airlines on Wednesday, July 24th. 2013. At about 9:30 pm, I went through a security checkpoint at DFW Terminal A. This checkpoint was using a 
millimeter wave machine to screen travelers instead of a metal detector. though a metal detector was present and operational. When I was directed to go through the millimeter wave machine, I asked for a pat-down instead. I have encountered this 
situation many times in the past few years of my air travels and have never had any issues. I do not feel comfortable being in the millimeter wave machine and have asked politely for a pat-down, which, up to this day, had always been administered 
professionally. I have had mulliple pal-downs in multiple states and airports and never had any complaints. This lrip was unforIunately a different experience. 

The female TSA agent that had originally asked me to slep inlo lhe millimeter wave machine indicaled I should slep through the millimeter wave machine 10 lhe other side to wait for my pat-down. I responded that I did nol wanl to walk through the 

2013 S·lfr' machine -that was the whole point. She sighed and rolled her eyes and allowed me to walk around the machine to wait. Her attitude indicated I was causing a great inconvenience far her. She then had me stand and wait far a female agent to be 
· · ava i I able to do that pat-down. The re we re several female T SA agents present at this ti me at the checkpoint, including the one directing me. but they none of them offered to pat me down. I was instructed to stand in an area such that I was directly 

blocking the exit of the millimeter wave machine. As a result of me being in the way, so to speak, by standing where I had been told, the next several travelers behind me in line were screened with the metal detector and allowed to collect their 
belongings and proceed to their gates. When I saw I his, I asked why the olher travelers got 10 go through the metal detector and nol the millimeter wave machine, and I offered 10 move so I was not blocking the millimeIer wave machine or 10 go 
through the metal detector like the other travelers to save time (since it seemed no female agent wanted to jump to the task of patting me down). The agent who had directed me to stand there snippily told me I didn't get a choice and to stay where I 
was. I was taken aback by her rudeness and unwarranted sass. 

After a few minutes. another female TSA agent whose badge indicated her last name was kbl(6 !came up to me and took me over to another nearby area for the pat-down. She explained the process. giving the prepared memonzed instructions I have 
heard before. She then began to give me the most invasive and inappropriate pat-down I have ever experienced. Initially, the pat-down was rather rough and Agent [fil[},pplied unnecessarily hard pressure in runnin her hands over me. She pulled 
and pushed on me with such force thal my body moved back and forth and my clothing (jeans and a sleeveless cotton shirt) became disheveled. My jeans were standard boot cut: I was nol wearing a bell. Agent (b)(6 insultingly lold me I had better 
hang on to my pants so they didn·t come off. She then proceeded to run her hands down my legs. However. instead of starting on my upper though and patting downwards towards my ankles as I have experienced in the past, she actually put her 
hands on my vagina and then moved down to my thighs and continued from th ere. I found this alarming but /el t I should give Agent fE}i]the benefit of the doubt. When Agent f5Vl proceeded to my other I eg. she did the same thing. again touching 
my vagina through my jeans. I considered my options. I could make a fuss. but I knew I was already making the TSA agents at this checkpoint frustrated. based on their rude a~elpful behavior towards me so far. I said nothing, 

Caller stated that he had a Pacemaker. Caller stated that he felt that TSA employees should actually have to request for medical proof stating that he has a pacemaker because of an article that he read stating that someone could get on the plane with 
an internal device similar to a Pacemaker and blow up a plane. Caller stated I hat he spoke with a supervisor at the BOS airport and I hey staled thal the rules are made by congressmen and she wasn I one to suggest it. Caller slated that he would like 
to see this in effect because whoever has a pacemaker is provided with a card stating that they have a pacemaker. 

Advised Ca Iler: 
_ passengers who have internal medical devices like pacemakers or defibrillators.If a passenger has an internal medical device such as a pacemaker, it is imporIant for him or her to inform lhe TransporIation Securily Officer (TSO) conducting lhe 

2013 2'29" screening before the screening process begins. 

Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) should 
affect such devices. This is done for his safety 10 ensure thal he can safely go through screening. 

I have notated his suggestion. 
Caller fiew out of the El Paso airport and was made to remove his belt. He said that he was surrounded by the TSA agents and forced to remove it. None of them could agree however if it was policy to remove it. He is requesting an e-mail of our 
official policy. 

2013 7,37, 1 Advised Caller: The Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) strongly recommends that passengers remove all items and accessories from their pockets before beginning the secunty screening process. Removing items such as wallets, belts. 
· · bulky jewelry, money, keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced 

Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. To avoid the chance of leaving personal ii ems behind, we recommend passengers place I heir belongings in their carry-on baggage before entering lhe checkpoint. 

Sent e-ma i I of tern pl ate 
Caller fiew out of the El Paso airport and was made to remove his belt. He said that he was surrounded by the TSA agents and forced to remove it. None of them could agree however if it was policy to remove it. He is requesting an e-mail of our 
official policy. 

2013 7,37, 1 Advised Caller: The Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) strongly recommends that passengers remove all items and accessories from their pockets before beginning the secunty screening process. Removing items such as wallets, belts. 
· · bulky jewelry, money, keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced 

Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. To avoid the chance of leaving personal ii ems behind, we recommend passengers place I heir belongings in their carry-on baggage before entering lhe checkpoint. 

Sent e-ma i I of tern pl ate 



TSA SEARCH/SCREEN ING VIOLATION COM PLAINT 
AT: HUNTSVILLE (HSV)AIRPORT 
SUN DAY. AUGUST 25TH, 2013 
ABOUT 5:45 am - 6: 10 am 

Report By: ... h.,_\"'/R_.\'--,...,..,---,-,----.---,,....,..=--, 
Bahamian Passport:"'(b'--1""'(6"") _ __. Ex b )(6) 

,_ ___ __. 

TSA Supervisor: b 1(6) (Incident reported to) 
TSA Officer: TSO (b 1(6) pat down violalions) 

Report of the Incident as it occurred: 

On Sunday, August 25th, 2013 I arrived at the Huntsville (HSV) Airport aboul 4:55 am and after 1uming in the ren1a1 car keys al the Dollar car Rental drop box I checked-In at the Della Airlines ticket counter on Flight DL 1878, departing from Gale 8 at 

2013 8.02., 6:30 am for Atlanta, via DL 717 en-route to Nassau Bahamas my final destination. On entering the Security check paint line. I passed through the metal detector and in one of my carry-an luggage was an 8 oz carton of Almand Milk, which I take for 
· ·' medical purposes: post Prostate Cancer therapy and extra Calcium for bone replacement health due to a spinal injury of four (4) lumbar vertebrae. My focus was on the security check. and I did not recall the almond milk supplement. When a lady 

security ofli cer asked me if it was for medical purposes, I confirmed this and indicated the medical conditions already named , 

She informed me that since it was a few ounces over the 3.5 limit. I would have to get a pat-dawn search. As she pointed me to a male officer, another female officer told me to move all of my personal belongings over to another search counter. I 
comp Ii ed and in the midst of this activity. having four trays. my shoes. my wa 11 et and my carry-on to m ave aver. this co u Id not be done in two or three trips. I saw the attitude of the ma I e and female officer changed d ra st1ca 11 y towards me: he ca 11 ed me 
to stand on a shoe marked-pad with, out-stretched arms while she sternly said: 'Sir you must move all of your belongings over to that counter.'' I responded saying: "I am doing the best I could, you need to give me some time.'' Then as I returned to get 
the carry-on pulley, she took it and said: "I got this.'' So I respond~ told me to move my things, so I can take lhat." She said roughly, "I 901 it, I am just doing my job, I do this all the lime: Then she made some sorl of head motion to the male 
officer. I did not refuse the search but when the male officer, TSO~told me how he would conduct the search, that on the pat down of the legs he would came into contact with my crotch/private, I abjected saying, this would be uncomfortable for 
me and I requested a private search: in which, I would remove my pants to dispel any susp1c1ons. Officer~esponded saying: "This is the procedure we follow when someone carries l1qu1d in their carry-on for medical purposes, as you did.'' He 
also asked where on my body I was having pains (he saw my walking cane) and I showed him the abdomen area, the small of the back, both hips and thighs, due to my spinal injury. As ofliced(b)(6 !conducted the search he patted up 
my legs and thighs right into my crotch/private touching my genitals. I expressed my objection and uncomfortable feeling about this and asked him nol to come in con1ac1 with my genitals on searching lhe other leg. However, he did the same thing 
patting up into my crotch/private and tauc_hing my genitals. Again I expresst~·~y· dis~pproval al this and he responded i_n the same manner, saying that he w~s only carryin out the search according to procedu'.e. _1 expressed again my feelings of 
public embarrassment for I felt that my privacy nghts were violated. Officer b.:,(6.1 ct,ons appeared to be racially mo.t,vated, therefore. I asked for a s.uperv,sor and LTSO (bi(6i . heard ~lain!. He 1nd1cated a pnvate search request was an 
option and should have been respected. He then told me about the complain onn and my right to file a formal complaint. Superv1soth·11r;··, j,,lso 1nd1cated that he would speak with TSOt!:W.§.LJ 

I showed L TScJ(b':1(6) !my passport indicating that I am a Pastor in the Bahamas and that I will pray about this matter before I decide what to da. I have prayed about it and giving the Truth along with seeking just recourse and redress is why I am 
The caller advised that TSA broke her daughters bracelet while going through screening yesterday at PHL. The caller advised that she was wearing the gold bangle bracelet when she went through the WTMD and it alarmed. The female TSO asked her 
if she was wearing any metal jewelry and she had forgol thal she was wearing the bracelet. She look the bracelel off and gave it 10 lhe TSO. The TSO placed it in a screening bin to be x rayed. The caller advised thal she then went through lhe WTMD 
again. After she was cleared this time, she asked for her daughters bracelet and the TSO had forgot about it. When they found the bracelet. it had been damaged. She either wants reimbursed far the damages being fixed or for the value of the bracelet. 
She was told by TSA at PHL that she could file a claim by going on line to www.tsa.gov or by calling the TCC. 

I told her I hat I will send her a claims form package via email. I confirmed her email address from a previous record where she had called in to file a claim for items missing from her husband s checked bag, EID~ told her thal I will also 
forward this record to the CSM at PH L for their review. 

Departing Airport: PH L 
,013 12,20, Dale: 8-27-2013 

Time al screening: 11 :06AM 
Departure Time: 11 :40AM 
Airline: American 
Flight Number: 1289 
Gate-Terminal A7 
Destination: SAN 

The caller asked why she could not file the claim over the telephone with lhe TCC. 

I told her that she must complete the claims fonn package and submit it to the TSA CMB because the CMB processes all claims. 



Caller stated that every time he flies from JFK he wears paper slippers and they give him a hard time. He just traveled ta Orlando an August 8th. They asked him to remove them and he said that he cannot remove them. Then he had the patdown and 
the girt still insisted that he take off the paper shoes. This only happens at JFK and has occured on several occasions. 
He said the supervisor just stood there with his hands on his hip. The TSO that patted him down was a black female. about 160 or 170 pounds. The supervisor was a white male who wore glasses and was about 200 pounds. 
He asked if he can gel a copy of lhe policy. 

Airport:JFK 
Airline:JetBlue 
Flight Number:483 
Date and Time:August 8th 10 am 
Terminal or Gate:21 

I apologized ta the caller and told him that because your complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy of your e-mail to the Customer Service Manager at that airport. TSA monitors the number and nature of 

2013 6 5 0., comp I a i nts we receive to track Ire nds and spot areas of co ncem th at may require s pec1al attention. 
· ·' Screening shoes by x-ray is an effective method of identifying any type of anomalies, including explosives. Our highly trained Transportation Security Officers (TSO) can see if a shoe has been tampered with when they view it on the x-ray equipment. 

By requiring all passengers to remove shoes at the walk-through metal detector or at the Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) for x-ray screening, we increase both security and efficiency al the checkpoint. 

TSA is sensitive to concerns over the issue of sanitation in the screening locations. TSA's Office of Occupational Safety, Health. and Environment reviewed our procedures for screening the footwear of passengers at TSA checkpoints. and they 
determined the re was no need for add i ti o na I sa ni ta ry procedures beyond those already in p I ace. Additiona 11 y, TSA entered into a M emora nd um of U nders ta ndi ng with the U, S, Pub Ii c Health Service to further review our screening practices and to 
advise us of any appropriale additional steps we might take 10 assure lhe health of travelers. TSA will continue to evaluate screening practices and make changes as appropriate. 

Nonetheless, passengers are permitted to wear disposable booties, socks, or slippers through the screening checkpoint to help protect their feet at walk-through metal detector and the AIT machines. The disposable footwear may be removed and 
placed into the i ndivid ua I's a cce ssi bl e property prior to exiting the screening checkpoint, 

Although some airports may offer disposable booties or slippers ta passengers as a courtesy. this is nat a TSA-wide practice or requirement. 
I also told him he may ask for a supervisor at any time. 
Sent email. 
I apologize 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : D1sab1lity Complaint: Screening Current Date/Time 8129/2013 12:00:37 PM Airport : MCO - Orlando International Date/Time of Travel : 08124/2013 7:30 PM Airtine & Flight Number SPIRIT FLIGHT804 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
MAIN OPEN AREA NEAR LARGE WINDOWS TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment: When going through securily check point wilh my family of 4 after our vacation cruise.(son-8 kb)(B!son-17 !(~k(6 lwife-41 and I am 47). After waiting some time in line, I found ii odd when it was our turn to show our ID's at the podium, all the 
lines behind the podium closed and 4-6 TSA officers formed a line about 1 O ft. behind the podium. My older son and I bo noticed 2 TSA officers rocking back an forth and one of them said &quot;l've been wanting to get busy&quat:. 
Another TSA officer said, &quot:Step this way, there is no waiting in line&quot;. I thought that was odd because 1t was PACKED with people. My wife and son(17) were told to go one way and my son (8) and I told to go the another way to the metal 

2013 2:16:, d~~e~Y~~id, worried but by my side, I told him &quot:Don't worry,lhis is just like we've done before&quot:. He asked, &quot;Why iskb)(6) !and Mom way over lhere?&quot: I said &quol;I don't know, just stay by me and behave&quoi; I told 1 of the 2 
female TSA officers that I have an artificial hip.(like we are suppose ta do). The next thing I heard was 1 al the 2 the women on the radio asking for a male TSA officer for a manual pat down and search because I refused ta go through the metal 
detectors. I said no such thing 11 
I was ta ken to an area where I was thoroughly patted down, to Id to keep my pa I ms lacing up, stand up straight be cause I tried to keep my pants from fa 11 i ng off' My son got scared when my pants started fa 11 i ng down I he was thinking the same was 

going to happen to him). My hands were wiped down and tested for ex losives. This was our firsl time flying as a family. I understand you are there 10 protect us, but if you review the video tapes, what was done 10 me was over the top. 
I was honest gave all information upfront and complied. Now my sa (b)(6 is having a hard time understanding.if your honest and tell the truth why would the TSA embarrass and intimidate you in public. We had no problem the prior week when we 

went through Detro it and every port of cal I on our week long cruise. · 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name kb ,(6) !Phone Number: kb)(61 !Email j(b)(ff, ~o leave a comment concerning I his feedback, follow I his link http://lsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov1EDB21ApplicationManager 



Dear Sir or Madam 

I hope this email finds you and your team in good spirits!• 

I recently completed a domestic trip from NY LGA to Atlanta Hartsfield Airport. My trip originated on August 14 and completed on August 27. During this trip, I was travelling with a 3yr old. a 5 yr old and 7 yr old. I have always carried tetra packs of 
milk for the children and until now, never been stopped. So as I was leaving NY - they scanned the bags, checked the tetra pack of milk and let me go on my merry way. 

On return. on Atlanta Hartsfield Airport. TSA agent objected to carrying milk. It was organic tetra pack of milk as my child can't drink others. Unfortunately the makers al tetra pack al milk are not aligned with TSA requirement of 3.4 az of milk size. 
They make only one size for trave I. I tried to tel I the agent the m, I k was for a chi Id but his response to me was " she not a baby anymore, she does not need m, I k"' Another TSA agent came a long and offered lo r me to keep my Tetra pack. but in 
exchange, I. the adult had to have a entire body pat down, through examination of all of my carry on luggage. I would like to understand. how does carrying a 4oz Tetra pack of milk equate to having an entire body pat down and examination of my carry 
on luggage. I know TSA due 10 I heir policies have right to examine all of my luggage and I am happy to allow them to do so. And they did. My hand luggage went through xray, I walked through whaIever metal detector I was guided through. What i 

2013 S:02:, don't understand is how is ability to carry milk equate to having an entire body pat dawn and "thorough" check of my bags? Mind you, this tetra pack was sealed with straw attached I glued to the box as it is sold. 

As a law abiding citizen, I do realize that TSA has to take precaution to keep me and other safe, I have no issues with rules (i don't agree with some of the rules, but am happy to abide by them). But above was just uncalled for and I would be very 
interested to know how having or exchanging for entire body pal down on me the adull would justify allowance of milk to be carried for a toddler. 

Thank you in advance lo r your consi d era ti on. 

B esl Rega rd s, 

!rh1/R1 I 

"The secret to happiness is ta admire without desiring.'" l.,_(_b'-')(~6-'-1 __ _. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service 
Current Date/Time. 8129/2013 9:16:05 PM Airport: IND - Indianapolis International Date/Time of Travel· 08/29/2013 11:30 AM Airline & Flight Number. Southwest Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Indianapolis TSA Employee: (If Known): Oflicer[b::,(6) I 
Comment : I went through security at the lndianpolis Airport. Most agents were friendly and helpful as I hey are most times. I had my pet in my arms who is very non agressive and was in my forearms. The agent asked for a person 10 check my hands 
as is always done. The metal detector agent called for an officer ta check my hands. The officer took a few minutes, walked over, and said in a rude manner. &quot: I don't touch an person holding a da9. Put the dog in the carrier. (I could have very 

,013 l0:0e: easily placed something in the carrier bA1h·11r;··, !being distacted. I would have thought he would want to check me first as all other agents have done in the past (b)(6:, ontinued in a rude manner, used the device for my hands and 
checked. He did not even bother to come back but just knotted and went on. This was not a busy time. Life is too short to work a job and be unhappy. 
Would you like a re\>l.lliu;,=7-·..w.u... _ __, 
Passenger ·s Nai-"'m.,.e'-";'b'--1 ... ( 6'-'1'----,,----' 
Phone Number b)(ffl 
Email (b)(61 
To leav · · dback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



I was traveling with my family through Logan Airport on August 19 on American Airlines. My 20 year old son went through security with my 12 year old daughter. They were allowed to go through the metal detector. My 18 year old son asked for a pat
down, as did my husband and I. 

My 18 year o Id was given the pat-down fa i rty qui ck ly. I was told to wait. Office~ told me that it would be at I ea st 3 0 minutes and I needed to go through the sea n ne r. I told him I was not going to go t4oug h tht scanner and would wait. A few 
minutes later, another officer escorted my husband through and patted him down. When that officer finished, he did not return to take me for a pat-down. I waited a few more minutes and then asked Office b··1(6'1 to call someone again. He told me in 
a very sarcaslic voice I hat he was nol going to do it, he had already asked (about 1 O minutes had now passed and lhe resl of my family was wailing on lhe other side). 

I asked him to again ask for someone. He argued with me and told me that he had told me it would be at least a half-hour wait and that I should just go through the scanner because no one was going to help me any more quickly. While this was 
occurring, other TSA officers were just standing around talking to one another on the other side of the security checkpoint. I told !rh··,1rr,I to call someone again that this was ridiculous (I was now about 15 minutes into the wait). He then gave me a dirty 
look, and said loudly in the general direclion of the other side "this guy is lired of wailing, he wants me 10 ask again", I waited longer. Finally, another officer came and did the pat down. 

While I was waiting (for at least 20 minutes). the officers present, includin.£iill:filJ1et anyone with a child go through the metal detector, but directed anyone else to go through the scanner. Aside from the rudeness and abusive treatment by~ 
which I demand be addressed, I find it laughable that you people would think that terrorists would not use their children as a means to get through security. What kind of stupid policy is this? 

2013 4:36:1 Please advise as to what I need to do to follow up with my complaint against Officer!(b)(ff:, I 

(b,(6) 

fb)(61 

2013 5:05:, 

Beverly Hills. California 9021 O 

Email: HYPERLINK~(b~l~(6~I~------------------------------------~ 

Tel: fb1(6) 

The caller flew from SAV, and was identified for additional screening with a patdown and ETD. He wanted to know why this happened, and if this would happen again. 

Advised Caller: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some insIances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

The U.S. Departmenl of Homeland Securily Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (DHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolulion regarding difficullies they experience during their travel while screening al 
transportation hubs, such as airports. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
• traveler's belief that they are on a government watch 11st. 
• situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 

For those who encounter misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevent watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for OHS redress online. DHS components will review the request and 
share information with other agencies to address the issues identified in the TRIP application. TSA's Secure Flight uses the results of the redress process in ,ts watch list matching process to help prevent future delays for misidentified passengers. 
However, because airline procedures for screening passengers against Federal watch lists vary, individuals may still be required to check in for flights at the airlines ticket counter. 

When an individual applies for redress, OHS TRIP will assign a record identifier or Redress Control Number (RCN). DHS TRIP will inform redress applicants in writing when the DHS review of an inquiry is complete. Reviews of requests for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. Applicants may check the status of inquines at https:1/trip.dhs.gov/status.htm by entering the Redress Control Number. Travelers who wish to check the status of an inquiry but do not have their Redress Control 
Number may contact OHS TRIP by e-mail or by mail. 

Alier the complaint is resolved. OHS TRIP recommends that travelers provide this RCN when making reservations or updating their traveler profile with an airline. This info will assist security technologies to help prevent misidentification. 

Participation in the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program is voluntary. The Redress Application process can be found at www.dhs.gov/TRIP. 



2013 5:05:, 

The caller flew from SAV and was identified for additional screening with a patdown and ETD. He wanted to know why this happened, and if this would happen again. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
transportation hubs, such as airports. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
• traveler's belief that they are on a government watch list. 
• situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 

For those who encounter misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevent watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for OHS redress online. OHS components will review the request and 
share informalion with other agencies to address lhe issues identified in the TRIP application. TSA's Secure Flight uses the results of lhe redress process in its walch list malching process to help prevent future delays for misidentified passengers. 
However, because airline procedures for screening passengers against Federal watch lists vary. individuals may still be required to check in for flights at the airlines ticket counter. 

When an individual applies for redress, OHS TRIP will assign a record identifier or Redress Control Number (RCN). OHS TRIP will inform redress applicants in writing when the OHS review of an inquiry is complete. Reviews of requests for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. Applicants may check the status of inquiries al https:lltrip.dhs.gov/status.htm by entering the Redress Conlrol Number. Travelers who wish to check lhe slatus of an inquiry but do not have their Redress Control 
Number may contact OHS TRIP by e-mail or by mail. 

After the complaint is resolved , 0 HS TR I P re commends that travelers provide this RC N when making reservations or updating their traveler p rofi I e with an airline. This info w i 11 assist security technologies to help prevent mis ide nti fi cation, 

Participation in the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program is voluntary. The Redress Application process can be found at www.dhs.gov/TRIP 

Greetings TSA. 

I wanted to pass along some concerns about security lapses at airports in Minneapolis and Chicago. I fly occasionally for business. I opt out of the body scanner. On every occasion that I have opted out, I have been passed through security and prior 
to screening, left unsupervised wilh others (who have been screened) while lhe agenl retrieves my belongings. I have had access to olher people and even my own baggage on the other side of securily before being screened. My concern is this lapse 
in security where items could easily be passed to another person or placed in a bag. I have also had agents just pass me through the metal detector so they don·t have to call a female agent. 

2013 9' 15' 1 Wanted to pass along the concern. 

Thanks, 

l(b1(6) I 



Each occurrence happened to me~fb_ •• _,(6_._I -~ 

Here are my flight details for the last 3 weeks. This email is an effort to inform you of potential flaws in protocol when I've opted out of the body scanner at the security line. but I know l"m not the expert in security or whether or not there Is a fiaw. 

8114: MSP(T2J to Ohare, Spirit Airlines Evening departure - left with access 10 baggage before being screened 

8115: Ohare to MSP T2, Spirit Evening Departure - le/I with access to other passengers before being screened 
8119: MS P (T 2) to Ohare, Spirit Airlines Evening departure - I efl with access to other passengers before being sere ened 
8121 Ohare to MSP T2, Spirit, Evening DeparIure - directed 10 metal deIecIor when opled out of scanner 

8130: Midway to MSP T2. Suncountry, Evening Departure - agent said. "1 wasn"t going to have you go through the scanner anyway. went through metal detector 

,013 11 :03: Let me know if you have any questions, 
Thanks. 

kbl(61 . 

On Fri, Aug 30, 2013 at 9:50 P ,('-b~)('--6~'----------------------------' 

Greetings TSA 

I wanted to pass along some concerns about security lapses al airports in Minneapolis and Chicago. I fly occasionally for business. I opt oul of the body scanner. On every occasion that I have opled out, I have been passed through security and prior 
to screening. left unsuper,ised with others (who have been screened) while the agent retrieves my belongings. I have had access to other people and even my own baggage on the other side of security before being screened. My concern is this lapse 
in security where items could easily be passed to another person or placed in a bag. I have also had agents just pass me through the metal detector so they don·t have to call a female agent. 

Wanted 10 pass along lhe concern. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Ser,ice: Screening Current Date/Time 813112013 7:29:39 PM Airport : ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Date/Time of Travel 08/2812013 4:40 PM Airline & Flight Number: Delta 26 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport, Main checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known), unkown Comment, I asked twice if my son who is 13 could be screened by the metal detector instead of AIT. Both requests were refused. Each time the agent told me &quot;AIT is the primary 
method of screening.&quot: That is obvious. I suppose I should have used the phrase &quot;alternative screening requested .&quot According 10 your website thal is my right and my right was denied. He led me 10 believe I hat only children 12 or under 

1013 9:40:4 could avail themselves of screening other than AIT I feel that it was obvious that I didn't want my son to use AIT screening. In my opinion the TSA agent was being deliberately obtuse. 

'013 6:16:5 

Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name 1h··,1frI 
Phone Numbe 1h·,1r-;·-, 
Email bi(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP~f h_·_-,1_R_·I ---~ 
Date Time: 911/2013 5:05: 17 PM 

Na b)(61 
Ema (b1(6) 
Comp a, nts: na pp ro pn ate cree ni ng/ Pat Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):AA flighl 1954, LAX 10 SFO, departing 3:35 pm from Terminal 4. 
Comments cl am traveling with my 6-year-old son and husband. I was asked to go to the metal detector with my son. since children do not go through the other type of scanner. My son went through first, and then I went through. The metal detector did 
not beep. Aller I went through, a female agent was called over to pat me down. even though the metal detector did not go off. The agent said it was because my skirt was long. Had I known I would be subjected to a pat down. I would have asked my 
husband to walk through the metal detector with my son, and I would have gone through the other type of scanner. I am very frustrated that I was not given the choice. I found the pat-down intrusive and completely unnecessary. 



I love the Long Beach Airport, but an event had me upset. I have been wearing 7 gold bangles since I was 12yrs old. It's custom to always keep them on in my culture. My bangles seem to set off alarms at airport security checks. When this happens, 
TSA would pull me aside & use a metal detector wand. 
Every time they do this, the wand alerts them only at my wrist where my bangles are. I am then free to go to my gate. On August 13. 2013, the same thing occun-ed but this time they wanted to do a body search. I told TWO TSA members that I am 

,013 9_01 .4 able to take them off with Ioli on from my purse and walk through lhe scanner again, but they insisted I hat I do a body search ins1ead. 
· · · I had to stand where everyone who was going through the security line could see me. 

I was then searched by a fem a I e TSA member. I asked her to bring out the wand but she said they didn't have one. She had to touch my breasts. buttocks, run her hand through the i ns1d e seam of my waistband, etc in front of everyone. 
I was COMPLETELYemban-assed because I felt like a criminal and this was not done in a private room, but in front of everyone. 
I HIGHLY suggesl you invest in a wand so incidents like this doesn't happen. 

kbl(61 I 
Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Other: Screening 
Cun-ent Date/Time : 91212013 7:34:38 AM 
Airport, PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Date/Time ofTravel, 2 4:30 AM Airline & Flight Number· UA1237 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, Tenminal 2 TSA Employee: (II Known), 
Comment : I am a pregnant woman who did not want to go lhrough lhe full body scanner due to my condition. I was happy to go through lhe regular scanner. Tsa at Phoenix would not lei me go through the regular scanner and lold me I hat I had to go 
through a full body pat down, including sensitive areas. At any other airport I've been in while traveling Pregnant, I've been allowed to go through the regular metal detector. While I was getting a full-body pat down, tsa let a woman with a CAT go 

,013 9_02,0 through the regular scanner instead of the full-body scanner. The explanation I was given is that the cat is a .wanm-blooded animal. s_o she could go through the regular metal detector, but I.hat I could not choose. _Even if that's the case, why would. '.sa 
· · select a PREGNANT woman for a more thorough check. I have no problem with security. but the less 1ntrus1ve option should be available for a pregnant woman without the drastic alternative of a pat-down. This 1s one example of tsa not focus1n 11 s 

re sources on I he proper I hreats. 
Would you like a re ? 

Passenger's Nd/J-"'-"-!-"l"'-'-'---.-...J 
Phone Number b)(61 
Email (b)(6) 
To leave ·a commen concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Request for Information 
Categories : Id ent1f1cation Requirements Cu n-ent Date/Ti me : 913120 13 11 : 3 7: 59 AM Airport : Sele ct One DatelTI me of T rave I : 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: As a airtine CREW member I wanted to get the facts in terms of going through security. With ID out of uniform we are allowed entrance to security screening but must follow normal liquid restrictions/shoes off etc. However, with CREW ID 
are we allowed to go through the normal/standard metal detector or are must we go through AIT? Also as a Crew memmber I have global entry, TSA pre check and Known crew member. Why is there no synergy between this programs? Why if I have 

,013 2.18,5 my CREW ID do I need to take off my shoes, electronics .. elc? As a crew member I have gone through the background check/finger printing process. Why is pulling on a uniform clearance for going through KCM? There seems to be some loop holes 
· · · in the way the process works for Crew members and TSA pre-check. Plus, I could avoid all of it by just putting on my uniform and going through KCM check point. But the point is as a crew member we dont always travel in uniform for certain instances 

(commuting. deadheadrng,etc.) I would like if you could shed some light on the cun-ent polices and what as a crew member we obligated to do in and out of uniform. I know my request is detailed however there is nothing listed on the TSAwebs1te and 
each station tends to do their &quot; own thi ng&q uot; . Thanks. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name!(b 1(6) 
Phone Number . "---'-~-----' 

Emai1fb)(61 ] 
To leave a cor\lrnerii corlcerrl(ng this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Thank yau for contacting TSA's Office al Public Affairs. Your inquiry has been forwarded to the TSA Contact Center at HYPERLINK mailto:TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov. Additionally, you may contact the TSA Contact 
Center at (866) 289-9673. 

Thank you. 

TSA Media Team 

'013 4:07 0 Fromfb)(61 
Serit: '"'w~e_d_n~e-sd_a_y_, ~S-e-p-te_m_b_e_r_04--, ~2~0-13 __ 1 _A~g-p~M~----~ 

To TSAMedia 
Cc:!(b )(6) !Final 
SutiJect: I SA Inquiry 

September 4. 2013 

DearTSA, 

I am a male heterosexual. and I travel by airplane often. I do not want exposure to extra radiation from BackScatter Technology- no matter how mimscule. Since your website claims BackScatter technology gives off radiation equivalent to two minutes 
of air t rave I and given my u nders ta nda ble desire to minimize my radiation exposure, I a I ways opt out of subjecting myself to backscatter techno I og y. As a result TS A requires me to get a pat down perfo nmed by a male TSA agent, 

A. I da not feel comfortable with a man giving me a pat down. 
Hi. 

I want to let you know about the very strange experience I had in Oakland and San Di ego this pa st weekend. 

I recently brake my leg and am using crutches. I am a 58 year old man. 

Neither Oakland or San Diego had a clue how to handle this. I couldn't believe ii. They must see people in crulches every day? 

In both locations they just stood there and said 'you can't go through the checkpoint with crutches' ... but couldn't give me alternatives. I can't believe they couldn't offer me a manual check? 

'013 8:02 '1 In Oakland I finally persuaded them ta let me go into the scanner with my crutches .. then take them away ... then scan me ... and then give them back. 

In San Diego they actually made me hop on one foot through the metal detector ... very embarrassing and dangerous. I am still in shock thal this is what lhey made me do. 

Is there really no training done on providing options to people in this situation? It made my travel experience very stressful and left me doubting the ability of TSA to do this job. 

Sincerely, 

!(b,(61 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily Complaint: Screening Current Date/Time: 9/412013 7:51 :15 PM Airport OGG - Kahului Date/Time of Travel: 0611012013 12:15 PM Airline & Flighl Number Alaska 812 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: TSA wheelchair paldown 
TSA Employee: (If Known) · older thin male Comment · I have mobility/walking issues. Was in a wheelchair. I have a metal shunt in my skull so can't go through metal detector. I can't put my shoes on and off myself. The TSA man took a long time and 

,013 8_02,3 made me _get up out of the chair take everything out of my p~ckets, belt off. shoes off Wife came forward to help but he put his anm out and shouted .&quot;STAY BACK&quot: so she said that I couldnl take my own shoes on and off. He took SO LONG 
· · and my wife told him we would be late for our flight. He d1dn t care. I am 72 and my wife 1s a senior. We travel a lot and we have never been treated 1n the manner we were that day. 

Other wheelchair cus1omers were going through al a fast pace, but this man was so fanatical to the point of being deliberately upsetting even cleaning mer the whole wheelchair THAT BELONGED TO THE AIRPORT. It was not our personal 
wheelchair to put any stuff an• 
Would you like a res,.o'"'o""n'""se=-?'-. '-: -'-Tru=e _____ __, 
Passenger's Name kb·:1(6) !Phone Number :!(b·:1(6) !Email l(b)(ff:1 ~o leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link· http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service 
Cun-ent Date/Time · 91412013 8: 17'48 PM 
Airporl: ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanla lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 08/31/2013 7:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport. Main passenger security screening area TSA Employee: (If Known) !(b':1(6) ! (Not sure if that is the correct spelling) Comment: On Saturday, August 31, 20131 was traveling alone with my 20 month old son to Phoenix, 
AZ. a boa rd De I ta a i rt i nes. W hi I e going through security with my son I removed him from his strol I er, and as I placed his stroller on the belt my son started to wander in another di re ct1on. I snapped my fingers at him to get his attention. and said 
&quot:Come over to hear to Mama, and please put your listening ears on.&quot;!1h·11rr·, !was working at the walk-through metal detector. She abrasively said to me, &quot:Stop treating your child like a dog, pick him up, and walk through 
here.&quot: I then quietly replied with, &quot:I am not 1reating him like a dog ... &quol; She then responded with quite an atlilude, &quot:Yes you were treating him like a dog .. snapping your fingers at him. Let's go!&quot: I then proceeded through the 
metal detector with my son in hand, and as I walked up to retrieve our stroller and my carry on items I began to tear up, embarrassed that this woman had found it necessary to publicly humiliate me in a busy airport in front of multiple pea pie. I was 
simply trying to keep my child in line and focused in such a busy environment. Her comments were completely out of line, and uncalled for. I was utterty humiliated. Two other TSA employees at Atlanta that day noticed I was upset. I asked what 

:J13 10:02:'!tiw:§[Jname was and told them about the incident .. They immediately apologized profusely, and one of the gentleman guided me to an area in which I could fill out a comment card. I unfortunately did not have time to fill the card out at the airport, but 
the incident was obviously nol forgotlen. To those lwo genllemen/TSA employees who consoled me- Thank you so much for making a young mother, in tears at the airport, feel like I was justified in being upsei. and making me feel better after such a 
long day, and such a hateful attack on my parenting. I greatly appreciate it, and the world needs mare people like you. Tokb)(ffi f How dare you .. Your job is ta make sure that airport patrons are safe in their travels, not to judge someone on 
their pa renting, nor publicly make hateful nasty comments. I was snapping my fingers at my chi Id to make sure he focused on the task at hand. and stayed close to me FOR HIS SAFE TY in such a busy environment. Was I sup posed to just I et h1 m run 
away from me? I was waiting for YOUR GU I DANCE as to how you wanted me to take him through security (holding him, letting him walk through himself, etc.) According to your judgmental comments maybe I should just let him run around like a wild 
banshee, or maybe instead of snapping I should scream at him. Perhaps those actions would make my behavior less like &quot:1reating him like a dog.&quot: Your job IS NOT to tell me how to parent my child. He happens to be a very bright and well 
behaved little boy. I will do AS I SEE FIT to parent my child without your rude hateful comments. Have you ever traveled with a toddler? Its not an easy task. We happen to live on a military base where it is A NECESSITY to maintain family order. sa 
therefore I will snap my fingers to make my son listen and focus if that is what I deem necessary. I had plenty I wanted to say to you that day, but for fear of you &quot:flexing your muscles and authority&quot: I kept my mouth shut. I would suggest from 
here on out to keep your nasty comments to yourself. I do not think you have any business dealing directly with airport patrons, and you may think your comments were &quot:cool&quot: but I assure you that neither the people behind me in line (who 
also made a comment aboul your nasty behavior) nor myself found your comments appropriate. From now on I suggest trying to maintain a level of class, and keeping your moulh shul. I have worked in customer service for nearly six years, and if I had 
made any comment close to what you said to me I would na longer have a job. It may have been just a little incident to you, but ta me it was a direct insult to my parenting, and left me in tears. Are you happy with yourself? 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name fh··,1rr1 !Phone Numberkb)(ff:1 ~mail fb··1(ffi ~o leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link. http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Dear TSA. 
I lraveled from San Diego, Ca to New Jersey lasl week. Going from CA to NJ was a breeze. I was quickly and professionally shuffled through a metal detector. Coming back to Ca from Ni was a completely different story. 
I watched shocked and horrified, from a single line as elderly pea pie in wheel chairs were plucked from their chairs ta be shuffled through a Bady scan machine. They were supposed ta stretch out their arms, which looked challenging for them. 

noticed some people were passing though the metal detector. When I got to the front of the line, I asked to go through the metal detector: having noticed two options. I was told I could not go through the metal detector. because only children and 
,013 8_27,2 families were allowed. I was forced, based on my refusal to be subjected to the body scan: to a lull body pat down. I was set aside before continuing, ignored for ten minutes, and forced to walk through the machine. even still. 
· · · I understand the importance of security, bul even more importantly are our freedoms. How are mothers, falhers and children a lesser threat and are allowed a less invasive search? This is discriminalion. I think you need to reconsider your 1ac1ics at the 

Newark, NJ airport. 

l(b1(6 I 
Sent from my iPad 



~~~rgji(%1 I Mps9ge---

Sent: Th.ursday,:eptember 05, 2013 4:32 AM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subject Fly Rights - New Report fromk"'b"").,_(6"-·•~' ______ _, 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name""h ... ·1""/i-R•··, ...., ______ _.'-, 

Email Addres'>fc~~----, __ _J 

Phone Numbe b)(61 

Address: =b .... ,(.a6 ... 1 _____ ...., .ichings Park. Iver, Bucks, SLO 9BP 

:J 13 10.35. 1 Are you 18 ar over? yes 
· · Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 

NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N at,ona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 



HYPE RL I N K "m ai Ito: TS A-Co ntactCente r@dhs, gov"TSA-C o nta ct Ce nter@d hs .gov 

17801 International Blvd. S., Box 309 

Seattle, WA 98158 

1-866-289-9673 

Airport and Terminal: Seattle Tacoma, Central #8 

Date and Time of Trip: August 21. 2013 4:34 pm 

,013 6:0?:4 Airline and Flight#: Southwest, 1433 

Name of Officer: Supervisorl:E2::Jand J'._G_··,1_r;_·, __ ~ 

Other:!(b)(61 !(Claim numberl'._h=··,I-'-R"·, __ __,!Provided me with on-site) 

Dear TSA Contact Center: 

On August 21st at 4:34 pm I went through the security line at Sea ti le Tacoma Airport. I was making my way to Southwest Flight # 1433, heading to Oakland and then finally Los Angeles. As I usually da when flying with my son (2.5 years old, with a 
d1sab1lity-downs), I requested a hand pat-down to the officer at the entry point instead of having to take him through the equipment that emits electromagnetic lgamma/x-rays and/or the metal detector. I have requested this every time I have flown in 
the United States with him and have never had a problem. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: D1sab1lity Complaint: Screening Current Date/Time 91612013 7:35:35 AM Airport: DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel: 09/04/2013 12:00 AM Airline & Flight Number Delta 1316 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Metal Detector 
TSA Employee: (If Known) , Young Man Comment , 1st - With a knee replacement since 2007 I have ALWAYS considered TSA employees courteous and respectful, 

This incident - arrived twa hours early and th ere was ONLY ONE i nitia I podium ti ckeU passport screener and one meta I detector op en for hundreds of eager and anxious passengers: pathetic. 

Orange road cone in front of millimeter wave scanner, so I motioned to my knees (to indicate a replacement - I have two now) and the agent motioned me through the traditional metal detector setting it off, OF COURSE. 

He immediately seemed perturbed and then began to CHASTISE me for walking through and not telling him. I told him that I signaled to him about my knees and what else was one ta think with a road cone blocking the entrance and no sign of the 
'013 8:02:2 wave scanner working, but to walk through the traditional metal detector? We made no eye contact and I stood there for several minutes until a &quot:male ass1st.&quot; a lead, padded me and passed me on - he was courteous and apologized for his 

colleague's actions. 

The i ni ti a I contact was obvious! y stressed, and as a resu It, treated me as if I we re just another stupid one of &quot: the herd. &quot; 

I am a very reasonable professi o na I. i nde pe ndentl y wea It hy educated i ndivid ua I who never &quot: p I ays on his knee Ii m ita ti on s&q uot but this was unacceptable for anyone, both in that only one of three Ii nes was op en and the ind iv idua I treatment. 
Would you like a re 7 -

Passenger's Name b 1(6) 
Phone Numbe (b i(6i 
Email bi(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicalionManager 



Disability Description: Caller is going ta be traveling for business with State Farm. Caller said that when she comes home from Blooming ton she is always subject to additional screening because she has metal implants. 

Information Request Cal I er wanted to know how she can avoid the additiona I screening , 

Response Details: Advised caller when going through screening with metal implant it generally does cause a alarm when going through the WTMD. 

If the airport that you are traveling from has the A IT you can go through that, However if there are a I arms or a no m al i es a p atdown is required , 

Ca Iler said that they Don t have that machine at that airport. 

J13 11 :00:: Told caller that a Patdown would be required in order to travel. 

Caller said that she also has to undergo ETD sampling and she does not understand why this is done ever time. 

Toi d ca 11 er that is standard screening procedures th at she can request a PSS for a ssis tan ce if needed, 

Al so advised ca 11 er that I can forward her camp I ai nt to the CSM at that locati an for review. 

Caller said that she did t want to do that she would just try to talk them there the next time that she travels. 
Emailed caller information. 

The caller wants to file a complaint. They fiew from DEN on 9-5-13 and his wife was held up wilhout being lold why. The caller slates lhey missed their flight due to the screening process. The caller states they swabed her hands and took her to a 
room and patted her down. The caller states the process took about 15 minutes. They live in Colorado Springs which takes about 2 hours but it turned into a 9 hour day because they missed their flight. The caller wants ta know if there is a clear 
program or something that they can jam to a vmd this hap pe ni ng ag am. 

In same instances. this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply 
J13 11 :03:[ add1t1onal screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered dunng Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical 

search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random far enhanced security screening. 

I advised the caller there was an expedited screening program that they could join. I advised the caller that since this is the first time this has happened it could have been random selection but if it starts happening ever time she flies to call and we 
could assist her then. 
The ca 11 er wants to Ii I e a comp I a1 nt. They fi ew from DEN on 9-5-13 and his wife was held up without b e1 ng told why. The ca 11 er states they missed th e1 r flight due to the screening process. The cal I er states they swab ed her hands and took her to a 
room and patted her down. The caller states the process took about 15 minutes. They live in Colorado Springs which takes about 2 hours but it turned into a 9 hour day because they missed their flight. The caller wants to know ii there is a clear 
program or something that they can join to avoid this happening again. 

In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply 
J13 11 :03:C additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ screening. Addilionally, a physical 

search of a passenger"s property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. 

I advised the caller there was an expedited screening program that they could join. I advised the caller that since this is the first time this has happened it could have been random selection but if it starts happening ever time she flies to call and we 
could assist her then. 



To Whom It May Concern, 

I would like to each out in hopes that this matter may be resolved rather quickly. 

I am a frequent flyer between Tucson, AZ and Philadelphia, PA. My husband is active duty and while he's deployed I fly back and forth to take my kids home to visit with family. My most recent trip flying home to Tucson was 9/612013. I had a very early 
flight (6:25 am) meaning I was going lhrough security by 4:30 am. The TSA employees I hat were working in the southwest Ierminal were beyond rude, let me explain. 

I was a pp al led that an Intern ati o na I Airport wo u Id employee such peop I e to be so rude to their customers. I was waiting in Ii ne to go through the metal detector wh i I e I wale h ed an employee stand against the wa 11 s Io u ch ed over and ye 11 at a young Asian 
boy. He could but have been older than 14 and she continued to yell at him, telling him to "take his hoodie off' 'note I did not say "asking", This child obviously had broken English and did not understand what she was saying. Instead of moving her lazy 
rear towards the customer and better explaining herself she just continued to yell and humiliale lhis young man unlil another employee came over and very rudely told him to "remove his jacket". Nol once in this situation was lhis young man asked or 
spoken to like a human being rather disregarded and embarrassed. Once I went through the metal detector (1 was carrying my yorkie) I was subject to a hand swab which is fine, again I fly a lat with my dag and young children (7 months & 3 years). 

The young lady who came to take my swab. wiped my hands and turned to another employee (who was directing other passengers to go through the X-ray machine) and said "run this through the machine", While she wasn't looking at him and he 
obviously was distracted by doing another job, she dropped the swab. She lells me "ma'am follow me I have to re-swab". So I did and everything was taken care of. When I go 10 collecl my things as well as place my dog back in her carrier the young 

,013 2_26.3 lady who had swabbed my hands walked to another employee and begins to rant and rave about the previous gentleman who had caused her to dropped my original swab. All of this taking place in front of me and every other customer standing there. 
· · · Stating "'he better not speak to me for the rest of the day·' and "I done with him" and finally '"he's an asshole". 

I undersland that ii is early and some people are not the happiest at those hours but I hose people should nol have that job. If my children had been present I would have confronted her as well as spoke to her manager. Her actions as well as the 
actions al at her emp I oye es were beyond u nacce ptab I e. 

Their a re thousands of peop I e who go through the Phi I ad el phi a I nternationa I Airport on a daily basis and I know for a fact I am not the first to have an experience Ii ke this, I hope that my elfo rt to bring these things to your attentions helps reso Ives the 
issue. If I do nol receive response I hat I his matter is being addressed or handled by 0911012013 I will go higher up and reach out to other resources that I know will lake my complaint seriously. 

Di ssati sf1ed customer. 



AIT to go through the WT MD and then received a Ii mi ted paid own of their head area. 

He asked whal a thorough paldown was for a women. 

The ca 11 er asked if they could have opted out of the Al T. 

The caller menlioned thal he would send his wife through the checkpoint dressed as a muslin women. 

The ca 11 er s u Iii mate comp I amt was that the women did not receive a thorough pat down. 

I explained that the screening process and procedure is lhe same for all passengers passing through the checkpoinl regardless of their religious affiliations. I explained thal AIT is voluntary and passengers can opt of the AIT to receive a I ho rough 
patdown. 

I explained that patdowns should be conducted by TSOs of the same gender. TSO are trained to use the back of their hand when conducting a patdown of a sensitive are and the palm of their hand over a non sensitive area. 

,013 2:S?:4· A passenger can request a private screening. During a private screening another TSA employee would be present at the passenger can request for someone to be present with them as well. 

i advised that a passenger can t request the WTMD in lieu of the AIT or a patdown. I advised that the ladies may have been referred to the WTMD. TSA incorporates random and unpredictable screening at our airports to keep those who want to do us 
ha rm from c i rcumve nl i ng the sys I em. 

I advised th at paid owns a re required to clear alarms and passengers can be chosen at random lo r a p atdown s c reem ng. I advised th at a I, mi ted patdown may be required to clear an a I arm in a specific location. 

I advised that I had decameter his concern. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints received so that we can track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. 

Passengers can wear whatever I hey Ii ke through the screening check poi nl. 

Travelers a re permitted to wear head coverings ( rel Ig i ous or otherwise) through the security checkpoints: however, a 11 persons wearing head coverings are s u bJected to the poss, bi I ity of additional security sere en i ng, which may inc I ude a patdown and 
an exp I osive s trace detection (ETD) test. 

Individuals may be referred for additional screening if the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) cannot reasonably determine that the head area is free of a detectable threat item. If the issue cannot be resolved through ETD or a patdown search, the 

Caller has a complain! on a supervisor in San Antonio at Terminal B. Caller says she travels every week. She was in line to go through screening via the WTMD and was lold ii was for crew members and employees only. She spoke to supervisor and 
ask why they did not post a sign so passengers would know this. She was told she can walk through the AIT or get a patdown. She says the officers were rude and ugly to her. She felt it was their way or the highway. She says the supervisor told her 
she was fed up with the caller and wa I ked off with no exp I anati on at al I. Cal I er said they had only be en standing th ere lo r about 5 minutes. 

Told caller 
I explained to her that during screening passengers cant ask to be screened by the WTMD instead of the AIT. If they have the AIT she can use it or get a patdown which is what the officer told her. She wanted to know why there wasnt a sign posted 
saying the WTMD was for crew members and employees. I told her they may use the WTMD sometimes for screening of passengers as well but I did not know if they could or would post a sign. This Is her complaint. why can they not post a sign. 
I am forwarding her complaint to the CSM so they could address her complaint for her. 

'013 3:o, '3' 11 the passenger cannot be separated from the device, he or she cannot be screened by the walk-through metal detector or Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) and will be screened using a patdown procedure. An eligible passenger can request to be 
screened by AIT if 11 is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown; however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

Airporl: San Antonio 

Airline: American 

Flight number: 1512 

Date and time: 155 



Caller has a complaint on a supervisor m San Antonio at Terminal B. Caller says she travels every week. She was m line to go through screening via the WTMD and was told it was for crew members and employees only. She spoke to supervisor and 
ask why they did not post a sign so passengers would know this. She was told she can walk through the AIT or get a patdown. She says the officers were rude and ugly to her. She felt it was their way or the highway. She says the supervisor told her 
she was fed up with the caller and walked off with no explanalion al all. Caller said they had only been slanding there for about 5 minutes. 

Told caller 
I explained to her that during screening passengers cant ask to be screened by the WTMD instead of the AIT. If they have the AITshe can use it or get a patdown which is what the officer told her. She wanted to know why there wasnt a sign posted 
saying the WTMD was for crew members and employees. I told her I hey may use the WTMD sometimes for screening of passengers as well but I did not know if they could or would post a sign. This is her complaint, why can they nol post a sign. 
I am forwarding her complaint to the CSM so they could address her complaint for her. 

'013 J:01 :J- If the passenger cannot be separated from the device, he or she cannot be screened by the walk-through metal detector or Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) and will be screened using a patdown procedure. An eligible passenger can request to be 
screened by AIT if it is available or can request 10 be screened using a thorough paldown; however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal de1ec1or in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

Airport: San Antonio 

Airline: American 

Flight number: 1512 

Dale and lime: 155 
Caller dropped off a friend at the airport and she missed her flight. the reason was because she was being screened by the TSA for about 45 minutes. So she would like to know why we take so long. 

:J 13 10: 11 :, Advised caller that TSO's are required to screen every single person thoroughly and their luggage as well. Explained that if a passenger goes through the WTMD or the AIT and alarms they are required to have a thorough patdown. When their luggage 
goes through the xray machine, if ii alarms lhe TSO's are required to physically inspect the luggage entirely and complelely 10 clear it in to the secure area. They will not allow somelhing through unless it has been cleared, if nol cleared they will spend 
time screening no matter what time the plane is scheduled for take off. TSA advises passengers to arrive atleast 2 hours in advance to allow ample to for screening and boarding. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Poor Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time · 919/2013 12:1754 AM Airport : LAS - McCarran International Date/Time of Travel : 09/08/2013 12:30 AM Airline & Flight Number · Alaska 609 CheckpoinUArea of Airport · Before 
the metal detector scree i ng TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment· I was lining up for the metal detector and two people in front of me decided to cut through the posts created for the lines. We were in the front so there was no one in front of us and it was just a long empty path of no one. I decided to follow 
them since no one said anything 10 I hem. The moment I go under, I hear someone yell &quot:Keep moving&quot: I turned around and noticed it was TSA. I understand whal I did was wrong but I already under the line. As I line up to get my ID checked. 
The same woman you yelled at me decided to come straight over and say, &quot:When someone tells you to do something, you listen•&quot: She had a very condescending tone towards me. As if a parent was being stern to their child. I said okay and 
she walked away. She d ec1d ed to do this to me and I ooked only at me. My sign iii cant other was next to me and did he same thing, but she did not I ook at him. Not only did she decided to single me out, she did not say anything to the pea pl e who did it 
before me. She belittled me in front of the other passengers. I understand it's part of her job to tell us what not to do. but I believe she should've approached me in a different manner. I understand what I've done wrong, but I'm still a customer and I do 

,013 B:OJ: 1- not need to be talked down in that way. 

I believe most TSA agents are polite and amazing people to come across. However, today wasn't the best representation of that. 

Thank you for your lime. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Emailkb 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Fro (b)(61 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 9:37 AM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subjecl: TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IF't.,b'-'1-'-'(6""·-, ___ __, 
Date Time: 9/912013 9:37:03 AM 
------------------------------------------------------------------

:J13 12:06:1 Name: 

!rh,IRI 

Email: 

HYPERLINK (b)(ff1 ,_ _______________________ __, 

B nef De scri pt,on of Inquiry: 

Respect wilhout Irradiation? 

Comments: 

I travel 100+ flights per year: so frequenlly thal several TSA personnel recognize me and make small talk during my frequent passes lhrough their stations. 

Caller stated th at the I a st ti me she went through the checkpoint. she alarmed the AIT. She had to go through add iii on al sere en i ng where she was patted down and wa nded. they found nothing and then went to the ETD device where she was swab bed. 
She did not u nders ta nd why she had to go through a 11 this additiona I screening for nothing , 

'013 1 :49:5 CCR informed her: 

TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. This is 
required when someone a I arms. 
Caller slated that the last lime she went through the checkpoint, she alarmed the AIT. She had to go through addilional screening where she was patted down and wanded. I hey found nothing and then went 10 lhe ETD device where she was swabbed. 
She did not understand why she had toga through all this additional screening for nothing. 

1013 1 =49:5 CCR informed her: 
TSA may apply addilional screening melhods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal De1ec1or (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. This is 
required when someone alarms. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Missing ar Damaged Items in Checked Luggage: Screening Current Date/Time · 919/2013 12: 13:12 PM Airport · PGV - Pitt-Greenville Date/Time of Travel : 09/0712013 3:55 PM Airline & Flight Number . USAirways 4309 Checkpoint/Area 
of Airport: Tsa screening TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· My mother has a pacemaker and informed the agent. He was very insistent that she go thru the metal detector. When she did, she said she felt a &quot:jolt&quot and felt &quot: like her heart had jumped into her throat&quot:. I witnessed 

,013 2_01 ,5 this but was unable to assist her. She is also a little uns1eady on her feel and had to hold on to the metal detector to s1eady herself. I feel lhe tsa agent had a lillle bit of an atlilude problem. 
· · · Would you like a res onse? . True 

Passenger's Nam,,,.....,,-~--..-' 
Phone Number, (b)(ff', 

Ema (b,(6I 
To leave a commen concerning his feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB21ApplicatianManager 



Caller slated that he just stJrting lrMeling recently and has a inlemal medical device and he stated thal while he was at RST they made him lift up his shirt in fronl of everybody and this has never happened before and he wanls to know why. Advised 
the caller that they may of wanted to see the exact location of the device and that may of required that he life up his shirt. 

,013 3.05,5. Gave the caller the following info: 
· · · Passengers who have inlernal medical devices should nol be screened by the walk-through metal deIecIor because this may affect lhe calibration of lhe device. While TSA has no evidence lhat screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ will 

affect such devices. passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 

Remote Client lf't .. b._i""("-6-'-··1 ___ _, 
Dale Time: 9/1012013 5:04 33 PM 

Nam1bi(6i 
Emai b1(6) 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight # 2951 
US Airways 
PHX to MRY 
Departed 914113 @ 145 PM. 
Comments:My wife and I were flying from Phoenix to Monterey to celebrate our daughter's 1st birthday with family. We carefully packed our belongings. went to the TSAwebsite, read the "Traveling with Children" document and printed the most 
recent version. We read lhe document several times and even highlighted the importanl parIs for our family. 

2013 S:OO:; Upon reaching the TSA checkpoint, we placed our belongings on the conveyor belt and went through the metal detectors. Our baby-bag was taken and examined by hand. which we understand, but then the TSA employeel(b)(ff:1 
took baby food and gave us the ultimatum of either opening the sealed baby food or patting down my wife and baby. 

2013 2:52:1 

We said absolutely not, and pulled out the "Traveling with Children" document that we rinted from the TSA website. ~replied, ··1 don't care what that says, either we need to open and test this baby food or both your baby and your wife get a 
pat down". I said absolutely no to the pat-downs and referred to the document. Again, b 1(6) aid, "I donl care what that says". 

This was fruslrating and worrisome for a few reasons. My wife and I did the best I hat we could 10 come prepared to the TSA checkpoint and found I hat lhe online rules did not malch the "rules in force" or what was acIually happening. How can I I rust 
the TSA? How can I best prepare my family for what will happen at TSA? How can we hold TSA accountable if the rules aren't being enforced? 

I asked for her supervisor an~(badge llliRfil:Jcame over. She was more respectful and professional, although she gave us the same nonsense that TSA doesn't have to follow what is printed online but that we as the passenger have to do 
whatever TSAI ells US, 

This is trouble' 11 If TSA is going to expect American cItIzens to trust and respect TSA then TSA must be held accountable, protect individual liberties, and treat Americans as innocent until proven guilty' 

Very unhappy and very displeased with yet anolher poor TSA experience. 

Heard of the program that is costing $85.00 and wanted to know if it kept her from having to go through screening such as x-ray and a patdown because she feels those procedures violate her civil rights. She stated a few years ago she had to go 
through a patdown procedure and she asked the officer ii she would have to touch her private area and the officer told her yes. The caller stated she started screening at the top of her lugs that she was going to touch her in her private area, She stated 
she hasn t flown since because she was Iraumatized by lhe experience. 

Response: 
Apo I og i zed that she did have a bad experience however the $ 85. 00 wi 11 be lo r preche ck which is an expedited screening procedure, Going through shorter Ii ne. not having to remove shoes and things of that nature you a re s ti 11 required to go through the 
screening procedures such as w TM D or AIT and you could sti 11 be su bi e ct 10 a p atdown. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Olher; Professionalism/Customer Service Current Dateflime 911112013 3:52:35 PM Airport: STL - Lambert St. Louis lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 09/11/2013 3:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : terminal A at STL TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment : I fly every week and Ju st went through the checkpoint noted above. Despite the fa ct that the re we re at I ea st 6 office rs Ii ned up at the window at the back of the checkpoint watching, on I y two sere en i ng Ii nes and one metal detector we re being 
used. There were only two officers checking IDs and the &quotpriority line" ended in a crowd of passengers around one of the officers, No one was seen helping a single passenger, and there were several older and travel-naive people who could only 

, get their guidance from fellow-passengers while TSA officers chit-chatled among themselves. After traveling through dozens and dozens of domestic airports and being screened hundreds of times, I can safely say the the A terminal checkpoint at STL 
2013 4 ' 1 O:, is the most unhelpful and mismanaged checkpoint that I have ever been through. I am embarrassed that this is one of my 'home' airporis. 

Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name.,!(""b'"')(-'6~1 ____ _, 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



The callers sister in law flew from North Carolina today and she had her hands swapped with paper. He asked why this happened. He asked why they let her on the plane, because she kept testing positive. He asked how they can lodge a complaint. 
He asked what would happen if a passengers missed th ere flight. He asked if T SA would re i mb us h the cost of reschedu Ii ng a flight or make a rra ng ements lo r the passengers. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) often uses Explosives Trace Detection (ETD) technology in airports as part of security screening. In addition 10 lhe screening of carry-on and checked baggage, passengers may undergo screening of 
their hands using an ETD swab at the security checkpoint, the checkpoint queue, the checkpoint, or at boarding areas. 

ETD swabbing is oompletely harmless to passengers. The swabs are made of fabric or paper and do not contain any chemicals. To ensure the health of travelers, screening swabs are used only once. A Transportation Security Officer (TSO) first 
swabs a passenger's hands or accessible property and then places lhe swab inside an ETD unit. The ETD unit analyzes the swab for the presence of residue from explosives. Any alarm generated by the ETD screening process requires the passenger 
to undergo additional screening. 

You a I so expressed concerns reg a rd i ng the ETD swabs you received. Please note that any a I a nm generated by the ETD screening process requires the passenger to undergo addition al sere en i ng, Th ere a re seve ra I i terns th at contain the same 
chemicals that are associaled with explosives, and colleclion of these lypes of particles will resull in an ETD alarm. TS Os are Irained 10 resolve these alarms using a variely of resolulion techniques. 

Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and 
2013 7:44: 1 courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the i nco nv en i ence passengers may have experienced . Nevertheless, we be Ii eve these security measures a re necessary and ap prop ria I e for ensuring the security and confidence of al I air trave I ers. 

I advised the cal I er that they can contact the CS M at the airport by ca 11 i ng 8662 89 96 73, se I eel option 5 when it is presented. pro vi de the a pp ro pri ate airport code lo r the airport, and the IV R wi 11 p rov1d e the contact inform atIon for the CS M at that 
location. 

They can file a claim with TSA. However, generally we do not make flight arrangements or do anything if a person misses there flight. 
The callers sister in law flew from North Carolina today and she had her hands swapped with paper. He asked why this happened. He asked why they let her on the plane. because she kept testing positive. He asked how they can lodge a oomplaint. 
He asked whal would happen if a passengers missed there flighl. He asked if TSA would reimbush the cosl of rescheduling a flight or make arrangements for lhe passengers. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) oflen uses Explosives Trace Detection (ETD) technology in airports as part of security screening. In add1t1on to the screening of carry-on and checked baggage, passengers may undergo screening of 
their hands using an ETD swab at the security checkpoint. the checkpoint queue, the checkpoint, or at boarding areas. 

ETD swabbing is completely harmless to passengers. The swabs are made of fabric or paper and do not contain any chemicals. To ensure the health of travelers, screening swabs are used only once. A Transportation Security Officer (TSO) first 
swabs a passenger's hands or accessi b I e property and then p I aces the swab inside an ETD unit. The ETD unit analyzes the swab lo r the p rese nee of residue from explosives. Any a I a rm gene rated by the ETD sere en i ng process requires the passenger 
to undergo additional screening. 

You also expressed concerns regarding the ETD swabs you received. Please note that any alarm generated by the ETD screening process requires the passenger to undergo additional screening. There are several items that contain the same 
ch em i cal s th at are associated with exp I osIve s, and col I ecti on of these types of particles w111 res u It in an ETD a I a rm. TS Os are Ira i ned to resolve these a I arms using a va nety of reso I uti on techniques. 

Every passenger and their property m usl be sere ened before e nt eri ng the secured a re a, and the way the screening is conducted is i m po rI ant. Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers a re treated with dignity, respect, and 
2013 7:44: 1 courtesy. 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their ca nry-o n baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents ten-orists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove lhe random element from lhe system and undermine security. We simply cannol assume thal all terrorists will Iii a particular profile. 

We understand the i nco nven i ence passengers may have expe nenced. Nevertheless. we be Ii eve these security measures a re necessary and ap prop nate for ensuring the security and conf1d en ce of al I air trave I ers. 

I advised the caller thal they can contact the CSM at the airport by calling 8662899673, selecl option 5 when ii is presented, provide the appropriate airporl code for lhe airpori. and the IVR will provide the conIacI information for the CSM al thal 
location. 

They can file a claim with TSA. However. generally we do not make flight an-angements or do anything ii a person misses there flight. 



Caller has a control number, regarding being stopped at airport and delayed boarding, would like to know the reason, they ask for ID and passport and selected for special screening. 
Delayed boa rd i ng. not denied, usually takes 4 5 minutes and has be en that way for a Io ng ti me. 
Call dropped at 1 :35 PM. 
Caller slated once when in the US lhe boarding agent told him he was on a no fly list. One time when he was traveling with his 2.5 yr. old son he was pulled aside for screening away from the child. 
States since he got his redress number in August 2012 he booked tickets and was told he had to wait. States he is always delayed boarding although not denied. 
Asked what he can do to identify hims elf or resolve these issues. 

Response: 
After the complaint is resolved. OHS TRIP recommends that travelers provide this RCN when making reservations or updating their traveler profile with an airline. Advised caller he should use his RCN number each time he is booking a flight and OHS 
cannot ensure that travel wi 11 be delay-free. Ai rt i ne check-in procedures must st, 11 be fol I owed and other sec u nty measures rem am in place at the airport. For exam pie. an ind ,vi d ua I may be selected for secondary sere en i ng to reso Ive a WT MO or an 

2013 1 :31 :( anomaly detected using AIT or because of random selection. 
If issues still persist in lhe manner in which the passenger experienced before applying to OHS TRIP I hey should email TRI P@dhs.gov for further assistance. 

Checked OHS Trip Status from website: 

hllps: lrip.dhs.gov status.asp, 
OHS TRIP Case Status 
Please contact OHS TRIP at trip@dhs.gov 

Ca Iler went through JFK on August 2 8, Cal I er is 6 3 yea rs old , He has a medica I condition has a machine on his he art, As he was coming through screening , he went through 1 he technology, he triggered an ala rm and the officer rub bed very ha rd on his 
chesl and caused him pain. He spoke with the screening supervisor and he pul in a complaint with him I here. Caller wanls to file a complaint. He does not feel that this was discrimination based on his disability or failure 10 accomodate. He specifically 
said it was just paor custom er service. 

Advised, 

Passengers who have medical devices attached to their bodies, such as bone growth stimulators, spinal stimulators, neurostimulatars. ports, feeding tubes, TENS Unit or other types of devices should inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) 
conducting the screening of the device and indicate where the device is located before the screening process begins. If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a 
1 horoug h pa tdow n procedure instead, 
A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a me1a1 detector or anomalies identified by AIT I also advised thal he is able to request a pal down before the screening process begins. 

2013 4:25:, Airport: JFK 
Airline: JetBlue 
Flight Number: 581 
Date and Time of Flight: August 28, at 3:45 PM 
Baggage Tag Number: NA 
Description of Baggage: NA 
NOi: NA 
Anything on the NOi: NA 
Location: Gate 18, Tenminal 5 

Contact lnk1~(b~1_(6~)------~ 

I advised the caller that i will be submitting the complaint to the CSM at JFK. 



Waldwick New ;lersev OZ4R3 
r,(6) . i 
_bI(61 

August 27. 2013 
Newark Liberty Intern ati ona I Airport 
JetB I ue Airways 
22 Terminal A Mailbox 13 
Newark. New Jersey O 71 14 
I am writing today to inform JetB I ue about an incident I had at Newark Liberty I nte mati on al Airport on 
Sunday July 28, 2013. My family was traveling from Newark to Orlando for a family vacation to Disney 
World. There were four of us traveling that day; my wife, my 4 year old son, my mother in law and 
myself. My four year old son was born with fibular hemimelia. which is a condition where he was born 
without a fibula bone in his left leg, so at 9 months of age we had to amputate his I eft foot. He walks 
around with a prosthetic and gets a round great and is able to do everything that any other chi Id his age can 
do. 

2013 8.19., That leads me to the day of the July 28 at Newark Airport. When we arrived at the scanner and metal 
· ·' detectors. the security guard stops the Ii ne, p ul Is us off to the s1d e, and tel Is us we have to wait for a 

supervisor. We held the line up so no one was able to go through and it made my son very anxious and 
scared. It was a very busy day at the airport and everyone was staring at us, which made him feel more 
uncomfortable. When the female supervisor came over to us, we had to wait another ten minutes for her 
to get a male guard. They did not explain our options or let us know what was going on. It took a few 
mo re minutes when they fin ally said to us th at we could go through the meta I d ete cto r, which his 
proslhetic set off. So a male guard came over to us and sat us down. Then I hey brought us to a private 
room to pat my 4 year old down like he was criminal which terrified him. he was screaming and crying 
hystencally. there was absolutely no calming him at this time. The guard turned to me and asked me why 
he was crying and acted very ca I lous, we honestly co u Id n 't be Ii eve what we were witnessing. I 
understand the re a re precautions I hat we must now I ake in order to fly b ul we a re sti 11 in I he United States 
of America. Our whole vacation was spoiled because all my son wanted to do was go home. Then on our 
way back through the Ori a ndo Airport when we went through security he had so much anxiety from 
Newark he had a me I tdow n to the point where he was in conso I ab I e, It is ha rd to trave I with children to 
begin with bul al this point I worry my son will never want 10 fly again. He has had nightmares about 
what happened, and I hope they will eventually fade. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service: Screenin Current Date/Time· 9/1412013 5:57:19 AM Airport· DCA - Washington Reagan National Date/Time of Travel· 09/14/2013 5:15 AM Airline & Flight Number: aa1219 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport Gates 23-34 TSA Employee: (If Known) (b)(6:, an*h··,1r;··, !Comment: Told TSA Officer that I could not raise my arms for the time needed for the AIT millimeter machines. Was directed past metal detector for a pat down. I 
stated that I did not opt out, but could not raise my arms for the time needed for the AIT millimeter machines. Spoke with TSA Offic,tb)(6:, !who acknowledged that the person at the checkpoint entry made a mistake (she indicate that this person 
was new), and lhat I must now go through a pat down. I asked if I could go back out and lhrough security againkb)(6:, I said that I could. After a few more minutes of discussion, I decided to do so. I was lhen told by TSA Office1(bl(m I 

20 3 9.2fr' that this was not an option; that I must go through a pat down (there was no choice). He was rather aggressive in stating this (he did not create an atmosphere that inspired a feeling of safety). I was then forced to go through an enhanced pat down. 
1 · ·' Note that I am also TSA PreCheck qualified. 

Would you like a res onse? · True 

Passenger's Nam,.....;e_,,1_h_·I.1R_ .. _, ----~ 
Phone Number 1h··,1r;·I 
Email h·,1r;··, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : P role ssiona Ii sm/C ustome r Service; Screening Current Date/lime : 911512013 11 : 35: 19 AM Airport : SAT - San Antonio I nternationa I Date/Ti me of Travel , 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I am ci vi Ii an law enforcement and also a mi I ita ry reservist traveling in uni form , I understand and can appreciate a higher level of security. I know TS A Officers have a job to do, My comp I ai nt is reg a rd i ng the tactfu I ne ss and discretion of the 
female Officer who screened me. While entering through lhe me1a1 detector, I notified the Officers thal there may be ilems on my uniform that I could nol remove that may activale an alarm. When the Officers lold me to proceed anyway, the alarm 

2013 1 :06:[ activated. The female Officer then loudly announced &quot:ASSIST, ALARM MALE'•&quot:. Being a police officer myself. I find it poor judgement to announce something to alarm other passengers. I was highly embarrassed as I became the center of 
attention in the screening area. Further more being an individual in uniform treated as if I was some type of threat. I recommendation is TSA Officers be encouraged to use better discretion and tactfulness. I will say the male Officer that handled my 
private sere en i ng was very p roles s ion a I and thorough, Job we 11 done on his pa rt, Thank you. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number . 
Email :kb 1(6) 
To leav""e-a'--c""o __ m_m_e-n"'"t_c_o_n_ce_r_n-in-g--/this feedback, follow this link : h1tp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.9ov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················~::;:::::==:::::;-----····························· 
Remote Client IP: kb)(ffl 
Date Time: 9115/20,-1""'3""7"":""58~:-32~P-M,...... 

Name (b)(61 
Email h··,rrr-, 
Comp a, nl s: na pp ro pri a e cree ni ng IP at Down Sc reeni n9 · 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):American Airlines I Newark Airport I Terminal A I 730pm I Sunday 15 2013 
Comments: I am re porting an absurd be hav1or by the agents on duty at a prox 730 pm 9115113. This event JUST Ha pp ened and 1s being reported by me on beha If of my wile who is 4 1.2 months pregnant. 

2013 8: 3 2: c Our concern is ob vousl y centered around I he ful I body sea n ne rs tha I many experts have said to avoid when p reg na nl _ 

My wife who is trave Ii ng by her se If asked for an a I ternat1ve to a fu 11 body scan and instead for a metal detector wand. 

2013 9:47:, 

She was lold that wands were nol available and that she would have to have a full body pat down. She was forced 10 be patted down in public, and THEN broughl to a separa1e room in which she was patted down again, with INAPPROPRIATE and 
VIOLATING touching around and over her mid and lower stomach region. 

Her travel wardrobe is LEGGINGS and a T SHIRT. There is NO WHERE that anything other then her female body could show through this outfit. 

She has been crying hysterically in the terminal with eye witnesses to what happened. even offering her tissues for her to blow her nose. 

Before I call my attorney and or the news outlets I DEMAND a call explaining this RIDICULOUS behavior and have proper action taken by superiors at TSA 

you can reach me at *b)(ffl I 
liFi'iiRl 
"t;;;irer' said that she traveled recently and after alarming the AIT, she was subjected to a patdown screening. She was upset at the experience because the screener just told her to step out of the machine and began patting her down without explaining 
any lhing to her about what was happenin9 and conducled the screening in lhe public area. She is 1ravelin9 again soon and did not want this to happen; she never menlioned wanling to submit a complaint nor provide the airport where lhe incidenl 
occurred. She thinks that the issue was caused due to havin9 implants from her mastectomy. 

Explained to caller that a patdown is used to resolve various alarms of the WTMD or AIT. Advised her that I could not determine what may have alarmed the machine and required the patdown, but explained that officers are required to explain the 
procedure as I hey perform it and should offer a private screening area so thal she does not have to be screened in public. Su9ges1ed if she encounlers this siluation again, she should ask for a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist 10 be present 
and ensure the process in conducted properly. 



First and Middle Name: 

!(b,(6) 

Last Name: 

Main Phone: 

l(b)(6) 

Work Phone: 

2013 4:20:c Cell Phone: 

PO Box or Street address: 

City: 

Great Mills 

State: 

MD 

Zip: 

Caller slates lhat his girlfriend flew in to SNA from DEN. He slates lhat she had a metal butlon on her shorIs that alarmed lhe WTMD, and her checked luggage 901 pulled up 10 lhe checkpoint and all of her luggage, both checked and carry-on, the TSO 
went th ra ugh. Cal I er says that the TSO put a hand up her blouse and graped her and put a hand down her pants and graped her. He states that when the I ug gage was claimed, the locks were unlocked and the bags were op en and the front 2 pouches 
of one bag were empty. He states th at she had a ring in a I 1111 e square bag g i e that was an heirloom in one of those pouches a long with go Id j ewe I ry inc I ud i ng 6 rings, a cross, and a bracelet; and some clothes and al I of that Is m1ssi ng. 

Advised ca Iler: 
We regret that you were unsatisfied with the manner in which your bags were handled. 

http: www. tsa, gov t rave I er-information a i rport-1 o st-found-co ntacts#45 
You may contact DEN lost and found at: 
Denver International Airport 
303-342-4062 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a SI and a rd Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 
2 0 13 7: 19:, Because the complaint conce ms security screening at a specific airport. we have lo rwarded a copy of this information to the Customer Service Manager ( CSM) at th at I ocat ion. 

Flight information: 
Flight Path: Denver to S NA 
Flight date time: 9 15 (scheduled for 9:55 am) delayed 20 minutes 
Flight# 2603 
Airline: Southwest 
Airporl: DEN 
Gate Terminal: C29 
Baggage claim #:~!r-h-·11_r;_·.,--~ 

Baggage d escri pti on: maroon ro 11 i ng bag with handle 
On behalf oftbl(61 I 
NOi: (does not have) 
Email: (does not have) 



Mailing Address:_._,b,,,.,.'(,..,6_) ___ ,,._A_l_a_m_e_d_a_, _C_A.:.., _94_5_0_1 _______ ~ 
Email: HYPERLINK"'b"-·.,""(6"'I'-----------------' 

Whal happened? 
I was searched in violation of your own TSA policy. I was screened via your X-ray machine and found to nat be in violation: then also patted down. In violation of your awn published policy. I was succumbed to your excessive searches at the beginning 
of my trip and a I so at the rnteri m point. My spousa I unit was not al lowed to be present at my excessive search. I was boa rd i ng AS2 55 at Puerto Val I aria flight retumi ng home on 05Sept. At the PV gate I was pul I ed aside at the j etway. they p hys,ca 11 y 
searched my carry-on s, and p hysica 11 y searched me lo r explosives, a 11 with negative res u I ts. 
I then retrieved my luggage at LAX, successfully went lhrough customs/immigralion. Had to leave lhe AS Ierminal, walked outside and then entered lhe AA Ierminal at LAX and went lhrough the securily process again. I submitled my AS Boarding Pass 
for AA flight 2465 from LAX to SFO, my boarding pass flagged a "RED'" signal. The TSA agent told me to step to the side. She then told her co-worker. ·1aok at this red light" : she then tald me to step aside. She then radio-ed someone ta came. No one 
responded: she then rad i o-ed again. She told me to step aside ag am; to Id my spousal partner to move lo rw-ard away from me. His name is kb) ( ff:, I He was forced to go through the sea nnrng process and never a 11 owed to be with me. 
I was then met by a TSA agent (male). He told me I was to go through the x-ray scanning process. I willingly complied. I was scanned and NO ISSUES OR EXCEPTIONS WERE FOUND. I WAS COMPLETELY CLEARED THROUGH THIS 
PROCESS. 

2013 9_58 _, Instead, I was then taken aside to 3 TSA agents. The male TSA agent told me that I was now going to be physically patted down. EVEN THOUGH THERE WAS NOTHING TO WARRANT SUCH A SEARCH"'' He then brought over a black female TSA 
· ·' agent. She informed me that she was going to pat me down physically, including my groin areas. She was EXCESSIVELY SLOW AND EMBARMSSINGLY physical in patting me down. She patted me down very slowly on the front of my body. 

including my groin area, and then had me tum around and patted me down on the back of my body, and again in my groin area. I must tell you, I was employed by the State of CA, Dept. of Corrections, I was a Peace Officer, performed many searches 
of criminals in my career. YOUR TSA is a mockery of the search process. Exceedingly slow and humiliating!!' 
Aller physically searching me and finding nothing, the black female TSA agent then swabbed me again (after I was swabbed in Puerto Vallarta for the same thing and nothing was found) for explosives. 
She took the swabbing material and attempted to process it through the machine #1. GUESS WHAT??? THE MACHINE WAS BROKE 1' She then took my swabbing material to another machine. She tried a "test" on that machine and guess what??? 
She stated out Io ud, "I tested this machine and it came out positive lo r explosives - however it was ju st a test, and it wasn"t her resu Its.' She stated, this machine is a I so broken." 
The male TSA agent lhen spoke to his supervisor. He said, You know, we need 10 have these machines calibrated because they are not working." She replied, IA/ell, I lhought we just had these machines calibrated so I don't know what 10 do." He then 
told me and the TSA black woman to follow him over to a third machine. We moved aver 
to the third machine where she inserted my "explosive results" paper into this third machine. This machine confinmed I was negative for explosives and they finally let me go. My s1gmf1cant other approached us at the third machine and asked the male 
TSA agent what was going on and why I was singled out. He said it was totally up to Alaska Airlines why they singled me out and it wasn't TSA at all. It was Alaska Airlines. 
He denied any knowledge as to wiry I was put lhrough this and said it was AS airlines who did I his to me. There are two specific violations thal TSA did against me: 
FIRST, PLEASE SEE THE TSA POLICY ON THE TSA WEBSITE - I HAVE COPIED IT BELOW TO SHOW YOU YOUR OWN POLICY TO POI NT OUT HOW YOU VIOLATED ITI 
TSA POLICY PERYOUR OWN WEB_SITE RE: Pat-Downs 
What to Know Before You Go 
If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by imaging technology or a walk-through metal deIecIor, the passenger will be screened using a I ho rough patdown procedure instead. A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a 
metal detector or anomalies identified by imaging technology. If a patdown is required in order ta complete screening: 

Caller said she and her husband are flying in one week 10 Porlland Oregon. She said that last time her husband, was in the screening, and was asked to put his hands over his head. Because he has numerous rupIured disk in his neck and back, he 
al most passed out. She asked what they need to do to go th ra ugh the screening. 

Res pons e; Transportation Security Officers (TS Os) a re instructed to Ii sten and respond a pp ro pri ate I y to any information a passenger offers concerning his or her physi ca I Ii mitat ions, TS Os s ho u Id provide any he Ip that a passenger requests to faci I ita te 
,013 12,51 , the screening process. Under no circumsIances should passengers be forced to perform actions thal cause pain or put them at risk of injury. For example, TSOs should offer a chair to passengers whose weakness or balance problems pul them at risk 

of falling during screening. Passengers who have difficulty with balance, standing, or walking also may decline metal detector screening, and ask instead for a full patdown screening while they are seated. 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory T ra nsporta ti on Security Off ce r or Passenger Support Sp eci a Ii st at the checkpoint to address any comp I a int reg a rd i ng sere en i ng procedures, We hope this 
information is he I pfu I. 



The caller is flying and he is subjected to additional screening. He stated that this happens everytime he flies. He stated that he wants to clear his name. He stated that he gets a patdown. He stated that he flys with his children and it gets out of hand. 
He stated that he gets a p atdown eve ryti me. 

The U.S. Departmenl of Homeland Securily Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (DHS TRIP) is a single point of contJct for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolulion regarding difficullies they experience during their travel while screening al 
transportation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
• Traveler's belief that they are on a government watch list. 
• Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding. or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 
• Diflicully printing a boarding pass at home or at lhe kiosk. 

When an individual applies for redress, DHS TRIP will assign a record ident1f1er or Redress Control Number (RCN). DHS TRIP will inform redress applicants in writing when the DHS review of an inquiry is complete. Reviews of requests for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. Applicants may check the status of inquiries on line by entering the RCN. 

2013 2:04:( Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and 
courtesy. 

After lhe complaint is resolved, DHS TRIP recommends that travelers provide this RCN when making reservations or updaling their traveler profile with an airline. This info will assisl security technologies to help prevent misidentificalion from occurring 
due to the similarity of a traveler's name and personal information to another person in systems that contain information from Federal, State, local, and foreign sources. 

I explained that there is no guarantee that this will resolve the issue. I explained that I can email the forms within 24 hours of this response. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a paid own on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

The caller is flying and he is subjected to additional screening. He stated that this happens everytime he flies. He stated that he wants to clear his name. He stated that he gets a patdown. He stated that he flys with his children and it gets out of hand. 
He stated that he gets a p atdown eve ryt i me. 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (DHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
transportation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
• Traveler's belief thal they are on a government watch lisl. 
• Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 
• Difficulty pnnting a boarding pass at home or at the kiosk. 

When an individual applies for redress, OHS TRIP will assign a record identifier or Redress Control Number (RCN). DHS TRIP will inform redress applicanls in wriling when lhe DHS review of an inquiry is complele. Reviews of requesls for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. Applicants may check the status of inquiries on line by entering the RCN. 

2013 2: 04: ( Every passenger and their property must be sere ened before entering the secured a re a, and the way the screening is conducted is import ant, Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers a re treated with dignity, respect, and 
courtesy. 

Alier the complaint is resolved. DH S TRIP recommends th at !rave I e rs pro vi de this R CN when making reservations or updating thei r !rave I er profile with an a i rt i ne. This info wi 11 assist sec u nty techno I og i es to help prevent m1s1d e ntifi cation from occurring 
due to the similarity of a traveler's name and personal information to another person in systems that contain infonmation from Federal, State, local, and foreign sources. 

I explained that there is no guarantee that this will resolve the issue. I explained that I can email the forms within 24 hours of this response. 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be periormed. 



The caller is flying from PBI, and the supervisor indicated that the passenger must remove all items from his pockets before the screening began. However. the caller, who is on military orders and in uniform, indicated that this has never been required 
at any other airport. Al so. the supervisor requested his mi I itary orders, and the cal I er informed the agent that this has never happened either. He wanted to Ii I e a comp I a int reg a rd i ng the i ncons1ste n cy at PBI com pared to every other airport he has 
flown through. 

FI ig ht Information: 

Date and Time of Flight: Sept 20, 2013; 11 :59 AM 
Departure Airport: PSI 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight Number: 3429 
Terminal and Gate Numbers: The caller believed the Gate was B 9. 
Supervisors La st Name t b ·:, ( 6 ! but he refused to give the passenger his first name. 

'013 10:58:, Advised Caller: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) strongly recommends thal passengers remove all items and accessories from their pockets before beginning the securily screening process. Removing ilems such as wallels, belts, bulky jewelry, 
money. keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanoed Imaging Technology 
(AIT) screening. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) has developed standard screening practices for all of our Nalion s airports, and passengers can expect essentially lhe same procedures. While the procedures are the same everywhere, the 
interpretation of those procedures results in some slight variations from airport to airport and situation to situation. 

We inspect screening ope rations at airports and continue to monitor the number and nature of comp I ai nts we receive from the trave Ii ng pub Ii c to track trends and spot areas of concern th at may require s pecia I attention, This ongoing process enables 
us to ensure prom pt, co rrecl iv e action whenever we d ete rm i ne that security screening po Ii ci es need modi fi cation or specific employees a re the subject of repeated complaints. 

Because your comp I amt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager at that location. 

The caller is flying from PBI, and the supervisor indicated that the passenger must remove all items from his pockets before the screening began. However. the caller, who is on military orders and in uniform, indicated that this has never been required 
at any other airport. Al so. the supervisor requested his mi I itary orders. and the cal I er informed the agent that this has never happened either. He wanted to Ii I e a comp I a int reg a rd i ng the i ncons1ste n cy at PBI com pared to every other airport he has 
flown through. 

FI ig ht Information: 

Date and Time of Flight: Sept 20, 2013; 11 :59 AM 
Departure Airport: PBI 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight Number: 3429 
Terminal and Gate Num~e caller believed the Gate was B 9. 
Supervisors Last Name:~but he refused to give the passenger his first name. 

'013 10:58:, Advised Caller: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) strongly recommends thal passengers remove all items and accessories from their pockets before beginning the securily screening process. Removing ilems such as wallels, belts, bulky jewelry, 
money. keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanoed Imaging Technology 
(AIT) screening. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) has developed standard screening practices for all of our Nalion s airports, and passengers can expect essentially lhe same procedures. While the procedures are the same everywhere, the 
interpretation of those procedures results in some slight variations from airport to airport and situation to situation. 

We inspect screening ope rations at airports and continue to monitor the number and nature of comp I ai nts we receive from the trave Ii ng pub Ii c to track trends and spot areas of concern th at may require s pecia I attention, This ongoing process enables 
us to ensure prom pt, co rrecl iv e action whenever we d ete rm i ne that security screening po Ii ci es need modi fi cation or specific employees a re the subject of repeated complaints. 

Because your comp I amt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager at that location. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client lj6)(61 I 
Date Time: 912017.I 13 I 025:0 I AM 

~013 12:09 Nam,fo 1(61 
Emailkb i(6i 
Comp I a i nts: I nco n s i ste nt Screening (Different Practices between Airports). 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):John F. Kennedy International Airport - NYc· 
Comments:I am concerned. In recent news reports it is apparent that many employees who hold clearances are committing violent acts to include killing and injury people. The most recent one in Washington DC the Navy Yard. So I was concerned 
with the screening process at JFK. I was online and two individuals got on line behind rne. They had airport I D's and where moved in front of me and allowed to pass through the metal detector. I was sent into the Full Body Scanner. Now. here's what 
concerns rne: The employees are not subjected to the Full Body Scanner. If anyone should be subjected to the Full Body Scanner, it should be the employees, since they have the potential of getting anything into the restricted area. especially since 
they have the knowledge lhat lhey aren't going to be screen in the Full Body Scanner. When it comes to safety and security, anyone en1ering the check poinl. should be treated lhe same. NO ONE, should be allowed to circumvent security measures. 
This type of practice has proven time and again to allow for security breaches and tragic circumstances. Don·t allow this practice to continue. Make everyone equal: No ONE should have a PASS in the line. No ONE. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service: Screemn Current Date/Time 9120/2013 11:31 :11 AM Airport: DRO - Durango-La Plata County Date/Time of Travel: 09/2012013 5:45 AM Airline & Flight Number UA4922 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport. Security Line TSA Employee: (II Known) . 1h··,1rr1 Comment: While delayed for hours at the Durango Airport, I went back out thru Security to the Rental Car counter retrieve a car charger for my cell phone. 
I attempted 10 go thru Security, and was denied access, by 1h··,1f'i, He told me that I could nol go thru for 30 minu1es, I was the only person in line, no one ahead of me, no one behind me, there were 4 agents working, standing there. all they had 
to do was let me walk thru the metal detector, I was told, they had to send folks on a break. the four folks stood around for another 5-10 minutes, then left their post. it took over 30 minutes for them to return, and start screening folks again. This was a 

'013 12:09:. simple, unavoidable d situation !(b)(6) !simply would not be reasonable, and stood his ground that he could make me wait 30 minutes. Very power hungry- unprofessional TSAAgent. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Na m,.,.,...e,.....,_. __ -,.__, 
Phone Number 
Email (b)(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

To whom 11 may concern, 
I am a Us Airways flight attendant who was traveling with my infant Thursday September 19th out of PHX Sky Harbor Airport. Security screening occurred at '"A" security checkpoint. When passing through the metal detector I set off the alarm. It 
apparenlly was of interest since I had 5 agenls slanding around me telling me different lhings to do. That was unnecessary as well as confusing. I was set aside for personal screening. The female agent who was performing it asked me to hold my 
daughter out at arms length. I did so. She started searching my child until a nearby male agent informed her that children under 12 years of age were not to be screened. I am that outraged that my 5 month old child had to endure a "'pat down". How 
could this female TSA agent lack this pertinent infonmation? No apology was even offered for the offense. After the screening on me began, she then asked 1/ I would like it to be private. This is something that I should have been asked BEFORE it 
began. My belongings were throughly inspected and tested as was I. No metal items were found as it was my underwire bra that set off the alarm. Perhaps the sensors were set too sensitively. I was informed that I was "cleared to go" Before I even 
moved, the same male agent very loudly announced that a phone call had to be made for me 10 be cleared and I was to slay where I was. He turned and walked away. I wailed five minutes. No word about my clearing. I waited 1en minutes. I 
inquired to the female agents who were aside me. "The supervisor needs to called. It'll only take a minute." I was told. I asked why since I had been cleared. "It's because you alarmed with a baby" was her reply. I do not understand this. I was 

2013 6: 1 O: 1 searched and so was my child. What about this raises a flag? This phone call matter took more than 15 minutes. 

1013 11:33: 

As a flight attendant my background is consistently checked , I am a I so trained in security, I am very aware of po Ii ci es and procedures by the screening process as I encounter them weekly w hi I e at work I am shocked and a ppa I led at this situation, 
My daughter and I should have been trealed with respect. It concerns me thal your agenls have not been fully armed with knowledge and perhaps poorly trained. I would like an explanation and an apology for this fiasco. I would also like the female 

agent who preformed my screening to have this discrepancy on her file. She should receive the proper training so that she may become a proper asset in keeping airports and this country safe. 
I look forward to hearing far you. 
Sincerely, 

HYPERLIN'4:,_~_,_(6_) ______________ __, 

The caller said she flew from Midway on Sep1ember 17. 2013 and she went through lhe checkpoint around 3:30-3:45pm. The caller said she does not remember going lhrough the metal de1ec1or. The caller said she knows she did not go through the 
AIT The caller said her carry-on bags were screened and an officer told her and her traveling companion to go to another line. The caller said she is a Law abiding citizen but she is worried that the officer s at Midway are not screening passengers. 

I spoke with security and confirmed it is not a security threat. I told the caller TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process will enable 
us to ensure prompt, correclive action whenever we determine that security screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener learns are the subjecl of repealed complaints. 



CRCL received the below and are forwarding to you to handle as deemed appropriate. 

Sincerely, 

U.S. Department of Home I and S ecu ri ty 
Office for Civil Righls and Civil Liberties 

---0 ng i nal Message--
F rom: !/bi ( 61 
Sent: Saturday, Sep1ember 21, 2013 12:56 PM 
To: CRCL 

Subject: Fly Rights - New Report frorrj._(b_.'--1(_6"'"1 ___ _. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
'013 12 12:. Full Name:!(b 1(6i 

Email Addr~e~ss~:i=h=.\/=;R=.,====='------, 

Phone Number: h··,rrr-, 
Address: ~(b_)~(6_ .• "'", ----~ 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party ar an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) da you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati an? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? yes 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time: 9/2312013 11:12:20 AM Airport SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International Date/Time of Travel: 09/23/2013Airline & Flight Number: 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 

1013 12: 13: Comment . Your metal detectors are inconsistent in their settings. Sometimes I can walk through with belt buckle and watch in. Other times I have to remove everything including my wallet. Why it"s this? 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 

Email !(b ,(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller wants to know what TPA s c reem ng p race ss is be cause she has be en boycotting ever since T SA has had so many sea nda Is and she saw so much on the internet such as rem ovrng babies diapers. s ep arati ng from pa rents. etc.? 
Considering flying again.and has a newborn daughter, 4 months old who will be in a carrier, 
Are they still patting everyone down and do they slill have 10 remove shoes, etc.? 

Response: 
WTMD, AIT and Patdowns are 3 methods of screening. 

'013 12:45: Advised caller she will remove the child from the carrier and carry it through lhe WTMD, any carriers, strollers, etc. will go through X-Ray machine. 
Every person. regardless of age. must undergo screening to proceed beyond the security checkpoint. Even a baby must be individually screened, however, it is Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ policy that passengers will not be separated 
from their children. 
Advised she is allowed to have more than 3.4 ozs. of milk. formula, etc. for the child, 
Advised pa td owns a re performed to reso Ive a I arms, a no m al i es r ro m the AIT, etc. 
AIT is a voluntary screening method to the WTM D. if directed can opt out but must have patdawn ta complete screening process. 
Shoes must be removed u n I ess th ere is a med1ca I cond iii on that prevents a passenger being able to rem ave. 



Caller fiew oul of Cleveland on Wed. As she was going lhrough the checkpoint her son pul his shoes in a sepJrale bin since I hey were dirty and a TSO yelled at him. The TSO lhan pushed her stroller through the WTMD and the binky fell off. When 
she tried to put it back on the TSO slapped her on the wrist. 

2013 3 ,38,~responded that I would place the agent back on the phone and let him relay the CSM information 

Advised Caller: Gave contact information for CSM at Cleveland Hopkins International: Tommy Cianciolo: Phone: 216-3621:E:E] Email:._l(_b"-)(_6'-1 ________ __, 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Disability ar Medical Condition; Screening Current Date/Time · 9/2312013 3:51 :39 PM Airport · SMF - Sacramento International Date/Time of Travel . 0912212013 7:15 AM Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal B 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: During my recent security screening I was incorrectly informed thal it was safe to expose my insulin pump to the body imaging scanner. While this may be true of some devices, it is not Irue of mine. The manufacturer of my insulin pump 
tells me: 

&quot:Your pump should not go through the X-ray screening that is used for carry-on or checked luggage. The new airport screening, Whole Body Imaging Technology, is also a form of X-ray. If you are chosen to go through this form of screening, you 
will need to disconnecl from the pump at your skin site prior to the scan and request alternate melhods of screening the pump other than using X-ray.&quot: (ref: hllp://www.animas.com/faq/olher-airport-securityJ 

The TSA website incorrectly states: &quot:Passengers who have insulin pumps can be screened using imaging technology, metal detector, or a thorough patdown.&quot; (ref: http://www.tsa.gov/traveler-information/passengers-diabetes). 

While I have no issues wilh metal detectors, or receiving pat down security checks in lieu of body scans, I do have concerns over TSA personnel advising diabelics incorrectly that the body image scanners are 'safe' for their devices without any 

2013 4: 16:, knowledge of the particular medical device. 

Alter informing the TSA personnel that I had a medical device that could not go through the body scanner I was told that I was incorrect and that it was safe to go through because 'everyone else does it', This is unacceptable. After persisting I 
eventually received a pat-down with no issue, however the TSA personnel seemed quile annoyed. 

l"m di sap pointed with the I ack of profession al courtesy and respect th at I received and I hope the T SA wi 11 improve its emp I aye e train, ng and g u id i ance to ensure the advice and direction they provide is safe and ace u rate. 

These are expensive, sensitive medical devices I hat need to be tho rough I y tested to ensure various scanners do not cause short or Io ng I erm damage to their functi o na Ii I y, and I hat needs to come from the manufacturer. I re commend a nnol ati ng your 
traveller guidance to have people consult their device manufacturer for specific guidance regarding what scanning machines are safe for exposure. 

Thanks, and I look forward to your improvements, 
Would you like a response 7 : True 
Passenger's Namei(b)(61 I 
Phone Number 

Email l(b)(61 I 
To leave a cornr\ierii coricerrllng this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



ICE. Caller was stopped ag am when she fi ew from San Diego to SF O. Cal I er wants to be removed from the SSSS Ii st and wanted to know what it was al I about. Cal I er comp I am ed she was trying to order TR IP lo rms and cou Id not. 

I told lhe caller I will email her lhe forms 
The U.S. Department of Homeland Security (OHS) has developed the Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) to assist individuals who believe they have been incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, identified for additional screening. or have 
expe nenced d1ffi cul ties when see king entry into the U mted States. 

Recognizing the continued inconvenience of having to go 10 lhe ticket counter 10 oblain a boarding pass, OHS announced enhancemenls to watch list screening by the airlines. Each airline can now creale a system to verify and securely store a 
passenger's date of birth to clarify watch list misidentifications. If you cannot print your boarding pass from the Internet. at an airport kiosk, or curbside, you may be able to avoid checking in at the ticket counter on future flights. While you are at the 
ticket counter. pro vi de your fu 11 na rn e and date of birth. The airline rn ay be ab I e to store your inform atIon and en ab I e you to print your boarding pass. 

If you have contacted lhe airlines and continue to experience delays, you may oulline your concerns in a single request to OHS TRIP. The information received will be shared with applicable OHS component agencies, such as lhe TransporIation 
Security Administration (TSA) and U.S. Customs and Border Protection, as well as with the U.S. Department of State and, when appropriate, with airport and airline operators. Information will be shared in accordance with the provisions of the Privacy 
Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. § 552a), and as established in the Privacy Impact Assessment published for OHS TRIP. 

To participate in lhe program, please submit a completed Traveler Inquiry Form and requested copies of identity documenls to OHS TRIP. You may download an electronic form from the website al www.dhs.gov trip, or you may complete the enclosed 

2013 S: 2S:, for".'. Please d~ not s~nd original identity documents as they will not be returned. OHS will review the information submitted and work with other Federal agencies, if necessary, to resolve individual concerns. OHS TRIP will inform you in writing when 
review of your 1nqu1ry 1s complete. 

When you submit an online inquiry, a conlrol number will be assigned to you. The control number will be displayed on the Traveler Inquiry Form acknowledgemenl page along wilh your name. Please print the acknowledgement page, sign it, and send it 
to OHS TRIP along with the requested copies of identity documents. If completing the enclosed form. please sign it and send it to OHS TRIP along with the requested copies of identity documents. Again, please do not send original identity documents 
as they will not be returned. 

OHS can neither confirm nor deny whether an individual is on a Federal watch list because this informalion is derived from classified and sensilive law enforcemenl and inlelligence information. In addilion, OHS cannot ensure that your travel will 
always be delay-free. Airline check-in procedures must still be followed and other security measures remain in place at the airport. For example, an individual may be selected for secondary screening to resolve a walk-through metal detector alarm or 
because of random selection. Because airline procedures for screening passengers against Federal watch lists vary, an 1nd1v1dual may still be required to check in for flights at the airtine ticket counter and be unable to print a boarding pass from a 
home computer or airport kiosk or at curbside, 

The ··s" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
Nation's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

TSA does not discuss or release specifics about securily screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Securily Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI 10 lhe public because it is 
considered detrimental to the security of transportation. 

Good Afternoon, 

My name 1skbl(ff:1 !and traveling with my family from Ft. Lauderdale to BWI we had one of the worst expenences with your TSA agent that we could ever have. I understand that TSA has certain standards and rules however these rules should 
be enforced consistently. In the group that I was traveling with there were 3 couples that had small infants. In the carry on bags of all the families we carried infant food and drinks and supplies. As we approach the security gate, my wife and I 
specifically asked the TSA agent if we could take lhe drink on the plane that we jusl purchased for our son. He does not drink milk but insIead he drinks juice and an infant does not have lhe abilily to pop his own ear during I ravel and we had 10 give 
him a bottle with this said juice. The agent told us that it was ok and we proceeded to the next stage of the security process. We were then instructed to place all liquids in our last carry on bag so that they would know that the items in that bag were 
Ii quid. wel I after they ran the bag through the sea n machine we we re instructed to go through the metal detector and the sea n machine. I was p I aced in the scan machine and they put my wife and son through the metal detector. They pul I ed our bag to 
go through the items which we went through in BW I however the next agent who had the persona Ii ty of a rabid dog told us that they had to through the juice out that the first agent a I lowed us to bring in and that i needed to be frisked because they 
couldnt tell what type of liquid was in the juice box. If this is the procedure I really dont have a problem with the procedure and even the ignorant TSA agenl who felt ii was necessary to speak 10 us with a condescending and degrading tone. After 
scanning the bag twice more and pulling every item out of the bag she continued to proceed with her negative tone towards us. This next part is where i found myself wrestluing with the whole experience. THe other two couples never had there bags 
searched or even had th, ngs thrown away. The lathe rs of the couples we re never searched nor the mothers but lo r my wife and I I was the only one searched which rea 11 y doesnt make sense because they never searched or frisked my wife? Where is 
the justice with this process? If you need to frisk someone that is line but why did they not frisk my wife? I felt trapped and extremely dehumanized because of whatever bad reason she had to set us apart. I mean the body scan never caught anything 
and then i had to go lhrough a full body frisk! I believe thal rules are necessary and even good for our safety but when the rules are not enforced consistently and fairly and for a TSA agent 10 implement rules due to the challenges that they are 

2013 8:22:, experiencing is truly unfair There are a lot of things to concern airplane travel other than children juice and food. 

I found this experience extremely un fair and there is nothing that i did to warrant this type of trealment or maybe I did and I hat was a black man traveling in the US. I know for a facl nothing not one thing will be done about this but I wanted it on the 
record that I did exercise my right to complain about the process and the treatment of one of your agents. 

Sincerely, 

kb)(6) 

Flight 244 Airtran 

FLL to BWI 

Saturday September 21, 2013 11: 1 Oa.m. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service; Screening Current Date/lime: 9/2312013 10:44:07 PM Airport, LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time ofTravel, 09/23/2013 7:00 PM Airline & Flight Number, 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : checkpoint to gate 23 TSA Employee: (If Known) : female Commenl : When goin9 through the screenin9 stalion prior to entering the gale lounges, my partner requested a pal down due to bein9 pregnanl. The female officer 
refused, saying she had to go through &#168;her&#168; machine. When my partner insisted the officer allowed her to go through the metal detector machine instead of the micro scanner machine. My partner has had no problems when requestin9 a 
pat down in seve ra I other airports. both in the us and other countries, and we were shocked at the officers rude manner. 

2013 8:23: 1 Please make sure. that your officers know the &quot:rules&quot: of the security-procedure and act along these rules and are aware of the alternatives in special situations like a pregnancy and also respect the passengers wishes to use these 
alternalives• 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passen er's Name (b·:,(6I (Husband) Phone Number 
Emai(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : h1tp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.9ov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Other 
Current Date/Time 912412013 4:45:22 PM Airport : LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel : 09/23/2013 10:00 PM Airline & Flight Number di 1262 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : terminal 5. secunty checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) 

Comment : while 1ravelin9 wilh a baby before, i went thru regular metal de1ec1or with infant in arms, and were let thru (9iven that it was ok). while al this location i also wenl thru lhe me1a1 detector as ins1ructed by the TSA agent, only after goin9 lhru i 
was asked to wait for a pat down even if the metal detector did not beep. while waitin9 'standin9' with the 3 month old sleeping baby in my hands next to the metal detector for a looooon9 3-5 minutes for a female assist i asked the agent why i was 
standing there, he replyed &quot because of the baby&quot; ('?) 

is it normal procedure for a molher with a baby to be patted down than why isn't a sign about that? or even an separate line? or lhe minimum of havin9 a female assist slanding there for such cases? 
2013 6: 18:, if it is normal procedure, why wasn't it done to me at the other airports(maybe the other airports were wrong•?) 

in any case. having a mother stand on her feet with a sleeping baby in her hands 10:00 at night for more than 60 seconds without a valid reason, is unexceptable to me, and needs an explanation! 

this is just of my bad experience at this instance' 
Would you like a response? : True 

Passenger's Name :l~(b_l~(6_-~I --~ 
Phone Number : 

Email 'kb ,(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hftp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Fro~(b)(ff1 
Sent Wednesday, September 25, 2013 315 PM 
To: Kapp, Robert bob.kapp@tsa.dhs.gov 
Cc: DENcus1omerservice@dhs.gov: Bramer, Zachary: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject Customer w/a ouple of disability related issues 

Sir, 

2013 S: 1 O:, Came through security at DIA Checkpoint A terminal 9119/13 12:00 - 12: 15. I should be easy to pick out al the video tapes as I use a wheelchair and was accompanied by my service dog, a golden lab. tast line ta the left. 

2 issues which require additiona I staff t raining: 

First, I can walk a bit, but told them they could not leave me stand long. I went through the metal detector without any problem but then had them tell me I could not go sit in the fixed seats 1 O feet away until they swabbed my hands and check my 
wheelchair and returned it to me. that I should lean against a column, where they then left me until I nearly went down and just went and sat down anyway. It was very inappropriate and uncaring. When I went through ATL security 3 days later they got 
my wheelchair screened in about a minute and a hall and back to me very quickly. 

The second issue is when they scanned my back pack they did not like my belt buckle. It was stuck in an open water bottle pocket on the outside. They asked ii they could do additional screening and when I consented (and told them I was sure it was 
the buckle and where it was located) they separated me from my bag for 5 minutes or more, instead of waiting for my wheelchair 10 be returned to me so they were going through it in my presence. I had my wallel and all my money in it, and given the 
recent issues in the news questioning the honesty of TSA agents, it was a situation that should be avoided, nat ta mention separating me from my bags is a huge pet peeve of mine. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Missing ar Damaged I terns 
Current Date/Time: 912512013 10:15:52 PM Airport BIL - Billings Logan Date/Time of Travel: 09/24/2013 6:30AM Airline & Flight Number Delta DL3301 Checkpoint/Area of Airport BIL TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment· My bag was opened wlo my knowledge. Someone turned on my metal detector head. I had it turned off and taped so it would not read or send a signal. When I opened my bag last night I told my wife someone turned on the detector head 
most likely to see what ii was. Thal was nol so bad but my new Swiss Army Knife was stolen. II was a gift from my son. I was very fruslrated when I found in gone. I hope something can be done 10 protect us from this type of theft. I trusl you will respond 
to my email. 
Sincere! 

2013 8 251 b)(61 

Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name b':1(6) 
Phone Number :,...,....,..,.,...----,----~ 

Email (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller stated th at she flew from EW R to P HX on 09 15 201 3 on US Airways and stated th at she that the sere en i ng procedures we re a I ittl e bit out of hand. She stated that she has an art1f1c1al h1 p and has a Medi cal Ca rd stating this which she su bm1tted 
to the screening officers but still felt that the officers were not treating her the way that she should of been treated. She also stated that her Luggage was also inspected and thought that they may of been targeting her since her incident at the screening 
check poinl she stated that she fell like a criminal. She staled thal her suit case was also searched and all that she had in her luggage was a curling Iron and hair drier advised lhe caller that her baggage was probably search to clear and alarm. She 
did state that there was a NOi inside the suitcase. 

'013 10:48:, Gave the caller the following info: 
An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request 10 be screened using a patdown: however, passengers cannol request 10 be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a I ho rough patdown. 

Gave the cal I er the following info: 
We a re only res pons i b I e for checked baggage from the time it is presented for screening u nti I the ti me it has been cleared after screening. 



Fram now on I wi 11 be leaving you nasty notes in my bag. 

GO FUCK YOURSELF!!! 
I HATE YOUR BULLSHIT LIES SO DONT EVEN RESPOND UNLESS YOU ARE READY TO MAKE THIS RIGHT AND CORRECT YOUR DISFU NCTION. 

Sincerely, 
One pissed off voting am eri can. f b 1 ( 6) 11 

On Sep 23. 2013 12:14 PM. <HYPERLINK "'mailto:tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com"tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com~ wrote: 

Thank you for your e-ma i I in which you inquire about the reasons for secondary screening. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is imporIant. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are trealed with dignily, respect, and courtesy. 

2013 8:21 :( TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group. such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and 
deploy new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime. the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an add1t1onal layer of security at the checkpoint. and 
keeps the t rave Ii ng public sale. 

We hope this information is helpful. 

TSA Canta ct Center 
Caller and wife flying tomorTow and he is worried about going through screening because of a previous experience. 
Caller slates lhe TSO performed a patdown in public and grabbed his genilals, asked if that is allowed? Stated he completed a complaint at the airport and nolhing was ever done 10 lhe TSO, wanled him 10 go to jail. Said a woman supervisor was 
telling the TSO that he hadn t touched him enough during the patdown. 
Asked if he Is required to go through the naked machine. what can he do to reduce his chances of having a patdown? 
Mentioned the re a re certain I a nes at the airport that passengers can go through and a void screening! 

Response: 
Sc reenrngs using Al T a re vo I unta ry. Ind i vi d ua Is who do not wish to be screened by this techno I og y w111 be required to undergo alternative screening. including a thorough paid own. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of 
this rig ht. WTM D. A IT or P atdown is required to comp I ete screening process before a I lowed to boa rd a flight. 

TSA has required updated software on all Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) machines. 
This software. also referred to as Automated Target Recognition (ATR), Is designed to enhance pnvacy by eliminating the image of an actual passenger. ATR detects potential threats and indicates their location on a generic, computer-generated 

2013 9:56:, outline of a person that appears on a monitor attached to the AIT unit. If a potential threat is detected, the area will require additional screening. If potential threats are not detected, the outline is not generated. an "OK" appears on the monitor, and the 
passenger is cl ea red from screening. In addition, passengers are able to view the same out Ii n e I hat the T SA officer sees. 

Rigorous privacy safeguards are in place to protect passenger privacy and ensure anonymity. There are no realistic images produced of passengers dunng the screening process. All operational units utilize a virtual figure on which anomalies are 
presented for resolution. The imaging technology that TSA uses in airports cannot store, export, print. or transmit images. 

A Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdown search, and as the screening is being conducted. the TSO should be describing the procedures he or she is using. TSOs are required to use the 
back of the hand to patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensItIve areas, TS Os are required to use the front of the hand. 

Advised caller he has lhe option to speak with a supervisor while at the checkpoinl if there is an issue, also, how to conIacI the CSM at any airport. 
Advised caller airlines may have select lanes for business travelers, passengers with children, physical disabilities, etc. which may not be as crowded but everyone has to go through screening process to board a flight. 
Advised caller to empty pockets of a 11 i terns and p I ace in ca fTY0n before beg i nnrng s c reenrng p race ss. 



Caller said lhat she traveled this Monday, September 23rd, from LAS to PDX on Spirit Airlines Flighl 360 departing at 1615hrs. She checked in one piece of luggage around one hour prior to her flight, as she was running late. She said thal it was a 
I a rge black suitcase: a very standard I uggage. She was u nab I e to locate her baggage claim tag at the ti me of her ca 11. When she arrived at her d esti nation, she was missing a Gold Claim and map from p rosp ecti ng in NV. She was a I so missing a hand 

1013 11 :47 :. held metal detector from the bag. Upon inquiring. she stated there was no NOi, but the airline representatives refused to assist her claiming that TSA is responsible for inspecting the contents. 

Apologized to caller for her experience and missing ii ems, and did explain that if a physical inspeclion of her luggage was performed, lhe officer should have placed a NOi inside 10 notify her I his was done. However, given the value of the ii ems 
missing and lack of assistance from the airline, I advised that we would forward her information to the CSM at the airport for review to see if any additional assistance can be provided to help investigate. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Cur,-ent Date/Time· 9129/2013 2:36:05 PM Airport· MCO - Orlando International Date/Time of Travel, 09127/2013 2:00 PM Airline & Flight Number, Air Tran flight 1610 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· gate 101 TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment : I understand our governments position is that citizens of the U.S. are guilty uni ii proven innocent,bul I am granted by the U.S. Constition and my maker inalienalbe righls. One of which is the right to be secure from unreasonable searches. 
Look it up' It is in a document created by the founder of our nation. On the date and place forementioned I waited several minutes in a line to have my posessions searched. I waited patiently in this line. but agrrivated at the number of search stations 
that were unmanned. Of course it didnt' help to have at least 8 TSA employees meeting for several minutes in a circle in front of one of the unmanned search stations. I took my shoes off and placed all of my belongings, except the clothes I was 
wearing and a small wallet in my left pocket in the bin to pass throug the xray machine. I was told to go into the ATD machine and raise my hands above my head, I complied with no hesitation. Once I cleared the machine I was asked what was in my 
pocket. I pulled my credit card size wallel. that holds my id and several credit cards about 1 /2&quoi; deep and a little larger width and deplh than a credil card. The TSA employee gr abed my wallel and opened it peeling through lhe cards like it was a 
filing cabinet and then proceeded to frisk me. What in the world could be in my wallet that would be any danger? My daughter of 30 years of age was traveling with me, as was my wife and younger daughter of 24 years of age. My wife, who was in 

2 O 13 3: 14: [ front of me was wearing t1g ht cap ri s with no pockets, who a I so passed through the AT D Machine and she was frisked. My old est daughter who is new I y pregnant requested to pass through the meta I detector instead of the A TD ma chm e and she was 
not frisked, Why on earth would I go through your ATD machine and be subjected to an invasion of my personal privacy when I could go through the metal detector and not be violated. I saw many people being frisked that passed through the ATD 
machine. Why have an ATD machine if you then need to frisk innocenl civilians? As I see it, ii was nol only a violation of my conslilulional rights but a huge waste of time. If passing through lhe somewhat low tech metal detecter was good enough for 
my oldest daughter to pass through and not get searched it is probably good enough for the rest of the travelers. It would not only prevent unconsitutional searches but reduce the time of screening so travelers are not bogged down in the proccess of 
/al se security when passing through the AT D machine. I requested a supervisor and he gave me a fo nm to fil I out. I have !rave I ed for many yea rs from age 5 yearly to age 51. I have never felt my constitution al rig his were vi o I ated unti I this 
experience. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name ~kb_·•~1(6_._I --~ 
Phone Number . 

Email t(b)(61 I 
To leaJe a co, 1111,e111 co11ce1111n~ this feedback, follow this link : hllpJ/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

From b1(6) 
Sent: Sunday, September 29, 2013 12:55 PM 
To:. TSAExternalCompliance@dhs.gov 
Subject tGA Terminal C I US AIRWAYS flight 1711 I September 29 2013 12:00pm EDT 

TSA employee._l(b_._,(_6_) __ ....,~ale dark hair. 

I entered the checkpoint at LGA terminal c, us airways. at about 12:00 pm on Sunday September 29th. 

I placed my bags on the xray and told the TSA employee at the metal detector that I would be opting out. He called for a "male assist" and I waited. The TSA employee who arrived called out "next wuss" 

2013 S: 11 :: I asked him "what did you say?" and told the metal detector employee that I needed to speak to a supervisor immediately. 

From speaking to the employee at the metal detector I learned thatj(b-.i(6) !was the name of the TSAemployee who used that slur against me. 

~ did not sere en me, Once I requested the su pe rvi sor: kb) ( ff•, 11 efl the checkpoint and I did not see him again. 

kb)(ffl !behavior is a disgrace to TSA. Any employee at any other job who bullied customers the waykb)(6•1 I did would be fired on the spot. He is also a coward: he left the checkpoint while I was completing my screening process in an attempt to 
avoid being identified . 

._f b_ •• _,(6_._I _ _,~ehavior has greally diminished TSA's image in my opinion. I hope that you will take correclive action. 

rb,(6) 

NEW YORK NY 10023 
HYPERLINK J'"'b""'1-("'"6,..i ---------------------, 

!rh,IR, I 



When traveling from IAD to her leather notebook oontaining scriptures, was opened, layed with the printing up, and was sent through xray screening again after it had already been screened b xray and been physically inspected by a TSO. The caller 
indicated that her husband wondered if lhe same had occurred it ii would have been the Koran. 

The caller indicated that she cannot comfortably raise her arms above her head. She requested to be screened v,a the WTMD. She was advised that she would have to go through AIT. or receive a patdown. 

She is 78 

She asked if she can go through the WT MD due to her age or if she can obtain documentation ind i eating that she can do so. 

She asked if ii can be considered that passengers over 75 be perrnilled to request WTMD screening, rather lhan AIT or a patdown. 

The ca 11 er indicates that she does n t understand why TSA wo u Id think that someone over 7 5, and not someone younger, would have bombs in their shoes. She indicated that she was happy lo r procedure. 

She asked for the reasoning behind the change in the screening process for passengers who are over I he age of 7 5. 

2013 S:40: 1 She asked for a number or contact to write to in regard to making these changed. 

I advised that I did nol have a con1ac1 number, but could provide a mailing address for TSA Headquarters. 

She asked who momto rs comp I a i nts. 

Transpor1ation Securily Administration 
601 South 12th Street 
Art i ngton. VA 20 598 

I advised th at I had documented her comp I a i nl and T SA rnon i tors I he number and na I ure of comp I a i nlS. 

I advised th at TSA standard procedure is th at passengers can not request WTM D screening , in Ii e u of the A IT or patd own, This a pp Ii es to a 11 passengers, 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is undertaking efforts to enhance security and focus its resources by moving away from a one-size-fits-all approach and applying new intelligence driven, risk-based screening procedures while 
Caller fiew from Manchester NH on SW on Sept 20th. She had one checked bag. She had two NOls. She had a patdown. She packed her hair dryer. It is a dryer base where you put brushes. Her hair dryer is missing. She asked if there is a discard 
bin al the airport. 

The patdown is degrading. She asked 1/ there was a way that she could get screened so that she would not have to go through the machines. 

2013 9:38: 11 told her I hat she could always ask for a paldown. All passengers will be screened either through paldown, AIT or WTMD. 

I gave her the lost and lo und numb er. 
Manchester Airport 
603-624-6349 



fh1/R1 !Provided the below additional information on her complaint which happened at JFK not LAS. I am sure that you will be able to assist her with her concerns over her experience at the TSA security checkpoint. 

Sincerely, 

Laura L. Renner 
Program An alysl 

'013 12 05: 

OHS/Transportation Security Administration McCarran International Airport Las Vegas, Nevada LAScustomersuppart@tsa.dhs.gov 

For additional travel tips and information on the Transportation Security Administration please visit our website at www.tsa.gov. 

PII Policy Message to be provided to customer: "Collection al this information is made under 49 U.S.C.114(e) & (f). Providing this information is voluntary. TSA will use this information to improve customer service and may share it with airport 
operators for this purpose. For more information. please consult DHSITSA 006 Correspondence and Matters Tracking Records." 

---0 ng i nal Message---
F ro~( b) ( 61 
Sent: Friday, Sep1ember 27, 2013 9:53 PM 

To: LASCustomerSupF/l"-o"'rt=------, 
Subject: RE: 5000.15~fb_}_(6_} ___ ~ 

Hello, thank you for your kind words. The incident took place at JFK airport in new York. We were connecling there to b buffalo. I am a Canadian citizen and did not approach anyone for fear I would not get home. I am 5'1 O and disabled (I walk wilh a 
cane). I have short brown hair with highlights and I wear glasses. I was wearing navy shorts and a grey sweatshirt with Paris las Vegas on the front. I do not remember much about the tsa agent except he was 40 to 50 years old. After landing at JFK I 
went for a c,g a rette outside and this occurred about 11 pm as I went through the start of sec u nty where you show your pass po rt. I was one of the on I y peop I e the re. There was an issue about a sea nne r for passports not working and I had to m ave over. 
pose no threat to anyone and did not deserve this treatment, I was g rabbi ng a co nne cti ng flight so I had no I ugg age and this occurred a 1 st cha c kpoi nt before scanning. 
The agent was quite tall and maybe wore glasses and I believe he has gray hair mixed in with darker colour. I did not notice his name as I was looking down supporting myself on my cane. He stated 10 me next time I was 10 lake my passporl from its 
case. I smiled letting him know I heard. He then stated '"you speak English'" and upon looking at my passport he said '"your Canadian,fh·\/r;·-, f" he did not ask me a question that required me to answer him. He stated to me to take out my 
passport from its case next t, me. As a we 11 educated Canadian the french questions is ins u I ting as Canadians speak Eng I 1sh, one prov i nee speaks french. I was belittled and insulted with his statements. I wish I had more info for you but I was sea red of 
the agent holding me back as my daughter was waiting at the departure ate. He entered my info or scanned my passport. Won't his name appear somewhere? I flew jet blue and had just landed at JFK and awaiting a midnight connector to buffalo. 
Please keep me informed. Thank you for your assistance. Sincerely, b·:,(61 
From h·11r;·-1 on behalf of LASCustomerSupport [LASCustomerSupport@tsa.dhs.gov] 



'013 12 05: 

Yesterday I had yet another di sap pointing encounter with your security process and I had to write and express my concerns. It was one m a Ii ne of many unfortunate encounters with your emp I oyees. 

I am a federal employee: a Foreign Service Officer, and I have focused much of my 15-year career on visas and border security issues. I understand the many challenges that you face. I flew out of the Green Bay airport on September 29 to return to 
Washington, D.C. I was the only person going through security. I was told to pul the cheese I had purchased in a bin for scanning along with my loiletries. I did as insIructed. Then my bag was rescanned, along with my other goods, and the agent 
opened my bag, removed another item (a candle), and scanned it again. I then asked why my cheese was screened so carefully, along with the candle. I was told that cheese has many common properties with explosives (those were the exact words 
used), and that paste needs to be screened. I had no paste. I asked what the agent meant. The agent had opened my bag and removed a candle (clearly labeled as a candle). but she thought it was a jar of paste even after opening the lid. I 
explained that it was a cand I e. She said that they did not notice the wick. 

This only took a few minutes; it's not like Green Bay is a buslling metropolis. I was selected again for a random search at lhe gate. That did nol seem random when I had already had my luggage carefully inspected, and then 50 feet down a hallway, 
one of the same agents is pulling me out of the line. I asked him a few more questions about cheese. I am from the Midwest. I have seen the Packers on TV (and the hats their fans wear). I am pretty sure that Wisconsin has a reputation for cheese. 
Ifs called the Dairy State and a lot of people who vIsIt there buy some cheese. I refrained from buying any jelly, toiletries, or other items for sale m the tourist area I vIsIted, to avoid problems with security. I thought I was safe with cheddar cheese, 
which is labeled, is obviously cheese, and is a solid, Not a liquid or a paste. I asked the seoond officer at the gate, who had a nametag on that said "Lead Agent,'' more questions and pointed out that I simply cannot take their security screening 
process seriously if I am told thal cheese and explosives share similar properties. That is ridiculous. II is asinine. His response implied that I was an idiot: he agreed wilh his subordinate that cheese and explosives share common properties. 

I travel more than many people. In the past year I have visited five foreign countries (four trips on official business) and also taken three domestic trips. I know what can and can't be packed. I dress carefully to move quickly through airport security. I 
even, afle r having been i na pp ro pri ate I y touched by at I east six different TSA agents who apparently bel 1eved that my bra co ntam ed some so rt of dangerous d evIce over the past 1 0 years, have started wearing d1ffe rent bras m order to avoid that sort of 
attention: it doesn't help, though, I still had someone touch my breasts while on my way to Green Bay from DC on September 26. I guess you call it a pat down but on the receiving end. it's still inappropriate. 

The caller stated that she had breast cancer and that she has metal breast expanders in her chest. She stated that she knows that she is going to alarm the metal detector and that she will be subjected to a patdown. The caller advised that she is 4 
weeks post op and that she does not want to be palled down. The caller became upset. The caller made the stalement that she is jusl going to expose herself to the officers so that they can see her. The caller staled thal we have her number and that 
we can go ahead and flag her. The cal I er a I so beg an to make comments about how the TS Os at LAX are I e ss than sat i sfa eta ry. 

Advised the caller: A breast cancer survivor who wears breast prostheses, has mastectomy scars. wears head coverings or a oompression sleeve may want to inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of her needs before screening begins. TSA 
has ere ated notification cards I hat Ir ave I e rs may use to in form TS Os about any dis ab i I ity, medical condition, or medical device tha I could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from s ecuri I y sere en i ng, I heir use may 
improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their conditions. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gov sites default files publications disability_notification_cards.pdf 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seoonds without the support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the 
walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a meIaI detector or anomalies identified by AIT If a paldown is required in order to complele screening: 

2013 4:0 1 :' • The paid own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. During a private screening. another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
acoompanied by a oompanion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms. remaining in the position required for a paid own, or any areas of the body th at a re p amfu I when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or Ii ft any article of clothing to revea I a sensitive body area, 

In addition to the patdown, TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. 

If a passenger has ooncems about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

I advised the caller that she would have to be screened and that all she needs to do is communicate her concerns with the TSOs and indicate to them if any area of her body is painful when touched. 

The caller terminated the call. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time, 9/3012013 3:23:06 PM Airport, DCA - Washington Reagan National Date/Time ofTravel, 09/30/2013 2:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: swa 933 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airporl : 1erminal a TSA Employee: (If Known) : mulliple people Commenl : I had read the tsa guidelines before travelling with my cat, so I knew 10 be prepared with a leash to &quot:maintain control of my animal&quot;. However the first screener 
repeatedly told to remove the leash for .ray. I felt like I couldn't for sure keep control without it. Eventually another screener explained to him it was ok. Then after the metal detector. they made me wait for a while to find someone to swab my hands 

2013 4 _12_, and pat me down. The only available ladies claimed a cat allergy to the others but denied 11 when I asked. Finally they decided to have me put the cat away then pat me down. 
· "Would you like a res onse? · True 

Passenger's Na;;;m;;.;e:.(_.b_,( __ 6_1 __ ,-_. 
Phone Number b)(ff'r 

Email : ,.(b"-) .. (6"""·•~' ---,---' 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Ca Iler wants to fi I e a comp I a int and said she has to get an attorney because T SA does n t know how to treat p eop I e at the airport. Flight # 1883, US Airways, Gate #C 26, 
Flew from PHL 10 TPA and she is 81 years old and she was in a wheelchair and said she couldn t stand. She requested a wheelchair and upon arrival at the airport she was wheeled to security and she stood up for security, TSO asked if she could 
stand and she told them she would do whatever they asked her to do. She was unable to walk through the WTMD. She had a patdown as she stood by the wheelchair. 

States she was on a bus for 5 hrs. before she arrived at the airport. Arrived at the airport at approx. 5PM, flight departed at 6:24 PM, arrived in TPA at 9; 19 and had to wait for her ride to Clearwater, FL where she lives and an-ived at home 11 PM, 
Stales the I rip was approx. 12 hrs. 

States she is a sick lady and has had surgery on her breasts and that area was sensitive (states she didn t inform the TSO of this fact). She said she needs knee replacements and is sick. 
A supervisor was called and her bag was taken and checked 3 times. she had medications with her and a sandwich and an 8 oz. bottle of water that was half full because she had used on the bus ride to the airport to take her medications and stated 
she forgot was in the bag. Slates she spent half an hour wilh the TSOs trying 10 get them to lei her go through lhe screening technology, States they tested lhe water and a TSO wanted to undress her in a room? She also states they kepi asking the 
whee I chair attendant if she had touched the passenger. 

, 013 12; 19, Caller was patted down in the gen era I a re a and said they tested the water and she to Id them it was just water. 
Caller said TSA needs to catch the criminals who are coming from other countries trying to do us han-n and not people who live here and are citizens. Doesn t want this to happen to other old ladies. 
When I returned her call, she stated I hat she told lhe TSO she would go through other screening and thal she went through the AIT to complete her screeing process. 
Call dropped at 12:35. 

Response: 
Rel urned ca 11 at approx. 12: 4 8 PM and provided following information: 
Apologized to caller for her experience and informed information would be provided to the CSM at PHL for their review. 
The screening process for a wheelchair or scooter 1s determined by a passenger's ability to stand and walk, although a passenger can be screened without standing, walking. or being required to transfer out of a wheelchair or scooter. 
Passengers in whee I chairs or scooters who can stand but cannot wa I k wi 11 be asked to stand near their wheelchair or scooter and wi 11 be sere ened using a thorough patdown, 
The wheelchair scooter will be physically inspected, including the seat cushions and any non-removable pouches or fanny packs. It will also be tested for traces of explosives, and any removable pouches will be required to undergo x-ray screening. 

Exp I a i ned a private screening would have been offered to her by the TSO and T SA do esn t require p eo pie to remove their c lathing. 
Explained to caller anytime she is taking more than 3.4 ozs. of liquid through checkpoint it is subject to additional screening. 



To whom it may concern, 

I was at the Oakland Airport this morning and was disgusted by the way the TSA Agents treated my son as he went thru screening , He is a US Marine traveling back to Camp Pend I eto n via Oak I and Airport to San Diego, with order to report to duty 
today. 
We were in line waiting to be screened, with my son in full dress uniform. As approached the front of the line at the screening area, we asked one of the agents if he was ok in full uniform to pass through the metal detector. He said that he was fine 
motioned him over, unlocked the rope and showed him to the metal detector. Remind you, he was m full umfonm, less his shoes. Belt buckle, tie clip, jacket with nbbons and awards, and dog tags around his neck. As he passed through the first time. 
the alarm went off. 
At that time, an older woman agent immediately came over and took charge. She then told my son he needed 10 remove his blazer and go lhrough again. The alarm went off again. He lhen was asked 10 remove his bell and tie clip and go lhru again. 
He did so and the alarm went off again. By this time there were 4-5 agents standing in the vicinity all looking around at each other, like this was the first time that they had encountered this. 
By this ti me I Ii mshed putting my shoes and be It back on. another agent came over and said something a bout his shirt. then he was waived off by another and then they motioned him to go thru the meta I detector again. He did. the alarm went off again 
and then they had him go thru the body scanner, before finally letting him pass. 
I would guess that his dog lags were probably selling off lhe alarm on the last round, bul he never removed them. 

2013 4: 12:, It boggles my mind that a US Marine in uniform would be treated as though he may be a threat to the very people that he is sworn to defend and that the agents screening him, with the exception to the first man that we encountered, would show such a 
complete lack of professionalism when it came the treatment of a US Manne. 
This is appalling and unacceptable treatment of our military men and women that offer their lives to defend our country and rights, only to be treated like some second class citizen with no honor or respect. 
Everyone involved in I his should be ashamed of their behavior, lack of professionalism and needs to be 1rained or retrained, on how to belier respond to our military personnel, their uniforms, whal they mean and the differenl areas I hat may set off a 
alarms, ie, metals, dog tags, tie clips, etc, etc .. So that in the future, they may be better prepared and avoid this embarrassment to the TSA and poor treatment al our military men and women. 

Regards. 

kb,(61 ! 
Dublin. California 

2013 6:08:1 

Addresst~b_)~(6_, __ ~!Pikeville KY 41501 

Emaill(b 1(61 

Passenger Namel._~b_._1(_6_, ___ __. 

What happened? 

My husbandJ._b_.'--1(_6-'-1 ____ ....,~nd I were traveling from Louisville. Kentucky to Orlando, 

Florida on September 21, 2013 aboard Southwest Airlines Flight No. 728. At approximately 6; 

45 AM. we attempted to go through security to go to our gate. Traveling with my husband and I were our two small children, ages 2 and 4 months. My children were initially secured in a 

double stroller which our airline permitted us to check at the gate. After placing our personal 

items and shoes on the belt, we removed the children from the double stroller. Officer 

I was present and it was obvious that he had an attitude toward our parental status. I held on to my son's, age 2. hand and held my 4 month old daughter in my arms while my 

husband fa I ded the stroller and p I aced it on the beltway. First, Office~( b ':,( 6) told my 

husband that the strol I er would have to be further compacted and my husband informed him 



My husband and I went through the TSA-Pre checkpoint at Dulles Airporl on Monday, October 1 aboul 4pm. For me, the process was a breeze. I loved the shorl line and the ability to keep my computer and toiletries in my bag and keep my shoes on. 

My husband on the other hand, had a longer than normal processing time. He had a knee replaced and since there was only the metJI deIecIor pass through, the beeper went off. He had to remove his belt and shoes, then go through the metal 
detector again, which of course. beeped again. The TSA agent collected all of his items and then patted him down and used a hand held scanner. This totally defeated the advantage of being a known traveler to go through TSA-Pre. 

'013 10'25' Our suggestion would be for Dulles and all other TSA-Pre checkpoints to have a scanner ta their area so pea pie with knee or hip replacements or pins in bones can pass through the checkpoint without the hassle that my husband faced. 

Thank yau for considering this recommendation. It would greatly add to the efficiency of the TSA-Pre process. Feel free to call us with any questions. 

kb)(61 

kbl(6) 

Caller wants to know why she was treated the way she was when she went through screening on a recent flight at the PH L airport? 
Said the TSO kept harassing her and pressing her breasts and she said she cant sleep and wants to know why they did her that way? 
Said ii was mafia at PHL when they screened her. 
Caller thought someone would be contacting her. 

Response: 
2013 3:06:, Passengers in wheelchairs or scooIers who can stand bul cannot walk will be asked 10 stand near I heir wheelchair or scooter and will be screened using a thorough paldown. Passengers who can neither sland nor walk will be screened by a paldown 

while they remain seated. 
If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or the walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
Explained to caller her information has been forwarded to the CSM on 10-1-13. 
Asked if there is anything else she wants to add 10 her complaint and she kept repeating the same information previously provided. 

Exp I a i ned to caller on the p rev,ous cal I I requested her em a, I and told her if the re was additional info nmati on needed the CSM may contact her v,a emai I. 



Caller states he is precheck approved via American and wants ta know how does he get approved with other carriers? 

Ca Iler wanted to comment about the t rea tm e nt he encountered this momi ng for his fiig ht, de parting from Ithaca. NY to Ft, Meyers FL. He flies 5 days a week and is an attorney in murders and acquisitions and a tria I I awye r. 
The TSA in Ithaca NY are very unprofessional. He always lakes his coat off and puts eleclronics in the bin. He placed his jackel on lhe bin wilh the eleclronics and the TSA person told him he couldn t place the jacket on top of the eleclronics. The 
TSO was approx. 5 1 O and had a mustache, a caucasian male. The caller asked for a supervisor at this point. 
At the WTMD there was a male TSO who told him to wait and refused to allow the caller through. Caller believes he wasn tallowed to go through the WTM D because he has asked the first person for a supervisor. 
Caller states he then asked politely the TSO at the WTMD what his name was and the TSO he took his name tag and shoved it in callers face. This man was approx. 6 1, bald gentleman, may had some hair around his ears, but, mostly bald. Caller 
states he was extremely rude and wouldn t provide his name. 
Caller was flying via US Airways, departed at SAO AM, Flight #4123, boarded at 5:1 O and thinks he was there at 4:45 

Response: 
Frequent flyers and other travelers who did not receive an invitation and would like to par1icipa1e or would like to be considered eligible for TSA Pre\u2713'" benefits on all participating airlines should apply for membership with one of CBP's Trusled 
Traveler programs. Individuals who apply and are cleared for enrollment in one of CBP's eligible Trusted Traveler programs are automatically qualified to participate in TSA Prelu2713'" when flying an a participating airline at a participating airport. For 

2013 8:48:: more information. including enrollment please visit http: www.globalentry.gov 

Application process will be available beginning fall of 2013. 
To be considered. applicants must be U.S. citizens, successfully pass a background check. and pay an anticipated enrollment fee al $85 ta caver operational costs. TSA expects the enrollment process to take approximately 2-3 weeks, and eligibility 
for TSA Pre\u2713 "' will be valid for 5 years. 

Apologized to caller for his screening experience lhis morning and provided following: 
TSAJ regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the appropriate Cus1omer Service Manager. 

The ca 11 er indicated that prefers not to be screened by the A IT. He indicated that he asked to be screened by the WT MD, . He was not permitted to and was screened vi a a p atdown. 

He expressed frustration I hat a family of four was permitled to pass through the WTMD and did nol receive a patdown. H 

The caller asked who, and what lobbyist makes these rules as they do not make sense. 

He asked why a passenger ca nnol required to be screened by the WT MD. 

2013 9: 15:[ I advised that passengers are not permitted to request to be screened via the WTMD in lieu of the AIT or patdown screening This is a TSA policy and procedure. 

II advised thal he can request a paldown instead of the AIT. 

I advised that if he would like to know who and how these processes are determined he can contact TSA Headquarters and I offered a mailing address, which he declined. 

He asked if he had not reached headquarters or if he reached the DHS. I advised thal he has reached the general information contact center for TSA. TSA Headquarters is located in Arlinglon VA, the TCC is localed in KY. 

The ca 11 er indicated that he would ca 11 headquarters. 

To whom it may concern, 

As I was going through the security checkpoint at Tampa International Airport, I requested to have a pat-down instead of going through the metal detector or body scanner. I read on the TSA website that that was an option. Upon my request, two 
female TSA agenls told me thal everyone had to go through lhe me1a1 detector. When I mentioned that ii was what I wanted to do (as a personal choice because I am pregnanl) lhey completely dismissed my request. Nol only did lhey dismiss my 
request but they continued to belittle me by raising their voices and just continued to yell that I had toga though the metal detector. I remained calm and respectful, but I was embarrassed by the attention they were drawing ta a petiectly acceptable 

'013 11 : 59: request that I had. About 20 minutes later, I decided to mention the prob I em to T SA Su pe rvi so r~ She acknowledged the fact that I do have the ng ht to request a pat down. She apologized and said she wou Id review the survei 11 ance and speak 
with the two female TSA agents. I appreciated her help, but I just want to make sure that those two agents were spoken to. Thank for your time and I would appreciate any follow up information you can provide me with. 

Sent from my iPad 



I just returned from vacation to find that the lock on my suitcase had been opened by a TSA inspector at Boston-Logan. 

My first question is: After the inspection, WHY DIDN'T THE AGENT RELOCK THE LOCK? 

This is one of many instances I witnessed on this trip of the TSA compromising the personal security of individual flyers. 

2013 1 _25 _, For example, at FCA TSOs routinely require passengers to remove their money belts even though they know full well what they contain. (The idea behind the money belt is to conceal one's cash and passport so they don't get lost or stolen.) In this 
· ·' case, the passenger had left his money belt (which contained his passport) in the bin and frantically returned to retrieve it, thereby salvaging his vacation. 

And at Boston Logan. a $2 0 bi 11 was I ell I yi ng on the fi oor because passengers a re required to empty their pockets of harmless 1te ms. 

So my second question: Does the TSA in any way consider the personal security of passengers in formulating its procedures? 

Third question: My wife has an artificial knee, which sets off your metal detectors. After telling TSOs at FCA and in Boston that this was the case. she was subjected to humiliating pat-downs when simple wandings would have sufficed. (The pat-down 
at FCA was indiscreet to the point of being exhibitionistic. Unfortunately, I did not rake down the name of the TSO.) Can you explain the reasoning behind this policy? 



Fro~(b)(ff1 
Sent: Saturday, Odo Der 05, 20 13 3:33 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subjecl: TSA ContJct Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ(b)(61 
Date Time: 1 015/2'40"'"13;.-,,.3 :"3""3 :""2""7 ""P,..M,.. 

------------------------------------------------------------------
2013 5: 12:, Name: 

l(b)(61 

Email: 

B nef De scri pt,on of Inquiry: 

lnappropriale screening of cancer victim 

Comments: 

I am writing the Ombudsman because your "Civil Rights" and " .. Medical Conditions." weblinks do not offer satisfactory options. 
During screening for Alaska 441 aut of LAX on October 2nd. my wife was subjected ta what we consider an inappropriate, unnecessary and painful pat-dawn after passing through a metal detector. Three or four folks were directed thru the metal 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time · 10/612013 12: 17:27 PM Airport . MDW - Chicago Midway Date/Time of Travel : 10/06/2013 10:45 AM Airline & Flight Number · DL 4052 Checkpoint/Area of Airport . Priority 
screening area T SA Employee: ( If Known) : 
Comment· Was proceeding expeditiously to collect my belongings after metal detector. Was hemmed in by a structural column next to the conveyor belt. TSA agent was rudely lambasting passengers and by implication me in particular to move to the 
end. This was neither possible given lhe column nor necessary given I was finishing up and there was nol a significant backlog of items exiting the scanner. Employee was being verbally abusive purely because he wanled to be rude and could claim a 

2013 1: 14:, so-called appropriate excuse. Your staff need to understand the limitations of a poorly designed space and have common courtesy. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Date Time: 10/61~ i 3 5.52.23 PIVI 
Remote Client I1b)(61 

2013 6:17:< Namekb)(61 
Emailf"'_b"'1"'1-,-6~1 ___ _._ _____ _, 

Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Jet blue flighl 1031 from boston logan to houston hobby, incident ocurred and approximately 6:10 am on Sal. Oct 5th, Terminal C logan airport. 
Comments:The tsa employee, a woman with short spikey grey hair, was directing customers through the checkpoint. It was unusual because she was telling everyone to leave their shoes on and not ta use the bins far our bags and carry on items. A 
woman asked why she was being told to I eave her shoes on. when she had Ju st heard an announcement saying we must take them off. The Isa emp I aye e a bru ptl y told her "1 m a re al person who 1s tel Ii ng you to I eave them on." then the woman asked if 
the policies have changed, the ts a employee said "not changed, just for today" .. , But her tone was extrm ely rude and cons ece ndi ng to everyone, as if we we re a 11 tot a 11 y stupid lo r being confused , She then proceeded to yel I at peop I e saying "put your 
shoes on•", "pul your belt on", " put your watch on", and ordered me 10 "put your scarf on!"' I cannot stress how extremely rude and condescending her tone was. As if we were so stupid for being confused about this sudden change of practice. Also to 
make matters worse and slower, people were setting off the metal detectors very often. due ta belts and items that they were ordered to put back an. Very very unprofessional and rude. 



Caller fiew from Rock Springs, WY to Denver, CO and than 10 Porlland, OR on Augusl 10th. She flew with her molher and falher who are in their 80 s. She is upset because she feels that they were mistreated at the airport. Their flight was delayed 
for 2 hours, the airport workers disappeared for 30 minutes and they couldn t find anyone. a man working on the runway did not help her mother when she needed it (the man was quite a distance away). When they got to the TSA checkpoint they 
would not p rov1d e them with a whee I chair but we re to Id that they cou Id not do that. Her father had a smal I knife in his pocket that was given to h, m by her deceased son. They told him that he could not bring it on the p I an e. which she fee Is was wrong. 
She was a I so upset because her pa rents went through a p atdown (her father has a pacemaker and co u Id not go through the WTM D), She feels th at elderly peop I e should not have to be patted down, She did not le el that the TSO s we re outwardly 

'013 12:30: rude to her parents but should nol have subjected them to that kind of experiance. She would like to put in a complaint. 

Advised Caller: Im sorry that you feel that your expenance was bad, however everything that you ve told me indicate that the TSO s were doing their job as instructed. Wheelchair assistance unfortunately is not provided by the TSA, you would have 
to contact the airline. Knives of any kind are not permitted on carry on. All passengers have to go through screening. there are no exceptions. II they cannot go through the WTMD they may be subject to patdown procedures. I will however submit 
your complaint to the CSM at the airport so that he can review it. 

Caller flew out of Phoenix Sky Harbor today at 10:00am (he was at Gate C, lane 4). When he went through the line he put his flip flops in the bin sideways with his laptop. A trainee agent named!(b)(6!told him that that was incorrect, which he replied 
that it is not (he flies very frequently and always with his laptop and is very familiar with the policy). The officer training 1h··,1R officer b':1(6) ched him and asked if there was a problem. He stated there was not, just a difference of opinion. 

2013 1 
l7C Officer [iili§[J look _officer!(b i(6~0 the back and he went through the WTMD. As he approached the nexl officer (officer b)(6) o ,cer (b 1(6) ame over 10 him very iraIe and staled thal he had made office lh >IR er . He slated that he did nol 

feel that he sa,d anything rude ta o 1cerf"5'1(67 he JU St stated that she was incorrect. Off1cer~than took h,s boarding pass and ID to make a memo. Caller feels that he did nat do anything wrong and that officer b :,(6 i was out of line by 

2013 1 :31 :, 

being so irate. He Is also concerned thaTit'n'ow has a memo on him at the airport and would like to know what that means. He would like to file a complaint had send this to the CSM. 

Advised Caller: I am sorry thal you had a bad experience at the TSA checkpoint. Advised thal I am not sure what a memo is, ii is nol something that I would have access to. I will put in complaint and send incident to CSM for review. 
The caller son will be traveling on Saturday. He has a titanium rod in his leg. The caller wants to know 1f her son needs a letter from his doctor or what he needs to do. The caller wants to know if her son will be able to stand on both feet while he Is 
being screened. 

If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

Many passengers with meIaI implants thal regularly alarm a walk-lhrough metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a patdown: however, passengers cannot request ta be screened by the walk
through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 

If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through meIaI detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure insIead. 
A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. 

If a p atdown is required in order to complete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender ta became available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger s ho u Id inform T SOs of any difficulty raising his ar her arms. remaining in the pas i ti on required for a patdown, or any areas al the body th at are pa i nfu I when touched. 
A passenger should not be asked to remove or Ii fl any arti c I e of clothing to reveal a sensitive body area. 

I advised the caller thal her son would be standing on both feel when he is screened by the AIT. 

I advised the cal I er that medical documentation was not required. 



Disability Description: The caller is a combat wounded disabled veteran. 

Information Requesl: The caller says thal screening is difficult every lime. His knees are damaged to the point that he needs help to take off his shoes and his belt. 

He usually goes through the AIT. X-ray, where he holds his arms above his head. 

He has Ien pounds of lead in him plus knee replacements and he usually has to get pulled aside for screening. He does nol need assislance, his problem is the facl thal he has to go lhrough different screening twice. He usually sIarts lhrough the 
metal detector and that is the one that alarms. 

Response Details: II a passenger cannot remove his or her shoes due to possible medical complications, discomfort, pain, balancing problems, or because the shoe is part of a prosthetic. he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer 
(TSO) before screening begins. 

Passengers who cannot remove their shoes can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT), the walk-through metal detector. or a thorough paid own. 

2013 4:53 :< Regardless of whether a passenger is screened by the walk-through metal detector, AIT, or a patdown, his or her shoes are subject to additional screening, which may require thal the passenger lift lhe botlom hem of his or her panls for ETD. A 
passenger can request to be seated during this additiona I screening. 

If a passenger has meta I implants he or she s hou Id info rm a T ra nsportat ion Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins, 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be 
screened using a paid own. The Al T does not penetrate the skin and does not I oak for Ju st metal so the meta I imp I ants s hou Id not cause an issue. 

You are not required to remove the belt though it is recommended because removing items such as belts may reduce lhe chances of requiring a passenger 10 undergo additional screening to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging 

I wi 11 send information by emai I. 

If you get to the checkpoint and lhink you need assistance, you can ask for a PSS at lhe checkpoint. 

Caller said the last few times she traveled there was a hassel. Caller has a pacemaker defibrillator and cannot go through the metal detectors, Caller travels by herself and has a carry on bag with a hand bag. Usually when arriving to the metal detector 
she informs lhe officer and she places her items on lhe x-ray then at the same time they pull her aside away from her belongings. Caller said one time her keys were slolen. Caller said at PHL, that do not allow her to mainlain line of sight. Callers 
concern was being able to see her items. 

2013 2,07,, Advised Caller: 

Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TS Os) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items. including disability-related devices and aids, are kept within a passengers line-of-sight when a passenger is 
required to undergo add1t1onal screening. When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property dunng a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's items and to ensure that the 
passenger is reunited with his or her property once it clears x-ray screening. You can always request a supervisor at the screening checkpoint. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Olher; Professionalism/Customer Service Current Dateflime 10/812013 7:36:28 PM Airport: EWR - Newark lnlernational Dale/Time of Travel: 10/07/2013 1 :45 PM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Terminal C3 TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : I was traveling with my wife and 2-year-old child. My wife and child were directed to the walk-through metal detector but I was told I had to go through the AIT scanner, thus being separated from my family. 

This would seem to be in conflict with your policy as staled on lhe Traveling with Children page on your website: &quot;Parents accompanying children may opt out of being screened by imaging technology 10 prevenl them from being separated from 
their family.&quot: 

2013 8:05:( Your agent was rude when I pointed out the discrepancy between the TSA stated policy and his own interpretation of the policy. Your agent said I was required to go through the AITscanner, period. Of course at that point I felt I had no choice due to 
the intimidaling manner in which this message was given to me. 

PI ease improve your Ira i ni ng to agents at EW R in order to prevent this violation of your pol icy in the future. Thank you. 
Would you like a re,;;uw..=?:....· .!.U"'----, 

Passenger's Nam~e-(b_._I(_6_, --~-~ 
Phone Number· 1h·I1fr-, 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning t 1s feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



The caller flew from BOS to Chicago to Peoria an AA 289. Her bag was inspected and there is an NOi present. Her complaint is that the officer did nat lock her bag back up zipper and the zipper was 6 inches open. She also wants to complain that she 
had a knee re placement I ast year and they took away the x- ray at the airports she flies out of mo st often which are PIA and BM I. This means that she has to get a patdown every time she flies. She is 71 years o Id. 

I advised the caller that we reg rel the issue wilh the lock not being reIurned to its original zipper locked slate and I would be notifying the CSM at the BOS airporl about her bag not being relocked. 

,013 10,28, I advised the caller that if a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should info nm a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins which she says she does. Many passengers with metal implants that 
regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a 
person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request 10 be screened using a patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through meIaI detector in lieu of AIT or a 
thorough patdawn. I asked the caller if the patdown was taking place correctly and she says yes. She just does nat like the hassle of having to do it. I advised the caller that we are not allowed ta forward any passenger who sets off an alarm and we 
must clear al I al arms before a 11 owing them lo rwa rd. 

Remote Client 1~(b)(61 

Date Time: 10/91·"2=0~13~1~,4=7~,4~4~P=M~ 

Namekbi(6i 

Emailkb i(6i 
Comp I a i nts; Ina pp ro pri ate Screening/Pat Down Screening: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Detroit Metro Airport, Flight from Detroit to Denver, Norlh Terminal, Flight date: 101s113· 
Comments: I am writing ta camp Iain a bout the s c reene rs and the overly invasive screening process from the TSA agents at the Detroit Metro Airport yesterday. 

A little background, I had just left St. Mary's hospital where I was told I was in the process of possibly having a miscarriage. I had the paperwork with me along with the hospital bracelet on. due to the fact that I literally left the hospital and rushed to the 
airport 10 make my flight back home so I could gel home to my husband and go see my docIor in Denver. 

2013 2_12., When a woman miscarries, she is bleeding heavily along with heavy cramping. Included in this process Is the horrible knowledge of the loss of her baby. When I got the security at Detroit Metro I was unable to avoid the Xray Scanning, which my 
· · OB/GYN told me to avoid at all costs, no lines for the metal detector were available. Because St. Mary's wasn't 100% sure that the bleeding meant I was losing the baby I thought it prudent NOT to go through the scanner. So I opted out. Like usual as 

soon as you say you are opling out the negative atliludes and poor treatment starts. Every time I opt oul I am treated like I am suspected of a crime. 

As standard practice, I went through the overly invasive pat down where a female agent gropes my private body parts, all of which were extremely sensitive due to my pregnancy. There is no reason to have a woman karate chop my vagina and grope 
my rear end. During this pat down, the le male agent came into contact with my thick menstrua I pad that the hosp ita I issued to me lo r the b I eedi ng and became ala rm ed. I s hawed her the hosp i ta I bracelet and to Id her it was a me nst rua I pad and that I 
was possibly going through a miscarriage. She began to treat me like a terrorist. She told me that she didn'I believe me and lhat she was 44 years old and knew whal a menstrual pad felt like and that wasn'I a pad, in all of her experience. Talk about 
condescending and uncaring. My heart was breaking and now I was being humiliated on top of it. There is no reason for that kind of treatment. I am a goad person. I pay my taxes, I believe in my country. in our constitution and our right ta freedom and 
this whole experience made me feel like I was in a different country where people are treated with suspicion and like they were subjects, not free beings. 

No one at the airport had a righl to invade my personal life, to even know what I was going through. I am a private citizen and experiencing one of the most horrible situations a woman can experience and this is how I was being treated. Whal makes 
this government agency, funded by us hard working Americans, think they have a right to invade people's privacy and disallow them to travel freely inside of our borders? 

Management was called and they grabbed my stuff and led me to the private screening room without any information as to what we were doing or where we were going. I was now quite angry on top of devastated. I already felt that the level of groping 
that occurred during the initial pat down was inappropriale. No one has a right to touch my private parts. In any other parl of society it would be considered inappropriate sexual contact and I hey would be arrested. This is the worst offence against my 
personal freedom and right ta privacy. I was losing my child and distraught over it and when you add the treatment by TSA, the threat al '"you can either let me use the front of my hands ta grope your breasts and vagina or we are going to call the caps 
and let them do 1t'" was totally inappropriate. If I wasn"t going to miss my flight and not be allowed to fiy out until the next evening, I would've had them call them police and had them arrested for molestation and inappropriate sexual contact. Even 
I waited awhile before I wrote this note hoping I could jusl forget about my incident in Flagstaff, Az bul I can'I. So I thought I'd lei someone know. 

I was returning home from the Grand Canyon on 9/13/2013. While at the Flagstaff, Az airport I was going through the walk through metal detector when on the other side one of the TSA agents said we need to search you. Nothing went off from the 
detector but I said o.k. She patted me down twice from head to toe and made me pull up my shirt to see if I had anything hidden in my waistband. On two occasions while patting me down she asked if I had anything in my pockets. I told her no. After 
that she asked anolher tsa agent to swabbed her gloved hands and turned to me and said it'll be a few minutes. In the meantime, she asked the agent is this her stuff meaning was this my carry on. The tsa agenl said yes and lhey proceeded to 
search that. After she gat the swab back she turned to me and smugly said "you can go". I got my things and as I was putting on my shoes and things. I watched to see if anyone else was being patted down like myself. No one was treated like me. I 

2 O 13 8: 1 O:, was on fl i g ht#2 95 3 from FI agstafl to P hoe nix, us airways express-skywe st a i ~ i nes. No one going through the sec u nty Ii ne was treated Ii ke my self. When being searched, it was out front where every other passenger boa rd i ng the flight cou Id see. It 
was humiliating. I have traveled several times through-out the US but have never been treated like this. If I'm treated lair I can go along with this but when I was singled out and patted down like I was it was something I don't want to go through again. 
Maybe lhis is how you do things now, but for a 67-year old minorily, it was unacceplable. 



My family and I were traveling home from Newark-Liberty Airport to Orlando International on Tuesday, Oct. 8, 2013. We were on flight 127 leaving at 11 :29 a.m. from gate 17. Everything was fine until we encountered the TSA agent getting people 
through the metal detectors. He was the mosl rude agent we have ever had lhe displeasure of dealing with. First, he got mad at my daughter because she did not have her boarding pass in her hand. We had already gone past the station where we 
needed to shaw our boarding pass and ID, so we all put those two items away, just as we had done when we left Orlando to fly to Newark a few days prior. We were listening to the TSA agents to ensure we were following all rules because we don't 
want to cause unnecessary delays for us or any other travelers. No one said that you had to have your boarding pass to get through the metal detector. This agent stopped the line, and yelled at my daughter (she is an adult, not a child), to get her 
pass. My other daughter was next. and she had already put her boarding pass and the ones for her children away as well. Again. he stopped the line and yelled at her to get her pass. When she wasn't quick enough to suit him, he yelled at her again. 
Once she got the passes she was allowed 10 proceed. We have all traveled all over lhe counlry in lhe pasl 5 years - California, Washington DC, Indiana, Kansas, Texas, Wisconsin, and Chicago to name a few. At no olher airport were boarding 
passes required ta go through the metal detector. In fact. at the other airports we were not al lawed to have ANYTHING in our hands, so the request of this agent was not normal. 

As I approached the line (my husband and I had already retrieved our boarding passes so he didn't stop us for that), he asked me if I was traveling with children. Since my grandchildren had already gone through the detector, I said I was not traveling 
with children because I was nol responsible for lhem, even lhough we were all 1raveling 1ogether. The TSA Agent said my husband and I were in lhe wrong line and we had to move. He said we should be in the line on the left. Again, no one previous 
has said those travelers without children had to be in a different line. and again, we have never traveled through an airport where this was required. 

Also, I saw where this same agent treated another flyer with rude behavior. A lady in a wheelchair was brought up and asked to get out of the wheelchair (a NICE TSA agent assisted her). Something caused the metal detector to go off, so she had to 
back up and go through again. The nice agent suggesled she be senl through the Advanced lmager, but the rude agent said "Only if she can raise her arms", but in a sarcaslic tone. I'm not sure what happened after lhat, but still, I thought that was 

'013 10: 13: very rude. What if she couldn't raise her arms? Would he have not allowed her through? He could have been much mare understanding, and did not have to treat her as he did. 

Unfortunately, we did not get the name of this rude agent. However, my description of him is about 5'6". portly, balding. and about 30 years old. He was dark complected, but not black, perhaps Hispanic. I sincerely hope that by providing the flight and 
gate number, and the time (we finally got lhrough security just before 10:30 am), lhis will help identify lhis rude, rude, man. The line to get through security backed up longer and longer because he kept slopping lhe line. In my opinion, he is a very 
rude man. I have never encountered someone so nasty•11 I don't know what his problem was that day, or if he's just rude every day. But he certainly does not need to be dealing with the public. Most people are a little on edge when they fly. I know 
being a TSA agent canl be too easy either, and I'm sure it's easy to get disgusted when passengers don't travel much and don't follow nonrnal rules, like removing shoes and coats, emptying their pockets, not bringing liquids and such through security. 
But since we have flown quite a bit and are familiar with the general rules, his attitude was completely unnacceptable. 

I hope you are able to identify this rude agent .. he does not belong in this job. 

Sincerely, 

Merritt Island, FL 32952 

emaillb l(6i 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time. 1011212013 12:01 :22 PM Airport. DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel· 10/12/2013 9:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: United 340 CheckpoinUArea of Airport. TSA pre TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment: How can you setup TSA PRe without the puffer/air machines. I spend more time with TSA than US customs. I am setup for global Entry I can fly threw customs, but because I had both needs replace and pins and screws in my left ankle. 

,2013 1 :35: have to stop take off my shoes and belt still setting off the metal detector. Other than a short line it still a pain, and makes no sense. I expect to run into the same dumbness in NJ on my way to India. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name kb)(ff, 
Phone Number . ._-'--~----' 

Email l(b 1(6) ! 
To leave a comment concerning th,s feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller stated th at she traveled from PS P to PD X on Alaska Airlines fi 1g ht 2618 on Octa be r 8th departing at 144 5h rs. She said that she went through the checkpoint about 30 minutes p nor to the flight departure and when she passed through the W TM D. 
it alarmed and the officers had to inspect her purse and claimed that a USB memory stick was the culprit. She was required to step aside for a patdown and the female TSO ask her if he had anything under her clothing. She told the officer she had a 
money bell, and the officer had her remove it, stepped out of view and returned a few moments later and returned her money bell claiming she had it scanned. She said she did not need any cash out of lhe belt until today, and when she opened it, only 
one of the seven one-hundred dollar bills were inside the envelope of the belt. She is upset and thinks that the money was lifted from her during the inspection. The officer that conducted the pat down was a African American. slightly heavy built, and 

2013 12:05 approximately five and a half feet tall. The caller said that she 1s seventy-five years old, and about the same height as the officer. She was wearing black jeans. a three-quarter sleeve black jacket with a bright orange top underneath and a black purse. 
She said that she also wears eyeglasses, and had her hair in a low pony tail. 

Apologized ta caller for her experience and the missing money, and advised her that we would forward her complaint to the CSM at Palm Springs Intl Airport for review to see if they can provide additional assistance investigating the matter. Also 
advised her of her rig ht to file a Fede ra I To rt Claim and sent a lo nm to her em a i I address per request. 



I have had such a bad experience with many of the TSA employees at the Columbus, GA airport over the years, but it is getting worse. I use the airport twice a week regularly. I am almost at the level of fear for using my airport. I have complained in 
the past about one agent in part,cu I ar, but did not tum in my complaint in writing as I did not want to j eop ardIze that persons Ii ve Ii hood. This particular agent and a coup I e others a re overly aggressive and vi nd i ct,ve. I have been sing I ed out for 
unnecessary additional investigation of my property (no longer occur,-ing regularly). I have been yelled at because of the way I walked through the metal detector, something I have done hundreds of times without problems. My property has been 
dropped and aggressive I y and u n necissa ri ly hand I ed. I have seen s i mi I ar abuses of 01 her passengers. 

I have been denied the use of a bin to p I ace my computer bag to make sure nothing le 11 out. I have had my property shoved through the machines prior to being ab I e to have everything situated. They make what is usually a routine procedure into a 
stressfu I ordeal, 

I have traveled all over the world and have been through many check points. This group runs one of the worst. It sickens me to see five and six agents working to check in one 50 passenger plane. I know they are supposed to keep us safe, but 

12013 8,19,. instead they scare the heck out of me. At the busiest airports. ATL and MCO, I always have time to collect my belongings without TSAagents touching or moving my property. 

There is no reason for lhem to handle my personal property or move my property if there was nolhing suspicious detected in the scan. If they have 10 Iouch passengers property, there is no reason to be so aggressive and and inconsiderate. They put 
my property at risk for theft taking it out of my line of site and their rough handling has in the past damaged my personal property. 

It is bad when anyone can deliver service that is worse than Delta. but I am at the point of having to not use my local airport and drive to Atlanta just because of the TSA at the Columbus Georgia Airport. 

I write to you in regards to my travel experiences to the United Stales. 

Si nee 2 00 9. every 11 me I have boa rd ed a plane to the United States, I have been p u 11 ed as1d e at the gate, thorough I y searched I having a I ready gone through airport security), subject to · explosives tests' and quizzed about my tnp to the US. I i ni ti a 11 y 
believed this was a one-off occurrence, however unfortunately it has happened every time I have travelled to the US since. 

As a member of the Sikh faith, I wear a turban, a symbol that is highly regarded and cherished. As I have no criminal record and believe that I have not given cause for any suspicion, I believe that these checks are carried out solely due to my physical 
appearance and I find these persistent checks demoralizing and contrary to a fair human nghts policy. 

Most recently, I flew out from Las Vegas airport on 30 SepIember 2013 (3:00pm I Flight: Delta 637) returning from a vacation with friends. The experience at the airport left a lot to be desired and has given me impeIus to understand and rectify lhe 
matter. When going through the X-ray at LAS, as always, I ensured that I remove all metal artifacts before walking through the scanner arch which did not beep. Usually. an additional check is carried out where a metal detector is waved over my 
tu rll an and Is always conducted in a respectfu I and discrete manner. However on this occasion, the officials who d ea It with me were far from respectfu I and rather than conducting such a search discrete I y, took me to a location which seemed over 
exposing and created a display while he not only scanned my turban but also frisked it with his hands. I was travelling with 3 other friends having spent 4 nights in Vegas for a bachelor party. Again it was a very embarrassing and uncomfortable 
experience for me. 

2013 1 O:OB An oflidal who con.ducte.d the searches advised me that I might be on a 'federal watch list' If so, I wish to understand why this Is the case and more importantly provide my full cooperation in any diligent checks to assure the US authorities that I am not 
a cnm,nal or part1c1pate 1n any fonn of unlawful actIvIty. 

I thoroughly enjoy spending time in the US and given my line of work as a music rofessional , I intend to s end extended amounts of time in the US. Furthermore, being in the music industry, I lead quite a public life online. which should aid you in 
your checks. I would like to refer you to my website HYPERLIN (b·:,(61 You can find me under l(b·•,(ffi !on Facebook and fb)(ff:, Ion twitter. For the sake of clarification kb)(ffl Is my artist/stage 
name. 

I am happy to provide my full cooperation with any checks in the hope to rectify this matter and prevent being treated in such a negative manner I have already registered for the TRIP program. My redress control number is~ 

Yours Sincerely. 

!(b)(61 

Phone: 1h··,1rr1 ~----~---~----------------~ E-Mail: HYPERLINK h··,1rr1 
Website HYPERLINK'.,,_b,..,..1("'6"')---------------...---~ 



upset because they patted down her breast area. Caller finally told me his wife has an aversion to touch due to sexual trauma. Caller did not feel it was appropriate to have the port patted down, he thought TSA should be able to look at it and clear her 
visually. 

The majority of passengers can be screened without being touched by a Transportation Security Officer (TSO). Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 
seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it Is available or can 
request to be screened using a thorough patdown; however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 
If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through meIaI detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure insIead. 
A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If they feel comfortable, passengers who have difficulty being touched should inform the TSO that they may need assistance during a 
patdown. 

TSA has ere ated notification cards I hat Ir ave I e rs may use to in form TS Os about any dis ab i I ity, medical condition, or medical device tha I could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from s ecuri I y sere en i ng, I heir use may 
improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their conditions. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gov sites default files publications disability_notification_cards.pdf. 

If a p atdown is required in order to complete screening: 

12013 4 :0B: • The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or I ill any article of c lathing to revea I a s ensItIve body area. 

In addition to the paldown, TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive maIerial. If explosive material is detected, lhe passenger will have to undergo additional screening. For more information aboul the technology used 10 IesI for I races of 
explosive material, please visit http: www.tsa.gov press releases 201 O 02 17 tsa-expands-use-explosive-trace-detection-technology-airports-nationwide. 
A companion, assistant, or family member may accompany a passenger to assist him or her during any private or public screening. After providing this assistance, the companion, assistant or family member will need to be rescreened. The passenger 
should info nm the TSO of his or her need for assistance before the screening process begins. 
If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak wilh a supervisor or Passenger Supporl Specialist while at the checkpoint. Passengers also can reporl concerns by conIacIing TSA's Disability and Multicullural 
Division 

At airports nationwide, TSA is implementing more streamlined, consistent, and thorough patdown procedures at security checkpoints to provide a higher level of security and increase the safety of the traveling public. Patdowns are one important tool to 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time · 10/15/2013 3:34:51 PM Airport . EWR - Newark International Date/Time of Travel · 10/14/2013 1 :00 PM Airline & Flight Number : Southwest Checkpoint/Area of Airport . Gates 10-
20 Terminal A TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment · T SA only had 2 screening areas open with another being used lo r t raining . The Ii n es were backing up . At the first stat ion, they had run out of trays. When I pointed that out to the TS A agent, he said &q uot;we k now&q uot; but did nothing 
about it. Passengers were complaining I hat no one was going lhrough either of the metal detectors. The X-Ray screener commented &quot: I don'I care how long it takes, I have 2 hours left on my shift. I'll be here regardless&quot:. Every TSA agent 

'2013 4: 11 was rude, impolite and unhelpful. I fly at least once a week and I have never seen such rude and frankly lazy agents as were at EWR. You need to fire them all and start over! 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Naµm,:,ea...r.;h.-.·,1._R,.··, __ .-----' 
Phone Number h··,1rr1 
Email (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller was lrying to reach lhe CSM at Charlotte Douglas and when he pushed option 5 he got us. He said that he gets Precheck and lhe designated checkpoint has an AIT thal is a few feel away. They make him go lhrough the walk lhrough metal 
detector and he has to have a patdown. He asked the TSO what is the benefit of having Precheck if he has to do this everytime and why he can t just use the AIT. The TSO told him that the next time he flies he can tell them that he has metal implants 
so he can use the AIT. Then, the next time he fiew he told them about the metal implants and requested the AIT but they would not let him use it and made him go through the metal detector. He said that the screeners are still operating at the 

,2013 4 , 1 B: checkpoint when I mentioned the CSM is on furlough. 

I told the caller that just because you have Precheck does not guarantee that you will not have to have a patdown even if you use the AIT 
I told him I could take his complaint and send it to the CSM or he can wait until the government shutdown Is over and call them at 866-289-9673. option 5, and CL T. I told him that the CSMs are on furlough although the screeners are still there. I also 
told him he may ask for a supervisor if he does have issues at the checkpoint. He is going to call them himself. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: f b 1(6) I 
Dale Time: 10115/2013 9:14:52 PM 

2013 10 02 Nam b 61 -~~----~--~ 
Emai b1(6) 
Comp a I nts: na pp ro pn ate cree n, ng/ Pat Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Great Lake flgiht 7262 Cortez, Co 955AM 
Comments:Excessive Pat down at Cortez Co, including 6 1ouches of groin area and hair pat down even though I have shM hair. Just because I had knee surgery should not condemn me 10 excessive 1ouching in inappropriate areas. I am a 62 year 
old pi lot and I resent excessive in ap prop ria te touching during these pat downs. When you have a joint imp I ant you a re sing I ed out every time, th ere is no way not to get a pat down every ti me you board an a ire raft. It is very unfair, a meta I detector could 
verify an imp I ant instead of a pat down. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : D1sab1lity or Medical Condition; Screening Current Date/Time : 10/16/2013 1 :22:42 PM Airport CMH - Port Columbus International Date/Time of Travel 10/1612013 1 :00 PM Airline & Flight Number Delta Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
near gate c4g TSA Employee: (II Known) . 
Comment : I have spoken to your cus1omer service agent and read your website a bout the ru I es. I st i 11 do not und e rs ta nd why I witnessed the following occur: 

A very sickly woman, african american, in her 40's I believe. was in front of me in line. She was in a wheelchair and was asked if she could walk a short distance. She said yes. Once she was already in the Advanced Imaging Technology scanner. she 
was asked to raise her hands. She could not. This woman was probably 80-gOlbs and very sickly. She almost fell over. So alter awhile of trying this, they had her sit back down in the wheelchair and pushed her through the regular metal detector for 
a lhorough pat down. They made her stand throughoul this enlire process, meanwhile, she was having a hard time keeping her balance. 

When I asked the agent at the final customer service station why they could not just have her walk through the small metal detector. he said that was reserved for certain folks with special criteria. So instead, they put this poor woman through a 10-
12013 2:0i: minute patdown, which was very disturbing to watch. She had to lift her shirt up from her pants and all the while. standing, which she could barely do. 

1) After they realized she could not hold her hands above her head, why could this woman have not just walked through the metal detector on her own and been sparred the invasive putdown? 

2) Why wasn't it clearly explained to her that she would need to raise her arms above her head for 5-7 seconds, before having to get up from her wheelchair to enter Advanced Imaging Technology? 

3) What is the &quot;special criteria&quot: reserved for people allowed to go through a metal detector? 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name fh··,1r;·, I 
Phone Number: fh·,1r;·, 
Email !(b 1(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

This morning, October 15, 2013, I flew to San Francisco, departing from SeaTac. My experience in security check is one I hope to never repeat. I was traveling two weeks following shoulder surgery and wearing a large sling, per my doctor's orders. I 
went through the metal detector with no problem, but the TSA employee monitoring the machine directed me to have a pat-down and have my sling wiped to check for explosives. To everyone"s surprise, the sling tested pos1t1ve for explosives. So, I had 
to take the sling off, a painful and unnecessary experience, and be patted down without the support of the sling, also painful. My luggage and purse were also searched. Eventually, I was cleared of the possibility of carrying explosives and was able to 
get on my way. As I was walking away I noticed that a very elderly woman in a wheelchair was going through the same experience. The agenls were professional and kind and doing their jobs as directed, and I appreciate the jobs they do, but it seems 
to be a waste of valuable resources. money and time to target people with medical devices and/or with a obvious disabilities. What happened to common sense? 

12013 B: 18= With concern for all people with disabilities-

Tumwater, WA 

Caller got GE # and when her husband traveled he was told to register the number with TSA. Her husband flew from NY to TPA and wasn tallowed, what do they do to participate? 
She has an artificial hip and 11 always beeps when she goes through screening, states some airports she departs doesn't have the AIT and sometimes the machines arenl open for use. 

'2013 9: 16: Response: 
Members of CBP's Trusted Traveler programs must place their CBP PASS ID in the 'Known Traveler Number field when booking their reservation. This number is then sent to TSA's Secure Flight system and taken into consideration during the pre-
scree ni rig processi rig. 
Advised she oou Id request to go through A IT instead of WTM D ii metal inside body. 



To Whom It May Concern. 

I have TSA Precheck and travel every week for work. One of the major benefils of Pre 10 me is thal it filters the amateur 1ravelers OUT of my security experience (lravelers who leave liquids in I heir bags, change in their pockets, have slrollers etc). The 
pilot program that I experienced at Logan, trying to merge non-Pre travelers into a Pre line, is horrible. It defeats one of the major values of Pre, a value that I paid $100 for. Filtering amateur travelers into the Pre line significantly slows the security 

2013 12 :44 process down. If you want to run non-Pre travelers through a Pre-type system. I would suggest giving them their own line/belt/metal detector. But ALL of my colleagues have expressed extreme frustration with this new wrinkle in the program. 

Please feel free the reach oul to me if you have any queslions or want 10 discuss further. 

Thanks, 

~ 
examined. Caller states that her grandmother fiew from PHX to MCI. Callers grandmother states that the alleged strip search occurred at PHX. Callers grandmothers name is !(b)(6) 
further informalion al which poinl. the grandmother slates I hat she wishes that the caller would just let it go and not worry about it. "---'-~----' 

"The entire conversation with the grandmother co u Id be heard on the phone Ii ne." 

Flight Delails: 
Southwest Airlines 
10 17 2013 at or around 0745 
Gate Tenminal: Unknown 

Advised Caller: 

Caller made contact with the grandmother to obtain 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 

12013 1: 18, factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a Patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks 10 provide a high level of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless of 
their person al situations and needs, a re treated with dignity. respect, and courtesy. 

Every person and i tern mu st be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is import ant, Transportation Security Officers (TS Os) must conduct additiona I screening to resolve an ala rm of 
the Walk-Through Metal De1ec1or (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considera1e and lhoughtful and are trained to explain what lhey are doing and what will 
happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

In addition, passengers may request a private sere en i ng if add it ion a I screening is required or at any ti me during the screening process, A com pa ni on may accompany a passenger who needs ass i sta nee to the private screening after the comp an ion 
clears screening. In addilion, Screeners should offer a privale screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in the public area rather than go to a private area for 
screening. however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area will not be permitted to enter the secured area. 



examined. Ca 11 er states that her grandmother fi ew from PHX to MC I. Ca 11 e rs grandmother states that the a 11 ege d stn p search occurred at P HX. Ca 11 e rs grandmothers name is ~Kb_}(_6_} ____ ~1 Cal I er made contact with the g ra ndmothe r to obtain 
further infonnation at which point. the grandmother states that she wishes that the caller would just let it go and not worry about it. 

"The entire conversation with the grandmother could be heard on the phone line.·• 

Flight Detai Is: 
Southwest Airlines 
10 17 2013 at or around 0745 
Gate Tenminal: Unknown 

Advised Ca Iler: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some ins1ances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 

12013 1: 18:_ factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a Patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless of 
their personal situations and needs, are treated wilh dignity, respect. and courtesy. 

Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted 1s important. Transportation Secunty Officers (TSOs) must conduct add1t1onal screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 
happen next in I he process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

In addition. passengers may request a private sere en i ng 1/ additional s c reem ng is required or at any ti me during the screening process. A com pa ni on may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the private screening after the comp an ion 
clears screening, In addition. Screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lilting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in the public area rather than go to a private area for 
screening, however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area will not be permitted to enter lhe secured area. 

Feed back Type : R eq ues t for Information 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Traveling with a Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time · 10/18/2013 9:39:48 PM Airport : Select One Date/Time of Travel . 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 

2013 10:06 Comment . My wife has a titanium knee replacement that always sets off the metal detector. Is there a way for her to be examined and cleared prior to passing through security and being subjected to a full body exam? It is humiliating and really 
unnecessary. 

'20131:11 

Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Hello, 
I recently signed up and was approved for Global Enlry, which also allows me to use Pre-Check. 

I have had 2 hip replacements so am loaded with metal. Because of the hip replacements I have a limited ability to bend over and removing my shoes 1s very difficult- my wife usually has to help me. Before I got Pre-Check I always selected a lane 
with a lull body scanner as it would let me pass without having to be patted down, although I had to remove my shoes. Last week I used Pre-Check for the first time at DFW and the Pre-Check lane had only a metal detector and of course I set it off. 
was then required to remove my shoes. This problem, I hope, was limited to DFW because I hey don't have a central screening area like most airports but have numerous checkpoints near various gates, not all of which offer Pre-Check. 

My q ue st,on to you 1s: At airports where a 11 passengers a re screened in a com man a re a. are Pre-Check passengers lo reed to use a metal detector or may they choose to go through a fu 11 body sea nne r with shoes on? Someone has to Id me th at al I Pre
ch eek passengers are sent through a meta I detector at a 11 airports, I hope this isn't true as the reason I signed up lo r Pre-Check was to avoid the di fficu It process of removing my shoes, 

Thanks for any advice you can give me. 

kbl(61 



Caller wants to complain because going through security yesterday at FLL she had to have a patdown. States she recently had a hip replacement and a card to inform them and the alarm went off and they put her in a separate area and a lady came 
and gave her a complete patdown. There was a glass you could see through and a door and a TSO went ahead of her and she had to wait for a lady, States it wasn ta room even though she mentioned a door, glass enclosure. State the TSO did the 
buttocks. breast. vagina , etc and ma de her spread her I eg s and she had to spread her I eg s and she did n t have shoes on and it s di ffi cult for her to stand for a Ieng th of time without her shoes, Ca 11 er states she was offered a private sere en i ng a re a and 
chose to have in the public area, glass enclosure. She is 68 years old and doesn t understand why she had 10 go through this She was just disgusled thal she had to have the patdown because she had lhe card and to the extenl of the patdown, had 10 
raise her top to her waist and the TSO went around her waistband. She stated she didn t have a problem at BW I and went through the same screening, WTM D. States the TSO explained what she would be doing when petiorming the patdown and 
she had to stand sti 11 u nti I the g I aves we re tested. 
Flying from FIi to Baltimore, Flight# 588. Gate # B4. 
She would like to have an answer as 10 why she had to go through this procedure, she doesn t have an email address, but, would like 10 have a response. 

Response: 
2013 11 : 39 T ra nsportat ion Security Officers wi 11 conduct d ilfe rent patdown procedures to resolve different types of a noma I ies. During the assessment, off ce rs wi 11 use revised patdown procedures in a 11 instances to resolve a no m al i es, The updated patdown 

procedures will address areas of the body thal we know are used as areas 10 conceal potentially dangerous items, like explosives. 
We understand and regret the discomfort and inconvenience passengers may experience as a result of patdown procedures. Nevertheless. we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of 
al I air trave I ers. 
Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 
In addition, passengers may requesl a private screening if additional screening is required or at any lime during the screening process. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the private screening after the companion 
clears screening. In addition, screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TS Os at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

Explained to caller the TSO appeared to follow standard screening procedures performing the patdown. 
Ca Iler wants to complain because going through security yes te rda y at F LL she had to have a patd own, States she recently had a hip rep I ace m ent and a ca rd to inform them and the a I a rm went off and they put her in a separate area and a I ad y came 
and gave her a complete patdown. There was a glass you could see through and a door and a TSO went ahead of her and she had to wail for a lady, Stales ii wasn ta room even though she menlioned a door, glass enclosure. State the TSO did the 
buttocks, breast, vagina. etc and made her spread her legs and she had to spread her legs and she didn t have shoes on and it s difficult for her to stand for a length of time without her shoes. Caller states she was offered a private screening area and 
chose to have in the public area, glass enclosure. She is 68 years old and doesn t understand why she had to go through this She was Just disgusted that she had to have the patdown because she had the card and to the extent of the patdown, had to 
raise her top to her waist and the TSO went around her waistband. She stated she didn t have a problem at BWI and went through the same screening. WTMD. States the TSO explained what she would be doing when performing the patdown and 
she had 10 stand still uni ii lhe gloves were tested. 
Flying from FIi to Baltimore, Flight # 588, Gate # B4. 
She would like to have an answer as to why she had to go through this procedure, she doesn t have an email address. but, would like to have a response. 

Response: 
2013 11 :39 Transportation Security Officers will conduct different patdown procedures to resolve different types of anomalies. During the assessment, officers will use revised patdown procedures in all instances to resolve anomalies. The updated patdown 

procedures wi 11 address areas of the body that we know are used as areas to conceal potentially dangerous 1te ms, Ii ke explosives. 
We understand and regret the discomfort and inconvenience passengers may experience as a result of patdown procedures. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of 
all air travelers. 
Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 
In addition. passengers may request a private sere en i ng 1f additional s c reenrng is required or at any ti me during the screening process. A com pa ni on may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the p nvate screening after the comp an ion 
clears screening, In addition. screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

Exp I a i ned to ca Iler the TSO appeared to fol low s ta nda rd sere en i ng procedures performing the pa tdow n. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client lf'tb 1(61 I 
Dale Time: 10121/2013 1 :25:48 PM 

Name Ih·1Irr, 

'2013 214: Email (b)(61 
Comp a,ri s:ncons,s en creening (Different Practices between Airports). 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport1Gate/Etc):12.45pm Monday 21st October screening area nearest A15 .. 
Comments:After 45 minutes wait I opted oul of millimeter wave and was lold to step aside and wait. Staff performed a rolation a few minutes later and I told lhe new barrier a11endant I was an opt oul, she looked confused and looked at the X-ray 
operator who informed me I should not have corne down this rarnp (I had no choice) as they didn"t have a "'barrie(' which i assume is a metal detector so I would probably need to leave security and line up again. I informed her opt outs don't normally 
need a metal detector and I was waved through and handed to "Herb". Herb failed to get my items from the belt, failed to tell me the full speech on what he was doing and forgot to pat down my feet. He told me i was done but then remembered he 
needed to test his gloves! He then I et me return to my be longings and as I started to put my shoes on he was to Id by another off ce r about missing my le et so I had to go back again and have th em done, however no g I ave test for my le et pat down, The 
whole time this was happening lhe enlire line was held from being processed which explains the wait times I guess 

How about we do this right people? 



12013 2 27:, 

The ca 11 er Ii nd s the recording confusing, she pressed five and got the same re cording. She asked about the NO I. The same bag was inspected from T PA to LAX and back from LAX to T PA She does not know what it 1s that caused it to be screened. 
The first ti me they opened it from TPA it was a wreck. Going back from LAX it was sti 11 gone through but was not messed up. There were i nitia Is on the N OI. She does not mind that the bag was inspected it was just the la ct that it was put back with no 
respect and a 1otal disregard for the conlents. The one from TPA is s1amped and has lhe inilials. 10-12 6:09. It was her husbands bag!(b":1(6) !She does nol think anylhing was damaged but everything. 

She has a total knee rep I ace m ent with meta I in her knee. She asked if the re was anyway lo r her to avoid the patdown with AIT. She has I ell on her bra eel et because she tho ugh 11 was her knee that was causing the need for a paid own. She does not 
mind screening but often she has to wait for a lema I e officer and is I ell running to catch her fiig ht, 

Flight Info: 
Airport: TPA 
Airline: Delta 
Flight 1558 
Date: 10-12-2013 
Time: Departure 7 :00 AM Checked bag stamp- about 5: 4 5 AM or so 
Baggage Tag: !(b)(6) I 
Description: Red, Travel Pro brand. It is a two wheel roller bag, 25 inch. It is canvas. 
NOL Included, Oct 12 609. Initials were put on it[h··,1rr, !hand written. 

Advised ca Iler: 

Th ere were lwo I uggage tags on one hand I e and one on another hand I e. 

Many airports have automated in-line baggage screening systems that can screen and clear a bag remotely, resulting in no physical inspection at all. However. to ensure the security of the traveling public, it is sometimes necessary for Transportation 
Security Office rs (T SOs) to conduct hand inspections of checked bags. We do not T SOs receive train, ng in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and a re required to exercise great ca re during the screening process so that when bags a re 
opened a passenger's belongings are returned to the same condition they were found. 

I am going to forward this information to the CSM for review. 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). II there is an alarm on the WTMD or an anomaly on the AIT a patdown procedure would be 
required. 

Millimeter wave systems prOJect beams of non-ionizing radio frequency energy over the passenger's body surface: the beams do not penetrate the skin. The radio frequency energy reflected back from the body and other objects on the body. AIT 
enhances security. reduces the need lo r pa tdow n search es for passengers with joint rep I ace m ents and other medica I conditions, A generic image of a person on an AIT man itor high Ii g ht i ng any areas that may require add it ion a I screening, 

We do recommend removing items such as jewelry, because this may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening 



Information Request The ca 11 er indicated that screening is very difficult for her h us band and prevents them from t rave Ii ng as often as they would Ii ke, 

She complained about customs taking forever and the fact that there was only on female and one white agent. She indicated that an Asian agent seemed to be taking all other Asian passengers into a separate line. 

The ca 11 er s ugg es ted th at a pre sere en i ng should be conducted by TSA designated doctors that would a I low passengers with dis a bi Ii ti es or med i ca I co nd it ion to by pass or a receive a more expedited screening. 

Response Details: I advised medically necessary liquids must be declared ta a TSO and placed in a bin with na other items to be screened separately from other property via xray screening. I advised that this is standard screening procedure. 
advised that she can request that the items be screened in private where the passenger wi 11 be asked to hand I e and repack the medication. 

I advised that I would refer the informalion to the CSM al LAX to make them aware as well. 

I advised th at passengers who can not remove their shoes due to discomfort, medical com pl ,cation, pam, or balancing issues should information TSO s of this before s c reem ng begins. 

Passengers who cannol remove their shoes can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT), the walk-through me1a1 detector, or a thorough paldown. Her shoes are subject 10 additional screening, which may require that the passenger lift 

12013 3:0S: the bottom hem of his or her pants. A passenger can request to be seated during this additional screening. 

I advised that TSA Cares is a program that can provide assistance through the checkpoint for passengers with disabilities and medical conditions. She should call 855-787-2227 at least 72 hours prior to travel with itinerary information such as the 
departing airports, airlines, flight number, and departure lime to request lhe assistance. 

They can al so request the assistance of a PSS at the checkpoint. The PSS can address questions or conce ms. and can assist them through screening. 

I advised that I did nol know why lhe formula would have solidified. 

I offered to emai I the inform at,on that I provided to her and did so. 

I provided a contact number cus1oms at 877 227 5511. 

I advised th at the a i rt i ne hand I ed whee I chair assistance. 

I advised th at al I passengers m usl be sere ened before boa rd i ng an aircraft. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time: 10/21/2013 1:59:12 PM Airport ONT - Ontario International DatelTlme of Travel: 10/21/2013 10:45 AM Airline & Flight Number: United 1704 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal 2 TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment · I appreciate that ONT has initiated a precheck line. but the designated line closed at 10:45. They then reverted to handing out green slips so people don't have to take off their shoes in the regular line. This is causing confusion and slowing 
the line down. Precheck people should at leasl be able to use lhe slandard me1a1 detector ins1ead of continuing with the ,ray. Why was the precheck line shutdown 1 hour before a full flight on Uniled is scheduled to depart to a hub with a significant 

'2013 4:09: number of precheck customers? 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link htlp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB21ApplicationManager 



CRCL received the below and are forwarding to you to handle as deemed appropriate. 

Sincerely, 

U.S. Department of Home I and S ecu ri ty 
Office for Civil Righls and Civil Liberties 

---0~~ MPS,:allll---

~~n7'ili~~~y, ITTQQer 14, 2013 9.13 AM 
To: CRCL 

Subject: Fly Rights - New Report from ~kb_·•~1(6_._I ----~ 

12013 613: CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Namej"'/h"'·""·,1 .. R ... ·1 ------"'~ 
Email Address:!(b 1(61 
Phone Number'":==------' 

Address: 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party ar an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) da you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati an? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? na 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time : 10122/2013 4:58:22 AM Airport . RDU - Raleigh-Durham International Date/Time al Travel : 10/22/13 4:30 AM Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal 2 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: As a Raleigh based flight atlendant that has been based here for well over a year, I have noliced a lot of changes. In the past two weeks especially, the TSA has changed lhe lanes making it easier for passenger and crew to transilion inlo 
the secured area. However, at the same time, the sensitivity settings on the metal detectors which airport/airline employees use on a daily basis have been increased. My airline issued uniform items which I have had for aver a year, and I've never had 
an issue with, now set off the metal detectors. The TSA agent this morning instructed me to take off my glasses, wings, badge, and belt all in an effort to find the culprit. Instead of offering to wand me down. I had to repeatedly go through the detector 

,2013 S:OS: wasting time and energy. The culprit of the alarm: Purell Hand Sanitizing Wipes which I ALWAYS have in my pocket and they never set it off The TSA agent then chided me on having these items in my pockets. in front of passengers! If I can't be 
respected by a TSA agent in a security check point, how th en wi 11 a passenger respect/Ii ste n to my inst rucl ions in flight? 

I can understand increasing sensitivity settings 1f there 1s a warranted need, but every detector across the country should be on the same setting, not just up to the individual airports. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 

Email t~b~)~(6~'-----~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time · 10/2212013 924:53 AM Airport . AUS - Austin-Bergstrom International Date/Time al Travel . 1012212013 6:15 AM Airline & Flight Number · AA 1102 CheckpoinUArea of 
Airport Security T SA Employee: ( If Known) : 

2013 10:0l Comment· This is ridiculous. I have an artificial knee. Because it set off the metal detector. instead of just wanding with a metal detector, the moronic policy apparently calls for a cavity search. Whoever came up with that should be fired! 
Would you lIke a response?: True 
Passenger ·s Na,.m.,,e...,_u.u..u..----,__J 
Phone Number b)(6i 

Email (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning ,s ee ack, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.go,IEDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time, 1012212013 6:55:53 PM Airport· PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Date/Time ofTravel, 10/22/2013 1 :30 PM Airline & Flight Number: US Airways #473 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airporl : Terminal #4-A gates-lane #2 TSA Employee: (If Known): No nol know Comment: I am a frequent 1raveler and asked a question about if ii was ok to proceed through the metal detector and received a very unprofessional and sarcastic 
response that &quot; You're not waiting for me, you·re waiting for her&quot: comment as she pointed to her colleague. This may sound trivial, but it was lousy customer service. Do as you wish with the comment, but as I am in sales, I would not be 
coming back to this service. if I had a cha ice. 

'2013 S:OS: Thank you for listening. 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's N_ .. _ --!" ... · ...... .._ __ -.J 

Phone Number b 1(6 I 
Email =~b_)~(6_, ___ ~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Disability Description: Caller s son has a pacemaker in his body, but not for his heart 

Response Details: Advised her I would get this to the CSM at LGA took her email address. advised her going forward if she has any concerns at the check point, she should ask for a PSS. 

lncidenl Details: Caller staled she flew from LGA to Chicago to Columbus OH on Soulhwesl airlines. She states al the checkpoint she gave the officer a medical card slating her sons disablility. He has a pacemaker in his body, bul not for his hear1. 
She states the officer told her to go on through the WTMD and it alarmed. The officer instructed her that in the event it alarmed, to just hand the card to the officer at the machine. After reading the card. the officer at the other side of the WTM D stated 
her son should not have gone through that technology with a pacemaker. 

She took her son to the doctor the next morning she said he was sick and had blood in his urine. The doc1or told her the screening technology had demagnetized his pacemaker. The doc1or starled his pacemaker back and her son got better. She 
states she just wants his superior to know the lack of knowlege that the first TSO showed that day could have killed someone else who s pacemaker is to their heart. Luckily. her sons pacemaker is for other purposes. 

2013 12:02 Airport: LGA 

Airline: Southwest 

Flight#: Charity Flight 

Date: Oct 2. 2013 

Time: 1 :05 PM 



Name (b)(61 

b)(61 

Denver, CO 80249 
HYPERLINK ,.b,..,..1(""6"'")-----------------------, 

I was going through TSA security at Denver International Airport( D.I A) when I was: told that I 
had to go through further screening ( swab sere en i ng) after al ready being pat searched and body 
scanned by the body scanner, The TSA personnel pulled me aside took swabs of my hands 
and claimed thal I had somelhing flammable on my hands when lhey ran lhe swabs through lhe 
machine. A lier receiving that information I was to Id that "additiona I• screening In the back area 
was needed So I had to sit and wa 11 for about five to ten mm utes before someone could come 
and conduct the •addition al" search. But yet the peop I e in front of me who looked mora 
·suspecl" than myself sorry to say. did not even have to go through \he body scanner or endure 

12013 4 :54: anything else that I had to. They just went through the regular metal detector and then \hey 
were done. So prelly much ant-r already being delayed and embarrassed I had to suffer 

2013 10 09 

lu rthe r delay and more em ba rra s s m ent by being pat searched and swab bed again in a back 
area of the security check point. Al I er being searched again they lo und nothing and I he swab 
test came back negative. After being delayed and embarrassed for aver 20 minutes. a good 
friend of mine who works for TSA (and shall remain anonymous) and was presently working at 
the time of the situation{but was not involved) Informed me that I was profiled. He told me because 
of the type of Jeans I was wearing made I hem suspicious due to the images of lhe body scanner. The type of jeans I was wearing were nol baby nor was I sagging like a stereolyped black male. They were blue jeans loose not baggy with lighting 
designs on the front and back I eg s and across the backside nothing gang related at a 11. The airline I traveled an was southwest ta LaG ua rd i a airport in New Yark. I did not get the names or badge numbers of the person ne I who searched and profi I ed 
me due to the fact that I was frustrated not thinking clearly pissed off and wanting to get through secunty without embarrassment. Four days out of the week I put my life on the line serving and protecting in the law enforcement field and this is how I'm 
thanked for trying to take a simple vacation. And yes I did identify myself as a sheriff with the proper credentials to prove it to try to make things smoother but I guess what I do for a living meant nothing at all. 

This incident happened on 9116113 at approximately 1540 hours. This was not the first time I 
was profiled aI this airport it happened back in 2009. When I was going through secunty I did 
not have to go through the body sea n ne r just the meta I detector. When O,,e nt through the 
metal detector I did not even sel it off but I still had to be pat searched. Everybody else I hat 
went through a he ad of me that did . not set it off was done with no further screening needed. 
Disability Description: Callers son!fh·,1R··, ! Is Type 1 diabetic. 

Response Details: I apologized to the caller and told her that TSO s are trained to listen to passengers concerns. Also, If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, they do have the right to ask for a 
paid own instead. 
I told her that he may ask for a supervisor or even a Passenger Support Specialist for assistance at any time. 
I told her we do not have evidence thal the AIT affects lhese devices because they use low dose energy frequency waves which are bounced off the body and do not penetrate the skin, lhe Walk Through Mel al Detector uses magnels and this is why 
there are concerns about these machines. 
I to Id her that she may v1s1t Isa. gov to p n nt a claim lo rm if needed and fil I it out accord mg to the instructions or I can ema i I her a claim form. She wanted em a1 I. 
I told her I would forward her information to a CSM and a disabiltiy expert for review. 
Sent email and referred to CSM and ODPO. 

Incident Detai Is: Her son fi ew lo r the Ii rst time from Orlando I ntem ati o na I to Charlotte and back to O rtando. He had a letter from his doctor stating th at he can not use the screening tech no logy. He has an insulin pump and tned to give the letter to the 
TSO saying that he cannot go through the body scanner and was brushed off He asked for a patdown both times he flew. In Orlando he asked for a supervisor and they told him that there is not someone available. 
In Charlotle Douglas they made him use the AIT but she is not sure of how I hey did I his. 

The first fi 1g ht was from O rtando I ntemat1ona I on O cto be r 18th at about 1 0: 30 am on Southwest and she is not sure of the flight number. 
He asked for a supervisor and he was told there was none available. They made him go through the full body scanner, 

The second flight was from Charlotte Douglas at at about 7:00 am on October 22nd on Southwest. He asked for a patdown and they told him we send people all the time through the body scanner, even though he stated that it could damage the device. 
and they said nothing wi 11 ha pp en. 
She stated that it is not supposed to be subjected to magnetic fields. 

I asked her: If you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based an disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition. 
Fede ra I regulations require that your comp I a int be put in writing unless your di sab i Ii ty prevents you from doing so. 

Do you want informalion about filing a written complaint regarding disability discrimination or are you calling wilh a different concern such as poor customer service? 
She thinks it was poor customer service and she wants to know if the device is damaged if they will be compensated. 



12013 9 05:, 

Four times for four flights out of SMF, I have been hurt from the levels of discomfort through the level of torturous maiming requiring additional surgery at my destination in Seattle. I have made the decision never again to allow a TSA agent to touch 
me. I do not have 10 bleed or hurt to fiy• 

So I have information th at is co nfl i cti ng. The L3 ma chm es (according to the re po rt presented to the German Parliament a few years ago) retu ms 1 00 % fa I se positives lo r pea pl e with di sab i Ii ties. I have fi I ed a 504 comp I amt with the d ep artm ent of 
Justice for this, but have no resolution of this even thought it is months old. I have decided that I will never again go through that machine because it has caused me pain four flights for four flights out of SMF and no where else in American Air Space 
have I had 10 suffer such physical horror nor dehumanizing experiences. II tells me I hat lhe machine in Sacramento is broken, but I hey insist that ii is nol. I may be somewhal egolistical, but I think thal I, as a human being, have rank over any machine 
anywhere under any circumstances. Therefore my contention that the L3 machine at Sacramento is faulty is the position I am taking at this time, because I have suffered enough pain at that airport for one lifetime due to that machine. 

This I a st flight I June 14, 2013) required that I have additiona I surgery at my destination to rep I ace a su rg i ca I d ra i nag e tube that the T SA agent destroyed when she ripped op en my s urg i ca I wound. and addition al suture that was necessary due to the 
tissue damage she caused. TSA of course, denied all responsibilily for my surgery, and other lhan calling me a liar, defended thal they did nothing wrong and it was my tough luck to bleed until I arrived al an emergency room in Seallle. After all they 
gave me a whole 4 seconds ta anticipate the degree al torture that they were getting ready ta do to me. I will the ref are demand that any TSA agent who approaches me hald their ground until they can state at least 7 protections that any American 
Citizen has with respect to their aggression. 

The complexity is this: I will have to fly again in the next few months. Although I currently do not have a surgical wound. (only a puckered and red scar resulting from TSA's ripping open my wound on the last trip) I will not suffer any pain far flying and I 
will opt out of the L3 scanner since 11 returns 100% false positives for people with disabilities. I talked with someone at TSA today who told me that if I do not trip the metal detector. that I would not have to be touched by a TSA screener, yet, I am 
under retaliatory threat in violation of Title 18. section 242, becaus~1h··,1fr1 I at SMF has threatened me with horrible "enhanced pat down" and dehumanizing treatment for oing through this airport and trying to avoid further pain. suffering and 
dehuminization. I will be - from start to finish - video recording 100% of my experience wilh TSA in order for my a11orneys to proceed with a conspiracy complaint an b)(ff:, lhreats of physical torture and humilialion in addition 10 file in federal 
court for conspiracy under color of law to deprive a citizen of her rights, ar to otherwise threaten and execute retaliatory behavior against a citizen. In spite of the tatters of the Bill of Rights. we have not quite reached Nazism. 

When I ta I ked to a TS A agent tonight, he said that I would not be touched except that I set off an ala rm in the meta I detector: the re/ore I intend to go through i 1 in my Tai- Chi uniform I think Kai se~s bi I I-boa rd s only with shorts) which consists of very 
short shorts and a tight filling sports bra. I really don't care what other passengers think about I his skinny grandmother in such garb, if it prevents pain and suffering, il's worth it. Other than lhe gold crown on my molar, I here will be no metal on my 
body since my spinal fusion is ceramic, and I have not gone through knee replacement surgery at this time. I should not be touched by a TSA screener under these circumstances. If indeed these people at SMF insist an touching me, what can I do to 
protect myself from not only their torture but conspiracy to torture and harm a citizen? They would not have anywhere to touch except for what would be considered sexual assault anywhere else in the civilized world. 

Whal should I do under these circumstances 10 substantiate a retaliatory behavior under Title 18 beyond the fact that I have been lhreatened, have been humiliated, have a prior experience with pain and suffering at SMF and I hat lhe DirecIor Kimberly 
Siro has done nothing that has been made public to improve the bullying that is going on at SMF? I would appreciate any advice you can give me that will prevent the execution of these threats. harm and pain at the airport and stop these threats 
before they can be made actual. I expect that I wi 11 be \rave Ii ng by air over the End-Of-Year ho Ii days, but flight reservations have not yet been made. I do have a "TRIP"' number that I secured when the torture reached 4 fl i g his for 4 fl i g his. and it is 
affirmed that I am not on some "te CTori st" watch Ii st. What other advice can you offer me to prevent dehu man izi ng and torturous bu 11 yi ng by T SA a gents? 

Caller wants 10 file a complainl against an agenl. She went through the body scanner and lhe agenl then immediately touched her breast. The agent did not IeI1 her there was an alarm but simply came up and touched her breast. She had to wail for 
another female agent ta came aver. The agents name was!rh·11r;-·, !that had touched her breast and she was rude. She has spoke to a supervisor and he was rude as well. They were allowing other passengers to use the WTMD but she had to use the 
AIT The supervisor told her that the breast area wasn t a sensItIve part of the body, the supervisor was a black male 40 or 50 years old. Her husband saw the whole thing, he is up set this happened as well. 

Told caller 
I explained to her if there was an alarm during screening they will have to give her a patdown to clear any alarm. I was sorry the officer did not tell her there was an alarm ar that they were about to touch her breast. 
I could take her complaint for her and send it to the CSM at MCO so they could handle her comp I amt for her. 
For fol low up on her comp I ai nt it wou Id have to come from the CSM, they wou Id have to handle their own complaints. 

2013 11 :20 Airport MCO 

Airline: Southwest 
Flight number: 328 
Dale and lime: 10-25-1311 :00 AM 
Terminal or gate: Terminal A, GATE ? , it was the gate that had the number 14 above the AIT machine. 

I am sending this complaint to the CSM because she was upset the officer came up to her once she had came out of the AIT and just touched her breast without telling her what she was doing. 
She had spoke 10 a supervisor as well and was told by the male supervisor that he did nol consider the breast area a sentive parl of the body. She is upset as is her husband this happened. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?"' , Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time· 10/2512013 3:01:22 PM Airport: ORD - Chicago-O'Hare International Date/Time of Travel, 10/2112013 5:00 PM Airline & Flight Number, United 1543 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport Terminal 1 TSA Pre TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. I was treated rudely by a TSA agent. 

I fiy nearly every week. I am TSA Pre. I have an artificial knee and typically either go over to the scanner or accept a pat down alter showing my ticket and ID. 

This day, the scanner lines were particularly busy. So. I opted to go through the TSA Pre lane and accept a pat-down. 

When I went through the metal detector and set it off, I told the agent that I have an artificial knee and I was &quot;male assist.&quot; 

The agent made a rather dramatic ordeal of the situation. He told me to step back through the metal detector and to wait to the side. Then he stood with his hand up. stopping the entire line - for no apparent reason - or perhaps to say &quot;Look at 
this guy causing a delay to those of you behind h1m.&quot 

After a minute or so, he waved me though the metJI de1ec1or and had me wait 10 lhe side. Why did he make me go back through the detector? Olher people set it off and didn't have to go back through. 

12013 4 :05: While I waited. I watched two other gentlemen set off the alarm, get patted-down and move on - while I stood and waited. 

Why? My perception &quol;I am in control of I his situation. You'll do what I say.&quot; 

Also, while I waited I had my hands in my pockets and the agent said &quot;Take your hands out of your pocket.&quot: (Is that really a policy? Maybe 11 is. But my belt was off and I didn't want my pants to fall down.) 

After a few minu1es, the agent waved me through for a pat-down. Because I am frequent flyer and because of my artificial knee, I am accus1om to pat•downs. However, this was lhe first lime thal fell thal I was trealed rudely and degraded. 

The agent said &quot;Step on the carpet.&quot; I did. &quot:No the other one.&quot (Which was literally adjacent to and touching the first carpet.) I stood and spread my legs, and held my anrns out to the side. &quot;Turn around&quot: the agent 
says. 

Why not: &quot:Could you please step on this carpet, face this direction, and hold your arms out to the side&quot;? My perception: agent thinks &quot:I am in control of this situation. You"ll do what I say.&quot: 

He proceeded to give me - what I consider • an unnecessarily aggressive frisk. The agent asked me twice to spread my legs even wider so that he could get his hand up higher in my crotch. That has never happened to me. He asked me to do it 
twice. It was humiliating. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hltp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-;::::::===:::;-------····························· 
Remote Client IP~f h_·_-,1_r;_·I ---~ 
Date Time 10125/2013 8:54 10 PM 

2013 10:29 Name .. t_h_-,1_R _ _--, __ ~---~ 
Ema,ltb 1(6 I 
Comp I a i nl s: Di scou r1 ea us/Rude Employee· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Southwest Airlines: San Jose lnt'I Airport 
Comments:TSA officia1f6'iilwas rude and uncooperative. Not at all respectful to me and my 5 year old son. I had to go through the metal detector twice taking off all my shoes, wallet. keys, phone etc. My belt was not put through the scanner, but 
rather !D:ill11 ell it on top ';;ni;' e scanner and ignored my requests, I later asked to lodge a comp I a int with the su pe rvi sor ~ who tried to co nv i nee me that I had walked back through the metal detector, which wasn't true and was dismissive of my 
requests 10 file a complainl and the rude, uncooperative and disrespectful behavior offilill]While I realize the job is tough, the TSA screeners need to be more cooperative, use good judgmenl and be respectful. TSA employees [EI]and~fall 
far short of meeting those criteria. 
DearTSA 

Thank you. thank you, th an k you for the Pre-Check program. As someone who flies s eve ra I times each week. it has been a terrific program for me. Than ks 1 

But... 

The last two weeks as I have been leaving Reagan National Airport on Friday (around 11 am), the Pre-Check line has been long. and it has been full of people who in no way could have been frequent flyers. As a result, the Pre-Check line slowed to a 
2013 11:15 crawl. They didn't know what to do, they were asking all kinds of questions, and they were being fed through the metal detector multiple times. It was awful. Yesterday (October 25th) it was so bad that I finally gave up and moved through the regular 

security Ii n e which was moving far faster. 

Could someone pleases look into what is happening? Pre-Check is so appreciated by those of us who fly frequently, and things like this make it seemingly useless for everyone. 

Thank you. 

fb)(6) 



Caller was flying from Denver to San Francisco and was selected for Precheck screening. He has not a GOES member nar has he opted in through a frequent flyer program. He has had a right knee replacement. and the metal implant set off an alarm 
and i mt,ated add i ti ona I screening. He had to Id them prior to the beginning of screening of the metal implant. Ca 11 er was upset that as a le 11 ow D ep artm ent of Homeland security employee ( wearing his I D) he was subjected to the mo re aggressive 
additiona I screening , He le It he s ho u Id have be en a 11 owed to raise his pant I eg to show the sear on his knee to a 11 ow the officer to clear the ala rm instead of the explosive trace and other more aggressive pa tdow n procedure. He was embarrassed by 
the spectacle, but had rejected lhe offer for a privale screening. I did confirm I hat he had not observed an unprofessional behaviour of the TSO s. 

United airlines 
Not sure if it was the North or South checkpoint 
10 18 2013 at 10 30 or 11AM 

Advised caller: 

Currently, the Secure Flight data that is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevenl known or suspecled terrorisls from gaining access 10 an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA"s new initiative will use this same information to 
also identify low-risk passengers to determine if they should be directed to the TSA Pre\u2713 '" lane for expedited screening. 

2013 11 :46 TSA's new risk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Pre\u2713"' lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSA 
ofli cer and wi 11 go through a mel al detector or Advanced Imaging T echno I og y sea n ne r as pa rt of security procedures. 

Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted 1s important. Transportation Secunty Officers (TSOs) must conduct add1t1onal screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) ar to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 
happen next in I he process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

In addition. passengers may request a private sere en i ng 1/ additional s c reenrng is required or at any ti me during the screening process. A com pa ni on may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the private screening after the comp an ion 
clears screening, In addition. screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in the public area rather than go to a private area for 
screening, however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area will not be permitted to enter lhe secured area. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have for\'llarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

Caller was flying from Denver to San Francisco and was selected for P recheck sere en i ng. He has not a GOES member nor has he opted in through a frequent fi ye r program. He has had a right knee re placement. and the meta I imp I ant set off an a I a rm 
and initiated additional screening. He had told them prior to the beginning of screening of the metal implant. Caller was upset that as a fellow Department of Homeland security employee (wearing his ID) he was subjected to the more aggressive 
additiona I screening . He le 11 he s ho u Id have be en a 11 owed to raise his pa nl I eg to show the sear on his knee to a 11 ow the officer to clear the ala rm instead of the explosive trace and other more aggressive pa ldow n procedure. He was embarrassed by 
the spectacle, but had rejected the offer for a private screening. I did confirm that he had not observed an unprofessional behaviour of the TSO s. 

United airlines 
Nol sure if it was the North or South checkpoinl 
10 18 2013 at 10:30 or 11AM 

Advised ca Iler: 

Currently, the Secure Flight data that is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevent known or suspected terrorists from gaining access to an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA·s new initiative will use this same information to 
also identify low-risk passengers to determine 1/ they s ho u Id be di re cted to the TSA Pre\u2 713 '" I ane for expedited screening. 

2013 11 :45 TSA's new risk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Pre\u2713'" lanes. Additionally, all passengers musl have their identificalion verified by a TSA 
officer and will go through a metal detector or Advanced Imaging Technology scanner as part of security procedures. 

Every person and i tern mu st be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is import ant, T ra nsportat ion Security Officers (TS Os) must conduct additiona I screening to resolve an ala rm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Delector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considera1e and lhoughtful and are trained to explain what lhey are doing and what will 
happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

In addition, passengers may request a private sere en i ng if add it ion a I screening is required or at any ti me during the screening process, A com pa ni on may accompany a passenger who needs ass i sta nee to the private screening after the comp an ion 
clears screening. In addilion, screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a paldown inspection I hat will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in lhe public area rather lhan go to a privale area for 
screening. however, passengers who refuse screening in the public ar private area will not be permitted to enter the secured area. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TS Os at a specific airport we have for\'llarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 



Caller said he has an insulin pump and was walking in line al the checkpoint and told the officer he had 10 hMe a paldown due to the insulin pump.He said at both Spokane and Chicago they had him go through the WTMD anyway and at Chicago he 
went through the WTMD and it ruined his insulin pump and the motor went bad. He said the VA gave it to him and it is still under warranty but he said the VA should not have to replace it because the WTMD ruined it. He asked what he should do at 
the checkpoint because he said the i nsu Ii n pump can inject h1 m if this ha pp ens and he is concerned about his heal th. He said he has a card th at says he has the medical device that he got from the manufacturer. 

12013 7:04: Response:I advised him he can ask for a supervisor if the officer at the checkpoint will not listen to him and I gave him the website to go to and print out a notification card that TSA created that he can show the officer at the checkpoint. 

If a passenger uses an insulin pump, he or she can be screened without disconnecting from the pump. However, ii is important for lhe passenger to inform lhe TransporIation Securily Officer (TSO) conducting lhe screening aboul the pump before lhe 
screening process begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform TSOs about any disability, medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from 
security screening, their use may improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their conditions. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gov sites default files publications d1sab1lity_notification_cards.pdf. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. 

The passenger can request a private screening at any time. 

Caller said he has an insulin pump and was walking in line al the checkpoint and told the officer he had 10 hMe a paldown due to the insulin pump.He said at both Spokane and Chicago they had him go through the WTMD anyway and at Chicago he 
went through the WTMD and it ruined his insulin pump and the motor went bad. He said the VA gave it to him and it is still under warranty but he said the VA should not have to replace it because the WTMD ruined it. He asked what he should do at 
the checkpoint because he said the i nsu Ii n pump can inject h1 m if this ha pp ens and he is concerned about his heal th. He said he has a card th at says he has the medical device that he got from the manufacturer. 

12013 7:04: Response:I advised him he can ask for a supervisor if the officer at the checkpoint will not listen to him and I gave him the website to go to and print out a notification card that TSA created that he can show the officer at the checkpoint. 

If a passenger uses an insulin pump, he or she can be screened without disconnecting from the pump. However, ii is important for lhe passenger to inform lhe TransporIation Securily Officer (TSO) conducting lhe screening aboul the pump before lhe 
screening process begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform TSOs about any disability, medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from 
security screening, their use may improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their conditions. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gov sites default files publications d1sab1lity_notification_cards.pdf. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. 

The passenger can request a private screening at any time. 



2013 10:54 

2013 10 54 

Callers middle name isE§R) Caller Is a frequent flyer with United and her husband is a Premier member with United. She says she has been flying since 1970 and has flown all over the world. She says that on October 16. she flew from SFO to AUS 
and returned on October 25. She says that at SFO she was pulled aside for additional screening. The officer told her she needed to use the regular line instead of the Precheck line with her metal implants. She has a full metal hip and knee 
replacement. At AUS she went through the regular security line at approximately 12 p.m. and the checkpoint was r,ot busy. She says that she went lhrough AIT and was then stopped. She says she was wanded, patted down, and her hands were 
swabbed. She says that when she got to the boarding gate, some military members said they had shrapnel in their bodies and they didn t trigger any alarms, so she shouldn t have either. They told her this was not right and she didn t look like a 
terrorist. She says that when she was pulled to the side. she couldn t see her belongings. She was told an officer was watching these for her. but when she got back to her ,terns, they had been touched. She says she already handled this part of her 
complaint directly with AUS. She says she was told that there was a card she could get saying she had metal implants. was a frequent flyer, and a US citizen to avoid these problems in the future. She wanted to confirm that TSA was in fact only in the 
US because she has never had these problems in Europe or Asia. She wants to know if it could have been her hair clip or shoes that triggered lhe alarm. She wants 10 know what she can do in the future and if she removes all of these items if she 
would have any problems then. She wanted to know if she could demand her items be moved closer to her when she receives additional screening. She says that when she had the additional screening in SFO, they brought her items over near her, so 
she could see them. 

Advised ca Iler: 
The only card TSA has is a notification card. which just offers a discrete way of informing the officers of her metal implants. This is no different than verbally declaring the implants. There is no such card that would exempt her from receiving additional 
screening. 

Anytime there is an alarm, the officers have to conduct a patdown and additional screening. It is not necessarily her metal implants I hat lriggered the alarm. The AIT doesn t penelrate and is not a metal deIecIor, so it is much less likely to alarm 
because of the metal implants. I m not saying it is impossible. but it is much less likely. Advised caller that it is most likely that their were something on her body that was detected. Her hair clip may have been what was detected. Her shoes are also a 
possibility. Advised caller that there are no guidelines on what a terrorist should look like or who is a terronst. We have to do this to all passengers that trigger an alanm. This Is nothing personal to her, just protocol. It is not the metal aspect that the 
machine detects. It is anything elevated from the skin. II a passenger has a thick pony tail or a bandage it can detect this because it is elevated from the body. Glasses, earrings. necklaces are just a few of the items that can be detected. This machine 
is designed 10 deIecI anylhing on the surface, not just metal objects. If a passenger had a knife made of plastic and went through lhe WTMD ii may not alarm because it is not metal. However, the AIT would detect lhis being on lhe surface because it is 
not a part of the passengers body. Even if she removes the hair clip and shoes, I cannot guarantee that there will never be an alarm of some sort. 

I conlinmed she had already handled her complaint about the items not being watched directly with the airport. 

Advised caller that in the future, she can turn around and look at the screen to see where the boxes are. The screen will show a generic outline of a body and a box around each of the anomalies detected. She can see where these are to try to narrow 
down what caused it. If 11 is on her head. she could see that 11 may be her hair clip. 

She can ask that her items be removed from the conveyor and brought to her line of sight, but I cannot guarantee this. They are trained to walch items if the passenger cannot, so she may just need to ask them if they would mind watching her things 
while she receives her additional screening. 

Callers middle name is [§jJ Caller is a frequent flyer with United and her husband is a Premier member with United. She says she has been flying since 1970 and has flown all over the world. She says that on October 16, she flew from SFO 10 AUS 
and returned on October 25. She says that at SFO she was pulled aside for additional screening. The officer told her she needed to use the regular line instead of the Precheck line with her metal implants. She has a full metal hip and knee 
replacement. At AUS she went through the regular secunty line at approximately 12 p.m. and the checkpoint was r,ot busy. She says that she went through AIT and was then stopped. She says she was wanded, patted down. and her hands were 
swabbed. She says that when she got to the boarding gate, some military members said they had shrapnel in their bodies and they didn t trigger any alarms. so she shouldn t have either. They told her this was not right and she didn t look like a 
terrorisl. She says that when she was pulled to the side, she couldn I see her belongings. She was lold an officer was walching these for her, but when she got back to her items, they had been touched. She says she already handled this parl of her 
complaint directly with AUS. She says she was told that there was a card she could get saying she had metal implants, was a frequent flyer. and a US citizen to avoid these problems in the future. She wanted to confirm that TSA was in fact only in the 
US because she has never had these problems in Europe or Asia. She wants to know if it could have been her hair clip or shoes that triggered the alarm. She wants to know what she can do in the future and if she removes all of these ,terns if she 
would have any prob I ems then, She wanted to know if she cou Id demand her items be moved closer to her when she receives add i ti o na I screening, She says that when she had the addition al sere en i ng in SF O, they brought her i terns over near her. so 
she could see them. 

Advised caller: 
The only card TSA has is a notification card, which just offers a discrete way of infonming the officers of her metal implants. This is no different than verbally declaring the implants. There is no such card that would exempt her from receiving additional 
screening. 

Anytime there is an alarm, the officers have to conduct a patdown and additional screening. It is not necessarily her metal implants that tnggered the ala nm. The AIT doesn I penetrate and is not a metal detector, so 11 is much less likely to ala nm 
because of the metal implants. Im not saying it is impossible, but it is much less likely. Advised caller that it is most likely that their were something on her body that was detected. Her hair clip may have been what was detected. Her shoes are also a 
possibility. Advised caller that there are no guidelines on whal a terrorisl should look like or who is a Ierrorist. We have to do lhis to all passengers that trigger an alarm. This is nothing personal 10 her, jusl prolocol. II is nol the metal aspect that the 
machine detects. It is anything elevated from the skin. If a passenger has a thick pony tail or a bandage it can detect this because it is elevated from the body. Glasses, earrings, necklaces are just a few of the items that can be detected. This machine 
is d es,g ned to detect anything on the surface, not Ju st metal objects. If a passenger had a knife ma de of plastic and went through the W TM D it may not a I arm be cause 11 is not metal . However. the AIT would detect this being on the surface because it Is 
not a part of the passengers body. Even ii she removes the hair clip and shoes. I cannot guarantee that there will never be an alarm of some sort. 

I confirmed she had already handled her complaint about the items not being watched directly with the airport. 

Advised ca Iler that in the future. she can turn around and look at the screen to see where the boxes a re, The screen w i 11 show a generic outline of a body and a box a round each of the anoma Ii es d elected , She can see where these a re to try to narrow 
down whal caused it. If it is on her head, she could see that it may be her hair clip. 

She can ask that her Ite ms be removed from the conveyor and brought to her Ii ne of sight. but I cannot g ua ra ntee this. They are Ira i ned to watch items if the passenger can not. so she may Ju st need to ask them if they would mind watching her th, ngs 
while she receives her additional screening. 



Caller indicated that she was traveling through the Delta Airlines checkpoint at SDF on October 17th, going through screening between 0500 and 0600 hours that morning. She said that she alarmed the WTMD and thus required a patdown to clear, 
and handed off her carry-on baggage to a TSO for sere en i ng. She said that after comp I etrng the p atdown. a fem a I e TSO brought her property to her and advised that during screening her I aptop was damaged and handed her the computer and a piece 
that had broken off of it. Caller said that she missed her flight, and when she came back to the checkpoint, she spoke to a male officer at the podium about the incident and he provided her a tort claim fonm. She was completing the fonm today and 

2013 12:36 said thal she never received a slatement or anything from the checkpoint I hat day thal acknowledged an incident occurred or any way 10 signify that something happened. She thought someone would contact her since she made lhe complaint 10 lhe 
officers that day. She no longer has her flight information specifics, other than the airline and time frame of the incident, nor remembers what attire she had on that day other than she has short brown hair and had a patdown. 

Apologized to caller for her experience and explained that I would forward the infonmation to the CSM at SDF for review to see if any additional assistance can be provided. Explained the tort claim process and that she has up to two years from the 
incident 10 file, and the claims management branch is responsible for investigating the claim. 
Caller fi ew from Kansas City and during screening she was s u bJect to add iii on al sere en i ng. She had a ETD swab done to her hand. She stated that T SA is way aver the top with innocent peop I e. She claims that they a re p rofi Ii ng her due to her 
appearance as a Arab, but she is Italian. She wishes to file a complaint. 

Advised ca Iler: 

TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, 
12013 6:08: a physical search of a passenger"s property could also be performed. 

Airport: Kansas City 
Airline: Delta 
Flight#: Unknown 
Date and Time: October 28th. 2013 at 12:30 pm 
Passenger Description: jeans, black Jacket 
Caller fiew from Kansas City and during screening she was subject to addilional screening. She had a ETD swab done to her hand. She staled thal TSA is way over lhe top with innocent people. She claims I hat I hey are profiling her due to her 
appearance as a Arab, but she is Italian. She wishes to file a complaint. 

Advised ca Iler: 

TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, 
12013 6:08: a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

Airporl: Kansas Cily 
Airline: Delta 
Flight#: Unknown 
Date and Time: October 28th, 2013 at 12:30 pm 
Passenger Description: jeans, black jackel 
Everytime she goes through screening she alarms. She was wanting to know if there was a way to prevent having a patdown done everytime she goes through security because she is flat chested and it is embarassing to her to have a patdown 
conducted. She flew out of SF O at 12: 1 OPM gate 20 

'2013 7:07: Response: 
Apologized but it is our standard procedure for a patdown to be conducted when any alarms go off when going through the AIT or WTMD anyone not just persons that have had surgery are subject to these patdowns. It appears from the information you 
ve given me that the office rs are following standard op era ting procedures. 

If you would like you can contact the CSM at that airporl al 650-266-1966. 

Re pre check status 
It seems to me somewhat i rr at ion a I 10 use o Id technology 10 initiate a new process, sp eci fi ca 11 y P SA Pre-Check 

At both the Denver and Seattle airports, the Pre-Ch eek process resu Its in a passenger with a prosthetic Joint such as myself being "frisked"' because that queue uses o Id "metal detector" technology. I s us pe ct that those of us who are frequent, high 
,2013 S: 20: mileage travelers are relatively older, and thus more likely to have prosthetic joints or chemotherapy port implantations. Should I anticipate that this "'glitch" in the process will be fixed, or should I return to the old non Pre-Check prerniurn flier line? 

I should specify that I do not so much dislike the "'pat down", so much as the wait for a female TSA agent. 

Respectfully you rs 
Citizen 

!(b,(61 



I was directed to a low-security lane at Sea-Tac Airport on October 15, 2013, flying from Seattle to Sacramento, when my hands were swabbed - as were everyone·s in this line - for apparent dangerous substances. 

As I prepared to move forward after the test, the computer screen suddenly went on alert and the words 'EXPLOSIVES DETECTED' appeared in a huge red banner across the screen. I was stunned and horrified, as were apparently all of the people in 
Ii ne behind me as I heard 'Oh my god. it says ·explosives detected' " rippling through the crowd. I had no idea what was going to happen. No explanation, no one te 11 mg me anything. I was told to step aside. and the I in e came to a stop. Fin ally after 
many long and humiliating minutes, as other passengers are not only obviously uneasy, but taking a long look at me and wondering if I could be some kind of ten-orist, some agent appeared to lead me off. I'm told, "it's probably hand lotion". Really? 
"Explosives detected"?? How often is that indicative of hand lotion? 

I was laken to a closed-off, private screening area far away from my gate and the security area, asked by the TSA agent (after going lhrough the metal de1ec1or) if there was anything in my carry-on bag that would "hurt or harm· her in any way if she 

12013 4 : 11 : reached in' What?• The bag was just x-rayed. for God's sake, what kind of question is that?I 

12013 4 23:. 

After they took my belongings to I assume be tested, searched me all over through my clothes (another humiliating experience), they came back and said I could go. Nothing about what was on my hands, no explanation, just said I could go. I actually 
had to ask if 11 would be OK to actually get dressed before I left the room, because they apparently expected me to leave carrying my shoes, belt, bag and coat like a just-released inmate. 

What a humiliating, horrifying and terrifying process this was. The lack of direct communication to me was unbelievable, like I was a common thug, while the TSA agents chalted among themselves like I wasn't even there. I have a plane to catch. and 
no one is telling me anything. 

Please don't tell me that this is business as usual and that you've purposely disregarded human emotion in the search process. There must be a better way to flag TSA agents that a passenger may have something on his/her hands that sets off. an 
alert, ins1ead of 1errifying the passenger and everyone in line within eyesight of that computer screen. I'm sure most incidenls of passengers with some red-banner substance on their hands turn out to be nothing. How about giving us the benefit of the 
doubt instead of scaring to death not on I y me, but everyone in Ii ne with me? How about a I it tie humane t rea tm e nt for t rave I e rs who sti 11 fee I overwhelmed by the strip-down-get-dressed security ch eek point process? 0 r may be ju st a I it tie comp ass ion ate 
Caller states that she had a screening situation on October 25th ,flight 316 with American Airlines out of DFW. this was terminal A near gate 33. and she had a doctors note saying that she has vaginal discharge. and she has to place toilet paper in 
her private area, she is in a wheel chair and she is 81 years old.She slates lhat she had to wait for another TSO officer to become available, she states thal she had to get a patdown, she stales that this was ridiculous. Caller states that this look 30 
minutes, she states that she has a complaint sheet, and she has the names of the officers, LT 50 0715 @ A-35 is wrote on paper. 

Informed caller: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer ser,ice to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted 1s important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some ins1ances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 



'2013 4:23: 

'2013 6:05: 

Caller states that she had a screening situation on October 25th ,flight 316 with American Airlines out of DFW, this was terminal A, near gate 33, and she had a doctors note saying that she has vaginal discharge, and she has to place toilet paper in 
her private a re a. she is in a wheel chair and she is 81 yea rs old.She states that she had to wait lo r another TSO officer to become ava i I able. she states that she had to get a patdown. she states th at this was rid i cu Io us. Cal I er states that this took 30 
minutes. she states that she has a oomplaint sheet, and she has the names of the officers. LT 50 0715 @ A-35 is wrote on paper. 

Informed caller: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is impor1ant. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring thal all passengers are 1reated with dignity, respect, and oour1esy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also se I ects passengers and their property at random lo r enhanced security sere en i ng. This random element prevents te rrori sis from attempting to defeat the security system by I e ami ng how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

Feed back Type : Security Issue 
Categories : Duration of Screening Process: Miscellaneous/Other Current Date/Time · 10/29/2013 5:05:58 PM Airport . ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Date/Time of Travel . 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . I would Ii ke to provide three areas of concerns. 
First Conce m: 
The first concern deals with the security lines at the airports, specifically the high volume airport likes ATL and other big cities. Every time I am standing in line and waiting to be screened I can't help but feel vulnerable feeling like the perfect target for 
an adversary to detonate an explosive device in the middle of the security line I hat zig zag, oompacting all the passengers within a small area. I feel that the current configuralion and setup of securily lines at some of the major airports themselves 
creates a security flaw by bunching up people in an confined/small area. During busy periods, the density of people can be quite high. The one suggesting I have would be to put up explosive resistant barriers lining the security path up ta the paint of 
the x-rayslbody scanners so that in the event an adversary were to detonate a device, it would be confined locally and there would likely be less casualties. My second concern below would help the situation by appropriately using TSA resources 
reducing line siz.es. 
Second Gonce rn: 
The second concern deals with the &quot:special&quot: frequent fliers lines at airports and the miss use of Tax payer funds for the benefit of the airlines. I have personally asked several TSA agents if the airlines pay for the TSA agents manning the 
frequent fliers lines. Some has said they do not know, others have avoided the questions by explaining you have to fiy alot and a TSA supervisor in ATL told me the TSA has nothing to do with the frequent fi1er lines, and that the employees stationed at 
the front of the security Ii n e is the one th at divides the passengers. I explained to the su pe rvi sor that moments earlier I ob served a man who was assigned in the genera I screening Ii n e and went under the rope to go th ru the frequent flier Ii n e, When the 
man did thal. 2 TSA agents stopped the man and told him he needed to go thru the regular line as assigned. The supervisor explained to me that passengers are supposed to slay in I heir lines. However, based on my past flying experiences and 
observation, I have been asked by TSA agents ta go to the frequent flier TSA screener when there is no one waiting at the frequent flier line. Additionally, atleast this is true in ATL, but I see the same x-ray machine, body scanner, metal detector, and 
security procedures in the frequent fi ,er Ii nes that a re exactly the same as in the gen era I sere en i ng Ii nes. The re a pp ea rs to be nothing speci a I sec u nty wise with the frequent flier Ii ne s, so it does not matter what I in es a flier goes thru as long as they get 
screened by TSA 
If lhe airlines pay the salaries and security equipmenl for lhe &quot:special&quot: frequent flier lines, fine, I have absolutely no problem wilh that. If a passenger pay for special background check 10 go thru faster/more relaxed security lines I see no 
problems with that. If TSA agents are correcting passengers and forcing them to stay in segregated lines per airlines request AND TO THE BENEFIT OF THE Al RLI NES when there are NO DIFFERENCES in security screening standards and 
processes and airlines are NOT paying TSA agents nor the security equipment, that is blatantly a miss use of taxpayer funds and that practice needs to stop. The 2 TSA agents could have questioned the man who switch Imes to make sure hes not a 
security risk but they SHOULD NOT BE forcing passenger to go thru a specific line that is the same as the others because the airline wants it that way. If airlines are not paying security, they have no say! The inefficiency of this special line also 
contributes to what I think is a security risk as menlion in my first concern. 
Thi rd Concern c 

A different but related event I was persona 11 y involved in was at PH L where I got into the norm al security Ii ne and those same employees who sp Ii t passengers at the beginning of security Ii ne s to Id me that I had to check my bag be cause ,t wou Id not fit 
thru the x-ray machine but that I could try anyways. Once I told him that I will go ahead and try. he and his coworker immediately changed their minds and bullied me to check in my bag (because I would have to pay the airlines to check in my bag of 
course) even lhough I had flown lhe day before with the same bag as a carry on with no problem fitting thru securily equipment. The nearby TSA agent appropriately did not intervene but I was afraid lhat if I continued 10 ignore the 2 non security 
employees, the TSA agent would have seen me as belligerent once I got ta him and would have denied me entry again because of the two employees that I assume are hired by the airlines or even had me arrested by the airport police for ignoring the 
non secunty personnel. It would have been appropnate for the TSA agent to tell me that my belonging cannot go thru security for whatever reason but ,twas inappropriate for the non security employee to make such demands. My recommendation in 
this matter is lo r TS A to provide I ite rat u re/training to non-security airline emp I oye es NOT to advice passengers on security concerns, Addi ti o na 11 y. I would expect as security p roles s ion a Is for T SA agents to correct non security airport emp I oye es when 



12013 8 04:, 

Sirs: 

I ju st returned from vacation to find th at the Io ck on my suitcase had been opened by a TSA inspector at Boston-Logan. 

My first question is: After the inspection. WHY DIDN'T THE AGENT RELOCK THE LOCK? 

This is one of many instances I witnessed on this trip of the TSA compromising the personal security of individual flyers. 

For example. at FCA TSOs routinely require passengers to remove their money belts even though they know full well what they contain. (The idea behind the money belt is to conceal one's cash and passport so they don't get lost or stolen.) In this 
case, the passenger had left his money belt (which contained his passport) in lhe bin and franlically returned to retrieve ii, thereby salvaging his vacation. 

And at Boston Logan, a $20 bill was left lying on lhe floor because passengers are required 10 empty their pockets of harmless items. 

So my second quest ion: Does the T SA in any way consider the person al security of passengers in formula Ii ng its procedures? 

Caller went to fly with her dog this morning from Florida to Medford via United and was stopped at the airline ticket counter. The airline told her that TSA would not allow her dog to be too large for its kennel and medicated. They then would not let her 
board her flight. She was directed to call TSA. She has flown from Utah to FL on the same airline with the same dog before with no problem. 

Advised ca Iler: 

'2013 9:32: Pets traveling in the aircraft cabin must be presented to a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) at the screening checkpoint. The animal's owner is required to carry the animal through the walk-through metal detector (WTMD) or walk the animal 
through the WTMD on a leash. TSOs are required to resolve any alarms associated with lhe animal using visual observation and patdown inspections. The TSO may require owners to assist by controlling the animal during this process. All accessible 
property associated with animals. such as cabin kennels, must be separately screened using the x-ray machine. 

Contact the U.S. Department of Transportation's Aviation Consumer Protection Division operates a complaint handling system for consumers who experience air travel service problems and provides a 24-hour hotline at (202) 366-2220. 
Caller went to fly with her dog this morning from Florida 10 Medford via United and was stopped at the airline ticket counter. The airline told her thal TSAwould not allow her dog 10 be too large for ils kennel and medicated. They lhen would not let her 
board her flight. She was directed ta call TSA. She has fl awn from Utah to FL an the same airline with the same dog before with na problem. 

Advised ca Iler: 

12013 9:32: Pets traveling in the aircraft cabin must be presented to a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) at the screening checkpoint. The animal's owner is required to carry the animal through the walk-through metal detector (WTMD) or walk the animal 
through the WTMD on a leash. TSOs are required to resolve any alarms associated with the animal using visual observation and patdown inspections. The TSO may require owners to assist by controlling the animal during this process. All accessible 
property associated with animals, such as cabin kennels, must be separately screened using the x-ray machine. 

Contact the U.S. Department of Transportation's Aviation Consumer Protection Division operates a complaint handling system for consumers who experience air travel service problems and provides a 24-hour hotline at (202) 366-2220. 



2013 10:48 

Caller wants to know who she can speak to regarding a complaint. She has a service dog, she has flown before with the dog. and usually she walks first and then the dog walks behind her. And if she beeps then they do a patdown, she states that the 
TSO officer made her take off her leash and vest and told her she had to pick up the service dog and walk through. The dog ran away and by luck her husband was with her and ran after the dog. The TSO yelled at him and told him that he had to get 
his lingers swabbed and she states that this was a mess. She does not feel discriminated against. but she feels like this is poor training. She has never experienced this before. She traveled back out of Chicago and stated they were wonderful. All she 
had to do was walk through lhe machines with the animal. She specifically said I his was poor training and cusIomer service, not disability-related. She did not want informalion on how to file a disability-relaled complaint. 

P hoemx Sky Harbor 
September 19, 2013 
9:30am 
Terminal 3 
American Airlines 

Informed caller: 

Spec iii cal ly. you were conce med about screening lo r passengers who have service dogs. If a passenger has a service dog due to a dIsa b1 I ity or medIca I condition, both the passenger and the dog wi 11 be sere ened. The passenger should inform a 
Transportation Security Officer (TSO) that the dog is a service animal and not a pet, and we reccmmend that passengers have documentation or that the dog wear gear (a harness, vest, etc.) to indicate that it is a service animal. 

Passengers are expected to maintain control of their animals by holding onto the leash throughout the screening process, and they should not be separated from their dogs by TSA personnel. 

Passengers with service dogs will be screened either by a walk-through metal detector or thorough patdown. II the passenger and service animal are screened by a walk-through metal detector. they can proceed in one of three ways: 

• The passenger can walk through first with the dog following behind on its leash. 
• The dog can wa I k through Ii rst on ,ts I eas h with the passenger lo 11 owing behind. 
• The passenger and dog can walk through at the same time. 

If a passenger and the dog walk through at the same time and the metal detector alarms. both the passenger and dog are subject to additional screening, including a thorough patdown. If the passenger and dog walk through separately. only the party 
that alarms the metal detector will receive add1t1onal screening. It is very important that the passenger not make contact with the dog (other than holding the leash) until the dog has been cleared and inspected by a TSO. 

Caller asked why he is screened everytime he gets on the plane and has to remove his shoes, belt and hat before he goes through the wtmd or ait machine. He said he did not want the precheck info and could look into that himself. He declined his 
phone#. 

Response:Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) are required to screen all footwear to ensure they do not ccntain prohibited items. Mandatory shoe screening by x-ray is an effective method of identifying any type of anomalies, including explosives. 
TSOs can see if a shoe has been tampered wilh when they view it on the x-ray equipment. By requiring all passengers to remove shoes for x-ray screening, we increase both securily and efficiency at the checkpoinl. 

The Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) suggests that passengers place their footwear directly on the x-ray belt instead of in plastic bins. This makes it easier for TSOs to get a clearer x-ray image. 

I advised him he can apply for precheck and screening may allow passengers to no longer remove certain items such as lheir shoes, belts, or remove laplops from carry-on bags but I advised him that still is no guarantee he would not have to remove 
his shoes. 

'20131 :15: The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks 10 provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents ten-orists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove lhe random element from lhe system and undermine security. We simply cannol assume thal all terrorists will Iii a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we bel ,eve these sec u nty measures are necessary and ap prop nate for ensuring the security and conf1d en ce of al I air trave I ers. T SA continues to develop and deploy 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 



Caller asked why he is screened everytI me he gets on the plane and has to remove his shoes, belt and hat before he go es through the wtmd or ai t machine. He said he did not want the preche ck info and could look into th at hi mse If. He d eel in ed his 
phone#. 

Response:Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) are required to screen all footwear to ensure they do not contain prohibited items. Mandatory shoe screening by x-ray is an effective method of identifying any type of anomalies. including explosives. 
TS Os can see if a shoe has been tampered with when they view it on the x-ray equipment. By requiring all passengers to remove shoes for x-ray screening, we increase both security and efficiency at the checkpoint. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) suggests that passengers place their footwear directly on the x-ray belt instead of in plastic bins. This makes it easier for TSOs to get a clearer x-ray image. 

I advised him he can apply lo r preche ck and screening may a 11 ow passengers to no Io nge r remove certain items such as their shoes. belts. or remove I a ptop s from carry-on bags but I advised him th at sti 11 is no guarantee he would not have to re move 
his shoes. 

12013 1 '15' The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is imporIant. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring thal all passengers are Ireated with dignity, respect, and courIesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also se I ects passengers and their property at random lo r enhanced security sere en i ng. This random element prevents te rrori sis from attempting to defeat the security system by I earning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints. provides an additional layer of secunty at the checkpoint. and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Other: Screening 
Current Date/Time : 10130/2013 2:50:39 PM Airport DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel : 10/2612013 9:45 AM Airtine & Flight Number American Airlines Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Terminal Secunty TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· To Whom It May Concern: 

I strongly protest the treatment to which I was subjected when traveling through the Denver, CO International airport on October 26, 2013. A sign informed me that if I wished not to go through the body scanner. I could opt out for a pat down. By pat 
down, I took it literally as a pat down, not a body groping. I was separated from my things (since I could not go through with them, it was all I had and would've been helpless and stuck if someone stole them). I was NOT given the option of going 
through the metal detector as listed on your website, though people before rne were allowed through it. I had been willing to open my luggage ii necessary even though it would take longer, as I had time and nothing to hide. Even though they knew I 
had a problem with being touched, they gave me no other options (as I said, I thought ii would be a "pal down· not a body groping!). So, the only options given me were 10 go through the body scanner or get groped! Perhaps you may not believe ii, bul 
some people don·t like getting naked pictures taken of themselves by radiation or having strangers feel them up. I know what you tell people about those machines, but there is no evidence to back it up. There should be a third option: I was wearing no 

12013 4:06: metal. I was willing to have my carry-ans examined, I am a citizen of the United States in good standing. you have my name, my address. and all my information. I am not that big or strong (in other words, I am no threat), why on earth are you doing 
this to rne? In other countries, they have scanners that only scan for what you are looking for, which would be much more effective than those body scanners: maybe they cost money, but in all fairness, so did those scanners. I vehemently protest such 
violalion of righls for myself and all travelers like me, and insist that you give travelers a third option that does nol violate their rights as human beings. I know thal dogs can be trained to find lhese things you are looking for, and thal it can be done at a 
distance. why not that option? There are others still ... I don·t think US citizens should be subjected to such treatment, but at least we would not be violated, and I think non-citizens would appreciate the better treatment as well. Please take this under 
consi d era ti on. 

l(b)(6) I 
VVouid you like a response? _ True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 

Email l(b 1(6) l 
To leaJe a C0rtifri8f1t COf1ter r11r1g tliiS i8Gdt,ack. fall aw this link · http:J/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



12013 8 39: 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Missing or Damaged Items; Disability or Medical Condition Cur,-ent Date/Time, 10/31/2013 2:59:19 AM Airport· SFO - San Francisco International Date/Time of Travel· 10/08/2013 Airline & Flight Number, Air Canada 0738 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport Security check in TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . I have been a type 1 diabetic far 57 years and for the past 15 years have been wearing a Medtronic insulin pump.My level of control is excellent. 
I have flown many times wearing a Medtronic insulin pump and have had no problems at security check points in North America.Mexico or Europe. 

On October 8th, I had cleared the metal detector and explained to the attendanl official that the insulin pumps (I carry a spare pump in case of failure of the imbedded pump) could not be x-rayed and lhat I would prefer a &quol;pat down&quot;. I was 
assured that the scanner would not do ANY damage to an insulin pump and before I could consider or protest was whisked through and &quot;scanned&quot:. 
Un known to me both pumps were damaged and I began the Io ng day's j o u mey (Ia nd i ng in Kingston Ontario at 1200 midnight) without prop er de Ii very of ins u Ii n from 0900. If you a re at a 11 lam i Ii a r with Type 1 diabetes you wi 11 know how se nous a 

problem this is, 
I was surprised 10 see a rather high blood glucose level once I was on board my first flighi,but thought litlle of it since the stress of travel.some food I had eaten might have had this effect. I programmed the pump 10 deliver adequate insulin to correct 

the glucose level,not knowing that the pump delivered only a slight percentage of the programmed dose required.The motor mechanism in the pump had been damaged in the scanner. 
The next morning I was ill ,suffering a severely high blood glucose level (19 mmol)and high levels of ketones. Still, I thought perhaps travel stress had had an extraordinary effect since the pump did not indicate that it had failed:it was still delivering ( 
minute doses of) insulin. 
I gave myself an injection (not using the pump) of insulin and within 5 hours my blood glucose level had re1urned to normal. Good. 
I tested the pump and it showed no problems:it was deliverling miniscule amounts of insulin. 
That a/le rnoon I went for a wa I k, an activity that usually he I ps to stab i Ii ze and I ower b I ood sugar I eve Is. I was out for most of the aftemoo n. visiting with a friend before the walk. I le It u nus ua 11 y tired al I aftemoo n. assuming th at jet-I ag was having an 
effect along with the very high blood glucose test of that morning. I was horrified to see a blood sugar result of 30(mmol) by 5 o'clock accompanied by high levels of ketones. It struck me then that the pump had been adversely affected by the scanning 
device. I phoned the Medtronic 24 hour Helpline to ask how the pump might have been affected. I was led through a specific 1es1 and it was delermined that the motor mechanism had been damaged and the pump was delivering only a THIRD of the 
daily doses required to maintain my health.The total I daily dose of insulin I reuire is quite low, so basically I was receiving no mare thanthree or four units of insulin. 
A brand new pump was del 1ve red to my door by 11 pm that mg ht and with help I was able to re programme and start to use the device by about 1 am. 
From the time the damage to the pump was recognized and restarting the new pump I had been severely ill:dehydrated.vomiting with severe abdominal pain and at the same time.needed to take hourly blood tests, insulin injections and urine analysis 

to determine whelher or not hospilalization would be needed. 
The keto-acidotic condition lasted for 2 more days of severe illness. I have not experienced this condition in my entire life as a diabetic. My self-care is excellent and I am being honoured this coming month for just that level of self management. 
The after effects of this episode have lasted:extraordinary efforts on my behalf to stabilize diabetes management and regain the normal level of control.D1srupt1ons in sleep continue to be a problem. 

I am very unhappy about the level of respect lhat was afforded me when I CLEARLY STATED stated lhat I was wearing an insulin pump and could nol be exposed to x-ray. It is not clear to me how difficull it is 10 remember that Insulin pumps are 
exempt. Are your security staff not trained to protect the health of passengers as well as their security? 

As I flew my health was rapidly deteriorating and no one could have helped on board a plane.Even if it had been possible to determine the damage done.I could not use the second pump. since it too had been damaged. 
It would have been so simple to listen to me and give me the pat-down that I had requested. 

Caller will be traveling with a pet on board. 
The airline told her specific size for lhe cage etc and she has thal. 
She knows what the need. 
It is a Kitten 
She has proof of his shots but thought the vet said they need a h ea I th certificate 1 0 days before the trip, 
Someone at lhe airline said just so lhe cat looks heallhy. 

RESPONSE: 

'20131 :27: Told her we do not require paperwork but I cannot say about the airline. 

If she thinks there is risk of escape she can let the Officer know. 
(She confirmed she expects no issues for lhe young kitly). 

Pets traveling in the aircraft cabin must be presented to a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) at the screening checkpoint. The animal's owner is required to car,-y the animal through the walk-through metal detector (WTMD) or walk the animal 
through the WTMD on a leash. TSOs are required to resolve any alarms associated wilh the animal using visual observalion and patdown inspeclions. 
All accessible property associated with animals, such as cabin kennels. must be separately screened using the x-ray machine. 

Confirmed she should never leave the kitty in the carrier for the XRay machine screening. 



Caller will be traveling with a pet on board. 
The airline told her specific size for the cage etc and she has that. 
She knows what the need . 
It is a Killen 
She has proof of his shots but thought the vet said they need a health certificate 1 O days before the trip. 
Someone at the airline said Ju st so the cat I ooks healthy. 

RESPONSE: 

12013 1 :27: Told her we do not require paperwork but I cannot say about the airline. 

12013 4:09: 

If she thinks there is risk of escape she can let the Officer know. 
( She confirmed she expects no issues lo r the young kitty). 

Pets traveling in the aircraft cabin must be presented to a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) at the screening checkpoint. The animal's owner is required to carry the animal through the walk-through metal detector (WTMD) or walk the animal 
through the WTMD on a leash. TSDs are required to resolve any alarms associated with the animal using visual observation and patdown inspections. 
Al I accessi b I e property associated with an i ma Is, such as cabin kennels, must be separately sere ened using the x-ray machine, 

Confirmed she should never leave the kitty in the carrier for the XRay machine screening. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" 
Cun-ent Date/Time· 10/31/2013 2:26:16 PM Airport, LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel, 10/31/2013 12:45 PM Airline & Flight Number· AA 2452 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, T4 AA Priority TSA Employee: (II Known), 
Comment : All the rookies and leisure travelers really congesting the lines and taking exlremely long to get lhru and passing in and oul of metal detector. This should be freq 1ravelers. 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Yesterday I received four identical e-mail "responses" from TSA which failed to answer any of my questions regarding carelessness with my personal property and apparently gratuitous pat-downs of my wife. 

My origin al e-ma i I al O eta be r 5 and your nan- responses with my comments fo 11 aw. 

I look forward to eventually receiving honest answers to my questions. 

kb)(61 
Polebridge, Montana 

My original e-mail of October 5, 2013: 

Sirs: 

12013 B:O?: I Just returned from vacation to find that the lock on my suitcase had been opened by a TSA inspector at Boston-Logan. 

My first question is: After the inspeclion, WHY DI ONT THE AGENT RELOCK THE LOCK? 

This is one of many instances I witnessed on this trip of the TSA compromising the personal security of 1nd1v1d ua I flyers. 

For example, at FCA TSOs routinely require passengers 10 remove their money bells even lhough they know full well what lhey contain. (The idea behind the money belt is to conceal one's cash and passporl so they don't get lost or stolen.) In this 
case, the passenger had left his money belt (which contained his passport) in the bin and frantically returned to retrieve it, thereby salvaging his vacation. 

And at Boston Logan, a $20 bill was left lying on the floor because passengers are required to empty their pockets of harmless items. 

So my second question: Does the TSA in any way consider the personal security of passengers in formulating its procedures? 

Third question: My wife has an artificial knee, which sets off your metal detectors, After telling TSOs at FCA and in Boston that this was the case, she was subjected to humiliating pat-downs when simple wandings would have sufficed. (The pat-down 
at FCA was indiscreet to the poinl of being exhibitionistic. Unfortunalely, I did nol take down the name of lhe TSO.) Can you explain lhe reasoning behind I his policy? 

Hello, 

I am absolutely dismayed by how you folks have ruined the TSA Pre Check program. Those of that travel hundreds of flights a year spend a lot of time and money ta apply for Global Entry, Nexus. and TSA Pre Check. We struggle to schedule 
i nte rvi ews with custom's agents. figure out how to get he Pass I D properly loaded into our profi I e lo r every air I in e. and eventually 11 works. 

Prior to the lasl couple of weeks, TSA Pre was a huge timesaver and made a lot of sense. However, now thal you are inviting everyone into the TSA Pre line it is a disas1er. It has become lhe longesi. and most horrible, of lhe TSA lines. I will be a lot 
less likely to use TSA Pre afler today in Denver, and last week in Newark. Today I waited for 15 minutes as same idiot took 1 O tries toga through the metal detector. 

2013 9:59:' You either need to restore TSA Pre to the way it was or you need to convert all of the security lines to TSA Pre, The curTent situation is a terrible. 

Dale: 1111113 Time: 6:30AM Airporl: Denver 1n1ernational 



Hi, 

Exactly one week ago. on 25 October. I was at JFK Airport to board to my flight, I spent my vacation on NYC. 
Time to pass through the secure check of TSA, I followed all the procedures outlined by securily, one of I his procedures was to remove the la plop from my bag. 
Ok. I thought it was the safest place in the world and nothing cou Id ha pp en. 
So I took my I aptop from the bag and placed in a tray to go through the sea n and walked to the metal detector. 
When I left the metal detectors my my laptop was stolen, the tray was empty. 
It's nol permissible for a case of this lype of theft occurs in an area of ??maximum secure. 

,013 1 O:OO: rve open a case with the Port Authority but nothing happens until now. 
I want to know a bout yo ut T SA what is going to ha pp en. 
When we entered the meta I d ete cto r we oom pl etel y s u r,-end e red by thieves who commit thefts such this one, you have to do something a bout th at. 
Again, I was in the mosl secure airport on earth, this was not supposed 10 happen. 
I rea 11 y need an answer about that. 

Thank you. 

he is 60 years aid and does not travel much. At this airport they were very busy and were yelling back and forth at people. Caller went through the WTM D when the female TSO standing behind it told him he has to get back in line but he said he was 
the only one in line. He said the TSA Agents at the Miami Airport are rude. Caller told the TSO she was very hateful and asked to speak to a Supervisor,kb':1(6) !- The supervisor was very confrontational and told the caller that the TSO in question 
was not rude or hateful. He said the supervisor told him to file a complaint online if he wanted but would not give him that agent s name or badge #. 

ComplaintCSM 
Airport:Miami International 
Airline: Copa 
Flight Number:CM440 
Departure Time: 11am 
Description of Bag: My Way Brand Black carry on bag 
Location: At the checkpoint 
Terminal :Concourse H 
Contact k._b-'i ... (6_·•"'"' _________ __. 

2013 1: 1 O:, Name: Luz V. Rosario - CSM 
Phone: 305-421 f5yJ 
Emailj(bi(6·•, ~IACustomerService@tsa.dhs.gov 

Respanse:The Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ seeks to provide the highest level of security and customer service to all passengers. Every person and item must be screened before entering the airport's secured area, and the manner in 
which the s c reem ng is conducted Is import ant. 

A variely of security measures are applied to the screening of passengers and baggage, including random searches. Although a physical search may be required 10 clear an alarm, TransporIation Securily Officers (TSOs) are trained on professional 
and courteous screening procedures to make the process run smoothly and to reduce inconvenience. We regret that you were not satisfied with the service yau received. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of oomplaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, oorrective action whenever we determine that security
screening policies need modification or specific employees or learns are the subjecls of repeated complaints. 

Because the complaint concerns security s c reem ng at a specific airport. we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-mai I to the Custa mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 

TSA a pp recia I es th at you 100 k the time 10 share this concern with us. We a re con fide nl tha I through the conce ms brought to us by the t rave Ii ng public, we w i 11 be better able to address problem areas with corrective acl ion. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP!(b1(6) 
Date Time: 1111 12"'0"'"1 "'3""2...,: 1"'3"': 3"'0,....,,P""M,..... 

2013 5 07 , Nam~jrrh...,·"",l'-"R-'-i ----'-----, 
Ema,l:](b 1(61 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Southwest Flight #729/Terminal 1 in Las Vegas McCarran Airport/Gale 37 (Not 1otally sure of the gate, bul it was in the 30'sJ. Wednesday, October 30. To Denver-
Comments:A TSA agent made me stand aside to "see how it worked'" after I (very nicely) told her that I didn't want to be scanned. She told me that I had screwed up & that I should have waited until she decided where I should go and made me stand 
aside while she summarily let about 8 passengers through after asking them 1f they had metal on them. She then looked over and told me "see, that's how it works"' & finally called for a female assist. No one came after two calls, so I proceeded through 
the scanner where I was scanned twice because I "moved.'' I believe this woman is on a power trip and was very condescending and rude. I admit that I got very upset. I'm tired of all the radiation l"ve been subjected to and feel that I have a right to 
refuse (even 10 speak before spoken to) & gel service promptly. I should have asked for a supervisor and cleared it up on the spot, but I was too upsel to think clearly. I would hope thal someone in the TSA cares about punitive, punishing behavior 
dished out by their agents. Possessions have already gone through the scanner. If you were travelling alone. your cash & credit cards are at risk while you are made to wait. I made the same request in Denver before I left & was sent on my way 
through just the metal detector. 
Disability Description: Caller has a prosthetic device in her knee. The caller stated that her knee is made of metal and plastic. 

Response Details: Advised the caller that in Michigan, the two airports that participate are Detroit Metropolitan Wayne County Airport (DTW) and Gerald R. Ford International Airport (GRR). 

If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

A patd own procedure a I so is used to resolve any a I a nms of a metal d elector or a no ma Ii es identified by A IT. 

We understand and regret the discomfort and inconvenience passengers may experience as a result of patdown procedures. Nevertheless. we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of 
al I air trave I ers. 

Specifically, you were interested in filing a civil rig his complaint because you believe that you, or someone you know, were discriminated against by TSA on the basis of his or her disability or medical condition. 

Sent Email 

2013 1 :07:, lncidenl Details: The caller was traveling from Kalamazoo to Detroit, then from Detroit to Florida. In Kalamazoo lhe boarding pass said she had TSA PreCheck. The caller stated I hat I hey lold her they do not have PreCheck. 

The ca 11 er stated that she is a retired delta employee. The ca 11 er stated that everyti me she goes through the machine. 11 wi 11 set off an a I a rm and she gets patted down. The cal I er shows them her employee ID and other documents to prove she has 
worked for the airlines, 

The caller stated that she shows them or tells them before screening that she had a knee replacement. 

Most of the ti me. they ju st take her to get patted down. 

The caller stated that they treat her like a criminal. Everytime she leaves out of Kalamazoo they treat her like a criminal and other airports as well. She got patted down and does not like it. The caller stated that she feels discriminated against because 
she is disabled. 

The caller feels like lhey are treating her like a terrorisl. She feels like if her knee sets the alarm she should nol get palled down since olher people who do nol have a knee replacement do not get patted down. 



chemical patch he had that set off the ETD. The caller stated that he was missing a pair of cowboy boots and a chain off the boots. The caller mentioned that the officers also left his empty water container out. The caller stated that when he goes 
through A IT or WTM D and a I arms he only gets a pa rti a I patdown, but when he tested positive on ETD he is taken to a room and his property hand searched and given a very thorough patdown, The ca 11 er stated that he has fi own every other month lo r 
the last 5 years and I his is the firsl time I his has happened to him. The caller stated thal he had a nole from his doctor showing his medical issues, including metal implants and braces etc. The caller stated that he was taken 10 another room for 
additional screening and he has mobility issues which were tested during! his time. When asked the caller first said that he did not declare any medical or mobility issues to the TSOs but then after I confirmed this he changed his mind and told me he 
did I et them know. It was very unclear whether the cal I er declared anything to the officers. 

The caller said he was made to raise his shirt empty his pockets and remove his shoes when he got in the room for additional screening. The caller stated that in order to remove a medical brace he has to undo his pants. The caller stated I hat it is not 
fair to wheelchair passengers to check for ETD when its the airline that is giving the passenger the wheelchair. The caller said that he only had his over night bag with him and no other property. The caller stated that there was no reason to give him 
add1t1onal screening for testing positive on the ETD test since this was all that he had with him and is a retired police officer. The caller stated that he is flying again on 11 12 2013 and returning on 11 202013. The caller informed us that if he has to go 
through this again he will be contacting the news. The caller wanted to know why I did not understand that the ETD does not pick up explosives and is used for checking for medical chemicals on the skin. The caller agreed with me sending this 
comp I a i nl to the CS M of T PA. The ca 11 er stated that he could not believe what TSA does 10 passengers. 

The caller was advised that in the future inform the TSO of the medical patch. implants etc before screening begins so that they are aware of the ,terns. 
I discussed with the caller that there is no set statistic on how often someone will get a ETD swab test. I discussed with the caller that for the safety of the public TSA must resolve all alarms and anomalies. I informed the caller that if he tested positive 
on the ETD that he would have to be add i Ii on al I y sere ened a Io ng wi I h his property so I hey co u Id clear him to go on boa rd as they would with any 01 her passenger. 

2 O 13 1 : 17:' Caller 1s ult, mate ly concerned with the screening procedures set in place for ETD tests and screening of wheelchairs so I am se ndrng to CS M. 

I discussed wilh the caller thal we do nol have a set list of what will or will nol set of an ETD test. 

Regardless of whether a passenger is screened by the walk-through metal detector, AIT, or a thorough Patdown, the wheelchair scooter will be physically inspected, including the seat cushions and any non-removable pouches or fanny packs. It will 
also be tested for traces of explosives, and any removable pouches wi 11 be required to undergo x-ra y screening , 

I explained to the caller that also when passengers have an ostomy they will let the passenger self Patdown the area and then do the ETD on the passenger. 

I advised the caller that the ETD test is used on property and passengers. 

I advised the caller that there is no way to guarentee that a passenger will not revieve a pat down. I informed the caller that TSA relolves alarms with patdowns. I also informed the caller that passengers are selected at random for additional screening 
such as the P atdown. 

I informed the caller that doc1ors noles are not required but can be presented bul they do nol exempl passengers from screening. 



chemical patch he had that set off the ETD. The caller stated that he was missing a pair of cowboy boots and a chain off the boots. The caller mentioned that the officers also left his empty water container out. The caller stated that when he goes 
through A IT or WTM D and a I arms he only gets a pa rti a I patdown, but when he tested positive on ETD he is taken to a room and his property hand searched and given a very thorough patdown, The ca 11 er stated that he has fi own every other month lo r 
the last 5 years and I his is the firsl time I his has happened to him. The caller stated thal he had a nole from his doctor showing his medical issues, including metal implants and braces etc. The caller stated that he was taken 10 another room for 
additional screening and he has mobility issues which were tested during! his time. When asked the caller first said that he did not declare any medical or mobility issues to the TSOs but then after I confirmed this he changed his mind and told me he 
did I et them know. It was very unclear whether the cal I er declared anything to the officers. 

The caller said he was made to raise his shirt empty his pockets and remove his shoes when he got in the room for additional screening. The caller stated that in order to remove a medical brace he has to undo his pants. The caller stated I hat it is not 
fair to wheelchair passengers to check for ETD when its the airline that is giving the passenger the wheelchair. The caller said that he only had his over night bag with him and no other property. The caller stated that there was no reason to give him 
add1t1onal screening for testing positive on the ETD test since this was all that he had with him and is a retired police officer. The caller stated that he is flying again on 11 12 2013 and returning on 11 202013. The caller informed us that if he has to go 
through this again he will be contacting the news. The caller wanted to know why I did not understand that the ETD does not pick up explosives and is used for checking for medical chemicals on the skin. The caller agreed with me sending this 
comp I a i nl to the CS M of T PA. The ca 11 er stated that he could not believe what TSA does 10 passengers. 

The caller was advised that in the future inform the TSO of the medical patch. implants etc before screening begins so that they are aware of the ,terns. 
I discussed with the caller that there is no set statistic on how often someone will get a ETD swab test. I discussed with the caller that for the safety of the public TSA must resolve all alarms and anomalies. I informed the caller that if he tested positive 
on the ETD that he would have to be add i Ii on al I y sere ened a Io ng wi I h his property so I hey co u Id clear him to go on boa rd as they would with any 01 her passenger. 

2 O 13 1 : 17:' Caller 1s ult, mate ly concerned with the screening procedures set in place for ETD tests and screening of wheelchairs so I am se ndrng to CS M. 

I discussed wilh the caller thal we do nol have a set list of what will or will nol set of an ETD test. 

Regardless of whether a passenger is screened by the walk-through metal detector, AIT, or a thorough Patdown, the wheelchair scooter will be physically inspected, including the seat cushions and any non-removable pouches or fanny packs. It will 
also be tested for traces of explosives, and any removable pouches wi 11 be required to undergo x-ra y screening , 

I explained to the caller that also when passengers have an ostomy they will let the passenger self Patdown the area and then do the ETD on the passenger. 

I advised the caller that the ETD test is used on property and passengers. 

I advised the caller that there is no way to guarentee that a passenger will not revieve a pat down. I informed the caller that TSA relolves alarms with patdowns. I also informed the caller that passengers are selected at random for additional screening 
such as the P atdown. 

I informed the caller that doc1ors noles are not required but can be presented bul they do nol exempl passengers from screening. 

Caller stated she is in her 60 s, she flies often for business. She normally flies out of the Abilene Airport on American Eagle Airline and it the Airport used to have an AIT machine but now has a WTMD. She stated she always she sets the alarm off the 
WTMD and she thinks it may be because of her underwire bra. She states she must always go through a pat down and ii is embarrassing. Wants to know if I have any suggestions. 

Advised caller Walk Through Metal Detectors 
lte ms that could set off a meta I detector include: 

•keys 
•loose change 

2013 5: 15:: •mobile_ electronic devices 
•heavy I ewe I ry 
•clothing with meta I buttons, snaps, or cuffs 
•metal hair barrettes or other hair decoration 
•belt buckles 
•under-wire bras 
Advised when traveling she may want to not wear an under-wire bra, adv the WTMD would pick up anything metal. Then would require pat down. 



Caller stated she is in her 60 s, she flies often for business. She normally flies out of the Abilene Airport on American Eagle Airline and it the Airport used to have an AIT machine but now has a WTMD. She stated she always she sets the alarm off the 
WT MD and she thinks ,t may be because of her u nderwire bra. She states she must al ways go through a pat down and it is em barra ssrng. Wants to know if I have any s ugg esti o ns. 

Advised ca Iler Wa I k Through Meta I Detectors 
lte ms that ca ul d set off a meta I detector include: 

•keys 
•loose change 

2013 5: 15:, •mobile_ electronic devices 
•heavy J ewe I ry 
•clothing with meta I buttons, snaps, or c ulfs 
·metal hair barretles or olher hair decoration 
•belt buckles 
•under-wire bras 
Advised when traveling she may want to not wear an under-wire bra, adv the WTMD would pick up anything metal, Then would require pat down. 

b1(6) 

Dear TSA Administration. 

With the recent tragic shooting here at LAX, it definitely shows that we need more measures to prevent such tragedies. I think another method would be to 

2013 8.2fr' utilize the supermarket and department stores metal/label detectors used against shoplifters. Those metal bars at every entry go off when someone has an item that is questionable. I think that with the increased amount of technology that we have ,t 
· " be possi b I e to detect guns on the bad guys, Use undercover agents or manned security at these entrances, 

The airports are too easily accessed and need to be fortified ta intimidate bad guys at every entry. Giving them the chance ta make it through any airport concourse 
endangers so many more lives. I think that even the sight of those metal detectors will stop some of these horrible deranged people willing to take others lives. 

We all need to fly , but we definitely need to make it harder for criminals to take away that freedom from all of us. 

Sincerely, 

l(b1(6) I 
Mother at two 

2013 8:27:, 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-;::::::===:::::-------····························· 
Remote Client IPkb 1(6) ! 
Date Time 11/3/2013 11 :11 52 PM 

Namgh@i 
Ema__t,I1R·, 
Complainls:Long Lines I Lenglhy Wait at Checkpoinf 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 
Comments:The 'managed inclusion' pilot in precheck lanes is awful. It's clogging lanes with travelers who have no clue what to do even in a regular line. Not only have they not been pre screened to the extent of nonmal precheckers, but they delay the 
preche ck I a ne by taking shoes off II iq uid s out/I a ptop s out only to put them al I back before fi na 11 y getting thru the meta I detector. Please end the pi lot before 1 he value of p recheck is entire I y gone, 



Forwarded to TCC 

---Original Message---
F rom: TSA-C on tJ ct Ce nl er@d hs .gov [ ma i I to: T SA-Conta etc en ter@d hs .gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 3:34 PM 
To: T SA-Contact Ce nter@d hs .gov: T SA-Co ntactCe nter@d hs. gov; TSA-Co ntactCente r@dhs.gov; TSA-ContactC ente r@d h s. gov 
Cc; TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov 
Subjecl: Got Feedback : ORD - Chicago-O'Hare International 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time: 10130/2013 3:34:00 PM Airporl: ORD - Chicago-O'Hare International DatelTime ofTravel: 10130/2013 12:10 PM Airline & Flight Number: ASA29 Checkpoint/Area of 

1013 1 O: 33: Airport · Te rm i na I 3 near American Airlines TSA Employee: ( If Known) : One more overweight idiot with a government job Comment · Your preche ck does not work for those with medical devices such as a pacemaker. Do you rea I ize pacemaker 
patients cannot go through the metal detectors unless you want them to die while forcing them to be screened since the detectro could possibly cause the device to not properly send a signal to the heart to beat? I paid for precheck through GOES and I 
would expect your scree ne rs to do a hand pat down in the precheck Ii ne, Apparently they are not trained or misinformed as to their job function and what exactly is required for pre ch eek patrons who have implanted medical devices, Idiot employees 
ins1ead made me go through regular line, lake off my bell, remove coat, remove walch, take computer oul of bag, stand at xray, etc. Annoying 10 say the leasl. I paid for this service since I am 77 years old and cannot handle any more stress with 
traveling. You need to get your agents at the precheck line trained to perform a pat down and not force them to use two lines while possibly having their personal items stolen from the xray belt. This is the second time in a week this has happened so I 
would venture to say you have not trained your employees adequately to handle those with implanted medical devices in the precheck line. This also occurred in Seattle on Wed, Oct 23 at 7:00am fi1ght ASA20. I spoke with the supervisor who told me 
the employees in Seattle were not trained, It appears they were not trained in Chicago either. Get it fixed!'! 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name b·:1 61 
Phone Number '"'h""'·1""1"'r;""·., -'-'-'---...----' 

Email · b)(ff1 
To leavn..,..,..,,,.,,,,,=..,,,,..,..=,m1,is feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time 1114/2013 2:23:48 PM Airport: ONT - LA/Ontano International Date/Time of Travel 10/3112013 4:30 AM Airline & Flight Number American Airlines Flight #AA2200 Checkpoint/Area of Airport Security Checkpoint TSA 
Employee: (II Known), unknown Comment, Our flight was scheduled to board at 5:15 am, but at 4:35 am we were still downstairs waiting for the TSA checkpoint to open. We watched as staff went up the escalator and heard equipment start up. We 
heard someone say &quot:Are we ready to rumble&quoi; and then were allowed to go upslairs. Two flights worth of passengers wailing to get lhrough security all at the same time. 
At the top of the e sea I a tor an a gent asked each passenger what airline they were flying and sig na I ed them to the rig ht or I efl. Most passengers were on our flight and the Ii n e became backed up and there was no Io nger any room for passengers who 
had been allowed to go upstairs. To clear the upstairs both sides were open to all passengers. 

We were senl to the left side which had two slations. One for TSA Pre Check and lhe olher regular security. I was sent to the TSA Pre Check and my husband sent lhrough regular security. My lickel was checked and I conlinued to the conveyor bell, 
put my belongings in the basket. started to take off my shoes and was instructed to keep them on and walked through and opening without a metal detector! 

2013 4 :0B:< Please note, I HAVE NOT BEEN CLEARED FOR TSA PRE CHECK! Anyone experiencing this same situation could have very easily carried something through security since no metal detector was used! 

Thank goodness, I am not a threat and want to make you aware of what happened. 
It's particularly scary to think this was allowed to happen just days before the LAX TSA incident in which people were inJured. 

Please check into this 10 make sure our sleepy lillle 1own continues 10 be a safe place to fly. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Nam (b)(ffi 
Phone Number 1h··,1r;·, 

Email Jrh,1R1 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



The caller indicated that she would like to speak with a supervisor to file a complaint. 

I advised that I would be glad to help her with her complaint. 

The caller flew today. 11 4 from Yak1I Ecuador to MIA to JFK with American Airlines flight 1280 departing from gate D22. She was at the checkpoint between 7am and 7:30am. The flight was scheduled to leave at 8: 15am. The checkpoint was the 
checkpoint on the left on the way to gate D22. 

She indicated that she bou ht a bottle of liquor at the airport. It was in a plastic bag and sealed. She was advised at the checkpoint that the bottle of liquor was not permitted through the checkpoint. She indicated that a blond, young lady, with curly hair 
gave her a ticket numbe b )(6) nd indicated D-22 7:30 and D-33 on the ticket. This TSO advised that she would get the bag to the airline and check it with airline. however the TSO would not allow her to remove the candy, bread, and black pair of 
pants from the bag. The TSO advised that all of the items in the bag would have to be checked. 

20 3 4.37., The caller indicated that she went through the WTMD and there was an alarm. The caller indicated that it was likely caused by her underwire bra. A TSO made the comment that They all say that it is there underwire bra She indicated that she would 
1 · ·' remove her bras to prove this to hem and to clear the alarm. The TSO continued to make comments and to make fun of her after this occurred. She stated that she did not get the names of the TSOs. 

Also, she hasn t received lhe bag thal TSA checked for her She received all of her other bags. She spoke wit~b)(61 !al Baggage Claim as well askb)(61 !She was advred lhal bee ~ag is at JFK and that ii will be delivered to her. She 
indicated that the bread will be ruined by the time that it is delivered.!(b i(6 i I advised her to call back between five and five thirty to determine if the bag can be delivered todayb .1(6 ialso referred her to TSA. The caller indicated that she 
had to work tomorrow and may not be able to be there when the bag is de Ii vered. 

I apologized and advised I hat I had documented lhe information provided. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints received so that we can 1rack I rends and spot areas of concern I hat may require special attenlion. TSO are 1rained 10 Ire at 
each passenger with dignity. respect, and courtesy and apologized if she did not receive such treatment. I advised that I would refer the information to the CSM at MIA to make them aware. The CSM would have the means to look into. and address the 
situation. 

I advised that there is a restriclion in the amount of type of alcohol that can be in carry on. LGA in carry on must be in containers 3.4oz or smaller and these containers must fit comfortably in one quarl size clear plastic resealable bag. 

I explained that generally, TSA doesn t check baggage for passengers.Passengers are provided the option to return to the airline to check a bag. The caller insisted that the female TSO advised that she would get the bag to the airline. 

I am writing the Transportalion Security Administralion because of an unprofessional and highly upsetting evenl I experienced at the Dallas Fort Worth airpor1. As I have had posilive experiences with your organization before, I lhought it 
important to share with you the way that some of your employees are treating the citizens of this country. 

This letter is specifically in reference to a situation brought on by my status as a queer person, but it is also on behalf of human beings everywhere, No person. be they seemingly 'normal" or "different" from your perception of the norm, should 
be treated as "less than· by anybody, but especially by a government employee. Our governmenl is in place to protect the interests of its people. 

Before I begin, I need to explain something to you. I wear men's clothing and a breast binder. which is a special shirt that makes my breasts almost completely flat. A few years ago, I bound my breasts for the first time and felt more comfortable 
than I have ever felt. This year. I purchased a binder and made it a part of my every day attire. It is so much a part of my identity that if I get dressed and do not wear it, I feel wrong. Without my binder under my clothing, I feel uncomfortable and have 
litlle confidence. 

Let me make something very clear: I do not want to be a man. I do not identify as transgender. I love being a woman and I love my body, but my "look" is a large factor of my gender identity. My identity is what many in my community would refer to as 
'boi.'' The style in which I feel comfortable is youthful and masculine. When I wear my clothes, binder and all, I feel like a complete and attractive human being. 

2013 8'09 ' 1 My style, however, can be confusing to people in everyday life with whom I am not acquainted. I alien encounter people trying to determine my gender or confusing me for a man. For the most part, this does not bother me, as curiosity is a natural 
human response. Two places I have recently noticed this confusion were at different airports. one being Seattle Tacoma and the other being Dallas Fort Worth, when I got to the secunty checkpoint. I am going to descnbe the two very different 
experiences with the TS A as me ans to exp Iain what should and what s hou Id not happen with regards to LG BT peop I e at the airport: 

About a month ago, I traveled to Seattle to see family and friends. When I was going through security for my return flight, I was greeted by a friendly male TSA employee. I work for a company that sells construction equipment and their logo is on my 
luggage. "A tool guy, huh?" he said, smiling at me. I nodded and smiled back, as I had no reason to be offended. 

I walked through the scan, as everyone had to. Something showed up on my chest so I was asked by a female TSA employee to step aside for a pat down. an employee with whom I am thoroughly impressed. It seemed she recognized me as 
transgender, which-again-does not offend me, as it is a common mistake. What she did next is exactly what she should have done. In a calm, quiet tone. she asked me if I would be more comfortable with a male or a female patting me down. 
assured her I was fine wilh her performing lhe pat down. She ran her hand across the front of my chest in a quick, thorough, and professional sweep and, when she realized there was nothing I here, allowed me to put on my shoes and be on my way to 
the gate. 

This is what should happen. The employee made every effort she could to make me feel comfortable in an uncomfortable situation, Though she never explicitly tried to identify my gender. she was sensitive to my ·gender queer" status in asking ii I 
would be more comfortable with a male or female palling me down. II was professional and discreet and a pertecl example of how one should be trealed by airport security. Americans, after all, spend a greal deal of money on air travel every year. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' , Screening 
Current Date/Time: 1115/2013 8:35:46 AM Airport ORF - Norfolk International Date/Time ofTravel: 11/0412013 12:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: US Airways 4247 Checkpoinl/Area of Airport: Soulhwesl/US Airways TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment . November 5, 2013 
Dear T SA Supervisor. 

In my fairly frequent flying, I have found TSA agenls to be respectful, responsible, and courteous. Not loday. My two worst experiences flying have taken place at the security station at the SouthwestlUS Airways concourse at the Norfolk International 
Airport. 
I had a boarding pass for the 1 :45 pm US Airways fi1ght to Philadelphia. I went through secunty around 12:30pm. 
With an orange TSA pre-check sticker on my boarding pass, I was directed to go through the walk-through metal detector, The alarm went off I had no shoes on, no pockets, no belt loops, no belt, just elastic-waist pants and a cotton shirt. I took off 
all my jewelry - a watch and a silver chain. The alarm rang each time, lhree times total. The TSA woman said I hat lhe machine was indicaling something al my waist. I lifted my shirt 10 show I hem my elastic waislband. 
There were two TSA women, one of them probably in training. They kicked in to their procedures. I knew what was coming and could feel myself beginning to get very upset. I began deep breathing. &quot:Don't touch your things. Follow me. Stand 
here.&quot: Power asserted. All assumptions of innocence obliterated. 
Perhaps the TSA agent was new and learning, but I NEVER want to experience what she put me through again -two deep crotch feels, breast pressing all over. I stood there silently crying. My adult son touched my hand to comfort me. He then had 
to have the full pal down. Unbeknownst to us, he wasn't supposed 10 1ouch me. &quot;Those are the rules,&quol; the woman said. 

,013 10:01: Who protects me from Security? They found nothing on either of us, no metal around my waist or anywhere else. 
&quot;You're free to go. ma'am.&quot: she finally said. 
No apology for violating me when I had fol lowed a 11 of the rules. No a c knowl ed gm ent that the machine had been wrong , And no inkling of hum an ity for a 58 year old woman who had done nothing wrong having to suffer such a pub Ii c viol at ion, In any 
other arena of my life, I his would have been called assault and I would have pressed charges. 
My second worst experience flying, also at this security post, was triggering the metal detector and subsequent full body pat down because there were wires in my bra. I have never encountered any experience remotely like these in any other 
airport. 
Is there no way to travel without being assaulted by TSA agents for a bra and elastic? This has gone too far. I do not deserve this treatment. nor does anyone. I would never tolerate this kind of disrespect anywhere else in my life, 
I undersland that security may have been heightened due to the tragedy thal occurred in the LA airport last week. My husband was a Congressman recently. I understand the necessity for airporl security. 
And in the name of security yesterday, my freedom and humanity were taken away from me. I did not feel safer, believe me. 
I never want to fly through Norfo I k again. And. yet I must for I I 1ve in New Hampshire and my mother is near death in Virginia Beach. Please, do not make me go through this Orwel Ii an experience ag am. Please rethink and rewrite your policies. I am 
asking for some balance in our security policies. The pendulum has swung too far. Please train yourTSA agents to be responsible as well as understanding, respectful and humane. 

Sincerely, 

!(b,(61 ! 
Would you like a res~p_o_n_se_?_, _·_T_ru_e _____ ~ 
Passenger's Name :!(b)(ff:, I Phone Number ""lr'"'h"".""'"R""·-, __ __,li::mail l,.(b_."'1(_6-'-l ________ __,~o leave a commenl concerning lhis feedback, follow this link: http:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB2IApplicationManager 

The caller was traveling out of Colona B. C. into the US and got a full search out of Seattle. His ilinerary was Colona 10 Seallle 10 Oakland. He wenl to lunch and came back into the security area and he received a full search including a paldown and 
was told it was because of SSSS on the boarding pass. This has never happened before to him and he immigrated to Canada from US. He didn t set off any alarms going through the AIT when he received a patdown. 

Advised: 

The ··s" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
Nation's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

TSA does not discuss or release specifics about securily screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Securily Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI 10 lhe public because it is 
considered detrimental to the security of transportation. 

2013 4 :50:, Explained that a patdown is required to clear discrepancies in the AIT or WTMD. 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
transportation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
• Traveler's belief thal they are on a government watch lisl. 
• Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 
• Difficulty pnnting a boarding pass at home or at the kiosk. 

For those who encounler misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevent watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for OHS redress online at hllps: trip.dhs.gov. OHS componenls will 
review the request and share information with other agencies to address the issues identified in the TRIP application. TSA's Secure Flight uses the results of the redress process in its watch list matching process to help prevent future delays for 
misident1f1ed passengers. However, because airline procedures for screening passengers against Federal watch lists vary, individuals may still be required to check in for flights at the airlines ticket counter. 



The caller traveled 3 ar 4 times in the last 3 ar 4 weeks and she is a global entry member and she was flying on US Airways and the precheck line was clogged with people who were foreigners and people who never received precheck before. She 
was on a fi Ig ht out of p hoe nix and the Ii ne was long and the same thing happened. peop I e with brown and yellow passports from Ge nm any and Denmark and pea pl e who never received p recheck before. She ta I ked to a T SA agent at the airport who 
told her that 1 out of 4 are selected for precheck at that particular time to manage traffic control and that these people are deemed low risk. She is concerned for two reasons and one is for safety. She does not believe that TSA can do an effective job 
of screening 25 percent of lhe airporl populalion and she couldn I believe thal non US citizens were being allowed through lhe line. The second poinl is the spirit of the matler. She paid S100 and had a background investigation and she 901 
fingerprinted ta be in this program while these other people are randomly selected and are clogging up the precheck lines and defeating the whole purpose of having precheck. She said she would go to the media with this and re part it ta the Wall 
Street Jo urn al. 

Advised: 

The airlines su bm1t the passenger s information to Secure Flight and they run ch eeks on th em and d ete rmin e these passengers to be I ow risk when trave Ii ng. 

2013 7:11 :C TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expediled screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger dala. Using lhe same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided for years, TSA's risk-based analysis will increase 
the number of travelers who may be eligible for TSA Pre\u2713'". 

Cun-ently, the Secure Flight data that is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevent known or suspected ten-orists from gaining access to an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA's new initiative will use this same information to 
also idenlify low-risk passengers to determine if I hey should be directed 10 lhe TSA Pre\u2713 '" lane for expedited screening. 

TSA's new nsk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Pre\u2713 1~ lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification venf1ed by a TSA 
officer and wi 11 go through a metal d etectar or Advanced Imaging Techno I og y sea n ne r as pa rt of security p raced u res, 

I submitted the above-referenced claim via your website on September 5th, 2013 but have not heard anything back yet (except for a brief standardized survey). I am contacting you today to follow-up on the status of the claim. If you could please 
provide me with a case update. it wou Id be greatly appreciated , 

Thank yau for your time and attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

kb1(6) 

Fro (b)(61 
To: tsa-contactcenter s.gov 

2013 8,09,, Subjecl: Damaged Item: August 21, 2013 Flight Out of Seat111(b l(6i 
Date: Thu, 5 Sep 2013 20:18:48 +0000 ==~---~ 

TransporIation Securily Administration (TSA) 

HYPE RL INK "m a1 Ito: TSA-Co ntactCente r@dhs.gov"T SA-Co ntactCe nter@d hs. gov 

17801 lnlernational Blvd. s., Box 309 

Seattle. WA 98158 

1-866-28 9-96 73 

Airporl and Terminal: Seattle Tacoma, Central #8 



Caller Is on the Isa.gov website and is trying to fill out the Talk to TSA form. Drop down boxes for the airline does not show all states or airports. Feedback does not have any categones, 11 also wont let him send the form because there is no way to 
Ii 11 in those sect ions. 

I checked the website and had the same issues he had. I thanked him for letting us know and asked if there was something that I could help him with. 

2013 1 :24:( He said he has PreCheck, but also has an artificial hip, He wanted to know if he goes through the AIT would he still have to take off his belt, shoes. jacket. 

2013 2 58 C 

I told him that if he goes through the machine and it alarms, the TSOs will have to resolve the alarm. If he does not alarm. then he will not have to do anything else. He stated that the PreCheck line does not have AIT, it usually has the WTMD. He 
asked if that would alarm when he goes through. I told him some metals do not alarm. I told him he would need to tell the screener he has the metal implant before the screening begins. He said he does and they take him to the other line to be 
screened via the AIT. I told him that is all he needs to do and the TSO will determine the best way to assist him, but if he sets off an alarm. the TSOs will have to resolve it which may include him removing his belt, shoes, etc. 

The caller stJled thal he is a GE member and had been gelling the precheck logo on the boarding pass but the last few times he has flown he has not. The caller staled thal he has slill been selected for precheck benefits on these flights. The caller 
wanted to make sure that there was not an issue and was upset because of the incident. The caller stated that he had heard about a Managed Inclusion process that was being implemented at LAS. The caller stated that this was making it hard for 
individuals who a re fa mi Ii ar with the T SA precheck program be cause passengers who did not reg u I a rl y get 11 were not fa mi I ,ar with p recheck procedure. 

Advised caller: Advised lhe caller that the printing of lhe precheck logo on the boarding pass is an airline function and his eligibility for expedited screening is not dependant on thal fact. Advised lhe caller that his eligibilty for the expedited screening is 
determined when the airline forwards his reservation information to TSA and it is then embedded into the barcode of boarding pass. Advised the caller that TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a 
nsk-based analysis of passenger data. Using the same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided for years. TSA's nsk-based analysis will increase the number of travelers who may be eligible for TSA Pre\u2713 "'. 

Currently, the Secure Flight data that is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevenl known or suspecled terrorists from gaining access 10 an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA"s new initiative will use this same information to 
also identify low-risk passengers to determine if they should be directed to the TSA Pre\u2713'" lane for expedited screening. 

TSA's new risk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Pre\u2713"' lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSA 
officer and wi 11 go through a mel al detector or Advanced Imaging T echno I og y sea n ne r as pa rt of security procedures. 

Advised the cal I er that other passengers wi 11 become lam i Ii a r with preche ck as ti me goes on and that wait ti me w, 11 decrease m the lulu re Advised the ca 11 er to p I ease bear with us as we implement this new process. 

Hello. 

This morning I was in line for screening at Seatac airport when I asked the agent to pat me down instead of requiring me to go through either machine due to my early pregnancy (13 weeks with twins). He ignored my request. telling me to go through 
the metal deIecIor. I told him I was concerned about the safety of the machine and told him again of my request for a pat down and pointed 10 my obviously pregnanl belly. 

This time , in a very stem voice. he told me stop talking and to listen to him, that he had chcsen me to go through the machine and to do 11. Not knowing what else to do, I complied. 

My question is what can be done when an agenl doesn't comply with your organization's own policies, as ii is my understanding thal anyone, regardless of whether a medical condition exists, can requesl a pat down. Also, whal can be done lhe next 
time I encounter an agent like this? 

2013 3:06:, I am gravely concerned about the effects of even minimal radiation and ahould not be forced to put my unborn and still developing children in danger because I would like to occasionally travel, particularly when another. safer, and equally effective 
option exi sl s. 

PI ease advise as I would appreciate your a ssIsta n ce 

B esl regards, 



On October 17th I was at the TSA checkpoint at SFO at about 7:10PM. I was separated from my bags while I awaited a female assist far a patdown (SFO has few female officers. and it can take upwards al 15 minutes for a female assist ta be located) 
when the T SA agent closed the metal detector as I was about to step into it, and insisted that I use the Al T scanner instead. 

I watched my bags, which had already gone through lhe x-ray, closely, repeatedly asking the TSA agent 10 have lhem moved to a secure area. My requesls were refused. After wailing about 10 minutes, I watched as a passenger (1) placed his own 
laptop in his bag, (2) removed the colorful scarf I had placed aver my own laptop and (3) placed my laptop in his bag as well. I asked the TSA agent closes to me ta stop him. She refused. I started yelling far the TSA agent who was manning the X
Ray to do something, he refused. and the TSA agent closest to me told me to be quiet or I would expenence consequences. I respectfully told her '"if your very expensive laptop were being stolen, you would be equally upset"' I continued to yell, not 
wanting the other passenger to walk away with my bag, until finally a TSA agent named llliRfil:J,sked the passenger to put my laptop back. I asked repeatedly for him to be held so that I could inspect my bags to make sure nothing else had been 
taken, but my requesl was refused. I asked for him to be held for police. that I would want to file a repori. and my requesl was refused. When I had finally undergone my patdown and was able to talk with agenl tbi(6)l he told me "'no harm, no foul, 

2013 4:16:( your laptop has been recovered and the guy told me it was an honest mistake." I asked to file a complaint with TSA and~told me that there is no complaint process and that there was no higher supervisa~ to talk to. He did add that I 
could call the police if I wanted to. 

I would like to file a reporl about this experience which was completely improper, and doesn't meet the bar for basic security even in a departmenl store or other space where private security guards are utilized. I would like access to the videolapes 
that would identify the passenger wha attempted to stead my laptop and I would like clarification on TSA policies regarding separating a passenger from her bags and thefts that occur at checkpoints. 

using a cane. He has not received any informalion in an email. He wanled to make sure I hat he gave the agent his correct information about his flighls. He is jusl requesting for the email to be resent 10 him. His email address is 

!(b)(61 I 
His flight information is: 
Departure fiig ht: 
Airline: United 
Flight date and time: 11-12-2013 at 2:51 pm 
Flight# 3907 

Email kb 1!], 
Cell phon$~(b_1~(6_) __ ~ 

Return flight: 
Airporl: LAS 
Airline: United 
Flight date and time: 11-15-2013 at 9:52 am 

2013 4 '41 ,1 Flight...,#...,1...,22,..,6 _______ __, 
· · Emailk~b~l~(6.,.1 _______ ~ 

Cell phonet~b~)~(6~'--~ 

Advised the cal I ere 

Apologized far him not receiving his email. We can resend that email to you. Your flight itinerary was sent ta the Wounded Warrior program with the correct flight information. 

Mobility aids such as crutches, canes, walkers. support braces, orthopedic shoes, and prosthetic devices are permitted through the screening checkpoint after proper security screening or inspection. 

If a passenger has difficulty walking and uses a mobility device, the way his ar her screening will be conducted depends on his or her level al ability. It is important for a passenger to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the 
screening of his or her I eve I of ab i Ii ty before the screening process begins. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only if they can walk through an their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available ar can request to be screened using a thorough patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the 
walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 



I was a recent air traveler. I flew out of Philadelphia, PA on November 1, 2013 and returned via Palm Beach lntemat,onal in Florida on November 5th 2013. I am not a frequent flyer, and have not done so in years. I had a cochlear implant 
surgery in 2012. Before flying on November 1st I did research about what to expect and what my responsibilities are as a flyer and going through security. 

I cannot tell you how scary and confusing my trip was. I went to security with my cochlear implant ID card and driver's license in Philadelphia and requested the metal detector and pat down. The TSA officer said you will be fine and I was 
denied and forced to go through the full body scan. After that my implant for the rest of the trip was working differently. 

I made ii a point when returning home 10 be more adamant to the TSA officers about my siluation. I verbally said to the lady ( she had a really bad bloody eye) that I have a cochlear implanl thal will be effected by the full scan and want a pal 
down, she said "what is that? What do you mean." I said on way here I went through and I don't want to. She again ushered me through the full body scan, I was then taken to an area and my hands were wiped down with a liquid. My implant was not 
working after going through the machine. It is currently not back to norm a I, a I tho ugh 11 did come back some. 

,013 10,20, I cannot fathom, thal in a world where over 300,000 people have cochlear implanls, lhat TSA agents don't know what they are or how 10 respond when someone advises of such. Never mind that insurance does not cover implants and we are talking 
about a 1 O thousand dollar machine that was damaged by your agents incompetence. I don't ever want to fly again. and I expect some type of response as to what you, as a government agency, are going to do to correct this. 

fb)(61 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time. 1117/2013 8:59:50 AM Airport: LGA - LaGuardia Date/Time of Travel· 11107/2013 10:00 AM Airline & Flight Number· Us air Checkpoint/Area of Airport· 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · Im in ts a pre. I have a rti fi ci a I knee and want to go through body sea nne r or I get patted down. When I go through the scanner Ii ne they make me take out my I a ptop and empty pockets 

'013 10:20:- You dont have to take your laptop oul ordempty poxkets if you go through lhe me1a1 detector. Seems like Im still being subjected 10 exlra hassle because of my knee, regardless of being pre check. 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/lime: 11/712013 8:04:07 AM Airport, JFK - John F Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel: 11/06/2013 6:00 AM Airline & Flight Number, DL 469 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . The Delta flight from Tel Aviv is about 12 hours. After making our way through customs, we continue on to our connecting flight. There were only 2 agents, one for first class and special assistance and the another agent for the rest. It was a 
slow moving I in e. When I reached the agent another agent appeared and took my boa rd i ng pass and said I wou Id receive Ii g ht security. I understood that I wou Id not have to take off my shoes. But it took him long er to find the slam p th an 11 wou Id have 
be en lo r me to remove and rep I ace my shoes. 
When I got 10 lhe X-ray machines, I here were no bins to use. My husband scrambled over equipmenl to pull some up to the conveyor belt for us and other passengers. Meanwhile a young woman wilh a I ired baby was lrying to manage everylhing to get 

1013 10:20:- through security and we were trying to help her because no other airport employee was there to offer assistance. It was then that the agent at the x-ray machine yelled at us for not pushing our things on to the conveyor belt. Instead of being helpful. 
agents are not aware of the atmosphere and the d ifflcu lty of getting through security. It was not going to be be nef1c1al for I ugg age and persona I i terns to move through sec u nty when the re was quite a Ii ne a peop I e Ju st waiting to walk through the metal 
detector. One way or another, the x-ray agent was going to have to wait on the system 
This is tolally unacceptable 10 be yelled at in this uninformed manner. All the passengers were being patient and helping each other in a securily area lhat showed 1otal ineplilude. 
Would you like a response? . True 

Passenger's Name!(b)(61 
Phone Number , 

Email t~b~l~(6~i-----~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



I am a frequent traveler with American Airlines and have had the 'benefit' of pre-check since the beginning al the inception af the program. The problem is I can't utilize the pre-check metal detector facilities due to my pacemaker. TSA at every airport I 
have come in contact (+20) with refuses to allow me to use pre-check and go through the body scanner. TSA is discriminating against my medical disability and I find it unacceptable. I get to enter the pre-check Imes. and then when I state I need to go 
1 h rough a body sea nne r they refuse to a 11 ow me the benefits of 1 he pre-check I have already been granted (keep shoes on, not take out I a ptop. etc,), I am a pre-check approved 1 rave I er and have PRE-CH ECK stamped on every boa rd i ng pass, but it's 
useless due to the inadequate accessibility of a body scanner. I understand the American Disability Acl does not address this issue, as the problem didn'I exist when the ADA was created. I would like feedback on what TSA is capable of doing 10 
allow passengers with disabilities to use a body scanner during the pre-check check in. Thank You far your time 

2013 4:og:, M frequent flyerkbl(61 

kb1(6) 

Grapevine TX 76051 

fb)(61 

kb1(6i 

2013 4:48:, 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : P role ss,ona Ii sm/C ustome r Service: Sc reenrng Current Date/Ti me 11181201 3 3: 50: 38 PM Airport ONT - LAIO ntari o International Date/Time of T rave I : 11 106120 13 1 : 15 PM Ai rt i ne & Flight Numb er Southwest Che c kpornU Area of Airport 

TSA Employee: (If Known)~ Male in mid 10 late 20s. 
Comment. As I walked through the metal detector. I was randomly selected for special scrutiny (not because I had any metal an me). I asked the TSA employee if I could retrieve my laptop, which was sitting unattended at the end of the conveyor belt 
10 feet away. He said no. I had to stay where I was until he could get a female to examine me. I asked if someone could retrieve 11 for me. He said no. As different passengers picked up their bags, my laptop was eventually tipped out of the tray as I 
watched helpless. 

The female employee arrived after 3-5 minutes and checked the handle of one of my bags. That's all. 

Questions: 
1) Was the screener correct in not allowing me to retrieve an expensive item? 
2) If he was following a rule, could you explain the value of the rule? 
3) If my laptop been stolen or damaged because it was left unattended for 3+ minutes, would the TSA have reimbursed me? 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Na ... m--"_h_·I_1r;_·_-, __ .,...._, 
Phone Numbe 1h··,1rr·, 
Email (b)(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning t 1s feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller immediately requested supervisor. 

Supervisor notes: 
kb)(6i II00k over the call. The caller wanted to know if TSAwas employed by the airlines or airports. She has contacted the airline and received two different answers regarding service animals. She stated that the animal has a micro-chip and 

~013 10:04: she did nat think it should go through the metal detector. 

Advised ca Iler: 
TSA is a federal governmenl agency. We are not employed by the airline or airport. TSA only requires that the animal be screened. Generally, the owner walks lhe animal lhrough the metal deIecIor. If you have any special requests, you may request 
a s upervisar at the checkpoint. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time . 111812013 9:27:08 PM Airport . DCA - Washington Reagan National Date/Time al Travel : 11 /0812013 9:00 PM Airline & Flight Number · AA 2299 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Terminal C TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment : Just so you know. your Im pleme ntati on of &quot;after hours&q uot TSA Pre without a dedicated security I in e in DCA is a comp I ete disaster. The re a re no signs or i nstru ct1ons tel Ii n g anyone what to do, and p eo pie are ru nnrng around Ii ke 
crazy trying to figure it out on their own. Nobody knows that you can't leave your laptop in or bag or leave your belt on, so the entire line was being re-run. Nobody was telling people with Pre to go to the metal detector line, so people would go wait in 

'013 10:07: one line and then be sent 10 another. The sensilivily on the metal de1ec1or wasn't dialed down, so every lillle piece of me1a1 that is normally fine in Pre set it off. And just for good measure, I heard one TSA agenl say to another &quot;these fucking pre 
people are pissing me off man&quat: as I was walking through. Truly abysmal. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2IApplicationManager 

I went through security today at the Denver International Airport and was really frustrated by the experience and wanted ta share why. 

I am Pre-Check & Global Entry certified because I travel 100% for my work (today's flight out of Denver was my 7th flight segment in 3 days). I have lots of experience with TSA and airport security. Most of those experiences are just line. Today was 
different for the following reasons: 

The reason for doing Pre-Check or Global Entry was to expedite my passages through security. That didn't happen today because the lines at Pre-Check were Jammed with lots of inexperienced flyers. I found out that 1s was a test of "'Managed 
Inclusion", The majority of travelers in the line didn't have a clue what to do regarding shoes. jackets, laptops or liquids so not only were the lines long, they were slow because people were asking all sorts of questions. Many who went through the 
meta I detectors had no idea I hat me ta I on cow boy ha ts or in shoes would not work out so a bo ul 1 in every 4 peo pie sel the ala rm s off and had to go back to regroup. 

2013 9_28 _[ If the purpose of this "Managed Inclusion" 1s to encourage people to sign up for Pre-Check, then you missed the mark completely. People had no idea whatsoever that "Pre-Check"' even existed even after they had gone through the process. They just 
· · thought they got lucky in security. A guy sitting across from me on my flight from Denver to OKC was telling his seatmate about how he went up to this sign in security and the arrow came up for him to go to the left. Once there, he found out he didn't 

have to take off his shoes or take his laptop out and it was "'really awesome"'. He didn't know why he didn't have to do the shoes or laplop unlil I leaned across the aisle and told him about Pre-Check and they were lelling people do it in order to get 
people to sign up' ?1 Wouldn't it have been a good idea to let people know what the process was called so they could sign up? 

I know that everyone isn"t a lull-time traveler but for those of us who have paid a large fee and been through the whole application/interview process, being mixed back into the same long lines with inexperienced travelers is a slap in the face and a 
major inconvenience. You made lots of people angry at the Denver airport and ii was all for naught since your people didn't make any effort to communicale lhe merits of lhe program, I hat people could sign up for I his expedited screening or even thal it 
was called Pre-Check so they could investigate and follow-up if interested. What a wasted opportunity .. 



We fiew from Denver 10 Dallas Love Field aboard Southwest on Monday, 11/04113. Before entering the securily area, I slopped and asked the lwo TSA genllemen how to proceed wilh liquids through lhe Family and Medical Liquids line, and showed 
them my liquids. They informed my husband and I that the liquids would most likely be opened and tested. but that we would be fine to proceed. 

We entered secunty. placed our items on the scanner belt and my daughter and I went through the metal detector to the other side. The woman (so sorry I did not get her name) at the scanner monitor became irate with us, and shouted that we 
could not bring the liquids through, and we would have to throw them away or consume them immediately (back outside the scanners, however). I mentioned that the gentlemen outside the line had advised us differently and she asked how old our 
daughter was. I said our daughler was 5, and she said that was not a "small child". She said the rule only applied to toddlers. I asked her if lhat applied even with a medical necessily and she just shook her head and wasn'I even looking at me. She 
keep repeating that we need to toss it or go back aut. After a few more moments al asking her if she was certain and asking why the other men thought differently, she sent us back outside the secure area to guzzle the drink dawn. 

As we stood th ere d ri n kmg. I was di re ctly next to the medIca I and lam, ly I iqu ids sign which, much Ii ke your website, has no deli mt,on of what a sma 11 chi Id is. So after my daughter had drank al I she could and we were back in Ii ne to go through the 
scanner, I asked a different TSA woman about the sign not having a defined age ... And why it didn't matter about the medical necessity. She said that anything medically necessary would have been fine, I just had to tell the other lady that. I stated that I 
had told her thal. at which time the orginal TSAwoman (at lhe monitor) stood up and started shouting at me that I had nol told her. I said, "Yes, I did." and she proceeded 10 shout that I did not and back and forlh and back and forth (exlremely rude) 

We passed back through the metal detector and the man running it took me aside and apologized for the woman at the monitor. Then another woman.!fh·,1R··, 19ave me this card to file a complaint if we desired. She also apologized: and it 
certainly gave me the imp re ss,on that Mo ni tor Woman was exuding this type of behavior often, 1f her col I eagues we re a pol og izmg for her. 

My daughter may be 5, but she has 11 different medical conditions, most of which we foresee to be lifelong. Her diet is strictly controlled due to severe food allergies and behavior problems. She is also extremely underweight due to being born FIVE 
MONTHS early. We musl have food for her with us at all limes. There is nothing on an airplane she can consume, short of water, and very rarely can we find a food al an airport that is allergen-free and appropriale for her nulritional requirements. 

,013 l0:S?:. So ... needless to say, when I arrive at airport security at 2:30pm (after a 3 hour drive to the airport) and know that aur Dallas-bound flight does nat land until 9:30pm. we MUST carry what she needs with us. That's why we go through the Family and 
Medical Liquids lines (which used to be separate). 

I had also paid a visit to the DAL (Love Field) TSA last year to confirm the process for traveling with her due to her needs and was instructed to bring sealed containers, declare them (as I did with the guys at the front of the line) and all would be 
well. I feel as though I did my part as directly an openly as I could, and I his woman caused an enormous ruckus over whal should have been cut and dry. Making us look like jerks in lhe process. 

In the future, I can bring a note from seve ra I of my daughters physicians a Io ng with her Medi ca id card and h1sto ry. What e I se can anyone suggest to avoid these problems in the future and who is ng ht? Momto r Woman? or everyone e I se who had 
given us the green Ii g ht? 

Again, I apologize that I did not get Monitor Woman's name, however this was at 2:30pm on Monday, 11104/13 at the Denver Airport Security in the far right lane as you enter as a traveler. Perhaps ~kb~l~(~6~1 -~~nows which employee it was? 

Thank you for listening (reading) and I am anxiously awaiting advice for future travel, Thank you• 

[bl(61 
DEbJ ION, IX 



as one gets thru the regu I ar screening Ii ne s. 
thank you 

In a message dated 11/7/2013 8:16:08 P.M. Mountain Standard Time, tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com writes: 

Thank you for your e-mail regarding the Transportation Security Administration's (TSA) pre-screening process. TSA Pre?™, 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is undertaking efforts to locus its resources and improve passenger experience at security checkpoints by expanding its use of technology and applying new intelligence-driven, risk-based screening 
procedures. As part of this initiative, TSA is partnering with U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) to implement a pre-screening process called TSA Pre?'". Eligible passengers include U.S. citizens who are members of certain airline frequent 
flyer programs or who are members of one of CB P's Trusted Traveler programs, including Global Entry, SENTRI and NEXUS. Additionally, Canadian citizens who are NEXUS members are also eligible for TSA Pre?™, Individuals interested in joining 
a CBP Trusted Traveler program can learn more by visiling www.cbp.gov. 

Although no individual will be guaranteed expedited screening, TSA is moving away from a one-size-fits-all approach and toward a more intelligence-driven, nsk-based effective and efficient security system. If TSA detenmines a passenger is eligible 
for expedited screening. i nlorm ati on is embedded in the b arcade of his or her boarding pass, When T SA scans the b arcade at the security checkpoint, the passenger may be refe n-ed to a I an e for expedited screening, Expedited sere en i ng may a I low 
passengers 10 no longer remove certain ii ems such as their shoes, outerwear, jackets, and belts, or remove laptops from carry-on bags. 

2 O 13 5: 22:' Passengers chosen lo r expedited s c reem ng who a re trave Ii ng with a pet must undergo the standard screening procedures Iha t are perfo nmed lo r all animals ente n ng the checkpoint including s c reem ng the animal and its associated property. In 
addition, children 12 years old and younger who are traveling with a passenger who is selected for TSA Pre?™ may also be processed through expedited screening since children under 12 already receive modified screening procedures at airports 
nationwide. 

To participate in TSA Pre?'~- members of CBP's Trusted Traveler programs must place their CBP PASS ID in the 'Known Traveler Number' field when booking their reservation. This number is then sent to TSA's Secure Flight system and taken into 
consideration during the pre-screening processing. For frequent flyer program members, participating airlines will permit some members to "opt-in" through the airline's system. Once a passenger opts-in, the airline identifies the individual as a 
participant when submitting the passenger reservation informalion to TSA's Secure Flight system. 

Travelers interested in participating in TSA Pre?'" should contact their airlines or visit CBP's Global Entry program at http://www.globalentry.gov/. TSA has implemented TSA Pre?'" at the Nation's busiest airport and plans to expand the program in 
the future with more airlines at additional airports. For more information, including a list of participating airlines and airports. please visit http://www.tsa.gov/tsa-pre%E2%9C%93%E2%84%A2. 

We hope this information is helpful. 

TS A Canta ct Center 
re. Ir the reader or this message is nol the intended recipient, or an employee or age nl who is responsi b I e for 

delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination. distribution or copying of this communication 1s s rrc y pro , , e 



Date Time 11/912013 144:47 PM 

1 )Information about the person who experienced the civil rights/civil liberties violation 
(fill in what you can) 

No 

First and Middle Name: 

!(b,(6) 

Last Name: 

l(bi(61 I 
2013 5:22:' Main Phone: 

Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

PO Box or Street address: 

City: 



Today my lap top fell off of the belt scanner in the LAX airport at around 6:15am in terminal 3, lane 3. The belt was not being attended to and a back-up of luggage and empty baskets caused my basket to be knocked off. I witnessed my lap top drop 
and so did several staff and trave I ers. I was being scanned in the meta I detector at the time. the re was no possi bi I Ity th at I was neglecting my belongings. Unfortunately. the staff was Ig non ng the belt. My computer has i nval u ab I e data on it because this 
is a computer for my medical education and research at University of Vermont College of Medicine. While the computer turned on at LAX, it is currently inconsistently functioning. I hope that you will be financially responsible for the material, I spoke 
with a supervisor who noted you would be able to review the video surveillance if I provided the information as above. 

I can only assume you will not take responsibly for the lost work on my computer, which includes months of work. including neuroscience research data that I was planning on presenting at the American Academy of Neurology's Annual Meeting (data 
from my work in Eckenstein Lab at UVM) and personal papers on public health issues which I had submitted to the Wall Street Journal (I am happy to provide you with what limited records of this data/paper I have from emails). This event has been a 
rather terrible development finalizing my trip 10 LA, where I was inlerviewing this week to start a job as a neurologists at the Harbor-UCLA Hospital. 

Below are the details of the computer. I hope you take responsibility. Thank you. 

12013 g 27: Dell Latitude XT2 (tablet PC) 

Model PP12S 

PIN YM 125A02 

In tel Core Duo Processor 

Windows (7) Product ID:l~(b_ •• _,(6_._I -------~ 

Nole: There are some numbers on I he botlom or the computer that a re i 11 egi bl e from wear. 

Sincerely, 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Other; Screening 
Cun-ent Date/Time· 11/1012013 2:33:51 PM Airport, MOW - Chicago Midway Date/Time of Travel, 11117/2013 12:45 PM Airline & Flight Number: SW 207? 
Checkpoinl/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: I don't understand why the Fly By lane had the fewest number of ID checks. Every other line went faster than the &quotspeedy&quot; line. I plan my arrival time based off the historical and assumed time that I should be able to get through 

1201 3 3: 22: security in 1 0 minutes or I ess. It took me 2 0 minutes today. and it was only because of poor operations management on your pa rt. Peop I e and conveyors remain under uti I ized, and no one on the staff seems to ca re about making the process flow better 
or be more efficient. I was also palled down four times (front and back on each leg) because I had a &quot;full&quoi; skirt on. The skirt is hardly full, and I had already been through lhe meIaI detector. If the machine is nol compeIent, lhen get a new 
machine. I shouldn't have to get felt up just to ride an airplane. I've had to get patted dawn because my jean pockets had metal threading, and it was much less invasive than what I experienced today. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Nam'4b)(61 
Phone Number : ~~-----~ 

Emailkbl(6, I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB21ApplicationManager 



12013 313:. 

Feedback Type Security Issue 
Categories: Carry-on Property Out of View During Screening; Miscellaneous/Other CuCTent Date/Time, 11/11/2013 2:42:13 PM Airport, PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Date/Time of Travel: 11/11/2013 12:00 PM Airline & Flight Number, 
Southwest Checkpoint/Area of Airport Gates D of terminal 4 TSA Employee: (If Known) ~oak off badge and refused to give last name Commenl : Allow olher passengers 10 go through metal detector I hen approach and Handel my items while I 
was in line for the screening. 

When I asked for a supervisor to show my concerns she refused to come to the Area of concern. When I approached her she refuse to give any names and it is against policy, I then looked at her badge and was able to see her first name of 
&qu~q uot: she I hen covered her badge with her hand and took i I off and continued to work wi I ho ul a badge. 
When I addressed the issue in the past on other passengers able to touch items, I was told it would be looked at. This is what happened when my laptop was taken from the screening area about a year ago, it appears nothing has been done to restive 
this. The supervisor that with held her name and took off her badge needs some review and I expect no one should be able to with hold third name and never work without a badge. 

My con1ac1 info. 

rb,(61 
1 

Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · b--, ff 
Phone Number ""1h,...,.._·,1""r;""·1=~--,----' 
Email h··,1r;·I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller does not want to pro vi de any info nmati on due to le ars of b erng targeted by T SA She fi ,es in and out of San Jose al I the time they finally got a preche ck I in e but later on they closed it be cause 11 because they did n t have enough peop I e to go 
through it. There was one person going through the closed precheck line on Tuesday walking back and forth through the metal detector trying to clear an alanm. She wants to know if they have time to waste doing this that they could open up the 
precheck lane again. She said she is paying for I his service but she is not able to use ii and the airline is raising the cosls of the tickets to pay for ii. 

12013 5:08: Advised: 

The only lhing I can do is lake down her informalion and forward it 10 lhe CSM at San Jose airport. 

On October 7, 2013. my husband and I were denied expedited boarding using the TSA PreCheck system solely because I was using my own manual wheelchair. We had all the appropriate paperv..-ork with us and our boarding pass was marked 
Precheck as we were signed up and approved in advance. 

Nowhere in the ru I es are wheelchair use rs denied participation. I understand th at random checks a re al lowed. but this was not random. If memory serves me correct I y, the re we re five employees at the check point and I was ag reea b I e to having my 
wheelchair examined as usual. 

Whal can I do so I his does not happen again? 

The response I received is below. The response does not answer my question which was "during the TSA PreCheck process. how can a person using her own wheelchair achieve the same rights and courtesies extended to a traveler not using a 
wheelchair?" I travel frequenlly and I am very aware of the security process. I am able 10 walk lhrough the metal de1ec1or without assislance and do nol require a pat down. 

I would appreciate some help so that I can benefit from expedited boarding using the PreCheck process next time I travel. I'd like to know what, if any. extra steps I can expect as a wheelchair user. Many thanks in advance. 

'2013 5' 16'' ---Original Message---
From: tsatcc do not reply <tsatcc do_not_reply@senture.com> 
Tojrh11R, I 
Sent: Sun, Nov 10, 2013 5: 18 pm 
Subject In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank you for your e-mail regarding the Transpor1ation Securily Administration's (TSAI pre-screening process, TSA Pre? n.,. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is undertaking efforts to focus its resources and improve passenger experience at security checkpoints by expanding its use of technology and applying new intelligence-driven, risk-based screening 
procedures. As part of this initiative, TSA is partnering with U .S, Customs and Border Protection (CBP) to implement a pre-screening process called TSA Pre?'" Eligible passengers include U.S. citizens who are members of certain airline frequent 
flyer programs or who are members of one of CBP's Trusted Traveler programs, including Global Entry, SENTRI and NEXUS. Addilionally, Canadian citizens who are NEXUS members are also eligible for TSA Pre?'". Individuals interested in joining 
a CBP Trusted Traveler program can learn more by visiting HYPERLINK "http:l/www.cbp.gov·· \nwww.cbp.gov. 

Al tho ugh no individual wi 11 be g ua ra nteed expedited screening, TS A is moving away from a on e-s ize-fi ts-a 11 a pp roach and toward a more i nte 11 ig en ce-d riven, risk-based effective and efficient security system If TSA d ete nm i nes a passenger is el ig i b I e 
for expediled screening, information is embedded in the barcode of his or her boarding pass. When TSA scans lhe barcode at the securily checkpoint, lhe passenger may be referred to a lane for expedited screening. Expediled screening may allow 



12013 8 29: 

On November 12, 2013, I received the following email from you in response to my email of November 11, 2013. To answer your question, we were at Atlanta airport on October 7. 2013 for Delta fi1ght 1852 to PBI. Thank you for agreeing to help me 
solve this dilemma. 

Thank you for your e-mail regarding your recent travel experience. 

Generally, when there are problems, complaints, and concerns with security screening at one of our Nalion's airporIs, we would forward a copy of the complain! to the Customer Service Manager (CSMJ at that airporI. However, we are unable 10 
extend this courtesy to you because you did not mention the exact airport you departed. 

We hope this information is helpful. 

---Original Message--
Fro~(b)(61 
To: tsa-contactcenter <tsa-contactcenter@dhs.gov> 
Sent: Mon, Nov 11. 2013 3:48 pm 
Subject Fwd: In Response to your inquiry. 

On November 10, I sent the following email to HYPERLI NK "ma1lto:TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov"TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov: 

On October 7, 2013, my husband and I were denied expedited boarding using lhe TSA PreCheck system solely because I was using my own manual wheelchair. We had all lhe appropriate paperwork with us and our boarding pass was marked 
Precheck as we were signed up and approved in advance. 

Nowhere in the ru I es are wheelchair use rs denied participation, I understand th at random checks a re al lowed , but this was not random , If memory serves me correctly, the re we re five employees at the check point and I was ag reea b I e to having my 
wheelchair examined as usual. 

What can I do so this does not happen again? 

The response I received is below. The response does not answer my question which was "during the TSA PreCheck process, how can a person using her own wheelchair achieve the same rights and courtesies extended to a traveler not using a 
Disability Description: The callers husband has a metal hip replacement. 

Information Request She wanted to know how to make screening for her husband smoother for the next time that he travels. She asked if there is someone she can contact before he travels to coordinate his screening. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: I to Id her that every passenger must be screened at cl ea red, Therefore, if a passenger does not go through A IT or WT MD sere en i ng, they wi 11 receive a pa tdow n to clear th em through screening, I to Id her that II a patdown is required 
in order to com plel e screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or I ill any article of c lathing to revea I a s ensItIve body area. 

I lold her that she can contact the CSM at the airport he will be traveling. Then, I explained that she would oblain the CS Ms contact number by dialing the TCC contact number, 866-289-9673, then select option 5. After selecting option 5, she will need 

2013 10:28 to enter the airport code. 

She can also call the TSA Cares number again to request assistance for her husband at the TSA checkpoint. This would mean that a PSS would assist him through screening. TSA Cares would collect the flight itinerary infonmation. such as airline, 
flight number, airpori. date and time. This information would lhen be sent to the ODPO 10 coordinate assistance. 

Her husband can a I so request a PSS or supervisor wh1 I e at the T SA checkpoint lo r assistance. 

I offered to send this information to her via email, bul the caller said lhat she would find the informalion online. She said thal the request for assistance sounds like the best oplion to her and will ulilize this oplion in the fulure. 

Incident Details: She advised that he traveled previously out of LGB and POX. Because LGB does not have AIT, he was subject to a patdown. She does not like that he had to have an invasive patdown because he has a metal hip replacement. She 
said that he also had to have a patdown at POX She wanted to know the guidelines for a patdown and how he might be able to avoid getting a patdown in the future. 

When asked about filing a complaint, she did not wish to file a complaint. She only wanted information on how to make traveling easier for him the next time that he travels. Because she did not want to file a complaint, she did not provide any specific 
information about the flight. 



12013 2:32: 

12013 8 56:. 

Disability Description: Caller has a pacemaker 

Response Details: Apologized to caller for his experience and advised him to always inform the TSO in the future before beginning his screening he can t go through the WTMD and if the AIT isn t available to request a patdown. Explained he can 
provide medical documentJlion, allhough, not required and he should always verbally inform the TSO of any medical condition that could aflecl the screening process. 
Thanked him for letting us know of his experience and advised anytime we receive complaints comments information is provided to the CSM for review. 
Advised if add i ti o na I inform atIon is required. CS M may contact vi a em aI I. 

lncidenl Details: Caller flew belween OAK and Long Beach, CA and he had an incidenl when he flew over the weekend he wants to relate to TSA. There are 2 lypes of scanners used and in OAK he is able 10 go through the AIT and on reIurn trip at 
Lang Beach, he showed his card indicating he had a pacemaker and he told the female TSO he wasn t suppose ta go through that technology (WTMD). Caller states she told him to come on through and they would tum off the machine as he came 
through. 
The agent was a female about 50s and approx. 5.5 inches tall and had dark reddish hair and she summoned a much taller older male to pat him down after he went through the WTMD. States he didn t set off any alarm and didn t understand the 
patdown. Staled the female TSO asked him if he had a pacemaker after he went through lhe WTMD and the male she summoned for lhe patdown stated he wasn t suppose to go through with a pacemaker. Caller told them he knew that bul was told 
to go through and thought TSA would be able ta handle the situation. 
The re we re only 3-4 TSA agents working at the time, on the /loo r and at the supervisor station. 
Flight #not available, via Jetblue from Long Beach to Oakland. Gate #7, departed at 3:56PM. 
He has a call into his cardiologist, but, currently not having any sympIoms, but stales he is Iotally dependenl on his pacemaker and realizes that someone else may encounter the same situation. 
Just a personal comment When he went through the WTM D and the male TSO realized what had happened he made the comment that, It looks like you are okay and if there were a problem they would already know about it. 

Caller has a dividend miles card with US Airways. Caller flew last week and his departure boarding pass had a PreCheck notification on it. His return flight did not have a PreCheck notification. He has not enrolled in PreCheck. He was told by the 
airline I hat TSA selects lhe passengers who are invited 10 enroll in PreCheck. He wanted to know if that is true. He said thal we tell him one thing and the airline tells him something different. He is a retired airline employee. He asked if he is 
considered a low risk passenger if he was selected at random for PreCheck. He wanted to know if an arrest record from 45 years ago would prevent him from getting PreCheck. Caller asked ta speak with a supervisor. 

I gave the following information: TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data. Using the same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided for years. TSA's 
risk-based analysis will increase the number of Iravelers who may be eligible for TSA PreCheck. 

Currently, the Secure Flight data that Is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevent known or suspected terrorists from gaining access to an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA's new initiative will use this same information to 
also identify low-risk passengers to determine if they should be directed to the TSA PreCheck lane for expedited screening. 

TSA's new risk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA PreCheck lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSA 
ofli cer and wi 11 go through a metal detector or Advanced I magrng Techno I og y sea n ne r as pa rt of security p raced u res. 

Passengers who are directed to the TSA PreCheck lane at the security checkpoint will undergo expedited screening without having to enroll in TSA PreCheck. 
To be considered, applicants must be U.S. citizens. 

There are two primary ways 10 be considered eligible for TSA PreCheck: Iravelers may be invited by a participating airline, or lhey may choose to enroll with a U.S. CusIoms and Border Protection (CBP) Trusled Traveler program (such as Global 
Entry. NEXUS, and SENTRI). 
For frequent flyer p rag ram members. pa rti ci p ati ng air I in es wi 11 permit some members to opt-in through the air I in e s system. Once a passenger o pts-rn, the airline identifies the individual as a participant when submitting the passenger reservation 
information to TSA s Secure Flight system. 

No individual will be guaranteed expedited screening. If TSA determines a passenger is eligible for expedited screening, information is embedded in the barcode of their boarding pass. When TSA scans the barcade at the security checkpoint, the 
passenger may be referred to a I ane for expedited screening. 
I advised him that the TSA P reCheck a pp Ii cation p rog ram has not started yet. I a I so to Id him that he airline chooses the passengers who they invite to opt into PreC heck. I advised him that I do not know ii an arrest record wou Id prevent him from 
getting Pree heck. I 101 d him I hat passengers se I eel ed lo r Pree heck who do not en ro 11 a re low risk passengers. 



12013 9 59: 

Caller Is trying to get in touch with Alexandra regarding a complaint he filed. She called yesterday and he did not pay attention to her. He needs to get back to his Senator about it. Caller said he is 81 years old, has a metal hip implant and is a cancer 
patient at Sloan Kettering hospital. 

He said all of this started with a complaint. When he was at DCA the TSO told him he did not have to remove his shoes. He went through the AIT and was on his way. But when he went through LGA the next day he was told by the TSO to remove his 
shoes. Caller told the TSO he was 81 years old and did not have to remove his shoes. TSO said, I m telling you to take off your shoes. The only chairs available were at the beginning of the line so he would have to go all the way back there to take 
off his shoes. TSO told him if he did not want to take off his shoes, he would have to go through the Magnatometer (WTM D). Caller said that was okay because that is what he had been doing. The TSO also did a patdown on the caller. then an ETD 
of his shoes. The TSO then lold him he was free to go. 

Caller walked 15 feet and a TSO came up to him and told him to come back. This TSO had talked to the first TSO the caller had come into contact with. Caller told him he wanted to talk to an STSO. The person said he was the STSO, then told the 
caller to remove his shoes. Caller did so and the STSO looked at them and told caller he could put them back on. Caller asked what was going on, why he had to do that. STSO said he didn t have to tell the caller the reason. Caller was very angry. 

Caller stated that he is a veteran. worked for airlines and was in security. His jog was the Advanced Passenger Information Coordinator for all airlines at JFK. Caller felt as though he was treated badly by the STSO so he filed a complaint. No one 
responded so he went to his Senator. 

I offered him the CSM phone number, but he did not want it. He felt that it was a relaliation for asking a simple question. Whal made him angry firsl was that there were no chairs where he could remove his shoes. Caller said he lives in Virginia, near 
Washington, and said The next thing I amd going to do is walk in there. 

Caller said You d think [the STSO] would explain what he was doing. Caller wants some feedback from the STSO. Caller stated that the STSO will examine his own conduct and if he is satisfied with it. caller is okay with that. But I want feedback 
from him .. I am a veteran and I think thal is important. He can I tell I am a veteran, but he could treat me like a citizen, with dignity. 

He had called 202-401-1474 and 866-644-8360. He cannot get through to Alexandra. He went to his Senators (McCain) Chief of Staff He had filed a complaint in June and he just heard something last week. He contacted his Senator about a 
month ago. The Chief of Staff told the caller to call back whenever he heard from TSA so as to bring her up to par. Caller said when he went to his Senator he got immediate action. He said he was supposed to call the OCRL s Marble Schlanger 
(sp?J 

He is preparing to fiy again so I told him to ask to speak to a PSS. If there are no alarms or anomalies, he can go right through the screening. I told him to be sure he tells them he has a metal implant. I also told him he could call the OCRL at 571-227-
1917. He said he would. 

Caller did not say which airport he is flying from. The gist of this call, after his venting, was to get a phone number for someone from OCRL and to know what to do when going through screening with a metal implant. 
Ca Iler travel I ed with Guide dog through A TL and she was asked to remove I ea sh, req ui ring holding dog by eye I et of co 11 a r, The Harness was off a I ready rn a king the request for the col I a r to be re rn oved a great concern, Ca Iler has a vision impairment 
and the description of the TSO is limited as a result. 
10-11 AM on November 5, 2013 
TSO was a male BI ack medium b ui Id may have be en wearing g I asses. He appeared to be unprepared for the sere en i ng procedures. 

Advised ca Iler: 

2013 11 ,39 Passengers are expected to maintain control of their animals by holding onto the leash throughout the screening process, and they should not be separated from their dogs by TSA personnel. 

12013 610: 

Regardless of how the passenger and dog proceed through the walk-through meIaI detector, the dog will receive additional screening. A TSO will physically inspect the dog and the dog·s belongings (collar, harness, leash, backpack, vesi. etc.) in order 
to resolve the alarm. Although the dog's harness will not be removed, it and other items that he or she may be carrying, such as a backpack, are subject to screening. 

To Whom It May Concern: 
Recently my girlfriend and I went on a trip to Denver. We enjoyed ourselves during our visit, but upon our return to the Denver Airport to depart, I was struck by the level of arrogance and blatant disregard for my rights during the screening process. 
After going through check-in and then another level of check-in at the security screening area. I observed that there was a typical metal detector in use and an automated imaging device or xray type device being used to screen passengers. Most 
passengers (almost all) were quickly herded through the Xray screening. Knowing that I did not have to submit to X-ray screening, I moved toward the metal detector where I was stopped by an arrogant. pushy female TSA agent and informed that I 
could not go through the metal detector and would have 10 go through their "primary screening· the Xray imaging machine. I lhought aboul discussing the fact lhat I don't have 10 opl for lhat method of screening and it is my right according 100 the 
Official TSA website to choose alternate screening or what I would call traditional screening. Instead, I saw a male TSA agent working the imaging machine and I decided to raise my objection to him and opt for alternate screening. Immediately he 
knew I was displeased and said something to the effect that I was I ucky because the machine had Ju st gone down for cal i bra ti on. Anyway, now I am red i reeled back to the screening I was entitled to in the Ii rst place and. of course. went through without 
incident. 
As an atlorney, I find i I di sres pe ctful and o ul r ageous I hat people a re being di reeled to a I eve I of screening they can chaos e 10 deny and select Ir aditiona I meta I detector sere en i ng and p atdown if necessary. To come a era ss as if a person has no rig his 
during this process and you will be screened by the method the TSA agent chooses is a ridiculous abuse of power and citizen's rights. I inform you of this as I am sure this happens on a daily basis and it is only a matter of time before Denver TSA 
agents bring unwanted publicity and I awsu its to your doorstep. 
It wou Id be a good idea if your Denver TS A scree ne rs lo 11 ow your own policy and get some bad I y needed training or pe maps just re ad your from your own offi ci a I website that every person can choose a I ternative/trad i ti on al sere en i ng. 



I will be traveling an 12/5 from DIA to FLL, and 12/18 from FLL ta DIA. 

I use a power wheelchair and have a service dog. I would like to know how much more time I should give myself for a proper and legal screening, 
And is I here someone I can ask for at the very start to prevent what I have experienced in past Iravels. 

In the pa st I have been forced many tI mes by T SA person ne I at DIA to go through a comp I ete I y i 11 ega I screening process. as fol lows. 

I was required to leave the wheelchair 10 pass through lhe meIaI detector, not so much a big deal at I hat time when I had more mobility. 
What was completely unacceptable. and in fact against your awn policies, was that the TSA agents demanded that my service dog had to go through the metal detector SE PARA TEL Y, DESPITE BEi NG MADE TO REMOVE HIS COLLAR. LEASH and 
pack. 

I had to pul him in a sit-stay, walk myself lhrough the deIecIor, then release my service dog to come through. This process made me extremely anxious because I cannot predicl whal olher members of lhe public will do, such as attempt to distract him, 
'2013 6: 10: children running up to him. pet animals in the security area nat being under command and control of their owners and lunging at him, etc. 

Your website is very specific that SD's must be on leash at all times and never separated from handler. 
For his safety and well-being, I will not allow the above siluation 10 happen again. 
I am happy to comply with normal standards and procedures for security checks on a disabled person using a power wheelchair and handling a service dog. 
But I need someone in a position of autho nty and fu 11 knowledge of your pol IcIes to make sure that they a re lo 11 owed a pp ropri ate I y. 

Please let me know of anything I can do ahead of time or at time of enlry to make this an appropriate experience. 

Best re ards, 
b1(6) 

Caller was at a meeting this morning talking with a friend. The caller is flying out of the country. He was told by a friend that at Cincinnatti while he was being wanded his belongings went through the scanner and his bag was missing alter he got back 
from his additional screening. The caller asked if he can keep his money and credit cards in his pocket during screening because if his things go missing then his vacation is ruined. He asked if he can ask the TSO to watch his bag if he is pulled aside 
for a patdown. 

I told hirn to apologize to his friend and to tell hirn he may call us to file a complaint or call the CSM directly. 

Also, the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) strongly recommends that passengers remove all items and accessories from their pockets before beginning the security screening process. Removing items such as wallets. belts, bulky jewelry, 
12013 1 :44: money. keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve an anomaly discovered dunng Advanoed Imaging Technology 

(AI T) screening. To avoid the cha nee of leaving persona I items behind , we recommend passengers place their be Io ngi ngs in their carry-on ba gg age before entering the checkpoint, 

TSOs receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great care during the screening process. 
Transportation Secunty Administration (TSAJ policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOsJ to reasonably ensure that cany-on items. are kept within a passenger's line-of-sight when a passenger is required to undergo add1t1onal screening. 
When passengers can not maintain Ii ne-of-si g ht with their property during a patd own or private screening. T SOs have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's i terns and to ensure that the passenger is reunited with his or her 
property once ii clears x-ray screening. 
I to Id him he may voice his concern to the TSO at the checkpoint. 
Caller was at a meeting this morning talking with a friend. The caller is flying out of the country. He was told by a friend that at Cincinnatti while he was being wanded his belongings went through the scanner and his bag was missing alter he got back 
from his additional screening. The caller asked if he can keep his money and credit cards in his pocket during screening because if his things go missing then his vacation is ruined. He asked if he can ask the TSO to watch his bag if he is pulled aside 
for a patdown. 

I told him to apologize to his friend and to tell him he may call us to file a complaint or call the CSM directly. 

Also, the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) strongly recommends that passengers remove all items and accessories from their pockets before beginning the security screening process. Removing items such as wallets. belts, bulky jewelry, 
12013 1 :44: money. keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve an anomaly discovered dunng Advanoed Imaging Technology 

(AI T) screening. To avoid the cha nee of leaving persona I items behind , we recommend passengers place their be Io ngi ngs in their carry-on ba gg age before entering the checkpoint, 

TSOs receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great care during the screening process. 
Transportation Secunty Administration (TSAJ policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOsJ to reasonably ensure that cany-on items. are kept within a passenger's line-of-sight when a passenger is required to undergo add1t1onal screening. 
When passengers can not maintain Ii ne-of-si g ht with their property during a patd own or private screening. T SOs have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's i terns and to ensure that the passenger is reunited with his or her 
property once ii clears x-ray screening. 
I to Id him he may voice his concern to the TSO at the checkpoint. 



12013 2 53: 

keep checking his luggage. The TSA officer told him the problem was his last name but, the caller is not sure 1/ the officer was being senous. The caller states that he was also stopped in the boarding gate area, and screened again. The caller wants 
to know how to clear his name. The caller does not have trouble printing his boarding pass or crossing boarders. 

Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and 
courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perlonmed. 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
transportation hubs, such as airports and train stations. or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
Traveler's belief that they are on a government watch list. 
Siluations where 1ravelers believe they have been unfairly or incorreclly delayed, denied boarding, or idenlified for addilional screening al our nation's airpor1s or ports of entry. 
Difficulty printing a boa rd i ng pass at home or at the kiosk. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is constantly exploring initiatives to expand and enhance our security and threat mitigation efforts. As part of this initiative, TSA has expanded security screening beyond the security checkpoint to other 
secured a re as of the airport, including boa rd i ng gates. 

These add1t1onal screening activities include but are not limited to screening passengers, checking passengers' identifications and boarding passes. and searching cany-on baggage either visually or with Explosives Trace Detection (ETD) units. These 
checks may be unannounced and may occur at any boarding gate at any time. 

As always, passengers receiving a patdown inspection may request a private screening at any time during the process and have a companion, assistant, or family member (after he or she has been screened) accompany them to the private screening. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. 

OHS TRIP is part of an effort by the U.S. Departments of State and Homeland Security to welcome legitimate travelers while securing our country from those who want to do us harm. 

For those who encounter misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevent watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for OHS redress online at https: trip.dhs.gov Travelers may also apply 
through e-mail or U.S. Mail by compleling the atlached Traveler Inquiry Form, signing the document, and returning the original with at least one unexpired, photograph-bearing, Government-issued travel document. 



From b1(6) 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 10:23 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subjecl: Filing a Complaint: Tucson International Airport TSA 

My name isi(b)(ff:, I and I am a graduate student at lhe University of Arizona. I was 1raveling 10 Cincinnati, Ohio wilh my father and nine and a half month old daughler lasl week for an academic conference when I had an exlremely 
invasive procedure petiormed by the TSA agents at Tucson International airport. Thus. I write ta file a formal complaint. 

12013 B:OB: When my family approached the security checkpoint in the United Airlines terminal at approximately 7am, a very helpful agent assisted me with my bags and other belongings since I had my daughter strapped in a baby carrier. She let me know that I 
should keep her strapped on and that my hands would be swabbed. I went through the metal detector without any issue, but then I was informed by another TSA agent that I need to not touch anything because whatever was on my hands set off an 
alarm. I was not given an explanation to my questions about what was going on, just told a few times again not to touch anything. I was told to hand my daughter to my father, and then I was escorted behind a curtain with two agents who proceeded to 
frisk me, including several times across my breasts and genital area. Although the agents asked me ahead of time if I hurl anywhere and warned me about the frisk, I had no choice to comply 10 a procedure thal triggered traumatic memories of sexual 
abuse. My daughter was visibly distressed by my crying when I came out, and my father was enraged. 

I feel like no one should be subject ta this kind of treatment, and I maintain that I underwent this discriminatory procedure because I am a parent. I would have greatly preferred to take my baby out al her carrier and go through security like everyone 
else than be treated in a hum i I 1ati ng and de m ea ni ng way because some everyday sub sta nee on my hands set off some kind of a I arm. The agents did not even think to repeat the swab to see if was an accident. 

Of course. I was not offered an apology. My father, on the other hand, offered a few choice words. At the time, my chief concern was to leave and take care of my baby before boarding the airplane. In retrospect, I wish that I would have taken the 
names of the TSA agents, although I am sure they were following protocol in the most dehumanizing of ways. I tried to find the contact information for the TSA at the Tucson airport, but none was available on the airport or TSA websites. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time · 11116/2013 9: 15:41 AM Airport . TUS - Tucson International Date/Time of Travel : 11 /1612013 7:00 AM Airline & Flight Number . DL4539 Checkpoint/Area of Airport · Gate B 
checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · The p rescree n er that checks boa rd i ng pass es and ids was comp I ete I y rude and power tripping , The sky priority I a ne is the re lo r Ii rst class and gold diamond p I ati n um members, He stated I s hou Id have be en at the back of the Ii n e when I 
was flying first class and a della gold medallion member. Made everyone lhere feel bad especially me who was loudly told I was not supposed 10 be there yet. Overall a terrible experience until I reached lhe nice ladies at the bag screening and metal 

2013 11 :20 detectors. They were nice and professional. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' , Screening 
Current Date/Time: 1111612013 12:08:01 PM Airport: PBI - Wesl Palm Beach lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 1111612013 Airline & Flight Number: Jetblue 654 CheckpoinllArea of Airport: Termina C TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment . I've been travelling through PBI far mare than 1 O years. And the stupidity of the screening process at terminal C in Palm Beach may be second to none. 

First of a 11 . , using a ta bl et computer to determine whether I should go I ell or rig ht to pre screening or not is completely idiotic, , especi a 11 y when you have to em play a staff member to stand th ere and tel I peop I e to use the pad , 

Secondly ... that system means that Pre Check is pointless since any old customer can use it. Why should anyone get a precheck number if there is a good chance they will get randomly sent through the precheck lanes anyway. 

And finally ... this is there the stupidity is at its worst .... So the rules and screening are different on the pre check lane. I had to put my laptop back in my bag . .AFTER talking it out...So every customer who isn't a regular Precheck user will have different 
12013 1 :07: policies they will have to leam .... Stupid and confusing. Furthermore ... I didn't have 10 go lhrough the gas/scatter scanners jusl the metal detector .. .Bul remember .... l WAS CHOSEN RANDOMLY .... so the need to have airline precheck or the olher 

enrolled government programs is rendered effectively useless. 

What moron came up with this? 

Its been called security theater before .. but this is even warse ... 11 guaranteed that 50% of the passengers received LESS screening than during the bad aspects of the security theater system. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name b. ff", 
Phone Number :"1:-h .. ·,1""r;~--,~----.--' 

Email jrh·11R·1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2IApplicationManager 

To whom 11 may concern -

I am an active duty USMC Colonel traveling from the above airporl to Boston Logan. I am in possession of a valid DoD CAC card. While passing through the security check point today al tri cities, there is a sign clearly displayed nexl to the TSA agent 
checking boarding passes and IDs stating if you are 12 or under, 75 or older, ar are in military in possession of a CAC card you may keep your light jacket and your shoes on. Several folks before me where allowed to do so but when I stepped up to the 
meta I detector I was di reeled to re move my shoes. I pointed out to the T SA agent the sign and showed my CAC ca rd again, I was to Id that was only lo r mi I itary in uniform. I removed my shoes and passed though security. My medical a I e rt dog tag did 
set off the detector and I was told see by the TSA agent. after removing my med alert tag and passing though again I was allowed to pass. When I asked who the supervisor was the Agent rolled his eyes but pointed to the agent screening bags on the 
bell . He jusl looked up and said you have to be in uniform I told his the sign did not specify thal and said that the TSA web sile staled thal you are not required to be in uniform I was summarily dismissed and lold definitively that was not our policy 
here but I will check the sign. I travel quite frequently and very aware of that there are currently 1 O airports that currently offer TSA pre check to Active military an that the policy is expanding to approximately 100 airports on 20 Dec, but wanted to point 
out the inconsistency in your posted pol icy. website and the u ndersta ndrng of the T SA Agents at this airport. Th an k you very much for your correction of this manner. 

V/R, 

Sent from my iPad 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl~(b_·•~1(6_-~I ---~ 
Dale Time: 11117/2013 4:56:30 PM 

Namefo1(61 

12013 605: Emaifo l(6i 
Complaints:lnconsistent Screening (Different Practices betw"eenAirports). 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):DL6218, delta from LGA to RDU 
Comments:I am 33 weeks pregnant. When I travelled to NYC from RDU last week, I was allowed (wilhout even requesling it myself) to walk through the regular metal detector rather lhan the full body scanner because of my pregnancy. No furl her 
screening-such as a pat down-was required. Today at LGA I asked specifically to walk through the metal detector instead of the full body scanner. They refused this and required a full body pat down that included the agent's hands running around my 
underwear band-not Just the waistband of my pants. All this happened after I watched a young boy AND his elderly guardian be allowed to go through the metal detector with no pat down at all. After reading the guidelines on the website and asking the 
agents on site, I strongly recommend you consider adding a valid opt-out option for pregnant women that does not require an invasive and humiliating pat down. I fail to see how a (nonpregnant) guardian accompanying a child under 12 is an 
acceptable candidate for the metal de1ec1or but a 33 week pregnanl woman is nol. There will be people who will 1ry to subverl wha1ever rules you put in place, so denying the validily of lhis concern on the basis thal women may try to "fake a 
pregnancy·· is unreasonable. It is appropriate for me to do all I can to maintain and protect the health of my fetus and that includes avoiding unnecessary exposure to potential teratogenic agents. Please take these concerns seriously and consider a 
revision to your guidelines. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time 11/17/2013 4:58:01 PM Airport: EWR - Newark International Date/Time of Travel 1111712013 Airline & Flight Number: US678 Checkpoint/Area of Airport Terminal A Gates A32 
to A39 TSA Employee: (II Known). 
Comment : When passing through a metal detector, I was asked for my boarding pass which was already checked and placed in my bag as directed by a previous TSA officer. When I said I did nol have my boarding pass, the TSA officer said, 

12013 S:OS: &quot;Why am I not surprised.&quot: I felt powerless and insulted. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name!(b)(6•1 
Phone Number : ~~---~ 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer~Screening Current Date~1/18/2013 9:23:50 AM Airport: EWR - Newark International Date/Time ofTravel, 11/18/2013 9:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: UA 5669 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· 
Terminal A TSA Employee: (If Known)~ Comment: TSA agent~spent approximately 10 minutes complaining openly (in view/hearing of myself and numerous passengers wailing for screening) about recent complainls that were 
recorded about her by other passengers. She proceeds to then be rude to pretty much every passenger going through screening - I was given a green piece of paper for expedited screening, but was still required to remove my belt (which did not set of 
the metal detector) and my wallet and when I asked then what was the point of the expedited screening she became belligerent and said &quot I let you keep your shoes on didnl l?&quot; Clearly this agent has had other complaints I and it appears for 

2013 10:09 good reason. Her customer service is terrible. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Namtb)(ff, 
Phone Number ~~---~ 

Email tbl(61 1 
To leave a comment concerning t~,s feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



The caller flew from BDL to TPA and returned back from TPA. She received Precheck an the departing flight, and her return flight she had a rude officer. She stated that she has a back brace. She stated that she was asked to raise her arms if she was 
ab I e. She stated that an ofli cer wiped her hands with a cloth and her brace. She asked the ofli cer why this was required. She stated that she has never seen this before. She stated that the ofli cer was le male and very rude. She asked why she had to 
undergo this and what they were looking for, She asked how she was TSA Precheck approved on one flight and humiliated on the next. 

I explained that in the furture she can contact our TSA Cares line for information regarding a medical condition ar disability. Information can be provided that is specific to her medical condition or she can be referred to a disability specialist with in TSA. 

I apologized to the caller for the experience. I explained that the officers are Irained 10 Ire at passengers with dignity and respect during lhe screening process. 

If a passenger has a cast. brace, or support appliance. the way screening will be conducted depends on his or her level of ability. So. she was asked 1/ she can raise her arms for screening. 

Regardless of whether a passenger is screened by a walk-through metal detector, AIT, or a thorough patdown, casts, braces, and supporl appliances are subject to additional screening. A TSO will need to see lhe device, which may require lhe lifting 
2013 12:1 O of clothing without exposing any sensitive areas. TSA also will use technology to test the device for traces of explosive material. That is what was occurring with the cloth swab. 

I explained that the security procedures are designed to be random. 

I explained that I can forward the information to a CSM at TPA so that they can be aware of the situation. 

Departing Airport: TPA 
Destination: BDL 
Airline: Delta 
FI 19 ht Number: Unknown 
Gate: Unknown 
Terminal: Unknown 
Date and Time: November 9th@ 4:15 pm 
Caller fiew from LAX to New Zealand on NZ 1 November 13. Caller said when she went through the metal detector. an alarm sounded. Caller said she put her wallet in the bin with her backpack. Caller said she did not have her wallet when she got 
home. Caller said ii was a skinny wallet I hat was 3 1 2 long, 2 1 2 wide, 1 2 inch wide, has a zipper across, has probably less that $50 NZ dollar, 2 antique keys and 1 pair of stainless steel tweezers inside. Caller said she sent an email but did not get 
a reply. 

Airport LAX 
Airline New Zealand 
Flight numbers NZ1 
Date and ti me of incident 
Baggage tag number 
Description of bag, color, style, size, brand 

'2013 2:03: NOi with Writing? 
Terminal or Gate Terminal 2. Gate 22 I caller Is not sure if it was 22 or 24) 
Contact information 

Yau may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim farm will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 
Because the complaint concerns security s c reenrng at a specific airport. we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-mai I to the Custa mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 

I told her 10 check with losl and found 
Las Ange I es I nternationa I Ai rpa rt 
310-242-9073 



I am us ua 11 y very sa ti sli ed with the job T SA does. I fly frequently and have never had a negative experience. 

I usually wear my cowboy boats when I fly, because they are easy to slip on and off. I always put them in a bin with something small and have never had an issue. 

This morning, when going through security, I noticed that the lady working the screening area was rearranging some of my bins, consolidating them. I thought it was a little strange, because I know what usually lits in the bins. 

When I went through the meta I d ete ctar and went to retrieve my be Io ngi ngs. I was surprised to see that my boots had be en taken out of the bin and we re ju st p I aced th ra ugh the machine. Then I looked at the bottoms and saw that, on each boot, a piece 
of the bottom sole had been detached, so they aren't straight on the heel. 

I know they were nol like I hat before I put them through, because I had looked al the bo1toms specifically this morning, when I was packing. 

I a I e rted the T SA agent and told him I was concerned th at the other agent would have taken my boots out of their bin, and s hawed him what I was talking about. He took some pictures of the pieces of the so I e that we re damaged. 

Now I will have 10 gel thal piece replaced on bolh boots. I haven't had any problems walking in I hem in the past, but now they are uns1eady and uneven 10 walk in. 

12013 4 : 17=· I would greatly appreciate some help with the cost of the boot repair, and I asked the agent I talked with if, in the future, he could ask that agent not to take passengers' belongings out of bins. and instead ask them to move things around 1f necessary for 
some re.a sori. 

'2013 4:27: 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

### 
This message is lo r the designated rec i p1ent only and may co ntarn priv i I eg ed or co nfi denti a I information. If you have received 11 in error. please notify the sender , mm ed i ate I y and de I ete the orig i na I. Any other use of the emai I by you is prohibited. 

### 
Ca Iler is a retired airline employee and he is I eav i ng the country, Ca 11 er said he was detained when he tried to re-enter the US, Ca Iler does not get detained when I e avi ng the US. only when trying to returning to the US, Ca Iler said they asked for his 
date of birlh. Caller said this incidenl happened 2 1 2 years ago. Caller said he travels frequently and he is concerned about having to do additional screening. Caller said lhe last time he fiew he ac1ually missed his flight. Caller said he will take his 
trip and then will apply ta TRIP if he still haves problems. Caller already knew about Redress. 

The U , S , De pa rtme nt of Home I and Security (DH S) has developed the T rave I er Redress Inquiry Program (TR IP) to assist i ndivid ua Is who be Ii eve they have be en in correct! y de I ayed, denied boa rd i ng, identified lo r additiona I screening , or have 
experienced diffi cul ties when seeking entry i nlo I he United SI ates. 

Recognizing the continued inconvenience of having to go to the ticket counter to obtain a boarding pass, DHS announced enhancements to watch 11st screening by the airlines. Each airline can now create a system to verify and securely store a 
passenger's date of birth to clarify watch list misidentilications. II you cannot print your boarding pass from the Internet, at an airport kiosk, or curbside, you may be able to avoid checking in at the ticket counter on future flights. While you are at the 
ticket counler, provide your full name and dale of birth. The airline may be able 10 store your information and enable you to print your boarding pass. 

If you have contacted the airlines and continue to experience delays, you may outline your concerns in a single request to DHS TRIP. The information received will be shared with applicable DHS component agencies, such as the Transportation 
Security Administration (T SA) and U, S, Customs and Border Protect ion, as wel I as with the U , S , De pa rtme nt of State and, when a pp ro pri ate. with airport and airline opera tors, Information wi 11 be shared in accarda nee with the provisions of the Privacy 
Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. § 552a), and as established in the Privacy lmpacl Assessment published for DHS TRIP. 

To participate in the program, please submit a completed Traveler Inquiry Form and requested copies of identity documents to DHS TRIP. You may download an electronic form from the website at www.dhs.gov trip, or you may complete the enclosed 
form. Please do not send original identity documents as they will not be returned, DHS will review the information submitted and work with other Federal agencies, if necessary. to resolve individual concerns. OHS TRIP will inform you in writing when 
review of your inquiry is complete. 

When you submit an onlrne inquiry, a control number will be assigned to you. The control number will be displayed on the Traveler Inquiry Form acknowledgement page along with your name. Please print the acknowledgement page, sign 11, and send it 
to DH S TRIP a Io ng with the requested copies of identity documents, If comp I eti ng the enclosed form , please sign it and send it to DH S TR I P a long with the requested copies of identity documents, Again, p I ease do not send origin al identity documents 
as they will not be rel urned. 

DHS can neither confirm nor deny whether an individual is on a Federal watch 11st because this information is derived from class1f1ed and sensitive law enforcement and intelligence information. In addition, DHS cannot ensure that your travel will 
always be delay-free. Airline check-in procedures must still be followed and other security measures remain in place at the airport. For example, an individual may be selected for secondary screening to resolve a walk-through metal detector alarm or 
because of random selection. Because airline procedures for screening passengers against Federal watch lists vary, an individual may still be required 10 check in for flights at the airline ticket counter and be unable to print a boarding pass from a 
home corn pute r or a i rpa rt kiosk or at curbside. 



!(b,(61 

!(b,(61 

fbi(61 

Fro~(b)(ff1 
Sent I hursday, November DI, 2D13 2 39 PM 
To: 'TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov' 

2013 10:09 

Subjecl: TSA Pre-Check discrimination 

I am a frequent traveler with American Airlines and have had the 'benefit' of pre-check since lhe beginning of the inception of the program. The problem is I can't utilize the pre-check metal detector facilities due to my pacemaker. TSA al every airporl I 
have came in contact (+20) with refuses to allow me to use pre-check and go through the body scanner. TSA is discriminating against my medical disability and I find it unacceptable. I get to enter the pre-check lines. and then when I state I need to go 
through a body sea nne r they relus e to a 11 ow me the be nef1ts of the pre-check I have al ready been granted (keep shoes on, not take out I a plop, etc.). I am a pre-check approved !rave I er and have PRE-CH ECK stamped on every boarding pass, but it's 
useless due to the inadequate accessibility of a body scanner. I understand the American Disability Act does not address this issue, as the problem didn't exist when the ADA was created. I would like feedback on what TSA is capable of doing to 
allow passengers wilh disabililies 10 use a body scanner during the pre-check check in. Thank You for your time . 

!(b,(61 

M frequent flye~(b)(61 

kb1(6) 

Caller 1s a GE member and receives PreCheck and flies with Southwest. She fiew through Denver recently and they did not have an AIT machine for the PreCheck lane. They only had a metal detector. The caller has an artificial knee which caused the 
WTMD to alarm and she had to take everything off. She wants to know if she will have to go through the metal detector at all Precheck lanes because she has paid $100 to get PreCheck. 

12013 9, 18, Advised caller: 

I do not have info nma ti on on which airports have AIT machines for PreC heck I a nes. If you set off an a I arm secondary screening is a I ways required to resolve any a I a nms. 

Caller 1s a GE member and receives PreCheck and flies with Southwest. She fiew through Denver recently and they did not have an AIT machine for the PreCheck lane. They only had a metal detector. The caller has an artificial knee which caused the 
WTMD to alarm and she had to take everything off. She wants to know if she will have to go through the metal detector at all Precheck lanes because she has paid $100 to get PreCheck. 

12013 9, 18, Advised caller: 

I do not have info nma ti on on which airports have AIT machines for PreC heck I a nes. If you set off an a I arm secondary screening is a I ways required to resolve any a I a nms. 



Before the metal detector checking. I regularly put all my belongings in a basket. including my leather jacket at departure lane 5. 
When lhe basket came out from the metal detector there was a wide laceration of part of my jacket. I immediately called lhe Police officer so she could testify the problem. 
Police Officer number is the following: SJSOkb)(ff:, I 
I would like to receive a reimbursement for damage received. 

Thank you for your attention
B est regards. 

[b)(ffl 

b)(61 

'--;::==:;:==================================::;--~ 

,o,s,ooo r~b-)-(6-1-~------------~ 

120134:11: 

Telj(b1(6) 
Tel. 
Fa ,.._ ______ __, 

a contain confidential and rivi I e ed information. An una utho ri zed review. use. di sci osu re a r 
d1stribut1on is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the angina 
message. 
P "Please, consider the environment before printing this e-mail" 

Feed back Type : Compliment 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" : Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time. 11/20/2013 2:05:35 PM Airport· DSM - Des Maines International Date/Time al Travel. 11114/2013 Airline & Flight Number· United Flight 6334 CheckpoinUArea of Airport 
: PreCheck TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I have a pacemaker. When the only option for PreCheck is a metal detector, it creates problems. The Des Moines airport is set up well for me to use the other type of imaging technology. I'm able to take advantage of all PreCheck attributes 
and staff is saved ti me and effort. 

Other airports have not been as well set up. I have had a pat down as a result of the equipment issue (A recent trip so I think that was either St. Louis or Portland. OR) At the Pittsburgh airport the TSA attendant was kind in letting me move over to the 
other lane, but I had to move out of PreCheck. 

It is my hope that you will take pacemakers into consideration in setting up PreCheck lanes. I consider it fortunate that the new security equipment is pacemaker safe and hope that it is always available as an option. 



My wife and I and our two young children travel regularly, and I will say that our experience in the past couple of years with TSA screening across various airports has been a pleasant experience. However. I do have a concern I would like to express 
about your procedures at Mi a rn i I ntematIona I Airport. 

Yesterday (11119113), my wife and I and our daughters (ages 3 & 4) were returning from St Kitts & Nevis (SKB) to LAX with a connection in M1am1 (MIA). We went through US Customs and then proceeded to the TSA secunty lines. Each of us Is 
designated TSA Precheck. Since receiving this designation, we have been allowed to keep our shoes on through security. This created confusion and frustration as nobody at TSA Miami checked our boarding passes prior to security, and we were 
thus mandated 10 lake our shoes off after lining up before the metal detector (with the assumption we could keep them on). Additionally, we put everything from our pockets through the scanner bell (including passporIs, wallet, boarding passes, etc), 

'2013 6:01 as every other TSA check recently has asked that we carry nothing and have our pockets empty. Months ago, when I kept our boarding passes in my pocket (at SNA), a TSA agent snapped at me that we were ··not supposed to have anything in our 
pockets." Here in Miami, the T SA agent showed frustration with us th at we put our boa rd i ng pass es through the be It rather than keep them with us. 

I understand TSA purposely creates some inconsistencies for secunty reasons, but the inconsistencies that we expenenced at TSA M1am1 certainly are not for that purpose and in my mind are completely unnecessary. Because we sent our boarding 
passes through the scanner belt, the frustrated agent called for a "boarding pass check.'' I expressed my own frustration with the separate agent who came to check our boarding passes. He expressly told me that he agrees with me and that they 
(Miami T SA a gents) have ex pressed the same co ncems over these i nco ns is tenci es with TSA. 

He has a left should replacement and it is titanium. He flies a lot for work, when he goes through TSA he goes through patdown. When flying at one point an officer told him that he could go through the WTMD instead of having the patdown since it isn t 
opting oul of the AIT he just isn t able too since he can t raise his hands about his head .. When going through some of the checkpoints they will allow him to go through metal deIecIor olhers they make him have a patdown. SI Louis he was told if he 
can t go through! he body scanner he had to have a patdown and was wanting to know why some airports will not allow him to go through the WTMD since he can t raise his arm 

Response: 
,2013 7,31 : TSA moniIors the number and nature of complaints we receive 10 Irack I rends and spot areas of concern I hat may require special a11ention. This ongoing process will enable us to ensure prompt, correclive action whenever we determine that security 

screening po Ii ci es need modification or specific employees or screener teams a re the subject of repeated comp I ai nts. 

Something to keep in mind is that all airports will differ a little in the procedures. If you are not able to go through the AIT it will be up to the officer at the checkpoint to detenmine how you are cleared through screening whether it be through the WTMD 
or a patdown. The officer is the one I hat will also make that final decisions and that is how ii will differ from airporl to airport. 

He has a left should replacemenl and it is lilanium. He flies a 101 for work, when he goes lhrough TSA he goes through paldown. When flying at one point an officer told him thal he could go through the WTMD instead of having the paldown since ii isn t 
opting out of the AIT he just isn t able too since he can t raise his hands about his head .. When going through some of the checkpoints they will allow him to go through metal detector others they make him have a patdown. St Louis he was told if he 
can t go throug ht he body scanner he had to have a patdown and was wanting to know why some airports w111 not a 11 ow h1 m to go through the W TM D s i nee he can t raise his arm 

Response: 

12013 ?:31 : TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process will enable us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security 
screening po Ii ci es need modification or s pec1f1c employees or screener teams are the subj eel of re pealed comp I aints. 

Somelhing to keep in mind is that all airports will differ a little in the procedures. If you are not able to go through lhe AIT it will be up to the officer at the checkpoinl to determine how you are cleared through screening whether it be through the WTMD 
or a patdown. The officer is the one that will also make that final decisions and that is how it will differ from airport to airport. 



She Is a Global Entry Member. They will be flying to Panama. She was chosen on October 31, 2013 for PreCheck on her trip to Dublin. After questioning the caller I determined that she did not enter her participant Id when she made the reservation. 
She said that when she made the reservation she was not asked for the number. She said that there is no place to enter the number. She has not confirmed that the information on her reservation or in her profile matches her Global Entry account. 
She said I hat she has a TSA PreCheck card. She wanled to know how she was chosen for PreCheck in October if she did not enroll. She also wanted 10 know why her husband has PreCheck on his boarding pass if he did not enroll. 

CBP Trusted Travelers Global Entry NEXUS SENTRI 
1 Are you a US Canadian Citizen? - Yes - US citizen 
2. Are you traveling from an airport participating in TSA PreCheck and on a participating airline? - Yes 
3. Do you have a valid unexpired CBP membership? - Yes 
4. Have you received TSA PreCheck in the past? - Yes 
5. Do know your CBP Trusted Traveler PASS ID? - Yes 
6, When making a reservation, have you confirmed th at your information matches your CB P Trusted T rave I er account? - No 
7. Do you make your reservation lhrough a 3rd party? For example, a travel agenl or an employer's online booking system? - No 

2013 11 :04 s
9

._ Do you make your reservations online? For example. an airline's Web site or a travel Web site such as Travelocity or Expedia? - Yes 
Date of Birth -April 22. 1949 

I gave the following information: If you are eligible for TSA PreCheck benefits as a member of U.S. Customs and Border Protection's (CBP) Global Entry program and have been unable to access the TSA PreCheck expedited screening lane on recent 
trips, we Ii rst re commend that you confirm you a re entering your ful I name. date of birth, and PASS ID exactly as it appears on your Global Entry membership card when booking your fi Ig ht reservation. 

Please ensure thal the name on your reservation exaclly matches lhe name on your Global Entry card or online account. If your name is lisled with a middle initial or middle name, ii must be entered that way in your reservalion and airline profile. 
Nicknames should not be used in lieu of an actual name on the card. In addition, confirm that your 9--digit PASS ID is placed in the "Known Traveler Number" field. 
If you made your flight reservation through a travel agent. travel Web site (such as Expedia, Traveloc1ty. or Orbitz) or your employer's travel-booking system. we strongly recommend that you contact a representative there to ensure that your Global 
Entry PASS ID was successfully added to the "Known Traveler Number Field" of your airline reservation. 
Please note that even if you opt in for TSA PreCheck with your airline or include your CBP trusled traveler information when booking a flight, TSA PreCheck does not guarantee expediled screening. TSA will always incorporaIe random and 
unpredictable security measures throughout the airport. 

TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data. Using the same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided for years, TSA's risk-based analysis will increase 
the number of Iravelers who may be eligible for TSA PreCheck. 

Kiill:§0 took over ca 11 : Ca 11 er stated her daughter has a brain injury and has a meta I imp I ant so she cannot go through the metal detector, she sIg ned her daughter up through the pre-check program so she cou Id get through s c reem ng faster. Ca 11 er 
stated she was rudely advised by the TSO at the checkpoint that because she has to opt out for a patd own she cannot go through the pre-check Ii ne, Ca 11 er is upset because this Ii ne is shorter and she had to wait a long time for a lema I e to perform the 

'2013 4:29: patdown. 

'2013 4:29: 

12013 6:36: 

I advised caller this is the p race ss for opting out of the W TM D pre-check or not. I did advise cal I er if she le els I Ike she was treated rude I y we can send to the CS M at the airport. I placed the agent back on the phone to take add1t1ona I information. Cal I 
was disconnected and was unable to call back because caller refused to give contact number. 

ltii:iill:[Jtook over call: Caller staled her daughter has a brain injury and has a metal implant so she cannot go lhrough the metal deIecIor, she signed her daughler up lhrough the pre-check program so she could gel through screening fasIer. Caller 
stated she was rudely advised by the TSO at the checkpoint that because she has to opt out for a patdown she cannot go through the pre-check line. Caller is upset because this line is shorter and she had to wait a long time for a female to perform the 
patdown. 

I advised caller this is the process for opting out of the WTMD pre-check or not. I did advise caller if she feels like she was treated rudely we can send to the CSM at the airport. I placed the agent back on the phone to take additional information. Call 
was disconnected and was unable to call back because caller refused to give contact number. 
Caller has a stint in each of his thighs with titanium in it. When he flies out of SAN. he provides documents from his doctor. and the TSO s are not looking at his documents and Just having him place it in the plastic bins. He does want to let this problem 
be come aware top the CS M at SAN just to ho pefu 11 y prevent the matter from happening in the future, 

Advised. 

If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 
Many passengers with meIaI implants thal regularly alarm a walk-lhrough metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rt of a person or device. 
If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Spec1al1st while at the checkpoint. 



Caller has received Precheck with South West. He wants to know if he will receive it with other airlines. He flew out of Burbank,CA. TSA Precheck did nat work yesterday. Precheck was on boarding pass. Metal detector was closed. He had ta take 
out the laptop. He wanted to know if we take comp I a i nts on Pre ch eek. He wants to make a comp I a int. He had add1t1ona I scree ni ng. Caller was up set about the I e ngth of ti me and add1t1ona I screening. He said his fi Ig ht de I ayed. The incident was 
yesterday. He stated he had wasted enough time on this and said lets not call this precheck lets call it something else and hung up before I could get additional infonmation. 

Advised: 
2013 11 :25 I explained to the caller there are two ways to receive Precheck either with a FF or a TT membership. 

I explained to the caller he would not receive Precheck with other airlines unless he applied for a CBP TT membership program. He could receive Precheck on a random selection basis with SW. 

I stated I wo u Id inform the CS M at the airport of his di ssat i sfa ction of the expedited process yesterday and regretted he was nat happy with the process. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time . 1112212013 11 :35:23 AM Airport : BUR - Burbank Bob Hope Airport Date/Time of Travel · 11121/2013 5:00 PM Airline & Flight Number · SW 2193 Checkpoint/Area al Airport · Terminal 1 TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment : I am enrol led in T SA pre. 
It took more time to go through TSA Pre instead of regu I ar screening. 
1. The meIaI detector for TSA Pre was not manned. I was told to wail and did for 2-3 minutes while they sent someone over. 

20 3 12_ 14 When I went ta pick up my breifecase after it went throough X-Ray. I was asked if I had a laptop in it. I said yes, and they said your laptop and briefcase have to be X-Rayed again. 
1 · As A resu It I was now de I ayed and other passengers who had gone through regu I ar screening had long I eft the security a re a. 

So much for the value ofTSA Pre. 
Would you like a response? . True 

Passenger's Nam~e--=--.., 
Phone r 

Email : ""(b_)-'-(6_1_....,. __ ...,.......,,..,. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

I flew through Logan Airport last night and had one of the mast embarrasing situations due ta the employee running the metal detectors at Logan Terminal Bat 615pm. 

The Pre-check s igna ge is very confusing as the Precheck sign is next to a security e ntra nee in front of a p ri ma ry set of USA i rways gates ( 1 0-14), However, it is a ppa rentl y not a pre ch eek set of gates, only expedited security, The guard checking I Os 
did not menlion thal this is not a TSA poinl even though it passed as precheck. 

Once through, I went as if I was in no rma I preche ck I in es. No removal of laptop. shoes, etc. When di reeled to rem ave my laptop. I stated l"m designated for pre ch eek. ANothe r guard said "this Is expedited security, you have to remove it." I was 
unsure of the difference as I didn't have to remove my shoes, belt. or jacket. When I went through the detector, my jacket triggered the detector. WHen I went to remove jacket, I was told to take everything else off. Whenl said I don't see why since it's 
only the jacket (I've worn the belt and shoes through ORD and BOS security multiple times),, I was lold "If you're gonna act this way, you can go through the scanner.'' THis was in a loud voice in fronl of a waiting line of ppl. When I attempted to go 

12013 B:03:, through the metal detector, he said "no. yau ga through the body scanner." 

I spoke to a female super.visor. She indicated that multiple people had said the signage was confusing and that the guards were not directing ppl to the proper TSA Precheck point. She also asked who handled the situation and said it was 
inappropriate: bul did not provide me his name. He was a gentleman about 5'10, brown hair, and a goaIee. 

l"m more concerned about the male individual and his treatment of me. I realize that he deals with the public on a daily basis, but It was beyond rude and inconsistent with any of the behaviors I've experienced at maJor airports throughout the country. 

Please advise how this siluation will be dealt with as an employee acting in I his manner should either be coached to improvement or removed from your organization. 

Regards, 

l(b)(61 



Feedback Type Request for Information 
Categories: TSA Pre?"' , Traveling with a Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time, 11124/2013 12:19:04 PM Airport, Select One Date/Time of Travel, 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · 0 n a recent trip, flying from Du 11 es ( DC) to Tam pa. our tickets showed that we we re set for TSA Pre ch eek. My wife has a rep I ace me nt knee, and the pre ch eek Ii ne at Du 11 es was using a standard meta I detector. 
Because of this, secondary inspeclion was required, and my wife was subjected to the mosl inlensive, intrusive body search I have ever seen. Up her inner thighs to crnlch height, up under her breasts to ac1ually lift them. I could only laugh at lhe 

'2013 1 :05:- extreme nature of the treatment, as any protest would, of course, result in delay. 

However, my wife and I would like to understand what steps can be taken to assure that whenever an airport has Advanced Image testing, that she will be able to be checked by that method. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Nam~e~·~(b_-~i(_6~'--~-~ 
Phone Number 1h··,1r:;-, 
Email :f~h_-_,1_r:;_·-, _________ ~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

I am writing to lodge an official complainl against the Denver division of the TSA, at Denver internalional Airport. 

My mother was !rave Ii ng today to Da 11 as, and experienced an entirely unwarranted and invasive violation of personal space. 

She has had breast cancer twice, and as a result, she had a double mastectomy. She often experiences pain in her chesl region and also is dealing with lymphedema as a resull of the surgery. Lymphedema is a very sensilive condition. While not a 
travel risk. she has to be careful to not bump into things or cause herself undue stress. What follows is inexcusable and a peifectly accurate description of undue stress. 

A female TSA agent told her to stand off to the side today after getting through the metal detector and my mother complied. With no warning or explanation, the TSA agent shoved the heel of her palm directly into my mothers chest, right at the surgery 
site. This completely starlled my mother and caused her 1errible pain. The TSA agenl then lold her to go very loudly, with a non-explanation of "ii must have been the buttons." My mother lhen had to collect herself and her belongings, while trying not to 

12013 S:O?: cry. She then suffered on her connecting flight due to the force and stress of the shove. There is a potential for that abrupt and traumatizing physical contact to prolong her healing process and possibly create more damaged tissue. If she had received 
surgery last month, stitches would have been tom and the damage would have been near-irreparable. We will be seeing her surgeon to verify that the contact from the TSA agent did not cause any damage, and 1f it did. there shall be a suit filed as 
soon as possi b I e in order to ameliorate the cos ts and m enta I anguish associated with the contact. 

I want a written apology from the TSA staff at DIA and I want proof that TSA employees receive additional training in order to better handle the populace and all forms of ability, as it is incredibly obvious that there is a woeful and horrific lack of such 
training. 

I will also be forwarding this complaint to the relevant aulhorities at DIA, as well as local news agencies. I really wish I didn't have 10, but I am not hoping for much of a response, as it is quite apparent that the TSA is a non-funclioning agency. 

kb,(61 ! 
HYPERLINK !(b)(61 

l(b)(61 I 



Remote Client IP: ~kb_·•~1(6_._1 ---~ 
Dale Time: 11124/2013 6:03:59 PM 

Name~(b 1(61 I 
Emai!(b)(61 ! 
Comp a, nts: o, scou rteo us) Rude Employee. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Airport - LAX 
Terminal - 7 
Date -11-23-13 
Time - approx. 8: 15 to 8:45 AM. 
Comments:I found the TSA employees at the terminal listed to be unprofessional. particularly the larger of the two female screeners employed to do additional screenings and pat downs. 
I have several metal implants, which cause lhe machine to beep every time I fiy. The screening is usually quick, courteous, and while not pleasant, not intrusive. This experience was neither quick nor courteous, was VERY unpleasant and was 

12013 ?: 16: definitely intrusive. 
If you wi 11 bear with me, I wi 11 com pa re the procedures I am used to with those lo 11 owed at LAX. 
The re we re peop I e trickling through at the rate of perhaps one or two every two or three minutes. 

I was listed as PRE-check on my ticket, but since I do have implants, I required additional screening. 
Norm al - I step to the s1d e, a le male screener is a vaI I ab I e within 30 seconds, or perhaps a minute if the I in e is busy. 
LAX- I step to the side. The screener at the metal detector calls for a female screener. Two minutes later he calls again. 2 minutes later he calls again. Two minutes later, he calls the team leader of the screeners (who were joking around and paying 
no attenlion to the metal detectors. A female screener lhen comes over, yells at ME for standing "in lhe wrong place (where I was lold to stand). All in all, it took more lhan 5 minutes to get lhe attenlion of the screeners, at a time when the line was far 
from busy. 
Second step - normal - I am asked to stand with my arms out. A wand Is run over my body. 
LAX - no wand was used . 
Normal. - The areas which beep are felt with lhe palm of the hand. Other areas are lighlly patted with the back of the hand. 
LAX - Al I areas of my body were squeezed with the pa Im. including into my crotch and my breasts. 
Norm al. - the screen er stands so I can see her name badge when checking for chem i ca I res1d ue. (often, the re Is no check) 
LAX - the screener stood so all I could see was the sheriff badge. Her name plate was unreadable. I felt too intimidated to ask her name, so I apologize for the incomplete information. 
The impression I was left wilh was thal the team leaders didn't give a damn about their customers (who do ultimately pay their salary), and I hat the woman in particular gets a thrill out of intimidaling and bullying her cusIomers. 
I assure you I was not rude or demanding, I understand that this is a hard job, but I expect a minimum of courtesy from the screeners. I am interested in getting through security as quickly as possible and with the minimum of fuss. 
The caller flew from PHX to AUS texas last Tuesday via Southwest Airlines. The caller had TSA Precheck on his boarding pass and was directed to a specific line by TSA. The caller stated that he is 76 and is not required to remove his shoes 
anyways. The caller stated that the majority of lhe passengers getting sent over to the TSA Precheck lane were senior citizens. The caller stated I hat he had metal implants and that the WTMD was the only screening available at the Precheck lane. 
The caller stated that most of the passengers that were referred over to the TSA Precheck lane had metal implants and set off the alarm. The caller stated that it was at least a 15 minute wait for patdowns due to the WTMD alarms. The caller wanted to 
know why the passengers including his self were referred aver to the I in e that on I y had a WT MD. The caller stated th at they were not a 11 owed out of Ii ne to go through the A IT. The ca 11 er wanted to know how to pre sent hi mse If to T SA and inform th em 
that he would like to opt out of the WTMS and opt in for the AIT. The caller stated that the traveling public is scared to make any comments to TSA, in fear of being taken to a room and missing their flights. The caller stated that it is a problem when 
American citizens fear what TSA will inconvenience I hem with. The caller staled thal he does not feel as I hough senior citizens should be referred to WTMD only when most will alarm it. The caller staled thal there was only 1 AIT available at PHXs 
Southwest Terminal. The caller stated that he hoped that this was being recorded and noted so that someone will be notified. 

The caller was advised that TSA Precheck is optional, 

'2013 8:09: The caller was advised that passengers always have the option to opt out of the WTMD but are unable to request the WTM D. 

The ca 11 er was advised that we a 11 ow passengers to opt out lo r a pa tdow n or the AIT ii they wished to do so. 

The caller was informed that Southwest is new to TSA Precheck and that some airlines select passengers at random against TSA secure flight information and may allow them to use TSA Precheck. 

The ca 11 er was advised to inform the TSO before screening begins that he has metal implants and that he wo u Id Ii ke to use the Al T. 

The caller was advised that we would forward a copy of this complaint over to the CSM of PHX. 

The ca 11 er was advised that a lot of passengers want to use pre ch eek lo r its expedited benefits. but it is not required . 



Response Details: The caller was advised that the set up for TSA Precheck may vary from airport to airport. I advised the caller that we are not located at an airport and that we do not have specific information on how these lanes are set up. 

I informed the caller that we do not have specific information pertaining to her question about being denied Precheck if she cant walk at one airport and not the other. 

I advised the caller that we would forward this to the appropriate department for review. 

I explained to the caller that to have a formal complaint it must be hand written. I advised the caller that I would send her the information about filing a formal complaint via the provided email address in case she changes her mind and wants to file one. 

The caller was informed I hat anytime passengers have specific questions or concerns while I hey are at the check point, they can always request a PSS or TSO Supervisor to help assist with I heir concerns. 

I informed the caller that TSOs receive various types of training. 

CPAPs and Bi PAPs will be screened by x-ray, and passengers are required to remove their CPAP or Bi PAP from its carrying case; Face mask and tubing may remain in lhe case. 

12013 B: 49: I explained that we did not have any specific information stating that any part of a CPAP must be removed except for the CPAP machine its self. 

I told lhe caller that TSA strives to mainlain consistency through oul the airports and that we try to maintain rules and policies as close as possible 

I a po I og i zed to the ca Iler that she has not been satisfied with her experience. 

Incident Details: The caller travels through SFO and ATL alien and uses a wheel chair. The caller opted in for TSA Precheck through Delta Airlines and Alaska Airlines. The caller flys 10 to 20 times a month and the policies always seem to be 
i nco n s i ste nt from airport to airport and sometimes within the same airport. The cal I er stated that she never has an issue with going through TSA Precheck at other airports and that it is only problem at,c when she goes through a Pre ch eek I ane th at only 
has a WTM D and no Al T. 

The caller stated that she is able to walk 1 Oto 20 feet at a time and sometimes up to 100 feet, but is unable to walk 200 plus feet. 

When the ca 11 er llys from A TL and gets to use T SA P recheck she is to Id that she mu st walk down the ha 11 to the Preche ck I a ne ii she wants to use the benefits, 

When the caller flew from ATL via Delta Airlines Flight 789 on 11 16 2013. She went through screening around 8:30- 9:00 a.m. and was chosen for Precheck. The caller was told that she must walk down the hall and that she could not use TSA 
Caller was flying out of LAX and was to Id Preche ck me ans nothing and she would have to go through tradItIona I screening.She arrived in a wheelchair and two different su pe rvi sors to Id her Precheck was ignored at LAX.When I asked her if she /el t Ii ke 
she was targeted because she was in a wheelchair she said she didn't think it would have mattered ii she had had two good legs.Finally someone apologized to the operator of the wheelchair but no one ever apologized to her.I explained that we do not 

20 3 11 _57 have any information on expedited screening for travelers in wheelchairs but usually if travelers will inform the TSO of their capabilities they can go lhrough the WTMD is they can do so on their own or can go through the AIT if they can hold their hands 
1 · over their head for 5-7 seconds.But if they cannot perform these two functions they would have to go through a patdown.Caller stated she was not required to go through a patdown when she left the country and I explained that TSA does incorporate a 

random function in the s c reem ng p race ss and no one is g ua ra nteed to get expedited screening al I the 11 me.Conferred with Amber and gave caller the CSM contact information explaining that she was in the airport and cou Id pass i bly better inform ca 11 er 
of LAX SO P's in this matter. 

'20131:01 

Caller and wife travel frequently. Caller said his wife has an artificial knee. Caller said everytime she comes through, she has a full body patdown and this upsets the callers wife so much that she doesn t want to travel anymore. Caller asked if she 
could get a card that would exempt her from this paid own. Caller said she does inform TSA about the knee. Caller said his wife wears an underwire bra. Caller stated that TSA pats down her crotch area and also her breast area. Caller said she has 
be en using the metal detector. 

If a passenger has metal implants, she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 
Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rt of a person or device, An e Ii g i ble passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is ava i I able or can request to be screened using a patd own; however. passengers cannot request to be sere ened by the wa I k
t h rough metal detector in lieu of AIT or a I ho rough patdown. 
A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 
• The paid own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms. remaining in the position required for a paid own, or any areas of the body th at a re p arnfu I when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or Ii ft any article of clothing to revea I a sensitive body area, 
I told lhe caller she cannot be exempted from lhe screening. 

TSA is implementing more streamlined, consistent and thorough patdown procedures at security checkpoints to provide a higher level of secunty and increase the safety of the traveling public. 
We understand and regret the discomfort and inconvenience passengers may experience as a result of patdown procedures. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of 
all air travelers. 

I told the caller his wife should request the AIT if available. I also advised him to have her not wear an underwire bra to avoid having an alarm. 



120131:44: 

Caller said he called American Airlines and was lold to call TSA aboul precheck. He said he got precheck with US Air and wants precheck for friday when he flies to CA. He requested an email response on this. He asked if he can opl in or fill out a 
known traveler #. He said he is nat a g I a ba I entry member. 

Respanse:There are two primary ways to be considered eligible for TSA Precheck. travelers may be invited by a participating airline, ar they may choose ta enroll with ane al U.S. Customs and Border Protection's (CBP) Trusted Traveler programs. 

Cur,-ently, TSA Precheck is limited to select airlines and each is contacting eligible frequent flyers with an invitation to opt-in. Once a passenger opts-in, the airline identifies the individual as a TSA Precheck participant when submitting a passenger's 
reservation information to TSA. 

Frequent flyers and other travelers who did not receive an invitation and would like to participate or would like to be considered eligible for TSA Precheck benefits on all participating airlines should apply for membership with one of CBP's Trusted 
Traveler programs. Individuals who apply and are cleared for enrollment in one of CBP's eligible Trusted Traveler programs are automatically qualified to participate in TSA Precheck when flying on a participating airline at a participating airport. For 
more information, including enrollment, please visit http: www.globalentry.gov . 

TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data. Using the same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided for years, TSA's nsk-based analysis will increase 
the number of travelers who may be eligible for TSA Precheck. 

Currently, the Secure Flight data that is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevent known or suspected terrorists from gaining access to an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA's new initiative will use this same information to 
also identify low-risk passengers to determine 1/ they should be directed to the TSA Precheck lane for expedited screening. 

TSA's new risk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Precheck lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSA 
officer and will go through a metal detector or Advanced Imaging Technology scanner as part of security procedures. 

Passengers who are directed to theTSA Precheck lane at the security checkpoint will undergo expedited screening without having to enroll inTSA Precheck , This may include leaving on shoes, light outerwear, and belts, and keeping laptops in their 
cases and quart-size bags conlaining 3-1-1 complianl liquids, gels, and aerosols in carry-on baggage. 

Although TSA's new initiative leverages the current TSA Precheck process. passengers should not expect to be directed to the TSA Precheck lane each time they fly. Individuals who would like to receive expedited screening on a more frequent basis 
should consider applying to a U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Trusted Traveler program. Passengers who travel internationally may be interested in a membership with a U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Trusted Traveler 
Program, such as Global Entry. Those who 1ravel domestically may prefer TSA's applicalion program. Applicants of either program undergo fingerprinting and a background check before being approved for membership and TSA Precheck eligibility. 



Evelyn Webb 

Prag ram Assistant 

Civil Rights Division, TSA-6 

Fro~(b)(6I 

Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 12:43 PM 

12013 2 :1 S:. To: TSA.Civilrights@dhs.gov 
Subject: TSA Contact Us: Complaints 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl(b)(61 I 
Date Time: 11/26/2013 12:42:41 PM 

Name: 

fb)(61 

Email: 

Disability Description: Caller has a heart monitor, 

Information Request She asked how ta go through screening. The monitor is attached to her belt and she has electrodes on her. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: Passengers who have med i ca I devices attached to their bodies should inform the T ransporta ti on Security Officer (TSO) co nd u cti ng the sere en i ng of the device and indicate where the device is located before the screening p race ss 
begins. 

If the device can be safe I y screened by Al T, passengers can be sere ened using Al T on I y if they can stand sti 11 with their arms above their he ads lo r 5-7 seconds without the sup po rt of a person or d ev,ce. s, mi I arty. passengers can be screened using 
walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. 

If a p atdown is required in order to complete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
12013 3:21: The passenger can request a privale screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a privale screening, anolher TSA employee will also be presenl and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
A passenger s ho u Id nol be asked 10 remove or Ii ft any article of clothing 10 rev ea I a sensitive body area. 

Regardless of the screening method used, the device will undergo additional screening. This may include, but 1s not limited to. a physical inspection of the device 1f it is not in a sensitive area, and a patdown of the device followed by testing for traces 
of explosives. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

I emailed the infonmation to her, 



Feedback Type Request for Information 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time: 1112712013 3:36:43 PM Airport: Select One Dateflime o!Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: On Tuesday, November 26, 2013, I went lhrough airport screening at MSP airport 1erminal 1. 

I had my dog with me, so carried through the metal detector. The TSA agent, swabbed my hand and then told me the machine identified a substance so they needed to check my bag and complete a manual search 

When I askd several times the nature of the substance, he stated he did not know. Clearly this is nol acceptable as lhs is nol N Korea so transparency is importanl. 

12013 4 :05: As the TSA employees managed the manual body search, I again inquired as too the suspected substance discovered. 

I am both TSA cleared and approved into the global entry bul apparently none of this pre screening matlers. 

I have no comp I amt against the TSA em pl ayes as I rea I ize it 1s a massive government Jobs p rag ram that wastes bi 11 ,ans an n ua 11 y. 

I would just like to know the suspected subslance. Other than dog hair and saliva, I am mystified. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number _r:-==~-...,..._. 
Email (b)(ff1 
To lea,1-,,-.,...,.'l'fflffln,.,.,,...,..,.,ffl'l,,.,,mn"'TT'm! feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.govlcontactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!(b)(61 
Date Time: 1112712\i,0;;,1,;,3"'4"": 2'"'2'"': 3"'4'"'P""M-,, 

------------------------------------------------------------------

Nametb)(6) 
Email h··,1rr1 
Comp I a i nts: Cons i ste ntl y Selected for Secondary Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/AirportlGate/Etc): 
Comments :TSA racial p roli Ii ng comp I a int 

12013 6 : 1 O: I have been a victim of racial profiling and unfair harassment for invasive extended screening procedures multiple times by TSA during the last few years. 

In 2011 , I was u nla i rl y flagged for extended screening procedures at the Oakland airport when I was wearing post eye-surgery dark eye p rote cto rs as required by my LASIK surgeon, The T SA requested I take off my g I ass es even though it caused 
much pain to my regenerating eyes. 

In 2012, I was unfairly flagged for extended screening procedures when requesting to use the metal detector because the safety of body scanners was not proven yet dunng this penod. I was unreasonably detained for a long time and made almost late 
for my flight. 

Today, 11-27-2013, I was flagged for asking about a sign that said I could leave shoes and light clothing on if prescreened. 

Hence, 

I have been a victim of racial profiling and unfair harassment for invasive extended screening procedures multiple times by TSA during the last few years. 

[b)(6) 

My wife and I are traveling back to St. Louis through the newark airport. When we were going through screening (we bolh are Isa pre check) the agent at the metal de1ec1ors told her she had to go lhrough the regular metal detector in spile of lhe fact 
that she told him she has a metal hip replacement. It of course went off and she had to go back through the detector and go through the x-Ray machine. He made a big deal of it and embarrassed her. The x-Ray was right beside the metal detector and 

,2013 5:og: in full use. This agent was black. with a semi Afro haircut and beard. He is unprofessional and should not be doing this service. 

Sent from my iPad 



Response Details: Advised caller the following information: 
Every person and ilem must be screened before entering lhe secured area of an airport, and lhe manner in which the screening is conducted is imporwnt. TSOs musl conduct addilional screening to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through MetJI 
Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained ta explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the 
process. T SA regrets 11 this was not your 

Transportation Security Adminislration (TSAJ policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOsJ to reasonably ensure thal carry-on items, including disability-related devices and aids, are kept wilhin a passengers line-of-sight when a passenger is 
required to undergo additional screening. When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passengers items and to ensure that the 
passenger Is reunited with his or her property once it clears x- ray s c reenrng. 

Once an individual elects to enter a screening location, such as the Walk through Metal Detector or lhe Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ, screening must be completed before an individual is permitted to leave lhe screening location. 

Once an individual enters screening they may not touch their uncleared belongings unless they have been directed to do so by a Transportation Secunty Officer. This includes handling carry-on baggage, items, or belongings dunng the screening 
process. 

2013 g:sg:, If an individual declines screening or refuses to complete the screening process, the individual will not be permitted to enter the sterile area of the airport or to board an aircraft. 

Told caller I would send the complaint to the CSM so they would be aware of the issue and could address it. 

Advised ca Iler I would send the comp I a int ta the dis a bi Ii ty department and em ai I the RF I. 

Incident Details: Caller said when she was leaving the airport she was told she could file a complaint with TSA. She went through Dallas Love Field a little after 2:00pm yesterday wearing a compression garment. She flew through DFW. on Southwest 
and did not have these issues. All her luggage cleared at Dallas, but when she went through the machine she alarmed and lit up on both sides. They had to do a patdown which she said was not a problem. She told them to be gentle on her leg 
because of her surgery and she was wearing a compression garment. The officer patted her dawn and tested her for explosives which she thought she cleared. She saw the officer pacing back and forth. the officer then said she had to strip search her. 
Caller asked i I she cou Id removed her belt to be screened ag am in which the off ce r responded no and the passenger asked if she could wear her shoes to the sere en i ng in which she was al so to Id no Ca 11 er stated she did not want to do a strip 
search and they told her ii she did not she wou Id be arrested, A Pol ice ofli cer came and wou Id not an-est her because she was doing nothing wrong and the Police officer said she was rea 11 y po Ii te, The po Ii ce officer said he had no j uri sdicti on th ere but 
he was a Dallas Police Officer. Caller asked if she could go back to the restroom and remove her garment, they told her no. Since the passenger would not go lhrough a strip search TSA officers later said lhey had put her on a list that she could not fiy 
for the entire day and she felt completely violated. She would have preferred to have screening information given to her about compression garments because they would not let her remove it and she did not realized that. She did not get to take that 
flight and had to make another flight. She said she flies a whole lot and usually when your stuff comes off the conveyor belt that it is cleared. they say grab your belongings and step to the side. They would not let her touch her belongings at Dallas like 
they do at all other airports. She had plenty of cash and laptops but they would not allow her near it, it made her feel really nervous and violated. She stated it was a larger African American lady and the caller said she was alrican american too but she 
was treated very differently. Caller said they never explained the process to her or whal they were going to do not once lhrough lhe enlire process. 



answers my very specific questions. 

Also, your automated message provided informalion thal is in conflicl with the information on your websile. Your websile stJtes I hat lhe new TSA PreCheck application process will be available to LPR. Your e-mail stJles that ii will only be available to 
U. S. citizens. Please clarify. 

Siocerelv 
i(b)(61 

MY QUESTIONS: 

~~~~fb::i(6') Messaae-

Sent: Sunday, December 01, 2013 3:24 PM 
To: 'TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov' 

2013 3:3S:c Subject TSA PreCheck and Global Entry 

Hello, 

Three questions: 

1. Your website states: 

"U.S. Citizens currently enrolled in CB P's Global Entry, 
SENTRI or NEXUS Trusted Traveler programs are automatically 
eligible to participate in TSA Pre?™.'' 

Do I read this to mean that as a tegal Permanent Resident, even if I were a member of Global entry. I would not be automatically eligible for TSA PreCheck? 

If so, when do you expect TSA PreCheck to become an automatic benefit for LPRs enrolled in Global Entry? 

2. 



(fill in what you can) 

No 

First and Middle Name: 

Last Name: 

Main Phone: 

fb)(61 

2013 3:35:, Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

PO Box or Street address: 

kb1(6) 

City: 

rockville 

SIJle: 



be I ow the lo 11 owmg cut and paste. Thank you. I quote: 

"Thank you for contacting TSA regarding your experience at lhe security screening checkpoinl when you were selecled to parlicipate in TSA Pre?'". 

TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data. Using the same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided for years. TSA's nsk-based analysis will increase 
the number of travelers who may be eligible for TSA Pre?™, 

Currently, the Secure Flight data that is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevent known or suspected terrorists from gaining access to an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA·s new initiative will use this same information to 
also identify low-risk passengers to d ete nm i ne 1f they s ho u Id be di re cted to the TSA Pre? ™ I a ne lo r expedited s c reenmg. 

TSA's new risk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Pre?'" lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSA officer 
and will go through a metal detector or Advanced Imaging Technology scanner as part of security procedures. 

Passengers who are directed to theTSA Pre?'" lane at the security checkpoint will undergo expedited screening without having to enroll inTSA Pre?™ , This may include leaving on shoes, light outerwear, and belts. and keeping laptops in their cases 
and quart-size bags conlaining 3-1-1 complianl liquids, gels, and aerosols in carry-on baggage. 

2013 8:17:1 Although TSA's new initiative leverages the current TSA Pre?'" process, passengers should not expect to be directed to the TSA Pre?™ lane each time they fly. lnd1v1duals who would like to receive expedited screening on a more frequent basis 
should consider applying to a U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Trusted Traveler program. Passengers who travel internationally may be interested in a membership with a U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Trusted Traveler 
Program, such as Global Entry. Those who 1ravel domestically may prefer TSA"s applicalion program. Applicants of either program undergo fingerprinting and a background check before being approved for membership and TSA Pre?'" eligibility. For 
more information about these programs, please visit our Web site at:http://www.tsa.gov/tsa-precheck." 

I want to make it clear that this automated response does NOT address my concern. In Denver. at DIA, it appears that the TSA employees are routinely routing randomly chosen, non-TSA Pre-Check passengers through the TSA Pre-Check line. While 
waiting in lhe TSA Pre-Check line, as a TSA Pre-Check passenger, a group of aboul 15-20 passengers will be suddenly routed from the long, normal TSA security lines to the TSA Pre-Check lines. This is disruptive and inconvenient to the passengers 
who bothered to pay for and be screened of TSA Pre-Check handling. The non-PreCheck passengers appear to be randomly chosen. An entire group is brought over from the other lines and put in front of waiting PreCheck people. The passengers who 
are routed over in that direction don't know any of the rules. They need too much monitoring. The Imes become too slow. The TSA employees who are normally more quiet in PreCheck Imes start barking out orders in order to rush the non-PreCheck 
people through. It's just not good customer service for those who have paid for the Pre-Check service. 

After it happened for the 4th ti me in 3 wee ks to my adult son, he asked the T SA Su pe rvi sor about it. She told him that it was a test program at 5 airports across the country. My family is very dissatisfied with this program. It's just not fair or good 
customer service for those who have taken the time to pay, wait for processing, and then face the screening challenges that PreCheck initially required. We are dissatisfied. With the new policy and with this canned response to my complaint. 

Please respond, if able. Thank you. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" . Professionalism/Customer Service Current naJe/Tjme 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport · Pier A TSA Employee: (If Known) , Office[b 1(6) 
passengers in the screening line was wholly unacceptable. 

· 121112013 7: 12: 16 PM Airport BWI - Baltimore-Washington International Date/Time of Travel : 11130/2013 9: 10 PM Airline & Flight Number . SWA 2999 
~omment, While I can appreciate that on a holiday weekend things are likely to run less smoothly than usual due to volume, Officerkb)(ff:1 ~andling of Pre-Check 

After p roactivel y checking with another T SA employee prior to getting to the front of the s c reenmg Im e as to what the protocol wo u Id be for me as a pre-check passenger given that the pre-ch eek d es,g nated lane was closed, and following those 
instruc~moved my coat, liquids and laptop, leaving on my shoes and put everything else through the metal detectors as guidance in recent months given full body scanner implementation has been to walk through with nothing in one's hands. 
Oflicer~proceeded to curtly inform me I hat I needed my boarding pass to go lhrough and subsequenlly needed 10 remove my shoes instead of proceeding through the metal detector. He very rudely claimed thal he had been repealing this 
audibly, not so subtly indicating that I was somehow stupid or incompetent for doing so. These instructions had not been audibly given. which was evidenced by the several other pre-check passengers who also did not retain their board in ass. 
Though I was st, 11 ho ldmg id ent1f1cation Ii nked to my trusted traveler ID at the 11 me of this exchange, and tho ugh the re we re other agents who co u Id have eas i I y retrieved my boa rd i ng pass and that of the other affected passengers. O/fi cer ( b) ( 6) 

2013 8: 18:, proceeded to instead berate us for not following instructions which were not given. It's unclear to me why the instructions for pre-check passengers can't be printed on the signs which indicate we are eligible to follow rules for elderly and very young 
passengers, or why Office~could not have found a solulion to the situation which didn't involve extreme rudeness - such as assisting us in retrieving our boarding passes, or explaining lhe protocol calmly and apologelically. Instead, he slowed 
down the entire screening ~ passengers. and unnecessarily angered a number of passengers. When I mentioned the problem to a friend on my flight who had gone through security about 1 O minutes prior to me, he guessed exactly the Officer 
who had yel I ed at me. indicating th at Offi cerfl:illEDatti tud e was not on I y poor to those individuals in pre-check who faced opaque instructions. 

It was suggesled to me I hat submilling this complaint is useless as it's unlikely 10 be genuinely considered, and have never bothered previously when facing excessively rude, unhelpful or downrighl obstructive officers in the past - but as someone who 
has now opted into the ·trusted' traveler programs, rm more concerned by this treatment which I assume is even worse for travelers not yet enrolled. and subsequently less 'trusted' to begin with .. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Caller fiew from EWR to Ft. Myers on Fnday, 11-29. Caller 1s a 70 yr. old female and 1s in 4th stage colorectal cancer. Before she went through secunty she stated to the TSO she had medical documentation to provide and was very adamant in 
presenting the documentation but the TSO didn t even look at it. She has a Titanium Hepatic Pump and at FT Myers they only had her to pat down her pump and they tested her hands but she wasn t required to remove her shoes, jacket, etc. At EW R 
she was told to remove shoes, jewelry and she was patted down. There was a heavy sel African American lady who staled she wasn t qualified to perform lhe patdown for the caller but due to how busy they were, she wenl ahead and did the patdown 
anyway. She couldn t see her items during the process and if it wasn t for her husband watching her items they would be missing. Caller thinks this is disgusting that someone behind her had a turban on and she was allowed through without any 
re course. She thin ks it was tot a 11 y unnecessary lo r the patdown and hop es it does n I happen again because she is !rave Ii ng for treatments freq ue ntl y to NY 
Ca Iler thin ks she should get some sort of com pen sa ti on. thin ks she should be moved to first class because of the incident. 
Caller is grateful that TSA is conscientious, but, still fell embarassed over the incident and it was totally uncalled for and she hopes this never happens to anyone else. 
Departed 3:49 PM, arrived at airport 1 :30, Flight # UA 1299YN, Gate # C83. 

2013 8:25: 1 Response: 
Apogized to ca Iler and exp I a i ned she is welcome 10 provide med i ca I docume nl ati on, but, it does nol prevent anyone from going I hroug h I he screening process. 
Explained it is the discretion of the TSO if a person appears to be 75 or older they may be allowed to leave their shoes on during screening. 
Advised if she is n I offered a private area lo r a patdown she can request anytime during the process. 
Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 
Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) al thal location. 
Advised ca Iler if add it ion a I info rma ti on is required she may be contacted vi a em ai I. 
Questioned ca 11 er as to the com pen sati on she is seeking and she mentioned she thinks she s hou Id be moved to first cl ass. some type of upgrade. 
Explained to caller TSA is responsible for screening all baggage and passengers who board aircraft at our nations airports. No jurisdiction over the aircraft, refen-ed to her airline and explained they have no jurisdiction over the screening process. 

Caller fiew from EWR 10 Ft. Myers on Friday, 11-29. Caller is a 70 yr. old female and is in 4th stage coloreclal cancer. Before she went through security she staled to the TSO she had medical documentation 10 provide and was very adamant in 
presenting the documentation but the TSO didn t even look at it. She has a Titanium Hepatic Pump and at FT. Myers they only had her to pat down her pump and they tested her hands but she wasn t required to remove her shoes. jacket. etc. At EW R 
she was told to remove shoes. jewelry and she was patted down. There was a heavy set African American lady who stated she wasn I qualified to perform the patdown for the caller but due to how busy they were, she went ahead and did the paid own 
anyway. She couldn t see her items during the process and if it wasn t for her husband watching her items they would be missing. Caller thinks this is disgusting that someone behind her had a turban on and she was allowed through without any 
recourse. She lhinks ii was totally unnecessary for the paldown and hopes ii doesn t happen again because she is traveling for treatments frequenlly to NY 
Ca Iler thin ks she should get some sort of corn pen sa ti on, thin ks she should be moved to first class because of the incident. 
Caller 1s g ratefu I th at T SA is cons c i ent1ous. but. sti 11 fe It emb arass ed over the incident and it was totally unca 11 ed for and she hopes this never happens to anyone else. 
Departed 3:49 PM, arrived at airport 1 :30, Flight# UA 1299YN, Gate# C83. 

2013 8:25: 1 Response: 
Apog1zed to caller and exp I a i ned she is wel corn e to p rov1d e medical documentation. but. it does not prevent anyone from going through the s c reem ng p race ss. 
Explained it is the discretion of the TSO if a person appears to be 75 or older they may be allowed to leave their shoes on during screening, 
Advised if she isn t offered a private area for a paldown she can requesl any1ime during the process. 
Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 
Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 
Advised ca Iler if add it ion a I info n-na ti on is required she may be contacted vi a em ai I. 
Questioned caller as to the compensalion she is seeking and she menlioned she thinks she should be moved to first class, some type of upgrade. 
Explained to caller TSA is responsible for screening all baggage and passengers who board aircraft at our nations airports. No jurisdiction over the aircraft. referred to her airline and explained they have no jurisdiction over the screening process. 



Caller states that she 1s a TSA Precheck member, she has seen where people are getting this random, and she doesn t feel like this 1s acceptable, since she paid for her membership, and other people are receiving this by the airline, and she doesn't 
feel like we should allow the airline to do this to passengers who have no idea what their doing. 

Also she states that there are no TSA bins she states that there were some at the TSA Expedited Screening at Tampa Airport which is great but any other place there are no bins and she feels like she should not have to place her 300 dollar purse on 
the conveyor belt alone since there are bags who have been on the floor and then they expect her to place her very expensive bag on the conveyor belt. 

Informed caller: 

TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data. Using the same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided for years, TSA's nsk-based analysis will increase 

1013 11 : 52 : the number of travelers who may be e Ii g i ble for T SA Pre\u2 713 '" C urre ntl y. the Secure Flight data th at is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevent known or suspected terrorists from gaining access to an a i rp I an e or the secured areas 
of an airpor1. TSA's new iniliative will use lhis same information 10 also identify low•risk passengers to determine if they should be direcled to the TSA Pre\u2713n.' lane for expedited screening.TSA's new risk•based analysis will continue to ensure lhat 
all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Pre\u2713"' lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSA officer and will go through a metal detector or Advanced 
Imaging Technology scanner as part of security procedures. Passengers who are directed to theTSA Pre\u2713™ lane at the secunty checkpoint will undergo expedited screening without having to enroll inTSA Pre\u2713'" This may include leaving 
on shoes, light outerwear, and belts, and keeping laptops in their cases and quart-size bags containing 3-1-1 compliant liquids, gels, and aerosols in carry-on baggage. Although TS A's new initiative leverages the cun-ent TSA Pre\u2713"' process, 
passengers should nol expect to be direcled to the TSA Pre\u2713n.' lane each lime they fly. Individuals who would like to receive expedited screening on a more frequent basis should consider applying to a U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
(OHS) Trusted Traveler program. Passengers who travel internationally may be interested in a membership with a U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Trusted Traveler Program, such as Global Entry. Those who travel domestically may prefer 
TSA's application program. Applicants of either program undergo fmgerpnnting and a background check before being approved for membership and TSA Pre\u2713 1~ eligibility. 

'013 12:15: 

Advised caller that regarding lhe bins there is really nolhing I can do as far as supplying bins. 

Took callers complaint. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1jt)(61 I 
Date Time: 121211)13 11 :26:54 AM 
······················----------------····························· 

Name1(b ,(6) 
Email[h··,1f'i, 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/ Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Alaska Air, flight 525 at 11:00 to Seattle from Burbank. Passsenger name: (b':,(6) 
Comments:My fahter is 88 years old. has trouble walking. and a metal hip. The agents made my lather stand up and go through the metal detector ·,mes, en took him off behind a screen to pat him down. My lather is a World War 2 vet, a former 
Marine, and walking is PAINFUL. Yel your agenls treated him like a criminal. When I complained the agent up front said if I didn't like it I could wrile 10 you. Disgusted, I went 10 lhe head ofTSA at the airport and lodged a complaint. The gentleman I 
spoke to was very kind and helpful, but I am still disgusted at both my father's treatment and the response of the agent. 
Disability Description: The caller indicated that she has a pacemaker delibulator. 

Response Details: As the caller indicated that she would like information in regard to filing a formal complaint, I advised that I would email the criteria to do so. 

I advised th at I wo u Id a I so refer the information to the CSM at BOS to make them aware. 

I advised that she can always request the assistance of the PSS at the checkpoint who can address concerns and provide assistance through screening. I advised that she can request a TSO Supervisor as well. 

Incident Details: The caller indicated that she flew from BOS to MCI on Saturday with Southwest flight 1212 departing at 5: 1 Opm from E1 A She indicated that she had the Precheck indication on her boarding pass. A TSO advised that passengers 
make her aware if they have an expedited ticket. The caller stepped oul of line. The caller advised that TSO that she had a pacemaker defibulator and the TSO acknowledged this. 

2013 5_01 _[ The caller was directed to the WTMD by an older female TSO, tall, slender, blond hair. glasses, caucasian). She reiterated that she has a pacemaker and that she normally goes through AIT. The TSO advised that she would be fine. There was an 
· · alarm of the WTMD. The TSO advised that it was because of her bracelets and became upset when the caller would not remove them, The caller indicated that the bracelets have never caused an alarm. The TSO (elderly. caucasian. short, stocky. 

glasses, salt and pepper hair) that conducted the patdown 10 clear the alarm advised I hat lhe caller that she should nol have been directed to the WTMD. This TSO ( offered 10 gel an EMS for her. The caller indicated that she declined this as the EMS 
does not have the capability of the checking the pacemaker. 

The ca 11 er indicated that a Southwest re pres entat ive at BOS wou Id check into this. 

The caller indicated that she felt very scared that the pacemaker would fail. The caller indicated that she submitted a device check via phone to the hospital a few moments ago to make sure that the device is working. She wont receive information 
unti I to morrow. 

The caller indicated I hat if the WTMD had caused the pacemaker to slop, she could have died if she experienced any lype of arithmia. 



Hello. 

Due to two hip replacement surgeries, I have metal in both hips, As a result it is very difficult for me to bend over to take off my shoes and put them back on again. Even slip on shoes are difficult because I can't bend over far enough to pick them up 
off the floor and put them on the screening belt. For this reason, I enrolled in PreCheck which allows shoes to be left on. I then requesl to be sent through lhe ATI whole body scanner rather lhan the metal detector (since my hips set off that machine). 
have heard from one of your employees that you are now considering not allowing PreCheck passengers to request using the ATI machine and that all PreCheck passengers will be sent through the metal detector. This makes it really difficult for me 
and was the primary reason I signed up for Pre-Check. I'm sure that many others with meta I hip imp I ants signed up for the same reason. 

I hope you will nol change any policies and allow those of us in this siluation 10 continue to use PreCheck and the ATI machine. Please forward this message to the managers who are responsible for the Pre-Check program. I'd appreciate hearing 

2013 6:09:( from them. 

W hi I e I have not had a problem , I have also heard many reports of passengers who did not enrol I in Pre Ch eek being given this benefit without even knowing it, on a se I ecti ve basis, This appears to be causing Io ng Ii nes at some Pre-Check points as 
these passengers have no idea what to do. While you may have good reasons for doing this, it should be VERY limited so as nol to cause lines longer than those for regular passengers. 

Sincerely, 

!(b)(61 

Feedback Type · Civil Rights/Liberties 
Categories : 4th Amendment: Speech 
CuCTent Date/Time· 1212/2013 5:16:02 PM Airport· AUS - Austin-Bergstrom International Date/Time of Travel: 12/02/2013 12:00 PM Airline & Flight Number· 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport ·,...,...,.....,..,....---, 
TSA Employee: (If Known) l~(b~i~(6~1--~ 
Comment: I am a current employee at Austin Airport. Everyday I am simply inconvenienced by TSA going through checkpoint just to get to work. I am okay as long as TSA employees do not use their hands to physically touch me. In today's issue, I 
went through the metal detector and the alarTn went off signalling an extra check, again they usually just wipe my palms for whatever reason and I'm on my way, no big deal. However, this time they asked me for a patdown. I do not consent to any 
search no ma1ter whom they may be, or what the reason may be. There is just no reason for someone 10 lay their hands all over your body like thal. Anyhow, I asked them for olher options and b)(6:, told me, &quot:You can either be searched 
and head to work, or you can leave.&quot: No matter what the consequences would have been for me to miss work. I would have rather of left, so I made my decision ta leave rather than be searc e . (b·:,(6I then responded.&quot:Yau cannot 

2013 6,09,, leave without being searched.&quot: &quot But you gave me an option first now your going back on your word?&quot I responded .. &quot;Sir ,ou can be searched fast then leave. or work it doesnt matter w at you do afier, you must get . 
searched .&quot: An Austin Police officer came to the scene to back up f h ·,IR, l~nd I pro ceded with the search with hrs wordsf b :,(61 Jwas way out of line did not offer any 9-th.er way to ~et through. I know my rights and I know I could have 1ust 
argued more, however, that would have just taken up all my time and nolhing would have happened because there is this sense of power with lhe TSA officers in Auslin. Especia11vfb:1(6i 1 this man feels that he owns the airport, he believes he 

2013 6:10:( 

could make me lase my job as he claimed and made threats about doing so. If this is how TSA represents themselves and protects the states, how has this program lasted for so long? How does TSA higher-ups allow such incompetent people run the 
security program at every airport. This would not of been a problem as long as my nghts were not violated. Nor if he had not made any personal remarks about making me lose my job. A Job that pays the bills for my family and kids. Why 1s he the man 
in charge? 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's N..-=tw~e~. f';'b,c.··.._,/..,6 .. ·1_--,,____, 
Phone Number !!_b 1(6 I 
Emai{h,IRI 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.go,IEDB2/ApplicalionManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
CurTent Date/Time : 12/212013 4:29:54 PM Airport : PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International DatelTlme of Travel : 12/0212013 Airline & Flight Number: 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. Up til about a month ago. the pre check line at PHX was fabulous. It met all the expectations for pre qualified (TSA pre check) passengers. 

Now. the airport has combined/routed the Ii nes of e Ii te travelers and passengers without carry on s, The only difference among a 11 the Ii n es now is the Ii n e to and at id screening. where pre ch eek passengers get three beeps instead of one, So in effect, 
the pre check r ray and meta I detectors a re being used for non pre check customers. 

I believe that I had to be vetted to get qualified for pre check. Now it seems that one doesn't really need to. It's frustrating that non pre check passengers can enjoy the ease without the qualifications. and not having the knowledge of what pre check is, 
they slow the process with shoes, etc. 

Why is this the case now? 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's N..,...~==-----< 
Phone Number b 1(61 
Email b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Hello. 

I'm writing to voice my frustrations with the Pre-Check line for the A,B, and C concourses at PDX. The past two times I've traveled through POX, I've been detained while transiting Pre-Check. I am a Global Entry member, and have undergone an 
extensive background check by the TSA as part of that program. For the TSA 10 identify me as needing exlra screening seems absurd. The real fruslration, however, is I hat my screenings seem to occur for the same reason. I pass through the metal 
detector, and it sounds a random beep which tells the agent ta check my hands. The machine that tests the hand swabs then indicates that I supposedly have explosives on my hands, so I'm taken into the back room for a pat down and full luggage 
search. Similar hand checks at other airports do not result in a I arms. 

Dales Monday, 1017, 6pm (AS 386) AND Monday, 1212, 6:30pm (AS 379) 

2013 B: 22:, While the agents are always accommodating and fnendly, I believe there is a flaw in the process by which you identify people for extra screening (random beep). Furthermore, the hand swab machine seems to identify false positives. as my luggage, 
shoes, and body always check clean in the second search. I might suggest re-calibrating the hand swab machine, but am no expert on the equipment. Perhaps that's the correct course of action. I'd appreciate a response, and am eager to hear what 
can be done to prevent these unnecessary detainments in lhe future. 

Thank you. 

Caller flew from Philadelphia to Orlando. She only had a tote. She was alone so the TSO told her to go dawn a separate line. She said you do not have to take off her jacket or shoes. She alarmed due ta a knee implant. She then had to remove the 
jacket and tote. Her bag went through behind her back wh i I e she received a thorough p atdown. This was new to her. She went on her way and when she got home she Is m1ssi ng a pair of earrings from her carry on. Her neck I ace was sti 11 the re. She had 
them packed in the bag on the bottom and the bag even zippers on the top to close the tote. 
She also said the TSO told her I hat she can use the AIT since she has metal implants. 

Airport:Philadelphia 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number: 1004 
Date and Time: November 29th at about 12:30 pm 
Terminal or Gate:E12 

2013 9:43: 1 Description of Bag:11 is black with turquoise butterflies on it. 

I apologized to the caller that she is missing the earnngs from her bag. You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response 

Because the complaint conce ms security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Custom er Service Manager (CS M) at I hat Io cation. 

Advised ca Iler that if a passenger has meta I implants, such as art iii c i al knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation S ecu ri ty Officer (TSO) before screening begins, 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rt of a person or device. I to Id her she can ask for the Al T 1/ it is a va, I ab I e. This reduces the chances of a paid own but never comp I ete I y el, mi nates the chances of a patdown. 



2013 9:51 :, 

Disability Description: Caller is blind and uses a guide dog. 

Response Details: We recommend that the dag wear gear (a harness. vest, etc.) to indicate that it is a service animal. Passengers are expected to maintain control of their animals by holding onto the leash throughout the screening process, and they 
should not be separated from their dogs by TSA personnel. Even 1f they did need to remove things. they have a private screening area they could have taken her and the dog to. so that the dog could not have escaped. 

In the future if she has any concerns or needs any assistance at the checkpoint she can ask for a PSS. When passengers make prior arrangements for assislance it is usually provided by the PSS, so they may have a lillle more knowledge on how to 
handle the situation. 

I offered to provide instructions for written complaint verbally. Advised that I would send the instructions on how to file a written complaint and ii she can do this, that would be great. I have her complaint and will forward it to our disability branch for their 
review as well, so if she cannot put her complaint in writing I hey will slill have it. 

I wi 11 al so forward to CS M. so that they may provide additional Ira i ning to these individuals. 

Sent e-mail. 

Incident Detai Is: Ca 11 er flew from L GA on Sunday. She boa rd ed through gate C2 3 and went through the screening I an e on the far left that was for passengers with di sa bi I iii es. At the point where you put your items on the conveyor before going through 
the WTMD an officer came over and told her the harness had to come off. She did not want to argue with the officer. so she removed the harness. The officer proceeded to tell her that the dog s leash and collar had to come off as well. The caller had 
her ins1ructor for her guide dog with her because she had been to a class. The ins1ructor held lhe dog as the caller went through lhe WTMD. Then the caller called the dog and luckily it came straight to her. However, it alarmed because it had one collar 
remaining. sa the officers patted the dag down and conducted explosive trace detection. At the end al screening she was allowed to put the leash. collar, and harness back an the dog. She contacted a guide dog school who works directly with TSA ta 
provide acco mm od at,ons and they told her that under no circumstances is T SA a 11 owed to ask a passenger to rem ave al I of these i terns from the dog. The caller says th at the dog co u Id have eas i I y escaped. She went through security between 8: 0 0 
a.m. and 8:30 a.m. She says this was not just the one officer, but multiple officers at the checkpoint all were saying the same thing as far as removing all of these items. Caller states this is both a failure to accommodate and poor customer service. 

Just a comment regarding my most recent flight oul of Appleton WI on November 26, 2013 

I fiy approximately 75,000 miles a year to many US and International airports. 

I am 67 years old and observe how TSA folks conducl their inspections. 

Point being at my most recent trip this Is what took place: 

First stop was 10 check my ticket and ID. No prob I em the TSA employee was very pro res s ion a I and cordia I . 

Over to the belt where I placed my back pack ( carried with me aver the I a st 5 years) and as sorted other items in the p I asti c tub. 

Walked lhrough the metal deIecIor not the x-ray machine. No alarms. I 901 the "special pass" because I was TSA "pre screened". 

Now the problem begins: The belt x-ray screener pulled my backpack out so 11 could be checked by another screener. Never stated exactly what they were looking for. After thoroughly going through my backpack it was re-screened. This occurred 2 

2013 2: l S:, more times. Finally, after another search of my backpack it was determined the problem was some loose change. Which in all of my travels has never been an issue at any airport. 

Then I guess the screener decided to make an add i ti a na I check my back pack and "wiped my backpack down··. Again no exp I ana ti on as ta what was going on. She then toa k the wiping pad to a machine not vis i b I e to me and made a statement that the 
wipe was either a 11 strike or line 11 to show up on the machine. 

This I hen prompted a complete "pal down"' by a male TSA employee. Even though I wenl through the metal detector. 

I am sure this situation Is repeated all over the US on a daily basis. The check in/screening process at ATW that I went through was a waste of my time but I did not complain or confront the TSA screeners. I am sure they enjoyed their time hassling a 
"TSA pre screened traveler'", 

There appears to be a lat al roam for improvement. 

fbi(61 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' 
Current Date/Time : 1213/2013 5: 16:24 PM Airport : JFK • John F. Kennedy lnlemational Date/Time of Travel : 12/0312013 5:00 PM Airline & Flight Number : DL442 Checkpoinl/Area of Airport : Terminal 4 TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. I have a pacemaker and cannot use the metal detector. However in the pre check lane there are only metal detectors - so I am subject to a pat down. There should be a way through the pre check lane to access the advanced screening 

2013 6,04,, machines. . 
Would you like a response?· True 

Passenger's Name1"',h"'·""·,1""R-'-·, ____ __, 
Phone Number : 

Email J~b~l~(6~1--------~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The checking agent,!(b)(ffi I was extremely rude to me, a known crew member. After clearing the metal detector screening without a problem. she forced me to return back to go through the screening process again for no reason. This delay 
2013 8: 15: 1 caused myself and my crew to miss our scheduled showtime and delayed our flight. This can not be a common occurTence. Action must be taken. 

The caller said she flew from Charolette to Cleveland and her checked baggage was inspected by TSA. The caller said she was upset when she discovered she had a NOi in her checked baggage. The caller stated the NOi had Mill RO 12103113 16:58 
writlen on ii. The caller wanted to know if lhe officer s keep a record of the bags that they check. The caller wanted to know why her checked bag was inspected. The caller said she was upset when she found lhe NOi in her checked bag. 

2013 1 :59 :: I told the caller all baggage is required by law to be screened. I told the caller passengers baggage can be randomly selected for inspection. I told the caller the officer s will leave a NOi in the bag with a timestamp. I told the caller sometimes food 
items may cause an alarm. I told the caller books and magazine may sometime appear as anomalies and the officers would have to open the bag and do a physical inspection of the bag. I told the caller even a person is subject to go through 
additional screening. I lold the caller a passenger may even have 10 receive a pat-down after going lhrough AIT or the metal detector. I told the caller lhe officer s do the same thing if a bag alarms. I lold the caller I do not know why her bag was 
selected for additional screening. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················;:::::===::::::;------····························· 
Remote Client 1Ft~h_·._,Ir;_·_1 ---~ 
Date Time 1214/2013 10:46 30 PM 

Name!(b1(61 
Emal(b,(6I 
Comp I a i nl s: Di scou r1 ea us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):OAKLAND INTLAIRPORT 

2013 9:20:C FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 29, 2013 
between 5: 30-6 AM 
Southwest Term i na I 2 Security Check 
Southwest Airlines Flight 870 
OAK to LAS 
29 Nov, 07:10 AM 
Comments:I am complaining about a TSA agent who was monitoring people pulling their belongings in the gray bins al the securily check. I was 1raveling wilh a 1 O month old infant, and this woman belillled us, lelling me I didn't know what I was 
doing, rolled her eyes at us, jerked the bin out of my hands, and refused to answer my question of whether or not I needed to remove my hat. Literally would not answer me or speak to me after I asked her several times. I asked her if there was a 
reason she was being so rude. and she said she wasn't being rude- in a hateful tone of voice- Just snarled at me. At the metal detector, they sent me back because I still had my hat on. She just stared at me. I have NEVER been treated so poorly in my 
entire life. EVER. I felt humiliated and started crying. ALL because I went through security????? THe airport and the security line were virtually empty- it's not like me and my baby were holding anyone up. I complained to the supervisor but I watched 
as he "lalked lo her.'' She rolled her eyes in his face and went back to work. She should be fired. NO ONE SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO KEEP THEIR JOB WHO TREATS PEOPLE LIKE THAT. It is shameful. I was never rude to her or did any thing to 
her. I travel a lot. and it takes a lot to bother me. But this was over the top. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Other; Screening 
Current Date/Time : 1214/2013 5:30:26 PM Airport : JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: Please train &amp; regularly remind TSA screeners &amp; officers NOT to separaIe a young child from her/his parenlladull travel companion. 

Dunng one of my more recent trips via busy JFK. my daughter. who is not even four (4) years old. became separated from me during the screening process because TSA agents insisted that I go thru the x-ray machine and my daughter walk through 
the traditional metal detector machine. I passed through before she did. Understandably scared b/c of the somewhat sudden and ill-handeled separation from me. my daughter experienced a &quot:freeze&quot: response to fear and refused to walk 
through the screening machine (she was also given lillle assislance &amp: confused directions). TSA screeners prevented me from passing back to the un-screened side in order to be with, comfort, supervise, encourage or proIecI my pre-school-aged 
child. TSA allowed a tussling group of adults, all unknown by me ar my daughter, to collect around and even at times surround my daughter causing her and me much distress and endangerment. TSA agents either ignored my and her expressions of 
dIstres s and fear or fa, I ed to respond ap prop nately. I et a lone with ca Im &amp; kindness. Instead. when they did respond to my p I ea s lo r assistance, agents pas iii on ed themse Ives between me &amp; my daughter (who was sti 11 on the other side of the 
screening device), often blocking and/or allowing others to block the sightlines allowing her at least to see me (her mother &amp; sole caregiver) and/or for me to see her. The TSA agents responded w/domineering agression to my expressions of 
concern and pleas for help regarding the worsening siluation -- including the facl thal my young daughter and I had been separaled blc of TSA agenl instruclions/demand and thal (presumably armed)TSA agenls were, perhaps negligently at firsl but 

2013 9.24 t then willfully. keeping us apart (by many feet, on opposite sides of machines and pulsing crowds of strangers) without providing any explanation and, indeed, without the slightest reasonable ar good cause. The TSA agents near her were not providing 
· · constant direct supervision and protection of my daughter, as their attention was at times drawn elsewhere. The TSA agents near me (and I was seated in a wheelchair since clearing the xray machine). if they responded to me at all. stood over me 

(often intentionally blocking my view of her). refused to listen attentively to me &amp: in fact obstructed my attempts to get help and relief for my daughter and myself, say from a senior TSA officer, by gruffly interupting me, threatening me and 
behaving in otherwise intimidating ways without much if any sensitivity 10 lhe safety, feelings, or needs of my young child or of myself as a mom traveling alone with lhat young child and using a wheelchair (with airline assistanls). When, finally, a more 
senior TSA officer was called over, he responded in a threatening, intimidating and aggressive manner similar to. and even more frightening to me, as had his junior officers. Rather than being treated as a mom who had been separated from and at 
times prevented from even maintaining visual contact with her now-ternf,ed pre-school-aged girl. rather than recognizing my all-too-legitimate fear that, in the confusion and tumult. my very young daughter was. as a result of TSA action &amp;lor 
negligence/failure to act, at risk of being abducted by some passer-by (or even &quot;just&quot; lost and/or injured) in one of the largest and busiest international airports in the world (in one of the biggest cities in the world). this supervising TSA agent. 
like his supervisees, trealed me as if I were a criminal of some sort or, at best, a dishonesl, unintelligent, not-worth-listening-to irrilant. 

Indeed, we re 11 not lo r the i nte rg ity of an air I in e supervisor who was assi ting us I b/c of w/c), the T SA agents might have contrn ued to detain ( and intimidate) my daughter and me and to dis reg a rd a I mo st whatever I might say. It was not unt, I this airline 
employee who'd wheeled us to the checkpoint spoke up (apparently they don't ordinarily get involved in such situations) and con-oborated my account of how and why my daughter and I were separated (i.e., at the directive of the TSA agents), and of 
how lhe TSA agenls obslructed my young daughter's and my access to each olher, thal the supervising TSA officer himself calmed down a bit, lried to &quot;back-peddle&quoi: with a now-polite, if short and not fully-empathic, apology and 
acknowledgement that TSA agents had erred both in the initial directive that separated mother and young female child. and in their subsequent response to me, my child, and the situation. 

Since I had flight to catch and was just glad my young child and I were safe and reunited. I did not file a formal complaint at the time. I understand and appreciate the importance of TSA's work. and did not wish to get get anyone in trouble. I do, 
however, want some assurance that other parents and children will nol go through lhe same or similar experience we did, so I am speaking up now. Accordingly, please do emphasize that young children should not be separated from lheir authorized 
travel companion (in this case, mother and court-ordered sole custodian) unless a true and serious emergency requires it - and. in that case ar if they are accidentally separated, the manner in which TSA agents and employees are to protect &amp; 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time · 121512013 12A354 PM Airport : LIT - Little Rock National Date/Time of Travel : 11120/2013 9:30 AM Airline & Flight Number . SWA 738/2878 CheckpoinUArea of Airport 
: Secunty TSA Employee: (If Known) OfficerfE:iiE](young female) Comment I an-ived at the airport at 8:45 am for a 9:30 flight, checked bags at 8:59 per claim check. I was running late due to a family medical emergency. I fly 3-6 times monthly. I 
am not typically late. I have never had a problem with TSA.though am often patted down due to clothing with metal, or rolled sleeves. etc. I have preferred check-in status. This time TSA offered me expedited screening with no explanation that this 
would be a metal detector, not the x-ray. I have a knee replacement, therefore requiring a pat-down. I was turned over 10 OfficerkbH6!who was immediately rude and hostile making statements such as &quol:I don't care if you miss your plane, you 
shouldn"t be late, it's your fault. I won't rush. I will do my job. You should get here on time.&quot: She made no attempt to be supportive or cooperative or defuse the situation with a reassurance. She has no conflict mgmnt skills - just the opposite. 
She Is an escalator and should not be in a security position without additional training. She deliberately took longer than necessary to complete a pat-down and continued to berate me for being late. A male officer came over and said, &quot:Stop it 

2013 2:14:( both of y.ou.&quot At which pointk§Rfil,inished up. not .even checking my carry-ans. I pointed out to the male officer that, yes I was late, but that they knew nothing of the ci.rcumstances that made me I.ate and that their job is also .service _even though 
security ,s primary. The young and exceedingly rude!rh·,rR!needs add1t,onal Ira1ning. I am sure I am nol the most &quot;stressed&quoi: person she w,I1 deal w1Ih, but her atlllude and poor performance increased lhe slress of lhe s,tuat,on ,snot conduct 
conducive to maintaining safety and order. I would like to hear from a manager, preferably by phone. I also suggest you train your employees to explain &quot;expedited screening&quot; if it should involve a metal detector, or to send all expedited 
passengers through the x-ray screener. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 

Passenger's Na..,m....,e....,_,b-'-l( ... 6-'-1---,----' 
Phone Number b)(ffi 
Email : ~h_._>1_R_·., _____ ~ 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



After receiving general information the caller stated she thought that might be the case because he was screened at DEN on Monday at 3:30 PM and had to undergo a patdown. She stated due to fibroids in her breast it was painful After her patdown 
she sat down on I he bench to p ul on her shoes and a Fem ale TSO came over 10 her and was rude and said you do not have to take up the whole bench and the TSO scooted her persona I be Io ngi ngs over and al mos I knocked her off I he bench. 
Caller wants to complaint she felt the TSO was rude. She did not ask the TSO her name but asked how she would know a TSO s name. 

RESPONSE: 

Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and 
courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior ta boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening al passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

2013 4.29., TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
· ·' citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We u nde rsl and the i nco nv en i ence passengers may have experienced . Nevertheless, we be Ii eve these security measures a re necessary and ap prop ria I e for ensuring the security and confidence of al I air trave I ers. 

To Id her when an a I arm sounds as it did, we must resolve 11. I do want to mention that anytime a passenger has a body area that might be pai nfu I to touch they s hou Id mention it to the Officer so ca re can be taken during the Patdown so she 1s not 
ca used discomfort and she may a I so ask for a private p atdown, 

I will not send over a complaint about the patdawn since the alarm went off. but if she feels she was treated rudely afterward I can take her complaint. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) does not disclose the identity of Federal TSOs. However, the TSO s last name and position are printed on his or her nameplate. TSOs also wear a metal badge with a unique number assigned to each 
TSO. TSOs must display I heir badge and nameplale at all times when screening passengers. 

CSM Referral lnformalion: · 



After receiving general information the caller stated she thought that might be the case because he was screened at DEN on Monday at 3:30 PM and had to undergo a patdown. She stated due to fibroids in her breast it was painful After her patdown 
she sat down on I he bench to p ul on her shoes and a Fem ale TSO came over 10 her and was rude and said you do not have to take up the whole bench and the TSO scooted her persona I be Io ngi ngs over and al mos I knocked her off I he bench. 
Caller wants to complaint she felt the TSO was rude. She did not ask the TSO her name but asked how she would know a TSO s name. 

RESPONSE: 

Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and 
courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior ta boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening al passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

2013 4.29 ., TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
· ·' citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

1013 12:29 

We u nde rsl and the i nco nv en i ence passengers may have experienced . Nevertheless, we be Ii eve these security measures a re necessary and ap prop ria I e for ensuring the security and confidence of al I air trave I ers. 

To Id her when an a I arm sounds as it did, we must resolve 11. I do want to mention that anytime a passenger has a body area that might be pai nfu I to touch they s hou Id mention it to the Officer so ca re can be taken during the Patdown so she Is not 
ca used discomfort and she may a I so ask for a private p atdown, 

I will not send over a complaint about the patdawn since the alarm went off. but if she feels she was treated rudely afterward I can take her complaint. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) does not disclose the identity of Federal TSOs. However, the TSO s last name and position are printed on his or her nameplate. TSOs also wear a metal badge with a unique number assigned to each 
TSO. TSOs must display I heir badge and nameplale at all times when screening passengers. 

CSM Referral lnformalion: · 

Caller fiew from SAT recently. She is 7 months pregnant. She had a doctors note that said she cannot use the AIT She had to have a patdown. It was done by a female officer. A male TSO was rude to her while she waited. He said her only option 
was to have a patdown 10 make her flight if she did nol wanl to use the AIT 
Airport: SAT 
Airline: Southwest 
Date and time: 12 02 13 at 3:15 p.m. 
Localion: Gate CJ 

Response: 
I told her that the TSO followed policy when he told her that she cannot be screened by the WTMD instead of the AIT She would have to have a patdown to get through security. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

She would like a response from the CSM. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1tb)(61 l 
Dale Time: 1216 20 I 3 11 :35,32 A 

'013 12:44:, Nam(fo)(61 
Emai1J:"'""h"·,1"'r;~·.,---'---, 

Complaints:My Complaint is Not Listed Here. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):D1807 Delta Tenminal B EWR Gate B14 
Comments:My husband and I had a tsa pre check and I set off the metal detector because of a hip replacement surgery(for which I carry a card from the surgeon lhat no agent acknowledged). First I had a pal down, lhen I was told 1IesIed positive for 
explosives. I was told ta take off my shoes and sit and wait for a female supervisor for a second pat down before I could go to my flight. My wait was almost a half hour sitting in my stocking feet waiting for my second pat dawn. During my 
uncomfortable wait a women in a wheel chair who also had replacement surgery was also treated to an unnecessary "pat down·' . I believe as a member of the flying public I was unjustly targeted by the tsa for no reason other than setting off the metal 
detector due to my rep I aced hip. I be Ii eve the tsa agents s hou Id be better trained to hand I e people who have had joint rep I ace me nt surgeries. I must admit my recent experience has I eft me with an unfavorable impression of the job ts a is doing when 
they single out senior adults to such scrunily. 



Response Details: Advised Caller: 

Thank yau for contacting TSA with your concerns regarding travelers with disabilities and medical conditions. Specifically, you were interested in filing a civil rights complaint because you believe that yau. or someone you know, were discriminated 
against by TSA on the basis of his or her disability or medical condition. 
For your comp I ai nt to be oonsid e red comp I ete according to Department of Home I and S ecu ri ty Regu I ati o ns. it must 

Be filed within 180 days al the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt; 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the alleged discriminatory action in sufficient detail to inform TSA of the nature al the alleged act al discrimination: and 
Be s1g ned by the complainant or someone authonzed to sign on be ha If of the comp I a i na nt. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns. we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

2013 S:S 1 :( TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their awn behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf. 

2013 9:17:: 

Any of the above requirements can be waived for good cause. If you are requesting that any of the above requirements be waived, please explain your good cause in your complaint. 
To file a complaint electronically. please send an e-mail ta: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure ta place 0-RFI in the subject line to al law for proper handling. 

If a passenger has ooncems about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

If a passenger cannot re move his or her shoes due ta possi b I e med i ca I com pl icat ions or be ca use the shoe is pa rt of a prosthetic. he or she s ho u Id inform a T ransporta ti on Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

Passengers who cannot remove their shoes can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT), the walk-through metal detector, or a thorough patdown. 

Expedited screening may allow passengers to na longer remove certain items such as their shoes, outerwear. jackets. and belts, or remove laptops from carry-on bags. 

I offered to e-mail this information to the caller, and he accepted, 

I indicated that the complaint would also be forwarded ta ODPO. 
I a n-i ved at SJ C at ap proximately 1 : 30p m today, I was very dis appointed to find that the Pre-Check I a ne was closed, When I fi na I ly arrived at the document checking stat ion, the T SA agent to Id me to 'show my boa rd i ng pass with the pre-check 
indicator to the next TSA agent' and implied that I would be treated as if lhe Pre-Check lane were functioning. I threw my bag on the conveyor and walked through the metal detector with shoes and coat on. The agent looked al my boarding pass and 
allowed me through. The scanner operator an the other hand gave me a rather hard time about leaving my laptop in my bag and informed me rather indignantly that the Pre-Check lane was closed. 

What is the use of obtaining trusted traveler status when local TSA arbitrarily decides to not operate the line during a busy Friday? Also, why does one TSA agent tell me to effectively go through the line as if Pre-Check were operating when another 
agent chastises me for doing so? It would seem that even if an airport is short slafled, operating lhe Pre-Check lane would get more people through securily in a shorter period of lime. 

This proved to be a very dis ap pointing experience. 



2013 1161 

I am a male Little Person (dwarf) standing 4'4" tall. In my line of work as a business consultant, I am frequently flying out of Dulles International Airport. Dulles Airport utilizes the AIT screening devices. Every time I go through one of the AIT device, I 
set it off s howmg areas in question around my upper th1g h and close to my crotch region. My pockets a re al ways em ply and the be It has be en removed. Even when they re-sere en me through the device it sets off in the same area. U pan pat down by 
the TSA officer, I am always cleared. The AIT device appears to be height sensitive. Please note one time a TSA officer remembered me. got a supervisor and I was sent through the metal detector and did not set it off. 

Do I have any options here? If so. can you please let me know what they are? 

Thanks in a dva nee for your ti me, 

Best regards, 

Cell:I(b)(ff1 

Office: f~b_1_(6_, _____ ~ 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 121812013 2:49:02 PM Airport· BOS - Logan International Date/Time of Travel· 12108/2013 2:15 PM Airline & Flight Number· United Flt# 382 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· DEita 
Checkpoint in Tenminal A TSA Employee: (If Known): Offlcerl(b)(ffl !Comment When we passed the identification checkpoint where ou show IDs and boarding passes, the TSA office told my 13 yr. old daughter that she did not have to remover 
her shoes of jacket I I ig ht overcoat), On her boa rd i ng pass. it was written T SA Approved , When we got to the meta I detector a re a, Olli c b ::, ( 6) lated rudely to her that she needed to remove her coat, When I pointed out to her th at the first officer 
had told us that she did not, her altitude became arguementative and vey RUDE stating I hat she &quot;did not care what the olher officer told us, and that this was her posl not is and my daughter needed to remove her coat&quot:. When I talked to the 
supervisor. he told me that the TSAwas trying to determine when a coat needed to be removed and when it did not. I totally understand that, but Otficefb)(ff:, ~ttitude demeaner and how she spoke to me and my daughter was TOTALLY 

2013 3:17:[ inappropriate. tHE tsa HAS A very POOR PUBLIC IMAGE, and having officers like Offic4b::,(6) jcioes not help. If she worked for me. and talked to a customer like she talked to me, she would not be working for me anymore II"' I defmately would 
like to discuss this with a TSA supervisor. PLEASE CALL ME! 
Would you like a res onse?: True 

Passenger's Na~m_e~(b~l~(6~·~I --~-~ 
Phone Number b·•,(ffi 
Email 1h··,1rrI 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' , Screening 
Current Date/Time: 1218/2013 3:26:50 PM Airport: ORF - Norfolk lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 12/07/2013 9:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: Soulhwesl 2111 Checkpoint/Area of Airporl: Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment . The TSA Pre line was not setup on this day with only one ID Checkpoint and one line open. Even with this setup and a backed up ID screening line, 15-20 minutes for ID check, they were giving out random TSA Pre stickers to non TSA Pre 
individuals. I am a normal TSA Pre flyer. 

When I rounded the corner for the baggage check/X-ray line there was confusion as to what was going on with the TSA pre individuals. With only one line open of course everyone was slill waiting in the same backed up area and lhe passengers who 
had been given TSA-Pre stickers on their tickets had no idea what was expected of them. 

To make m alters worse tho ugh the T SA personnel we re not on the same page as to what to do with the T SA Pre ticket ho I ders, 

On the baggage check/X-ray check in side they were sending them to the metal detector but on the other side the TSA personnel assigned to that position was basically in a roaming pattern and not full time assigned to it causing delays there. 

She was motioning TS A-Pre people back to the x-ray scanner and when the TSA person assigned full time there saw fully clothed passengers with jackets and shoes on they indicated for them to go back to the metal detector. 

2013 5: l S:, As a result of all of this I was actually longer getting through security as a normal TSA-Pre passenger than the regular passengers behind me who were required to move jackets, and shoes. 

I can understand if there is a very light passenger load why there wouldn't be manpower assigned to running a TSA-Pre line but why with only one ID checkpoint and one luggage scan line open would you continue to give out random TSA-Pre stickers 
to non T SA-Pre t rave I e rs? 

It only caused more problems as these travelers have no idea what Is expected of them when they get to the luggage/X-ray screening area which causes confusion and further delay. especially when the TSA employees have no game plan on how to 
handle these passengers. 

My recommendation would be to not give out the TSA-Pre stickers to non pre-screened TSA-Pre fliers if there is only one line open as it adds to the confusion of the situation. 

I fly out of the Norfolk terminal that houses Southwest 8-10 times a year and because of the layout of that tenninal. a small passageway that doesn't give vision to the luggage/X-ray area until you turn the corner. there has always been slow processing 
times for the low amount of cusIomers lhat pass through lhat Ierminal. That coupled with a lack of cohesion of the TSA employees on how to run lhat area, which I see almost every lime I go through there, even before TSA-Pre, makes it a frustraIing 
terminal to fly through and this situation was worse than even before. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name ,.kba.· ... ,(-'-6'-) ____ _. 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b I(6i 

Caller flew from Newark, NJ to LAX. She has Cereal Palsy and Epilepsy. One of her hands is permenantly clenched in a fist and she had a piece of paper that she had forced into her and. A TSO acted very rude when she told him thal she could not 
easily take the piece of paper out of her hand. She had to do additional screening and a ETD swab. She feels that because of her disabilities she shouldn t have to endure this kind of treatment and would like to voice her complaint. 

Advised Ca Iler: The T ra nsportat ion Security Adm i ni st rat ion (TS A) seeks to provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 t rave I e rs who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property mu st be screened before 
entering lhe secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is importanl. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 

2013 7,39,, factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
· ·• an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints. provides an additional layer of secunty at the checkpoint. and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 



Caller fiew from Newark, NJ to LAX. She has Cereal Palsy and Epilepsy. One of her hands Is permenantly clenched in a fist and she had a piece of paper that she had forced into her and. A TSO acted very rude when she told him that she could not 
easily take the piece of paper out of her hand. She had to do additional screening and a ETD swab. She feels that because of her disabilities she shouldn t have to endure this kind of treatment and would like to voice her complaint. 

Advised Caller: The Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before 
entenng the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensunng that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some insIances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 

20 3 7_39 _, factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
1 · ·' an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers, TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new Iechnologies to address the explosives th real. In lhe meantime, lhe use of additional screening enhances our ability to deIecI explosives al our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an addilional layer of security at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

I faxed in a claim on Novemeber 22nd because my insulin pump was damaged and destroyed during travel when the security agents had me go through the full body scanner instead of the metal detector. I had to purchase a new pump which was over 
$8,000. All I am asking for is the portion (or at leasl a good parl of it) of what the insurance did not cover which was $3600. I do not know why they have not responded yet to the formal claim I filed properly. I also faxed the bill showing the $8000 
charge as proof of purchase. If nothing is done about this soon I will be contacting the news channels in the areas for further investigation. 

2013 8 121~:b_)-(6_, ___ ~ 
Sent from Windows Mail 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time. 12/9/2013 7:38:31 AM Airport: DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International Date/Time of Travel· 12/09/2013 623 AM Airline & Flight Number. 3770 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· B10 TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment : I have been a pp roved for T SA pre and have trave I ed q uIte a bit using it successfully except lo r today. 

At this check in point, the person checking my ID did not see that I was TSA pre and failed to inform me of such. I asked him if I was TSA pre on this flighl and he had 10 recheck and said he had Irouble wilh his vision. I would hope I hat all TSA agents 
that are checking tickets and IDs have the necessary vision to properly see all details to effectively do their job. 

1013 l0:03 : Also, at this gate a TSA pre passenger must take out the laptop, liquids and gels shoes. belts and jackets. What is the difference between TSA pre at this gate and everywhere else, the fact that I go through a metal detector vs a lull body scan? I'm 
hoping that your employees at this gate just need more training. If your metal deIecIors are more sensitive al this gate vs olher gales for some other reason so I hat my shoes and a belt that do not set off any other meIaI detector at DFW or anywhere 
else set this one off. then there is no point in having a TSA pre check at this gate. There is absolutely no difference in the screening process between a nonTSA pre and a TSA pre customer. In fact it took me longer because I had to go through the 
meta I detector twice. 

The T SA pre is a great id ea and very he I pfu I to frequent passengers Ii k e mys elf who flies weekly and who have exchanged person a I freedom for check in convenience. I hope I his feedback helps in making the p rog ram mo re successful . 
Would you like a re~"'-""'-'?-="'-~ 
Passenger's Na .. m;;.e:..,,_b.,1(_6,., __ ..--~ 
Phone r h··,1r;-, 
Email (b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



The ca 11 er is in the airport and went through sere en i ng. The ca 11 er stated that it 1s his right to opt out and it is u nconsti tuti ona I that the officer made him go through the machine. 

The caller staled thal he has a rig hi to opt out of the machine. The caller staled that the screener said go through the machine. The caller staled thal he said he was not going lhrough that machine (AIT), he was going through this machine (WTM DJ and 
pointed at it. The caller stated that the officer forced him to go through the machine he opted out of. 
The passenger told her she was not doing her job. 
The caller spoke to a supervisor who was very nice and told him that he has that right to opt out. 

S uperviso ¥ h ·1 IR·., 
Screener _';=!(=b=i(6""••=, ====;~ 

Airport: William P. Hobby 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number: 11 
Departure date and time: 9:15 and 9:45 am on 12-09-13 

'013 10:46: Description: 5 foot 9 inches, 175 pounds. hispanic 40 year old, brown jacket. jeans and white shirt 
Left a rm poi ntrng to machine to te 11 officer that he was opting out 
One Checkpoint 

Response: 

We regret that you were not salisfied with the service you received. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt corrective action whenever we determine that security
screening po Ii ci es need modification or specific employees a re the subjects of repeated complaints. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport. we have fa rwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Gusto mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that I a cation. 

Hello. 

I believe there is a bit of a Catch 22 for flying passengers like me who have chrome alloy knee replacements AND participate in the TSA Pre Check program. 

When I go through the TSA Pre line and walk through the final metal detector I am flagged due to my knee replacement hardware setting off the equipment. 

I have been senl to the regular TSA line but then have 10 lake the belt off - remove the laptop etc. - which defeats the purpose of the TSA Pre program. I just did that today at BWI Gale C and this was not a good solulion. 

If I obtain an image of my knees from my Dr. could that be used to expedite the screening? 

The x ray image of my knees COMBINED with the Pre screening and my Global Entry ID card - which I always use - should be enough to avoid the pal down. 

2013 6:05:, Please advise the best method to expedite my secunty screening. 

Thank you, 

R,va, MD 2 li40 
Global Entr,t'"(,...b,...1("'6.,.1----, 



2013 8 08 C 

The only line in SLC security thal does not have a scanner is the TSA pre line. I have a hip replacement and can't make it through a metJI deIecIor. 
When I asked pea pie redirected me to a different line and told people I was TSA Pre. Didn't take aff my shoes but bag pulled out, laptop out re screen etc. 

Please put a scanner in the TSA pre line or allow me to pass through a different line as if it was TSA pre. TSA pre does nothing for people with medical implants. 

Caller asked what she Is a 11 owed to bring on boa rd, knows Breast Mi I k is al lowed. but, is she al lowed to bring a Breast Pump whether she has a ch, Id or not? 

Response: 
'2013 8: 13: Individuals traveling with ar without a child may bring a breast pump through the screening checkpoint. However, all child-related devices are subject to screening by the Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ. 

At the screening checkpoint, travelers will be asked to place the breast pump in a plastic bin provided at the screening checkpoint and onto the x-ray conveyor belt before walking through the walk-through metal detector. Travelers may take child
re I ated devices out of their carrying cases for sere en i ng, 
May place in a clear plaslic bag for screening. 
I was sent an email saying I did not include enough detail but I didn't think I needed too since I had faxed in the claim on the forms from the website. I have them still if I need to relax. 

My name is~kb_)~(_6_, ----~land lhe incidenl happened at Charlotte Douglas Airporl on October 15th at 4:30 AM. 

I went through security on way to vIsIt family in California and it was my first time flying with my family. I asked the agents at security if I needed to disconnect my pump or get hand checked due to my insulin pump. THey quickly ushered me forward 
saying "No, just come on, it will be fine" and had me go through the full body scanner. The pump began malfunctioning while on vacation saying no delivery and motor error which I had never seen before. We actually had to leave Disneyland early so I 
could go to a nearby pharmacy and purchase syringes so I could take my medicines. When we reIurned home I called the pump manufacturer who asked if I had done anything such as traveling or flying lately. When I lold them I flew they immediately 
asked what they did at security. When I told them they said "They should have known to hand scan yau or have you go through the metal detector. An insulin pump can be destroyed in their full body scanners due to the radiation.•· I am trying to be 
understanding and nice about this matter but this is a lot of money I am paying that I shouldn't have to and if it not handled and keeps getting the run around I will have to contact a lawyer or television network to investigate so I am compensated and 
this doesn't happen to anyone else because obviously some need to have more training. 

I faxed in a claim on Navemeber 22nd because my insulin pump was damaged and destroyed during travel when the security agents had me go through the full body scanner instead of the metal detector. I had ta purchase a new pump which was over 
$8,000. All I am asking for is the portion (or at least a good part of it) of what the insurance did not cover which was $3600. I do not know why they have not responded yet to the formal claim I filed property. I also faxed the bill showing the $8000 
charge as proof of purchase, If nothing is done about this soon I wi 11 be contacting the news channels in the areas lo r lu rthe r i nve stig ation, 

Sent from Windows Mail 



Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Disability ar Medical Condition; Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time . 12110/2013 12:27: 12 AM Airport : AUS - Austin-Bergstrom International Date/Time of Travel · 12/04/2013 3:30 AM Airline & Flight Number . 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: South West Side of Airport TSA Employee: (If Known,.l,...-,.....,..,..-------, 
Comment · On 4 December, I (kb':1(6) ! escorted my disabled fathefb::,(6) !through the checkpoint at Austin-Bergstrom International Airport. I placed my lather in a TSA wheelchair and had his walking cane with him to use 
when he was required to get oul of the chair at the checkpoint. Upon going througnoui the scan he was asked 10 gel out his chair, walk through the metal detector (with no cane), and then told 10 walk over 10 for additional screening process (wilhout his 
cane or wheel chair). The attendant doing the initial scans asked 3 times for wheelchair assistance so that it could be given to my father but no one came. He then told me ta go tell the super,isar to have someone come get the wheelchair. While all 
this was gomg on and no one was in any rush to get the whee I chair through the check pomt my lather was lo reed to walk around unassisted. He was handed his cane only after he wa I ked back aver to the tab I e to retrieve his 1te ms. Sadly enough I saw 
that there were wooden canes ready available of which he was not offered, As I was gathering my items and helping my father with his an attendant finally came and pushed the wheelchair through, but did not bring it to my father and pushed past the 

,2013 8,23, check poinl. I asked him why he didn'I bring it 10 my falher and he slated &quol;lt's not his job to do that&quot:. I immediately asked to speak to the supervisor and after talking with her for about ten minu1es and her providing me nothing but excuses 
and not trying to show any concern for my father or what happened, I was approached by another gentleman and he asked if we could speak. He never identified himself like he should have when he walked up to me and only after I asked who he was 
did I find out that he was the Security Manager. I was told that the wheelchair needed to be brought through so it could be checked and palled down but I observed the attendant merely bringing the wheelchair through the check point without any type of 
additional screening, I felt as I was being told once again answers on procedures that should be in place but aren't being enforced and my father in the mean time was suffering while waiting for the wheelchair. I have served twenty one years in the U .S, 
Army and have gone through check points, cus1oms, and numerous of searches 10 und e rs ta nd wha I a prop er check loo ks Ii ke. The whee I chair wasn't checked and my lather was forced 10 walk around wi tho ul any ass is ta nee. Needless to say my fa I her 
had a very painful flight home that day, due to the unprofessionalism of the TSA Super,isar and lack of concern by the other TSA Employees. I am very disappointed and would like follow up on this matter to ensure my father and I don't experience this 
type of Ire atme nt in the future. 
Would you like a re,'U!JI_ J,'t'-'?c..·....u.ue: __ __, 
Passenger's N"t'c~~-'='--,-__ __J 

Phone Number b)(61 
Email 1h·,1R··, 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Callerfiew on 11-17 from FLL to DTW via Delta out ofTenminal 2. She had heart surgery and has/lawn 5 times since and never had problems. She has an internal medical device, defibrillator and another device that regulates the heart rhythm, so 
she cant go through the WTMD and was lold by her physician not 10 go through the scanner either. 
She stated in FLL on 11-17 she was told by the TSO that she could go through the screening technology and didn t call anyone to do a patdown, which she requested. After waiting 25 minutes her husband spoke with another TSO agent who was on 
the opposite side of the conveyor belt and he Im ally cal I ed lo r a le ma I e to do a patdown. Her h us band was in the sterile area and she was sti 11 wa iii ng lo r someone to come and do a patdown at that pomt. She thm ks the flight departed at 
ap proximately 11 : 30 A, M, She states she was selected lo r a hand swab and was located in the far rig ht side of the screening area at the Delta te nm i na I. 
She has called lhe CSM at FLL lwo times and left messages and no one has contacted her. She felt like she had the right 10 requesl the patdown and she thoughl she was violated bcause lhey kepi telling her she should go to through lhe technology, 
that it was okay. She had medical documentation and the TSO glanced at the card but would not call for a female to do a patdown. She asked 5 times until they finally had a TSO conduct the patdown. She did not want ta provide an email address. 

12013 8:36:, She wanted a phone call from the CSM. 

Response: 
Apologized ta caller for her experience and advised information will be provided to the CSM at FLL for review. 
If a passenger has an internal medical device, such a stomach or cardiac pacemaker or a defibnllator, it is important for him or her to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening before the screening process begins. 
Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices, passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology, 

Advised caller she can always request to speak with a supervisor 1/ the re a re issues at the checkpoint. 

Caller flew an 11-17 from FLL to DTW via Delta out of Terminal 2. She had heart surgery and has flown 5 times since and never had problems. She has an internal medical device, defibrillator and another device that regulates the heart rhythm. so 
she cant go through the WTMD and was told by her physician not to go through the scanner either. 
She stated in FL L on 11-1 7 she was told by the TSO that she could go through the sere en i ng technology and d idn t ca 11 anyone to do a patd own, which she requested , A Iler waiting 2 5 minutes her husband spoke with another TSO agent who was on 
the opposile side of the conveyor belt and he finally called for a female 10 do a paldown. Her husband was in the sterile area and she was still wailing for someone to come and do a patdown at that point. She thinks the flighl deparled al 
approximately 11 :30 A.M. She states she was selected for a hand swab and was located in the far right side of the screening area at the Delta terminal. 
She has called the CSM at FLL two times and left messages and no one has contacted her. She felt like she had the right to request the patdown and she thought she was violated bcause they kept telling her she should go to through the technology, 
that it was okay. She had medical documentation and the TSO glanced at the card but would not call for a female to do a patdown. She asked 5 times until they finally had a TSO conduct the patdown. She did not want to provide an email address. 

12013 8:36:- She wanted a phone call from the CSM. 

Response: 
Apologized to caller for her experience and advised information will be provided to the CSM at FLL for review. 
If a passenger has an inlernal medical device, such a stomach or cardiac pacemaker or a defibrillator, it is importanl for him or her to inform the Transpor1ation Securily Officer (TSO) conducting the screening before lhe screening process begins. 
Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices. passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 

Advised caller she can always requesl to speak with a supervisor if I here are issues al the checkpoint. 



Caller flew from Orlando. Sanford to MidAmerica. Scott Air Force Base in IL, an 12-5 because she was moving her mother to assisted living. She had 2 small bags with jewelry in her suitcase that she has been unable to find. She is missing two Lia 
Sop hi a necklaces. one is a 3 strand neck I ace that com es ap arts and it is ca 11 ed. Great Expectations which she paid $4 g. It was in a cloth Jewelry bag with a drawstring at the top. She is a I so m1ssi ng a Li a So ph,a necklace which has a si Iver cross and 
it was $24 and in a yellow jewelry bag, satin material. with a snap top. 
Flight #660, Allegianl Airlines, Gale# was suppose to be 12 and was moved 10 10, Baggage Tag #(removed at her mothers, not available). She did curbside checkin upon arrival al the airport and lhe flighl deparled al 3PM. 
There was a NOi inside the bag and nothing written or stamped an it. 
The bag was a black. Jeep Brand, heavy duty plastic large size roller bag with 4 whee Is. The re was a blue name tag from AMA Wate r\'llays around the hand I e and ,t wasn t locked. 
Ca Iler asked how she should pack j ewe I ry for future refe re nee 

Response: 
Apologized to caller and provided claim fonm via email. 
We a re only responsi b I e for checked baggage from the time it is presented for screening unti I the time it has been cleared of screening , Once checked ba gg age has been screened and c I ea red, airlines a re responsi b I e for trans po rli ng it to its Ii n al 
destination. As a result, lhe amounl of time checked baggage is under TSA conlrol is relatively short. 
Yau may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim farm will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 
Because the complaint concerns security s c reenrng at a specific airport. we have fo r\'llarded a copy of this e-mai I to the Custa mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io ca ti on. 

2013 10:55 TSA encourages travelers to pack valuables including jewelry, electronics, money, and fragile ii ems in their carry-on baggage and not in their checked baggage. Passengers are allowed one carry-on in addilion to one personal item, 

At most airports across the country, T SA has procedures in place for hand I mg Io st and found. lte ms found at screening checkpoints and a re as where TSA perlo nms baggage sere en i ng a re turned in to the ap prop ri ate. d es,g nated airport authont,es. We 
suggest travelers contact the airport where their items were misplaced or lost. 
Sanford 
Ori a nda Sanford I nte rnat ion a I Airport 
40 7 -58 5-45 73 

Explained baggage screenings are under surveillance video and can be reviewed by the CSM. 

TSA) strongly recommends that passengers remove all items and accessories from their pockets before beginning the security screening process. Removing items such as bulky Jewelry may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo 
additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. To avoid the chance of leaving personal items behind. we recommend 
passengers p I ace their belongings in their carry-on baggage be fore entering I he checkpoint. 

Caller fiew from Orlando, Sanford to MidAmerica, Scott Air Force Base in IL, on 12-5 because she was moving her molher to ass isled living. She had 2 small bags with jewelry in her suilcase I hat she has been unable 10 find. She is missing lwo Lia 
Sophia necklaces, one is a 3 strand necklace that comes aparts and it is called, Great Expectations which she paid $49. It was in a cloth jewelry bag with a drawstring at the top. She is also missing a Lia Sophia necklace which has a silver crass and 
it was $24 and in a yellow jewelry bag. satin material, with a snap top. 
Flight #660. Allegiant Airlines, Gate# was suppose to be 12 and was moved to 10, Baggage Tag #(removed at her mothers, not available). She did curbside checkin upon arrival at the airport and the flight departed at 3PM, 
There was a NOi inside the bag and nothing wri1ten or stamped on ii. 
The bag was a black, Jeep Brand, heavy duty plastic large size roller bag with 4 wheels. There was a blue name tag from AMA Water\'llays around the handle and it wasn t locked. 
Caller asked how she should pack j ewe I ry for lulu re refe re nee 

Response: 
Apologized ta caller and provided claim form via email. 
We are only responsi b I e for checked bag gage from the time ,t is presented for screening unti I the t, me it has been cleared of screening. Once checked baggage has been screened and c I ea red. a i rt i nes a re responsi b I e for Iran s porting it to ,ts Ii n al 
destination. As a result, the amount of time checked baggage is under TSA control is relatively short. 
You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a SI and a rd Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 
Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific a i rpa rt. we have fo r\'llarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Gusto mer Ser,ice Manager ( CS M) at that I a ca ti an. 

2013 10:55 TSA encourages travelers to pack valuables including jewelry, electronics, money, and fragile items in their carry-on baggage and not in their checked baggage. Passengers are allowed one carry-on in addition to one personal item. 

At most airports across the country, TSA has procedures in place for handling last and found. Items found at screening checkpoints and areas where TSA periarms baggage screening are turned in to the appropriate. designated airport authorities. We 
suggest travelers contact the airport where their items were misplaced or lost. 
Sanford 
Ori a ndo Sanford I nte rna t ion a I Airport 
40 7 -58 5-45 73 

Exp I a i ned baggage screenings are under s u r,ei 11 an ce video and can be reviewed by the CS M , 

TSAJ strongly recommends that passengers remove all items and accessories from their packets before beginning the security screening process. Removing items such as bulky jewelry may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo 
add1t1onal screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. To avoid the chance of leaving personal ,terns behind, we recommend 
passengers p I ace their belongings in thei, carry-on baggage before entering the checkpoint. 



I totally understand '·random screening.'" But when a person with dreadlocks has them "'screened"' EVERY TIME they travel. that Is NOT RANDOM. That's "racial profiling." which Is against the law, no? 

kbi(6i 

(b)(61 

~b~l~(6 ... i~---~- Brookfield. WI 53005 "'b"-.. "",(6,,,.· ... I ______ __, 

Come as You Are - Leave Inspired! 
P Please consider the envi ran m ent before p ri ntrng this emai I. 

This e-mail and any attachments may contain confidenlial information from the 1h··,1rr, f Brookfield, Wisconsin. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, be aware thal any disclosure. copying, 
distribution or use of this e-mail and any attachments is prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error. please notify the[fil@I]n Brookfield. WI immediately by returning it to the sender and delete all copies from your system. Thank you for your 
cooperation. 

12013 2 :0B: ---Original Message---
F ram: tsatcc _do_ not_rep ly@se ntu re .com [ m aI lto:tsatcc _do_ not_rep ly@se ntu re .com] 
Sent: Sunday, December 08, 2013 3:48 PM 
To fh,1R1 I 
Subject In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank you for your e-ma i I in which you inquire about the reasons for secondary screening, 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted Is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Add1t1onally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevenls terrorists from a11empIing to defeat the securily system by learning how ii operaIes. Leaving oul any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities. and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Disability or Medical Condition: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time · 1211012013 2:53:53 PM Airport · MKE - General Mitchell International Date/Time of Travel · 12/05/2013 9:45 AM Airline & Flight Number : Airtran 197 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: C Gate TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I asked not to be put through your scanner for a variety of reasons. including medical, I fly a lot and each time this comes up at Milwaukee the staff continues to push. In this instance on December 5, 950 am the screener spoke &quot;male 
assist&quot: and lhe man looked at me, and indicated back why? Opt out, he said. &quol;Make him waiI.&quo1; I waited for 5 minutes or so before another person came to complete the screen. I indicated to my screener thal thal commenl was not 

12013 4 :0S:, very nice. especially while they took others in front of me. All of this when the line was backed up and 8 people ahead of me went through the regular metal detector and not the scanner. You really need to consider the opt out strategy and why you 
screen those as you do. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Na~m_e'-'-1h_ .. _,1_r;_·I--.-----~ 
Phone Number h.\/f'i, 

Emailf h I/R, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



My name is~!(_b~)(_6~'----~I and the reason for this letter is my encounter with TSA agent or employee Moriarty. 

Today before boarding my flighl #367 to Los Angeles from boston at approximalely 5:00 PM, I apparently had lhe me1a1 detector go off after I had emptied my pockets so I was directed to !(bH61 ko rub something on my hands and an additional 
security check. As I approached him I routinely took my wa 11 et and eel I phone out of my pock et and put my hands out as he asked. This is as close to the conve rs ati on as I can rem ember having with him: 

Him · "What are you doing! I said give me your hands not empty your pockets!" 
Me: "I hope you're having a good day, I didn't mean to do anything wrong" 

- "It doesnl matter what kind of day I'm having. Do what I tell you'· With an incredibly rude tone of voice that I have never experienced before in my life. Then he very aggressively grabbed me by my sleeve and stuck some baton type tool in my face. I 
told him has absolutely has no right to grab me like that and no human being deserves to be talked to like that. He proceeded to threaten there were going to be huge problems once he got the police involved when I had done NOTHING wrong (At this 
point I very nearly requesled the police myself to protect myself from him. In facl the only reason I did not was because I did not want my family members to panic as they were watching lhe enlire exchange from behind lhe gate.) I walked away telling 
him to lighten up and to not be so devastatingly rude to people just because he woke up on the wrong side of the bed. He proceeded to pull me back away from earshot of everyone and say I'm too busy for this and bullied and intimidated me trying to 
get a lo reed apology out of me for my behavior. He was in my face the way a third grade bu 11 y would be to a smaller classmate. I never imagined experiencing anything near the level of treatment this man showed tow a rd me. I to Id h1 m I did nothing 
wrong and was afraid to even speak to him because he simply took advantage of the situation and the lack of power I had in that particular setting to express how I truly felt. He took my ID and boarding pass and proceeded to intimidate me until I just 
refused to speak and I stood in front of him uni ii he stopped. I then noticed as I was getting my boarding pass and ID back that he was also incredibly rude to a stewardess from Virgin America who was boarding the same flight with us. I contemplated 

12013 B: 11 : whether I should exact my own version of justice as an internet marketer and simply publish my experience to as many media outlets as I possibly could then figured the more reasonable mode of action would be to simply notify you that an individual 
who cannot keep their temper or personal emotional dynamic at home. away from a public service where people are supposed to feel safe and well taken care of. should not be the ones in charge of secunty. I know TSA agents are not expected to be 
masters at building customer rel at ionsh i ps and being the nicest peop I e in the world, but no one who even has the capacity to treat an individual the way this person treated me s ho u Id be a 11 owed to be employed in a public service, I can not even 
comprehend whether it was an issue of elhnicity that triggered his visible disdain for me before I even spoke a word 10 him, or a comment I said thal he misinterpreled as a snide remark, or he was simply having a bad day. But I truly don't remember 
the last time I felt so bullied. I do not want to give the impression that I am a victim and will now be scarred for life, but it felt just absolutely ridiculous that a grown man who has done nothing wrong and is a citizen of the country just like him could be 
treated so poorly in this day and age in America with all the unspeakable hurdles we have overcome as a United People simply because this man didn't like how I looked or how I spoke. Bullies have no place in a public service position. If there were 
any cameras in the vicinity everything I said is probably going to be extremely clear for you to see. 

My goal is for individuals who carry an undeniable disdain for a fellow human being the way this man carried for me. which can only be felt when having the actual interaction with him, and which I can only PARTIALLY articulate through this letter. AND 
is probably going to be very d ifflcu It to prove in court. do not have the p I atfo rm. the a bi I ity or the I eg1t1 m acy provided by the airport and supporting airlines to express such hate and can instead stay at home and keep th at neg at1v1ty to th emse Ives. The re 
are certain rules for treating others that go beyond the legal requirements of an employee"s position and I am sure we would have a hard time proving thatfb·:,(6) ~rake any laws because he was simply following "'security protocol", To whoever 
reads this, I hope my message resonales with you that jusl because somelhing isn't officially illegal to do such as the way this man treated me, it still has no place in our counlry or any other for thal matler. If I made even a fraclion of an impact 10 
lessen the amount of hate being expressed with this message I consider that a success. 

Respectfully, 
kb)(61 



-----Original Message----
Fror1i(b 1(6) 
Sent Sunday. December 01, 2013 7 03 PM 
To: 'TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov' 
Subjecl: FW: TSA PreCheck and Global Entry 

You responded my e-ma i I below with an automated message which does not address any of the three very specific q ue st,ons th at I asked. PI ease do not send another automated e-m a i I. I request that a I ife person re ads, understands. and individually 
answers my very specific questions. 

Also, your automated message provided information that is in conflict with the information on your website. Your website states that the new TSA PreCheck application process will be available to LPR. Your e-mail states that it will only be available to 
U. S. c1t1zens. Please clarify. 

Sincerely, 

2013 12:09~!(b~l~(6~'------~ 

MY QUESTIONS: 

---0 ng i nal Message--
F rocrl( bi ( 6i 
Sent: Sunday, December 01, 2013 3:24 PM 
To: "TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov' 
Subj eel: TSA PreChe ck and Glob al Entry 

Hello, 

Three q ue st,ons: 

1. Your website states: 



12013 4 00: 

For the pass 24 years. I have been traveling almost every week in and out of BWI airport. My husband and I once owned two Annie Ann stores in the airport until we sold them five years ago. Throughout my many years of travel mg, I have seen many 
security changes implemented. In all these years, I have never had an unpleasant experience with anyone at BWI airport or any other airport until recently. 

On Thursday, December 5th, I was traveling with my husband and friends to celebrate a milestone birthday in Florida. I was selected to go through the TSA pre-check process. The first TSA agent that checked my ticket and license informed me that I 
could keep my shoes and jacket on, and thal my laptop could remain in its case. Prior 10 going through the body screen, I handed my boarding pass to the TSA agent to show that I was pre-check traveler on that particular day. She then informed me 
that I had to take my jacket off. I informed her that I was told that I didn't and in the pass I never had to take my jacket off. She. then, raised her voice and stated in very harsh and disrespectful manner ·take your jacket off". I took the jacket off, but still 
communicated to her that the policy is th at I can keep my Jacket on. She then informed me that she was not going to stand the re and Ii ste n to this, so she was gomg to cal I her su pe rvi sor. W hi I e wa iii ng lo r the supervisor she started pointing and stated 
very loudly that I needed to stand in another area, I quickly infonmed her that I would not tolerate such disrespect and she did not have the authority to speak to me in that manner, especially since she was in the wrong. 

When her supervisor arrived, she handed him my boarding pass, He reviewed my boa rd i ng pass and then asked me if I had meta I in my shoes and then a 11 owed me to go through the metal detector screening , The supervisor was very p role ssiona I , 
but his behavior did not mitigate how I was trealed by the female agenl. Therefore, I decided to speak with lhe manager in charge. While I was speaking 10 lhe manager, anolher traveler came to the desk 10 inform the manager that he witnessed the 
whole incident. This was an unsolicited witness. The traveler stated that the TSA agent was out of line, she had a very nasty attitude and was totally disrespectful. 

Almost at the conclusion of my conversation with the main TSA manager, the TSA officer walks by the deck and looks at me with a defiant smirk on her face. I then stated to her that instead of smiling she really needed to learn her job. Then she 
started talking load with other TSA agents present. They immediately asked her not to speak ... but to no avail. She even put her hands up to them and stated, ·1 am through talking to her and about the situation." 

My intent in writing this complaint is not to jeopardize the agent's job. but to make sure that this type of treatment does not happen to any other passenger. She owes me an apology and she definitely needs sensitivity training in add1t1on to being 
properly trained on current and upcoming standard operating procedures. This whole situation would have been avoided all together if she had known that I could keep my jacket on since I was a TSA pre-checked traveller. 

I am a TSA Pre, today while I was waiting to go through the line, I noticed next to my line was a double line of travelers who were being treated like TSA Pre but did not have to go through the scanner that was there. I know I read that the TSA were 
going to starl selecting some travelers to be Ireated as Pre, bul many of us in lhe Pre line had never seen I his many being herded through without at least being scanned. The TSA agents were lilerally gelling them lhrough quicker lhan the Pre line. 
I did not see any precautions with baby carriages. I realize this is a busy airport but I don't know why they just didn"t let them walk through without even scanning luggage with the degree of speed that was going on. Even the metal detector they would 

,2013 5:59 : stand there and yell at the folks to keep moving like herding cattle. 
I fi y very frequent! y and have never seen anything Ii ke this no matter how busy the airport was, 

!(bl(61 
Sent from my iPad 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Disability or Medical Condition: Professionalism/Customer Service Cun-ent Date/Time· 12/1112013 6:43:20 PM Airport, DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel, 12/11/2013 4:15 PM Airline & Flight Number, 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport -,...,....,.....,-,----, 
TSA Employee: ( If Known) l( b I ( 6:, I Comment At T SA PreChe ck, an officer passed Judgement th en ms u I ted me and my possess ions before I entered the meta I detector Th, s was m front of a ful I I, ne of passengers Fellow TSA employee 
I a ughed m my face and mocked me. upon wh, ch I responded ask, ng lo r her supervisor U nw, 11 mg to g ,ve me the proper sup erv, sor I lo und!( b ) ( 6 , !who was u nwi 11 i ng to give me the officers names. I have a medical co ndItIon and as a result had a 

,2013 S:02 :. panic attack to which went unattended and mocked further. I am extremely unimpressed with the foul behavior of TSA employees at DIA. 
I demand proper punishment for the TSA employees i nvo Iv ed. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name fh·,1r:;·-, I 
Phone Number , 
Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



I wo u Id Ii ke to take a moment to share a oonce m I have with an issue I recently witnessed at my local airport As a frequent t rave I I am aware of the rules and reg ula ti on s each passenger must fo 11 ow when flying, I q ues ti on however why TS A agents are 
not held to the same slandards as everyone else that rnusl enter the 1errninal. 

Let me sh are my story with you. About two months ago I was waiting for my girlfriend who was flying up from FL at the Harrisburg I nte mati on al airport. Her flight was delayed so I just sat in one of the ava i I able ch airs and waited. While waiting I Ju st 
watched all that was around me and noticed a trend that disturbed me greatly. Regular passengers would enter the screening line, have their ids verified and then move to the detectors before they could enter the terminal, proper procedure. Air line 
employees, workers, adrnin people, pilots, etc, would walk to the side enlrance of lhe regular line, show their ids and then go through lhe detectors before being allowed to en1er the terminal. Here is where the requirements seem to differ for TSA 
agents. I watched. several times, TSA agents leaving the nearby Burger King, walk through the side entrance and around the metal detectors. Thinking this was a fluke, I continued to watch as TSA agent after TSA agent would reenter the terminal by 
walking around the metal detectors. My I a rg est concern was when a T SA agent who I assumed was coming on to shift as he came from the outside with a I a rg e back pack on his back, wa I ked through the side entrance and once again around the meta I 
detectors and down the term i na I never missing a step and no one saying anything, 

I walked up to the local policeman who was sitting at the exit of the terminal and I politely asked why this was allowed to happen. He told me that they do whatever they want, that the TSA managers will just walk through the DO NOT ENTER hallway 
all the time. 

Now as a tax paying citizen of this country who has to endure the some of the ridiculous stuff lhat has been put in place under the cry thal we are protecting the American Citizens from danger, please explain to me how TSA agents are allowed to shirk 

2013 12: 10 the rules put into place for every one protection. Should they not be going back through the metal detectors when ever they leave the terminal? Even more important, why are they not entering the metal detectors while corning on shift with bags and 
backpacks? 

I copied I his response by TSA to the recent issue where a 2" toy gun was I ake n from a s tufled sock rn on key. 

The TSA told NBC News in a statement: "TSA officers are dedicated to keeping the nation"s transportation secunty systems safe and secure for the traveling public. Under longstanding aircraft security policy. and out of an abundance of caution, 
realistic replicas of firearms are prohibited in carry--on bags.'' 

I italicized the important statement that I feel covers this very realistic danger to any citizen who is in the terminal. 

I would truly appreciate a response to my concern so that I may truly understand how the entire system works and to know it works properly or is this simply another case of government agency employees just doing as they feel regardless of the rules 
put into place by said agency. 

I si nee re I y thank yo for your ti me and look fo rw-ard to your response. 

B esl Rega rd s 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Disability or Medical Condition: Professionalism/Customer Service Cun-ent Date/Time, 12112/2013 11AOA7 AM Airport, MCO - Orlando International Date/Time of Travel: 12/11/2013 12:30 PM Airline & Flight Number, SWA 444 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport Southwest Terminal checkpoinl TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment. I walk with a prosthetic limb that sets off metal detectors every time I pass through security. This time was no different, however I went through the imaging scanner, which of course identified my prosthetic limb as an area of interest. 

The screen er then frisked my I eg as is very common, I am very fa mi Ii ar with the procedure, as I travel a lot. 

I then asked the TSA employee if there was any advantage to going through the imaging system vs. the metal detector, as to me it appeared there to be no advantage as I was still held up even when going through the imaging center. 

The agent then told me that the advantage was that he didn't have to frisk my entire body. 

Once he was done frisking my leg. I assumed I was done and proceeded to go get my luggage. He then raised his voice and told me he was not done. and I was not to make any move towards the belt to retrieve my belongings. I started to become 
very unhappy. as I was running I ate lo r a fi Ig ht. He then told someone else that he needed a male screening. 

This was not no rma I for me, and I don'I appreciate the atl i I ude. 

1201 3 2: 29:. It then took several minutes to Ii nd someone else to provide a screening. 

I then asked the additiona I screener why this addition a I screening was needed, and he said that this procedure was not norm al. 

The attitude and profession al ism of the i mt1al screener is una cce pta bl e. 

I then asked to see a supervisor and was lold by the initial screener that there was nol one available. This is also unacceplable. 

I asked again and was told that the supervisor was on a break and unavailable. Also unacceptable. 

Unfortunately I did not gel the screeners name, but will absolutely do so in the fuIure. 

My prosthetic limb prevents me from making a seamless pass through security. I understand this and accept it. 

I am not wi 11 i ng to accept the behavior and I ack of profession al ism from the T SA screen ers that I received on Wednesday. 

Caller asked if anylhing can be done about going lhrough security. She said she has 2 artificial knees and is nol a terrorisl and has to take her shoes off for the screening process. She said she needs a bed or couch to put her shoes back on. She 
said the patdown is invasive now and she does not Ii ke th em going under her breast. She said she was at Dulles Airport I ast week and she said not every airport has the ait machine to use. 

Response:lf a passenger cannot remove his or her shoes due to possible medical complicalions, discomfort, pain, balancing problems, or because the shoe is part of a prosthelic, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before 
screening begins. Passengers who cannot remove their shoes can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT), the walk-through metal detector, or a thorough patdown. Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with 
their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. S1milarty, passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be 
screened by AIT ii it is ava i I able or can request to be screened using a thorough pa tdow n 

'2013 2:44: At airports nationwide, TSA is implementing more streamlined, consistent, and thorough patdown procedures at security checkpoints to provide a higher level of security and increase the safety of the traveling public. Patdowns are one important tool to 
help TSA detect hidden and dangerous items. such as explosives. Passengers should continue to expect an unpredictable mix of security layers that include explosives trace detection. advanced imaging technology, and canine teams. among others. 

Transportation Security Officers will conduct differenl patdown procedures 10 resolve different lypes of anomalies. During the assessment, officers will use revised patdown procedures in all instances to resolve anomalies. The updaled patdown 
procedures will address areas of the body that we know are used as areas to conceal potentially dangerous items. like explosives. 

TS A Administrator John Pistole has stated that T SA strives to ensure consistency whenever possi b I e lo r pa sse ng ers at security checkpoints, As a I ways, a 11 passengers have the rig ht to request private screening at any time during the screening 
process, and patdowns are conducled by same-gender officers. However, passengers who are nol willing to go through the screening process will not be permilled to fiy. 

We understand and regret the discomfort and inconvenience passengers may experience as a result of patdown procedures. Nevertheless. we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensunng the security and confidence of 
all air travelers, TSA continues to develop and deploy new technologies to address the explosives threat, and the use of patdowns provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint. 



I am writing to you 10 find out why the scanners weren't running at 5pm on 1217113. I have a total knee replacement, metal in my wrist and ankle. I went through lhe meIaI detector and of course ii wenl off. An elderly agent with salt and pepper man 
haircut style took me aver to the side. She did not wand me with the hand held detector. but proceeded to touch me inappropriately. I have been through the hand search before and this time was WAY different. I was facing aut and my mom was in a 
wheel chair. we could see each other. The agent went all over my breasts and then between my legs she had her hand palm facing out and rubbed between my legs. my pnvate part - in-out-in-out-in out. Mom saw the color leave my face and I was 
about to scream at the agent and mom made the signal with fingers over your lips to indicate zipper your mouth. I was in shock. Then the agent had me tum around and did the same thing between my legs again. at the top of my private parts and 

12013 7:S?: stroked again -in-out-in-out-in oul. Thankfully, I had leggings on under my dress. Whal if I had been wearing a thong? This agent needs retraining. I am shocked and dismayed al the trealment I received, especially since we have those expensive 
scanners. I asked the agents whey they weren't running and I gat several different answers "we're not busy" '"no one on duty knows haw to operate them·· and my favorite "we're overstaffed". So I get ABUSED because the agents are trying to prove 
their value? 

kb)(61 I 
._[ ____ _,cell 

Caller flew from LGA on Wednesday and when she went through she alarmed. The TSO told her to take aff her metal and she refused. She was tald to either take it off or she would be required ta have a patdown. Caller claims she has long blonde 
hair and wears make up and thinks she is being profiled due to this. She refused to take off her metal(Jewelry) and states she had metal bobby pins in her hair and was wearing an underwire bra. Her issue is the lack of respect she received from the 
TSO and said she was treated like an animal by being ordered to remove her metal and told she would have a patdown. She states instead of ordering someone to remove their metal if they had said please take off your metal! Callers husband is 
retired mililary. Slates she is 70 yrs. old doesn t know why they patted her down twice. Caller had some LGAs in carry on that were removed. She is fighting the respect she received at the airport and said this happens everytime she goes 10 NY. She 
stated she was offered the option ta check the items rather than abandon at the checkpoint. 
Said she was taken to a room and her husband.accompanied her. She stated she tried to refuse to go in the room and the TSO told her if she didn t go to the private area she wouldn t be allowed to board her flight. The TSO officer that performed the 
patdown wasfh·\/r;··, hhe second TSO officer. States the first TSO officer was a black girl who told her she had too much metal and when she refused to remove her jewelry, etc. was told she would have a patdown. 
Caller fiew from LGA, Flighl #2347 via Delta, Gate #011, departed at 2:59PM. 

Response: 
Advised caller TSA doesn t profile passengers, 
Apologized to caller for the way she felt trealed and informed caller if an alarm triggers going lhrough security I hey are required to perform a patdown to complete her screening process and if she refused she will be denied enlry into the secured area 

'2013 1 :20:. of the airport. Standard Protocol was used in conducting the additional screening. 
Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 
Explained the TSO was following proper procedures by performing the patdown if an alarm sounds going through the WTMD. Explained if a sensitive area is required to be patted down the TSO will offer a private screening area and she can be 
accompanied by someone of her choosing. 
Explained for future reference she may consider removing her jewelry and placing in carryan before proceeding through screening and even use non-metal bobby pins in her hair. 

Because your comp I ai nt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have lo rwa rded a copy of your I etter to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. Exp I a i ned if add i ti o na I information is required, may be contacted vi a em ai I. 

Explained to caller the Military card daesn t exempt her from going through screening. 

Advised ca Iler if the 2 items removed were mo re than 3 .4 oz. containers and not p I aced in her 3-1-1 bag she would n t have been a 11 owed through checkpoint with the i terns, 
Option to check lhe items would have been provided and if she chooses to leave al the checkpoint not relrievable. 
Explained to caller TSA doesn t profile individuals. 

Just came through PIT and had concerns about the security procedures. The TSOs were saying they did not agree with random passengers being taken through the checkpoint without paying the fee and having an interview. The TSOs did nat know 
why this was going on and cal I ed it Management Incl usIon. 

Advised ca Iler: 
TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data. Using the same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided for years, TSA's risk-based analysis will increase 
the number of travelers who may be eligible for TSA PreCheck. 

,2013 2,06,. Currently, the Secure Flight data that is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevenl known or suspecled terrorists from gaining access 10 an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA's new initiative will use this same information to 
also identify low-risk passengers ta determine if they should be directed to the TSA PreCheck lane for expedited screening. 

TS A's new risk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA PreCheck lanes. Additionally. all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSA 
ofli cer and wi 11 go through a mel al detector or Advanced Imaging T echno I og y sea n ne r as pa rt of security procedures. 

Passengers who are directed to the TSA PreCheck lane at the secunty checkpoint will undergo expedited screening without having to enroll in TSA PreCheck. 

Since he did mention that this lhe TSOs did not know why this was happening and did nol agree with it and voiced that to other passengers I will send this complaint to that particular airporI. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 12114/2013 11 :59: 1 O AM Airport : SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International Date/Time of Travel · 12/14/2013 8:30 AM Airline & Flight Number . AS 346 CheckpoinUArea of Airport . North end TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment : I did not drink the last bit of water in my clear pl a st,c water bottle. it went through the screening be It. It was flagged and I was to Id I had to th row 11 away. I could not drink it there. I was thrown through a loop. I had to go back out. drink my 
water, Send the obviously empty clear plastic water bottle through the belt and then go back through the metal detector myself. 

,2013 1 ,27, There was clearly nothing wrong with me just drinking the water right after it was found. on the secure side of lhe process. Why would I have to drink it on the other side? The purpose of the liquids rule is to nol bring dangerous liquids through. If I drink 
it, then its clearly not dangerous. PI ease have your employees use common sense. 
The TSA is here to help, not to hinder 
Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The caller has a metal implant, and flies oflen from PHX with Southwest Airlines. However, she is always told to enter the TSA Precheck lane, but then, due to the metal implants. alarms the WTM D and forwarded back to the normal line. She believes 
that this is odd. and wanted to file a complaint regarding the incidents. She indicated that PHX must see several elderly passengers who have Precheck, and this is not efficient for them. The caller wanted to know if the Notification cards would help 
ensure that this does not occur. 

Advised Caller: 

,2013 2,os: I informed the caller that the cards are used to improve communicalion between passengers and officers, and does nol exempl anyone from the screening procedures. 

Because your comp I ai nt concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your e-m a i I to the Customer Service Manager at that airport, 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. 

Hello. 
I Just wanted to ask why there isn't a separate line for people you have Global Entry and Nexus? Nexus and Global Entry card holders have been pre-screened extensively in order to get that status and Toronto's Pearson airport has now made a 
Separate line for Nexus card holders and your shoes can stay on, lap tops can stay in the bag and the metal detector is slightly weaker so Jewelry can stay on. My husband has had joint replacement so he still sets it off but that makes sense. Also 
they don't submil every flyer to the xray machines just metal de1ec1ors and the random search sometimes puts people through! lhe xray version. 
The scrutiny I go through every time as I always decline the x-ray machine as I feel a receive enough radition in my day that if I have a choice to avoid more I do. The issue is when I refuse the machine they want me to stand directly beside the bag x
ray machine which is al so rad i at,on and I have to wait lo r a sign iii cant amount of ti me to get the manual search. Often my bags a re we 11 through and I begin to get anxious about my va I ua bl es in the bags th at were xrayed. I think mo st pea pl e refusing 
the x-ray machine are doing so for reasons on radiation so that is standing beside the bag xray machine is the last place you should make them stand. 
Chi Id re n and airport employees a re a I lowed to go I hroug h j usl the me ta I del ec1ors which shows th at you a re a cknowl edging the re is radiation in those newer screening machines. I le el if a trave 11 er presents either a g Io ba I entry ca rd or Nexus ca rd you 
should be able to just go through the metal detectors. I am now travelling frequently to LA and do not want this extra dose of radiation for myself or my family members. 

12013 3: 12: I would appreciate your comments on my feedback. 
With thanks, 

Kiill§O 

Phone!(b 1(6i 

Ce11 kb1(6) 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Other; Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time, 1211512013 5:54:43 PM Airport: SMF - Sacramento International Date/Time of Travel, 10/24/2013 Airline & Flight Number, 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I have sent this in to you al ready 2 other 11 mes. I have have been ignored each of the other 2 ti mes, the re/ore. I am pasting the orig i na I. and the add1t1ons to the re-su bm1ssi on of the orig i na I. 

It has been since October that I sent this 10 you and I have had no response. I will nol be ignored. This is too serious and too imporwnt to me, and I absolutely will file a Title 18 complainl if I am ever again 1ortured, mutilaled and olherwise hurl 
harmed or grieved at any airport especially SMF. I will not have 5 for 5 injuries at the hands of TSA agents. and I want to know what is being done to override the horrendous threat that was extended to me under color of law by a so-called customer 
services person. I have not been answered, even tho ugh you have had months to do so, and I wi 11 not stop u nti I I have a ssu ran ce th at something effective and sustain, ng is being done to stop the torture that has been i nfi 1cted upon me 4 fl i g his for 4 
flights from SMF and from no other airport in American airspace. 

fh··,1rr1 !of TSA has not responded to me with any information and I feel that I have a right to know because I will carry an ugly red and jagged scar on my body for the rest of my life because of the bullying and cruelty of TSA at SMF. I want to 
know what is being done not on I y to protect me but to a I so protect other si mi I a rl y situated d1sa bled senior citizens who are b ul Ii ed and v,cti m ized at SM F. 

You have had months 10 respond to me and you are communicaling very effectively that you lhink I hat if you ignore me long enough I will just go away. Think AGAIN!•! 

12013 ?:09: This is the letter I sent 2 times before. When will I get a response that 1s effective, comprehensive and active in preventing any further torture or abuse the next time I am forced to fly out of SMF? 

As to the reason for my e-mail, on October 24, 2013. I e-mailed the attached information to you. I got what I think is an acknowledgement about it, but I cannot be certain. It is now November 17. and I do not have a response that is helpful to me. Is it 
possible for you to find out what is going on with respect to this? I have expanded my no-flight tolerance to 8 hours from 5 (in other words, because of TSA's history of brutalizing me every single time I fiy out of SMF, I avoid flight when I can reach my 
de sti nation within 8 hours of either train, boat. bus or car, It does not matter th at it is more expensive or mo re dangerous. it's completely dangerous for me to fly as long as the threats and promises of continued torture and brutality at SM F remain rea I 
and unreso I ved. 

I am copying the former e-mail below. Please let me know when I will get some resolution. 

Thank you 

!(b,(61 

Four limes for four flights out of SMF, I have been hurt from lhe levels of discomfort through lhe level of torturous maiming requiring addilional surgery at my destinalion in Seattle. I have made lhe decision never again to allow a TSA agent to touch 
me. I do not have to bleed or hurt to fly' 
The caller indicated that he flies often from BWI to FL He always flies with AirTran who has been moved to Pier B. from Pier C. The caller indicated that this Pier only has WTMD. The caller indicated that for those like himself who have metal implants. 
they prefer the AIT as it reduces the likelihood of a patdown. The caller asked if there are plans to add an AIT or if he can request that this be added, 

12013 9,56, The caller indicated that this is notably the busiest terminal and the need for patdowns can cause the lines to back up. 

2013 11:18 

I advised th at I do not know if this pa rti cul a r location w i 11 be re cei vi ng AIT. 

I advised that I had noted his feedback and TSA does review this information. 
Caller stated that he wanted to file a complaint with the TSA Manager at IAH. He stated that he was held when he got off of an international flight and that was not right. After further investigation; he was trying to reach Customs instead of TSA. I also 
explained to him th at TSA is the ones at the WT MD, where you take your shoes off. etc mostly during domestic fiig hts. 

Advised ca Iler: 
We encourage you to contact the U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) at (877) 227-5511 



a mailing/contact address for him. No place on that site does the address you provided m your reply appear. 
That's why I sent my letter to this Canta ct Center address. 

!(b1(6i ! 

---0 rig i na I Message---
F rom: tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com 
[mailto:tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 16. 2013 1 :30 PM 
To:fh,IR, I 
Subjecl: In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank you for your e-mail regarding your screening experience. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) see ks 10 provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to those who pass through our sere en i ng checkpoints. Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring tha I a 11 passengers, regardless or 

1201 3 4 : SO: their person al situations and needs, a re treated with dignity. respect, and courtesy. 

Every person and i tern mu st be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important, 
Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are 
required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

In addition, passengers may request a private sere en i ng if add it ion a I screening is required or at any ti me during the screening process, A companion may accompany a passenger who needs ass i sta nee to the private screening after the companion 
clears screening. In addition, screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clolhing. Passengers may choose to remain in the public area rather than go to a private area for 
screening. however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area will not be permitted to enter the secured area. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TS Os at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. 
This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the subJects of repeated complaints. 

We consider your concerns 10 be a serious issue for our attention. TSA appreciates thal you took lhe time to share your concerns with us. We are confident that through lhe concerns brought to us by lhe traveling public. we will be belier able 10 
address problem areas with corrective action. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Other; Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time, 1211612013 6:19:51 PM Airport: SMF - Sacramento International Date/Time of Travel, 12/13/2013 Airline & Flight Number, 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: I have once again been given the &quot;we will ignore you until you go away&quot: response. I have e-mailed the same complaint and received the same response on 3 other occasions. and I have been screaming and yelling about this 
horror story since it happened on June 13, 2013. 

Here is the original event listing that I posted months ago, and have no response from you. I get &quot;we've forwarded it...&quot: and nothing else happens. I have sent this to my congressional representatives and they are supposed to be looking 
into this. but according to the research that you had on line when I was looking into this. if I do not tnp your walk-through metal detector. then I am not to be touched. I have been threatened with horrible threats under color of law and in violation of Title 
18 according to the following that I have sent in months ago. 

I want some answers. not to be told that I will be ignored. I will not be tortured. maimed, harmed, scarred, bloodied or otherwise abused by TSA again, and I want ABSOLUTE assurance that I will not endure another torture session at SMF in spite of 
the threats issued bykb)(ffl I 
Here is wha I I have sent to you a I re ad y three times: 

1201 3 8: 34 : Four ti mes lo r four flights out of SM F, I have been hurt from the levels of discomfort through the level of torturous maiming requ in ng additional surgery at my d esti nation in Seattle. I have made the d eci si on never again to al low a TSA agent to touch 
me. I do not have to bleed or hurt to fiy! 

So I have information that is conflicting. The L3 machines (according to the report presented to the German Parliament a few years ago) returns 100% false positives for people with disabilities. I have filed a 504 complaint with the department of 
Ju st1ce for this. but have no resolution of this even thought it is months old. I have decided that I wi 11 never again go through th at machine because it has caused me p am four fi 1g hts for four fl i g his out of SM F and no where e Is e in American Air Space 
have I had to suffer such physical horror nor dehumanizing experiences. It tells me that the machine in Sacramento is broken, but they insist that it is not. I may be somewhat egotistical, but I think that I, as a human being, have rank over any machine 
anywhere under any circums1ances. Therefore my contention that the L3 machine at Sacramento is faully is lhe position I am laking al this time, because I have suffered enough pain at that airport for one lifetime due to that machine. 

This I a st flight I June 14, 201 3) required that I have add1t1ona I surgery at my destination to rep I ace a surgical d ra i nag e tube that the T SA agent destroyed when she ripped op en my s urg i ca I wound, and addition al suture that was necessary due to the 
tissue damage she caused. TSA of course, denied all responsibility for my surgery, and other than calling me a liar, defended that they did nothing wrong and it was my tough luck to bleed until I arrived at an emergency room in Seattle. After all they 
gave me a whole 4 seconds to anticipate the degree of tor1ure that they were getting ready to do to me. I will lherefore demand that any TSA agent who approaches me hold their ground unlil lhey can slate at least 7 protections that any American 
Citizen has with respect to their aggression. 

The complexity is this: I will have to fly again in the next few months. Although I currently do not have a surgical wound, (only a puckered and red scar resulting from TSA's ripping open my wound on the last trip) I will not suffer any pain for flying and I 
will opl out of the L3 scanner since it re1urns 100% false posilives for people with disabilities. I talked with someone at TSA today who told me lhat if I do not trip lhe me1a1 detector, thal I would not have 10 be touched by a TSA screener, yet, I am 
under retaliatory threat in violation of Title 18, section 242, becaus~1h·,1r:;·-, I at SMF has threatened me with horrible &quot;enhanced pat down&quot: and dehumanizing treatment for going through this airport and trying to avoid further pain, 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time : 1211712013 6:41 :20 AM Airport CLT - Charlotte Douglas International Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I thought it was meant to expedite the p races s. I was &quot: chose n&q uot: random I y by meta I detector lo r add1t1ona I s c reem ng. It took 1 0 min at min, mum to cal I over a person to w1 pe my hands with a cloth and test it in a machine. Th an ks 

12013 9: 17. for allowing me to miss my flight. It was complete bulls! ?t. Get it right or quit the program. 

One pissed flyer' 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



12013 3:09: 

Disability Description: Caller is calling for procedure for PreCheck for medical disabilitis. 
He says he has gone through and got Pre Ch eek. He 1s an amputee, his wile has two knee rep I ace m ents. He says they make th em go back out for sere en i ng and go through the WT MD and take off his shoes and belts. He says this kind of screening 
isn't PreCheck screening, He says the screening they get is the same things he would have to do for normal screening then, he has to have a lull patdown. He says at Sky Harbor for the PreCheck screening they only have the WTMD and they have AIT 
at other 1erminals. He says if they had the AIT then he would not have to go through this kind of screening. 

Response Details: I explained to him that regardless of the type of screening, normal screening or PreCheck, if there was an alarm dunng screening there will be additional screening to clear any alarm. It can be a patdown or even the ETD swabbing, 
there are several layers of screening they can do. 

I explained to him that TSA Cares, we do provide screening information for passengers and we can refer a passenger to ODPO for assistance but it wasn"t something I could do for a complaint. I would list my record as a complaint for him and I would 
provide h, m the ma i Ii ng address and ema i I to make his comp I a int fa nm al . 
He had the mailing address so I gave him the email. TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 

He can cal I the CS M at Sky Harbor to see 1f they can a ss1st him with his complaint for PreChe ck screening. 

Name: 1(b)(61 I 
Phone: ... _____ ....,_ 

I did not offer to email him the information or offer him the PSS because he wasn't asking for infonmation, he wanted to make a complaint only. 

lncidenl Details: Caller was upset that for PreCheck al Sky Harbor they only have lhe WTMD. He wanls to know why they have the AIT at other 1erminals but not the PreCheck screening. 
He and his wife has disabilities and have to go back out for additonal screening, he says it is like normal screening, not like the screening they are suppose to get for PreCheck. 

cruise and were flying out of the Ft. Lauderdale airport on Southwest Air. Amongst my group was my 78 year old mother. An agent looked at her boarding pass and informed her that she was prescreened and that she would not have to take her shoes 
off when she approached the Ii ne, He made the point of checking her pass a second time and again stated that she could keep her shoes on and to tel I the a gents. As she approached the screening agent she tried to inform th em that she had a knee 
replacement and would need to be pulled aside. The woman would not even let my mother speak and kept lelling her thal she was in charge and thal my molher needed to '"shut up and follow her instructions." The agent abruplly told my mother thal 
didn't she know she was supposed to take her shoes off. My mother then tried to tell the agent that she was informed two different times that she didn't have to. The agent would not listen. This totally confused my 78 year old mother. My mother was 
th en moved to another agent for a personal screening. I was ab I e to watch from the side as the next agent did a complete search under her bra. feet. waist of her pants. collar a re a. crotch area ( front of pa I ms. not the back) and each of her I eg s. 
Throughout this ordeal my mother was in total view of the public and she was totally confused about what was happening to her. At no time did the female agent explain what she was doing or show any effort to be sensitive to the fact that she was 
searching an 78 year old woman who didn't have a clue what was happening to her. After the search the agent said, "oh, we could have done this in private if you had requested it.'' 

Let me state that my family and I are tolally supportive of what the TSA agents are doing. Our daughler was a TSA agent in lhe Jacksonville, Florida airport for 11 years until her death in February of this year and the agenls and personnel have been 
very supportive and loving. In fact, at her funeral over 80 agents and top officials were in attendance. In September. we were presented with a memorial badge to honor her service. I let you know this information to let you know that we are not anti
TSA just the opposite. (Loi, during my daughters training my wife and I were "'fake" screened many times so I am well aware of what 1s proper and what is not.) 

12013 4 :1S: After my mothers screening, I was so upset that I requested to speak with a supervisor. I voiced my concern about the way she was handled and that the agent (s) were not following proper guidelines. (not using the outside of the hands in sensitive 
areas, not giving proper instructions or explanations, not offering to screen in private '"before'" the search, not listening to the passenger tell of a knee replacement and not recognizing when the passenger was confused.,.) He agreed and said that he 
had brought those issues up in I heir morning meeting but they were slill nol being addressed. He let me know that when they put my mother in the chair I hat I hey were supposed 10 explain whal they would do. I lei him know I hat I hey never had my 
mother sit down, despite the fact that the ligaments in my mother's foot were torn and she struggled to walk and maintain proper balance. His response ... ugh. 

I would like for someone to review the video at that airport on that day, and use it to refresh and retrain if necessary, the agents so that the proper TSA guidelines are being followed. I would also like for someone to meet with the agents to make sure 
th at they understand that common courtesy and respect for the dignity of another human goes a long way. Es pec,al ly when they are de al i ng with an elderly person or a person who does fully understand what is hap pe ni ng to th em. In my opinion, the 
agents acted like bullies and I know that this is not how they were trained. (My daughter was never a bully on the job.) For your information, the first agent, who told my mother to shut up was a blond, heavy set 55ish year old woman, who stood just 
before the metal de1ec1or. The other woman who used lhe improper screening procedures had dirty blond hair and had a medium build. BTW: when I lei the second screener know that my mother did not undersland what was going on she just said, 
"we are just doing our job.'" 

In closing, let me stress again that my family and I fully support what you are doing. We believe that you are a vital part of keeping our travel safe. However, I also believe that the agents need to be properly trained and be willing to listen and speak 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' 
Current Date/Time: 12/17/2013 11 :25:46 AM Airport JFK - John F. Kennedy International Dateffime of Travel: 12/0912013 9:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: DL 0719 Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: Term 4, tsa pre-check TSA Employee: (If Known): 

Comment: Apparently you have started allowing seniors &amp: children to process through the precheck Imes. This is extremely frustrating &amp; time consuming for business &amp: regular precheck passengers. It took over 40 minutes to get 
processes at JFK because of confusion &amp; ability of seniors holding up the line. While I feel sorry &amp: understand seniors shortcomings it is posing a serious time constraint &amp; possible security constraint within the tsa pre check line because 

,2013 4 , 19, of allowing them in the lines. The elderly woman in the line who was in a wheelchair &amp: unaccompanied by any family members was nol able 10 walk lhru the metal detector herself &amp: couldn't claim her bags thru lhe detector as your agent tried 
to help another elderly person. You must stop allowing children &amp: seniors to be processes through the pre check line where regular seasoned business travellers move swiftly through. This is not one incident but several I have encountered in 
!rave 11 mg s i nee the change in the rule aver the I a st mo nth. 

12013 8:11: 

Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Nam_e_b .. · ""5"'·-, __ ..,...__, 
Phone Number Ih·1Ifr1 
Email (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

I would like to give you some feedback on an experience I had wilh TSA at the SBA airport this afternoon. I was running later for a flighl than I usually do, but I arrived to the TSA checkpoint approximalely 30 minutes before the flight was scheduled 10 
leave at this very small airport. I was about 2oth in line when I got there and it took approximately 25 minutes to get through the line and I missed the flight. There was a handicapped person with a service dog ahead of me and the TSA agents were 
trying to take it through their pre-check line. Apparently the dog was setting off the metal detector and they shut down the line for 10-15 minutes while they wrestled with the dog to remove its harness and hand wand 11. While this was going on. the line 
did not move, even thought they had a regular lane open. Not one person passed through. I along with several passengers informed the TSA agents who were scanning boarding passes that we were going to miss our flights if the line didn't move. 
The two TSA gentlemen told us nol to worry as the airlines will come out to the TSA area and shout out when the flighls are about to leave. He said they would expedile lhe line at that time if needed. Needless to say this never happened. II was the 
longest I have ever had to wait for such a short line in all of my years of traveling. I missed my flight. Upon checking with the US Air agent, she also recommended that I file a complaint with the local supervisor. I approached the TSA Supervisor since 
my flight was gone to tell him what I thought of this experience and he handed me a blue TSA Comment Card and walked away. 

I am a business traveler who flies several times per week and about 250,000 miles per year. I have been doing this since pre-9111 and this is the first time I have ever been so aggravated to file a complaint. By the way. I counted at least 13 uniformed 
TSA officers so there were almost as many of them as passengers in line. There was absolutely no urgency to move the line along. I don't appreciate the agent telling me he will expedite the line and then not do so. I realize that they are not there for 
my convenience, bul this was lhe laziesl effort I have ever seen by TSA. 

This incident occurred on flight US Air flight 2848 on 12117113 al approximately noon. 

Regards, 

l(b)(6) 

Project Manager 



Hi, 

I travel regularly and hMe always opled out and almosl every time I have faced some sort of discriminalion, intimidation or plain violation of human dignity. I am sick of ii and am going to file a number of complaints going forward. Please slop treating 
your customers wha exercise their right ta opt out in such a gross way and stop tearing families apart at security check points. Here are a couple of my cases. 

Friday, December 13, 2013: I flew from Dulles (AID) airport at 6 am. When I opted out the TSA agent made me wait for more than 15 minutes, while I saw that in the back as he kept asking for a "male assist" none was approaching. There were plenty 
of employees, male agents, doing almost nolhing behind security checks as it was not a busy morning whatsoever, but none would assist. Finally, the agent at the gate, who was somewhat nice, frustrated, at his colleagues took me down and did the 
pat down himself. As I walked by those agents who were standing behind two al them looked at me, rolling their eyes. I believe this was a form of their frustration and perhaps a TSA endorsed way of intimidation. I want you to know it will not work. 
nor wi 11 it stop me from opting out. and it is a disgusting way to treat American cItIze n s and your customers. PI ease stop this practice among your agents. 

September 3rd, 2013: at about 1 pm my wife our toddler and I were passing by security checks in Austin, Texas airport. My wife was able to go through lhe "less intrusive" metal deIecIor with the toddler, but I was forced to go lhrough the radiation 
machines. I opted out of course. upon which I was given a pat-down and somewhat harassed by the supervisor present, and asked why I was opting out. I complained to him that I was being separated from my family and that was the wrong thing ta 

1201 3 7: 59: do. He seemed to dIsreg ard my concern and did not even bather to take my comp I a int to heart or do anything about it. I was to Id to ca 11 an '"800" number if I had complaints. Why does T SA separate me from my lam, ly? 

Furthermore, on my recent from Oakland Ai port, Sunday 10:49 pm, trip my luggage was thoroughly searched a nole was left and all my belongings were scattered all over the place. I had at least two ties in there and I hey were stolen by TSA agents, I 
believe who searched them. Please let me know haw I can file for a theft with your TSA. 

I am somewhat afraid that after this post and revealing my name, I will be subject to more intimidations in the future and more thorough searches, but I am sick of keeping silent about your gross violations of human dignity. 

These are just a couple of my experiences recently. I am a regular traveler, but do not believe haw you "in the name of security" violate citizen·ss constitutional rights. I have ane plea at least to you - be nice to those folks wha opt out, please da your 
job and get them through as q u1ckl y as poss, bl e so they can make their flights on ti me. And please, p I ease p I ease be mi ndfu I of lam, Ii es travel mg with chi Id re n. I have three chi Id re n and am a bout to enter a career of I ots of travels. please p I ease I beg 
of you implement family friendly policies so that the crazy experience of traveling with children does not become prohibitively difficult. 

Regards, 

!(b)(61 
Hello. 

I have seen a pattern lately (at bath DTW and SMF airports) of the TSA pushing the elderly and wheelchair bound (and their fellow travelers) through the precheck area. I asked TSA agents about this and they mentioned that I should go to TSA.gov 
and provide feedback. 

This process is slowing down the speed of the TSA precheck process and is very frustrating to those of us who travel frequently and have enrolled in precheck. Also. 11 appears that people aren't going through a scanner but instead a metal detector. 
While I don't perceive the elderly or disabled as a threat, the others in their party are going through the same checkpoint and thus more lax security. 

2013 12'04 Best regards, 

HYPERLINK .. l(b_)_(6_ •• _, ----------------' 

office ._!(b~)_(6~·•-' ----------~ 

skype[b)(61 



Caller was flying out of DTW and was subjected to secondary screening and wants to know why. 
Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and 
courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior ta boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a paid own on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

'2013 5'23' TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand lhe inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe lhese security measures are necessary and appropriale for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new technologies ta address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints. provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint. and keeps the 
!rave Ii ng pu bl ,c sale. 

Caller was flying out of DTW and was subJected to secondary screening and wants to know why. 
Every passenger and their property must be sere ened before entering the secured a re a, and the way the screening is conducted is import ant, Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers a re treated with dignity, respect, and 
courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

12013 5:23: TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints. provides an additional layer of secunty at the checkpoint. and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 



to do that. She has had many instances where they are trying to say she Is a refusal. A TSA officer should never tell her what disabled people prefer. She Is getting tired of the fact that ,ts a fight everytime she goes to the checkpoint. She is very young 
she speaks clearly she does not look like she has disability. people do not understand that she truly has a disability because she doesnt look like it. She thinks she wouldnt be treated this way if she looked more like she had a disability. People can not 
see a brain injury. She needs to be calm and reserve her energy before she gets on the airplane, instead of having 10 fight before gelling on lhe plane. Nobody had every recommended TSA cares to her at the checkpoinl. She was told when she finally 
was supposed to get TSA cares they told her that she would not know what was going to happen until she would get to the airport. She is about to fly again and she would like to. She is having the same problem by the TSA because I will give her the 
number to the disability department she wants to call and speak to them personally. 

Information Requesl: mobilily blind walk with a cane wheel chair. she has asked for a supervisor because a complaint was irrelavanl. 
Caller asked why would I ask what type of complaint she would like to file because that is not why she is calling. Although she kept complaining about past experiences at the checkpoint. 

l(b)(6 I 
This entire call is a complaint. The caller kepi saying her complaint isnt relevanl to her problem and before she gives us her name and number she wanls to know if she is going to be forced to get a patdown. 

I to Id the ca 11 er she cou Id ask for PSS at the che c kpomt to a ssIst her with the scree nmg . 

passenger refused to accept a ssis tan ce and stated that when she has a prob I em again she wi 11 sue the TSA. 

2013 12:0S Response Details: Asked the caller if If you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on d1sab1lity or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or 
med i ca I co nd it ion, Fede ra I regu I ati o ns require that your complaint be put in writing un I ess your dis ab i I ity prevents you from doing so, 

Do you want information about filing a written complaint regarding disability discrimination or are you calling with a different concern such as poor customer service? 

Apologized to the caller for her past experiences. Explained to the caller that TSA Cares is here to help passengers with disabilities through the checkpoint. Told caller that the last time she requested assistance the reason the representative was 
unable to promise what someone would do a I the ch eek point is bee a use he re a I the contact center we send the request for ass is ta nee to the di sa bi Ii ty department so th at someone can me et you at I he checkpoint. We can not promise what another 
person will do exactly, but we can let you know they are there to help you with any issues you may have through the checkpoint. 
SUP CALL 

E sea I ation Notes J( b I~ 6/ I 
The caller compla1ne or about 30 minutes concerning her past experiences with the TSA checkpoints and with the TCC. She says she is partially blind and 
mobility impaired. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the 



First and Middle Name: 

Last Name: 

Main Phone: 

Work Phone: 

2013 10:23 Cell Phone: 

PO Box or Street address: 

City: 

Pawleys Island 

State: 

SC 

Zip: 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time · 12120/2013 8:28: 12 AM Airport : JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel · 12/18/2013 8:30 PM Airline & Flight Number : EK202 Checkpoint/Area of Airport . Main 
screening area before gates TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment · Sim ply put, the re we re, 4 sere en i ng a re as op en lo r mo re than several tho us and passengers at the height of the evening rush of intern ati o na I flight from term i na I 4, The staff were allowing coach cl ass passengers use the business Ii ne and 
only had 2 individuals checking each persons identification. This resulled in long lines, (it took me an hour 10 gel through security- and I was a business class passenger). The slafl in general provided no guidance 10 passengers, offered no direction 

2013 10:13 regarding order in the line, left on breaks during our 1 hour wait and made people line up (again) ta go through the metal detectors after spending more than an hour in line just to have your identity checked. As a tax payer, I am thoroughly 
embarrassed by this situation and am ashamed that for the billions this organization receives from congress. a simple identities check takes more than an hour to accomplish .. Glad I was not in a rush and made my flight Would you like a response? 
True Passenger's Name , 
Phone bl11mber · 
Email j(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

DearTSA, 
The new Pre-Check at Albuquerque Airport had the potential to offer increased throughput and facilitated screening for qualified frequent travelers. Unfortunately, the present operation mixes passenger queues for both TSA Pre and non-Pre, thereby 
compromising the stated benefits of the program. This results in lengthy wait times for Pre part1c1pants. It results in passenger confusion and disarray at the area of convergence of the two incoming queues. It also results in non-frequent travelers 
unfa mi I ia r with the sere en i ng rules to cause frequent de I ays their fa i I u re to remove meta I from their person prior to passing through the meta I detector po rt al, 

2013 12:0? ABQ appears to be the only airport with lhis faulty configuralion. Please assist lhem in remedying the siluation. 

Siocecelv 
!(b1(6i 

s pe 11 checking by BI ackBe rry 



Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Calegories Duration of Screening Process; Pal-down Current Date/Time: 1212112013 11 :09:48 AM Airporl: LAS - McCarran International Dateffime ofTravel: 12121/2013 6:30 AM Airline & Flighl Number american airlines/1802 CheckpoinllArea 
of Airport· D gates TSA Employee: (If Known) kb)(6) !/5202 Comment· Officerf5'«6lnsisted that my husband take off his shoes and belt and jacket when we told him that my husband"d movements are constricted and that he"s unable ta take 
off his shoes. After a struggle he agreed to let my husband keep his shoes on but insistedthebelt come off and I was extremely disappointed that he forced him to when we said over and over he has constricted movements. Forced us to take his skin 
tight leather jacket off. Even though we called the wounded veteran hotline at mccaran airport a day earlier to report our arrival we didn"t have anyone waiting for us. Nevertheless we did what we are suppose to do and went on without it. My husband 
have a spinal cord simulator and a fusion in his back he can't go through the metal detector or body scanner. We requested a pat down and officer viola said its easier if he tales off everylhing and stand, I explained again that he cannot move freely as 
they want him to as he is still recovering from an invasive back surgery and his vision restrictions. During the pat down, he forced my husband to bend when he kept of telling him that he can't , that he has multiple back surgeries that constricts his 
movement that he is physically incapable of doing it. Not to mention he is legally blind so it was hard to him to locate items. He was dressed warm because he has a pneumonia and we didnl want to go through this ngorous screeing process. In every 

2013 11 :46 airport we flew he never had to go through such a terrible experience. when I brought the matter up to a supervisor, he said the jacket looked bulky and he agrees that the officer was right by removing belt an jacket because its easier to to the pat down 
then he shortly dismissed my claim because i was an employee. We are in shock 10 be trealed so poorly, especially after being a TSA worker and knowing rules and regulation are different for extremely wounded military velerans. Every other airporl 
we went through has be en an expedited screening with excel lent cu sta mer service ex pe ri e nee. 

12013 3:49: 

This reflects negatively on the advertisement of TSA helping wounded veterans through expedited security screening. They dropped the ball and we are just upset that my husband 1s in real pain now coz he was forced to move many times although we 
established that he can't. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Na~m_e~h_··,_1r;_·_1 ----~ 
Phone Numbe (b 1(61 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The caller has metal implants in his hip and wrists. and flies often from LGB. He is upset that the airport. while relatively new, does not use an AIT. Instead. he has to undergo! the WTMD. and then receive a patdown. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

TSA's submission process for infonmation. ideas. proposals, and opportunities is located on our Web site at www.tsa.gov. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism Customer Service: Screening Current Date Time. 12 22 2013 5:31:14 PM Airport· DCA - Washington Reagan National Date Time of Travel· 
Airline Flight Number 
Checkpoint Area of Airport . Tenminal A security TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: I recently flew out of DCA. I ma military personnel and I was wearing my dress blues. I wore ii specifically to get through securily faster due to time constraints but it instead delayed me because security wanted to pat me down because I 

12013 6 :15: was not aware I was supposed ta take off a part of my military uniform. I was always told that I didn t have to take any military issued items aff. I was treated rudely ... one person even told me he used to be in the military and he knew I could take it aff. 
had to go through the metal detector 3 times. My point is what threat do I have to the country I am serving? It s ridiculous. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 

Emaikb 1(6) ! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov EDB2 ApplicationManager 

I m i nqu iring as to an ex pe ri e nee on 17 Dec at Reagan Nat ion a I Airport. I am an active duty Marine, who was in uni form t rave Ii ng on ard ers and am enro 11 ed in pre-check. When I proceeded through security I told the T SA agent that I have a prosthetic 
hip which is why the metal detectors were going off when I went through. The TSA agent then asked me to remove my shoes and to come back to the screening area. Once my shoes were sent through screening I was escorted over to a search area 
at which time the TSA a gent swabbed my body, patted me down and then ran a scan of the swabs th at were performed, I am at a I oss as to why I am enrol led in the pre-ch eek program when in fact you a re not honoring it even for service members in 

12013 7:07: uniform. 



I am a business traveler who flies more than 140 business flights per year. My global entry IT SA Pre member number is!,.(ba.· ... ,(-'-6'-) __ __, 

On Friday December 20th, I flew from MIA to DFW to TUL on American. I checked in at MIA lnlemational on concourse D center point. I went through the TSAPre line. I noticed that the TSA agents on duty Friday December 20th at the concourse D 
midpoint around 10:30AM where allowing passengers who went through the regular line to merge over into TSAPre and go through without removing shoes, liquids, laptops, and without a full body scan. 

The T SAP re Ii ne should be b I ocked off a 11 I he way 10 I he mel al detector to prevent other passengers from merging into the TSAPre Ii ne without being noticed. 

2013 12: 17 If your agents are going to continue this practice, what is the point in having TSAPre or the enhanced security measures that are in place in the regular lines. 

B esl Rega rd s, 

~ 
HYPER LINK !(b 1(6) 

kbi(6i I 
Caller fiew from Texas and has an insulin pump. During the screening process she told the officers that she had a pump. She was lhen direcled to the WTMD and received a pat down. She is upset because the WTMD damaged the pump. She does 
not want TSA to pay for the device, she wants to know what she can do next time she goes through screening. She also stated that she was not forced to go through the WTMD and she went through knowing it would damage it to save time. She thinks 
TSA should know better. The caller also stated that screened her Bi PAP but did not take it apart. 

Advised ca Iler: 

2013 12:51 If a passenger uses an insulin pump, he or she can be screened without disconnecting from the pump. However, it is important for the passenger to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about the pump before the 
scree 11i rig process begins, 

Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT or the walk-through metal detector, the passenger's insulin pump is subject to additional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of 
the insulin pump followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passenger's hands. 

CPAPs and BiPAPs will be screened by ,-ray, and passengers are required to remove their CPAP or BiPAP from its carrying case: facemasks and tubing may remain in lhe case. 
Caller fiew from Texas and has an insulin pump. During the screening process she told the officers that she had a pump. She was then directed to the WTMD and received a pat down. She is upset because the WTMD damaged the pump. She does 
not want TSA to pay for the device, she wants to know what she can do next time she goes through screening. She also stated that she was not forced to go through the WTMD and she went through knowing it would damage it to save time. She thinks 
TSA should know betler. The caller also slated that screened her Bi PAP but did not lake it apart. 

Advised caller: 

2013 12:51 If a passenger uses an insulin pump, he or she can be screened without disconnecting from the pump. However, ii is important for the passenger to inform lhe Transpor1ation Securily Officer (TSO) conducting lhe screening aboul the pump before lhe 
screening process begins. 

Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT or the walk-through metal detector, the passenger's insulin pump is subject to additional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of 
the insulin pump followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of lhe passenger's hands. 

CPAPs and BiPAPs will be screened by x-ray, and passengers are required to remove their CPAP or BiPAP from its carrying case; facemasks and tubing may remain in the case. 



From,kb)(61 
Sent: Monday, December 23. 2013 10:42 AM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subjecl: TSA ContJct Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1P!:._b_)_(6_, ___ ~ 
Date Time: 1212312013 10:41 :39 AM 
-----------------------------------------------------------------

'2013 6:18:, Name: 

kb)(61 

Email: 

HYPERLINK ... l(b_)_(6_, _____________ __. 

B nef De scri pt,on of Inquiry: 

MIA Concourse D Midpoint_ TSA Pre Complaint 

Comments: 

I am a business traveler who flies more than 140 business flights per year. My global entry ITSAPre member number isf""h"".1""1R""·-, __ _. 



12013 618: 

On 22 December, this past Sunday, I arrived at Buffalo-Niagara Airport early in order to ensure that I would have enough time to comfortably make my way through security. In this regard I was successful. I made it through with plenty of time to spare. 
This success, however, was soon overshadowed by the poor behaviour displayed by your stJff. 

I have a 16 year old sister with Autism. Although she is high-functioning and quite capable of getting through systematic checks and procedures smoothly. information must be clearly stated and explained. Now, it should be noted that she has been 
going through a i rpo rls her who I e I ile and has never encountered a prob I em, This ti me. the prob I ems began even before one of your rather i 11-mannered emp I oye es directly confronted her. 

I was positioned approximately hallway through the line, with numerous passengers-ta-be both in front and behind me. While in line I watched an elderly man of approximately 85 years endure inconvenient and unnecessarily hostile treatment from one 
of your screen ers. He was forced to take off s eve ra I clothing items. many of which wo u Id he would have to strugg I e to take off. Whether or not you are mandated to do this do es not take away from the fa ct that a fairly qui ck assessment of context would
and should- have led your screener to conclude that he is not a threat and could pass security doing the bare minimum, i.e. metal detector, bag check, belt etc. In addition, after being addressed by the mans daughter and made aware of various 
physical challenges (including a hearing deficiency), your screener continued to speak abruptly and impatiently at lhe man, only showing remorse after nolicing the disapproving glares coming from those waiting in line. 

When my lam, ly reached the front of the Ii ne, my sister lo u nd herse If in front. As usu al, she took her Ip ad out of her bag and p I aced it in a contained of ,ts own. set her bag in a container and took off the necessary clothing items. Proceeding from there. 
she naturally walked to the metal detector and. having not been told to pause beforehand, stepped right on through. Your screener then raised her voice and rudely spoke at my sister. This, of course, only served to confuse her. As anyone who has 
read inlo Autism should know, lhey experience incredible challenges when trying 10 assess social settings and cues, which is why at times lhey lend to display odd behaviour, often screaming, jumping and slimming (hand flapping, head shaking and so 
on) in public. She looked back at me, clearly anxious about the screeners tone and intended message, and so I decided to address the screener myself and attempt to clarify what was required al my sister. I tald the screener that she has a hard time 
understanding, wishing to engage in euphemism as much as I could so as to not embarrass her. Your screener then proceeded to raise her voice, letting the whole crowd of perhaps 50 people hear her ask: Does she have a disability I should know 
about? 

Now, to gage haw astonishingly vulgar this type of behaviour is, I would like you to consider the following situation: A veteran of the U.S. armed forces is ca ming through security and is dressed in civilian clothing. He has relatively manageable PTSD 
which only sparked in situations of h1g h tension. Moreover, he is very much ashamed of his di sab i Ii ty and, as such. wish es for it to be kept under wraps in public. He goes through screening and is addressed by a TSA emp I aye e in a harsh tone. His 
stress levels begin to rise and he becomes discombobulated, confused and cloudy in the brain- as I said, this tends to happen in such situations. His family attempts to quiet the situation by subtly telling the TSA worker that he has a hard time in these 
situations and it would be helpful if the worker could strive for more clarity. 

Now, attach the response I received from your worker and p I ace 11 in the s1tuati on I I aid out above. I am al most certain th at. between the rabid patri ot,sm of your country and the excessive atlent,on given to your veterans. such a story would make the 
media rounds for quite some time, sparking controversy surrounding the TSA s procedures and methods- or, I should say. even more controversy, since such occur,-ences are not hard to find in the history of your agency. 

I would like to extend the care that would have been given to a veteran to the arena of those naturally mentally handicapped. I would like to see an apology issued for the absurd behaviour al your employee. I would like to see your agency put 
less effort into funding advertisements that attempt to wipe its heavily tainted slate clean, and more funding put toward training employees to deal. not only with precision, but with some decency, some human decency. 

And to pre-emptively address any concerns you may have about my complain!. I would jusl like 10 menlion thal. upon reaching our gale, my sister inquired inlo lhe al1erca1ion, asking about her apparent disabilily . I lied and said the worker was 
speaking ta me. 



WTMD and explained that at most airports they allow him to show his LEO ID and go on through The WTMD. He told The TSO 11 was no big deal either way he was Just asking. The officer told him he needed to go on to regular line. The caller stated 
th at he then went through The A IT, The officer standing th ere right after you passed The A IT smarted off to The off ce r and stated wel I you don t have to fly rude and sa rcasti cal ly, At this point The officer requested to speak to a supervisor and he did 
not know if this did any good but he wanted to make a complaint about this siluation. The caller wanted 10 give The suggestion that expediled screening is offered 10 LE Os The same as Mililary personal and wanted to know who 10 provide this feed 
back to. The caller wanted to know if The CS Ms are located at The airport. The caller wanted to know if The fee to enroll in The TSAApplication Program can be waved for LEO. The caller wanted to be emailed John S. Pistoles contact information. 

The caller was advised passengers that use TSA Precheck can take children through with them that are 12 and under. 

Explained that The following TSA Precheck lane was available at STL for Southwest. 

Southwest Airlines 
Terminal 2, Concourse E 

The caller was informed that we have not precheck but another form of expedited screening available for passengers 75 years or older that allows them to keep on their shoes and light out wear only. 

TSA Precheck expedited screening benefits to U.S. Armed Forces service members, including reservist and Nalional Guard members, who possess a valid Common Access Card (CAC) al 1 O TSA Precheck airporIs. Eligible service members do not 

12013 6 :54 : need to be in uniform to participate in TSA Precheck Family members, ages 12 and under can process through expedited screening as well. 

Two of The many ways to be considered eligible for TSA PreCheck travelers may be invited by a participating airline. or they may choose to enroll with one of U.S. Customs and Border Protection's (CBP) Trusted Traveler programs also passengers 
can enroll into The New TSA Precheck Application Program where available. 

Beginning December 2 0, 20 13, T SA wi 11 offer T SA Preche ck expedited s c reem ng to members of The mi I itary at a 11 pa rti ci p ati ng TSA Pree heck airports when they use their De pa rtme nt of Defense ( DoD) id ent1f1cation number when ma king flight 
re servat ioris. 

The ca 11 er was advised some airlines a re se I ecti ng passengers at random. 

Two of The many ways to be considered eligible for TSA PreCheck travelers may be invited by a participating airline, or they may choose to enroll with one of U.S. Customs and Border Protection's (CBP) Trusted Traveler programs also passengers 
can enroll into The New TSA Precheck Application Program where available. 

Currently, TSA PreCheck is limited to select airlines and each is contacting eligible frequent flyers with an invitation to opt-in. Once a passenger opts-in. The airline identifies The individual as a TSA PreCheck participant when submitting a 
passenger's reservation information to TSA. 

The caller was informed that The new TSA Application Program cost 85 dollars, where as opting in through Southwest would be a free option. CBP TT Programs and Application Program members are eligible for all airlines where as FF can only use 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time · 12/23/2013 7:38:32 PM Airport · M DW - Chicago Midway Date/Time of Travel : 12/22/2013 Airline & Flight Number . Delta 4233 CheckpoinUArea of Airport · Pre-Check 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · When checking your web site lo r the information on o bta i ni ng a medicl implant form and when clicking on the Ii nk shown, I get the message &quot: View static 404 page Not Fou nd&q uot: . 

'2013 8: 13:- I have Pre-check status through Delta airlines, am a TW IC holder. own a TSA approved aitireight forwarding company and assume that I am not a security risk whatsoever. When I get through pre-chek and walk through the metal detector. my knee 
implant sets off the alarm. Immediately, I lose my pre-check status, shoes and belt have to come off and I have to be subJected to a the intrusive (and let's be fair, humiliating) pat down. At Midway, the pre-check line does not have the other scanning 
machine that would avoid having me go through the pat down. I would appreciate if the TSA could come up with a policy for the thousands of trusted passengers with implants. When i go through a metal detector in Europe and my knee implant sets 
off the alarm, lhe security agents use a metal wand and a quick touch of the aflecled area. I cannot see why I his could not be done in this counlry. 
Would you like a resoonse? : True 
Passenger's Name @)(ff:, fhone Number fb::,(6) !Email l(b)(6) !To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link: http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/Appl1cationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/lime: 12/24/2013 12:42:16 PM Airport: TUS - Tucson International Date/Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number : 
CheckpoinUArea of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 

12013 2:24: Comment· Quit telling people where to put their ID. II they don't know then they're idiots. Also. update you're metal detectors and have more than one in that dumpy airport in Tucson. 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feedback Type Security Issue 
Categories: Firearms: Miscellaneous/Other Current Date/Time· 12/2412013 2:10:10 PM Airport: JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel, 12124/2013 6:45 AM Airline & Flight Number, delta 440 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, terminal 
4 TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. first time I got fast-tracked in the pre-screen lane and it was super efficient. That said. I'd say you have a pretty big security hale there.y hands were swabbed for explosives before I got to the conveyor belt. I passed and was told I don't need 
to take off my shoes or jacket. I put my stuff on the belt and headed through the metal detector (there was no body scanner at this outpost). I said 'I have a metal hip' as I walked through and the sensor went off. An official asked me to step to the side 
and he proceeded to repeat the explosives test on my hands which was negative again, so he said thank you and sent me on my way - no pat down, nothing. I could certainly have had a knife anywhere on my body, if not a gun. I appreciate the 

12013 4: 11: effortless screen, bul the only thing I hat sent me down that lane as far as I know was a random touch on an i Pad. I don't know the odds I hat i Pad is programmed wilh, but ii sure seems like a decenl gamble if one wanled to get I heir face/cause on the 
news. A pat down would have taken an extra couple of minutes, and it would have made a big difference (I'd think) from a security perspective. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Emai!lh·11rr·, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Dear Sir ar Madam. 

You need to do something about who gets selected for preCheck. You are destroying any advantage that precheck provides for frequent fliers. 

This morning in Pittsburgh I watched at least four pea pie in a row set off the metal detector. One woman had 5 metal bracelets around her wrist yet seemed confused as to why the metal detector was going off. 

2013 10:07 Please, for those of is who travel frequently- or at the minimum exert the effort for a precheck screening process - reevaluate who is allowed thorough the precheck lane. 

Thank you. 

kbi(6i 

Sent from my iPhone 

My family and I left on Lufthansa's flight LH 403 from Newark to Frankfurt, en route to India on the 1g1h of December. When we arrived in India, we discovered that one of our bags had been opened by TSA, a little card left inside indicating lhat it had 
been opened and ALL al my wife's costume jewellery missing, The approximate cost al the jewellery was around $300. 

I am very disappointed that TSA has deviated so much from its original mission to keep airports and passengers safe. I suggest more scrutiny of agents' activities, video-recording and metal detectors on way in and out of the checking facilities. 
Meanwhile, I am out S300 worth of jewellery that I would appreciate compensation for. 

12013 B: 16: My contact details are 

~!(b_-~1(_6~, -------------~Fell Phone:._!rh_--,_1R_-, ___ ~ 



and was sent through the Al T. He said that they we re very po Ii te. When he got to As hev, 11 e they a I so gave h, m a ticket. He said th at they were friendly u nti I he to Id them that he has a meta I knee. He said that they we re not near as friend I y and treated 
him like a criminal after he told them about the implant. He set off the alarm and was given a through examination. He wanted to know if people should be treated differently at different airports. He said that he does not want to make a complaint. He 
did not want lhe email or the mailing address for lhe TSA's Disabilily and Mullicultural Division. 

I gave the following information: If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips. he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to 
inform a TSO about any disability, medical condition, or medical device that could affect securily screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from securily screening, lheir use may improve communication and help 1ravelers discreetly notify 
TSOs of their conditions. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gov sites default files publications disability_notification_cards.pdf. 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request 10 be screened by AIT if it is available or can request 10 be screened using a patdown: however, passengers cannot requesl to be screened by the walk
through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a me1a1 detector or anomalies identified by AIT If a paldown is required in order 10 complete screening: 

2013 1 O:O? • The paid own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her a nms. remaining in the position required for a paid own, or any areas of the body th at a re p arnfu I when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or Ii ft any article of clothing to revea I a sensitive body area, 

In addition to the patdown, TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. If explosive material is detected, the passenger will have to undergo additional screening. 

A companion, assistant, or family member may accompany a passenger to assist him or her during any private or public screening. After providing this assistance, the companion. assistant, or family member will need to be rescreened. The passenger 
should inform the TSO of his or her need for assistance before lhe screening process begins. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. Passengers also can report concerns by contacting TSA's Disability and Multicultural 
Divisio11. 
I told him thal passengers should be trealed the same all all airports. 
I advised him that the AIT may not have been ava i I able in Ashev i 11 e when he went through the checkpoint. 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

2013 10=16 Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an a tlom ey in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? yes 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Se au I e-Tacoma I nl emationa I Airport 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time 1212612013 4:47:43 PM Airport BOS - Logan International Date/Time of Travel 12/26/2013 4:00 PM Airtine & Flight Number UA503 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal C PreCheck TSA Employee: (If Known)fh··,1rr1 I 
Comment· 1. I had to return to checkin to check my carryon bag because ala 0.75 inch swiss army knife keychain. TSA supv £Ei:iZfilJ said 4 inch plus knitting needles and 2 inch plus scissors are allowed but not even a 0.1 inch blade of any sort is 
permitted. He said rules were changed after lhe Boston marathon incident. Clearly lhis is an absurd screening rule (which I doubt even exisls). 

2. T SA P reCheck Ii ne was jam med with peop I e inc I ud i ng fa mi I ,es with ch, ldren setting off the meta I detectors and s I owing the Ii ne s to a crawl . The same TSA s upv ~ said this was a &quot: M I &quot: I management in iii ated 7 ) p, lot in Boston. 
12013 S:02: The result is a horrible TSA PreCheck mess. Why would TSA ever include these individuals -- even though they may appear harmless - in the PreCheck queue? Makes no sense at all and is a great disservice to your PreCheck pre screened 

t rave I e rs. Please end this ridiculous Boston Logan pi 101. The &quot: I &quot: in &quot M l&q uo t: should stand for I nsa ni ty. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Na-,.._.,h ... ··, .. IR.,_·, .... _ ..... __. 
Phone Number, (b)(61 
Email h·1Iro;·-, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. fallow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Disability Description: Callers daughter Is blind, deaf and has metal implants. 

Response Details: provided the caller with informalion for TSA Cares for the nee time they travel and informed the caller lo contact us at least 72 hours in advance so we can be prepared for!(b)(6! corning through a check point. The caller was 
unaware of TSA Cares until I described it to her. I gave her the phone number al_ b _1(6 I ! 

I also advised the caller that I would be forwarding a copy of this record to the CSM at MSY for her review. 

Incident Deta i Is: The ca 11 er just took her da ug hte~ho is blind and deaf through New Ori ea ns TSA with her guide dog. A Delta a gent escorted them to the check point and I eft th em at the TSA[filw, as a cochlear imp I ant and has nuts and bolts 
,2013 9,39, in her femur and in her face and in her hip because she was hit by an automobile. The check point called for a female patdown. The agents took the guide dogs harness off. The caller is very upset. She spoke wilh Supervisor h·I1fr-, because they 

have documentation from the doctors saying that the cochlear implants should not ga through any type of electronic screening most especially a WTMD. The caller does not know if there is any damage to cochlear implants because b)(6 as made to 
go through the WTMD. They were the only ones going through the line at the time. The caller says that they requested a patdown and they made her go through the metal detector anyway. The STSO gave her a claim form if there was amage to the 
implants. The cochlear implants are items that cost 99000 USDIJi:iili] went through a WTMD and not an AIT (confirmed). The caller repeated over and over again that this team at New Orleans needs training. A female agent was called to perform a 
patdown bul between lhe time the female agent was called and arrived a TSO mad~o through the WTMD after the caller and a Delta agenl told the agents she could not go through a WTMD due to the cochlear implants. The caller is concerned 
so highly because her daughter only has one way to interact with her world with her ~and this endangered her daughter s hearing ability.lJi:iili]lives a lane in Manhattan and goes to college. 

DATE OF TRAVEL 12-26-13 
AIRPORT New Orleans 
AIRLINE Delta from New Orleans to LGA screened at Concourse D at the TSA check paint between 1720 and 1740 
CONTACT INFORMATION!rh1/R1 I 

Disability Description: Callers daughter is blind. deal, and has metal implants. 

Response Details: provided the caller with information far TSA Cares for the next time the travel and informed the caller to contact us at least 72 hours in advance so we can be prepared for IDoming through a check point. The caller was 
unaware of TSA Cares until I described it to her. I gave her the phone number o ~(b~••_1(6_.~I --~ 

I also advised the caller that I would be forwarding a copy of this record to the CSM at MSY for her review. 

lncidenl Details: The caller jusl took her daughtei;'.iillQJ who is blind and deaf lhrough New Orleans TSA with her guide dog. A Delta agent escorted them to the check point and left them at the TSAf~~}as a cochlear implant and has nuIs and bolts 

12013 9:3g: in her femur and in her face and in her hip because she was hit by an automobile. The check paint called for a female patdown. The agents took the guide dag s harness off. The caller is very upset. She spoke with Supervisa 1h··,1r;·I because they 
have documentation from the doctors saying that the coch I ear implants should not go through any type of electronic screening most especi a 11 y a WT MD. The caller does not know if the re is any damage to cochlear imp I ants because b) ( 6 as made to 
go through the WTMD. They were the only ones going through the line at the time. The caller says that they requested a patdown and they made her go through the metal detector anyway. The STSO gave her a claim form if there was amage to the 
implants. The cochlear implants are ilems lhat cosl 99000 USD-l~•i1i~Jwent lhrough a WTMD and not an AIT (confirmed). The caller repeated over and over again lhat lhis team al New Orleans needs training. A female agent was called 10 perform a 
patdown but between the time the female agent was called and a TSO made kbH6!ga through the WTMD after the caller and a Delta are_nt talld the agents she could not go through a WTMD due to the cochlear implants. The caller is concerned 
so hi g hi y be cause her d aug hte r only has one way to interact with her world with her he an ng and this endangered her daughter s hearing a b1 I ity b _I ( 6 ;1 lives alone in Manhattan and goes to co 11 eg e. 

DATE OF TRAVEL 12-26-13 
AIRPORT New Orleans 
AIRLINE Delta from New Orleans to LGA screened at Concourse D at the TSA check point between 1720 and 1740 
CONTACT INFORMATION !(b 1(6) I 



I submitled an online complain! form today and received lhe attached unacceplable auIomaIed reply. Please notice thal is nolhing more than a form letter keyed off of key words in my complaint form. 

Here is the situation I reported: 

Today (26 Dec 2013 4PM EST United Airtines) at Boston Logan airport Terminal C PreCheck I had the following two problems which I reported to a TSA Superviso~ 

1 A large number al families with children were inexplicably directed to the PreCheck line causing a huge delay as many of them set off the metal detectors and or had issues with their screened baggage. Several people had ta remove shoes. The 
supervisor told me that this was a Ml pilot at Logan (I don t know what Ml stands for, but the I must surely mean Insane). This pilot is a disaster and should be stopped at once. It is a real disservice to PreCheck prescreened travelers. It pretty 
much destroys the value of Pree heck. 

1201 3 8: 31 : 2. I had to return to the ch ecki n counter to check my s m al I ca rryon bag because it co ntarn ed a tiny Swiss Anmy knife scissor tweezer keycha in keylob which I received for Ch ri stm as. The entire keyfo b was a I 1111 e over one inch Io ng and the rather du 11 
knife attachment measured only 0.75 inches. The supervisor told me that sharp knitting needles four plus inches and scissors 2 plus inches are allowed, but the keychain Swiss Army keyfob was not. I think this is absurd. Clearly this rule -- ii it 
acIually is a rule •· needs to be changed. TSA should realize that having policies like I his undermine the credibility of your very important programs. When combined with the Ml pilot menlioned above, the Iraveler s impression of TSA is greatly 
diminished as not being very we 11 thought out. 

I would like to be conIacIed by the Stalion Manager (or olher TSA executive) at Boslon Logan eilher by email or phone. 

Regards. 

•········· Forwarded message•········· 
From: HYPER LINK ma i Ito ctsatcc _do_ not_re ply@s entu re. com tsatcc _do_ not_re ply@s entu re. com 

The caller flew down to visit her sisler a few years ago on Allegiant Air back in 2009. She got patled down and x-rayed because she had a hip replacemenl. She was mortified that she had to be patled down and x-rayed in public. She was upsel thal 
she had proof of her medical condition and still had to get patted dawn and X·rayed. She wants to know if she called the Asheville airport and told them she had proof would she still have to go through the patdown. She told the person at the 
checkpoint and the woman was rude and said she didn t care. Also. back in 2009 Allegiant Air spelled the name wrong on her ticket and they had to get another TSA agent. The name on her current reservation is spelled right but she is wondenng if 
anything will get fouled up at the airport. Caller wants the number to the TSA at Asheville. 

Advised: 

If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

'2013 2'27' Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5. 7 seconds without the support of a person or device. If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A patd own procedure a I so is used to resolve any a I a nms of a metal detector or a no ma Ii es identified by Al T. If a pa tdown is required in order to complete screening: 

• The patdown should be conducted by a TSO al the same gender Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat·down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 

If the boarding pass and the ID do not match then you may be subject to add1t1onal screening. Contact your airtine 1f you have concerns about your reservation. 



Information about the person who experienced the c1v1 I rig his ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I at,on 
(fill in what you can) 
Yes 
First and Middle Name: 

!(b,(61 ! 
Last Name: 

~ 
Main Phone: 

kb,(61 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

PO Box or Street address; 
kh\/R, I 

'2013 4 01: City: 
Opelika 
State: 
Al 
Zip: 
36804 
Email: 

Check here if you are represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter. 
Yes 
If so p I ease provide the third party s name and contact information; 

th,IRI I 
_b,(61 ! 

2 )Have you been authorized to Ii I e this complaint form on b eh al f of another individual? 
If yes. please provide your information. 
Yes 
Your First Name: 
On Dec 21 at 6 am at Atlanta airport. my husband, myself. my 7 year old daughter, and my 4 year old daughter went through security checkpoint. I stayed with my 4 year old daughter. She was upset because we put the blanket through xray machine. 
She was crying. The black female TSA agenl waved my daughler through the metal detector. My daughter folded her arms. The TSA agenl called her female agent over. They flanked us from front to rear. They asked my daughter to pul her arms 
down. I went through the metal detector with my daughter clinging to my shirt. The TSA agent scolded my daughter for disobeying a TSA agent. She said Santa will not give her toys. I felt terrible for my daughter. TSA agent violated my daughters trust 
for adu Its. T SA agent used excessive force and hum, Ii at,on Iowa rd my daughter. 



and th ere were mu Iii pie entrances to the I anes, with s eve ra I I anes having m ult, pl e open sections where peop I e were not sure where to go. When we arrived at a seemingly random junction, mo TSA agents sign a led about 1 0 of us to move through a 
particular lane. We became confused when we rea Ii zed that the I an e we were in was very short comp a red to the I an es with long Ii nes. When our I Ds we re a 11 checked, we went to the xray machines, where we a 11 began taking off our shoes and coats, 
only to be condescendingly lold by the TSA personnel that we were in a PreCheck area and that we did not need to remove any of these items. Most of lhe people around me and I had no idea we were in this lane, nor was any specific documentation 
asked for. When I went thru the metal detector. it beeped, and I was told to go to a table where I would be checked. Went I reached for my items that were coming out of the .ray machine, I was sternly told by TSA that I could not touch my belongings 
until after the check. So, I had to leave my coat, laptop, wallet, and bag on the conveyor belt and try to keep an eye on them while other passengers· items piled up against my things and people were picking around them and moving my things out of 
the way to get their things. Finally, instead of being asked to remove my shoes or getting a pat-down or something that I thought would make more sense. my hands were swabbed for firearm residue (I assume) and I was cleared. I was in no way 
offended by this, I am just saying thal none of these agenls seemed 10 be communicating wilh each other or aware of the mess thal many of lhe passengers were going through. 

Thank you and sorry far the complaint. 

kb1(6) 

2013 11:07 

HYPERLINK "http://overview.mail.yahoo.com/mobilel?.src=Android"Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android 

Fromfb)(61 
To: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov <TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov>; 
Subject PreCheck at Houston Hobby 
Sent: Sat, Dec 28, 2013 3 42:00 PM 

Hello; I am writing because of a concern at the TSA checkpoint at Houston Hobby for the terminal for Delta, The employees were all very friendly but there was a lot of confusion among passengers as we filed into the lanes. They were poorly marked 
and there were multiple entrances to the lanes. with several lanes having multiple open seclions where people were not sure where to go. When we arrived at a seemingly random junclion, two TSA agents signaled aboul 1 O of us 10 move through a 
particular lane. We became confused when we realized that the lane we were in was very short compared to the lanes with long lines. When our IDs were all checked, we went to the .ray machines, where we all began taking off our shoes and coats, 
only to be cond esce ndrngly told by the T SA perso nne I th at we were in a PreChe ck area and th at we did not need to re move any of these items. Mo st of the people around me and I had no idea we were in this I a ne, nor was any spec iii c documentation 
asked for. When I went thru the metal detector, it beeped, and I was told to go to a table where I would be checked. Went I reached for my items that were coming out of the xray machine. I was sternly told by TSA that I could not touch my belongings 
until after lhe check. So, I had to leave my coal, laptop, wallel. and bag on lhe conveyor belt and try 10 keep an eye on them while other passengers· ii ems piled up againsl my things and people were picking around them and moving my lhings out of 
the way to get their things. Finally. instead of being asked to remove my shoes or getting a pat-down or something that I thought would make more sense, my hands were swabbed for firearm residue (I assume) and I was cleared. I was in no way 

Hello; I am wriling because of a concern al the TSA checkpoint at Houslon Hobby for the terminal for Delta. The employees were all very friendly but there was a lot of confusion among passengers as we filed into the lanes. They were poorly marked 
and there were multiple entrances to the lanes, with several lanes having multiple open sections where people were not sure where to go. When we arrived at a seemingly random junction, two TSA agents signaled about 1 O of us to move through a 
particular lane. We became confused when we rea Ii zed that the I an e we were in was very short comp a red to the I an es with long Ii nes. When our I Ds we re al I checked. we went to the xray machines, where we a 11 began taking off our shoes and coats. 
only to be condescendingly told by the TSA personnel that we were in a PreCheck area and that we did not need to remove any of these items. Most of the people around me and I had no idea we were in this lane, nor was any specific documentation 
asked for. When I wenl thru lhe me1a1 detector, it beeped, and I was lold 10 go to a lable where I would be checked. Went I reached for my items that were coming out of the xray machine, I was sternly lold by TSA that I could nol touch my belongings 
until after the check. So, I had to leave my coat, laptop, wallet, and bag on the conveyor belt and try to keep an eye on them while other passengers items piled up against my things and people were picking around them and moving my things out of 
the way to get their th, ngs. Fina 11 y. instead of being asked to remove my shoes or getting a pat-down or something that I thought would make more sense, my hands were swab bed for firearm residue ( I assume) and I was c I ea red. I was in no way 
offended by this, I am just saying that none of these agents seemed to be comm uni cati ng with ea ch other or aware of the mess that many of the passengers we re going through, 

Thank you and sorry far the complaint. 

201311:C\I' 
~tb~l(~6~1---~ 

HYPERLINK http: overview.mail.yahoo.com mobile ?.src=Android Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android 



To whom it may concern, 

Today my husband. son and I went through the Reno air security to fly to Oakland. Both my husband and I have T SApre d esig nations on our tickets, But our 16 year old son dose not, In Oakland the agents I et us go through the TSApre Ii n e as a 
family. In Reno they did not and when I asked why lhey said ii was againsl the rules. In Reno we were asked to get back in the normal line where the stamped my boarding pass with Exempl and did not stamp my husbands, my son had to take off his 
shoes, my husband was held back for extra review and I was allowed to pass through just walking through the metal detector. 

I believe we were racially profiled, I am a 56 year old white female, my husband 63 is a scruffy looking mixed race Spanish & Blackman my son is 6'2" kid with very curly hair. 

'2013 1: 19: The Reno airport needs training and lessons an consistency. 

Sincerely, 

Sent from my iPad 

Caller said she has precheck and has had 2 flights in Dec. with Delta and United and got precheck. She said they are traveling on Jan 2 with American and were told they are not in the precheck program with them, She said they did not go through 
global entry but her husband said they are both signed up. She said they are rel ired military and he has his govl.l D .. 

Response:I advised her that with global entry and TSA Precheck Application Program she will go through fingerprinting and an interview and that an invitation from one airline does not transfer over to other airlines. I advised her to go to global 
entry.gov or ts a.gov for lhe precheck application. 

TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data. Using the same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided for years, TSA's nsk-based analysis will increase 
the number of travelers who may be eligible for TSA Precheck. 

Currently, the Secure Flight data that is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevent known or suspected terrorists from gaining access to an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA"s new initiative will use this same information to 

12013 2:44, also identify low-risk passengers to detenmine 1/ they should be directed to the TSA Precheck lane for expedited screening. 

TSA's new risk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Precheck lanes. Addilionally, all passengers must have their idenlification verified by a TSA 
officer and will go through a metal detector or Advanced Imaging Technology scanner as part of security procedures. 

Passengers who are di re cted to the TSA P recheck lane at the security checkpoint wi 11 undergo expedited sere en i ng without having to en ro 11 in TSA P recheck , This may inc I ude I ea vi ng on shoes. I ight outerwear. and belts, and keeping I aptops in their 
cases and quart-size bags conlaining 3-1-1 complianl liquids, gels, and aerosols in carry-on baggage. 

Although TSA's new initiative leverages the current TSA Precheck process. passengers should not expect to be directed to the TSA Precheck lane each time they fly. Individuals who would like to receive expedited screening on a more frequent basis 
should consider applying to a U.S. Department of Homeland Security (OHS) Trusted Traveler program. Passengers who travel internationally may be interested in a membership with a U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Trusted Traveler 
Program, such as Globa I Entry 

I advised her th at preche ck is random and un pred i eta ble for security reasons. 



12013 7:35: 

12013 7:35: 

Caller fiew from Nigeria to Canada through ATL and MSP. Caller states that when she got to ATL, she went through security she was told that she could not go through the screening checkpoint with all of her infants food. Caller states that she had 4 
fruit pouches and 2 individual juice boxes. Caller slates I hat lhe officer lold her she could only take 3 of the supplies. The caller lold the officer that 3 items would nol be sufficient for the flighl. Caller states that a supervisor was contacted and the 
passenger was patted down. Caller does not like the fact that she had to be patted dawn because she was taking baby supplies. Caller states that the pat dawn procedure was tao intrusive and she did not agree to that type of invasiveness. Caller did 
not ask the officer what the pat down consisted of before agreeing to 11. Ca 11 er states th at the patdown was conducted between 063 0 and 0638 on the 28 December 2013. Ca 11 er states th at she does not know the name of the person conducting the 
patdown but she went through terminal F in the far right lane. Caller states that the officer is black. approximately 5 6-5 8, caller states that she was not skinny but she was not lat. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless of 
their personal situations and needs, are treated wilh dignity, respeci. and courtesy. 

Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area of an airport and the manner in which the screening is conducted Is important. Transportation Secunty Officers (TSOs) must conduct add1t1onal screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 
happen next in I he process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

In addition. passengers may request a private sere en i ng 1f additional s c reem ng is required or at any ti me during the screening process. A com pa ni on may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the private screening after the comp an ion 
clears screening, In addition. screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in the public area rather than go to a private area for 
screening, however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area will not be permitted to enter lhe secured area. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

TSA moniIors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern thal may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, correclive action whenever we determine that 
security screening policies need modification ar specific employees or screener teams are the subjects of repeated complaints. 

Although TSA does not specifically limit the amount of breast milk a passenger may bring in their carry-on bags, we encourage travelers to be practical about these amounts. The amount a traveler carries should be reasonable and consistent with their 
ilinerary. Passengers should ask to speak wilh a supervisor at lhe security checkpoinl if they have any questions or concerns with these procedures. 

Caller fiew from Nigeria 10 Canada through ATL and MSP. Caller stales that when she got to ATL, she went through security she was told thal she could not go through the screening checkpoint with all of her infants food. Caller states that she had 4 
fruit pouches and 2 individual juice boxes. Caller states that the officer told her she could only take 3 al the supplies. The caller told the officer that 3 items would not be sufficient for the flight. Caller states that a supervisor was contacted and the 
passenger was patted down. Ca 11 er does not Ii ke the fact that she had to be patted down because she was taking baby supp Ii es. Caller states that the pat down procedure was too intrusive and she did not agree to th at type of i nva s ivene ss. Ca 11 er did 
not ask the officer what the pat down consisted of before agreeing to it. Caller states that the patdown was conducted between 0630 and 0638 on the 28 December 2013. Caller states that she does not know the name of the person conducting the 
patdown bul she went through terminal F in the far righl lane. Caller states thal the officer is black, approximately 5 6-5 8, caller states that she was nol skinny bul she was not fal. 

Advised Caller: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks 10 provide a high level of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless of 
their person al situations and needs, a re treated with dignity. respect, and courtesy. 

Every person and i tern mu st be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is import ant, T ra nsportat ion Security Officers (TS Os) must conduct additiona I screening to resolve an ala rm of 
the Walk-Through Metal DeIecIor (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be consideraIe and lhoughtful and are trained to explain what lhey are doing and what will 
happen ne ,t in the p races s. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

In addition, passengers may request a private sere en i ng if add itiona I screening is required or at any ti me during the screening process, A com pa ni on may accompany a passenger who needs ass i sta nee to the private screening after the comp an ion 
clears screening. In addilion, screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a paldown inspection I hat will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in lhe public area rather lhan go to a privale area for 
screening. however, passengers who refuse screening in the public ar private area will not be permitted to enter the secured area. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TS Os at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order ta track trends and spot areas al concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us ta ensure prompt. corrective action whenever we determine that 
security s c reem ng pol IcIes need mod1f1cation or spec iii c employees or sere ener teams are the subjects of re pealed co mp I a i nts. 

Allhough TSA does nol specifically limit lhe amounl of breast milk a passenger may bring in lheir carry-on bags, we encourage Iravelers to be practical about these amounts. The amounl a traveler carries should be reasonable and consislent wilh their 
i tine ra ry. Passengers sha ul d ask to speak with a s upervisar at the security checkpoint if they have any q uesti ans or concerns with these procedures. 



I have a complaint regarding your procedures and the training of your employees in Orlando. MCO. 

Your employee's failed understanding of lhe procedures caused my wife and I to be held up from gelling to our flight because YOUR employee failed to process a pat-down in lhe proper fashion. 

While waiting in line to go through security, one of your agents tried to convince my pregnant wife to go through the AIT stating that '"There's no radiation from that thing", yet on your TSA website, it says very clearly that there IS radiation from the AIT. 
It's amazing that the TSA would try to convince a pregnant woman to do something she is unwilling to do. 

Once through the first pat-down, the agent is supposed to wipe her late, gloves and run them through the chemical machine, as was done properly in Harrisburg, PA. Instead. your under-trained employee wiped my wife·s hands which had lotion on 
th em, and it triggered an al a rm. Ok. we understand that further investigation wi 11 have to be done and we re Ii n e with that. 

It look 20 minuIes to get someone over to further inspect lhe situation, I hen they took my wife to a private room, patted•her down again, didn'I run any furl her chemical IesIs and explained that ii was their mistake because they didn't perform lhe first 
ch em i ca I test properly. We we re held in security for over 45 minutes due to your i na bi Ii ty to fo 11 ow procedures. My wife was crying, hyste rica 11 y. which ca us es unhea It hy conditions for a baby and u nne ces sa ry stress. 

On top of that, you simply let plenty of people just walk through security and the metal detector, failing to make them get a pat-down or even an AIT scan. A pregnant woman was forced to be invaded twice and yet plenty of others simply walked 
around lhe AIT scanner and went on their way, only having gone through a metal detector. 

12013 1: 18: This is a grave injustice. We were also treated with disrespect: as if we were the problem, as 1f we were some big inconvenience to your employees because they HAD TO DO THEIR JOB. Unbelievable. 

I expecl a phone call from someone explaining what will be done about I his before I contact a lawyer and seek legal action againsl the TSA. Your inabilily to fairly and lhoroughly conduct securily checks for ALL passengers is a crime. Your inaccurate 
information regarding your equipment is illegal and a health risk to all passengers. especially pregnant women• 

You can reach me ai(b 1(6) 

Information in this message, including any attachments, is intended only for the personal and confidential use of the recipient(s) above named. The information contained in this message may be privileged and confidential, may 
be roIecIed from disclosure. If you are nol the intended recipient of I his message, or an agenl responsible for delivering it to an intended recipienl. you are 

hereby notified that you have received this message in error. and that any review. dissemina ,on, ,s If ou received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately, 
de I ete this mes sage and de stray any ha rd copy print-outs. We have ta ken p rec a uti on s to minimize the nsk of Iran s m itti ng software virus es. but we advise you to carry your own v, rus t 
liability for any loss or damage caused by software viruses. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-;:::=::;:::::==:::;-----····························· 
Remote Client IPfh,(6) ! 
Date Time 1212~r2•13 11 24:36 AM 

120131:18: ~~:-.i =-------...... ----, 
Comp a,nIs: amage or ,ssing, ems in Checked or Carry.on Baggage· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight 1808 SAT to CLT 
Comments:When i arnved at my destination container of home made caramel had some missing. The small loaf-sized container was full. Upon taking 11 out of the bag it was stored in. I discovered that 11 had two swipes taken out of it, presumably with 
a finger, This food is no longer edible, as I don't know what else has been done to it. You may refer to the picture on my lacebook page._(b"-"1(_.6'-'i _________________ __, 

thank you -

!(b)(61 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Other 
Current Date/Time: 1212912013 9:36:13 PM Airport: PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 1211512013 1:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: Westjel 1771 Checkpoint/Area of Airporl: Terminal 4 TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment . On Sunday. December 15, my mother and I nearly missed our flight because of an exceptionally slow line at security. I am writing about that as well as a couple of suggestions. 

We were flying out on Westjet 1771 which was to leave Phoenix at 2:30 pm. The airport wasn't crowded at all. We were in Temninal 4. After checking in, we got to the TSA security checkpoint at about 1 :20 pm, thinking we were in good shape, But 
then we saw lhe line-up. It was winding back and forth aboul 5 lines deep. That would have been fine if lhe line was moving along, but lhe thing is, it wasn't moving hardly at all. Every couple of minutes we'd shuffle another few feet. The reason for 
the slowness: there was only one security machine being used for general passengers. And they were using the AIT machine which seemed to take longer per person. 

Within the first minute of being in the line-up, I knew we were in trouble with catching our flight unless another lane opened up. By 1 :55 (35 minutes later). we were still only halfway along and I knew that our flight was now starting to board. Others 
around me were obviously nervous 100. I heard one gentleman behind me say that his flight also left al 2:30 and could miss it. 

Finally. about 2: 0 5. a group of T SA employees came onto the scene and they soon opened up another che c kpornt and added 3 mo re p eo pie to id the passengers. Th en the Ii ne started to really move. We got through the sec u nty about 2: 15. I I ooked 
at my 74-year old mother and said, as we were putting on our shoes that we were really going to have to hoof it ii we were going to make the flight. 

12013 B: 31 : As we reached the concourse where our gate was, the PA system announced a final boarding call for our flight. We started to run. Then they gave another final boarding call and called out about 5 names including ours. I had to leave my morn to 
strugg I e on her own wh1 I e I ran al I the way to the gate at very end of the concourse to say that she was coming. The air I in e agent had a I ready locked up the door to the gate and had to open it lo r us. While going through, I m ent1oned that any others 
they were waiting for may have been delayed by the security line-up, in case that helped them to wait. 

'2013 8:31 

The bottom line is, that was cutting it way too close, and I think there are few things that would help in the future. I don't know how often the security line-up moves that slowly at Sky Harbor. But if it is a frequent thing, it makes flying into Mesa much 
mo re attractive. 

Here are my suggeslions for preventing long lines in the firsl place: 

1.Open up additional checkpoints eartier. We were lined up for about 45 - 50 minutes. Those who can see the wait is about 30 minutes and 1s increasing, should be given the authority to tell a supervisor or coordinator who makes the decision to open 
up addition al checkpoints. 

2.Use technology to anticipate passenger volume based on number of flights and passengers for any given hour. Then plan ahead how many TSA employees to have on hand. 

For those times when the wait is extraordinary, put in place any of these suggestions: 
3.Use the fas1er technology, which I'm guessing is lhe me1a1 detector, not lhe advanced imagining machines which seem 10 lake longer. 

Feedback Type · Request for Information 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" . Traveling with a D1sab1lity or Medical Condition Current Date/Time 12129/2013 7:29:44 PM Airport : Select One Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoinl/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: I have a hip implant, and also TSA Pre. Today I went thru a metal detector which went off. I then was told remove my coat, and try again; then remove my shoes, and failed again. I then had to have the patdown. My coat and shoes were on 
the belt, and my husband was unaware of my situation. The TSA agent was reluctant to allow me to talk to my husband. and by that time, I was in tears! I was told that I should have notified TSA before going through the metal detector that I had a hip 
implant: I hey I hen would have taken me to a scanner: once you pass through the metal detector, you must have lhe patdown. I LOVE lhe TSA Pre (check)and I hate patdowns! It's a great system, bul it's not working yet@ 

Would I be eligible for a permanent pass?? I haven't even had a traffic ticket'' 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name b 1(6) 
Phone,,'!'ILW,"'--~~-~~~-~•~•-•-•-•-•~•-•_•_:r-~ 
Email : ""(b-')-'-(6""'1 ____ _. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service; Screenin Current Date/Time 12130/2013 8 53 59 AM Airport PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Date/Time of Travel 12/28/2013 Airline & Flight Number DL 1772@ 2 20pm Checkpoint/Area 
of Airporl: Screening TSA Employee: (If Known) (bH61 kb 1(61 I kb ,(61 pomment I am a PreCheck traveler and Diamond on Delta I have h1p replacement and thus set off the metal detector The TSA screener did not change 
his rubber gloves before his pat down of my person: · en e ested his gloves they said explosives· This resulted ,n a complete sw1p1ng of my car on luggage. This resulted in NO detection of any explosives. I was then taken to an enclosed room 
and subJected to ANOTHER patdown. this time using the fingertips and more aggressive. I expressed my d1ssat1sfaction and told the supervisor h··,1rr, that the TSA employee did not changes gloves before my patdown and I should not be subjected 
to this harassment, He told me that he did fol low procedure and to stop taking and submit to the search or I would be detained and wou Id miss my flight, Nothing was detected on the second patd own, II the emp I oye e had fol lowed procedure i nitia I ly, 

2013 1 o:oa this entire siluation could have been avoided. This took over 20 minutes 10 complete with considerable embarrassment. 

I expect a response and apology from all TSA present dunng this situation. The TSA employee who conducted the patdown should be repnmanded or terminated for not following procedure. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Name h··,1R··, 
Phone Number rh·\rR·\ 

Email l(b)(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: Disability or Medical Condition; Screening Current Date/Time: 12/30/201312:08:36 PM Airport. MCI - Kansas City International Date/Time of Travel: 12/30/201310:30 AM Airline & Flight Number· Delta Flight #3740 CheckpoinUArea of 
Airport Security TSA Employee: (If Known) tiill:fil]comment: I was traveling with my minor child who has type 1 diabetes and wears a lifesaving insulin pump. As we always have done when we fly, he removes the insulin pump and asks for a hand 
screening of the insulin pump. He then went thru the body ima in scanner and all of the rest of his belongings and supplies went thru xray screening, After all of this screening,kiill:fil:Jmade my son go through an unnecessary pat down and then a 
belongings search including wiping down all of his belongings. (b.l(ff:, as extremely rude and I fell did this unnecessary screening was not according 10 TSA rules. According to the TSA rules &quo1;Regardless of whether lhe passenger is screened 

12013 2 :21 : using imaging technology or metal detector. the passenge(s insulin pump is subject to additional screening. Under most circumstances. this will include the passenger conducting a self patdown of the insulin pump followed by an explosive trace 
detection sampling of the hands &quot; !I h ·1 IR·., I did not fol low this procedure and suggested that he wear the pump through the body scanner which is against the re commendation of the i nsu Ii n pump company (Am mas Corporation). I would never nsk 
damaging a very expensive Ii fe saving med i ca I device based on what he thin ks would be fine and is again st manufacturer requirements, My son was ext re me ly embarrassed and s ho u Id not have been subjected to this invasive screening , 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name bl(ffl 
Phone Numbe '1"'"h"'"··,""'1R'"·"", -------,--~ 

Email h·11R··, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Callers two sisters were going through securily at ORF and one has MS and arrived at lhe security check poinl in a wheelchair and the sister calling slated she was put lhrough an extensive screening where as lhe sisler thal was accompanying her 
just went straight through screening without any difficulties.The sister with the disabilities has MS,difficulties removing shoes and uses a cane.The screening process for a wheelchair or scooter is determined by a passenger"s ability to stand and walk, 
although a passenger can be screened without standing, walking. or being required to transfer out of a wheelchair or scooter. Passengers s ho u Id inform a Transportation Sec u nty Olli cer I TSO) of their a bi I ity before the sere en i ng begins.Passengers in 
wheelchairs or scooters who can walk may be able to be screened using a walk-through metal detector or Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 
seconds without the supporl of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through metal de1ec1ors only if they can walk lhrough on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can 
request to be screened using a thorough patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. Passengers in wheelchairs or scooters who can stand but cannot walk will be asked 
to stand near their whee I chair or scooter and wi 11 be screened using a thorough patdown. Passengers who can neither stand nor walk wi 11 be screened by a patdown wh i I e they remain seated. 
If a passenger cannot remove his or her shoes due to possible medical complications, discomfort, pain, balancing problems, or because the shoe is part of a prosthetic, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening 
begins. 

12013 3:24 :. Regardless of whether a passenger is screened by the walk-through metal detector, AIT. or a patdown. his or her shoes are subject to additional screening. which may require that the passenger lift the bottom hem of his or her pants. A passenger can 
request to be seated during this additional s c reem ng. 

A companion, assistant, or family member may accompany a passenger to assist him or her during any privale or public screening. After providing this assistance, lhe companion, assistanl. or family member will need to be rescreened. The passenger 
should inform the TSO of his or her need for assistance before the screening process begins. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint 

Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at 1-855-787-2227 prior to traveling with questions about screening policies. procedures and what to expect at the security checkpoint. TSA Cares serves as an additional. dedicated resource specifically for 
passengers with d1sab1lities, medical conditions or other circumstances or their loved ones who want to prepare for the screening process prior to flying. The hours of operation for the TSA Cares helpline are Monday through Fnday 8 a.m. - 11 p.m. 
EST and weekends and Holidays 9 a.m. -8 p.m. EST. Travelers who are deal or have hearing disabilities can use a relay service to contact TSA Cares or can e-mail TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov. TSA recommends that passengers call no less than 
72 hours ahead of travel in case it is determined that ii is necessary to coordinale supporl al the airport. 



'2013 3:35: 

Caller was recently approved for TSA PreCheck program. Caller flew on the 13th of December from EW R to PIT and she has an insulin pump and continuous glucose monitor. The monitor cannot go through the body scanner and cannot remove it. 
Caller to Id the officer she can not go through the body sea nne r and had to wait 1 5 minutes lo r a le male agent. Caller wanted to know in her profi I e it can be added so she can be screened by the metal detector, instead of the AIT. Ca 11 er said this make 
TSA PreCheck irrelevant. Caller said other airports allow her to go through the metal detector, instead of the AIT. Caller said she is now penalized for TSA PreCheck due to a medical device. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

All passenger must be screened. If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. Because your complaint concerns an incident 
that occurred at a specific airpori. we have forwarded a copy of your letter 10 lhe Cus1omer Service Manager at I hat localion. 

Airport: EWR 
Airline United 
Flight#: 5795 
Date and Time: 12-13-131223PM 

Emailfb1(6, 

Work Phone: 
Cell Phone: 
PO Box or Street address: 

kb,(61 ! 
City: 
Opelika 
State: 
Al 
Zip: 
36804 

12013 
S: 

1 \,f ~:~~E here if you are reprLented by a third party or an attorney in this ma tier. 

Yes 
If so p I ease provide the third part s name and contact information: 

b,(61 

2 )Have you been authorized to Ii I e this complaint form on b eh al f of another individual? 
If yes. please provide your information. 
Yes 
Your First Name: 

!(b1(6i ! 
Your Last Name: 

tfillliD 
Your Job Title: 
Stay at home mom 
IF YOU CHECK THIS BOX, WE WILL NOT DISCLOSE YOUR IDENTITY TO OTHER OFFICES, IN OR OUT OF OHS (unless it is necessary for investigation of criminal misconduct). Note. however, that this will in many situations make it very difficult 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service; Screening Current Date/lime: 12/30/2013 9:27:12 PM Airport, MDW - Chicago Midway Date/lime ofTravel · 12/30/2013 5:30 PM Airline & Flight Number· 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : My father is 78 years old. According to recent TSA guidelines the elderly are not required to remove their shoes and jackets however TSA at Midway clearly do not recognize this exception. My father was required to remove his shoes, 
jacket, and belt. He was then forced to have a pat-down search after his prosthetic knee and hip set off the metal detector. The procedure of pat-down is flawed and ineffectual, First, the TSA agents do not change their latex gloves in between 
searches so if there were any questionable substJnces on the wipe they use to clean their gloves it would be impossible to determine which person it came from. Secondly, when lhe melal detector goes off due to metal medical devices it is impossible 

2013 10:04 to verify the validity of the person's claim of such device when TSA agents no longer use the metal detecting wands to isolate the area on the body that is setting off the detector. TSA agents are unwilling to answer simple questions regarding what is 
being done to pea pl e. The who I e procedure 1s a co loss al waste of ti me and taxpayer dollars. My father 1s an elderly veteran and my son is an a ct1ve US Manne: neither should be subject to such i nvas1ve procedure when they both have CLEARLY 
demonstrated their I oya I ty and d ed i cation to the protection of this country through their mi Ii tary service, 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp://www.tsa.gov/contac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:~b)(61 i 
Date Time: 121311 013 12:26:10 M 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

Namekbl(61 
12013 8:26: Emai~!(b~)~(6~·• ... ' ----~-~~ 

Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/ Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc):JFK Airport. Delta Terminal 2. 
Comments:On 12129 at approximately 5:30pm, I passed through the TSA checkpoint at Delta Terminal 2 at New York's JFK airport. As I began to place my items in the provided trays to be put through the x-ray machine, I started to remove my eight 
pound dog from her pet carrier. Officer~ was working in the next lane over, and began sighing, saying negative commenls, and giving me dirly looks. She then approached me and demanded I remove my dog from the table. I immedialely 
complied with her request without saying a word. Please note: my dog was only briefly on the table as I was removing her from the carrier and placing her in my arms so that we may walk through the metal detector. At no point during this interaction did 
I reply to any of Oflicerkb··,1m Fomments or rudeness, until she made a comment about how dogs stink. I asked her 'excuse me?" She reacted extremely aggressively and confrontational and yelled at me to not to talk to her. She then got a bottle of 
alcohol and opened it right next to me. I travel often with my dog and have never had a negative experience with TSA: in fact, m~_ s are extremely courteous and react positively to seeing her. Otfice~was beyond rude and 
unprofessional. I did report this incident to her manager, however I want to submit a formal complaint about her behavior. Office (b;,(6_1 could have easily kepi her personal opinions about dogs to herself, and if she wished 10 clean lhe table, she 
could have done so after we passed through the check point. I would like to commend the rest of the officers at the check point w o were gracious and very polite. 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Zipcode: 30032 

2013 12:48 Are you 18 ar over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N at,ona Ii ty? yes 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Duluth I nte ma ti on al Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" . Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time : 12131/2013 4:04:54 PM Airport : EWR - Newark International Date/Time of Travel 1212912013 Airline & Flight Number united 4502 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
security TSA E mp I oye e; (If Known) . 
Comment: My wife and I were both informed we were selected for TSA Pre by lhe agenl thal checked our boarding passes and drivers licences. She told us we would not be required to remove our coats and shoes.We were given a slip of paper to 
hand to the agent at the metal detector informing him of our selection. We proceeded to the luggage scanner, emptied aur pockets, placed hats and our cany-on's an the belt and stepped ta the walk-thru scanner. The agent told me I would have ta 
remove my coat. I handed him the paper infonming him I had been selected TSA Pre and he said it didn't matter what kind of paper I had, EVERYONE had to remove their coat. I asked about my shoes and he said no. I laid my coat on the scanner belt 
and he said it needed to be in a bin, forcing one the passengers waiting behind me to pass on the the front. I then walked through the scanner and set it off with the clearly visible metal grommets on my hiking boots. I was sent back to remove my boots 

12013 4:11: and made it lhrough. He then lold my wife (who also had lhe pass paper) she needed 10 remove her slip-on shoes wilh no me1a1, but could KEEP HER COAT ON. So another bin had to be passed forward for her shoes. The line meanwhile, was backed 
up and this TSA agent kept chastising everyone to hurry up. The agent who refused to honor the TSA Pre was twenty feet from the agent who was clearing passengers far TSA Pre. When I suggested the line would move faster if the two al them 
communicated with one another as what was or was not a cce pta bl e, he asked if I would Ii ke a &quot speci a I &quot: screening. If the intent of T SA Pre is to m ave things a long. my first experience is 11 was an e p,c fa, I ure. doubling the 11 me it took to cl ear 
security. Maybe the agent was having a bad day. maybe he hadn't been properly versed in the new rule changes or maybe he is just an a .. hole, he personally slowed the process to a crawl, 
Would you like a res onse?: True 

Passenger's Na~m_e_..b .. 1_(6"-·--, -....-----' 
Phone Number h··,1rr, 
Email (b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time· 12131/2013 7:56:55 PM Airport. DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel: 12/31/2013 4:30 PM Airline & Flight Number. Southwest CheckpoinUArea of Airport· 
South side TSA screening TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · My TSA experience at DIA and SFO have been so bad that I feel as if my right to a speedy pat - down have been violated, I would like to speak with a supervisor about the way I am treated by the TSA employees at each of these airports. 
am especially upsel thal it takes the TSA aalong time to get a pal - down assistant for a female 1raveler. It is a regular occurrence for me to need to wait a long time for assistance, even when I notify the TSA employees right after I get my lickel and ID 
checked and before I am placing my items an the belt to be screened. It's my constitutional right to be searched in an efficient manor and I am upset that TSA hasn't attempted to make sure the passenger really isn't feeling violated. 
What happened today was absolutely ... and if the TSA employees would have been more knowledgeable then I wouldn"t have been through so much trauma. I describe my experience as traumatic because I had the incorrect bag checked at ticketing 
and the TSA employee made me get a full baggage search and pat - down before they could release me to go back to ticketing to check my bag. II the TSA employee would have known how to handle this situation, I wouldn't have had to take so much 

12013 9:12: of my time at securily today. TSA needs 10 recognize lhat it's job is to provide safety AND 10 help passengers get to their flights on lime. ll's not fair to me when ii takes a long lime getting through security jusl because I will not go through the new xray 
scanners. It's not fair for the TSA to make me wait a long time for a female pat-down. It is common for me to need to wait a long time and then the screening process takes time. The problem that happened today was that I realized I was going ta need 
to go back to ticketing and I was nervous about time and because I walked faster than my security person and I talked faster than my security screener, she slowed down and made me walk behind her slowly and she took her time starting the screen. 
She was instructing me that she had her job to do and I wasn't going to make her laster, but she actually made my pat-down slower because she was not happy with me being in a hurry to get back to ticketing. It's ridiculous that I couldn't have just been 
escorted oul of the screening area without a full pat-down! Please, you need to recognize that the people going through security are customers of the airlines and lhe TSA salaries are paid by paying passengers of the airlines. We are having our Civil 
Liberties violated when we are harassed like I was today and when I am required to wait so long for my pat-down. I refuse the xray scanners because you don't have good research regarding the long term usage of this technology. I work around xrays 
and don't want to be exposed to more radiation than necessary. My health is a major concern to me and opting - out of the scanner always makes me need a full pat-down. I see children and their parents go through the metal detectors and I don't 
understand why they are not required to go through what I do! Do you really see me as more of a risk than someone with a child? 
Please call me so we can discuss lhis further. I have spoken wilh supervisors almost every lime I go through this and the TSA at DIA and SFO are always consistently slow and rude. I wish to see this change and I am going to write to my lawmakers 10 
complain because this just isn't right. Thanks for your concern and allowing me to express my dissatisfaction with my TSA experiences. kb)(ffl !Would you like a response? · True Passenger's Name 1iw:m::JPhone Number· 

kb':1(6) Fma,I kb)(6) ro leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

My family and I travelled from Dtw- to Rsw on 12124113 returned on 12131113 from Rsw. I specifically inquired about our options as two of us wear insulin pumps. The pump company doesnl allow them to be xrayed or scanned as this voids their 
warranty. 

We went thru airport security around 3:45 and I requested both my son and I to be patted dawn. My process went smoothly however, my son, llliR§I]did not and I did complain to the female Tsa supervisor. 

The agent who palled down my son berated and chastised him for requesting the pat down at all. I overheard him lecture my son telling him he was not being smart and over,-eacting as lots of pump wearers go thru the body scanners. 

This is the 2nd time my son has run into problems with one of your agents bullying him. Your website is clear, if he requests not to go thru the scanners, etc. they are to simply take the passenger ta be patted down without any repercussions. 
Unfortunately 11 seems your employees are st, 11 unclear on how they a re suppose to "assist"' travelers with di sa b1 I iii es. 

Looking forward to your assistance, 

i(b)(61 
> 

> 

'014 5:06:5 > B . f rd d :::,. eg1n orwa e message: 
> 

> Fromf b 1(6) 
> Date:·..,D"'e""c"'e'"'m=b""er,....,,.i 5"",-2""0.,....i 3""'"at'"2.,.:'"'2'"'3"":5,...l,...,..,P'"M,...,...E"'S"'I-------------' 

> To !(b1(61 I 
>fh,IRI 
> Subject: Fwd: In Response 10 your inquiry. 

> 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 

> Begin forwarded message: 
> 

> From: 
> tsatcc _do_ not_re ply@s entu re. com< ma i I to: tsa tee_ do_ not_rep I y@se nture. com 



I am approved for g Io ba I entry as wel I as T SA Pre-check. 

Recently I was flying from Phoenix. At the securily I informed lhe officer I hat bolh me and my wife have knee implants before going through the syslem. One officer says you don't have to take off belt, shoes, jackel. etc. My wife and I were very happy. 

So we go through the metal detector and it beeps. So, we were asked 10 lake the belt etc. off and go through lhe meIaI detector again. After it beeped again we were searched, patted down. In my case he took some samples, ran it through some 
machine and asked me ta go to a private room for mare pat-dawns and sampling. After almost half hour of searches my wife and I were allowed toga. 

,014 B:JJ: 1 This is the most unfortunale experience. 

First of all they should know that when a passenger says he has an implant they should send you to the scanning machine and not through the metal detector. There was confusion all around, I was most embarrassed when they did multiple searches 
through my carry on baggage and then palled me down twice including once in a private room. What is the use of TSA-Precheck if I have 10 go through this experience? 

I would appreciate a response. 
Thanks 
Sincerely, 

kb1(6i 

Caller and her husband both got PreCheck on their trip out on Virgin America. He got it on the trip back and she did not. She wanted to know why. She thinks that ii they are flying together they should both get PreCheck. She asked how passengers 
are selected. She wanted to know if it is random. She made the statement that she would need 10 fill oul a form with Homeland Security 10 be guaranteed. She said I hat she does nol remember enrolling in PreCheck. She stated that it may have been 
through the airline she is nat sure. 

I gave the following information: TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data. Using the same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided for years, TSA's 
risk-based analysis will increase the number of travelers who may be eligible for TSA PreCheck. 

Cur,-ently, the Secure Flight data that is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevent known or suspected ter,-orists from gaining access to an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA's new initiative will use this same information to 
J14 1 o: 17,c also idenlify low-risk passengers to determine if I hey should be directed 10 lhe TSA PreCheck lane for expedited screening. 

TSA's new nsk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA PreCheck lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSA 
officer and wi 11 go through a metal d etectar or Advanced Imaging Techno I og y sea n ne r as pa rt of security p raced u res, 

Passengers who are directed to the TSA PreCheck lane at the security checkpoint will undergo expedited screening without having to enroll in TSA PreCheck. This may include leaving an shoes, light outerwear, and belts, and keeping laptops in their 
cases and quart-size bags containing 3-1-1 compliant liquids, gels, and aerosols in car,-y-on baggage. 

Allhough TSA's new iniliative leverages lhe currenl TSA PreCheck process, passengers should not expect 10 be directed 10 lhe TSA PreCheck lane each lime they fly. Individuals who would like to receive expedited screening on a more frequent basis 
should consider applying to a U.S. Department al Homeland Security (OHS) Trusted Traveler program. Passengers who travel internationally may be interested in a membership with a U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Trusted Traveler 
Program such as Global Entry. Those who travel domestically may prefer TSA's application program. Applicants of either program undergo fingerprinting and a background check before being approved for membership and TSA PreCheck eligibility. 
No individual wi 11 be g ua ra nteed expedited screening no matter how they en ra 11 in Pree heck. I to Id her that passengers flying tog ether may not be chosen for Pre Ch eek on the same flight. I to Id her that PreC heck is random. 



He was put in the rounder (the AIT). He has an artificial ankle that it didn t pick up. He pulled the insulin pump out and showed 11 to them. He was told that he cannot have a manual pat-down in Austin and again at LAS. He has also had TSA locks cut 
off of his luggage six times. There were medications in the bag, class 2 narcotics, and the bag was tossed badly. He asked to speak to a manager in Austin. He was told that items in his bag are causing problems, and was advised that the items were 
of an agricultural na1ure. What is causing ii to get pulled? 

I advised caller that he was describing a couple of different issues. For his insulin pump, the TSA policy falls squarely on his side. He can request a pat-down and should expect to get it. The AIT machines aren t looking for metal in his body. The 
WTMD do, but some may be calibrated to look for larger amounts of metal than may be found in an implant. 

Caller advised that the traffic at the checkpoint was significant when he went through. He asked for the pat-down and was sent off to the side. A female screener asked him what he was waiting for (she was very pleasant about it), and he told her that 
he was waiting for a pat-down. She told him to go on through the _rounder_ (the AIT) as it did not have x-rays. He went through, but he had the pump checked out after\'llard. The technicians advised him that the machinery had not damaged the 
device. 

I advised caller that, if he experiences a similar issue in the future. ask for a supervisor or the PSS. He should definitely call the TCC with any problems or complaints and we would send an advise to the CSM at the airport. 

He has the ca rd from the ma nufa ctu re r th at shows that he has to have the ins u Ii n pump. The re mote device that he carries can be damaged by the screening equipment, 

,014 3_06.2_ 1 advised caller that he should keep any valuables, medications, electronics with him in his carry-on. These items may account for why his checked bag has been left in such disarray. Oftentimes. the video surveillance will show that the screeners 
· · · have performed the screening correctly, indicating that something occurred to his bag after TSA custody has ended. If a screener is observed on the surveillance footage not following policies and procedures, he or she would be sanctioned. 

1014 3:54:3 

His wife has to have a back-up in case her purse is stolen. That s why he puts the narcotics in lhe bag. Some of these are oxycontins. When he got back 10 Auslin, his bag wasn I zipped up rig hi. Caller asked a supervisor about the issue. They 
always leave the tags in the bag. In an unrelated issue, caller advised Southwest that they had bent a bar in one of his suitcases. 

If his wife is checking a bag with hair spray and similar items. can she place larger amounts in checked bag? 

Yes, that applies to carry-on baggage only. 

I advised that I would send his comments to the CS Ms al each airpor1. If he experiences any issues, he should contact lhe TCC with his flight informalion (his previous flights occurred a month or so ago and he did not have the flight information at 
hand) and we would advise the CSM so that they could act accordingly. 

Caller advised that in Austin, ~kb_}_(_6_} __ ~F), a young fellow, was very pleasant and understanding. He wants to make certain that this young man is singled out for his responsiveness. 

I advised th at I wo u Id send up that information as wel I. 
Caller states she wants to file a complaint. She said she is elderly and in a airport wheelchair and she went through screening at MCI on December 30th. She .said she cannot get up. so the first tsa agent fb::,(6) that tested her chair for 
explosives yelled so the olher passengers could hear thal her chair tested posilive for explosives. She states another tsa agent did a second screening (b.1(6.1 and found nothing. She states people on the plane for 1 112 hrs stared at her like 
she was a criminal. she states she was the only person on the plane who did not have someone sitting next to her. She states she cried all the way home. he said I understand screening but I am not a criminal, it was not justified on me and I want to 
take this further I just cant let it go. She asked who do I complain to? 

Advised: 
In addition to the patdown, TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. If explosive material is detected, the passenger will have to undergo additional screening. Regardless of whether a passenger is screened by the walk-through 
metal detector, AIT. or a thorough patdown, the wheelchair/scooter will be physically inspected. including the seat cushions and any non-removable pouches or fanny packs. It will also be tested for traces of explosives, and any removable pouches will 
be required to undergo x-ray screening. If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. Passengers also can report concerns by 
contacting TSA's Disability and Multicultural Division at 

TSA.ODPO@tsa.dhs.gov or 

Transpor1ation Securily Administration 
Disability and Multicultural Division 
60 1 South 12th Street 
Arfington, VA 20598 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' 
Current Date/Time : 11212014 4:24:30 PM 
Airport · LAS - McCarran International Date/Time of Travel : 112113 12:30 PM Airline & Flight Number · 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: I have been lhrough TSA pre check 7 or 8 limes since available to me. I have travelled at leasl once a month since TSA was created. I have never had a complain! unlil loday. 
On this trip I went through pre check at LIT on 1212 3 and S TL on 1213 O. Both experiences we re e xce pti on al, nice a gents saying hello and have a good day. They we re not &quot: barking orders and rule s&q uot: . 

'014 6:06:0 I complimented both to the supervisor on duty. 
If you wrote a script for how not to act, Tonya(spelling?) at LAS could have stan-ed in the play. She was barking orders and rules that were not even relevant to the passengers in line. I was wearing a sport coat which I was going to wear but had an 
overcoat and hal in my arms. I asked for a bin for my coat and hal. She said &quot;this is pre check we do not use bins&quot:. When I started 10 go through the metal detector, lhe agenl said that I had to send my overcoat through the conveyor belt. 
~ttitude to me and others is not in keeping with image I think TSA is trying to project in the pre check experience. She would make a good prison guard. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Emailkbl(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

The callers mother was a traveler at JFK and was going to travel to PR. The caller stated that a TSA worker stole 400 dollars out of her wallet. The caller stated that his sister already done the process and filed a complaint. The result was that the 
cameras were not able to see anything from TSA and that they could not see TSA stealing anything. The passenger was escorted in a wheelchair through the airport. When they got to the checkpoint they put the purse through the metal detector. The 
passenger saw TSA steal her money out of her purse. The callers sister has a fonm and needs to submit it to TSA but the caller would like to know why. He does not know who she called or where the complaint was filed. The caller does not know what 
she filed and who she talked to, bul they said they could nol see anything on lhe cameras. The caller said the day I his happened was the day TSA was on the News for stealing. 

Response: 
,014 G: 12,2 Asked lhe caller to provide phone numbers to try to link previous complaint and record 

No information was able to be pulled up 

Advised the caller thal I am unaware of whal is on the News and is his sisler called TSAI can not locate the record 

Advised the cal I er that if she f, I ed a comp I a int and has a form. she needs to submit the c I a, m lo nm 1f she 1s his mothers representative or have his mother sign the claim lo rm and send it to T SA 

To Whom It May Concern: 

The following description concerns an incident which happened today (1 2 14) at SEA at approximately 5:30 a.m. when I went through screening as a Pre Check passenger aboard Alaska Airlines Flight 65 from Seattle to Ketchikan: 

Upon reaching the pre check line right before going through the metal detector, the TSA officer told me to remove my light jacket. I believed that to be incorrect as the gentleman in front of me was not asked to do so. I complied as that is my nature. 
When lold to remove my shoes, I objected and I he ma lier was dropped. 
There was a bottle of purified water in my backpack and the TSA officer told me to dump it : I replied that I had a medical necessity which required me to have that bottle of water with me. He raised his voice and told me to dump it and buy one on the 
other side . I again stated that I have always done this and TSA officers take it and check 11, and then return it to me. He raised his voice yet again and told me to dump it or pour out the water and fill it at the fountain on the other side if purchasing a 
bottle was a problem for me. 
Feeling embarrassed and humiliated beyond belief, I threw lhe water away and proceeded through the metal detector. ~.--. --~ 
I requested t~ see a TSASupetvisor and fb::,(6) ~ I believe that is his na_me. When I requested a complaint card with his nam_e on it,kbi(6:, !ignored my request and I had to look for hi~ name and l~ter write it down.) . 

J14 10:16:, When I explained tofh·11rr·, !that I believed the screening officer acted inappropriately towards mekbi(6:, rsked me what medical cond1t1on I had that required me to have a bottle of waterw,th me at all times. I informed h,m that hrs 
quest ion i ng of my medica I condition was in ap prop ria te, His response was that having water with me was a pro h, b I led item, 
!(b·:,(6I !called over another TSA Supervisor (name not visible) and asked him about the water. That Supervisor contradicled wha1!(b)(6:1 !had jusl told me and stated that I should have been allowed to have lhe water wilh me and that I 
should not have been treated in such a humiliating fashion. When asked to locate the TSA Officer who had screened me, I could not locate him. His general description which I provided was a tall and thin bearded man. 
Throughout the verbal exchange,kb)(6:, fepeatedly touched me and I told him that such physical contact was inappropnate. He responded that he was Just a friendly person 
My traveling companion had caught up with me by this point and fh·11rr·, I asked her point blank what our relationship was. She was not involved in this incident at all and I found!(b)(6:, !question to her to be inappropriate and infonmed him 
so. 

What is the point of being a T SA Pre Check passenger when I am hum i I ,ated in front of other passengers for no reason, es pec,al ly when the TSA off ce rs involved a re wrong? Rarely have I le It so discriminated against as a senior female with a medical 
necessity and a member of the traveling public. Needless to say. I will rearrange my travel plans in the future to avoid flying in or out of the Seattle Tacoma International Airport as this was a horribly humiliating and disturbing experience. 

Sincerely, 

kbi(61 



:J14 10 16, 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Nam b)(61 
Email Add-'r""e'"'s-'1":'h.., __ ,.,,IR""·--, -~----, 

Phone Number:l-'h-'--."",1'-"R"'"·-, __ .._ ___ ., 
Address: Alcoia ~(b_-~1(_6_) _____ ~ 
Zipcode: 46680 

Are you 18 or over? No 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? Yes 
Ethnicity? Na 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? Yes 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name._(b""· .. 1(+6'-·., ,.....,..,..--_,_ _____ ...,._ 
Email Address: b)(ffl hone Numbe~"'b"'l._(6"-._"'"' __ _, 
Address: Po Bo ._l'-'h-"'>1-'-R"-'·, ___ __,Ga 30344 
Zipcode: 

,014 2:og:o Are you 18 ar over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Yes 
Religion? No 
N at,ona Ii ty? No 
Gender? Yes 
Disability? Yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Los Angeles I nte ma ti on al Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 



States he fi ,es every month dome st,ca 11 y. 
Caller said he was provided 2 phone #s to contact and asked if the precheck process is the same? 

Response: 
The "S" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
Nation's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 
TSA does not discuss or release specifics about securily screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Securily Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI 10 lhe public because it is 
considered detrimental to the security of transportation. 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (DHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
transportation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U .s. borders. Examples of travel difficullies may include: 
• Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, ar identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or ports al entry. 
• Difficulty pnnting a boarding pass at home or at the kiosk. 

DHS TRIP is part of an efforl by the U.S. Departments of State and Homeland Security to welcome legitima1e 1ravelers while securing our counlry from those who want to do us harm. 

'O 14 3: 14: 5· For those who encounter misidentification. the D HS T rave I er Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) he I ps prevent watch I 1st name confusion. or misidentification. Travelers may a pp I y for D HS redress onl me at htlps: trip. d h s. gov . T rave I e rs may apply by 
completing the attached Traveler Inquiry Form. signing the document. and returning the original with at least one unexpired. photograph-bearing. Government-issued travel document (e.g., driver's license or unexpired passport) 

DHS components will review the request and share information with other agencies to address the issues identified in the TRIP application. TSA's Secure Flight uses the results of the redress process in its watch list matching process ta help prevent 
lulu re de I ays for m1s1d e ntifi ed passengers. However. because a i rt i ne procedures lo r screening passengers against Federal watch Ii sis vary. i nd1v1d ua Is may st, 11 be required to check in for flights at the a i rt i nes ticket counter. 

When an individual applies for redress, OHS TRIP will assign a record identifier or Redress Control Number (RCN). DHS TRIP will inform redress applicanls in wriling when lhe OHS review of an inquiry is complele. Reviews of requesls for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. Applicants may check the status of inquiries at htlps: trip.dhs.gov status.him by entering the RCN. 

Alier the complaint is resolved, DHS TRIP recommends that travelers provide this RCN when making reservations or updating their traveler profile with an airline. This info will assist security technologies to help prevent misidentification from occurring 
due to the similarily of a traveler's name and personal information to anolher person in syslems I hat contain informalion from Federal, Slate, local, and foreign sources. 

DH S can not ensure your travel wi 11 always be delay-free, as the redress p rag ram does not affect other standard s c reem ng p raced u res in place at airports and borders. 
Advised if an alarm sounds from the WTMD or an anomaly shows going through AIT will be required to have a pat-down to complete screening. 

P rav ided TR IP form and information vi a ema i I . 



'014 4:08 3 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Name:.,.(b:::..".\I c':6-,·., =,----'------, 
Email Address: 
Phone Number"': ':'-','~---, ____ _. 

Address ~b~)~(6~'----~ 
Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 

akland CA 94611 

Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Yes 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Bob Hope Airport 



So you send a em a i I back I cannot respond too' No wander service is u n acceptab I e you wi 11 not al low responses' 

Very unacceptable response pass it up food chain' 4 times this has happened in Sea Tac Alaska terminal' TSA agent attitude was not helpful. The other three times they were at least polite about it' 

l(b)(61 

Sincerely, k._b-'1 ... (6_·•"'"' _____ _. 

'014 3:171 ... (b-)-(B_, ______ ___, 

HYPERLINK._b""')~(6""'1 __________________________ ___, 

HYPERLIN~._[b_)~(6_, _____________ ~ 

HYPERLINK._b""'1_(6~)--------------------~ 

The highest compliment you can pay me is to refer a friend or relative. 

PI ease be advised that trading requests, and/or account servicing requests received vi a em a i I wi 11 not be completed. PI ease contact our office at the numb er Ii sled above to comp I ete these transactions. 



So you send a em a i I back I cannot respond too' No wander service is u n acceptab I e you wi 11 not al low responses' 

Very unacceptable response pass it up food chain' 4 times this has happened in Sea Tac Alaska terminal' TSA agent attitude was not helpful. The other three times they were at least polite about it' 

l(b)(61 

Sincerely,~f b_._,(_6_) _____ ~ 

'014 3:1741 .... (b_)_(
6
_
1 ______ ___, 

HYPERLINK~b_,~(6_) _________________________ ~ 

HYPERLIN~,_(b_)_(6_, _____________ ____, 

HYPERLINK,_b-'-1_(6-'-) ____________________ ___, 

The highest compliment you can pay me is to refer a friend or relative. 

PI ease be advised that trading requests, and/or account servicing requests received vi a em a i I wi 11 not be completed. PI ease contact our office at the numb er Ii sled above to comp I ete these transactions. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: 1:6 1(6) 
Date Time: 1/4/2oi41DA4:24 PM 
······················---------------····························· 

Nam~h··,1rr1 
Email h··,Irr1 

,014 9_29.4_ Complaints:lnconsistent Screening (Different Practices between Airports) 
· · · Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):United 49 from Mumbai to EWR - United Terminals 

Comments:1 .0 At Mumbai Airport we went through standard security at Airport & were in the "secure" area I Lounges 

2.0 For United - there was a secondary screening/metal detectors 

3.0 After Landing in EWR .... we go through INS, then wait 30 minutes for Baggage 
& put the bags on a conveyor belt for connecting flight to SFO (or wherever lhe final US destinalion) 

4.0 We are then required to go through TSA security AGAIN - wasting 30 minutes -- WHY?? This makes absolutely NO SENSE 

we have already been screened TWICE .... and after arriving in EWR .... get in a TSA line AGAIN • cornplele wasle of Time & wasle of resource for TSA .... unless they have absolulely nothing to Do and are trying to justify I heir Jobs at EWR. ... 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Missing or Damaged Items; Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time· 11512014 5:00:53 PM Airport: ORD - Chicago-O'Hare International Date/Time of Travel, 01/03/2014 7:45 AM Airline & Flight Number, United Airline 
759 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Securily Area 3 TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. My husband's cell phone was stolen off the scanner belt at the security checkpoint. It is unacceptable to have such a lack of security of one's belongings when going through security at the airport. A contributing factor was that TSA was 
trying out a pre-check process at this checkpoint. They did not convey the changes in the security policies to the passengers until right before the metal detector. resulting in more confusion and chaos. One TSA employee (name not known) was 

'014 6:07: 1 particularly rude and unhelpful during the process. We were extremely disappointed and frustrated by our experience with TSA yesterday. 
Would you like a resr:;,onse7 - Inie 
Passenger's Name f b)(61 
Phone Number. ~-------~ 

Email J/h,IRI 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

To Whom it May Concern, 

My daughter was flying back to, Boston today from. El Paso Airport. She 1s a 22 year o Id col I eg e student, as we 11 as a ti tie hold er in. MA lo r pageants. For reasons mys elf and my daughter a re u na bl e to comprehend one of your agents harassed her 
for quite some time. because "He was doing his job,'' according to him. She was flying by her sell, and this was not her first trip as she visits quite frequently. She knows how to travel well, and has never had a problem in the past, but for some reason 
on today, 116/2014 at around the times of 11:20am-1 :0Opm one of your agents fell it was his duty 10 harass my daughter. I am well aware that agents musl be diligent and careful to ensure lhe safety of our Airports, however lhis particular Agent went 
above and beyond to humiliate my daughter. Aller two of your, I'm assuming trained staff, checked my daughters identification and had no problem with it a third agent who I will have to describe to you because my daughter was too terrified to ask for 
his name, proceeded to ask for her ID. He called her aside while she was waiting in line to go through the detectors. She complied and gave her ID, but your agent was not satisfied with all of her correct responses, afler questioning her 3 different 
times about her information on the ID. My daughter is young and enjoys changing her hair color. and she explained this to him because he questioned her about her hair. She even offered to show him her school ID so he could compare pictures, but 
because it was his motivation to embarrass her ins1ead of seeking the trulh of his questions, he refused to look at ii. He joked that she had dyed it blonde which quite frankly I don't think is any of his business. He held her there for much longer than 
necessary. and almost made her miss her flight. Another agent came up and even told this agent to let her go and "Quit giving her a hard time." that she was going to be late, and your agent cussed at another agent in front of my daughter. Is this the 
kind of professionalism you instill in your staff? This agents said that he didn"t care if he made her late that he had to do his Job. Was 11 his job to drill her about her hair style. or keep her late for no reason what so ever? Mind you this is before she 

,014 4_15'4 even got to go through the official security screening where you walk through the metal detectors. This man was not doing his job. He was taking up my daughters time, because he was preying on the fact that my daughter is young, beautiful, and 
· · · traveling alone. Your agency is there to make people feel safe, and not feel uncomfortable and sexually harass people. My daughler fell violated and called crying. Please resolve these issues. I will now describe this Agent, and lhe times thal he 

worked so that he can be reprimanded, and given ed uca ti on on Se xua I Harassment. The a gent worked Monday the 6th. at a round 11 : 00 am-1 : O Op m in the El Pa so Airport. He is about 5·3.5·5 heavy set, white male. has a goatee, with a buzz hair cut. 
This is how my daughter d escn bed him. 

I would like to close with lhis. I never have writlen a letler of complaint, and am not asking for anything bul thal you see to it that your staff does nol abuse their power. People trusl you guys to keep us safe, and its very sad that some of your agenls 
would use this power to harass a pretty girl flying alone. I really do hope that this does not fall on deaf ears. Thank you for taking the time to read this email. 

Very Disg runt I ed Pa rent. 

:b,(61 I 
HYPERLI Nf h 1/R 1 

11s, I 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 11612014 7:17:53 PM Airport: PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor lnternalional Date/Time a/Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : PHX is a rather confusing airporl and rather laid out. Upon approaching lhe TSA agenl. they definitely mutlered something under I heir brealhs. I approached the agent and bolh him and his partner asked for my hands for either finger printing 
or a new security measure. I asked questions and they were rather rude and trying to be imitating. Then when I get to the agent who tells you to go through the metal detector. he assumes that I know that I am not suppose to take off my shoes. I asked 

'014 8:01 :5 to I take off my shoes and he responses rudely, no' Each airport 1s different and clearly each one has its own protocol. but being intimidating and rude, gets no one anywhere. Scare tactics may seem fit but I don't understand why. A TSA agent is like a 
police officer at an airport, they are the &quot;linal&quot: authority and ii authority instills fear in the people traveling. well then maybe they should be reconsidered for another position or perhaps be terminated. We are all humans, and tempers flare, 
but repeated issues wi 11 nol and should not be 101 er a ted. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 

Emai{b 1(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning mis feedback. follow this link · hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



The callers husband went through security with a gate pass to make sure his minor child made it on the plane and was denied the right to opt out of the AIT at HOU 4:00 p.m Today 01 06 2014. The caller is trying to get pregnant and was wanted to 
know if this was the new policy that passengers are required to go through AIT. The caller stated if so she is going to have to drive due to several previous pregnancy complications. The callers husband was told that this was a New Executive Order. 
The caller stJled thal she will lalk 10 her husband before filing a CSM complain!. 

The caller was advised that passengers are allowed to opt out of the AIT and WTMD Just not a Patdown. The caller was advised that she can contact us back at the TCC if she decides to file a complaint with the CSM or call the TCC select 
'014 8:10:5 opt 5 and enter the airport code to get CSM contact information if she prefers to contact them herself. 

'014 8A0:3 

Some passengers can not go through the A IT due to their medica I devices. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time : 11712014 7:00:24 AM 
Airport. RSW - Southwest Florida International Date/lime ofTravel · 01/07/2014 6:30 AM Airline & Flight Number. 
Checkpoinl/Area of Airport . Terminal D 
TSA Employee: (If Known)~!. al. 
Comment : Despite being ~ I was subJected to an unconst1tut1onal patdown this morning after refusing to go through the unconstitutional naked body scanner. The metal detector was nght there, but your personnel refused to allow me to use it. 
On top of this. even though is was given a yellow card that specifically said &quot: PreCheck - Leave your shoes on.&quot: they made me remove my shoes before I was frisked like a criminal suspect. 

I am copying my congressman, each of my senators and the White House, asking that they withhold funding far TSA until you start showing some respect for the Constitution and the traveling public. 

Stop this obscene behavior. Just stop. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 

~~a~{~NWt8' . 1 
To leave a comment concerning th,s feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicalionManager 



:J14 10:15:, 

Good morning. 

I am writing on b eh al f of my daughter who Is a Cad et at the U mted States Coast Guard Academy in New Landon, CT. 

On Sunday. 11512013. my daughter was traveling to the U.S. Coast Guard Academy from Atlanta's Hartsfield-Jackson Airport. She entered the military pre-check line. as she has successfully done on numerous occasions previously, and was told by a 
TSA employee that she could not utilize the TSA pre-check line for military members because she was a Cadet and not considered ·active" military. She was in uniform and had her Coast Guard issued ID with her. She entered the general security line 
where after about a 10 minuIe wait she was pulled from the line and instructed by a TSA employee to proceed back to the military pre-check line. She presenled her boarding pass and ID 10 a TSA employee in the military pre-check line and was once 
again directed to the general security lines. On her second trip through the general security line she removed her uniform jacket, shoes, and cover as expected. Unfortunately, the shirt stays for her uniform activated the metal detector which required 
th at she receive a paid own from a TSA employee. 

Are Cadets from the U.S. Coast Guard Academy eligible to take advantage of the expedited screening offered to members of the military? If so then are there any requirements other than using her Coast Guard ID number for a Known Traveler Number 
(KT N ) when making fiig ht reservations? 

Thank you for your ti me and cons i dera ti on reg a rd i ng this matter. 

fb)(61 

Law re n cevi I le. GA 

Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Ca I egori es 01 her 
Current Date/Time· 11712014 11:55:15 PM Airport: LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel. 01/01/2014 8:00 AM Airline & Flight Number. united CheckpoinUArea of Airport· checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known)· overall Comment: 
when we checked in there was no bins to put our items in .. one of the passangers had to squeeze herself past the converyer belt to get several bins to put our items in. I didnl realize I had 2 large bottles of perfume in my carry-on .. I guess in the rush 
of returning our car everything was thrown in the carry on bags .. the childrens carry-ans had capri sun juices .. 3 of them .. there was no staff near where we were .. until you passed the metal detector .. seems as though the staff was preoccupied while 

'014 8:18:0- we were going through the line .. 2 other female staff was standing near a wall and seem to carry on in a conversation .. for more lhan 1 O minutes .. as I stood in line I watched them and they did not make eye contact with others .. they were looking al 
each other the whole time .. i apologize about the items .. this was an accident.. but i'm very concerned thinking that they should be more alert. thank you very much .. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email l(b)(ff:, ~o leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2iApplicationManager 

Caller said she was provided a yellow card by the document checker going through security and when she arrived at the checkpoint was told she didn t have to go through normal security. She states she didn t go through security, AIT or WTMD. She 
said the lady TSO took her arm and around the AIT to where her items were on the conveyor belt. Her personal ,terns went through the x-ray scanning. She states she didn t keep the card, but a TSO told her she d1dn t have to remove her shoes and 
she walked her around everything, She was so shocked she d idn t have to go through screening, but, someone at security took the yellow ca rd back from her and she is wondering what was on the ca rd? 
She fiew from Sarasota via CLT to DCA via US Airways. Didn t go throu h securit at CLT because they remained in the secured area of lhe airport. 
5:40AM departure, Flight #4077, Gate# not available .. small airport, b)(ff:, nd 72AArea is on her boarding pass. Stated the ticket agent printed for her afier the Friday flight was cancelled and rescheduled for Monday. 

'014 8:32:0· Caller thinks it was strange that she didn t [°-through secunty and sai there were very few people at the airport at that time of day going through secunty. 
She was traveling with another passenger. b 1(61 I and she had to go through secunty as normal. She d1dn t get one of the yellow cards. 

Response: 
Every person. regardless of age. must undergo screening to proceed beyond the secunty checkpoint. Even babies must be individually screened. 
Explained to caller information would be provided to the CSM at SRO. 
Advised caller we no longer use wands and questioned her regarding lhe screening and she insists she didn t go through the WTMD or AIT. 



One of her grand sons takes medication. He took 11 around 6. The TSO put a gel on her two grandsons hands. The TSO said that this Is the third one this mom i ng. This Is her 20 year old grand son. They took him from station to station and he was patted 
down including his genitals. The man who patted him down was about 6 feet and wore glasses. She said that he felt like he was raped. She said that they never should have been touched and they should have been warned in advance that taking 
medication could cause this. She wanls to know if it was the medication I hat caused I his to happen. 

Airport: Fart Laude rd ale 
Airline:Airtran 
Flight Number:7417 
Date and Time:January 4th at 8:30 am 
Terminal or Gate:B6 

Name of Person involvedt~b_)~(_6~' --~ 

I a po I og i zed to the caller that she was unhappy with her expe nence and to Id her that a 11 passengers have to be screened. Even babies to the elderly must be ind i vi d ua 11 y screened. It could be by the Al T or the Walk Thro ugh Metal Detector a p atdown 
or ETD. Sometimes passengers are selected at random for additional screening and there are many reasons that can result in additional screening such as alarms of the WTMD or Anomalies of the AIT. TSO s are trained in the proper manner to 
screen passengers. 

'014 3:09:0 I told her that there are many items that can cause the ETD to test posItIve. Since I am not at the airport I cannot provide information about her grandsons screening specifically. 
I told her I could forward this to a CSM for review. 
She was not happy with the answers I gave her and asked lo r a supervisor. 

~notes: 
Caller said that she is trying to find out exactly how what happened to her grandsons happened. One of them was detained, She is her grandsons legal guardian, and she said that his description was that he was raped and violated, She wants to know 
how it could have been avoided. She thinks that they don t do anylhing wrong, they don t have any guns, he doest I use lotion. She wants 10 know what lhe gel was I hat I hey put on his hands. Her grandson didn t want his genitals touched. It lerrified 
her She said that because the agents there told her that it was possibly his medication, that means that she should call his pharmacist and find out if there are any explosives in his medication. 

ETD swabbing is completely harmless to passengers. The swabs are made of fabric or paper and do not contain any chemicals. 

You also expressed concerns regarding the ETD swabs you received. Please note that any alarm generated by the ETD screening process requires the passenger to undergo additional screening. There are several items that contain the same 
ch em i cal s th at are associated with exp I os,ve s, and col I ecti on of these types of particles WI 11 res u It in an ETD a I a rm. 

I told her lhat since we aren t at the airport, she can contact lhe CSM directly and provided her with the number. 
Name:l(b 1(6) I 



One of her grand sons takes medication. He took 11 around 6. The TSO put a gel on her two grandsons hands. The TSO said that this Is the third one this mom i ng. This Is her 20 year old grand son. They took him from station to station and he was patted 
down including his genitals. The man who patted him down was about 6 feet and wore glasses. She said that he felt like he was raped. She said that they never should have been touched and they should have been warned in advance that taking 
medication could cause this. She wanls to know if it was the medication I hat caused I his to happen. 

Airport: Fart Laude rd ale 
Airline:Airtran 
Flight Number:7417 
Date and Time:January 4th at 8:30 am 
Terminal or Gate:B6 
Name of Person involved._fh=··,1-'-R"·, __ __. 

I a po I og i zed to the caller that she was unhappy with her expe nence and to Id her that a 11 passengers have to be screened. Even babies to the elderly must be ind i vi d ua 11 y screened. It could be by the Al T or the Walk Thro ugh Metal Detector a p atdown 
or ETD. Sometimes passengers are selected at random for additional screening and there are many reasons that can result in additional screening such as alarms of the WTMD or Anomalies of the AIT. TSO s are trained in the proper manner to 
screen passengers. 

'014 3:09:0 I told her that there are many items that can cause the ETD to test posItIve. Since I am not at the airport I cannot provide information about her grandsons screening specifically. 
I told her I could forward this to a CSM for review. 
She was not happy with the answers I gave her and asked lo r a supervisor. 

fb"i76n notes: 
~id that she is trying to find out exactly how what happened to her grandsons happened. One of them was detained, She is her grandsons legal guardian, and she said that his description was that he was raped and violated, She wants to know 

how it could have been avoided. She thinks that they don t do anylhing wrong, they don t have any guns, he doest I use lotion. She wants 10 know what lhe gel was I hat I hey put on his hands. Her grandson didn t want his genitals touched. It lerrified 
her She said that because the agents there told her that it was possibly his medication, that means that she should call his pharmacist and find out if there are any explosives in his medication. 

ETD swabbing is completely harmless to passengers. The swabs are made of fabric or paper and do not contain any chemicals. 

You also expressed concerns regarding the ETD swabs you received. Please note that any alarm generated by the ETD screening process requires the passenger to undergo additional screening. There are several items that contain the same 
ch em i cal s th at are associated with exp I os,ve s, and col I ecti on of these types of particles WI 11 res u It in an ETD a I a rm. 

I told henha.t sjnce wf aren t at the airport, she can contact lhe CSM directly and provided her with the number. 
Namel(b,(61 _ 
Caller has a complaint. Caller stated he is a disabled Vet and has PTSD, the DOD who we get our marching orders from keep track of him, he thinks. TSA picks people at random and they check you for gun shot residue, ii he were really just picked at 
random he would not have a problem. He is chosen every single time for extra screening at the checkpoinl. They will never lei him go lhrough the regular WTMD. He has to go lhrough the AIT every single time he goes through screening. Caller stated 
the officer told him that the Southwest Airlines boarding pass said he was picked at random to go through additional screening the last time flew. He has metal shrapnel inside of his body. 

Advised caller it seem to me like he was just going through the normal screening each time he flies. The caller seemed to think that the AIT was the additional screening. Told him if he were getting additional screening that would mean he would be 
'014 3:43:5 screened by the AIT and then selecled to get a thorough patdown and further addilional screening every single time he flies. Since he does have metal shrapnel in his body it is a good lhing he has been going through the AIT because lhe WTM D does 

penetrate the body and would be able to detect the metal in his body which means it would probably alarm and he would have to go through the thorough patdown procedure. Told caller that passengers with metal in their bodies should go through the 
AIT because it does not penetrate the body. it looks for anomalies on the outside of the body and can detect other materials rather than Just metal. Explained to caller that the way I am understanding him Is that he was only randomly selected for 
additional screening once and the other times he has flown he only received the AIT screening and the explosive trace detection which is the typical screening process. Explained to caller that if he feels that he is on a watch list, being denied boarding 
or receiving additional screening every time he flies he can apply for Redress. However, they are not pinpointing him as a person, the officers are required to do whal the syslem tells them 10. If lhey scan his boarding pass and it randomly selects him 
for additional screening they are required to follow through with additional screening. 



I have not heard back .. 

rb)(ff1 ~ell 

On Thursday. December 12, 2013 3:46 PM .... kb~)-'-(6~••_1 ____________ __,!wrote: 

I am writing to you to find out why the scanners weren't running at 5pm on 1217113. I have a total knee replacement. metal in my wrist and ankle. I went through the metal detector and of course it went off An elderly agent with salt and pepper man 
,014 8_27,0 haircut style took me over to the side. She did not wand me with the hand held detector. but proceeded to touch me inappropriately. I have been through the hand search before and this time was WAY different. I was facing out and my mom was in a 
· · wheel chair, we could see each other. The agent went all over my breasts and then between my legs she had her hand palm facing out and rubbed between my legs, my pnvate part - 1n-out-1n-out-1n out. Mom saw the color leave my face and I was 

about 10 scream at lhe agenl and mom made the signal with fingers over your lips to indicale zipper your mouth. I was in shock. Then the agent had me turn around and did lhe same lhing between my legs again, at the top of my private parts and 
stroked again -in-out-in-out-in out. Thankfully, I had leggings on under my dress. What if I had been wearing a thong? This agent needs retraining. I am shocked and dismayed at the treatment I received. especially since we have those expensive 
scanners. I asked the agents whey they weren't running and I got several different answers "we're not busy" '·no one on duty knows how to operate them'" and my favorite "we're overstaffed". So I get ABUSED because the agents are trying to prove 
their val11e? 

l(b1(6) I 
._ _____ __,cell 

The Pre-Check line East Checkpoint Lane 16 has problems. 
As a business traveler I fly every week and I use this checkpoint every week. Since last Oct-Nov I've noticed that when I walk through the metal detector I trigger an alanm. The agents usually guess what's wrong: it's my shoes or coat or belt or change 
yel I have no problems in other airporl TSA PreChecks. Since October 2013 l"ve !raveled lhrough Pillsburgh, Washinglon DC, Ballimore, Newark, New York (LGAJ, Oakland and Providence. I know there is something wrong because I wear the same 
shoes, belt & coat when traveling through these airports. Why only the alarms in Orlando? 

This lane is supposed to expedite boarding however it"s slowing things down. I've notice that more and more non-frequent flyers are allowed into this lane and these are the people who still don't know we can't bring liquids on the plane! Why are these 
kn uck I ehead s a I lowed in Pre-check while the I rue business trave I ers get hassled? 

l"ve complained several times to the TSA officers here but since they don·t travel they don't have an understanding of how other airports function. Now I'm going to complain to you. Please take a look at this operation. It's a problem. 
'014 2:224, 

Thank 1101, 
kbl(61 

Orlando, FL 

fh1/R1 I ~.--. ---~ 
PS the officer I spoke with today isi(b.1(6;1 ~very helpful). l"ve also spoken to supervisors!(b)(6!andllliRfil]on previous occasions. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time . 119/2014 6:5729 PM 
Airport DEN - Denver I nternat1ona I 
Date/Time of Travel, 12/28/2013 10:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: UAL 3445 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Main level TSA Employee: (II Known), 

,014 8.05 _0 Comment : WHy must a precheck eligible passenger go through lhe me1a1 detector and then undergo a pat down? I have arlificial knees and find the full body scanner much less invasive, less lime consuming, and much more convenient. Would it be 
· · · po ssi bl e far me to I eave my bags on the belt by the metal detector and take mys elf and my shoes to the sea n ne r? 

Would you like a rrpon@? · I• lft 
Passenger's Nam _b;1w1 I 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b)(61 ! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp:/ltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB2IApplicationManager 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Missing or Damaged Items; Lost and Found Current Date/Time: 11912014 8:55:50 PM Airport, LGA - LaGuardia Date/Time of Travel: 12/30/2013 6:30 PM Airline & Flight Number· Delta 6294 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, Terminal C or 
D, first security checkpoint before you get to the gates TSA Employee: (If Known J : 
Comment . I was returning to Charleston. SC after visiting my parents in NY for the holidays and was traveling with Christmas gifts, specifically a card with money in it in my purse. Alier passing through the metal detector. I was pulled to the side to be 
checked further by a TSA agent with my back tu med to my bags. Alier the TSA agent was finished patting me down I co 11 e cted my items and he ad ed to my gate. As I sat down at the gate, I checked my I ugg age to make sure I had my items and 
realized the card was missing from my purse. I had my parents check the house and cars in NY and when I got home I went through all of my luggage and cculd not find the card with my Christmas money in it. I was just wondering if there was a lost 

:J14 10:06:[ and found, perhaps I dropped it and a good samarilan returned ii? As I said before, my back was turned to my bags al the security check point, I would like to think someone would not take it. I jusl wanled to bring this 10 lhe TSA's a11ention and if, for 
some reason, someone did find the card (addressed to &quotj{b )(6) ~quot:) that would be great' 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Nam~e_.~Ih_·-,I_r:;_·, _~-~ 
Phone Number: (bi(61 
Email Ih··,Ir:;·, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below ccrrespond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

2014 2_ 17_, Are you 18 or over? No 
· · Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter7 No 

NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on 7 

Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N at,ona Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 



2014 2:17:' 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name 1h·I1f';'I 
Email Addr .. e""s""s-,-: -:-h"'"·11"'r;""·-,-----~--, 

Phone Number b 1(6) 
Address'-'h,',.I,',l'-'R'=·., ______ __. 
Zip code: 2014 7 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Washington Dulles lnternalional Airport 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Address: Suda.+-----~ 
Zipcode: 0794 

2014 S:OS: 1 Are you 18 or over? Yes 

Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? Yes 
Ethnicity? Yes 
Religion? Yes 
N ationa Ii ty? Yes 
Gender? Yes 
Disability? Yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-;:=::::;===:::::.------····························· 
Remote Client IPkb 1(6) I 
Date Time 11121~014 2 57:04 PM 

Namekb1(61 I 
2014 3:43: 1 Emal(b l(6i . _ I _ _ _ 

Comp I a, nl s: I nco n s, ste nl Screen, ng ( D, flerent Practices between Airports)' 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):• I3416 Austin to Detroit 
Comments :A co ncem over preche c ks. 

I have prechecks stalus and, at the Austin airport mentioned that I have a knee replacemenl and needed 10 use the scanner rather than metal deIecIor. I was told to keep my shoes on, go through the medal detector, and there would be no problem. 
When I did sa, I was criticized for going through the medal detector. given the most invasive pat down I have ever had (I have had probably more than 100) told to then take my shoes off. and before I could put my stuff together, to move ta benches 
with my two p I asti c co ntarn ers, a backpack and carry on I ugg age. I fi y a bit and this was by far the most contrary. both in behavior and i nstru ct,ons. group I have ever faced. 

This is the only time I have ever complained, and don't expecl to do so again ... but an offensive pal down, and inability to put on shoes and bell before moving, is troubling. 



2014 5:09:, 

Chicago Midway Airport is the only one that does not have body scanners for all security checkpoints, or one to share. The TSA pre-check line does not have one at all. I was directed to the TSA pre-check line. but when I wound my way to the 
checkpoint I saw there was no body scanner. I motioned to the officer at the metal detector that I have a pacemaker/defibrillator. The attitude that I received from the officer (throwing her hands in the air & asking why I was in that line then) was 
embarrassing, to say the least. I then had to hold up the line & go through the usual process, then wait 15 min to have a female assist for pat-down. 

There are many frequent flyers that have pacemakers or other devices that prevent them from going through the metal detectors. I find it hard to believe that as busy as Midway is, that body scanners are not a priority for them. 

Last year I stopped at the supervisor's desk and asked if there would be more body scanners in the future & was told "If you need a body scanner, go through the regular line." 

Every Monday & Friday I fly in/out of Midway. The number of TSA agents that I observe talking about their plans for the weekend is astounding. None of the other airports have the attitudes or the wasting of time that Midway has. 

Perhaps ii the numb er of a gents was decreased the airport to pure h ase more body sea nne r. 

Please respond to._[b_.'--1(_6'-) ______ __. 

Thank you. 
Disability Description: Caller had a knee replacement last January. 

Information Request He tries to use the x-ray but when there is not one he uses the metal detector and wants to know how to avoid a patdown. He was in the armed forces and wants to know if he would have to have a patdown because of this and 
because he has a medical condition. He asked if a doctor nole would help. 

He thinks it 1s rid1cu lous that he has to have a paid own because he has a med i ca I condition and he is going to write to the di rector a bout this. 

He said thal some airpor1s do not have AIT s. Is he resigned to have paldowns the rest of his life. 

Response Details: I told him that many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still 
'014 10: 19. with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a patdown. 

If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through me1a1 detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure ins1ead. 
A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. Allow ample time. 
Yes you will have a patdown every lime if there are alarms of the metal detector or anomalies of the AIT and it does nol ma tier who you are. All alarms have to be cleared. 
You may bring medical documentation to inform a TSO about the metal implants but it does not exempt you from screening. 
If a passenger has conce ms about his or her s c reenrng. he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Sup po rt S pec1al1st wh i I e at the checkpoint. 
Caller did not want email. 

Feed back Type : Compliment 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time · 1 /1312014 10:08:45 AM Airport : SFO - San Francisco International Date/Time of Travel : 01 /1312014 6:45 AM Airline & Flight Number . UA5654 Checkpoint/Area of Airport . 
Terminal 3 united security check point for gates 60-90 TSA Employee: (If Known): The three agents operating the full body scanner area and the agent operating the pre??metal detector Comment I was in the full body scanner line. The man 
overseeing people putting their bags on the belt made multiple announcements about not taking water or wearing belts. He said nothing about shoes and the woman before me did not take hers off. I did not take mine off When I went through the 
scanner someone shouted &quot:shoes!&quot: And lhe man on the other side of the FBS was extremely unprofessional. Instead of politely asking me to go back and take off my shoes, he condescendingly asked if I was 12. When I replied 

,014 12: 1 O:, &quot;no&quot: he asked if I was over 75 in a very obnoxious manner. I went back to take off my shoes while the woman running the metal detector in the pre check line asked what had happened and the laughed. This behavior is completely 
unprofessional and demeaning. I finished going through the check point at 6:4 7am. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number : 
Emaifbi(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



I am a 64 year old white male. I have had bilateral knee replacements. and walk with difficulty 

because al that. I have obvious, big scars an bath knees, as evidence of those surgeries. 

On 12 January 2014, I was flying from Burbank, CA to San Francisco, CA on UA 6410. leaving at 6:23 PM. 

I went through security at approximately 5 PM. 

As you can see in the attached pictures, I was wearing a very thin shirt, and no jacket. 

When I went through the metal detector, because the metal in my knees, I set off the alarm. 

as us ua I. I s pecifica 11 y dress with pants and shirt which a re thin and have a bso I utely no meta I. 

2014 2: 12:, I had completely emptied everything into a bin, as always. I was carrying nothing. 

Because of the alarm, I was told I needed to have a "pat down." I have had these before, and 

I know how they are supposed to be done. 

This ti me. the pat down, done by the person you can see at his desk in the attached pictures, 

was obnoxious, intrusive, excessive and humiliating. 

The TSA agent did not pat me down. Rather, he pawed me all over, from top to bottom, front to 

back, and side ta side. Yau can see my thin shirt collar in the pictures. Any moron can see that it would 

be impossible to hide anything there. The TSA agent ran his gloved hands all through my collar, pinching 

it and rubbing it to see if there could have been same dangerous weapon there. It was completely idiotic. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Profess,onalism/Customer Service Current DatelTlme : 111312014 3:24:48 PM Airport : ORD - Chica o-O"Hare International Date/Time of Travel 01/1112014 8:30 PM Airtine & Flight Number 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal 5 TSA Security TSA Employee: (If Known). Officer ~Comment. Office Ih··,Irr1 as extremely unprofessional as my family and I went through the Chicago O'Hare TSA Security checkpoint. 

We went through the metal detector, because we were traveling with an infant. The detector beeped when I went through, so I was told I would need a pat down. I want through the detector and waited for Office~1h··,1rr1ho conduct the pat down. Before 
doing so, she ye 11 ed at the gentleman who I et me through the detector without her specific ap prov a I. She proceeded to ye 11 at him loud I y and u np role ss,ona 11 y making no effort to pu 11 him aside to discuss her concern. In add iii on, she to Id him th at he 
looked &quot;dumb&quot: for not making me wait for her go ahead. 

2014 4 '25 '' When she conducted the pat down, she was extremely abrasive toward me. She asked if I wanted a private screening, to which I responded, no. I was in a hurry. She then yelled at me and told me that didn't matter. I should have arrived earlier and she 
could drag his out so llwouldn't be going anywhere. At no time was I rude to her, I simply wanted to move the screening along, so I could rejoin my husband, our infant and our many bags. car seat stroller, etc at the checkpoint. 

I would nol normally take the lime to wrile regarding something like his, but I his Oflice~s demeaned when speaking 10 her colleague and me was so surprising and seemed unnecessary. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 

Email :k~b~i~(6~'-----~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



Information Request The ca 11 er requested information regarding the extema I medical Ii ne, 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 

Passengers who have medical devices attached to their bodies s ho u Id inform the T ransporta ti on Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening of the device and indicate where the device is Io ca ted before the screening process begins, 

If a passenger cannot disconnect from the device, the type of screening conducted will depend on the type of device and the passengers abilities. 

If the device can be safely screened by AIT, passengers can be screened using AIT only ii they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using 
walk-through me1a1 detectors only if they can walk lhrough on their own. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A patd own procedure a I so is used to resolve any a I arms of a metal detector or a no ma Ii es identified by A IT. If a pa tdown is required in order to complete screening; 

2014 5.27., The patdown should be conducted by a TSO al the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO al the same gender to become available. 
· · The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or I ift any article of c lathing to revea I a s ens1t1ve body area. 

Regardless of lhe screening melhod used, the device will undergo additional screening. This may include, but is not limited to, a physical inspection of lhe device if it is not in a sensitive area, and a patdown of lhe device followed by 1es1ing for 1races 
of explosives. 

If a passenger has concerns about his ar her screening, he ar she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

I offered to e-mail this information to the caller, and she accepted. 

I just went through screening at MSP. I was pre check but chose to go through the Diamond line because the line was much shorter. I took off my winter jacket along with my shoes. I went to walk through the metal detector and was told to take off my 
sweater. I explained it was a sweater and lhe security agent told me it was outer wear. I pointed out it was not outer wear and I only had a camisole on underneath. He wouldn't allow me through and forced me to take off my swea1er. I was 
MORTIFIED,, I had people in back of me who I know and are in my industry. I have never felt so self conscious in my life. I quickly put on my winter jacket until my sweater came through the screen. I cannot begin to tell you how AWFUL this was. My 
swimsuit covers up more of me. I made a complaint to office1(b':,(6) I She was nice and said she would talk to him. However I am still quite shaken and am not satisfied. When I told him three times I wasn't comfortable taking off my sweater 
he refused to listen and simply said I don't want to get in trouole. I his Is not ok. It was not an ok way to handle this. This was the preferred traveler lane. I travel weekly and I have never experienced such a awful experience. I would like to file a formal 
claim. I was humiliated. I am still shaking. I am nol okay with an apology from TSA. Somelhing more must be done. I want an apology letter from the agent who was responsible and I need him to understand what he did and how he handled I his was 
wrong. Completely unacceptably wrong. I want to know he will NEVER do this ta another traveler again. 

I wi 11 look lo rward to hearing back, 

~014 ,0:11 rb)(ff, 
1 

Delta Diamond Member 

Sent from my iPad 

notified that any use. di ss em i nation, or reproduction is strictly p ra hi bi ted and may be u nl awfu I. 



'014 11:31: 

1014 12:05 

Callers husband and the cal I er both get Pre Ch eek. Cal I ers spouse has had n eek, hip and back surgery. Ca 11 e rs h us band has a meta I hip and he is always stopped. Ca 11 er asked if he can get around some of the screening. Ca 11 er said he is always 
getting patted down and also having his cane xrayed, Caller said her husband has a scar down the length of his back. Caller said they are good citizens and caller said it is an ordeal for he spouse going through the screening. Caller is complaining 
that her husband is a good person and she feels like there should be a special screening for good people. Caller said he is a successful businessman and they come from a good family. Someone lold her about Global Entry and she thoughl thal might 
help. Caller said he has balance problems and has trouble removing his shoes. Caller said her spouse is a proud person and does not admit to any disabilities. 

Specifically, you were concerned about screening for passengers who have metal implants.If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 
Many passengers with me1a1 implants thal regularly alarm a walk-lhrough metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ. Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rt of a person or device. 
A patdown procedure also 1s used to resolve any alanms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

P atdowns a re one important too I to help TSA detect hidden and dangerous items, such as explosives. Passengers should continue 10 expect an unp redicta bl e mi, of security I aye rs tha I include explosives Ir ace detect ion, advanced imaging technology, 
and canine teams, among others. Transportation Security Officers will conduct different patdown procedures to resolve different types al anomalies. During the assessment, officers will use revised patdown procedures in all instances to resolve 
anomalies. 

I told lhe caller that if her husband has trouble taking off his shoes due to balance problems, he should make TSA aware of lhese problems and I hey will try 10 work with him to screen him wilhout removing his shoes. I lold her ii is possible he may still 
have ta re move his sha es. 

I advised he can request assistance from TSA Cares 72 hours before a flight. 

I advised she could file a complaint if she feels like her husband is being discriminated against because al his disability. 

I to Id her that her husband can request to speak to a su pe rvi sor or PSS if he has questions about his screening, 

I told the caller that everyone must be screened even if they are a trusted traveler. I explained ta the caller the TSA PreCheck is designed ta make the screening easier for someone to get through the checkpoint. I explained the cane has to be 
screened to make sure nothing is hidden inside the cane. 

I told lhe caller since her husband already has PreCheck he does not need to enroll in Global Enlry, caller said he is not traveling overseas at this time. 

Caller is flying from PIT. She has an insulin pump. The first time she flew with it two years ago, she had a doctors note, the he bomb squad was called and they almost missed their flight even though they arrived 3 hours prior to the flight time. The 
pump can not go through the xra y. Si nee tha I incident she has nol mentioned I he pump during screening and it has gone through I he machines. She said she does not fee I as though her very expensive device should have to go I hroug h the machine. 

I to Id her she does not have to send the device through the machine, If a passenger uses an i nsu Ii n pump, he or she can be screened without disconnecting from the pump, However, it is import ant for the passenger to inform the T ra nsportat ion 
Securily Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about the pump before the screening process begins. 

Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT or the walk-through metal detector, the passenger's insulin pump is subJect to additional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of 
the insulin pump followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passenger's hands. 

She asked if she can bring a gel pack far her i nsu Ii n. Accessories required ta keep medically necessary I iquid s, gels, and aerosols coa I. such as freezer packs or frozen gel packs, a re permitted through the screening checkpoint. I ta Id her to separate 
and declare her diabetic supplies, making sure the synnges are with the insulin. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak wilh a supervisor or Passenger Supporl Specialist while al the checkpoint. 



Delaine d Etcheverry HYPERLINKkb 1(6) 
111713 "'---'-----------------~ 
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to TSA-C o nta ct Ce n. 
https: mail.google.corn mail u O images cleardot.gif 

This is the I ette r th at I have sent to TSA mu Iii pie ti rn es which has gone unrespond ed. DO J ms i sts th at rn y corn p I amt that the L3 machine retu ms 1 00 % fa I se pos itiv i es for p eo pie with di sa bi I iii es is a TSA issue, and they wi 11 not do anything further to 
assist with those of us who Ii ve in less than perfect bodies. 
I have sent his letter several times since 2013 with no response at all. I have contacted my senator and my congressional representalive and I am not alone in my vehemenl response to the continued harassment and bullying of TSA agents agains 
those al us who live in less-than perfect bodies who only want to fly to see our laved ones. 
I have been threatened with retaliatory behaviors fro rn T SA customer service: person, and I have no response fro rn T SA reg a rd i ng my fear of fly mg through SM F as SM F 1s the only airport in Arn eri can Airspace that has tortured me. 
i would like some response for this concern. as it has been going to you on a reguar basis for several months now 

2014 8.34., As to the reason for my e-mail, an October 24, 2013. I e-mailed the attached information to you. I gat what I think is an acknowledgement about it, but I cannot be certain. It is now November 17, and I do not have a response that is helpful to me. Is it 
· ·' possible for you to find out what is going on with respect to this? I have expanded my no-flight tolerance to 8 hours from 5 (in other words. because of TSA s history of brutalizing me every single time I fly out of SMF. I avoid flight when I can reach my 

destination within 8 hours of either train, boat. bus or car. It does not matter that it is more expensive or more dangerous, its completely dangerous for me to fly as long as the threats and promises of continued torture and brutality at SMF remain real 
and unreso I ved. 

I am copying the former e-mail below. Please let me know when I will get some resolution. 

Thank you 

!(b)(61 

Four limes for four flights out of SMF, I have been hurt from lhe levels of discomfort through lhe level of torturous maiming requiring addilional surgery at my destinalion in Seattle. I have made the decision never again 10 allow a TSA agenl to touch me. 
I do nat have to bleed or hurt to fly' 

So I have information that is conflicting. The L3 machines (according to the report presented to the German Parliament a few years ago) returns 100% false positives for people with disabilities. I have filed a 504 complaint with the department of 
Justice for I his, but have no resolution of this even thought ii is months old. I have decided that I will never again go through thal machine because it has caused me pain four flighls for four flights out of SM F and no where else in American Air Space 
have I had to suffer such physical horror nor dehumanizing experiences. It tells me that the machine in Sacramento is broken, but they insist that it is not. I may be somewhat egotistical, but I think that I, as a human being, have rank over any machine 
Caller said Monday she went through the checkpoint and the TSA agent gave her ticket back but she did not get her receipts for her luggage and her dog back to her. She said they took a picture of her license and ticket and she asked why they kept 
everything. She said this was at Washinglon Dulles Airporl and she said they did not say anylhing to her. She said she did nol sign up for anything bul she is a frequenl flyer but does nol use jusl one airline. She said she was with American Airlines on 
this flight and got the precheck lane. She said in the past she went through the precheck lane and they never did it before. She asked for a TSA phone # at the airport or an office ta call and she said she already read the policy below. She declined her 
phone#. 

Respanse:TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data. Using the same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided for years, TSA's risk-based analysis will 
increase the number of travelers who may be eligible for TSA Precheck. 

2014 1 :30:[ Currently, the Secure Flight data that is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevenl known or suspecled terrorisls from gaining access 10 an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA's new initiative will use this same information to 
also identify low-risk passengers ta determine if they should be directed to the TSA Precheck lane for expedited screening. 

TSA's new risk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Precheck lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSA 
ofli cer and wi 11 go through a mel al detector or Advanced Imaging T echno I og y sea n ne r as pa rt of security procedures. 

Passengers who are directed to theTSA Precheck lane at the secunty checkpoint will undergo expedited screening without having to enroll inTSA Precheck. This may include leaving on shoes, light outerwear, and belts, and keeping laptops in their 
cases and quart-size bags containing 3-1-1 compliant liquids, gels. and aerosols in carry-on baggage. 

Per supervisor!(b::,(6) I advised her to call back and press option 5 for the airport. 



Hello. My name i~(b::,(6) 11 had an issue today at your TSA past in Ft Lauderdale terminal 2 post today. 
Just for the recor I am a I SAPre checked person with a GOES card, but the person I was traveling with didn't have TSAPre so I stood in the nonmal lme with him to wait but now I know I shouldn"t have because of this story. 
I just had knee surgery on lriday Jan 3rd and have a knee brace on and shouldn't be in a standing position very long. I let the gentleman know that i wanted to opt out and have a pat down. I travel every week and have personal health issues, 
concerning lhe body scanners. I have been through the opt out pat down many times. 
It was busy. as always at TSA. and the guy told me to stand aside. unfortunately he never called for a opt out male assist. i mentioned ta him again that I shouldn't be standing for long with my knee. he didn't do anything and kept putting people through 
the scanner. finally i raised my voice and called through the body scanner to the people on the other side that I need someone to help me because I was an opt out. About 7 crew members passed through the metal detector and so did 2 moms with 
children, all the while I'm waiting for my assist. 
Finally, almosl 10min later he turned around and asked for an assist again and I just said screw it and said i'II do the stupid body scanner. of course then they have 10 swipe my knee brace and make me wait even longer for the swipe machine to clear 
my leg brace as well. I told the next TSA guy I need to speak ta a manager. it took 5 more min to have him come speak with me. 
I to Id h, m the entire story and he said he has a new sched u I e he is trying to work out he re and hes sorry. I pointed out the fact that I have just had surgery and have a brace and I s ho u Id nt be standing long and th at his crew just wasted 3 0 mm of my ti me 

2014 6:04:c waiting to pass. he said hes sorry and walked away. 

That TSA checkpoint was the biggest joke of a TSA checkpoint as i've ever seen. Yau may want to look into the workings of how it all runs there, and check on your manager. 

I travel for work and I know that I'm at the mercy of the TSA, and I understand why people call it Thousands Standing Around. It Irks me to no end that the TSA agents are rude. If they cant handle working with people they shouldn't be working there at 
all. 

B emg a frequent traveler and former Pan Am fi 1g ht attendant . I frequently chaos e to not go through the newer xray type equipment. Cons eq ue ntly, I was asked to have a pat-down. W h, I e I was wa iii ng, s eve ra I mothers with babies and grade school 
age children did not go through that device either but through the older single metal detector frame with their child. In my view, this is a dangerous policy, in that, to my knowledge, anyone intent upon an act of terrorism could take advantage of this 
preferential treatment to mothers. As an American citizen, I definitely fell discriminated againsi. which is a very sad stale of affairs in our United Stales of America. 
I certain I y hope you rectify this pol icy. 

2014 9:00:, Thank you. 

l(b1(6) 

2014 1 :14:< 

Sent from my iPad 

The caller said he had surgery on left knee and he has a card stating he has a prosthetic knee. The caller stated he goes through the metal detector and he always has to receive a pat-down and he is always tested for drugs. The caller wanted to know 
how 10 keep I his from happening. 

I to Id the ca 11 er if he goes through a metal detector and an al arm sounds he is required to have a pat-down. I told the cal I er he may be swab bed and tested lo r explosives using a ETD sa mp Ii ng. I told the caller he can a I so be random I y selected for a pat
down. I told the ca Iler even if he te 11 s the officers he has the implant or ii he has a ca rd he would sti 11 have to be sere ened, 



'0141011: 

1014 10:21 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

A 56728 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

Caller and his wile both went to the GE and getting trusted trave I er numb er and his wife was se I ected lo r the pre ch eek and she has a hip rep I ace m ent and had to go through the whole process. At Dulles and made her get out of the p recheck Ii ne and go 
through the general line. He said someone should have told them that before he spent the money to be a trusted traveler for the precheck. 

To Id cal I er that I was not able to te 11 h1 m that she would not have to have the add1t1ona I screening be cause if she has an alarm they have to reso Ive that by doing a patdown. Also told ca 11 er th at we do advise that they don't go through the metal detector 
and to inform the TSO that she has the metal implant before screening. But I still am not able to tell him that she would be able to go through screening without it alarming and having that additional screening. Also told caller that we do try and track 
trends to spot areas of concern th at may require s pecia I attention. 



w,(6) 
l\lew 'iork, New iork 10032 

January 17th 20 14 

Federal Security Director 
8303 West Southern Avenue 
Indianapolis, IN 46241 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

,014 12: 1 O:, This letter is in regards ta my experience with your Transportation Security Administration (TSA) while traveling from Indianapolis International Airport to La Guardia Airport in New York. I have been traveling around the world for the last 35 years and 
in that ti me, I have never expe nenced such u np role ss1ona Ii sm and down ng ht rudeness from T SA workers and after much thought I fee I as though this needs to be addressed in detai I. 

After being grounded in Indianapolis for three days because of the cancelled flights due to the midwestern blizzard, I was able to book a seat on South West Airlines flight# 3929 to St. Louis and then connecting flight 189 to La Guardia. On the 
morning of January 8th, 2014 at approximately 7:20. I presented my New York State issued dnver's license to the Skycap, checked my luggage, printed my boarding pass and entered the TSA screening line for terminals A through B with no problems. 

I was waiting patiently in line, when TSA worker._kb"--',(-'6..,_) ___ .,~ingled me out and said "Step down. 1·11 take you over here." 

I approached!(b)(ff:, !and presented her with not only my driver's license but also bath boarding passes and my luggage claim stickers. She took my documents. looked at them and said ta me "New York, huh?" Then she looked at my license, my 
documents. then at me. then back at the license then back at me. I didn't think anything was odd about her behavior until she repeated those actions eight or nine times. Then she said to me, "You should smile." 

Puzzled by her statement, I complied and then asked her why. She looked dawn at my documents. then looked me up and dawn and said "Yau don't look like the person in this picture,'' and then went back to investigating my license. 
Three ago I received an artificial knee to replace my knee that was severely damaged from a gunshot while on duty in local law enforcement. It now triggers an alarm in all the walkthrough metal detectors. I have had TSA precheck that last few flights 
but have to then remove all the usual things and then submit to a pat down. There were no readily available advanced scanner present. Really have a problem with the pat down every time I fly given my retirement from law enforcemenl and over 
thirty years of security consulting and teaching including for almost every Federal Agency and was an instructor at FLETC for seven years. 

I believe the pre check has been a good first step but there needs to be more to pre-screen more passengers. There are many who have similar backgrounds as mine and have implants resulting from their farmer service who are farced to undergo a 

2014 9 _ 27 _ [ pat down which is i nsultrng. My last pat down, at LAX was not on I y ins ul ting but i nfu ri ati ng by the attitude and actions of the screen er. I am seriously cons ide n ng s c rapping any thought to continue flying which means ful I retirement from my sec u nty 
· · consulting including a 11 government agencies, I turned down two request I ast week to he Ip with security issues because it require air travel and I am not ready to face any more pat downs, 

Arlington. VA 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time, 1118/2014 1 48 03 AM Airport MEM - Memphis International Date/Time of Travel 01/17/2014 10 15 AM Airline & Flight Number United A1rl1nes 4537 Checkpoint/Area 
of Airporl: TSA Checkpoint for the C Concourse TSA Employee: (If Known) th\/R\ r:;omment: On January 17th around 10:20 a.m. FA h··,1rr1 roceeded 10 MEM TSA screen,ng w,th his crew, CAVh\/R\ !and FO kh\lR\ 
Upon passin ID ins ection F (b·:,(61 placed his items on the X-RAY belt. He then proceeded to the metal detector. FA~was stopped by TSA STS b)(6i who placed the orange cone in the middle of the metal detector 
blocking F b ':I( 6 I ntry. T SA I h ·\/ R stated to F fl{ b I ( 6:, ~quot: You a re not in umfo nm. You have no right to enter the meta I d ete cto r &quot:. 

FA~said to TS (b)(61 &quot:Are you joking,_ I have been wearin_g lhese dirty clothes the last 3 days. I wear this uniform everyday. Is this a joke?&quoi; TSA!(b\~' lold FA ~quot:Take your bell off, you are going through lhe body 
scanner&quot: F b :,(6) said &quot;Why do you think this 1s not my uniform?&quot: TS~ repeated &quot;you are not ,n uniform, take your belt off, you are going rough the body scanner&quot: 

FA llli:iill:[Jsaid &quotNo sir, I'm an active FA on a working trip. I am not required to go through the bod scanner&quot; FA Kiill:§Dbegan saying to his pilots who had been through the metal detector &quot;Guys, this TSA guy claims I am not in 
uniform and he is not letting me pass. Can someone tell him, I am?&quot; TSAkb)(ff:, Interrupted FA (b}(6} to repeat &quol;You are not in uniform. You need to take your bell off and go through the body scanner&quot: 

The female TSA agent working the bag X-ray machine said to FA~ &quot; take your belt off. If he said you aren't in uniform. he has every right to make you go through the body scanner&quot: 

FA~said &quol;Sir I am ~01, you re holding up my flighl&guol; TS~(bi(6i !said to F,fh,IRI I &quol; You are holding your flight up. You are not in uniform&quot: c~(b}(6 lsaid 10 F b)(61 

2014 9_40 _, oth~ go there.&quot: TS (b)(6i then said to F4(b)(6:, ~ggressively with a raised voice, &quot:You have two choices the body scanner or submit to and aggressive pat down&quot: The T 
· 'kb)(6i ~gain &quot;Take your belt off. If he said you aren't in uniform. he has every right to make you go through the body scanner&quot 

&quot;They have known crew member in lhe 
A emale agent on the bag scanner said to FA 

'014 11:01: 

baid to both agents, &quot;l'm not going through your body scanner, I get enough radiation on the airplane working 18 to 20 days a month. I will take your pat down and trust me I will be reporting all of you.&quot: 

oo k off his belt so it could proceed f rough~ he X-ray machine, _he then walked through the meta I detector, TS4'.iill:fil]told him to lo 11 ow him to the pat down area , F /II h ·1 I fr·, ---=,...... on lhe black matt and look al TSA h ·,1R I hile he gave FA!(b :,(6 I ~irect,ons as 10 what would happen in the pat down. 
!was told to remove everything from his pockets including his 

The pat down took about 2 to~- revisiting FA!/b)(ff, !waist, inner thighs,buttock multiple times by TS~ Proceeding the pat down TS~(b)(6:, ! swiped his gloves with bomb swab and proceeded to prefonm a bomb evidence test. After 
the test came out negative TS~formed FA!(b':1(6) ~e was free to go. 

For the record F/\l(b)(6:, f,,as wearing the Continental French Blue long sleeve shirt. the baby blue &quotnew&quot; United Express Necktie and the ExpressJet company issued pants and Continental Black Belt (that doesn't set off metal detectors). 
This is an approved uniform. 
Would you like a response? . True 

Query: 
Caller is wanting to know why her family is able to get PreCheck, but she is not able to. Caller says that her family hasn t signed up. 

Resolution; 
TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expediled screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger dala. Using lhe same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided for years, TSA's risk-based analysis will increase 
the number of travelers who may be eligible for TSA Pre\u2713'". 

Cun-ently, the Secure Flight data that is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevent known or suspected ten-orists from gaining access to an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA's new initiative will use this same information to 
also idenlify low-risk passengers to determine if I hey should be directed 10 lhe TSA Pre\u2713 '" lane for expedited screening. 

TSA's new nsk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Pre\u2713 1~ lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification venf1ed by a TSA 
officer and will go through a metal detector or Advanced Imaging Technology scanner as part of security procedures. Although TSA's new initiative leverages the current TSA Pre\u2713"' process, passengers should not expect to be directed to the 
TSA Pre\u2713n.' lane each lime they fly. Individuals who would like to receive expedited screening on a more frequent basis should consider applying 10 a U.S. Depar1ment of Homeland Security (DHSJ Trusled Traveler program. Passengers who 
travel internationally may be interested in a membership with a U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Trusted Traveler Program, such as Global Entry. Those who travel domestically may prefer TSA's application program. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time . 1/18/2014 10:0722 AM Airport : LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel : 0111712014 1 O: 15 AM Airline & Flight Number · Delta 1706 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport For Gate 68 TSA Employee: (If Known) Young woman. petite, blonde Comment I was in the TSA Pre check lane. At the counter the TSA agent spoke not a word to me even though I greeted her with an hello. She gave no instructions as to 
what we did or did not need to do in the Pre Check lane. The next agent who was at the line before the machine only told people that ii they thought their shoes or anything else might set off the metal detectors they should take them off. EVERYBODY 
took off their shoes and jackels - who knows whal may or may not set off the machine. It was like going through a regular line wilh the exception of computers and 3-1-1 liquids, which they never mentioned. I just thought TSA should know lhat a bil 

1014 11: 13: more training is needed at this checkpoint. 
Would you like a res onse? : False 

Passenger's Nam,.....=b~l~(6~i--~--~ 
Phone N m r · 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a commen concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB21ApplicationManager 



I have a Global Entry card and a knee replacement. During recent traveling, I have been told after entering PreCheck that I should go to the regular traveler line because there was not a newer '"hands up" 
screening device ava i I able. and I have to have a fu 11 body search s i nee my knee sets off the meta I detector. So I went to the other Ii ne. took 
off my shoes. etc. when I had paid $100 to be easily cleared. This 

20 1.2frC most recently happened in Indianapolis. In JFK I suffered a very invasive full body pat down (I am a 72 yeJr old grandmother.) Does TSA plan to ins1a1I the newer machines in all airpor1s? Or is lhere some common sense approach to realize that it is 
14 · · my knee setting things off and there is no reason for the full body pat down.? My husband breezes through, then has to wait for me. so it makes our Global Entry seems worthless. We are frequent travelers, both domestic and 

2014 6:51 ;( 

i nte mational . . Thank you for your attention to my con cem s!( b ·:, ( 6) I 
Leachma~(b 1(6 I I 

The caller is not keen on cerlain TSA procedures. He flies by himself regularly. He usually flies from Buffalo. He went 10 LAS and he was chosen for precheck bul is nol signed up in any of lhe programs. This worried him a bit. He says thal he is 
concerned about his safety because he just basically walked through security and it made him nauseas he was so worried about it. He was flying on Southwest. 

I advised the caller that I appreciated him letting me know about the experience at the security screening checkpoint when you were selected to participate in TSA Prelu2713™ .TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expedited 
screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data. Using the same Secure Flighl data thal passengers have provided for years, TSA's risk-based analysis will increase the number of 1ravelers who may be eligible for TSA Pre\u2713 '". 

Currently, the Secure Flight data that 1s provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevent known or suspected terrorists from gaining access to an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA's new initiative will use this same information to 
also identify low-risk passengers to detenmine if they should be directed to the TSA Pre\u2713 '" lane for expedited screening, 

TSA's new risk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Pre\u2713 '"lanes.Additionally, all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSA 
officer and wi 11 go through a metal detector or Advanced I magrng Techno I og y sea n ne r as pa rt of security p raced u res. 

The caller kept pushing for more information and slating that he is uneasy with this type of security and even went to the point of asking if there was a cut in funding 10 lhe TSA. He also asked if there was anyone who could provide more information. I 
advised the caller that here at the TCC we do not have access to the details of how the secure flight system works or what goes into determining who low risk passengers are. Also that this is security information and even if I did know who could 
provide it (which we do not) I am not sure if it can be provided to him because it is secunty information. I told the caller that there are multiple layers to the TSA security program so what happens at the check point is not the only security taking place 
and th ere is a I ot of behind the seen es security taking place as wel I. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time · 1 /1912014 3:21 :50 AM Airport · LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel · 01/04/2014 10:45 AM Airline & Flight Number · Delta 2239 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport Checkpoint for Gates 50-59 TSA Employee: (If Known) filiillcomrnent: To whom it rnay concern, 

I am writing to complain of the 1reatmen1 I received from TSA Office{iill]at Los Angeles International Airport. On Saturday, January 4th, 2013, at approximately 10:45 am, I was in lhe security line al LAX for gales 50-59, which are Delta operaled. I 
had placed my laptop in one bin and my purse, shoes, and liquids in a second bin. The TSA officer who was standing on the other side of the metal detector and was directing people to either go through a standard metal detector or the full body 
scanner made a general announcement the everyone should make sure that their belongings were on the belt of the x-ray machine before stepping forward to be scanned. I was next in line, and afier making sure that my bins were on the moving belt 
( not just the area i mm ed i a tel y proceeding it that consists of the meta I ro 11 s), I stepped lo rward, The officer standing behind the meta I detector who had made the announcement then said to me, in a very snippy tone &quotyo u' re not Ii steni ng to 
directions,&quot: as I hough he was scolding a five-year-old. I looked over to see I hat while 90% of my second bin was on the moving belt, 10% had jutted out - which I assume occurred because the officer who was monitoring lhe ,-ray machine had 
moved the belt backwards afier I had placed my belongings on there in order to better examine another item. When I replied that my belongings had been on the belt, his only response was to say &quot:nah nah nah nah&quot: repeatedly in a bizarre 
sing-song voice. 

As I walked passed him, I noted his name tag. When I saw that ii readl'.Eill I was further dismayed because I realized that this was the same officer whom I had previously wilnessed being very disrespectful toward the general public. 

On February 1. 2013 at approximately 10: 13 am, I was again waiting in the security Imes at LAX for a Delta fi1ght. On this occasion, Noe was the TSA officer responsible for generally directing people to take out their liquids, remove their shoes, etc. 

2014 9:40:, During the announcements, his tone was consistently _demeaning, treating everyone in line as though they were of limited intelligence and had to be shouted at three or four times in order .to understand. Furthenmore, when he was announcing that . 
everything needed 10 be removed from the pockels prior to enlering the body scanner, he then said something to the effect of &quot;1f you don't remove it, I'll have to&quot; and snapped his gloves as though 10 imply that we would be cavity searched 1f 
we didn't comply. While I realize that repeating the same instructions day in and day out to people may be frustrating, the other TSA employees I've encountered at LAX manage to do so without being coarse and disrespectful. I noted his name and 
the time because I intended to submit a complaint but never actually did. I now, of course. regret having not made the complaint given that Noe seems to have a pattern of being dismissive to passengers. 

This man should not be working with lhe public. Furlhermore, given the TSA's urging that the public should treal its officers with respect, having an officer who openly disrespects the public undermines that goal. Surely, considering Officer[b::,(6) I 
brazen contempt for the public, it would be better for him as well as the TSA and everyone flying out of the Delta terminal, if he was reassigned to a position that involved fewer interactions with the public. With the exception of [§ill the TSA staff whom 
I have encountered at LAX have always been professional and courteous. so I'm sure you wouldn't have a difficult time replacing him with someone better suited to dealing with the general public. 

Sincerely, 
!(b)(6) 
Would you like a resoaose? - I • 1e 
Passenger's Namel(b)(61 
Phone N11rnhec · ~-------~ 
Email l(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



In the course of applying for and obtaining Trusted Traveller Slatus, noone ever mentioned that lrMellers wilh joinl replacemenls, regardless of lheir PreCheck status, hJVe to submit to regular, full securily screening, including removing their shoes and 
patdown, every time, because most PreCheck lines only have metal detectors, nat high tech scanners. So after waiting in the Pre line at IAD and MOW. we were offered the options of going ta the end of the regular line or enduring a full screening. 
Had we known this we could have saved $200. 

2014 9:37 '1~:b_i_(6_, _____ ~ 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : P rofe ssiona Ii sm/C ustome r Service; Screening Current Date/Ti me , 111912014 11 44 19 PM Airport LAS - M cCa r,-an I nte mat 1ona I Date/Time of T rave I O 1119120 14 7 30 AM A I rl I ne & Fl 1ght Numb er Southwest #32 03 Check po Intl Area of 
Airporl : Lane 1, TSA Security line for Gates A, B, C - departures from LAS TSA Employee (If Known) !(b )(6, I Supervisor STSOkb 1(6) I W,tness L TSO!(b 1(6 I !Comment I was ,n 1,ne to go through the full body X-ray machine at 
the Las Vegas McCarran International Airport. I was wearing long earrings (that were earlier commented on by a Starbucks employee earlier that morning). a short sleeve shirt beneath a runner's jacket (na pockets) and black yoga pants with na 
pockets. I was wearing an athletic bra and had no metal on my body except for rny earrings, a small necklace and a watch. all the same ,terns I had worn on my way out to Las Vegas and approved similarly dunng travel. Slightly before I approached 
the imaging machine, a woman arrived in a wheelchair and she entered in the line before me. She had someone to help her both to get the wheelchair close to the machine. standing up and descending to the other side, wher~(b·:,(6) !helped her 
descend the slight ramp down from lhe imaging machine. At lhat point, she stepped onto the mat with yellow outlines of shoes and a TSA female officer arrived with a hand metal detector 10 check her. I was then waved into the imaging machine by 

kb)(ffi !where I stood with my legs apart, raised my arms above my head and waited for the vertical bar to slide by before bein told I could exit. At that point, the person in the wheelchair was still being assessed as she stood gingerly and I was 
told different i nstru ct,ons byk h ·\/ R ·., I and / h ·1 / R ·., bout whether I co u Id continue past the woman. As I moved forward. I h ·1 IR·., told me to stop and !I h ·., / R ·1 ~p proached me. Without saying anything, he proceeded to search me without 
offering a gender-appropriate female TSA employee. (b)(ffi continued and said nothing and he began by placing his hands on both my shoulders and proceeded towards my neck and proceeded to rub across the front of my chest stopping just 
above the nipples on my breasts. 

As a woman, I found this search completely ma ro nate.!(b·:,(6) !did not verbally warn me in advance that I was being body searched. He did not tell me what his concerns were and further, I had just stepped out of the body imaging machine 
(that is, I had alread been through security b)(ffi , in observing this episode from 8 feet awa . admitted to me immediately after I stepped beyond the black &quot;search&quot; webbed off area that it was not appropriate. He told me he 
noticed (bH6) error and &quot:didn't want to embarrass me.&quot He said he was not b)(ff:, upervisor and offered to get him, STSOkb·:,(6) I Whertb)(617approached,!(b)(ff:, !informed him about what occurred (that[iill] 

2014 9.39 .,!(b)(6 ! had patted me down and I was a female) and~apolagized and offered. ta get me a card (T A) to file a complaint. Feeling violated and sad, I returned te~ later to retrieve the name of L TSO !rh··,1r;·1 !the witness to the 
· ·' incident. At that time~had ~in the ~d upon my arrival,kb)(6i ~etumed back to the line of duty and I was informed that he was going to receive more &quot:trainrng&quot: so this doesn't happen again. 

I would like to see changes in the TSA search process 10 commence immedialely: 

1 For personal/inappropriate body violations, replace comment cards with an incident report that captures and records the TSA officer, his badge number and relevant information as well as a place for the victim to place his/her name so that all data 
can be collected immediately. This is not a dispute over a small item that has been confiscated. This is a violation of a person and appropriate importance should be given. 

2. Ask every person BEFORE they are searched. whether they prefer to be searched/patted down by a TSA male ar female officer. Every person who has to go through a pat down should be presented this option. Your website says specifically, 
&quot;AII pat-downs are only conducted by same-gender officers. The officer will explain the pat-down process before and during the pat-down.&quot; This was violated in my case. Furthermore, without posing the question about what the person 
prefers. we leave the determination of se I ecti ng a sa me-gender officer to the subjective eye of the T SA a gent, which is less than idea I. 

3. As soon as an incident report is filed, the offending person is immediate! removed from their sh,ft and an incident report 1s filed attached ta their name ,n a database Repeat offenders or those reaching a threshold of incident reports (as defined by 
the TSA), should be dismissed from the TSA. I was shocked to see b)(ffl eturn to his line of work ten minutes after I notified STStj(bi(61 rhile I feel devastated, shocked and violated. 

It's ironic thal after spending a wonderful weekend with a group of women friends in Las Vegas, walking up and down the strip during daylighl and after dark withoul incident, thal I should feel most violated by a uniformed TSA agent who failed to follow 
TSA-writlen operating procedures that are requirements of his job. 



Remote Client 1f'j:b 1(6 1 I 
Dale Time: 1 19 2014 9:44:40 PM 

1 )Information about the person who experienced the c1v1 I rig his ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I at1on 
(fill in what you can) 
Yes 
First and Middle Name: 

[b)(61 
Last Name: 

!(b)(61 I 
Main Phone: 
kbl(6) 
Work Phone: 

!(b1(61 I 
2014 9 3g f~~l~~hone: 

PO Box or SJrer address: 
!(b)(61 _ 

City: 
grand prairie 
State: 
Texas (TXJ 
Zip: 
75052 
Email: 

fh1/R1 
Check here if you are represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter. 
No 
If so p I ease provide the third party s name and contact information: 
na 
2)Have you been authorized to file this complaint form on behalf of another individual? 
My daughter (a Type 1 diabetic) went through Midway Airport again on her way back to school to Tucson on August 14th. Once again the TSA instructed her to send her insulin pump through the luggage x-ray machine. This will be my last attempt to 
educate the TSA, as I feel it may be a waste of time. My next correspondence will be 10 lhe American Diabetes Associalion in hopes lhat lhey can make you undersland the error of your way. Here is an excerpt from Medtronic s website, maker of the 
insulin pump: 

Airport Security Guidelines 
Insulin pumps are designed 10 wilhstand common electromagnetic interference, including airport security systems. Taking an insulin pump lhrough airport securily is quile common. II is always a good idea 10 carry the HYPERLINK hllp: 
www.medtronicdiabetes.com sites default files library download-library workbooks x23_airport_card.pdf \nAirport Information Card (located in the front pocket of your user guide) when you are traveling. 
Because travel rules are subject to change, it is advisable to check with the Transportation HYPERLINK http: www.tsa.gov lnSecurity Administration (TSA) before traveling. International passengers should consult their ind1v1dual air carriers for 
i nte mat ion a I reg u I ations. 
Insulin Pumps, Personal CGM and Securily 

You can continue to wear your insulin pump or continuous glucose monitor (CGM) while going through common security systems such as an airport metal detector as it will not harm the device or trigger an alarm. Do not send the devices through the x
ray ma chi rie as ari a I temative 

2014 3: 16:[ You need to remove your insulin pump and CGM (sensor and transmi1ter) while going through an airport body scanner. If you do nol wish to remove your devices, you may request an alternalive pat-down screening process 
Notify security screeners that you have diabetes, that you are wearing an insulin pump and are carrying supplies with you Insulin Pump 

If the TSA is there to provide security for Americans, then please explain why they are putting insulin pumps through x-ray machines, even after being told this could cause an insulin pump to malfunction and shoot unneeded insulin into a person s 
body which could cause death. 

Itasca, IL 60143 

kbl(61 



Caller is in Orlando. She was robbed. Her jewelry is missing from her carry on bag on December 30, 2013. She had them in a bag with documents and medication. The only thing missing is her gold jewelry. She took off her boots and went through the 
metal detector. Her boots came out. She said ,t took time to put them back on as well as her jacket. She waited for 5 minutes or more for her bag. One of the screeners was a young blond woman small in stature who was checking her spoons and 
forks. She said she would remember her if she saw her. 
She was sent 10 lhe far left side for screening. She asked what she can do if if her jewelry is not at the losl and found. 

Ai rpo rt:J F K to O rtando 
Airline:JetBlue 
Flight Number: Not Sure 
Date and Time: December 30 at 2:30 to 3:30 pm 

2014 4:37:, Terminal or Gate:18 

She does nol have email. 

I a po I og i zed to the caller that she is mi ssrng items. Because your comp I a int co ncems sec u nty screening at a spec iii c airport, we have lo rwarded a copy of your e-mai I to the Custa mer Service Manager at that airport. T SA momto rs the number and 
nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of conce m that may require speci a I attention. 
I told her I hat I would send her a claim form 10 her postal address. It can lake 7 to 1 O business days to received but ii comes wilh insIructions. 
Kennedy I nte rnat ion a I Airport 
718-917-3810 

Feed back Type : Corn plaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time· 1/2012014 3:34:55 PM Airport· MKE - General Mitchell International Date/Time of Travel: 01/1712014 5:45 AM Airline & Flight Number. Delta 1731 CheckpoinUArea of Airport· 
Concourse D TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · My husband, daughter, and I were going through TSA and my daughter and I were already in line for the walk through screening and he followed us. The person manning the conveyor had put it in reverse which pushed his bag off onto the 
non moveable portion and he didn't realize ii. The TSA agent who would be calling us through the metal detector (middle aged, brown haired woman) lold him that if he wanled his bag to go with him, he would need to make sure it got on the conveyor. 

2014 5: 15:, It was unprofessional and rude and it seems like most of the agents in Milwaukee working in the lines are also extremely rude. I travel frequently and am always slightly shocked at their horrible attitudes. 

My husband is a 14 year veteran of the military and was released for medical reasons. He fought for this country in Afghanistan and it's ridiculous he has some nasty woman being sarcastic with him because she feels she has a right to. 
Would you like a re n 7 : 

Passenger's N'l"-""-',',h-"··,"'1R-'·"-1 __ ...,.__, 
Phone Number b)(61 
Email 1h·,1rr, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller fiew BNA-DFW today aboard American Airlines flight #2249. Caller was subjected to additional screening at the metal detector and believes her iPod was stolen form her purse at this time. Caller departed Gate C 11 and this occur,-ed at 
approximately 2:00PM. Caller was screened via the WTMD and I hen had to remove a brace and was subjected to an additional pass lhrough the machine. Caller states this was lhe only time she was separated from her purse. The iPod was in a 
zippered compartment in the purse. 

Resolution: 

2014 S:S7: 1 Advised caller I will forward her complaint to the BNA CSM to review. Please allow 3 business days for any correspondence from the CSM. 



Caller flew BNA-DFW today aboard American Airlines flight #2249. Caller was subjected to additional screening at the metal detector and believes her iPod was stolen form her purse at this time. Caller departed Gate C 11 and this occurred at 
approximately 2:00PM. Caller was screened via the WTMD and then had to remove a brace and was subJected to an add1t1onal pass through the machine. Caller states this was the only time she was separated from her purse. The iPod was in a 
zippered compartment in the purse. 

Resolution: 

2014 6:5?: 1 Advised caller I will forward her complaint to the BNA CSM to review Please allow 3 business days for any cor,-espondence from the CSM. 

I'm writing lhis email as I wait for my flighl in the Allanta airport. I just experienced a pretty unpleasant security check with your staff. I currenlly serve in the Active Duty Army and authorized, per your policy, TSA pre check. I have used this program 
previously and thought well of it until this evening. Not only is "TSA pre check" on my boarding pass but I also showed my Military ID when prompted prior to the security checkpoint. My two children and I were directed to the Military/Employee lane. 
asked a third time 1/ my pre check status wo u Id be ho no red in my cu r,-ent I a ne and was again told it wo u Id. I approached the conveyor be It and put my ca r,-y-o n and pocket belongings in the tray. I stepped to the metal detector and was asked by an 
extremely rude TSA agent, ii my bag contained a laptop, I said yes and attempted to show her my pre check stamp and she stated, as rudely as possible, "I don't wanna see that"' from that point they continued to send me back to the line to strip as 
every olher customer. It was humiliating to say lhe least. 

2014 7:29: 11 do not feel as if I'm better than any other passenger: however, if I qualify for any convenience or upgrade, I should be given the opportunity to utilize said convenience. This program is yours and should be honored, bottom line. I can only imagine the 
many other service members denied your department's policy. I hope this email doesn't fall on deaf ears. Better yet, a simple response acknowledging me would suffice. 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air I ravel discrimination complain! form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name (b 1(6 
Email Addre=s'"s.f:lf-h-,-.. ,1'"R""·1---'-----, 
Phone Number· b·., 6 
Address .,,b~l..,(6~'---~ 
Zipcode: 90232 

2014 9'25 '' Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 

Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
t.os Angeles I nte rna ti on al Airport 



'0141010:, 

Fro (b1(6) 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21. 2014 5:31 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subjecl: TSA ContJct Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 

Remote Client 1Ff~h_-_,1_r;_·, ____ ~ 
Date Time: 1 21 2014 5:30:51 PM 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
Name: 

!(b,(6) 

Email: 

B nef De scri pt,on of Inquiry: 

T rave I experience 

Comments: 

Dear TSA Ombudsman, 

Caller has a metal implant and wants to know how to get through screening without a patdown.When she flew Iron EWR to RSW she set off the WTMD and was required to have a patdown and she is about to go home and does not want to have a 

,014 11 :04:, patdown again. 
If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins.Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer 
to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only 1fthey can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device.A patdown procedure also is used to 
resolve any a I arms of a metal d elector or a no ma Ii es identified by A IT. II a passenger has concerns about his or her sere en i ng. he or she s hou Id ask to speak with a su pe rvi sor or Passenger Support S peci a Ii st whi I e at the checkpoint, 

Caller has a metal implant and wants to know haw to get through screening without a patdawn.When she flew Iran EW R to RSW she set off the WTMD and was required to have a patdown and she is about to go home and does not want to have a 

1014 11 :04 :_ patdown again. 
If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins.Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alann a walk-through metal detector prefer 
to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above lheir heads for 5-7 seconds without lhe support of a person or device.A patdown procedure also is used to 
resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by All.If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 



'014 1216: 

2014 2:20:, 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : P role ssiona Ii sm/C ustome r Service; Screening Current Date/Ti me , 112212014 11 :06: 15 AM Airport : CHS - Charleston I nte rnationa I Airport Date/Time of T rave I , 0111612014 5 :00 AM Airline & Flight Number , Del ta 6 26 9 Checkpoint/ Area 
of Airporl : Gale B TSA Employee: (If Known) : 4 employees - don't know names Comment : On January 161h at approximately 5:00 AM, my niece and I were embarking on a trip from Charleston, South Carolina to New York, New York. We prepared 
to go through the Transportation Security Administration process, as we have done countless times before. emptying all our items: clothes, shoes. bags and electronics into bins. I had my niece go ahead of me and she was cleared by the walk through 
metal detector. As we went to get our belongings. we were abruptly stopped and the TSA agent asked my niece if the I Pad he was holding was hers. She acknowledged the device as hers and he informed us there were "suspicious" findings on the 
device. As we stood there somewhat surprised, he walked over to another area and did something to the device. He never removed it from the sleeve; he never turned it on (as it was off.) Within seconds he returned and announced that my niece 
would have to come over to the opposite side we currenlly standing at and be subjected to a pat down. They look all her belongings: backpack, luggage, coat, and boots not allowing either of us 10 1ouch anything. There were initially three agenls (two 
men and one woman) present as we moved to the second area and a fourth agent (female) was called to do the pat down. 
I inquired as to the age limits with minors and pat downs. My niece had just turned 16 years old on January 12th. I was told very abruptly by the 1st female agent that anyone over 12 years old was allowed to be pat down. She was extremely rude and 
condescending snapping back at me after I asked the question. I told her I was concerned as this pat down seemed excessive and her reply was "I am a mother too.'' The initial three agents NEVER spoke to my niece at all and just proceeded to go 
through all her belongings. Then lhe female agent asked for my nieces boarding pass. She told I hem she put it in lhe bin wilh her coat and boots. The female agent insisled it must be in her backpack despite me and my niece repealedly stating it was 
in the bin. I reminded the agents that we were not permitted to touch the bins. therefore they must have dropped it. The female agent went back to the imaging area and returned stating, ·you left it over there" referring to the imaging area. It was the 
agents that dropped it and misplaced it' Again, there was an accusatory tone and blame for an action neither of us were responsible for. The fourth agent arrived and thus began the pat down. She explained the pat down process to my niece which 
evoked tears from my 16 year old. I asked if I could comfort her and I was told 'NO, you can't touch her.'' She was asked to pick up her own boots and hand them to one of the male agents. 
As the pat down began I was shocked and appalled by lhe invasiveness of the procedure. As this agents gloved hands went in my niece's pants around her entire abdomen and 1ouching her bullocks as if she had just been arresled. My niece (who 
was now asking what she did to deserve this pat down) was in tears. Nobody spoke to her, reassured her or even said a kind word. They ignored her as if she was not even there• The female agent then slid her hand down the front of her chest 
between her breasts. The agent then ran her hands up and down her legs with her hands going up to her crotch. As the pat down was completed the initial three agents walked away without as much as a word. We were left to collect her belongings all 
left on top of the metal tables they had been inspected upon. 
I find these actions deplorable! Your website states, "Many Transportalion Security Officers are parenls themselves and understand 1ravelers' concern for their children. Security officers will approach children gently and 1reat them with respect. If a 
child becomes uncomfortable or upset, security officers will consult parents about the best way to relieve the child's concern." Sixteen years old is still a child and thus these practices are incredibly inappropriate and invasive. 
I now have a "child" who remained devastated throughout our trip with fear this would happen on the return fi1ght home. We were so relieved when we arrived at Laguardia Airport and her I Pad was NOT an issue. Additionally, she was handed a piece 
of paper at the document check podium which allowed her to go through the metal detector with her boots on. I would like to know why these inspection processes vary from one airport to another. Additionally. the TSA staff at Charleston International 
Airporl require sensitivity 1raining! ! I have been in and out of the country many limes, flown frequently for work and pleasure and have never been subjecled to this procedure before. The "system" is 1erribly flawed when a ··child" must be subjected to 
this process under the age of 18 years' I can't begin to imagine what a 12 year old would do under these circumstances. 
Please assist me in recognizing the TSA agents at Charleston International Airport who were unprofessional. insens1t1ve and simply rude to my niece and myself. Nobody, especially a child, should be subJected to this process' I believe the 'check" 
was random and NOT related to the I Pad. I also believe the pat down and search could have been avoided. The TSA has a long way to go in proving they are effective by patting down children! 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name (b)(ffl 
Phone Number h··,1f'i, 

Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller stated that she traveled with her 2 boys about 7 months ago and had a terrible experience in Newark. Caller is not wanting her children to go through any of the machines and she does not want to be separated from her children at all. Caller 
stated that before she was separated from her 11 year old for over 20 minutes and she is not wanting to go through that again. Caller wants to be able to make sure that it will not happen and wants to speak to someone. 

To Id cal I er that I was not able to te 11 her that the wo u Id be able to go through the metal detectors: however once that she reaches the screening area she can opt out of the machines for her chi Id re n and request to have a private screening and she 
would be allowed to accompany her children in the privale screening area. Told caller that I apologize thal she was separate from her child and she is nol suppose 10 be separaled al all and she can call back and choose option 5 and place in her 
airport code for Newark (EWR) and that would be numbers on her phone and that will direct her to the CSM # and she could leave a message with her contact information. 



they don't let his dentures through. Can he mail to his house if they are not allowed. Can he transport his medications in daily dose container. Caller also wanted to know if he can bring a cane. Caller stated that he cannot stand with his hands above 
his head lo r 5-7 seconds due to rota tors cuff issues, Cal I er wanted to know ii he can go through the security checkpoint early that way he has ti me lo r the security screening. How early can he go through the checkpoint before the II i g ht, 

Advised ca Iler: 
Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) policy allows passengers to carry travel-size toiletries in containers 3.4 ounces or smaller through screening checkpoints. All of the items must fit comfortably in one, quart-size. clear plastic, Resealable bag 
(3-1-1 rule). 

Hygiene and beauty items, such as hair dryers, electric razors, and curling irons, as well as most electronic or battery-operated personal items. are not on TSA's prohibited items list. Therefore, these items are permitted in carry-on or checked baggage 
after proper sere en i ng or i nsp ecti on. 

Hair brush and tooth brush wou Id be permitted in carry on once they clear the screening process. 

We don't have specific information about dentures as long as they don't pose a security threat and can be cleared it shouldn't be a problem but the TSO will have the final say weather to permit the item to go through the checkpoint. They will give you 
several options for property mailing them would be an option as long as the airport has the that option available. 

2014 8_45 _, Medications are not required to be in prescription bottles and may be transported in daily dose containers: however, States have individual laws regarding the labeling of prescription medication with which passengers need to comply. Therefore. TSA 
· ·' encourages individuals to carry medications in their orig i na I packing with the pharm ace uti cal I a be Is. 

Passengers should inform Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) of medications and separate them from other belongings before screening begins. 

If a passenger has difficulty walking and uses a mobility device, the way his or her screening will be conducted depends on his or her level of ability. It is important for a passenger to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the 
screening of his or her I eve I of ab i Ii ty before the screening process begins. 
Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the 
walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 
If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
In addition to screening the passenger. the passenger's mobility device must undergo x-ray screening, unless it cannot fit through the x-ray. If an item cannot lit through the x-ray, or the passenger cannot be separated from the item, it must be submitted 
for hand-inspection by a TSO. Please tell the TSO if you need to be immedialely reunited with lhe device after it is screened by ,-ray. 

We recommend you arrive at least 2 hours prior to flight time but we don·t have any specific guidelines that say how long you can check in before your fi1ght. After you go through security screening if you have to leave the stenle area for any reason 
you wou Id have to go through sere en i ng again when you ret um. 



'014 11 38: 

Di sa bi Ii ty Description; The cal I er indicated that she has a service dog and wears medica I compression gloves, on her hands due to a recent surgery. She indicated th at her hands could not undergo ETD as they are sensitive, 

Response Details: I advised that I would refer her inquiry ta the appropriate entity for review as they may be able to provide ore specific information in regard ta policy. 

I advised th at we cannot guarantee that a patd own wi 11 not be required . 

I confirmed with the caller that she did have information an how to file a formal written complaint. 

I exp I a i ned th at she can always request the a ssis tan ce of the PSS at the TS A checkpoint reg a rd I e ss of whether she has or h asn t requested a ssis tan ce .. The PSS can address questions or concerns and pro vi de ass i sta nee through screening, 

I advised th at I have documented her comp I amt as we 11 and th at T SA monitors the numb er and nature of complaints received so th at we can Ira ck Ire nds and spot a re as of concern that may require special attention. 

lncidenl DetJils: She indicated lhat she called to request assistance for her travel from SAT and DEN. She received a call in regard to the assistance prior 10 her 1ravel from SAT and had no issue there. The ETD was nol conducted. 

She arrived to the checkpoint at DEN at 11 am on 1 22. She asked a supervisor (female sitting near the front of the checkpoint) if there was an ADA line. The supervisor advised that there was not and that she would have to wait in line. 

After she passed through the WTMD and lhe service dog was palled down, A TSO (male, lasl name Slack) al the checkpoint advised that ETD had 10 be done after she advised that ii could not be.TSO kept indicating it was policy. She advised thal she 
had requested assistance through screening. The TSO stepped away. Upon return, he indicated that he could not verify the request for assistance because no ane had gotten back ta him. 

The TSOs kept trying to swab her hands. The TSO then advised that she would have to have a patdown if the ETD could not be conducted. 

She indicated that the TSOs didn t know what to and indicated that they had never experienced this before and didn t know what to do. She was at the checkpoint for 35 minutes. This occurred at Bridge Security. 

She indicated that she has the link for information on how to file a formal complaint in writing. She indicated that she would complete an official complaint in writing once she has all of the information 

She asked where is the policy that indicates that ETD must be done in regard to a a medical condition. 

She fiew with American Airlines flight 379 departing at 1:30pm. (information pulled from the record created in regard to the request for assistance. 



Fro~(b1(6) 
Sent: I hursday, January 2J, 2014 1 :12 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subject: Complaint Denver TSA 

~(bi(61 I 
HYPERLI Nij(b 1(6) 

fo,(m I 
Windcrest, TX 78239 

I On Behalf oq"',h"'·""·,1""R-'-·, ______ _. 

Prior to flying I called TSA Cares@ 855-787-2227 on Monday, 13 January. 2014 (see attached confirmation email). Through the TSA wounded warrior program, I requested assistance for me with my service dog and made a notation with the agent 
that I could nol do explosive testing on my hands due to recent surgery and sensitive scars (see attached piclures). Leaving San Antonio on 17 January 2014, I received a call in lhe morning by TSA and was expediled through the screening process. 

2014 2:43:, Since I could not physically remove my sweater, I was allowed ta leave it on. I was also not required to undergo the explosive testing an my hands. TSA San Antonio was wonderful. 

I did not receive a call from TSA on my return flight on 22 January 2014. I an-ived at Denver International Airport at approximately 10:30 am. I was able to check-in my bags with the airline as there was no line. Around 10:50 am. I went to the Bridge 
Securily and followed lhe handicap wheelchair sign 10 lhe beginning of the security check-in. I asked the female TSA officer where the ADA disabled line was and she informed me there was not one and I d have to sland in lhe normal line. I asked for a 
TSA Cares agent and she continued to point towards the non-accessible line. The lines were fairly short, so I stood in the nan-ADA accessible line and waited ta ask again for a TSA Cares agent. 

The initially screening process was fairly quick as I have flown many times. I placed my items on the screening belt and put my service animal in a sit-stay. I kept my sweater on. I went through the metal detector separately while my dog stayed on the 
other side. After I cleared through the metal detector and received permission from lhe TSA agenl, I called my dog through the metal detector. She set it off. At this time, I was only touching the leash of my dog. The TSA agent did not know what 10 do 
next. Another agent came up and said only the dog will receive a pat-down since we went through separately and I did not set off the alarms. A young male TSA agent proceeded ta pat-dawn my dog. 

After that, this TSA agent said he needed to swipe my palms. I advised him I could not have my palms swiped because of my scars and sensitive areas in :r handf' I was wearing my medical bandages and gloves at this time. He said this has never 
happened before and he didn t know what to do and needed clearance from his supervisor. I asked him for a TSA Care agent and he got his supervisor, TS b·:,(6I Im guessing now at lhis point, TSAllliRfilwas the TSA Care agent? TS~told 
me that there was no option and I had to have the explosive testing done on my palms. 

I asked TS/\J(b)(6:1lo check with the TSA Wounded Warrior program with my notations I made for assistance with the security process. He took my information. He stated that he called 3 people, but no one was returning his calls. I informed him that 
San Antonio had let me bypass the explosive testing. He slated lhat it didn I matler, I still had to have it done. The young male TSA agent from prior said I could not be a part of lhe program because the TSA Cares agent needed 48 hours to be able to 
c I ear me for the process of the wa und ed warrior program. The young ma I e TSA a gent also stated that I ca ul d have my ca reg i ve r go back out through security with the dog and then have the caregivers hands swiped. TS~ca me back and 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" 
Cun-ent Date/Time· 1123/2014 4:23:39 PM Airport· LAS - McCarran International Date/Time of Travel, 01/18/2014 9:30 AM Airline & Flight Number· Southwest 1944 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, TSA PreCheck TSA Employee: (II Known), 
Comment : Security had very little to virlually no line. However, TSA agenls were telling every olher group approaching the securily area 10 go through the TSA PreCheck line. As I looked at other boarding passes and asked passengers around me, it 
be ca me clear th at I was the at her person with the a ctua I a ut hori za ti on ta go through Pree heck. 

2014 6: 0 7: ( Without any add it ion a I background ch eek or fi ng e rp ri nti n9, which I had to go through for GI o ba I Entry and P reCheck, I witnessed passe n9e r after passenger go through security without a second look of laptops or to i I et ri es .. or had their jackets or shoes 
removed. 

In addition. the meta I detectors were being used and not the body scans. It made me very uncomfortable as it appeared measures we re very I ax. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 

Passenger's Nam~e=b~l""(6~i--~--~ 
Phone Number· Ih·1Ifr, 

Emai b1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning t 1s ee ack, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.9ov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



2014 8:25:[ 

Complaint: 

I am unsure why the Cincinnali Northern Kentucky International Airport TSA feels it is their duty to make uniformed and non-uniformed Airline Employees lives miserable. I am a pilot for a Major Airline and travel regularly to approximately 80 airporIs 
within the United States and Abroad. Time and time again, the Cincinnati TSA agents amaze me with the new rules and interpretations they deem fit to apply ta uniformed and nan-uniformed crew-members. I am unsure why they make the process al 
security screening so difficult on crew-members. We have had background checks that extend (for the most part) to our earty teenage years. In addition to being an active crew-member, I am also a Global Entry/Know Traveler participant. Wow what 
a difference! TSA in Cincinnati, treats these individuals as if they/we walk on water. Pay the S100, get a background check, and a Know Traveler could do no wrong! I am unsure of where the disconnect in the TSA program is? One of the primary 
reasons the TSA security program is in place, is proIecI the crew-members (nol to scrutinize lhe crew-members, hassle them and protect them from themselves so they can go to work or commute home). As I staled earlier, I travel through a lot of 
airports and see how the program works and doesn't work. Far the most part, TSA in 95% of the airports is accommodating, semi professional, and friendly (CVG is none of the above). Generally, at her than the need to cut in front of passengers to get 
our bags screened and walk through a metal detector, TSA helps get us through the monotony without being overbearing and the experience is mostly hassle free. I'm not sure why Cincinnati insists on being the neighborhood bully. I would suggest 
that CVG needs to look at the way others operate their programs and make them more user/employee friendly. 

Regards. 

w,(6) 

Dale: 
Time: 
Airport: 
Area: 

Jan 11, 2014 
19:00 
CVG 
Crewmember Checkpoint 

I have been directed ta TSA-pre screening without any knowledge of why. 

I am a regular flyer but have a knee replacement and end up taking 3 times longer in the pre line than regular scanner lines due to the pat down, having to 'disrobe', etc. 

It would be beneficial to advise passengers al their assignment to TSA-pre and what it means through screening. 

,014 12:0B: It would also be helpful to let pea pie who normally set-off metal detectors to apt-out of the program rather than force them toga through a pat down. 

I hope these comments are helpful and thanks for what you do. 

Phoenix, AZ. 85 02 0 



Caller is calling on behalf of her sister is in the Oakland Airport. At the checkpoint she was required to take her boots off. As she walked through the AIT metal detector, her foot was sliced open by something in the ground. She excessively started 
bleeding and requested for assistance, but was told that they did not have a first aid kit. All they had were bandages to offer. A supervisor showed up and she requested help. They told her they could call 911. She was upset because felt that she 
needed stitches. Her flight was cancelled and received no medical attention at the airport. Another passenger gave her wipes and the TS Os gave her gauze and wheelchair. She felt very stressed because she wasnt told what cut her open. All they did 
say was that they couldnt find whatever cul her. They donl wanl to wail to file lhe claim being that I hey need the money now 10 cover medical costs. 

Airport: 0 akl and 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Departure: 4468 11 :34 pm 
Flight Arrival: LAX 12:55 
Specific Location (tenminal gate): TSA checkpoint to delta -,~a"'t"'e--,-,---, 

2014 1 :45 :1 Individuals contact info. (phone number e-mail): Superviso*bl(ff:, 

k~b_)~(6_,_~!is the person affected. 

Response: 
Claim Status 
(571) 227-1300 

CSM 
Name: Salwa AI-Ghani 
Phone: 510-636!(b 1(6) I 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : D1sab1lity or Medical Condition; Screening Current Date/Time : 1/24/2014 1:47:38 PM Airport : AUS - Austin-Bergstrom International Date/Time of Travel : 01122/2014 11 :00 AM Airline & Flight Number UA3458 CheckpoinUArea of 
Airport . Screening TSA Employee: (If Known) · Female Comment . I have a medical condition that requires me to give myself injections. This was my fifth flight in six days and at all previous checkpoints. I notified security that I had the shots and 
medicine in a container. Each lime the container was swabbed and I went through as usual. In Austin, I was subjected to a full body search and they opened and ripped apart my carry on luggage. I was lold ii was all necessary because of my medicine 
and that the security at the prior flights was wrong. Also, this search was afier I and my luggage went through the metal detectors/X-ray and there wasn't any alarm or cause. 

2014 2: 17:' I feel that I was unfairly targeted because of my medicine and I was treated rudely and unprofessionally. It made me very upset and made the rest of my trip difficult and upsetting. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 

Email j(b)(6) I 
To leae a Cul I II rlel II COi lCeh 11ng this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Ca veals: NONE 

Sir/Ma'am, 

I am not sure of the right avenue of approach lo r a resolution or to voice 
my complaint regarding my experience with the TSA agents at Hawaiian 
Airlines and our unprofessional treatment by one of lhe flight atlendants on 
our/light. 

Our experience with Hawaiian Airlines TSA and flight 265's crew was very 
very disappoinling and if up to us we will never fly on Hawaiian Airlines 
again. I am a Captain (CPT) in the United States Army and have been serving 
my country honorably for the better part of 16 years. My wife. a friend who 
is a Chief Warrant Officer Four (CW4) and another friend who is a Sergeant 
First Class (SFC) and I decided to take a one day trip 10 Maui and enjoy lhe 

2014 8_05 _, island. While going thru the TSA security line, we noticed that we were the 
· ·' only Blacks in the line but we are used to that so no big deal. The SFC was 

"Randomly" selected for screening. they wiped her pa Im s and that was it, She 
went thru the metal detector and lhen again was randomly selecled to be 
wiped again. we I aug hed at the situation because we found it a bit strange 
that she would be selected twice for the same '·random"' screening. 

We went to Maui and had a great lime then it was time 10 head back to Oahu. 
At the airport. wh i I e at the airport I noticed that one of the TSA agent was 
paying very close attention to us. We Joked to each other about what would 
be the odds of us getting "random I y" se I ected again lo r screening. The Ii ne 
was very slow and the agents seemed not 10 be in any hurry to move it along 
with any sense of urgency. I again noticed th at the same TSA agent was 
paying even deeper attention to my group. He then signaled another agent 
over and got him to walk by to check us out. He walked by us and was looking 
at me from head to toe. I established eye contact wilh him and maintained it 
to in an attempt to figure out what he was doing. He passed us then turned 



'0141117: 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Nam"""h"".I""1R,.··,.., ,..,..,,-,---~----, 
Email Address'l:':'b_,.·--;;6,..·-, ___ -, __ __. 

Phone Number b 1(6) 
Address: Ok ._ _____ ...., 

Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? No 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Na 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

I use a Medtronic Insulin Pump. And on my recent travels I asked about your full body scanners and was told that 11 was just a fancier metal detector from one of your agents. This Is not true and Medtronic Insulin Pumps are not approved by the 
manufacture to go through the fu 11 body sea nne rs, When I was weary of this I was pressured to step in to the machine, 

Because of this my pump broke. I think it is about time that the TSA re-trains their agents nat to be mean to type one diabetics wha are worried about their pumps breaking. Because I felt so pressured by your agents I went through against my wishes 

2014 6:04:, and ended up with a broken pump. 

Somel hi ng needs 10 be done to change this. I do not appreciate being Ii ed to and man i pu I ated . 

!rh1/R1 



I'd like to complain about the TSA and every aspect of your organization. Recently we took a trip to Disneyworld and had to endure the misfortune al an angry government agent glaring at us in Salt Lake City as we made aur way through your long. 
slow and inefficient line as though we're the criminals. Let me think about the last time I created a terronstic event on an airplane ....... let's see ..... how about never' It was such a joke to see my 9 year old son go through an extra screening because 
he was "randomly" selected. What a joke!! 

On our return II i g ht through Orlando, my fa mi I y went through the meta I detector whi I e I was se I ected to go through the body sea n ne r (obvious I y based on the TS A agents judgment and discri mi nation), I had my be It on, (because in Sa It Lake it was okay 
for me to have my belt on - but not in Orlando - how about some consislency TSA, is that too much 10 ask for?). After stJnding in the body scanner with my hands in lhe air as though I was under arrest - in an undignified manner - I failed lhe body 
scanner test because of my belt. The agent held my belt in an aggressive manner and folded it in half as to simulate an intent ta ··whip" me with my own belt. Then, without warning, your TSA agent aggressively patted me down very near ta my groin 
area. This created much discomfort and made me fee I Ii ke such a criminal in my own country. 

2014 S: l S:, The TSA is a joke' You treat Amencans like cnminals while letting the Muslim Brotherhood go through the VIP line. http://www.infowars.com/dhs-gave-muslim-brotherhood-vip-treatment-no-tsa-pat-downs/ 

2014 8:15:: 

Whal a joke!' There have been multiple failures of the TSA including a federal agent with a fake bomb passing through your screening, and over 25,000 airport breaches. You treat 9 year olds and regular Americans like criminals while letting lhe real 
threats go unnoticed. I feel LESS safe and MORE inconvenienced than ever before. You all should be ashamed'' I despise your organization and what George W. Bush and Barack Obama have done to this country. It's like living with the Stazi and 
the Gestapo in a police state. 

Sincerely, and disgruntled. 

E: HYPERLINK._b-'-1_(6-'-) _______________ ___, 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time : 1/2612014 10: 12:29 PM Airport ABO - Albuquerque International Sunport DatelTlme of Travel : 01124/2014 5:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . I have rea I ly a pp recia ted the new p recheck Ii ne at the Albuquerque a i rpa rt. I have used it many times and I signed up my wife for Globa I Entry so that she can use it a I so. 

On Friday afternoon we went to the airport and found the preche ck I a ne closed, This made for a very !rust rating trip be ca use it was very s I ow ( only one I a ne was open) and we object to the new sea n ne rs and so we re. o nee again, back to getting a pat 
down in order 10 gel through security, even I hough we would have qualified for expedited screening if I hat lane had been open. 

First. I thm k that closing the precheck I an e at 3 pm every day 1s tern bl e and w111 greatly reduce the va I ue of that option for me. 

Secondly, since I am precheck and it is on my boarding pass and shows up in lhe scanner, I don't see why you can't have a hybrid type of screening available if the precheck line is not. I realize thal it would nol be practical to x-ray the bags differently, 
but it seems like you would actually benefit from the reduced workload al letting mega through the metal detector with my shoes an. etc. instead al forcing me to go through the scanner or endure a pat dawn. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Na~m-~ ____ _, 
Phone Number 
Email (b)(ff1 
To leave a commen concerning this feedback. follow this lmk http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

2014 2:25: 1 Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Yes 
Religion? Yes 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Miami lnternalional Airport 



Information Request The caller will be flying soon. and she requested information regarding the screening procedures for insulin pumps due to an incident that occured at JAX in July 2014. Additionally, she wanted to know what could be done for the 
upcoming flight to ensure that anolher incident would not occur. However, she does not have lhe flight ilinerary at this time. 

Al so. the cal I er wanted to know if the agents we re required to change their g I aves afle r each inspection. 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 

If a passenger uses an insulin pump, he or she can be screened without disconnecting from the pump. However, it is important for the passenger to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about the pump before the 
scree 11i rig process begins, 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through 
meta I detectors on I y if they can wa I k through on their own. 

If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through meIaI detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure insIead. 

2014 3:4B:, A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

The patd own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any lime and a private screening. 

At this point. the passenger i nterru pied, and informed me that she was aware of the paid own procedures. 

Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT or lhe walk-lhrough metal detector, lhe passenger s insulin pump is subject 10 additional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include lhe passenger conducting a self-patdown of 
the insulin pump followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passenger s hands. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)). it must: 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Be in writing: 



Information Request The caller will be flying soon. and she requested information regarding the screening procedures for insulin pumps due to an incident that occured at JAX in July 2014. Additionally, she wanted to know what could be done for the 
upcoming flight to ensure that anolher incident would not occur. However, she does not have lhe flight ilinerary at this time. 

Al so. the cal I er wanted to know if the agents we re required to change their g I aves afle r each inspection. 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 

If a passenger uses an insulin pump, he or she can be screened without disconnecting from the pump. However, it is important for the passenger to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about the pump before the 
scree 11i rig process begins, 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through 
meta I detectors on I y if they can wa I k through on their own. 

If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through meIaI detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure insIead. 

2014 3:48:, A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

The patd own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any lime and a private screening. 

At this point. the passenger i nterru pied, and informed me that she was aware of the paid own procedures. 

Regardless of whether the passenger is screened using AIT or lhe walk-lhrough metal detector, lhe passenger s insulin pump is subject 10 additional screening. Under most circumstances, this will include lhe passenger conducting a self-patdown of 
the insulin pump followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passenger s hands. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)). it must: 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Be in writing: 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time: 112712014 7:44:35 PM Airport: DEN - Denver International Date/Time a/Travel 01/26/2014 5:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: southwest 2608 Checkpoint/Area of Airport south TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· TSA Pre lane only had metal detector rather than scanner. 
I have me ta I knee replacements. 
This ne ces s ita ted a fu 11 frisk. 

2014 8.03., thus the Pre actually took far longer than the regular line. 
· " please put a scanner option for all Pre lines or provide a way to avoid Pre random selection. 

at least pul a sign to warn joint replacement recipients away from lines withoul scanners. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name fh·11fr·, 
Phone N11mber · "'"'"-'-"---------' 
Email !(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time. 1/27/2014 6:07:09 PM Airport. MOW - Chicago Midway Date/Time of Travel. 01/23/2014Airline & Flight Number: SWA- 5pm flight Checkpoint/Area of Airport· General Security TSA Employee: (If Known). 
Comment : Chicago Midway 1s an abso I ute dis aster com pared to other airport security Io cations. I am Chicago based and fly on SW A quite often. 0 n this p arti cu I a r day. you had p eo pie backed up 1 00 deep. In add1t1on. if you have are SW A A+ 
Preferred, the express line is no longer an express line. You get rerouted to the general line if you're not picked for the TSA Pre-Check. So, for the average travel, getting checked through the security lines is awful, The first obervance is that you have 
way too many people checking ID's and nol enough running the machines 10 scan luggage. II makes perfect sense to have half of the people checking ID's to put lhem on lhe scanning machines and to move the lines along at that point. Also, the 

20 8_03 _, screeners were no longer screeining as the line to go through the Xray machine was 10 people deep. Totally crazy. Move them aver to the metal detector side if you're backing up the queue's. It really doesn't take an MBA to figure this out. Sorry for 
14 · · being sarcastic but anyone who flies through Chicago wi 11 attest to the horri b I e wa it.s. No other airport that 1 've been to has this issue. I was recently in Boise and the I in es started to backup and they moved pea pl e around immediately. They did the 

same in Las Vegas. I just don't get it. That's why the TSA gets a bad rap, especially in Chicago. This absolutely needs to get fixed. Also, why isn't there a TSA enrollment center in Chicago. a city of 3 million people. Instead. you have one in 
Kankakee?? Rockford? Totally doesn't make sense. I would like a response from someone who really cares about making Chicago Midway a better experience! 
Would you like a res onse? . True 

Passenger's Nam ~b_)~(6_·•_1 --~ 
Phone Number , 
Emailkbl(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Caller took a cruise. He purchased a mahogany cane in Honduras. He said that he cost $135 and was hand carved. The cane had a dolphin head on it. He asked that the cane not be put through the screening because it would be scratched. He said 
that it was sent through on the conveyor belt. _He_went throur the metal detec_tor and went to pick up his cane. He said that the tail of the dolphin was broken and the dolphin was scratched. He wanted to make a complaint about the person who 
screened the cane. The agents name w~sfh11R·, He said that he did not care that the cane was damaged and he showed no cons1derat1on. He asked to speak with a supervisor. He said that he told that person that he wanted to make a 
complainl about the agent. He said thal he pointed 10 lhe agenl and was told lhat he was the supervisor. He said that the person he was laking with told him he was second in command. He stated lhat he was very nice and apologized for the 
damaged cane. He wanted a claim form emailed to him. He wanted to know if he can send the form back by email and if that is the best way. Caller was very angry. He said that he will wait to hear from the CSM. 

Ai rpo r1 - Louis Arm strong New Ori ea ns I nte rna Ii on al Airport 
Airline - United Airlines 
Flight Numbers - 3445 
Departure Times - 6 am 

,014 11 ,48, Arrival Times • He wenl through he checkpoint at approximately 5: 15 am 
Date And Time of Incident - 1 27 2014 
Location Of I nc1d e nt 
Gate-D1 

I apologized to the caller for the damaged cane. 
I gave the following information: To file a claim, you should fill out the claim form in accordance with the instructions and return it ta the address in box number 1 Once TSA's Claims Management Branch (CMB) has received your claim form, you will 
be sent a letter of acknowledgement and a claim number. You should keep the claim number for future reference when rnquinng about the cla1rn. 
I told him that he can fax, email, or mail the claim fonm back. 
I emailed him a claim form. I told him I hat I would forward his record to the CSM at Louis Armsirong New Orleans 1n1ernational Airport for review. 



Remote Client IP~[b_,_(6_) ___ ~ 
Dale Time: 1 28 2014 10:45:09 PM 

1 )I nforrn ati on about the person who experienced the cIvI I rig his ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I at,on 
(fill in what you can) 
No 
First and Middle Name: 

kbi(61 
Last Name: 

111:illE:J 
Main Phone: 

Work Phone: 

2014 S: 37: 1 Cell Phone: 

PO Box or Street address: 

City: 
albuquerque 
State: 
NM 
Zip: 
87110 
Email: 

!(b)(61 
Check here if you are represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter. 
No 
If so p I ease provide the third party s name and contact information: 

2)Have you been authorized to file this complaint form on behalf of another individual? 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time 1129/2014 9:30:33 AM Airport: ICT - Wichita Mid-Continent Date/Time of Travel: 01/29/2014 6:45 AM Airline & Flight Number: AA1476 CheckpoinUArea of Airport Line on far left (only one open at the time) TSA Employee: (If 
Known)· 
Comment : I stood in a screening line for 40 minutes when there were only aboul 15 travelers ahead of me. As a resull. I missed my flight. There were aboul 4 or 5 agents processing travelers (ID check, metal detector, conveyor operator, pal down I 
bag check person). The re we re about the same numb er of add i ti o na I a gents sitting around doing nothing. The screening Ii ne stopped mu I tip I e ti mes, and at one point the conveyor opera tor stated the Ii ne was s I ow because trave I ers ahead had 

,014 1 O: 15, liquids/gels. We all had to wait for those other travelers to be cleared, which caused unreasonable delay (I wasn't the only one to miss a flight). I wish the agents sitting around would have helped process those travelers so the rest of us could have 
proceeded through screening; the agents sitting around could have gathered the travelers who required additional screening in another area to allow the rest of us to proceed through screening. That delay and resultant missed flight cost me $569. and 
put my job at risk 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name h·I1fr-, 
Phone Numbe (b 1(6) 
Email h'i/R'·, 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Disability Description: Callers mother has Polio. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: Apo I og,zed th at this did ace u r genera 11 y al I passengers can request a paid own 1/ they a re not ab I e to go through the AIT or W TM D if she was u na bl e to stand with her I eg s spread far enough she co u Id have requested a patdown at 
that time just keep that in mind for future flights. However due to the injury we will forward a copy of this to the CSM in San Diego so they can review this issue and see what action needs to be taken 

20 5_49 _ 1Incident Details: She was travelling with her morn on Saturday th 25 from Mexico to POX on Alaska airlines. She had her customs check in San Diego. Her mother is disabled and she had some issues when going back through security screening for 
14 · · TSA. When going through screening her mother had pre-check on their ticket but they stayed through regular line to stay with daughter. They were directed into an AIT and her mother has Polio in her hips and legs and she inJured herself when going 

through the AIT The office rs asked if she was able to stand for short periods without her whee I chair in order to go through the AIT and stand with her I egs spread and hands above her head , The passenger stated she would try, once in the machine she 
wasn t able to stand with her legs far enough part, I hey staled the officer asked her to try harder the passenger did try and injured herself. The officers also had to conduct a partial patdown due to some metal in her dress. She was just wanting to make 
us aware that this happened so it doesn t happen again in the future. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?"' , Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time· 1131/2014 7:29:45 PM Airport· MIA - Miami International Date/Time ofTravel, 01/31/2014 9:30 AM Airline & Flight Number, United Airlines Checkpoint/Area of 
Airporl : G terminal TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . The G terminal of MIA this morning was staffed by ( 1) person for check-in(other TSA staff were operating X-Ray scanner, metal detector, etc.). 

Needless to say, ( 1) person operating check-in was not sufficient for quantity of people entering Terminal G. Backup of queue estimated to be 100+ while I was in line. 

2014 8:04:< Additionally, as a GOES member, I am also TSA Pre. Terminal G has TSA Pre but. no separate line for TSA Pre screening? Was told I could keep my shoes on, but that was it. 

I would recommend at any airporl. either implement TSA Pre completely or not. Doing a hybrid only causes confusion and defeats the point of TSA Pre, 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name bHffl 
Phone Number . ._.-'--~-__ __, 

Email !(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Response Details: Advised caller: 
Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area of an airport and the manner in which the screening is conducted 1s imporlant. Transportation Secunty Officers (TSOs) must conduct add1t1onal screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 
happen next in I he process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

All members of lhe traveling public are permitted 10 wear any type of clolhing they wish through the security checkpoint. Individuals may be referred for additional screening if the Transportalion Security Officer (TSO) cannot reasonably determine thal 
the clothing is free of a prohibited item. This policy extends to all clothing items and is not directed to any particular item or group. 

Call Transferred to Edith. 

Advised ca Iler: 

2014 9:41 : 1 Complaints have to be submitted in writing. The instructions will be sent to your by email. 

I will forward this information as well. 

Incident Details; Caller flies out of Duluth, MN tomorrow morning. Caller has had nothing but bad experiences with TSA at that airport. Caller was told that she has to be patted down because she wears a skirt. Caller states that that policy is sexist. 
Caller slates lhat lhe last time she flew lhe TSOs were yelling at her. Caller slates lhat last summer she was taken 10 lhe checkpoint in a wheelchair and no one seemed to know how to handle it. Caller states that men did not have 10 lake their neck 
ties off, but women had to remove their scarves. Caller states that there was a female TSO who was very kind and didn t seem to think that the policy was right. Caller states that the airline employees tried to talk her out of wheelchair assistance and 
they were reluctant to assist her in arnvrng to her gate. Caller states that she already has the ACPD number. Caller feels that she is being discnminated based on gender and d1sab1lity. 

Call Transferred to MB Edith. 

She feels that passengers are being discriminated based on gender and handicapped. She spoke to a supervisor who yelled at her that she was big and bulky and had to be patted down. She spoke to the CSM last year in February. She flew again in 
August of 2013 and had the same issues. She has decided to fiy from MSP to avoid this. 



Response Details: Advised caller: 
Every person and i I em mu st be screened be fore entering I he secured area of an airport, and I he manner in which the screening is conducted is imp o r1 ant. T ra nsporta t ion Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additiona I screening to resolve an alJrm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Oetector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained ta explain what they are doing and what will 
happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) al thal location. 

All members of the traveling public are penmitted to wear any type of clothing they wish through the secunty checkpoint. lnd1v1duals may be referred for additional screening if the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) cannot reasonably determine that 
the clothing is free of a prohibited item. This policy extends to all clothing items and is not directed to any particular item or group. 

Call Transferred to Edith. 

Advised ca Iler: 

2014 9:41 : 1 Complaints have to be submitted in writing. The instructions will be sent to your by email. 

I will forward this infonmation as well. 

Incident Details: Caller flies out of Duluth. MN tomorrow morning. Caller has had nothing but bad experiences with TSA at that airport. Caller was told that she has ta be patted dawn because she wears a skirt. Caller states that that policy is sexist. 
Caller states that the last time she flew the TSOs were yelling at her. Caller states that last summer she was taken to the checkpoint in a wheelchair and no one seemed to know how to handle it. Caller states that men did not have to take their neck 
ties off. but women had to remove their scarves. Caller states that there was a female TSO who was very kind and didn t seem to think that the policy was right. Caller states that the airline employees tried to talk her out of wheelchair assistance and 
they were reluclant 10 assisl her in arriving 10 her gale. Caller slates I hat she already has the ACPD number. Caller feels that she is being discriminated based on gender and disabilily. 

Call Transferred to MB Edith. 

She feels that passengers are being discriminated based on gender and handicapped. She spoke to a supervisor who yelled at her that she was big and bulky and had to be patted down. She spoke to the CSM last year in February. She fiew again in 
August of 2013 and had the same issues. She has decided to fiy from MSP to avoid this. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time 1/31/2014 10:57:37 PM Airporl EWR - Newark International Date/Time of Travel: 01/30/2014 4:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: AS 5 CheckpornUArea of Airport Entry to boarding area TSA Employee: (If Known) kb)(ff:1! 
Comment · The attitude and de rn ea nor of the e rn p loyees at the airport in N ewa rl< is consistently among the wars t of any airport I travel through. 
To be subjecled to a &quoi;pat down&quot; thal would qualify as a crime under any other public circumstances in lieu of being subjecled to a scanning device where the long term heallh impacls are unknown, and not being given lhe option of using the 

,014 9_40.5 tried, true and proven metal detector (unless I subject myself to an 85$ fee) needs to change. 
· · · To be treated like, and handled like a criminal while trying to partake of a service that I and my company are paying for is demeaning, and, I believe, unconstitutional. 

Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Namq:b)(61 
Phone Number : '-'--""-----' 

Emaiifh,IRI 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



From,kb1(6) 
Sent: Saturday, February 01, 2014 10:50 AM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subjecl: TSA ContJct Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJb 1(6) I 
Date Time: 2/1/2S,4 10:50: 11 AM 

------------------------------------------------------------------
:J14 11 :54:1 Name: 

fbi(61 

Email: 

HYPERL1Nf,_b_)_(6_, _____________ __. 

B nef De scri ptIon of Inquiry: 

TSA screener a buses 

Comments: 

I read wilh disgust the following article: 

The ca 11 er flew from MS P, and. during the screening. she was cha sen for add i ti o na I screening including a patd own, She wanted to know why this had ace u red, be ca use she usu ally transports E pi-pens, has a medica I alert brace I et, and has a neoplasm 
in her bones. The caller also requested informalion regarding TSA Precheck. 

Advised Caller: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances. this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. 
'014 2:32 3 

All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to e,plain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regreIs if I his was not your experience. 

I asked the ca 11 er if she /el t th at she was d1scri mi nated against due to a medIca I condition, or if this was poor customer service. She indicated that she didn't fee I that it was di scri min ati on. 

I indicated that a passenger may a I ways request a supervisor or PSS. 

If T SA determines a passenger Is e Ii g i ble for expedited screening, information is embedded in the ba read e of his or her boarding pass. When T SA scans the b arcade at the security checkpoint the passenger may be referred to a I a ne lo r expedited 
screening, Expedited screening may allow passengers to no longer remove certain items such as their shoes, outerwear. jackets, and belts, or remove laptops from carry-on bags. 

You may join the TSA Precheck Application program at www.tsa.gov, or the CBP Trusted Traveler program at www.globalentry.gov. 



1014 2:32:3 

The caller flew from MSP. and, during the screening, she was cha sen for additional screening including a patdown. She wanted to know why this had occured, because she usually transports Epi-pens. has a medical alert bracelet, and has a neoplasm 
in her bones. The caller also requested infonmation regarding TSA Precheck. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some insIances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown an a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ ar resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

TSA also selects passengers and I heir properly at random for enhanced security screening. 

All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets 1/ this was not your experience. 

I asked lhe caller if she felt that she was discriminaled against due to a medical condilion, or if I his was poor cusIomer service. She indicated I hat she didn't feel thal it was discrimination. 

I indicated that a passenger may always request a supervisor or PSS. 

If TSA delermines a passenger is eligible for expediled screening, information is embedded in the barcode of his or her boarding pass. When TSA scans lhe barcode at the securily checkpoint, lhe passenger may be referred to a lane for expedited 
screening. Expedited screening may allow passengers to no longer remove certain items such as their shoes, outerwear, jackets, and belts. or remove laptops from carry-on bags. 

You may join the TSA Precheck Application program at www.tsa.gov, or the CBP Trusted Traveler program at www.globalentry.gov. 

Caller fiew from Washinglon Dulles to Orlando yesterday; he is disabled veteran. Caller staled thal he was detained for 45 mins because the TSO said lhat lhe concentraIor for his oxygen sel off an alarm. Caller stated that he felt like he was being 
harrassed because he asked the officer nat to touch his private area. Caller stated that the officer said that he was trying to see if there was something in his pocket but he really touched his private area. Caller stated that he asked far a supervisor 
and the supervisor that came was a fem a I e with the last name [5TI7 Ca 11 er asked the supervisor what wou Id she do if they touched her private parts and she stated that she would have them arrested. Ca 11 er then wanted to know why she did n t have 
the TSO arrested for touching his private area, He was then ta~ a private screening room and they preformed the patdown procedures 6 or 7 times. The female supervisor told his wife that there was something in his clothes but they don t know 
what. Ca 11 er stated that he would have been fine if the officer wo u Id have just apologized for the mi slake. He stated he is not seeking 10 gel anyone in troub I e or fired, he is ju st wanting 10 make someone aware of the incident and speak to the officers 
about common courtesy. Ca 11 er stated that he a Im ost missed his flight because of the incident. He stated that he has trouble walking and requires oxygen. Ca Iler requested for someone to em a i I or ca 11 him as a fol low up to just I et him know that this 
was either proper procedure or they have ta I ked to the officer so ,t wi 11 not happen ag am. Cal I er stated that he did n t get the office rs name. Ca 11 er stated that the thing that bothered him most was the officers demeanor. 

Advised ca Iler: 
,014 2_41 .3 Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of 
· · · the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful.TSA regrets 1/ this was not your experience. I will foward 

you complain to the CSM at the airport so she is aware of the incident. I can not call or email you to let you know that the proper steps involving this incident are taken once I send it to the CSM I will not know what happens with it. I can put a note that 
would would like and email or call from the CSM however I can not guarantee that they will do so. 

Airport Washington Dul I es 
Airline United Airlines 
Flight number 260 
Departure time 10:10 PM 
Date and time of the incident: 01 31 2014 08:30 pm 
Contact information 

!Phone~kb~)~(6~)--~ 



Caller fiew from Washington Dulles to Orlando yesterday: he is disabled veteran. Caller stated that he was detained for 45 mins because the TSO said that the concentrator for his oxygen set off an alarm. Caller stated that he felt like he was being 
harrassed because he asked the officer not to touch his private area, Caller stated that the officer said that he was trying to see if there was something in his pocket but he really touched his private area, Caller stated that he asked for a supervisor 
and the supervisor lhat came was a female with lhe last name kb1(6 ! Caller asked the supervisor what would she do if they touched her private parIs and she stated that she would have them arrested. Caller lhen wanled to know why she didn t have 
the TSO arrested for touching his private area. He was then taken to a private screening room and they preformed the patdown procedures 6 or 7 times. The female supervisor told his wife that there was something in his clothes but they don t know 
what. Ca 11 er stated that he would have been Ii ne if the officer wo u Id have just apologized for the mi stake. He stated he is not see king to get anyone in troub I e or Ii red. he is Ju st wanting to make someone aware of the incident and speak to the officers 
about common courtesy. Caller stated that he almost missed his flight because of the incident. He stated that he has trouble walking and requires oxygen. Caller requested for someone to email or call him as a follow up to just let him know that this 
was either proper procedure or they have talked to the officer so it will nol happen again. Caller stated lhat he didn I get lhe officers name. Caller staled thal the thing thal bothered him most was the officers demeanor. 

Advised caller: 
, 014 2 -4 1 , 3 Every person and i tern mu st be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is import ant, T ra nsportat ion Security Officers (TS Os) must conduct additiona I screening to resolve an ala rm of 
· · · the Walk-Through Metal DeIecIor (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be consideraIe and thoughtful.TSA regrels if lhis was not your experience. I will foward 

you complain to the CSM at the airport so she is aware of the incident. I can not call or email you to let you know that the proper steps involving this incident are taken once I send it to the CSM I will not know what happens with it. I can put a note that 
would would like and email or call from the CSM however I can not guarantee that they will do so. 

Airporl Washinglon Dulles 
Airline United Airlines 
Flight number 260 
Departure time 10:10 PM 
Dale and lime of the incident: 01 31 2014 08:30 pm 
Contact information 
Email !(b)(61 Phone ~fh_--_,1r;_·_1 __ _. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 21212014 2:05:38 PM Airport: IAH - George Bush Houslon Intercontinental Dale/Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : Alier C ustoms--tra nsfer security checkpoint T SA Employee: ( If Known) : 
Comment · I have type 1 diabetes and I am not able to go through the fu 11 body sea nne r due to using an ins u Ii n pump. I have done extensive research on it and also contacted my pump company, I chaos e to not to through the body scanner bee a use it 
could have harmful effects on my pump and if that happens, it can be harmful to me. I have been told on several occasions (ONLY AT HOUSTON) lhat I could go through lhe full body scanner and not lhe meIaI detector, which is incredibly inaccurate. 
When I try to explain to them that it is incorrect and I have asked my pump company on several occasions about this, I am always met with rudeness and annoyance. I have no problems with the pat-down and am always courteous and kind to all TSA 
employees. My pump manufacture has said that because 11 can ruin my insulin pump, I should NEVER go through a full body scanner. Likewise, if I disconnect my pump, it CAN NOT go through the x-ray machine. Furthermore, on the one time that I did 

'014 3:07:0 go through the full body scanner, I had to submit to the pat-down because it is evident that I have an insulin pump in my waistband and that sets off concern by the TSA agents (which is reasonable). I have no problem with the pat-down but every time I 
go through the Houston airport, I end up wilh tears because lhe TSA agenls make me feel as if I cannol advocale for my disability even when I am friendly, kind, and non-confrontational. I have always gotlen an off-hand commenl about the research 
that they have heard regarding insulin pumps and how I am incorrect. I hope that this can change. I don't ever mean to tell people how to do their job, however, I shouldn't have to go through security checkpoints with a potential anxiety attack because I 
have to defend my right to ask for a pat-down in order to make sure I can safe I y use my insulin pump on vacation. 

I have never experienced this at any other airport except for Houston. I hope that TSA can acknowledge that this isn't the way to treal someone when I hey are simply advocating for their health condition and nol trying to skirt securily measures. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 

Passenger's N-e ...... ,,,_..~~--,----' 
Phone Number b··1(6'1 
Email (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this eedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" . Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time 212/2014 12:05:11 PM Airport: LGA - LaGuardia Date/Time of Travel: 02/0212014 11 :00 AM Airline & Flight Number: USA,rw-ays 1843 Checkpoint/Area of Airport Term 
c TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment : This is a general comment for TSA precheck at all airports. I have a pacemaker and TSA precheck but almost never can slay in lhe lane for precheck because can't go lhrough metal detector- only other scanner which is usually nol al the 
preche ck I a ne- and they never offer pat down as an a I ternative to switching I an es. 

'014 3:07: 1 TSA employees at this location spending time talking personal issues- not working- Just an FYI aside. 
Would you like a response? - False 
Passenger's Name[bi(6) ! 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/CusIomer Service Currenl Date/Time: 21212014 4:53:43 PM Airport: MOT - Minot InIernational Dale/Time of Travel: 02/0212014 5:45 AM Airline & Flight Number: Delta Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
Screening TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : This morning 212114 at a prox 545 am I provided the TSA representative my boarding pass and m1 Ii tary ID. She stamped my boa rd i ng pass with a red stamp and stated I can keep my Jacket, shoes. etc on and to proceed through the 
screening process. Having been to this small airport and experienced the screening process before, I was hopeful that it would go well. Unfortunately, once I went to put my bag through the screener, the TSA gentlemen said I needed to take my laptop 
out of my bag. I did this wilh no hesilation but having used TSA Precheck before and lhat I am in the military as aclive duty, I know this is not lhe case. Then, lhe TSA women on the other side of lhe meIaI detecter asked for my ID. I told her I put it back 
in my purse and it went through the screening. She stated I needed to show her my ID. I have never been to a TSA checkpoint and had a second person ask me again after the initial screening for my ID. This location/staff working at TSA appears to 

'014 6:04:4 need some training and customer service skills. The TSA women who was near the metal detector was not helpful and seemed annoyed that I did not have my ID to show her. The only staff that was polite was the initial TSA women who took my 
boarding pass and ID and the TSA gentlemen who re moved my I aptop, I hope that this info rmat ion is provided for training purposes and to imp rove custom er service at the Mi not airport. Thank you, 

'014 8:32 5 

Charu Stokes 
Capt, US Air Force 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name h·,1R··, 
Phone Numbe (b 1(61 
Emai b1(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ(b 1(6) 
Da I e Time: 21312 0""1..,.4-=e""':o"'s'"': 2'"'5,...A'"'M,...,..._. 

Namefh·11R··, 
Emailf h \/R, I 
Complaints:My Complaint is Not Listed Here. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 
Comments:lnefficient screening. Today we had a person at lhe meIaI detector that was scrutinizing everything he saw. I I ravel 40 weeks a year and see a lot of screeners. Thus person needs further Iraining. This happened at MCI airport gate 32 in 
the priority boarding line at 7:00am CDT on 213114. The person screening the metal detector was a supervisor. Please help this person to become more efficient in his ability to screen. Thank you. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Disability or Medical Condition: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time · 213/2014 8:04:58 AM Airport · ABE - Lehigh Valley International Date/Time of Travel · 01/30/2014 8:34 AM Airline & Flight Number : 2778 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: I was traveling with my elderly parents (80+ years old) 10 my Bil's funeral. Since it was lasl minute, I neglected to check my parenls' carryons. They never fly and don't know the rules. UnforIunately, my father set off the metal deIecIor with 
his keys that had a prohibited swiss army thing on the keychain. That was disposed of. He also had a too large shaving cream and a pocketknife in his canyon that set off the xray. Those were disposed of as well. Because of this, he had to take off his 

,014 8_33,5 shoes and coat, and was patted down. He couldn't understand the agenl"s accent, so l_translated. Then the agent said my father would need a full cavity search. That's when I said &quot;WHAT•?&quot; I guess a_supervisor must have intervene~ 
· · be ca use we we re eventua 11 y al lowed to go on our way w 11 hout a cavity search after be Ing rechecked, I understand 1 he need for secu r, ty. but I was very up set that they would treat my veteran. law-a bid Ing la the r 1 h Is way, And when I checked T SA s 

website, it says they don't perform such invasive search es. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 

Emailkb 1(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2IApplicationManager 



fh,IRI I 

travel Ire uently for work and am very familiar with the TSA screening requirements. On this morning of 2 3 14 around 6:20am I was loading my TSA certified laptop bagllli:iill:[J messenger) into the belt. While still 
took a I oak at my open bag with my i Pad and I a plops and to Id me I had to take my I a pto p out of the bag lo r screening. I ca Im I y told him I frequently traveled and this was my first ti me hearing this. as my 

op er, laptop bag was des i g n~e..,.,.o"""""-~s-c r_e_e .... n1 ng and it always we11t through the belt successfully with no prob I ems, He then asked me to I ook at another TSA emp I oye e with a white shirt. I am 11ot sure why he asked me this a 11d I did n t look up 
immediately because I was still gelling things off of me 10 put in the bell. lnsIead I nodded my head while still unloading my belongings. He seemed to get aggravated I hat I didn t physically look up and he repeated himself in a condescending tone and 
instructed me to physically look at the TSA employee. I then quickly glanced then continued to take my things off. Then he yelled ma am i am trying to help you And then I calmly replied that I traveled frequently and I am familiar with the rules. He 
then aggressively yelled at me Just get your butt through as he angrily gestured toward the metal detector. I was appalled and shocked at how he raised his voice as though I did something wrong. While keeping calm, I asked him why are you being 
so rude to me? he again yelled because you are being so snappy. I am just trying to help . 
At that point I jusl asked him for his name and he gave it to me with a smart matter of facl tone. I then contacted lhe supervisor,kb)(ff:, ~ho was very kind and professional to me. She gave me delailed instruclions on how 10 report lhis 

'014 8:341 

incident. 

Throughout a 11 of my travels I have never experienced such rudeness from TSA Us ua 11 y they a re lri end ly and prom pt, As a young I ady, I feel hum i Ii ated and insulted, I wo u Id not want anyone e I se to experience this undeserved aggression and 
be Ii ti I em ent I hat was unwarranted and unp ro vok ed. 

This occurred 2 3 14 around 6: 20 am at F LL Security Checkpoint F 

FLL Forth Lauderdale FL 

Who trealed you unfairly? 

kbi(6i 

Have you contacted the TSA Customer Service Manager at the airport. or any 
other D HS component or other fed era I, state, or I oca I government agency or 
court about this complaint? 



'014 9:091 

not look at the letter. The TSO insisted on testing the medication. She said they did not put the cap back on tightly and the medication and the distilled water spilled. She said that the TSO grabbed the liquid from her. She stated that she was not 
supposed to touch it, however, she did. She said that her nebulizer can not be tipped over. She stated that her medication cost $15.000.00 every month. She wanted to know if TSA puts something in it when it is tested. She stated that she can not 
have thal happen and ii has to stay in pure form. She said thal she will need help in gelling her items inlo lhe airporI. She wanled to know if the person who brings her 10 lhe airporl can park and assist her. She asked if she should call security about 
the parking issue. She will also be bringing a cpap. She said that she does not understand why she would get a patdown because of the nebulizer. She stated that patting her down will not tell the TSO what is in the nebulizer. She stated that she 
would Ii ke to make a complaint about her previous experience, however. she has a 11 the info nmati on in a folder. She wanted to know if she can cal I back I ate r and make the complaint. She asked lo r the airport code lo r Min neapol 1s-St. Pa u I 
Intern ati o na I Airport. 

I gave the lo 11 owing information, Bottled I iq uid s sea n ne r (BL S) screening systems a re screening tech no log i es that d iffe re nti ate Ii quid exp I osive s from com man, benign I iq uid s to detect potentia I I iq uid or g e I threats which may be contained in a 
passenger s property. TSA ul i I izes I his techno I og y a I check poi nl s across the country, where it is used pri ma ri I y to sere en medical I y necessary I iqu ids in q u entities I arge r I ha n three ounces. Genera I ly, B LS I echnol ogy do es not require T ra nsporta t ion 
Security Office rs to open the I iqu id container. 

Next generation BLS systems use light waves to screen sealed containers for explosive liquids and have the ability to detect a wider range of explosive materials. TSA recently deployed 500 next generation BLS units to airports nationwide. In addition. 
TSA is currently IesIing new liquid screening systems with enhanced detection capabilities using light waves to screen sealed containers for explosive liquids. 

Neb u Ii zers a re al lowed through T SA security checkpoints o nee they have be en screened. A Neb u Ii zer w, 11 be screened by x- ray. and passengers a re required to rem ave their Ne bu I izer from its carrying case; face masks and tubing may remain in the 
case. A passenger may provide a clear plastic bag in which to place the Nebulizer during x-ray screening; however, a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) may need to remove it from the bag to test it for traces of explosives. 

Passenger should inform a TSO of the Nebulizer and any special requirements before the screening process begins. If you are bringing liquids associated with your nebulizer, please know that TSA limits the amount of liquids, gels, or aerosols that 
passengers can bnng through a security screening checkpoint. The 3-1-1 rule states that all liquids, gels. and aerosols must be in 3.4 ounce (100ml) or less (by volume) containers; the containers should be in a 1 quart-sized, clear, plastic, zip top bag: 
and 1 bag per passenger can be placed in a screening bin. Medically necessary items are not subject to the 3-1-1 limitation and are allowed through a checkpoint in any amount once they have been screened. 

Accessories required to keep medically necessary liquids, gels, and aerosols cool, such as freezer packs or frozen gel packs, are permitted through the screening checkpoint and may be subject to additional screening. These accessories are treated 
as liquids unless they are frozen solid at the checkpoint. If these accessories are partially frozen or slushy, they are subject to the same screening as other liquids and gels. 

The limit of one carry-on and one personal item (purse briefcase or computer case) does not apply to medical supplies, equipment, mobility aids, and or assistive devices carried by and or used by a person with a disability. However, passengers are 
encouraged to bring through the checkpoint only the amount of medically necessary liquids or gels they will reasonably need for the duration of their itinerary, allowing for delays, and to pack the rest in checked baggage. Passengers should inform a 
TSO 1f a I iqu id or ge I is medically necessary and separate it from other belonging before screening begins. 

Liquids, gels, and aerosols are screened by x-ray, and medically necessary items in excess of 3.4 ounces will receive additional screening which could include screening with botlled liquid screening technologies. Depending on lhe technology 
available at the checkpoint. a passenger could be asked to open the liquid or gel for screening. TSA will not touch the liquid or gel during this process. 

Caller said that he was traveling this Saturday from PHL to TPA on Southwest Airlines. He is calling because he was at the PHL airport going through screening on February 1st and an incident occurred at 0734hrs. He put his ,Phone In a plastic tray 
so he could pass through the WTMD and while doing so, several bins came down the belt and caused the bin with his phone to drop 10 lhe floor, shattering his phone. He was given lhe necessary information by STSO kb)(ffi Ito call lhe TCC 

1014 9:28: 1 and submit a complaint and a claim for the damaged item. The supervisor said that the Lane 1 camera caught the incident. 

Apologized to caller for his experience and explained that TSOs receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great care during the screening process so that when bags are opened a passenger's 
belongings are reIurned in the same condilion they were found. Explained I hat we would forward his complainl to the CSM al PHL for further action and explained his rig hi to file a tori claim for the damaged item: emailed the necessary claim form. 
The caller flew from POX to STL last year, and he attempted to show the agents his metal implant medical card after the wand screening alarmed. The agent told him that he should have presented the card before the screening, and he will be flying 
from STL soon. He wanted to ensure that this did not happen again, and also wanted to know if knives were still prohibited in carry-on luggage. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

If a passenger has meta I implants, he or she should info rm a Transportation S ecu ri ty Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
:J 14 1 0:J?:: heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak wilh a supervisor or Passenger Supporl Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

The ca 11 er indicated that he was aware of the s c reem ng procedures. I info nmed him th at he co u Id inform the Ii rst screener about the metal , m plants, and a I so present the card. 

Knives of any length (with the exception of rounded-blade butter knives and plastic cutlery) are prohibited in carry-on bags. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Ti me : 21312014 2: 55 :50 PM 
Airport · SJC - San Jose International Date/Time of Travel : 02/0312014 8:30 AM Airline & Flight Number · 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: DeJr Sir or Madam, 

,014 4-4 6,0 I arrived at SJC mrport this morning around 7 am for my 8:20 fi1ght out of Terminal B. I was IN the security line well before 1 hour pnor to my flight. I ended up getting through security at 8:21 and missed my flight. Monday .mornings are bu.sy times 
· · which 1s why I arrived quite early but 11 1s incredulous to me that the TSA only had 1 body scanner open. granted there was 1 other metal detector open only for the PreCheck passengers. I hope the TSA will staff the security lines appropriately for the 

number of flights scheduled 10 depart at I hat lime of day. 

Thanks lo r your consideration. 
Would you like a re0 noos~? · Io,, 
Passenger's Name f b 1(61 _ 
Phone Number · ,_ ___ __, 

Emailkb)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning th,s feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The ca 11 er wanted to know what the a I ternative is lo r a person with cla ustro phobia who does not want to be sere ened by A IT or a p atdown. 

I told him that the 3 screening procedures for passengers are the WTM D. AIT or a Patdown. 

1014 S:11 :2 He said that his wife had a situation at OAK because she is claustrophobic and did not want to be screened by AIT or patdown. He asked if a passenger can opt for the WTMD instead of the AIT 

'014 8:39 3 

I told him that a passenger cannot opt out of the AIT for the WTMD, they can only opt out for a patdown. I told him that the way a checkpoint is set up depends on how busy the airport is at the time. The WTMD s may be in use or they may not be. 

He asked ii a patdown wou Id be conducted by a le ma I e TSO si nee it is his wife. 

I told him that a patdown is conducted by a TSO of the same gender. if the passenger is a female, then the TSO will be a female. 
DearTSA 

I traveled with my cat for the first time from I.AX to San Angelo Texas this past Thanksgiving, Nov. 2013. 

It was extremely disturbing that on my return from San Angelo on 1211113 a TSA agent at that airport wanted me to remove leash off of my cat! I actually asked if she was serious as it's ridiculous to think a scared cat can be easy to contain and you 
can't predict what will frighten any animal, lei alone cat. I was in complele disbelief. Her reason was that the leash might sel off the metal detector. I suggested she wand me if it did, and said it hadn't done so in LAX. She said they don't wand people 
there. Also ridiculous. 

Luckily another agent told her to let me try and sure enough nothing set off the metal detector and my cat was safely contained on her leash. 

The TSA websites states th at I ea shes, etc. won't be re moved from se tvi ce a ni ma Is. And for pets it suggested bringing a I e ash to maintain control of the animal. The LAX website expressly states that an i ma Is must remain on a I e ash. I wo u Id hope al I 
airports require this, and at the least the TSA f not require it then at least support keeping animals on their leashes. 

I lea med about the TSA Faslpass leashes and harnesses too lale for travel, and find no mention of lhe ma1erial used for the leash clip or the strength of it, leaving me reluctanl to use something thal may or may not hold a flailing, frightened cat with 
claws, should that happen. Frankly I show not be forced to purchase items I don't need or want in Ryder for my animal to remain safe and under control. 

I am still appalled at that experience and hope additional training will be done so animals are safe and don't get loose. 

(LAX security was fine. although the agent there was a bit condescending when I asked if there are indeed private screening rooms as stated on the LAX website. for animals or other circumstances. It was a simple question, there was no reason for a 
condescending attitude. I hope there is more training about attitude problems too, it isn't a new topic although I usually have a normal, average expenence.) 

Thank you so very much for your time!!! 



Caller has GE and a right knee replacement. He was going through the PreCheck line when he flew from St. Louis to TPA. This line did not have the AIT. He told the screener that he should go through the AIT in the other line. The screener told him 
he could go through the metal detector. Caller told the TSO. You are forcing me to go through a machine that will tell you I have a metal implant. The caller did and the ala nm went off The TSO told him to take off his shoes. Caller told the TSO that 
he is 83 years old. he travels extensively and he has never had to take his shoes off The TSO told him, You have to be patted down. You have to take off your shoes and your belt. 

While doing the patdown. the TSO told the caller what he was doing. The caller said, Fine• The TSO yelled, Supervisor' STSO!(b)(ff•, ~ame over. He told her that he is TSA Approved and that he never has to take his shoes 
off. He also told her that he wanted to go through the AIT in the first place. STS~old him he had to take off his shoes and his belt. When the caller finally was through the screening, he asked two TSOs what he did wrong. He was told that 
this was her rule. 

,014 9:1B:O Caller stated. I will fly back to STt. to point her out if I have to. There is no reason for her to treat people that way. Caller said he flies extensively and these TSOs, especially the STSO!(b)(ffl !were extremely rude. 

Airport STL 
Airline: SW 
February 3 between 1 and 2:00pm 
Location: Terminal 2 

I asked the caller if he felt like he was treated in this manner because of his metal implant or because the screeners were rude. He said he told them he had a metal implant, they were just rude. I thanked him for calling and told him I would send this to 
the CSM today for review. I also told him TSA Prelu2713'" does not guarantee expedited screening. They can still ask him to remove his shoes, if necessary. 
Caller is a professor in PA, flew via Turkey 10 US and was slopped at JFK for 4 hours, checked he and his wife and provided paperwork to apply for Redress and staled it was misidentificalion. Slates it was a very harrowing experience and upon 
arrival at home he wrote to OHS and he completed the application for Redress and submitted his documents. 
On 1-10-14 he received a response and RCN #and the letter stated ,twas unable to offer information as to why he was delayed. 

On Saturday he went to ORD and spoke with United Airlines and provided his RCN #. 
He returned from ORD to PHL on Monday and again he was subjected to extra screening and afterward he was asked to step aside again for 15-20 mins. Had a patdown and states he was the last person to board the plane. Said he understands 
security concerns. but, he 1s an excellent c1t1zen and is a 60 yr. old man. 
States the airline asked him to step aside at the gate and placed his boarding pass under an electronic machine and it sounded an alarm. The airline contacted TSA and he couldn t hear the conversation and was asked if he was traveling alone and he 
explained his son had already boarded and they finally allowed him to board. 

Response: 
DH S can not ensure your travel wi 11 a I ways be delay-free, as the redress p rog ram does not affect other stand a rd sere en i ng procedures in place at airports and borders, We recognize the frustration that ind iv idua Is may fee I when they experience t rave I 

'014 9:56:2 delays due to security procedures and regret any inconvenience travelers may experience as a result of security clearance procedures, but we rely on lhe patience and understanding of travelers in such cases to ensure the safety of the people of the 
United States and visitors to this Nation. 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 
TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 
We understand lhe inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe lhese security measures are necessary and appropriale for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints. provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint. and keeps the 
!rave Ii ng pu bl ,c sale. 

Explained to caller if his flighl was booked before the RCN # was provided, 100 late to insert for thal flight because information had already been provided to Secure Flight. 



Caller is a professor in PA, flew via Turkey to US and was stopped at JFK for 4 hours, checked he and his wife and provided paperwork to apply for Redress and stated it was misidentification. States it was a very harrowing experience and upon 
arnva I at home he wrote to DH S and he completed the ap pl ,cation lo r Redress and submitted his documents. 
On 1-10-14 he received a response and RCN # and the letter stated it was unable to offer information as to why he was delayed, 

On Saturday he went to ORD and spoke with United Airlines and provided his RCN #. 

He returned from ORD to PHL on Monday and again he was subJected to extra screening and afterward he was asked to step aside again for 15-20 mins. Had a patdown and states he was the last person to board the plane. Said he understands 
security concerns, but, he is an excellent citizen and is a 60 yr. old man. 
StJles the airline asked him to step aside at lhe gate and placed his boarding pass under an electronic machine and it sounded an alarm. The airline con1ac1ed TSA and he couldn t hear the conversalion and was asked if he was !raveling alone and he 
explained his son had already boarded and they finally allowed him to board. 

Response: 
OHS cannot ensure your I ravel will always be delay-free, as lhe redress program does not affect other slandard screening procedures in place at airports and borders. We recognize the frus1ra1ion thal individuals may feel when they experience travel 

1014 9:56:2 delays due to security procedures and regret any inconvenience travelers may experience as a result of security clearance procedures. but we rely on the patience and understanding of travelers in such cases to ensure the safety of the people of the 
United States and v1s1tors to this Nation. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some ins1ances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 
TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents ten-orists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove lhe random element from lhe system and undermine security. We simply cannol assume thal all terrorists will fil a particular profile. 
We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints. provides an additional layer of secunty at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

Explained to caller if his flight was booked before the RCN # was provided, too late to insert for that flight because information had already been provided to Secure Flight. 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights 1s a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on. a civi I rights organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entities they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAa€'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name: f5liliD 
Email Addre"'~'"'~b~)-(6~,--------~fhone Numbei(b 1(61 
Address:Rom~a~~--------~ =="------' 
Zip code: 00100 

:1 14 10.26 . 1 Are you 18 or over? No 
· · Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? No 

NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? Yes 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 



Res pons e O eta i Is: II you be Ii eve you or someone else was di scri min ated again st or received disparate treatment or we re impacted based on dis ab i I ity or medical condition or allege that TS A fai I ed to accommodate your dis a bi I ity or med i ca I condition, 
Federal regulalions require I hat your complainl be pul in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. 

Do you want information about Ii Ii ng a wntte n comp I amt reg ardrng di sab i Ii ty di sen mi nation or a re you ca 11 mg with a d iffe rent concern such as poor customer service? 

Caller said lhere is nothing good going 10 come of filing a Federal complainl except if TSA is found guilty, then she would have to get a lawyer, etc. She is just not down wilh that. She staled thal this is more of a complaint aboul awareness that agenls 
need to be mare aware as well as disability and service animal friendly and not be jerks. She said she had good as well as negative experiences. Caller said, The TS Os make her feel like she has a bomb ... the only thing that bothers me is that 
someone ruined my shoe ... Those a re $2 50 shoes. 

I told her lhat we do have a program called TSA CARES. Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at 1-855-787-2227 prior to traveling so we can provide assistance to her at the checkpoint. I lold her I would email that information to her. 

I apologized to the caller, emailed her a claim form and instructions for her shoes which she will receive within 24 hours. The CMB will handle the claim so their telephone number and email address will be included. I will also send this to the CSMs at 
MOW and Kansas City for their review 

:J 14 12:42:, Incident Details: Caller flew round trip from FLL to MOW to Kansas City. She has a service animal. a Rotlweiler. She had many issues with the TSOs all along her trip. 

On the departure: 
In Kansas Cily: 
When she left KS she had a nonstop from FLL. She had dog toys in her carry an. Caller stated, When you are disabled, you don t get to stay with your stuff. While she was getting screened. in front al everyone, a mail TSO yelled Who s bag is this? 
She told him it was hers. Very loudly the TSO said, You have toys in here' She was so embarrassed she shipped the items back. Caller stated that these were toys for her service animal and if she had been able to stay with her items. this wouldn t 
have happened . 

Airport Kansas City 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number: 227 
Dale and Time: January 19 around 1:15-1 :30pm 

She felt that she was disrespected and her dog (not her) was discriminated against. She has a VNS implant for epilepsy so she cannot go through the WTMD. All the extra attention 1s embarrassing. 

On the Return: 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

~~-----..------~Phone Number: t~~~-~i(~6~i --~ 
Address: Bridgewater NJ 08807 
Zipcode: 

,014 4:16:3 Are you 18 ar over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? Yes 
N at1ona Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Austin-Bergstrom I nte rnat ion a I Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 
Dear Sirs, 

This is a letter to voice my disappointment that on Monday Dec 3rd I was outbound out al SLC and had to wait in a line of ·randomly selected" individuals who were going through the TSA Pre metal detector. Can you please explain to me why I had ta 
spend my personal time for a background interview and $100 to get accepted for this program, only to still have to wait and be subject to the same screening as non-paying, non-rntervied travelers? Is this truly what my time and money got me, was to 
ensure that I did not have to worry about being randomly selected? I don't see it that way. My money should have bought me the opportunity for TSA to ensure that I was a trusted traveler, and therefore could be trusted with going through a minimum 
security process. My willingness 10 pay and inlerview is 'me helping you' to shorten wait times, 'nol you helping me' by removing the chance of random selection. 

Regards. 

Chicago, IL 60~6_11 _____ ~ 

,014 6 _21 .4 Tel us Office=1bi(61 
- - . Tel US Cell: 

Tel US Fax: ,_ _____ __, 

"A corparat ion is a I iv i ng arg an ism; it has to continue ta shed its skin. 
Methods have to change. Focus_ has to change. V~I u e_s have to chan9 e. 
The sum total of those changes 1s transformation. ~fb~1(_6~i ___ ~J 

Visit us at HYPERLINK!(b i(6i J 
Australia• Austria • Be(g1um • Brazil •Canada• China • Czech Republic• Denma • Finland• France• Genmany • Hungary• Italy• South Korea • Luxemburg •Mexico• Netherlands• Poland • Portugal • South Afnca •Spain• Sweden• Switzerland• 
United Kingdom • USA 

r vi w r transmission, dissemination or other use of, or taking of any aclion in reliance upon, I his 
information by persons or entities at her than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete the material ram any compu er. 



Ca Iler: Ca Iler slates I hat when he went I hroug h screening and they made him tJ k e his shoes off and when he we nl through the sea n ne r t ri gge red an a I a rm with somel hi ng in his back pock et and an em b I em on his hat. Then he was i nsl ructed to go 
through a pat down and caller states he requested a woman and was informed that it would have to be a man and he informed the officer that he was not going to let a man touch him. Caller requested a supervisor and the supervisor was more of a 
jerk than the first officer was and informed the caller he had two choices either be screened by a man or take his belongings and leave. Caller states that this is Just too far and is insane. Caller states that now it is too late for him to rent a car or 

'014 8:26:3 anything now because of the amount of time he was in screening. States he did not receive this treatment when he left Virginia and did not deserve it on this flight. 

Response: Informed caller that it is standard procedure to have a patdown if an alarm or anomalie is triggered during screening and it must be conducted by someone of the same gender and it is prohibited to go through the metal detector more than 
once and unfortunate I y there is nothing I can re ally do to assist him in this s i tuatIon. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" 
Cur,-ent Date/Time· 21512014 12:30:11 PM Airport· SDF - Louisville International Date/Time of Travel : 02/05/2014 12:00 PM Airline & Flight Number· AA 2741 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. The TSA PreCheck lane was closed but I was told that I still would not need to remove my shoes or belt and would go through the metal detector. 

,014 2_05,3_ I reached the front of the line and was told I needed to remove my shoes and belt as I would be going through the body scanner. I showed the employee my PreCheck boarding pass and he said I should have gone through the PreCheck lane (which 
· · · was reopening just as I arrived al the scanner) and insisted I remove shoes and belt and go through the body scanner. He was very rude and walked away from me in mid-conversalion. I complied with his request, but I missed a standby flight by 

seconds thanks to this gentleman and will very likely not make it home this evening (weather is bad) because of him. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link htlp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB21ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Disability or Medical Condition: Screening Current Date/Time: 21512014 8:57:26 PM Airport, ISP - Long Island MacArthur Date/Time of Travel· 01/31/2014 2:30 PM Airline & Flight Number, Southwest 3093 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
body scanner TSA Employee: (If Known) : blond haired woman Comment I have an artificial knee and also an implant to control pain localed in my back. I use crutches to walk and also a wheel chair for distances more than a few feet. I have a nerve 
condition called CRPS or RSD. Where my nerve fire pain signals 24/7 the slightest touch causes extreme pain for me. When going through security I had my implant card and a letter about the knee but no one wanted to look at them. I was told to go 
through the body scanner. Immediately after coming out the blond TSA agent started touching my leg. I tried to tell her I would fall from the leg spasms and pain but she refused to listen. Another agent finally brought my wheel chair so I could sit and 
she continued to try and touch my legs. She kept insisting I stay still but the nerve disease doesn't allow for that. She was getting mad that my leg kept spasming I kept trying to explain the disease and what would happen but she refused to listen or 
look al the medical paperwork/card I had with me. She even told my Sister in Law thal just because I have a nerve disease it doesn't mean thal she cant touch me! I asked about being wanded with a metal detector bul they said they don'I do that here. 
this screening amounted to physical torture. I am still feeling the effects of what was done to me at that airport. 

On the way home from Baltimore I explained what happened and they were horrified. My experience there was fine mentally and physically. 

'014 9:D5:5 The agents there need training on how to deal with disabled people. Their arrogance and lack of the ability to listen to people is allowing them to inflict unnecessary pain on people who least can take it. 

I would have filed a report (The manager finally came over apologized and asked if I wanted to file one). But My father in law who is 93 started getting very upset at what happened. We were on our way to his grand daughters wedding. He had been in 
the hospital for 6 weeks prior to this and I didn't want 10 upsel him further so we declined. 

l"m sure you have video of what happened Please look at It. As I stated above this was pure physical abuse. 
Would you like a re ? · 

Passenger's Name b 1(6) 
Phone Number b·:,(6) 
Email (b)(6, 
To leave a commen concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feedback Type Security Issue 
Categories: Pat-down; Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time· 21512014 9:37:23 PM Airport, RNO - Reno/Tahoe International Date/Time ofTravel, 01/29/2014 9:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: NIA Checkpoint/Area of Airport· TSA 
screening point TSA Employee: (If Known J : 
Comment. I am a Deputy Sheriff with 20+ years experience. I always opt out al the body scanner. Why am I not put through the metal detector????? 

I have done this 4 times at Reno since the new scanner was put in place and not once have they put me through the metal detector. I have addressed this with TSA employees at Reno. I get the typical smoke screen about how they know what they are 
doing. I am always respeclful, so I just shake my head an walk away. 

There is NO WAY the pat downs are sufficient' 11 I have never had a pat down that would have detected a small firearm. knife. or other metallic object that was placed in my groin area. A pat down will never find things placed in body cavities and I have 
:J 14 10:05:, seen lots of drugs and weapons placed in body cavities. 

Please allow your screeners ta put EVERYONE through the metal detector. Especially those that apt out al the body scanner. 

This is not just an issue at Reno. Same process in Phoenix also. Please, please. please use the tools at your disposal to be an effective deterrent• 
Would you like a resoonse?: True 
Passenger's Name tb)(61 
Phone Number . ._-'--~----' 

Emailkbl(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : h1tp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.9ov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

she could not take off her shoes and the officer made her take off her shoes anyway. She says now her fool is swollen and her back is hurting. She has Fibromyalgia, ii cause her whole body 10 hurl. She was given a chair, the chair was too shori. 
causing her to have ta drop her body into the chair. She said the chair had no back an it. 
She had to bend down to remove her shoek t_his_c1used her pain. She says because her foot was swollen she then had to try to get her shoe back on. She ask for a supervisor and he came afierthe screening was over and told her the officer was just 
doing their job. The supervisors name was b :1(6 I 
She has to carry water and has a note from her doctor to be able to carry the water. She says now because of the hard lime they give her she has stopped carrying the water. 
She says they swab her shoes when she traveled before and al lawed her to leave them on. 
She says she has traveled about 40 times. 
She is a formal airline employee. 
She is pre screened, she did nol get it this time. 
She travels with her comp an ion that works with United. 
She travels stand by and may not be ab I e to give a 7 2 hour notice before a flight. 

Response Details: I was sorry lhis happened 10 her. 
If a passenger cannot remove his ar her shoes due ta possible medical complications, discomfort, pain, balancing problems. or because the shoe is part of a prosthetic, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening 
begins. 

:Jj 4 12.52 , 1 Passengers who cannot remove their shoes can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT), the walk-through metal detector, 
· · If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-throu9h me1a1 detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure ins1ead. 

I to Id her each officer has the ng ht to either a 11 ow a passenger to I eave on their shoes or not. 

To make her complaint formal she had 10 put it in writing. I provided her the con1ac1 information. 
TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 
or vis postal ma i I to: 
Transportation Security Administration Office of Disability Policy and Outreach 
601 South 12th Street TSA-33 
Ari i ngta n. VA 20 598 

We dont require doc um e nta ti on. we dont have the me ans to verify the doctors notes that passengers wo u Id have, 

I told her she would need to declare the water as medically necessary and it would be left up to the officer to allow her to take the water. 

I ask how she was eligible for PreCheck, either she was invited in by an airline. she belonged to one of the trusted traveler programs with CBP or she had done the application process. She did not know how she was eligible. I told her she would need 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time: 21612014 4:42:36 PM Airport, FLL - Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International Date/Time ofTravel, 02/05/2014 8:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: Spirit 777 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· 
norlh checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) : Nol known Comment : I informed bolh the TSA agent at the podium and the agent at lhe belongings belt I hat I was pregnant and that I did nol wanl to go through lhe scanner due to the radialion. The agent 
at the belt told me that the machine I was about to walk through was not a scanner. I asked him a second time if it was a scanner or a metal detector and he said it was not a scanner and that there was no radiation. as I was being coerced by people 
waiting behind me to go. Feel mg rushed I walked through the machine. Soon later I I ooked up what an image of a &quot;sca n ne r &quot: looked Ii ke on my smart phone and the image was id ent1ca I to the machine I walked through with further 
explanation that the re is indeed radiation associated with the machine. 

'014 6:16:2 I undersland that TSA has laken the position that the scanner is not dangerous for pregnant women, however I was under lhe impression we still had the oplion of a pat down if desired. This agent claimed lhis machine was not a scanner, which seems 
to be false information. I feel like I was lied to to get the line moving faster. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name ._f h=··,1-'-R"·1 _____ _. 

Phone Number : 
Email l(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this lmk http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time . 216/2014 7:35:00 PM 
Airport LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel 02/0612014 3:30 PM Airline & Flight Number American Airlines Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Unknown -American Airline Precheck TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · Th ere a re serious issues I fee I when someone as ins ign iii cant as me who was se I ected as a prescre en was pegged as having potentia I explosives and of course, my low risk yielded nothing as it s ho u Id have, I fly a 11 the ti me and rare I y set 
off machines. If three tiny screws show up vs all the metal I had in my ears and on my fingers then there might be a problem with lhe system. I should set off red flags from much larger pieces of metal medical devices implanted in my body. I am nol 
complaining about pat down just that that which was a problem was smallest of item on and in me. 

Then I was positive for substance that did not exist and false positive was created. It would be nice to know what I could have done different to not endure that again. I have never touched a gun or any content known to be explosive to my 
knowledge. 

Lastly. I had canned food th at was confiscated. Instead of using tech ni ca I te nms I had to Ii te ra 11 y pul I info out of this person to understand what she was conveying. She could have just said I can escort you back out of airport lo r you to recheck at the 
'014 8:01 :2 ticket counter, I am reasonably educated and more laymen terms could have been used. 

I am not complaining that the major inconvenience occurred to me. I am actually more worried that if someone as innocent as me with nothing to hide and being checked as thoroughly as I supposedly was. Time was not well spent on my pat down 
and false positive for explosives. The fact that I had proof of medical devices m the form of a card from company with senal numbers &amp: pertinent info and X-ray of pms m feet I was still subjected to all this and I deserved better as I was 
preselected for TSA prechk for a reason and that being I was not a threat. As far as the positive testing I had nothing and tested positive anyway. That tells me it is a failed system. And if u tell a customer you need to do a more firm pat down then be 
sure you produce a betler pat down be the 2nd one was no different than the first and had I concealed somelhing I wonder if ii would have been missed. Nonelheless as I sat there I saw problem after problem with folks and I his special precheck and 
wondered if it was effective at all. I feel if preselected and having proof you would set off an alarm should have been considered more. I even told agent I had a medical device and she should have offered me to go through scanner as it was I felt I 
had to follow procedure and continue through detector. I did not know I had a choice. Most all agents I have spoke with know ppl with devices get concerned with metal detectors and prefer scanners. Is there a reason no scanner are on prechk side? 
Had my medica I be en considered I would have perhaps gotten to skip the whole la I se positive. Persona I ly I le el it a 11 could have been even mo re thorough. 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time : 21712014 6:50:05 AM 
Airport. CMH - Port Columbus International Date/Time of Travel . 02107/2014 Airline & Flight Number. 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport sta screening B gales TSA Employee: (If Known) : 

1014 8:42: 1- Comment . Metal detector appears to be set for higher sensitivity than other Pre locations at other airports like Denver, LAX and SFO. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this lmk http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



The caller at first asked ta speak with someone who has authority and who can make a phone call. 
I advised th at th ere i sn t anyone he re from the T CC who can make a phone cal I. I asked that he exp I am his concern to determine how I could assist h, m. 

He indicated that his is a Precheck parlicipant. He indicated that he has a hip replacement and lhat he doesn l wanl to go through lhe WTMD. He indicaled thal his diflicull for him to take off his shoes. 
He indicated that he travels from TPA often and has been allowed to utilize the AIT after advising of the metal implants. He indicated that the AIT is not in the Precheck lane but a standard lane near to that. He mentioned that he would soon be 75 and 
would not have to rem ave his shoes. He indicated th at he was advised by a TSO that he could not go through the Al T and that he wou Id have to undergo a paid own instead. 

1014 9=12:3 I explained that he should advise of the metal implants before screening begins and can request AIT screening. He can leave his shoes on if he cannot remove them due to a disability or medical complication, he should advised TSOs of I his as well. 
advised that if he is in the Precheck line and opts for the AIT and the WTMD is available at that line, he may be referred to a standard screening lane where AIT is available. 

Passengers 75 years and older can leave on shoes. and light outer wear and are permitted additional passes through the AIT rather than to be directed to a patdown to resolve an alarm, 

The caller indicated that he did not feel that he was discriminated because of his disability but there was a break dawn in communication. He mentioned that TSOs were rude. He is mainly upset that there is na AIT present in the Precheck lane at TPA 
for people with meta I imp I ants to be ab I e to uti I ize P recheck. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPkb 1(6) 
Date Time: 21712 0!"1"'4""a"",4"'"6,-: 0.,..5,_.A.,..M,-,-, 

······················----------------····························· 

Com~irirn".cor,slsieiitl Selected 161 L,condary Screening 

Namr1(6) ! 
Emai b)(6) 

Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 
Comments:I have been repeatedly selected for pat downs and additional types of screening every time I fly. Today I went through the virtual strip search with an image of my in-adiated body sent to a stranger. a metal detector, a check for explosives 
which came back positive even though I've never touched explosives in my life, was patted down in front of people and then taken to a private room for more intense pal downs, had every item I was carrying 1es1ed and then lold I shouldn't be upset 

:114 1 O: 12:, about it' Nothing was found' 

This happens to me repeatedly even though I am the complete opposite in background and identity from those who would want harm to come to our American population. 

I want to know why it appears I am being targeted everything time I ga through security. It appears to be a case al reverse discrimination to me ... perhaps just to cover TSAs backside so they don't get accused al profiling. Or perhaps it"s just a power 
play given the instruments used do not accurately detect things but can be used as an excuse to harass travelers at the whims of TSA employees. I also want to know why the explosives checking machine does not accurately detect explosives. I touch 
my dog, my coffee and my shower amenities before going to the airport! 

I won't fly again because the concrete halls of our airports on US soil do nat adhere to the constitution I was raised to believe protected me and because I am consistently harassed. My money saved. Airline's money lost. I can drive anywhere I need to 
go and il"s frankly easier than the harassment I go through every time I fly which was frequently. 

Finally I understand our 4th amendment right has been revoked. Is our 1st amendmenl rig hi also revoked?!? 

I guess the terro nsts have won at I ea st in p art1 



Caller said back in 2011 he joined global entry and traveled last week from Seattle and got precheck but when he left Palm Springs his wile got precheck on her boarding pass but she never signed up for it and he said he did not get it. He said his wife 
was told she would get precheck each lime if she joined unless random. He asked if he has to sign up for the TSA precheck program, 100. He said he showed his global entry card in Seattle but ii was nol on his boarding pass. Then he said in Palm 
Springs it was not on his boarding pass and he showed his global entry card but they would not let him get into the lane. He said why are there 2 different rules. He said the person at the head of the line looked at his boarding pass and would not let 
him stay in the precheck lane. He said this is not the first time he was denied in Palm Springs and always gets precheck in Seattle and asked if Seattle being too lax or doing it wrong and is Palm Springs being too strict. He said he does not want to 
get anyone in trouble but he travels a lot. He said he just gets in the precheck lane and never looks at his boarding pass. Now he said Seattle is not handing precheck correctly. He asked for the phone# for CBP. 

Res pons e: I advised him It is random and unp redicta bl e for security reasons and that from the reservation the info is embedded in the bar code of his boa rd ng pass and scanned and then he would be directed to that pre ch eek I ane if chosen .. 

TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data. Using the same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided for years, TSA"s risk-based analysis will increase 
the number of travelers who may be eligible for TSA Precheck. 

Currently, the Secure Flight data that is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevenl known or suspecled terrorisls from gaining access 10 an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA"s new initiative will use this same information to 
,014 2:14: 1 also identify low-risk passengers ta determine if they should be directed to the TSA Precheck lane for expedited screening. 

TS A's new risk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Precheck lanes. Additionally. all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSA 
ofli cer and wi 11 go through a mel al detector or Advanced Imaging T echno I og y sea n ne r as pa rt of security procedures. 

Passengers who are di re cted to the T SA P recheck lane at the security checkpoint wi 11 undergo expedited sere en i ng without having to en ro 11 in T SA P recheck This may inc I ude I ea vi ng on shoes, I ight outerwear, and belts. and keeping I aptops in their 
cases and quart-size bags containing 3-1-1 compliant liquids, gels. and aerosols in carry-on baggage. 

Although TSA's new initiative leverages the current TSA Precheck process, passengers should not expect to be directed ta the TSA Precheck lane each time they fly. Individuals who would like to receive expedited screening on a more frequent basis 
should consider applying to a U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Trusted Traveler program. Passengers who travel internationally may be interested in a membership with a U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Trusted Traveler 
Program, such as Global Entry. Those who travel domestically may prefer TSA's application program, Applicants of either program undergo fingerprinting and a background check before being approved for membership and TSA Precheck eligibility. 

I offered to refer this to the CSM at the airport. 

I gave hirn the CBP phone# at 1-866-530-4172. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

;===,====.-------------------------------------
Remote Client 1p~!(=b~i(~6~1 ___ ~ 
Date Time 21712014 6:56 30 PM 

'014 8:09 5 Nam~b ,(6) I 
Ema(b)(61 I 
Comifa,nis:My Complaint 1s Nol Listed Here· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):United 1711 
Newark, New Jersey 
C81 
Comments:I was going through TSA Pre Check line and security was letting general public blend through the same line and metal detector. Shoes on, etc. Is this not a securily breach? 



Never has my wife been subjected ta such and intrusive pat dawn that quite apparently the agent gained enjoyment from her actions. Four times the agent petiormed a breast pat down when a simple look at the scar area on the hip would have 
sufficed. The incident took place at Washington Reagan. terminal at approximately 10:05 AM. My wife has a hip implant hence the metal detector goes off and she explained before entenng the screen device. We travel into many countries and without 
a doubt the US screening system is the only one that went out of its way to humiliate. 

The art of leadership is the key to world excellence" 

:J14 11 09~1(b_
1
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_
1 
_____ ~ 

Mississauga, Ontario 

L5N 4R6 Canada 

Teletb)(61 

HYPERLINK~b~i~(6~i-----------------~ 

Skyp~(b)(ff1 

Today, 02/08/2014 while clearing TSAat Chicago-Ohare at 0630 (between the Delta and Canadian check in counters) my 14 year old Type 1 diabetic daughter and I were nat treated appropriately regarding her Insulin Pump. 

~ the male TSA agent was very condescending and began scolding my daughter as well as me after we exited the body scanner. He said we could not request special treatment and her pump was supposed to remain on her. I had informed the 
female TSA agenl prior to the body scanner I hat my daughter would remove her pump and we were requesting a hand screening of the pump. She did not hesilate with our requesl. My daughler was willing to disconnecl her pump and walk thru eilher 
the metal detector or the scanner or if TSA preferred she was willing to have an entire pat down. Our only requirement was that her insulin pump ($11,000 value and her only means al life enabling insulin) be hand screened and not go thru an X-ray, 
metal detector or body scanner, as expressly prohibited by the pump manufacturer. It has the possibility of no longer working properly after being exposed to those machines and could give a lethal dose of insulin or Just stop working. Any attempt to put 
this pump thru one of the X-ray, metal detector or body scanners wil VOID the warranty as well. 

We travel frequently and I've been a flight attendant for 26 years. Clearing security is nat anything new for us. We have never been treated with disrespect or had any issues while clearing TSA in the last 9 years with the insulin pump until today. 
'014 U3:3 

I respectfully request you provide accurate training regarding Type 1 diabetic's needs while traveling and re-train!(b)(6:, ~n politeness, respect and treating those with medical disabilities with respect. 

Anchorage, AK 99516 

Sen~Phone 



'014 1:134 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSA's own official air travel discrimination complaint form You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSAdescribed here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
F ul I Name ???????? ?? ?? ?????????? 

Email Address:l(b,(61 I 
Phone Numbef b)(6) I 
Address: 
Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? Yes 
Ethnicity? Yes 
Religion? Yes 
N ationa Ii ty? Yes 
Gender? Yes 
Disability? Yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 



'014 1:135 

'014 1:05 0 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSA's own official air travel discrimination complaint form You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSAdescribed here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
F ul I Name ???????? ?? ?? ?????????? 

Email Addres,....=-----
Phone Numbe (b)(6I 

Address bi(61 
Zipcode~. -·--· ---~ 

Are you 18 or over? No 
Are you represented by a third party or an a !torn ey in this matter? Yes 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Na 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Other 
Current Date/Time : 21912014 11 :45:35 AM Airport : SAT - San Antonio International Date/Time of Travel 02/06/2014 Airtine & Flight Number Delta Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: I think il's completely irrational thal about half the people are routed lhrough the backscatter machines and half through the normal metal detectors, but if you ask to not go through the backscatler machine you are subjected 10 a full-body pat
dawn. 0 bvi OLIS I y if this were s LI Ch a matter of nation a I security, na one wa LIi d be asked to go through the meta I detectors. In the end, this simply p uni shes pea pie who don't want to go through the backscatter machines and without any kind of apparent 
goal towards better secunty (since half the people don't have to go through them anyway). 

I will always request to avoid the backscatler machines, for a number of reasons, and I lhink I hat it would simply make more sense on everyone's part if you just gave up the farce that this is for betler security and save us all some time by allowing me, 
and others who choose nat to go through those machines, to simply ga through the metal detectors - like yau allow half the passengers (or all, if the backscatter isn't working) anyway• 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB21ApplicationManager 

To Whom It May Concern: 
My name iskb-:,(6) !and I just went through the LAX screening process. As I was entering the stand up walk through machine I was pushed back because it was stated that it was "calibrating" and I was to go through the regular metal detector. 
I instructed the Officer that I had metal in my back and leg and lhat I would prefer a pat down and she slated "il's ok jusl come please lhrough". Of course I sel the metal detector off and she told me to step aside. I did as I was told and as soon as I 
arrived in the screening area I was instructed ta take my sweatshirt off. Because I have a bad back it took me a while to take it aff and I was instructed to "please hurry we are very busy" Once I was able to take it aff I instructed her that my back is very 
sensitive and lo r her to please be ca refu I. She al most Immediately pressed on my back and I pu 11 ed away because she hurt me. She stated ·•a re yo LI hiding anything" and I qui ck ly reminded her that my back was bothering me and that 1s why I p u 11 ed 

'014 12:11:, away. She completed the pat down and I asked if I could go, she then stated that she needed to test my hands. She completed that and then rudely stated "you can go", 
This is not I he first Ii me tha I I have be en treated rude I y a I LAX. however this time was the worst. I now have to trave I the nexl 11 hours in tremendous pain because of the horrendous pat down this LAX Officer completed on me. Unfortunate I y I did not 
get the name of this Officer at the time of the screening. However, I do nat believe I should have been accused of "hiding something" and treated so rudely. 
Respectfully 

l(b)(61 



Please explain how you can have a category ofTrusted American Citizens thal does not include RETIRED MILITARY. We have given 20 plus years in defending America. Who is more Irustworthy? I feel disrespecled when I go through lhe Airport, and 
have ta go through that Body Machine, take off my shoes, and or get patted down, TSA knowing I'm a Retired Disabled Veteran, and other Social Categories of American Citizens don't have ta remove their shoe's ar go through the body machine, they 

2014 4 ,18 ,c go through metal detector only, because of age. or other reasons you have, they don't even have to pre-screen. I guarantee in the history of America there has never been a Retired Veteran carrying a Blue Retired Military I.D. card. hurt America. Our 
· · I.D. cards allow us access to Military Installations for shopping, lodging, dinning, MWR, etc. The Military respects us that much, and with monetary compensation also. TSA respects other Social Categories of American Citizens before Retired 

Military.Thal is insulling. I hope race had nothing to do with your trealment of me, I was told Retired Mililary is not as good as Active Military, I hope that is not the case. If you don'I fix this, I will launch a campaign against TSA through Social Media 
from every al the 2 million retiree' wha will listen. 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights Is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA their Member of Congress. and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on. a civi I rights organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entities they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAa€'" s awn official air travel discrimination complaint form. Yau are requested to take action on the complaint al profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

2014 5:o2:: Are you 18 or over? Yes 

'014 10:42: 

Are yau represented by a third party ar an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) da you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati an? 
Race? Yes 
Ethnicity? Yes 
Religion? Yes 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Ha rtsf1el d-J ackson Atlanta International Airport 

The ca 11 er requested Wounded Warnor a ssIsta n ce for a flight and when she went through the screening she stated it was as if the TSO did n t know al I her problems. She received a patdown, which was pai nfu I. She can t go through the Al T. She 
wouldn t let her go through the medical detector. She stated TSA puts passengers through extra pain and she was in tears. She wore all lose clothes and she has to because she is in pain all the time. They provided a wheelchair for her on her last 
flight, but nol this one. She flew yesterday from Pensacola. 

Advised: 

An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request 10 be screened using a patdown: however, passengers cannol request 10 be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a I ho rough patdown. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 

TSA does not provide wheelchair assistance. That is done by the airline. 



2014 824, 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Los Angeles lnternalional Airport 



Di sa bi Ii ty Description: The cal I er ind i ca I ed tha l she had requested a ssis tan ce vi a I he Wounded Warrior program. 

Response Details: I advised that I would refer information to her on how to submit a formal written complain m writing. 

TSA Civil Rights can assist passengers who feel I hey have been discriminated against or profiled in the screening process. All civil rights complaints are required to be submilled in wriling and I can go ahead an send the instruclions on how 10 do so. 

I advised th at we would refer the inform at,on to the CSM at PHX. 

lncidenl Details: The caller would like 10 file a formal complaint against three TSA employees at PHX. She traveled from I here today. 

Caller had requested assistance through Wounded Warrior previous to todays flight and was met by a TSO!(b·:,(61 I She had advised them of her medIca I cond iii on prior to screening. This person advised that she had to receive a patdown. 

The caller checked her baggage wilh the airline and obtained a wheelchair from I hem. She was not allowed to go through the WTMD. She had to receive a paldown. She advised that she doesn t feel comfortable being touched as she was in a lot of 
2014 8:28:[ pain. A TSO advised that there was an ETD alarm and that another patdown would be required. This patdown included a patdown of her private area. She asked for a super,isar (L TSO !(b':1(6) !who advised that she had to complete the 

screening process regardless of whether she wanted to fiy as she was in a secure area of the airport. She advised that a patdown had to be conducted of her private area. 

Caller asked for the supervisors boss. Supervisorkbl(ffl !advised that the caller had 10 go through the process. She explained to him lhat she was Iraumatized and lhat lhe assistance she had requesled did not help and had become traumatic. 
This super,isar also advised that she could not leave the secured area without being screened, even if she decided that she wasn t going to fly. She then asked for!rh·11rr·,I super,isar and was advised that the individual was in a meeting. She requested 
a business card. that she did not get, however kb·:, ( 6) !Provided a sticky note with the name of!( b ·:, ( 6 I I 
She indicated that she was wearing a brace and lhe brace was not swabbed, however her other arlicles and belongings were swabbed. Caller feels that she was discriminaled based on her disability. 

The ca 11 er indicated that the re was a hidden motive behmd the p atdown screening. She indicated that the re was a fa Is e negative th at res u I ted in the patdown. Ca 11 er fee Is the add i ti o na I screening was based on her race as we 11. 

She was at lhe checkpoint between 5:55am-6am 
Southwest flight 802 de parting at 8: 50a m from C4. 

Caller stated th at he fi ew from Po rt Co I um bus to Chicago O Ha re. Caller stated th at when he went through the meta I detector, the al a rm did not sound as it usually does s i nee he has a knee rep I ace m ent. Ca 11 er asked the officer why 11 did not a I a rm 
and the officer told him that it just didn t. Caller wanted to know if he should call and let someone know that the metal detector at Port Columbus was not alarming, 

Airport Port Columbus 
Airline United 
Flight numbers 245 
Dale and lime of incident 
Baggage tag number 
Description of bag, color. sty I e, size. brand 
NOi with Writing 
Terminal or Gate Terminal B 
Contact informationkb':1(6) !- work phone in chicag4._(b_."'I(_6'-, __ _.!office n Ohio._kb--'1_(6--') __ __. 

Many passengers with meIaI implants thal regularly alarm a walk-lhrough metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
2014 1 '25 '' heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk

through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 

If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through meIaI detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure insIead. 
A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

• The patd own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers mu st wait for a TSO of the same gender to be come a vai I ab I e, 
• The passenger can request a privale screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a privale screening, anolher TSA employee will also be presenl and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id nol be asked 10 remove or Ii ft any article of clothing 10 rev ea I a sensitive body area. 
In addition to the patdown, TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. 

I told the caller I am referring this to the CSM just in case the equipment needs to be calibrated. 



Namei(bl(ff, I 
Address:!rh·11r;··, !Valencia, CA 91355 
Date: Thursday. January 20, 2014 
Details: 

At approximately 9:30 PM to 10:00 PM I was guided through priority boarding wilh Uniled Airlines. Flight UA 660 from LAX -ORD, Gate 74. Board time: 10.52 PM. Departure lime: 11 27 PM. Ticket Confirmation l(b)(61 

I have a defibnllator and am under stnct instructions from my Doctors NOT to pass through any fonm of metal detection device due to possible damage and or impairment to proper functioning of my defibrillator. My heart condition is life threatening 
and I have had two ca rd i a c deaths and on several other occasions the proper functioning of my device has saved my Ii fe, I informed the male TS A agent that checked my ticket and Drive rs License that I would need a le male assist, He advised that I 
s hou Id I el I the agents as I a pp roached I he security check poi nl. I to Id two ma I e 
TSA agents that I would need a female assist and one was called for and I was told to stand at a certain spat to await the assist. After a fews minutes a female TSA agent from another area and said quite loudly, where is the trouble maker When 
she became aware of who I was she said mo re than once something to the effect of come th raug h here and aggressively waived me towards her. After I walked th ra ugh I expected to receive the pat down that I am quite accustomed to as I have had 
my device since 1997 and travel extensively. Then she just indicated that I was done and should move on. It then became apparent to me that she had made me walk through the metal detection device. When I questioned why she ignored my 
request and made me at serious potenlial risk to my health walk through the metal detector she was rude and defensive and said I should have told her why. Unfortunately al this point I was so scared and upset that I neglected 10 gel her name. I 

2014 S: 13:, assume that by correlating the gate flight information with the TSA security tapes and female staff working that area that you will be able to determine who she was. 

It is critical that this woman understand that her actions could have resulted in my death. My traveling companion was witness to these events. 

I look forward to your response ta this complaint and advice that you have received this email. 

On Friday January 31, 2014 I gave preliminary infonmation tokb::,(6 !of the TSA, employee k._b_)"'(_6'-1 _ _, 

I understand that my signature is not required on this document as it is being submitted via email. If that is not correct please advise and I will submit it by mail. 

I can be reached by phone at ~kb_:._,(_6'-) __ ~ 

Thank you in advance far your investigation into this matter 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time · 2/11/2014 9:15: 19 PM Airport : LAX - t.os Angeles International Date/Time of Travel : 0211112014 6:00 PM Airline & Flight Number . AA 1226 Checkpoint/Area of Airport . 
American Airlines TSA pre check TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment · TSA pre check and Global entry are great programs. However, in LA and a few other airports the scanners have been replaced by metal detectors. With two artificial hips. i set off the metal detector every time and have to be patted down. 
This defeats lhe purpose of pre check. I am also not a high profile target (60 years old, known travelorJ and so is just a waste of everyone's time. It would be great if I here was access to a scanner. Airports such as Chicago al AA has solved this 

1014 1 O: 13: problem. I travel to three cities per week and so have experienced the good and the bad numerous times. Is this something that can be addressed? 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name!._(b"-·: ... 1(6"'-·"-1 __ __. 

Phone ~I!~~:: · Email !(b )(6) I 
To lea ~ ryr11e1 It eOl lcei I Illig ii 1s feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller has been flying back and forth an Southwest to Chicago since this past May due to the death al a relative. Caller is a CA resident. Caller has had to go through additional screening because al using alternative ID. Caller has anxiety and 
depression. Caller will be flying to San Diego soon to renew her ID. Callers ID will expire before her flight. Caller is concerned that she will have to have add1t1onal screening due to using an alternative ID. Caller states that previously she was patted 
down twice and it was very d ifficu It lo r her, Ca 11 er is very up set and would Ii ke to know how she can go through the screening with having add i ti ona I screening done, Ca Iler feels th at additiona I screening is done based on whether or not the TS Os Ii ke 
you or on racial preference. Caller does not want to give delails aboul past complainls because that will not change her upcoming screening. 

Advised caller: 
We u nders ta nd the inconvenience passengers may have experienced due to the p atdown. Nevertheless, we be Ii eve these security measures a re necessary and a p prop ri ate for ensuring the security and confidence of a 11 air travelers. Every passenger 

,014 12,00, and their property must be screened before entering the secured area, and lhe way lhe screening is conducled is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated wilh dignity, respecl, and courtesy. TSOs are 
trained for that. 

We can not guarantee you that you wi 11 not have to undergo add i ti o na I screening reg a rd I ess of the ID that you pre sent, 
For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ 
screening. 

If TSA is able to conlinm the passenger's identity using alternative ID, the passenger will be cleared to enter the screening checkpoint however, the individual may be subject to additional screening. 
If you have complaints about a particular screening incident at an airporl, please inform of us of lhe details and we can forward ii to the CSM to look into the issue. 



Caller has been flying back and forth an Southwest to Chicago since this past May due to the death al a relative. Caller is a CA resident. Caller has had to go through additional screening because al using alternative ID. Caller has anxiety and 
depression. Caller will be flying to San Diego soon to renew her ID. Callers ID will expire before her flight. Caller is concerned that she will have to have add1t1onal screening due to using an alternative ID. Caller states that previously she was patted 
down twice and it was very difficult for her. Caller is very upset and would like to know how she can go through the screening with having additional screening done. Caller feels that additional screening is done based on whether or not the TSOs like 
you or on racial preference. Caller does not want to give delails aboul past complainls because that will not change her upcoming screening. 

Advised caller: 
We u nders ta nd the inconvenience passengers may have experienced due to the p atdown. Nevertheless, we be Ii eve these security measures a re necessary and a p prop ri ate for ensuring the security and confidence of a 11 air travelers. Every passenger 

,014 12,00, and their property must be screened before entering the secured area, and lhe way lhe screening is conducled is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated wilh dignity, respecl, and courtesy. TSOs are 
trained for that. 

We can not guarantee you that you wi 11 not have to undergo add i ti o na I screening reg a rd I ess of the ID that you pre sent, 
For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ 
screening. 

If TSA is able to conlinm the passenger's identity using alternative ID, the passenger will be cleared to enter the screening checkpoint however, the individual may be subject to additional screening. 
If you have complaints about a particular screening incident at an airpori. please inform of us of lhe details and we can forward ii to the CSM to look into the issue. 
Caller has flown from 7 different airports, most recently from BOS. Dunng his tnp at BOS he had filled out a form that does not have an address to send 11 to. It just says to place in a drop box. The caller is complainging about being Precheck approved 
and having a pace rn ake r, Every ti rn e that he go es through he does not go through a WTM D and is di reeled tow a rd a I te mate screening and having to empty out everything. He wishes to speak with someone about a policy change or business 
suggeslion. Caller is not happy wilh jusl someone to complain and requests the Administrators information an email. 

Advised caller: 

I cannot send a complaint to 7 differenl aiports. Whal you are asking is for a poilcy change. I am unable to thal here. I suggest you visit TSA's submission process for information, ideas, proposals, and opportunities is located on our Web site at 
,014 12:52:. www.tsa.gav ar the Fed Biz Opps Web site at www.fedbizopps.gov. 

I do not have Mr. Pistoles email address. I have his mailing address: 

John S. Pistole 
Administrator 
Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
601 South 12th Street, TSA-1 
Arlington. VA 20598 



2014 805, 

pre check area of sec u nty. I was the only traveler at that ti me going through the pre ch eek area. I was rea 11 y shocked at the attitude th ad( b) ( ff:, ~ ee med to have, es pec1al ly s i nee 11 was ea rty and no one was in the I an e she was working exee pt myse If. 
I had already placed my suitcase and computer bag on the belt and they had almost gone through as I was taking off my heavy winter coat to place it in the bin. She instructed me to put the bin in first before my bags. but my bags were no longer at 
arm's reach so I just sent the bin through lasl. She yelled lhat lhe bin was going to get s1uck since there was nothing 10 push it through. Now, I'm sure bins do get s1uck on occasion with lightweight items in them, but my bags were already passing 
through and I couldn't get to them. My bin went on through without a problem, but when I got through the metal detector. she railed her eyes and looked at one of the other TSA screeners and commented, with a very hateful attitude "they just think we 
are crazy and don't know what we are talking about". 

I think 11 was mostly her attitude th at got to me. more Iha n her words. I did not say one word to her as I try to avoid conflict. when poss i b I e. I have !rave I ed for about 15 years. 3-4 ti mes e aeh week, so I do run across peop I e that a re not in the best of 
moods, but Phyllis's behavior was unacceptable to me. There was not one reason why she should have treated me like that, or any others for that matter. I am not one of the regular business travelers that believes we are entitled to special treatment 
or anylhing like that. I was just minding my own business, when she yelled out from the other side of the metal de1ec1or. 

Thank you for the op po r1 unity to sh are my comments with you and I hope they wi 11 get forwarded 10 I he a pp ro pri ate ind iv idua I at the Co I umb us airport. 



2014 819( 

I have recently undergone a total knee arthroplasty (knee replacement) and discovered that I now set-off the metal-detector at Terminal 1 of FLL. Unfortunately. Terminal 1 at FLL does not have ANY backscatter X-ray machines installed, and as such, 
I (and anyone with a medical condition that involved the replacement of a joint with a metal implant such as for a knee, hip or shoulder) am invasively patted down each and every time by TSA security. 

These i nvas,ve pat-downs a re not only hum i Ii ati ng ( regardless of whether done in pub Ii c or p nvate). but a I so adds at least 15 min to the security process, which Is sign iii cant for frequent business travelers such as myse If.. . es pec,al ly cons1d e ring th at I 
have T SA Pre-Check on 3 airlines P 

The reason provided by the local TSA supervisor for the lack of backscatter X-ray machines in Tenminal 1 of FLL is that there is insufficient room to install backscatter X-ray machines without re-locating support columns. Although that may be true with 
regard to replacing all lhe meIaI detectors in that area, it is highly unlikely that sufficienl room cannot be made to install at leasl one backsc;i11er X-ray machine. 

Cost should not be a consideration when it comes to discriminatory practices I hat require passengers wilh joinl replacemenls to be singled out for invasive pat-downs each and every time. Other passengers might be occasionally and randomly 
selected for pat-dawns, or may be carrying materials in their packets that trigger the need for a pat-down. but passengers with joint replacements are in the unique position of always being singled out. 

I urge you to rectify this issue by insisting upon the installation of at least one backscatter X-ray machine in Terminal 1, FLL. 

In the interim, I urge you to institute a policy of allowing passengers with joint replacements (which can be demonstrated with official cards from their physicians) to undergo ·wanding•· and specific-site pat down (e.g., shoulder or knee) ta demonstrate 
that there is no concurrent presence of external metal-containing obJects. Your metal detectors are sophisticated enough to indicate 1/ the source of the metal is low, medium or high. Surely THAT information along with wandrng and specific-site pat 
down would be sufficient to ave rt the need for TS A perso nne I having to pat-down the gen ita Is of joint-rep I ace me nt patients' 



(fill in what you can) 
Yes 
First and Middle Name: 

kb)(61 I 
Last Name: 

[§RfilJ 
Main Phone: 

!(b,(61 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

PO Box or Street address: 
kb1(6) 

City: 

2014 8:25: 1 New York 
State: 
NY 
Zip: 
10007 

ec here ,t you are represented by a lhird party or an attorney in this ma1ter. 
No 
If so p I ease provide the third party s name and contact information: 

2)Have you been authorized 10 file this complaint form on behalf of anolher individual? 
If yes. please provide your information. 
No 
Your First Name: 

Your Last Name: 
To w horn it may concern 

Today at Denver tsa line 
Gentleman at metal detector he Id up the Ii ne and shouted for everyone to comp I am that there were not enough workers that was why he was sto ping passengers going through meta I d ete cto r Al so I was under the impression we did not need to re move 
our coats 

He asked everyone to re move their coats 

I travelled through 2114 @ 0900 

'014 12' 13' Tsa used to be pleasant 
This guy was rude 

Regards 

Sent from my iPhone 



Caller said she is flying from Midway in Chicago an Delta and she said at her people merged into the precheck lane and she said this is a shoe violation. She said she has reported what she needs to report and she said this is scary and she does not 
want to be read to anymore and she ended the cal I. 

Respanse:TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data. Using the same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided for years, TSA's risk-based analysis will 
increase the number of travelers who may be eligible for TSA Precheck. 

Currently, the Secure Flight data that is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevenl known or suspecled terrorists from gaining access 10 an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA's new initiative will use this same information to 
,014 12:34: also identify low-risk passengers ta determine if they should be directed to the TSA Precheck lane for expedited screening. 

TSA's new risk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Precheck lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSA 
officer and wi 11 go through a mel al detector or Advanced Imaging T echno I og y sea n ne r as pa rt of security procedures. 

Passengers who are directed to theTSA Precheck lane at the secunty checkpoint will undergo expedited screening without having to enroll inTSA Precheck. This may include leaving on shoes, light outer\'llear, and belts, and keeping laptops in their 
cases and quart-size bags containing 3-1-1 compliant liquids, gels. and aerosols in cany-on baggage. 

Although TSA's new initiative leverages the current TSA Precheck process, passengers should not expect to be directed ta the TSA Precheck lane each time they fly. Individuals who would like to receive expedited screening on a more frequent basis 
s hou Id cons1d er applying for precheck. 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: Ca 11 er travels 4 ti mes a year and she has two knee imp I ants. Every ti me th at she goes through the A IT screener the a I a rm sounds and she has to go through a patdown. Some airports I et her on through the checkpoint and 
some airports do a head to toe patdown including her hair. She is over 75 and shouldn t have to take her shoes off for screening but when the alarm sounds that officers make her take her shoes off for additional screening. 

Information Request She is needing to know if it shows on the screen what part of the body that caused the alarm to sound? She is also needing to know why her hair is being patted down if it is her knee implants that are causing the alarm ta sound 
and why she is b erng required to take her shoes off lo r s c reenrng s i nee she is 7 5 yea rs old? 
She is wanting to know about the pre screening th at peop I e go through so she wi 11 not have to go through a pa tdow n screening. 

2014 1 :28:, Response Details: I advised her that the AIT screener is not a metal detector and may nat be alarming due to her metal implants. There may be some other reason or another part of her body besides the knees that is causing the alarm to sound. Our 
officers a re required to conduct a p atdown to c I ear a I arms and it Is at the disc ret,on of the office rs at the checkpoint what area of the body that they have to paid own. 
Our officers may ask her to remove her shoes lo r additiona I screening to c I ear an a I a nn, 
The passengers that go through the expedited screening go through a WTMD and if she goes lhrough this screener with meIaI implants an alarm will sound and she will still have to go through a patdown screening. 
The next time that she gets ready to fly she can contact us and we will be able to forward a request for assistance to our disabiltiy specialist at HQ so she will have assistance during the screening process and her screening will go smoother 
She did not want to f, I e a complaint about her previous s c reenrng experiences. 
She can speak with a PSS at the checkpoint and they wi 11 be able to further assist her through the screening , 
Email not sent. 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt,on: Ca 11 er travels 4 ti mes a year and she has two knee imp I ants. Every ti me th at she goes through the A IT screener the a I a rm sounds and she has to go through a patdown. Some airports I et her on through the checkpoint and 
some airports do a head to toe patdown including her hair. She is over 75 and shouldn t have to take her shoes off for screening but when the alarm sounds that officers make her take her shoes off for additional screening. 

Information Request She is needing to know if it shows on the screen what part of the body that caused the alarm to sound? She is also needing to know why her hair is being patted down if it is her knee implants that are causing the alarm ta sound 
and why she is b erng required to take her shoes off lo r s c reenrng s i nee she is 7 5 yea rs old? 
She is wanting to know about the pre screening th at peop I e go through so she wi 11 not have to go through a pa tdow n screening. 

2014 1 :28:, Response Details: I advised her that the AIT screener is not a metal detector and may nat be alarming due to her metal implants. There may be some other reason or another part of her body besides the knees that is causing the alarm to sound. Our 
officers a re required to conduct a p atdown to c I ear a I arms and it Is at the disc ret,on of the office rs at the checkpoint what area of the body that they have to paid own. 
Our officers may ask her to remove her shoes lo r additiona I screening to c I ear an a I a nn, 
The passengers that go through the expedited screening go through a WTMD and if she goes lhrough this screener with meIaI implants an alarm will sound and she will still have to go through a patdown screening. 
The next time that she gets ready to fly she can contact us and we will be able to forward a request for assistance to our disabiltiy specialist at HQ so she will have assistance during the screening process and her screening will go smoother 
She did not want to f, I e a complaint about her previous s c reenrng experiences. 
She can speak with a PSS at the checkpoint and they wi 11 be able to further assist her through the screening , 
Email not sent. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time, 2114/2014 12:04:25 PM Airport: DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International Date/Time of Travel· 02/1412014 8:00 AM Airline & Flight Number, M 988 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
International Arrivals TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . Hi, normally my experience with TSA employees is a pleasant one. This is my first time encountering rude and in my opinion unprofessional TSA agents in many flights. 

Upon arriving from my international flight from Peru, as I sent my carry-on bags through the scanner at security, I mistakenly stepped in front of guard and metal detector directly to the left of the scanner. He then spoke to me in a belittleing manner 
telling me that I didn't see that people going through his portJI had special badges and clearance and thal I must gel in line behind the body scanner next 10 his portal. 

Before proceeding through, I politely suggested that they place a sign by his portal to remove confusion. He cut me off in mid sentence and began to tell me there were signs everywhere and that I should have noticed, continuing to speak obviously not 
concerned with my suggestion. I felt he was belittling and demeaning infront of all who were in line. He was an older gentleman, tall and balding with grey hair. 

After going through the body scanner, I failed to remove my wallet and a small bit of folded cash from my pocket. Again I was rudely spoken to as I was asked. &quot;Didn't they tell you to remove all items from your pockets &quot: which no one did. 
2014 2:25:, Then as I did remove the two items, I was handled in a rude manner. He had dark hair, black framed glasses and was about 5' 1 O&quot 

I don'I normally submit complaints like I his, but when passengers go oul of their way to coopera1e wilh security at lhe airport, we expect more grace for simple mistakes, especially when each gate check area from airport 10 airport operates in different 
manner. 

Thanks for hearing my conce m. 
God Bless, 

kb)(61 
Would you like a re'?'J'JU:"'-''-!.W.._ _ _, 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number ~h-··1r~R-.1---~--~ 
Email /h\1i:=::··, 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller said he was traveling out of Pittsburgh Airport and carries aromatherapy o, Is and is in the hea Ith ca re f1el d and he said they practically stn ps ea rched h, m and he said they opened up his s u i tease because he wou Id not let them xray his o i Is and 
he said the shampoo bottle leaked all over his check bag. He said he does not have a criminal record and he was with family when they did this and he said he wanted to carry on the oils. He said he got a noi inside his check bag and he said he had to 
get items drycleaned. He requesled thal we email the claim form. He said he understands that they have a job to do. He said he is flying Tues. out of LAX and he said he does not want his oils to be ,rayed. He said they used a wand on bolh him and 
the oils and they told him they picked up some type of strange chemical off the oils. He said our country does not understand about aromatherapy and he said he had to have his suit drycleaned. He said he did tell the officer before the screening 
started lthat he did not want the o i Is xra yed. 

Response:To protect a passenger's rights under Federal law and to file a valid claim, travelers must send their claim in writing to TSA, stating the circumstances of the loss and the exact amount claimed (fair market value of lost or destroyed property, 
reasonable cost of repair for damaged property), within 2 years after the claim occurred. The claim must be signed by the claimant or an authorized representative (e.g., an attorney or other personal representative with appropriate proof of authority). 

2014 2:5S:: TSA is responsible for reviewing all claims relating to the screening of passengers and their baggage. 

To file a claim. you should fill out the Standard Form 95 (claim form) in accordance with the instructions and return it to the address in box number 1 A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. While use of the form is not 
mandatory, it may help travelers ensure that they meet the legal requirements for filing a claim. If you decide to file a claim, 11 will be processed in accordance with the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

Once TSA's Claims Management Branch (CMB) has received your claim form, you will be sent a le1ter of acknowledgemenl and a claim number. You should keep the claim number for future reference when inquiring about lhe claim. TSA tries to 
resolve claims as quickly as possible but may need time for further investigation of the facts. If TSA denies a claim, or has not finally resolved it within 6 months after it was filed, travelers have a right to bring their claim to court. 

I advised him to advise the officer before the screening starts that he does not want the oi Is xrayed, I advised him he may be screened by the wand, ait, wtmd or a patd own, 

In response to the threat to aviation posed by liquid explosives, Transportation Security Administration (TSA) policy allows passengers to carry travel-size toiletries in containers 3.4 ounces or smaller through screening checkpoints. All of the items 
must fit comfortably in one, quart-size, clear plastic, resealable bag (3-1-1 rule.) 



Disability Description: Callers Aunt has a pacemaker 

Response Details: Airport MCI 
Airline: DeltJ 
Flight Number: He doesn t have it, 5709 he thinks 
Date and Time of Flight: Feb 14. around 6 AM 
Description of Luggage: group of 4, 3 adults and a child, it was the first flight of the morning for Delta. 
Localion: concourse 1 he thinks 
Contact lnf~"-(b~1-'-(6~) _____ _. 

I advised the caller that i would be sending the complaint to the CSM at Airport. I also advised that i would be sending the claim for to the email address that was provided. 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 

2014 6: 14:, Include the name and address of the complainant: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the alleged discriminatory action in sufficient detail to inform TSA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
Be s1g ned by the complainant or someone autho nzed to sign on be ha If of the comp I a i na nt. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns. we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf. 

I advised i would share lhis information with a disability specialist. 

Incident Details: Caller is call in for his aunt. She flew from MCI with Delta to LAX. She was supposed to continue to the Philippines. She has a pacemaker on her heart and the officers made her walk through the metal detector. She fiew from MCI to 
DEN to LAX. Her name is bH61 He stated that at both DEN and MCI she was made to walk through the WTMD. 

Disability Description: Callers Aunt has a pacemaker. 

Response Details: Airport: MCI 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Number: He doesn t have it, 5709 he thin ks 
Dale and Time of Flight: Feb 14, around 6 AM 
Description of Luggage: group of 4, 3 adults and a child, it was the first flight of the morning for Delta. 
Location: co~q_)lJC~e 1 be thinks 
Contact lnfofb 1(6 I ~--------~ 
I advised the caller that i would be sending the complaint to the CSM at Airport. I also advised that i would be sending the claim for to the email address that was provided. 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 

2014 6: 14:, Include the name and address of the complainant: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed discriminatory action in sufficient deta i I to inform T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination: and 
Be signed by lhe complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf, 

I advised i would sh are this information with a dis ab i I 1ty s pec,al 1st. 

lncidenl Details: Caller is calling for his aunt. She flew from MCI with Della 10 LAX. She was supposed to continue to the Philippines. She has a pacemaker on her heart and the officers made her walk through the metal detector. She fiew from MCI to 
DEN to LAX. Her name isth·\/r;··, !He stated that at both DEN and MCI she was made to walk through the WTMD. 



Caller wanted to know the name of the machine at the airport that scans the body. She thought it was mandatory to go through this. She already has skin cancer. When she went through this she saw the bright light shining on her face. She already 
has sun damage and her face is getting red and blotchy. If it Is anonymous why did they make her ho Id her Ii cense up wh i I e she was being sea n ned? 

Advised: 

AIT is a classification that covers two similar technologies. millimeter wave and backscatter. Both systems work in a similar way to give Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) a virtual image that conspicuously highlights potentially dangerous items 
on a passenger. However, as of May 17. 2013, no backscatter AIT systems are deployed to U.S. airports. AIT gives TSA a way to detect a wide variety of threats, including suicide vests and other improvised explosive devices that may be hidden 
under passengers' clothing and cannot be detected by walk-through metal detectors. AIT enhances security, reduces the need for patdown searches for passengers wilh joinl replacemenls and other medical conditions, and improves passenger 
convenience and comfort_ 

Millimeter wave systems prOJecl beams of non-ionizing radio frequency energy over the passenger's body surface: the beams do not penetrate the skin. The radio frequency energy reflected back from the body and other objects on the body Is used to 
construct a three-dimensional image. The energy the system projects is thousands of times less than a cell phone transmission. 
The extremely low dose of radiation from the entire spectrum of TSA screening technology is inconsequential, even to frequent flyers who undergo repealed screenings. When evalualing new screening technologies, TSA performs independent sludies 

1014 11 :49: and evaluations to verify the systems meet regulatory and national consensus standards to ensure the health and safety of the traveling public. This testing takes into account special populations that are more sensitive ta radiation, such as children. 
persons receiving rad i atIon Ire atme nt for medIca I conditions, and p regnant and pate nti a 11 y pregnant women. as wel I as employees who work near the eq uI pme nt. Al I screening systems fu 11 y comp I y with Federal safety requirements. and measured 
radiation levels for each are well below limits established by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and the U .S, Occupational Safety and Health Administration. 

2014 6:09:, 

TSA is sensilive 10 passengers· concerns aboul proIecIing their privacy as it relates to the security screening process, particularly the use of AIT. Rigorous privacy safeguards are in place 10 protect passenger privacy and ensure anonymity. There are 
no realistic images produced of passengers during the screening process. All operational units utilize a virtual figure on which anomalies are presented for resolution. The imaging technology that TSA uses in airports cannot store, export, print. or 
transmit images. 
Privacy and security a re not m utua 11 y exc I us i ve, and TSA has had an ongoing di a log u e with privacy groups on these issues, A IT is an elfecti ve tool in detecting terrorist threats and another tool in our layered approach to security. 
Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do nol wish to be screened by lhis technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough paldown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of 
this right. 
However. if an adult accompanying a child 12 years old or younger opts out of AIT screening on the child's behalf, the child will receive a modified patdown. TSA never separates a child from an accompanying adult. The adult may observe the entire 
patdown process and may assist by holding the child's hand. Please be assured that TSOs are trained to conduct these procedures professionally and respectfully. 

I don t know if that is a standard operating procedure to have yau hold your license up. If you would like to file a complaint, I can take your information and forward it to the CSM at the airport for review. 

Recently, I flew Delta 1746 from Phoenix to Atlanta (Wednesday, Feb, 1, flight left at 10: 15 am). I am an airline frequent flyer. have global entry and TSA pre, My experience at terminal three (north) that day has left me with a very sour attitude towards 
an i ndivid ua I TSA person. 

I placed my carry-on on the conveyor bell, along wilh my sweaIer and purse. There were no conlainers, so my purse and sweater were loose. As I approached the metal deIecIor, I told the woman on the olher said thal I had knee replacemenls and 
would cause the alarm to sound. She told me ta put my shoes on the conveyor belt. which I did. I walked through the machine and the alarm went off. She barked at me to stand aside. She stood in front al the machine, blocking its use. The line an 
the other side grew long, and people were grumbling. There was no explanation as to the delay. Eventually a gentleman came to replace her. I was instructed to point out my belongings and not to reach for anything. I pointed out my carry-on and 
asked her to please pick up my sweater. as it was loose on the rollers and I didn't want it to get caught. She picked up my carry-on but not my sweater. She asked if that was all - I pointed out my purse. again asked her to collect my sweater. She had 
my purse and carry-on and then asked me if there was anything else. I pointed oul my sweater and she asked about my shoes. I pointed out my shoes. Again, she asked me if I had anything else. At that point she picked up my sweater, and gave me 
a little sneer. We walked to the '"feet" mat for the pat dawn. I placed my ticket on the table near where I was standing and she informed me I could not put my ticket there. So I slipped it in my back packet. As she started. far an unknown reason, I 
asked for my first ever private screening. I have had replacement knees for some time, and have had more pat downs than I can remember. This was the first time I have asked for a pnvate screening. 

!(b)(ff:, !ithe screener) was clearly unhappy with my request. She gathered up my items and marched me down the walkway telling me keep walking. We stopped outside an office, where she asked another lady if she would come in. There was 
a third woman working at a desk inside the room, but she didn"t look up when we entered. I placed my feet on the mat, and she very slowly went through the entire procedure - what she would do with her hands. I nodded the entire time she was 
speaking, as this is not a new procedure to me. She had me stand with my back 10 lhe second woman. I realized I had a cough drop in my 1rouser pocket and placed ii on lhe table. Her altitude conlinued to spiral down as she did the exam. When 
she was using the back of her hand to go under my breasts, she checked that area three (3) times. each time forcibly lifting my breasts higher each time. It was most uncomfortable. By the third time she did this, I spoke up, informing her in all of the 
times I have had this done, I have never had anyone do like that during the exam. Her eyes narrowed, and she told me she was just making sure she examined that area thoroughly. When she did the same area for the FOURTH time, she quickly 
tu med her hand a round and pinched my left breast. 

Then she moved to the I eg s from the front, She squeezed and pul I ed so ha rd that she had my trousers a bout four inches from my waist, She then pushed her hand up into the crotch area lu rthe r than I have ever experienced , CI early. at least to me, 
she had a serious altitude problem. She instructed me to turn around and asked me whal I had in my pockel. Well, I hat would be the lickel I wasn't allowed to place on lhe table. Didn't I know betler than 10 keep somelhing in my pocket? She finished 
the exam, as rough as she started. 



Thank ya u for your e-ma i I reg a rd i ng your recent trave I ex pe ri e nee. 

Generally, when there are problems. complaints, and concerns with security screening at one of our Nation's airports, we would forward a copy af the complaint ta the Customer Service Manager (CSMJ at that airport. However, we are unable to 
extend this courtesy to you because you did not mention the exact airport you departed. 

Fromfo 1(6 1 I 
2014 ?:02 :, Sent: Saturday, February 15, 2014 3:57 PM 

To: lsa-contactcenter@dhs.gov' 
Subject attitude 

Good a flernoo n, 

Recently, I fiew Delta 1746 from Phoenix to Atlanta (Wednesday, Feb, 1, flight left at 10: 15 am). I am an airline frequent flyer. have global entry and TSA pre, My experience at terminal three (north) that day has left me with a very sour attitude towards 
an i ndivid ua I TSA person. 

I placed my cJrry-on on the conveyor bell, along wilh my swea1er and purse. There were no conlainers, so my purse and sweater were loose. As I approached the metal de1ec1or, I told the woman on the olher said thal I had knee replacemenls and 
would cause the alarm to sound. She told me ta put my shoes on the conveyor belt, which I did. I walked through the machine and the alarm went off. She barked at me to stand aside. She stood in front al the machine, blocking its use. The line an 



I've travelled through three airports in the past couple of weeks, and in each case used the TSA Pre-Check line. These were CLT, IAH, and HOU, 

Although I realize that the Pre-Check travelers are lower risk, I have noticed at all three locations the same behavior by TSA Officers which concerns me, and which I will describe below. 

At each location. the person sitting in front of the X-ray device screen is directly across the person handling the walk-through metal detector, Thus, these two TSA Officers are about 5 feet apart and directly across from one another. 

Each time I went through. I witnessed bath Officers engaged in very lively conversations not related in any way to their work. 

In a couple of cases, I have witnessed the person who is supposed to watch the screen displaying the images from the X-ray device actually look away from the screen to lace his or her colleague in their conversation. Meanwhile. I saw images 
passing by on the screen and the operator barely looked al them. 

Ifs great for TSA Officers to develop fnendships at work, but while at their respective stations - the Officer's focus should be entirely on their assigned tasks. 

The X-ray device requires a much more atlentive Officer lhan the metal detector. The operaIor must apply and analyze the different color screens 10 deIecI sublle items. 

2014 9:38:' Perhaps erecting a simple screen on top of and parallel to the X-ray machine tunnel blocking the view of the tw-o device operators from one another would help. 

I can imagine that both assignments can become very boring, but that's no excuse for not diligently paying atlention 10 lheir assigned duties. Maybe the technology in both devices is so sophisticaled thal lillle human attenlion is required, bul I don't 
think that's the case. 

Thanks, and fee I free to contact me lo r additiona I information. 

Charlotte NC 21ne 
fb)(61 _ 

(b)(61 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service: Permitted Items Current Date/Time. 2/16/2014 6:29:05 AM Airport· ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Date/Time of Travel· 02/14/2014 5:30 PM Airline & Flight Number· American Airlines 
1571 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: North Tenminal Security Check-In, far left line TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment· While flying has become increasingly unpleasant, I understand security is a top priority. However, I disapprove of unprofessional behavior by individuals in positions of authority, no matter how minor, especially when motivated by arrogance 
or even opportunism. First, there were no large bins (on conveyor belt) for larger personal effects such as belts, shoes, or in this case, notepads. As I passed thru the metal detector I was questioned by the TSA employee: &quot;What's lhis? What do 
you need a notepad for?&quot: Well my twa previous flights were cancelled so I had written down all my flight information on the notepad to keep everything straight. It was written in plain english. Assuming he can read, it would have taken him less 
than a second to see what was written down but instead I am ridicouled for a mere oversight. Then, my bag was selected for screening so one of the TSA employees searched my bag while I watched. I actually had no problem with this search but was 

2014 9:38:, it necessary to confiscate my $10 shaving cream (which was in a tube) and my S20 hair gel tube. I find that a bit ridicoulus as this has never been problem previously. Finally, I found the whole experience stressful. It takes a lot of effort to empty your 
personal effects and put lhem back on, quickly, after passing lhru the detecIor. While I undersland this is TSA policy, I was hoping courIeous and polile behavior were also TSA policy but it certainly appears not at Hartsfield. I never once heard any 
travel or addressed as &quat;sir&quot; ar &quot:ma·am&quot; by any TSA employee nar did I even see a smile. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 

Passenger's Na,.m;--,-e~----...,.__, 
Phone Numbe b, 61 
Email (b 1(6) 
To lea · · dback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



2014 317( 

On 214113 at 0940 at the Dallas Forthworth Airport. waiting to board the Amencan Airlines fi1ght 1524 at gate C31, I was profiled by a TSA agent. This agent was a Caucasian male. approx. 50 years old, salt & pepper hair with eyeglasses. He appeared 
to be a supervisor. 

A gate change was announced at approx. 0930 and I walked through the terminal, following the overhead signs to find C31. The over head sign stated C31 Baggage claim and pointed to the right. I followed the signs and afterwards realized that I had 
left a secured area. I spoke with one female agent. possible East Indian. that did not understand English at all and just ended up pointing. I went to the next female agent. again possible East Indian and her English was just as poor. I was getting 
frustrated and thinking that I would miss my fiig ht, I then spoke with a ma I e Caucasian agent at the baggage claim a re a, He told me that I was now in an unsecured a re a and had to be re screened , I entered one Ii ne, on I y to see that 3 different Ii nes 
merged to one TSA agenl check point. I proceeded 10 what appeared 10 be my tum and was told thal it was not my 1urn. At this poinl, I was more frustraled. I then noticed the above referenced agent s1aring al me continuous for about 1-2 min and then 
talk to a male and female TSA agent, both Caucasian. The female agent then came into the line and asked me if anything was wrong. I explained the situation and she told me that this happens often because of the poorly marked overhead signs. I 
waited my tum and went through the metal detector without any problem or al a rm sounding off. After the sea n, I was approached by 2 le ma I e Caucasian agents that asked me to tum around and they ran their fingers through my hair. 

At this point, I was literally speechless and felt exlremely violated. I quickly processed all the previous events and realized I hat I had just been profiled for no apparent reason. I have been flying twice a month for my job for the past nine years. This has 
never happened to me before. nor have I seen it happen to anyone else. Totally absurd and ridiculous. I felt discriminated against, humiliated, embarrassed and degraded. I demand an apology. 

Sincerely, 

fb)(61 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : P role ssiona Ii sm/C ustome r Service; Screening Current Date/Ti me , 211612014 5; 22: 18 PM Airport , OAK - Oak I and I nternationa I Date/Time of T rave I , 0211512014 6; 15 AM Airline & Flight Number , Southwest 1530 Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of 
Airporl : Terminal 2 TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . I was traveling from OAK to MDW yesterday morning and arrived at the security check point at about 6: 15am. There was an African American TSA employee who was standing by the full body scanner so I asked her if I could request an 
alternative screening method as I am 10 weeks pregnant. She thought about 11 for a second and said OK. She told me to step aside and instead of asking someone to help me, she started chit chatting with another TSA employee. I waited for a few 
minutes and realized that she wasn't going to take any action. I asked the same lady again if she could get someone to help me and she said OK again then walked away. I thought she was heading to the back to get someone. but it turned out that she 
went to the other side of lhe me1a1 detector and started letting people through lhat way ins1ead of lhe full body scanner. I waited for another minute or two just to see what's going on. Then after realizing thal she was ignoring me again, I asked the other 
TSA lady (who she was chatting with) if she could get someone to help me or if I could just go through the metal detector instead if no one was available. She said to me &quot:either you have to wait or you could go through that lane&quot: and pointed 

2014 6, 11 .1 at the full body scanner. I explained my situation (pregnancy) to her and told her that my flight was leaving in about 15 minutes and I really needed to go. Aller going back and forth with her for a while. she finally called the other lady (the one who was 
· &quothelping&quot; me originally) over and told her to get someone to help me. I waited about 15-20 minutes total before they even took any action. 

By the time I get to the gate, I've already missed my flight and there was no other flights available throughout the day. I ended up not going anywhere after going through all this trouble and not being able to spend this weekend with my family. I am very 
disappointed with what happened at the secunty check yesterday morning. I felt like I was being ignored and bullied as a pregnant individual. I know I have the nght to ask for alternative screening. It was not right how they made me wait there for 15-20 
minutes before they even took any action (especially since it wasn't even busy and they were chit chatting). It was also not right that this TSA employee tried to bully me into going through the lull body scanner even though I already opted out. I've 
traveled at least 50 limes in the past 2 years and lhis is the firsl time asking for an alternalive screening DUE TO special condilion (pregnancy) and this is how I was trealed. Very disappoinled. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name b)(ffl 
Phone Number h·1Ifr, 
Email h·1Irr, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



2014 704, 

I sent you the lol lowing message mentioning co ncems a bout the atte nt ivene ss of TS A Olli cers operating security devices at three airports I visited in the past co up I e of wee ks, I mentioned CLT, IAH, and HOU , 

Your response, also below, mentions "a specific airport" - although I mentioned three different airports. 

Further, since I observed this behavior at all three airports I visited in a two week period, I suspect that there's a good chance that this is happening at more locations than just the three I mentioned. 

I strongly suggest and request that ya u address this more broadly and even system-wide. 

I am a very frequent traveler and also a security expert, so I trust you take this recommendation seriously. 

Charlotte, NC 28226 

!(b,(61 ! 

From: 

tsatcc do not rep ly@se nt u re. com : 



I am sorry but this does not make sense. You did not read my email. 

At CVG today lhere was NO identification of passengers prior to being redirected to TSA recheck line. A security person direcled lines of people into the TSA precheck line BEFORE any scanning of boarding passes took place. This invalidates your 
statement that you are using airline data to decide. I suspected you would do a copy and paste and not really respond to my concern, and direct me to a website. 

Given that, i am going to forward this reply to the Congressional Oversight Committee that handles TSA, and let them ask you - perhaps you will be more forthright and careful in your response. I consider this a problem, and I know many travelers who 
see this at other a i rpo rI s and say I he same I hi ng . There is clearly confusion within TSA on how preche ck works, and I suggest you pay attention to your Ir a.el e rs who a re exp re ssi ng concern. 

I hope your next response Is better than the I a st. 

On Feb 17, 2014, at 4:10 PM, 1sa1cc_do_not_reply@sen1ure.com wrote: 

2 O 14 6: 44: 1 > Th an k you for contacting T SA reg a rd i ng your experience at the security sere en i ng che c kpomt when you were selected to participate in TSA Pre? ™ . 
> 

> TSA has begun to idenlify passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data. Using the same Secure Flight dala I hat passengers have provided for years, TSA's risk-based analysis will increase 
the number of travelers who may be eligible for TSA Pre?'". 
> 

> Currently, the Secure Flight data that is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevent known or suspected ter,-orists from gaining access to an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA's new initiative will use this same infor,-nation 
to also idenlify low-risk passengers to determine if I hey should be directed 10 lhe TSA Pre? n., lane for expedited screening. 

> TSA's new risk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all md1v1duals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Pre?™ lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSA officer 
and will go through a metal detector or Advanced Imaging Technology scanner as part of security procedures. 
> 

> Passengers who are directed to theTSA Pre?'" lane at the security checkpoint will undergo expedited screening without having to enroll inTSA Pre?'" . This may include leaving on shoes, light outerwear, and belts, and keeping laptops in their cases 
and quart-size bags containing 3-1-1 compliant liquids, gels, and aerosols m carry-on baggage. 
> 

> Although TSA's new initiative leverages the current TSA Pre?n.• process, passengers should nol expect to be direcled to the TSA Pre?'" lane each time they fiy. Individuals who would like 10 receive expedited screening on a more frequent basis 
should consider applying to a U.S. Department of Homeland Security (OHS) Trusted Traveler program. Passengers who travel internationally may be interested in a membership with a U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Trusted Traveler 



The agent in question was Superviso~he flight was on Feb. 7 at 7:56 AM. flight #653, going to West Palm Beach International Airport. 

I asked to opt out of the, ray exam due to medical reasons based on the advice of my doctor. I have opted out at airports all over the country but 

have never experienced the rudeness and unprofessional behavior that was displayed by this officer. After I asked to opt out. I waited at the 

gate for over 1 O minutes and obser,ed that no one was being called to get me for the pat down. I also saw a number of passengers who were sent 

through the metal detector instead of the x ray. When I asked if I could do that instead, I was angrily told "No. You already asked to opt out" This made no sense and seemed 

very arbitrary. Finally, after several more minutes fearing I might miss my flight, I asked for a super,isor. lmmediately.~kb_.~1(_6_, __ ~~ho was nearby, walked up to me 

and unce re mon iously ushered me abruptly through the gate, I mentioned that my person al items we re I ell unchecked and she completely ignored me and directed me to a Io cation on the side 

2014 S: 4S:, where I couldn't see my things, which included a personal computer. my wallet, credit cards, etc. 

2014 7:27:, 

After she did the pat down. she apparently had a problem with the machine that checked her gloves because she kept putting a paper in it 

and it didn't seem to work. She asked another agent because it was clear that there something wrong with the machine. She also proceeded to ask another agent to check my 

bags again, although they had already gone through the, ray. I said to him as she walked away. "she's harassing me•· and he nodded his head in agreement, obviously understanding 

this additional search of bags was unnecessary. 

~!(_b~)(_6~'--~!apparently wasn't finished. She informed me that I had to have another pat down and refused to do it outside as per my request, 

she insisted that I go into a private room with her and another agent and she proceeded to pat me down again. She went out and then finally came back and said I passed (which was the case after the first pat down), but she said I had to wait for my 

boarding pass. I had to stand there while she joked around with other agents instead of filling the necessary paper work. I had to wait until she finally filled out paper work as slowly as possible, knowing I could miss my flight. 
The last four times I have flown out of Lambert International Airport in St. Louis. MO on Southwest, Terminal 2, I have had a TSA Pre clearance. I am also an PRIORITY A+ passenger on Southwest. The TSA Pre clearance set up in Terminal 2 is 
fruslrating to me. I have a pace maker and cannot go through the metal detector. However, the aisle set up for TSA Pre clearance has no scanner. Thus I must go over 10 another aisle, take my luggage, take out my laptop and toiletry bag, etc. I 
have mentioned my concern to the TSA personnel, who are all very polite. They say you all know the problem and hope to take care of it. I sincerely hope you do so. 

Thank you for your cons1d e ration. 

!(b)(61 

Feedback Type Request for Information 
Categories: Identification Requirements: Screening CuCTent Date/Time· 2117/2014 5:52:08 PM Airport: Select One Date/Time of Travel, 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · It seems to me there is a lot of inconsistency. Why is it that liquids can remain in my bags at JFK but in BTV there are very strict about liquids being removed and placed into zip lock bags (in fact they even provide the bags)? Why is it that 

2014 7:27:< with my airline employee ID I'm allowed to use the metal deIecIor al Terminal 5 JFK ralher than the xray machine, but at FLL, I was told only those in uniform are allowed? Why do I have to take my airline ID out of the plastic case at FLL bul al JFK it's 
fine to leave it in the case? some of these rules seem unnecessary but it is strange to me that they are applied so inconsistently. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Emailfh··,1rr, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



I am writing about a concern that has grown in me regarding the screening process at airports with the xray screening technology. Specifically. my concerns have grown because of the procedure at Bush Intercontinental in Houston. Texas. 

I regularly fly a regional Uniled flight from Houslon to Colorado Springs and back, starling al IAH Terminal B. Since my surgery in July 2013, and because of a continuing heallh concern which can aggravaled by radiation, I ask to bypass the xray. 
Each time I do so. I have volunteered to pass through the metal detector. but not once have I been taken through (I am speaking only of IAH, as COS has no xray and automatically runs you thru the metal detector). 

This last week, I again asked to bypass the xray, and again I was taken thru a gate entry and given the pat-down. So were two gentlemen ahead of me. This is when my concern level got higher than it had been already. 

While a TSA agent does a very thorough topical pat-down. I personally feel that, without the benefit of a metal detector walk-thru, there is no way of guaranteeing the passenger is not hiding, with IN their person, anything that would breach the safety of 
the other passengers in the national airport system. And I know that, 1f this would cross my mind, 11 has definitely crossed the minds of those who would want to make sure no extra precautions are ever taken. 

2014 8:39 :< I hope that TSA will lake a look at the security gate procedure, and make it slandard thal. those refusing the xray machine should pass thru lhe meIaI detector, as well as submil to the pat-down. Since I wait to be laken back right nexl to the metal 
detector anyway, I do not believe it would take any extra time to have me walk thru that. rather than walk thru the open gate that is offered me. 

Please consider this additional bit of security, for the safety of all of us who fly. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" . Professional,sm/Customer Service Current Date/Time 211812014 8:08:39 AM Airport BWI - Baltimore-Washington International DateiTlme of Travel : 02118/2014 8:00 AM Airline & Flight Number 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. I invested in the Pre Check expedited screening process costing me money and 5-6 months of time. I have found that the lines for TSA Pre Check are now loaded with people who were randomly selected to use PreCheck lanes. They are 
c I ue I ess on the process and take much Io nge r to get through now. I would Ii ke to see th at unless p eo pie have gone through the proper screening process th at you I, m it u ns ecure fol ks from going through and remain going through the standard screening 

2014 8,39,, process. This morning the line was longer than the standard security lane and I watched as a family with strollers made it through laster than I did. Secondly. sine overcoats have to be taken off, which I understand. there should be bins to place them in 
· " so they don·I get dirty or torn going through on lhe belt. The TSA person manning the metal detector said I here weren't any bins for these items. I don't buy it. Please look into this location at in belween the B and C concourse. Seems like this was just a 

I azy response. Thanks. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name b. ff', 
Phone Number "'(b""'·--1(6~-~i ~--,---' 

Email (b i(6i 
To leave a commen concerning 1s feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

The caller staled thal she and her husband are both GE members and that they both have flown from EWR to PR, and EW R to John Wayne. She stated that her husband has gotlen the precheck on all legs of the flighls bul she only gets it on the 
departure flights. She wanted to know if there was an issue with her precheck. She stated that she needs the precheck because she has trouble removing her shoes due to metal implants and pins in her spine. 

Pass 1ofbi(61 
2014 2:49:< ~---~ 

Advised the calleL There is no indication based on the information that she has given me that there is a problem with her precheck. Advised that she is still getting precheck but just not on a regular basis. Advised the caller TSA Pre\u2713'" does not 
guarantee expedited screening. TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable secunty measures throughout the airport. Advised that If a passenger cannot remove his or her shoes due to possible medical complications. discomfort or pain. 
Passengers who cannot remove their shoes can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT), the walk-through metal detector, or a thorough patdown. Advised that she does not have to rely on precheck to be allowed to ask to keep her 
shoes on due to medical conditions. 



2014 417 

meta I detector and required a pat-down. It would help expedite the process if a sea nne r was ava i I able lo r pre-check !rave I e rs. 

Thanks for the opportunity to provide feedback. 

kb1(6) 

(b)(61 

Oceanside. CA 920 54 

Office (toll-freeJ,.:b""·'"',(-'-6'-) ___ _,IEnterkfili]as soon as voice message begins) 

Fax: ( 866) 308-72 30 

Direct line/Cell: !~(b~••_,(6_.~I ---~ 

Caller wants to know if she gets a KTN if she has to go through the AIT or WTMD. She states she doesn t want to use these machines and thought Precheck allowed her to not go through this screening, She wanted to know if she would still have to 
have a patdown. She wanled to know whal the purpose was in gelling Precheck. She paid the S85 fee for this. Caller wanls to know if her pel has to go through a machine. She wanted to know if she could leave it in the carrier. 

2014 4:43:, Advised caller: 
Advised ca Iler that even with Pre ch eek. you have to use one of the two machines. Every passenger has to be sere ened. so she has to either use a machine or receive a patd own. Precheck al lows you to I eave on your shoes. Ii g ht outerwear, be It, and 
your computer in your bag. 

Pets have to be taken through the W TM D for screening. A supervisor can make a d eci si on to al low a passenger to I eave the pet in the kennel. She would then have to take the ken ne I through the W TM D and a 11 ow the officer to I oak 
He made a round trip from SEA to San Diego. He had precheck on his boarding pass and he went through precheck, but he has hip replacements and he was wanting to know if there was a way to make his travelling easier because he always alarms 
when going I hroug h the p recheck lane. 

2014 7:37: 1 Response: 

Apologized but if you go through the WTMD and it alarms you are subject to go through additional screening there is no way around that, if you think it would be faster to go through standard screening you can request to go through it instead of the 
precheck lane. 



IMMIGRATION CONSULAR LAW 
kb)(61 I 
(b)(61 

February 18, 2014 

2014 8.58., Kimberly Walton 
· ·' Ass1sta nt Ad mm i strata r for C1v1 I Rights Liberties. 

Ombudsman and Traveler Engagement 
Transpor1ation Securily Administration 
601 S. 121 h Street 
Art i ngto n. VA 20 598 

Re!(b1(6) 

Dear Ms. Walton: 
By way of 1n1t1al 1ntroduct1on. m!t name 1skb 1(6 I ! I am an attorney in the 
South Florida-based law firm oh ,1R, !we are lhe attorneys of record for 

kb)(6:, !a lawful permanent resident of the United States. I am reaching out to 
you, the Assistant Administrator for Civil Rights Liberties. because our client is being treated 
differently at airports on account of his Lebanese ethnicity. Moreover, our firm has exhausted 
other redress opt ions wi I hi n the DH S. 
A. THE ONGOING TSA EXPERIENCE 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Other; Profess1onalism/Customer Service Current DatelTlme : 211812014 11: 14: 18 PM Airport : DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International Date/Time of Travel : 1111712013 10:50 AM 
Airline & Flight Number · Spirit Airlines469 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport . No Clue. 
TSA Employee: (If Known) !(b)(m !and another degenerate at the metal detector Comment. A generic response letter from CRL &lt;CRL@tsa.dhs.gov&gt: replied to my complaint# #~nd said to contact the TSA through this site. 

Long story short, (since I'm getting tired of typing the same thing over and over) is on the day of travel, my mother and I were verbally assaulted and harassed by 2 tsa workers. The one at the metal detector was shouting for us to hurry up and said 
2014 8:48:, &quotwhal you thinking about? Hurry up!&quot:: one of them called us &quot:dumb brownies&quot: : and !(b )(6) ~ontinually kept attempting 10 provoke me into fighting him. He said lhings like &quot:what you say? say it again! say it again!&quot: and 

&quot:you know my name? I got a big family. Say it again' &quot: And this was in front of his supervisors. 
The generic response letter said &quot:the descnption of the screening procedures you provided in your correspondence appears to be consistent with TSA's standard operating procedures.&quot; If assaulting a combat military veteran and his mother 
is s ta nda rd operating procedure, it's no wander you TS A guys keep gelt i ng shot up by t rave I e rs. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · Its in my email. 
Phone Number 
Email jrh··,1rr, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicalionManager 

I have a metal knee and when I !rave I through an airport without a sea nne r I mus! undergo a pat down search. I have two q ue st1ons: 

2014 S:OB: 11 I Why isn't lhe TSA using wand scanners anymore as they can quickly find the metal I hat I have in my knee? 

2) You pat me down, but find no metal yet you let me pass? This makes no sense to me. I have never had anyone look at the soles of my feet or ··other areas" where I could be hiding something metallic. If you pat me down and find nothing metallic. 
you really have just wasted all of our time. I mean not to criticize, but I just set off the metal detector. Comments? 



[b)(61 

From: "tsatcc do not replv@senture.com" <tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com> 
Toilh 1/RI ] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 8:32 PM 
Subjecl: In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank you for contacting T SA with your quest ions and conce ms about airport security checkpoint screening for travelers with dis a bi Ii ti es and medica I conditions. S peci fi cal ly, you we re con cem ed a bout screening for passengers who have casts, 
braces, or support a pp Ii an ces. 

If a passenger has a cast. brace, or support appliance. the way screening will be conducted depends on his or her level of ability. The passenger should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of his or her ability, of the existence of a cast, 
brace, or support a pp Ii a nee, and of any need lo r assistance before screening begins, 

2014 4.09.1 TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform TSOs about any disability. medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security screening, their use 
· · may improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TSOs of their conditions. This card can be found at http://www.tsa.gov/sites/defaultlf1lesfpubl1cations/disability_notification_cards.pdf. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by a 
walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A patdown procedure also 1s used to resolve any alanms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

The paldown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Some1imes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TSOs of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a paldown, or any areas of lhe body that are painful when touched. 
A passenger should not be asked to remove or lift any article of clothing to reveal a sensitive body area. 

We are frequenl travelers through lhe PHX airport and nationally. We fiy weekly nationally and lhrough many other airports around the world. Just in the last 4 weeks alone we have travelled going and coming through BOS logan 2 times, PHX 6 times, 
Indiana, Pittsburgh, and LAX. We have never encountered going through TSA what we unfortunately encountered today Feb 201h, 2014 at the PHX airport. I am traveling with my daughter who is blind. and as we always do, we take our items and 
place them in the bins and then wait patiently until a TSA agent 1s available and able to help assist my blind daughter through the metal detector. We never begin sliding through our belongings through the belt x-ray machine until a TSA agent has 
signaled verbally that he or she is ready to assist my blind daughter. This is due to the fact that we have had a cell phone stolen previously when our belongings went ahead of us and we were not able to keep a visual on our computers and other 
valuable items. On this particular day, we were literally forced by a rude TSA agent to release lhe bins. She was an unsympathetic, unkind and an exiremely forceful TSA agenl named (we were given a business card containing two names: 1. LTSO 

fh··,1r;·1 lane 4 or 5 T4A; and 2. STSO!(b·•,(ffi !) When I explained that we were not ready to go through due to the fact that there was no TSA agent ready and available to assist my blind daughter through the metal detector, I 
politely asked if we could wait to slide our belongings through in a moment. She beligerantly said '"NO'"' and proceeded to wrangle, grab and forcefully take our bins and shove them through the X-ray machine. I repeatedly asked to speak to a 
supervisor, as this TSA woman"s behavior was clearly out of control. and inappropriate. She said "I am the supervisor'" then when I again politely explained why I needed to wait because of my blind daughter, and that we had had a cell phone stolen 

2014 8:27:[ previously, she lilerally yanked the bin oul of my hand and slammed it lhrough the machine declaring that '"I here are cameras'" on the other end. My rig hi shoulder sockel hurt from the quick jerk and lug she made 10 lake the bin from me. I guess her 
comment about the cameras was meant to in some odd way tell me if my items were stolen, then I could track down police camera footage and find my belongings? Honestly, this episode was so upsetting, that I proceeded to find"' a supervisor " , 
gave the whole story to her, then asked for the blond haired TSA agents name and business card so that I could file this complaint. As I have said, the TSA as a whole on my extremely frequent travel schedule has been bearable, But this behavior we 
experienced today Feb 20th was not. Is it not possible to understand that a blind person has no ability to visually "track'" their items going through the belt to the other end? My purpose is to assist and escort my blind daughter through this extremely 
cumbersome security system, so that she will nol be traumalized for future flights. Is it nol possible for TSA to belier train their agenls on what Blind people need to successfully navigale lhese daunling (even for sighled people) TSA checkpoinls? 
Further because our items were forcefully and hurriedly put through the belt long before we were even able to pass through the metal detector, there were many other people who were inconvenienced simply by the fact that our items were not able to 
be claimed u nti I we passed through. I I eft my phone # with the "su pe rvi sor woman" 
We look forward to your quick response. 

l(b1(6) I 
My wife and I just retu med from a trip to M ex1co. We flew US A1 rways and departed from NY J F K and security was tight. I did not mind waiting 4 5 minutes knowing that we we re safe. Retu ming from Cancun we had a layover in Charlotte North 
Carolin a, We had to go through security after c I earing customs, again no prob I em. Waiting on Ii ne we we re to Id not to remove shoes or jackets and we re sent through o Id meta I detectors whi I e body scanners were the re but not used. We return home 
to find that there is a terror th real in which American planes are targels of shoe bombers. Knowing I his, how can shoes not be scanned all airports? Our 1a, dollars. which fund the governmenl are collected and allocaled to keep citizens safe. I find 

2014 2,24,, this negligence appalling. I expect this in a Mexican airport but not in the US after the tragedies of 9/11 and another terror threat. 

(b)(61 
once rne II I zen 

Sent from my iPad 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Nam ~(~b~l(..,6_I -,--,,-,----------, 
Email Address:.,_1h_._-,1_R_-, -----,----' 
Phone Number.~b~••_,(6_.~I ---~ 
Address: 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 

2014 2.25.1 Are yau represented by a third party ar an attorney in this matter? No 
.. NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) da ya u be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati an? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? na 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Reno Tahoe International Airport 

What was the dale and approximaIe lime of the incident? 
02-21-2014 10:22 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time 2/21/2014 3:30:43 PM Airport: BOS - Logan International Date/Time of Travel 02/21/2014 2:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: Southwest Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Southwest terminal - E1a-e gates TSA Employee: (If Known): 
ID checker and metal detector guard Comment , Despite having TSA PRE-CHECK featured prominently on my printed boarding pass and despite me pointing this out verbally, the TSA agent checking IDs did not scan my boarding pass and did not 
stamp the pass with expedited screening. I I hen was nol permitted to go through the metal detector even after I showed the agent standing guard my boarding pass with TSA PRE-CHECK on it. 
The agent who provided me with my pat-down was very professional and sympathized with my annoyance. Another agent whom I encountered past the checkpoint went to reprimand the one who was checking IDs and failed to stamp my boarding 

2014 4:23:1 pass. And a third sympathetic employee recommended I submit an official complaint to TSA. So here you go. I paid $100 for Global Entry mainly to benefit from the expedited screening process. and it is therefore very frustrating when incompetence 
precludes me from taking ad vantage of this service, 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name (b)(6i 
Phone Number '"'h""'·, ... 1""R---, -----..---~ 

Email (b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller went through DEN last week. She requires a wheelchair due to a neuromuscular malady. She had major problems with TSA at DEN, She has PreCheck and was in that line. Caller was sent to the end of the line. The female screener was rude 
and wouldn I let her through. She tweeled TSA about the issue, and she got a le1ter from Denver and lhey were nice. She flew from DCA today on US Air. She had a wheelchair. She went to the checkpoinl. bul she was told that she couldn I cross the 
line with the wheelchair. She was sent to a different line. All al her property was searched. Why must she go to another line? What caller wants to know is ... she read the press release for TSA Media ... what is she doing wrong? Why is each airport 
different? She was to Id that she had to I eave the Pree heck Ii ne be cause she could n t take the wheelchair across the I in e. She was told th at whee I chairs have to go through a cert am Ii ne. 

I consulled wit~ whom advised thal her situalion would require her to go lhrough secondary screening. When I advised the caller I hat she would have had 10 go lhrough secondary screening due to her circumsIances, she advised that that 
was not what happened and she asked to speak to my supervisor. 

E sea I ation Notes: l:E:illTI 
2014 4:35:1 The caller flew out of DCA on 2-21-2014 on US Airways flight 1749 scheduled to leave at 9:23am at gate 43 to CL T. The caller got wheelchair assistance and proceeded to the Pre-check lanes because she had Pre-Check on her boarding pass. The 

two pleasant TSO s that checked her ID directed her to the Pre-Check line and when she got to the Pre-Check line she was tald that wheelchairs cant cross the line and was redirected to a different line across the terminal that was next to a resturant 
called Sam and Harry s. A young african amencan male TSO guided her to the new checkpoint and apologized to her alot and explained it was their procedure. When she arrived at the check point she was pushed to the side and her hands had a 
ETD done and her laptop was removed from its bag and sent through X-ray. She was cleared after that. 

The caller is concerned that she got no real screening. She didnt get a patdown or ga through the AIT ar metal detector. She felt very humilated by the treatment she got because she was in a wheelchair. She says she can get out of the wheelchair 
and walk through the AIT or metal detector She had numerous questions concerning her upcoming screening at CLT if she will be treated the same way. 

I explained to the caller thal I couldnt IeI1 her the day to day operations of each airporl but I would send her concerns 10 the DCA csm to review her screening. I also lold the caller how to get the CSM s telephone number off our IVR. I told her that if 
she has concerns about her screening she could call TSA cares and ask for assistance or speak ta a superviar or PSS at the check point. I apologized for her experince and told her to call us if she has any further questions. 

Ca Iler asked what TSA pol icy is when a persa n has Pree heck and the meta I detectors go off what is the next step 
She stated that she is well endowed and her bra has metal in 11 so she reached up under her shirt and removed her bra and put it in the bin rather than be felt up. 
She kept saying So the only choice was to remove my bra or be felt up , She continued several times to try to get me to restate it as she was. 
She that her screening was at Ontario California at 10:30 AM this morning and she is not dropping it and she is going to the LA times. 

RESPONSE: 

Told her having PreCheck does not make a difference when you set off the metal detectors we must resolve your screening and lhe next slep would be a patdown as well as olher screening methods. 

2014 4:50:c Told her TSA does not ask travelers to remove clothing and I am sorry she felt a need to do so. 
I can only say th at if you set off the metal detectors we must reso Ive your screening with a patdown, 

Told her that I am not going ta state it in a certain way and I have confirmed procedure several times and asked if she has any new questions I can help her with. 

Toi d her I am sorry she was ups et but we do have to reso Ive the sere en i ng, 



Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time : 2122/2014 3A 1 :08 PM Airport · MIA - Miami International Date/Time of Travel : 02/02/2014 12:00 PM Airline & Flight Number · AA 1246 Checkpoint/Area of Airport · 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · First off, I must state that I am a woman. On my travel through MIA TSA, I opted out of those giant radio machines. I have always opted out of those machines during travel and have travelled through several airports. so I knew the 
protocol. They told me I would be padded down and I said lhat was fine. They requested me to slep aside and wait. And wait I did. I was liming lhis because once prior, can't recollect which airport or when, but I remember lhey made me wait for a 
considerably long time, almost as a way to discourage people from opting out. Well, I waited. My husband who had already gone ahead was waiting. He had gathered my luggage and was waiting for me to find an agent to pad me dawn. That was 
the first sign that made me upset. What if another passenger had stolen my luggage, as 11 was very easy for my husband to just take my luggage with him. I saw several women agents walking about. but NO ONE wanted to pad me down. It was 
almost humiliating just waiting. I felt like they were testing my patience. I had a flight to catch and after literally 10 minutes of waiting I asked the agent how long it would take. The woman said, she didn't know and she couldn't give me a time. She 
said there was no one I here to pad me down. I said, you are telling me that ii could even take up 10 3 hours. She said, yes, it could. I said, &quot:you are a woman, why don'I you pad me down! &quot She said in retaliation, she couldn't because she 
had to direct traffic. In the meanwhile the male agent standing in front of the metal detectors, ALSO directing traffic got a visit from another female agent who proceeded to talk to him in a very friendly way and ended up with kissing her and having a 

2 O 14 5: 1 O: 1 j o 11 y good ti me. While I waited watching a 11 this. After 1 0 mm utes. I gave up and went through the radio ma chm e. When I got out of the machine the woman on the other side asked me to stand with my feet a pa rt and padded me down. I was furious. 
asked. how come you couldn't pad me down when I requested back there and now you pad me down even AFTER I go through the machine. Another woman who witnessed this whole spectacle of me waiting. stated to me that TSA does this to 
discourage people from opting oul. She said she was going 10 opl out but having watched me just resigned to doing the machine. She said she would talk to a supervisor with me, if I would be willing to. She said TSA does this on purpose 10 
discourage the opt out. I said I would talk to a supervisor with her. We requested to speak ta the supervisor. Of course, we would have to WAIT to speak to the supervisor and the assistant in charge was available and she said that waiting 1 O minutes 
was not long at all and that they could not give a time for how long customers who opted out had to wait. She refused to accept that while I waited there was several female officers out and about and she stated they were short staffed. I have never felt 
so humiliated. And furthermore, this is about SECURITY -this is NOT about ego. I felt they made me wait because they could and they could care less about the passenger. I'm all for a secure flight. I will NOT interfere with security but this is about 
basic human respecl and about power and ego. PLEASE nole I hat I his event took place almost 3 weeks ago and I still feel very viola led by this. I do not know what you can do to solve I his situation but your officers need to have more respect. I was 
in no security violation by opting out. I was just exercising my rights• 
Would you like a response? : True 

Passenger's Name k~b~l~(~6~1 ---~ 
Phone Number : 
Email l(b)(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainls of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACl l~IEQRMATIO: 
Full Name{b 1(6 i J 
Email Add:;re;;:s;;s;;l/=b=-,=18;::._, :;:;::::..._~--. 
Phone Numbe~1h··,1r;·-, 

Addres1(b)(61 
Zipcode"-: "-'-'-"-'"-----' 

2014 5: 1 O: 1 Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Na 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? Yes 
Gender? No 
Disability? Na 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 



As a frequent traveler, I I ove the convenience of Pre Check. 

I think it's great that you now provide expedited screening to groups of travelers who are deemed low-risk, like the elderly. Unfortunately, many of the elderly passengers who are now getting automatic Pre Check access are very infrequent travelers 
and are unaware of the sere en i ng procedures, Instead of the st rea ml i ned , rapid screening that Pre Check used to offer to frequent. low-risk travelers, the process is now g rea ti y slowed down as the unaccustomed, e Ide rly travelers try to take off their 

,014 11 : 11 :, shoes, lake oul their liquids, or set off the metal de1ec1ors with I heir cellphones or prostheses. 

Is there any way to separate Pre Check into two lanes, one for experienced frequent flyers and one for infrequent travelers getting Pre Check for demographic reasons? 

Thank you. Keep up the good work! 

Good morning. I just wentvthrough security at Jackson/Medgar. While I understand and appreciate the difficult job ii TSA agents. I also recognize that attitudes toward TSA are largely based on the poor attitudes of some agents. I just met one of 
those. 

The agent was cu rt, overly officious. and abusive. As I traveled through the Ii ne at the be It I mentioned that oyr pre check status did nt help much. In response the agent at the metal detector began to add las ks. The custom er in front of me did not take 
her shoes off. I had to. The customer in front of me did not have to show her boarding pass, I had to. ( The agent that checked my boarding pass and ID was 20 feet away in plain sight and I was the last in line)I received a lecture on the limitations of 
pre check. 

1014 10:33: I did not ask her name for fear of a strip search. The agent was female 
Heavy set, African American, with dark hair. If you want to know why people donl like TSA. SHE'S the reason. BTW everyone else was nice. 

Sent from my Smart Leash. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:l(b 1(6) 
Dale Time: 2/2412"'0""14,....,.11"":4""8"":""31,....,.A"'M,... 

Namih··,1rr1 
Emajh··,1f';'1 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Screening/Pat Down Sc reem ng. 

'014 12:22: Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Southwest flight #1543, SNAairport to SJC airport 
Comments:The use of Milimeter wave scanners needs to slop. II is a violation of civil rights and does not give us enough additional securily to justify their use. 

The only other option !rave I e rs are given is a pad down search which is sti 11 both slower and more i nvas1ve than the previous metal detector sea n ne rs. 

Travelers are also unfairly pressured to give up civil rights and use millime1er wave scanners because they are not given any information on how long a pal down search will take. I did not want to use Millimeter wave scanner but I did nol wanl to miss 
my flight either. I had 1.5 hours before boarding but had na idea of haw long a pat down search could take. 

These Mi 11 i meter wave sea n ne rs a re a waste of government funds (our tax do 11 a rs) and should be scrapped immediately due to the ci vi I rights vi o I ati o ns they pe rp eluate, 

Bring back America, bring back freedom. 



From:[b,(6) 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 12:17 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject: RFI 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

We a re the attorneys of re cord for the attached comp I a i na nt. On February 18, 2014 we p rov1d ed the attached items. 

However, I received an whal appears 10 be a standardized email from HYPERLINK maillo:1sa1cc_do_no1_reply@sen1ure.com 1sa1cc_do_no1_reply@sen1ure.com requesting addilional information and to be sure thal we ••include the following 
information~: 

2014 2431 o 
0 

0 

0 

0 

Contact information - full name. telephone number, email. 
Detailed description 
Airport 
Date and a pp rox1 mate ti me of the experience 
A d escri pti on of the experience 
lhe names or description of the TSA personnel involved or witnesses, if available 
exp I ana ti on as ta how you believe this experience was di scri minatory 
If you are filing a complaint on behalf of a third party, you must include a document showing express written permission from the third party to act on his her behalf and to receive information concerning the expenence. 
For your oonvenience, we have included the link to the TSA complaint form, 

Please note that the attached documents describe the nature of our complaint and the TSA experience of our client. It includes also my contact information, and a signed OHS Form G-28 representing my authority to represen~ in seeking 
redress before the DH S. 

Please review lhe attachment and I then invite you 10 call me directly at ~kb_-~1(_6~) __ ~I if you have further queslions. 

I trust that I will hear back from you on a timely basis. 

Thank you, 



CR CL received the below report and we a re for\'lla rd i ng to you lo r any a ctIon you deem ap prop nate. 

Sincerely, 

Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties U.S. Department of Homeland Security crcl@hq.dhs.gov 

---0 rig i na I Message--

F rom t bi ( 61 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 4:48 PM 
To: CRCL 
Subject Fly Rights - New Report frorrj""(b_.-'I(_6~1 _______ ...., 

NOTICE: 

2014 4:22:, You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights Is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Goa Ii ti on. a civi I rights organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entities they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAa€'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name (b 1(6) 
Email Addr"'e:.s""s"": (;-b-,-1('"6""i ______ _.__, 

Phone Number: b)(ffi 
Add res (b 1(6) Stone Mountain, Ga 30083 
Zipcode"": -'-'--'--------' 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 



2014 4:22:' 

CR CL received the below report and we a re for\'lla rd i ng to you lo r any a ct1on you deem ap prop nate. 

Sincerely, 

Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
(202)401-1474 

CRCL@HQ. OHS.GOV 

-----Oriqin!1 Me:saae----
Fro~(b ,(61 
Sent S~nay.ecember 15, 2013 9 53 PM 
To: CRCL 
Subjecl: Fly Righls - New Reporl fromf._b_)_(_6_, _____ __. 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa I iii on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air I ravel discrimination complain! form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Nam9:.1bL!··1~( 17-,=,------,.J 
Email Addressl'c· (....,b~,(,.,.6_1 --,----....1 
Phone Numbe b. m 
Addres~(_b~,(_6._i ----~ 
Zipcode: 08844 

Good momi ng , 
This is regarding the security check at Ohare Airport February 24 at 550 am. 
The officer made me walk back out of the metal detector while wearing a badge no alarm went off. 
She then allowed a whole family who were Muslims to walk thru. 
I questioned her and she said talk to someone who cares loud for everyone to here, I told her that this is a security breach and attempted to read her badge that she wore upside down and she waived it at me and said " Go ahead read it I still get 
paid". 
This is a security breach, and to let the passengers know that she has the authority to do her job when she wants and to harrass as she pleases is not acceptable. 
Please call me or email me back. 
Her descri tion was a black female at 5'6 tall at 150 lbs with shoulder length hair, who wears her badge upside down. 
b1(6) 

2014 9 3fr.__ _____ _. 

sent fro rn my 81 ack Berry® PI ayBook'" 
www.blackberry.com 

Sent from my BlackBerry® PlayBook '" 
www.blackbenry.com 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/CusIomer Service Currenl Dateffime: 2125/2014 6:06:29 AM Airporl: ATL - Harlsfield-Jackson Atlanla lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 0212412014 Airline & Flight Number: Delta 2309 Checkpoint/Area 
of Airport . TSA Pre Check TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment: To Whom It May Concern: 
I travel every week through Atlanta Hartsfield Jackson International Airport and usually I have a good experience with TSA Pre Check. Today's travel experience was quite different as the airport decided to change a new TSA Pre Check line with the 
main security checkpoint causing lhe wait time to be extremely longer lhan normal. Also, there was something not calibrated wilh their metal deIecIors causing all people in this new TSA Pre Check Lane to have to take off our shoes, which we were 
instructed to do with a TSA Agent that I'm sure hated her job. TSA Pre Check is a ser,ice that we pay for and it should be a lot quicker than regular security lines, therefore separate from them. In this case with all of them being merged together my 

'014 10:37: wait time was longer than others in main security. If the Atlanta airport can eliminate that TSA Pre Check lane that is merged with regular secunty it will continue to make the process efficient in my opinion. 

Thanks, 
!(bl(6l 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name kb)(61 
Phone Number : "---'-'------' 

Email !(b 1(6) 7 
To leave a comment concerning \firs feedback. follow this lmk http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

please read below. i sent a notice of concern. but to a connected but not the correct agency. they say the comment needs to be sent to you. 

e 

------ Forwarded message-----
From: CSP INFO Center <HYPERLINK "mail1o:customs@customs-mail.cus1help.com"cus1oms@customs-mail.custhelp.com> <HYPERLINK "mailto:customs@cus1oms-mail.custhelp.com"customs@customs-mail .custhelp.com> 
Date: Tue. Feb 25, 2014 at 6:38 AM 
Subject: Wrong agency - TSA inspection [lnc1dend(b·•,(ffi 

To: HYPERLIN~~(b_,_(6_) ________________ ~ 

2014 2:21 : 1 Recently you requested personal assistance from our on-line support center. Below is a summary of your request and our response. 

If this issue is not resolved to your satisfaction, you may reopen it within the next 7 days. 

Thank you for allowing us to be of ser,ice to you. 

Subject 
Wrong agency - T SA inspection. 

Discussion Th re ad 
Response Via Email (Complaints Offic~2125/2014 07:38 AM 

Good morning. 

Thank you for contacting U .s. CusIoms and Borer Protection (CSP). 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? No 

2014 2:21 :, ~~i~:u represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) da ya u be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati an? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? na 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

What was the dale and approxima1e lime of the incident? 

A female TSO provided a card to the caller and advised that she either submit it or call the number on the card to reach us. 

She traveled an 2 23 from BDL with Southwest flight 3383 departing at 2:15.(was delayed by a half hour) from Gate 4. She was at the last checkpoint to left between 11 :30am-12:30pm She was in a wheelchair due to heart and spine problems. The 
I ad y pushing her wheelchair p I aced her be Io ngrngs on the conveyor belt. The ca 11 er th en heard someone ye 11 i ng th at th ere was a dog in the bag. The ca 11 er stated that she had advised the whee I ch air attendant that her dog was in the bag. however the 
attendant had p I aced the bag with the dog on the conveyor be It. 

TSOs asked her why she put the dog an the belt. A TSO them made the comment that the dog looked like a chicken on the xray. The caller did not appreciate the comment nor did she think it funny. 

The dog is a small 8 pound black poodle. She took the dog to the vet yesterday and he could not detenmine how much radiation she had been subjected to. He indicated that the dog seemed line but she should notify him ii she began to not eat or 
vomit. 

2014 8,52 ,, The caller indicated that she would like to make someone in authority aware of this. 

I explained that the lady providing wheelchair assistance is an airline employee and nol a TSA employee as TSA doesn t provide wheelchair assistance. I advised that airline employees may not be aware of TSA screening procedures. I advised that 
she contact the airline in regard ta her complaint that she had advised the attendant of the dog in the bag. 

I advised that I would refer the information to the CSM at BDL to make them aware as they would have the means to look into and address the situation. I explained that the TSO may not have know that the dog was in the bag especially if the bag 
appeared to be more of a bag than an animal carrier. 

I explained that in future. she should advise TSO of the pet and that the standard screening process for a pet is for it to be removed from the carrier and walked through the WTMD. The caller indicated that 1s what she normally did. 

of the 

11 :30am-12:30pm 



1014 11:05: 

'014 11:05: 

Caller is calling regardin1(b)(ffl I She is traveling now and the last 4 flights she has been selected far random additional screening. 
She did not know if she sounded an a I arm during screening or what the circumstances we re. 

RESPONSE: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some ins1ances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown an a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ ar resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

TSA also selects passengers and I heir properly at random for enhanced security screening. 

Told her we do need additional information about if there was an alarm or what might have triggered her screening. If she would like to give us a call with more details of her screening we can help her determine if she should move on and look at other 
info rmat io11. 

Caller is calling regardin[tb)(ff:, I She is traveling now and the last 4 flighls she has been selecled for random additional screening. 
She did not know if she sounded an alarm during screening or what the circumstances were. 

RESPONSE: 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be per/armed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. 

Told her we do need additional information about if there was an alarm or what might have triggered her screening. If she would like to give us a call with mare details of her screening we can help her determine if she should move on and look at other 
information. 



'014 12:13: 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service; Screening Current Date/lime: 212612014 11 :05:05 AM Airport: DEN - Denver International Date/lime of Travel· 0211712014 5:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I was n ea rty I ate for my 6: 0 Oa m flight because of the discourteous actions at the screening checkpoint. 

I arrived al security at 4:45am. I had a boarding pass thal allowed me 10 go through the priority line. I regularly fly out of DEN, and I regularly fly priority. Hence, I was confidenl 45 minutes would be enough time to go lhrough security and make ii to my 
gate in time for boarding. I did not get out of security. however, until 5:35am. The reason why I was delayed is also the reason for this feedback. 

When I got to security, four lanes (not including pre-check) were open. There were about six people in front of me, and as I approached the TSA person, the line dramatically began to slow. An older TSA gentleman, who looked like a manager, was 
closing down two of the four lanes. Additionally, he was not allowing the people who check the boarding passes to conlinue passing people through. As can be imagined, I his crealed a HUGE log jam. I initially thought ii was because there was a shift 
change ar something happening and was trying to be understanding. My capacity for understanding. however, quickly flew out the window when I saw at I east eight TSA peop I e just standing around ta I king. They were sitting down in various p I aces, not 
working. just ta I king. 

After standing in line for more than 30 minu1es, I finally reached lhe actual screening line. Because things were so backed up, people were being allowed 10 circumvent the 1raditional scanner and were simply being allowed to go lhrough the lhing thal 
looks like a metal detector. To me. this seems like the security measures were being flexed in order to accommodate the volume of people. Obviously, this is not a good thing. 

The whole fiasco reached new heights of ridiculousness when for no obvious reason at all, the same older TSA gentleman re-opened one of the lanes that he had shut about 30 minutes prior. His actions made absolutely no sense, caused passengers 
to be I ate, and ere ated I ax screening procedures. 

I donl work for TSA and therefore don't have a good understanding of all of the protocols and procedures. This situation. hcwever, seemed illogical and extraordinarily discourteous. 
Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time : 2/2612014 10:02:08 AM Airport LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: Hi: 
I submitted my concern saying that I was asked to remove my hoodie before proceeding through the walk-through metal detectors and what ii my hoodie was my innermost garment? 

I got a response by TSA saying that &quot:TSOs will use their professional discretion to determine if a particular item could hide a threatening object. Passengers may be asked to remove their outerwear, as TSA requires all passengers to remove 
outerwear such as suit jackets and blazers, athletic warm-up jackets, and sport coats for x-ray before proceeding through the walk-through metal detectors. It 1s important to note that if a sport coat or blazer is worn as the innermost garment - not over 

1014 12: 13:. a blouse or sweater. for example - it does not have to be removed.&quot; 

I wrote an email asked how will a TSO know if a hoodie ar a sport coat ar a blazer is worn by a passenger as the innermost garment? In my case, the TSO I met didn't ask me if I have a innermost garment inside my hoodie or not. If my hoodie was the 
innermost garment, co u Id I deny his request for removing it? 

TSO replied back to me saying &quot:Your message has been forwarded to the appropriate Transportation Security Adminislration office for response. We are working to ensure you receive a complete and accura1e answer 10 your inquiry.&quot: 

It's been a week already but I havenl receive any reply by &quotthe the appropnate Transportation Security Administration office&quot I'm looking forward to receiving the answer' 
Thanks 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 

Phan~ !'!!t:: · Emailtb)(ffi l 
To lea 111161 It COi ICet I llf 1g this feedback, follow this link : hltp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time, 2127/2014 7:37:22 AM Airport· JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time ofTravel, 0212712014 7:30 AM Airline & Flight Number· 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : Hello, 

My wife is 3 months pregnanl. because of that she refusu to go through AIT machine. 

20 8.36' 1 TSA employee directed here to wait here. 
14 · · W hi I e wa iii ng a another pregnant women a I so refused to go through Al T ma chm e. bet T SA employee did not set he re to wait, she could pass through a meta I detector. 

'014 12:30: 

Only then my wife started cri ng same employee considered to I et he re through and searched he re. 
Why are dilferenl set of rules are applied for same cases. Are this process regulated. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email !(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

From: Red ressF m al, TRIP 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2014 10:57 AM 
To: TCC-Referrals 
Subject FW: Redres~/h'\/R'·, 

For your review and action as deemed appropriate. 

Sincerely, 
OHS TRIP 

Fromkbl(61 
Sent: Thursday, January 09. 2014 8:58 PM 
To: HYPERLINK "'mailto:tri dhs.gov'lnp@dhs.gov 
Subject Redress 1h·11fr1 

January 7, 2014 
Ms. Moore/DHS TRIP 
Director 
DH S T rave I er Redress Inquiry Program 

Thank you for your letter of response dated December 19. 2013 (attached for reference). 
I failed to see in your response where you addressed the situation where I was hit in the chest by a Philadelphia police officer while I was being detained by the TSA. I have provided the location and time to and had asked that the video evidence be 

collected and preserved. Where is the video available and what is the investigation resull of why I was assaulted? I have a11ached a screen capture of the complainl filed with the Philadelphia Police department since you reference consultalion with 
other agencies. 

Additionally. a business colleague trave Ii ng with me was al so subjected to add1t1ona I screening and he m fa ct produced 2 separate a I arms. I never produced any a I a rm from any di re ct i nsp ecti on or test of my body or 1te ms. The on I y al a nm 
associated with me was off the gloves on the TSA agent. The gloves are clearly exposed to cross contamination and any ala nm associated is clearly suspect. The business colleague was allowed to proceed to his departure gate with TSA escort. 
Clearly what I was told about "standard procedure' was nol universally slandard. Why was I ejected from the airport when my colleague with alarms was allowed to pass? Why was I singled oul and subjected 10 assaull while detained by the TSA and 
denied travel freedom? 

I also inquired verbally with the TSA why I was not told what would be done to me in a secret room. I agreed to allow any additional screening that was needed. I asked the TSA for it to be done at the public screening area. Please respond to why 
my agreement and consent for the TSA to continue with whatever screening they wanted to do was refused by TSA and I was labeled as "refusing to comply" 

The actions and statemenls by TSA agenls regarding my proslhetic leg coupled wilh the assaull by the police officer who was angered by my limited walking abilily clearly demonstra1e I hat I was singled out because of my disability and denied civil 



2014 1 :05:< 

Caller has had PreCheck appear on his boarding pass. Caller has an artificial joint in his knee. He said every time he goes through the PreCheck line and the WTMD it sets off an alarm. Then he gets the patdown. He told a TSO what has been 
ha ppenrng. H Is ticket said PreChe ck. He was in Ca Ii lo rma and he was given a PASS. It was a yellow ca rd board card and he was able to go through the regular Ii ne and he was ab I e to keep his shoes on and he did not get the patdown then. He said 
they did not Patdown his knee at all. He asked if it was standard at all Airports with TSA that you can go through the regular line with the yellow card and get PreCheck benefits that way or would it just be in certain Airports. He said what would be the 
benefits of getting PreCheck more frequently by joining it if he will always get lhe patdown. Also, he said he had to give them the card back. 

RESPONSE: As part of the Agency's evolving approach to security, Transportation Security Administration (TSA) has implemented a number of initiatives that may offer expedited screening to TSA Pre\u2713™-elig1ble passengers who are traveling 
through an airport that does not currently have a TSA Pre\u2713 ™ lane. By modifying current standard security procedures, this initiative will improve security, efficiency, and the passenger experience. 

TSA Pre\u2713 '" is currently available at more than 100 airports across the country. However, at airports that do not have a TSA Prelu2713'" lane, some individuals may receive instructions from a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) at the 
checkpoint that may result in a security screening experience similar to TSA Pre\u2713™. Others may be given a temporary card or indicator that will permit them to receive expedited screening for a specific trip. 

While this initiative allows some travelers to experience expedited screening at non-TSA Pre\u2713n.' airports, these passengers should not expecl to receive lhis form of screening every time they fly. Implementation will vary from airporl to airport and 
may be dependent on date, ti me, location. and passenger volume. 

Caller asked the TSO if she needed to take off her shirt before going through the AIT. She said it was a denim shirt with big metal buttons. She wore a tank top under the shirt. She was told that she should be fine and to leave it on and go through. 
She said that when she got to the other side she turned around and looked at the monitor. She told the TSO that it was her metal buttons that was showing on the monitor. She said that the agent said, Yeah, Yeah, Yeah , She said that she was 
roughly spun around and palled down. The patdown was very rough. She The TSO I hen pushed her in the back and told her to get her hands checked. She said thal she talked with a supervisor and asked how to make a complain!. She wanled to 
make a complaint about A Petterson who was the TSO that periormed her patdown. She said that what the TSO did was not necessary. She stated that she is usually treated very well. 

Airport- RDU 
Airline - Southwest Airlines 
Flight Numbers - 731 
Departure Times - 8:20 pm 
Ar,-ival Times - She said that the incident happened at approximately 6:30 pm 
Dale And Time of Incident - 2 26 2014 
Location Of Incident 

2014 2:02:' Gate -A25 
Terminal -1 
Phone Number (b)(61 
Email - b 1(6) 
Name Of~Ael.c"'t.!..ua""l""'P""e-r-so-n--,-ln_v_o,...lv-e""d-_tib::'·::71("'6'1 ---, 

I gave the following information: The Transportalion Security Administralion (TSAI seeks to provide a high level of securily and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that 
all passengers. regardless of their personal situations and needs, are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

Every person and i tern mu st be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is import ant, T ra nsportat ion Security Olli cers (TS Os) must conduct additiona I screening to resolve an ala rm of 
the Walk-Through Metal DeIecIor (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be consideraIe and lhoughtful and are trained to explain what lhey are doing and what will 
happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

I advised her that I would forward her record to the CSM at RDU for review. 



Caller asked the TSO if she needed to take off her shirt before going through the AIT. She said it was a denim shirt with big metal buttons. She wore a tank top under the shirt. She was told that she should be fine and to leave it on and go through. 
She said that when she got to the other side she turned around and looked at the monitor. She told the TSO that it was her metal buttons that was showing on the monitor. She said that the agent said, Yeah, Yeah, Yeah , She said that she was 
roughly spun around and palled down. The patdown was very rough. She The TSO I hen pushed her in the back and told her to get her hands checked. She said thal she talked with a supervisor and asked how to make a complain!. She wanled to 
make a complaint about A Petterson who was the TSO that petiormed her patdown. She said that what the TSO did was not necessary. She stated that she is usually treated very well. 

Airport- RDU 
Airline - Southwest Airlines 
Flight Numbers - 731 
Departure Times - 8:20 pm 
ArTival Times - She said that the incident happened at approximately 6:30 pm 
Dale And Time of Incident - 2 26 2014 
Location Of Incident 

2014 2:02:' Gate -A25 

I gave the following information: The Transportalion Security Administralion (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of securily and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that 
all passengers. regardless of their personal situations and needs, are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

Every person and i tern mu st be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is import ant, Transportation Security Officers (TS Os) must conduct additiona I screening to resolve an ala rm of 
the Walk-Through Metal DeIecIor (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be consideraIe and lhoughtful and are trained to explain what lhey are doing and what will 
happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

I advised her that I would forward her record to the CSM at RDU for review. 
I would like to formally complain aboul how I was Ireated by a TSA agent at JFK. I am 27 years old and require lhe use of a walker. I may not look disabled, but I am. I spoke wilh an agenl about needing my walker who slated, it's OK you can bring it 
through. I was also traveling with my 20 month old daughter who was in a stroller. As I approached the metal detector, I was told I needed to leave my walker. I stated I need it to walk and was told, you"ll be fine, it's just a few steps. So he proceeded to 
take the wa Iker even tho ugh I said I may fa 11 aver. and I ell me standing there wh i I e 4 other pea pl e went through. I wa I ked through where my wa Iker was waiting about 15 feet away. They needed to do further inspection of my be longings, so asked me to 

2014 2:06:, walk over to another station. After repeatedly asking for them to bring me my walker someone finally complied. I understand that I may not look disabled, but that doesn't mean that the equipment I need to walk should not be made available to me. No 
one mentioned that a privale screening where I could still hold on to my walker was available. Instead I was simply just discriminaled against for being disabled. I have never met anyone who was so heartless 10 a young person needing assistive 
devices in the future. I can only hope that when I fly home my experience is much better. 



Caller fiew yesterday Rochester International to Boston. He is missing 20 dollars from his travel bag, He had an expedited pass. He had tools and other items and put them on the belt while he went through the WTMD. He was waiting for his items. A 
female TSO asked him if he could look lhrough his bag. He said yes. Then he got his shoes and gear. Then she told him to put his brief case down and motioned to another TSO to search him. They searched his belt area and down his shirt. They 
asked him to remove his shoes and jacket and he ran his fingers inside his belt and and inside his collar and up and down his legs. Another TSO opened up his bag without him viewing it. He had 20 dollars in the bag and now it is gone. He asked if this 
is normal. He just thinks that this was very odd. 
He was ordered to be away from his bag. She screened the bag out of his line of sight. 
Caller slated that he is very upset. 

Airport was Rochester International 
GateA6 
Airline was US Airways 
Flight Number: He is not sure 
Description of ca 11 er: He is about 5 foot 6 inches with brown hair and had a blue work shirt. 
Des c ri pt ion of carry on bag The bag is a black suitcase that has IA EI I ette ring on it. 
Description of TSO who searched the bag:She was a female middle aged wilh shoulder length brown hair. 

2014 2:25 :c I apologized to the caller. 
I to Id hi rn that so rn eti rn es your items can be screened out of your Ii ne of sight, 
When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sighl with their property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained 10 maintain control and sight of the passenger's ii ems and 10 ensure thal the passenger is reunited with his or her 
property once it clears x- ray screening. 

Passengers should not be asked to re move or I ift an article of clothing to rev ea I a sensitive body a re a. 

The Trans pa rtation Security Ad mini st ration (TSA) see ks to provide the high est custom er service to a 11 who pass through a ur security checkpoints. 0 u r policies and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers and their bel a ng i ngs a re treated with 
dignity. respect, and courtesy. Each Transportation Security Officer (TSO) receives training on professional and courteous conduct to make the process run smoothly and to reduce inconvenience to the traveling public. 

TSA regrets that you found items missing and or damaged from your carry-on luggage. 
Yau may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-mail to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. The CSM will investigate this and make sure that no rules were broken. 

Caller feels raped and violated and can still feel the mans hand all over his body. This was during a patdown. It appeared professional but he used excessive force. He said all the airports he has experienced he has seen the AIT but this one does not. 
You walk through the WTMD so it sets you up for an immediate patdown and feels that ii is very unnecessary. When he expressed his discomfort the TSO told him he is jusl doing the job he gels paid for. 

This has happened twice at this airport. 
He is very upset and wants to know what can be done. 

20 3.51 '( I apologized ta the caller and told him that the Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ seeks to provide the highest level of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on 
14 · · ensuring that all passengers. regardless of their personal situations and needs, are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. Every person and item must be screened before entering each secured area, and the manner in which the screening is 

conducted is import ant. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spat areas of concern that may require special attention. I told him that if he would provide flight information then we can send this to a CSM for review. You may also 
cal I them yourself it you do not want to provide your information. 

He said they are part of the people who groped him so what good would that do. The call dropped. 
I recently was travel Ii ng from mca 11 en ( mfe) Ix to dfw and wh i I e going through the security che c kpornt endured the wo rs! case of profi I mg I have ever experienced. 

The TSA agents allowed five white people before me and anolher three after me to go lhrough the metal de1ec1ors, while I was made to go through lhe millimetric scanner. after I hat I hey staled thal they had to do a patdown, which they did in public. 
This was followed by swabbing my hands and placing it in the machine. After I cleared all of this and am about ta put on my shoes, another TSA agent walks down, grabs my shoes and states that additional testing will have to be done. All the while 
everyone else ( a 11 white pea pl e) have passed through without a sing I e q ue st1on. 

2014 8: 12:, Now I am an expert traveller and have elite status in a couple of airlines. and I have never experienced this level of racial profiling. This made me feel like a second class citizen. I feel my civil rights were blatantly violated and am questioning civil 
litigation. 

Siocerelv 
[b,(61 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion Current Dale/Time: 212712014 7:45:02 PMAirporl: CHS - Charleston lnternationalAirporl Date/Time ofTravel: 02I26/20144:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: UA4144 Checkpoint/Area ofAirporl: 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: I dropped my parents off at CHS yesterday. My mom has a pacemaker and showed her medical card to a TSA Agent. The TSA Agent waved her to walk through the metal detector. My mom. who doesn't travel often and is only recently 
living with a pacemaker. followed the TSA Agent's direction to walk through the metal detector. I would like an explanation as to why this happened?! 

2014 8:13:1 My mom lei me know what had happened immediately after and she and the entire family were in a panic thal the metal detector may have affected lhe proper funclioning of her pacemaker. She is scheduled 10 see her cardiologist. I would like to know 
why the T SA Agent waved her to wa I k through the metal detector when she was showing her med i ca I card. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name . th.\ti:=::··1 

Phone Number: 1h··,1f'i, 

Email b1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this ee ack. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : P role ssiona Ii sm/C ustome r Service; Screening Current Date/lime : 212812014 6:01 :05 AM Airport , AV P - W i Ike s Ba n-e/S era nton I nte rnat ion a I Date/Ti me of T rave I , 0212812014 5 :00 AM Airline & FI i g ht N umber · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known) · Employee working metal detector Comment· I witnessed a TSA employee that was working the metal detector make an uniformed military member take off his boots to go through the metal detector. This was completely 

2014 B:Jl: 1 uncalled for,_ and a disgrace to our men and women in uniform. I am appalled by what I witnessed. 
Would you like a response?· True 

Passenger's Na~m~e~:~---~ 
PhonP ~1imberfh,1R, I 
Email :~bi(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Fro~(b1(6) 
Sent: I hursday, February 21, 20 l 4 1:06 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!(b 1(61 
Dale Time: 212112""'0,..14;,-,;.7:"'o"'"6"":o"'"8""'P""M.,........ 

'014 10:20: Name: 

!(b)(61 

Email: 

HYPERLINK[,_b_)_(6_, _______________ __, 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

blatant ra ci a I profi Ii ng 

Comments: 

I recently was travelling from mcallen (mfe) tx to dfw and while going through the security checkpoint endured the worst case of profiling I have ever experienced. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Screening Current Dale/Time: 31212014 1:08:25 PM Airport TTN - Trenton-Mercer Airporl Dateffime of Travel: 01/28/2014 Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I have a Pennsylvania issued drivers license, as well as a license update card. My license itself has my last name as &quotRutter&quot:. and my UPDATE card has the last name of &quot:Taggart&quot;. I was harassed and was told I 
cannol fly because my updale card is not valid. Yes it is. It expires in Augusl 2014. So why was the supervisor and agent exlremely rude? They really need to learn that the update card is valid and is proper ID. If it wasn'I the DMV would never had 

1014 3:24: 1- issued it. I have flown out of PHL 2 times without any problem, and all of sudden some rinky dink airport says it"s not allowed. I feel there needs to be better training in that department. Then came time to walk through the metal detector. My 2 and a 
ha If year o Id was forced to wa I k through h, m self. I explained to the agent th at he has autism and wi 11 run away. They didn't want to hear ,t. I asked if I cou Id hold his hand wh i I e wa I king through. Ii ke PH L had let me done before, and they gave me a 
hard time about that. Again, people need to be trained better in all areas. All we wanted to do was go to Disney World and have a great time' The start of the trip because of these issues really put a damper on my vacation. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's N¥!J",'. ~-=u....---,c_J 
Phone Number b 1(6 I 

Emailkb 1(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning \h,s feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time : 31212014 11 :27:46 PM Airport : ELP - El Paso International Date/Time of Travel : 02107/2014 Airline & Flight Number: Delta 2136 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : TSA Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment· Please reserve the Pre-Check lane for Pre-Check approved passengers only. Otherwise. it defeats the purpose. It appeared to me that the agents were sending anyone they wanted to the Pre-Check lane. I ended up behind a group of four 
adults traveling together. They proceeded 10 lake off lheir shoes and belts and coats and taking out their liquids. After two of the adulls had walked through lhe me1a1 detector, your agenl told the rest of the party that they were in Pre-Check and thal 
they didn't need to remove all al those items. So then, the remaining passengers proceeded to take their items back off the conveyor belt and started putting coats and shoes back on and putting items back in their bags. Then, the last passenger. who 

J14 1O:12:' had taken his coat off the conveyor belt and put it back on was told to remove all of the items from his coat pockets. He then took items out of no less than six different pockets. That all took longer than if they had just gone through the regular secunty 
Ii ne. So then what's the point of Pre-Check ... ? 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Fro b)(ff1 
Sent: Sunday. March 02, 2014 6:37 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subjecl: TSA ContJct Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:f(b 1(6) 
Date Time: 312120""74.,....,.6-:3""/~: ,-e-P-M-~ 
------------------------------------------------------------------

:J14 10:13:1 Name: 

Email: 

HYPER LIN b 1(6) 

B nef De scri pt,on of Inquiry: 

Rude and Unpofessional TSA Agent, Austin TX, 3:50 PM CDT, March 2, 2014 

Comments: 

I would like to notify you about a poorly trained TSA agenl this afternoon. I had TSA Pre-check aulhorization fpr my flight and used that service. My husband went through lhe meIaI detector in fronl of me and informed the TSA agent that I had 2 metal 
hip implants. She was quite adamant to my husband that I should use the screening line with the body scanner. My husband asked if that meant she had toga ta the back of line and she said yes and since we were in a hurry my husband directed me 

Hi, 

I Ju st wanted to send a qui ck note regarding Pre-Check at PSP Maybe this s hou Id mainly di re cted to the TSA. but I 'm writing to the airport be cause PS P be haves d iferently Iha n other airports. 

For the longest time PSP didn't even have Pre-Check available while many other airports (including my home of SEA) did. So I was excited to see on my lasl visit lhat Pre-Check had been sel up. However, after going lhrough ii, I wonder whal the point 
is. At SeaTac and other airports, the Pre-Check line takes you through the expedited process where you throw your bag on the canveyer belt scanner and then you walk through the metal detector and you're done. Simple and effective. 

,014 2_14,0 At PSP the experience is much different, and it appears the only benefit at all is being able to leave your shoes on. People get a "Pre-Check" card from TSA and then are funneled into the exact same lines as non Pre-Check travelers. TSA was making 
· · · everyone remove laptops and other items from their bags and also remove all items from their pockets. This makes no sense. As a Global Entry holder, I went through the inlerviews and gave my fingerprints and all of my personal information so that I 

would not have to da this every time I went to the airport. I hope at some point PSP will make an adjustment ta their PreCheck process to be mare in line with what other airports are doing. 

Thanks. 

kbl(61 
Seattle, WA 

I was "randomly" picked to have my hands swab bed. I am a very frequent flyer and le el this went way above the norm a I procedures. I am a TS A preche ck and when they swabbed my hand they said it has explosive ma I eri a I on it. I want proof! They 
said they couldn't give me proof. They then extensively searched me, very uncalled far. They screeners didn"t even know what the code meant when I came through the metal detector. Come on, if your going to stick your hands dawn my pants. know 
you codes' I'm not going to let this unjust search go away until I hear back. I fully believe your employees have no idea what they are doing and should be retrained. I fully believe the swab produced a false positive and I should've been reswabbed. I 

'014 4:17:4 am looking forward to hear back and hear how things are going to change. 

I went through security in the Detroit north terminal at gam on March 3rd. They know wha I am, they also took my boarding pass and id and copied it. They also wouldn't tell me why they did that. I need answers ASAP 

l(b)(61 



1014 9:31 :O· 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!~(b""'1_(6""') __ __. 
Date Time: 313/2014 9:07: 17 PM 

Namef bi(6i 
Email b1(6i 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):LAS airporl TSA-pre screener-
Comments:I was the only individual in line and asked the screener for a bin to put my jacket in so it would not get dirty or damaged (which happened previously). The screener refused to give me a bin even though there was a cart full of them three 
steps away (on the screene(s side of the metal detector. Complete laziness. No one else was there' I fly every week and this is the second time I have made the request for a bin, and was refused in four weeks at the same airport. 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalilion, a civil rig his organization directly from I heir phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like 10 send their complainl 

The q ue st1ons answered by the user be I ow correspond to the TSAaE'" s own offlc1al air travel di scri mm ati on comp I a int fo nm. You a re requested to take action on the comp I amt of p rofi Ii ng or di sen mi nation by the T SA described he re. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Nam~l_h_-\/_R_--, ______ ~--

Email Address,;,:-b~) .,.,6,.,1 ___ ....,. __ ...., 
Phone Numbe .._(b""'l ... (6--'I __ __. 
Address: 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
J14 1 o: 11 ,, Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in I his matter? No 

NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? na 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Westchester County Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 
03-04-2014 7:00 



Caller is 80 years old and will be flying on Thursday with an orthotic in her shoes. She is also visually impaired. has ankle problems and a broken toe. Caller stated that it is hard ta take off her shoes. She will be in a wheelchair. 
She stated th at she had heard that if you a re over 7 0. you do not have to take your shoes off. I told her it is 7 5 and that was true. I to Id her I was giving her another reason why she does not have to take off. her shoes. Ca 11 er stated that the reason she 
is calling is that once she flew from PBI to EWR and had a horrible experience. 

Caller believed this was more of a customer service issue than discrimination or failure to accomodate. Caller had been through screening and an ETD. She has to ice her foot twice per day so she had brought in her carry an something that could be 
either heated or frozen. Her su ilea se alarmed. The female TSO took the ca 11 er s items out of her I ug gage as if it was Junk. She looked at the previously mentioned item. passed 11 around to other TS Os. then threw everything back in so th at it would not 
close. 
Caller was in a wheelchair and, after the screening, had to take everything oul of the suitcase, put in on lhe airporl floor, and repack it to get the luggage to close properly. She had to do this twice. 

The TSO treated her as if she was enemy. The TSO was completely callous about handling her property. This TSO could not care less. Caller had said. I hope you are going to repack that. The TSO ignored her. Caller did not get the TSO s name but 
said she was a heavy set African American. 

Airport: PBI 
Airline: United 

:1 14 1 o· 15,, Flight Number: 258 
· " Dale and Time: Oct 1 at 1: 1 O (flight lime, she was delayed so much that the plane was boarding when the screening was finished. She had arrived at the checkpoint about 12: 1 Spm) 

Location: She does not know, but it was the United Terminal. 

I asked if she needed assistance at the checkpoint. She said she did not think she needed any special assistance. 

Passengers who cannot re move their sha es can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AI T ). the wa I k-th rough metal detector. or a thorough pa tdaw n. Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand sti 11 with their arms above 
their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak wilh a supervisor or Passenger Supporl Specialist while al the checkpoint. 

I emailed the infonmation to her. 

Caller said I his was uncalled for. She had never had any problem with this item before and she I ravels with it often. TSO was acting as I hough caller was very suspicious. 

I apologized to the caller and told her I would send this to the CSM. She said she would like that. 
Caller said that she may be obtaining a piercing just prior to an upcoming flight and wanted to know if this would be a problem. especially if she sets of the metal detectors. 

" 14 11 :l 1 :, Advised caller that an individual will never be required to remove or shaw a body piercing. If. during the screening process. a body piercing results in an alarm of the Walk Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or an anomaly during Advanced Imaging 
Technology (AIT) screening. the Transportation Secunty Officer (TSO) will resolve the alarm or anomaly by conducting a patdown. 
Caller said that she may be obtaining a piercing just prior to an upcoming flight and wanted to know if this would be a problem. especially if she sets of the metal detectors. 

" 14 11 : 11 :, Advised caller that an individual will never be required to remove or shaw a body piercing. If. during the screening process. a body piercing results in an alarm of the Walk Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or an anomaly during Advanced Imaging 
Technology (AIT) screening. the Transportation Secunty Officer (TSO) will resolve the alarm or anomaly by conducting a patdown. 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Nam (b)(61 
Email Ad "'r-e""ss'-r:(b""'1....,(""6,... __ I ---~--, 

Phone Number.._· ""h""·-,1-'-R"'·, __ __, 

Address: 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 

:J 14 12: 17:, ~~i~:u represented by a third party ar an attorney in this matter? No 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) da ya u be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati an? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? na 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Westchester County Airport 

What was the dale and approxima1e lime of the incident? 
03-04-2014 7:20 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: Disability ar Medical Condition: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time· 3/412014 6:36:59 PM Airport· DFW - Dallas/Fort Warth International Date/Time of Travel· 03/04/2014 5:15 PM Airline & Flight Number· Virgin 
America 717 Checkpoint/Area of Airport Security near gate E 14 TSA Employee: (If Known) Agen~omment After handing my ID and plane ticket to female agenWh \/R\ ! I asked her if the machines being used gave off radiation. She 
laughed at me and replied &quot; No they are metal detectors.&quot: I advised her, I asked her that question because I didn't know and was concerned about the radiation exposure because I arn pregnant. She continued to laugh. I travel frequently 

,014 8_ 15,0 and am very thankful for the safety TSA provides. Never have I come across an agent I hat obviously has no respect for a travelers. 
· · · Would you like a res onse? . True 

Passenger's Na.i'm""e'"""b._··"-1(6"-'-i __ "T"" _ _. 

Phone Number h··,1fr1 

Email (b)(6) 
To leave a commen concerning this feedback. fallow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



I am a physician. I am writing because I am tired al being patted down every time I fly because I have a hip replacement. Unfortunately, your millimeter wave scanners are nat always available and I frequently have to pass through a metal detector 
which. invariably. triggers an alarm and I have to undergo a "pat down'·_ I am tired of this. It is unnecessary and, quite frankly. abusive and discriminatory. Why a "pat down"? It would be very simple to have one of the wand magnetometers and it 
will quickly show where the metal is. I have no problem having someone feel the outer part of my hip. but I have pretty much had it with the full pat down and chemical screening that I have to undergo every time I fly. The location of my metal is focal 
and easily idenlified. I want this to be slopped. To whom do I write to stop this abusive and discriminaIory behavior? 

kb1(6) 

:J14 10 ,1r 
I b)(6) 

~---------------------~ Boston, MA 02114 

OfficeJ(b)(61 
Fax: 611-128-1014 
Email: HYPERLINK "f'"'b..,.)...,(6,.,.)---------------, 

Hello, 

A piece of jewelry that I own was damaged by a TSA agent while I was going through security at LAX on 312114. Below are the details of the incident - please let me know what next steps are, as I imagine I will have to submit a receipt and at her 
information so that I wi 11 be reimbursed for the damages. Thank you. 

On Sunday, 312114, I flew from LAX to SFO. While going through the pre-check security lane at LAX, I set off lhe meIaI detector because of the bracelel I was wearing. As such, I was asked to remove my bracelet and put it in a plastic Iray to go lhraugh 
the scanner. After I proceeded through the metal detector. I heard the TSA agent request that the conveyor belt be stopped as something had fallen on the floor. Upon further inspection I noticed it was my bracelet that had fallen an the floor, under the 
conveyor belt. [I did not see how the bracelet fell but suspect someone knocked the tray over.] The TSA agent proceeded to drag the hard-to-reach bracelet across the floor with his foot, rather than treating 11 with care. Said agent then handed the 
bracelet to another agent that was manning the metal detector. That second agent then handed the bracelet to me. I inspected the bracelet and found 3 scratched areas as a result of the mishandling. I was then directed to the TSA supervisor!(bH6:, ! 

!(b)(6:, b, who took my information down, took piclures of the bracelet on a camera hone and directed me to file a claim at the website lisled on a card he gave me so that I would be reimbursed. When I got home, I noliced the "website"' is acIually an 
1014 8:39:1 email address, which is the address I am emailing naw. Below are the details (b::,(6) old me would be required ta submit a claim. 

STSO: kbi(6i 
Precheck Lane 1 
Terminal: LAX Southwest 
Time: 5:00PM 

!(bl(61 

HYPERLIN'4,_~_,_(6_) _____________ ____, 



Your information is being forward to the TSA Contact Center for handling. 

Ger,-i Lewis 

Trans po rtati an Security Ad mini st ration (TSA) 

Freedom of lnfonmation Act Office (FOIA) 

:J14 10 10, 1-866-364-2872 

Fro+b)(ff1 
Sent: Wednesday, January 22. 20 I 4 9:50 PM 
To: FOIA; TSAPartnership; Fernandez, Carol; Gaither, Sonya; Dennis, Henry 
Cc: 
h\11'.:::··, 

Subject: Re: Termination of a Ro I e Model Olli cer 

I travel every week and arn TSA pre check and approved Global Entry participant. At every airport except Seattle, I can go through TSA pre check and walk through the metal detector with no problem. even though I have a knee replacement. 

Every time I fly out of Seattle. and go through pre check, the metal detector goes off and I need a pat dawn. If I tell them I have a knee replacement, I have to go through the regular line and they want me to use the body scanner. This means I have to 
take my shoes off, my Liquids out and all coats and Jackets off I took the time and effort to be Global entry and pre check and paid for it. I feel that I am being discnminated against, by not b wing able to use it and being treated this way in Seattle. My 
I a rgest customer is he re so I fly in and out often. 

Please find a suitable solution far me. I should not have to be patted down every time just because I have a knee replacement. There are laws that caver Americans with Disabilities. 

'014 6:14: l Thanks you. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' 
Current Date/Ti me : 31612014 8: 08 :51 AM 
Airport · STL - Lambert St. Louis International Date/Time of Travel · 03/06/2014 6A5 AM Airline & Flight Number . 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Mam secunty checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· By far one of the slowest airports to process precheck qualified passengers. One of the reasons for this is because they had the general public lane merging with the precheck lame into the same rapidscan and metal detector. Typically at 

J14 1 0:0l:' airports with precheck ii is aboul 2 to 3 minu1es however STL was 15 minutes. This is lypical here and not a one time occurrence. 

1014 2:26:1 

Also this contact form should be mobile friendly. Most people at airports would using their phone to submit feedback. 
Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email l(b 1(6) ! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-;:=:::;:=::===;------····························· 
Remote Client IPkb 1(6) ! 
Date Time 3/612tll 4 1 :06 5 8 PM 

Namefrh·\rR··1 
Emai1-)1h·11rr·, 

Complainls:Damaged or Missing items in Checked or Carry.on Baggage· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight #1875 USAirways Laguardia Airport 
New York City 
Comments:I requested to go through the metal detector or have a pat down. While waiting for personnel for the pat down, I was told to send my items through the xray. This is a different practice than I am accustom to because they usually request 
that you keep your ii ems wilh you at all times. There was a long delay where I was separated from my items. Once I boarded the plane, I noticed my Bose noise cancelling headphones were missing from my open lop bag. 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
,014 8_58 _0 Are yau represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
- - . NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) da ya u be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati an? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? yes 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Denver I nte mational Airport 

What was the dale and approximaIe lime of the incident? 
03-06-2014 13:30 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Ti me : 317120 14 9: 16 :02 AM 
Airport, SAN - San Diego International Date/Time of Travel , 0310712014 Airline & Flight Number, UA5488 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, Commuter Terminal TSA Employee: (If Known), Not applicable Comment: Even though there is a daily large 
volume of customers, the agents open the screening less than 1-hour before the first departing flight. The ticketing area had hundreds of people waiting to be screened by lhe time they opened. They conlinue to use a Rapiscan, wilh only one metal 

:J 14 10_27 _, detector for TSA-Precheck. We all know the problems and ineffectiveness al Ra pi scan. Furthermore, TSA-Precheck cleared people were queued from both X-ray bag screening lines, causing confusion and items left behind. Even though I arrived 120 
· ·' hours before my hop to LAX, I passed thru checkpoint with only a few minutes to spare. 

Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Nam b·:, 61 
Phone Numbe i::-b~) ';;6c-,""'"''---,...----' 
Email (b I(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



From: CRL 
Sent: Friday, March 07, 2014 9:15 AM 
To: TCC-Referrals 
Subject: FW: Response to Contact 14-021 7k"'b"").,_(6"-·•~' ___ __. 

Dear TCC Referrals, 
Our Branch responded to this complainant"s initial concerns and noted that it was primarily a customer service issue. He has two further questions, highlighted below, that you would more appropriately be able to answer. As such. we are referring them 
to you for hand I mg. 
For your reference and awareness, I've attached his original complaint and our response letter, 

Thanks, 
Harleen 

" 14 10_28 _( Ms. Harleen K. Singh 
· · Policy Advisor 

'014 2:42:4 

'014 2:42:4 

Multicultural Branch, Disability and Multicultural Division 
Office of Civil Rights and Liberlies, Ombudsman, & Traveler Engagement 
Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
Department of Home I and Security 

-----Orioinal Message-----
From:kb)(61 
Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2014 1 :03 PM 
To: CRL 
Subjecl: Re: Response to Contact 14-0217!~(b_·•~1(6_-_I ----~ 

I am not s ati sfi ed with your response, and I wish to a pp ea I it. 
Specifically, I wish to know whether TSA employees are under no obligation to state their name when required to do so. Secondly, I wish to know how is a passenger supposed to enlist a supervisor help when the supervisor desk is not stalled, 
Your response in my mind underscores the clima1e of complete lack of accountability on lhe part of whal. for want of a belier term, I can only define as "airporl thugs" 
I look forward to receiving information to proceed. 

Caller slated he is 1rying to reach TSA Security al Denver. 
He is a military Canine Officer and one of his Officers flew from Denver recently with a Military working Dog (not a guide dog for someone disabled) and the Officer at Denver touched the dog 
He was checking in on the Law Enforcement s1d e and the Officer refused to Ii sten to the hand I er and their dogs are aggressive. 
They have a sere en i ng letter from TS A that states Mi I ita ry Service Dogs do not have to be screened , 

RESPONSE: 

Told him how to obtain a phone number for the CSM via the IVR. 

Pets traveling in the aircraft cabin must be presented to a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) at the screening checkpoint. The animal's owner 1s required to carry the animal through the walk-through metal detector (WTMD) or walk the animal 
through the WTMD on a leash. TS Os are required to resolve any alarms associated with the animal using visual observation and patdown inspections. The TSO may require owners to assist by controlling the animal during this process. 

Advised he certain I y can contact the CS M about it. 

Caller slated he is 1rying to reach TSA Security al Denver. 
He is a military Canine Officer and one of his Officers flew from Denver recently with a Military working Dog (not a guide dog for someone disabled) and the Officer at Denver touched the dog 
He was checking in on the Law Enforcement s1d e and the Officer refused to Ii sten to the hand I er and their dogs are aggressive. 
They have a sere en i ng letter from TS A that states Mi I ita ry Service Dogs do not have to be screened , 

RESPONSE: 

Told him how to obtain a phone number for the CSM via the IVR. 

Pets traveling in the aircraft cabin must be presented to a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) at the screening checkpoint. The animal's owner 1s required to carry the animal through the walk-through metal detector (WTMD) or walk the animal 
through the WTMD on a leash. TS Os are required to resolve any alarms associated with the animal using visual observation and patdown inspections. The TSO may require owners to assist by controlling the animal during this process. 

Advised he certain I y can contact the CS M about it. 



'014 4:01:1 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP .. kb"---"-,(6,,,.-... I ___ _, 
Date Time: 317/2014 3:14:36 PM 

Namerh··,rrr·, I 
Email b1(6) 
Comp a1~ts:Airl1ne Complaints 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight 4723/gate B61 southwest terminal - Fort Lauderdale intemalional airporI. Approximalely 2:30pm esl. 
Comments:The tsa officers at the X ray machine and metal detectors were very hostile and appeared to be provoking conflict with people as they passed thru. I watched as two officers on opposite sides of the metal detector badgered a young lady 
who was confused as to what they wanted her to do. When she asked as to what she was supposed to do they responded with questions or statements th at did not answer question. For exam p I e: the young I ady placed her personnel Ite ms in a tray to 
go thru the xray, the tsa officer removed her items from the tray and placed them on the belt. The lady asked ii she was not supposed to place her items in the tray, the tsa officer responded by saying,"do you see anyone else putting their stuff in the 
trays?". When I seen this I passed thru with my personnel items in my pocket. When the metal detector sounded. The tsa officer on the other side asked what I had in my pockets and I lold her. She replied by stating remove all ilems from your pockets. 
I asked if I was supposed to send it thru the xray? She replied by stating sir this is a metal detector anything with metal will make it go off. In both examples given the tsa officers never gave clear direction or answers but willfully chose not to give clear 
answers and thus caused confusion which they in turn used this confusion to impose an ambience of supenority and harrassment. When I did pass through the metal detector they continued to badger the young lady as I walked by. 

Greetings and To Whom it May Concern: 

This is in regards to airport Security, or lack of it. I am a former and retired law enforcement employee with over seventeen-and-a half years of service in Canada and the U.S.A. In Canada, I worked for the RCMP with "A" Division in Ottawa, ON. 
Canada. Dulies were far and wide ranging which included preparation of visits of foreign dignitaries into Canada. My dulies in the US were totally different. I was a police dispalcher, clerk, receptionist, elc. 

On the 18th of February of this I year, I boarded a flight from Fort Lauderdale/Hollywood Int. Airport on my way to Los Angeles CA The secunty was not in any way lax at this point. I got to take my shoes. belt and other items that were put into a 
basket to be screened by an X-ray machine. I forgot to add one small item which was in my trouser pocket. The TSA agent had me take it out after the fact. In short, the security was good. The agent I was dealing with did not miss a thing. 
Bravo for a job well done! 

In light of the aircrafl that "disappeared" in Malaysia this weekend, I would like to bnng forth the following event I left Los Angeles on the morning of the 23rd of February. I arnved at the LAX"s Delta terminal at about 0615 hrs. The flight was 
sched u I ed to I eave for Atlanta, GA at about O 7 2 5 hrs. I do not have the II i g ht number at this ti me. This is what happened when I entered the term i na I . I noticed that the re was construction going on as some of the terminal was blocked off and warning 
signs posted as such. I made my way 10 lhe TSA slation in lhat particular area. I showed the agent 2 things. My US passport and my boarding pass. I expected lhe same routine as before, you know the shoes, belt, etc. The only thing lhat happened 
was the following: 

:J 14 11 _ 1 9 _ 1 I was asked to put my carry on s ui tease through the X ray machine and th at was it1 No ta king off shoes. no putting articles in basket or anything e Is e. I went through the metal detector and nothing happened. 
· · I was wearing a belt with metal buckle. a metal and plastic ball point pen. My wallet carries a badge, a retired police dispatche~s badge. 

Nolhing was ever asked of me at that point. I went through to my gate. 

I do not know 1/ LAX operates around the clock, but the TSA agents which I dealt with seemed a bit overly giddy and happy and smiling, laughing amongst themselves. Who knows, it could have been the start or the end of their shill. In other words, 
they barely glanced at my passport and my boarding pass. I did notice however. that my boarding pass was scribbled with indecipherable ink markings. 

It would be a pleasure to answer any other questions that you may have. 



I recently traveled from Ft Myers FL to St Louis MO, UA 1269 on 7 March 2014. I was somewhat 
s u rp nsed at the security procedures at the T SA checkpoint at the Ft Myers airport. I !rave I 
frequently and have worked full time in security screening for many years. On arrival at the 
ch eek point, I was advised that it wou Id be unnecessary for me to remove my boots and be 11 to 
be placed in the provided plastic bowls, small in size, none of the usual larges rectangular plastic 
bins that I have seen at other checkpoints. I was di reeled through a metal detector and of course 
alerted and then was di reeled to pass through a9a in after rem ovi n9 my boots. a9a in a I ert i ng. 
At this lime I was directed to an area 10 have my palms swabbed for possible explosive materials, 

,014 _15.5 which was passed and I was sent on my way, with no further questions. It made little sense to me 
· 1 · · th at the hand swab was done following an a I ert on a metal detector. No co nne ct1on I can see there. 

especially since the source of the metal alert was never followed up on. Seems to me that a tune-up 
is in order at RSW. No one enjoys TSA scru1iny, all shoes off, completely emplying pockets, belts 
removed, etc, however given today's environment, it is a necessary element of traveling by air. Not 
Io ng after going through the checkpoint, I heard about the then d1sa pp ea ranee of the Ku ala Lumpur to 
Beijing flight. 

l(b)(6) 
St Louis MO 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: ~kb_·•~1(6_·~1 --~ 

'014 622:l 

Date Time: 3/912014 5:28:49 PM 
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Name. (b)(61 
Email b)(61 
Comp a1n s: 1scou eaus u e mp ayee 
Flight Info ~cable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc):RSW Terminal D Pre-check line, 5:15pm Sunday March 9, 2014. Employee name~ 
Commentst12.1.[§Js a rude and discourtesy employee. He does not enunciate his instructions and instead gives ambiguous, unclear hand gestures. He yell~e after gesturing me to move through the metal detector, having apparently changed his 
mind. Please speak with~upervisor to discuss how his disrespectful attitude and behavior reflect on the TSA and the DHS as a whole. Thank you. 
Disability Description: T~r has metal knee replacements. 

In formation Req u esl: The ca 11 er wanted 10 know if th ere was any way to neg ate a pa td own if he a I armed the AIT or WTM D. 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 

If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through me1a1 detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure ins1ead. 
,014 ?:30:0. A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

I offered to e-mail this information to the caller, and he declined. 



Disability Description: The caller has metal knee replacements. 

I nlorm ati on Request The ca 11 er wanted to know if th ere was any way to neg ate a patd own if he a I a nmed the AIT or WTM D, 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
,014 7:J0:0 A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a me1a1 detector or anomalies identified by AIT 

2014 8:28:: 

If a passenger has conce ms about his or her s c reenrng. he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Sup po rt S pec1al 1st wh i I e at the checkpoint. 

I offered to e-mail this information 10 lhe caller, and he declined. 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air I ravel discrimination complain! form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name (b)(61 
Email Addre=-:s'::i::'~,:".""--------, 

Phone Number ~---~---Address: 1h··,1rr1 ~------~ Zipcode: 94612 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? yes 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Bab Hope Airport 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' 
Current Date/Time: 3110/2014 9:08:03 AM Airport KOA - Keahole Date/Time ofTravel: 03/0912014 8:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : United 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· Worst pre-check experience I have had (out of 20+ airports). 

,014 1 O: 18:_ The pre-check line was also ser,ing as the line for disabled I medical liquids, which created a bottleneck. The checkpoint was served by only two TSOs: one monitored both the conveyor belt and the walkthrough metal detector, while the other did 
individual passenger searches. The process moved at about 1 passenger every 2 minutes. 

1014 10:21 

The ov era I I process took about 20 min u tes--very frus tra Ii ng. 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller states that she is traveling today to Las Vegas, and her boarding pass does not have TSA Precheck logo on it. She is traveling with Southwest Airlines. She states that she did not enroll with anyone, and she has been receiving the precheck the 
I ast several months. 

Informed caller: 

Cun-ently, the Secure Flight data that is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevent known or suspected ten-orists from gaining access to an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA's new initiative will use this same information to 
also idenlify low-risk passengers to determine if I hey should be directed 10 lhe TSA Pre\u2713 '" lane for expedited screening. 

TSA's new nsk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Pre\u2713 1" lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification venf,ed by a TSA 
officer and wi 11 go through a metal detector or Advanced Imaging Techno I og y sea n ne r as pa rt of security p raced u res, 

Passengers who are directed to the TSA Precheck lane at the security checkpoint will undergo expedited screening without having to enroll in TSA Precheck '" This may include leaving on shoes, light outerwear, and belts. and keeping laptops in their 
cases and quart-size bags containing 3-1-1 compliant liquids, gels, and aerosols in can-y-on baggage. 

Allhough TSA's new iniliative leverages lhe currenl TSA Pre\u2713'" process, passengers should not expecl to be directed to the TSA Pre\u2713n.' lane each lime they fly. Individuals who would like to receive expedited screening on a more frequent 
basis should consider applying to a U.S. Department of Homeland Security (OHS) Trusted Traveler program. Passengers who travel internationally may be interested in a membership with a U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Trusted Traveler 
Program such as Global Entry. Those who travel domestically may prefer TSA's application program. Applicants of either program undergo fingerprinting and a background check before being approved for membership and TSA Pre\u2713'" el1gibil1ty 
Caller wanted to call to express concern for proper screening measures at the DIA airport? . They showed her a picture of a red dot on her chesl and had to go through additional screening and do a physical check. II was odd because there was 
nothing on her chest. It was embarrassing and humiliating. Her son did not have go through additional screening. A gentleman behind her had a red dot in his groin area. They stated she may have had possible chemicals on her hands. She wore the 
same thing at the Lou i sv i 11 e airport and did not have to have add i ti ona I screening. How did it al a rm 1/ nothing was the re? She was with her son. She was Hum i Ii ated during the screening. The cal I er wanted to emp has,ze that we may need to conduct a 
review of our TSO s to ensure that they are properly providing additional screening methods appropriately. 

Advised: 

2014 4 '42,, I explained in the event an alarm is triggered during the screening passengers may be pulled for additional screening. 
· ·• TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some instances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 

factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and I heir properly at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. 
We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. 

I stated since they provided a photograph then she probably was not selected randomly and some type of an alarm was triggered, 



Caller wanted to call to express concern for proper screening measures at the DIA airport? . They showed her a picture of a red dot on her chest and had to go through additional screening and do a physical check. It was odd because there was 
nothing on her ch est. It was embarrassing and hum i Ii ati ng. Her son did not have go through additional screening . A gentleman behind her had a red dot in his groin area. They stated she may have had possi b I e chem i ca Is on her hands. She wore the 
same thing at the Louisville airport and did not have to have additional screening. How did it ala nm if nothing was there? She was with her son. She was Humiliated during the screening. The caller wanted to emphasize that we may need to conduct a 
review of our TSO s to ensure I hat I hey are properly providing additional screening methods appropriately. 

Advised: 

2014 4 ,42,, I explaine_d in lhe event an alarm is triggered during lhe screening passengers may be pulled for addi_tional screening. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
TSA applies a variety of security measures In screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. 
We understand the i nco nven i ence passengers may have expe nenced. Nevertheless. we be Ii eve these security measures a re necessary and ap prop nate for ensuring the security and conf1d en ce of al I air trave I ers. 

I slated since I hey provided a photograph then she probably was not selected randomly and some type of an alarm was triggered. 
Her and husband are travelling tomorrow from IAD to Palm Spnngs. She is enrolled in GOES however her husband isn t. When they printed out of his boarding pass his showed precheck and her s didn t and she was wanting to know why. This is the 
first time she hasn t received precheck. 

Response: 
Please note that even if you opt in for TSA Pre\u2713 ™ with your airline or include your CBP trusted traveler information when booking a flight, TSA Pre\u2713 ™ does not guarantee expedited screening. TSA will always incorporate random and 
unp redicta bl e security measures throughout the airport. 

2014 8'37 '' Currently, the Secure Flight data that is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevent known or suspected terrorists from gaining access to an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA·s new initiative will use this same information to 
also identify low-risk passengers to determine 1f they should be directed to the TSA Pre\u2713 "' lane for expedited screening. 

'014 10 17:, 

TSA's new risk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Pre\u2713'" lanes. Additionally, all passengers musl have their identificalion verified by a TSA 
officer and will go through a metal detector or Advanced Imaging Technology scanner as part of security procedures. 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Chicago 0\ Hare lnternalional Airport 



As a frequent traveler I certainly appreciate the TSA-Pre Check. It is very refreshing and makes travel more enjoyable. As soon as it came to the Albuquerque Sunport I paid the fee to have the extra security screening so I could enjoy the express lane. 
Thank you very much' 

I have two complainlS. 1) when the Pre-check lane has more people than the regular line because the agents divM frequent Iravelers who are not been screened it defeats the purpose. Especially when the newbies still lake their shoes off, belts, elc. 
this has happened more than once in the past month. 2) today the Pre-check line was closed because they were short handed. Yes I was able to keep my shoes on and go through the metal detector but I had to wait 1 O minutes in line and had to be 
rechecked bee a use I did not take my computer out of my bag. 

Please -- please keep the TSA-Pre Check line a privilege for those who pay for lhe service. 

Date: March 10, 2014 
Time: 5:00pm 
Airporl: ABO 

2014 8:24:( Southwest Flight #3346 

Thanks, 

rb)(ff, 
1 

Sent from my iPad 

Hi, 

I recently returned from a vacation in Turks and Paicos and flew out of the Providentiales Airport. I have two artificial hips and a couple of large metal screws in my body and yet I passed right through their metal detector. That never happens to me. I 

2014 6: 15:: have to conclude that their metal detector is not functioning properly and this this places all Americans returning from there in danger. I hope you can do something to correct this. Thanks. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Permitled Items Currenl DatefTime: 3111/2014 3:42:07 PM Airport: JFK - John F. Kennedy lnternalional DatefTime of Travel 03/1112014 3:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: Aa 45 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Main 
ch eek point before AA club T SA Employee: ( If Known) : Xxx 

2014 6- l6-' Comment : TSA was diverting non pre passengers into per check line. Clogged up line with passengers getting undressed. Every other pair of shoes was setting off wtmd, so it was too high. Tso made me empty pockets. What's the point? 
· ·' Would you like a response?· True 

Passenger's Na;.,m;-a-,==---,_____, 
Phone Number b)(6) 
Email h·,1R··, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es 01 her 
Current Date/Time · 3111/2014 7:17:25 PM Airport : LAS - McCarran International Date/Time of Travel . 03/09/2014 10:52 AM Airline & Flight Number · United Airlines 1684 Checkpoint/Area of Airport . security/screening baggage &amp: travelers 
TSA Employee: (If Known) NIA Comment : Understaffed for screening passengers prior to flight. There were several delays which included TSA Airtine and Airport which resulted in missing my flight. Was at the airport at the recommened 90 mins 

2014 8,14,1 prior to flight. TSA had 2 baggage conveyors going and only 2 people working handheld and metal detector equipment with an extremely long line of passengers. 
· · Would you like a re n 7 : 

Passenger's N._--=---... 
Phone Numbe (b 1(6) 

Emailkbi(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning th,s \eedback, follow this link : http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Shelbyville, KY 40065 

HYPERLINK l(b 1(6) 

fb1(6) I 
March 9, 2014 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 

,014 10:1 S:. Civil Rights Liberties, Ombudsman and Traveler Engagement (TSA-6) 

Multicultural Branch 

701 S. 12th Street 

Arlington, VA 20598 

Email: HYPERLINK mailtaTSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gav 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am a 50-year-ald female with a bachelor's degree in Psychology, and I have been living with Type 1 Diabetes for mare than 25 years. I manage my diabetes with an insulin pump that I must wear 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" . Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time : 311212014 11 :30:07 AM Airport : LGA - LaGuard1a Date/Time of Travel : 02128/2014 7:00 PM Airline & Flight Number United #695 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
Terminal B TSA Employee: (If Known), Travis Comment· When I presented my ticket and ID to the very first TSA officer I was told I qualified for Pre-Check, I was handed a yellow slip and was told to give it to the next agent. I assumed that meant I 
qua I ified lo r Pre-Check, not some hybrid or regular screening and Pre-Check. 

When I was directed to the scanner showed the agent my yellow slip and asked about the metal detector. Her response was, &quot;I know, but you have to use the scanner.&quot; That was a mistake. After going through the scanner I tried to explain 
what was going on but at this point I'd had to give up my Pre-Check slip and the agents didn't want to hear from me. At this point they started a screening that was intended to be purely punitive. 

Why didn"t that yell aw slip explain the procedure? Explain that this was &quot: Pre-Check light&quot: and that it simply meant I didn"t have to remove my shows, nothing more nothing less. and that the rest of the screening would be as if there was no 
such thing as Pre-Check. Looking at the yellow slip the next time I flew I saw that it has absolutely nothing to do with explaining the process. Why do you waste the opportunity to explain the process if you're going to hand them something that they 
could easily read? 

'014 12' 12' When I complained ta the supervisor. her nameplate simply said &quat;Travis&quot:. it was obvious that she hadn't seen the screening, was going ta support her officers and wasn't interested in a discussion. When I asked for a complaint farm her 
response was, &q uoUf I can have your name and boarding pass. &quot: So I have to give my name and surrender my boarding pass in order to Ii I e a comp I amt? That's the so rt of threatening, punitive, intimidating activity that 1s giving T SA a horn bl e 
name and making many think long and hard about flying at all. 

Think about this interaction. I was confused by the silly format al the check point given the &quot: Pre-Check Light&quot: slip I received when the real Pre-Check lane isn·t open. That resulted in a punitive search: not a search to make certain I wasn"t a 
th re at, rather a search to punish me. Th en when I want to file a complaint I'm told I have to sup ply my name to the subject of my comp I amt and a I so s urre nde r my bo ardrng pass to that same person. That's just an attempt to intimidate. 

I imagine the TSA Oflice~s job isn't an easy one but il's one that should also be handled professionally. Your Office¥b }(6}lrailed miserably. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's NamE1~1_h_.>1_R_·., ___ ~ 
Phone Number , 
Emai{b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



The caller is puzzled by her experience. On March 3 she flew from Hayden, CO to ATL on Delta 880. She booked her ticket online and was surprised by her trip out to get PreCheck. She was given PreCheck again from hayden and was given a card. 
She went through the metal detector with no alarms and was then told that she had to step aside and have a total patdown. She Is 65 and was embarrassed by it. There was not alarm that went off and she has no metal. She has never been patted 
down before and it was very thorough. She was puzzled because she was sure there was no alarm. She just wants an explanation. She was insulted and emban-assed because it was a small airport. They did not go through her bag or anything it was 
jusl her being patled down. She wants 10 know how that all happened. She did not have to take off her shoes and they wanted to see the bottom 

FI Ig ht information: 
Airport Hayden, CO 
Airline: Delta 
Flight 880 
Date 3-3-2014 

2014 2:21 :( Time: 12:45 PM Departure Around 12:00 PM went through checkpoint 
Localion: Only one checkpoinl- there were lwo people checking identification and three conveyor bells. 

Advised caller: 

In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and I heir carry-on baggage, which may be lriggered by a number of factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply 
additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD). 

Although TSA's new initiative leverages the cun-ent TSA Prelu2713"' process, passengers should not expect to be directed to the TSA Pre\u2713 '" lane each time they fly. 

I will forward this information to the CSM for review. 
The caller is puzzled by her experience. On March 3 she flew from Hayden, CO to ATL on Delta 880. She booked her ticket online and was surprised by her trip out to get PreCheck. She was given PreCheck again from hayden and was given a card. 
She went through lhe meIaI detector with no alarms and was then told thal she had to step aside and have a total patdown. She is 65 and was embarrassed by it. There was not alarm that went oft and she has no metal. She has never been patted 
down before and it was very thorough. She was puzzled because she was sure there was no alarm. She just wants an explanation. She was insulted and embarrassed because it was a small airport. They did not go through her bag or anything it was 
just her being patted down. She wants to know how that all happened. She did not have to take off her shoes and they wanted to see the bottom 

Flight information: 
Airport: Hayden, CO 
Airline: Delta 
Flight 880 
Dale: 3-3-2014 

2014 2:21 :( Time: 12:45 PM Departure Around 12:00 PM went through checkpoint 
Location: 0 n I y one checkpoint- th ere were two peop I e checking id ent1f1cation and three conveyor be Its. 

Advised ca Iler: 

In some instances. this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be tnggered by a number of factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply 
additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alann of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD). 

Although TSAs new initiative leverages the current TSA Prelu2713 '" process, passengers should not expect to be directed to the TSA Pre\u2713"' lane each time they fly. 

I will forward this infonnation to the CSM for review. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Profe%ionalism1Customer Service Current Date/Time.: 3=1 I 14 1 22:56 PM Airport TPA - Tampa lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 03/0612014 1 45 PM Airline & Flight Number: US Airways 1837 
Check aintlArea of Airport. TSA Security Check-Paint--Term,nal F TSA Employee: (If Known): Off,c b.1(6 Comment· On Thursday. March 6th. I was traveling with my mothe11h··,1rr1 !my step-father l(bi(6i I and my 7 m/a 
ni e c ( b) ( 5·, from Tamp a I nternat1ona I to Boston. with a connection in Charlotte. Upon arnva I at t e SA security check-point. we we re al lowed to go through the sp eci a I assistance Ii ne to have our tickets and IDs checked and were to~ to ayo 
a certain line for the security check. Again, I was traveling with a 7 m/o with a full stroller and my step-father, who has Alzheimer's Disease (we had requested special assistance for him). As I was loading d'.y car on items onto the belt, Ollie b)(6 
was yelling commands al all the passengers in a highly condescending and unprofessional tone. I kepdlh·11r;··,l;n the stroller until I could put all of the carry on items on lhe belt and remove my laptop. Offic bl( came over to the bell and took the water 
battles from my backpack packet and got very close ta me and asked in a loud voice whether they were for me or the baby--of course they were for the baby. He threw the battles down an the belt and demanded that they go in a separate bucket. I 
didn't know that but I could have been told in a more professional and helpful manner. Next. Oflicel:Eill]stepped closer to the carriage and demanded me to take the baby out of the carnage. even though I was still trying to put the items on the belt. He 
them tried to disassemble the carriage improperly, until I asked him to stop so that he didn't break it. He aggressively put the car seat and the stroller onto the belt and barked at me to go stand in another line to go through the metal detector. At another 

2014 3:32:, point4urinr our very unpleasant encounter, Off,cer~as yelling whal to take off and whal to keep on and yelHng &quot: I don't care how old. you&quot:. My mother, confused, started lo help my step father who is 83 lake off his belt and his shoes. 
Off,c b I( came aver and spoke very aggressively ta mJstep-lfather who could not understand what he was saying and got very flustered. Off1cefE:iiJ stepped between my mother and my step-father and put hrs hand up towards my mother and told 
my step-father &quot:donl listen to your wife&quot:. Offlc h·11 was highly unprofessional and abusive in our encounter with him. We have never been treated so disrespectfully by a TSA officer, nor should we ever experience such treatment by a 
professi o na I. Office rllli[}wa s not clear in his di re ctions, even though he was Io ud, He carried himself in an a gg res s ive and curt manner that made me and my la mi ly, and I am sure other customers, very uncomfortable, For a la mi ly that was sup posed 
to be receiving special assistance due to traveling with an elderly man with Alzheimer's and an infant, we received highly unprofessional and exlremely rude assistance. My mother lold anolher TSA agent that &quot;he should never be allowed to 
speak ta anyone else in that manner&quot: because no one deserves to be treated like that. 

2014 5 21 C 

Would you like a res onse? : True 

Passenger's Na~m_,1_h_··,.1r;_·., --..--~ 
Phone Number b 1(61 
Email . b)(6, 
To leav"'e"'a"'c-=-o-=-m=m'"'e'"'n,,....,c-=o-=n-=ce""r""n"'1n'"'g,...,."'1s=e"'edback. follow this link htlp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB21ApplicationManager 

The caller got invited by SW airlines about 6 months ago to opt into precheck and has gotten precheck up until this last flight. The caller stated that he was flying from Houston to Dallas. The caller stated that the airline tald him to call us for his KTN. 
The caller wanted to know if there was a link between TSA and SW airlines and if we get his reservation information. The caller stated that the reason why he likes precheck is so that he can avoid the radiation from screening and go through the 
WTMD and he has already been subjected to so much radiation. 

Advised the caller even if a passenger opts in for TSA Pre\u2713 '" this does not guarantee that he or she will receive expedited screening each time they travel. Advised that the selection for precheck is random. Advised the caller that when he boa ks 
his flight the reservation infonrnation is forwarded to TSA and this information 1s used to make a decision on precheck eligibility. 

As far as the AIT is concerned the energy the system projects is thousands of times less lhan a cell phone 1ransmission. 

lnd1v1duals who are eligible for TSA Pre\u2713 "' as a frequent flyer are not issued a Known Traveler Number (KTN). 

Advised ca Iler I would send him an ema i I 

Caller is calling to report a recent less than satisfactory experience with TSA screening. Caller originally flew ATL-LGA ten days ago and was randomly selected for TSA PreCheck and underwent screening via the metal detector and this was a smooth 
experience. Caller has a uros1omy and lhis was a great experience for the passenger. Today, he did nol receive TSA PreCheck and flew LGA-ATL aboard Della Airlines #1650 which departed at 3:00PM. He went through AIT screening at 
approximately 1 :30PM and informed the TSO of his urostomy. The urostomy caused an anomaly and he was taken to Gate 011 for the secondary screening. Caller was asked if he would like to receive this pat-down in a private location and the 
passenger informed him he would. Ca 11 er th en states the p atdown was done in the view of the genera I pub Ii c and caused him a great dea I of embarrassment. Ca 11 er is unsure if the request lo r a p nvate pat-down was blatantly ignored or the TSO did not 
hear him. Caller did not collect the name of the TSO who conducted his screening but was able to provide a brief description. Caller stated the TSO was a tall. thin. Caucasian male with dark hair. Caller did not recall if the gentleman had facial hair. 
Caller wants 10 voice his complaint and also wants to know if applying for PreCheck may exempt him from addilional screening on future flights. Caller said that he did not feel thal this was disability related, just that the TSO did not want to take him 10 
the private screening area and instead performed the screening in view al general public. 

Resolution; 

Apologized ta caller for his less than satisfactory screening experience. Because your complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your e-mail to the Customer Service Manager at that airport. TSA monitors 
the number and nature of comp I am ts we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require s pec1al attention. This ongoing process enab I es us to ensure prom pt. corrective action whenever we d ete nm i ne that secu ri ty-scre en i ng policies 

2014 9:58:, need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the subjects of repeated complaints. Advised caller applying for PreCheck will not exempt him from additional screening. You may encounter instances when you are selected to proceed 
via lhe me1a1 detector and you will encounter a similar smoolh experience as you previously have at ATL. There are also limes when PreCheck lanes would screen you with AIT. This will result in additional screening. Advised caller any passenger may 
request screening via a pat-down or AIT, but you are not permitted to choose a metal detector in lieu al these other screening methods. That decision will be made by the TSO son duty. Advised caller I will also send him additional information in 
reg a rd s to a pp I yi ng lo r Pree heck at his request. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Dateflime 311312014 11 :17:59 AM Airport: SLC - Salt Lake City International Dateffime of TrMel 03/121201412:15 PM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · Female TSA agent yelled at 16 year old boy as he waited for instruction to enter imaging screening, &quot:Where is your mother?&quot Mother was directly behind him in line, and spoke up. Then agent yelled: &quotWhere is your 

'014 12:27: falher?&quot: Father and older brother had proceeded lhrough imaging screening directly in front of boy: mother advised same. Still yelling, agent said she had 10 know where parents were before boy could advance and thal he could not go lhrough 
imaging screening, but directed him ta metal detector. Complete lack of courtesy, exceeding rudeness, as well as questioning inappropriate al a ticketed 16 year old minor clearly traveling with his family. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Fror,J(b1(6) 
Sent: Thursday, March 13, 2014 12:23 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subj eel: Complaint at San Diego Airport 

Attached please find Civil Rights Civil Liberlies Complaint in conneclion with._!!""b"'l(-"'6-'-·-, __ ....,! person with aulism, al San Diego Airporl on March 7, 2014. 

(b)(61 Home=~~--~ 
r(b,.._,..1(""6,-__ 1 ---,.---'ammashish WA 98074 

2014 2:47:, March 7, 2014 Alaska Airtines, San Diego International Airport 
My daughter has autism. We participated in the Passenger Support Service leavin SeaTac 
Airporl (Seallle) on March 2, 2014. This was a fanIasIic service. Our escori. (b)(ffl , got 
us through security in a kind and professional manner. My daughter.fh··,1rr, I cannot tolerate 
being touched. especially by strangers. and cannot process inform atIon qui ck ly enough lo r a 
typical security check. She also has poor balance and would not be able to walk through the x 
ray machine and hold her arms up withoul falling. The rules of this service were different at lhe 
San Diego airport. We did not connect with a PSS escort as we did not know at the time she 
needed a ca 11 30 minutes prior to our arri va I. We were connected with a TSA agent who matter 
of la ct ly escorted around a long security Ii ne, We had been cleared for pre check, but the Ii ne 
was closed, so we had to take off shoes, jackels, belts etc. This was challenging in itself. 

!(b)(6:, !was able to walk through the metal detector without incidence. Her wheel chair however 
tested positive lo r explosives. This meant a pat down. the one thing th at is the most dill cult to 
obtain with my daughter. The chair was deemed clear. but she still had to have a pat down. 

I repeatedly asked for another way to test her. SeaTac wiped paper strips an her hands and 



outstanding i terns it would be appreciated I 

Orig i na I Message---
F rom: tsatcc do not reply@senture.com [mailto:tsatcc do not reply@senture.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 13, 2014 5: 11 PM 

T~(b1(6) I 
SubJect: In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank you for your e-ma i I in which you inquire about the reasons for secondary s c reem ng. 

2014 S:OO:C The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of secunty and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply addilional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, 10 resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal De1ec1or (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be peiformed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group. such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 



outstanding i terns it would be appreciated I 

Orig i na I Message---
F rom: tsatcc do not reply@senture.com [mailto:tsatcc do not reply@senture.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 13, 2014 5: 11 PM 

Tq(b)(61 I 
SubJect: In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank you for your e-ma i I in which you inquire about the reasons for secondary s c reem ng. 

2014 8:00:C The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of secunty and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply addilional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, 10 resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal DeIecIor (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be peiformed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group. such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

Feedback Type · Security Issue 
Calegari es : Other: Pat-down 
CuCTent Date/Time· 3113/2014 6:15:42 PM Airport· LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time ofTravel · 03/01/2014 8:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: Delta. Flight 5710 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Scanner area TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment: My and my friend both requesled for a pat down to the TSA Agent , a part Asian man ,he looked at the the other TSA Agent, black woman, and that TSA agent went ahead and Let both of us walk through lhe meIaI detector, which was 
for 
Pre screened passengers only I We both have never been Pre-sere ened 
And they let us through without any so rt of pat down, I co u Id n 't be Ii eve It They we re lazy and didn't want to d ea I with doing the right thing , 

2014 8:00:, Thank god we are bolh not bad eggs!! I should of got both Their names but I did not and now I'm mad al myself. 
I travel all the time at the LAX and after the pat down I had at the tiny Bozeman Montana airport on the way Back makes the LAX Pat downs the worse ever! 11 
You guys need to stra i g htn er those bad eggs out and fire them' 
That's a disgrace! 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Na.~.,...,~---.-' 
Phone Number (b)(61 
Email rh··1rR·\ 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



'014 1216: 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Nam _ .. b""·., .. (6f-'i--,-.,..,... __ _,_ __ _, 
Email Address: (b 1(6) 
Phone Numbe.-L.:r:1-th-:--,1;-;,R,,-.. ,--,_ __ __J 

Address h'\/R'·, Palatine IL ~-----~ 
Zipcode: 60074 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Ha r1 sfiel d-J ackson Atlanta I nte rna t ion a I Airport 



Fromtbl(61 
Sent: r-nday, March I 4. 20 I 4 5: I 3 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subjecl: TSA ContJct Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Pk~b~)~(6_·•~' ---~ 
Date Time: 3/14/2014 5: 12:37 PM 

------------------------------------------------------------------
2014 8: 11 :, Name: 

!(b)(61 

Email: 

B nef De scri pt,on of Inquiry: 

TSA Pre-check e ,p eri en ces 

Comments: 

My wife and I recently completed our registration wilh Global Entry and TSA Pre-check. I am personally very interested in Pre-check since I have a significant amounl of medical me1a1 in my body. The firsl time we used Pre-check was 2126 at LGA and 
I did not fully understand the program, so I did not remove all items from my pockets. When I informed the TSA officer doing initial screening al my metal, he told me ta go to the full body scanner. Then I had to stop and get everything out of my 

Feedback Type : Civil Rights/Liberties 
Categories : Other (fill in bax) 
Current Date/Time : 311512014 12: 15:30 AM Airport LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel 03/1412014 6:00 PM Airtine & Flight Number VX 170 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Gate 3? 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : while going through security, I opted to nol go through I he A Tl. The pat down I received was much too invasive, and is clearly designed as a deterrent r ro m choosing 10 o pl-o ul. 

Passengers who opt out should have the option to go through the standard, non-invasive metal detector. By treating passengers differently you are violating traveler's rights. 

2014 9:27:, Futhermore, your frequently asked questions page has a typo. II says, &quol;A. Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do nol wish to be screened by lhis technology will be required to undergo alternative screening, including a thorough 
patdown. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers al this right.&quot: While it should say, &quot:A. Even though you have the right ta tum down the invasive scan. your only alternative is to be molested by ane al aur agents. 
We have signs with a small font telling you this&quot;. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name!(b)(6-, I 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller went through screening at the OAK airport and wants ta file a complaint. She states as her baggage was going through the metal detector caller states she told the tsa she wanted to opt aut of all technology. She states the tso asked her rudely 
are you pregnant? Caller states she told her yes. Caller states the tso told her don t ever say that to anyone here again. Caller said the tso walked over to the AIT machine and told her to come through here. Caller said no. I told you I want to opt out of 
all technology and receive a patdown. she said the office_, said rudely don t you know the difference in re.X-Ray tnd the metal detector? Caller states the tso said oh, this must be your first pregnancy. Caller said at this point the tso called another 
female tso 10 pal her down. Caller said when the screening was over she asked for a supervisor and a (b·,(6I came out to talk 10 her, and he told her he would reporl th,s. Caller states the first name of the rude screener wal(b·,(61 I Caller states as 
she was walking away, she heard the same tso treating another pregnant girl the same way, she does nat feel it is right for the tso to treat people this way and that she feels the lady is there to harass women. She states she is very upset and wants to 
speak to a CSM. 

Apologized ta caller and told her I would get this reported ta the CSM. 

Airporl: OAK 

2014 5:36:, Airline: Southwest 

Flight#: 3509 

Date 03 15 2014 

Time: 7:00 AM 

Gate: 28 

Terminal: 2 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time, 3/1512014 5:37:25 PM Airport, EWR - Newark International Date/Tirne of Travel· 03/1512014 5:00 PM Airline & Flight Number, US Airways 802 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
Terminal A - US Airways gates TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . The TSA employees checking IDs just prior to the X-Ray machines hand out green half-sheets al paper ta travelers wha have &quat;TSA PRECHK&quat: stamped on their boarding passes that indicate that you do not have to remove light 
outer clothing and footwear. I am aware that this particular checkpoint does not offer &quot;offlc,al&quot: TSA Precheck. The TSA employees that usher passengers through the metal detectors apparently have no knowledge of these green half-sheets 
of paper and therefore direct passengers to remove shoes and light outer clothing and are generally unpleasant when presented with these green sheets of paper. PLEASE enforce consistent policies throughout the security process to make it a more 

2014 6:02:, pleasanl experience, as I watched an older gentleman ahead of me get harassed wilh one of those green pieces of paper, in addition to my poor experience al the checkpoint. One of the employees at the X-Ray mentioned I hat they were &quo1;privaIe 
security screeners&quot: - not sure if that means they can create their own policies as they relate ta TSA procedures. 
Would you like a resoonse? : True 
Passenger's Name [b·:,(6) 
Phone Number : ._'-'---'-----' 

Emailkb 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time: 311512014 6:01:40 PM Airport CLL - Eas1erwood Field Date/Time of Travel 03/1512014 Airline & Flighl Number UA4621 Checkpoint/Area of Airport Security Check TSA Employee: (If Known): Supervisor Comment This is 
quite a long file. Please let me know if it gets truncated before my name and contact info. 

I'm writing because I'm very frustrated with TSA at the Easterwood Field (CLL). I fly to and from CLL often, because I live in College Station and travel frequently for work. Sadly. the security rules change often, apparently at the whim of the personnel, 
which makes traveling from lhe airporl very unpleasant. 

The most recent incident happened tad ay. The supervisor decided not to al low me to carry on my bowl mg bal I, instead req ui ring me to check it. In the process, my vintage Brunswick bowling ba 11 case was damaged. (This has be en reported and 1s on 
file with United Airlines.) While I would understand the superviso~s behavior if this were the first time I was trying to bring bowling ball as a carry-on, I cannot understand it when the bowling ball has been through both CLL and SDF (Louisville) multiple 
times over lhe pasl 2 years. In faci. I've broughl out and into CLL twice in the past 4 weeks wilhout problem. 

Here is what happened: the person running the X-ray asked for the bowling ball to have a surface check, which I've come to expect. As the test was being run, I was told I could not bring the ball on as a carryon and was asked if I would like to talk to a 
supervisor. I requested that the supervisor take a look. She explained to me that she would rerun the bowling ball on a rack (as has been done at SDF in the past), and that if she could not see through the ball, it would have to be checked. After the ball 
went through the X-ray, she then explained thal I would need to check it because it was 'dense and heavy', not because the X-rays had nol penetraled the ball. This smacks of the supervisor saving face ins1ead of making a cogenl security decision. 

2014 ?:OS:, (Sadly, I know this woman only by looks, and not by her name. She was supervising at 9am on March 15, 2014 at CLL is all I know.) 

I would normally not write about this one incident, but the security at CLL in general and this woman in particular have made odd security decisions in the past---decisions that have never ever been reached at any other airport I've flown through (and I 
went through security 58 times last year). Today's incident was the proverbial slraw which broke the camel's back. Here are some of the oddities, listed from most recent to last recent. An asterisk n marks incidents which happened while I know 
today's supervisor was working. 

The last 2 times I flew from CLL as TSA Precheck I had to take my computer out of my bag, supposedly because CLL does not have the equipment to leave it in my bag. The two times before that (as TSA Precheck), I could leave my computer in my 
bag. 

The first time I flew out of CLL as TSA Precheck. I was allowed to leave my hoodie on when going through the metal detector, but TSA then insisted on patting down my hoodie alter I went through the metal detector. Since then this odd behavior has 
stopped. 

Before I was in the Precheck program. the inspectors often required my shoes to go directly on the conveyor. though sometime they wanted my shoes in bins. I do not know if this arbitrariness is still happening, but for someone like me who tries to 
obey the rules and keep things running smoothly, this is frustrating. 

The supervisor once confiscated my wife's Wile Out botlle, lhough it was small enough to be allowed in her fluids bag. The claim was thal it was confiscated because it contained (undrinkable) alcohol, even though lhe amounl it contained was less lhan 
what is in a bottle of liquor available on the plane. She had flown often (even out of CLL) with whiteout before.· 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Other: Screening 
Current Date/Time: 311512014 11:50:31 PM Airport RDU - Raleigh-Durham International Date/Time ofTravel 03/08/2014 Airline & Flight Number: 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . On March 8, I took a 6: 15 am flight from RDU airport to JFK airport and found that the security measures taken by the TSA workers at RDU were inadequate. I was not asked to remove my shoes, my belt, liquids from my bags, or my laptop 

2014 g-J0·[ which was in my carry-on suitcase. Instead I was told to &quot:keep the line moving&quot; and that there was &quot:no need&quot for me along with at least 40 others who were in line behind me to take these extra security precautions. I walked 
· · through the metal detector wearing a belt and shoes which should have set off the detector, but the metal was not detected. The TSA employees were very helpful and kind to us early morning fliers, but I am concerned my ability to get through security 

so easily could mean that someone with less than good intentions could do the same. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 

Emailkbl(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2IApplicationManager 



Caller will be flying next week with a defibrillator and would like to know about the policy. She would also like to know about the cost of baggage. 

Response: 
Specifically, you were concerned aboul screening for passengers who have internal medical devices like pacemakers or defibrillators.If a passenger has an inlemal medical device, such as a stomach or cardiac pacemaker or a defibrillator, ii is 
important for him or her to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening before the screening process begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about any disability, medical 
condition, or medIca I device th at could affect sec u nty screening. Although these ca rd s do not exempt anyone from security screening, their use may imp rove communication and help trave I ers discreetly notify TS Os of their cond iii on s. This ca rd can be 
found at 

,014 10,54, hllp: www.tsa.gov sites default files publicalions disability_notification_cards.pdf. 

Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices, passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 

Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT, the passenger will be screened 
using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 

Told caller thal baggage weighl,size and fees are enforced by the airline. She would have to contact the airline she is traveling with. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time . 3/16/2014 10:36:08 AM Airport · AUS - Austin-Bergstrom International Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 

,014 11 :29: Comment . I'm TSA Pre, but also have metal implants. I travel a lot. One thing I've noticed is that all your TSA pre screening lines consistently only have metal detector and not the other type of scanner (where you put your hand above your head and it 
takes a picture). This requires that I have to move to another I a ne, which always takes long er. Is the re anyway to have to sea nning machine at TSA pre screening I an es? I le el to not do so discriminates against old er peop I e. Ii ke me. who are mo re 
likely to have metal implants. Thank you. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Nam.,:..:::,,.h,_··,,.1R,.·.,, -----~ 
Phone Number (bl(m 

Emailkbi(6, I 
To leave a comment concerning \h,s feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" : Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time· 3/16/2014 9:24:15 AM Airport: IAD - Washington-Dulles International Date/Time of Travel· 03/17/2014 7:00 AM Airline & Flight Number· United Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport TSA Pre TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · This is not specific to Dulles. I have been a long term TSA Pre member and love it. However. at many TSA PRE locations there is no scanning/imaging machine for those of us with knee replacements. Often times the TSA officers seem to 
get annoyed when too many of us with these knees line up and I've seen them then start to send folks back inlo the regular line. Ridiculous. TSA PRE needs to get rid of the metal detectors and jusl scan everyone. The scans are much betler and would 

,014 11 :29: eliminate this ridiculous situation easily. Other wise TSAwould need to have both metal detectors and scanners which is inefficient and costly. With baby boomers increasingly getting these knee replacements, TSA needs to consider that the current 
system Is not working and will only get worse. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name tb)(61 
Phone Number : ==~------' 
Emailkbl(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 3/1612014 2:07:20 PM Airporl: CLT - Charlotte Douglas International Dateffime ofTravel: 02/21/2014 9:00 AM Airline & Flighl Number Della Checkpoint/Area of Airport Della 
TSA Employee: (If Known) · unknown Comment · I do not know this man's name, but he was working in the screening area to the far left in the entrance for Delta. He was a large black man. He was very rude and unprofessional, yelling at people for 
taking off their shoes and coats. I aptops out of their bags, for putting bags inside of the totes, (you know stuff you have to do at every airport' ., I ) He sing I ed me out and made me wait lo r the ful I body scanner, wh1 I e everyone e I se continued to go 
through the metal detector. I apparently was the first one to use it as I had to stand there and wait for it to warm up. All the while, my personal belongings had gone through the scanner and were at the end of the rollers waiting to be stolen, purse, cell 

2014 3,21 ., phone, all silting there out in lhe open. Then he yelled aboul my unclaimed stuff on lhe rollers. Really??? It was completely ridiculous. I just read thal it is TSAs goal to treat all passengers regardless of lheir siluation wilh the respect lhey deserve. If 
· · he was doing this, apparently he felt nobody deserved any respect. He was rude and bossy. I think maybe he needs a new job. 

Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2IApplicationManager 



Caller travelled from Miami on Wednesday the 12th to Houston. When she arrived her bag had been damaged, and a NOi was in her bag. She is originally from Cuba, and her 5 year old child was travelling with her. She was questioning whether it was 
no rma I for her ch, Id to have to rem ave their shoes and be s u bJect to a patdown. 

American Air Flight # 969 03 16 2014 11 :25am 
Gate D12 
NOi no stamp or handwriting 
marado large 
Bag tag #not available 

2014 7.32 ., Advised caller: 
· ·' The new screening procedures include permitting multiple passes through the metal detector and advanced imaging technology to clear any alarms as well as the greater use of explosives trace detection. TSA anticipates these changes will further 

reduce-a I I ho ugh nol eliminate-the need for a p h ysica I pa td own for chi Id re n th at would otherwise have been conducted 10 reso Ive ala rm s. 

If a TSO needs to open and search a checked bag, the TSO will place a Notice of Inspection (NOi) inside the bag to alert the passenger that his or her bag was searched by TSA. Additionally, the NOi contains instructions on what to do ii the 
passenger has a complain!. 

You may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged ,terns by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim fonm). A claim fonm will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 

However, chi Id re n may be required to remove their shoes and cou Id st i 11 undergo a pa ldow n i r a no m al i es are del eel ed during security screening th at ca nnol be reso I ved through other means. 
Caller 1s a fi 1g ht attendant with Ame nca n. He says I a st week his broth er in I aw and niece travel from Tam pa once at the checkpoint the Ii rst person put a hi g hi 1g hted Ii ne on the boarding pass and was told to go through a different Ii ne. Ca 11 er s niece was 
allowed to take a bottle of water through screening, The caller states the officer wasn t even aware of the water. He says they didn t even walk through the AIT or the WTMD for screening, He said they simply walked through a doorway. He said there 
were other passengers that we re being instructed 10 use this Ii n e as wel I. He has concerns far a 11 the passengers that a re not being screened . 

Told caller 
'014 10:23: I explained to him that with PreCheck passengers can be chose at random if they were to meet certain criteria and it was based on per flight, they may not be eligible again. 

I verified wilh him that his family had not gone through any screening nor was the carry on bags. He said they were nol and the bags weren t even xrayed. 
I explained to him even with PreCheck passengers and their bags were screened. even if it was expedited screening. 
I co u Id take this information and send it to the CSM so they can look into this for us. I cou Id not te 11 him why they had not gone through any screening. 

He did not have the flighl arrangements but said lhey 1raveled via Soulhwesl from Tampa 10 Baltimore on 3-15-14 at about 4 pm. 



2014 1 02, 

ag am. Then they told her th at she was going to be sere ened aside. She was given a patdown in front of everybody. She said that she co u Id have asked to be ta ken to a p nvate room. but she stated that she does not have anything to hi de. She was 
touched in her private parts. this person asked her to pull her blouse up and this person touched her breast. She clearly stated that this TSO put her fingers inside her private parts She thinks that she was treated very rude and all that was not 
necessary. She is afraid that situation will happen again because she will be traveling in June. She slated that her finger nails are aboul 7 to 9 inches long and maybe I hat is one reason why she was screened. 

TSO 1s a blond middle aged lady, about 50 - 52 yr. of age. All this happened at the Ponce, Mercedita airport in Puerto Rico. That day the flight was delayed. She flew JetBlue. She reported that to JetBlue and they told her that she needed to report it 
toTSA 

Caller asked how she could obtain answers from TSA about this issue. 

Response: 

- Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are 
required 10 be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen nexl in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

-In addition, passengers may request a private screening if additional screening is required or at any time during the screening process. 

-Be cause your complaint concerns the conduct of T SOs at a s pec1f1c airport we have forwarded a copy of your I ette r to the Customer Service Manager ( CSM) at th at I oca ti on. 

-We consider your concerns to be a serious issue for our attention. TSA appreciates that you took the time to share your concerns with us. 

-Provided caller with the CSM contact information. 



2014 1 02, 

ag am. Then they told her th at she was going to be sere ened aside. She was given a patdown in front of everybody. She said that she co u Id have asked to be ta ken to a p nvate room. but she stated that she does not have anything to hi de. She was 
touched in her private parts. this person asked her to pull her blouse up and this person touched her breast. She clearly stated that this TSO put her fingers inside her private parts She thinks that she was treated very rude and all that was not 
necessary. She is afraid that situation will happen again because she will be traveling in June. She slated that her finger nails are aboul 7 to 9 inches long and maybe I hat is one reason why she was screened. 

TSO Is a blond middle aged lady, about 50 - 52 yr. of age. All this happened at the Ponce, Mercedita airport m Puerto Rico. That day the flight was delayed. She flew JetBlue. She reported that to JetBlue and they told her that she needed to report it 
toTSA 

Caller asked how she could obtain answers from TSA about this issue. 

Response: 

- Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are 
required 10 be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen nexl in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

-In addition, passengers may request a private screening if additional screening is required or at any time during the screening process. 

-Be cause your complaint concerns the conduct of T SOs at a s pec1f1c airport we have forwarded a copy of your I ette r to the Customer Service Manager ( CSM) at th at I oca ti on. 

-We consider your concerns to be a serious issue for our attention. TSA appreciates that you took the time to share your concerns with us. 

-Provided caller with the CSM contact information. 

She has flown the past year with United and she was given TSA Precheck. She is flying Iomorrow and she doesn t have Precheck on her boarding pass and she was wanting to know what the issue could be. She never signed up for lhe program or 
was invited by the airline. 

Response: 
Currently, the Secure Flight data that is provided to TSA by airlines is used to identify and prevenl known or suspecled terrorists from gaining access 10 an airplane or the secured areas of an airport. TSA's new initiative will use this same information to 

2014 2:30:C also identify low-risk passengers to determine if they should be directed to the TSA Pre\u2713'" lane for expedited screening. 

TSA's new risk-based analysis will continue to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Pre\u2713"' lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSA 
ofli cer and wi 11 go through a mel al detector or Advanced Imaging T echno I og y sea n ne r as pa rt of security p raced u res. 

Although TSA's new initiative leverages the current TSA Pre\u2713 1~ process. passengers should not expect to be directed to the TSA Pre\u2713™ lane each time they fly. lnd1v1duals who would like to receive expedited screening on a more frequent 
basis should consider applying to a U.S. Department of Homeland Security (OHS) Trusted Traveler program. Passengers who travel internationally may be interested in a membership with a U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Trusted Traveler 
Program, such as Global Entry. Those who Iravel domestically may prefer TSA's applicalion program. Applicants of either program undergo fingerprinling and a background check before being approved for membership and TSA Pre\u2713'" eligibility. 



From:~)(61 
Sent onday, March 17. 2014 11 50 AM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subjecl: TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: kb 1(6) 
Date Time: 3117120!!'1,-,4""1"'1;-A,..,9,...: 5"'5,...A"'M,..,...._. 

------------------------------------------------------------------
2014 4:21 :, Name: 

!(b,(6i 

Email: 

HYPERLINK._b--'1 ... (6--'i ______________ __, 

B nef De scri pt,on of Inquiry: 

Regarding trealment at Dallas/Fort Worlh Airport by TSA employees 

Comments: 

On March 16, 2014, I was traveling from the Dallas/Fort Worth Airport, (United Airways) to my final deslination of Rochester, NY. I was cleared for TSA precheck. I always carefully dress 10 expedite the screening process. No buckles, zippers, jewelry, 
etc and I wear sneakers. Al I to help do my pa rt at the security check point and the screening process. Because of the col dlfl u season I had recently used hand s an it ize r. After I went through the meta I d ete ctar, a T SA employee (women) pul I ed me aside 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················;=:::;===:::;-------····························· 
Remote Client 1Ft,.b"-·• ... 1(6 ... -... I ___ _. 
Date Time 311812014 604:01 PM 

Namfb)(61 

Emai(b)(61 
Comp I a i nl s: I nco n s i ste nl Screening ( Di flerent Practices between Airports)' 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight 626 
US Airways 

2014 B: 1 O: 1 Date: 18March2014 

Time: 0435 
CommentsTSA at the Oakland, California Airport carry themselves in an unprofessional manner·-representing Homeland Security. 

In arriving at the airport, I was advised that I could not have my military bags locked. Bags were unlocked and I questioned why because that has never been an issue before at the multiple airports I have fiew out of. I was advised that TSA may check 
my bags. I agreed only because I had 10 fly home. 

I then proceeded to the T SA screening. And I went through a sere en i ng that I have never had to have before in the past-·-s hoes ta ken off. be It taken off and anything else. With th at being said. a T SA agent approached me after I had I eft my I a ptop in 
my bag, (That is normal procedure to me) However. then another TSA agent standing beside me loudly stated take your laptop out of your bag, Now I approach the metal detector. Thinking I have taken everything out, in my right back pocket was my 
Military ID. In which ii showed on lhe scan. That ID led to me gelling my hands swabbed for I assume explosives. 

If my bag is to be searched by anyone, I want to be present. Was the extra comment necessary regarding the laptop? What constitutes an extra search for explosion trace on the hands? A military ID accidentally left in the pocket.. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?"' , Disability or Medical Condition Cun-ent Date/Time, 3/18120147:51'11 PM Airport: SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International Date/Time of Travel: 03/02/2014 7:15 AM Airline & Flight Number· Alaska 478 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airporl: 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : Prior to screening I let the agent know that I have 2 art1f1c1al knees and would prefer to be scanned. The agent instead had me make repeated passes through the medical detector and re move 1te ms prior to each pass u nti I I had re moved 
everything that the regular line requires. Then when I still set off the alan-n as was expected, I had the lull pat down and swab search. The Metal detector agent was rude and told me I didn't belong in the Pre Check line even though I am a NEXUS 

2014 8: 10: 1 member and Pre Check member. The agenl doing the Pal down was much more professional than lhe Mel al detector agent. 
On my return flight through LAX I had a complete opposite experience. Very friendly, efficient and professional screening. The main difference is that LAX had a Scanner at the Pre Check Lane. 

Would you like a response? : True 

Passenger's Name ~kb~-~i(~6~i -----~ 
Phone Number : 
Emai!(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Fror,fb,(6) 
Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 8:28 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance; TSA.ODPO 
Subject: D-RFI 

To Whom It May Concern: 

Attached please find my TSA Complaint Submission form regarding TSA's violation of my civil rights. I look forward to your response and ensurance that these abuses will not occur again. 

Kind regards, 

fbi(61 

2014 9:23 :c Attachment 1 

bi(6i 
(b1(6i ell 
1h·11f;--, home 

!rh 11R, !Longmont, CO 80503 
HYPERLIN ~(b_)~(6_, _________________ ~ 

On 3 7 2014 I was traveling from Denver (DEN) to Los Angeles (LAX) via Southwest Airlines. I am disabled and use mobility assistance for distances; however. I am able to stand and walk unassisted for 10-15 minutes. I informed the TSA Agent of my 
ability to go through the Advanced Imaging Technology scanner: however. the TSA Agents implied that since I arrived on a scooter, I must remain on the scooter and go through the invasive pat-down procedure. The TSA website clearly states the 
following: Passengers in wheelchairs or scooters who can walk may be able to be screened using a metal detector or imaging 1echnology. 
The same violation of my civil rights occurred on 3 15 2014 when returning home via Southwest Airlines from LAX by your TSA Agents. During the pat down procedure, the agent requires me to stand for several minutes unassisted raising my arms. 
etc., while accosting me, which totally negates the reason for going through this procedure. The TSA profiles and abuses disabled passengers because it doesn t raise gender, religion or race flags. We re an easy target' 
Friday, March 7, 2014, approximately 5:00 AM at the TSA Security Checkpoint at DEN 
Saturday, March 15, 2014, approximalely 11 :15 AM al the TSA Securily Checkpoint at LAX 
This problem has been ongoing ever since Ive required mobility assistance and the use of a wheelchair or scooter for DISTANCE. I have always been able to stand and walk unassisted and go through the Advance Imaging Technology scanners, and 



2014 2:10:< 

Disability Description: Callers wife has a pacemaker and a defibrillator. 

Response Details: Airport:Philadelphia 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight Number:751 
Departure Time:03-18-14 at 1:40 pm 
Arrival Airport and Time:Charlotte, NC at 5: 1 O pm 
Location: precheck secunty line 
Terminal:A 
Gate:12 
Contact lnformatianf~b_._1(_6_, ____________ ~ 

I advised him I will refer this to the CSM at the airport. 

Res pons e: I advised h1 m they should have been Ire ated with dignity, courtesy and respect. 

lncidenl Details: Caller said he made a d~lailed camalaint to his Congressman, Joe Wilson, SC. He said he was leaving Philadelphia yesterday and his wife.kb)(ffi I had a pacemaker and defibrilator and she could not go lhrough the 
wtmd and a TSA black female employee _b 1(6 ·' l was not happy working that day and took it out on him. He said his wife got prerc~ec.k apd be wr s trying to help her and he said he was told ta step back and she was nasty, arrogant and he took it 
as a unspoken threat. He said he is not going to put up with bad behavior from our employees. He said he talked to her male supervisor,l(b )(6 :, and he was told to see what her side of it was. He said due to his wife s disability he should have 
been able to stand by her and help her. He said he is thinking of calling his Senator. too and he said he thinks that our employees can do what they want. He said he is 60 yrs, old and should not be threatened. He said his wife said she was nasty to 
her, too. He said whal righl do they have 10 1reat them that way. He said he is a veleran and a federal employee with lhe Depl of Veleran Affairs he said we are not doing our job and we are not there to harass or be rude. He said he is nol afraid of us 
and he wants an apology from the supervisor and that TSA employee and no further retribution due to his complaint. He asked if it is illegal ta harass a federal employee and he said that she nonverbally threathened him with detainment and he is a 
federal employee. He said he is pre tty steamed and he may sue us. He said he wants the employee to be counseled, go through training and days of suspension u nti I she I e ams her job and there needs to be a wntte n reprimand in her file . He said he 
expects to hear back from us about this, He said ii her supervisor did not make an incident report then he needs to be counseled, corrective action taken and days of suspension and a written reprimand in his file. He said we are not allowed to harass a 
federal empolyee and there are rules under the ADA law which is the American s with Disabilily Acl. He said I hey mishandled his wife and he needed to be there with her so she did not fall. He said I here can be a Congressional invesligalion of us. He 
said she did not apologize to him when he told her he was going to talk to her supervisor and she was arrogant. He said she put 3 other pea pie in front of him before she would let him go through and he was concerned about his wife. He said we have 
3 business days to get back with him and then said by Monday at 5pm est he wants to hear from someone or he will take further action from his Congressman and an Attorney. 

Di sa bi Ii ty Description: The passenger has diabetes and wears a continuous g I ucose monitor. 

Response Details: Advised caller that in the future he needs ta stay firm. Even if the officers encourage him to disconnect and submit the device for x-ray screening he should not. He is the ane wha has read the manual, so he is the one who knows 
what this can and cannot be subjected to. The officers cannot force him to disconnect or submit this for x-ray screening. Advised him that in the future if an incident like this occurs he should request a PSS. They are trained a little more in these areas. 
so they can address his concerns at security. 

Advised that I would send him the instructions on making a formal written complaint. I will also send claim forms, so that he can start the reimbursement process since the device no I anger works. Advised I will forward his complaint to aur disability 
2014 5:26:, experts to make them aware of this. I will also send to the CSM. so they may be able to address this with these employees. 

Sent email. 

Incident Details: Caller says that on March 11 at 8 a.m. he went through TSA in STL. He told the officer that he had a medical device that could not go through x-ray. The officer told him that was fine to let the next officer know, which he did. The device 
t ri gge red an a I a nm with the WTM D, The officer made him pass through add it ion a I ti mes, res ul ting in 4 pass es through the WT MD, The ofli cer then to Id him to di soon n ect and submit this for x-ray screening , The passenger says that the ofli cer ju st d idn t 
lislen to what he was saying that this couldn t go through x-ray screening. He says I his information is in his manual. The device no longer works. The x-ray messed ii up. He departed from STL to LAX between 9 a .m. and 9:30 a .m. 



2014 729, 

2014 7:29:, 

Caller would like to complain on a TSO for the way she was patted down in Sky Harbor airport. She states that she was hit in the back of the head and that she did not have anything in her hair: it was just tied up in a bun. She was not told by the TSO 
th at she was going to touch her. Ca 11 er states th at she wi 11 contact law enforcement. should this happen again. 

Airporl: Sky Harbor 
Airline: SW 
Flight Information (numbers, departure times. or arnval times): 
Date and Time of Incident: 3 5 14 @ 5: 15 p.m. 

Terminal or Gate: Te,.rm=in"'a""l-'4._, _,G""a""le"""'C'-----------, 
Contact lnformation{"'b'-)"'"(-'-6~1 ____________ __, 

Advised Ca Iler: 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers. regardless of 
their person al situations and needs, a re treated with dig mty. resp eel, and courtesy. 

Every person and i I em mu st be screened be fore entering I he secured area of an airport, and I he manner in which the screening is conducted is imp o r1 ant. T ra nsporta t ion Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additiona I screening to resolve an ala rm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 
happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

In addition, passengers may requesl a private screening if additional screening is required or at any lime during the screening process. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the private screening after the companion 
clears screening. In addition, screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lilting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in the public area rather than go to a private area for 
screening. however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area wi 11 not be pe rm,tted to enter the secured area. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) al thal location. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt. corrective action whenever we determine that 
security screening policies need modification or spec iii c employees or sere ener tea ms are the subjects of repeated co mp I a i nts, 

We consider your concerns to be a serious issue for our attention. TSA appreciates that you took the time to share your concerns with us. 
Caller would like to complain on a TSO for the way she was patted down in Sky Harbor airport. She states that she was hit in the back of the head and that she did not have anything in her hair; it was just tied up in a bun. She was not told by the TSO 
that she was going to touch her. Caller stales that she will contact law enforcement, should this happen again. 

Airport: Sky Ha rllor 
Airline: SW 
Flight Information (numbers, departure limes, or arrival times): 
Date and Time of Incident: 3 5 14 @ 5:15 p.m. 
Terminal or Gate: Terminal 4. Gate C 
Contact lnformationf'"'b""'1-("'"6,...i -·'-------------, 

Advised Caller: 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless of 
their personal situations and needs, are treated wilh dignity, respeci. and courtesy. 

Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted 1s important. Transportation Secunty Officers (TSOs) must conduct add1t1onal screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 
happen next in I he process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

In addition. passengers may request a private sere en i ng 1f additional s c reenrng is required or at any ti me during the screening process. A com pa ni on may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the private screening after the comp an ion 
clears screening, In addition. screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in the public area rather than go to a private area for 
screening, however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area will not be permitted to enter lhe secured area. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have for\'llarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

TSA moni1ors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern thal may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, correclive action whenever we determine that 
security screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the subjects of repeated complaints. 

We consider your concerns to be a serious issue for our attention. TSA appreciates that you took the time to share your concerns with us. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service; Screening Current Date/lime: 3/2012014 1:02:14 AM Airport, DSM - Des Moines International Date/lime of Travel· 03/1912014 3:00 PM Airline & Flight Number· 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known) · Officer~ and another colleague Comment · I was traveling yesterday with my 1 year-old son and brought 2 3.5 ounce pouches of baby food for a flight that spanned his dinner time. After going through the metal 
detector, we were brought over for additional screening. At that time, Officer~ and her colleague, a bald man with white hair on the sides, infonmed me that I had to be patted down if I refused to open the pouches for inspection (the pouches 
can only remain open for an hour before they need to be tossed. I went through screening around 3 pm and did not plan to feed my son until around 6 pm on our flight). I attempted to info nm them that this was not the rule as I had looked it up on the 

2014 8,21 ,c TSA website prior to traveling to DSM and that I did not have to have a pat down when I I raveled wilh pouches from Nalional to DSM. They continued to insisl I had 10 be patted down. If I did not submit to the pal down, I would not have had food to 
· · feed my son dinner. Please advise on what your rules are in regards to requirin9 a pat down of passen9ers carrying modest amounts of baby food in their carry-on luggage. If I do not receive a prompt response, I will refer this matter to my 

congressman. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number : 

Emailkb)(6) ! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Hello. 
I was going th ru the sec u nty meta I detector on mo nday in San Antonio and my eyeg I ass es were broken when they came out of the xra y sea n ne r. 

,014 10,22, Can you tell me how I can get reimbursed for new ones? 
I am in the military) 

b)(61 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : D1sab1lity or Medical Condition; Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time 312012014 9:30:49 AM Airport : JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel 03/20/2014 8:45 AM Airline & Flight Number Unitedh642 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal 7 TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I broke my ankle 1en days a90 and was on partial weight bearing using a brace and cane I could not sland unsupported wilhout the cane the cane was laken away from and I was told to hold onto the metal barrier another a9ent then yelled 
at me to get away from the barrier and to go stand somewhere else the another agent told me to stand on the metal detector which I could not do I became fatigued and was experiencing some pain so I sat down on the floor where I remained until 
someone with some common sense appeared and helped me through the screening wicket this was after my cane had been RN through the scanner and not st anything off. Several observations: the exact same problem was solved at Burlington vt 
by having a I u cite cane loaned to me whi I e my cane went through the sea n ne r and I went through the metal detector with a non reactive cane and received my own on the other side this cou Id have worked he re instead of I ea vi ng me g rabbi ng onto a 
metal partition while diflerent people tried to fi9ure oul whal to do with me second if lhis had been handled with courtesy, ii would have slill been unpleasant, being yelled at did not help mailers unfor1unately i do not have the name of lhe a9en1 who 

1014 10:23: acted badly but I did take aptitude and can identify the agent I am not usually disabled but this incident has sensitized me to those who are and I observed a gentleman in a wheelchair bein9 treated with leas than courteous handling I hope you can 
demand a g realer I eve I of profession al ism on the future 

'014 1211:, 

Thankyou~!lb_l_/6_\ ______ ~ 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name b)(ff:, 
Phone ..,...,....,.,... ___ r----~ 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.9ov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPfh··,1rr1 
Da I e Time: 312 012.f,;0"'1"'"4'-"1"'"1 ""':2"'8"": 0'"'4""'A""M..,........ 

Namyh11R, I 
Email b 1(6i ~ 
Comp a, nts: b, scou rteo us/ Rude m pl oyee. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): : 
Comments:I was traveling for the day from Kana to Honolulu. I had my small purse in a bin along with my dress shoes (that are flats) and belt. After having everything loaded up and laying flat, the TSA agent at lhe me1a1 detector was going through 
her speech and said lay shoes on belt. Mine were already in the bin with nothin9 on top of them. As I walk up to the detector she proclaims "or not" with a hateful attitude. I travel on a regular basis for my job and have never been treated so rudely. We 
were also patiently waiting for them to open and she proclaimed "we don't open until 5: 15" with a hateful attitude. I do not appreciate being treated with disrespect. If you're working with people, clean up your attitude. 



The service level at TSA Pre has been greatly denigrated. I believe this is because TSA is opening the program up to more travelers, but not all of these travelers are frequent flyers. I now find myself in the TSA Pre line with customers who are still 
removing shoes and laptops, walking through metal detectors with keys, etc. As someone who has part1c1pated in Global Entry (at a cost) and who flies every week this is very disappointing. TSA Pre lines are now longer and slower in many airports 
then normal security screening. II you are going to put more passengers into the TSA Pre program you need to increase the capacity. 

[b,(6) 
~-,:::::::::::::::~-~ 

2014 4:44l(b 1(6) 

'"-;!(=b=l(6;::,====:::::;-----' 

HYPERLINK (b)(ff1 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time: 312112014 10:20:50 AM Airport EWR - Newark International Date/Time ofTravel 03/1912014 6:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: UA 284 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Checkpoint for gate 97 TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment· I was in the TSA pre check Lane and the TSA agent was very good about not allowing any airport employee on a flight to not go through the pre check lane. However there was an airport security guy in a maroon coat allowing passengers 
who checked in at lhe non pre check lane next 10 lhe pre check lane to come across and use lhe me1a1 detector/screening area designated for pre check passengers. These people were being given the same privileges as the pre check passengers 
even though they did not have this privilege. I spoke with 2 TSA agents working in the pre check lane about it and they just seemed confused and didn't care. As a result, more non pre check passengers continued to be screened in a manner in which 

'014 12: 11 :, they were not supposed to be. I found this to be extremely concerning and even more concerning that airport and TSA staff did not understand (or care?) that this was happening. Especially since I saw it for the danger it could be and I'm just a civilian. 
I find it my civic duty to report it to you officially since my concern was not addressed on the spot. If I've not been clear enough, I'm happy to discuss it via a phone call. I think the pre check program is great but only ii it's managed effectively avid 
securely. 
Would you like a re

1
sos;:tns_e 7 · InJe 

Passenger's Name~(_b_i(_6_, ___ ~ 
Phone Number , 

Emai!(b)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning lh1s feedback. follow this link · hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



The caller flew from HRL, and during the screening a TSO yelled at the passenger to place her items on the belt. She then went through the walk through metal detector, and was told by the TSO to stand next to a wall. Another younger TSO walked 
over, and conducted an ETD sampling of her hands. Alter the test was conducted, the first TSO told her that she would have to come with her to another area. While there, the TSO told the passenger that she had to remove her clothing. The 
passenger asked why this was necessarv. the TSO infor/,ed her that she did not need to know. The passenger was made to remove all of her clolhing, including her socks. After the screening, the TSO told lhe passengers cousin lhat lhe addilional 
screening was probably due to hand lotio~b.1(6} anted to file a complaint, but wanted TSA to know that the second. younger TSO acted as if the older TSO was not following proper procedures. Unfortunately. the passenger recently 
underwent a double mastectomy and was not wearing a ra during the screening. She was told to take her shirt off and this embarrassed her. She did not feel that this was discriminatory, but still was upset due to the incident. 

Flight Information: 

Date and Time of Flight: March 17. 2014; Around 3:00 PM 
Departure Airport HR L 
Airline: Delta Airlines 
Flight Number: Not Provided. 
Terminal and Gate Numbers: Not Provided. 
Description of TSOs: The first TSO was a short, petite, female, around 40 years old with long black hair. She may have been Hispanic or Native American. The second TSO was a younger. heavier. female. 
Time of Incident: Between 1: 15 and 2:00 PM. 

2014 2:0o:, Description of Passenger: She was wearing navy blue jeans, navy blue shoes and socks, and a sweater with a floral pattern design. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide the highest level of security and customer service to all passengers. Every person and item must be screened before entering the airport's secured area, and the manner in which the 
screening is conducted is important. 

Transpor1ation Securily Officers (TSOs) are 1rained on professional and courteous screening procedures to make the process run smoothly and to reduce inconvenience. We regret lhat you were nol satisfied with lhe service you received. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt. corrective action whenever we determine that security
screening po Ii ci es need rn od i fi cation or specific e rn ployee s or tea rn s a re the subjects of repeated corn plaints, 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Gusto mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation. 

TS A a pp recia tes th at you took the ti rn e to share this conce m with us, We a re confident that through the concerns brought to us by the t rave Ii ng public, we w i 11 be better able to address problem areas with corrective action. 

Hello, 
I am 6 monlhs pregnant and opl out of the de1ec1or machines at the airport. Several times I hey had a female assistant pat me down ins1ead. I find the pal downs very invasive, outlying my breasts, rear, and genitals. I am cerlain thal if a lawmakers 
spouse was searched Ii k e this they would be very uncomfortable. 

2014 7:22 :< Given the alternative technologies you have available including metal detectors, wands, and the scrape tests, I would hope you can change your methods without compromising security to allow women to maintain their dignity at airport checkpoints. 

Good morning. 

I am writing to report that I was a witness of a TSA Officer humiliating and mocking a customer al Newark Liberty lnternalional Airport (EWRJ on March 23rd, 2014 at approximately 3:05pm. 

Alter clearing CBP at the FIS. I proceeded back into the sterile are through the checkpoint designated as Premier Access. While I was waiting. an older gentlemen received an "expedited screening" card enabling him to leave his shoes on. I witnessed 
him trying to go through the magnetometer with his belt on, thinking that it was a TSA Pre? equivalent screening. Upon setting off the magnetometer, Office«b::,(6) r,ocked him for thinking that his belt wouldn't set off the magnetometer ("It's a 
metal detector, of course it will de1ec1 metal") and then laughed al him. When lhe passenger explained that the magnetometer's at TSA Pre? never pick up his belt, instead of saying thal this lane wasn't TSA Pre?, he continued to mock the individual in 
front of all the passengers by saying "You're belt is metal. What part of that don't you understand. It's a METAL DETECTOR',.,?• 1 ?" 

'014 12:0S: I believe Officd(b 1(61 !is one of the TSA Officers who give the agency a bad reputation. I fly a lot and have never witnessed anything as remotely humiliating and unprofessional as this officer's handling of the situation with the customer. 

Thank you. 

fb)(ffl 

b1(6) 



Greetings. I lave TSA PreCheck. As a very frequent business traveler, the program has saved me countless time and untold inconvenience over the past couple of years. 

However, recently. you've made a change that has dramatically reduced the program from a huge convenience to just a minor convenience. 

By issuing on-the-spot, risk-based invitations ta the TSA PreCheck security lane to nan-frequent travelers, you've introduced people into the lane who have na idea what to do. This slows down the line and greatly increases the time it takes to be 
screened. 

You can imagine how frustrating 11 is to be stuck in the PreCheck lane behind five old ladies who haven't flown in years, who take off their shoes, then put them back on again, then fish through their bags for who-knows-what and then pass through the 
2014 2: 10: 1 metal detector holding their cellphones. 

PLEASE, institute separate TSA PreCheck lanes for frequent travelers (e.g. legacy PreCheck members) and last-minute, on-the-spot designees (e.g. non-frequent travelers). sort of like the "ski lanes" you used to have with the green, blue, and black 
signs. 

Kind regards, 

Hello, 

For some reason the last few times I have traveled I have been directed to the TSA pre-check. Both time I was not told why I was being directed to the pre check. I certainly did not ask or apply for it. In fact, it's so disorganized I'd prefer to avoid it. 
Each time I am told to not remove my shoes. not remove my jacket and then 20 minutes later I'm still in the security area trying to get through the metal detector. I even tried to take my shoes off today I SFO) and was told NOT to take my shoes off 
and then sIood in line at the metal detector for 5 minutes while every person wearing shoes set off the detector as did I. Wailed another 10 minutes plus trying to get through the metal detector after removing my shoes. Generally TSA al United in 
SFO is efficient, helpful and instructive but not so at pre-check. There was limited to no guidance other than ... OON'T take your shoes all. And literally everyone needed to take their shoes off to get through the metal detector. I appreciate you are 

2014 8:30: 1 trying to simplify the process. I appreciate not having to haul my laptop out of my bag but this process needs to get more organized. Is 11 an option to decline the TSA pre-check and use general screening? 

HYPERLINt._b-'1 ... (6--') _____________ ___, 

I am quite appalled by the lack od screening consistency from airport to airport. I am cur,-ently on a trip from the east coast to the west coast. My trip began at Boston's Logan Airport. We travelled to SeaTac airport in Washington State and will 
t rave I back 10 Providence through Dulles in W ashi ngto n DC . 

At Logan, I did not have to remove my shoes; my laptop. Kindle and tablet remained in my laptop bag: my wife had more than 1 zip-lock bag with toiletries and makeup in them, I had 1 myself and we did not take them out of our bags; I wore my POW
MIA bracelet through the metal detector. We were stopped for further screening because we had a brand-new, still-in-the-box lull-sized tube of Colgate in our bag. 

2014 8:31 :1 To begin our return from SeaTac- shoes aff; laptop in one bin, Kindle and tablet in another: belt, bracelet, fingernail clippers with my jacket, belt and cell phone in a second bin. We were stopped for extra screening because we failed to remove our 
toi letnes from the bags. They to re through our I ug gage and we spent a good 5 minutes trying to get everything back into them. 

Why lhe differences? Why was it acceplable to have all the loiletries in our carry-on luggage in Boston but not in Seatlle? Why was I required to remove my shoes in SeaTac but nol Logan? How is it my POW-MIA bracelet made it through lhe meIaI 
detector at Logan but not Seattle? The comparative lack al screening at Boston's Logan Airport is particularly disconcerting due to its place in history, i.e. 9111. And if there is such disparity between locations, how can we be expected to take the TSA 
as a serious security provider? I personally do not mind the extra screening, but I would like to know what to expect when I travel and I expect the highest level of security at every airport I travel through. This tnp. the screening was inconsistent even 
bordering on lax. I would expect much better for my tax dollars. 



Caller was flying out of Chattanooga, TN. He had an issue with a TSO. He requested a patdown because he s heard so many negative things about the AIT-metal detector screening. They did not want to allow him ta receive a patdown rather than go 
through the screening technology. He had a soda in his bag that he forgot about. To resolve the alarm triggered by the liquid, the officers dumped his bag upside down and had him put his stuff back in himself. He felt it was a negative experience and 
would like to have the TSO fired for his rude attitude. Caller prefer,-ed to contact the CSM himself. 

2014 1 :40:, Response: 

2014 227, 

2014 6:19:' 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of secunty and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area. and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

Advised caller that I could forward the information he shared with me to the CSM at CHA or he could contact them via IVR. 
My son and I traveled from Dallas/Fort Worth to Philadelphia yesterday on US Airways out of DFW Terminal E. We went through security around 4.30a. What we saw disturbed us both. 

As we passed through sere en i ng, my son was told not to take off his shoes, that he was going to go through a special security check, but when he got passed the metal detector no one asked him to do anything further. When I went through the meta I 
detector, it went off, bul rather than checking me, they took my shoes oul of the tub, wiped and appeared 10 cleJr them, then sent us both on our way without further scrutiny. It was all very strange. The whole operation appeared to be disorganized, 
without the personnel clearly communicating with each other. Seems to me that had I wanted to create problems. it would have been far easier than makes me comfortable as a traveler. I hope things improve before I have ta fly through. ta or from 
DFW again. 

Sincerely, 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainls of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name 1h··,1rr, 

~ ...... ----"----~ 
Address:=="------""" New York, NY 
Zip code: 10023 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an a ltorn ey in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Gen. Edward Lawrence Logan lnternalional Airport 



'014 12:23: 

I am wondering why so many random people are now selected for the precheck line? There are a couple of issues with this. 

1. I had to pay near $100 to be part of Global Entry to go to the precheck line. But thought it was worth it considering I travel weekly. 
2. People that are randomly selecled have no idea what they are doing and are very confused by the new (to them) process. They did not have 10 pay and did not ask to be selecled. 
3. In many cases it takes as long or longer to go through the precheck line now because of their confusion. 

Today I stood behind three older ladies who did not know why they were selected. One of them had a full hip replacement and couldn't go through the metal detector. 

Anyway, I truly hope these new policies can be revisited. It can be very frustrating for experienced travelers. 

Thank you, 

Caller stated that she had an experience trying to flying on Friday with her service animal. Caller stated that when she got to the security checkpoint they did not know how to screen the service animal. Caller stated that they should have let her go 
through and then I et the dog fol low because she did not have anything on her body that wou Id set off the alarm but be cause they made her walk through with the service animal at the same ti me they both had to undergo add itiona I screening be cause of 
the alarm of the WTMD. Caller wanted to make a suggestion for TSA to allow the animal to walk through after the person because of the metal in the harness the service animal is always going to alarm. Caller stated that they even got a supervisor 
and the supervisor didn t even know whal to do. Caller is wanting 10 complain so maybe the next person will nol have issues like she did. Caller staled thal she is blind and hearing impaired and she informed I hem of this and they totally ignored her 
because they did not speak up for her and she really has no clue what they were telling her most of the time. 

Advised ca Iler: 

2014 2,44., I am going to forward this 10 lhe CSM at JFK so they are aware of whal happened. If the TSO s need additional training or something of lhat nature the CSM can make sure they receive that. Advised caller generally you can walk lhrough firsl and then 
· · the service animal can follow behind you instead of going through together. 

2014 8:12:, 

Airport JFK 
Airline Jetblue 
Flight number 925 
Departure time 10:35 AM 
Date and time of incident 03 21 2014 10:00 am 

Dear Supervisor, 

I had some problems yesterday afternoon around 2:30 with TSA Pre Check screening al Newark Airport. I had just gone through US Customs and Immigration following a Milan-Newark transatlantic flighl (UA 18), and I was scheduled to take an 
ongoing flight from Newark to San Francisco ( UA 342). So I went to the TSA screening point nearest to gates C 70-99. My boarding pass was marked for TSA Pre-Check, so I used the Pre-Check line. 

I have a prosthetic knee-implant which sets off metal detectors but will allow me to pass X-ray screening. Unfortunately, this check point had only a metal detector, so even though I removed my shoes and watch and emptied my pockets. the implant 
still triggered lhe meIaI detector, and the operator waved me into a holding area to wait for another agenl to give me a pal-down. There was nobody immediately available, and I had to wait about 15 minutes before an agent appeared, patted me down, 
and passed me. In the confusion of the moment. my carry-on I ugg age and shoes became separated from my be It and the contents of my pockets, and I left the check point without my belt and without one of my coin purses. I I ate r retrieved the be It. but 
I didn't think to ask for the coin purse. 

I am writing this E-Mail message in-part to inquire if the purse might have been located and held for me. It is magenta in color, made of nylon or some similar fabric, and has a white zipper. It measures about 4-1/2x6" and when I last saw it, it contained 
a 50 euro banknote and about 10 euros in coins. If it has been found and if there is a way I can get it back, please let me know. 

I am also wriling this message to complain about lhe lack of whole body X-ray scanners at I his and several other TSA Pre-Check screening points that I have used this year. Because my implanl triggers metal detectors, I lose much of lhe convenience 
afforded to most fliers cleared for TSA Pre-Check. And the delay waiting for an agent to do my pat-down could have caused me real problems had I had a tight connection between flights. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 



Caller advises that something needs to be done at RSW. At Gate B this afternoon (1601 hrs), it was bad. She was on Air Tran. There were many TSA people there. However. she was separated from her bag at the checkpoint. She doesn t think that 
is acceptable. She was sent through the _ mo ni tor_. the A IT. She was put through this, and. apparently. the person was new, in expe nenced. or not paying attention. Her I ugg age was sent to another person. She was expecting her I ugg age on the 
other side. There was a problem. She was told that she wasn t standing right. During this, others were last tracked into the metal detector. Her laptop was sitting unattended. She was trying to watch it, but she was directed to tum around and lost 
sight of it. She was able 10 see a woman walking past it...she COULD have taken her laptop. Caller was not happy. She knew lhat, if she said anylhing, they would have hauled her off. She goes 10 Porlland, SEA, IAD, LGA, and they don I do 
anything like at RSW. The man at the counter was chit-chatting with someone else. Caller wanted a comment card. was met with less than professional responses, was given one, then she walked away. Caller is concerned that items are being 
separated from the owners. She overheard the PA system ca 11 several passengers one after the other back to recover their property at the che c kpornt. The re was no I eadersh i p and no one was watching the passengers property. Someone cou Id 
have put something in her bag when she was turned away. Shes heard the unattended luggage announcement. Someone needs to take a look at this. She may call the CSM next date. She didn t feel that her flight was any safer. She does what she 
can 10 be safe. For some people to be put through randomly and others not doing so, it doesn t work for her. Why are so many people forgetting their luggage? Leadership is not there and she is concerned. Someone needs to check out whal s going 

2014 9:06:, on at Checkpoint B. She is tall, was in a business shirt and pants. she should be easy to see on the video tape. Caller thinks it is very frustrating. You cant make people comfortable by separating passengers from their property. Caller doesn t know 
how many items were dIsa pp ea n ng on the conveyor belt. If this Is being done rig ht. why we re so many pea pl e ca 11 ed back? Ca 11 er advised that she would be g oog Ii ng the information about how many Ite ms are stolen from T SA che c kpornts and 
including that in her letter to TSA. 

Where are we Io ca ted? 

In Kentucky. 

Caller thanked me for taking her call. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-;:=::::;:::::=:::::;------····························· 
Remote Client IPl(b)(61 L 
Date Time 3l2712Ui 4 12:2143 A 

Nametllfi, 
Email_b 1(6 I 

2014 8:22:: ComplainIs:DiscourIeous/Rude Employee· 

'014 1005: 

Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):American flight 1437 at MSP checkpoint 1 on Monday March 24th about 6:45 a.m. 
Comments:I asked the TSA officer while he was checking my boarding pass and I .D. what the TSA Precheck meant that was displayed on my boarding pass. I had never seen that on my boarding pass before. He told me I had been pre-checked and 
it would not be necessary to take my shoes off when I went through scanning line. I was certainly glad to hear that and proceeded to the table to open my computer bag and remove my jacket. As I neared the x-ray unit TSA office~1h·11fi··, I told me to 
remove my shoes. I lold him that the agent had told me I hat removing them was not required. He stated something 10 lhe affect that unless I was older lhan 70 I musl remove them. So after removing my shoes he looked at my boarding pass. He saw 
some orange markings on it and then said if I had shown him that before I would never had to take off my shoes. He had not asked to see it prior and the I .D. checking agent had not mentioned that I must present that to avoid shoe removal. Officer 

!(b)(6:, !then made me stand off to the side for several minutes while others proceeded through the. regul.ar line. Then finally I was allowed to walk through a metal detector and pa.ss on into the terminal delaying my entry into the terminal rather than 
saving time. I thought TSA office~ was rude and should have easily concluded that 1f the pnor officer had told me that I did not need to remove my shoes that he should of 1mmed1ately asked to see my boarding pass for the markings stated 
above. But he did nol and only checked ii after he told me I would have to be over 70 and had already removed the shoes. There was no reason for him to act so unprofessional since he must run into this same situation every few minutes of lhe day. Or 
at least the prior officer should of informed me to display my boarding pass to the next officer but nothing was said. 

I am an approved Global Entry Traveler and use the TSA Pre-Check lane at Midway often (ii is my originating airporl for my business travels). I noticed lhe TSA is using a randominizer to select individuals 10 go through the Pre•Check lane as well 
despite these individuals not having gone through the background check process and pay the $100 fee. 

My question is, why isn't there a dedicated security lane after the licence check and before going through the metal detector or body screener for those who have paid for this program? The wait time for TSA Pre-Check is alien equal to that of the 
regular security lane. 

This week I aske the aforementioned question to an individual at the TSA desk at Midway. I was infonmed that there should be a dedicated lane for those with TSA Pre-Check. However. I have yet to travel through Midway to expenence this. 

I look forward to your response. 

Thank you 

I am a frequent traveler and have paid for global entry so that I would get the benefit of TSA precheck. I have really enjoyed using the program and it has been extremely efficient. Apparently as of today, there was a new program released. The whole 
purpose is for those th at are I ow risk to have reduced screening because they have been p rechecked. The Ii ne today as I arnved at the sa It lake airport lo r preche ck was as Io ng as the regular I in e. Part of the problem is the volume of p eo pie chosen 
to be in that line have no clue on what they are supposed to do and cause delays. The one gentleman left his cell phone in his pocket not realizing it would set off the metal detectors causing further delays. The TSA should look at what the intent and 
purpose of I his program is. It is not to make it easier and faster for the traveler that travels once every lwo years! I paid to have a back ground check and did so because I frequenlly travel. II is nol rig hi there are people who have not done such and 

,014 10,07, causes concern for me on my security while traveling. Please restore the program back to the way it was intended' 

Thank you, 



'014 12 07: 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Name~(b~r..,.(6~)-------~ 
Email Address (b 1(61 
Phone Number'r"-h"'·"""r;""·-,----.,-----' 

Address ..,b.,.1,...(6,.., ___ ~ 
Zipcode: 27705 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Na 
Religion? Yes 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Ra I eig h-0 u rha m I nl ernationa I Airport 

Caller fiew from ABO. She had precheck on her boarding pass and she went through the precheck lane and was told she did not have to take her jacket off. As she went through the scanner it set off the alarms. The officer told her the zippers on her 
jacket set off the alarms and lhe me1a1 joint in her leg as well. She says she feels she was discriminated against as she was the only black person to have to remove her jacket and she is 71 years old. 

Transferred to MB. 

Call transferred 10 E Vaisey. 

The caller thinks she was the only black person there. She says that she did not set off the alarms in BW I at all. She expected the alarm for the metal implant. She asked the agent 1/ she had to remove the Jacket and was told no. The jacket and knee 
set the alarm off. She tried to explain it and the agent she spoke to said that she had to take off the jacket. The female TSO did not seem that she wanted to hear anything she had to say. She was shown the pictures showing what set the alarm off. 
She thin ks I hat I he first agent who to Id her she did not have to take off her jack et s hou Id have seen tha I there were I a rge meta I buttons. 

2014 9,11 ;[ She fiew on March 26 at 6:05 AM. She flew on Southwest Flight 1247. 

Her brother and his wife had PreCheck. They did nol have to take anylhing off. Her sister in law said that they did nol have to be screened at all in ABO. She did nol go through lhe AIT at all she just walked through to get her stuff. She went through 
the AIT in BWI and did nat have the additional screening. 

Advised ca Iler: 

Passengers going through PreCheck screening ga through metal detector. If you alarm you will have additional screening to clear. 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology. This is the scanner where you put your arms above your head. This does not penetrate the skin and 
generally allows passengers with me1a1 implants to be less likely for addilional screening. You do not have to go through PreCheck even if it is on your boarding pass. 

If you feel that you have been di sen mi nated against, you w, 11 need to file your comp I amt in writing. I wi 11 em a, I you detai Is. 



2014 409( 

---Original Message--
From: CRL 
Sent: Friday, March 28. 2014 223 PM 
To: TCC-Referrals 

Ccfbi(6i I 
Subjecl: FW: (Complainl) Fly Rights - New Report from !(b i(6i 

DearTCC, 

Please note we are referring lhe attached complaint back to you since I here is no actual complaint or incident beyond waiting 10 lhe side. He even indica1es that the TSO he spoke with agreed with him. Therefore, we are referring this back to the TCC 
for appropriate handling. 

Thanks very much, 
Harleen 

Ms. Harleen K. Singh 
Policy Advisor 
Multicultural Branch. Disability and Multicultural Division Office of Civil Rights and Liberties, Ombudsman, & Traveler Engagement Transportation Security Administration Department al Homeland Security 

---0 rig i na I Message---
F rom: tsatcc@senture.com ( ma i I to: ts atcc@se ntu re .com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 27. 2014 5: 19 PM 
To: CRL 
Subject (Complaint) Fly Rights - New Report from .. kb"--."-,(6,,_-._1 __ _. 

The customers information has been attached to this email, 



From: b)(6i 
Sent Friday, March 28. 2014 5:4 7 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subjecl: TSA ContJct Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp://www.tsa.govlcontac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1pf"'b"").,_(6"-1~-----' 
Date Time: 3/28/2014 5:46:45 PM 

------------------------------------------------------------------
2014 6: 11 :( Name: 

[b)(61 

Email: 

HYPERLIN~b~)~(6~'-----------------' 

B nef De scri pt,on of Inquiry: 

TSA grabbed breasts wi tho ul asking 

Comments: 

To Whom II May Concern, 
I had a very disturbing experience in the Southwest Airlines terminal screening area yesterday (3/27) at around 12:30 pm in Las Vegas. I went through the body x-ray machine and a TSA agent (African American female about 5"4" tall) pulled me aside. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time · 3128/2014 9:2020 PM Airport : DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International Date/Time of Travel : 03/2212014 8:30 AM Airline & Flight Number . AA 1667 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport 026 TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment· I had a ticket stamped TSA pre-check so was routed through the Pre-check line. That's good. or so I thought. I have an artificial knee so since there is no AIT in that line, I had to go through the pat down. This is very inconvenient when 
there is a scanner right next 10 lhe me1a1 detector but since I was Pre-check, I was not allow to go lhrough ii without collecting all my belongings (bag, computer, pocket sluff, and lhen starl the entire procedure in the other line. This, even though my 
wife was already through and had claimed my stuff. Aside from the multiple FBI checks for being an airline employee. FFL, CHL, I still have to go through these procedures. It would seem a waste of my time and money to pay far the process of 

'014 10:05: obtaining the 5-year Pre-check pass only to be scrutinized like this on every flight. Making matters worse, in my eyes, I watched a person sitting in a wheel chair just bnefly wanded with no proof or indication that this person was actually disabled. 
There was virtually no inspection of her or her wheel chair what-so-ever, 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name b':1(6) 
Phone Numbe (b 1(6i 
Email h·i1R··, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



It is now the 28th day of March 2014, and I have sent this letter to you a number of times. Each time the response comes back is that you are getting someone else who won t take responsibility for dealing with my issues to ignore me. 

I won t be ignored. 

I have required response from you, and you have a responsi bi I ity to address my concerns as a di sabled person who has been continuously and iterative I y been subjected to i ncre asi ng I eve Is of physical torture up to and inc I ud i ng supplemental surgery, 

You have be en asked repeatedly to give me assistance on how to prevent further torture or other physical and menta I distress at the Sacramento M umc, pa I Airport. I have been subjected to obvious and intense threat by employees of T SA at SM F and 
I as a citizen. I do not have to bleed to fly. 

The following have been sent to your several times. I require a response beyond your auto-responder e-mail system that says something to the effect of we will ignore you until you go away. I am not going away until I have explicit direct instructions 
on how to a void further torture at the hands of the employees of TSA at SM F and how to overcome the di re ct and exp Ii cit threat of further torture by T SA emp I aye es at SM F. 

ForIunately, I have not had recent surgery for lhem to rip open surgical wounds, nor have I recently gone through olher medical procedures that resulled in vulnerable areas, however, even lhis does not excuse lhe fact that for four limes for four flights 

2014 9:24:, out of SM F I have experienced pain and suffering at the hands of TSA employees. 

It is necessary for you to respond to this I etter and the iterations of this letter that have gone u nres ponded by you. I do not know where else to es ca I ate this issue as my Senator has a I ready be en a I e rted to the ma 1/easa nee and absolute disregard and 
disrespect for disabled persons and certainly disabled veterans at SMF. I do not know what else to do about lhis except 10 escalate this 10 lhe Cabinel Level officials with lhe complaint lhat TSA will nol respond to the legitimate concerns of a citizen 
who has been violated and tortured by TSA personnel . 

._kb_.")(_6-'-1 ____ _.! wrote: A government afraid of its citizens is a Democracy. Citizens afraid of government is tyranny! So be afraid of me because we have not quite reached the second condition, although you are getting there altogether too quickly. 

Response to my letter is required else I go to the cabinet level within 30 days. 

You have had plenty of time. 

Prior Co rres po ndence: 

This is the letter that I have sent to TSA multiple times which has gone unresponded. DOJ insists that my complaint that the L3 machine returns 1 00% false positives for people with disabilities is a TSA issue, and they will not do anything further to 

Feed back Type : R eq ues t for Information 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time : 3/2912014 2:56:33 PM Airport : Select One Date/Time of Travel 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 

2014 3 .1 O ·, Comment : My husband and I we re both i nv,ted into P reCheck by Delta Airlines. Our bo ardrng passes al ways indicated our Pre Ch eek el ig, bi I ity unt, I after my husband had a Iota I knee rep I ace me nt in October 2013. Si nee that ti me, his boa rd i ng pass 
· " never displays Pree heck el igi bi I ity. I understand that he wi 11 always set off the metal detectors and get a pat down, but it would be nice if he cou Id get the other p ri vi leges of P reCheck such as not having to re move his shoes or be It. Is the re any 

possibility I hat he could be treated as a PreCheck passenger uni ii he reaches lhe poinl where he sets off the metal detector and gels a pat down? 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name f~h_._11_r;_·., __ ~ 
Phone Number , 

Emailkb 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Profess,onalisrn/Custorner Service: Screening Current Date/Time 3/3012014 6:07:23 AM Airport EW R - Newark International Date/Time of Travel : 0313012014 5:30 AM Airtine & Flight Number AS 17 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Check 
point for gate a30 TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment : When I 901 to the person to check id and boarding pass I gave her my &quot:sIandby&quot: boarding pass and my airline badge. She told me I hat I had to have a drivers license. I asked her if she needed government id because I had my 
port badge for the seatac airport. She said no only a drivers license. The tsa.gov website says airline id is acceptable. Then when I was being screened I was randomly selected by the metal detector and needed to have my hands swiped. The leave 

2014 9.50.1 your items on the belt and make you walk away from them. My ,terns were no longer in my control. Other passengers were moving my things around. This is not acceptable, something could have been stolen like my cell phone that was loose in the 
· · bin. I feel my bags were left unattended but no choice of mine. 

Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name!(b)(ff•, 
Phone Number . =='-'-------' 
Email l(b 1(6) I 
To leave a cor\lrnerii coricerring this feedback, follow this link : hllp:/ltsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Other: T SA Pre?"' 
Current Date/Time: 3131/2014 5:00:38 AM Airport MHT - Manchester Dale/Time of Travel: 03/31/2014 5:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : C 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · The Pre Check line in MHT has become the longest line in the airport. I have previously been through non-Pre Check lines for example when the Pre is closed and have been told that I only have to remove my laptop but that my personal 
screening would be done as Pree heck ( no jacket and shoes). Today I assumed this would be the case and atl em pl ed to use the me ta I del ec1or with my shoes and jack et on. I showed the officer my boa rd i ng pass but I he re was mass confusion and 

2014 8:21 :' apparently because &quot:my boarding pass wasn't initialed next to Pre Check&quot: I had to go back and remove my jacket and shoes. 

I travel almost every week and have used Pre Check dozens of times. The most annoying thing here for frequent travelers is the lack of consistency. If you want the Pre Check to work then 1) make sure the line isn't 4 times as long as the other empty 
lines and 2) make sure that we can use the normal lines predictably. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name fh·\/r;·-, I 
Phone Number , 
Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller is currently at SRO awaiting a flighl to ATL aboard Delta #2563. Caller requested a manual pat-down and she is a chemo patient with metal wires in her chest from an old pacemaker. Caller stales a manual pat-down was requested by the male 
officer on duty. The female officer directly the lady towards her to what she thought was the pat-down area. but was directed through the walk-through metal detector. Caller has health concerns and is fearing the consequences the metal detector may 
have on her health. This occurred at approx, mate ly 12: 1 OPM . Caller d escn bes the le male ofli cer as an o Ider I ady in her 50s and the ma I e supervisor whom she spoke with after the W TM D s c reem ng as a short. ba Id, ave rw-e,g ht man with g I asses. This 
gentleman handed her a complaint card which advised her to contact the TCC. 

1014 12: 19: Resolution: 

Apo I og i zed to the ca Iler lo r any perceived u np role ssiona Ii sm or I ack of customer service she fee Is she received. Advised ca 11 er I would lo rv,a rd her complaint to the CS M at SR Q immediate I y lo r review, Suggested ca Iler contact her doctor lo r any 
imminent health concerns because I am not a doctor. 

Caller is currently at SRO awaiting a flighl to ATL aboard Delta #2563. Caller requested a manual pat-down and she is a chemo patient with metal wires in her chest from an old pacemaker. Caller stales a manual pat-down was requested by the male 
officer on duty. The female officer directly the lady towards her to what she thought was the pat-down area. but was directed through the walk-through metal detector. Caller has health concerns and is fearing the consequences the metal detector may 
have on her health. This occurred at approx, mate ly 12: 1 OPM . Caller d escn bes the le male ofli cer as an o Ider I ady in her 50s and the ma I e supervisor whom she spoke with after the W TM D s c reem ng as a short. ba Id, ave rw-e,g ht man with g I asses. This 
gentleman handed her a complaint card which advised her to contact the TCC. 

1014 12: 19: Resolution: 

Apo I og i zed to the ca Iler lo r any perceived u np role ssiona Ii sm or I ack of customer service she fee Is she received. Advised ca 11 er I would lo rv,a rd her complaint to the CS M at SR Q immediate I y lo r review, Suggested ca Iler contact her doctor lo r any 
imminent health concerns because I am not a doctor. 

Caller was in Columbus yesterday. He has a queslion for screening, he has had surgery and he had stitches in his s1omach. He says they did nol tell him before they touch his body. He wanls to know if lhe officers have to tell lhe passenger before they 
touch him. He said they told him about the surgery ADA violation. He says they were asking him questions like where he was going and what he was doing on his trip. He was in a wheelchair.He ask if he can video the screening. He had on loss 
c lathing. He ask if 11 was ag am st his rel 19 ion to use the Al T what he could do. 

Told caller 
I explained to him with examples of passengers with metal or even scars can cause an alarm during screening. If there was an alarm during screening they will have to give a patdown to clear any alarm. They can not assume it was the stitches or the 
scar that caused the alarm. He should let the officer know about the scar or stitches before the screening starts, and where 11 was located on the body. 

2014 1 :38: 11 ask if he had declare the stitches on his stomach. He said he told him them he could not raise his arms but not about where the stitches were on his body. 

I offered to send his complaint to the CSM for him but he did not want to do this. 

TSOs must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and 
thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrels if I his was not your experience. 

TSA do es not prohibit the pub Ii c. passengers. or press from photographing, vi deota ping, or Ii I ming at security sere en i ng che c kpornts as Io ng as 11 does not rnterfe re with or s I ow down the s c reem ng p race ss. 



Caller was in Columbus yesterday. He has a question for screening, he has had surgery and he had stitches in his stomach. He says they did not tell him before they touch his body. He wants to know if the officers have to tell the passenger before they 
touch him. He said they told him about the surgery ADA violation. He says they were asking him questions like where he was going and what he was doing on his trip. He was in a wheelchair.He ask if he can video the screening. He had on loss 
clothing. He ask ii it was against his religion to use the AIT what he could do. 

Told caller 
I explained to him with examples of passengers with metal or even scars can cause an alarm dunng screening. If there was an alarm during screening they will have to give a patdown to clear any alarm. They can not assume it was the stitches or the 
scar that caused the alarm. He should let the officer know about the scar or stitches before the screening starts, and where it was located on the body. 

2014 1 :38: 11 ask if he had declare the stitches on his stomach. He said he told him them he could not raise his arms but nol about where lhe slilches were on his body. 

2014 304, 

I offered to send his complaint to the CSM for him but he did not want to do this. 

TSOs must conduct addilional screening to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and 
thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

TS A do es not prohibit the pub Ii c, passengers, or press from photographing, vi deota ping, or Ii I ming at security sere en i ng checkpoints as Io ng as it does not interfere with or s I ow down the screening process, 

I have just recently been approved for a TSA Pre-Check number after going through the application process. The first 3 times I have traveled using my new TSA Pre-Check number have occurred over a 6 day span of March 23-28, and all my troubles 
occurring at M cCarro n I nte mati on al Airport m Las Vegas at the C-Gate inspection a re a that sits a Ione. not the location adjoined with the O-G ates. 

The prob I em I have is this .... When the security checkpoint is busy and the Im es are Io ng far no rma I passenger sere en i ng, a T SA agent wi 11 be I ocated at the entrance to the norm a I screening Ii ne and the Pre-Check Im e. directing passengers to either 
line. The second time on March 27th at 11 am the agent actually had an electronic device or pad and was counting the people he was letting go by in the lanes. I asked him why all these people were being directed to the Pre-Check line when clearly 
they had no idea which line to get into. He basically wouldn't answer me and when I pressed lhe issue he finally looked up and said rudely "go to this line or lhis line sir, your holding everyone up behind you". So lhe passengers who have not been 
prescreened through TSA Pre-Check and paid their $100 are using the Pre-Check line. They get to the agent who checks their identification, then are passed through to the metal detectors as those passengers who have been pre-screened. There was 
no removing of their shoes or taking out computer I aptops or rem ovmg belts, etc. I observed this with my own eyes, and on 2 different occasions. The 3rd ti me through the checkpoint wasn't busy at a 11 so the re was no prob I em. The other 2 ti mes I 
wasn't in a hurry either time, so I just stood back and watched this happen. 

After going through the metal detectors myself and getting my belongings, I approached the TSA "command center" on both occasions. The first time was March 23rd at about 830am, I spoke with a woman with blonde hair, about 40-50 years old. After 
explaining to her what was going on and that it wasn ·t rig ht, I asked her why this was occurring . She lold me it was being done on directions from Soul hwesl Airlines. She insisted I hat I hose who are going th rough the Ii ne are screened as no rma I 
passengers. After telling her that I stood and watched it happen, she said I was wrong and to continue through the checkpoint. I told her I didn·t know the airlines controlled TSA and for taking the complaint seriously. On the second occasion of March 
27th, I went and stopped by the same command center again. Two agents listened to my complaint, gave me some reason why they were doing it (which made some sense) and gave me a complaint card and urged me to /111 it out and send in. I took 
the card and this is the complaint. I'm sorry I don't have any names or badges. 

I travel many times per month to many cities and have tried to wait till the bugs were worked out for this Pre-Check security checkpoints. Seems like they have them cleaned up everywhere else except Las Vegas. 

Thanks for listening .. 



Harbor She Is trying to Ii nd out what is wrong. 

I told her that TSA Precheck does not guarantee an individual expedited screening. Even if a passenger opts in for TSA Precheck with their airline or include a known traveler number when booking a flight. TSA will always incorporate random selection. 
CBP trusted traveler program. travelers should enter the 9 digit member PASS ID from the back of their card into the known traveler field of their frequent flyer profile or enter 11 at the time of booking to be eligible for TSA Precheck benefits. 
In addition, program members should enter their full name. date of birth, and PASS ID exactly as it appears on their membership card, 
She said she had never done lhis before. She is a US citizen and she has a high status with the airline because she flies all lhe time. 

I told her she may have been opted in with United due to her frequent flier status. She would need to verify this with the airline. 
TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data. Using a passengers Secure Flight data to select low risk passengers will increase the number of travelers who may 
be eligible for TSA Precheck. Because of the background check wilh the CBP program, when you enter your information you should receive Precheck more regularly. II is slill random. 

She said at Houston they only lift her shirt a little bit and they do a good job. 
She hales Phoenix Sky Harbor. They palled her entire body down and lifted her shirt and checked her arms and under her arms. She said lhat other passengers could see her skin. The TSO was rude in the way she did the patdown. She was over 

'014 3-50 5 thorough. 
· · · Airport:Sky Harbor 

Airline:United 
Flight Number: 1561 
Date and Time:March 31 at about 6: 15 am 
Terminal or Gate:3 
Name of Person involved:She is female and looks to be about 60. 

I told her that the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, 
regardless of their personal situations and needs, are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 

Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 
happen next in the process. TS A regrets if this was not your experience. 

In addition, passengers may request a private screening if additional screening is required or at any time during the screening process. A companion may accompany 



Harbor She Is trying to Ii nd out what is wrong. 

I told her that TSA Precheck does not guarantee an individual expedited screening. Even if a passenger opts in for TSA Precheck with their airline or include a known traveler number when booking a flight. TSA will always incorporate random selection. 
CBP trusted traveler program. travelers should enter the 9 digit member PASS ID from the back of their card into the known traveler field of their frequent flyer profile or enter 11 at the time of booking to be eligible for TSA Precheck benefits. 
In addition, program members should enter their full name. date of birth, and PASS ID exactly as it appears on their membership card, 
She said she had never done lhis before. She is a US citizen and she has a high status with the airline because she flies all lhe time. 

I told her she may have been opted in with United due to her frequent flier status. She would need to verify this with the airline. 
TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data. Using a passengers Secure Flight data to select low risk passengers will increase the number of travelers who may 
be eligible for TSA Precheck. Because of the background check wilh the CBP program, when you enter your information you should receive Precheck more regularly. II is slill random. 

She said at Houston they only lift her shirt a little bit and they do a good job. 
She hales Phoenix Sky Harbor. They palled her entire body down and lifted her shirt and checked her arms and under her arms. She said lhat other passengers could see her skin. The TSO was rude in the way she did the patdown. She was over 

'014 3-50 5 thorough. 
· · · Airport:Sky Harbor 

'014 6:391 

Airline:United 
Flight Number: 1561 
Date and Time:March 31 at about 6: 15 am 
Terminal or Gate:3 
Name of Person involved:She is female and looks to be about 60. 

I told her that the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, 
regardless of their personal situations and needs, are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 

Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 
happen next in the process. TS A regrets if this was not your experience. 

In addition, passengers may request a private screening if additional screening is required or at any time during the screening process. A companion may accompany 

Caller is calling to reporl an unpleasant TSO who was unnecessarily rude and requires more training. He walked up to the checkpoint and I his TSO asked him if he had anything in his pockets. He lold him he had a handkerchief. The TSO asked if had 
anything else. He told him no. The TSO said yes you do, you have a boarding pass. Sa he took it aut and raised it up in his hand. He went through the WTMD. As he went through the TSO did nat move out al his way. He is standing in his personal 
space right up to his face and the caller asked him where is the guy who is going to check him out. He told him that guy was busy. The TSO is right in his face and told him he was getting better treatment. He wasn t rude to anyone else or in someone 
else s face. Someone checked his hands for the Explosive Trace Detection and that person was polite. This happened at gate B6 checkpoint. He has black hair, brown eyes, goatee and a small bald spot on the back of his head. One of the Asian 
TSOs lold the caller thal the guys name is!(b)(ffi! There are two guys that look similiar and the one who was rude has the slighter build. He was Caucasian, no glasses with big hips. He is approximatley 6 foot IaI1 give or lake an inch. 

Advised: 

TSO are required to display a level of professionalism in their inIeracIion with passengers. I reg rel the experience who had. Let me get some information from you and I will forward this to the CSM for review. 

Airport where the i nc1d e nt occurred: Boston Log an Airport 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight numbers: 1911 
Date and time of incident April 1, 2014, 640 pm 
I nd1Y1d 11a I s co •tad Information emai I 

fbi(6) _ 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time : 4/212014 2:38:22 PM Airport DTW - Detroit Melropolitan Wayne County Dale/Time of Travel : 04/01/2014 Airline & Flight Number: US Air 570 10 Phoenix 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Near the US Air ticket counter/check in area TSA Employee: (If Known): Nat sure of names. Heavyset middle aged woman and young black man 
Comment: The TSA staff identified above were rude to me and inept. They were difficult to understand and argued while I stood there waiting. I was pre-checked through on my US Air flight to Phoenix and when I entered the metal detector an ala nm 
sounded, The employee at the metal detector was polite and said it was a random screening and I would have to be individually screened, I was directed to a young black man who would not look me in the face an I could not understand what he was 
saying. A heavysel middle aged woman came over and I hey argued because he did not have gloves and she said he had 10 search my bag and pal me down. They obviously had a problem between them.She grabbed my personal items and put them 
through the scanner and walked off leaving my items ta sit unattended. I then and placed them near the area I had been directed. She yelled at me. The young man then took everything out of my carry an but not my purse. He spread everything out 
and stuffed it al I back in without rea 11 y looking at 11 as he was ca rrymg on a conve rs ati on about sports with two b I ack men wh i I e I was sta ndmg the re. I was Ii na 11 y told my carry on had tested s us pIcIous for exp I os,ve s. I was then told I had to be frisked 

'014 4:14:3 searched and I said do whatever you have to do as soon as you can as my 85 year old Mom was worried and waiting for me. They started to take me to a room and told me to wait. I said why and they said you asked for it. I said no I did not and 
search me now righl here as I need 10 gel to my Mom. So they did. The heavy Woman mentioned above was rough and rude when she searched me. If this happened in California I would file a claim. I may still. She was demeaning and humiliating. 
They should be formally reprimanded for there failure to communicate and for their rough and demeaning behavior. I am 57 years old and I have traveled all over the world. I have been searched before without this type of treatment. I have probably 
flown in and out of DTW over 20 times in the last 5 years and I have never seen such horrible behavior. Please look at the film of this. I came through at about 6: 15am on 411114. I am 5' 7 inches, I have long brown hair and was wearing a red and 
black top with jeans. My boots were off so I had socks on the whole time. My Mom who has white hair and was wearing a floral jacket went through before me. This took approximately ten minutes and could have been done properly in about 5. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Na~m_e~h_·,_1R_·., ----~ 
Phone Numbe b. ff', 
Emai b1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller: Caller states she had a problem with the way she was processed at the airport in Dayton and filed a complaint and spoke to the program manager~ but he did not answer any of her questions. Caller states it was her understanding 
that if you pass all the screening you do not have 10 be concerned wilh the paldown. Caller states her hands were wanded and I hen she went through the AIT then wisked away to a room 10 be palled down. Caller stales that one patted her down while 
the other watched. Caller states it was very scary and they had ta bring her a wheelchair because she was shaking so bad. Caller asked if this was policy. Caller states she felt violated from this procedure. Caller states they did not explain what they 
were doing and she did not know what they a re domg. Ca 11 er states she had bob by pins in her hair and bows in her hair that had to be inspected. Cal I er states she le It very violated. Cal I er states her dad Ii ves in Ohio and she w, 11 have to go through 
Dayton regularly. Caller states she was never given a reason why they were doing this. Caller states that they put their hands all over her body. Caller asked where does the common sense come in. Caller states that when she flies through Denver 
this does not happen. Caller stales that this procedure was not ok with her and she is scared to death to go lhrough this process again. Caller slates I his process is degrading. Caller asked why would they choose her to do this 10. Caller slates I hat 
she has already filed a complaint and does not think she needs to file another. Caller states that she feels she was singled out because she had a white face. Caller states she will never go through that again. Caller states that the airport has her 
number if they want to contact her. 

,014 4.38 ,5 Response: Informed caller TSA moniIors the number and nature of complaints we receive 10 Irack Irends and spot areas of concern lhat may require special a11ention. This ongoing process enables us 10 ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we 
· · · determine that security-screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the subjects of repeated complaints. Informed caller that unfortunately those are the policies we have in place at the current time and this could 

happen at a nyt, me at any airport. Informed caller that she was not chosen at random for through screening. Informed cal I er th at this process is required anytime an a I arm triggers or sere en i ng officers can not immediately id ent,fy an Ite m. Informed 
ca Iler that we wo u Id rather not have to conduct through sere en i ng because it not only effects her but other passengers as we 11 but if an a I a nm triggers it wi 11 have to be resolved by a through pat down, Info nrned ca 11 er every person and item must be 
screened before entering lhe secured area of an airport, and lhe manner in which the screening is conducted is important. TSOs musl conduct additional screening 10 resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve an 
anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained ta explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not 
your experience. 

Caller: Caller slates she had a problem with lhe way she was processed at lhe airporl in Dayton and filed a complaint and spoke to the program manager ~bul he did not answer any of her questions. Caller states it was her understanding 
that if you pass all the screening you do not have to be concerned with the patdawn. Caller states her hands were wanded and then she went through the AIT then wisked away ta a room to be patted down. Caller states that one patted her down while 
the other watched. Ca 11 er states it was very sea ry and they had to bring her a whee I ch air be cause she was shaking so bad. Ca 11 er asked if this was po Ii cy. Cal I er states she le It violated from this procedure. Ca 11 er states they did not exp I am what they 
were doing and she did not know what they are doing. Caller states she had bobby pins in her hair and bows in her hair that had to be inspected. Caller states she felt very violated. Caller states her dad lives in Ohio and she will have to go through 
Dayton regularly. Caller states she was never given a reason why lhey were doing this. Caller states that they put their hands all over her body. Caller asked where does the common sense come in. Caller states that when she flies through Denver 
this does not happen. Caller states that this procedure was not ok with her and she is scared to death to go through this process again. Caller states this process is degrading. Caller asked why would they choose her ta do this to. Caller states that 
she has a I ready f, I ed a comp I a int and does not think she needs to file another. Cal I er states that she le els she was sing I ed out because she had a white face. Cal I er states she w, 11 never go through that again. Caller states that the airport has her 
number if they want to contact her, 

,014 4 _38.5 Response: Informed caller TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spat areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we 
· · · · determine that secunty-screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the subJects of repeated complaints. Informed caller that unfortunately those are the policies we have in place at the current time and this could 

happen at anytime at any airport. Informed ca Iler that she was not chosen at random for through screening , Informed cal I er th at this process is required anytime an a I arm t riggers or sere en i ng officers can not immediately identify an item , Informed 
caller that we would rather not have 10 conducl through screening because ii not only effects her but other passengers as well but if an alarm triggers it will have 10 be resolved by a through pat down. Informed caller every person and item musl be 
screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. TSOs must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an 
anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next m the process. TSA regrets 1f this was not 
your experience. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time . 41212014 5:02A7 PM 
Airport EWR - Newark International 
Date/Time of Travel , 04/02/2014 4:45 PM Airline & Flight Number, United Checkpoint/Area of Airport· C-1 checkpoint TSA Employee; (If Known), 

,014 6_ 18,4 Comment : I travel at least once a week through EWR and the past 2-3 weeks I have noliced that at each terminal C checkpoint I hat has TSA precheck, the lines have been extremely long. And it is most definitely due to the fact I hat you seem 10 be 
· · · allowing regular elite travelers to go though their awn security line but then they are pushed into the precheck flaw through the metal detectors. This has caused the wait on the precheck line to literally be 15-20 minutes while those entering the elite line 

is absolutely no wait. This absolutely defeats the purpose of expedited travel and would think this also opens us all up to those being screened less than those of 1s precheck travelers. This is absolutely unacceptable and should be stopped. 
Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints al discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air I ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Name..,(b..,.1,..,(6..,.)..,..,..,,.,..------, 
Email Address ( 1 
Phone Numberl'I: ~h~-,-IR,;,._-, ---,..----' 

Add res ~(b~••_,(6_.~I ---------~Calabasas CA 91302 

Are you 18 ar over? Yes 
,014 6_1 g-4. Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
. . . NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? yes 
N at1ona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Los Angeles I nte ma ti on al Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 
04-02-2014 10:05 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Nam-=b-'-l('i6"-i..,....,,.,...._._ ___ __, 
Email Address b 61 
Phone Number,-b::--~I 76~1 --,.. __ ___, 

Address: htl ,.(b_."')(_6'-1 _____ __. 

Are you 18 or over? No 
,014 8_24 .2 Are yau represented by a third party ar an attorney in this matter? No 
- - . NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) da ya u be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati an? 
Race? 
Ethnicity? 
Religion? 
N ationa Ii ty? 
Gender? 
Di sa bi I ity? 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

What was the dale and approxima1e lime of the incident? 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 41512014 1:47:39 AM Airport : LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel : 04104/2014 11 :30 PM Airline & Flight Number: United 1191 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport, Tenminal 6 (united Economy) TSA Employee: (II Known) , Not known Comment· Although I did not set off the metal detector, I received a pat down because I was wearing a long skirt. The TSA screener put her hand all the way up my left and 
into my crotch when parting down my right leg. 

'014 9:33:2 I reported the incident to supervisors on site who were not helpful. They took my personal information from my boarding pass. They wanted me to confront the TSA agent who had per her hand up I to my cloth on site. I felt intimidated and threatened. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Namq:b)(61 
Phone Number : ,._ _____ _. 

Email *b)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this teedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Si nee your complaint form w, 11 not accept my em a i I address, I am sending the complaint this way. 

Flight Info 
UA flight 1638 from LAX to DEN on April 4th-departure time 1 :25PM. Terminal 7 lower level screening. 

Civil Rights-ADA section complain! 

We were traveling from LAX to DEN on April 4th on UA 1638. We checked our bags at curbside and then walked to the first floor secunty check with our carry on's. Total in the group was 4, 2 of which were disabled. The time was about noon to 12:30. 
When the TSA agent checked the tickets and ID's, he told my wife to go down the left side for disabled. and told me that I could not accompany her, and had to go through the normal security line. If I wanted to help her, we either had to leave the area 
and walk to anolher security area (she and her brolher have problems walking so not an option, or take her lhrough the standard line, also not a good option. I told her to go down the disabled area, because there was a place 10 sil once through 

,014 6_06 _5 security. I then helped my brother-in-law who is deaf and has cerebral palsy, and the TSA agent sent him after my wife. and he let my other brother-in-law follow him-why would he let him through and not the care giver? The TSA agents at the metal 
· · · detector asked my wife is she had someone to help her, and she said no, so they helped her (special thanks to them')- She went through, and then came my brother-in-law. They asked him to take off anything he was wearing, and he didn't understand 

what they were asking. My wife was being patted down at the time, and was able to call back that he was deal and didn't understand. They then were able to help him (again special thanks for being so nice and taking care of him!). Now I am going 
through the normal line with almost all of our stuff-- purse, medical device and 2 roll-on·s. I felt sorry for the passenger behind me as I pul everything through. 

You can check your v idea and confirm a 11 of this. The act of separating the d1sa bled from their care giver 1s uncons c ionab I e. and this is the Ii rst 11 me it has happened in al I of our trips. I don't know what his problem was but he needs to be retrained. As 
for all of the other TSA agents that my wife and brother-in-law dealt with. please pass on my thanks for their kindness, it was greatly appreciated. 

Also, you need to fix your edits on this site to accept q.com as email address. My address is._kb_."'I(_6'-1 ____ _,!it lists it as "invalid Email, .. per my previous email. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time. 41712014 9:16:55 AM Airport: LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel: 04/06/2014 9:45 AM Airtine & Flight Number Delta #2364 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport. LAX Terminal 5 TSA PreCheck TSA Employee: (If Known) :!(b·:,(61 pomment · I went through TSA precheck as I often do and had to go through the metal detector as there was no other option ava~able_ I b~ve a metallic hip implant 
and informed lhe TSA agenl before I went lhrough and he had me emply my pockels and take off my shoes. The de1ec1or wenl off and I expected lhe 'pat-down' that I have undergone many dozens of times. OfficerKb:1(6) ]came over, broughl me 
and my bags to another area, patted me down and THEN proceeded to dismantle both of my carry-ans for a search. I asked him what the rationale was for this and he informed me that he was a Supervisor and that this was Standard Procedure for 
anyone who set off the metal detector. Oddly enough, I was the only person subjected to this ba~ search as several ind1v1duals set off the metal detector while I endured this wasteful and time-consuming hum1liat1on. I travel a lot and this 1s NOT 

:J14 10:07:( standard procedure in New York,Detroit,Chicago, San Francisco, Atlanta.etc. Officerkbl(ffl ~ingled me out and abused his authority. When I pointed that out to him. he tole me he &quot;was a Christian and wouldn't do such a thing&quot;. He 
needs 10 be re pri ma nded and brought up to speed on Standard Procedure. 
Would you like a re""""'-"'"'-'-?_,_=......, 
Passenger's N b·., ff 
Phone Numbe~(b,".;-,1(~6'"'", ='-----,....J 

Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a commen concerning this feedback. follow this link · hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



---Original Message--
From!(b1(61 
Sent: Monday, April 07, 20141124 AM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject D-RFI 

If nothing ever changed. the re would be no butterflies, -Author Unknown 

:J141246(.-,-,--,-,-----, 
~b,(6) 

(b 1(61 Colorado Springs CO 80921 
,.tb .... , .. (6""1--------~I 

Whal happened? 

On April 6, 2014 I was at SeaTac in Seattle. I was traveling with a service dog and my 17 year old daughter, both of whom assist me while I travel. My daughter was separated from me despite requests that she remain with me. The initial contact with 
these agenls came off to me as bullying- eilher separaIe or don t bother flying. 

I am an insulin dependent diabetic who uses a pump and continuous glucose monitor. Additionally, I have an implanted access port. I also have severe PTSD that is exacerbated by unknown situations. Per TSA s suggestion. I signed up for and was 
approved for the known traveler program through CBP. I also contacted TSA Cares to assist at the airport. That request was ignored by SeaTac personnel as it went to a mailbox belonging to someone on vacation. 
Prior to going lhrough the metal deIecIor, I requested a small vial of insulin be hand screened as I have been advised by bolh my physician and pharmacist that this medication can be damaged by use of x-ray. The TSA agent proceeded to go into a 
high alert status, demanding I ga through a complete bag search and pat down. Initially, I refused as this is the first time any TSA agent has gone this far. 

Hello, 

I am a very frequent flyer and participate in Global Entry and Pre-Check. In leaving from my home airport today (Phoenix). I was cleared for Pre-Check. I got m line and was checked through the ID porn! quickly to then go through the bag check and 
security machine. At that point, the Pre-Check line merged with another line that was longer than either of the two other lines (standard and premium travelers). 
Because of the length of the line, I assumed it was the standard traveler's line, but I am nol sure. Once I reached the poinl to have my bag scanned and pass through the metal detector, lhe TSA person was informing everyone I hat I hey were in the 
TSA Pre-Check line and that na one needed to remove anything from their bags and they could keep their shoes an. This seemed add that TSA would let non-Pre-Check passengers follow the pre-check rules. I had been in at her lines in the same 
airport where we we re mixed together (Pre-Check and non-Pre-Ch eek). In those situations we we re asked lo r our boarding pass at the 11 me we sent bags through the scanner to ensure that we cou Id I eave laptops in and shoes on. Afle r passing 
through the checkpoint, I approached the person from TSA that sits at the control desk. I mentioned that her team was processing everyone in the line as Pre-Check when there were really only 
2 or 3 of us that were Pre-Check. I assumed that she was nol aware. 
She quickly replied that she was aware of that and that was the proper procedure. 

'014 6: 10:4, 
I am writing you for two reasons. one is to try to understand what the process is and the other is to alert you to a possible misunderstanding by the TSA in Phoenix. It does not seem at all correct that TSA would process non-Pre-Check members using 
the Pre-Check rules. It seems like common sense that this would be a significanl security risk. Also, it is not consistent with whal I have seen elsewhere. 

If I am mIsta ken and this is a new procedure that is acceptab I e to TSA then I apologize lo r the confusion on my pa rt. 

Thank you. 

!(b,(61 ! 
Known Traveler ID'"kb,...,...1(""6"'"1-~ 



:J14 1212, 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Namtb)(61 I 
Email Address: .. h __ ·,~1~R ... ··, --~--~ 
Phone Number: 1h·,1r;·, 
Address: (b 1(6) 
Zipcode:""'"...,..,-----~ 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Los Angeles lnternalional Airport 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time : 41912014 2: 17:14 PM 
Airport . MU - Quad City 
Dale/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : I had be en previously a pp rove lo r Ir ave I using the TSA pre check. My mos I rece nl trip from ORD 10 PSP via American Airlines did not include the T RA Pre check on the boa rd i ng pass. 
The recent past t rave I had included this symbol. 
It is my u ndersta ndrng the o nee in the T SA Pre check p rag ram. 1"11 remain in it. 

,014 4_16 '4 M recently upgraded their computer programs and apparently dropped the previously approve TSA Pre check passengers from the program. 
· · · My AA Account# is!/h \/R\ I 

I will be 89 years old this June and a WW II veteran. The only difference between the TSA Pre and over 75 is over 75 generally requires belt removal and going through the body scanner which is slower than TSA Pre which doesn't require belt removal 
and going through a meta I d ete cto r rather th an the body sea n ne r - Process is much faster. 

My M Account# isj(b 1(61 I 
The phone number,sted ,snot available until after 27 May. However, I can be reached a1!rh··,1r;·, I or cell:~!r_h_-,1_R_-, ___ ~ 
Can you direct AA ta re-instate my previously approved TSA Pre check. 
Thank You 

Would you like a rei"""'-"'"'-'-.....L='-----, 
Passenger's N..,a....,m_e,,_( ... b ... l(._6 ... 1 __ --,. __ ___, 

Phone Numbe b)(6i 

Email l(b i(6i I 
To leave a Cul I II I1e1 Ii co11ceI I lln~ this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : P role ssiona Ii sm/C ustome r Service Current Date/Ti me , 411 012014 6: 06: 00 AM Airport , IAD - Washington-Dulles I nte ma ti on al Date/Ti me of Travel : 0411 012014 5: 30 AM Airline & FI i g ht N umber · Delta 6062 Checkpoint/ Area of Airport , #9 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. The elderly man at checkpoint #9 - gray hair, glasses, mustache - was incredibly obnoxious. He held up the line for several minutes because I could not read his mind. He did not ask me to move, but expected me to know to move without 
asking me. I told him he just needed to ask, which seem to offend him. After I go through, he pulls my bag and makes me wait while a bag and laptop go through the metal detector again. 

2014 8,22 ,c Flying out of Dulles is already bad enough without TSA going out of I heir way to make it worse. 

Now that TSA is unionized, I know there are no consequences to the behavior of any screeners, but would still like a response. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's N~""",1!:"h-"."-"R'-'-·-, __ .,.... __ _, 
Phone Number (b)(61 

Email (b ,(61 
To leave a comment concerning t 1s feedback, follow this link . hftp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Other: Screening 
Current Date/Time 4/912014 10:13:56 PM Airport: HPN - Westchester County Date/Time of Travel 04/07/2014 3:00 PM Airline & Flight Number Jet Blue 813 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Main TSA Employee: (If Known): Both supersivors that 
were on duty at the time Comment : I'm curTently an airline pilot at a part 121 air carrier called Silver Airways. I don't know if by emailing you. I am directing this to the right person. On April the 7th, I attempted to travel out of my local airport in New 
York (KHPNJ White Plains, NY 10 Fort Lauderdale (This was my third time traveling through this particular airport but haven'I experienced anylhing of lhis level before). Approaching the entrance, lhe TSA agenl allowed me 10 enter the security 
screening area after verifying my I.D. badge and seeing that I was in my full uniform. When I walked up to the metal detector and showed my I .D., the TSA agent informed me that he had never heard of Silver Airways and was not going to let me 
through secunty. I then ask him to call his supervisor to verify that Silver Airways was in fact a 121 air carrier. The supervisor informed me also that she was not going to let me through security and that I needed to check my bags if I had any l1qu1ds in 
them and that I needed to get a ticket in order get through security. At that exact moment, the JetBlue pilots that were working the flight down the Fort Lauderdale had come to my defense to verify that they have indeed heard of Silver Airways and it is 
a 121 air carrier. After hearing I his, the supervisor still insisled thal I go to the lickel counter to obtain a boarding pass and check my bags that contained any liquids. As I approached lhe security screening area again, the supervisor was awaiting my 

2014 8:22:, return and then ask to see my ticket. After she took my ticket, fifteen minutes had gone by and my flight was about to board. The captain of the JetBlue flight that I was trying to take came out to check to what was the issue was with me getting on. After 
!al king to the gate agent including the captain of the flight I was then al lowed to be screen and to make my way to the gate. But before I cou Id p race ed to the gate. I had to have my hand swabbed including my I ugg age that I had with me. The phone 
number that I was given if I wanted to speak to a TSA Manager is (914) 289l(b·:,(6 ! After trying this myself I was unsuccessful in proving to them the Silver Airways is in fact a 121 air carrier. Could some coCTect information or training be disseminated 
to the TSA personal al the White Plains airport location as to the screening of flight crew in uniform? 

Thanks, 
True 

1s feedback, follow this link . hftp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



2014 8:27:' 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name (b 1(6i 
Email Addre~s~s~: '",h----,,""r;""·, --'---, 

Phone Number (b)(ffl 
Address: NA '-----~ 

Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Na 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
G ea rg e Bush I nl erconti nenta I Ai rpo r1 



I had both hips replaced in 2007 and fly regularly, setting off metal detectors. This past Friday, April 4. 2014, I was flying out of LAX on American Airlines #297 (departing at 4:30pm) to Honolulu. The metal detector did NOT go off - I was at the security 
area closest to the Premium Passenger escalator on the far east comer of the American Airlines terminal - facing the metal detectors it was the one on the right side. I mentioned the fact that I had metal implants to the TSA agent and he replied that 
·you a I most set it off, I told him that the machine needed to be re-ca Ii bra ted. 

Thank you for looking into this. 

Sincerely, 

'014 12 1ol~(b_,_(B_) ____ ~ 

r,(6) 

r)(ff, j Los Angeles, CA 90027 

)(6) 

······················------------
LITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including any attachments. 

is lo r the so I e us rec i p1ent( s) and may contain confi d ent,al 
or legally privileged information. n eview, use, disclosure 
or dislribution is prohibited. If you are nol the inten e e 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of this origin a 
Caller wants to file a complaint. He stated he is 77 yrs, old, and was strip-searched by TSA. He walked through the WTM D and he has a knee replacement. was pulled aside and the TSO told him he had chemicals showing up and he was told in a 
very demeaning way 10 go into the security room. He s tJ I ed he wanted 10 speak to someone about this. 

Departed from CVG flying via Delta, #1934. 
The TSO agents, one was approx. 60 yrs, old and 250 lbs. and a thin older man approx. 55 yrs. old were the two gentlemen in the private room. 

Response: 
Apologized to caller for his experience and advised information will be provided to the CSM at CVG for review 

,014 12,56, Advised caller anytime an alarm sounds going lhrough screening process, a patdown is required to complele lhe screening process. 

All mail intended for delivery to the Transportation Security Administrations headquarters should be sent to the following address: 

John S. Pistole, Administrator 
Trans po rlati on Security Ad mini st ration 
60 1 South 12th Street 
Arlington, VA 20598 

P rav ided i nfa rma ti on via ema i I. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time, 4111/2014 12:29:43 PM Airport: STL - Lambert St. Louis International Date/Time of Travel, 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I have a replacement knee and am a participant in the TSA Precheck program, When going through a metal detector type of screening, an alarm is always sounded, resulting in a pat-down. Many airports do not have a body scanner, which 
avoids the need for a pat down. 

2014 2:04:, My question is why 1s a pat down required? First, 11 does not reveal the source of metal. Second, it requires TSA agents to be distracted to perform a lengthy pat down. Third, it negates the benefits of the Pre program in the way of passenger 
convenience arid reduced screening costs. 

The suggestion is to re-establish the use of hand held metal detectors to locate the cause of the alarm. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name b)(61 
Phone Number h··,1rr, 

Email l(b ,(61 ~ 
To leave a comment concerning 11s feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type : Civil Rights/Liberties 
Categories : Other (fill in box); Speech Current Date/Time : 4/11/2014 12: 10:50 PM Airport · MIA - Miami International Date/Time of Travel · 04/10/2014 12:00 PM Airline & Flight Number · UA3789 CheckpoinUArea of Airport · G gates TSA Employee: 
(If Known) !rh 1/R, I 
Comment· I would like to file a formal complaint against TSA Miami who illegally detained me and violated my civil rights based on retaliation. On Thursday, April 10 2014, I was flying from Miami to Chicago on flight #UA3789. I was going through 
TSA security checkpoint for ·•G" gates and told a screener thal I refuse 10 go through the whole body scanner. I politely explained to the screener thal I do not wish to be exposed 10 unnecessary radiation since I am concerned about my health. I kindly 
asked to go through other methods of screening and pointed out to TSA posters in the waiting line offering such a thing. The screener (Hispanic male about 30 years old) did not like my request and became agitated and upset with me. He told me that 
I must wait here in front of the gate (pointed out with his finger). He did not explain me the reason for the delay and why I was pulled aside from other passengers. While the line backed up to the whole body scanner, the same screener called some 
passengers over and screened them through the metal detector. I approached the screener again and asked him if I could go through the metal detector just like other passengers, The screener yelled at me and gave me an order to wait in front of the 
gate. I waited over five minutes and figured out that I am possibly waiting to be patted down by a female screener. After about five minutes of wait, a supervisor approached me and asked me twice if I am refusing to go through the whole body 

20 2_0 ., scanner. I told him that I do not wish to go through the scanner but would rather go through the metal detector. The supervisor told me to wait again in front of the gate. During my entire wait I noticed about three female and five male screeners 
14 · 4 · working the che c kpornt. None of the fem a I e sere eners a pp roached me, even thought. they made mu Iii pie eye contacts with me. Alier waiting for about 1 0 minutes a le ma I e screener Ii na 11 y approached me and escorted me through the gate for fu 11 body 

pat-down. I was patted down in the public view in front of other passengers and screeners, My husband who was flying with me and passed the checkpoint with TSA Pre become frustrated about the 10 minute delay. As he was witnessing how I was 
illegally delained and my civil rights were violated, he approached a TSA manager1rh·-,1r;·1 po file a verbal complains. The manager explained him policies about gender reslrictions for pat-downs. My husband asked the manager why I was 
illegally detained for 1 O minutes when there were three female screeners working tne checkpoint and none of them approached me for assistance. The manager admitted that he was not aware of the situation and apologized for his employees· rude 
and unp roles s ional behavior. As we we re I eav i ng the checkpoint, the TSA manager turned around and did not correct the prob I em with his employees. Thus. I wo u Id Ii ke to Ii I e a lo nm al complain that I was , 11 eg a 11 y detained for 1 0 minutes to purposely 
delay my screening process and isolated from other passengers to humiliate me. Second, my civil rights were violated based on retaliation because I refused to go through the whole body scanner. I was never offered to go through the metal detector 
like other passengers but automatically sent for unpleasant pat-down. This is unacceptable praclice by TSA Miami. I travelled through other major airpor1s and never experienced such a bullying from lhe screeners as I experienced in Miami airport. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Namej(b·:,(6) 
Phone Number, ~~~-----~ 

Ema,fh··,1r;·1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

2014 4:08:1 webkit-fake-url: !(b)(ffl !imagejpegl am the pilot in charge of flight 2942 from RST to ORD on 4 11 14. I was asked to surrender my cup of coffee after passing through the metal detector. As a uniformed 
working crew member, I fee I that the agents working security in Roch ester Minnesota at 1 :00 pm on 4 11 14 we re not lo 11 owing stand a rd operating p raced u re. Consequently. I purchased a $2 cup of coffee at an estab Ii shment inside of security and 
would appreciate being reimbursed for my expense, Thanks. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time: 4111/2014 4:06:25 PM Airport: MOW - Chicago Midway Date/Time o!Travel: 0411112014 3:00 PM Airline & Flighl Number 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I am 6 112 months pregnant and requested to go through the metal detector and have a separate pat down and was rudely told No! The woman told me the other scanner was not an X-ray and there was no medical reason why I couldn't go 

2014 6:03:, through it. I asked again for a separa1e screen and was told no again. I must say how rude this woman was was incredibly unnecessary. I am standing outside the decreeing point right now wiring it's because I was so upset and didn't want to leave 
without reporting it. 

'014 12 53: 

Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 

Email !(b 1(6) J 
To leave a comment concerning this feed ack. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

wallet and change out of his pockets? 

Advised: 

Contact the Universal Enrollment Call Center at (855) DHS-UES1 (1855] 347-8371) between 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Eastern Time, Monday through Friday for assistance. 

Nolhing changes about the screening olher than you can keep your belt on, shoes and light outer wear. You don t need to take your LGA bag out or the laptop out of its case. The liquids still need 10 be in a quarl sized bag. Your husband will still need 
to take his wallet and change out. 

If a passenger has a pacemaker, it is important for him or her to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening before the screening process begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO 
about any disability, medical condition, or medical device that could affect securily screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from securily screening, lheir use may improve communication and help 1ravelers discreetly notify TSOs of their 
conditions. 

Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices, passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology, 

Passengers can be screened using A IT on I y if they can stand sti 11 with their arms above their he ads lo r 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. If a passenger cannot or chaos es not to be screened by AIT, the passenger wi 11 be screened 
using a thorough pa tdow n procedure instead, A pa tdow n procedure also is used to resolve a no ma Ii es identified by AIT. If a p atdown is required in order to complete screening: 

• The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or I ift any article of c lathing to revea I a s ens1t1ve body area. 

In addition to the paldown, TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. 

A companion, assistant. or family member may accompany a passenger to assist him or her during any private or public screening. After providing this assistance, the companion, assistant or family member will need to be rescreened. The passenger 
should inform the TSO of his or her need for assistance before the screening process begins. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1~(b)(61 
Date Time: 41131'"'20""1""4""2"":..,.12"":""5""7 ""'A..,.M,... 

Nam~b,(61 
Email b1(6i 
Comp I a i nts; Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 

2014 9:50:, Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Oelta 1763 at 4:45 PM on 4112114. this occurred at approximalely 3:45 PM. The flight was out of Reagan International (DCA). Flighl left gate 22. Lei me know if you want any 
other detai Is. 
Comments: I was pu 11 ed from Ii ne and to Id to use the T SA preche ck I in e. I was completely unfa mi I iar with the process. At the first desk. I sea n ned my phone and asked a question about if I a plop had to come out of bag. I was not cl ear about the 
answer. the next person encountered was a young male with a ponytail, perhaps oriental or mixed heritage. He was loudly giving instructions about when and what has to come out of bags. when I started to ask a question, he rudely inten-upted me and 
began his ins1ructions again, and did not attempt 10 address my question. I told him thal I had heard him and he did not have 10 repeat and I did not appreciate his condescending altitude. Next I got stopped al the metal detector. I forgot that my phone 
was in my pocket. the woman asked if I had anything metal in my pockets. I said no. she said "I see something metal in your pocket··_ I realized my error and removed my phone. I asked if this was a game. TSA reminds us all the time that this is serious 
business. She should have told me to remove the phone from my pocket since she knew evidently knew it was there. Then I did what I always do after I passed through the detector. picked up my bag. I had to walk around one conveyor to another 
conveyor, grab my bag and was immediately and rudely and loudly asked what I was doing. they said my bag needed to be checked, I said "where are the signs. how am I supposed to know?" Not one person said anything to me indicating that I could 
not relrieve my bag until I had my hand on it. In all my years of 1ravel, any lime a bag of mine has been diverted, I am always asked "Is this your bag", I had not a word about anything. these are lazy arrogant poorly trained insensitive jerks. I waited 
patiently until an older, quite tall black male agent picked up my bag and opened it. He told me what he was doing and why. I believe it was a candle purchased at a gift shop that caused concern. This man was the only one in the area that was 
professi o na I. He was a bsol utel y great Please bear in mind that this entire 11 me, I was the only one using the p recheck security Ii ne. This makes me think that it 1s just used by bored I azy clerks to have a Ii 111 e fun at taxpaying passenger expense. I was 
insulted and treated rudely and humiliated, I am not sure but I am thinking that there is a good chance that this was racially motivated as I am a white male. I want a response. make no mistake about that. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 4/13/2014 4:09: 17 PM Airport . JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel · 04/13/2014 4:00 PM Airline & Flight Number · American Airlines #67 Checkpoint/Area of Airport · terminal 8 TSA Employee: (If Known) · 

2014 6- 04 _, Comment: Incredibly slow, held up flow of everyone in the line for a group of three who were unprepared to go through the metal detector. 
· · Would you like a response?· False 

Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" 
Cun-ent Date/Time : 411312014 7:49:44 PM Airport : CLT - Charlotte Douglas International Date/Time of Travel : 4113114 7:40 PM Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : P recheck B 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : NA 

2014 9:00:< Comment. Help me out. Why did I sign up, get photographed and fingerprinted and pay a fee ... Then you give the access to non screened travelers for free?•? Today there were several casual travelers in line. thanks to the &quot;managed 
incl us,on&q uot: program. One was a Europe an to u nst who had to go through the meta I detector 3 times. This slows the process for the business traveler and in ere a ses risk. I am dis appointed with this and I hope you change 11. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name!(b 1(6) I 
Phone Number · 
Email l(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller flew from San Juan PR ta DCA. There were two lines for baggage screening and ane line for the passengers. Passengers were waiting nine people deep toga through the AIT. Caller states that she was out al line al sight of her bags a full 
minute and a ha If. Anything could have been taken from or inserted into her I ugg age in that ti me. The reason she was out of the Ii ne of sIg ht was because her back was turned away from her be longings. The WT MD was on I y far flight crews and it was 
the line closest to the callers baggage. She thought that. had she gone through that line, she would have been able to maintain eye contact with her belongings. but that was not an option when she was going through screening. The TSOs were 
directing all passengers through the AIT. She spoke 10 a STSO who said this is a new procedure and a recenl change. Caller was upset about this siluation. She said the person who presenled as an STSO (she was not sure if this TSO was one) 
said she did not Ii ke the procedure either and encouraged her to tel I T SA. 

'014 12 05: Airport SJU 
Airline: JetBlue 
Flight Number: 1348 
Date and Time: Apnl 13 at 4:40pm 
Location: A Terminal 

I thanked her far calling. I told her that usually the TSOs will try ta keep an eye on the luggage if the passenger cannot, but since it was 9 people deep. that would have been difficult. I told her I would send this to the CSM for review. 
The caller and her nine year old son,kb·•,(ffi I flew from COS on April 13, 2014, and his shoes alarmed the WTMO. The female TSO called over a male agent, and indicated that he would have 10 lake the callers son 10 another area for additional 
screening. The caller informed the TSOs that her son was nine years old, and she needed ta accompany him. The agents refused, and took him to another area. However, when he returned to the screening area he told his mother that his $50.00 
cash gift given to him by his grandmother was missing. She then asked for a su pe rvi sor, as the entire i nc1d e nt was tro ub Ii ng. A supervisor walked aver to the sere en i ng a re a. and told her that her son I ooked old er than nm e. The re/a re, she would not 
have been able to accompany him. The ca Iler then requested video footage of the area where he received add it ion a I screening due to the missing money. The supervisor indicated that they co u Id not pul I the footage without contacting loca I I aw 
enforcement. The caller was afraid I hat I hey would miss the flighl. so they exited lhe screening area. She wanted 10 file a complaint and a claim form. 

FI Ig ht Information: 

Dale and Time of Flight: April 13, 2014; 4:45 PM 
Departure Airport: COS 
Airline: American Airlines 
Flight Number: 956 
Terminal and Gate Numbers: 8 
Time al Incident: 4:00 PM 
Description of TSO: A middle aged hispanic or caucasian male with glasses. 

2014 5:56 : 1 Description of Supervisory TSO: A caucasian middle age female with reddish or blondish hair. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

Al tho ugh a physical search may be required to clear an a I a rm, T ra nsportat ion Security Officers (TS Os) a re trained on p roles s ion a I and courteous screening procedures to make the process run smoothly and to reduce i nco nven i ence. We regret that you 
were not s ati sfi ed with the service you received . 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt corrective action whenever we determine that security
screening po Ii ci es need modification or specific employees or teams a re the subjects of repeated complaints, 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific a i rpa rt. we have fa rwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Custom er Service Manager ( CS M) at that I a ca ti an. 

TS A a pp recia tes th at you took the time to share this conce m with us, We a re confident that through the concerns brought to us by the t rave Ii ng public, we w i 11 be better able to address problem areas with corrective action. 

Yau may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 



2014 2:31 :, 

Caller flew from Orlando to Westchester. When she was going through the TSA she had her puppy with her. They told her to take the dog out and walk him through the WTMD. It beeped. The officer said it had to be her earrings. She took them off 
and handed them to him. He was African Amencan. short hair. almost bald. some facial hair. she doesn t remember that well. Everything was fine and she went to another TSA agent who wiped her hands and she didn t realize she forget them. She 
was wearing sandals and jeans and a white tshirt. She had a ponytail and she had the dog in her hands. 

Advised: 

I can send you a claim form if you can provide me with an email address. Fulfillment sent to callers email address. You will receive your claim form within 24 hours of this response. 

If you can provide me with some information I can send it ta the CSM at MCO to notify them of what happened. 

Claims take about 60 days to process, they can take up to 6 months. You will receive a cover letter with instructions on how to complete it. You can either mail it back to the address provided or you can fax it or complete it and scan it and send to the 
ema i I address on the form. 

Airport where the incident occurred: MCO 
Airline: Jetblue 
Flight numbers: 1294 
Date and time of incident April 14, 2014, 815-820 pm 
I nd1Y1d, ,a I S co •ta ci I •rrm ati on emai I 

l(b)(61 -
NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainls of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name: A 
Email Address: A 
Phone Number: A 
Address: A 

Are you 18 or over? No 

2014 8.24 t Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
.. NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati an? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport 

What was the dale and approxima1e lime of the incident? 
04-15-2014 18:45 



a passenger in front of him. He indicated that he arrived to the checkpoint at least 20 minutes prior to his boarding time. He opts out of AIT and WTM D due to metal implants (two full hip replacements) and requests a patdown. He advised a white 
female TSO (medium build, 5 5 , brown hair) that his flight would be departing soon and that he was delayed during curbside check in. She advised that he needed to get in line and wait with other passengers. He had to run to make his flight, which he 
should not be doing in regard to the hip replacement. He was the lasl person to board the flighl. 

This occurred on 4 6 at DEN. He was traveling with Delta flight DL98 departing at 11 :45am from the Delta Terminal 4. He was at the checkpoint on the left. 

He feels that he could have been and should have been referred to expedited screening or something should have been done to expedite his screening. He is normally pushed through screening due 10 his disability. 

He lives in the Detroit area. 

He asked whal he needs to do 10 qualify for Precheck and for the protocol in regard 10 lhese type of siluations. He asked if lhe Precheck lines are generally shorter. 

He asked if the enrol Im e nt center in Detro it was at D TW. 

I asked lhe caller-If you believe you or someone else was discriminated againsl or received disparate trealment or were impacled based on disabilily or medical condilion or allege thal TSA failed 10 accommodate your disability or medical condition, 

2014 3:39: 1 Federal regulations require that your complaint be put in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. 

Do you want infonmation about filing a written complaint? 

The ca 11 er indicated that he would Ii k e the complaint to be handled as one in reg a rd to poor customer service. 

I advised that I would refer the infonmation to the CSM at DEN to make them aware as they would have the means to look into and address the situation. The CSM should also be able to address his inquiry in regard to TSA s protocol in regard to 
passengers who arrive 10 lhe checkpoint very close 10 I heir boarding departure time. 

I a po I og i zed in reg a rd to the situation. 

I advised that he can apply with TSA for lhe Precheck benefit by pre enrolling al tsa.gov where he will provide biographic information and make an appointment 10 visil an enrollment center. At lhe enrollment center, he will provide fingerprinls, ID, 
citizenship documentation, and pay the $85 fee. The Precheck lines may be shorter depending on the number of participants. I advised that he would still need to opt for a patdown. which may void the Precheck benefit. 

The enrollment center is at DTW. 

Note: TICKETED PASSENGERS ONLY OR THOSE WITH AN APPOINTMENT ONLY. Applicants must either have a boarding pass OR an appointment with a confirmation page to obtain a gate pass to access the enrollment center. This TSA Pre ? 

On 4111114 I was traveling from Newark airport at approximately 1 PM on united flight 590. I was selected for additional screening. This is not new to me since I fiy well over 1 K miles per year. I moved into the holding cell and awaited an agent. 
kb·:,(6) !came over and told me to follow her. She started to lead me to a table about 25 feet away from the luggage screening area. This would require that I leave my possessions unattended (there wasn't even a TSA agent on the other side of 

the metal de1ec1or). I lold her that I did nol wish to leave my possessions unatlended. She told me I hat I had to and to follow her. I refused and she became belligerent and loud. She then forced me back into the holding cell like it was jail and walked 
awa I rotested to another agent and asked to see a supervisor. !rh··,1rr1 !(badg~ame over and I explained the situation. She immediately helped me and then asked that I send a complaint because they have been having issues 

2014 6:06:, wit (b)(61 

I am really getting tired of TSA agents acting like they are above the law and acting very rude 

As a Global Entry member I had my first experience with TSA Precheck at Dulles International Airport on April 6. While the process was a great improvement overall, the one area where I encountered a problem was with the requirement to remove 
belts. The signs in the waiting area stated that belts did not have to be removed, but when I reached the screening point the TSA officer told me that belts have to removed if they contain metal that will activate the metal detector. I suggest that the 
signs in the screening area be revised to clearly indicate that belts with meta 11 i c parts wi 11 sti 11 have to be removed. 

Thank you. 

2014 8:23;-a:''-,---,-,---------, 
rb)(61 

Gaithersburg, MD 20882 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' , Screening 
Current Date/Time: 4117/2014 8:21 :30 AM Airport AUS - Austin-Bergstrom lnlernational Dale/Time of Travel : 04/17/2014 7:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Gates 14-25 TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment : T SA pre-check I in e took long er than the regular I in e. The T SA agent was manning both I in es and would not I et the T SA pre-ch eek peop I e through. Th en the TSA agents running the meta I detector co u Id n 't figure out how to screen for a baby 

1014 10:36 : stroller which held up the line for 10 mins. Seriously? People pay money to be able to go through the line with at least some movement. The TSA agents need to learn how to do their job. I am never traveling to Austin again because of the TSA 
agents• 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Dear Sir/Madam: 
The T SA PRE p rag ram does not seem to work as suggested on your web site. 

Yesterday afternoon I wenl through the PRE line at LAX. 
At the point of ID inspection, the TSA person told me that if I had a Pace Maker, I had two choices. 

Go through the PRE meta I detector and be given a pat-down. 
Go to the back of a long line for lhe image scanner. 

I chose the pat-down. 

Contrary 10 lhe information given on the PRE sile: 
I had to remove my shoes. 
I had to remove my light jacket. 
I had to remove my belt. 

2014 4 ' 18' 1 This process seems to defeat the purpose of TSA-PRE. 

K errvi 11 e TX 78028 
kb,(61 J 

HYPERLINK.._(b--')-'-(6--'-1 _________________ _, 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?"" : Screening 
Current Date/Time . 4118/2014 12:08:06 AM Airport · HNL - Honolulu International Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : hawaiian airline interisland terminal TSA Employee: (If Known) · 

2014 8:27: 1 Comment : I have a concern about the pre check al Honolulu airporl inler island. My concern is that how do TSA know who is pre check after showing id's 10 agent because the pre check and regular line merges inlo one metal de1ec1or. And oftentimes 
t rave I e rs jump to whichever baggage s canning thats faster. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b·:,(6) ro leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



1014 10:19 

'014 12:23: 

Feed back Type . Compliment 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time . 4118/2014 9:48:21 AM Airport : BOS - Logan International Date/Time of Travel : 04/18/2014 5:30 AM Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal A Pre-check TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · When there is a rush of people you need to have a second metal detector open up. After putting my carry-on trough the x-ray machine. I had to tum around and get in a line of 20 people waiting for the metal detector. All while bags were 
piling up on the other side of the ,-ray belt. I saw at least 3 TSO slanding around doing nothing who could have been operating lhe second me1a1 detector. It would be so easy for someone to walk off wilh my belongings. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name 1h··,1rr, 
Phone Number b. 6"i 
Email (b)(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Ca Iler has a Globa I Entry Card and was 101 d tha I she could use it for Preche ck. Ca 11 er flew from LAX to SF O and presented her Glob al Entry ca rd a the ch eek point and did not receive P recheck. She is needing to know why she is not g etl i ng P recheck 
and is also wanting us to know that having to be screened before she is permitted ta fly is ridiculous. 

I advised her that in order to opt in for Precheck she will need to enter her Pass ID number that is located on the back of her Global Entry Card into the KTN field when making her flight reservations and this will opt her in for Precheck. If she gets 
selected for Precheck she can leave her shoes and light ou1er wear on she can leave her laptop and toiletry bag in the carry on bag during screening. If selecled she will be permitted 10 go through the WTMD bul if an alarm sounds she will have to go 
through additional screening which would include a patdown. 

Whal if she is pregnant and does not want 10 go through the screening since she does nol wanl someone in a dark back room looking at her naked. 
I advised her that the screening technology is optional for everyone so if she does not want ta go through it she can apt out and request a patdown screening instead. The image of the AIT screener is a generic outline of the body. I advised her that 
she has to go through some type of screening if she wants to fly. 

Caller was going through PIT and it took her 1.5 hours to get through screening. She was flying on Jetblue and her boarding pass had the Precheck icon but the TSO refused to allow her in the line. The TSO stated that the Precheck was printed in the 
wrong p I ace by J etb I ue and that it was sup posed to be under the bar code. One hour I ater a di flerent TSO looked at her boa rd i ng pass and said you are in the wrong I an e and that the passenger s hou Id be in Precheck instead of the regular I a ne. When 
the caller explained what had happened, the TSO offered to take her upstairs so she could lodge a complaint but she declined since her flight was departing soon. Another TSO offered to take her through the body scanner but she went through the 

20142:41 :, WTMD instead and after having to go through it several times(she had to remove her belt,lhen her jewelry.then her shoes) she was finally cleared. Caller wanls to know why she was subjected to such a blatanl systems failure obviously caused by a 
training issue. She doesn t understand why one TSO told her she couldn t be in the Precheck lane and another told her she could. 

Explained that I would forward her information to the CSM for review. 
Caller states that he works far an airline. He has a company ID. Caller states that usually when he travels between airports in uniform he goes through the WTMD. Caller was told that he should go through the metal detector before, but this week he 
was di reeled to go through the Al T because he is a mechanic. This occurred at Columbus. 

Advised ca Iler: 

2014 8:17:, Please note. TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport, and no crewmemberwill be guaranteed expedited access to the sterile area. As part of TSA's random screening process. an eligible 
c rewmemb er may sti 11 be di reeled to a passenger sere en i ng Ii ne to be screened, 

Flight crewmembers in uniform who present valid identification may use these lanes when seeking access ta the sterile area for official purposes. However, use of TSA Precheck lanes by uniformed flight crewmembers is not guaranteed at every airport 
TSA Precheck is a va1 I ab I e, as the Federal Security Director at each airport has the disc ret1on to reserve these lanes far passengers. 

Caller states that he works far an airline. He has a company ID. Caller states that usually when he travels between airports in uniform he goes through the WTMD. Caller was told that he should go through the metal detector before, but this week he 
was di reeled to go through the Al T because he is a mechanic. This occurred at Columbus. 

Advised ca Iler: 

2014 8:17:, Please note. TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport, and no crewmemberwill be guaranteed expedited access to the sterile area. As part of TSA's random screening process. an eligible 
c rewmemb er may sti 11 be di reeled to a passenger sere en i ng Ii ne to be screened, 

Flight crewmembers in uniform who present valid identification may use these lanes when seeking access ta the sterile area for official purposes. However, use of TSA Precheck lanes by uniformed flight crewmembers is not guaranteed at every airport 
TSA Precheck is a va1 I ab I e, as the Federal Security Director at each airport has the disc ret1on to reserve these lanes far passengers. 



I a pol og i ze for the de I ay of you receiving this complaint but the e-mai I address sup pl 1ed to me vi a complaint card was not correct. 

On Sunday, April 6, 2014 at appro,imately 18:05 hrs., I was at Midway Airporl in Chicago, Illinois going through TSA screening while en roule 10 Sun Counlry Flight #176 to Minneapolis. 

When my time came to go through the metal detector, I approached as directed by a middle aged woman with red hair, TSA Officer later identified at!(b)(ff:, 1- I have an artificial hip implanted on my lefi side and I am well aware that my hip would set of 
the metal detector. Just prior to stepping into the metal detector I paused to let the Officer know that I have an implant. The Officer totally disregarded listening to what I had to say and just kept waving me into the detector. As I knew it would. the 
detector went off. The Officer told me thal I needed to step back and lake off my belt. I I hen a11empted to tell her once again that I have an arlificial hip and also added that my belt was off as I lifted up my shift to show her. Once again she 1otally 
ignored what I had to say and told me to empty my pockets in a demeaning downgrading tone of voice. Not appreciating the tone she used with me, I stopped and told her that if she would take the time to listen to me she would know why the alarm 
went off The Officer then stopped and attempted to stare me down and said. Really . 

Nol easily intimidated, I stared back and said, Yes, if you would listen to me this could have been taken care of already, I have a hip implanl. She then called for another officer to come up and pal me down as she once again stared at me in a very 

2014 9: 11 : 1 weak attempt of intimidation. 

The rest of the pat-down and search went as normal and I was then let through. I then asked to speak to a TSA Supervisor and I was directed to a desk around the comer and in the hallway of the terminal. I spoke to a male Supervisor, black male, and 
told him of my unpleasant experience with one of his officers. A female from this area then accompanied me down lhe hallway and I I hen poinled out the TSA Officer to her and she told me I hat lhe Officers name wasKiw:§[J 

This TSA Officer. identified to me a~ was very unprofessional and acted as a machine instead of a human being. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me through lhis e-mail: HYPERLIN~._(_b_)(_6_, ________________ _. 

i(b)(61 

I am writing to file a complaint about Baltimore/Washington's BWI airport. Specifically, my complaint regards TSA employee._kb_·:""1(6_-'-I __ ....,! ~ was working at the secunty line when she denied my reasonable accommodation for a d1sab1lity this 
morning, Saturday, 4119114 around 7am. Office1(b·•,(ffi !suggested I email TSA directly to file this complaint. 

I am recovering from an extensive orthopedic shoulder surgery. As a result of this surgery, I am unable to lift my arms fully over my head without pain and discomfort. As such, my surgeon advised me to ask TSA agents for full-body scan alternatives 
when traveling. He does not want me to ave rextend my recovering should er. 

I have !ravelled through BWl's security checkpoinl three times since the surgery, and I have never been denied a request for an accommodation. The TSA agents al BWI and two other airports were supportive and helpful as I was "wanded,'' palled 
down, and/or went through the metal detectorfb·•,(ffi !did not offer me alternatives, and my accommodation request was denied. 

After exp Iain i ng my situation to~ at the security checkpoint. she said, "You can't even hold your a rm up for just a second?" After I to Id her my surgeon doesn't want me moving my s ho u Ider that way J( b I ( ff:, lo Id me th at going through the 
metal detector was not an option (meanwhile, three passengers walked through it in place of going lhrough the full-body scan). She also informed me that TSA no longer use the wand on passengers and haven't done ii for over a year--1 was "wanded" 
less than 9 months ago at BWI. She said I could go through the pat down but that it "would be awhile." She offered no support or alternatives, and she didn"t seek help from other TSA agents to even pursue a pat-down option. It seemed as if she was 
more interested in rushing me through the busy line than responding to my request senously. 

2014 9,26 ,, Furthermorefbl(ff•, lwas snippy, flippant, and unprofessional. I told her I hat she didn't need to be snippy wilh me because I was looking for help. !(b )(6) !tone did not change, and she slill was unwilling to help. 

Because I was offered no accommodation, I had to go through the full-body scan. I was in s1gmf1cant pain. Even as I write this email over 12 hours after the scan I can feel pain around my surgical site; this pain is greater than what I experience on a 
normal day. 

I reporte~(b 1(6) !to Office~(b)(ff:, lat BWI, who, as I stated before, suggested I contact you. He told me that I have rights that protect me and my disability. I told him that I was aware of these rights because I am registered with Disability Support 
Services at my workplace. 

Please let me know what the next steps are for this complaint. I am looking forward to your reply. 

Siocerelv 
[b)(61 



Sent: Saturday, Apnl 19, 2014 9:08 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subjec1l(b)(61 ~as sent you a document 

Image removed by sender. 
Image removed by sender. Send. Sign. Done.Image removed by sender. 

Image removed by sender. 
Image removed by sender. 
Image removed by sender. 

fh·11r;··, !has sent you a document TSA Complainl Submission~·----------------~ 
CI i ck HYPER LINK https: secure. e c hosi g n. com public downloadAg reeme nt?a id~( b H 6) ! he re to download the document. 

2014 9:27:' 

Message from null: 
Attached is a copy of my complaint form 
HYPERLINK https: kb··,rm k.earn how Adobe EchoSign helps you easily send, 1rack, and manage document signa1ures. 

Upload. customize. and send contracts in a few quick clicks. 
Keep rea 1-11 me Ira ck of contracts. Know exactly when they re opened. viewed, signed. 
Get alerts when things happen, and when they don t. 
Present and ga I her s igna I ure for documents, even when you re om i ne. 

To ensure that you continue receiving our emails, please add~(_b~)( __ 6~'-------~!to your address book or safe list. 

Attachment: 

Passen er Nam h·,1r;·-, 

Phone#:"'b.,.-.. 6,;.·-... , ----'----, 
Address1:.b.:..!.l.l(:.:6.!..i --r:-=,,-----"'====..i..;.....u'-'-""'----------, 
Email: HYPERLINK~b~1_(6~)------------------~ 

I arrived al Oakland lnternalional Airport on Tuesday the 15th of April@ 5am. After I received 
my boa rd i ng pass I asked for assistance from 3 different TSA agents. Each agent to Id me ta ga 

Caller: Caller slates he has had hip surgery and knee surgery. Caller slates he tells tsa about ii and before he gels to the olher side they drag him over to the other side of lhe screening area for more screening and he does not like it. Caller stales 
they are going to take him over ta the glass cage for further screening every time he flies. Caller states that there was a guy an business trip and he missed a flight and all of his stuff were gone through and someone stole his stuff all because he had a 
meta I piece in his e I bow and he sued the company. Caller states this incident was on CNN. Caller states that 1f it takes an hour to reso Ive the a I a rm he w, 11 miss his flight. Ca 11 er states he 1s a p hotograp her and he does not want his f, Im to go through 
the x ray machine because he has lost a lot of film this way. Caller states that he knows a lot of people that goes through screening and if they go through screening it will set off the alarm, 

2014 2'26 '' Response: Informed caller that unfortunately current TSA policy states that if an alarm sounds during screening TSA officers must resolve this alarm. Informed caller that there was not a way to get around screening. Informed caller that TSA always 
recommends travelers to arrive at least 2 hours in advance to allow for security screening and boarding of aircraft. Informed caller If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security 
Officer (TSO) before screening begins so ii you do trigger an alarm officers will know how to resolve the alarm. Informed caller many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by 
Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ if it is available at his airpor1. Informed caller that he can requesl a hand inspection for any items that are sensitive to the x ray machine. 



Information Request She said she had a seizure on the plane and that we ruined her Easter. She said the people who put the bags on the plane just threw them on the plane. She said a Black female TSA agent told the other agent to let her go. She 
said the black male TSA agent was trying to keep her there al the checkpoint and laughed and said good luck on catching thal flight. She asked what will happen on the return flighl when she has to go back through. She said she will put locks on her 
bag. She said the Spirit Airlines agent threw her bag on the conveyor belt. She said she cant write anything dawn rigth now but will have her Attorney handle this tomorrow. She said her phone chargers are missing. She said this is making her sick and 
she has to end the phone call now. She declined her name on this phone call. She said she has missing and broken items from her check bag. 

Respanse:The Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before 
entenng the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensunng that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some insIances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown an a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ ar resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passengers property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 

2014 S: 29:, citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers, TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new Iechnologies to address the explosives th real. In lhe meantime, lhe use of additional screening enhances our ability 10 deIecI explosives al our Nation s airport checkpoints, provides an additional layer of security al the checkpoint, and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)), it must; 

Be filed within 180 days al the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt; 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the alleged discriminatory action in sufficient detail to inform TSA of the nature al the alleged act al discrimination: and 
Be sIg ned by the complainant or someone autho nzed to sign on be ha If of the comp I a i na nt. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns. we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their awn behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 



2014 624, 

My name iskb)(ff:, !and I am a trusted traveler and enjoy the perks of the global entry and TSA pre-check programs. Yet I do have one concern. I recently had a knee replacement and it has made the TSA pre-check pretty much inconvenient for 
me anymore and I think this is quite unfair. The fact I now have an a rti fi ci a I knee does not cause me to be an untrusted trave I er yet I am treated as such and I wonder if th ere a re any plans in the future to al low some sort of not1f1cation on the boa rd i ng 
pass to a 11 ow me to go through the metal d electors. 

Most airports with the TS A pre-ch eek ut i Ii ze meta I detectors instead of body sea n ne rs. In a 11 my tra ve Is si nee my surgery I have been required to be escorted back around through other trave I ers not ut i Ii zing the TS A pre-ch eek so I can go through a 
body scanner. TSA will not allow me to pass lhrough the TSA pre-check line metal detector. 

Whal can be done as lhis inconvenient to me a trusted traveler. 

Thank you, 

[b)(61 

[b)(61 

Rogers, AR 727 56 

._kb-'-l ... (6-'-1 __ _,hmobile) 

I have been reading your web site and came across a bizarre and alarming statemenl under the reasons for being sexually assaulted - aka pal down- by screening agents. Direclly from your sile: "Pal-Down: A pat-down may be performed if there is an 
alarm of the metal detector, if an anomaly is detected using advanced imaging technology, if an officer determines that the traveler is wearing non-form fitting clothing, or on a random basis." 

So, it seems we are now required to wear tight "form fitting clothing"? Do you, or your wife or daughter have to wear tight revealing clothing to board an airline? Oh. silly me - you and yours just sail right through. Like that politian a year or so ago that 
went through the fast track and was found upon arrival at his deslination to have carried a loaded hand gun on to an airplane! If that fool had fired that gun lhe enlire plane may have gone down. He was charged with a misdemeanor. 

2014 S: 31 :, I am yes, irrate at the whole idea of having to forego all of my rights as a citizen of the US just to travel by air. 

However, now I have to wear tighl clolhing? Please do respond. 

kb)(6) 

The caller is at DTW and went through security in a wheelchair. The male officers wanted her to go through the AIT but, because she could not raise her arm she was able to walk through the metal detector. The caller gave the male officers her coat 
and other item but forgot 10 lake oul her ear piece. A female officer told her to take out her ear piece and place ii in a bin. The caller took out her ear piece and put ii in a bin and a female officer told her 10 go ahead and go through the AIT because she 
had seen her take out her ear piece. The caller told the female officer that she could not hold her arm up above her head. The caller states that the female officer made her feel like a spectical and was very rude. She eventually let her go through the 
metal detector. The caller states the female officer was very disrespectful and the caller states the female officer 1s not a doctor and should not be questioning peoples disabilities. An officer at the gate gave the caller a card to call TSA. The caller 

2014 3'43·( works for the LA County Commission on Disability. She works with fh·\/r;·-, Uhe President of the Commission of Disability and the caller stated she understands why people with disabilities do not want to fiy considering how they are treated. The 
· · caller went through screening at lhe Soulhwesl terminal very firsl screening checkpoinl around 3:40pm. The caller was able to go through the metal detector as planned. The officer in question was African American looked to be in her lale 20 s or 

early 30 s, around 5ft 4 inches. with shoulder length hair, and possibly wore glasses but not certain on whether the officer was wearing glasses. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Cus1omer Service Manager. 



2014 6:27:' 

From: b1(6) 
Sent: Tuesday, Apnl 22, 2014 3:56 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subjecl: TSA ContJct Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontac\lindex.shtm 

Date Time: 41221~14 3:56:08 PM 
Remote Client l~b)(61 

------------------------------------------------------------------
Name: 

kbl(61 

Email: 

HYPERLIN~,_(b--'-)_(6-'-) _______________ __. 

B nef De scri pt,on of Inquiry: 

Unprofessional conduct 

Comments: 

I fiew on 4121114 from the Domestic American Airlines 1erminal 8 at JFK. My flight left at 1 :45pm so I wenl through the security line around 11 :45am-12noon. I was flying to atlend my brolher's funeral, who died of a self inflicled gunshol wound. I 
understand that the agents do not know why people are traveling. However, as the TSA agent was checking my ID before proceeding to the metal detectors, he was conversing with a co-worker about how bared he was. He mimed the motion of putting 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 
--------------------··-;.-::.-::.-::.-::.-::.-::.-::.-::.-::.-::.-::.-::,-------------------------------------
Remote Client IPkb-·1(6'1 
Date Time: 412212!';0"'1'"4"'6"': O'"'O,...: 1'"'5""P"'M,..,..... 

2014 8:20:c Nam--,~~b~--'!~16~_.~I ---~--~ 
Emailtbi(6_1 
Comp I a i nl s: Di scou r1 ea us/Rude Employee· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):B terminal at Orlando airport at around 4a.m. on April 22. I left out of gate 41 on United. 
Comments:First time flying in about 5 years, put all my belongings in plastic tray started to walk through metal detector. TSA agent looks down at my feet without saying a word, I then look down realize I have my shoes on. I then take them off put 
them in scanner and laugh at myself for forgetting, The TSA agent then says "you got a problem" I then say I didn't say anything, He stops the scanner, gives me a say something look then starts it up again. I work on aircraft and had my blue badge on 
at the lime. I did not go through employee line it was the regular line and it was so early he was the only one on walk through metal detector. I could identify him if I had to. Exlremely unprofessional and one of the main reasons why I do not fiy unless I 
have ta. 

Feed back Type : Security Issue 
Categories: Duration of Screening Process Current Date/Time· 4123/2014 11 :28:40 AM Airport· DCA - Washington Reagan National Date/Time of Travel· 04/22/2014 7:30 AM Airline & Flight Number· Jet Blue Checkpoint/Area of Airport· TSA 
Screen TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I am writing about the &quotrandom&quot: extension of the security checks that we experienced and witnessed in DCA. My mother is a 78 year old woman who suffers from dementia, She walked through the metal detector and after 
approximately a 2 to 3 second delay, there was a beep. She was immediately herded to another area. She, because of her condition, had no idea what was going on. I went over 1owards her and was told to step away. Her hands were swabbed. 
asked an agent if it was really necessary to do this ta a 78 year old with dementia and he replied it was random. I looked around at the other random victims. One was a woman obviously suffering breast cancer and the at hers were all retired (or 

'014 12:17: within that age range)people. Not one was a teenager, young adult, or business looking professional. So therefore, ,twas not random at all. That type of &quotsecurity&quot; 1s insulting and really not security at all. It would be nice if the powers that 
be rea I ly work on protecting the public and not trying to fool them. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Na.,m,...e,-';'b"-·"'"1("'"6-'-·., --..--' 
Phone h··,1rr, 
Email ·._b_)-'--(6_, ____ _. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.go,IEDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es 01 her; Screening 
Current Date/Time· 4123/2014 1:39:37 PM Airport: ONT - LA/Ontario International Date/Time of Travel· 04/21/2014 3:15 PM Airline & Flight Number· Southwest 620 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· screening area TSA Employee: (If Known): Female 
Comment : My daughter, who is an attra ctIve and petite mi nor was flying a Ione. back to her lathe rs house in Nevada lo 11 owing her spring break vacation with me in Cal 1/o mi a. She was 'pre-screened' and moved quickly th ru the sere en i ng a re a. as she 
always has in the past. Because She is a minor, I always get an escort pass to take her to her gate and wait with her for her flight to board. I have done this several times in the past and have never had an issue walking thru the metal detector right 
behind her. But this lime I was told to go thru ,-ray scanner, I opted oul for health concerns and had to wait for an employee for a pat down. This caused me great concern for 2 reasons. One, my personal belongings, including my cell phone, ID and 
credit cards which were not in a wallet or purse, were sent thru the xray machine and just sitting out in the open an the other side where every person walking by has access to them. And Two, My daughter was alone, unsupervised and had NO idea 
why I wasn't right behind her as I always had been. She was frightened and alone, while I waited for someone to be available for my pat down. i FULLY cooperated and never gave the tsa employees attitude. but when I asked for an explanation opn 
why it was different this time. I was given attitude in return. Following my pat down, I was approached by another tsa employee who indicated my daughter forgot she had her body spray was in her carry on bag and that it was too large of a bottle to go 

2014 2,14,, on the plane. So I was told I had to take ii back to lhe car or lhrow it away. Seeing as it was brand new and she just bought it lhe evening before lhe flight, she was shocked, and exiremely sad that they wanted to throw.it oul. So I said I would take it 
to the car, and they then informed me that she was not allowed toga with me since she was already checked 1n for her flight. So now she 1s vulnerable, and has ta wait alone, completely unsupervised, 1n a public place with a large crowd of rushing, 
moving strange rs and commotion, a 11 the wh1 I e afraid to miss her flight because of the de I ays so far. I asked if she could at I ea st sit near the security area, and they said NO. she could wait on a bench aero ss the way. So he re Is my be aut1fu I 14-yea r 
old daughter ALONE in a crowded and busy airport with a flight that leaves in just 10 minutes, listening to all the announcements, wondering ii they are talking about her flight, and her mom is leaving to go all the way back to the car. When I returned, 
they had me come back thru the screening area and AGAIN my cell phone, credit card and ID are just sitting at lhe end of the ,ray belt accessible to anyone walking, and wail AGAIN to go lhru a SECOND pat down by the exacl same female tsa 
employee that did it the first time, delaying us getting ta her gate, which was RIGHT as they called her boarding group. This entire experience has caused great stress to my daughter and me. I feel it is completely unacceptable to leave minor children 
unattended not just once, but TWICE for an extended period of time with no way of communicating to them what is happening or why. Especially since I was supposed to be her ESCORT' 
Would you like a response?: True 

Passenger's Name!~(b_·•~1(6_·~1 ---~ 
Phone Number : 

Email l(b)(61 l 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion; Screening Current Dale/Time: 4/2312014 2:36:03 PM Airporl: SDF - Louisville International DatefTime of Travel 04/22120141 :30 AM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · Hey guys, I don't usually complain since we all work together. but this was obnoxious. I am a pilot and I was traveling to work not in uniform but I had my ID on. I am pregnant AND TSA precheck cleared. but I still had to get a lull body pat 
down because I declined the body scanner. The precheck line and lhe line I was in both had active metal deIecIors bul I wasn't allowed in there. 

2014 4:og:, Now I am OK with the liquids and gels for non-uniform, but you have ta understand there are MANY occasions when we are traveling for work and the uniform is not required. Also, I believe having my PILOT badge on should be a signal that I don"t 
need a pat down. 
Knowing your procedures, I checked my bags. however the pat down was ridiculous. Being pregnant doesn't make me a threat• 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name : fh··,1rr, 
Phone Numbpr fh··,1rr, 
Email !rh1/R1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT. ll>IFORD~0IIOtl 

Full Name!(b 1(6) 
Email Addr~e-s-sl'"'(b""')-(6""-"'", --""""-------,! Phone Numbe~ !~(b_·•~1(6_-_I --~ 

Address: Zip code: 94404 

Are you 18 or over? yes 

2014 S:0S:, ~~i~:u represented by a third party ar an attorney in this matter? 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) da ya u be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati an? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? na 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Chicago 0\ Ha re I nte mati on al Airport 

What was the dale and approxima1e lime of the incident? 
Date: 4-23-2014, Time: 17:0 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Other 
Current Date/Time: 4124/2014 9:31 :27 AM Airport EWR - Newark International Dateffime of Travel 04/16/2014 5:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: UA4529 Checkpoinl/Area of Airport: security screening in terminal A TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment . This screening check point had a single person checking IDs/boarding passes and a single baggage screening/metal detector in operation. The line contained at least 100 passengers and many al us were trying ta catch connecting flights. 

'014 1 O: 30: We told T SA personnel this and their response was &quot sorry. you have to wait your tu rn&q uot:. I missed my co nne ct,on. The re was a second Ii ne opened briefly for about 3 passengers then it was closed again. The re was a T SA employee 
dedicated to the crew line who was sitting there with nothing to do; surely she could have screened passengers during her down time? Very disappointed with TSA's poor planning which resulted in inconveniencing many passengers. 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



'014 12:23: 

Caller wants to know what caused a patdown on a AIT? She always gets patted down, she states that she was patted down at Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport. Caller states that she was raped at a young age and she states that she has pain or she jumps 
a lot when she is touched. She states that the TSO officer that was patting her down she was pushing into her left breast and she states that she told the officer several times that it was hurting her and the officer did not listen to her. she states that she 
felt very violated and she felt as if she was being raped all over again. Caller states that this is unacceptable. 

Airport: Phoenix Sky Harbor 
Date 04 23 2014 
Time: 5:45pm 
Airline: Soulhwesl Airlines 
Gate:C1 
Flight Number: 331 
Two Gentleman th at spoke to her after this incident occurred we re rea 11 y nice and she appreciates that and they gave her a T SA preche ck form so th at she doesn t have to be patted down anymore, 

Caller states that she travels from NC to Wisconsin a lot and she has never had that experience. 

Advised ca Iler: 
The majority of passengers can be screened withoul being touched by a Transportation Security Officer (TSO). Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if lhey can sland still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 
seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can 
request to be screened using a thorough patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal 
detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If they feel comfortable, passengers who have difficulty 
being touched should inform the TSO that they may need assistance during a patdown. 

Sc reenrngs using Al T a re vo I unta ry. Ind i vi d ua Is who do not wish to be screened by this techno I og y w111 be required to undergo alternative screening. including a thorough paid own. Signs are posted in front of each AIT location advising passengers of 
this right. 

Advised caller that she should read about the TSA Precheck before signing up. because regardless of her applying for it, if there is an alarm she would still need to be patted down. 

Advised ca Iler that I did apologize in the way she was treated and that I wi 11 be forwarding this information to the CSM at the airport for review, 

To whom it may concern, I was so aggravated on my fi1ght home to Boston from Ft Myers Airport. Your staff was awful. As I stood in line very quietly and patiently, waiting to go thru the metal detector. 2 women in front of me had to be told 6 times 
how to go thru the detector. I stood in bewilderment. Then one of your employees turns to me and says" you look confused· I said me - no just watching the chaos of these two in front of me. He kept repeating· you look confused - come this way" 
He then made me go lhru the full body scan. I asked SEVERAL time why- NO ANSWER I was told rudely to sland here with my hands up I asked several more limes why and expressed that I DID NOT WANT THIS AND THEY TOLD ME TO 
STAND LOOK FORWARD AND PUT MY HANDS UP. I THEN PROCEEDED TO HAVE A PAT DOWN- I AGAIN ASKED WHY SEVERAL TIMES WITH NO ANSWER. AFTER SHE WAS DONE SHE SAID THERE WERE TWO SPOTS TO CHECK. 
Outcome- NOTHING. Who trams these people. When someone expresses that they don't want this or they ask why and you get no answers there is something very WRONG with your procedures and employees. When I pay to fly I am providing 

2014 6:05:: them with a job when I use this airport. I will not be flying in or out of this airport ever again. It might not mean much to you BUT word of mouth and the internet go a million miles. 

!(bi(61 

Jet Blue Flight 1366 on April 8th 



Caller Is at the airport and has done everything to pre pa re her fi Ig ht. She stated she needs to speak with the DAF SD at SM F. She be Ii eves she is being treated in a di flerent way because of the co Io r of her s km She comp I am ed that she is being 
relu sed to go through the meta I detector and having to have the patd own, even though we have explained to her that she cannot choose the W TM D and must have a patd own under some c i rcums tan ces. She stated that she had to make them take her 
to a private Jrea. She stated lhat she could nol be around many men at once. She stJled they took all of her stuff away from her. They would not give her a woman. She staled she is a wounded warrior and cant deal with people touching her. 

She to Id them she can t go through the Al T and she can t do a patdown. She spoke to a supervisor who she stated was very rude and he hum i I 1ated her. 

The caller indicated lhat lhe names were: 
S uperviso i( b ·:1 ( 6) ~-to Id her that she had to get a p atdown. 
She stated th at every person of another skin color was a 11 owed to go through the meta I detector. She is a di sab I ed veteran. 

2014 7'47 ~ . . 
· · I(b 1(6 I !Manager--lold her that she had 10 do a paldown 

He told her that Kelly Dale. OAFS•, is his manager. She wants them to hold video tape, because she is being treated totally different. She has fibromyalgia, chronic migraines, and PTSD. She was in a wheelchair. She told them that she can walk 
through the meta I detector. They took her bags and I et them go through. They kept them from her lo r 20-30 minutes. so she does nt know what they did m that abse ns e. 
She stated that they did not have a female to assist her, as she asked for. 

Patrick took the call. 
I advised that I would have information sent to her email as to how to file a formal complaint. 
She also asked for the CSM number at SMF, and I provided it. 

1h·11f;--, 

Phone: .. (b-'l_,_(6--'1 __ __, 

Caller is at the airport and has done everything to prepare her flight. She stated she needs to speak with the DAFSD at SMF. She believes she is being treated in a different way because of the color of her skin She complained that she is being 
refused to go through the metal detector and having to have the paid own, even though we have explained to her that she cannot choose the W TM D and must have a paid own under some circumstances. She stated that she had to make them take her 
to a private area. She stated that she could not be around many men at once. She stated they took all of her stuff away from her. They would not give her a woman. She stated she is a wounded warrior and cant deal with people touching her. 

She told them she cant go through the AIT and she cant do a patdown. She spoke to a supervisor who she stated was very rude and he humiliated her. 

The caller ~ndicated that the r~mes were: 
Superviso(b)(6I-told her that she had to get a patdown. 
She stated that every person of another skin color was allowed to go through the metal detector. She is a disabled veteran. 

2014 ?A?!(b)(ffl ~ Manager--told her that she had to do a patdown 
He told her thal Kelly Dale, OAFS•, is his manager. She wanls them to hold video tape, because she is being treated totally different. She has fibromyalgia, chronic migraines, and PTSD. She was in a wheelchair. She told them lhat she can walk 
through the metal detector. They took her bags and let them go through. They kept them from her for 20-30 minutes, so she doesnt know what they did in that absense. 
She stated th at they did not have a female to assist her, as she asked lo r. 

[§Rfil1ook the call. 
I advised that I would have information sent to her email as to how to file a formal complaint. 
She also asked for the CSM number at SMF. and I provided it. 
h··,1rr1 
Phone: (b 1(6) ~------' 



Sincerely, 

Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties U.S. Department of Homeland Security 

-----Or~- inal Messa:e-----
Fromkbi(61 
Sentednesday,pril 02. 2014 4:20 PM 
To: CRCL 

Subjecl: Fly Righls - New Reporl from~f b_._,(_6_1 _____ ~ 

NOTICE: 

2014 8.15., You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
· · Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air I ravel discrimination complain! form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Calabasas CA 91302 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Nam_h_-._,1-.R.,.·,.,...,.,. ___ _. _____ _, 

Email Address: (b 1(6) hone Numberf b 1(6) 
Address: h··,1r;·, ._ _____ _. 

Zipcode: 87532 

2014 9_07 _, Are you 18 ar over? yes 
· · Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 

NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N at,ona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
None of these 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 
Caller wants to know the policy regarding pat-downs. He is not getting any assistance from the screeners or supervisor, They advised him that he can look up the manual on the website. He can t find it. What is the procedure? 

~notes: 
Ca Iler said I hat he is wanting to know in formation about I he p atdown procedure for pri v a I e areas. He went through Pree heck and received an a I a rm from the WTM D, and his hands tested positive for something. He stated that it required a patdown and 

20 9_36-, they checked all al his bags. They took him into a private area, and when they conducted the patdown of his sensitive areas. they used the palm of their hands. He has received patdowns before, but he is always used to them using the back of their 
14 · ·' hand when patting down his private areas, and he wants to know why this was done with the palm of their hands this time. When he asked them about this, he stated they informed him it was in the rule book, and he needed to look it up. He wants to 

know where he can get this information at. 
He said it was on the far west side al DEN, in the PreCheck line, and when lhey stamped his boarding pass, ii says Soulh 284. It look place around 6:30 pm on 4-24-14, and his flight was Southwest 687. He slated that he asked for the names of lhe 
supervisor and lead officer, who was conducting the patdown, but they only tald him to look up the information. He said all he gat al the last name of the lead officer was van der(something). 

I advised him that we would send the information to the CSM at that airport since he feels as though there was a problem with the patdown that he received. They would be able to provide him with more information about the process that took place. 
and would have con1ac1 information for him should they want to do any follow-up with him. I told him I hat he could get informalion about the paldown procedure on the website. 



2014 8:34:' 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' , Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time · 4125/2014 12:21 A 1 AM Airport : EWR - Newark International Date/Time ofTravel , 04/23/2014 5:15 PM Airline & Flight Number , Alaska Flight 7 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airporl : Ternimal A3 TSA Employee: (If Known) : Unknown Commenl : I was shocked at lhe unprofessional and rude behavior of two TSA agents handling passenger screening al EWR Terminal A3. 

The TSA agent (male) prior to the scanners was primarily just standing in place shouting at the passengers to &quot;keep pushing' keep pushing I' &quot;, yet he would not allow passengers to stay with their belongings until the belongings were on the 
belt into the scanner. He was insisting they &quotgo! &quot and then continued yelling at the next passenger to push everything along. At one point he was so irritated, he made the effort to take two steps towards the belt and abruptly slammed all the 
bins along lhe belt, hard enough to overturn and dump one of them. Meanwhile the other TSA agent (female) prior to scanner would not lei anyone wilh a green (TSA Pre) card to go through the metal detector, ins1ead routing everyone to AIT where 
they were turned back to remove jackets, scarves, etc. The TSA agent at the scanner basically said the other agent was just &quot:difficult and not willing to move&quot;. 

Fortunately I was not in a hurry, but all this chaos created by two agents was causing delays for passengers in what would have been a very short line. 

I am a frequent business traveler in many different airports and have never witnessed such unprofessional behavior. 
Would you like a re ? · 
Passenger's Na:cm~e::...!;=h=·11::::R:i::·-,==,-...., 
Phonl',J>LWJ.Wl:LL.1.1.11.1.l.l.... __ __._ _ __, 
Emai b)(6) 

concerning 1s eedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

On Friday, March 14, 2014, United Airlines flight 1425 from ORD-ANC was diverted to Kenai Municipal Airport in Kenai, Alaska. The reason for the diversion was severe, unexpected winter weather at Ted Stevens International Airport in Anchorage. 
Alaska. Upon arrival in Kenai, we were advised thal we would be gelling more fuel and thal we would be taking off for Anchorage as soon as weather conditions permit. 

While we were on the ground in Kenai. several problems began happening. We were beginning to run out of food and water. Our lavatory waste system was becoming extremely full. The gauge was fully in the red. We were unable to let people off of 
the aircraft to use the lavatory because there was no TSA to re-screen them before they come back onboard. There were several heavy drinkers onboard. many of them upset that we wouldn't continue serving them alcohol throughout the tarmac delay. 

After several hours into our tarmac delay, the captain had Pizza Hut pizza and bottled water from a local Safeway grocery store delivered to the aircraft, all of which was not screened for dangerous articles. 

Meanwhile, while weather conditions in Anchorage were nol showing any signs of improvement, our captain was about to time-out per FAA regulalions. Finally, once the fuelers in Kenai arrive at our aircraft, we learn thal they improperly fuel the 
aircraft, eliminating any chance of us leaving Kenai on Friday evening. It was at that point that the passengers were informed that they would be deplaning the aircraft and to wait inside the terminal building for further instructions. 

Alier securing the aircraft, the pi I ot and flight attend ant crew a I so dep I aned and left the airport for our hate Is a/le r witnessing the sad seen e of stranded passengers inside the term i na I bu i Id i ng, 

,014 12:16: On the morning of Saturday, March 15. 2014, at approximately 8:45AM Alaska time, I called ORD duty desk and spoke to supervisorKfilifil]about the situation. She tells me that everyone has been rebooked on Alaska Airlines and that the crew 
would be ferrying the plane to ANC. Then she corrects herself and tells me that our fi1ght will be a revenue flight but assures me that everyone will be re-screened before getting on the plane. 

When we arrive at the airport, however, I quickly learn from airport operations employees that none of lhe passengers are going to be re-screened. No body scanners. No X-ray machines. No me1a1 detectors. No wands. No pat downs. Nothing. As long 
as they could provide a government-issued ID matching their name on the passenger manifest, they would authorized to board the plane. 

I called the duty desk again and asked to speak toltii:iill:[]since I was told that she was put in charge of this situation. but she had already left for the day. Then I spoke to supervisorl(b::,(6) I He told me that he didn't know what was going on in 
terms of TSA/security with the flight but that he would call me back when he finds oul. When lili:ii]calls me back, he informs me that all of lhe passengers will be reverse screened by TSA once when we arrive in Anchorage. I inform him I hat doesn'I do 
anything for the safety of the passengers, crew, and aircraft on the flight from Kenai to Anchorage. now United flight 1763. Between the time that passengers were let off of the plane in Kenai on Friday night and the time that they reboarded the plane on 
Saturday a/le moon, they we re free to go anywhere they wanted. including Wal-Ma rt, Home Depot. and other stores in close p roxi m ity to the airport where dangerous articles cou Id be purchased. 

I tolcf:iw] that I was 10 going to speak to our captain again, and thal I would call him back. 

After further speaking to the captain, he insisted that he didn"t feel these passengers posed a threat to anyone and that they Just wanted to get to Anchorage. While I agreed that most people mean no harm, I reminded him that TSA exists for a reason, 
and that, unfortunately. people simply cannot be trusted in this world that we currently live. 

Eventually the captain gets an FDOM by the name of Scott on the phone!(b)(6!explained to the entire crew the events that occurred between the time we went to our hotel rooms the night before and present time~ent on to say that passengers 
Caller says that he fiew with a CPAP that had its memory wiped by screening and had to be sent back to be reprogrammed. What can he do to prevent this in the future? 

Advised ca Iler: 
We regret that you found your experience to be less than satisfactory. 

2014 7:33:, 
Passenger should inform a TSO of the CPAP and any special requirements before the screening process begins. Also, keep the device a sale distance from any WTMD or wand device. 

(NOTE: Caller refused email and CSM send.). 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Missing or Damaged Items; TSA Pre?'" Current Date/Time: 412612014 2:17:05 PM Airport· RDU - Raleigh-Durham International Date/Time of Travel, 04/26/2014 3:50 PM Airline & Flight Number, DL 1077 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, 
RDU Departures TSA Employee: (If Known) : bH6) Comment: At approximately 1 :55 PM on 412612014, after proceedir,g lhrough the me1a1 detector with my &quot:Pre-Check Yellow Card&quot: (What is this??) I wenl to collect my belongings. 
Agent &quot~quot: announced I was require to remove my laptop despite being pre-check. He then threw my laptop bag on top of my $1,500 prescription Google Glass. which had been placed in a bin alone with my watch &amp: phone. 

2014 3, 19,, The glasses_ were damaged. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 

Passenger's Nam.;.;,:;.e,._.b,.1(.6_.1_...,;-_...., 
Phone Number· 1h·11fr-, 
Email 1h··,1rr1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller wants to file a complaint against the TSA crew at IAD because they delayed her and she missed her flight. She was flying internationally and states she was told by the airline that arriving 30 minute arrival prior to departure was okay. Caller was 
supposed to fly at 1 0: 20PM and she arrived at the checkpoint at 9: 50PM but ca 11 er had to go back to the a i rt i ne counter to have another boa rd i ng pass printed be cause 11 was I acki ng some inform at,on. Caller went through the W TM D and had a patdown 
on her back because she was holding her child through screening, The TSO told her she had to swipe her hands. She was carrying food for her child and it was hand inspected and when she arrived at the gate it was closed and she missed had her 
flight. Caller was flying on Lufthansa to Munich, Germany. 

,014 10,35, She was upset and got sick and went back to the TSA and spoke with the same lady and there was no sympathy for her issue. 

Response: 
Please keep in mind that passengers should allow the recommended standard 2-hour domestic and 3-hour international travel arrival times prior to flight departure to allow for going through passenger security screening, and having checked and carry
on baggage screened. These times may vary depending on the airport and the day and date of travel. 

Caller went through M OW yesterday. She got to the airport in ti me lo r a 1 : 15 fi 1g ht from MOW to ORF. Their boarding passes we re not acceptab I e. They were told th at the boa rd i ng pass es were not val id. 
She is an 82 year old white woman. her daughter is a 52 year old who has a military ID. She printed the boarding passes out at hotel. The ticket agent said that they were not valid and would need to be reprinted. After they had the issue with the 
boarding pass, I hey were directed 10 another side area where she was told thal she would need to go lhrough ETD testing. She had been directed through the metal detector. She didn t tell them aboul her knee replacements. They caused an alarm, 

1014 11 :53: she had to have a patdown. She said that she would get her card indicating that she had metal implants. The officer told her that she couldn t touch her purse during the screening. TSO offered her a private patdown. Caller also had an NOi in her 
checked bag when she arrived. She wants to know if all of these add1t1onal measures of screening were random or if she was targeted because of her boarding pass. She flew on Southwest. 

Advised caller that some screenings are random. She could have been screened by the ETD because of the boarding pass. The officers conducling the screening did not know that she had metal i mplanls because she didn t tell them before screening 
began. They sent her through the WTMD, because of the alarm from her knees, they had to conduct the patdown to resolve it. The patdown wasn t random because of the alarm. The officers inspecting her bag would not have known that she had to 
have a patdown when she went through screening so the NOi is not connected with her additional screening at the checkpoint. If her bag caused an alarm. the officers would have had to inspect it before they would have allowed it on the plane. 

Caller went through M OW yesterday. She got to the airport in ti me lo r a 1 : 15 fi 1g ht from M DW to ORF. Their boarding passes we re not acceptab I e. They were told th at the boa rd i ng pass es were not val id. 
She is an 82 year old white woman. her daughter is a 52 year old who has a military ID. She printed the boarding passes out at hotel. The ticket agent said that they were not valid and would need to be reprinted. After they had the issue with the 
boarding pass, I hey were directed 10 another side area where she was told thal she would need to go lhrough ETD testing. She had been directed through the metal detector. She didn t tell them aboul her knee replacements. They caused an alarm, 

1014 11 :53: she had to have a patdown. She said that she would get her card indicating that she had metal implants. The officer told her that she couldn t touch her purse during the screening. TSO offered her a private patdown. Caller also had an NOi in her 
checked bag when she arrived. She wants to know if all of these add1t1onal measures of screening were random or if she was targeted because of her boarding pass. She flew on Southwest. 

Advised caller that some screenings are random. She could have been screened by the ETD because of the boarding pass. The officers conducling the screening did not know that she had metal i mplanls because she didn t tell them before screening 
began. They sent her through the WTMD, because of the alarm from her knees, they had to conduct the patdown to resolve it. The patdown wasn t random because of the alarm. The officers inspecting her bag would not have known that she had to 
have a patdown when she went through screening so the NOi is not connected with her additional screening at the checkpoint. If her bag caused an alarm. the officers would have had to inspect it before they would have allowed it on the plane. 
Disability Description: The caller stated her father has a colostomy. 

Information Request: The ca 11 er wanted to know what her lather needs to expect when he arrives at the checkpoint. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: I to Id the ca 11 er a nol e from a doctor is not required. If a passenger uses an os tom y, he or she can be screened without having 10 empty or expose the os tomy. However, it is important for passengers to inform the T ransporta Ii on 

20 5_ fr' Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about the ostomy before the screening process begins. Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 
14 · 1 ·' seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. A passenger should not be asked to remove or lift any article of clothing to reveal 

a sensitive body area. Under most circumstances, this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of the ostomy. followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passengers hands. I told the caller to request to speak with a PSS at 
the checkpoint. I e-mailed the caller lhe information we discussed on lhe call. I lold the caller her father could call back 72 hours prior to his departure with his flight information. I offered to forward lhe information to the airport bul the caller said she 
would I et her lather make the determ i nation. 



I am a 69 year-old, semi-retired. frequent flier (50+ flights in 2013). When the TSA first announced the ·Trusted Traveler•· program, I hustled right dawn ta the nearest TSA office to apply and pay my $100.00. To my surprise and disappointment, I 
discovered that the definition of the tenm "trusted" traveler does not extend to passengers with a metallic prosthetic implant. (I could walk through the metal detector stark naked and my art1f1c1al hip joint would trip the ala nm). When that occurs. I am 
instructed to 90 back through the metal detector, take everything out of my pockets and remove my shoes and belt - inconveniencing the waiting passengers behind me as I disrobe and pass through the metal detector a second time. again setting off 
alJrms and causing the screener to yell "male assist,' resulting in a pat down (assuming there is an available TSA agent to perform the "male assist"). 

After a couple such experiences, I elecled to disrobe prior to testing the metal detector. This has resulted in repeated comments from other "trusted" travelers something like, "you don't have to do thal." Of course, I then have 10 explain why I am 
holding up the line. Surprisingly. I have had TSA screeners actually argue with me, insisting that I do not need to disrobe (before sending me back through the metal detector to do just that). 

On my last flight, (thanks to the TSA funneling "regular· travelers into the Pre-Check line) I found the Pre-Check line actually longer than the line for "regular" passengers. Ta add insult to injury, after the expected screening fiasco, the inspection of my 
2 O 14 6: 15: 1 hands for unknown residue set off add iii on al a I arms. requiring a complete search of my person and a 11 of my I uggage (which turned out negative). 

While I fully support efforts to keep air travel safe from miscreants who may have bad things in mind, I can't help but wonder if I should surrender my "trusted" status and request the return of my $100.00. 

"Trusted" Travelej~(~b~l(~6~1---~ 

Caller wanted to know the policy about patdowns. She asked when are they called for. She said she travels a lot and has never had a problem with TSA. She said this morning she flew from Minneapolis to Dallas Ft Worth on Sun Country. She said 
the guy waived her through and told her she can go get her stuff. She said the lady behind him told her to stop and that she would need to pat her down. She said she asked the lady why she had to get a patdown. She said the lady acted like she did 
not hear her and did not say a word, She said the lady ignored her. She said the lady touched her hair. her breast. down the front side and down the back from her shoulder to her leg, She said she had never had that happen to her before. She said 

2014 S: 15:, she 901 her stuff and set there for about. 15 minuIes watching the lady. She said the lady did nol patdown anyone else during the 15 minutes. She asked what is the policy on I hat. She said her issue is that the man waived her through and the lady 
stopped her and did the patdown and did not tell her why. She said she would like to file a complaint on this. 

RESPONSE: TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) 
screening. TSA also selects passengers and I heir properly at random for enhanced security screening. ALSO: I will be sending your information as a complaint 10 lhe CSM at lhe Airport. Date anf Time of Flight: April 28th 2014 AT between 5:45 
a.m. and 6:30 Gate or Terminal: Sun country Terminal Going ta Gate 3 But she is not Sure It may have been Terminal 2 Airline: Sun Country Flight Number: 503 Airport: Minneapolis Email: _b..r(6.I I 
Caller wanted to know the policy about patdowns. She asked when are they called for. She said she travels a lot and has never had a problem with TSA. She said this morning she flew from Minneapolis to Dallas Ft Worth on Sun Country. She said 
the guy waived her through and lold her she can go gel her stuff. She said the lady behind him told her to stop and that she would need to pat her down. She said she asked the lady why she had to get a paldown. She said the lady acted like she did 
not hear her and did not say a word. She said the lady ignored her. She said the lady touched her hair, her breast, down the front side and down the back from her shoulder to her leg. She said she had never had that happen to her before. She said 

2014 6, 15., she got her stuff and set there for about 15 minutes watching the lady. She said the lady did not patdown anyone else during the 15 minutes. She asked what is the policy on that. She said her issue is that the man waived her through and the lady 
· · stopped her and did the patdown and did not tell her why. She said she would like to file a complaint on this, , 

RESPONSE: TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdawn on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) 
screening. TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. ALSO: I will be sending your information as a complaint to the CSM at the Airport. Date and Time of Flight: Apnl 28th. 2014 AT between 5:45 
a.m. and 6:30 Gate or Tenminal: Sun country Terminal Going to Gate 3 But she is not Sure It may have been Terminal 2 Airline: Sun Country Flight Number: 503 Airport: Minneapolis Emaill(b·:,(6) ! 



Information Request Cal I er does not have a 11 of the flight detai Is at the moment but wo u Id Ii ke to request a ssis tan ce for her husband, Ca Iler states that she was unaware of the poss i bi Ii ty to arrange lo r assistance lo r the in i ti a I flight, 

Passengers name:k~b~)_(_6~) ---~ 

Response Details: II a passenger has metal implants. such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO 
about any disability, medical condition, or medical device that could affect securily screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from securily screening, lheir use may improve communication and help 1ravelers discreetly notify TSOs of their 
conditions. 
Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rt of a person or device, An e Ii g i ble passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is ava i I able or can request to be screened using a patd own; however. passengers cannot request to be sere ened by the wa I k
t h rough metal detector in lieu of AIT or a I ho rough patdown. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through me1a1 detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure ins1ead. 

2014 7:57:, A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a privale screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a privale screening, anolher TSA employee will also be presenl and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
A passenger s ho u Id nol be asked 10 remove or Ii ft any article of clothing 10 rev ea I a sensitive body area. 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Be in writing; 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed discriminatory action in sufficient deta i I to inform T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination; and 
Be signed by lhe complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns, we also need ta know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 



Remote Client l~~(b_._1(_6_, ---~ 
Dale Time: 4/2912014 9:28 44 AM 

Na1(b)(6) 
Em _b,(61 I 
Comp I a, nts: b, scou rteo us/ Rude Employee. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight: DL 1942 
Airporl: MHT 
Date: April 29, 2014 
Time: 5:00 AM 
Location: 1st floor screening area: 
Comments:So I'm prechecked. But MHT doesn't have a dedicaled line. I take out my computer (which is not required in HSV) and keep one of my boarding passes, go lhrough the metal de1ec1or where I'm notified I don't have lhe right pass. I try to go 

,014 10:21 : over to the other line (where my bag has been screened) and they stop me. An agent comes over to find out what it wrong and then he goes over and gets my bag. I pull out the right pass. 

I've been delayed because of this so I say to the agent "Why don't you guys have a precheck line?" He starts grumbling about something upstairs. I don't understand what he says. He brings my bag and I ask him to repeat it. He acts pissed off. He 
says the precheck line is upslairs. I said thal someone should tell people that. He said there are signs all over the place. I told him I don't read the signs. He responds angrily thal it is my problem. 

He acts perturbed. I ask him what he's mad about. He seems to get madder and says he"s not mad ... Oh yes you are --you're raising your voice. I respond like-kind. I do not accept bully behavior from anybody. He goes back to his podium and then 
looks over and says something to me from across the way. I can't hear it but I assume it's something inappropriate again. 

So my bag that's already gone through screening now has to get rescreened. They flag it and I ask the woman who inspects the contents who is the TSA supervisor there. and she says he is. Oh brother ... Sa I ask her if my bag was flagged far 
retaliation because of him. He hears me and comes over saying, "You want to see retaliation? I'll call upstairs and get some retaliation. You want that?" 

Really? I say he's a bad choice for a supervisor. The TSA needs a NICE person to lead them, not him. 

I fiy often - that's why I get precheck. I don't need a big scene Just because I took out the wrong boarding pass. 

Also, in HSV you don't have to take your compu1er out of the bag. In MHT, you do. However, in MHT they have 2 lines and many TSA agents standing around. If you're prechecked, your bag must go through one line while you go through lhe me1a1 
detector an the other line. However, on the 2nd line. they're checking flight crew in so why not let the few prechecks go through the same line? Why do they use 2 lines for prechecks at MHT? 



'014 10 22: 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Zipcode: 90232 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an a tlorn ey in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Los Angeles lnternalional Airport 

Caller is wanting to complain about the TSA process she went through. She was traveling from San Diego to Sacramento an Southwest. She was in the screening line. she told the officer she was over 80 years old and he farced her to remove his 
shoes anyways inc I ud i ng her Jacket. She was sent through the W TM D. Afle rwa rds. they forced her to sit in a seat, But she stepped up to get her jacket was th en sere a med at because she stood up. Later a young man came in uni lo rm. where she had 
to go through a patdown. She said the patdown was conducted by a lady that explained the entire process and it was line. But they way she was treated before that was not. She has read in the paper where it says she does not have to remove all of 
those things because she is over 75. She slated that they never even let her go through, they instanlly made her remove her shoes and jackel so it wasnt additional screening. She slated that they seemed like she was a danger to them, she is 83 years 
old and does not think she looks at all threatening. She stated shes a little lady but just wanted ta let us know what went on at the checkpoint. 

Response: 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is undertaking efforts to enhance security and focus its resources by moving away from a one-size-fits-all approach and applying new intelligence driven, risk-based screening procedures while 
enhancing technology and improving the passenger experience at secunty checkpoints. As part of this effort, TSA has implemented a program to revise screening procedures for passengers who appear to be age 75 and older. 

Under I his new screening procedure, passengers who appear to be 75 and older will be allowed to leave on shoes and light outerwear. These new procedures also include permitling an additional pass through advanced imaging technology (AIT) to 
,014 12:SB: clear an alarm, as well as greater use al explosives trace detection. Passengers who are 75 ar older will be inf armed al the changes to the screening procedures by Transportation Security Officers during the screening process. 

TSA anticipates these changes will further reduce-though not completely eliminate-the need for a physical patdown on travelers 75 and older that would otherwise have been conducted to resolve alarms. It's important to remember, that any individual 
may be required 10 remove their shoes or undergo a paldown if anomalies are deIecIed during security screening that cannol be resolved through other means. 

Exp I a i ned to the cal I er that even under this process. if a passenger sti 11 a I arms then they can be required to remove their shoes and jacket to go through add i ti o na I screening. 

San Di ego I nte rna Ii on al Airport (SAN) do es have the AIT screening a I the airport. 
http: www.tsa.gov ait-frequently-asked--questions 

Airport: San Diego 
Airline: So UI hwesl 
Flight number: 1321 
Date and time: 4 26 14 4:50pm 
Terminal or gate: Gate 10 she thinks, not really sure 

emai'kbl(6i I 



Travelled on AA at MIA 4128 at 5pm. Gates D & E. 

First issue; 
We arrived al Gate D 10 find TSAPre closed, and we were lold to walk to Gate E, a very long walk. 

At E. Pre was also closed. I have never seen this at an airport and I travel all the time. It was 5pm on a Monday, not exactly a slow time of day. Having to go through regular TSA screening was utter misery. I asked why- they said 'we dont have 
enough people to staff the Pre line', 

Second issue: 
2014 4:32:, My wife is 5 months pregnant, and did not want to go through the X-ray Rape scan machine. She is within her rights to opt-out. The TSA person (short h1spanic woman about 50, 5 feet tall with black ponytail) told her she cannot opt out. The TSA 

women also got angry that my wife sent her boarding pass through the belt with her purse, and did not accept the mobile boarding pass when i showed it to her on my wifes phone. TSA women eventually walked away in disgust and another TSA rep 
said to just hurry through lhe me1a1 detector. 

This is what everyone expects with TSA which is why i signed up for Global Entry and Pre. 
I would like to find out her name so i can send a formal complaint. Please let me know what I need to do. 

Thank you 
!rh1/R1! 

HYPERLIN~~G_·._,IR_·_, ---------~ 
and ho Id-ups in security m am I y because of inadequate staffing, lack of space to pro pe rl y m ave peop I e and conduct the necessary security checks, and outdated equipment th at made the check m take much Io nger than I have ever experienced. I feel 
comp el I ed to bring these i neffi ci e nci es to the attention of T SA especially when your wo rl<e rs appeared to be trying ha rd and very di I igent, 

I arrived at the airport well over two hours in advance of my flight. Nonetheless, I nearly missed my flight. And checking in at JetBlue was not the issue. The Phoenix airport was just not able to accommodate what needed to be done. 

There was one agent checking identification and boarding passes for the entire tenminal. When school kids showed up without licenses or passports, he had to call supervisors to escort those kids through security since they only had school ids. After 
the boarding pass check, lhere was a tiny hallway 10 funnel lhose travelers to get to the screening seclion. Even though it was single file, lhe school kids were escorled passed us in line which was very uncomfortable for those of us in line. Then two 
passengers in wheel chairs were literally shoved down the tiny pathway. It was up to the first passenger herself in the chair to holler out 'excuse me· in order to get people to suck in their tummies and straddle their carry on bags so her wheel chair 
could pass. Otherwise the escort wou Id have had to knock us down I Ike domino es. 

When we arrived at the screening section, ii was chaotic at best. At worst, lhe agenls were unsure how to operate and had no syslem to handle the flow of people and carry-on luggage. One agent was running around trying to keep the line moving, and 
trying to move the little grey totes returned into the proper spot, trying to get passengers to take off shoes and belts etc. There was one agent on the computer for the bag x-ray machine. She found four passengers in a row had to have their carry-on 
items more closely screened, myself included. When the agent on the computer indicated "bag check" over and over again four times, the passengers had no where to go. no place to step aside. At that point the conveyer belt had to stop and the 
patrons could not walk through the metal detector. Everyone seemed to set off that metal detector anyhow. Since it was constantly sending off alanms, the TSA agents had to screen those individuals as well, and so they stood beside us with the bags 
needing to be checked . This created tot a I de ad I ock and a clog . 

2014 S: 11 :, Before another agent took my tote to check it thoroughly, the agent running the lme interrupted the one on the computer to ask her to move one bag in the bag check lineup ahead of another couple of bags, in order that that patron could keep her bags 
together. The agent on the computer respectfully said no. that is not how she was trained because then the other agent would not know what to look for in the carry-ans. The first agent explained that is how they always do it, since she has been working 
there, and they jusl delete the record of thal bag in lhe computer when they grab one oul of order. This sounded disconcerting 10 all of us wailing. The agent on the computer did not move the bag and it seemed to be agreed that the prolocol should be 
that the bags stay in line as indicated by the xray machine so that the agent who does the check by hand would know what to look for. As the agent on the xray computer continued her work. the agent running the line still grabbed a bag out of order 
anyhow and to Id the one who ch eeks by hand to just delete it. Th en that agent ran to grab totes and go back to the start of the conveyer belt 

Meanwhile lhe check of my bags by hand was completed, and I was allowed 10 step away with my 1ote. I wenl to a long me1a1 table to put ii down to take my things out and put my shoes back on. I was immediately asked to move in a very stern tone, 
as that table was where they must conduct the closer search of the people who set off the alarm. I am not sure why we could not share the table as it was the only one. I had to walk past the security area entirely to get to the gates inside the terminal. 
The whole experience was very trying. I think on the whole all the passengers felt empathy for the TSA workers, as 3 or 4 total were not nearly enough working on a busy night. Still I was not impressed that the bags were examined out of order or not at 
all just for convenience of one passenger so could keep her items together, 

It was troubling that the facilities were structured so narrowly. 

At the outset as time s1arted to run out for me to catch my flight, I began to tell the TSA agents about my plane boarding. I was told I would be fine and had plenty of time. Actually I had to run all the way to get to my gate jusl as the plane was shutting 
its doors. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' 
Current Date/Time : 4130/2014 12:56:29 AM Airporl : PHX - Phoeni, Sky Harbor International Date/Time of Travel : 0412912014 9:30 PM Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Terminal 4 Checkpoint A TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment : I was di sa ppoi nted on this trip. wh i I e going through checkpoint A in Te nm i na I 4. to fmd that not only was Pre-Check not operating, but the re we re no acco mm od at,ons being made for Pre-Check passengers in the norm a I I ane. requiring 
liquids and laptops to be removed, shoes and belts off, and screening through the full body scanner instead of the metal detector. Even at tiny airports I have not had to do this full routine since Pre-Check was introduced, so it was a bit of a shock to 
have to do it at an airport as large as Phoenix while a fair number of passengers were arriving for the late bank of flights. More 10 lhe point, I his is the firsl time I have arrived for a lale flighl out of PHX and had 10 do the full screening routine. Is this lhe 

2014 8:24:( official policy regarding Pre-Check for late flights out of PHX? 

Thank you, 

kb1(61 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name kb':,(6I ! 
Phone Number , 
Emai!(b)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalilion, a civil rig his organization directly from I heir phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like 10 send their complainl 

The q ue st,ons answered by the user be I ow correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel di scri mm ati on comp I a int fo nm. You a re requested to take action on the comp I amt of p rofi Ii ng or di sen mi nation by the T SA described he re. 

2014 8 ,24,, Are you 18 or over? Yes _ _ _ 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney ,n this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? Yes 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

What was the dale and approxima1e lime of the incident? 



From: Fischer, Anna 
Sent: Wednesday, April 30, 2014 11 :28 AM 
To: TCC-Referrals 

Subject: External ComplainJ~(b~·~i(~6~1-----~ 

Good Momi ng , 

The attached correspondence( s) are being lo ""a rded to your office for ap prop ri ate handling of info reg a rd i ng a passenger addressing a complaint. 

Thank you for your assi sl ance, 

Anna Fischer 
TAPE Contractor: Administrative Assi slant 
Office of Civil Rights & Liberties, Ombudsman, and Traveler Engagement (CRLIOTE) 

,014 12.10. Transportation Security Administration 
. . .. Ph: (5 71) 22711h 1/R ,I 

(b,(6) 

Are you filing In this complaint form on behalf of anolher individual? If yes, please provide your information: 

l(b)IB) I 
Disability Description: Callers daughter wears a wig due to a medical condition. 

Response Details: Advised Caller: 

If a passenger s hairpiece sets off the meta I d ete cto r a I arm , the hairpiece must be inspected visua I ly and the p asse nge r s head area must be searched with a Ii mi ted patd own, II the Transportation S ecu ri ty Olli cer (TSO) determines that the h ai rp i ece 
needs 10 be removed, the TSO must offer lhe person lhe opportunity to remove the hairpiece in a private screening area. If lhe individual declines the privale screening, he or she must remove the hairpiece in lhe public screening area. We advise 
passengers to use non-metal hairpins to secure their hairpieces. Any passenger who does not permit the search will not be permitted ta board an aircraft. 

You can present medical documentation, regarding a medical condition. This will not exempt anyone from screening. You daughter may call ahead of time and request assistance through the checkpoint. She may also request a PSS or Supervisor ii 
'014 12:44:· she has concerns. This may help facilitate the screening process. Officers are 1rained 10 1reat passengers with dignity, respect, courtesy and professionalism. 

1014 5:26:2 

Un ab I e to offer emai I. Cal I er seemed rushed to get off the phone and quickly hung up, stating his questions were answered. 

lncidenl Details: Caller daughler flew from DFW with a medical condition. She is bald and wears a wig with metal clips and has me1a1 in her neck. She was asked to remove her wig and was very up sel and crying. Caller said she was given a privale 
screening. Caller felt they did what they needed ta do. Caller wanted ta know if a letter from her doctor will by-pass this type of screening. Caller said it is embarrassing for her. She was crying and embarrassed. Caller indicated there was no failure to 
accommodate and indicated they did their Job regarding s c reem ng. Caller was just I ooki ng lo r a way to avoid this type of sere en i ng. From the way 11 was described the re was no fai I u re to accommodate or d1scri mi nation. Ca 11 er stated the re was no 
doubt he believed the officers were polite, professional and did their job. 

The caller stated that he and his wife are precheck program applicants. He stated that they were flying from SFO back to Aspen and he and his wife did not get precheck on the return flight. The caller wanted to know why and why he would not get 
precheck on every flight seeing as to how he is part of the program. The caller stated that he has a metal implant and gets patted down each time he flies because he alarms the WTMD. The caller wanted to know why we would not just note his file so 
that he does nol get palled down. 

Advised the cal I er that precheck is random and th at as a p recheck program a pp Ii cant he would get pre ch eek more often th an not. I explained to the ca 11 er why precheck is random and why 11 is necessary for security. Advised the ca 11 er that TSA · s 
submission process for information, ideas, proposals, and opportunities is located on our Web site at www.tsa.gov. Please review the documents and guidelines provided on our business page by selecting the 'Stakeholders" tab at the top of the screen 
and following the "Business Op po r1 unities" Ii n k. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time . 511/2014 5:48:36 PM 
Airport DEN - Denver I ntematIona I 
Date/Ti me of Travel . 

,014 6 _ 30 ,2 Airline & Flight Number : 
· · · Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 

'014 9:26 3 

TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· Suggestion: I have a knee replacement and always set off the metal detector. I have been qualified for pre-screen and have my number and letter from TSA. I always get patted down and it would seem a strong improvement to the system 
to have people in my siluation wilh a note on their file about lhe titanium so as to avoid a pat down each time I go thru securily. I understand lhe risk of having this on my record, and the potenlial to then sneak a knife or whatever, but you have already 
accounted for this with your random selection process. I think people like me are being unfairly screened because of a surgical implant and if the paint of Pre-screen is to speed the process for those that are accepted in the program, it falls dawn 
here. A ain. ou already have the random feature built into the security process and that should be the disincentive for someone wanting to abuse the implant notation on the TSA pre-screen record Would you like a response?: True Passenger's 
Name b)(ff:, hone Numbefh·11r;-·, !Email J(b)(ff:, ~o leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link· httpcl/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller wants to apply for the TSA Precheck program what can he do? He has had Shoulder replacement surgery and he doesn't want to be patted down anymore. 

Advised ca Iler: 

All individuals must undergo security screening at the checkpoint before being permitted into the secure area of an airport, including those eligible for TSA Pre\u2713 '" 

TSA recognizes that certain travelers with disabilities or medical conditions may have difficulty standing or walking and that certain medical conditions may cause individuals to alarm when screened using a walk-through metal detector. If this occurs. 
TSA Prelu2713 '" ind1v1duals may be permitted to undergo alternate screening procedures such as Advance Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. explosives trace detection (ETD) swabbing, or a patdown screening. 

Please keep in mind that TSA will always incorporaIe random and unpredictable securily measures lhroughout the airport, and no individual will be guaranleed expedited screening. 

Advised caller that he just needs to de c I are to the office rs that he has metal Im plants before screening, 

To apply, 1ravelers may submil an application through TSA's Web site al www.tsa.gov or visit an enrollment center to submit an application in person. To complete the application process, individuals will be required to visit an enrollment center to 
provide identification, fingerprints, and proof of U.S. citizenship or immigration eligibility. In addition, an $85 fee to cover an in-depth background check and other operational casts is required. Upon successful completion, travelers will receive TSA 
Pre\u2713 ™ eligibility for 5 years. 

Advised caller that the fee is non refundable. Also that if there is an alarm regardless of him being TSA Precheck eligible he still has to be palled down. 

Good momi ng 
I requested to go through the metal detector this morning due to a shoulder injury from my last deployment. The lady tells me to show her how far I can raise my arms and laughs at me as I try to lift my left arm up. She says I didn't think you would 

:J14 10:08:< acIually do it. I was upsel because i began 10 lhink about my injury and how it was a joke. Then the guy that wands my hands sIarts a skin me about what movie do I like better. Get some leaders in there and inslill some professionalism. 

111 be back fort brag g mond ay if you want to cal I me on my govemme nt ce 11 phone-kb) ( ff:, KiillfilJ "-'-'-'---' 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 51212014 8:06:29 PM 
Airport ROC - Rochester-Monroe County Date/Time of Travel 04/2012014 7:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: Southwest 325 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Rochester TSA Employee: (If Known): Unknown Comment: According to your web page, the 
reasons pat downs are used is to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by imaging technology. 
At the RochesIer airport I went through lhe meIaI detector and ii was nol set off; but when I got through it, I was told I would need a pat down because I have &quot:sparkles&quot: on my shirl. I said are you crazy and then two others behind me stated, 
&quot:You've got to be kidding me.&quot: Are you really serious about this, sparkles an a shirt. Then the woman who did the pat down did not explain the procedure, but just stated she was doing it because of the way my shirt looked. 

,014 9_03,2_ Now let me tell you what wasn't done. On my flight back from San Diego on April 30, 2014 to Rochester_: I arrived at the San Diego Airport early, before screening was even opened. At 5am the gate was opened two people went ahead of me to other 
· · lines I was the only one 1n my line. I placed my bags, shoes. etc on the belt to be x-rayed, as I was walking through the detector, I turned back and saw the 1nd1v1dual who was suppose to be looking at the screen v1ewIng my bags, was not. she was too 

busy talking to her coworker slanding nexl to her, my bags went through unchecked. 
Please explain ta me haw it is that one airport goes to the extreme while the other could care less what was in my bag. Each security check point seems ta have aver zealous workers and some who could care less. lt"s almost like you have no control 
over those you have hi red to do the so cal I ed job of protecting this country. 
Would you like a re-3-naose? - I • 1e 
Passenger's Name ._tbc..· .. I(-=-6~1 ____ _. 
Phone Number · 

Email l(b ,(6) ] 
To leaJe a Cul 111 rlel Ii Cul Itel I Illig II IIS Feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service; Screening Current Date/lime: 51212014 9:18:20 PM Airport· JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel, 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I am absolutely appalled about how my sister was treated by TSA officials at JFK Airport 

My sister. who is about six months pregnant, was travelling home to Cincinnati through JFK Airport. Being pregnant, she can't go through the newer machines, and no one would allow her to go thru a metal detector. She had to go through a pat down. 
To make a long story short, she eventually got hauled into some back room through no fault of her own. at which point some official asks my sister -- who's visibly pregnant -- what's going on with her pants and thal"s she's going to miss her flight. My 

:114 10,03 , 1 sister then had to explain that they were maternity pants, and that she needed to go home. What kind of agency hires people who are that rude and demeaning, particularly to a pregnant woman? Who asks a visibly pregnant woman &quot;what's 
· · going on wilh your pants&quot: when it's pretty obvious why she's wearing I hem and she probably already is self-conscious about it? 

:)1412071 

Don't be surprised 1f you hear from my sister. I am a bso I utely a pp al led. Our nation's security does not depend on hum i Ii ati ng norm a I trave Ii ng cItIze n s, esp eci a 11 y pregnant women. 

I am printing my sister's name below since she was the passenger, but my name is!~1h_·-,1_r;_·1 ___ ~ 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name kb)(ffl 
Phone Number , ==~-----~ 
Email !/b1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The caller staled thal she flew from MCO and that she was selected for a patdown because her back pocket, righl shoulder and her finger alarmed lhe AIT. The caller staled thal she was upset with this because she was embarrassed having to be 
patted down at the checkpoint and that she did not feel comfortable not being close to her belongings. The caller stated that it was raining in Orlando. The caller stated that her bag was wet on the inside and that there was no NOi: the zipper pull was 
broken. 

Advised the caller: I apologized 10 lhe caller if her exerience was less that pleasant however informed the passenger thal every passenger musl be screened and that if a passenger were to alarm the AIT or lhe WTM D they would have to be screened 
using a thorough patdown. Advised the caller that many thing can cause an anomilie including layered clothing. Advised the caller that the lack of an NOi would indicate that TSA never inspected the bag by hand and the fact that the bag was wet would 
indicate that the re is a good cha nee the bag was ope nd outside, where T SA is not present and the bag would be in the posse ss,on of baggage hand I e rs Advised the ca 11 er to Ii I e a comp I amt with the airline. Advised the ca 11 er that she cou Id request a 
private screening if she felt uncomfortable being screened in public and they may be able to screen her belongings with her like valuables. Advised caller that she could ask for a supervisor or a PSS. 
Caller and her husband have flown a lot over the years. She has a hip implant and flew from Baltimore with no problems. She went through the AIT. But at Phoenix Sky Harbor she told the guy she has a metal implants and wants to use the AIT but he 
said no and made her use the WTMD. She kept trying to tell him she has metal implants but he would not listen and sure enough she alarmed. She was pulled aside and they started to pat her down in public with people going by looking at her like she 
did something wrong and she was embarrassed. She asked for private screening and the TSO told her that she would have to wait for another female. She said they were very nice and apologetic but she just thought the male TSO did not listen to her 
and now she is apprehensive about flying again. She wants 10 know if there is something she can do 10 avoid this. She did not get the agents name. 
The Airport was Sky Harbor on Southwest 4403 on April 15th at 5: 15 pm. 

I apologized to the caller and told her I hat TSO s are lrained 10 listen to your concerns and respond appropriately. 

,014 2_59,0 TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive_to tmck trends and spot areas of concern_ that may require special attention. This helps us know where corrections need to be made. 
· · Because the com pl a Int concerns security s c reenI ng at a spec, fr c a rrpo rt, we have fa rwarded a copy of th Is e-ma I I to the Custom er Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io ca 11 on, 

I told her that if a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips. he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about 
any di sab i Ii ty, medical condition. or medical device that cou Id affect sec u nty screening. 

Many passengers with meIaI implants thal regularly alarm a walk-lhrough metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). You may ask for lhe AIT. If it shows an anomaly and you have to have a patdown you can ask for a 
private screening at any time. You may also be accompanied by a companion of your own choosing. 

You can ask for a su pe rvi sor or passenger support speci a Ii st at any time if you have concerns or questions, You may a I so ca 11 TS A cares before you travel to request ass i sta nee, 
Sent email. 



Caller and her husband have flown a lot over the years. She has a hip implant and flew from Bal ti mare with no problems. She went through the AIT. But at Phoenix Sky Harbor she told the guy she has a metal implants and wants to use the AIT but he 
said no and made her use the WTMD. She kept trying to tell him she has metal implants but he would not listen and sure enough she alarmed. She was pulled aside and they started to pat her down in public with people going by looking at her like she 
did something wrong and she was embarrassed. She asked for private screening and the TSO told her that she would have to wait for another female. She said they were very nice and apologetic but she just thought the male TSO did not listen to her 
and now she is apprehensive about flying again. She wants 10 know if there is something she can do 10 avoid this. She did not get the agents name. 
The Airport was Sky Harbor on Southwest 4403 on April 15th at 5: 15 pm. 

I apologized to the caller and told her I hat TSO s are Irained 10 listen to your concerns and respond appropriately. 

,014 2_59 ,0 TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive_to tmck trends and spot areas of concern_ that may require special attention. This helps us know where corrections need to be made. 
· · Because the com pl a Int concerns security s c reenI ng at a spec, f1 c airport, we have forwarded a copy of th Is e-ma I I to the Custom er Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io ca 11 on, 

'014 4:19:3 

I told her that if a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips. he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about 
any di sab i Ii ty, medical condition. or medical device that cou Id affect sec u nty screening. 

Many passengers with meIaI implants thal regularly alarm a walk-lhrough metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). You may ask for lhe AIT. If it shows an anomaly and you have to have a patdown you can ask for a 
private screening at any time. You may also be accompanied by a companion of your own choosing. 

You can ask for a su pe rvi sor or passenger support speci a Ii st at any time if you have concerns or questions, You may a I so ca 11 TS A cares before you travel to request ass i sta nee, 
Sent email. 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a cIvI I rights organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air I ravel discrimination complain! form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 

Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? yes 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Los Angeles I nte rna ti on al Airport 



Caller was on flight 758 on May 1st. He is a 70 year old disabled vet. His expenence at SEA was something that made him never want to fly again. When he was screened by the WTMD he was put back in his wheelchair and all his stuff went through 
the belt on the tray. They set the tray out of the way about 30 yards from where he was sitting. He was frisked in his chair. He said people were walking by and pointing at him and laughing and asking questions about why this man was being pulled 
aside. He was so damn humiliated after serving his counlry for 20 years.He was being laughed at and this was unacceptable. He said thal the TSO s are on a power trip. He did not know about lhe private room and was never told about it by lhe TSO 
s. He was made to roll over in his wheelchair and they went up and down his legs and took off his shoes and belt. He was upset and even teared up. He said the person pushing the wheelchair was very nice and very apologetic. 

Airport Sea 
Airline:Alaska 
Flight Number:758 
Date and Time:May 1 at 8: 15 am 
Terminal or Gate:N 15 
Name of Person involved: The TSO man was short and dark but he was too upset to get names and a good description. 

'014 5: 14: 5 I a po I og i zed to the ca Iler and to Id him that the Transportation Security Adm i ni st rat ion (TSA) seeks to provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. 0 ur policies and procedures focus on 
ensuring that all passengers, regardless of their personal siluations and needs, are 1reated with dignity, respecl, and courtesy. 

Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted 1s important. Transportation Secunty Officers (TSOs) must conduct add1t1onal screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 
happen next in I he process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

In addition, passengers may request a private screening if add1t1onal screening is required or at any time during the screening process . In add1t1on, screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require 
disp I acing or Ii fling clothing . 

We consider your concerns to be a serious issue for our attention. TSA appreciates that you took the time to share your concerns with us. 
Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 

Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at 1-855-787-2227 Monday lhrough Friday 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. EST and weekends and Holidays 9 a.m. 10 8 p.m. EST. TSA recommends thal passengers call no less than 72 hours ahead of 1ravel in case it is 
determined that it is necessary to coordinate support at the airport. We can send this to Wounded Warrior and get you some help at the checkpoint. 

Caller was on flight 758 on May 1st. He is a 70 year old disabled vel. His experience al SEA was somelhing that made him never want 10 fly again. When he was screened by the WTMD he was put back in his wheelchair and all his sluff went through 
the belt on the tray. They set the tray out of the way about 30 yards from where he was sitting. He was frisked in his chair. He said people were walking by and pointing at him and laughing and asking questions about why this man was being pulled 
aside. He was so damn humiliated after serving his country for 20 years.He was being laughed at and this was unacceptable. He said that the TSO s are on a power trip. He did not know about the pnvate room and was never told about 11 by the TSO 
s. He was made to roll over in his wheelchair and they went up and down his legs and took off his shoes and belt. He was upset and even teared up. He said the person pushing the wheelchair was very nice and very apologetic. 

Airport:Sea 
Airline :Al a ska 
Flight Number:758 
Dale and Time:May 1 at 8: 15 am 
Terminal or Gate:N 15 
Name of Person involved: The TSO man was short and dark but he was too upset to get names and a good description. 

1014 5:14:5 I apologized to the caller and told him that the Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on 
ensuring th at al I passengers. reg a rd I ess of their personal s i tuat,ons and needs. are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

Every person and i I em mu st be screened be fore entering I he secured area of an airport, and I he manner in which the screening is conducted is i m po r1 ant. T ra nsporta t ion Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additiona I screening to resolve an ala rm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 
happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

In add i Ii on, passengers may request a pri v a I e screening if add itiona I screening is required or a I any time during the screening process . In addition, scree ne rs should offer a private sere en i ng before beginning a patdown inspect ion that wi 11 require 
disp I acing or Ii fti ng clothing. 

We consider your co ncems to be a serious issue for our attention, T SA appreciates that you took the ti me to share your co nee rns with us, 
Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) al thal location. 

Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at 1-855-787-2227 Monday through Friday 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. EST and weekends and Holidays 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. EST. TSA recommends that passengers call no less than 72 hours ahead of travel in case it 1s 
determined that it is necessary to coordinate sup po rt at the airport, We can send this to Wounded Warrior and get you some he Ip at the checkpoint, 



Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Profess1onalism/Customer Service Current DatelTlme : 5/512014 5:26:24 PM Airport LAS - McCarran International Date/Time of Travel 05/04/2014 8:00 AM Airline & Flight Number Southwest CheckpornUArea of Airport 

,014 6_17, 1 TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
· · · Comment : while preparing to enter the me tJ I del ec1ors I asked a TSA agent I hat was standing nearby if I was required 10 remove my shoes. His response &quot: can you rea d&q uo t: and I hen began pub Ii cl y ridiculing myse If as we 11 as other who did 

1014 6:38:5 

'014 8:25 0. 

not notice the posted sign. He continued his lack of professionalism by commenting to his co-worker &quot;they are so stupid&quot: . I responded with no need for disrespect to which he replied &quot;its the facts&quot: I asked to speak to his 
supervisor and explained to her what had Just taken place. The lack of professionalism was low even by TSA standards however my greater concern is that this particular antagonistic individual should not be taken lightly or tolerated by TSA 
Supervisors or Managers. His comments are a strong indication of a serious character flaw that could jeopardize the people TSA are trying to protect. I failed to get his name so I will describe him: White Male. 6' tall in his late 20's with a beard. 

Would you like a res,.o~o_n~se~7~· _: ~Tr~u~e-----~ 
Passenger's Name kb)(ff:, !Phone Numbed(b)(m Email ,kbH6) !fa leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Disability Description: Caller has a pacemaker and a difibrillator. 

Response Details: Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging 
Technology (AIT) will affect such devices, passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. I will send you information via email on how to file this 
complain! appropriately and forward this complaint 10 lhe CSM at PHL, Kimberly Masso. Sent email of information. 

Incident Details: Caller flew from PHL on Apnl 5th at 3:00 PM and has a pacemaker and a defibrillator. During the screening he tried to show the TSOs a card he had from his doctor stating he could not go through the screening machines, but the 
officer insisted that he go through it anyway, So the ca 11 er ended up being fo reed to go through an A IT machine and he has been told to avoid these machines, For a few days after he has le It strange, He be Ii eves that this is a fai I ure to accomoda te a 
disabilily and wishes to form a complaint. 

TSA Customer Service Rep, 

Is I here a standard thal is set on all me1a1 detectors across lhe counlry for TSA security checkpoinls? The reason I ask is I hat every time I travel through the Lehigh Valley International airport my watch, shoes and bell sets of lhe me1a1 detector alarm. 
Since I travel every week for work I some time have to fly through multiple airport·s and screening stations such as Chicago O'Hare, Philadelphia International Airport, Newark as well as some of the smaller regional ones such as in Knoxville. If I'm 
wearing similar outfits or the same exact clothing. I never set off the metal detectors at other airports. yet the one at Allentown's sensitivity 1s turned up so high that anything sets it off Why is there such a discrepancy between settings at different 
airports? 

The absurd fact is that ABE enacted an "expedited" check for all TSA-Pre travelers to help expedite the process without having to remove belts or shoes. Yet the metal detector goes off for every item people wear so during the busy travel times in the 
morning as 1ravelers are going through they slow down the line having to remove belts and I hen shoes as well which has the reverse impact of what the expedited screening has the intent to do. 

Is I here a standard across airports or does every airport TSA group get to pick and choose what they decide 10 do? 

[,_b_)_(6_, ________________ _,fnobile I HYPERLINK ~b~1~(6~)-------------------~ 

Confi d entia I : This e I eel ro ni c message and a 11 conte nl s contain in formation from the fi rrn o ~( b ':,( 6 I !and its affi Ii ates which may be confidential or otherwise pro I eel ed from disclosure. The information is intended 10 be for the add res see only. If 
you are not the addressee, any disclosure, copy, distribution or use of the contents of this message is prohibited. If you have received this electronic message in error, please notify us immediately at tb·:,(61 !and destroy the original 
message and all copies. 



I travel by air extensively and recently signed up for TSA Pre. My home airport is New Orleans and today·s flight AA 1615 to Dallas is the first booked with my Known Traveler number](bH6l [ It was a poor experience. Because the Pre enrolled 
were in the same I in e as everyone e I se. they required th at I take out my I aptop. but only informed me if this a/le r I had a I ready gone through the metal detector. The person at the front of the Ii ne acknowledged th at I was Pre enro 11 ed. and it was cl early 
shown on my boarding pass, and I was eligible to leave my shoes on. Once through the metal detector, I had to wait for a security person to remove my laptop from my bag and run it back through. There was no separate line for TSA Pre members. and 
the line was very long. If this is indeed lhe case. slill having to remove laptops, and no separate line for PRE members al airports that advertise this service, the TSA is misleading travelers and need to remove this informalion from the website and 
brochures . This is not worth the ti me and money I spent. 

PI ease acknow I edge receipt I hat I his ema i I was received and if anything wi 11 happen to co rrecl this issue. or not. I am happy to speak to whoever may be i nte rested in fi, i ng this issue. Thank you. 

'014 8:07:J"-b'-'-)(6'--1-----' 

C HYPERLINK "t~~~l~(6~1---------~ 

Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time, 51712014 11 :25:46 AM Airport, SJU - Luis Munoz Marin International Date/Time of Travel· 05/07/2014 8:15 AM Airline & Flight Number· Cape Air 9K257 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
: Jet Blue Terminal TSA Employee: (If Known) tbl(ffl I 
Comm:nt . I arrived in line about 8:10 am. S".'all Hne, rout .10 },Opie in line in front of me. My flight_ left at 9:05a'." so I had some ti'."e but was planning to get breakfast. There was only one_ ID ch:cker (b)(ffl . I thou Mthere were 2 ID ch~ckers 
but I think one went on leave as soon as I got into line. b )(6 :1 as very slow and she was responsible for all 3 lines (1) Common line 2) Pre Check and aIrtIne employee line. and (3) Hand1ca Line. Between (b )(6 .1 being slow and choosing to 
take from the other 2 Ii ne s first ( pre-check and handicap Ii ne s) Ii rst. my Ii n e was simply not moving at al I. Then the supervisor h ·1 I fr, ( bad gefilill&J). came over to have a conversation with ( b) ( ff! for more than a minute. bringing the Ii ne to a 
complete stand still. After waiting for awhile. I raised my hand tq1h·11fr1 I and told him the line was not moving bul he really didn't seem to care much. He wasn't doing anylhing about it. Meanwhile, more pre-che k. n. h ndicap people were gelling 
in line ... i felt helpless like I would never get through the line. By this point. the x-ray lines with the belts were all empty. They closed one of the x-ray lines down. I thought for sure someone would come over to help (b.1(6.1 check people's IDs but 
there was no effort on anyone's part to help facilitate to get the line moving again. I called the supervisor over,fh·11fr1 I so that I could speak to him. He came over and I explained all this to him and he listened but did nothing about ,t except give 
excuses. After he left I spoke to the man in line next to me and said I should complain. The man said not to complain to anyone locally but to someone off island because they all cover for each other here. The couple in line in front of me told me to go 
ahead of them so I did. When I 901 t<filill:§IJ the ID checker, she was rude and indifferent and told me she did nol wanl to talk to me. I lold her she had an altitude and you could tell she was mad at me because I spoke up 10. lhe supervisor and her 
being slow (couldn"t she have called someone else over the help check ID"s ??). Then I proceeded over to put my stuff on the belt, take off my shoes, etc. and get into the metal detector machine where I put my hands up_ tb ·1(6 I !was at this station 
and kept asking me 1/ I had taken off my belt repeatedly and 1/ there was anything in my pockets over and over again. Something didn't seem right to me. I told him I was in a hurry please and he keeps asking me the same thing over and over again. I 
kept answering him but he was trying to make me upset. He got upset at me and said I was not following procedure and called over the supervisor and stood back and brought the line to a complete halt like i was a criminal. I thought they were going 
to arrest me. The the man in line behind me spoke oul loud to the whole room and said aloud for everyone to hear lhat he witnessed the ID checker~ come over to fh··,1rr1 !lo set me up to give me roblems and furlher delays. The TSA 
agents all conspired to try to retaliate against me for speaking up and getting upset at~ It was humiliating. I exchanged phone numbers with the man in line who witnessed everything. His name is b)(ff:1 and he said he would be in Texas for 

:J 14 12,21 :, a month but would come back to PR after that He.said we should go to the FBI. Somehow he knew that these TSA agents were going to give me a hard time for speaking up beca_use of the poor m1smana ed 'ob they were doing. T.hey had no choice 
after that but to let me proceed as a law ab1d1n cItI2en which they let me do and I was able to get my stuff off the belt and put my shoes back on. I was completely In compliance with procedures and (b.:,(6.1 was wrong and humiliated me and set 
me up. Afterwards. I spoke to the supervisor b)(ffl again to get the names of the TSA agents. He then asked for my boarding pass and took it and wrote down a bunch of information. After I le k up. I went to the gate and started to 
think about it. I didn't feel safe on my flight which was a small 2-engine Cape Air propellor plane. I felt that if they would conspire against me as they already did, who is to say that they would not conspire to sabotage my plane in the same manner. 
Everyone knows everyone else here in PR and at the airport. They all work together. I requested to have my flight changed so that I was not on that fi1ght just in case. I live in the Virgin Islands and I have traveled to PR once a month for over 12 years 
now. I own a business! on St. Croix and I am familiar with the Caribbean culture and I agree that if the system is to get better it needs to be enforced from outside the Caribbean. I findtii:@[Jto be problematic and slow and devious and retaliatory. 
1h··,1rr1 the supervisor, was nol concerned with the fact the all the people in line are on a schedule, have a flight 10 catch and are nervous aboul flying and finding their gate. He could care less about making the syslem betler. I was most offended 
b 1h··,1rr1 who was clearly out of line and corrupt and should have just performed his duty and not tried to retaliate back to me according to how he was tipped off from0:illill:J At a minimum, these employees should be spoken to about this 
incident and exposed for their collusion and complete lack of customer service and retaliatory nature. I will not use that TSA gal check station anymore so as to avoid these people. I will be happy to walk across the airport to hopefully get better 
service. I hope with this that it helps the TSA system to get better and better. Good Luck. I will be more careful next time to just keep my mouth shut to avoid this aggravation. I don't feel safe because of the TSA employees and the irony is that they 
are sup posed 10 make us le el safe?? 
Would you like a response? ; True 
Passenger's Name fb··,1r;··, 

Phone Numbe~lbi/61 
Email l(b)(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl~(b_·•~1(6_-_1 --~ 
Dale Time: 5/712014 12:24 09 PM 

Nam~bi(6i 
Ema]bi(6i 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee. 

,014 2_03 ,1 Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):U.S.AIRWAYS 4689 
· · · 1600 hrs 

GateG 
Westchester County Ai rpo rtlW h ite PI a ins, NY 
Comments:Monday, 5 April 2014 

Pre-TSA screening done by a man who clearly had some kind of obsessive/compulsive disorder. While initially off-putting (as his demeanor is excessively directive and authoritarian) most travelers would eventually recognize that he has this particular 
challenge. However, for anyone less observant or possibly already challenged by airline travel. this could produce an incendiary exchange. There would be no 'winners· here. 

The remainder of lhe TSA personnel encountered in a very short and quickly moving line all seemed to go out of her/his way 10 be rude, sarcastic and defensive. I was poked (by the female agent) in the back (presumably 10 gel my attenlion) and 
instructed to enter a different metal detector. No need to touch. A simple oral instruction would have served. Knowing how precarious our situations, passengers generally move through lines like cows to the slaughter in order to avoid being singled out. 
Neither I, nor any other passenger was being antago ni sti c or problematic. It was outright bullying by the T SA agents. Power corrupts. 
Caller fiew JetBlue from White Plains Westchester Airporl to Orlando yesterday. She said she is a Diabelic and she has an insulin pump. She said yesterday, a TSA agent, who had shoulder lenglh dark hair and was wearing glasses was rude to her. 
The agent was about 5 6 and thin. Caller said the agent was very nasty and rude. She said in her carry on bag was her insulin and syringes. She said she cannot go through the machine because it may damage her pump. She said she had the 
manufacturers card with her. She said she was wa iii ng her turn. and the agent came aver and told her. with a harsh impatient tone, to push her things through. She saw a male screening th at was concentrating on the screen. Cal I er could not tel I 
them she had supplies in her bag. The agent said we know what we are doing. She said she went through the WTMD and that was fine. 

RESPONSE: Advised caller I will refer this information to the CSM at the Airport. I would like to apologize that you feel you had a bad experience with TSA. 
'014 5:44: 1 Date and Time: May 7th, 2014 She was at the checkpoint around 1 :00 p.m. 

1014 5:05:0 

2014 938, 

Flight 497 
Airline: JetBlue 
Gate or Terminal: Only One There 
Airport: White Plains Westchester. 

The caller applied for the TSA Precheck Application Program over a month ago, and he has not received any information regarding the status of the application. He is unable to check the status online. Also. he has difficulty removing his shoes due to 
a medica I condition. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

For additional assistance, please contact the Universal Enrollment Call Center at (1855] 347-8371) between 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Eastern Time. Monday through Friday. 

If a passenger cannot remove his or her shoes due to possible medical complications. he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

Regardless of whether a passenger is screened by the walk-through metal detector, AIT, or a patdown, his or her shoes are subject to additional screening, which may require thal the passenger lift lhe botlom hem of his or her panls. A passenger can 
request to be seated during this additional screening. 

To whom 11 may concern, 

I just 901 through security al JFK airporl and am lhoroughly disappointed in lhe TSA personnel. They don"I even utilize the body scanners they have here, they haven"I the last several times I've flown, and they completely abuse the TSA pre. Almost no 
one had to take laptops out of bags or their shoes off. and we were just walking through a metal detector. The guy that was watching the screen wasn"t paying attention at all, he was talking instead. Then I got selected for a random pat down, and they 
didn't even do the pat down. I le el completely unsafe flying. I have no idea where the he 11 your $ 7. 3 9 bi 11 ,on budget go es but 11' s obvious I y not into the training of your employees. 

Sincerely, 

!(b,(61 

Sent from my iPhone 



Good Momi ng: 

I am 6 months pregnant & traveling through MSYon my way to DTW. I was just cleared through security 20 minutes ago. Upon noticing that the new body scanner was posted as "optional technology" & having concerns due to my pregnancy I 
requested a physical seJrch & metal deIecIor instead. I was absolutely denied this option & forced into the body scan. For fear of being harassed, held & possibly missing my flight I complied. I am sick over I his blalant disregard for my righls, 
especially given that there was a pasted sign informing me that the use of the technology was optional & that I had a right ta request a physical search. I believe that is absolutely indefensible. 

Siocecelv 
101411:01,_fb_,(_6_1 _ __.I 

l(b)(61 I 
Sent from my iPhone 

I was traveling through Shreveport Louisiana (around 0830 on 10 May) and while in line at the TSA checkpoint. the metal detector was acting up. One of the agents said "sometimes you need to treat it like a lady" then slapped the metal detector. There 
is nothing funny about domestic abuse. The joke was unnecessary and offensive. 

'014 11'02 VIR . . ,..,!(b...,..1(...,.6,..., ----, 

Sent from my iPad 

Because I fiy fairly frequently between GRR and Florida I have a lot of opportunity 10 compare tsa and pre-Isa sel ups at differenl airports. GRR has a poor set up al the B terminal. Wilh pre-tsa you are lold you do not have to take jackets or shoes off. 
Unfortunately the pre-tsa line does not allow for people who have metal in their body that cannot be removed. For me that is a hip replacement. You cannot access the X-ray machine from the pre-tsa line. You have to walk back to the entry to go to the 
X-ray machine. Then the Isa worker back at where you left your luggage on the conveyer belt is confused because you left your bags and walked away. Then you show up at the X-ray machine. because you are told by the first tsa worker to do it that 
way. and the worker demands that you take your shoes and jacket off When you try to say you are pre-tsa they say you should go through the metal detector at pre-tsa then decide they need to do a manual pat down even after you have gone thru the 
X-ray machine. When you e ,p I a in you have a hip replacement anol her worker says in the background th at if you j usl took your meta I off they wo u Id nol have to do a ma nua I pa I down. I wonder if I hey wou Id provide a surgeon to re move my me ta I hip 

20 5.02., replacement? This is a horrible set up. MCO is a much larger airport and this has never happened to me. It happens repeatedly at GRR. GRR cannot assume that pre-tsa customers do not have medical metal in their bodies. This prejudice needs ta be 
14 · · corrected. GRR needs to look at systems in other airports that know what to do. 

'014 11:16: 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPad 

Greetings - Your learn has signs ALL over lhe meIaI detectors I scanners at check in indicating 10 NOT remove your shoes. However, the TSA agenls require everyone 10 remove their shoes. So we had to go lhrough the entire line TWICE because we 
followed your instructions. Please remove signage and instructions that are clearly inaccurate and unhelpful. 

~!(b-.-,(-6-1--~ 
Hastily typed via mobile 

To Whom It May Concern, 
This morning I went through TSA security at DIA. I am now home and its been hours since I went through security. I'm still thinking about the rude behavior al an employee at the metal detector. The person who is supposed to be directing us said. 

"Put your things down and go on through.'" He was p I eas ant about 11. The person in front of me lo rgot to put his eel I phone on the belt. and of course, the al a rm sounded. The old er woman sta ndrng by the detector proceeded to say s area stIca 11 y. "'This 

2014 5,06 ,, is a metal detector. " When it was my tum she rudely pointed aggressively in the direction I was headed. As myself and the person in front of me were gathering our things, the employee continued to rant about people not putting their phones on the 
· · conveyor belt. This occurred about 6:30-6:45 this morning. The woman was older, looked to have longer hair pullef back and had a nasty scowl on her face. I've flown quite a bit and have never had a TSA employee behave so rudely. I hope you can 

figure aut who this woman is and talk to her about customer relations. I'm not impressed and wish I had looked at her name tag. She gives the polite -TSA employees a bad name. 

~o u. 

l'...b.i.L.fil. 

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S '" 111. an AT&T 4G L TE smartphone 
Caller fiew from POX Caller had a service animal due to a visual impairment. She went through the WTMD and then put her hand out for help. She must have been up too far past the WTMD because the TSO asked her to take a step back. Caller 
backed into the WTMD and it alarmed, It had not alarmed the first time. Caller stated the screener accused her of having metal on her body because of the alarm even though it didn t alarm the first time. The caller stated the screener was rude about 
the siluation. Caller just wants to make a complainl about the way the screener was talking to her at the checkpoint. She doesn t have his name bul it was a male TSO. 

1014 11 :31 Incident happened:05-11-2014@6:15am 
AirportPDX 
Gate Terminal:Gate C9 
Airline :American Airlines 

Advised caller I will forward this issue to the CSM at that airport. Advised caller if they have any other questions they may contact her through her email address or the phone number she provided 



The caller indicated that he reported his complaint on the TSA blog but also wanted to call. He traveled from MSY on 5 7 with United flight 1460 from Gate D. He indicated that he was at the checkpoint between 4: 15pm-4:45pm. He indicated that he 
was put through the Precheck line. He has a left knee replacement that requires that he go through the scanner and be wanded. He advised the TSO of the metal implants. The female TSO required a male TSO to conduct the patdown. It took forever 
for the male TSO to come over. His complaint is that the male TSO conducted a full patdown and also that the TSO was unhappy to conduct the patdown and his atlilude was thal he didn t want to do it. The male TSO asked him to remove his wallel 
after discovering it during the patdown. The TSO looked through the wallet and the caller felt that this was unusual. The male TSO is stocky, African American, and 5 8 or 9 in height. 

The TSO did not reply when asked ii the AIT we re working. The ca Iler observed that AIT was not being uti I ized. 
,014 12,01 : The caller asked if Global Entry is recognized at MSY or I here is any type of program of thal nature at MSY. 

I explained that TSA recommends that passengers remove ,terns from their pockets prior to passing through the AIT or WTM D to reduce the likelihood of an alarm. The TSO is required to clear the item to ensure that it doesn t contain a prohibited item, 
which is why that he asked in regard to the wallet and opened it. 

I advised that I have documented the information provided at would refer to the CSM at MSY to make them aware. The CSM has the means to look into and address this. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints received so that we can track 
Ire nds and spot areas of concern th at may require s pec,al attention. 

I advised that he would need to contact Global Enlry in regard to whether lhey are airporl specific. We don t have information lhat speaks in regard to this. The caller declined a contact number. 

Fro~(b)(6I 

Sent: Monday, May 12, 2014 /AB AM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hltp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!(b)(61 ! 
Dale Time: 5/1212014 7:47 46 AM 

'014 12:27: Name: 

Email: 

HYPERLINi<f._~_,_(B_) ________________ _, 

Brief Description of Inquiry: 

concern regarding unprofessional treatment 

Comments: 

I am writing to express concern about the unprofessional conduct of a TSA officer I encountered Sunday afternoon at Dallas Love Field. As a fairly frequent traveler, I can say that I find the vast majority of TSA officials courteous and efficient. My 
interaction with Off1ce~as neither. 
Caller wants 10 know when she will be required 10 go through which technology before she arrives at lhe airpor1.Says TSA needs to hire smarter people to do their job so good honest people will not have to got through delays I hat do no good.She 
seems to think that TSA develops its screening procedures specifically for each airline and seems to be suggesting that TSA make the AIT units mobile so they can be moved around in the airport. 

AIT gives TSA a way 10 de1ec1 a wide variely of threats, including suicide vests and other improvised explosive devices that may be hidden under passengers· clothing and cannot be detected by walk-lhrough metal detectors. AIT enhances securily, 

20 1.32., reduces the need for patdown searches for passengers with joint replacements and other medical conditions. and improves passenger convenience and comfort. Privacy and security are not mutually exclusive, and TSA has had an ongoing dialogue 
14 · · with privacy groups on these issues. AIT is an effective tool in detecting terrorist threats and another tool in our layered approach to security. 

Screenings using AIT are voluntary. Individuals who do nol wish to be screened by lhis technology will be required to undergo alternalive screening, including a lhorough patdown.Offered John Pislole's address for suggestions on improving security 
and she declined.Suggested she do more research on the subject of security. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time. 5/12/2014 12:2625 PM Airport· RIC - Richmond International Date/Time of Travel: 5/10/2014/0930 Airline & Flight Number· UA 557 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· B TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment: First, 1 am 65 and had a hip replacement 2 years ago. I always inform the first agent to avoid the metal detector-which always results in a ndiculous putdown. On this occasion, I was late for the flight due to a traffic accident. I counter 
THIRTEEN TSA blue shirts in the area and ONE person was checking IDs. I politely told him that I was about to miss my flight. He told me that &quot:everyone says that.&quot I was TSA pre-check. When I got to the screen in machine, I AGAIN told 
the agent I had a right hip proslhesis. Nevertheless, I was asked, &quot.What do you have in your right pocket?&quot: Again, lhe agenl did a pat down. I thought I was finished with these non-communicative folks when &quot (b':1(6) quot: ( middle
aged, fat white man)told me he wanted to check my carry on. He made me go to a corner where I waited. When I told him to hurry and that I was about to miss my flight, he told me to relax and he called his supervisor (a fit. middle-aged black man). I 

2 O 14 2: 2 5:, had to re count the story again. I offered to he Ip him Ii nd what was causing his conce m. He refused. He rilled through my bag unti I he found the cul p nt- a 2-po und bag of grits that I had bought in Chari eston. First that bag of g nts had be en through CHS, 
IAD, BOS, and EW R WITHOUT anyone doing anything. Second. once he saw it, he didn't touch the bag. If a damn bag of grits DOES look suspicious. shouldn't it be examined? 
I think this man was jerking me around. I want an APOLOGY from lhe manager of TSA at RIC. Thirleen agents standing around joking and complaining about how long ii is until the next break is NOT MY IDEA of protecting passengers. Is it yours? An 
agency that deliberately delays a traveler who is late and examines his carryon for a bag of grits is not my idea of either HELPFUL or USEFUL. Is it yours? 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name h··,1fr1 
Phone Numbe (b 1(61 
Email 1h··,1rr1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

ADDRESS ANY OF THE ISSUES I SAW TODAY NOW I WILL HAVE TO FIND OUT WHOM IS OVER TSA AND REPORT YOUR LACK OF CONCERN OVER THIS MATTER. THERE IS NO TSA Pre?'". IN IDAHO FALLS AIRPORT 
BELOW IS THE EMAIL YOU SENT WITH AN EMAIL ADDY THAT SAYS DO NOT REPLY ........ I POSTED COMMENTS IN EACH APPROPRIATE AREA. 

Thank you for your e-mail regarding the Transportation Security Administration's (TSA) expedited screening initiative, TSA Pre?'". 

TSA continues to focus its resources and to improve passenger experience at the securily checkpoint by expanding ils use of technology and applying new intelligence-driven, risk-based screening procedures. The use of risk-based initiatives allows 
TSA to maintain its high-security standards .... 'HIGH SECURITY STANDARDS??? .... and allow more travelers to experience the benefit of expedited screening. 

The most familiar of TSA's risk-based initiatives. TSA Pre?™, allows TSA to identify low-risk passengers for expedited screening. Travelers who are directed to the TSA Pre?™ lane may be allowed to keep on their footwear, light outerwear, and belt, 
and leave lheir laptop in its case and 3-1-1 compliant liquids/gels bag in their carry-on luggage. .. .... WRONG. NO ONE WAS DIRECTED TO ANOTHER LINE ....... .. 

In addition to TSA Pre?'", TSA has implemented various risk-based measures at all of our Nation's airports, even at those that do not have a dedicated TSA Pre? 1~ lane. For example, some individuals may receive instructions from a Transportation 
Security Officer (TSO) at the checkpoint that may allow them a security screening experience similar to TSA Pre?'" .... WRONG. THE TSA EMPLOYEE DID NOT GIVE THE 2 PASSENGERS INSTRUCTIONS•!, .... 

2014 8_20., Also, travelers younger than 12 years of age. older than 75. and military personnel may receive modified screening procedures at airports nationwide. These procedures improve screening by better focusing resources on passengers who may be more 
. . likely to pose a risk .......... NEITHER PASSENGER WAS OVER 75 NOR A MILITARY PERSONNEL NOR YOUNGER THAN 12' 11.,••••••• 

While TSA's initiatives provide some travelers with expedited screening, passengers should not expecl to receive this form of screening every time lhey fly. Individuals who would like to receive expediled screening on a more frequenl basis should 
consider applying to a U.S. Department of Homeland Security (OHS) trusted traveler program. such as the TSA Pre?'" application program or Global Entry. Applicants who are approved in either program are eligible for expedited screening at TSA 
Pre?'" lanes at more than 100 airports , .. NOT IN IDAHO FALLS r,,i ........ when traveling on any participating U.S. airline. For more information about these programs, including which may be best for you ... "' .. HILARIOUS, I DO NOT WANT INFO 
ON TSA PRE CHECK" .... please visit our Web site at httpcllwww.tsa.gov/tsa-precheck. 

TSA continues to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Pre?"' lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSO and will go through a metal detector 
or Advanced Imaging Technology scanner as part of security screening procedures. No individual Is guaranteed expedited screening, and TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable secunty measures throughout the airport. 

We hope this information is helpful."'"""I WAS REPORTING TSA EMPLOYEES NOT DOING THEIR Joss··--· 

TS A Contact Center 
NOT IC r If he reader of this message is nol the intended recipient, or an employee or age nl who is responsi b I e for 
delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination. distribution or copying of this communication is stric y pro , , e 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Other; P role ssiona Ii sm/C ustome r Service Current Date/Ti me , 511412014 11 :09: 55 AM Airport : J F K - John F. Kennedy Intern ati o na I Date/Ti me ofT ravel , 0510912014 1 0: 00 PM Airline & Flight Numb er , E K206 Che c kpoi ntl Area of Airport , 
Departure Security screening I Terminal 4 TSA Employee: (If Known)~??) Commenl : Dear TSA represenlative 

I am using this channel to file a complain against one of your screening officers. I was traveling on Emirates flight EK206 from JFK terminal 4 to Milano on 05/0912014. I went in time through check-in and continued for security screening. When I 
re ached the sere en i ng a re a, I've noticed that queue I was assigned to is dedicated for a &quot; body sea nne rs&q uot:. 0 nee I've rea Ii zed. I asked the nearest T SA agent to use alte ma ti ve screening, This is for a we 11 known reason of 
&quo1;e,cessive&quo1; radiation (compared to regular metal de1ec1or frames) and additionally privacy reasons. There was another scanner being in operalions next 10 lhe body scanner and this was lhe slandard me1a1 detector frame. I was denied by a 
TSA agent (lady) and told to wait. This is the point when things started going wrong. The TSA agent was being rude and highly unprofessional. She hasn·t gave me any option or alternative for pat down, nor she told me I can't use the other form of 
screening. I was just told to wait and she shouted over the crowds of another passengers to another colleagues something I didn't understand. I have to stress out here that I was traveling with my family and this unprofessional approach from this agent 
was highly embarrassing to me. This agent has just kept me waiting and there was no follow up. I became nervous as I was standing on one place waiting for about one minute or two before the screening and blocking the way other passengers were 
going for screening. At that momenl. I turned my attention to her again, asking whal is happening. She has nol just answered inapproprialely and unprofessionally, she even started shouting at me in fronl of all. Apparently, she wasn"I in the best slate of 
mind and mental state. Probably she was irritated by the fact that I've chosen not to use a body scanner. She indeed used the words: &quot:You have to keep waiting&quot:, when I asked for how long more, she answered &quot;For as long as 
needed&q uot . This was so rude and hum i Ii ati ng. especially because she was yel Ii ng at me and in front of al I the passenger around. I seriously felt I, ke some criminal or th at I was waiting for some verdict... How unprofessional this was .. I was really 
badly mis treated as she continued arguing rudely with me, She a bso I ute ly doesn't know anything about p roles s ion a I ism, customer service and how to treat people with dignity and respect, Later after some ti me. another T SA officer (male) came to 
assist me and conducted a pat down search. This genlleman was very professional and did his work well and in a reasonable time. Moreover, he apologized to me for waiting too long. I absolulely understood and all wenl good with lhis genlleman. I 

,014 12:0B: would like to appreciate his work here. Once I was done with pat down, I went back to the first TSA officer (lady) to ask for her name in order to complain. She rudely turned her back on me and refused to communicate. Other colleague of her told me 
her name is Sherley (I"m not sure if spelling is correct) and to complain to supervisor, who was nearby. When I've reached the supervisor, I was disappointed again as the supervisor also couldn't provide me a name of that TSA officer, stating that she 
is not her staff. However, I was given a paper feedback form to fill. Because this whole situation took some time, I didn't have time to fill this up. Moreover, I was late to go for my flight and my name was even being paged on a final call. I had to run to 
the departure gate in order not 10 miss my flight. I haven"I even had time to use a washroom or anolher facilities al the airport. I was in a very bad stale and highly displeased by that hassle and absurd behavior of TSA. I had 10 board as the lasl 
passenger on a transatlantic flight without even having the minute for toilet and personal hygiene. While on the flight, I became ill and I am still recovering today. All in all from this whole situation caused by unprofessional TSA handling and rude agent, 
I require to know how this complain wi 11 be hand I ed and I need to know the fol low up on the fu 11 p race ss. I request you to fully i nve st,g ate this incident as I bel ,eve you have an access to CC TV footage. I also demand an a po I og y on beha If of this T SA 
agent and expect your proactive approach wh i I e seeking options to compensate, Add it ion a I ly, I wo u Id Ii ke to suggest to you to train your officers pro pe rl y with regards to customer service, before they a re re I eased to communicate and d ea I with 
passengers. After all, I have paid an airport lax which includes your screening services and I don't deserve to be treated in inhumane and humiliating manner. I reserve to maintain my rights for an official lawsuil or attorney, in case this online complaint 
will not be answered, investigated and/or resolved to my satisfaction. I would like to inform you that I keep this case on my watch list and will make it my utmost priority to have it resolved in a timely manner. Please get back to me on my email address: 

!rh,IRI I 
Regards, 

!(b1(6i 
!rh11R, ! 

Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name f'-'h-'·",1-'-R'"'·., ___ _. 
Phone Number · 
The caller used to be PreCheck. Her mileage was updated and then she was no longer PreCheck. Her husband was PreCheck and now he does not get it either. The airline said to call TSA because she is not opted in any longer. They settled her 
mileage plus card. She is in Annapolis MD and has a house Erie. Her husband has a pacemaker and cannot go through the metal detector. 

Advised caller: 

In addition, some airlines provide the option to opt-in for TSA Pre\u2713 '" when making a reservation: however, this does not automatically make a passenger eligible. 

While you may contact your airline to confirm your opt-in status, 11 is important to know that airlines do not determine TSA Pre\u2713™ eligibility. To be eligible for TSA Pre\u2713 1" as a frequent flyer with an airline. travelers must meet certain TSA
m a ndated criteria. 

2014 4:51 :, To apply, travelers may submit an application through TSA's Web site at www.tsa.gov or visit an enrollment center to submit an application in person. To complete the application process, individuals will be required to visit an enrollment center to 
provide ident1f1cation, fingerprints, and proof of U.S. citizenship or immigration eligibility. In addition, an $85 fee to cover an in-depth background check and other operational costs is required. Upon successful completion. travelers will be issued a 
Known Traveler Number (KTN) and receive TSA Prelu2713™ eligibility for 5 years. 

When making a reservation, passengers should enter their TSA Pre\u2713 '" known traveler number (KTN) into the "Known Traveler Number" field of their reservation. In addition, we recommend that you review your reservation to ensure that your 
name, date of birth. gender, and other identifying information are an exact match to the information you provided TSA at the time of enrollment. 

There is an enrollmenl cen1er in Baltimore, MD and some in VA near Annapolis MD. There are none in Erie, PA the closest is Ashtabula, OH. You can get location information and hours at 
htlpsc universalenroll.dhs.gov locator 

For additional assistance, please contact the Universal Enrollment Call Center at (855) DHS-UES1 ([855] 347-8371) between 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Eastern Time. Monday through Friday. 



Caller traveled from Newark yesterday and she was going through checkpoint, she noticed that nobody had to take off their sneakers. She asked a TSO and he said that they were at a Precheck paint. Caller then asked where the regular checkpoint 
was and TSO said th at they were at the reg u I a r checkpoint as wel I. Cal I er stated that everyone had to take their sneakers off in P hoemx. and when she said that to the TSO he said P hoemx sucks . TSO tu med and wa I ked away so she could nt get his 
name. She is ooncemed for her safety. She thinks all airports should have to do the same thing. 
Also said when she was going lhrough security point lhere were nol any buckets to put personal belongings in. Passengers just had 10 put items on lhe belt loosely. She did not want to leave her stuff on the bell while going lhrough a metal deIecIor for 
fear of someone taking the items. Checkpoint was very unorganized. She has flown many times out of Newark and it has never been like that. She stated once again that she feels very concerned about her safety. 

Airport 
Airline 
Flight# 

Newark 
Southwest 
3571 

'014 11 :11: Date - Time 
Location of Incident 
Name of TSO 

May 14, 2014 11 a.m. EST 
Terminal A 

Could nol get name. 

1014 11:59: 

CSS Hoskins Notes 
CSS Hoskins spoke with caller.she advised that someone swiped her hands with something and refer,-ed her to the precheck line. Caller advised that there was another line for normal secuirty. 
Advised Ca Iler: 

In addition to TSA Pre\u2713 ™. TSA has implemented various risk-based measures at all of our Nation's airports. even at those that do not have a dedicated TSA Pre\u2713 1~ lane. For example, some individuals may receive instructions from a 
Transportation Security Officer (TSO) at the checkpoint that may allow them a security screening experience similar to TSA Pre\u2713"', 

Caller: Her daughter wi 11 be flying to H awai 1. She w111 be renewing her driver Ii cense. Wanted to know if she dont get her d nve rs Ii ce n se back on time what she ooul d use to get through the check point. Al so she and her partner w111 be flying from 
Sacramento to Vancouver. He will have a plastic cast and some metal pins when they fly. Wanted to know if he will have problems going through the checkpoint. 

Advised: The Transportation Security Administration's (TSA) identity verification policy requires all adult passengers (18 and older) to provide a valid Federal or State Government-issued photo identification (ID) for inspection before entering the 
security checkpoint. In addition, Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) always have the option of requesting a seoond form of ID. 

Passengers who da not have a valid photo ID may present other forms of ID to assist in the verification of their identity. Passengers may present documents such as social security cards. birth certificates, marriage licenses, or credit cards, as long as 
the information on the documents bears the name of the passenger. There is no standard 11st of what forms of alternative identification are acceptable, however, TS Os will ask for at least two forms of this identification. 

If a passenger is unable to present a valid photo ID or TSA questions the identification presented, the passenger may be asked to assist TSA in lhe identity verification process. Under this process, TSA may ask the passenger 10 oomplete a 
Certification al Identity form, which requests the passenger"s name and current address, and may ask additional questions of the passenger to confirm his or her identity. If TSA is able to confirm the passenger's identity, the passenger will be cleared to 
enter the sere en i ng che c kpornt however, the individual may be subject to add i ti o na I screening. If we are unable to confirm a passenger's identity, or a passenger refuses to provide I D or cooperate in the ID verification process. T SA w111 deny the 
passenger entry into the security checkpoint. We reoommend that travelers arrive at least 2 hours in advance of their flight time to allow ample time for security screening and boarding of aircraft. 

About the cast and metal pins many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still 
with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rt of a person or device. An e Ii g i ble passenger can request to be screened by AIT if It is ava i I able or can request to be screened using a paid own: however, passengers cannot request 
to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 
If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through meIaI detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure insIead. 
The passenger should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of his or her ability. of the existence al a cast, brace, ar support appliance, and of any need for assistance before screening begins. 
A oompamon, assistant. or family member may acoompany a passenger to assist him or her during any private or public screening. After providing this assistance, the companion, assistant or family member will need to be rescreened. The passenger 
should inform the TSO of his or her need for assistance before the screening process begins. 



2014 4:22:' 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name._(b""· .. I(-tc--·., ,..,..,,.,..--~----, 
Email Address: 'i-b'"'l,.(6..,.·•"'"' __ "T"" __ _. 

Phone Number: h··,1rr, 
Address:._(b~-~I(~6~I ____ _. alatine IL 
Zipcode: 60074 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Phi I ad e I phi a I nl emationa I Airport 

On May 14th around 4:45-5 pm I was in line to go thru security. Since I knew we no longer had the employee line for airline employees, I got in the regular line. After a lengthy wait, I finally got tokb-·1(6'1 ! I presenled my airline crew ID 10 which he 
tells me he cannot check that ID. Apparently I was suppose ta be in the wheelchair line. I gave him my security document along with my crew ID to which he replies he cannot check my ID because I am not in the multitask line. I explained I had no idea 
I was suppose to be in a certain line. Asked him if I could just use my secunty document and my drivers license to which he replies yes. I dig my drivers license out and as soon as I'm ready to hand it to him he says "If you had shown me that first but 
now I've seen your crew ID and cannot check your ID. You need to go the multitasking line." I ask how was I going to get there (literally hundreds were everywhere) and he replied to get out of line and go to the back of the line. I had already waited a 
lengthy time to get to him. His rudeness was unreal and embarrassing. He was standing his ground of making sure I was to get out of line and wait again. All because I had an airline ID. Finally anolher agent came to my rescue. Sorry, I did not get his 
name. He gat me in the correct spot, checked my ID and let me through. Then I finally get up ta the x-ray/metal detector. The man helping me tells me toga ta the metal detector since I am a crew member. I was not in uniform. At this time TSA agent 

2014 9: 12::f('5'i("§T7 begins yelling at me to get back into line. The man that had been helping me told him that he directed me there and to let me go through the metal detectors.~again yells at me to get in the x-ray line. Yelling "are you working? Are 
~rl<ing?! Or are you just flying?" I replied that I was flying. He yelled to get in the x-ray line that he was not breaking rules for me. When I was standing next to him he started telling me that he just follows the rules. I replied that he didn't know 
what had been going on and thal the TSA agent had been tr in to help me. I just Iurned and wenl through the x-ray. Immediately found a TSA supervisor. This behavior is appalling. Believe me, I know how the Iraveling public can be, but it was 
certainly enriched by the actions of your fellow TSA agent (b-•1(6) was horrible, mean, lacking common sense, and just a nasty agent. Just wanted you to know, how appalling their behavior was. Thank you far your time. 

Sincerely, 
kb,(61 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Permitted I terns; Screening 
Current Date/Time: 511612014 5:51:36 AM Airport JFK - John F. Kennedy International Dateffime ofTravel: 05/15/2014 9:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: E1108 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Passenger friskem I screening TSA Employee: (If Known) 

Comment : Forgot to take out smal I bottle of water from my ca bin bag which was I ess than ha If fu 11. T SA officer said he had to take it which was fine but I said I wou Id drink it instead. He said not po ss1 bl e unless I went back out to the other s1d e of the 
metal detector, drank it then came back through the detector. I asked was he kidding me to which he replied no so I just left it with him!! In my mind this requirement (ii it is indeed a requirement as against the officer not being trained properly) is totally 
over the lop and unreasonable. In any other country a passenger would be able 10 drink lhe water (liquid) there and I hen. 

I thought TSA were making efforts to relax the current stringent procedures which only add to to the already stressful experience of travelling though airports. 
2014 915, 

I look forward to your reply. 

kbl/6\ 
Dubl,n, Ireland 
Would you like a re~aose? - Jr11e 
Passenger's Name ~_1(6_) 
Phone Number . ~----~ 

Emailkb 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicalionManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : P role ss1ona Ii sm/C ustome r Service Current DatefTi me 511612014 4: 30: 59 PM Airport LI H - Li hue Date/Time of T rave I : 0 5116120 14 9: 30 AM Ai rt i ne & Flight Numb er Al as ka n 85 0 C heckpoi ntl Area of Airport : TSA checkpoint lo r gates 7 
TSA Employee: (II Known) . TSA agentlililLJ:female) &amp!rh·11r;-·, I- Supervisor I spoke with Comment I am 6 months pregnant and opted out of the metal detector screening and opted for a pat down After wa1t1ng for a while- I could no longer 
see any of my belongings on the conveyor belt. I was 1ravelin9 wilh my husband. One of lhe other TSA agents could see I was concerned about mfMtilems as I hey were not in my plain view and asked my husband 10 grab them. The other TSA agents 
kept apologizing for the wait time and were talking asking where my female agent was. Then when my female pat down TSA agent came named b )( (last name) she was very aggressive and said to not communicate with anyone nor move my 
be Io ngings and asked where my things where. I to Id her I was waiting so long th at my h us band had moved them and I could not see where he was. e then agg res s ivel y told me I was not wa iii ng a Io ng ti me and that she would &quot; rewind the 
surveillance video and time how long I actually waited and that no one should have moved my belongings.&quot; I explained to her, her colleueges told my husband to move them and she shouldn't speak so rudely to me. She proceeded to tell me I 

2014 6,03., didn't wait long and she would rewind the videos from the Surveillance cameras to show I didn'I wail long. She I hen told me &quot You should be more patienl. When you opt oul you jusl have to wait till we can get to you-&quot: in again an 
· ·" unnecessary angry tone. I was then patted down and was so upset I was trying not to cry while in the screening area. After walking away I started to cry and people in the airport where looking at the situation that had occurred. I went to my gate and 

then went back to the screening area to speak with the supervisor th·11R·1 I He was very professional and said he would address the situation. I explained I understand and respect TSA's job at hand but nothing I said warranted the customer service 
I received from agent IZEZ! I've never been spoken to that way by an employee at the airport nor TSA. I was visibility upset explaining the story again to Supervisod(b)(ff•, ! I ask That this be addressed because I would not be surprised if this 
happens again and has happened many times with Agen@w] She seems as I hough she speaks 10 people this way regularly which was very alarming. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name b)(61 
Phone Numbe bl 61 
Email (b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this eedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Caller said yesterday she was in Vegas with her mom and daughter. She had a stroller and a TSA female agent told her ta put the stroller on the belt. She said it got stuck on the tunnel coming out of the .ray. She said they were being trampled by 
other pea pl e behind them. She said the O nenta I T SA agent checking I Ds to Id her not to put the strol I er in the re if she knows 11 is going to get stuck. She said she to Id the le male officer that the other female officer to Id her to do this. She said the female 
officer was mean and slung it on the ground. She did not get her name. They took an Allegiant flight and it was at 12:45 pm at the checkpoint. She declined providing her email address. She said she just wants them to address this with the officer and 
that she does not need to be rude 10 lhem. She said she felt like the TSA officer was trying 10 start a confrontalion with her as she was just Irying to put her child in lhe slroller. She said it was unnerving and she has never been treated like lhis before. 

ComplaintCSM 
Claims Complaint 

Airport: M cCa rran 
Airline: Allegiant 
Flight Number:unknown 
Departure Time: 05-15-14 at 12:45 pm 
Arrival Airport and Time:Rockford at 7:37 pm 

2014 ?:50:, Description of stroller:Regular size Rhapsody stroller that has wider back tires and went through the wheelchair side 
LocaI1on: checkpoint 
Terminal:unknawn 
Gate:A 11 
Contact lnformation:815-508-8241 and declined her email addresss. 

Response:! advised her the TSA officers should treat her with dignity, courtesy and respect. 

I advised her that I will refer this to the CSM at the airport. 

Respanse:As part of this effort TSA is implementing a program to revise screening procedures for passengers 12 years old and younger. The new screening procedures include permitting multiple passes through the metal detector and advanced 
i magrng technology to c I ear any a I arms as wel I as the greater use of exp I os,ve s trace detection. T SA anticipates these changes w, 11 further red u ce--al though not eliminate-the need for a physical patdown lo r chi Id ren that wou Id otherwise have been 
conducted to reso Ive ala rm s, 

In addition. passengers 12 years aid and younger will be allowed to leave their shoes on. However, children may be required to remove their shoes and could still undergo a patdown if anomalies are detected during security screening that cannot be 
resolved through other means. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Permitled Items Currenl Dateffime: 5117/2014 12:53:13 AM Airport PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor InIernational Dale/Time of Travel: 0511612014 2:15 PM Airline & Flight Number: Delta Checkpoint/Area 
of Airport· Terminal 4 TSA Employee: (If Known)· 5'10&quot;-6"0&quat: tall, blonde hair. female agent: could not see badge Comment· Several female TSA agents on-duty clearly feel that the best way ta shepherd travelers through the screening area 
is to demean and insult them. I am struck by the fact that the security s c reene rs at P HX a re, by a large margin, the rudest I east customer service-centric T SA employees I encounter in my trave Is. 

When my possessions emerged from the X-ray tunnel, my backpack was I D'd as needing a secondary screening. The agent assigned to the task was so clearly annoyed with her job and wilh her customers, she could not be bothered to explain why 
she was rifling through my bag. She removed my 11 &quot: Apple MacBoak Air and iPad. both are which are permitted to remain in my backpack according to your policies and procedures, placed them roughly in a bin, and walked off with them. She 
cut into line on the front side of the metal detectors, pushed other travelers' bins back, and ran my MBA and iPad through the X-ray tunnel. When they emerged from the tunnel, she roughly gave me back the bin and walked off with no comment or 
explanation. 

2014 9'48 '' I travel through PHX at least once a quarter, and join many other colleagues in saying that your agents assigned ta this airport are rude and demeaning ta all travelers equally. They do you no favors and give the traveling public another reason to resent 
the breadth of your security screens. They pushed travelers out of the way when moving empty bins from the &quotcleared&quot; side of the detectors back to the Imes of people waiting to be screened, and cannot be bothered to give the courtesy of 
&quotexcuse me&quot: or &quot:thank you.&quot: Other airports through which I fly (SLC, RKS, DEN) employ friendly, courteous, helpful TSA agents who are a credit to your efforts. The agents in PHX fall far below that level of service and courtesy. 

I was initially only annoyed by today's treatment, until the female agent I referenced above chose to act so unprofessionally. I truly was non-confrontational, and had given her no reason to interact with me in the manner she did. This incident was 
witnessed by a re I at,ve I y I arge numb er of le 11 ow travelers who a I so were being treated with the same disrespect. Several ma de eye contact with me as I waited. and communicated their mutual displeasure at the service provided. I understand the need 
for security. but don't think there is any place for the poor attitude exhibited by the PHX TSA screening staff. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name b. 61 
Phone Number b)(6i 
Email bi(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Hello. 
I fi ew from Denver to Dal I as yesterday (May 16th) and witnessed an incident i nvolvrng your employees. 
I was going through security in the TSA-select line and there was a young woman ahead of me who said to TSA employesl1h·11R··, ! "I am pregnant. I would like a pat down instead of going through this machine.tb·:,(6) !screamed at her. 
"Why? This ain'I going to hurt you.'' The woman said she was afraid of ii and(b)(ffl laaaid, "Well, lhen you'll have to go ALL lhe way around there (pointing in a vague direction). She then proceeded to make fun of the young woman with other 
employees, "She think she going to get hurt in a metal detector." 
I was going through secunty at the time and I don't know how or wh . but the woman ended up going through the metal detector and came through 11 crying and obviously shaken. As it turned out, her husband and mother were on the other side of 
security and afraid to say anything during this incident (duet b)(ff:, behavior). 
I went up t~politelyJ to get her name and she screame as walked away, "TELL THE WORLD". At this lime, her supervisor,kb)(ffl I approached to explain the difference between a meIaI detector and the securily machine that 

20 1.02.1 uses XRay technology. I told him I appreciated the explanation, but it wasn't the pointjrh··,1r;·1 !actually screamed at a young pregnant woman who was obviously scared. He said. "Yea. I saw that." He then told me there was another level of 
14 · · supervisor I could talk with who was behind the podium. 

I talked with a gentleman there (who wasn't wearing a nametag). He listened to this whole story and said." OK. She needs to improve her customer service skills.'' I explained to the man thafh··,1r;·1 ~hould not be interacting with the public. 
Any person who thinks that is acce pl ab I e behavior s hou ldn'I be employed by the TSA. He said he would pass my concerns on. 
rm obviously still incensed about this incident, enough so that I am writing yet another complaint about these people. 
Please gel1h·11r;··, !out of any customer (passenger) facing position. For that matter, rn,,atched the whole incident and didn't make a move until he saw me asking 1otb)(ffl 
Employees Ii ke this give T SA and the US gave rnment a bad name. 
I would appreciate a response to this. 
Thank ou for listening. 
1h··,1r;·I 

We we re scheduled to leave v,a Del ta from M 1dway to Minn ea po Ii s 
this morning at 9: 13 AM. 

Our arrival at Midway was approximately 820 AM. 
The re we re several thou sand peop I e standing in Ii ne for 2 T SA agents. 
(A single other line for Pre was virtually empty with other 2 TSA agents) 
After a wait of approximately 30 minutes we reached lhe meIaI detector. 
My wife is 85 and I am 90 years of age. We were both requested to remove 
our shoes. I have a pacemaker and asked for a patdown. What lo 11 owed 
was rude encounter by an individual whose name was!rh·11r;··, I 
Further, he insisted to tear open a gift we were carrying to the shower 
of our granddaughter. It was a solid aluminum candle holder which 

f h ·1 / R ·., !id ent1f1ed as too heavy to take on boa rd. He p race ed ed to 
call another employee to escort us to the airport exit. 

2014 5:03:, . . . 
The ace u rrance th, s morn, ng was horrendous, a I mo st un be I, eva ble. and 
might get you to think that we had an input to cause such be hav,or. The 
fact is that we had no input, no comment other than telling the agent that 
we have missed our flight. 

On Sunday May 11 we boa rd ed our flight from Ft Laude rd ale to Chicago 
for an American Airlines departure at 11 :50 AM. Upon arriving in our home 
in Chicago my wife was searching for her wa 11 et which went I hroug h the 
x-ray machine in her carry-on at the Ft Lauderdale airport. The wallet with 
money content was no longer in her carry-on or anywhere else. 

lili@O 
HYPERLINK,_[b-'-1_(6-'-) _________ ____, 

~ame. 



Your T SA staff at RS WI Fort Myers, Florida Intern ati o na I Airport need to be better Ira i ned on how to guide a person who is blind through their system. 
I also believe that they are targeting persons who are blind or legally blind or disabled to be subjected to extra screening when it's unwarranted, 
Today I went lhrough screening at RSW prior to boarding an Airtran flight the following flight: 
5533 
Operated 
by AirTran 
# 0533 
Oepart FT. MYERS, FL (RSW) on AirTran at 12:42 PM Arrive in WASHINGTON (REAGAN NATIONAL), DC (DCAJ at 3:00 PM 

When i a pp roached the area where I was to wa I k through the metal detector, I was not info nned ve rba I ly by any employee th at I was required to be screened vi a the Xray machine so when I was a pp roaching this area, no body, whatsoever even 
verbally a11empted to guide me through the apparatus. First off, I should have been informed and your personnel should have told me what to expecl. II seemed I hat lhe employee himself was nol very alert nor paying a11ention and then there was utter 

20 9_ 5_, confusion about where I was actually supposed to go. I did not sound any alarms whatsoever and I had only one layer of clothing on. I am a petite woman and so there was absolutely no bulk underneath my clothing either to even indicate there should 
14 · 1 ·' be any concern about what was on my person. I' 11 be blunt and state al so that I do not wear diapers nor sanitary pads so the re was no bulk. So next I was guided aver to where the meta I d ete cto r area is and the person g u1d ed me as I walked aver the 

mat. Again, I sounded no alanns and i heard grab her hands and check her hands. I had nothing in my hand except my boarding pass and my hands are small and normally proportioned. Perhaps I was flagged this time for extra screening but your 
personnel certainly did an extremely poor job of relaling to me what lhe process was and further informing me of I his fact. I almost suspect there was some sort of rude curiosily aboul my being a person wilh a disability and whal could i possibly have 
underneath my clothing for them to gawk at. If this truly is not the case, then it is imperitive that the personnel at RSW need to be properly trained on how to interact with persons who are blind and legally blind and how to treat us with an appropriate 
level of dignity. I am a white. caucasion woman who is a U.S. Citizen. If the screeners in this location have a mis-conception that all persons with disabilities are to be screened in this manner, then this 1s obviously incorrect. I will likely be moving to 
the Fort Myers, Florida area this year and I wi 11 not tolerate this I eve I of unp roles s ion a I ism as we 11. 

Alexandria, VA 22312-2942 

!(b)(61 I 

2014 9:16:, 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?"' , Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 5118/2014 12:29:13 AM Airport: SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International Date/Time of Travel: 05/17/2014 9:16 PM Airline & Flight Number· JET BLUE 498 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: TSA PRE CHECK POINT TSA Employee: (If KnownJkbl(6·1 t:;ommenl: When walking through lhe TSA Pre line at approximately 9:15pm on 5117114, I opened my suilcase 10 remove my CPAP. One agent 
told me not to open my bag. and changed her mind when I told her it was a CPAP. I then reached to take off my jacket (where my phone was), and was told not to take that off. 

I then asked Agent ._!(b"-"1( ... 6"'1 ___ _.! who was directly in front of me at that time, if I needed to remove my phone. She responded with an incredibly condescending &quot You ARE going through a metal detector.&quot; shook her head rudely and 
smirked before walking away. 

On the other side of the metal detector, I tried to explain the situation to her supervisor, Agen{§R§J who refused to listen, and denied that any of it had happened. She reluctantly gave me Agent~informat,on, and made 11 clear that filing this 
comp I a int was use I ess, as she would simply &quot ;write her own statement. &quot; 

I feel that I was disrespected by!(b)(ff:1 !and don't believe that attitudes and behavior such as hers should be permitted. Furthermore, Agen{filfil[}.ehavior was both unprofessional and unacceptable, showing a total lack of interest. She 
refused to provide any information/details on how to file a statement. 

TSA has suffered a poor repulation, and given the behavior of Duenas and Kaiwi tonighl. it's clear why. A little power is a dangerous lhing, and both of these individuals need a refresher on who exactly they work for, and who pays I heir salary. 

I si nee re I y hope that i nte mal action wi 11 be taken to address this attitude prob I em. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Nam 
Phone Numberi:,b;".:',1(~6','i =u....-, _ _J 

Email b)(61 
To leave·a commen concerning 1s eedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time. 5/18/2014 9:21 :57 AM Airport: RSW - Southwest Florida International Date/Time of Travel· 05/18/2014 Airline & Flight Number· Southwest 3676 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Gate b2 TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment : The woman who was doing the p rescree n where you put your items on the metal detector be It was so rude to us. The way she spoke to us was not okay. My husband who Is a police ofli cer said he would never talk to someone that way. 

'014 11: 10: She should be curteous and helpful to people who don't fly frequently but even if I did she should still show respect to travelers. We are paying money to be checked through security and I feel she was disrespectful beyond belief. It is entirely not ok. 
Would you like a resoonse?: True 
Passenger's Name 1'h'11R··, 
Phone Number j~,"::...! ___ 1="=._====;-...., 
Email :kb 1(6) 
To leav""e-a"'c~o""m-m_e_n_t_c_o_n_ce-,-n"'"in_g....,.this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/Applic;,tionManager 

Disability Description: Caller has one leg. 

Response Details: Informed caller that complaint needed ta be in writing and caller said to send him an email. Gathered callers email and gave him the return email address. Informed caller an email would be sent ta him within 24 hours 

2014 3:54 :: Incident Details: Louisville airport makes him hop through a metal detector back and forth. Usually he gets sat down and wanded and a pat down. Louisville always makes him hop through and they are the only one that ever does it. This is the fifth or 
si,th lime they have required him 10 do this.This time he forgot his cell phone on his bell. They made him hop back 10 lhe beginning then they made him pass lhrough again and when he did his foot got caught and he fell. He wants to file a complaint 
against the Louisville Airport. 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name: Tes,..t __________ ~ 

Email Address.,,hlt-:-b~H-B,:-·., _,---.,_ ___ __, 
Phone Number:!:.__ b-'1_,_(6--'i __ __. 
Address: Test 
Zipcode: 

2014 8:30:, Are you 18 or over? No 

Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Na 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? Yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 



Feedback Type . Civil Rights/Liberties 
Ca I egori es Dis a bi Ii I y 
Current Date/Time . 5/20/2014 7:40:00 AM Airport : MOW - Chicago Midway Date/Time of Travel : 05/19/2014 10:00 AM Airline & Flight Number : Southwest 678 Checkpoint/Area of Airport · Security TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : On May 19. 2014, my mother and I were traveling from Chicago's Midway International Airport to Louisville. As we were checking in, I requested a wheelchair for my mother because, due to mobility issues, it would be difficult, 1f not 
impossible, for her to walk the entire distance from ticketing to the gate. We both have TSA Precheck on our boarding passes to allow for expedited screening, and my mother has no problem walking the short distance through a metal detector. 

2014 8:40:, I pointed out ta the wheelchair attendant that we were TSA Precheck authorized but she refused ta take us through the TSA Precheck line. She stated that, at that airport, all wheelchairs have ta go through the same line no matter what and receive the 
full screening, even if a person 1s TSA Precheck approved. 

As a result, my mother was forced to take off her shoes and swea1er and go through an image scanner, which she would not have had 10 do in TSA Precheck. 

If this is policy at Chicago Midway or among the TSA this 1s blatant discrimination against the disabled and a violation of the ADA 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name kb·•,(ffi I Phone Number!rh··,1rr1 I Email !(b':1(6) ~o leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link: hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicalionManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : Screening 
Cur,-ent Date/Time, 5/2012014 8:15:39 AM Airport: IAH - George Bush Houston Intercontinental Date/Time of Travel: 05/19/2014 7:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: United Airlines Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Terminal C (checkpoint for gate C17) 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . I was farced to make my toddler ( 18 months) walk through the metal detector an his own. My toddler can walk and is big far his age. but is not mature enough to understand why mommy is putting him down and walking without him in a 

,014 1 O: 19, crowded, strange place. When I told the TSA agent that my son is only 18 months old, she raised her vmce and said he had to go through on his own. My toddler freaked out when I put him down and went through the detector. He froze and started to 
tum to walk in the opposite direction and the TSA agent prevented me from going back though the metal detector to get him. I was very agitated and questioned why this was unneccesary and was told by another female agent. &quot;We want to save 
you from secondary screening.&quot: I would much rather have deal I with the secondary screening than be separated from my child. This was an upsetting and unnecessary experience. 
Would you like a response? : True 

Passenger's Nam~ec.!f=h.,·1.,IR=··, ===;;---' 

Phone Number (b .. 1(6'1 

Email /hi/RI 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. fallow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name (b)(ff1 
Email Addr'"e-ss'-r,-'-,-..,..,...----

Phone Numbe 1h··,1rr1 
Address: h·11fr-, ~------~ Zipcode: 30907 

2014 2: 12: 1 Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Newark Liberly International Airport 

Caller encountered a rude screener at STL.She has metal implants and when she went through the WTM D it alanrned and she was required to wait 4 hours for a female to perform the pat down and she had to walk through the security check porn! with 
her shoes off the whole time she was being treated rudely by the TSO.She is a GOES member and is confused about why she was treated one way at STL and another way LAS. 

2014 3:06:: Informed caller how to report her complaint directly 10 lhe CSM .Debra Thomas 
Phone: 314-656£E:iZBIJ 

I fiy regulary and the lasl couple of weeks at Delta terminal D at LGA i noticed that the TSA Pre line and the Delta first Class/Premier lines end up in the same place. 
the TSA Pre line is on the left al the agent and the Premier line is to the right al the agent. 

The agent checks ID's on both lines and then people go through to the xray machine and metal detectors, Two weeks ago when i went through, the xray machine was backed up on the First class line. so everyone crossed over to the TSA Pre line, 
which doesn't require you to take out Ii quids, I ake off shoes, or compute rs. And today, I he re was only one xray and meta I detector machine aft er the agent checked ID' s which means that everyone on the fi rsl class Ii ne got to go through T SA Pre xray 

2014 4:30:C machine and metal detector without removing their shoes. and leaving computers and liquids in their bags. 

Probably not a big deal but thought you might want to check out Delta terminal D before it gets shut down in the middle of the day and ruins everyone's flights. 

thanks for keeping us safe. 
!(b,(61 ! 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?"' , Disability or Medical Condition Cun-ent Date/Time, 5/2012014 3:43:54 PM Airport: MOW - Chicago Midway Date/Time of Travel, 05/2012014 1A5 PM Airline & Flight Number, SWA222 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, 
Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . I paid to get TSA precheck and was approved a few months ago. I also had an implanted peripheral nerve stimulator put in a few weeks ago. Today I am flying for the first time since my implant. I went to the TSA precheck line and 
requested to be wanded as my doctor and Boston Scientific advised me to. I was informed that you haven't wanded people for years and I would have to have a pat down and explosives screening as well as now having to remove my shoes and 
jacket. It appears my choices now are to go to the TSA precheck line which is shorter and I don't have to remove my liquids or laptop but I have to receive a pat down because you no longer wand passengers or I can wait through the much longer 

2014 4 ,30., regular security line, remove my shoes, liquids and laplop so I can use AIT. It seems to me lhat your TSA precheck as it stJnds discriminates against anyone that has a medical condition lhat would set off a standard metal detector including those with 
· ·" joint replacements and pacemakers. I was clear with the person who processed my TSA precheck application that I was doing this to make it easier as I must travel frequently as I am part of a clinical trial for this device. If I had know I would not 

actually be able to use TSA precheck I wouldn't have wasted my money. 
Would you like a response?: True 

Passenger's Name ~f b~••_,(6_.~i ----~ 

~~a~f ~,'/g1ter . 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller said she is blind and uses a guide dog. She said she was traveling with another person who did nol have a guide dog but he was blind too. She said he got through the checkpoint with no problem but she did nol. She said she is a Diabelic. 
They traveled from Wilmington NC to Philadelphia then to Binghamton NY. She said the experience was humiliating. She said they kept yelling at her to go this way and then that way. She said the agent was very nasty to her. She said she had to 
take off her shoes and remove her belt. She said her pants a Im ost lei I off. She said they were rude to the person she was with too. She said her ticket said P reCheck but they did not I et her go through the Pre Ch eek I ane. She said they held the p I ane 
for them but it was late. She said they did the patdown. She said they felt all over her body. She said she was told to remove her dogs harness but she said she would never do that. She asked what is the procedure for removing the dogs harness. 
She said she has never been treated lhis way. She said they were told lhey did not have a chair to sit down but then they got one. She said she wants someone to know about this and she told them she was going to complain. She said she would like 
this information about a guide dog in an email. 

RESPONSE: I would like to apologize that you feel you had a bad experience with TSA. Thank you for calling TSA to let us know about the incident. ALSO: You may request a PSS at the checkpoint for assistance on future flights. 
Dale and Time of Flight: May 20lh, 2014 Scheduled 10 departed at 7:00 a.m. but delayed until 7:05 a.m . 
Gate or Terminal: Not Sure 
Airline: US Air 

2014 6'44 ., Flight Number: Not Sure 
· · Airporl: Wilmington NC 

Email:!(b 1(6i 

RESPONSE: II a passenger has a service dog due to a disability or medical condition. both the passenger and the dog will be screened. The passenger should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) that the dog is a service animal and not a 
pet, and we recommend that passengers have documentalion or that the dog wear gear (a harness, vest, etc.) to indicate that it is a service animal. 
Passengers are expected to maintain control of their animals by holding onto the leash throughout the screening process, and they should not be separated from their dogs by TSA personnel. 
Passengers with service dogs will be screened either by a walk-through metal detector or thorough patdown. If the passenger and service animal are screened by a walk-through metal detector, they can proceed in one of three ways: 
• The passenger can walk through first with the dog following behind on its leash. 
• The dog can wa I k through first on its I ea sh with the passenger fo 11 owing behind. 
• The passenger and dog can walk through at the same time. 
If a passenger and the dog wa I k through at the same ti me and the meta I detector a I arms. both the passenger and dog a re subject to additional s c reem ng. including a thorough p atdown. If the passenger and dog walk through separate I y, only the party 
that alarms the metal detector will receive additional screening, It is very important that the passenger not make contact with the dog (other than holding the leash) until the dog has been cleared and inspected by a TSO. 



Fromkb)(61 
Sent: Tuesday, May 20, 2014 9 23 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subj eel: Ci vi I Rig his Complaint 

Attachment: 

If you don't speak write English, CRL OTE has access to interpreters and can talk to you in any language. 
j Information about lhe person who e,perienced the civil righls civil liberties violation 
(fill in what you can) 
Namekb1(61 
First and Middre-l_a_st~-~ 
Phone#: ceI1-1h·I1r;·-, !Home: Work: 

,014 10:33:_ Please note that we ma contact you at the provided numbers. 
Mailing Address (b I(6i Sellersburg IN 4 7172 
PO Box or Street address City State Zip 

Email HYPERLINKt~b~)~(6~'------------~ 
o Check here if you are represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter. If so please provide the third party's 
name and contact information: _______________________ _ 
k Are you filing in this complaint form on behalf of another individual? II yes, please provide your information. 

Name:-----------------------------------------
First Last Job title 
Orga ni zati on ( 1f any): 
Phone#: Cell: Home: Work: 
Mailing Address: 
PO Box or Street address City State Zip 
I What happened? Describe your complaint. Give as much deta, I about your exp en en ce as poss, bl e, m c I ud, ng the name of the a ,r cam er. 1/ this occurred at an air po rt 
On May 19, 2014, my motherkb1(6i land I were traveling from Chicago s Midway International Airport to Lou1sv1lle As we were checking 1n at Southwests ticket counter I requested a wheelchair for my mother because, due to mobility 
issues, it would be difficult, if not impossible, for her to walk the entire distance from licketing to the gale. We both have TSA Precheck on our boarding passes 10 allow for expedited screening, and my molher has no problem walking the short distance 
through a metal detector. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 5/21/2014 6:51 :08 AM Airport· CVG - Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky International Date/Time of Travel · 05/21/2014 6:30 AM Airline & Flight Number. 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : Mam sec u nty ch eek point. 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . All 
Comment: No bins available for putting lhings through X-ray machine. When I asked about lhis I was curtly lold I don'I need any. I was standing lhere in my uniform wearing my hat and holding my cell phone and car keys at lhe time. I can'I bring those 

2014 8:54:, through the metal detector and arn sure not going ta put them an the belt without a bin. It was mare the attitude of the TSA workers than the no bin issue. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name!~(b~-~1(~6~1---~ 
Phone N11rnhec · 
Email !(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: Ca 11 er s mother has a pacemaker and asked for a patdown instead of W TM D or AIT but was lo reed to go through the AIT 

Caller wanted to file a formal wri1ten complaint regarding this recent experience at ORO. 

Response Details: You were interested in filing a civil rights complaint because you believe that you. or someone you know. were d1scnminated against by TSA on the basis of his or her d1sab1lity or medical condition. 
For your comp I ai nt to be considered comp I ete according to Department of Home I and S ecu ri ty Regu I ati o ns it mu st; 
Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Describe the al I eg ed di scrim i na tory action in sufficient de ta i I to in form T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In order to ap prop nately address your concerns, we a I so need to know the airport at which you we re sere ened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complain! on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complain! on his or her 
2014 5:57:, behalf. 

2014 916( 

Any of the above requirements can be waived for good cause. II you are requesting that any of the above requirements be waived. please explain your good cause in your complaint. 
To file a complaint electronically, please send an e-mail to: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to place D-RFI in the subject line to allow for proper handling. 

lncidenl Details: Caller s mother has pacemaker and asked not to be subjected 10 AIT or WTMD. She specifically asked to have a patdown insIead but was refused and forced to go through the AIT scanner. 

She presented a notification ca rd reg a rd i ng her pacemaker. 

Went through lhe checkpoint shortly before 9:00 am. 

She did not know the name of the TSO involved. 

Disability Description: Caller is diabetic. 

Response Details: Advised caller: 

Passengers who use insulin pumps can be screened without disconnecting from their pump. However, it is important for passengers to infonm the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about their pump before the screening 
process begins. If a passenger cannot or chooses nol to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure. Passengers who have concerns about their screening can ask 10 
speak with a su pe rvi sor or Passenger Support Speci a Ii st whi I e at the checkpoint. 

When making a reservation, passengers should enter their TSA Pre u2713 known traveler number (KTN) into the Known Traveler Number field of their reservation. In addition, we recommend that you review your reservation to ensure that your 
name, date of birlh, gender, and other identifying information are an exact match 10 the information you provided TSA at lhe time of enrollmenl. Also, if you have a frequent flyer profile, or you make your reservation through your employers travel
booking system, a travel agent, or a travel Web site, please confirm that this information is up to date and accurate. Although TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport. this initiative is part of the 
Agency s efforts to implement risk-based concepts to enhance aviation security and allow expedited screening for low-risk passengers at the security checkpoint. 

Advised caller that I did regret her experience and that I would forward the information to the appropriate office. 

Incident Details: Caller is diabetic. Caller states that she is having problems going through the line because of her msuli n pump. Caller states that she has a note saying that she can not go through the AIT machines. Caller states that she also has a 
glucose monitor that can not be screened either. Caller states that if she is allowed to go through PreCheck it would be easier because she could die ii she disconnects from her pumps, Caller states that the officers at OKC were very rude to her on 
May 1 gIh and would not listen to her when she told I hem thal her pumps could not be screened through the AIT Caller slates I hat lhe enlire experience was awful. Caller wanls to know what she can do to get PreCheck. 

Date May 19. 2014 
Time: 7:05am 
Airline: American Airlines 
Airport: Will Rogers Airport 
Flight Number: 2464 



Disability Description: Caller just had surgery to place an birth control device in her arm and the area is very painful and covered with a bandage. 

Response Details: I apologized to the caller and told her that regardless of whether a passenger is screened by a walk-through metal detector, AIT, or a patdown, dressings and or bandages may require additional screening ii the TSO cannot 
reasonably determine that the area is free of a threat item. Passengers can be screened withoul removing or unwrapping dressings and or bandages, and TSOs are trained to exercise caulion if the passengers screening requires I hat lhe area covered 
by a bandage or dressing undergo a patdown . 

. If a passenger has dressings and or bandages used to cover wounds from an injury, operation, or surgical procedure, he or she should inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of the location of the dressings and or bandages and of any need 
for a ssis tan ce be fore screening begins. dressings and or bandages may require additiona I screening if the TSO can not reason ab I y determine tha I the area is free of a th rea I i tern. Passengers can be screened without removing or unwrapping dressings 
and or bandages, and TSOs are trained to exercise caution if the passengers screening requires that the area covered by a bandage or dressing undergo a patdown. 

I told the caller that if you have any concerns while at the checkpoint you may ask for a Supervisor or a Passenger Support Specialist for assistance. 
I told her although TSA does not require documenlation you may use it to discreelly tell I hem about the device and all passengers should be Ireated with dignity, respect and courtesy. 
Because your complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your e-mail to the Customer Service Manager at that airport. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot 

'014 11 : 51 : areas of concern that rn ay require sp eci a I attention. 

lncidenl Details: Caller wants to make a complain! against Stockton. She was going through the checkpoinl and she had a birth control implant. She had her papers with her. The TSO at lhe Melal Detector was told thal she had the surgery and she 
tried to give him her papers so that she did not blurt it out for everya ne to hear but he did not ca re th at she had papers. She had bags that went through the belt. She wa I ked through the Metal Dete ctar. She was p u 11 ed to the side and she showed them 
her pa pe rwo rk. She told them they can not touch it be cause 11 is very pai nfu I. The o Ider TSO was giving her a ha rd ti me and told her that they have to inspect it and they kept trying to touch it. She said there were peop I e going through ahead of her with 
knee braces on and they were not stopped. She feels like she was singled out due to the bandage. 
Airporl:Stockton 
Airline:Allegiant 
Flight Number: Not sure 
Date and Time:may 21st at about 1 :30 pm 
Terminal or Gate:Not Sure 
The TSO involved was an older male with gray hair and a young lady TSO. He was very rude but she was doing what she was doing what she was told. 

th at when he started using his KT N he stopped getting it and wanted to know why this could be. The caller wanted to know 1/ he could start getting Pree heck ag am if he stopped using the KT N. 

Advised caller: Travelers passing through security checkpoinls may bring all medications and related supplies-prescription, over-the-counter items, and homeopalhic-through TSA security checkpoinls after these ilems have been properly screened. 
Medically necessary items are not subject to the 3-1-1 limitation and are allowed through a checkpoint in any amount once they have been screened. Passengers should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) if a liquid or gel is medically 
necessary and separate it from other be Io ngrng before s c reenrng begins. 

Personal grooming and beauty ilems such as nail clippers, nail files, tweezers, and scissors (metal, with pointed tips and blades shorter than four inches) are nol on TSA"s prohibited items list and, therefore, are permitled in carry-on or checked 
baggage a/le r prop er security screening or inspection. 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AITonly if they can stand still with their anms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if ii is available. 

A P atdown procedure a I so is used to reso Ive any a I arms of a meta I detector or a nomal ,es identified by Al T. If a P atdown is required in order to complete s c reenrng: 

• The Patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers musl wail for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 

2014 2_00 _( • The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 
· · accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 

• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in lhe position required for a Patdown, or any areas of lhe body that are painful when touched. 
• A passenger should not be asked to remove or lift any article of clothing to reveal a sensitive body area. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

Passengers who have medical devices attached to their bodies, such as TENS Unit or other types of devices should inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening of the device and indicate where the device is located 
before the screening process begins. If a passenger can safely disconnect from their device, he or she can submit it for x-ray screening; however. passengers can be screened without disconnecting from devices. If a passenger cannot disconnect from 
the device, the type of screening conducted will depend on the type of device and the passenger's abilities. Passengers should consult with the manufacturer of the device to detenmine whether it can pass through a walk-through metal detector or can 
be subjected 10 Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. If the device can be safely screened by AIT, passengers can be screened using AIT. 

In the meantime. individuals who are lawful penmanent residents are eligible to apply for TSA Pre\u2713™ through the TSA Pre\u2713'" application program. To apply. travelers may submit an application through TSA's Web site at www.tsa.gov or 
visit an enrollment center to submit an application in person. To complete the application process, individuals will be required to visit an enrollment center to provide identification, fingerprints, and proof of U.S. citizenship or immigration eligibility. In 
addition, an $85 fee 10 cover an in-depth background check and other operational cosls is required. Upon successful complelion, travelers will receive TSA Pre\u2713 n., eligibility for 5 years at TSA Pre\u2713 n., lanes at more than 115 airporIs when 
flying an participating U.S. airlines. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service; Screenin Current Date/Time, 5122/2014 3:07:47 PM Airport, FLO - Florence Regional Date/Time of Travel: 05/20/2014 5:30 AM Airline & Flight Number· US Airways 3793 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airporl : Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) : Badg (b)(ff:, ommenl : I will start by saying thal I am a TSA PreCheck passenger. I fiy between 30-40 weeks per year and have done so for about 9 years. I moved 10 SC over a year ago and began 
using Florence airport on a regular basis. I understand that they do not have a PreCheck lane, and I don't have a problem removing my shoes, liquids and laptop. The basis for this complaint is the &quot:random&quot: screening that I undergo on a 
routine basis. Two of the last 3 times I have flown I have been pulled aside for random screening. The most recent time, on Tuesday, 5120114. is the basis for my complaint. I walked through the metal detector and no alarm sounded. However, the 
officer asked me to step back through the detector and walk through again. My baggage had already passed through the belt scanner. This time an alarm did sound and the officer informed me that I had been selected for a &quot;random&quot 
screening. My first question, why was I asked to walk back through? If it truly was a random screening, lhe person walking behind me should have been selecled. 
The officer swabbed my hands. I had not used any different lotions or substances than I have ever used in the past and have never had problems when I had my hands swabbed before. This time, the officer running the test did not say anything until 
the off ce r who stopped me asked for a res u It. At that 11 me. he indicated that an alarm had triggered. I was not informed what substance was detected but was asked to step behind a curtain. The officer exp I a i ned th at the search wou Id be mo re 
comprehensive than the usual (to which I have become accustomed) due to the alarm. Another officer began unpacking all contents of my backpack. I did overhear her tell the officer searching me that it was taking a long time because she kept having 
to resel the machine (the same one that they said alarmed on my hands). The officer doing the search offered to completely close lhe curtain while she palled me down, but I asked her 10 leave it partially open as my spouse was becoming concerned 
with what was happening to me. The search was much more thorough than usual, with the officer examining the inside of my collar and my waistband and touching every part of my body. She did explain in detail everything she was going to do before 
she did it, so I have no complaint about her manner during the patdown. She did walk over to my spouse and when he asked her what was going on and why I was being treated that way. she told him a substance on my hands had set off an alarm. He 
asked what substance and did not get an answer. He told her he didn't believe it and started to walk away. He had observed me walk through the metal detector and then be asked to walk through again. He heard her tell a fellow security officer that 
she was going to give him a lesson on &quot:Gel out of my face 101 &quot: and when the officer asked who she was talking aboui. she referred to him as &quot;that while man.&quoi. Before I was allowed to leave lhe area, the office got a piece of 

2014 4_17 _, paper and wrote down my name from my ticket. When I voiced my concern to a USAirways staff member and told her what had just occurred, she was appalled at my treatment. She also informed me that flight attendants are even required to remove 
· ·' their shoes at the FI ore n ce airport. I have I earned over 11 me the Ite ms that I carry th at seem to th row off the office rs working in security. Florence Is the only airport where I routine I y re move my slap I er from my bag and put it into a bin be cause every 

time they see the stapler. my bag has to be hand searched. What should be a quick pass through security has become a dreaded ordeal at the Florence airport-so much so. that I am considering driving the extra distance to fly from Charleston or 
Columbia . So, based on the na rra Ii v e above, here are my conce ms: 

'Why was I asked to walk back through the metal detector when no alarm sounded the first time? 
•11 the screenings that I have been subjected to a re random, why is it th at I am selected so frequently? 
"Why does the fact I hat I am a PreCheck passenger not factored in al all? I I ravel lhrough major airports all over this country and walk through with my shoes on and wilh my liquids and laptop in my bag. If I am such a security lhreat, then why was I 
granted Pree heck status? 
'Why was I not told what substance was detected on my hand(s)7 

•11 the officer swabbing my belongings from my backpack noted that the screening machine had to keep being reset, why was it not reset and the swab from my hands retested? 
"If the substance on my hand(s) was considered 10 be dangerous, when my spouse identified himself as Iraveling wilh me, should his hands nol have been swabbed as well? 
'It was not appropriate for the officer to threaten to give my spouse &quot;a lesson in Get out of my Face 101 &quot: 'It was not appropriate for the officer to identify my spouse by race. Had the situation been reversed and a white officer said the same 
thing about a b I ack passenger, that officer would be a candidate for a racially based c iv, I suit. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 

Passenger's Nam,.,.,..e,....,. ..... =---,>----' 
Phone Number ,..(""b"",("'6-'-i __ __, 
The caller has metal implants in her knee and went through screening at BHB buzzed and had to get a Patdown. The caller is a 72 year old white grandmother and does not like having to get patted down. The caller does not have to get patted down at 
SRO since I hey have AIT. The caller stated I hat she knows Ierrorist but will nol name their names that gel on flighls and do not have 10 gel a patdown. The caller slated that Israel does not have these issues and that she does not want to be patted 
down. The caller stated that it is not fare to patdown grand parents that are light haired and light skinned. 

The caller was advised: 

Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. All Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) are required to be considerate and thoughtful, and are trained to 
explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. 

At airporIs nalionwide, TSA has implemented streamlined, consistenl. and thorough patdown procedures at securily checkpoints 10 provide a higher level of security and increase the safety of the Iraveling public. Patdown help TSA detect hidden and 
dangerous items, such as explosives. They are used to resolve alarms from the walk through metal detector (WTMD), when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, and as part of TSA's random screening 

2014 4 , 19,, activities. 

Many passengers with meIaI implants thal regularly alarm a walk-lhrough metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rt of a person or device. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a meIaI detector or anomalies identified by AIT If a pal down is required in order to complele screening: 

Some passengers a re se I ected at random for a patdown. 

There is no way to ensure a patdown will not happen during screening. 

The ca 11 er was advised that we can not assume that terrorist meet any certain group. 



The caller has metal implants in her knee and went through screening at BHB buzzed and had to get a Patdown. The caller is a 72 year old white grandmother and does not like having to get patted down. The caller does not have to get patted down at 
SRO s i nee they have AIT. The cal I er stated that she knows terro nst but wi 11 not name their names th at get on fl i g his and do not have to get a paid own. The caller stated th at lsrae I does not have these issues and that she does not want to be patted 
down. The caller stated that it is not fare to patdown grand parents that are light haired and light skinned. 

The caller was advised: 

Every person and i tern mu st be screened before entering the secured area. and the manner in which the screening is conducted is i m po rta nt, Al I Trans po rtati on Security Office rs (T SOs) a re required to be considerate and thoughtful , and are trained to 
explain what they are doing and what will happen nexl in the process. 

At airports nationwide, TSA has implemented streamlined, consistent, and thorough patdown procedures at security checkpoints to provide a higher level of security and increase the safety of the traveling public. Patdown help TSA detect hidden and 
dangerous items, such as explosives. They are used to resolve alarms from the walk through metal detector (WTMD). when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, and as part ofTSA's random screening 

2014 4 , 19,, aclivilies. 

2014 8:21 :' 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their anms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rt of a person or device, 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A paid own procedure also 1s used to resolve any alanms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

Some passengers a re se I eel ed a I random for a patdown. 

The re is no way to ensure a p atdown wi 11 not happen during screening. 

The caller was advised that we can not assume thal terrorist meet any cerlain group. 
Would like to provide some feedback for your TSA Pre-check line at Denver International Airport. Apparently DEN 1s doing some sort of test program of how they run passengers thru this system. I went thru it the secunty on May 16th at 0900. I am 
an an airline pi I ot so have extensive experience going th ru security worldwide over the pa st 20 yea rs. On this pa rti cul a r day, I went thru security in no nma I clothing, but went thru the employee Ii ne. My boa rd i ng pass had the T SA Pre-ch eek green 
check mark. I was going thru with a fellow pilol. When I reached lhe TSA ageni, he noted my TSA Precheck and sent me to that line, which i was reluclant 10 go to, since ii was so backed up. In fact, the normal security lines were pretly minimal wilh 
the number of passengers at all the stations, I would guess 6 lines. 

For the TSA Precheck lines. two lines of people were being funneled into one security metal detector. It was drastically slow. In fact, it was so slow, that it took me an additional 15 minutes to get thru security compared to my fellow pilot that started 
from the TSA agent 1 O seconds behind me but he went thru normal security. I want to reiterate I hat it took me 15 minutes LONGER, and my total time was around 20 minu1es to get thru this precheck. I was amazed how ridiculously slow lhe 
Precheck line was, when this is for passengers that have been pre-screened and are not taking off shoes, belts. or taking out laptops, but yet was 4-5 times slower than a normal security line. I was appalled since many of these people are frequent 
flyers and h1-categ o ry passengers th at the a i rt i nes do not need a hassle from Ii ke this. The conveyor belts lo r both Ii nes, we re the slowest i have ever seen for any Pre ch eek Ii ne in the US. l"ve been th ru a who I e lot of them and in big cities such as 
Los Angeles and Chicago, I'm thru the line in minutes. 

If this is a test program, by all means. please stop it. It is an utter failure. rve never seen so many disappointed passengers and this TSA agents, who are normally very professional and courteous at DEN, were quite frustrated with the process. They 
didn't have to voe a I ize it, you could see it. I had the opportunity to ta I k with some of the TSA agents and the frustrating ran deep with al I of them. Please Ii sten to your employees. 

Presidenl Obama wanls security times to decrease. This program is nol going to do it. Please don't slow down the process for the premium 1ravelers. It's bad enough i experienced this as an airline employee. Denver slands out as a horribly slow 
security process for the Precheck and these sentiments are echoed with every other airline pilot i have spoken too since May 16th that has gone thru this new process. 

Hope this provides some valuable feedback. 



2014 9:22:1 

Disability Description: The caller is a Precheck participant as a Global Entry member and has a metal knee replacement. 

She routinely flies out of DCA and oesn t set off WTMDs there, The WTMD alarmed at BOS today at 8:30am, She had to go through a patdwon and the TSO expressed concern that she alarmed their WTMD but not hose at other airports. She asked if 
TSA should be investigating lhe WTM Os being calibrated differently and if I hey are calibrated differently. She feels I hat this is inconsistanl. 

She indicated that she trave Is through s eve ra I airports aero ss the country and does not a I am r those W TM D. 

She asked what it means to have Precheck slatus and if additional screening is always required if there is an alarm. 

She asked what card she can obtain from T SA in regard to to the metal implants to shwo the TS Os. 

Precheck Status simply indicates I hat a passenger can receive expedited screening which entails leaving on shoes, belt, lighl outerwear as well as thier 311 bag and laptop in lhe thier bag. I advised that TSOs are required 10 cl earl all alarms via 
additiona I screening. She can print a notification card vi a ts a. gov, but such does not exempt her from a Pa tdaw n. 

Some of TSAs screening policies and procedures are considered SSI and are not made available to the traveling public. 

I advised that I would refer the information ta the CSM at BOS to make them aware of this. 

ldentificalion and she accidentally showed her expired ID and then gave him the renewed license and told him she has metal implanls. Caller slated that the person then acted like she was suspicious because of this. Caller stated I hat lhe person lold 
her the lane had closed and he walked her to another line. That person told her that she can skip to the front of the line but she wanted to be fair so she waited. Caller stated that when she got ta the front of the line they directed her ta the WTMD. 
Caller stated th at she info nmed the le ma I e off ce r at the WT MD that she would alarm because I have a meta I knee. She then walked through and it al a nmed. Caller stated th at the female TSO then ye 11 ed at her for going through the W TM D and she 
kind of backed up and she yelled at her and told her not to back up into the WTMD and make it ala nm again. Caller stated that they were rude and nasty with her. Caller stated that the male TSO that was at the checkpoint then came over he was very 
hostile. Caller was then asked if she told a certain officer who had his back turned and she said I am not sure because I can see his face. The male TSO yelled at her and said you are a liar and the TSO was busy so he could not turn around for her 
to see his face. Caller stated that she was then instructed ta stand to the side and wait. Caller stated that they grabbed her by the shoulders and pushed her around but thankfully she was not injured. Caller stated that other passengers started 
walking by and asking her if she was o k and the TSO told th em 11 was none of their business. Ca 11 er stated that the person that did the patdown was very nice and profession al but the others she had encountered were not. Then a supervisor came 
over and asked what is going on and she informed her of the situation in a nut shell and the supervisor asked is she wanted to file a complaint but her husband was rushing her to come on and she passed but the more she thinks about the more she did 
not want lhe way she was 1reated to go. Caller stated I hat the male and female I hat she encounlered should not work wilh lhe public because I hey were not under pressure and it was not even busy when she went through. Caller wanted 10 know if 
what is the ditfe re n ce with the 3-1-1 ru I es going th ra ugh precheck and do they not screen the items when you go th ra ugh preche ck. Ca 11 er wanted to know what technol agy the AIT us es. Ca 11 er wanted to know if she wi 11 be contacted about this incident. 

Advised ca Iler: 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service ta all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our 
policies and procedures focus on ensuring that al I passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. I a pol og i zed because she was unsati sf,ed with the way she was Ire ated. Please be advised th at a passenger can always request to speak 

1014 12:46 :. with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. You can request the supervisor at anytime ii you since that you are going to have an issue. I have documented everything 
that happened and I will send this for you I don t know if they will contact you but they may 

You can contact the CSM but I wi 11 be happy to take the comp I amt lo r you and make sure it 1s forwarded to the a pp ro pri ate office. 

Name: rb 1(6) I 
Phone: ~-----~ 
You don t have to remove the 3-1-1 bag but they still screen it. Caller like precheck and she didn t have to remove her shoes was nice. 

Airporl: Oakland 
Airline: Jetblue 
Flight number: 247 (?) 
Departing time: 1: 15 pm 
Dale and lime of incident: 05 21 2014 12:20 pm 
Gate or terminal of incident Jet blue terminal 

AIT is a classification that covers two similar technologies, millimeter wave and backscatter. This testing took into account special populations that are more sensitive to radiation, such as children, persons receiving radiation treatment for medical 



2014 9:13:' 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/CusIomer Service Currenl Dateffime: 5124/2014 5:22:59 AM Airporl : SDF - Louisville lnternalional Date/Time of TrJVel : 05/24/2014 6:00 AM Airline & Flighl Number Della 2099 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport· 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I walked through precheck with a black fleece hoody because the temperature outside was in the low 50's, I have worn this fleece for 2 years without incident, until this visit. 

I walked through the metal detector without an alarm sounding. The white male agent asked me to hold a minute. He then proceeds to reach behind me and pull and squeeze the hood of my hoody. 

I asked the person why he did that. He said because the hoody is bulky. I said it is not I fly with it all the time without problem. He said it was his discretion. I said he was not supposed to touch me unless I set off an alarm, He and the female agent 
could have asked me to remove it before I passed lhrough the metal deIecIor. He said it was completely al his discretion. I told him I disagreed because they have guidelines to follow. He became angry and agilated that I questioned him. 

A second white male agent walked and interjected himself. I told him the conversation didnl concern him but thank you. His assistance was not requested. I asked that he get a supervisor 

A supervisor namecf5i(lcame to speak to me. I explained to him that the agent should exQlain whal he is doing and why. He certainly should pul his hands on a person without an explanation. He should nol become indignanl once a citizen questions 
his actions. I a I so saT<r5ffier agents should not be interjecting th emse Ives without request. llli[Ja greed. I asked that he address the issues with the agents involved. 

I am African American. I didn't see similarly dressed white males subjected to the same physical examination despite being in other hooded jackets including having baseball caps, When rules are clear and objective as well as consistently applied, 
people won't feel differential trealment is due 10 biases/prejudices. 

As a frequent traveler and a P recheck traveler for a few yea rs now. I know which clothing Ite ms clear without a I arms and which do not. I p u rposefu 11 y pure h ased this hoody with pl a stIc zippers and no meta I s pec1f1ca 11 y for fi yi ng be cause I knew it would 
clear security without alarms. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name ~kb_-~1(_6_) __ ~ 
Phony Niicnher . 
Email~b )(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : R eq ues t for Information 
Categories : Traveling with a Disability or Medical Condition: Screening Current Date/Time · 5124/2014 10:08: 13 AM Airport : Select One Date/Time of Travel . 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . I have an artificial hip. I carry a card from the doctor that has my name imprinted on it and a picture of the type of implant. At Fort Lauderdale airport there was no X-Ray machine a gates 1-9. I failed the metal detector and was treated like 

, 014 11 : OO: a en mi na I. being patted down, even inside my waist band. How can someone Ii ke me a void this te rri b I e experience? I am 70 years o Id, a natural born American with ancestors going back to the Mayflower. Up to recently, I have been impressed with 
TSA, but the treatment at Bradley in CT is very different from Ft. Lauderdale. What is the litums paper for? Did you believe I was carrying explosives? Believe me, I am a loyal American citizen and would never harm anyone! Why don't you use the 
wand on people with hip or knee replacemenls? You can easily find the localion of the metal and I hat I here are no weapons in that location. Thank you for taking lime to respond. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name!lh··,1fr1 
Phone Numbe ;::,(b"'1"'15"'1=====;--~ 

Email (b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Response Details: Advised caller: 

Whenever a passenger alarms the walk-through metal detector. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening ta locate and resolve the source of the alarm. As you know, TSA no longer uses hand-held metal detectors to 
resolve walk-through metal detector alarms. Instead, a TSO will conduct a standard patdown of the passenger, which allows the TSO to screen for metallic and non-metallic prohibited items. 

TSA strives 10 provide the highesl level of security while ensuring thal all passengers are trealed with dignily and respect. To I hat end, TSA launched TSA Cares, a helpline number designed to assist Iravelers with disabilities and medical conditions. 

Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at 1-855-787-2227 prior to traveling with questions about screening pol1c1es, procedures and what to expect at the security checkpoint. TSA Cares serves as an add1t1onal. dedicated resource specifically for 
passengers with disabilities, medical conditions or other circumstances or their loved ones who want to prepare for the screening process prior to flying. 

TSA recommends that passengers call no less than 72 hours ahead of travel in case it is determined that it is necessary to coordinate support at the airport. 

T ra nsportat ion Security Officers (TS Os) a re instructed to Ii sten and respond a p prop ri a tel y to any info nma ti on a passenger offers conce ming his or her p hysi ca I Ii mitat ions, TS Os s ho u Id pro vi de any he Ip that a passenger requests to faci Ii tate the 
screening process. Under no circumstances should passengers be forced to perform aclions that cause pain or put them at risk of injury. For example, TSOs should offer a chair to passengers whose weakness or balance problems put them at risk of 

2014 5:44:, falling during screening. Passengers who have difficulty with balance, standing, ar walking also may decline metal detector screening, and ask instead for a full patdown screening while they are seated. 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory T ransporta ti on Security Officer or Passenger Support Sp eci a Ii st at the checkpoint to address any comp I a int reg a rd i ng sere en i ng procedures, 

If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, hear she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about any disability, 
med i ca I condition. or med i ca I d evIce that could affect security sere en i ng. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from s ecu ri ty screening, their use may imp rove communication and he Ip travelers discreetly notify TSO s of their co ndItIons. 

Many passengers with meIaI implants thal regularly alarm a walk-lhrough metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ. Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a patdown: however, passengers cannot request ta be screened by the walk
through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 

If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through meIaI detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure insIead. 
A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If a patdawn is required in order to complete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a privale screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a privale screening, anolher TSA employee will also be presenl and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 



Response Details: Advised caller: 

Whenever a passenger alarms the walk-through metal detector. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening ta locate and resolve the source of the alarm. As you know, TSA no longer uses hand-held metal detectors to 
resolve walk-through metal detector alarms. Instead, a TSO will conduct a standard patdown of the passenger, which allows the TSO to screen for metallic and non-metallic prohibited items. 

TSA strives 10 provide the highesl level of security while ensuring thal all passengers are trealed with dignily and respect. To I hat end, TSA launched TSA Cares, a helpline number designed to assist Iravelers with disabilities and medical conditions. 

Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at 1-855-787-2227 prior to traveling with questions about screening pol1c1es, procedures and what to expect at the security checkpoint. TSA Cares serves as an add1t1onal. dedicated resource specifically for 
passengers with disabilities, medical conditions or other circumstances or their loved ones who want to prepare for the screening process prior to flying. 

TSA recommends that passengers call no less than 72 hours ahead of travel in case it is determined that it is necessary to coordinate support at the airport. 

T ra nsportat ion Security Officers (TS Os) a re instructed to Ii sten and respond a p prop ri ate I y to any info nma ti on a passenger offers conce ming his or her p hysi ca I Ii mitat ions, TS Os s ho u Id pro vi de any he Ip that a passenger requests to faci Ii tate the 
screening process. Under no circumstances should passengers be forced to perform aclions that cause pain or put them at risk of injury. For example, TSOs should offer a chair to passengers whose weakness or balance problems put them at risk of 

2014 5:44:, falling during screening. Passengers who have difficulty with balance, standing, ar walking also may decline metal detector screening, and ask instead for a full patdown screening while they are seated. 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory T ransporta ti on Security Officer or Passenger Support Sp eci a Ii st at the checkpoint to address any comp I a int reg a rd i ng sere en i ng procedures, 

If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, hear she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about any disability, 
med i ca I condition. or med i ca I d ev,ce that could affect security sere en i ng. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from s ecu ri ty screening, their use may imp rove communication and he Ip travelers discreetly notify TSO s of their co ndItIons. 

Many passengers with meIaI implants thal regularly alarm a walk-lhrough metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ. Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a patdown: however, passengers cannot request ta be screened by the walk
through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 

If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through meIaI detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure insIead. 
A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If a patdawn is required in order to complete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a privale screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a privale screening, anolher TSA employee will also be presenl and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 

Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Ca I egori es 01 her: Mis eel la neous/Other 
Current Date/Time · 5126/2014 4:43:06 PM Airport : MIA - Miami International Date/Time al Travel . 05/26/2014 6:30 PM Airline & Flight Number . AA 1065 Checkpoint/Area al Airport : Reentry from customs/ from International to national TSA 

2014 5 , 18.1 Employee: (If Known) Young lady at check point/metal detector Comment : For whatever the reasons. you have not assigned a &quot pre check&quot: line at this checkpoint so il"s confusing for me . the passenger. when we have gone to the pre 
· · check program and one tsa personal says &quot: you are pre check, no need to take off your shoes&quot and the other TSA at the machine orders me to go back and take my shoes off. In not a nice matter. Then I asked to show the ticket ( in the bag 

in lhe other machine) . I suggested to lei me grab ii and show it to her, she proceeded to call me an &quot:uncooperative passenger&quot: and within a minuIe she sounded an alarm and 5 men were surKundinq me After lhey all noticed my executive 
platinum status, global entry and pre check conditions, no body apologize. Only a &quot: have a nice day&quot: Would you like a response?. True Passenger's Name {bi(6·, ~hone Number· (b_i(6_.1 ! Email tb·•,(ffi !To 
leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 5/2612014 7:43:12 PM Airporl: JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel: 0512212014 9:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: Delta 425 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport· Crew line TSA Employee: (If Known). TSA OFFICERkbl(ff:, ~omment. KCM was not available to Delta crew members, so we proceeded through screening. I removed my belt. shoes and everything from my pockets yet metal detector 

2014 B:42:: still sounded. I tned 3 tIme_s before agent asked me to remove my ID and put 11 in a bin. I removed m_y ID but there wasn·t a bin next to screening. Agent asked my to step out of line and told I needed to get to operations. Almost immediate_ly a _ 
passenger handed me a b In for my Delta ID I went through metal d elector w 11 hout any war] ng~, W re gett Ing my bags I not, eek that ml ID was st, 11 outs, de of screen, ng, I asked Off ce r ~ to please put It through sere en Ing and she I ntent,ona 11 y 
moved it further back_ behind other passenger_ bins/bags. I contacted the supervisor Officer b 1(6) o assisl. Even then, Officer b 1(61 did not want to comply. After the supervisor asked again, she begrudgingly pul my ID through detector This type 
of vendetta authority ,s unprofessional and ch,ld,sh. Off1cetiw:§I]sa1d he was unaware o K M being unava,lable to Delta crew members. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name tb)(ff:, !Delta Airlines Phone Number -!(b)(ffl !Fmail {b::,(6) !To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link. http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Nam b)(61 
Email Add""re~sc:.s_,.l;-h-,-_11"'r;""·-,---~----, 

Phone Numb h··,1r;·I 

Address:""f h-'--."-,1R-'-·'-, ___ _.!',an Jose, CA 95118 
Zipcode: 

2014 8:43 :C Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Yes 
Religion? Yes 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
San Di ego I nl ernationa I Airport 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Nam".'-'h""··,"'1R,_·._, ...., _____ _._ _ __, 

Email Address.,1"'h""·11°"R""·-, ___ ..-___ __, 
Phone Number h·,1ro;·-, 

Address:~f b_ •• _,(6_._I ------~I ,san Jose 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
,014 1 O: 12: Are yau represented by a third party ar an attorney in this matter? No 

NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) da ya u be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati an? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? na 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Norman Y Mm eta San Jose I ntemat1ona I Airport 

What was the dale and approxima1e lime of the incident? 
05-27-2014 6:15 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time· 5/2712014 9:53:50 AM Airport· BOS - Lo an International Date/Time of Travel· 05/22/2014 10:15 AM Airline & Flight Number. Delta DL 1801 Checkpoint/Area of Airport. TSA 
PreChk TSA Em lo ee: If Knownkb-.i(6) ~omment My medical bag was held hostage by b)(ff•, She told a coworker that she was going to make me wait. I went through the metal detector without any problems. I waited for 
8 m1 n utes lo b i ( 6 i o g ,ve my bad to someone to search. I asked lo r the sup erv, sor and was to Id he was at the TSA desk but , f I went over the re without al I my med, ca I bag, security wou Id be ca I led I wa 1ted another two m1 n utes and asked 
several TSA officers when I could expect my bag. It was not until then, after complaining to three separa1e individuals, did I receive my medical bag. !rh··,1R·1 J1s lhe most unprofess,onal 1nd1v1dua1 I have come across during my travels I 

1014 12:32: spoke with her supervisor and told him of my concerns. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this lmk http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Sent: Tuesday, May 27, 2014 11 :57 AM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subjecl: ContJct Us: Civil Righls Civil Liberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

Remote Client IP!~(b~i~(6~·~1 ---~ 
Date Time: 5 27 2014 11 :57: 14 AM 

Attachment: 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

Remote Client IP!~(b~i~(6~·~1 ---~ 
,014 12:32:, Date Time: 5 27 2014 11 :57: 14 AM 

1 )I nlorm ati on about the person who experienced the civi I rights ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I ation 
(fill in what you can) 
No 
First and Middle Name: 

!(b1(61 I 
Last Name: 

~ne: 
kbl(61 

Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

PO Box or Street address: 
!rh1/R1 



The caller has a service dog. She was approved through United for her fi1ght and she came back from a tnp yesterday through LAX. The TSO said that she would have to have a dog carrier. The agent kept insisting she had to have a dog carrier 
though the United airlines representative explained that it was a service dog. The caller feels that the agent was simply ignorant of TSA rules. She read the manual online and she had a card attached to the collar indicating it is a service animal. She 
asked if she could get somelhing in writing I hat she could carry wilh her in case she comes across this again. 

There were three points that she went through for screening, the first agent did not want them to enter the screening checkpoint to be screened. She was not going to be let through to get in the line because this agent says she needed a carrier. She 
thinks it was more of a customer service issue not a lack accommodation. She went through the checkpoint and once it was over and she left the checkpoint someone else mentioned the carrier being needed for her dog, During the screening 
everything was fine and was done properly; she did not have any problems. It was just the TSA agents before entering the line and after leaving lhe checkpoint that she had problems wilh. She also did not have a problem al LAS when she wenl 
through screening there. She just feels that the officers she encountered at LAX needed more information about the policy. 

She asked if she needed a vest, she does not travel that often so she did not buy one. She does have a letter from her doctor that she can use for documentation along with the card attached to the dogs collar. 

Airport LAX 
Airline: United 
Flight 479 
Dale: 5 26.14 

2014 2:09:[ Time: went through about 2:00 PM Departure time 4:17 PM 
Location: United number 7 where the United desk we re and the T SA agents were to the right before entering the Ii ne. 
Agents; Before entering the line a black woman with slight build, maybe 5 5 or 5 3 with orangish hair, After checkpoint, black woman that was a little bigger. 5 5 or 5 6 with dark hair. 

Advised ca Iler: 

If a passenger has a service dog due to a disability or medical condition, both the passenger and the dog will be screened. The passenger should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) that the dog is a service animal and not a pet, and we 
recommend thal passengers have documentation or I hat lhe dog wear gear (a harness, vesi. etc.) to indicale I hat it is a service animal. 

Passengers are expected to maintain control of their animals by holding onto the leash throughout the screening process, and they should not be separated from their dogs by TSA personnel. 

Passengers with service dogs will be screened either by a walk-through meIaI detector or thorough patdown. 

I wi 11 lo rwa rd this information to the CS M as it was a customer service issue with agents. 

I can email you information regarding the screening policy on service animals so you can have it in wriling. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time. 5/27/2014 12:5828 PM Airport· SAV - Savannah I Hilton Head International Date/Time of Travel· 05/27/2014 1:00 PM Airline & Flight Number· 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 

2014 2:31 :, Comment: TSA pre has been closed at this airport for over 6 weeks. There is a total lack of order by the agents thal work there causing much confusion with lhe passengers. Today one TSA agent told passenger 10 go through metal detector while 
another yelled at him for not going through the scanner. I haven't seen this anywhere else, but it would appear if you are 60 or older you are automatically put in the ore heck line. This caused it to be significantly slower than the regular line. Worst one 
airport I've been to and l"m in different airports three days a week Would you like a response? : False Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT~ATION 
Full Name (bi( . ,.,...----------, 
Email Address-(b_._I(_6_, -------~ 
Phone Number: 
Address: Nice 
Zipcode: 

2014 4:04 :C Are you 18 or over? Yes 

Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Na 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
John F. Kennedy lnternalional Airport 

Hi TSA Team, 

I would like to re part an incident that happened to me today and I had my Civil rights violated. 

This incident happened at the San Jose Airport on May 27th at 6:20 AM ( Today) . I am from India and follow the SIKH Relegion. As a result of my religion I wear a head covering called a TURBAN. 

I am a very regular traveller and usually as part of my security check I run through the scanner and ar Metal Detector followed by a PAT Down of the Turban and a hand held metal detector. Usually if the hand held detector goes off it is due to the PINS 
I have on my Turban which are the culpnt and I remove the Pl NS and then hand held is performed again and cleared. 

This morning while I was travelling to Los Angeles on Sounlhwesl flight 1280 , as part of my additional check and pat down , the hand held went off due 10 lhe pins in my turban. I told the TSA agent that I will remove the pins and he can then run lhe 
hand held once again clearing the security check, but he was adamant on asking me to REMOVE MY TURBAN. 

2014 4:04:C The TSA agent to my surprise asked me to REMOVE MY TURBAN as he wanted to run the TURBAN through a xRAY machine. 

This was a completely unacceptable situation as I had never done this in my regular travel for past 11 years Please understand that asking me to remove my turban is like asking a women ta stip NAKED because she was found with a HAIR PIN in her 
hair. 

I have laken this mailer up with the SIKH Coialition Legal learn and would like to take this mailer up serioulsy as this is considered an insult to the SIKH religion. 

Thanks 



Today at 6:15 am al La Guardia airport at the security checkpoint at gate C, lhe first aisle (left to righlJ I was ushered by an officer who stood nexl to the metal detector that claims his last name was~ he wouldn't allow me to see his shield. He 
spoke ta me with extreme disrespect, yelled in my face when I asked if I should remove my glasses and continued to berate me with a negative attitude through additional screening. I fly this airport and others in the area aver 6-8 times a year and have 
never been treated with this much disrespect, I understand your extensive process of screening ism the name of security but I can do without the nastiness, especially in the mornings. I am a paying customers and the TSA is supposed to keep 
consumers Ii ke myse If sale, not be rate and disrespect travelers going through security, I was more intimidated th an comforted with this ind iv idua I hand Ii ng security proceeds, I would Ii ke a response ASAP to know that this individual is di sci pl in ed and 

2 O 14 8: 36:: his behavior is corrected for the future. 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints al discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa I iii on, a cIvI I rights organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air I ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Nam "l"'"h"'·I1"'R,_··, _______ ._~ 

Email Address (b 1(61 Phone Numberl .. (b"-·.,""(6"'I'--_...., 
Address h··,1r;·I Bridgewater NJ 08807 
Zipcode: 

2014 2,20,, Are you 18 or over? Yes . . . 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney 1n this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Na 
Religion? Yes 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? Na 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Newark Liberly International Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 
Caller is flying tomorrow on United flight 491. He has a disabilily, called a deep brain slimulator. It s a probe in your brain. He said the stimulator is in your chest. 
He downloaded boarding passes for he and his wife. His wife is Precheck and he is nat. Why is this? 

Caller Advised: 
If TSA delermines a passenger is eligible for expediled screening, this informalion will be embedded in the barcode of his or her boarding pass. While some airporIs may allow individuals who are traveling with a TSA Pre eligible passenger to access 

2014 6: 17:t- the TSA Pre lane, TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport, and this procedure may not be available at all times or locations. 

If a passenger has an internal medical device, it is important for him or her to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening before the screening process begins. 
Passengers who have inlernal medical devices should nol be screened by the walk-through metal deIecIor because this may affecl the calibration of the device. These passengers may requesl a lhorough patdown rather than using screening 
technology. 
If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by Al T. the passenger wi 11 be sere ened usmg a thorough patdown procedure m stead. 
The caller flew form MCO to PHL on US Airways flight 768 leaving at 2:00PM. He went through! screening around 1:00 PM,kb':,(6) !is 78 years old and was allowed to keep his belt and shoes on. He was wearing a dark green and blue baseball 

,014 10:15: hat when he entered the checkpoinl. He placed all his metallic ilems and medications in one bin. He also slated he left his medicalions in his carry on. He also had a bottle of medication in his shirt pocket. II was an inhaler. When he went through lhe 
metal detector he was told to empty all his pockets and ga back into the line. He complied and went through the AIT. After leaving the AIT he got a patdown an his shoulder and side and then cleared. When he gat to PHL he discovered his inhaler 
was missing. He thinks the TSO s confiscated it at MCO. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' 
Current Date/Time: 5129/2014 7:02:18 AM Airport DEN - Denver lnternalional Date/Time of Travel 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 

2014 8,38., Comment : Every TSA pre check should include a body scanner- I have metal implants that always activate the metal detector alarms requiring going back, removing my shoes &amp: going through again, lhenwaiting for a female TSA agent and going 
· ·" through a full body pat down. 

This p rota col utterly defeats the point of being vetted &amp: identified for pre-check. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number : 
Email !(bi(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Fro'1(b)(ff1 
Sent: Thursday, May 29. 2014 6: 18 PM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance: tsa.crl@tsa.dhs.gov; civil.l1berties@dhs.gov: Bandy, Kimberly J; Singh, Harleen 
Cdlh ,/RI !Legal: ~R_a~jd_e_e-'-p_S_i.,.ng_h ___________ ~ 
Subjecl: Follow up Re. Contact-j_(b_ .... 1(_6 ... , -------------~ 

The Sikh Co al ition writes to /1 I e a lo rma I comp I a int of di sen mi nation on b,e,balf,.llf S1 kh Air Passenger. P role sso t b .:, ( 6) I Professo rfilill&IJurba n was patted down and squeezed, without his con sent and in vi o I ati on of his c iv i I ng hts, by the 
TS A at Newark Liberty I nternationa I Airport on May 2 0, 2014 , Professo,[l:WQ]Jflew United Airlines, Flight No, 4485, from Newark to Dul I es Intern ati o na I Airport in Washington D, C. 

!(b)(6·, !filed a complaint with the TSA and OHS on May 20, 2014 through the FlyRights phone application. In reference to Contact-l._1'-'h-"·11-'-R""·-, __ __.l we wish to provide additional information regarding the incident. Please see attached 
comp I a int and accomp anyrng exh, bi ts, inc I ud i ng his o ng i nal Fly Rig his complaint. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

2014 8: 16:< BeSt, 
llli@O 

(b)(61 

h"·,Ir;·, New York, NY 10004 

Phone (Main): h·1Ir;·-, I Phone ,.(D,...i,...re..,c.,.t ... 1:!._1h_._,1_R_·-, ------'--------------, 
Facsimile (212) 208-4611 I Email HYPERLIN~(b)(ff1 ~---------------------~ 
Visit our websile at HYPERLINK hllp: www.sikhcoalition.org \nwww.sikhcoalition.org. 
Support the Sikh Coalition s work at HYPERLINK http: www.sikhdonate.org \nwww.SikhDonate.org. 
Visit us on Facebook at http: www.facebook.com thes,khcoalition. 
Follow us on Twitter @sikh coalition. 

·; I 3 f" I f If t tt tsssss rn ~iris st r:sass 1@121@ !be ow ail ars salifii t 15 irnwedie!@ll' 



My understanding is that the intent of Pre Check is to ease the burden an TSA and to reduce flyer inconvenience. If that is correct, Dulles procedure can use improvement. 

I have a knee implant. As such. I set off metal detectors but do fine in ProVision scanners. In the airports I normally fly through if Pre Check does not have a Pro Vision I have always been either directed or escorted to one while retaining my Pre Check 
status. Al Dulles lhere is a Pro Vision immediately adjacent 10 lhe Pre Check station and I was direcled to go through it. However, I was required 10 remove my shoes (no big deal) but since I did not remove my compuIer, my bag had to be re-scanned. 
Essentially I was no longer Pre Check while in this lane. This cost me time and TSA time. 

It would be super easy for Dulles to adopt the protocols used by other airports where a solution for those of us with metal implants is available to TSA personnel and the traveller. 

,014 1 O: 15: By the way, I think in general TSA personnel country wide are doing a great job amd are very courteous these days. 

American Airlines flight 263 to LAX 
5130114 
Gate B-71 

(b,(6) 

ent ram my iPad 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : P role ssiona Ii sm/C ustome r Service; Screening Current Date/lime : 513012014 3: 55 28 PM Airport , AUS - Austin-Bergstrom I nte rnat ion a I Date/Ti me of T rave I , 0513012014 Airline & Flight Numb er , 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport Walked from UA domestic departures to Gates 14 and up TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . I traveled from Austin Bergstrom ta LAX on May 30th. At approximately 2PM local. I commenced TSA security screening. I complied with regulations regarding removing shoes, my laptop from my bag, etc. I indicated to the TSA agent that I 
was pregnant and did not wish to expose my unborn child to potential harm from the body scanner, and would prefer to go through the metal detector. Not only did he inform me that was not an option, he insisted that body scanners do not emit x-rays 
and was very confrontational and extremely rude in general (in the meantime allowing several individuals pass through the metal detector). I, in fact, know that TSA at one time used x-ray backscatter and although the technology is being phased out, 
there was no way for me 10 know whether or not this particular machine was updated wilh the newer millimeter wave scanner technology, As a pregnant woman Iasked with the duty to keep her child safe, it is completely unreasonable to try to coerce 

2014 4:22:, me into petiorming a security screening I am not comfortable with and be otherwise confrontational about refusing the body scan. I am not obligated to take the agent's word that the machine is updated and he is not tasked with being arrogant, rude 
and coercive. I willingly submitted to a pat down and although the female agent also argued that I should go through the scanner, she was ultimately less confrontational and more professional than the needlessly aggressive ind1v1dual that TSA 
unfortunately decided to hire. Should I, as an expectant mother. voice my concern that the scanner is an inappropriate option, that should be the end of the discussion and TSA should offer additional options that are 1. PROMPT and 2. RESPECTFUL. 
Unfortunately, neilher of these concern were addressed in a professional and courteous manner. This particular agent needs prompt relraining or disciplinary consequences should his behavior persisl. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number · 
Email l(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism Customer Service: Screening Current Date Time 5 30 2014 4:20:52 PM Airport SAN - San Diego International Date Time of Travel 05 29 2014 11 :30 AM Airline Flight Number Delta 89 Checkpoint Area of Airport 
Delta Terminal TSA Employee: (If Known), 
Comment : I was very disappointed with my experience going lhrough security at SAN on 5 29 2014 around 11 :30AM. I am 7 months pregnant and requested to opt out of lhe meIaI detector and have a pat-down, as TSA policy permits. This request 
was an obvious annoyance to the agents on duty (despite that there were few people going through security at that time). I was told by multiple agents that it was fine to go through the metal detector and if I didn t want to, I would just have to wait. 
Multiple agents conferred with one another over whether or not I could make such a request, which took much longer than the pat-down itself. which did eventually occur. I was made to feel as 1f I was making an outlandish request and that my reason 

2014 6: 0 0:, for opting for the pat-down was not va Ii d. If TSA is going to a 11 ow the opt-out opt ion, it would be g really a pp recia ted ii agents wo u Id respect the request and not treat passengers as if they a re causing a tremendous ha rd ship, The whole experience was 
both embarrassing and upselling. 
Would you like a response? . False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav EDB2 ApplicationManager 



'014 10 02: 

I have a complaint about treatment that I received during a screening in Austin, Texas an March 3, 2014. 

I was a first class passenger an Alaska Airlines flight 671 from Austin, Texas to Seattle, Washington on the afternoon of March 3. 2014. As a result of a severe leg injury, I was partially disabled and unable to bear weight on my right side. I 
was ab I e to use tw"o crutches lo r a few feet on I y without weight bearing on my rig ht s1d e. Otherwise. I was required to use a motorized cart and wheelchair prescribed by my physician to g ua ra ntee my safety. I went through the sec u nty Ii ne in an 
airport wheelchair. During the screening, however. the TSA female officer would not allow me to stay in the wheelchair. She forced me to stand and balance on one leg while she removed each crutch to use the wand/ metal detector over my body 
and the airport wheelchair. During this lime, I was forced to balance on one leg with only one crulch. The TSA officer did nol allow me to sit in a chair or remain in the wheelchair during the screening process. The screening was unsafe because I was 
forced to balance on one leg using only one crutch instead of being allowed to remain in the wheelchair, sit in a chair or use both crutches to support me. The screening placed me at risk for a fall and suffering further physical injury. Based upon my 
expe nence. the TSA off ce rs on duty reek I ess I y disregarded my physical dis ab i I 1ty and the s c reenrng was dangerous. 

I look forward to re cei vi ng the TSA comments about this dangerous screening process. 

Kind regards, 

l(b)(61 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hltp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

-----------------------,.-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-~--------------------------------------
Remote Client IP:~!r_h_·11_r;_·-, ___ ~ 
Date Time 513112014 3 53:37 PM 

2014 5:00:' Nam,.e,..(bc..·-;.,(,=-6 .. 1 ----'----, 
Ema (b1(6) 
Comp a, nl s: na pp ro pri a e cree ni ng IP at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):AA 52 at LAX gate 40 on Sat 5/31 at 11:40 a.m. 
Comments:l'm TSA pre. I went through metal detector and screening without incident. I was chosen for a bomb chemical detection test. A false positive resulted. 3 officer took my possessions and me into a small room. No cameras or witnesses we 
present, An aggressive pat down. inc I ud i ng throughout my groin, occurred , I complained that they s ho u Id have conducted a second test before a pat down to exc I ude a false positive. The office rs said that wasn't P rota col e. I comp Iain ed th ere were no 
non-TSA personnel 10 wilness events. They aggressively searched me and palled me down aggressively. I expressed exirerne discomfor1. These events should be recorded to pro1ec1 both parties. Finally, the last thing the officers did was run a second 
test, which was negative. lif only they had started with a second test, all af the discomfort and stress could have been avoided. 



Disability Description: Caller has a pacemaker 

Response Details: Because your complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy of your e-mail to the Customer Service Manager at that airport. 

Incident Details: Caller flew from Kingtston Jamaica to Miami to Ph1ladelph1a on Thursday. Caller said she has a pacemaker and her doctor told her not to use the metal detector and she should have a patdown. Caller said there was another lady 
TSO on the other side and she had nothing to do with this, Caller said she told the TSO repeatedly that she should no go through the detector, but she asked her to go through anyway Caller was in a wheelchair and caller said the TSO asked her to 
get oul of the wheelchair and walk lhrough the metJI de1ec1or. Caller thoughl the equipment was inactive so she followed the instructions of lhe TSO. Caller said a buzzer went off but no one patted her down .. Caller said she was taken somewhere 
and it was reported to the supervisor. Caller said she was told to call the TCC to report this incident. Caller has the name of the TSO involvedfh··,1rr1 !badge number [b::,(6 I Caller said this TSO told her to go through the metal detector. 

,014 2,54 ,2 Caller said she 1s going to her cardiologist tomorrow to see if her pacemaker has been affected. 

1. Airporl 
2. Airline----American 
3. Flight #--702 
4, Date and Time of the fiight----05 29 2014 4:30 pm 
5. Gate or Terminal----Caller is not sure. 
6. Baggage d escri pti a n---N A 
7. Bag Tag# (10 digit)---N A 

I am writing to you because the metal detector at the Gainesville, FL regional airport is WAY too sensitive. I've been stopped innumerable times and today was the last straw. I am TSA pre-check - but I still had to take off my Jacket (which had 5 metal 
buttons) and my watch (which even has a plastic band!), The only metal on my body was a 114" thick sterling silver bangle and a pair of sterling earrings - then it would let me through. I literally was wearing this same outfit on Friday when I went 
through O'Hare TSA pre-check - no problem. 

I travel every week as you can see from my profile: 

Gainesville. FL 32608 

1014 S:23:4 Delta Skymile~~(b-.-i(-6-, --~ 

The only p I ace I am ever stopped due to the metal detector is Ga i nesvi 11 e - rea 11 y???? PI ease do something a bout this' 

Sincerely, 



Thank you for your e-ma i I in which you inquire about I he reasons for secondary screening. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of secunty and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior ta boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting ta defeat the security system by learning how it operates. t.eaving aut any one group. such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand lhe inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA conlinues to develop and 
,014 7_02. 1 deploy new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime. the use of additional screening enhances our ability ta detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint, and 
· · · keeps the !rave Ii ng pu bl Ic sale. 

We hope this inform atIon is he I pful. 

TSA Contact center 

e and an attachments is pri vi I eged and conf1d e nti al and the re fore protected from di sci osu re. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient. or an employee or agent who is responsi b I e lo r 
delivering this message to the intended recipient. you are ere y no 1 1e ot acce t liabilit for changes to this message after it was sent. The 
views expressed in this e-mail do not necessarily reflecl the views of the company. our 
computer. 

Sent from my iPad 



'014 8:24 3 

My wife and I arrived at approximately 2:30 PM. We were both listed as TSA Pre-check. The TSA Pre-check line is not well marked. We spent time waiting in the general line. As we got to the front of the regular line, we noticed the TSA line. 
approached the officer checking ID. As she was checking my ID. she to Id my wife to wait wh i I e a person newly a mving in the Pre-check I in e was al lowed to go between me and my wile. 

The officer said the dedicated Pre-check screening area was not open. but she highlighted our tickets and stated that we would be allowed the nonmal Pre-check screening. I did not remove my shoes or belt and went through the metal detector rather 
than the body scanner. 

I did not remove my laptop from my carryon bag and it went through the x-ray machine. On the other side, an officer said my bag would need to scanned again. 

Now this is the part that upsets me. When the computer came through the second time, it was out of the bag. A TSA officer took it out of the bag while it was out of my sight, without my permission. In an effort to protect your officers, allow me to tell 
you what was in lhe bag thal was opened: 

Medication 

$ 180.00 cash 

My wallet with multiple credit cards 

My Driver's license that was out of my wallet. 

Comp ul er a cces sori es such as power cords, memory cards, and a mouse 

Caller stated th at she flew I a st mg ht on a flight from LAX I ast night and after she received her I ugg age she found that the zI pper was busted and a 11 of her be longings we re bas1ca 11 y messed up beyond the way she packed them. She a I so stated that 
there was a flash light that was on. Asked the caller if she would like to file a claim for the damaged suitcase and she stated that she would not. 

Gave the cal I er the following info: 
,014 9_56,2. TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances. this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
· · · factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 

an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

Caller slated that she flew last night on a flight from LAX last nighl and after she received her luggage she found thal the zipper was busted and all of her be longings were basically messed up beyond lhe way she packed them. She also stated that 
there was a flash light that was on. Asked the caller if she would like to file a claim for the damaged suitcase and she stated that she would not. 

Gave the cal I er the following info: 
,014 9_56.2_ TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some insIances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
· · · factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 

an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

Caller Is wanting info nmati on on the pre ch eek screening with metal Im plants. She do esnt Ii ke that at airports Ii ke MOW . they only have a W TM D at the pre ch eek Ii ne and she do esnt Ii ke that she has to go through a fu 11 paid own because she a I arms the 
device due to her metal knees. 

:J 14 10.13., CCR informed her: 
· "All individuals must undergo security screening at the checkpoint before being permitted into the secure area of an airport. including those eligible for TSA Precheck. If there Is not an AIT for her to go through then she will have to go through the 

patdown to be cleared and allowed through since she does have the metal implants since she will alanm the WTMD. 
Since we are not located at the airport, there isnl a way we can make a suggeslion to them to pul in an AIT at every precheck line because each airporl does have differenl screening devices. 
She can contact the airport directly through opt 5 



I have contacted you previously regarding concerns at Chicago's Midway Airport. The lo 11 owing a re concerns that I have & other !rave I e rs have expressed: 
1 . The re is not a body sea n ne r for the T SA pre-check Ii ne & those of us with implanted medical devices can not use meta I detectors. the re fore cannot use the pre-check. 
2. Every week the rules change and as an example, loday tablets with detachable key boards had to be removed from & placed in a separate bin. I have had mine for 6 months & today was lhe 1st lime I was told thal. as were other travelers. Another 
example is hand lotion & Chapstick that is always in my purse and has not had to be removed for the last 3 years had to be removed today. I was treated in a condescending manner by the female agent that was scanning. 
3. My I aptop that 1s in my checked bag was so poor I y hand I ed at the Al buq ue rq ue Sun port that I had to have 11 serviced at weekend rates. If it had been re placed as it was packed 11 wou Id have be en fine & most airports do that. 

I would appreciate a response. 

J14 10:27: 1 Thank you. 

fbl(61 I 
Valparaiso. IN 46383 

Sent from my iPhone 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainls of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

'014 2:064 
Are you 18 or over? yes 

Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Newark Liberly International Airport 



CR CL received the below report and we a re for\'lla rd i ng to you lo r any a ct1on you deem ap prop nate. 

Sincerely, 

Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
(202)401-1474 

---0 no i nal Me ssaqe--
F rom: kb) ( 61 
Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2014 7 39 PM 
To: CRCL 

Subject: Fly Rights - New Report from ~[b_._,(_6_1 ____ ~ 

'014 4:21 0 NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalilion, a civil rig his organization directly from I heir phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like 10 send their complain! 

The q ue st1ons answered by the user be I ow correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel di scri mm ati on comp I a int lo rm. You a re requested to take action on the comp I amt of p rofi Ii ng or di sen mi nation by the T SA described he re. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Namet(b 1(61 
Email Addr":e-:s'jsl"'1h=.=,1,;R=.,=====-------,!Phone Numberf""h-'-.,"-,'-'R'-·., __ _, 
AddressJh··,1R\ !Foster City 
Zip code: 94404 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
Caller wants to know why she cant go through Precheck when she arrives in a wheelchair. 
All individuals must undergo security screening at the checkpoint before being permitted into the secure area of an airport, including those eligible for TSA Pre\u2713 '" 

TSA recognizes that certain travelers with disabilities or medical conditions may have difficulty standing or walking and that certain medical conditions may cause individuals to alarm when screened using a walk-through metal detector. If this occurs. 
'014 522:0· TSA Prelu2713 "' md1v1duals rnay be permitted to undergo alternate screening procedures such as Advance Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. explosives trace detection (ETD) swabbing, or a patdown screening. 

Please keep in mind that TSA will always incorpora1e random and unpredictable securily measures throughout lhe airporl, and no individual will be guaranteed expedited screening. Travelers can check lhe TSA Pre\u2713'" Participating Airports page 
(www.tsa.gov tsa-precheck) for information on locations of active TSA Prelu2713 '" lanes. 
Informed caller about PSS and TSA CAres for future flights to call 72 hours before her next flight. 
Hello, 

I was flying out of DTW on June 2 at about 5PM. I get that some of us may be subjected to further screening and being chosen at random. However, being stopped in line to have my hands checked for "explosives" and then being randomed again 
'014 8:05:3 when I went through the metal detector was a bit silly. There seems to be very poor communication between the agents at DTW and I could hear one officer screaming and yell mg at her other colleagues about lack of communication as well. I travel 

quite freq ue ntl y and have never been ra ndomed twice, It makes you lee I Ii ke a cri rn i na I just for traveling, 

On another note, your agents at DTW could benefit from training on sensitivity and friendliness. The scowls and dirty looks were really unnecessary. 

Caller fiew from FLL on JetBlue. She was palled down lwice. She stated she didn t like ii once because she had jewelry she couldn t remove. She was a palled down again. She had a gold and diamond pendant. The Losl and Found couldn t find it. 
She wanted to know why she was patted down twice. 

There are various reasons why you might receive secondary screening, but I cannot advise why you were patted down. 

1014 8:28: 1 Caller asked to speak to a supervisor. 

!(b)(6:, ~oak over call: Caller slated on May 20th she traveled through FLL. After setting off an alarm while going through lhe WTMD due to the gold bangles she was wearing, she received a patdown. Caller stated she was lhen given the ETD test 
with no explanation as to why. She was then taken to the private screening area for an additional patdown. Caller stated through this entire process she was wearing a necklace with a heart shaped gold pendant with diamonds. She stated the pendant 
is gone, she is not sure where it may have fallen off. She has called lost and found twice and was told it was not there. She would like for someone to please take a second look to see if it can be located. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' , Screening 
Current Date/Time: 61312014 10:41 :52 AM Airport ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta lnternalional Date/Time o!Travel: 06/031201410:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 

:1 14 12.27, 1 Comment · ONE X-ray belt and metal detector was open for all non-pre check security. This is unacceptable!' Poor service• Pre check pilot program lines had at least four lanes open and virtually no wait while the vast majority of travelers waited over 
· · 25 minutes to get through security at an otherwise non peak time. Unacceptable! 

'014 8:14:0 

Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name kb·:,(6I I 
Phone Number , 
Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

TSA violated screening rules pertaining to Service Animals for Hawaiian Airlines HA 179 at Hilo Airport on Tuesday, June 3. 2014 at 4:00pm. 

Travelers: 

kb 1(6 I I Handicapped 57 yr, old female traveling with her French Bulldog registered with Emotional Support Animal Registration of America. Dog wearing red harness properly marked with ESA logo and ESAR identificalion card. 
Doctor's prescription was available upon request. 

~l(_b_)(_6_, _____ ~I Handicapped 36 yr. old male (son) with lifelong learning disability. 

Statement of ~!(b_)~(6_·:_, ___ _, 

My emotional support dog and I had a tsa approval pass and went through the machine several times when the women screener got another male gentleman to help. We went through several times then the man took my dog away from me without my 
pe nm i ss,on and made me walk through myself as I was asking to he Ip my ha nd1ca p son and the bag gage. The dog had to go through the screen three mo re ti mes before we got released. 

Statement o,.!(b"-)"'-(6""·:~, ______ _, 

My wife was traveling from Hilo to Maui after visiting her mother for emolional support. This was the first time traveling with her dog on a plane.~l(_b_)(_6_, ____ ~~as not aware of her righls pertaining to her emotional service animal and TSA 
screening. 

TSO violation: 

At no time during the screening process will you be required to be separated from your service animal, 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time: 613/2014 10:04:19 PM Airport MKE - General Mitchell lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 05131/2014 2:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: AA 2634 Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: Gale C TSA Employee: (If Known) Female don't 
know name Comment : I am pregnant and opted to not go through the BIG x-ray machine, they had 2 lanes open but were just closing the lane with the metal detector. The male TSA employee kept trying to let me know that there"s no proof that the x
ray maehi ne can hurt my baby and I kept I ettrng h, m know that my DOCTOR had advised me not to go through them and th at I travel often and had never had anyone te 11 me to just go through or try to co nv i nee me it was no big deal as he was doing. 
Then a female TSA agent came over to take me to do a pat down ... she alerted me of what she was going to do, but again. I travel often and have been getting pat downs for a bit now and hers was BY FAR the most invasive yet• She touched my 
buttocks. stuck her fingers inside the waist band of my pants and made me lift my shirt with a bunch of other travelers around watching, she ran her hands up my leg which is no big deal bul on bolh sides she made contact wilh my vagina which has 

,014 8_15. NEVER happened to me and I thought was extremely inappropriate' 1' I felt extremely violated and I felt as though because I had inconvenienced them by not just going through the x-ray machine as the male TSA employee was trying to implore me to 
· · · 1 do, I was being 'punished' for it by this woman being invasive' 

I HAVE to continue 10 I ravel and gel pat downs for lhe time being and now after this experience I am very upset and dreading lhe TSA. 
Would you like a resoaose? · In,~ 
Passenger's Name l(b 1(6) I 
Pho11e N11mber · 
Ema;itb)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalilion, a civil rig his organization directly from I heir phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like 10 send their complainl 

The q ue st,ons answered by the user be I ow eorre s pond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel di scri mm ati on comp I a int lo nm. You a re requested to take action on the comp I amt of p rofi Ii ng or di sen mi nation by the T SA described he re. 

Full Name (b)(61 
Email Addr~e":s'"s,: ---,L------, 

Phone Number,". _,h_.··,,.1R.,·1_.._ __ .., 
Address: hllp: ~b_)~(6_, ____ ~ 

Are you 18 or over? No 
,014 s: 15,2 Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in I his matter? No 

NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? 
Ethnicity? 
Religion? 
N ationa Ii ty? 
Gender? 
Di sa bi I ity? 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 



J14 10:00:1 

Disability Description: The caller and her husband are elderly. Her husband had an accident and hurt his arm. He wears a brace on his elbow. 

Response Details: I advised lhe caller that she would need to wrile in her complaint. I apologized to the caller for their experience at lhe security checkpoinl. I advised her I hat her complaint would be forwarded to the appropriate office but that it 
would just have to be in writing. 

Incident Details: The caller and her husband traveled through MOW airport on 6 2 14. The caller is in her late 70 sand her husband is nearly 85 years old. The incident occurred around 7:00PM. They were traveling on Southwest airlines. The caller 
stated that she and her husband were randomly selected to go through a side lane. She stated I hat I hey were lold that they would not need to take off their shoes. The caller stated that a tall man, who was very nice told I hem thal they could go 
through the line. The caller explained that her husband had a brace and the tall man told them that was fine. The caller stated that there was an alarm whenever her husband went through the metal detector. 

The caller stated that the officer at the screening checkpoint became rude. She stated that her husband s luggage was thoroughly searched as was his wallet. She stated that he had a patdown. She stated that her husband was told that he had to 
stand with his arms out for 4 mins and was not allowed 10 put them down. The caller slated that they lold the officer that he had a brace. The caller stated that her husband stood there in obvious pain. The caller then staled thal the tall man came to 
the security checkpoint and asked them what was going on. The ca 11 er stated that the officer that was being rude ta them and conducting the screening be ca me more com pliant. 

I advised the caller that she would need to place this in writing. I am sending this to ODPO as her husband had a brace on his arm and had to stand with his arms out for four minutes and was placed in obvious pain. 

I obtained her email address so that we could send the RFI ta her. 

Caller fi ew from OMA about 3 wee ks ago and she was traveling with two infants by her self. Ca 11 er stated th at she cou Id not carry the two infants through at the same ti me and she ended up having to have a stranger carry one of them through or they 
were not going to al low her to fly with them. Cal I er is wanting to know what T SA policy is about screening chi Id ren, Ca 11 er wanted to know how she is supposed to carry them through if she cant be separated from her chi Id re n. Cal I er stated that she 
can not carry lhem both at the same time. 

Advised caller: 
Children 12 years old and younger may leave on their shoes. Infants and small children may be carried through the metal detector, but if the alarm sounds, the TSO will have to conduct additional screening on both the adult passenger and the child. If 
a baby is carried lhrough the metal de1ec1or in a sling, additional screening may be required even if there is nol an alarm. 

J14 12:35:' Children can only be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds. Children who can walk without assistance should walk through the metal detector separately from their 
pa rent or guardian, Si nee the children a re sma 11 and cant wa I k then you wou Id have to be screened by the WT MD, That is the only information th at I have is they have to be carried through if they can not wa I k. Since you have two then they may have 
to be carried through together. Caller asked for a supervisor. 

E sea I ation Notes:!( b ":,( 6! 
The caller has two 8 month old infanls that cant walk and the TSA al OMA wouldn t allow her to carry both children through the checkpoinl. They got a sir anger to carry her children lhrough when she asked to speak 10 a supervisor. The supervisor told 
the caller that her two children fell outside of TSA policy and that she couldn t carry both through. She is going to fly again through OMA in about a week and she wants ta know if this is going ta happen again. If it does she is going to sue TSA. 

Caller fi ew from OMA about 3 wee ks ago and she was traveling with two infants by her self. Ca 11 er stated th at she cou Id not carry the two infants through at the same ti me and she ended up having to have a stranger carry one of them through or they 
were not going to al low her to fly with them. Cal I er is wanting to know what T SA policy is about screening chi Id ren, Ca 11 er wanted to know how she is supposed to carry them through if she cant be separated from her chi Id re n. Cal I er stated that she 
can not carry lhem both at the same time. 

Advised caller: 
Chi Id re n 12 years o Id and younger may I eave on their shoes, Infants and sma 11 chi Id ren may be carried through the metal detector, but if the ala rm sounds, the TSO w i 11 have to conduct addition al sere en i ng on both the adult passenger and the chi Id, If 
a baby is carried lhrough the metal de1ec1or in a sling, additional screening may be required even if there is nol an alarm. 

J14 12:35:' Children can only be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds. Children who can walk without assistance should walk through the metal detector separately from their 
pa rent or guardian, Si nee the children a re sma 11 and cant wa I k then you wou Id have to be screened by the WT MD, That is the only information th at I have is they have to be carried through if they can not wa I k. Since you have two then they may have 
to be carried through together. Caller asked for a supervisor. 

E sea I ation Notes: l:E:ii£I] 
The caller has two 8 month old infanls that cant walk and the TSA al OMA wouldn t allow her to carry both children through the checkpoinl. They got a sir anger to carry her children lhrough when she asked to speak 10 a supervisor. The supervisor told 
the caller that her two children fell outside of TSA policy and that she couldn t carry both through. She is going to fly again through OMA in about a week and she wants ta know if this is going ta happen again. If it does she is going to sue TSA. 



From: do notrep I y@Co ntactUs, tsa .dhs, gov [ ma i Ito :do notrep ly@C o nta ct Us .tsa. d hs .gov I 
Sent: Wednesday, June 04, 2014 4:32 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subject: Contact Us: Ci vi I Rights Ci vi I Li bert1es Comp I amt 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 

Remote Client IPkb 1(6) 
Date Time: 6 4 2U 14 4:32:05 PM 

······················---------------····························· 

Attachment 

1 )Information about lhe person who experienced the civil rig his civil liberties violation 
,014 6_04.1 (fill in what you can) 
· · · Yes 

First and Middle Name: 

~ 
Last Name: 

~ 
Main Phone: 

fh,IR> 
Work Phone: 
na 
Cell Phone: 
same 
PO Box or Street address: 
na 
City: 
litlleton 
State: 

Dear, 
Transpor1ation Securily Administrations (TSAI Office or Civil Rights and Liberties 

Littleton Colo 80127 
fb,(6) I 

I am writing this letter regarding a issue that occurred on 6 1 2014 around 8:00am.The fi1ght number 2920 Portland to Denver. I will briefly describe the issue. I was on a family vacation with my tw"o children and my husband. I had been though two 
otherTSA screening that same week without a issue. My boarding pass didn't match my State driver license. 
My State driver license was about to expire before I purchased my ticket, so I had decided put my new married lasl name on the boarding pass, but I couldn'I change it at the DNV on my State driver license because I first had to go lhrough Social 
security office first to change it there first. Therefore. I left my median last name on my State driver license. I had explained this issue to the TSA, so the TSA asked me for other verification like a prescription ar anything that has my new married last 
name, so , I had verified my last name with photo 1.0 state issued, medical insurance card, and a prescription bottle. I completely cooperated with her so we could get though security faster. Alier all of that she asked me about my kid's names and my 

,014 6_04,2. husband's name even though he had his State driver license (same last name). 
· · · Besides, I had been screened though the Advance imaging technology and my carry•on went through the scanning process. Another TSA a showed me lhe screen and said "good job you passed this screening." To inform you, I was dressed in skin 

tight e I asti c tank tap shirt and skin tight pants without setting off any meta I d ete ctars. H awever, that sti 11 wasn ·1 good enough for the TSA. The T SA had patted me down from head to toe, and she a I so I ified my shirt and checked my waste area twice 
putting her hands on the inside between my pant and waste. She had taken everything from my carry-on bag out in front of everyone swab bed al I my persona I i terns I Ike I was a en mi na I. Furthermore. I wasn't giving a choice she made me do both 
screening I felt violated and harassed. I feel she was being unreasonable with all her screening and questions. I shouldn't have to feel like a criminal, and be violated to that extent. The TSA officer was a supervisor or at least that's was stated. and she 
never once offer me a private location 10 do a pal down. I feel several of my rights been violated at this point. 
Please feel free to contact me by email: HYPERLINK mail1akb)(6:, I Or call me al""(b""·"',("'6-'-i __ __, 

Thank you for your attention on this matter, 
Sincerely, 

!(b)(61 



Caller was in Yuma. She has a pacemaker and she got a full patdown. She was informed of lhe patdown procedures and she lold her she was not going to accept a patdown. She ended up going through WTMD, on her own choice because she 
refused the pat down. 

'014 7:44 2 Advised, 

'014 8'48:5 

I advised th at if she tu med down the technologies. which she was supposed to do due to the pacemaker, she wou Id have gotten a pa tdow n to get through the checkpoint. I advised the on I y reason she went through the W TM D was on her own choosing 
be cause she refused to get a paid own 
Caller: She was calling to file a complain about TSA handling people with disabilities through the checkpoint. Specific with blind people. Every time that her boyfriend that is blind go through the checkpoint Tso will pull him instead of let him walk with 
the dog. She said that TSA was Ireating him like a second class citizen. She just was calling 10 let us know and she hung up. 

Advised: He have to to walk by himself lhrough the metal deIecIor and she could not help him. 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I would like to file a complaint about the overall treatment of the TSA towards individuals who are blind. As a sighted woman and a special education teacher who not only teaches and advocates for students with disabilities, but Is also dating a very 
smart and ca pa bl e blind man who ha pp ens to work lo r the fed era I gave rnment, we find the actions of some of your agents u n accepta b I e, On one part i cu I a r trip trave Ii ng out west, an a gent spoke to rn e as the "token sighted person" and i nlerred th at I 
was my boyfriend's care taker. I corrected lhe person by staling thal he was my boyfriend and not in any way his caretaker. Blind people are perfectly capable of taking care of themselves and in no way need caretakers of any kind. 

,014 9_08.4_ In another incident. an agent grabbed my boyfriend's cane as it came through the X-Ray machine and proceeded to play with it as he referred to it as a javelin. Lastly but also most importantly, every time without fail the TSA agents ask my boyfriend 
- - . and others who are blind to put their canes through the X-Ray Machine and PULL them through so that they are dehumanized and not treated as people. This is ABSOLUTELY WRONG AND A VIOLATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS. We have looked at the 

'014 8:08:1 

manual where it CLEARLY states that blind people are allowed to walk through metal detectors with their canes. Dog users are allowed to walk through with their dogs, so their should be no difference, and according to law there is none. 
We are disgusted by this kind of IreatmenI as we expect the TSA 10 be focused on the safely of the public and not on treating folks wilh disabililies as second class citizens. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

l(b1(6) 

Di sa bi Ii ty Description: Ca 11 er has a knee rep I ace me nt and they paid $8 5 for precheck and she showed her card and went through the WTM D lo r screening, States she t ri gge red an a I a nm and the TSO took her ca rryo n bag and purse and emptied it and 
they took her 10 another line and she is 75 Yrs. old and had a complete patdown and because she couldn t get her shoes off and back on they ran something over them. States the TSO was very nice and anolher genlleman didn t open her purse until 
she was there. 

When she an-ived at ATL she stated she was provided a wheelchair which was very nice. 

Information Request Why does her knee replacement require her to have a patdown when she has the precheck and what did she pay the $85 dollars for? 

Res pons e D eta i Is: II a passenger has metal implants. such as a rti fi ci a I knees or hips, he or she should info rm a Transportation S ecu ri ty Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

Explained she can present documentation which only improves communication with the TSO and advises of any medical condition which could affect the screening. not a requirement. 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AITonly if they can stand still with their anms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if ii is available. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

Provided informalion via email. 

Exp I a i ned to caller going through the p recheck lane does n I prevent a passenger from having a paid own 1f an al a rm sounds going through the WTM D. 

Explained to caller she paid lhe fee for a background check, fingerprinls, etc. for the program and those services aren I free. 



Disability Description: Caller has a knee replacement and they paid $85 for precheck and she showed her card and went through the WTMD far screening. States she triggered an alarm and the TSO took her canyon bag and purse and emptied it and 
they took her to another line and she 1s 75 Yrs. old and had a complete patdown and because she couldn t get her shoes off and back on they ran something over them. States the TSO was very nice and another gentleman didn t open her purse until 
she was there, 

When she arrived at ATL she stated she was provided a wheelchair which was very nice. 

Information Request Why does her knee rep I ace m ent require her to have a patd own when she has the precheck and what did she pay the S85 dol I ars for? 

Response Details: If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

Explained she can present documentation which only improves communication with the TSO and advises of any medical condition which could affect the screening, not a requirement. 

'014 B:OB: 1 Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak wilh a supervisor or Passenger Supporl Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

Provided info nmati on via emai I. 

E•plained to caller going lhrough the precheck lane doesn t prevent a passenger from having a patdown if an alarm sounds going lhrough the WTMO. 

Exp I a i ned to caller she pa id the fee for a background check. Ii ngerpri nts, etc. for the program and those services aren t free. 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air I ravel discrimination complain! form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Name: '-~'-";·,1 ... R_·, .... '------~ 
Em a i I Add ressli6\IB I ;:::'=::::;:::::::==.-----' Phone Numbetrh·\rR··1 
Address:._fh __ ··,1_R_., _____ _. 

Zipcode: 20001 

:J 14 12' 14'' Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you e,perienced discrimination? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? yes 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Washington Dulles International Airport 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

" 14 12: 14:, Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? yes 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Indianapolis International Airport 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

" 14 12: 14:, Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? yes 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Ronald Reagan Washinglon National Airport 

HelloTSA, 

I fiew out of SNA (John Wayne) airport on May 6, 2014 on Alaska Airlines Flight 501. The flight took off at 10: 10 am - so my party went through the security checkpoint before 10: 10 am. 

A member of my party was (in our opinion) harassed by a TSA agent during the secunty screening process. The member of my party was about to enter a metal detector and the TSA agent ask my party member if my party member had a "'metal hip". 

The party member did not set off the metal detector and does not walk with a limp - so there is no reason the TSA agent should have asked this question. 

'014 6:15:0- I am going to con1ac1 Alaska Airlines regarding this issue as well. 

Best Rega rd s, 

Irvine, California 

HYPERLIN1 ... '.b_)_(6_1 _________________ _, 



Disability Description: Caller had a bad leg and filed an ODPO comp I amt. 

lncidenl Details: Caller flew in January and had an injured leg, she requested assistance as her docIor only allowed her 10 fly as a handicapped patient. When she was being wheeled to the checkpoint a man called her over and made her pick up her 
dag and walk through the metal detector. The dogs collar set the metal detector so they took her dog and performed a pat down. After that the man picked her up physically and started bumping her injured leg with his. Caller continually said the man 

,014 a·O?:l was hurtrng her and he continued to do it and was consistently rude. The _man eventually ran his leg down hers on her ankle and cause her to.collapse. She asked for his name and badge but he would not let her. 
· · She has six spots from her hip to her ankle from scar tissue caused by this the caller says. She has spent all of her money trying to correct this issue. 

She called Sky Harbor the moment it happened and they tald her it was TSA and that it was all recorded and not ta worry about it. The TSA then told her they deleted tapes every thirty days. Caller just sent an RFI a few days aga and wants to know 
what is going to happen. 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints al discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa I iii on, a cIvI I rights organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entItIes they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air I ravel discrimination complain! form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Nam-h_·1 .. 1R.,.··.,., --'-------, 

Em a i I Add res ""'h"'·1 l""R""··,--.-----' 
Phone Numbe,..,r_.: _.b,..1(,.6.,I_.,___.., 
Address http (b ,(6) '------~ 
Are you 18 or over? Na 

,014 g-19.2 Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
. . . NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? 
Ethnicity? 
Religion? 
N atIona Ii ty? 
Gender? 
Disability? 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 

INQUIRY: 

Callers daughter was travel mg as an unaccompanied minor from PHL. Caller escorted her daughter to the gate so she went through the screening checkpoint. The metal detector alarmed due to metal overall buttons so caller was informed that she 
would need a patdown, Because 1 he cal I er is 8 months p regnant. she was u n comfo rtab I e with the p atdown procedure and info nmed the TS Os 1 hat her breasts and be 11 y were very sensitive and should n t be touched. A supervisor was ca I led and then 1 he 
police were brought over because the caller didn t want her body to be Iouched. The TSO that did the patdown jammed her lhumbs inlo lhe botlom of the caller s belly. Caller was very upset aboul the patdown and the way in which the screening 
process was ca nd u cted. 

:J 14 11 :4 ?:< RESOLUTION: 

Per J elf Burke, ave the ca ntact information for the CS M at PH L 
Name: b)(61 
Phone: · · 

Email: '----------~ 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' , Screening 
Current Date/Ti me : 61712014 2: 15 :32 PM 
Airport· PHL - Philadelphia International Date/Time of Travel· 06/07/2014 3:00 PM Airline & Flight Number· US 1927 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· A Concourse East TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment : This entry point did not have TSA Pree heck however the i ni ti a I agent advised I was el ig, bl e for Expedited Sc reem ng and advised that I sti 11 had to p u 11 the norm al Ite ms out but cou Id I eave footwear on and was e Ii g i ble for Metal Detector 
instead of the MW Scanner. 

As I approached the metal detector there was an older gentlemen advising passengers of the same but needed to see the TSA label on their boarding passes. I was using a mobile boarding pass which did have the TSA Precheck certification above 
the 3D Bar Code. I showed this to him and he advised he couldn't read a mobile boarding pass. I tried to explain it to him and all he did was argue that 11 was too small to read. 

After attempting to work lhrough this with the agent he finally agreed. I stopped the supervisor on duty and wanled to provide feedback that agenl was having trouble with mobile boarding passes. I wasn'I trying to be overly upsei. just providing 
feedback as more and more pea pie are using the pa per I ess tickets. The supervisor argued with me thinking I was complaining about a random exclusion. The a gent in question was very sp eci fi c about pa per ti ck ets vs electronic tickets. I tried to stop 

'014 3:01: 1 the supervisor and explain this and he just continued arguing. 

We were discussing completely separaIe points and for what ever reason he wouldn't stop to listen to me. I even polilely stopped and asked him 10 listen to me for a minute trying to get back on the same page. 

I completely understand that PreCheck Isn·t always available and even when it is you may be randomly asked to go through the standard process. I have nothing but respect for the jobs TSA performs. I just simply felt I went through a training issue and 
wanted to bring it to the supervisor's attention. His argumentative attitude was worse then if he had agreed with me long enough to dismiss it after I walked away. 

Basic customer service should be required for any supervisor and then I think much of the negative perception about TSA would be mitigated. 
Would you like a re~ponse? · I•m 
Passenger's Name ._f b~·•-'1(6_.~I ___ __, 

Email J{b\{6\ l Phone ~11~~:: · 
To leaJ ~ ryr11e1 It eOl lcei I Illig ii ii~ reed back. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Remote Client 1pJ~(b_)_(6_) __ ~ 
Dale Time: 6/812014 4:59:51 PM 

Nam!e 
Ema(bi(6) I 
Compams:tscourteous/Rude 1:.mployee. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenninal/Airport/Gate/Etc):flight number: AA97 
Airline: American Airlines 
Terminal: D 
Airport: DFW 
Comments:! passed through Terminal D of DFW on Tuesday May 13. 2014 returning on an international flight from Cancun. Mexico (flight number AA97) and was appalled by the immaturity of several TSAofficers working in that terminal. My lather 
and I were given Express Passes. along wilh everyone else on our flighl. to go lhrough Customs and get 10 our next flight on time since our previous flight was severely delayed due 10 a maintenance problem with the airplane. We passed lhrough the 

,014 6_11 .5 express customs machines, retrieved our luggage, re-checked our luggage and proceeded to security before trying to catch the next leg of our flight in time. 
· · · When we arrived at the secunty check point, around 12 noon, my father passed through with no problem, having a PRE-CHECKed ticket. When 11 was my turn, I asked if I could pass through the metal detector instead of the full body scan. as I fly 

i nte rnat ion a I ly reg u I a rl y and had researched the body sea nne rs thoroughly on several occasions and p refe n-ed an a I tern ati ve method , In the past I had been al lowed to pass through meta I detectors instead of body scanners on severa I occasions, 
despite the officer assuring me that I had not and lhat lhat had never been an option. When I asked if there was an allemative method available he ordered me 10 stand to the side of the line for a pat down, saying that I had opted oul of the scanner. 
This was ok with me as I preferred not to go through the scanner, but looking back I suppose I had made the mistake of assuming that I would be treated professionally by mature adults. 
They had me wait th ere for 1 0 minutes while ignoring my requests to pass through the sea nne r (since I did not have much 11 me before my next flight and they we re p urposefu 11 y de I ayrng me further). I pleaded around 6 different 11 mes to 2 different 
officers working there (the first one a middle-aged balding man who had sent me there to begin with and the second a middle aged blond-haired woman on the other side of the scanner ushering people through) and both told me to stay where I was 
and wait, thal I had opled out of the scanner and that was no longer an option. The two did not take any aclion to get me through the check point until I saw someone going through the metal detector with an orange paper and I told them I hat I had been 
given an Express Pass and was going to be late for my flight and, more importantly, that my father had been standing several feet away watching this happen for the last 10 minutes. This is when the man finally got on his radio and asked that someone 
come to give me a pat down. When the man, a b aid man who I had seen before walking around the checkpoint, came to give me a pat down. I tned to ask h, m if I could just go through the scanner to be on my way more quickly. but he i nterru pied and 
told me to wait to ask him any questions. He pulled me through a little gate on the left of the scanner and over to a mat with 2 yellow feet drawn on it. I made several attempts to ask him the same question but each time he told me to wait until he was 
done to ask any questions. When he had finished his speech I asked him if I could just go through the scanner and hurry on my way, to which he replied lhat if I had wanted to do lhat I should have asked him before I came lhrough the little gate. I 
responded that I had tried to and he told me I was not allowed to ask any questions. I also told him that that could not be true since I had asked 2 separate officers to let me go through the scanner prior to passing through the gate and they both denied 
me that opportunity, saying that it was too late. I had opted out. The man did not respond to this, but suggested that I research the scanners on line and see that they no longer show naked bodies. but Gumby-like outlines. I knew that they supposedly 
only showed generic outlines from my previous research, but I do not trust this as I had heard that the company th at made the previous generation of body sea n ne rs had fa Is i fi ed the photos they released to the public when sel Ii ng the machines to the 
TSA and that they were more revealing lhan we had been lold originally. Furthermore stories of TSA officers forcing pretty women to go through the scanners multiple times. holding up passengers they don't like, and making fun of people as they pass 
through the scanners from the safety of the 1.0. (before the Gumby outline was introduced), coupled with my new. personal experiences, take away all confidence I might have in what a single officer might assure me to be true, as I have no way of 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? No 
,014 8_30_0 Are yau represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
- - . NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) da ya u be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati an? 
Race? 
Ethnicity? 
Religion? 
N ationa Ii ty? 
Gender? 
Di sa bi I ity? 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

What was the dale and approxima1e lime of the incident? 

This morning 61912014 about 8:30am at the Burbank, California Airport, terminal B. when I went though the metal detector. I set of the alarm. I told the agent that I have an artificial knee and even though I was TSA precheck. he said "all bets are off' 
and I had to take off my sandals and jackel. As the stalion did not have a booth scanner, I expected them to use a wand to check where the metal was. No - they had a woman agent put on gloves and run her hands all over my body and I hen she 
swabbed the gloves and ran the swab through a machine. as if looking for drugs. This procedure took nearly 1 O minutes. 

This seems a totally inappropriate response to a metal detector alarm. After all. if someone was suspected of carrying drugs, would they use a metal detector wand on them and then when it didn't go off, say okay you can go? 

There was a woman in a wheelchair behind me in line and she was nat treated this way. 

2014 8:43:' This is my first trip after knee surgery and I hope that I won't have to encounter this type of treatment everywhere. And I hope other seniors who have multiple knee/hip/shoulder/pacemaker etc procedures don't have to endure this kind of treatment and 
humiliation. 

I must say that at the Portland, OR airport when I departed last week, they have the scan booth and I just stepped into that and out in a matter of about a minute. Much more efficient and appropriate. 

I would appreciate a response from you. 

!!bi(6i 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Disability or Medical Condition: Screening Current Date/Time: 61912014 10:31 :12 PM Airport· BUR - Burbank Bob Hope Airport Date/Time ofTravel, 06/09/2014 8:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: Alaska 3457 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
: Terminal B TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . When I set of the scanner alarm I told the agent I had an artificial knee. I was TSA Precheck. but he said &quot;all bets are off&quot: and I had to take off my shoes and jacket and as they didn't have a scanner booth. I expected to have 
someone go over me with a wand to detect metal. Instead he had a le ma I e agent put on gloves and run her hands al I over my body and then she swab bed her gloves and ran the swab through a machine. as if loo king for drugs. At no 11 me did they try to 

2014 B: 44 :, determine where I might have metal on or in my body. This seems an inappropriate response to the metal detector. After all, if someone was suspected to be carrying drugs would they run a metal detector wand over them and when it didn't go off, say 
okay you can go? 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email : k.,b""i .. (6""·-, ____ __, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 6110/2014 8:53:04 AM Airport, SFO - San Francisco International Date/Time of Travel, 06/10/2014 5:00 AM Airline & Flight Number, Virgin America flight 922 to LA 
Checkpoinl/Area of Airport Security 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : While walking up to the sea n ne rs, the re was an ave rll ow of pea pl e. I was going to opt out of the scanners, but m stead to reduce b ackfl i p, a T SS agent opened the metal detectors and I walked through. However, she was se I ecti ve in her 
choices and therefore my husband was not allowed to enter. He therefore had to verbally opt out and waited for 13 minutes in line. During this time, TSA discriminate let let others through the metal detectors to continue to reduce back flow. 

'014 10: 11 :- UNACCEPTABLE! There was no reason for him to sland there while 26 olher people went through lhe me1a1 detectors and he was not allowed because e wanted to opt out. The whole reason people opt out is to not go through the scanners, and yet 
we were forced to wait because 1. She wasn't loud enough in calling over a male TSA agent, or 2. Because there weren"t enough make staff members to assist (which was an excuse another TSA agent offered me while I was waiting) Either keep extra 
TSA officers stocked up or let people go through the fucking metal detectors. 
Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : b. ff', 
Phone Number· th.\ti:=::··1 

Email : .. b ... 1 ... (6"--.'-, ____ __. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller said that he flew from MCO and he had a issue. Caller said that he tried to explain that he is with 9 members of his family and they are close to missing the flight. , Caller said that he and a family member was pulled aside for additional screening 
and due to this they missed I heir flighl. Caller said thal they arrived a hour and 20 minu1es before the flight. 

Resolution: 

Advised caller that 11 is re commended that you arnve at the airport at I east 2 hours in advance to the flight 11 me to a 11 ow ti me for the sere en i ng process. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some ins1ances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

'014 10:43: TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

Advised caller that I would mark this as a complaint for that location. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. 

Caller then stated that he was traveling with his two children who had chocolate milk that was taken from them. Caller said that they did everything coCTect that the milk was separated and declared. However the officers would not allow them to take it 
and made them throw it out. Caller stated I hat when they flew from JFK they had the same ii ems and it was not a issue with them. He state thal a Jelblue agent told him thal it happens often at this airport.Caller wanted to know why one airport allowed 
them to take the milk and another didn t. He thinks this was done because they told the agent that they were gong to miss their flight. 

TS A works ha rd to achieve consistency in the security training process, We inspect sere en i ng ope rat ions at airports and continue to man itor the numb er and nature of complaints we receive from the traveling public to track trends and spot areas of 
concern I hat may require special a tte nl ion. This ongoing process ena b I es us to ensure prom pt, co rrecl i, e action w h ene, er we determine tha I security screening po Ii ci es need modification or specific employees a re the subject of repeated complaints. 

Because your comp I amt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport. we have lo rwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager at that location 



Caller said that he flew from MCO and he had a issue. Ca 11 er said that he tned to exp I a in th at he 1s with 9 members of his lam i I y and they are close to mi ssrng the fl 1g ht. Cal I er said that he and a lam i I y m ember was pul I ed aside for addition al sere en i ng 
and due to this they missed their flight. Caller said that they arrived a hour and 20 minutes before the flight. 

Resolution: 

Advised caller that it is recommended that you arrive at the airport at least 2 hours in advance to the flight time to allow time for the screening process. 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk•Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

'014 10:43. TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents ten-orists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove lhe random element from lhe system and undermine security. We simply cannol assume thal all terrorists will Iii a particular profile. 

Advised caller that I would mark this as a comp I amt for th at I ocation. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spol areas of concern that may require special atlention. 

Caller then stated that he was trave Ii ng with his two chi Id ren who had chocolate mi I k that was taken from them. Ca 11 er said th at they did everything co n-ect that the mi I k was separated and declared. However the office rs would not a 11 ow them to take it 
and made them throw it out. Caller stated that when they flew from JFK they had the same items and it was not a issue with them, He state that a Jetblue agent told him that it happens often at this airport.Caller wanted to know why one airport allowed 
them to take the milk and another didn t. He thinks this was done because they told the agent I hat I hey were gong to miss their flight. 

TSA works hard to achieve consistency in the security training process. We inspect screening operations at airports and continue to monitor the number and nature of complaints we receive from the traveling public to track trends and spot areas of 
concern that may require special attention, This ongoing process ena b I es us to ensure prom pt, co n-ecti ve action whenever we determine that security screening po Ii ci es need modification or specific employees a re the subject of repeated complaints, 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Customer Service Manager at that location 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················;::::::====:.--------····························· 
Remote Client IP~kb_-._,(6_-_I --~ 
Date Time 611012014 4 54: 16 PM 

Namepl(6i 
Email(bi(61 
Comp I a i nl s: Di scou r1 ea us/Rude Employee· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):KL6030 = DL230 

2014 6, lS:[ Logan Airport. May 3 2014. 
Terminal A. 
Comments:Dear Sir, Madam, 

I would like to file a complaint regarding the treatment I was subjected to during the security check prior to my flight departing Boston to Amsterdam (KL6030) on May 3rd. 2014. I apologize that I have sent this complaint a couple of weeks late, but I 
have been i 11 the pa st wee ks. 

I arn an elderly diabetes patient and use an insulin pump stuck to my belly. As I had previously experienced a malfunction of the insulin pump after passing through a metal detector gate, I asked one of the TSA officers whether I could be screened 
manually in private. Instead of responding to my request she used hand gestures to persuade me to expose the insulin pump in public and also pulled at my pants (in public) I asked her again if I could be screened in pnvate and now (still keeping 
silent) she pointed me to follow her to a semi-private area. Here I finally could complete my body security check but was separated from my carry-on luggage for some time. 

I found it very disturbing that the TSA officer did not want to respond to me verbally and only used gestures whereas I did speak English to her. I would have expected a more appropriate behavior, especially to people who depend on medical 
devices. 



I was told that TSA-PRE is no longer available at Houston International ENTRY. I have a global Entry number and had clear the US Immigration and Customs area when I get security an being on line for 10 min after wheel share people 
cut the line with foreign people. I was told 10 lake everything boots etc off since there was not TSA-PRE lines lhere (I am a US Citizen) Bui a 12 year old foreign person and his molher get pass to the old metal detector. Why as lhe body scanner x
ray avoided far them? 

Regards, 

'°""'J)l6) 
~P-le_a_s_e_N_o_t_e_n_e_w ___ P_h_o_n'l(=b=,=(6;=)=====;--' 

email: HYPERLINK._f b_ •• _,(6_._I _____________ __. 

be privileged and/ar confidential, and the sender does not waive any related rights and obligations. 

Any distribution, use or copying o e information it contains by other th an an intended recipient is unauthorized , 

If you received this e-ma i I in error. please advise me ( by return e-m a, 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? No 

2014 8.25 -C Are yau represented by a third party ar an attorney in this matter? No 
.. NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) da ya u be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati an? 
Race? 
Ethnicity? 
Religion? 
N ationa Ii ty? 
Gender? 
Di sa bi I ity? 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

What was the dale and approximaIe lime of the incident? 

Caller has vertigo and has titanium chips in both breasts. She wants to know ii the metal chips will cause any problems. She will take medication before she gets on the plane to help with the vertigo. She wants to know if she needs to do anything on 
the plane regarding the vertigo. 

Advised caller: 
The passenger should let the officer at the checkpoint know that they have the metal implants and let them know where they are. A lot of passengers with metal implants prefer to use the AIT because it scans the outside of the body and doesn t 
penetrate, so it may not detect the metal implanls. When the passenger declares lhe metal implants to the officer, they can request to use the AIT instead of the WTMO. If any alarms sound or if the AIT detects an anomaly, a patdown would be done 10 

2014 4: 16: 1 resolve this. 
The patdown: 
• The patd own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any lime. 
• A passenger should not be asked to remove or lift any article of clothing to reveal a sensitive body area. 

I wo u Id recommend I etti ng the airline a tlend ants know th at she has vertigo and anything they can help her with in the event she has an episode. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPtb 1(6) I 
Date Time: 611112014 I :02:1 S PM 

Name~(b1(61 I 
Email b1(6) 
Comp a, ~ts: D, scou rteo us/ Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Departure from Monterey Peninsula Airport, June 10, 2014, United Airlines, Gate 5. 
Comments:I travel from the Monterey Peninsula airport with some frequency. 10-12 times per year. On more than one occasion the TSA officers have been disrespectful and unprofessional. My experience yesterday has moved me to write this email. 
Dun ng the security screening process I witnessed one officer in particular b erng abrupt and rude to a ca reg,ve r who was assisting a handicap pedlwh ee 1-chai r using passenger. The ca reg i ve r tried to assist her friend through security instead she was 

2014 8: 12:, scolded and directed to the end of the security line while her wheel-chair using companion had to sit a few feet away from the metal detector. She waited for 10-12 minutes for her companion to clear the security line. This caused both the caregiver and 
handicapped passenger 10 be delayed in boarding their flight, which was also the flight I was traveling. In every olher securily line I have stood in when a wheel-chair using passenger is waiting for security clearance, they are laken to the front of the 
line. Once they have cleared security they are pre-boarded by the airline - this is done for the comfort of the wheel-chair using passenger, for the convenience of other passengers and for what will hopefully be an on-time departure for the airline. 
Unfortunately the same T SA officer was unp roles s ional in regard to my security s c reenrng p race ss. The T SA officer's name was f h ·1 / r;--, I and only j udgrng from his harried de m ea nor I wo u Id guess he has been recently hired. Olli cer f h ·-, 1 R ·,! removed 
many carefully packed items from my carryon bags and tossed those items carelessly into gray bins for re-screening. Without my asking for a reason. Officer~accused me of carrying an IED, which necessitated the additional screening. I was 
shocked, as I requested no explanation for the secondary screening. I know TSA officers don't need to explain their reasons to passengers. I also already know the reason: it is for the safely and security of all passengers. My unpacked ii ems were 
placed in 3 bins and then they were placed behind other passengers· carryon luggage for a second x-ray screening. Usually for a second screening the bins or carryon bags are placed ahead of waiting passengers - I believe this is done to prevent 
theft of the open bins so far from watchful eyes of the assengerwa,trng completion of the secondary screening process. After my ,terns cleared the secondary screening. Officer!rh·11r;··,!left the bins with my items on two different tables for me to 
retrieve. Because of the lack of concern by Officer (b)(ff:1 I experienced a further delay in my ability to efficiently repack my carryon items and board my flight in a timely manner. I glanced at Office~ badge and he challenged the 
inquisitiveness of my glance. I would have spoken at length wilh his supervisor but was intimidated into silence b~aclions and concerned I could be further delayed and potentially miss my flight. I always give TSA officers respect and believe I 
have a reasonable expectation for a modicum of respect from TSA officers. I do not believe I received that respect yesterday from Office~ I would like to tell you I have successfully passed the US Customs and Border's Protection program, 
Global Entry. Also I have been a TSA Pre traveler for over 4 years. I realize working a security line is a stressful job for your officers and I hope the TSA realizes flying 1s stressful for passengers. By passengers and officers working together the security 
screening process should be safe, respectful and efficient. I regret to say that of all the airports I depart from Monterey's screening is the most unprofessional and inconsistent. My suggestion is that the TSA officers at the Monterey airport be given 
sensitivity training as it seems with furl her training the experiences I have described would be eliminaled. I look forward to continuing 10 be a part of an effeclive and respectful security screening process in all my interactions wilh TSA officers. I am 
requesting a response regarding this matter. Thank you for considering my suggestions. Sincerely,!(b·:,(6) ! 
Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time . 6/1112014 10:44:26 PM Airport : SAT - San Antonio International Date/Time of Travel . 06110/2014 6:15 AM Airline & Flight Number · Delta CheckpoinUArea of Airport · 
Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · Raising my son with my husband currently deployed is hard enough but traveling with him alone is a whole different level of difficulty. I am used to life being difficult being an active duty military member myself but your employees proved 
me wrong. I was traveling to and back from San Antonio, TX, my hometown. After a nice week long of leave I was ready to return to duty with my 9 month old son with me. Unfortunalely my trip was overshadowed by the unprofessionalism and 
rudeness I received from the TSA employees at San Antonio International airport. 

My son and I were rushed through the TSA check line even though I was quite early for my 745 flight to Atlanta. I was pushing my son in his car seat which was attached to his stroller. TSA did not allow me to process through a separate line like I was 
previously allowed to do at other airports. lns1ead I was rushed through the one line that was opened wilh three differenl TSA members barking at me to unbuckle my son, take him out of the car seat/slroller, unhinge the car seat from the stroller, and 
place all items including my diaper bag onto the conveyor belt all while I hold my son who cannot walk or stand on his own. I hope you can see I struggle abundantly with these tasks. All while attempting to accomplish said tasks I have customers 
glaring at me while I hold up the one line that was open and a female TSA employee signaling with her hand quite violently to hurry along. Finally after 3-5 minutes of struggle a male TSA employee decides to help me with my dilemma and place my 

2014 8,21 ,( things on the conveyor belt. I eventually get to proceed through the metal detector and it goes off due to my bracelet I forgot to take off in the midst of my rush. I go back to take off my bracelet and again go through the detector clear. At the other end of 
· · the conveyor belt are all my ii ems except the stroller. I was informed the stroller had to be manually inspecled. I was left alone to again grab my ii ems alone and place my child back into his car seat. I watch and wait for my slroller 10 be released back 

to me. My stroller is a good 10-12 feet away from where I stand. After the inspection is done the TSA employee yells it's cleared. But does the TSA employee bring my stroller back to where I am standing? No, he does not. Instated he pushes the 
strol I er away from him in my di re ct,on but fa i Is and instead my stroller veers away from me. Therefore I ag am am I ell a lone to pick up my son who is strapped in his car seat and grab the re st of my be Io ngrngs. so nothing is sto I en from me. and move to 
where my stroller is left behind. 

I traveled from Charleston. Houston, and Atlanta airports with the kindness and most patient TSA employees. I was greeted everywhere and help was offered on several occasions. I truly appreciated their understanding and thoughtfulness. I was quite 
s u rp nsed to receive such horri b I e service in San Antonio. 
Would you like a response?, True 

Passenger's N~ITelrbj(6, s 
PhonP. Nqmher _p1(6t _ 
Email !(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



'014 10 57: 

Response Details: Response: 
Apologized to caller for her screening experience and advised she should always communicate with the TSDs prior to screening and inform of any medical condition. device, etc. that could affect the security screening and inform the TSO what their 
ability is. 
TSA regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring 
that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can a I ways request 10 speak with the Supervisory T ransp o rI ati on S ecuri I y Officer at the checkpoint 10 address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 
Explained if she has questions or concern regarding her screening she can always request to speak with a Supv. or PSS upon arrival at the checkpoint. 

Because your comp I ai nt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 

Incident Details: Caller flew from SEA on 6-10, Flight 200 via Alaska and going through checkpoint she recently had heel surgery and was wearing an air cast walking boot and had crutches. States she voluntarily took off her boot. Stated the TSO 
who was a bald guy in a pair of shorts, overweight and disgusting was screaming very unprofessionally al people 10 remove ii ems from their po eke ls and told her lhe crutches had to go through lhe x-ray machine and she said okay and handled over. 
What kind of medical training do they have that lets them take a medical device from a passenger? States they made her walk up to a TSO so the TSO could swab an ace bandage and she isn t suppose to be putting weight on her foot. She had to 
ho bb I e to where the I ady was and had the swab. Her daughter l( b ::, ( 6) ! was !rave Ii ng with her and holding her 5 mo nth old baby and they had to swab her hands while she was ho I ding the baby. She said the TSO asked who she was !rave Ii ng 
with and she told them her daughter and g ra ndda ug hter. 
They were the only ones pulled out of line and I hey had a 101 of items going through security and what gives them the right 10 snatch peoples medical devices? Slates I hey should be Irained correctly how to deal with people wilh medical devices. 
Stated the TSO didn t even offer to retrieve her crutches for her. He was so rude and stupid and the way he was acting was very unprofessional. 
Stated at San Jose they did n t ask her to rem ave her boot and she walked through the WT MD and they handed the crutches back to her. 

Stales she works wilh inmaIes and they aren tallowed to take a medical device from them. Slated she is a Peace officer in Criminal Justice and they don t treat lheir people that way. Stales the TSOs have attitude and lhey are no better lhan anyone 
else. She stated that law enforcement doesn t act like that to the public. 
She had to take 2 pain pi 11 s and Xanax because she was so mad when she boa r.d ed the plane. 
Stated the signs a re stupid and she does n t know how p eo pie are tr.a i ned that work for TSA and she thin ks they need better t raining before TSA ends up in a I aws ui t, 

She thinks the TSO missed the ethics class because they are all arrogant and never polite, but, she did state the TSO who swabbed her hands was very nice. 
Caller thin ks the TSO s should ask the passenger if they need a ssIsta n ce and why don t they communicate with the passenger? 
Don t grab some ones stuff and put on the conveyor belt without asking ii they can do without it, TSA needs to ask what passengers need. 



2014 1 02, 

Res pons e D eta i Is: Response: I advised her that a low risk passenger may be di re cted to the precheck Ii ne. 

To apply, travelers may submit an application through TSA s Web site at www.tsa.gov or visit an enrollment center to submit an application in person. To complete the application process, individuals will be required to visit an enrollment center to 
provide id ent1f1cation, Ii ng erpri nts, and proof of U.S. citizenship or , mm i g ration e Ii g i bi Ii ty. In addition, an $8 5 fee to cover an in-depth background ch eek and other op era ti o na I costs is required. Upon successfu I comp I et,on. !rave I e rs w, 11 receive T SA Pre 
u2713 eligibility for 5 years, 

I advised her that global entry is through CBP and she declined their website. 

Greenville, MS UES Enrollment Center 
819 Main Slreet 
Greenville. MS 

Note: The side door entrance I next to the parking I ot) s hou Id be used by a p pl ica nts lo r the en ro 11 ment center. 

Incident Details: Caller said she left Chicago Midway and that she has a hip pacemaker and has a card and she told the officer she had a device and he told her they would have to do a patdown. She told him it was in her hip and he had her go 
through the wtmd anyway and she asked did they turn it off. She said the wtmd did not go off and she said ii is a titanium device in her hip. She said she wants to reporl this in case there is a problem and she said she should have refused to go 
through the wtmd. She said she does not think it will be a problem but she is gong to go see her Dr. when she gets back. She said she does not think he asked the right questions and it could happen to someone else. She said she was in the precheck 
line and she asked how to get into the precheck line and that she loved it. She asked how to enroll in precheck and for an enrollment center. She said 11 was a white TSA male officer but she did not get his name and that he had a moustache and she 
said she did not want to get him into trouble. She de c Ii ned the g Io ba I entry website info. 

Complaint:CSM 
Claims Complaint 

AirportChicago Midway 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Number:2120 
Departure Time: 06-12-14 at 8:15 am 
Arrival Airport and Time:MLU at 5:01 pm 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 6112/2014 3:42: 12 PM Airport MRY - Monterey Peninsula Date/Time of Travel 0611012014 10:00 AM Airline & Flight Number : United Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Gate 
5 TSA Employee: (If Known) , Aguilar Comment : I travel from the Monterey Peninsula airport with some frequency, 10-12 times per year. On more than one occasion the TSA officers in Monterey have been disrespectful and unprofessional, My 
experience yesterday has moved me to wrile I his email. There are lwo issues that I am writing about, please address each on separalely: (1) During the security screening process I witnessed one officer in particular being abrupt and rude to a 
caregiver who was assisting a handicapped/wheel-chair using passenger. The caregiver tried to assist her friend through security instead she was scolded and directed to the end of the security line while her wheel-chair using companion had to sit a 
few feet away from the metal detector. She waited for 10-12 minutes for her companion to clear the security line. This caused both the caregiver and handicapped passenger to be delayed in boarding their fi1ght. which was also the fi1ght I was traveling. 
In every other security line I have stood in when a wheel-chair using passenger is waiting for security clearance. they are taken to the front of the line. Once they have cleared security they are pre-boarded by the airline - this is done for the oomfort of 
the wheel-chair using passenger, for the convenience of olher passengers and for whal will hopefully be an on-time departure for the airline. (2) Unfortunately the same TSA officer was unprofessional in regard to my securily screening process. The 
TSA officer's name wa~ and only judging from his harried demeanor I would guess he has been recently hired. Officerkb)(ffl !removed many carefully packed items from my carryon bags and tossed those items carelessly into gray bins for re-

2014 4 _13_, screening. Without my asking for a reason, Offlcerl:E:ill5]accused me of carrying an IED. which necessitated the additional screening. I was shocked, as I requested no explanation for the secondary screening. I know TSA officers don't need to 
· " explain their reasons to passengers, I a I so a I ready know the reason: it is lo r the safety and security of a 11 passengers, My unpacked items were placed in 3 bins and then they were p I aced behind other passengers' ca rryo n I uggage lo r a second x-ray 

screening. Usually for a second screening the bins or carryon bags are placed ahead of wailing passengers - I believe this is done to prevent I heft of the open bins so far from watchful eyes of the passenger waiting complelion of the secondary 
screening process. After my items cleared the secondary screening, Office~ left the bins with m items on two different tables for me to retrieve. Because of the lack of concern by Officerfh··,1r;·, jl experienced a further delay in my ability to 
efficientl repack my carryon items and board my flight in a timely manner.~d at Office 1h·11fr-, badge and he challenged the inquisitiveness of my glance. I would have spoken at length with his supervisor but was intimidated into silence by 
( b) ( ffi a ct ions and oonce med I could be further de I ayed and potentia I ly miss my flight. I a I ways give T SA officers respect and believe I have a reason ab I e expectation lo r a modicum of respect from TSA officers. I do not believe I received th at 
respect yesterday from Offi cer0w:fuJI would Ii ke to te 11 you I have success f u 11 y passed I he US Customs and Border's Protect ion program, Glob al Entry. Al so I have been a T SA Pre Ir ave I er for over 4 yea rs. I re al ize working a s ecuri I y Ii ne is a 
stressful job for your officers and I hope the TSA realizes flying is stressful for passengers. By passengers and officers working together the security screening process should be safe, respectful and efficient. I regret to say that of all the airports I 
depart from Monterey's screening is the most unprofessional and inconsistent. My suggestion 1s that the TSA officers at the Monterey airport be given sens1t1v1ty training as it seems with further training the experiences I have described would be 
eliminated. I look forward to continuing to be a part of an effective and respectful securi screen in process in all my interactions with TSA officers, I am requesting a response regarding this matter. Thank you for considering my suggestions. 
Sincerely!(b)(ff:, !Would you like a response? True Passenger's Name h·11rr·, Phone Number :!rh··,1rr, Email tb)(ff•, !To leave a comment concerning lhis feedback, follow this link: 
http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?"' , Disability or Medical Condition Cun-ent Date/Time· 6112/2014 2:50:19 PM Airport· PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Date/Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I was recently traveling and went through screening in Phoenix. I have two metal hips, I presented my passport and boarding pass to the first TSA person. She examined it and declared it to be &quot;expedited&quot;, I had no idea what that 

2014 4 ,13., meant. I was sent through the metal detector, set that off and told the TSA person I had metal hips. He snottily told me I should have lold the first TSA person and ordered a grope search. He 1reated me like I was lrying to put somelhing over on TSA 
· ·" because I had an expedited boarding pass and set the detector off. I shouldn"t have to announce to the world that I have metal hips. I had the same thing happen in Wichita, Kansas with a TSA-pre. l'VE NEVER APPLIED FOR TH IS and it's causin9 me 

a lot of gnef. Who gave me this pre designation? And. I think I want it off of my board mg passes - how do I do that? 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Emailf h 1/R, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

Fromkb1(6) !HYPERLIN ~b~1~(6~)---------------~ 
Date: June 12, 2014 at 4:32:55 PM PDT 
To: HYPERLINK mailto:tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com HYPERLINK mailto:tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com tsa1cc_do_no1_reply@sen1ure.com 
Subject Re: In Response to your inquiry. 

Not going to waste any more of my time dealing with people who couldn t care less. I tried talking to someone already and basically was told I should have done this or I should have done that, not once did she say TSA security guards should of asked 

2014 7_59 _, about my medical condition and 1f I was able to walk without my air cast or my crutches. I wasn tallowed to touch my crutches or put my cast back on and was made to walk about 30 feet. By the time I finally got on the pam I needed two pain killers 
· · and a Xanax. All I can say is that TSA is extremely lucky I m on the recovery end of my heel surgery or you would have been hearing from an attorney not me. Until TSA has medical personnel to make medical decisions, I would suggest TSA security 

guards keep within their pay grade and watch their x-ray machines and listen for lheir metal de1ec1or to sound off. I think you should hire chimpanzees 10 do your security guard work because with their intelligence lhey would definitely do a better job 
and be way more pleasant. 

Thank you for wasting another live minutes of my I ife I 11 never get back. 

!(b1(61 I 
Sent from my iPad 

On Jun 12, 2014, at 10:45AM. HYPERLINK ma1lto:tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com wrote: 



Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time · 6113/2014 11 :09:59 AM Airport : BU F - Greater Buffalo Date/Time of Travel . 06/13/2014 10:30 AM Airline & Flight Number · 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : Sec u nty Ch eek Point TSA Emp I aye e: ( If Known) 0 Ider Afnca n American woman with grey hair and braids pul I ed up into a bun Comment 1 'm a flight attendant and I travel across this country on a d a i I y basis. That b erng 
said. I go through KCM and TSA Pre-Check in cities without KCM. That being said, going through airports with Pre-Check, and not having to take off my shoes has been a welcome change we've seen in the past year. 

In Buffalo however. this isn·t the case. No matter what I do in BUF, I beep going through security. For some reason your metal detectors aren·t set for the same level across the board. and the sensitivity in BUF is off the chart. 

Despite this, I feel as if your employees in BUF should be aware that their metal detectors are more sensitive. HOWEVER, one of your TSA agents, the one manning the metal detector this morning screamed at me when I beeped saying. &quot:YOU 
,014 12,24, HAVE TO BUY Al RPO RT FRIENDLY SHOES•&quot: I came out, look off my shoes and placed them on lhe nearest bell and said nolhing. But then she felt lhe need to repeat herself, jusl as loudly in a very derogatory manner. 

I can understand what she said, and why she said 11. However. that being said, I as a member of the flying public. and also as someone who is clearly in umfonm do not need nor do I want to be treated in such a manner. The manner in which she 
handled herself was annoying and incredibly rude. Our entire flight crew asked me why she was so rude as we walked towards our gate. 

This woman is acting in the best interest of our nation, I have no doubt. But to single out a flight attendant and be rude to that person for no good reason doesn't seem right or fair. There should be greater sensitivity in this manner. If this is how she 
feels, then she should offer to pay for my shoes out of her pocket. If this 1s not how she feels, then she should not have said anything about them. I complied and didn't beep afterward. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number : 
Emailkbi(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Response Details: The Transportation Security Adminislration (TSAJ regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our 
screening checkpoints. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, 
respect. and courtesy. 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can a I ways request 10 speak with the Supervisory Transp o r1 ati on S ecuri I y Officer at the checkpoint 10 address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

Incident Details: Caller states he fiew from LAS to DEN on United. He states when it was his turn he showed his pacemaker and card to the TSO and asked if this was the machine he should go through with his pacemaker. He states she yelled - no, 
now hurry up there are a lot of people behind you. - He states he went through it ( I asked him if he held his hands above his head for 5-7 seconds ) and he said no, it was the WTMD. He states on the flight after that his heart stopped for about 15 
seconds. He 901 no name bul he described her as a while female in her 50 or 60s, short stalure, short salt and pepper colored haircut. He asked me to please have the CSM to call him back. 

2014 2'57 '1 The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Every person and ilem must be screened before entering lhe secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is importanl. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident I hat occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letler to the appropriate Cus1omer Service Manager. 

Airporl: LAS 

Airline: United 

Flight#: UA 1683 

Date 6 13 2014 



Res pons e D eta i Is: The Transportation Security Administration (TS A) seeks to provide the highest I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 passengers, Every person and i tern mu st be screened before entering the airport s secured area, and the 
manner in which lhe screening is conducled is important. 
We regret that you were unsatisfied with your screening experience. 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)), it must; 

Be filed within 180 days al the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt; 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the alleged discriminatory action in sufficient detail to inform TSA of the nature al the alleged act al discrimination: and 
Be s1g ned by the complainant or someone authonzed to sign on be ha If of the comp I a i na nt. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns. we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

2014 4:28:, TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their awn behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf. 

Any of the above requirements can be waived for good cause. If you are requesting that any of the above requirements be waived, please explain your good cause in your complaint. 
To file a complaint electronically. please send an e-mail ta: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure ta place D-RFI in the subject line to al law for proper handling. 

To file a complaint via the Internet, please visit http: www.tsa.gov traveler-information travelers-filing-compliant 

If a passenger has concerns about his ar her screening, he ar she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

Incident Details: The callers phone number is fh··,1rr1 ! , extensionlili] Caller flew out of Harrisburg, PA this morning. Caller has TSA Precheck through Global Entry. He has a pacemaker and explained that before his screening. He stated they 
trealed him like a dog. Caller slates lhat lhey forced him to go through a type of screening that was detrimenlal to his pacemaker. He told them he needed to go through AIT, but lhey said ii was broken, and made him use lhe other metal detector. He 
asked them why they did that ta him and he was told he was aut of line. Caller spoke ta Manage~1h··,1rr1 I who was wearing a red coat, who proceeded to fuss at him about the situation after having been apprised al the situation. Caller states 
th at the manager did not want to hear his concerns. Ca 11 er states that he kept wa I king away from him and treated him I, ke a c r, mi na I. Ca 11 er states th at the manager told him to go away. Caller states that this was the Ii rst 11 me he ever encountered such 
t rea tm e nt and such rudeness. Ca 11 er states th at he travels very frequently and knows how screening s ho u Id go. Ca Iler feels th at the staff at MDT needs more t raining . 

MDT ta ATL Delta 2480 06 13 2014 6AM 



2014 613( 

However there appears ta be an issue with the information below regarding the KTN supposedly located on the back of the card. 

Is the information below correct? 

From: bi(6i 
Sent: Friday. June 13. 2014 11 :22 AM 
To:fh,IR, I 
Subjecl: RE: TSA Pre-check FW: NASA PIV (Personal Identity Verification) Smartcard 

I don't know lhe original source, and based on the responses I've gotten back I'm very skeptical of it. The information is true if you have a DoD badge, and it is usually clearly labeled. I'm not sure how the number was correlated to the NASA badges, 
but the original email went out to a very large MOD distro. 

From: bi(6) 
Sent: Friday June 13. 2014 11 :19 AM 
ToJh··,y:::°I I 
Subjecl: FW: TSA Pre-check FW: NASA PIV (Personal Identity Verification) Smartcard 

l(b)(61 

2014 6 ,14,11 know this won't do any good but I still feel the need to let someone know that the TSA officers at Indianapolis International need to get on the same page. I had 3 tell me to not take anything off our out of my pockets to go through security except for 
· · my phone and car keys ..... that's whal I did. Then I set the metal de1ec1or off and got chewed out because I didn'I take my belt off our my change out of my pockels. I kept my mouth shut because I want 10 go home but thal was unacceptable! 

Feed back Type : Security Issue 
Categories : Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time · 6/13/2014 5:38:54 PM Airport · LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel : 06/13/2014 Airline & Flight Number . DL 1968 Checkpoint/Area of Airport · Before going through the 
X-ray scanners TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment· Dear OHS. 

rm writing you this email before I board my plane to Paris. I recently ruptured my achilis tendon which forced me to request wheelchair service at the airport. I checked into Lax airport with ease and then requested to be taken to my gate with 
assistance. I got to the X-ray scanners and was asked to wait so someone can check me via trace scanner to make sure there was no explosives. I waited for a person to check me out successfully by asking to be wiped to make sure there was no 
explosives. I opened up my hands (while sitting in a wheelchair) and waited for him to test the results and successfully passed. What I was shocked about is that security did not check my pockets or pat me down. I asked myself this question. what if I 
was a terrorisl and had a knife or something in my pockets other lhan explosives??? How would security catch me if I wasn't palled down. Even-though I was in a wheelchair and couldn't get up, I hey should slill pay me down or atleasl scan me wilh a 

2014 6_14_, metal detector followed by a trace detector. I'm a constant traveler and that was shocked at this event. Maybe it was the security officers fault or maybe it was a fault in the system. My goal is to make you aware of this and hopefully help you protect 
· · us Americans. God bless you all. 

By the way, I didn't have a chance to proof read I his and wanted to make sure you were aware of I his before I get on my next flighl. 

!lh\/R\ 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name~!r_h_-,1_r;_·-, ___ ~ 
Phone Number · 

Emailkb1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller mother was flying from FLL today and she is disabled, nonverbal, and in a wheelchair. Caller stated that when she went through the checkpoint they farced a patdawn on her. Caller stated that his sister was with her and they did not inform the 
TSO s that she can stand and walk before the screening begins. Caller stated that they made his mother cry and he is upset. Caller is wanting to be contacted by someone at FLL regarding this incident. 

Advised ca Iler: 

The screening process for a passenger who uses a wheelchair or scooter Is determined by the individual's ability to stand and walk; although, a passenger can be screened without standing, walking, or transferring out of a wheelchair or scooter. 
Passengers should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of their ability before the screening begins. II they did not inform them that she could walk then they probably thought that she could not get out of the wheelchair. For future references 

,014 12,33, someone needs 10 make sure thal the TSO s know thal she can stand and walk before screening begins so they can make sure she is given lhe option of the AIT or WTMD. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport. we have forw-arded a copy to the Customer Support Manager at that location. I will document that you would like to be contacted regarding this incident. 

Airporl: FLL 
Airline: Allegiant 
Departing ti me: Around 1 0: 00 am 
Date and time of incident 06 14 2014 around 09:00 am 
Gate or terminal of incident: Allegianl terminal 

This afternoon, 0611412014 at approximately 1030 hrs in the Miami Airport I was selected for a random search. I was at the security checkpoint where American Airlines flights from South America were ar,-iving and travelers were continuing through to 
connecting flights in the "D" Ierminal. I was told to stand aside and that I had been randomly selected for a screening. The genlleman who was operating the metal detector was polite and working efficiently. He called multiple times using an acronym 
(I don't remember it) presumable to alert the person responsible for the screening to do this procedure. Finally a young female pointed at me and beckoned me with one finger. Essentially treating me like a punished child. For future reference, the 
way to treat the peop I e is to address them pol Ite I y and ask for their cooperation. When I a r,-i ved at the station where she sat, I told her "you can !al k to me. right?" She ignored me. She told me to hold out my hands. I complied. She w, ped my hands 
(with some chemical I know nothing about and she certainly wasn't going to explain). ran her test, then told me "OK you're done.'' She then turned to her fellow employees and made a comment about being off soon. Let me apologize if I disrupted her 
morning. It seemed thal is how she regarded the situation. 

All of this I could have dismissed as one employee out of a large number having a bad moment until I received my luggage (12 hours late) this evening. 

I opened my bags to find your note indicaling thal my bags had been chosen for screening. All of my belongings in both bags had obviously been removed and thrown back in without care 10 how they were returned. When I packed my bags, I had 
several items that were very breakable. I packed these in the center of the suitcase surrounded by rolled articles of clothing to provide cushioning to protect them. I had flown twice within the country of Peru with these items packed this way without 

2014 9:29: 1 incident. These delicate ,terns were laying on top of my clothes now. One items broken into pieces another snapped in half (a Father's Day gift. by the way, thank you for that). A small bag that I keep personal items. such as condoms and personal 
lubricants, was opened and dumped out into the suitcase. I suppose someone was having a bit oflun at my expense with that one? Books that I had carefully packed were shoved back in with the edges and covers bent. 

I cannot believe the way these employees seemingly regard the people they serve. It should be understood that citizens traveling though their domain are citizens first. Not criminals waiting to be 'found out: That the employees of TSA are serving the 
citizens; not the other way around. 

Please answer if you will accept any liability for lhe items you are responsible for destroying and damaging. 

The rest of the issues I have pointed out are yours to hand I e as you Ii ke. if at al I. 

Thank you, 

kb1(6) I 
My husband and I visited the Denver, CO airporl today to fiy to Sacramenlo. We were with our two small children. At security my family of four was pulled to the side for what I thought was expedited screening since we had lillle kids. They tested my 
hands. Then they said I failed the test (sunscreen?). They took me to the side where I had ta wait far two females to be available ta pat me down. I was taken to a small room and was told I had to put my daughter dawn on the floor. She was screaming 
while I was patted down including touching my breasts and in between my legs. I asked if I could pick her up and also if I could put my shoes on and I was told no. The whole time I was treated like a criminal and I most certainly am not. Also, the two 
female employees were complaining about the screening machine malfunctioning which irritated me even more, if a machine is malfunctioning it should not be used. Then they took my kids bottles out and were testing them. I asked what was being 
done to them and a male employee was very rude and said I m not even opening I hem can t you see lhat? Milk was leaking onlo a filthy counter, so I hey must have been opened. The major issue in all of I his: my husband and lwo kids were not 
checked at all' Na metal detector, no pat dawn, no hand test. This had ta have been an oversight in the commotion of me not passing the hand test? All in all, this was a degrading and emotional experience for me and my family. I would like to know if 

2014 9:31 :' policies were followed? If you are able to review video, here Is the information: about 1 :30 pm on 6 14 14. Family of four, all white. Husband is average build with light blue shirt, khaki shorts and Chicago bears hat. I am heavy set with red hair weanng 
jean shorts and a gold shirt. Two blonde kids. one in a umbrella stroller. 

Thank you for vour time, 

fb)(61 j 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' 
Current Date/Time: 611512014 11 :04:26 AM Airporl: JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel: 06/1012014 7:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: Delta Airlines Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal 4 Della Pre-check TSA Employee: (If 
Known). 

'014 11: 14: Comment : You had 2 lines for pre-check open, 2 luggage x-ray lines open but only 1 metal detector line' This cause much confusion and line backups' If your going to have 2 lines, please have 2 x-rays working AND 2 metal detectors working to move 
passengers more quickly. Thanks Would you like a response? . False Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainls of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name:._l'-'h-"·,1 ... R_·., __ __. ____ ~ 

Email Address:lr','-~:',---.,_ __ ...J 
Phone Number b 1(6) 

Address:~(b_,~(6_1 ___ ~ 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 

2014 6 .09. 1 Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
.. NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Norman Y Min eta San Jose International Airport 

What was the dale and approxima1e lime of the incident? 
06-15-2014 14:53 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Nam"'-'h-'--."-,1;-R,..·, .,..,..,,.,....-~-----, 
Email Address'i(b.,·_1(,.,6,.·., --..-----' 
Phone Number: h'\/R·, 

Addressk~b~l-'-(6~1~---~ 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 

2014 S:og:, ~~i~:u represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) da ya u be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati an? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? na 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Arcata Airport 

What was the dale and approxima1e lime of the incident? 

06-15-2014 14.-': 5""3--,-,---, 
Hi. My name iskbl(61 I I was looking on the TSA website for information about pat-downs but 
what I read did not answer my queslion. This is regarding an incident some years ago ... approximately, nine. 
I was at Heathrow Airport and my luggage had gone through the screening they do ... no problem. Then I walked 
th ra ugh the meta I detector and no alarm went off. What surprised me was after this the le ma I e attendant patted 
me down. From what I have read on your website, there was no reason for her to do that. 
I realize I his was some time ago ... but I was just wondering if you knew anylhing that could help or some explanation. 
I feel naw that I s hou Id have questioned her as to why she was patting me down. I do have the right to ask? 

2014 8:21 :, It was by no means a thorough search but all the same ... I guess, my biggest question is was that unusual or not? 
Thanks for your time, 

!(b1(6) I 

Sent using Hushmail 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time : 6/16/2014 12:02:12 AM Airport . IAH - George Bush Houston Intercontinental Date/Time of Travel . 06/05/2014 Airline & Flight Number . 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal C 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: TSA treatment for travelling with children was confusing and unprofessional. When I went with my kid though the metal detector, I was told to go back because I did not take my shoes off. The kid went through, and after I took off my shoes, 

2014 8:24: 1 the same agent told me to get in line for the general screening. He said I did not have any option (presumably the option to go through the metal detector instead of the body scanner) and must do what he said. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name!rh"·,1rr1 ! 
Phone Number : 
Email~b)(ff, I 
To l~ave a Cui I 11 I 1e1 it Cui 1ce1I1111g this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2IApplicationManager 



Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time · 6/1512014 8: 11 :14 PM Airport · LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel · 06/15/2014 6:00 PM Airline & Flight Number : Ha 9 Checkpoint/Area of Airport . Screening TSA 
Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I am T SA pre check and when entering the Ii ne that leads up to the e sea I ato r and to the sere en i ng points, I was given a green I ea/I et by the person checking the tickets with a I is t explains what was al lowed in the T SA pre-check Ii n e. The 
TSA agent checking IDs and tickets reiterated 10 me thal I was pre-check and told me to keep shoes on and lap top inside my bag and direcled me 10 lhe line on huge far left. I put my carry on and lap lop bag on the conveyor bell and wenl through lhe 
metal detector, I went ta collect my belongings ta be yelled at by two TSA agent servicing the monitor and inspecting bags. I showed them my green leaflet and ticket and they told me that whoever gave me the Leaflet and directing traffic was wrong. 
The two female agent were both every rude and inarticulate and only after questioning them I managed to understand that despite the conspicuous sign pointing to a TSA precheck at the top of the escalator, leaflet and directions. the TSAprecheck Is 
still being implemented in terminal 2. None of these two people was able to express a comprehensive and fully executed thought, their only point is that the person who gives away the leaflets is not TSA. I was wrong, end of story. 
Let me point out I hat 
1) the argent that checks IDs is indeed a TSA a agent 

2014 8:24:, 2) the person giving the leaflets works 20ft away from these two agents and 1f the lack of communication between agencies and personnel working within the same terminal at the same screening point Is rather appalling. 
3) a proactive and competent employee or TSA agent should be able to deal with the public, communicate clearly and articulate simple thoughts. 
4) I would also expect a TSA agenl to poinl out to their supervisor if there is a problem within different agencies working at the terminal, rather lhan yelling at lhe passenger. Their behavior was rude, out of line and demonstrated a lack of education. 
Unfortunately none of these two peop I e a re qua Ii fi ed in my opinion to dea I with the pub Ii c in a fo rma I capacity. 
In gen era I te rmrn al 2 I acks organization and leadership and too often T SA personnel forgets who pays their sal a nes and what they are the re in the Ii rst place. 

All passenger flying pay a tax for TSA services and reprimanding the passenger for following the rules I hat I hey were given or being condescending or rude is not part of lhe job descriplion. 
Individuals who are unable to communicate a thought clearly or resent their jabs should not work in a public capacity. In the private sector they would be terminated. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Emailkb 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

I travel a lot and have the TSA pre-check clearance, I also have a knee implant and so set off the metal detector every lime and have to go lhrough your obnoxious pat down procedure. I am tired of this treatment, why do we 1reat everyone like a 

2014 2,20 ,, terrorist, this is crazy. I set off a metal detector and am checked/groped for explosive. 

kb1(6) 



On Tuesday. 6110114, I contacted TSA to schedule special needs assistance at the airport for my family. We were traveling from Washington Dulles to O'Hare Chicago on Friday. 6113114 via United Flight UA 1576 and returning on Sunday. 6115114 on 
Uniled UA1218. On 6110/141 con1ac1ed TSA and received fan1as1ic assistance from lhe main office in selling things up. After I got off lhe phone with 855-787-2227, I received an email almost immediately from both TSA and !ih11R··, I 
Customer Service Manager for TSA at IAD (Dulles). His email contained an introduction and details on contacting their office in Virginia. That same day I received two separate follow-up phone calls from that office for further verification an details 
regarding my trip and travel needs. This was fantastic service and attention to detail. I can not praise the Dulles office and staff enough. On Friday, 6113114 we were met by!(b)(ffl J;ear the ticket counter for United and she escorted all of us 
through the security screening roce ss, We we re trave Ii ng with a sp eci a I needs fam i I y m ember who has severe non-verba I autism and is ea s i I y stressed by trave I and thus rarely travels, e we re a I so traveling with an e I derly fa mi I y member who 
needed wheelchair assistance (b)(ffl was fantastic in making our processing through securily fast and stress free. Please give both her and lhe management team our sincere thanks once again. 

Our retu m trip was from O'Hare back to Du 11 es ( IAD) and I experience the comp I ete op pos1te from the departure. During my i ni ti a I planning on 611 0114, I was to Id by T SA that the O'Hare Airport office th at coordinated special needs ass i sta nee wou Id be 
notified regarding our trip. I assumed someone from that office would contact me also. I never received an email from them nor a phone call. On Sunday morning (6115114 the day of our return trip), I called the TSA main line (855-787-2227) and asked 
that the agent verify thal O'Hare had our travel assistance requesl as we would be heading to the airport for our 4: 15 p.m. departure on United UA 1218. I informed the agent I had nol been contacted nor received an email so I did not know how 10 
contact the office at the airport. The TSA person on the phone said he could only confirm that O'Hare had been notified. He then told me that if no one was there to meet us. I should request a Passenger Suppa rt Specialist when I got ta security in the 
airport. I got to the airport and approached the ticket counter with my family and asked the United agent to check if she had anything in the system for us regarding special assistance. She said she saw a request for a wheelchair but nothing else. I 
asked ii she could check about contacting someone. She said the wheelchair assistant would escort us to the expedited screening check line. We got there and approached TSA agentfh·11r;·-, !who was checking Boarding Passes and IDs. She 
was immedialely and unnecessarily rude and disinterested in listening to us.fh··,1r;·1 ~llitude was combative and aggressive as she insisted lhat each passenger must hold their own ID and boarding pass. We decided 10 comply as best we could, 

2014 2_21 _( while we attempted to inform her that we needed special assistance. My sister (the autistic traveler was not aing ta be able toga through the x-ray screen and would need the metal detector instead. (b--1(ffl failed to listen to this and insisted an 
· · checking passes Ii rst. My grandmother ( an e Ide rty passenger with wheelchair ass i sta nee) handed ( b ··1 ( ff) her United States Pass po rt and upon v1ewi ng it fE}ili] commented to my boyfriend, / h ·1 / R ·., that it didn't have a signature. He 

explained that the 'X' mart< on it was her signature was accepted on her US passport and approved by the US government as her signature since my grandma neither reads nor writes. She made a scuffing sound, rolled her eyes, and said that she 
doubted it was acceptable without a signature. Al thal poinl her rudeness was no longer acceptable 10 me as it was offensive to my grandmother. She has never had a problem !raveling wilh that nor been so rudely trealed. I was raised to treat my 
elders with respect as they have lived and experience more than any other generation afier them. I requested someone else process us. LTSOkb·:1(6) !approached and was extremely helpful in quickly processing us. He was professional and 
courteous in what had become a stres sfu I sec u nty screening th at caused my s1ste r to be come agitated and upset everyone u n nece ssa n ly. 1 'm grateful that he stepped in to assist us. I /el t th at the I a ck of assistance from T SA O'Hare created a very 
stresslu I situation for us in a process that should have been as easy and smooth as what we experienced at Dul I es, Agents such asf h ·., / R ·1 jsho ul d be re-train or re moved from processing passengers, If she treats a 11 passenger as badly as 
she 1reated us, she shouldn't be working for TSA. I find it disappointing that someone so ill trained was put to process passengers in the expedited line where people wilh special needs come lhrough. I'm appalled by her sheer lack of professionalism 
and respect for at hers. She should not be allowed to be the face of TSA to the public. I had the pleasure of experiencing the great service at Dulles, but I'm sure that others in O'Hare Airport only got ta experience !lh \/R\ ~nd thus have a terrible 
view of all of TSA 

I sirongly urge TSA to work wilh Uniled to better assist passengers with special needs. All travelers should be trealed with good customer service as ii is part of what they are paying high prices for. Passengers should have adequate assistance 
when the need arises. We weren't asking far much more than a little help and understanding in getting through the security screening process. 

Sincerley, 

Dear TSA. I am part of the Trusted Traveler program via NEXUS 1(b)(ffl ~nd have registered for the TSA Pre Program, but am now being denied access to TSA Pre every time I come through security. I have gone anline to see if I need to 
update my profile and everything looks to be in order. The only potential issue I can determine is that I have both my hips replaced, which sets off the metal detector in the TSE Pre line every time I go through, which then requires me to be pat down. 

I'd like to enjoy the benefits of TSE Pre and also understand the challenges associated with the metal detectors being set off by my hip replacements. How can I regain access to TSE Pre as the line is much shorter at Sea Tac Airport where I travel? 
2014 2 21 •1 

Al I the best, 

l(b1(6) 

l(b)(6) 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' 
Current Date/Time: 6116/2014 2:49:42 PM Airport: LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time ofTravel: 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: This applies to all slates and all airports. Apparenlly there are lwo ways to go lhrough the expedited TSA Pre: apply for program and be accepted (requires fee, background check, elc), OR be randomly selected at time of flight. I am 

20 4_06-, referring to the tablet computers with the big roulette-style left or right arrows. Random. is that correct? Did the TSA officer just say Random?• Number one: this makes travelers feel very uncomfortable with the security implications of the entire 
14 · ·' screening process. Would this RAN DOM screening be used at the White House. or a local courthouse, or even at a high school metal detector?• Number two: incredibly unfair to travelers as. all else being equal. some win the lottery and get 

immediately expedited. while others must remain in long ( 1-2 hour plus) lines. I spoke with TSA representatives and on-site 3-stripe &quot;managers&quot; about this program and they all agreed it was odd, unfair, and disconcerting. It breeds a 
severe lack of I rust in everylhing the TSA is doing (and, by admitledly unfair association, lhe enlire government). 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 

Email !(b)(61 l _ _ 
To le;sve a co111111e11t co11ce1111119 "" feedback. follow th,s link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Call: 
The caller was in a wheelchair with a knee injury. The caller stated that she could get up and go through the AIT or Metal Detector if needed. The female TSO stated that was not necessary and to stay seated they could take care of it there. Then the 
TSO started a seated patdown without informing the caller of what she was doing. The caller was alarmed and asked the TSO to stop. The TSO said no, she must continue. The caller stated that she was alarmed and crying. The TSO touched 
sensitive areas on the callers body. The TSO did not explain what she was doing. This was a confusing and bad experience for the caller. 

Airport: Sa It Lake City 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Number: 14 7 

2014 4:41 :: Dale and Time of Incident: 6 4 14, 12:30 p.m 

2014 7:21 :' 

Specific Location of Incident TSA Chec~k"'"p_o_in_t_le_a_d_i_ng~to_B_3 _________ ~ 
Contact Information (Phone #. EMAIL): ._l"h""··,1-'-R"·-, ______________ _. 

Advise: 
Because your comp I amt concerns security screening at a s pec1f1c airport, we have forwarded a copy of your e-m a i I to the Customer Service Manager at that airport. 

I asked lhe caller if she would like information sent to her about screening, but lhe caller refused. 
Caller wants to file a complaint. He was in Chicago Midway and came through the TSA checkpoint. The TSO told him to put all his personal ,terns in the tray and he would go through the metal detector. He d1dn t put his paper money in the bin and 
held onto it. The TSO told him to give him his money. He asked to speak with a supervisor. The supervisor said you have to give him your money or go back to the end of the line. The money is not a security risk. The supervisor looked at the TSO 
and and said whal do you think? He kept his money in his hand it was like they were toying with him. He asked to speak with his supervisor and he said he didn t have a boss. They finally let him go with his money and I his happened last year as well. 

Advised: 

I will forward this information to the CSM at Midway for review and investigation. 

Airport where the incident occurred: Midway 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight numbers: Unknown 
Date and time of incident: May 18, 2014, 12 pm 
I ndiyid L m I s co •ta ct i •form ati o 11 ema i I 

l(b)(61 I 



Calling in because she had a big problem with TSA at the Asheville airport. The caller stated that she were taking 2 cats back with her from Asheville to AZ. The caller stated she had them in the Delta recommended pet carries. The caller is a member 
of paws palrol. The caller stated that TSA wanted her to take the 2 cats out in an open area. The caller stated if she would have done this, lhe cats would have escaped. The caller slates I hat cats are territorial animals and are scared easily when in 
strange placed. The caller states that because she was in a new area. with new smells and new sounds the cats were very scared. The caller stated she told the TSOs she would need a closed room in order ta take the cats out of the carrier. The caller 
states the TSA took her to an area that was not fit to take the spooked cats out of the carrier. The cal I er stated the re we re p I aces we re the cats cou Id escape. The caller states she does not understand why am m als, especi a 11 y cats. have to be sere ened 
this way. The caller stated that the cats were so scared she almost could not get them out of the carrier. The caller states the cats were very stressed out by the screening procedure and she had to take them to the vet once she arTived home. The 
caller wants 10 suggest better ways for screening of animals, as well as file a complaint to lei TSA know how bad lhe screening procedure was for her. The caller staled the incident occurred on Tuesday around 6am, she was flying Della. 

Advised caller Current Transportation Security Administration (TSA) policy requires that passengers traveling with pets remove the animal from its carrier so that the pet may be carried through the walk through metal detector (WTMD). If a passenger 
believes that the removal of their pet could result in escape. a Supervisory Transportation Security Officer (TSO) can authorize an alternative screening measure that he or she deems sufficient. When permitted, an animal may remain in its carrier and 

2014 7,59 ,c be carried through the WTMD by the passenger: however, lhe passenger, the animal, and the carrier musl undergo secondary screening. Addilional screening of the animal may include a visual observation, a patdown inspection, or Explosives Trace 
· · Detection (ETD). If additional screening requires removal of the animal from its carrier, passengers may request a private screening. TS Os may ask the owner for assistance during any part of the inspection. 

Advised ca Iler because 1 he complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Customer Service Manager IC SM) at that location, 

Advised caller to make suggestions she can to to our website at Isa.gov and select the stakeholders tab then click business opportunities. 

The ca 11 er wants to know if she w i 11 be contacted back by the CS M . The ca 11 er states she would Ii ke to be contacted back. The ca I lers em ai I is ._k b"-"1 (-'6"'1 ______ __. 

Calling in because she had a big problem with TSA at lhe Asheville airport. The caller stated that she were taking 2 cals back with her from Asheville to AZ. The caller slated she had I hem in the Delta recommended pet carries. The caller is a member 
of paws patrol. The caller stated that TSA wanted her to take the 2 cats out in an open area. The caller stated if she would have done this, the cats would have escaped. The caller states that cats are territorial animals and are scared easily when in 
strange placed. The caller states that because she was in a new area. with new smells and new sounds the cats were very scared. The caller stated she told the TSOs she would need a closed room in order to take the cats out of the earner. The caller 
states the TSA took her to an area that was not fit to take the spooked cats out of the carrier. The caller stated there were places were the cats could escape, The caller states she does not understand why animals, especially cats, have to be screened 
this way. The caller slated that the cats were so scared she almost could not gel them out of the carrier. The caller stales the cats were very stressed out by the screening procedure and she had to take them to the vet once she arrived home. The 
caller wants to suggest better ways for screening of animals, as well as file a complaint to let TSA know how bad the screening procedure was far her. The caller stated the incident occurred on Tuesday around 6am, she was flying Delta. 

Advised caller Current Transportation Security Administration (TSA) policy requires that passengers traveling with pets remove the animal from its carrier so that the pet may be carTied through the walk through metal detector (WTMD). If a passenger 
believes thal the removal of their pet could result in escape, a Supervisory Transportation Security Officer (TSO) can aulhorize an alternative screening measure that he or she deems sufficienl. When permitted, an animal may remain in its carrier and 

20 7.59 '( be carried through the WTMD by the passenger: however, the passenger. the animal, and the carrier must undergo secondary screening. Additional screening of the animal may include a visual observation, a patdown inspection, or Explosives Trace 
14 · · Detection (ETD). If additional screening requires removal of the animal from its earner, passengers may request a private screening. TS Os may ask the owner for assistance during any part of the inspection. 

Advised caller because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-mai I to the Customer Service Manager (CSMJ at that location. 

Advised caller to make suggestions she can to to our website at Isa.gov and select the stakeholders tab then click business opportunities. 

The caller wants to know if she will be contacted back by lhe CSM. The caller states she would like to be contacted back. The callers email is l~(b~·~1(~6~1------~ 

2014 9,04 ,, The rapiscan full body detectors have been proven to be ineffective. There is also evidence that they are dangerous. Why are you still using them? Why canl you go back to the metal detectors instead? I noticed on my recent flight out of BWI that "Isa 
· " precheck" customers got to go through the metal detector. 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

,014 1 O: 19: Are you 18 ar over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N at,ona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
LaGuardia Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 



from a government agency can not be thorough and resolve all items on the first pass. 

Your reply dealt only with your policy regarding military personnel and your treatment of them. It left lhe impression that ii was written by a former military person and was justifying lhe process of military personnel rather lhan addressing the true 
issues I presented in my complaint this morning. The "process" is wrong when military people and their families are allowed into the "TSA Precheck Line" and then have to be redirected to the Delta Elite Line. Their families/friends should be directed 
to that line to begin with. On Friday they worked their way up to the TSA agent and the TSA agent redirected them to the Delta Elite Line. 

I have no issue with military personnel having access to a security line. Please take a few minu1es and read through my complaint a second time and address the issues raised. 

You also did not address allowing airport employees who a re flying to use the emp I aye e access Ii ne th at is intended for emp I aye es who a re working at the airport. 

I am going to include (copy/paste) lhe reply thal I received a few minu1es ago. 
Regards, 

kb1(6) 

2014 409, 

Thank you for your e-mail regarding the screening of mililary personnel. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is fully supportive of the men and women in uniform, and our slandard operating procedures slrictly prohibit 1argeting members of the military (or any olher organization) solely because they are in lhe 
military. We are sincerely grateful for the sacrifices made by these brave men and women. Many of our own employees are former military personnel or current reserve members. In fact, TSA has instituted many procedures specifically for the military 
to ease their processing through the security s c reem ng checkpoint. 

Security guidelines provide that uniformed military personnel traveling on orders are exempt from selectee clearance procedures only on those air earners who have implemented a system that has been approved by the air earner Principal Secunty 
Inspector (PSI). We emphasize that this exemption applies only to mi Ii ta ry personnel on active duty that present a val id, active duty mi Ii tary id e nt iii cation ca rd and the mi I ita ry orders associated with that travel. Mi I ita ry perso nne I s hou Id advise the 
airline upon check-in I hat I hey are active duty and traveling on mililary orders. The airline should exempl them from any automatic addilional screening. 

Military personnel, their families, and their carry-on items are still subjecl to the same initial screening procedures as all olher individuals entering a secured area. Excluding any group or individual from the screening process, such as senior cilizens, 
the clergy, or the mi I ita ry, would provide o pportu n i ti es for terrorists to exploit and thus undermine security. In addition, mi Ii ta ry personnel remain subject to add it ion a I screening if they sound an a I a rm when passing through the wa I k-th rough metal 



Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service Current DatelTlme: 6/17/2014 5:49:44 PM Airport: IAH - George Bush Houston Intercontinental Date/Time of Travel: 06/05/2014 Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal C 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. I made an earlier complain TSA-El•Kiill:fil:] about the bad experience with TSA. but the complain was apparently not classified properly. I did not ask for a clarification of TSA's policy for adult traveling with children as replied by~ 
~ To be absolutely clear. the complain was about: 

1. The Jrbitrary decision by TSA officer with regarding to directing traveler with kids through various gates. I did not expect TSA officer to direct me to one gate, and wilhin seconds, asking me 10 go to anolher gate without explanalion and for no 
apparent reason. 

2, The i ntenti o na I h umi Ii ation by TS A officer when I opted out of going through the body scanner. 

3. The unsafe environment TSA officer created at the security gate for traveling with kids. 

Here were the facts: 

2014 6: 15:( 1 I was travelling with kids. Kids were old enough to run quickly, but not too old that I still had to carry a stroller for them. 

2. TSA officer directed family to go through the metal detector. Kids quickly got through. When I was about to go through, TSA officer noticed my shoes and asked me to remove them. After I removed the shoes and tried to walk through the metal 
detector, lhe TSA officer stopped and asked me 10 gel in line for the body scanner. It was unexpected to me, and when I hesitated, he loudly proclaimed that ii was nol my right to pick gates (even the gate he asked me 10 go through seconds ago), and 
I had to do what he asked. 

3. I opted out of the body scanner. It was (a) a protest to his arbitrary decision, (b) the body scanner was 5-6 people long and I'd be out of sight of the kids. There was no people to do the pat down search. and I had to wait (I could see the kids from the 
gate, but was only within a shouling dislance to them). TSA officer made no a11empt to keep the family together -- kids ran around as they always did, and the TSA officer did nothing to keep the kids within my proximity. 

4. Amid the confusion caused by TSA officer's change of mind and my waiting for the pat down search, TSA officer explained to other traveler it was my choice to choose the &quot;turtle lane&quot;. It was none of other people's business what my 
choice was, and my choice should not be derided by TSA either. 

Would you like a re~ponse7: Jt\l~ 
Passenger's Name ~~b~1(_6~) __ ~J 
Phone Number . 

Email ckb)(ff1 ! 
To leave a comment concern1ngh1s feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service: Permitted Items Current Date/Time. 6/17/2014 11:08:55 PM Airport: SFB - Orlando Sanford Date/Time of Travel. 06/17/2014 9:00 AM Airline & Flight Number· Allegiant Air Flight 5624 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal B TSA Employee: (If Known) b)(ff:, Comment: June 17. 2014 To Whom it may concern, I was traveling from Orlando. Sanford, back home with my husband and my four children who are under the ages 
of 5 and under and which one of them is 6 months old, At the screening h·I1f;--, saw that I had two baby bottles with baby water and a pink container that also contained baby water and stated that I would not be allowed to take the water with me 
because I was exceeding the amounts permitted, and I answered that the water was baby water and lhat how else was I supposed to carry my baby's water? She answered "That is not baby water". I responded lhat it was and thal how was I supposed 
to feed my baby if she was to get hungry and I didn't have baby water. She told me that I would not take the water if she decided that I couldn't take it, that it didn't matter what I had to say, that it was what she said. At this point I got upset because our 
flight was supposed to departure yesterday, and I have traveled with my children before and all the other employees would tell me all they needed to do was test the water. I have never had any problems when traveling with my children before. I asked 
the employee for her name and for a supervisor and a phone number for me to call. because I was going to complain. I was pulled to the side because coincidentally the metal detector beeped when I walked through with my baby and I had to wait 
aside while this employee continued to tell me that I was not going 10 be able to take the waler with me. She also told me lhat she was a "supervisor". Now, I do not understand thal if she is a "supervisor" she does not know lhat baby water and baby 

2014 8:32: 1 items are permitted for passengers traveling with children. I have been humiliated and feel discriminated at the way this employee treated myself and my family during our screening at the airport. My 5 year old noticed what was happening and began 
to question me as to what was happening. and that if I was ok. I do not think that anyone deserves this type of treatment especially 1f the passenger is not violating any of the U.S. Security Transportation Administration policies. I would really appreciate 
if this matter was taken care of. as I do not appreciate the way I was treated, 
Sincerely, 

Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Namd'h·11f;-·, ~:;::::::====:::;----' 
Phone Number fh·\/r;·, 
Email !rh.1/f';'1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Other: P role ssiona Ii sm/C ustome r Service Current Date/Ti me , 611912014 6: 12: 22 AM Airport , BW I - Baltimore-Washington I ntemationa I Date/Time of T rave I , 0611912014 6: 15 AM Airline & Flight Number , Southwest 39 7 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport Security B TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . The TSA personnel caused me to nearly miss my flight. The security personnel had only one line to screen people. The personnel were only using the one body scanner and were not utilizing the metal detector at all. Two additional body 
sea nne rs in other Ii ne a re as were not being uti I ,zed. During my hour and a fifteen minutes m the security Im e I observed six addition al T SA personnel chatting with each other. While these md1v1d ua Is we re chatting rather Iha n doing their Jobs. the 
security Ii n e continued to grow, When I managed to fi na 11 y make it to the a ct u al sere en i ng a re a the Ii ne had extended nearly a 11 of the way to the next security check a re a, Assuming that the person ne I did not op en another Ii ne, those who were at the 

_ back of lhe security line would almost cerlainly have a two plus hour wait. During my previous travels I have made it through the same security check point with the same lenglh of line in lhirty minu1es. The delay today was inexcusable and 
2014 8 '29 " disappointing. The lack of professionalism displayed by the TSA personnel was exlremely disappointing. I have a great deal of respect for TSA personnel and the service they provide in keeping travelers safe, but today I lost some of that respect and 

do not see 11 returning anytime soon. I hope that this comp I a i ntlfe ed back wi 11 be taken se nousl y. 
Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The subject email is forw-arded to TCC-referrals for appropriate handling. Thank you. 

Evelyn Webb 

Program Assi slant 

,014 12:0S: Civil Rights Division, TSA-6 

From b1(6i 
Sent: Tuesday, June 17, 2014 9:56AM 
To: TSACivilrights@dhs.gov 
Subject TSA Contact Us: Complaints 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················--;:::::::::;==::::::;------····························· 
Remote Client IP: kb':1(6) 
Date Time: 6117120 .. 1~4~9~:~55~:~56~A~M~ 

Caller slates I hat his wife and him wenl in and got KTN and I hey called Della Airlines because his wife has the TSA precheck logo on the boarding pass and he doesn'L and he states thal he was explained that if he paid for the program he would 
always be selected? Caller states that its disrespectful for us to split up a traveling couple. after they paid for the program. Caller asked if people who don"t have a KTN do they get through. 

Advised ca Iler: 

In addition to TSA Pre\u2713 '", TSA has implemented various risk-based measures at all of our Nation·s airports. even at those that do not have a dedicated TSA Pre\u2713 '" lane. For example, some individuals may receive instructions from a 

2014 4 _01 _, Transportation Secunty Officer (TSO) at the checkpoint that may allow them a security screening experience similar to TSA Pre\u2713™. While TSA's initiatives provide some travelers with expedited screening. passengers should not expect to 
· "receive this form of screening every time they fly. Individuals who would like to receive expedited screening on a more frequent basis should consider applying to a U.S. Department of Homeland Security (OHS) trusted traveler program. such as the 

TSA Pre\u2713n.' application program or Global Enlry. Applicants who are approved in either program are eligible for expedited screening at TSA Pre\u2713n.' lanes at more than 100 airports when traveling on any pa~icipating U.S. airline. TSA 
continues to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Pre\u2713 '"lanes.Additionally, all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSO and will go through a metal detector 
or Advanced Imaging Technology scanner as part of security screening procedures. It is important to remember that TSA Pre\u2713™ does not guarantee an individual expedited screening. TSAwill always incorporate random and unpredictable 
security measures throughout the airport 

Advised caller that he did not pay for the program he paid for the background check and fingerprints. 



Feedback Type Civil Rights/Liberties 
Categories : Other (fill in box) 
Current Date/Time: 612012014 4:47:42 AM Airport BOS - Logan lnternalional Date/Time ofTravel: 0612012014 5:00 AM Airline & Flighl Number US 1904 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 1st checkpoint 10 left of US Airways entrance of Terminal B TSA 
Employee: (If Known)· 5'10&quot; Caucasian male in 40s ta 50s, black receding hair, standing in front of metal detector Comment. Refusal to grant opt-out of millimeter wave detection scanner. Unlawfully stated that ALL passengers MUST go 

2014 8_38 _, through scanner unless pre-checked. 
· ·' Would you like a response?: True 

Passenger's NamEt~~--•~1(6_-~I ---~ 
Phone Number : 
Emailkb 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa I iii on, a c1v1 I rights organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air I ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Name~(~b ... 1(.,..6~1 ---~-----~ 
Email Address lh ,1R1 Phone Numberl(b)(61 
Addres (b)(6) Tempe AZ 85281 ~~~-~ 
Zipcode: 

2014 2_23 _1 Are you 18 or over? Yes 
· · Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 

NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Na 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? Yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Minneapolis-SI. Paul I nl ernationa I Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Name"-(b"-·""1(,....,·-1 --,-,---'-------, 

Email Address 1h·,1R·, Phone Number: kb)(ff:, 
Address "="b.;1(.,6-=··, ____ __. ugusla "'---'--~---' 
Zip code: 30909 

2014 9:37:, Are you 18 or over? yes . . . 
Are you represented by a th, rd party or an attorney , n th, s matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N at,ona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Chicago 0\ Ha re I nte rna ti on al Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 

My name is!(b)(6:, pnd I am a US Airways Flight Attendant. My ID# for Global Entry/Precheck is!(b·:,(61 ! 1 travel out of lhe AUS airport and have for a year and a half. I have always had PreCheck on my boarding pass leaving and returning 
to AUS up until a few weeks aga. I now only get TSA PreCheck on my return ta AUS. I travel in civilian clothes mast days, so Ida not ga through KCM. One day, I did not have PreCheck an my boarding pass, but I did have my US Airways ID. I had ane 
other ti me not had Pre Ch eek on my bo ardrng pass and the Security personne I were very nice to me and sent me through the P reCheck Ii ne. I thought this was stand a rd procedure. Not knowing this was not. about 3 wee ks ago, I did not have P reCheck 
on my Boarding Pass again, so I went into the line that employees use. I asked to go through the regular metal detector and the Security agent refused me. I was shocked. as this had not happened to me before, She sent me toward the other detector. 
I asked lhe gentleman who was running that one if I could use the metal detector instead, he said of course. The firsl Agent came running up yelling at me and embarrassed me telling me to go into the other detector (which I had never used and did not 
know what to da) She stood by glaring at me until I left. I was so humiliated that when I gat my bags, I went straight to my gate and was so upset the US Airways Gate Agents came over to help me. They called the Supervisor from TSA ta came and 
talk to me. She explained that the first agents that let me go in the metal detector line were wrong and the second one was right. I said I understood, but there was no need to humiliate me. 

Since that incidenl. I have travelled 2 more times and now for the 3rd lime in 3 weeks I do nol have TSA PreCheck on my boarding pass leaving out of AUS. I had ii on my return both I hose times. I believe I hat someone in AUS has revoked it as 
retaliation against me. This to me is an abuse al Power. I have gone through the back ground check 3 times now. Once as a Police Officer in California, once as a Flight Attendant and when I applied and received Global Entry. I am not a threat, as my 

,014 11 :OS: job takes me on an airplane as a Crew Member, I am not on any watch list. I am Just on a "we have power, you don·t list"' 

Please look into this for me, I am a quiet, unassuming, soon 10 be 60 year old woman and this is just not right. I undersland I hat TSA PreCheck can randomly nol be on boarding passes. bul this is not random. I believe this is intentional and a 
payback' 

Thank you far looking into this matter for me. 

rb,(6) i 
c; an Marco I X 78666 

kbl(61 I 
US Airways Badge~ 



Disability Description: Caller s 24 year aid daughter flew to DEN this morning. She has a pacemaker. They had her go through the WTM D. The pacemaker did stop for a few seconds. She got dizzy and was seeing spots. She showed them her doctor 
s note that said she should not use it. 

Response Details: I told him I would email him the requirements to file the disability related complaint. I will also send it 10 lhe CSM and office of disabilities. 

2014 2,54 ,, Incident Details Airport: DEN 
Air I, ne: Southwest 
Dale and lime: 06 22 14 al 1 :30 p.m. 
Flight#: 4860 
Email:l(b 1(6) 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Dateflime 612212014 11 :47:15 PM Airporl: MDT - Harrisburg International Date/Time ofTravel: 0612212014 2:45 PM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· On June 22, 2014. around 2:45 P.M. my wile and I were flying out with our baby. First I would like to say the airport was dead. Second I would like to compliment the TSA personnel that tried to help my family, I am sorry but I did not catch 
their names. The woman lickel checker had salt and pepper hair and the girl at the metal deIecIor had a dirty blonde color. Now lhe complaint lhat I have is against what I presume to be the supervisor. I heard him reprimand both women for allowing 
my wife ta go through the metal detector and hand me my child. Her hands were even tested for carrying the baby: I still do not understand that one. I guess he did not like that she left the stroller on the other side. However, the plan was for her ta 

2 O 14 8: 56: 1 hand me our chi Id then retu m back to the strol I er and put it through the X RAY ma chm e. Unfortunately I had al ready gone through to start getting our I ugg age on the other side. If there was such a prob I em with what happened why did the His panic 

2014 6:14:[ 

I ooki ng TSA person not offer to help my wile, she was out in the area of situation? I am sorry but I just do not understand why you can yel I at one person for trying to help and not one for ignoring the situation? I just had to I et you know that I thought 
that was very unprofessional. 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Hello, 

I traveled through Terminal D of PHL on June 19. I had an unsatisfactory experience with lhe TSA security checkpoinl. I reported lhe incidenl with one of the agents on duty, but I have nol received a response, which I am requesting. 

This was my first ti me using the Pre Ch eek Ii ne, so I am nol practiced with I he requirements. The agents manning the me ta I del ecto r seemed very rushed and we re moving things a long very qui ck I y. I emptied my pockel s a rte r p I acing my bag on the 
conveyor. Since my bag had already entered the scanning machinery. I looked for a place to put my cell phone. There were no bawls, no bins, and no signage indicating that bowls or bins were available. Na staff observing the entrance to the 
sea nne r. So. I p I aced my phone di rec ti y on the rubber conveyor. 

When I retrieved my items. I saw my phone had fallen through the rollers at the end of the rubber conveyor and the glass panels on both sides had been smashed. I did not expect this to happen. 

I asked two TSA agents at the end of the checkporntaboutf1ling a report. Both told me "no," shrugged their shoulders, told me it was my fault for not using a bowl, and said I should move along. I escalated the situationto""fh"'·""·,1'-'R-'-·1 __ ___.il am not 
100% sure that I recorded his name cor,-ectly). He did a great job of hearing my story, taking my info. and taking photographs of the phone. He told me to expect a response by today at the latest. 

I have not heard anything - this is why I'm writing. 

I wo u Id Ii ke to reg is te r the following customer service deficiencies I have observed: 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full NameJrh··,1rr, I 
Email Addres!(b)(6) I Phone NumberJh ,IR> 
Address: ==""-----------' 
Zipcode: 

,014 1 0: 17:_ Are you 18 or over? Na 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N at1ona Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 

Caller said she came home last Sat. from MN and thal she lives in Soulhern CA. She said she flew from Bemidji, MN to Ontario, CA on Delta and got her check bag in On1ario, CA and it did nol look like her same bag and that she 901 a noi. She said 
she has a broken hair dryer from this flight but on another flight from DWI in 2002 or 2003 she had Christmas gifts and she had a hole in her suitcase and she said care should be given so items dont break. She said she does nat have an email 
address and she requested that we postal ma i I the claim form. She said s i nee 1968 she has had an 11 eo sto my and she has a problem going through sere en i ng and wears an exte rna I device and a metal ring and the wtmd goes off and she said she 
should not have to explain this medical thing. She said we should be educated on this and we should not embarrass her. She said it is all external and can not be taken off and it replaces her large intestine and rectum. She said she may get a Dr. note 
to help explain this in the future. 

Response:To pro1ec1 a passenger's rights under Federal law and to file a valid claim, travelers must send lheir claim in writing to TSA, staling the circumstances of the loss and the exact amount claimed (fair market value of lost or destroyed property, 
reasonable cost of repair for damaged property), within 2 years after the claim occurred. The claim must be signed by the claimant or an authorized representative (e.g., an attorney or other personal representative with appropriate proof of authority). 
TSA is responsible for reviewing all claims relating to the screening of passengers and their baggage. 

2014 2:54:< To file a claim, you should fill oul the Standard Form 95 (claim form) in accordance wilh the instructions and return it 10 lhe address in box number 1. A claim form will be sent 10 you within 24 hours of this response. While use of the form is nol 
mandatory, it may help travelers ensure that they meet the legal requirements for filing a claim. If you decide to file a claim, it will be processed in accordance with the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

Once TSA's Claims Management Branch (CMB) has received your claim form, you will be sent a letter of acknowledgement and a claim number. You should keep the claim number for future reference when inquiring about the claim. TSA tries to 
resolve claims as quickly as possible but may need time for further investigation of lhe facts. If TSA denies a claim, or has not finally resolved it within 6 months after it was filed, travelers have a rig hi to bring their claim 10 cour1. 

I advised her th at it takes 1 0-1 5 days to receive it through the postal ma i I. I advised her the TSA officers have the check bags for about a 2 minute wind ow and then the air I in e employees put the bags on the plane. 

If a passenger uses an ostomy, he or she can be screened without having to empty or expose the os1omy. However, it is impor1ant for passengers 10 inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about the ostomy before 
the screening process begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to inform TSOs about any disability, medical condition. or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from 
security screening, their use may improve communication and help travelers discreetly notify TS Os of their conditions. This card can be found at http: www.tsa.gov. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only if they can walk through an their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available ar can request to be screened using a thorough patdown .. 



Caller said she came home last Sat. from MN and that she lives in Southern CA. She said she flew from Bemidji, MN to Ontano. CA on Delta and got her check bag in Ontario, CA and it did not look like her same bag and that she got a noi. She said 
she has a broken hair dryer from this flight but on another flight from DWI in 2002 or 2003 she had Christmas gifts and she had a hole in her suitcase and she said care should be given so items dont break. She said she does not have an email 
address and she requested that we postal mail lhe claim form. She said since 1968 she has had an lleostomy and she has a problem going through screening and wears an e,ternal device and a metal ring and the wtmd goes off and she said she 
should not have to explain this medical thing. She said we should be educated on this and we should not embarrass her. She said it is all external and can not be taken off and it replaces her large intestine and rectum. She said she may get a Dr. note 
to help explain this in the future. 

Response:To protect a passenger's rights under Federal law and to file a valid claim, travelers must send their claim in wntrng to TSA. stating the circumstances of the loss and the exact amount claimed (fair market value of lost or destroyed property, 
reasonable cost of repair for damaged property). within 2 years after the claim occurred. The claim must be signed by the claimant or an authorized representative (e.g .. an attorney or other personal representative with appropriate proof of authority). 
TSA is responsible for reviewing all claims relating to the screening of passengers and their baggage. 

2014 2:54:' To file a claim. you should fill out the Standard Fonm 95 (claim form) in accordance with the instructions and return 11 to the address in box number 1 A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. While use of the form is not 
mandatory, it may help travelers ensure that they meet the legal requirements for filing a claim, If you decide to file a claim. it will be processed in accordance with the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

Once TSA's Claims Management Branch (CMB) has received your claim form, you will be sent a letter of acknowledgement and a claim number. You should keep the claim number for future reference when inquiring about the claim. TSA tries to 
resolve claims as quickly as possible but may need time lo r further i nve st,g at,on of the facts. If T SA denies a claim, or has not finally resolved it within 6 months after it was Ii I ed. !rave I e rs have a rig ht to bring their claim to court. 

I advised her that ii takes 10-15 days 10 receive it through lhe postal mail. I advised her the TSA officers have lhe check bags for about a 2 minute window and lhen the airline employees pul the bags on the plane. 

If a passenger uses an ostomy, he or she can be screened without having to empty or expose the ostomy. However. it Is important for passengers to infonm the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about the ostomy before 
the screening process begins. TSA has created notification cards that travelers may use to info nm TSOs about any disability. medical condition, or medical device that could affect security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from 
security screening, their use may improve communicalion and help travelers discreetly notify TS Os of their condilions. This card can be found at http: www.1sa.gov. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their anms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk-through 
metal detectors only ii they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown., 
Departure City: MCO 
Destination City: 0 RH 
Flight Date: 611212014 
Flight Number: 1888 
Urgent N 
Crewmember: 
LevelOne: Airports 
LevelTwo: Crewmember Specific 
LevelThree: 
Comments: So my girlfriend calls me right before boarding her plane telling me 
one of the security 
guards al the metal detectors, A male security guard thal is, Pat her down while 
there was a girl 
security guard right the re ... This is my p regnant G i rlfnend we are !al king 

2014 4 ,08 ,, about with anxiety 
· " issues already as it is, so can you tell me why some scumbag security guard is 

putting his hands on 
her?I I know for a fact thal"s sexual harassment. and that not even male cops 
can pat down a female. 
She was not able to cal ch his name but i'm sure its not hard for you guys to 
figure out. Then the res 
no number at the airport itself for me to call? that is absolutely ridiculous .. 
I would really like 
something done about this, without me having to personally fiy down there myself 
an beat this dudes 
ass in front of the whole airport. I will wait for reply back before placing any 
negative statements 
about you guys a 11 over I he in tern et, thank you! 

An they absolute I y agree th at it was wrong, Ju st that you we re in charge of the guards and needed to contact you. So one of your scum bag guards got off to petting down my pregnant girlfriend. 



The caller called Delta and she had a bad experience. She stated that she went through the checkpoint and she was cleared. She stated that she was frisked after the checkpoint. She stated that she was going to the Bahamas. She stated that she has 
hi red a attorney and she wants compensated. She stated that the officer was rude and she did this in front of other passengers. She stated th at she did not have a reason to fnsk her. She stated that the officer was arrogant. She stated that she had to 
remove her socks. She stated that the attorney told her that she should not have frisked her like that. She stated that this was humliating. She stated that she will never fly with Delta again. She stated that this happened at BZN to the bahamas. She 
stated that she made her cry, and she threw her ticket away. She slated that she had lwo wilnesses 10 lhe event. She staled thal she did not set off any alarms, and she was wanded. She staled thal she is going to make a law suil. She stated that she 
wants reimbursed for the situation. She stated that she did not take her flight due to this incident. 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
2014 7:29:, factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 

an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be periormed. 

Nam~(b1(6) 
Phon 

Date and Time: 06-10th@ 7:30 am 
Airline: Delta 
The caller called Delta and she had a bad experience. She stated that she went through the checkpoint and she was cleared. She stated that she was frisked after the checkpoint. She stated that she was going to the Bahamas. She stated that she has 
hi red a attorney and she wants compensated. She stated that the officer was rude and she did this in front of other passengers. She stated th at she did not have a reason to fnsk her. She stated that the ofli cer was arrogant. She stated that she had to 
remove her socks. She stated that the attorney told her that she should not have frisked her like that. She stated that this was humliating. She stated that she will never fly with Delta again. She stated that this happened at BZN to the bahamas. She 
stated that she made her cry, and she threw her ticket away. She slated that she had lwo wilnesses 10 lhe event. She staled thal she did not set off any alarms, and she was wanded. She staled thal she is going to make a law suil. She stated that she 
wants reimbursed for the situation. She stated that she did not take her flight due to this incident. 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
2014 7:29:, factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 

an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

Name:l(b 1(6) 
Phone~.-----~ 

Date and Time: 06-10th@ 7:30 am 
Airline: Delta 
He is completely blind. He travels with a braille wnter, braille paper, apple products, a dictionary, an additional computer that has speech on it. and other devices that help access material. He did not want the electronic equipment x-rayed. He said 
that the magnets in the system would ruin it. He aid that he was told that he should have gotten a memo from the airlines or someone stating that the equipment should not be scanned, He stated that the airline gave him a free ticket because of the 
harassmenl. He said that he suspected that he was set next 10 an air marshal. The people at the airline seemed to know him very well. He was delayed for two hours. He said thal he did not have a problem on the way back from Charlolte. Caller 
said that he is not making a complaint. He wanted to get prepared for the screening. He asked if I can send him a notification card or if he can print it out or show it on his iPhone. He said that the disability office told him that he would be exempted 
from the cost of ta king the Ite ms. When I gave the caller the inform at,on from the le m plate stating that canes and other devices ( such as Bra, 11 e note take rs) must undergo x- ray screening he became very angry. He wanted my name. He stated that I 
was not listening and that it would ruin his S10,000.00 piece of equipment if it is scanned. 

I gave the following information: It is recommended that passengers who are blind or visually impaired notify a Transportation Secunty Officer (TSO) of the kind of assistance needed to complete the screening process. TSA has created not1f1cation 
ca rd s that trave I ers may use to info rm a TSO about any dis ab i I ity, medical condition, or medical device that co u Id alfe ct s ecu ri ty sere en i ng, Although these cards do not exempt anyone from security sere en i ng, their use may imp rove com mun i cation 
and help 1ravelers discreetly notify TSOs of their conditions. Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds withoul the support of a person or device. 
Similarly, passengers can be screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown: 
however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through meIaI detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure insIead. 

2014 8:39:, A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

• The patd own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers mu st wait for a TSO of the same gender to be come a vai I ab I e, 
• The passenger can request a privale screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a privale screening, anolher TSA employee will also be presenl and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
• A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
• The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her anms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• A passenger s ho u Id nol be asked 10 remove or Ii ft any article of clothing 10 rev ea I a sensitive body area. 

In addition to the patdown, TSA may use techno I og y to test for traces of exp I os,ve mate ri a I. If explosive material Is detected, the passenger wi 11 have to undergo add1t1ona I screening. 

In addition to screening the passenger, can es and other devices ( such as Bra i 11 e note takers) m usl undergo x-ray screening . If an i tern can not fit through I he x-ray, or the passenger can not be separated from I he item , it mu st be physi ca 11 y inspected by a 
TSO. Passengers should tell the TSO if they need to be immediately reunited with the device after it is screened by x-ray. 
I advised him that he would need to contact the airline about the fee for taking the items. I told him that is not in T SA Ju nsd i ct ion. I a I so told him that a notification card is not a requirement and he can just te 11 the TSO about his s i tuat,on if he wo u Id 
prefer to do so. I advised the caller that I was listening and I did hear him say that his equipment can not be scanned. I gave the caller my name and agent number. I also gave him the name and phone number for the CSM at Birmingham 
International. 
Name!(b)(61 



Disability Description: Caller has an insulin pump and continuous glucose monitor. 

Information Requesl: Caller has had problems in the past when she removes the pump for a physical inspection. 

Response Details: Advised caller to contact us 72 hours prior to travel and we would escalate a request for assisitance to ODPO.Emailed the information.Passengers who use insulin pumps can be screened without disconnecting from their pump. 
However, it is important for passengers to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about their pump before the screening process begins. 

,014 11 ,32, Diabetes-related supplies, medicalions and equipment such as insulin inhalers, glucagon emergency kits, lancels, blood glucose meters and strips, alcohol swabs, meter-IesIing solutions, urine kelone test slrips, insulin pumps, pump supplies and used 
syringes (when transported in a Sharps disposal container or other similar hard-sutiace container) are allowed through the security checkpoint once they have been properly screened by x-ray or a hand inspection. Passengers with diabetes traveling 
with medically necessary ,terns should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of these items and separate them from other belongings before screening begins. 

Regardless of whether the passenger is screened by AIT or the walk-through metal detector, the passengers insulin pump is subject to additional screening. Under most circumstances this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of their 
insulin pump fol lowed by an exp I os,ve trace detection samp Ii ng of the passenger s hands .Passengers who have concerns about their sere en i ng can ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Sup po rt S pec,al 1st wh i I e at the checkpoint. 

The caller has an implanted cardiac defibrillator pacemaker. She had TSA precheck on her boarding pass when she flew out of DCA yesterday. She is complaining because there is no consistency from airport to airport for someone in her condItIon. At 
DCA she went to the precheck line and she let thern know ahead of tirne about the pacemaker. She was instructed to go to other side by an officer and remain at that spot until they called someone. She waited for 15 minutes before the officer called 
someone and then waited for a female agent to show up so she wailed a tolal of approximately 30 minuIes. When the female agent came she jusl escorted her 10 lhe AIT and had her go through it. I asked the caller if they called the female agent due to 
the possibility of a patdown and the caller states that when the other agent was called there was no mention of the need for a female due to a patdown. All this time she was separated from her personal belongings for a long period of time. She states 
that the precheck lane at DCA only had a WTMD but when she came through TPA it had an AIT. She is concerned that she lost sight of her belongings while waiting for such a long period of time. She also wants to know if there is a better way to 
handle situations like this and if signing up for precheck would be of any benefit to her. Ultimately her baggage went through screening twice because it went through initially when she was waiting for someone and lost site of it and then again when she 
went th rough the AIT. 

AIRPORT: DCA 
DATE OF TRAVEL: 06-24-14 
DEPARTURE TIME: 1150 
CHECKED BAGGAGE TIME: 1000 

, _ _ AIRLINE US Airways 
·014 12·08· FLIGHT NUMBER 1846 

TERMINAi ns GATE It:crnioal c Ga/e 37 
CONTACT:~[b_,_(6_) ______ ~_ 

I advised the caller that Transportation Security Administration (TSA) policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items, including disability-related devices and aids. are kept within a passenger's line-ol
s ight when a passenger is required to undergo addition a I screening. 

All individuals must undergo security screening at the checkpoint before being permitted into the secure area of an airport. including those eligible for TSA Pre\u2713 "'. TSA recognizes that certain travelers with d1sab1lities or medical conditions may 
have difficulty standing or walking and that certain medical conditions may cause individuals to alarm when screened using a walk-through metal detector. If this occurs, TSA Pre\u2713"' individuals may be permitted to undergo alternate screening 
procedures such as Advance Imaging Technology (AITJ screening or a patdown screening. I advised the caller that due to her heart condilion there may be some airports thal have an AIT al the precheck lane bul some may not so precheck would only 
be beneficial to her at those that have the AIT. 

I advised the cal I er that I wi 11 lo rward a copy of her comp I ai nt to the CSM at DCA reg a rd i ng the wait she had to experience, 



The caller has an implanted cardiac defibrillator pacemaker. She had TSA precheck on her boarding pass when she flew out of DCA yesterday. She is complaining because there is no consistency from airport to airport for someone in her condition. At 
DCA she went to the precheck line and she let them know ahead of time about the pacemaker. She was instructed to go to other side by an officer and remain at that spot until they called someone. She waited for 15 minutes before the officer called 
someone and then waited for a female agent to show up so she waited a total of approximately 30 minutes. When the female agent came she just escorted her to the AIT and had her go through it. I asked the caller if they called the female agent due to 
the possibilily of a patdown and lhe caller states thal when lhe other agent was called lhere was no mention of lhe need for a female due 10 a patdown. All this time she was separated from her personal belongings for a long period of time. She stales 
that the precheck lane at DCA only had a WTMD but when she came through TPA it had an AIT. She is concerned that she lost sight of her belongings while waiting for such a long period of time. She also wants to know if there is a better way to 
handle situations Ii ke this and if sIg nrng up far p recheck wo u Id be of any benefit to her. U I ti mately her baggage went through s c reenrng twice be cause 11 went through i mt,al ly when she was waiting far someone and I ost site of it and th en again when she 
went through the AIT. 

AIRPORT: DCA 
DATE OF TRAVEL 06-24-14 
DEPARTURE TIME: 1150 
CHECKED BAGGAGE TIME: 1000 

, . _ AIRLINE: US Airways 
-014 12·08-· FLIGHT NUMBER: 1846 

TERMINAL OR GATE: Terminal C Gate 37 
CONTACT:k._b-'-l ... (6-'-1 _____ __, 

I advised the caller that Transportation Security Administration (TSA) policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items. including disability-related devices and aids, are kept within a passenger's line-of
s ight when a passenger is required to undergo add it ion a I screening. 

All individuals must undergo security screening at the checkpoint before being permitted into the secure area of an airport. including those eligible for TSA Pre\u2713'". TSA recognizes that certain travelers with disabilities or medical conditions may 
have difficulty standing or walking and that certain medical conditions may cause individuals to alarm when screened using a walk-through metal detector. If this occurs. TSA Pre\u2713 1~ individuals may be permitted to undergo alternate screening 
procedures such as Advance Imaging Technology (AIT) screening or a patdown screening. I advised the caller that due to her heart condition there may be some airports that have an AIT at the precheck lane but some may not so precheck would only 
be beneficial to her at those that have lhe AIT 

I advised the cal I er that I wi 11 fa rward a copy of her comp I amt to the CSM at DCA reg a rd i ng the wait she had to expenence. 
He is able to walk and usually gets out of the wheelchair for the screening at other locations. 
The Checkpoint Su pe rvi so r TSO was !I h ·., I rr1 who said since the a I arm went off you must do the P atdown. 
Ca Iler complained if he could have wa I ked through the a I a rm wou Id not have gone off and he did not Ii ke having the P atdown, 

RESPONSE: 

Advised I will send a copy of his complainl to the CSM al Spokane. 

CSM Referral lnfonnation: 

Airport: GEG 

Airline: Southwest 

2014 2:14:[ 
Flight#: 4008 

Date: 6-20-14 

Departure time: 4:15 PM (He was at the checkpoint at 3:00 PM) 
Specific location - Terminal or Gate: AB Lane 1 

Phone#: (Cell 1f~h_·1_1r;_·._, --~ 

Email:l(b 1(6) 



Dear TSA: 

On June 20, 2014, I fiew oul of Colorado Springs Airporl with my son who has a broken foot and was wearing a half leg cast. We flew on the 6:30 AM Delta flight bound for Allanta. A swab was done by a TSA agent on my son's cast which came back 
"positive" for rm nat sure what. He was then detained, subjected ta a full body pat down, asked all kinds of questions. had a metal detector wand run over his cast and we then had to wait for quite a while (at least 20-25 minutes) while the TSA agents 
called for guidance on what to do. A Delta employee came to retrieve us as we were holding up the flight. We were finally cleared to go. The TSA agents told me this happens all the time with casts and not to be concerned. Flying back yesterday 

2014 2,14,( from Chicago Ohare Airport. my son did not encounter these issues at TSA. His cast was swabbed and came back "negative", I told the agent there about our experience at Colorado Springs (COS) and he advised me to tell the COS TSA that their 
· · problem with casts may be occurring because agents at COS may nol be pulling on clean gloves prior to swabbing casts lherefore conIaminating lhe swab with their gloves. I talked to the COS TSA about this and they advised me to send you an email 

on this matter which I am hereby doing. Please do follow up on this as unnecessarily detaining people with casts far 20-60 minutes is a huge inconvenience and can result in them missing their flight. I'm all for assuring safety an flights and thank-you 
for your job in doing this but if a protocol is not being fol lowed by agents because perhaps they have not been info nmed of 11. it should be corrected so as not to unnecess ari I y detain innocent passengers. Thank-you for your cons1d e ration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

!(b)(61 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' 
Current Date/Time: 6125/2014 3:01 :35 PM Airport SEA - Seallle-Tacoma lnternat,onal DatefTime of Travel 06125/2014 12 45 AM Airline & Fl,ghl Number US Airways Checkpo,nl/Area of Airport #3 TSA Pre-check TSA Employee (If Known) 
Comment. My parentskb·:,(61 I, aged 77 and 74 respectively, were traveling last night through TSA Pre-check at Just before m1dn1ght The agent made my father remove hrs shoes with the arthat,cs, hrs belt, and empty hrs packets 
after they switched his cane for one to a 11 ow h, m to go through the metal detector. My moth er informed the agent that there was a med i ca I d ev,ce Io rthot,c )and th at he should not have to re move his shoes s i nee he is over 7 5. Yet this agent was 

2014 4: 17:( unwilling to listen. My father was palled down, his shoes were chemical tested and palled down again. My mother who was also in TSA Pre-check was subjected to the same treatment. This is absolutely and wholly unacceptable! They were there for 
10 solid minutes! Thankfully, lhere was a golf cart that they were able to get on to get all lhe way 10 gale A4 which they made during boarding. My father has heallh concerns both mental and physical and he should nol have been subjected to such 
treatment at this advanced age. ABSOLUTELY UNACCEPTABLE' 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passen er's Name 1h·I1fr, Phone Number: 
Email b)(61 
To leave a commen concerning 1s feedback. follow this link · hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Caller does not have long distance service so she was given aur number from Phoenix. A whole group of them went from Phoenix to Vegas. and came back from Vegas today. While there, the flight was delayed. When going through the checkpoint. 
She had to go 3 or 4 times through the checkpoint. He told her take off her glasses and put her glasses in the container. She had everything else in the container. Another female officer told her not to put the glasses in there and then the male officer 
ca me back and told her that --1 told you to put them in the re--, He then to Id her that this is not funny, be ca use she s mi I ed , She stated th at she is 7 4 years o Id and never had this problem in the airport before, The le male officer then took her purse out 
and looked through her luggage. She asked her what she had. She had spray for allergies. She had bags of jewelry in her luggage. The lady told her 10 stay with her luggage, and she had half of it one area and other items in anolher area. She stated 
she told them that the airport on Phoenix, they let her take her allergy medicine spray. She took the spray and put it in a bucket. She had jewelry in a small purse. and the jewelry is now missing. The purse is like a large change purse. wristlet. one side 
is a leather rose. circular, black in color. She had a white gold ring, initial J with small diamonds, white gold star blue sapphire with 2 diamonds in it, sterling silver ring with a black onyx, wedding band carved sterling silver with an onyx on 11, earrings 

2014 9'42·( (silver pairs of costume earrings) 3 or 4 pairs of silver earrings with onyx, and 2 or 3 pairs of costume earrings. She stated that the entire bag of jewelry is gone. The wristlet was inside of her luggage, and the container of jewelry was inside of the 
· · wrisllet. She had a clolh eye glass cover, inside of the wrisllet. The wristlet was left opened inside of her luggage. She sIayed with the luggage the entire time, except when she was going back and forlh between her things. She did not get any names 

of the screeners. The female officer was tall 5 7-5 8, maybe in her 30 s. A male who was in metal detector line. after she beeped, told her to take off her glasses, later came aver. She was wearing a sage green shirt and matching turtle pushers. The 
blouse was em bro1d e red on the s1d e, as wel I as the pants. She had white exercise sandals that she wore through. This happened tad ay. 06 25 14. She went through s c reenrng between 1 0 and 11 a. m. She was on a Southwest fi 19 ht. and it kept getting 
changed. She was with her son and 2 of his lady friends. She sat with the luggage, by tenminal C9. Her flight number was 4332. She wonders if it may have been left out or lost during screening. Caller does not have email or a computer. 

Response: 
I apologized to the caller, and infonmed her that I have taken down all of her informat,on, and will be sending it to the CSM at LAS for review. I am sending a claims form to the caller to complete, by mail. I also transferred the caller to lost and found at 
LAS so that she inquire about her jewelry, since she thinks it may have been lost or left out during screening. She could not dial long distance so I transferred her to the Lost and Found at LAS. 



Sent: Thursday, June 26, 2014 1 :25 AM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subjecl: ContJct Us: Civil Righls Civil Liberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

Remote Client IPl~l_h_·-,1_r;_·-, ___ ~ 
Date Time: 6 26 2014 1 :25:15 AM 

Attachment: 
1 )Information about lhe person who experienced the civil rig his civil liberties violation 
(fill in what you can) 
No 
First and Middle Name: 

!rh11R, ! 
,014 10_05 Last Name: 
. ' kb1(6) I 

Main Phone: 
fh1/R1 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 
fh1/R1 

PO Box or Street address: 

kb1(6) I 
City: 
Rio Linda 
State: 
Ca 
Zip: 
95673 
Email: 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" . Professional1sm/Customer Service Current Date/Time 6/26/2014 5:26:31 PM Airport LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel 06/26/2014 2:15 PM Airline & Flight Number 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 

20 6_05 _, Comment. I have Global Entry. When I went through the Precheck line in terminal 3 they treated me very rudely. One eve asked if I had committed crimes in the last 24 hours. Then the said they were going g to have to detain me for questioning 
14 · ·' since my watch set off the metal detector. Then they took my frngerpnnts and made me wait. then said I was free to go. No apologies or explanation. This is unacceptable for customer service, let alone to someone vetted by Homeland Security. 

Would you like a r ? · 

Passenger's Name (b 1(6) 
Phone Number h·11R·1 
Email (b 1(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



2014 8:40:[ 

To whom this may concern, 

Today I traveled from Springfield, Missouri to Mesa, Arizona on Allegiant. As I was going through security. I was required to take my MacBoak Pro and my iPad out of my backpack and ta put them into a grey bin toga through the x-ray machine. I was 
getting ready to walk through the metal detector when the security team told me I needed to talk my flip-fiops off. I threw my flip flops up on the belt like I was asked, then sent my two grey bins (one with my backpack, one with my electronics). I went 
through the metal detector with no issues. Security was rushing mine, and the 7 other people (5 kids, 2 adults) belongings through security. An older gentleman slid/shoved the grey bin of mine with my electronics down the metal belt. My iPad flipped 
up and was slammed between another passengers carry-on suitcase. Due to this, the corner of my iPad 901 cracked, and fell apart. I conIacIed a woman and a gentleman in the securily department. The gentleman assured me lhat all I needed to do 
was file a claim, and that TSA would pay for my iPad ta be fixed or replace my iPad because to was their fault. I was told the sooner I report, the faster things will be handled. and my iPad will be fixed. Thank You. 

Caller advised she wanted to make a complaint. Caller advised she went through security at Boston Logan. Caller advised her and her 2 kids went through metal detector and it didn't alarm. Caller advised she was taken to a pnvate room and given a 
patdown and her bags was searched. Callera advised she had to wait for a security officer of the same gender to arrive and nearly missed her flight. Caller advised that the TS O's was nice but feels like TSA is harrassing the public by doing this. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 

2014 9,27,1 factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
· · an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search al a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 
We understand lhe inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe lhese security measures are necessary and appropriale for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new technologies ta address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints. provides an additional layer of security at the check paint. and keeps the 
!rave Ii ng pu bl Ic sale. 

Caller advised she wanted to make a complaint. Caller advised she went through security at Boston Logan. Caller advised her and her 2 kids went through metal detector and it didn't alarm. Caller advised she was taken to a private room and given a 
patdown and her bags was searched. Callera advised she had to wait for a securily officer of the same gender to arrive and nearly missed her flight. Caller advised that the TSO's was nice but feels like TSA is harrassing the public by doing this. 

Advised Caller: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some insIances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 

20 9_27 _ 1 factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown an a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ ar resolve 
14 · · an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove lhe random element from lhe system and undermine security. We simply cannol assume thal all terrorists will Iii a particular profile. 
We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints. provides an additional layer of secunty at the checkpoint. and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 



'014 1213 

W hi I e boa rd i ng a Del ta fiig ht at the south terminal, in Atlanta yesterday, I was quite frustrated with my exp eri e nee with the TS A Pre- check, The re was an ab norm a I amount of confusion in passing through the two types of detectors, Peop I e from one 
line were being told to move 10 lhe other entry point for the detector in the alternale line, and I hose in the other line, lold to move to the other line. I am not sure jusl why all of the confusion, but, my main issue is with the altitude of one of the TSA 
personnel. He was located on the exit side of the metal detector unit. and exhibited a very poor attitude ta wards those al us attempting to understand just which detector we were ta walk through. I had not removed my belt or boats, as the instructions 
were that we did not have to do so, however. when passing through the metal detector, the alarm sounded. The TSA person then, very curtly, told me that I had to remove them as if I had been in error. My main complaint is that a person should not be 
treated rudely, and the procedure should be much better organized that this operation was. In an effort to point out the particular TSA individual, he was a younger, black person. This TSA person needs some direction in how to deal with the public in a 
much mo re tactful, and respectful manner. 

(b)(6) 

HYPERLINK ""'b'--1""'(6"") __________________ __. 

Websile: "'b"-.. "-,(6,,,.· ... 1 ____________________ _. 

"Engineered Fluid Solutions Customized to Maximize Wellbore Value" 



This email is being forwarded to TCC-referrals for appropriate handling. Thank you. 

Evelyn Webb 

Program Assistant 

2014 4:04 :, Civil Rights Division, TSA-6 

Fromf b 1(6) I 
Sent.1 fi•I saay, J•rie 26, 20 I 4 I I .39 PIVI 
To: TSA.civilrights@dhs.gov; tsalll@dhs.gov: gotfeedback@dhs.gov; l(b )(6) 
Subjecl: Fwd: Incident at Fort Lauderdale ltllemational Airport ~------~ 

As a colleague in the Department of Homeland Security, I am disappointed to have to reporl an unfortunate situation with one of your TSA officers. I know thal 99% of all fellow OHS employees work very hard to gain and foster lhe public trust. 
However, as a member of the flying public I believe that the situation must be reported and addressed. 

At approximately 7am an June 26, 2014 I was proceeding through the security checkpoint at the Fort Lauderdale International Airport. I. and same fellow passengers I was traveling with, was directed to a relatively short line that was using random 



Frorfb,(6) 
Sent: Friday, June 27, 2014 3:59 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance· tsa.crl tsa.dhs. av· civil.liberties@dhs.gov: Bandy, Kimberly J; Singh, Harleen 

Cc: Legal: Raj deep Singh_(~b~i(~6~i ---------1-,-,-..,..,...------, 
Subject Civil Rights Complaint o b o Sikh Air Passenge ~b_i~(6_-._, -----~ 

The Sikh Coalition writes ta file a formal com laint of discrimination an behalf of Sikh Air Passenger$b:•1(6) l1(bi(61 I civil rights were violated when he was forced ta remove his religiously-mandated turban by the TSA at Chicago 0 
Hare International Airport on June 21, 2014. b:•1(6) ew on United Airlines, Flight No. 5702. from Chicago, Illinois to Columbia, South Carolina. 

!rh··,1rr1 !filed a complaint with lhe TSA and DHS on June 21, 2014 through the FlyRights phone applicalion. We wrile 10 provide additional information. Please see attached follow-up complaint and Mr. Singh s original FlyRighls complaint. 
Image removed by sender. 
Thank you for your attention to this matte r1 

Besi, 

2014 6 03 IEiZfil:J 

(b)(6) 

Tl - I I 5 s : ,- : If ::: d d d tbs swzil 22d rs tit: : If iwwsdi?tsl: r 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name""(b;:..-.4-, 5;:_·.,.1 ....,..,. __ _._ ____ _, 
Email Address ( 
Phone Numberll.:t"(bt"·e7,(76') --, ____ ...J 

Address: Zipcode: 

2014 1 _09 _, Are you 18 ar over? Yes 
· · Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 

NOTE: 

2014 1:18:[ 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? Yes 
N at,ona Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
N ewa rl< Liberty I nte rnat ion a I Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 
Caller will be traveling on Wednesday with United at 8 a.m. from Newark to Cancun. She had metal in her hip and spine. She fiew last year and went fine through Newark but was given a hard time in San Diego. The TSOs were so sure that she could 
go through the AIT. She called the manufacturer and they said she couldnl. She was left to stand for 45 minutes. She wanls to avoid thal. 

Response: 
If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

If a passenger cannot or chaoses nat to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdawn procedure instead. 
Under no circumstances should passengers be forced to perform actions that cause pain or put them at nsk of inJury. For example, TSOs should offer a chair to passengers whose weakness or balance problems put them at risk of falling during 
screening , Passengers who have difficulty with ba I an ce, s ta ndi ng, or wa I king a I so may d eel i ne metal d elector screening , and ask instead for a fu 11 patd own sere en i ng whi I e they a re seated. 

Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Super,isary Transportation Security Officer or Passenger Support Specialist at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 



Today I flew on united flight 3465 rsw to ewr. I fly more than the average person but not enough ta be an expert but I do know that the security at RSW was at the very least odd. Maybe not wrong or lax but definetly odd. 

I approached the first TSA person and she said to keep my wallet, rings and important things with me but take my shoes off and laptops out of the case. Odd. I've always thought those round saucer looking dishes were for keys, change and the like so 
as not 10 set off the metal detector. Maybe nol. 

I p I aced my mo bi le phone and sunglasses in the round saucer bin ... when the bin came thru, ,t appeared something was mi ssrng but , co u Id nt exactly remember what and , was ru nnrng I ate to get back to new york. I grabbed my mob i I e phone and made 
a dash for the plane with the wife and kids. When I got on the plane I realized I did not have my sunglasses and the last place I saw them was in that circular bin in the security line and I immediately thought back to the odd set of instructions I received 
about keeping small precious things wilh me even if they are made of metal. 

So question time. Perhaps someone took the sunglasses out to '"check" them ... whal"s to check? Perhaps someone took out the sunglasses to check the mobile phone ... doesn't the x-ray work on everything except laptops buned in cases? Couldnl the 

2014 9'43·( sunglasses remain in the bin and be moved aside for x-ray? My big question is why weren't the sunglasses put back in the bin?!?, Also, what is different about rsw that I should keep my precious belongings with me (it was a bit funny because I"ve only 
· · gotten insIructions like lhat when I play basketball in a gym in the Bronx)? 

2014 8:51 :, 

Truth be told this email will probably fall on def ears or just get lost but all I'm trying to say Is I want my O'Mally sunglasses back 1/ that's possible. 

Thank, 

Roselle, NJ O /203 

Picture of sunglasses attached. PI ease ma i I. 
NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalilion, a civil rig his organization directly from I heir phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like 10 send their complain! 

The q ue st,ons answered by the user be I ow correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel di scri mm ati on comp I a int lo nm. You a re requested to take action on the comp I amt of p rofi Ii ng or di sen mi nation by the T SA described he re. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name: b 1(6) 
Email Addre""s""s"':,-.h--,1-R---,---L----~ 

Phone Number: h\1r,·-, 

Address:""(b;,;1.,(6,.) ____ _, New York, NY 
Zip code: 10023 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attom ey in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N at,ona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
N ewa rl< Liberty I nte mat ion a I Airport 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Name~(bi6) 
Email Addre$(b)(ff1 
Phone Numbei-.-----------' 
Address: 
Zipcode: 

2014 S:S 1 :, Are you 18 or over? Yes 

Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? Yes 
Ethnicity? Yes 
Religion? Yes 
N ationa Ii ty? Yes 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Cleveland-Hopkins lnternalional Airport 



2014 8 51 , 

'014 1008: 

From[b,(6) 
Sent: Sunday, June 29, 2014 9:20 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subject: Wallet missing after TSA screening: Atlanta Hartsfield-Jackson Airport - International Terminal; June 20, 2014: 2:30-3:00 pm 

Submilled bJ;~b_)_(6_, __ ~b6 29 2014 

b)(61 

h\11'.:::··, 

HYPERLIN 

While in line to go through screening at Atl Hartsfield-Jackson International Terminal on Friday, June 20, 2014. at approx 2:30-3:00 pm. I placed my belt and jacket in the plastic box. An officer then instructed me to empty my pockets. I placed my 
comb and my wallet, which contained $1800 cash, three credit cards, and olher licenses and ID cards, on top of my jacket. While I went lhrough the xray screening, my wife wenl through the metal detector. Upon complelion of this screening, my wife 
and I emptied the boxes of all contents. I didn t need anything from my wallet. so it did not occur to me that it was missing until my arrival in Numberg, Germany. 
My wallet fits only in my front pocket. It was not picked or stolen from me in any other way. 
Witness statement: I witnessed my h us band being told to remove his wa 11 et and his p I acing it on top of his jacket in the plastic box. While he was in the xra y screening booth, I was told to go through the metal detector, thereby s e pa rating us, A fler he 
exiled the xray screening booth, he was subjecled to an additional wand screening. I witnessed thal we removed all of our possessions thal were in the boxes following our screening. I witnessed I hat he had no need of any contents of his wallet until 
we arrived in Germany and, therefore, he was n~t a_warn qi jjs mjjing until that time. In other words. we last saw it before it went through the TSA screening process. 

Signe _(bi(61 _ 

When did lhis happen? 
Friday, June 20, 2014 at approximately 2:30-3:00 pm. I only returned home last night so did not report the theft until now. 

Where did this happen? 
Atlanta Hartsfield-Jackson Airporl - International Terminal 

Hello- I had received the tsa precheck on my boarding pass to travel to NY for a June 11th trip. I had no problem at Tampa airport where we fiew out of also my husband[§Tiwho traveled with me. We both went thru the metal detector. Coming back 
home 10 Florida was differenl story. 

We were al LaGuardia airporl and was on a line starting at lhe security poinl. My husbandl(5lwho is a Vielnam Veleran and is 70, got praises from the guy handing out larger 8x10 pieces of paper stating he was a tsa precheck. My boarding pass 
which had tsa precheck on it too, was not given a larger piece of paper, and I had to not o~emove my open sandals and walk on the dirty floor, but go thru the tube with my hands up• I was so upset. The woman told me I didn·t have the larger piece 
of paper and wasn't allowed thru the metal detector. She never even looked at my boarding pass. I am 65 ½ years old. 

Can you please tell me why this happened? 

Thank you. 

[b)(61 

HYPERLIN~~(b_,_(6_) ______________ ~ 



2014 2:14:, 

2014 2:14:, 

The caller stated that every time she flies she is subjected to additional screening in the form of a patdown and ETD swabbing and she wanted ta know if this was due to Age, sex. national origin, skin color or disability. The caller stated that she did not 
feel discnminated against. The caller wanted to know why we perform additional screening. After probing the caller I determined that she has metal implants and she stated that she never tells the officer about them before the screening begins. The 
ca Iler stated th at she has documentation for the imp I ants, 

Advised the cal I eL 
The Trans portat1on Security Ad mm i strat1on (T SA) see ks to p rov1d e a high I eve I of sec u nty and customer service to al I travelers who pass through our sere en i ng che c kpornts. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity. respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior ta boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a paid own on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand lhe inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe lhese security measures are necessary and appropriale for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new technologies ta address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
!rave Ii ng pu bl 1c sale. 

If a passenger has metal implanls, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportalion Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. Advised the caller thal if she does not inform lhe TSO of the metal implanls before screening 
and she a I arms then the re is a goad chance she wou Id undergo additiona I screening . Advised the ca Iler that no doc um e nta ti on is required just so long as she informs the affi ce r. 

Advised the caller email sent. 
The caller stated that every time she flies she is subjected to additional screening in the form of a patdown and ETD swabbing and she wanted ta know if this was due to Age, sex. national origin, skin color or disability. The caller stated that she did not 
feel discnminated against. The caller wanted to know why we perform additional screening. After probing the caller I determined that she has metal implants and she stated that she never tells the officer about them before the screening begins. The 
ca Iler stated th at she has documentation for the imp I ants, 

Advised the cal I eL 
The Trans po rtat1on Security Ad mm i strat1on (T SA) see ks to p rov1d e a high I eve I of sec u nty and customer service to al I travelers who pass through our sere en i ng che c kpornts. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity. respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior ta boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a paid own on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand lhe inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe lhese security measures are necessary and appropriale for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new technologies ta address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
!rave Ii ng pu bl 1c sale. 

If a passenger has metal implanls, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportalion Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. Advised the caller thal if she does not inform lhe TSO of the metal implanls before screening 
and she a I arms then the re is a goad chance she wou Id undergo additiona I screening . Advised the ca Iler that no doc um e nta ti on is required just so long as she informs the affi ce r. 

Advised the caller email sent. 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Zipcode: 07302 

2014 4: 16:( Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
LaGuardia Airport 



Since this airport 1s laid out hornt>ly. we had to go to another terminal by bus and go through security again. We had just landed on a fi1ght from PSP and only here to connect. 

Traveling with a child, we went into the family lane where bags go through x-ray and everyone goes lhrough metal de1ec1or. All was fine up until that point. 

My son. who is 3 years of age. walked through metal detector with his favorite DVD movie. They told us it needed to go through x-ray machine. He broke down crying as we tried to take it from him. Eventually it went through the machine. 

Since there no 1rays 10 put belongings in, such as phone, wallet, keys, etc., I walked lhrough the metal de1ec1or with phone in my pockel. The alarm went off and TSA agent told me 10 go back. I told her phone was in pocket and she told me it had to go 
through x-ray machine. 

While walking back. another agent. the one I am filing a complaint against (black, middle aged), ?said "phones always go into da x-ray, nothing has changed'" 

I explained there are no trays and the other agent said '"she is handing them out." I said. "'no, she was on the other side of the metal detector, she never offered a tray." 

I off-handedly told my wife "'this is lucking ridiculous'" and the TSA agent grew more frustrated and got in my face. I told her '"no need to act all ghetto" and she immediately called for supervisor and two police officers.? I heard her telling them that I said 
"fuck you'" to her and called her '"ghetlo'" as well as acting "irale.'' All false as I already explained. 

'014 4=14:2 I explained to the officers the situation and said I was free to go and make a complaint against the TSA agent. As I walked through the metal detector I requested her name and she quickly turned and said '"just get him out of here."' She has to give me 
her name and she did not. I should have took a picture. 

The supervisor walked with me to the TSA booth and she took down my information as well as gave me contact information on whom to contact. 

I believe as a public employee she should have more restraint and not act so aggressively toward passengers who are only trying to get through security quickly and without problems.? Never before have I had a TSA agent be rude. 

Thank you, 

kb1(6) 

Sent from my Verizon Wire I ess BI ackBe rry 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Nam_h_--,_1r;_·_I ----~----~ 
Email Address bl 61 
Address"'b"--."-,(6,,_-... I _____ __, 
Zip code: 3008 3 

hone Number:~!(b~)_(6~·•-' -~ 

,014 6:19:5 Are you 18 ar over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N at,ona Ii ty? yes 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Lambert-St. Louis International Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 



From: do notrep I y@Co ntactUs, tsa .dhs, gov [ ma i Ito :do notrep ly@C o nta ct Us .tsa. d hs .gov I 
Sent: Tuesday, July 01, 2014 5:07 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subject: Contact Us: Ci vi I Rights Ci vi I Li bert1es Comp I amt 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 

Remote Client IPkb 1(6) 
Date Time: 7 1 2 0!"1""4"'5"',0,-,6""': 3,...,2....,P'"'M..,...... 

······················---------------····························· 

Attachment: 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 

'014 6:19 5 Remote Client IPl(b)(61 
Date Time: 7 1 2 0·'"1""4'-;5""',0'°'6,...: 3'"'2""'P=,M,-,--' 

······················----------------··························· 
1 )Inform ati an about the person who experienced the civi I rights ci vi I Ii be rti es vi a I ation 
(fill in what you can) 
Yes 
First and Middle Name: 

!(b)(61 I 
Last Name: 

kb)(61 I 
Main Phone· 

fh,IRI 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

Feedback Type · Civil Rights/Liberties 
Categories: Sex; Disability 
Cur,-ent Date/Time· 71112014 6:22:40 PM 
Airporl : DFW • Dallas/Forl Worth lnternalional Date/Time o!Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 

'014 8:06:4· Comment: TSA- I was flying from OKC- St. Louis. I had a connecting flighl in Texas. I am a veteran, and a girl. I went thru your machine wilh bracelets but the agent said somelhing was wrong with righl shoulder. They put their hands on me. I don't 
want people touching me. EVER' I don't give a damn what the machine states. They did not even offer privacy. Furthermore, I had ta fly with a Muslim in her full muslim hijab. I know from being in Iraq that yau are nat allowed to touch her based on her 
&quot;religion beliefs&quot;. I also know from being in Iraq that metal detectors will not pick up some of the bombs they strap to their chest. I have seen it with my own two eyes. Can your machine pick this up? I am DEEPLY concerned for the safety of 
not only the airports but the airplanes with these females wear these outfits. I have seen Muslim females wear the head thing but wear our clothes; is that too much to ask? For security reasons I mean? Also, I don't know if you did it or the baggage 
people did: but I think you look my seizure med out of its blue case. I understand that you have to search bul really? You normally put lhe sign saying you searched my stuff. I had to have thal pill. If you thought I was smuggling drugs you could have 
pulled me and asked me. I would have not minded. I would have showed you the medicine bottle that was in the green bag and the instructions that said take 112 pill. Did you have to take it? What kind of idiots da yau have working for you? I do not 
want to have to go thru this again. If you have a q ue st1on. just ask. Yes, I want a Ire akin answer, this is totally u n acceptab I e. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name kb::,(6) fhone Number!(b':,(6I I Emailkbl(ffi !To leave a comment concerning lhis feedback, follow lhis link http://lsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' 
Current Date/Time: 7/112014 11 :22:08 PM Airport: PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor lnternalional Date/Time o!Travel: 07/0112014 7:45 PM Airline & Flighl Number 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Checkpoint A TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment : Arnving to the checkpoint at 7:45pm, purposely coming early for my flight in order to use precheck (which closes at entirely random times from what I can see, sometimes as late as 1 Opm, others nowhere near it), I was greeted by a closed 
precheck line. Aller asking the document checker about it and being given a gruff response of &quot:it's open when it's open&quot;, I proceed to the x-ray where I am made to remove shoes and belt and go through the lull body scanner instead of the 
meta I detector. 

The agent standing at the metal detector responded like I was crazy for thinking precheck would allow me to go through that way. Another agent standing in earshot asked why she wasn't letting me through that way (which is standard practice in every 
airport I've been through. usually including Phoenix, when a dedicated precheck lane isn't available). 

1014 8:19:5 The inconsistency is stunning at this airport as it's not the first time I've been given this treatment, though things usually go back to normal for 4-5 visits between experiences like tonight"s. When agents are asking each other why they're acting in a way 
th at seems inconsistent with po Ii ci es, something is wrong. 

I undersland staffing doesn'I always allow dedicated precheck to be open but is more consistenl treatment of precheck travelers going lhrough the normal checkpoint 100 much to ask? How has every other airport I travel through figured out the system 
of using a colored card marked precheck to allow travelers through the metal detector with shoes on but not Phoenix? lt"s a major annoyance in an otherwise awesome airport. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name!(bH6I 
Phone Number . .._'-'--'-------' 

Emailkb 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicalionManager 

Today. On a trip to New York, I had to d ec1d e to opt out of the , mag e scanner located at the airport. Only about 112 of the travelers tad ay were asked to vo I unta n ly use these scanners. and the other 112th were ab I e to go through the metal detectors. 
Your a ct ions make it clear th at these scanners a re u nne ces sa ry to the safety of air travel. But more importantly, these scanners a re an unco nst it ut ion a I invasion of privacy, I have opted out of these scanners for over a I most 6 years now. and wi 11 
continue 10 opl out of their use. Every time a fellow citizen decides to walk through one of these scanners America becomes less free. Please remove lhese scanners from all U.S. airports. 

J14 10:06:, Thank you. 



Response Details: I told the caller I deeply regret what has happened to him and explained how to access redress by going to www.dhs.gov trip and applying for redress. I advised caller once he got his RCN to include it in his flight reservations. 
also told him I am making no promises this will slop the four S s. After the caller told me of what happened at DCA on June the 10th I told him I would forward this 10 DCA for review. I sent claim forms 10 lhe caller to seek reimbursemenl for lhe 
socks. 

I called the passenger back and provided the DRFI info including where to mail the written complaint. 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini strat,on 
Disability Branch 
Di sa bi Ii ty and Multi cultu ra I Division 
601 South 12th Street 
TSA-33 
Arlington, VA 20598 

,014 4:14:2 Incident Details: Caller stated he went to the airport at Washington DC a couple weeks ago. Caller stated he feels he is on a watch list because the screeners tald his was on a watch 

Advised caller the fo 11 owing information: 

Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the secured area. and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and 
courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some insIances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown an a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ ar resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passengers property could also be perlormed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

My MIL recently went through lhe Portland Oregon airport and I his is whal she said happened: 

WOW I Worst TSA agent ever' Asked if I cou Id stand so she could rem ave my wheelchair cushion and send it through xra y. When I said no I was not ab I e to, she rol I ed her eyes and said "'you cannot even stand for a moment? Then how did you get 
into the whee I chair?"' 

Then my friends dad went through the airport and this is what happened: 

'014 4:20:3 So my brother flew my daddy to Illinois, at the Portland airport they "'HARASSD"' him once again! He has to carry on his CPap machine and he has an emtional support animal. at security they took everything out of his CPap bag which i totally get but 
then they dont put it back like they found ii and they took his phone away from him for some reason and I hen just shoved it in the bottom of his CPap bag, he kept selling off the metal detector so I hey put sluff on his hands that burned his blislers that he 
is covered with due to chemotherapy. duh did they think to empty his packets,.,HELL NO,,. lets just harass the feble old man who is 74 and is flustered,,,.THANK GOD for the Marine that was an the other side of security, he saw my dad and could tell 
he was flustered, he approached him and asked if he was ok. my dad says "NO" i can't find my phone that they took and, need to call my daughter, the Marine called my dads phone and heard it ringing in his bag so he got it out, reorganized all my 
dads stuff for him and got him on the plane .. 

Are you seriously kidding me 1 No one should have to go through this. "HOw did you get in a wheelchair then" Did that idiot lady maybe think that my mother in law is paralyzed and was put into the wheelchair? I cant believe how stupid your TSA 
agents are, Go ahead and ask if you can look through items and scan stuff but these people took it to a whole new level of humiliating people .. And this happened to to 2 people I KNOW. I cant imagine all the other people that are harassed. Idiots 



Caller advised that she would like to file a complaint. Caller advised that on 711114 she was traveling from Trenton Mercer New Jersey with Frontier Airlines and while in the screening line another passenger who was bringing a cat in carryon was 
being screened. Cal I er advised the cat went bonkers while being screened and bit her. Ca 11 er advised that she had to cancel her trip due to this. Ca 11 er asked the screening procedures for travelers bringing an animal as a ca rryo n. Ca 11 er asked if 
vaccine documentation was required. Caller asked could a private screening have been done. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

The Transportation Security Administration's (TSA) security procedures do not prohibit travelers from bringing a pet on their flight. However, travelers should contact their airline or travel agent before ar,-iving at the airport to determine any airline's 
'014 1 :32:4 policy on !raveling wilh pets. TSA requires that all animals and associated properly are screened prior to boarding. 

Pets traveling in the aircraft cabin must be presented to a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) at the screening checkpoint. The animal's owner is required to carry the animal through the walk-through metal detector (WTMD) or walk the animal 
through the WTMD on a leash. TSOs are required to resolve any alarms associated with the animal using visual observation and patdown inspections. The TSO may require owners to assist by controlling the animal during this process. All accessible 
property associated with animals, such as cabin kennels, must be separately screened using the x-ray machine. 

If additional screening requires removal of the animal from its carrier, passengers may request a private screening. 

TSA doesn t require vaccine documentation for animals 
Caller advised that she would like to file a complaint. Caller advised that on 711114 she was traveling from Trenton Mercer New Jersey with Frontier Airlines and while in the screening line another passenger who was bringing a cat in carryon was 
being screened. Cal I er advised the cat went bonkers while being screened and bit her. Ca 11 er advised that she had to cancel her trip due to this. Ca 11 er asked the screening procedures for travelers bringing an animal as a ca rryo n. Ca 11 er asked if 
vaccine documentation was required. Caller asked could a private screening have been done. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

The Transportation Security Administration's (TSA) security procedures do not prohibit travelers from bringing a pet on their flight. However, travelers should contact their airline or travel agent before arriving at the airport to determine any airline's 
'014 1 :32:4 policy on !raveling wilh pets. TSA requires that all animals and associated properly are screened prior to boarding. 

Pets traveling in the aircraft cabin must be presented to a Transporlation Security Officer (TSO) at the screening checkpoint. The animal's owner is required to carry the animal through the walk-through metal detector (WTMD) or walk the animal 
through the WTMD on a leash. TSOs are required to resolve any alarms associated with the animal using visual observation and patdown inspections. The TSO may require owners to assist by controlling the animal during this process. All accessible 
property associated with animals, such as cabin kennels, must be separately screened using the x-ray machine. 

If additional screening requires removal of the animal from its carrier, passengers may request a private screening. 

TSA doesn t require vaccine documentation for animals 
Caller felt like the TSO s were rude during her secondary screening and she wants to know if she has been placed on a list. 
Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and 
courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a paid own on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

'014 1 A 9:2 TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand lhe inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe lhese security measures are necessary and appropriale for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints. provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
!rave Ii ng pu bl 1c sale. 

Caller felt like the TSO s were rude during her secondary screening and she wants to know if she has been placed on a list. 
Every passenger and their property must be sere ened before entering the secured a re a, and the way the screening is conducted is import ant, Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers a re treated with dignity, respect, and 
courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their car,-y-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

'014 1 :49:2 TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents ter,-orists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints. provides an additional layer of secunty at the checkpoint. and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 



Fro~(b)(61 
Sent: Friday, July 04, 2014 5:58 PM 
To: T SA Extema I Comp Ii a nce@d h s. gov: T SA-Canta ct Ce nter@d hs .gov: TSAE xte rna I Com pl ia nee 
Subj eel: TSA Corn plaint 

Please see attached documents. 

Thanks in a dva nee! 

Attachment: 

Ce11:4---\1i:::-··. 
Nam~b,(61 

'014 6:094 Home~(b_,~(6_1 __ ~ 
Address 

kbl(61 I 
Olympic Court Las Piedras, PR 00771 

Being filed by someone else: 
Namefh·11r;··, 
Cell: jn-.·-.u:---, 

Home: f~b~)~(6~'--~ 

Location: LAS 

Who treated ou unfairl ? 
(b}(6} 



'014 7:05 3 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name 1h··,1rr, 
Email Add~re-s-,s;:';:;;;::::~::;-::::~ 
Phone Numbe (b 1(6) 

Address:~(b~-~i(~6~i ----~ New York, NY 
Zip code: 10023 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Newark Liberly International Airport 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" . Screening 
Cur,-ent Date/Time, 71612014 10:43:09 AM Airport: DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International Date/Time of Travel· 07/06/2014 9:45 AM Airline & Flight Number· American Airlines 324 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Gate A13 TSA Employee; (If Known), 
&quol;Supervisor&quot; Commenl : Time at arrival 10 securily checkpoint: approximately 9:50 am Gate A 13 Due to technical issues with aircraft, my family spent night at Dallas. American Airlines provided us with TSA Pre-check passes to expedile 
the journey. My minor childre~1h·11r;-·,I (9) &amp~ (12) were cleared through the metal detector and separated from us. I (35) was told to go through the metal detector, whilekb)(ffi [15) was told to go through the AIT machine. For religious 
and health concerns we do not go through the AIT and never have done so. We are frequent flyers. so much so that TSA agents in Orlando recognize me. I explained she was only 15, we had TSA pre-check and that I was willing to undergo a pat 
down but that my minor daughter would not and that even her doctor does not touch her in so familiar a fashion. For the sake of brevity. I shall summarize in that I was told my 15 year old virgin daughter would be groped by a stranger and that my 
family would remain separated. Only after I [a criminal I rial attorney] broke down in tears and my 12 year old daughter broke through the TSA agent line to ask when she would see us again, was I allowed to be reunited with my children. It is 

:114 11 :05:, unacceptable ta have a young American mother in a situation where 2 children taken from her though security and kept from her view while another is forced to remain an the at her side al security, especially when we had TSA pre-check. In the past 9 
months we, in various family configurations as all members do not travel on all trips, have traveled at the following airports and NEVER had the issues of separation of a pat down on a minor child. (1) MCO/Orlando (2) Sanford (3) Salt Lake City(4) 
Denver (5) LAX (6) Dulles/Washington DC (7) Atlanta (8) Tampa (9) Louisville (10) Anchorage (11) Seattle(12) JFK - merely the domestic airports. I would like to add Toronto to the list due to clearing customs prior to boarding and therefore TSAwas 
in charge of security. Travel is frighlening enough withoul adding separalion and groping to the experience. I understand that if I an adull refuse the AIT, I will submil to a pat down. I accepl thal as parl of a punishmenl TSA provides for my religious 
and hea I th beliefs I must undergo a patdown, but to submit a 15 year old girl who has never been touched that way by even a doctor ta such an intrusion is di sg usti ng. Se pa rating s i b Ii ng s and a family on I y adds ta the una cce pta bl e be h avi ar of TSA. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's N°t'c~~....._...__,_...J 
Phone Number b)(61 
Emai b1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/lime : 71612014 2:50:01 PM Airport , ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Date/Time of Travel , 07104/2014 Airline & Flight Number , 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : My husband and I ( along with many other travelers) has a terri b I e experience with !I h ·1 IR·., I wh1 I e going through sec u nty checkpoint. He not only made faces and p hys1ca 11 y made fun of my husband who has a di sa bi I ity. he made 
a 13 yr old girl near us go back through the metal detector because according to him &quot:she wasn't walking like a 13 yr old should.&quot; I am pregnant and did not wish to go through the scanner and told him I would like a pat down instead and he 

,014 3.09,4 told me 10 go stand to the side. For TEN MINUTES I stood there before he looked over at me, chuckled, and then yelled to a female tsa employee to come pat me down. I have never had any issues with tsa agenls, but this man needs 10 absolutely be 
· · · fired. He is unprofessional. and if we only witnessed his behavior for 10-15 minutes, I can't even imagine what he is like the rest of the time. This man was the most unprofessional person I've EVER met and I will do ANYTHING to NEVER travel 

'014 7:19:5 

through All ant a again. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Nam,...,.a.e,":..,..,. ___ _, 
Phone Number· 1h·11r;··, 

Ema (b)(61 
To leave a ·commen concerning 1s eedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air I ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? yes 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Washington Dulles International Airport 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Nam_h_·,_1ro;--.-·-, ------~ 
Email Address: re--~~-'---.,..._, 
Phone Number h·,1ro;·-, 

Addres (b)(61 Vienna VA 
Zip code":~~------------' 

'014 7=19:5· Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an a ftorn ey in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? yes 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Washington Dulles lnternalional Airport 

I would really like to understand how I clear US Customs in under 2 minutes and can't clear PRE-TSA or TSA in 10 minutes or more. 

I had both knees replaced, plus screws and pins in my left ankle. If you have Pre-TSA I can"t go all the way thur the line. because they only have metal detectors. Then I have to to in the line with the scanners and take my shoes off, belt off, and so on. 

Why if US cusIoms does a complele background check, plus musl have my finger prinls scanned each time and then I have to deal with TSA. Stand in long lines and dealing wilh the hassle, if you are all under the deparIment of homeland securily why 
not the same rules apply. 

The last time I came back from India via Newark NJ airport. I only had carry on bags. Walked to custom cleared that in two minutes. Then got to TSA no pre-TS A so I had to stand in line for the next 30 minutes. Why? This does not make sense for 
,014 8 2 7: 2_ TSA 10 check peop I e tha I more finger printed, background ch eek ed. and interviewed then issue an ID card from I he US government. 

rb,(6) i 
P raj ect Coordinator 
Echostar 
Sent from my iPad 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' 
Current Date/Time: 7/612014 10:05:34 PM Airport: MSP - Minneapolis-St. Paul lnternalional Date/Time o!Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: The TSA precheck line has been closed lhe last 2 out of 3 limes I have flown out of MSP. I have to go lhrough the only open securily line, which requires me 10 lake off shoes and take liquids oul of my bag. This is a big hassle and I'm not 

1014 8:30: 1- sure why MSP can·t have something else available for precheck travelers when the set precheck line is closed. I have seen at other airports where everyone goes through the same line but the precheck passengers go through metal detector and don't 
take off their shoes or remove liquids. I would like to see something similar at MSP. Why pay the -$100 for the same amount of hassle? Today I was at the airport at 840pm and the precheck line had just closed. Maybe if they can't combine the two 
lines they could keep the line open a bit longer. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number . 
Email !(b 1(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

My family travels frequently, so we are no strangers to TSA security procedures. 
Due to technical issues with aircraft, my family spent night at Dallas. American Airlines provided us with TSA Pre-check passes to expedite the journey for AA Flt 324. I anticipated no issues due to the TSA pre-check. 

I undersland that I am a very conservative praclilioner of my faith and my sincere beliefs lead to hassles from time 10 lime. Due to my sincere beliefs, I refuse 10 pass through an AIT machine. I, as an adult and mother, accept the pal down and test for 
explosive residue due to this belief. However. I have NEVER before today. had my minor daughter separated from me and threatened with a pat down. My minor daughter is a virgin who has never kissed a boy and who does not have physical 
examinations by a doctor which include the touching and contact down by a pat down. We dress conservatively. We eat restricted diets and have limited physical contact with non-family members. 

My minor childrerl(b)(ffd(9J ~ (12) were cleared lhrough the metal de1ec1or and separated from us. [Yes, metal detectors are permitted by my sincerely religious beliefs.] I (35) was told to go through lhe me1a1 detector, while~(15J 
was told to go through the AIT machine. 

As previously stated. for religious and health concerns we do not go through the AIT and never have done so. We are frequent flyers. so much so that TSA agents in Orlando recognize me. I explained ~was only 15, we had TSA pre-check, 
and that I was willing to undergo a pat down, bul thal my minor daughter would nol and thal even her doctor does not 1ouch her in so familiar a fashion. 

By this time, my younger two children were taken out of view, and 3-5 agents crowded around me to block me from my younger children and 1 agent blocked me from my oldest minor child. I was then told my 15 year old virgin daughter would be 

1014 8:30:5 groped by a stranger and that my family would remain separated, 

I practice criminal defense law and deal with harsh people and situations. Tears do not come to my eyes easily. Yet, being separated from my children and told that my sincere religious beliefs meant nothing and my family would remain separated 
brought even me to tears. My 12 year old was quite distressed and managed to crawl push through TSA agents to get the attention of the supervisor.!fh··,1rr, I [12] asked when we could be together, I told her I did not know and that TSAwon t let 

fh·,1R··, !through. Fortunately, something touched the heart of one of the TSA agents who then said they should not separate the family, mind you I was sobbing and lili:iLJ ~ were visibly distraught at the separation. 

It is unacceptable to have a young American mother in a situation where 2 children taken from her though security and kept from her view while another is forced to remain on the other side of security, especially when we had TSA pre-check. In the 
past 9 months we. in various family configurations as all members do not travel on all tnps, have traveled at the following airports and NEVER had the issues of separation of a pat down on a minor child. (1) MCO Orlando (2) Sanford (3) Salt Lake 
City(4) Denver (5) LAX (6) Dulles Washington DC (7) Atlanta (8) Tampa (9) Louisville (10) Anchorage (11) Seattle(12) JFK -- merely the domestic airports. I would like to add Toronto to the list due to clearing customs prior to boarding and therefore 
TSA was in charge of security. 

Travel is frightening enough without adding separation and groping to the experience. I understand that if I an adult refuse the AIT, I will submit to a pat down. I accept that as part of a punishment TSA provides for my religious and health beliefs I 
must undergo a patdown, but to submit a 15 year old girl who has never been touched that way by even a doctor to such an intrusion is disgusting. Separating siblings and a family only adds to the unacceptable behavior of TSA. 

After clearing sere en i ng and awaiting our fl i g his, I was then informed th at ALL my ch, ldren a re subject to patdown s and exp eel such in the future. I /el t this was a further th re at and form of inti mid at,on and unacceptable. If this event occurred at the 
beginning of a trip.I I would have obtained a refund of the flights and cancelled the trip. However, this event occurred mid-trip at a location far from home and neither our intended destination not home. I highly doubt policy of TSA dictates pat-downs of 
Dear tsa. 
My name isl:E:ii] US ARMY SGlb':1(6) ! 1 am a disabled combat veteran with my service dog beau. I did a 15 month tour to Iraq in which I was injured I suffer major back and limb injuries aswell as ptsd. I felt violated as I went 
through the Isa screening in OMAHA NE . Me and my service dog we re searched and patted down with 5 tsa employees standing by . I do not see my se If as a th re at or my service dog. I have a sp i na I 
Cord stimulator implanted and notified the tsa p ersone I th at I co u Id not go through the metal d ete cto rs I even showed my med i ca I card from the maker of my device, I was then asked to have my service dog to be separated from me. A Iler he was 

'014 4:16:2 asked to go through lhe me1a1 detector. I had 10 go through the body scanner and had my cane taken away and my dog. I was singled out in front of every one for what cause and had my service dog taken away from me and searched. I then s1arted to 
have a panic attack due to this incident. rm tired of people not following protocol and demand action to be taken to fix this issue. My contact# i~1h··,1r;·, land my e-mail isfb·:,(6) I My address isfh·11R··, I 
mooresville nc 28115 .. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE smartphone 



Sent: Tuesday, July 08, 2014 12:28 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance; tsa.crl@tsa.dhs.gov; civil.liberties dhs. ov; Band , Kimberly J; Singh, Harleen; cc: Legal; Rajdeep Singhj(b·:,(6) ! Kiranjot Gill 
Subjecl: Civil Righls Complaint ob o Sikh Air Passenge (b)(61 ==""------' 

The Sikh Coalition writes to /1 I e a lo rma I comp I a int on beha If of~!( b_·~, (_6~) -----~I a Sikh air passenger and Beaverton, 0 rego n resident, whose civ i I ng hts we re violated by the Transportation Sec LI nty Administration on J LI ne 2 9. 20 14 at Newark 
Intern ati o na I Airport. Please see attached complaint and accompanying exhibits. 

The Sikh Co al it ion a mtiill&LJ I oak fa rwa rd to yo LI r immediate response. Thank you. 

Respectful IJ 
!(b)(61 

This e-ma i I may contain information th at is priv i I eg ed and confi d ent,al . If you a re not the intended recipient p I ease de I ete the emai I and notify us i m rn ed i ate I y. 

Attachment 1: 
Via Electronic Mail: TSAExtemalCornpliance@tsa.dhs.gov 
External Compliance Division 
TSA-6 OSC Civil Rights and Liberlies 
Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 



She has constant issues when fi yi ng. She is a breast cancer survivor. She wears a com press ion sleeve, head covering. 

Information Request She flew from Austin International to ABO. She flew from Austin to Denver. She had to remove her hat and claims that her breasts were somewhat examined. What can she do to not get embarrassed or go through such 
d1ffi cul ties at the checkpoint? 

Response Details: 
If a passengers hairpiece sets off the metal detector alarm. the hairpiece must be inspected visually and the passengers head area must be searched with a limited paid own. If the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) determines that the hairpiece 
needs to be removed, the TSO mu st offer the person the op po rtun ity to remove the hairpiece in a private screening area. 

Passengers are permitted to wear compression sleeves through TSA screening checkpoints and may be screened without removing the compression garment. However, a TSO must be able to determine that the compression garment does not 
conceal any prohibited items. T SOs are Ira i ned to exercise caution if a passenger s screening requires that the area cove red by the compression s I eeve or sock must undergo a paid own. 

If a prosthesis or mastectomy bra is in a passenger s carry-on baggage, it is al lowed th rough the ch eek point aft er it is screened. 

'O 14 3 =2 7: 4 The passenger should tel I the TSO if assistance Is needed before the paid own sere en i ng process begins. Family members, guardians. or com pamons may speak on beha If of the passenger to inform the TSO co nd u ctrng the screening of the 
passenger s needs before screening begins. 

The TSO conducling the patdown will be the same gender as the passenger. A passenger may need to wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time. A private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. The TSO conducting the patdown and another TSA employee. both al the same gender as the 

passenger, wi 11 be pre sent during the private screening. During the private sere en i ng, the passenger may a I so be accompanied by a companion, a ssIsta nt or lam, ly member who wi 11 be re screened once the paid own procedure is completed. 
The passenger may ask for a chair to sit in if needed. 
The passenger should inform the TSO of any difficully raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body thal are painful when touched. 
The passenger sha ul d not be asked to remove or Ii ft any art i c I e of clothing to rev ea I a sensitive body area. 

TSA encourages all passengers to arrive al the airport early and to visitwww.1sa.gov for more information before traveling. 

RESPONSE Hairpieces 



not. The second ti me was blatantly intentional . rough and I be I ,eve done with malice. I want an i nve st,g at,on and review of the video recording by someone not connected to that airport. I do not trust the agents there as one c I a, med he heard 
everything agentli5i(6flsaid to me. This agent was at least 15 feet away in another lane with people walking about. Nobody could have heard everything with all the noise. I have been though many patdowns, but none were ever like this. 
Addilionally, I wi~acling my Congressman on lhis matter. 

kbl(61 I 
HYPERLINK "~fb_,_(6_) _________________ ~ 

On Jul 6, 2014, at 4:15 PM, HYPERLINK "mailto:tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com"tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com wrote: 

Thank you for your e-mail regarding your screening experience. 

,014 8_52 _ 1 The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide the highest level of security and customer ser,ice to all who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers. regardless of 
· · · their personal situations and needs, are treated with respect and courtesy. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area. and the manner in which the screening 1s conducted is important. All Transportation Security 

Officers (TS Os) a re required to be considerate and thoughtful, and a re trained to exp I a in what they are doing and what w i 11 happen next in the process, TS A regrets if this was not your experience. 

At airports nationwide, TSA has implemented streamlined, consistent, and thorough patdown procedures at security checkpoints to provide a higher level of security and increase the safety of the traveling public. Patdowns help TSA detect hidden and 
dangerous items. such as explosives. They are used to resolve alarms from the walk through metal detector (WTMD), when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. and as part of TSA's random screening 
acti vi ti es. 

A TSO of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdown search: however, passengers may need to wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. As the screening is being conducted, the TSO will be describing the procedures 
he or she 1s using. The passenger should inform TSOs of any difficulty raising his or her arms. remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. TSOs are required to use the back of the hand to 
patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas, TS Os are required to use the front of the hand. 

At any time during the screening process, passengers may request a private screening. 
TSOs should also offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the pnvate screening after the companion clears 
screening , Passengers who refuse sere en i ng in both the pub Ii c and private a re as w i 11 not be permitted to enter the secured area, 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Support Manager at that location. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time: 7/10/2014 6:40:42 AM Airport PHL - Philadelphia lnternalional Date/Time o!Travel: 07/1012014 6:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: US Airways 1739 Checkpoinl/Area of Airport: Terminal C TSA Employee: (If Known) 

2014 8:28:< Comment. Relocated TSA PreCheck line caused confusion and significantly increased the time to process due to sharing of the metal detector with another line. The efficiency decreased significantly. I would return to the separate line as before. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Res pons e D eta i Is: I advised her that I wi 11 refer this to the CS M at the airport 

Respanse:Far your complaint ta be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 al the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)), it must 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing; 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed discriminatory action in sufficient deta i I to inform T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination; and 
Be signed by lhe complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns, we also need ta know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf, 

2014 2: 17:' Any of the above requirements can be waived for good cause. If you are requesting that any of the above requirements be waived, please explain your good cause in your complaint. 
To file a complaint electronically, please send an e-mail to: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to place D-RFI in the subject line to allow for proper handling. 

To file a complaint via the Internet. please visit http: www.tsa.gov traveler-information travelers-filing-compliant 

TSA recommends that you file your complaint via e-mail or Internet in order to expedite processing. If you prefer to file a complaint via postal mail, please send it to 

Trans po rtati an Security Ad mini st ration 
Disability Branch 
Disability and Multicultural Division 
601 South 12th Street 
TSA-33 
Art i ngto n. VA 20 598 

I asked if she needs an email response. 

Caller wants 10 complain about a rude TSO. This happened al Charles Schulz Airport in Santa Rosa California. Caller said when she went through screening, the metal de1ec1or wenl off. Caller said she had hip replacements. Caller complained and 
said she had several items confiscated. Caller said she had her expensive sun screen and other items taken. Caller said the TSO was very rude to her, insulting and aggressive. Caller said the TSO was the supervisor.!rh··,1rr1 I Caller was not 
sure of the s pe 11 i ng and said she was so shaken that she did not write down her name. Caller said she le It the TSO s ho u Id not be doing this job be cause she le It this person was abusing her autho nty. Ca 11 er said th ere were 2 male TS Os th ere and they 
were pleasant. but not the supervisor. Caller was flying on Alaska Airlines flight 24680 today. 

2014 4:o3:' The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of secunty and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area. and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 

Because your comp I ai nt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have lo rwa rded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 

The caller stated that he was calling about his return flight from LAS to ANC. He stated that he is in a wheelchair and he had to undergo the same screening process that he had to go through pnor to getting precheck. The caller was upset about this 
because he paid 85 dollars for precheck and the screening process took just as long as it did before, The caller wanted to know what infonmation I could send to him about this matter. The caller wanted to know if there was someway that he could 
speak to someone a bout getting I he procedures changed for preche ck e Ii g i ble passengers in wheelchairs. 

Advised the caller: All individuals must undergo security screening at the checkpoint before being permitted into the secure area of an airport, including those eligible for TSA Pre\u2713 ™. TSA recognizes that certain travelers with disabil1t1es or 
2014 7:22:' medical conditions may have difficulty standing or walking and that certain medical conditions may cause individuals to alarm when screened using a walk-through metal detector. II this occurs, TSA Pre\u2713"' individuals may be permitted to 

undergo alternate screening procedures such as Advance Imaging Technology (AITJ screening, explosives 1race detection (ETD) swabbing, or a patdown screening. Please keep in mind that TSA will always incorpora1e random and unpredictable 
security measures throughout the airport, and no individual will be guaranteed expedited screening. Advised the caller that I could send him the information an wheelchair screening as well as the information that I just reviewed with him. Advised the 
caller that he would have to su bm1t his s ugg esti ons via the website. 

The ca 11 er was upset and he disconnected the cal I. 



did not tell me to remove my belt which had a metal buckle. I also was Prechecked on United in Sacramento and Philadelphia. and they said to remove your belt. I did. as I would have 1/ he had told me. but he was negligent. He was a tall white male. 
over 6-leet with dark hair and black-framed glasses. The two other officers seemed to be in training and were pleasant, but ignorant about my request to see a Supervisor. The person swabbing my hands, after I handed over a yellow card that I was not 
given time to read I hat may have been tainted to sel off the machine reading the swab, was a large black male, who shouted 10 everyone in hearing distance that I had explosives on me. Would you feel safe if you were gelling on the same plane with 
me? The timid third officer, who did look like she was new, was about 5'6" with dark hair and complexion and her name tag said "Chew" In retirement, my wife and travel off-island several times a year, and only in Kana have I been frisked and 
searched literally dozens of times, but NEVER in any other airport in the world. In Italy. everyone was frisked, so no problem. Kon a officers seem to not like me or my race or my age or whatever they want to lie to the public about. We have also flown 
out of Hilo several times and they are a lot more professional than Kana, and never been searched. I made this formal complaint HS/TSA because your officers have violated my Civil Rights enough to warrant some terminations, and not just a chat and 
an excuse. I hope you can assure me I hat I will also not be harassed by your officers for retribution for this complaint. I don't trusl any of them to protect my rights. I have always been cooperative, calm, and quiet during these many incidenls, and give 
them respect, and no threats' Please respond as to your resolution in this important case. I will be back on-island July 12. and will be available by phone or in person if you need any more information. Thank you for your assistance in this serious 
matter 

kbl(6) 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jul 10, 2014, at 7:46 PM,"'b"-1 ... (6"") ________________ __. 

2014 8 24 C 1~[b_l ... (B_,_~ 
> 

> Can you please provide us with the date and time you flew out of Kana, as well as the Airline and flight number? 

> Aloha, 

l(b,(61 
> William Quinlan 
> Transportation Security Manager 
> Transportation Secunty Administration Kana International Airport 
> (KOA) 
> 1808)891(bl(61 ! 

DISTRIBUTION IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED. IF YOU ARE NOT THE INTENDED RECIPIENT, PLEASE IMMEDIATELY CONTACT THE SENDER BY EMAIL. 
> 
> -----0 rig i na I Message-----

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" 
Cun-ent Date/Time· 7110/2014 10:40:57 PM Airport, BNA - Nashville International Date/Time ofTravel, 07/06/2014 10:00 AM Airline & Flight Number, AA 3506 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, TSA Precheck TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment : You have recently changed your system, as I have found both by going lhrough the TSA precheck al JFK and again at Nashville (BNA). In lhe pasi. you always provided bins. I used I hose for my sporl jacket, which always contains my cell 

20 8.2fr, phone, Kindle and other small electronic gadgets. I know I am allowed to wear my sport jacket, but it will set off the metal detector if I do. So, I used to put it in the bin and all was well. Now you do not have bins so I have to empty all of my pockets into 
14 · ·' my ca n-y-o n and then put everything back. This und e rmrn es a key element of the T SA Pre ch eek advantage. PI ease put the bins back' 

Would you like a response?· True 

Passenger's Nam,..,...e""'"b__., ..a.6 ... 1 _ __, __ _. 
Phone Number· (b)(6i 

Email (b l(6i 
To leave a commen concerning 1s eedback, follow this link . hltp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller Is a wounded warrior. He says he has had a whole burnt in him and he did not want to be exposed to the radiation. He doesnt want them yelling at him saying he has opted out. He says he doesnt want to use the AIT. he wants to be able to use 
the WTMD. He had PreCheck on his boarding pass last time. He has a blue commanding wounded warrior and he says they dont know what it is. 
He is al the checkpoint right now and is requesting assistance. 

Told caller 
I could or TSA Cares can request assistance to help him, I could not request the assistance for him for today, since he was at the checkpoint when he called. He should ask for a PSS or a supervisor and let them know of his concerns for today. 
I can help him for the reIurned flight, I tried to get his flighl information but it was impossible 10 get ii all from him since he was busy going through the checkpoint at the lime. 
The general policy for screening would be an eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal 
detector in Ii e u of AIT or a thorough patdown. 

2014 9:35:, He should ask the supervisor to help him with this today. 
I told PreCheck had nothing to do wilh Wounded Warrior. 

The only returned flight information I got was the flight number 1031 on 7-22-14. 
He disconnected the cal I before I cou Id get anything else from him . 

He had stated where he was traveling to and from but I did not catch it from him, nor did I have the opportunity to ask again. He was at the checkpoint and unable to provide me the information I needed. 

I called him back at 10:06 and left him a message and told him to call us back on the TSA Cares line at 855-787-2227 72 hours before his flight and let us request the assistance to help him with his screening. I told him to let us know what his concerns 
were and what he needed for us 10 know 10 he Ip. 

Caller is a wounded warrior. He says he has had a whole burnt in him and he did not want to be exposed to the radialion. He doesnt want them yelling at him saying he has opted out. He says he doesnt want to use lhe AIT, he wants 10 be able to use 
the WTMD. He had PreCheck on his boarding pass last time. He has a blue commanding wounded warrior and he says they dont know what it is. 
He is at the checkpoint ng ht now and is requesting a ssIsta n ce. 

Told caller 
I co u Id or TSA Cares can request ass i sta nee to he Ip him. I cou Id not request the assistance lo r him lo r tad ay. since he was at the checkpoint when he ca 11 ed. He s hou Id ask for a PSS or a supervisor and let them know of his concerns for today. 
I can help him for the returned flight, I tried to get his flight information but 11 was impossible to get it all from him since he was busy going through the checkpoint at the time. 
The general policy for screening would be an eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a patdown: however, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal 
detector in Ii e u of AIT or a tho rough patdown. 

2014 9:35:, He should ask the supervisor to help him with this today. 
I told PreCheck had nothing to do with Wounded Warrior. 

The only reIurned flight informalion I 901 was the flight number 1031 on 7-22-14. 
He disconnected the call before I could get anything else from him. 

He had stated where he was traveling to and from but I did not catch it from him, nor did I have the opportunity to ask again. He was at the checkpoint and unable to provide me the information I needed. 

I called him back at 10:06 and left him a message and told him to call us back on the TSA Cares line at 855-787-2227 72 hours before his flight and let us request the assistance to help him with his screening. I told him to let us know what his concerns 
were and what he needed for us to know to he Ip. 



The caller is on the website and she is a pilot for Delta. She flew from DTW to SEA. She stated that she was harassed by a women coming through security. She asked if there is a video that could be reviewed. She stated that she had everything in the 
bags, and then her bag alarmed. She stated that she had to undergo a patdown. 

She asked if she is being singled out as a crew member. She stated that her bags and shoes were sent through several times. She stated that she felt like she was being singled out, because everything was fine until she showed her crew member 
pass at the checkpoint. She stated that the re was a police off ce at the checkpoint and he stated that he was not sure why she was doing a 11 th at screening. She stated that she was flying with her chi Id re n and she felt boarder Ii ne harassed. She asked 
why she had to go through a patdown. She stated that she cleared the machines. She stated that she does not understand. She asked how she can report the matter, Westin Hotel Checkpoint connected to the airport 

She stated that she swabbed her hands twice, and inspected her baggage. She stated that the TSOs name is~!(b_,(~6_1 ___ ~1 She stated that she felt as she was getting talked down to. and would not explained why she was getting a patdown. She 
stated that she le els as this was out of Ii ne. She stated that this took about 1 0 minutes total . 

Every passenger and their property m usl be sere ened before entering the secured a re a, and the way the screening is conducted is i m po r1 ant. Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers a re treated with dignity, respect, and 
courtesy. 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 

2014 4:06 :, an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents ten-orists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove lhe random element from lhe system and undermine security. We simply cannol assume thal all terrorists will fil a particular profile. 

We understand the i nco nven i ence passengers may have expe nenced. Nevertheless. we be Ii eve these security measures a re necessary and ap prop nate for ensuring the security and conf1d en ce of al I air trave I ers. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this to the Customer Supporl Manager (CSM) at I hat localion. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot 
areas of concern that may require special attention. 

Departing Airport: DTW 
Destination: SEA 
Airline: Delta 
Flight number and Time: 2423 @ 8:44 am 
Terminal: M 
Gate: A54 
Date and Time: 07-11-2014@ 7:30 am 

A fellow crew member and I placed our bags on the rollers to have our bags checked through the x-Ray and then approached the crew member metal detector. A stantion with a ribbon was in front of the lane and no one was monitoring this portal, I 
motioned 10 TSA officer across the room I hat we were waiting 10 have someone moni1or our passing through the metal detector. I observed a plain clothed individual go around lhe checkpoint and asked if he could send an officer over to us. I pulled 
the ribbon to one side of the stantion while we were waiting to proceed. He approached us instead of assisting us he pulled the ribbon back in front of me and said, you have to wait and you can t touch the ribbon. Odd seeing as how just about every 
other time passing through secunty with the TSA screeners on the other side of the metal detector I have been asked to move the nbbon part1t1on if it is deployed. Instead of locating a TSA officer this plain clothed person le/I us waiting there and went 
to find a supervisor. As the survivor approached instead of letting us proceed through the portal and complete the screening he scolded me for touching the ribbon and accused me of violating security procedures and began to make a phone call 
stating he was escalating the matler. Another TSA officer molioned us to continue through the metal detector. After completing the screening I localed the supervisor kbl/6\ t,vho was standing with lhe plain clothed man, while slill talking on 
his phone. I asked this person who he was and what was his affiliation. He answered he was a TSA scheduler. He continued to make a fuss about the ribbon being pulled aside while we were waiting for a monitor to proceed through the metal 

2014 6:05:c detector. There is some construction in the area around this concourse and the screening area in FLL. Employee access to screening, especially with bags, has been difficult I would hope the folks working at this location would assist instead of 
making more problems. 

!(b)(61 

l(b)(61 



2014 9:20:, 

Caller wears hair extensions and went through screening this morning. She got a hair patdown. The male officer didn"t tell her that she triggered an anomaly. he just asked her to proceed to the end of the ramp, where a female TSO then informed her 
she wou Id need to patdown her hair. Ca 11 er wants to know if this is SOP. She al so wants the name and address of the T SA Adm i mstrator. 

Advised, 

If a passenger's hairpiece sets off the metal detector alarm, the hairpiece must be inspected visually and the passenger's head area must be searched with a limited patdown. If the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) determines that the hairpiece 
needs to be removed, the TSO mu st offer the person the op po rtun ity to remove the hairpiece in a private screening area. 

John S. Pistole 
Administrator 
Transpor1ation Securily Administration 
601 South 12th Street, TSA-1 
Art i ngto n. VA 20 598 

Sent: Friday, July 11. 2014 11: 13 PM 
To: TSAExlemalCompliance 
Subject Contact Us: Civil Rights Civil Liberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 

;:=====,-------------------------------------
Remote Client IP Vb 1(6) 7 
Date Time 7 11 2-014 11 :1245 PM 

Attachment: 
1 )Information about the person who experienced the civi I rights ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I ation 
(fill in what you can) 
No 
First and Middle Name: 

kb1(6) I 
2014 9:2Utba_st6Na!e: 

( )( I 

Main Phone: 

kbi(6i 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

PO Box or Street address: 

!(b,(6) 
City. 
Rutland 
State: 
VT 
Zip: 
05701 
Email: 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time. 7113/2014 1 :27:15 PM Airport. PIT - Pittsburgh International Date/Time al Travel· 07/06/2014 11:50 AM Airline & Flight Number: American Airlines 4297 Checkpoint/Area al Airport· Security TSA Employee: (If Known). 
Comment : Secunty insisted upon removing my daughters 15 month old son from his stroller and folding it up and placing it on the x-ray conveyor belt instead of allowing her to push him and the stroller through the metal detector as she was permitted 
to do on her other flights associated with this travel schedule. The stroller became lodged inside the machine and by the time security had dislodged the stroller and rescanned my daughter, grandson and their belongings, she had missed her return 
flight home. After much difficulty in 1rying to find another flight, American Airlines booked her a flighl the following morning but needed $75.00 to hold the seat. My daughter did not have the extra cash available to do this so I paid the fee for her as she 

2014 3'28 '' needed to get home. If it weren't for the holdup at security she would not have missed her flight home and I would not have incurred the unnecessary expense of 75.00. In addition to that she had already had her luggage and the baby's car seat on the 
flight she had missed, so we had to borrow a car seat from the airport to get the baby back home safe I y. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 

Passenger's N-,w""'"""-'-""'"'-"---....J 
Phone Numbe (b 1(6) 

Email (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning t is feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/Cus1omer Service Currenl Dateffime: 7/14/2014 6:05:54 AM Airport: SJU - Luis Munoz Marin lnternalional DatefTime of Travel 07/12/2014 4:00 PM Airline & Flighl Number USAirways 2086 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport. Terminal D TSA Employee: (If Known). All of them Comment: I was traveling with a group of 34 people of which 24 were teenagers. A number of us had TSA Pre-Check and I would have expected to have them all go 
through sec u nty at the same time, but the agents we re going from I in e to I in e and taking the next person in Ii ne. Th ere were at I east 4 pea pl e between each of my youth. At most checkpoints, they wo u Id a 11 ow us to stay together. They even took 1 
person from a family instead of all of them. The manager just shrugged his shoulders. Other passengers I talked to said this was the same every time she fiew out of San Juan. To have only 2 x-ray machines and 1 metal detector at a busy checkpoint 
is absurd. It look us about 1 hour to get us all through security. People were lale for flights and breaking in line once they got past lhe id check. Something needs to be done. I don't mind not having TSA Precheck at a smaller airport, but at an airport 

2014 B: 34: 1 as large as San Juan. it is a problem. 

I talked to 2 different supervisors and the manager and all of them were rude and just ignored the issues. None of them would give their name, but my guess is that they really didn't care at all. 
Would you like a response 7 : Jew 
Passenger's Namelrh·,1R··, I 
Phone Number . 

Email tbl(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning \h,s feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" , Screening 
Current Date/Time: 711412014 12:23:23 AM Airporl: JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel: 07/1312014 5:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: JetBlue 711 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: JelBlue TSA Employee: (If Known)[filfilD 

fh·,1R··, !Comment· I travel a lot through JFK. Most al my flights are on JetBlue Terminal 5. 
I signed up for TSA Pre in order to make my secunty screening as easy as possible. On numerous occasions I have joined the TSA Pre check line as I am instructed to do. I show my ID and Boarding Pass and then I continue on the the Screening Line. 
On many occasions I notice Passengers from other lines who were not on the TSA Pre check line are allowed to go before me. I encountered this on 7113/2014. 
I asked A TSA Officer what was the reason for I his and explained to him that I thought if was unfair 10 me and it defeals the purpose of lhe TSA Pre. 
Officer suggested that I speak ta the Supervisor in charge. Officer!(b)(6:, !came over to me and asked me what was my problem? I stated ta him that I am a TSA Pre passenger and I would like ta know if there was a special line for TSA 
Pre to go through the metal detector. He to Id me no and continued to tel I me that I was not going to be given any speci a I treatment. I exp I a i ned to Offi ce1 b ':,( 6) ! that I was not I ooki ng lo r anything so rt of sp eci a I treatment and I was only asking a 
question. Office (b)(6) told me that I needed to step out of the line and that he is not allowing me to continue on with my travel plans. I told him I did nothing wrong and that I would like to speak to his Supervisor, 
S uperviso rfih'iil a pp roa c e Offi eel( b I ( 6:, ! and I and started to i nq ui re as 10 what was going on. Offi ce,f b ·:, ( 6 I Isl ated I was bel I ige re nl and rude 10 him and tha I he was not going to I et me go through my screening . He stated I hat I needed 10 

20 8_3 _, RESPECTHis UNIFORM, and I was a risk ta the flight. And, how passengers like me are ungrateful for the work that the TSA is doing by saving lives. Supervisor[filil,,as a bit threatening to me. He threatened to pull me off the line and started ta 
14 · 4 ·' intimidate me by telling me I was not going to fly today. I told them both they needed to stop inconveniencing me and let me know what they would like me to do. In the end I was allowed to go through my screening process. 

My travels take me through the country and my experience has always been that there is a designated line for TSA Pre, On many occasions when there is no designated line I would be advised by a TSA Officer to show my Boarding Pass to another 
Officer and I would be escorterf IP !he he1d of the line. I haye had 11,is happened to me at the JFK JelBlue terminal. 
I was not being rude ta Officeh··,1R·1nrlili:iflofficerl(b·:,(6)stated to me that I was not there ta question him about how he conducts the screening process and I need to follow the rules. 
I did not break any rules. I was Just looking for clanty. I paid for a service. I was investigated and granted the opportunity to use TSA Pre and I think il"s only fair that I am allowed to enjoy a service I paid for. 
I look forward to hearing from someone in your office and I would like to thank you for your time and the opportunity to utilize TSA Pre Check. 

Sincerely 
kbi(6i 
Would you like a re-3-naose? - I • 1e 
Passenger's Nam,:.:,:e_.t~b=l(.,.6=1==;--~ 
Phone Number 1h··,1R·, 

Email (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning t 1s eedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



random? Stated she had to go through swiping of shoes, hands, checking her purse. etc. 
She states there were SSSS on her ticket and she didn t think anything about it She flew from BWI to MIA to Barbados without any issues. 
Caller slates she is a US citizen and went through a process to become a Police Officer and unable because she had a heart murmur. 
She has 2 screws in left shoulder from surgery in 2006 and has a card to present regarding the screws. 
Her father Is i 11 and res1d es in Barb a does and that Is why she is trave Ii ng so often to and from Barbados. 
Flies via American and w i 11 cont a ct them lo r add it ion a I i nforma ti on. 

Response: 
Every passenger and their property mus! be screened before entering the secured area. and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers a re treated with dignity. respect. and 

courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a paid own on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

,014 11 :O?:, TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

Passengers and their baggage are a I so screened for security according to standards es tab Ii shed by the gov e rnme nl of th at country. As sovereign entities, foreign co u nl ries may esl ab Ii sh I heir own security requirements for a i rpo rI s and air carriers that 
are not necess ari I y the same as those required in the United States. 

TSA continuously works with foreign governments to balance local and legal jurisdiction issues with international aviation security. TSA has a foreign airport assessment program to ensure all flights to the United States are properly screened. Our 
aviation security sp eci a Ii sl s regularly assess security at I hese airports to ensure I hey me et accep tab I e i nte rna Ii on al sl and a rd s. 

The "S" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
Nation's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

TSA does not discuss or release specifics about security screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Security Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI to the public because it is 
considered d etri mental to the sec u nty of Iran s po rtati on. 

Caller will be flying internationally wilh a 6 and a 1 O year old. They have flown to England and to France on previous flights. Both times her son was selected at random for a patdown. She said I hat it was very upsetting for him. He is 1 O years old. 
She wanted to know if once a passenger is selected for a patdown if their name goes into a system so that they get a patdown on other flights. She said that when he got the patdown a year ago he was not wanded and they touched his butt. She said 
th at it was rig ht up close and persona I. She wanted to know if she would be within her ng hts to say something about the way it was being conducted. She asked what the TSA procedure is lo r minors who set off al arms. 

I gave the following information: Every person, regardless of age, must undergo screening prior to proceeding beyond the security checkpoint. Even a baby or toddler must be screened; however, 11 is the Transportation Security Administration's (TSA) 
po Ii cy that chi Id re n wi 11 never be separated from their parents or a ccomp anyi ng adults, 

Transportation Security Officers (TSO) are trained to offer families traveling with young children more time. assistance, and patience during the screening process. Children will be approached gently and treated with respect. If a child becomes 
uncomfortable or upset, parents or an accompanying adult will be consulted to determine the best approach to help relieve the child's concern. 

2014 1 :29:, Children 12 years old and younger may leave on their shoes. lnfanls and small children may be carried lhrough the metal deIecIor, but if the alarm sounds, lhe TSO will have to conduct addilional screening on both the adult passenger and the child. If 
a baby is carried through the metal detector in a sling. additional screening may be required even if there is not an alarm. 

Children can only be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) ii they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds. Children who can walk without assistance should walk through the metal detector separately from their 
parenl or guardian. If a child 
12 years old or younger alarms either AIT or the walk-through metal detector. TSA has procedures in place that reduce, but do not eliminate, the need for patdowns to resolve the alarm. These procedures include allowing multiple passes through 
screening technologies and using Explosives Trace Detection (ETD) technology. 

I told her I hat TSA does not perform screening in foreign countries and I can not provide information on their procedure or give her advise on what she can do in a foreign country. 
I told her that TSA does not put passengers who receive a patdown on a list to get patdowns on upcoming flights. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 711512014 11 :49:11 AM Airporl: BUF - Greater Buffalo Date/Time of Travel: 0711312014 Airline & Flight Number: Delta 0723 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport · Security screening T SA Employee: ( If Knaw n) : 
Comment : I am 6 months p regnant, traveling with my husband. We amved very early lo r our flight, had p I e nty of ti me and the security a re a was not busy at a 11. We went thru the security check point around 9: 3 0 - 1 0: 00 am. 

When I requested a pat-down as opposed to going thru lhe me1a1 detector, the employee (while male, brown hair, mid 30s)was rude, condescending and questioned me aboul 5 times regarding why I wanted the pal-down. He then told lhe other TSA 
employee (white male, white hair. maybe early 60s) to which he responded by shaking his head as if I were crazy. 

2014 2:09:' I am a frequent traveler. I've always complied with everything the TSA asks and have only asked for pat downs dunng my pregnancy. It 1s my understanding we are to be treated with respect. however the employees were very disrespectful and rude. 
was just following my doctors orders who advised better safe than sorry with the scanner and metal detector. 
The lady who performed the pal down(African American, petite, maybe 30s or 40s) was very nice and said she would lalk 10 lhe 2 men about their behavior. This event brought me to tears. I'm sure they'll remember lhe lady I hey made cry during the 
security screening. This was a very negative experience and feel that these employees would benefit from training. They are not medical professionals and they da not know each person"s story. There is no need ta treat us in this manner. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger~ · 

Phone,w.lWl==='----....1..---, 
Email (b)(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

To Whom It May Concern, 
I am 46 and have been missing my leg at the hip since 1980. I ambulate very well and have no complaints about your service until now. On 7115114 passing through security in FLL and was told I could not hop through the metal detector, sending my 
crutches through the X-ray machine, as I have for many years. While I hop very well,standrng still without a firm handhold is difficult. Hence using the metal detector and not the bodyscanner. This inconsistency 1s where I believe many people. myself 
included , get frustrated with T SA procedures, I we I come your efforts and am g I ad security is being addressed, I have flown at I ea st five ti mes in the I a st s eve ra I years and been al lowed to opt out of the bodys canner si nee there introduction, I don"t mind 

2014 6.231 pat downs or scanners, it is about consistency. 

. _b)(61 I 
Sent from my iPhone 

to whom it may concern, 

as a stage 4 cancer survivor who has undergone several abdominal surgeries in the past and for which I am supposed to wear an abdominal binder (to support my abdomen) I have to express my surprise after it so happened that when passing an 
Advanced Imaging Techno I og y ( AIT) sere en i ng device, the agent saw a shadow , felt the bind er when doing the pad down procedure and I was immediately requested to remove it without being olfe red any private area where to do so, 
I do have no problem 10 lake off the binder and have it run through the metal detector, however I have a problem when I have to do it right in the secluded (and open) zone behind the AIT scanner. 
Being not al lawed to lift anything heavier than 5 lbs without wearing the supporting binder, I was stuck at the end of the scanning line where to collect your luggage. Do I collect mu stuff and risk that my surgery wounds might rip a pen or do I expose my 

2014 B: 14,, upper body o put on the binder? 

ii so happened on July 14, 2014 at Newark (EWR) airport securily checkpoint C 1 at 6:45 PM. 

Again, I have no problem taking it off for a screening, but NOT in public ' 

Respectful I y 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Disability or Medical Condition: Screening Current Date/Time: 711512014 8:53:21 PM Airport: SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International Date/Time of Travel· 0711512014 1:00 PM Airline & Flight Number, Alaska 2 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· 
Securily screening TSA Employee: (If Known): Blonde female, name unknown Comment : I currenlly need wheel chair help after having major reconstructive knee surgery. Because I have difficulty placing weighl on my knee I require a pal down rather 
than the metal detector. Having traveled with this injury through a number of other airports, this was the first experience in which the tsa team failed to petiorm a full screen. The only step that was taken to ensure I was not hiding something on my body 
was the test in which a small cloth was wiped on my hands and brace to search for chemical substances I was then released with no full body pat down. I could have had something under my dress, jacket scarf, in my shoes. 

2014 9: 1 O:, Furthermore, this is not my first failed experience with the Seattle tsa team, Over the past 2 years, I and two other friends have discovered that we were allowed to take through water bottles with significant amounts of fluid inside. This is unacceptable. 
Developing counlries have betler security. I I ravel a fair amount and Seatlle easily has performed by far lhe worst of any of the airports I've been in. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 

Pho11~ N1 m:~_ber · 
Email_ b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. fallow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB21ApplicatianManager 



Going home from Disney World to NY on Fri Ju I y 11 a pp rx 16; 0 0, After putting my I uggage on the belt to be sea nned I wa I ked th ru the metal detector or body sea n machine without a prob I em, Sao n after when going to buy something in airport , I 
reached into my pocket for money and realized I had my daily medicine holder which is a metJI screw on cap pill holder. I wondered how it wasn't noliced. Then checked for anylhing else I might have had and realized I had my dog tag around my neck 
(metal). I do have metal in my head and a metal plate on my spine but didn"t expect it ta be noticed. I thought it wouldn"t be a problem but thought ta myself that how da I know if someone else wasn't a good person as myself. I was surprised and at 

2014 8:21 :, the same time asking my self how this had happened. Wow. Sad. Couldn't believe they wanted to take my sunblock away from me on the fi1ght from LGA in NY but nothing noticed or taken away with what could have been much worse in Fla. 
P.S. That includes not noticing the sun block on the way home also. 
Thanks, 

rb)(61 

Caller stated that she traveled from ATL and she had ta go through additional screening. Caller said that she was traveling with med fast and she declared it. She stated that she has traveled with it before and it has never been a issue and she has 
never had to undergo add1to na I screening. Ca 11 er said that she had to get a patdown and ETD samp Ii ng of the gloves. 

Resolution: 
TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior ta boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening al passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
'014 12:07: citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We u nde rsl and the i nco nven i ence passengers may have e, pe rienced . Nevertheless, we be Ii eve these security measures a re necessary and ap prop ria I e for ensuring the security and confidence of al I air trave I ers. 

Advised caller 1t sounded like she was just pulled aside for additional screening and it wasn't related to the med fast. Caller said that the screening in ATL 1s always more strict. She said that they traveled from their previously and the officer was rude to 
her husband. 

Told caller if they travel in the future and experience a rude screener to call and let us know that we can send a complaint to the CSM at that location. 

Caller stated that she traveled from ATL and she had to go through additional screening. Caller said that she was traveling with med fast and she declared it. She stated that she has traveled with it before and it has never been a issue and she has 
never had to undergo add1to na I screening. Ca 11 er said that she had to get a patdown and ETD samp Ii ng of the gloves. 

Resolution: 
TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior ta boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening al passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any ane group, such as senior 
'014 12:07: citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We u nde rsl and the i nco nv en i ence passengers may have e, pe rienced . Nevertheless, we be Ii eve these security measures a re necessary and ap prop ria I e for ensuring the security and confidence of al I air trave I ers. 

Advised caller 1t sounded like she was just pulled aside for additional screening and it wasn't related to the med fast. Caller said that the screening in ATL 1s always more strict. She said that they traveled from their previously and the officer was rude to 
her husband. 

Told caller if they travel in the future and experience a rude screener to call and let us know that we can send a complaint to the CSM at that location. 

I am qualified for TSA pre status. However I have a knee replacement which sets off the metal detectors at the checkpoint. This means I must either get patted down which I find humiliating. Or I can ga through the millimeter wave scanner but then I 
must take off my shoes & Jacket and remove my l1qu1ds. So I can·t win. How does this save me any time???• 11 

2014 8'25 '' Why can"I you have the scanners at the Pre lines? I am sure that I am not lhe only one in I his situation. 

[b)(61 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 7/181201412:33:08 AM Airport FAI - Fairbanks lnlemational Date/Time of Travel: 07117/2014 8:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: DL 1993 Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: 
Main TSA Employee: (If Known) · Lead Comment· My wife. daughter, mother, and I were corning through the security checkpoint. A man in front of me and I were just about to pass through the metal detector after a woman was waved through when 
the TSA attendant simply walked away without a word. The man and I exchanged puzzled looks and even asked other what to do. We just decided to go to the full body scanner when an older TSA man with Lead on his tag came over. He ignored the 
man and I and turned to my wife. The man turned to go back through the detector. but Lead angrily told him &quot:You have to go through the scanner if you don't have a green card! &quot: The man replied &quot:I only went there because the other 
lady just walked away: I was already here.&quot: Lead repeated himself and ordered the man through lhe scanner. Next, Lead asked if my wife, daughler, and I were togelher. I said yes, then he waved THEM lhrough while ordering me lhrough the 

2014 8:26:, scanner. I asked Lead how that made any sense: he actually yelled back &quot;IT MAKES PERFECT SENSEl&quot;, as if that was an explanation. I said &quot;One adult is not a security risk but two are? That makes sense?&quot: He repeated 
himself again. I then told him that TSA 1s full of morons. because that was the least offensive thing I could think to say to this rude. officious twit. This treatment of male passengers 1s not Just unprofessional, it's blatant sexism. TSA is legendary for 
rudeness. arrogance. and mistreatment of passengers, and is THE reason I avoid flying if at all possible. but this is unbelievable. 

1014 10:42 

Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller said I hat she had an uncomfortable event with TSA on July 10, 2014 al the Medford, OR airport at 6:40 pm. She was selecled for PreCheck. She had 8 - 5 8 gram conlainers of essenlial oil. She asked for the essential oil to be hand inspected. 
She said that she did not set off an alarm, however, she was given a patdown. She wanted to know if all passenger who ask for a hand inspection of essential oils are given a patdown. She said that three other people who had essential oils were not 
given a patdown. She asked who makes the decision as to whether or not a person gets a patdown. She wanted to know how that decision is reached. She asked what they are trained to do. She wanted to know how to avoid gelling a patdown. She 
said that she has gotten a p atdown many ti mes in the pa st, The person who performed her pa tdow n was kb) ( 6) I She said that she was very aggressive. She stated that she bo u need her hand into her crotch twice and she touched her breast and 
her bottom. She said thal she was molested as a child and when she 901 on lhe plane she had a PTSD event. She as Md for a supervisor 10 make a complaint after the patdown and the supervisor was the person who did her patdown. She staled 
that she was touched excessively and it was very uncomfortable. All of the items in her purse where checked and things were unwound and they were not put back the way she had them. She uses the essential oils in her business and for her health. 
She fiew on Alaska Airlines fi1ght 2090G. She wanted to know how to give feedback about the making rules for TSA. 

I gave the fa 11 owing i nforrn ati on: The T ransporta ti on Security Ad rn i nistra ti on ( T SA) seeks to pro vi de a high I eve I of security and custo rn er service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that 
al I passengers. reg a rd I ess of their personal s ituat1ons and needs. are Ire ated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

Every person and i I em mu st be screened be fore entering I he secured area of an airport, and I he manner in which the screening is conducted is imp o r1 ant. T ra nsporta t ion Security Officers (TSOs) rn us t conduct additiona I screening to resolve an ala rm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 
happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

In addition, passengers may requesl a private screening if additional screening is required or at any lime during the screening process. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the privale screening after the companion 
clears screening. In addition, screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in the public area rather than go to a private area for 
screening. however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area wi 11 not be pe rm1tted to enter the secured area. 

TSA rnoni1ors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern thal may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, correclive action whenever we determine that 
security screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the subjects of repeated complaints. 
If the passenger do es not want a I iqu id. ge I. or a eroso I x- rayed or opened, he or she should info rm the TSO before screening begins. Add1t1ona I screening of the passenger and his or her property may be required. which may include a patdown. 
I advised her that the screener makes the decision as to whether or not a passenger will get a patdown. I told her that I do now know how they reach that decision or what they are told in training to base the decision on. 

I advised her that I would forward her record to the CSM at Rogue Valley International-Medford for review. 



'014 1042: 

Caller said that she had an uncomfortable event with TSA on July 1 0. 20 14 at the Medford. 0 R airport at 6: 4 0 pm. She was se I ected for Pree heck. She had 8 - 5 8 gram co ntarn ers of e sse nti a I oi I. She asked for the ess ent,al o i I to be hand inspected. 
She said that she did not set off an alarm, however. she was given a patdown. She wanted to know if all passenger who ask for a hand inspection of essential oils are given a patdown. She said that three other people who had essential oils were not 
given a paldown. She asked who makes lhe decision as to whether or not a person gels a patdown. She wanted 10 know how that decision is reached. She asked whal they are trained to do. She wanled to know how to avoid gelling a patdown. She 
said that she has gotten a patdown many times in the past. The person who periormed her patdown waskb)(ffl I She said that she was very aggressive. She stated that she bounced her hand into her crotch twice and she touched her breast and 
her bottom. She said that she was molested as a chi Id and when she got on the p I an e she had a PT SD event. She asked lo r a supervisor to make a complaint after the paid own and the su pe rvi sor was the person who did her patdown. She stated 
that she was touched excessively and it was very uncomfortable. All of the items in her purse where checked and things were unwound and they were not put back the way she had them. She uses the essential oils in her business and for her health. 
She fiew on Alaska Airlines flight 2090G. She wanted 10 know how to give feedback about lhe making rules for TSA. 

I gave the following information: The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that 
all passengers, regardless of their personal siluations and needs, are 1reated with dignity, respeci. and courtesy. 

Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted 1s important. Transportation Secunty Officers (TSOs) must conduct add1t1onal screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will 
happen next in I he process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

In addition. passengers may request a private sere en i ng 1/ additional screening is required or at any ti me during the screening process. A com pa ni on may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the private screening after the comp an ion 
clears screening, In addition. screeners should offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. Passengers may choose to remain in the public area rather than go to a private area for 
screening, however, passengers who refuse screening in the public or private area will not be permitted to enter lhe secured area. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt. corrective action whenever we determine that 
security screening policies need modification or spec iii c employees or sere ener tea ms are the subjects of repeated co mp I a i nts, 
If lhe passenger does not want a liquid, gel, or aerosol x-rayed or opened, he or she should inform lhe TSO before screening begins. Additional screening of the passenger and his or her property may be required, which may include a patdown. 
I advised her that the screener makes the decision as to whether or not a passenger will get a patdown. I told her that I do now know how they reach that decision or what they are told in training to base the decision on. 

I advised her that I would forward her record to the CSM at Rogue Valley International-Medford for review. 

Caller wants to know if she can carry on a dress and ii she is allowed to ask for a private screening of her cat.She always has trouble at MOW. 
Explained that TSA does recommend a garment bag for expensive clothing.Current Transpor1ation Securily Administration (TSA) policy requires lhat passengers traveling with pels remove lhe animal from its carrier so that the pel may be carried 
through the walk through metal detector (WTMD). 

If a passenger believes that the removal of their pet could result in escape. a Supervisory Transportation Security Officer (TSO) can authorize an alternative screening measure that he or she deems sufficient. When permitted, an animal may remain in 
'014 11: 13: ils carrier and be carried through the WTMD by lhe passenger; however, lhe passenger, the animal, and the carrier must undergo secondary screening. 

Additional screening of the animal may include a visual observation, a patdown inspection, or Explosives Trace Detection (ETD). If additional screening requires removal of the animal from its earner, passengers may request a pnvate screening. TS Os 
may ask the owner lo r ass i sta nee during any pa rt of the inspect ion. 

Caller wants to know if she can carry on a dress and ii she is allowed to ask for a private screening of her cat.She always has trouble at MOW. 
Explained that TSA does recommend a garment bag for expensive clothing.Current Transpor1ation Securily Administration (TSA) policy requires lhat passengers traveling with pels remove lhe animal from its carrier so that the pel may be carried 
through the walk through metal detector (WTMD). 

If a passenger believes that the removal of their pet could result in escape. a Supervisory Transportation Security Officer (TSO) can authorize an alternative screening measure that he or she deems sufficient. When permitted, an animal may remain in 
'014 11: 13: ils carrier and be carried through the WTMD by lhe passenger; however, lhe passenger, the animal, and the carrier must undergo secondary screening. 

Additional screening of the animal may include a visual observation, a patdown inspection, or Explosives Trace Detection (ETD). If additional screening requires removal of the animal from its earner, passengers may request a pnvate screening. TS Os 
may ask the owner lo r ass i sta nee during any pa rt of the inspect ion. 



16, 2014. however, he did not have the flight inform at1on. He wanted the information that I provided ema i I ed to him. 

Information Requesl: He asked if I lhink I hat she should file a complaint. He said to give him the information on filing a complaint and he will give it 10 his daughler in the evenl thal she decides to file a complaint. He wanted to know what she can do 
to avoid this in the future. He asked if they will give a baby a patdown. He wanted to know when they should request a PSS. 

Response Details: TSA recommends that passengers call approximately 72 hours ahead of travel so that TSA Cares has the opportunity to coordinate checkpoint support with a TSA Customer Service Manager located at the airport when necessary. 
Passengers who use insulin pumps can be screened wilhout disconnecting from lheir pump. However, ii is important for passengers 10 inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducling the screening about lheir pump before the screening 
process begins. 

Passengers can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device; passengers can be screened using walk-through metal 
detectors only if they can walk through on their own. Passengers who can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds, withoul support, can requesl to be screened by AIT if ii is available or can requesl to be screened using a thorough 
patdown. Passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. Regardless of whether the passenger is screened by AIT or the walk-through metal detector, the passenger s insulin pump is subject 
to add1t1onal screening. Under most circumstances this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of their insulin pump followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passengers hands. If explosive material is detected. the 
passenger wi 11 need to have additiona I screening , 

2014 2. 17'( If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure. 
· · A patdown procedure is also used to resolve any anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT or alarms of a metal detector. If a patdown 1s needed to complete screening: 

The passenger should tell lhe TSO if assistance is needed before lhe patdown screening process begins. 
The TSO conducting the patdown will be the same gender as the passenger. During peak travel periods a passenger may need to wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time. A pnvate screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sens1t1ve areas. The TSO conducting the patdown and another TSA employee. both of the same gender as the 

passenger. will be present during the private screening. During the private screening, the passenger may also be accompanied by a companion. assistant or family member who will be rescreened once the patdown procedure is completed, 
The passenger may ask for a chair 10 sil in if needed. 
The passenger should inform the TSO of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown. or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 

For your comp I amt to be cons1d e red comp I ete according to Department of Home I and Security Regu I ati o ns for Section 504 of the Re ha bi I itati on Act it must: 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Describe the al I eg ed di scrim i na tory action in sufficient de ta i I to in form T SA of the nature of the a I leg ed a ct of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 7118/2014 7:12:09 PM Airport FLL - Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International Date/Time of Travel 0711812014 11:15 AM Airline & Flight Number AC925 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Delta Checkpoint, Lane 3 TSA Employee: (If Known) fiw:§[J 
Comment: The TSA agent was rude and arrogant. I wailed five minutes until they finally called for a mail assist as I do not go through the X-Ray screener. Five ninu1es later still no male assist. When I asked for a supervisor, my request was ignored. 

20 7.55 ., When I persisted for a Supervisor, I was told to wait. After persisting some more fbi(6)7finally called for a male assist. 
14 · ·' While I was waiting, an airport employee pushing a passenger in a wheelchair ne~go through. If you review the tapes, you will seed how when he finally passed through the metal detector she was repeatedly rude and dismissive to him. 

Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : l/h··,1rr1 
Phone Number fh·\/r;··, 

Email !rh,IRI I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Dateflime 711812014 8:15:46 PM Airport ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta lnternalional Dateflime of Travel 07/121201412:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport =~----~ 
TSA Employee: (If Known) ·!lh··,1rr1 !comment i(b1(61 ~as tasked with reviewing my fiancee's and my documents prior to entenng the screening area for an international flight and was extremely rude during the encounter. We 
approached the podium he was seated at with passport's and boarding passes when h··,1rrI old me to step back into line. I, of course, followed directions after explaining that we were traveling together. fh··,1rr1 ~esponded with &quot:I dont 
care.&quoi; I stepped back in line while my fiancee wenl through the process. 1h·I1R··, then screened a family from anolher line before calling me to the podium. I handed over my documenls withoul saying a word and the encounter ended as I 

2014 9:03:, was waved through the screening area. The TSA agent should at the very least address the erson whom he is dealing with a good morning or some sort of greeting. 
After, I caught up with my girlfriend in the line for the metal detector she stated Iha (b) made a comment &quot:that she was prettier in person than her picture.&quot; I thought that to be totally inappropriate as did my fiancee. While waiting 

in line to make our way through the podi,,m!lh··,1R··, kas manning we also observed b·:,(6) be rude and short with several passengers that were in front of us line. It is clear thatfh··,1R·1 !rs not a employee who can deal well with the public 
and should receive additional customer service trainin if he is allowed to continue in his current posilion dealing wilh the public. I too work in Public Safety and know belier than anyone that I only have one chance to make a firsl impression and could 
end up an camera anytime during my shift h·I1R··, epresents the TSA and is giving all passengers traveling through Atlanta a bad image of the TSA a/lice in Atlanta Would you like a response? · True Passengers Name · 
Phone Number . 
Email !(b1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Please review information on your website re imaging screening with insulin pumps. From your site: 

Passengers who have insulin pumps can be screened using imaging technology, metal detector. or a thorough paid own. A passenger can request to be screened by patdown in lieu of imaging technology. 

Pump manufacturers and other web resources all indicate that insulin pumps and continuous glucose monitoring sensors must be removed before going through imaging security, HYPERLINK ·.,b_,('--6_) __________________ __, 
(a leading manufacturer of pumps gives very detailed information aboul airport security. 

I am well educated about my diabetes and my insulin pump. TSA agents at FWA tried to convince me that I could take my pump through the body scanner but not the metal detector, when I knew the opposite was true. I finally received a pat down, 

1014 10:05 : which was fine with me. I have experienced this same scenario every time I fly out of FWA. 

I wo u Id hate to think that T SA agents wou Id convince a I e ss educated pumper to go through the scanner and risk damaging their pump. Pumps cost thousands of do I la rs. PI ease revise your website ta pro vi de more accurate information and reeducate 
your screen ers. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

!(b1(6i 

Sent from my iPhone. Please excuse lypos. 
I am rather disturbed by an incident that occurred during the TSA screening at the M1sso u I a Montan a Airport this morning. I recently had a brain tumor removed and have a p I ate in my head and have had my doctors recommend that I do not go th ra ugh 
metal detectors or radiation x-ray type equipment. Therefore when I travel I ask for a pat down rather than going through the machine. Appropriately a female officer (who was probably close to my age) came to give me the pat-down. However this 
woman took at leasl 5 times longer than any other pat down I have ever had. She was very invasive and multiple times went back in to my groin area (pushing/probing hard enough to hurt) as well as my bra area. I was wearing the same casual travel 
clothes that I usually wear when I travel ta my Dr appointments in Las Vegas. I was disturbed but I did not feel that I couldn't say anything to this woman because she was exercising her dominion and power. Perhaps the problem was exacerbated by 
the fact that my speech Is now slow after the surgery. I felt like this woman was very disrespectful. Her hands went into the top of my pants below the waiatband. She commented on my underwear. I felt like this was so inappropriate. Certainly 1f 

'014 10:05: someone has slow speech that is no reason to treat them without respect. I am a former college professor with a PhD. I have dealt with people all over the world in many difficult situations in the past. This is probably the first time I have ever felt 
intimidated and compromised in a public selling. I did not ask for a privale screening as I have never had an experience with a pat down that made me feel extremely uncomfortable. However my experience this morning is still bothering me and I 
would hate ta have anyone else experience something similar. I am NOT seeking to get anyone in trouble. Most al the TSA workers I have encountered have been very goad to work with, and respectful. I don·t really know haw to handle a similar 
prob I em should it arise in the future. I travel through the Mi sso ul a Airport very frequently. I am conce med that I may en counter the same worker again. I am unsure how to deal with this woman. As it is, I said a bso I utely nothing although she was 
extremely aggressive in her pay down and i na pp ro pri ate. Please advise! 



I am writing to report an unfortunate incident at a DFW security checkpoint. I typically don't submit a formal complaint about unprofessional service incidents, but I believe TSA deserves to know about this. 

On June 9th, I was going through the security checkpoint at DFW Gate C21 around 9:55a. As usual for Monday morning, it was a crowded travel day with long lines. As I approached the X-ray conveyor belt, an older gentleman was in front of me who 
did not appear to be an experienced traveler. He forgot to empty his pockets/belt and was not permitted to enter the metal detector booth. A TSA representative who was supervising the booth berated this man about "holding up" the line. As he was 
impatiently asking the man to empty his pockets, etc., he yelled out to the crowd about emptying pockets. thereby embarrassing the man, who clearly had not emptied his. Once the man made it through the booth. it was my turn. Just as I approached 
and the other rnan had just walked away, he yelled to the crowd, ·we don't have lime for stupid people!" 

Needless 10 say, I was appalled. I looked in shock at the young woman who was manning lhe "clear" station just outside the boolh, and she was clearly embarrassed, lhough she didn'I say anything. I did not seek a supervisor to report this, as I 
,014 10:06: needed to get to my gate and feared any hostile reactions to my complaint. 

I am certain the TSA does not intend for any of its representatives to resort to name calling and insults in order ta ensure security standards are met. 

I wish to remain anonymous beyond the supervisor in charge of handling such complaints. 

Regards, 

fbi(61 



'014 1116: 

Fromtb)(6) 
Sent Sunday. July 20, 2014 10 09 AM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subjecl: TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPj(b 1(6) I 
Date Time: 71201 014 10,09:18 AM 
------------------------------------------------------------------
Name: 

l(b1(6) 

Email: 

HYPERL1N'4:~b_1_(6_, __________________ ~ 

B nef De scri pt,on of Inquiry: 

Injury from Poor Po Ii cy and Execution at Security Check Point 

Comments: 

I am looking for some assistance in receiving reparations or a change of policy in regards to a siluation lhat occurred last week al the security check point at San Francisco Airporl around 11:30 am, Tuesday, July 15th. 
My sister was transporting my cat as carry-an baggage in my stead. At the check-paint she was told ta remove the cat from it's crate. She asked if there was another option as the animal was very upset by the travel and noise. They told her to carry it 



From b1(6) 
Sent: Sunday, July 20, 2014 7 23 PM 
To: TCC Do Not Reply 
Subject: Re: In Response to your inquiry. 

After calling & speaking with TSA & having my cardiologist call. I & my Dr were told that TSA"s treatment of me after informing them that I was told by Drs NOT to go thru the screening to ask for & get a full pat down I was treated with total disrespect 
TS A personnel working at Re no Airport, Phoenix Airport and Tam pa Airport a 11 decided that discussing my persona I medica I hi story was perfectly leg a I and that the HIP PA Laws did not apply in this situation! every passenger in that security a re a was 
told quite loudly about my heart condition, whal devices I have implanted in me and what medications I had to travel with as I hey were dumped oul in front of all people in the vicinity and within ear shot!!' TSA 1reated me as though I were an animal 

2014 8.27 t who deserved no better treatment than any filthy piece of crap an a cracker. TSA promised me that I would be treated with dignity & respect after last year being treated like an animal & that again DID NOT HAPPEN - your employees made sure that 
· · my medical information was spoken of loud I y and no one m the term i na I didn't know my h1sto ry when they were Ii mshed hum i Ii atmg me & caused mys elf & my 14 year old grandson who is !rave Ii ng with me to cry Ii te ra 11 y from complete hum i I ,ati on. If I 

could force an a po logy out of TSA I wou Id but that wo u Id not be a sincere apology & it surely wo u Id not be meant in a 11 hone sty. So I want to thank you lo r the complete & total em ba rrassme nt you tried to get and did a chi eve quite c I early. TSA you 
ignored my rights as an American with Disabilities. you caused great harm emotionally to myself & grandson your employees are thoughtless, selfish, ignoranl and down right hateful. I paid for tickets and mistakenly believed that by paying for a service 
I would get that service, I did not. Thank you far reminding me again how unbelievably rotten same of our Countries employees are. And of course the help you gave in teaching a lesson on how NOT TO BE to my grandson, he wants ta be NOTHING 
LIKE TSA EMPLOYEES - THANK GOD FOR SMALL FAVORS. 

Sincerely. 

!(b,(61 

On Saturday. July 19, 2014 9:35 AM."'tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com·' <tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com> wrote: 

Caller slates that he just recently fiew form Hawaii to Vancouver Canada and wants 10 know ifTSA Locks are still authorized by TSA and advised him thal they were. He also wants to know if Canada Customs will inspecl his luggage. Told him that I 
do not know if they will. but assume that they would since any international flights are usually inspected by Custom in the US so I could only assume that Canada would do the same. He states that the lack was missing as well as the zipper loop an his 
I uggage was a I so damaged. He states that there was a NOi inside his I uggage. Asked the cal I er if he wou Id I, ke to f, I e a claim and he stated that he would not. He wants to know why his I ugg age was inspected. 

,014 12,32, Gave the caller the following info: 
TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior ta boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a paid own on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

Gave the cal I er the following info: 
Advised the cal I er that T SA approved locks a re sti 11 authonzed to be used. 

Caller states that he just recently flew form Hawaii to Vancouver Canada and wants to know if TSA Lacks are still authorized by TSA and advised him that they were. He also wants ta know if Canada Customs will inspect his luggage. Told him that I 
do not know if they w, 11. but assume that they would sm ce any i nte mati on al fi 1g hts are us ua 11 y inspected by Custom in the US so I could only assume that Canada would do the same. He states th at the I oc k was missing as we 11 as the zipper I oop on his 
luggage was also damaged. He states that there was a NOi inside his luggage. Asked the caller ii he would like to file a claim and he stated that he would not. He wants to know why his luggage was inspected. 

,014 12:32: Gave the caller the following info: 
TSA applies a variety of security measures in s c reem ng passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their ca ny-o n bag gage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

Gave the cal I er the following info: 
Advised the cal I er that TSA approved locks a re s ti 11 authorized to be used, 



2014 4:17:' 

I recently spoke with a TSA supervisor at Nantucket Airport kb )(6) ! who suggested I escalate my complaint. I flew from Nantucket airport to JFK on Thursday July 1 oth and had a quite unpleasant experience with one of the female TSA officers at 
the security area. I am expecting and expressed that I did not feel comfortable going through the metal detector. Rather than just saying ok. let me get someone she told me that the metal detector wouldn't cause any harm to my baby. I told her that 
that was her opinion, but that I was allowed mine and did not want to go through. She stood there looking at me and said well I'll have to go get someone to pat you down, and someone will have to pat down your child (I was also traveling with my 18 
month old son). I said ok. Instead of just going to get someone she said again, il's nol going to do any harm and just s1ood I here looking at me. I had a flight to catch and was worried I was going 10 miss ii as it did nol seem like she would do anything 
to really go get someone. I wound up going through the metal detector but not because I wanted to - she made me feel extremely uncomfortable and like my request was absurd. I flew during my last pregnancy and of course up to Nantucket this time 
and each time I told a TSA agent I preferred not to go through the metal detector they immediately went to get someone to help. I decided to complain about it because I don't think expecting women should be made to feel like as uncomfortable as I 
did, and like their request not to go through a metal detector is outrageous. 

I know this is not the norm. but something that I /el t s hou Id be brought to the attention of the TSA 

Thank you, 

• New York, NY 10010 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Calegari es : P role ss1ona Ii sm/C ustome r Service Current Date/Ti me 712112014 6: 20: 17 PM Airport ONT - LA/0 ntari o International Date/Time of T rave I : 07121120 14 2: 30 PM Ai rt i ne & Flight Numb er Southwest A1 rl In es #6 53 Check poi ntl Area of 
Airport, Tenminal 4 Checkpoint TSA Employee: (II Known) , Document Checker for TSA Pre Check Comment , I have a TSA Pre Check Boarding Pass which I presented as required at the checkpoint. The female Officer at the Document Checking 
Position did not hand me the laminaled card thal was somehow(?) required for TSA Pre Check passengers to be properly screened at lhe Melal Detector Walk Through area. When I approached the &quot:Walk Thru&quot: I was rudely lold by lhe 
Supervisor at the carry-on bag loading belt that I needed that particular laminated card to proceed as a Pre Check passenger. I showed the Supervisor my Pre Check Boarding Pass and explained that his employee failed ta give me this &quat;Special 

2014 8.1 0·[ Card&quot:. He Just kept barking orders at me to remove my shoes and go through the millimeter wave machine and would not let me go through the metal detector machine. I am a cancer patient and I have a port that 1s very painful. and I had to be 
· · patted down and remove my fitted hat (covering my hair loss). and my shoes. It is highly unlikely that any of this would have happened with the metal detector under Pre Check protocol. The supervisor never offered any kindness or understanding. I 

believe he could have walked 10 lhe Document Checker and gotten the proper Card for me. Please follow up wilh this Supervisor so lhat lhis does not have to happen 10 anyone else in the future. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name Jrh·\rR··1 
Phone Number fh·,1R··, I 
Email !(b 1(6i I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT~ORMAJION 
Full NameTur61 ] 
Email Address~~-b~)(~6_1 __________ ~fhone Number: 
Address: 
Zipcode: 

,014 10:16: Are you 18 ar over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

'014 12:05: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Yes 
Religion? No 
N at,ona Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Ron aid Reagan Washing ton N ationa I Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 

Feedback Type : Civil Rights/Liberties 
Categories : Sex 
Current Date/Time: 712212014 9:58:32AM Airport: JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time o!Travel 04/2712014 4:05 PM Airline & Flight Number: Delta 2065 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: I was mocked for my gender identity after I had gone through the full body securily scanner (Advanced Imaging Technology). Frankly, this is nol the only time I have faced this issue with TSA, bul this encounter was definitely the worst. 
Every time I go through security. the officers read me as one gender (male), but because I have not had surgery yet (I am female bodied). my chest comes up as an anomaly an the screen. At best, it's an awkward misunderstanding, at worst, it's full 
blown humiliation (like at JFK). 

I undersland that the AIT is meanl to help increase security measures, bul it is starting 10 give me great anxiety even though I am a law abiding citizen that has never had any issue with TSA in the past. I know other transgender people have had the 
same issue. ta the paint where Al Jazeera published an article about this problem. 

All I am asking is to get permission to use the metal detectors (that are still set up in just about every airport) in lieu of of the AIT. I see some people are still able to go through the metal detectors, but I always seem to unluckily get selected to go 
through the AIT. As I said, I have never had a significanl issue with the TSA before. I am willing to be fingerprinted and provide a letter from my physician as a form of proof of my gender transition. Anything to be able to avoid going through the AIT 
system because I am not sure how much longer I can tolerate the harassment I face from TSA employees. 

I look forward to your response. 
Would you like a re~ True 
Passenger's Name ~ 
PhonlN_11m~er · 
Email bi(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Calling in because she wants to file a complaint. The caller flew out of Ontario. CA. The caller states the TSAs name badge read !(b)(ff:, ! The caller states she has an implant in her knee and the first lady told her to go through the WTMD. The 
caller states the a I a rm went off and the Ii rst young I ad y was very nice but to Id her to wait the re and she went and got someone e Is e. The ca 11 er states wh e~( b) ( ff:, pa me, she was very rude and te 11 mg her that she was sup posed to tel I peop I e 
before going through that she has an implant. The caller states every time she would say something. the TSO would cut her off The caller states that she was waItIng on other people instead of her, even though her flight was about to start boarding. 
The caller stJles while she was wailing there, she was even rude to a 77 year old man behind her. The caller states that the TSO yelled al her granddaughter as well because her granddaughter was getting her shoes out of the bin. The caller states 
that she yelled at her daughter demanding to know where her items where. The caller states the TSO told her daughter to go on and board the flight and not to wait on her because she may not even get cleared. The caller states she should not be a 
re prese ntati ve of TSA. The ca 11 er states th ere is a way to go through the process without being rude and that she co u Id sti 11 ta I k to p eo pie Ii ke they a re human instead of rude and demanding. The incident ace u rred on Sunday mom i ng. The flight was 
scheduled to leave at 9:20 am. 

Advised caller The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening 
checkpoints. Every person and ,tern must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted 1s important. Our pol1c1es and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and 
courtesy. 

2014 1 :48:( Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 

Because your comp I ai nt con cem s an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 

Airport - Ont a no 
Airline - American 
Flight Number - 1458 - caller is unsure I hough 
Date and Time - 7 20 14 went through screening around 8:45-9:05 
Location (Gate or Terminal) - Gate 410 

Contact Information -~kb_·~,(_6_1 _______ ~ 

I am i nq ui ring about the pol icy for m, Ii tary members who are !rave Ii ng in uniform, going through the p recheck with their KT N. My d aug hte r was retu ming to her a ss1g nment. in fu 11 Navy Officer whites and of course set off the metal detectors because the 
medallions on her uniform and her shirt stays under her uniform have metal, I read on your website that they are required to remove belt and class a jacket. She removed the belt, which can get her into trouble for not being in lull uniform. but she does 
not have a "jacket" She had 10 go through a full pal down, so I am wondering why? Whal is the purpose of precheck and why would she not be better off going through the xray machine? This is the firsl time she has ever been asked to do this - why 
the inconsistency? 

2014 2 ,28 ,c Thank you. 
--~ 

[b)(61 I 
GO NAVY! BEAT ARMY• 



2014 453, 

Res pons e D eta i Is: I provided the ca 11 er with the following statement and question: 
If you believe you or someone else was discriminaled against or received dispara1e 1reatmen1 or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition, Federal regulalions 
require that your complaint be put in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. 

Do you want infonrnation about filing a written complaint regarding disability discrimination or are you calling with a different concern such as poor customer service? The callers response was that she feels it was a disability discrimination and failure 
to accommodate situation. 

I advised the caller that specifically, you were interested in filing a civil rights complaint because you believe that you, or someone you know. were discnminated against by TSA on the basis of his or her disability or medical condition. 
For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)), it must; 

Be filed within 180 days al the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt; 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the alleged discriminatory action in sufficient detail to inform TSA of the nature al the alleged act al discrimination: and 
Be s1g ned by the complainant or someone autho nzed to sign on be ha If of the comp I a i na nt. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns. we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their awn behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf. 

Any of the above requirements can be waived for good cause. If you are requesting that any of the above requirements be waived, please explain your good cause in your complaint. 
To file a complaint electronically. please send an e-mail ta: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure ta place D-RFI in the subject line to al law for proper handling. 

To file a complaint via the Internet, please visit http: www.tsa.gov traveler-information travelers-filing-compliant 

TSA recommends that you file your complaint via e-mail or Internet in order to expedite processing. 

I asked the caller if she would like an email of this infonrnation and she said yes. 

Incident Details: The caller is traveling from BOS ta DEN. She just went through security on her way to a SWA flight and the officers at the check point had incredibly bad behavior. The caller states that she had a previous boarding pass from 10 days 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time. 7122/2014 4:41 :01 PM Airport· EWR - Newark International Date/Time al Travel. 07/22/2014 3:20 PM Airline & Flight Number. Delta 1187 CheckpoinUArea of Airport 
: TSA Pre Selet TSA Employee: (If Known) Offic,fh·11r;··, lwith the handle bar mustache) 
Comment· I went through TSA preselect. I asked for a bin to place my jacket in since I knew it had many items in it. Officer~(the guy with the handle bar mustache) refused a bin and told me to put my suit jacket on the dirty conveyer belt to 
go through x-ray. I did not agree with lhis and asked a bin a second time. I was refused. I then removed all items from my jacket (holding up the line) and was asked to put my suit back on. I did. The metal de1ec1or then was sel off. I was told to 
remove my jacket and put it on the dirty conveyer belt. but I refused saying I did not want my suit jacket to be soiled since luggage being rolled around on the floor is put on the same surface. I refused and asked for a TSA supervisor. The TSA 
supervisor then asked Officer~ for a bin, and he reluctantly gave one to the other agent. The TSA Supervisor seem to defend Officer Kiill:filJ saying he was doing his job, but I also stated 1/ he understood why I did not want my Jacket to get 

2014 6:17:( soiled, he said next time I should go through the regular line rather than TSA Preselect. I told him that no other airport in the USA refuses to give me a bin especially alter I set off the metal detector. This is ridiculous and the attitude of Office 
~was rude, abrupl and arrogant. I will complain to my State Senator of Minnesola of lhis type of TSA Trealment if I encounler another time I am refused a bin to put my items in 10 send through a metal detector. This is a hygiene issue and we 

should not have to pay dry cleaning bills because TSA does not want ta hand out a bin. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name . (b)(61 
Phone Number 
Email (b 1(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Sincerely, 

OHS TRIP 

Fro h·I1rr, 
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 11 16 PM 
To: trip@dhs.gov 
Subj eel: Privacy I nfri ng ement 

2014 8:27 :C Dear Homeland Security, 

While clearing secunty in Tampa this morning. my wife, myself and children were embarrassed and humiliated by the loud comments of a TSA officer. Before traveling I contacted TSA about my wife's dental implants because we thought they may set 
off the metal detector. We were advised to use the attached document to confidentially advise TSA officers about the potential of metal detection. According to the TSA document, the situation would be handled in strict confidentiality. My wife. who 
lost her teeth due to a bone disease in her thirties is very sensilive 10 her siluation. 

The TSA officer announced rather loudly that she had implanls and that dentures do not need to be disclosed. He made jokes aboul false 1eeth and laughed. Everyone in line could hear his comments. My wife was embarrassed and badly humiliated 
that now everyone around knew her teeth were not real. She was in tears. Since we were in TSA territory, I felt useless to defend my wife by telling the TSA officer that he was wrong in announcing this to the public. I was also embarrassed in front of 
our children because I did not defend their mother. My wife cried most of the fi1ght from Tampa to Detroit. 

The caller had a 14 ounce container of cooking oil in his checked luggage. He states that after lhe inspection lhe officer did not lighten lhe lid and it leaked all over everything. 

A year ago he fi ew from CA to IL and he is a member of wine c I ubs. He was taking 11 bottles of wine in a case but 12th one was broken and empty but they put the broken bottle back in the I ugg age so it was obv,ousl y dropped and the bro ken bottle put 
back in the case 

He is 76 years old and has a knee replacement. Last night he was in the precheck line. He had to wait about 15 minutes because the scanner at the precheck was not calibrated. He feels that this is poor service for his precheck since he has a bad 
knee and wants to know 1f there 1s any other way to get through the screening without having to wait for a patdown. He was upset because the scanner was not calibrated and could not be used. 

RESPONSES: 
I asked the caller if there was an NOi present in the baggage regarding the oil situation and he said no. I advised the caller that due to pressure changes the lid may have come loose and the bottle leaked. He said no and that he is sure the bottle was 

2014 1 :JB:, opened and they forgot to put the NOi in the bag. I told the caller that I will send him a claim form for this situation. 

I advised the caller thal in regards to his bad knee and precheck, he still has 10 go through screening and if an AIT is nol available he does not want 10 go through a WTMD because this will most likely alarm and he will have to go through additional 
screening. I advised him that the only other option he would have would be to request a patdown. I advised the caller that I will forward a copy of this report to the CSM as far as the AIT being down and unable for use. 

AIRPORT: SFO 
DATE OF TRAVEL: 07-22-14 
AIRLINE: United Airlines 
FLIGHT NUMBER: 1471 
NOi PRESENT: NO 
TERMINAL OR GATE: Gale 81 at 1500 
CONTACT: kb)(61 I 



2014 9:28:: 

Caller flew from Albany last Saturday at noon. He recently broken his arm and is wearing a sling. He went through the WTMD and then his sling was patted down. He wanted to know why after going through a WTM D his sling was patted down. He said 
th at the WT MD would have pi eked up anything metal . He wanted to confirm th at we thought he was a threat because he was wean ng a sl mg. He informed me that he had to take p am medicine after this s c reenmg procedure because m ovmg his a rm to 
allow the officer to pat it down caused him pain. 

Advised ca Iler: 

Anytime someone is traveling with a s Ii ng , ca st, or brace the item is subject to add it ion a I screening, Even after going through the machines it sti 11 has to be screened by hand, Advised ca Iler that not a 11 objects that a re ha rmlu I are meta I . A passenger 
could have something that is not mel al. I m not saying he is a I hreat. This is pol icy tha I we screen al I passengers. That me ans I hat even if a cong re ssma n came th rough screening with the same set up they would have add i Ii on al sere en i ng as we 11. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 7/2412014 3:01 :15 PM Airporl: SFB • Orlando Sanford Date/Time of Travel 07/2412014 7:45 AM Airline & Flight Number: Allegiant Air Flight number 738 lo Elmira 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport . Security checkpoint to enter departure gates TSA Employee: (If Known) . African American woman. short-straight hair. about 57 &quot: Comment : This TSA agent was incredibly rude to myself and another couple that was 
flying with their daughter (a toddler). While we were waiting in the secunty line. the TSA agents (the one woman whom I am speaking of and another white older woman) were taking down parts of the lme barrier and allowing people from the END of 
the line to cut in front of other people who had been waiting for a longer time. When asked why they were doing this, we were told 'overflow' Then it happened a second time and the husband of the couple asked why was this happening again? At 
this same time, their toddler was very distressed and pilching a fit. The mother of lhe couple is visibly far along in a pregnancy. Common decency would have the TSA agents allow this young couple to go to the 'allemative' line lhat was moving VERY 
fast to help them get through security. This time the TSA agents completely IGNORED the request of the couple. Then the line was opened a THIRD time. The barrier was opened one slot BEHIND this couple. I stepped back and said to them ... why 
don't you go instead of me? They had a lot of extra luggage ... stroller, car seat, bags for the child etc. So the father didn"t have to pull all of this back and force the lme back, he opened the slot next to him ... one slot ahead of the slot the TSA agent 

2014 4 ,20,, opened. They went through and the TSA agent RUDELY yelled at the wile who was struggling with a crying child to "put the rope back' 'you opened it, you close it', I then said that I would close it for them. TSA agent...'She opened it she can close it', I 
· "said ... 1'11 do it, cut them a break they obviously need an extra hand. TSA agent approaches me, gets in my personal space, raising her voice says, &quot:What did you say?&quoi; in a very intimidating way. The couple scurried away and I ignored 

her. She then goes up to the scanning devices, points me out to the TSA agent at the machines and says something I didn"t hear. I go through the metal detector and then a woman comes up to me and says that I need to have a personal body search. 
Fine. whatever. Then The rude TSA agents looks over and says, &quot:Thal"s what you get for talking back m line.&quot Three people heard her say this as did the couple with the child. He says that he is also going to file a complaint. This 1s 
blatant abuse o/ 'powe~. Disgusting behavior, 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name fh·\ri:=::··1 
Phone Number f'"'h-,.,-1"'r;'"·-, ----,--~ 

Email =kb 1(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning th,s feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Ca Iler fi ew from Alexa nd ri a Louisiana to Atlanta Georgia on Delta Airlines, Ca Iler stated he has a deli bri 11 u I ato r and he is nt sup pose to go through the W TM D and the passenger stated the screen er asked if he wanted to go through the WTM D and the 
caller slated there was a sign stating informalion about the defribulalor. Caller stated his complaint is about being asked to go through WTMD. Caller wants to make a formal complaint about the way the screeners. Caller stated he is trying 10 OHS. 
Caller stated he sent an email to the contact center. Caller stated the screeners didnt care about the internal medical device 

2014 4:21 :' Advised caller the following information: 

Advised caller if he wants to make a formal complaint he will need to send it in writing. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················~::;:=::==:;------····························· 
Remote Client IP:!(b)(ffl I 
Date Time 7125/2014 2 09:33 PM 

2014 4:29:, Nam,....b_--,~5~·--~--~ 
Ema (b)(61 
Comp a,n s: y omp aIn Is Not Listed Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Atlanta International Airport 
Comments:General confuss1on about process. My wife & I were seperated and to go to different security check points by first agent; then when I was in lme, the lme was shut down and moved to another because of shift rotation. At the screening lme, 
the gentlemen in front was tested for explosives by hand swab & I was told to move on by the same agent doing swab, "'that I was holding up line"' I began to remove shoes & was told not to, but to remove belt & put everything into carry on which I had 
in my hand, looking for dish to put ilems in. "Stick in bag and collect at lhe other end". Moved me out of line I was in to another line with me1a1 detector only. "You don't need full scan'" At this point and lhroughout, there were only 12•14 people gathering 
their things as I approached the end of line to gather my stuff. As I preceeded to area of benches. I was told I couldn"t wait for my wife and told to go to my gate and meet her there. I know that this is a very busy airport, but I have been through Chicago, 
Baltimore, Dallas, & others without this much drama and strangeness from agents that were acting like prison guards moving inmates that were being transported. Thanks, I feel better now. 



arnved at the handicap access point my son and I were separated from my mother as she was being checked. We had four bins, plus a carry-on bag. which held my laptop on the conveyor. As this was my son·s first fi1ght and expenence in the 
airport, I kept an eye on him and monitored his behavior (I had given him his medication prior to coming to the checkpoint, witnessed by the BAGS employee). 

My son and I cleared the metal detector, I told my son to sit and put his shoes on while I gathered our items out of the bins. At this time my son attempted to go under the clothe barricade to be with his grandmother. A light-skinned African-American 
TSA agent, approx. mid-40's. coarsely stated he needed to get back, which caused my son to flare up, she then stated, again rudely, that he needed to calm down. It was at this point, I infonmed her of his autism. and apologized for my son's behavior. 
Another female TSA agent, approx. mid-20's, also light-skinned African-American. who was assisting my mother on the other side, heard the exchange and stated that I did not have to apologize and that my son was fine. 

The agent that was rude grabbed my carry-on stating that it had a laptop in it. At this point, I was still at the end of the conveyor attempting to gather my family's items. while the agent began rifling through my bag. I informed her that the she was in the 
wrong part of the carry-on. which was a dual backpack, when she forcibly opened the top zipper. slid out the laptop and walked away without another word. I waited for my laptop at the end of the conveyor, when I saw the TSA agent that had walked 
away with it. I asked where my laptop was, to which she replied nonchalantly, "Oh. you don't have it?" and then walked away. The TSA agent that assisted my mother called TSA manager, Jeffery Maynard, to assist with the situation. After a few 
minutes of apologizing, he look my informalion, gave me his card and pretly much told there was nolhing that would be done at the time. 

My family and I was schedule to fly at 9pm to San Diego, California on Southwest flight #4609. I had arrived at the airport in plenty of time to get through secunty. get food for my family and preboard the flight due to my mother's disabilities. which I had 
paid extra for. We we re supposed to boa rd at 8; 30p m. we we re the I ast to board, and I had to sit separate from my mother. 

2014 4_29 _, Because of the TSA agent's negligence and failure to administer her duties. my laptop disappeared from the conveyor belt during the security check It was a rrnnd new Dell lnspiron 15 3537 with Service Ta~: !rh.1/f';'·, !Express Service Code: 
· · 11 h ·-, I f';'1 ! I had just purchased the I a ptop as a re placement after my home was bro ken into and robbed on 517114 (Gwinnett pol Ice re port case# I( b} ( 6 _I To re place the laptop with a comp arable would co st 1159. 97 not including taxes or 

discounts which a re time sensitive. with taxes $122 9. 57 ( GA state tax is 6 % ) . 

I was traveling with my laptop, to do some work but to also to keep it safe from theft, which is ironic that it disappeared while at a government security checkpoint. 

kbl(61 

w,(6) 



Fram; do notrep I y@Co ntactUs, tsa .dhs, gov [ ma i Ito :do notrep ly@C o nta ct Us .tsa. d hs .gov I 
Sent: Friday, July 25, 2014 3: 19 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subject: Contact Us: Ci vi I Rights Ci vi I Li bert,es Comp I amt 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!~(b~l~(6~)--~ 
Date Time: 7 25 2014 3: 19:04 PM 

······················---------------····························· 

1 )Information about lhe person who experienced the civil rig his civil liberties violation 

2014 4.30 '( (fill in what you can) 
· · Yes 

First and Middle Name: 

~e: 

~ 
Main Phone: 

kbi(6i 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phomr 
kb1(6) I 

PO Box or Street address: 
kb1(6) I 

C,ty: 

2014 6021 

River Vale 
State: 

You mean to tell me TSA files no charges for disability issues• I was afforded the opportunity to pass through a metal detector having an implanted defibrillator in my chest by TSA employees in Alexandria, LA yesterday (7124/2014). At a minimum I 
would like these employees to be made aware that individuals such as myself must not pass through a metal detector (no ambivalent answers by TSA as to whether one should or shouldn't). Passing through a metal detector is forbidden by health 
officials (well documenled). EMF may disrupt the defibrillator causing medical complications. At the time, TSA employees in Alexandra, LA airporl could care less whelher I pass through the metal detector. 

A SOP musl be written to TSA employees mandaling to explicitly specify someone wilh a defibrillator MUST not pass through a metal detector. You've imposed lhis security measure and as a consequence you're also liable for it and any issuing 
consequence if not comply with. The onus is on you by me not knowing the EMF being emitted and the calibration thereof for safety purposes. It is the equivalent of TSA handing me a rope, me tying the noose and me hanging myself all under your 
auspices and approval. I want the SOP at least to the TSA employees in Alexandna. LA airport and a letter to me confinming there mistake. 

fbi(61 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Permitted I terns; Screening 
Current Date/Time: 712512014 11 :54:49 PM Airporl: EWR - Newark International Date/Time of Travel: 0712512014 7:50 PM-8:30pm Airline & Flight Number: Uniled Airlines direct 10 San Antonio Gate C70 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Next 10 Gale 
C70 TSA Employee: (If Known). A super,isor by the name of ~,~something along those lines) Comment: This evening my family (my husband and two young sons) and I were running late for our flight. After checking in our bags, we 
were re Ii eved to find th at the checkpoint I in es were not extremely long and we we re moving through rather easily unt, I we came to the point of having our carryo n items placed on the conveyor be It and sere ened. 

My husband and I began to take our shoes off and the agent who was expediting lold us to keep our shoes on. Then as we stood to go through the metal detector, anolher agent standing in front of the metal detector lold my husband to take his shoes 
off. My husband then informed him that he was told not to take his shoes off. At this point, the two agents engaged in a lot of back and forth with one stating that he was doing pre-check and the other informing him that he was not supposed to be 
doing pre-check. Im not sure what pre-ch eek means. 

I then stated that we would take our shoes off if it would help move things along because we really needed 10 gel going so that we could make our flighl. We were then told 10 wait and we were held up for an additional 20 minutes, subsequently 
missing our flight. There were at least 1 O agents standing at this check point and it took nearly a half hour to figure out what was going on. 

My h us band and I were terri b I y upset about missing our flight. we we re ju st a I it tie conce med by the la ck of organization and sloppy presentation by the T SA a gents. 

2014 9:25:, After getting to the gate and realizing that we missed our flight, my family and I went to United Airlines customer ser,ice to rebook on another flight only to realize that we left one of our bags. 

I went back to the security checkpoint to claim my bag and I was told that my bag would have to be run through the security screening again. Once that process was completed an agent brought my bag and pulled out the lotion that we use for my son's 
eczema, as prescribed by his dermatologist my son is 12 months old. The agent took lhe Ioli on out of the bag and disappeared for a momenl and a supervisor came back with the lotion and asked me questions about the lotion and I informed him thal 
it was for my son's eczema and we have traveled dozens of times since he was three months old with that same jar of lotion without any issues. The super,isor then goes on to inform me that when &quot;I am present, you will need a docto(s note to 
be allowed to carry this on the plane.&quot I then told him I did not understand why his presence or lack there of would make a difference. as there should be consistency across the board in these matters. I have travelled internationally and at all 
airports in the NYC area without a single problem as it pertains to this jar. I can't remember the exact spelling of the super,iso(s name, but it was something along the lines o~or~ 

I just request a response to help me understand how these matters should be addressed as it pertains to over-the-counter items for baby, etc. In addition, my husband is a board certified physician and he could provide any necessary documentation to 
support the necessity in add1t1on to my son's d erm ato I og i st. 

The inconsistencies with TSA are frequenl and I am parlicularly interested in receiving clarity in lhe mailers above. 

Thank you for your ti me and I I oak forward to receiving a response. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Name b)(ff", 
Phone Number·" (""b.,_1( .. 6""·-, __ __, 

Caller is not able to lift her arm because of an injury and in the past she had a patdown two times where they were rude to her. She was in New Orleans a while back and had to get a patdown the TSO was yelling at her and she wouldn t even let her 
explain. They showed no respect for her. She is now at RSW and they made her get an Explosive Trace Detection on her hands and she doesn I think they should do that 1/ she 1s not able to go through the AIT. What is the standard operating 
procedure? She thinks it was a little bit of both. She doesn t want any information on filing a written complaint. She doesn t want to provide the information to file a complaint. 

Advised: 

Passengers who can walk may be able to be screened using a walk-through metal detector or Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AITonly if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds 
without lhe support of a person or device; passengers can be screened using walk-lhrough metal detectors only if they can walk through on lheir own. Passengers who can sland still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds, without support, 
can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown. Passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or the walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure. If a patdown is needed to complete screening: 

2 O 14 1 : 5 9:' • The passenger should te 11 the TSO if assistance is needed before the p atdown screening process begins. 
• The TSO conducting the paid own wi 11 be the same gender as the passenger. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time. A private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. The TSO conducting the patdown and another TSA employee, both of the same gender as the 
passenger, will be present during the private screening. During the private screening, lhe passenger may also be accompanied by a companion, assistant or family member who will be rescreened once the paldown procedure is completed. 
• The passenger may ask for a chair to sit in if needed. 
• The passenger should inform the TSO of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required far a p atdown. or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• The passenger should not be asked to remove or Ii fl any art i c I e of clothing to revea I a sensitive body area. 

In addition to the patdown, TSA may use technology to test for traces of explosive material. 

Do you feel it was poor customer ser,ice or you were discriminated against because of your disability? Would you like information on how to file a complaint in writing? If you want to provide me with some information I can forward this to the CSM at 
the airport and they can conduct an invesligalion. 



2014 329, 

Sir Madam, 

I am writing to complain about my trealment by TSA superviso!._(""b"")(-'6 .. 1 ____ __,!on July 25 al approximately 2 p.m. 

I was TSA p recheck lo r my Southwest flight and dis covered the preche ck I in e was not open probab I y because the Ii nes were so short at that 11 me. I went through the regu I ar I D ch eek Ii ne along with s eve ra I others (the man in front of me. my 
2 colleagues behind me-all TSA precheck). We were told to go through the metal detector and leave our shoes on. We all , being familiar with precheck. left our toiletries and laptops in our bags but then had our bags pulled aside and told that while 
we were personally TSA precheck, our bags were nol precheck. 

For some reason, there were several minutes of delay from TSAs side in retrieving the bags that had been pulled out by the screener, and set in a separate queue so the laptops could be pulled out and everything rescanned. The gentleman 
before me waited with me. It was at least 5 minutes. When my bag was finally retrieved, and rescanned, I told the nearest TSA officer, that it would be nice if the ID check TSA lady would tell precheck that they have to remove their laptops, that would 
avoid lhe mistake made by myself and 3 olhers thal I personally witnessed. 

kb 1(6 I !entered into my conversation and said I should tell him, instead of ·everyone else" So I repeated my suggested that the person checking ID's should tell precheck that they need to remove their laptops to which he said, 'Tm 
sure that is what she said.'' I said. really?, you're doubting me and the other 3 people here.?" And added that I didn't like being called a liar. He told me ·end of conversation.'' "this conversation is over.'' I asked him for his name and he refused to 
acknowledge me or tum so I could see I he badge. 

Another TSA agent walked up and I asked her who the supervisor was. She pointed to!(b)(ff•, !. I said, 'oh. the man who won't show me his name badge?" At that point he pulled off his name badge tossed 11 in front of me on the 
counter and said, "do you have something to write it down with.'' When I said 'yes,. in fact I do" and pulled out my pencil to begin writing, he quickly grabbed his badge and put it back where I couldn't see it. Fortunately, I had captured most of his 
name and I believe I have his firsl name and last name in the correcl order. 

I was treated d1srespectlu 11 y, my s ugg esti on was ignored, and it was insinuated th at I was a Ii ar. TSA can and should do better. Rath er su rp ri sed th at someone with this level of rnterpe rsonal incompetence has nse n to the I eve I of supervisor. 

The good news, ii my many miles of travel, I can see._!(""b .. 1("'6'"') ___ _.! is the exception. Perhaps some !raining could help him with his inIeracIions. 

Thank you for listening, 

!(b,(61 



From: do notrep I y@Co ntactUs, tsa .dhs, gov [ ma i Ito :do notrep ly@C o nta ct Us .tsa. d hs .gov I 
Sent: Sunday, July 27, 2014 7 39 AM 
To: TSAExternalCompliance 
Subject: Contact Us: Ci vi I Rights Ci vi I Li bert1es Comp I amt 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!(bi(6) 
Date Time: 7 27 2,;-0.,..14""=7:"'"3..,.8·""'.5..,.0....,A..,.M-,-, 

······················---------------····························· 

Attachment: 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 

2014 9 24 ' Remote Client IPj(b 1(6) ! 
Date Time: 7 27014 7:38:50 AM 
························---------------··························· 
1 )Inform ati an about the person who experienced the civi I rights ci vi I Ii be rti es vi a I ation 
(fill in what you can) 
Yes 
First and Middle Name: 

KiillfilJ 
~e: 

Main Phone: 

kbl(61 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time· 7127/2014 5:38:40 PM Airport· DCA - Washington Reagan National Date/Time of Travel· 07/26/2014 4:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: United 1540 Checkpoint/Area al 
Airport Main Checkpoint I TSA P recheck I Premier Access T SA Employee: (If Known) : Metal Detector/Body Sea nne r &quot: T raffi c&quot; Di rector Comment This complaint is reg a rd i ng the African-American woman serving to direct passengers 
either through the metal detector or the body scanner. She was incredibly unprofessional and rude to me and my family as well as to other passengers ahead of us. Instead of politely directing us through the screening process, we had to ask her when 
she'd like us to proceed through the checkpoint and when we did she responded as though we were inconveniencing her. I don'I remember her exacl words, but she was very short in her responses and her lone of voice was unwelcoming. I fly 

2014 S: l ?:, frequently and her behavior was uncalled for and not typical of TSA security officers in my experience. I would appreciate it if this complaint were addressed to the appropriate individual involved and added to her file for review at her next petiormance 
appraisal. 
Would you like a resoonse?: True 
Passenger's Name ~kb_1~(6_) ___ ~ 
Phone Number : 
Emailkb)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/Cus1omer Service Currenl Dateffime: 7127/2014 4:25:25 PM Airporl: BTR - Balon Rouge Metropolitan Date/Time of Travel: 7127/14 6:50 AM Airline & Flighl Number 5518 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
Security TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : First time flying TSA Pre and your guards laughed at me when I was confused as to which machine to approach, the body scanner or the metal detector. which had a barrier placed in front of 11. Almost makes me think they set it up on 

2014 6, 17,, purpose that way to embarrass and intimidate folks. My tax dollars at work., .. I really felt disrespected and think disciplinary action is required. 
· "Would you like a response?: True 

Passenger's Nam..,e....,·.....,.,----, 
Phone Number: th·11f;-·, 
Emailkb 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



2014 833, 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client l~(b)(61 
Da I e Time: 712 s1·'="20""1""4""'6,...: 5=,3,-: 0=,3,-A'"'M..,........, 

Namib,(61 
Email b)(61 
Comp I a i nts: Long Lin es I Lengthy Wait at Checkpoint. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 
Comments:The line in Charlotlesville VA has been and conlinues to be ridiculously long each morning. There are 6 flights thal leave at lhe same lime in the morning and therefore all passengers for those flights are going lhrough the same checkpoint 
at once. The checkpoint has one line with one metal detector and on top of that the agents are the slowest I've ever dealt with. Something needs to be done. 
In would like to present a formal complain to employee Lashiva Wright. who was at the concourse D point of revision on friday july 25. 2014, at 5:25 AM aproximaytelly. Her attitude was rude as she made explicit refferences as to quote "if i had not 
be en thru eleme nl ary school , to understand what sl uff me ant" and "if i was no I show in elementary s c hoo I I hat I hi ng s Ii k e I ittl e ba 11 s and squares inside a bag were stuff'' u nquol e. 
In order to avoid any confrontation my response was "do no go there, this is not correct" 
Her remarks came after , p I aced my be Io ngrngs and she requested to me to put a 11 "stuff' in the bins. I made the refe re nee that one item was pap per, and th at was enough lo r her to in iii ate the above describe offensive rem arks. 
As i went to the metal detector after the official in charge there requested me to go thru and cleared mefbl(ffi ! stopped me and forced me to go without explantation thru the x rays machine. The officer that cleared me before was 

2014 8.38 ,c surprised b~(b·•,(ffi I reaction against me. 
· · As frequent traveller, compliance with all requested regulations are understood as part of the protection we all need to have safe travelling. However expressions and rude attitudes from TSA personnel are not acceptable. 

I hope no other passenger has to go thru this type of experience and that the TSA takes apropriate meassures with !rh··,1r;-·, !to prevent this event and attitude in the future. 
I appreciate your time and attentions to this message. 
Thank you 

!(b,(61 

2014 2:17:[ 

As an airline employee who travels often in the performance of my duties, I had a couple of questions and commenls regarding lhe various screening processes used across lhe counlry, and also to provide feedback for a couple specific airports thal I 
freq ue ntl y have travel I ed to. 

I have noticed some potentia I confusion reg a rd i ng acceptable IDs accepted at severa I I ocat ions spec iii ca I ly reg a rd i ng airport issued SI DA badges and airline I Os, and hope th at my comments may be hel pfu I. I have, or currently hold, SI DA badges at 
ATL JFK and DTW. All of these have at some point not been accepted by the screener, and I have been requested to display another ID. (dnver's license). According to the list on the TSAwebsite, these appear to be acceptable to access the 
screening checkpoint as a passenger, Below is a copy of the list of acceptable documentation: 

"Acceptable IDs for screening purposes include: 

U.S. passport 

U.S. passport card 

D HS trusted traveler cards (GI o ba I Entry, NEXUS, SE NTR I, FAST) 

U.S. military ID (active duty or retired military and their dependents, and DoD civilians) 

Pe rma ne nt resident card 

Border crossing ca rd 

OHS-designated enhanced driver's license 

Drivers licenses or other state photo identity cards issued by Department of Motor Vehicles (or equivalent) for the sole purpose of identification 



2014 2:18:< 

2014 4:34:1 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time, 7128/2014 11:46:49 AM Airport· EWR - Newark International Date/Time ofTravel, 07127/2014 1 :00 PM Airline & Flight Number: United Checkpoint/Area of Airport, Term C Pre
Check, just after united global services TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . I am very disappointed in the attitude and professionalism of the pre-check staff in the lane closest to the United global services door at Newark. terminal C; guy checking I Os was fine. Went to put my bags on the metal table and take off 
my phone and watch. Asked for a bin to place them in. The VERY rude lady behind the table said that I was not allowed a bin and had to put the ,terns in my bag. I asked why and she more loudly said put them in your bag sir. I asked for an 
explanation and then only did she offer that bins are for additional screening. II she would have said that at first, i would not have had any issue. Then. when i went through the metal detector, the guy made me go through twice - no beep that I heard, 
asked why he said i decided to choose you for addilional screening. He said to wail unlil a screener came over. i stepped to the side and waited. No one moved 10 come over. Finally, a woman signaled me to come 10 her. Soi did and began 10 push 
my bags to the end of the lane. She stepped in front of me and pushed me out of the way and rudely said don't touch anything. I said to her that i did not need to be pushed and that if she was having a bad day, she did not need to take it out one me. 
She then turned to me and glared, saying loudly, excuse me? at this point i realized that the individuals working this lane are not exactly the best and brightest of your staff and any further interaction would probably be counterproductive. She 
swabbed my hands, did the test and walked away. I then asked her if I was done and she just turned to me and grunted yes. 

As a frequent traveler, I experience the TSA all over the place. Sometimes it is great. Sometimes not so much. But this is the first time that there was a group of people that acted the same way - RUDE, UN PROFESSIONAL and frankly. in a way such 
th at I question if they are even capable of being effe ct,ve at their job. Th is 1s a I so the Ii rst time I decided to wnte and comp I am because I co u Id not be Ii eve how bad it was. 

I hope that you are able to use lhis to provide feedback to the TSA management at EWR and possibly relrain your staff on professionalism and customer service. By behaving this way, they do a disservice 10 lhemselves, your depar1ment and the 
United States of America. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name b)(6i 

Phoneµ, !OOh __ ec · 
Email :,_[_b-'1_(6-'_1 __ ,--_ _. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link htlp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB21ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' 
Current Date/Time: 7/2812014 3:55:23 PM Airport: DEN - Denver International Date/Time ofTravel: 0712812014 1 :00 PM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · Pre-check is practically worthless for me. I have hip replacement and will always set off a metal detector, the times you grant me pre-check access, the pre-check station with a body scanner is almost always closed, both at DEN and other 
airports, and the times you don'I give pre check access i I seems 10 be op en. 

Why don't you use the pre-check location with both body scanner and metal detector ALL the time and use the location with only a metal detector for overflow and busy times? Your current setup seems backwards and makes little sense for 
passengers who want and need the body scanner. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email !(b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Hello, 
I flew yesterday from Fort Lauderdale (FLLJ with southwest from terminal B gate B4. At the security checkpoint, I took off my jewelry and placed them in my bag (carry-on). I went through the metal detector, presented my boarding pass and ID, and 
proceeded to collect my belongings. When I opened my bag, I was surprised I couldn't find my wedding ring, but assumed it may have moved inside my bag. When I arrived home. I emptied the entire bag and couldnl find my nng. I have to stress that 
the bag was zipped up and was not lefi open. This is very alarming, since the only access to the bag at this point (on conveyor belt into x-ray machine) was to TSA personnel only. My ring could not have fallen out of a zipped bag. 

Nam,foi(61 l 
Airpo~: Fort Lauderdale {~LL) 
Date and time: 07-27-10 approximately noon 
Airline: Soulhwesl (WN) 

2014 S: 28:1 Gate Number: B4,...,..,_.....,._,------, 
Contact number!~(b~i~(6~i ---~ 

Please let me know if there are any other details you need. This email is also being sent to my lawyer. 

I appreciate your help with this matter, 

fb1(ff1 



I seen on the news you wanted s ugg esti o ns on ways to make the check points faster Not having th em wo u Id make it re al qui ck . But we a 11 know th at won't ha pp en . so he re is my in put . Have it so one can go to a airport and i nte rvi ew with a agent to 
see if one is any type of risk .if one is determined not to be any risk You then get a metal pass for six months , Meaning you can just go threw the metal detector , 

Feed back 

2014 8: 11 :, I flew threw sky harbor last week .I told the agent that I didn't want to cause any trouble but I did not want to go threw the body scanner , I seen on your web site that I could op out of it in the pass . I personally don't feel all the data is in on how they can 
eflecl a person long term .The agent said lhat was not a problem and because I was traveling with my wife and small children we would not have 10 go threw it Then thal agent disappears and one in a white shirt shows up and makes me go threw it 
What the heck is that Either they lied to me or there was a communication breakdown in 5 seconds and within 4 ft of each other. 
Another thing I le el 1s kind a s i I ly is th at you throw Ii quids that I guess you feel May be explosive into a garbage can next to agents and everyone else in the airport . Hope my input is hel pfu I . 

Sent from my iPhone 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time· 7129/2014 1:06A9 PM Airport· JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Tirne of Travel: 07/29/201412'45 PM Airline & Flight Number· 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal 8 pre-check security TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment· When going through security, one of the guards saw my insulin pump and then pointed me vaguely to one of the guards to get some other check. After the guards had to be told three times, one if them swabbed my hands. The paper was 
put on the machine and the guard walked away, leaving me standing on the mat. One of lhe other guards finally looked at me and said I could go. My pump didn'I set off lhe me1a1 detector, so I wasn't sure why I had 10 go through this extra screening 

2014 2: 15:, after e~rolling in tsa precheck. What"s the point of paying for the background check for precheck if I'm still going to have to go through extra screening vid my medical device. Furthermore the guards could've cared less, which made it even more 
frustrat, ng. 

2014 6:24:, 

Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email f h 1/R, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rig his organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air I ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name.._(b--'1.,(6--'I..,.....,-,-____ _., 
Em a i I Address :<11 -,...=,----,,_ _ __, 
Phone NumbeL (b)(6) 
Address (b ,(6) as Vegas NV 89119 
Zipcode:~·--· ----~ 

Are you 18 or over? no 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? na 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Miami International Airport 



1014 10:10 

Dear TSA and Denver International Airport, 

I am writing as a ooncemed passenger. When I went through security at DIA this past June, I placed my laptop in a separate bin, saw it move through the scanner, and then watched the bin and my laptop fall from the conveyor belt to the floor. I could 
do nothing 10 Iry and calch it due to being in line to pass through a metal detector. 

In the grand scheme of things. I understand th at accidents happen. Airports are busy p I aces and sometimes the conveyor belt gets backed up and a bin may fal I. What irritated me, though, was the demeanor of the TSA agent. After I came through 
the meta I detector. the a gent asked ii the I aptop was mine, I affirmed it was and he th en to Id me that some contents had been "shifted around" and that I s hou Id check to "make sure everything is there.'' He did not te 11 me what had a ctua I ly happened: 
my laptop had fallen. A laptop which is a critical repository for my research and an ilem that, as a graduale student, was a rather expensive purchase to make. 

I had actually watched the TSA agent pick up my laptop, but I did not argue with him because I did not want to cause a scene. Instead I moved to the side, turned on the computer. and checked to make sure it was working properly. In the end. 
everything was fine. It was not damaged. Yet I would have appreciated being told the truth. "Your laptop fell off the conveyor belt. Would you please check to make sure it is not damaged? If it is, please let me know and we will try our best to rectify 
the siluation.'' 

When I place my items in the hands of the TSA, I trust that they will be safe. If something happens to them. I expect to be told the truth. As a passenger, I am sure that the TSA expects nothing less than the truth from me. 

Sincerely, 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights Is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA their Member of Congress. and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on. a civi I rights organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entities they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAa€'" s awn official air travel discrimination complaint farm. Yau are requested to take action on the complaint al profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Nam h··,1rr1 
Email Add''r"'"e"'s"'s:-;...h-.,-,R-.. -, --'--~ 

Phone Number: h·i1R··, 
Address: http:~b_)~(6_, __ ~ 

Are you 18 or over? No 

2014 9.00 ,, Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
.. , NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? 
Ethnicity? 
Religion? 
N ationa Ii ty? 
Gender? 
Di sa bi I ity? 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 



'014 12 20: 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name"-("'b'-lI,....,,··,....,.,._ _______ _, 
Email Addres-..,.h"-.1"-IR"""·-, ----..-----' 
Phone Numbe,.1-'-h'-'·I1"-R""·-, ___ _, 
Address: salemba 
Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? Yes 
Ethnicity? Yes 
Religion? Yes 
N ationa Ii ty? Yes 
Gender? Yes 
Disability? Yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

Caller is flying from Latrobe on Saturday. She is a diabetic and wearing an insulin pump. II cannot be ,-rayed al all. She wants to know if the procedure is different at this airport than the olher ones where she has fiew from. 

Advised caller: 

Specifically, you would like to know whal to expect for passengers who use insulin pumps.Passengers who use insulin pumps can be screened withoul disconnecling from their pump. However, it is important for passengers to inform the Transportalion 
Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening about their pump before the screening process begins. 

Regardless of whether the passenger is screened by AIT or the walk-through metal detector. the passenger's insulin pump is subject to additional screening. Under most circumstances this will include the passenger conducting a self-patdown of their 
insulin pump followed by an explosive trace detection sampling of the passenger's hands. If explosive material is detected, lhe passenger will need to have additional screening. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure. 

2014 1: 15:, A patdown procedure is also used to resolve any anomalies identified by AIT or alarms of a metal detector. If a patdown is needed to complete screening: 

• The passenger should te 11 the TSO if assistance is needed before the p atdown screening process begins. 
• The TSO conducting the patdown will be the same gender as the passenger. During peak travel penods a passenger may need to wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a private screening at any time. A private screening should be offered when the TSO must patdown sensitive areas. The TSO conducting the patdown and another TSA employee, both of the same gender as the 
passenger, will be present during the private screening. During the private screening, lhe passenger may also be accompanied by a companion, assistant or family member who will be rescreened once the paldown procedure is completed. 
• The passenger may ask for a chair to sit in if needed. 
• The passenger should inform the TSO of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required lo r a p atdown. or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
• The passenger should not be asked to remove or Ii fl any art i c I e of clothing to revea I a sensitive body area. 

Passengers who have co ncems about their screening can ask to speak with a su pe rvi sor or Passenger Support Speci a Ii st wh1 I e at the checkpoint. 

Sent lhe caller an email. 



On addition, please forward this and understand the implications- what I was weanng last night is acceptable for the metal detector but when forced to go through the scanner it was not acceptable because I had to have a pat down. What is going to 
happen when we a 11 have our I ig ht jackets on in the la I1/wi nte r and the scanner makes us al I have pat downs? How much is that going to slow down the process lo r those of us who have background ch eeks- not just getting a free pass through? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:~b)(61 
Oale:uly 29, 20 14 at 2:51 AO PM PD I 

2 0 2. 9., To: "HYPER LINK '"ma i I to: T SA-Canta ct Ce nter@ts a. d h s. gov"TSA-Co ntactCente r@tsa .d hs. gov" <HYPE RUNK "ma i I to: T SA-ContactCe nter@tsa. d h s. gov"TSA-Co ntactCente r@tsa .d hs. gov> 
14 · 1 · S ut> j eel: TSA Preche ck random new pi lot program 

I am beyond angry. I have been a member of P recheck si nee the beginning. having gone through Hamel and Sec u nty to get a GI o t>a I ID. as wel I as being i nv,ted by United Airlines. Today at IAH I was the second out of random 5 passengers who had 
to go through the sea n ne r due to a new random screening lo r Precheck passengers, I was told it was a new program out of DC, WHY wo u Id you lo rce random screening on passengers who have been c I ea red for a I most 3 years? This is ridiculous 
and makes us lhink you are all incompetent again, when we just became salisfied thal you had finally figured out how 10 lake care of frequent fliers who had submilled to background checks. Is it because you have let too many people be involved 
Precheck who really don·t understand it and you are giving them random opportunities? If so. you are punishing the very people who helped make it a success. It is lot fair to make me randomly be '"jumped'" by TSA and forced to go through a different 
screening protoco I. I want an answer. 

l(b)(61 I 
Sent from my iPad 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time· 7130/2014 11 :47:03 AM Airport· PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Date/Time of Travel. 07129/2014 3:00 PM Airline & Flight Number. Southwest CheckpoinUArea of Airport· Terminal 4 C gates TSA Employee: (If Known)· 

Comment· I had a Southwest Preferred boarding pass but the first TSA agent directed me into the family screening line even after I asked for clarification. ID checking agent informed me which line I was in. 
Most passengers were moved into the pre-check line so ii was longer than lhe regular line. Once past ID checking, both pre-check and regular screening lines all wenl through the simplified screening - nothing oul of bags, through lhe me1a1 detector 
while the small minority of us that went through other lines were subjected to the full screening. 

2 O 14 2: 2 O:, I stopped to ask one of the agents beyond the screening area about my expe nence and he proceeded to te 11 me a t>o ut how to get pre-check and what it means. I told him that I understood the idea but when 9 5 % of the pea pl e a re going through the 
same si m pier check and making the Ii ne s long er lo r those that have gone through the process and cost to get pre-ch eek. he just kept tel Ii ng me that the re was a certain percentage of trave I ers that get moved from regu I ar to pre-check ( but for security 
purposes he couldn't say whal thal number was). 
This is unfair to both those that pay for pre-check, and those that pay for priority screening lines. It also makes for a less secure travel experience for everyone since you are allowing many &quot;unknowns&quot: to skip the more thorough screening. 
It seems as if the TSA wants to kill the pre-check process by making the line as long as the regular line and slowing 11 down. I also don't understand the process of &quot:randomly&quot: reducing screening fro a huge percentage of those traveling. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Namq:b)(61 
Phone Number · ._'-'---'-------' 

Emaiifb)(6, 1 
To leah a Cul I II 1IeI II coIIce1 I Illig 11119 Iehlt>ack, follow this link . hltp://tsawet>.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



2014 825, 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Name"-(b"-."'-1(:,-6 ... ·., ,.....,..,..-----'---, 
Email Address:.,_h_·,_1_r;_·-, -----~ 
Phone Number:~h..,·=·,1=R=;·, ===---, 
Address: Avenidal(b 1(51 
Zip code: ~-----~ 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Na 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? Yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 



Your response is downright RUDE and DISCOURTEOUS! 

I take the time to bring a specific situation ta your attention with the hope someone at TSA may be concerned sufficiently to research the situation and initiate corrective measures. 

AND YOU SEND ME A FORM LETTER RESPONSE? 
I don't need a class on how to use the PreCheck service, I know how the program works. 

Your TSA staff did not respond to my questions correctly and they directed me to the wrong check-in line. How does this change 1/ YOU DON'T LISTEN? 

There is nol one reference in your correspondence 10 lhe situation I relayed in my correspondence. 
Your response is a clear indication that YOU DON'T CARE and NOTH ING WILL IMPROVE' 

You can't hide lousy service and operations behind the veil of protecting us! 

,014 1 0: 16: LISTEN to what people are telling your 

fh··,/~\ '~---------------------~ 

HYPERLINK"'b"-·.,""(6"-I'-------------------' 

From: tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com [mailto:tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 30, 2014 3:09 PM 
To: !rh>IR, I 
Subject In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank yau for your e-mail to the Transportation Security Administration's (TSA) Contact Center regarding TSA Pre?'". 

TS A continues to focus its resources and to imp rove passenger experience at the security checkpoint by exp anding its use of te chno I og y and a p plying new i nte 11 ig en ce-d riven, risk-based screening procedures, The use of risk-based in it i ati ves a 11 ows 
TSA 10 maintain ils high-securily slandards and allow more travelers to experience the benefit of expediled screening. 



Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "HYPER LINK "ma i Ito: tsatcc _do_ not_re ply@s entu re. com "tsatcc _do_ not_re ply@s entu re. com" < HYPER LINK '"ma i I to: ts atcc _do_ not_re pl y@senture.com"ts atcc _do_ not_re ply@senture.com > 

Date Jul~ 31. 2014 at 943:45 AM PDT 
To: l(b)(6) . 
subJecl: ;, Response to your 111quiry. 

Thank you for your e-mail 10 lhe Transportation Security Adminislration·s (TSA) Contact Center regarding TSA Pre?'". 

2014 2: 13: 1 TSA continues to focus its resources and to improve passenger experience at the security checkpoint by expanding its use of technology and applying new intelligence-driven, nsk-based screening procedures. The use of nsk-based initiatives allows 
TS A to maintain its h igh-s ecuri ty standards and a 11 ow mo re trave I ers to experience the benefit of expedited screening. 

The most familiar of TSA's risk-based initiatives, TSA Pre?'", allows TSA ta identify low-risk passengers for expedited screening. Travelers who are directed to the TSA Pre?'" lane may be al lawed to keep an their footwear, light outerwear, and belt. 
and leave their laptop in its case and 3-1-1 compliant liquids/gels bag in their cany-on luggage. 

In addition to TSA Pre?'", TSA has implemented various risk-based measures at all of our Nalion's airports, even at those that do nol have a dedicated TSA Pre?'" lane. For example, some individuals may receive instructions from a Transportation 
Security Officer (TSO) at the checkpoint that may allow them a security screening experience similar to TSA Pre?'". 

Al so, t rave I e rs young er than 12 yea rs of age, old er than 7 5, and mi I ita ry person ne I may receive mod iii ed sere en i ng procedures at airports n ati o nwi de, These procedures imp rove screening by better focusing resources on passengers who may be mo re 
likely to pose a risk. 

While TSA's initiatives provide some travelers with expedited screening. passengers should not expect to receive this form of screening every time they fly. Individuals who would like to receive expedited screening on a more frequent basis should 
consider a p plying to a U. S, Department of Homeland Security ( DH S) trusted t rave I er program , such as the TSA Pre?'" a pp Ii cation p rag ram or Globa I Entry, Applicants who a re approved in either program a re el igi bl e lo r expedited sere en i ng at T SA 
Pre?'" lanes al more lhan 100 airports when traveling on any participating U.S. airline. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time· 7131/2014 5:2g:13 PM Airport· JFK - Jahn F. Kennedy International Date/Time al Travel. 07131/2014 5:15 PM Airline & Flight Number· LAN 533 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Tsa 
precheck TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· Security lines were extremely long so I was sent through TSA Precheck. Bins were not available in the lane I was in so some people inlront of me grabbed bins from the next lane over to put personal belongings. The TSA officer responded 
extremely in appropriately. Insulting lhe underslanding of the travelers. I realize she works here everyday and has a betler understanding of the standards and procedures of TSA. However, as a frequent traveler I expect to oul my belongings in a bin. I 

20 6.02., would rather take te few things frarn rny pockets and place them in a bin not have to dig them into rny carry an bag. There was also na instruction ta grab a small bin from anywhere else. A gentleman behind me was not sure what ta do so he tried 
14 · ·' crossing the metal detector with his phone and belt in his hand. The emp I aye es at the detector ridiculed h1 m and then hypocnt i cal ly sent h1 m to grab a bin from another I in e. 

Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . hltp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



I sent an email last week but since it appears it's hit ar miss as to answering my questions So I thought I'd send a mare complete email. 

On Tuesday. July 28th, about 4:30 pm my husband and I both went throughout the same TSA Precheck at IAH C Tenminal for Elite Access that we have gone through for years. This is the same Precheck security line we've used since Precheck 
began. When Precheck began we both went 10 Homeland Security and obtained Global I D's. I also was asked inlo lhe Precheck program by United Airlines since I am a Platinum member/frequent flyer. 

When going through the security line at the conveyor belt the TSA agent moved my purse on the belt and stood 11 up. I now think that was his code to have me get '"dinged"' by the metal detector because I was "'dinged" and made to go through a 
scanner. I was wearing my normal attire for Precheck and then had to be patted down because of my clothes. While I only had on a light sweater what would happen ii I had on my nonmal lightweight jacket? Have to strip down to clothes that the 
scanner can handle? What is going to happen lhis winier when we are wearing our jackels? Are all of us fully qualified Precheck fliers going to be held up even. More because none of us are prepared for lhe clothing we should be wearing? Why are 
we. your highest trusted travelers made to endure this? Is it because TSA has allowed so many into the program ta try it that the program is once again going to the lowest common denominator and those of us who took it seriously are being 
dIsadva ntaged? 

After I his humiliating experience I then asked the desk (where 4 TSA staff were slanding around I al king about their personal lives) why was I made 10 go through the scanner? There were 2 of us - a man and myself (obviously TSA always pulls a 
woman since our proportions are less in the Precheck line) within 5 people so that means 20% of us had to go through this. 

'014 8'25 ;4 This is not right and is something TSA needs to think through. before implementing. A very serious question - exactly how many people have you '"caught" through the Precheck line with issues? How many with a Global ID have proved to be an 
issue? 

I would like my/this situation looked at thoroughly by the people in charge at TSA. Surely this was not thought through and there Is a better way 1f you are truly worried about those in Precheck. People who have gone through the trouble of being 
interviewed and background checked by Homeland Security do not deserve the humiliation that your staff out them through. We should not be subject to pat downs. 

Is the re rea 11 y a "pi lot" project going in reg a rd i ng this or is this just one more reasa n th at we cannot trust/Ii ke TSA? 

I would like a response, not just a computer-generated answer which does not even apply tony questions. I am sending this because I don't feel my email was read correctly. This is a very serious concern of mine. My only other option is not to fiy and 
I fiy because my work demands it. 

Sent from my iPad 

Caller fiew from BWI to LAS and was chosen for additional screening. A TSO explained that he was selected for random screening. He had 4-S on his boarding pass. On his return fi1ght the exact same thing happened from LAS and an officer made a 
statement about "what are you doing on the list?• So he fiet that it was important to call us. This was the first and only occurance. 

Advised: 

The "S" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Security Administration (TSA) security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
Nalion's air Iransportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

TSA does not discuss or release spec1f1cs about security screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Security Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI to the public because it is 
considered d etri mental to the security of trans po rtati on, 

:J 14 1 O: 2 9: 1 Every passenger and their property m usl be sere ened before entering the secured a re a, and the way the screening is conducted is i m po rI ant. Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers a re treated with dignity, respect, and 
courtesy. 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents teCTorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove lhe random element from lhe system and undermine security. We simply cannol assume thal all terrorists will Iii a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. I a pol og i zed lo r the comment by the TSO and told him to ca 11 us back if it continues to be a problem. ( DH S TR I P) 



Caller flew from BWI to LAS and was chosen for additional screening. A TSO explained that he was selected for random screening. He had 4-S on his boarding pass. On his return flight the exact same thing happened from LAS and an officer made a 
statement about 'what a re you doing on the I 1st?' So he fi et that 11 was important to cal I us. This was the Ii rst and only o ccu ran ce. 

Advised: 

The "S" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
Nation's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

TSA does not discuss or release specifics about security screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Security Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI to the public because it is 
considered d etri mental to the sec u nty of Iran s po rtati on. 

J 14 1 0: 2 9: 1 Every passenger and their property must be sere ened before e nt eri ng the secured a re a, and the way the screening is conducted is import ant, Our po Ii ci es and procedures focus on ensuring that a 11 passengers a re treated with dignity, respect, and 
courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their ca ny-o n bag gage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. I apologized for the comment by the TSO and told him to call us back if it continues to be a problem. (OHS TRIP) 
To w horn it may concern. 
I am writing you 10 inform you of a very unpleasant and aggravaling experience I had while traveling. I was traveling from Trenton mercer airport 10 Minneapolis st. Paul. I was traveling with 2 children and my self one under 2 years of age so I was 
traveling with juice which I thought was allowed. I did not feel it was an excessive amount being as I know how much my children drink on a regular basis. As I was going through security I was told that I had to much which I didn't agree with but I took 
that answer and said ok but then asked how many I was allowed as they were single Juice boxes. I was then told I was not allowed to have any as my child was big enough to walk thru the metal detector on her own so she didn't count as a baby? My 
daughter was walking on her own by 10 months old? So I didn't think this was an appropriate answer. I was finally told I could bring 1 juice box with me because that was all they felt she would need during the flight which she drank before we even left 
and we also sat on the run way before take off for 45 minutes which made our I rip that much longer. I am very disappointed in lhe fact that I was lold I could nol bring her juice. She is a small child and I read lhe rules before I packed and didn'I think I 
was doing anything wrong and it was not a good reason. To tell me she doesn't qualify to bring it because she can walk on her own especially because when you read the rules it says infants and toddlers which she is clearly a toddler. I also felt the 

J14 12: 19:' TSA agent was slightly rude to me, not all of them but the supervisor who told me it was ridiculous that I thought I needed that much, and as I said he doesn't know my child. I am not sure what or if anything can be done but there needs to be a more 
unifonm set of rules as nothing said my child had to be under a certain age to qualify. 

Sincerely, 

kbl(61 

Sent from my iPhone 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name:._1'-'h.,°'1 ... " .. ·-, ____ _,_ __ ~ 

Email Addressl'"(""b"'l(-"6-·-, ___ _,---' 
Phone Numbe rh··,1rr, 
Addresst .. b._1""("-6-·., ____ _.!Streamwood, IL 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 

:J 14 12:20:, ~~i~:u represented by a third party ar an attorney in this matter? No 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) da ya u be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati an? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? na 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Chicago O Hare Intern ati ona I Airport 

What was the dale and approxima1e lime of the incident? 
07-08-2014 5:30 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-;:::::::::;:::==.----------····························· 
Remote Client IPJ~(b_-~1(_6_, --~ 
Date Time 81112014 2:05 32 PM 

Name (b1(6i 

1014 2:20:2 Email b)(61 . 
Comp a,n s: ,scour eous u e mployee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Logan airport, terminal A, approximately 1 :30prn 
Comments: I went through security with my three chi Id re n and my wife. We were directed to the p recheck Ii ne. The staff we re aggressive. rude and com pl etel y impolite. The ma I e agent at the xray machine clearly hated his job and berated my son lo r 
forgetting to remove his headphones. When I took my phone out of my pocket. he became agitated, raised his voice and said. "Phones go IN your bag!" 

We then lined up to go through the metal detector. As we walked through, we apparently weren't going quickly enough for the female agent waiting on the other side. She shouted at my children. "Corne on people, it's a doorway•·· This upset my children 
as well as my wife. 

PI ease speak to your emp I oye es about I heir s ha rn eful treatment of rn y chi Id re n. 



CR CL received the below report and we a re for\'lla rd i ng to you lo r any a ct,on you deem ap prop nate. 

Sincerely, 

Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
(202)401-1474 

---Onqinal Message--

Fromtb)(61 
Sent:saturday, June 21, 2014 I :36 PM 
To: CRCL 

Subject: Fly Rights - New Report from ._[b_ •• _,(6_._I ____ _. 

'014 2:21 5. NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalilion, a civil rig his organization directly from I heir phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like 10 send their complain! 

The q ue st,ons answered by the user be I ow correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel di scri min ati on comp I a int lo rm. You a re requested to take action on the comp I amt of p rofi Ii ng or di sen mi nation by the T SA described he re. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name (b 1(6) 
Email Addr'"e""ss-/h.., .. ..,.,IR.,,..,.., --~------, Phone Numbed"'(b"-.. "-,(6,,,.· ... I __ _. 
Address:._h_·._,IR_._I ____ _.Augusta 

Zip code 30909 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time : 81112014 12: 12:42 PM Airport : PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International DatelTlme of Travel : Aug 1 9:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: delta Checkpoint/Area of Airport : terminal 3 TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· The folks were professional. and relatively polite. However, there was only one metal detector and the people manning it were so slow it was silly. I am glad we have safety, but the deliberate delay of citizens with overly cumbersome tactics 

,014 2.22.1_ and procedures is not necessary. The delay was absurd. 
· · · Would you like a res onse? . False 

Passenger's N,-.--=----< 
Phone Numbe (b)(61 
Email (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



To whom it may concern: 

I am a frequent flyer-- generally LGA, DTW and LAX-- and go through security lines on bi-weekly basis. Usually I am TS A-pre but Wed morning that lane wasn't open. I have never had an issue of any sort until my flight from LGA to DTW on 
Wednesday morning. But the rudeness I experienced on Wed was stunning. Here is lhe situation: 

I put my luggage on the belt with a tote/ shoes in the first bin, my laptop in the second bin and my carry-on alter the two bins. I go through the metal detector and am waiting for some passengers to claim their belongings when a TSA agent-6'4' male-
pushes through, grabs my laptop and walks away with it to the concourse where an older couple are standing. I follow him, tap him on the shoulder and ask him why he took my computer. What happened next was just stunning-- he screamed at me at 
the very top of his voice with his face two inches from mine like a movie drill sergeanl. tells me 10 back off wilh a string of 'harsh' language I hat I couldn't beleive and I ells me ii isn't my computer-- that it was left on the belt. I am not exaggerating-- ii was 
truly an i na pp ro pri ate a utbu rst, vicious and completely unca 11 ed for. And then he ye 11 ed at me again that I shouldn't have I eft it on the be It. 

Of course it was my computer as he discovered when he opened it and my name was on the log in. I didn't leave it on the belt-- it was right there between my tote and carry on. He shoved it at me and walked back and took another computer off the 
bell and headed back to the older couple. It is obvious I hat lhe older couple left I heir computer on the belt and he was looking for ii-· theirs was a 13 inch Mac, mine was 15 inch MacBook Air. 

'014 4:0B:2. There are so many ways that this situation could have been handled that didn't involve a 6"4" TSA agent screaming and threatening me. You PR is abysmal. your rules feel capnc,ous and the traveling public feels that we are no safer now-- but we have 
to worry about TSA agents stealing from us, molesting us and being abusive. You still have so much work to do. 

Thanks for listening. 

!(b,(61 

After a 1 0-ho u r flight from I ncheon International Airport in Seoul to SEA-TAC to vIsIt my pa rents for the 3rd ti me in 4 years, I arrived at SEA-TAC and proceeded with the usu al customs p race ss. 

After I he confusion trying 10 figure-a ul whel her or not to ch eek in for a co nne cti ng fl i g hi. I proceeded through 10 an additiona I screening (even I ho ugh none of the passengers ever I e ft I he secure a re a at any ti me J. 

After going through the metal detector, a TSA guard asked to open my bag. Her name was[b)(ff:, I She immediately asked. "You you have any needles or sharp obJects in your bag that will poke me?" I have heard this line before, but 11 is usually said 
by the Po Ii ce when they a re patting someone down suspected of being a drug d ea I er, That was surprising yet also quite rid i cu Io us to me ( I s us pe ct that drug needles would not be a I lowed in passenger bags and wo u Id be confiscated before getting on 
the airplane in the first place). 

Nextl(b':1(61! took my purchased duty free alcohol bottles out of my bag and she was going to seize them had I not alerted her to the fact that both of the alcohol bottles were in a sealed duty-free bags. After that, she started to question the integrity of 
the bottles (one was a green Korean ceramic bottle with traditional Korean rice wine inside). I would like to know what the problem is with these bottles. I was shocked to ever find out about these bottles not being allowed through security checkpoints 
even though they have been packaged correctly by the duty-free sIore in Seoul. Several limes,l(b}(6} !moved my bag in an aggressive manner, spoke aggressively to me about the items in my bag, and "escorted'" me (as a criminal) to check my bag 
with Alaskan Airlines (a line I waited in for nearly an hour before I entered the additional pointless security check-point). 

Althougtfiw:fil]was just "doing her job."' she made me feel like some criminal, Every time I come back to my home (Colorado, USA), I am reminded how little respect TSA gives to people visiting America, Last time, there was an issue with my 
,014 8:03,4 husband being slopped at securily and made to wait in a little room for an hour which made us miss our connecting flight (by the way, you never addressed this email either, which makes me wonder why I bother wriling you in lhe first place). 

Because of this incident. I had to check my bag with the precious bottle inside to be put under the plane. After I received my bag. the bottle had broken into small pieces thanks to this ridiculous policy. 

Al I ho ugh I understand random bottles of a I coho I being confi seated without a d ul y-fre e I a be I , I a bso I ul ely expect that a bottle pure h ased at an in tern ati o na I airport s hou Id be ab I e to pass through security especial I y with an approved I ab el. 

PI ease contact me with a response as soon as poss i b I e. I am patiently waiting. 

Sincerely, 

kb)(61 
August 1, 2014 

P.S. TSA has made flying "'safer·· but has also made traveling a needlessly stressful endeavor. 



'014 8:04 2 

TSA Discrimination and Abuse of People with Disabilities 

I have flown many times from Milwaukee ta Savannah in the past six years. On Tuesday, March 18. 2014 was the first time I was terrorized. discriminated and abused by the TSA officers at the Savannah. GA airport. TSA discriminated by refusing 
accommodation for my disability. I still have nightmares that I would die in that airport from the TSA officer's discrimination and abuse. 

As customary, I arrived 90 minutes before my Delta fi1ght 1475 with a printed boarding pass stating wheelchair required. Each time I have visited the Savannah airport an employee has manned the outside kiosks to weigh. check in luggage and get me 
a wheelchair; unfortunately no one was available on this day. As a person with disabilities and a senior citizen this lack of service put me at extreme risk. 

Given no other options, I managed slowly to make it inside the door only to find 26 people waiting in line to check their luggage. No employee was manning that station, instead she was at the kiosk helping people print their boarding pass while those 
of us with boarding passes waited in line for 30 minutes with no service. In addition, I was lold there was no employee 10 gel me a wheelchair, instead I was lold the TSA check in was jusl around the corner. 

Again given no olher options, I slowly managed around the corner to the TSA check in. I clearly and immediately explained 10 lhe first TSA officer that I was a person wilh disabilities, was refused a wheelchair and needed help. She stated I hey did not 
have wheelchairs and she told me to stand in front of a gate. 

I repeated myself in detail to a second TSA officer that I had muscular dystrophy and without a wheelchair I was very weak and had difficulty breathing plus my medical equipment, computer, phone and belongings were unattended on the other side of 
the gate afle r being x- rayed. She said it was my Job to keep an eye on my be Io ngrngs yet she refused to a 11 ow me through the meta I detector gate. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: ._[b-'••_1(6_.'-I ___ _. 
Dale Time: 8/212014 5:29:02 PM 

Nam~kbi/61 
Emai_(b 1(6 ., 
Comp I a i nts: Long Lin es I Lengthy Wait at Checkpoint. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):812I14 
Dulles International Airport 

,014 6_01 . Southwest Airline 
- - · 1 Flight 2771 

Comments:I was at the airport early. turned in my rental car and shuttled to the airport with plenty of time left (90 minutes). I got through ticketing, checking 7 bags between me and the 3 children traveling with me. 

We entered the TSA security line, where only 2 agents were checking IDs against the tickets, and only 2 were running the conveyor belts and body scanners/metal detectors. We WAITED in a SLOW line. Right as we got to the checkpoint and the TSA 
employee had checked off my ticket with my Ii cense & in iii a I ed it what I suppose was a person higher up than the one ho Id i ng my ticket approached and to Id her to send everyone to the other end of the room where more Ii nes we re opening. However. 
instead of opening MORE, these 2 workers and lines now took over and the lines we had waited in closed, She asked the man if she could send us through, but he said no. So, all of the people in the line behind me and all of the people still coming 
down the escalalors and gelling in line were now IN FRONT of us as we made our way across lhe room. I again had to wait in a LONG and SLOW line. I even told her I was going to miss my flighl. bul he had lold her to send everyone over, so she did. 
When I got thru the 2nd line. the TSA employee checking IDs even commented that I had already been checked off. I stated again that I had been sent over and was going ta miss my flight. When I finally arrived at the gate, the plane was still there, but 
it had been "closed" so we couldn't board. My 3 kids and I were 4 of 8 travelers that missed that flight. There were no less than 6 TSA employees "milling" around, seemingly doing nothing. More lines should have been open to handle the volume of 
t rave I e rs. And I should NEVER have be en rerouted through a second Ii n e-1 would have made my II i g ht had I be en a 11 owed to go through when the Ii rst emp I oye e checked my I D, 

I had to travel to Chicago and then to Seattle, when my original destination was Spokane. Luckily I was planning to drive to Seattle tomorrow anyway. so I was able to change my plans. But my luggage went ta Spokane and we went to Seattle' 

I understand the reasons for the screening process, but I think that a mode cum of common sense could be used. Open enough lines to handle the volume. be kind to each other-we are all human beings, and work more efficiently when tasked to do so. 
The re is no excuse for the re to be machines sitting unused and e rn ployee s sl anding around not working . 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl(b 1(6) 
Dale Time: 8/3/20""1..,.4""3 .... :5=9~:4~1~P~M.,... 

Namtb··,1G\ I· 
'014 5·31 3 Ema]b,(5) I 
· · · Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee. 

Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):On July 1. 2014, I was flying out of Chicago Midway. I had a 6A5 AM flight to Pittsburgh on Southwest Airlines. I had missed my connection out of Chicago the night before due 
to strong storms. When I flew inlo Chicago, lhey had me collect my bags, so the nexl day, I had to go through securily again. 
Comments:! was traveling with a cat. When I approached security, I went through the normal procedure of taking off shoes, taking out my liquids bag. putting my bags through X-ray. When I put the leash on my cat and brought her out of her carrier, I 
was met with some very unprofessional language and behavior from the agent on the other side of the metal detector. From the looks of some of the other agents. I have a feeling some of them were concerned, and maybe one of them said something. 
When I got through the detector with my cat, she had me stand there and wait for someone to wipe my hands. At one point, I simply turned my head and she exclaimed, "I told you to stand here, Your bags came through , Gees lady!" Again. I simply 
turned my head. My feet did nol move from lhe spol. I was not going to reporl this, but after wilnessing the professionalism of some of our other agenls both at Chicago Midway and other airpor1s, I fell it was impor1ant. I appreciate so much whal TSA 
agent do to keep us safe. but this was very poor customer service and uncalled for. This incident happened at Chicago Midway on July 1, 2014, between 5:30 and 6:00 AM. The agent was working right behind the metal detector. At the time I went 
through, there was only one line open. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" 
CurTent Date/Time · 81312014 5:56:15 PM 
Airporl: ORF - Norfolk International Date/Time of Travel 08/0312014 5:45 PM Airline & Flighl Number UA4842 Checkpoint/Area of Airporl: Terminal B TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment. I greatly appreciate TSA Pre and have no problem paying for expedited security screening, however rve notice quite a bit of variance in the treatment of pre-approved travelers. especially when the dedicated precheck lane is closed. 
Sometimes the precheck !rave I e rs are told that they enJoy no p ri vi leges when dedicated I anes are closed sometimes belts, coats and shoes as wel I as 3-1-1 comp Ii ant bags do not need to be re moved. so met, mes they do. It is this i nco ns i stency which 

'014 7:05:1 makes security lanes slow as it leads to uncertainty, questions and therefore delays. At ORF I was asked to remove belt and 3-1-1 bag but shoeswereok, scanning was performed using the lull body scanner only even though a traditional metal 
detector was available .. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name ·1 

Phone)JJJ1I1W;:;ii&:'.:::'.:'.::=::i;----' 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a commen concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?"' , Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time, 8/412014 7:28:45 AM Airport, JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/lime of Travel· 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I fly twice a week for work and have found mu It i pie i nco n s i ste nci es in how educated T SA a gents a re with regards to s ecu ri ty protoco Is, esp eci a 11 y in pre-check, 

In particular, I have a surgical shoe due to a broken foot. It does not alarm when I go through the metal detector. I do not mind having my shoe swabbed every time I go through security. However, I do mind having my time wasted as three TSA agents 
,014 8,56 , 1- ask each other &quot what do we do about her shoe? It didn't alarm&quot: and then discuss in circles in front of me for three minutes. 

Addilionally, I fly wilh two laptops because of work. I understand the policy with precheck where you can fiy with your laptop in your bag. I love thay policy. However, I also know if you have more than one laplop you have to take ii out because it 
becomes an issue in the xray machine. I have had multiple people tell me while I'm in line &quot;keep your laptop in your bag&quot: and give me attitude when I tell them it becomes an issue with two laptops. I also had someone assure me it wouldn't 
be an issue, only to be detained for 10 minutes afterwards because they needed to take out a laptop and rerun my bag. I fully understand that they are used to uneducated people in line at precheck who do not know the policies and protocols. Please 
educate your staff on the right policies and instruct them to listen to customers who have an explanation for why they do what they're doing. Makes for a much more pleasant Monday morning. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number . 
Emailkb 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Ti me . 813/2014 7: 26 :58 PM 
Airport EWR - Newark International 
Date/Time of Travel. 07124/2014 12:15 PM Airline & Flight Number· 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport A gate 33 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 

'014 8:57:1 Comment: The Imes at EWR are long and slow in Terminal A. Since I am both PreCheck and GOES, I thought the 20-30 mm delays at secunty might because there·s no dedicated PreCheck line. After a few weeks of going through the same 
screening checkpoint, I realized that it is because the agents are not following consistent procedures. For example, Precheck passengers going through a metal detector should not be required to empty their pockets. For example- I had to go through 
the magne1ome1er THREE limes because I had my boarding pass in my pocket. Isn't the poinl of going through lhe magnetometer to ensure thal there's no METAL concealed? Whal purpose does ii serve to empty paper from the pockel. And it"s the 
point of the trusted passenger programs to ensure quicker screening so that we don't have to empty pockets, take off shoes and other time delays? It's these kind of inconsistencies that waste time and delay other passengers. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB21ApplicationManager 

Fro~(b)(61 
Sent: Monday, Augusl 04, 2014 11 :58 AM 
To: Bandy, Kimberly J 
Cc: T SAExte rna I Com pl ,ance: N and ra. Ki ntp au I; SALO E F Leg a I Affairs 
Subject Screening of Sikh American Passenger at ROC 

Dear Ms. Bandy: 

PI ease find that a lta ched I ette r reg a rd i ng the screening of a Sikh American passenger at Roch ester I nte ma ti on al Airport, 

Sincerely, 

b)(61 

:J14 1246 b·1(6·-, W h' DC 20005 
"'P:ch""o""n'-e,.l_h_·.,1-~'"._-----....-,:-'· as ,ngton, 

n, Fax: 202-318-4433 

HYPERLIN ~b~l~(6~1--------------------------------------------------~ 

Kimberly Bandy, Manager 
M ul11cu ltu ra I Branch. D1sa b1 Ii ty and Mu I ti cultural Di vision 
Office of C iv i I Rights and Liberti es, Ombudsman and Traveler Engagement 
Transpor1ation Securily Administration 
601 South 12th Street 

You should consult with an attorney before taking any action or refraining from any 



'014 4:13:5 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time, 81412014 1:47:29 PM Airport· LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel· 08/2512014 1:20 PM Airline & Flight Number, Delta Checkpoint/Area of Airporl, TSA 
Securily TSA Employee: (If Known) : female pat down Comment ( 1) Why was my husband okayed for pre-screening and I was nol? I depend on him at limes, like al airports. 

(2) Because of medical reasons, I did not want to go through anything but a metal detector so I opted for my first pat down. I was told to wait in an area where passengers were walking past on both sides. The female agent acted as 1f the process was 
an i m posit ion. After the pat down, she never changed her gloves. The I atte r was very disturbing and di sgus ting . 

Going through the screening in SLC was so opposite the LAX experience. It was a delightful surprise. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

The callers son just went through security from HOU. He was groped in the genitals from the officer when he had a patdown. He was told by the officer that it was procedure to do that He asked if that was true. He knows he went through HOU and 
his son cal I ed his wife a few minutes ago a bout it. He is going to get mo re information from his son about what happened and other facts so he can register that complaint, 

Advised ca Iler: 

At a i rpo rls na ti o nw ide. T SA has imp I emented stream Ii n ed. consistent. and thorough patdown procedures at security checkpoints to provide a higher I eve I of security and increase the safety of the traveling public, They a re used to reso Ive a I arms from 
the walk lhrough metal detector (WTMD), when anomalies are discovered lhrough Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, and as part of TSA"s random screening activities. 

'014 S:OO: 1 A TSO of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdown search. TSOs are required to use the back of the hand to patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas. TSOs are required to use the front of the hand. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport, we will forward a copy to the Customer Support Manager at that location. TSA monitors lhe number and na1ure of complainls we receive in order to track trends and spol areas 
of concern that may require special attention. 

As they are at the airport, the CSM would be able to do an investigation. The best way to do that is to get as much information about the situation as we can. Having details about the checkpoint location in the airport, date and time of incident, and 
even the flight information will assisl the CSM. 

If you would like to get a liltle more informat,on, you can call us back and we can file a complaint and forward 11 to the CSM. 

The caller s son just went through security from HOU. He was groped in the genitals from the officer when he had a patdown. He was told by the officer that it was procedure to do that. He asked if that was true. He knows he went through HOU and 
his son cal I ed his wife a few minutes ago about it. He is going to get mo re inform at,on from his son about what happened and other facts so he can register that complaint. 

Advised ca Iler: 

At a i rpo rls nationwide, T SA has imp I emented stream Im ed, consistent, and thorough patdown procedures at security che c kpomts to provide a higher I eve I of security and increase the safety of the travel mg public. They are used to reso Ive a I arms from 
the walk through metal detector (WTMD), when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. and as part of TSA's random screening activities. 

'014 S:OO: 1 A TSO of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdown search. TSOs are required to use the back of the hand to patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas. TSOs are required to use the front of the hand. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport, we will forward a copy to the Customer Support Manager at that location. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot areas 
of concern I hat may require special attenlion. 

As they are at the airport, the CSM would be able to do an investigation. The best way to do that 1s to get as much information about the situation as we can. Having details about the checkpoint location in the airport, date and time of incident. and 
even the flight information will assist the CSM. 

If you would like to get a little more information, you can call us back and we can file a complaint and forward it to the CSM. 



Today aug 5th my wife and mother of 4 while traveling with our kids was stopped detained and patted down with hands. Our 22 month old was crying as the agents escorted her away. Our 4 year old still does not understand why his mother had to be 
taken away. 

Here are the events: 
We are !rave Ii ng as a lam i I y with lour kids: 10, 9, 4, and 22 months. As we we re a lam, ly. they opened up the gate leading to the metal detector and asked he whole lam, ly to go through. I went first and the 3 older kids fol lowed me. Then they asked 
my wife to put the baby down and let the baby walk through on her own. We attempted for about 3 seconds to coax the baby through to me on the other side of the gate, however the baby was very scared, 

:114 12: 13:, The agent !(b )(6) ! became impatient with this process and indicated that it was okay for my wife to just carry the baby. Right as my wife was walking through the metal detector the agentl(b )(6) !said: ··1 will have to test your hands then"' 

My wife had just washed her hands in the airport bathroom which apparently causes the swab system to alarm, which lead to the detainment followed by the pat down. 

My wife is 5'7 -117 pounds and was wearing a form fitting shirt and shorts making it completely obvious that there was nothing underneath her clothes. Although the pat down was done properly, it was a complete violation of her privacy and 
represents a complete and Iota I waste of resources. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Adding the missing information: 

SNA airport. My name isk~b_·•~1(6_·~1 --~land my wife's name is!~(b~••_,(6_.~I ---~I Our fi1ght left at 8: 10 am this morning and the secunty incident happened at roughly 7:00. 

Needless 10 say this was a terrible way to begin our trip and could have easily been avoided. 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Aug 5, 2014, at 1041 AM,l,_(b_,_(6_) ______________ _, 
> 

> Today aug 5th my wife and mother of 4 while traveling with our kids was stopped detained and palled down wilh hands. Our 22 month old was crying as lhe agenls escorted her away. Our 4 year old still does not understand why his mother had to 
1014 6:08:5 be taken away. 

> 

> Here are the events: 
>Weare traveling as a family with four kids: 10, 9, 4, and 22 months. As we were a family, they opened up the gale leading to the metal detector and asked he whole family 10 go through. I went first and lhe 3 older kids followed me. Then they 
asked my wife to put the baby down and let the baby walk through on her own. We attempted for about 3 seconds to coax the baby through to me on the other side of the gate. however the baby was very scared. 
> 

> The agent kb )/6) ! became impatient with this process and indicated that it was okay for my wife to just carry the baby. Right as my wife was walking through the metal detector the agent Kb )(6) 
> 

> My wife had ju st washed her hands in the airport bath room which apparently causes the swab system to a I a rm, which I ea d to the detainment fol lowed by the pat down. 
> 

I said: "I will have to test your hands then" 

> My wife is 57 - 117 pounds and was wearing a form fitting shirt and shorts making it completely obvious that there was nothing underneath her clothes. Although the pat down was done properly, it was a complete violation of her privacy and 
represents a complele and 1otal waste of resources. 

> Sent from my ,Phone 



I wanted to write and share an experience I had going through security on a recent flight. I want to preface this letter by informing you that I consider myself a regular air traveler, flying anywhere from six to ten times a year for both business and 
pleasure. Because of my many travels, I have passed through airport security many limes, experiencing a variety of differenl responses to being a diabetic with an insulin pump. Unfortunalely, this recenl experience was especially frustrating and I fell it 
warranted reporting. 

On Sunday July 27, 2014 my wife and I were returning from vacation and were flying from Cancun. Mexico to Richmond, VA with a connection in Charlotte, NC. We landed in Charlotte early around 1 :00 p.m. Due to the time involved with getting 
through customs in Charlotle, we were extremely light on time to make our connecling flight, but still needed to go through security to gain access to our connecting flighl. 

We arrived at Security Gate D around 2:00 p.m. and once we reached the screening area, we placed our belongings on the belt. removing all items from our pockets. The only item I retained on my person was my insulin pump. Upon reaching the TSA 
agent I informed him that I was wearing an insulin pump and could not go through the body scanner because my pump is not warrantied if it becomes damaged by the scanner. I received a response of 'other diabetics go through the scanner' and a 
very frustraled demeanor. I informed him that I would be willing to go lhrough the metal de1ec1or, bul could not go through the scanner. The agenl proceeded 10 speak with another TSA agent behind the baggage x-ray, stating lhat I was refusing to go 
through the scanner. Both agents rolled their eyes at one another and continued to give an impression of frustration over my request. 

During this time my wife quickly made it through security. along with our belongings. In addition. there were pregnant women and many children in line stating they didn't want to go through the scanner who didn't receive any sort of frustrated response 
or questioning of I heir requesl. They were allowed to pass lhrough the metal de1ec1or as soon as they opted out of lhe body scanner. As time passed and the TSA agent still had not made any atlempl to help me, I again slated I would be willing to go 

:J 14 12: l B:, through the metal detector and even offered to take my pump off to go through the scanner. I was told by the agent not to take my pump off and was again ignored while other passengers passed through security. 

While I was waiting the agent asked if I was traveling with anyone and I told him that my wife was already through security and that we were going to miss our flight if I didn't get through security soon. I was told that, 'it looked like my wife would be 
making lhe flight without me: 

Eventually the agent sought the help of another agent and they found a male agent to perform the pat down. I was pulled aside and asked why I was refusing to go through the scanner. I informed this agent that I refused to go through the body scanner 
because the company who manufactures my pump would not warranty damage caused by a body scanner. He then asked why I refused to go through the metal detector and I informed him that I had not refused to go through the metal detector, stating 
that I offered 10 go through the metal detector mulliple limes, but was refused by the firsl TSA agent. He seemed confused by this and said ii was too late for lhat now. He proceeded to give the explanation of what would occur as he palled me down. I 
informed the agent we were about to miss our flight and asked if he could hurry up, stating that I had been through this pat down process before. I was told he couldn·t hurry up, there were cameras watching and he needed to follow the procedure. This 
second agent was very p role ss,ona I and comp I eted the pat down. 0 nee the pat down was completed we ran to catch our fi 1g ht. arriving at the gate as the plane pulled away. 

While missing our flighl was frustrating, the time was close due to the long wait associaled with cus1oms and I don't think we would have made the flighl even if everylhing went "smoothly' through security. What I do care aboul is the treatment I 
received from TSA upon explaining my situation. I always expect to receive extra scrutiny because I wear a pump, but I have been traveling with an insulin pump for many years through security and am very familiar with how things should go. I don't 
expect to be treated as though I am making extreme requests when I state I don't wish to go through the body scanner or send my pump through the x-ray. My insulin pump is a very expensive device that is an integral part of my diabetes treatment. 
We re it to become damaged and I not be aware of the situation I could experience a Ii fe-t h re ate n i ng situation wa CTanti ng hos pi ta Ii za ti on or worse, As I stated I have fi own quite a bit for business and p I ea sure s i nee wearing a pump. This event was by 
far the worsl treatment I've ever received. Being trealed in this manner made me feel unfairly judged because of my condition, and makes me feel like I personally need to come up with different accommodations to pass lhrough security wilh my insulin 
pump. I feel compelled to share this experience so that awareness can be raised and hopefully someone else doesn't have a similar experience in the future. 
Caller was in a wheelchair and was wandering why she did not get to go through the PreCheck line. 
Her husband later came in on the line and was wandering why he did not get PreCheck on his lasl flight. He 901 it going, but not corning back. He stated I hat I hey paid the 85.00 fee and did the interview. 
Both people eventually got mad, because PreCheck was random and hung up on me. 

Advised ca Iler: 
All individuals must undergo security screening at lhe checkpoint before being perrnilled into lhe secure area of an airport, including those eligible for TSA Pre\u2713 '". 

TSA recognizes that certain travelers with disabil1t1es or medical conditions may have difficulty standing or walking and that certain medical conditions may cause individuals to alarm when screened using a walk-through metal detector. If this occurs. 
:)14 12:28:, TSA Pre\u2713"' individuals may be permitted to undergo alternate screening procedures such as Advance Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, explosives trace detection (ETD) swabbing. or a patdown screening. 

Please keep in mind that TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport. and no individual will be guaranteed expedited screening. 

App Ii cation Program 
When TSA scans the barcode or observes the TSA Pre\u2713"' logo on a boarding pass at lhe security checkpoinl. the passenger may be referred to a TSA Pre\u2713'" lane for expedited screening. 

Al tho ugh T SA wi 11 al ways incorporate random and u n pred i ctab I e security measures throughout the airport. This is designed so th at terro ri sis do not try to find out how the system ope rates. 

So I here are times when you may get PreCheck and other times when you do not. Thal is how the system opera1es. 



I would like to file a complaint about two events that occur,-ed during my flight from SLC to LAX on 8-6-14. 

First, I would like to establish the type of traveler I am. I fly 1-2 times weekly. I am a first generation TSA precheck participant and have been very supportive of 90% of the post 9/11 travel regulations. Furthermore, I have sent multiple emails and 
comment cards to the SLC management in the past giving compliments on how SLC 1s the best run airport that I fiy out of. 

This has changed. 

Since the TSA precheck program was recently expanded, flying out of SLC has become increasingly difficult. Today, it reached a level of absurdity that I feel compelled to write about. 

As I was about to pass lhrough checkpoint 2 at approximalely 10:05 a .m ., the two lanes that we're being used for precheck were cul down to one lane. The remaining lane was I hen merged wilh non-precheck flyers. The line immediately backed up all 
the way to the TSA representative checking IDs. ZThe point of having precheck is defeated if precheck travelers are then re-constituted with non pre-check flyers. 

The second problem came when there was a family ol 4-6 people ccmpletely blocking the line at the luggage scanner. There was nothing going into the scanner and no one going through the metal detector. I was next in this line and walked around the 
family and attempted 10 put my bag onlo lhe conveyor. The suiled man, presumably the shift manager, running that lane immediately called me out and lold me that culling in line wasn't acceplable. He lhen senl me, school yard fashion, back to the 

,014 2:12: 1- end of the line. This action further slowed the line, which had backed up to the point that no one could actually enter the area at all. 

The prob I em with this behavior is thus, I have been in many similar situations whereas non experienced travelers ho Id up the Ii n e, Norm ally, when an experienced traveler attempts to keep the efficiency of the Ii ne up by moving one unit space ahead in 
the line, the TSA personnel give a thanks. This makes sense in lhat, as professional travelers, we have a vesled interest in helping to keep the system working smoothly. My inlent has always been 10 follow both the letter and spiril of the travel 
regulations when I fly. Instead of recognizing that a traffic jam was being created by eliminating the precheck lane. the manager on duty instead spoke to me in a way that was unprofessional and disrespectful. Additionally, it was not in accordance with 
no rma I procedures and ob Ii vi o us to both the intent and effect of the action on my pa rt. 

I primarily fly between LAX, LAS and SLC. I have seen similar increases in precheck lraffic at lhese olher airports. I have not however, seen the gross increase in time that ii takes to go through securily at those airports. What you were doing previously 
was great: what you are doing now isn"t working. 

I will add that all of the other personnel I enccuntered that day were the nonnal level of highly ccurteous and friendly staff that I have come to expect from SLC. Furthennore, although they didn't say so in as many words, several were obviously 
fl ummo,ed at why the p recheck lane had been closed and implored me to wri I e a complaint. 

I am available by phone or email if anyone wishes to contact me for follow up on this incident. 

Besi. 



Information Request She has a flight in September to Branson. She is not sure of the exact flight details. She wants to make sure she does not have the same experience again. She will be getting the wheelchair assistance but can walk through. 
Her replacements are meIaI implants. 

Response Details: For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Secunty Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)). it must: 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Describe the al I eg ed di scrim i na tory action in sufficient de ta i I to in form T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In order to ap prop nately address your concerns, we a I so need to know the airport at which you we re sere ened by T SA. 

TSA acce pl s e •ma i Is as being signed. 

'014 3:38 :2 If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

Many passengers with meIaI implants thal regularly alarm a walk-lhrough metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rt of a person or device. 

An el igi bl e passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is a vai I ab I e or can request to be screened using a patdown, 

If a p atdown is required in order to complete screening: 

The patd own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers mu st wait for a TSO of the same gender to be come a vai I ab I e, 
The passenger can request a privale screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat•down sensitive areas. During a privale screening, anolher TSA employee will also be presenl and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
A passenger s ho u Id nol be asked 10 remove or Ii ft any a rlicle of clothing 10 rev ea I a sensitive body area. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time : 8/612014 2:26:02 PM Airport . IAD - Washington-Dulles International Date/Time of Travel · 08/04/2014 6:00 PM Airline & Flight Number · 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : P reCheck 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : At the IAD PreCheck line (only one of lhe two lines was open), I sounded the random alarm indicating lhe need for a hand swab. I have no issue with this. I do have issue wilh the facl thal it took over 7 minutes for a TSO to arrive in order 
to conduct the hand swab. During this time, another passenger received the random alarm and waited with me. Two TSA employees were chatting at the supervisor desk just beyond the check point. one was working the metal detector, and one was 

'014 4: 1 O: 1 working the baggage screening machine. I don't know how you can have the line open at all 1f there Is no TSO readily available to conduct any required secondary screenings. Moreover, the TSO on duty (who should be easy to find given that there 
was apparently only one) was extremely discourteous and made no apology for the delay. Clearly there is a TSO staffing issue at this checkpoint at this time period. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number r(b,".,";1(~6"', =--,-......I 

Email b)(61 
To leave a commen concerning is feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-;:::=:;:=::===;------····························· 
Remote Client 1ptb)(61 I 
Date Time 8/612~ 14 4: 15 20 PM 

'014 6:063 Nam,t. ~,(6) 
EmailF"'_ h""··,1"'r;""·.,--.._---~ 
Comp I a i nl s: Di scou rI ea us/Rude Employee· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Terminal 5 gate 14 at 405 pm. JFK. 
Comments:Your employee at the metal detector was unclear with Hus instructions regarding whether or not I should go thru the scanner or the metal detector. There were no bins for keys as is typical and his answer was that those items should go in 
my bag. His tone was rude and and condescendibg. He also repeatedly stated to a 5 yr old child holding his stuffed toy that "the animal goes in the machine", When the child didn't understand he escalated his voice. I did not get his name, he was short 
haired African American. Approx 5 10 and thin. Very rude, very condescending and ullimately inefficienl. lls the TSA pre line, we all know whal we are doing. Straighlen him out please. 



Cal Ii ng m because she Is flying from SEA to O ul les and she states that her fmge rs were tested lo r explosives. The ca 11 er states that her and few other peop I e were p u 11 ed from the Im e. The ca 11 er states it happened ag am even though she was to Id 11 was 
random. The caller states she was upset because it does not make her feel like a happy traveler. The caller states it happened 2 times within a 4 day period. The caller wants to know why and how to prevent it in the future, 

Advised caller TSA applies a vanety of security measures m screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances. this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be tnggered by 
a number of factors to include watch list processing, random selection. or alarm resolution. For example. TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector 
(WTM DJ or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Addilionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

'014 9:41 :2 Advised caller of OHS Trip 
Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed. denied boarding, or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry may want to consider applying. For those who encounter misidentification, 

the DH S T rave I er Redress Inquiry Program (TR IP) he I ps prevent watch I is t name confusion, or misidentification. Advised ca Iler I w i 11 em ai I her the forms to a pp I y. DH S com pone nl s wi 11 review the request and share information wi I h other agencies 10 
address the issues identified in the TRIP application. TSA's Secure Flight uses the results of the redress process in its watch list matching process to help prevent future delays for misidentified passengers. When an individual applies for redress, OHS 
TRIP will assign a record identifier or Redress Control Number (RCN). OHS TRIP will inform redress applicants in wntmg when the OHS review of an inquiry is complete. Reviews of requests for redress take a minimum of 30 business days. Alier the 
comp I a int is resolved, DH S TR IP re commends that travelers provide this RC N when making reservations or updating their traveler p rofi I e with an airline. This info wi 11 assist security technologies to he Ip prevent misidentification from occurring due to 
the similarily of a traveler"s name 

Calling in because she is flying from SEA to Dulles and she states that her fingers were tested for explosives. The caller states that her and few other people were pulled from the line. The caller states it happened again even though she was told it was 
random. The ca 11 er states she was upset because it does not make her feel I, ke a happy traveler. The ca 11 er states it happened 2 ti mes within a 4 day pe nod. The ca 11 er wants to know why and how to prevent it in the future. 

Advised caller TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances. this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by 
a number of factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply add1t1onal screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector 
(WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

'014 gc41 '2 Advised caller of OHS Trip 
Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding. or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry may want to consider applying. For those who encounter misident1f1cation, 

the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevent watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Advised caller I will email her the forms to apply. OHS components will review the request and share information with other agencies to 
address the issues identified in the TRIP application. TSA's Secure Flighl uses the resulls of the redress process in ils watch list matching process 10 help prevent future delays for misidentified passengers. When an individual applies for redress, OHS 
TRIP will assign a record identifier or Redress Control Number (RCNJ. OHS TRIP will inform redress applicants in writing when the OHS review of an inquiry is complete. Reviews of requests for redress take a minimum of 30 business days. After the 
complaint is resolved, OHS TRIP recommends that travelers provide this RCN when making reservations or updating their traveler profile with an airline. This info will assist security technologies to help prevent misidentification from occurring due to 
the similarity of a traveler's name 

I am making a complaint regarding the IreatmenI I received at Indianapolis Airport this day at 8:00 am through lane 5 by a young caucasian woman. I am precheck and have a knee replacement of which I informed them. I was told 10 go through the 
metal detector. I reminded her again that I had a knee replacement. She spoke loudly and rudely to get in the other lane. She was sarcastic in her speech and mocked me to her coworker. I believe her last name stated with a B. She had brown hair. 

:i 14 1 0, 06 ,, I do not appreciate bemg Ire ated in this manner by your staff. I !rave I every week and have never had to endure persona 11 y i nsultmg behavior from TSA. This I ad y obv,ousl y has I et her power go to her head. 
· " I am very serious about her supervisor being informed of her behavior to passengers, 

Please inform me as to what steps I need to take 10 ensure this happens. 

!(b)(61 I 
Sent via the Samsung Galaxy Note® II, an AT & T 4G L TE smartphone 
Hello' I am in KCI airport right now and just received the worst service ever. I can forgive my bag being searched for a pocket knife when it was really the bag of someone else. It was found and an honest mistake. What I am really upset about are the 
words and tone m which those words were said to me by a TSA agent. Everyone before me went through the standard old metal detector but a couple people in front of me they switched to the X-ray machine. I paused as I am unsure if I am pregnant 
and was trying to remember the safety of such a machine if that's the case. As I stood one kinder worl<er (in a white shirt, I assume he was in charge based on the difference of his uniform) politely explained that it was safe. The other man in a blue 
shirt said gruffly and creepily, "if you don't go through that we will have to pat you down and touch you in places you don't want us 10 Iouch you." I was 100 angry to see slraight and get his name. Thankfully for him my husband didn't hear him. As I 
know words would have been exchanged and a formal report would have been made right then and there. 

:J 14 12:09:( Please make sure that ALL members of TSA receive some training on how not to talk to women. I am a pretty tough cookie and not easily offended, This man's words were uncalled for and insensitive and down right creepy. 

I am flying Southwest flight 2197 on 8/7/14. I went through TSA around 1 Dam. 



'014 4:06 5 

Sirs/Ms: My husband. daughter and I travelled through Orlando International Airport yesterday, August 7, in the afternoon (approximately 5pm). When we printed our boarding passes, my boarding pass was selected as TSA pre-check; my husband 
and daughter did not. This 1s not the first time that I have a TSA pre-check on the boarding pass. so I am familiar with the procedure. As such, I was wearing sandals since I did not anticipate having to take off my shoes. When we arrived at the TSA 
security area, my husband and daughter went to the regular line: I went to the TSA pre-check line. After passing the initial check for ID and boarding pass. my husband and daughter with randomly selected for the pre-check. After the ID/boarding pass 
check, I was seni. however, to the regular line. I showed the TSA agent lhat my boarding pass indicated pre-check, but he did not even look al it or acknowledge my words. It seemed as if the only concern was moving people quickly and not focusing 
on the passengers. 

In the meanwhile, my husband and daughter moved quickly through the pre-check while I lingered in the regular line. My husband and daughter got worried because they expected me to be waiting for them: instead. they did not know where I was. Of 
course. because I was wearing sa nda Is and did not have soc ks. I had to walk through the metal detector bare foot. which is not good for me or my health. In addition. I was s u rp nsed at the seeming confusion among st the T SA personnel at the entrance 
to the security zone. Why was I sent to the incon-ect line even if I pointed out the pre-check on the boarding pass? I was not given any explanation other than I had to remain in the line I was sent to by the first TSA person. I attempted to point out the 
pre-ch eek to a second TSA ofli cer, b ul again was ignored . 

In the past lhree months, I have passed lhrough Dulles, Reagan Nalional, Miami, Sarasota and Orlando airports. Only in Orlando did ii seem as if I here was more confusion than order. I value my I ravel safety and did not feel that the TSA personnel in 
Orlando were focused on their mission as much as focused on shuffling people into lines. 

Sincerely, 

l(b)(61 

'014 6:15:4 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 81812014 4:13:34 PM Airport : DCA - Washington Reagan National Date/Time of Travel : 0810812014 8:40 AM Airtine & Flight Number Amencan Airlines 137 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport· DCA American Airlines Concourse TSA Employee: (If Known)· Multiple Comment: I am a program manager for the Federal Aviation Administration responsible for managing FAA facilities in Oklahoma and south Texas. 
AS parl of my job I am routinely required to inspect and tour FAA facilities on Airpor1s in the Airporl Operalions Areas and behind the security check points. Numerous FAA facilities are located in the 'sterile' area of the airport. We were always told by 
FAA security our FAA issud PIV badges allowed us access to all areas of the airport and no further credentials were necessary. 

I have been emp I oyed by the FAA si nee 200 7 and I have never had any issues with TS A unti I today. At Reagan Nati o na I ID CA) American Ai rt i nes Check Point, I approached the check point and id e nt iii ed myse If as an FAA employee on ofli ci a I duty 
with my FAA PIV badge displayed. I was lhen direcled to the TSA pre line. Your employee at the end of lhe line said my bordering pass said nothing about being an employee or pre checked and sent me to the regular lane. I wailed in the regular line 
put my bags through screening approached the metal detector identified myself as an FAA employee on official duty. Your TSO officers originally let me through and then three TSO officers surrounded me and started questioning me. What office did I 
work at, where was I based out, where was I going. Then they had a discussion among themselves 1f FAA employees should be allowed through the metal detectors. As I am walking to gate 28 a TSA employee who identifies himself as a supervisor 
asks me why I avoided the body scanner. I told him FAA employees have been using the employee lines since I started working for the agency in 2007 and I have never been asked for a body scan. He then asked me for my credentials. I pointed to 
my FAA issued PIV badge and lold him my credenlials were the same as his. He took offense to lhis and said unless I could produce an inspectors badge, if I didn't want to get a body scan I could walk back to Dallas. Seriously is this how your TSO's 
treat FAA employees with FBI back ground checks??? I can only imagine how you treat the public. 

I then get dragged through and across al I the security I a nes Ii ke a c rim i na I strip everything off and go through the body scan. 
I asked lhe alleged supervisor for his name and if I could speak to his manager. He declined to even tell me his name and said if I had a complaint I could call the TSA hotline. 

I , mm ed i a tel y contacted FAA security when I returned to Fort Worth. They informed me that the FAA PI V ca rd 1s a higher level credenti a I th en T SA-PRE, or anything you are issuing to the air I in es. as we al I have FBI. cri mm al and NAC I checks. As to 
whether I needed a body scan the security officer ju st rolled her eyes. 

I would like to know what is TSA's policy on the FAA PIV card??? Can we access the airport and use the employee lines, or do we need to obtain some other credential??? The TSA agents at Reagan National seem to believe unless you have an 
inspectors badge your FAA PI V ID 1s use I ess. You cou Id have verified I was an FAA employee with a 2 0 second PIV sea n. 
Would you like a re ? · 

Passenger's N'/,;'~. ~ ... ··....._..__.,__J 
Phone Numbe (b 1(61 

Email (b)(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



The caller flew from LAX with United Airlines. and she was informed by TSOs at the entrance of the airport and at the security checkpoint that they were hired by United Airlines to monitor the size and weight limitations for carry-on luggage. She was 
told that her carry-on I ugg age was too I arge. but after a Ieng thy discuss ion a 11 owed the carry-on through in LAX. A fem a I e TSO in T PA asked her to remove i terns from her carry-on I uggage. in order to reduce the weight of the bag, She indicated that 
each person was wearing a TSA uniform. She wanted to file a complaint, and also asked about the regulations for transporting a small dog in carry-on luggage. 

Date and Time of Flight: July 1. 2014; Not Provided. 
Departure Airport: LAX 
Airline: United Airlines 
Flight Number: Not Provided. 
Time of Incident: Early morning. but she cou Id not remember an exact time. 

Dale and Time of Flight: July 25, 2014; Nol Provided. 
Departure Airport: TPA 
Airline: U mted Air I in es 
Flight Number: Not Provided. 
Time of Incident: Around 6:00 AM. 

" 14 10:2o:, Advised Caller: 

Because your complaint concerns security screening al a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your e-mail to the Customer Service Manager at I hat airport. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spot areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt corrective action whenever we determine that security
screening po Ii ci es need modification or specific employees or screener teams a re the subjects of repeated complaints, 

TSA does not regulate size or weight limitations for checked or carry-on baggage. You may wish to contact the airlines for more information about size and weight restrictions for carry-on luggage. 

Pets traveling in the aircraft cabin must be presented to a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) at the screening checkpoint. The animal's owner is required to carry the animal through the walk-through metal detector (WTMD) or walk the animal 
through the WTMD on a leash. TSOs are required to resolve any alarms associated with lhe animal using visual observation and paldown inspections. The TSO may require owners to assist by controlling the animal during this process. All accessible 
property associated with animals. such as cabin kennels, must be separately screened using the x-ray machine. 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
F ul I Nam e"'I h'-'·+·' l'"R-'-·, ....,..,.___.._ ___ __, 

Email Addres .. ('i-b ... ,(,.a.6.,.1 .,..-------.--' 
Phone Number b)(61 
Address: '-----~ 

Zipcode: 

'014 9:38 :2· Are you 18 or over? yes 

Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 



made to remove his shoes, belt, and hat. The officer was very unpleasant, and conducted two or three patdowns before allowing the passenger to exit into the stenle area. Add1t1onal1 he said that his wife. daughter, and son-in-law were not required 
to remove their shoes or receive any type of screening, In particular, he indicated that his daughter received absolutely no type of screening. !lh \/R\ jhen took the phone from b l/6\ ! and verified that this occured as well. 

On the return flight from DCltbH61 !informed the TSO about the incident at ORD. He was allowed to go through the AIT machine, which did not alarm. The TSO informed._fh=··,1-'-R"·1 __ _,! that DCA had the newest technology, and said that ORD 
was using old technology. He laughed about the incident, and tolcikb)(ff:, !that they would not pat him down at DCA. 

kb)(ff:, f.-,anted to file a complaint againsl the TSA, as he felt I hat I hey picked him out due 10 his veteran status. !,.(b""·'"',("'"6'-1 __ __,! agreed, and said thal he has been obsessing over the situalion. This is affecting his health, and they are demanding 
an apology. If they do not receive a response, they have decided to take the story to a news outlet. 

Flight Information: 

Date and Time of Flight: July 31, 2014; Not Provided. 
Departure Airport: ORD 
Airline: American Airlines 
Flight Number: Not Provided. 

,014 9:53 :3 Time of Incident: Not Provided. 

Date and Time of Flight: August 5, 2014: Not Provided. 
Departure Airport: DCA 
Airline: American Airlines 
Flight Number: Not Provided. 
Time of Incident: Not Provided . 

Advised Ca Iler: 

I a po I og i zed to the ca Iler regarding the incident. 

If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their anms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request 10 be screened by AIT if it is available or can request 10 be screened using a patdown: however, passengers cannot requesl to be screened by the walk
through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 
The caller was at EW R. and he has metal implants. He wanted to go through the WTMD instead of the AIT or a patdown. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

'014 3:33:4 Passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 

If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through me1a1 detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure ins1ead. 

The caller was at EW R, and he has metal implants. He wanted to go through the WTMD instead of the AIT or a patdown. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

'014 3:33:4. Passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a thorough patdown. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 

Disability Description: Caller said he does not understand what is so difficult about getting a bin at the PreCheck line. He has a metal hip and needs to remove all metal from his body, like his belt, cell phone, headset, glasses. and shoes. He said 
when he asked for a bin, he had to argue with a TSA agent and have a supervisor come over and explain that they do not give a bin for the expedited screening. He said he is an American with Disability and he feels he is being discriminated against. 

He said it is the same at all airports with a PreCheck lane. He mentioned DFW, Chicago, and Reagan. 

'014 12:18: 
Res pons e D eta i Is: Advised cal I er that the bins may have been removed due to the fact th at passengers who use the Pre Ch eek I anes a re not required to removed shoes, be I ts, etc, and he s ho u Id not have to either but cal I er said he cannot pass through 
the metal de1ec1or unless he removes lhe items. 

Offered caller the infonmation on filing an official wntten complaint but he did not have any way to wnte it down and asked if it was on our Web site. Referred him to http: www.tsa.gov traveler-infonmation travelers-filing-complaint. 



The caller stated that he has given up on TSA. He stated that no one seems to understand. He stated that there is a stupid rule that has now been enforced that needs to be changed. He stated that he flys 2 or 4 times a week. He has artificial hips and 
he also has TSA Precheck. He stated that he can get through the WTMD with no issues 1f he can take off all the metal. He stated that he has to remove his belt, phone, head set, glasses, shoes with metal reinforcements, in order to be screened with 
out any alarms. He stated that he always gets a patdown regardless. He stated that this was not an issue until suddenly. He stated that a idiot high up in the federal government decided that the bins at the PreCheck lanes needed to be replaced with 
small dishes. 

He stated that at DFW there was bins at the checkpoint on the other side of the WTMD. He stated that he explained that he has to remove all his metal products. He was told to put the items in his bag. He stated that his hip replacement requires that 
he remove the items to keep it from alarming, He stated that they refused to provide a bin at the checkpoint, and the supervisors even declined providing a bin. He stated that this is telling him that he is not able to use TSA Precheck since he has a 

'014 12:36: metal implant and a disability. 

He stated that he has a CPAP and a Laptop. which have to be removed at the regular checkpoints. He stated that this has occurred at DCA Chicago. and other airports. 

Caller wants 10 know why the bins at the PreCheck lanes have been replaced with lhe dishes. He has already been provided the information to file a written complaint on his previous call. 

I explained that we do not have any spec1f1c infonmation regarding the process currently. However, we can forward the information to the appropriate office for review and request add1t1onal information. I explained that his contact infonmation, including 
email will be provided regarding the matter. 

Feedback Type Security Issue 
Categories: Carry-on Property Out of View During Screening; Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time: 8/1012014 11 :40:32 AM Airport, ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Date/Time of Travel, 08/1012014 5:30 PM Airline & 

2014 1 :06 :, Flight Number : dell a Checkpoint/Area of Airport : T terminal TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. Because I was under age I did not go through the Advanced Imaging Technology. I just went through a metal detector. If I had drugs on me it would not have been found Would you like a response?: False Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller fiew from Santa Ana and had a layover in Dallas. She went outside and had to go through an extensive search and pat down when she came back in? Do they pull people randomly? Even though she had TSA approval or Precheck, she 
would have to go through the additional screening. She walked through the WTMD and they stated something was on her hands. She told them she had just washed her hands at the airport with soap, 

Advised: 
2014 2:38:1 

I exp I a i ned when she I eaves the secured a re a then she would have to go through screening again, She must have triggered an a I a nm which wo u Id lead to the add it ion a I screening, She was not pulled random I y. 
Even I ho ugh she had precheck she wou Id have to go through add i Ii on al sere en i ng if an a I a rm is I rig gered. 

She may have come in contact with something questionab I e which was on her hands afle r I e avi ng the airport. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" . Screening 
Current Date/Time, 8/1112014 8:58:19 AM Airport: AUS - Austin-Bergstrom International Date/Time of Travel: 08/11/2014 7:50 AM Airline & Flight Number: AMerican Checkpoint/Area of Airport, Middle checkpoint of airport TSA Employee: (If 
Known): Tsa metal detector Comment Requested bowl 10 place my belongings in. Was told they couldn't provide one. Approached what appeared to be a manager and was told lhey didn'I have them right now. No one was addressing the problem 

,014 1 O: 17: and multiple passengers were experiencing the issue. 
Would you like a res onse? : False 
Passenger's Nam (b)(ff:, 
Phone Number : ~-· -·---~ 

Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB21ApplicationManager 



2014 2:00:' 

On 8102114, Approximately 4:40,Kfilill[]and ~!(b_)~(6_·•~' --~I reached the DFW Airport. 

These were the unnecessary de I ays tha I cause us to miss our flight. 

Construction due to c i rel mg around the airport to Ii nd the d rap off site. 

Passengers unloading I ugg age caused a long Ii ne of vehicles. 

Spirit ma I e employee getting peop I e from the back of the Ii ne who was flying 
to Los Angeles, to bring them in front of the line (in front of us). The female who checked our luggage in said we want be left behind and that she would write on our boarding pass late, so everyone will let us go through. 

Check Point E22 we had to get into three lines. 

Verifying drivers licenses and boarding passes to which was expected. 
Conveyor belt for personal items to go through security was expected. 
We had to wait in another line which was the third line for the Metal detector are the full body scan was not expected. 

f'E"iii'i]the TSA was very rude. I told her I wanted to go through the metal detector because I had to many x-rays including two cat scans. She told me I had no choice that I had to go through the full body scan. I asked her if I can have a pat down she 
~yes bul it will take 510 15 minutes. I told her ok than waited lwo minutes than lold her I will go through the full body scan because it is 0600, and I don'I wanl to miss my plane. After going through, a female TSA who was working on the other side 
told me to step aside I said why she said because we have to check you. She took a strip of brown paper and swiped my fingers while a male TSA had a hand metal detector in the back of me. 
I stopped to buy water while my husband continued to terminal E22. when he got there the door was already close the time then was 0607.l(b)(6 lat the ticket counter who work for Spirit airlines told my husband we had one minute to board the plane. 
He ran to get me when I was already at the counter paying for my water. when we returned it may have been 0608, however the gift shop was only a few feet away from terminal E22 we didn't have far to run. When we got there l'.EE]old us it was too 

late they had already close the door to the plane. I couldn't believe it because we still had twelve minutes lifted. lili:iLJ,egin searching for other flighls. I asked her why did they close lhe doors so early?Kfilill)topped typing and made a call to 
someone th an said they can ·1 open the doors I asked her what time was it she said 0611 , I than said again why did they close the door so early? When the d oars were sup pose to close at 0620a m. 
Our flight number was NK867, the Manager name is!(b·•1(6) !I spoke to him around 700am On 812114. We all have a job to do if we work,fb·•,(6!need to be more sympathetic to the passengers. I'm not an expert on secunty. however she could have 
I et me go through the metal detector she a loud other passengers to go through 1 he meta I detector especially if they have a good reason such as m I ne, I don't know!( b ·., ( ff1 I badge# she only gave me her name, 812 to 819114, under my I ell a rm my 
lymph nodes was throbbing with pain. 

Caveats: NONE 

I am a retired mi Ii ta ry officer and government contractor who 
frequently travels. I generally fly Delta Airlines and am a Platinum 
Medallion member. I generally receive the TSA Pre-Chek identifier on my 
boarding passes, but recently I have not been a I lowed to use the Pre-Chek 
lane at my home airport (Kansas City-MCI) as I have an ICD or Difibulator. 

Two flights ago I was forced to go 10 lhe regular lane because I 
could not pass through the metal detector in the pre-chek lane. I asked if 
I could have a pat down screening and was told "no.'" When I went through 
the regular line I asked the supervisor why the Pre-check line could not 
givve me a pal down, he replied '"I hey can, I hey just don't want 100." 

Pnor to my next flight I contacted the TSA med1ca I care office and 

2014 2.01 .( asked what I should do. I was informed by the medical office that they were 
· · registering my con1ac1 as a discriminalion against disabilily complaint and 

th at they were going to remind MC I TSA office that they were to accommodate 
my disability in the TSA Pre-Chek line. I was informed to ask for a 
supervisor if there was a problem on my next flight. When I an-ived for my 
nexl flight I was told lhat I was nol eligible to use TSA Pre-Chek since I 
could not go through the metal detector and they refused to give me a pat 
down. I informed him that the T SA medical off ce informed me to ask for a 
supervisor if there was any question. The TSA employee refused to ask for a 
supervisor, and told me I hat it was a waste of time as he would tell me the 
same thing. He then escorted me back to the regular line. 

Can someone please tell me what the correct answer is? When I have 
TSA Pre-Chek on my boarding pass am I eligible 10 screen lhrough the 
Pre-Chek lane and ask for a pat down? 

Thank you in advance. 



2014 4:19:, 

On 8102114, Approximately 4:4~and""f h-'-.. "-,IR-'-·"-1 ___ _.!reached the DFW Airport. 

These were the unnecessary de I ays tha I cause us to miss our flight. 

Construction due to c i rel mg around the airport to Ii nd the d rap off site. 

Passengers unloading I ugg age caused a long Ii ne of vehicles. 

Spirit ma I e employee getting peop I e from the back of the Ii ne who was flying 
to Los Angeles, to bring them in front of the line (in front of us). The female who checked our luggage in said we want be left behind and that she would write on our boarding pass late, so everyone will let us go through. 

Check Point E22 we had to get into three lines. 

Verifying drivers licenses and boarding passes to which was expected. 
Conveyor belt for personal items to go through security was expected. 
We had to wait in another line which was the third line for the Metal detector are the full body scan was not expected. 

kb)(6 !the TSA was very rude. I told her I wanted to go through the metal detector because I had to many x-rays including two cat scans. She told me I had no choice that I had to go through the full body scan. I asked her if I can have a pat down she 
said yes bul it will take 510 15 minutes. I told her ok than waited lwo minutes than lold her I will go through the full body scan because it is 0600, and I don'I wanl to miss my plane. After going through, a female TSA who was working on the other side 
told me to step aside I said why she said because we have to check you. She took a strip of brown paper and swiped my fingers while a male TSA had a hand metal detector in the back of me. 
I stopped to buy water while my husband continued to terminal E22. when he got there the door was already close the time then was 0607. kb::,wrt the ticket counter who work for Spirit airlines told my husband we had one minute to board th,e....illalie. 
He ran to get me when I was already at the counter paying for my water. when we returned it may have been still 0607 or 0608. however the g1 shop was only a few feet away from terminal E22 we didn't have far to run. When we got there ID2ll.Jold 

us it was loo late they had already close lhe door lo lhe plane. I couldn't believe it because we slill had twelve minutes lifted.!(br6 ~egin searching for olher flights. I asked her why did they close the doors so early? tiillJ stopped typing and made a 
call to someone than said they can't open the doors I asked her what time was it she said 0611. I than said again why did they c ose the door so early? When the doors were suppose to close at 0620am. 
Our flight number was NK867, the Manager name is!(b)(ff:, p spoke to him around 700am On 812114. We all have a job to do if we work, Kfilili},eed to be more sympathetic to the passengers. I'm not an expert on secunty. however she could have 
I et me go through the metal detector she a loud other passengers to go through the meta I detector especially if they have a good reason such as mine. I don't know!( b) ( ff:, !badge# she only gave me her name, 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 8/1112014 2:21 :54 PM Airporl: POX - Porlland lnlernational Dale/Time of Travel: 0811012014 5:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: Southwest Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
Checkpoint 516 TSA Employee: (If Known) . multiple Comment : I elected to opt out of the non-metal detector screening. It took over 25 minutes for a male TSA officer to become available for the pat-down screening process. At that time, there were a 
large number of male TSA officers working. and female assists were able to be processed in less than 5 minutes. This 1s completely unacceptable. The reason I was provided was that &quot;A lot of people are retiring and il"s flu season&quot; 1s not an 
accepta b I e reason. 
Addilionally, it didn't seem 10 concern anyone that there was baggage at lhe end of the baggage check thal sat there unclaimed for the duration of my wail. I asked for my belongings several times and the TSA officer just asked for a male assisl again. 
Unattended baggage should be a concern, especially at a TSA checkpoint - yet these bags where not. 

2014 4 '21 :, Is 25 minutes to wait to get patted down an acceptable amount of time? The TSA officer called for a male assist at least 10 times. Additionally, a bag sitting unclaimed at the TSA checkpoint is also something that is acceptable? 

In addition to all of this, POX is supposed to be America's Best Airport 2013 and 2014 - how is that possible if accounting for TSA behavior? 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Nam b)(61 
Phone Number : 

Email =kb 1(6) ! 
To leave a cornmenl concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



To whom 11 may concern, 

Flying US air 535, service from PHX 10 RNO, I went lhrough security at lhe B Ierminal of Skyharbor in Phoenix security line yesterday 8110 at 4:30pm and have this to report: 

1) I had first class tickets. and yet the TSA officer directed me and my family down the standard line. No reason given. but 11 turns out he was directing everyone (first class and non) through the first class line. Ridiculous inconvenience. 
2) Going through security was extremely slow even tho ugh the re was relatively I ow vo I ume. As usu a I , lots of T SA agents standing around. and only a few actua 11 y se rvi ci ng the Ii n e 
3) The x-ray viewer (mid-30s gentlemen with a beard) pulled my son's carry on from the conveyer. As we waited on the other side of the metal deIecIor just wondering what happened 10 his bag, 5minutes later I asked what had happened to his bag. He 
paints ta my son's bag and says that it has to be inspected. I ask him when that's going to happen we had already been waiting a long time, he tells me "it will take as long as it takes" As if I needed another Snarky comment thrown at me while 
!rave Ii ng. Another 5 minutes goes by and Im ally a secondary checker comes up to i nsp eel the bag. 
4) The reason he had to inspect the bag. per the seoondary inspector, was that my son had a package of pancake mix in his bag, and that apparently looks like a liquid, What a complete JOKE! This is how you train your x-ray technicians on? They 
can't even tell lhe difference belween a liquid and a powder? This tells me I hat we are in poor hands when ii comes to security or the first x-ray screener was just looking 10 harass me. 
5) This whole ordeal inside the security lane takes near 15 minutes (after we had waited in the 15minute line) and I nearly missed my plane. 
6) I complained to your supervisor on staff. an older lady who had a twin sister working with her. You know what I get? A complaint card. 

2014 832( 

2014 2:13:, 

Here's how I lhink ofTSA: 

1 ) U ntram ed 
2) Incompetent 
3) Slow 
4) Inefficient 
5) Don't care 

If I had a vole? If this were a private industry, that team would be fired and a competent one hired. The TSA stands for Loss of civil liberties. Awful service. Indifference to traveler's needs. 

I am writing to provide you with some feedback on the Pre-Check program. In my experience, PreCheck is a confusing mess that delivers no additional value to the frequent traveler. Specifically: 

I have been able to actually access a Pre-check lane only about 25% of the time when I travel. The value is non-existent if the lanes can't be accessed. 

Timing - There doesn't seem to be rhyme or reason with regard to when Pre-Check is open. If you aren't going to have it open from at least 6A-6P. post hours that PreCheck will be available and stick with them. I am a business traveler wha is 
expe ctmg a ce rtam amount of time to go through security: when confronted with a I ong Ii ne that wasn't anticipated. it creates p ra bl ems. 

Mulliple differenl rules - I used 10 be extremely clear on what do in security. Laptop out, shoes off, shampoo out in clear bag, coats off, etc. In PreCheck, I leave everything in ... except. take off my ooat, and lhen take off my shoes if they sel off 
the metal detector. How does that help anything? Further. as a PreCheck passenger, I can leave my shoes on in the regular lane, but have to do everything else. Again, there seems to be no rhyme or reason and the inconsistent rules make it more 
confusing for everyone. 

Non-pre check cusIomers in pre check lane - ap pa re nl I y some regular passengers can be assigned 10 Pre-Check wi tho ul them knowing it. SO I hey have no id ea what to do, which ju st ne ces s i ta I es mo re exp I an ati o ns and more oonfusion. 

The TSA now has all kinds of personal information of mine - fingerprints, eye scans, elc - in exchange for which I receive limited/no tangible benefit. I would suggest that you standardize the program 10 lhe benefil of those who actually have gone 
th ra ugh the process so they can use it. ... rather than operate it solely for the ca nven i ence of those al implemented it. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time· 811212014 1:31:35 PM Airport: FLL - Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International Date/Time of Travel. 08/12/20141 :00 PM Airline & Flight Number. US AIRWAYS 609 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Terminal 3 Pre Chekc TSA 
Employee: (If Known) NIA Comment : Two issues. #1 This airport is funneling non precheck passengers through precheck. Does that not totally defeat the purpose of having known travelers as precheck? For people thjat payu for global secunty 

2014 2: 13:' access this could very in-itating also. #2. This airport is also STILL checking tickets after you go through the metal detector. It is these types of inconsistencies as airports that give frequent travelers pause. Where is the consistency? 
Would you like a res onse?: True 

Passenger's Na.,m_e,._.,b"-"'·, ... s"'· --,----' 
Phone Number h·11fr-, 
Email -~b_)~(6_, ____ ~ 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

I am pregnant and a frequent air traveler on the Pre-check Ii st. Due to my pregnancy. I do not wish to walk through meta I detectors or the scanners. At Reagan Airport today. I requested a pat-down in I 1eu of the W TM D and was refused. This is not 
accepta b I e, I know that the manufacture rs of the machines claim they a re safe but unti I I see the raw data used for the studies I am not co nvi need , If they are not safe lo r pacemakers, they a re not safe for a growing let us, I should have the option of a 
pat-down upon requesl. 

2014 6:091"' 
""·(b~,("-6"-) ____ __. 

2014 6:09:< 

I am pregnant and a frequent air traveler an the Pre-check list. Due to my pregnancy, I do not wish to walk through metal detectors or the scanners. At Reagan Airport today. I requested a pat-down in lieu of the WTMD and was refused. This is not 
acceptab I e. I know that the manufacture rs of the machines claim they a re safe but unti I I see the raw data used for the studies I am not co nvi need. If they are not safe lo r pacemakers, they a re not safe for a growing fetus. I should have the option of a 
pat-down upon request. 

l~(b-,(-6-) ----~ 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : P role ssiona Ii sm/C ustome r Service Current Date/lime : 811312014 1 : 51 : 17 PM Airport : F LL - Ft. Laude rda I e-H o 11 ywood I nternationa I Date/Ti me of Travel , 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· They were extremely rude' No explanation as to what they were doing, for example, I was asked to step aside once entering the metal detector. The man never told me why. I stood there for about 5 minutes when I finally asked why I was to 
stand there. He rudely snapped back at me stating I was a random selection. Then I was summoned forward when another woman asked whal bag was mine. I told her I lhink I forgot my water botlle in it and she snapped at me when I reached for it to 

2014 3:30:< removed it asking that I touch nothing in my bag. 
I fiy at least 6 times a year. I was not impressed with Ft lauderdale's TSA very unorganized and the customer service stinks' We pay a lot to fly. There's no need to treat flyers like we are in pnson. We are their customers' And they are not police 
officers! 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number . 
Emaifb,(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Thank-you. ~ 

On Saturday, August 9, 2014 10'45 AM. tsatcc do not reply@senture.com tsatcc do not reply@senture.com wrote; 

Thank you for your e-mail regarding your screening experience. 

2014 9. 1 3., The Trans pa rtation Security Ad mini st ration (TSA) see ks to provide the high est I eve I of security and cu sta mer ser,ice ta a 11 who pass thra ugh our screening ch eek paints. 0 u r policies and praced ures fa cu s an ensuring th at al I passengers. reg a rd I ess of 
· · their personal situations and needs, are treated with respect and courtesy. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area. and the manner in which the screening 1s conducted is important. All Transportation Security 

Officers (TSOs) are required to be considerate and thoughtful, and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

At airports nationwide, TSA has implemented streamlined, consistent, and thorough patdown procedures at security checkpoints to provide a higher level of security and increase the safety of the traveling public. Patdowns help TSA detect hidden and 
dangerous items. such as explosives. They are used to resolve alarms from the walk through metal detector (WTMD), when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. and as part of TSA's random screening 
acti vi ti es. 

A TSO of the same gender as the passenger will conduct the patdown search: however, passengers may need to wait far a TSO of the same gender ta became available. As the screening is being conducted, the TSO will be describing the procedures 
he or she 1s using. The passenger should inform TSOs of any difficulty raising his or her arms. remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. TSOs are required to use the back of the hand to 
patdown a passenger's sensitive areas. For non-sensitive areas, TS Os are required to use the front of the hand. 

At any time during the screening process, passengers may request a private screening. 
TSOs should also offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lifting clothing. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the pnvate screening after the companion clears 
screening , Passengers who refuse sere en i ng in both the pub Ii c and private a re as w i 11 not be permitted to enter the secured area, 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Support Manager at that location. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order ta track trends and spot 



'0141010: 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Name._(""b.,I ,..,._··,,.,.,,,---~----, 
Email Address.,(f'-b'-'1(""'6"'·-,,---,-----' 
Phone Number h··,1rr1 
Address b·:,(6) iramar fl 33029 Usa 
Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Na 
Religion? Yes 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Se au I e-Tacoma I nl ernationa I Airport 



Information Request She indicated that she would Ii ke to request for a ssis tan ce for the passenger. 

Response Details: you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition, 
Federal regulations require that your complaint be put in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing so. 

Do you want informalion about filing a written complaint? 

The caller indicated that she did and I ordered the RFI information to be emailed upon her request. 

I advised that TSA Cares can provide assislance for passengers with disabilities or medical condilions to facilily screening. 

I advised that I would refer the request for assistance. 

We recommend lhat requesls for assistance be made al least 72 hours prior to travel. As this requesl will be made less than that, she should contact lhe CSM at PHL al 610-537-1050. 

2014 3:0 1 :( The CSM may provide add1t1onal information in regard to the assistance or she may be contacted pnor to travel. If not, the passenger can always request the assistance of the PSS at the checkpoint who can assist them. 

Passengers who have catheters and por1s attached to their bodies should inform the Transpor1ation Securily Officer (TSO) conducting lhe screening of the device(sJ and indicate where lhe device(s) is located before the screening process begins. 

If AIT screening is safe for the passenger, passengers can be screened using AIT only 1/ they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. Similarly. passengers can be screened using walk
through metal detectors if safe for them only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown; however, passengers cannot request 
to be screened by the walk-through me1a1 detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. Patdowns are required to clear alarms or anomalies. 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
A passenger s ho u Id not be asked to remove or I ift any article of c lothrng to revea I a s ens1t1ve body area. 

Regardless of lhe screening melhod used, the porl or catheler will undergo additional screening. This may include, but is not limited to, a physical inspection of lhe device if it is not in a sensitive area, and a patdown of lhe device followed by 1es1ing for 
traces al explosives. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : P role ssiona Ii sm/C ustome r Service Current Date/Ti me , 811412014 2; 32 :46 PM Airport , TU S - Tucson I ntemationa I Date/Time of T rave I , 0811212014 5: 50 AM Airline & Flight Number , Southwest Checkpoint/ Area of Airport : Security 
Checkpoint Line TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . We had an upsetting incident with an employee at the security point in the Tucson International Airport on Tuesday, August 12 at approximately 5:50 a.m. 
By the time I realized what was happening. we were being herded along away from her. so I was unable to get her name. I returned but her station 1s blocked by a large plastic wall and the security guard at the entrance would not let me into the 
security lines as we were not boarding. She was a large dark skinned woman. possibly Hispanic, on duty at 5:50 a. m. 
Let me start by saying we were late gelling to the airport because I misread lhe depar1ure time. We drop off and pick up grandkids 3-4 times a year, and are generally on time. This lime we were late, lhe plane was boarding when we wenl to check
in. No one else at the airport however. including 4 other security personnel , found it necessary to be obstructive and snotty to us. 
Leaving the airline counter. we were informed the plane was waiting for us. The first security guard, alerted by the airline counter, put us into the express lane. I don't know the proper term for it. but there is a large sign stating that if you are in that lane. 
you DO NOT need to remove your shoes. etc. 
The aforementioned employee molioned us over to her slation. Her stalion is two lanes over 10 lhe right from lhe lane we were waiting in. We of course obeyed her, gave her oul I D's, she glanced at them and pointed us to the regular security lane 
behind her. I said. "Wait. will we have to remove our shoes and jewelry? They are holding the plane for us." She replied that is only for those over 75 years old. I said that we were just in a lane with a sign that stated we did not have to go through all 
that and she replied. "Well you're not in that lane, are you?" 
I replied that we were before she took us out of it! She shrugged and turned to the next people. who were actually in her line and not two lines over, 
We went through all the usual procedures, plane waiting, and my artificial knee set off the metal detector as usual. I sent my husband and grandkids on ahead while I went through the hand search, as per usual. There was a very tall black security 

2014 4_17 _, guard who was polite and friendly and the lady that checked me was polite and professional. It was not their fault I set off the metal detector, or that the plane was waiting. However, had we been left in the lane we were originally directed to that 
· · bypasses those procedures. we would have arrived at the gate at I east 7 minutes earl ,er. Thanks to efficiency of the airline and other sec u nty person ne I, the kids did get on the plane. 

I worked for the government for 28 years before leaving on full time disability. Any member of my staff treating the public with the condescending. superior attitude of that employee, not to mention wrongfully pulling us out of the expedited lane, would 
have received a writlen reprimand at the minimum. Neither I nor my employees 1reated the public that way. You may wish to educale her I hat lhe poinl of airport security is not make matters worse for the !raveling public. 
I understand that at times, people who have never had any power over others may not know how to handle their new found authority. However. her actions and behavior were unnecessary, obstructive and totally outside of whatever her job duties are. 
The re was no s u pe rvi si on of her acti viii es. no one to observe how she treats pea pl e or what she is actually doing. 
As I said. we go through Tucson airport security 3-4 times a year for the last 6 years and have never been treated with anything other than professional kindness. For the first time, however, I have doubts as the effectiveness of some of your 
procedures as I don't see how such an employee is contribuling to my safety, which is supposed to be the whole point. 
If she is going to be given that sort of power and authority, it would seem helpful that she receive some training and supervision. 

Sincerely, 

l(b)(61 I 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name :~!f_h_-,1_r;_·-, ___ ~ 



2014 8:50:' 

From: 

Mt. Juliet. TN 37122 

E-mail: HYPERLINK f~b_)_(6_) ______________ ~ 

Telephone:f~b_)_(_6_, __ ~ 

August 13, 2014 

To: 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 
Disability Branch 
Disability and Multicultural Division 
601 South 12th Street 
TSA-33 
Arlington. VA 20598 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' , Screening 
Current Date/Time: 8115/2014 5:33:00 PM Airport: JFK - John F. Kennedy 1n1emational Date/Time ofTravel: 08/0412014 Airline & Flight Number: American Flight# 179 Checkpoinl/Area of Airport: TSA Prescreen TSA Employee: (If Known) 

20 6. 5., Comment . As a TSA Prescreen, I think your metal detectors were set too high. The metal detector went off and I had to go through x-ray machine. It was my left hip bone that showed up on the screen and that the TSA employee checked and found 
14 · 1 ·' was OK because I have no metal in my hip bone or elsewhere in my body. It was my hip bone. Check that your metal detectors are properly set. One of the reasons I got TSA Prescreen was to avoid the x-ray machine. 

Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Na~m_e~h_··,_1R_·, __ ~~ 
Phone Numbe 1h·11R··, 

Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a commen concerning his feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



I paid for precheck tsa 
Why wasnt it on my boarding pass 

l(b)(61 

2014 818, 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: HYPERLI NK "mailto:tsatcc_do _ not_ reply@senture.com"tsatcc_do _ not_reply@senture.com 
Date: August 15, 2014 at 5·1 Q Q4 PM E PI 
To: HYPERLINKl(b)(61 
Subject In Resp'"o-ns""e--"-to-yo_u_r~i_n_q-ui~ry ______________ .., 

Thank you for your e-mail to the Transportation Security Administration's (TSA) Contact Center regarding TSA Pre?"'. 

TSA continues to focus its resources and to improve passenger experience at the security checkpoint by expanding its use of technology and applying new intelligence-driven, risk-based screening procedures. The use of risk-based initiatives allows 
TSA to maintain its high-security standards and allow more travelers to experience the benefit of expedited screening. 

The mosl familiar of TSA's risk-based initiatives, TSA Pre? n.,, allows TSA to idenlify low-risk passengers for expedited screening. Travelers who are directed 10 lhe TSA Pre? n., lane may be allowed to keep on their footwear, light outerwear, and belt, 
and leave their laptop in its case and 3-1-1 compliant liquids/gels bag in their carry-on luggage. 

In addition to TSA Pre?'". TSA has implemented various risk-based measures at all of our Nation's airports, even at those that do not have a dedicated TSA Pre?"™ lane. For example. some individuals may receive instructions from a Transportation 
Securily Officer (TSO) at the checkpoinl thal may allow them a security screening experience similar to TSA Pre?'". 

Also, travelers younger than 12 years of age. older than 75. and military personnel may receive modified screening procedures at airports nationwide. These procedures improve screening by better focusing resources on passengers who may be more 
likely to pose a risk. 

While TSA's initiatives provide some travelers with expedited screening. passengers should not expect to receive this form of screening every time they fly. Individuals who would like to receive expedited screening on a more frequent basis should 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time 8117/2014 11 :14:51 AM Airport ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Date/Time of Travel 08/16/2014 5:00 PM Airline & Flight Number DL Checkpoint/Area of Airport: F Terminal TSA Employee: (If Known) NA 
Comment· There is no precheck in the international arrival yet there are WTMD. If you want precheck you have to exit and go up stairs to the general entry point. 

Those passengers with precheck should be able ta have std. baggage screening but utilize the WTMD and NOT the AIT or op-out. With the number of TSO standing around it would seem this would be easy to implement. While a partial pre-check it 

2014 1: 14,, would go a long ways. 

I have seem other airports do the same and ii worked quite well. Aclually they did a full precheck ad I hey could handle lhe baggage aspects as well. 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. fallow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



2014 625, 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Other: Screening 
Current Date/Time: 811712014 5:52:34 PM Airport: PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International DatelTlme of Travel: 07/2912014 Airline & Flight Number: U.S. Air #506 Checkpoint/Area of Airport terminal 4 TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· have had similar problems 3 times now. Due to several joint replacements. I need to use the body scanner. I now inform TSA at the beginning to route me through the scanner. I told the first two agents this time. The second was the lady 
checking the passports. After telling her, she tells me &amp: my wife to prov cede and not 10 remove our shoes. Obviously, she did not lislen. No additional instructions. In line I see everyone removing shoes, and emplying pockets, etc. We do lhe 
same just to be safe. They then send us through the metal detector, not the scanner. Of course, I know I will set it off, but I assumed they would have me use the scanner next. NOT THE CASEIP! They inform me that once you go through the detector, 
you a re not al lowed to use the scanner. The sea nne r is ng ht next to it and not b erng used. how ridiculous. Instead, they hold me and everyone else in Ii ne behind me so they can ca 11 aver an agent to do your pat down procedure. 

I want a reply from you on this complaint. There is no possible way that I am violaling my or anyone elses safety by being body scanned after I failed the metal de1ec1or. I was told I hey could not do it because of slrict TSA procedures. I understand the 
importance of your job, but TSA must realize that passengers are on strict schedules. Holding up the line for any reason affects everyone in line. I could have stepped into your scanner and body scanned in less than 30 seconds. Me and everyone 
else would be moving through in a timely manner. TSA must change this procedure. The scanner would have shown implanted joints on me in my hip and both shoulders. Nothing else. CHANGE YOUR RIDICULOUS PROCEDURE. I do request a 
response to this issue. 
Would you like a re~,u.,=7-·..w.u...--, 
Passenger's Name b)(6) 
Phone Number ""h,-.c:.,l':':R,-., -'--~--,....---' 

Emailkb 1(6) ! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The blender blades was not de1ec1ed even after lhe bag was sent back through the equipment a second lime but a bollle of water in the same bag and it was discovered. She feels it was a security issue since you could ram lhe blade into someone s 
head but yet they worried a bout the water. 
She also warned them her Love bracelet (a bracelet that can only be removed with a special tool) might set off the detector and they had her to go on through and it did not set off the detectors. She normally has the AIT because of the bracelet 
always sets off the metal detector. It concerns her be ca use it did not. 

RESPONSE: 

Thanked her lo r cal Ii ng and advised I wi 11 send her concerns to the CS M a I LAX. You may or may not be co nl acl ed but I he C us1omer Support Manager w i 11 be aware of your concerns. 

CS M Referra I Information: 

Airporl: LAX 

Airline: United 

2014 2:40: 1 Flight#: 368 

Date: 8-18-14 

Departure time: 1 :19 PM (She was at the checkpoinl between 12:30 and 1 PMJ 

Description of carry on bag: A black and white double handled tote. 

Specific location - Terminal or Gate: Gale 70-A 

Phone# (Cell)"k~b~l~(6~1---~ 

EMailj/h1/R1 



Greetings, 

I am writing out of concern, frustralion and lost. On Wednesday, August 13th my finance and I were traveling from lhe Dominican Republic when we were jusl about 10 complete our firsl leg by going through lhe cusIoms process and making our way 
through security to enjoy a nice dinner during our extended lay over in the Miami International Airport however, that was short lived as during the process my band was thrown out of the tray during the screening process as the TSA agent began 
pushing all of our belongings (including other travelers) through without someone on the other side to retrieve them. I had taken off all of my Jewelry (class nng, watch, Jade necklace and jade bracelet) because the metal detector continued to go off 
after we had been told we could leave these items on. When I was finally cleared to proceed to the other side to retrieve my belongings the trays had been flipped and some of my things along with others including my finance rosary necklace had been 
broke and was on the floor and my ring was missing. The TSA agents looked somewhal but seemed to really care less if I found it. I spoke to a manager and encouraged me to send an email as I hat's the best he could do. 

I understand the security che c kpornt co u Id not just stop lo r me however this unforeseen event could have been hand I ed di flerently and I think it is u n acceptab I e to be repeated. Custa mer Service, etiquette/ efli ci ency at M 1am, I nte mational Airport is, has, 
2014 8: 19:, and always will be a concern of mine. 

Moreover. I would like this matter addressed (an apology from the TSA agents) and to be compensated for my ring. 

I can be contacted via email al._(b"-· .. I("'"6 .. ·-1 ____ .,!or by phone a~~(b_-._,(6_-_I ___ _, 

Regards, 

~ 

2014 8:20:< 

"It is not who is right, but what is righl thal is of importance:t .. ~_._,(_6_) ___ __. 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights Is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA their Member of Congress. and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on. a civi I rights organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entities they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAa€'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

F ul I Name"'/ he:.·.::;.' li-'R_,,·1 ,.....,.,-----''----, 

Email Address._(b .. -__ I(_6._I ---.---' 
Phone Number: 1h··,1f'i, 

Address:,..(b ... 1,..,(6,..I ____ ~ 
Zip code 94065 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? No 

Ethnicity? No 
Religion? Yes 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 

Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Washington Dulles International Airport 



Caller is calling ta make a complaint in regards to her screening at the Phoenix Sky Harbor airport. She felt she was judged and made to go through a separate way at the checkpoint. She felt is was Discrimination. She was not actually traveling she 
was at the airport to pick up her minor that was traveling. 
The incident occurred at 1 :20PM, The caller stated that no alarms were triggered, She stated the TSO said something was in her hair. Her hair was braided. She went through the shorter lane where the flight attendants are screened, They tested her 
hands Fi rsl. She th en was screened by I he WTM D and th en the AIT machine. 

2014 7: 14:, She le It this was Raci a I P rof1 Ii ng. Her daughter was travel mg on Southwest. Basically a 11 of the TSO s we re p rofi Ii ng except lo r one fem a I e TSO. 

Advised: 

I tried to explain to the caller that when alarms are tnggered at the checkpoint passengers would have to go through additional screening. 

I slated we would send an email to her. She would need 10 include this incidenl in the form we are sending and re1urn it. The incident will be reviewed by lhe Mullicultural Division. 

Frorrkb)(61 
Sent: Wednesday, August 20, 2014 g:19 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subject TSA PreCheck complaint 

see attached. 

Attachment 

1. Information aboul the person who experienced the civil rights civil liberties violalion 

'014 10: 10: Namel.._(b-'1 ... (6--'I ____ __. 

Homel1h·11rr·, 

Mailing Address:~!(b_.~1(_6~, ---~I La Verne, CA 91750 

Email HYPERLINK ~!(b_1_(6_••-' --------------~ 

2. Are you filing in this complaint form on behalf of another individual? 
No 

3. What Happened? 

July 31, 2014. Los An eles Intl airport. United Airlines 1erminal. TSA PreCheck line. 
Agent!1h11R1L Badge (bi(6i 
Alier setting off the metal detector (because I have two titanium hips) I complained to Agentfh·11r;·-, !about what was the purpose of having a TSA PreCheck G.O.E.S. card if I was going to be humiliated by having to remove my shoes, belt. jacket. 

Feedback Type · Security Issue 
Categories : Permitted &amp; Prohibited Items Current Date/Time : 8/21/2014 5:58:38 AM Airport : I ND - Indianapolis International Date/Time of Travel : 08121/2014 6:00 AM Airline & Flight Number UA 5824 CheckpornUArea of Airport Checkpoint 
A TSA Employee: (II Known) . 
Comment: Hi, 

l"m not sure if anything can be done, but I just went through secunty at the airport and had my mini Swiss Army knife confiscated. I have brought this 1.5&quot: knife on about one or two flights per week for the past year, which makes me think it's a 
pennitted item. I also looked online to confirm that small pocket knives are permitted. The TSA agent took it when the metal detector went off for something else and she found the pocket knife and took it. Should this have been allowed, and if so can I 

2014 8,25,, get any sort of compensation? 

Thanks. 
!rh1/R1 . 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Na h··,1r;·1 
Phone Number b 1(6) 
Email h··,1r;·-, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller said she is trying to file a claim form because on yesterday while taking her grand kids to catch their flight to Canada at Dulles her granddaughter was selected for a patdown she is 11 years old and was told by the tso that she would get a 
modified patdown but s i nee she complained they a 11 got a paid own the kids 11 and 8 year old did not received a mod1f1ed p atdown and even when she was patdown her shirt was I ifted in front of everybody. They we re a I so asked to rem ave al I 
electronics and power th em on her grand daughter i phone was not charged so the phone had to be I ell at the ch eek point.When her husband ta I ked to Ca pta i r{ b H 6) ! about getting the phone back at the airport the supervisor to Id them the 
phone was surrendered and gave him a claim form.A privale screening was not offered to her. 
Ca Iler is up set over the phone not being returned and the p atdown they al I received. 
They traveled out of Dulles on 08 20 14 
Gate C flight# ua4551 at 11 AO am. 

Response 

1014 1 0: 28: Devices se I ected for this screening that do not power up wi 11 not be permitted onboa rd the ai re raft and the traveler may be required to undergo addition al sere en i ng, T rave I ers with e I ectro ni c devices that do not power up or do not function may p I ace 
them in checked baggage or ship them to their deslination. 
When required, children who appear to be 12 years old and younger receive a modified version of the patdown. The modified version of the patdown still requires a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) to pat down the clothed areas of the child's body; 
however, the procedure was adapted to be I ess i nvas1ve. 

The modified version of lhe patdown is required if the walk-through me1a1 detector alarms when the child walks through it, anomalies are detected during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, the adull accompanying lhe child refuses AIT 
screening on the child's behalf, or the child is randomly selected for a search. 
The patdown can always be conducted in a p nvate screening I ocation when requested. 
Under U.S. General Services Administration (GSA) regulations, an item is deemed voluntarily abandoned if it is "abandoned to a Federal agency in such a manner as to vest title thereto in the United States.'' 

I will send your complaint to the CSM at the airport you can file the claim that was given to you at the airport. 

From:~1(6) 
Sent:6nd8y, July 25, 20 I I 9:36 PM 
To: TSABLOG 
Subject colostomy training for T SA a gents 

I fiy to Genmany on average 3 times a year and most of the time your agents do not see my colostomy because I wear not over size but loose shirts. but on a recent flight I was wearing a new dog tag (medical alert) that my wife gave me which set off 
the metal de1ec1or and an agent did the wand thing and I hen asked "what ya hi din under your shirt " I replyed a colostomy bag ,lo his remark what is thal and my reply my asshole, which made him back up call his supervisor and he lold him what I said 
which brought out the laughter in most ever one around. I am a 1 g year cancer (stage 3 ) survivor and I work with Ors., Hospitals and other groups that suffer the problems with having their life turned up side down and I can joke about my condition, but 
when you have Agents th at DO NOT know or care to know about such issues th en you have a prob I em brought on by stupid rngnorance. I am a p nvate p1 lot of 38 years and I have to take a p hys1cal to stay current. by an FAA a pp roved M D why cant 
you set up approved Doctors that could issue a medical card for those that travel on airline a penmit to stop part of this uncalled for over patting down checks. This would not exempt you from inspection but could save you agents and the flying public 

2014 2,09,, some embaresmenl at the airports and the NEWS MEDIA. I will say your supervisor was very profesional in the matter he handled my condilion but nol everyone is that curtious. To prevent abuse you need some sort of training to make your agenls 
under stand the personal needs of people with these disabilities, because unless YOU have been there you really do not and will not under stand when someone breaks your seal on a pouch and urin or bowel fluid or crape run down your belly and the 
distress and embersement no to mention the delay if not missing your fi1ght can do to you both mentally and physicaly. I hope this gets to the righ person so that you can and will take postive action on this issue. 

Thank You 

Co1tond ale AL35453 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Dateflime 8121/2014 5:07:12 PM Airport DEN - Denver lntemalional Dateflime of TrMel 08/1412014 7:00 PM Airline & Flighl Number 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport. Security Scan TSA Employee: (If Knownq(b·:,(6) '(Last name probably misspelled) Comment. My husband and I were traveling with two small children, neither who would walk thru the metal detector by 
th emse Ives. Generally. my h us band wi 11 go thru Ii rst with one ch, Id wh, le I make sure al the stuff makes 11 thru and then I sh al I jam him. Fi rstf'51('6lmade it clear my husband w_as not to go th ru u nti I the stuff made it thru. When everything had finally 
made ,t into the xray machine my husband went thru th_e metal detector followed shortly by mysell.!(b.1(6 ta fairly aggressive voice told my h-~ to stand 1n a_ location to wart for the hand test. My husband_ did as_ requ_ested. however, we both 

2014 6 _06 ,c noticed lhat one of lhe car seats had got caught on a p,ece of luggage and 11 was damag,ng the canopy. either of us moved, but my husband tried 10 1e11[iill]th,s was happy.[§[]Just became more aggress,ve on ,ns,st,ng my husband nol move. My 
· · husband wasn't. we just really would have preferred not to have the car seat get broken. l{fil[Jwould have just not been so angry, perhaps he could have unjammed the luggage before the canopy rib snapped. Regardless, his attitude was uncalled 

for. I fly thru Denver frequently and take the chi Id re n with me often. Usu ally the T SA office rs are pol Ite and profession al. I was dis appointed th at our trip started with an encounter with someone so u np role ss,ona I. 
Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

On August 20, 2014 at or around 1 :20 PM I will is at Skyharbor Southwest a cutie point to go to gate C 13 the pick up my daughter I was sent to do a random check as I was told as soon as I approach I was asked to hold out my hand so,khat yu could 
be tested when I asked why the lady said it was just protocol my hand was tested and there was nothing on them then I was told that I had to go through a metal detector Which I went to the metal detector and it did not set off any alarm b )(6 was 
also told that I had to go to the body scan and one of the lady security guards asked the man why I had to do that she never heard of that and the man said yeah we do lhat so I was also sent 10 lhe body scan which there was nolhing found on me. Even 

2014 8:23:, after that the guy call for a female security to pat me down I feel I was discriminated against and also profile after that experience I have been mentally stressed out and not ta mention they also made me late ta pick up my daughter which I had to be 
th ere at 1 : 3 0 which she was stressed out to and crying She thought that I have forgot to pick her up Not to mention she is only nine years o Id I could understand if I was acting irate and trying to catch a flight but I was only the re to pick up my daughter 
then one of the females made a comment about my shirt which was uncalled for I have never been so humiliated and embarrassed in my life I have spoken with one lawyer and the lawyer offered To take the case on it there is nothing done no one 
should Discriminate All security guards at the checkpoint for Southwest the C gate had something to do it except one young lady I did Not gel names because I basically Had to run 10 gel my daughter because she was already off of the plane and 
waiting any a ne Sense that incident has happened my Ii fe has changed Me or my d aug hte r would no long er fly out al Phoenix and I would n t even recommend anyone else do it. 

Caller flew form Santa Fe Municipal an American Eagle flight 3196 an 8 20 2014 at 10:40 am. She said that she went through the checkpoint at approximately 9:30 or 1 O am. She wanted ta make a complaint. She said that she has three joint 
replacements. She told the TSO about the metal implants. She set off an alarm and received a patdown. She said that the patdown was explained to her and she was offered a private screening. She stated that after the patdown she was asked 1/ 
some items were hers. She said that they were. She was told to sit in the chair and not to touch the items while the TSO went to check her gloves. She said she could not even put her shoes back on. She wanted to know what she was testing her 
gloves for. She said I hat when she opened her luggage she had an NOi with the number 40 on ii. She wanled to know whal the number 40 means. She wanls to be contacted wilh that information. She was very upset because she got a patdown. 
She said that she has never received a patdawn or had a problem at any other airport. She stated that she was treated like common criminal. She wanted to know why she was not wanded or sent through the AIT. She later said that there was na AIT. 
She thinks that TSA should have other alternatives other than a patdown. She said that it is not right. 

I gave the following information: If a passenger has metal implants. such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Secunty Officer (TSO) before screening begins. Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a 
walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only ii they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. 

'014 11 :02: An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request 10 be screened using a patdown: however, passengers cannol request 10 be screened by the walk-through metal detector in lieu of AIT or a I ho rough patdown. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. 
A patd own procedure a I so is used to resolve any a I a nms of a metal d elector or a no ma Ii es identified by A IT. If a pa !down is required in order to complete screening: 

• The patdown should be conducted by a TSO al the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
• The passenger can request a p nvate screening at any ti me. 

Transportation Administration Securily (TSA) security screeners are instrucled to wear gloves when conducling physical inspections of property and patdown inspections of individuals. Screeners musl only wear TSA-issued gloves when performing 
screening fu net ions and wi 11 use a new pair of g I aves whenever a passenger requests that they do so. Sc reene rs must a I so inspect their gloves reg u I a rl y for stains, tea rs. and other signs of damage and replace their gloves as necessary. 

I to Id her that when T SA opens and inspects a bag a notice of inspection in put in the bag to notify the passenger that their I ugg age was inspected. I to Id her that I do not know what the number 40 on the NO I me ans. 
TSA no longer uses hand-held metal deIecIors to resolve walk-through meIaI detector alarms. 
I advised her that I would for.ward her complaint to the CSM at Santa Fe Municipal for review. 



Caller filed a claim and has a claim # that was provided to her. She requested to view the footage of screening. She asked if there were cameras pointed toward the screening area for carry on. Caller is missing a tan colored document pouch with a 
neck strap which co ntarn ed money. It had been in her purse when she showed her pass po rt when cl earning customs. The la st ti me she saw the pouch was at CB P. The only ti me her purse was unattended was when she went through checkpoint and 
placed it in the bin. She assisted her 3 children who went through the W TM D and her attention was not on her purse, She wants the cam eras to be reviewed and asked the rate of theft and how a re employees monitored , She is conce med and wou Id 
like to speak wilh the director ofTSA. 

Response: 
Advised ca Iler to contact the CSM at EW R for ass i sta nee, exp Iain ed information was provided to the CS M from the T CC on 8-13-14 for review 

2014 1 :31 :, Provided and confirmed following: 

Advised the Fede ra I Security Di rector is over the entire airport ope rat ions and no contact information ava i I able. 
Offered to provide the ma i Ii ng address lo r headquarters. she de c Ii ned. 

To whom 11 may concern, 

I am writing to inform you of my most recent experience with a TSA agent while being screened before my flighl. I was al the Seallle Airport, SEA-TAC and was flying oul on United Airlines on Wednesday August 20th, 2014. 
Before I go any further, I have a condition called Neurofibromatosis. This condition causes painful tumors to form and grow on nerves throughout the body. These tumors are very painful to the touch and some are quite large. When I go through the 
sea nne rs at the checkpoint the tumors I 1g ht up on the screen I, ke a ch nstma s tree. I was trying to exp I a in this to the agents at the checkpoint and was treated rather rude I y by a female agent. I wish I had gotten her name, but when I tried explaining to 
her why the screen lit up in so many places, she told me that she didn't want to hear any excuses. She insisted on a pat-down (I thought I could ask for the wand to check for metal) I told her that it's painful because of the tumors, (My left hip and 

2014 8,30., buttock areas area very painful due to a large 1umor) She again told me she didn't want to hear it and was done hearing my excuses. Once I was cleared I was fighling back tears, I felt humiliated, ashamed, and I was in pain because lhe pat down 
. ·" hurt. 

I donl want anyone to get in trouble. but just informed that some people do have conditions that may cause parts of the screening process to become red flagged. I am thankful that we do have the TSA they are wonderful at keeping the public safe. 
just wish that they would give people a minute to explain why and not treat us like criminals when we do try to explain. Most of the time TSA agents are gently with the pat downs or will just allow me to have the metal detector wand. 
Because of this mosl recenl experience, I am almosl hesitant to fiy again. ll's been a few days and I am still quite upset. I have made the decision to apply for the TSA-PRE check, and undersland I slill may get pulled aside for additional screening. I 
just don't want to experience what I had to go through recently again. 

~ou for your time and attention. 

~ 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time· 812212014 6:40:51 PM Airport: BWI - Baltimore-Washington International Date/Time of Travel: 08/22/2014 4:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: DL 1553 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· D concourse pre-check TSA Employee: (If 
Known): 
Comment · Need to bring back the I arge bins at pre-check, For those of us th at are frequent biz travelers th at where a dress or other form of jacket, it is easiest and fastest for the sere en i ng process to have jacket pockets fi 11 ed with meta I items th at w i 11 
sel of the metal detector long before getting to the check point. We simply place lhe bag on lhe belt wilh the jacket in a bin. Now I hat lhe bins are gone it is much harder to place lhe jackel through the X-ray alone. The agent said just pul metal objecls 

2014 8:30:: in the small bowls when I asked, but that is much slower since it takes time at either end of the X-ray to unload and reload ones pockets. Unfortunately this has been a change that serves no real purpose over than to slow down the pre-check lanes. 
PI ease bring back the large bins even if in smaller quantities at pre-ch eek. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name kb)(61 
Phone Number : ==~----' 
Email :kb 1(6) 
To leav""e-a"'c~o"'"m-m-e-n"'"t_c_o_n_ce_r_n..,,ng this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················--;:::::::::;===;------····························· 
Remote Client IP: kb)(6) ! 
Date Time 8/2312014 549: 14 AM 

Name~lh)lff, 
Email_bI(61 
Complainls:My Complaint is Not Listed Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):lcelandAir Flight Fl634 BOS ta KEF at 14:35pm on August 9, 2014 -Terminal E, Logan International Airport 
Comments:On August 9. 2014 myself my nephew and my son went through the security screening at Logan International Airport. I approached an agent at approximately 12:30pm EST and informed him that my son is a Type 1 Diabetic, he was 
wearing an insulin pump and I had paperwork as well as a note from his Dr. regarding his condition. The paperwork included a warning from the manufacturer of his pump that it should not be exposed to xray equipment. The male agent looked at a 
female agenl to ask what to do. The female agent said since my son was 14 (over 12) he must go through the body imaging scanner. I repeated he was wearing a pump, I tried to show them lhe paperwork and I asked for a pal down. My son showed 

'014 10:00: him the pump that was attached to his body. We were refused and my son was forced toga through the body imaging scanner. Type 1 Diabetes is a disability covered by the American with Disabilities Act. I thoroughly researched what I needed in 
order to get the correct treatment at Logan airport and we had everything ready. We requested a pat down and I was told three times. "'He·s over 12, he goes through the body scanner•··_ The agents did not listen to me and did not act appropriately. 
Since I was by myself with two children and nervous about causing a problem with the TSA and possibly missing our international flight, I was unable to stop the agents from taking my son through the scanner while I took my 10 year old nephew 
through the metal detector, which my son should also have been allowed to go lhrough. This trealment was a violation of his rights as a traveler with a disability. Going through lhe xray with an insulin pump voids the warranty and ANIMAS, lhe 
manufacturer cannot guarantee that na damage was caused by the electromagnetic waves to the sensors in his pump. This has caused many sleepless nights during our vacation. and now that we are hame. If my son·s pump malfunctions it can cause 
him to become very sick, fall into a coma, and even cause death. An insulin pump is a very expensive piece of medical equipment that costs thousands of dollars of which I do not have. Alter a couple of strange warnings since the pump was exposed 
to the whole body scanner, we may have to decide to remove it permanently for peace of mind, as we do not know if damage was caused, What happened to us at Logan is absolutely disgusting. The female agent was rude. unhelpful and would not 
lislen at all. She only repeatedly asked me how old my son was. I am appalled and haunted by our experience, and the failure to keep my son safe. It has caused us great pain and worry. I cannot afford a new pump for my son and we are left not 
knowing what to da. It is my wish to receive a response and ta know that same form of action is being taken against the agent that I dealt with and that she be trained about travelers with disabilities, as all TSA agents should be. This is a serious 
violation and I hope that it Is considered by the TSA as such. 

D 
Enfield, CT 06082 
Caller gets P recheck and says th at she has 2 5 s ma 11 gold bra eel els on her and some of them a re so Ide red on. She states that she al ways informs the T SA about them and th at they would alarm a WT MD and requests the AIT. She says that another 
TSO at BNA was going to allow this, but TSOkb)(ffl !said no and that she must go through the metal detector. 

Advised ca Iler: 
Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

Flight information: 

20 6.26', From to: BNA ta LGA ta CHO 
14 · ·' Flight date time: 8 17 8: 10 am 

Flight number: 3474 
Airline: American airlines 
Airport BNA 
Gate Tenminal: 
TSO bl(61 
Email b1(6) 

does not have) 
o Ider white male) 



Caller gets Precheck and says that she has 25 small gold bracelets on her and same al them are soldered on. She states that she always informs the TSA about them and that they would alarm a WTMD and requests the AIT. She says that another 
TSO at BNA was going to allow this. but TSQ(bH6l !said no and that she must go through the metal detector. 

Advised ca Iler: 
Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

Flight information: 

2014 6 _26 ,, From 10: BNA to LGA to CHO 
· ·" Flight date time: 8 17 8: 1 O am 

Flight number: 3474 
Airline: America11 airlines 
Airporl: BNA 
Gate Terminal: does not have) 
TSO: b·I ff", older white male) 
Email b)(6) 

Hello TSA Contact Center, 

I have a question regarding your Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) machines. 

I fiy quite often and need some clarification as to what TSA"s policies were for passengers that are tall. 

l"ve been told by at least two different agents I hat I am 100 tall for the Milliwave AIT machine and they ask me 10 proceed through the Walk-Through Mel al Detector (WTMD). I was unaware of these limitalions of the AIT and typically "Opted-Out'" of the 
AIT screening. After going through the WTMD, I went to speak ta the TSA Supervisor near the back al the Security Scanning Area on that day. She informed me that there was a limitation and that in the future, I would only need to tell the operator al 
the A IT machine that "I exceed the h eIg ht restrictions for this machine." and ·· ... then you wi 11 then be di reeled through the W TM D." 

Afterwards I searched TSAs websile for information about this. I seem to recall finding something on your website about the reslriction being 6'4" (194-cmJ for the AIT due to the limilations of the scanning Iechnology and not being able to capIure all 
necessary information during the sea n. 

On subsequent trips. I've po Ii tely info nmed the T SA a gents at the machines that, "I exceed the height restrict ions for the AIT machine,'' and I've be en greeted kindly and been instructed to proceed through the WTM D, 

2014 3:09:c This all changed on my last trip out of RDU, instead of being greeted kindly. I was told that there were na height restrictions and that EVERYBODY had to go through the AIT machine unless I ··opted out" and had additional screening where myself and 
my property were subJected to additional '"invest1gat1on'·_ I informed the supervisor on that day that I have been told by more than one TSA agent on more that one occasion that I am too tall for the machine. I followed that up with the height restriction 
that I found on your website and she said that that information did not exist. She then told me that ii I can stand in the machine with my arms above my head like the '"stick-figure example'" that I was not '"too tall'", So I walked into the machine and lilted 
my arms. My elbows were about an inch away from the top of the machine and my fore-arms where crossed over the top of my head. clearly not able to replicate the "diagrammed example"', She lhen agreed that I was "'too tall"' for the machine and 
directed me through the WTM D. 

As I am not a Ian of drawing attention to myself, and I especially don't like getting in disagreements with any type of authority figure, I would like to find out what TSA"s official procedure is for Tall Customers with regards to your AIT machines. I would 
like to know where. if any, lhese restrictions are displayed and how I can betler inform the TSA agents at lhe gate about them. 

Thank you very much lo r your ass i sta nee with this matter. I am looking lo rward to your response on this matter. 

B esl Rega rd s, 

!(b)(61 



Hello TSA Contact Center, 

I have a question regarding your Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) machines. 

I fly quite often and need some clarification as to what TSA"s policies were for passengers that are tall. 

l"ve been told by at least two different agents that I am too tall for the Milliwave AIT machine and they ask me to proceed through the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD). I was unaware of these limitations of the AIT and typically "Opted-Out'" of the 
AIT screening. After going lhrough the WTMD, I went to speak to the TSA Supervisor near the back of the Security Scanning Area on that day. She informed me that there was a limilation and that in lhe future, I would only need to tell the operator of 
the AIT machine that, "I exceed the height restrictions for this machine." and'" ... then you will then be directed through the WTMD." 

Afierwards I searched TSAs website for information about this, I seem to recall finding something on your website about the restriction being 6'4" (194-cm) for the AIT due to the limitations of the scanning technology and not being able to capture all 
necessary information during the sea n. 

On subsequent tnps. I've politely infonmed the TSAagents at the machines that, "I exceed the height restrictions for theAIT machine," and I've been greeted kindly and been instructed to proceed through the WTMD. 

2014 3:o9:: This all changed on my last lrip out of RDU, ins1ead of being greeted kindly, I was told thal there were no height restrictions and lhat EVERYBODY had to go lhrough the AIT machine unless I '"opled out" and had additional screening where myself and 
my property were subjected to additional '"investigation··. I informed the supervisor on that day that I have been told by more than one TSA agent on more that one occasion that I am too tall for the machine. I followed that up with the height restriction 
that I found on your website and she said that that information did not exist. She then told me that if I can stand in the machine with my arms above my head like the ··stick-figure example'· that I was not '·too tall'". So I walked into the machine and lilied 
my arms. My elbows were about an inch away from the top of the machine and my fore-arms where crossed over the top of my head. clearly not able to replicate the "diagrammed example"', She then agreed that I was "'too tall"' for the machine and 
directed me through lhe WTMD. 

2014 8:51 :, 

As I am not a fan of drawing attention to myself and I especially don't like getting in disagreements with any type of authority figure. I would like to find out what TSA"s official procedure is for Tall Customers with regards to your AIT machines. I would 
like to know where. if any, these restrictions are displayed and how I can better inform the TSA agents at the gate about them. 

Thank you very much for your assistance with this matter. I am looking forward to your response on this matter. 

Best Re•a rd s 

Disability Description: Caller is using an ex1ernal heart moni1or. 

Information Request: He had a fi1ght Friday morning at 5:30 a.m. and wants to know the guidelines for wearing this through screening. 

Response Details: Inform the officer of the heart monitor before going through screening. Most likely this will cause an alarm with the AIT or lhe WTMD. This would result in a patdown. 

The patdown: 
The patd own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any lime. 
A passenger should not be asked to remove or lift any article of clothing to reveal a sensitive body area. 

For quest ions conce ms request a PSS. 

Offered to send email, but caller declined. 

Feed back Type . S ecu ri ty Issue 
Ca I egori es 01 her; Mis eel la neous/Other 
Current Date/Time · 8125/2014 1 :36:07 PM Airport : LIT - Little Rock National Date/Time of Travel : 08/23/2014 6:00 AM Airline & Flight Number : AA 1411 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Security Checkpoint prior to Gate 1 TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Ma I e Emp I aye e Comment : I was standing in Ii ne for security and p I aced a 11 my items into the m achrne and removed my shoes and got in Ii ne lo r the scanner. Th ere was about 8 p eo pie in I in e at the ti me waiting for the sea n ne r. A T SA Employee ca me 
forward and asked 3 ladies in front of me to go through a metal detector that was turned off and asked me to stay in line where I was. I had no problem waiting in line nor going through the scanner, my issue is that a TSA Agent just had 3 people 

2014 4 ,28 ,c bypass security for no reason? How many limes does that happen per day? I noled the time it was 5:22 am in my phone after I got my belongings. I did not say anything nor asked questions because I did not want to cause a scene but TSA needs 10 
· · look into this as this was a violation and I feel completely unsafe flying from this airport. If TSA reviews security tapes, I was in shorts and a black and white striped button down shirt with a black small headphone carrying case in my hands. You will 

clearty see two women ahead of me and a woman on the side waiting to get in line, he walks up pulls down the closed sign he just waves them through security. The machine's power is off. no lights were turned on. 
Would you like a r;soonse? · I•w 
Passenger's Nam1(b 1(61 
Phone Number · ._ _____ ...., 

Email kb i(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



From;kb)(61 
Sent: Monday, Augusl 25, 2014 4:31 PM 
To: Singh, Harleen: TSAE,temalCom liance; tsa.crl@tsa.dhs.gov: civil.liberties@dhs.gov 
Cc: Legal: Rajdeep Singh: 1h·,1R··, Sapreet Kaur 
Subject Civil rights complaint o b o Sikh Air Passenger. Mr. Prabhjot Singh 

The Sikh Coalition writes to file a formal complaint of discrimination on behalf of Sikh Air PassengerJb::,(6) I. l(b::,(6) lcivil rights were violated when he was denied a self pat-down of his religiously-mandated turban by the TSA at 
Washington Dulles International Airport on August 19, 2014. !Ji:@Dllew on United Airtines, Flight No. 492. from Washington D.C. to San Francisco. California. 

~kb~::_1(6_:~1 -~~led a complaint with lhe TSA and DHS on Augusl 19, 2014 through the FlyRights phone applicalion. Please see attached follow-up complaint and exhibits. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

best, 

2014 6 30 ; f b 1(6) I 
(b)(61 

h··,1R··, New York NY 10004 
Phone (Main) (b)(61 Phone (Directj(b 1(6) 
Facsimile: (212J 208-4611 I Email: HYPERLIN\-~-.-)(_6_) ~~~---~------------~ 

Visit our website at HYPERLINK http: www.s1khcoalition.org \nwww.s1khcoalition.org. 
Support the Sikh Coalitions work at HYPERLINK http: www.sikhdonate.org \nwww.SikhDonate.org, 
Visit us on Facebook al http: www.facebook.com lhesikhcoalition. 
Follow us on Twitter @sikh_coalition. 

This e-mail may contain information that is privileged and confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete the email and notify us immediately. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time . 8/26/2014 2:34:45 PM Airport · GRR - Kent County International Date/Time of Travel · 08/26/2014 5:00 AM Airline & Flight Number · Southwest 170 Checkpoint/Area 
of Airport TSA Pre TSA Employee: (If Known) Time and location should reveal the agent(s) responsible Comment Upon printing my board mg pass, I was delighted to see TSA Pre on mine. I went to the TSA Pre checkpoint, following the directions 
printed on signs. i.e., leaving shoes on, etc. Something (probably the brass grommets on my deck shoes) tripped the metal detector. The male TSA agent rudely demanded that I remove everything from my pockets, including my wallet. and place them 
on the conveyor bell to be scanned. I politely complied, whereupon lhe agenl began barking orders in a quasi-military fashion. I couldn't understand him the first time when he barked &quot;hold oul your hands&quot: ! He then swabbed my hands and 
disappeared. I didn't know I was supposed to do anything else so I went to retrieve my wallet whereupon another (female) agent barked for me to get up against the wall, followed by an explanation (finally) that I was to remain there until I was cleared. 
never saw the male agent again. After some time. the female agent finally told me I was cleared. 

2014 4 ,23 ,, I am certain I hat courIesy_ and respecl are part of TSA Agenl training, bul these lwo at GRR are in dire need of remedial Iraining. This is not a poHce stale, and the TSA is not at war with the general public .. 1 was made 10 feel that I had done something 
seriously wrong by following the s1gnage in the TSA Pre line about leaving your shoes on and not emptying your pockets. Apparently, I na,vely misunderstood the entire purpose of TSA Pre. My understanding now, as taught by your agents at GRR, ,s 
th at TSA Pre is rea 11 y a I in e for sp eci a I harassment of innocent Ame nca ns. 



Caller had traveled through Seattle. He says there is a sign located in the PreCheck line that said he did not have to remove his shoes or his belt. He says as he went through the WTMD his belt caused an alarm and the officer made him remove his 
be It. He wants to know why they al low passengers to I eave on the be It when it causes it an a I a rm and then have them rem ave it lo r s c reen,ng? he wou Id I, ke the wording of the sign to say 1f the belt or shoes have metal on them to just rem ave them. He 
stated he had traveled through SFO and the machine did not alarm for his belt. He also would like for all the machines at all airports to be the exact same. 

He says there was an officer hat was rude and nasty ta him and other passengers. He says the name of this afficej._(""b"'l(-"'6-'-·., ___ _,!at Seattle airport. He says he has the wrong job and should not be doing this. He requested his boss know how rude 
the officer was to the passengers. 

Told caller 
Leaving on the belt was part of the expedited screening. If there was an alarm no matter what type of screening a passenger got they will clear the alarm. Normally what they will da is give a patdown to clear any alarm however far him the officer 
al lowed him to remove his belt and walk back through. 
I explained to him that not all the machines may be as sent vie or work the exact same way. It would be difficult to do that at every airport in the US but he felt this could and should be done. 

'014 12'52: I was sorry about the officer that was mean and rude to him. I would be glad to send his complaint to the CSM so they would be aware al this and this was per his request as well. 

Airport Seattle 
Airline: United 
Flight number: 278 
Date and time: 8-27-14 departed at 10:41 am 
Terminal or gate: A11 
Items Damaged: Caller was upset at how rude and nasty the officer, l(b)(ff:, !at lhe checkpoint was 10 lhe passengers, he said he was yelling commends at passengers and rushing them through. 
The caller was upset that for the PreCheck lines have signs that say passengers can leave on their shoes and belts for screening yet when there was an alarm he had to remove his belt. He would like the wording al the sign in the PreCheck line to be 
reworded to say if there was metal in his belt or shoes he should remove them. 

The ca 11 er did not want to leave co nl acl information. 
to a private location. She stated he has had to raise his shirt in front of other passengers before. 
He flew from MCO via DCA and to BDL(Harlford, CT) was swabbed twice from his stomach (she slated he was swabbed at MCD and again at DCA). 
Caller stated he has an approved lack on his luggage and it is missing, said in July he flew and TSA was able to open and relock the lock. The bag had a Cpap machine inside and the clothing inside the bag was disarrayed and unfolded. 
Caller states he wasn t treated with respect regarding his disability and she said he called the TSA complaint line and was told, They had to do what they had to do and if he didn t like ,t to drive (she didn t know who he spoke with or the number he 
called). 
He will be flying from BDL to MCO on Saturday and again in Del. because of surgery and he is uncomfortable because of the way he is being treated by TSA. 
She stated before he began to fly they contacted TSA to determine what the process was (doesn t think they provided their name or contact information). 

Response: 
Apologized to caller for the screening experience her husband went lhrough. Explained the SOP procedures for someone wilh a feeding tube. Advised to call TCC 72 hrs. prior to flight and we will requesl assistance at lhe departure airport. 

Passengers who have medical devices attached to their bodies. such as bone growth sti m ulators, s pm al sti mu I ato rs, neurosti mu I ato rs. ports, feeding tubes, TENS Unit or other types of devices should info rm the Trans po rtati on Security Officer (TSO) 
conducting the screening of the device and indicate where the device is located before the sere en i ng process begins, 

If a passenger can safely disconnect from their device, hear she can submit it for x-ray screening: however, passengers can be screened without disconnecting from devices. If a passenger cannot disconnect from the device, the type of screening 

2014 2,JB:[ conducted will depend on the type of device and the passenger's abil1t1es. 

If a passenger cannol or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through me1a1 detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough paldown procedure ins1ead. 
A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

• The patd own should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. 
• The passenger can request a privale screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a privale screening, anolher TSA employee will also be presenl and the passenger may be 
accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
Exp I a i ned to caller 1f her husband refused to go to a p nvate I ocation lo r a p atdown. he wou Id be screened in view of the pub Ii c. 

Regardless of lhe screening melhod used, the device will undergo additional screening. This may include, but is not limited to, a physical inspection of lhe device if it is not in a sensitive area, and a patdown of lhe device followed by 1es1ing for 1races 
of explosives. 

A comp an ion, assi slant, or family member may accompany a passenger to assist him or her during any private or public sere en i ng, A fler providing this assistance, the comp an ion, assi slant, or family member wi 11 need to be re screened , 

If a passenger has concerns about his ar her screening, he ar she should ask to speak with a super,isar or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Disability or Medical Condition: Professionalism/Customer Service Cun-ent Date/Time, 8/2812014 7:22:52 AM Airport: FLL - Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International Date/Time of Travel: 08/28/2014 7:00 AM Airline & Flight Number· 
USA I RWAY S 660 Check poi nil Area of Airport : C Conca u rse Pre-Ch eek T SA Employee: ( If Known) ~ 
Comment. Officerffilili]was extremely rude. I felt intimidated and threatened by him. He is abusing his authority and uniform. His sarcasm is not appreciated. I have hearing damage and he yelled at me because he was not paying attention to the 
line (chit chatting with the x-ray screender) II passed through the metal detector ... it did not go off ... he yelled at me to go back through. When I said ... it didnt go off ... he said he didnt care and I would have to go back trough as many times as he says. I 

2014 8:32:' didnt know the Ferguson Missouri police department also ran security at FLL airport, .as I said I felt very scared and intimidated by his attitude. Next time I will pass through with my hands up! 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service: Permitted Items Current Date/Time. 8/28/2014 8:31 :58 PM Airport· IAD - Washington-Dulles International Date/Time of Travel: 08/28/2014 10:00 AM Airline & Flight Number· AA 263 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Passenger Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) : Lead TSO (Bearded/Caucasian) Comment : On August 28. 2014 at approximately 0900 hours, my wife, 20month old son, and I entered the TSA-prescreening area at IAD. 
While divesting our items into the bins for x-ray, my wife requested her breast milk be screened without the x-ray. The screeners claimed all items must submit to x-ray screening. We refused, and they eventually agreed that there were other options. 

Dunng this time, a TSA screener advised a souvenir Mini Softee Bat (part of a bat and ball set) was prohibited and could not enter the sterile area. The bat 1s composed of cardboard and soft foam. and approximately a foot in length. It 1s a souvenir 
item that my toddler son grinned and smiled with at his first Washington Nationals baseball game during this trip. 

I responded to the TSA screener by requesting the assistance of a Supervisor. A (lead/2 stripe) screener (Caucasian/bearded) turned from the adjacent x-ray screen (first lane) and yelled that it was a bat and prohibited. By this time, the screeners in 
both lanes approached and further exclaimed the cardboard and foam bat (safe for all ages) is a weapon and cannot enter the stenle area. I was shocked, as were the passengers in the line behind me. I could not understand how a bat safe for all 
ages is pro hi bi ted , Growing frustrated , I complied and threw the claimed weapon I soflee bat) into the garbage, 

Furthermore, my wife and son requested to go through a walk through metal detector or physical screening. The screeners replied that the millimeter wave scanner was the only option. After additional requests, the physical screening was offered. 

2014 9: 0 5:, The entire o rdea I_ was i nlu ria ting. This was our return flight to LAX, Our i ni ti a I II i g ht from LAX was smooth and no issues were encountered, My wile reviewed the TS A website and even contacted T SA personnel numerous ti mes to ensure no issues 
w, th the breast m, I k and ch, ldren's , terns. 

It is my belief that the screeners at IAD were harassing and menacing due to the special needs and requests for our traveling family. This type of discnmination 1s troubling. My son is now traumatized and has lost his favonte toy. I plan to travel in the 
future and would like to explain to my son that TSA has an important mission, but with screeners such as these and little to no oversight with management, I am compelled to believe that things will only get worse. 

Review of the TSA Blog explains the novelty item is in fact allowed and should not have been prohibited. 

hit p:/ lb I og .tsa.gov/2013103/tsa-p ro hi b ited-i te m s-1 is t-cha ng i ng 5. ht m I 

I am requesting an explanation. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Nam~e.....,_b.,I(_6,., ___ ~ 
Phone Number: h·1Ifr-, 
Email (bi(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB2IApplicationManager 



I was excited ta be able to try out the TSA PreCheck on my recent return ta the U.S. for home leave from my diplomatic assignment in Seoul. but I must say that I was very disappointed with the lack of consistency and transparency to the system after 
!rave Ii ng through lour different airports during my trip. 

Dunng this trip, I traveled through Honolulu International Airport. Washington Dulles. Ronald Reagan. and Charlotte-Douglass Airport. The worst experience occurred in the last location. At each of these locations, I requested a pat-down, due to being 
pregnant, W hi I e the rationa I pa rt of me understands that there is no radiation emitted by the metal d electors. having suffered a misca rri age just before this pregnancy - while t rave Ii ng - I chose to be extra cautious and exercise my rig ht to request the 
pat-down insIead. 

On July 20, when I was traveling from Charlotte-Douglass Airport 10 Washinglon Dulles Airpori. I was informed by Agent~(due 10 not knowing her first name, I will describe her as a middle-aged African-American female) that because I requested 

2014 8:26:, a pat-down, I had essentially "opted-au!" of the PreCheck system, and was therefore subject to a more extensive ~earch. Though I _did not pass through the metal detectors, my bags went through the x-ray machine, j_ust as everyone else's did, 
however. AgentKiill:fil]1nformed me that although the pat-down yielded no negative response (beeping) from their screening machine. she would have to go through each of my bags by hand anyway. In Honolulu, this also occurred. but there I was 
told that it was because the machine had "beeped" after my pat-down screening paper was inserted. I was annoyed there because the woman who had pat me down told me that "this could happen for any number of reasons, even just because of the 
lotion someone is wearing." REALLY?? If lhis is the syslem used 10 deIecI harmful substances, I lhink lhere is a problem if ii reacts 10 certain over the counter lotions. In Honolulu, this agen1Jh··,1rr1 !was at least very clear in explaining lhat it is 
protocol to search the passenger's bags thoroughly by hand if the machine "goes off." Though she was not at all delicate in conducting this search. leaving my items strewn in such disarray that they could never have fit back into my bags, she was at 
I east clear in explaining the procedure and why she was doing what she was doing. U nfo rtunatel y. in Charlotte. it was a comp I etel y different experience. 

In Charlotte. on July 20. when I q ue stIoned Agent kb H 6) ! about searching my bags, even tho ugh the machine had not beeped and she had even confirmed that I had been cl eared according to the pat-down. she i nsi sled that not only wo u Id she sti 11 
have to go through a 11 of my bags by hand , but she wou Id then have to put them back through the x-ray machine, tho ugh they had a I ready passed th at inspect ion without any ala rm s, This did not make any sense to me, and when she tried to exp Iain 
further saying, "When you ask for a pal-down, you are opting out of lhe system, and since we have no idea why you have opled out, we immedialely become more suspicious, so we need to check your bags more thoroughly, even I hough we did nol 
see anything unusual on the x-ray,'' it didn't seem to make much sense. When I questioned her about it politely, she asked ane al the other agents to get the regulation book, "just ta make sure she was following the right procedure,' but he simply said, 
Tm sure you're right,'' and did not attempt to retrieve the book. Meanwhile. Agentfh·11r;··, I continued to remove every item from each of my bags. and as she searched. I noticed that her fingernails had come through the gloves on both hands. such that 
she was touching a 11 of my clothes and belongings with her bare fingers, the na i I tips of which were Io ng and appeared to be unkempt. This was something th at concerned me. not only because I had no idea whether her hands we re clean or dirty. but 
also because I had no idea whal kind of substance mighl have been on her hands that could have shown up as something strange when they did furl her screening. One good lhing I can say aboul Agent ~ that she was courteous throughoul the 
search. trying to provide me with her idea al a logical explanation for what she was doing, and she removed and replaced my items with much mare care than the agent had done in Honolulu. However, as I mentioned, Agent liliR§[J Iogic was 



Information Request The caller was going on and on about how they arrive early and the TSO s are overloaded and they missed their flights and was told it is not TSA responsibility. 
Caller thinks I hat it is offensive 10 hear to arrive earlier. Every time she connecls she has not enough lime and the govemmenl (somelhing I could nol understand) 

She missed her Ii rst flight and had arrived two hours early. She is getting GE. She asked if the re Is something th at can get him p rescree n ed. 

Some TSA agents are sharp and some a re nol. 

She asked what TSA would do with someone with a hip problem or in a wheelchair. 

They are traveling to Italy bul she does not have her flight information. 

She said that they were told th at T SA is not responsible for mi ssrng flights. 
She rambled on about this complaint going nowhere, 

,014 10: 4S:, Response Details: Advised caller that if a passenger has metal implants. such as artificial knees ar hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be 
screened using a pa td own. 
If a passenger cannot or chaoses nat to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector, the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdawn procedure instead. 
A patdown procedure also Is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies ident1f1ed by AIT. If a patdown is required in order to complete screening: 

I told her I hat someIimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of lhe same gender to become available. 
The screening process for a passenger who uses a wheelchair or scooter is determined by the individual s ability ta stand and walk; although. a passenger can be screened without standing, walking. or transferring out al a wheelchair or scooter. 
Passengers should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of their ability before the screening begins. 
The passenger should inform the TSO of his or her need for assistance before the screening process begins. 
Passengers who can neither stand nor walk will be screened by a patdown while they remain seated. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 
Medi ca I documentation Is not required. 
I to Id her that TS A mo ni to rs the number and nature of complaint we receive. I told her to ca 11 us when she has problems with her fiig ht information, 
I to Id her I hat we can request a PSS for her when she has her fiig ht information and I re commended ca 11 i ng 72 hours ahead . 
Caller did not want email but did want the phone number for TSA Cares. I gave her 855-78.,_7_-~22~2~7~-~--~ 
Caller had an accident at MDT on July 28th and TSA was there. Caller has already called!(b::,(6) !the manager, Caller said he had an employee from ACE US !(b-·1(6'1 ~rovide her with claims form and caller was told to call us and 
report the incident. 

Caller Is 66 years old and was traveling with her husband and two grandsons 15 and 13. She was first in line and she removed her shoes. Caller put on socks from her carry on and she was told to stay in one place. Her husband and grandsons were 
behind her removing their belts etc. She was waved forward and her feet slipped. The left side of her body hit the metal detector and her hands went under the fence and she bounced back. Her tail bone hit. Caller sat in the frame work of the MTWD, 
TSA told her not to move. They got paramedics 10 come and she was helped onto a bench. They checked her vilals. Caller was lold, a woman your age with a hip injury needs to be checked at the ER. Caller asked if she can she get a ticket to come 
back another day. They said no. They were traveling to Rapid City and this was the only week she could take her grandchildren. Caller decided to get ice packs and go on. Caller said she will nat fly again, especially nat from Harrisburg PA. Caller had 
a TSA Claims form and was told to fill it out. 

'014 12:21: Advised Caller: 

Because your comp I amt concerns security screening at a s pec1f1c airport we have forwarded a copy of your e-m a i I to the Customer Service Manager at that airport. 

Ai rpo rl: Harris burg PA 
Date and Time: July 28th 14 Between 4PM-6PM 
Airline: United 
Flight#: 3391: 
Localion: Only two gates. Caller said B. 
Email: Does not have an email. 

Today at approximately 10:15 my husband who was in a wheel chair and I were traveling through the TBA check point. When my husband went through the metal detector, it went off. We tried to explain that he has metal hip replacement surgery on 
both sides, but lhe agenl an Asian man began screaming and yelling. I asked for his identity and it was not given. This was at the Southwest terminal 2 entrance and it was the first screening station. Needless 10 say this scene put a damper on our 
much awaited vacation. I did re part it ta the officer in charge and he stated that the officer did not normally work terminal 2 but he would talk to him. I have always supported the rights al the t.s.o., and have marched on there behalf around the country, 

2014 4: 16: 1 but this wreaked of racism and disability insensitivity. I as well as my husband are both offended and upset. 

rb,(6) i 
Sent from my T-Mobile 4G L TE Device 



2014 9:26:: 

1014 11:11: 

My most recent trip has caused me to wnte to you and try to explain the frustration caused by the TSA agents. I am a 60 year old man in good general physical health, but I do have a metal nght hip implant. 
I always in the agent prior to going through the metal detector of that fact AND I do set off the alarm. Then I am made to stand there while someone yells "MALE ASSIST" While I am there, my bags are left on the conveyer belt. my wallet and phone 
and money clip are left of the conveyer belt in lhe plastic box in plain view and unattended. I asked the person who put me in the "time out· area to get my bags and was told ........ ."MALE ASSIST" If I slep off the area assigned 10 me to retrieve or 
secure my property. 1·m sure 1 O agents would suddenly appear The more I waited, the more frustrated I became until I myself starting yelling "MALE ASSIST" FEMALE ASSIST" ANYBODY ASSIST" I was told to be quiet. 

I find the agents rude. uncaring and just plain lazy because my shouts fell on the deaf ears of agents standing around talking and doing NOTHING•! A PATHETIC display of security. I have 14 years of working for law enforcement and I can honestly 
say tha I giving badges to some of your employees is wasting good meta I. 

I tried to get a NOTIFICATION CARD from your web site, but the page Is down (404 error). 

I undersland and agree wilh what you are trying 10 do, but your "agents· in the field are, in my opinion, under qualified, uncaring and lacking in any form of security for my personal property. 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights Is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA their Member of Congress. and the Sikh 
Goa Ii ti on. a civi I rights organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entities they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAa€'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Narne._(b""·""I("'6""·., -,-,-----_._., 
Email Address ( ·., ·1 
Phone Number"I: ~h'c.l~IR,;, .. ,-, ---.----' 

Add res (b 1(61 
Zipcode: 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 

Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33305 

Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? Yes 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Fart Laud erda I e-Hol lywood I nte mati on al Airport 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 8/30120141 :05:35 PM Airport: ORD - Chicago-O'Hare lntemalional Date/Time of TrMel 08/2212014 7:15 PM Airline & Flight Number: United 612 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport · security e ntra nee to term i na I B TSA Employee: ( If Known) · 
Comment : I was unwillingly separated from my 6 year old child during screening. My husband and son went through the metal detector; the TSA employee refused to let me go with them and directed me to the end of the scanner line. I asked 1f I 
could not be separated from my child. Another employee moved to open the metal detector, but the first employee insisted that one parent was sufficient. She claimed it was policy, but the TSA page on children clearly states &quot:TSAwill not ask 

2014 1: 19:[ travelers to do anything thal will separaIe I hem from their child.&quot: I Ir Mel wilh my husband and son 4-6 times per year, and we hMe always before proceeded through security together. It was especially annoying because one employee tried 10 
help, while another insisted on an incorrect and unnecessary &quot;policy&quot:. Please train the employees at O'Hare on the actual policy, and ask them to exercise common sense, especially when dealing with small children. 
Would you like a re•;,,..==-?'-· .W."'--~ 
Passenger's Nam~e._(b_._I(_6_, _____ ...., 
Phone Number : 
Email b)(61 
To leave·a Commen 

Last Sunday, I traveled from new Yorks JFK airport to seattle on Jetblue. I was with my husband and two small children. ages 2 and 7. Because of the kids, we were put on the pre-screen line. My husband went though first and was all the way by 
where the bags come out thinking our children were with me. My girls went through, but I got held, being told that I was selected for additional screening , My girls didn t know where to go or what to do and my husband didn t know I wasn t with the 
girls. My 2 year old starling running off bul I couldn t get her or IeI1 my husband. I was being held back. Luckily, my 7 year old, who was hysterically crying, ran and got her sister. How would the govemmenl feel if my daughter got lost in lhis process? 
The worst part was that I was held at the metal detectors for close to 1 O minutes because the female agents were talking and laughing and ignoring requests to come for extra screening. The man at the metal detectors said that I had to wait until they 
were ready and that my chi Id ren weren t his prob I em. I am completely a pp al led at how I . as a moth er. was treated. 

Sent from my iPhone 

CJ 2014 3:o5: Washin ton, D C. 20036 

(b)(61 

(b)(61 

: To comply with requirements imposed by the IRS, this is to inform you that any tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the 
purpose of ( i) avoiding tax- re I ate pen romoti ng, ma rketrng or re commending to another party any matter addressed here in. 

The information contained in this message is intended only for the use of lhe designated recipients named above. This message may ea h is rivileged and confidential 
the intended recipient or an agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that you have received this document in error, and that any review, dissem,na 10 
proh i b1ted. If you have received this comm uni cation in error, please 
notify us immediately by telephone af b) ( 61 I Thank you. 



Caller said she is in FL and bought 2 live baby turtles and asked if she cane bring them an the plane in carry on ar check bag on a domestic flight an Southwest. She asked if she can bring food or liquids like cut peaches in syrup in check bag. She said 
when she departed from Hartford. CT she got a noi and that we had ruined her s ui tease and the lg a s got on her boots and she said she did not want to go over how to Ii I e a claim. She said she did not want the food in check bag to cause a red fi ag 
and asked how to avoid that. 

Response:The Transportation Security Adminislration·s (TSA) securily procedures do not prohibil travelers from bringing a pel on lheir flighl. However, travelers should contact their airline or travel agenl before arriving at the airport to determine any 
airline·s policy an traveling with pets. TSA requires that all animals and associated property are screened prior to boarding. 

" 14 12:lO:: Pets traveling in the aircraft cabin must be presented to a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) at the screening checkpoint. The animal's owner is required to carry the animal through the walk-through metal detector (WTMD) or walk the animal 
through the WTMD on a leash. TSOs are required to resolve any alarms associated with lhe animal using visual observation and paldown inspections. The TSO may require owners to assist by controlling the animal during this process. All accessible 
property associated with animals. such as cabin kennels, must be separately screened using the x-ray machine. 

Al I an i ma Is being transported in a ke nne I with checked baggage a re required to be screened , TS Os are first required to ask the owner to remove the a ni ma I from the kennel so that he or she can clear the ke nne I . Once the TSO has completed his or her 
inspection of the kennel the TSO is required to clear the animal with a thorough visual inspection. The TSO may ask the owner for assistance during lhe visual inspection. 

I advised her that food is allowd in check bag and to make sure it is securely wrapped or in a spill proof container. I advised her that we electronically screen the check bags and that we don! recommend food in check bag because some properties 
in food cause the alarms to trgiger and the bag has to be hand inspected, I offered to go over how to file a claim but she declined, 

Caller said she 1s in FL and bought 2 live baby turtles and asked 1f she cane bring them on the plane in carry on or check bag on a domestic flight on Southwest. She asked if she can bnng food or liquids like cut peaches in syrup in check bag. She said 
when she departed from Hartford, CT she got a noi and that we had ruined her suitcase and the lga s got on her boots and she said she did not want to go over how to file a claim. She said she did not want the food in check bag to cause a red fiag 
and asked how to avoid I hat. 

Respanse:The Transportation Security Administration's (TSA) security procedures do nat prohibit travelers from bringing a pet on their flight. However, travelers should contact their airline or travel agent before arriving at the airport to determine any 
airline's policy on traveling with pets. TSA requires that all animals and associated property are screened pnor to boarding. 

"14 12:lO:: Pets traveling in the aircraft cabin must be presented to a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) at the screening checkpoint. The animal's owner is required to carry lhe animal lhrough the walk-lhrough metal detector (WTMD) or walk the animal 
through the WTMD an a leash. TSOs are required ta resolve any alarms associated with the animal using visual observation and patdawn inspections. The TSO may require owners to assist by controlling the animal during this process. All accessible 
property associated with animals. such as cabin kennels, must be separately screened using the x-ray machine. 

Al I an i ma Is being transported in a ke nne I with checked baggage a re required 10 be screened . TS Os are first required 10 ask the owner to remove I he a ni ma I from the kennel so that he or she can clear the ke nne I . Once the TSO has com plel ed his or her 
inspection al the kennel the TSO is required to clear the animal with a thorough visual inspection. The TSO may ask the owner for assistance during the visual inspection. 

I advised her that food is allowd in check bag and to make sure it is securely wrapped or in a spill proof container. I advised her that we electronically screen the check bags and that we dont recommend food in check bag because some properties 
in food cause the alarms to trgiger and the bag has to be hand inspected. I offered to go over how to file a claim but she declined. 

Caller and her husband both applied for and received KTN s. Caller has a metal knee implant and 1s subject to add1t1onal screening at the PreCheck checkpoint. She primarily flies from PHL and is upset the PreCheck checkpoints have WTM Ds instead 
of AITs. 

:J14 11 :30:, Resolution: 

Advised caller PreCheck will not exempt any passenger from additional screening to resolve an alarm such as a metal implant. Advised caller the majority of the PreCheck checkpoints have WTMD available. The airports and checkpoints are 
configured by the airline and airport in cooperalion with TSA and suggested she contact the airline to voice her complaint in regards to how lhe checkpoints are set-up and the screening technology used. 



Caller wants to file a complaint because of the screening experience her husband had when he flew from EWR on 8-25, stated she tned to send an email and it d1dn t go through, wants to file for her husbandJ(b)(ff:, Her husband was at 
EW R airport and was taking their 2 grandchildren back to Belgium, 7 and 9 yrs. old, 
He went through WTMD and lold the TSO he had 2 knee replacements and was told okay and to step aside. He was told 10 remove his bell and spread his legs and raise his arms. He told the TSO his pants would drop and the TSO told him to take 
his belt off anyway and to hurry and his pants dropped in front of everyone and the grandchildren who were waiting for him. 
He feels that 11 was a most outrageous breach of privacy, he was extremely humiliated and she was shocked. The children had never seen their grandfather with his pants down which was embarassing to him. She thinks someone owes him some 
compensation because of the incident. 
Was flying Jet Airways- Indian Airline, lhinks they may be affiliated with United. 
Arrived at airport approx. 3 hrs. prior to departure. not sure exactly what time he was going through security. 

1. Date and Time of the flight--8-25-14. departed 6:30 PM 
2. Gate or Te rmi n al----G ate 55 

:114 11 :51 :( 5. Flight #--9W227 
6. Airline----Jet Airways 

Response: 
Apologized to caller for his experience and advised if a passenger has metal inside their body if going through the WTMD and an alarm sounds a patdown would be required to complete the screening process. Explained that is standard operating 
procedures and if the TSO was to pat down a sensitive area they should have offered him a pnvate screening location and he could have requested at any time during the process. Explained to caller if someone has metal in their body they can 
request to go through the A IT if a vai I ab I e at the term i na I they a re departing from. which may prevent them from having a pa tdow n. not a guarantee be ca use if an anomaly shows on the imaging a p atdown may st i 11 be required, 

Exp I a i ned information wi 11 be provided to the CSM at E WR for review. 

Exp I a i ned to ca Iler lo r future trave I he can request a private location if a pa tdow n is required. 

DATES: 8124/14 and 818114 TIMES: 1414dep and 0620dep AIRPORT: SAN 

Date/Time of Travel 8124@1414. 818@ 0620 AIRLINE: UAL 1275 and UAL 532 

CHECKPOINT: Terminal 2 SAN 

COMPLAINT: 

I am a TSA Pre-Check passenger. My last two departures from SAN have been frustrating for a number of reasons. 
SAN has been allowing NON pre-check passengers to use the same security line AND baggage X-ray AND metal detector as Pre-Check passengers. I travel through dozens of airports and SAN is the lonely one that I have experienced this technique. 
This ere ates a r, umber of concerns. 
1. These passengers have nol been screened lhrough the Global Entry process, yet they are allowed lhe same securily short culs as those of us who have complied with the rules. My wife and I drove 100 miles and spenl $100 for this convenience. 
2. It slows the process for Pre Screened passengers, which seems unfair at the very least, a breach of security at most. In light of the latest threat from ISIS. this is no time to "mix" passengers. I schedule my arrival time at the airport with use of Pre
Check in mind. I now experience an unplanned delay. 

:1 14 12.20. 1 3. This procedure at SAN appears to have nothing to do with TSA manpower or length of passenger lines. On this particular flight, there were seven (7) TSA employees within 1 Oft of the two active ID screeners, all of whom appeared to have no duties. 
· · As a side nole, on my last lwo departures under these same condilions, I was a random selectee for additional screening. I saw ZERO non-Pre-Check passengers endure I his delay. This makes little sense! 

According to TSA, we are not the only ones complaining about this problem. I strongly suggest that SAN utilize the TSA Pre Check screening process the way in which it was intended. exclusively for passengers who have been properly processed and 
ho Id those cred ent,al s. 
PI ease acknow I edge receipt of this comp I a int. 

Thank VOii 

Carlsbad, Ca. 92009 



Caller lives in Austin TX and works out of DC and travels for meeting 2-3 weeks a month. She became a member of Global Entry so she could get the expedited screening and continues to have issues with the TSA agents at Austin. She wears a pair 
of sandals when she travels and when she comes through the checkpoint she knows that they will set off the alarm so she takes them off before going through the WTMD. The last time she went through the checkpoint she was told very rudely by the 
officers not to take her shoes off so she just left them on for screening. The officer then advised her that if she knows that the alarm will sound due to the metal why didnt she just take the shoes off. The agent then smarted off and said that she would 
be there all day so she was not worried about how long it would lake for her to get through lhe screening process. On another occasion she placed her new Coach purse in a bin and the officer told her nol to place the purse in a bin and thal she 
needed to take it back out and place it directly on the belt. Every single time that she goes through the screening at Austin she has issues with the screeners being rude and saying smart remarks to her during screening. She thinks that there is a 

J14 12:44:, management issue at this airport since they do not have issues with the officers treating the passengers poorly. 
She is requesting to know who the CSM at Austin reports to since it seems that the officers at this airport are not being trained properly and needs additional screening on customer service. 

I am forwarding her complaint to the CSM at Austin so they will be aware of the issues she is having with the screeners at this airporl. If she continues to have issues she can request to speak with a PSS at the checkpoint for assistance or she can 
speak with a CSM. 

You officer f b 1(6 1 I was aggressive with me as I exercised my rig hi to complain about the obnoxious pat-down procedure. He recognized me as a frequent traveler and then targeled me wilh an aggressive response to my comments. I did nol 
say anything about him but questioned the logic of my knee setting off a metal detector and then checking me for explosives. I did not raise my voice I did not curse I just talked and was told to shut up, he escalated again buy calling over the deputy. I 

'014 2 22: 5 fee I this was a targeted attack. 
!(b)(61 I 

Feedback Type . Civil Rights/Liberties 
Calegories Olher (fill in box); Race 
Current Date/Time . 91212014 1 :36A0 PM 
Airport CHS - Charleston International Airport Date/Time of Travel : 09/02/2014 1 :00 PM Airline & Flight Number : Southwest 59 Checkpoint/Area of Airport TSA body screening for terminal B TSA Employee: (If Known) : Female Comment I am 
traveling with my Mother in Law who has Alzheimer's, While going through the body screening area for terminal B, my mother in law stood in front of the metal detector that had just been running and was scolded by a Black female TSA agent as to 
why she was there. MY Mother in law who is an elderly Chinese woman could not understand the TSA agent as she spoke quickly and in a accusatory tone. She asked more questions before we could intervene. It was obvious I hat lhe Black TSA agenl 

1014 2:24:0 just wanted to yell at someone who was weaker and powerless to protect themselves and to create a hostile environment. Well done TSA for having someone who violated the basic human rights of a woman who presented no threat but who was 
mi sire ated as if it was business as us ua I. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Name (b 1(6) 
Phone Number: th.\ti:=::··1 

Email !(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Response Details: RESPONSE: 

I told her I am sorry she did not feel the TSO listened or did not care. I am glad her daughter is fine. 
I exp I a i ned to her th at if she had /el t it was related to her di sa bi I ity she wo u Id need to fol low a different course and I can exp I am to her how to put her complaint in wntrng. 
( I covered her choice at least 3 times so she would be certain) Caller confirmed she did not feel it was related to her Daughters disability. 

It is not necessary to fill out the comment card now. I cannot say anyone will contact you but we will provide your contact information. 

CSM Referral lnfonnation: 

Airport JFK 

Airline: JetBlue 

,014 3:04 S, Flight#: 163 

Date: 7-28-14 

Departure time: She said she was at the checkpoint at 7 AM 

Phone#; (Cell )k~b~)~(6~'--~ 

Email:l(b)(61 

Incident Details: Caller said she submitted a claim a couple of weeks ago and has not received a response. Later she said it was a screening complaint comment card not a claim for reimbursement. 
She said what happened in 2004 and later she said it was July 28, 2014 she flew from JFK to Sarasota FL with her Daughter,!( b I ( ff:, ! who was 2 0 months old at the time. 
Her d aug hte r has cochlear imp I ants and cou Id not go through the meta I detectors and she has a card from the doctor that says th at, She to Id the TSO this and th en the TSO told her to go through the side door with her daughter and she did not know 
that machine was also a metJI de1ec1or so she did. Everyone, her husband and lhe TSA Supervisor kept asking her why she walked through the machine wilh her daughter bul it was not her faull because she did nol know the litlle machine was also a 
metal detector. 



and he said we s ho u Id not touch peop I e in their private parts. He said he did not hear the Officer say to go to the I eft and th at the screener yel I ed at him and he said the egos of the scree ne rs we re offended and the scree i ng process was a n i g him are. 
He said he gave them his ID and he did not choose the private screening and went to the radioactive chamber and he forgot the gum and wallet in his pocket and that the nude body scanner went off. He said he still had items in his pocket and he 
removed lhe gum and wallet and he said he wenl online IaIer and watched videos and said we have to let I hem know if they are going to touch breasts and groins and he said the screener could have had him go back through the ait machine or lei him 
know he is going to touch his private areas. He asked if this is Constitutional and that they need to let him know beforehand that they are going to do the patdown. He said he knows he can either go through the ait or private screening and he said he 
did not opt out of the a it machine. He said he knows the room wi 11 be video recorded if he is in private sere en i ng and he is a smart guy and a Network Engine er technician and he keeps us safer than TSA ever cou Id. He said we groped his private area 
and we did not I et him know this and he said if someone opts out of a it and as ks for p rvi ate screening th en they a re told they a re going to be touched in different areas. He said he did not consent to a patdown and the sere en r asked ii he forgot to take 
anything out of his pocket but he did not tell him he was gong to do the patdown and he said he soughl Counsel and asked does TSA need to advise travelers that they are about to have an evasive patdown prior to doing it or can they jusl grab it. He 
said he already talked to the CSM, Anna. at the airport and that she did not listen to him. He said the Denver Airport emloyees are incompetent and he said he is 36 years old and he is well versed on ethics and asked is it our policy within the law to 
grope a person in their p nvate area without I etti ng th em know this. He said he and his Altom eys dont bel ,eve that we have the rig ht to do this. He asked can we mole st an individual without I ettrng them know this and touching their groin and buttocks 
and is it okay. He said his trust in Govt. is very low. He said he was taken to a secondary screening area in the public eye and he said he never went to a rivate room. He said he did not know he had to remove his laptop from his computer case and 
they took his laptop and ran ii over and over and he expressed his fruslration and concern and he said this Agency is an embarassment and Agent (b)(ff:, lhreatened him and asked him if he wanted a privale screening when he 901 to the secondary 
area. He declined his last name and phone#. He said we have no Law Enforcement Authorization whatsoever and he told Agent!(~)(ff:, ~that he was unsatisfied with what he experienced. He said Agent m,,,as vindictive even though he went 
through the entire security policy and complied with everything. He asked what right did Agent~have to threaten him and w at rig I did an Agent have to grab him in his private area. He said he was not not1f1ed before screening that the agent 
was going to pat him down in a sensitive area. He said he lives in AZ. He said this is a violation of his rights and that this is molestation by the Officer who did the patdown and that he could have said no and he could have walked out of the airport 
and not gone through this. He said we have created a job for child molesters and perverts and we had no right 10 grab both of his bullocks and that he is a US Citizen. He said he was molested and he wants 10 see this agenl in prison and charges 

,014 5_58.2 brought against the TSA supervisor who threatened him. He said he did not want this referred to the CSM. He said he is upset that we are sending this to the CSM at the airport where this happened. He asked who holds us accountable and he said 
· · · he Is insulted by this. He said he is Ii Ii ng a serious complaint with the TSA. He asked where does he go above T SA and above this CSM. He asked who pol ices us and is it the Dept. of Home I and Security and that he did not want the phone # lo r the 

CSM at the airport. He asked does he call the FBI and he wants an impartial review of this case. He asked is a TSA agent allowed to grab his private area without telling him. He said he was not offered a private screening and he was grabbed by the 
agent on his bullocks and he said he is going to sue him. He said he needs to suponea the video and needs the name and description of that agenl. He said we are a disgrace to this nalion and he said we molesl lillle children. 

Complaint:CSM 
Claims: Complaint 

Airport Denver 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number:294 7 
Departure Time: 08-30-14 at 5:00 pm 
Arrival Airport and Time:Phoenix Sky Harbor at 8:05 pm 
Location :sec u nty checkpoint 
Gate:C 39 
Contact lnformation:he declined his phone #. 



and he said we s ho u Id not touch peop I e in their private parts. He said he did not hear the Officer say to go to the I eft and th at the screener yel I ed at him and he said the egos of the scree ne rs we re offended and the scree i ng process was a n i g him are. 
He said he gave them his ID and he did not choose the private screening and went to the radioactive chamber and he forgot the gum and wallet in his pocket and that the nude body scanner went off. He said he still had items in his pocket and he 
removed lhe gum and wallet and he said he wenl online IaIer and watched videos and said we have to let I hem know if they are going to touch breasts and groins and he said the screener could have had him go back through the ait machine or lei him 
know he is going to touch his private areas. He asked if this is Constitutional and that they need to let him know beforehand that they are going to do the patdown. He said he knows he can either go through the ait or private screening and he said he 
did not opt out of the a it machine. He said he knows the room wi 11 be video recorded if he is in private sere en i ng and he is a smart guy and a Network Engine er technician and he keeps us safer than TSA ever cou Id. He said we groped his private area 
and we did not I et him know this and he said if someone opts out of a it and as ks for p rvi ate screening th en they a re told they a re going to be touched in different areas. He said he did not consent to a patdown and the sere en r asked ii he forgot to take 
anything out of his pocket but he did not tell him he was gong to do the patdown and he said he soughl Counsel and asked does TSA need to advise travelers that they are about to have an evasive patdown prior to doing it or can they jusl grab it. He 
said he already talked to the CSM, Anna. at the airport and that she did not listen to him. He said the Denver Airport emloyees are incompetent and he said he is 36 years old and he is well versed on ethics and asked is it our policy within the law to 
grope a person in their p nvate area without I etti ng th em know this. He said he and his Altom eys dont bel ,eve that we have the rig ht to do this. He asked can we mole st an individual without I ettrng them know this and touching their groin and buttocks 
and is it okay. He said his trust in Govt. is very low. He said he was taken to a secondary screening area in the public eye and he said he never went to a private room. He said he did not know he had to remove his laptop from his computer case and 
they took his laptop and ran ii over and over and he expressed his fruslration and concern and he said this Agency is an embarassment and Agentj(b·•,(ffi phreatened him and asked him if he wanted a privale screening when he 901 to the secondary 
area. He declined his last name and phone#. He said we have no Law Enforcement Authorization whatsoever and he told Agent fh··,1rr1 phat he was unsatisfied with what he experienced. He said Agen1(b)(ffl !was vindictive even though he went 
through the entire security policy and complied with everything. He asked what right did Agent!rh··,1rr1 I have to threaten him and what right did an Agent have to grab him in his private area. He said he was not not1f1ed before screening that the agent 
was going to pat him down in a sensitive area. He said he lives in AZ. He said this is a violation of his rights and that this is molestation by the Officer who did the patdown and that he could have said no and he could have walked out of the airport 
and not gone through this. He said we have created a job for child molesters and perverts and we had no right 10 grab both of his bullocks and that he is a US Citizen. He said he was molested and he wants 10 see this agenl in prison and charges 

,014 5_58.2 brought against the TSA supervisor who threatened him. He said he did not want this referred to the CSM. He said he is upset that we are sending this to the CSM at the airport where this happened. He asked who holds us accountable and he said 
· · · he Is insulted by this. He said he is Ii Ii ng a serious complaint with the TSA. He asked where does he go above T SA and above this CSM. He asked who pol ices us and is it the Dept. of Home I and Security and that he did not want the phone # lo r the 

CSM at the airport. He asked does he call the FBI and he wants an impartial review of this case. He asked is a TSA agent allowed to grab his private area without telling him. He said he was not offered a private screening and he was grabbed by the 
agent on his bullocks and he said he is going to sue him. He said he needs to suponea the video and needs the name and description of that agenl. He said we are a disgrace to this nalion and he said we molesl lillle children. 

Complaint:CSM 
Claims: Complaint 

Airport Denver 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number:294 7 
Departure Time: 08-30-14 at 5:00 pm 
Arrival Airport and Time:Phoenix Sky Harbor at 8:05 pm 
Location :sec u nty checkpoint 
Gate:C 39 
Contact lnformation:he declined his phone #. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : D1sab1lity or Medical Condition; Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time 9/312014 2: 13: 17 AM Airport IAD - Washington-Dulles International Date/Time of Travel 08/30/2014 6: 15 AM Airline & Flight Number: UA3784 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: TSA pre-check TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: A TSA employee responsible for attending 10 Iravelers in line informed travelers I hat the TSA pre-check security check point was late to open, but couldn't offer an explanalion because none was provided to her from olher TSA employees. 
Once the security shutter was finally opened, a TSA employe, ethnic Asian male, was extremely rude to the travelers in line. Most of the travelers near me were senior citizens. The first time he addressed the crowd, he pointed at all the seniors telling 
them 1f anybody had a pace maker, they need to get out of line and go to the regular security check point. He said that they were short on people and someone with a pacemaker would Just slow down everyone in line. I personally think that is 
discrimination to senior citizens, because young individuals could also have pace makers, singling them out to shuffle them down to the regular security check point when clearly they had a pennission to go through the TSA pre-check line. Then, as I 
was approaching the conveyer bell, he yells very loudly, (verbatim in broken English) 'Hey, Lady! You wearing your clothes inappropriately!' So, I look behind me 10 see if anyone is wearing a bathing suit in line, and didn't notice anyone who was 
wearing inappropriate clothes. When I turned back to look at him, I realized he was talking to me. I had a light jacket tied to my waist. I frequently use the TSA pre-check security check point, and at every one I've always been afforded the courtesy of 
wearing my jacket through the metal detector - il"s even stated on the bulletin board at the TSA pre-check line that light jackets are allowed. So. instead of unnecessarily adding stress to the situation, I held my comments and simply took my jacket off 

'014 8:43:3· and put it in my bag to go on the conveyer belt. There was no need for him to be disrespectful and rude. All he had to say was 'Ma'am please take off your jacket and put it in your bag to be scanned.' Simple and courteous words go a long way. It was 
very clear to me and the individuals in line with me that he hales his job and we the Iravelers are an inconvenience 10 his day. A woman behind me made a comment that she wasn't surprised at his negative behavior, because all government 
employees are the same. I was not only taken aback by this comment, but embarrassed that this TSA office(s behavior was giving the impression that our government treats its citizens and visitors in an abrasive manner. It bothered me that I was 
being labeled in the same category as the TSA official - I am a federal government employee. as well. and I DO NOT treat people in the same manner. I would be demoted or fired for such behavior. I realize now that he is a representative of our 
federal government at our nation's capital, Washington D.C. Extremely shameful that our citizens and foreign visitors would be subjected to the abusive behavior of this man. He wasn't wearing the same uniform as the other TSA officials. which leads 
me to believe he is a supervisor. I do know that TSA officials are supposed to be trained to diffuse stressful siluations so that they can screen Iravelers in an efficient and effective manner. Unfortunately, eilher he wasn'I paying attention to this Iraining, 
or he is so unsatisfied with his job. he needs to be relieved of duty. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Namsj(b)(ff:, 
Phone Number : ~~~----~ 

Email j(b ,(6) I 
To leae a Cui I ii I 1e1 it Cui 1ce1 I iii IQ this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Disabilily or Medical Condilion: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 913/2014 1 :02:34 PM Airporl: FAI - Fairbanks International Dateffime ofTravel: 08/21/2014 5:30 AM Airline & Flighl Number DL9062/AS124 
Ch eek pa i ntl Are a of Airport : passenger screening second I eve I TSA Emp I oye e: (If Known) · 2 involved 
Comment : I TSA Pre Check thru Global Pass and travel with a service dog (which I have done for more than 20+ years several time per year) and on my most recent trip I checked the TSA website to see 1f there had been any changes to the process 
reg a rd i ng clearing me and my service dog, I noted that as of May 21 04 nothing new I go th ru meta I detector then cal I my dog th ru and when he a I armed they would do inspection of his eq ui pme nt I col I ar and vest) and the only thing I was a 11 ow to have 
during the whole process was the handlers end of the leash. Well thal is exactly how it went in Sall Lake International when I cleared. However in Fairbanks International I wilhout Pre Check had to remove laptop Meds and watch in lhe tray per the TSA 
office then leave all my property ta go to a metal detector with no view al my property. I put my dog in the down stay and went thru without alarm then call my dog thru and he alarmed (metal collar and rabies tags along with other tags required by law). 
but instead of the TSA officer saying he was going to have to clear my dog. He told me to remove his equipment and send him thru the detector again and when I tried to question him he Just repeated his command. Not wanting to have legal problem 

,014 2_15,3_ for disobeying a TSA officer I did as ordered. When another TSA officer comes up and tells me to put the equipment back on, the first on say the dog alarmed and tells me to take it off I responded with &quot:Who's in charge?&quot; twice before the 
· · · 2nd one said he was. Once the equipment was back on he palled down my dog and swabbed my hands. This whole process took more than 15 minutes in which my property was oul of my sighl and many other had been processed in a different x-ray 

machine lane. I did speak ta a TSA officer who said he was the supervisor. He informed me that the website was &quot;wrong&quat: and that they are to give the passenger the option of removing all the dogs equipment and sending it thru with their 
canyon lo r screening and have the dog go th ru with out any equipment or to come th ru with eq u, pme nt and then have the dog and passenger hand screened no ma tier who alarmed. He a I so 90% of service dog owner take off a 11 the eq u, pme nt. I Ii nd 
that hard to believe when the laws and TSA website says the handler must be in control of the dog at all time in public (Alaska has leash laws in all counties). so to remove all the equipment would mean a dog with no controlling device running around 
a airport in direcl violation of the law at the orders of lhe TSA. So I did find that the name tag the second office said &quot;lead&quot: and &quot:supervisor&quot: was on the one I spoke to last. I loday again looked at the TSA website and the service 
dog information was the same. Lastly the website says if the dog alarms the passenger is &quot:not to make contact with the dog (other than holding the leash) until the dog has been cleared and inspected by an afficer&quot: and this was not the case 
in Fairbanks as the had me al I over my dog ta king off. putting on. taking off p uttrng on his equipment. So can someone please te 11 me what the Official Policy is reg ardrng the clearing of service dogs lo r those of us with d1sa b1 Ii ti es who travel. Thank 
you (b1(6) 
Wo u Id '"y"o'"u .. ,,.,..,e...,a,...r"'e'"'s""o..,o..,n..,se.,..,.., .....,..,.ru"'"e,......... 

Passenger's Name @)(ff:, !Phone Numberfh··,1rr1 !Email :!(b':1(6) !To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link. http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2fApplicationManager 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalilion, a civil rig his organization directly from I heir phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like 10 send their complainl 

The q ue st,ons answered by the user be I ow correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel di scri mm ati on comp I a int lo nm. You a re requested to take action on the comp I amt of p rofi Ii ng or di sen mi nation by the T SA described he re. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Nam _=b'--1"i(6 .. ) __ ___, _____ ~ 
Email Address 1h·11r;-·, Phone Number:f~h_-_>1_R_·-, __ __, 
Address._h=··,1-'-R"·, _______ __, 

Zipcode 75017 

,014 8:35 ,2 Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) da ya u be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati an? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Yes 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
John F. Kennedy International Airport 

What was the dale and approxima1e lime of the incident? 
Caller: 
Traveling with her mother that has a knee replacement. Her mother is 78 years old and went through a patdown last year. Is there a way that they can show a physician s note or a way to prevent that patdown from occurring again? 

'014 9:574, 
Advised Ca Iler: 
If her math er alarms an AIT ar WTMD, then she will need to undergo a patdown. A note can help the officers understand what her condition is but it will not exempt screening. 



'014 2:09 2 

The callers wife came ta their house on Cape Cod from TX. She brought the cats with them. They called the TCC in advance to verify haw to bring the cats and they were told they could leave them in the carrier instead al having ta remove them from 
carrier. They were concerned about escape so they asked if they can leave them in the earners and he was told yes. They told the TSA person at the departure airport this and the TSO told him that this 1s wrong information and they had to take them 
out of the carrier, One cat scratched and clawed and almost got away. They are now getting ready to go back to TX and they want to know the policy about taking the cats again. 

I advised the caller that if a passenger believes that the removal of their pet could result in escape. a Supervisory Transportation Security Officer (TSO) can authorize an alternative screening measure that he or she deems sufficient. When permitted, 
an animal may remain in its earner and be earned through the WTM D by the passenger; however, the passenger. the animal, and the carrier must undergo secondary screening. 

Addilional screening of the animal may include a visual observation, a patdown inspection, or Explosives Trace Deteclion (ETD). If addilional screening requires removal of the animal from its carrier, passengers may request a private screening. TSOs 
may ask the owner for ass i sta nee during any pa rt of the inspect ion. 

I advised the cal I er that he may want to contact the CSM at the departure airport in advance of travel on the 251 h and he said th at he left them a message but has not heard back yet, 

I asked the caller if he would like an email of this information for his records and he said yesf._b_._1(_6_, _______ _. 
Hello, 

I wanted to complain about inappropriate touching during a search in the Reno Airport. 

On 2 September (Tuesday) 2014, I was flying out of the Reno airport. I kept setting off the metal detectors, probably because of my bracelets. I wanted to take them off, but ended up getting a patdown. 

The TSA Agentkbl(6:, I (I believe I wrote that dawn correctly) gave me a very thorough patdown. including pushing her hands against and in between my labia. I jumped the first time she did it, startled and VERY uncomfortable. If this happened 
'014 4:15:4 elsewhere with a stranger, I would have called it sexual assault. When she did it again, I said, "Don't touch me there.'" She told me she had to put her hands on my upper thighs. "That wasn't my upper thighs."' 

If lhe goal of the TSA is to have their officers spread women's labia and put I heir hands in between labia walls and between the labia and the thigh, that is not okay for a normal security process. Not at all. That is sexual assaull. 

This officer needs re-training. 

Besi. 

!rh1/R1 

:J14 10 19, 

I was traveling thru Houston TSA and I am a PRE TSA t rave I which give me the option of I ess TSA i nte racti on. 

On Thursday night about 5:30 PM I was in line and a man came thru a head al me and stated he was a PRE TSA traveler and the lady TSA person let him go thru the metal detector, I got there with the same situation. I was told I had to go thru the 
body scanner .... I then opted out for the pat-down .... After going thru the Pat-Down I ask to speak to the supervisor on duty. I tried to explain to the supervisor what happen he was very rude and controlling, not to mention d1srespectlul. He did not 
provide me with any information pertaining my situation, Just to Id me he makes the ru I e and the body scanner was ca Ii b rating. , , Fully taking a position without getting the fact, 

I believe TSA should really consider is this guy supervisor material, 

!(b)(61 

Caller has a complaint on the manager, name~b.:1(6) jat DEN. He says he was reaching down in his trousers past the waist band. He says this was not ok. He had complained and was told it was standard procedure. He says he had a small pin 
knife he had forgot and asked ii he was able to marl 1\ even 1/ 11 cost $25 and he was. He then had go back through screening again, they had him use the WTMD. He has had metal implants, in the hips, The officer almost hurt him he went up his legs 
so fast. He says he had just went through screening and had to be screened again. He said the officer and supervisor was smiling the entire time during his second time of screening. They would not give him lhe agenls name so he only got lhe name of 
the manager. He had offered to go back through the AIT again and they tald him he cauldn t. He feels the officers feel they have tao much power. 

Told caller 
I was sorry for his experience. 

1014 3:54:0 I would take his complaint and send it to the CSM so they would be aware of this as well. 

Airport: Denver 
Airline: Frontier 
Flight number: 
Date and time:09-05-14 at 1:45 pm 
Terminal or gate: A gate 
Items Damaged: He said the agent had put his fingers in the waisl band and he had put his hands farther down in his pants then the waistband. He says they have never done this before. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time, 91512014 2:55:02 PM Airport· LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel· 09/04/2014 6:00 PM Airline & Flight Number, US Airways 2707 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airporl: 
TSA Employee: (If Known) l(bliff:~ tomething Comment: My dad and mom had TSA precheck on their boarding passes and are old (70 and 65). But since they cannot understand the American accent very well. we had to take them for general 
screening with us. The 2 agen a he metal detector were extremely rude with my dad and mom and shouting to remove things from their pockets. I helped them do that, but they shoved them to the xray screening although they had TSA PreChk on 

,014 4_16,2 their passes. It really hurts to see TSA agents being disrespectful of seniors and elders, since most countries treat their seniors well. My parents felt extremely insulted and had a demeaning experience at this TSA checkpoint. This is in stark contrast 
· · · with our experience at TSA checkpoints in LAX and LAS airpor1s where agents were respeclful and courteous while doing their jobs. 

Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name (b)(ff:, 
Phone Numbe 1h··,1f'i, 

Email l!h,IRI 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller said he had a issue going through security in Charleston SC. He said his wife is pregnant. He said he wanled to decline the screening and his wife requested lhe patdown. He said one of the TS Os gave his wife a hard time. He said it 
happened a half an hour ago. He said he did not get the TS Os name. She was wearing a hearing aide and had light brown dyed hair. He said she was in her 50s. He said there was a line and he understands that the agent was trying to expedite the 
line. He said the TSOs reaction was that she should find another agent to help her. He said the machine was the WTMD. He said 11 was not appropriate for the agent to determine if his wife should get a patdown. He said he would like to reporl this 
but he did not want to be contacted. He said he realizes the radiation dosage is very low now but he it was their right to request a patdown. 

RESPONSE: I will be sending your information as a complaint to the CSM at the Airport. I would like to apologize that you feel you had a bad experience with TSA. This will get referred to the CSM today but they are not there on the weekend. You 
'014 9:32:4· are correct that you have a right to request a patdown. Advised that TSA does track trends to see if a particular incident continues to occur. 

Dale and Time of Flight: Sept 6th, 2014 Happened al 9:00 a .m. Flight scheduled to deparl al 10:30 a.m. 
Gate or Terminal: Gate A 5 
Airline: United 
Flight Number: 4111 
Ai rpo r1: Charles ton 
Caller stated he had a complaint on Jackson Mississippi Airport. Caller stated that he had a metal implant in his knee and he told the TSO that he could not go through the WTMD. Caller stated that the TSO laughed and stated that he could, but he 
would cause an alarm. Ca 11 er stated that another TSO I a ughed as we 11. Ca 11 er stated that he went through security and he was asked 1/ the re was a CPAP in his bag and the re was. Cal I er stated that he was asked if he wanted to remove it or if he 
wanted her to remove it. Caller stated he said that he would like to and then she stated that she had to do it because it was already in her possession. Caller stated that Office~was the worst he had encountered at many airports. Caller is 

:i 14 10:19:, upset. He stated this was jusl a customer service issue, not disabilily-related. 

Resolution: 

I thanked the caller for giving lhis information as we do 1rack 1rends for correclive action. I advised the caller thal I would forward this information 10 lhe Cus1omer Support Manager at the airport for review. 



'014 5:24 3 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Righls Liberlies (OlherJ What is the basis of your allegation? Unreasonable Search Seizure Are you filling this form oul for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==I ndivid ua I Info== 

Last Name: h··1rR·\ 

Primary Phone: Home Phone 
Phone Number~1_h_\1_r,_··,_~-~-~ 

PO Box or Street Address:~(b~••_,(6_.~I -~ 
City: Noatak 
State: Alaska 
Zip Code (Post Code): 99761 

Other:..,..,....,.,-------~ 
Email;kb)(61 

==Incident lnfonrnation== 
When did this happen? 09 03 2014 
Where did this happen? ALASKA • OTZ • Ralph Wien Memorial 
What happened? I wear a lock brace because of a surgery. I 
required a pat down because of the meta I detector. This in itse If 
isn t the issue. While being search the tsa agent rubbed my butt, 
checked my waste band and touch my skin while doing so, lastly 
the a gent rubbed his hand over my gen ita I ia. this was a terrible 
experience and fee I that no tsa agent s ho u Id be a 11 owed to touch 
another persons private parts, 
Who treated you unfairly? An older gentle man, heavy sei. at 
kotzebue airport before the evening jet. Highly invasive search. 
List an one else who may have seen or heard what happened~ 

(b)(61 
Is there any other in formation you want us to know about or 
consider? Pat downs, I have no problem, but being touched 



d1sa b1 I ity claims. 

FIRST INCIDENT 

INITIAL COMPLAINT FILED WITH TSA: 

From: HYPE RL I N K "mailto:tsatcc@senture, oom"ts atcc@se nt u re. com [ mailto:tsatcc@senture, oom] 

Sent: Sunday. November 24, 2013 16:57 

To:kbi(ff, 

,014 ?:OS:O· Subject The following event ~should be reviewed. 

EIDl(b)(61 ~ontact Type: ODPO 

Contact Date: 11/24/2013 3:43:39 PM Contact Status: Pending ODPO 

Incident Date: 11124/2013 12:00:00 AM Linked Event IDs: 

Medium: Email 

Passenger Contact Information: 

Contact Prefix: Contact Address 1: 

Contact First Name: Nie Contact Address 2: 

Contact Middle In i ti a I: Contact City: 



What does he need to do? 
He thinks he went through the Precheck Application Program , but he never went through fi ng e rp ri nti ng, He just random I y started getting it, 

He flies with Southwest. 

Caller Advised: 
I asked him probing questions and determined he was not eligible lhrough a Trusled Traveler program. 

TSA is identifying passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data provided when booking the reservation on a flight-by-flight basis. Using the same Secure Flight data that passengers have 
provided for years, TSA's risk-based analysis will allow TSA to ensure as many travelers as possible experience the benefit of expedited screening through the TSA Pre lanes. This is not to be expected every single time you fiy. 

Do DAY and BW I participate in Precheck? 

Dayton I ntemationa I Airport ( DAY) participates with 
American Airlines 

:J 14 10: 32:, Delta Air Lines 
Southwest Air Im es 
United Airlines 
US Airways 

B alt, more Washington Intern ati o na I Thurgood Marshal I Airport ( BW I) participates with 
Air Canada 
American Airlines 
Delta Air Lines 
JetB I ue Airways 
Southwest Airlines 
Uniled Airlines 
US Airways 

How does he apply? 

Visit www.tsa.gov. select Precheck, and select now accepting applications at select locations Pre Enroll. 
Ca Iler spoke with ~bout some missing j ewe I ry, She says that she would Ii ke to check the status of this be ca use she h asn t heard anything , She says that she has not received the claim lo rms, She wanted to confirm the em a i I. She says they 
are not in the junk or spam folder. She says that she has not spoken wilh anyone since she spoke to our office. 

Advised caller: 

Advised caller that the claim forms were sent to her the same day she spoke with ~They may have wenl to her junk or spam folder. Walked her through how to get these from the TSA Web sile. As far as not speaking with anyone, according 10 
the notes, she has been speaking with the CSM at the airport. 

:i14 12:35:( Provided the following from CSM notes: 

We have been in regular contact with (b::,(6) for about three weeks now over her missing bracelets. After our review of CCTV.l(b::,(6) 
as to whether or not she (or anyone e se p1c e t em up. 

Advised caller that if she would like to speak more wilh him aboul this, she can con1ac1 him directly. 

Provid,.ed=-:'-,-,-----, 
Name1(b)(61 
Phone_ 

I is seen removing the bracelets after alarming the metal detector. However, the footage is inconclusive 



'014 2:221 

Preferred Language: eng I ish 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Righls Liberlies (OlherJ What is the basis of your allegation? 

Fifth Amendment - Due Process 
Profiling 
Race Ethnicity 
Religion 
U nreasa na bl e Search Seizure 

Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 
==I ndivid ua I Info== 

Firsl Name b, 6 
Last Nam (b 1(6i 

City: sa n jose 
State: California 

b1(6) 

Zip Code (Post Code): 95155 

Other:,.,...,-,-,----------, 
Email: l(b)(61 

==lncidenl lnformalion== 
When did this happen? 08 28 2014 
Where did this happen? CALIFORNIA - SJC - San Jose 
I nte mat ion a I 
what happened? 
i was at the screening line and opted out as i do not wish to go 
through the millimeter wave detector. so my only option as i was 
traveling alone was to go though the illegal pat down process. i 
don t understand why when i am accused of no crime, and i am nol 
traveling with my children the only option is to be subjected to 

Disability Description: Caller is visually impaired and has a service animal. 

Response Details: Incident happened:09-07-2014@12:30 
Ai port Burling ton Vermont, 
Gate Terminal: Gate 3 

Apologized to caller for her experience at the airport Advised caller I will forward this issue to the CSM and them review the issue. Advised caller if they have further questions they will either contact her through her phone number or the email she 
'014 2'43:5 provided. 

Incident Details: Caller stated she has never complained about TSA. Caller stated she is visually impaired and she has a seeing eye dog with a harness. Caller stated she is used to approach the screening checkpoint and explain the screening that 
she is used to. Caller stated she was unaware that the screener was looking at something on the metal detector and the caller stated she asked the screener to speak to him and the screener was rude. Caller stated she had knee surgery and go 
through the AIT machine and lhe passenger tells her dog slay while she gets screened, the caller stated when she gels done with the screening, she will call her service animal by name and she will go through lhe WTM D and she stops for the TSA 
agent to pat her down. Caller was trying to explain ta the supervisor at Burlington Vermont the screening process for herself and the service animal that works at other airport and the supervisor was disrespectful to the passenger. Caller stated the 
s u pe rvi so r told her not to tel I him how to do his job and the supervisor rep Ii ed th at he wi 11 te 11 her what to do going through the checkpoint and the s u pe rvi so r had the cal I er go through the W TM D and th en she was subject to a patdown. Cal I er wants the 
supervisor to apologize to the way he treated her at the checkpoint. Caller doesnt have the name of the supervisor and the caller stated she was so upset and she has never been treated like that before and she travels all the time. 



Disability Description: Caller is visually impaired and has a service animal. 

Response Details: Incident happened:09-07-2014@12:30 
Aiport:Burlington Vermont. 
Gate Terminal: Gate 3 

Apologized to caller for her experience at the airport. Advised caller I will forward this issue to the CSM and them review the issue. Advised caller if they have further questions they will either contact her through her phone number or the email she 
'014 2A3:5· provided. 

lncidenl DetJils: Caller stJled she has never complained aboul TSA. Caller stated she is visually impaired and she has a seeing eye dog with a harness. Caller slated she is used to approach the screening checkpoinl and explain lhe screening that 
she is used to. Caller stated she was unaware that the screener was looking at something on the metal detector and the caller stated she asked the screener to speak to him and the screener was rude. Caller stated she had knee surgery and go 
through the AIT machine and the passenger tells her dog stay while she gets screened, the caller stated when she gets done with the screening. she will call her service animal by name and she will go through the WTM D and she stops for the TSA 
agent to pat her down. Caller was trying to explain to the supervisor at Burlington Vermont the screening process for herself and the service animal that works at other airport and the supervisor was disrespectful to the passenger. Caller stated the 
supervisor told her not to tell him how 10 do his job and the supervisor replied that he will tell her what 10 do going through the checkpoinl and the supervisor had the caller go through lhe WTM D and then she was subject to a patdown. Caller wanls the 
supervisor to apologize to the way he treated her at the checkpoint. Caller doesnt have the name of the supervisor and the caller stated she was so upset and she has never been treated like that before and she travels all the time. 

Caller: She traveled from Phoenix, Arizona to Burbank. Ca. When she went through the check point she received some extra screening. When the TSA officer proceeded with the patdown the officer touched one of her lower private part. She will be 
traveling soon and do no want to go through the same experience again. 

Airport: Phoenix International 
Airline: Southwest 
Gate: C4 
Flight number: Not available 

'014 5:0B:J Advised: We regret that you have to go through that experience. The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide the highest level of security and customer service to all who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and 
procedures focus on ensuring I hat a 11 passengers, reg a rd I ess of their person al situations and needs, a re treated wi I h respect and courtesy. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area , and the manner in which I he 
screening is conducted is important. All Transportation Security Officers (Twos) are required to be considerate and thoughtful, and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. At airports nationwide, TSA has 
implemented streamlined. consistent. and thorough patdown procedures at security checkpoints to provide a higher level of security and increase the safety of the traveling public. Patdowns help TSA detect hidden and dangerous items. such as 
explosives. They are used to resolve alarms from the walk through metal detector (WTMD). when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, and as part of TSA's random screening activities. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of Twos at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Support Manager at that location. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot 
areas of concern that may require sp eci a I attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prom pt, corrective action whenever we determine that security screening po Ii ci es need mod iii cation or specific employees or screener teams a re the 
subjects of repeated complaints. 

Caller: She traveled from Phoenix, Arizona to Burbank, Ca. When she went through the check point she received some extra screening. When the TSA officer proceeded with the patdown the officer touched one of her lower private part. She will be 
traveling soon and do no want to go through the same experience again. 

Airport: Phoenix I nte rnat ion a I 
Airline: So UI hwesl 
Gate: C4 
Flight number: Not available 

!O 14 5 :OB: 3 Advised : We regret that you have to go I hroug h th at experience. The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) see ks 10 provide the highest I eve I of security and customer service to al I who pass I hroug h our screening ch eek points. Our policies and 
procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless of their personal situations and needs, are treated with respect and courtesy. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area. and the manner in which the 
screening is conducted is important. All Transportation Secunty Officers (Twos) are required to be considerate and thoughtful, and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. At airports nationwide, TSA has 
implemented streamlined, consistent, and thorough patdown procedures at security checkpoints to provide a higher level of security and increase the safety of the traveling public. Patdowns help TSA detect hidden and dangerous items, such as 
explosives. They are used to resolve alarms from the walk through metal detector (WTMD), when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AITJ screening, and as part of TSA"s random screening aclivilies. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of Twos at a specific airport. we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Support Manager at that location. TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot 
areas of concern that may require sp eci a I attention, This ongoing process enables us to ensure prom pt. corrective action whenever we determine that security screening po Ii ci es need modi fi cation or specific employees or screener teams a re the 
subjects of repeated complaints. 



Dear Sirs, 

I fiew with my falher August 29, 2014 from Panama City, Fl and SepIember 6, 2014 from Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. He had a defibrillator implanted last year and was instructed by his physician 10 have a pal-down and 10 not be screened wilh imaging or metal 
detectors, ever. My father was given a card to shaw the TSA employee prior to screening, which he did. Both airports gave him a hard time, telling him to go through the Imaging Machine because it is safe. This made my father nervous and upset 
be cause of what his Ca rd iolog i st instructed h1 m to do. 
I had to step in and tel I them again that he wants a pat-down because of his device and doctors orders. It was clear that at both airports, the employees we re "put off' that they now had to do extra wo rl< be ca use a passenger did not want to be screened 
by any of lhe machines. 

Your website states th at TSA has no evidence that sere en i ng by imaging tech no logy wi 11 affect such devices. 
Why a re your employees te 11 i ng passengers I hat I hey a re safe when I he re is no evidence? 
It is wrong of the employees ta lie when someone health is at risk or any time for that matter! 

My father will be flying again soon and I sincerely hope that when he requests a pat-down, I here will be nolhing more said and his request granted. 

'014 6:07:4 Please see to it that the TSA employees respect the requests of passengers, especially when they are already uncomfortable with medical issues and trying to follow their doctors instruction. 

Thank you for your time, 

S pri ngli eld , Oh 45506 

Travelers with Disabilities and Medical Conditions 

Dear TSA folks, 

I am including here an explanation of the content of the phone call I made to TSA earlier today. While I am disabled. I do not believe this was an act of discrimination, but rather simply a matter of discourteous and rude behavior on the part of the 
supervising employee at the Burlington, Vermont airporl on SepIember 7, 2014 around 12:30 p.m. 

I am a frequent traveler with a seeing eye dog. As I have been requested in the past at multiple different airports. I approached the TSA agent to explain the best way for my dog and I to go through the screening. I have had 20 knee surgeries and 
currently have two to ta I knee replacements, so the body sea n ne r is by I a r I he most pre Fera b I e and comfo rta bl e way lo r me to be sere ened for security. My dog go es on a sit stay outside of the me ta I del ecIor u nl i I I have com plel ed the body sea n, and 
then I call her through the metal detector. She then stops and allows the TSA agent to pat her dawn. This has worked wonderfully in nine or 1 O different airports and the TSA agents have always commented on how smoothly this routine works. 

Yesterday, I approached the head TSA agent in Burlington. who informed me curtly that he was too busy to talk to me and that I should step away from him. (My son later told me he was writing something down on a clipboard having to do with the 
'014 6:10:0 metal detector, but because I cannot see, I was unaware of this.) I stepped back in the line uni ii he was able to talk to me, and I hen I explained the rouline thal my dog and I have eslablished 10 him. He became very agitated and told me thal I was not 

to tell him how to do his job. He told me that he would tell me how the dog and I would be screened. In the end, he required me to go through the metal detector with my dog and get patted dawn, something I have not had ta put up with in aver two 
yea rs and more than 20 fi 19 hts. I was angry and hum i Ii ated, and became tearful . The fem ale TSA agent who unfortunately had to pat me down was wonderful . kind, and extremely a po I og etIc. 

The male agents name I believe wasfilill] or!(b·:,(6 ~but, because I cannol see, I could nol read his badge). I believe he owes me an apology, as I was neither rude nor pushy and as I have been asked mulliple limes in olher locations, was simply 
explaining to him what worked best in my situation. 

rb,(6) i 
B rnomtiel d CO 8 oo 20 

kh1/R1 J 
HYPERLINKk._b~)("'-6~'---------------' 



Feedback Type Security Issue 
Categories : Other: Mis eel la neous/Other 
Current Date/Time : 91912014 11 :56: 17 PM Airport : JFK - John F. Kennedy lnlemational Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : Management at TSAI JFK has taken ii upon themselves to directly viola le lhe SOP and allow all parents and people traveling with children under 12 to wear their shoes when walking through the metal detector. These passengers have 

2014 8'24 '' been considered &quot:expedited,&quot: however, nowhere in the SOP does it state that passengers became expedited simply because they are traveling with another passenger who is. It is yet another example of JFK management making up their 
own ru I es to serve numbers. 
Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri pt1on: Ca 11 er stated that she has rheumatoid arthritis, bi I ate ra I knee re placements, she can not Ii fl her arms above her he ad, she al so has OC D and fear of co ntamrn ati on. Ca 11 er stated that she al so has claustrophobia and has a fear of 
flying in general. 

Information Request Caller feels like she has been discriminated against based on her disabilities. Caller stated that she has rheumatoid arthritis, bilateral knee replacements, she can not lift her arms above her head, she also has OCD and fear of 
contamination. Caller stated th at she a I so has cl au strop ho bi a and has a lea r of flying in genera I. Cal I er is wanting to file a complaint so they can ad a pt her screening so she wi 11 not have to get a paid own. Caller has ta I ked to T SA Ca res and the CSM 
at PHL Elena Kemp. Caller stated that they don't change their gloves unless asked and then they don't have to do it, and ii they don't they refer the situation to a Supervisor. Caller is up set because they may adjustments for religious reasons and will 

2014 2: 11 :, use lhe hand held metal detector when they are wearing a complicaled head wrap. Caller wanted 10 speak to someone above me I hat could help her with her issue. 

Response Details: Advised caller generally they will change the gloves upon request. I cant guarantee they will but they usually do. Every passenger has to be screened that pass through the checkpoint. Even a person wearing a complicated head 
wrap will receive a patdown even if they use the hand held metal detector. You can not file a disability discrimination complaint until you have flown. They are trained ii you have painful areas of the body to excise caution and adapt the procedure to be 
a painless as possible. Once you have flown and you have had issues then we can file lhe complaint bul uni ii you have flown there is nolhing that we can do. Supervisor took over call. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : D1sab1lity or Medical Condition; Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time 911012014 2:36:11 PM Airport : ANC - Anchorage International Date/Time of Travel : 09108/2014 4:45 PM Airline & Flight Number Alaska Airlines 
2811 Checkpoint/Area of Airport · Security TSA Employee: (II Known) , 
Comment : I am two weeks post operative shoulder surgery, which requires the complete immobilization of my rig hi arm in a sling. I was not informed how the security screening would be differenl than an uninjured flier. I was instructed to sland and 
wait for someone to help me, while multiple passengers moved along quite rapidly. I was not asked if I wanted my belongings to be held until I was able to be screened. Instead, my brand new $1200 laptop and $500 phone were set in plain sight while 
I was on the other side of the s c reem ng machines, unab I e to view my posse ss1ons. I had to wait 5-1 0 minutes before a woman. who had be en standing next to me the maj o nty of the ti me, took me through the metal detector, swab bed my s Ii ng and 

2014 4 ,26,, hands, and then finally returned me to my belongings. Then another agent began haranguing me for the 3oz pepper spray that was on my keychain. Having flown from Fairbanks to Anchorage merely 3.5 hours earlier today, I was unaware that this was 
· ·• not a permitled substance, as it was in clear view of TSA agents in Fairbanks and was not confiscated. The option of giving the spray to my ride was not given 10 me. The agent simply continued to speak at me in a very rude and unnecessarily brusque 

tone of voice. All in all this was a very poor experience, and if I had a choice, I would opt ta not ga through the Anchorage airport security again. 
Would you like a response? : True 

Passenger's Name!(b)(ff:1 
Phone Number : "'--"'--'-----' 

Email l(b)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link htlp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB2IApplicationManager 



'014 12:11: 

Just went through pre check screening at the BDL A gates. Also have an artificial hip. Pre check lanes are configured at this gate so there is na access to a full body scanner ... so when my hip triggers the metal detector .... I once again ended up 
standing m my socks with my pants around my ankles getting a full body fnsk 

Mind you lhere are 4 full body scanners at lhis checkpoint but only one of them appeared manned way over on lhe non pre check side. Didn't ma1ter as the pre check lanes run you all the way over to one side and lhe Slaff won't let you go across the 10 
feet to the closest scanner. Although it wasn't manned, there were 5 folks milling around in the supervisor booth. 

I complained to them and they reported they get the same complaint several times a day. have oommunicated it to Management but get no response 

It wou Id cost nothing to reconfigure the lanes but they a p pa rent ly can't get permission. How about at I east a wand at pre check instead of the ful I hands on pat down 

I guess what really frosts my oats is that I paid $85 for my pre check and its a oomplete waste as I frequently fly this airport. 

So ... can yau get this fixed ar alternately can yau send me back my waisted $85? 

I've talked to the staff here the last 3 times through and they just shrug it off as being beyond their control to address. I'd like a response please. Either reply to this email ar ring me up at ~!r_h_·11_r;_·-, __ ~ 

Thanks for listening 
fh11R, ! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints al discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA. their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on, a c1v1 I rights organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three ent1t1es they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond 10 lhe TSAil€'" s own official air 1ravel discrimination complainl form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name:"'b"--."-,(6..,-..,1 ....,., ___ .._ _ _, 
Email Address: ,_h_·-,1_r;_·1 ___ --~ 
Phone Number· b"·,1m 

Address: ,;,.kh,.,.··,1,;.Ri-'·1 _____ _.~aperville 11 
Zipcode: 60564 

2014 4 ' 13'' Are you 18 or over? no 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? na 
Ethnicity? no 

Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
G earg e Bush I nterconti nenta I Airport 



Feedback Type Security Issue 
Categories: Pat-down; Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time· 9111/2014 10:37:38 PM Airport, PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Date/Time of Travel, 08/30/2014 7:00 AM Airline & Flight Number, UAL656 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airporl: 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: September 11. 2014 
ToTSA 

My name is "-!(b~1-'-(6~) ___ _.! Age 77 

On Mon. Aug. 25, 2014, I did fly on United Airlines UA5948, 5:50AM, from AVP airport, via ORD, to PHX airport. The TSA lady did scan my passport as my ID. At the direction of the TSA lady I went thru the person metal detector without any metal 
detection alarm. I did nol remove my shoes. In my hand bag I had a can of shaving cream. Also, the hand bag and some change, glasses in a case, and a pen in a container, went through the baggage metal de1ec1or without any metal de1ec1ion alarm. 

On Sat. August 30, 2014 I, did fly on United Airlines UA656, 7:00AM, from PHX airport, via ORD, to AVP airport. The TSA lady did scan my passport as my ID. I started to place my hand bag and metal items in a container in the baggage metal 
detector and the TSA man said 10 wait as he was going 10 recalibrate the metal detector. 

2014 B: 45 :c At the direction of the TSA lady I went through the person metal detector and I set off the alarm. I said I had a rod in my left hip due to a fall. I did remove my shoes. I went through the person metal detector three times and the alarm continued to sound 
three times so then I was checked by the TSA man with gloves. Although they were not metal he became concerned I did not put my ID, credit and membership cards in the container. 

The TSA lady took the same can of shaving cream from my bag and which was fine on Aug. 25 at AVP and also took my 2 yogurts with tin foil covers. She did not take 2 bananas. I said that"s food. She mentioned it had tin foil. She said she would 
escort me over on the side so I could eat the 2 yogurts and then I would be required to again go through security. 

Usually I here is large 1rash conlainer for items taken. I did not see a container and my departure lime was early so I did not have time to go on lhe side so I could eat lhe 
2 yogurts and again go through a long security Ii ne. 

As I began to put on my shoes I noticed she placed the 2 yogurts on a lower counter near the area where I was checked by the TSA man. They were not placed in a large trash container. I would say the TSA people ate my yogurts. I did not see where 
the shaving cream was placed. 

In February 2014 on U mted from A VP I traveled to M1am1 and back. In I ate May 2014 through ea rty June 2014 on US A, rways from AV P I trave I ed to Seattle and back. For the 4 airport security checks no al arms went off and none of my food was ta ken. 
I believe your meta I detectors we re rec a Ii b rated to be too sensitive at P HX airport, Also. I am p roli I ed , 
Would you like a resoonse?: True 

Passenger's Name :~k_b~i(_6-'-,-----~ 



once you open vials of liquid nebulizer medicine it is wasted 

if you want to open and force me ta waste my medicines since opened vials is not able ta be saved and used later then you pay for new stuff 

again -- opening albuterol nebulizer vials so you can test actual liquid wastes medicine and once opened must be used or go in trash 

you want me ta waste medicine need for asthma attacks then you pay for new stuff 

al bute ro I n eb ul ize r not even close to having bottle Ii ke cough syrup where just put the cap on and be ok 

no way with ne bul ize r medicines -- a I bute ro I not work Ii ke th at 

once opened must use or put in trash 

,014 12: 13:, there is no bottle cap for albuterol 

here is actual picture of what nebulizer drug look like -- see no cap can take off and on at will 

after you open the vial -- even ta test liquid -- that is it -- not able ta save it and use it later 

again this is not Ii ke cough syrup where can op en a bottle take some out and save the rest --- do es not work Ii ke th at 

you waste my medicine you pay for new ones -- insurance says too bad for a full month even because you forced me to waste it 

peop I e need to get off the scripted era p and give rea I answers - not send me co pies of your web site 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name (b 1(6) 
Email Addr~e-s-..s~---f' -.,. -,,_ -,:, --.. -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -.._ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ ~J ~ 

Phone Numbe (b 1(61 

Address: b-:,(6) Las Vegas NV 89119 
Zip code: .... -..-..-'-------' 

2014 S: 13:, Are you 18 or over? yes 

Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Miami lnternalional Airport 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time · 9/1212014 11 :09:56 PM Airport : MCO - Orlando International Date/Time al Travel . 0911212014 3:30 PM Airline & Flight Number · Southwest Flight 521 CheckpoinUArea of Airport · 
Area just before scanning machine TSA Employee: (If Known): Not known Comment I was standing in the area of a scanning machine at the Orlando Airport when I received very rude and unprofessional treatment from a male TSA agent. I had Just 
placed my carry-on bag and tray with shoes and belt in it onto a conveyer belt. As I was standing in line waiting for my turn to step through a large x-ray scanner, a female passenger in front of me was waived through a nearby metal detector scanner. I 
was about to step forward when a rude male TSA agenl asked me to identify my bag on lhe conveyor belt. I poinled at ii and he asked why I was not standing directly across from it and following its path on the conveyor belt. I politely told him I was 
unaware I was supposed to be doing that and then he quickly asked if I understood him. I said yes and and then he immediately shat back that I &quot:must not understand him&quot: and &quat;must nat be able ta understand him&quot: because I 
wasn't doing it fast enough. At that point I was asked by another TSA agent to walk though the large x-Ray scanner. which I did without incident. At all times when the rude TSA agent confronted me. I was polite and did nothing but try to comply. I 

2014 9:26:, reported him to a supervisor after I put my shoes and belt back on. Another passenger. who I'd never seen before, also complained at the same time to the supervisor about rude behavior he had also received by the same male TSA agent. One of the 
TSA agents, a female, who was working at the conveyor bell al the time I was treated rudely, came back to the supervisor area while I was making my complain! to apologize for the IreatmenI I had received by lhe male TSA agent. No member of the 
traveling public should be treated like that by a TSA agent. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name 1'h'11R··, I 
Phone Numbe~1h··,1r,·-, 

Emailkbi(6, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 9/1412014 3:50:21 AM Airport: LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time ofTravel: 09/13/2014 12:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: West jel WS1423 Checkpoint/Area 
of Airport. International, terminal 2 (I think 2, flight was out of gate 21 for sure) TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I requested a pat down instead of going through the body sea nne r I, ke everyone else. I was to Id by the woman standing behind the metal detector directing everybody through the body sea n ne r to wait to the side so I did. It took 15 minutes 
for me to be called over for the pat down. I felt as if they were trying to force me to use the scanner by making me wait so long I would change my mind, It is worth noting that the security area was not busy at the time, we waited behind only 2 people in 
line before placing stuff in bins. Of course I'd put all my sluff in the bins for scanning quile a while (and a number of people) ago. If I hadn't been travelling with my husband who collected my stuff for me, it would have been left unatlended the entire 
time. Not only is that increasing my risk of theft. it is in direct opposition to all the announcements that play once you·ve cleared security about not leaving your belongings unattended and to keep them in a direct line of sight at all times. While I was 

2014 9 _ 34 · [ waiting. the fem a I e officer mentioned before behind the meta I detector wo u Id not even look at or acknowledge me. much I ess tel I me how much long er I m,g ht be waiting or 1f someone was on the way, again I ead i ng me to be Ii eve this wait was to 
· · &quot:encourage&quot: me to just go through the body scanner. I'm not sure if it is required or not, but the officer perfonning my pat down never asked to see my boarding pass or passport (which I didn't have on me anyway because it went through 

the scanner 15 minu1es before). Addilionally, my husband has informed me thal bags were being pushed through the scanner even though lhe track pasl it was full. So much so that bags were s1arting to fall off the end and anolher female passenger 
even commented on it to him too. My husband debated requesting a pat down instead of the body scanner as well, and had he opted to go with the pat down, all of both of our belongings would have sat completely unattended, out of our sight for the 
15 minutes 11 took, I, ke I y after fa 11 i ng to the ground. I have never had any issues with/comp I aints about security screening before and I understand it's importance, however I fee I th at this entire experience is u n acceptab I e and avoi dab I e. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's N h··,1rr1 
Phone Number b)(6i 

Email !rh··,1rr1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················--;:::::::::;==:::::;------····························· 
Remote Client IP:!/b)(6i I 
Date Time 9/14/2014 10:3945 AM 

Namef bi(6i 
Email h·11rr·, 
Comp I a i nl s: I nco n s i ste nl Screening ( Di flerent Practices between Airports)' 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Spirit Flight 126 FLL to MYR 8:10 PM 
Comments:lnconsistant screenings within the same airport: I fiy often. I don't go through the scanner because I can not venfy its safety. I always opt out. Often TSA agents show their displeasure for my choice. I have complained at least once when 
an agent took "meets resistance to mean "'go up until first liner is in middle of travelers external labia over clothing.'' Nothing was done about it. Still I need to travel, after seeing a news video where a woman went through with no problems in a bikini, 

'014 11 :13: and to make things easier on me and faster for TSAI began wearing a bikini under my clothes when I travel. A couple of weeks ago I fiew from MYR to FLL and back on the same day. On lhe MYR portion I was only asked to have my hands swabbed 
and put thru a metal detector. At FLL I waited until it was time to take off my shoes and I removed all clothing accept the bikini. The agent looked me over (Everything that is usually supposed to be touched in a pat down was visible) and told me to take 
my things and have a nice day. This happened again on Fn 9112114 from Myrtle to FLL, I went through in the bikini with no incident no pat down and had a pleasant fi1ght. I was relieved to have a solution that did not involve me feeling violated and still 
allowed TSA to do what they needed to. Last Night 9113114 on the Spirit flight from FLL to MYR I again waited until the last possible moment. removed my jogging suit and asked an agent for an opt out. I was told "'You know she's going to run her 
hands up your lhighs, right?" I said "why? there's nothing covering my lhighs" He smugly told me "I just have 10 inform you. I shrugged it off thinking perhaps he was new. Sure enough when I got to the other side I was told I was going 10 be pat down. 
The agent proceeded to run the back of her hand over my bikini on my breasts. buttocks and the back of both hand over my bikini down the front of my pubic bone. I was literally touched in places Ive never had touched during a pat down .. When she 
told me she was done and I could get dressed and older woman with grey hair came over and snapped '"No she"s not• Donl let her put her clothes onl Take her ID and boarding pass''" She confiscated my ID and boarding pass and had several male 
agents stand with their backs to me causing a scene. A younger male agent came over and expressed his annoyance that •1• was causing a scene by coming through in a bikini, I explained it was 'his" co worker who insisted I stand there longer than 
necessary in a bikini. With about a half dozen male and female agenls glaring at me in disgust, I asked lhe woman who pat me down if I was being delained, she said"'no.'' I said "'If I'm free to go may I please have my things?" again she said "No.'' I 
said "'So I'm being detained? ........ '" They eventually came out and gave me back my ID and boarding pass. Clearly I am upset by the way I was treated. What Homeland security should be concerned with is the hiring process. You had several adults 
who were so rattled by a middle aged woman in a bikini they focussed all their attention on it. That's not 'me• causing a scene. Other agents were able to get me through no problem. What I encountered last night seemed to be a group of emotionally 
immature and unstab I e adu Its who should not be in charge of the safety of other human beings. More th an a hall dozen agents got involved in something and were clearly showing emotion, , , not over a safety issue but because despite looking at 
scanners and touching people in pat downs, they have some problem with me in a bikini. (I guess none have them have ever been to a public beach in the US?J I strongly suggesl you look al the tape and perhaps point out to the agents who stopped 
doing their job elsewhere to get involved in a '"bikini incident"' how they left holes in TSA security to vent their personal disgust rather than just do their job. In addition, I'd like to know exactly what the protocol "is" for a pat down, there seems to be an 
awful lot left to the discretion of a TSAagent to go on "gut feeling." I feel like I was singled out and hazed by a bunch of junior high kids. 



Fro~(b)(6) 
Sent Sunday. September 14, 2014 9:08 AM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subjecl: TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Pk~b~i~(6_·•~' ---~ 
Date Time: 9/14/2014 9:08:07 AM 
-----------------------------------------------------------------

'014 11 :14:. Name: 

kb)(61 

Email: 

HYPERLINK ... l(b_)_(6_1 ______________ __. 

B nef De scri pt,on of Inquiry: 

surgical s1eel in leg , ankle and hip 

Comments: 

I really am nol impressed with the general caliber of TSA employees. 3 times ive been to airports -seeing someone off and the metal de1ec1or wenl off cause of the implanls in my leg- The TSA idiols went beser why dont you have a REAL ID card like 
they used ta have 



'014 10 04: 

1014 10:22: 

invasive screening experience, several TSO s spoke to her in a rude fashion, 'treating her like a child'. She explained to me that she felt that the entire expenence was rude and insens1t1ve. She said that three TSO gentlemen just stood there and 
gawked at her while she was waiting for her patdown making various comments to her. She inquired about her purse and walking cane while she was waiting for a female TSO to give her a patdown (30 minutes). The three TSO s made insensitive 
comments such as ·stop worrying about your things, jusl sit I here and wait'. She explained that when going through the WTMD, no TSO s offered to help her walk, so her husband assisled her. When he was finished, they made him go through the 
entire process all over again. I explained that it is SOP for him to be rescreened, she didn t like that at all. She explained that in the end, the whole screening process took its toll on her that day and she began to cry. The TSO s left the area at that point 
and an STSO came over to her. She said that the he was very nice and immediately had a female officer in the near area conduct her patdown. She nearly missed her fi1ght due to the sceening. On her return fi1ght from another airport she said that the 
TSA officers were much more pleasant and organized. treating her respectfully. She wanted to know why IAD was so chaotic and rude. 

I apologized for the way that she felt and explained to her that I would send her concerns and complaints to the CSM at IAD. 

Date Time-- 9-11-14 at 8am. 
Gate or Terminal--1st Terminal when you drive in. She was sure lhat it was Terminal #1. 
Airline-Virgin America 
FI 1g ht #-VX89 

Advised: 

(TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have expenenced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every person and item must be screened 
before entering the secured area. and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. (She did ask for a STSO) 

Because your comp I ai nt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have lo rwa rded a copy of your I etter to 1 he a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 

In addition. I gave her the information for TSA Cares on future flights: 

Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at (855) 787-2227 prior to traveling with questions about screening policies, procedures, and what to expect at the security checkpoint. TSA Cares serves as an additional, dedicated resource specifically for 
passengers wilh disabililies, medical conditions, or olher circumstances, as well as their loved ones who want 10 prepare for the screening process prior 10 flying. 

The hours of operation for the TSA Cares helpline are Monday through Friday 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. EST and weekends and holidays 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. EST. TSA recommends that passengers call no less than 72 hours ahead of travel in case 11 is 
determined that it is necessary to coordinate sup po rt at the airport, 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. I told her that I would also email her the TSA Cares information. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time . 9/15/2014 9:31 :53 AM Airport . GJT - Grand Junction Regional Date/Time of Travel . 09/15/2014 8:25 AM Airline & Flight Number · us airways 2954 Checkpoint/Area 
of Airport: ONLY security checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment · Hello, 

I travel for work on a weekly basis, and I'm a known traveler so I go through a lot of airports. The security at GJT is by far the slowest security checkpoint I've ever been through. There were four people in front of me and it took more than ten minutes 
before I got to go through the metal detector. 

When my carry on bag was scanned the safely analyst said &quot: I had to much stuff in my bag&quot: and asked for addilional screening. I travel with the same items on a weekly basis and have never been told I have to much stuff. 

This same security area has in the past required hand checking my nag be cause the agent screening my bag can't te 11 a tab I et from a laptop and has attempted to take my z, ppo non-torch Ii g hters on many occasions. 

I undersland and respect the job TSA does, but having different standards al different airports is a flawed strategy for pro1ec1ion. I hope filing this complaint does not jeopardize my known traveler slatus, but as GJT is my home airport I fell you should 
know the lack of consistency I see. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name h·11fr-, 
Phone Numbe (b i(6i 
Email (b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



'014 10:58: 

Caller stated the screener at the airport was so rude. Caller stated she travels with a service animal. Caller flew from Burlington Vermont on September 7. Caller stated she had metal implants and she has visual impairment and she travels with a 
service am m al. Cal I er stated before of her knees she prefers to go through the A IT machine and her service animal puts on a state and th en she w1II go through W TM D. Ca 11 er stated she received the papers to make a complaint if she was 
discriminated a gains t going through the checkpoint. The cal I er stated she does nt feel she was di scri min ated again st she ju st wants an apology from the screener, Ca 11 er wants to know if she can cont a ct the CS M , Ca Iler stated if someone does nt 
contact her about I he issue she w i 11 fi 11 o ul the papers she was sent. 

Advised caller the issue was senl to the CSM al Burlington Vermonl Ai port. Advised caller to call 866-289-9673 press option 5 and put in the airport code and she will be given the CSM number. 

Caller stated she didnt want the information sent to the CSM she will call them. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 9/15/2014 12:20:59 PM Airport · DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International Date/Time of Travel · 08/10/2014 4:00 PM Airline & Flight Number . American Airlines Checkpoint/Area of Airport · Around gate 30? 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · I recently came thru Dallas on my way home from Athens Greece. I had purchased a bottle of ouzo at the duty free store in Athens. I had a seperate receipt for this in with my passport and a receipt sealed in the bag with the ouzo. 
approached the TSA screening in Dallas and the TSA agents were very condescending and rude as they had both the metal detector and the walk thru scanner operating. They were letling a few people lhru the metal detector then as we were lining up 

2014 2:08: 1 they put a plexiglass sign up with a &quot:stop&quot: sign on it. This made all of us go to the back of the other line while our things were going thru the screening. It was very confusing. Many people in this line did not speak english. The TSA agent 
said &quot; Did nt you al I I ea m how to go to the end of the Ii ne in kind erg a rte n? Ap para ntly you did net I 1ste n &quot; When I Ii na 11 y got thru the scanner Ii ne my things we re scattered. The young man from the TSA a pp roached me and said &quot: Missy. 
we have been waiting for yo u&q uot: He continued to badger me with rude insults and questioned me as to where I had been and why I had the bottle of ouzo, Now this bag was sea I ed shut with a pul lta b and the reciept inside the sea led bag. He 
continued to address me as &quol;Missy&quot: and was unable to open lhe bag thal the ouzo was sealed in. He then called for a supervisor who also questioned me and then it took 2 of them to cut open my bag containing the ouzo. II was very 
obvious that this bag had never been opened as it took 2 grown men to cut it open with scissors.They then inspected the contents put it in a machine to screen it and resealed the bag and told me that &quot:this time they would let me go&quot: What? 
Let me go? I had been thru Athens. London and came home th ru Da 11 as where I was treated rude I y. be a co up I e of &quot: good old boys&q uot: from the Da 11 as T SA I barely made my flight home to Pa Im Springs because of the rnterrog at1on and just 
rudeness of the TSA at the dallas airport. I was so shook up that I did not get their names. I fiy often and have never been treated so rudely. Thank youfh··,1rr1 Would you like a response?· True Passenger's Name J(b::,(6) rhone Numberfh·11R! 

kb·:,(6) I Email kb":1(6) ~o leave a comment concerning lhis feedback, follow this link: http://lsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller fiew yesterday on US Airways out of PHL. She has an emotional support dog and was made to take off her harness leash, harness, and collar because the WTMD beeped. Caller was unhappy about this because the dog could have run away. 
Ca Iler wanted to clarify whether I he dog's harness, collar, and leash should have been removed at I he checkpoint. 

If a passenger has a service animal due to a disability or medical condition, both the passenger and service animal will be screened. The passenger should infomn a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) that the animal is a service animal. We 

2014 2,5o,c recommend thal passengers have documentation or lhat lhe service animal wear equipment (i.e. harness, vest, etc.) 10 indicate that ii is a service animal. Passengers are expected 10 maintain control of lheir animals by holding on to the leash 
throughout the screening process. 

2014 5:54:, 

A TSO will physically inspect the service animal and the service animal's belongings (i.e. collar, harness, leash. backpack, vest. etc.) in order to resolve the alamn. Although the service animal's harness will not be removed, it and other items that he or 
she may be carrying, such as a backpack, are subject to screening. 

Advised caller that a service animals harness s ho u Id not be removed, and that she should request a su pe rvi sor or PSS if she has s1 mi I a r issues in the future. 

Caller states that he has a complaint about his screening at SJC. Caller is a Precheck articipant and was told that the WTMD alarmed. Caller was sent to go through the AIT. He asked the TSO why that was happening, and she was rude to him about 
the answer. She said, sorry buddy, this isn ta restaurant' The STSO name (b":1(6) nswered his questions and was polite. Caller was told that since some people are sent through the Precheck lane that they have to randomly send some people 
through AIT. Ca Iler is not comfortable with AIT because he is conce med about radiation lo r hea I th issues. 

AirportSJC 
Airline Southwest 
Flight# 4729 
Dale Time 09 15 2014 320PM 
Location Gate 21 Southwest Terminal 

Advised ca Iler: 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. 
Every person and item must be screened before entenng the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 

PI ease be advised that a passenger can a I ways request 10 speak with the Supervisory Transporta Ii on Security Officer at the checkpoint 10 address any complaint reg a rd i ng screening procedures. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. 

You are nol guaranleed expedited screening for every flight. You can opt out of lhe AIT screening and requesl a patdown. 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name:,.(b-)._(6_-._, ____ ..__ __ ~ 

2014 8:45 :C Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Oakland I nte rna t ion a I Airport 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" 
Cur,-ent Date/Time· 9116/2014 9:16:16 AM Airport: DEN - Denver International Date/lime o!Travel · 09/13/2014 8:25 AM Airline & Flight Number, M 1471 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Bridge Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known): 

'014 12: 10: Comment : Having received prechk stalus, my wife and I wenl inlo lhe proper lane, cleared ID check. My wife has a joint replacement and goes through lhe scanner instead of the metal de1ec1or. She notified an officer al the carry on Xray and was lold 
toga over ta the non prechk line which was mobbed. At other airports we use, primarily BW I &amp: CLE, there is a provision for using a scanner in the prechk line. Evidently, this is not so at DEN. The question then becomes, of what use is prechk if 
allowance is not made for such conditions for a fairly common medical condition? 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name kb-·1(6'1 !Phone Number :kbl(ff•, I Email !(b)(ff•, ~o leave a commenl concerning this feedback, follow this link: http:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB2IApplicationManager 



'014 12 30: 

Caller says he just talked to Martha at DFW. Caller says that she is a manager there. 
He says he was re I ayi ng the experience his wife went through this mom i ng. 

He says he is calling 10 oomplain about how TSA handles passengers with joint replacements. 

His wile went to the T SA today and 1d e ntifi ed she had joint re placements. 
The a gent directed her to Pre ch eek. 
She went through lhe meIaI detector and ii alarms. 
She had to take her shoes off and she went through the scanner again and it alarms again. 
They did a full patdown on her. 

His wife called her at a later time crying. His wife is 72 years old. She s familiar of the paldown procedures. 

He says TSA must come up with a better way to handle passengers with metal implants. He suggests possibly utilizing the hand held metal detectors again. 
He states that T SA needs to Ii nd a better process and something has to be done, 

Name~1)(6."i 
Phonplhi/R, 

BTT C: During the day. between about BAM to 5PM 

Provided with record number. which is~ 
TSA. 

I arrived at LAX early on September 4 for a flight to Hawaii. I stood in the security line and was surprised there were no bins to place personal items to go through the x-ray machine. I messed up and failed to remove my belt and place it in my back 
pack. I realized this when I was the second person in line for the metal detector and brought this to the attention to the TSA agent at the x-ray machine. She instructed me, "go ahead and try it." 

So .. I am slanding there and watch as the person in fronl of me sets off the metal detector. He left his ring on, and the TSA agent at the metal deIecIor allowed him 10 place the ring on a small ledge and go lhrough the machine successfully wilhout it. 
He was then allowed to retrieve the ring and pass through. I then walked through and set off the alarm. I exited, took off my belt. and placed it on the same small ledge assuming this was permitted. The agent curtly said, '"That has to go through x-ray." 

and pointed AWAY from where I Just came. I was confused by this instruction and Just stood there for a second. He repeated the same instruction, again pointing away. 

At this point, the agent who had instrucled me 10 "try it," took my bell, placed it in a bowl, and put it lhrough the ,-ray machine. I walked lhrough the metal deIecIor and commenled to the metal detector ageni, "You know, I don't work here and I don"I 
2014 2:12:: understand the system like you do." He replied curtly. "Just follow instructions." I then started to explain that I had been instructed to leave my belt on, but he cut me off stating rudely, "Just keep walking." And I did. 

I have 25 years experience as a police supervisor, manager, and administrator. I reoognize that people in positions of authority can become apathetic about customer service. Lose track of why they have a job. Going to a large airport and making 
your way through securily is a siressful experience. The procedure is slighlly different at each airport. Even lhough I may have been the 200lh passenger for the agent that morning it was my firsl time lhrough the procedure. A true professional 
recognizes this fact and treats people with courtesy and provides clear direction. Courtesy and clear direction is not what I received. 

Thank you for Ii ste ni ng to my concerns. 

fbi(61 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Nam _'-'h""··,"i1r;-·-I .....,.,-,.---------, 
Email Address.,(b_-_I(_6_I ----,-----~ 
Phone Number"'"'h"".""'"R""·-, __ __, 
Address: 
Zipcode: 

2014 9:04 :, Are you 18 or over? Yes 

Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? Yes 
Ethnicity? Na 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Ha rI sfiel d-J ackson Atlanta I nte rna t ion a I Airport 

The caller flew from MCO to SYR last night with JetBlue flight 656. The caller states that the TSA agent went through his bag because he had sun tan lotion in his carry-on. The caller told the agent that it was a mistake and states that the agent 
ransacked his carry-on and broke 2 of his ornamenls after he told her there were fragile items in his luggage. The caller states thal the agent yelled al him lelling him lhat items in his bag were not broken. The caller wanls his broken items paid for. 
The caller states that he does not appreciate being yelled at and treated like a 2 year old and states that the agent totally ransacked everything in his luggage and he had to stand there and repack everything. The caller states there is a discrepancy in 
screening methods at both airports. The caller wants to know why he did not have to remove his shoes in SYR but did have to remove his shoes at MCO. The caller states there should be some consistency and he saw a lot of loop hole in the system 
at MCO. The caller states that they were routing people through the metal detector and he wants to know who decides that passengers are penmitted to go through the metal detector. The rude screener was white, about 5 foot tall, dirty blonde hair, in 
her late 40 s or early 50 s. 

Airport MCO 
Airline JetBlue 
Flight NU 656 
Date and Time 9-16-14 departing at 6: 10pm 
Went through screening around 4:45pm through the disability line in Tenminal A 

2014 1 :43 :C Yau may wish to file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim farm will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at MCO. 

Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy to the appropriate Customer Service Manager at MCO. 

The procedures a re the same everywhere, the i nte rp reta ti on of those p racedu res results in some slight variations from airport to airport and situation to situation, 



I'm not sure if I am contacting the proper de pa rime nt. If not. can you p I ease direct me in the ng ht direction or lo r\'lla rd this em a i I? 
I was going through the security check at the Sacramento, CA airport on Wednesday the 17th for the Southwest Airlines location. I was traveling with my 11 month old infant daughter, this alone should explain the stress level. I arTived 2 hours early to 
ensure I was not pressed for lime. While needing to take off my shoes while balancing with my infant in hand was challenging enough, being told by the TSA employee behind me (she was assisling a genlleman in a wheelchair) to hurry up and move 
down was not just rude but was unsafe for my infant and myself. I understand the need to keep things moving however, my infants safety comes first. I may have taken a few seconds longer than most people but this should be expected since my infant 
was in my arms. That same lady's attitude sucked as she was helping that gentleman in the wheelchair' You could hear the irntation in her voice. After I walk through the metal detector with my child, a bag check was required for my infanl"s diaper bag 
(This I understand). Two containers with water were placed in the bin outside of the diaper bag but I did forget one inside the bag and I forgot about 2 jars of baby food that was inside as well. Because someone had to go through my infant daughter's 
diaper bag, this I understand, I requested the lady that was doing it change her gloves as she will be handling things inside lhe bag thal goes on my infants body. She said she didn't have to. Yes, I'm boiling mad at this point but keep my composure to 
ensure my infant does not get fussy due to sensing I'm angry. The lady started to take things out of the bag and placed them on the table. She placed down my infant's jacket on the table and I let her know my infant puts that in her mouth and it needs 
to be placed on the bag or given to me. She "'hands" 11 to me (hands it to me 1s in quotation due to the way 11 was "handed" to me. Lel"s just say if my daughter ever did that to anyone she would be punished')- The lady places the water bottles in the 
machine. There was a frozen water bottle, a child's water bottle container filled with water, and the unopened water bottle. At first she was saying the unopened water bottle she wouldn't be able to allow me to bring that in. I let her know the water is for 
formula for my infant. She seemed irritaled. Then she goes through everything in the bag• Taking oul my daughter's spacer for her inhaler, luckily I had that in a zip lock bag or I would have been even more pist• She keeps going lhrough the bag and I 
keep telling her to tell me what she is looking for and I can either get it out of the bag or I can point her in the right direction of where it's at. Of course she tells me she knows what she is doing. I tell her if she's looking for the baby food jars that I see on 
the screen and I explain the location of the jars. She then snaps at me and says just to tell her where it 1s. So I say 11 again. She tnes to tell me because the baby food 1s over 3 ozs she's not supposed to let me take it but she will make an exception this 
time. I just say ok. She also said SHE will allow me to take the water bottle too. I just wanted to get my daughter's things and go so I didn't say anything. 
The jars of baby food in the bag was my fault I didn't take it out. That I accepl. I forgot about lhe two jars and I forgol about the water bottle that was in the bag as well. Hey, I'm traveling with an infant, less important things will be forgollen. I did my 

2014 S: 19:, research before I traveled with my infant and knew what was allowed and not allowed through the security check. Only things I had in the diaper bag were things that were needed on the flight, right off the flight, or in case of emergency (asthma inhaler 
and spacer). 
Traveling with an infant is stressful enough on its own. All that was described above was stress that was not needed. When a parent ask for glove change due to handling infant's items. I see no reason for them to say no. Instead of going through 
everything in the diaper bag looking for a cerlain item(s), ask the parent to ensure smooth and a fas1er check. Most importantly, security check probably isn't the place to try 10 act like you run things. Especially when a sign less lhan 10 feel away says 
baby food is acceptable. I had an email ready to show on my phone with information about the water/baby food, as well as, the TSA website explaining the same information. I wanted to make a complaint right then and there. however, stories I've read 
made me want to wait unti I I got home. I also took an extra day before I emailed to ensure I was completely calm. 
On the positive side, TSA at the San Antonio, TX airport were GREAT! They had a family line and I didn't have to take off my shoes. I didn"t have to worry about the balancing act. The gentleman that took the diaper bag waited for me to get my other 
belongings and let me know where he was going. He explained what he was doing wilh my infant's sippy cup and lhe water bollles. He in1erac1ed with my infanl daughter and explained it to her as well, which I personally liked! (I don't expect anyone to 
do what he did, but he went above and beyond. I appreciate that') Going through the San Antonio. TX airport security was hassle free and all around just a great experience. 
I understand the job TSA does can be stressful. But no one should be treated negatively and no parent should be put in a pos1t1on to possibly put a child in harms way. My child's safety will always be put first and no one will ever make me do other\'llise 
but it's still not right to put a parent in that situation. 
Thank you for your lime. I look forward to a better experience with lhe TSA in Sacramento, CA and look for\'llard to anolher great experience with the TSA in San Antonio, TX. 

Sincerely, 
On 09/18/2014 @2335hrs@ Las Vegas Mccaran hrs supervisor~was rude and refused to assist a Pre check passenger!:b)(ff:, ! TSq~}(6~made no mention to retain my boarding pass as I proceeded through security for pre check. 
No pre check lane was open and I was pushed through the nonnal lines. As I placed my bag and property onto the conveyor I was told I could not procee wit my sandals. I explained to lili:ii:fuJ that I wasp precheck and my boarding pass was on the 
conveyor sticking out of my bag, I reviewed no instructions from stone as 10 protocols relating 10 relaining the boarding pass and there was no agent presenl al the magnetometer to give directions. The agenl responsible for lhe me1a1 detector came 
from having a conversation at the end of the belt. When I explained the situation she said "'that"s to bad you can wait out there we are not getting your pass" this agent refused to identify herself. I requested a business card or a pen from llliRfil:Jand 

2014 S: 19:: she refused stating "you can figure it out'" If TSA is going t_o offer a PreCh_eck status then there should be an officer present to give instructions. If not supervisors should not be insulant and reluctant to give customers the required assistance or 
, nfo rmat ,on needed! I request to be contacted reference this matter. kb ) ( 6 :, U( h) ( ff•, I 

rb,(6) 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?"' , Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time, 9119/2014 8:34:48 AM Airport, SFO - San Francisco International Date/Time ofTravel, 09/19/2014 5:15 AM Airline & Flight Number· 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: security screening area leading to gates TSA Employee: (If Known) heavy set Hispanic looking man Comment : TSA needlessly rude. In the lane wilh only the metal detector, scolded passengers for not underslanding 
rules. Called one passenger, &quot;Dawg&quot: and told him, &quot:lt's a metal detector. You got to educate yo self.&quot: It's 5:30 in the morning. How about showing tired travelers a little decency? 

'014 1 O: 13: Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 

Email !(b ,(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Disability Description: The caller is a social worker calling from Chadron Hospital in NE in regard to a patient that requires oxygen during flight. 

Information Request: She would Ii ke to send information in reg a rd to use of oxygen during travel and paperwork that wou Id be required lo r th at. The passenger must be connected to the oxygen at al I ti mes. 

Response Details: I advised I hat TSA doesn t require documentation. I advised I hat she contact the airline in regard to I heir policy as well. 

The Federal Aviation Administration does not allow portable compressed oxygen tanks on commercial airlines in carry-on or checked baggage because oxygen is considered a hazardous matenal. This includes cans of recreational flavored oxygen. 

However, the FAA do es al low certain portable oxygen concentrators ( POC) to be used i nflight for medical purposes. If a P OC is not approved by the FAA for i nfl i g hi use, the passenger wi 11 not be permitted to bring it o nboa rd the a ire raft. PI ease vis i I 
www.faa.gov to find a list of POCs approved for inflight use by the FAA. A passenger may also check with their airline before purchasing a ticket to ask if their POC is approved for inflight use or if the airline will provide oxygen to the passenger during 
the flight. 

. Passengers who can disconnecl can be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. Similarly, passengers can be 

2014 2_30 _, screened using walk-through metal detectors only if they can walk through on their own. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is available or can request to be screened using a thorough patdown: however. passengers cannot 
· ·' request to be screened by a metal detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. Patdowns are required to clear alanms and anomalies. 

The patdown will be conducled by a TSO of lhe same gender. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her anms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
A passenger s ho u Id nol be asked 10 remove or Ii ft any article of clothing 10 rev ea I a sensitive body area. 

The POC will either undergo x-ray screening or a physical and visual inspection. If the POC cannot be x-rayed and a physical and visual inspection is done, the equipment also will be tested for traces of explosives. 

I offered to and emailed the information 10 lhe caller. 

TSA Cares is a program that can provide assistance through screening for those who have disabil1t1es, medical conditions, or devices. Such assistance can help facilitate the screening process. I advised that I would (and did) email information in 
reg a rd to T SA Ca res as we 11 as a number that the passenger can cal I to request assistance. We re commend that requests ass i sta nee be ma de at I ea st 72 hours prior to travel . 



Information Request Caller would like to know how screening will go for him because of his medical device and his diabetic supplies. Caller is a first time flyer. 

Response Details: Diabetes-related supplies. medications and equipment such as, lancets. blood glucose meters and strips, alcohol swabs. meter-testing solutions, urine ketone test strips, insulin pumps. pump supplies and used syringes (when 
transported in a Sharps disposal container or other similar hard-surface container) are allowed through the security checkpoint once they have been properly screened by x-ray or a hand inspection. Passengers with diabetes traveling with medically 
necessary items should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) of these items and separate them from other belongings before screening begins. 

Medically necessary items are not subject to the 3-1-1 liquids. gels and aerosol limitation rule and are allowed through the checkpoint in any amount once they have been screened. 

Acee sso ries required keeping med i ca 11 y necessary I iqu ids, g e Is, and a eroso Is cool , such as freezer packs or frozen g e I packs. a re permitted 1 h rough the screening checkpoint and may be subject to addition al sere en i ng, These accessories a re treated 
as liquids unless they are frozen solid at the checkpoint. If lhese accessories are partially frozen or slushy, I hey are subject 10 lhe same screening as other medically necessary liquids and gels. 

Medically necessary liquids, gels and aerosols in excess of 3.4 ounces will be screened by x-ray and also receive additional screening. 

11 is not necessary 10 disconnect from your insulin pump during the screening process. The insulin pump will be screened and, in most cases, passengers will do a self-patdown of the insulin pump followed by an Explosives Trace Detection (ETD) test 

2014 S: 54:( with a swab of their hands. If traces of explosives materials are detected, passengers will need to undergo additional screening. 

Passengers may be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). a walk-through metal detector. or using a thorough patdown. AIT screening requires that passengers be able to stand still with their arms over their head for 5-7 seconds without 
the supporl of a person or device. Passengers using the walk-through me1a1 detector musl be able to walk through on I heir own. However, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through me1a1 detector in lieu of AIT or a patdown. 

If you are screened using a patdown, it is important to know the following: 
Patdowns will be conducted by a TSO of the same gender, 
You may ask for privale screening at any time. 
A private screening will be offered if the patdown involves sensitive areas. 
A companion may be present during the private patdown screening with the TSO or other TSA employee, and this companion will be rescreened when the patdown is completed. 
You may request a chair if you need to sit. 
You should nol be asked 10 or be required to remove or lift any article of clolhing to reveal a sensitive body area. 

To help discreetly notify the TSO of specific d1sab1lities, medical conditions. or medical devices that could affect screening, TSA has created a Notification Card. Passengers may choose to let the TSO know they have a disability or medical cond1t1on 
by showing the TSA Notification Card. Remember. however, this card does not exempt passengers from screening. 

Passengers who have concerns about their screening can ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : P role ssiona Ii sm/C ustome r Service; Screening Current Date/Ti me , 911912014 7 :44: 17 PM Airport , 0 NT - LA/0 ntari o I nte rnat ion a I Date/Time of T rave I · 09119120 14 6: 00 PM Airline & Flight Numb er , Al as ka Check poi ntl Area of Airport , 
Only one TSA Employee: (If Known) : see complain! for description Comment : I was going through screening and had an oran9e highligher on my boarding ticket I hat allows me to keep my shoes on and go through the metal detector. I mistakenly left 
my boarding pass in the bin that went through the scanner along with my wallet as i waited to go throu9h the metal detector. The TSA employee told me that only people with the oran9e tickets went through this line. I told the TSA employee that i left it 
nght on top of my wallet in the tray that had already gone through secunty. The employee goes to the tray, and tells me theres no boarding pass and tells me to remove my shoes and get in the other line. I tell him il"s right there and he sneers tells me 
theres nothing there and walks away. A couple minutes later another employee lets me through without the boarding pass and i go to get my things. The boarding pass is sitting right on the top of the tray where I told the TSA agent it was. 

rm upset at this point because the agent lied to me twice telling me the boarding pass wasn't there and refusing to let me pass through security and walking away until an another agent decided to process me. 

I go to an agent and ask for a supervisor. A black male with the name tag &quot;officer&quot: approximately 6 leet tall. age around 50. walks up and loudly asks me &quot:CAN I HELP YOU .&quot: I tell him the story and that the employee would not 
9et my boarding pass from the tray, lied to me twice about it, and refused to process me through security and walked away. He proceeds 10 1e11 me lhat I failed 10 follow basic instructions by not keeping the boarding pass (I was not lold to keep my 

2014 8:07:: boardin9 pass on my person while passing through security.) I told him I did not know that rule and either way that wasn·t the issue the issue was the unprofessional behavior of the agent by lying repeatedly, refusing to 9et the boarding ticket and 
refusing to process a customer through security. The supervisor agent &quot;offlcer&quot: pokes me in the chest and shouts &quot;THATS LIFE BU DOY, GET USED TO IT&quot: 

At this point I'm floored by the unprofessional behavior, boorish attitude and bein9 verbally and physically assaulted. I lold him a9ain lhat I was lied to by the agent who refused to assist with lhe security prolocols and walked away. He shouted 
&quot:ARE WE GOING TO HAVE A PROBLEM HERE ... ?&quot: issuin9 a veiled threat that I was causing a security issue and he would take drastic measures If i persisted in questionin9 the a9ent's behavior. 

The other passengers moving through security we re staring and causing me a great de al of shame, At this point I said no pro bl em and got my things and I eft with a great d ea I of lrustrat ion and em ba rrassme nt. 

The supervising agent's behavior was outra9eous, even by a low standard of customer service and has caused me a great deal of mental an9uish. No one deserves to be treated like that and this supervisor should be demoted if not fired immediately. 
In his pos1t1on of res pons i bi Ii ty he influences and shapes the working environment of his entire staff and it's c I ear from my expe nence that his toxic attitude and be hav,or 1s poisoning at atm asp he re of the T SA at ONT airport. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Na..,m_,..b,.,·• ... 1(6-'"-· ... 1 __ _ 

bl(61 
Emai 
To le,li,;ri-;-,,,ffl!',,.,,,,,..,..,,,.,.""'TTTl',,..,,.,is feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSA's own official air travel discrimination complaint form You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSAdescribed here. 

Zipcode: 

2014 3: 14:, Are you 18 or over? Na . . . 
Are you represented by a th, rd party or an attorney , n th, s matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N at,ona Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Tap to choose 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 
I would like to preface my comments by saying that my family travels often by air and we have never complained - and we have high respect for - the job that TSA agents do to keep us all safe while traveling, It is unfortunate. then, that we experienced 
such a hellish experience recenlly with TSA agenls, first in Minneapolis on Thursday, Sept. 11 and then again in Boston on Monday, Sept. 15. 

Several of us, including my father. were traveling to Boston with my mother, 82, who has Alzheimer's. Upon examining her purse, 11 was discovered that she had a disposable lighter (not sure even why- she does not smoke). I understand the concern 
that may be associated with that, but at that point, the agent began barking instructions at our mom: she could leave and ship it to herself, she could check it with luggage, or it could be thrown away. Needless to say. my mother was confused and 
frighlened: in her mind, he was saying her entire purse would be thrown away. The agent proceeded to repeat the choices louder, again and again, not allowing us to help or explain to her in any way. We, eventually, were able to signal to Morn thal it 
was just the lighter that needed to be fotieited and it was. 

Our return trip was even worse - Mom set off the metal detector and the agent began ordering her to empty her pockets. She clearly did not understand - the agent kept quickly repeating the instructions, louder and louder. At one point. 3 agents had 
surrounded Morn, all barking instructions, while Mom sIood grabbing wads of Kleenex frantically out of her pockets and wiping away I ears -- the frighlened and confused look on her face was heartbreaking. All of this because of the foil wrapper of a 
j e 11 y packet inside a ne pock et. 

I am writing to ask that additional training be given to TSA agents so that people, particularly the elderly, can be treated with efficiency but also patience and compassion. Alzheimer's is a condition that is only increasing in our population. and more and 
more people with Alzheime~s will be passing through TSA checkpoinls. Agents need 10 know how besl to handle these citizens. I realize I hat assuring safely is lhe priority of lhe TSA, but I also believe in common sense and decency as our safety is 

2014 9:29:, assured. 

Sincerely, 

M1nnespol1s, MN 55448 

kb1(6) 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Nam~1(6) 
Email Add""re~s"":.-(b~.,..,(..,_6,...) --------, 
Phone Numbel-.,----------------...., 
Address: 
Zipcode: 

2014 9:31 :( Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Na 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Tap to choose 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Screening 
Current Date/Time : 912112014 10:34:48 PM Airport LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel 0912112014 6:55 PM Airline & Flight Number 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport · American Airlines Premium line TSA Employee: (If Known) · Refused to disclose Comment : While going through screening. I opted out of the rapiscan machine. Right when I did, it stopped working and traffic was directed 
to the metal de1ec1or machine. I asked 10 join lhe me1a1 detector line, but because I had opted oui, I was told I couldn't. Two problems: 1 I opled out of the Rapiscan machine, nol the metal detector one, 2. No TSA employee would give me their names 

2014 8:21 :' when I asked. Please don't tell me the scripted reply. I would like to understand why I was denied access ta the metal detector when everyone else did, and if the TSA employees were so sure to be right, including the supervisor. how come no one 
gave me their names. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number : 

Email l(b)(6) ~ 
To leave a comment concerning 11s feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



'014 1218: 

To Whom It may Concern. 

My name i ,f h ·., I fr1 lmd I am a frequent !rave I er. Of a 11 my i nte racti o ns with T SA office rs. I have never been so ap pa u I ed as I was yesterday at the Mi am i I ntemat,ona I Airport. I was fi yi ng on American Airlines and was gomg through the Gate 1 
entrance (at 1 pm EST on 9121/2014) where office1(b·:,(6) ~as consistently and unwarrantedly getting angry with passengers. While repeatedly yelling at passengers for not pushing their luggage through in a timely manner in Spanish he also 
showed a sickenin9 lack of professionalism lhroughOut the en ire securily process. I was issued a "pre check" status and by accidenl wenl the direction of the wrong me1a1 detector. Officerkb)(6:, !felled '"THIS WAY!" and rolled his eyes with a look 
of disgust and anger on his face as if to say "you idiot I" Another officer. an older woman, when she saw how upset we were at his attitude, apologized for his behavior and implied that it was a constant problem. Once my luggage cleared the machine. 
I picked 11 up, and looked closely at the nasty officer and saw that his last name is kb·:,(6) ! I also made 11 clear to him that the way he was treating passengers was inappropriate and unnecessary and that I would be contacting the TSA to complain. 

I am the daughter and niece of retired air Im e pi I ots. al I of whom have been disgusted by my story reg ardmg my i nte racti on with Olli c,t b ·:, ( 6) 
person I have come a era ss and I urge you to investigate his professi o na Ii s m in depth, 

Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" 

L, ke I said. in al I my years of travel mg. I have never had an episode I, ke this. He was the rudest. nastiest 

Current Date/Time· 9122/2014 12:43:59 PM Airport. MIA - Miami International Date/Time of Travel: 09/22/2014 12:15 PM Airline & Flight Number· 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport H concourse TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment. I presented my pre check boarding boarding pass on my phone to the agents checking boardin9 documents. The scanner clearly beeped three times. He verified my ID and then directed me to screenin9. 

I did not remove my liquids nor remove my shoes: when I approached the agent at the metal detector, she told me that I had to remove my shoes and use the full body scanner. I told her I was precheck and asked for a blue slip of paper, which i didn't 
have because lhe a9en1 checking IDs didn't 9ive me one. 

2014 2, 16,, Now I have to hold up the whole line while I take of my shoes, find a bin for my wallet. and rummage through my bag for liquids. Not only was this embarrassing for me. but it caused a delay for other passengers. 

I informed a supervisor while I was there, and while apolo9etic, she merely sal down at her desk. I walched for several minutes to see whether or not she would make her way 10 lhe enlrance of lhe checkpoint to address lhe issue with the agents on 
duty. For the time I watched, at least. she did not. 

When precheck was in testing, I was very willing to accept bumps along the way as agents learned the correct procedures. But now that I have paid for precheck, this is now a customer service issue for TSA. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number t;b;".c,i(~6"-i .......... _.,...._, 

Email (bi/61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.9ov/EDB2/Applica1ionManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time · 912212014 3:21 :53 PM Airport · JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 

2 0 6. Ofr, Comment . When going through pre check, the woman ma nni n9 the metal detector at 3: 15 PM on sept. 2 2 was incredibly rude. Every time the a I a rm went off and someone even questioned having to take their shoes off. she raised her voice and said 
14 · ·' &quot;this 1s about security, not pre check•&quot: While I appreciate it was a busy afternoon. there is no excuse for her raising her voice at people. 

Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller Is taking a flight on Wednesday and she has a disability at this time and needs to know what to do to be checked in. Caller has limited standing. 

Res pons e: Advised the cal I er to request I he a ssis tan ce of a PSS or Su pe rvi so r and the checkpoint if needed and other than walking I hroug h the WTM D she may subj eel to the AIT and would need 10 be ab I e to sl and without assi sl ance lo r 5-7 seconds 
with her hands above her head. 

Ca Iler states this is something she can do. 

2014 s:2a:, Caller also has two teenagers without ID and wants to know what to do to get them through screening. 

Response: For passengers who do not have an acceptable form of ID, the TSO will request lhat lhe individual presenl two other forms of ID bearing lhe passengers name to assist in the verificalion of their idenlily. One of lhe items must bear lhe 
passengers name and other identifying information such as: photo, address, phone number, social security number, or date of birth. Passengers may present documents such as social security cards, birth certificates, marriage licenses or credit cards. 
The re is no standard Ii st of what forms of a Item ati ve 1d e ntifi cation are acceptab I e. however, TSO s wi 11 ask lo r at I east two lo rms of this ide ntifi cation. And they may have to undergo additional s c reem ng. 

Caller asked if copies could be accepted and I let her know there s no standard list and she could presenl the copies. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' , Screening 
Current Date/Time: 912212014 7:18:59 PM Airport BTV - Burlington lnternalional Date/Time of Travel 09/2112014 11 :05 AM Airline & Flight Number: US Airways 3343 Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: Gales 1-8, upper chekpoint TSA Employee: (If 
Known). Unknown Comment· TSA employee required all passengers. including those of us with Pre-check who had been cleared for expedited screening through the metal detector, to remove ALL items from our pockets. including papers, etc. In my 
case. he insisted that I re move a smal I wa 11 et that I have worm through the metal detector in TSA checkpoints hundreds of ti mes. This caused confusion and delay as 11 was i nco n s i ste nt with the procedure at every other airport with expedited s c reem ng 

2014 8,07 ,, or Pre-check. It also slowed screening by increasing the quantity of items through the scanner. This caused other passengers to miss their flight. It also required me to have my wallet out of my control for screening and subject to theft, unnecessarily. 
· · All of I his was inconsistent with TSA's goal of expediting screening for low risk travelers. In my experience, I his was consistent with the general approach taken by TSA employees at BTV who seem 10 have no regard for customer service, unlike my 

experience with TSA at virtually every other airport. I do not know the employee·s name because the supervisor on duty refused to provide the employee's identity. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Na~m_e--"'b.,-_.I( ... 6_--, __ ..,.. __ __. 
Phone Number h··,1fi1 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a commen concerning 1s feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2IApplicationManager 



'014 10 09: 

Fro~(b)(ff1 
Sent Tuesday, September 23, 2014 144 AM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subjecl: TSA ContJct Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client lj6)(61 ! 
Date Time: 9123/1)14 143:54 AM 

----------------------------------------------------------------
Name: 

Email: 

HYPERLINK b1(6) ,.._ _________________ __, 

B nef De scri pt,on of Inquiry: 

Child Pal Down 

Comments: 

Dear Ombudsman, 



Fro~(b)(ff1 
Sent. rnesuay, seprn1110e1 23, 20 14 1 .28 AM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subjecl: TSA ContJct Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp://www.tsa.gov/contac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:kbl(61 
Date Time: 9/2312b14 t21:30 AM 
------------------------------------------------------------------

'014 10:09:. Name: 

HYPERL1N"f,_b_)(_6_, ______________ __, 

B nef De scri pt,on of Inquiry: 

Child Pal Down 

Comments: 

Dear Ombudsman, 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" . Screening 
Cun-ent Date/Time· 9123/2014 5:00:36 PM Airport· PHL - Philadelphia International Date/Time o/Travel, 09/23/2014 6:00 PM Airline & Flight Number· 759 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Terminal, B checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment : I arrived at lhe checkpoint at 430 pm only to find PreCheck closed. Though once in line an agent directed me to a third x-ray and noted anyone PreCheck should go there no further instruclions. Then lhe agenl al the metal detector 
requested to view my boarding pass in order to let me pass with my shoes on though my bag had just about entered the x-ray. I complied and he let me pass. Then my bag was flagged far a laptop not being pulled. I was pulled aside and my bag and 

2 O 14 6: O 1 : c I a plop re run. Never once did am agent instruct me to rem ave my laptop. I asked for supervisor and informed her off the confusion th at their agents were causing. In e sse nee why was PreChe ck closed at a relatively busy flight 11 me and why we 're the 
agents giving hon-ible instructions. Also the supervisor could not give reasoning to why PreCheck was closed at her location and I needed to go up the chain for an answer. Great job TSA! 
Would you like a res onse?: False 
Passenger's Name (b)(6:, 
Phone Number "--'-'--~-___ _. 

Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time, 9/2312014 10:58:07 PM Airport· LAX - Los Ar,geles International Date/Time of Travel· 09/2312014 7:40 PM Airline & Flight Number, delta DL4659 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, 
security TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. Highly inefficient way to get people through security. Counted 17 TSA agents loitering in different points through security. Only about 20 people in line but still waited 15 minutes due to employees calling people through scanner slowly, 
talking amongst each other, and taking their sweet time. Two check stands were open but both funneled into one scanner line even though there was an agent seated at the screen for the other conveyor belt. Not to mention the 15 other workers doing 
nothing. When you finally got through the scanner, there were five agents just standing at the end of the belt; not one even helping to put away bins. No one was friendly, except for with each other. Ridiculous waste of resources, tax dollars, time and 

2014 8,43 ,, very frustra1ing thal they can stand around and do nolhing while customers are in a _hurry (or have plenty of time b_ul become late due to such a ridiculous wait). Furthermore lhe TSA Pre-Check customers were nol ushered through any _more quickly. 
The process of separating pre-check customers. then filing them back 1n the same line, then separating them again to use only metal detectors not only slowed the process for everyone but was completely pointless. Thanks for yet again another 
wand erfu I expe nence with TSA. 
Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 9/231201410:57:28 PM Airport: LAX - Los Ar,geles International Date/Time of Travel: 0912312014 7:40 PM Airline & Flight Number: delta DL4659 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
security TSA Emp I oye e: (If Known) · 
Comment : Hi g hi y i nefflc1ent way to get pea pl e through security. Counted 17 T SA agents loi te ring in different points through security. 0 n I y about 20 peop I e in Ii ne but sti 11 waited 15 minutes due to employees ca 11 i ng peop I e through scanner slowly, 
talking amongst each other, and taking their sweet time. Two check stands were open but both funneled into one scanner line even though there was an agent seated at the screen for the other conveyor belt. Not to mention the 15 other workers doing 
nothing. When you finally got through the scanner, there were five agents just standing at the end of the bell; not one even helping to put away bins. No one was friendly, except for with each other. Ridiculous wasle of resources, tax dollars, time and 

20 8_43 _, very frustrating that they can stand around and do nothing while customers are in a hurry (or have plenty of time but become late due to such a ridiculous wait). Furthermore the TSA Pre-Check customers were not ushered through any more quickly. 
14 · ·' The process of separating pre-check customers. then filing them back in the same line, then separating them again to use only metal detectors not only slowed the process for everyone but was completely pointless. Thanks for yet again another 

wand er/u I experience with TS A. 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller said last night she flew from DEN 10 Milwaukee. She said when she got to the checkpoint, her foot pedals on her wheelchair were damaged. She said something was done by TSA to her fool pedals. She said it is very challenging wilhout her 
foot pedals because she has MS. She said the foot pedals were damaged when she went through security. She said they will not work now. She said she watched TSA check the wheelchair and inspect the pedals. but did not see them do anything to 
the wheelchair. Caller said she was not in the wheelchair during screening but went through the WTMD. She said she flew Southwest. She said something should be done about this. She said the chair was not hers but was a rental. 

RESPONSE: We can lake some of your flight information, file a complaint and email claim form even though it is not your chair. You may be responsible for it. I will be sending to your email, our claim form SF95 and a cover letter. You should 
receive it within 24 hours. The completed form goes to our CMB. They will send you an acknowledgement letter and a control number. I will be sending your information as a complaint to the CSM at the Airport. I would like to apologize for the 

'014 12:54: damage to your chair. Thank you for calling to let us know about the incident. 
Date and Time of Flight: Sept 23, 2014 Departed at 7:09 p. m. Went through security around 6:00 p.m. 
Gate or Terminal: C 49 She thinks 
Bag Description: Black colored. lnva Care 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number: 333 
Airpor1· PEN 
Emai1:](b)(61 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time . 9/25/2014 9: 17: 15 AM Airport · CVG - Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky International Date/Time of Travel . 09/2512014 9:00 AM Airline & Flight Number . American 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: Went lhru TSA Pre Check for 8:25am flight. It was delayed to 7pm. Went to baggage claim to look for my checked bag. Went back through PreCheck line. Officer threw a small dish at me and said &quot:everything out of your 
pockets&quot;. There was nothing in my pockets. Other agent waved me through metal detector. So I walked through. No alarms went off. Officer who through dish at me said &quot;step back through you went in too fast and now you need to go 

'014 10:05: though the other way &quot: which is a ProVision ATD. I don't mind. but the officer is a rude jerk. I fly 110 flights each year and this is my first complaint. Officer is a white male, gray-dark hair. average build. You need to either offer him a chance to 
imp rove or fire him , He is way below the s ta nda rd s of the other ofli cers I've encountered across America. 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller: 
She was in Orlando and passed through the WTM D 9 11 14. Her carry on was damaged at the checkpoint. She was given a comment card. It has been turned in and she has not heard anything. Was that not a claim form that she filled out? Who 
does the comment card go to? She f, 11 ed out spec iii c information and even requested a claim but never heard anything. 

2014 4 '35 '' Advised Caller: 
A claim form will be mailed within 24 hours with instructions for completion. 
What she filled out was a comment card. not a claim. 
Those may go to the CSM but I am not certain: I have never seen one of those oomment cards? 
The caller is traveling with a minor that is on probalion and wearing monitor. The caller wants 10 know what TSA requires or what they need 10 do to get though screening. The passenger does have a I ravel perm ii. 

Outside of any other law enforcement issues that would prohibit a person from boarding an aircrafi, wearing a monitoring device, including a medical monitor, during security screening should not pose a problem. If the electronic monitoring device sets 

2014 3:57:, off the alarm on lhe walk-lhrough metal detector, or produces an anomaly during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, passengers should alert lhe Transportation Securily Officer performing the screening thal they are wearing the device. In 
these cases, passengers should expect to undergo add1t1onal screening to resolve the alarms. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time 9/26/2014 7:13:26 PM Airport: BWI - Baltimore-Washington International Date/Time of Travel: 09/26/2014 6:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: American 1106 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Concourse C TSA Employee: (If Known): 

Comment : There was an open TSA Precheck lane at the Concourse C securily checkpoint, and no indicalion thal ii wasn't functioning, but when I arrived al the front of the line the officer checking IDs informed me I hat &quot;we're nol doing Precheck 
at this checkpoint, you'll have to go to the Concourse B security checkpoint if you want that.&quot: I was in a hurry so I continued through. When I arrived at the metal detector there was an officer there directing some people through the metal detector 
and others through the scanner. She let several people from another line walk in front of me. asking if they were &quot;Precheck&quot and waving them through the metal detector. Then she waved me toward the scanner without asking if I was 

2014 8: 16:' Precheck. When I protested, she asked ii I was Precheck, but when I replied that all the people in the line behind me were. she dismissively replied &quot:no they're not, you need to go over there&quot: and shooed me toward the scanner. I was a bit 
irritated wilh how dismissive the officer was, bul my greater concern is that you had an open Precheck lane ... a working ,-ray machine and me1a1 detector at that lane ... officers manning all of those ... an officer waving Precheck travelers from other lanes 
through the metal detector vice the scanner. .. and you weren't &quot;doing Precheck&quot: at Concourse C why. exactly? 
Would you like a response? -I•Je 
Passenger's Name!"-(b_·•"-1(6_."-I ___ _, 
Phone bl11mber · 
Email l(b 1(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller said she spoke to Delta airlines of some issues that happened to her and they referred her to TSA over one incident. Caller said that on 8-25-14 while going through the screening checkpoint at PIT a TSO performed a patdown on her and her 
shirt was lifted up and her legs were spread and she was humiliated and embarrassed. Caller was not alone but wilh a church group thal included a male and felt I hat was uncalled for after she alarmed lhe WTM D she was asked if she had a metal 
implant and responded yes. Caller then was guided to the side to wait for a TSO and she requested if she could go through the AIT and the denied her request. Caller has never been denied and wants to file a complaint of the incident that occurred. 

Toi d ca 11 er I do a po I og i ze she had a bad experience with TS A and asked her if she had informed the TSO of the knee replacement before the screening process began. 

2014 1 '57 '' Caller said she was not aware she had to inform a officer. 

Told caller we reoommend passengers with metal implants should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins and ii she knows she will alarm the WTMD to request to go thought the AIT 

Told caller I would forward her complaint to the CSM off the airport to let them be aware of the incident and she could also notify them and I would give her the CSM number. 

Gave callerf~b_-~1(_6~'------~f and once again apologized. 



Caller asked when yau get TSA PreCheck and you don t have ta remove the laptop from its case or take off our shoes, why do you get to da that but. ta go through the at her line yau dant get to do that. 
He asked do they do check on you when you go through the I in e. He said he is paying for it but he does not understand why. He said he knows you have to pay $10 every ti me you get P reCheck. He said when he prints out his boarding pass. th ere is 
something you have to check to get PreCheck. He said it was US Air that charges that. He asked how does he get PreCheck if TSA does not charge and he never enrolled and paid the $85. ALSO: He said when he went through RSW, the agent 
asked him what do you have in your pockets. The caller asked why did lhe agenl wanl to know whal he had in his pockets. He said the agent told him to take out lhe money and hold it in his hand for screening. ALSO: Caller said he did not want 10 
file a complaint about the TSO and did nat want to talk to the CSM. 

RESPONSE: That is why it is called expedited screening. You dont have to take the laptop out of the case and take off your shoes, plus other items. A background check is not done each time you go through the PreCheck line. TSA does not charge 
2014 6: 13: 1 $1 O every time you book a flight. It is not TSA I hat charges you. You will need to conIacI US Air. If you did not enroll, you are gelling PreCheck in one of two ways. You are a FF wilh an Airline or you are considered a low risk passenger by TSA and 

are being allowed or invited ta get PreCheck. ALSO: To apply to PreCheck, travelers may submit an application through TSA's Web site at www.tsa.gov or visit an enrollment center to submit an application in person. To complete the application 
process. individuals wi 11 be required to vis it an en ro 11 ment center to provide id ent1f1cation, Ii ng erpri nts, and proof of U.S. citizenship or , mm i g ration e Ii g i bi Ii ty. In addition, an $8 5 fee to cover an in-depth background check and other operation al costs is 
required. Upon successful completion, travelers will receive TSA Pre\u2713"' eligibility for 5 years. ALSO: There is no extra S10 charge. 

RESPONSE: TSA strongly recommends that passengers remove all items and accessories from their pockets before beginning the security screening process. Removing items such as wallets, belts, bulky jewelry. money, keys. and cell phones may 
reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. ALSO: You can 
ask for a private screening when you have a lot of cash. 
Caller asked when yau get TSA PreCheck and you don t have ta remove the laptop from its case or take off our shoes, why do you get to da that but. ta go through the at her line yau dant get to do that. 
He asked do they do check on you when you go through the I in e. He said he is paying for it but he does not understand why. He said he knows you have to pay $10 every ti me you get P reCheck. He said when he prints out his boarding pass. th ere is 
something you have to check to get PreCheck. He said it was US Air that charges that. He asked how does he get PreCheck if TSA does not charge and he never enrolled and paid the $85. ALSO: He said when he went through RSW, the agent 
asked him what do you have in your pockets. The caller asked why did lhe agenl wanl to know whal he had in his pockets. He said the agent told him to take out lhe money and hold it in his hand for screening. ALSO: Caller said he did not want 10 
file a complaint about the TSO and did nat want to talk to the CSM. 

RESPONSE: That is why it is called expedited screening. You dont have to take the laptop out of the case and take off your shoes, plus other items. A background check is not done each time you go through the PreCheck line. TSA does not charge 
2014 6: 13: 1 $1 O every time you book a flight. It is not TSA I hat charges you. You will need to conIacI US Air. If you did not enroll, you are gelling PreCheck in one of two ways. You are a FF wilh an Airline or you are considered a low risk passenger by TSA and 

are being allowed or invited ta get PreCheck. ALSO: To apply to PreCheck, travelers may submit an application through TSA's Web site at www.tsa.gov or visit an enrollment center to submit an application in person. To complete the application 
process. individuals wi 11 be required to visit an en ro 11 ment center to provide id ent1f1cation, Ii ng erpri nts, and proof of U.S. citizenship or , mm i g ration e Ii g i bi Ii ty. In addition, an $8 5 fee to cover an in-depth background check and other operation al costs is 
required. Upon successful completion, travelers will receive TSA Pre\u2713"' eligibility for 5 years. ALSO: There is no extra S10 charge. 

2014 6:14:( 

RESPONSE: TSA strongly recommends that passengers remove all items and accessories from their pockets before beginning the security screening process. Removing items such as wallets, belts, bulky jewelry. money, keys. and cell phones may 
reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. ALSO: You can 
ask for a private screening when you have a lot of cash. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' 
Current Date/Time: 9128/2014 4:47:19 PM Airport: ALB - Albany County Dale/Time of Travel: 0912812014 4:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: Delta 2033 Checkpoint/Area of Airporl: Pre check TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment. I entered the precheck 
One. When my boarding mass was screened I mentioned I had a hip implant. Nothing was said. When I got to screening I noticed there was no whole body scanner. The attendant said I could go through the metal detector with my shoes and belt on. 
told her that wouldn't help as I have an implant and will set it off. They then told me to strip off shoes and belt. I asked why as I was precheck and there were a scanner right in the next line. They told me I could not go in that line as it was not the pre 
check line 

So I went through the 10 minute frisk drill. Why? Why did I pay $85 to get precheck and still get checked the same old way. There were 3 scanners in the other regular line. Why isn't there one in precheck I'm thinking I wasted $85. Can I have my$ 
back 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Nam~e_,,_b_,1_6_I _____ ~ 
Phone Number h··,1r,\ 

Email · ""(b_,-'-(6_1_---,-___ ___,.,._.., 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



2014 8:19:< 

Today I traveled with my minor son from Baltimore's BW I airport to Boston. We were handed two boarding passes from JetBlue: one for my son, marked TSA Pre-check, and one for me, that wasn't. 

When we gal to the security lines, the TSA officer said that my son could go lhrough the shorl line but I couldn'I. Rather than have my son wandering around on lhe other side of security for lhe 20-30 minutes it would lake me to get through securily, we 
chose to stay together. 

When we "finally' got to the scanners, I had to remove my shoes, take out my laptop, and wait interminably while a ·male assist" was called over (because I prefer not to go through the scanners), while my son was waved through a metal detector 
where he retrieved our carry ans and waited paliently for me to come lhrough. 

My question is this: while I under.stand that selection for pre-check is quasi-random (children and the elderly obviously have preference, in my experience), I would think you would keep a traveling party together, especially where minor children are 
concerned, I prefer not to be separated from my son at the airport, and even though we chose to stay together, we were st i 11 separated at the scanners by the uneven pri vi I ege s, 

Please consider the traveling parties when you so graciously permit people to undergo expedited security, and either grant that privilege to the entire party, or none of them. Even when minor children ·aren't' involved. it would be mare courteous. 

Thanks, 

l(b)(61 I 
I am a frequent traveler with a KTN. I routinely use the TSRA pre-check line. Last night (Sept 28th around 10:50 pm) on a flight from SLC to JFK I was going through securily in SLC when I fell as if I was verbally harassed that was beyond 
inappropriate. The supervisor[filffil:Jwho did not give me his name. I had to get it from his badge and was minimally helpful. 

At the initial check. I presented my e-boarding pass and ID. The TSA agent there informed me that since it was after 8 pm, there was a modified TSA pre-check in place. I was told that I could keep my shoes on, but had to remove my laptop from my 
bag. I cleared that checkpoint and proceeded to the luggage ,-ray machine and security metal de1ec1or. Al this point, I complied with whal I was told and placed my carryon bag, laptop, cell phone, and wallet through the ,-ray machine. As I slepped 
forward to go through the metal detector. the TSA agent there, and the one on the other side accost me to remove me shoes. I mention that I am TSA pre-check. They alternatively begin to tell me that I cannot just '"claim to be TSA pre-check" and I 
'need to immediately com ply with their request." 

I calmly mention to them that I was lold by the previous TSA agent I hat all I had to do was remove my laptop from my bag, which I have done. They demand to see my boarding pass. I tell them that it is an e-boarding pass and has already gone 
through the screening machine. I am told .. ___ too bad. You should have shown us your boarding pass first." Far the record, I have NEVER shown my boarding pass at this point in the security check point. I ask if they will return my phone to me and I 
will be glad to show them my boarding pass. I arn told, "you can't come through and we are not giving you back your phone." 

'014 10:06: I immediately ask to speak to the supervisof5i(ITTeventuall saunters over. I explain the issue to him. He gel_s my phone, re-rev_iews my boarding pass (second time lhat TSA has now seen it) and informs everyone thal "Yep, he is TSA pre-check.' 
I clear security and collect my belongings. l~o b:1(6) and ask to make a formal complaint. Hrs answer Is to give me a business card of someone else w,th www.tsa.gov written on the back. I ask for the name of the TSA employees that 
verba 11 y harassed me and he attempts to tel I me that I need to Ii I e a comp I a int about the agent that i ni ti a 11 y screened my boarding pass and ID ca rd as he was ·not lo 11 owing the rules." 

I tell him regardless of who was and was not following lhe rules, refusing to provide me with my phone and making demeaning comments by the other TSA employees is the real problem and why I wish to lodge a complaint. His response, "Good luck." 

This type of se If-righteous. una cco unta bl e behavior is una cce pta bl e on so many I eve Is. I am sure th at when you ask them for a statement they wi 11 concoct some story that makes no sense and is I ess than the truth. Do we as Ame nca ns need to walk 
around filming everything to catch government employees acting inappropriately? I wish I had filmed this as proof. Then when I hear back from someone at TSA that they heard a different story. I could provide the footage and then contact both the NY 
Times and CNN and we could see whose story is closer to the 1ruth. 

Respectfully, 

Hello. 
I recently took a trip out of the Savannah, GA airport. I had paid for TSA pre check a while back. At the first step of the screening I was given a laminated document indicating I was precheck approved. However when I got to the metal detector I still 
had to remove my shoes, belt, and laptop. 

1014 1 0: 06: I do not see the benefit in paying for the preche ck a pp rova I when 11 does nothing for me. It is very frustrating to rea I ize you have paid a I a rge amount of money for nothing. 

I hope the Savannah airport can gain a better understanding of whal precheck really means. Currently they don'I know. 



To Whom It May Concern: 

I wanted to write and sh are my experience traveling through Newark airport yesterday around 5 :30 p. m. 

First. I wanted to commend Agentk bi ( 6 i l He projected just the ng ht tone of friendly authority. He comm umcated information. helped m ave everyone along and did so kind I y. He Is an outstanding example of the attitude th at every m ember of the public 
would like to see from your agents. I especially appreciated this as I was traveling alone with a toddler and an infant. 

In contrast, A ent (b·•,(ffi was far less kind. Because I carried my children through the metal detector, I needed to have my hands swabbed. I had a baby strapped to my chest in a carrier and was holding my toddle(s hand during the process. 
Agen b)(6:, swa be my left hand and, thinking he was finished. I moved to switch my gnp to hold my toddlers hand with my own right hand. Agenfb·•,(ffi l,,,as very gruff in telling me angrily. "'I'm not done'"" When I again prematurely 
moved to switch back to my opposite hand I got the same response. I believe that a little compassion can go a long way in such a situation. In addition. agents could provide information up front to ensure that passengers comply with protocols. For 

'014 12:09:- example, he could have said '"I am going to rub this clolh on your hand and then your wrist"', rather than "Hold out your hand" so I would have known the full extent of the procedure and we both could have avoided lhe unpleasanl scolding. 

Thank you for sharing my comments with your staff. I hope that Agend(bi(6 !especially will be acknowledged for his outstanding service. 

S ho u Id you have any q ue st,ons. please feel Ire e to contact me at j~(_b~i (~6~'---~ 

Thank yau. 

!(b1(61 

She had to go through a patdown procedure I ast night when she fi ew from Om aha NE back home to Seattle. She had p recheck and came to the check point in a whee I chair and she st, 11 had to have a paid own. She does not fly much but she had a 
similar situation occur in 2009 where they took her ID behind closed door on both legs of travel. On the flight from SEA to Omaha there were no problems or occurences. She states that she feels violated. Later in the conversation she stated that it was 
a fem a I e who did the pa ldow n and they we re courteous and exp Iain ed everything they we re doing. B LIi she sti 11 fee Is that the patdown was over the lop and she has never been touched Ii ke tha I in certain p I aces. She is a widow on socia I s ecuri I y b LIi 
she states that she felt like a drug mule going through screening. 

AIRPORT: Omaha NE 
DATE OF TRAVEL: 09-28-14 
DEPARTURE TIME: 1605 
CHECKED BAGGAGE TIME: 1530 
AIRLINE: Alaska Airlines 
FLIGHT NUMBER: 3469B 
TERMINAL OR GATE: Gate A 1 
CONTACT: Caller does not own a computer 

I advised the caller thal our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless of I heir personal situalions and needs. are treated with respect and courIesy. Every person and item musl be screened before enIering the secured 
2014 1 :36:, area, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. All Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) are required to be considerate and thoughtful. and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. 

TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

At airporIs nalionwide, TSA has implemented streamlined, consistenl. and thorough patdown procedures at securily checkpoints 10 provide a higher level of security and increase the safety of the Iraveling public. Patdowns help TSA deIecI hidden and 
dangerous items, such as explosives. They are used to resolve alarms from the walk through metal detector (WTMD), when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, and as part of TSA's random screening 
activities. 

A TSO of lhe same gender as the passenger will conduct lhe patdown search; however, passengers may need to wait for a TSO of lhe same gender to become available. As the screening is being conducled, the TSO will be describing the procedures 
he ar she is using. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TS Os at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Support Manager at that location. 

TSA strives to provide the highest level al security while ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity and respect. Ta that end, TSA launched TSA Cares, a helpline designed to assist travelers with disabilities and medical conditions. Travelers 
may call TSA Cares toll free at (855) 787-2227 prior to traveling with questions about screening pol1c1es, procedures, and what to expect at the security checkpoint. TSA Cares serves as an additional, dedicated resource spec1f1cally for passengers 
with disabilities, medical conditions, or other circumstances, as well as their loved ones who want to prepare for the screening process prior to flying. I told the caller that this will not eliminate any screening procedures but may be of assistance with 
communication in advance of t rave I . 



She had to go through a patdown procedure I ast night when she fi ew from Om aha NE back home to Seattle. She had p recheck and came to the check point in a whee I chair and she st, 11 had to have a paid own. She does not fly much but she had a 
similar situation occur in 2009 where they took her ID behind closed door on both legs of travel. On the flight from SEA to Omaha there were no problems or occurences. She states that she feels violated. Later in the conversation she stated that it was 
a female who did the paldown and they were courteous and explained everything they were doing. Bui she still feels that the patdown was over the lop and she has never been touched like thal in certain places. She is a widow on social securily bul 
she states that she felt like a drug mule going through screening. 

AIRPORT: Omaha NE 
DATE OF TRAVEL: 09-28-14 
DEPARTURE TIME: 1605 
CHECKED BAGGAGE TIME: 1530 
AIRLINE: Alaska Airlines 
FLIGHT NUMBER: 3469B 
TERMINAL OR GATE: Gate A 1 
CONTACT: Caller does not own a computer 

I advised the caller thal our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless of I heir personal situalions and needs, are treated with respect and cour1esy. Every person and item musl be screened before en1ering the secured 
2014 1 :36:, area, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is imporlant. All Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) are required to be considerate and thoughtful. and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. 

TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

At airpor1s nalionwide, TSA has implemented streamlined, consistenl. and thorough patdown procedures at securily checkpoints 10 provide a higher level of security and increase the safety of the 1raveling public. Patdowns help TSA de1ec1 hidden and 
dangerous items, such as explosives. They are used to resolve alarms from the walk through metal detector (WTMD), when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, and as part of TSA's random screening 
activities. 

A TSO of lhe same gender as the passenger will conduct lhe patdown search; however, passengers may need to wait for a TSO of lhe same gender to become available. As the screening is being conducled, the TSO will be describing the procedures 
he ar she is using. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TS Os at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Support Manager at that location. 

TSA strives to provide the highest level of security while ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity and respect. To that end, TSA launched TSA Cares, a helpline designed to assist travelers with disabilities and medical conditions. Travelers 
may call TSA Cares toll free at (855) 787-2227 prior to traveling with questions about screening pol1c1es, procedures, and what to expect at the security checkpoint. TSA Cares serves as an additional, dedicated resource spec1f1cally for passengers 
with disabilities, medical conditions, or other circumstances, as well as their loved ones who want to prepare for the screening process prior to flying. I told the caller that this will not eliminate any screening procedures but may be of assistance with 
communication in advance of t rave I . 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Fi:~b_)_(6_ •• _, ---~ 
Date Time: 9/2912014 1 :49:59 PM 

Namd1h·,1R··, I 
2014 2:34:< Emailj(b)(61 . I . -

Comp I a, nts: Ina pp ro pn ate Screen, ng/ Pat Down Screen, ng: 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Alaska Airline flight 605, Mccarron, Las Vegas, gale e15 on 9-25-14@ 1 :15pm, flighl to Seattle 
Comments:My husband is 62 years old, dying of stage 4 lung cancer, was in a wheelchair when boarding and was pa tied down merely because he could not walk fast enough thru the metal detector? He is frail & looks it, he has only about 4 months 
to live. I did not get the TSA agent name or number. but my husband 1s 6"'2" and this guy towered over him. We followed all the rules. his keys & phone etc were in his bag. which gets pulled because of his cough medicine anyway & we are okay with 
that, and when tested in both Seattle & Vegas, was allowed thru. We do not appreciate bullying. We thought you people were all past that, but apparently not. My husband can hardly stand up, yet was made to stand up while he was patted down. His 
legs & feel are tremendously swollen, due 10 lhe 101b sarcoma that was removed from his buttock a year ago. His knees are weak & painful when standing, ergo the wheelchair. II is also obvious he is just gelling his hair back after chemotherapy. We 
understand rules & reg u I ations. we do not appreciate someone purposely bu 11 yi ng the elderly & obvious! y Ira i I. This agent s ho u Id be ash a med of himself. but prob ab I y does not have any fee Ii ng s for anyone or anything. We are g I ad this wi 11 be our fi na I 
flight ever, mostly due to the treatment, knowing no one is actually safer anyway, 11 is all bells & whistles & illusions. The person from Alaska airtines, helping with the wheelchair can confirm the pat down & possibly identify the TSA agent. I am truly 
disgusted by his actions. 
Caller is at the airport and he is not comfortable with being separated from his wallet during screening because he wants to keep his identification and credit cards with him. Are the magnetic strips on the credit cards safe to go through the screening? 
What about electronics? Is that a reasonable request that the caller gets to keep his wallet on him? 

Advised: 

(TSA) strongly recommends that passengers remove all items and accessones from their pockets before beginning the security screening process. Removing ,terns such as wallets. keys and change may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to 
2014 3:37:, undergo additional screening to resolve an alanm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. To avoid the chance of leaving personal items behind, we 

recommend passengers place I heir belongings in their carry-on baggage before entering the checkpoint. 

I don t have that informat,on as to whether the magnetic strips are safe. I can give you the number to the CSM at the airport? Caller declined. Electronics can be safely screened by x-ray. I cant give you an opinion. You can request that you keep 
your wallet but that would be up to the discretion of the officer at the checkpoint. 



Caller is at the airport and he is not comfortable with being separated from his wallet during screening because he wants to keep his identification and credit cards with him. Are the magnetic strips on the credit cards safe to go through the screening? 
What about electronics? Is that a reasonable request that the caller gets to keep his wallet on him? 

Advised: 

(TSA) strongly recommends that passengers remove all items and accessones from their pockets before beginning the security screening process. Removing items such as wallets. keys and change may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to 
2014 3:37:, undergo additional screening to resolve an alanm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. To avoid the chance of leaving personal items behind, we 

recommend passengers place I heir belongings in their carry-on baggage before entering the checkpoint. 

I don t have that information as to whether the magnetic strips are safe. I can give you the number to the CSM at the airport? Caller declined. Electronics can be safely screened by x-ray. I cant give you an opinion. You can request that you keep 
your wallet but that would be up to the discretion of the officer at the checkpoint. 

Caller spoke to us on the 8Ih. She was flying from AZ 10 Burbank, CA. All she had was two bags, one with her clothes. She filed a complaint but has not heard from the airport. She went through additional screening. They inspected her chesl and did 
not find anything. They detected an anomalie in her chest. She was scared. They said they were going to do further inspection. They inspected her from her head to her toe including her privates. Nothing was found and they called on a male TSO. They 
told her to show her I D and her BP. Eventually they said everything was fine. She was I efi Ira umatized. She did not have anything offensive so she was co ncemed on why she wou Id have to go through that es pec,al ly s i nee nothing was lo und. Due to 
the trauma she kept biting her lip due to that for the next days. She will fiy to Denver in two weeks and would like to avoid issues. She is dreading the trip due to security. She was told that the airport would communicate with her. Her husband and her 
went to care for their grandchildren. She was stressed because her daughter and her husband were headed towards divorce. Her grandchildren did not want her to leave. She left one day early. She doesn't know why she received addilional screening. 
Her son is a PE teacher and she will stay with her daughter in law while he is away on a trip with his students. She was told that something she touched set off the alarm. 

2014 4 AB:[ Response: 

Every person and ilem must be screened before entering lhe secured area of an airport, and lhe manner in which the screening is conducted is important. TSOs musl conduct addilional screening to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal 
Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the 
process. TSA regrets 1f this was not your experience. 

TSA recommends thal passengers call no less than 72 hours ahead of I ravel in case it is delermined thal it is necessary 10 coordinate support at the airport. 
She can call us back with her flight information. 
By requesting assistance, it might help make the expenence more enjoyable. 

Ca Iler spoke to us on the 8th. She was flying from AZ. to Burbank, CA. A 11 she had was two bags. one with her cl at hes. She fi I ed a complaint but has not heard from the airport. She went through add it ion a I screening. They inspected her ch est and did 
not Ii nd anything. They detected an a nomal ,e in her chest. She was sea red. They said they were going to do further inspection. They inspected her from her head to her toe including her privates. Nothing was found and they ca 11 ed on a ma I e TSO. They 
told her to show her ID and her BP. Eventually they said everything was fine. She was lefi traumatized. She did not have anything offensive so she was concerned on why she would have to go through that especially since nothing was found. Due to 
the Irauma she kept biting her lip due 10 lhat for the nexl days. She will fiy to Denver in lwo weeks and would like to avoid issues. She is dreading lhe trip due 10 securily. She was told lhat lhe airporl would communicate with her. Her husband and her 
went to care for their grandchildren. She was stressed because her daughter and her husband were headed towards divorce. Her grandchildren did not want her to leave. She left one day early. She doesn't know why she received additional screening. 
Her son is a PE teacher and she will stay with her daughter in law while he is away on a trip with his students. She was told that something she touched set off the alarm. 

2014 4:48:C Response: 

Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. TS Os must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal 
Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considerate and thoughtful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the 
process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

TSA recommends that passengers call no less than 72 hours ahead of travel in case it is determined that it is necessary to coordinate support at the airport. 
She can call us back with her flight information. 
By requesting assistance, it might help make the experience more enjoyable. 



Caller said she has traveled 2 times in the last month and she had items confiscated out of her bag but she was not told they were going to take it out. She said both times she had a patdown search and she does not see her bag each time. She said 
for a brief moment while she is waiting for a female TSO, her bag was out of her sight. She said both times she was missing a facial moisturizer. She said this was at the checkpoint. She said both times it was in the clear quart bag. The container of 
moisturizer was in a 1.7 ounce container. She said it was not in her bag and TSA took it out but they did not tell her. She said she did not want to file a claim but report this. She said when she had the patdown, that was when the item went missing. 
ALSO: Caller said she thinks she is on a watch lisl and asked if we could IeI1 her. She said the firsl time lhis happened, on her other flight, she flew from DFW 10 Harrisburg and ii was fine. When she came back on flight #1908 from Harrisburg to 
DTW, that is when her item was missing. She said she did not have all her flight information for that flight. She said she is just reporting the flight on Sept 29th from ORD, not the other flight. ALSO: She said she used to get pulled out all the time for 
extra screening. She said she does not want to go through the AIT machine. She said she is afraid she will damage her eyesight. She said they tell her if she does not want to go through the AIT, she will need to get a patdown. She said they will not 
let her go through the WTMD. ALSO: She said she was taken off a plane once and they told her there was something wrong with her ticket. She said the plane left without her and they told her there was nothing wrong with her ticket after it left. She 
said she may gel a doctors note. She said she tells them she has an implant in her eye. She said before when she went lhrough the AIT ii did something to her eye and she could not see out of lhe eye for a lillle while. She said she had to get help 
getting to her p I ane. 

RESPONSE: Advised caller TSA is to tell you if an item is not allowed, I will be sending your information as a complaint to the CSM at the Airport. I would like to apologize for your missing item and that you feel you had a bad experience with TSA. 
'014 12:32: Thank you for calling to let us know about lhe incidenl. You can have a note from your doctor but it is not necessary. Tell them you have an implant in your eye. ALSO: TSA can neither confirm nor deny whether an individual is on a Federal Watch 

List because this information is derived from classified and sensitive law enforcement and intelligence information. ALSO: When you go through screening and you do not want the AIT machine, you cannot request the WTMD. You would have to have 
the patdown procedure instead. 

Dale and Time of Flight: Sept 29th, 2014 Departed at 2:00 p.m. Went through security between 12: 15 and 12:30 p.m. 
Gate or Terminal: Delta Terminal Gate E 9 
Bag Description: White and Black, K1ppling Bag, regular carry on size. canvas bag duffel shaped, no wheels, 2 straps larger strap. She was weanng black pants. peach and beige blouse with a gray sweater over it and a plaid scarf, sunglasses on her 
head 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Number: 1908 
Airport: 0 hare 
Email:!(b i(6i I 
Flight information: 9/13/2014. United 1744, COS to Albany NY via Chicago, Colorado Springs Airport 

On 9/131201 at 0730, I was checking through the TSA line at Colorado Springs Airport and encountered an extremely rude TSA employee. 

I have fl own out of Co Io rad o Springs many ti mes and have never had any prob I ems with TS A agents, I have always had positive experiences at the Colorado Springs Airport with TSA agents, 

On this day, I was treated disrespectfully and rudely bykb":1(6) I TSA employee. He was on the TSA pre check line and the lines were not at all busy. I was traveling with a friend and she was still getting her ID checked when I got to the conveyor 
belt area. I was putting my license away when I got to the conveyor belt.kb)(ff•, !told me in a rude tone of voice that I didn't need to put it away before going through the metal detector but I was already putting it in my purse. Then, he was rushing 

2014 6:03:, me to put my purse and laptop bag in a bin, holding the bin out to me. My purse was on my shoulder and before I could take it off. he pulled the bin away! He was acting as ii he was disgusted with me. He made a comment about working with 
"privileged people". When I asked him his name, he refused 10 give ii to me. I had 10 ask another agent. The behavior of!(b·:,(61 !was inappropriale and demeaning. 

Sincerely, 

l(b1(6) 

kbl(6) 

2014 8:14:< 

Caller asked lhe procedure for bringing infants lhrough security. Caller advised that on 9-30-14 al 8:30 am she was bringing her 14 month old through securily and the TSO lold her she must sel the child down. While going lhrough security lhe child 
touched the machine and the TSO told her in a rude manner the child cannot touch the machine. Caller advised the TSO got in her face and told her she was being rude. Caller is very upset and stated the TSO humiliated her in front of everyone. 
Caller advsied this occured at the checkpoint on Side B for gate 70 and up. Caller was flying with Frontier airlines. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

Transportation Secunty Officers (TSO) are trained to offer families traveling with young children more time. assistance, and patience during the screening process. Children will be approached gently and treated with respect. If a child becomes 
uncomfortable or upset, pa rents or an a ccomp anyi ng ad ult wi 11 be consulted to d ete rmi n e the best approach to help re Ii eve the chi Id's con cem 
Children 12 years old and younger may leave on their shoes. lnfanls and small children may be carried through lhe meIaI detector, but if lhe alarm sounds, the TSO will have 10 conducl additional screening on bolh the adult passenger and the child 

We reg rel that you we re not satisfied with the service you received. 
Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-mail to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at that location. 



YOU DO KNOW I HAVE THE SAME - OR HIGHER - SECURITY CLEARANCE THAT YOU HAVE??? 

Yau da understand that - right?? 

Evidently not.. 

,014 12: 14: Blah Blah Blah 

Thank you for your e-ma i I in which you inquire about the reasons for secondary screening, 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is imporIant. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are trealed with dignily, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 
Caller: She is a frequent flyer and have metal implants on her legs and also use a service animal. Wanted to know how she can skip a patdown since she cant go through a metal detector. 

Advised: Si nee she can go through the metal detector the I a st option far a TSO is p atdown. 

l(b )(6 ~ates: 

Caller flies with a service animal and has metal implants. Caller states that every time she goes through the screening process she is required to go through a patdown. Caller is wanting to know haw to alleviate the need for a patdown. Caller is 
wanting to know if P reCheck wi 11 al low her the option to not receive a p atdown. Ca 11 er is wanting to know if the re is a way that she can bypass the Ii nes bee a use she has difficulty standing. 

Advised Ca Iler: 
2014 5:03:, 

All individuals must undergo security screening at the checkpoint before being permitted into the secure area of an airport, including those eligible for TSA Pre\u2713 '" Even if you are a PreCheck participant, you will still be subject to a patdown if 
there is an alarm using the AIT. 

Travelers who are directed to the TSA Pre\u2713 "' lane may be allowed to keep on their footwear, light outerv,ear, and belt, and leave their laptop in its case. 

Many airporIs have lanes specifically designated for passengers with disabilities, medical conditions, or !raveling wilh young children. Although passengers slill may need 10 wait in line when using these lanes, in general the lines are much shorter and 
the wait time is less. 

If an airport or checkpoint does not have a lane set aside for passengers with disabilities or families, or a passenger does not want to use that lane, any passenger who has difficulty standing may request to move to the front of any line. 



Hello. Name 1si(b 1(6 1 pnd I d like to inform you of a speech written by a J HS student ( 14 years old) in Japan about the unprofessional mannensms of the TSA staff and her secunty checkpoint expenence at the airport. Her name will remain 
anonymous. As for me, I am an American working in Japan. As an American, I am gravely disapointed at the dishonesty and lack of courtesy for passengers and their belongings from security personell. 

As you may already be aware, there are too many rude, discourteous. and unprofessional airport staff that you don t seem to fire, and consistently hire and train. 

I hope that by this speech. it will open your eyes to the severity of negative impacts to many air travelers due to your security measures and training in hopes that one day in the near future, something will actually change for the better. 

At the Airport 

Hello everyone. Today I would like to talk about my American Immigration experience. Last Spring, I went with my family to visit my father in the U.S.A. He works in Ohio. This was my first time on an airplane since I was two years old. I was excited 
because it was like the first time to fly, but, I was also nervous. My lather said. "there was a shooting in my city two years ago.'' I couldn' t sleep well. 

,014 1 O: 12:, In Narita, when we went through immigration, they made us put our shampoo and lotion in a clear ziploc bag. Then we put it with our watches and wallets in a tray before we went through the metal detector. It was not very strict. 

'014 1216: 

However, when we got to the Ca I ifo mi a airport, immigration security was very strict, They made us do what we did at Nari ta but first the re was a body sea n ne r, They were checking if we had weapons or drugs, We had to take off our shoes and a 11 
metal. I had 10 lake off my necklace, bracelel, belt, walch, and wallet. It was so annoying. The body scanner was white with two clear doors and about two meters 1a11. II looked like a can of hairspray. Very strange. The guard said, "go inlo lhe scanner" 
the door closed and I stood still. When it was finished. the next guard opened the door and said "leave." This was easy but they were so rude. 

The passport check was worse than the scanner. When we show our passports. we must write the Hotel's name, its address and the reason to come to the U .SA on an information card, We made mistakes two or three times. At first, the guard 
explained to us nicely but the lhird lime he 901 annoyed, took our card and filled in our mistakes. The guard's face and voice were very scary at the time. I don't lhink I his would happen in Japan. 

Next there was a long line for the final check. In the next land the checker suddenly stood up and walked somewhere. I thought he would change for another person but he didn't. Where did he go? I was surprised but his coworker was angry. Again, I 
don't think this would happen in Japan. 

In Japan. staff think about people as guests. They are so friendly and try to do what we need. They made a comfortable experience. In America it is the reverse. The staff don't think like in Japan. Our feelings are not important. I hope that they can 
improve their service spirit and make a more enjoyable experience for all travelers. 

Thank you for listening. 

Caller went through security at ORD in the Precheck lane. She was flying wit United on 9-17. Caller had a nylon briefcase with wheels and a zipper, American Tourister Brand. Caller states there was a small box of jewelry in this bag that is now 
missing. The missing jewelry included a silver wrist cuff, thinner silver bracelet, silver charm bracelel with 2 charms attached, David Yurman earrings, her molher s solilaire engagemenl ring, small gold and diamond ring and a small pair of silver 
square earrings. The box was located near the top of the bag, just unzip and it would have been right there. 

She had cleared the WTMD and was waiting for her bag to come through and had a funny feeling because she saw the male TSO employee sitting at the screen and looking at the bags and he turned sideways and looked over his shoulder at a female 
TSO and nodded. She may be able 10 recognize lhe TSO who was viewing the screen. It was a heavy-set person. She believes this was theft as TSA did not open her bag for additional screening al all. 

She flew from ORD to IAD to PVD, Flight #0382, departed at 8:45AM, location of the checkpoint was in Terminal 1, southernmost entry to the TSA Precheck lane. 

Response: 
Advised caller information will be provided to the CSM at ORD for review. If additional information is required may be contacted via email. 
The CSM may have ca pa bi I ity to view s c reem ng of her bag, some airports may have v idea of the sere en i ng locations. 

Advised to always keep valuables in carryon bags, not checked bag. 

Caller last flew from LAX and she was wearing a watch. She didnt have to remove personal items when she went through security. Her watch was demagnetized when she went through the AIT. She would like to know how to avoid this in the future, 

2014 1 :28:( Advised. 

Removing items such as wallets, belts, bulky jewelry, money, keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an 
anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. To avoid the chance of leaving personal ilems behind, we recommend passengers place lheir belongings in their carry-on baggage before entering the checkpoint. 

Caller last flew from LAX and she was wearing a watch. She didnt have to remove personal items when she went through security. Her watch was demagnetized when she went through the AIT. She would like to know how to avoid this in the future, 

2014 1 :28:( Advised. 

Removing items such as wallets, belts, bulky jewelry, money, keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an 
anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. To avoid the chance of leaving personal ilems behind, we recommend passengers place lheir belongings in their carry-on baggage before entering the checkpoint. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?"' , Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time· 10/2/2014 3:04:42 PM Airport, EWR - Newark International Date/Time of Travel· 10/02/2014 5:15 AM Airline & Flight Number· UA4522 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· 
Gates 20-28 TSA Employee: (If Known) : Could get name see description in complaint Comment : I was !ravelling oul of Newark Liberty Airporl on Thursday October 2, 2014. Uniled Airlines UA4522 EWR to Nashville Departing 6:21 am from gate A24 I 
am TSA Prev There is no TSA Prev lane at security so I queued in the regular line. After about 1 O mins someone from TSA called for any passengers who where TSA Prev. I walked forward and went through ID check was given a tan colored pass and 
sent to the far baggage check. I asked if this was TSA Prev and was told YES. Gave the tan colored pass to the person at the metal detector and place all bags on the X-ray feed and walked through the metal screener. When my bag was processed I 

2014 4 ,08,( was told I need to take the laptop out of the case and put it through separately. I told the TSA agent I was TSA Prev and he said 'We don't do TSA Prev at this check point" I told him the ID TSA agent told me it was TSA Prev and I didn't have to 
· · remove my laptop. I wasn't required to remove jacket shoe·s etc. He again said "We don't do TSA Prev at this check point" so I took lhe computer out and he reran both. He then said he had 10 check the contenls of my briefcase, took everything out, 

reran the briefcase and contents, told me he wasn't satisfied with the results, looked through my empty briefcase and re-reran the briefcase and contents again. During this time he told me to stand in one spot and NOT TO MOVE. He and the lady TSA 
agent looking at the X-ray machine screen "Yucked" it up each time he re-ran my bag. 
As a fa nmer police officer I would have been I would have been re pri ma nded if I have ta ken this type of harassing action, 
The time of lhis issue was between 5 and 5:30am and the agent concerned was African American, in his mid 20's, approx 6 feel tall and 210 pounds I expecl a reply 10 my complaint Would you like a response?: True Passenger's Name llli:iill:O 

!rh.i/f";"·, !!-'hone Numbed(b)(ffl !Email fh·11r;-·, ~o leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller has a knee replacemenl traveling from DEN today she is concerned because she did nol set off lhe me1a1 detector and tsa told her that if it alarmed before was nol because of her knee and maybe she had change in her pockel but she said that 
is not correct and the DEN may have a breach in security. 

Advised caller I was transferring her call to the SS. 

2014 8,56,, CSS Hoskins notes: 

Caller advised she has a metal knee replacement and sets off the metal detector every time that she goes lhrough ii. Caller stated she just went lhrough security at Denver and never set off the metal de1ec1or. Caller advised lhe TSO s of this and they 
told her if she alarmed prior it wasn t from her knee she must have something inside her pocket. Caller is concerned if she got through with metal implants then someone could get through with a gun. 

CSS Hoskins advised caller: 

Thanks for reporting this I will transfer to the CSM at Denver for review. 
He has TS A Pre business and has a knee replacement. 
When he flew the last time, he was made to go through the olher line. 
This was at RSW, and he was wandering if this was procedure. 
At the end of the cal I he was a Ii ttl e disgruntled and said the p rag ram was worth I ess. 

Advised ca Iler: 
2014 9'54 '' All individuals must undergo security screening at the checkpoint before being permitted into the secure area of an airport. including those eligible for TSA Pre\u2713'". 

'014 1219: 

TSA recognizes that certain travelers with disabilities or medical conditions may have difficulty standing or walking and that certain medical conditions may cause individuals to alarm when screened using a walk-through metal detector. If this occurs, 
TSA Pre\u2713"' individuals may be permitted to undergo alternate screening procedures such as Advance Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, explosives trace detection (ETD) swabbing, or a patdown screening. 

The caller flew from BOS on 9-29-14 and went through screening at 3:58pm at the JetBlue gate C41. The caller states a female officer late 40 s or early 50 s medium to large built white caucasian, with medium length brown hair was so extremely 
rude. The caller states that her mother was in a wheelchair and the officer in question told her mother to stand up and walk through the AIT. Her mother forgot to take her purse off her lap and the TSO grabbed her mother purse out of her mothers 
hands and threw it on the conveyor belt. The wheelchair attendant tried to go through screening on 3 attempts and the TSO became irritated and started making gestures with her hands and became very frustrated and was shaking her head very 
negatively. The atlendant finally made it through screening and I hen the caller proceeded through screening and the officer ordered her to go back. The caller complied with the request. The caller walked through the metal detector and set off an 
alarm. Her belt caused the alarm and the officer told her to take the belt off now'' Once again the caller complied and went back through screening. The caller states that this screener was ver rude in every way. The caller states that the gestures 
that the officer made with her body language, facial expressions. and whaling of her anms was just terrible and rude. The caller though the TSO was going to get violent. The callers mother b·:,(6) was very upset and amazed at the way the 
officer jerked her purse out of her hands. The caller states that her 85 year old mother liked to have had a panic attack. The caller states that all the officers at this checkpoint were very negative. 

Because your comp I amt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have lo rwa rded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 

My family and I recenlly traveled from Charlolle, North Carolina back home to New Orleans. Before going through security, I handed my morn and brolher their tickets. I accidenlally handed my mom my ticket instead of hers. We proceeded 10 lhe 

2014 8_18_, security check point, handed the gentleman our ticket and ID, and continued to the metal detector. As we went through, we realized we had each other's tickets. The man at the checkpoint never noticed. We were very concerned that this happened. 
· ·' made an honest mistake, but if we could get through with the wrong tickets someone could do 11 intentionally. 

We 

Thank you for your time and attention to this matter. 



2014 1 07, 

We were headed to Aruba on vacation, as we have done on several other occasions. We always pack a small canned ham, canned tuna, and a few other items to help defray the high food costs on Aruba. 

I had 5 cans of tun a in my back pack. I have a rtificia I Knees and am a I ways ca 11 ed aside because the buzzer goes off when ga i ng through the meta I d ete ctar screening. When I was through with that, another T SA agent ca 11 ed me over ta where my 
back pack was,& it was opened. The agent said I couldn't take the canned tuna, because the liquid content exceeded the limit. 

I tried to explain I hat lhe liquid was in sealed cans, but she wouldn't listen. I then pointed out the contenl of each can was 5 ounces, I oz. liquid and 4 ozs. dry weighl and the limit was 3.4 oz. of liquid per container. 

She wo u Id n 'I admit that she was wrong, and seized the tuna. I I hope it went to some homeless she lier or put to some other good use.) 

It's a small thing, but an annoying thing. The liquid was within TSA's guidelines. 

I don't expect to be reimbursed, but I think the agent could have used some discretion, and allowed us to take them. I am 81 years old, and I don't think I fit the mold of a suspicious person. 

Thank you for taking lhe time to read this and for doing such a good job of keeping us safe. 

Sincerely, 

b)(6) 

Nantucket. MA 02584-2536 

!F!fh>IR, 



anyone. He said he and his wife flew from IND to Denver to Santa Fe. NM and his wife got precheck but he did not. He said he went through AIT and had put his items on the conveyor belt with other poeple s items and he said he was told to push his 
items on the conveyor belt and he said the female Officer should have done that not him. He asked about his pocket comb and they told him to hold it up over his head in the AIT. He said a young male Officer came over and took his wallet and comb 
and laid I hem down and then started the paldown without asking him. He said then lhe Officer started going through his wallet wilhout asking him and wanled to xray the comb again. He said he had a camera bag and forgot he had a leatherman inside 
it and he said that was his mistake. He said he told the female Officer that he forgot he had it and she told him to put it in check bag, mail it or surrender it. He said he needed to get on the plane and it was Sat. and no way to mail it and he said his 
Daughter gave it to him and he said he talked to an Officer and he asked if there was some way he could get 11 back. He said he did surrender 11 and got on the plane. He said there has to be a better way and asked if he could get it when he gets back. 
He said he is upset about having to get out of line to push his items up the conveyor belt when he said the female Officer did it for other people. He said they swabbed his hands and he should not have had to go through that. He said we still have the 
wand al thal airport and they used it on other people but patted him down. He asked if the CSM will call him back and he said he willl get a Congressman involved if they do nol call him back. He said he does want the CSM to call him back. 

Complaint 

Airporl:IND 
Airline: United 
Flight Number:4112 
Departure Time: 10-04-14 at 3pm at the checkpoint and the flight time was 5:10 pm 
Arrival Airport and Time:Santa Fe at 8 pm 

,014 11 :40: Location: security checkpoint 
Term i na I: unknown 
Gate:A25 

Contact lnformation:~!(b_.~i(_6~, ---~ 

I advised him that I will refer this to the CSM and that I do not know if he will be called back by the CSM. 

Response:I advised him that precheck is random for security reasons and based on an individual basis. I advised him that he can not get the leatherman back. 

Search Results For: 
I gave info from http: a pps. tsa. dhs. gov mytsa ci b _results. aspx?se arch= Le a the rma n%2 Otool 
Le a the nman tool 

Check Only 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time · 10/5/2014 8:38:39 PM Airport : LAX - t.os Angeles International Date/Time of Travel : 10/0512014 5:00 PM Airline & Flight Number . Southwest Airlines. Flt. 3216 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Southwest Airlines TSA screening area Terminal 1 TSA Employee: (If Known): Unknown and not relevant Comment: I am approved for TSA Pre-Check (in addition to Global Entry) and constantly experience issues in the 
TSA Pre-Check lanes because of my hip replacement. The experience at LAX which is the subject of this complaint is the most recent instance, but by no means an isolated one. 
The TSA Pre-Check lane at lhe Soulhwesl concourse is not equipped with a new technology scanner: they use the standard metal deIecIor, which anyone with a proslhetic hip will activate. By now I am accusIomed to proceeding through the TSA Pre
Check lanes with metal detectors because that seems to be generally standard at most US airports. When my hip sets off the metal detector I am subjected to a pat-down, which then requires that I remove my shoes and belt for scanning. Today at 
LAX I was a I so th en subjected to the hand swab bing p race ss. which I assume was pa rt of the pat-down process. It should be noted at this point that A FEW US airports. among them - Denver and Al buq ue rq u e. have the process designed in a manner 
where passengers like myself can have their boarding passes checked at the Pre-Check entry point and then walk through a scanner in the regular screening lines. That is not the case in the Southwest concourse screening point, nor in our home 
airport in Phoenix, Ierminal 4, concourse D. 
If the scanners are not going to be installed at all Pre-Check entry points the process should at least be able to comprehend passengers like myself without subjecting us the the pat-down and swabbing processes. It is unnecessarily frustrating and time 

2014 B·J0·' consuming to be out through those additional steps, especially in light of the fact that Pre-Check passengers and those of us with Global Entry status have, in theory, already been through the requIsIte background checks that qual1f1ed us for the TSA 
· ·' Pre-Check p rag ram in the first p I ace. In essence, the manner in which passengers Ii ke myself are being handled, it nearly negates any ad vantage gained by being approved for Pre-Ch eek. 

It is c I ear I hat I he T SA Pre-Ch eek process needs to be updated to take I hese situa Ii on s in to account, otherwise al I thal's being a ccomp Ii shed is additiona I unnecessary sere en i ng, steps I hat s ho u Id have been eliminated with I he advent or the Pre-Check 
program. 
I have brought this issue where the P hoe nix airport is concerned to the attention of the airport management in Phoenix. Interesting I y enough, si nee the time I made my complaint to those a utho ri ties, the T SA Pre-Ch eek I ane in terminal 4, concourse D. 
has been closed. TSA Pre-Check passengers at that concourse are now screened through the regular screening lanes. 
TSA needs to take a hard look at how a process thal was supposed to improve the screening experience now adds additional frustrations for those of us with cerlain medical conditions. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name b. m 
Phone Number b. m 
Email : b 1(6) 
To leav·,;,e""a~· c""o'"·m=m'"'e'"'n,,....,c-=o-=n""ce"'rning this feedback. follow this link · hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



2014 2141 

I travel a lat and the past 3 weeks I have experienced rude behavior in twa locations while interacting with TSA agents. The first was a person in Charlotte NC where the supervisor was directing me to the metal detector and bypasses the body 
scanner. Another agent was not paying attention to the conversation and used his elbow to block me from entering the metal detector passage. The supervisor was watching the entire event. The agent blocking me was very rude and his supervisor 
watched the entire event. His supervisor apologized to me for the behavior. The supervisor gave me a yellow card and I deposited it in the local collection box. 

Today I arrived at the PHX checkpoint at 4A. The TSA pre checkpoint was closed. When I checked in at the beginning of the line I was told to keep my shoes and belt on. I placed my laptop. phone and boarding pass in the tub and put my bag 
and tub on the bell. As I passed through the metal detector, ofliceillill]asked that I remove my shoes and bell. I told him I was TSAPre and he asked for my boarding pass. I informed him it was on the belt next 10 him and asked that he look at ii. He 
refused and would not allow me to get ta the tub. I commented that he had a nasty attitude as I went back ta the belt ta remove my shoes. He did not like my comment and called his supervisor. I explained the situation and she apologized far the 
attitude. I told her it was not a big deal but it was Office~(b·:,(6 !attitude that excited the situation. I now know when the TSAPre lane is closed and I am in the regular lane to hold on to my boarding pass. If he had point this without the attitude, it would 
not have be en a di sa ppoi nti ng experience. 

I am taking the time to explain these events, as the trending negative attitude of the TSA is a new experience. I know the offices have a job to do and dealing with the public is not always a positive experience listening to the complaining. I do 
have an expectalion the officials of the TSA to be courteous and professional, as do the officers of lhe TSA. Office IJ:ill]could avoid these type confrontations wilh a little bit of politeness. I will also be a little more on guard to tolerate the few negative 
attitudes of the TSA agents now that I have experienced these twa events. 99 % al my experience with the TSA staff has been supper and I fee I a Ii ttl e guilty about bringing these situations up but I feel it is very i mpo rta nt to give feedback. I Ii k e to get 
this sort of customer feedback about my organization. 

Regards, 

kb)(61 

Feed back Type : Security Issue 
Categories : Other: Advanced Imaging Technology Current Date/Time · 10/612014 12: 15: 19 PM Airport : PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Date/Time of Travel · 10/0612014 8:30 AM Airline & Flight Number : United 457 CheckpoinUArea of 
Airport Terminal 2 TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment: Dear sirs, I'm contacting you to complain about the complete disregard for procedure at the Phoenix airport today, October 6, 2014. Terminal 2. 
My brolhe1(b·:,(6) !and I arrived for our United flighl to Newark at 8:30AM, following your web page recommendations we repealedly reporled to the TSA agents that my brolher has lwo hip replaced and therefore requested a scan instead of 
metal detector. In spite of our repeated attempts the TSA agents directed my brother to the metal detector which naturally went off. 

2014 2.15.[ The triggering of the detector initiated a senes of searches which consumed 20 minutes. all easily avoided 1/ the agents listened to us and our repeated appeals for a scan. 
· · The behavior of the TSA agents concerns me at several levels: disrespect for passengers with implants, excessive time wasted on a futile search, and the overall reduction of effectiveness in securing travel. 

Appreciate your attention to this matter and hopefully ii prevents future incidents. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Name b)(ff:, 
Phone Number 1h··,1rr, 
Email jrh··,1r;·, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP .. kb"-·.,""(6"'1'-----' 
Dale Time: 101612014 1 :46 57 PM 

NameJrh ,IR\ 1-
2014 4:24: 1 Emai,.!(b"'l .. (6"-·•-=' ,,...-------,,,......,......,=---,-, 

Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee. 
Flight Info If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Ua1469 Denver to Ord 
Comments h··,1r;·, was very unprofessional during a recent screening. He decided he needed to lecture me on pat down procedures long after I had complied with the request to remove my bell, shoes, and items in my pockets. He continued 
to deride me for several minutes after I had passed the metal detector and was waiting for a pat down. 

I have been in the pre-check.program for 1.5 years and fly weekly. 

Most TSA officers are fine examples of dedicated employees working to keep the traveling public safe.~i(b_·•~1(6_-_I ___ !at DIA is not among that group. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Profess,onalism/Customer Service: Screening Current DateiTlme : 101612014 6:42:55 PM Airport : SRO - Sarasota-Bradenton Date/Time of Travel : 09/23/2014 Airline & Flight Number: DL 1297 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : A ft er being cleared as TSA prechk by CB P, I was I hen put th rough an exl ensive body and baggage ch eek because my boots co nl ai n ed I arge meta I orn ame nl s. I offered to remove I he boots and suede jack et, only 10 be 101 d to keep them on 

2014 8: 15:( and proceed into the cylindrical radiation/metal detector. Then I had to remove the boots and jacket and go through the extensive body check and was even offered a private screening room. 
Would you like a re-i»<==?---"-"""---~ 

Passenger's Nam~e~(b_-_1(_6_, _~---~ 
Phone Number: 1h··,1rr1 
Email (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link htlp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB21ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 101712014 8:58:06 AM Airporl: MCO - Orlando International Date/Time o!Travel: 1010412014 7:45 PM Airline & Flighl Number AirTran Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: B concourse, 
wheelchair lane TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : The TSA staff at Orlando international have never been very fnendly, but this past incident was over the top. We were traveling as a party of 5, consisting of me, my husband, my 6 year old son, my 4 year old daughter, and my 15 year old 
sister. We were put in the wheelchair lane because of our stroller and children. After putting everything on the belt, my daughter walked through the metal detector and I followed, My sister was in line next, but when it was her turn. the agent jumped 
in fronl of her, towering over her, and demanded 10 know why she was in that line, very aggressively. My sisler is mulliracial, and while she may not look like the resl of my family, there was no reason for that agenl to be so aggressive. She was 
waiting quietly in line with my family. Only after she told the agent several times that she was a part of my family and me telling him from the other side of security that she is my sister did he reluctantly let her pass. 

'014 10:05: He should have handled the situation very differently. She was not running, shoving or trying to get through the line. There was no reason to be so aggressive. Orlando international is just that. International. You get thousands of guests everyday 
who have all sorts of different looking families. Your agenl should have polilely asked if she was was in our group, or asked me, or my husband. We could have even shown him our boarding passes, which clearly showed that she was sitting wilh us 
in the same row on the same flight. 

,s feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : P role ssiona Ii sm/C ustome r Service Current Date/Ti me , 1 01712014 12 21 3 0 PM Air po rt BOS - Logan I nte mat, on al Date/Ti me of Travel 1 010212014 Air I I ne & FI I g ht N umber Delta 2501 Check po Int/ Area of Air po rt S ecu r, ty check po Int 
(me1a1 detector and walk through) TSA Employee: (If Known)kb)(61 I (nol sure on spelling of last name) 
Comment . After going thru the metal detector my bag was put off to the side for an add1t1onal inspect on I noticed the TSA agent was allowing bags to go thru without looking at them (Belt was still going) as he was talking to a female !(b 1(6) 
My bag sat on the side for a minute or so and I asked what was going on. at this poin*b)(ff:, ~ery tersely says &quot:We are waitin on someone to check your bag, SIR&quot: I was taken aback by not what she said but how""s"'"h"'e~s""a-,d.,..,.,it-. ""1----' 
re s ponded back tersely with &quot: Hurry up &quot:, At this point another T SA agent wa I ked up a rid p uiled my bag lo r 1 he check, I said to ( b ) ( 6 :, s she walked by that &quot; Her customer service ski 11 s needed improving &quot: To which she tersely 

2014 2, 10., responded and very loudly &quot;WE ARE NOT A CUSTOMER SERVICE AGENCY, WE ARE A SECURITY AGENCY &quot:. At this poinl I remained quiet. My point in wriling is I recognize the imporlance of security but 2 have 2 agenls chatting 
· · with bags going thru without being looked over and then the response I got was unacceptable. The TSA has to improve it's ability to handle travelers and have the professionalism not to get upset when questioned. I find this wasn't the case and want 

something done. You are more than welcome to call me for further information. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 

Passenger's Nam,-,-'-e,-";'b'-')-'-(6""·~, ---.--' 
Phone Number b. 6'I 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The caller recently flew from DC to HI. She has a knee implant and she has a card. She stated that she did inform them at the checkpoint. She stated that she goes through the AIT and she is still subjected to additional screening. in the form a 
patdown. She stated lhat one lady was very through over her breasts and olher areas of her body, just because of the knee implant. She staled thal the patdowns have to be a violalion of the ADA. She stated lhat she does nol wanl to go through a 
patdown when she flys, just because she has a metal implant in her knee and she shows the card from her doctor stating such. She stated that she has read on the Internet the generally one or the other is used. and not both. She stated that she has 
re ad that she can get a paid own 1f the A IT is de c Ii ned or not ava i I able. however in her case she no rma 11 y has to go through both. She asked 1f TSA has a P rescree n i ng program to say that an individual has such issues to avoid a paid own m the lulu re. 
She asked why she was not wanded to clear the alarm. She stated that the patdowns are obnoxious and they are a waste of time in her case. She stated that it just delays her and wastes Unnecessary time of the agents as well. She stated that a 
private screening would just delay her further. She staled thal she will contact lhe ADA to see if there is anything lhat lhey can do. She asked if the AIT alarms are generally audible. 

I exp I a i ned th at any ti me a passengers goes through the s c reem ng p race ss they have to be screened. She can request a paid own first. rather than going through both process. TSA Pree heck. or any other program wi 11 not help her a void a patdown for 

2014 3,28,( screening, I explained that there is no way for her to avoid a patdown. We do not use wands for screening. I explained that she can request a private screening ii a patdown is required, which may make her more comfortable with the process. I 
· · explained that we use the WTMD, AIT, and patdowns to screen passengers, and sometime addilional screening melhods that may include testing for ETD. Passengers may present medical documentalion regarding a medical condition to help inform 

TSOs: however this documentation is not required, nor will it exempt passengers from the screening process. I explained that generally depending on the machine setup, the AIT would highlight any alarming areas. The AIT does not penetrate the skin. 
therefore 11 wou Id not show the meta I imp I ants in her knee. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some ins1ances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

The caller recently flew from DC 10 HI. She has a knee implant and she has a card. She slated lhat she did inform them at lhe checkpoint. She stated lhat she goes through lhe AIT and she is still subjecled to additional screening, in the form a 
patdown. She stated that one lady was very through over her breasts and other areas of her body, just because of the knee implant. She stated that the patdowns have to be a violation of the ADA. She stated that she does not want to go through a 
paid own when she fl ys, just be cause she has a metal implant in her knee and she shows the card from her doctor stating such. She stated that she has read on the I ntemet the generally one or the other 1s used. and not both. She stated that she has 
read that she can get a patdown if the AIT is declined or not available, however in her case she normally has to go through both. She asked if TSA has a Prescreening program to say that an individual has such issues to avoid a patdown in the future. 
She asked why she was not wanded to clear the alarm. She staled thal the patdowns are obnoxious and they are a waste of time in her case. She staled thal it just delays her and was1es Unnecessary time of the agents as well. She slated that a 
private screening would just delay her further. She stated that she will contact the ADA to see if there is anything that they can do. She asked if the AIT alarms are generally audible. 

I explained that any time a passengers goes through the screening process they have to be screened. She can request a patdown first, rather than going through both process. TSA PreCheck, or any other program will not help her avoid a patdown for 

2014 3,28 ,c screening. I explained thal there is no way for her to avoid a patdown. We do not use wands for screening. I explained that she can request a private screening if a patdown is required, which may make her more comfortable with the process. I 
· · explained that we use the WTMD, AIT. and patdowns to screen passengers, and sometime additional screening methods that may include testing for ETD. Passengers may present medical documentation regarding a medical condition to help inform 

TSOs: however this documentation is not required, nor will it exempt passengers from the screening process. I explained that generally depending on the machine setup, the AIT would highlight any alanming areas. The AIT does not penetrate the skin. 
therefore it wou Id not show the meta I imp I ants in her knee, 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a paid own on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/CusIomer Service Currenl Dateffime: 1017/2014 3:05:27 PM Airporl: LAS - McCarran International Dateffime ofTravel: 10/07/2014 12:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: Soulhwesl 526 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport · TSA Pre-Check TSA Employee: (If Known) . African American Male at Metal Screeners, 11 :43 AM Comment · First time at pre-check upon approval of application Female employee at enrollment center in mcCarran Airport, on Tuesday 
September 30, 2014 at about 11 :45 AM spec1f1ed cell phones wouldn't be an issue through pre-check. 

Today, Tuesday Oclober 7, 2014, at around 11 :43 AM, the African American Male at the pre-check meIa1 detectors belitlled me on discovery of my cell phone in my pocket. After staling it was my firsl time and lhat I was told prior 10 lhe day of Iravel 
that cell phones were not an issue. he continued to heckle me further by adding &quot;Woaoaow. Cell phone. Metal detector. Who would have guessed.&quat: He then continued further with choppy, broken phrases, and slight lisp on certain syllables. 

2 O 14 4: O 1 : c imp I yi ng a stereotype to Asian American speakers. much Ii ke myse If. He never even included instruction to what to do with my ce 11 phone. The T SA Asian American Male s1tti ng nearby instructed me on what to do with my eel I phone. 

If I was told differenlly by the female member al enrollment center, lhis wouldn't have been an issue. However, not knowing, I found it exlremely embarrassing and belitlling they the male TSA agenl acted the way he did, sIereotyping Asian American 
Male vernacular and talking as if I was a child and should have known better. 

While I do not expect an apology of any sort, I would appreciate a confirmation of any action, disciplinary or not, that will be taken in this matter, so it can be prevented by both the female at enrollment center, and the male at the metal Screeners by 
travelers in the fulure. 
Would you like a response? . True 

Passenger's Name f._h_·._,1_r;_·., ------~fhone Number!( ~-b~)(_6~'--~!Email kbi(6i ~o leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link: http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2IApplicat1onManager 

Caller wants to file a formal complaint against TSA. Yesterday she was flying from Colorado Springs with her daughter. The daughter tested positive for an explosive test and they were then taken aside full pat down which included her private parts. 
Caller said her daughter was traumatized. They were told that if they refused that they could be arrested. Caller want to file compliant get some information. and she requests we update our website to make 11 clear what happens to a child between 
the age ol 13 and 18 and that they can receive the same pat down as an adult. 

RESPONSE: 

Every person, reg a rd I ess of age, must undergo screening to proceed beyond the security checkpoint, Even a baby must be ind iv id u ally sere ened, however. it is Transportation Security Administration (TS A) policy that passengers wi 11 not be separated 
from their children. 

When required, children who appear to be 12 years old and younger receive a mod1f1ed version of the patdown. The modified version of the patdown still requires a Transportation Secunty Officer (TSO) to pat down the clothed areas of the child's body: 
however. the procedure was adapted to be less invasive. 

20 5.26', The modified version of the patdown is required if the walk-through metal detector alarms when the child walks through it, anomalies are detected during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, the adult accompanying the child refuses AIT 
14 · ·' screening on the child's behalf. or the child is randomly selected for a search. Also, a patdown of specific areas of a child's body may be conducted if the child Is weanng bulky clothing. 

The patdown can always be conducted in a private screening location when requested. The Transportation Security Adminislration (TSAJ never separates a child from an accompanying adult. The accompanying adult may observe the enlire paldown 
process and may assist by holding the child's hand. Twas are trained ta conduct these procedures professionally and respectfully. 

Children over 12 receives the same general pat down as adults. 

Because the complaint conce ms security screening at a specific a i rpa rt. we have forwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Gusto mer Service Manager ( CS M) at that I a cation. 
Airport: Colorado Springs 
Airline: Delta 
Flight Number: 4630 
Date: October 6, 2014 6;30 and 6:45 a.m. incident 

lnd1v1dual Contactf._b--')_(6--'·•-' _____ _, 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1pj(b)(61 
Dale Time: 101s12·"'0..,.14""'"=6"":2"'2-:1,...,1....,A..,.M,,...., 

Name[b1(6i 
Emal(b,(61 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Lambert St Louis, Terminal C: 

2014 8,43, 1 Comments:Hello -

I am writing to ex ress m disappointment with your employee,[b)(ff:, I On the morning of October 8, 2014, I arrived at Lambert St Louis' Terminal C Pre-Check security line wearing a light jacket. I attempted to pass through the metal 
detector when (b-·1(6i told me to step back. I asked why and she said that I needed to take off my coat. I was surprised given that I fly 2-3 times each week and have never been asked to remove this particular jacket by any other TSA employee, 
so I asked "Even I hough I'm pre-Check?" She responded very rudely by saying, "That's for light jackels, don't you know the difference belween thal and a coat.'' This was parlicularly confusing given lhe number of men passing through lhe screening 
wearing sweatshirts and fleeces that are far heavier than my jacket. I took off my jacket and, upon reaching the other side of the metal detector, asked for her name. She then sighed and told her colleague that they had a "white woman with an attitude.'' 
This is una cce pta bl e. Not on I y i sk b I ( ff:, I i na pp ro pri ate I y ap plying the pre-check po Ii cy, seemingly in favor of men. but her exp Ii cit gender and race re I ated comments are not a pp ropri ate coming from anyone. certainly not a gave mment 
employee. 

I do hope that you will speak with,.!(b_."'1(_6'-, _ __.! before she treats more citizens this way and that I will receive an apology. 

Best. 
fh1/R1 
Caller signed up for precheck recently via TSA and had a bad expenence the first time. he has a bad leg and doesn t know what is in his leg other than metal, informed TS Os and still had to remove items from his pockets and remove shoes, belt, etc. 
and was patted down completely. He was the first one in line and last one to get through because he had to have additional screening. 
Departing from PHF and said he stood with his feel on pads and arms above head for screening technology, 
He do esn t know what is in his knees, has had 4 joint rep I ace m ents. if he presents his medica I ca rd do es that a 11 ow him to not go through the re mova I of everything for screening? 

Response: 
Informed caller PHF airport doesn t participate with lhe Precheck program, therefore, not eligible at lhat localion. Must be flying via airline assigned to the depar1ure airport. Not a guaranlee for anyone, should be allowed on a more consistent basis, 

2 O 14 8: 5 7: [ but, TSA do esn t g ua ra ntee anyone they can use precheck eve ryt i me they fly. Random selection on I y. 
If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. 
Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the supporl of a person or device. An eligible passenger can request to be screened by AIT if ii is available 

Can present documentation, not required and does n t exempt anyone from sere en i ng process. Cannot al low anyone to circumvent the system by I ea ming how it works and be a 11 owed to get something through that cou Id be detri menta I to safety of 
aviatio11. 
Caller called about 3 and a half years ago about this. Caller wears a defibrilalor with three wire leads going to the heM and she flies once a month and TSA never detects the device. She goes through the WTMD and beeps but ii doesn t seem 10 be 
a big deal. She is worried that someone could bring a bomb in their body and be able to get through security. She is not happy about that. 

Advised: 

2014 2:35:, Asked the caller if she ever gets a patdown and she says only if she is wearing her watch on her arm. Asked the caller how she knows they don t detect the device and she says she doesn t get a patdown. 

Advised the cal I er that T SA has many layers of security to detect bomb threats inc I ud i ng the AIT, WTM D and the ETD testing, 

Advised the caller that she should notify the TSO of the device because the screening technology might affect the calibration of the device. The caller says it is safe to be screened that way. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?"' , Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time· 10/8/2014 2:17:51 PM Airport· SMF - Sacramento International Date/Time of Travel: 10/01/2014 6:30 AM Airline & Flight Number· southwest #1901 Checkpoint/Area 
of Airporl : last check point before boarding gales TSA Employee: (If Known) : Some old cantankerous man yelling at everybody Comment : Upon entering the last checkpoint I asked the TSA employee if I should take off my belt because it had a big 
metal buckle. I even lifted up my shirt and showed it to him. He yelled at me to leave my belt and shoes on. Well after the metal detector went off that I tried to pass through he yelled at me again to take my belt off like I should have known to take it 
off instead of Ii sten i ng to him. Then I got bl rndsi d ed by another T SA agent who ye 11 ed at me from the other s1d e of me to put my be It on the conveyer belt to my I eft when my other Ite ms we re put on the co nveye r be It to my rig ht. I had to wait for my 
items to come through both conveyer belts at different times in order to gather all of my items. It was totally ridiculous, it was like the left hand doesn't know what the right hand is doing with these employees. They don't respond to common sense 

2014 3,21:, because they are on lhese power I rips to boss and push_you a_round and literally yell at you instead of ta_lking to you. I'm not a child I am a 61 year old business man thal doesn't appreciale being yelled at like a child that isn't _listening to his molhe_r or 
something. There 1s no common sense and profess1onal1sm with these TSA employees. If I absolutely didn't have to board this plane I would have turned around and asked for a refund on my ticket and taken a bus or a train instead. l11s totally ridicules 
to be treated Ii ke this when you a re paying exuberant amounts of money to travel . 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name!(b)(61 
Phone Number · =-'-'-''--------' 

Email :""f h"'·""·,1'-'R-'-·1 ----,,------! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . hltp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Information Requesl: He said he will be traveling again lhis year but he declined the pss. 

Response Details: Response: I advised him that he needs to have his hands free for the screening process and to put the wallet in the plastic bin and to talk to the Officer before screening starts about the concern he has about his wallet. I advised 
him that he can put it in his carry on bag before he comes into the checkpoint. 

If a passenger has an internal medical device, such as a stomach or cardiac pacemaker or a defibrillator, it is important for him or her to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening before the screening process begins. 
Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices, passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 

Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds. 

TS A is required by I aw to screen a 11 property that is brought on boa rd commercia I passenger a ire raft, including carry-on I ugg age, To ensure the security of the traveling public, it is sometimes necessary for Trans po rtati on Security Office rs (T SOs) to 
conduct hand inspections of carry-on bags. TS Os receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required 10 exercise greal care during the screening process so that when bags are opened a passengers belongings are 
returned to the same condition they were found. 

2014 9:46 :, Transportation Security Administration (TSA) policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items, including disability-related devices and aids. are kept within a passengers line-of-sight when a passenger is 
required 10 undergo additional screening. When passengers cannot mainlain line-of-sight with I heir property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sighl of the passengers ii ems and 10 ensure thal the 
passenger is reunited with his or her property once it clears x-ray screening. 

I advised him that he needs to declare the defibrillator and advise the Officer that he does not want the xray screening. 

I offered to send this to the CSM at the airport but he declined. 

I asked if he needs a pss at the checkpoint and that he can ask for a pss or supervisor and offered an email, 

If a passenger cannot remove his or her shoes due to possible medical complications, discomfort, pain, balancing problems. or because the shoe is part of a prosthetic, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening 
begins. 

His or her shoes are subject to addilional screening, which may require I hat lhe passenger lift the bo1tom hem of his or her pants. A passenger can request to be seated during this additional screening. 

Incident Details: He has a defibrillator implanted and traveled from LaGuard1a to Chicago ORD on Sept. 14 and he said he needed a patdown but the Officer at ORD told him he could go through the wtmd and he said eventually they let him have the 



Information Request He said he will be traveling again this year but he declined the pss. 

Response Details: Response: I advised him that he needs ta have his hands free for the screening process and to put the wallet in the plastic bin and to talk ta the Officer before screening starts about the concern he has about his wallet. I advised 
him that he can put ,t in his carry on bag before he com es into the checkpoint. 

If a passenger has an inlemal medical device, such as a stomach or cardiac pacemaker or a defibrillator, it is importanl for him or her to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducling the screening before the screening process begins. 
Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices. passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 

Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still wilh their arms above I heir heads for 5-7 seconds. 

TSA is required by law to screen all property that is brought onboard commercial passenger aircraft. including carry-on luggage. To ensure the secunty of the traveling public, it is sometimes necessary for Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to 
conduct hand inspections of carry-on bags, TS Os receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and a re required to exercise great ca re during the screening process so th at when bags a re opened a passenger s belongings a re 
returned to the same condition I hey were found. 

2014 9:45:, Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TS Os) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items. including disability-related devices and aids, are kept within a passengers line-of-sight when a passenger is 
required to undergo additional screening, When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property during a patdown or private screening, TS Os have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passengers items and to ensure that the 
passenger is reunited with his or her property once ii clears x-ray screening. 

I advised him that he needs to declare the d e/1 bri 11 a tor and advise the Officer that he does not want the xray s c reem ng. 

I offered to send this to the CSM at the airport but he declined. 

I asked if he needs a pss at the checkpoint and that he can ask for a pss or supervisor and offered an email. 

If a passenger cannol remove his or her shoes due to possible medical complications, discomfort, pain, balancing problems, or because lhe shoe is part of a prosthetic, he or she should inform a Transpor1ation Securily Officer (TSO) before screening 
begins. 

His or her shoes a re subject to addition al sere en i ng, which may require that the passenger Ii fl the bottom hem of his or her pants, A passenger can request to be seated during this add it ion a I screening, 

Incident Details: He has a defibrillator implanted and traveled from La Guardia to Chicago ORD on Sept. 14 and he said he needed a patdown but the Officer at ORD told him he could go through the wtmd and he said eventually they let him have the 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Profess,onalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time 10/812014 8:59:45 PM Airport LAS - McCarran International Date/Time of Travel 10/0712014 1 :45 AM Airline & Flight Number: hawaiian 17 CheckpoinUArea of Airport screening 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : I am tsa precheck, and when i walked through the metal detector 10 lhe beltway 10 get my stuff, the agent their said thal i needed 10 gel my hands swab, i told her and lhe male thal was slanding there wilh her why when i am tsa precheck, 

1014 10:03: his comment to me was (because you are holding an infant) what the hell does that have to do with you pulling me ta the side ta get swab, you seen my bags through! he monitor and i walked through the metal detector without any problems and 
because I was holding an infant. i became a target. I did not appreciate the way the female had talked to me and made comments when she knew I was from HAWAII. she further said that I had a bad attitude and that i was SHAME ....... I believe that 
the agents a re only suppose to speatk to passengers in regards to what needs to be done and not have any persona I comments to tel I us, She was rude and u np role ssiona I and her who I e de m ea ne r towards anyone is dis re pe ctful, , Do something a bout 
your agents. I walked into the checkpoinl al 1145pm she has dark hair 512 and a bad attitude ... 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name~!(-b-)(_6_)-----------~IPhone Numbe~(b .. 1(6.) Email l(b)(6) ~o leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link: http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicatlonManager 



Disability Description: The caller wears an insulin pump. 

Information Requesl: She indicaled thal she has observed passenges wilh medical devices being escorled to the WTMD for screening. She indicated I hat she has seen the chain being removed from lhe WTMD and a TSO escorting a passenger 
through. She asked why she can t do that. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: I advised that passengers can request to be screened vi a a p atdown rather than to pass through the AIT or WTM D. 

I advised that in regard to the specific indcident with the TSO, I will refer the information to the CSM at PIT to make them aware. They would have the means to look into and address this. 

I advised that I would refer her feedback to our disability department. I opted to do this as the caller challenged the infonmation on our site and feels that it is misleading, 

I explained that passengers cannot request to be screened by the WTM D instead of AIT or a patdown screening, however TS Os can approve alternate screening for passengers with disabilities, medical conditions, or devices. I advised that she can 
request the assistance of the PSS or STSO at the checkpoint with questions or concerns. They can address these and provide assistance through screening. TSA Cares can provide assistance through screening for those with d1sab1lities, omedical 
conditions, or devices. Such a ssis tan ce can faci Ii ate the screening process for the passenger. 

2014 9:18:1 Incident Details: The caller indicated that she had a negative experience on 5 22 at PIT. The TSO swore that insulin pumps were okay to go thrugh the AIT. The TSO threatened her with a full body patdown if she didn t go through AIT. She felt that he 
was forcing her to go through AIT. which she did. She feels that this is due to lack of education of our TS Os and TSA s policy. 
United flight 3541 PIT to Chicago departing at 6:35am 
The TSO was male, dark brown hair, glasses, average-short build. She went lhrough the scanner in the far right lane. 

She has researched and has been advised by the manufacturer of her insulin pump and other manufacturers of insulin pumps that they should not be subjected to AIT. This applies to glucose monitors as well. 

She is in the process of replacing her insulin pump. It is covered under warranty and she is not incurring an out of pocket. She indicated that she went through screening a few days ago. 

She would like for someone to follow up in regard to i nsulin pumps going through the xray machine. She stated that the verb age on the website indicates that passengers can go through AIT or the WTMD with the insulin pump. She feels this is 
misleading. 

She indicated that she is happy to pro vi de documentation to we b1ste that she has used for her research in reg a rd to the screening of insulin pumps. 



Disability Description: Caller is Blind and needs to file a complaint 

Response Details: For your complainl to be considered complete according 10 Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabililation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(dJ(3)J, it musl: 

Be f, I ed within 18 0 days of the alleged a ct of di scri min ati on: 
Be in writing; 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i nan t: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed di sen minatory action in s uff1c1ent detai I to inform T SA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the com pla i na nt or someone authorized to sign on be ha II of the comp I a i na nt, 

In order to approprialely address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf. 

,014 11 :35: Any of the above requirements can be waived for good cause. If you are requesting that any of the above requirements be waived, please explain your good cause in your complaint. 
To file a complaint electronically. please send an e-mail to: TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov and be sure to place D-RFI in the subJect line to allow for proper handling. 

To file a complaint via the Internet, please visit hllp: www.tsa.gov traveler-information 1ravelers-filing-compliant 

TSA recommends that you file your complaint via e-mail or Internet in order to expedite processing. If you prefer to file a complaint via postal mail. 

Your complaint will be handle by lhe OCRL and I don t have information as how soon you will get a resolution. 

Cal led the ca 11 er back to obtain her e-m a i I address and flight ti me. 

lncidenl Details: Caller said she needs to file a complaint about an incident on 10 02 14 thal happened at ATL she was traveling with US flighl# 461 departing at 7:00am. 
Her husband is partially blind and she is blind they were selected for precheck she was on the wheelchair was told she could kept her shoes on she heard when her items were screened by tsa and the her dog alarmed the metal detector she said 
normally the dogs gets check because the harness sets the alarm off but in this day her and her husband were selected for additional screening they both received patdowns in public and feel like they were targeted because of their disability and need 
to be corn pensated. 

Caller lives in the US and has friends who arTived in the US and dont speak good English, everytirne they board a flight in the US they have excess screening. What is the problem? 
Flying from BU F to Chicago and also mentioned at JFK they had to go through excess screening. Caller wasn t sure of the screening I hey were referring 10, such as a paldown, being delayed by CBP, etc. 
Caller said at BUF they had to be double checked and they are traveling with small children. 
Asked why they are having to have the additional screening? 
Caller disconnected the call at 11 :47 AM. 

Response: 
'014 11 :35:, TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their cafTY-On baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 

factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also se I ects passengers and their property at random lo r enhanced security sere en i ng. This random element prevents te rTori sis from attempting to defeat the security system by I earning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. 

Caller lives in the US and has friends who arTived in the US and dont speak good English, everytime they board a flight in the US they have excess screening. What is the problem? 
Flying from BU F to Chicago and also mentioned at JFK they had to go through excess screening. Caller wasn t sure of the screening I hey were referring 10, such as a paldown, being delayed by CBP, etc. 
Caller said at BUF they had to be double checked and they are traveling with small children. 
Asked why they are having to have the additional screening? 
Caller disconnected the call at 11 :47 AM. 

Response: 
'014 11 :35:, TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their cafTY-On baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 

factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terTorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. 



Caller has a friend wha is traveling with another friend from Russia and they are traveling in the US and have been put on a list at each airport. Why have they put them on this list and they are tired because they have been checked again and again? 
Thinks it is TSA that is doing the checking because they gave a friend in Omaha. NE the TCC # and were told to contact the TCC for information. 

!I h ·-, I rrI I a ndk b ·., ( ff) !is the name of the passengers and cal I er asked for specific info nma ti on reg a rd i ng the two ind ivid ua Is? 
No specifics regarding the type of screening, jusl thal they are being checked precisely at each and every airporl before allowed to board I heir flighls. 

Response: 
(T SA) see ks to provide a high level of security and custom er service to a 11 travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints, Every passenger and their property must be sere ened before entering the secured a re a, and the way the screening is 
conducted is imporIant. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring thal all passengers are trealed with dignily, respect, and courIesy. 

,014 12:06: TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior ta boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening al passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection. or alarm resolution. For example. TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 
TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 
We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless. we bel ,eve these sec u nty measures are necessary and ap prop nate for ensuring the security and conf1d en ce of al I air trave I ers. TSA contrn ues to develop and deploy 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

No s pec1f1c info nmati on lo r any passenger. just stand a rd p races s and procedures information. offered to provide v,a emai I. none p rov1d ed. 
Caller has a friend who is traveling with another friend from Russia and they are traveling in the US and have been put on a lisl al each airporI. Why have I hey put them on this list and they are I ired because they have been checked again and again? 
Thinks it is TSA that is doin the checking because they gave a friend in Omaha, NE the TCC # and were told to contact the TCC for information. 

kb) ( ff:, ! an ( b) ( ff) Is the name of the passengers and cal I er asked for s pec1f1c i nfonmati on reg a rd i ng the two , nd iv1d ua Is? 
No specifics reg a rd i ng the type of screening, just that they a re being checked precisely at each and every airport before a I lowed to board their flights, 

Response: 
(TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is 
conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

,014 12,06, TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some insIances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown an a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ ar resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 
TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents ten-orists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove lhe random element from lhe system and undermine security. We simply cannol assume thal all terrorists will Iii a particular profile. 
We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime. the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints. provides an additional layer of secunty at the checkpoint. and keeps the 
traveling public sale. 

No specific information far any passenger. just standard process and procedures information. offered to provide via email, none provided. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://wwwtsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················--;:::::===;------····························· 
Remote Client IP: kb)(ff:, 
Date Time 1019120._1~4~1~1 :~2~4:~4~7~A~M~ 

Namerh·11f;-·, 
Email1h·11rr·, 
Comp I a i nl s: Di scou rI ea us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):JFK. going from DL477 from Barcelona to DL2577 (JFK to MSP) on Tuesday, Oct. 7, 2014. About 3:30 pm. I believe this was a security line an the first floor (not the 4th floor 

'014 12:08: precheck) that is for incoming international travelers who are catching a domestic connection. There was one metal scanner at this checkpoint.. 
CommentscMy wife needed a patdown because her artificial knee set off the metal detector. as it always does. No female TSA employee was available. When one showed up, she was ve rude to my wife. stating that she had been in the restroom 
and was entitled 10 do so. My wife just said we were concerned about making our flight. I was preseni. and my wife did not speak in a rude or angry fashion. The TIA _em!iloyee (Agenl b)(ffl a female) then told us to talk to her supervisor and walked 
away' She then went an to stack up bins and then did a patdown an another woman. leaving us just standing there. The supposed supervisor, a male agent named (b-,(6 pretty much just laughed at us. It was very clear that the intent was ta make us 
wait or miss our plane. I asked ag_ent~for her badge or employee number and she refused to give it to me. She then accused me of trying to interfere with her_job duties (of patting down the other woman) because I was asking her for that 
1nformat1on. She told me to talk with lier supervisor. I asked agentlilil@whom I could speak with about this problem and he told me to go upstairs somewhere and find the TSA office. Obviously, this was 1mposs1ble as my wife had not yet been cleared 
and we were trying to catch a flight. After about 1 O minuIes of jusl standing I here, being ignored by all of the TSA agents in the area (clearly inlentionallyJ, I told Agent~ "OK, we give up, we apologize for anything, please just lei us get out of 
here.'" We got the patdawn and we did make aur flight. 

I have never filed a complaint before and feel that the TSA does a great job and is very professional. This incident amazed me. Agent~ndkiill] should not be doing such a difficult and sensitive job. 

To make matters worse, my wife reported that she overheard Agent!(b)(ffl !being rude to another passenger while we were standing there waiting. I did not overhear this, so I can't comment further. 



Ca Iler says TSA is doing a great jab, but is concerned about Ebola and noticed on the news th at certain airports are on a Ii st req ui ring additiona I screening such as taking passenger s temp. and other additiona I screening when they a re coming into 
the US from West Africa. She knows th at PH L is n I on the I 1st and asks why when they have one of the highest populations of W. African I rn m,g rants in the US, why are they e Ii mm ati ng PH L from the add1t1ona I screening for safety reasons? Caller 
mentioned airports such as E WR, JFK. and others that have been se I ected for the add itio na I screenings. 
Should be looked into for everyone s safety and stJles she is a socially conscious person and concerned for everyone s safety. 

She may be fi yi ng soon because they a re moving down south lo r health reasons and she has a pet cat which wi 11 be in a carrier. is she al lowed to !rave I with the cat? 
She has a neuro muscular disease, which requires her to be on Oxygen 24 7 and she will be traveling with a POC, will she be allowed to take the cat and the POC or is that an airline issue? 

'014 12:26:. Response: 
Advised caller no information reg ardrng the addition al sere en i ngs p I an n ed lo r select airports in the US. 

Pets traveling in the aircraft cabin must be presented to a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) at the screening checkpoint. The animal's owner is required to carry lhe animal lhrough the walk-lhrough metal detector (WTMD) or walk the animal 
through the WTMD an a leash. TSOs are required ta resolve any alarms associated with the animal using visual observation and patdawn inspections. The TSO may require owners to assist by controlling the animal during this process. All accessible 
property associated with animals. such as cabin kennels, must be separately screened using the x-ray machine. 

The FAA does allow certain portable oxygen concentraIors (POC) to be used infiight for medical purposes. Please visit www.faa.gov about initialives cabin_safely portable_oxygen to find a list of POCs approved for inflight use by the FAA. A 
passenger may also check with their airline before purchasing a ticket to ask if their POC is approved for inflight use ar if the airline will provide oxygen ta the passenger during the flight. 

Ca Iler says TSA is doing a great job, but is concerned about Ebola and noticed on the news th at certain airports are on a Ii sl req ui ring additiona I screening such as taking passenger s temp. and other additiona I screening when they a re coming i nlo 
the US from West Africa. She knows that PHL isn t an the list and asks why when they have one of the highest populations al W. African Immigrants in the US, why are they eliminating PHL from the additional screening for safety reasons? Caller 
mentioned airports such as E WR. JFK, and others that have been se I ected for the add 1110 na I screenings. 
Should be looked into for everyone s safety and states she is a socially conscious person and concerned for everyone s safety. 

She may be flying soon because they are moving down south far health reasons and she has a pet cat which will be in a carrier. is she allowed to travel with the cat? 
She has a neuro muscular disease, which requires her to be on Oxygen 24 7 and she will be traveling with a POC. will she be allowed to take the cat and the POC or Is that an airline issue? 

'014 12:26: Response: 
Advised caller no information regarding the additional screenings planned for select airports in the US. 

'014 12:32: 

Pets traveling in the aircraft cabin must be presented to a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) at the screening checkpoint. The animal's owner is required to carry the animal through the walk-through metal detector (WTMD) or walk the animal 
through the WTMD on a leash. TSOs are required to resolve any alarms associated with lhe animal using visual observation and paldown inspections. The TSO may require owners to assist by controlling the animal during this process. All accessible 
property associated with animals. such as cabin kennels, must be separately screened using the x-ray machine. 

The FAA does allow certain portable oxygen concentrators (POC) to be used infiight for medical purposes. Please visit www.faa.gov about initiatives cabin safety portable oxygen to find a list of POCs approved for inflight use by the FAA. A 
passenger may also check wilh their airline before purchasing a ticket 10 ask if their POC is approved for inflight use or if the airline will provide oxygen to the passenger during the flight. 

Caller stated that he went through the checkpoint in DEN at 1 0am 9 OCT 2014 he thinks that he dropped his cell phone so he was looking for this. He asked all the TS Os in the area and they helped him out but no one can find this. He got upset 
be cause the TSO told him to just go through sere en i ng so he did. when he got done with the WT MD his Jacket went missing. The office rs told him th at th ere has not been any Jackets mi ssrng and to just wait and see 1f comes through. 
Out of no where, his cell phone was found and his jacket was still missing. It then went through the xray screening and just happened to come out of the device. 

He feels that they were doing this on purpose and when asked to get their names the officers refused ta give that to him. If they didnt da it an purpose he thinks that someone tried ta steal this and when he rose chaos they acted like they found it. 

This happened at Gate A in the far right side going through the checkpoint (1 isle from premier access line). 

CCR informed him that this information will be sent to the airport CSM for additional looking into. 
Caller wants to Ii I e a comp I a int. She asked 1f she can obtain a policy of the rules and regulations for searching. She said her boyfnend was heading to his flight and he would have f, I ed a comp I a int at the Airport but he did not have ti me. She said that 
he said that 2 officers approached him and they randomly searched his bag and he let them search it. They asked him questions about his trip. She said he feels that he was racially profiled. She said there was not a metal detector or dogs or 

2014 10:53 anything. He was at Fort Lauderdale. She said I hey were undercover TSA agents. They were not in uniform but I hey did show him his bag. 

RESPONSE: You can find information about TSA policy at Isa.gov. Advised caller that I will transfer her to MB that could better assist her. 



Caller said he has a KTN. he had an incident at DFW when he was returning to San Jose. He went through the precheck line. He has a prosthetic metal shoulder and it set off all the WTM D and they patted him down. The reason he got the KTN is 
be cause he !rave Is often so he can go through quickly. This tI me when he went through al I this add iii on al sere en i ng did not help anything. So he is not receiving the preche ck he pa id for, he is 65 years of and deserves to receive it. He stated we 
obviously need to change our system. 

TSA continues to focus its resources and to improve passenger experience at the security checkpoint by expanding its use of technology and applying new intelligence-driven, nsk-based screening procedures. The use of nsk-based initiatives allows 
TS A to maintain its h igh-s ecuri ty standards and a 11 ow mo re trave I ers to experience the benefit of expedited screening. 

12014 5:3B: The most familiar of TSA's risk-based initiatives, TSA Pre\u2713'", allows TSA to identify low-risk passengers for expedited screening. Travelers who are directed to the TSA Pre\u2713 '" lane may be allowed to keep on their footwear, light outerwear, 
and belt, and leave their laptop in its case and 3-1-1 compliant liquids gels bag in their carry-on luggage. 

12014 623:. 

Explained to the caller thal if he went through the precheck line, he was receiving the precheck incentives. But once he alarmed lhe machine they made him remove his shoes, that is additional screening. Any passenger regardless of precheck status, if 
they alarm are required to undergo additional screening. Told the caller that for future reference he needs to inform the officers before he goes through screening that he has a Metal Implant so they can direct him to the AIT machine that he would need 
to go through. 

Caller hung up. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Profess1onalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time 1011012014 4:59: 15 PM Airport : LGA - LaGuardia Date/Time of Travel 1011012014 4:00 PM Airline & Flight Number DL2019 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : East checkpoint terminal 
C TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment : There is no one collecting the bins after the X-Ray machine, making for a big fucking mess. As many TSA agents as I see standing around doing absolutely nolhing or getting paid to do overly simplified or menial tasks (such as standing in 
front of the metal detectors to direct people towards the scanner instead) I don't see why the bins can·t be collected often enough to keep the process efficient. By the way, in this case an agent was casually browsing the internet and talking to another 
agent. 

Way to keep up the shitty, inefficient tax wasting work TSA. 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Ci rel i ng back to see if I cou Id receive le ed back and I ho ughts concerning I he issues I sent j usl over a month a go. 
Please follow up. 
Thanks 

On Sep 8, 2014. at g:55 PM"'f b"-.. "",(6,,_· ... I -------------'~ wrote: 

2014 1 O:Oe > Today I flew our of Lunken airport in Cincinnati Ohio. I flew on Ultimate Air and found it disturbing that I did not go through a metal detector nor was my luggage checked. The same thing occur,-ed when I flew back from Chicago. This seems to be 
an issue to me and I cannot undersland why this airline is governed differently. Very concerning as we sit today on a high terror alert. When we left Midway loday at 5pm a differenl aircraft was landing and while I cannot recall the dislance thal is 
supposed to be maintained between aircraft (I think it is 3 miles) I can tell you the other aircraft was well within a mile of us. I would appreciate a response and follow up. 
> Thank You. 

~ 



From: b·•,(ffi 

Sent: Saturday. October 11, 2014 12:45 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subjecl: TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ~(b_._1(_6_, ----~ 
Date Time: 1011112014 12:44:50 PM 

------------------------------------------------------------------
12014 3: 17:. Name: 

!(b,(61 

Email: 

HYPERLINK,_l(b--'-)_(6-'-) ______________ _. 

B nef De scri pt,on of Inquiry: 

inconsistenl TSA airport ins1ructions 

Comments: 

On Oct 5, at a TSA security checkpoinl al Dulles (IADJ, I had emptied my pockets inlo my briefcase, had taken off my shoes, removed my bell, etc. as I always do. Before I went lhru the metal detector, lhe TSA agenl told me I had to have my boarding 
pass IN HAND, and I had ta retrieve it from my briefcase. On Oct 10, the LAX security checkpoint agent told everyone to put everything. Including boarding passes SPECI Fl CALLY, in the trays and to not have anything in aur hands going into the metal 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time : 1011112014 4:36:38 PM Airport MOW - Chicago Midway Date/Time of Travel 1011012014 9:30 PM Airtine & Flight Number 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : Gate B 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . I arrived at Midway Airport at 8:30 PM on Friday. October 10. Despite having a Precheck boarding pass, I discovered that the TSA Precheck lane was closed. I have three complaints about this. 

First, why must Precheck passengers undergo regular screening when the Precheck lanes are closed? I understand the need to close Precheck lanes during off-peak hours when costs dictate having fewer TSA Agents on duty. But TSA already has 
Precheck without dedicated lanes in smaller airpor1s. In Milwaukee, for example, Precheck passengers gel issued a card thal lets them go lhrough the metal de1ec1or in the regular lane. Why does TSA have no similar procedure in larger airports 
when the Precheck lanes are closed? 

The closing of the Pre ch eek I ane s hou Id not mean the ces sa ti on of P recheck benefits, Like Mi I wa u kee, Mid way has meta I detectors in the reg u I a r I an es, During off-peak ti mes req ui ring closure of the separate Preche ck I a ne, Midway could operate 
Precheck just like the Milwaukee airport does: hand the passengers a card and let them go through lhe me1a1 detector in lhe regular line Why doesn'I off-peak Precheck opera le I his way? 

12014 5:o5: Second, I am unable to find onlrne what hours Precheck lanes are available. TSA obviously knows ,ts staffing and it should share that with the public. Unlike unpredictability dictated by security requirements. not knowing the hours of available 
Pre ch eek I anes places u nne ces sa ry un pred i eta bi Ii ty into the Precheck system that ha rm s travelers who rely on P recheck to proceed through airport security qui ck ly and elf ci e ntl y. 

Third, when I went through the regular line. no TSA agent at Midway knew the hours al the Precheck lane. lt"s bad enough that TSA does nat have this information readily available online. It's worse than the agents themselves do nat know this basic 
information. 

Thank you for add re ssi ng I hese three concerns. 

Robert 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name kbl(ff:, I 
Phone Number · 

Emailkb 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



I traveled to SFO from MKE last weekend. I had broken my Femur alma st 4 weeks aga and had ta travel with a wheelchair. When I left Milwaukee I had a TSA member squat down to me to ask a few questions and to explain to me what we needed to 
do. I was able to Crutch up to the scanner, so the TSA member told me he was going to send my Crutches through the x ray and have a member bring me my crutches. I was able to crutch up to the scanner and hand my crutches back to the member 
and was able to stand and get scanned. Everything went smoothly and we were on my way. 
When I was on my way home in SFO. First lhe TSA members tried to have me walk through the metal detector while holding a TSA's members hand. I had 10 explain thal I had a meIaI rod running from my knee to my hip and it wouldn'I work. I lried to 
explain to two members haw things were done in Milwaukee and how I was in and out in 5 min. They both said it wasn't in their polices and they couldn·t da it. I was sent through to a supervisor to get a pat down. Getting told that each city sets their 

12014 7:02: own polices. How can I feel safe if each city can make up policies? Shouldn't each and every city fallow the same rules? Which city was and is right? 
I'm free to talk about this and don't feel like I was treated right. You can reach me atkbl(ffl ! 
Thanks, 

!(b)(61 

person al response to the issue raise touching me with contaminated gloves and p ri mari I y without my pe rm1ssi on. 

Whal corrective aclion is the TSA inlend to make? How can Ebola be controlled when the TSA does not praclice protective care to avoid contaminalion passengers by the TSA agent himself? 

Has a Case file been opened regarding this event or open a case file for this complaint 

-----Original Message-----
From: tsatcc_do_nat_reply@senture.cam [mailto:tsatcc_do_nat_reply@senture.cam] 
Sent: Thursday. October 02, 2014 12:56 PM 
To:!(b,(61 ! 
Subjecl: In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank you for your e-mail regarding your screening experience. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) see ks 10 provide the high esl I eve I of security and customer service to a 11 who pass I hro ugh our screening ch eek points. Our policies and procedures locus on ensuring th at al I passengers, reg a rd I ess of 

2014 10_10 their personal situations and needs, are treated with respect and courtesy. Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area. and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. All Transportation Security 
· Officers (TS Os) a re required to be considerate and tho ughlful, and a re trained to exp I a in what they are doing and what wi 11 happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 

At airporIs nalionwide, TSA has implemented streamlined, consistenl. and thorough patdown procedures at securily checkpoints 10 provide a higher level of security and increase the safety of the !raveling public. Patdowns help TSA detect hidden and 
dangerous items, such as explosives. They are used ta resolve alarms from the walk through metal detector (WTM DJ, when anomalies are discovered through Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. and as part of TSA's random screening 
activities. 

A TSO of lhe same gender as the passenger will conduct lhe patdown search; however, passengers may need to wait for a TSO of lhe same gender to become available. As lhe screening is being conducted, lhe TSO will be describing the procedures 
he ar she is using. The passenger should inform TSOs al any difficulty raising his ar her arms. remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. TSOs are required ta use the back al the hand to 
patdown a passenger's sensItIve areas. For non-sensItIve areas, TS Os are required to use the front of the hand. 

At any time during lhe screening process, passengers may request a private screening. 
TSOs should also offer a private screening before beginning a patdown inspection that will require displacing or lilting clothing. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the private screening after the companion clears 
screening. Passengers who refuse screening in both the public and private areas will not be permitted to enter the secured area. 

Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy to the Customer Support Manager at that location. TSA moniIors the number and nature of complaints we receive in order to track trends and spot 
areas al concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security screening policies need modification or specific employees or screener teams are the 



12014 644: 

Res pons e D eta i Is: Before the security screening begins. it is important to info rm the Transportation S ecu ri ty Officer (TSO) ii you: 
Have an insulin pump 
Need assistance 
Have difficulty raising your arms 
Have difficulty walking or standing alone. 

It is not necessary to disconnect from your insulin pump during the screening process. The insulin pump will be screened and. in most cases. passengers will do a self-patdown of the insulin pump followed by an Explosives Trace Detection (ETD) test 
with a swab of their hands. If traces of explosives materials are detected, passengers will need to undergo add1t1onal screening. 

Passengers may be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT), a walk-through metal detector, or using a thorough paldown. Any passenger can requesl a paldown rather than using the technology. 

For your comp I amt to be cons1d e red comp I ete according to Department of Home I and Security Regu I ati ons lo r Section 504 of the Re ha bi I itati on Act. it mus!: 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Describe the al I eg ed di scrim i na tory action in sufficient de ta i I to in form T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns. we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. If you are filing a complaint on behalf of someone else, please include a statement regarding your authorization to file the complaint on his or her 
behalf. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak wilh a supervisor or Passenger Supporl Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

Email sent. 

lncidenl Details: The callers daughter flew 10 England. She slated that she was told thal she can remove her insulin pump for screening and they will visually inspect lhe machine. She staled thal she told the officers that the pump cannol go through the 
x-ray machine. She stated that they sent the pump through the machine anyways. She stated that she does have a back up pump for use. 
Caller wants to file a complaint because she fiew from JFK to MCO on 9-2 and during screening process the TSO was very rude and told her to keep moving in a nasty way, told her they didn t need anything from her. She was trying to watch her bag 
because it had a 101 of money in ii and the bag went lhrough the machine and she didn I see her items because she was having a patdown. She went through the WTMD and had a patdown in the general area. The money was in her purse, she didn t 
see anyone hand inspect her bag. but. there is $100 missing from her purse. She contacted Jetblue who said they didn t have anything to do with it. 
Thin ks she went through security at approx. 8AM. 
Caller was wearing a scar/ and a long dress. solid black dress and she thinks the scar/ was pink. 

1 Date and Time of the flight--9-2-14, departed at approx. 9:00 AM going through security, departed at approx. 

12014 8.25_ 2. Gate or Termrnal----Doesn t remember, thinks terminal 5 
· · 3. Baggage description---The purse was a black leather look purse, had zippers and a snap close in the middle, it was closed when she placed in the bin, when she retrieved it was still closed but turned over in the bin. 

4. Bag Tag # (1 O digit)---Preferred for phone calls. 
5. Flight #--Doesn t know, can t remember 
6. Airline----Jetblue 

Response: 
Advised caller information will be provided to the CSM at JFK for review. If additional information is required may be contacted by email. 



Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Other 
Current Date/Time: 10/14/2014 1:04:17 PM Airport DAB - Daytona Beach International DatelTlme of Travel: 10/13/2014 2:36 AM Airline & Flight Number Delta 1087 Checkpoint/Area of Airport TSA Screening Area TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment· When I used my smart phone boarding pass I was given my license back with a small paper encased in plastic that I gave to the TSA (female) agent. I was told I didn't have to take off my earrings, watch or shoes. I'm assuming the pass I 
was given exempted me from doing it. From my past 1ravels, I've learned this pass is randomly given. I did open my carry on and gave the female TSA agent, my hand cream, 1oothpaste and liquid soap I had in a plastic bag for her to review. At that 
time, I thought I was going to go through the Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) Equipment that swirls around your body vice the regular metal detector but I wasn't. I was directed to come through the metal detector which of course sent off alarms 

12014 2: 11: because of the jewelry I was weanng. The male and female TSA agents kept sending me back to take of jewelry. then my shoes and was proposing to do a full body search 1f the detector went off again. After taking off my shoes, the metal detector 
didn't alarm when I went through the metal detector. At that point, I was really confused and wondered why they would send me through a metal detector when I was initially told I didn't have take anything off. I thought my pass bypassed the metal 
detector. I was the only one in the TSA screening area and felt like I was under some kind of assault. I don't like to play race cards bul I almost felt like I was being harassed by TSA because I was black. The TSA Caucasian Slaff at Daytona Beach 
needs to be more professional and follow the rules in place. I should not have been subjected to a metal detector and should have been allowed to go through the AIT because of the pass I was given. The experienced left me feeling truly assaulted. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Name b)(6i 
Phone Number "h-.,...,1"r;""·-,-------,--~ 
Email l(b i(6i I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

To whom so ever it may concern, 

Respected, 

I am a frequent domestic !rave I er in the U mted States and I trave I to one of the mo st busy airports in the United States. I am not a T SA pre. which requires me to take my shoes and other stuff I, ke any other no rm al traveler. 

Yesterday (Oct 13, 2014 ), I took a Uniled Flighl 4605 from Cleveland 10 La Guardia, NY and went lhrough the usual security check around 6.25PM via the central securily check area in lhe Hopkin's International Airport. I prepared myself for the normal 
security check. with my Laptop on a separate tray and all the other stuff out for screening. One thing that I for got remove was my waist belt and due to the fact that I was wearing a longer shirt to cover my waist belt, the person before the screening 
machine was not able to advise me to take it off. 

I went through with the screening with my belt on without knowledge and the detector did not make any discovery for some reason. I was not even checked by the person right after the screening machine. Later when I am settling my stuff back I 
d1scove red that I never took my be It off far the s c reem ng. I was am a zed to know that the metal detector did not do any d1scove ry on this. I am sea red after a while th at someone can actua 11 y board the p I an e with a kni le or some sort mini meta I too I that 

,2014 4 :0Q: can kill people. Please do verify that the machines do work and do their part to avoid another 911. 

People trust you and I do the same. We all love everything you do to save this nation by puling your lives in stake for ours. 

Hope this world is a safer place. 

Thank you, 

l(b)(61 

A non-immigrant to the United States. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/CusIomer Service Currenl Dateffime: 10/15/2014 7:06:46 AM Airport DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International Date/Time ofTravel: 
Airline & Flight Number . United 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : Gate E 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : The TSA needs 10 gel its act togel her at this airport. 

I had my boarding pass on my phone and the agent who was verifying my identity told me I didn't have to take my shoes off because I have Pre Check. Once I'm ready to walk through the metal detector, the agent orders me to take my shoes off 
because &quot:I didn't have proof&quot: that I have precheck. I told him that my boarding pass is on my phone and that it's already gone through the scanner but he can ask the agent who verified my identity. He said he has to see it himself, implying 
he doesn't trusl his colleague. 

12014 8:46: After I go through the gate, unsurprisingly. I'm &quot;randomly&quot: selected for a security screen. l"m sure it was a coincidence even though I was the only middle eastern person going through the checkpoint at that moment. but I couldn't help but 
feel uncomfortable. 

The agent proceeded to throw away cologne I've traveled with for 3 years. The very same battle of cologne that this very airport has seen in a security screen twice before (I travel to DFW regularly). The agent was robotic and not empathic at all. 

What type of message does this send passengers? TSA is universally hated, and your agents make it impossible to be supportive of this administration. What are your standards for people you hire? They exhibit no empathy. They bark orders at 
passengers. They lack humanity. They contradict their colleagues regularly. 

Don't Just respond acknowledging you've received this -- that's patronizing. Tell me what you guys are doing about instances I ike this. Tell me what your criteria is for hiring. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name ~ 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . hftp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism Customer Service: Screening Current Date Time· 10 15 2014 11 :42:27 AM Airport· SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International Date Time of Travel· 10 15 2014 7:45 AM Airline Flight Number. DL 128 Checkpoint Area of 
Airport Security Screening for Arnving Intl Flights TSA Employee: (If Known): Yes . see descnption below Comment: There was a female TSA employee working the metal detector screening area for connecting flights from China amp; Hong Kong 
that was being very rude and demeaning to Japenese and Chinese Visitors who had little understanding of English and we re not able to understand her instructions. The employee was short in stature: short blonde hair and wore dark glasses. She 

2014 12: 17 appeared to be lale 40 ss 10 early 50 s . It was embarrassing to see foreign visitors being trealed in lhe manner she was treating I hem. Several US passengers commented how rude and obnoxious she was to the foreign visitors. 
Would you like a response? . False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. fall aw this link · http: tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav EDB2 ApplicationManager 

Good Morning. 

I am writing in regards to an experience I had at the Atlanta International Airport in Georgia this past Monday (10-13). While proceeding to go through the TSA security checkpoint I was told by one of the TSA officers to remove my "shoes" before going 
through the metal detector. I was wearing cloth flip flops with no socks. I looked at my feet and lhen at him again. He told me again to remove my "shoes". I said I did not have any socks and questioned him aboul walking through the security area with 
no socks on. He and another TSA officer were very quick to tell me that I had two cha ices. One being ta walk barefoot or basically. leave. They were quick to take an aggressive tone and left me no option. Without knowing what else to say. I said "that 
is disgusting'·_ Again I was told I had two options. With no other choice and feeling very flustered, I had to walk barefoot through the security check and wait for my flip flops to come through the x-ray machine. While I was standing and waiting for my 
flip fiops, one of the female TSA officers yelled to the rest of the folks waiting in line, "'Don't forget your socks people!'" I felt it was very condescending and was quite embarrassing. 

2014 12'18 With that being said. I have much understanding, respect and appreciation for all of the security measures throughout the airport. It is not the security measures themselves that left me feeling upset and embarrassed. it was the way I was treated. I had 
to walk bare foot through a very high traffic area of a public environment with no p rote ctIon on my exposed skin. 
Is there no policy about having "booties"' available for these types of situations? I just find it very hard to digest that I was not offered any protective gear for my feet or given a moment to step aside to possibly figure out another option to protect my feet 
from exposure. In times of worrying about disease in our country and others, again I just have a hard time digesting I his. 

I thank you for your ti me and would appreciate any feed back. I can provide mo re d eta i Is if necessary. 
Thank you again. 

[b)(6) 



What is the propose of having PreCheck if the general population is being sent through the same metal detector? It is set too high in sensitivity ta allow you to go through with items other than cell phones in your pocket. It is also the first time I had to 
go through the x- ray scanner. 

I have previously been randomly selected to have my hands wiped for explosives, but it is annoying and inlrusive to be forced through the X-ray scanner. 

I should not have to re move a norm a I be It buck I e ( not the big emblems) and u should not have to wait in a I in e waiting to go through a meta I detector when I have been awarded pre-ch eek. Someone needs to I oak into the operation and stafli ng at 
Indianapolis. There should have been other scanner lines open for non-PreCheck customers. You need to do a better job. 

2014 12'07 I am not new to this. I am Diamond in Delta and Premier 1 Kon United 

Regards. 

~ 

Sent from my iPhone 

Dear Sirs: 

I just recently completed travel through Pensacola Airport and had a very bad TSA experience. 

NOTE: I am a frequent flier and have a Pre Check a utho ri zati on as a retire mi I itary officer. 

I approached lhe inilial TSA Official, using the Pre Check lane, presented my ticket and DoD ID card and was lhen direcled to the full scan line. Thinking lhis was a random check, I had no concerns. Following my placing my belongings in the various 
baskets, I informed the official that I did not want to pass through the Body Scanner and had opted to go through the metal detector instead. When I informed the official, I was told that I did not have the option to pass through the metal scanner, though 
it was in operation at the time, but would have to go through the Body Scanner or receive a complete "pat-down". When I questioned the removal of the metal detector option. I was given no answer. Not seeing an option I stated that I would rather 
have the "pat-down" rather than go through the Scanner. I was then asked again ii "I really didn't want to go through the Body Scanner"; that it was completely safe and that ii I didn't, I would have to go through the "pat-down" I again stated that I was 
aware of what she was saying and would not go lhrough the Body Scanner. At lhat lime, in a loud voice, the official announced that "We have an opt out" and lhat I should stand next 10 lhe enlrance gale. By now all of my scanned items have passed 
through the scanner, and been an the other side out of my sight, for 2 minutes. After another minute to minute and a half a second official (male) came to the gate and escorted me to the inspection area. I stated that I wanted my belongings at the 

2014 12:08 table and he indicated that he would take care of 11, as everything was going to be "thoroughly inspected"' At that time, all of my belongings were inspected and checked for residue by 4 individuals. Comments like. "'Let's see what we can find"' and ''I'll 
show you what to do". where heard. This was in concert with a poorly executed "pat-down" which took 6 minutes. I have now been in this process for approximately 10 minutes; was treated poorly and generally felt like I was used as an example for 
anyone else 10 NOT opl out of the body scan. 

To the best of my belief, I was not singled out as a RANDOM inspection. but rather was made an example of or used as a training source for new officers. I did not appreciate the treatment and question the mandatory "pat-down" when other options 
were available. While this may be within the purview of the TSA officials, it shows poor support of the public, The inspection was excessive and not in concert with the established standards of the TSA for a "random" or "routine inspection. I believe a 
re t raining session is warr a nl ed and tha I a verba I co unse Ii ng should be made. 

The supervisor on duty was~!(_b_i(_6_, ___ ~f who though cordial, did not control the process of the inspection at all. 

!(b1(61 

[b,(6) 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time, 1011612014 5:05:53 PM Airport: JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time a/Travel, 10116/2014 4:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: Austrian Airlines flight OS088 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport terminal 1 TSA Employee: (If Known) : badge~ 
Comment . Our security checkpoint was filthy and in total disarray. We were kept waiting for an extended period of time while all the TSA people were just standing around. They were an cell phones cracking jokes, flirting with one another and not 
paying any attention. I was hornf,ed. Everyone in line was commenting to eachother about how unprofessional and insecure the station was. They appeared to almost be on strike. After waiting and waiting 30+ min without the line moving they finally 
just decided to start working again, Nothing changed in terms of a new employee a rri vi ng or a machine being tum ed on Ii ke they wi 11 prob ab I y claim, I waited quietly and passed through security and then I asked to speak w a s u pe rvi so r, The 
supervisor quickly dismissed my comments and pushed me off to officer~ho was amongst the leasl professional people I've ever encountered. I told him the state of the stalion I had just passed lhrough he told me I was lying and just 

12014 e:O?: complaining to feel better about myself. He told me they wouldn't clean up the garbage lying about because it's not their jab. To which I told him if someone dropped garbage next to my desk at work I would pick it up even though it's not my job. This 
infuriated him. He then told me I was lying and I probably only waited a few minutes and it's only because they had to shut down a metal detector. The metal detector was in fact shut down but there was cause for the delay. The working scanner 
wasn't being used either and the metal detector had been turned off prior to my arTival on the line. He insisted he had been over there and he saw none of the joking or unprofessionalism and continued to tell me I'm lying. When I asked for his badge 
number he declared, &quol;be sure 10 write it down and don't forgel it&quot:. It was a horrific encounter. You can clearly see the culture of no pride permeates all the way to the top. Even if he lhought I was wrong in my perception of the situalion 
there were a million better ways to handle it and because the actions pertained to a lack of focus it certainly merited an inquiry if nothing else. I'm horrified at the lack of security and oversight. 
Would you like a response? : True 

Passenger's Name :._!(b~-~1(~6~i ----~ 
Phone Number : 
Email .[bl(61 
To leav""e-a"c-o"'"m_m_e_n""t-co_n_c_e_r_n""in_g...,t""h""is--/feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Caller said he went through T SA in Chicago and went through the WT MD. They then told him that he would need to go through the Al T machine. He said he went through the machine and lo r some reason they we re only interested in his should er. He 
said they padded down his shoulder. He said they wanted to look through his wallet. He said he was told by a police officer in EW R to never let TSA have your wallet. TSA told him this was a lie and give me your wallet or walk out. He said 4 or 5 
TSA officers were in front of him telling him this. He said he did give them his wallet 10 look through. He asked is this procedure. He asked what is right, is TSA allowed to look lhrough your wallet or not. ALSO: He said that he had some lheft of 
money at the TSA screening in EWR before. He said he was out cash there in EWR. He said he talked to the police at the Airport and they did an investigation but he never got anything out of it. He said he had no money missing from his wallet this 
time. ALSO: He asked how can he ensure that TSA would not take any of his money. He asked if he can ask for a police officer the next time at the screening when they want his wallet. 

RESPONSE: The Transportation Security Adminislration (TSAJ posls signs al the entrances of security screening checkpoinls advising Iravelers that their person and property are subjecl to screening. This advance notice provides individuals wilh the 
opportunity to not enter that area. Once an individual elects to attempt to enter a screening location, screening must be completed before an individual is permitted to leave the screening location. 

12014 ?: 1 O: RESPONSE: You can request a private screening of you and your belongings but that private screening would include a patdown. You can ask that another TSA employee be present during the private screening. You can also ask another TSO be 
present during a public screening. You can ask for 2 TSA employees 10 look at your wallet at the same time. They will try 10 accommodate you. 

RESPONSE: TSA policy requires Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to reasonably ensure that carry-on items, including disability-related devices and aids, are kept within a passenger's line-of-sight when a passenger Is required to undergo 
additional screening, When passengers cannot maintain line-of-sight with their property during a patdown or private screening, TSOs have been trained to maintain control and sight of the passenger's items and to ensure that the passenger is reunited 
with his or her property once it clears x-ray screening. You can ask them to watch your property during your screening. They will try to accommodale you. 

RESPONSE: You have up to 2 years to file a claim on missing items. 

RESPONSE: up to 2 years to file a claim. 

The caller had a negalive experience al LGA on the Se pl-30th. It appears thal she was selected for random screening and had an invasive patdown of her arms and back that angered her. She was very angry and would not stop interrupting me as I 
was asking for additional information. I was finally able to get her to calm down enough to explain! the incident, which did not reveal to me any wrong doing on the part of TSA. She said that her rights were violated but made not mention of 
d1scri mi nation. She told me that the TSO actually said that she was selected lo r random s c reem ng. She wanted to know what procedures that T SA lo 11 ows dun ng the se I ecti on of passengers for random screening. 

Advised: 

I exp I a i ned to the cal I er that some information is SS I and that I can only share a s m al I portion of what occurs afterwards but not about the sel e ct,on p race ss. 

(TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all Iravelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before enIering the secured area, and the way the screening is 
conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their ca ny-o n baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
2014 10:39 factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 

an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. (same sex officer patdown and a private screening if asked) 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents ten-orists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove lhe random element from lhe system and undermine security. We simply cannol assume thal all terrorists will fil a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we bel ,eve these sec u nty measures are necessary and ap prop nate for ensuring the security and conf1d en ce of al I air trave I ers. T SA continues to develop and dep lay 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

I gave her the number to the CSM at LGA 

Name: 1(b)(61 
Phone: ~----~ 



The caller had a negative experience at LGA on the Sept-30th. It appears that she was selected for random screening and had an invasive patdown of her anms and back that angered her. She was very angry and would not stop interrupting me as I 
was asking for additional information. I was finally able to get her 10 cairn down enough to explainl the incident, which did not reveal to me any wrong doing on lhe part of TSA. She said that her rights were violated but made not mention of 
discrimination. She told me that the TSO actually said that she was selected for random screening. She wanted to know what procedures that TSA fol laws during the selection of passengers for random screening. 

Advised: 

I explained to the caller that same information is SSI and that I can only share a small portion of what occurs afterwards but nat about the selection process. 

(T SA) see ks to provide a high level of security and custom er service to a 11 travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints, Every passenger and their property must be sere ened before entering the secured a re a, and the way the screening is 
conducted is imporIant. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring thal all passengers are trealed with dignily, respect, and courIesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in s c reem ng passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on bag gage. which may be triggered by a number of 
2014 10:39 factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 

an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. (same sex officer paldown and a private screening if asked) 

12014 2:14: 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints. provides an additional layer of secunty at the checkpoint. and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

I gave her the number ta the CSM at LGA. 

Name: 1(b)(61 
Phone: ~-----~ 

Hello, 

I was flying through the Detroit Airport·s North Terminal on the morning of October 5. 2014. I went through the checkpoint around 5am and was very disappointed by the service provided by the TSA team. 

First, The TSA P recheck Ii ne was merged with the gen era I boa rd i ng Ii ne so tha I they shared one x-ray rn ach i ne and one mel al d ete eta r while the Fi rs t CI a ss/Premi urn Passengers Ii ne had a dedicated x-ray rn ach i ne and mel al detector for ju st I hat 
group of passengers. As the TSA agents at that checkpoint explained, some general boarding passengers are randomly selected ta go through the Precheck lane: however. from my observations, it was all of the general boarding passengers merged 
with all of the TSA Precheck passengers which completely defeats the purpose of TSA Pre check. especially while the First Class/Premium Passengers had their own lane. I pointed this out to two TSA agents and was brushed off and told that what I 
observed/experienced wasn't actually happening. 

Second, while going through the security line. I took off my jacket and put it and my purse in a bin to put through the x-ray machine. My purse was too full ta zip closed sa I would have preferred to have it in a bin so that nothing would fall out while going 
through the machine. But a blonde, female T SA agent came over to the xray machine, removed my purse, without my permission, from the bin I had al ready placed it in. handed me my jacket and very Im po Ii te ly to Id me no bins and to put my jacket 
back on. 

Lastly, when my husband asked far a comment card, neither the TSA agent we asked for one. nor her supervisor were able to provide ane to us. 

I understand different procedures may be in place depending on the time of day and the traffic through a security checkpoint. However. I feel this checkpoint could have been improved in a few different ways. First, by switching the First Class and 
Precheck lanes so thal Precheck had their own separate lane. Second, by making passengers aware of alternale procedures lhat may be in place (i.e. keeping jackets on and not using bins) and the purpose for these alternate procedures. Lastly, lhe 
overall attitude of TSA agents - I understand 5am is not everybody's best time of day. but the tone used to inform me nat to use a bin. being brushed off by the supervisor telling me that what I observed and experienced about the lane separation just 
wasn't happening, and the agents being unable to give me a way to provide feedback made for a very frustrating morning. This was by far one of the most disappointing security checkpoints I have ever been through. 

While security checkpoinls are a necessary step in the airline travel process, passengers are still customers of the airlines and of the TSA. As such, cusIomer service should slill be a primary focus. 

Thank you for your time. 

fh1/R1 

HYPERLINKk~b~)~(6~)------------~ 



12014 6:1g: 

i would link to file a complaint against the inexcusable behavior of one of your TSA agents just a few moments ago at the Pittsburgh International Airport. I went through the alternate TSA check point upstairs at approximately at 4:20 PM. There was a 
security guard near the B line thal was instructing people what to do. He was a black male, slightly older. He disliked the way that I sat my purse in the bin, which was flat, then lhrew it back in. I I hen stood in line to go through lhe X-ray machine, 
because al his accent I could nat understand what he first asked me, which turned out to be do I have any medical implants. which I thought he said do I have metal an my pants. He then chase me and another female and had us go through the metal 
detector because he was sick of us looking at him like "retards"' when he was talking to us. He then continued to complain to the male behind a counter that we were "retards"' I did say out loud that most people consider that offensive. 

If the re was someone with s pecia I needs, it could have been offensive. What I Ii nd a pp al Ii ng is that a government employee was name ca 11 i ng American citizens offensive names. Had I nat been in Ii n e going through the security checkpoint, I wo u Id 
have been more vocal about his b eha vi or. I fly fairly frequently and I am not Ig nora nt to the ru I es of the T SA Ii ne. This person needs to be educated on custom er service and what Is a pp ro pri ate. If this were a law enforcement officer, the be hav1or 
wouldn't have been tolerated. If I were to say this to him. it oould beoome racist. Maybe it was sexist because I am a female and the other individual was a female. Regardless it shouldn't happen and needs to be fixed. 

Thank you. 

!lh\/R\ 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPj(b)(61 l 
Dale Time: 1011e2014 9:31 :21 P~ 

12014 9:36: ~------~ 
Namthl(ff, 
Emai1l:b)(61 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 
Comments:While going through security at DIA, Pre line al 6:45 pm on 10118114 I was treated rudely by a pory gray-haired TSA agent. After setting off the alarm he asked of I had a cellphone in my pocket. I did not. He then asked if I had anything in 
my pockets. I answered that i had a wallet, pen. comb. He interrupted me say in. "'sir. this is a metal detector. Da yau have any metal in your packets?" I asked if I sjould take my belt off. He said "you can take anything off you'd like as long as yau don't 
set off my alarm."' The re is no need to be rude to trave I ers. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" . Screening 
Cun-ent Date/Time· 10/20/2014 g,23:22 AM Airport, BWI - Baltimore-Washington International Date/Time ofTravel · 10/17/2014 8:45 AM Airline & Flight Number, 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport soulhwesl terminal, left of the counter TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . i arrived an hour before my flight was to start boarding. I got in line for screening and the line was long, that is ok. Pre-Check was empty. sa the agent started moving pea pie in the back of the line to the precheck line. however, only one of 
the 3 metal detectors was in use. so by moving the people in the back of the line to the front, it caused a large backup in my line and I spent an hour to move through 3 of the back and forths just to get to the agent checking ID and boarding pass. if 

2014 10:09 you have a dedicated pre-check line, don't have it feed to a oommon xray machine. sure the line seemed short. but one line was backed up while the other moved quickly. security is one thing, but delaying some passengers almost to the point of 
missing their flight is i nco m pe tent. wha I a re you going to do a bout unnecess ari I y de I ayi ng passengers, and using pre-ch eek properly? 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email !(b I(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 10/20/2014 9:37: 30 PM Airport : IAD - Washington-Dulles International Date/Time of Travel 10/2012014 9:30 AM Airline & Flight Number United 1120 CheckpomUArea 
of Airport · Hand swabbing station TSA Employee: (If Known) · 
Comment: Today while enIering the security checkpoint area I was asked to step out of line and have my palms swabbed. The machine showed a brighl red lighl. which said somelhing like, &quot:Explosives ldentified.&quot; There were lwo young 
TSA employees at the station. I asked what happens next and initially got no reply from them. I asked the woman who had performed the swabbing, again, what happened next. She informed me that she would have to call a supervisor. I asked her 
how long this process would take, since I had a flight to catch. The other employee, a young male, responded and said, &quot:We don't work on your schedule. you follow ours.&quot: He then proceeded to lecture me on how they were doing their job 
to keep me safe and that I was inappropriate to ask how long this was going to take. I informed him that unless he was her supervisor, this did not involve him, and that I would prefer that he remain silent until the supervisor came. He continued to 
lecture me. I asked his name, at which point he shoved his ID badge in my face and said, &quot;Here.&quol; The supervisor arrived several minutes later. She took my boarding pass and walked away but did not say anything. I asked her if I was 
supposed to come with her, and she indicated yes. I was then taken past the ID check and to the X-ray machine. At no point was I given any instruction as to what I should do. I put my coat. shoes, laptop, etc. through the metal detector. Still, the 
process was not explained to me. and only when I began to retneve my be Io ngmgs was I told th at add1t1ona I screening would be done. The supervisor was extremely courteous and pleasant but I must say that she did not make it clear what I was to 
do. When everything had been ta ken from my carry on and swabbed. and my shoes. belt, jacket, phone. etc had a 11 be en swab bed, I then went to retrieve my be longings. Two men then came up and informed me that I was to have a pat down. I was 
not lold or indicaled where to go and had to ask. When I wenl to collect my belongings, they were placed in plastic Iubs and carried by the two TSA agenls. The older one said, in a very loud voice to the younger one, &quot:Keep him between 
us.&quot: I must admit, I felt like a criminal as I was paraded to the pat down room. Many people were staring, and it was humiliating. I was led into a room and the door closed. The older of the two agents described the pat down procedure, and he 
spoke extremely fast and was very difficult to understand. I remember hearing the words &quot;beltline, buttocks. sensitive, and medical implants.&quot: He then patted me down and was quite thorough but never inappropriate, and I did not feel as 
though I was ever touched improperly. When he was finished, he stood there looking at me. and I had to ask what next. He then told me I was free to gather my things and go. I asked again what had been detected. He said that he did not know, but 
that frequenlly lotions with glycerin will give a posilive IesI. 

2014 10_09 This was a horrible experience. I am a 55 year old physician, a 10-year Army veteran, and I have seen and been through a lot in my life. I realize that these people have an important job to do, but there must be a way to do it without making people 
· feel so abused. Frankly. the communication was horrible. I was left to guess what was going to happen and when. When I expressed my concern about the time factor and missing my flight, I was told that my schedule meant nothing to TSA. When I 

asked what compounds were detected, I received no answer. I asked to see the printout and was refused. 
In the interest of continuous improvement, I wish to make a recommendation. At the hand swab station, a sign explaining lhe process would be very helpful. If a passenger does test positive for compounds being screened, he should receive a printed 
information sheet describing the rest of the screening procedure, so that the plan is clear. There are plenty of people who may be exposed to compounds which yield a positive test but who are completely innocent of any wrongdoing. They should 
have their rights honored. I can not i magm e what it would be Ii ke to be a young woman travel mg with her chi Id re n and be put through this ordeal . 
I suppose that the young man who was so rude to me was tired of people complaining about being screened. I understand that. But he should be better trained. Telling me that I will adhere to his schedule and that TSA doesn't care about mine does 
litlle to promote cooperation. If that young man were my employee, today would have been his last day on the job. 
Thank you for your consideration. I s i nee rely hope th at my future experiences with T SA wi 11 be less traumatic. 

Kb}(6} I 
wou1a you 11Ke a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Na~m_e_.· ( .. b_I_(6.,-_I _...,. _ __. 
Phone Number b·., 6 

Email (b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicalionManager 

I loveTSA precheck which I pay for, but find the procedures in consistent particularly in Memphis. This morning in Memphis ( Southwest flight) I'm told I'm expedited after scanning my BP from my iPhone. Then asked to remove my laptop and iPad, 
and I put my cell phone in my briefcase. I'm directed to go thru the metal detector ... agent does not know I'm "expedited" .. ,I tell her (why would she accept my word?), she asks for my boarding pass, which is now going thru the conveyer! Have to 
retrieve my phone and then go back to the agent at the metal detector 10 show her. BTW the person in front me was also expediled and left her bools on, but when she goes thru lhe meIaI detector, it goes off and she is lhen told to remove her boots 

12014 8,29, and put them one the X-ray conveyer ., 1 this is not and expedited process. Please review and make your process standard regardless of the airport if you are going to charge customers. Also I find it interesting that you provide this service randomly 
to many how do not pay for the service which is a slap lo r those of Is who do pay 

Sent from my iPhone 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-;::::====:;---------····························· 
Remote Client 1PJ,._(b_.'"'i(_6-1 __ __, 
Date Time 10/2112014 10 55:35 AM 

2014 12:06 Name (bi(61 
Emair'b---1("'6"'") ____ ...__ ____ __, 

Com · · , erent Practices between Airports)" 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):CAE airport 
Comments: TSA screening is very i nco n s i ste nt airport to Airport. I recently experienced di scri mm ati on to the handicapped. I have two knee re placements and two h1 p re placements. I had a p recheck ticket. i asked to opt aver to sea nne r and The T SA 
representative said no. I said all due respect but I have knees and hips. She just shrugs and said I am the manager. Knowing I will set off metal detector. I did as I was instructed and the alarm sounded. I then had to remove shoes and belt and get the 
full pal down. lhis is noway precheck. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time, 1012112014 2:56:04 PM Airport: EWR - Newark International Date/Time ofTravel, 10/19/2014 6:15 PM Airline & Flight Number: AA 1691 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
American Security Entrance TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. I fly through Newark often and your security procedure has always been sub-par compared to other airports. Yesterday. I actually missed my flight because of your incompetent staff. The line was incredibly long, you had no pre-check open. 
and your screeners seemed to take pleasure in watching people miss their flights as nearly everyone in line was in danger of missing flights since the line moved so slowly. While the majority of your screeners showed little in the way of efficiency, or 
empathy, the screener at the metal detector was the worst. While we stood in line for 20 minutes, we could hear him barking orders at the line, in excess. While we are all eager to cooperate with the TSA, he was clearly taking things too far with his 
ins1ructions, further holding up the line. When it came lime for me to go through lhe me1a1 detector, even with pre-check (which is always shut down at EWR when I !ravel lhroughJ I was given a 5 minu1e diatribe about my jacket. When I offered 10 

12014 4 :21 :. remove it to expedite the process, he just kept talking. Clearly he has mental issues and is abusing his power as a TSA agent. lt"s horrifying that he is employed with TSA. 

I am pretty upset that I missed my flight because your EWR crew is ALWAYS so incompetent. I will definitely start booking out of LGA until you guys get your act together. Sadly. I know this letter will /all on deaf ears. I've been around long enough to 
know that you 1ruly don'I care about the flying public's opinion. But at the very least you need to know that EW R TSA is truly the worst in the industry. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phore bl11mber · 
Ema;itb)(61 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalilion, a civil rig his organization directly from I heir phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like 10 send their complainl 

The q ue st,ons answered by the user be I ow correspond to the TSAaE'" s own offlc,al air travel di scri mm ati on comp I a int fa nm. You a re requested to take action on the comp I amt of p rofi Ii ng or di sen mi nation by the T SA described he re. 

Phone Number: 
Address: Fg 
Zipcode: 

'2014 4 '21 : Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? Yes 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N at,ona Ii ty? Yes 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

Good Evening 

My name is!lh·11rr·, ! I !raveled on Jetblue today from San Juan Puerto Rico to New York City today with my wife and my 17 year old son. I was asked to go through lhe me1a1 detector because I was carrying my son. I had the explosive exam on 
my hands and it came out okay. I had my laptop in one of my carry on luggage which was put aside to get inspected. A TSA official did the explosive exam on the luggage and it detected explosive. My wife and I where asked to get an extreme pad 
down exam as well as the explosive exam. The explosive exam came out detecting explosive on my hands when a few minutes ago I was okay on the other test machine they had. TSA when ahead and tested the stnps on the test machine I 

12014 8:07: was first tested on and they came out okay. TSA came out with the conclusion that the machine we tested positive for explosive was dirty. Now I say why wouldn't TSA check ii the machine is working properly before going forward with the extreme 
body exam. Specially when I just had been tested okay on the other test machine. 

Sent from Windows Mail? 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?"' , Professionalism/Custl!tl:ice Current Date/Time· 10/2212014 12:04:09 PM Airport, MEM - Memphis International Date/Time of Travel, 10/22/2014 10:30 AM Airline & Flight Number, Southwest 1113 Checkpoint/Area 
of Airporl: B TSA Employee: (If Known): Officer (b)(ff:, Comment: We were treated very rudely in the TSA pre-check security poinl by oflicerffiilliI]She did not provide a trash receptacle for my coffee cup and split up my family of four (children 
10 and 4) as we went through screenin9. She separa e my wife and made her go throughout the body scanner or have a pat down when the children and I all had 9one through the metal detector. She was verbally rude to my children as well. What is 
the point of body scanning a pre-check passenger separating them from the lam i I y? We have had our background checks and fly frequently. This was obviously racist harassment. When I asked to speak to the su pe rvi sor offi ce~an aver to the 

12014 2: 17: desk yelling in her defense. I have never been treated like this before and I fly 2 times per month. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Nam,,.,..e,....,,h~·1~/R~·-,~---.--...., 
Phone Number b·:, 61 
Email · Ih··,Ir;·1 ~------~ To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

on the 9:50 pm flighl back. We encountered some 1raffic on our way to the Honolulu airporl and arrived at 9:30pm, with no baggage, this should not have been an issue with our boarding passes in hand. We proceeded directly to the TSA check-in and I 
was through in less than 2 minutes, I turned around and did not see my father-in-law and determined he had been directed down to the "Non-Pre-Check" line. There were about 6 to 8 TSA employees at the "Pre Check" station and about the same at the 
other, I was the only passenger where I was checked in and my father-in-law was the only passenger where he was as well. I walked down to wait for my father-in-law and after a few minutes I herd over the speaker system !(b·:,(6I ! the door 
will close in 1 minute" I immediately proceeded to the gate to explain that we had been there but TSA was continuing to Frisk. pat down etc. my 79 year old father-in-law. the gate attendant said sorry I can't help you and after a couple of minutes the 
plane was pushed away from the gale. I then proceeded back to the TSA checkpoint and did not see my father-in-law anywhere, after a few minutes he emerged out from behind a partition and I told him the plane was gone. kb l/6\ ~aid 10 lhe TSA 
employees holding him "I told all of you right up front, I have had 2 Knee and 1 shoulder replacements and never make it through a metal detector and our flight is about to leave·. 

I understand that the TSA has an important job to do but spending 15 to 20 minutes patting, frisking, wanding a 79 year old man is GROSS INCOMPENTENCE ! I was upset that we had missed our flight, the last one out I might add, that now required 
us to get a holel and spend the nighl in Honolulu and get up al 3am to catch a 5am flight back to Maui. but when my father-in-law told me that while he was being "frisked", lhat 3 times he had his "privale parts" genitals to be specific "bounced" I 
became furious. I went back to the TSA station and demanded to be given the name of the TSA employee so I could make a formal complaint. The supervisor kb)(6:, I came back and said the TSA employee was in training and he could not give 
me his name and said I could write down his name instead, I asked if he witnessed the event he said no and I said then I want the name of the supervisor that would have been with this employee in training, he would not give me that name either. I 
explained that was not going to work and that I demanded either the name of the employee or his supervisor observing him, againkbl(ff•, ~efused and asked ii I wanted to speak to his supervisor. I said yes. A few minutes late the supervisor (I did 
not gel his name) Carne over and gave me the same "song and dance· he said "I will review lhe tapes and delermine if procedure was not followed", now just as I expected after turning in the "TSA Customer Comment Card' with my phone number and 
email address I have heard nothing' 

,2014 4 : 15:. My father-in-law is a 3 million mile+ flyer and explained to the TSA folks that put him through hell "I have never been treated this way in all my traveling experience" I understand employees need to be trained but I would ask you , whoever is reading 
this email and deciding what action needs to be laken, if I his were your father or your grandfather is I his appropriale action? 

My cell phone# is ~kb_-~1(_6~) __ ~!and we are on vacalion uni ii I his Saturday. 

kb)(61 

(b,(6) 

The inform at1on conta, ne , n 1s I or ent1t named above. This information may be an attorney-client com mun i cation and. as such, is pri vi I eged and conf1d e nti al. If the 
reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination. distribution or copying o ith it are confidential and intended solely for 
the use of the addressee. If you receive I his transmission in error, please notify the sender and delete this e-mail. No employee or agenl is aulhorized to conclude any binding agreemenl on behalf of another par y y -

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time, 10122/2014 2:52:24 PM Airport· EUG - Mahlon Sweet Field Date/Time of Travel, 10110/2014 4:00 AM Airline & Flight Number, Alaska Airlines: Flight 2330 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airporl : Baggage Check TSA Employee: (If Known) !(b)(6:, I Comment: I seldom fiy. My last lrip was a year ago. I was 1raveling wilh my 7 year old granddaughler and carrying a CPAP. I was getting directions from two people at the lime and 
was unclear about what specifically I was to do with our luggage. 

I accident ly went through the metal detector with my phone in my pocket. 

'2014 4 :17:!(b·:,(6) ! said to me, &quot:if you have a piece of metal on your hip you might consider taking it off before you go through a metal detector&quot:. This was said in an unkind way and when I replied that he didn't have to be rude about it. he 
responded with another rude remark. 
Would you like a re'l"'"'-"!"'-'-?-·..w"'----, 
Passenger's Name b 1(6) 
Phone Number ~h--,~1~r;-·-, ---~-...., 

Email rh··1rR·\ 

To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Missing or Damaged Items; Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time· 10/2212014 5:34:39 PM Airport: JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel, 1012212014 7:00 PM Airline & Flight Number, JetBlue 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal 5 TSA Employee: (If Known) : All of them Comment: As I was going through the security screening, I noticed that there were no plastic bins to place loose items upon (such as jackets, laptops, and tablets). So, I 
placed my laptop (MacBook Pro, worth $1600) on the belt without the plastic bin. When it got to other end of the machine. my laptop got pushed around and ended up with half of it hanging off of the ledge of the conveyor belt. As I was about to walk 
through the metal detector, my laptop was pushed and it fell to the ground. It hit the ground so hard that the cover that was protecting it fiew off. Naturally, I ran through the metal detector to try to pick it up. However, the TSA staff member at the metal 
detector ye 11 ed at me to get back behind the Ii ne and go through detector again. 

The TSA staff should should have been paying more attention to the belongings. Passenger luggage should be TSA staff's responsibility when it is on their equipment. It seemed like the staff did not care about what happened to the luggage as long it 
went through the screening machine quickly. 

'2014 B:OS: I was so angry that none of the staff members were mindful enough 10 make sure the luggage was well taken care of on the equipment. 

My laptop does not appear to have any major damage, but I have not checked thoroughly yet as I have a flight to get on. If there 1s any damage. I will seek compensation. 

I just wanted 10 inform the staff to be more mindful about passenger belongings and to be more professional. There is no need 10 have a bad attitude or yell al people. Airports are stressful enough and the TSA staff should nol add to ii. 
Would you like a resronse_? : True 
Passenger's Name :~b_i(6_:, 
Phone Number, ~-----~ 

Email :kb)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time: 10/23/2014 7:5g:10 AM Airport, ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Date/Time of Travel, 10122/2014 4:00 PM Airline & Flight Number, Southwest flight 613 Checkpoint/Area 
of Airporl: Connecling from Mexico to Pill via all. Thru xray TSA Employee: (If Known) Lane 5 Comment: We have been !raveling wilh our daughter with lype 1 diabetes for over 3 years since her diagnoses and have never had a problem. Even in 
other countries, we always have her letter from her doctor and she has always been patted down and hands checked. Once they even checked our hands which I'm fine with! But the man putting the carry ans thru X-ray was so rude and bullied my 
daughter trying to get her to go thru metal detector with her insulin pump on. We explained we did not want to take a chance and she always gets patted down. He then tried to intimidate my husband saying she doesn"t need to she can go thru. I realize 
some places think it"s ok to use metal detector on with pump but this is what my daughter lives on and I will not take any chance that her devise May malfunction afterwards. It clearly states in your rules -Passengers who have insulin pumps can be 

,2014 8,37, screened using imaging technology, me1a1 detector, or a thorough paldown. A passenger can request to be screened by patdown in lieu of imaging technology. 
So it is our right to only do the pat down'' Thankfully the lady working the person screen line was very helpful and after arguing with the guy she took my 9 year old aside and patted down and checked hands. My daughter was upset and we would have 
stayed to complain then except we almost missed our connecting flight since it took so long thru X-ray and southwest lost one of our bags, but that'll a whole different problem. Needless to say. we will never be connecting thru All again. I don't know 
maybe he just likes to bully kids but my daughter goes thru enough everyday just living with her disease and she shouldn't have to be treated poorly. It was very unprofessional to say the least! 
Would you like a response?: True 

Passenger's Nam,.,.e.,......_...__..,.... 
Phone,,_,.JWJwa&....11.J""'-"--'------'~ 
Email (b)(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning is feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Security Issue 
Categories : Mis eel la neous/Other 
Current Date/Time 10/2312014 10:42:25 AM Airport : MCI - Kansas City International Date/Time of Travel : 10/2312014 9:45 AM Airline & Flight Number: American 1284 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Checkpoint for gate 79 TSA Employee: (If Known) 

Comment: I went through the Firstline checkpoinl for gale 79 at MCI at approx 8:30 lhis morning. The passenger in fronl of me left a bag on the rollers prior to the X-ray scanner. I have always been told not to push other passenger's property into the 

20 12_ 13 scanner since I do not know what is inside of it. I made the screener at the metal detector aware of the issue and he instructed me to push it in and that he could not walk through the metal detector to do so. I told him I would not and he made me do it 
14 · anyway. I had no other option but to comply. I feel this was not a safe practice and the screeners need to be retrained as to proper safety protocol. 

Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Namej(b·•,(ffi I 
Phone Numbe~1h··,1r;·, I 
Email !(b)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Other: Screening 
Current Date/Time : 1012312014 4:50:06 PM Airport GRK - Killeen-Ft. Hood Regional Date/Time of Travel 10/2312014 10:30 AM Airline & Flight Number AA3184 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : secunty checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I want to state that I am aware of the reasoning behind slotted boarding times and though I do not travel by airline frequently I am also aware that there are certain items that are prohibited on flights and the means of assuring boarding is a 
smooth seamless process. I also understand lhat you should be competent and thorough in your screening process for security reasons.That being said I will own up to the facl thal I began lhe boarding process late and overlooked a few items in my 
carry on luggage. Upon going through the screening process at GRK today the individuals there were not clear in their screening. Maybe it's due to complacency or lack of work ethics. I was asked if I had anything liquid in my bags and stated no and I 
didn't understand. that I had no water. Instead of clarifying what the question meant the representative proceeded to push my bags and containers into the xray machine and as the personnel venfying my ID is asking me to pass thru the walk thru metal 
detector the original representative tells me that I had bottles in my bag, I stated I thought the question was about drinking water. My items are then hand searched and run through the machine again. This is 3 min to final boarding, The items are run 
through again and a utility key and wrench are discovered. I'm advised I can not board with lhe items and I either need 10 lhrough them away or take it into the designaled gift shop now with 2 min to final board. The representalive can nol unlatch the 
utility key and I offer to remove it an initially she resists this. I then have to collect my items up and drop off the key and go through the screening process a full 2nd time for them to realize they overlooked items that they had already looked through on 

12014 6:09: the surface of bags. The attendant at the gate is waiting to see 1f I'm going to go through finally on the second try and they signal her no. She waits for definite assurance that I'm not cleanng the check point while my items are exiting the conveyor rails 
but hasn't closed the gate yet. The individual who went through my items by hand takes my items for a third time and states she didn't scan them properly and now the gate is closing. Now again I realize I had started the check in late and my reasons 
are not going 10 change my contribulion to the overall outcome but once I was in compliance why couldn't the represenlatives do I heir job correctly lhe 1st, possibly the second lime not three limes causing all possibilily of me making my flight possible. 
If the items had all been caught on the first sweep through I would have been able to board considering a family of 5 was inline this. They came through after the second sweep and boarded and that might have been what prompted the wait at the gate 
for a second confirmation. I missed the gate closing by seconds due to delayed thoroughness. I don't think it's fair or should be tolerated. I was able to get the next boarding and had no issues getting through the gate a fourth time but I now have lost a 
day and my car reservation for 3 days due to the next flight being delayed and no available connecting flights because of this type of passenger processing. I know the website offers information on what to bring and how to pack so again I own up to my 
portion but when all the inappropriate items are grouped in one localion why should it lake 3 separate scans to find I hem and delay a passengers flight? Please offer betler employee mandales on being I ho rough by your employees especially in I hat 
airport. rve never ever experienced anything like that in my flying experience. And no apology for their error. That"s not very comforting nor proper customer service. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone N11rnhec · 
Email i(b)(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

I am writing because I am 5 months pregnant and travel weekly for work. Your policy is that I have to opt out of going through the x-ray machine to avoid permanent damage to my baby. The problem and complaint that I have is regarding how we 
(Pregnant women) a re made to fee I Ii ke criminals when requesting this option. Not only do we have to wait usually aver 1 0 minutes lo r someone to have time to come pat us down des p1te the ave rw-he Im i ng amount of staff pre sent but it is al so how our 
things are treated in the process. Secondly. I was recently in Dallas Love Field when I watched them let a woman with a dog and a man with a baby go through the metal detectors when I as a pregnant woman have to get discriminated against and 
wait for my pal down. 

2014 10,02 Metal detectors are fine for pregnant women. why can we not use these instead if dog and baby owners are allowed to? 

It is really frustrating for anyone to be made 10 reel that way and especially when you have to travel weekly like myself. 

Thank you. 

w,(6) 

Feed back Type : Security Issue 
Categories : Duration of Screening Process: Other Current Date/Time . 10124/2014 8:29A0 AM Airport · CHS - Charleston International Airport Date/Time of Travel · 10/2412014 5: 15 AM Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal A 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : The TSA precheck system did nothing bul add confusion to my travel experience I his morning. There were two lines in the CHS airport securily screening. One line was being used for pre check flyers and lhe other lane was supposed to be 
for everyone else. However. since very few people had purchased the pre check option, tsa agents were funneling people without pre check into the pre check line. I appreciated the increased efficiency. however there were two tsa agents standing at 
their respective metal detectors shouting out orders of &quottake off your shoes, take out your laptops&quot or &quot:don't take off of your shoes, donl take out your laptops&quot. Because the lines were full of people and curved, it was hard to tell 

2014 10_07 who was saying what until you were next in line. The agents were getting angry with passengers who were rightfully confused by the shouting and short tempered agents. It was chaotic and frustrating in and of itself, However, I had a greater security 
· concern. Why were half of the travelers required to take off their shoes, lake oul their laptops, and lake out their liquids? Either these are necessary security precautions or they are not!!!' If they are deemed not necessary, don't make anyone go 

through the hassle. If they are. make everyone go through the same measures. Just because you pay an extra 20 dollars you should not get out of security precautions! 1 What is going to stop terrorists from paying the extra money and sneaking 
something bad past security? When I looked online, it says pre checked passengers were suppose to have a background check through homeland security but this was obviously not happening 1f people were just being randomly sent to either line' 11, 
This program is a joke and is some profit seeking scheme implemented with little regard for the security of all Americans!!' Decide what is necessary and make EVERY passenger go through the exact same measures!!! 
Would you like a response 7 : True 
Passenger's Nam~(b)(ff:, 
Phone Number ~-------~ 

Email !lh 1/R, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller fiew on July 15th from LAX 10 JFK and he had placed his brand new laptop on the bell going through lhe checkpoint. He had 10 place it separately on the 1ray. The TSA officer was moving the xray machine forward and backward over an over, 
which caused him to drop his laptop on the floor and caused much damage. Sa teh caller placed the laptop back an the belt. and the caller tried ta go through the WTM D and had to run back and catch his laptop again because the man was dropping it 
again. He spoke to th~(b)(ff:, ~TSO Supervisor, she suggested that he take it to the Apple store to see about the damage. This is a brand new machine, and now he is supposed to get it fixed. He cant use a refurbished machine. he is in the 
filming business and the quality wouldnt be good enough on a refurbished item, Caller stated that Apple told him it would be over 1,000.00 dollars. He is online right now filling out the claim form and asked for assistance writing what hap pend at the 

2014 10:37 checkpoint on his claim form to ensure he didnt leave anything oul from the story he lold. Caller asked about some claim 

Advised the caller that for specifics over the claims process he can contact the Claims Management Branch (CMB) 571-227-1300. The office hours are from Monday to Friday, g am until 3:30 pm EST. Explained to him that he still needs to file his claim 
in paper form and send ii to them for invesligalion. They will investigate to see exactly what happened while tsa had the la plop and the claim would be for reimbursement. 
The caller is diabetic. and uses an insulin pump. The pump cannot undergo the AIT or WTMD screening. The caller wanted to know if a patdown of the insulin pump was required each time she was screened. Also, she wanted to know why an insulin 
pump had 10 be screened by ETD when a laptop screened by ,-ray did not. Additionally, she wanted 10 know if enrolling in TSA Precheck would negate the need for additional screening of lhe medical device. 

The caller recently flew from LAS, and had a negative expenence with young, male TSO. He was rude and inattentive, especially when she was attempting to inform him about her insulin pump. He kept yelling at her to remove her iPOD, but she tried 
to tell him that the device was an insulin pump. She also indicated that passengers must wait much too long for a female TSO, and was informed by another TSO that the TSA did not have enough female staff While she did not feel that this was 
discrimina1ory, lhe caller believes thal better training should be necessary at LAS. She could nol provide flight information. 

Also, she indicated that the training should also be enforced at FAT. as the officers there are also seemingly unaware of the proper procedures. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

Before the sec u nty screening begins, it is important to inform the Trans po rtati on Security Officer (TSO) 1f you: 
Have an insulin pump 
Need a ssis tan ce 

12014 3 ,SO: It is not necessary to disconnect from your insulin pump during the screening process. The insulin pump will be screened and. in most cases. passengers will do a self-patdown of the insulin pump followed by an Explosives Trace Oetection (ETD) test 
with a swab of their hands. If traces of explosives materials are detected, passengers will need to undergo additional screening. 

Passengers may ask ta speak to a Passenger Support Specialist or a Supervisory TSO while at the checkpoint for assistance in understanding what to expect during the screening process. 

Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) are trained on professional and courteous screening procedures to make the process run smoothly and to reduce inconvenience. We regret that you were not satisfied with the service you received. 

TSA monitors the number and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and spat areas of concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process enables us to ensure prompt, corrective action whenever we determine that security
screening po Ii ci es need modification or s pec1f1c employees or teams are the subj eels of repeated complaints. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-mail to the Customer Service Manager (CSM) at I hat localion. 

Travelers may call TSA Cares toll free at (855) 787-2227 prior to traveling no less than 72 hours ahead of travel in case it is determined that it is necessary to coordinate support at the airport. 

TSA Precheck will not negale lhe necessily of addilional screening. 

I offered to e-mail this information to the caller, and she declined. 

At the PHX terminal 2 on Oct 25th at 5:45am. Alaska Air flight 663 I talked to Shifi Superviso¥b·:,(6) I badg~ He suggested I email the following ta yau. 
As I approached the security screening area I noticed a sign that asked for feed back on my TSA experience. Here ,tis: one agent said, leave your coat, belt and shoes on. There were no gray tubs so I emptied my pockets into the small dish and put 
my belt in as well. 
When I stepped through lhe me1a1 detector arch the alarm sounded. The man at the arch barked at me to remove my shoes. No gray 1ubs so I set them on the conveyor. Again the alarm sounded. The man at the arch barked again to go back out, step 
right and wait toga through the full body scanner. It was roped off and no other agent near. I waited a long time while my bag, dish of pocket items and shoes were waiting unattended. Finally I gat back in the arch line and the grouchy agent snapped at 

12014 3: 17: me to go back to the unmanned ful I scanner. As I waited the re 2 Asian women, moth er and daughter may be, a pp roached the arch. The grouchy arch agent raised his voice and order them to proceed and when the alarm sounded ordered th em back to 
try again, In the confusion the older one did not do exactly as ordered but was trying, Mo re raised voice barking lo 11 owed and the daughter p I eaded for patience because the o Ider one did not speak Eng Ii sh, Each passenger was subjected to continued 
rude contempt. I explained 10 lhe agenl thal arrived to operate the big scanner that I think my watch may have tripped lhe arch alarm. He was courteous and completed lhe scan with no problem. After I retrieved my personal belonging, I asked the 1st 
agent_ I sa"'. if I could speak to someone about the sign I _saw a_sking aba~t my experience. She directed ':'e to the Shift Supervisor. f b·:,(6) t badge~ said this is not the first complaint on thi~ individual and told me how to _contact you. When I 
told h, m I d, d not know the grouchy agents name , he sa, d to d rrect quest, o ns to h, rr@ill] and he wou Id , d ent,fy the agent lo r you. '!'he grouchy agent 1s an old er man, tal I, thin with gray hair and a tern b I e att,tud e. Please remove th, s agent from 
service. Severa I commented on his a It it ude and he doesn't ca re. If not removed I am afraid a dis aster awaits you s ho u Id a short tern pe red passenger encounters this agent, 

kbi(6i 



Dear Sirs, 

While recently traveling with my wife. daughter in law, and my granddaughter. we flew out of JFK and Jet Blue to San Diego. Although the whole trip was great, we did experience HIGHLY unprofessional behavior, by your staff. @ the check in @ JFK 
and T SA screening as comp a red to the outstanding professi o na Ii s m exhibited @ the San Di ego site coming home. 

My daughter in law had a 9 monlh old baby, a car seal, slroller and carry-on bags/baby things, and the TSA staff@ JFK check in were very, very unprofessional, very pushy: telling all passengers to hurry up and move along faster before going inlo lhe 
metal detectors and scanners, while not helping this young women. holding an infant to@ least collapse the stroller they were insisting she do, while holding a baby. I nor my wife could help because we were already through the screening line on the 
other side. While in San Diego. the staff there couldn't be more helpful by helping us with the car seat and the stroller while we handled the baby and their needs. WHAT IS WRONG W 1TH YOUR NY JFK JET BLUE STAFF???? I only wish I could ID 
those members so you could RETRAIN them because they are certainly in need of SENSATIVITY TRAINING. I realize we need these screenings, being the sick world we live in, but knowing this, you, the TSA, and your staff needs to exhibit some 

12014 9:33: much, much grea1er care, courtesy, and assistance 10 passengers, during lhese processes. FOR GO D's SAKE, WE LIVE IN AM ERICA, NOT A COMMUNIST SOCIETY, OR DOWE?????? 

I employ you to please consider retraining your staff to be a lot more professional. courteous, and helpful, when we Americans are traveling within our own country. I hope I don't have to experience this again. 

Thank you for your lime and consideralion on I his important matter. 

Disappointed American Traveler 

This message and any atlachments are solely for lhe use of inlended recipients. The informalion conlained herein may include trade secrets, protected health or personal information, privileged or olherwise confidential information. Unaulhorized 
review. forwarding, printing, copying, distributing, or using such information is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you are not an intended recipient. you are hereby notified that you received this email in error, and that any review, dissemination, 
d1stribut1on or copying of this email and any attachment is stnctly prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please contact the sender and delete the message and any attachment from your system. Thank you for your cooperation 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

F~IName .. 1h~ll~R~l~~~~-~ 
Email Addres ~b~·•~1(6_._I ___ .,.. 
Phone Number· h··,1r,\ 

Address,.b"-·• ... 1(6"'-· ... 1 __ __, 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 

onolulu, Hi 

12014 9:34: Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Li hue Airport 

What was the dale and approxima1e lime of the incident? 
10-25-2014 13:00 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' 
Current Date/Time: 1012612014 4:08:24 PM Airport: OKC - Will Rogers World Airporl Dateffime of Travel 10/24/2014 3:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: AA 382 Checkpoint/Area of Airporl: 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : I am TSA pre check but have a prothes,s that goes to the hip so I get a yellow card and go through the scanner which 1s easier for everyone rather than going through a metal detector and getting a full pat down etc. Everyplace but OKC 
checks my hands and prothesis for chemicals. In OKC they do my shoes as well which one time picked up traces of something (previous complaint in which I believe it was a failure of your machine since it did not work after that). I was told 
emphatically shoes had to be checked however I I ravel every week and last week was lhrough DFW and ORD and they never swabbed my shoes. In the last monlh I was in LGA, DCA, IAH along with DFW and ORD and the only place thal ever 

'2014 5:09: swabbed shoes was OKC. Is this required? If so you better inform all the major airports they are doing it wrong. If not please inform OKC of that fact. rm sure the nice agent who just checked my hands and prothesis got yelled at because she did not 
ch eek my shoes. I was ordered to ha It and have my shoes done. I respect the job T SA do es and 95 % of my interactions a re very pos1t1ve. This is my third complaint to OK C in 4 weeks. 1 've probably made 4 in the last 4 years lo r other issues. Thank 
You! 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name!(b·•,(ffi 
Phone Number . =='-----' 
Email J/h,IRI 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller slated that he was on a Southwest flighl from BWI on Saturday. He went lhrough the AIT machine and he had over 3000.00 cash in his pocket. Caller stated lhat lhe machine went off and the officer asked what he had in his pockel. The caller 
advised him the he had money in bill form. The officer then told the caller to let him see it. The caller said when he took the money from his pocket that the agent jerked it out of his hand and started shaking and fanning it. The caller said that he did not 
at any point ask him 1/ he could handle his money, and 1/ he was not watching him he could have easily stole some. He is livid over the way the screening was conducted. He is thinking about calling his senator and getting a lawyer. Advised caller 1/ the 
officer asked to see the money th at is an indication that he would have to sere en it, The ca 11 er said that he showed the officer the money when he was ask to see it however he had to right to hand I e his money nor j e rl< it out of his hand, 

Date and Time: 10 25 14 11 :05 
Airport: BWI 
Airline: So UI hwesl 440 7 

2014 10:16 Gate or Terminal: D 13 
Officers Name: He did not get 11 

Resolution: 

TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, 
a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

Because your complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your e-rnail to the Customer Service Manager at that airport. 

Caller stated th at he was on a Southwest flight from B WI on Saturday. He went through the Al T machine and he had aver 30 00. 00 cash in his pocket. Cal I er stated that the machine went off and the officer asked what he had in his pocket. The ca 11 er 
advised him the he had money in bill form. The officer then told the caller to let him see it. The caller said when he took the money from his pocket that the agent jerked it out of his hand and started shaking and fanning it. The caller said that he did not 
at any point ask him if he could handle his money, and if he was nol watching him he could have easily stole some. He is livid over the way the screening was conducted. He is thinking aboul calling his sena1or and getting a lawyer. Advised caller if lhe 
officer asked to see the money that is an indication that he would have to screen it. The caller said that he showed the officer the money when he was ask to see it however he had to right to handle his money nor jerk it out of his hand. 

Dale and Time: 1 O 25 14 11 :05 
Airport: BWI 
Airline: Southwest 4407 

2014 10:16 Gate or Terminal: D 13 
Officers Name: He did not get it 

Resolution: 

TSA may apply addilional screening melhods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal De1ec1or (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Addilionally, 
a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

Because your comp I ai nt concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your e-m a i I to the Customer Service Manager at that airport, 



Res pons e D eta i Is: The Transportation Security Administration (TS A) regrets any u n professi o na I treatment you may have experienced. T SA seeks to provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to al I passengers who pass through our 
screening checkpoints. Every person and item musl be screened before enIering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are Ireated with dignity, 
respect. and courtesy. 

Because your comp I ai nt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your I ette r to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 

Removing items such as wallets. belts, bulky jewelry, money, keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an 
anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. To avoid the chance of leaving personal items behind. we recommend passengers place their belongings in their carry-on baggage before entering the checkpoint. 

He can req u esl a private sere en i ng of the money if he has concerns. 

The most familiar of TSA s risk-based initiatives, TSA Pre u2713 , allows TSA to identify low-nsk passengers for expedited screening. Travelers who are directed to the TSA Pre u2713 lane may be allowed to keep on their footwear, light outerwear, 
and belt. and leave their laptop in its case and 3-1-1 compliant liquids gels bag in their carry-on luggage. 

12014 2 :49:. For your complaint to be considered complete according to Department of Homeland Security Regulations far Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 C.F.R. 15.3(b) and 15.70(d)(3)), it must: 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Be in writing; 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt: 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the al I eg ed discriminatory action in sufficient deta i I to inform T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination; and 
Be signed by lhe complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns, we also need ta know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

Advised caller that we would also forward this complaint to ODPO. 

Incident Details: Caller has a complaint. He flew from IAD. When he originally departed Hartford Bradley he did not have any issues. Bradley was wonderful. He has a cane and an artificial hip. He received Precheck in Bradley and on the way back. In 
IAD he put his stuff on the belt and he set off an alarm. The TSA agent was rude. They gave him a patdown. The TSO got in his face. He had an accent so he, the PX. could not understand him. He told him he was having touble understanding him. The 
TSO said he would have been better off saying he cou Id not hear him over he could not understand him, He took that as a threat, He had to take off his shoes. He is sure he was doing his job and the procedures do not up set him, It was the attitude of 
the TSO thal bothers him. He lold the woman by lhe conveyor belt of his meIaI implant. She put the cane through. He had money in cash and the rude TSO told him to put it in a bin. It was hundreds of dollars so lhe Px did not want 10. The TSO 
became upset. He cant bend aver but he had him remove his shoes. He is 72. He did not have to remove his 3-1-1 bag ar remove his laptop. He wanted to just complaint on the event. He does not have an email address. 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

12014 4 :23: Are you 18 ar over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N at,ona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Westchester County Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 
I am a 65 year old Di sa b I ed American Veteran, I a I so suffered the loss of mob i I ity for a I mo st 7 yea rs because of the neg I ig en ce of a fed era I employee during my ca re er as a c iv i I servant with the De pa rtme nt of Defense, which eve ntua 11 y resulted in the 
replacement of my righl knee. As a current DoD employee, I am also on the TSA Trusted Travelers lisl. 

On October 15 of this year, I traveled to Ireland on the first overseas vacation l"ve taken in over a decade. We departed through Newark Airport. My wife went through the standard departure gate while I went to the pre-checked line. where I was 
required to remove my shoes, be It. coat. and phys i ca I ly ass au I ted I being groped in public is my d efi n i ti on of being a ssa ul ted) because my medically issued joint replacement identification care was deemed as being i nsuffi ci e nt ide nti fi cation of what set 
off the metal detector. 

The individual that was RE OU IRED to pat me down a pol og1zed and indicated th at the person in charge of the trusted traveler I in e cons1d e red it to be maxim um security instead of trusted trave I ers, and that the Ii ne was taking 4 ti mes as long as the 
standard checkpoint where a dog was sere en i ng everyone, 

Believe me when I say I understand security. but I also understand abuse of power and a violation al the Fourth Amendment of the Constitution al this great country. 
2014 10:05 

All of I his stated, what would it take 10 oblain a REAL trusled traveler regislration. Something I hat recognizes that people like myself have served I heir country for decades and should be able to pass through check points like they did BEFORE the 
terrorists won. Yes, the very actions taken in the name of our safety indicates that they have accomplished what they intended from the beginning. They have changed our way of life in a negative manner. 

Sincerely, 

fbi(61 



To Whom It May Concern: 

I am a flight attendant. Every time I travel through Las Vegas McCarran Airport with a crew badge while not in uniform and go through regular security they make mega through the X-ray machine vs the metal detector. I have gone through several 
US cities TSA security out of umfonm. with a crew badge & LAS is the ONLY station that will not allow me through Just a metal detector. Why the inconsistent policy? It Is extremely frustrating and they are never very polite about 11. The only reason that 

,2014 8:22: has been given to me is that I'm not working. Well, if I was working or in uniform, I'd go through known crew member. The unifonm doesn't change my status wlmy company or my background check. 

Sincerely, 

ent ram my iPad 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time . 10128/2014 5:02A6 AM Airport : DCA - Washington Reagan National Date/Time of Travel : 10/2812014 5:45 AM Airline & Flight Number . United #1012 

,2014 8:23: Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Delta/United Tenminal TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment· The employee checking ID was very polite when he greeted passage rs. Not so with the young man who was at the metal detector he was rude to a working crew member. I was shocked. The young lady asked something about her shoes. 
His reply to her was very rude.Not the first time. This airport has some of the rudesl TSA employees Would you like a response? False Passenger's Name ~hone NumberkbHff:, fmail : 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Remote Client IP: "'kb"-1 ... (6"") __ __. 
Date Time: 10/2812014 8:52:03 AM 
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Name (bi(6i 
Emai b1(6) 
Comp ain s·: napproprra e creenrng/Pat Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/AirportiGate/Etc):Air Canada 7735 scheduled to depart at 20:25, Wednesday, October 22nd 
Terminal B. Concourse A: 
Comments:To Whom It Should Concern, 
On Wednesday October 22nd, 2014 my husband and I began our return trip from a wonderful three days in NYC ta Ottawa, Ontario. Canada via LaGuardia. Our flight on Air Canada 7733 departing 16:25 was cancelled and we were rebooked on Air 
Canada 7735 scheduled to depart at 20:25. We were at the airport in plenty of time for the scheduled time of departure but the fi1ght was delayed many times over due to and you can take your pick here; mechanical difficulties with the inbound aircraft, 
weather conditions at LaGuardia. etc., etc. In order to establish contact with Air Canada staff who'd deserted the secure area we were forced to leave the secure area and return to the concourse and at the time I wasn't wor,-ied about clearing security 

2014 10,10 again as there is a scanner which I'd already gone through once that day. As a sexual assaull survivor and owner of an artificial hip due to serious injury I prefer the scanner and as a matter of course I only fly inlo and out of airporIs that have scanners. 
This limits my travel options but 1"11 live with it. 
When we finally returned to security to wait for our flight I was informed by the young man manning the security area that the scanner had been shut off at 8:30 p.m. and I would have to submit to a pat down. He called for a female TSO as he was the 
only person pa st the meta I d ete cto r at the ti me and after some minutes she showed up, 
She asked all the correct queslions aboul privacy (I would never volunteer to go to an enclosed space with a complete siranger regardless of whether my husband was present or not in order for that siranger to touch me) and about sensitive areas (my 
hip was extremely painful by this time from walking all over NYC as well as the airport). I tald her my hip was very sensitive. She asked me if I'd ever had a pat down as well. she didn"t say ·enhanced pat down· just pat down which I have had before 
many years ago and 11 didn't involve touching my genitals or mauling my breasts so I had no idea what she was going to do. Had she used the tenm ·enhanced pat down' I would have asked some questions. She didn't explain anything as far as I 
remember except when she was sticking her lingers in my pants. What followed was a sexual assault. 
Feel shoulder width apari. arms up with palms facing lhe ceiling as she ran her latex encased fingers lhrough my hair, over my shoulders and over my face. Her fingers lhen delved roughly belween my breasls running under all the edges of my bra 
through my sweater with a firm squeeze here and there then I was allowed ta lower my arms. She lifted my sweater and ran her fingers next to my skin under the waistband al my pants front and back and then she went lower, hands roaming 
aggressively and roug hi y up both I egs front and back, actually they went everywhere eventua 11 y banging hard ag am st my ge ni ta Is and I do mean ha rd. It hurt a 11 the way up to my very p arnfu I hip. 
The final indignity of course was when she tested her gloves as I stood there waiting while nightmarish memories resurfaced and my husband was forced to stand by unable to help me. I'm very proud she didn't reduce me to tears while I stood there; 
they came as soon as we sIarted walking towards our gate. 
I am a slim, fit fifty five year old woman who has never had more than a speeding ticket and that was when I was seventeen. As a matter of fact the reason for our trip to NYC was to celebrate my 55th. 
I fully understand the need for security measures and am happy to pass through the scanner but what I don't understand is why I was sexually assaulted (and that's what Is was no matter how you cut 11) by a sullen young woman when a perfectly 
functional scanner is right there within reach. Perhaps it can't be turned on easily. I have no idea but would have been willing to wait had the option been given to me. At no time was I rude to her, at no time did I raise my voice to her; I cooperated fully 
and completely then had my breakdown laier. I just wanted to get home which eventually I did at 2:00 a.m. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1~(b)(6I I 
Date Time: 10/28/2014 9:52:29 AM 

Nameri(61 I 
Email b 1(6i ! 
Comp a, nts: D, scou rteo us/ Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Southwest Airlines, Flight #1829, Orlando lntemalional. 

2014 12:12 Comments:On 10/25 my family and I were taking a flight from the Orlando International Airport. Our party consisted of myself. my wife, my parents, our 4 year old daughter, and 15 month old twins. My wife took our daughter through the metal 
detector. My parents each took a twin out of their stroller to walk through the metal detector. I was behind. with the stroller, moving it to the designated area. Once my parents. still holding the twins, were through the metal detector. they were informed 
that they would have to have their hands tested. Thinking she was going to make things easier, my wife went to take one of the twins from my father, so that he could have his hands free to be tested. At that point. a female TSA officer name~ 
yelled at my wife, telling her she was nol to take the baby, and to stay where she was. My wife tried to explain lhat lhat was her child, bul the agent continued to, quite lilerally, scream at her 10 stay where she was. At lhis point, my four year old began 
to walk away from the security line, and my wife went to get her before she got lost. The TSA agent AGAIN screamed at my wife to stay where she was, which of course my wife would not, as our child was wandering away. When I. still on the other 
side of the metal detector, asked what the problem was, ~ut her hand up in my face and, once again LITERALLY screamed at me to stay where I was. She continually yelled about protocol. However, we had no idea what was going on. Once 
everyone was through, we asked to speak to a supervisor. While speaking to the supervisor.!rh-,1R!STILL continued to scream and yell that we were at fault. 

Is this how the TSA instructs their agents to treat the public? As New Yorkers, we understand how incredibly important and stressful the job must be. However, if this officer had simply explained to us that the people who were carrying the babies 
needed to have their hands tested BECAUSE they were carrying the ba b1es, we wo u Id have been comp I ete ly amen ab I e to that We certainly want everyone to be safe while flying and a re happy to abide by any p rec a uti on s necessary. But. when 
someone screams and yells at you as if you are an animal. and then refuses to let you have your own child. it has gone too far. This woman has no business being in this position. We were literally verbally harassed by this woman. who followed us 
when we went to speak 10 her supervisor, continually yelling. She kept screaming ''I'm not getting written up for this!" It was such a disturbing experience, and terrifying for my wife, who was prevented from taking our child, lhat I simply cannot let lhis 
go. Something must be done about this woman. I am sure there are others who would be more qualified to do this job. 

Transgender Travelers verses disabled travelers. Why are there differenl rules for a Transgender 1raveler and a disabled traveler? I have to be degraded and lift my pant leg to show my prosthetic leg but per your web site a Transgender traveler does 
not have too???? Per your website under Transgender traveler. 

Prosthetics: T rave I e rs should neither be asked to nor agree to I ill, remove. or raise any article of clothing to revea I a prosthetic and should not be asked to re move it, 

'2014 4 : 07: Then under. Passengers with Prosthetics 
Regard I e ss of whether a passenger is screened by a meta I detector, , magi ng tech no logy, or a thorough p atdown. a prosthetic is s u bJect to addition al sere en i ng. An off ce r wi 11 need to see the prosthetic, which may require the I ifti ng of clothing without 
exposing any sensitive areas or removing a belt that holds the prosthetic to the passenger's body. TSA also will use technology to test the prosthetic for traces of explosive material, If explosive material is detected. the passenger will have to undergo 
additional screening. If a passenger voluntarily removes his or her prosthetic during screening, it will be screened by X-ray. 

Can you p I ease exp I am why the re a re to different standards? 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time 10/2912014 10:46:23 AM Airport BWI - Baltimore-Washington International Date/Time of Travel 10/2912014 7:15 AM Airline & Flight Number Southwest 1698 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Checkpoint near A gates TSA Employee: (If Known) !(b)(6 ~ think) Comment: At this checkpoint there were two x ray lanes. It appeared that one was feeding into an AIT scanner and one into a traditional metal detector. 
The metal detector was apparenlly open for use and there was an officer staffing it. I was in the apparent me1a1 detector lane. When ii was time to go through the officer instead said that I had to go through the AIT instead. This was inefficient (long 
line at the AIT) but fine. However, I did not have everything out of my pockets since this is not required for metal detector. This resulted in my getting patted down after going through AIT, test for explosives residue and having to send my wallet 
through xra y. W hi I e this was a 11 Ii ne, it was a big time waster and would have been com pl etel y unnecessary 1f it had be en clear I was going to go through A IT. NO ONE was te 11 i ng passengers on the meta I detector side that the metal detector was in 
la ct not open; it was not blocked off: and no one on that side was tel Ii ng passengers to take everything out of their pockets. 

Aller this incident I asked to speak to whoever was in charge of the checkpoint. I spoke to Officel(b)(6bnd explained what happened. He could not have been less interested and did nothing to address the ~He also claimed that there was a 
policy that prohibited blocking off the metal detector when 11 wasn't in use. This does not seem correct because I travel frequently and see that blocked off lanes and devices are routine. In any case. I asked~what the reason for the policy was 
and he stated that he had no idea what the reason was. In my view, no one should be placed in charge of a checkpoint who doesn't understand not only what the policies are but also the reasons for them. Otherwise, you'll get mindless adherence to 

2014 12: 16 supposed policies and bad customer service. 

I would like to know -
(1) Whether it is consistent with policy to have no one telling people to take everything out of their pockets before going through the AIT 
(2) Why the metal detector cannot be blocked off when not in use so that people will know in advance thal they will be direcled to the AIT 
(3) Whether the officer in charge can be counseled to actually listen to customer feedback and address it 
( 4) Whether the off ce r in charge can be informed of the reasons for TSA policies so these can be exp I a i ned to customers. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name :lrh··,1r;·1 
Phone Number fh··,1r;·1 
Email !rh··,1r;·, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Advised ca Iler 

Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and 
courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some insIances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a Patdawn on a passenger. ta resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We u nders ta nd the inconvenience passengers may have experienced, Nevertheless, we believe these security measures a re necessary and ap prop ria te for ensuring the security and confidence of al I air trave I ers, TS A continues to develop and deploy 
new Iechnologies to address the explosives threal. In lhe meantime, lhe use of additional screening enhances our ability 10 detect explosives. 

12014 5: 20= Caller she is not upset about the system. Ca 11 er is for that. She fee Is Ii ke she may be targeted. She has seen innocent pea pl e with th, ngs thrown on them. Al so on Oct ob er Rd she flew out of Kennedy to Fort Laude rd ale and had a connecting fi 19 ht. 
#2319, to Montigo Bay. In the process she lost $30 worth of jewelry It was attractive stuff. However. there was not a NOi in her bag. 

Advised caller she was referred to airline. She indicated that she had already contacted them and they said they were not responsible. She just wants TSA to be aware that this happened. 

Advised ca Iler: PI ease note th at TSA assumes a very Ii m ited role with respect to checked baggage hand Ii ng, We a re only responsi b I e for checked baggage from the time it is presented for screening unti I the time it has been cleared of screening , Once 
checked baggage has been screened and cleared, airlines are responsible for transporting it to ils final deslination. As a result, the amount of lime checked baggage is under TSA control is relatively short. 

Caller told the following story: In the past. she had a wedding in Atlanta and her bag opened and expensive jewelry fail out. A guy seen 11 and looked at her and her bag. He later stole her bag as it came out. She confronted him and he returned her 
suitcase. It was already in the parking lot. She thinks this occurred at Kennedy. It is because of this experience that she wants someone aware of the above incident. 

She is just re parting it. I emphasized with caller 



Advised ca Iler 

Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and 
courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some insIances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a Patdawn on a passenger. ta resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced securily screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat lhe security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We u nders ta nd the inconvenience passengers may have experienced, Nevertheless, we believe these security measures a re necessary and ap prop ria te for ensuring the security and confidence of al I air trave I ers, TS A continues to develop and deploy 
new Iechnologies to address the explosives threal. In lhe meantime, lhe use of additional screening enhances our ability 10 detect explosives. 

12014 5: 20= Caller she is not upset about the system. Ca 11 er is for that. She fee Is Ii ke she may be targeted. She has seen innocent pea pl e with th, ngs thrown on them. Al so on Oct ob er Rd she flew out of Kennedy to Fort Laude rd ale and had a connecting fi 19 ht. 
#2319, to Montigo Bay. In the process she lost $30 worth of jewelry It was attractive stuff. However. there was not a NOi in her bag. 

Advised caller she was referred to airline. She indicated that she had already contacted them and they said they were not responsible. She just wants TSA to be aware that this happened. 

Advised ca Iler: PI ease note th at TSA assumes a very Ii m ited role with respect to checked baggage hand Ii ng, We a re only responsi b I e for checked baggage from the time it is presented for screening unti I the time it has been cleared of screening , Once 
checked baggage has been screened and cleared, airlines are responsible for transporting it to ils final deslination. As a result, the amount of lime checked baggage is under TSA control is relatively short. 

Caller told the following story: In the past. she had a wedding in Atlanta and her bag opened and expensive jewelry fail out. A guy seen 11 and looked at her and her bag. He later stole her bag as it came out. She confronted him and he returned her 
suitcase. It was already in the parking lot. She thinks this occurred at Kennedy. It is because of this experience that she wants someone aware of the above incident. 

She is just re parting it. I emphasized with caller 

The caller is a FF and he llys a lot. He stated that he is wanting to complain about TSA Precheck. He stated that he has been told that the AIT has been removed from all Precheck checkpoints. He has a medical implant that alarms the WTMD and he 
has 10 gel a patdown. He staled thal this is discrimination against persons with disabilities. He stated lhat he has been through AUS, RIC, and ORF. He staled thal they all used 10 have the AIT until recently, and it was removed. He stated that at AUS 
and RIC he has ta get a full patdown. However. at ORF he was able ta be placed in the front of the regular line for general passengers, take off his shoes. and go through the AIT, while his baggage went through the screening at the Precheck 
checkpoint. He stated that he w, 11 contact his congressman or senator 1/ necessary. He stated that he wants to speak with someone regarding the matter to find out why he is being di sen mi nated against. He asked to speak with a s u pe rvi so r if we do not 
have contact information for someone to speak with regarding the matter. He stated that he has found federal email systems to be useless. 

I explained that we do not have any information regarding the Al Ts being removed from the Precheck checkpoint. Generally the AIT locations depend on the airports, and checkpoint location. I explained that if any passenger alarms the screening 
process. a paid own Is used to resolve the al a nms. I exp I a i ned th at this is done reg a rd I ess of age. dIsa b1 Ii ty, med ica I condition. or other circumstances. We can forward the i nfonmati on to the ap prop nate office for review and c I arifi cation on the m alter, 

,2014 5:42: however we do not have any contact information to provide. 

E sea I ation Notes tr h ·., I rr1 ! 
The caller wants to know what the policy is for AIT machines at the TSA check points. He also claims discrimination against people with disabilities because we are removing AIT machines from the Pre check checkpoints. 

I tried ta explain what he needed to do for discrimination but he kept bringing it back to the Policy question. I told the caller that he could request to be scanned by AIT at a different checkpoint and that brought him back ta the discrimination statement. 
He refused to accept the process to follow. Eventually he accepted to email his question in to get an answer. Passenger wasn't very cooperative and this was the best option to help him. 



Caller is upset about the patdown she got at the Las Vegas airport. She wanted to speak ta the supervisor. She is pregnant and refused to go through the AIT so she ask to use the WTMD. She was told she cant ask for the WTMD and was told she 
could not use It and she would have to have a patdown. She was asked about areas that were tender or painful to touch. She says she told the agent about the tender areas. yet the agent was very rough. She said the agent stuck her hand in her pants 
for screening, the caller was very upset about this. The patdown was done between the conveyor belts and was very embarrassing to her, It was in front of all the other passengers. 

She would like for the agents ta have more education and if something can be done for the staff. She says the officer did not tell her she were going to put her hands in her pants. She had ta remove her belt and she did not have her pants buttoned 
s i nee she was p regnant so she was sta ndrng the re with her cloths undone i nfront of other passengers. She said she was nt to Id they we re going to stick their hands in her pants. just that she would fee I a tug. She was told if she refused the patdown by 
the agent she would have to have someone else come over to give her a patdown. 

Told caller 

12014 6 , 18,. I was sorry for her experience. 
I can take her complaint and send it to the CSM so they can be aware of this for her. 

Airport McCarren 
Airline: Al a ska 
Terminal or Gate: Terminal 3 Gate E 
Dale and lime: 10-29-14 She was at screening aboul 3 and her flight is scheduled 10 depart at 5 

I ask if she had gotten the agents name, she had not. 
She did have a description of the agent, she thought she was hispanic, about 5 3 or 5 4 or so, she had her hair pulled back and did not have on glasses, she was a more stockier lady 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time : 10130/2014 4:07:11 PM Airport PBI - West Palm Beach International DatelTlme of Travel : 10/30/2014 3:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: Usairvvays Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Terminal AB TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment · I was randomly selected after making it through metal detector. They then sent me through millimeter wave telling me I could go as is, My belt caused a problem with millimeter wave and then I had to be frisked and the man stuck his hand 

12014 6:02: down my pants because he told I didnt need to take off my belt. This was ridiculous for someone who went lhe screening for Global Entry. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email !(b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

The caller just signed up for TSA precheck and got his KTN. He went ta use it today for the first time. He travels almost every week and he wants to use the service. He traveled from PHX on SWA. A lady TSO sent him to the precheck lane but after he 
went through the metal detector and It went off the lady on the other side of the metal detector told him he had to take off his shoes. He has another flight tomorrow. He states that he had made the reservations previously before he got his KTN. He 
states several times that he is upset because the only reason he signed up for the program was so that he would not have to take off his shoes and belt and if this is not guaranteed then he wants a refund. 

12014 B: 12: I advised the caller that when TSA scans the barcade or observes the TSA Prelu2713 '" logo on a boarding pass at the security checkpoint. the passenger may be referred to a TSA Pre\u2713 '" lane for expedited screening. 

2014 12:05 

When making a reservation, passengers should enter their TSA Pre\u2713"' known traveler number (KTN) into the "Known Traveler Number" field of their reservation. In addition. we recommend that you review your reservation to ensure that your 
name, date of birlh, and gender are an exacl match to the informalion you provided TSA al the time of enrollment. I informed the caller thal precheck is not guaranteed every lime he 1ravels and I cannot answer why the firsl agent told him 10 go to the 
precheck line since it was not on his boarding pass. We have to periarm secondary screening to clear alarms from personal screening. 

I advised the caller of the UES number if he wants to call them to discuss what he signed up for. 855-34 7-8371. 
I am a known traveler who just spent about an hour going through security for reasons that are not clear to me. You have done a background check and taken my money to put me into the TSA Pre-Chek lane but there are more people in that lane than 
in the stand a rd lane. I susp eel most of those pea pl e did not pay you for access to the p re-che k. 
That was one component of the delay. 

The othe com pa net of the delay was caused by my insulin pump. I have passed through security and announced my insulin pump only to have your agents shout to other people dawn the screening line that I had an insulin pump. That is a HIP PAA 
violation I think. Not to mention em ba rras sing. Because many ti mes they just passed me through. I started Ju st going through the meta I detector which did not detect the ins u Ii n pump. 

Lately, the metal detectors are kicking me out for reasons I am nol sure I understand. When I refuse to go through the full body scanner because my pump manufacturer says it will injure the pump, I have to go through a full body search which causes 
me to be back to a full search like you didn't take my money and provide me expedited screening. 

I suppose I co u Id take off the pump and go through security but it defeats the purpose of having a pump, I am not sure what suggestions to give you but this is a ridiculous see na ri o lo r me to go through, I have flown about 34 round trips with 8 weeks 
left in lhe year. There has to be a better way. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Disability or Medical Condition: Screening Current Date/Time, 10131/2014 11 :03:25 AM Airport· SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International Date/Time of Travel, 10/31/2014 7:15 AM Airline & Flight Number, 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Checkpoint 2 TSA Employee: (If Known) ~amp; another female agent Comment I went lhrough precheck at checkpoint 2 al SeaTac. I walked lhrough the metal de1ec1or and wenl to collect my belongings. 
Because I have type 1 diabetes, I have a small bag of juice boxes (4.23 oz each) that I travel with. As a courtesy to make screening for TSA easier, I had that ziplock bag of juice separately in a tray that went through the metal detector after my 2 carry 
on bags. Both my ba s came through without a problem. The agent at the X-Ray ran my juice boxes through the machine again, with me notifying him that it was medical liquid for diabetes. After they came through again, he asked an agent to screen 
the juice. The agen b)(ff:1 said I needed a full pat down and told me to take off my shoes and coat. She then asked for another person to assist her. The other person mentioned screening me and using the back of her hands etc .. then started the 
screening. This other agent was in the process of patting down my backside when I t~oth thal I didn'I need it, but that they were supposed to offer me a private screening. They stopped and asked me if I wanted one (I said no again) and if I 
wanted her to start the pat down over. I said no and she continued. Meanwhile. agen~ooked at my juice boxes and then started screening my shoes: my laptop: and then proceeded to pull things out of my laptop bag and screen the entirety of 
my I aptop bag. For some reason. she th en moved to my carry on su ilea se and screened it including open, ng it and digging through it. Again. nothing was flagged or alarmed on the X-ray and I did not alarm on the metal detector. The other agent 
screened my hands after the patdown. The other agent walked away.~hen walked away without saying that she was done or that I was free to go. I heard her ask my fianc&#233:e I who was standing by and watching this experience) why he 
was looking at her name tag. 

2 O 14 12: 06 This experience was disrespectful from the beg i nm ng ( agent doing my p atdown said di sm,ssi ve ly &q uoU know what that is, I see them al I the ti m e&q uot when I pointed out my i nsu Ii n pump when she asked about s ens1t1ve areas on my body). and 
violated my rights as a traveler when I was not offered a private screening, I am also pretty sure it is inconsistent with TSA screening policies - since I did not alarm in the metal detector and my bags cleared screening, why was I given a) a lull body 
patdown and b) all of my belongings searched when I had a small bag of medical liquids lhat were easily screened without having to go through any of this? 

I am a frequent traveller through SEAT AC and I am frustrated at this expenence, especially because 11 is an outcome of a medical condition. Not to mention that I am a participant in TSA"s pre-check program and have already been thoroughly 
screened. 

Please train your agents in TSA on actual TSA policies. including respecting the rights of travelers and always offering private screening: plus knowing how to handle medical liquids. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name fh··,1rr1 ! 
Phone Number : 

Emaifo)(6) J 
To 1.,Ji,,; a co111111e11t co11ce1111119 u 11s leeoo ~~- follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?"' , Disability or Medical Condition Cun-ent Date/Time, 10/31/2014 10:56:30 AM Airport: SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International Date/Time of Travel: 10/31/2014 7:00 AM Airline & Flight Number· DL 108 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airporl: 2 TSA Employee: (If Known)llli:iillI]Comment: In the Seattle checkpoint 2 (The one serving A and S gales) pre-check line, h··,rr; separaled and declared her quarl-size bag of medical liquids (juice boxe~pe 1 diabetes I hypoglycemia). 
Agentliliiilll]vas called over to check the liquids. Despite no other alarms on the metal detector or X-ray, she additionally decided to giv 1h·11R full pat-down, in public, without offering a private screening. After~ourteously mentioned that, 
while it didn't matter to[filul(b)(6) ! should've offered a pnvate screening.!rh··,1r;·1 !further decided to do a full manual inspection of all~elongings (which had not alarmed on X-ray). When she finished that, she failed to indicate that~as 

2014 12:06 free to leave. Further, when I decided I needed to get~name for this report, she demanded to know why I was looking at her name tag, 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name b)(6i 
Phone Number..,...,...., ........ __ -,-~ 

Email (b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" . Screening 
Cun-ent Date/Time · 1013112014 12:58:32 PM Airport · DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel , 1012812014 11 :45 AM Airline & Flight Number , Delta 4469 Checkpoint/Area of Airport , North TSA pre-check TSA Employee; (If Known) · 
Comment : I participate in TSA pre-check and GOES, I recently had a full knee replacemenl or implant. Upon arriving al TSA pre-check I was asked to pass through a metal detector, I explained I hat I had an implanl and asked if it would be better to go 
through a millimeter wave scanner. I was told I could not change lines and must go through the metal detector. This subsequently led to me having to remove my glasses, my shoes, my belt. my hearing aids pass though the metal detector again and 

12014 2; 03: ag am, having it beep each time, I was asked to step aside and Join tw-o other men and three women wa iii ng to be searched by a short staffed TSA. 
I believe that having a metal detector and not a millimeter wave scanner at TSA Pre-check is absurd. when I am told I don't have to remove my belt or shoes and end up doing so and require a body search when I had already announced I had a metal 
implant. At least every other passenger went through the same process. 
Not to be told, suggested or allowed to change lines and be scanned after making this announcement is ridiculous. in my opinion. 
I would think that a millimeter scanner would be a minimum requirement for TSA pre-check in order for the program to honor it's claims. otherwise, why bother? A failed effort on your part Would you like a response?: True Passenger's Name :kbi(ff:1 ! 
~hone Number. 
Email : f h ,1R, I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time, 1111/2014 12:13:32 PM Airport: JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time ofTravel, 10/31/2014 1 :45 PM Airline & Flight Number: Jet Blue 1729 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, 
Terminal 5 Screening lines 14 and 15 TSA Employee: (If Known): tJII bald black employee Comment: My party of 3 were directed to a line which did not move for 20 minutes while the TSA girl jusl sat there. The adjacent line was moving rapidly. I 
asked what was the problem and she replies tersley &quot;there is no problem. ---(uninteligable---just doing my job&quot:. Finally we were released and directed to the baggage xray machine ,ine at line 14 and 15. The sign said no need to remove cell 
phones keys coins etc. All ok Then went through metal detector. It beeped. 
Now I wi 11 try to paraphrase what happened next as accurately as I can re ca 11. 
&quoi;Get back. Empty pockels. Cell phones coins rings glasses lake of shoes&quot: all in a loud, agressive, arrogant manner. 
Why? I ask the sign says I don't need to. 

2014 1.07., Reply, in same manner as above, &quot:Because it's a metal detector you must remove all metal. ll"s the requirement&quot I repeat &quot;Why shoes? No one else is removing shoes or anything else for that matter&quot Your black officer &quot; 
· · Cell phones, coins rings, anything metal? .... (something unintelligible) ... 

Finaly I get through. I stop and 1ry to read the employee number on his badge. He turns and raises arm 10 obscure the badge. I ask for his number or name he answers &quo1;.(uninteligable) .... &quot: I decide 10 give up and leave as I have an aircraft to 
catch. 
Behind me was another man who received s1 mi I a r Ire atme nt and was equally annoyed at the treatment. 
M ea nwhi I e. the rest of my party went through without having to remove their eel I phone or anything e I se. 
Over 55 years off 1ravelling around this world extensively, this was the worsl display of public arrogance I have ever witnessed, or been party 10. People like this do not deserve employment. He seemed to be an example of how some respond to 
donning a uniform and a badge.And rm sure that this is not a person that is retrainable. 
Then there is also the question of why the entry line was stationery for so long with no logical explanation Would you like a response?: True Passenger's Name :kb)(ff:, !Phone Numberkb::,(6) Fmail :l(b::,(6) ~o leave a 
comment concerning this feedback, follow this link· http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time · 111212014 3:42:12 AM Airport · LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel · 10/3112014 5:30 PM Airline & Flight Number : Virgin VS008 Checkpoint/Area of Airport · 
Terminal 2 #1 = Bag scanner near virgin check in desk #2 = security bag scanner at top of stairs TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I was traveling through LAX to LHR with my wife on Fri. After checking in with the Virgin Desk I took both my suitcases to the x-ray machine. Both of my suitcases have straps around them for extra security. Because these straps are 
locked we were required by TSA 10 wait near the back of lhe x-ray machine until they were scanned. When both suitcases came oul the other side a TSA employee grabbed the cases by lhe slraps and pulled/lifted the cases (by the strap) onto the 
moving conveyor belt. These straps are not designed to be used in this manner and could easily be broken if treated like this. It is very annoying as both suitcases had handles which could have been used and additionally he could have simply 
pushed the cases along the roller with minimal effort which would have easily accomplished his task of getting them to the moving conveyor belt. Secondly on going upstairs to the scanning area after placing my carry-on luggage onto the x-ray 
machine I made my way towards the people scanner. I had a pair of light desert boots on (no metal) which I wear for travel through airports as I know they will not set metal detectors off. Obviously this people scanner is of a different type, I was 

2014 9,26 ,c unaware that I had to take my shoes off (are there signs stating this at lhis security checkpoint?) My complaint is lhat a TSA employee (for want of a betler word( BARKED)) at me. He pointed at my feet and barked &quot:SHOES&quot:• I am ex-
. · military and I know how it feels to be barked at and this was it' I am now not in the military and am a middle aged male and I do not appreciate being shouted/barked at by a security guard' I felt embarrassed and treated like a child' I would not let an 

employee of a company in the UK (where I come from) speak to me Ii ke th at. however the T SA has such a bad reputation amongst foreign !rave I e rs that one is scared to cha I Ieng e them on their behavior as one is frightened th at they wi 11 throw you out 
of the airport or call the police and have you removed. I definitely have the feeling that if I tried to say anything I would be met with the response of &quot:This is our country and if you don't like it don't come&quot;. I understand security personnel have 
a job 10 do (I work in the security industry)bul this job can be done with courtesy and politeness which is something which seems 10 be lacking with TSA personnel. This is not lhe first lime I have had cause to be upsel by them but on the other 
occasions I have not bothered to make a complaint. However this time I felt strongly enough to write in about my experiences because unless you get this feedback you will never change the attitude of your front line personnel. 
Would you like a reronse? · I•m 
Passenger's Name _E.1(6.1 ! 
Phone N11rnhec · 
Email l(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' , Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time , 111112014 10:54; 19 PM Airport · LAS - McCarran International Date/Time of Travel , 10129/2014 Airline & Flight Number , 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: On Wednesday the 29th, I was on an afternoon fi1ght from Vegas to Charlotte. 

The gentleman in front of me in the TSAPre line had clearly never been in it before. In facl, he acled like he'd never boarded a plane before. He was very confused thal he had 10 empty his pockets, and once he did, left his bin on the lable and tried to 
walk through the employee door. After being herded back by the employees. who acted like he should know what he"s doing (why?), he set off the metal detector. When they asked him to check his pockets again. he joked that he "had a gun.' -your 
employees did nothing but he rd him th raug h the gate and go about their I azy days. 

2014 9:26:, Now I ask you, given the spirit of why the TSAwas created in the first place. and then lhe TSAPre program, does lhat sound like where we want ii to go? What criteria are used 10 allow people in the line now? Because watching from afar, ii appears 
there is none. That gentleman was confused, possibly drunk, and clearly had no idea what he was supposed to do. It's not his fault he didn"t know what to do, because why would he? You're taking people who never travel, have no idea what they're 
doing. and forcing them into the I an es with peop I e who travel every week of their I ives. Is th at the future? 

Please consider where lhe program is headed before you ruin ii. Everyone I know I hat I ravels regularly says lhe same thing. The program was so greal when it firsl starled. and now is gelling bloated, watered down, and as fruslrating as when the 
TSA first started. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email f h >IR, I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link htlp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB21ApplicationManager 

TSA- today, November 2, 2014 at 9:50am in Houston Texas, George Bush Airport, United terminal, planning to leave on United flight 373 from Houston to Dulles, boarding to begin at 11 :05. The TSA supervisor for the TSA pre-check area who would 
not give me her name, was very physically rough in a body pat down. Not on I y was I preche ck but I advised the agent on the Ii ne I was wearing a knee brace p nor to going through the metal detector. I was di reeled to the body sea n machine which I 
went to with no complaint, I understand the need for security and I have never comp Iain ed a bout the body scan machine, Once the brace appears on the sere en, mo st agents s imp I y feel to check that a brace is present, This women insisted I remove 
my pants 10 show her lhe brace which I was NOT going 10 do in line. Once I explained thal I could nol remove my pants she proceeded to very roughly manipulale my knee brace from both sides repeatedly. I told her I would scream if she conlinued, 
she pushed the brace one more time and actually moved my kneecap within the brace. This caused tremendous pain and left me limping to a chair crying so hard I could hardly see. Unfortunately, she WAS the supervisor so there was no one else to 
complain to. although she did hand me the complaint form as I was trying to walk out of the area. If I was not a known traveler. with Pre-check, whose palms had already been swiped, perhaps some excuse could be made for some of her behavior. If I 

2014 1,05 ,, were not heading out of town immediately, I would have contacted the police to swear out a warrant for an assault and battery. There is no excuse for physically causing such incredible pain to a passenger. I would like to be advised of the action taken 
· · to discipline this agent. I have also copied a fellow traveler who witnessed much of the abuse, on this email. 

rb,(6) I 
Ashburn, VA 20148 

Sent from my iPhone 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name: h··,1f';'I ~~---------........... 
Email Address:..,1h_._-,1_r;_·1 --------~ 
Phone Number:"'(b"--."-,(6,,_-._I __ __. 
Address: Test 
Zipcode: Test 

2014 3: 12: 1 Are you 18 or over? No 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Na 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 



I was traveling with my father in law, mother in law and my 4 month old baby girl who was visibly ill with a cold (she was crying and sniffling and had a runny nose, it was very obvious she was unwell.lb)(6:, I (supervisor, apparently?) pulled me 
aside for additional screening. She was initially very unclear about why I was being screened. when I asked her to repeat herself she said it was because my hands were flagged (I had walked through the metal detector with my baby and I understand 
that a hand swab is then required.) I had no argumenl with this, and I followed her 10 a small room for lhe addilional check, which I had experienced before when I was pregnant (ironically enough, wi1h!rh··,1rr1 b -so I had no problem wilh ii. 

However. no regard was given to my ch,l~(b::,(6) ~sked me "is this your stuff'' in reference to my bags, I said yes. and she asked my in laws to "watch 11 for me'·. but she said nothing about what I should do with my baby. Not having been given 
any direction, I handed the baby to her grandma. When I arrived into the room for the check, I was upset and I said "I really don't feel comfortable leaving my sick baby with anyone else right now"',!(b.:1(6.i ~hen turned to her co worker, sighed 
loudly, and said "'I don't have time to deal with this right now", in a very rude and impatient lone. She lhen wenl and broughl my baby and my family over to where we were, broughl the stroller inlo lhe room and told me 10 put the baby in ii. I said "'thank 
you. This is not your fault. I have just had a rough morning." Without looking at me or acknowledging me!(b)(ffl !then said to her co-worker "I can·t wait til I'm o/fl" She was so insensitive and rude to me that she made me cry. 

While I don't expect '"customer service" from any TSA employee (I know better than that, it"s generally just not your MO to treat people with much courtesy- as an organization you pretty much seem to take delight in treating people like idiots and I get it 
- most people ARE idiots) bul I'm acIually NOT an idiot, and what I experienced just wasn"I appropriate or called for al all! My baby was sick and needed me, she was crying and clearly distressed. bul no one gave her or me the consideralion thal I feel 
we deserved just as human beings - forget "customers" There is always such a huge deal made about customers treating TSA employees with respect, but why doesn't it work the other way around? I shouldn't have been talked to so rudely (not even 
talked to - talked AROUND) especially by someone who, if I remember correctly from my prior expenence with her, is a mother herself and should know better' 

Frankly she should be ashamed of herself & you should be ashamed that someone in a supervisory position was a) very unclear with her direclions, b) blalantly rude and inconsiderate of my situation, c) assumed, wilhout asking, that I had someone to 

2014 5:og:( take care of the baby for me while I was getting checked (luckily I did') and d) setting a pretty poor example far her subordinates. 

You'll /ind a summary of this complaint written on a yellow card in the box at the TSA area of Long Beach Airport. 

I don·t expect anyone will bother responding, but if you would like to I'm happy to elaborate & discuss the situation further. Feel free to call or email me. 

Hope you a re having a better day than me' 

Sincerely, 

r)(ff, 

Sent from my brand new iPhone 5S bought for me by my generous husband! 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time : 111312014 4:20:4 7 PM Airport : LAS - McCarran International Date/Time of Travel 11103/2014 Airline & Flight Number 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : Screening for a-b-c gates T SA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment : Allowing people who are not familiar wilh the pre-check line interferes with the efficiency and securily of the pre-check line. This interference also impedes lhe effectiveness of screening and TSA employees, as well as diminishing traveler 
cooperation. 

2014 6'lB·< Example: I travel a lot. I was passing through the pre-check line. which then got merged with non pre-check travelers. The non pre-check people caused crowding and frustration when they didn't understand the process. I was trying to move quickly 
· · through the line but apparently got too close to another guy at the metal detector. The TSA agent tried to stop just me but the unfamiliar guy also stopped. causing more delay and frustration for both me and the TSA agent. A tense and crowded 

situation like this one diminishes airport securily. And undermines the pre-check program. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name .. kb"-.. "-,(6,,..· ... I ___ _. 
Phone Number , 
Email !(b1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Date and time of Flight 1018114 6: 17 am 
United Airlines fi19ht to MCD from Newark Airport 
TSA employee,fb)(61 I 
I am currently 20 weeks pregnant at the time of travel I was 16 weeks pregnant with my second child I requested ofb··1(6i !that i may accompany my 2 112 year old daughter through the metal detector in lieu of the millimeter wave machine. 
as I saw other parents do Ing th Is th , IR I Ii ns1sted th at I either go through the mi 11 i meter wave or get patted down. He then I efl and retu med 1 0 mm utes I ate r carrying a Dunkin Donuts coffee. He was com pl etel y unp roles s ional . rude and 
inconsiderate. Pe maps he is a misogynist. I was in TEARS. In my opinion, nobody especially natural born US citizens whom are pregnant should be treated with this amount of disrespect•, He should be fired. It was very telling that his co-workers 

,014 12,08, gave up his name so quickly. 

I expect a response to this email. 

Thank you, 

!(b)(61 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 11141201411:02:54 AM Airport DLH - Duluth International Date/Time of Travel: 11/0312014 6:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: Delta 2385 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
TSA security check TSA Employee: (If Known) · supervisor Comment. I was held for 40 minutes after passing through the metal detector (prosthetic knee, which I mentioned to the TSA agent)apparently because a faulty machine registered false 
positives about me and my carry-on after pat-down. (I was told by an FM employee that the machine was faulty.) The supervisor made no effort to correct this problem. being absorbed in some problem of his own. I was palled down and my carry-on 
carefully visually examined after X-ray but continued to be held nevertheless, as I stood within six feet of the supervisor, who carefully ignored me. and was then patted down again but more thoroughly for no reason that I can detect. I should add that 

,014 12,09, the entire area was chaolic and improperly organized, withoul clear direction. The agents acted as if they were trying to figure out what to do next, in the absence of any supervision. This is a disfuntional security point and I think the dis function is the 
direct result of poor supervision. I had nearly an hour to evaluate what I saw as I was processed and then detained. 
Would you like a re,;;.J1.."-"'>< . .l-..W""--~ 

Passenger's Nai"m'-,e"'-,-(b'"'i_(6-'.'--1 ----,..---' 
Phone Number b 1(6i 
Ema (b1(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Civil Rights/Liberties 
Categories : Dis a bi Ii ty 
Current Date/Time : 1114/2014 12:46:52 PM Airport : PIA - Greater Peoria Date/Time of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 

2014 4:07:: Comment : I would like to talk to someone aboul how people with disabilities are screened. It is 1otally unacceplable what the TSA puts handicap people through. I liken ii to legalized groping. The rules need to be revamped immediately. I have 
GOES and pre-tsa and it does no good because I can not walk through the meta I detector. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passe11ger·s N-Rrp'r:~e~. f.,,b.,._·-, .. rs_,_·,..__.,__.J 
Phone Number :!(_b 1(6 I 

Email !(b)(61 ! 
To leave a comment concern1ngh1s feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Nam,tb)(61 I 
Email Add~b 1(6) ! Phone Numbe4(b 1(61 
Address: "-'-'--""---------' "-==-----' 
Zipcode: 

2014 8:45:, Are you 18 or over? Na . . . 
Are you represented by a th, rd party or an attorney , n th, s matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? No 
N at,ona Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 
The ca 11 er indicated that she is flying tomorrow from MS P with Frontier to DEN at 2p m. She asked ii the re is someone who can assist her to the gate, She indicated that she recently had a ca rd i ac event and would Ii ke transportation to navigate the 
airport lhat will include her nine year old son. She doesn t want him to have to walk behind the wheelchair. I menlioned thal TSA Cares can provide assislance through screening for those with disabilities or medical condilions. She indicaled that she 
da es not require ass i sta nee through screening. 

She asked if she should advise of her defibulator before screening begins and if snacks are permitted through screening. 

I advised that she would need ta contact the airline in regard to assistance in navigating the airport and getting from point A to B. I advised that they may be able to provide some type al transportation or cart. 

She should advise of the deli bu I a tor before screening begins, 

2014 8'57 '' Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices. passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 

Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still wilh their arms above lheir heads for 5-7 seconds without lhe support of a person or device. If a passenger cannot or chooses not 10 be screened by AIT, the passenger will be screened 
using a thorough pa tdaw n procedure instead. 

Her son can walk through the WTMD on his own. 

Solid load Items are permitted in carry on. They should be securely wrapped or in a spill proof container.and must undergo .ray screening. 



The caller indicated that she is flying ta morrow from MSP with Frontier to DEN at 2pm. She asked if there is someone wha can assist her ta the gate. She indicated that she recently had a cardiac event and would like transportation to navigate the 
airport that will include her nine year old son. She doesn t want him to have to walk behind the wheelchair. I mentioned that TSA Cares can provide assistance through screening for those with disabilities or medical conditions. She indicated that she 
do es not require ass i sta nee through screening, 

She asked if she should advise al her defibulator before screening begins and if snacks are permitted through screening. 

I advised th at she wou Id need to contact the airline in regard to assistance in navigating the airport and getting from point A to B , I advised that they may be ab I e to provide some type of transportation or cart, 

She sha ul d advise of the deli bu I a tor before screening begins. 

2014 B:S?:, Passengers who have internal medical devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices, passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than usir,g screening technology, 

Passengers can be screened using A IT on I y if they can stand sti 11 with their arms above their he ads lo r 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. If a passenger cannot or chaos es not to be screened by AIT, the passenger wi 11 be screened 
using a thorough pa tdow n procedure instead. 

Her son can walk through the WTMD an his own. 

Solid food Items are penmitted in carry on. They should be securely wrapped or in a spill proof container.and must undergo xray screening. 

Today. I went through security at Dul I es Intern ati o na I Airport. Si nee I am pregnant. I requested to opt out of the Al T sere en i ng and have a pat down instead. Officer !( b I ( 5-, !was the TSO th at I spoke with and he beg an arguing with me that Al T was 
perfectly safe and that I get mo re radiation from my eel I phone, When I to Id him that I was pregnant and that my doctor advised me to not g k through ;ese types of sea n ne rs. he ro 11 ed his eyes at me and continued to I ecture me on the subject. I had to 
request a pat down three limes before he finally put out lhe message for a female assisl for an opt-out screening. Even at lhat point, Officer b)(6) ade comments to me like, "Fine. If lhat's what you really want 10 do." In reading information on the 
TSA website. passengers have the right to opt aut of this type of screening. We should not be harassed when we exercise this right. 

While I was waiting for the female TSO, another passenger with a broken anm was also waiting for an alternate screening (walki4'g throug! a metal detector instead). Oflicer~began calling out to this passenger instructing them to get back in the 
,014 l0:og: main line to go through the AIT. The passenger had lold him that she had a broken arm, which was insufficienl reason for Office h·I1fr-, The passenger then explained that she could not lift her arm above her head, which would be required by the 

AIT scan. Other TSOs had already been involved with this passenger's screening process and had already made the decision for her to nat go through the AIT scan. However, Officer ~seemed ta take a personal offense to anyone who would 
not partIcI pate in the A IT sea n. 

I appreciate the service that TSA provides in keeping our transportalion infrastructure safe. I wanted to report lhis incident because this type of experience reflects poorly on all of TSA. I travel frequently and often have to make this requesl when I am 
pregnant. Most of the time, I am treated with respect. Today was outside of the norm and not up to the standards that TSA ha Ids. Thank you for your time and consideration to this incident. 

kbl(61 I 
The TSA team working this morning, 0645, was a generally disagreeable bunch; very rude, barking orders at 1ravelers. II was clear that what they wanted removed from carry-ans and whal should be placed in a bin was nol clearly communicated, as 
almost each travele(s belongings were repacked by a gentleman who was not disposed to kindly let the traveler know the discrepancy. but rather inclined to engage in verbal sparing. Unlike other airports. expectation and procedural signage/verbal 
instruction was not clearly available at the front of the line causing a back-up at the metal detector...downstream issues are best solved managing the flow upstream. 

'014 10: 10: Thank you for your lime. 

2014 6:06:, 

Vlr 

fh1/R1 

Caller and husband will travel on Monday. He has a pain stimulator implant. She said the last 2 times he has flown, they made him go through the AIT. She said this has happened at Boise and the San Diego Airport. She said he told them he cannot 
go through the AIT and wanted the hand wand. They told him too bad. we don t do that and he was made to go through the machine. She said he has a card from his doctor. She asked what can she do to make sure this will not happen again. Caller 
said she would like some informalion about the screening emailed to: !(b)(ffl I !ohe said she did not know if it was damaged at this time. She said he had it Iurned off at lhe checkpoint. 

RESPONSE: If a passenger has an internal medical device, 11 is important for him or her to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) conducting the screening before the screening process begins. Passengers who have internal medical 
devices should not be screened by the walk-through metal detector because this may affect the calibration of the device. While TSA has no evidence that screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will affect such devices, passengers with 
concerns should contact lheir physicians. These passengers may requesl a thorough paldown rather than using screening technology, ALSO: Advised lhat informalion about the paldown will be included in the email. Offered the PSS or Supervisor 
for assistance at the checkpoint. 



Disability Description: Caller is a disabled vet who was sexually assaulted so she has PTSD. She had a bad experience at SAN. 

Response Details: I advised lhe caller that you cannot request the WTMD in lieu of the AIT, or patdown. 

I advised the cal I er that I wi 11 send her the information and I co u Id lo rward this to the a pp ro pri ate office to the CS M at the airport. 

I empalhized with the caller and explained thal it is standard operating policy and procedure I hat passengers even with disabilities may not request lhe WTM D in lieu of lhe AIT, or patdown. 

Incident Details: Airport: SAN to Bull Head City, AZ. 
Airline: Republic 

'014 10: 10: Flight Number: Caller does not know 
Date Time: 11 3 14 departing 4:30pm 
Terminal Gate: 34 
Email Addresslr,.,...h,..._11""r;.,.·-,-------,I 

Person Involved: STsq1 h ·1 IR·-, j 

Caller went through the checkpoint and was forced to either go through the AIT, or a patdown procedure. Caller stated that she is a disabled veteran who was sexually assaulted and has PTSD. Caller stated that going through the AIT. or patdown 
causes symptoms of the PTSD. Caller stated that she presented her card and explained the situation and was not penmitted the option to go through the WTMD. Caller stated that she frequently has TSA PreCheck and goes through the WTMD with no 
problems. Caller stated lhat she was lold by the STSCl1h··,1r;·1 !at the checkpoint lhat she must eilher go through the AIT, paldown procedure, or leave the checkpoint. Caller staled thal al olher airports she has went to the WTMD just fine and they 
have offered that to her. Caller stated that when she gave her disability information and showed her card she should have been presented with other options that did not cause her stress. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' 
Current Date/Time: 111712014 3:57:18 PM Airport MRY - Monterey Peninsula Date/Time of Travel 11/0712014 8:00 AM Airline & Flighl Number Alaska Airlines 2437M Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: This only one TSA Employee: (If Known): Name 
unknown (woman) standing just in front of metal detector Comment: More than once I have been hassled by a TSA agent regarding going through as a TSA Pre-check at this airport. It is already a hassle with Monterey's Pre-check because you still 
have to take out your liquids and CPAP machine. What should be good news is that they still allow you to leave on your light jacket, shoes, and belt. But the TSA agent behind the metal detector told me to take my jacket off even though I explained 
that I am pre-check and the other agent told me to leave it on. She said it didn't matter, &quot:she&quot; was not &quotcomfortable&quot; with the size and that I needed to take it off. So I had to go back against traffic of the line waiting to go through 
the metal de1ec1or to put my jacket on the conveyor bell then come back 10 go through the line to the metal detector. When I came back and went lhrough the metal de1ec1or to no surprise my belt buckle set off the detector, but they said that I did not 

2014 4:30:, have ta take it off as part al my TSA pre-check status. Now she ha Ids me up to have my hands swabbed and tested and to nat touch my stuff until cleared. This process was much I anger than if I had nat been TSA pre-check. Don·t get me wrong. I like 
the pre-check status at other airports, the issue he re I be Ii eve is either this agent's zealous over use of her authority or not being properly trained or both. Bottoml i ne 1s Pre-check should gen era I ly not take Io nge r Iha n regular security check and this 
almost exact situation has happened to me at Monterey before, 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The I ast 11 me I flew I was comp I ete I y hum, Ii ated because I was told I had to receive a pat down afle r going through the imaging device. I felt com pl etel y violated and disgusted by the entire expe nence. I am a very p nvate person and I do not I, ke being 

2014 9, 19,, touched like that. I was never given a reason for having to undergo both screenings. I was wondering is there anyway to just go through a metal detector? I am being forced to fly this December and I am dreading it. I had an appointment with T S A pre 
· ·" check but ii wasn't 45 days before my flight. Will I be forced to through lhe imaging scanner? Some people didn't the lasl time I flew. Will I have to have a pat down? Will someone explain why I have to have both? I absolutely hate thal because of lhe 

incidents of the past I must be treated like garbage. Please answer my questions. Thank you. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Disability ar Medical Condition Current Date/Time · 11/812014 8: 18:06 AM Airport . CM H - Port Columbus International Date/Time of Travel . 11108/2014 8:00 AM Airline & Flight Number : 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : Gate B 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . Supervisor 
Comment: CMH NEEDS An OPTION FOR PEOPLE WITH ARTIFICIAL JOINTS TO Avoid THE METAL DETECTOR. THERE NEEDS To BE A POINT OF ACCESS TO the other SCANNER SO TSA PRECHECK PEOPLE WHO HAVE ARTIFICIAL 

2014 9:20:, JOINTS DO NOT HAVE TO BE DELAYED AND PATTED DOWN. THIS SYSTEM OISCRIMNATES AGAINST THE DISABLED. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



From:kb1(6) 
Sent: Saturday, November 08, 2014 9:12 AM 
To: tsa-contactcenter@dhs.gov 
Subject: Universal or Individual Ban -Unprofessional Treatment 

TSA: 

Please see attachment with detailed inquiry and concerns regarding treatment at Puerto Plato Airport. 

A response to my inquiry is greatly appreciated. 

,014 11 02 __ ATTACHMENT 
- . - LETTER 

l(b)(61 

Brooklyn, New York 112 26 

November 8, 2014 
TRANSPORTATION SECURITY ADMINISTRATION 
Contact Center 



12014 842:, 

I would like to share an experience that occurred while passing through security screening at John Wayne Airport (Orange County/Santa Ana) in California on Friday. November 7. 2014 at 12:15 pm. I was scheduled ta depart Jahn Wayne Airport at 
1 :45 pm on Southwest flight number 2591 I appreciate the work TSA does every day to maintain safety in air travel. and safety is of the utmost importance. 

Dun ng my expe nence at John Wayne Airport. I was retu ming from vacation with my h us band and young son. W hi I e having our bo ardrng pass es and IDs checked, the T SA agent informed me that I was 'pre-sere ened" and th at I did not need to remove 
my shoes at the next step in security screening. After placing my carry on items on the x-ray conveyer belt, I proceeded to walk towards the metal detector with my son. I encountered TSA agent fb)(ffi I who informed me that I needed to 
remove my sandals. I communicated that I was prescreened and informed by the prior agent that I did not need to remove my shoes. He insisted that without my boarding pass, I must remove my sandals. I was unaware that I needed to present my 
boarding pass. I asked him if he could reach my bag that contained my boarding pass before it went into the x-ray machine so that I could obtain my boarding pass. He stated that he would not. He informed me that my only option was to remove my 
sandals to proceed through security. I to I df h ·., I rr1 hhat I did not want to expose my bare feet on the floor due to health risks of walking barefoot in pub Ii c settings. I again asked to have my bag. He was adamant that this was a a inst the rules and 
said that under no circumstance could he retrieve my bag, which was now on the other side of the x-ray machine. I asked a third time and he again said that he would not assist. At that point, I was very upset. I informe (b·•,(ffi that passengers 
need to be lold to hold onto their boarding passes when "pre-screened" and I wanled to communicate this feedback.kb)(ffi r,sponse was condescending, rude and he simply smirked at me. Ultimalely, h\/R\ staled thal I had 10 walk 
through security barefoot or I would not be permitted through security. I felt bullied and humiliated. 

Aller proceeding through security barefoot. I was so upset by this experience that I asked to speak with a TSA supervisor. I met with a supervisor who was calm, respectful and he apologized an behalf of TSA agent!(b )(6) !noting that my request was 
reasonable and should have been accommodated. I am sorry that I do not have this supervisor's name and would like to thank him for his professionalism sense of reason and kindness. 

I am a phys1c1an. I am very aware of the health dangers of walking barefoot in public settings. I take precautions to NEVER walk through security barefoot by carrying a pair of socks with me (which were also in my bag. along with my boarding pass). 
I am now at risk for developing infections (athlete's foot, common plantar warts, etc.) as a result of walking through security barefoot. 

I have several concerns about this experience and how I was treated, which highlight systems failures: 

The caller and his wife, who is pregnant, flew from LAS. His wife requesled a patdown, as she did nol feel comfortable undergoing screening by the AIT or WTMD. The TSO was very rude and argumenlative, indicating I hat lhe service was not 
available due ta federal budget cuts. The callers wife asked again for a patdown, and the TSO rudely told her to stand aver there and wait because there were no female TSOs present. The caller did not understand why she, as a female. could not 
conduct the patdown for his wife. The couple waited for over 15 minutes, and asked a supervisor if there were any female TSOs available. and were told that they still had to wait. Dunng that time, over tw"o dozen people were screened, and exited the 
checkpoint. Finally. the callers wife gave up, and went through the electronic screening, He was given a slip of paper by a supervisor. and was told to contact the TCC to file a complaint. The caller indicated that the supervisor hinted to him that this 
was common behavior from lhe female TSO. 

FI 1g ht Information: 

Dale and Time of Flight: November 9, 2014; 5:45 PM 
Departure Airport: LAS 
Airline: American Airlines 
Flight Number: Not Provided. 

12014 9:31: Terminal and Gate Number: 011 
Name of TSO: Philece Early or Farly 
Time of Incident: Around 3:00 or 3: 15 PM 

Advised Ca Iler: 

Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) regrets any unprofessional treatment you may have experienced. TSA seeks to provide a high level of secunty and customer service to all passengers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every 
person and item must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 

Please be advised that a passenger can always request to speak with the Supervisory Transportation Security Officer at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. 

Because your comp I ai nt concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have lo rwa rded a copy of your I etter to the a pp ro pri ate Customer Service Manager. 



Caller appreciates the Job that TSA does. He says some rules were broken yesterday as his family went through screening, in regards to his children. He, his wife and child of 3 years old were traveling together. He understands the rules do allow 
families to stay together. He has been on Isa.gov for information and he clearly understands what it says. He was asked to do something to separate him from his child. His wife and child went through the WTMD and he was ask to go through the AIT. 
He said he understood that families were permilled to slay togelher and he was upsel he had to go lhrough the AIT. His child and wife were upset I hat he had to go through lhe AIT instead of the WTMD along with them. His wife was left 10 gel his 
daughter and the bags together alone, so she was distressed as was his child. He says they have traveled many times and has always been permitted to go through screening along with his wife and child. 

Told caller 
I u nde rslood it did say pa rents wont be sepera I ed from their children, I did not know if it mea nl tha I both parents would be ab I e 10 use the w TM D or j usl one pa rent co u Id with I he chi Id. 

2014 1D:04 I would take him complaint and forward it to the CSM at the airport and let them address this for him. 

Airport Melbourne. M LB 
Airline: Delta to Allanta 
Flight number: 2213 
Date and time:about 11-09-14 Departed at 2: 17 but they were at screening at 1 :30 
Terminal or gate: Gate 2 

Caller stated he applied for TSA PreCheck and his wife did also. Caller stated she got her letter 10 days ago and he has not received his, Caller asked the screening procedures for a hip metal implant. Caller asked about the notification card. 

Resolution: 

Known Traveler Number (KTN)~kb_ .• _,(6_._I -~ 
ELIGIBILITY DETERMINED 

Status as of 10 28 2014 

TSA mailed you a letter with information regarding your eligibility determination. If you do not receive this letter within 1 O days of receiving this status, please contact the UES Call Center at 1-855-DHS-UES1. I advised the caller that the number for 
UES IS 855-347-8371. 

12014 2:00:· hllps: universalenroll .dhs.gov workfiows?workfiow=service-stalus 

If a passenger has metal implants, such as artificial knees or hips, he or she should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) before screening begins. TSA has created not1f1cation cards that travelers may use to inform a TSO about any d1sab1lity, 
med i ca I co nd it ion, or med i ca I device that could a fleet security screening. Although these cards do not exempt anyone from s ecu ri ty screening. their use may imp rove communication and he Ip travelers discreetly notify T SOs of their co nd it ions, I offered 
to give the ca Iler the U R L for the ca rd. 

Many passengers with metal implants that regularly alarm a walk-through metal detector prefer to be screened by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). Passengers can be screened using AIT only if they can stand still with their arms above their 
heads for 5-7 seconds without the sup po rt of a person or device, An e Ii g i ble passenger can request to be screened by AIT if it is ava i I able or can request to be screened using a patd own; however. passengers can not request to be sere ened by the wa I k
t h rough metal detector in lieu of AIT or a I ho rough patdown. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionali 0 mtC11storaer SeIvi~e Current Date/lime: 11/10/2014 4:36:24 PM Airport· MCO - Orlando International Date/Time of Travel, 11107/2014 11:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: Southwest Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee: (If Known1kb 1(6 I ]Commenl : Hello, 

It is not ofie n I Ii I e a form al complaint. but the interaction with a T SA employee at M CO on the above m ent,oned date was upsetting. My h us band and I were !rave Ii ng back to Ba Iii mo re with 3 ch, ldren. I moved ahead through the meta I detector with 
them, and he was behind me loading the rest of our stuff on the belt. He apparently did not hear one agent talking to him because he was talking to the other TSA agent at the time waiting for the instruction to walk the metal detector. Once he got 

,2014 6 , 14: through, one of our bags needed to be checked because we accidentaly pul the waler bottle in the bin. My husband was greeted with &quot;Now you hear me huh?&quot; from~ a smart response follwed with a smart look. They exchanged 
words, and while trying to calm my husband down and asking him to be quiet, she says to me &quot;I feel sorry for you Mami&quot: and &quot:Lets see how long you two last.~ behavior was rude and completely unprofessional. I understand 
the T SA employees probably interact with some di ffi cult customers on a d a, ly basis. but I feel a big part of the job is custom er service and customer interaction, and with th at s hou Id come knowing how to a pp ro pri ate ly d ea I with a situation in which you 
felt slighted. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name b. m 
Phon'f-.l'==-l'L11t..".:.".'.."'.'..::::.i,-----' 
Email b)(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name (b)(61 
Email Addr"e-s"'"s"': -'-,--,-,-_, __ .....__ ___ __, 

Phone Number: h··,1rr, 
Address h·11fr-, 
Zipcode:~3-0-1-3-----------~ 

12014 9: 1 O: Are you 18 or over? No 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Na 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

Ca Iler has a dis a bi Ii ty and its ca I led tortes syndrome and his hands shake, he is not able to go through the A IT machine be ca use they can not get a accurate re ad i ng on his hands. He has to go through the Meta I detector and they a I ways do an 
explosive I race detection of his hands. He lried to fiy back 10 Houston TX from Greenville and I his happens to him every lime. He was lold by the TSO thal they aren I able 10 gel a reading on his hands and would have to do the trace detection, he 
wants ta know why he gets it all the time. 

Told caller that it is random that they do this sometimes. however if they are not able to get a reading that would be the reason that they do the explosive trace detection. At that point he ask to speak to a supervisor. 
~oles: 

12014 9:21 : Caller said that he has tourettes. When he flies, because his hands shake, he s told that he cant go through the AIT. He flies primarily through GSP and HOU. He said that everytime he goes through they tell him that he has to go through the WTMD 
and he receives an ETD be cause they can not get an accurate reading through the Al T. He does n t understand why this is happening to h, m and no other passenger behind him. He wants to know if there is a card th at he can use to exempt him from 
this. He said that he doesn t want to have to file a complaint with the ADA, which is why he contacted us first. 

I informed him that there is na card that will exempt him from any type al screening, but we do have assistance we can set up for him and a Notification Card he can print from www.tsa.gov that he can show to the officers ta make them aware al his 
condition. Th ere is no way for us to te 11 him why he Is receiving this screening every 11 me and other passengers aren t, but if the officers te 11 him they can t get an accurate reading. he wo u Id have to undergo add1t1ona I screening. The A IT is set up for the 
passenger to stand still for 5-7 seconds while he is screened, and if he cannot do this. he would have to go through additional screening. It would be based on the individual passengers. so I can t give him a reason for why he is receiving it at these 
airports. 
Caller has a dIsa b1 Ii ty and ,ts cal led tortes syndrome and his hands shake. he Is not able to go through the Al T machine be cause they can not get a ace u rate re ad i ng on his hands. He has to go through the Meta I detector and they always do an 
explosive trace detection of his hands. He tried to fiy back to Houston TX from Greenville and this happens to him every time. He was told by the TSO that they aren table to get a reading on his hands and would have to do the trace detection, he 
wants to know why he gets ii all the time. 

Told caller that it is random that they do this sometimes, however if they are not able to get a reading that would be the reason that they do the explosive trace detection. At that point he ask to speak to a supervisor. 
~otes: 

,2014 9,21.~d I hat he has touretles. When he flies, because his hands shake, he s lold that he can t go lhrough the AIT. He flies primarily through GSP and HOU. He said thal everytime he goes through they tell him that he has 10 go through the WTMD 
· · and he receives an ETD because they cannot get an accurate reading through the AIT. He doesn t understand why this is happening to him and no other passenger behind him. He wants to know if there is a card that he can use to exempt him from 

this. He said that he does n t want to have to Ii I e a comp I a int with the ADA which is why he contacted us Ii rst. 

I informed him lhat lhere is no card thal will exempl him from any lype of screening, but we do have assistance we can set up for him and a Notification Card he can print from www.tsa.gov lhat he can show to the officers to make them aware of his 
condition. There is no way for us to tell him why he is receiving this screening every time and other passengers aren t, but if the officers tell him they cant get an accurate reading, he would have to undergo additional screening. The AIT is set up for the 
passenger to stand st, 11 for 5-7 seconds wh, I e he is sere ened, and if he can not do this, he would have to go through additional screening. It wou Id be based on the individual passengers, so I can t give him a reason for why he is receiving 11 at these 
airports. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?"' , Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 11/1112014 11 :05:06 AM Airport, LAS - McCarran International Date/Time of Travel, 1111112014 7:00 AM Airline & Flight Number, Southwest flight 610 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: TSA Pre-check TSA Employee: (If Known) Office~ Comment: Have been through normal TSA check enough times 10 know what 10 do. Was selected for TSA pre-check al gate. Had never heard of it. Waited in 
line and tried to figure out difference from norma_l scree~ing. No clear signage posted explaining rules, and Officer~ecited rules in a monotone to _herself. Went thmu.gh metal detector and set it off with phone still in pocket. Lin_e was held up as 
I was asked to &quot;guess&quot; what had set 11 off. Did not get name of officer asking me to guess. Then was se~ conveyor belt to place phone 1n dish. Officekb :1(6) ! told me she had said &quot I told you no phones four times. Four 

,2014 1 :OS: times,&quot; then rolled her eyes. I did not understand the different procedures of pre-check and lacked the mental acuity to pick it up at 7 in the morning and was then publicly humiliated and made to feel like a child. Got the feeling from their 
exasperalion this happens often. Should necessitale a rethinking of policy instead of increasing frustration on all sides. 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · hftp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2IApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' 
Current Date/Time: 1111212014 7:13:35 AM Airporl: MIA - Miami lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 1111212014 7:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: DL 1460 Checkpoinl/Area of Airport: Terminal H PreCheck TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment. I was precheck eligible. I requested to go through the body scan machine because I knew my shoes and jewelry would alarm. Agent asked for me to &quot:make sure&quot; and sent me through metal detector. As expected. it alarmed. I 
then went to body scan. Agent who was staffing magnetometer told the agent staffing body scan that my shoes alarmed and they needed to send them through the belt to be xray'd. I have gone through body scan with these shoes and other heels that 

,2014 S: 2?: alarm on many occasions and never have been asked to remove my shoes. What was different in this case? Isn't the point of the body scan that it can detect if there is anything on me of concern? Why the redundant process to xray my shoes. Very 
fruslrated with inconsistencies. I actually I raveled lhrough same airport same precheck checkpoint 2 days prior for same flight, went lhrough body scan with heels on I hat also alarm in metal detector and was not asked 10 remove them. Eilher need 
better training or staff who can explain why they are doing what they are doing. 
Would you like a rei"".:u."'-'?--...J..J"""--~ 
Passenger's Na"m"""e...,_b-'-1( ... 6-'I_....,. ___ _, 
Phone Numbe (b 1(6i 
Email (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hftp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?"' , Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 11/1212014 5:17:25 AM Airport: BWI - Baltimore-Washington International Date/Time of Travel, 11/12/2014 6:15 AM Airline & Flight Number: Southwest 3326 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : B-Pier AM TSA Employee: (If Known) : Oflicertbi(6iComment : I travel every week; sometimes more than once a week. Quile often I am TSA approved. I was TSA approved this morning. I have inserts in my shoes thal 
sometimes set off the detector. As I went through the metal detector this m~e alarm went off. I explained that it was my shoes and started to take them off. Officer

1
~}6! got belligerent and told me I had to take everything out of my pockets. I 

12014 8: 27: told her I travel a lot and I was sure it was just my shoes. In her be 11 i g erent way she yel I ed that she had be en a T SA agent for ten yea rs and j us! do as she said. Another agent tried to calm her down and told her th at it was probably just my shoes. 
Instead of making a scene. I just did as she asked. She then made me go through the full scan. It all happened around 5:00 am and I am sure it is on tape. There was only one other passenger there at the time. I had a blue plaid shirt on. I asked for you 
to review it along wilh the professionalism Officer£l:illE)displayed after it was over. All of the other agents were very professional and apologetic about her behavior. Supervisod1h··,1Rlaave me her name and let me know how to file a complaint. Officer 

li'E'iii'ifldoes not represent TSA very well and her behavior needs.to be monitor. I can assure you I am not the only one she treats this way: just one of the few that take the time to report. After you review the tapes. I would like to be contacted. Thank 
~ould you like a response? True Passenger's Nam~(b:1(6) !Phone Number fb··1(6i !Ema11!(b)(6·1 [o leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link 

hftp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 1111212014 9:36:34 AM Airport: DCA - Washington Reagan National Date/Time of Travel: 1111212014 9:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: Security for gale 29 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport · Security far gate 29 TSA Employee: ( If Known J · 
Comment : I just had one of my wo rs! sere en i ng experiences. I opted out, and the woman standing near the meta I detector wo u Id Ju st occas1ona 11 y say &q uotfe male opt o ut&quot; at a I eve I barely audible. I watched for 1 0 minutes as th ere were p I enty 
of female agents but they were all chatting, carrying magazines and not paying attention. The woman that finally came took her time, and was very flippant and rude. At the end of the screening I asked to speak to her supervisor an she said 
&quoi;speaking&quot:. No, I want 10 speak to your supervisior, and there was a male aget right next to her and she pointed 10 him, and lhen he pointed 10 2 other agents and she flipped her hand and said &quotover there&quot;. Which one? The one 
with the glasses. They both had g I asses. So i went over and asked which one was the s uper,isor and te pointed to the orig i na I guy that was standing by the fem a I e agent who screened me. Then one said he was agent [iill] ( I think) but he was in the 

2014 10:13 middle of something and I had to talk to the onginal male agent. I started to tell him my issue but I was frustrated and he clearly wasnt interested so I just left. I travel a lot and I am so sick of the TSA being populated by unprofessional. don't give a crap 
type people. This gives me no comfort in our security, makes me not want to use DCA, and adds to my dislike and distrust of the agency. I imagine you get a lot of these complaints because poor attitude is the majority in my experience, but it would be 
nice if somelhing was done 10 make these people a little more pleasant to deal with. 
Would you like a response? . True 

Passenger's Namej~(~b~l(~6~1--~ 
Phone Number , 

Email l(b)(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · hftp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2IApplicationManager 



My name ij._(_b_I(_6_, _________ _,l I am writing concerning: 

The screening process in the Pre-Check lanes 

2. The degrading customer service I received from a TS A Agent. 

Passengers Namd ... [b~·~1(~6~i --~ 

12014 3:55: Phone Numb ere ... kb_i"-(6_·•'--1 __ __. 

e-mail: ,.!(b_i"'-(6_·•'""' ________ _, 

Date: 11/11/2014 

Time: 5:15PM 

Airport Mid way Airport - Chicago 

Date/Time if Travel: 1111112014. 5:35pm 

Airline & Flight Number: Southwest Airline. Flight 1426 

Ch eek pa i ntl area of Airport: TSA Pre-Check Lines 

Hi I first want to request that this goes high up into this dept, as also considering to write Obama Dept as well. I work for a major airline IAD, I have a security concern.II you think of all those Postal employees over the years as well as Suicidal pilots! 
Why are we (you) Not one slep ahead of Ramp areas I'm I al king specific aboul going from BAGGAGE area main Ierminal 10 out to other areas .WHY is there not a METAL detector and so on??? Why do we need a 1ragedy to occur before something is 

12014 6 ,03, done? I think with all of the employees hired its s matter of time .This is real concerning to me and sCaRrY' Please pass this SUGGESTION to implement Highly Secured doors to ramp access that gives carte blanch to all employees to carry on them 
what ever they want with them.I live in fear over this HOLE in a system.I thank you for your time.I know from exp that there are Tsa sometimes there to check badges but NO detectors' By those doors Thanksfh\1r,··,I 

Sent from my iPhone 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Nam _ .. h_.·-"-,1'-i"-'-°'--..._------~ 
Email Address: h·11fr-, 
Phone Numbe 11"'h"'--,-1R'"-'", ----,----~ 
Addres 1h··,1R·1 
Zip code: 93101 

12014 5 :04:. Are you 18 or over? yes 

Are you represented by a third party or an a tlom ey in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? yes 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
G ea rg e Bush I nl erconti nenta I Ai rpo rI 

Ca Iler says she was told to ca 11 this number to verily what documents a re needed for her to go through the P reCheck Ii ne. She flies with Frontier. which she says has n t got their systems ready to accept Pree heck yet. She says that she went to 
Cleveland Hopkins and presented her paperwork, bul was denied entry into the PreCheck line. She said thal we should give a Pre Check card that can be scanned at lhe checkpoint to verify thal she has been precleared for PreCheck, so that this can 
be used when flying with an airline that daesn t participate. She said that people who work for Key Corps or Eaton can just show their business card and ga through the PreCheck line in CLE with no questions asked. but her with all al her 
documentation cannot. She was very upset and said th at she is being pen al ized for flying with a I ower cost air I in e. She wants to know where to go from he re. She stated that these individuals she mentioned earl ,er a re showing just a plain paper 
business card. She says that if she had an employee from one of these two companies give her a business card, she could do the same. She stated that TSA does not look at an ID of any sort or a boarding pass for these individuals. She refused to 
allow me to speak 10 a security specialisl during the call regarding I his. She says it is not her problem and she doesn t want involved. 

Advised caller: 

I advised the cal I er tha I unfortunate I y there is no docume nl ati on th at she can pre sent to go through Pree heck when flying wi I h a non pa rtici pati ng airline. Pree heck status has to be confirmed on a higher I e vel and I he office rs at the checkpoint don I 
have the discretion ta review her documentation and make this type of determination. Advised caller that when a reservation is made with a participating airline all of the information is submitted to the TSA Secure Flight system, where watch list 
information Is checked. P reCheck information is checked, a i rt i ne information is checked, as wel I as a I ot of other inform at,on. This system then decides whether a passenger w, 11 get PreChe ck or not. The re w, 11 be random security measures where a 
passenger does n t get P reCheck. II we gave her a ca rd to show at the checkpoint, her information wo u Id n t go through this extensive checking before each fiig ht and she wou Id get it each ti me. At this point. she needs to either fly with a pa rtici pati ng 

2014 10,12 airline or express her concerns to Fronlier about I hem not participating. The information has 10 be embedded in the barcode of the boarding pass for her to get PreCheck. The only way this can happen is if it is with a participating airline and has gone 
th ra ugh the TSA Secure Fl 1ght system. 

I probed her further about the incident she mentioned about the i ndivid ua Is going through and on I y showing a paper business ca rd instead of ID and boa rd i ng pass, I obtained the information above, I asked her if she would al low me to p I ace her on 
hold, so I could speak wilh a securily specialist. I advised her I hat I his is a security concern and thal we really need to handle this with a security specialisl. I advised her that they may wanl to speak with her for more informalion, and asked her if she 
would al low me to put her on ha Id, so I ca ul d check with them. She continually denied as noted above. 

CSS Hoskins notes: Contacted caller back she advised people at Cleveland Hopkins are being allowed to show business cards and gain access to the precheck lane. Caller is very upset because she paid the lee to enroll in precheck and people can 
show a business card that work for the big companies in Cleveland and gel precheck. Caller stated there was boards located at terminals thal state thal employees who work for Keycorp, Eaton and olher companies can be sent down the expedited 
screening I an es. 

CSS Hoskins advised caller TSA continues to ensure that all individuals who go through the checkpoint are screened-including those who access TSA Pre\u2713'" lanes. Additionally, all passengers must have their identification verified by a TSO 
and w i 11 go th rough a meta I detector or Adv a need Imaging Technology scanner as part of security screening procedures. 
Would forward to CSM for review at Cleveland 



Disability Description: Caller is blind and has a service dog. 

Response Details: If you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodale your disability or medical condition, 
Federal regulations require that your complaint be put in writing unless your disability prevents you from doing sa. 

Airport L GA - Charlotte 
Airline: US Airways 
Time al Incident: ~3:00pm 
Date: 111114 
Terminal Gate: C37 
Email Addressl~(b-•• -,(6-.-1 -------~ 

12014 1 : 19: TSA no longer us es hand-he Id metal detectors to reso Ive walk-through metal detector alarms. Instead. a TSO wi 11 conduct a stand a rd p atdown of the passenger. which al lows the TSO to screen for metal Ii c and non-metal Ii c prohibited items. 

I advised the caller thal I would forward this information 10 lhe Cus1omer Support Manager (CSM) al LGA for review. 

Incident Details: Caller is blind and has a service animal that is a dog. Caller stated he llys frequently from LGA. Caller stated that Tuesday flying from there was a hor,-ible time. Caller stated that they did not assist him with being blind. or having a 
service animal. Caller stated I hat I here were no wands. Caller stated I hat he was separated from his service animal. Caller stated that they did nol receive lhe proper securily screening from LGA. Caller staled thal his items went through the machine 
and him and his wife did not have line-of-sight of the items. Caller stated that the first lady taking ID s was upset because he did nat have his ID aut and his wife stated that he was blind. Caller stated that the woman rudely stated that she guesses that 
is a good excuse. Caller is very upset over the issue. Caller stated that it 1s not so much of a complaint as a resolution process. Caller stated that he must travel from there often and would like for the issue to be corrected. Caller stated that the agents 
were not aware that hand detectors were not being used anymore, 

in the AIT and asked if that is an xray. She said she has had toa many .rays and she asked why did they pick an her. She asked does each passenger have ta go through screening and she said they did nat tell her that she could refuse it and she 
said it was not necessary. She asked why dont they pi ck on the Arabs and she had nothing to do with 9-11 She said she is not going to fly anymore and she said she did not see the a it sign th at said she could opt out of it. She said she may get cancer 
now because of this xray screening and she said she should not be harassed like this, She declined her phone# and her last name. She said she does not have the Officers name and she did not talk to a Supervisor at the checkpoint. She said she 
was not given the choice to decline the xray screening. She asked how much radiation was it from lhe AIT. She asked does her 5 yr, old grandchild have to 90 through the ait machine. She asked why did she have to go through the ait, the patdown 
and the hand swabbing. 

COM PLAINT:CSM 
Claims Complaint 

Airport:Seattle 
Airline:Alaska Air 
Flight Number:67 
Departure Time: 11-11-14 at 1 :40 pm 
Ar,-i val Airport and Ti me: Kele hi kam at 4 pm 
Location:Security Checkpoint 

,2014 8,27, Terminal: unknown 
Gate:N 6 
Contact lnformation:she declined her phone#. 

I advised her that I will refer lhis to the CSM at the airport. 

Response:The Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) has expanded the use of ETD technology in airports. In addition to the screening of car,-y-on and checked baggage, passengers may undergo screening of their hands using an ETD swab at 
the security checkpoint, the checkpoint queue, or at boarding areas. 

TSA has used this technology to screen passengers' hands since 2008. ETD swabbing is completely harmless to passengers. The swabs are made al fabric or paper and do nat contain any chemicals. ETD screening does nat require a new swab. 
unless 11 is torn, dirty. or unusable. If an individual would like to request a new sampling swab, they must notify the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) at the time of screening. A TSO first swabs a passenger's hands or accessible property and then 
places the swab inside an ETD unit. The ETD unit analyzes the swab for the presence of residue from explosives. Any alarm generated by the ETD screening process requires the passenger to undergo additional screening. 

I advised her that the AIT is xray screening and before she goes into the security checkpoint she can tell the Officer if she does not want to have any xray screening. I advised her that if she does not want the wtmd or ait machine she can opt out of 
it and have the p atdown process instead. I advised her that there is a sign in front of the ai t machine that she can opt out. I adv i sd her th at if the alarms we re triggered or an anoma I y detected then she would have to go through additional s c reenrng. 

AIT screening is safe for all passengers and lhe technology meets national heallh and safety standards. The Food and Drug Administralion, the Nalional lns1i1u1e for Standards and Technology, and the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics 



refused to provide her personal information as she is concerned about retaliation. 

She opted for a patdown rather to pass through AIT to avoid radiation. After the patdown, she was advised that a super,isor would have to conduct a patdown.The caller indicated that that there was an anomaly. She had to wait for thirty minutes for the 
s u pe r,i so r. She offered to go into a p nvate room to remove her clothes to be sere ened. TSO s advised th at they could not accommodate that. She offered to go through Al T but was advised by a TSO that she co u Id not as she had al ready o pied out of 
scree11irig. 

Her husband tried to approach her to speak with her while she was in a separate room. The TSO would not allow her husband to come near hear as if he touched her if he would have to receive a patdown. She explained that her husband wears a 
hearing aide and is deaf and would need to move closer to her. 

She indicated to a female TSO that she believes that the machine I hat TSOs use to test I heir gloves was broken and asked questions about the machine. The TSO staled rudely I hat she was asking too many questions. 

The ca 11 er fee Is that she was treated rude I y and Ii ke a common c rim i na I. She stated that the T SOs we re abusive although wou Id not e I a borate. 

She asked if being a Global Entry would eflecl screening in the US. She asked whal is the AIT screening. 

12014 9:4 7: She asked what type of follow up would be occur. the name of the CSM. who was the head of TSA and for a contact number or address for them, if Mr. Pistole has a secretary sunder him that handles customer ser,ice complaints. and who to call with 
such complaints. 

AIT screening is safe for all passengers and the technology meets national health and safety standards. The Food and Drug Administration. the National Institute for Standards and Technology. and the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics 
Laboratory ind e pe nde ntl y evaluated the Al T machines and have al I affirmed their safety. In fa ct. a passenger is exposed to I e ss radiation from one Al T scan than from two minutes being on board a comm ere i al a i rcrafl at flight altitude. The extremely low 
dose of radiation from the entire spectrum of TS A screening technology is i nconsequenti a I , even to frequent Flye rs who undergo repeated screening, 

I advised that once a passenger opts out of a screening technology to receive a patdown, they cannot opt to go through screening at a later time. That is a standard screening procedure. 

I apologized in regard to the fact that she felt that she was treated disrespectfully and inappropriately. 

I advised that I can refer the information to the CSM at EW R to make them aware. They would have the means to look into and address this. however without her contact information she would not be able to receive any type of follow up. The CSM acts 
as a I ,ai son between passengers and T SA. I advised that she would not be retal ,ated against for making a comp I a int. 

I advised that John Pistole is the administrator and provided his mailing address. I advised that the address is the only referral that we have. I advised that I m sure thal Mr. Pistole has secretaries and Adminislrative Assistants, however we don t have 
their names specifically. 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name kb 1(61 
Email Addre'::s:::s:;:!(:::b:::: __ 1=15=-.1====-------~whone Numberl._lh'"'."""""R'-·-, __ _. 

Addressf h I/R I t'.;h•cago, IL, USA 
Zipcode: 

12014 B: 2?: Are you 18 ar over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? Yes 
N at,ona Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Chicago 0 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 



Response Details: Caller states she has 2 purple advent church candles and would like to know ii she can carry them in carry on for GSO airport on her way back. 

Advised ca Iler: 
Apologized for the inconvenience. 
Will forward to CSM 
Ai rpo rI: Orlando San ford 
Airline: Allegiant Airline 
Flight Number: 706 
Date Time of incident: November 14. 2014 
Departure Time: 1:17pm 
Arrival Time: 2:52pm 
Specific Location (Terminal-Gate): gate 6 
Individuals Contact Information (phone number-emaillf~b_._1(_6_) ___________ ~ 

2014 11 :31 Advised caller: 

Search Results For: 

candles 

Ch eek or Carry-on 
http: apps.tsa.dhs.gov mytsa cib_results.aspx?src=tsawebsite 

Incident Details: Caller went through checkpoint on November 14th from SFB to GSO and at SFB she told!rh··,1R!(TSO) at the screening checkrint trat she had metal implants and wanted to go through the metal detector but she was told by!(b)(6!that 
she didn t get to choose and waited 15 minutes for a supervisor and then was told to go to the AIT and was subject to a patdown. Caller states b)(6 has a very long last name. Caller would like to know how to avoid this happening again. 

Ca Iler has a knee re placement. How does this affect PreC heck? 

2014 12:05 Caller Advised: 
TSA recognizes that certain travelers with disabilities or medical condItIons may have difficulty standing or walking and that certain medical conditions may cause individuals to alarm when screened using a walk-through metal detector. 

These alarms slill have 10 be cleared. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client l~(b)(61 I 
Date Time: 11/17/2014 9:51 :21 AM 

Nam (bi(6i 

2014 12:07 Emai h,IRI . . - . 
Comp a, nts: nco n s, ste nt cree n, ng ( D, fferent P ra ctIce s between Airports): 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):United 391/OGG(Maui) 
Comments:I am a captain for United Airlines. Maui(OGGJ is very busy and to your credit security has been expanded. It used to be a huge bottleneck, now its just normal congestion. I have been flying to OGG multiple times a month for over a 
decade. Recently with the expansion you added a precheck line that the crew has been able to use. (right side as one faces the terminal.) That helped things a little. Even more recently, a crew line has been added(lefl side as one faces the terminal). 
The first few times using the crew line were great as no one was in the line. However. recently we went through it, it was congested with passengers, and the metal detector was not in operation, only the body scanner' Flight crews do NOT have to use 
the body scanner. When I inquired if meIaI detector would be turned on I was given a dirty look and we waited several minutes. Based on this experience, yesterday I asked if metal deIecIor was on. Screener looked befuddled for a minute and told us 
to exit crew line and ga all the way around ta the precheck line. This is inefficient and inappropriate. The crew line should have the metal detector on at all times ta expedite the crews. Would you please consider opening KCM(Known Crew Member) at 
OGG? It would make I ife easier for everyone. Then crews wou Id get through quickly, and the passengers would not have to suffer crews cutli ng ahead of them in a very congested area. 0 r at the I east make the crew Ii ne a rea I crew Ii ne and staff it 
appropriately and have the correct machine in use. Thanks for listening. Aloha! 



Disability Description: Caller is a cancer patient and has had a double mastectomy. She says that she has broken her foot in the past and is currently learning how to walk on 11 again. so she has to use a cane. 

Response Details: I probed her asking her multiple questions 10 find out if there was something that caused the additional screening or if it Iruly was random seleclion. I did explain during this process I hat someIimes mastectomy scars can be detected 
with AIT; however, if she went through a WTM D this would n t have done it. 

TS Os can choose passengers at random to receive additional screening, so it may just be unfortunate that she has been the one selected on these last few flights. I will forward this over to the CSM for their review since it has happened three times in a 
row and she has the other relaled complaints. 

For her fai I u re to accommodate complaint. I wi 11 lo rward that to our di sab i Ii ty and multi cultu ra I de pa rime nt to let them know about this. Also, I wi 11 forward her some instructions on Ii Ii ng a form a I written complaint reg a rd i ng the fai I u re to accommodate. 

Sent email. 

Incident Details: Caller has PreCheck and it is showing up consistently, but she is also getting chosen for random screening while in the PreCheck line. She says that today made the third time. but today it took much longer. She says that today they 

2014 12_19 detained her for a half an hour. She says that she has never been put through so much screening. They kept telling her that she wasn t doing anything wrong, Each time this happens they tell her that she was just randomly selected, She had a patdown 
· ETD and her shoes were swabbed. She says thal they just continued 10 do ii over and over, which is why it took so long. They didn t do any additional screening on her bags though. She says that she is a cancer patient and has had a double 

mastectomy. She says that she has no i nte rna I implants, does not wear any pro st h esi s. or bring any I iqu id medical ions or anything. She says the re was no a I a rm with the machine or anything. She says that she broke her foot in the pa st and is currently 
learning how to walk on 11 again. 

She says that she lold them she needed her cane and they wouldn I let her have it. She had to stand the entire lime on lhe previously broken foot lhat she is still Irying to relearn to use. She says thal this was a failure 10 accommodate. She says thal 
they were also training someone on her, so that caused it to take longer. She says that she doesn t mind someone training on her: however, it caused her to almost miss her flight today because once finished, she still had to get to her gate. Since she 
us es a cane and has a bad foot she walks slowly. 

Airporl: DAL 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Number: 2768 
Date and Time: 11 17 14 6:20 a. m. 
Time through screening: 4:30 a.m. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time 11/17/2014 1:18:20 PM Airport: SNA - Orange County John Wayne Date/Time of Travel: 11117/2014 10:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: AA 1076 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: TSA 
PreCheck TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment : I asked for a tray to put by coat on. No trays were immediately available. They said thal &quot:people don't normally ask for trays&quol; and that I should just put my coat on top of my luggage. I again requested a try and they finally 901 me 
one. The person working the metal detector had a very unprofessional attitude. When I thanked him for asking for a tray, he simply pointed at the X-ray belt and shouted &quot:Go•&quot:. I am a frequent traveler and Global Entry customer. lt"s been 

12014 2: 07: yea rs since l"ve experienced such unp roles s ional service. 
Would you like a re',>IJ!JLJ:"'-'?'-·....u.ue:_--, 
Passenger's Nam,='-'.;'"-'-"-'---.---' 
Phone Number 1h··,1f';"1 

Email (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Sent: Tuesday, November 18. 2014 10:21 AM 
To: TSA-ContactCenter 
Subjecl: Complaint letter 10 Mr John S Pistole 

Dear Mr Pistole, 

Please find a11ached a letter of complainl from~f b_._,(_6_) __ ~ 

Thank you. 

kbi(61 

HYPERLI NK "httpcllwww.ibanet.org/"Description: Description: Description: IBA logo email signature 
Attachment: 

2014 12_ 16 John S. Pistole 
· Administrator, Transport Security Administration 

Dear Mr. Pistole: 
On Monday 101h November 2014, I travelled from Boston Logan Airport on Delta flight 1901 to Atlanta. I arrived at TSA Security at approximately 11am and entered the TSA approved security line (I am also part of the Global Entry system). 

I was standing by the start of the security belt waiting for a basket in which to place my carry-on luggage. The TSA representative, who was standing next to a stack of baskets at the end of the belt, did not respond to my verbal request and instead 
motioned me to come forward wilhout providing me with a basket: she lold me that I did not require one. I menlioned to her thal I lhought it would be helpful 10 have the baskels, since I needed to place both my heavy jacket and my carry-on inside a 
basket. The re pres entat ive seemed agitated that I had questioned the procedure. 
As I went through the metal detector I heard her calling out to her colleague that I needed to return back through the metal detector. Nothing was detected on me to require me to return when I initially went through the medal detector. As I came back. 
she instructed me to move my bag forward by six inches onto the conveyor belt. Her actions were both vindictive and an abuse of power. It was a clear example of a TSA representative carried away with her perceived authority in order to ·teach me a 
lesson." 

I Immediate I y asked to see her manager. I was told that she was not ava i I able but th at another ofli cer would m eel with me. I th en exp I a i ned to him what had happened. He agreed that his staff member should not have asked me to return through the 
meta I detector for the sole purpose of moving by bag forwards onto the conveyor belt and that her actions we re i na pp ro pri ate, He said he wo u Id review the security v idea, However, I was conce med that his rem a rl<s we re more I ike ly ma de in order to 
get me on my way. 

Caller fiew from Rulland tT yes1erty. She said she wants 10 complain about one of the workers al the Airpor1. She sTd the lay had on a uniform and a badge but she did not get her badge number. She said she fiew on Cape Air yesterday. She 
said the lady s name wa b l/6\ nd she wore glasses. She said there was only about 5 or 6 people that work there. /h \/R\ was watching the xray. Caller said there was a lady that went through and she was standing at the end and her tray was 
al ready through xray but it had stopped before it went com letely out of the area to the end. She sa i ~ said. Can ou not read that sign posted th at says you cannot reach in. ~said. that is why we have it the re. Cal I er said then a man 
went through the WTMD and he buzzed. She sai _ _ asked him, do you have any electronics. The man told b)(6:, o. She asked the man, is this your laptop and he said yes~said, the last time I looked a laptop was an electronic. 
Caller said it was embarrassing for them because (b_:1(6_) ade them look like idiols. Caller said~was rude. She said~ has no righl working with the public. 

12014 1 :44: RESPONSE: I will be sending your information as a complaint to the CSM at the Airport. I would like to apologize that you feel you had a bad expenence with TSA. Thank you for calling to let us know about the incident. 

Dale and Time of Flight: Nov 17, 2014 At Security between 6:15 to 7:00 a.m. Departed at 7:00 a.m. 
Gate or Terminal: Only One Gate or Terminal 
Airline: Cape Air 
Flight Number: Not Sure 
Airporl: Rulland 

Email: !~(b~1_(6~)------~ 



12014 4 29: 

boarding pass and Is wanting to know if th ere is a way it can be fixed. 

Response: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances. this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly di sea vered. 

The "S" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
Nation's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
transportation hubs. such as airports and train stations. or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
• Traveler's belief that they are on a government watch list. 
• Situalions where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or porIs of enlry. 
• Difficulty printing a boarding pass at home or at the kiosk. 

OHS TRIP is part of an effort by the U.S. Departments of State and Homeland Security to welcome legitimate travelers while securing our country from those who want to do us harm. 

For those who encounter misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevent watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for OHS redress online at https: trip.dhs.gov. Travelers may also apply 
through e-mail or U.S. Mail by completing the atlached Traveler Inquiry Form. signing the document. and returning the onginal with at least one unexpired. photograph-bearing. Government-issued travel document (e.g .. driver's license or unexpired 
passport) to Trip@dhs.gov or mailing, 

OHS components will review the request and share information with other agencies to address the issues identified in the TRIP application. TSA's Secure Flight uses the results of the redress process in its watch list matching process to help prevent 
lulu re de I ays for m1s1d e ntifi ed passengers. However. because a i rt i ne procedures lo r screening passengers against Federal watch Ii sts vary. i nd1v1d ua Is may st, 11 be required to check in for flights at the a i rt i nes ticket counter. 

When an individual applies for redress, OHS TRIP will assign a record identifier or Redress Control Number (RCN). OHS TRIP will inform redress applicanls in wriling when lhe OHS review of an inquiry is complele. Reviews of requests for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. Applicants may check the status of inquiries at https: trip.dhs.gov status.him by entering the RCN. Travelers who wish to check the status of an inquiry, but do not have their RCN. may contact OHS TRIP by e-mail 
or by mail. 

After lhe complaint is resolved, OHS TRIP recommends that travelers provide this RCN when making reservations or updaling their traveler profile with an airline. This info will assist security technologies to help prevent misidentificalion from occurring 
due to the similarity of a traveler's name and personal information to another person in systems that contain information from Federal, State, local. and foreign sources. 



boarding pass and Is wanting to know if th ere is a way it can be fixed. 

Response: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances. this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly di sea vered. 

The "S" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
Nation's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
transportation hubs. such as airports and train stations. or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
• Traveler's belief that they are on a government watch list. 
• Situalions where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or porIs of enlry. 

12014 4 :29: • Difficulty printing a boarding pass at home or at the kiosk. 

12014 2 05: 

OHS TRIP is part of an effort by the U.S. Departments of State and Homeland Security to welcome legitimate travelers while securing our country from those who want to do us harm. 

For those who encounter misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevent watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for OHS redress online at https: trip.dhs.gov. Travelers may also apply 
through e-mail or U.S. Mail by completing the atlached Traveler Inquiry Form. signing the document. and returning the onginal with at least one unexpired. photograph-bearing. Government-issued travel document (e.g .. driver's license or unexpired 
passport) to Trip@dhs.gov or mailing, 

OHS components will review the request and share information with other agencies to address the issues identified in the TRIP application. TSA's Secure Flight uses the results of the redress process in its watch list matching process to help prevent 
lulu re de I ays for m1s1d e ntifi ed passengers. However. because a i rt i ne procedures lo r screening passengers against Federal watch Ii sts vary. i nd1v1d ua Is may st, 11 be required to check in for flights at the a i rt i nes ticket counter. 

When an individual applies for redress, OHS TRIP will assign a record identifier or Redress Control Number (RCN). OHS TRIP will inform redress applicanls in wriling when lhe OHS review of an inquiry is complele. Reviews of requests for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. Applicants may check the status of inquiries at https: trip.dhs.gov status.him by entering the RCN. Travelers who wish to check the status of an inquiry, but do not have their RCN. may contact OHS TRIP by e-mail 
or by mail. 

After lhe complaint is resolved, OHS TRIP recommends that travelers provide this RCN when making reservations or updaling their traveler profile with an airline. This info will assist security technologies to help prevent misidentificalion from occurring 
due to the similarity of a traveler's name and personal information to another person in systems that contain information from Federal, State, local. and foreign sources. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time . 11120/2014 1 :28A3 PM Airport : DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel : 11 /2012014 12:00 PM Airline & Flight Number · AA 125 Checkpoint/Area of Airport · 
South 421 TSA Employee: (If Known): Multiple Comment Your employees are unprofessional and unreasonably demanding. while having no concern for the valuable property of passengers. 

Background: passengers a re se I eel ed to go through Pre-check Ii ne at random. This Ii ne has an entire I y different protoco I from wha I those passengers a re ex pe cti ng. Among the changes is an apparent atl ern pl to eliminate bins. 

Issue: passengers come prepared to place ,terns in a bin. The TSA employees argue and refuse to give bins. while hurrying passengers along and telling us to place items from our pockets in our bags (because 11 is apparently more convenient for TSA 
not to dea I with bins by placing the burden on passengers to have spare room in their bags, and then sort through their bags after getting through the metal detector), 

Because passengers are told not to remove items, they can lose track of what might set off the metal detector. TSA employees then reluctantly provide bowls as the passenge(s items become separated on the belt. Further, rather than allowing the 
be Io ngings to be consolidated. the employees j us! toss be Io ngings around and force the passenger to keep track of al I items wh i I e being patted down and having a second hand swab. 

The process is dis j o i nl ed and poorly p I an ned . The attitude of your employees, who do not have a cusIomer service attitude b ul pre I end everyone is the nexl big terror th rea I (which me ans I heir a bi Ii ty 10 screen and identify threats is compromised), 
makes the process even worse. 

Screeners should never demand a passenger explain why a bin is needed--the purpose is self-evident, the bins allow the passenger to keep the belongings they cannot take through a scanner or metal detector in one place. 

Passengers have no way or reason to know of new ideas being tried out. Your employees need to be trained to understand this and treat the passengers with respect. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Nl"'-""-'....._"-"_..__.,. 
Phone Numbe (b I(6i 
Email b)(61 
To leave·a commen concerning 1s feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Caller got his KTN but his wife. who applied at the same time, on Oct 8. UES said there was trouble with her fingerprints. They are flying on monday and she still doesn·t have a KTN. Caller wants to know what she can do. She also has metal in her 
body. and he would like to know the easiest way to get through screening. 

Advised, 

I advised that he would want to speak with UES about the TPAP process. 855-347-8371 

12014 1 :26: Before the security screening begins, it is importanl for passengers to inform the Transportalion Security Officer (TSO) if I hey: 

• Have metal implants that may alarm the walk-through metal detector: 
• Need assistance; 
• Have difficully raising lheir arms; or 
• Have difficulty walking or standing alone. 

Passengers with metal implants may be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). a walk-through metal detector. or a thorough patdown. 
Caller applied for PreCheck and this flight does not have PreCheck on his boarding pass for this next flight. Caller did contact Delta to see why he did not have PreCheck on this flight. Caller does not remember how he got PreCheck. Caller also has 
metal implants and they set off the alarms and cause his to get a patdown most of the time. 

Response: 

12014 1 :41: Although TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport. this initiative is part of the Agency's efforts to implement risk-based concepts to enhance aviation secunty and allow expedited screening for low
risk passengers at the security checkpoint. 

Before the security screening begins, it is important for passengers to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO J if they: 

• Have metal implants that may alarm the walk-through metal detector 
Caller will be flying to Portland. OR with his wife to visit his son .. He will be bringing a portable oxygen tank as a carry on. He will Des-connect. He is wondering if this will cause problem because it is not clear from website. 

Advised: The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) does not allow portable compressed oxygen tanks 

Ca Iler stated it would not be a meta I tank. 

Advised: The FAA does a 11 ow for certain po rta bl e oxygen concentrators to be used i nfiict for med i ca I purposes, If a po rtab I e oxygen concentrator is not a pp roved by the FAA lo r i nflight use, it w i 11 not be permitted o nboa rd the a ire raft, To find a Ii st of 
portable oxygen concentra1ors approved for infiight use by lhe FAA, please visil www.faa.gov about initiatives cabin_safety portable_oxygen 

Offered to em a i I this inform at1on. 

Caller asked if he could just carry ii on 

Advised: 

2014 12:53 A passenger may also check wilh their airline before purchasing a ticket 10 ask if their porlable oxygen concenlrator is approved for infiight use or if the airline will provide oxygen to the passenger during lhe flight. 

Before the secunty screening begins, it is important for passengers to tell the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) if they: 

• Can safely disconnect from their oxygen (passengers should check wilh their doctor 10 delermine whether I hey are able to safely disconnect during screening); 
• Need assistance; 
• Have difficulty raising their arms: or 
• Have difficulty walking or standing alone. 

If a passenger can disconnect from a portable oxygen concentrator. we recommend that the passenger check the equipment with checked baggage, if possible. Passengers may be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT), a walk-through 
meta I detector, or a thorough patdown. 

Caller slated he can disconnecl from it so he will check with airline. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' , Screening 
Current Date/Time: 11123/2014 2:53:23 PM Airporl: MSY - Louis ArmsIrong New Orleans InIernational Dale/Time of Travel: 1112312014 1 :45 PM Airline & Flight Number: AA 1590 Checkpoinl/Area of Airporl: Ierminal C TSA Employee: (If Known) 

Comment : Pre check was on the right but the lines weren't divided. The walk through metal detector was on the left. After a few minutes in line they decided Iha PreCheck had to scan their computers separate and backed out the entire X-ray machine. 
People had to come back through. Then you had to sh your boarding pass. So mine is on my phone then I had to scan my phone. I had my phone on the left belt and my stuff on the right belt with about 20 people in between. Had I gone back to the 

12014 3:10: right bell I would have had to get back in line for the detector. My computer, backpack, and suitcase (all on the right) each had two other suitcases separating lhem although they didn't when I pushed them all the way through to the X-ray belt. It was 
ridiculous. I travel for work and have never gone through this mess. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

DearTSA 

On November 13 at approximately 11 :30 am at The Chicago O'Hare airport's terminal 3 TSA Pre security check point the following occurred. 

I went through the metal detector and after stepping through the detector and being told ok proceed the TSA agent reversed himself and said I was selected for additional screening and had to go through the body scanner. Why would there be any 
add1t1ona I screening if I was T SA PRE?? 

Then a female TSA agent took my bag off the conveyer and asked if I had two lab lops in my bag which I did. She slated that one of them would have 10 be taken oul and it and the bag would have to be run lhrough the conveyer again. She took my 
bag with the two lap tops in it and preceded to slam the bag down on a metal table. 
She took one of the I a p tops out and ran them through the conveye r while I waited at the tab I e. At that point she dIsa pp ea red. I took my bag and my laptop and I eft the a re a to put the I aptop back in my bag. 

The agent was unprofessional and uncourteous in lhe way she deal I with me and my property. I did not take her badge number but she was a tall young Hispanic woman. 

12014 8,33,. The last statement I will make is this, I am 54. I was born and raised in the USA. I have no criminal record, I am a business owner and have been traveling by air for 30 years. 
Why, if I was TSA PRE, 
was this the procedure. If you are TSA PRE you are suppose to leave your laplop or laptops in your bag. 

I wo u Id strongly suggest that the fem ale T SA agent be made aware of her behavior. 

Thank You, 

······················-------:-----;:::=::;..._ _____ __, 
mail2web - Check your email from the web af .. b_._1(_6_, __________ __, 

Caller states her tab I et screen era c ked through the security che c kpornt. She /1 I ed a c I a, m on the 14th of novem be r and was given a paper with the TSA number for a fol low up. Caller did not receive a claim number. 
Caller states she was stopped at every checkpoint for secondary screening from Jamaica back into the US including EWR and wants to know why. She was told it was just random by every TSO at every airport. 

I advised caller: 
If you have filed a claim and have not yet received a claim number, you may call (571) 227-1300. 

2014 1 O:Sl I advised caller: 
In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of factors to include watch 11st processing. random selection, or ala nm resolution. For example, TSA may apply 

additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical 
search of a passenger"s property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. 



Caller states her tablet screen cracked through the security checkpoint. She filed a claim on the 14th of november and was given a paper with the TSA number for a follow up. Caller did not receive a claim number 
Caller states she was stopped at every checkpoint lo r s eco nda ry screening from Jam a i ca back into the US inc I ud i ng E WR and wants to know why. She was told it was just random by every TSO at every airport. 

I advised ca Iler: 
If you have filed a claim and have not yet received a claim number, you may call (571) 227-1300. 

2014 10,51 I advised caller: 
In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of factors to include watch list processing. random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply 

add1t1ona I screening methods. such as a paid own on a passenger, to reso Ive an a I a rm of the Walk-Through Meta I Detector (W TM D) or resolve an anomaly d1scove red dun ng Adv a need I magrng Tech no I og y (Al T) sc reenrng. Add iii on ally, a physical 
search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We u nders ta nd I he inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nev ert h eles s, we believe I hese security measures a re necessary and ap prop ria I e for ensuring the security and confidence of al I air trave I ers. 
Hello. 

I am writing to complain about lhe screening process at the Ronald Reagan airport in Washington, D.C. 

Today, November 24th at g:45 am, I prepared to go through the security screening. I was asked to go through the scanner but asked to have a pat down because I am pregnant with a history of miscarriage. I was told by the TSA agent that there was no 
one available to perform the pat down and that she had no idea how long it would be. I was not allowed to go through the metal detector either. While I made it to the airport early in order to make sure I had time to receive a pat down, I was denied this 
right, which your websile says I am allowed. 

I understand you bel ,eve this sea nne r to be safe for pregnant women. However. the studies you cite are sponsored by you. I have not found any 3rd party studies that have been I a rge. or positive, enough for me to fee I comfo rtab I e with what I was 
'2014 2: 17: forced to do today (unless I wanted to forfeit my flight). 

This type of behavior is unacceptable. You claim to have the safety of passengers as your priority, but yet we are not allowed to look out for our own, and our unborn children's safety. 

If pat downs a re an opt ion, and a re to Id they a re, then they should truly be an option. Lies a bout this makes me further doubt what you say about the safety of the sea n ne rs. 

l(b)(61 

Sent from my iPhone 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name !rh >IR, I 
Email Address:[b1(6, 
Phone Number:~--------~ 

Address: 
Zipcode: 188948 

12014 B: 31 : Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? Yes 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Na 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 



12014 8 31: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Righls Liberlies (OlherJ What is the basis of your allegation? Race Ethnicity Are you filling this form oul for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==I ndivid ua I Info== 
First Name 1h··,1rr, 
Last Name (b)(61 

City: San Jose 
State: California 

(b,(6) 

Zip Code (Post Code): 95127 
0th er: U mted States 

Email: i(b)(ff1 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? 11 23 2014 
Where did this happen? ALABAMA • HSV • Huntsville 
I nte rnat ion a I 
What happened? I was travel mg with my wife and infant and a 
chi Id under 12. My wife and kids went through the meta I detector 
while I put the last of our bags onto the conveyor belt. Then I 
was he Id back and the agent told me that they we re going through 
a shift change. I don t know why a s hi fl change warrants me being 
separated from my children. I was then told to go through the 
imaging detection instead or through I he mel al detector as 
described on your website. traveling with children. I opted out 
of the imaging be cause I did not want to be separated from my 
family. I was never given the option to go through the metal 
detector. Instead, another agenl thal did the pal down search 
even asked if my wife (who was carrying the infant, the one who 

Please be more up front with the requirements•!!! 

Numerous articles are being spread around talking about how wonderful this program is. but they are not honest assessments. I am a frequent traveler enrolled in Global Entry. When I go through the PreCheck line. I still have to remove my shoes. 
which have a steel shank in them (because good shoes do!), my belt, empty my pockets completely, and I've even had to remove my hal once. Twice I have had to be scanned as well, (something I try to avoid exposure to). Once was due 10 a false 
reading on the metal detector. The other time was "random" additional screening. And 1·ve had my camera bag unpacked one time as well. 

'2014 4 :07:• Don·t promote the program as something it's not. Don't forget the human element either. For example, if I go to the airport and the PreCheck line has no one in it, I'll go through. However, if there is a line of people and the airport is busy. I might just as 
wel I go through the reg u I a r Ii ne to avoid being em ba rras sed and g I a red at for ta king off my shoes. be It, etc. Others who pack or dress d1/fe re ntly become quite annoyed at someone who has to do these things in order to get through the "fast lane." 
Perhaps there should be two levels of PreCheck lines. Just an idea, 

Prescott Valley, AZ 



12014 2:18: 

To whom it may concern: 

I ju st arrived at sea tac airport, The re are ap pa re ntl y new procedures at the airport where they a re not using bins to put i terns in, When I asked officer mcke n nan where to put my phone and wa 11 et, she rudely replied in your pocket which is of course 
incorrect. Realizing her error, she then rudely gave me explanation of what a metJI de1ec1or is for and that I should put my items in my luggage. Her rudeness and incompetence is unacceptable especially given the responsibility of her job. I hope she 
is reprimanded for this behavior and fired if this turns out to be a pattern. 

Regards. 

i(b)(61 

Sent from my iPhone 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time . 11127/2014 7:07: 19 AM Airport · CHS - Charleston International Airport Date/Time al Travel : 11127/2014 6: 15 AM Airline & Flight Number · 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : A gates 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: I have the ap for delta bul I lose service in small cities so I always have a backup image of my lickel. II does not always have my name lisled. In every major airport I'm never asked 10 presenl my name in the image, but smaller airports 

12014 9:25: need to see the name, why? An image is more reliable than the most countetieited item in the world; PAPER. The image always shows my name an the TSA screen that is verified by my id. sa why would my name need ta be present on the image? 
The statement given to me is, I may have a countetieit image. If I'm smart enough to create an image that has a bar code that 1s encoded with TSA info to get me to show up on the scanner, how would a name matter (text added to an image)? If an 
airport is s m al I enough to need add it ion a I security measures then they a I so have to rea Ii ze th at they are s ma 11 enough to not have service when your by their meta I detectors etc, ii at a 11 pass i ble please trust your scanners over my image. because 
telling me that I'm smarl enough to counterfeit a bar code thal shows my name bul not smart enough to add a name makes TSA seem flawed. Please note that I do appreciate TSA and think they do an awesome job overall! 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2IApplicationManager 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalilion, a civil rig his organization directly from I heir phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like 10 send their complainl 

The q ue st,ons answered by the user be I ow correspond to the TSAaE'" s own offlc,al air travel di scri min ati on comp I a int form. You a re requested to take action on the comp I amt of p rofi Ii ng or di sen mi nation by the T SA described he re. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

~~Ia~~~;;e""~~s"'-1
(

6
""b~I 1..,.(6""·,..._, -~---, 

Phone Number:\o'--...,._·,1"'"'"._...-----' 
Address: hllp .. !r .. h .. ·,1 ... R .. ··, ___ _. 

Are you 18 or over? No 
,2014 8,25, Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? No 

NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? 
Ethnicity? 
Religion? 
N ationa Ii ty? 
Gender? 
Di sa bi I ity? 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time. 11/28/2014 5:35:16 PM Airport· LGA - LaGuardia Date/Time of Travel. 11/28/201412:30 PM Airline & Flight Number· United flight 685 CheckpoinUArea of Airport. terminal B - C gates TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment : My 12 month old daughter was forced to walk through the metal detector on her own. I have traveled many times with young children and never experienced anything like this from the TSA. My daughter (who is young to be walking) could 

'2014 6:03:, have easily fallen and injured herself!! 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Nam<f"'b'-)"'"(-'-6~1 ____ __, 
Phone Number 
Emal1h··,1rr1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Airport: PHX 
Securily for gate: A in 1erminal 4 (American Airlines flight 663) 
Date: 11 29 2014 
Time: approx 9:30 am 
Tsa Security guard desc: appeared Caucasian. female, older (probably 50 s), blond very curly hair. She was checking initial tickets with id prior to entering the check point where bags are scaned and travels go through metal detectors. She was 
checking the quick line. 

Complaint: 

The TSA agent was rude 10 1ravelers going through. I did not want to go through her to have my ticket and ID checked however I was unfortunately unlucky enough to get her. It was my first lime using a mobile ticket on my phone, I asked lhe lady what 
'2014 1 :04: I should do and showed her the phone. She responded I don t want it I then advised that it was a mobile ticket so what does she want. She just starred at and with indignation stated scan it 

I did not know where to sea n, I had not seen anyone do this before, Another person had to he Ip me, This I ad y was a bso I utely rude and should not be in a job d ea Ii ng with peop I e, I only wish I had gotten her name so she does n t continue to be a 
problem. 

I hope th at the agent can be located and ap prop nate action taken to , m prove her performance. 

GdOdyea1, AZ 05330 

Hello' 

I have recently been TSA Pre approved. In the past 2 weeks, I've gone thru 5 TSA -Pre screens at 4 different airpor1s. 
My home airport, BW I. does an awesome job. Reno and Providence also treated me very politely and professionally. 

Unfortunately, in DIA (Denver), my experience was nol as positive. I have titanium in my back and wear a leg brace so I request screening thru that AIT. Everywhere else, I am willingly accommodated. At DIA, I was told lhat if I didn't go thru lhe 
regular metal detector, I couldn't use TSA-Pre• I was told to gather my belongings and go to a regular security queue. I protested and a supervisor did let me remain in the TSA-pre queue, but I didn't appreciate the delay and the drama. 

,2014 3:07: I have flown out of DIA once or twice a year for the past 5 years, Unfortunately, every experience has been unpleasant. In my experience, the TSA agents there are the most inclined to make up their own rules. They scolded me for keeping an iPad in 
my luggage, insisting that ii was a "laptop" When I explained thal it is a table I. nol a la plop, and therefore allowed to remain in my carry on, they insisled thal it be removed. 

You might want to give those agents more training. Other\'llise, your staff at the other airports were top notch. 

Thanks 

kb1(6) 

Sent from my iPhone 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service; Screening Current Date/lime: 11/29/2014 2:14:01 PM Airport, LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time ofTravel, 1112912014 10:30 AM Airline & Flight Number, 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : We went through the marked pre-check line and had our IDs and boarding passes checked by a TSA officer. We then followed the others entering through the line to secunty. As we put out bags down we were told to take off our shoes - I 
informed the officer I had pre-check and she re-checked my boarding pass and then let me through a side scanner. My husband had already placed his phone with the boarding pass in the scanner and was not allowed to go through the metal detector. 

12014 3:07: Both of our laptops remained in the bag (as allowed), but both bags and laptops were tested and re-scanned. After speaking with another officer, we were informed pre-check is another line and someone should have informed us where ii was. If there 
were signs, they were not clear. It would be helpful to have additional signage at the Southwest terminal. 

12014 6:17: 

12014 6:17: 

12014 617: 

Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' 
Current Date/Time: 1112912014 5:45:37 PM Airport: JFK - John F. Kennedy lnternalional Date/lime ofTravel: 11129114 4:45 AM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : terminal 8 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment · The meta I detectors we re far too sensitive, A Im os t everyone in the pre ch eek Ii ne had to re move their shoes and be I ts, and go through twice, Not s urp risi ngly, this caused huge backups and slowdowns. Preche ck seemed to actua 11 y be 
slower than the olher lines. 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" 
CurTent Date/Time· 11/2912014 5:45:54 PM Airport. JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/lime ofTravel · 11/29114 4:45 AM Airline & Flight Number. 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport terminal 8 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : The metal detectors we re far too sensitive. Almost everyone in the pre ch eek Ii ne had to re move their shoes and be Its, and go through twice. Not s urp nsingly. this caused huge backups and slowdowns. Preche ck seemed to actua 11 y be 
slower than the other lines. 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : h1tp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.9ov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" 
CurTent Date/Time : 1112912014 5:45:32 PM Airport JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel : 11129114 4:45 AM Airline & Flight Number 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : terTninal 8 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. The metal detectors were far too sensitive. Almost everyone in the precheck line had to remove their shoes and belts, and go through twice. Not surprisingly, this caused huge backups and slowdowns. Precheck seemed to actually be 
s I owe r th an the other Ii nes. 
Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



12014 145: 

Passengers Name._kb-')-'-(6--'l ___ ...., 

Response Details: I explained that we do recommend that passengers inform the TSOs have al any difficulty raising their arms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or if any areas al the body are painful when touched. This can help make 
screening easier for everyone. 

I advised the caller thal any passenger that is not able to or refuses to use the AIT or WTMD will be screened using a patdown. Passengers that are not able to raise lheir arms above their heads for 5-7 seconds for the AITm musl under go a patdown 
for screening. We do not use wands for screening. All passengers have to be screened regardless of clothing, disability, or other circumstances. However, the TSOs are trained to be careful with areas that are injured or painful when touched. 

I apologized to the caller several times. I explained that during a patdown the agents are required to patdown the entire body, and they go upward until the meet resistance. 

I told her that I would send her information on how ta fill out a complaint since she feels that she was nat accommodated, and went aver some of the information for the requirements for filing this complaint. I also told her that this would go to the CSM 
at DEN so that they wou Id be aware of what took place. 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination; 
Describe the al I eg ed di scrim i na tory action in sufficient de ta i I to in form T SA of the nature of the a I leged a ct of discrimination: and 
Be signed by the complainant or someone authorized to sign an behalf al the complainant. 

Incident Details: She requested a wheelchair at DEN. She was put off the side, and she had a patdown for screening, She stated that she told her that she was not able to raise her arm. She stated that she told her that it was hurting her, and the 
damage was already done. She is now laking two pills a day, rather than lhe one that was necessary before. She slated that she is a relired federal agent. She was told by the agent lhat she did nol need a wheelchair. She stated that she was wearing 
a top with no bra and jeggings, therefore everything could have been seen. She stated that it was not necessary to raise her arm or pat her down. She was flying on Frontier. She stated that she could have been wanded or have gone through the 
machine with on I y one arm up. She stated th at this was not necessary. She asked if every person with a s ho u Ider injury has to be battered. 

~notes: 
Caller stated that she went through major shoulder surgery, and she and her husband are upset. She was in a wheelchair. and was told that she could t go through screening since she could t raise her arms. She stated that the TSO that did the 
screening was unnecessarily rough. She also said lhat she was lold that she shouldn t have taken a wheelchair if she could t do lhis. She lold the agent she needs to be careful with her shoulder, and offered to show her the prescription. She said she 
rammed under her arm. and pulled out the hurt arm. When she pulled her arm out, its nat shooting pains up and down her arm and her muscle is frozen. She just thinks it was unnecessary for her to be that rough and tell her that she didn t need a 

Caller is flying from SDF 10 FL and her husband was selected for PreCheck and she did not gel selected. Caller has GE. Caller spoke to the airline and all lhe information was correcl. They said it was not the airlines fault. Caller was jusl approved and 
this was the first time they tried to use it.!(b·:,(6) !is on the GE card. which is the same on the ticket. KTNfh··,1r;·, I' his number was included and the airline confirm its in the record. Caller has twa artificial knees and has to get a 
paid own every ti me. 

,2014 4 ,54:, Advised Caller: 

While some airports may allow rnd1v1duals who are traveling with a TSA Prelu2713 "' eligible passenger to access the TSA Pre\u2713 ™ lane, TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport, and this 
procedure may not be available at all times or locations. Individuals traveling with a TSA Pre\u2713"'-eligible passenger should not expect to be directed to the TSA Pre\u2713'" lane each time they fiy. TSA PreCheck is random and not a 100% 
guarantee. To receive TSA Pre\u2713'" as a member of a CBP 1rusted traveler program, please include your g.digil PASS ID, also known as a known 1raveler number (KTN), in the "Known Traveler Number" field of your reservation. In addilion to your 
PASS ID. please ensure that the name, date of birth, and gender included in your reservation are an exact match to the information on file with CBP. Passengers with metal implants may be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT), a walk
through metal detector, or a thorough patdown. AIT screening requires that passengers be able to stand still with their arms over their head for 5-7 seconds without the support of a person or device. 



I am writing to provide feedback from our recent traveling experience. To start off. immediately below is what I submitted, as I always do, prior to my wile.i(b)(6I flying anywhere. 

Fro~(b)(ff1 
Sent: Saturday, November 08. 2014 1 40 PM 
To: tsa-contactcenter@dhs.gov .,,...,..,.,.,....---, 
Subjecl: Pre-Flight Nolification, kb l/6\ ~2-28 Nov 
TSACares. 

12014 S:06: I am writing this as a pre-flight notification for an upcoming flight from Norfolk, VA (ORF). to Orlando, FL (MCO). My wife~suffers from Reflex Sympathetic Dystrophy (RSD), a debilitating neurological disorder. I typically call the TSA Cares 
line and provide this information over the phone. but have found that for one reason or another TSA Cares Notifications of our itineranes or requests for a Passenger Support Specialist (PSS) have not always been established. I will follow this up with 
a phone ca 11 with the respective sites the day prior to each flight. 

RSD is a condition where the skin is super sensitive to touch, even clothing, and the nerves cause the muscles to constantly contract without relaxing. My wife does not have the ability to raise her arms and hold them over her head and she has a 
metal device implanted which prevents walking through the metal detector. Due to these conditions, she requires the pat down. She will be in a wheel chair as she cannot walk distJnces. She can sland but is unable to stand on the designated 
footprints. The PSS' we have dealt with on each occasion have taken all of this into account and handled her accordingly. We have been very pleased with the ser,ice we have received from TSA Cares and the PSS program. 

Itinerary 

Southwest Airlines Flight 4346 Nov 2 2 7:05 AM Norfolk International Airport (ORF) 

Southwest Airlines Flight 2888 Nov 28 5:40 PM Orlando International Airport (MCO) 
Hello. I just flew from sea tac to lax on an air Alaska flight. While going though security my wife and I. who were on separate lines, saw big security holes. 

I fly about 100 k miles a year so I have a good idea how security is supposed to work tho I am by no means anything close to an expert. 

My wife was on a non pre check like and they did not ask her to take off her shoes of take her lap top out. She also heard tsa agents asking each other if they were running a pre check line or not. 

I was on pre check line and saw a super,isor came over and had a small breakdown to the guy running the metal detector. The gist of the problem was that he had not been supposed to be running a pre check line but was. I am 95 percent sure this 
was the problem. But I am 100 percent sure the super,isor was visibly Freaking out. 

2014 s:3s:, Also while I was at gale n1 a waitress from lhe bar near by came up to the gate agent with a large and full black back pack and said she found it in lhe bathroom and did not know what 10 do with it. The agent had 10 repeatedly tell her to call the cops 
and I bet the odds are less than 50/50 she did. She seemed utterly clueless as to what to do in a scenario that I think is as cliched a airport security problem as it get. 

I have never sent an e ma i I this before but thought I should re po rt it. 

!(b)(6) 

Sent From An iphone As I Wait For Blackberry To Get Its Act Together 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : P role ssiona Ii sm/C ustome r Service Current Date/Ti me , 121112014 12 22 :4 5 PM Airport · MS N - Dane County Regiona I Date/Time of T rave I · 11130120 14 2: 15 PM Airline & Flight Numb er , Delta 788 Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport · T SA check 
point TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . I was traveling from Madison to MSP with my 90 year old mother and several of the tsa staff were very disrespectful to my mothers mobility issues. She must use a walker or she will fall and on several occasions she was told to use a cane 
to go thru the metal detector (which would have resulted in a fall) and then when she was pat down she was told to stand with out using her walker, I intervened and was told to stand back. they then again told her to stand without aid, this went on 3 

2014 2,22 , 1 times. Finally they got it. then she was subjected to a 10 minute pat down by a new female tsa agent. Come on really a 10 minute pat down of a 90 year old woman in Madison WI. Hardly a terrorist threat. I am very disappointed in the care given to my 
· · mothers safety and fall prevention care. 

Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name fh··,1r:;-, I 
Phone Number , 
Email !(b i(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

The caller is wanting to make a complainl regarding her recent flights. She stated that from NY to Chicago on United Wednesday, there was a man acting up al the airport being disruptive. She stated that he was permitted on the flight. She slated lhat 
the pilot had to speak with the passenger before the flight took off and he told him that he would be arrested. He stated that he should not have been allowed to fly. She stated that he laying in the middle of the aisle and not letting persons board the 
plane. She stated that he was either h1g h or mental issues were present. She stated that this was j e po rd izi ng the flight. 

She slated that security loday from Chicago was entirely lacks. She staled thal passengers were able to leave on their shoes, and leave the laptops in the case at all checkpoints. She staled thal this is a complele lax of securily, and she is concerned. 
She stated that the shoe bomber years ago was able to get through the metal detectors. She stated that the passengers were not going through the AIT, only the WTMD. She stated that she wants to know why this happened. when on any other day of 
the year everyone wou Id have to rem ave their shoes and everything for sere en i ng. 

2014 8:40:, I explained that I spoke wilh a securily specialist regarding bolh incidents. We would recommend contacting lhe airline regarding the passenger on the flight, since he was screened by TSA. We are nol a law enforcement organization and we are not 
able to seize individuals. She can also contact ACPD regarding the matter. 

I explained that regarding the situation for screening today at the Chicago airport, all passengers were screened as is our objective, therefore it is not an issue. However. she can contact the CSM at that airport if she wants further infonnation. We have 
expedited screening benefits lhat allow passengers to leave on lheir shoes and leave lhe laptop in the case, thal they may have been laking advantage of. 

I advised the cal I er that they can contact the CS M at the airport by ca 11 i ng 8662 89 96 73, se I eel option 5 when it is presented. pro vi de the a pp ro pri ate a i rpo rl code far the a i rpo rl, and the IV R wi 11 p rov1d e the contact inform at1on for the CS M at that 
location. 
The caller is wanting to make a complaint regarding her recent flights. She stated that from NY to Chicago on United Wednesday, there was a man acting up at the airport being disruptive. She stated that he was permitted on the flight. She stated that 
the pilot had to speak with the passenger before the flight took off and he told him that he would be arrested. He stated that he should not have been allowed to fly. She stated that he laying in the middle of the aisle and not letting persons board the 
plane. She stated that he was either high or mental issues were present. She stated that this was jepordizing the flight. 

She stated that security today from Chicago was entirely lacks. She stated that passengers were able to leave on their shoes. and leave the laptops in the case at all checkpoints. She stated that this is a complete lax of security, and she is concerned. 
She stated that the shoe bomber years ago was able to get through the metal detectors. She stated that the passengers were not going through the AIT, only the WTMD. She stated that she wants to know why this happened. when on any other day of 
the year everyone wou Id have to remove their shoes and everything for sere en i ng, 

2014 B: 4D:, I explained that I spoke with a security specialist regarding both incidents. We would recommend contacting the airline regarding the passenger on the flight, since he was screened by TSA. We are not a law enforcement organization and we are not 
ab I e to seize individuals. She can a I so contact ACPD reg a rd i ng the matter. 

I explained that regarding the situation for screening today at lhe Chicago airport, all passengers were screened as is our objeclive, therefore it is not an issue. However, she can contact the CSM at that airport if she wants further informalion. We have 
expedited screening benefits that a 11 ow passengers to leave on their shoes and I eave the laptop in the case. that they may have been taking advantage of. 

I advised the caller that they can contact the CSM at the airport by calling 8662899673. select option 5 when it is presented, provide the appropriate airport code for the airport. and the IVR will provide the contact information for the CSM at that 
location. 



2014 9051 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Disability Medical Condition Are you filling this form out for yourself? No, I m filling this form out for someone else 

==Representative Information== 
First Nam~ f5Ii'6I7 
Last Namd(b 1(6) ! 
Primary Pho n ei Gt:11 Pbaoe 
Phone Numbef~_ b~i_(6~·•-' ---~ 
Best Time to Contact: 11 :00 am - 1 :00 pm 
Day of the week: 
- Monday 
- Tuesday 
- Wednesday 
- Thursday 
- Friday 
PO Bo, or StreetAddresskb)(61 
City: Miami "---'-'-------' 

State: Florida 
Zip Code (Post Code) 33185 
OtheL 
Emai~~(b-.-)(_6_)------~ 

Have you been authorized to file this complaint form on behalf of 
another individual? : Yes, I declare thal I am authorized to file 
this complaint on behalf of the named individual. 

==Comp I a i ntant Inform at,on== 
Relationship with Complaintant Father 

Full Name of Complainlant':k:-:h::-·"-R_··,--:--:-:-:-:-;::::::~------~ 
PO Bo, or Street Address al Complaintant~•~k=~-----~ 
City: Miami 
State: Florida 
Zip Code (Post Code) 33185 
OtheL 



Fronfb,(6) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 02, 2014 9:26 PM 
To: TSA-ContactCenter 
Subj eel: Racial Profi I mg 

These are my thoughts on ra ci a I profi Ii ng. 
Thank you for your time. 

Attachment 

Date: November 24, 2014 
Trans po rtati on Safety Association 
HYPER LI N K "m ai I to :TSA-Co nl acl Cente r@tsa .d hs .go v"T SA-Conta etc en ter@ts a. d h s. gov 

'014 10:01: Dear TSA: 
I wo u Id Ii ke to bring up the issue of racial p ro/1 Ii ng. This is an issue that affects a m ynad of people a 11 aver the world. Raci a I profiling 1s when race or ethnicity is targeted when I ooki ng for suspicious activity. Us ua 11 y, this me ans that fore1g ne rs are 
singled out because of their appearance, something they have no control over. I am tired of going to an airport and watching minorities being given "random" searches. There numerous other factors security can look at, such as luggage size, strange 
body language, and questionable clothes, like thick coats in the summer. Suspicion should nol be based on appearance alone. 
Ever since 9/11, Muslims especially have been looked as terrorists. In reality. they are just regular people like you and me. There have been so many incidents that I have seen at the airport when a Muslim person is given further checking than the 
regular person. There would be no alarm set off by any sensor: they would simply be further checked because they look different. 
I am Sikh, and so I am a minority. My father wears a turban, which causes security to always spend more time checking him than they would a white person, for example. This is not just for my father, but for all Sikhs around the world. Most people 
assume thal only Hispanics, African American, and Muslims face racial profiling, but it is not just them. It is somelhing that affects all minorities. I have witnessed it in my own life. I understand that it is for safety, but we can no longer call these "random 
searches." 

In my research, I have encountered various racial p ro/1 Ii ng clai ~ i r results. It is said that "where the p ro/1 Ii ng is said to have occurred. . . managers of s i m1 I ar programs nationwide must attend a lour-hour class on why raci a I profi I mg is not 
acceptable and why it is not an effective way to spot terrorists" l!.!:W.§.LjOnline). Your association is trying to change the way teCTorists are found, but are these courses working if there are still so many racial profiling issues? 
The TSA uses many other measures 10 increase safety. You have travelers I ake their shoes off to prevent shoe bombs, and you do not a 11 ow I iq uid s on I he p I an e in order to prevent I iq uid explosives. The re a re body sea n ne rs to check through clothes to 
the skin. but there have still been cases where weapons are carried in body cavities. Even the highest quality machine cannot detect into the body just yet jrh·\/r;·-, pnline). Racial profiling is not the only issue that your organization is trying to 
address, but that does not mean that it is any I ess important th an the others. 
Racism is something that this nation has been fighting for hundreds of years now, and racial profiling needs to be fought as well. It is cutting into privacy. On your website it says. "Pat-downs are used to resolve alarTns at the checkpoint, including those 
triggered by metal de1ec1ors and AIT units. Pat-downs are also used when a person opts out of AIT screening in order to detect potentially dangerous and prohibited items,' (TSA, Online). Often this is not lhe case. From personal experience, I have 
seen that officers pat people dawn when there was no alarm set off in the metal detector. There is nothing in these policies that say that an officer has the right to pat one down just because the person looks suspicious. 
Caller had a terTible experience at JFK during screening yesterday and is wanting to file a complaint. She was in the Precheck checkpoint for American Airlines at 8: 10 and her roll on bag was taken off of the conveyor belt and set to the side. She 
went through the WT MD and an ala rm sounded so she had to go through a second time and her I ug gage had be en sitting there for over 1 0 minutes. She ask an agent that was standing there if someone was going to inspect her I ugg age and the 
fem a I e age nl rudely lold her th at someone w i 11 check i I when I hey become ava i I able. A ma I e agent ca me over and opened her case picked up a swea I er and her d eodo r a nl and put th em back in the case and said you b etl er run and she s ta r1 ed running 

1014 11: 13:- to her boarding gate and at that point she heard the previous female agent saying in a sing song voice that she hoped that she missed her flight. She is very upset at the treatment that she received from the TSA agents at the screening checkpoint and 
is wanting to make sure this does not ha pp en again. 

I apologized thal she had this experience at lhe screening checkpoint and advised her that I will forward her complaint 10 the CSM at JFK so I hey will be aware of this issue. 



To Whom it may concern: 

Dale: 12/03114 
Time: Approx 8:30 Am 
Location: Phoenix Airport 

Complainl: TSO~as manning a walkthrough metal detector. He said with a loud voice speaking to two TSA female workers standing a few feet away from a woman who was moving slow (having 1rouble laking her shoes off), "Are you going 
to charge her rent?" She had not made it through security yet. 

The woman was visually disturbed by the comment, but kept looking down as she tried to take her shoes off. It offended me and it embarrassed her. !(b)(6i !looked at me with a smile and holding back my frustration I told him that that comment was 
very rude. Also, the two TSA ladies he made the comment 10 didn'I even ask 10 help her, they just chuckled at lhe comment made bYkb::,(6) I 

,014 12,16, At this time of the morning there was not very many people going through security, in fact I did not have to wait behind anyone when I handed my ID and boarding pass to the attendant. I do not know what the two TSA ladies responsibility were at the 
time as they stood by watching and laughing, but I assume that they are trained to help elderly people as they see a need instead of laughing because a lady has trouble taking her shoes off. 

I hope that this is an isolated incident. I travel through airports on a regular basis and this is the first time that I have seen a TSA worker belittling a person who was having trouble getting through security. 

Request I would like a report on what training was given t~due to this incident. I do not want!rh··,1rr1ho lose his job, but I also don't want to see another person who has trouble taking their shoes off to be belittled like this again. 

On a personal note. thinking about my own mother in a similar situation, this is very frustrating. 

Thanks, 

l(b1(6) I 
._ _____ _,Cell 

Sent: Thursday, December 04. 2014 11 :53 AM 
To: TSAExlernalCompliance 
Subject Contact Us: Civil Rights Civil tiberties Complaint 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http: www.tsa.gov contact index.shim 

······················-;:::::::::;:::::=::::::;------····························· 
Remote Client IPj(b )(6 1 7 
Date Time 12 4 2-014 11 :5242 AM 

Attachment: 
1 )Information about the person who experienced the c1v1 I rig his ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I at,on 
(fill in what you can) 
Yes 
First and Middle Name: 

2 o 14 2: 2 3 :l"t b"'", (=6 ... 1 -,------' 
Last Name: 

~ 
Main Phone: 

kbi(6i 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

PO Box or Street address: 
fh,IRI I 

City: 
Inglewood 
State: 
California 
Zip: 
90302 



2014 5:07:( 

2014 9:26;< 

Disability Description: Caller has a pacemaker 

Response Details; Response; Informed caller that TSA does not have any evidence that the AIT will damage her pacemaker but she should not have went through the WTMD. Informed caller that she can request a patdown instead of the WTMD or 
AIT if she le els I he sere en i ng wi 11 damage her pacemaker. Informed ca Iler p I ease be advised that a passenger can a I ways request to speak wi I h the Supervisory T ransporta Ii on Security Officer at the checkpoint 10 address any complaint reg a rd i ng 
screening procedures. Because your complaint concerns an incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded this information to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. Informed caller to monitor her email over the next few days in 
case the CSM needs to contact her. 

lncidenl Details: Caller: Caller slates she went to the airport and when she wenl through security she was informed to take her shoes off. Caller states the TSA agent informed lhe caller that she had 10 lake off her shoes and caller informed the TSO 
that she was over 75 and did not have ta take off her shoes. Caller states she informed the TSO that she also had a pacemaker and can not go through the screening and the officer informed her that it wont hurt her and informed her that she is holding 
up the line. Caller states the TSO informed her to just go through the screening. Caller states that she reluctantly went through the WTMD as the officer would not give her any other option. Caller states that she regrets going through the WTMD now 
as she is concerned that it has damaged her pacemaker. Caller states she usually receives a pat down when she goes through screening due to her pacemaker. Caller states the lady that patted her down was very nice and stated she would report 
this incident to her supervisor also. 

Airport- MC I in Kansas City 
Airline- US Air 
Flight number- 599 
Date and time of incident- 12-02-2014 3:00 pm 
Baggage and tag numbers- Not provided 
Des c ri pt ion of baggage- Not provided 
Was there and NOi- Not provided 
Anything on NOi- Not provided 
Specific location of incident- Gate 83 
Contact information (phone number or email)-!._(b"-",(-'6"'1 _______________ .., 

Caller is just using her PreCheck for the first time. Caller has GE. Today was put in the PreCheck line, but still had to remove her shoes and do regular screening. She had to remove her coat and then when an alarm went off she had to remove her 
shoes. She fell embarrassed by lhe experience because she was holding up lhe line and other passengers were looking al her like she was in the wrong line. Caller would like to know if she should have shown her GE card at lhe checkpoint. Caller 
would like to know if there is a certain type of shoes that are recommended so that she does not have an alarm going through the checkpoint. 

Advised ca Iler: 

Travelers who are directed ta the TSA PreCheck lane may be allowed to keep on their footwear, light outerwear, and belt, and leave their laptop in its case and 3-1-1 compliant liquids gels bag in their carry-on luggage. 

It is important to remember that TS A PreC heck do es not guarantee an ind iv idua I expedited sere en i ng, TS A wi 11 always i ncorpo rate random and u n pred i eta b I e security measures throughout the airport, 

Yau can request a patdown if secondary screening is needed instead of going back and forth taking off items. Secondary screening can be required if alarms must be resolved. 

Addition ally, a 11 passengers must have their ide nti fi cation verili ed by a TSO and wi 11 go through a metal d ete cto r or Advanced Imaging Tech no logy scanner as pa rt of security screening procedures, I I you have meta I in your shoes, it is Ii kely that it 
would cause an alarm in the WTMO. 

When making a reservation, passengers should enter their 9-digit PASS ID, also known as a known traveler number (KTN) into the "Known Traveler Number" field of their reservation. In addition, we recommend that you review your reservation to 
ensure that your name, date of birth, and gender are an exact match to the information you provided CBP at the time of enrollment or what is in your online GOES account. 

If you have concerns about your screening at the checkpoint, feel free to ask far an STSO to address those. Call us at the TCC if you are consistently having issues with getting expedited screening benefits in the PreCheck lane. 



2014 9:26:l 

Caller is just using her PreCheck for the first time. Caller has GE. Today was put in the PreCheck line, but still had to remove her shoes and do regular screening. She had to remove her coat and then when an alarm went off she had to remove her 
shoes. She le It embarrassed by the experience be cause she was holding up the Ii ne and other passengers were I ooki ng at her Ii ke she was in the wrong Ii ne. Ca 11 er wou Id I, ke to know if she should have shown her GE card at the che c kpornt. Cal I er 
would Ii ke to know if the re is a certain type of shoes that a re recommended so that she does not have an a I arm going through the checkpoint, 

Advised ca Iler: 

Travelers who are directed to the TSA PreCheck lane may be allowed to keep on their footwear, light outerwear, and belt, and leave their laptop in its case and 3-1-1 compliant liquids gels bag in their carry-on luggage. 

It is important to remember that TSA PreCheck does not guarantee an individual expedited screening. TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport. 

You can request a patd own if s eco nda ry screening is needed instead of going back and lo rth taking off items, Secondary sere en i ng can be required ii a I arms must be resolved, 

Addition ally, a 11 passengers must have their ide nti fi cation verified by a TSO and wi 11 go through a metal detector or Advanced Imaging Tech no logy scanner as pa rt of security screening procedures. If you have meta I in your shoes, it is Ii k ely that it 
would cause an alarm in the WT MD. 

When making a reservation, passengers should en1er their g.digil PASS ID, also known as a known 1raveler number (KTN) into the ··Known Traveler Number" field of lheir reservalion. In addition, we recommend that you review your reservation to 
ensure that your name, date of birth, and gender are an exact match to the information you provided CBP at the time of enrollment or what is in your online GOES account. 

If you have concerns about your screening at the checkpoint, feel free to ask for an STSO to address those. Call us at the TCC if you are consistently having issues with getting expedited screening benefits in the PreCheck lane. 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainls of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name~lh_._·,1~r;_·1 ___ ~--~ 
Email Address'j,l;,;h,_·11,_R;,;·., ____ .,...__. 

Phone Numbe (b 1(6i 
Address: (b 1(6) 
Zip code:~~~------~ 

ambridge, MA 02139 

2014 S:03:, Are you 18 or over? Yes 

Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? No 
Religion? Yes 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Gen. Edward Lawrence Logan lnternalional Airport 



I am!(b)(6) !the person with CRPSIRSD. My disease involves all areas of my body and stress exacerbates all of my symptoms. Since the problems I encountered in December of 2012 and we were refen-ed to TSA Cares, I have had 
no issues until this recenl trip. My husband always informs TSA Cares and all of lhe airporl TSA Offices which we will be flying lhrough of my disease, at leasl a week prior 10 lhe flight and then the day before wilh each airport to make sure they have 
been contacted. There is also a long e-mail trail that TSA can follow. 

During my dealings with PSS Officers in TSA Cares, I have met wonderful, caring individuals who have gone out of their way to ensure I was dealt with respectfully and with minimal discomfort. They sat down to talk with me to find out about my 
disease so they can understand and assisl me in going lhrough the screening. Since most of my PSS Officers have been males, I at firsl did not think twice when I was handed off to another officer for a pat down in Orlando on the 28th. But I should 
have had a warning when twice. Office1(b)(6':, ! asked rne to hold my arms out to my sides, and twice I said I could not. Finally my PSS Officer said that I could not and Officee:E:!Z&Jstarted the pat down stating that if anything she did hurt to tell her 
so. The problem with CRPSIRSD is that the slightest wrong touch can cause a flare and at that tIrne it doesn't matter 1/ I tell her if it hurt or not because I am flared instantly at that point. That is why I need specially trained people to do the pat down. 
That is why we go through TSA Cares. That is why we e-mail TSA Cares before my travels. That is why we follow up with supervisors the day before we travel and are assigned a PSS. That is why we stop at our de arting city and talk to the TSA 
supervisor at the desk when we land and let them know when we we be departing. That is why we explain my disease. That is why we handed the CRPS/RSD handout to PSS Officerfh·11rr·, !and PSS Officer (b)(6) at Norfolk (no problems al all 
there). WE do not just show up at the gate and expect to be handled with care. We prepare, and prepare, knowing how the slightest wrong touch can set me off. 

We have waited a week hoping to hear frorrll h ·1 Irr·, !in Ori a ndo or tlllili] before going up the chain but have not heard anything back, so I am fi Ii ng a comp I a int. A II are can set back my Physical Therapy 3 weeks or more and the pain is 
excruciating. If you look at lhe literaIure you will see that CRPSIRSD pain is the highesl pain on the McGill Pain Scale even beating lhat of Cancer. Having to sit here and write this complaint to accommodate TSA's requesl has increased my stress, 

2014 9:16:1 which as exasperated my symptoms (note second sentence in this note). Thank you very much. TSA. 

!rh,IRI 

CRPSIRSD sufferer 

-----Original Message-----
From: HYPERLI NK "mailto:tsatcc _do_ nat_reply@senture.com"tsatcc _do_ nat_reply@senture.com [mailto:tsatcc _do_ nat_reply@senture.com] 
Sent: Sunday. November 30. 2014 6:56 PM 
To: HYPERLINkl"'(b"'l""(6""·., _____________ _. 
Subjecl: In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank you for contacting the Trans po rtat,on Security Ad mm i strat,on (T SA) Contact Center with questions and conce ms about airport se cunty screening. S pec1f1ca 11 y. you were interested in Ii I mg a ci vi I rig his complaint be cause you be Ii eve that you. or 
someone you know, experienced discrimination by TSA on the basis of a disability or medical condition. 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to U.S. Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 al the Rehabilitation Act (6 CFR §15.3(b) and §15.70(d)(3)). it must meet the following requirements: 



Begin forwarded message: 

Fro~(b)(ffl I HYPERLINN~(b~1(_6~) ------------~ 

Dale: December 6, 2014 8:47:34 AM EST 

To: H YPERLI N K mai Ito :tsa-conta ctce nter@d hs .gov Isa-co ntactcente r@dhs.gov 

Bcckbl(6I bYPERLINK~fb_,_(6_) ____________ ~ 

Subject: Letter from Complainant 

2014 3:21: 1 TSA Cares. 

I aml(b::,(6) I the person with CRPS RSD. My disease involves all areas of my body and stress exacerbates all of my symptoms. Since the problems I encountered in December of 2012 and we were refeCTed to TSA Cares, I have had 
no issues until this recenl trip. My husband always informs TSA Cares and all of lhe airporl TSA Offices which we will be flying through of my disease, at leasl a week prior 10 lhe flight and then the day before wilh each airport to make sure they have 
been contacted. There is also a long e-mail trail that TSA can follow. 

During my dealings with PSS Officers in TSA Cares, I have met wonderful, caring individuals who have gone out of their way to ensure I was dealt with respectfully and with minimal discomfort. They sat down to talk with me to find out about my 
disease so they can understand and assisl me in going lhrough the screening. Since most of my PSS Officers have been males, I at firsl did not think twice when I was handed off to another officer for a pat down in Orlando on the 281h. But I should 
have had a warning when twice. Officer~asked me to hold my arms out to my sides, and twice I said I could not. Finally my PSS Officer said that I could not and Officej(~)(ffl !started the pat down stating that if anything she did hurt to tell her 
so. The problem with CRPS RSD is that the slightest wrong touch can cause a flare and at that time it doesn t matter if I tell her 1/ it hurt or not because I am flared instantly at t at point. That is why I need specially trained people to do the pat down. 
That is why we go through TSA Cares. That is why we e-mail TSA Cares before my travels. That is why we follow up with supervisors the day before we travel and are assigned a PSS. That is why we stop ~arting city and talk to the TSA 
supervisor at the desk when we land and let them know when we we be departing. That is why we explain my disease. That is why we handed the CRPS RSD handout to PSS Officer[filffi]and PSS Officer l!h.llfil.J at Norfolk (no problems al all 
there). WE do not just show up at the gate and expect to be handled with care. We prepare, and prepare, knowing how the slightest wrong touch can set me off. 

We have waited a week hoping to hear fro,ri(b·:,(6) !in Orlando or~efore going up the chain but have not heard anything back, so I am filing a complaint. A flare can set back my Physical Therapy 3 weeks or more and the pain is 
excruciating. If you look at lhe litera1ure you will see that CRPS RSD pain is the highesl pain on the McGill Pain Scale even beating lhat of Cancer. Having to sit here and write this complaint to accommodate TSA s request has increased my stress, 
which as exasperated my symptoms (note second sentence in this note). Thank you very much. TSA. 

DearTSA, 

This letter is to request clarification of your current policy on airport screening for babies in soft carriers, and to describe an upsetting recent experience with TSA 

We recently completed a vacation to the Bahamas with our 1 year-old baby. At the airport in Nassau, Bahamas. we were screened by TSA agents and completed U.S. customs and immigration before getting on our flight hame to Atlanta, GA. At noon 
on Friday December 5, before stepping through the metal detector in front of a TSA agent I removed my shoes and put them on the x-ray belt with my cafTY-On bag. I kept my sleeping baby on my chest in a soft Ergo sling, which does not have any 
metal parts. However when I went to step through the metal detector, the TSA agent told me I needed to remove my sleeping baby and put the sling on the belt through the x-ray machine. I asked whether I could sit and wait for a few minutes until the 
the baby woke up, when I would be happy to remove him from the sling, bul the agent lold me there was no place 10 sil down or wait wilhout leaving lhe security area, and furthermore my shoes could nol be returned to me since they had already gone 
through the x-ray machine. We asked to speak with a supervisor. who was sitting on the far side of the metal detector. and ta my surprise she said that TSA rules are that babies must be taken out al their carriers before going through the metal 
detector, and that 11 is a requirement that all baby equipment go on the belt through the x-ray machine. At that point I agreed to wake up the baby and remove the sling in order to go through the metal detector as instructed by the TSA supervisor. 

2014 9,14,1 Unfortunately this was not lhe end of our encounter. The baby's father had politely asked for lhe TSA superviso~s name, which she refused to provide, hiding her nametag inside her black sweater so we could not read ii. Then he calmly asked 10 see 
· · the written TSA policy that baby carriers are not allowed through the metal detector. At this point the supervisor began yelling at him that she did not have to provide their S.O.P. When I arrived on the other side of the metal detector and tried ta calm 

down the s u pe rvi so r by saying that I thought that the policy about baby carriers might be pu bl 1cly ava i I able on the T SA we bs1te, she got more upset and cal I ed over a security officer. saying that we wanted to use the internet which was not a 11 owed in 
the airport security area (we had not tried to access the internet, only mentioned the TSA website). Although the orange-vested officers did not identify themselves to us, I believe this was Bahamas airport security (not TSA) and the main officer was 

!rh·11R··, !from her name tag and lhere were four or five officers in total. I explained that we had followed all of the TSA ins1ructions and we would like 10 go to our flight with our baby, who was now crying loudly. However they took our identification 
(pass part and my military CAC card) and wrote down our names and dates of birth. explaining that if we ever tried to return to the Bahamas '"then we will know who we are dealing with." After this threat, our IDs were returned to us and we were 
al lowed to proceed to our fi 1g ht. 

After lhis frighlening experience, I don't expecl to be traveling to the Bahamas again. However, ii would be helpful to understand your official policy aboul soft baby carriers so lhat I can be prepared to follow all the rules any time I plan to travel. 

Respectfully, 

!(b)(61 I 
HYPERLINK ~(b_,_(6_) _____________ ~ 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

,-;--,-,;,=-=-----,------' hone Number·f'-'h-'-.,"-1'-'R'-·., _ __. 
~"'"""~-------' Missouri Cily, TX 

Zip code: 77 459 

2014 9: 14:, Are you 18 ar over? yes . . . 
Are you represented by a th, rd party or an attorney , n th, s matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? no 
N at,ona Ii ty? no 
Gender? yes 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
San Antonio I nte rnat ion a I Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 
Ca Iler requested a supervisor. 

Resolution: 

I gave the call to k_.b""l""(6""·-, _ __, 

!(b·:,(6) !took the call. The caller flew from SMF yesterday. He stated he was running late and was only an hour early. The TSA line was long and moving slowly. He stated they only had one AIT running. By the time he got ot the front of the line, 
he only had about 15 minutes to make 11 to his flight. When 11 was his tum to go through the AIT. the TSO he just spoke to started sending passengers from the metal detector to cut in front of him to go through the AIT. He stated a female TSO yelled 
at him and told him that ii he wanted to continue, he should keep his mouth shut. When he entered the AIT, a TSO kept jamming the button and the machine kept going around him multiple times. He was upset that he was scanned so many times and 

,014 12,45, thinks the TSO did nol know how to work lhe machine. They asked him what was in his pockel and he lold lhem it was pill form medication. They asked to see his medicalion and he showed it to them. He also has gum in his pocket, which he states 
he never got back. The TSO asked to search his wallet. He stated a whole group of TSOs were surrounding him and it was a very embarrassing experience. He stated they were very aggressive, mostly the femaile TSO. Next, they told him he must 
have his hands tested. He stated he has never had such a bad experience before. 

Dale and lime: Yesterday, 12-6, at 6:20 a.m. 

The ca 11 was disconnected and I attempted to cal I him back at 12: 5 7 p. m. The ca 11 immediately went to a vo i cemai I box, so I assume his phone went dead. I I ell a mes sage and advised him to cal I us back with his flight d eta i Is and we could forward 
this complaint to the CSM at SMF. 



Caller was on the phone with a Supervisor that he wanted to speak with, he was in the process of filing a complaint because he was treated so poorly by the TSA officers, He provided the Event ID [b)(ff:, land requested that I go over 

The caller flew from SMF yesterday. He stated he was running late and was only an hour early. The TSA line was long and moving slowly. He stated they only had one AIT running. By the time he got ta the front al the line, he only had about 15 
minutes to make 11 to his flight. When 11 was his tum to go through the AIT. the TSO he just spoke to started sending passengers from the metal detector to cut in front of him to go through the AIT. The caller was asking the officer, 1f he was mergmg 
the lines, why was he placing people through the line in front of him because he was running late. He stated a female TSO yelled at him and told him that if he wanted to continue. he should keep his mouth shut and keep his head down. When he 
entered lhe AIT, a TSO kept jamming the button and the machine kept going around him mulliple limes. He was did not understand why he was scanned so many limes and thinks lhe TSO did not know how to work the machine. Al thal poinl another 
TSO had to come along and help the officer on how to operate the machine. They asked the caller what was in his packet and he told them it was pill farm medication. They asked to see his medication and he showed it to them. He also had gum in 
his pocket which he states he never got back. The TSO demanded to search his wallet. he was really shocked that an officer would ask that because they never do, so the caller said he did not want the TSO to be digging through his wallet and it made 
the officer really mad so their solution was that they put it through the xray machine instead, but the other officer snatched the wallet out of the callers hand and the TSO kept saying everyone can see what is in his wallet regardless how it is searched. 
He stated a who I e group of TS Os were s u rrou ndi ng him and it was a very emb arr a ssi ng experience because I hey were ho Id i ng up other Ir ave I e rs j usl to look at his things, they we re only doing this because he had questioned I hem a bo ul the machine. 
They were making him feel like they were in charge and purposely making him feel uncomfortable. He stated they were very aggressive, mostly the female TSO. Next, they tald him he must have his hands tested. While they tested his hands, he 
asked if he could put his shoes on and the officer was very s p1tefu I saying there is no way he could put his shoes on unti I he was cleared. Another off ce r told this officer to cal I the Sheri Ifs office to take care of the cal I er. The cal I er was hoping they 
would because he was needing help, and he stated he is a police officer himself and was really being abused at this point. Caller stated that when a situation gets this way they are supposed to diffuse the situation not add more hostility to it, just smile 
and be friendly and usually ii will end well. He staled he has never had such a bad experience before. Al the very end of lhe screening the female officer that was so difficult from the beginning shewed him away from the screening checkpoinl. He 

2014 1 :05:, stated they had no compassion, that they all just seemed ta be rude to him for no reason and he understands that he shauldnt have been late, but he was and sometimes that happens. He pays to buy this ticket and travel through the airport. but these 
TSA officers are being paid to do this and they need to be able to do it professionally. He also wanted to add, that he will never use this airport again and he will write a letter to the Sacramento Administration to let them know he will never use 11. He 
believes that the airport should be held responsible as well /or how TSA treats people when going through screening because it is being done in their airport. 

Airport: SMF 
Airline: So UI hwesl 
Flight number: 1009 
Date and time: 6:20am 12 6 14 
Term i na I or gate: Does not know 
Time ri.ng .lhrough checkpoint: starled the line at about 5:45 am 
email_b,(6I ! 
Apologized to the caller and told him this is not the way TSOs are trained, they are supposed to be respectful and professional during the process. Told him this flight information and complaint would be sent to the CSM at that airport, we track trends 
of complainlS to address areas of concern. So hopefully the CSM will be able 10 ensure this never happens again to other passengers. 



agreement described heret._b_.")(_6-'-1 ________________ ....,! Please escalate this request to a supervisor. 

•········· Forwarded messag,,e,...••,...·..,.··.,..··_··_· ----------------, 
FromK!illfil]HYPERLINKkb 1(6) 
Date: Sat. Dec 6, 2014 at 1/l,.:"2'=1-iP'"M,T'"" _______________ _...., 

Subject TSA screening for babies in Nassau 
To: HYPER LINK "ma i Ito: TSA·C on ta ct Ce nl er@tsa. d hs .g ov"TSA• ContactC ente r@I sa .dhs. gov 

DearTSA, 

This letter is to request clanf1cation of your current policy on airport screening for babies in soft carriers. and to describe an upsetting recent experience with TSA. 

We recenlly completed a vacation 10 lhe Bahamas with our 1 year.old baby. Al the airport in Nassau, Bahamas, we were screened by TSA agents and completed U.S. customs and immigration before getting on our flight home to Atlanla, GA. At noon 

2014 1.1 0t on Friday December 5, before stepping through the metal detector in front of a TSA agent, I removed my shoes and put them on the x-ray belt with my carry-on bag. I kept my sleeping baby on my chest in a soft Ergo sling, which does not have any 
· · metal parts. However when I went to step through the metal detector, the TSA agent told me I needed to remove my sleeping baby and put the sling on the belt through the x-ray machine. I asked whether I could sit and wait for a few minutes until the 

the baby woke up, when I would be happy to re move him from the s Ii ng. but the agent told me the re was no place to sit down or wait without leaving the security area, and furthermore my shoes co u Id not be returned to me si nee they had a I ready gone 
through the ••ray machine. We asked 10 speak with a supervisor, who was sitting on the far side of the me1a1 detector, and to my surprise she said lhat TSA rules are that babies must be taken out of their carriers before going lhrough the metal 
detector, and that it is a requirement that all baby equipment go on the belt through the x-ray machine. At that point I agreed to wake up the baby and remove the sling in order to go through the metal detector as instructed by the TSA supervisor. 

Unfortunately this was not the end of our encounter. The baby's father had politely asked for the TSA superviso~s name, which she refused to provide. hiding her nametag inside her black sweater so we could not read it. Then he calmly asked to see 
the written TSA policy that baby carriers are not allowed through the metal detector. Al this point the supervisor began yelling at him that she did not have 10 provide their S.O.P. When I arrived on the olher side of the metal detector and tried to calm 
down the supervisor by saying that I thought that the policy about baby carriers might be publicly available on the TSA website, she got mare upset and called over a security officer. saying that we wanted to use the internet, which was not allowed in 
the ai art security area (we had not tned to access the internet. only mentioned the TSA website). Although the orange-vested officers did not identify themselves to us. I believe this was Bahamas airport security (not TSA) and the main officer was 
b:1(ff:1 from her name tag and there were four or live officers in total. I explained that we had followed all of the TSA instructions and we would like to go to our flight with our baby, who was now crying loudly. However they took our identification 
passpor an my military CAC card) and wrote down our names and dales of birlh, explaining I hat if we ever lried to return to the Bahamas "then we will know who we are dealing with." After this lhreat, our IDs were returned to us and we were 

allowed to proceed to our flight. 

After this frightening experience, I don't expect to be traveling to the Bahamas again. However, it would be helpful to understand your official policy about soft baby carriers so that I can be prepared to follow all the rules any time I plan to travel. 

Respectfully, 



kbi(6i 

YmUgwn YA n693 
!(b1(ff1 ] 

On Dec 6, 2014. at 1:30 PM{~b_i_(6_, ___ ~lwrote: 

Begin forwarded message: 

Fromkbi(61 I HYPERLINK.._(b--'i ... (6-'-1 _____________ __, 

Dale: December 6, 2014 8:47:34 AM EST 

2014 110, 
· · To: HYPERLINK mailto:tsa-contactcenter@dhs.gov tsa-contactcenter@dhs.gov 

Bcfb1(6i !HYPERLINK~b~i~(6~1-------------~ 

Subject: Letter from Complainant 

TSACares. 

I a~(b 1(6 i ! the person with CRPS RSD. My disease involves all areas of my body and stress exacerbates all of my symptoms. Since the problems I encountered in December of 2012 and we were refeCTed to TSA Cares, I have had 
no issues until this recenl trip. My husband always informs TSA Cares and all of lhe airporl TSA Offices which we will be flying through of my disease, at leasl a week prior 10 lhe flight and then the day before wilh each airport to make sure they have 
been contacted. There is also a long e-mail trail that TSA can follow. 

During my dealings with PSS Officers in TSA Cares, I have met wonderful, caring individuals who have gone out of their way to ensure I was dealt with respectfully and with minimal discomfort. They sat down to talk with me to find out about my 
disease so they can understand and assisl me in going lhrough the screening. Since most of my PSS Officers have been males, I at firsl did not think twice when I was handed off to another officer for a pat down in Orlando on the 28th. But I should 
have had a warning when twice. Office~(b)(6i !asked me to hold my arms out to my sides, and twice I said I could not. Finally my PSS Officer said that I could not and Officer0:illfilJstarted the pat down stating that if anything she did hurt to tell her 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time. 1217/2014 9:44:06 PM Airport· LGA - LaGuardia Date/Time of Travel· 12/07/2014 5:15 PM Airline & Flight Number: United 4704 Checkpoint/Area al Airport: 
Concourse C security checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I have nearly always found TSA agents to be courteous and professional. One of the agents at this checkpoint was neither as we came through at approx 5:15 pm today. The agent was a black woman who was working with two white 
males at the stalion. I offered if we needed to remove our outer jackets and she said yes, which my wife and I both complied with. There were no bins at this screening station (there were plenty nearby) and I asked for a bin. The agent loudly said 
&quot;there are na bins&quot:. at which point I asked for a cauple of bins far our coats. She again said loudly &quot:there are no bins .. put your coats on the conveyor belt&quat:. I abjected that we didn't care to put our nice coats on a belt where lots of 

2014 8_52 _ 1 dirty luggage had been. She then loudy told us to put the coats in our carry-on bags .. In which there was no room for winter coats. We ended up complying and putting our coats on the belt. After passing through the metal detector, I commented loudly 
· · enough that I hoped a supervisor would hear that that was the worst TSA experience I have ever had, When we had stepped away with our belongings and !lh \IR!was in the nearby ladies room, I could hear the female agent mocking my remarks to one 

of her colleagues. I did nol feel that my polite request for bins 10 place our coals in was unreasonable, and I here were many in nearby lanes. I found I his agent's demeneur and attitude unnecessarily harse, unreasonable and unprofessional. In addition, 
the TSA Pre line was not busy enough at that moment to warrant rushing us through and denying us a simple request of bins for our coats. We appreciate the incrediblely important and professional job that TSA does. and we love our Global Entry/TSA
Pre status as frequent travelers. Today·s incident was unfortunate and unusual. and I'm sure that person was just having a rough day. but it was notable enough that I Tweeted about it. and someone at TSA promptly replied to my Tweet with the link to 
this page. Thank you for protecting us! 
Would you like a res .. po_n_s_e_?_:_T_ru_e _____ ~ 
Passenger's Name :l(b":1(6) fhane Number !(b)(6) ~mail tb·:1(6) ro leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link: httpcl/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



'014 11 01:, 

The ca 11 er fi I ed a complaint on the TSA website and she never heard anything back. She is wandering if the complaint was ever received by D F W. Based on the event that a ccu rred she is securing I eg a I re presentation. In the incident the TSA a gent 
asked her to put her arms out in front of her to review her tattoos. At the beginning of the screening she was asked to put her sweater, which was over a tank top. in a bin and she went through the metal detector and she was prompted to proceed and 
as she was picking up her belongings the TSO asked her to stop and hold her anms out in front of her. She did this and was asked to turn her arms over to see the underside of her anms and he said he was looking at her tattoos. She says that when 
she asked if this was normal lhe agenl told her this is not standard but just want 10 see the tattoos. The only reason she lifted her arms was because of lhe aulhority the TSO held and he asked in an authoritative way. She would not have shown any 
part of her body if she knew this was the reason he was asking. She states that she will be filing a law suit and meeting with an attorney today because she feels violated. She filed the complaint over a week ago and never heard back from anyone. The 
officer was caucasian and had light colored hair medium size and build mid 30s. 

AIRPORT DFW to San Jose 
DATE OF TRAVEL: 11-6-14 
DEPARTURE TIME 0955 
INCIDENT TIME AT CHECK POINT 
AIRLINE: AA 
FLIGHT NUMBER 1255 

0830 - 0915 

TERMINAL OR GATE: Not Available 

CONTAClb 1(6) I 
I advised the caller that because the complaint concerns a screening process I will forward a copy al this record to the CSM at DFW. The caller is asking to be contacted about this incident as soon as possible. I provided the caller my ID number and 
the EID for this call. 
To whom it may concern, 

This morning, my mother arrived at the Lubbock International Airport to travel to Dallas to v1s1t her grandchildren. She has traveled numerous times and is always cooperative. She also had her nght knee replaced last year, the material in her artificial 
knee often makes the metal detector "go off' This morning the metal detector went off and she was asked to take off her boots. She communicated to the agents about her knee and suggested that she would rather just have the pat down. The agent 
that would need to do lhe pat down seemed irritaled .... either that my mother suggested how she do her job or the fact lhat she had to do a pat down .... l don'I know why, she seemed irritated and she s1arted to do lhe pat down. As she did the pal down 
she ended up squeezing my mat hers left knee 3 times, which needs replacement and is in poor condition. My mother let out a yelp and nearly lost her balance due to the pressure applied by the agent. No assistance was offered to my mother after she 
expressed obvious pain. This s1tuati on needs to be a voided. 

Why were lhe agenls impatience or upset? Why did the agents not lislen to the customer who is explaining lhe reasons surrounding lhe situation and just abide and go with a pat down? Why did this particular agent lake issue with the situalion, I 
doubt it is uncommon for elderly to have replacement joints and go through security? What other factors played a role? Was my 68 year old mother a risk to security? Was the line so large at Lubbock on a Monday morning before Barn that there was 

2014 B:0G:< a lack of time to to the job correctly? 

I demand answers to this neglect. 

Caller states that last Monday he had an experience that seemed strange. TSA made a mistake. Caller flew from LAX to MIA for a connecting flight. He went to Terminal 4 far American Airlines. They were doing additional screening al passengers and 
swabbed his friend s hands. His friend passed the ETD screening and they went to wait by the boarding gate. Neither one of them ever went through W TM D or AIT and their carry on I uggage never went through x- ray screening. They had seve ra I carry 
on bags. His friend said that he did not have anything special to allow him to pass screening so quickly. Caller states that he is concerned about the lax security at the checkpoint because he realizes that is not correct. Caller will be leaving the country 
to Gua1emala on 12 11 2014 and will return 12 182014 in case lhey need to contact him aboul the incident later. Caller states thal he loves this counlry, he is a cilizen, and takes security very seriously because he was in the military. 

Airport LAX 
Airline American 

2014 9; 11 ;< Flight# 2260 
Date Time 12 01 2014 955PM (flight) 745-830PM (screening) 
Location Terminal 4 

Advised ca Iler: 

TSA works hard to achieve consistency in the security training process. We inspect screening operations at airports and continue to monitor the number and nature of complaints we receive from the traveling public to track trends and spot areas of 
concern that may require special attention. This ongoing process ena b I es us to ensure prom pt, corrective action whenever we determine that security screening po Ii ci es need modification or specific employees a re the subject of repeated complaints, 

This incident will be referred to a Security Specialist. 



The caller indicated that his wife has a knee replacement. He and his wife traveled from PHL to DEN and back.The both received expedited screening during their departure and return flight. At PHL. she passed through the WTMD. He stated that the 
TSO repnmanded her for not advising of the metal implant. She then underwent a paid own screening. 

When departing from DEN, a very nice TSO asked his wife if she wanted to be screened via a paldown or AIT after his wife advised of the knee replacemenl. His wife opted for AIT and the TSO escorted her to an AIT machine a few lanes over. After 
she passed through AIT, the TSO reprimanded her having her shoes on. She received a limited patdown of her leg area. 

He asked ii she could not have went back through xra y screening. 

He asked how they received Precheck prior ta completing the enrollment process. 

2014 3,01 : 1 He asked how they received Precheck prior to enrolling 

I advised that passengers wilh metal implants should advise TSOs of the metal implants before screening begins. Regardless of whelher a passenger receives expedited screening or standard screening. TS Os must resolve alarms and anomalies via 
additiona I screening. 

In regard to the incident in DEN, she would not have been permitted to go back through xray. If the AIT was in a standard screening lane. passengers are to remove their shoes during standard screening. 

Yau may still be able to experience TSA Pre?® screening on a flight by flight basis.' 

1.TSA Risk Assessments uses Secure Flight Data already supplied to TSA, which allows passengers to access the TSA Pre?® screening lane on a random basis 
hit p: www. ts a. gov tsa-p recheck participation-Isa -precheck % C 2%A E 
I have been picked twice for TSA Pre check. Both times have been a disaster. What they told me would be easier was a mess. When I went through the metal detector I had to come back three times to take off my watch. then belt. then back through 
for shoes. That was supposed to be everything I didn'I need 10 lake off 10 save time, ii took me 3 times as long. Once was at KCI and the past weekend at PHX with Soulhwesl Airlines. Arn I doing something wrong? Was I told to go to the wrong 
lane? Should I not just be able ta have my bag screened an me just walk through? Please help, I am confused. 

Thanks' 

fb)(61 

,_[b-')_(6-'1 _______ _.I Kansas City, MO 64106 

2014 4: 12.f,_b_)_(6_, __ _.I Office 

!rh1/R1 

Count on more. 

retention, disclosure, distribution or forwarding of the message or any a11ached file is not aulhorized and is strictly prohibited. If you ave rece,ve 
permanently delete the original transmission. any attachments and any copies of this message from your computer system. Thank you. 

copying , printing. reviewing, 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Screening 
Current Date/Time · 1211012014 8:37:55 AM Airport · BNA - Nashville International Date/Time of Travel . 12/09/2014 11 :30 AM Airline & Flight Number · AA 1183 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Screening TSA Employee: (If Known) · unknown Comment 
: Older gentleman with mustache. I went through pre-check and was selected for further inspection. Glad to do 11. The setup is a little awkward because there is a partition between the metal detector and the larger detector. The gentleman with a scowl 
pointed where I was to go. He didn't say we need to screen further and I didn't understand what he wanted me to do. So I just stepped back. Then he pointed to the other side of the partition and said &quot;OVER THERE! &quot By this time my wife 

2014 10:25 had completed her screening as I got in line behind other people. I slill don'I know if I was randomly selected of if the de1ec1or picked up somelhing. Overall, as a group of TSA agents, the entirety were unfriendly and gruff. I have not seen I hat at other 
airports. I appreciate the screenings and the safety measures and do not mind the process. But a little more customer friendly behavior and communication would go a long way to making traveling through BNA more pleasant. Thank you for listening. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 

2014 11:51 

2014 11:51 

Passenger's Name . 1h·11fr-, 
Phone Number h··,1rr1 
Email :fh11R, I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller wants to know what happens when a dog goes through screening and is left in the carrier to go through the x-ray machine. He said that this incident just happened to his son at Harrisburg Airport. He wants to know if it hurt the dog and what the 
procedure is. 

Advised caller that owner is requested to remove the pet from its carrier and carry it through lhe walk-lhrough metal detector (WTMD) or walk it through on a leash. The pet does not need to go through the x-ray machine when it is being carried in carry
on. I cannot tell him what type of damage the dog went through because I do not have that information. If his son is at the airport, he can ask to speak to a Supervisor and explain what happened at the checkpoint. 

He asked for the number to the Supervisor. I gave him the number to the CSM: 

Bradley Kendall 
Phone 717.go2l:E:ii£0 

Caller wants to know what happens when a dog goes through screening and is left in the carrier to go through the x-ray machine. He said that this incident just happened to his son at Harrisburg Airport. He wants to know if it hurt the dog and what the 
procedure is. 

Advised caller that owner is requested to remove the pet from its carrier and carry it through lhe walk-lhrough metal detector (WTMD) or walk it through on a leash. The pet does not need to go through the x-ray machine when it is being carried in carry
on. I cannot tell him what type of damage the dog went through because I do not have that information. If his son is at the airport, he can ask to speak to a Supervisor and explain what happened at the checkpoint. 

He asked for the number to the Supervisor. I gave him the number to the CSM: 

Bradley Kendall 
Phone 717.go2-l(b 1(6!1 



12014 910: 

Begin forwarded message: 

Subject Letter for JFK Lost and Found 

To the JFK Lost and Found: 

I am drafting this email to formally notify the JFK Last and Found 
th at several pieces of Jewelry be longing to me we re taken and 
misplaced by a TSA officer before I boarded a JetBlue flight this 
afternoon. I was scheduled 10 depart for Ft. Lauderdale on JelBlue 
flight 301 on Wednesday, December 10. 2014 at 227 p.m. The 
circumstances under which these i terns were taken and mis placed by the 
TS A ofli cer a re as fol lows; 

On Wednesday, December 10. 2014 at approximately 1 :35 p.m., I 
entered the TSA Pre-Screen Security Checkpoint at JFK Terminal 5. 
Before crossing the walk-through metal detector, I removed 6 gold 
bracelets from my wrist and placed them on the carry-on luggage 
scanner conveyor belt. A blonde, female TSA officer inf armed me that I 
should not place the bracelets on the conveyor belt. The officer then 
immediately removed the brace I ets from the co nveyar be It. However. the 
TSA officer failed 10 re1urn the bracelets to me before I left the 
security checkpoint. 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? No 

12014 B: 2?: Are yau represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) da ya u be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati an? 
Race? 
Ethnicity? 
Religion? 
N ationa Ii ty? 
Gender? 
Di sa bi I ity? 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

What was the dale and approxima1e lime of the incident? 

Caller would like to know why every time his daughter flies she gets stopped and gets secondary screening. Caller states she s gotten stopped twice and missed her flight one of those 2 times. 

I advised: 
TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents ten-orists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
12014 7:41: citizens, persons with disabilities, and children, would remove lhe random element from lhe system and undermine security. We simply cannol assume thal all terrorists will fil a particular profile. 

We understand the i nco nven i ence passengers may have expe nenced. Nevertheless. we be Ii eve these security measures a re necessary and ap prop nate for ensuring the security and conf1d en ce of al I air trave I ers. 

I advised ca Iler: 
The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point al contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
transportation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
-Secondary sere en i ng 
-Delayed or denied airport boarding 
Advised he could apply at trip.dhs.gov. 



Caller would like to know why every time his daughter flies she gets stopped and gets secondary screening. Caller states she s gotten stopped twice and missed her flight one of those 2 times. 

I advised: 
TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior ta boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
12014 7:41: citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We u nde rsl and the i nco nven i ence passengers may have experienced . Nevertheless, we be Ii eve these security measures a re necessary and ap prop ria I e for ensuring the security and confidence of al I air trave I ers. 

I advised caller: 
The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
transpor1ation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U .s. borders. Examples of travel diflicullies may include: 
-Secondary screening 
-Delayed or denied airport boarding 
Advised he could apply at trip.dhs.gov. 

From bi(6i 
Sent: Friday, December 12. 2014 10:53 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subjecl: TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP·l~(b~i~(6~·~1 --~ 
Date Time: 12112/2014 10:53:22 PM 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
'2014 9:09: Name: 

l(b1(6) 

Email: 

HYPERLINK l .... (b_)_(6_1 ___________ ~ 

B nef De scri pt,on of Inquiry: 

Screening at SAT versus PH X, a hum i Ii ati ng experience. 

Comments: 

As an 82ylo disabled Vietnam vet, security screening at SAT consisted of presenting acceptable ID and walking lhrough the metal de1ec1or arch, period. Security screening at PHX rejected all forms of ID, then the metal de1ec1or arch, body scanner, 
wand check, then move to another area, full body pat-down, inside waist-band and shoes, then agent's gloves run through a detector. A degrading and humiliating experience done in full view of other passengers. Worse than out-proccessing through 



12014 5 07:, 

To Whom It May Concern. 

I have had TSA Pre check (a paid service) for 2 years and have twice been forced to use the regular lanes because BWI D-Gate has chosen to close the pre-check lane due to lack employees, of which there appear to be plenty hanging around, and 
"no need for it today", 

Dun ng today's In p through the 2 standard I a nes. one agent closed his I a ne lo rci ng everyone into ON E I a ne causing a greater back up then al ready exi sled. 

Addilionally, lhe TSA slafl was intolerably rude and inefficienl. As I finally approached the baggage xray, I showed the female TSA agent my pre check so I could at leasl leave my shoes on (after she barked at lhe man in front of me for not showing her 
his pre check ticket and giving him to remove his shoes). She snapped at me informing me that she doesn't look at the check the agent at the walk through metal detector checks it and then THREW my bags through the machine. Completely 
unacceptable. Then the agent at the metal detector didnl recognize the pre check mark on my app and I had to show it to him. Senously? 

Why would pre-check close? And why would you then close to ONE lane when there's a back up? And when people are being grossly inconvenienced, perhaps being helpful and not Iossing their belongings would be more appropriale lhan treating 
th em Ii ke we are i nco nven i enci ng the agent by being at the airport. 

Of all of the airports I have traveled through, BWI TSA has taken a terTible nose dive while others seem to be working toward escalating the service. I appreciate the work to keep me secure but I do not deserve to be treated so rudely. 

Sincerely, 
kb1(6) 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights Is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA their Member of Congress. and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on. a civi I rights organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of these three entities they would Ii ke to send their comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAa€'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION ~----------~ Full Name: Email Address (6) 
Phone Number· b·:,(61 
Address h·,1R··, ~----~ 
Are you 18 or over? Yes 

Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE: 

'2014 3:15 INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Los Angeles I nte mati on al Airport 

What was the dale and approximaIe lime of the incident? 
12-14-2014 13:16 

What was the airline and flight number? 



2014 12:21 

12014 5:07: 

W hi I e traveling through the Denver airport ye ste rd ay. I nat iced an issue at the security Ii ne that might need some attention. I think the issue is easily solved, but it cou Id be a potentia I ly dang emus security p ra blem. 

The bins that passengers use to put their i terns into lo r screening a re carried on carts, The carts in Denver, and Pittsburgh, are I ow, b I ue carts, and I am assuming these are standard, TS A carts th at are used everywhere, When the ca rt at the entrance 
of the line is emply, a TSA officer rails a full cart from the end of the securily line, through lhe detectors, to the front of lhe line. Then lhen return lhrough the deIecIors with lhe empty cart. As I observed, and as is probably the case at most airports, the 
officers at the metal detectors wave the officer pushing the cart through. The detector goes aff. naturally, but as it is obvious what they are doing, no ane considers this ta be an issue. 

I believe that a person with i I1-i ntent, possi b I y with one or two accomplices, cou Id fairly ea s i I y attach something to the bottom of the ca rt on the non-secure side. let the ca rt get pushed through the detectors to the secure side, and then retrieve that item, 
I think we could all agree that this would be a problem. 

I think the so I uti on is re I ati ve ly simple. The officer at the detector, instead of waving the cart through. could ask the ca rt op era tor to pu 11 down and back on the ca rt handle. thereby tipping the cart up in the front and exposing the bottom of the cart to 
inspect io11. 

Please consider making this small but important change in protocol. 

Thanks, 

Caller is at Tampa International. She is legally blind. The metal detector beeped twice. She said it was her belt. The TSO stated to her. are yau ready to listen? She could not see. He asked her to step aside to take off her shoes. He was talking to 
her like she was stupid instead of helping her. She stated she was legally blind. 

He said rudely, Well I am talking• She was upset tremendously. She could not get his name from another agent. She wanls to call and report ii. He was not helpful and it is very rude. The supervisor did nol offer an apology, but wrote his name down 
and stated he needed to help another passenger The name is TS9(b·:,(6) I The callers husband stated he was maybe in his 30 s. He was Caucasian with black hair. 

Advised: 

I apologized about the incident and stated I would forward this information to the CSM for review. 



Hi, 
My name i,f .. b ... l._(6"-.. '-, ____ _, 
At 1311212014, when i was in Auslin airport, 10 go to Munich via Houslon, lhe security guards made me a pat-down. 

l"m Turkish Navy Officer. was traveling with Nato Travel Order I have no valid passports on my own. 

NATO says: NATO Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA) orders are not required 10 show a passport or visa for enlry into nor exit from United States under international law and domestic regulations. So NATO members shall be exempt from passport 
and visa regulations and immigration inspection on entering or leaving the territory al a receiving State. 

I tried to explain this rule and shown them an explanation writing lrom~!(_b~l('--6_, _____ ~!USAF Staff Judge Advocate". but they didnt understand me. they said that because of no passport on me. they had to do pat-down. 

was about to miss my plane, i unwillingly accepted pat-down. 

i looked to your web site writes : "If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by imaging technology or a walk-through metal detector. the passenger will be screened using a thorough patdown procedure instead. A patdown procedure also is 
used to resolve any alarms of a metal deIecIor or anomalies identified by imaging technology.'' 

2014 10:06 So im complaining for this situation, and the staff that made pat-dowm to me. 
Their names are: 

kb 1(61 I Security Manager f b )(61 ~ Stakeholder Manage~~(b_1_(6_1 __ ~ 

kbl(61 
Liteunanl 
Tl 1rkisb Navy 

fb)(61 

rsanAtz bu mesa)i,±n A,rnlendirilmesi, kopyalanmasA± veya herhangi bir AYekilde kullanA±lmasA± 
yasaktA±r. Mesaj iA§eriAYinde bulunan fikir ve yorumlar, sadece gA,rndericiye aittir. Bu mesaj bilinen tA ¼m virA ¼slere karAYA± taranmA± YtA±r. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" 

If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or use of the 

Current Date/Time : 12116/2014 8:36:4 7 AM Airport GEG - Spokane International Date/Time of Travel 12116/2014 5: 15 AM Airline & Flight Number: DL 5805 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : TSA Precheck TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment · Whoever decided to move Precheck away from the scanner has created a huge bottleneck for the entire security process because of anyone with metal implants. I do, and so did the flight crew member who also had to get hand screening, 

We are all now routed through the metal detectors so we have to rove shoes and belts. 

The TSA staff was great and seemed just as frustrated as the passengers who were backing up at a busy time of day. 

2014 10:06 Up until a couple of months ago Precheck was queued around the perimeter to have the option of either metal detectors or scanner. both of which could be shared with non-prechecks. 

Come on, folks, get this straighlened oul and don't fix somelhing that was NOT broken. 

Thanks. 

Phone Number· 1h··,1fr, 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning t 1s ee ack, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



I urge you 10 read the following narralive, a flighl a11endant's perspective of a diverled flight, very closely. II is an illustration of a blatant violation of FAR 108.201 and a potenlial violation of FAR 108.225. Please confirm receipt of lhis email and advise 
of any further instructions. I would like remain anonymous in my submission. 

On Friday. March 14, 2014. United Airlines flight 1425 from Chicago O"Hare International Airport (ORD) to Ted Stevens International Airport (ANC) was diverted to Kenai Municipal Airport (ENA) in Kena,, Alaska. The reason for the diversion was 
severe, unexpected winter weather at Ted Stevens International Airport in Anchorage, Alaska. Upon arrival in Kenai. we were advised that we would be getting more fuel and taking off for Anchorage as soon as weather conditions permitted. 

While we were an the ground in Kenai. several problems began happening. We began to run out al food and water. There were several heavy drinkers anboard, many of them upset that we wouldn't continue serving them alcohol throughout the tarmac 
delay. Our lavatory waste system became extremely full. The waste level indicator was fully in the red. On top of that. we were unable to let passengers off of the aircraft to use the lavatory because there was no Transportation Security Administration 
(T SA) to re-sere en them before they come back on boa rd . 

2014 12_13 Aller several hours into our tarmac delay, the captain had Pizza Hut pizza and bottled water from a local Safeway grocery store delivered to the aircraft. None of the food ar water was ever screened far dangerous articles. Everything was simply driven 
· planes ide and brought onboa rd. 

Meanwhile, while weather conditions in Anchorage were not showing any signs of improvement, our captain was about 10 exceed his maximum duty limilation per Federal Airline Regulation (FAR) 117. 

Once the fuelers in Kenai finally arrived, they improperly fueled the aircraft, eliminating any chance of us making it to Anchorage HYPERLINK '"x-apple--data-detectors:112"on Friday evening. It was at this point that the passengers were directed to 
deplane the ai rcrafl and wait inside the term i na I building for further instructions. 

Aller securing the aircrafl, the pilot and flight attendant crews also deplaned and left the airport for aur hotel. 

On the morning of Saturday, March 15, 2014, at approximately HYPERLINK "x-apple-data-detectorsc//4"'8A5AM Alaska time, I called the ORD duty desk and spoke to superviso~bout the situation. She told me that all of the passengers had 
been rebooked on Alaska Airlines and that the crew would be ferrying the plane to ANC. She then corrected herself and informed me that our flight would be a revenue flight. She assured me, however, I hat everyone would be re•screened before 
boarding the aircraft. 

When we arrived at the airport, we quickly learned from airport operations employees that none of the passengers were going to be re-screened. No body scanners. No X-ray machines. No metal detectors. No wands. No pat downs. Nothing. As long 
as they provided a government-issued ID matching their name on lhe passenger manifesi. they were aulhorized to board the aircraft. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················--;::::::::;::==,---------····························· 
Remote Client IP: kbl(6) ! 
Date Time 1211612014 1244: 18 PM 

'2014 2:08: NameJ(b i(6i 
Email(bi(61 
Complainls:Long Lines I Lenglhy Wait at Checkpoint' 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):flt 3476 from BWI to FLL departed 12/14114 at 12:35 pm 
Comments:I arrived at BWI 90 minutes before flight entered the secunty line 60 minutes before fi1ght. TSA chose to run only 1 scanner, though 2 scanners and 2 metal detectors were available. (both scanners were operational as they closed the first 
and opened the second midway through the Ii ne, 
There were approximately 120 people in line. II took nearly an hour 10 gel through. Made it to the ticket/ID checker at lhe 45 minuIe mark, explained lhat my flight was leaving in 12 minutes, and asked if she could help me to the fronl of the line. Looking 
as if she could care less. tald me l"d have to get permission from each al the 20 pea pie ahead of me, which I frantically did. before sprinting a 114 mile to the gate. 
IM HO. there is no good reason to subject a passenger to this kind of treatment. 



12014 411:. 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Righls Liberlies (OlherJ What is the basis of your allegation? Unreasonable Search Seizure Are you filling this form oul for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==I ndivid ua I Info== 
First Name: 1h··,1R 
Last Name: b i(6i 
Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 
Phone Numbed(b)(6i I 
PO Box or Street Address:j"'1h"'·""·,1'-'R-'-·1 ____ __. 
City: Seattle 
State: Washington 
Zip Code (Post Code): 98103 

Other;-:,....,...-,-,----------, 
Email,(bi(ff1 

==Incident lnfonrnation== 
When did this happen? 12 15 2014 
Where did this happen? ALASKA • ANC - Anchorage 
I nte rnat ion a I 
What happened? 
On December 15th. at approximately 12:03am I proceeded through 
the TSA Precheck line on my way to Flight 108 Alaska Airlines 
leaving gate C4. I was traveling a lone. wearing blue jeans and a 
b e,g e Co I umb i a fie ece. For reference, I have a global entry pass 

!( b) ( 61 j. Your video tapes should by time-stamped as to when 
my QR code for my flight was scanned. The TSA agent asked me to 
proceed through the metal detector as normal, no problems. 
However, after I was 15-20ft away heading to grab my bags from 
the X-Ray machine, she stopped me saying I had been randomly 
selecled for additional securily. I asked why, and she said the 
metal detector had randomly chosen me. I asked what are the odds 



Remote Client l~(bi(6i I 
Dale Time: 12116/2014 8:00:31 PM 

Namttbi(6i 
Ema[h"·1fR"\ 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight#: 815 
Airline: Spirit 
Terminal: 3 
Airport: O'Hare 
Gate: L-9 
Flight time: 8: 15am 

12014 9.09. Went through security around 7:20am 
. .. 12/16/2014. 

Comments:=complaint about ,.!(b_."'1(_6'-, ___ ...., 

This was my first time traveling with my eight month old son. We went to Chicago, Illinois so I could introduce him to his 9reat grandfather far the first time. I went through security in New Orleans. and had no difficulties. They were actually very helpful 
and understanding. My expenence at O'Hare was absolutely humiliating. I am rushing taking off my boots and making sure my bags are placed correctly in the bins. My mother, son, and tw"o fnends went through the metal detector with no alerts. 

h··,1rr1 then yells "The baby bottle must be placed on the conveyer belt.'' So she held one of those gray bowls in front of my lace, mind you she had no blue gloves on. Then I walk throu h the medal detector, and of course I beep. "Go back!" 
Sa (bi(6i "take off the bangles (bracelets)." (I did the full body scan in New Orleans, so I forgot about jewelry.) I am taking off my bracelets and one falls into the cup holder of my stroller (bH6i then yells "They go on the conveyer belt.'' I lold 
her "I know, one had fallen.'' She then looks at me and yells once again '"You do not have to get an attitude with me." I simply replied "I am not. I just didn't have this problem in New Orleans.' · e · en orders me to break dawn the stroller and also 
place it on the conveyer belt (which I did not have to do in New Orteans as well ). Of course it is too large so she then again yells at me again "Put it back together, set it to the side. and step through." She then ells for a stroller check. The lady doing 
the stroller check said it would be a mi nut~ then yells "great", and gives me a nice smirk. There was a nice lady that ran a test on my water for my sons bottle and checked my stroller. I asked her lo b)(ff:1 name and she defended her, so I 
thought for an ins1ant lhat lhis was normal. As I am waiting for all my luggage to be checked a couple walked by and told me "she did not have 10 be so rude to you." Then another lady walked by and said "write a letter.'' And lastly a man walked up to 
me and said "don't let her ruin your day, she was rude to me as well." 

The point of this complaint is traveling post 911 is a task, but add an infant and it is extremely overwhelming .~had no reason to treat me with such disrespect. She needs to realize that just because she is in an airport on a daily basis, and 
knows the O'Hare security routine does not mean that everyone does. I would of had a pleasurable experience if she had lalked me through the process instead of ordered me. She humiliated me, and I was not lhe only one who witnessed it. If I were to 
talk to someone at my place of employment the way she talked to me. I would be terminated. She also needs ta wear gloves. She was the only one not wearing them. 



12014 110: 

Information Request Caller is a United retiree and she usually has to fly on standby and she can t call the 72 hours prior to the flight to setup assistance. She was wondering ii she could ask for a supervisor when she gets to the checkpoint to help her 
get through lhe screening. She would probably know about 24 hours before lhe flight what her ilinerary will be. 

Response Details: Asked the caller if she felt like the incident back m April was discnmination because her son is disabled and she said yes. Asked the caller if she would like me to give her information on how to file a complaint m writing and she 
said she would like the information sent to her but she doesn t want to file a complaint. She would like the information in case it happens again she will know what to do. 

Advised the caller we recommend that she call 72 hours prior to the flight but that we can still send it if the lead time is less. Also informed her she could ask for a PSS at the checkpoint to help her through the screening. Caller says she was given the 
number to the manager at the Honolulu airport to call ahead when she gets there and she wanted to know 1fthat was the same for Las Vegas. Gave her the number to the CSM at McCarran which is Carie Muirhead at 702-577-9007. 

Before the security screening begins, it is importanl for passengers to inform the Transportalion Security Officer (TSO) if I hey: 

Have metal implants that may alarm the walk-through metal detector: 
Need assistance; 
Have diflicully raising lheir arms; or 
Have difficulty walking or standing alone. 

Passengers with metal implants may be screened using Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT). a walk-through metal detector. or a thorough patdown. AIT screening requires that passengers be able to stand still with their arms over their head for 5-7 
seconds without the supporl of a person or device. Passengers using the walk-through meIaI detector musl be able to walk through on their own. 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector. the passenger must be screened using a patdown. A patdown procedure also Is used to resolve any alarms of a walk-through metal detector or anomalies 
identified by A IT If passengers are screened using a pa tdow n. it is important to know the fo 11 owing: 

Patdowns will be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. 
Passengers may ask for private screening at any time. 
Passengers s ho u Id not be asked or required to remove or Ii ft any article of clothing to revea I a sensitive body area. 

Before the security screening begins, it is important for passengers to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) if they or their traveling companions or family members: 

Have an intellectual or developmental disability; 

Passengers with intellectual disabilities or developmental disabilities, such as Down Syndrome can be screened without being separated from their traveling companions or family members. Traveling companions or family members may offer 



gets a pat down. She was held 15 minutes in a comer and could not see her baggage. When she tried to leave the corner to check on her belongings she was told to get back in the corner. She was yelled at by a TSA agent who stated you chose 
this. The caller stated that women TSA agents were doing nothing but standing around and laughing at her. She stated she saw woman TSA agents picking there fingernails with a pen and doing nothing, She stated when a female agent finally came 
over to her the TSA agent was yelling al her to find out if she had any pockets. So she pulled up her shirl to show she was wearing leggings. The lady then yelled at her asking why she pulled up her shirt. The caller stated the screener kept yelling at 
her to find out if she had any metal or sharp objects in her pockets. The caller stated she would have walked through the metal detector and gone through a pat down to show she did not have anything in her pockets. The caller stated she requested a 
supervisor and asked for a chair. She was going to collapse because she hadn t had her medication. She felt terrorized. She believes that the incident was racially motivated. She referenced Ferguson. MO. The caller stated the intimidation was 
horrifying. The caller stated there were 3 huge black woman standing over. The caller stated she saw the screener who was suppose to be watching the x-ray monitor was laughing so hard he wasn t even watching the monitor. The caller stated she 
would have had a heart attack if she had not received her medication. The caller staled she is 60 year old woman. When lhe supervisor got over there, she ran lhe other woman off. The names of the people who were treating her like this are -

!rh··,1rr1 I-j(b··,1m Hifi\Jwas the scanner who was laughing. This happened last Monday, her flight was scheduled for 1 :40. The caller stated the incident happened around 11 :45. The caller stated the supervisor did not give her name. 
The caller stated she spoke to an"imi"er supervisor who was a white male who was very nice to her. She stated he would not give her his name. Caller kept stating to look at the video to see what happened. She kept asking if this is how someone is 
treated when they ask for a pat down instead of going through the scanner. The caller stated that while she was waiting for her pat down an older lady with blond hair and brown roots approached her and stated she was harassed at Ohare the night 
before. She stated she was given the namd'.bl(ffl !wilh TSA. The caller did not have an email address to provide me. The caller also staled she had taken some pictures of lhe TSA agenls who were harassing her on her phone. 

I provided the caller with the address for sending in a complaint via postal mail and provided her with all the instructions as to what she should include in her letter. 

The address I provided to!(b)(61 !is: 

12014 5:4 ?: Transportation Security Administration 
OCRL, TSA-6 
601 12 Streel South 
Ari i ngto n. VA 2 05 98-6 008 

Airport - 0 hare 
Airline - Uniled 
Flight Number - 797 
Date and Time - 12 15 2014 1:40 pm 

Caller fiew on a travel junket for the casino and traveled from RDU to Tunica Mississippi and the Friday after Thanksgiving November 30th she was coming and went through the WTMD and the lady working it looked at her and called her the random 
female check and lhey gave her a patdown. This parlicular woman was in her face yelling at her and loudly and rudely explained 10 her what 10 do. She trealed her like a criminal and was right in her face and told her 10 keep her eyes on her basket. 
She said do you want to go to some private screening are and the caller said she said she wanted everyone to see what she was doing. She was having a great day and weekend until this happened. She was 5 5. dark black, big chest, stocky build 
and 200 pounds. After it was over she started glaring at her. The caller is 5 6. 185, blondish short hair. white with freckles, golden cargo pants and a white pullover. 

Advised: 

I will forvvard this information to the CSM at Tunica for review and investigation. 

'2014 2:21 :- Airporl where the incident occurred: Tunica 
Airline: Mike s Travel Junket 
FI 1g ht numbers: Unknown 
Date and time of incident November 30 2014, 1130 am 
Whal terminal or gate? only one 
I ndivid ua I s contact inform ati an ema i I 

!lbi/61 



process questions as to what they were doing and why but was never answered. Example they swiped her hands and never told her why. 

Advised Ca Iler: 

The Trans po rtat,on Security Ad mm i strat,on (T SA) is required by I aw to sere en a 11 property. incl udmg checked baggage that is I oaded o nboa rd com me rci a I passenger aircraft. To ensure the sec u nty of the travel mg public. it is so met, mes necessary for 
Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) to conduct hand inspections of checked bags. TSOs receive training in the procedures to properly inspect passenger bags and are required to exercise great care during the screening process so that when bags 
are opened a passenger"s belongings are returned 10 lhe same condition they were found. We regret that you were unsatisfied with the manner in which your bags were handled. 

Please note that TSA assumes a very limited role with respect to checked baggage handling. We are only responsible for checked baggage from the time 11 is presented for screening until the time it has been cleared of screening. Once checked 
baggage has been screened and cleared, airlines are responsible for transporting it to its final destination. As a result, the amount of time checked baggage is under TSA control is relatively short 

Many airports have automated in-line baggage screening systems which can screen and clear a bag remotely, resulting in no physical inspection at all. However, if a TSO needs to open and search a checked bag. the TSO will place a Notice of 
Inspection (NOi) inside the bag to alert the passenger that his or her bag was searched by TSA. Additionally, the NOi contains instructions on what to do if the passenger has a complaint. 

You may wish 10 file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response. Claim forms are also available on our Web site at www.tsa.gov. If you 

2014 10:04 decide to file a claim, it will be processed in accordance with the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

Because the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have lo rwarded a copy of this e-ma i I to the Custom er Service Manager ( CS M) at that Io cation, 

Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. TS Os must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal 
De1ec1or (WTMD) or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. All TSOs are required to be considera1e and lhoughtful and are trained to explain what lhey are doing and what will happen next in the 
process. T SA regrets if this was not your ex pe ri e nee. 

Airporl: 
Airlines: 
Flight: 
Time: 
Dale: 
Bag Tag: 

Sanford, FL to Bristol, TN 
Allegiant 
?? 

uo 
November 29 
Does not have it 
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2014 10:04 decide to file a claim, it will be processed in accordance with the Federal Tort Claims Act. 
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Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time. 12/19/2014 10:04:21 AM Airport· BWI - Baltimore-Washington International Date/Time of Travel. 12/19/2014 9:30 AM Airline & Flight Number· UA4907 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal C TSA Employee: (If Known) :~omment Horrible TSA Pre-Check experience at BWI. Pre-Check lanes were closed and ALL travelers were being directed to a common screening area. Pre-checkers 
were told to keep their shoes on and go throu ha metal detector. W~o told to keep our boarding passes in hand. However, my boarding pass was a mobile one and my phone was put through the X-ray machine. As I approached the metal 
detector, I indicaled to the TSA employee b)(ff:, that my boarding pass was on my phone and hence I could not lake it lhrough the metal de1ec1or. She immediately snapped and told me to take off my shoes and proceed to the full-body screener. 
said, &quot;No, this is a ridiculous system. ow can be expected to keep my boarding pass if it is mobile and not allowed through the x-ray machine.&quot: Several other passengers also chimed in to indicate that the 'system' made no sense, nor was 
it clearly indicated. St,I1.~was rude and spoke to me in a patronizing manner. No effort was made to professionally address the system instead I was herded over the to full-body scanner. I do NOT appreciate being talked to like an insolent 

2014 12: 15 child. I am a doctor who travels upwards ol 150.000 miles a year. I have no time or patience for rudeness. 

I expect this &quot;system&quot; will be fixed at BWI and Tawanda and other TSA Staff reminded that their job is a customer service one. Such behavior just reaffirms my already poor opinion of TSA. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name f~h_-_,1_r;_·-, ___ ~ 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b 1(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Caller has traveled twice and has ta have additional screening. Caller wants to know why she has GE and PreCheck and has to go for this additional screening and how it can be fixed. 

Response: 

TSAJ seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers wha pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the secured area, and the way the screening is 
conducted Is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some insIances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown an a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ ar resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

The ··s" nolation or olher marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Security Adminislration (TSAJ security procedures. This procedure is jusl one layer of security lhat TSA employs to protect the 

12014 1 :39: Nation's air transportation system and ta keep the traveling public safe. 

TSA does not discuss or release specifics about security screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Security Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI to the public because it is 
considered d etri me nl al to the security of trans po rI ati on. 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
transportation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
• Traveler's belief thal they are on a government watch lisl. 
• Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, ar identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or ports al entry. 
• Difficulty pnnting a boarding pass at home or at the kiosk. 

OHS TRIP is part of an efforl by the U.S. Departments of State and Homeland Security to welcome legitimaIe Iravelers while securing our counlry from those who want to do us harm. 

For those who encounter misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevent watch 11st name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for OHS redress online. 
Caller has traveled twice and has to have addilional screening. Caller wants 10 know why she has GE and PreCheck and has to go for this additional screening and how ii can be fixed. 

Response: 

TSAJ seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoinls. Every passenger and I heir properly must be screened before entering lhe secured area, and the way the screening is 
conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their ca nry-o n baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

The "S" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Security Administration (TSA) security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
,2014 1 ,39, Nalion's air lransportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

TSA does not discuss or release spec1f1cs about security screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Security Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI to the public because it is 
considered d etri mental to the security of trans po rtati on, 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point al contact for individuals who have inquiries ar seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
transportation hubs. such as airports and train stations. or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
• Traveler's belief that they are on a government watch list. 
• Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or porIs of enlry. 
• Difficulty printing a boarding pass at home ar at the kiosk. 

OHS TRIP is part of an effort by the U.S. Departments of State and Homeland Security to welcome legitimate travelers while securing our country from those who want to do us harm. 

For those wha encounter misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevent watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for OHS redress online. 



12014 3:09: 

The caller started the conversation by asking if I was familiar with GOES and Global Entry. I advised that I was. 

He is traveling from ELP to DC, The Precheck indication was on his boarding pass. He didn t have to remove his shoes, however received additional screening after passing through he screening technology. He stated that there was an alarm and he 
received a paldown. He slated that the additional screening had 10 be done because there were items on his person thal didn t match his image. He had items (Kleene, and brush) in his pocket. The TSO advised that he asked in regard I metal items in 
his pocket. 

He indicated that he spoke with a supervisor who indicated that he didn t know that there was a CBP enrollment center in El Pass. 

The caller stated that he presented his Global Entry card and it seemed that TSOs didn t know what it was. 

The caller stated that he hasn t had to go through such screening at other airports. He stated that he presents his military ID and is taken through a separate line where he walks through the WTM D and then clears screening. 

The caller was primarily upset because he received the additional screening. 

I explained that he is eligible for expedited screening (Precheck) as a Global Entry member which allow shim to leave on his shoes and light outerwear as well as his laptop and 311 bag in his carry on. Even if the passenger receives expedited 
screening, TSOs are required 10 clear alarms via additional screening. Passengers have to be screened by TSA before I hey can fly. 

TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport and no individual will be guaranteed expedited screening in order to retain a certain element of randomness. 
http: www.tsa.gov tsa-precheck participation-tsa-precheck%C2%AE 

TSA recommends that passengers remove items from their pocket to reduce the chances of an alarm. 

Callers mother flew this morning from TLH-MIA and had wheelchair assislance and uses a walker due to mobility issues. Caller is upsel because her 87-year old mother received a pat-down. 

Resolution: 

12014 3:31: Advised caller that no passengers are exempt from receiving a pal-down. Advised caller that in order to be screened using the WTMD passengers must be able to walk through on their own. Similarly screening by AIT requires a passenger to stand still 
with their arms above their head for 5-7 seconds. If your mother was unable to be screened via either method a pat-down must be conducted. Also advised caller that pat-downs are used to resolve alarms of the WTMD or anomalies identified by AIT. 
Apologized to caller for her being upset. but given the nature of the attacks during 9 11 all passengers have to be thoroughly screened before boarding a flight. 

12014 5:36: 

Caller stated that his wite[b::,(6) lwas subjected to more screening that necessary at MCO today. 
He explained that his wife is over 75 and the first agent told her it was ok to leave on her jacket, while the second asked her to remove it. 

Next she showed her metal implant cards to the officer who sent her through the WTMD, and then when she alarmed she was asked to go through the AIT machine. After going through the AIT machine. she was wanded due to an anomaly being found 
between her should er blades. 

Ca Iler was furious I hat his wife had 10 be subjected to sere en i ng three times. He se nl in a res pons e vi a em a i I some time ago, and reci e ved a response tha I the I aw up ho Ids TSA, which ma de him more infuriated. 

He spent seve ra I minutes ye 11 mg and tel Ii ng me the same facts over and over. 

He wanted someone from TSA to tell him thal his wife would never be subjected 10 additional screening .. just 1 time. 

Response Details: 
I did tell him that we could send his complaint to the CSM at MCD, and hopefully this type of situation would not recur. 
However, I could nol guaranlee thal his wife would never be subjected 10 additional screening. Especially if there is any sort of anomoly. 

Details are: 
Airport: MCD 
Dale and Time: 12.19.2014 415am 
Gate: 55 
Flight: 2062 
Airline: US Air 
Agenl was 5.8 around 60 years of age 



Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Disability Medical Condition Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling I his form out for myself 

==I ndivid ua I Info== 
First Name: h·I1fr, 

Be st Time to Contact 
09:00 am - 11 :00 am 
11 :00 am - 1:00 pm 
1 :00 pm - 3:00 pm 
300 pm-500 pm 

Day of the week: 
- Monday 

2014 10:01 
- Tuesday 
- Wednesday 
- Thursday 
- Friday 
PO Box ar Street Add res sf b 1 ( 6) 
City: Arlington '--------' 

State: Massachusetts 
Zip Code (Post Code) 02474 

Other,.· ,-,---,-,----------, 
Emaill(b)(61 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? 12 10 2014 
Where did this happen? MASSACHUSETTS - BOS - Logan 
I nte rna t ion a I 
What happened? 

This past week I had an encounler with TSA personnel lhat was very unpleasant. I undersland things are done 10 ensure safely and security to all. However, there has 10 be other plans in place to take the needs of people into consideration. I travel 
with a small dog - she is recognized as an emotional support dog by the airlines. I have her with me almost all the time to help with symptoms of PTSD due to a sexual assault a couple of years ago. I have the proper paperwork identifying this. I have 
!rave I ed with her and gone through security procedures s eve ra I 11 mes over the I a st couple of years. I have always been impressed with TSA perso nne I unti I this I a st In p on December 18th I e avi ng from Denver I nte mati on al Airport. I knew the 
procedures for going through security with the dog wo u Id inc I ude having my hands wiped, I was told they needed to I ook at my bags this ti me as something showed up on my hands, The TSA officer inspecting my bags was very po Ii te and considerate. 
After this procedure was complete I was told I needed to have a pat down. As the officer informed me of my rights I became very anxious and informed her that if someone Iouched me where she said I hey were going to I would have a panic attack. 
She and I informed the other officer who was going to do the pat down of this fact and they both told me they would talk to a supervisor to see what else could be done. I really appreciated their efforts and consideration as while we waited they 
respected my needs to not sit in an enclosed room as that would only increase the panic I was already feeling. The original officer who searched my bags stayed with me and talked with me while we waited. I talked with a female supervisor, 

12014 7:05: explaining the same thing to her. The female supervisor, very rudely, asked, "can't you take medication for that?" (referring to the panic attack I would probably have when touched). I explained that I could not take medication for it, hence why I travel 
with the dog. I said I would go through the other lype of machine, as I only passed through the metal detector, as 10 avoid the pat down. The supervisor left and after a little while a male supervisor came out. I explained the same thing 10 him. He lold 
me, "either you do the pat down or you don't fly." His tone of voice and the words he said were very threatening. His name is the only name I rememberJ1h··,1rr1 !as he is now classified as a rapist in my mind. If I did not allow people to touch me 
in areas that should never be touched by anyone unless one consents I would miss my fi Ig ht. T SA personnel a re now considered ra pi sis in my mind. The re was no reason they needed to subj eel me to such a search in the first p I ace and the pat down 
only proved I was safe - I was not a danger in any way. When some one has been sexually assaulted and is told they must allow people to touch them in private areas it triggers panic. Unless TSA is prepared to reimburse people for counseling then 
there needs to be differenl procedures for people who have diagnosable PTSD from a sexual assault. After being touched, I was lucky to be able to make it 10 my flight as I could barely walk I was shaking so bad. The personnel offered to help me to 
my flight but after that, the last thing I wanted was to allow people who "assaulted' me to help me. 

kbi(6i 



12014 9 29: 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Disability Medical Condition Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling I his form out for myself 

==I ndivid ua I Info== 

Be st Time to Contact 
Day of the week: 
- Monday 
- Tuesday 
- Wednesday 
- Thursday 
- Friday 
PO Box or Street Address· !""(b"-·"',("'6-'-i ____ _. 
City: Pittsburgh 
State: Pennsylvania 
Zip Code (Post Code) 15237 
Ot h eL do-not-ca 11 

Emailt b 1(6) 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? 12 18 2014 
Where did this happen? TEXAS - HOU - William P. Hobby 
what happened? 
(This complaint ends with the text END OF COMPLAINT - if not 
pre sent. the comp I a int has be en truncated during Iran s miss ion and 
is missing important information. ) 

The i nitia I screening agent with whom I had contact (and at times 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" 
CuCTent Date/Time· 12/2212014 g,24:o5 AM Airport, EWR - Newark International Date/Time ofTravel, 1212112014 12:00 PM Airline & Flight Number, 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport Terminal C - United TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. Firstly- on the Sunday before Xmas there were only 2 lanes open. Why is that? The line was incredibly slow - as at least 20 crew members jumped in front driving the process to a standstill. Secondly, my wife and I who are PreCheck 
through Global Entry were traveling with our 3 year old daughter. The entry guard was hesitant to let us in and I had to explain to him that we·re allowed to enter with our daughter even though she's not precheck. Then the agent who was scanning the 
passes was rude and quiet and Ii teral ly didn't utter a word - even when he was di reel ly spoken to, Not a good momi ng , not a thank you - nothing, He checked and waved us through, Th en I had to go back to him when I rea Ii zed that they we re 

2014 10:06 distributing yellow cards to precheck people. Then he gave me one which he said was good for lhe whole family. Then my wife and daughler were going through lhe me1a1 detector and the agent up there - rude lady there too - said that there had to be 
a yellow card per person and &quot:someone's taking their stuff off and i don·t care what he said.&quot: After waiting for a half hour in what seemed like a short line to be treated with such rudeness - when traveling with a family - at Christmas time, 
after the effort 11 takes to get Precheck - which was pnnted clearly on our boarding passes - seems just plain old SILLY. l"m willing to do a lot and will play ball. but this was too much for me. Nothing about that expenence was positive. There was no 
reason for it either. Rules need to be clear so th at passengers and agents can a 11 abide by them. but this seemed random, I azy and egregious. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name ~kb"-·~1(~6 ... 1 ___ ~ 
Phone Number 

Email kb 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



2014 10:07 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Righls Liberlies (OlherJ What is the basis of your allegation? Unreasonable Search Seizure Are you filling this form oul for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==I ndivid ua I Info== 
First Name~ 
Last Name 1.§.TI.§.D 
Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 
Phone Number:fh··,1rr1 I 
PO Box or Street Addres,t"'b"").,_(6"-·•~' ____ __. 
City: Philadelphia 
State: Pennsylvania 
Zip Code (Post Code): 19146 

Other:..,..,.....,.,----------, 
Email'f b)(ff1 

==Incident lnfonrnation== 
When did this happen? 12 22 2014 
Where did this happen? PENNSYLVANIA • PHL • Philadelphia 
I nte mat ion a I 
What happened? I was randomly selected for testing explosive 
residue two times in the same line. Once was prior to entering 
the metal detector and once after. Following this my bags were 
checked and I was told that my gift that included cheese cutters 
(less than 2.6 in length with a tiny knob wooden handle) would 
have to be checked. I received no exp I an ati on for the reason 
these cutters would have to be con Fi seated. I ended up ch eek i ng 
the bag for $ 25 and when I retu med to the security checkpoint. I 
was again selected for screening testing for res1d ue di spite the 
fact that at least one TSA agent recognized me from the first 
ti me th rough. The time or the incidences occured between 6: 2 O and 
8:00 am. I was wearing a grey coat, white scarf, a teal cardigan, 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time : 12/2212014 6: 19:33 PM Airport LIT - Little Rock National DatelTlme of Travel : 1212212014 5:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . This is not about this airport it's in general about all the airports I've traveled. It seems like what you have to take off and what you can leave on as well as what can go in a bin and what should be in your bag. I have traveled 4 different 

12014 8: 01 : airports and the requirements seem to be d1ffe rent lo r each of what goes where. The most recent tad ay. My wife and I a re both TSU PRE and this morning at Love Fie Id we were told to I eave our I ea the r jacket on when we went through the metal 
detector. This evening at little rock we are told they have to come off. Last month in Charleston with cell phone out because I use the electronic boarding pass when we got to the belt and put our suitcase on the belt I was told my cell phone couldn't go 
in one of lhe little buckets but had 10 be in my suilcase. I held up lhe line during a very busy time to open my suilcase and put my cell phone in. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Nam (b)(ff•, 
Phone Number , ""-'-'---'-----' 

Email f h 11R, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Sent: Monday, December 22. 2014 10:29 PM 
To: TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov 
Subjecl: TSA CusIomer Comment Card - Complaint 

Attached is my complaint and fol lowed in a separate em a i I. you wi 11 Ii nd the password lo r this password protected document. 

Attachment: 

Date: December 22, 2014 
Time: 2118 
Airporl: STT (SI. Thomas, USVI) 

Date/Time of Travel: December 20, 2014/Appox. 13:35 
Airline/Flighl Number: Amer. Airlines/0986 

2 O 14 12: 14 On December 2 0, 20 14 at or about 13 35 ( 1 : 3 5PM ) , I was trave 11 i ng on American Airlines FI i g ht 0986, sch ed ul ed to depart at 1600 but was de I ayed for about 1 . 5 hours that day. As I was going through the security checkpoint Io cated at Gate 2 or where 
Gate 2 used to be on St. Thomas. VI airport, adjacent Gate 3 where Sun Country airline and Spirit airline counter is located, my experience with the TSA staff there was horrible. Firstly, some of the TSA staff (not all) are very rude people and their 
behavior sheds a poor lighl on TSA. As I entered lhe checkpoint from lhe Travel Documenl Checker (TDC), there were no trays on lhe lane whal was closest to the door where passengers entered lhe checkpoint and just barely a few left on the second 
lane. There was a female TSO who was apparently doing two functions, DO~ Officer) and WTM D. I stated ta the female TSO. "bin run" The slim/slender built female TSO who wore either braids ar dread locks just stood there quietly and did 
nothing like call for a bin run because the one lane had no bins and the second lane was almost out as it was down to about probably 9 bins. I went over to the second lane to grab a bin of which the female TSO stated that I did not need a bin for my 
shoes. All I did was set my bags on the table that was closest to TDC of the x-ray 1 (I suppose) and headed to the other side (x-ray 2) for a bin and she was telling me that I did not need a bin for my shoes. Well. unless she is psychic as my fiip flops 
were on my feet and allhough St. Thomas, VI does not have pre-check, they accommodale passengers with expedited screening, I hen how would she know why I needed the bin? I said, bin run and thal should have been your focus. Even though you 
could not move and the two officers at the back that were doing bag checks, you could have said bin run so that when they were done, they could grab the bins and run them to the front for the passengers that are coming through the security 
checkpoint. It was a Saturday and it was busy and I suppose they shifted some of the passengers that were not checking their bags over to the Gate 2 security checkpoint and I say Gate 2 because that Is where Gate 2 was now converted into a 
security checkpoint. 

With that being said. I set the bin on the table. took my laptop out of my bag and I set them on the conveyor belt for x-ray screening. 
I proceeded to the WT MD (wal kthroug h metal detector) where I showed the same fem a I e TSO my boa rd i ng pass th at re/I ected a red stamped T SA preche ck. waited for her to go from the DO position to the WT MD position to I et me through. 

As I went to collect my lhings, they had nol come through lhe tunnel as yet. Finally, my carryon bag came out and then the female STSO slopped lhe belt and removed my purse from lhe x-ray and sel it on the MOR. As she set my bag on the MOR, she 
asked if it was okay to go inside my purse and I said yes. The female STSO who was an the x-ray took out my zip lock bag which contained in a foil paper, cheesecake (wrapped in foil). The foil was not all the way closed well and so I put the 



Sent: Monday, December 22. 2014 10:29 PM 
To: TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov 
Subjecl: TSA CusIomer Comment Card - Complaint 

Attached is my complaint and fol lowed in a separate em a i I. you wi 11 Ii nd the password lo r this password protected document. 

Attachment: 

Date: December 22, 2014 
Time: 2118 
Airporl: STT (SI. Thomas, USVI) 

Date/Time of Travel: December 20, 2014/Appox. 13:35 
Airline/Flighl Number: Amer. Airlines/0986 

2 O 14 12: 14 On December 2 0, 20 14 at or about 13 35 ( 1 : 3 5PM ) , I was trave 11 i ng on American Airlines FI i g ht 0986, sch ed ul ed to depart at 1600 but was de I ayed for about 1 . 5 hours that day. As I was going through the security checkpoint Io cated at Gate 2 or where 
Gate 2 used to be on St. Thomas. VI airport, adjacent Gate 3 where Sun Country airline and Spirit airline counter is located, my experience with the TSA staff there was horrible. Firstly, some of the TSA staff (not all) are very rude people and their 

12014 4:17: 

behavior sheds a poor lighl on TSA. As I entered lhe checkpoint from lhe Trb_ __ m nl Checker (TDC), there were no trays on lhe lane whal was closest to the door where passengers entered lhe checkpoint and just barely a few left on the second 
lane. There was a female TSO who was apparently doing two functions, DO b_i(6_.1 fficer) and WTMD. I stated ta the female TSO. "bin run" The slim/slender built female TSO who wore either braids ar dread locks just stood there quietly and did 
nothing like call for a bin run because the one lane had no bins and the secon ane was almost out as it was down to about probably 9 bins. I went over to the second lane to grab a bin of which the female TSO stated that I did not need a bin for my 
shoes. All I did was set my bags on the table that was closest to TDC of the x-ray 1 (I suppose) and headed to the other side (x-ray 2) for a bin and she was telling me that I did not need a bin for my shoes. Well. unless she is psychic as my fiip flops 
were on my feet and allhough St. Thomas, VI does not have pre-check, they accommodale passengers with expedited screening, I hen how would she know why I needed the bin? I said, bin run and thal should have been your focus. Even though you 
could not move and the two officers at the back that were doing bag checks, you could have said bin run so that when they were done, they could grab the bins and run them to the front for the passengers that are coming through the security 
checkpoint. It was a Saturday and it was busy and I suppose they shifted some of the passengers that were not checking their bags over to the Gate 2 security checkpoint and I say Gate 2 because that Is where Gate 2 was now converted into a 
security checkpoint. 

With that being said. I set the bin on the table. took my laptop out of my bag and I set them on the conveyor belt for x-ray screening. 
I proceeded to the WT MD (wal kthroug h metal detector) where I showed the same fem a I e TSO my boa rd i ng pass th at re/I ected a red stamped T SA preche ck. waited for her to go from the DO position to the WT MD position to I et me through. 

As I went to collect my lhings, they had nol come through lhe tunnel as yet. Finally, my carryon bag came out and then the female STSO slopped lhe belt and removed my purse from lhe x-ray and sel it on the MOR. As she set my bag on the MOR, she 
asked if it was okay to go inside my purse and I said yes. The female STSO who was an the x-ray took out my zip lock bag which contained in a foil paper, cheesecake (wrapped in foil). The foil was not all the way closed well and so I put the 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : Disability ar Medical Condition; Screening Current Date/Time · 12123/2014 12:32:23 PM Airport . FLL - Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International Date/Time of Travel . 12119/2014 3:30 PM Airline & Flight Number . 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: I am pregnant and asked to be palled down as I was advised 10 avoid the full body scanner. When I mentioned it to a female agent at firsl it seemed OK. Then lhe female agent lhat does lhe searches came over and proceeded to be very 
rude to me. She said she was alone and by herself and I would be waiting a very long time to be searched. The other agent started into the conversation and they both raised their voices at me. I said I would wait and the searching agent then 
proceeded to walk out of the screening area. The other agent them again harassed me about my choice saying it was safe and that the metal detector is bad for pregnant women because it emits radiation and the full body is fine. (Not sure where her 
la cts come from), As she continued to hound me about the Io ng wait I went through the body sea n ne r as she was making me u ncomfo rta bl e. Rig ht after I did that the searching fem a I e agent came back a round and proceeded to start working again, I 
do not mind a wait, but lhe hounding and rudeness and basic actions to avoid the scan was uncalled for. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Emailkbl(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



The ca 11 er states 1 hat on December 61 h he was flying from DAL to EL P with Southwest and the officers at DAL ma de him go through 1 he meta I detector even though he had a pacemaker card and told the officers he could not go 1 h rough the machines, 
The ca 11 er went I hroug h screening in I he evening Ii me but do es not spec i fi ca I ly remember what ti me. The officers to Id him to come through I he mel al detector and hand I hem his pacemaker card. 

Information Request: The caller fiew from DAL today. The caller has a NOi and the officers unwrapped the gifts in his luggage and threw the wrapping paper back in is luggage. The caller wants to know why the officers unwrapped his gilts. The 
callers wife flies with a companion pass and the officers would not let her go through the expedited screening with him. They made his wife go stand in an area to wait to be patted down because she was wearing a sling. His wife stood there 15 
minutes wailing on an officer and there was a female officer standing there screening olher people. The caller stales that DAL is the worst place to fiy from. He stales they are 1raining a 101 of TSA personnel at DAL and the caller lhinks the way TSA is 
doing things is because they are training employees. 

Res pons e D eta i Is: S peci fi cal ly, you we re interested in fi Ii ng a c iv i I rights comp I ai nt because you believe that you, or someone you know, experienced di scri min ati on by TS A on the basis of a dis ab i I ity or medical condition, For your comp I a int to be 
considered comp I ete it must m eel the following requirements: 

Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discnmination; 
Be in writing; 
Include the name and address of lhe complainant; 

12014 4 :23:. Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the alleged discriminatory action in sufficient detail to inform TSA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination; and 
Be signed by the complainant or someone authorized to sign on behalf of the complainant. 

In order to appropriately address your concerns, we also need ta know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) recommends that travelers wait to wrap gifts at their final destination. TSA screens all baggage and packages, and Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) may need to open wrapped items for 
inspection to clear an alarm. 

I advised the cal I er that the officers makes the decision as to whether a \rave Ii ng comp an ion can go through the expedited screening Ii ne with him. 

I advised the caller thal the nexl time he needs to ask for a PSS and I hey will assist him through screening. 

I emailed the caller the information. 

lncidenl Details: The caller states thal on December 6th he was flying from DAL to ELP and lhe officers at DAL made him go through the metal detector even though he had a pacemaker card and told lhe officers he could nol go through lhe machines. 
The officers told him to come through the metal detector and hand him his pacemaker card. The caller went through the metal detector and handed the officers the card and then the officers asked him why he went through the machines. The caller 
Caller wants to speak with a manager to ask if they put him a watchlis\? He was at the checkpoint this mo ming and refused to go through the AIT or Patdown. He was not permitted to go through the WTMD at his request. 
Whal can he to to avoid the AIT or patdown? He wants 10 go through the WTMD with lhe Hand held wands. 
He wants ta ask what his options are for screening. The police were called at the checkpoint. 
He was at the Billings Logan. Montana airport today. 
Is b ·., (6 the person he would need to speak with about his name added to a watch I is\? He did not proceed through screening, 

(b)(61 

Advised: 
,2014 7: 04: I offered to provide safety and research information about the AIT. Cal I er d eel i ned , 

I ndivid ua Is who do not wish to be sere ened by this I echnol ogy w i 11 be required 10 undergo alte rna Ii v e screening, including a I ho rough patdown. 
He would have ta undergo the screening the TSO directs him to. 
Whenever a passenger alarms the walk-through metal detector. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to locate and resolve the source of the alarm. As you know, TSA no longer uses hand-held metal detectors to 
resolve walk-through metal detector alarms. Instead, a TSO will conduct a standard patdown of the passenger, which allows the TSO to screen for metallic and non-metallic prohibited items. 

Ralph Barclay 
Phone: 406-25~ 
Email: f~b_)_(6_, _______ ~ 



Caller wants to speak with a manager to ask if they put him a watchlist? He was at the checkpoint this morning and refused to go through the AIT or Patdown. He was not permitted to go through the WTMD at his request. 
What can he to to avoid the AIT or patdown? He wants to go through the WTMD with the Hand held wands. 
He wants to ask what his options are for screening. The police were called at the checkpoint. 
He was al the Billings Logan, Montana airporl today. 
Is 1h··,1R the person he would need to speak with about his name added to a watch list? He did not proceed through screening. 

(b,(6) 

Advised: 

12014 7:04 : I offered to provide safety and research information about the AIT Caller declined. 
I nd1v1d ua Is who do not wish to be sere ened by this technology wi 11 be required to undergo alte mati ve s c reenrng. including a thorough patdown. 
He would have to undergo the screening the TSO di re cts him to. 
Whenever a passenger alarms the walk-through meIaI detector, Transportation Security Officers (TSOsJ must conducl additional screening to locate and resolve the source of the alarm. As you know, TSA no longer uses hand-held metal detectors 10 
resolve walk-through metal detector alarms. Instead, a TSO will conduct a standard patdown of the passenger, which allows the TSO to screen for metallic and non-metallic prohibited items. 

Ralph Barclay 
Phone: 406-25~ 
Emal(bi(6i 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contacl/index.shtm 

Remote Client IP~J1_h_·11_r;_·., __ ~ 
Date Time: 1212412014 12:31 :44 PM 

------------------------------------------------------------------

12014 212:. Nam.,fbi/61 
EmaKbi(61 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airporl/Gate/Etc):Delta flight 5451 on 12124 at 1: 12pm. Departed from ROC .. 
Comments: I am 7 months pregnant, so I can't go through the ful I body sea n ne r. I requested to be screened through the meta I detector and was told no, that I had to have a pat down, This has never happened before si nee I've be en pregnant: I've 
always been permitted to walk through the metal detector, and frequently I am not required to remove my shoes, which is helpful as I have increasingly limiled mobility. The female security agent who patted me down was rude and invasive. She used 
far too much force. insisted I lift my shirt above my maternity pants, which revealed the bottom of my bra, and then she squeezed my stomach around my uterus so hard it caused me discomfort and triggered a Braxton Hicks contraction. I felt this was 
unnecess ari I y i nvasIve. The T SA needs a consistent and resp ectfu I po Ii cy with respect to sere en i ng pregnant women. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : P role ssIona Ii sm/C ustome r Service: Sc reenrng Current Date/Ti me 1212612014 11 : 3 3: 41 AM Airport SJ U - Luis Munoz Mann I nte mati on al Date/Ti me of Travel : 12126/2014 12: 30 PM Air I in e & FI Ig ht Number 462 C heckpoi nll Area of 
Airport. Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) :!(b)(6i !Comment. I was in line waiting to place my canyon on the bel¢bH6i ras letting passengers through the metal detector not the X-ray machine scanner. When it was my tum, she 
stopped and told me to go to the X-ray machine. All the passengers in front of me was white/Caucasian descenls, whereas I am Asian descent. I explained to her I was going through a medical 1reatmenI and preferred not to go lhrough the X-ray 
machine. fh··,1r;·1 I was ruled and told me to step aside not letting me take my canyon off the belt. I waited for 20 minutes and she never in that time made a call to anyone to do a body search. After 15 minutes, I asked her the status of my wait. 
She raised her voice and I iteral ly ye 11 ed at me to go back to the comer to wait and not to bother her. 
After another short wait and fearing to miss my flight. I informed her and putting my health at risk that I agree to go through the X-ray screening. She made me go to the end of the line to wait after having waited for a long time on the side. A portion of 

12014 1 :02: my plane cost goes to TSA and il's get disappointing that the staff are not trained properly. 
I believe she intentionally targeted me due to my race and did not use the property TSA protocol or professionalism required for her duty. 
I highly suggest TSA placed Ms Negron on add1t1onal training to I prove her skills and not bring her personal problems and target it toward innocent passengers. 
Would you like a response?· True 

Passenger's Na;,;m,........,....=~--.--' 
Phone Number bi(6i 
Email bi(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Response: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a paid own on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

The ··s" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
Nation's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

TSA does not discuss or release specifics about securily screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Securily Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI 10 lhe public because it is 
considered detrimental to the security of transportation. 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
transporIation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U .s. borders. Examples of travel diflicullies may include: 

12014 4 :52:_ • Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 

OHS TRIP is part of an effort by the U.S. Departments of State and Homeland Security to welcome legitimate travelers while securing our country from those who want to do us harm. 

For those who encounter misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevent watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for OHS redress online at https: trip.dhs.gov. Travelers may also apply 
through e-mail or U.S. Mail by completing the atlached Traveler Inquiry Form. signing the document. and returning the onginal with at least one unexpired. photograph-bearing. Government-issued travel document (e.g .. driver's license or unexpired 
passport) to Trip@dhs.gov or mailing it. 

OHS components will review the request and share information with other agencies to address the issues identified in the TRIP application. TSA's Secure Flight uses the results of the redress process in its watch list matching process to help prevent 
lulu re de I ays for m1s1d e ntifi ed passengers. However. because a i rt i ne procedures for screening passengers against Federal watch Ii sts vary, i nd1v1d ua Is may st, 11 be required to check in for flights at the a i rt i nes ticket counter. 

When an individual applies for redress, OHS TRIP will assign a record identifier or Redress Control Number (RCN). OHS TRIP will inform redress applicanls in wriling when lhe OHS review of an inquiry is complele. Reviews of requesls for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. Applicants may check the status of inquiries at https: trip.dhs.gov status.him by entering the RCN. Travelers who wish to check the status of an inquiry, but do not have their RCN. may contact OHS TRIP by e-mail 
or by mail. 

After lhe complaint is resolved, OHS TRIP recommends that travelers provide this RCN when making reservations or updaling their traveler profile with an airline. This info will assist security technologies to help prevent misidentificalion from occurring 
due to the similarity of a traveler's name and personal information to another person in systems that contain information from Federal, State, local. and foreign sources 



Response: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a paid own on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be perfonmed. 

The ··s" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Security Administration (TSAJ security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
Nation's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

TSA does not discuss or release specifics about securily screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Securily Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI 10 lhe public because it is 
considered detrimental to the security of transportation. 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
transporIation hubs, such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U .s. borders. Examples of travel diflicullies may include: 

12014 4 :52:_ • Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 

OHS TRIP is part of an effort by the U.S. Departments of State and Homeland Security to welcome legitimate travelers while securing our country from those who want to do us harm. 

For those who encounter misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevent watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for OHS redress online at https: trip.dhs.gov. Travelers may also apply 
through e-mail or U.S. Mail by completing the atlached Traveler Inquiry Form. signing the document. and returning the onginal with at least one unexpired. photograph-bearing. Government-issued travel document (e.g .. driver's license or unexpired 
passport) to Trip@dhs.gov or mailing it. 

OHS components will review the request and share information with other agencies to address the issues identified in the TRIP application. TSA's Secure Flight uses the results of the redress process in its watch list matching process to help prevent 
lulu re de I ays for m1s1d e ntifi ed passengers. However. because a i rt i ne procedures for screening passengers against Federal watch Ii sts vary, i nd1v1d ua Is may st, 11 be required to check in for flights at the a i rt i nes ticket counter. 

When an individual applies for redress, OHS TRIP will assign a record identifier or Redress Control Number (RCN). OHS TRIP will inform redress applicanls in wriling when lhe OHS review of an inquiry is complele. Reviews of requesls for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. Applicants may check the status of inquiries at https: trip.dhs.gov status.him by entering the RCN. Travelers who wish to check the status of an inquiry, but do not have their RCN. may contact OHS TRIP by e-mail 
or by mail. 

After lhe complaint is resolved, OHS TRIP recommends that travelers provide this RCN when making reservations or updaling their traveler profile with an airline. This info will assist security technologies to help prevent misidentificalion from occurring 
due to the similarity of a traveler's name and personal information to another person in systems that contain information from Federal, State, local. and foreign sources 
Caller Is flying from MSY to ATL to West Palm tomorrow. Her husband has a pacemaker and cannot go through certain screenings. When they went through from West Palm, he was rushed into the AIT and she wants to know if someone did the wrong 
thing. She said that they were told that people who have a pacemaker can go through the AIT She just wants to make sure that it is safe and will not hanm him, She also wants to know ii she will have to take her laptop from her bag when she gets to 
the checkpoint. 

,2014 1: 18: Advised caller: 

Passengers who have inlernal medical devices should nol be screened by the walk-through metal deIecIor because lhis may affect lhe calibration of lhe device. While TSA has no evidence lhat screening by Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) will 
affect such devices. passengers with concerns should contact their physicians. These passengers may request a thorough patdown rather than using screening technology. 

Advised caller that she will have to take the laptop out of the carry-on bag. They may ask her to power it up as well. She should not place the laptop in checked baggage. 



Caller fiew from CMH and had to undergo additional screening and present his passport. Caller Is having to undergo additional screening when he goes through the checkpoint quite often and wants to know why. 

Response: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances. this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also se I ects passengers and their property at random lo r enhanced security sere en i ng. This random element prevents te rrori sis from attempting to defeat the security system by I earning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
transportation hubs, such as airports and train stations. or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
• Traveler's belief that they are on a government watch list. 
• Situalions where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or porIs of enlry. 

2014 10:25 • Difficulty printing a boarding pass at home or at the kiosk. 

OHS TRIP is part of an effort by the U.S. Departments of State and Homeland Security to welcome legitimate travelers while securing our country from those who want to do us harm. 

For those who encounter misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevent watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for OHS redress online at https: trip.dhs.gov. Travelers may also apply 
through e-mail or U.S. Mail by completing the attached Traveler Inquiry Form. signing the document. and returning the onginal with at least one unexpired. photograph-bearing. Government-issued travel document (e.g .. driver's license or unexpired 
passport) to Trip@dhs.gov or mailing it. 

OHS components will review the request and share information with other agencies to address the issues identified in the TRIP application. TSA's Secure Flight uses the results of the redress process in its watch list matching process to help prevent 
lulu re de I ays for m1s1d e ntifi ed passengers. However. because a i rt i ne procedures lo r screening passengers against Federal watch Ii sts vary. i nd1v1d ua Is may st, 11 be required to check in for flights at the a i rt i nes ticket counter 

When an individual applies for redress, OHS TRIP will assign a record identifier or Redress Control Number (RCN). OHS TRIP will inform redress applicanls in wriling when lhe OHS review of an inquiry is complele. Reviews of requesls for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. Applicants may check the status of inquiries at https: trip.dhs.gov status.him by entering the RCN. Travelers who wish to check the status of an inquiry, but do not have their RCN. may contact OHS TRIP by e-mail 
or by mail. 

After lhe complaint is resolved, OHS TRIP recommends that travelers provide this RCN when making reservations or updaling their traveler profile with an airline. This info will assist security technologies to help prevent misidentificalion from occurring 
due to the similarity of a traveler's name and personal information to another person in systems that contain information from Federal, State, local. and foreign sources 



Caller fiew from CMH and had to undergo additional screening and present his passport. Caller Is having to undergo additional screening when he goes through the checkpoint quite often and wants to know why. 

Response: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances. this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also se I ects passengers and their property at random lo r enhanced security sere en i ng. This random element prevents te rrori sis from attempting to defeat the security system by I earning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties they experience during their travel while screening at 
transportation hubs, such as airports and train stations. or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
• Traveler's belief that they are on a government watch list. 
• Situalions where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or porIs of enlry. 

2014 10:25 • Difficulty printing a boarding pass at home or at the kiosk. 

OHS TRIP is part of an effort by the U.S. Departments of State and Homeland Security to welcome legitimate travelers while securing our country from those who want to do us harm. 

For those who encounter misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevent watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for OHS redress online at https: trip.dhs.gov. Travelers may also apply 
through e-mail or U.S. Mail by completing the attached Traveler Inquiry Form. signing the document. and returning the onginal with at least one unexpired. photograph-bearing. Government-issued travel document (e.g .. driver's license or unexpired 
passport) to Trip@dhs.gov or mailing it. 

OHS components will review the request and share information with other agencies to address the issues identified in the TRIP application. TSA's Secure Flight uses the results of the redress process in its watch list matching process to help prevent 
lulu re de I ays for m1s1d e ntifi ed passengers. However. because a i rt i ne procedures lo r screening passengers against Federal watch Ii sts vary. i nd1v1d ua Is may st, 11 be required to check in for flights at the a i rt i nes ticket counter 

When an individual applies for redress, OHS TRIP will assign a record identifier or Redress Control Number (RCN). OHS TRIP will inform redress applicanls in wriling when lhe OHS review of an inquiry is complele. Reviews of requesls for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. Applicants may check the status of inquiries at https: trip.dhs.gov status.him by entering the RCN. Travelers who wish to check the status of an inquiry, but do not have their RCN. may contact OHS TRIP by e-mail 
or by mail. 

After lhe complaint is resolved, OHS TRIP recommends that travelers provide this RCN when making reservations or updaling their traveler profile with an airline. This info will assist security technologies to help prevent misidentificalion from occurring 
due to the similarity of a traveler's name and personal information to another person in systems that contain information from Federal, State, local. and foreign sources 

On December 13th following a I rip through the Allanta International Airporl I sent lhe TSA the following and to date have not received a response: 

"I was able to disconnect from my POC briefly. Unit was lifted up to belt by my husband. I had nasal cannula in my nose and my hand. I was told I could not walk with it through the metal detector. This made no sense to me as a nasal cannula is non
metal, non-latex material. I was told to put it in my carry-on tote bag to be put through x-ray screening. I informed the person I would want to get the nasal cannula out myself as I did not want someone who had been handling many bags from various 
persons to be Iouching the cannula I would be pulling back in my nose. He said no problem. When late bag finished going through x-ray screening, instead of the bag being reIurned to me, ii was subject to further hand-search for some reason which 
was never disclosed to me. I told the ga I who grabbed the bag that I needed the can nu la so I co u Id get back on my PO C. She refused to a 11 ow me to get the can nu la out mys elf, saying I cou Id not remove anything from the bag u nti I she searched it. As I 
was trying to exp I a in I wanted her to put on clean gloves. she grabbed the ca nnu I a and handed 11 to me - her hands were to uchi ng the part that wo u Id go back into my nose. I do not want to be subject to dIse ases she may have passed with dirty g I aves, 
and I was forced to dispose of the nasal cannula. Fortunately, I had ONE remaining cannula. As I was fighting to breathe, I had to get out the new cannula, rip the bag open and attach it to my POC unit. My oxygen level had dropped considerably during 
th at screening process and I was close to passing out from I ow I e vel oxygen. 

12014 8:22: A couple years ago I was subjected to similar treatment from a TSA agent in Phoenix. I thought it was a fluke - that that particular gal Just had not had proper training on dealing with an oxygen dependent traveler. However. after this experience I 
wonder ii this is the nonnal treatment to expect. 

I do not like my doctor to enter a room and treat me after seeing other patients without washing his hands and changing gloves. I do not like people handling my nasal cannula with dirty hands and dirty gloves and expect me to put it back into my nose -
nasal membranes are thin and diseases can be easily contracted by not following proper medical protocols. Atlanta is an international airport. Who"s to say she had not previously handled a bag of an Ebola or fiu infected passenger 

I would like your recommendalion on what I need 10 do to prevent this from happening on future travels by air." 

I will be traveling again January 5th and would like to know how to avoid the problem of having dirty hands/dirty gloves from handling my nasal cannula ... and if I find I am NOT able to disconnect from my POC, what is the proper protocol for going 
through security- both for myself and the TSA agents I will come into contact with? Do I need to make arrangements for a TSA specialist at each check point in advance? 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name (bl( , 
Email Addrue:::s~s"· 7'C-~-,-I -------, 

Phone Numbe b 1(61 
Address: b 1(61 
Zip code:._-'-~----' 

12014 B: 24 = Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Na 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time · 12/29/2014 9:34:47 AM Airport : PHL - Philadelphia International Date/Time al Travel : 12/29/2014 9: 15 AM Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal C 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment: The securily agenl appeared to be very frustrated with an individual a few spots ahead of me setting off the metal detector. After they sent her for screening he began being very rude to the rest of us continuing to bark &quot move it&quot: 

20 10_ 12 &quot:go an&quot: &quat;move naw&quat:. I had an item (blanket) get stuck on the conveyor belt and I turned to ask the agent to push it as I was already through the detectors and he began yelling at me ta clear the area despite my telling him I did not 
14 · have al I my items. Luck, ly another passenger on that side heard me and pushed my item. I understand this is a high stress job but. his be hav,or was extremely rude. 

Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service; Screening Current Date/lime: 12/29/2014 8 31 15 AM Airport DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International Date/Time of Travel 12/29/2014 6 30 AM A1rl1ne & Flight Number 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal E Security Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known*b)(6) pommeni(b)(61 !(an African American) was ass,gned to search me because I asked to go lhrough the metal de1ec1or ,nstead of the full 
body sea nne r 
When patting me down he flattened his hand in a vertical orientation and forced between my bottocks. I said I don't think that's part of a professional pat down,to which he replyed &quot:you probably like it.&quot; To which I replied no I did not like 11, or 
his lack of professionalism, He accused me of lying saying &quot; your probably gay&quot; I said that I as not. Then he proceeded to palpate my genitals 4 times making to comment &quot You have a little dick.&quot; Furthermore he made many 
racially directed comments pointing out my European heritage mulliple limes. This I believe was discrimination on his parl against my European elhnicity. 

2014 10:13 In the interest of helping you identify this discriminatory employee with an utter lack of professionalism here is a discription, African American. appx. 5·10. black frame glasses, average build. 
I am very disgusted by his utter contempt for me as a human being and feel that I was racially targeted. I want a report of the disciplinary action that is taken. 
I am considering calling my attorney and/or a major media outlet if this appalling behavior is not addressed in an appropriate manner. 

Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name b 1(6) 
Phone Number . 

Emailkb1(ff1 I 
To leave a comment concerning th,s feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

That is NOT the intent of my email .... although, if you believe this is a violation of my rights, treat it as same. The below email outlines an incident that occurred going through the Atlanta International Airport on December 11th. going through the 
security check point I ead i ng to De Ila air I in es flight from A ti a nta to Flint. 

My previous experience was several years ago (soon after lhe TSA was beefed up and more screenings were occurring). I was leaving Phoenix airport and I hat gal wanted me to remove my oxygen, which al thal time I was nol able 10 do (newly 
diagnosed with pulmonary hypertension and at a higher elevation than I'm used to). She tried making me stand behind a line and taking the unit about 9 feet away to a table. My cannula was only 7 feet long and I had to follow her beyond the line. She 
started to make a stink about it and I told her if she wanted me to remove the cannula, she might as well call 9-1-1 now because I would pass out. Finally a supervisor came over and told her I could leave it on and stand at the limit of the cannula away 
from her (which is all I had asked her to do) and her supervisor further told her she needed to watch me so she was not causing me any discomfort .... so I passed that incident off as new inspector and/or poor training. 

The recent incident that just occurred in Atlanta, however. was either total stupidity on the inspector's part (handling a medical piece of equipment -nasal cannula - with dirty gloves) or perhaps she needs proper training. I don't think this rises to the 
level of Civil 
Rights violation ... but I think it fails to meet a reasoning. intelligent and courteous treatment of an oxygen dependent patient, as well as fails to meet proper medical protocol. 

My intent is simply to find out from you what I can do to avoid uncomfortable situations and what I can do to help the TSA agent at screening checkpoints to understand that dirty gloves/dirty hands are not appreciated while handling my equipment. Do 
I need to request a TSA specialist each time I fiy in advance of my fi1ght? Do I need to slow up the inspection line to ask for special treatment and clean gloves on sanitized hands? Do I ask for a TSA specialist at the point of inspection? There was no 

2014 12:28 special line for people with handicaps at that particular location that I was able to see. 

I do not want to be a pain in the neck to any TSA agent. I want to cooperate tor searches as I realize they are needed in this day and age tor my safety as well as the safety of all passengers. Just tell me what is proper TSA protocol. 

Again, I state I do not consider this a Civil Rights violation. However, if YOU determine this is a Civil Rights violation, I believe the only other information you need is my contact information beyond my email: 

Thank you for any help you can give me. 

From b)(61 
To: tsa-contactcenter tsa. s.gov 



TSA ever. Caller stated that he had TSA PreCheck and was going through the the lane. Caller stated that he was going through the WTMD. but forgot to put his items in the bin. Caller stated that the officer looking and him very rudely and told him to 
put the items in the bin that he is not his momma, Caller stated that he put his items in the bin and the officer kept starring him down. Caller stated that throughout this process he never said a word, but was very upset. Caller stated that the officer kept 
making homophobic remarks to him. Caller slated that after passing through conlinuin~ tk no1 speak the officer sIarted talking to another co-worker. Caller stated that he was very humiliated and wanted to report this 10 a supervisor. Caller stated I hat 
the super,isar told him that they have had problems out of him before and his name was b _1(6 I ! Caller stated that he saw the officer notice he was reporting this and he went off to another line. Caller believes this was discrimination based on the 
protected c I ass of sexual o ri e ntati on and poor custom er se r,i ce. 

Airporl: Nashville, TN 
Airline: United 
Flight Number: 6152 
Date Time: 12 29 14 -4:00pm-4:15pm 
Terminal Gate: A 
TS0¥bl/6l 
Di scri min ati on based on the protected cl ass - sexua I orientation 
Email Addres!(bi(ff1 ! 

12014 5:22: Resolution: 

For your complaint to be considered complete according to U.S. Department of Homeland Security Regulations for Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (6 CFR §15.3(b) and §15.70(d)(3)), it must meet the following requirements: 

• Be filed within 180 days of the alleged act of discrimination: 
• Be in writing: 
• Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt; 
• Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
• Describe the alleged discriminatory action in sufficient detail to inform TSA of the nature of the alleged act of discrimination: and 
• Be sIg ned by the complainant or someone autho nzed to sign on be ha If of the comp I am ant. 

In order to approprialely address your concerns, we also need to know the airport at which you were screened by TSA. 

TSA accepts e-mails as being signed. TSA encourages passengers to file complaints on their own behalf. 

Any of the above requirements can be waived for good cause. If you are requesting that any of the above requirements be waived, please explain your reason in your complaint. 



12014 642:. 

Information Request She stated that she wi 11 have her lawyer file the oom plaint for her. 

Response Details: TSA personnel should never separate passengers from their service animal. The passenger should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) that the animal is a service animal. Passengers should have documentation or the 
service am m al should be wearing equipment (,. e. harness, vest. etc. ) to indicate that it is a service an i ma I. 

A TSO will physically inspecl the service animal and the service animals belongings (i.e. oollar, harness, leash, backpack, vest, etc.) in order to resolve lhe alarm. Allhough the service animals harness will not be removed, it and other items they may 
be carrying, such as a backpack. are subject to screening. 

She can file the written complaint and we will email her the instructions for doing so on the address provided. 

Be filed within 180 days al the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt; 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the alleged discriminatory action in sufficient detail to inform TSA of the nature al the alleged act al discrimination: and 
Be s1g ned by the complainant or someone autho nzed to sign on be ha If of the comp I a i na nt. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

Email sent. 

Incident Details: The caller is needing a contact number regarding a complaint she needs to file. She stated that she is currently at the airport and she went through screening. 

She slated that a gentleman doing screening at the checkpoinl wanled her to remove her dogs harness for screening, and would not let them through unlil it was done. She slated that ii is againsl the law. She slated that he made her walk through the 
metal detector with out the service animal and did not even offer to lead her through. She stated that he made her give the service animal ta her sister to walk through the WTMD. She stated that they just kept telling her ta go right here, and she was 
not able to follow, since she is visually impaired. She stated that she was bumping into the metal detector at the checkpoint. She stated that ,twas completely against ADA to make her remove his gear. She stated that they were also flying with a 5 
year old. She explained that they would not let the dog go through until the gear was removed. and then he asked her sister to leave the dog sitting on the other side of the WTMD, and walk through her sell. He told them that the gear will alarm the 
WTMD. She stated lhat lhey lried to explain to the gentleman whal normally happens with the service animal, and he would nol listen. She slated that they asked for his superior and she was originally denied, and he refused to provide his name. She 
stated that he did at the end, and she did speak with his supervisor, however she basically told her that he fall awed proper procedure and the gear did have to be removed. She stated that the incident was videoed by another passenger going through 



12014 642:. 

Information Request She stated that she wi 11 have her lawyer file the oom plaint for her. 

Response Details: TSA personnel should never separate passengers from their service animal. The passenger should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) that the animal is a service animal. Passengers should have documentation or the 
service am m al should be wearing equipment ( 1. e. harness, vest. etc. ) to indicate that it is a service an i ma I. 

A TSO will physically inspecl the service animal and the service animals belongings (i.e. oollar, harness, leash, backpack, vest, etc.) in order to resolve lhe alarm. Allhough the service animals harness will not be removed, it and other items they may 
be carrying, such as a backpack. are subject to screening. 

She can file the written complaint and we will email her the instructions for doing so on the address provided. 

Be filed within 180 days al the alleged act of discrimination: 
Be in writing: 
Include the name and address of the comp I a i na nt; 
Include the date of the alleged act of discrimination: 
Describe the alleged discriminatory action in sufficient detail to inform TSA of the nature al the alleged act al discrimination: and 
Be sIg ned by the complainant or someone autho nzed to sign on be ha If of the comp I a i na nt. 

If a passenger has concerns about his or her screening, he or she should ask to speak with a supervisor or Passenger Support Specialist while at the checkpoint. 

Email sent. 

Incident Details: The caller is needing a contact number regarding a complaint she needs to file. She stated that she is currently at the airport and she went through screening. 

She slated that a gentleman doing screening at the checkpoinl wanled her to remove her dogs harness for screening, and would not let them through unlil it was done. She slated that ii is againsl the law. She slated that he made her walk through the 
metal detector with out the service animal and did not even offer to lead her through. She stated that he made her give the service animal ta her sister to walk through the WTMD. She stated that they just kept telling her ta go right here, and she was 
not able to follow, since she is visually impaired. She stated that she was bumping into the metal detector at the checkpoint. She stated that It was completely against ADA to make her remove his gear. She stated that they were also flying with a 5 
year old. She explained that they would not let the dog go through until the gear was removed. and then he asked her sister to leave the dog sitting on the other side of the WTMD, and walk through her sell. He told them that the gear will alarm the 
WTMD. She stated lhat lhey lried to explain to the gentleman whal normally happens with the service animal, and he would nol listen. She slated that they asked for his superior and she was originally denied, and he refused to provide his name. She 
stated that he did at the end, and she did speak with his supervisor, however she basically told her that he fol lawed proper procedure and the gear did have to be removed. She stated that the incident was videoed by another passenger going through 
To Whom It May Concern, 

I have worked at Washington Dulles International Airport far several years, and am curia us as ta why the TSA employees are exempt from being screened. All other employees working at the airport are required to have their bags x-rayed and walk 
through metal detectors. Is this exemption protocol implemented at all airports in the US, or just at IAD? It seems hypocritical, especially as I witness a TSA employee walking through a gate beside the metal detector and setting off the alarm. but is 
th en a 11 owed to continue on their way unchecked, I have also heard from airline m ai ntena nee staff that worker's with higher security level badges a re ab I e to by pass security screening oom pl etel y by accessing secured doors in the I ower levels, 

,2014 9,03: Knowing I hat a large number of people working in the airport go unchecked every day doesn't make me feel very safe in my work environment. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
Hello there, 

l"m wntrng this emai I to comment on an incident that happened recently. I was flying out of Ho nol u I u I nternatIona I Airport on the is I and of Oahu on December 21 My flight was bound lo r the island of Kauai. I was booked on Hawaiian Ai rt i nes Flight 
HA345 departing at 
10:1 O am. I was going through lhe security checkpoinl al around 9: 15 am, and everylhing was normal. As I was passing lhrough the metal deIecIor though, the alarm beeped, and I realized that I had forgo11en 10 lake my cellphone out of my pocket. 
commented to the screener, "Oh, my cellphone, yeah?'" To which he replied, "Well cellphones are made out al metal, right?" in a very rude. sarcastic tone. Keep in mind that before I met this gentleman, I didn't do or say anything to warrant such 
!realm e nt. I didn't I oak at him funny or say anything at al I towards him. I was quite disturbed by this remark. but I kept my cool and contrn ued through the checkpoint. It wasn't unti I I spoke to my wile a few minutes I ater (she was following me through 

2014 10.04 the checkpoint line). that really got me steaming. She said that she heard the same agent loudly mention to a colleague, "Hey. I wonder ii cellphones are made out of metal?" It was at that moment that I went back to the checkpoint and asked to speak 
· to a supervisor. He was very courteous, and gave me everything I needed 10 fill oul a complain!. This was at Checkpoint 1, and the agent's name was Sean. There really is no need for lhis type of behavior. Travelers are already stressed out as ii is, 

and we don't need a TSA agent to be conducting himself in such a foul manner to make a situation worse. Could someone please make sure to speak to the agent about this? I wouldn't want someone else ta experience the same thing I went through. 
If you need further clarification on this matter, please reply back to this email 

Thank you so much for your ti me and atl ention, 

kbi(61 



Re: 3 Pieces of Jewelries Lost at the Transportation Security Administration CTSA'·) Passenger Screening/Baggage Checkpoint for Business/First Class Travelers at Terminal 4 of the John F. Kennedy ('"JFK") Airport on December 18, 2014 

I am writing to seek your help in search for the 3 pieces al jewelries that j(b)(ff:, r,ft and. lost at the TSA Passenger Screening/Baggage Checkpoint for Business/First Class Travelers at Terminal 4 of the JFK Airport 
on December 18, 2014 after my calls with various contacts at the JFK Airport and Singapore A1rt1nes. I set out below~details and departure flight information for your reference: 

Name of Passenger:!(bi(ffl I 
Departure Flight: SQ025 departing New York for Singapore via Frankfurt 
Date of Departure: December 18. 2014 
Time of Departure: 08:25 p.m. 
Estimated Time at lhe TSA Passenger Screening/Baggage Checkpoint: 06:45 p.m. - 07:20 p.m. 

2014 10:03 Contact Email: HYPERUNK f h 11R, I 
Contact Telephone: ~f h_·_,1R_1 ---~ 

12014 8:20: 

fl(f"b,',1(.,,6','1 _________ -,... ________ __.! and he was on a business trip to the U.S. between December 15. 2014 and December 18, 2014 to attend"'b""·"',("'6-'-i _________________________ _.and 
l(b1(61 

On December 18, 2014. after~meeting ended in the afternoon,~rove all the way from Westbrook to Terminal 4 of the JFK Airport. After~ had checked-in his lu age and collected his business class boarding pass at the 
Singapore Airlines' counter, which was around 6:45 p.m., 1h·11r;··, roceeded to the TSA Passenger Screening/Ba a e Checkpoint for Business/First Class Travelers. As usual, b·:,(6) ut his carry-on bag, briefcase and DELL Notebook on the 
conveyance belt for baggage screening monitoring, and then h·11r;··, walked through the metal detector. When (bi(6:, walked through the metal detector, the detector detected that bi(6:, had metallic items with him. As a result, a female security 
officer responsible for the metal detector monitoring asked 1h··,1r;··, to take off all metallic ,terns on his body. (b·:,(6) followed the security officer's order and took off (1) his white gal nee ·ace with a jade pendant, (1i) his Bottega Veneta ("BV") silver 
bang I e, and (iii) his Ro I ex Daytona watch that he was wearing, / h ·1 / R ·1 put his 3 pieces of jewelries in a pla st I c round bowl given to him by the security officer and then put the plastic round bow I on the conveyance be It lo r baggage screening 
moniioring. Before~ proceeded 10 walk lhrough the metal de1ec1or for lhe second time, he was asked by a male security officer responsible for the baggage screening monitoring 10 lake oul a bottle of waler from his carry-on bag which wenl 
through the baggage screening monitoring earlier. ~arry-an bag was returned to him and~followed the security officer's order and took out the battle of water from his carry-on bag. After!(bH6i !took out the bottle of water from his 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time · 12/30/2014 11 :44A6 PM Airport · LAX - Las Angeles International Date/Time of Travel · 12/30/2014 8:45 PM Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport =~T_1 __ ~ 
TSA Employee: (If Known) kbi(61 I 
Comment: Tolally mismanaged. Not enough lanes open. No PreCheck. Vague instructions regarding PreCheck clearance al metal detector. Overloaded bells airside, causing bins to topple. Surly screeners barking orders at passengers to tend to 
empty bins. 

~is supervisor. She was mildly receptive to my comments. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name~(~b~l(~6~i---~ 
Phone Number 
Email !(b 1(6) ] 
To leave a comment concerning th,s feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.go,IEDB2/ApplicationManager 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Nam b 1(6) 
Email Ad "-re""'s"'-s-r:(:-b""1(""6,-i ,.._ ____ --, 

Phone Numbe h'>IR'·, 
Address b 1(6) 
Zip code:~~~--------~ 

12014 B: 20:, Are you 18 or over? No 

una M.p. 

Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Na 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? Yes 
Gender? Yes 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Indianapolis International Airport 

Caller fiew from JFK with her children and husband on JetBlue. Caller and family were waved nght through and did not have to take off their shoes, but did go through the WTMD for screening. Caller is no in SJ U. and was told to take off her shoes for 
screening, Caller is upset that there is no consistency at the checkpoints across the nation. 

'2014 4:54: Response: 

There is an exception to the shoe removal policy; passengers with disabilities, medical conditions, and prosthetic devices do not have to remove their shoes. However, TSOs will give them additional screening. 

Advised ca Iler that her sha es were sti 11 screened. but th ere is a randomness ta the screenings lo r security purposes. 
Today I took my 75 year old mother to BWI so she could return home to Flonda. I was quite upset to see your agent at the screening point make her take off her shoes. My mother has a bad back so 11 was bad enough that she had to stand in line for 
10 minutes waiting to get to the screening point. After sending her bags thru the X-ray and walking thru the metal detector she was sent back and told to remove her shoes. She can barely stand for long and was forced to bend over to remove her 
shoes so she could pass thru the checkpoinl. Had she fallen and hurl herself you would be hearing aboul this from a lawyer instead of me. The rules as I read them on your websile say that passengers over 75 can keep I heir light jacket and shoes 

1015 6:23: 1 on. If I know the rules but your agents at BW I don't then you must hire fools or idiots at that airport. 

Hi' Recently on the 29th of December last year, I had a bad experience with Chicago O'Hare's TSA checkpoint. l"m 18 and have Asperge(s Syndrome, which 1s a high-functioning form of autism. and an anxiety disorder. I asked one of the men who was 
at the front desk of the checkpoint if I could leave my shoes on and he rudely said "no", Then, one of the ladies was rude to me when she had me step into the big metal detector thing. I told her beforehand that I have titanium plates in my mouth 
because I had jaw surgery on June 41h. Anyway, while I was in the big metal detector, she lold me to take my scarf off because ii had sparkles on it, but I told her that the sparkles were plastic, lhen she went on with lhe detection and had me slep off 
after. I thought I was done, so I went to get my stuff, but she caught me, showed me the digital picture, and, in a mean and kind of laud voice. said, "It's not just a metal detector, it's an everything detector'" and pat me dawn on my upper back-lower 
neck area and I et me go. Honestly. what I didn't and s hou ld've told her was that I have a high-fun ct,onrng form of autism and an anxiety disorder. both neurological and e moti o na I di sa bi I iii es. and a meta I permanent retainer on my bottom teeth. Anyway, 
I think TSA should allow people on the autism spectrum, like me, to have TSA PreChecks and treat them equally somehow at the same time. I also fall under the Americans With Disabilities Act of 1990(although I was born in 1996), and think that there 

,015 7:05,3 should be anolher law passed, I don't know. Anyway, thank you for reading this! 

Sincerely, 

w,(6) 

Sent from my iPod :) 0:) 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Nam~(bi(61 ! 
Email Ad :essj1h)lff, 
Address:~Jb~l~(6~1~----~ 
Zipcode: 77377 

!Phone Number:k.,b'-'1 ... (6""·-, __ _. 

,015 ?:OS:O Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

'015 2:23:0 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N at,ona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
William P. Hobby Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 
Caller Just contacted Delta. She wanted to submit a complaint m regards to a rude screener at DEN. Caller said she was in the PreCheck lane at DEN. She has had a hip replacement which she normally informs them of but she forgot to notify them on 
this occasion. She said the TSO was hurrying her along and when she went through the WTMD it went off. She then informed them of her metal implant. She said the TSO got upset at her and was rude because she did not notifiy her about her 
implants sooner. 

Advised caller I could take the complaint and forward it to the CSM at DEN but caller wanted to file the complaint online herself. 

Directed caller ta http: www.tsa.gav contact-us and advised her that she could send an email or use the Talk to TSA application 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hltp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 
-----------------------~---_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-~-------------------------------------
Remote Client IP:!(b··,(6) 
Date Time: 113120'\'15;,-+2"":5;,,7...,: 1"'3""P"'M-,--' 

Nammh··,1fr1 
Emajb1(6i 

'015 3:30:2 Complain1s:Discour1eous/Rude Employee· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight number: UA 4531 
Airport: Cha rteston I nternat,ona I Airport in North Chari eston, SC 
Terminal:A 
Comments:Hi there .. 

On January 3rd. 2014 I arnved at the airport in North Charleston at 5 a.m. for a flight scheduled to depart at 6:08 am. By 6 a.m. I had not still boarded the plane. Finally, I made 11 to the metal detector and the agent stood there for minutes, letting me 
nor anyone else go through. I then politely asked him if it would be possibleto go ahead through because I am about to miss a flight. His exact words to me were: "Lady, I don't care if you miss your flight." I was then let through but too shocked to 
respond 10 his rude, unprofessional remark. If nolhing more, I am just asking thal this is brought 10 his attention so he is a litlle nicer to nol just travelers butt people in general. Unfor1unately, I was in a hurry bul he was a big guy, about 5'11" and had no 
hair. 



'015 3:311 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Righls Liberlies (OlherJ What is the basis of your allegation? 

Nati a na I Origin 
- Profiling 
- Race Ethnicity 

Are you filling I his form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==I ndivid ua.,I ""I n"'foc,.=.,..=----, 
First Namel:lii@C 
Last Nam eli.6.ii.6.i... 
Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 

Phone Nu m be d"'I h"'·""., l""R-'-·1 ----.,-.,..--,-,---'----, 
PO BoxorStreetAddress: f,.9"-·• ... 1(6"'-· ... 1 ___ __, 
City: Hyattsville 
State: Maryland 
Zip Code (Post Code): 20783 
Other: 
Emai~~(b-.-)(_6_)---------~ 

==Incident lnfonrnation== 
When did this happen? 01 03 2015 
Where did this ha pp en? KENTUCKY • SO F • Louisvi 11 e 
I nte rnat ion a I 
What happened? I was travel mg a lone. wearing a blue b utto n-d own 
shirt. blue jeans and I was walking through the TSA screening 
procedure and every other person walking ahead of me and behind 
me was allowed ta go through the metal detector. I, however. was 
lo reed to go through the ful I body sea n ne r and received a pat 
down for no other reason than my phys i ca I a ppea ran ce and foreign 
sounding name. I am a medical sl udent, and a proud American 
citizen. This is una cce pta bl e. 



'015 3:08 5 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Righls Liberlies (OlherJ What is the basis of your allegation? 

Gender Sex 
Profiling 
Race Ethnicity 
U nreaso na bl e Search Seizure 

Are yau filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 
==I nd1v1d ua I Info== 

Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 
Phone Numbed1h··,1rr, I 
PO Box or Street Address:!(b 1(6) 
City: Walnut Creek ""-'-'--""--------' 

State: California 
Zip Code (Post Code): 94595 
Other: 
Emailt~~-,-(6-)-----~ 

==Incident lnfonmation== 
When did this happen? 01 02 2015 
Where did this happen? WASHINGTON - SEA- Seattle-Tacoma 
International 
What happened? 
Travelers: Myself, Molher, Father 
Flight info: COG SEA (delta flight 33). connection SEA SFO (delta 
fi1ght 5738) 
What I was wearing: Black leggings, tank top underneath beige 
cashmere I urtle neck 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" 
Cur,-ent Date/Time · 11412015 6:08:49 PM 
Ai rpo rI : DEN - Denver I nl ernationa I 
Date/Time of Travel · 01/04/2015 3:45 PM Airline & Flight Number · 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 

'015 7:024 TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : I'd like to see less random recipients of TSA Pre. It's frustrating 10 pay for limiled screening and then have a longer line than standard screening. Also ii would be helpful to have the metal detectors at airports aligned in sensitivity. I've had 
trouble going through the detectors with the same belt/watch/shoe combination. Portland (pdx) seems ta do a great job, never has a line and everyone seems to be very quick through the process, they have set a high standard. 
Would you like a re~? : False 
Passenger's Name~ 
Phone Number : 
Email !(b)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IFt~b~i~(6~1 ___ ~ 
Date Time: 114/2015 11 :58:37 PM 

'015 8·25 0 Name,..!"'lh""-1-='/R"-·-,'--__ _._ __ _, 
· · · Emal"i(b'--1""'(6"")-=----,--=-...,......,, 

Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):LAX Terminal 3 - Jan 4, 2015 at aboul 7 30 AM - (Jet Blue 124 to JFK). 
Comments:We traveled from JFK to LAX on Dec 27 and returned on January 4, with our two small children. Throughout our trip, TSA officers were courteous, patient and helpful. However, Office,!(b )(6) ~t LAX Terminal 3 was extremely unpleasant, 
not only to our family but also to other travelers in the precheck lane. For example, he was making extremely arbitrary dec1s1ons about what could or couldnl be worn or carried by a passenger ( such as what was a "light Jacket". what could remain in 
pockets.etc.) and then harshly criticized passengers for not abiding by the rules. Ultimately he significantly slowed the line - it was as though he wanted passengers to "get it wrong" with respect to the rules. 

When it was our turn to proceed through the metal detector, our 3 year old went through first (by herself) and then I went next. The machine beeped (the officer said it was a random beep, not anything I was carrying) and then separated me from my 
!odd I er on op pos1te s1d es of the security cordon. which made her very frightened. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client l~""(b_--'1(_6_, ____ ...., 
Date Time: 11412015 11 :08:23 PM 

------------------------------------------------------------------

'015 8:25:3 Nameyb ,(61 
Emai1"'[b'"'1"""(-='6""i ____ ....,__ ____ _, 

Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/ Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc): 
Comments:I was leaving San diego I qualified for pre screening and the female tsa workers were rude. One told me to go thru the metal detector then other female yelled at me for going thru. She said I didn't tell you to come thru and I informed her 
the female did. Then they pulled me aside and called for a male search . The male Isa worker showed up and the same female Isa worker lold me I could leave. Even lhe male tsa worker was confused. This happened 1 /04115 around 730 pm this lype 
of behavior is inexcusable. I fly in and out of San di ego every month 



From: do notrep I y@Co ntactUs, tsa .dhs, gov [ ma i Ito :do notrep ly@C o nta ct Us .tsa. d hs .gov I 
Sent: Sunday, January 04, 2015 7: 1 O PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subject: Contact Us: Ci vi I Rights Ci vi I Li bert1es Comp I amt 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp www.tsa.gov contact index.shtm 

Remote Client 1Pj:b)(61 
Date Time: 1 4 20,-1"'5~7,...:1~0~:~15=p~M-~ 

······················---------------····························· 

1 )I nlorm ati on about the person who experienced the civi I rights ci vi I Ii be rti es vi o I ation 
(fill in what you can) 

'015 8·28 2 Yes 
· · · First and Middle Name: 

kb1(6) I 
Last Name: 

~ 
Main Phone: 

!(b)(61 
Work Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

PO Box or Street address: 

!(b,(61 ! 
c,ty 
Albuquerque 
SIJle: 
NM 

Callers wedding ring was stolen at the checkpoint. It was a platinum band with damonds on top of lhe band. He was at the checkpoint at 5:45AM .They were at Terminal A. They direcled him 10 the B Terminal for a shorter line. The TSO asked him to 
take the jewelry, cell phones, and items aut of his pocket and place it in a laptop bag. He did nat have to take aff his shoes or did not have to take out the laptop of the case. He thought it was add. He was separated from his bag and the did not ask 
him to go through the WTM D next to the x ray machine. H 1s bag was sti 11 not out of screening after her went through the W TM D. It was not a norm al security screening process. He did not have to take his I aptop out of the bag. He was rushed through 
the security screening process. His wife has called the Lost and Found department and it has not been turned in. Is it normal for this type of expedited screening? It was chaos. Caller asked if he was scammed into leaving his ring alone. 

Advised: 

I stated I would forward this information to the CSM for review. I offered a claim form for possible reimbursement which would be sent to his email address within 24 hours. , I explained they may have offered the WTMD and expedited screening 
be cu ase he would have missed his fiig ht. They could have been provided the info rma Ii on and may have been running behind schedule. 

'015 2:18 3 Airport--MCO 
Date Time--01 05 2015 07:20 am 
Gate or Terminal-•Terminal B 
Bag Description-Black Swiss Army laptop bag. Switzerland red symbol. 2 zipper pockets. 
Airline-American 
Flight#- 153 

I stated he should contact the lost and found department again in case it was submitted after she called. Orlando International Airport 
407-825-2111 

Form sent via email. 



Caller travelled Last Friday from the Dominican Republic. She had travelled there on Dec 21, and on both legs she had 4s on her boarding passes. She was subjected to additional security. Her call was to express concern, and see if she should expect 
this on future fl i g his 

Advised ca Iler 

The Trans po rtatIon Security Ad mm i stratIon (T SA) see ks to p rov1d e a high I eve I of sec u nty and customer service to al I travelers who pass through our sere en i ng che c kpornts. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is important. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity. respect, and ccurtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
,015 5-4 6:4 factors to include watch list.processing, random selection, or alarm resoluti_on. For example, TSA may apply additional scree~ing methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve 
· · an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Add1t1onally. a physical search of a passengers property could also be perfonmed. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand lhe inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe lhese security measures are necessary and appropriale for ensuring the security and ccnfidence of all air travelers. TSA ccntinues to develop and deploy 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an additional layer of security at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
!rave Ii ng pu bl Ic sale. 

Since this is the first round trip with I his additional screening, this would be in line with a random selection process. If this happens again on a future flighl. then please call us back for additional service. 
Caller travelled Last Friday from the Dominican Republic. She had travelled there on Dec 21. and on both legs she had 4s on her boarding passes. She was subjected to add1t1onal security. Her call was to express concern, and see if she should expect 
this on future flights 

Advised ca Iler 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is imporIant. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring thal all passengers are Ireated with dignity, respect, and ccurIesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their cany-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
,015 5-46'4 factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
· · · an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

TSA also se I ects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security sere en i ng. This random element prevents te rrori sis from attempting to defeat the security system by I e ami ng how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and deploy 
new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime, the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints. provides an additional layer of secunty at the checkpoint, and keeps the 
traveling public safe. 

Since this is the first round trip with this additional screening. this would be in line with a random selection process. If this happens again on a future flight, then please call us back for additional service. 



able to remove her shoes or lift her arm. Caller states that she has a replaced hip so she usually goes through AIT, but will not be able to do that this time. Caller is upset that she won t get PreCheck. 

Advised ca Iler: 

TSA has begun to identify passengers who may be eligible for expedited screening through a risk-based analysis of passenger data using the same Secure Flight data that passengers have provided for years. TSA's new initiative will use this same 
information to also identify low-risk passengers to determine if they should be directed to the TSA Precheck lane for expedited screening, These passengers should not expect to be directed to the TSA Precheck lane each time they fly. 

No status found. 
Based on the information provided. we were unable to locate you in our system. If the information you entered is inaccurate, please correct and click 'Next' to try again. If your information is correct and you feel this message is an error, please call 855-
DHS-UES1 (855-347-8371 ). 

Before the secunty screening begins, it is important for passengers to inform the Transportation Security Officer (TSO) if they: 

• Cannot remove their shoes: 
,015 9_39.3 • Need assistance: 
· · · • Have di Iii cu lty raising their arms: or 

• Have difficulty walking or standing alone. 

Passengers are not required to remove their shoes if they cannot remove them because of medical complications, discomfort, pain, balancing problems, or because the shoe is part of a prosthetic. However, passengers· shoes must undergo additional 
screening. which may require that passengers Ii fl the bottom hem of their pants. Passengers can request to be seated during this portion of the screening. T SA a I so may use tech no logy to test shoes for traces of exp I os1ve mate ri a I. If explosive material 
is detected, passengers wi 11 have to undergo additiona I screening , 

If a passenger cannot or chooses not to be screened by AIT or a walk-through metal detector. the passenger must be screened using a patdown. A patdown procedure also is used to resolve any alarms of a metal detector or anomalies identified by 
AIT 

If passengers are screened using a patdown, ii is important to know the following: 

• Paid owns wi 11 be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. 
• Passengers may ask for private screening at any time. 
• A privale screening will be offered if the patdown involves sensitive areas. 
• A companion may be present during the private p atdown screening with the TSO or other TSA employee, and this companion wi 11 be rescree n ed when the patdown is comp I eted. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time · 11512015 11 :30:01 PM Airport · SLC - Salt Lake City International Date/Time of Travel · 01/05/2015 9:00 PM Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Term1bal 2 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : I was required to take off my shoes and go through the general search. After I had pul my cell phone inlo my bag and put it into th me1a1 detector (what else am I going to do with it--take it with me through the metal detector?), I was lold for 
the first time that I would need to present my boarding pass. 

'015 8'21 :5 I can't imagine this will go anywhere or anything Willi result in this. But I did pay a fee and submit myself and my identifying information so as to reduce the burden imposed by airport security theater. You can understand. therefore, why I feel like I did 
not gel the benefit of my bargain. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's NamE1~1_h_.>1_R_·., ____ ~ 
Phone Number , 
Email !rh ,IR, I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



The caller flew from EW R to PBI an 12-30. She asked what the rights are for the patdawn. She stated that her 83 year aid husband had to remove his shoes, belt. and undergo a patdown. She thought that it was very uncomfortable for him. She stated 
that she thought all of that stopped once a passenger turns 80. She stated that this has never happened before. and the persons in front of him got to go on through. She stated that the luggage did not ala nm and 11 was fine. She explained that there was 
an officer available and they did the patdown. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior ta boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening al passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection. or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. We are not able to tell her exactly why he received a patdown. however his age does not 
exempl him from the process. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any one group, such as senior 
:J15 12:29:1 citizens. persons with disabilities, and children. would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. There is no way for a passenger to completely avoid a 

pa td own for screen, ng . 

If a p atdown is required in order to complete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. SomeIimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a private screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a private screening, another TSA employee will also be present and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her arms, remaining in lhe position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body I hat are painful when touched. 
A passenger should not be asked or required to remove or lift any article of clothing to reveal a sensitive body area. 

The caller flew from EW R to PBI on 12-30. She asked what lhe rights are for the paldown. She stated thal her 83 year old husband had 10 remove his shoes, belt, and undergo a patdown. She thought that it was very uncomfortable for him. She slated 
that she thought all of that stopped once a passenger turns 80. She stated that this has never happened before, and the persons in front of him got ta go an through. She stated that the luggage did not alarm and it was fine. She explained that there was 
an officer available and they did the patdown. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some insIances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown an a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Add1t1onally. a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. We are not able to tell her exactly why he received a patdown, however his age does not 
exempt him from the process. 

TSA also selects passengers and their property at random for enhanced security screening. This random element prevents terrorists from attempting to defeat the security system by learning how it operates. Leaving out any ane group, such as senior 
:J 15 12,29,1 citizens, persons with disabilities. and children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. There is no way for a passenger to completely avoid a 

patd own lo r screen, ng , 

If a p atdown is required in order to complete screening: 

The patdown should be conducted by a TSO of the same gender. Sometimes, passengers must wait for a TSO of the same gender to become available. 
The passenger can request a privale screening at any time and a private screening should be offered when the TSO must pat-down sensitive areas. During a privale screening, anolher TSA employee will also be presenl and the passenger may be 

accompanied by a companion of his or her choosing. 
A passenger may ask for a chair if he or she needs to sit down. 
The passenger should inform TS Os of any difficulty raising his or her anms, remaining in the position required for a patdown, or any areas of the body that are painful when touched. 
A passenger s ho u Id nol be asked or required 10 remove or Ii ft any article of clothing 10 rev ea I a sensitive body area. 

Caller Is wanting to address his concerns with the TSA Pre Ch eek I ane at LAX united com pl ex departure level terminal 8. Cal I er stated that they do not have a A IT machine there. When you go through the W TM D and it alarms they we re sending 
passengers back and making them remove their shoes, belt, 3-1-1 bags, and laptops and going through the WTMD again. Caller stated that it causing the wait time for other passengers to go up and was defeating the purpose of PreCheck. Caller did 
not want 10 provide any furl her information or contact method he just wants his complaint to be given 10 management at LAX. 

'015 3 A4: 2 Advised caller: 

Si nee your complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of your e-ma i I to the Custom er Service Manager at tha I airport. 



Brooklyn, NY 11201 

kbl(61 

'015 9:031 

January 8. 201 5 

DearTSA-

I am writing this letter to inform you of an incident that happened on Dec 29th at DFW airport. We have flown internationally and domestically before with my 11 year old son who has severe cerebral palsy. We are used to additional screening 
procedures that occur when taking medications and prescription formula through the security check-points and have found the TSA agents, in the past, to be very professional, This was not the case at DFW on Dec 29th. 

I informed an agent (upon entering the check-point) that we had called TSA Cares. because we were carrying-on medications and prescription enteral formula. The officer asked if we had a prescription for the formula. I indicated that we did. She said it 
would be no problem going through security. We then x-rayed our belongings: 2 backpacks, stroller, bag of pill-based medication (transparent so one can see through), laptop, 1/, case of enteral formula medication with script taped to the outside. My 
husband carTied my son through the metal detector. and I walked through the x-ray machine. When TSA agentfh··,rR!saw the prescription forTnula the following occurred: 

The TSA agent insisted that she open ALL the cartons of enteral formula medication (there was approximately 7 small cartons). I explained to her it was a prescription formula medicine that was used to G-tube feed my son, and we had ordered it from 
a medical supply vendor (ii could not jusl be picked up from a pharmacy). I slated that if she opened all of food cartons that we would have no way of feeding my son because once opened it begins to go bad. I showed her lhe scripl thal was taped to 
the outside of the box. She insisted on opening them, so I said she could open one and screen the outside of the rest of the containers. 

She said because we refused to open A LL of the containers that they wo u Id have to p u 11 ALL of our carry-on i terns and do a mo re intensive search of each of them , They then took al I of the i terns that had just be en x-rayed (inc I ud i ng our shoes) and very 
thoroughly I esl ed them inside and o ul. 

She also said because we refused to open ALL of the containers one person in our party would need to undergo a formal pat-down. 

Here are the problems th at I have with what happened: 

Why did agent who checked our ID when going into the check-point seem to be more informed than the manager and Agen~who were checking the bags? 

Caller states that she and her son are trying to contact TSA in Long Beach. Caller needs to know if there is a secondary screening room to screen the cat because it cannot be removed from the earner. The caller contacted the TCC previously and was 
told that there is no enclosed room lo r private sere en i ng, Cal I er needs to know if the private sere en i ng is a private enclosed room so that they know if it w i 11 work to sere en the cat, Cal I er has tried to cont a ct the CS M at the airport severa I ti mes and they 
have heard nothing back. Cal I er is very upset I hat I hey have not been ab I e 10 cont a ct anyone about I his issue because they wi 11 not book I he fiig ht unti I they find out I hat I hey can bring I he cat I hroug h screening . 

Advised caller: 
,015 2_21 ,3 If traveling with a pet in the aircraft cabin, present the pet to a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) at the checkpoint. The owner is requested to remove the pet from its carrier and carry it through the walk-through metal detector (WTMD) or walk it 
· · · through on a leash. TSOs are required to resolve any alarms associated with lhe pet using visual observalion and patdown inspections. All accessible properly associated with the pet, such as cabin kennels, must be separately screened 

If a passenger believes that the removal of their pet could result in escape, a Supervisory TSO can authorize an alternative screening measure. If the passenger is permitted to carry their pet through the WTMD in the carrier, the passenger. pet, and 
carrier must all undergo additional screening. Add1t1onal screening of the animal may still require its removal from the carrier. Passengers may request to go to a pnvate screening area to help maintain better control of the pet. 

Phone: 
Name: tb)(61 

Email: =~=·•=1(6=•=1 ===================================== 



Caller slates I hat she and her son are trying to conlacl TSA in Long Beach. Caller needs to know if there is a secondary screening room 10 screen lhe cat because it cannot be removed from the carrier. The caller contJcted the TCC previously and was 
told that there is no enclosed room for private screening. Caller needs to know if the private screening is a private enclosed room so that they know if it will work to screen the cat. Caller has tried to contact the CSM at the airport several times and they 
have heard nothing back. Cal I er is very upset that they have not been ab I e to contact anyone about this issue because they w111 not book the fi Ig ht unti I they find out that they can b n ng the cat through screening. 

Advised ca Iler: 
,015 2_21 .3 If traveling with a pet in the aircraft cabin, present the pet to a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) at the checkpoint. The owner is requested to remove the pet from its carrier and carry it through the walk-through metal detector (WTM DJ or walk it 
· · · through on a leash. TSOs are required to resolve any alarms associated with the pet using visual observation and patdown inspections. All accessible property associated with the pet such as cabin kennels. must be separately screened 

If a passenger believes that the removal of their pet could result in escape. a Supervisory TSO can authorize an alternative screening measure, If the passenger is permitted to carry their pet through the WTMD in the carrier, the passenger, pet, and 
carrier must all undergo addilional screening. Additional screening of the animal may still require ils removal from lhe carrier. Passengers may request to go 10 a private screening area to help mainlain better control of lhe pet. 

Namej(b)(61 

Phone~•'----------------------~ 
Emaif b)(6) 

accommodation for the excessive scarring on my hands in regards to the ETD. He insisted that I would have to have the explosive testings done on my hands and there was no accommodation available to have it done anywhere else. 

Basically. as a disabled veteran with excessive scarring on my hands due to a service connected injury, I would not be allowed to pass through TSA security without this testing done specifically on my hands. This is a severe violation of the ADA If I 
were to not have a service animal this would nol be an issue. 

As you can see in the email from TSA ETDs can be done on the hands OR ACCESSIBLE PROPERTY 

PI ease advise how I'm supposed to fly with my di sa bi I ity that requires the use of a service an i ma I and with excessive sea rri ng on my hands. Other airports have been able to accommodate me since my injury. 

I am more than willing to apply for TSA Pre-Check if you would waive the lee. 

------ Forwarded message-----
Froni(b i(61 I <HYPERLINK (b 1(6) 
Date: Fri. Jan 9, 2015 at 1:59 PM "---'--~------------------------' 

,015 4. 10.4. Subjecl: Fwd: In ;-R,.,.e .. s .. p,.o"'n"se"-'to .... y,.o,.ur._i .. n,.,q.,u,..ir.._y.~-------------, 
- - . To: HYPERLINK~!(b_)~(6_1 ________________ ~ 

------ Forwarded message-----
From: <HYPERLI NK "mailto:tsatcc do not reply@senture.com" \ntsatcc do not reply@senture.com> 
Dale: Wed, Jul 23, 2014 at 4:22 PM 
Subject In Res~onse to your inquiry. 
To: HYPERLINifb 1(6) ~--------------------------~ 
Thank you for contacting the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) with your questions and concerns about airport security checkpoint screening for travelers with disabilities and medical conditions. 

Specifically, you would like to know what to expect for passengers traveling with service animals. TSA personnel should never separate passengers from their service animal. If a passenger has a service animal due to a disability or medical condition, 
both the passenger and service animal will be screened. The passenger should inform a Transportation Security Officer (TSO) lhat lhe animal is a service animal. Passengers wilh service animals may also requesl to access the checkpoinl through the 
Caller says that he is 73. 
He travels often. He flies Colonel on Delta. He said he gets Precheck on his boarding pass. He says it doesn t help since he has an art1f1c1al hip. They tell him to go through a patdown. Is there any way around that. 

Caller Advised: 
'015 5:29: 1 TSA recognizes that certain travelers with disabilities or medical conditions may have difficulty standing or walking and that certain medical conditions may cause individuals to alarm when screened using a walk-through metal detector. If this occurs. 

TSA Pre individuals may be permitted to undergo alternate screening procedures such as Advance Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, explosives trace detection (ETD) swabbing, or a patdown screening. 

He said to add this information 10 lhe websile. I told him I would note this in my record. 



Regards, 

Thank you for your i nq ui ry to the T ransporta ti on Security Administration submitted on 1 012812014 at 8: 52 AM , We have lo rwa rd ed your ema i I to the a p prop ri ate group for response, 

Name: 

!(b)(61 

'015 6:13:0 Email: 

2015 9:46:: 

HYPERLINK~l(b_l_(B_, ________________ ~ 
Complaints: 

In ap prop ria te Sere en i ng/Pat Down Screening 

Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 

Air Canada 7735 scheduled to depart at 20:25, Wednesday, October 22nd 
Terminal B, Concourse A 

Comments: 

To Whom It Should Concern, 
On Wednesday October 22nd, 2014 my husband and I began our return trip from a wonderful three days in NYC to Ottawa, Ontario. Canada via LaGuardia. Our flight on Air Canada 7733 departing 16:25 was cancelled and we were rebooked on Air 

Caller travelled through the San Diego airport checkpoint and made an observation of a passenger that went through the PreCheck line with a skycab wheelchair attendant. The attendant went through the metal detector and screening. but the man in 
the wheelchair only had his hands swabbed. This took place loday @9:30am, and he spoke to STS<:filill:filJ who staled thal the passenger was screened and no violation in protocol was made. He was clearly complaining thal not enough screening 
was conducted with this passenger. 

Advised ca Iler 

CSOIMs can be contacted by calling (866) 289-9673 and choosing option 5 from the self-service menu. By entering the three-letter airport code of your departing airport, you will be provided a phone number to reach the CSQIM at that airport. 

REASON for the call: Caller received a patdown after an ETD scan. The TSOs explained the procedures that they were doing but did not epxlain why 
Date Time: 01 09 around 2pm 
Gate Terminal: Gate A24 
Airport: PHL 
Airline: American 

1015 12:46 Flight#: 743 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: Advised caller I will forward the informalion to the CSM al the airport provided. Adivsed caller the ETD swabbing is very sensitive and can pick up traces of ii ems I hat could be found in perfume, soap, or even laundry 
detergent. 

Special Notes: The airport was empty and quiet. The caller was on a business trip. She travels several times a year. On her flight home she was stopped and searched. No one explained to her why a search was conducted. Her luggage went through 
with no alarms, bul she was still screened. She went throught he WTMD and nolhing went off. The caller states her hands were swabbed and after she got extensive screening. 

Caller does not wish to provide an em a1 I. 



Hello. on a recent flight that my husband and I took to Key West, we flew Delta out of St. t.ouis, MO. Prior to this trip, which we hadn't flown in years, my daughter kept reminding her father to leave his heirloom pocket knife at home. Well, 
unfortunately he forgot and TSA took the knife. I totally understand why they did this and why you have special rules; however. he was not told he couldn't carry it on or that it would be confiscated. He was not told anything about it other than to put the 
knife in the cup. It went through the scanner, thinking we would be able to retrieve it on the other end once it came through on the conveyor. So, he proceeded to walk through the metal detector and when he was cleared to go on, he noticed that the 
knife was gone. I have recently read lhat TSA should give you the option of (1) taking it back to your car, if lime allows: (2) if airport has post office, give you the opportunily to mail it home: (3) give it to a family member or friend lhat's nol flying out: (4) 
if airport has lock boxes, to rent until your return. Well, none of these options were mentioned and not one TSA person said anything other than put it in the cup. I find this to be VERY unacceptable that he was not given the opportunity to keep the 
knife. 

If I his knife had not meant so much to my husband, believe me, I would not be wriling you. I know we will never be able to see it again, bul I hope, if I here are options to keep an item, thal your employees make the traveler aware. Some things can 
2015 1 :02:, never be replaced, and this was one of those things' Thanks for your time. 

From an Unhappy St. Louis Lambert Airport Traveler. 

Best regards, 

fh1/R1 

2015 5:04:, 

Sent from my iPhone 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time 1/10/2015 4:31:05 PM Airport: JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel 01/1012015 3:30 PM Airline & Flight Number ua 512 Checkpoint/Area of Airport United Airlines Secunty checkpoint TSA Employee: (If 
Known)· 
Comment : non-TSA Passengers we re put th rough the TSA pre Ii n e. Nol only do I see this as a security concern ( sev era I foreigners we re gr a nl ed TSA Pre less sl ri nge nl screening), but it also creates confusion far passengers who don't know what the 
regulations are and clog the line up including a woman who kept letting her infant run through the metal detector wearing a down jacket and holding two metal toy cars. 

It was my u nders ta ndi ng from statements ma de by the he ad of homeland security that this practice was supposed to have ended. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Namel~1h_·_-,1_R_·1 ---~ 
Phone Number 

Email !(b i/61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



2015919, 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Disability Medical Condition Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling I his form out for myself 

==I ndivid ua I Info== 
First Name~ 
Last Nam.fG@C I 
Primary Phone· Gell Pbaoe 
Phone Numbed .. (b_·•"-1(6_.'-I __ __, 
Best Time to Contact 3:00 pm - 5:00 pm 
Day of the week: 
- Monday 
- Tuesday 
- Wednesday 
- Thursday 
- Friday 
PO Box or Street Address:l(b 1(6) 
City: Blacklick ,._ ______ __, 

State: Ohio 
Zip Code (Post Code) 43004 
OtheL 
Emai~jrh-··1f-R-.,------~ 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? 01 09 2015 
Where did this happen? FLORIDA - RSW - Southwest Florida 
I nte rna t ion a I 
What happened? I disconnected my insulin pump so it could be hand 
checked. th en was di re cted to walk through the med1ca I detector. 
Once on the other side, i asked for my insulin pump back. The 
short hi spa nic fem a I e a gent in charge yelled hand check, pa I 
down, hand check her bag. Items had all cleared the regular 

Caller went through Security in Phoenix Airporl it was a complele zoo. She was 2 and a half hours early for her flight, and with all of lhe confusion she left her bangles from India in the tray lhat was left to go through after her. She travels alot and she 
knows TSA gets alot of complaints. Every single time she goes through in checked luggage, it is ramsacked. She has friends that travel and never get theirs inspected. She daesnt bather ta lock her suitcase that always get cut off. She just was really 
upset a bout the way that T SA works so met, mes. some of the peop I e the re a re okay. T SA has no si nee of compass ion for !rave I e rs, she had a bottle of vodka once and a 11 she wanted was the bottle she did not care about the actual vodka. she just 
wanted the bottle. But they made her throw the entire thing away She has had breast cancer and used to request a patdown but she doesnt anymore, she is wondering how the TSOs screen people without a licensing to do. She thinks that all airports 
should have a lane set aside for firsl time fliers and passengers wilh families because Sky Harbor was a complete mess because of a family wilh small children thal had not gone through screening before. 

'015 11 :59:, Phoenix 

Phoenix Sky Harbor I ntemationa I Airport 
602-626-1453 

Explained to the caller that we do not actually send passengers through an Xray machine. Explained that we have the WTMD which is just a large walk through metal detector. We have the All which does not penetrate the body, it just looks for 
anomalies on the outside of the body. The only things that actually go through an xray machine are passengers belongings, that would probably be why TSOs do not have to have a license to do the screening and have passengers around the xray. As 
far as radiation, we have information about the AIT that 2 minutes on board an aircraft exposes passengers to more radiation lhan going through lhe AIT. 

Caller went through Security in Phoenix Airport it was a complete zoo. She was 2 and a hall hours early for her flight, and with all of the confusion she left her bangles from India in the tray that was left to go through alter her. She travels a lot and she 
knows TSA gets alol of complaints. Every single time she goes lhrough in checked luggage, it is ramsacked. She has friends thal travel and never get theirs inspecled. She doesnt bother to lock her suitcase that always gel cut off. She just was really 
upset about the way that TSA works sometimes. same al the people there are okay. TSA has no since of compassion for travelers, she had a bottle of vodka once and all she wanted was the bottle she did not care about the actual vodka. she just 
wanted the bottle. But they made her throw the entire thing away She has had breast cancer and used to request a paid own but she doesnt anymore. she is wondering how the TSOs screen people without a licensing to do. She thinks that all airports 
should have a lane set aside for first time fliers and passengers with families because Sky Harbor was a complete mess because of a family with small children that had not gone through screening before, 

'015 11 :59:, Phoenix 

P hoemx Sky Harbor I ntemat,ona I Airport 
602-626-1453 

Explained to the caller that we do not actually send passengers through an Xray machine. Explained that we have the WTMD which is just a large walk through metal detector. We have the AIT which does not penetrate the body, it just looks for 
anoma Ii es on the o uts1d e of the body. The on I y things that actua 11 y go through an xray machine a re passengers be Io ngings. that would probably be why TS Os do not have to have a Ii cense to do the screening and have passengers around the xray. As 
la r as radiation, we have information about the A IT that 2 minutes on board an a ire raft exposes passengers to mo re radiation than going through the A IT, 



2015 1 

rm wnting to bring attention to experiences with and of your TSA agents. Unless I don't understand my rights as a disabled person, after all, I'm labeled disabled, but newsflash I hear the under your breath comments, I hear you laugh at me. I now 
expect you to ignore my requests lo r respect at the gate and hum i Ii ate me at the checkpoints, I had to endure death threats at Chicago Midway yes te rda y a round 9 am from passengers because after informing 1 0 TSA agents I had med i ca I implants and 
a service dog, I was lold to shul up and do as I was lold. I 901 to the scanner and lold the guy I had medical implants etc ... he yelled at me and said I should have told them. I did. The line was held up people were screaming, fake service dog alert. To 
calm them he said she has medical implants, not the dogs fault. Wow really? Isn't it illegal to disclose my medical condition? To avoid being humiliated like this I visited the Notiolk Airport to practice going thru screening a few times before traveling 
with medical devices for the first time. The dry run I was treated somewhat respectfully and felt confident the next day because I was told to ask to be palled down because I cannot go thru the metal detector. per the agent. I did exactly that the 
following day, I a n-i ved nearly 3 hours early lo r my II i g ht from Nor/al k to Chicago to attend my sons bootcam p graduation, It was my Ii rst time traveling after several surgeries and my service an i ma Is as we 11. The staff at Norfo I k ro 11 ed their eyes when I 
said I had medical implants ( I know they musl feel as frustrated as me enduring lhe people who Iruly fake having a service dog) but honestly why nol abide by the firsl rule? To have a service dog with righls to travel, as I understand it, you have to be 
disabled. Period. If your not disabled by the VA and/or Social Security, you are not covered by the laws. First person asked for my paperwork. which is against the law, period. I smiled and said you know you can·t ask me that. He declared they were 
recently trained to ask. REALLY? Ok, my response was while I do not have to show you paperwork, I can show you my Medicare card, doesn't disclose my disability, my age. race or any other protected class, Just proves I am receiving Social Secunty 
and rm 48, doesn't take much to figure out that I've been evaluated by the federal government and I'm not yet at retirement age." His response was, since you can't see my disabilities. he asked for my emotional support letter. Apparently both Delta 
personnel and TSA were similarly Irained. The delta agent said almosl the same thing. To me asking for that simple additional document, lhat would protect me and your agenls. I understand lheir frustralion Because trust that the down their nose looks 

_ 3_1 when they feel I'm asking for "special" treatment. I'm not. rm asking you to understand that in this judgmental and selfish world there are far too many people who think that being disabled is a goal or rewarding. I say make your TSA agents do their 
· 1 · homework. Read the laws, donl listen to gossip, don't teach gossip. Live for one day as a person with physical d1sab1lities that are obvious, the next with implants or other devices that most of the time feel i have to avoid pity. I don't want pity, I want 

respect. Trust that day two they will change their position. I truly can't bend my legs or maneuver stairs and a few other things that most take for granted. I parl< in handicappedparking because I have to get in and out of my car creatively. Not because 
rm lazy. Masi of the time I'm going to walk 5 miles in the mall or airport, as parl of my ever hopeful, healing process. Sadly, Here's my biggest disability. I'm not ugly, old or even look disabled in any obvious way. Do I understand why they prejudge? 
Yes. But why not end their wonder and ask for a military disabled card. or Medicare or other proof of disability. You can·t buy one on the Internet. http://servicedogcentral.org/contentlfake-service-dog-credentials Don·t believe the college student with a 
letter from her Dad who Is a doctor, the dog is her emotional support. (I talked to her for hours on my dreadful delayed Detroit flight) about how she "'gets" to take the shitzu everywhere ... afler listening to her pnde ... l asked why she was in college if she 
was disabled, she laughed and said, "silly, I'm going to be a lawyer. I'm not disabled, I just know my rights" I looked her in the eye and said. '"So you're not disabled? Then in all honesty you're breaking the law. you should be paying for a seat for your 
dog and should ashamed.'' She stormed off. But hopefully you see my point. I think the shear number of fake service dogs I mel was very sad. I undersland boarding or paying for a lickel is expensive but if they're not disabled, their pets don't "get" 10 

fly for free. Charge them because it's truly fair. Everyone will benefit. Extend the law to truly disabled people because my service dog is trained to assist me to ease the burden on everyday life things I have to ask assistance of people like TSA staff. I 
could tell you awful TSA encounters all day long, but I'd rather ask you to simplify the process and weed out the fakes to make my already difficult flights a little less stressful and the burden you've placed on your agents by not understanding the first 
rule to a service dog, you must be disabled. II you're not, you don"t have a service dog. Maybe the TSA isn't the right place to voice my suggestions, but I would appreciate anyone at this agency to look into my concerns. I plan on flying again in five 
weeks. 

Sent from my iPhone 
Caller is queslioning why she was flagged on a I rip to the Dominican Republic and back. Caller stated I hat she was palled down and her hands were swabbed. Caller staled thal she has a KTN and recieved TSA PreCheck for the deparIure and still 
encountered this. Caller stated that in the Dominican Republic she was only switching planes and never left the airport there and went through their additional screening. I advised the caller stated that when returning going through Dulles she was 
patted down and went through add i ti ona I screening. Ca 11 er asked why she should have TSA PreChe ck if it does not he Ip her. Cal I er asked if she was fi agg ed for it. 

Resolution: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in s c reem ng passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their ca n-y-o n bag gage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or resolve 

'015 11 :59: an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

I advised the cal I er that I can t speak lo r the security screening she endured i ntemat,ona 11 y. but only lo r T SA. 

I advised the caller thal it may just be lhe random selection and she may nol encounler this again as it was only for this one trip. I advised lhe caller that with TSA PreCheck she will still receive the expedited screening, but TSA will always incorporate 
random and un pred i eta ble security measures. 

I advised the caller that I would not be able to confirm or deny if she is on a watch list. I advised the caller that I could give her information about what she could possibly do ii she beleives she is on a watch list. or if the additional screening is an on
going issue. I advised the caller that with lhe one trip it may be random selection for additional screening and she may nol encounler it again. 
Caller Is questioning why she was flagged on a In p to the Domini can Re pu bl ,c and back. Cal I er stated that she was palled down and her hands were swab bed. Ca 11 er stated that she has a KT N and reci eved TSA Pree heck for the departure and st, 11 
encountered this. Ca 11 er stated that in the Domini can Re pub Ii c she was only switching planes and never left the airport there and went through their additiona I screening , I advised the ca Iler stated th at when returning going through Dul I es she was 
patted down and went through additional screening. Caller asked why she should have TSA PreCheck if ii does not help her. Caller asked if she was flagged for it. 

Resolution: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flighl. In some insIances, lhis includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods. such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM DJ or resolve 

'015 11 :59: an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 

I advised the caller thal I cant speak for lhe security screening she endured inlemationally, but only for TSA. 

I advised the caller that it may just be the random selection and she may not encounter this again as it was only for this one trip. I advised the caller that with TSA PreCheck she will still receive the expedited screening. but TSA will always incorporate 
random and un pred i eta ble security measures, 

I advised the caller that I would not be able to confirm or deny if she is on a watch list. I advised the caller that I could give her information about what she could possibly do if she beleives she is on a watch list, or if the additional screening is an on
going issue. I advised the caller that with the one trip it may be random selection lo r add1t1ona I screening and she may not encounter it again. 



REASON for the call:She wants to make a complaint. 
Caller has been going to Orlando airport and is strip patted every time. She flies a lot and even to Mexico and this does not happen anywhere but at this airport. She said this last time she took off all her jewelry and put it in her purse. She was still 
pulled aside after AIT screening and patted down. She said it was a man who palled her down and fingerprinted her. 
She is flying Southwest from Ori and o I nte rnat ion a I . She is nervous that it wi 11 happen again. 

Date and Time:January 5th at about 7:40 am 
Gate and Terrninal:Not Sure 
Airport Ori and o I nte rnat ion a I 

2015 5,20,, Airline:Southwest 
Flight Number: Not sure 
Description of caller. She was wearing jeans and had laken off her shoes so she had on black socks. She had a hot pink three quarter length sleeves. 
Resolution: I apologized to the caller and told her that the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. Our policies and procedures 
focus on ensunng that all passengers, regardless of their personal situations and needs, are treated with dignity. respect, and courtesy. 

Every person and i I em mu st be screened be fore entering I he secured area of an airport, and I he manner in which the screening is conducted is imp o r1 ant. T ra nsporta t ion Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additiona I screening to resolve an ala rm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 
In addition, passengers may request a private screening if add1t1onal screening is required or at any time during the screening process. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the pnvate screening after the companion 

c I ea rs screening , I told her th at patd owns a re conducted by same gender officers, TS A does not fi ng e rp ri nt people but we do use technology to test lo r traces of exp I osive mate ri a Is. You may always ask lo r a s upetviso r at any ti me, 
Because your complaint concerns the conduct of TSOs at a specific airport we have forwarded a copy of your letter 10 lhe Cus1omer Service Manager (CSM) at that location 

REASON for the call:She wants to make a complaint. 
Caller has been going to Orlando airport and is strip palled every lime. She flies a 101 and even to Mexico and this does not happen anywhere but at I his airport. She said I his last time she took off all her jewelry and put ii in her purse. She was still 
pulled aside after AIT screening and patted down. She said it was a man who patted her down and fingerprinted her 
She 1s flying Southwest from Ori and o International . She 1s nervous that 11 wi 11 happen again. 

Dale and Time:January 51h at about 7:40 am 
Gate and Terminal:Not Sure 
Ai rpo rt:Orl and o International 

2015 5,20 ,, Airline:Southwest 
· " Flight Number: Not sure 

Description of caller She was wearing jeans and had taken off her shoes so she had on black socks. She had a hot pink three quarter length sleeves. 
Resolution: I a pol og,zed to the cal I er and to Id her that the Tr.ans po rtat,on Se cu ri ty Ad mini strat,on (T SA) see ks to provide a high I eve I of security and customer service to those who pass through our screening checkpoints. 0 u r pol 1c1es and procedures 
focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless of their personal situations and needs, are treated with dignity, respect. and courtesy. 

Every person and item must be screened before entering the secured area of an airport, and the manner in which the screening is conducted is important. Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of 
the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or to resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. 
In addition. passengers may request a private screening if additional screening is required or at any time during the screening process. A companion may accompany a passenger who needs assistance to the private screening after the companion 

clears screening. I lold her that patdowns are conducted by same gender officers. TSA does not fingerprint people but we do use technology to test for traces of explosive materials. You may always ask for a supervisor at any time. 
Because your comp I ai nt concerns the conduct of TSO s at a sp eci fi c airport we have forwarded a copy of your I ette r to the Customer Se tvi ce Manager ( CSM) at th at I ocat ion 

Hi, 

My family of four plus our friends (family of four as well) fiew with Sp int Airlines on Tues Dec 30th at 9:43 am from DTW Airport to Fort Myers. Checking our luggage we had no problems, everyone was pleasant. Since my daughter is 11 years old we 
went into the designated area to show our passports. While waiting in line one of the female TSA officers, swabbed my hands with paper. She did not say what she was doing or why? Our friends went to the counter to show their passports. My 
daughter and I went to the counter and were yelled at by the lady" one al a lime". I wenl to the counter wilh my daughter because she didn't know what to do. After lhat, we went to the screening area, there was a male TSA officer yelling at all of us 
and giving orders. I have a question and here is where I am making a complaint. My 15 year old son~as ahead of me and there was a lady ahead of him , she went through the walk-through metal detector and set it off. she was yelled at by the 
officer to stand next to the AIT machine. My son went next through the walk-through detector and set~m off and to was yelled at by the officer to stand beside the AIT machine. Then I went and the alarm went off, I too was yelled at to stand 
beside the machine, How come my son was not to Id to go through the the wa I k - through metal detector again? The officer had the I ad y that was ahead o/f(5'i(6bo through the AIT machine and the 1\ b) ( 6! had to go through it, I heard the T SA officer 
ask my son 3 times how old he was and he said 15 years old. I thoughl we have the rig hi to say no 10 lhe AIT machine ? The officer never gave my son t~ce to say no the the AIT. After the Al my son, then was patted down and he was looking 

20 5 S·Ofr' at me , wondering WHAT was going on and he was almost going to cry. He was upset and so was I"' My son set the alarm off once and so did I. How come I never had to go through the AIT or was patted down? I went through the walk- through 
1 · ·' detector and was fine. My son wasnl mean or not listening, he was quiet and doing as he was told. Is it normal TSA procedure to not explain what is going on and to be yelling at people? If 11 was a random procedure of screening, why do all three 

screenings and why a child? My son is a child, he is 15, not 18 and an adult. Our family does not travel very often and this was a very, very upsetting experience, we have never experienced TSA officers treating people poorly before, Coming back 
from Florida Fort Myers Airport, the Female TSA officer explained when she used the wand to check for chemicals on the hands. The male TSA officer al the counter checking passports was very nice and pleasant , same with at the metal detector and 
all of us went through and no alarms went off. There wasn·t any yelling and ordering us around. They were very kind The DTW Airport was a bit busy, maybe the officers were stressed out, but that is no reason to treat us terribly. I see on the TSA 
website that secunty officers will approach children gently and treat them with respect. we didn't find that at DTW Airport. I realize that with everything that's going on in the world, that TSA is trying to protect us, but, treating people with respect and 
not like animals should be a big priority. Hopefully, someone can answer my questions and see that the complaint gets read . 

!"-(b_,-'-(6_1 __ _,!0ur email address ist'-'h-'-.1'-'/R-'-.. '-, ____ _. 

Sent from my iPad 



Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 2015 1 :23 PM 
To: TSA-ContactCenter 
Subjecl: Re: Complaint at Melbourne lnlernational Airport 

I havenl received a response regarding my complaint against the TSA agent at Melbourne International Airport. I don't appreciate the lack of response and will give TSA agents a difficult time if I should ever come across them again since you all want 
to be rude. I have enclosed a copy of my comp I a int be low which I submitted I ast month. 

kb1(6) 
HYPERLINK j"-(b~1-'-(6~1 __________________ __. 

On Tuesday, January 13. 2015 9:26 AM,"'(b'-) .. (6'-· ... 1 ___________________________________ __. 

2015 4:22:, I haven·t received a response regarding my complaint against the TSA agent at Melbourne International Airport. I don't appreciate the lack of response and will give TSA agents a difficult time if I should ever came across them again since you all want 
to be rude. 

kb1(6) 

HYPERLINK ~!(b_)~(6_-._, --------------------~ 

On Monday, December 15, 2014 6:40 PM, TSA-ContactCenter <HYPERLINK '"mailto:TSA-ContactCen1er@tsa.dhs.gov"TSA-ContactCenter@tsa .dhs.gov> wrote: 

Thank you for contacting the Transportation Secunty Administration. While many routine inquiries can be responded to in less than 48 hours, some responses that require additional infonmation may take longer. 
The Contact Center's frequently asked questions<http://www.tsa.gov/contact-transportation-security-administration> page has answers to the most common inquiries we receive from the public. 
If you are wriling to find out if you can pack a certain item in your carry-on or checked bags, you can use our "Can I bring my _____ through the security checkpoint?" tool localed on lhewww.tsa.gov<HYPERLINK"http://www.1sa.gov/'" 
\nhttp://www.tsa.gov> homepage. Just type in the item name into the box, hit the '"submit" button, and the tool will tell you if it's permitted or prohibited in both carry-on and checked bags. 
The Travelers<http://www.tsa.gov/traveler-rnformation> page has a great deal of infonmation, including acceptable IDs, traveling with liquids. special medical needs. tips for members of the military and people with special medical needs, the prohibited 
items list, and tips for packing and dressing to get through security quickly. 
You might also be interested in TSA's new mobile web and iPhone app, I hat gives you 2417 access to all of the above informalion. You can download lhe mobile web version of lhe app on any smartphone by typing 
www.tsa.gav/mobile<httpcllwww.tsa.gov/mobile> on the web browser. You can download the MyTSA iPhone app<http://itunes.apple.com/us/applmy-tsa/id380200364?mt=8> for free on iTunes. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" 
Cun-ent Date/Time· 1114/2015 12:45:36 AM Airport, DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel, 01/13/2015 5:15 PM Airline & Flight Number, UA 1217 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Main Terminal, North TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: The main line had no line. Two checkpoints moving efficiently. The TSA Pre-Check line had aboul 15-20 customers backed up. Xray moving very slowly. No bins. When I asked officer standing by metal detector ifwe could get bins, she 

2015 8:39:, rolled her eyes. I just don't understand why the Pre-Check line was allowed ta be so inefficient while the others were working fine. 
Would you like a response? : False 

Passenger's Na,.m,...e_ .. --.. , "-'-I ---.---' 
Phone Number (b)(61 

Email fh"·1fR"\ 

To leave a commen concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller wants to report a theft of money while departing Louisville Ky airport. He advised he was told to put the money in a bin, Then went through screening and the money was gone. He advised that there was about 1700 dollars stolen. He advised he 
had to go through the W TM D many 11 mes to be cleared and he advised any passenger could have wa I ked off with it. 

Dale Time: 1-05 3:50pm Delayed to around 4:20pm 
Gate Terminal: 36 he thinks 

'015 12:27: Airport: Louisville Ky 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight#: 3504 
Missing Damaged item description: 1700 dollars, In a roll with a rubberband around it. 

This is being sent to the CS M at the airport for review to see if we can find out where the money went, 



'015 12 32: 

maintaining Ii ne of s1g ht with her be longings. She took two steps off of the mat so she cou Id see her be longings and the ofli cer at the checkpoint threatened to contact I aw enforcement and have her arrested for doing so. He also threatened to man 
handle her if she did not listen to his commands. Caller is very upset and wanting to know what can be done about this. Caller stated that she was not given the option of going through the WTMD which she feels like it a violation of TSA protocol. 
Caller slated that she has problems every time she flies from ROU and is wanting 10 know if there is anything I hat she can do to prevent his from happening as she does nol wanl to pay S85 for TSA PreCheck. 

Advised caller: 

REASON for lhe call: Screener rudeness 
Date Time: 01 14 201512:00 pm 
Gate Terminal: Terminal 2 to gates C and D 
Airport RDU 
Airline: American airlines 
Flight#: 1620 
Bag tag# ( 1 Od1git: NA 
Bag Description: NA 
Missing Damaged ilem descriplion: NA 
NOl:NA 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. TSA regrets any unprofessional treatment you expenenced. Because your complaint concerns an 
incident that occurred at a specific airport we have forwarded this to the appropriate Customer Service Manager. I am not sure where you go the information that you can go through the WTMD if you opt out of the AIT but that is not the policy. 
Individuals who do not wish to be screened by this 1echnology will be required 10 undergo alternalive screening, including a thorough patdown. Please note, passengers cannot request to be screened by the walk-through metal detector instead of an 
AIT or a patdown. Even if you apply for TSA PreCheck that is not going to exempt you from screening if you opt out of the AIT with TSA PreCheck you will still have to have a patdown. Please be advised that a passenger may always request to speak 
with the Supervisory TSO at the checkpoint to address any complaint regarding screening procedures. There 1s really nothing else you can do to prevent this from happening. I will include the information that you always have this problem at RDU. 
TS A monitors the numb er and nature of complaints we receive to track trends and identify areas of concern that may require sp ecia I attention, This ongoing process ena b I es us to ensure prom pt, co n-ecti ve action whenever we determine that security
screening po Ii ci es need modification. 

Special Notes: 



I am writing to inform you of the experience I had with your officers at San Francisco International Airport on Monday, January 12th around 12pm PST. This occured at Lane 4 at the "F2" screening checkpoint which is adjacent to gates 72 and 73. 

I have walked with an above-the-knee prosthesis for over 20 years and have never been treated the way I was the other day. When I approached the officer checking IDs. I informed him that I had an artificial leg and requested toga ta the scanning 
machine rather than the metal detector. He stated that I should continue to proceed to the metal detector and there would be no problem. After I went through the metal detector and set it off, the officer there told me that next time I should ask to go 
through the scanner. When I informed him that I did, he simply repeated himself again. I asked if I could go through the scanner at that time, and another officer stated that I could not. 

I was then taken to the secondary screening area where I was patted-down by Otficefb::,(6) ~ This was the most aggressive pat-down I have ever received. During this, without asking, he put his hands dawn the front al my jeans, and was 
touching a part of my artificial leg that extended to my other hip. He put his hands on the inner part oft Is, against my underwear. and in the process. touched my genitals with his fingers. I was never offered a pnvate screening. Afterwards. he did not 
know he was supposed to swab a portion of my leg; I had to tell him how to do it. When one of his fellow officers con/inned, he finally did this, The entire process took around 15 minutes. 

I was so shocked initially, that I did not say anything. But after I went to lunch and had a horrible feeling from my experience, I went back and spake with the supervisor. Officer\'.._~"-"1( ... 6"'I __ _.! He seemed annoyed that he had to go back to the tape and 
get a complaint form (which is a comment card to the contracting company that requires a stamp) and said "next time" I shouldn't wait. 

The TSA officer had no right to touch my genetals the way he did which I believe qualifies as sexual ass ult under California penal code. I see no provisions in your organizations materials I hat either grant officers an exemplion or give I hem the 

2015 6.05.1 authority to do this. I wrote an email to Covenant Avaition Security. LLC, your contracting company describing the incident: I respectfully request a response from the TSA. I hope that you will take precautions so that no other traveler, disabled or 
· · otherwise, will have to experience the intrusiveness and humiliation that I did the other day. 

Sincerely, 
!(b,(61 

Caller works at ATL and is needing to know why the process for employees have changed from being able to go through the WTMD to the AIT screening. 

Airport Federal Security Directors (FSDs) have discretion to exempt TSA airport employees from the requirement ta undergo standard screening. However, if an FSD exempts TSA airport employees from screening. the FSD can implement random 
2015 1 :39:, screening of those same employees at the screening checkpoint. 

I advised him that I do not have information as to why the screening process has changed for airport employees at AT L so I am advising him to contact the CS M at ATL for addition al a ssis tan ce with this q ues ti on, 

CS Ms can be contacted by calling (866) 289-9673 and choosing option 5 from the self-service menu. By entenng the three-letter airport code of your departing airport, you will be provided a phone number to reach the CSM at that airport. 
REASON for lhe call: Caller said he fiew from DayIona Beach to Charlotle. Caller said he was told 10 pul the wallel in the bin for x-ray screening and he has money missing from his wallet. Caller wanted 10 know why he was told to put his wallel in the 
bin for x-ray screening. 

Date Time: 1 15 2015 at 7:30-8:00am 
Ai rpo rI: Dayton a Bea ch 
Airline: US Airways 
Gate Tenrninal: Gate 6 
Flight#: 5068 
Bag Description: Dark brown leather b i-fo Id wa 11 et 

2015 6:01 :, Missing Damaged item description: Caller said he thinks he is missing between $100-$150 
NOl:na 
Email~fb-)(_6_) _______ ~ 

RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: Removing items such as wallets. belts, bulky jewelry, money, keys, and cell phones may reduce the chances of requiring a passenger to undergo additional screening to resolve an alarm of the walk-through metal 
detector or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. To avoid the chance of leaving personal items behind, we recommend passengers place their belongings in their carry-on baggage before entering the 
checkpoint. 
You may wish 10 file a claim for missing and or damaged items by completing a Standard Form 95 (claim form). A claim form will be sent to you within 24 hours of this response.Since the complaint concerns security screening at a specific airport, we 
have forwarded a copy of this e-mail ta the Customer Service Manager at that location. 



I am writing this on beha If of my co us i ~ho had contacted you on Dec 20th, 2014. I am very disgusted that a passenger who had stated to s eve ra I personnel that she had PT SD & travels with a support dog bee a use of this. was treated in the 
manner that she was. We do realize that security is top priority & that these policies are in place for a reason. The problem I have is with how the situation was handled. 
You staled in a response email to her thal your employees go through !raining 10 increase their sensitivity to victims of sexual violence & abuse. This is awesome, but apparently not working. You also staled thal "All TS Os are required to be courIeous 
and respectful and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process" Well I am pretty sure that being snotty and asking a passenger "isnt there a pill you can take for that·· is not being courteous & respectful. And the 
I ad y who said that was suppose to be a s u pe rvi so r So even worse, si nee she s hou Id be setting an example to those under her s u pervis,on. 

The main problem came in when the rude female supervisor left & sent out a male supervisor who also apparently forgol thal they are required to be courIeous & respectful. He also was rude & used a tone of voice & words I hat were very threatening. 
His name i5kh \/R\ I & we know this because he tramatized Jennifer so much that she cannot forget his name. A suggestion to you for future use would be to NOT send out a male to intimidate a female passanger who has PTSD from a sexual 
assault. Stick with the female & Just simply state there is no other option rather than threatening "if you don't you dont fly" Patience & kindness go along way while working with everybody but especially those with PTSD. Please also have extra 
t raining sessions to teach & re/res h your emp I oye es on how to hand I e these situations, I think some have fa rgotten, 

!(bH6) !suffered a full blown panic attack because of these actions & if it wasnt for the fact that she was going to her parents house for Christmas she would not have flown. She is still having nightmares from this ordeal & has gone backwards in her 
recovery. A recovery that she was finally doing very well with and getting back to living her life. The after affects of something like this last a long time which. if you communicate with organizations that represent victims of sexual assault & violence 
like you stated you do, you should already know this. Please be more curtious to all costumers, but especially those with disorders. After all if people don't fiy, many airport employees would be without jobs. 

2015 S:OS:, I have included a copy of her letter so that you can better know which case I am talking about because I have a feeling that this has not been the only complaint again! these supervisors. Thank you 

!(b 1(61 ! email: 
Subjecl: Concern 
Date: Sat, 20 Dec 2014 1621 :40 -0700 

This pa st week I had an encounter with T SA personnel that was very un pleasant, I u nders ta nd things a re done to ensure safety and security to a 11. However. the re has to be other plans in p I ace to take the needs of people into consideration, I travel with 
a small dog - she is recognized as an emotional support dog by the airlines. I have her with me almost all the time to help with symptoms of PTSD due to a sexual assault a couple of years ago. I have the proper paperwork identifying this. I have 
traveled with her and gone through security procedures several times over the last couple of years. I have always been impressed with TSA personnel until this last trip on December 18th leaving from Denver International Airport. I knew the procedures 
for going through security with the dog would include having my hands wiped. I was told they needed to look at my bags this time as something showed up on my hands. The TSA officer inspecting my bags was very polite and considerate. After this 
procedure was comp I ete I was told I needed to have a pat down, As the officer informed me of my rights I be ca me very anxious and informed her th at if someone touched me where she said they we re going to I would have a panic attack. She and I 
informed lhe other officer who was going 10 do the pal down of this facl and they both told me they would talk to a supervisor to see what else could be done. I really apprecialed their efforts and consideration as while we wailed they respecled my 
needs to not sit in an enclosed room as that would only increase the panic I was already feeling. The original officer who searched my bags stayed with me and talked with me while we waited. I talked with a female supervisor, explaining the same 
thing to her. The female supervisor, very rudely, asked, "canl you take medication for that?"' (referring to the panic atlack I would probably have when touched). I explained that I could not take medication for 11, hence why I travel with the dog. I said I 
would go through the other type of machine. as I only passed through the metal detector, as to avoid the pat down. The supervisor left and after a little while a male supervisor came out. I explained the same thing to him. He told me, "either you do the 
pat down or you don't fiy." His tone of voice and lhe words he said were very threalening. His name is the only name I remember.!rh··,1rr, !. as he is now classified as a rapist in my mind. If I did not allow people to touch me in areas that should 
never be touched by anyone unless one consents I would miss my flight. TSA personnel are now considered rapists in my mind. There was no reason they needed to subject me to such a search in the first place and the pat down only proved I was 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time · 1116/2015 7:03:03 AM Airport · JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel · 01/16/2015 6:45 AM Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: terminal 2 pre Isa TSA Employee: (If Known): All four Comment The two pre-tsa I'd checkers had a terrible attitude making the people in front of me feel terrible for being in the wrong line. rolling their eyes, and then 
yel Ii ng at everyone in the Ii ne, Fortun ate ly, I survived that shaming and passed through, Then the I ad y at the meta I detector to Id me my shoes might be the prob I em. I to Id her they we re n 't as I"ve been trave Ii ng with the same shoes for 1 0 yea rs 
without incident. Instead. I had accidentally touched the side of the machine. She responded that if I want her job I should have her badge. II was unprofessional and the public shaming was unnecessary. The hold the manager of these employees 

2015 8:25: 1 responsible as they seemed universally disrespectful and needed to demonstrate their authority over the passengers. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name f~h_·_,1_r;_·., ____ ~ 
Phone Number : 
Email !fh·,1r;··, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Fror,j(b)(6) 
Sent: Friday, January 16, 2015 9:26 AM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subj eel: 0 pportu ni ty lo r I e ami ng 

TSA, 

My family I traveled through Denver International Airport last Sunday evening (1 11 2015) on our way home. We were on Southwest Airline's Flight 1717 departing at 20:30. All three of us have TSA pre-check. We do a fair bit of traveling and I have to 
say that without a doubt the most difficulty my son encounters traveling with his insulin pump (Animas) is at DIA. We have been instructed by his Endocrinologist as well as by the manufacturer of his insulin pump to always alert the agent to his 
disabilily, not go lhrough the scanner or X-ray machine, and instead have a pat-down and visual inspection of the device. Lasl nighl. after alerting the agent, he was met wilh comments such as "il's OK, go lhrough the scanner· my personal favorite 
·well. maybe you shouldn't be flying" Now unless you are suddenly hiring biomedical engineering students who are moonlighting as TSA agents I do not believe the TSA agents are qualified to make these comments. 

I have attached an article about insulin pumps which includes an area I underlined regarding TSA's own guidelines regarding insulin pumps. 

,015 10:1 S: As TSA agents, you folks have the ability to determine whether or not we fly. As a result of that power, we are quite hesitant to argue and unfortunately, in this case, crossed our fingers and watched our son go through the X-ray machine hoping nothing 
would go wrong with his pump. 

Sincerely, 

(b,(6) 

HYPERLINK h\/R, 

bi(6i 

DIABETES TECHNOLOGY THERAPEUTICS 
I had a knee replaced in 2011 Traveling after the replacement in 2013, I went through security inspections in RDU and MSP without particular incident: the replacement tnggered metal detectors but TSA was satisfied with my explanation and I was 
allowed to pass security without more, This evening. returning to RIC from Curacao, the replacement again triggered a metal detector and I explained that I had an artificial knee, but this time I was subjected to an inspection that I considered 

2015 9:20:< unnecessarily intrusive and so offensive thal I will probably not travel by air again if there is any prospecl thal it will be repealed. I am writing 10 inquire whether TSA has any consistent procedures for security inspeclions of passengers who appear 
with meta I imp I ants or if as my RIC experience suggests, they are made up on the spot by possibly hysterical T SA employees. 

Mishandling RFI 
REASON for the call: Caller stated she is missing her Laptop. The caller stated that yesterday she was on a flight from FLL to Baltimore and the flight was on southwest at 4:40pm. The caller stated that when she went through the WTMD and then to 
the plane her laptop was missing. Caller stated that she was made to take all her Jewelry and advised the TSO she had metal in her body. During all the delay. the laptop went missing. 

Dale Time: 1.16.15 at 4:40pm 
Gate Terminal: B5 
Airport:FLL 
Airline: Southwest 

'015 10: 10: Flight#: 4579 
Bag tag # (1 0digit 
Bag De scri pt,on: BI ack ro 11 er carry on bag with a hand I e and red n bbon 
Missing Damaged item description: Missing Laptop which is a Toshiba and serial number i~(b·:,(6) 
NOi: no ~~~-~ 

RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: I advised caller I would send her a claims form via email and I also advised caller I would for\'llard the information to the CSM so they can take a look into the situation as well to see if the can recover the laptop or 1/ 
she will receive a possible money back for the missing laptop, , I advised caller to allow up to 24 hours for the claims fonn. 
Special Notes: none 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Other: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time, 1117/2015 4:45:10 PM Airport, FLL - Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International Date/Time ofTravel, 01/16/2015 5:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: US 1984 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airporl : E Gate Securily Checkpoint (Left Hand Side) TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment. While waiting in line for the security checkpoint, I overheard a dark-skinned, long haired. female TSA agent repeatedly (6+ times) say loudly to her colleagues that, if one more passenger refused to show her their boarding pass as they 
approached the body scan or metal detector, she was going to punch them. She also repeatedly mocked the accent of a man who had clearly told her "No' when she had asked to see his boarding pass. While I was present, she loudly and rudely 

2015 5,08 ,, demanded to see at least a dozen passengers' boarding passes at the body scan checkpoint, after the boarding pass and ID had been checked by a different agent. As a traveller who uses a smart phone with digital boarding passes, I am appalled and 
· · offended thal a TSA agent would lhreaten physical assault repeatedly, regardless of whether it was a joke amongst coworkers, after I've placed my phone into the X Ray machine. 

2015 5:14:[ 

Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Na . .,m.,,_e.,I.,h,.··,I,.R,_·, __ ...--~ 
Phone Number b 1(6) 
Email : b)(61 
To leav~e~,;-c-o~-m_m_e_n_c_o_n_c-er-n-1n~g this feedback. fall aw this link · http:J/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Disability Medical Condition Are you filling this form out for yourself' Yes. I m filling this form out for myself 

==Individual Info== 
First Nam b··1 6'I 
Last Name (b 1(6) 
Primary Phone: e hone 

Phone Number,.!(b""l .. (6""·•~1 ..,,...,,.,,...-...,,_ 
Best Time to Contact · 3:00 pm - 5:00 pm 
Day of the week: Friday 
PO Box or Street Address:!(b)(61 
City: Lillie Rock ~~---~ 

State: Arkansas 
Zip Code (Post Code): 72205 

Otherc..,...,.....,.-,---------, 
Emailf b i(6i 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? 01 1 O 2015 
Where did this happen? TEXAS - DAL - Dallas Love Field 
What happened? I was travel mg with my h us band. I am four mo nth s 
pregnant. I initially asked if I could use the metal detector as 
opposed to the full body scannt' just \° be exlra caulious and 
protect my unborn child. Agent (b)(6•1 said no I must go through 
the fu 11 body sea nne r. I then asked for a rn an u al search to be 
done by an agent. he told me that would take awhile and I should 
go I hroug h the scanner. I i nsi sled I wou Id wait. The re was I hen 
an issue with the scanner so he started directing passengers 
through the metal detector, I asked again since that was going on 
if I could do it. He rudely told me no if need to wait right 
there unlil someone could check me because I had opted out. I 



Caller has a flight in a few days from MSY to SEA and just talked to United. They had no record of his PreCheck. He is not sure why. The last few times he has flown hes had issues due to his artificial knee. He does not have a KTN, but has recently 
obtained his TW IC card. 

Advised ca Iler: 
Why you may be getting PreCheck Now .. 
You may be getting Pree heck now based on the secure fi Ig ht data you a re submitting to the air I in e. T SA is now i dent1fyi ng I ow-nsk passengers for P reCheck based on that fact. 

If you are wanting PreCheck on a more consistent basis ... You can go through one of Customs and Borders trusted traveler programs such as GE, SENTRI or NEXUS or through the TPAP. 
To apply, travelers may submit an application through TSA's Web site at www.tsa.gov or visit an enrollment center to submit an application in person. A non-refundable $85 fee Is required to cover an in-depth background check and other operational 
costs. To complete the application process, individuals will be required to visit an enrollment center to provide identification, fingerprints, and proof of U .S, citizenship or immigration eligibility. 

2015 1: 16: 1 Generally you receive a response 2-3 weeks after your visit at the enrollment center. 

As far as the artificial knee .. 
All individuals must undergo security screening at lhe checkpoint before being permilled into the secure area of an airport, including those eligible for TSA Pre\u2713®. 

TSA r.ecognizes that certain travelers with disabil1t1es or medical conditions may have difficulty standing or walking and that certain medical conditions may cause rnd1v1duals to ala nm when screened using a walk-through metal detector. If this occurs. 
TSA Pre\u2713® individuals may be permitted to undergo alternate screening procedur.es such as Advance Imaging Technology (AIT) scr.eening, explosives trace detection (ETD) swabbing, or a patdown scr.eening. 

Please keep in mind that TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport. and no individual will be guaranteed expedited screening. 

Even if you have TWIC ... 
While some individuals may have compleled a certain level of securily vetting for employmenl or credentialing, typically, these security clearances are particular to an agency or job and have specific purposes. 

So having a TW IC ca rd, does not currently qua I 1/y you for P reCheck. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time· 1119/2015 5:06:53 PM Airport· LIT - Little Rock National Date/Time ofTravel, 01/19/2015 4:00 PM Airline & Flight Number, Southwest Checkpoint/Area of Airport, Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known), 
Comment: I don't like the yellow card process in lieu of &quoi;real&quot: precheck. Allhough my shoes don't trip any other meIaI detector, I have to remove them for thal one. At the end of lhe day I don'I get any of the advanlages of precheck when I'm 

2015 S: 26:( handed a y~llow card. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name kbl(ff:, ! 
Phone Number · 
Email i(b)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Fort Lauderdale. FL airport was terrible today (caused by TSAJ. TSA HAD Bad attitudes and bad organization. Pre-check line was longer then general line, they had no clue how to do their job. Even asking for boarding pass at the metal detectors 
(mine was in my phone). No one clearly in charge on site. Terrible attitude by "Marcie'·_ I fly a lot and this Is the worse TSA agents and TSA set up that I have ever seen. 

Bad bad bad - needs to be fixed rig hi away•!! 

Sincerely, 

'015 10:08:~---~ 
l(b)(61 

Sent from my iPhone 



'015 10:09: 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' 
Current Date/Time : 1120/2015 8:49:51 AM Airport JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel : 0112012015 8:30 AM Airline & Flighl Number dl4228 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : terminal 4 TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment . &quot: Expedited &quot: is not the word I wo u Id use to describe this checkpoint. More Ii ke&q uot: e xcru c i ati ng. &quot: Far slower and more inefficient th an any regular lane. Not enough card checkers and meta I detectors. Nath i ng convenient 
about this at al I. 
Would you like a response?· True 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number : 
Email :kb 1(6) ! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

the UK tomorrow. 

Response: 

TS A applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boa rd i ng a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced sere en i ng of passengers and their carry-an baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors 10 include watch list processin9, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMDJ or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screenin9. Additionally, a physical search of a passen9er's property could also be performed. 

The "S" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Security Administration (TSA) security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
Nalion's air 1ransportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

TSA does not discuss or release spec1f1cs about security screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Security Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI to the public because it is 
considered detrimental to the security of transportation. The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties 
they experience during their travel while screenin9 at 1ransportation hubs, such as airports and 1rain stalions, or while crossing U.S. borders. Examples of I ravel difficulties may include: 
• Situations where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or identified for additional screenin9 at our nation's airports or ports of entry. 

2015 1 Ae: 1 OHS TRIP is part of an effort by the U.S. Departments of State and Homeland Security to welcome legitimate travelers while securing our country from those who want to do us harm. 

For those who encounler misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Pro9ram (TRIP) helps prevent watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for OHS redress online at htlps: trip.dhs.gov. Travelers may also apply 
through e-mail or U.S. Mail by completing the attached Traveler Inquiry Form. signin9 the document, and returnin9 the original with at least one unexpired. photograph-bearing. Government-issued travel document (e.9 .. driver's license or unexpired 
passport) to Trip@dhs.gov or mailing it to the following address: 

OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Pro9rarn (TRIP) 
601 South 12th Street, TSA-901 
Art i ngton. VA 20598-6901 

OHS components will review lhe request and share inforrnalion with other agencies to address lhe issues identified in the TRIP applicalion. TSA's Secure Flight uses the results of lhe redress process in its walch list rnalching process to help prevent 
future delays for misidentified passen9ers. However. because airline procedures for screening passengers against Federal watch lists vary, individuals may still be required to check in for fli9hts at the airlines ticket counter. 

When an individual applies for redress, OHS TRIP will assign a record identifier or Redress Control Number (RCN). OHS TRIP will inform redress applicants in writing when the OHS review of an inquiry is complete. Reviews of requests for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. Applicants may check the status of inquiries al https: trip.dhs.9ov status.htm by entering the RCN. Travelers who wish to check the status of an inquiry, but do not have their RCN, may contact OHS TRIP by e-mail 
or by mail. 



the UK tomorrow. 

Response: 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances. this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage. which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger. to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTM D) or resolve 
an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

The "S" notation or other marks may be placed on a passenger's boarding pass by the airlines based on Transportation Secunty Administration (TSA) security procedures. This procedure is just one layer of security that TSA employs to protect the 
Nation's air transportation system and to keep the traveling public safe. 

TSA does not discuss or release specifics about security screening procedures. This information is developed exclusively for TSA personnel and is considered Sensitive Security Information (SSI). TSA cannot release SSI to the public because it is 
considered detrimental to the secunty of transportation. The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (OHS TRIP) is a single point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution regarding difficulties 
they experience during their travel while screening at transportation hubs. such as airports and train stations, or while crossing U .S, borders, Examples of travel difficulties may include: 
• Situalions where travelers believe they have been unfairly or incorrectly delayed, denied boarding, or identified for additional screening at our nation's airports or porIs of enlry. 

2015 1 :49: 1 OHS TRIP is part of an effort by the U.S. Departments of State and Homeland Security to welcome legitimate travelers while securing our country from those who want to do us harm. 

For those who encounter misidentification, the OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) helps prevent watch list name confusion, or misidentification. Travelers may apply for OHS redress online at https: trip.dhs.gov Travelers may also apply 
through e-mail or U.S. Mail by compleling the atlached Traveler Inquiry Form, signing lhe document, and returning lhe original wilh at least one unexpired, photograph-bearing, Government-issued travel document (e.g., driver's license or unexpired 
passport) to Trip@dhs.gov or mailing it to the following address: 

OHS Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP) 
601 South 12th Street, TSA-901 
Ari i ngto n. VA 20598-6901 

OHS components will review the request and share infonnation with other agencies to address the issues identified in the TRIP application. TSA's Secure Flight uses the results of the redress process in its watch list matching process to help prevent 
future delays for misidentified passengers. However, because airline procedures for screening passengers against Federal watch Ii sis vary, individuals may still be required 10 check in for flights at the airlines lickel counter. 

When an individual applies for redress. OHS TRIP will assign a record ident1f1er or Redress Control Number (RCN). OHS TRIP will inform redress applicants in writing when the OHS review of an inquiry is complete. Reviews of requests for redress 
take a minimum of 30 business days. Applicants may check the status of inquiries at https: trip.dhs.gov status.htm by entering the RCN. Travelers who wish to check the status of an inquiry, but do not have their RCN, may contact OHS TRIP by e-mail 
or by mail. 

Caller stated he has a complaint about the rules and regulations at the San Jose airport. The caller stated he was PreChecked the other day and informed the TSO that he had two metal knees and metal in his shoulder and wanted to go through the 
AIT machine instead of the walk through meIaI detector. The caller stated he was denied because he luggage has already been screened and the lane he was in did nol have an AIT machine. The caller would like to know why he was jusl not allowed 
to go to the other line to go through the AIT machine instead of going through the walk through metal detector then having a pat down. 

REASON for lhe call: Caller went through the San Jose airport the other day and had PreCheck but was not allowed to go through the AIT machine because they did not have it on the lane he went through. The caller slated he has metal in his 

20 5 2_26-, shoulder and two metal knees and had to go through the walk through metal detector and then had to have a pat down. 
1 · ·' Date Time: 1 16 2015 9:05 am 

Gate Tenninal: N A 
Airporl: San Jose 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight# 301 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: I advised the caller that I would gather his flight information and send his complaint to the CSM. 
Special Notes: 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Disability or Medical Condition Current Date/Time: 112312015 7:31:19 AM Airport GEG - Spokane InIernational Dale/Time of Travel: 0112012015 6:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: Delta 2072 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 

2015 8_33 _, Main Terminal TSA Employee: (If Known)· n/a Comment· I am TSA pre-checked and need to use a scanner not a metal detector due to a total knee replacement. TSA has changed their police for this airport (not others I travel through) that requires 
· ·' me to get in the regular I in e, take a 11 items off and out of bags in order to get through security. The pre-check does me no good in Spokane. The Io cal agents were a 11 apologetic and agreed the new policy was &q uot:wro ng&q uot: and advised me to Ii 11 

out this comment form. The way this done in Spokane last month (December 2014) was fine. Another fix would be to move the TSA pre-check line to the scanner. There are many people with new knees, hips, shoulders that can't pass through a 
metal detector. Changing the policy of SOME airporIs to disallow use of lhe TSA pre-check benefit that we paid 10 gel is wrong and discriminatory. Please amend this policy and resolve this issue. Thank you Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name :!fh·11r;-·, fhone Number tb·:,(6) !Email !(b)(ffl !lo leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link. http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2fApplicationManager 



To Whom it may concern; 

As a frequent traveler, I would like to lodge a complaint aboul a TSA Officer working in the Southwesl screening area at Fort Lauderdale on Saturday evening (112412015) at aprox. 7 pm. 

As always, I was pul I ed aside for a body search due to my rep I ace me nt knee. I am quite used to this procedure and have come to accept th at it is Ju st a part of my travel mg un I ess the new body scanners a re b erng used. 

As a result of setting off the metal detector, I was held behind the Metal De1ec1or uni ii I here was an available officer for a Male assisl. I complained to the 1st officer because he was holding me behind lhe me1a1 detector and I could nol see my luggage 
as it went down the belt. Finally, an Officer came forward after I yelled out for a Male Assist. I was then brought ta the area where my luggage was being held but could not find 2 of my bags, they were out of sight being held by TSA for further 
screening. The officer who did the body search was nice and did his job properly. The Officer screening my luggage because there was a Bowling Ball in there could not have been more of a jerk had he tned. I do not think it 1s the Job of the TSA to treat 
me as if I am a criminal because I have a Replacement knee. Prior to this flight (#533) back to PHL that was originally scheduled for 7pm. but delayed until 820pm on Saturday 1124/2015, I called TSA and asked ii I could have a bowling ball in my 

2015 5, 14, 1 carry on because my checked in luggage was right at the 50 pound range. Another passenger who saw the trealment I was getting offered some advice as to where to lodge a complain! about TSA. 

What I wou Id I, ke to suggest wo u Id be for these agents to get some counseling/ ed ucat,on in people ski 11 s. I had a 1 st ti me trave I er with me and they make the entire process very sea ry lo r someone that has not w,tnes sed 11 before. W hi I e in PH L, we 
came across 1 TSA officer that was pleasant and actually had a smile. Every other TSA Officer we came across looked as ii they hated their job and hated people in general. It appears to me that many TSA officers were bullied as children and now 
that they have some aulhority, they abuse this power given to them. 

If someone wou Id I, ke to contact me. be I ow is my contact inform at,on: 

Hayertowo j' 19083 
l(b)(61 _ mobile 

Caller said he has a comp I a int and that he has pre ch eek with American Airlines and has global entry. He said he had his hip rep I aced I a st mo nth and th at at LAX they do not have a body sea nne r at the che c kpornt and he has to go through the wtmd 
and then he has to have a patdown. He said that the TSA Officer will not walk him over to another line for the body scanner. He said the supervisor would not even help him and he said we are breaking the Disability Act. His complant is not being able 
to use lhe body scanner al LAX al American Airlines for TSA precheck. He said he is traveling tomorrow on flight # 12 from LAX on American. He said he has alredy called lhe CSM loday at the airport and she told him to call us. He said he is disabled 
and he said the ait machine is not available at the TSA precheck line and they wont walk him over. He said he does not want to file a disability related complaint and does not want to go over it. He declined the PSS and he said he does not want ta 
confirm the CS M phone # and he ended the ca 11. 

REASON for lhe call:Complainl 
Date Time: 01-8-15 at 8 am 

2015 5:22:' Gate Terminal:Terminal 4 
Airport LAX 
Airline :American 
Flight #:2381 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: I advised him that I will refer this to the CSM at the airport. 
Special Notes: His comp I ant is not being ab I e to use the body sea nne r at LAX at American Airlines for T SA precheck, 

Caller went through the Application process for Global Entry and had membership. 
He noted I hat TSA provided him with a Preche ck mark on his boa rd i ng pass. 

2015 6-Je·c He said that he called Global Entry and they told him they couldn t help him. He said his artificial hip sets off the metal detector. 
· · He was ta ken as1d e and groped. He wonders 1f he can get documentation or notation that exempts h, m from this. 



2015 423, 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Righls Liberlies (OlherJ What is the basis of your allegation? 

Nati a na I Origin 
Profiling 
Race Ethnicity 
U nreaso na bl e Search Seizure 

Are yau filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 
==I nd1v1d ua I Info== 

First Name h·I1rr, 
Lasl Name (b 1(6) 
Primary Phone: e hone 

Phone Numbe ..,_b..,.1(....,6..,.) ---r-..,.....,..,....-----, 
PO Box or Street Address b 1(6) 
City: Columbia ,_ ______ ...., 

State: South Carolina 
Zip Code (Post Code): 29209 
Other: 
Email~(b-1-(6-)--------~ 

==Incident lnfomnation== 
When did this happen? 01 25 2015 
Where did this happen? NEW JERSEY - EWR - Newark 
International 

Whathappe~n~e~d..,.?.,..-----, 
My name i~(b 1(6) I am 32 years old, and a United Stales 
Citizen. I reside in Columbia, South Carolina. I am Chief of 
B1omed1ca I Engineering with the De pa rime nt of Veteran s Alfa i rs 
in Columbia since September 2014. I travelled to the New York 
area on January 24th to drop my father,!(b)(ffi I tor a 
direct flight to Mumbai, India. 



2015 2 08' 

Greetings; 

The PreCheck screening process at GEG is a mess. 

They have recently re-routed PreC heck passengers exclusive I y through the meta I d ete cto rs without any option for the sea n ne r. 

Up unti I a few months ago, passengers had the option of either device, which worked very we 11. 

I have steel knees and will alarm the metal detectors. To go through the scanner, I have to leave the line, go around the queue to the other line, remove all of the required shoes. laptop, etc. after I've already queued into the PreCheck line. 

VE RY d ysfu n ctiona I and it slows down the entire process for other trave I ers, 

Put it back the way it was and speed up the process. Look at OMA for guidance. 

I passed through the TSA operated screening checkpoint at the Oak I and , Ca Ii fo rnia airport on Thursday, January 29. 2015 at a pp roxi mate ly 6 pm, I was ho rTi fi ed by what I saw, and immediately sought out a su pe rvi sing officer after having completed 
the screening. 

When I arrived. there was one officer checking credentials for TSA Pre-Check, and one officer at the standard line. The "known crewmember" line was open, but there was no staff dedicated to that line. There was one of the new screening booths 
operating , and one I ane with the standard meta I detector. and two ba gg age belts. 

I observed non-uniformed, passengers enter the Known Crew Member line. They were processed sequentially along with the front passenger in the longer - regular line. I observed Pre-Check passengers be escorted to the metal detector machine, 
where they were crossed in front of the passengers Ii ned up for the s c reem ng booth, with their bags mixed in with al I the other bags: the retractable Ii ne-b elt was I eft op en with reg u I a r passengers walking up to the meta I d elector on I y to be castigated by 
the TSA officer to get back in the other line for the screening booth. 

It was utter chaos. There is no way the TSA officers could track exactly who was next. who was Pre-Check and who was not. I did NOT feel as though the passengers going through that checkpoint were properly screened. 

I do have some experience in this area. I am a law enforcement officer with the agency that provides airport police services at the John Wayne/Orange County Airport. I have worked the airport on many occasions, and I have specifically 
2015 4:07:, worked at/near the TSA checkpoint. What I observed was NOT standard procedure. 

When I spoke to a lead officer (two stripes on her epaulet). she simply responded they didn't have a dedicated Pre-Check lane and they were using the other lane to screen those passengers. I suggested they should get a supervising officer - or 
manager - over there to see what was actually going on. No action was taken while I was in the general vicinity. 

This was not TSA's finest hour. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 1/3012015 7:27:55 PM Airport: LAS - McCJrran lntemalional Dateffime ofTravel: 01/30/2015 2:45 PM Airline & Flighl Number westjel 1353 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
. e and d gates TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment : When coming through the security checkpoint Im e the re was a gentleman pointing to the signs which stated to rem ave be Its. take I 1q u1d s out of bags and to rem ave I aptops and saying th at everything he needed to te 11 us was on the signs, 
which from what I know he is supposed to state it a 11 as I travel quite often, After crossing to the tab I e where we put our bags and where we wou Id no nma I ly remove our shoes etc the re we re no bins at a 11. Then as we continued to remove shoes and 
fol low the procedure I he T SA age nl s we re being arrogant rushing us and s ayi mg not Ip remove anything and 10 I eave it a 11 on as they pushed everyone th rough the meta I detector Ii ke a he rd of cows. I forgot to push my bags i nlo I hw machine and this 
TSA agent yelled at me to push my belongings in then after I heard him state that it a int that hard. As people were shived through that metal detector I dunno how many times it went off and it didnt even fizz them at all. TSA agents were leaning all 

2015 8 _ 0 g-[ over the p I ace b emg so I azy which explains why there were no bins. I work in an airport in Can ad a and am ap pa u I ed at how poor the security was. At the rate p eo pie were coming through th at security they was no way at a 11 th at they were being 
· · screened thoroughly. Security being a big deal these days this TSA pre program and times when they put people through like that is nothing short but scary. We dont have anything like that in Canada because what it comes down to security is 

security no m au er who you a re and everyone sho ul s be screened in the same manner. I have a I ways found TSA to be very friend I y with a 11 I he US t rave I I have done but I was di sg usl ed with my experience q I M ca rra n airport and how awful the 
screening process was. Definitely does not make people feel at ease at all. I feel yaure security procedures nation wide need ta be looked at in my opinion and personally da not believe in this tsa pre stuff as security is huge for me. And not only at 
Las Vegas airport but everywhere nationwide be Ii eve that more a ud1ts need to be done pl us staff bemg reminded how thwy treat p eo pie as its p I a in wrong. 
Would you like a resoonse?: True 
Passenger's Name t .. b ... 1 ... (6"--.'-, ___ __, 
Phone Number : 
Email l(b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

REASON far the call: 
Caller 1s flying from F LL to BU F and fee Is di sen mi nated against. Cal I er stated that at the T SA checkpoint, the TS Os had the passengers seg regaled. Cal I er stated that the men were able to breeze rig ht through the W TM D. but the women were being 
forced to go through the AIT. Ca Iler stated th at it did not seem very random, and it was taking the woman twice as Io ng to go through the checkpoint, 

2015 e:lO:, Date Tim~: 01-30-15 at 9:10 
Gate Tenm,nal: Gate H9 
Airport: FLL 
Airline: Spirit Airlines 
Flight#: 416 

Fronj:b,(61 
Sent: Sunday, February 01, 2015 9:36 AM 
To: TSAExlernalCompliance 
Subject Se I ecti ve Fu 11 cavity search incident summarized as attached 
Importance: High 

Please see the atlached PDF account bul form info is below. 
Is your allegation based an: Civil rights liberties 
Are you Ii 11 mg this form out for you rse If? ': yes 
Please use the following boxes to provide as much information as possible about the alleged incident. 
When did lhis happen?•: 2-1-2015, 5:40 am 
Where did this happen? "· Jackson. MS airport security line 
What happened? • · See attached PDF 
Who treated you unfairly?: See description of TS A person in question 

J15 11 : 16,, List anyone else who may have seen or heard what happened?: The area was filled with other TSA personnel but doubl anyone would see as I here was obvious averting of eyes as I left not a reaction as if business as usual. 

Is the re any other information you want us to know about or consider?: The nature of her pokes and push es were of a very sexua I nature whether it is by a le ma I e or ma I e, I doubt that such a search revea Is anything about what is present on a person s 
body and Jackson should gel a machine if I hey don I wanl to risk personnel of perverted sexual orientations making advances on passengers. 

How would you Ii ke lo r your concern( s) to be addressed? • · 0 bs erve Jackson airport s search methods anonymous I y and question the T SA personnel in q ues ti on about her judgment and the in consistent a pp Ii cation of her own shared search rule and 
confirm if these full cavity searches are TSA new policy as I have had pat downs not feel ups by TSA. This was very unprofessionally applied and not like any previously performed. 
Please read the following and check the corresponding box to signify your consent and authorization. You must check the box prior to submitting the form. ' 
() Yes, I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that the c1v1I rights and or civil liberties complaint that I have filed with TSA is true and correct and I have read and agree with and to the terms outlined in this 
Form. 

I CONCUR WITH THE STATEMENT ABOVE AS I CANNOT PHYSICALLY CHECK THE BOX. 



Caller had to take her bracelel off and pul it in a basket in order to go through the WTMD and had 10 wait for quite some time before someone came to do her scan and when she came out it was gone. The TSO lold her that her bracelet may have fell 
inside the machine. Passenger had already contacted lost and found several times and she was told to call us so we could investigate further. 

Airport Hobby 
:J 15 10:06: 1 Airline Southwest 

Flight numbers She doesn t remember 
Bra eel et si Iver 
Date and Time O 1 06 2015 around 6:30 am 
location: Went through the precheck line 
To whom 1t may concern, 

My name 1stb1(6i ! I am a residenl of Sanford, FL and I !ravel for a living. I have had my fill of bossy and rude treatment from TSA officials. This is my firsl complaint, but long over due. Today I was going through security, TSA pre check at 
approx. 11am. The TSA agent 1h··,1r,-, whose name I got from another agent) ... gray/black hair mix with black glasses ... early 50s. This gentleman was literally barking and abusive ta passengers including myself as we went through the metal 
detector. I spoke bnefly with superviso (b)(6i and let him know of my experience. He eluded that this agent has had a history. I understand it's a difficult Job, but one that being a professional is a must. Degrading, talking down and abusive 1s 
not a way to handle people. I am no longer accepting this sort of treatment at airports and will do my part to report such treatment in the future. Thank you. 

"""°'D 
I was going through screening today at the "C" concourse of BWI. I am TSAPre and my boarding pass slates such. I went 10 lhe podium and presented my mobile boarding pass and passporl card to the screener. She gave me a TSAPre card to give to 
the attendant at the metal detector. Never was I informed to remove my laptop. I go through and I am waiting for my bags, which I had left my laptop in my briefcase. So an agent grabs my briefcase and never asks if it belongs to me or anything. He 
unceremoniously opened it and removed my laptop. My wallet watch and cell are all in the compartment with the laptop. I was very offended that I wasn't asked to remove it or allowed to at least secure my valuables and work related memory stick 
prior to it being ju m b I ed. I appreciate any i nve stig ationlretra i ni ng to he Ip avoid issues Ii ke this for future travelers, 

1015 6:27:5 Best Regards, 

[b1(ff1 

Sent from my Commodore 64 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" . Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time : 21212015 8:21 :07 PM Airport : MSP - Minneapolis-St. Paul International Date/Time of Travel : 02/0212015 1 :30 PM Airline & Flight Number Delta 1920 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Checkpoint 4 TSA Employee: (II Known) . 
Comment: My belt sel off the metal detector. It has done this twice now in the Minnesota airport (bul never in any other airport since I've had TSA Pre since lasl summer). In the past, an agenl suggested I remove my belt and put it in the luggage 
scanner. Today. the agent at the metal detector told me to go through the body scanner with my belt an. Of course, the body scanner caught my belt and another agent demanded that he pat me dawn. This incident could have been avoided if either 

,015 9,00:0- the Minneapolis TSA would adjust their metal detector to the level of other airports or inform people that the metal detector is strong and that everyone should remove their belts. The agent who patted me down stated that the metal detector does pick 
up many regu I ar be Its, 
Would you like a resoonse?: True 
Passenger's Name kb)(ff:, 
Phone Number ~-------~ 

Email !(b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time : 21312015 5:20:25 AM 
Airport, PBI - West Palm Beach International Date/Time of Travel, 02/03/2015 5:15 AM Airline & Flight Number, Usair Checkpoint/Area of Airport, term b TSA Employee; (If Known), female Comment, I had on a jacket which set off the detector. 
The screener did not permit me to remove the jacket and walk back through lhe me1a1 detector. lns1ead she forced me 10 lhe full body scanner. Had I realized she was doing so I would have opted out. I am part ofTSA to only go lhrough the scanner. 

1015 8:26:3- Afterwards she said I had been randomly chosen. It felt like a blatant lie. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



'015 8:26 3 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Name,.(b_)"'-(6..,.·•"'"' --,-,-------'----, 
Email Address (b)(6) 
Phone Numbe "'1""h'"·-,"'1ro;'"·,---..-----' 
Address b)(ff1 Cambridge, MA-02139,USA 
Zip code:~--------~ 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Na 
Religion? Yes 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Detroit Metropolilan Wayne County Airport 

Caller Is a frequent traveler in many airports. She has a medical device that can not go through the AIT. She has an insulin pump and a sensor. She was upset because she always gets a patdown. She wants to go through the metal detector. She 
'015 2:01 :4 stated that she does not opt out to the AIT She said that she just can not go through the AIT She said that she is frustrated with the process. She wanted to know where to make a complaint. She did not have a pen an paper to take down the email 

address. She asked that it be emailed to her along wilh the informalion thal I provided on the screening of passengers with insulin pumps. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?"' , Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time· 21412015 1:23:50 PM Airport, DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International Date/Time of Travel: 01/29/2015 2:15 PM Airline & Flight Number· American Airlines Flight 232 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Gate C26 TSA Employee: (If Known) : &quoi;Wayne&quot; Commenl : I have been a TSA Pre•check since the inception of the program. I have accumulated more than 3 million American AAdvantage miles and am a 
lifetime Platinum member. With this much travel one could say that I know what to do and how to maneuver through security. I have never had any security problems before 9/11 or after until last Thursday. 1129/15. My less than positive interaction 
with a TSA agent was fraught with such inappropriate and egregious behavior by the TSA agent I have to file a fomnal complaint. 

My flight was scheduled to depart at 3: 15. I arrive al the security area nearest gate C26 (the lasl one for 1erminal CJ at 2: 15. There were no people in line. The TSA agent checking my ID and boarding pass told me thal I was eligible for TSA Pre• 
check but unless "full service" TSA pre-check (which I thought ALL TSA precheck was ·full service") I would need to remove my laptop but could keep my shoes on. Further she clearly told me, hang on to your phone and show your boarding pass to 
the TSA agent when you go through the metal detector. (My boarding pass was on my smart phone.) 

I proceeded to take my la plop out of ils bag, pul it in a bin and then lifted my carry one bag 1, my personal ilem carry on and the bin with the laptop onlo lhe conveyor belt. As is necessary for every conveyor belt at DFW, I have to push lhe bag/bin 
onto the conveyor belt that is actually moving so that it will catch and then pull the items through. As I did this, the TSA agent li5ii6)7-ery tersely admonished me to '"don·t push the bag onto the conveyor belt." I responded by saying, "that is the only 
way it will get caught by the belt and go through." He repeated, "don't push the bag onto the belt." I responded with "how 1s th~ng to get onto the belt." He responded with ·you wait here until 11 goes through." I responded, "you did not answer 
my question.'' He responded with "I don't like your attitude.'' I countered with "Nor do I like your attitude.'' That prompted him to begin very tersely berating me and preaching to me that I should do as instructed." He continued to preach at me and I 
stated "oh, I'll just stand here silently and lei you continue 10 bera1e me and peach at me and you do whatever you need to do-you are the big man in conlrol here. That only infuriated him more. Then he asked "what do you have 10 say?" I staled "I 

,015 2_20 _3 still don't like your attitude and I've let you verbally assault me. Do you have more preaching to do?" With that, he said, "just go through the detector." As I proceeded to head that way, he grabbed my phone out of my hand and very rudely stated "that 
· · · goes in the bin like the laptop." I replied that the TSA agent who checked my ID told me to hang on to 11 and show it to you which is what I did.'' He replied "and I'm telling you that it goes in the bin.'' I responded that 'you people need to get your 

stories in sync with one another. Where upon. he tossed my phone into a bin, then he.himself, had to push the bin on to the conveyor belt to get it to go through the scanner (doing exactly what I had done but had been verbally assaulted for." I went 
through the x ray detector and went 10 relrieve my luggage, coal.laptop and phone. After galhering that, I asked anolher TSA agent what is the name of the agent with whom I had the unfor1unate interaction. I was told it was ~ I then asked to 
speak to a TSA supervisor and I was pointed to someone (whose name I do not recall." I told the supervisor the story, well, I was trying to tell him the story, when h·1Ifr-, tarts heading our wa About 6 feet from where the supervisor and I are talking 
I pointed out to the supervisor. "oh, great. here comes your problem. my conversation 1s with you and he is not welcome to join in.'' The supervisor got between (b·:,(6) nd me and told b·:,(6) . not once, not twice not three time, but four times "go back 
to your post.'' For each of the three times before the fourth time, he attempted to bypass the supervisor and come at me.'' This overt act of aggression was compete y uncalled for. After (b)(ffi eturned to his post, I pointed out to the supervisor, 'see 
how he is with you, his boss. Can you imagine how aggressive, inappropriate he was with me?" "I then suggested I hat he immedialely pull and save the video from the past 15 minutes to see what I had told him and I told him to be prepared for my 
complaint to the TSA and if I get no satisfaction going through the TSA channels, I would go through my two US senators and my House representative and whoever else I needed to to get some response and acknowledgement of my abuse at the 
hands of this rude. rogue. ego-manacle TSA agent. He a po log ized and I I eft. 

I expecl someone from the TSA to acknowledge I his complainl and to give me a response ... and I'm not talking about six months from now, I'm talking about less than a month. I have earned the right to get a response in a reasonable time frame. 

Thank you. Should anyone ca re to ta I k with me by phone I can be re ached at ~fh_·_-, r_r;_·-, __ ~I and I am in the ce ntra I 11 me zone. 

Thank you. 
Would you like a response? . True 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-;:::::::::;:::::=::::::;------····························· 
Remote Client 1Pj(b)(61 
Date Time: 214120-"'1~548"':o'"'4'"':2'"'0'"'P"'M,.,... 

Namrh:11r;_--, 
Ema_(b1(6) 
Comp I a i nl s: I nco n s i ste nl Screening ( Di flerent Practices between Airports)' 

1015 8:59:0 Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Flight #544 US Terminal 4 Gate A13 
Comments:Screening procedures are illogical and completely devoid of actual secunty regarding the allowance of documented employees to use the metal detectors vs the back scatter scanning machines. I am an American Airline employee with a 
badge that allows me access behind security even if I am not traveling, yet that same badge somehow becomes randomly in-elevant according to some TSA agents at the metal detector. I repeatedly get the response that since I'm not in uniform. I 
cannol enter. I don't have a uniform since I work at corporate headquar1ers, and it's almost always because an agenl looks me up and down deciding on the spot if I'm not dressed well enough. If thal excuse doesn't work, TSA claims because I'm not 
working that day. Today and nearly twice a month for the last year have I been traveling for work. If both of those responses don·t work they say it"s because I don't have a SIDA badge - which I don't have. Well today and more often than not I am 
dressed professionally, I am working, traveling on business, and am refused a quick scan through the metal detector, clumsily wait for another agent to pat me down which l"m sure neither of us enjoy. While waiting for a male assist pat down, other 
travelers are congested in the screening area and to my surprise are simply let through the metal detector right in front of me. No badges, no kids, not elderly. Just randomly let through because the line was getting too long. How in the wide world of 
security does lhis make sense? Still I am refused to en1er because I already "opted out"', Why do some agents think they can proudly command and order passengers around as if they have almighty authorily? There are specific lines for employees for 
specific reasons and yet agents with very little experience are picking and choosing randomly which employees to hold back and who to expedite. Some agents see I have a badge, am dressed appropriately, ask if I am working and use common sense 
to let me through without hassle. I'm all for proper security and common sense when protecting our country and our people from dangerous threats, however these specific '"policies" are not effective. They're not stopping cnminals, but slowing down 
badged emp I oye es. clogging the p race ss and on I y !rust rating everyday passengers. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl ... (b"-· .. 1(-=-6~1 ___ _. 
Dale Time: 2/512015 9:25:41 PM 

:J 15 10:07: 1 Namd'';=h=··,=1R,;,"·=, ====='----, 
Emailfh·11rr·, 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Kahului airport on Maui in Hawaii 
Comments:For the 1 sl time ever, one parent was not allowed to go through the metal detectors wilh our children. We fly very frequenlly and have never had this issue. Female TSA personnel was rude and ignored lhe request at firsl to go through 
metal detector instead of the provision machine. We knew a pat down would be included with denying provision machine. Female tsa employee indicated she would get a male assist only to walk away, move to another station and completely ignore 
us. She I eft us with zero he Ip, a Ii ne mounting and pea pl e I ate lo r fl i g his. Un professi o na I and rude behavior is never needed. Es pec1al ly when this was a pre tty i nsi g ni fi cant issue that we inquired on and came to a sol ut1on on, but she did not I Ike the 
outcome apparently and left. Holding up a line due to unprofessional behavior in not doing your job is unacceptable. 
Disability Description: The caller is 80 years old. has a pacemaker that cannot be screened by the AIT or WTMD. 

Incident Details: The caller has a home in CO, and flies from EGE often. However, he always encounters difficulty when interacting with the TSOs. In particular, he is always forced to remove his shoes and jacket, even after informing the officers that 
he is 80 years old. He indicated I hat lhe TSOs are rude, and use a th real thal he will nol be cleared to fly wilhout complying wilh the demand to remove his shoes. Additionally, on his last flight, he was told 10 go through the electronic screening even 
though he had a pacemaker. He wanted to fi I e a comp I a int with the CSM at EGE. 

:J 15 10 28 , Date and Time of Flight: July 10. 2014; 8:00 AM 
Departure Airport: EGE 
Airline: American Airlines 
Flight Number: 1244 
Description of TSO: A caucasian male in his 40s. 

I went through the precheck lane in Boston terminal A at around 330. Every single person got the random beep on the metal detector for a body scan. You need to fix this crap. People pay for precheck and never get to use the benefits when they never 
get precheck screening. 

, 015 6 :O 1 : 5 I had a si mi I a r problem in San Diego on Sunday. Pre ch eek I ane is a I ways closed in the afternoon. Al most everyone going through got the 3 beeps but we 're funneled through the ful I body scanners without getting the benefit of what p recheck was 
supposed to be. 

1015 5:03:2 

Your systems are broken and need 10 be fixed or No one is going to pay you for precheck 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-.==::::;===:::;-------····························· 
Remote Client IPkb 1(6) I 
Date Time 2l712ITT5 4:184D PM 

Name (b)(61 
Email (b)(6, 
Comp a,n s: nappropria e creen,ng at Down Screening· 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):United Flight Seattle to Denver 
Comments:Metal detector went off due to my corset with stainless boning. Attendant moved my long hair aside to pat and needed to comment on how luxurious my hair was that I obviously spent a fortune on (inappropriate). She then felt between my 
breasts and commented about what a great bra I was wearing (inappropriate). I am deeply offended but not even slightly surprised at your inability to train your employees to behave professionally. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time· 218(2015 s·27-3J rM Airport: LAS • McCarran lnlernational Dale/Time of Travel: 02/08/2015 4:45 PM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport. Gate C security check TSA Employee: (If KnownJl(b::,(6) Comment. I was appalled at the lack of professionalism displayed by this agent. It didn't help that I was already upset with the way the woman with 

'015 821 :5 short black hair and glasses was so condescending as she said, &quot:Everything out of your pockets, people: it's not that hard of a concept.&quot But I could not continue on with out saying something. after I heardfh·11R!soeak disrespectfully to an 
older gentleman who was obviously not a well traveled passenger and who did not know all the security requirements. As the gentlemen stepped out if the metal detector. looking confused,l:E:ii] said to him, &quot:Sir, we said to take the things out of 
your pocket. That doesn't mean you can hold ii in your hand. THIS IS WHERE YOUR CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS COME INTO PLAY.&quot: I couldn't believe ii. I could not go on withoul speaking up for him. It was absolutely ridiculous. I would like 
to know what actions are taken against this employee. Please notify me or contact me if you need anything else. Thank you in advance for a quick investigation and responseJ1h·11r;·-, )would you like a response?: True Passenger's 
Name !(b)(6:, f'hone Number Jh··,1R··, I Email :kb)(6:, ITo leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



,015 9_39 _3 Caller said he traveled an 12 30 14 out al JFK ta Charlotte since he have a hip replacement the metal detector sounded off and he was directed far a patdown.While waiting for a patdawn he saw that somebody was leaving with his carry on he tried 
· · · to get the ass i sta nee from the tso near him and she told him that she could not he Ip h1 m. The tso admitted that the re Is a lot of theft at the checkpoint.He is concerned on what is Isa going to do to stop the problem and why the tso did not he I ped h1 m. 

Passenger traveled on Jetblue but do not remember the gate. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl~(b~i-'-(6~·~1 --~ 
Dale Time: 2/912015 9:45:06 AM 

Naml/bl(61 I 
:J15 10 09' Emai{b ,(61 I 

· · Complaints:My Complaint is Not Listed Here. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):TSA Screening point@ Gate E33 DFW Airport 0915 8 Feb 2015 
(Flt UA5126, DFW to EWR 8 Feb 2015) 
Comments :At about O 915 I proceeded through the Ii n e on the rig ht with the old meta I detector ( not the big body sea n machine). I placed my 11 ·· M acBaok Air in a bin on my coat. The T SA a gent directing traffic ( fem a I e, 4 0ish, brown wavy hair (about 
collar length) 130-140 lbs, 5'5" approx) took my MacBookAir & placed it in another bin. 
After I passed through the metal detector. the TSA agent described above handed me a MacBook Air--lT WAS NOT M,,l,...N,...E..,.. -,------, 
I did nol notice that it was not mine unti I a rri vi ng home. The Ma cbook Air handed to me by the T SA Age nl be longed to '"'f h'"'·""-, 1'-'r;-'-·1 ____ _, 
I am attempting ta locate/ca ntact him at this time. 
I would like an official response to this complaint for insurance purposes. 
REASON for lhe call 
Caller flew yesterday at Orlando International and when she was going through security she gave her bracelet ta a TSO because it may set off the metal detector. She went through several times and she did not get her bracelets when she left the 
checkpoint. They were not turned in to I ost and found. 

Dale and Time: February 8th at about 8:30 am 
Gate and Terminal:A 16 
Ai rpo rt:Orl and o International to Dal I as 

,015 1 _19,2 Airline:American 
· · · Flight Number: Not Sure 

Des c ri pt ion al TSO: BI ack male about 6 feet I arge in size. 
Missing Damaged item descnption:two silver bangle bracelets with charms. One has a starfsh and one had a running shoe 

Special Notes: She then added to this that the screening checkpoint was very chaotic. She did not understand why the TSO was asking for those twa bracelets as she had two at hers. They were going through her bags and she thought she would be 
frisked by a woman and it turns out is was a man but he was actually just telling her to go through the technology two or three times. She feels that the reason the bracelets were left was because of the chaotic nature of the screening process and her 
not being able to watch was was being done to her belongings. 
REASON far the call: Caller wants to know if she can apply for the precheck because she has a cat she travels with. She is 70 years old and went through the WTMD with the cat and the cat was nuts because somebody touched him. Somebody had 
pushed the carrier off the belt and nobody saw it. She was frantic the cat was going to jump out of her arms. Two men that weren t TSA came over to help her and she would never have found the cat in the Newark airport. Nobody from TSA offered to 
help her. They didn t check to see if the carrier had got hooked on the belt. She is flying September 9th and she is terrified the same thing will happen. 

Date Time: 3 September 2014, 1000 pm 
Gate Terminal: Unknown 
Airport: N ewa rl< 
Airline: United 

2015 4 '01 :, Flight#: Unknown 

Bag tag# 10 digit NA 
Bag Description: N A 
Missing Damaged ilem descriplion: N A 
NOi: NA 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: Advised the caller I would for\'llard this to the CSM at Newark for review 
Special Notes: NA 



Disability Description: Caller has a blood disorder and needs medications. 

Incident Details: Caller said she was departing Maui and she had medication. Caller said she has a blood disorder and her medication can not be screened by x-ray. Caller said she advised them she had medication that she would like to be hand 
2015 5:30:: inspected. Caller said she wenl through the WTMD and I here were no alarms. Caller then said the TSO advised her she was going to receive a full body patdown and all of her luggage needed to be hand inspected. Caller said the TSO advised her 

she would be subject to a full body patdown because she has medication that needs to be hand inspected. Caller said she should not be subject to a patdown just because she has medication that needs to be hand inspected. Caller said she feels 
d1scri mi nated bee a use of her medIca I cond iii on. Ca 11 er said she s hou Id not be subj eel to a paid own after her and her I ug gage cl ear sere en i ng Ju st because she has medication that needs to be inspected by hand. 

Caller Just checked in at JFK. terminal 2. He has diamond status with Delta as well as he has PreCheck. He went to the precheck line, there was no one in the line there. He put all his personal items in the bin. As he was walking through the WTMD the 
agent yelled at him loudly and told him he could not have his hands in his pockets for screening. So the passenger had his hands in his pants pockets. He was told or yelled at by the agent that he would have to go back through the WTMD, because he 
cant have his hands in his pockets. He says he wasnl aware I here was a rule thal said he could not have his hands in his pockets.He says he looked for a supervisor but could nol find anyone willing to help him. He is very upset the agent was yelling al 
him loudly. 

CSM RFI-----Mishandling RFI 
REASON far the call: Caller was yelled at by an agent 

2015 6,14,1 Date Time: 2-11-15 
Gate Terminal: Terminal 2 
Airporl: JFK 
Airline: Delta 
Flight# 2630 
Bag tag# ( 1 0digit NA 
Bag Description: NA 
Missing Damaged item description: NA 
NOi: NA 
Did he get his name? No, it was the guy managing the PreCheck line.He was an older man, in his late 50 s. He was Caucasian with white hair but balding some, he is a medium height and weight 
Caller took her niece to the El Paso Airport lhis morning for her flight. She was flying on Southwest Airlines flight 126. The flight tirne was al 8:35 am. She said that TSO~as only letling hispanics go through lhe meIaI detector. Caller is 
Japanese. Caller did talk with a supervisor by the name o11h··,1rr1!and was told that the TSO could chose the passengers who go through the metal detector. The supervisor told her that if she does not like what they told her she can call Washington. 
She said that they did not give her a card to file a complaint or tell her that there Is a complaint box. She said that she did file a complaint. She wanted to make sure 11 was recorded. She asked superviso~ to give him the name of the TSO and 

,015 10,55,_ he told her to get it herself. 

I transferred her to MB. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP~f b_ •• _1(6_._I ---~ 
Dale Time: 2/1212015 11 :41 :56 AM 

Namlbi(61 I 
Emai bI(6) I 

'015 12:21: Comp aims·:My Complaint 1s \Jot Listed Here. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Phoenix Airport A Gate Security: 
Comments:I was yelled at rudely by no less that 3 TSA employees. One TSA screener told all non pre-check customers to go 10 the right. As soon as we started walking to the right, anolher TSA screener screamed at us for doing so. The lwo of them 
then argued about what was the correct instruction, while we stood there. 

Once we go to the screening machines, there were 3 lines. One of them had the gray bins, and everyone had to follow regular protocol with laptops, shoes. etc. The other two lines were out of bins and we were screamed at by an older TSA female 
screener that we were to leave everylhing in our bags, take nothing off and just proceed through the metal detector. The 3D scanning machine was out of order. This seemed slrange and different from all other protocol lhat I've seen at any other 
airports. And waw even inconsistent with that one other line at this airport. 

Mos ti y I did not appreciate the rudeness and inconsiderate way that orders we re barked at us, 



EMAILED COM PLAINTS OR YOU ARE HOPING I WILL GIVE UP AND GO AWAY. I CAN ASSURE YOU I WILL NOT GIVE UP OR GO AWAY UNTIL I GET A JUSTIFIABLE RESPONSE. 
!(b,(61 ! 
While taking time from our vacation in Maui this past weekend, my father-in-lawj(b::,(6) ! and I flew from Maui to Honolulu to help a young pastor. We departed Maui @4:35 pm on flight 295 Hawaiian Airlines and had return tickets 
on the 9: 50 pm flight back. We encountered some traffic on our way to the H ono I ul u airport and arrived at 9: 30p m, with no bag gage. this should not have been an issue with our boarding passes in hand. We proceeded directly to the T SA check-in and I 
was through in less than 2 minutes, I turned around and did not see my father-in-law and detenmined he had been directed down to the "Non-Pre-Check" line. There were about 6 to 8 TSA employees at the "Pre Check" station and about the same at the 
other, I was lhe only passenger where I was checked in and my father-in-law was the only passenger where he was as well. I walked down to wait for my father-in-law and after a few minutes I herd over the speaker system tb·:,(61 I the door 
will close in 1 minute·· I immediately proceeded to the gate to explain that we had been there but TSA was continuing to Frisk, pat down etc. my 79 year old father-in-law, the gate attendant said sorry I can't help you and after a cou le of minutes the 
plane was pushed away from the gate. I then proceeded back to the TSA checkpoint and did not see my father-i n-I aw anywhere. after a few minutes he emerged out from behind a part1t1on and I to Id him the p I ane was gone. b ":,( 6) a id to the T SA 
employees holding him ·1 told all of you right up front. I have had 2 Knee and 1 shoulder replacements and never make it through a metal detector and our flight is about to leave", 
I undersland that the TSA has an important job to do but spending 15 to 20 minutes patting, frisking, wanding a 79 year old man is GROSS INCOMPENTENCE • I was upset that we had missed our flight, the last one out I mighl add, thal now required 
us to get a hotel and spend the night in Honolulu and get up at 3am to catch a 5am flight back to Maui. but when my father-in-law told me that while he was being '"frisked", that 3 times he had his "private parts" genitals to be specific "bounced" I 
be came furious. I went back to the T SA station and demanded to be given the name of the T SA emp I aye e so I could make a fonmal complaint. The sup erv i sorf h ·-, 1 r;-, I" came back and said the TSA employee was in tram i ng and he could not give 
me his name and said I could write down his name instead. I asked ii he witnessed the event he said no and I said then I want the name of the supervisor that would have been with this employee in training. he would not give me that name either. I 
explained that was not going 10 work and that I demanded either the name of lhe employee or his supervisor observing him, againkb·:,(61 !refused and asked if I wanted to speak to his supervisor, I said yes. A few minutes lale lhe supervisor (I did 

2015 B:0 1 :, not get his name) Came over and gave me the same "song and dance•· he said ··1 will review the tapes and determine if procedure was not followed", now just as I expected after turning in the "TSA Customer Comment Card'· with my phone number and 
ema, I address I have heard noth, ng' 
My father-in-law is a 3 million mile+ flyer and explained to the TSA folks that put him through hell "I have never been treated this way in all my traveling experience" I understand employees need to be trained but I would ask you , whoever is reading 
this email and deciding what action needs to be laken, if I his were your father or your grandfather is I his appropriale action? 

My cell phone# i~~[b_-~1(_6_1 --~I and we are on vacation until this Saturday. 
kb1(6) I 
(b)(61 

reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any IssemIna I0n. ed with it are confidential and intended solely for 
the use of the addressee. If you receive I his transmission in error, please notify the sender and delete this e-mail. No employee or agenl is aulhorized to conclude any binding agreemenl on behalf of a not er par y y -

---Onginal Message---
F ram: TSA-C o nta ct Center [ ma i Ito: TSA-C o nta ct Ce nter@tsa, d hs. gov I 
Sent: Thursday, February 12, 2015 12:49 PM 

To:kb)(61 ! 



I come through SFO frequently. I use the shortest lines whenever possible. This usually brings me to the security area around door 12 in Terminal C, United Airlines. 

On January 27 I came through security at this checkpoint. I had TSA pre check on my boarding document. I put my things on the belt. they went through and I told the TSA representative that I would alarm through the metal detector because I have 
had a knee replacement. They then told me I had to go through the scanner. I was not given a choice, I was taken away from my personal items. My passport, my drivers license, my T.W.I.C. card, my boarding pass. my back pack, my money, my 
credit cards. Everything in the world that was mine, that could identify me was at least 75 leet away from me. behind some posts, somewhere on a belt. Anyone could have reached in, grabbed my wallet. my ID, anything at all. 

I complained to the agent. I comp I a i ned to the supervisor. They said it was just the way th, ngs were done. That was it. 

I worked for TSA in Kailua Kona Hawaii a number of years ago for about eight months. I know this is not normal procedure. I know that a passenger should never, ever be out of sight of their belongings. For some reason the TSA at SFO seems to 
think that this is OK. It is not. I could have claimed that money had been stolen. None was but, there was no way to prove that. It is a bad procedure and it continues. 

2015 9.05.1 On February 2 I went through the same checkpoint. Again I had precheck on my boarding document. I was sent through the screening line with the scanner. I had to empty out my liquids, remove my shoes, remove my belt, remove my computer so 
· · the p recheck was worth I ess. It was a I so pain ful I as I had recently had abdominal surgery and removing and rep I acing the shoes is di Iii cult at age 71 with 26 stab I es recently removed from my stomach. Why do preche ck if it is use I ess. Why hide 

passengers tickets, money, credit cards. identification cards, etc .. from their view in the process? This is not right and needs to be fixed. 

I wrote once before. I used the oflical TSA '1orm" back on or around February 3, 2015. I have not heard back from anyone. How does a passenger get atlent,on from these '"all powerful" TSA agents without getting stopped from traveling? Why. when I 
complained to the supervisor was no report made? What happened to the '"official" complaint I sent on February 3? 

How do I know anyone will read this? 

HYPERLINK l .... (b_,_(6_) ___________ ____, 

REASON for lhe call :Caller needs to get lhe Airport code because she was harassed by a TSO at the check point. 
She does not have the TSOs name but he was about 6 fl tall 280 lbs bald and white. Mid 40s. She says that she is 5 feet 2 inches tall and he was at least 8 inches taller than her This happened at gate 4 but there is only one check point. 
She Flew on 2-5-2015 from Phoenix Mesa to stockton on allegiant at 3;00 PM She went through the check point about an hour 15 minutes before the fi1ght. 
She had a medically necessary metal implant and the TSO would not listen to her. She triggered an alarm on the WTMD she triggered an alarm. He screamed at her that he knew what he was doing. She triggered an alarm again but he spoke under 
his breath it was a problem. She says that he was rude. She says that she is going 10 avoid the airport in the future. He intimidated her and she did not get his name or ask for a supervisor. 
Date Time:2-5-2015 3:00 PM (She arrived at the airport about an hour and 15 minutes early) 
Gate Tenminal: Gate 4 

'015 11:47:, Airport:Phoenix Mesa 
Airline:Allegianl 
Flight#:? 
Bag tag# NA 
Bag Description: N A 
Missing Damaged ilem descriplion:N A 
NOLNA 
Special Notes: 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:!(b 1(6) ! 
Dale Time: 2/1312015 12:04:44 PM 

2015 2:07:, Name:~(b ,(61 : 
Emai1f"'6"'"1""(5"'",'----'------,I 

Comp\:iins.-Mj crn, p1a111t 1S IOot u,ted Here. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 
Comments:San Antonio Airpor1-Pre-check line closed (last lwo times I have flown). Paid for Pre-check - line closed, but was asked if I wanted to sign up for easy pass for $179. Then I was discriminaled against at screening process. Females were 
allowed through metal detector but males are directed through Body Scan. My boarding pass was on my phone (already in X-ray machine). showed the officer my Global entry/pre-pass card, but was still required to take off my shoes. Boarding pass 
was on my phone & was not issued a pre-pass ca rd lo r s c reem ng I 
Disability Description: Caller is an elderly lady in a wheelchair and is on multiple medications. 

Incident Details: Caller flew with Southwest in TUS and PVD. She is an elderly lady who has a lot of medical problems and is in a wheel chair. She said that the female TSO s have been really rude to her but the male TSOs were nice. She informed 

2015 2,26., the female TSD that she did not want to do the WTMD because she is a cancer survivor and they made her do it anyway and she said they were laughing while they were pushing her to it which upset her greatly. She told the TSO during screening that 
· · she needed water to take her medication and they would not let her take it on the plane, this has happened on several different occasions at these checkpoints. She takes nitroglycerin and she said when she needs to take it she can not wait for 

someone to bring her water. The flight was in November and she did not remember lhe specifics as far as flight numbers and dales but it was Southwest Airlines. 

Caller fiew from DEN on Feb 5th. She wears an insulin pump and she was told by the TSO I here, I hat it would be ok to go through the AIT machine but it damaged her pump. It caused her 2 ER visits. The pump kepi giving her insulin when she did 
not need it. Her level dropped to 50. The manufacturer, Medtronic. told her yesterday that she could not go through the AIT but could the WTM D. 

Date Time of Incident 02.05.15 at approximately 5:30 a .m. flight departed at 7:05 a. m. 
Gate Terminal: Main Terminal Left Hand Side 

2015 4:58:: Airport: DEN 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight#; 884 

20151:07:( 

Bag tag#: NA 
Bag description: NA 
NOi: NA 

Dear TSA, I wish to voice a complaint about lhe screening process at San Luis Obispo airport. I flew out of there on Feb 12 on a US Airways flight to Phoenix. During lhe screening process my i Phone 5 was stolen from a bin on the sole conveyor bell 
the airport has. The airport protocol is very unusual in my experience ( I am a Million Miler on both United and American) because the TSA agent checking IDs has his podium placed at least 1 O feet away (past) from the conveyor belt. and passengers 
are expected to put al I their baggage, belts. shoes. wallet, compute rs. etc in the bins BEFORE walking over to the TSA agent with their ID. After ID 1s checked the passenger is directed into the sole meta I detector without coming back to the conveyor 
belt. Most likely. in the considerable time it took to do this, someone in the line by the belt waiting to have his ID checked simply took the phone out of the bin where it was placed with other items. The phone itself was placed in one of my shoes and 
was sticking out of ii. Once we discovered it missing in the bins coming out of lhe Xray device, myself and TSA agenls examined all bins to try and find the phone and then discovered using my wife's phone I hat lhe phone had been turned off so even 
the "Find My Phone" app would be of no use. In all of my travels in the world I have never before seen an airport where ID is not checked BEFORE items are put on the belt and the passenger can watch them as they go thru the Xray machine. I 
believe TSA should investigate the layout and process of screening at SBP and change protocol so IDs are checked BEFORE carry on ,terns are placed on the belt. It may be that additional TSA personnel need to be assigT"'d· jg _SBP wjth a duty to 
watch the bins more carefully. I hope you are able to take this complaint seriously. I am sure I am not the first to have something stolen at the TSA station due to the way the screening process is organized there. Sincerely, (b )(6 _, ! 

Aurora , CO 8 0045 
Phonejrh··,1r;·, 
Fax: 303-724-3663 

Email: k~b~)~(6~'------~ 

!cell) 



Good Afte moon 

I will rarely gather the nerve to complain about services. I seldom do. But this TSA at San Jose International brought me to do so. 

rve flown through 4 different airports in the past month. rve had nothing but curteous professionalism from TSA officials. But my experience ta day at San Jose was bar none, the worst I've seen in years. 

I was pre-checked due to my active duty service in the United States Navy. The pre-check line was closed off. No problem. I waited in the line with everyone else. I asked the first gentleman ii pre-check standards were still in place and if I could keep 
my shoes and I ig ht jacket on. He qui ck I y shooed me away and com pl e tel y disregarded my quest ion. 

A woman behind me in Ii ne lo r the body scan made a comment th at she needed to use the restroom. This o Ider woman who was a T SA official then made an i ncredI bl y rude and uncalled lo r comment. She said "you can go to the bathroom rig ht there." 
as she pointed to the carpet floor in front of the meta I detector. I did not catch her name. 
I was and still am appalled at the behavior of your "professionals." 

I then noticed that some peop I e we re keeping their shoes and jackets on. 0 bvi o us ly they we re pre-checked as wel I. I th en to Id an offi cerflw:fil] th at the man at the desk had Ig no red me when I asked 1/ pre-check was sti 11 re I eva nt. He a po log ized but 

2015 S: 1 O:< seemed overwhelmed by the mass of people who were waiting to be screened. 

2015 911 C 

Once I was done with getting pat dawn, I asked another woman if it was unusually busy. She also disregarded me completely. 

I do not expect royal treatment nor do I want the people who are keeping us sale at airports to lose professionalism. But this, I'm sorry, is inexcusable. 

I went through the TSA at SJC on February 14, 2015 at 15A5 local time. 

Thank you for your lime. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time, 2114/2015 7:33:18 PM Airport, SJC - San Jose International Date/Time ofTravel, 02/13/2015 4:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: Alaska 201 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, 
jusl cleared Customs and had to rescreen through TSA TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. First of all, having to rescreen after coming through Customs was (and is) pointless. Passengers NEVER leave controlled, internal status and so it is the same as if we'd never gotten off the plane. A TSA recheck to reboard is idiotic. 

The TSA team was ludicrously bad. We arrived from the Customs area and they still had a drop-down gate lowered and locked (though our flight was on time and they knew full well we would be there). We watched the 3 TSA workers through the gate 
for 1 O minuIes as they wandered around, putlering aimlessly. Finally, one came out a side door 10 open the gate and couldn't- eventually pounding on the electronic key box with a crescent wrench (YES• actually pounding the case with a wrench 
thinking that would make it work.) She finally called airport maintenance wha opened the gate. Then, she and her coworkers couldn't get the metal detector gate to work and then couldn't get the chemical 'sniffe( device to work (at ane point pulling out 
instruction brnde rs and trying to figure things out). Instead of cal Ii ng lo r he Ip. the 3 wo u Id stand around j a bb eri ng at each other trying to d ec1d e what to do. 

They were comically incompetent- or it would have been comical if we weren't all wailing to get back on our plane. 

So, in summary- stupid, pointless rescreen to begin with. followed by unbelievably incompetent service. 

TSA really would be serving us betler if it provided less &quoi;security theater&quot: and more meaningful securily service, with less pointless delay and bureaucratic nonsense. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name h·,1R··, 
Phone Number. (b .. 1(6'1 
Email h··,1R·1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. fallow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' , Screening 
Current Date/Time: 2115/2015 3:32:41 PM Airport: LRD - Laredo lnternalional Date/Time o!Travel 02/1512015 2:15 PM Airline & Flighl Number AA3179 Checkpoinl/Area of Airport: Main checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment . I travel over 1 OOk miles every year, and this has got to be the most amateur-run TSA checkpoint I've encountered. The people running the x-Ray scanner have no idea how to read it so they basically re-ran every bag before and after me. 
They didn't understand TSA pre-check means l1qu1ds are allowed in the bag (they said they did but still took my bad to secondary examination. took out the bag of toiletries and re-scanned it). This happened to the other TSA Prepassenger next to me 
too. 

To make matters workse, not only are the people undertrained. they're also understaffed. The line gets backed up because the X-ray guy is doing secondary bag examination and the whole queue is stopped because the X-ray isn't scanning any new 
2015 5:08:, bags. There·s also not enough people to run the metal detector. They constantly had to switch between male/female examiners for pad downs (again. because they don't seem to know how to run a security checkpoint and just run everyone through 

everything twice to check the box ... ) 

Worst. TSA checkpoint. Ever. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1;;f~b_)_(6_) ___ ~ 
Dale Time: 2/1612015 12:36:50 AM 

Namejrh··,1rr1 
101510:16: Ema~!r_h_·11_r;_·-, ______ ~ 

Comp I a i nts: I natte nti ve Sere ener - Lax Security. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/AirportiGate/Etc):LaGuardia Airport: 
Comments:Traveled through Laguardia airport Saturday morning February 14, 2015 for a 650am flight 10 Dallas Forl Worth. The TSA screeners told everyone to "'just walk lhrough" the screeners with boots, chains, and other objects on without 
checking in their personal belongings on the conveyor belt. When the full body scanner beeped they were given a wand metal detector screening. 3 people ... 3 PEOPLE',., In front if me were given the wand and the agent said "'oh I guess it's your belt, 
go ahead."' I asked for a bin before passing to place my cell phones, shoes. etc. in and was told to move along and "'you ainl getting no bin for that. just put it in your bag or on the belt and go through.'" As our last line of defense in an age of heightened 
security amongst airline travel. I will no longer be using LaGuardia airport for any means of travel, I am completely disgusted and embarrassed to be a New Yorker and American and continue to use such an airport with security as incompetent. 
discourteous, and unprofessional as the TSA agents I saw at LaGuardia airport. I do nol care how long lhe lines are, I his cannol be the type of people you hire to check for polential airline attacks. It is absolutely disgusting to see agenls ··assume" 
someone's belt set off the metal detector. I am still in shock and utterly disgusted. 



Dear Congressional Representative McSally, 

Today (2115/2015) I was subjected ta irregular TSA screening procedures that concern me. and I am concerned that as a consequence I will be unduly subjected to additional screening in the future. I would appreciate it if you would investigate further, 
for I was u na bl e to obtain any information other than an em a1 I address at DH S to contact. 

I am a frequent traveler, and have TSA prechk. I was outbound on US5442 lo PHX from SLC. I went through lhe PreChk lane wilh a laptop bag, a jacket on, and my wallet in my pockel. My laplop passed through the tunnel, and I was directed 
through the metal detector. I alarmed; I was instructed to remove the contents from my packet (wallet) and pass them through the .ray tunnel, but nat instructed to remove my jacket. I complied, and attempted to pass through the metal detector again. 
After passing through I was instructed to go back out and go through the millimeter wave scanner. I agreed but insisted that an agent retneve my wallet from the small round bowl and keep it my sight. A agent was found and retrieved the wallet and 
kept it visible. I passed through the millimeter wave scanner. I passed through and was stopped for a patdown. I was shown a computer display that showed multiple ATR outlines on my upper torso from my jacket, which had several zippered 
pockets. 

At this ti me a ma I e TSA agent approached and instructed me that he was going to pat me down, including my groin. As no ATR sIg na I was present that I could see. I o bJected. At this point the su pe rvi sor said I needed to be patted down. 

I offered 10 remove my jacket and pass it through XRay independenlly, as my understanding of TSA policy is lhat MillimeIer Wave Technology is offered as an alternalive 10 a patdown, and thal I would pass through lhe body scanner again. That was 
,015 1 O: 16: again refused by the supervisor in uniform. 

I asked to be told by someone that my choices were a) an intrusive patdown orb) miss my flight. A uniformed police officer then presented himself and confirmed those were my choices. By this time .. kb"-·"',("'6-'-i __ _.! Security Manager was present. a 
discussion followed, wilh the result being thal my jackel - but not my groin area - was patted down. I asked that the police officer remain and observe the patdown, and he complied. 

Before being allowed to proceed, a fonm was filled out by the umfonmed supervisor. He asked for my driver's license. I asked why he wanted my drivers license, as I was prepared to give him my Armed Forces ID, a green one showing me to be an 
IRR 05 in the naval medical corps. He said something to the effect of "give me the ID that was checked on the way in" so I gave him my Drivers License. 

Why? Be ca use the po Ii ce had to be ca I led. Why? because I requested their p rese nee. 

Something went wrong here but the entire story being told by TSA is that you don't need a patdown ii you agree to the body scanner. I would like a clarification of their policies. an explanation as to why there is no one in the TSA that is authorized to 
say "your choices are to be patted down or nol to fly" (apparently by lhe actions today, only the police can convey that message), and if I am now on some form of continued surveillance. 

Thank you. 

Tucson Arizona 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP: kb 1(6) 
Date Time: 2/16/20 .. 1"'5'"'9'"":5~4~:0~2~A~M.,... 

······················----------------····························· 

Nami(bi(61 
Ema[bl(61 
Complaints: Damaged or Missing items in Checked ar Carry-on Baggage 

,015 12,03,. Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Saturday, February 14, Checkpoint B at CLT between 5:30 and 6:00 am .. 
Comments:When going through the security checkpoint with my family, I was told by an agent to keep my laptop and toothpaste in my bag before it went through the x-ray machine. While we were waiting for someone to let us through the metal 
detector (small children), my laptop was apparently taken oul of my bag and placed in a bin. No one informed me lhat my bag was being opened, or thal my laptop was being taken out. I assumed that my laptop was in my bag when we were getting 
ourselves back together on the at her side al the metal detector. To make things worse. someone else mistook my laptop for theirs. I went onto my flight thinking I had my laptop when it was actually on its way ta Tokyo. 

I have gotten in touch with the person that has my laptop, and we are coordinating getting it back to me. But right now it's in Tokyo, and I am on my way to Iquitos, Peru in the middle of the Amazon rain forest. Their laptop is with the TSA in CL T right 
now and I hey have a coworker thal is working on gelling it picked up. 

When we went through a T SA checkpoint in MI A I ater that day th ere was an issue with the size of my daughters tooth paste. Before doing anything with our bag the agent made sure to Ii nd us. She went through an entire script te 11 i ng us that she was 
going to open our bag. She asked if there was anything that could cut her, etc. She found the offending Dora the Explorer toothpaste and gave us options. 

Had the agents in CL T been this professional I would still have my laptop. My bag should not have been opened without my knowledge. I am now without a laptop and don·t known when I will be able to get mine back. Will TSA reimburse me for picking 
up a laptop that I can use while I'm without mine? 



2015 2 29, 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Righls Liberlies (OlherJ What is the basis of your allegation? Olher Right or Liberly not I isled Olher Conslilulional Righi or Liberty not listed: Opt out rights Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this 
form out for myse If 

==I nd1v1d ua I Info== 
First Name fh.\ti:=::··1 

Lasl Nam (b)(61 
Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 
Phone Number!(b 1(6) ! 
PO Box or Street Address: l(b)(61 
City: jacksonville "----'---------' 
State: Florida 
Zip Code ( Post Code): 32209 
Other: 
Email: 

==Incident lnfomnation== 
When did this happen? 02 14 2015 
Where did this happen? FLORIDA - TPA - Tampa International 
What happened? 
It is my right to opt out of the millimeter wave imaging based 
screening and since I am pregnant I have been exercising that 
rig ht. Genera 11 y, I am met with rude attitudes and have to wait 
sometimes up to 20 minutes for a fern ale officer to perform the 
pat down. I have most recently been made to miss my flight at 
the C gale for Southwest Airlines flight 4070 at Tampa 
international airport because of there not being a female officer 
available.. This is especially unacceptable since I was 
informed of this unavailability by a female officer. I asked if 
it was po ssi bl e lo r her 10 switch with Ano I her officer and she 
told me that is not our policy. After waiting for at least 



I go through POX about twice a week. I realize that some of the general population are randomly selected to go through the Pre-Check program. and have been told it is a marketing choice. It is one of the most inefficient ways to run the screening 
process. and I would love the opportunity to tell you more about my experiences. People who do not fly on a regular basis need the clear instruction and reminder about how the process works: ··make sure you take liquids and gels out of your bag. your 
eel I phone and wal I et out of your bag, if you have a I a ptop. p I ease remove it", Funneling these peop I e who a re not la mi Ii a r with trave Ii ng down another Ii ne is mo re confusing than it is a positive experience, They now appear overwhelmed at the 
conflict of having been told to take off I heir jacket previously, and now are gelling dirty looks from those behind I hem as they are scorned for having laken off I heir shoes. 

These experiences are the norm more than the smoolh efficient intention of the TSA pre check line. It was designed for us, frequent Iravelers who are well aware of the rules and typically know most of lhe TSA slafl, yet is being dragged down as a 
'trial' opportunity for infrequent travelers who cannot even acknowledge that the simple act of following instruction of TSA pre-check line attendant to please proceed, is going to cause numerous delays and frustration for staff and travelers alike. 

2015 8_41 _, Today takes the cake. There were slightly more in the Pre than standard check in, but only one person checking IDs and feeding into one line, in comparison to standard security screening, which had four staff checking I Os, three overseeing the 
· ·' processfi nstructi ng on the screening process, and fa u r metal detectors far !rave I e rs to go through. I think the entire I in e of 2 5 peop I e in pre could've gone through stand a rd in the time 11 took us to watch a confused woman at the front Ii sten to 

instrucitons for the third time and then slowly put her jacket back on,, TSA pre at the ID post seeing the thorough back-up opened the line next to it, still for TSA pre. This meant that those people recently standing behind me, were now standing next 
to me, and we are all bolllenecked at the metal detector. Those in the fronl were frustrated 10 make progress, yel having not seen the hold up are now frustrated that they have to merge with the existing passengers who were also already wailing and 
are reluctant to release their position in line to those who were released from the end of the line to make way for additional people to add to the back of the line. Perhaps it was the look on my face or the deep sighs from those who have paid to have 
this hornbly inconvenient expenence, but I was asked by three separate individuals to wnte into TSA.gov. The passenger in front of me exclaimed "this really sucks''" quite loudly and surrounding TSA staff agreed with him and asked him to share his 
perspective: TSAgov. I don't know if this will make a differnence, but if there could be a line that would actually serve purpose to those who know what the heck to do and could pay to have a hassle-free experience while doing what most would 
consider the weekly commule, I would greatly appreciate ii!' Interested to hear your thoughls and more than welcome to stop by the TSA desk in PDX lhis Thursday, or nexl Tuesday or next Thursday the 26Ih, or March 3rd or 5th, or lhe week after 
that. the week after that. the week after that. 

Kind regards, 

Kiill§[J 
Caller fiew on 2 6 15 on Jetblue 1784 from MCD to JFK. There were no trays available to put their stuff in. He put his watch, change. glasses, and phone in his hat. They went to the WTMD in another area. They were taken to an x-ray machine and 

'015 11 :48: then walked back. Their stuff was piled on the end of the conveyor belt. He didn t realize that he didn t have his phone. The airport called and said that they could mail the item if they paid for shipping, It has been awhile and she wants to know where 
the phone is. 



I am very oonce med about. what a pp ea rs to be. a serious prob I em with the Pre-Check program , The first two times th at my wife and I used the program it took us 30 minutes the Ii rst time and 20 minutes the seoond time to get through security 
checkpoints. 

The reason? You have no p I an for peop I e who have joint rep I ace m ents, pacemakers, or implanted de Fi bri I la 1ors. Both my wire and I triggered the meta I detector when trying to go through s ecuri I y. She has had a hip re pl a ceme nl and I have had a knee 
replacement. 

Yau refer to this as a "trusted traveler" program but you don't trust us. The whole paint of the program is to speed up the security checks but, what you have done, just slows the process down severely. 

2015 8_49 _, Both times we used the program we had to be "patted dawn" since you have, apparently. done away with the hand-held wands. In the first case, at DFW, there was no one available who was qualified to do the "pat down" and we had to wait a half hour 
· ·' for someone to arrive. The second time, at SDF, we had to wait because the only person qualified to do the "pat down" was busy. 

This is ndiculous. The program does not work. Ifs worse than not having the program. 

Why don't you "trust" the "trusted travelers" and keep a reoord of people who have implants that might tngger alarms so that the program works? All you would need to do is use a wand to check that the implant location matched the data on file for the 
particular passenger. This is so simple that it is almost inconceivable that you are not already doing it. 

I would appreciate your letting me know what is being done to correct this deficiency. 

After many years of being patted down EVERY TIME I go through the millimeter scan at the TSA checkpoint I am filing a complaint of discnmination. Clearly the software used is unable to scan people with my body type (obese pear-shape). So EVERY 
TIME, my breast. hips, and bum are patted down. This is insulting and demeaning and after so MANY years the software should now work If it can't work on certain individuals we should be given the option of using the metal detector until the software 

2015 6:02:, is improved, particularly since no 1errorist has ever been overweighl. We aren'I your targel demographic, so discriminating against is not only insulting but a waste of everyone's time. 

Sent from my Windows Phone 



2015 8:00:l 

On February 17. 2014, I fiew American Airlines, flight 1570, leaving Mc Carran Airport to O Hare at 6:38 pm, 
One young AF ri can American woman checking boa rd i ng pass es and id's, Ii ne extreme I y long . Two workers at an e xray machine for I uggage, and two men directing peop I e in to the Ii n e. Then peop I e we re di reeled to another a re a for screening. I put my 
suitcase, backpack, and sweater an the belt toga through the xray machine. Then I was directed to go through a body scanner. I can not lift my right arm above my head, so I was directed to a hand scanner, take off my shoes, and ga through a metal 
detector. 

I am 64 years old, diabetic neropathy on my feel, TSA Pre checked, and they would not accepl my electronic boarding pass. I have heallh issues and was very stressed by this treatment. My feel hurt when walking on cold solids floors without shoes 
and supports. 

What happened to proper treatment for senior citizens witth TSA pre check. 

Your employees were rude and improperly trained. 

Rolling Meadows. II. 60008 

Sent from Samsung tab I et 

Going through the metal detector, I was flagged for a random search, declined the machine and was "patted-down•· at approximately 10:15 at the Chicago International Airport United TSA-Precheck line near the Global Services area. I did not get the 
name of the agent, but he was Afnca n Ame nca n. 

Dun ng the search, the TSA agents hands went a 11 the way up my leg and cupped my buttocks and touched my genitals. 

I felt violated and punished for not going through the millimeter wave machine. 

2015 2: 14:, I have flown over a million miles, I was dressed in business attire. never been hassled before and was courteous. I would have asked for a supervisor in person, but after what happened to that guy Polaneczky in Philadelphia - I chose to write instead. 

I cannot believe that people put up with this kind of abuse. I fail to see how this is necessary or helpful. 

I have little hope this email will have any impact and expect I will get a response that he was Just following procedure. Maybe I should start wearing a sport cup. 

fbi(61 



REASON for the call: Caller is trying ta get a refund for a missed flight back on 23 February 2013. The TSO manager was being really rude ta her because she chase to opt aut of the body scanner. He picked on her and demanded her drivers license 
in addition to her passport and was yelling at her and told her he was making a record of this. The TSO took copies of her infonmation and made copies of her passport. The TSO was a bad manager on a power trip and he had a smirk on his face and 
wanted make an example of her. The caller thinks his last name wa~and he was a light skinned Hispanic with dark brown or dark black hair. The caller asked to see the regulations that said she could not opt out of the AIT and the TSO told 
her she had 10 go onto the internet and print off sornelhing about lhe rules and regulations. She wanted 10 go through the WTMD and they wouldn t let her. The caller missed her flight because of all of this. The caller went and spoke wilh a police 
officer and they told her they couldn t get involved with TSA. She wants to talk about compensation for the missed flight. She also wants to know if she is on a no fly list. 

Date Time: 23 February 2013. 630 am 
Gate Terminal: Unknown 
Airport FAT, F resna 

2015 7:40: 1 Airline: Unknown 
Flight#: Unknown 
Bag tag# 1 0digit: NA 
Bag Description: N A 
Missing Damaged item descnption: NA 
NOie NA 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: Advised the caller I his would be forwarded to the CSM al Fresno for them 10 investigate the matter. Sent a claim form to the callers email address 10 file a claim against TSA for the missed flight. 
Special Notes: NA 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP~kb~i~(6~·~1 ---~ 
Dale Time: 2/2112015 2:0915 PM 

Namekbl(61 

Email~b 1(6) ~ 
Comp a, ~ts: b, scou rteous/ Rude m pl oyee. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):dl 51 sfo to atl 

2015 3:01 :, gate 42 
Comments:while Going through the security checkpoint i encountered extremely un proffessional . rude behaviour from the tsa agent checking id. the agent yelled at me and my two minor sans travelling with me regarding not being allowed to 
approach his pos1t1on. i th en backed up and then he motioned with his hand to approach. i approached his pos1t1on and he ye 11 ed at us ag am that we we re not al lowed to approach wh i I e ST I LL gestu n ng with his hand to move closer. i then asked if we 
were now cl ea red to approach and he said 'yes', another tsa a gent who witnessed his behaviour then relieved the agent of his pas i ti on. after cl earing the meta I d ete cto r and carry on bag check i requested to speak to a s u pe rvi sor and pointed out the 
tsa agent with whom iad lhe issue with. i I hen explained what happened and filled out a complaint form. 

i have been flying around the world far mo re than 27 years and have never seen someone behaving as in ap ro pri ate I y as this a gent. 

bottom line is thal he was rude and extremely unprofessional. I was a maine and marine security guard at us embassies around the world. we were taughl to be firm ,courteous and tactful. your agents should be the same. 

respectfully submitted 

l(b1(6) I 
Caller is a current government employee who is also a disabled veteran with an artificial hip. She wants to know why they took out the AIT machine at RIC? She is a disabled veteran with a metal hip implant so each time she goes through the WTMD it 

1015 11 : 1 0 : sets 11 off and she has to have a ful I patdown. They a I so made re move her shoes which is very d1fflcult far her. Ca 11 er was upset because she was separated from a gave mm ent issued I a ptop far a short time during the process and it 1s not supposed to 
be out of her view. She said the regular screening line is too long and she does not want to have to go through it just so she can be screened via the AIT. The incidents occun-ed on 02 08 2015 and 02 22 2015 

She requested the phone number for the CSM at RIC so she ca ul d persona I ly ask her why the Al T was removed. 



I am a member of the Global Entry Program and still DID NOT get the TSA Pre check printed on my boarding pass in December 2014? Why did this happen? I paid the $100 and went through all the clearances? Your website states under frequently 
asked questions that I should receive it? Your answers did NOT answer my question. 
v/r 

fb)(61 

tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com 

To: 

Received-On: 

2015 3 03 ' 02109/15 646 PM 

Subjecl: 

In Response to your inquiry 

Thank you for contJcting the Transportation Security Administralion (TSAI Con1ac1 Genier regarding TSA Pre?@_ 

TSA continues to focus its resources and to improve passenger experience at the security checkpoint by expanding its use of technology and applying new intelligence-driven, nsk-based screening procedures. The use of nsk-based initiatives allows 
TS A to maintain its h igh-s ecuri ty standards and a 11 ow mo re trave I ers to experience the benefit of expedited screening. 

The most familiar of TSA's risk-based initiatives, TSA Pre?®, allows TSA to identify low-risk passengers for expedited screening. Travelers who are directed to the TSA Pre?® lane may be allowed to keep on their footwear, light outetwear, and belt. 
and leave their laptop in its case and 3-1-1 compliant liquids gels bag in their carry-on luggage. 

In addition to TSA Pre?®, TSA has implemented various risk-based measures al all of our Nation's airports, even at those that do not have a dedicaled TSA Pre?®. For example, some individuals may receive ins1ructions from a Transportation Security 
Officer (TSO) at the checkpoint that may allow them a security screening experience similar to TSA Pre?@_ 



all equally. 

Bui more specifically, ii does not address how your algorilhm for the millimeter detector was not trained on a sufficienl number of body types leaving some of us more likely 10 be patted down than others. At this point (5+ years after it being 
introduced). this is unacceptable. If yau have not plans to address it, those of us wha are targeted for pat downs EVERY TIME we have toga through that scanner, which clearly fails to work properly. should be given another alternative. Therefore, 
please address my original complaint that your screening 1s discriminatory. Either we should be given the option of a metal detector OR we should be given the option of free TSA Pre-check (or whatever it 1s called), until you have addressed the 
problem. 

fb,(6) I 
li"h\11'.:::··, 

"'(b"-.. "-,(6,,,.·.,.1 _____ .,...._.I I Baltimore, MD 21201 
PhonellhilR, II Fax 410-706-1482 

2015 8 29' 

E-mailt"'b"-1 ... (6"") ______________ ___,I 

---Original Message---
From: tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com [mailto:tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com] 
Sent: Thursday February 19, 2015 6:43 PM 
T~(b,(61 ! 
Subject In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank ya u for your e-ma i I in which you inquire about the reasons for sec a nda ry screening. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is impor1ant. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are trealed with dignily, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 



all equally. 

Bui more specifically, ii does not address how your algorilhm for the millimeter detector was not trained on a sufficienl number of body types leaving some of us more likely 10 be patted down than others. At this point (5+ years after it being 
introduced). this is unacceptable. If yau have not plans to address it, those of us wha are targeted for pat downs EVERY TIME we have toga through that scanner, which clearly fails to work properly. should be given another alternative. Therefore, 
please address my original complaint that your screening Is discriminatory. Either we should be given the option of a metal detector OR we should be given the option of free TSA Pre-check (or whatever it Is called), until you have addressed the 
problem. 

(b)(61 I 
(b,(61 I 

"-(b:::,.f.'-l("'-6'-1.....,,...,...,.,,.,....---~-'I Baltimore, MD 21201 
Phonetbl/61 I Fax 410-706-1482 

2015 8 29' 

E-mai!(b)(6) I 

---Original Message---
From: tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com [mailto:tsatcc_do_not_reply@senture.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 19, 2015 6:43 PM 

Totbi/61 I 
Subject In Response to your inquiry. 

Thank ya u for your e-ma i I in which you inquire about the reasons for sec a nda ry screening. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all travelers who pass through our screening checkpoints. Every passenger and their property must be screened before entering the 
secured area, and the way the screening is conducted is imporIant. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are trealed with dignily, respect, and courtesy. 

TSA applies a variety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances, this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on baggage, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the Walk-Through Metal Detector (WTMD) or 
resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property could also be performed. 

•········· Forwarded message •········· 
Fro~1h·11r;··, 
Date Feb 23, 2015 3 03 PM 
Subject TSA's Airport Albuquerque NM abuse 
To: <HYPERLINK "mailto:abqcustomersupport@tsa.dhs.gov"abqcustomersuppor1@tsa.dhs.gov>, <HYPERLINK "mailto:1sa•con1ac1center@ghs.gov"tsa-contactcenter@ghs.gov> 

Cc: <HYPERLIN ~(b_1~(6_ .• _, -----------------------------------~ 

20 5 6. 5., This email is to complain an abuse towards an elderly gentleman who was passing the screen security at the Albuquerque International Airport at 2pm. The elderly man flew out to Phoenix at 2:45 pm from Gate AB. 
1 · 1 ·' The elderly man was about 85 years old and he was using a wheelchair to cross the metal detector. Personnel from TSA made the man walk through the metal detector three times. He could not even walk, but apparently the TSAs did not care at all. 

The worst part was when they made him take the belt off his pants and its pants fell down. 

The Albuquerque Airport has the pre- approved TSA line. yau don't need ta take off your shoes or belt in that line but they prefered to give a hard time to the poor gentleman. Also, they could screen the man in its wheel chair without any problem. 

As an Albuquerque resident I'd really appreciate ii TSA take action on this situation and identify the people who were working during the 2pm shift and provide them training on how to treat elderly people with respect. 

Thanks, 

j(b)(61 



In general, I am okay with the TSA encounters I experience at least twice a week. Very professional. 

However, I am not okay wilh San Diego. This is a relatively busy hub airport for Southwest Airlines. Yet, I avoid this place whenever I can. I am always (almost) pre-check. Bui I have a knee implant that requires me to use "other" machine, nol the 
metal detector. No big deal except San Diego who can't seem to provide this technology for precheck travelers. Inexcusable in my opinion. 

2015 9: 1 s,, I avoid this airport at great inconvenience to me and economic loss to that city. Tough. 

Please address this issue. II is totally wrong. 

Sent from my iPad 

the ti me these made up ru I es & po Ii cy creation took place. as I wou Id have not been al low to proceed. The stunned look on my face alone, 1f you took the time to review the v1d eo would le 11 you something 1s vastly wrong. Your statements be I ow a re in 
direct conflict with my inquiry, yet I am to accept your answer and forget it ever happen? I do not accept your answer and have no doubt that the majority of tax paying US Citizens would agree with me. Your own statement taken from you reply "For 
example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of lhe walk-lhrough metal detector or resolve an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Addilionally, 
a physical search of a passenger's property may also be performed." . are exactlty why I questioned the behavior. I went through the AIT screening and was given the OK to proceed (there was no alarm). picked up my property and put it all back on or 
in my po cession, my bag was pu 11 ed out for secondary sere en i ng ( I fully u nde stand why), I q ue st,on how you imp roved the se rcurity of the passengers by checking my body as a resu It of my bag lo u nd to have 5 pounds of I unch meat. The same I u nch 
meat I told the only screener who followed policy, that the meat was the item picked up during the initial screening. Then I was told to take my property back off and out of my pockets for additional screening. Additional sceening methods perfonmed on 
people who fail all other respectful means of screening, which I clearly did not. I have been pulled to the side for additional screening when something shows up on lhe AIT and I understand lhat completely, but that is not what happened here. I have 
also never been searched in such a manor when I have been sent to secondary screening. I am not asking you to validate that I am right, I know I am but what I am telling you is people who fly regularly as I do are going to have a problem at this airport 
& with these agents. We know we actually do have rights. At best there is a total lack of training or at worse a total disregard for your policies and procedures. I would sincerely apperciate someone checking into this matter in an actual investagative 
manner be ca use this incident co u Id have been a voided by your emp I oye es following your policies, 

bl(61 

In Response to your inquiry. 

2015 2 36( HYPERLINK""(b~)-'-(6~1 _________________ __. 

tsatcc do not reply@senture.com (tsatcc do not reply@senture.com) 

~;~~1~:LI N ~b~l~(6~1-----------------------------------------~ 

b)(61 

Fram: Isa tee_ do_ not_rep I y@se nture. com 
Sent.Mon 2123115 6:49 PM 
Td(b)(61 
Thank you for contacting the Transportation Security Administralion (TSA) Con1ac1 Genier regarding the reasons 
for secondary screening. TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and 



To whom 11 may concern: 

On February 22nd at 3:30p.m. my husband and I were in the Richmond International Airport in lhe TSA department headed towards Atlanta, Georgia. I was detJined after going through the metal detector, as I told them I had two Iota I hip 
replacements. They proceeded to tell me to take my coat off. put it in a box, take my shoes off and they were going to pat me down. While I was patted down to a very large extent the examiner said. '"What is this?" I tald her I have a belly bag that is 
a form of catheter, she said. "touch 11". I said, "I canl touch it here, I would have to go somewhere pnvate it is under my clothes". So she calls over her manager. the manager then says, "You have to touch it" I tried to show it by lifting the hem of my 
shirt, only showing about a quarter of an inch. I tell her to touch it I need to be in a more private area, The manager screams at me to just touch it. 

In the meantime. my husband was getting very worried, as he could see I was upset and that they were yelling at me. He tells the manager that all this yelling was not necessary that we've gone through many airports before and never had any 
prob I em. She threatens to have him removed from the airport if he i nte rfe res with me whatsoever. He was only trying to protect me as he knew I was e moti o na 11 y upset by the ti me we got out of there. 

By the time it was over I was upset shaking and in tears. I hope somelhing is done about this matter as a patient who has high blood pressure and several health conditions could be seriously injured by this kind of verbal humiliation and abuse. 

Sincerely, 

~015 12:1:if~b~)_(B~)--~ 

HYPERLINK ~kb~i~(6~'-----------~ 

l(b1(6) 

Lakeland, FL 33810 

Sent from Surface 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ(b 1(6) I 
Date Time: 21251 015 12:25:4 / PM 
······················---------------····························· 

Nam b1(6) 

Email b)(61 
2015 2: 12:, Comp a,n s,. ISCOU eaus u e mp ayee 

Flight Info (If appl1cabl~Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport1Gate/Etc):0212412015, approximately 1300 hours. Li hue Airport TSA Pre Check Line Metal Detector. 
Comments :TSA Offi c~cove red his name tag on his chest when I took issue with his unprofessional & rude behavior. 
I had removed my laptop from my bag and all metal items as insIructed prior to going through the metal detector. As I entered the metal detector,kbH6 I told me to remove my 2 plastic writing pens. I showed & told him 2X lhey were plaslic. To avoid 
holding up the line. I attempted to dispose al both plastic pens missing the trashcan.!fh·11frdthen waved me through the metal detector, but adamantly refused 3 requests ta let me retrieve my pens. 
When I requested his name .f h ·1 / R ·., !immediately cove red his name tag & ca 11 ed for a s u pe rvi sor. Su pe rvi sor did conduct hims elf a pp ro pri ate I y & p roles s ional ly offering his badge information lo r me to copy. It was not necessary s i nee I had~ 
name. 
In closing, the Pre Check line was not moving as efficiently as the non pre check line or like most other TSA Pre Check Lines at other airporIs. I observed 2 reasons for lhe delays, first, was the man viewing the x ray monitor seemed hesitant & 
inexperienced constantly backing up the conveyor belt and moving around while looking at the monitor. Second, it would appea~as not aware he was manning the Pre Check Line or attempting to exert his perceived authority. As a frequent 
traveler, I understand TSA is an necessary inconvenience being responsible for the traveling public"s safety. But that is no excuse for a civil servant's unprofessional behavior. 
Hello 
My parents flew from JFK terminal 4 on 2113/15. At the check point my mother removed her jewelry and placed ii in the bin and lhen passed through the metal detector. When she wenl to retrieve her jewelry the items were gone. I have placed several 
calls to the TSA lost and found number. Each time I get a recorded message although it is during business hours. left detailed and clear messages and I have yet ta receive a call back. In the past I have had a great experience with the retrieval of a last 

2015 6,02 ,c item at a secunty check point and I am truly disappointed that I am not able to get anyone on the phone. The item had to have been found because the only people to handle that tray after it left my mother's hands were TSA personnel. One of the items 
· · has tremendous emotional value for my mother and I really hope we can get it back. Lease direct me to someone who can help me with this issue, Many thanks. 

l(b1(6) 



On 2123115 my wife and I were passing through the Las Vegas airport. We have been through this airport three times in the last year and every time. are treated rudely by the TSA. I strongly believe that this group of TSA needs to be retrained in 
customer service. 

When we pass through other airports we take off our shoes, coats, belts, and empty our pockets. We place all of our items in a bin and send it through the ,-ray machine. We walk through the metal detector and we are done. Great''" 
In Las Vegas the signs say to leave on your coats and shoes (for ease-convenience). There are no large bins. only small dishes. We walk up to TSA, and I start to unzip my jacket. The agent says 'what are you doing, did I tell you to take off your 

coat"? I told him I had stuff in the pockets of my jacket (headphones, Y adapter, lighter. phone, etc.). He says "stick it in your wile's purse", I try to put as much in that can lit, but I put the rest in a dish. I walk through and set off the detector. He says 
"take off your belt'" I said the sign said to leave on my bell. He said "I don'I know where you shop, take off the belt!" I put ii in the dish and loose my place in line. 

20 5 8_07 _, My wife walks up and the detector goes off. After three tries (belt. shoes, and coat) she finally gets through. The ne,t three people go through the same. The line is messed up, we all have our items on different spots on the ,-ray belt, and we all 
1 · · are JAMMED UP and backing up the Imel The agent yells out '"people this Is not this hard", but HE is the one causing all of the problems' 

Please, train the Las Vegas TSA customer service, and use the normal TSA screening techniques. This new system is horrible, especially with angry TSA agents. If I go through Las Vegas again, with similar results, I will record it on my phone, for 
someone's boss to view. We just want to go on vacalion and to fly safely ... Let us put our coats, shoes, and belts in a bin ... II is so much faster. 

Sincerely, 

kb1(6) 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.gov/contac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1F1 .. [b"'·""1(""6'-·., ___ __, 
Date Time: 2/26/2015 10:29:31 AM 
-------------------------------------------------------------------

'0151206: Nam.,J'bi/61 
Ema{b1(6) 
Complaints:My Complaint is Not Listed Here 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airpor\/Gate/Etc):San Diego airport, terminal one. 
Comments: I have TSA preche ck; Unfortunately though. the re was no pre-ch eek Ii ne at term i na I one this morning. Instead they sent a 11 the pre-check passengers through the main Ii ne, and gave them a s Ii p of pap er to give to the a gent near the meta I 
detector. This was bolh annoying, because we were not allowed to leave our laptops in our bags, at also insecure, as any pre-check passenger could have simply handed lheir pre-check slip 10 another passenger, allowing them 10 bypass the body 
scanner. My fellow pre-check passengers and I have invested a great deal of time and energy getting approval for pre-check. It is unfair to us when the airport does not designate a separate pre-check line. It is also less secure and defeats the entire 
purpose of the pre-check. 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Nam h··,1rr1 
Email Add ·'r~e-s-s"'(b'"-'"11""6'"1 __ ...._ __ __, 

Phone Number b 1(61 

Address h·11fr-, 
Zipcode:._,0_8_8_2_3--~ 

2015 2: 12:, Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? Yes 
Ethnicity? Na 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Newark Liberly International Airport 



2015 8:19:' 

From:kb1(6) 
Sent: Thursday, February 26, 2015 6:46 PM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subj eel: Ci vi I Li bert,es Violation Complaint Submission 

DearTSA, 

PI ease Ii nd attached my statement of complaint for the violation agamst me by a T SA agent. 

If you have any questions, do not hesitate to contact me. I look forward to your response. 

Sincerely, 

Attachment 

Civil Liberties Civil Rights Violation Complaint 

Dale: February 26, 2015 
Comp I a int Submitted to: 
Transportation Security Admmistrat,on·s (TSA) Office of C1v1I Rights Liberties, Ombudsman and Traveler Engagement (CRL OTE) 
E-mail: HYPERLINK mailto:TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov TSA-CRL@tsa.dhs.gov 
Com I a i nl SU bmitted b 

(b)(61 

Asheville, NC 28801 

!rh,IRI I 

Based on my recent travel experience I have decided to contact you. The behavior of the TSA agents has become quite unacceptable. There is a lot of eye rolling. lack of accommodation and inappropriate comments directed at travelers. I suspect that 
your agents have become quite com pl a cent in their govemme ntal Jobs and bel ,eve themselves to be entitled to behavior otherwise u nacce ptab I e m any other p role ss,on. 

To give you specific examples: 
1 On 2/26, Seattle/Tacoma TSA significantly delayed my pregnant co-traveller after she requested a pat down instead of the X-ray. This was because their only female employee was operating another machine. At the same time, they sent a few other 
travelers through metal detector but did not offer this to her and denied it when she asked if she could go through this process instead as she realized that she was being delayed. 

2015 4 ,24,, 2. On 2127, Boston Logan TSA employees at Air Canada gates B1-B3, who had no one else in the line were rolling their eyes and shaking their heads when I was about to enter the metal detector but went back to put my keys on the belt as the keys 
· ·• escaped my attenlion in the midst of placing a bunch of other items on lhe belt. Right after I hat, one of the agents could not keep himself from complaining about lhe fact that I forgol to dispose of a small boll le of water in my carry-on since "I his has 

been the rule since 2006". With all due respect, people travel a lot and I've gone from Seattle through Boston within the last 12 hours and am continuing on to Europe. A small bottle of water simply occasionally gets missed despite the fact that this 
knowledge is widely available. 

If your agents don't understand these simple things or cannot behave, please, retrain them or consider replacing I hem. 

Regards, 
kbi(6i 



Fromtb)(61 
Sent: Friday, February 27, 2015 2:22 PM 
To: TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov 
Cc:!(b1(6) ! 
Subj eel: baggage inspection 

I fiew back from Mexico yesterday on US Airways fi1ght 444 with a plane change in Phoenix. Early this morning I opened my suitcase to find your TSA Baggage inspection card inside. When I packed my suitcase I was careful to wrap certain items to 

2015 4 ,25,1 try to insure that they did not get broken. One of these items was a bottle of chocolate liquor I purchased in Mexico. This was no longer wrapped other than in the plastic bag I had put it in. It had been in the plastic bag and then wrapped in a shirt and 
· · put near the center of my bag. II was this morning againsl the inside edge of the bag. My tablel had been wrapped in my jacket and the screen facing the inside of my luggage so that ii was padded all the way around. When I opened my bag ii was no 

longer wrapped and was up against my husbands control panel for his metal detector causing the screen to be broken in several places. 

I understand the need for baggage checks and have no problem with my bag being inspected but what I do have a problem with is the fact that the bag was not repacked with care and my items were not safely returned to my bag, It looked to me as if 
someone had jusl rifled lhrough ii looking for valuables and that was my first impression til I saw thal everything was there and then I saw the lnspeclion card. Now my table is cracked as you can plainly see in the a11ached pholo. Is there any recourse 
for me for the damage to my tablet? While it was not an overly expensive one it was working fine and has many vacation pictures on it.!(b)(6·, pallas, Or 97338 Phone kb-·1(6'1 I 

tiill:§[]1 nl in e image 

«ATTACHMENT~~ 

Photo of tablet with cracked sere en 
Caller said she did TSA precheck and that she is at lhe Long Beach Airport and she has boots on and when she went through the wtmd it alarmed and she 901 the full patdown in front of everyone because she sel the alarm off and she said she is 
frustrated. She asked why didn t she get the option of going through the ait machine instead of the patdown. She said she is still at the airport and that she is going to Phoenix and that she does not have the name of the TSA agent. She asked does 
she have to rem ave her shoes at the checkpoint. She said the Officer asked if she wanted a private screening and to Id her that she co u Id have gone through the ai t machine but she was al ready aver th ere for the paid own. She said she is trying to 
understand the precheck process, 

Mishandling RFI 

2015 6:34:, REASON for lhe call Complainl 
Date Time: 02-27-15 at 4:30 pm 
Gate Tenminal:gate 2 
Airport: Long Bea ch 
Airline:US Air 
Flight #:unknown 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: I advised her that I will refer this to the CSM at the airport. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time 2127/2015 8:33:11 PM Airport: SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International Date/Time of Travel: 02127/2015 5:22 PM Airline & Flight Number: Alaska 2573 Checkpoint/Area of Airport Checkpoint Sa TSA Employee: (If Known) Last 
names Colin. Shearer Comment · This was the second time this week flying through Seatac. I was TSA pre-check for this flight went through the line as usual wearing the exact same thing I wore when I fiew in on Wednesday. Passing through the 
metal detector it lriggered. The individual told me to go back and take off my shoes and bell. When I asked why I needed to do I hat if I was pre-check she said because it had a me1a1. Meanwhile the x-ray machine was open and being used to scan 
other passengers. 
When I exited the other side I asked TSA agent calling why it would trip. She stated that 11 was because I had metal so I asked why when I'm TSA pre-check why would I be required to remove my shoes. She said it was because I tripped the alarm. 

2015 9:02:( When I informed her that I had flown in two days ago wearing the exact same outfit and it did not trip I asked why it would trip today. She said that every machine is different they're not all calibrated the same. I replied that that didn't seem to make 
sense why wouldn't they be. She said I hat I hat's just how it is at this poinl TSA agent she were approached and asked if I needed assistance wilh anything. I explain my story to him and he stated I hat I hat's just lhe way it was. I said that didn't make 
sense police officers have to calibrate their radar guns in order that write me a ticket for violating something why wouldn"t the TSA calibrate everything to look for the same potentially hazardous materials and/or metals. And what was the point of me 
being TSA pre-check 1/ I still had to do the same thing the regular line did. He made a comment that said well we should fine you for caring liquids then. I told him that that was absurd if I had it on the plane I could see that but out a check point where 
you're just checking in removing it doesn't make sense. I asked why they wouldn't just put me through the x-ray and he said well we're just not doing that. Overall not a passenger friendly experience not what I typically experience when I fly and I fly at 
least twice every week. I did speak to a supervisor and he said he would take care of it I did feel very good about the supervisor and tr _way h~istened to me and lruly acted since really concerned. He was the best experience I had wilh TSA today. 
He was exemplary and actually made me feel better about the whole situation Would you like a response? . True Passenger's Name . b i(6 i hone Number : 

Email kb 1(6i I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Greetings, 

We just returned back from a week in Japan and was treated to very friendly and welcoming customs officers. However, we were ullerly and complelely ashamed of our TSA process when passing back lhrough to domestic flights. Our inspectors were 
hard to understand. even leaving us native speakers confused. Then the inspectors weren't sure if we could bypass or go through security again. Some folks just walked by into domestic gates while some of us tried to understand the TSA inspectors. 
Then we didn't have trays for our belongings, a place to water/liquids as many of us were surprised by no l1qu1ds having just passed through customs. Next, 11 was total chaos as to whether we should pass through the metal detector or the scanning 
image machine. We went back and forth in the lines and I finally just pushed for the metal detector. Finally, we had an unfriendly inspector telling us to hurry after the detector/scanner chaos. 

2015 5 ' 1 O:, We can do better. I've traveled many places around the world and I'm sure our process was neither safe nor efficient today. The Americans as well as the foreign visitors expect and deserve better. 

Feel Ire e to reviews your videos or contact me for specific le ed back, 

Sincerely, 

""!(b_.-'1(_6_, _ __,!an ashamed American 

Hi. 
I've had Isa pre•check (signed up for global entry and received tsa pre-check with it) since November 2014. It's been great !raveling both domestic and internalional, until this weekend. 

I fiew out of oakland, ca on Friday, February 27. The Isa pre·check line was for some reason closed. I was directed to the regular line where I had to remove my shoes. It would have been fine if I wasn't counting on having the expedited service that I 
normally would have received. I ended up waiting in a long line for security check and barely made it to my flight. 

Things didn't get better when I took a return flight back to oakland this evening. As I walked through the metal detector. the exact same pair of boots I wore two nights ago somehow set off the metal detector. I understand that those machines are very 
'015 8:59:2 sensitive and would be more than happy to walk through it again. However, the agent didn't offer that and said to me "your boots set it off. Take them off and go back in line" in a very derogatory tone. This was very upsetting because I have seen other 

travelers set off the metal detector and were instructed to walk through it again. Not only was I not given that option, the agent was also very rude. 

I understand nothing may not come out of this in the end but I certainly would like to bring this to your attention. 

Thank you for your time. 

~ 
Sent from my iPhone 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP._kb_·•"-1(6_."-I ___ _. 

Date Time: 3/112015 8:32:00 PM 

······················----------------····························· 

Nam b1(6i 

'015 9:01 :O Ema"'(b_l-'"(6,..'-,---.,....,........,...-_....,,_ 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate cree ni ng Pat Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenrninal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Austin (Texas Airport) Pre Screen 
Comments:l'm a retired Federal Agent, and cur,-ently an Investigator for the State of Texas. I also paid for a passed a criminal background check to be assigned my KTN, On 2/22/2015, I had gone through the Pre-Screening. I was not armed. I had 
two pieces of luggage with me. My briefcase and a computer bag lhat contained my laplop and porlable printer. I have !raveled mulliple times prior and after and retiring as a Federal Agent with these items. I also carry my Federal Retired Credenlials 
and State Investigator's Identification. I have never been detained and treated as I was on this day. The TSA employees were unprofessional and refused to examine my credentials or entertain what I had to say. My briefcase and I cleared the xray and 
metal detector. They retained my computer case. They opened my computer case and examined my printer. They alleged it tested for explosives. They opened it up and could see that 11 was not an explosive device. They then had me remove my 
shoes, and belt and patted me down and re-searched my carry o ns. They could have at I ea st I is ten to me, and examined my cred entia Is versus taking th em and setting th em aside. I have never be en treated so bad, I wi 11 be notifying my U , S. 
Represenlative and Homeland IG about this. My printer or any other carry on has never come into question. 



Fro~(b1(6) 

Sent: Monday. March 02. 2015 6:02 PM 
To: TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov 
cd1h,1R1 I 
Subject Damaged Property Claim foj~(b_·•~1(6_-_I --~I from SEATAC Airport on 2127/15 

To w horn this may concern. 

My name is !(b-•1(6) [ 1 am seeking payment for my damaged cell phone. On February 27th. 2015 I was departing Seattle (SEAT AC Airport) at Main terminal concourse B for a 7am flight through Virgin America (flight# 1780) to tAX. It a little after 
6:25am when r was in line after checking in. I explained to the TSA representative that this was my first time flying by myself and I did not know what to do. He asked for my boarding pass which I had electronically. I tried scanning it but it did not work 
so the gentleman held my phone to scan the electronic boa rd i ng pass, he then wa I ked me over pre sere en i ng, I have o Ii ve skin with Io ng curly brown hair, I was wearing blue g I ass es, a black jacket over a brownltan/b I ack dress with b I ack pants and 
running shoes. I had one silver carry-on suitcase and was holding in my hands a tablet and my cell phone, a Sony Xperia Z3 from T-mobile. I was not allowed to go lhrough the metal de1ec1or with these ilems so lhe TSA representative told me twice to 

,015 8_28 _4 put the items in my luggage. When I asked why he said there were no bins for me to place my tablet and cell phone in so I needed to place them in my luggage. He then pushed my luggage on the belt and I walked through the metal detector. I turned 
· · · to grab my I ugg age then a rn uch I a rger su ilea se passing through the xray col Ii ded with my I uggage. I picked up my I ug gage th en wa I ked to the gate where I was again asked lo r my boarding pass. as I pul I ed out my phone I noticed the sere en cracked 

was damaged to such a point where the screen could not display and it has NO touch sensitivity. Not only could I not pull up my boarding pass but after going through pre screening the phone was useless, when I landed in LAX I had no navigation. no 
form of communication, I could not access my data on the phone (such as con1ac1 information) and the only way for me to find my hotel was to find wifi to check my reservalions siored in email. Even though the phone had a protective case, the fact I hat 
I was forced to put these items in my suitcase and the way in which my baggage was handled lead to complete damage beyond repair of my property. The lady at the gate was able to look up my information and verified my ticket so I could get on the 
plane but told me I only had 8 minutes to speak with secunty to file an immediate complaint/claim before they stop boarding passengers. I immediately went to security and spoke with the Supervisor (b)(ff•, badgelillill:fil]about the damaged 
item. I did not know the name of the TSA representative would not let me through unless my items were placed in the suitcase. I could only say he was a white male, no accent, at least 6ft tall with very s art air possibly light brown), he was wearing a 
blue or while shirt with TSA palch on lhe shoulder and dark pants. I have attached photos of the damaged phone. In January, I upgraded to the Xperia Z3 phone lhrough T-Mobile so in order for me 10 replace the damaged device with an equivalent 
Xperia Z3, I now have to pay out of pocket full retail price which is $630. See this website: http://www.t-mobile.com/cell-phonesJsony-xperia-z3.html. The damage of my phone not only negatively impacted my business trip but the negative impacts are 
continuing. This was a negligent act that I tried to avoid. Sole responsibility is upon this person. I feel as this was an employee on the clock, the liability fall_s upon the employer to compensate for mJ damaged property. I need payment for the damaged 
property otherwise my next option will need to file suit in small claims court. If you have any questions please contact me by this email (HYPERLINKkb )(6 ., _, Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

!(b,(61 

ATTACHMENTS 
Photos of damaged ce 11 phone 
Caller had an odd and offensive experience with a ticket screener at the airport. She cannot describe how offensive this gentleman was. 

When did this occur? 

About an hour and 2 0 minutes ago or about 1300 hrs. 

Where? 

MCO. 

Which checkpoint and terminal? 

Terminal B. United, at the checkpoint to get to gates 1-59. 

'015 2: 19'3 A male officer screening tickets before the metal detector was the offender. 

What was his name? 

She couldn t get it. He threatened to keep her from flying if she made an issue with him. 

What did he look like? 

30-40 yo, overweight. white. balding, medium brown hair, glasses. balding, of medium height. 

He was asking the women ii they were flying by themselves. He said that they must smile. because they are prettier when they smile. II they want to get past him. they must smile. Caller pointed out that his comments were sexist. She was 
threatened if she made an issue of the screener s behavior. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Ca I egori es Other; Screening 
Current Date/Time . 3/4/2015 4:20:06 PM 
Airport PHL - Philadelphia International Date/Time of Travel 0211512015 6:00 AM Airline & Flight Number : Southwest #1676 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : terminal E security checkpoint. 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . Not known 
Comment : I arrived at PHL airport at 5:50am on 2115115 and since I had my boarding pass and no checked baggage I proceeded straight to the securily checkpoint for E terminal. When I 901 there the TSA clerks were pulling disabled people and 
people with strollers in one lane and everyone else in the other line. There were only TWO TSA workers at the pre check stations, one for each line. The lines had at least 50 to 60 people waiting for flights around the same time and only two people 

,015 6_01 :4 checking_ ID and boarding passes _before moving us to th_e metal detectors where there we_re only 2 machines on and one lane to go through the body scan. And there wasn't even an excus_e for lack of staff because the area was crawling with TSA 
· · workers 1ust standing around looking pretty. I was stuck 1n the TSA Id check lane for 40 minutes! When I got through secunty I ran through the terminal only to be told by southwest that I missed my gate closing by FOUR Ml NUTES, When I demanded 

that they open the gate they said they couldn'I and thal they had no control over the staffing or conlrol of the securily checkpoints and I here was nothing i could do. I ended up rerouting to Atlanta then New Orleans before finally arriving in Las Vegas, 6 
hours after I was supposed to get there. It was a horrible nightmare that could have been easily avoided by opening more Id checks and metal detectors. I was not the only person to miss my flight about 15 other people also missed the same flight for 
the exact same reason as me - the incompetence of TSA. I will never be able to get back those 6 hours of what happened to be my birthday and it is all because of government mismanagement. Disgraceful. 
Would you like a response?· True 

Passenger's Name k~b~l~(6~1~---~ 
Phone Number · 

Email !(b)(61 ! 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Dateflirne 3151201510:47:13 AM Airporl: JFK - John F. Kennedy International Dateffirne of Travel 03/051201510:04 AM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Terminal 4 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· TSA agent at Terminal 4 lane 6 metal detector. Unprofessional demeanor, unable to direct flow of traffic from bag scan through personal screening devices. &quot:1 don't care, whoever wants to go, go•&quot: This was in response to 

:J 15 12: 10:[ unscreened passengers queueing up, not sure whal lane was taking precedence or how agenls wanted us 10 zipper in. Agents at lane 5 and 6 did not effectively control flow of traflic. individual controlling lane 5 was not easily visible or heard from bag 
screening queue. Aggravated at the agents frustration who works day in and day out at the same location, and she be able to readily identify why customers would be confused. 
Would you like a res~U"5a.,?c.....· J.U."'------, 
Passen er's Name , (b)(ffl hone Number, 

Email (b)(ff1 
To leave a commen concerning 1s eedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2IApplicationManager 



'015 8:361 

We wanted to let you know the security scanner, i.d. checking, and xray operating TSA staff on Thursday, March 5, at 6:45 p.m. was hugely unprofessional, disrespectful. rude, mean, sarcastic, and were the WORST example of staffing. I have ever 
seen. These "sta H'' m em be rs we re located near the E gates at LAS, McC a rren Airport. 

The line of passengers was very polite, and docile, and short. and staff repeatedly told us to change lines, or stand in places where there were no lines. They yelled at us asking if we., knew what a metal detector was" ... telling us that is "like 
something used on a beach, to find gold,'' and to "get our metal offi'" 

There were no containers. as it was TSA precheck, but they ordered me to get my watch and bracelets in a container. I asked where containers were, and looked me in the eyes and me'" we don't have any.'" I then had to search other areas, and run 
back to the line. 

My 28 yeJr old daughter, who knows whal customer service is, asked if she needed 10 remove her knilled cap, and was reprimanded by extremely, and unnecessarily rude agenl1h··,1rr, I" Is it a meIaI helmel?'". as if she were a toddler, and then 
said ta NOT remove it. I am sorry I did not know she was yelling at my daughter ar I would have said something to her then. I did mention to the staff who were yelling at me that "we da not work there"', so are unfamiliar with the rapidly changing rules 
and invisible signage. 

It was acIually impressive how incompetenl they all were .. and I suspect there was no supervision at that time. 

I was he I ped an hour I ater, by a very kind supervisor,!( b I ( 6:, I who Ii stened and i dent1f1edk b I ( 6:, I and directed me to this address. 

Another agen1.!rh··,1r;··, I ( idenlified as!(b)(6 !on our lickels) was completely unprofessional, non-interactive, and when asked by a passenger where to stand, as he had been directed to a confusing loca1ion,.kb_.'"'1(_6'-l __ __.!said '"I don't know. 
Just stand there." 

Like a 11 of us, I have rea I concerns my in Ii fe, and I tot a 11 y appreciate and respect the TS A, and the service they pro vi de, I am totally compliant, but this staff needs to NOT work with hum ans, PI ease, 

We had a great trip. and our last impression of Las Vegas is predominated by the rude, unprofessional behavior of most of the staff there at that time. 
I we I come your response, and in put. 

Sincerely, 

[bl(61 I 
Alaska Flight 60 to Seattle 



fb)(61 

TS A Contact Center 

CCR 

fb)(61 

Fro b1(6) 
Sent: Friday, March 06, 2015 8:55 AM 

" 15 10.27.1 To: Ombudsman, TSA 
. . Subject: TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1pf""h-'-.,""1'"'R'-·., ___ _. 

Date Time: 316/2015 854:51 AM 

Name: 

kb1(6) 

Email: 

Caller stated she had an horrible experience at SFO. She told them she would like to opt out of the AIT She stated they sat her on a chair that was on an incline and left her there for half an hour because they did not have a woman available for a 
patdown. She could not sit in the seat lhat lhey provided and she needed to get up so she told them she would be happy to go lhrough the metal de1ec1or like lhe other people. She said they lold her that once she opted for the patdown that she could 
not go through the metal detector. She is 75 years old. 
It was the men th at treated her bad I y. The men were very rude to her. The re was a man that grabbed her a rm and tried to drag her into the other room. she stated she le It Ii ke she was going to be dis appeared. She wanted to know how she co u Id 
prevent this in the future, 

1015 5:13:0· CSM RFI 
Airport: SFO 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight Numbers: 3991 
Date and Time of Incident: Saturday, February 21st 
Location of Incident (Terminal or Gate): Terminal 1. 
Contact information ( phone numb er or EMAIL): 



Remote Client IR'~h_··,1_r;_·, ___ ~ 
Dale Time: 3/712015 1:37:18 AM 

Nam~ 
EmaJ6@\ 
Comp I a i nts: Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):March 1, 2015 
Uniled Airlines 35 
International Terminal G 
Comments:March 1. 2015 
United Airlines 35 

,015 9:26:2 To whom it may concern: 

Re: Rude, curt and hostile service and service that is inconsiderate of international travelers, 

Formerly a resident of California, I have been living in Asia for the last 9 years, but have flown to the US regularly to visit relatives. In the same period. as a basis of comparison. I have visited numerous international airports throughout Asia and Mexico 
and have gen era I ly had far mo re efficient. profession al, and seeming I y safe experiences than I have had with TSA security sere en i ng procedures m the US. Though I can say that T SA service and procedures have genera 11 y imp roved in the I ast 1 0 year 
in other parts of the US, I have seen the least amount of improvement at San Francisco International Airport which remains not only uncourteous but sometimes rude and harassing. 

For the most part, I would like to convey my experience from the perspective of an international tourist arriving in San Francisco with jet lag, higher service expectations. and possibly limited English proficiency: 

On the date of my flight I found the security checkpoint to be uncrowded and my family, which included a 6-year--Old child. an-ived extra early. While I have experienced a surprising amount of helpfulness and friendliness from other TSA representatives 
at other airports (notably Denver's lntemalional Airport lhe week before) which even expedite families with small children, I found the staff at the San Francisco international G terminal security gale 10 be surly and speaking curtly to fellow passengers. 
After just witnessing an apparently East Asian passenger being yelled at. I was suddenly selected (apparently randomly) for a full body scan (a process I am actually unfamiliar with). A fellow passenger from behind had to explain what was happening: 
a TSA employee with a native Eng I 1sh accent had spoken to me. though while avo idmg eye contact, avoiding useful hand gestures, and speaking in mum b I ed, m comp I ete sentences, it took me a w hi I e to recognize that the emp I aye e was actua 11 y ta I king 
to me rather than another passenger. I asked the employee to repeat herself three times since I couldn't understand what she was saying. The employee openly conveyed her annoyance for having to repeat herself, and the employees statements 
remained so curt, and abbreviated I hat I had to make a lot of quick, confused guesses about the procedure based upon reading the available signs. Though another employee with a more professional demeanor had previously informed me that ii 
wasn't necessary to remove a small amount of change in my pocket, I would later be chastised for not removing change from my pocket. When I mentioned that I was following another employee's instructions, and that I wasn't familiar with the full body 



Today, my checked bags were inspected by TSA in Northwest Florida Beaches International Airport in Panama City. I am totally fine with any and all bag inspections and checks. Problem is that they did not put the power chord for my DVD player 
back in my checked bag. I checked with the fnend I was staying with in Chipley, FL, and 11 is not there. I do remember packing it. but I called her to make double sure as memory is not always accurate. The room where the player was located actually 
has very little in it, so it is not like it would be hard to find if I left it there inadvertently. So, my first question is do I have any financial recourse for making a claim? I can't use the DVD player for very long without the power cord. and I cannot purchase a 
power cord separately. There is a reason. The DVD player is no longer available and I did check this along with the parts store. Replacing it, costs me $70 minimum. 

The next point I want to make is a commenl and a complain!. Generally speaking, I like flying into and out of this airport. I had TSA pre-clearance today. Despite having TSA pre-clearance, I had to remove my laptop, take off my shoes, my belt, etc. 
There was not one difference from regular security other than I went through the metal detector vs. the body scan machine. By the time I had done all this, I might as well have gone through the body scan for goodness sake. In fact, I was would have 
been fine doing so. I saw no discemable difference. 

'O 15 8: 19: 4 This airport has the I uxury of I 1111 e trafli c, so they have a tendency to be extra stringent in security. I Ii nd that this I uxury of ti me is something they take advantage of beyond random s am pl mg. One example, both passengers. the one a head of me and the 
one behind me were pulled out of line and searched. I have had it done to me. Not a problem per se, but it seems a little extreme since it happens more often than not for reasons that are questionable compared to statistical sampling techniques I am I 
am familiar with. I undersland this with kids during Spring Break or people that evoke suspicion, but really no other airporl I have I raveled lhrough clamps down like this with TSA Pre-Approval. Spring Break was nol in swing yet, and I am thinking this is 
a lack of balance, process. and perspective that I find to be a pattern at this airport due to the light traffic. 

Please advise. 

Thank you• 

kb1(6) 

The caller stated that there was a security issue at PDX and he wanted to make a suggestion. He was going through secunty with his wife and has TSA PreCheck. His wife underwent a patdown and they left her cany-on bag sitting on the conveyor 
belt. He stated that her bag was out of her site even when she was still 20-30 feet on the other side of the metal detector. He stated the bag was out of her site for several minutes. He walked up to the bag and picked it up while she was still 

,015 9:59 :0· undergoing screening and he could have been another passenger looking to steal lhe bag. II took a couple of minutes before security officers came up 10 him and asked if I hat was his wife's bag. 

Date and time: 3-7 around 12:00 or 1 :00 p.m. 
Airport: PDX 



I understand the TSA Screener's job is a hard and difficult. And I am grateful for those TSA Officers who do their job diligently and respectfully. But the obnoxious, disrespectful. loud and arrogant TSA supervisor on duty at 6:00 am on Monday March 
9, 2015 is something you-and I-can do withoul. Neither I nor anyone else should have to pul up wilh the disorganizalion and confusion he creates along wilh his arrogance. 

Customs and Border Control hand pre d es,g nated travelers such as me a slip to hand the to the T SA Off ce r designating the !rave I er as a TSA Pre !rave I er-in my case. because I am a member of GI o ba I Entry. But TSA Off ce rs at this che c kpomt 
create a confusing and chaotic problem by shuttling those travelers designated as TSA Pre into the same security screening lines with non-TSA Pre travelers. For instance, they did not divide travelers into two separate lines, or that even ii you're TSA 
Pre you have to remove your laptop and shoes and belt, or any other helpful direclion. Some people are to go through lhe full body scanner and others go through the melal detector. People are crisscrossing and bumping into each other. People 
don't know which line ta get in. And your officers are continuously yelling orders. Not helpful orders, just obnoxious orders. And even though the TSA Pre travelers are directed into the metal detector instead of the full body screener, they send all 
I uggage through the same Xra y ma chm e. 

Your TSA Officers I hen complain thal I didn't remove my laptop from my bag and hold up the line 10 require me to remove it and put lhe bag back through even though they could do it more easily and at most other airports, usually do; but as a TSA Pre 
traveler. I·m not supposed ta have to remove my laptop from my bag. I attempted to go through the metal detector while keeping an my shoes and belt. but it repeatedly triggered the alarm until I removed first my shoes, and then my belt. requiring three 
tries to clear the Xray, only then to be asked 1f I left my laptop in the outside pocket of my bag-which of course, I did, since I travel extensively, am always TSA Pre be I'm a member of Global Entry and after going through a TSA Pre checkpoint only 
150 or so times, thought I had the drill down. But for some reason, this checkpoint doesn't adhere to the same TSA Pre rules, even though the slip handed out by Custom and Border Control designating certain travelers as TSA Pre relates the regular 
screening rules-put all metal objecls in your bag, leave your computer in your bag, leave your shoes and belt on-and yet, your own officers don't know what it says. 

" 15 1 O: O 5:' And m response to voicing my exasperation by tel Ii ng them it is the most d1sorg an ized s c reem ng Im e I've ever be en m, I'm get in response from the ma I e supervisor on duty a d1srespectfu I and arrogant response that ,ts not disorganized, that the rules 
are all spelled out on the slip of paper I received and he'll explain them to me when I get through the other side of the screening. 

I don't really care if I have ta remove my computer or not or remove my shoes or take off my belt: I just want it ta be organized and orderly. Don't tell me to do one thing and then complain when I do it because you wanted me to da something different. 
If you need me to remove my shoes, belt and go through full body scanner. I'm happy to do 11. But don't tell me I'm designated as TSA Pre. condition me to leave my laptop in my bag. my shoes and belt on, and then trip me up for following the TSA Pre 
rules and subject me to the arrogant and disrespectful TSA Officer screeners at the international connection checkpoint. and to the confusion and chaos your TSA officers create at this checkpoint. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Ti me : 319120 15 1 :23: 35 PM 
Airport. SAN - San Diego International Date/Time of Travel. 03/09/2015 10:15 AM Airline & Flight Number. 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 

,015 2_15.3 Comment: I travel weekly and SAN has one of the poorest TSA pre Imes. Too many people for the one line. They let in too many people who are not PRE approved. Because there are so many tourists. baby strollers and people who do not know who 
· · · do not know how to go through a meta I detector you should have a business/status Ii n e. 

Of course i l's not I erri bl e. But com pa red to every 01 her airport it is not efli c i ent. 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' 
Current Date/Ti me : 31912015 1 : 20 :34 PM 
Airport · SAN - San Diego International Date/Time of Travel · 03/09/2015 1 O: 15 AM Airline & Flight Number · 
Ch eckpoi ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 

, 015 2 .15. 4 Comment : I t rave I weekly and SAN has one of the poorest TSA pre Ii n es. Too many people lo r I he one Ii ne. They I et in 100 many people who are not PRE approved . Because there are so many tourists, baby strollers and peop I e who do nol know who 
· · · do not know how to go through a metal detector you should have a business/status line. 

Of course it's not ternble. But compared to every other airport it is not efficient. 
Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?"" 
Current Date/Ti me . 3/9/2015 1 : 20 29 PM 
Airport SAN - San Diego International Date/Time of Travel 03/09/2015 10: 15 AM Airline & Flight Number 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 

,015 2_15.4 Comment . I travel weekly and SAN has one of the poorest TSA pre lines. Too many people for the one line. They let in too many people who are not PRE approved. Because there are so many tourists. baby strollers and people who do not know who 
· · · · do not know how to go through a meta I detector you should have a busrn ess/status I in e. 

Of course it's not terrible. But compared to every other airport it is not efficient. 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

To Whom it May Concern, 

I am filing this complaint against the TSA precheck service in MCO airport. I am a frequent traveler with a global entry registry. Every time I travel and approach the pre-check line, TSA has the line opened to the general public and they cannot control 
or diseminate who lhe known or unkown travelers are. I am continiuosly subjected 10 random searches before I even get to the meIaI detectors. Doesnt that defeal the purpose of forms, finger printing and back grounds searches I paid for? These pre
check lines are not pre-check lines, they are general population lines. but with minumal security screening. 

To run non- pre check person el through this pre-check line is not a good idea. Can someone at the very least conduct an observation at this location of the pre-check lane practice? 

'015 1 O: 15'· 1 appreciate your help and thank you for your time. 

United Airlines .. f b_)_(6_, _____ ~I Lantau, Hong Kong I 

HKG Cell .. f h-'-··,"'1R-'-·I'-----'I US Ce1j"'(b'""i""(6'-"i __ _,!I HYPERLI NKj:._b--'1_(6--') ________________ _. 



Caller Is currently at LAX. She keeps calling the number for their TSA department and Is not getting an answer. She wants to talk to someone today before she leaves the airport. She is calling 310.242.2911. She says that she is flying via Southwest 
flight 4812 from LAX at 1 :55 p.m. She says that she is cur,-ently at gate 7. The incident occurred between 1130 a.m. and 12 p.m. Caller is traveling in a group of 50 individuals. They have 43 students and 7 chaperons. Caller says they were traveling 
from IAH to LAX and back for a school trip. One of lheir studenls has turned 18, but has no drivers license or state ID. All she has is a student ID. They made it through security alrighl in IAH. However, in LAX the mail documenl checker said lhat she 
was 18, so she had to go to another line since she didn t have a state ID. She says that the officer just pointed in a general direction and didn t give any guidance as to where exactly she needed to go. The caller is not upset that she had to go through a 
different procedure based on her age. What she is upset about is that the officer was rude to the child and also the adults that tried to help her. The adults began asking him if someone could go with her because they were on a school tnp and she had 
to keep a chaperon. He ignored them. Finally another officer came over and told them that someone could accompany her and showed them where to go. After this, they began splitting the line, sending some through PreCheck and some through 
normal screening. They sent a big group of the kids through one way and all of the chaperons were being sent another way. One of the chaperons followed the group of kids and an officer said, What are you doing? in what lhe caller describes as a 

20 5 3.43., rude tone. She says that the chaperon explained that this was a school trip and the kids had ta have a chaperon. She says that at this point one officer looked at the caller and started saying to keep everything an that she was going through expedited 
1 · ·' screening. not to take anything off The ca 11 er describes this officer as rude as wel I. She says that she went through the W TM D and it alarmed. She says that she told her that she had meta I imp I ants throughout her body. The officer Ig no red the 

comment and told her to take off her watch, bracelets, and engagement ring. The caller took all of this off except for her engagement ring, She was sent through a couple of other times. Another passenger told her that she still had her sunglasses on 
her head. She says I hat lhe officer didn t tell her to remove I his, but tried 10 get her to take off her engagement ring. She says I hat she told her 5 or 6 times thal even if she takes all of I his stuff off, she will still have an alarm because she has implanls in 
her back, collar bone. left leg, and a screw in her right knee. She was referred for a patdown. She tried to get them to let her use AIT instead and the request was denied. She says that the patdown was done and although she wasn t very satisfied with 
the fact of having it done. her main comp I a int was that the officer was once ag am rude. She says she wasn t rude untI I the end when she just said Have a good day' and wa I ked off She never apologized or anything. She says th at al I of that could 
have been avoided if she wo u Id have I is ten ed to her from the beginning. instead of sending her through and then take a few things off and then repeat. Also. she says that AIT would have helped avoid this as wel I. She says that she asked for a 
supervisor and the officer jusl poinled off in a general direclion and said, They are over there somewhere. She says thal she finally found a supervisorfb·:1(6) !From terminal 1, who kept interpreting it lhat lhe caller was complaining about 
the rules. She says that the supervisor couldn t understand the concept that it was not because of the rules, but just because al the rudeness and ignoring the fact that she had told them she had the metal implants. She says that she wants to speak 
with the CS M before her flight departs: whether this be in person or vi a phone. 
Caller Went through security this morning, one of the TSOs took 2 of her bracelets, Placed lhem in a little bowl and did not give them back to her. She did not realize she didn t have them until she was boarding the plane. 

Date Time: 3-11 6:05Am 
Gate: a30 
Airporl: IAH 

2015 2:00:( Airline: Frontier 
Flight# 1105 
Missing Damaged item description: 2 Bracelets that she was wearing, She had to place them in a bowl when she set off the WTMD. She advised that she did not see the TSO again and did not realize she didn t have the bracelets until she was 
boarding I he fiig ht. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time 311112015 12:44:44 PM Airport : LAS - McCarran International Date/Time of Travel : 0311012015 8: 15 AM Airline & Flight Number Southwest 764 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
Southwest Terminal - lane farthest to the left as you are entering the area TSA Employee: (II Known) . 
Comment : I traveled yesterday lhrough LAS airport to PHX and wenl through the TSA checkpoinl about 8:00am. Just as I came up to get my ID checked anolher lane opened up off to the side (the left mosl lane as you're facing the checkpoinl). I was 
one of the first five people through that lane that morning. It seemed that the employees had received some news about some additional training right before the checkpoint opened because they were not focused on the travelers, they were 
complaining to each other about having to take this training. The one who was the most vocal was standing nght next to the belt, before you went through the metal detector. He was tall, salt and pepper hair. maybe in his 50s. He was talking to the guy 

2015 3, 18,, who was actually looking at the x-ray images (this was concerning to me since I wasn't sure how he was reading the images AND complaining about his job all at once). The tall guy next to the belt said that this additional training was 
· ·• &quo1;bullshil&quo1; and that &quot:lhis part-time job wasn't worlh il&quol;. It was incredibly unprofessional and frankly made me feel unsafe thal this guy was only considering this a parl time job I hat wasn't worlh his time. As travelers, we certainly 

think the TSA agents are taking their jabs seriously and keeping us safe. Thank you for the attention ta this. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name kb·:1(6) 
Phone Number : ==.._ __ __. 
Email !(b i(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link hltp:/ltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB21ApplicationManager 



My name is!(b)(ffi !and I need to speak with someone in charge regarding negligence on the part of several TSA agents at MCO airport on 3112115 at the East checkpoint area. At 11:48AM I approached the screening belt and was told by the 
TSA agent (a Caucasian woman namedllli:iill:[J most likely in her 30's) thal we didn'I need 10 remove anything from our bags (liquids, jackets, laptops, elc) before placing it on the belt and if we'd already done so, to put everything back in our bags. 
The woman directly in front al me was taking a little longer than I had to put everything back saKiill:fil:Jgrabbed my purse (a tan Michael Kors tote that doesn't have a tap closure) and put it through the machine as I walked through the metal detector. 
I went straight through with no problems and immediately turned to my rig ht to retrieve my purse at which point I saw it coming out of the machine com pl etel y flipped over. so that the top of my purse was di re ctly on the be It. This of course concerned 
me because my purse is a tote and wasn't able to be secured closed. I stood there for a few seconds trying to ensure everything was there but peo le were coming up behind me to get there items so I placed my bag on the nearest bench to double 
check thal all my belongings were accounled for when I immediately noticed my sashay of jewelry (valued at approx. $1,500) was missing. I told (b)(ff:, that my jewelry was gone-thinking ii has fallen out of my bag when ii was flipped over. I 
described to her that the sashay was light blue/gray (almost transparent) and about 6 inches in length and that it had the word ··g10•· written on the outside. It had a drawstring closure. She started looking for it, as did I but it was difficult with all of the 
bags continuing to come through on the belt. Within a minute of me not1fyin~ saw one of my diamond earrings and one of my gold rings loosely going by on the roller portion of the belt When I let her know of this she reviewed the the image 
of my purse to locate where the jewelry pouch had been and what may have happened to it on its way out.,, she told me it made it through so we continued to look on the belt and around the belt. We couldn't find anything else so she said she was 
going to get a supervisor involved. During the wait for a supervisor, she rescanned my bag to ensure it wasn't lost inside despite me reassuring her ii wasn't there. She confirmed it was missing after rescanning ii. A few minutes 1a1er a tall, heavy set 
African American man (most likely in his 40's) approached my boyfriend and I and introduced himself as the supervisor. He had us explain what happened and what the jewelry pouch looked like so that he could review security footage. We waited 
about 10 minutes before he returned saying he couldn't find anything and that he didn't see the pouch on camera. I told him 1t was definitely there becaus~had confirmed she saw 1t on the screening image as well as I found 2 random pieces 
loosely on the belt. I then described the pouch to him for a second time. saying it was a light blue/gray sashay with a drawstring closure and about 6 inches-I told him again that it had the word 'glo" written on it. He then said the camera wouldn't pick 
up the word on lhe oulside of the bag but that he'd keep looking. He wasn't rude but he wasn't nice either ... his lone was short and he acted as though he was really doing us a favor. Anolher 10 minutes went by and he came back over to us saying it 

,015 12: 13:_ was no where an camera sa he was going ta examine the inside of the belt, saying it may have gotten caught on something. After doing so, he tald us it wasn't there. He then had another TSA agent scan our bags again. despite my telling them they 
had already done this twice before and time was Just being wasted. They went ahead and of course confirmed it wasn't in there. Mind you this entire time not one person asked us when our flight was or showed any empathy whatsoever-the 
collective attitude was that we should simply be grateful that they were taking the time to try to find my jewelry. When we voiced our frustration at having my bag scanned a third time and that the whole thing was taking way too long because we had a 
flight to catch, the agent responded by saying that it wasn·t his fault and we shouldn't be mad or blame him. No one wanled to take any responsibility. At 12:35 PM, after 45 minutes had passed, the supervisor waived me over 10 review some security 
footage. He said he thought he may have seen what happened ta my jewelry pouch and asked me to confirm that what I was seeing was indeed my jewelry pouch. The footage showed an average height, slender Caucasian woman with long brown 
hair pulled back in a low ponytail with black jeans. a dark colored t-sh1rt, and a red jacket tied around her waist standing at the receiving end of the screening belt. She grabbed my sashay of jewelry (which came out separately from my purse) quickly 
dug through it, took it, and walked away. I looked at the supervisor and said 'yes, that's my jewelry pouch" and he said, 'oh, I was looking for a dark colored pouch. that's why it took me so long", I was flabbergasted! I mean, despite me describing the 
pouch to him twice and l~before that, how many small drawstring pouches with the word "glo" on the outside were randomly traveling the belt between the limes of 11 :48 AM and 11:49 AM? So, to sum it all up, it look the supervisor 45 
minutes ta review one mi~curity footage. It took me less than a minute from the time I approached the screening belt to the time I realized my jewelry was gone. How in the world could he not pinpoint the pouch on camera within a few 
minutes? A total of 45 minutes were completely waisted, in which the thief had more than enough time to get away. This entire situation and especially the way the supervisor handled the time was completely negligent. After discovering it was the/I. 
the supervisor got the police involved, The officer dispatched a few of his fellow officers to search surrounding gates but told me that too much time had lapsed-that had they seen the tape earlier they would've had a much better chance of tracking 
her down. He also said thal this sorl of thing happens all of lhe time with TSA. TSA forces you to separate from your property during lhe screening process, and people steal items constanlly during the short separation. In my case, a minute. The 
officer confirmed that TSA should be held accountable for their negligence and he was the only one who showed any kind of empathy-he got more accomplished in 1 O minutes than all of the TSA agents in 45 minutes. I filled out a police re part and it 
is case numberkb)(ffi I I would greatly appreciate a response from the appropnate personnel regarding my situation. Again, my jewelry was valued at approx. $1.500 and TSA needs to be held accountable. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time : 3/1312015 3:36:36 PM Airport : MSY - Louis Armstrong New Orteans International Date/Time of Travel 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoinl/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: So you don't have a separate pre check line open and the only instructions given are tell them you are precheck. I have to ask about taking out my laptop or not. So I put all my bags through the scanner and go to the metal detector and I tell 

2015 4:23:( them I'm precheck and they ask for my boarding pass - which of course is on the scanner belt going through. So now I'm not precheck at all!'!!! And they make me take off my shoes. belt, etc. no one seems to care, this same thing happens to 2 guys 
behind me as well .and we all express our frustrating experience and no one responds at all. 
Perhaps customer service and politeness training should be included in your weekly meetings. Not sure if you care what the public perception is of TSA. but in New Orleans it is very low. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Emailfh ,IR> I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Greetings and to whom it may concern. 

On the morning of Thursday March 5th 2015 at approximately 6:00 am I passed through security at RDU airport. After passing through security, I realized that I had forgotten to remove my stainless HYPERLINK "http://www.amazon.com/Zebra
StJinless-Ballpoint-RetractJble-29411/dplB002L6RB80"steel pen from my left panls pocket. 

I was and still am surprised this was not detected at any porn! during security screening however. I am also troubled, as my stainless steel pen could just have easily been a stainless steel HYPERLINK "http://www.amazon.com/X-ACTO-Knife-Cap-
2015 6, 13, 1 Silver-X3602/dp/B000V1 QV7O/ref=sr 1 1 ?ie=UTF8&qid= 1426280006&sr=8-1 &keywords=xacto+knife"xacto-knife, or any other small but dangerous weapon. TSA agents did not operate a wave machine that morning, and only required me to step 

· · through a metal detector, which apparently either didn't de1ec1 the metal on my person, or the agent observing lhe detector wasn't paying atlention. 

I am bringing this to your attention m the hopes that this I apse in security can be prevented m the lulu re. 

Thank you, 

w,(6) 

~ro~b)~s•i Uessaoe-

Sent: Friday, March 13, 2015 6:00 PM 
To: tsa-contactcenter@dhs.gov 
Subject: Secunty at PHL. Terminal A 

To whom it may concern, 

I was asked to pass on a yellow card (see attachment) stating I was the last customer in line at security, PHL terminal A, today at 4:50 pm. 

However, more than 50% of the line was behind me, because they merged Philadelphia customers (incl me) wilh international arrivals. 
Since security took me 40 min, I assume the international arrivals waited for around 90 min. 
I have made similar experiences at PHL and this reminded me why I decided not to book international flights through Philly any more. 
There might be something wrong with capacities or management and I feel like my yellow card was an attempt to conceal this internally. 

2015 8' 12'' Also, the laptop of the customer in front of me did not come out of the x-Ray on the other end. He had to yell at your staff to get their attention and eventually make them help. 

I am writing this simply because I felt bad for your international passengers, who were very stressed - not by the length of your lines but by seeing how you manage them, especially the fact that domestic passengers were made to officially "cut the line" 
before them. 

W 1th best regards, 

l(b1(6) I 
Attachment 

Yellow TSA card, SI amped AENT kb 1(6! 

Date and Time: 
'Hello, I'm a representative of the TSA TSA is the government agency responsible for making your travel secure. Please take this time-stamped card and help us determine how long it takes to get through the line. You have been selected because you 
are lhe last person in line. 



To whom 11 may concern, 

11 is with deep regret that i feel i must contact you wilh regards to the customer service i was subjecled to at both Washington Dulles Int airport and Las Vegas/McCarran airporI. I am currenlly 15 weeks pregnant and at both airports i raised concerns 
with staff members about the use of the current ,-ray body scanners and the potential and unknown health risk this could have on my unborn child. Both when travelling into America at Washington and out of America at Las VegasJMcCarran i asked 
active members of security staff to confirm if there was any potential health nsk to the unborn child and whether there was a safe and secure alternative to progressing through the scanners as with normal air traffic passengers. in both instances i was 
not given an alternative by said members of staff and was simply told to proceed through the scanner with it being my choice to do so, however no alternative option was given to me, such as metal detector and pat down option that your website states. 
On returning home i was distressed to find th at th ere is an a 11 ernative option 10 I he scanner and i am now dee ply worried that a I I ho ugh the cha nee may be slim there could be a res u 11 ant impact on the h ea I I h of my unborn chi Id and i wi 11 be vi siting my 

2015 4: 12:< General Practitioner to assess as such. The key concern that i have is that other pregnant women will suffer the same treatment and at some point these scanners that as far as i am aware have not been medically proven to be safe for unborn babies, 
if there is any way you can a 11 evIate my conce ms it would be greatly appreciated. I look lo rward to your response. 

Yours worriedly, 

Sent from my iPhone 

Di sab i Ii ty De scri ptIon: Ca 11 er states she has metal I rn plants in her knees and when she goes through the p recheck and goes through the W TM D she generally a I arrn s so she requests to go through the AIT and usu ally does not have any trouble. Cal I er 

2015 8,43,, states the last time she flew the officer asked her to remove her shoes and was asking what are the rules regarding shoe removal, 

Passenger name:~!(b_.~1(_6~' ----~ 

Airport: Washington Dulles int airport 

Dale and lime of incident: landed Saturday March 7th 2015 at 15:30pm. Approx arrived at securily aboul 15:45-16:00pm 

Airline: U mted Air I in es 

Flight number: UA 101 

Gate Number: C5 

2015 8:28:( Contact number: f~b_)_(_6_) ---~~uk telephone number) 

To whom 11 may concern, 

It is with deep regret that i feel i must contact you with regards to the customer service i was subjected to at both Washington Dulles Int airport and Las Vegas/McCarran airport. I am currently 15 weeks pregnant and at both airports i raised concerns 
with staff members about the use of the current x-ray body scanners and the potential and unknown health nsk this could have on my unborn child. Both when travelling into America at Washington and out of America at Las VegasJMcCarran i asked 
active members of security staff to confirm ii the re was any pote nti a I h ea I th risk to the un bo m chi Id and whether the re was a safe and secure alte ma ti ve to p rog res sing through the scanners as with no rma I air traffic passengers, in both instances i was 
not given an alternative by said members of staff and was simply lold to proceed through lhe scanner with it being my choice to do so, however no alternalive oplion was given to me, such as meIaI detector and pat down oplion thal your websile stales. 
On returning home i was distressed to find that there is an alternative option to the scanner and i am now deeply worried that although the chance may be slim there could be a resultant impact on the health of my unborn child and i will be visiting my 
Genera I P racti ti oner to assess as such. The key concern th at i have is that other pregnant women wi 11 suffer the same treatment and at some point these sea n ne rs that as far as i am aware have not been medically proven to be safe for unborn babies. 
if there is any way you can alleviate my concerns it would be greatly appreciated. I look forward to your response. 

Yours worriedly, 



2. TSA agents at Kahului, OGG. have been uniformly sloppy, rude and ignorant. Same with Honolulu and Kapalua. 

3. TSA gate agent mumbling and smirking: ·so you wanna go together get in at her line· to my wife and I and at hers like it's a big joke 

4. Even tho my wife has TSA pre-check. she has to go in reg line with me because she usually gets harassed by TSA because she wears jewelry and has expensive clothing, 

5. Sure enough, I am ok except my bag has ta be opened by TSA agents who appear to be in a trance, because had 1 O gift cards for Nieman Marcus in a bunch. While they open it. they turn and look around like they are doing something wrong. 
They mumble to each other like convicts about to rob a bank. 

6, 

7. 

8, 

2015 8 28 1 9. 

My wife, even tho one TSA agent handed her a bright yellow TSA approved ca rd , se Is off meta I detector, b c of shoes ( which your agents have no clue she does not have 10 I ake off) and jewelry. 

Real Rude. want to make her take off jewelry'' NO clue what they are doing, make her take off shoes, go back thru detector, then want her to take off Jewelry instead of simply wanding her if they don't get that earrings are not bombs. 

Then, they start playing with her purse, now she has no shoes, getting harassed by TSA aboul jewelry, and the other goofs at the scanner are stupefied by her Louis Vuillon purse and can't wait to tear it aparI. 

Good thing I am th ere. watching her purse wh i I e trying to watch them ri fie th ru my s u i tease. and teenage girl being harassed about her backpack gives my wife her shoes. 

10. Next, they want to body search her, and tear her purse apari. so she asks for privale room. 

11. The whole place is filthy, usually is, just like the Hawaiian Airlines gates and secunty at Honolulu. 

12. So, we finally get lhru thal. and on the way back, at HON, same nonsense, even lho both TSA, you have a gang of 11, counl them 11, TSA uniforms converge on her after her jewelry and shoes sel off detector. Like lhey are protecting the 
president who ju st got a lta eked. 

So, you should fire the TSA directors at these 2 airports, fire all the weirdos you have hired to put on uniforms and pretend they are high on marijuana and have no clue what they are doing. But of course. you are stealing our tax dollars and actually 
ca nnol even train your own pea pie to fol low your own proloco Is whi I e you harass we 11 dressed elderly T SA pre-check travelers and every one else. 

I am getting rea I tired of being abused by government employees. 

13. The TSA "cement box" at Kahului: I go to make out a card and the PEN IS BROKEN. Just pathelic while you steal our lax dollars. Treal the flying public like lhe VA treats our velerans. Shameful. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time. 3/17/2015 3:01 :49 PM Airport. MIA - Miami International Date/Time of Travel· 03/16/2015 8:15 PM Airline & Flight Number· DL 23 CheckpoinUArea of Airport· 
Terminal H TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment· When going through security, the Pre?™ line was closed. I went through the regular line, but they sent me down a shortened path. Once I got to the scanners, they were sending people who had a paper slips through the old metal detector. 
Everyone else went lhrough the full body scanner. I told the agent lhat I was Pre?n.•, but lhey didn'I care because I didn't have the slip of paper. I prefer not to go lhrough the full body scanner, so I opted oul. I spoke to the agent doing the pal down and 
he was very dismissive and rude. When I was done with the pat dawn, I showed him my boarding pass and asked if he would help other people who should be getting their Pre?'" pass, and he swatted my phone away, didn"t even want to see what I 

2015 4 ,21 :< was showing him. 

I would like a consistent process that works. Barring that, a little professionalism would go a long way. I'm a million miler, Global Enlry member and travel frequently. There's no reason that security can't include customer service. 
Would you like a res onse? . True 

Passenger's Na..,m...,e_.,,b'-'·.,"'(6._i.__--r-_ __. 
Phone Number h·I1f';", 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



On 9 March 2015 at approximately 1300 my laptop was taken by another 
passenger off the TSA Belt. My items were at the Main Check Point at the 
Atlanta Airport. My daughter and I were sent to the first TSA Belt and had 
gone through the metal detector, while waiting for our items, the TSA Agent 
picked our i terns up and moved th em to the second be It. S ho rtl y after that 
our ilems were moved to the third belt. I expressed a concern and did not 
want my wallet taken by another passenger. I was told to wait and while my 
items were on the be It they we re safe and they were being watched. This is 
far from the truth. my laptop was taken by another passenger and taken to 
anal her state. The TSA Agent th at stated my items we re safe did nothing 10 
help but Agent!(b)(ffl fvas there to make up for the short fall of the other 
agent along with a petite female African American Agent To ensure the local 
law enforcement was aware of the situation I called the Atlanta Police 
Department at the Atlanla Airport and filed a report. I had made several 

,015 1 O: 14: calls to see if the other passenger had called back but there was calls 
received unti I the next day. The passenger sent my laptop vi a Fed Ex Ground 
and since I work they only deliver during the normal working day. I had to 
travel 30 minutes and waited almost an hour to receive my laptop then the 
travel back to my house. All of this happened because I placed my trust in 
the agents at the Atlanta Airport and they fa i I ed at doing their assigned 
duties. 

Now that I have identified the problem, what is the solution? I can only 
re commend a sol ut,on if this should happen again. Have the passengers come 
back and retrieve their own items and place them on the belt. Hopefully 
there is not a next lime. 

l(b)(61 I 
Contra ct Sp eci a Ii sl 
United States Army Sergeants Major Acadmey 



2015 1 04, 

I am emailing about a less-than-satisfying experience my family had with TSA staff members at the Denver International Airport on Thursday, March 19. 2015. 

My wife, aur four young sons (ages 8. 6. 5. and 1), and I arrived at the TSA security checkpoint around 3 p.m. (mountain). My airline ticket had a TSA pre-check tag an it: my wife·s ticket did not. The TSA official standing in front of the security area 
told us that I could take our four sons with me through TSA pre-check, but that my wife had to go through regular security. We followed those instructions. 

I went through the T SA pre-check without incident. I had a bottle of water for our 1-yea r-old in my carry-on bag. The T SA representative at pre-ch eek asked me to rem ave the water bottle from my bag. TSA swabbed the outside of the bottle and 
performed a test. TSA returned the water bottle to me. My sons and I finished the screening. That was the good part. 

My wife was not so lucky. She stayed in security for approximately 25 minutes. She emerged from security crying. She explained to me that TSA made her go through the security metal detector twice and then performed a lull body pat down on her
and made her pul her bag through the x-ray machine twice. A female TSA official lhan began using very stern, disrespectful, and condescending language with my wife about lwo small milk boxes and 2 small containers of baby food I hat she brought 
for aur 1-year-old son. The female TSA official told my wife she would need to puncture the milk boxes and baby food ta test them. My wife explained that if they opened these items, then they would be contaminated and we could not use them with 
the baby- the only way to open the milk boxes would be to puncture the sides (the boxes could not be closed after they were opened) and the same was true with the containers of baby food). The female TSA official continued to use a loud, 
intimidating voice that was wholly inappropriate under the circumstances. She turned to another another female TSA official and said, with a derogatory and tone; 'I guess I need your help because she [my wife] wants a private screen.'' My wife 
responded I hat she didn't need to leave 10 be screened - she just wanted lhe security check to be over wilh. The rude female TSA official replied by barking to my wife: "You said you wanted a private screening." My wife responded thal she didn't 
what a private screening means but she simply wanted ta do whatever she has to do to leave security and rejoin her family - without contaminating our baby"s milk or food. The other female TSA official then asked the rude female TSA official if she 
wanted her to take over. The rude female TSA official, again using an inappropriately loud and disrespectful tone, responded in a particularly dismissive way by saying 'Yes, I think that's best. I AM DONE WITH HER" and then she stormed off. My 
wife started to cry. and this other female TSAofficial (the non rude one) tried to calm her down and finished the security process. None of the milk or baby food was tested. 

When I saw my cyring wife and she told me what happened. I walked with her and our sons to the TSA manager station. One man (who I presume to be the head manager) was wearing a blue TSA shirt and sitting atop a stand, and another man (I 
assume another TSA official) was wearing street clothes and standing beside him. My wife and I explained to them what happened. The man in the street clothes said thal whal happened to my wife should not have occurred. The man in lhe blue TSA 
shirt, however, simply handed me a TSA Contact Center notecard and made a weak attempt at defending what had happened to my wife. I replied that I doubted that my filling out the card would do any good and I asked him ta simply apologize to my 

Caller slated that there was 2 issues and she ran into with the TSO al the checkpoint. The caller staled thal the TSO slated she was trying to pick pocket another passenger and was back talking him when she said she wasn t and the TSO staled he 
would make the caller miss there flight. The caller stated that he went through the WTMD and stated that there was a problem with her genital area an the scan. The caller stated she has to step aside for a pat dawn every time he flies and ask 
questions. The caller stated she wanted to know the policy for transsexual screening. The caller then stated that she was being discriminated against because she is a transgender. 

REASON for the call: 
Date Time: 3.21.15 1:30pm 

2015 1 :55 :, G_ate Tenminal: The caller C3 
Airporl: EWR 
Airline: United 
Flight# UA 1466 

She said that a 11 the TSA staff was p role ss,ona I except the one who said 11 I oo ked I, ke she was trying to pi ck pocket someone. Caller does not have issue with the way that she is generally Ire ated. just the fa ct that she always has to go through 
additiona I screening and has to exp Iain that she is transg ender. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 3/21120151 :48:58 PM Airport: EWR - NewJrk InIemational Date/Time of Travel: 0312012015 1 :30 PM Airline & Flight Number: UA 1206 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
TSA Pre Nearest Gate 82 TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment : My wife and I -- who travel hundreds of thousands of miles annually -- were checking in at the TSA Pre line nearest gate 82 for our fi1ght. The metal detector went off as my wife passed through. The screener asked her to remove her belt. 
My wife said that the sign said to keep the belt on. The screen said ·you have to take it off' which my wife did. At that point I overheard her say to another TSA employee that she had been talking to that &quot:some people are deaf&quot:, I ignored the 
comment. When atlempling to pass through the detector again my wife triggered it a second lime. This time lhe screener told her 10 &quot:exiI&quo1; and &quot:use the bowl&quot: my wife explained that she could not hear her and became confused. 
The screener just kept repeating herself. At that point I stepped aver and asked the screener what she wanted my wife ta do. She repeated herself to me and I passed the information to my wife. My wife said that she couldn"t hear the screener clearly. 
The screener re pl 1ed that 1f she spoke Io uder we wo u Id &quot: accuse her of ye 11 i ng at us &quot;. I to Id her clearly that we would not and th at we did not understand the direction. Then the screen started be coming Io ud and a bus,ve. te 11 i ng me &quot: now 
l"m yelling at you&quot; and saying "are you deal". At this point I became very direct and informed the screener that I would not &quot:tolerate her abuse&quot and expected that she control herself. She continued to behave abusively, got even louder. 
told me we must be deaf and in general behaved very unprofessionally. 

Once again, I told the screener. this time loudly, that I would not accept her abuse and that I wanted her supervisor. 

At that point a supervisor came over. She was very professional. She spoke to the officer and to me. The supervisor told me that I escalated lhe situation by being intimidaling although she said thal ··Ihere were some lhings her officer did thal she was 
2015 3:03:[ not proud of'. The supervisor took our names and flight information and provided a form for us to file a complaint. 

I respect the job of the TSA. I fly constantly and depend on the TSA as part of the system that keeps me safe. I have had no issues with the many TSA agents I have encountered. This particular officer had a terrible attitude, was insulting and 
disrespectfu I. 

I ask that the TSA investigate this matter. I am confident that an unbiased review will support the facts that I have laid out. I feel strongly that this screener be retrained or placed on duty where she has no contact with the public. 

Please keep me informed of the outcome. 

Thank you. 
Would you like a rei"","J,"'-'-1.UJ,._ __ _, 

Passenger's Narm.,.e.,...,,.,...---..---~ 
Phone Number 1h··,1rr, 
Email: 

follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Namelrh 1/RI I 
Email Address!(b 1(6) 
Phone Number"":~'-------------' 

Address: 
Zipcode: 

2015 S:04 :C Are you 18 or over? yes 

Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Ho nol u I u I nl emationa I Airport 

Disability Description: Bolh of her daughters (12 and 18) have diabetes. 

Incident Detai Is: She read th at px can be screened v,a the Al T and the WT MD. They have requested to be screened vi a the W TM D. At most airports, incl udmg MCO, they have be en permitted to pass through the WT MD, however one of her daughters 
was not penmitted to do so at SLC. She cannot go through AIT as it would effect the insulin pump and had to wait ten minutes for a female TSOs to become available. 

The px behind her daughter advised the TSO that she had a metal implant and was directed to the WTMD. 

She stated that she is going to file a discrimination complaint. 

I asked the following: 

If you believe you or someone else was discriminated against or received disparate treatment or were impacted based on disability or medical condition or allege that TSA failed to accommodate your disability or medical condition, Federal regulations 
2015 4: 19:, require thal your complaint be put in writing. 

The ca 11 er indicated that she was not so much interested in Ii Ii ng a form a I written complaint. but th at she wou Id I, ke more information and consistency in regard to the pol icy. 

She wants mare specific information about how the agent makes the decision as ta whether a px with a disability it screened. She believes that px should be able ta opt for the WTMD screening if the WTM D does not effective the device. 

Date Time: 3 19 4pm-430pm 
Gate Terminal: Terminal 2 
Airport SLC 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight#: NA 



On Mar 6,"15. I went through the TSA screening system at the ELP airport about 6:30 am. Now. I am very careful to keep up on the "TSA requirements'". and I comply with all. My goal is the walk through your screening system without any problems 
etc. In spite of that, I keep getting pulled aside for one reason or another,? That morning rny boarding pass was the TSA Pre-screened type, so I went through that special line. Alter I went through the "metal detector" I was told that I had to undergo a 
physical "pat down." And it was the most lhorough pat down I've ever experienced. The TSA employee(male, white, tall & large) actually Iouched my genitals twice: once from the front and once from the back. He did other lhings too--i.e. checked my 
shoes for bomb residue or something.? Naturally, as many times before, he found nothing. Now let me tell you about myself: I am a slightly overweight white male 64 years old grey hair. I am now retired from the military(! served 33 years-that not a 

2015 4 .30., typo=33 years). Since I in no way fit the profile of a terrorist, I ask you why I am singled out so often? I believe I know the answer: I help out evening out your search statistics. If you only searched persons that fit the terrorist profile, you'd get accused 
· · of profiling, so you pick me knowing you would not find anything but I'm good for the statistics because I'm a white male. Question: Am I right???? Please reply. 

kbi(6i 

!(b,(61 

I recently traveled on a flight on Alaska Airlines. I have a knee replacement and have internal medical devices. I showed the agent on duty the card that I had printed, so that I would not have to go through the metal detector. He had no interest in 
looking al the card and kept insisting that I go lhrough the deIecIor, I finally refused and explained to him I hat I have internal medical devices, so then he let out a big sigh and rolled his eyes as he called a female 10 lake care of me so that I could 

2015 6:29:, continue on my trip. I am letting you know this because I do not look like there is anything wrong and I do not use a walker, wheelchair or a scooter, but I still had issues that needed to be addressed and he had no intention of doing it. 
Sincerely 

kb)(61 I 
HYPERLINK "https:lloverview.mail,yahoo.comlmobilel?.src=Android"Senl from Yahoo Mail on Android 

I have pre check and use it at Delta JFK terminal 4. 
Once I get through the ID stage of pre check I am merged in the security(bag and metal detectors) with non pre check passengers. 

If they are not pre check why are they allowed to go through pre check security? In other words nothing comes out of their bags, shoes stay on, etc. Isn't this a security risk? 

'015 1 O: 13' And why if I paid for this service am I delayed in line because they are directed to the pre check security? 

When I asked a Senior TSA official at the airport I was told because of the volume of people! 
So let's jeopardize security and delay people like me that have paid for the service because you are not staffed properly? 
Sent from my iPad 

Disability Description: Passenger has Type-1 Diabetes and has recently had surgery 

lncidenl Details: Caller is at ORD and they are flying back to Wisconsin. They had surgery lwo weeks ago and they are a type 1 diabetic. They had an issue yesterday with the agents at EAU and how they screened her insulin pump and herself. 

2015 4 A 5., Caller norm ally does a se If patdown of the pump and they swab her hands with and ETD. When she went through EAU yesterday she su bm1tted her pump and walked through the WT MD and no a I arms we re set off. When she got through the WT MD 
· " the screener told her th at s i nee she did not bring the pump with her through the W TM D she wo u Id require a ful I body pat down, The sere ener olfe red a private screening and the passenger chose the private screening , During the pa tdow n. which the 

passenger slated was too invasive, the caller informed the screener that she had recently had surgery. The officer replied and said she would be gentle on the area and slill touched the area. Afterwards the caller asked lhe screener why she wasn I 
informed that going through the WTMD without her pump would result in a patdown. The officer replied that she was correct and apologized for not doing so. Caller did not have the name of the screener 

When the caller spoke with screeners at ORD they informed her that they didn t believe that she was screened appropriately. Caller wants to report this so it doesn t happen to others. 



REASON for the call: 
Caller says th at she wants to regIste r a complaint. 
On March 15th in Sky Harbor, she flew as a crewmember. She was redirected as a random search. 
She was carrying breast milk and asked for it to be hand checked. 
The a gent ca me over. /rust rated, i nsi sting she put it th ra ugh x ray. 
She says this is the first time any officer has been difficult about this. Her name was TSOk~b_.~1(_6~'------~ 
She put the milk into a dirty Tupperware bin, upset about this, The officer at the checkpoint even had her remove a vest and go through a patdown. Shes had to remove a jacket in the past. but never a vest. 
She went through a meIaI detector, and the officer began to pat her down. She was very aggressive, rude, and she was pulling a lot of pressure on her. She was told to pull her shirt up. 
She says her hands went far up her skirt. 
She felt the knuckle of her finger go in between her genitals. 
She requested a different screener and a supervisor, The supervisor was very nice. he pulled the tape, looks at all angles of the footage. She says it was a violation of privacy. 
The next agenl was nol rude, and courteous aboul the process. She complimented lhe supervisor and next agent who pertormed a patdown. 

'015 12: 18: Date Time: March 15 at 8:00AM 
Gate Tenminal: Delta terminal 
Airporl: PHX 
Airline: Delta Charter 
Flight# DL8943 
Bag tag# ( 1 0digit NA 
Bag Description: NA 
Missing Damaged item description: NA 
NOi: NA 

RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: 

Special Notes: The name of the agent giving her a difficult time was TSq(bH61 ! 
The callers family does not desire to use the AIT and prefers to have a patdown or to go through the WTMD. She has experienced some resistance from TSOs in the past concerning her family s request for patdowns. and there arose a situation in 

2015 7:43:< which a TSO caused an ruckus over her 3-1-1 bags that were in compliance. She is anxious about flying again and wanted assurance thal the previous experiences should not have happened, and lhat lhe fulure experiences should be belier. She 
asked a bout s pecia I screening procedures for passengers 7 5 years ar o Ider, and for children 12 yea rs or young er. 

My name i,tb)(ff:1 ~nd I would like to discuss an incident that I encountered during my last airport experience. Every person I have spoken to infonms me that the pat-down was necessary because explosive material was detected. However, no 
alarms went off and I never got a clear confirmation from any agent that my item was positive for explosive material. Therefore, ii is nol clear whether or not explosive maIerial was detected. I find it unsettling that my siluation, as well as what the TSA 
agents involved did as standard protocol, was found justified. I have concerns about my situation and the TSA agents at O'Hare International Airport. I still fail to understand why a pat-down was needed when there was no confirmation on explosive 
matenal being detected on my bag of food. and I was cleared by the other TSA agents when I went through the X-ray machine. 

I ca 11 ed the contact center once before. but I wo u Id Ii ke to take the ti me to exp I am my situation o nee again. this ti me in wntrng. s i nee things can get lost in translation when said aver the phone. I was trave Ii ng with my husband and a fnend, leaving 
Chicago at O'Hare International Airport, arriving to Miami. We went through Security Point 7 for Gate 11A for American Airlines flight #1687, which was scheduled to depart at 4:50 PM Central time. We were going through the security check around 
4:00 PM Central lime. The following is lhe sequence of evenls: 

2015 8:28: 1 2, 

3. 

4, 

I put my stuff down on conveyor belt of X-ray machine. My belongings included the following: a coat, scarf sweater, pair of boots, purse, carry-on suitcase, and a bag of food. Inside the bag of food were two packages of popcorn, and a cake roll. 

Nexi, I proceeded to go 10 lhe imaging technology x-ray machine 

I did not set off any alanms, and was cleared by the TSA agents to continue on. 

I waited by the ,-ray machine 10 gel my belongings. 

5. I started to pick up stuff until TSA Agent~!(_b~)(_6..,'~---~!approached me and asked me if the bag of food belonged to me, a bag of food that was handled by everyone in my travel party. but I went ahead and told the agent that the bag of food 
belonged to me. At this point. no alarms had gone oft. 

6. tlllillIJ starts to inspect bag, with no explanation as to why and what she was looking far. 

7. She inspects the two popcorn bags, then takes out cake. 

8. As she was looking at it, TSAAgeni._(b_,(_6_) ______ __,lcomes over and assiststlllilll]with cake. 

9. Both a gents a re now examining cake box. They look Ii ke they a re discussing what to do next. 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
F~INamel_1h_-_11~R_1 ______ ~~ 

Email Address:!(b 1(61 
Phone Number"": ==-------' 
Address: 
Zipcode: 

2015 S: 17: 1 Are you 18 or over? Yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Na 
Religion? Yes 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? No 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
LaGuardia Airport 

REASON for the call: Caller is calling to file a complaint. They are at La Guardia went through security and she is unhappy about the way she was treated and it was very unprofessional, Her daughter had TSA precheck on her ticket and the TSO 
checking IDs told her she didn t have 10 lake her shoes off. She wenl through the WTMD and another TSO told her because she didn t have a piece of paper that says precheck she had to take her shoes off. This happened at Terminal A and his 
name wa~ There were hundreds of people behind them and he is giving her a hard time and he was very rude. She spoke ta a supervisor to get a blue comment card and she was laughing at her when she told her what happened. Her 
daughter Is 1 5 yea rs old and was wearing Jeans and a gray sweatshirt with brown boots. 

Dale Time: March 27, 2015, 630 pm 
Gate Terminal: Gate A4. Terminal A 
Airport: LaG ua rd i a 

2015 6:56: 1 Airline: JetBlue 
Flight#: 1271 
Bag tag# 10 digit: NA 
Bag De scri ptIon: N A 
Missing Damaged item description: N A 
NOi: NA 
RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: Told the caller I would forward this to the CSM at LaGuardia for them to investigate the matter. 
Special Notes: NA 

Hello. 

Yesterday I flew out of ITO. I am pregnant and asked not to go lhrough the ATI. Instead of allowing me 10 go through the metal detector, which I was told was only for pre-check passengers, I was made to wait for several minutes and I hen had a pat 
dawn. While I understand that the pat down is one of the screening methods, I do not understand why it would be used in place al a metal detector that is already functioning but not in high demand. ITO is not a busy airport and it is not clear to me why 

2015 3: 19: 1 TSA would choose to take a female from her post for a pat down instead of allowing me to simply walk through the metal detector. The pat down, and where it was located, made me feel like a criminal. I don't think it's a very kind way to treat pregnant 
women and would Ii ke to suggest that you reconsider your pat down pol icy in p I aces where the re a re working meta I detectors, Not only wou Id it save TS A ti me , but it would a I so make p regnant women le el less ash a med about their condition, 

Thank ya u for your consideration. 

l(b)(61 



Hello. 
Today I had a flight booked home from Fort Lauderdale to toronto. I had an issue at security and with that now I have a broken cell phone. I went through the metal detector and when I went through I went to go retrieve my items I looked down in my 
box grabbed my phone than one of the employees out of nowhere shoved all of the boxes and they started tilting I was caught off guard and my phone fell out of my hands as I looked to see that my items were still in the box and now my screen is 

2015 9:27:, completely cracked and I cannot use it without gelling glass sha_rds on my face or hands. I aske_d 10 speak to the head of the departmenl and he reviewed lhe video foota¼e and said he would be sending it in 10 _Iry and_ get my phone situation resolved. 
Could someone please ca ntact me to I et me know what pre cautions need ta be taken attached Is my fl, g ht inform at, an and also my phone w, th damages. My ce 11 phone , _ b ) ( 6 :, !or you can ca ntact me v, a em a, I. 

Thank you 

Thank you for your prompt response - which wonderfully skirted my question without answering it. 
You responded in perIinenI parl: " TSA recognizes that cerlain travelers with disabilities or medical condilions may have difficully slanding or walking and thal certain medical conditions may cause individuals to alarm when screened using a walk
through metal detector. If this occurs, TSA Pre?® individuals may be permitted to undergo alternate screening procedures such as Advance Imaging Technology (AIT) screening, explosives trace detection (ETD) swabbing, or a patdown screening." 

2015 9:27:' Lovely bit of bureaucratic caviling to my enquiry, '"What's the point of GOES background check (I have a Global Entry Pass) and telling the TSA agent that I have an implant if not to ease my passage through airport security?" Please respond directly 
to that question; succinctly, "What's the point of GOES .. check . . and telling agent that I have an implant .. ? If you"re going to ignore the meaning of the GOES Pass AND ignore my information re implants, why do you even have a separate queue 
for the Pass AND why do you enquire concerning bodi I y implants? When you know what sets off the ala rm by a Trusted T rave I er . . pa II i ng him down rather reduces the fed era I background check 10 I he absurd, wouldn't you say? T SA is cl early 
abusive of its authority. I c reve Ii ng/ 

'015 12:40: 

Caller has been flying with assistance and TSA has been good to her in the past. She says that her last flight and she spoke with Josh. She says she is calling as a follow up to the last call. She said that when she got into her safe her jewelry had been 
searched and she did find her piece of jewelry I hat she was missing. She flew yesIerday She called TSA in San Diego and she left a message saying that she called and left a message She got a patdown even though she did nol trigger an alarm and 
she wants to know why. She had no pockets and was not wearing anything heavy. 

She is in a wheelchair. She says she walked through the WTMD. She says that TSA did not put things back in her bag the way that they were after they searched her bag. They were inspecting 8 cans of Prune juice and they swabbed them. She says 
that they took apart he Medical machine and inspected ii. She says I hat I hey cul the labels and she is missing a receipt for medical expenses. II is in a sealed white envelope wilh her name in black marker on it. 
She also said they did not look at her medical items and they only looked at her prune juice. 
She appreciates TSA and will be flying again with Delta to CO spnngs to see her grand children. She then said she was flying fonm Philadelphia to DEN 
She has severa I forms of medications. She ta I ked a I ot about her a cc ide nt that happened 7 yea rs ago and the surgeon who re constructed her lace, 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time . 3/29/2015 11 :55:56 AM Airport · AUS - Austin-Bergstrom International Date/Time of Travel . 03/29/2015 10:45 AM Airline & Flight Number . 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: checkpoint 1 TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I hate when Austin channels PreCheck and non PreCheck passengers together. Today the PreCheck lines literally had 8-10 people each and regular lines had one. I am a frequent flier and it is not more efficient for me to be in a PreCheck 

2015 1 ,29,, line w_ith people who aren't familiar wil_h the process and are confused by the tsa agenl barking instruclions at them that go against regular screening rules. Lei PreCheck be PreCheck and leave the rest in lhe other line. Open up the metal detector over 
th ere If you want to speed th, ngs up without al, ena t, ng frequent fl Iers. 
Would you like a response? : False 
Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Email. 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



I was scheduled to travel from DCA to ATL Sunday, March 29, 2016. When I arrived at the TSA-Precheck security check point I informed the TSA Agent.llli:iill:[J the gold chain on my boots would trigger the metal detector so I requested to be 
screened through the X-ray type machine. She refused even though she had just allowed people before me go through the machine. I explains to her I had on long boots and they would go tigger the alarm add asked again to allow me to be screened 
through the other machine. She refused again and said the only people who could go through the X-ray machine were people who had metal implants, even though several people had already gone through it. She insisted I go through lhe meIaI 
detector. My boots trigger the alarm just as I told her they would. I requested again to be screened through the X-ray machine. She refused and told me to take off the boots and come back through. I told her that process and request defeated the intent 
and purpose of TSA pre-check. I requested to appeal with a supervisor and another agent went to get a supervisor. I removed my boots, went back through the metal detector, cleared security and waited on the supervisor. 

Another passenger.kb)(ff•, I corporate executive with Coca Cola had experienced the same treatmentl(b)(6) !had a very bad attitude and I could hear her talking to a male agent standing near her about us and lhe fact that she was not 
going to I et us to through the X-ray machine. She was saying a I ot of things that seemed to a pp ear s haring had an attitude with us but I could not hear everything she said. However. her body I ang uage gave me the impress ion she was ta I king about us. 
I hope you all have both audio and video surveillance at the check point so you all can take a look for yourselves how the exchange 

After a few minu1es~appeared and indicaled he was the supervisor. We both explained to him what we had just experienced. He apologized and gave us a complaint card to fill out and mail in. We lold him he needed to do more thal thal. as 
2015 5:08:< as we were talking to him she let other passengers go through the X-ray machine]1h·11R·1 !said he would speak t her. gave us the complaint but no instructions on what we should do with it. 

We noticed another gentle a in a suit who looked like he clearly was in charge. He asked us ifwe had a problem and we explained the situation. After an (b)(ff:1 saw us talking to him, he went up to~ and pulled her from the line. The 
genlleman asked us if she was still~-_ kpoint and we told him she had just been pulled after it was noticed that we were nol satisfied wit 1h·I1R··, response, although he did say she should have honored our request. However, at first he said 
the machine was down until he saw b_.1(6_) send another passenger through. The gentle in the suit and earphones said he was in the middle of '"dealing with a situation" but he would handle it. We trusted that he would and proceeded on to our 
departing gate. He confirmed, however, t at s e should have honored our request to be screened through the X-ray machine. 

Thank you in advance for following up on his matter and I look forward to hear what was done to resolve/reclify this issue so other TSA Pre-check customers are not subjecled to this type of disrespectful treatment. 

llliREJ 
Sent from my iPhone 
Please excuse any typos 

The I ast two ti mes I have be en through a Pre Ck Ii ne at ALB and D CA they told me to remove my be It even though the sign says to keep belts on. What's the dea I? 

Also, the agent manning the metal detector at DCA Term C was really rude, condescending and unprofessional. lnslead of being helpful and motioning people lhrough, she had her hands behind her back and leaned againsl the metal detector barking 
,015 l0:0S: out orders. (Today, 3130. 9:00 a.m.) 

I expect more from TSA and, especially, PreCk. 



Fro1b)(6) 
Sent Monday, March 30. 2015 1136 AM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subjecl: TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.govlcontac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPJ"'(b"--."-,(6,,_-._1 __ __. 
Date Time: 3/30/2015 11 :35:38 AM 

------------------------------------------------------------------
2015 2: 17:, Name: 

Email: 

HYPERLIN'1:._~-'-1_(6-'-) _____________ __. 

B nef De scri pt,on of Inquiry: 

COMPLAINT 

Comments: 

Yesterday, my husband and I were ready to travel to Kansas City on South West Airlines flight #4098. We encountered the following: Total confusion among the porters who were unable 10 satisfac1orily check us in when we were prepared to submit full 
id, a bona fide boarding pass, and one piece of medium size luggage. We were moved from one line to another and after 15 minutes delay, we were finally checked in and advised that the individual we were dealing with was a~ Undeniably. he 



It brings me with much displeasure to report to you my family's eventful day with TSA agents at the Orlando International Airporl. My family and I have frequented the Orlando and Tampa areas for many years now and have put up with the rude 
hosp i I al i ty I hat TSA displays at I he Orlando I nl emationa I Airport. I am here to info rm you that today was I he last sl raw. 

As always, the clearing at security was a cluster at Orlando International Airport. We started out normally by approaching the agent at the counter checking IDs and Boarding Passes prior to entenng the lovely maze to the screening and X-ray 
machines. I was traveling today with my wife and three children. I politely handed all IDs and boarding passes to the TSA agent. He rudely responded to me that I needed to pass them out to each member of the family along with their IDs. I complied 
with the agent's request. 

We we re then he rd ed Ii ke cattle into the security checkpoint where we we re di reeled to a s pec,al I in e where we we re to Id that we were not required to take our shoes off or anything e I se. Al I we we re instructed to do was empty our pockets and send 
our baggage through the x-ray machine. In disbelief, we asked the TSA agent again and they repeated the same instructions back and assured us we would have no problems. My wife even informed the TSA agent that my three year old son's sippy 
cup had water in it and asked if we should dump ii out. The TSA agent assured us the cup would not be an issue. We complied with all requests and put our baggage through the x-ray machine and walked through lhe me1a1 detector. 

I went through the metal detector first, followed by my daughter, oldest son and my wife with our three year old son. My daughter set off the metal detector and my wife and I were then separated from our children for additional screening. I protested, 
but I was assured it would not take Io ng, My wife and I went through the machine that sea n s you with your hands raised above your head , We passed this screening process with no issues, Then much to our surprise we found th at th ere was an issue 
with my wife's bag which had the sippy cup in it. The TSA agent asked our parly to see whose bag it was. My wife complied and the TSA agent took her to the side with her bag. My wife asked the TSA agent what lhe issue was. The TSA agent 

2015 8.35., explained that they had to test the sippy cup. My wife once again declared it contained water, that it was for my three year old son and that a previous TSA agent claimed that this would not be an issue. The current TSA agent denied my wife"s request 
· ·' and sea nned it any way. The T SA agent then patted down my wife from head to toe and swiped her hands to test for exp I os,ve s. Before she was patted down from head to toe, I asked the T SA agent what the issue was. They reluctantly to Id me what 

the issues were while standing 10 feet away from me. I informed the TSA agent that I was having trouble understanding her and that she needed to come closer for me to hear. Her supervisor then came over and claimed my wife tested positive for 
explosive residue and lold her to proceed with her for a private pat down. My wife complied reluctantly because she did not undersland why another pat down was warranted when nolhing was found from the previous one 2 minutes before. We finally 
made it through the screening process but were highly disappointed with the lack of respect and ill treatment. 

I am an Aircraft Loadmaster for the United States Air Force. Screening and handling of passengers and their baggage is my bread and butter as well. I also know professionalism does not always have to be cheery. friendly, and welcoming but the 
effort must be there. I understand each and every TSA agent has a job to do. However, loday's episode was uncalled for and unwarranled. My family and I complied wilh all instruclions and directions from TSA agents. My wife was wearing yoga 
pants, flip flops, and a T-shirt. She was also traveling with her husband who proudly serves our military and understands fully the need for these security measures. I can tell you from my experiences the image my family portrayed today did not 
warrant a threat. We fully declared all ,terns to the TSA agents multiple times that were in question and they continued to belittle us and demand two full head to toe pat downs. It is insulting and dehumanizing. 

I am here to inform thal the trealment of my family by the TSA agents at Orlando lnternalional will not go quielly. I will make sure everyone who needs 10 be is aware of lhis incident will know. TSA agents at Orlando lnternalional ruined a great 
vacation for us today. Other people will not put up with this and I am here to tell you until this dehumanizing screening process is fixed; neither I nor any member of my family will transit the Orlando International Airport. In light of recent aviation events 
lam, Ii es s ho u Id not be scrutinized. FI 1g ht crews s hou Id be screened mo re thorough I y. 

For the record I will be sending this letter 10 Orlando International Airport as well, the Beller Business Bureau and whoever else I feel needs to be aware. If the hospilality of passengers for air travel is no longer a factor lhen I will no longer spend my 
hard earned money dealing with such lack of hospitality. 



'015 1008:, 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Righls \ Liberlies (OlherJ What is the basis of your allegation? 

- Gend er\Se, 
- Race \ Ethnicity 

Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 
==Individual Inf == 

First Name: h··,1fr1 
Last Name b 1(6i 

Primary Phone: Gell Pb DD; 
Phone Numberl/b)(6, I 
PO Bo, ar Street Address b) ( 6:1 
City: Willoughby ~~~--------~ 

State: Ohio 
Zip Code (Post Code) 44094 
Otherc 
Email: ""!(b--,)-(6"",-------, 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? 03\06\2015 
Where did this happen? OHIO - CAK - Akron-Canton Regional 
what happened? 
A white female TSA agent racially profiled me and subjected my 
person to an u nreaso na bl e and painful search of my person based 
on my protected status as a b I ack lema I e, This occurred on March 
6, 2015 at lhe Akron-Canton Regional airport. I was 1raveling 10 
Atlanta on Southwest Airlines Flight 954 originally scheduled to 
depart at 4:30 p.m. (flight was delayed and we did not depart 
until almost one hour later). I was traveling alone and was 
wearing jeans, grey sweater, brownish bools and carrying a black 
purse. After I removed my shoes and placed my personal items 



(Accepted complaint from Agent who said caller told him that she felt she was discriminated against because of her last name!(b)(6) 
Told caller I am sorry she was upset. 

MB Complain! of Discriminalion Referrals: 

F ul I Name: ,.!( b_."'I (_6'-1 ____ _.! ( That Is her ful I name) Caller said she Is African American and was bo m and raised in the US. She said she was treated Ii ke a te rri o ri st. 

Phone#: H t,_b_.,_(6,.1 ___ ~ 
Phone#: Cfb)(61 =-=~----' 

We lost contact and I tried the home # and it is not in service but reached her on her Cell. 
She confirmed home again as correct. 

'015 4:00:3 Email: Does not Use computer. She was born in 1934 and is 80 years old. 

Airporl: Detroit Metro (Was flying to FLL on Della). 

Date and approximate time of the expenence: 1-26-15 (The flight was departing at 7:20 AM) She was at the checkpoint between around 6 AM (She first tried to tell me after 8 AM) 

A discriptian of the experience: 

She went through the metal detector and a second TSO went over her body again and by then her carry on bag had gone through the conveyor. 
Caller said she was in a wheelchair except for the time she got out to walk through lhe meIaI detectors. She sat down in the wheelchair and 2 more people came up and searched her carry on bag and the TSO scanned her shoes and had her to 
remove them had her to stand up and get a Patdown. She insisted that nothing alarmed. 
She commented that she thought when you are over 75 you do not have to take shoes off but they made her take them off. 

She felt she was being discriminated against because her name iskb::,(6) 
Her grandparents were slaves in the US. 

pnd lhey Ireated her like a terrorist. 

I recently (11 :45 am April 1 2015) went hrough security in the TSA Pre line at the United Ierminal in LAX. One of my daughters sel off a metal detector and lhe individual covering it (a woman) senl her to the radialion imaging technology screener. 
specifically said I DO NOT want her to go through that machine. She said she will not. I turned to help my other daughters through and when I turned back found she had sent her through the machine. 

I am curious as to why the TSA does not fol low their own protoco I . As a pa rent I do not wish my chi Id to receive extra radiation. I sp eci fi ca 11 y and clearly asked she not be screened by th at machine, I was assured she would not be and she was, Is 
anyone at the TSA held accountable for your own rules? Is lhere an oversight process ... Is it adhered to? Or do people simply need more training? 

I mentioned my issue to a supervisor~ who checked in it and assured me she did not understand my request. I reJect that. If she spoke English then it was clear. She chose to ignore me and is so often the case decided to ignore the request. 
'015 4:26:0, I assume in a display of power. 

If you have rules and you abide by them then it would seem obvious you should do something about it. Curia us ta hear your response. 

!(b,(61 

Sent vi a mob i I e ... apol ogIes for ti pas 



I got your contact information after calling the 866-289-9673 TSA number. I need your help. 

My name iskb)(m !and I traveled from Phoenix Sky Harbor airport on Tuesday March 31st on DL Flight 2046 to Atlanta that departed at 3:43PM. I had TSA Pre-Check but at around 2:40PM PST when I was going through security the pre-
ch eek Ii ne was closed so I went through a non pre-check Ii ne. I was given a ca rd by the agent that scanned my boa rd i ng pass and looked at my ID which a 11 owed me to keep on my sport coat and shoes but I had to take my I aptop out of the bag which I 
almosl never have to do. As a resull when I wenl throu9h the checkpoinl I failed to retrieve my laptop. Had my laptop not been in my ba9 when I reached in to take ii out for screening I would have noticed. Unfortunalely, I did nol realize this until i was 
20,000 feet in the air on my flight. 

I called the TSA PHX lost and found as soon as I landed in Allanta and left a detailed description of my laptop on a voicemail. I received a call back loday (411) from a female TSA agent at 4:36 PST who informed me lhat no laptop filling thal 
description(Silver Macbook air with two distinct stickers on it) had been turned into the lost and found and it would have been by then if it was lost on the 31st. I find this very hard to believe as the only place I could have left would have been at the TSA 
checkpoint. I wou Id I, ke the he Ip of someone in the T SA in recovering my laptop given the specific 11 me windows and inform at,on I can p rov1d e. Please see the information be low: 

I traveled on DL Flight 2046 leaving Gate 17 and I passed through lhe Norlh checkpoint between 2:40 and 3:05PM. I believe it was between 2:40 and 2:50 

'015 S:33:3, I am a 6"2 178Ib African American male who was wearing a gray sportcoat, white dress shirt and blue Jeans with brown shoes 
I think the woman that waved me through the metal detector was about 5'5-5'6. brunette wore glasses and saw that I had my card in hand that allowed me to keep on my sportcoat and shoes. 

I had a black rollerboard come throu9h the belt first, followed by my laptop bag and then my laptop would have been left on the belt in a tray. 

Can someone review the security footage from that very narrow window of time and find out what happened with my I a ptop? Did an agent take it? Another passenger? My go al is just to get my I a pto p back, I find it hard to believe that the re wo u Id have 
been a person right behind me in line I hat would have seen the la plop and not atlempled to turn it in. I would greatly appreciate a re1urned call or email and some help on this if possible. My many experiences in PHX and with the TSA in general have 
be en nothing but p I ea sa nt over the yea rs and I rea 11 y hope my I a pto p can somehow be tracked down. 

Sincerely, 



Reason for the ca 11 - Her I aptop 1s m1ssi ng. 

Airport- FLL 
Airline - Southwest Air I in es 
Flight Numbers - 2327 
Departure Times - 7 am 
Arrival Times - She went to the checkpoint at 6: 1 O am and she got through about 6:50 am. 
Date And Time of Incident - 3\31 \2015 
Baggage Tag Numbers - NA 
Description Of Luggage 
Color- NA 
Style - NA 
Size - NA 
Brand - NA 

Was There An NOi - NA 
'01 S 2:30 O Was Anything On The NOi - NA 

Missing\Damaged item description - She has gray Dell laptop missing. 
Localion Of Incident 
Gate - 86 
Terminal -1 
Phone Number 
Email (b 1(61 
Name Of Actual Person Involved -,.h_,_· .. 11._r;.,_·-, __ _. 

Special Notes - The line was very long and her ,terns were screened and cleared 10 or 15 minutes before she was. She told the TSO that there was no one watching the items. The TSO told her that there are cameras all over the place and nothing 
was getting stolen. She asked to go through the metal detector instead of the AIT and was told she could not. She stated that she called and filed a claim with lost and found, They did not have her laptop. She wanted to know where her laptop is. 
She asked if TSA put it somewhere. 

Resolution to the caller's issue - I emailed her a claim form. I advised her that I would forward her record 10 the CSM at FLL for review. 

Hello, 

I am a frequent flier with TSA Precheck and I always run into an issue with the metal detector. I found that many times I went through the metal detector. the random noise came on and I had to go through add1t1onal screening. The question is, how 
many times does the machine need to single me out in a row, where you can no longer consider it random anymore? 

I recently started to wear different and lighter clothing when I travel at night because it s easier to relax on the plane, and I am noticing that the random alarm isn t going off on me. Clearly. there is no doubt that the jeans I am wearing is causing the 
random alarm to go off. This is a major inconvenience especially when I paid extra money just to get Precheck. Just two days ago I took a day flight for a meeting. wearing heavy clothing and Jeans, and again the alarm went off 

1015 4:0S:5-So do I need to start dressing a different way in order for me to have a nice experience the airport security now? I don t understand. I d like to get I his resolved. 

Do not call or reply to me telling me that indeed 11 is random, because random would mean that this only happened to me once in a blue moon. I/we cant resolve this easily now, then Id like to forward this to the media with video evidence that I have 
already begun to build. So please let s make this an easy process to address and clarify for me. 

Thank o u ve much 
b)(61 



718-637-1062 

0 n Apr 2, 20 15. at 5: 17 PM, tsatcc do not rep I y@se nt u re. com ts atcc do not re ply@senture, ccm wrote: 

Thank you for contacting the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) Contact Center regarding the reasons for secondary screening. 

TSA seeks to provide a high level of security and customer service to all who pass through our screening checkpoints. TSA must screen all passengers and their property before they are permitted to enter the secured area. and the way the screening 
is conducted is imporwnt. Our policies and procedures focus on ensuring lhat TransporIation Securily Officers (TSOs) treat all passengers with dignily, respect, and ccurIesy. 

TSA applies a vanety of security measures in screening passengers and their property prior to boarding a flight. In some instances. this includes enhanced screening of passengers and their carry-on bags, which may be triggered by a number of 
factors to include watch list processing, random selection, or alarm resolution. For example, TSA may apply additional screening methods, such as a patdown on a passenger, to resolve an alarm of the walk-through metal detector or resolve an 
anomaly disccvered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. Additionally, a physical search of a passenger's property may also be performed. 

'O 15 6: 15: 4 T SA a I so selects passengers and their property at random for e nha need sec u nty screening. This random element prevents terro nsts from attempting to defeat the sec u nty system by lea rm ng how 11 ope rates. Leaving out any one group, such as 
senior citizens, persons with disabilities, or children, would remove the random element from the system and undermine security. We simply cannot assume that all terrorists will fit a particular profile. 

We understand the inconvenience passengers may have experienced. Nevertheless, we believe these security measures are necessary and appropriate for ensuring the security and confidence of all air travelers. TSA continues to develop and 
deploy new technologies to address the explosives threat. In the meantime. the use of additional screening enhances our ability to detect explosives at our Nation's airport checkpoints, provides an add1t1onal layer of security at the checkpoint, and 
keeps the t rave Ii ng public sale. 

The primary purpose of passenger screening is to prevent the introduction of deadly or dangerous items into an airport secured area or onboard an aircraft. TSA's policies and procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers are treated with dignity. 
respect, and courtesy. Each Transportation Security Officer (TSO) receives training on professional and courteous ccnduct to make the process run smoothly and to reduce inconvenience to the traveling public, 

Passengers are permitted ta wear any type of clothing they wish through the security checkpoint, however, if the TSO cannot reasonably determine that the clothing is free of a prohibited item, the passenger will be referred for additional screening. 
This pol icy extends to a 11 clothing Ite ms and is not di reeled to any particular Ite m or group. 

TSOs will use lheir professional discrelion to determine if a particular ilem could hide a threatening objecl. Passengers may be asked to remove their outerwear, as TSA requires all passengers to remove outerwear such as suit jackets and blazers, 
athletic warm-up jackets, and sport coats for x-ray screening before proceeding through the walk-through metal detector or Advanced Imaging Technology. It is important ta note that if a sport coat ar blazer is worn as the innermost garment - not over 



'015 6:154 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Name~(~b ... i(~6~i ----~--~ 
Email Addres--,h.,··,.,1R-,.··, ---..------' 
Phone N h'\/f'i\ 
Address: b·:,(6) Alexandria VA 
Zipcode: 22312 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Washington Dulles lnternalional Airport 

To Whom it May Concern, 

I do not travel as often as I used to, but I have noticed in the past few times I have traveled through New York I have felt that the TSA agents were hostile and spoke to passengers in a very inappropriate manner. I realize that New York has the busiest 
airports and the securily line is hectic, but I here has to be a better way for I hem to mainlain order. 

I am not saying all agents, but a large percent of them seem to yell and treat people with little to no respect, do not listen when people speak to them, bark orders and act hostile. I had an experience today at La Guardia that was extremely unpleasant. 
I was escorting my 13 year old niece to the gate and one agent told her she did not need to take her shoes off, but the agent at the metal detector told her to remove her shoes. When she tried to explain that the other agent told her to keep them on, 
she was rude and hostile towards a child. When I stepped in to tell her 10 be nicer to a child she did was rude and hostile towards me. I noticed lhat it was probably because the agent did nol have a hand held wand and that was why she needed to 
take her shoes off, but nothing was explained and yelling and hand gestures were the first step in communication. It is exhausting to have to go through all the security measures while being yelled at spoken ta in a manner that is demeaning and 

,015 8,044 hostile. Again. this was not my first time that I have seen hostility as the first step in communication. 

I have spenl my fair share of time working wilh the public and do know how trying it can be, but I do not see how employees of the Department of Homeland Security should be allowed to act in such a classless and unprofessional manner. II is nol a 
good representation al New York or the United States Government. I feel that there should be better training so that each agent has a solid, respectful way al communicating normal interactions. I think the majority al travelers want to get through 
security in a safe and organized manner and I don't think 11 is ng ht to speak to everyone Ii ke they a re a cri mm al. 

I hope that someone takes into consideration that I spent the time 10 write this email because I am fed up with lhe treatment I receive when I I ravel and I am most likely not the only one. I also ask I hat you consider making more extensive training for 
agents in communication and how they came across to others. It may actually be more beneficial to them because I am nat an angry or ha stile person. but I felt angry and hostile in reaction ta being treated with anger and hostility. 

Thank you, 

,015 2_05, 1 Caller has applied for PreCheck at SFO. Caller has a metal implant, and he alarms the WTMD. Caller wanted to know ii there is something that could be done at the checkpoints that do not have the AIT available so he does not get push back in line. 
· · · Caller wanted to know if I here was a card that would allow him to not have issues at the checkpoints. 



'015 9:14:3 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 11!,.[b"-l .. (6"-·•~' __ __. 
Date Time: 414/2015 8A0:43 AM 

Namei(b)(61 
Emai!rh·,1r:;·-, 
Comp I a i nts; Di scou rteo us/Rude Employee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):STL Terminal 2 around 150pm, TSA Precheck line, employee kb\/6\ !(??), older guy with glasses. 
Comments:I have an artificial knee and still prefer the STL TSA Precheck line even though the metal detector will alarm and require a '"female assist" search. The line is shorter and I like not having to remove my laptop and liquids. The TSA Officer 
was critical of my choice and rude - complaining about the additional resources it takes to do the search. I exp lamed I was a frequent traveler and that some airports have Precheck Imes with scanners but when they don·t I just allow extra time. He 
lectured me about how much trouble it was with a negative and critical tone. I'm disappointed with how I was treated and would prefer that my artificial knee not prevent me from using the TSA Precheck line in STL. 
Hello. 
I am travel I mg through the Palm Springs Airport and I am a TSA-PRE CHECK qualified individual. I am concerned about security procedures, as I went through the pre check lane and upon reaching the second secunty station (bag scan and metal 
detector) I observed families from the non precheck lime coming over to the precheck security point and the TSA female security member allowing them to come over and did not require the family to discard their lull water bottles. like everyone else 
j usl run it I hroug h with your bags was her di re ction. This i nco n s i ste nl security procedure cou Id result in hazardous material being a 11 owed I hroug h. 

The TSA team at PSP airport needs to be reminded of the correct security procedures IAW TSA Securities handbook. 

'°'" ' " r ... b_)-(6_, _____ __. 

'015 4:30: 1, 

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G L TE Device 

I am a frequent t rave I er who has been pa rt of TSA Pre-check a Im os t s i nee I he sl art. I use the Pre-check security I anes a I many airports across the country b ul co nl i nua I ly experience prob I ems and delays he re in San Antonio's Term i na I A. The issue is 
that people are being randomly assigned to the Pre-check lane by TSA personnel who do not understand what Pre-check means and who do not fly often. Most times (peek or off) he Pre-check lane is almost as long as the regular security lanes. 
Today, the Pre-check lane conveyer was so backed up that the agent checking IDs had to stop until the jam cleared. When I got to the metal detector the line was held up by an older couple who obviously had never been there before and required 
special help to understand how to walk through the metal detector. Anyone could tell by observing this pair that they flew very infrequently. if at all, by their luggage and the way they appeared. On another occasion, I was behind a couple who 
atlempled to place their full-size roll-aboard bags on the conveyor slanding up! 

My poinl is that the practice of randomly assigning people from lhe regular screening lanes into Pre-check causes delays and can result in inappropriale persons having access to the expedited screening process. I have complained to the local 
management on numerous occasions but there has been no change and the managers I have spoken with are quick to hand me a TSA contact card as say ··tell them your story" Individual agents working the Pre-check lanes are just as frustrated as 
I eg i ti mate Pre-check passengers and te 11 us to comp I a in to management. 

I understand th at th ere has been an advertising push to en ro 11 mo re peop I e in Pre-ch eek and that the re ndom assignment is intended to encourage peop I e to apply but I bel ,eve the practice 1s both s I owmg the p race ss and defeating the premise of 
passengers who have been pre-approved lo r I ig hte r screening , As I noted at the start of this message I use Pre-check in many airports but find San Antonio's Term i na I A to be different from a 11 others in their disregard for the integrity of the Pre-check 
process. 

b)(6) 



To whom it may concern: 

I am a Io ng ti me Trusted Travel lor with Nexus issued by the USA, 

I recently had both total hip replacements and now I set off the metal detector at the air ports. In particular at DCA on March 29. 2015. I was subjected to a full body pat down which was embarassing. I should have asked for the private room but did not 
re al ize what was going to occur. 

As I have gone lhrough extra screening, iris scanned, finger printing why am I treated so harshly when I set off the metal deIecIor. 
1015 8:02:2 

Sincerely, 

Burnaby, BC 
Canada 
V5G1X9 

this one just like everyone else: Traveling is siressful and the rules are confusing. TSA officers need to be civil. Please pass this feedback on to the TSA officer in question. Thank you. 

Mailing address, 

Seattle, WA 98104 

PhoneJ,_b-'-)(_6-'-, __ _. 

1015 8:02 :2, Fax: 206-897-5401 

ai I may contain patient id entifia b I e or confi d entia I 
information. e not secure, p I ease be aware of associated 
risks of email transmission. I y t communicating to a UW 
Medicine Provider via email implies your agree ·1 
communication: see 

b,(61 

is intended for the individual named above. If you are 
not the intended re closure, copying, distribution or use 
of the contents of this i nfonmati on , s s e notify the 
sender by reply email, and then destroy all copies o and any 
atlachments. See our Notice of Privacy Practices at._!(bc..· .. I(-=-6~, _____ _.! 



'015 9:084 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Righls \ Liberlies (OlherJ What is the basis of your allegation? 

- Profiling 
- Race \ Ethnicity 

Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 
==Individual Info== 

PO Box ar Street Address: ._l"h-"·11-'-R"·., ___ _. 

City: Lubbock 
State: Texas 
Zip Code (Post Code) 79423 
Other,_: ___________ ~ 

Emaij(b)(61 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? 04106\2015 
Where did this ha pp en? TEXAS - LBB - Lubbock I ntem ati o na I 
What happened? While enIering the security area of the airport, I 
attempted to follow other passengers through the metal detector. 
Before I co u Id enter the meta I detector two I a rg e men put their 
hands up to stop me. They then directed me to an area where I 
pul my feel on 10 footprinls, put my hands over my head, and lhen 
be x-rayed. Before I was x-rayed a woman put on clothes and 
waited for me to exit the x-ray. I asked her why I m always being 
singled out in this way and she pointed to the x-ray machine and 
said lhere was a spol on lhe x-ray machine and that s the reason 
why they were going to have to go through my hair I told her 

The ca 11 er wou Id I, ke to /1 I e a complaint. He was flying out of US Airway. He fl, es a round one t, me a year The I ast two yea rs, both t, mes he checked ,terns The TSO s made h, m feel unco mfortab I e because of the way they looked at h, m and the 
'015 9:17:2 questions they asked. The TSO s stopped him after going through the WTMD and searched his bag. He felt like he was being picked on. There was a Caucasian male namec£5:ill 1n Terminal 4 the caller asked him why he was being searched and the 

TSO replied by saying Because god wants us to . He felt discriminaled and profiled. This was at Ontario airport in California. 

A wonderful thing has happened my wife is pregnant and our family is very happy. However due to this she doesn't desire to use the body scanner at airports. She opted out of only the body scanner for the first time two weeks ago for a flight out and 
back 10 CA. This was our first experience in opting oul of the body scanner and it should be noted lhat several metal detectors where available. The first time the opt out "pal" search was conducled we did not realize how intrusive ii was and a female 
TSA agent conducted the pat down in front of the entire airport. This pat down consisted of the lady physical groping every part of my wife's body to include running the back of her hand over the vaginal area multiple times with enough force that it could 
be le It in an u n comfo rtab I e way against her p nvate area. It then include the agent sticking her Ii ng ers between my wife's underwear and waist Ii ne with a swiping motion around her entire waist front to back. The agent also pul I ed her blouse out and 
downward exposing her breasts to the airport. On the trip back we asked for a private screening rather then in font of everyone traveling, When we asked for this screening my wife was pulled out of line to the side. As she waited the line got busy and 
the medal detector line was opened to speed lhings up. My wife asked to use the metal detector and was yelled al thal she had opted oul of the body scanner and would be physically checked. After some more time we were led 10 a private storage 

1015 8:21 :5 closet were the search similar to the one I described above took place only this time the TSA lady ran the back of her hand over and around her vaginal area four times with so much pressure that I could see the pain in my wifes face. Now my wife and 
I travel a lot and fly a lot and for the next nine months she our 7 year old son and I will be opting out of this body scanner to protect our future child and to support her choice to opt out. I am an honorably discharged Amencan So,lder of 5 years who 
served in Bosnia and I am in my 16th year of law enforcement. I have never searched anyone the way these people searched my wife and I have searched EPW's (Enemy Prisoners of War) and currently still search persons under legal arrest. My 
falher is a 3 year honorably discharged American soilder who served in Vietnam and a 40 year retired police office. In my immediale family, father, uncles and cousins we have over 170 years of law enforcement for the stale of New York alone. Our 
familys military service to America is even mare extensive. We have to fly back to New York next week from Fl arid a and it pains me to think that my wife, our 7 year old son and I will have to be sexually assaulted by the TSA in order to travel as free 
Americans. I real Ize safety is of the up most importance but these a re not pat down searches. If I put my hands on anyone the way these workers do I have no doubt I wo u Id be arrested. Enough is enough p I ease do something about this issue for 
everyone, this treatment is u nacce ptab I e and down right wrong, Th an k you for your time, 



REASON lo r the ca 11: Ca 11 er said when he came through the body sea n ne r a heavy set African American TSO started rub bing h1 m down and never said anything. Ca 11 er th en asked the TSO what he was doing and he said he was clearing a alarm that 
was on his chest. Caller asked the officer if he was suppose to tell him before he started touching him and the officer said no. Caller did not get the name of the TSO. Caller was wearing a dark blue silk shirt and blue jeans. Caller said he has grey hair 
and is about 6 foot 1 inch tall. 

Date Time: 4 7 2015 at 3:30pm 
Airport: ATL 
Airline: Delta 
Gate Terminal: Caller does not know 

,015 4,0B:J- Flight#: Caller does not know 
Bag tag#: n a 
Bag Description: n a 
Missing Damaged item description: n a 
NOl:na 
Email: Caller does not want to provide 

RESOLUTION to the caller's issue: TSOs must conduct additional screening to resolve an alarm of the walk-through metal detector or an anomaly discovered during Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) screening. It may also be necessary for TSOs ta 
conduct additional screening on carry-on items. TS Os are required to be considerate and are trained to explain what they are doing and what will happen next in the process. TSA regrets if this was not your experience. 
Si nee the comp I ai nt concerns security screening at a specific airport, we have forwarded a copy of this e-m a i I to the Customer Service Manager ( CSM) at th at I ocat ion. 

Caller was returning a call back he received from TCC regarding his MB complaint. 

On the previous call he said I hat lhe TSOs made him feel uncomforlable because of the way they looked al him and lhe questions they asked. The TSO s stopped him after going through the WTMD and searched his bag. He felt like he was being 
picked on. There was a Caucasian male named Kiill]n Terminal 4, the caller asked him why he was being searched and the TSO replied by saying Because God wants us to He felt discriminated and profiled. 

1015 6:44:3 Airline ONT 
Terminal 4 
US Airways 
FI 1g ht number was U A 1844 airbus A321 Economy. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time . 418/2015 6:23:30 AM Airport · BW I - Baltimore-Washington International Date/Time of Travel · 04/08/2015 6:00 AM Airline & Flight Number : united Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport pre-check TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· First there was a checkpoint person change and the new person was not ready to start so had to wait for them to then find gloves(from two officers over) and then to 'adjust till he was ready. Pre-check is supposed to to be expedited. Then 

,015 8_27 _4 Issue was I was random beep through me1a1 detector and had to get the full hand scan because I don'I do the scan machine. Random used 10 be a quick hand scan. Not awful excepl again the wail. 
· · · Would you like a response?. False 

Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · hltp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' , Screening 
Current Date/Time : 41812015 10:04:59 AM Airport SEA - Seatlle-Tacoma lnlernational Dale/Time of Travel : 04/0812015 6:45 AM Airline & Flight Number : AS 83 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : norlh salellile TSA Employee: (If Known) : 

" 15 12_25 _, Comment. I travel through SEA TAC approximately once per week, and have Precheck clearance. I wear the same belt every time I travel, as it does not alarm. Yet this morning it set off the metal detector, whereupon the TSA staff look at me like rm 
· ·' an 1d i ot and I have to back out of the Ii ne and remove the belt, upsetting other passengers. 

Why is the system which is set up to speed trusted travelers through security. got a metal detector that &quot; randomly&quot: clears a belt one week but not the next? 
TSA on the whole does a very good job at keeping us safe, and these sor1s of issues are an annoyance ralher than serious. II would be nice to know what you can and can't wear to make travel, which is already siressful, just that litlle bil easier Would 
you like a response?· True Passenger"s Name :fh··,1r;·, !Phone Number :fh·,1r;·-, I Email !(b':1(6) ~o leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link: 
hltp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?"' , Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time· 41812015 3:37:22 PM Airport, JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel, 04/08/2015 3:15 PM Airline & Flight Number, delta Checkpoint/Area of 
Airporl : 5 TSA Employee: (If Known) :fh··,1rr1 !Commenl : I wenl thru as a global entry member through lhe TSA pre-check. Going through the metal detector everything was fine, I was pulled over bykb)(ffl !because he said he needed to do 
extra screening. Far no reason. He then proceeded to be really obnoxious and yell at me. When I complained as to why I was getting screened when there were no problems he told me if I do not shut up and listen to him he will take me back out 
through secunty and np up my boarding pass. He then did the security pad down five times on each area of my body. When I asked him why he's doing the patdown over and over when all I was wearing a T-shirt and sweatpants he told me to shut up 

'015 4:19:5. and he proceeded to do the entire pat down for sixth time. 

1015 8:32:1 

Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name h··1rR·\ 

Phone Number 1h··,1fr1 
Email b)(ff1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights 1s a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA their Member of Congress. and the Sikh 
Coa Ii ti on. a civi I rights organization directly from their phones. The us er may pick and choose which of 1 h ese three entities they would Ii ke to send 1 heir comp I a int 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAa€'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint form. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party ar an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Brad I ey I ntemat1ona I Airport 



:)151225( 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Righls \ Liberlies (OlherJ What is the basis of your allegation? 

- Association 

Profiling 
- Religion 
- U nreaso na bl e Search Seizure 

Are yau filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 
==I nd1v1d ua I Info== 

Primary Phone: 
Phone Numbed,..,1h""'··-,1r:;-=-·,..., ----,I 
PO Box or Street Addressk~b_)~(6_ .• _, -----~ 
City: San Jose 
State: California 
Zip Code (Post Code): 95116 

Other:~-------~ 
Emai1:[b)(6) 

==Incident lnfomnation== 
When did this happen? 04\07\2015 
Where did this happen? CALIFORNIA - $JC - $an Jose 
International 
What happened? 
I was escorting my wife and two daughters (ages 3 and 1 J through 
a T SA checkpoint. Every ti me in the past that we have gone 
through an airport. a TSA agent would take us all through a metal 
detector, and sometimes swab my hands, and in the case of my wife 
to pat down around her head-scarf and put the swab in a scanner. 



'0151015: 

scanner I still have on my jacket. because since I am PreCheck I can leave on my Jacket, well then the agent calls female assist. I said what Is going on? And the agent says your zipper probably set off the machine. Excuse me what Is the purpose of 
Pre Check and not removing your items ( which you are repeated I y I ectured on by the agents) if you are then having to go through addition al sere en i ng and pat down because you didn't remove them? This is I ud i crous ! W hi I e I wait to be patted down, 
my carryon luggage is just sitling unsupervised at lhe end of the screening belt and an airport employee thal is doing a wheelchair assist stJrts to tJke my bag! I yelled oul al her and forIunately she heard me thal she was taking lhe wrong bag. I lold 
the TSA agent that was holding me hostage that people were taking my shit and he said oh that's not good in a ho hum voice, not at all concerned that he should take responsibility' Then I get my left side and abdomen padded down all because of a 
zipper on the outside of a jacket. I mean seriously get your act together. if I hadn't caught the airport employee starting to take my luggage how would I have had any recourse locating my item? So much for expedited security priviledgesl 

fb)(6) 

L1ttl e stown, PA 1 734 0 

Fax 717-359-9109 

HYPERLIN4,_b_)_(6_, ____________ _. 

HYPERLIN (bi(B) 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" 
CuCTent Date/Time · 411012015 8:23:05 AM Airport : BWI - Baltimore-Washington International Date/Time of Travel , 0411012015 7A5 AM Airline & Flight Number · UA 4881 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Pier D TSA Employee: (If Known) , 
Comment : The last 3 time I've flown from BWI TSA Pre was closed, as it was today. The hassle of having to pack so I am TSA compliant on the off chance thal TSA Pre is closed is a problem. The TSA agenl when asked said it was just closed and for 

,015 1 O: 15: me to go thru the regular line with a card for using the metal detector- I still had to pull out my laptop, liquids etc. You need a better way to handle trusted travellers- this issue at BWI is making me consider other airports. As platinum level with United I 
wi 11 contact their Customer Service about this too. 
Would you like a res onse? · True 
Passenger's Name h··,1rrI 
Phone Numbe (b)(61 
Email b1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller has a complaint against a TSA employee at FLG on 04 1 O 2015 at 2:30. He called someone in the Arizona area and they told him to call TSA and that a lady name~might answer the phone. 

He was flying US Airways Flight number 2770. 

He was getting ready to go through screening at FLG. He told me that he had flown a lot and he has been screened a lot and that this was very unprofessional and he felt like the TSOs there were not well trained. He also informed me that he was a 
LEO. 

He also said that while he was being screened lhe TSO touched his crotch with his palms 1urned up instead of down. He said the TSO hil his crotch pretly hard and was very rough with him. He said the TSO pulled his pants down aboul 6 inches to a 
foot on the left side of his body. They offered him a private screening but his bags were moving an the baggage conveyor out of his sight so he declined so he could hurry up and get back ta his bags. He said he had a police badge and $500 in his carry 
on. 

He said he informed the TSO lhat he had had a knee replacemenl which was causing the machine 10 alarm. He said they did nol have the AIT so he had to use lhe WTMD. He said they only had 5 or 6 employees working al the screening checkpoint 
2015 6:52:( and that it was a small airport. 

He said the screener was about 30 years old. He described him as a large, which he said was a nice way to describe lat. and that he was either Hispanic or Indian. 

He said prior ta boa rd ed his flight that he ave rhe ard 3 fem ale and 3 ma I e T SOs ta I king a bout their private I ife. such as their girlfriends and things, and thought it was unp roles s ion a I . He asked a LEO that was standing at the screening checkpoint who 
their s u pe rvi so r was and he pointed out one of the men in the same crowd that he had witnessed ta I king about their person al I ife. 

Again he stated lhat he believed lhe TSO al FLG were unprofessional and badly 1rained. He said they acled like lhey might be parl time employees. 

Hello, 

For the second time in six weeks, I have been told I must remove my shoes ta go thru the hands over head metal detector. 

I have had BOTH my knees replaced and have substantial scar tissue that prevents me from bending down and removing my shoes. I Carry the printed out TSA page for Passengers Who Cannot Remove Their Shoes with me. 

I showed it to Sup erv i sot b) ( 6) ~nd he informed me that his SOPs over ruled that policy and I must remove my shoes. 

2015 2:27:( I do not believe this to be true and would like some clarification, both for me and for Supervisorkb::,(6) 

Thank you. 

l(b)(61 

Sent from Windows Mail 



To TSF'A,'-,-..,..,.---, 
Fro~(b)(61 
Subj eel: Hum i Ii ati ng and u n necessary treatment by TSA 
On April 12th 2015, I took Jet Blue Flight 466 from Fort Myers FL. To Boston 
I checked in on line the night before and ii had a TSA precheck on my boarding pass. 
I have prosthetic right leg that extends from my hip down. I fly this route approximately 4 times a year. I understand the procedure for amputees. 
this is tha TSA procedure from your website 

"The passenger should inform lhe Transpor1ation Securily Officer (TSO) of the existence of a prosthetic, his or her ability, and of any need for assistance before screening begins. Passengers can use TSA's Notification Card to communicale discreetly 
with security officers. However, showing this card or other medical documentation will not exempt a passenger from additional screening when necessary. 
Passengers with prostheses can be screened using imaging technology, metal detector, or a thorough patdown. 

Regardless of whether a passenger is screened by a metal detector, imaging technology, or a lhorough patdown, a proslhetic is subject to addilional screening. An officer will need to see lhe prosthelic, which may require the lifting of clothing withoul 
2015 6:30: 1 exposing any sensitive areas or removing a belt that holds the prosthetic to the passenger's body. TSA also will use technology to test the prosthetic for traces of explosive material. 

I informed the TSA agent that I had prosthesis: he was very nice and directed me to the imaging machine so I wouldn't set off the metal detector. This is what happens every time I fiy whether it is Boston or Fort Myers. 
Unfortunately the Male assist officer I was handed off to either didn't understand the procedure or just decided he was making his own procedure. After I went through the imaging he proceeded to give me a complete pat down. tested my shoes, hands 
and the bo1tom of my proslhesis for explosives. At this poinl I am starling to feel a litlle uneasy wilh the search as usually after checking the bottom of the proslhesis and my hands I am sent on my way. 
This guy tells me he needs to periorm a further evaluation of my leg: I asked him if there was a problem? His response was no not yet. He took me into another room with another guy had me remove my pants to he could swab the entire prosthesis. 
THIS IS NOT IN your procedure"' 
I am now getting pretty aggravated. I asked him why, he said it is procedure. I tried to tell him nicely that was a frequent flyer and that it was not and that does not happen to me and never has. His response was a non-caring shrug. 
Told me 10 lake it up with his supervisor! 
After I was cleared for the second time. I told him how BS he was I took my bag that he was holding and not willing to give to me and went to my flight that I just barely made it on. Thank god I did, cause had I missed it. I would have had an ugly 
conve rs ati on with him and his supervisor. 
I am not a person to give anybody a hard ti me and I understand the need far safety but I should be hum i Ii ated and be Ii ttl ed by somebody just be ca use he can, 
Unfortunately I was so upset and shorl of time I didn'I get his name. 
He was a tall white bald (shaved head) man with a really lousy attitude. Hopefully this doesn't happen to me or any other person like me again going through RSW and that it was an isolated incident, I however suspect it wasn t. Just because people 
with art1f1c1al I Im bs are d iffe rent doesn't mean that T SA person should be able to hum i Ii ate an discriminate and demean anybody things a re hard enough 

._l(b-')_(6--'··-' ______ __.rorth Billerica MA 01862 



I have a grievance and would like to file an official complaint. Please direct me on how to do so. 

My complaint is as follows: 

At 2:10pm on Saturday, April 11, 2015, I arrived at Chicago Midway airport and proceeded to security checkpoint for my daughter and I to go through security screening. As I approached the security screening, I alerted the security (TSA) agent behind 
the xray machine AND the securily (TSA) agenl next to the metal detectorlxray screening lhat I was in possession of medically necessary blood product that I had a Dr. letter for, and lhat lhe blood product could not go through xray screening. The man 
by the xray machine called for a "hand check" and handed the bag off ta another TSA agent. 

I went through security and looked for the bag (the medication/blood product was in a box inside a SuperMan lunch box). When I saw the agent who had my bag (African American woman with blonde hair with the name tag "Carte~' on it), I said, 
"please wait until I am present before going lhrough the bag, it contains blood product AND it belongs 10 a minor child". She rolled her eyes at me, opened my bag (which I KNOW she is nol suppose 10 do, she is suppose 10 ask ME or my child if she 
were traveling alone ta remove the items or it she may open it) and CONTINUED swiping the SANITIZED box which contains my daughters PLASMA based product. She raised her voice and said to me (as two other TSA agent women surrounded 
me). "'I DIDN'T OPEN YOUR BOX I OPENED THE BAG-l"M CHECKIN' IT N YOU CAN SEE ME". To which I replied, "I know my rights and you are not allowed to open the bag of BLOOD PRODUCT without my permission, or without asking me to do 
so" She pushed my bag aside dropping it on the counter and said, "I'm done anyway" and walked away. 

2015 4.09 '( I cannot tell yauthe fury that fills me. I cannot tell you the insecurity that filled my daughter as she watched this occur. She travels often and has been THOROUGHLY briefed byTSAat McCarren Airport as to her rights when carrying her blood product 
· · through secunty. She travels often and as a member of the Bleeding/Hemophilia community, it is medically necessary to carry her blood supplies with her. For that reason. she was briefed two summers ago by TSA on her rights and how to approach 

carrying her product. To watch these rights be violated right in front of her was infuriating to say the least. Atop that. the TSA's mishandling of almost $4000 of blood product rather than asking ME to pull it out of the container, TSA Agent Carter 
should've changed her gloves before contaminating our product, is unbelievable. I am now in to position to where I was nol in contact with the blood product and it was handled by someone else, with unclean hands/gloves and now it is unusable to me 
for risk al infection from contamination. Thank you for wasting al mast $4000 al medication, and for violating the rights of my daughter and I. We have lobbied long and hard to make certain my daughter gets her allotment of medication. The amount 
she gets 1s regulated and now your agents' violation and possible contamination of her blood product leaves her short of the appropriate supply. 

I want an immediate response and resolulion to this email. Should I not receive a response in a limely manner, I will escalate my formal complaint. 

I have included in this email a link to your TSA rules and regulations. 

fbi(6) 

hltp://www.tsa.gov/traveler•informationlmedically•necessary•liquids•gels-and•aerosols 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

······················-;::::::::;:::==::;-------····························· 
Remote Client IP:l(b)(61 I 
Date Time 4l1412b15 548:43 PM 

Name bi(61 

2015 8:08:, Email b 1(6) . 
Comp a,n1s: ,scour1eous u e mp oyee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):United Airlines at Newark airport at approx 5:15pm on 4/141151 encountered TSAAgentfbi(ff:, lsp?) at the TSA checkpoint near the metal detectors far gates 120-
139. My flight was to Denver at 6:51pm at Gate C131.. 
Comments:I encountered TSAAgen1(b)(ffl [sp?) who was not giving clear verbal or physical cues as I stood by the metal detector, I thought he waved me through the metal detector and when I walked through he raised his voice and said 
he didn't save me through. I said "ok" and stepped back. He then proceeded to ask me "whal are you lhinking?" and "use your head" repeatedly. I wasn't looking to engage in an argument. Mentioned that I bought I saw him wave me through and he 
continued ta I ecture me. 

I found his conduct, comments and attitude completely unprofessional. Although I work in business now I spent 4 years in the Marines and 4 years at the United Nations in a role as a diplomatic security agent. Conduct like that would not have been 
tolerated. 



Good morning 
I wanted to bnng something to your attention at the JetBlue Tenminal in BOS/Logan Airport. 
I am not TSA Pre Check screened approved - or whatever it is. 

I was in the general security line queue with everyone else. on the left side of the security area (when entering the security area) - adjacent ta the TSA PreCheck queue. 
The far left podium doubles with both general queue and TSA Pre Check. I went to this podium as the Pre Check line was empty. 
After confirming my boarding pass and ID - I proceeded to the metal detector and x-ray queue (to the podium's left, agent's right). 

However. this is where everything went a bit differently. Passengers going through security, myself included - were confused when no bins were provided - and we were instructed to keep our shoes and belts on. Laptops and liquids staying in the bag. I 
quickly dumped my personal items from my pockets into my bag. 

I'm not sure if this is the new SOP - but then it dawned upon me thal perhaps the screener lhought we were TSA Pre Check passengers. 

'O 15 1 O: 20=· This was today, 15 APR 20 15 at approx. 0630 hours. The person on the x- ray machine I iteral ly Ju st got on her rotation at that machine. 

'015 10:20:, 

If you have any follow up questions please do nol hesitate to e-mail me. 
Thank You 

I saw lhe news blurb regarding the dismissal of lwo security agents for inappropriate fondling of male passengers this morning. I believe I was one of the impacled individuals and wish to formally lodge a complaint. 

On March 25th, I went through securily at DIA. My flighl was at 5:55 so it was probably around 4 pm. I am TSA Precheck due 10 my Global Entry (which was noted on my lickel as well) but was selected and pulled out for a pat-down after being sent 
through the scanner (and not the metal detector). The agent told me he needed to pat me down thoroughly and proceeded ta run his hands up and dawn my legs including touching my genitals and across my backside. I travel a LOT and 1·ve been 
patted down before. but never like this. I was upset afterwards and told my girlfriend who was with me but in another line that I felt like I needed a cigaretle after the pat-down (making an obvious reference to a Joke). 

You should pull the video tapes and investigate this. I am willing to provide a verbal statement if required. I do live in Denver and fly in\out of DIA several times a month. 

Thanks. You guys do a good job overall and you don't need a pervert giving you bad press. 

Regards, 

Thomas E Smith Jr, CPA 



On Apnl 11 I had the unfortunate opportunity to meet the most rude TSA member in my years of travel in the international terminal of the Seattle -Tacoma airport. I had Just arrived on Delta Flight 166 from Narita at about 9:29 Saturday morning and 
headed to a connection flight at te nn i na I C, After clearing Customs, we were shuffled to the TS A area, where an off ce r was barking to lo nn three Ii ne s from what was orig i na 11 y two, The I e ngth was so Io ng that one cou Id not d ete rmi n e what type of 
scanner was at the end. That mailers as I am a dual knee joint replacement recipient and choose the scanner as to accelerate the process for all and 10 eliminate the pat down. By lhe time I could see the metal de1ec1or, I elected nol to change lines as 
the lost time would have been significant--- things were not moving fast. As expected, the scanner announced the presence of metal and i informed the TSA officer of the metal joints. He politely asked me to step to the side, which i did and he shouted 
for a ss1sta n ce (Pat down). 

The assistance did not arrive after approximately a minute and the officer elected to continue screening while waiting--- not a bad idea as passengers were stacking up. He requested once again for a pat down and continued screening. I waited, 
while olher passengers' scanned ilems piled up on mine. Not a real good thing for delicate laplops. After yet another couple minute delay without assislance for lhe pat down, the officer once again announced the need for a pat down. And the stuff 
continued to pile up on mine. After the officer's fourth plea for help, an officer seemingly put out that he would have to periorm a pat down (the same one that was barking to form three lines) showed up. He asked if the stuff being dumped on at the end 

2 O 15 2: 2 7:, of the scanner was mine. to which I rep Ii ed with a "Yes - and made a move tow a rd s 11. He quickly snapped that I was not to touch 11 and to move aver to carpet that had the foot locations marked on it. I suggested to this officer that they needed to have 
some means of letting passengers know which line to get into for the scanner. He proceeded to infonn me it was MY RESPONSIBILITY TO SELECT THE PROPER LINE, not theirs to tell me. I proceeded to tell him that the entry point of the line did not 
allow one to see the scanners. I once again suggested that maybe signs, he once again told me it was my responsibility. Whal a rude inlerface wilh the public. Not in lhe besl of moods myself after being up for almost 24 hours, I asked for his name. 
He informed me he would not give me his name. but would provide a card and his supervisor. Little did I know things were about to really go to HELL. 

As I gathered all my stuff, over wandered this blob of a person with a title of TSA Supervisor. Apparently he got this Job to fill an EEO requirement as it sure wasn't for his ability to interface with the public. He proceeded to tell me he did not 
have time to put up with piddly assed minuscule things like me and my fake knees. He would stand up for his officers no matter what. They had been there all morning and not even had lunch. Personally, he could go without many lunches as fat as he 
is! He proceeded to tell me once again he did nol have time for my little problem I could take my problem·· all the way to the President of these United Slates· and turned away. WHAT A FAT, RUDE, in-his-postion-only-to-fufill-EEO-quotas. I sure hope 
I never, ever have to incur this fat excuse of a TSA officer again. In all my travels around this great nation. I have never seen a TSA representative act half as unprofessional as this worm. Maybe he is related to the sleeping baggage handler for Alaska 
Air. 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainls of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonn. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Name: "'kb'-·•c,-1(6;:_·~1 --,-,-------..... ----, 
Email Addressl(b)(61 phone Numbe~kb_,~(6_1 __ ~ 
Address: Font1 512 
Zipcode: 

2015 2:2B:, Are you 18 or over? Yes . . . 
Are you represented by a th, rd party or an attorney , n th, s matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati on? 
Race? Yes 
Ethnicity? Yes 
Religion? Yes 
N at,ona Ii ty? Yes 
Gender? Yes 
Disability? Yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 



2015 7:27:c 

Disability Description: Caller has brain cancer 

Incident Details: Caller had a horrible experience for screening. She has a medical condition and could not go through the machines for her screening. She asked for a patdown instead for her screening. They would not allow her to use the WTMD. 
She says she understJnds the job TSA does and knows it is very difficult. 

She never gets upset at her screening. But this time was so bad it has made her cry. She has never filed a complaint before. She says the agent that gave her the patdown was so mean to her. She said if she spoke the agent told her to not speak then 
when she did speak, the agent responded to her by saying for her not to get upset at her, She was only going to ask if she could put on her shoes. 

She has brain cancer and says this isn t the way screening should be for someone going though something so bad. She wants to file a disability complaint. 

She says the managers name may have bee~and he was kind. She says the entire staff was terTible. 

Date Time:04-15-15 at 5:05 pm 
Gate Terminal: Terminal C and she was there about 4 pm 
Airport McC a rren 
Airline: So LIi hwesl 
Flight#: 564 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' , Screening 
Current Date/Time: 4116/2015 6:19:28 AM Airport ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta lnternalional Dateflime ofTravel: 04/1612015 4:15 AM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport. only one open TSA Employee: (If Known). asian American Comment: Pre-check not open yet, had to do complete basic screening. Even at locations around the country that don't have ore-check they still give benefits 
(some) ie going through metal detector. 

2015 8:45:< I opt out of lhe ray scan. The employee was courteous but was much handsy I hen mosl I have ever go11en. I don'I do the wave scans so am accus1omed to opting out when a location has no pre option. This guy basically had his hands on my scro1um. 
Either he is very wrong or most of the screeners around the country are doing it wrong. 
Would you like a response? : True 
Passenger's Name £E::ill5J 
Phone Number : 

Email 1(bi(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Caller keeps having problems with TSA and other passengers have spoken up that she is being mistreated. She had a radiation accident when she was a teenager. She has cancer and many surgeries. She is 80 years old. She has trouble walking. 
She tells them that she cannot use the screening technology. She was going to a meeting she could not miss in DC. She was searched and almost missed her flight. She had to finally asked for a supervisor and asked him if she has to get on her knees 

2015 1 :48:c to be able to finally go. She tells them she can use the metal detector and they tell her no although they point others to the WTMD. The supervisor who came over apologized for the way she was treated, 
She knows I hat I here is a program that she can get pre screened and use lanes I hat you go right on through. She does not mind the paldown but she does not want to have 10 wait in line. She has had ii ems laken from her and slolen. She does nol even 
bring carry o ns with her any more. 
She Ii ked the idea of getting a ss1sta n ce at the checkpoint and asked how far ahead she s hou Id cal I us. 

Caller keeps having problems with TSA and olher passengers have spoken up that she is being mistreated. She had a radiation accident when she was a 1eenager. She has cancer and many surgeries. She is 80 years old. She has 1rouble walking. 
She tells them that she cannot use the screening technology. She was going to a meeting she could not miss in DC. She was searched and almost missed her flight. She had to finally asked for a supervisor and asked him if she has to get on her knees 

2015 1 :48:c to be able to finally go. She tells them she can use the metal detector and they tell her no although they point others to the WTMD. The supervisor who came over apologized for the way she was treated. 
She knows that the re is a program that she can get pre screened and use I a nes that you go right on through, She does not mind the pa tdow n but she does not want to have to wait in Ii ne, She has had i terns taken from her and stolen, She does not even 
bring carry o ns with her any more. 
She Ii ked the idea of getl i ng assistance at the checkpoint and asked how far a he ad she s hou Id cal I us. 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IP:""l(b_)-'-(6_, ___ _, 
Date Time: 4120/2015 3:27:01 AM 

Name b)(61 

2015 8:34:' Email._b_-• ...,,(6_-~I ----~~ 
Comp a, nts: na pp ro pn ate cree ni ng/P at Down Screening. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Yuma Airport. April 191h at about 8:00 A.M. U.S. Airways. 
Comments:On April 19th I caught an 8:45 flight from Yuma to Honolulu via Phoenix. There was only one female TSA agent on duty. This female TSA agent opted to do a "pat down" of me after I passed through the metal detector. No alarm has 
sounded but she said she had to do a pat down sm ce I was wean ng a dress. She had me stand m fu 11 view of everyone in front of the meta I detector and she put her hands on either side of my leg reaching as far as my ge ni ta Is which she touched 
quickly but hard, It was moderately painful, and also disquieting, 
I've been an American my entire life, I'm a woman in my fifties and do nol fit any common sense profile of a "lerrorist". I found the so-called pat down to be a violation of my personal liberties and a disgusting display of ignorance. There is no need to 
debase citizens arbitrarily for the sake of a false sense of safety. There was no excuse for what would be seen as a sexual assault in any other circumstance. 
The TSA continues to be a disgrace by rendenng innocent Americans suspected criminals based on nothing more than their style of dress. If the TSA can't tell the difference between normal, innocent c1t1zens and potential 'lerronsts" or cnminals and is 
allowed to randomly touch people's genitals we are not a safer country. but a more dangerous place to live as the government gives others the right to sexually molest its citizens in the name of safety even when there is no danger. 

I am writing regarding a preflight screening expenence I had in Denver on Wednesday April 15th at about 5:05 pm. I entered on the north side in the main terminal through the TSA Pre Check lane. I placed my bags, one carryon suitcase and one 
handbag. on the screening conveyor and walked through the metal detector. An alamn sounded. The TSA screener told me I had been selected for "random" He did a swab of the outside of my suitcase and inserted it into the instrument and another 
alarm sounded. He told me they would have to do further screening. Another TSA person came, moved my belongings to the search area and began by swabbing outside my bags and then proceeded to swab every pair of shoes and then my hair iron. 
I was unfamiliar with this degree of scrutiny having never been subjected to nor observed it while going through security at airports. I asked what the alarm was and was told, "E1 ··_ That meant nothing to me. I was getting annoyed by then and 
sarca st1ca 11 y asked her if she was gomg to swab my toothbrush with the same swab after swabbing my shoes. The situation escalated quickly from th at point. 

I am a very experienced frequent 1raveler. I fiy almosl weekly for work. I have also compleled the TSA Known Traveler screening including an inlerview and fingerprinls. In my 15 years of frequenl travel, I have had one very objectionable TSA 
screening experience and many s m al I annoyances that we re not m emora b I e. I have been se I ected for random add i ti o na I screening th at amounted to a swab of hands and perhaps baggage that added no more than a minute or two to screening time. 
The experience I had at DIA on April 15th was an outrageous expenence and took over an hour and caused me to miss my boarding position. 

After becoming annoyed at the swabbing of every personal item in my suitcase and a visual check of everything in my possession, I asked for a supervisor. The supervisor arrived in a very aggressive manner toward me. She was oulright militant and 
authoritarian. Having not committed a crime, I was not about to put up with this approach and treatment. She took everything I said and tried to twist it to elicit an inappropriate response from me. I was very indignant and angry by this time. She 
accused me of interfering or rather she used the term "obstructing"' I think I told here to do what she had to do. She alerted armed security and three uniformed and armed police officers moved in toward me along with a shady character who seemed 
to be a commander or some such thing. He looked like he was the leader of a swat team, He began whispering to other TSA screeners in the area. I counted and I was surrounded by 12 TSAI security/military persons. This scene was so ridiculous to 
me. It irritaled me further and I ac1ually found the absurdily laughable. The rest of the processed took place and I was finally cleared. Once cleared, the supervisor's provocation and ridiculing continued when she twice wished me "'have a good resl of 

'015 12:08: your day". 

There are many things about this incident that trouble me deeply. 

First is that screening is voluntary. and when an alarm sounded I seemed to become "Public Enemy Number One" in the blink of an eye and when I did not roll over and act contrite like a person might who was caught doing wrong. I was subjected to 
very harsh treatment. I was told m so many words by the supervisor that I had no choices or options and I was subject to her complete authority. In hindsight, given the mood of the situation, intensity of scrutiny and the manner in which I was being held 
in suspicion, I think I should have been read some rights. At least. I think, I should have been afforded the courtesy of an explanation and given notice of the procedure required to clear me for flight from the alarm 

I have done some looking into false alarms during TSA screening science my incident and understand better now that they occur with some frequency. This is all the more reason to expect the TSA screeners to do some explaining before launching into 
the assertion that I am a criminal canying explosives with intent to do harm. I have to question, are all of the expertly trained TSA people that hungry to spring into action that they practice their skills in facing a potential threat on a fifiy- seven year old 
grandmother from Broomfield, CO traveling for work? The same person who is afforded the trust to drive a car - which can be turned into a lethal weapon and the same person who participates in the civic process to elect our law makers and serve on a 
jury, What happened lo me is JUST PLAIN WRONG. 

Secondly. it di sturbes me that I part1c1 pated and paid for Know T rave I er when none of the info rma ti on was taken into account in how I was treated. I q ue st1on what is the purpose of obtaining an Known Traveler N umber and s u bm ittmg to Ii ng erpri nti ng 
and an interview ii it is not taken Ito consideration in a situation like this? I can only speculate it is a money-making enterprise for a government contractor and possibly a PR facade for frequent travelers. 

On my return flight to Denver from Phoenix. I toyed with the idea of asking to have my carry-ans swabbed to see if the alarm would repeat. I spoke with a TSA screening supervisor who was very professional, pleasant and reasonable. I explained what 
Dear Sir or Ma am, 
Im an airline pilot out of uniform with badges and KCM ID and was traveling out of KVPS Fort Walton and requested to go through the metal detector. I was denied since I was out of uniform. however a TSA agent told me a couple weeks ago I would 
jusl have to ask and I would be allowed to use the metal detector no problem out of uniform. 
Even as a civilian I should be allowed to use the metal detector if requested. I sincerely demand some sort of compensation or something in writing that allows me to use the metal detector as flying frequently I do not want to get scanned. I will follow 

2015 2·5r jhmqgh w1Jh ry congressman and consult legal counsel as I believe I was denied a privilege and basic nght that I had today to use the metal detector and not get forced through the scan. 
_ b,(61 . 

Sent from my iPhone 



On 4117115 at approximalely HYPERLINK "x-apple-data-detectors:/I2"11 :25 pm, my family was in the Las Ve as Airport at 1erminal HYPERLINK "x-apple-data-de1ec1ors:II3"1 gate D lane 7. We were departing on US Airways at 1235 am on 4/18. We 
arrived early because the night before. we attended the Blue Man Group shaw where my 1 O year old son, (b )(6) received a one of a kind stretched canvas painting. The paint was still wet from the night before. We were hand carrying the art to 
avoid it being damaged by placing 11 in a bag or other container~informed the female screener who was managing the line through the metal detector. She requested her male colleague, taller gentleman with glasses and balding, to do a swab 
and visual sere en because the paint was wet. To us this indicated the re was a way for the painting to be screened without being Xrayed, He seemed to a ck now I edge the request amd took the painting, The gent I ema n then took the wet painting and 
placed it on top of other people's sluff on the Xray screen belt. A passenger behind us tried 10 stop the painling from en1ering the screening machine. He forced the painling in and ii scrapped the lop of the painting. We were furious. A 1 O year-old did 
everything he was asked and the screener although following the letter of the rules didn"t even attempt to ask for a supervisor nor did he follow his peers request for a visual screen and swab. When challenged about why, he only indicated that it 
needed to go through the machine. We understand there is pressure to get everyone through quickly but accurate I y screened. The screener did say "sorry but everything 1s sup posed to go th ru the machine." We we re frustrated and asked to speak to a 
manager. 

The re was no one in the surpe rvi so r booth. So. we spoke with f h ··1 I f';'1 I He provided us with a comment ca rd. We asked lo r the sere eners name he refused. We asked lo r the sere eners badge number he refused. We showed him the painting 
with the streaked paint and explained what happened. Although he said sorry, he did not seem to care and have any sense of empathy. He said. "you know it is supposed to go through the machine.'' When asked about the visual screen and swab, he 
had no real answer. When I expressed lhat lhere is likely painl on lhe rubber and ii may get on other arlicles. He said "not likely.'' When he provided the comment card, he did nol mention his badge number. I was 1otally exasperated by the 

'015 10: 19: engagement. 

We left the screening feeling violated with a defaced painting. My son was crying because of the lack of respect and damage to something lhat was special and unique. As a boy scoui, he looks up to authority and expects people in uniform to do lhe 
right thing. 

We read the commenl card while in the tram We noticed that ,tasked for a badge number My wife and son returned 10 lhe screening area 10 relneve a badge number As my wife was approaching,!1h··11fr1 !was talking with a colleague saying they 
were complaining about some painting. She excused herself and asked for a badge number. He said well what one do you want I have several.!rh·11rr·1 heased her saying what about this one painting to a name tag with no number. What about this 
one. it was also a badge with no number. Finally. she wrote down the number on the TSA badg,illill:§IJ 

We really appreciate what TSA does for everyone. We also understand the need for procedures and screening. We tried followin the procedures to include announcing what we had. We also inf armed staff about the wet paint to avoid damage ta 
equipment and other peop I e's belongings. We we re really di sap pointed that the screener damaged our property. It was ( b ·., ( 6'i unp roles s ional behavior that was most di sap pointing. His de me an i ng a pp roach when asked for the badge number 
made us feel like we had no rights. TSA wears blue as a sign of justice. During this screening, we were not treated fairly or justly. 

REASON for the call; Caller wants to complain about how her bag was searched. Her two suits that were on top were rumpled up. She had an ipad and she asked if they tum it on. 
She fiew from BOS to PHL and back. The issue happened out of PHL. 

Date and Time:April 10th at about 10: 10 am but she checked in the bags about 7:30 am 
Gate and Terminal:NA 
Airport:PHL 
Airline:JetBlue 

1015 10:54 Flight Number: 160 
Bag taJ~lh_·._1/R_._1 --~ 
Bag Description:11 is a royal blue bag American Touristor brand and medium in size with wheels. 
Missing Damaged item d escn pti on :two suits th at are cru m pied up 
NOi present (writing on it):Yes with nothing written on it. 

She asked if she can carry on the ipad. 
She asked which screening device affects insulin pumps, AIT or WTMD. She said that she was bothered by the patdown because she was in a suit. 
She has been hassled over juice so she s1arted to bring raisins. She received Precheck. She had to walk around is her stockings on lhe dirty floor. 



2015 2:19:, 

I am at Tampa International Airport concourse "C" and ask if this makes sense. 

I go through security and the metal detector alarms go off with the surgical titanium plate. cage, and screws in my neck so I get a pat down to see what concealed nonsense I might have. We all know I can't bring anything metal through security or in 
our bags. Now that I am pasl security I want a bite to eat so I find someplace I hat serves not fasl food and the waiter puts these in front of me .. 

See photo be I ow 

kbi(6i 

"Wine is sunlight, held together by water.· kb 1(6) 
Sent from my iPad "-'-'--'------' 

Caller emailed a complaint. He also wanted to make a verbal complaint. His compliant number 1s tiw:§L] He went through the checkpoint at JFK on 4 19 2015 at approximately 3 pm. He was flying on JetBlue. Upon entering the lme he proceeded 
through the screening process. He was instructed by a TSA agent at the front to read the instructions prior to entering the screening location. The instructions indicated that there was no need to remove shoes or belts and that cell phones should be in 
carry-on bags. He followed lhe instructions and went 10 lhe me1a1 detector. He en1ered and exited the metal detector. He did not hear it beep until the person behind him entered. The caller had on a metal belt that he had not removed per the 
instructions. After it beeped he was sent through the AIT. After he exited the AIT he was told that there was an anomaly in his groin area. He was told that by a black female agent. He did not get an explanation as to what the anomaly was. He was 

2015 3:35:' told to go back through the AIT. Aller he came out the black agent showed him a picture with a yellow flashing square in the groin area. The TSO asked for a supervisor. The supervisor asked if he had anything. He told him he did not. The 
supervisor performed a patdown. He started at his ankles and he worked his way up into the groin area on both legs. He did not find anything when he got to the groin area. He said that the AIT was not accurate and if it gives a false on him why cant 
ii give someone who has something a pass. He was not given an explanation. 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories : Professionalism/Customer Service Current DatelTlme : 4/24/2015 4:10:4 7 PM Airport : JFK - John F. Kennedy International DatelTlme of Travel : 
Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport Terminal 8 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 

2015 fr 1 0., Comment : The worker at the meta I d ete cto r at 4 pm was extremely rude to everyone. She gave no m structions as to where to go or what to remove from pockets. then yel I ed at al I of the trave I ers when they did something wrong. Extremely unpleasant 
· " attitude th at ruined an otherwise wand erfu I Pre-Check experience. 

Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



I'm writing this e-mail in regard to a recent trip I had this last week. I don't except a specific response to my experience nor do I want one stating I'm sorry your experience wasn't more positive because let's be honest when are any of our experiences 
pleasa nl when it comes to the T SA and trave Ii ng. 

What I would like from my e-mail are changes in the TSA system and how it's run but I know this won't happen either smce it is a government run program and let's be honest the amount of time it take to purchase new technology or change a 
procedure when anything is g ove mm ent or state run. the changes are already outdated, It is di sa ppoi nti ng that a It hough we I ive in the United States of America, the greatest nation on earth, we a re sti 11 Ii g ht years behind other countries on technology 
and procedures with thal said here is my s1ory. 

My first experience in where the T SA is lacking in tech no logy 1s the A IT machines. I find it ridiculous that with a 11 the mane y spent on these machines and the invasion of privacy they require that they a re not s ufflc,ent for sere en i ng. By the way. your 
statistic that states 4 out ol 5 people prefer them is completely inaccurate but when are surveys ever accurate? 

On my flight out of John Wayne airport on 4/19 at 7:45 am to New Orleans I was screened at approximately 6: 15 am. After proceeding through the AIT machine I still had to have a pat dawn because of my zipper an my sweater. I was told that the 
next 11 me I should z, p it in order to avoid the pat down. Really. with this highly advanced technology. which cl ea rty it is not. I sti 11 have to endure a pat down.. In a 11 my trips to Europe I have never. not once had a pat down. Clearly the technology the 
TS A purchased was made in haste, What type of research and which experts looked into to choosing the tech no logy needed in order to make traveling safe? 

2015 1 _08 _, My second pat down. in which I was taken ta a private roam. no explanation on why I was taken to a private room was an 4125 at the Denver airport. I went through security at approximately 2:30-2:40 pm traveling from Denver ta Jahn Wayne airport. 
· ·' Now we had missed our connection the day before, not our fault of course. but because airlines are allowed to provide 45 minutes in between flights which 1s only enough time to make the next flight when they are on time and lel"s be honest when are 

flights ever on time anymore? I was traveling home with my family, which included my husband and 2 young children along with my parents. Clearly my traveling experience wasn't enjoyable to this point and I was upset at all we had to endure so far. 
I was carrying my one year old son th rough the meta I detector and as usu a I The TSA needed to test my hands with their state of the art technology which del eels chem i ca Is. . . Wei I low and be ho Id it tested positive lo r something and I was 101 d I wou Id 
need further screening. 

So the T SA agent took my items and as she was standing the re another le ma I e agent came and tested my purse and shoes, Even though these we re passed whatever test you do with your state of the a rt techno I og y I was told I wou Id need a pat down 
in a private room. Excuse me, a private room? Well at this point I broke into tears. They told me I could bring in a family member including my 6 year old daughler. Well wouldn't that have been pleasant my 6 year old watching me cry as I was 
getting patted down and asking if they were hurting me. When I was brought into the '"private room" I was reaching far a kleenex, located in view at the top of my purse, in order to dry my tears which were streaming dawn my face at this point, I was 
rudely asked what I was doing and I wasn't ab I e to have anything in my hands. Once the TSA agent rea Ii zed I was re aching for a k I ee nex she told me I could have it. We 11, at this point why not let the tea rs flow. 1 'm tra ve Ii ng with my lam i ly, subjected 
to a needless pat down in a private room. and told nothing along the way. After the several minute more extensive pat down I was handed my items and told I was clear to go. 

Not once was I given an explanation of what chemical was found, and why this ultra sophisticated machine decided to let me go after I was further tested. When my family and I asked for a further explanation an what chemical was detected we were 
told it was classified and they were on I y doing their Job. We 11 may be your TSA agents cou Id do a better Job 1/ they were eq u, pped with better technology. The only thing I had put on th at day, s i nee we had no baggage. was lotion and my dirty clothes. 
I'm curious how many la I se positives you get with your highly advanced chem i ca I detection machines but this is pro ba bl y c I ass i fi ed as wel I because if the public new what outdated testing was being done and what a waste of ti me it was we would al I 
be furious. 

Caller flew yesterday out of ATL through the South Terminal@ 9:42 am and was denied his right to get a private screening and was kicked out of the TSA line for asking for a private screening. The Agent refused to give his badge number and name. 
He refused to allow his friend to take a picture al the screening checkpoint. The officer that refused the private screening was~ The caller usually goes lhrough the Precheck line but was not selected on this flight. When he got to the 
checkpoint he realized that he did not get Precheck and ask to go through a patdawn screening. The officer that was conducting the patdawn was an angry man. The caller was in a good mood that day and was laughing and giggling during the 
aid own and to Id his fnend to take a picture during the screening because he thought that it wo u Id be cute to put on faceboo k. The officer conducting the patdown refused to pat the caller down due to h, m I aug hing and g igg Ii ng. The officer th en ca 11 ed 

b)(ffl over to conduct the patdown and was told by this officer that ii he did not cooperate he would have to leave the checkpoint. Another agent came over and ask if the caller would like a private screening and he said yes. At that point~ 
2015 9:57:[ said okay that s it you are just playing games so you are out and he kicked him oul of the screening ar~,.©~-~----~ 

He then went to another screening checkpoint and went through the WTMD and spoke with supervisorl(b)(ff:, !badge 1th·,1r;·-, who was extremely nice and told the caller that he was permitted to take photos at the checkpoint and that 
the other age~ not al lowed to escort h, m from the screening checkpoint a police officer s ho u Id have been to Id to do this. The officer told him to go back to the first s c reem ng checkpoint and confront the officer and get his name and badge number. 
He told officerl!.!:W..J that he now knows that he did not have the right to escort him from the screening checkpoint and ask for officerllliR]badge number. The officer turned away and advised him that he did not have to give this information and said that 
he would have him arrested. He then ask to speak with a supervisor. 
He is wanting the CS M at A TL to contact him back. 
Some one needs to retrain the retrain the people at the TSA checkpoint at the Shreveport, La. airport. The fat white guy just leans up against the scanner talking to the other TSA agents, not directing people, everyone going thru the line has to ask 
what to do. then he treats you like your stupid. Telling me to go back through the metal detector because I did not push my bags all the way into the scanner, while he lays against the counter talking to other agents. He was rude to everyone in line. 

'015 12: 17: Worst a~s in any of the airports Ive been to. 
Thankst.!:!!.L.J 



2015 6:25:l 

I recently enrolled in GOES and (thus)TSA Pre-check. As it happens I have previously been through the TSA Pre-check system a few times prior to my enrollment. I have noticed that each airport seems to handle us differently and would like some 
c I arifi cation. 

At ORD in Chicago, everything went smoothly and as I had anticipated. At PHX in Phoenix, people were told to carry their boarding passes with them and then were passed through the system without taking off shoes, etc .. again as expected. At DEN 
in Denver, however, it fell short of expectations. When I told the personnel there that I had an art1f1c1al hip and would automatically set off the metal detector, I was told that I had two choices: to go through the metal detector and then have a full pat 
down. or to carry my boarding pass and carry-ans along to one of the regular lines (directly). And so I did the latter. In spite of the Pre-check status and a lengthy and unsatisfying conversation with TSA staff, I was then required to go through the 
comp I ete procedure of removing shoes, taking out laptop, etc. 

Thus I have a couple of questions and a comment Why the discrepancies in approach among the different airports? What can be done to make the DEN experience less difficult/less onerous? My comment is that this is all being done through a US
wide managemenl system, and ii seems I hat a directive from the national headquarters is needed to get this all to be a helpful and consistent process in all the US airports. It would cerlainly help the Iraveler know what 10 expect at various airports and 
would enhance the image of T SA. 

I look forward to your reply .. 

fo,(61 I 
Caller would like to make a complaint. 
Her daughter, 14 has a diabetic pump. They had negative screening expenences at Salt Lake and San Diego airports. 
She can not go through the W TM D, They separated her from them for the patd own, 

She had to wait 10 -15 minutes for the TSO. They were friendly but nol helpful. When her bag of medical supplies needed 10 be xrayed. The TSO in charge of the Xray slated he was going to lunch. They had just take the Diabetic medication, supplies 
which could not be screened by Xray out of the bag. They had to wait for someone to come and supervise the Xray machine. 

2015 4:17:, They traveled from San Diego on 4-11-15 Belween 6-7PM. 

At San Diego. They separated her daughter from her again. No one came to help after her for at least 15 minutes. When the TSO arrived for the pat down she stated, You took my off my lunch break for this? 

These experiences scared her child. They look like police officers when they really are not. She is nol trying to get anyone in trouble. 
She wo u Id Ii ke more training ar education provided about Di a bete s to the T SOs. The screenings could have been much smoother. 
She does not want follow up. 



To Whom It May Concern: 

I was a passenger on United Flight 1627 lrom Newark, NJ to Montego Bay, Jamaica on Saturday, April 18th, 2015. I currently use a wheelchair after a serious accident I suffered in January of this year. I was traveling with my wife and 3 children. I am 
a frequent traveler and typically fiy for business belween 2-4 times a month. I have NEVER sent a le1ter of complaint in over 25 years of air I ravel, however, I feel compelled to lei the TSA know about my experience on April 18th. 

My family and I arrived at Newark Airport at 7:15 in the morning for a g am flight, and checked our bags by just after 7:30 am. We were directed to the wheelchair and family access security line in Terminal C. The line for wheelchairs wasn'I very long, 

2015 4.33 '( I'd estimate perhaps 15-20 long when we arrived. We waited patiently as the line seemed to move very slowly. The TSA agent checking documents seemed to take more from the family line than the wheelchair line, which contributed ta making the 
· · Ii ne proceed slowly. I witnessed lam i Ii es wa I k up to the I in e Io ng afle r we had been waiting and be sent through. The re was a passenger who was th ere with an e I derly person who to Id the T SA agent that he had never seen a Ii ne go more slowly in his 

yea rs of going through wheelchair access, We fi na I ly got to the front of the Ii ne. and one of the agents asked ii I could stand lo r a few seconds. which I said I cou Id, He then had me hop into the wave mi 11 i meter machine wh i I e my wife and chi Id ren went 
through a metal detector, which seemed odd. After I went through lhe machine, I had 10 wait for several minutes while waiting for someone to clear my wheelchair. I calmly explained to one of the agents that we were about 10 miss our international 
flight, who ignored me. I tried to tell ane al the other agents. a seemingly pregnant agent with red hair, that I had been waiting almost an hour in the security line and there clearly was something wrong with the way their system was working. She 
responded that the re was no way I was waiting that long. because they switch over every 30 minutes. She effectively cal led me a I ,ar rather Iha n Ii sten to my feed back. I exp I a i ned th at it seemed to me th at ha nd1ca pp ed peop I e s ho u Id be faci I ,tated 
through security rather than slowed down, to which another agent said I should have gotten to the airport earlier. The point is that not only were patently unhelpful in a situation where I was trying to make a flight, but also they completely wrote off the 
possibility I hat I was correct and that their system had broken down. I had to sland and wait while they clearly ignored my wheelchair on purpose. Another agenl finally cleared my wheelchair and I was able to leave al 8:47 am for a 9 am inlernational 
flight. 

I've been on hundreds of security lines around the world, and this was by far the worst both in terms of speed as well as the rudeness al the TSA agents. I fully understand that the agents have an important job ta do that can't be rushed, but there 
clearly was a breakdown of the system and the agents' behavior only served to exacerbate an already stressful situation. The TSA should be embarrassed by this unnecessary event and I bring 11 to your attention in the hopes that other handicapped 
peop I e don't have to go through what my lam i I y and I experienced. 

Good Afternoon. 

My name i sk b ·., ( ff1 ! I flew a ut of Pa Im Beach I ntemationa I into New York yesterday. I am writing ta te 11 you that I am very ca ncemed with the security the re. They a re imp I em enti ng this expedited security check that does nat require the removal 
of shoes or taking fluids out of the bags. 

I do not agree with this at all. I believe I hat complacency has become acceptable now because individuals have been flying safely for over a decade now. I do nol think these securily procedures would have been good to go in 2012. 

People are warned to get to the airport plenty of hours in advance to anticipate lines at security. If they complain or are difficult to deal with maybe a fnendly reminder that these procedures will prevent another 9111 will correct them. 

During lhe procedure I was not palled down once, my carry on was nol opened, and numerous other necessary checks were not done. The mosl I was required 10 do was walk through a metal detector. 

2015 4:33 :C I could have been concealing a sharpened piece of plastic on my body or even in the carry on that was not checked. I apologize if it I am using extreme examples but I served as a Sergeant in the United States Marine Corps and they fortunately gave 
me a sense of s i tuationa I awareness that red II ag s ti mes Ii ke these. 

This matter is very important to me. I realize my ane email or attempt to contact you may not be taken seriously, but I would please like some sort of response or explanation from whatever security professional deemed this acceptable. Maybe he/she 
can help me understand why this is happening. 

Thank you for taking I he ti me to re ad my concerns & I hope some corrective action wi 11 e ventua 11 y take p I ace. 

l(b)(61 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' , Screening 
Current Date/Time: 412912015 1 :21:59 AM Airport ANC - Anchorage lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 0412812015 9:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: UA 1104 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Pre Check line TSA Employee: (If Known): Nia Comment 
went through the &quot:traditional&quot: metal detector without any problems/issues (which was confirmed by the TSA agent. However, I was then told I needed to go through the full body scan detector. Again, there were no issues/problems when I 
went through this. My comp I amt 1s that as a pre Check passenger ( not to m ent1on Glob al Entry) for quite some ti me without a sing I e screening issue ever. that I had to go through a &quot double sec u nty ch eck&quot; which was mo re stringent th an 

2015 8: 4 5:, typical security a non pre - check passenger goes through, What's the purpose of this? 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Na 
Phone Number b 1(6) 
Email 1h··,1rr, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Today I flew out of D FW airport terminal E. I passed through the security check point near gate 8 at around 7 am. In doing so the agent who checks name to ticket informed me that I could I eave my I aptops in my bag and boots on, u n I ess steal toe 
be ca use they wi 11 set off the metal detection equipment, because I am a tsa pre ch eek person. Then when going through the meta I detector and my baggage sea n the I ad y informed me that my I a pto p needed to come out. I then said "So nry, but that 
guy over I here said 10 leave them in.'' She said "I promise you I hat's nol whal he said.'' Now I am not upsel because I had to take out my la plop, I could careless. What I do care about is being called a liar. This pisses me oft more lhan I can 

,015 10,01 : describe. Whoever is in charge of DFW needs to get their people on the same page. Security depends on EVERYONE being on the same game plan. And if they are this rude to people you will have small problems turn into big ones. I doubt yall 
want peop I e to start complaining to their state reps because of stupid stuff Ii ke no respect. 

To Whom II May Concern: 

Yesterday, April 28th. 2015, I flew from Cancun. MX to Chicago Midway. At Chicago Midway, I was required to go through the screening process again after clearing customs. along with all others who were transfernng to another flight. During the 
screening process, I asked to not go through the lull body scanner as I'm pregnant and I am very careful to avoid any harmful substances that can be avoided. I was willing to go through the metal detector. but was told it was not an option although 
th ere were I hree women that we re a 11 owed to avoid the sea nne r right before me and go through I he mel al detector. So my cha ice was either the fu 11 body sea nne r or be patted down. The pat down was em ba rra s sing and quite frankly unnecessary 
since I was willing to go through a metal detector. I was clearly pregnant as I'm 25 weeks. I understand the need for security, but where is the common sense? Since passengers are able to be randomly selected to go through a metal detector and 

2015 6: 12:, that's acceptable, why wouldn't it be acceptable for a pregnant woman to walk through a metal detector? I flew two times when I was last pregnant in 2012. and I was checked with a hand scanner and not physically patted down. 

I undersland the need for securily procedures, and maybe these procedures are more effective than I give them credit for. However, I flew on a plane into the U.S. with a screening process that was very easy for everybody and not intrusive at all, into 
a U.S. City to only be screened yet again but intrusively. It seems ridiculous to me and that there can be a better process put in place that is reasonable and effective. 

Sincerely, 

l(b)(61 



'015 10 07: 

I am writing this email to you to express my continued frustration with the TSA Pre-check system far over a year. This morning was yet another example of what is wrong with selecting ··random" travelers to participate. 

I went through the B term i na I security Ii ne at Charlotte at about 8: 0 DAM, The Ii ne was much long er than usu a I for what should be used by a very se I ect group of peop I e. 

- There were two families (mom, dad, kids) going through. Perhaps one of the parents MAY have gone through the Pre-check prescreening process. But I can tell you that NEITHER family had any idea of how to go through regular screening, let alone 
the expedited Pre-ch eek screening. They didn't know what co u Id stay in their bags. what to do with the strol I ers, etc. 

- There was an elderly couple as well. I can absolulely IeI1 you that this couple had NO idea about airport securily at all. They backed up lhe line for a long time jusl trying to get through the metal detector. There is NO possible way thal this couple 
t rave Is on a consistent basis and wou Id have even known about Pre-check , I et a lone signed up for it and been through the entire process. 

- There were several people who were officially TSA Pre-check participants and we were all quite upset and frustrated by what was going on. 

As I understand it, TSA Pre-check is supposed to expedite the security process for well-seasoned travelers who signed up and paid for the service. Why did I go through the TSA Pre-check process, have a thorough background check, pay the money 
for the program, only to have RANDOM people also included? They did NOT go through the TSA Pre-check process, they did NOT have a thorough background check, they did NOT pay lhe money for the program. 

The TSA screeners told me thal TSA allows the airlines to "randomly" select Iravelers to "try out· the Pre-check systems. NOTH ING about airline security should be RAN DOM. Nothing about my safely, the safely of my family, the safely of my 
coworkers, the safety of anyone flying. should be RANDOM. That is completely and utterly unacceptable. How can the Transportation SECURITY Administration possibly allow this to happen? 

What part of allowing apparently completely RANDOM travelers through the least comprehensive screening process is considered safe? What the TSA is allowing is the exact opposite of SAFE. 

I would highly suggest that the TSA stop allowing RANDOM travelers to participate in the Pre-check screening process immediately, regardless of what the airlines want. The TSA's role is to make sure that the traveling public is SAFE, not to allow the 

This mom in in Burlin ton Vermont, a nice screener named!(b )(6 ~old me I could take a few drinks of my coffee before walking through the metal detector because there was no one behind me. Out of nowhere came an extremely rude and arrogant 

2015 4:13:, ~an nam_ed (b)(ff:1 asking me what I was waiting for._ I told him thaffillE]said I could take my time. !(b)(ff•1 !looked over his glasses al me and said~as wrong and that I was screwing up his_ wait lime. I have_no idea wha_t this _means but 
Im sure Ive never a o deal with such rudeness at Burlington ar anywhere else. I'm TSA Pre and I don't think that one of the advantages of this program 1s to be berated by!(b)(ff•1 I tiill]apolog1zed to me and said that kb:1(6) !1s the 
s u pe rvi so r. A SUPERVISOR? This Is who you choose to be a I eade r?' That's an ap pa 11 i ng thought. What's worse is the thought that wait ti mes a re more i m po rta nt than customer service and probably security with cowboys Ii ke this ., I eading." 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time. 511/2015 12:10:52 PM Airport. DFW - Dallas/Fort Worth International Date/Time of Travel: 05/01/2015 Airline & Flight Number· united 733 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· terminal E united TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment: This was the rnost disorganized check point I have been through in year. TSA prescreen is a rnesss.sarne line as all others. You have to walk over show mobile boarding pass then go back put phone back for xray. Then go back to walk 

'015 2:18:5 though metal detector, Not a good process at all.disrespectful agent to boot. 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Good Evening. 

I wanted to bring to your attention an issue I experienced this morning at the IAH Terminal E security checkpoint traveling as a pregnant passenger. I was a TSA pre-screen passenger transiting the checkpoint at approximately 0730 hours. When I 
walked through the metal detector I was randomly selected 10 receive additional screening through the backsca11er machine, however, I am currently six months pregnanl and my docIor advised me against walking through this machine. I informed the 
TSA representatives of this issue and requested a patdown in lieu al walking through the backscatter machine. I was informed that they needed ta find an agent. but was instead left waiting indefinitely. After five minutes I requested an update on an 
agent and was pressured to walk through the machine. When I refused. I was again left waiting. I also asked that my belongings be removed from the conveyor belt so that they could not be accessed by other passengers, but was initially told to just 
stand and watch them from the other side of the security screening, After discussing my belongings again, they were moved to the side so that others co u Id not access them , After having waited for a I most 15 minutes and after having be en pressured 
again to use the backscatter machine, I requested 10 speak with a supervisor. When he arrived, he resolved the issue, however, when I tried to discuss with him the IreatmenI I had just received he did nol verbally respond and instead ignored my 

,015 S:32 : 1. feedback entirely and walked away. 

I understand that the airport is busy and that the agents are dealing with many situations at once, however, this situation seemed borderline discriminatory and does not appear to be in line with TSA guidelines. I appreciate your looking into and 
re solving this m atl er so tha I future passengers do nol enco u nl er the same type of i na pp ro pri ate behavior from your a gents. 

Regards, 

fh1/R1 

Sent from my iPhone 

I recently traveled from ORD--~DallasJFW. I was delayed by secunty. by saying both of my carry on bags contained elements of explosive devices. My bags were literally tom apart in front of me, clothes strewn everywhere, not to mention my bras, and 
underwear, as I am a fem a I e, I was surrounded by at I ea st two different tier security levels, I was outed down twice by 2 le male officers, who exp I a i ned the procedure we 11. They found a bottle of cl e arasi I face wipes, opened them , and lo und them to sti 11 
be in their original packaging. I was demanded 10 open it, and I had a hard time doing so, as I was shaking. I've never had anything like this happen to me. I finally opened it, and I hey showed lhe astringent face cleaner to aboul 1 O different personnel. 
They dumped my suitcase all aver a table. told me to pack my stuff. and hurry, as my flight was boarding, and I had to book it to concourse Cat ORD. I said it was nat going to be easy, as that bag was packed to the max. Far them ta dump my 
person al belongings, ho Id up bras and underwear was not only deg radrng. but hum i I 1ati ng. I have no cri mi na I record, as I am a regIste red nurse. I asked for a bag fu 11 of my medications for my a nxIety meds. and they refused to give me my medicine, as 
I stand there, tears flowing down my face. No one was respectful, and I was treated like no human should EVER be treated. which was like a criminal. I'm a 5'7 brown haired girl, no tattoos, plain Jane who hardly wears any make up. You completely 
need to retrain all your ignorant staff, on how to treal the human soul. Not 10 abuse power they believe they hold against us. The ruined half my luggage by opening my 3oz containers, which spilled all over my belongings. Thanks for starling off my I rip 
on a somber, anxiety-ridden note. If I wasn't so upset, I would have asked for all their names to report every single ane, but they were morning shift an 4130. at 0530am united, terminal 1 at ORD. if anyone else has went through I have, I completely pity 

,015 2_11 :S them for being violated, verbally abused, and humiliated as you literally aired out my bras and underwear for all to see. You should be ashamed, o.f yourselves, your valu.es. and ~hat you stand for. which clearly isn't the ethical equality treatment of all 
· · people. 111 could curse you out, I would. May God have mercy on your souls, you get not one single compliment from me, as you all abuse your privilege, power, and believe you re the hierarchy above all else (probably whatever God you believe 1n 

too). Thanks for also taking my belongings and NOT lelling me you planned to take lhem. That was the icing on lhe cake. Please retrain your staff on how to be compassionate, and show human-like qualities, instead of militant, barbaric, rude, and 
disgusting behavior. Haw can yau call yourselves human?I Yau really can't. when you act like barbaric, self-righteous. heretics. I don't expect ta hear anything back, as I don't think you care enough about anyone who walks through your metal 
detectors. We 're just numbers. Focus your efforts on pea pl e who truly deserve your altenti on. and not the 32 year o Id sing I e cute girl, whom you fee I you can expose and treat anyway you please, which was with di sres pe ct. I ack of empathy. or 
explanation. Your staff was rude, uncourteous, and just plain terrible. There's a special place for people who don't tear others the way they would like to be treated. If you'd like to apologize, no one is more deserving than me. Get your act together. and 
say something! 

b1(6) 

The ca 11 er flew from ML U and he was concerned when he went through security peop I e were not required to re move the re shoes and jackets. The caller Is conce med that you can get so m ethrng through the checkpoint in your shoe or your coat. The 
caller states that there were 4 or 5 people that went through screening without removing their items. The passengers were going through a metal detector, 

:J 15 11 :OO:< Date and Time: 5-4-15 departing and went through screening at 5:45am. 
Gate Terminal: only one gate 
Airport: MLU 
Airline: United 
Flight#: UA4506K. 



:J15 1216, 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Righls \ Liberlies (OlherJ What is the basis of your allegation? 

Gender\Sex 
- Profiling 
- Race \ Ethnicity 

Are you filling I his form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 
==Individual ... In~fo~=-=--~ 

First Name,..: _b~)(_6~'~-~ 
Last Name (b 1(61 
Primary Phone: Home Phone 
Phone Numb~r!1h·11r:;··, I 
PO Box or Street Address~kb_)~(6_._I -----~ 
City: Seattle 
State: Washington 
Zip Code (Post Code): 98121 
0th er: Please contact me in writing 
EmailJh·11r:;··, 

==Incident lnfonmation== 
When did this happen? 05\04\2015 
Where did this happen? CALIFORNIA - LAX • Los Angeles 
I nte rnat ion a I 
What happened? 
At approximately 9:40 am PDT on May 4, 2015. I entered the 
security check poi nl lo r Term i na I 3 at Los Angeles I nte rna t ion a I 
Airport (LAX), on the way to my flight. Virgin America 232 to 
Chicago. I was m the pre-ch eek I ane. 

After having my boarding pass checked, while I was placing my 
items in the x-ray machine, TSA ScreenefbH61 !(Badge No. 

Caller wants to know when congress threatened the government shutdown. She believes it was around the end of February. She says that sm ce th en she has be en receiving add iii on al sere en i ng at B WI only. She says that she be Ii eves the ofli cers a re 
doing this to passengers because they are upset with the government. She first told me that no alarms sound. Then she tells me that they do. She says that she will get PreCheck on her ticket, but the line is rarely open, so she has to go to through 
normal screening. She says thal lasl Salurday lhere was an alarm with lhe WTMD and they tried 10 gel her to go through AIT. She opted to receive the patdown instead of going lhrough the AIT. Therefore, the equipment does alarm and she opls for 

,015 5_13A the patdown. She says that the officer told her it was a random alarm. She believes the officers are manipulating the WTMD to alarm just like the officers done in DEN. She says that it is a waste of TSA s time to do additional screening on a Medicare 
· · · aged woman. The caller is very insistent on a response. She says they are targeting her. She says that this past Saturday made the 7th time this has happened. The only time 11 didn t is because she let a man go m front of her and he got the alarm 

instead of her. That is how she knows they are targeting her because she was supposed to be the one to go through that particular machine at that particular time. The flight was Saturday, May 2. 2015 and she went through security around 3 p.m. She 
says she was flying Uniled, so it was at the United terminal B. She says she has anolher flight from lhere this Saturday and wants to know whal to do if it happens again. She will be at the 703 area code phone number on Friday and then on Saturday 
will be back at the 408 area code number. She does not have an email address. 

Caller left Ft. Meyers on 04 28 in a wheelchair with a dog in carry on. She wenl through the WTMD and her luggage was being inspected while she was going through screening and she is now missing 200000.00 worth of jewelry she has accumulated 
over the years that was in a black and white zippered pouch. As she was being taken to the gate and one of the personnel which she believes was a SW employee told her she had to check the carry on baggage since she was traveling with her dog in 
the cabin. She ca 11 ed the a i rt i ne and they to Id her to cal I another numb er and they told her she should 've ta ken the Jewelry with her in the wheelchair m stead of I eav i ng property Ii ke that in the bag. 
Mishandling RFI-
Airporl- RSW 
Airline- Southwest Airlines 

,015 5_38 1 Flight Numbers-609 
· · · Date and T,me-04 28 15 7:55AM maybe about 6:30 

Baggage Tag Numbersj/h I/R, !Gate Checked 04 28 15 7:21 
Description of Baggage- Black Wheeled Carry On Extending Handled Zippered Around with a black and white pouch inside of it that had the jewelry in it there was a Pink and white drawstring bag and a beaded circular coin purse and they were 
together in the b I ack and white zippered pouch 
Was There an NOi?- No 
Was There Anything on the NOi?- NA 
What Terminal or Gate (Carry On Only)- Gate B24 

Contact lnformationf~h-·1_/_R_·., --------~ 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

'015 S:21 :2· Are you 18 or over? Yes 

Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? No 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? No 
Ethnicity? Na 
Religion? No 
N ationa Ii ty? No 
Gender? No 
Disability? Yes 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
William P, Hobby Airport 



'015 6:170, 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Righls \ Liberlies (OlherJ What is the basis of your allegation? 

- Profiling 
- Race \ Ethnicity 

Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 
==Individual Inf == 

First Name: b)(61 
Last Name b )(6i 
Primary Phone: Home Phone 
Phone Number 1h··,1rr1 Phoenix, AZ 
PO Bo, ar Street Address: (b)(6) 
City: Phoenix ~-· -· ------~ 

State: Arizona 
Zip Code (Post Code) 85044 
Otherc 
Email'[""b..,.1--,(6"'",-------, 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? 05108\2015 
Where did this happen? NORTH CAROLINA - RDU - Raleigh-Durham 
I nte rna t ion a I 
What happened? 
With everyone else I walk to the TSA check point. and before I 
can join the line the Caucasian man in front of me is directed by 
the Caucasian male TSA agent to the line full of Caucasians, and 
I am directed to the empty line where a female African-American 
T SA agent stands. My hands a re swiped for explosives. I guess 
because 1 he explosives test is done by an African American, the 
TSA must lhink ignorance would be ignored signaling out everyone 
a I so African American with features close to West Africans. 

Caller has P reCheck and she has a knee re placement that ca us es an al a rm. She gets a patdown and wants to know if th ere is anything she can do to bypass this. She a I so has a pacemaker and wanted to know if she would have to have a patdown 
,015 7:36,0 because he doctor suggests that she doesn t go through the WTMD. 

She said she would like to make a complaint regarding the screeners at LAX. She said they were extremely rude when giving directions, often barking orders at the passengers. 



2015 5 20 C 

I don't know why so often you have the old fashioned metal detectors as the only choice in the precheck line - we can't go through those - we need to go through the new ones. 

In most airports. the TSA precheck person checks me through then calls over another TSA agent who shepherds me to the new scanner and it's fine. 

BUT in DEN , noooo. The preche ck person checked me in and ju st waved me over to the other Ii nes I the only detector for preche ck was the o Id type), 

I got there and was told that precheck or not - I had to pull out my laptop, put it it in a separate bin, etc. etc. 

And when I tried to explain I was already checked through and tried to show the boarding pass - I was snapped at. AS IF I DID SOMETHING WRONG. 

Please get the new scanners available for precheck people - or at minimum. have your staff at least be polite. 

l(b)(6) 

Wilmington, NC 28405 

fb)(61 

Fax: 804-33 5-1322 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time 511112015 5:33:03 AM Airport : PIT - Pittsburgh International Date/Time of Travel : 05/11/2015 4:45 AM Airline & Flight Number : delta dl650 Checkpoint/Area of Airport tsa TSA Employee: (If Known) male Comment : I have two 
hip replacements. I have traveled extensively since surgery eight years ago. I have never been told by any TSA officer that I need to tell them BEFORE entering metal detectors. I always walk through as directed and inform the TSA representative 
when I am within earshot. This morning a male TSA officer yelled at me in front of everyone because I didn'I inform him aboul my hips until the metal detector beeped. That is uncalled for on many levels. First, as stated I've been traveling for eight 
years ... I have never read this or been informed about this policy. Secondly. if I were a new traveler, how would one know this? Thirdly, travelers are rushed through TSA ... I understand efficiency is important, but having orders screamed at travelers 

2015 8:48:, only make us anxious, actually slowing us down' Lastly. am always respectful to TSA reps as they have a tough job .... But at same time. they have no reason to treat travelers in this manner unless the traveler is posing an obvious threat... I am a 
senior citizen with two lake hips. I deserve the same respect I give them. If this is a needed policy, it should be obviously posted. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 

Passenger's Na,.m=e~._1="--....,..--' 
Phone Numbe (b 1(6i 
Ema1{h··,1fr1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



I flew from SFO ta SDJ yesterday. Went through security around 9:30 am. I refused the AIT because of radiation concerns. I asked ta go through the metal detector instead and they said no despite the fact that others were allowed ta use it. My two 
traveling companions also refused the AIT and were allowed through the metal detector. 

Instead, I had to wait 1 O minutes for a female screener. She pat me down in public - the mosl thorough pat down I've ever had which included conIacI with my vagina 3 times. Then I was brought into a private room where I was pat down again by 
another agent. 

When asking questions, I was told that "I must not fly very much,'' "that I don't know procedure" and that this is standard operating procedure. I would like to mention again that my friends did not have to go through this and neither did the couple behind 
me who also opted out of lhe AIT 

Reading your regulations regarding opting out as posted on your website, I should have been offered the option of the metal detector and was blankety refused. Instead I had a strange woman in contact with my vagina 3 times. This is a violation of my 

2015 4 : 13: 1 rights as a passenger and a human being. 

I would like to know your response and the action that will be taken to ensure that this NEVER happens again ta traveler. 

I am sure that this is all on camera somewhere, and I would be more that happy to sort through footage so that these two women can be identified and you can see how I was violated, 

UNACCEPTABLE' 

Today, I was at lhe Sall Lake City International Airport at appro,imately 10:30am and found myself extremely fruslrated. I have paid to have the TSA Precheck as I lravel almost weekly for work. When I arrived, at Terminal 1, the wait was 22 minutes 
to get through Precheck. even though there was only 9 people ahead of me, due to the fact that TSA Precheck was being combined with regular traveling customers. Now. I understand that at times a random person will be randomly selected ta go 
through Precheck. However. they were putting an entire line of regular traveling customers through Precheck without consideration to safetly or the advantages of those of us who have gone through the add1t1onal screening and paid to be in that line'' 
I nearly missed my flight as a man with two small children and a lady with a dog, among others, were in front of me. Not to mention all the others who were allowed to leave their liquids and electronics in their bags and go through the metal detectors 
without further consideration to the safely of the airport or flights. This is concerning to me on a multitude of levels. 

This is the first time I've seen this in any airport. Generally when flying through the Salt Lake Airpori. my home airpori. I use terminal 2 and 1·ve never experienced this there. Today however, I chose a different airline. Please train or redirect whoever 
made the decision to wi I lfu 11 y ignore the Homeland Security standards by d eva I ui ng the T SA Preche ck ru I es of engagement. 

2015 9:oo:, Thank yau so much for reading my rant. I nearly missed my flight because of this. I'm used ta being able to clear the SLC International Airport TSA screening within a short period of time. 

Kindest Regards, 

fbi(61 



2015 1 31 , 

2015 6:31 :1 

Caller traveled on May 2nd and after she went through the WTMD, she thinks she heard an alarm go off but she is not sure. A female TSO. pulled her aside and did the patdown, she thinks m a private room but it may have been m the open. She felt 
very insulted by the way she was treated as she stated she is older and has Parkinson s disease. The TSO did not explain what was happening, why she needed the patdown and did not explain the patdown while she was doing it. Caller stated that 
she was standing there and got her breast checked wilh men standing all around. This has happened before at other Airports. She went 10 lhe TSA office once in DCA and they only wanted to write down her name which she did not give I hem. She 
conveyed to them her concerns and just left the TSA office. This is her first call to TSA to report this, but it has happened 3 different times in the past 2 years. The treatment she received was not professional. She asked if her name can be taken off 
the 11st so she would not get a patdown again. Caller said they should put the patdown information on a board so it will be clear to all the passengers about that procedure. 

Dale Time of lncidenl: 05.02.15 Al security after 12:00 p.m. Flight Time: Around 2:00 p.m. 
Gate Terminal: B 14 
Airport: ORD 
Airline: United 
Flight#: Not Available 

I'm writing to inquire about screening procedures, 

I have a Known-T rave I er-N umber and always receive the TSA pre-ch eek with whichever airline I fly with. 

I also have a prosthetic left leg from my military service. 

Having served 22 years in the US Army and now serving with the Dept of Justice, I am a big advocate for security. I never give the TSA screeners any issues when travelling and appreciate their job and mission. 

My question is regarding the inconsistency I experience every time I fly. Sometimes I'm scanned in the device where I stand with my hands up and the device circles me, and sometimes I'm scanned by walking thru the metal detector. But every time I 
also receive a thorough pat down. 

Your web-site says "Passengers with prostheses can be screened using imaging technology, metal detector. or a thorough patdown." 

Why do I always receive a thorough pat down even though I show that I have a proslheses and I go through the imaging Iechnology or metal detector? Usually, even though I'm TSA Pre-checked, I have to remove my belt too. 

Ju st curious. 

Thank you 

Good morning. 

Im emailing to express my disappointment regarding how the TSA treats pregnant women. I am in JFK airport and requested not to go through the metal detector. The agent at the gate was extremely rude to me and made me feel very uncomfortable 

2015 B:S5: 1 for even asking. I was yelled at for standing in the way and was asked 10 move off to the side. When I requesled it again I was told I hat other pregnant women have gone lhrough and was pressured 10 walk lhrough, as there was no agent to help me. 

I m requesting th at this does not happen to others in the future. I have heard many stones th at are s i m1 I ar to mine. It is simply an u n acceptab I e way to conduct business. 



To whom 11 may concern: 

I am writing to file a complaint aboul a recent experience at the security checkpoint for the USAirways terminal al MSY airporl in New Orleans. I was in line for security on Tuesday afternoon and the lines were moving pretty slow. When I 901 closer to 
the front, I could see that two lines of X-ray baggage machines were feeding into a single body scanner. There was one woman motioning passengers through the body scanner, and each X-ray machine was manned by 1-2 employees. There was no 
one standing near the Im es directing passengers on what needed to be removed for sec u nty screening. At some point. a ma I e TSA agent ( I wish I had been able to I ea m his name) began yel Ii ng at the passengers in Ii ne about how no one was I Iste n i ng 
or following the rules and that it was our faults everything was moving so slowly. He was angry and aggressive and it was actually frightening to be addressed in this manner by the agent. It was the most unprofessional and disrespectful behavior I have 
ever person al I y witnessed by any security a gent. 

Furthermore, I am enrolled in the TSA precheck program to have expedited security clearance. This airport did not have a dedicated TSA precheck security lme. The agent who check my ID told me I just needed to keep my boarding pass out and show 
it at security. I did that, after waiting in the long line of people removing shoes and jackets. The woman at the body scanner was friendly and motioned me through the metal detector. While I was waiting for my baggage to come out of the Xray. an 

,015 1 O:Ol: agent declared there was a computer in a bag. I announced I hat it was mine and that I was pre-checked, showing my boarding pass, and thal I did not believe I was required to remove my laptop and I hat no one had said otherwise since no one was 
offering directions when we were putting our baggage through the Xray. The angry agent came over, barked that ··there is no dedicated precheck line" and that indeed I needed to remove my computer. He then grabbed my backpack off the conveyer 
be It and wa I ked away with it and then informed me that he removed the I aptop to re-run both Ite ms wh i I e I waited. Again. there was no reason to be so rude and demeaning. There was no way I co u Id have anticipated that the precheck program I spent 
time and money enrolling in would not apply at this airport. 

In addition to his horrible behavior, this protocol of not having a dedicated line for precheck passengers makes no sense. It created a situation where people in the same line were expecting different treatment. And there were no agents available to 
explain what was going on. I hope this matter is taken seriously. I wish I could have gotten this particular agent's name, as I believe he deserves significant repnmand for his miserable behavior. 

Thank you, 
!(b)(61 

Sent from Windows Mail 

Reason for the call - Caller has a left hip replacement. She has metal m her lower back and screws in her feet. She did not set off the metal detector at TPA. 

Airport-TPA 
Airline - Southwest Airlines 
Flight Numbers - 21 
Departure Ti mes - Do es not know 
Arrival Times - She went through the checkpoint on the morning of 5 02 2015. 
Date And Time of Incident - 5 02 2015 
Baggage Tag Numbers - NA 
Des c ri pt ion Of t.ugg age 
Color- NA 
Style - NA 
Size - NA 

'015 10:20: Brand - NA 

Was There An NOi - NA 
Was Anything On The NOi - NA 
Missing Damaged ilem descriplion - NA 
Location Of Incident 
Gate - Does not know 
Terminal - Doeµ11J.1.;UJJ»L----, 
Phone Number 
Email bi(6i 

She do es not have a a pp roxi mate ti me. 

Name ctua nvo lved { b) ( ff:, 
Special Notes - Ca 11 er emailed T S~A,--'-'w"'i t"'"h_a_q_u-es-t"'"i o-n"". She is not sure her em a i I went through. She fi ew from T PA to Cub a. She sets off metal detectors every where she go es. She did not set off the ala rm when going through the checkpoint at TPA. 
She did nol know whal to do. She wanted to know what to do if I his happens again. 



Hi, I'm not quite sure if this will even get to the right department but I thought I'd give it a shot. Yesterday my entire family, including my 2 yr old daughter were threatened and harassed at Charlotte Douglas international airport. I'm trying to spread the 
story as much as possible. My mother worked for T SA once. I know the correct protoco I and I have complete respect for T SA and what they do. But yesterday was comp I ete I y and utte rty demo ra Ii zing. 

It was obvious 10 me, knowing the procedures from my mother, this was a !raining exercise. They pulled my family of four oul of line and broughl us to a supposedly "quicker" line. Immediately I could tell they were trying 10 train somebody how to swab 
hands for explosives. They swabbed my hands and surprise surprise it beeped. I look to my husband said "okay sweetie I'm going to handle this you take the kids through.'" I was immediately met with hostility. 
No one called me ma·am, no one looked me in the eye. While I waited for instruction, I watched helplessly as my husband was forced to make my two year old daughter walk through the metal detector alone, something we'd never been made to do in 
all 6 times flying with her. She was terrified. They told him if she didn"t walk through alone, they'd have to pat her down. Thankfully she finally did. trembling and screaming for me. Meanwhile I was being escorted with a red bin (obvious to everyone 
around me thal I was flagged). I was told to place my items in the bin and stand in the full body scanner. I wanl to make it clear, I was complelely compliant and very friendly and understanding. They brought me back 10 lhe end of the table and 

2015 4:23:< proceeded to go through it, which is fine, nothing I hadn't experienced before. At this point my daughter was nearby and ran up to me holding my leg's and hysterically crying. The woman looked down at her and said "YOU NEED TO WALK AWAY." 
Then looked at me and said "OR ILL HAVE TO PAT HER DOWN TOO" This was the only time I could have been considered combative, I looked at her and said, "Thal"s never going to happen. we'll leave before I let a stranger rub my 2 year old 
daughter down.'' My husband thankfully grabbed her and they proceeded to make me enter a private room ... all the while my children screaming for me. I could hear my son yelling, "what did my mommy do??!!", No one attempted to explain to my 
husband or children what was going on and I was told nol to speak to them. I won"I elaboraIe about the room, il's not lhe point of my story. The poinl is we were treated as if I was a terrorist. As if I was guilty before innocent. As if I was a prisoner. We 
left the security area and headed to our gate in complete shock. My daughter was still trembling, as was I. My husband and I remained calm and compliant and cheery through the whole thing so as not to scare our children more. I believe this will be 
the on I y thing to help them not be afraid the next time we fi y. Once the plane took off I went to the bathroom and broke down. I felt dirty and degraded. I le It Ii ke my ng hts had been stripped and I terrified about what they wou Id have done to my chi Id ren 
had they not complied, I use to ho Id a great respect for the TSA, Now they fee I Ii ke the terrorists, 

~!(b~i_(6~'-~!Keyport, NJ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 15th, 2015, I went lhrough security checkpoint E-33, Lane #4 at 12:55 p.m. at DFW. I was confused wilh the new type of security where I don't have to take out my compuIer elc. I wenl through once and lhe alarm went off and I asked lhe TSA 
agent do I have to take my wallet out he looked at me rudely and said well it is a metal detector. I took my wallet out and other pocket items and put it in a tray and sent it through. I went through again the alarm went off again. I had to turn around 
ag am. I sent my watch through in another tray. The a I arm went off I had to come back around I Ii na 11 y asked the agent to secure my wa 11 et and va I ua bl es sitting on the other s1d e of the sea n ne r where a 11 these people are taking their stuff. He did nothing 
and did not care, I went through again with my shoes off and the alarm didn't go off but he decided to swab my palms. While he was putting the swab in the machine I went to get my wallet and secure it in my pocket three feet away and he yelled at me 
like I was a child in front of everyone. He said he held up the line for me but that was not the case, the other people fell sorry for me and held up lhe line so I could get my valuables secured while he did what he had to do. I go lhrough 70+ airports a 

2015 4:06: 1 year and I have never gone through security without thanking the TSA agent for what you guys do for us. This is the first time in all my many many travels that I have been treated rudely by a TSA agent. He gave me dirty looks, raised his voice to me 
and treating me I Ike I was an 1d i ot far wasting his ti me. I went to the desk but they would not give me his name they said he would be on some sort of camera if I gave you the inform atIon. I am not a complainer and I am very easy going but, I do not I Ike 
to be talked down to. I had to take it from him and not say anything back so I wouldn't be harassed and miss my plane, I had no choice. I was just a well mannered traveler trying to protect my identification, credit cards and tickets. For all I know he 
could have been in on some sort of scam to take peoples sluff. I don"I wanl to complain about lhe TSA in general because you guys do a greal job I just think this guy needs 10 be doing something else. 

'015 10:15: 

Hello. 

I recently traveled from Tucson Arizona International Airport to Eureka/Arcata, California airporI. I have TSA pre check and this was the first time I used my global entry card. I had both a good and bad interaction with TSA. I went through security at 
about 0600 in Tucson on May 8th. I walked up the pre check lane on the left hand side going to the United gates. A TSA female employee with shoulder length dark hair was seated at a checkpoint but was on the other side of the rope barrier. I was one 
of the on I y peop I e going through sec u nty and she cou Id not have missed me, but she was ta I king away to a ma I e coworker about something personal . I wa I ked on by. just th, n king she must not be the person who checks my id and boa rd i ng pass. She 
then yelled at me to come back and who did I think I was trying to get passed security. I said I didn't realize she was there to check my id, and she said I had walked past a stop sign. I said where? On that gate, which was not closed and the do not 
enter sign, nol stop sign, was not facing the oncoming lane. I said it's nol facing the way I walked up. Then she said if I was going 10 be difficult I could walk rig hi out and start all over again. Al thal poinl I didn"I say anymore as she took several minutes 
to check my id. Then I was shocked as she yelled '"disgruntled passenger coming up'". I was not the disgruntled one, she was rude and her behavior was inappropriate. She needs training on how to treat the public with respect. It's not all about her and 
her power. I am sorry to say I did not get her name. After she yelled to her coworkers that I was disgruntled I said I work for CBP. and she said so what. I replied that I knew how to contact TSA to report her behavior. Luckily for me none of the people 
working the xray or meta I detector heard. and they we re a 11 very polite, I assume you can narrow down who was working that shift and I ocat ion and speak with her about my concerns, 

Now the good ex pe ri e nee. I flew back from Eu re ka/ Arcata airport on May 12th and went through security as soon as it opened for the 15 3 pm flight to San Francisco. I had ju st checked in with United Airlines and the ti ck et agent said he didn't think my 
global entry card was an acceptable form of ID. and could I give him my dnvers license. When I walked to the security checkpoint the doors were shut. Two Isa employees were walking up and told me they would be open soon for the flight. I asked 
them if the global entry card was acceptable id and they agreed it was a tier 2 id. the gold standard. It was a tall man with grayish hair and a woman with salt and pepper short hair. Both were friendly. they helped me, and reflected well on your 
organization. I wish I had gotlen their names, but I hope you can figure oul who that was and give them my thanks. 

We all at OHS have a standard to maintain and the public Is often our customer. We have to be polite and courteous when dealing with people. 

Thank you for taking lhe time to read and hopefully respond to this email. 

i(bi(61 



,015 10:16: Caller fiew from IAD to SFO yesterday, and he was ralher unhappy thal the Premier lane was running much more slowly than the normal lane. Caller was in the Premier lane, and they were using the AIT, while the normal lane was using the WTMO. 
Caller does not like that the at her lane was moving fast than his. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time: 511712015 11:56:39 PM Airport LAX - Los Angeles International Date/Time of Travel: 05117/2015 8:45 PM Airline & Flight Number AA192 CheckpornUArea of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : Have your TSA officers know the rules about knee replacements and since I'm required to go through lhe me1a1 detector of course lhe alarm is suppose to go off. I'm then suppose to go through the body scanner without removing my shoes. 

2015 8:46:, If I'm wrong please explain. 
Would you like a resoonse? : True 
Passenger's Name kb·:,(6I I 
PhontNum.ber · 
Email_ b1(6) I 
To leave a comment concerning th1sfeedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time . 5/18/2015 12:26:00 PM Airport · BW I - Baltimore-Washington International Date/Time of Travel · 05118/2015 12:30 PM Airline & Flight Number · Delta 1360 Checkpoint/Area al Airport · Pre check TSA Employee: (If Known) . 
Comment : Not enough i nstru ct1on about the procedure. At other pre checks. we simply wa I k through. When we a pp roached this one, no one said any1hi ng and I assumed it was business as usu a I unti I the d ete cto r went off. I have never had to em ply 

2015 2,29 ,( my pockets and take off my belt at a pre check station. There were no bins to set my open carry on bag and it tipped over. My husband had to go through the metal detector 3 times before he was allowed through (after completely emptying his pockets 
· · and taking off his belt). 

Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · hftp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Dear Sir/Madam 

W hi I e I think th at the Pre Ch eek program is a very good idea and I have been enro 11 ed in it for nearly two years now there are some ti mes when I question whether the program 1s being compromised. there are two d1ffe rent issues that I have concerns 
about and wou Id Ii ke to bring to your attention. 

Firstly. On a trip last week from Indianapolis to Syracuse after being checked at the pre check line the regular line was integrated into the pre check line as there was only one metal detector open, watching haw the two lines merged I can see no way 
th at the security personnel on duty could te 11 who had been through pre ch eek and who was from the regular Ii ne and I saw at I ea st two peop I e from the regular s c reenrng I in e that did not remove shoes or Jackets, s ho u Id this practice of only using one 

2015 S: 46 :, metal detector line be looked at as unsafe? I have seen this more than once at Indianapolis. 

Secondly. While I realize that people are randomly picked ta go through pre check, whether it be ta promote the program or to alleviate the congestion in the regular lines I have twice now been in line with foreigners that speak no English and have na 
idea what 1s going on in the pre check Ii ne and also on many occasions have seen confusion from peop I e randomly pi eked lo r pre check th at cannot be good for the security perso nne I who a re trying to watch the fl ow of pea pl e through the Ii ne s. Should 
the selection process for random pre check be more carefully screened? 

Thank yau for your continued diligence and please consider my points. 

Regards . ._l(b_)_(6_, __ _, 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time, 5119/2015 9:52:35 AM Airport: DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel: 05/18/2015 6:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: swa fit108 CheckpoinUArea of Airport, TSE/PRE TSA Employee: (If Known)· unknown female 4:30 

'015 12: 13: PM Comment : Before entering metal de1ec1or I informed attendant I have lwo knee replacemenls yet she told me to come through. Again I advised of implanls and she rudely ordered me to remove shoes.bell and light jackel for a total of three failed 
attempts. Each time I tried to remind her al my implants, she would not listen, and told me to stand aside with no further instructions. The male attendant who petiormed a Bady scan was also informed of my knee implants, and was equally as rude. I 
am a frequent traveler and this is the only time I have been treated in this manner. Thank You for your service,kbl(6) t,o,'ould you like a response?: True Passenger's Name :fh··,1R··, !Phone Number !(b·•,(ffi !Email: 

!fh·,1R··, !lo leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link· http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



1015 10:12 

I have a couple comments about the Pre-Check at the OKC airport. I went through the Pre-Check screening on May 20 at -4:50 am. 

First, there was a security person at lhe s1art of the Pre-Check security line (he was wearing a white shirl with a ··securi1y· badge, not a blue TSA shirt). I assume he was there to make sure lhat only Pre-Check passengers went down that line. 
However, he was close to the general security entrance so everybody was stopping ta check with him first. He is an older person that moved very slow, and for every person he had to unfold their boarding pass, check for pre-check, tell them what pre

check is, then (in most cases) direct them to the general line. All six people in front of me were re-directed to the general line. one at a time. This took a very long time and was a waste of everyone's time. In other airports, if there is a person there to 
check. they would speak loudly and inform travelers that this lane is for Pre-Check only. This works much better than stopping to check every person's boarding pass and tell them to go to the other line. 

Second, the number of nan-PreCheck pea pie going through the Pre-Check line is a problem. The Pre-Check is for people who paid the fee and subjected themselves to a thorough background check. sa we could take advantage al this process. The 
Pre-Check travelers know the process. know to leave l1qu1ds and laptops in the bag. know what items set off the metal detector, and make it a very smooth process. However, having the large number of non-PreCheck people go through the line really 
slows down the process. This morning. the re was a gent I ema n who kept setting off the meta I detector and kept pu 11 i ng mo re things out of his pockets each ti me. It took him 4 tries to get through the metal detector, and he caused a backup of six p eo pie 
behind him. If he can'I (a) understand the process, (bl read the signs, and (c) understand the verbal instruclions, he has no place in the Pre-Check line. 

Those of us who s u bJected o urse Ives to the background ch eek and pa id the fee s hou Id be the p nm ary people to use the Pre-Ch eek. 

Thank you, 
Mark Gwaltney 
Stlouis, MO 

Confi d entia I ity notice: This message may contain confide nti a I information, It is intended on I y lo r the person to whom it is addressed, If you a re not th at person. you should not use this message. We request that you notify us by re plying to this message, 
and then delele all copies including any contained in your reply. Thank you. 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time : 512012015 3:27:09 PM Airport : DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel 0512012015 1 :00 PM Airline & Flight Number : US 1898 Checkpoint/Area of Airport : Bridge west TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I was so excited to get my Precheck traveler number but have not been able to use the benefits. While I can understand that smaller airports either do not have precheck services or they are closed when it is slow, Dener airport should not 

2015 4:21 :< fall in either category. Either have signs indicating where precheck is open or follow whal the do in myrtle beach when it is slow. They mark lhe boarding pass, do nol make you take shoes off and run you lhrough the metal de1ec1or. I had to go through 
the full process in Denver Would you like a response? · False Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

My name is .. k b"-·""1 ("'6-'·-, __ __,! and early yesterday mom i ng, May 2 0. 20 15, I had an experience with my lour year-old toddler going through T SA Security at Spokane I nternat,ona I Airport th at I lo u nd b ewi Ide ring and totally u n necessary. 

After we had passed through lhe me1a1 detectors, I proceeded to gather our carry-on luggage from the conveyor belt for the carry-on bag scanner. One of the TSA agents said he needed to inspect my daughte~s backpack. The problem apparently 
was her sippy cup that had about 4 oz of water in it. We travel through Spokane's airport at least once a year since she has been born, and past TSA agents have also inspected her milk/water/juice in her sippy cup as we went through security. And 
every 11 me they a 11 owed us to continue to the gate lo r our flight. The agent yesterday opened the cup, wiped the cup's exterior with a I ittl e round white cloth and then told us that he would have to escort us to the exit, and that I wou Id have to dispose of 
the water and go through security all over again. He didn't give me the option of confiscating the sippy cup from us, which would have been totally fine with me. I'd rather sacrifice a S3.00 sippy cup than miss a flight that was planned months in 
advance. We also weren'I given the option of just drinking/finishing up the water on the spot. Instead, we had 10 exit and wait in lhe security line all over again. 

All of this was taking place at 5:00 in the morning when the Spokane airport is extremely busy and the security line is particula~y long, as it was yesterday. I went ahead and exited as directed, disposed of the water, and then went through security all 

1015 1 O: 11 over again. Thanks to the efficiency of your other TSA agents working that morning and the TSA pre-check program, my daughter and I were able to go through security a second time and board our flight, but just as boarding was nearly over. During 
my 12 years as a Spokane resident and one who I ravels through the Spokane airport at least once a year, I have had consislently excellent experiences at this airport, and lhus was sorely disappointed by my experience yesterday. 

I did not get the name of the agent who told us we had to exit and go through security a second time. I was too distracted by the thought of missing our flight. But he would have been on a shill during the 5:00-5: 15 am time frame on May 20, 2015, and 
he was an African-American, middle aged man. He was very polite to us during the whole process, but I have never heard of such a policy or incident that requires going through security a second time because of a sippy cup with a small amount of 
waler in ii. 

Thank you for your time. 



REASON lo r the ca 11: He trave I ed this morning from XNA to Chicago to Washington DC. He received a p atdown screening be cause of an a I arm on the front of his body. The TSO sent h1 m back through the WT MD a second ti me where the re was an 
alarm on the back of his body. He received two patdown screenings in which he was touched in the groin. The TSO used his fingers to conduct a patdown of his groin area He was screened with ETD of himself and his belongings. He indicated that the 
alarms were associated to his tie and groin but ETD was not conducted in the area. He believes I hat lhe alarm was a false positive and thal screening was extreme. He believes that the ETD sampling should not have been conducted if he received a 
patdown screening. 

He believes that he would have received a private screening ii he was not African American. 

He spoke with a supervisor!(b)(ff:1rho referred him to the CSM at XNA who advised that he should have been taken to a private patdown and referred him to the TCC and that TSOs should use the back of their hand when conducting a patdown. 

2015 3,54 ,1 Date Time: 5 21 He was at the checkpoint between 7:15am and 7:30am. his flight was scheduled to depart at 8:20am. 
· · Gate Terminal: A4 

Airport: XNA 
Airline:American 
Flight#: 3612 
Bag tag# (1 0digit Na 
Bag Description: NA 
NOi: NA 

From b)(61 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2015 10:35 AM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subject T SA Harassment 

Please take note and respond. 

'015 12'21 : I have recently flown from Boston to Richmond and back. On all three flight check-ins (three because one flight was canceled and I had to take it the next day), I and my carry-ans passed through the metal detector without incident, then I was asked to 
stand in the X-ray machine, THEN I was completely patted down, and on one of these three I was told to remove my belt and empty my pockets of everything including the Kleenex. 

This is not random screening. Three out of three 1s targeted harassment. There was nothing suspicious in the carry-on screening, and they could see there was nothing on the X-ray, so why the further harassment on all three flights? My traveling 
comp an ion and a 11 the others boa rd i ng we re just waved through after the carry-on screening , 

Also, I am 78 years old (hardly threatening-looking) and a retired US Army officer, which ID I showed for boarding. I am actually the guy you want on the plane if there is no federal marshal. 

I can see one incident as random screening. but three out of three is targeting or harassment. Why did this occur? Am I being targeted for some unknown (to me) reason? I am very put out by this. As a vet who has served his country, the least I 
deserve is similar trealment to other passengers, not similar treatment to suspected threats. 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time, 5122/2015 10:46:40 AM Airport· DTW - Detroit Metropolitan Wayne County Date/Time of Travel, 05/2312015 Airline & Flight Number, delta 133 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, 
international securily TSA Employee: (If Known): dee ring Comment office~as obnoxious. After coming in from an overseas flighl I forgot to remove my shoes. All the customers before me went lhrough the metal deIecIor. I was the firsl one 
through the millimeter scan. Otficefilill:§IJ looked at me and said &quot;shbmnmnJ x-Ray&quot: as I am NOT an expert in this equipment that you use I hadn't a clue what he was talking about. If he had asked me that I had to put my shoes on the 
be It that would have been c I ear comm umcation. when I I ooked at him q uesti o ni ng what he was saying he Ju st re eated h1 m self. Then when I went through the machine a second ti me he fa i I ed to communicate where he wanted me to go. he was 

'015 12:21: obnoxious. rude and does not know how to communicate properly. I would like a written apology from officer (b)(ff:1 r his rudeness. 

2015 9:16:: 

Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Name b 1(6) 
Phone Number . ,_ ____ _, 

Email l(b)(61 ! 
To leave a comment concern1ngn,s feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Rights\ Liberties (Other) What is the basis of your allegation? Unreasonable Search Seizure Are you filling this fonm out for yourself? Yes. I m filling this form out for myself 

==I ndivid ua I Info== 
FirsI Name: h··,1rrI 
Last Name: b)(6 
Primary Phone: Work Phone 

Phone Numberl~[b_)~(6_·:_, --------~ 
PO Box or Slreet Addresl~1_h_·11_r;_·-, ______ _, 
City: Sa It Lake City 
State: Utah 
Zip Code (Post Code): 84102 
Other: 
Email: 

==lncidenl lnformalion== 
When did this happen? 05123\2015 
Where did this happen? UTAH - SLC - Salt Lake City 
I nte mat ion a I 
what happened? Going through security I was directed to pass 
through the metal detector from a fem a I e T SA agent. I had on a 
wrist of metal brace I ets and watch that I asked if I needed to 
take off. The woman shouted at me metal implants only each time 
I asked i r I needed to remove my brace I ets. when I passed through 
the detector the alarm sounded and I was instructed to go back 
through and pass through the x Ray machine. The TSA agent on the 
o pposti e side of the machine instructed me to go through w hi I e 
the female TSA agent running the metal detector was yelling at 
the male TSA agent to not let me pass. When I passed through 
based on the male TSA agents request the female TSA agent 
introduced me to once again go back through the x Ray machine. As 

I travel a lot and as such deal with TSA often. Today in Denver I was sorely disappointed by a screening agent who disrespected many people by patronizing comments she made as we waited to get through the screening process. 

One that was specifically disrespectful was in a gasped expression, "Man. it's not rocket science people", Immediately following she went on to make a loud announcement by saying, "People this is a metal detector• You cannot have your phones in 
your pockets". 

,015 10,58, The reason I stated the second quotation is because she had just got finished announcing to everyone that we werenl to take anything out of our pockets and that using the plastic bins was unnecessary. 

It isn't our faull thal the agents who work here in Denver gel frustrated by I heir own contradiclions. Please don'I patronize me next lime. You aren't given the rig hi to be disrespectful because of a job you hold. Please treat others wilh respect and please 
be profession al. 

Sent from my iPhone 



Caller was in Colorado and she was gelling TSA precheck with SouIhwesI. She said she heard they were ending this. She joined the Precheck program and put her number in all her profiles and jusl prinled out her boarding pass. There is no precheck 
on it. 
She said that the metal detector alarms which signifies random searches for the next person. She said sometimes this happens in the line where there is 100 people but she usually does this in a line with 25 people. She Is talking about the precheck 

'015 11 59: line. 

She said that the recheck office in Denver is telling people that Precheck is guaranteed sa she wants ta know why she did not get precheck on her boarding pass. 

HerKTNi~(b_,~(6_i __ ~ 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' , Screening 
Current Date/Time : 5125/2015 7:06:35 PM Airport : DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel : 0512512015 4:40 PM Airline & Flight Number : ASA 687 Checkpoinl/Area of Airport bridge 10 concourse A TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. Upon arrival to the checkpoint we were told that PreCheck was closed. The TSA screener that checked our id said we could keep our shoes on and to just tell them that we are PreCheck. I sent my bag and phone/wallet through the xray 
and got in line for the metal detector. I told the TSA screener that we were PreCheck. She asked for our boarding passes as proof. My boarding pass was electronic and on my phone. Since I wasn't able to prove my PreCheck status I was required 

2015 8:42:t to go back and send my shoes through the x-ray. Had the original TSA employee told me that I needed my boarding pass, the confusion and frustration would have been avoided! Yet another example of disorganized and non attention to detail. I'm 
fine with lhe PreCheck line being closed during non-peak times, however there should be clear procedures if a boarding pass is required. 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB21ApplicatianManager 

Caller fiew from Tunica MS yesIerday and she had a pacemaker and could nol go through lhe WTMD. She said thal she was taken 10 lhe side and received a patdown. She said thal she was told to wait that they needed to check her hands. She said 
that she waited for same time and then a TSO yelled at her get over there She said that she told her you don t have to talk to me in that manor and said that the TSO then yelled I said get over there two more times. She said that the officer was 
one of the most rude st ind i vi d ua Is she has every encountered in al I of her years of flying. She said th at they also took picture of her ID and boa rd pass and she wants to know why. She Is a I so requesting a ca 11 from the CS M I etti ng her know what 
steps are taken to reprimand the TSO. She said that the TSO wrote her name down but it is hard to read she thinks it sayskb':i(6i ! 
Departing: 11 :DO am 
Airline: It was a charter flight with the Seasons 

2015 9'58'' Flight#: NA 
· "Time and Date:05\25\2015 She thinks it was10:00 am or a litlle after when this occurred. 

2015 2:04:, 

Disability Description: Husband s name iskbi(6i ! He has a pace maker, a knee replacement and walks with a cane. 

Incident Deta i Is: The ca 11 er and her husband recently flew out of H NL airport, The cal I er and her h us band received pre ch eek and they were sent to the p recheck Ii ne, The officer at the security checkpoint screened her husband s cane and th en 
directed him to go lhrough the walk lhrough metal detector. Her husband walked lhrough the metal deIecIor al the officers requesl. There was an alarm and the caller became very upset as her husband walked through the metal detector, as I hey 
requested that he not go through the metal detector since he has a pacemaker. 

They didn t gel a name but the officer is a bigger man. They wenl through security al 9:00 9:30AM on 5 23 15. They went through gale 55. They felt that the officer wasn t paying any attention to what they were attempting 10 IeI1 him. Then the officer 
acted as if it was not a huge issue at al I. 

Caller is wanting to file a complaint on a TSA employee. she wears a hearing aid and life alert and she was trying to explain to the TSA agent that she would nat be able ta go through the screening with her hearing aid in and she would need ta place 
them in the bowl. Caller said the TSA agent starting yelling at her in front of every one and told her that she was able to keep them in for the screening. Caller said that once she went through the metal detector she ended up having to have a patdown 
and she was touching her in places that was uncomfortable for her and she was rude while doing that as well. Caller said that once she was screening and she place her hearing aids back in the TSA agent told her to never take them out again for the 
screening. 

2015 9 02 , TSA Female Agentk,._b"-· .. I("'-6'-·., ____ __. 
Dale and Time of Flight: 05 13 15 @ 6:05 PM 
Departure Airport: TPA 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight#: 506 
Gate Terminal: 31 



To Whom It May Concern: 

On Monday, May 25, 2015 at approximalely 5:00 a.m. EDT at the Richmond International Airport, I experienced an uncomfortable and inappropriate pat-down. After going through the metal detector, lhere was an alarm on private areas of my body. 
had on a loose fitting dress. The female attendant told me to lift my arm and spread my legs in front of about 1 O men. She proceeded to pat my leg up to my groin area, then she cuffed my private body part there in front of the group of male 
employees. I was so startled that I slightly jumped. She then went up the back of my leg and cuffed the backside of my behind. This process was truly uncalled for because the metal detector only showed an alarm on my front side. 

2015 9:22:: The female attendee never informed me of my right to go to a private area for the pat-down. II was truly a humiliating experience, and I would like TSA to rectify this problem. 

Please feel free to contact me atk~b_)~(6_-._, --~!or return my email message. 

Thank you, 

kb1(6) 
NOTICE: 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRights. Fly Rights is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complaints of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalilion, a civil rig his organization directly from I heir phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like 10 send their complainl 

The q ue st1ons answered by the user be I ow correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel di scri mm ati on comp I a int lo nm. You a re requested to take action on the comp I amt of p rofi Ii ng or di sen mi nation by the T SA described he re. 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 

2015 5, 11 :[ Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in I his matter? No 
NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? na 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Portland I nte mat ion a I Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 
05-31-2015 12 20 

Caller and his wife through security at Atlantic City Jersey NJ and she was taken into the back room and was groped. Caller said that they made every one wait in lines and pulled her aside with 2 females in a private screening. Caller is wanting to 
know why they did not follow the procedures and made every one wait, caller said that they would not let any one go through the metal detector and made everyone go through the xray machine. Caller said that his wife feels like she was raped and she 
is very upset by the screening. and he is going to contact his congressman and she feels like she was raped. They did not lei them go through the metal detector and made them go lhrough the AIT, once she wenl through the AIT they pulled her aside 
and did additional screening and it was in a private screening and then groped her. Caller said that he is going to contact his congressman and the President. he is wanting to make sure this is resolved and he is not letting this go until someone is fired. 
Caller said that his wife wi 11 not even speak and is very up set by the groping. 

Dale and Time: 06\01\15@ 11:00 AM 
:J 15 11 051 Airport Atl~~tic City NJ 

Airline: Spirit 
Flight#: NIA 
Terminal Gate: 5 

TSA Agent: Female Black Supervisor 
TSAAgent: Did not get name (Female) 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/CusIomer Service Currenl Dateffime: 61112015 12:32:24 PM Airport: SAN - San Diego International Date/Time of Travel: 0513112015 4:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: Alaska 249 Checkpoint/Area of 
Airport· Near gate 18 TSA Employee: (If Known)· Supervisor Comment: Alaska has 3 direct Mexico to US flights daily that deplane. go through security, and rebound the same plane in SAN. This has happened since pre-TSA days. The woman at the 
scanner (whom I complained to the supervisor about) was rude. and completely misinformed. I have TSA-Pre, and it is clearly marked on my ticket. She refused to honor it and refused to let my wife go through the metal detector (which Pre can) and 
made her get the secondary opt-out screening. The Supervisor said my Pre didn't count because my boarding pass was PVR - POX, and wasn't from SAN, though it specified the customs stop there on the pass. She just blamed Alaska Airlines. 3 

,015 2: 18,5 flights a day for may years go lhrough this, and seem 10 have recurring issues. This seems to be a significant lack of training and communication. How is my Pre/known traveler nol valid with my original boarding pass? 

Also, the PRE lane was closed, due to a "lack of staffing." On a Sunday afternoon? Really? The Alaska gate agent said that happens A LOT. Why bother having Pre? 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's NamEj:b 1(6) 
Phone Number : "-'-'--""------' 

Email[b)(ff1 1 
To leave a comment concem,ng t~,s feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller flew into LaGuardia on the 11th of May. She had gone outside to smoke a cigarette and when she came back in nobody screened her. She said that her and another lady were waived through the screening checkpoint by a TSO. They did not 
have to go through the metal detector or AIT machine and they walked nght past the screening area against the wall. She stated there were 3 or 4 screeners standing around and talking by the AIT machine. 

,015 4,09,0 Date Tim~: May 11, 2015 9:00-9:30 PM 
Gate Tenm,nal: NA 
Airport: LaGuardia 
Airline: Delta 

Sir/Madam, 

I am representinr{b·:,(61 !regarding his disqualification from the TSA PreCheck program. On April 24, 2015,i(b·:,(6) !received an e-mail from OCRO Communicalions that his TSA PreCheck privileges were suspended for 3 years, based 
on the fact that he had been found to have ammunition in his carry-on luggage as he went through a TSA Security Screening Checkpoint at RIC on March 12. 2015. 

It is nod( b ':I( 6) h ntenti on th at his Pre Ch eek priv i I eg es were improperly suspended: indeed he comp I ete I y a ck now I edges that some period of suspension is wa r,-anted, He is ju st requesting. upon cons i dera ti on of the la ct ors set forth below. 
that the lime of his suspension from the program be reduced 10 one year. These factors which I set forlh below, to my understanding, were unknown to TSA al the time that the Office of Chief Risk Officer made the determination to suspend[§}] 

kb·:, ( 6) ! 1 SA PreChe ck p ri vi leges far three yea rs. 

Before I discuss how and why this incident occurred, I would like to point out , that in accordance with the TSA Interpretive Rule as set forth in Federal Register 70. No. 39, P. 9878, and the TSA Sanction Guidance 
(http:llwww.tsa.gov/si1esldefaultlfiles/assetslpdf/enforcement_sanction_guidance_policy.pdf),kbl(ffl received a Notice of Violation (NOV) on April 24, 2015, from TSA's Special Enforcement Program Office for possession of 100 rounds of 
ammunition in violations of 49 C.F.R §1540.111 (a). The amount sought in the NOV was $250.00. The NOV has since been settled an,tb·:,(61 I case has been closed. 

I would like to note that under the Interpretive Rule cited above, ammunition is deemed to be an explosive, NOT a fireanm and pursuant to TSA Sanction Guidance, it is to be treated at the lowest penalty level set forth in the Sanction Guidance. TSA, 
,015 6:46,5. when they drafted lhe Interpretive Rule, could have treated ammunilion as a gun or firearm (as were BB guns (A.1 ), gun lighters (A.5), call le prods (A.11 J, and parts of guns and firearms (A.6), but it chose nol to do so. In the Sanction Guidance, TSA 

could have also chosen to subject ammunition to the same $6000 penalty as blasting caps, dynamite, and more than 1 O ounces of gunpowder, but it chose to subject it to the same $250 penalty as consumer fireworks, flares, less than 1 O ounces of 
gun powder. and realistic replicas of explosives. 

It is my understanding I hat passengers found in possession of non-firearm, non-ammunition prohibited items where NOVs are issued for $250 receive a one year suspension of I heir TSA PreCheck privileges. !(b )(6) 
his suspension be reduced to one year. 

In addition, I wou Id Ii ke to pro vi de you with some add i ti o na I information as to""!( b_.-'I (_6~1 ---'~ ackgrou nd and how this vi o I ati on occurred , 

I for tha I reason, is requesting 

kb·:,(61 Is a 62 year old male, who is a Certified P.ublic Accountant( CPA), as well as a Certified Internal Auditor. He does peer review for the American Institute of CPAs and is a national instructor for Continuing Professional Education for CPAs 
and Auditors, teaching 35 to 40 sessions a year. !(b.:1(6.i !volunteers his time serving on four committees for the New York State Society of CPAs and on one commitlee for the California Society of CPAS. Not only doeskb··,1m t,olunteer his 
time, but much of the expenses for this volunteer work Is not reimbursed. He does quite a bit of consulting nationally for state and local governments. Due to his extensive teaching and national practice, he flies approximately 50 times a year. This 
past year, he flew over 140,000 miles and has attained Diamond Medallion status on Della Airlines, the highest level in lheir frequent flyer program. 

I h ·1 If';", was an army brat. growing up in a I a e variety of places and going to 9 d1ffe rent schools before he attended co 11 eg e. He lather served in the Army for 2 8 yea rs (inc I ud i ng service dun ng WW II, Korea and Vietnam) and retired as a ful I 
Colonel. b':1(6) son was born whe (b.:1(6) was 20 years old and he has had lull sole custody of his son since his son was 3 years old. Under those circumstances. a career in the military was not an option for~fb_.~1(_6~)-~ 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : P role ssiona Ii sm/C ustome r Service; Screening Current Date/lime : 61112015 5: 56: 19 PM Airport · ATL - Ha rtsfiel d-J ackson Atlanta I nte rnat ion a I Date/Ti me of T rave I , 0610112015 5: 50 PM Airline & Flight Numb er , 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : The dome st,c security sere en i ng 1s a chaos. there are I, ke 12 agents running a round wh i I e 2 I anes are op en with on I y 6-7 actua 11 y working with the passengers. 0 ut of the 4 I an es only 2 we re open . and I was sent 3 ti mes back and forth 

,015 6-47,2 between the mm-wave scanner line and the metal detector line ... The lady dealing with this was looking upset about everything. kept making the passengers look stupid by telling things to them like it's obvious, while there are no signs and the rules are 
· · · not obvious (laplop in sepJrale bin without anything else, while I can have my phone next to it at other airpor1s and even in ATL at the internalional side). 

Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.9ov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/lime: 61212015 7:24:56 AM Airport· SFO - San Francisco International Date/lime of Travel· 05/2512015 8:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport 8 or 9 
TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : Th ere were 3 agents that we re completely o bnox,ous. I cou Id not get their names be cause they had their badges turned around. which I thought was against regulation. I asked the girl at the xray machine for her name she to Id me why? You 

,015 8_53,0 don't need to know. Rude, disrespectful. obnoxious jerl<s who acted like they were God. The girl was saying there's 2 lines here I don't know what you all are waiting for. The guy was speaking with different accents saying I said leave your phones in 
· · · your bags do you not understand? The girl at the metal de1ec1or was yelling at an old lady who was in a wheelchair and couldn't undersland what the agent wanted her to do. So she yelled at the woman repeatedly saying 9et oul of the way, you're 

holdin9 up the line. move' I wanted to slap these obnoxious, disrespectful idiots. Where do you get these people? I think you need to do some retrainin9 or have supervisors that can watch them. There were a lot of upset passengers that day. 
Would you like a res onse? : True 
Passenger's Nam b':1(6) 
Phone Number : ~~---~ 

Email [(b)(61 I 
To lea~e a eOl I liilel It eOl ltei lllng this feedback. follow this link htlp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB2IApplicationManager 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time: 61212015 11 :13:21 AM Airport: DEN - Denver International Dale/Time of Travel: 06/0212015 9:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: Ua1216 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Premium lane 
north side TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment : First 11 me i used the premium passenger I an e. us ua 11 y I use T SA pre check. Upon approaching the conveye r I noticed the re a re no body scanners but Ju st metal detectors as in T SA pre ch eek. So I asked if this 1s s i m, I ar to TSA precheck and 
if ... , And this is where the emotes says no we do not have body scanners, This answer confuses me as TSA pre check has no bodyscanners either. So I attempt to finish the question I meant to ask which is if thing can stay in the ...... Again I get 
interrupted and he says &quot I said no&quot: in a very aggressive condescendin9 lone. I shut up as I feared this[fil}ould make my life miserable, but I am pissed. Please explain thal if people ask a question to lei them finish, lhem if the question is 

:115 12:46:, repeated this may not always be due to the passenger being dim, but perhaps your answer was confusing. Last if you do not like people do not work this job. Hope you can use this feedback in a constructive way. as it is intended 

Thanks 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Nam~bi(61 I 
Ema(b1(6) 1 
Comp a i nts: D1 scou rteo us/ Rude t:m pl oyee 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#IAirline/Terminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):American Airlines 81 arriving al DFW International Terminal on 06/02/2015 going through TSA security to reborn American Airlines domestic flighl 

,015 8_04 _2 Comments:We had just cleared US Customs and we·re proceeding through TSA security checkpoint to board our connecting flight. My wife had put her passport and boarding pass into her purse and laid her purse on the conveyor belt for .ray. There 
· · · · were no plastic bins available to place her purse in. she was told to lay it on the moving belt. On the other side, her purse must have tipped over inside the xray because her passport and boarding pass was missing. We told the black lady watching the 

xray that my wife's passport and boarding pass fell out of her purse inside the xray machine. This TSA employee ignored us. Then we told the white lady running the metal detector the same thing as she ignored us. Then I asked all the TSA employees 
in I hat area if they could look inside the xray machine for my wife's passport. They all ignored our pleas for help and did nothing. Finally I asked who lhe supervisor was and I was pointed to Aeling Superviso£iillill] a shorl white lady who was doing 
something on a computer like machine. I went over to her, she saw me standing there, but did not stop what she was doing to see what I wanted. After waiting awhile. I told her we had a problem and needed her help. She never took her eyes off that 
computer nor did she even look at me. I told her my wife's passport and boa rd i ng pass /el I out of her purse inside the xray machine and I asked if some body could I oak inside the machine. She said they could not do that and I wou Id have to re po rt the 
passport as lost. I told her again that the passport and boarding pass were in my wife"s purse when she placed it on the conveyor belt and they were not there when the purse came out the other side. so the passport and boarding pass had to be inside 
the machine. She ignored me and continued working on the comp ul er. She never even stopped and tu med around to look at me. F rusl rated at her tot a I I ack of ca re or concern for our situation, I we nl back aver to the .ray machine and tried to I oak 
inside to see if I could spot my wife's passport or boarding pass. All the TSA employees there saw what I was doing, they all heard me when I asked for help and not one of them bothered to help, they all ignored me, including the so called acting 
superviso1/bb/6t !Finally, I saw my wife's boarding pass com_e out and fall to the floor under the conve mbelt.1 crawled under the be_ltand retrieved her pa_ss. Shortly_afterthat her passport came out. Thank ~od they finally came out on their own and 
we got them ac , no thanks to any TSA employee and especially no thanks to the so called supervisor (b)(6:1 I went back over to~ who was still doing something on that computer, and told her my wifes passport and boarding pass finally fell 
our of the .ray machine. I told her I was going to file a complaint about her lack of action 10 help and her total non•caring and arrogant altitude. She never looked at me and said "thank you·· Is this how TSA trains their employees and supervisors to 
treat American travelers who are having a problem? This Acting Su ervisor!(b)(ffi !should not be a supervisor nor even an employee of TSA. This is exactly why TSA has such a bad reputation with the traveling public. I am no crackpot complainer. I 
retired from the US Anmy as a colonel with 30 years of service and b I ( 6:1 1s the wo rs! exam p I e of a supervisor a nnd fede ra I employee I have ever seen. 

Remote Client 1pf~b_)_(6_·:_1 --~ 
Date Time: 6/312015 2:21 :30 AM 
······················----------------····························· 

Namekbi(61 
Emaitb1(6) 
Comp I a i nts: Ina pp ro pri ate Scree ni ng/P at Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):flight UA525/united/ San Francisco/ Gate 651 
Comments:I am very disappointed and troubled by the treatment I received from two TSA agents from my flight back from San Francisco to Los Angeles on May 25th around 5:15pm. My crutches were placed through the metal detector so I opted to 
go through the pat down again as to avoid further injury 10 my ankle. The female agent lhat did my pat down at the San Francisco airporl was rude and unprofessional. First she rushed my friend and lhe Slaff member assisting me with the wheelchair I 
requested, because she said she could not start the pat down without my things being brought over. I told the TSA agent that it was ok with me if she started but she complained that people tend to be too worried about their things, which I found the 
revelation and her demeanor uncalled for. Also this was a protocol inconsistency in comparison with my experience at LAX airport a few days prior, where the agent did the pat down/screening first and allowed my friend time to gather our things. After 
my things were brought over, the TSA agent went ahead and explained the pat down procedure. I also informed her about my injured ankle before she started. The female agent proceeded to swiftly graze her fingers over my head and squeeze my hair 

,015 8:37 ,5 bun, which took me off guard because she did not tell me she was going to do that so I was not expecting it. I simply asked her aboul it, but the TSA agent became agitaled and responded with ··Yes we do this, do you want 10 speak to a supervisor.'' I 
told her there was no need that is was ok for her to continue with the screening. The professional thing for the agent to have done was to kee her com osure and provide me with some clarity but instead she very rudely said to me ·well for my safety I 
need to call a supervisor over.'' I started to feel uncomfortable with the situation. Then right behind me the agent flagged a supervisor. ··1 down and told her "they are asking questions about procedures and I do not feel comfortable 
any more can you observe the screening.'' I felt confused as to how a simple question was escalating to such a degree. Supervisor (b)(6) came over and did not introduce herself, I just went ahead and explained my questioned to which she 
responded in a condescending tone "Well in San Francisco we do check everyone's hair." I just shared that I noliced a difference in protocols between the two airpor1s and ask for the pat down/screening 10 proceed. I was really uncomfortable having 
another TSA agent just standing right next to me watching. The first female agent continued with the pat down screening, but did so roughly between my breasts and up my thighs twice. She used the palm of her hand when she said she would use the 
back of her hand up my legs and thighs. her hands were mere inches away from my crotch area too. She put a lot of pressure on my legs as she inspected them. The female agent also grabbed the ankle I had told her was injured and she caused me 
to wince in pain. She did not apologize, she simply got up and brought over what looked like paper squares to test my shoes (another protocol inconsistency: at LAX the agent explained everything professionally and in detail, which made me feel safe 
and comforlable. The agent at LAX did not touch my injured ankle. simply used those paper squares and she did nol go as high up my thi h or ut so much pressure on my body) While the San Francisco TSA agent went 10 check the results from my 
shoe test, I asked my friend who was traveling with me to please grab my sun glasses for me so that I would not forget them. Superviso (b-1(6) then yelled at my friend "she is not cleared she can't touch them.'' At no oint was it explained to me that 
I could not grab my sunglasses, the agent at the start simply said she was putting them on the side for me. I did not ask for my glasses to be given to me, but simply kept for me. After I reiterated this to Superviso (b)(6:1 she allowed my fnend to 
grab my sung I asses, The fem a I e agent then came back and asked me to I ift up my shirt high so that she can check my waistband, another thing she did not tel I me before hand, I said no be ca use I /el t uncomfortable exposing my stomach in a public 
place, to which the female agent condecendaly replied with "That's why I asked you if you wanted a private room' then supervisor!D:ill:fil] told me I could just left up my shirl a bit, to which I did. The female agenl seemed bothered as she tugged 
roughly around my waistband, The agent then asked me to move around in the wheel chair lefi, right, forward and back because she needed to inspect the wheel chair. This was another protocol inconsistency because she did not initially inform me 
that she was going to check the wheel chair. I honestly do not understand why she would need to 1f the wheelchair belonged to the airport and an airport staff member was assisting me. If TSA agents distrust airport staff then there's a whole other 
security issue that needs to be dealt with internally. I did not experience a wheelchair check at LAX either besides the moving from left to right in the chair. I decided to then just stand without my crutches, tolerating pain and further injury so that the 
agent could inspecl the wheelchair quicker and get this horrid ordeal over with. The agent inspected the wheelchair with such an overzealous vigor. I even asked superviso~[:JI this was even necessary, reminding her thal the wheelchair 



Hello. 
I am writing ........... a bit late, I realize .... because of an expenence I encountered in SFO. 
On March 28, 2015 my granddaughter and I were returning to POX after a few days in San Francisco. 
We were booked on Alaska Flighl 381 departing at 12:55 PM, and we were at lhe airporl about an hour and a half early. Our lickels were "Pre•checked" and everything was moving along smoolhly. There was a young man ... aboul 20 something, .. 
guiding people through the metal detector, and after allowing everyone else in the line to pass through. he decided that my 13 year old granddaughter should be ··randomly checked" through the x-ray machine. They did not x-ray her once, but twice. 
She 1s a beautiful young woman. and I rea 11 y /el t she was chosen lo r this ·random" check be cause of that fa ct. I am an ex-flight attendant and retired from 18 years with state po Ii ce, so I have no prob I em with security. In fact I am a 11 for 11. but I be Ii eve 
she was singled out because of her appearance. I travel quite often. and every other time I have traveled with her, the agents have always directed her away from the x-ray machine and through the metal detector. Could it be possible that this young 

'015 2:12: 1- man had ullerior motives for this "random· check? 

I realize it has been some time since this occurrence. but it has been bothenng me, and I thought you should know. 

Thank you for your attention, 

!(b)(6) ! 

Fror{b)(ff1 
Sent: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 4:57 PM 
To: Ombudsman, TSA 
Subjecl: TSA Contact Us: TSA Ombudsman 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllp//www.tsa.govlcontac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1ptb)(61 
Date Time: 613120!'-1,.,;5,.4,..: 5;,.,7,-: 0.,..9,..,,.P,..M,-, 

······················---------------····························· 
'015 8:04: 1, Name: 

w,(6) 

Email: 

HYPERLIN~~(b_)_(6_, ____________ ~ 

B nef De scri pt,on of Inquiry: 

letter of complain! 

Comments: 

On Wednesday May 20 I flew from Sea tac to LAX. I had I he mi sfM une of enco u nl eri ng a TSA agent name~ who a bused his authority in a m ea n•SP i rited manner to impede my p regress through the airport. 



Frorifb1(ff1 
Sent: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 8 55 PM 
To: TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov 
Subj eel: TSA Contact Us: Complaints 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM hllpl/www.tsa.gov/contac\lindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1pJ~(b_)_(6_._I --~ 
Date Time: 6/312015 8:54:39 PM 
------------------------------------------------------------------
Name: 

'015 9:00: 1 Nona shows 
Email: 
HYPER LI N'4:b 1(6) 
Complaints:'-'--"'-----------------' 

I nap prop nate Sere en i ngl Pat Down Screening 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc): 
Gulfporl Airporl on June 2 at 1 0am. Flying 10 Clearwater Fl. 
Comments: 
Lines were long and only one agent checking passenger I'd. A lady about 90 ( at least) in a wheel chair was in front of me. She had a prescreened card in her hand. Rather than wand her down they made her get out of her chair and walk through the 
scanner this woman was very unsteady on her feet yet they still asked her to put her anms up over her head! (She still had her prescreened card in her hand') they took forever to get her wheel chair to her on the other side. Because she was taking so 
long and lhe lines were backing up they started letting the younger more physically fit passengers behind me just walk through lhe meIaI detector• These agents are in real need of some serious training! I felt they jeopardized I his woman's health and 
were I ax in screening those behind me I Even the younger woman with a dog just Ii fted the ropes and moved over and wa I k ed through the meta I detector and no one questioned her or seem to notice I I have flown often and I wi 11 say this is probably the 
Ii rst tI me I have le It u n comfo rtab I e a bout safety issues. 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client l~(b)(61 
Dale Time: 6/4/2'='0"'15='"3=-:~12=-:-=-2s=-=P'"'M_, 

Nam~b)(61 
Emafb,(61 

'015 4: 17:5 Complaints: Discourteous/Rude Employee. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Went through TSA general screening at Denver International Airport (DIA) on Thursday 06/04/2015 at about 13:00 hours to get on United Flight from DIA to Redmond Oregon 
(RDMJ United Flight #5497 at gate B89. 
Comments:I was in line and folks were moving through the metal detector (not the full body scanner) and as people went through the TSA agent (later identified asf b.:,(6) I motioned me forward and then got immediately irritated because I was 
not behind the line. I moved back all of the way and she got more irntated and told me to push my articles thru the scanner. I did this twice and the belt was moving. I went back to the X Ray scanner and she yelled at me to stay back, no one was there 
and I just got done doing what she said, I told her it was rude to yell at me. She immediately snapped back that it was rude of me to roll my eyes. This is completely unprofessional conduct and why TSA has such a poor reputation. I told her I'm the 
customer and she works for me and snapped back I don't work for you!!' Then she made me go lhru the full body scan. She is clearly not cut oul for any position of customer interaction and certainly no position of authorily. I reporled this to the TSA 
supervisor who could not have cared more and was leaning causally against a desk with her elbow and barely acknowledged my complaint. I was so unsure she even bothered to listen I asked if she heard me and if she would talk with the TSA 
screener. the 3 striped supervisor looked annoyed. Another failure for TSA professionalism and customer interaction/service. I was in law enforcement for 25 years and if this happens in my agency these folks would be in front of an internal affairs 
review board. Clearly, TSA needs close civilian oversight. 



I am writing to you in regards to an experience th at I had tad ay that made me extremely u n comfo rtab I e. 

I was !raveling on: 
June, 04.2015 
Time was approx 4:15AM. 
I was headed to US Airways flight, 1852. BOS to CLT, departing at 5:00 A.M. 
Leaving out of gale B 14, from Boston Logan airport. 

I had successfully passed through the metal detector in the TSA Pre line. 
Ive had TSA Pre for about 3 years now. 
After passing through lhe me1a1 detector with no alarm, a TSA agent asked if he could pal me down. 
I said yes. just wanting to get to my flight and get home. 
The agent ran his hands up into my groin area, feeling for my balls and package. 
Very u ncomfo rta bl e. 
Had I known I his was going to happen, I would have said yes 10 lhe private room. 

,015 9_00 .4 I would rather take my balls out al pants and show them to your agents, then have one of them feeling me up far their own 
· · · enjoyment. 

In the 10 years I have been !raveling for business, I have never been put though this experience. 
If asked to be "patted down" again. I am going to say na. 
I le It I was singled out lo r no reason. 
I have to say, that as I walked away I began to get really pissed off. 
This experience was to say lhe least, very strange. 
Is this really necessary? 

In a few words, that was not cool, and bullshit that they did that. 

rm a 51 year old professional who travels for a living. 
Seriously cons ide n ng contacting a lawyer, and not happy about having my right of privacy being i nfn nged upon 
at a moments notice. 

w,(6) 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Nam,tb)(61 I 
Email Address: ~kb~i~(6~-~i -----~ 
Phone Number: 
Address: Brooklyn ny 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
,015 8_22.4 Are yau represented by a third party ar an attorney in this matter? No 
- - . NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) da ya u be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati an? 
Race? yes 

Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? na 
Gender? no 

Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
LaG ua rd i a Airport 

What was the dale and approxima1e lime of the incident? 
06-05-2015 6:25 



TSA PreCheck Disqualification No. 1911041 

Sir/Madam, 

I am re prese nti ngl( b :1 (ff:, I reg a rd i ng his di squal 1f1cation from the T SA PreChe ck p rag ram. On May 2 7. 20 15, I was notified that he had been s us pended from the program lo r a period of 3 yea rs, based on the fa ct that~ had be en lo u nd 
to have a loaded pistol ,n his carry-on luggage as he went through a TSA Security Screening Checkpoint at Northwest Florida Regional Airport (VPS) on February 9. 2015. 

It is notk b) ( m I contention that his P reCheck p rivi I eg es were improperly s us pended: indeed he comp I ete ly a c knowledges that some si g ni fica nt period of s us pens ion is a bso I ut ely warranted. He is just req ue sting, upon consideration of the factors 
set forth below. that the time of his suspension from the program be reduced to 1 year. These factors which I set forth below to my understanding, were unknown to TSA at the time that the Office of Chief Risk Officer made the determination to 
suspendkb)(ff:1 !TSA PreCheck privileges for 3 years. 

~ is a 36 year old male. who is currently employed by Boaz, Allen, Hamilton as a military contractor. Due to his background, he was hired to travel around the US to military bases to train soldiers in Explosive Ordnance Disposal. 

Before 9111l(b)(ff:, ~as working as a lull time EMT and was attending community college to complete a 2 year paramedic course and become a certified paramedic. Alter 9111, because he wanted to serve his country in light of the terrorist attack, 
he enlisted in lhe Army and was accepted into the US Army Special Forces (Green Berets). He did his basic and airborne training Ft. Benning, GA. He then atlended the JFK Special Warfare Center for 8 months at Ft. Bragg. While there, he suffered 

:J 15 1 O· lfr' a shoulder injury and was waiting for medical clearance to complete his Special Forces training. While on medical leave, the Army asked him. due to his aptitude test scores, if he wanted to become an Explosive Ordnance Disposal Specialist. Alter a 
· ·' short period of consideration. he agreed.k§R§:[J successfully completed the 1 year training (the failure rate in this training was 60%) and he was deployed to Iraq for 6 months (January 2006 to July 2006). While there he earned the Iraq Campaign 

Medal (awarded to any soldier in the Iraq theater), but more importantly the Combat Action Badge and the Army Commendation Medal for his personally finding a number of secondary IEDs when he responded to blast sites. His EOD team 
documented disarming 350 funclioning I EDs without taking any casualties. He is one of lhe men, who, while olher soldiers were running away from an IED, ran towards them to disarm them. ~ also was selected, while in Iraq, for a US State 
Department security detail at the US Embassy during Saddam Hussein's trial. 

left the Anmy in May 2007 holding the rank of E-5, and was hired by Explosive Ordnance Disposal Technologies to work in their R&D department. In 2011, he was hired by Raytheon, to go to Afghanistan for a year as part of Task Force 
facebook.comlCombinedJointTaskForcePaladin), where he trained American troops al Ba gram Airbase regarding IEDs, including their detection and survivability issues. 

In 2012, he took a job with Booz. Allen. Ham, I ton and is currently em ployed by them to travel to m, Ii tary in sta 11 ations around the US and train so ld1ers in I ED and other explosive issues. 

Right before lhe incidenl in question,~as al Hurlburt Field (AFB) in Fl. Walton training soldiers. He was there 3 days. He had driven his POV (privalely owned vehicle) to the hotel he was slaying at outside lhe base. He left his gun in his 
POV and left the car at the hotel, getting a ride to Ft. Walton. where he was given a government vehicle to use while on base. Part of the training tha~provides is keeping his trainees up for long periods of time: the purpose is to see how the 
soldiers do when they are under great stress and sleep depnved. Obviously~ has to stay up with the soldiers he 1s training and at the time of this incident, had slept only 2 hours in the previous 48. 

Towards the end of this training at Hurlburt field, he received instructions from his employer 10 immediately go to Ft. Bragg. Under normal circumstances~would have gotten some sleep back at his hotel. However, in this instance, he went 
back to his hotel, immediately got his truck and drove to the Ft. Walton Beach Airport to fly to NC. 

Caller states he went through security at ATL today with an X-Ray sensor. It is basically a big piece of electronic equipment. He states it cannot go through the x-ray machine, it will mess it up. He states today is the first time he has had any issue 
,015 4_07.4 getting lhrough with it. Eventually a Supervisor came over and advised the agent, the machine could not go through the metal detector. He states he has brought lhis equipment through many airports without an issue. He stales he received additional 
· · · screening and the x-ray sensor was swabbed. He went through screening at about 0830, the main terminal, PreCheck Line and he flew on Delta. He would like someone to contact him concerning why this was an issue today. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/Cus1omer Service Currenl Dateffime: 61712015 3:24:18 PM Airport: EWR - Newark 1n1ernational Date/Time of Travel: 06/07/2015 3:00 PM Airline & Flight Number: Jelblue 327 Checkpoint/Area of Airport 
. pre check terminal A TSA Employee: (If Known) :!1h··,1rr1 I Comment· The Officer known as!lh\/R\ lo,as so rude. belligerent, condescending. intimidating and not amusing to the entire population of the pre-check line. He became irritated by a 
passenger who was taking a longer time to get through the metal detector and took 11 out on all of the passengers afterwards. Chiding us about the rules and how they were probably all new to us and that this line was ·supposed to be shorter due to the 

,015 5_10,3 expidited nature. But his not funny comments to all of us, as if we were misbehaving school children was just making people more confused and taking longer. TSA is security theatre at its best, but i don't pay all this money to fiy to be treated like a 
· · · child while going lhrough an inconveniencing albeit necessary process. Please don't let your officers go on power I rips like this, il's rude, unprofessional, and unnecessary. 

Would you like a res onse? . True 
Passenger's Na;.;m.:..:e'-'-h_·._,1R __ ·1 _...,. _ __, 
Phone Number h·11R··, 
Email (b 1(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Caller has tried to resolve TSA at IAD and they to Id her that she would need to contact us conce rm ng reimbursement. 

On 05 19 2015 the caller was scheduled 10 fly out of Dulles bul she had an event that happened at lhe screening checkpoint and she would like 10 file a complain!. When she 901 to the screening checkpoinl. she said they were making everyone go 
through the Precheck lane. She said that after standin9 in line for quite some time she asked if she could just 90 throu9h the regular line to keep from missing her flight but they told her that she was already in line and that she could not change. She 
said she stood in line for 45 minutes which caused her to miss her flight. She said she talked to United Airlines and they told her that there were not more flight leaving from IAD to Portland but that she could go to Reagan on the shuttle to catch a flight 
from there. She said due to a misunderstanding about where to meet with the shuttle she missed it to which caused her to have to take a taxi. She said that she finally got to Portland after a $73. can lair and 3 hours of her time. She said that she had 
already lalked 10 lhe Supervisor al IAD about lhe occurrence and they told her lhat she would have 10 call the TCC to see about gelling reimbursed for lhe cab fare. She said the who thing happened because TSA had a new toy lhey were 1rying out 

J 15 12: 11 : 1 which included an ipad and a dog. She also said she had to go through the WTMD instead of the AIT. The caller would like to be contacted in regards to the $73 she was charged for the taxi. 

Airport Dulles to Portland 
Airline United 
Flight number 3987 
Date and time 05 19 2015 at 12:40 pm 
Baggage tag number na 
Description na 
NOi na 
Gate or term i na I C26 
The caller had a problem at JFK they laughed at the caller and stated how can anything go wrong look at all the cameras around. She said that the two ladies screening her was very rude. This ended up with her work computer being confused with 
anolher persons laptop. She would like to know how 10 gel her computer swilched back. 

Date Time: 06 04 2015 around 6PM 
'015 2:12:1 Gate Terminal: Terminal 4 Gate B38 

Airporl: JFK 
Airline: Delta 
Flight# 482 
Bag Description: It was the screening in the middle. with a AIT and WTMD. They had her standing on the mat with the feet on it. 

~015 7:07:1 Caller is in the Seattle airport. She has PreCheck and alarmed on her pass through the WTMD. TSq(b':1(6) ! was condescending and vague in the instructions he provided her in the process of dealing with the alarm. This was at the Alaska 

J15 12:22:1 

airlines terminal checkpoint. She felt the way he acted unprofessional, and did communicate well how this alarm needed to be cleared and where to put the items that she needed to remove to address the alarm (shoes, bracelet and watch). 
fairly quick. 

June 7 we arrived at CVG on Sunwing at a little after three pm. as scheduled. Immigration was quick and easy. then a half hour or more wait for our bags. An employee said there was a belt problem. Everyone was getting anxious, but then customs 
was easy. 

Ifs been a few years since I'd flown into CVG. so I had forgotten what it takes to simply exit the building"'' 

We had to recheck our bags (as YOU know), where I asked the nearby agenl about my carryon, which of course had no "checked" lag. He very rudely lold me I should NOT have lhat bag there! I rather loudly expressed my feelings about how we·re to 
know this (since no OTHER airport does this nonsense). Another agent told me it was his first day there, and I told her it's MY first day HERE, tool As if 1·m supposed to know this procedure that is unique to only CVGIP• 

Then I went through security, and eventually reached the front of the line. There a TSA agent refused me entry to the metal detector and showed me to the (long) line for the millimeter scan. When I finally reached the front of THAT line, the SAME 
agent asked if I had a me1a1 joint, and since I didn'I. I was to return 10 lhe me1a1 detector where she had refused me before. 

Next was the (SECOND) baggage claim, and during the long walk I saw the train only once, parked at the end of the line. By the time we were finally able to leave CVG it was past 4:30, an hour and a half although immigration and customs 
took only ten minutes total! 

I know of no explanation for testing the patience of all passengers except that a crowd of TSA agents must be watching cameras trained on us and getting a GOOD LAUGH at seeing how much meaningless effort the passengers will do as 
instructed. What next. adding a hall of mirrors? A required zigzag course? That would be funny to watch, just as this NONSENSE must be funny to YOU'., IT IS NOT TO ME"'' 

It really looks like someone starled this probably in error, and then no one would dare to change ii. so it goes on and on for no benefil. ensuring extra TSA jobs. 

Next time 1·11 remember this experience, and will pay extra money if necessary to go ANYWHERE but CVG 1., 

Bui.. maybe you have an ac1ua1 logical reason for this? If so, please tell me. Otherwise I'll do MY small part to reduce lhe number of passengers coming to CVG to be paraded for someone's amusement. 

Lexington, KY 40511 



:)151222, 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Righls \ Liberlies (OlherJ What is the basis of your allegation? 

- Race \ Ethnicity 
- Other Rig ht or Liberty not I 1sted 

Other Constitutional Right or Liberty not listed: Freedom of choice Are you filling this form out for yourself? No. I m filling this form out for someone else 
==Represen rmation== 

First Name b·:, 61 
Last Name (b)(61 
Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 
Phone Number: .. b._··"-1(6,,..· ... 1 _..,,..,.,.,,,.-----, 
PO Bo, ar Street Address: b)(61 
City: Greensburg ~----~ 

State: Pennsylvania 
Zip Code (Post Code) 15601 
Otherc..,..,....,.,--------, 
Email kb 1(6i 
Have you been authorized to file this complaint form on behalf of 
another individual? : Yes, I declare thal I am authorized to file 
this complaint on behalf of the named individual. 

==Comp I a i ntant Inform at,on== 
Relationship with Complaintant Fiancee 

Full Name of Complain1ant.,1h-'·""·,1'-'R-'-·1 ___ -+--,-,,-,------, 
PO Bo, ar Street Address al Complaintant ~b-·~1(_6_1 ___ ~ 
City: Latrobe 
State: Pennsylvania 
Zip Code (Post Code) 15650 
Otherc 

Phone Notb 1(6) 
Email: "-'-'---"----' 



Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Righls \ Liberlies (OlherJ What is the basis of your allegation? 

Profiling 
- Race \ Ethnicity 
- Other Rig ht or Liberty not I is ted 

Other Cons ti tuti o na I Rig ht or Liberty not Ii sted: 
May 21. 2015 

This I ette r is Io ng overdue in writing and sending it to your agency but I had ti m e-sensi ti ve documents that required my attention, This I ette r is written out of co ncem for the I ack of com mun i cation among TSA staff at Dane County Airport, their 
insensitivity 10 lhe general public in which they work, and an unacceptable level of professionalism on their part. After my e,perience in Madison, Wisconsin on April 30, 2015, I felt harassed and believe my civil rig his were violated by many of the TSA 
officers present at the airport on the day of my travel. My husband and I were traveling from Madison to Dulles Airport on the day in question. Our known traveler numbers arefh··,1rr1 I and fh··,1rr1 I 
For clarity, the following talking-points of the events that occurred dunng and after security check-in at Dane County Airport on the morning of April 30, 2015 are numbered and imbedded within the text to follow. 
Check-in at Dane County Airport 

:J 15 12.22., 1 )The TSA officer at the boarding pass check point failed to identify that I 
· · was a TSA Pre-check passenger (see attached ticket). This female officer started the problem and it Just escalated. 

2)The same TSA officer informed my husband (in line behind me) where the TSA 
Pre-check had re-located but had failed to mention anything to me. 
3)Two other TSA officers. standing inside the screening area between the 
boarding pass check podium and the metal detector, within a couple of feet of the officer who processed my ticket, stood and talked to each other. 
4 )I informed the two officers that I am a TSA member and should not be in 
this line 
5)The two officers lacked interest and were unclear what to do, they told me 
to rem ave the required items from my I uggage, remove my jacket. hat and if I had a computer p I ace it in a tub 
6)Another TSA officer, manning the metal detector, heard the entire 
conversation and projected a sarcastic smile when I asked if I had to remove my shoes. Although, he stood on the olher side of the metal securily scanner and within feet of his lwo colleagues who were talking to each other, he said thal he had not 
heard the conversation I had regarding being a TSA Pre-check passenger with the officers standing and talking to each other 
7)The TSA officer hesitated in returning my driving license that dropped out 
of tub as I removed my belongings 
8)1 approached lhe TSA officer sitting at lhe exit 10 inquire where the new 
check-in area for pre-check members had relocated 

1015 11 :41 Caller: She works for a b··,151 Addison, TX. 75001 She have observed that one of the flight attendant telling another attendant to turn off the metal detector at their security checkpoint. She thinks 
this a breach of security and want to report them. She don t want to report it to the airline because she was afraid of retaliation. 
THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1Pk~b~)~(6~'---~ 
Dale Time: 6/1012015 4:24 37 PM 

Nam~f bi(6i I 
Email b)(61 ! 
Comp a, nts: b, scou rteo us/ Rude Employee. 

2015 6,25,1 Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Went thru security at terminal 2 in Oakland, CA airport at 12:30pm on June 10. 2015 .. 
· · Comments:TSA office h \/R\ appeared 10 be ignoring my husband when he asked for instructions 10 have our son's car seat screened. Aller I went lhrough the metal de1ec1or holding my son I asked about the car seat again. Here is the spoken 

exchange between 1h··,1r,··, and myself: 
Me: "We also have a carseat that needs to be hand checked." 

!rh··,1rr1 I "I've already told him twice, he needs to take the car seat 2 rows down, it's not my fault ii he's not listening.'' 
Me: "Sir, we didn't hear you. Can you please help us?" 
~"I can't help it if you don't know what to do." 

Me: "We need your help. Isn't that your job?" 
~"Actually, no it isn't.'' 
At this point I walk away and my husband figures out how 10 gel the carseat screened himself. 
Please note that the security area was NOT busy. 
I will await a response including how this TSA officer will be reprimanded. 



Ha pevi I le. Georgi a 30354 

Friday, June 5. 2015 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 

2015 2:03:, Customer Comment Card 

4245 International Parkway 

Suite 100 

Ha pevi I le, Georgi a 30354 

To whom it my concern: 

I am writing this e-mail ta file a formal complaint against TSA agent TSO!(b.1(6)!at the Atlanta Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport E-Checkpoint. 
I was departing Orlando airport today at around 9: 21 am. We passed through the T SA express I in e. My f1ance wa I ked through the meta I d ete cto r machine. At th at moment the T SA officer said to her "He 11 o Bea utifu I." I understand that maybe nice for 

2015 4 ,03 ,c some people, but it made her feel very uncomfortable. It also depicted the officer as unprofessional. And it was not taking as a friendly gesture,!(b·:,(6) ! 

REASON for the call: She flew from TYS on 6\5 with liquid medications and syringes. She declared the medication and syringes. The TSO indicated, as she was removing them from her bag, not worry about it and directed gwe toward the expedited 
screening lane. Her bag was went through , ray screening and she lhrough the WTMO. 

She expressed her conce m in that the 311 bag was not removed and looked at. 

She lives in Knoxville. She advised thal the local news would take lhis more seriously. 

2015 1:47 :C Date Time:6 5 15 8am 

Gate Terminal: Gate 8 
Airporl: TYS 
Airline: United 
Flight# 5818 
She was at the checkpoint at 8 am. 



To whom it may concern, 

I recently traveled to Belize. and stopped in Atlanta for a connecting flight June 10th 2015. The process of going through TSA for the connector was ridiculous to say the least. It makes little sense to me why the passenger has to get their baggage 
from one conveyor and take it to anolher conveyor for it to be rescanned. I had purchased some hol sauce in a duty free shop in Belize City and placed them in my carry on lhinking nothing of it. I then placed my rechecked bags on the second 
conveyor. When going through the additional metal detector, I was flagged and told the hot sauce was over the limit. I then had to go back to the Delta counter and package them in a box, which they not so kindly did far me. My question is what if 
someone has only a carry on with no checked bags but buys liquids from a duty free shop? What is the point of scanning one's passports and sealing the bags only to have to later put them in your checked bags? There must have been 30 people 
employed just to get everyone through the turnstiles for TSA. I was told that I could go back through the pre-check line when I came back through. but the same guy 'policing" that line wouldn't let me back through after he said it was ok. When going 
through the metal detector you could keep your shoes on and laptops in your bags, but yel you had to take everylhing out of your pockets. The valuables tray was nol readily available, and lhe me1a1 detector agent was nasty as well. It jusl seemed to 
me that no one really knew what was going on, as there was a lot of confusion amongst other passengers that were going through the same ridiculous process. I am a federal employee and realize that change takes time, but this process was 
extremely i nefflc1ent and poorly managed. 

2015 2,221,_(b-'-,(_B"'"") __ _. 

2015 6:20;[ 

This email and any files 1ransmitled with it are confidenlial and inlended 
solely far the use of the individual ar entity to whom they are addressed. 

If you have received this ema i I in error please notify the originator of the 
message. 

Any views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender. 

This message has been scanned for viruses and spam by McAfee. 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: New York 
Airport: CALI FORNI A - SFO - San Francisco International 
Date ofT rave I: 0611212015 
Time of Travel: 12:05 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: Dt. 1246 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Terminal 1 checkpoint TSA Employee: 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Profession al ism/Custom er Service 
- TSAPre? 1~ 

Complaint: 
I write to ex press co ncems a bout a very frustrating experience 

at SFO Terminal 1 today, going through security shortly after 
12PM to catch my Delta fi1ght from gate 41 In short, the TSA 
staffer checking I Os for the Priority Ii n e was prohibiting people 
in the Priority Ii n e from using P recheck, and fore i ng them to use 
the standard checkpoint ex pe ri e nee, including the body scanners. 
I've never before encountered a checkpoint where a passenger 
eligible for both the Priority line and PreCheck was forced to 
choose between the lwo. I went through the Priority line, my ID 
was checked. the the boa rd i ng pass sea n ne r gave the three beeps. 
I th en started to wa I k over to the P reCheck metal detector, on I y 
to be told, quite rudely, that, by using the Priority line, I had 
"opted our of PreCheck. This is, frankly, absurd. I can 
only speculate that it was either (a) a TSA staff member making 
up rules (as I didn't 'opt out" of anything), or (b) 
there's some effort to force PreCheck passengers to sign up and 
pay for Clear, as the Clear line went directly into the PreCheck 
line. If it's the farmer, the staffer needs to be at the 
minimum retrained. If the latter, then TSA 1s intentionally 



2015917, 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
Stale: New Jersey 
Airport NEW JERSEY - EWR - Newark International 
Date of T rave I: 06\0 1 \201 5 
Time of Travel: 9:30 am 
Airline Flight Numb er: American 4 34 3 
Checkpoint\ Area of Airport: Terminal A TSA Employee: 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: Professionalism\Customer Service 
Complaint: I went through lhe me1a1 detector checkpoint for 
screening on 6\ 1 for my flight (4343) and was randomly selected 
lo r add1t1ona I screening a quick pat down Ii ne. But I was 
concerned as I always am about my personal items sitting on the 
roller shelf after the x-ray with strangers all around and I am 
not able to visually see my property. This is usually not a big 
issue since the screening is normally very quick and I am at the 
other end of the x-ray machine to get my property when it comes 
oul. This lime: however, because I was asked to sIand in a glass 
box and wait for someone to do the additional screening, my 
property was left un attended. When I tried to ask the Black 
female TSA officer who asked me to step into the box, what was 
the process and express concerns aboul my property she did not 
respond. She was trying to communicate with someone who didn t 
speak English well but she should not have attempted to deal with 
that passenger until she had addressed me. Not knowing if she 
heard me or not I tapped her on the shoulder to get her atlention 
and speak with her about my property. She then said I heard you 
and said don t do that. I don t know what she meant by that. 
About a minute later a male TSA officer came over to pat me down 
and I went to retrieve my property. The evenl of flight I ravel is 
cumbersome enough without TSA personnel adding to the stress. I 

Caller slated that she was going on a flight on 5 29, she was in a wheel chair al checkpoint and TSO asked her to stand, she sIood up and could not walk good when she first stands up. She got up, could not stand, grabbed a bar, her watch made the 
metal detector alarm, TSO told her she could not touch that. TSO came over and she reached out to touch her arm and TSO pulled her arm back. Caller stated that she fell. did not break anything, but wants to file a complaint. 
Date and Time of travel ..... May 29, 2015 at 5:30 am 
Airport .... OAJ 

2015 4:46:< Airline ..... Delta 
Flight# ..... 5..,4....,9_1,,.,... __ __, 
Phone# ... J""h"'.1'"/'"'R""·-, ,----'-------, 
Email add~·-.:.1J=h=··,=1r;=·1======.------' 
Address. -!(b 1(6) 1 

Mount OI, ve, Nort~ Caro Ii na 2 8365 



2015 5:19:< 

Submitted an Saturday, June 13, 2015- 16:16 Submitted by anonymous useL l(b::,(6) 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
StJle: Massachusells 
Airport MASSACHUSETTS - BOS - Logan International 
Date of T rave I: 061131201 5 
Time of Travel: 4:10 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: Us 2127 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Terminal b, main TSA Employee: Blonde woman 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Profession al is m/Cus tom er Service 
- Screening 

Complaint: My wife is pregnant and did not want to go through the 
metal detector and she found a lot ii resistance from a blond 
female TSA agent. When she refused to do it and asked for a pal 
down instead, the agent became aggressive, clearly upset, and did 
a very rough pat down inspection. 

Would you like a response? Na, a response isn't required. 

The results of I his submission may be viewed at: 
http://www.tsa.gov/node/2289/submission/24090 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" 

~ u bmitted values are: 

Current Date/Time : 6/1312015 3:35:43 PM Airport : DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel 06/1312015 Airline & Flight Number : AA 1184 CheckpornUArea of Airport A Bridge Secunty Checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· I went through the precheck line and quickly went to have my luggage screened and walk through the metal detector. The catch is that they don't tell you that you have to show your boarding pass to be allowed through the precheck process. 
So, my phone, along with my mobile boarding pass was on lhe belt scanner so I couldn't show it 10 lhe person at the body scanner (they wouldn't let me carry my phone through the metal detector anyway, so I'm really not sure how this process is 

20 5 5. 9., supposed to work). They were going ta make me take off shoes, and go through the regular line of I couldn't show them. I pointed out my purse on the belt scanner and explained, asking if I could pull out my phone ta show them. After unsuccessfully 
1 · 1 ·' trying to explain what pocket my phone was in to the guy working the luggage scanner, he eventually handed the bag to another attendant who finally allowed me to pull it out myself. I guess in the future I'll have to carry a paper boarding pass, 1/ I'm 

going through the A Bridge security? Seems Ii ke a waste of pa per. 
Would you like a response?: True 
Passenger's Name fb)(ff•, I 
Phone 1:-!1 ip1h_er · 
Email :Kb 1(6 I ~--------~ To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



2015 1131 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
swIe: Kentucky 
Airport KENTUCKY - CVG - Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky International 
Date of T rave I: 061131201 5 
Time of Travel: 1 :00 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: security checkpoint TSA Employee: 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Profession al is m/Cus tom er Service 
- Screening 

Complaint: Dunng our flight yesterday my wife stated she did not 
wish to take the body sea n portion of the security screening.My 
wife is pregnanl with our first child and since it is a high risk 
pregnancy our Dr asked her to skip the body scan and just do the 
metal detector or pat down portion. The agent seemed annoyed and 
explained to her to tell the next agent she requested to "opt 
oul". She was passed through quit quickly and I met her on the 
at her side whi I e col I ecti ng my things. W hi I e retrieving our 
Ite ms, a male TSA employee approached us and stated the re was a 
service to become a p refe n-ed m ember and skip some security 
measures. He tried explain a bo ul radiation and how the sea nne rs 
were peifectly safe. (which I agree with). My wife and I 
exp I a i ned we would not be !rave Ii ng anymore through the pregnancy 
and o nee the baby was born she would ret um to her norm al routine 
of taking lhe scanner. HE appeared to get very annoyed al me and 
began telling my wife how our doctor was a "quack" who had no 
information Ira i ni ng to back up her claim and should have not had 
my wife get such an evasive pat down. I as watch my wife get 
noliceably uncomfortable I tried to make her laugh by explaining 
to the agent that I was a Law enforcement officer (I am) and she 

I am cu n-ently at the Cha rtotte airport and was unable to walk through the dIsa bled Ii ne as a I eg amputee. I was di reeled through the I engthy Ii ne after exp I a i ni ng th at I am in extreme p am wa I king due to a ruptured b Ii ster on my residual I, m b. I was 
forced to stand on it for approximately 15 minutes before walking through a metal detector, and then the body scanner. Alter that, I was forced to stand around for between 5 to 10 minutes until someone would swab me. This is unacceptable and I 
intend 10 cont a ct my cong re ssma n as a wounded warrior who is co nl i nua I ly di scri min ated again st at airports. 

2015 8:4 7:( Regards, 

~ 
Sent from my iPhone 
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I experienced an unfortunate event with TSA personnel on June 14, 2015 at approximately 4pm at Houston's Bush International (IAH) Airport Terminal B. I am TSA-PreCheck and as such am. for all intents and purposes, not subjugated ta removing my 
shoes. belt. toiletries. etc. However today, I was not only made to remove my shoes. belt. and jewelry. but also made to go thru the metal detector multiple times. I would not have a problem with this if it was fair treatment for all TSA Pre Check 
persons. On this particular day, it was not. Right after I was made to jump thru so many hoops by a female TSA agent a young Caucasian boy and his father, who both set off the metal detector, were not made to remove their shoes, belts, cell 
phones, or anything. I watched, while redressing, as these two persons were treated with respect and dignity while I was made to basically disrobe. I was very vocal in my disappointment and frustralion and was only met wilh indifference by every 
TSA Agent in the vicinity. 

I paid good, hard earned money, subjected myself ta Federal scrutiny to avoid incidents such as this. I am not calling out blatant racism but I can't help but think that had I been of fairer skin, I would not have been made to take off my shoes, my belt or 
my fit bit or made to le el that because of those a ct,ons I should subs eq ue ntly take off al I Jewelry to avoid further confi ,ct. Sadly. I was. I felt that if I didn't remove everything short of my actua I c lothrng. I wo u Id somehow be lo reed to an unco mfortab I e 
search. It was so bizarre that I even made a joke about having to remove my bra because of the metal wires. 

I wo u Id not have had any issues with doing any of the above had it not been lo r the young boy and his la the r who fol lowed me. Had I not witnessed th em setting off the meta I detector and not being lo reed to re move their shoes, be Its, eel I phones, hats. 
etc .. I would have been completely fine. However, I walched as I had 10 put on my necklace, bracelels, belt, fit bit, and shoes, while lhe TSA agenl discussed with another and lhen let them pass with no further investigation, they didn't have to go thru 
the detector multiple times like I did, they didn't have to remove their shoes, the father wasn't asked to remove his belt ar anything. Instead they were let thru with no issues. 

I found this extremely troubling. as I was still dressed in my CHURCH attire. I was pleasant and didn't cause a scene. I was basically a model traveler and I was made to feel as if I had done something wrong when I didn't. It was so obvious that a 
lei low trave I er joked with me about how I had to remove everything and bas,ca 11 y dIsrob e in order to be given clearance. 

In such tense times where racism is seen in so many arenas in such a blatant fashion, I am severely disappointed in the female TSA officer and her conduct. I did not cause a scene, I did not raise my voice, I complied with every command she gave in 
order to make my flight for work, because I feared that ii I had voiced my true opinions and feelings I would have been further accosted and worse case, arrested and used as an example. 

Hello. 
I picked up a TSA customer comment card at Dulles airport on Sunday 14th June following aur experience there. I am emailing my comments as I did not have time to drop the card off as we had ta make a connecting flight. 
I was travel Ii ng back to the USA with my wife (US citizen) and 16-mo nth old son after a 7 -8 hour flight from London. Eng I and. The fi Ig ht # was UA 919 and we arnved at around 3 pm on Sunday afternoon. 
I myself am a permanent U.S. resident (green card) and have been for a number of years, 
On arrival, we were directed 10 join lhe U.S. citizen and green card holder lane. This was the firsl time we have used the eleclronic entry system. After waiting for 30 minuIes or so in line, I found it very frustraIing to complete the electronic immigration 
process. The machine was having problems reading my fingerprints for some reason. I did eventually get a receipt for myself and one for my wife and son, but this took same time. Try taking a pictures of a 16 month old who has been on a long flight 
and you will see what I mean. 
We were then directed in any case to a manned immigration point in any case. like we would have experienced before the electronic system. We then had to go through the whole process (fingerprinting) again. 
So my 1sl feedback is - why not jusl direcl green card holders (or family groups) direclly to manned checkpoinls on entry to the USA? This would have made lhe enlire process much fasIer and easier for a family group such as mine. 

We then spent about 30-4 5 mm utes waiting in I in e again after co 11 e ctrng and dropping off our checked bags in order to go through another security checkpoint. By this ti me, other inbound fl i g his were bu i Id i ng up a long Ii ne of peop I e. The temperature in 
the waiting area was oppressive (it was 90F outside, but the HVAC system did not appear to be able to cope with the number of people waiting. 
There were only 2 body scanners operational, even though other walk-through scanners were available, and it was taking a long lime to get people through. I understand I hat I his security screening is a necessary part of avialion safely. 

,015 10:25: However. when I eventually got ta the front al the line (carrying my 16-manth old), we were directed to one of the walk through metal detectors. I then had to have a hand screening, and for some reason the machine registered a positive test. So it was 
then on with a bag search and a body pat down which took about another 15 minutes to complete. During this time my son was becoming increasingly anxious and distressed. 
Al tho ugh the TSA staff were only doing their job and acted very p role ssiona 11 y, this so rt of invasive sere en i ng seems excessive, If it is deemed ne ces sa ry to check the hands of someone carrying a young chi Id through security for residues of explosives 
or olher chemicals, then why not at least do a second test with the analyzer before implemenIing furl her checks? 
And please do something about the HVAC system at Dulles airport in the TSA areas. 

We have flown through Dulles airport on international flights aswell as other U.S. international airports before and I have not experienced these sorts of problems. 
While the TSA staff do a good and necessary job, lhe use of electronic systems for immigration checks does not seem like posilive progress to me. 

Yours sincerely, 



TSA PreCheck Disqualification No.~ 

Sir/Madam, 

I am representin*b::1(6) lregarcing his disqualification from the TSA PreCheck program. On May 27. 2015. I was not1f1ed that he had been suspended from the program for a period of 3 years. based on the fact that !rh·11r;··, 
to have a loaded pistol 1n his carry-on luggage as he went through a TSA Security Screening Checkpoint at MIA on July 21, 2014. 

!had be en lo u nd 

It is notl(b)(ff:1 ~ontention that his PreCheck privileges were improperly suspended; indeed he completely acknowledges that some significant period of suspension is absolutely warranted. He is just requesting. upon consideration of the 
factors set forth below, that the time of his suspension from the program be reduced to 1 112 years. These factors which I set forth below, to my understanding, were unknown to TSA at the time that the Office of Chief Risk Officer made the 
determination to suspen~( b ::1 ( 6) I T SA P reCheck p rivi I eg es for 3 years. 

The Respondent (R) is a 29 year old male, who is employed as a Production Manager for Verizon. 

R has a carry permit. Rand his wife enjoy going to Disney World and Epcot Center on a regular basis, Florida residents get a discount on admission packages. He goes with his wife, his parents. and his sister and brother in law. They drive up on 
Friday nights and drive home on Sunday evenings. Being lhat lhey are on the road when it is dark, he wanted to carry a firearm for protection of his family. He got his carry permil in 2008. When he travels with his firearm, he puts it in his 

,015 12:2?:. backpack/briefcase, with this computer which he always carries. 

This incident took place on a Monday morning. R was supposed to catch a 7:30 a.m. flight. He came home late from Disney World that Sunday night and put his backpack/briefcase with his computer inside by his front door to take with him when he 
left in lhe morning. He forgot to take his firearm out. 

R left his home between 5:30 and 6 a.m. to get to the airport in time to go through security and catch his plane. 

R was flying to DC for a meeting with a potential vendor for his employer, Verizon. R was flying up for the meeting and then turning around to come home the same day. 

R put his bag on the x-ray belt and after he went through the WTMD, he saw that the x-ray belt had stopped. R thought there was a problem with a bag belonging to the man before him or the man after. After a few minutes. a PO showed up at the 
checkpoint and looked at the monitor. At that point. R realized he had left his gun in his bag, The PO pulled R's bag out of the x-ray machine and asked whose bag it was. R said it was his, The PO asked if he knew why we pulled your bag? R 
responded - Yes, I do. I just realized why you pulled my bag. A second PO then showed up and R was taken to the side and questioned by one PO while the other pulled his gun out of the bag and unloaded ii. 

R explained what happened and why. He showed the PO his DL, his carry permit and his boarding pass. 5 or 6 more cops showed up and R was taken to a room at the police substation at the MIA airport, where he was continued to be questioned. R 
was very afraid he was going to be immediately jailed, He never was in trouble before. He was told they would run his DL, check the validity of his permit, and do a check on the gun. R was in custody in the room for about an hour when he was told 
everything came back clean. R was given some paperwork and told he would receive a summons in the mail. 
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2015 1 :37:[ 

20151;37;( 

For your review and action as deemed appropriate\-kb_._1(...,6,...1 ______ _.I applied to the Redress program on 05/24/2015. The traveler's concerns are outside the scope of this program. Please refer to the traveler's comments listed below. The 
traveler's redress case has been administratively ctosed. 

Thank you for your time and assistance. 

Sincerely, 

OHS TRIP 

Traveler Information: 

Name:!(b)(6) 

Address: ._l(b--')_(6--'1 ______ ....,I Elk Grove, CA 95624 

Email Address: f""h-'-.1""1'-'R'-·-, _______ _, 

Phone Numberf._b_)_(_6_, __ __. 

The caller has TSA Pre Check. He was approved in May. He flew out of La Guardia and has Pre Check on his boarding pass from JetBlue. When he got to screening he told the officer he had metal in his knees. He was directed to go through the metal 
detector even after he to Id the officer her had meta I implants, He received a p atdown be ca use he set off the W TM D a I arm , He is complaining about the screener not doing his job rig ht and put him through the wrong machine and did n t permit him to go 
through AIT. He wants to know why lhere is only a Pre Check lane al certain times. KTNjrh··,1r;·1 I 
He /el t d1scri mi nated against be cause he is Caucasian and al I of the scree ne rs there were Afnca n Ame nca n. He said no Afnca n American s we re treated this way or received any add1t1ona I screening Ii ke he did. 

He asked if the Pre Check lane in FLL is open 24 7. 
The caller has TSA Pre Check. He was approved in May. He flew out of LaGuardia and has Pre Check on his boarding pass from JetBlue. When he got to screening he told the officer he had metal in his knees. He was directed to go through the metal 
detector even afle r he to Id the officer her had metal implants. He received a p atdown be cause he set off the W TM D a I arm. He is complaining about the screener not doing his job rig ht and put h1 m through the wrong machine and did n t perm it him to go 
through AIT. He wants to know why there is only a Pre Check lane at certain times. KTN: fh·11r;·-, I 
He felt discriminated against because he is Caucasian and all of the screeners there were African American. He said no African American s were treated this way or received any additional screening like he did. 

He asked ii the Pre Check lane in FLL is open 24 7. 
Caller wishes to file a complaint in regards to her screening experience yes1erday at PIT at approximalely 12:30PM. She was flying PIT-TPA yesterday aboard Southwest Airlines #608 which departed at 1:50PM. Caller was in a wheelchair and had a 
wheelchair attendant. Upon entering the checkpoint she informed the officers she could stand and walk and the officers directed her to the WTMD. After the metal detector, her hands were subjected to ETD sampling. The female officer asked her if she 

2015 2:28:[ had on lotion or sanitizer and she informed them she was wearing sanitizer. The test come back positive and she was led to what she stated appeared to be a storage closet and received a full body pat-down along with a hand inspection of her carry
on luggage. Caller states she was humiliated by her experience. 

Caller wishes to file a complaint in regards to her screening experience yesterday at PIT at approximately 12:30PM. She was flying PIT-TPA yesterday aboard Southwest Airlines #608 which departed at 1 :50PM. Caller was in a wheelchair and had a 
wheelchair attendant. Upon entering the checkpoint she informed the officers she could stand and walk and the officers directed her to the WTMD. After the metal detector, her hands were subJected to ETD sampling. The female officer asked her if she 

2015 2:28:[ had on lotion or sanitizer and she informed them she was wearing sanitizer. The test come back positive and she was led to what she stated appeared to be a storage closet and received a full body pat-down along with a hand inspection of her carry
on luggage. Caller slates she was hurnilialed by her experience. 
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Feed back Type: Complaint 
SIJle: Florida 
Airport FLORIDA - MCO - Orlando International 
Date of T rave I: 061161201 5 
Time of Travel: 8:45 am 
Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: B 
TSA Employee: 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Screening 
- TSAPre? 1~ 

Complaint: 
Went through metal detector, in ore heck line, was lold I 
'"randomly" alarmed. I was sent to scanner and had to face away 
from my be Io ngrngs on the be It Al I the wh i I e the voice 
announcements tel I you to keep your belongings in sight. 

Also. will the TSA ever provide response to the court-ordered 
comment period on AIT? How many years has it been? Is TSA above 
both the laws and the courts? 

Would you like a response? No, a response isn't required. 

The resu Its of this submission may be viewed at: 
http://www. tsa. gov/nod e/228 9/s ub miss ion/24428 
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Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Righls \ Liberlies (OlherJ What is the basis of your allegation? 

- Gend er\Se, 
- U nreasona bl e Search Seizure 

Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 
==Individual Info== 

First Name:-b_.··, '!-5"'· --'----, 
Last Name (b 1(6) 
Primary P ho~nme~·;:z?:iils:EJiiiiii::::'....., 
Phone Number (b 1(6) 
PO Bo, ar Stree!,,-;""'"icre"°s"'s:-r;:b-,:-l(;-;6;,:,-'-----7 

City: Knightdale 
State: North Carolina 
Zip Code (Post Code) 27545 

Otherc..,..,.....,.,---------, 
Emailt b)(ff1 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? 06\ 14\2015 
Where did this happen? MASSACHUSETTS - BOS - Logan 
I nte rna t ion a I 
What happened? On June 14, 2015, I enter Logan International 
airport with rntenti o ns to board a flight to Ra I e igh Durham 
International airport on Delta airlines, terminal A (I believe). 
II was appro,imately 0745 hrs. when I arrived. My firsl a11empt 
to go through security was unsuccessful due to my boarding pass 
having just my maiden name and my license having my full 
hyphenated name of!(b·•,(ffi I This was understandable. 
went back to the ticket counler and had thal issue correct. I 
then returned to the security check point sent my luggage through 

The caller is calling to report an incident that happened with a TSO officer at the Oakland International Airport. He states that he has already filed a oomplaint with the White House and will also be notifying his brother, who is a Sacramento police 
officer with a gold shield. When he went through the screening checkpoint he had 3 jars of jam in his carry on bag that was not in a plastic zip top 3-1-1 bag. The bag wenl through the x-ray machine and the TSO pointed at the machine and yelled, 
What is that? By doing this he alerted at her TSO s in the area who came running over. The TSO pulled the bag aff to the side and yelled at the caller, Stay there dan t mover They took his carry an bag and ripped open and tossed his belongings out 
and found the 3 Jars of jam. The TSO came over to the caller and told him that he cannot have these items in his carry on bag, he would either need to throw them out or check the bag. The TSO threw his belongings back in his carry- on and told him to 
go back to the Southwest ticket counter and check the bag, A different TSO esoo rt ed him to the ticket counter and told him when he was finished he would need to come back through the checkpoint at a different e nt ran ce, When the cal I er came back 
and atlempled to go through lhe enlrance lhe other TSO had directed him to, the original TSO started yelling at him and told him I hat no one could enter here and he would have to go back through the line and be rescreened. When he got back through 
the line the walk through metal detector that he had went through was closed and they directed him to the AIT machine. The caller told the TSO that he did not want to go through the AIT because of the radiation. The TSO pulled him over ta the side 
ag am and started ye 11 mg. tel Ii ng him to not move. The TSO came back a few minutes I ate r and told the caller that he would have to have a patdown. The ca 11 er told the TSO that he was not going to touch h1 m, he wanted someone else to do 1t. The 
seoond TSO came over and asked why he was being screened again and agreed to perform the patdown. When the caller was cleared the original TSO yelled at him, telling him to get his coat and leave. The caller went over to the TSO counter to ask 
for the TSO s name and badge number. The TSO manager told him lhat lhey do not have badge numbers and gave him a hard lime about giving him the TSO s name. The TSO manager asked the caller to e,plain to him what happened, the caller said 

1015 12:57: a few cuss words to the TSO manager and the manager told him that if he had treated his employees that way that he understood why they treated him the way the caller was saying that they did. He finally got the manager to write down a name on a 
piece of paper. 

Date Time of Travel: 6 15 2015 4:00 PM 
Gate Terminal: Gate 22 Terminal A 
Airport: 0 akl and I nte rnat ion a I Airport 
Airline: So LIi hwesl 
Flight#: 880 
TSO Name: STS~No 
TSO Badge#: Was told that the TSO s did not have badge numbers, 



This email is to document an incident which occurred at tricities airport this am June 17th. 15 people were in the airport and had checked their bags .. They were held up from boarding by the TSA personel. The time was a busy morning and only one of 
the two check through lines was m utilization. Only one personal was helping people going through the metal detector. The personel was very slow in his job and kept us from going through while he did a pat down on two elderly men that had hip and 
knee replacements. The TSA personel showed no concern for getting us through to our plane which was boarding, 
We were informed by the delta Slaff thal this was a common occurrence. Given the recenl reporl about the ineffectiveness of lhe TSA overall and repor1s that travelers are bein held up by this same ineffeclive process I plan to con1ac1 my elected 
re resentatives to consider doing away with the program of Government waste. If you would like to discuss this situation which occurred today I can be reached at (b)(ff:, 
(b 1(6) '---'-.---'-. __ _. 

'0151019=~------~ 
Bristol VA 24202 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE smartphone 
I am a recent/new TSA-Pre participant. I am an infrequent flier, 2 round tripsfyear. My most recent trip, HPN-RSW. was the second time as a Pre participant. The Pre line at Westchester was fast and pleasant. The Pre line m Fort Myers was not in use 

'015 12:20: do to low passenger volume. In the regular line they issued me a blue card and indicated to leave my shoes on but made me go through the x-ray, take my belt off. rub my hands, pat me down. I understand not running the Pre line and having to remove 
my computer from my carry-on but why not treal me as a Pre customer since I've been identified as such wilh the blue card? Pul me lhrough the metal delector and be done wilh me. 

2015 4:21 :< 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: California 
Airport: CALI FORNI A - SFO - San Francisco International 
Date ofT rave I: 0611512015 
Time of Travel: 10:45 am 
Airline & Flight Number: UA 1950 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: United Premier T SA Pre-Check Security che c kpomt TSA Employee: 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Missing or Damaged Items 
- Profession al ism/Custom er Service 

Complaint: 
After placing my bags on the conveyor belt at pre-check security 
for United Premier members I requested hand-check for my insulin 
pump (as I always do). The TSA agent asked for me to put it m a 
small bin and place it on top of the xray machine. Usually I hand 
it straight over 10 a TSA agenl and it is 1es1ed rig hi away. She 
shouted to no one in particular that a hand-check was requested. 
I walked through the meta I detector and waited on the other side. 
meanwhile no one had addressed my pump that was sitting out. 
Although I kept my eye on it, I briefly looked away to put my ID 
away, and looking back up I saw a TSA agent grabbing my pump and 
putting 11 on the conveyor belt. I ran up trying to get the 
attention of any agent but no one was paying attention to me. The 
pump wenl through the x-ray machine and on lhe other side was 
flipped out of the bin and crushed by suitcases and strollers of 
the fa 11 owing passengers. No one ever addressed the need to be 
hand-checked, apologized for what had happened , or a cknow I edged 
my frustralion. 

This 1s a $7,000 device with complicated mechanisms that can 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' , Screening 
Current Date/Time: 6118/2015 3:15:49 AM Airport PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Dateffime of Travel 06/17/2015 9:30 AM Airline & Flight Number: US 693 Checkpoint/Area of Airport To Gate 15 TSA Employee: (If Known): 

2 0 5 9 _ 0 _, Comment . Front T SA lady said i didn't have to take-off be It but i did because it beeped the meta I detector. 
1 · 1 ·' Would you like a response? : True 

Passenger's Name . 
Phone Number : 
Emailfh··,1rr1 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this lmk hltp:lltsaweb.tsa.dhs.govlEDB21ApplicationManager 
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Feed back Type: Complaint 
SIJle: New York 
Airport NEW YORK - JFK - John F. Kennedy International 
Date of T rave I: 06104/201 5 
Time of Travel: 1 :15 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: Della 257 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Terminal 4, Checkpoint 2 (security check after incoming international flight) TSA Employee: ~last name unknown) 

==Complaints== r:::.:::::..:.. 
Complaint Feedback: Professionalism/Customer Service 
Complaint: On Thursday June 4, 2015 around 1300-1330 I was 
passing through JFK's terminal four checkpoint two, after 
returning from an international fi1ght and switching terminals to 
connect to my lo 11 owing domestic connection. At this checkpoint 
there was a TSA officer who was at lhe forefront I hat was giving 
instructions. This officer, who some other TSA staff members told 
me was n amc.dl h ·,IR·., hho ugh they we re n 't 1 00 % sure). 
ma de several u n professi o na I. demeaning. and b el ittl i ng comments 
to everyone in line. This officer not only acted unprofessionally 
he actua 11 y detracted from making us more secure and on ti me. 
understand th at the job is stressfu I and repetitive. especially 
when re pe ati ng la i rl y s ta nda rd instructions such as removing 
shoes and not needing to place s m al I backpacks in bins be fore 
sending them through the metal detector. However,~ook 
things a step further. At one point he picked up a passenger's 
bin, held it over his head, and loudly stated to the crowd in 
line something 10 lhe effect of 'this is what you would do if 
you weren't listening to me, don't do this.· He made 
several other statements to the effect that 'he wished not 
having common sense was a crime so he could place ha If the Ii ne 
in jail,' and questioning What is so hard about this.· In 
another instance, after several instances of people not 

To whom it may concern: 

I recently traveled through Mo Ii ne airport and saw th at th ere seemed to be a dedicated T SA Preche ck I a ne. Unfortunate I y, 11 was closed. and wh i I e I did expe nence somewhat expedited sere en i ng I metal detector & I ightwe ight jacket + shoes may 
remain on), I did not experience all benefits a lull precheck lane may offer (e.g. keep one laptop in bag, keep liquids in bag). 

What is the criteria for the operation of the Precheck lane @ MLI (e.g. hours)? I asked the TSO checking ID and he said it was only open in the morning for "metrics··_ There also seemed to be ample staff on lane to manage keeping the dedicated 
Pre Ch eek I ane op en, s i nee the re was a I ready one TSO at the metal detector. and the only ( obvious) add1t1ona I requirement lo r the Precheck I an e wou Id have be en to have a TSO operating the baggage scanner lo r the Precheck I an e. 
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First let me start by saying that I fully understand that ii one of your machines is indicating an explosive device then it is your employees job to handle said device with caution and protocol. I also am fully aware that it is also standard for a passenger 
that is carrying an explosive device 10 IeI1 your employees thal the machine is lying and that ii is just a laptop. But Sunday when I was leaving Grand Junction CO with my toddler I was withheld for close 10 40 minutes while they were checking my 
laptop because it tested positive for radioactive substances. 

I am a very hardworking single mother and I was in Grand Junction visiling my father who is of ailing health and got to the airport an hour and a half before my flight was leaving. II was an emolional good bye because it was two and a half years since I 
had seen my Colorado family previously. Once I entered the airport and began going through security the first TSA employee struck up a conversation with my daughter offering her a sticker for being an ··extra special passenger with a magical ticket" 
that day and I thought wow when was the last time I got any human experience from going through Security. Well that obviously was not my entire expenence so I guess I shouldn't of counted my chickens before they hatched. 

First there was only one line going for the metal detector and x-ray belt. I understand that Grand Junction is a small airport but when you are going to flag six bags before my tray I think that is a bit of a unnecessary backup. Once putting all of my 
belongings on the belt and making sure everything was packed to your standards, I left my laptop and cell phone in a separate tray and proceeded through the metal detector with my child. Once through the metal detector. I had to wait because there 
was a change in the personnel manning the machine and computer. I noticed there were a lot of people waiting at the end of the conveyor belt but thought maybe that was due to the shift change and the belt needed to just be started back up. Oh boy 
was I wrong. 

There were six big roll on suitcases being lined up to be additionally tested and of course my tray with my lap top and phone. I hun-iedly got the rest of my belongings and stacked the trays politely as I waited. One by one the employees tested each 
large carry on suitcase with cloths and devices. Retesting the majority of I hem one by one while I waited. By this lime it is 1045 am and I begin to worry because my flight is supposed to leave at 1115am. I wait anolher ten minuIes and finally they get 
to my tray. I guess because it is an electronic device it requires special handling. 

The TSA employee begins to wipe it and place it on a machine and pul the cloth in a device and then repeats the process a few limes. I explain lhat it is just my laptop and ii is nol an explosive device and she tells me, "Ma'am that's whal they all say. 
We just have to do our job and make sure." Come to find out the machine she is using is malfunctioning and she has to go over to the closed security lane and use the device over there. 

By the time I get my belongings back and gel to my gate the Allegianl flight attendanl~ays that they have already turned in their paperwork and we are unable to board the plane and there is nothing that they can do. Even though I was stuck in 
security there was nothing they were willing to do. It was 11 :03am and the flight was supposed to leave at 11: 15am. 

My daughter is asking me why we aren't going on lhe airplane and begins crying because I can'I explain 10 her why. I have strangers walking up to my daughter asking her why she's crying and 10 lop everything off my parenls have already left to go 
home 45 minutes prior. I was stuck in the Grand Junction Airport with no flight home and no options for another flight due to the incompetency of the machine in the security line. 
Good afternoon. 
I'm emailing to provide feedback aboul my experience today flying out of MSY lhrough security at concourse C. I've intended to give feedback numerous times and wish I would've, before giving negative feedback because almost every experience with 
TSA. particularly TSA Precheck at this airport has been a pleasant one until today. 
For a traveler, the whole benefit of TSA Precheck is to expedite secunty. This purpose is defeated and I feel safety can be compromised, when the TSA Precheck and other lines merge as they did today. The officers were not checking. and only 
asking some passengers ii they were Precheck as they went through the metal detector. This was more upsetting when I watched Officer[iill&I]et people through then single me out by being rude to me without reason. I was in line waiting when 
Office1w)(6h I snapped al the line that the only people who should tak_e off their shoes are Precheck (this conlradict_s the sign posled stating passengers under 12 or over 75 can take of their s_hoes). So the confused ol_der lady _in fronl of me starts to 
take o er s oes. So I made eye contact with Off1cetb·:i(6) land ask If I can proceed (the Officer who checked my 1d directed me to state that I'm Precheck when I approach the scanner). Off1cerr5'iimlnods at me w,th an attitude then as I'm already 
in the medal detector she asks 1f my stuff in through t e xray machine, and asks 'where's your stuff rudely before I could answer. As I step out she loudly scolds me in front of everyone that I can·t ~y things or go through until my items are in the 
xray, I'm supposed to push them in. I turn around and see that the older woman's things are there as she"s confused trying to figure out where to go. So instead of helping this confused. elderly woman follow security procedures, Officei~/ci~,1

6
ifound it 

2015 8:14:, a belier use of her time 10 beraIe me publicly. Then one I push the elderly woman's lhings through, then my lhings, I proceed to the metal detector and Office !(b)(ff:1 t,naps 'lei me see your ticket' after I'm through. Which is fine, she's , · · r job, but 
she did not check anyone elses ticket the entire time I was in line. 
I understand the important job TSA has. and th at security not customer service s ho u Id be a p nority. however I am ups et to watch Olli cer!r h ·,IR··, Ip erform he job s ubsta nda rd then sing I e me out of a Ii ne of p eo pie to pu bl Icly em ban-ass me by scolding 
and barking at me. Her need to be rude and single me out took away from her job of ensuring airport safety. so much so I felt it was important enough to share my feedback. 
Thank you for your Ii me. I sincerely a pp recia I e you Ii ste ni ng to my bad experience with your employee. 

Sent via the Samsung GALAXY S® 5, an AT & T 4G L TE smartphone 



To Whom It May Concern. 

My son was scheduled to board an International flighl out of Kansas City and missed his flight due to being caught up during a securily check. He verbalized his name was being called from lhe gate and there did not seem to be any concern from the 
officers to speed up the process. He was picked out of a group, allowing 5 at her people to board before him without the extra security check. Because of this missed flight, it cost our family an extra $2000 to purchase another ticket (mare than the 
original ticket) and his arrival time allows him very little time to meet up with his group. This extra money spent could prolong him from graduating in December. as planned, due to the extra expense causing hardship for our family. He is a student at 
our local University and was traveling to study abroad. He missed boarding by 5 minutes and stood and watched the plan remain unmoved for 5 more minutes. The insurance for the tickets will not oover car issues on the way to the airport causing him 
to arrive I ate r th an p I an ned . In my mind , these were ci rcu m stances beyond our co nl ro I . 

First of all. what are your policies for picking travelers for extra security checks? I do believe he was profiled based on what he was wearing and his overall appearance. A young man, tank top and cargo shorts carrying a backpack, dark hair and facial 
hair, dark eyes with an ethnic look. His grandmother is from Korea. however, he is often mistaken for being Hispanic, His backpack was disassembled questioning every item which included a laptop, headphones and a music plug without any regard 
to helping him put the items as they found it, being padded down repeatedly, prolonging him to get to his gate. He had already gone through metal detectors and his bag lhrough x-ray. What is considered enough? What is your policy for causing a 

20 5 9_ 3_, traveler to miss their flight? Do TSA agents not have any obligation ta assist the traveler to arrive at the gate on time when he/she has verbalized repeatedly they are going ta miss their flight? Is there not any sensitivity to hard earned money and haw 
1 · 1 ·' it may affect a family for delays caused by security? It seems there Is sensItIvIty to everything else and find it quite interesting when there isn't to this type of matter. Tensions are already high in this country based on race, religion and sexual 

orientation. now we have to be ooncemed about how we are viewed at an airport and if we might be pulled out of line for extra security? How many criminals and teCTorist being caught by the repeated measures? 

I cannot express the disappointment, frustration and heartache over this matter. I have left a message for the TSA manager at MCI and will be posing the same questions. I feel TSA is partially responsible for the $2000 spent for transferring tickets 
and for how rny son was treated as an American cItIzen, a student and a human being. 

Sincerely, 

fb)(6) 

Sent frarn Windows Mail 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?"' , Disability or Medical Condition CuCTent Date/Time, 6/2012015 10:57:30 AM Airport, DEN - Denver International Date/Time of Travel· 06/1912015 11 :00 AM Airline & Flight Number: Delta 98 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· 
Terminal TSA Employee: (If Known) : ? 
Comment . I have an artificial hip, and the TSA Pre line only had a metal detector. I asked to be escorted ta a body scanner so I wouldn't need a pat down, but the TSA agent said there was no one available ta escort me sa I'd have to wait for a person 

'015 11 :05: to pat me down. He made me wait ten minutes before he himself gave rne the pat down. and I almost missed rny fi1ght. 1. Please put body scanners in the TSA Pre lines. 2. If not provide escorts to nearby body scanners. 
Would you like a r ? · 

Passenger's Nam 
Phone Number~-----...-~ 

Email (b I(6i 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



2015 6 07, 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
Stale: Georgia 
Airport GEORGIA - ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International 
Date of T rave I: 061201201 5 
Time of Travel: 6:00 am 
Airline & Flight Number: DL2065 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Security into terminal A TSA Employee: Wouldn"t state 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Profession al is m/Cus tom er Service 
- TSA Pre? ir.., 

Complaint: I was told by the in iii al TSA officer to use the TSA 
Precheck lane since I was travelling in a military uniform. When 
I arrived at I he mel al detectors. the second a gent be ca me upset 
when she saw my ticket was not stamped TSA Precheck. She made it 
a point to cause a scene ( I assume to embarrass me) in front of 
other passengers by telling me I had no business in this line. I 
explained to her I was lold by a previous agent 10 go in the TSA 
precheck lane. and she told me to get in the other line. She 
refused to tel I me her name dun ng the first couple of 11 mes. and 
alter I was in the other lane she finally turned around and did 
so. (She was a black female with a firsl name starting with 
'"C".) I didn't care what line I was in. but it is completely 
in ap prop nate for T SA lo r hand I e themselves in an unp roles s ional 
manner when I was simply doing as they instructed. Even once I 
explained this to the supervisor as I was going through the 
detectors, another TSA agent approached me when I was putting my 
laptop back into my bag and told me I had no business being in 
the TSA precheck lane if it was not stamped on my ticket. TSA 
needs to be cons i ste nl and not blame passengers by causing a 
scene when the passenger is simply complying with TSA's 

Ca Iler went through the Orlando I ntemationa I Airport yesterday, Ca 11 er is an 18 year US Mi I ita ry Veteran. When the ca Iler wa I ked up to checkpoint the TSO s face changed when she seen the passenger, Ca 11 er stated it was a noticeable change in her 
appearance thal made him feel uncomforlable. She was using lwo different screening machines. When she seen the caller she stopped using lhe WTMD, and only used the AIT. Caller staled thal because she slopped using the WTMD the line backed 
up. Then alter he went through he wanted ta see what she would do. Alter he was through she started using the WTMD again ta get the line caught up. He felt like she profiled him. Caller talked to the supervisor and was informed ta file a complaint 
with the TCC. 

2015 9:01 :< Dale: 6-20-15 
Time: 2:30pm 
Airline: Southwest 
Gate Terminal: Lane 3 ea st checkpoint. 
TSO involved I D num be ~L asl name!( b 1 ( 6 I 



2015 604( 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
SIJle: Florida 
Airport FLORIDA - TPA - Tampa International 
Date of T rave I: 061211201 5 
Time of Travel: 4:30 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: Southwest 51 O 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Security 
TSA Employee: 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: Professionalism/Customer Service 
Complaint: I was opting out of the metal detector and body 
scanner because i'm pregnant and flying a lot. While i waited 10 
minutes for my pat down. the TSA agent at the machine ridiculed 
my constant I y a bo LIi how ridiculous my decision was and how stupid 
my concerns were. I do not believe T SA agents have medica I 
deg re es. I have a right to request a pat down and he should mind 
his own business, I have never been treated with so much 
disrespect. I wasnt hurting anyone or doing anything wrong. 
Unfortunately. i couldn't see his badge. Please train your people 
better. 

Would you like a response? Yes. I would like a response. 

==Passenger Info==~-----~ 
Passenger Name:!(bH61 
Phone Number;.,·..,=;::::::::::::===:::::'..-----, 
Email Addressf~~-•_1(_6_) ________ ~ 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time : 612112015 6:45:41 PM Airport : BWI - Baltimore-Washington International Date/Time of Travel : 06/2112015 Airline & Flight Number 
Ch eckpo i ntl Are a of Airport : D 
TSA Employee: (If Known) : 
Comment. TSA precheck is always closed in BWI. Pre-check passengers have to go in line with all passengers. Upon ID check, the agent will mention to show boarding pass to the agent at scanner to keep shoes on and laptop and 3-1-1 bags inside. 

2 O 15 7: 04: c Usually the re 1s no prob I em with the passing through metal detector. The agent sea n ni ng the bags need to some how know th at its a pre-check bag. My bag was he Id because the I a plop was inside. When I to Id I was pre-check. they said that the Ii ne 
was closed. This contradicted what the officer who checked ID said. The resolution of such issues at the earliest is greatly appreciated. 
Would you like a response?: False 
Passenger's Name · 
Phone Number 
Email· 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INEORM8IH)N 
Full Namekb 1(6) I 
Email Address 1h·11fr-, ..... ---~-----~ 
Phone Number h·i1R··, 

Address~b~••_,(6_.~I ------~ 

Are you 18 or over? No 
Are yau represented by a third party ar an attorney in this matter? No 

'015 10 28:. NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) da ya u be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati an? 
Race? 

Ethnicity? 
Religion? 
N ationa Ii ty? 
Gender? 

Di sa bi I ity? 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

What was the dale and approxima1e lime of the incident? 



2015 846' 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
StJle: Georgia 
Airport GEORGIA - ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International 
Date of T rave I: 061211201 5 
Time of Travel: 9:00 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: checkpoint TSA Employee: 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Permitted Items 
- Profession al ism/Custom er Ser,ice 

Complaint: My wife, daughter. and I were travel Ii ng through 
atlanta to dallas love field yesterday. My daughter, age 19 
months, was in a stroller pushed by my wife and was drinking from 
a si ppy cup. I was told we couldn't take any Ii quids through 
security which is not correct according to your website lo r 
children, Furthermore, my wile had her hands swab bed for 
explosives because she was carrying my daughter on her hip 
through a metal detector. Only the mothers with children were 
stopped to have their hands swabbed lo r explosives and my 
daughter was left unsuper,ised for a period of time while this 
was going on. The TSA workers were rude about lhe slroller going 
through the xra y machine where as those in whee I chairs did not 
have this same I eve I of scrutiny. 

Would you like a response? Na, a response isn't required. 

The results of I his submission may be viewed at: 
htlp:l/www.tsa.gov/node/2289/submission/25054 
As an airline employee of over 22 years, I am appalled at your most recent tactic of randomly patting down airline employees at the employee portal entrances. On SO many levels this is WRONG and a complete violation of human rights!!!'! Your 
approved pat downs are intrusive and, in my opinion, a mild form of rape, and just as a cus1omer does, I should have the CHOICE of gelling screened by x-ray or the ridiculous pal-down!!!'!! I AM NOT A CRIMINAL!!'!!!' You can blame the airlines for 
bringing in shady employees who may do corrupt things. such as the man in Atlanta that smuggled in the guns, but companies are going ta get what they pay for I I If they are not willing ta pay a decent wage, then the quality of worker will be 
compromised. I don't understand how ANYONE can think that touching someone's pnvate parts is ok 1., 11"' This 1s something that should not be acceptable and I should not be subjected to being uncomfortable in my job. This is offensive behavior on 
your part and for you to NOT give us a choice in how we want to be screened is beyond infuriating!!'!!! I love my job and do it very well but now your most recent stunt forces me to not even want to come to work!!!'!! This boils down once again to 
money•!!!' The airports don't want 10 put in metal detectors to screen employees so you have decided to FORCE us to subject ourselves to random searches. AGAIN ...... WE SHOULD HAVE A CHOICE OF GOING THROUGH AN X-RAY MACHINE IF 

1015 10:04: YOU ARE GOING TO TREAT us LIKE CRIMI NALSI., 11 r, 1 Something better needs to be donel Ir, 11 

Sent from my iPad 



'015 10 04: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
swIe: California 
Airport CALIFORNIA - $NA - Orange County Jahn Wayne 
Date of T rave I: 06122/201 5 
Time of Travel: 6:30 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: UA6432 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Security line nearest ta United checkin counter, terminal 3. 
TSA Employee: Black male agent approximately s· tall 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Profession al ism/Custom er Service 
- Screening 

Complaint: 
An irate male agent used lhreatening gestures and language at me. 
Please i nvesti gate this incident, as I am conce med he has anger 
manage rn e nt issues and may have threatened other customers. 

I was traveling with a service animal, which I carried through 
the metal detector. I was selected far residue testing and asked 
to step aside. 

The hostile male agent interacted with me in an unprofessional 
and raised voice from the very beginning. 

Since I was carrying a dog, it was difficult to show him my hands 
for dusting. As I struggled, I faltered slightly. At this point, 
the agent threatened me by making a fist. raising his voice and 
saying something like '"don't you dare put that F-rng dog on the 
ground."' I was terrified and wor,-ied for my safety. 

I continued ta strugg I e giving him my Ii ngers for dusting. The 



'0151014: 

'015 1216: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
StJle: Texas 
Airport TEXAS - DFW - Da I las/ Fort Worth I nte mat ion a I 
Date of T rave I: 061231201 5 
Time of Travel: 7:50 am 
Airline & Flight Number: United UA 1759 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: EB 
TSA Employee: All employees in check point 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: Professionalism/Customer Service 
Complaint: I have never had a prob I em with TSA. I have actua 11 y 
found TSA to be an easy and enjoyable experiences. But this event 
was not enjoyable at all. The agents taking tickets were yelling 
with anger at customers be fore they had f u 11 y arrived at I he 
counter. Then the agents at the machines couldn"t figure out how 
to get the machines to work causing a backup on both lines. No 
direction was given and there were minimal English speaking 
passengers in the line. All direction were given in an angry, 
disrespectful tone and all the passengers were looking for was 
some patient verbal di re ct1on. Then when passengers inc I ud i ng 
myse II we re waiting to go through the screening they did not 
communicale about slepping up to the proper machine (since there 
is the o Id metal detector machine and the X-ray) which ca used a 
line and then the agent yelled at us. When I went through the 
machine the agent then asked me to step out and another agent 
s1ood in my way to get my belongings. They never comm uni ca I ed why 
I couldn't go through. After attempting to go around her multiple 
time. she then aggressively said '"There is a reason I'm standing 
in front of you." As a passenger. how am I supposed to know there 
is a problem if the agent doesn't inform me? This experience and 
terrible customer ser,ice has ruined TSA image far me. I 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time 612312015 10:39:46 AM Airport BWI - Baltimore-Washington International Date/Time of Travel 06123/2015 10:00 AM Airline & Flight Number: delta 4087 Checkpoint/Area of Airport D Concourse security TSA Employee: (If 
Known)· 
Comment: There was not a TSA Pre check lane open. TSA agents did not inform us that if we were pre check we did not have to go lhru the normal security procedures. They waited until we stood in front of lhe me1a1 detector/body scanner wilh our 
shoes and belts off and laptop out of the bag. The agent then said if we had shown them out boarding pass we wouldn"t have to do this. but our boarding passes were on our phones and going thru the belt. This was a very unorganized TSA 
checkpoint in my opinion and didn"t utilize the pre check system effectively. 
Would you like a rerODSf? . I • IP 

Passenger's Name _E 1(6 .' 
Phone Number 1h··,1rr, 
Email (b 1(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . hltp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Fro~(b)(61 
Toth··,1r;·, 
Subjecl: We Have a Problem 
Date: Tue. 23 Jun 2015 12:45A8 -0600 

Hello, 

My name iskb)(6:, !and l"m wntmg to express concern over my fam1ly"s experience with DIA this morning. My w1fe!(b)(ffi I was going to take my 2 daughte~ andkbl(ffi I ages 2 yrs and 6 weeks) to Cleveland with a 
connecting flight in Nashville at 5:45am. We got there at 5am knowing we would need to rush through. The first problem was the lady at the check-in counter did not know how to multi-task and sat on hold on the phone for some other customer and 
wouldn't even look at us to help us. We just needed our bags weighed. Luckily another lady at lhe Soulhwesl desk saw this and after about 5 minutes came over and helped us on our way and even helped me with a gate pass 10 help with lhe girls. We 

2015 4.34., got to the security line which moved quick enough, but this is where it really breaks down. The TSA employees stood and watched us as we struggled to handle two small children, a carseat/stroller, a backpack. purse. plus all of the normal things that 
· ·' have to be removed to go through a TSA checkpoint. They also where impatient with us and pushed our bags down the track rather abruptly. Now, my daughter has a prosthetic leg and it sometimes can be difficult to get around. The TSA agent made 

her go through the medal detector TWICE! After the second time she made this two year old go through, with the metal detector never having gone off, she STILL pulled us aside so that they could "just check" her prosthetic. Might I ask, what where 
they checking her prosthetic for? Do they think we stuffed a knife in our two year old's leg thal can get through a melal detector? This wasted so much of our time I hat by lhe time we RAN 10 our gale (lilerally we were both sweating) we were denied 
access ta the plane. We were 3 minutes I ate. 

We spent the next 5 hours waiting to catch a stand-by flight. After 2 failed attempts and being at the airport with these 2 girls for so long, a Southwest employee allowed us to transfer our tickets to tomorrow 6/24 at 1 Oam to catch a flight. I was planning 
on taking my family in, helping them out, and gelling to work early. Because of this, we lost over $100 in direct cosls from missing work, tolls, parking pass, etc. Let alone the fact that that my wife now won't be able 10 see some of her family, because 
missing today means they wont" have enough time while she's out there. 

We are just so upset with this whole situation that it broke both of us down. Let alone my 2 year old that we told can't go see grandma anymore today, or fiy in an airplane. because there's no more room for us. She was devastated. I apologize for the 
sentiment in lhis but it has been a very difficult situation. I also have narcolepsy and gelling up at 2:30am, having to deal wilh this, then still having 10 go to work has been absolutely terrible and almost dangerous on the drive home. However, I hope 
you can see from a more objective standpoint the poor service that was wrought at your airport and the direct consequences it has on peoples lives. I honestly don't expect anyone ta really read this, but I hope someone is willing ta help remedy this 
situation th at could have been eas i I y avoided by wel I tram ed, attentive. and po Ii te employees. 

Thank you 

Mishandling RFI 
REASON for the call: The caller stated that his mother by the name ol!(b)(6:, ~ew from JAX to Dallas TX. the caller stated that AA gave her the wrong boarding pass and she was still able to get through security with it. The caller also stated 
that she had a pacemaker and requested the AIT instead of the WTMD of which the TSO granted bul when she went through I hey continued to wand her which effected the calibration on her pacemaker and caused her heart rate to speed up. and wand 
her over her chest and made her pacemaker speed her heart up. The caller was not sa concerned about the pacemaker but mare of the fact how they would let her through with the wrong boarding pass. 
Date Time: 6.22.15 5:20pm 
Gate Terminal: N A 
Airporl: JAX 

2015 5:42:( Airline: AA 
Flight# 386 
Bag tag# ( 1 Odigit: N A 
Bag Description: N A 
Missing Damaged item description: NA 
NOi: No 
Special Notes: None 



2015 6 26, 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
StJle: Pennsylvania 
Airport PENNSYLVANIA - PHL - Philadelphia International 
Date of T rave I: 06122/201 5 
Time of Travel: 1 :30 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: United Airlines 271 Checkpoint I Area of Airport: TSA precheck security al the metal deIecIor TSA Employee: 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: 

Civil Rights I Civil Liberties 
Other 
Profession al ism/Custom er Ser,ice 
TSAPre? 1~ 

Complaint: I am not sure this classifies a a civil rights 
vi o I ation but quite frankly I don'I know of any stronger person al 
rig ht than the right of a pa rent to protect and care for their 
child. Two events occurred on this day for both myself and my 
sister in I aw as we were traveling with our two sma 11 children, 
My boyfriend and I were going through security with our 6 month 
aid daughter. He carried her through security and the beeper 
went off. After I went through I went to get her since he 
required additional screening. The female TSA agent there 
verbalim said to me, "Uh you need to go over lhere" and pointed 
away ta which I responded, "I know, but you have additional 
sere en i ng lo r him so I am Ju st taking my daughter.'" She responded 
with, "No you can't have her you need to go over there.'' I 
attempted 10 wait in order to stay wi I h my now sea red chi Id and 
she again refuses to let me stay near my child for which I became 
upset and said, ··1 get you have to screen him but you don't get 
to keep my away from my child. standing over there is not ok.'' 
She continued with her attitude and then proceeded for my 
boyfriend's entire additional screening, while he was still 



2015 6 26, 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
StJle: Wisconsin 
Airport WISCONSIN - RHI - Rhinelander-Oneida County 
Date of T rave I: 06122/201 5 
Time of Travel: 7:30 am 
Airline & Flight Number: deltJ 7414 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: there is only one TSA Employee: 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: Professionalism/Customer Service 
Complaint: 
The airport recently "upgraded" to having a T SA P rese I ect Ii ne. 
When they announce the checkpoint is open. no one can really hear 
what they a re saying so everyone gets up and goes to the Ii ne, 
only to I earn tha I T SA wi 11 Fi rsl screen ONLY the ones with the 
Select status and all others have to wait until they are done. 

My understanding is that those fol ks don't have to re move shoes, 
take laptops out of there bags and so forth. I usually am granted 
this status but today was not. Sa, there we all stood waiting for 
a good ten minutes while all those select people went into the 
checkpoint. It was hot, many of us were frequent fliers and 
priority members for Della. Didn'I matler. There we stood. 
Airport was hat, we were sweating, yet there is a strap/sta n c ion 
that physically prevented us from entering the checkpoint.. . and 
they announced several more times they were ONLY screening those 
special folks, while we all stood there. 

What would happen if they mixed us tog ether? What if a P rese I ect 
shows up late and wants to mix in with the regular people? Does 
that passenger have to wail unlil everyone is screened so as not 
to confuse your a gents? Why does the second check al the boa rd i ng 



2015 6 26' 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? yes 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? yes 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Washington Dulles lnternalional Airport 



'015 10 02: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
StJle: Arizona 
Airport ARIZONA - PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International 
Date of T rave I: 061231201 5 
Time of Travel: 6:05 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: U.S. Airways 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Main security to A gates TSA Employee~ 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: Professionalism/Customer Service 
Complaint: Dina was rude to me during my screening process. 
have TSA Precheck on my ticket. The s u pe tvi sor who assisted me at 
in iii a I check said to show my ticket to the agent to al low me 
through without removing belt and shoes. When I approache~ 
at the metal detector I showed her my pass as instrucled. She 
didn't want to even look at the ticket and told me to remove my 
shoes and be It. I explained what the su pe rvi sor.!I h ·., I f,'1 I had 
said about showing the boa rd i ng pass as they were out of some 
kind of slip. She said she didn't care and 10 remove my shoes and 
belt. She was so rude that other passengers took notice and ma de 
comments. Then another T SA P recheck ass eng er expe nenced the 
same rudeness, We both brought it to ( b) ( ffi attention, who I 
should note was very polite and apologized. However, he's not the 
one shaw should apologize. I would like an apology fromfh·11R I 
herse If lo r her rudeness. It was u ncal I ed lo r. 

Would you like a response? Yes. I would like a response. 

==Passenger Info=~=----~ 

PP ah sse nNger Nba m e..,h.,1 h....,.:,..r;-··, ---.~ 
one um er:,.__il_n_·, __ ~---~ 

Email Address: b)(6) 
REASON for the cai..,..;-,,,,.,,s'"""y.,,e"'a"'r""o.,..,...w=as=-=a"'s..._ed to walk through the WTMD. When his daughter didn t know what to do, a male TSO began to yell. order her. and became hostile. She became upset and began to cry and clinging to his wife s legs. The 
TSO continued 10 order her through lhe WTMD. His wife walked her lhrough the WTMO. He was afraid that the TSO would come over and shove her lhrough screening. 

The TSO was in his I ate 30s-40 s, 6 feet ta 11. Afnca n Ame nca n. and 200 pounds. 

He was asked to remove his belt and shoes even lhrough he had the PreCheck indication on his boarding pass. 

He would Ii ke a wri lten a po logy to his wile and d aug hte r and th at the TSO be rep nm anded. He le els that retra i nrng s ho u Id be complete. He would Ii ke validation that how his daughter was treated is not procedure. He would Ii ke to be contacted. He 
asked when he should expect a response and if the TSO will know that it was he who complained. The caller would like to remain anonymous. 

2015 9'41 '' He asked if he would be retaliated against or put on a list in regard to his complaint. 

He asked when he would be contacted. 

Oate Time: 6 21 15 4A5pm 
Gate Terminal: Gate 23 
Airport: MCO 
Airline: JetBlue 
Flight#: 824 



'015 1212: 

First of all, thank you for getting back to me in a timely manner. I honestly didn't expect any type of response from an organization the size of the TSA Secondly, I appreciate the response you gave but just wanted to inform you that it didn't solve my 
problem, or really address it for thal matler. My problem was A) the facl thal TSA feels lhat its prosthetic protocol applies 10 a two year old, BJ and lhis my main poinl. the level of training the TSA members had that handled the situalion, and CJ the fact 
that they wiped my twa year old down for gun powder residue. I didn't even know about the gun powder wipe at the time because I was trying to handle aur luggage that the TSA agent was rudely pushing me to take care of. My wife had ta tell me about 
it last night. The agents who handled my daughter first didn't know what to do with the prosthetic and made her walk through the metal detector multiple times. One of them was about to remove my daughter prosthetic until another one came over and 
said that just a visual inspection needed to be done. After "inspecting" my daughters leg, (though she was wearing shorts already, so I don't know what more they needed to see) they then proceeded to wipe her down for gun powder• I truly do not 
understand this. Why was my daughter wiped for gun powder? Why nol my wife and I? Do you really lhink my daughter is shooling guns? Do you think my two year old is I hat close to a gun being shot by anyone? I would please appreciate a valid 
reason ta why the TSA agent did this because there is no rhyme or reason for it. And it is da ta this poor training and judgement call from the TSA that has put us in this terrible situation. I really doubt anyone there really cares to do anything about it. 
But I hope this letter 1s in conjunction with many others that I'm sure are being received but other dissatisfied subJects, and I hope that is enough to have the TSA reconsider il"s goals and training. You are meant to keep us safe. This experience made 
us in fact LOSE trust with the TSA Please do something about this because you are costing people dearly. 

Thank yau 

> From: tsatcc do not re plj® s entu re. com 
> Tokb1(6) -
> Date: Tue, 23 Jun 2015 19:57:33 -0400 
> Subject: In Response to your inquiry. 
> 

> Thank you for contacting the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) Contact Center regarding concerns that you were delayed by security screening. 
> 

> TSA regrets any inconvenience you experienced as a result al security screening processes. One of TSA's priorities is ta minimize passenger wait times at our Nation's airports without adversely affecting the high level al security required in today's 
aviation environment. TSA works with airports and air carriers to determine changes in flight schedules and passenger volume so that we can provide the workforce, processes, and procedures to ensure high levels of security and customer service. 
> 

> TSA uses a Screening Allocation Model to ensure lhat an appropriate number ofTransportation Security Officers (TSOs) are assigned to each airport based on operations and passenger loads. This model, which incorpora1es part-time employees, 
ensures that TSA has sufficient staff ta handle peak periods of passenger volume while downsizing far slower periods. Studies conducted by TSA and by independent organizations such as the Government Accountability Office have found that the 
model has made scheduling of TSA screening officers much more effective and efficient. 
> 

> Please keep in mind I hat passengers should allow the recommended standard 2 hour domestic and 3 hour inlernational travel arrival times prior 10 flighl depar1ure to allow for parking and shuttle transportalion, obtaining a boarding pass, going 
through passenger security screening, and having checked and carry-on baggage screened. These times may vary depending an the airport and the day and date of travel. We encourage you ta contact your airline prior ta travel. 
Caller fiew on Saturday from DAL. She was flying to her brothers funeral. She was wearing a bra with metal in it. She triggered an alarm going through the metal detector. One of the officers came over and insisted that she strip in front of people, and 
that she was going to do a patdown. She offered her a private screening. In lhe private room she was made to remove her bra and lhe officer patted down the bra. Caller would like 10 file a complainl. 

Airline: Southwest 
Airport: DAL 
Flight Number: 2294 

1015 12:39: Date and Time: June 20, coming through the checkpoint around 8AM, departure at 11 :25 AM 
Baggage Tag Number: ~N_A ____ ~ 
Description of Luggage!(b)(m !was the name of the officer, she was very cocky, pushes her weight. an older woman; px was wearing a multicolored spring shirt, black Bermuda shorts 
NOi: NA 
Anything on NOi: NA 
Location: she isn t sure 

Emailfb)(ff1 



2015 232, 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
swIe: California 
Airport CALIFORNIA - $AN - $an Diego International 
Date of T rave I: 061231201 5 
Time of Travel: 10:00 am 
Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Terminal 2 TSA Employee: Unknown - Black Male, age 50 +/-. Claimed to be supervisor 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: 

Other 
- Profession al ism/Custom er Service 
- Screening 

Complaint: 
Yesterday I took my Niece 10 lhe Airport, I arrive at the airport 
approx. 90 minutes early and when I went ta get boarding passes 
there was nearly no line at the Terminal 2 Security Check point. 

I write this complaint as a Security Manager with over 1 O 
Years' Experience (Including 2 Years' Experience Managing the 
Sec u nty at the Bu, I ding where the San Diego TSA Di spate h & 
Hiring Center is located), 
(This Parl is nol your faull, bul a huge contributing factor) 
I arrived at the Counter of United and did a Self-Check in for My 
12 ylo Niece who was flying alone, I obtained her Boarding Pass. 
alter this it took standing in 4 lines and nearly an hour to get 
a Pass to get me through Security, The Woman at the United 
Counter Issues me 1 Pass far me and my 13 y/o Daughter. I tell 
her that I need one lo r my Daughter and she said that si nee my 
daughter was a Minor that I did not need one - I explained that I 
thought I did and She Made a Note on the Pass that it was plus 1-
13 y/o old Child (I saved this), I asked her if she was sure and 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full NameJlh 1/R, I 
Email Address:l1-1h __ ,1 ... ".'-...---------' 
Phone Numbe~(b 1(6 I 

Addressf~h~-~"~"~·-, ______ ~ 

Are you 18 or over? No 
Are you represented by a third parly or an a11orney in lhis matter? No 

2015 2 33 1 NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? 
Ethnicity? 
Religion? 
N ationa Ii ty? 
Gender? 
Di sa bi I ity? 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 

To Whom it May Concern: 

Very bad. horrible experience. Felt disrespected as well as violated. I feel TSA does what they want just because of how they are feeling at that moment! I was traveling though Miami airport at noon today with my family of 8 plus my 15 month old 
daughter, I wenl through the metal detector wilhout the items that are protocol. I get to lhe other side of course I know that I will get exlra screening because my 15 month old was traveling with me and required some drinking pediasure, ii was 
requested by her doctor and as well as giving to her through her WIC to drink for when she doesn"t want ta eat which happens when I travel because it's not easy to have access ta all the food she eats. I brought in my bag 4 battles of pediasure (yes it 
sound a lot for a tnp from Miami to Indianapolis.IN) BUT 1 The only reason I brought that much with me was because of the horrible delay(it was raining which no one has control of Mother Nature) we had on our way down to Miami from Indianapolis. we 
were scheduled to arrive at 5pm at Miami but didn"t get there until 9:45pm AND I only took 2 bottles of pediasure and it was not enough! So by the end of the trip my daughter was crying her head off because she didn't want to snack on nothing. but 
wanted pediasure which I was out of. So for that reason this time around I broughl 4 bottles instead. She was comparing my daughter's pediasure with guns & knifes. Verbalim: "do you bring knifes & guns though here then you don't bring I his much milk 
& juice through here." I don't know what her issue was she need a break, was she having a bad day?• I don't care not my business but that doesn't give her any right to talk, and treat people like that• My theory is "respect is nat given its earned'" I could 
careless. how old you are you are going to get what you are giving me. I could of easily cussed her out but; I'm better than that and I had my daughter as well as my family with me. She then proceed to ask me how many milks she drinks per hour (once 
again none of her business) but I politely answered. I even explained to her my past experience on my way down to Miami. She proceeded to call someone I guess some type of manager, to tell them that my daughte~s juice in her bottle kept setting 

2015 8,37., the alarm off and thal it needed to be checked betler. I told her thal it was lhe same juice that's in the bottle thal you have in your hand (Gerber strawberry/kiwi splasher). She I hen proceeded 10 lell me I hat I need 10 step to the side a get palled down IF 
· · I wanted to take my daughter's milk with me. Sa I did; I don·t know what the protocol is but I believe she did it aut of spite' She needs to work somewhere else where she is not dealing with people because obviously she doesn't know haw to treat other 

people. Well she patted me down hit me like 4 times in my private area for whatever reason, she was forcefully hitting me in my privates. It was in Concourse D. older white lady with salUpepper hair; I'm 5'-5" I would say she was maybe 5'-4" or 6" I 
can't even remember straight because I"m still livid. I had no time to waste because she made me waste the little bit of time I had to even complain on her. My parents, brothers and family believed that that patting (extra screening) was unnecessary. 
Then she started 10 lalk nice to me after everything was said and done. I consented to the extra pal down because I had nothing to hide and needed my daughler's milk. Which to tell you how the 1ruth, we did end up having a 2 and half hour delay. I 
don't know what you guys do in a situation like this but I believe she needs to be talked about her attitude towards people, we don·t want ta stop to deal with her just as much as she don·t want ta stop and deal with us. I think she was mad because I 
was telling her that if I packed il"s because needed it. She kept telling me that I didn't need that much. She lelt l1ke I needed to keep my mouth shut and agree with her. But. that's not correct I needed I packed that much because I know what expenence 
I had encountered before hand. 

Regards, 

Sent from my iPhone 



2015 8 39 C 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
sw1e: California 
Airport CALIFORNIA - SFO - San Francisco International 
Date of Travel: 0611712015 
Time of Travel: 6:00 am 
Airline & Flight Number: American Airlines Flight Number 208 Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Terminal B, Gale 57 TSA Employee: 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Screening 
• TSAPre?'" 

Complaint: 
On 6117115, I was traveling with my wilekb)(ff:, I from 
San Francisco to Miami by American AirliTs Flight j 208 
departing at 7:00 AM (Our Record Locator (b 1(6i . Bolh of us are 
aid, infirm, past 75 years in age and disabled. We bath had 
requested wheelchairs. Both our Boarding Passes had Pre?TM 
printed along with our names. I had a very bitter experience at 
the Security Check at San Franc i sea Ai rpo ri. before boa rd i ng the 
aircraft_ 
I suffered d1stres s due to the pro Io nged and unjustified Security 
Check, I had informed the Security Off ce r before the screening 
aboul metal implants in my mouth and both the knees. Still, the 
Security Ch eek I asted more than 30 minutes: it included 
walk-through metal detector, an AIT check, and thereafter a 
thorough patdown of who I e body - inc I ud i ng removal of belt and 
patdown around my midriff and waist. In this process, I had to 
wait for my turn with each of the four officers who performed the 
checks one after the other. During the sec u nty ch eek, I was 
moved a way from my first screening area for subsequent checks. 
leaving my carryon bags and cellphone on the belt of the luggage 
scanner. I was neither allowed ta secure my baggage, nor was my 

Caller said he went through TSA PreCheck screening line and he had some loose dollar bill and some $5 bills (about $20.00 ) in his carry on bag and now his cash is missing, 
Since the only people who would have know the cash was in there would have been TSA because he was away from everyone else when he emptied his pockel and put ii in the bag. 
Caller said he would have reported this in person but does not have time to go back and is at the gate for his flight out. 
He said send the fonm but he wanted this to not happen to someone else. 

CSM RFI---Mishandling RFI 

REASON for the call: 
2015 9:38:C Dale Time: 6-25-15 he was al the checkpoint at 6:45 AM (he will be boarding soon to depart at 8:15 AM) 

Gate Terminal: Does not know but it is the PreCheck line. 
Airport: DEN 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight#: 805 
Carry on Bag Description: A gray carry on Delsey brand about 18 inches long X maybe 14 soft side bagl 
Missing item description: Cash 

He approached the AIT but the TSO had him to use lhe me1a1 detectors instead and his bag went lhrough on the conveyor near her. 
The TSO was a Female and he is not positive but thinks she was Hispanic. 



'015 10 07: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
StJle: Texas 
Airport TEXAS - DFW - Da I las/ Fort Worth I nte mat ion a I 
Date of T rave I: 061251201 5 
Time of Travel: 7:05 am 
Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Checkpoint e1-e1 O TSA Employee: 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: 

Other 
- Profession al ism/Custom er Service 
- TSAPre? 1~ 

Complaint: 
Upon arrival at lhe security checkpoinl. I was told they offered 
TSA pre check at the checkpoint I was at. walking through the 
lane I was then to Id no, they do not but I wouldn't need to 
remove shoes and be It upon passing through. No information on 
where pre check was in effect and funclioning al this airporl was 
given when I inquired. Going through the checkpoint I was then 
to Id to remove shoes. then upon going through again to remove my 
belt and watch, The woman working the meta I d ete cto r was 
extreme I y rude, and in my opinion Ire ated me in a de raga tory way 
due to my young a ppea ran ce. She then continued to snicker as I 
passed through her gate. I asked to speak to a supervisor, and 
she said ''won't do anything. good luck" It was a large. 
overweight African American women who was working the terminal. 
asked for her name and did not receive it from her. 

I went to the desk to ask for the supervisor to file a complaint, 
and was given a blank generic TSA form. This is unacceplable for 
a government agency in both their ways of acting in a 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM htlp://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client 1pf._b_)-'-(6_) ___ __, 
Dale Time: 6/2512015 8: 18 21 PM 

Naml(b)(61 

Email:l(b i(6i I 
Comp I a, nts: b, scou rteo us/ Rude Employee. 
Flight Info (If applicable. Enter Flight#/Airline/Tenminal/Airport/Gate/Etc):Little Rock 
Comments:Earlier today I asked to opt oul of the scanner and 10 go through the metal de1ec1or and have a pat down. I am in the first trimester of pregnancy and my doc1or has advised me to avoid lhese scanners as I lypically fly lwice a week for 

2015 8:55: 1 work. 

When I asked to opt out, the woman on the other side of the scanner told me. "no. you have to come through.'' 

I told her I was pregnant and preferred the metal detector. She told me no once more and said it was broken, even though I had just witnessed her allow a mother and her toddler to walk through right before me. She then told me it didn"t matter to my 
baby and I needed to walk through. 

I responded to her thal my doc1or told me no scanners. She rolled her eyes at me as a line started to form behind me. People were congratulating me and asking why they weren't lelling me get the pat down. Finally a nice man came and had me sit 10 
wait for the pat down. 

When it was time for my pat down. the agent was extremely rough. As you know pregnancy leaves a lot of the body quite sensitive and she was not careful. She actually slammed her hands into my crotch so hard that another female passenger actually 
stopped to watch to make sure I was ok, and flinched when the agent checked me. I've never fell so humiliated in general and would have expected far more underslanding and sensitivity from a female agent in the case of pregnancy. 

I Ju st thought T SA s ho u Id know a bout my experience. Travel mg while pregnant 1s ha rd enough. We' re al ready starving and thirsty al I the time and can't bring food or d n n ks through. and when we a re instructed to opt out of a scanner by our doctor. we 
are met with indignance and rough behavior. I'd really love to see a little more sensitivity from TSA on the matter. I understand they deal with tons of issues every day. but I really felt like I was being punished for asking to exercise my right to opt out. 



'015 1218: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
Stale: Virgin Islands 
Airport VIRGIN ISL.ANDS - STT- Cyril E. King International 
Date of T rave I: 06126/201 5 
Time of Travel: 11:30 am 
Airline & Flight Number: Della 2:05 pm flight Checkpoint I Area of Airport: TSA security (beyond ticket and passporl check) TSA Employee: Supervisormind Officer j(b·:,(61 I 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Profession al is m/Cus tom er Service 
- Screening 

Complaint: I was traveling back to the US (Home) from a vacation 
in the BVls - was injured and on crutches. TSA agent sent my 
crutches through the exray machine then asked if I could hop 
through metal de1ec1or (I was pre-check). I said yes, but needed 
my crutches). She would not a 11 ow me to touch the crutches 
because they had al ready been screened and I had not. Made me 
submit to a pat down - pulled up my shirt and skirt in full view 
or a 11 passengers. Made me stand wi tho ul with crutches. 
Attempted to touch my partial cast (with 4 broken unset bones). 
Superviso~as not helpful and lectured me. This was 
hum i Ii ati ng and down rig ht unp roles s ion a I. 

Would you like a response? Yes. I would like a response. 
==Passenger Info=..,=..,...,,.,...----, 

Passenger Narnlc"""'";;=---,...._, 
Phone Number~: ~b-'·~1(_6~) --~-~ 
Email Address._b-'1_,_(6--'I ____ __. 



2015 223, 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
StJle: Wisconsin 
Airport WISCONSIN - MKE - General Mitchell International 
Date of T rave I: 
Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee: 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: Screening 
Complaint: 
It makes no sense. l"m a trusted traveler with T SA pre check and 
Global Entry. I also have an artificial knee. I obviously will 
trigger the meta I detector. Tha I ca us es a choice of either a pat 
down or trip through the back scatter machine. I travel a lat and 
donl want to use the back scatter machine. Since I qual1f1ed for 
only a meta I detector and don't have to take off my shoes and 
everything out of my pockel. why can't they just use a hand wand 
to confirm I have no other metal an me other than my knee? 
Today the pat down was much more comprehensive. I asked the 
officer a bout it and he said a new policy was just released. 
Since he could not feel my arlificial knee with a wand he asked 
me to go in the private room and take my pants down ta confirm 
the metal was inside me. 
What a waste of his time and mine. 
If I Iravel 10 Europe on the return flight is accepted by U.S. 
Security. Time for this policy to be re-examined. 

Would you like a response? Yes, I would like a response. 
==Passenger Info== 

REASON for the call; Caller went to Detroit Metro and was patted down on the legs because her knee implants alarmed the metal detector, She said they were very nice about it. 
She thought if she went through lhe scanner she would not have to be patted down. The TSO told her she cannot use the AIT and made her stand and wait for a female to pat her down. She finally shows up and she tried to show her card. She said we 
do not take those. They made her throw her jam away and told her it is on the list of things not allowed. She asked haw is she supposed to know this. She does not have a computer. They gave her the option of putting in her checked baggage but she 
did not have time to do. She was Ire ated nasty by the TSO s. 
She said she is never going to Colorado again. This has upset her very much. 

2015 2'58 ' 1 Date and Time:June 25th at about 9:30 am 
Airport: Denver 
Airline:Delta 
Flight Number: D198 

She had an issue in Colorado Springs because they only have the metal detector. They were nasty to her and told her they do not accept these. This was two years ago. She has no fi1ght information. 



Disability Description: The caller has a defibrillator and cannot be screened by the WTMD. 

Information Request The caller requested help in setting up TSA Cares for an upcoming flight, but she did not have the flight information. 

Incident Details: The caller flies often from BUR and LAX, and she always informs the TSO s about the defibrillator before the screening begins. However. instead of allowing her to go through the AIT, they force her to undergo screening by the 
WTMD. She does not feel discriminated against but did believe that this was poor customer service. 

Unfortunately, she did nol have flight information for the recent lrip from LAX. 

2015 4:25:c Flight Information: 

Dale and Time of Flight: June 24, 2015; 5:05 PM 
Departure Airport: BUR 
Gate: NA 
Airline: Southwest Airlines 
Flight Number: 292 
Time of Incident: Around 4:00 PM 

Dear Sir ar Madam. 

I am very upset about the treatment I received Wednesday, June 24 at Denver International Airport. 

I usually go through security very fast and am not even asked to take off my shoes. Wednesday, I had my two teenage grandchildren and with me. We have gone through security and number of times and know the routine. We were quick to get our 
possessions in the trays and on the conveyor. I asked the agent standing there if I needed to take off my shoes. He said. "'Yes. unless I was 75 or over." I replied, "I was 70," 
and took off my shoes and put them in a tub. I joked saying, "I could have told him I was 75." He joked back, "that I was honest and wouldn't do that.'' 

There was a scanner and a metal detector. I turned to see if I had to go through the scanner. The nod was "yes"' I hate the scanner and feel it is an invasion of privacy. It also violates the constitution as people are searched without probable cause. 
know the routine. I proceeded forward, feet on the marks, hands overhead. As I came out of the scanner, I was told to put my hands straight out and was checked with a wand. Next the female agent did a pat down. When she wanted to see what 
was in my pocket, I lost my patience. I said. "you want to see what is in my pocket, here"' and pulled a Light Day and 2 Kleenex. She reprimanded me for having attitude and basically told me to comply so I could get through security. I began to 
wonder if I was going to have 10 lake my clothes off. She I hen finished palling me down. 

Meanwhile I am concerned about the watch my mother gave me before she died. It has a handmade Indian band that 1s quite unique. The band 1s probably worth close to $1000. I always take it off as it sets off the metal detectors. 
2015 6:15:' 

I am livid. There was no excuse for pulling me lhrough a scan, doing the wand, and a pat down. If after all lhat you need to see 2 Kleenex and a Light Day, you have no business being in the securily. I have no artificial parts, nothing lhat should have 
indicated a need far anything after the scan. 

M ea nwhi I e, numerous peop I e had passed through the meta I d ete cto r. Al I kinds of contraband could have passed through. The re seemed to be so many holes in security it I ooked Ii ke a sieve. 

I am going ta write my congressman and senators and asked that the TSA be confined ta only checking luggage unless there is probable cause. 
Persona 11 y. I wou Id prefer no T SA and no check. The U.S. is the I and of the Free. the home of the Brave. It 1s foolish of us to al low terrorists to take away our freedom. 

If you have a reasonable explanation as to why I should have been put lhrough such an ordeal, I would appreciale being told. I am open to seeing your side. 



I have a concern that I experienced unprofessional conduct at security checkpoint C2 at the Newark airport on June 22. 2015 about gprn. A female caucasian TSA agent, approx. 5ft tall, with fnuylcurly blond hair, parted down the middle and about chm 
I e ngth, ignored my noti fi cation of a medica I condition and request to use the meta I d ete eta r s eve ra I peop I e di re ctly in front of me had ju st used , W hi I e being di reeled instead to the body scanner. I said I did not want to use it due to a medical condition, 
but would be able to go lhrough the metJI deIecIor. She insisled I be given a pal down and made me wait while several people directly behind me were ushered through the meIaI detector. The woman righl behind me even set off lhe meIaI detector 
repeatedly and yet was not detained for a pat down, with the same agent letting her back through the metal detector again and again and again. 
My flight was boarding, but the agent said I had to 'wait for someone to come.'" After several minutes waiting, watching others go through the metal detector, I objected that I would miss my flight, but the agent said I had to wait because ··someone had 

been called.'' 
When no one came, lhe agenl finally pulled me past lhe line to the area where passengers retrieve their belongings. She asked if I had implanled devices or areas thal are sensitive or painful to touch, which I lold her I had, but she painfully poked me 
in the breast anyway where my mastectomy was and said "what's this?" She also said "can't you lift your arms higher?". which I had told her was one of the reasons I couldn"t use the body scanner in the first place. 
At no time did I raise my voice or fail to cooperate, but I did complain that I was was being treated insensitively. She said I was "making it worse"' for myself and proceeded to purposely take longer. 

2015 8 ,06 ,( Several times she kept cautioning me not to touch my things. even though she was done with the pat down and done checking her gloves for chemicals. 
· · I found her attitude and approach demeaning, bullying, insensitive and poinlless. She was on a power trip and enjoyed pushing me (and others I saw her inIeracI with) around. She has no business working for the TSA. She makes no one safer and 

breeds resentment by her inhumane and unprofessional actions. 

2015 9:31 :( 

I did miss the last fi1ght out of Newark to MSP with no accommodations provided, but that TSA agent was the worst part of it by far. Her misplaced enjoyment at the misery of people in her power was particularly disturbing and made me wonder what 
this nation is coming to. I think that agent should be dismissed. At very least please direct her towards some human relations education. If she could follow the example of other more empathetic agents, passengers would be less traumatized by the 
already stressful siluation at Security poinls today. 

St. Paul. MN 55105 

Feedback Type: Complaint 
State: Colorado 
Airporl: COLORADO - DEN - Denver International 
Date of Tr ave I: 0612712015 
Time of Travel: 4: 15 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: Alaska 673y 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Sky Bridge Checkpoint TSA Employee: unknown 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Screening 
• TSAPre?'" 

Complaint: 
The pre-ch eek x- ray I a ne was closed. so the ID station employee 
told me to get in a regular line and inform the other TSA 
employees thal I am a pre-check traveler. The employee on the 
unsecured side of the x-ray told me to keep my laptops in their 
bags and proceed through the meta I detector. The screen er saw my 
computers in their bags through the x-ray monitor. I informed 
him that I am a pre-check traveller, lhen he called a third TSA 
employee to help, as he was unsure of what to do. The third 
employee told me that my computers and to be taken out and re-ran 
through the x-ray machine, 

What is the point? I am a pre-check traveller so I do not have to 
deal with this. It seems to me that the TSA employees each have 
a different idea of what the operating procedures a re. The 
agenls were all friendly and curlious, but seemed 10 be lacking 
in proced ura I training. 



I have read the pol IcIes on your website and would Ii ke to document a comp I a int. I am 4. 5 mo nth s pregnant and went through the SeaTac TSA s c reem ng checkpoint this mo rm ng at a pp roxi mately 6: 2 0a m. I requested to use the metal detector in Ii e u of 
the wave machine and was told that my only option would be a highly uncomfortable pat down screen due to "protocol", While I respect the mission to protect passengers, there is nothing on your website or passenger rights site that indicates that pat 
down is my only option. In fact your pat down sile indicates that a pat down is only required if I refuse either wave machine OR lhe meIaI detector. I specifically requested to use lhe meIaI detector and was denied that right. 

, 015 11 : 08: W hi I e I was lo reed to wait for a pat down I watched s eve ra I other passengers - inc I ud i ng a mi dd I e aged woman with her teenage d aug hte r - be welcome through the metal detector. I am incredibly dis appointed th at I was not afforded the same rights 
and op po rtun ity as this other worn an and her chi Id . 

2015 8:34:[ 

If you·re going to force a "'protocol"' it should be clearly articulated on your pat down website and in you passenger bill of rights. 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
State: Oregon 
Airport: OREGON - PDX - Portland International 
Date ofT rave I: 0612812015 
Time of Travel: 1 :30 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee: 

==Complainls== 
Complaint Feedback: Civil Rights I Civil Liberties 
Complaint: 
My Girlfriend asked not to go through the body sea nne r. She 
waited. There was a metal detector lhat several people went 
through while she was waiting. men, women, and children. every 
ti me after she asked to go through it. She asked the gate T SA 
attendant when she could go through and every time, she was told 
that she had to wail for a TSA agenl to be present before she 
could go through. Surely, this would be within reason. except 
that she (on the outside of the gates). and me (on the inside of 
the gates) stood there for at least 1 0 minutes, tw idd Ii ng our 
thumbs, on what would happen. Also, still wilhin guidelines for 
TSA or airline standards, we were at the airport within reasoning 
rig ht at about the 90 mark lo r domestic !rave I to get to the 
airport. Th long line at PDX. combined with the indignant TSA 
employee, the name we sadly didn't gel), helped us to be there 
barely within ti me. 

I would like to ask: 
1. Have female TSA agents available within a minute or so, so 
they can pat down if at all necessary. 
2. More comp ass ion ate T SA off ce rs at the checkpoints. I chose to 



TSA PreCheck Disqualification No. k""b~)-'(_6~1 _ __. 

Sir/Madam, 

I am representing!(b)(ff:, !regarding his disqualification from the TSA PreCheck program. On May 27, 2015, I was notified that he had been suspended from the program for a period of 3 years, based on the fact thatkbl(ff:, ~ad been 
fou11d to have a loaded pistol i11 his carry-011 luggage as he we11t through a TSA Security Scree11i11g Checkpoint at ~~----' 
William Hobby Airporl (HOU J on August 14, 2014. 

It , s not kb , ( 6 ) I contention that his P reCheck p nvI I eg es were imp rope rty s us pended; , nd eed he comp I ete ly a c knowledges that some pen od of s us pens 10 n , s warranted He Is Just request, ng upon cons 1de ration of the facto rs set lo rth below 
th at the ti me of his suspension from the program be reduced to 1 112 yea rs. These factors which I set lo rth below we re unknown to T SA at the time that the Office of Chief Risk Officer made the determination to s us pen~( b ·:, ( 6) IT SA PreC heck 
privileges for 3 years. 

The Respondent is a 56 year old male, who is recently retired from Sears Holding Company, where he was responsible for managing the inventory of all the goods on Sears home repair trucks. He had an office in his house and used to travel 
approximately 50% of his working time. 95% of his travel was by air from either Houston Hobby or Bush International Airport. He never took a firearm with him when he flew. 

2015 9.21 .tbH61 ~as had a Texas Carry Permit for 5 to 6 years. One of the reasons he got it was a friend was accosted while driving on the road thad(b·•,(ffi !drives on when he goes to Houston Hobby airport.!(b·:,(61 !got the carry permit 
· · for his trips to the airport and other long distance trips. On most of the airplane trips he madeJbl(ffl !would have to drive home in the dark through some rough neighborhoods around the airport. When he took the gun into his house, he would 

keep it in his night stand by his bed. There are no children in the house. so he has no need for a gun safe. 

b)(ffl last trip before his retirement was to Ft. Worth to train his replacement. Rather than fly, he decided to drive. ~lrh_·_,1_r;_·., --~I took his pistol and put it into a backpack that he had just bought to replace his worn out briefcase. Upon his 
return t 1h··,1R he brought his backpack into the house. but forgot that he had put a firearm m it. 

and his wife were flying to Denver to visit their daughter-in-law, and grandchildren. !(b·:,(61 took a carry-on suitcase and his new backpack and completely forgol thal he had previously put a firearm in it. 
He and his wife took no"c-r"-'e-c'"e~-a-g_s_b.,..1(""6.,..i----,put his carry-on and backpack on the x-ray belt and walked through the WTMD. He turned around and saw the x-ray belt had stopped. He just stood there waiting for it to start up again so he 
could get his bag. After a few minutes. a supervisor appeared and started I ooki ng at the mo ni tor. After a few more minutes, some Houston po Ii ce office rs came to the man itor and then!( b I ( ff! I Im ally rea Ii zed he had I efi his gun in his back 
pack. 

jrh·11r;··, lhen became very anxious, expecting that he would be arrested and taken to jail. The belt started up and a police officer took the bag. kb 1(6) ~old the police officer that he just remembered why they were searching his bag. The 
police officer allowed him to point out the compartment where the gun was.fh·11r;··, !was taken to the nearby Houston Police Department podium, which Is in a public area of the airport. His wife sat on a bench near the podium for the duration of 
the investigation. He was questioned extensively about why he had the gun and why he failed to leave it at home. fb)f 6) Jshowed the officer his Texas DL and carry permit. The police officer told him he was going to call the Harris County 
District Atlorney's Office to see how they wanted to proceed. After the phone call, lhe police officer toldkbl(ff:,lhat ihe D ·s office said lhey would not be able to prove intenl. so they weren't going to arrest him. The police officer asked him 
what he intended to do with his gun.!(b)(ffl fsaid he would put it back in his car. The police officer unloaded the gun. putting the bullets in a pocket of the backpack and walked out of the terminal withkbH61 I The police officer then gave 
The caller came in on Southwest Airlines yesterday. The caller stated that when she was going through the security checkpoint. she had to take her cellphone out of her purse, and the officer never gave it back. I he caller would like a claim form mailed 
to her. 

REASON for the call: 
Date Time: 6 29 15@ 6:15PM 

,015 10,26, Airporl: Dallas Love Field 
Airline: Southwest Airlines 
Flight# 366 
Missing Damaged i tern d escri pti on: The ca I lers eel I phone was in her purse when she went through the meta I d ete cto r, the officer made her take it out of her purse, and th en the officer never returned it back to her 



My name is[b)(ff:, I I have a rare disability that affects the bone growth and circulation in my nght leg. I have been discnminated against because of my d1sab1lity repeatedly by TSA I have always complied with all of your rules and regulations and 
yet I am still discriminated against. Most recently I went thrcugh security today at O'hare airport. Two of your TSA agents had me walk thrcugh the imaging screen. I informed them that I had a disability and that I was wearing a compression stocking on 
my rig hi I eg. I also informed th em that my right I eg is bigger than the I e ft because of poor ci re u I ation and I have u nde rg rowt h and ov ergrowl h of the bone. 

They then wiped and tested my hands. And I stood there for quite a long time while several more people went thrcugh because they didnl want me to leave but in their words, they weren't sure what to do. I then had to go thrcugh a pat down on my leg 
and the metal detector wand on my leg. All while not being able to put on my shoes that have lifts inside of them so I can walk. It was very painful for me to stand there without the medical device I use in my shoes to help me stand and walk. I was still 
not allowed 10 put them on and they had me stand there for 10-15 mins while they figured oul whal to do. Has there been lilerally no !raining for your TSA agenls on dealing with disabilities? 

I was a I so asked personal questions about my di sab i Ii ty over and over ag am, and in front of other strangers that were being screened. It was not done respectfu 11 y, 11 was not p role ss,ona I. and it clearly never would have happened had I not had a 
disability. The two TSA agents who were working were namedl:ElLJ(Male) and ~(female) and this was at 12:33pm at O'hare in Chicago on 06130/15. 

2015 4 '29 '' I have the right not ta be humiliated or discriminated against because of my disability every time that I go through TSA. I have also paid for and been accepted as TSA Precheck, but the airpoctsai_d that _you blacked it from going an my boarding pass. 
This is not the first ti me this has happened. Why when U mted is one of the a i rt i nes that you say uses TSA Precheck and I am acce pied into TSA Precheck. am I no able to use it? My K TN i sk b _, ( 6 I ! Please exp I a in to me why I have repeatedly not 
had the Precheck on my boa rd i ng pass and yet I have entered it in on Ii ne when I pure h ase my tickets and everything says I am ab I e to do Precheck unti I I arrive at the airport and they tel I me otherwise but have no exp I ana ti on. 

I would like to submit a disability discrimination claim over this incident. I da not want to live my life in fear of going through TSA because I am humiliated aver the way they treat me during the screening process and denied wearing my shoes which 
have a med i ca I d ev,ce in th em that makes it possi b I e lo r me to wa I k. I am not treated with respect and the TSA agents cou Id not be described as profession al or even Ira i ned on how to screen someone that has one I eg th at I ooks different th an the 
other. I should have the same screening process as everyone else, No one e I se in Ii n e around me had an experience Ii ke I did , but none of them had a p hysica I dis a bi Ii ty either. 

I also want to inform you that I am contacting the ADA over this. I have the same disability as!rh·11r;-·, I He is a professional golfer who took his case against the PGA ta the Supreme Court over being discriminated against and he won. It is a very 
rare di sa bi I ity cal I ed KI i p pl e-T re n au nay. Just to give you someone to reference so you have an idea of what it 1s I, ke. I am a I so conta ctrng United over this incident. PI ease I et me know how to proceed with T SA about my claim of d1sa b1 Ii ty 
discrimiriation. 

REASON For The Call: He had two metal detectors in bulletprcof cases that had TSA locks on them. His metal detectors were damaged with no damage to the case. He feels that they dropped and broke it during screening and this is the reason why 
an NOi was not present. 

Date Time: 06242015@220PM 
:1 15 12,14., Gate Tenminal: AUA 

' ' Airporl: MCO 
Airline: Sa uthwest 
Flight# 1631 
Bag tag # ( 1 Odigitl.,b""i .. (6""·-, ___ _, 
Bag Description: A bulletproof case for metal detectors, assumes it was made oul of fiber glass. 
Missing Damaged i tern d escri pti on: Metal Dete ctars 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time: 711/2015 2:32:10 PM 
Airport, BWI - Baltimore-Washington International Date/Time ofTravel · 07/01/2015 2:15 AM Airline & Flight Number, Delta 1824 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, D gate entrance TSA Employee; (If Known), 
Comment: Pre not open. Through regular line. Told to show boarding pass 10 screener 10 keep shoes on. Did so. Other screener waved me to mm wave machine. Told had to remove shoes. Went back to first screener to finally go through metal 

1015 4:24:0 detector. Very inefficient and frustrating. Wouldn't pay money for this kind al service. 
Would you like a re-;,;,.==.? .... - J.U."'---~ 

Passenger's Na;-m,..e__..,b,,.-~I _6~'--,_ __ __, 
Phone Number b 1(6) 
Email h·i1R··, 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Full Name~(~b ... i(.,..6~i ---~---~ 
Email Addressor,-~~----.-----' 
Phone Number b 1(6) 
Address""h"'·""·,1'-'R-'-·, ____ _. 
Zipcode: 33141 

" 15 12:05 : 1 Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Bal1imore\Washing1on International Thurgood Marshall Airport 

Caller was on a flight from El P to Atlanta and the flight was at 1 :0Opm. He had TSA Precheck and went through the line and when he went through the machrne(AIT) and it beeped and it beeped again. then they put him through the WTMD. He said he 
told them the re was st ulf in his pockets and they to Id him to proceed through the WTM D anyway and then once the WT MD beeped they asked him if he had anything in his pockets and he told them yes and th at s when they took his wal I et out of his 
sight. He feels like ii was inappropriale I hat I hey look his wallet out of his sighl. 

,015 1 _39 ,s, Date Time: 06 28 15 1 O0pm 
· · · Gate Tenminal: Delta Gate 1A 

Airporl: ELP 
Airline: Delta 
Flight# 2136 

My husband and I went through the TSA pre-check screening when it was first offered. We have flown 3 times in the last 2 months. At Salt Lake City and San Diego airports during the screening process the TSA agents have allowed non-prechecked 
,015 6_29,0 passengers once screened. to enter and not remove shoes or screen luggage in the prechecked line and go through metal detectors' Why did we pay to go through the prechecked process? This looks like a security risk and considering the terrorist 
· · · th re at very dangerous! Please respond to this em a i I and info rm me where do I go to get this remedied! 

Sent from my iPad 

Caller s brother was boarding a fi 1g ht from PH X. her brother put his Id in a bin and when he went through the W TM D it was gone. They want to know what they can do to travel . 

Dale Time: 06 27 15 9: 15am 
Gate Terminal: C6 

,015 6_38,0 Airport: PHX 
· · · Airline: Southwest airlines 

Flight #:18 
Missing Damaged item description: 



The caller, an 85 year old gentleman, was flying from FLL to CLT on 6-17-15. As he went through securily at 12:00pm, the TSOs took him to a private room after he went lhrough the WTMO. The caller claims lhat once there, the TSOs made him 
remove his pants, they pressed against and touched his genitals, and then pressed same kind of machine into his stomach. He was extremely outraged and wanted to make this situation known sa that appropriate action could be taken. He stated that 
he wo u Id be taking his comp I a i nts to the loca I TV news station. He did not get any names or badge numbers of the TS Os. 

'015 9:05:4 Dale-Time: 6-17-15 12:00pm -12:59pm 
Gate-Terminal: Not Provided 
Airport: FLL 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight#: 1962 

Ca Iler travel I ed from Chicago O Ha re, and no one reviewing the carry on bags. They we re a 11 a 11 owed through with no sere en i ng, 

CSS McCoy toa k aver the ca 11 : 
Caller stated th at her and her mother we re not screened going through the sere en i ng checkpoint at Gate L 7 at the last che c kpomt going on Spirit Airlines The ca 11 er stated that her mother was ab I e to by pass the Al T and the WT MD. The cal I er herself 
was also stated that she too was able to bypass the AITand WTMD. The caller stated that she asked the TSO why they did not have to go through screening she stated the TSO said, (maybe it was because the mother had on a Navy shirt.) 

1015 1 :57:4 Flight information al the caller: 
Date 7.3.15 Time: 6:25pm 
Gate Tenminal: L7 
Airporl: ORD 
Airline: Spirit 
Flight# 903 

Feed back Type . R eq ues t for Information 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time. 716/2015 6:23:06 AM 
Airport Se I eel One 
Date/Ti me of Travel . 
Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 

,015 8-44 : 1 TSA Employee (If Known) _ _ _ _ _ 
· · Comment · Flying on average once a week for many years I thought I have a understanding of the precheck program. Newark (EWR) seems to always throw me for a loop, What times can I expect a precheck lane for Amen can flights, also what are the 

standard expectations 10 gel through as fast as possible. Every olher airport only tells me to take things off my body that will set off the metal detector. Newark seems like different expectalions everytime today they got upsel thal I didnt put my wallet 
through the xray. That has nat been part of what I have been told else where for over a year at least. I am assuming there is a standard process all airports are suppose ta foll aw correct? 
Would you like a response? : True 

Passenger's Name ~f h_·_-,1_r;_·I ---~ 
Phone Number · 
Email l(b)(6) 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : Other 
Current Date/Time: 71512015 7:23:07 PM 
Airport · DEN - Denver I ntemationa I 
Date/Time of Travel 0710512015 1 :30 PM Airline & Flight Number Southwest 4018 Checkpoint/Area of Airport Security TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment· Inappropriate screening. touching. Having hands go down the middle of my chest, touching my breasts (2 times) asking why the middle of my check area is hard (bones) no reason to touch my breast on 2 occasions. No metal detector 

'015 8:44:2 before this inappropriate touching. No personnel available al the end of the securily tunnel to speak 10 after inappropriate groping. I feel violated and feel I need an escort to ever again go through securily. I need help wilh this horrific experience. Also 
please know I am 63 years old. I am traumatized by this whale experience. I also re parted this by phone as soon as possible. 
Would you like a re ? · 
Passenger's Name b-:,(6) 
Phone Number h·I1r;·-, 

Email !(b 1(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB21ApplicationManager 



Disability Description: Caller has a pacemaker and knee replacement. 

Incident Details: The caller . who is 79 years old, has a pacemaker and a knee replacement. When she was going through screening a TSO made her go through a WTMD. The caller told the TSO that she has a pacemaker but she still had to go 
through it. The TSO kepi making her go through the WTMD even though lhe caller told her several limes that she has the pacemaker. The caller stated that her hearl kept going out of rhythm and the TSO was very rude and unpleasant. The TSO then 
told her ta take off her shoes. The caller then told the TSO that she didn t have to since she was aver the age of 75 but the TSO still made her take them off. The TSO then made her go back through the WTMD. The caller told her several times she has 
the pacemaker. The TSO then made her go through the AIT and everything was fine. 

:115 11 :37:: Date Time: 7 3 2015 Between 7:00am - 8:00am 
Gate Tenminal: Terminal B 
Airport MCO 
Airline: So UI hwesl 
Flight#: 1089 
Officer Description: Female, Not Young, Light grey hair. Stem, Average size. Average height. In charge of the WTMD. 

Caller has a friend who was vi siting her and who flew from BW I today to go back home. He was subjected to some add iii on al screening that she fee Is was unnecessary. She stated that she feels th ere was a certain amount of profi I mg that went on 
during his screening , 

1015 1 :44:5- CALLER STATED THAT SHE WAS NOT THERE, BUT HE TOLD HER THIS. She had none of his flight information. but would advise him ta call TCC back and give more information about his experience. 

At security. they had him go back through the WT MD twice, padded him down and put a sub sta nee on his hands, A fler security, one of the officers to Id him he s ho u Id dress d iffe re ntl y so he wou Id not have to dea I with that going through security the 
nexl time. He was told by lhe TSO that he should not dress so cool. 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegari es Professionalism/Customer Service Current Dateflime 71612015 4:35:46 PM Airporl : BOS - Logan lnlemational Date/Time of Travel : 07/0512015 6:55 PM Airline & Flight Number : 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Security 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· The man at the walk through scanners was immensiely rude and was not at all put together. The detector went off when I walked through and he stared at me for about 20 seconds before mumbling, &quot;But why did you set off my metal 

'015 6:08:2- detector?&quot; I responded that I wasn't sure and he siared al me for awhile longer wilh his mouth open before repeating himself. He seemed incapable of communicalion with any travellers. 

'015 9:491 

Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · htlp:l/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

Caller fiew from DCA to Fresno CA and was al the checkpoint around 7 or 8 AM on US air. 
He went through the screening and had a roll of 100 dollar bills and it was 700.00 and on one trip he had extra screening because he went through with it in his packet so he put his money in the bin there at DCA. He did not put it in side his carry on 
bag. 
Things were hectic at the checkpoint and he sometimes is forgetful but he does not recall seeing or picking up the money. He does remember looking back when the TSO said walk through the metal detectors so he did not actually get to watch it go 
into the bin. He said the TSO rushed him and caused him 10 loose sighl of his bin. He recalls rushing to move on after he was screened and to his knowledge his bin was nol selected for any additional screening. He said there we people in front of 
him that did not speak English and the people from the back were pushing (when asked he said they did not literally push him) 
He cal led DCA Lost and Found and they suggested that he cal I T SA about it. 
He said losing that $700.00 is like loosing millions to him and he must have his money back. 
Caller said maybe he forgot lhe money or maybe some put their hand in the bin and took it out. 

CSM RFI---Mishandling RFI 

REASON for lhe call 
Date Time: 7-4-15 Was at the checkpoint between 7 and 8 AM for a flight Departing 8A5 AM 
Gate Tenminal: Does not recall the Gate 
Airport: DCA 
Airline: US Air 
Flight#: Does not know 
Bag Description: The roll of cash was placed inside the plastic screening bm with his wallet, keys, belt and shoes and was not in his carry on bag. 
Missing item description: A roll ol 100 dollar bills (there were at least 7 of them for a total of S700.00). 



Caller flew from LAX on July 4 with him his son grandson and his mother. His grandson is 8. The officers pulled his parents through AIT, and they took his grandson through the WTMD. Caller is wanting to file a complaint for separating his grandson 
from his parents. 

Airline: So UI hwesl 
Airport LAX 
Flight Number: He doesn t have it 

,015 l ·0?'4 Date and Time: came through screening between 2:30 PM to 3PM on July 4. 
· · · Baggage Tag Number: NA 

Description of Luggage: he didn t get any officers name. but the 3rd officer was around 5 7. 150-160 lbs, Hispanic descent: sons wife had on a pink shirt and shorts. his grandson was in shorts with grey green shoes, green and white striped shirt 
possibly. 
NOtNA 
Anything on NOi: NA 
Location: going to gate 17 
Emailfh>IR, 
The caller arrived home and his golf club bag is broken, there was an NOi. 

Also he has darker skin and he gets pulled out of line every time and he gets a patdown and then put back into line afterwards. This has happened numerous times. He did not get pulled out of line for this particular flight but he did get pulled aside and 
waved with the metal detector wand. 

Date Time of Travel: 06 302015 8:05am 
Gate Te nm i na I: Not Provided 
Airporl: RSW 
Airline: Delta 
Flight# DL2245 
Baggage Tag # (Checked only - 10 digits ): .. kb"-·.,""(6""1'-----' 
Bag Description: Bag Boy T-10 hard case, grey and black in color 

1015 2:41 :5 Missing Damaged Item Description: The bag is the item that is damaged and the zipper is what is damaged. It had a lock on it and it looks like someone yanked the zipper down. 
Was an NOi Present? (Checked only): Yes in both his bags 
Was th ere a ti mesta mp or written notice on the NO I? IC hecked only): No 

• Contact information -~(b_·~1(_6~)----------------~ 
o Airport: RSW 
o Date and approximate time of the experience 06 30 2015 
o Descnption of the expenence: He went through the AIT machine, he was pulled aside and waved with the metal detector wand. Normally he has to go through a patdown. He wanted to add that there was a police officer at RSW, the caller greeted 
him good morning and afler that the officers eyes did not leave him. He said he directly stared at him the entire time, even when he was sitting at his gate. 
o Names or descriplion of the TSA personnel involved or witnesses, if available: The TSO was a younger black guy who initially pulled him out. The officer was tall, Caucasian, probably 35 or 40 years old. 
o Explanation as to how you believe this experience was discriminatory: The caller is French but he looks middle eastern and he is subject to pat downs almost every time. Both his bags were searched and he believes this was not random. He believes 
the p I anes de I ayed departure was due to his bags being searched. 



l(b)(61 I 
=l'-'a-'•~11-•a_H_il_ls__,c;A 92654 !(b)(61 J 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

I originally submitted this letter on 5/28/15, but have yet to receive a response. 

I am writing to let you know that I believe I was unreasonably detained, searched. unable to maintain physical contact with my child, and disallowed to communicate to my husband during a TSA screen at SFO airport on 5127115. My flight was 
Southwest #4186, SFO to SNA, departing from Gate 28. Scheduled departure was 12:55 PM. 

I was weanng my child in a Tula earner through the security screen. Since I was wearing my 3 year old in a carrier, as per normal and expected procedure, I walked through the metal detector and my hands were swabbed. As I expected, I passed 
both with no incident, and I proceeded to claim my purse and get my boots and put them back on. 

,015 8_02 _4 I was still waiting for my laptop backpack to come through the x-ray machine, and since we were running late for our flight (it was 12:30 PM. and the flight was scheduled to depart at 12:55 PM), my husband went ahead to the gate to let them know I 
· · · would be following shortly. I continued to wait for my bag and I was still wearing our 45 pound 3-year old in a carrier. 

As it turns out. for the first time in all my years of traveling, I had forgotten to remove my netbook from my backpack. When I requested to know what was happening, I was abruptly informed that my laptop back pack was 'concerning." As a result of 
that, I was informed lhat I needed 10 lake my child off of me, remove the Tula carrier, and undergo a full body pat down. The moment my son·s feet hit lhe ground, and before I could claim his hand, he wandered off across lhe aisle. I moved to retrieve 
him and was told that I couldn't. Fortunately. I was able to verbally coax him back to me. However. as you are undoubtedly aware, during a full pat down, holding someone's hand is not allowed. So I was physically unable to keep my son close. and 
so I was understand ab I y very anxious about him wa nde n ng off again. 

While I was being palled down in an area around lhe corner from my stuff (unable 10 clearly see what was happening) TSA agenls proceeded to remove everything from bolh my laptop backpack and my purse, even though ii was only my laptop 
backpack that had caused the concern. After inspecting every item from both bags, they then sent the items through the x-ray machine again. 

My husband had no idea what was going on, as he had gone ahead to the gate before any of this happened. so I respectfully asked the TSA agent if I could text or call my husband using my cell phone (which was in my purse that they had dumped 
out), I was rudely and abruptly told, "No." (I learned later that he had been trying to call me non-stop, but I was not allowed to answer my phone.) When I asked if the same TSA agent could have someone call lhe gate to lei them (and my husband 
know) what was going on, I was rudely told, "No." When I asked if I could put my boots back on (since they were done inspecting me), I was rudely and abruptly told, "No.•· When I asked if I could put my child back on me in the carrier to help keep him 
close and from wandering. I was rudely and abruptly told. "No." When I asked if they could assist me by getting a cart to take me to the gate, I was told they have no carts. When I asked a second agent about the cart, the first agent I had previously 
asked rudely interrupted, and said in an insulted tone, "I already TOLD you, we have no carts." 
For1unately, Southwest's flight crew were far kinder than your TSA agents thal day and lhey held the plane for me and my son. They also reprinted the boarding passes for me and my son, because the way the TSA agent crammed all the items back 
into my bag, I was unable to find them at the gate. (I actually didn·t find them until I re-dumped the contents out after I was on the plane to organize them). 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current DatelTlme: 71712015 10:52:58 PM Airport EWR - Newark International Date/Time of Travel 07/0612015 5:00 PM Airline & Flight Number United Checkpoint/Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee: (If Known) . 

,015 8 _24 ,3_ Comment: Agent demanded thal my 20 monlh old daughter walk by herself through the metal detector. When we refused, the agent threatened us that she must do it in order for us 10 proceed. 
· · · Would you like a response? . False 

Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Yesterday, Tuesday July 7, 2015. approximately 2AO, I was at MSP, Terminal 21(b)(ff:1 l3nd was selected for TSA Pre-check. In all of my months and years of travel this was a very rare situation. I was excited about it. I only had with me a 
compu1er bag and a purse. I didn't even look to se if I was selected for Pre-chec because I rarely, rarely am. Maybe every other year. Short lived happiness jusl made lhe whole short flight miserable. I couldn'I wail for lhat hour flight to be over and 
get a ut of the airport. 

The women that was so rude was probably in her fifties, brownish hair that was short to the top of the neck cut and about five foot six. 

After, I had taken my laptop out of the bag she came through the metal detector and made me lay it in a separate bin, which I have never done before. The bad flattens right out there is no padding in the bag. I travel at least every six weeks, if not 
every month and never have had a prob I em. Then when I went through the meta I detector I stopped lo r a b nef second under the d ev1ce because I was getting ready to back. Rea I izi ng how she distracted me and th at I left my sun g I ass es on. The agent 
said you' re fine come on through. 

After I was through she said you have to stop I have ta pat you down. Even though "NO'" alarms triggered and I was cleared. She said I can't see your legs. I said you want to see them. I have a T-shirt cotton material dress on with a wrap around slit, 
bare legs and bare feet with a two strap rubber croc sandal. So. "'I" separated the skirt far above the knee and she still proceeded to take her gloved hands who knows who or what else she touched with them and patted down my legs. 

I am a Caucasians woman wilh blue eyes, 5'4", salt and pepper hair and 54 years old. Pro1ec1ion and your service is always greally appreciated. But, some people just go to far. I have seen over kill wilh other passengers before and don'I ever take 
:J 15 1 O:og:( the time ta let you know because it is none al my business. I always seem to have same type of clothing on that will set off my ankle, knee, shoulder or something. "Never" then do I mind the professional and courtesy of the TSA agents doing a job 

well done. 

This was uncalled for and way way over the lop. It is my hope that someone will speak with her. I felt humilialed and angry and violated especially since I left her nolhing to imagine by lifting the skirt dress and no lriggers or alarms set off the de1ec1or 
and I was marked as pre-check. Not to mention dirty. because where did those gloves come from. I work in a critical care area of a hospital and I really don't like public areas because I know the germs. I did not see her put an those gloves. If she 
did it in front of me I must of been looking away, which I don't think so. 
Oh yes the gate check, ID screening agent had marked my boarding pass and told me to cany it so that the other agents would let me through and I would not need to remove my shoes. So much for common courtesy and TSA Pre-check. I just think 
sometimes I hey have a very boring and ritualislic job and go over the top 10 break the monotony al the expense of lhe patrons. I still feel angry and violated after sleeping on it. 

Siocerelv 
kb)(61 

Frequent Flye~~[b_·~1(_6~1--~ 
Sun Country 
MSPto LAN 
Gate H3 031 
CSY267 
The caller wanted to file a complaint regarding screening at the Jackson, MS airport. She had PreCheck, went through the metal detector. then they patted her down. She stated they did not tell her why she got a patdown and only that it was random. 
She stated that there were 3 women in a row chosen for a patdown and the men did not. She was upset because she was told it was random, but she thinks they only selected her because she is a female. 

Airport: Jackson, MS 

015 11 .33 ., Date and time: 7-7-15 around 12:00 p.m. 
" · "Gate:19 

Airline: Delta 
Flight 1228 
She did not get a descnption of the officers. 

Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' 
Current Date/Time: 7/812015 8:42:51 PM 
Airport· SEA - Seattle-Tacoma International Date/Time of Travel. 07/08/2015 5:40 PM Airline & Flight Number: alaska 334 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: main checkpoint TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment: I travel A LOT for work. I can go through every metal detector out there with shoes and belt on. except the TSA precheck line in Seattle. The metal detector started being WAY too sens1t1ve about six months ago. 

,015 9:04: 1_ As a result, lhe precheck line is a disaster area where people are being told 10 keep I heir shoes and bells on, then it alarms, I hen they have to take them off. 

The d ete cto r is set too s ens1t1ve I y. 
Would you like a re ? · 

Passenger's Name b)(61 
Phone Number h·\ri:=::··1 

Emai(b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning t 1s feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



'015 8A7:0 

I dropped my daughter in law, son in law and my 3 year granddaughler off tonight to fiy back 10 Boston. II is 11pm. Who in their right mind makes a 3 year old who is sleeping in her moms arms stand up and makes her walk lhrough a metJI de1ec1or 
instead of having mom walk through the body scanner. I have never seen such a ridiculous course of action by denver TSO security. I will be sure to use every social network out there to let everyone know the heartless poor judge of action of what I 
had to witness tonight. This 1s bull shit and something needs to be done. 

HYPERLIN (b1(6) ,._ _______________________________ __, 

Caller was just at B01 and His 11 year old daughter use the AIT for her screening. Once she used the AIT they then gave her a patdown. He ask for them to allow her to use the WTM D after the AIT since there was an alarm and they wouldnt allow her 
to do it instead of getting a patdown. He says the ru I e states she does n t have to use the AIT and should be a 11 owed to use the WT MD. 

CSM RFI-----Mishandling RFI 
REASON for the call: Children screening complaint 
Date Time: 07-09-15 at 7:40 am 
Gate Te nm i na I: They only have one 
Airporl: B01 

1015 9:28:0 Airline: Southwest 
Flight# maybe 2862 
Did he get anyones names? No but there was buff guy and his name maybe kb)(ff:, ! 

At my treasury building workplace. every day on entry into the building I understandably go through a metal detector, and the metal that I'm carrying (keys. cell phone) understandable goes through an x-ray machine instead. 

Recently, the security guards have started insisting that non-metallic items that I am carrying in also need to go through the x-ray machine--things like books that are 100% paper and ink. They also insist that my jacket go through the x-ray machine if 
:1 15 12:3?:: l"m carrying it, but presumably not 1/ I'm wearing 11- which makes no sense whatsoever. For over six months, this had not been an issue. and suddenly, over the past couple weeks. it has been. 

Why has this new policy been instituted? There's absolulely no justificalion for it, and we'd actually be safer if paper was checked for metal rather than viewed by ,-ray. Please re-write this policy and/or provide exemptions for it. 

Thank you. 

fb)(61 I 
REASON for the call: There was an alanm of the screening technology. The TSO (male, 5 10. 215-220 pounds, mid 20s, short black hair that was combed back, appeared Italian) asked where he was traveling to in an authoritative tone (insinuating 
th at he had no rights) and if he was flying home, The ca 11 er stated that the olfi cer only asked him this because of his race and that the officer s questioning had racia I overtones, He received ETD sampling of his and a patdown, The TSO squeezed his 
left testicle as hard as possible and it still hurls. He indicated I hat his insurance would cover his doctor s visit. 

He asked where to make a proper complaint as state police advised that he contact TSA because they could not address this. He asked what law enforcement entity to contact and indicated that the TSO would hear from his attorney. 

In a separa1e complaint, a TSO (while, male, 6 feet, 250 pound, balding) asked his the px before him his age. The px replied 14 and was directed to the WTMO. He asked lhe same of his son who is 14 as well. The TSO di reeled him 10 lhe AIT and 
1015 2:29:3 asked if he had anything in his pockets. He feels that this was done because of how his son looks (his mother is Spanish and he, the father is Greek). 

Date: 6 19 2015 
Time: 12:30pm He was at the checkpoint belween 10:15am -11am. 
Gate Terminal: Gate 5, Zone 4 
Airport: Atlantic City Int 
Airline: Spirit 
Flight#: NK235 



'015 9;04;3 

Today I traveled from Ft. Myers to Newark. I am a 68 year old white woman who is profoundly hearing impaired. I wear two behind the ear aids which are quite large and I also read lips. My audiologist as well as the hearing aid manual warns that 
airport security x rays can be harmful to the workings of the aid. When I travel I always tell the TSA security that I can go through the metal detector and not the x-ray. It is always a problem and I have been extremely patient in waiting for a pat down 
as I have never been accommodated on my request. 

Last year on my trip from Newark I had to wait over 20 minutes for a pat down when the metal detector was there and being used for wheel chair people, children and parents. I was not permitted to use it. When the pat down finally happened m y 
things were far ahead of me including my purse. ForIunately I was wilh my husband that time and he could get them before they were slolen. The pat down completed and the glove test had a mal function and rang off. I didn'I hear lhe ringing and 
began to walk away only to be arm escorted to a room for interrogation. After 20 minutes, the test was done again and It was fine. Everyone on my flight was looking with great interest wondering if they had to fear my boarding. It was just one of 
many of the horrors I have had because I am profoundly deaf. 

Today, however, I requested the metal detector which was available and allowing the same groups to enter through at my check station. I was addressed rudely by an officer telling me I don't ask-they tell me what to do. A woman in front of me with a 
s m al I dog and two grown daughters asked if she could use the metal d elector and he promptly a 11 owed her to pass, I had to wait again for a pat down when I can pass easily through a metal d elector, I am not asking you lo r special p rivi I eg es but I do 
expect as a tax paying American cilizen wilh a severe handicap thal I gel al least lhe courtesy that a dog has been given. It is simply a ma1ter of both machines being used and available al the same check point and allowing a person with a hearing aid 
to use the metal detector. 

Your information st i pu I ates that a pat down is necessary only if a person refuses both, I am only given one cha ice and then a pat down, It is more elf ci e nt and ce rta inly I ess stressfu I for the passenger that they be pe nm itted the metal d elector when it 
is available and being used as well. In the many times I have traveled I can think of only a few limes that both were nol available . 

._f b_ •• _,(6_._I ___ __,~Y email address Is HYPERLINK (b)(ff1 
'---------------------------' 

'015 10 17: 

NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file oomplainls of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Are you 18 or over? yes 
Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 
NOTE 

INCIDENT REPORT 
On what ground(s) do you believe you experienced discrimination? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Newark Liberly International Airport 



Airport: Tampa 
Date and time: July 10th 7:45 or 7:50pm 
Experience: Caller is at the airport and said lhat lwo TSA supervisors. Caller is al the Tampa both STSoj:b)(6) ~nd STSOkb·:,(61 !Caller went through the AIT, caller is african american and she has dreadlocks but it has no pins in it at 
all. She stated they all say there are anomalies. Caller stated she did not want them going through her hair, she stated white women had caps on and were never stopped at all. Caller believes they are racial profiling. She told them they were not 

2 O 15 8: 2 3: [ al lowed to go through her th, ngs wi ht out her erm is s ion and they we rent a 11 owed to go through it u nti I they were private. 
The police officer that was called wa (b":1(6):(b":,(T)( She finally decided that she would go through it changed the entire thing and said they did not remember where the anomalies were so she had to go through the full body patdown. Caller stated 
she was not disruptive and she did not cuss or '¾cream at anyoor,-
Names ar description of people involved: STSQ(b)(6:1and STSoj:b)(6) ~nd!(b·:,(6):(b·:,(71( ~t the Tampa Airport police Department 
Exp I an ati on as to why 11 was d1scri minatory: Because she was seeing Caucasian ma I es and fem a I es with ba 11 hats on and they we re never even stopped and they never were asked to go through the Al T they a 11 just zoomed through the WT MD. 

Hello. 

I recently walked through TSA at my local San Antonio airport and was treated like a common thief. I am five months pregnant and obviously showing. While standing in line, I was "randomly chosen" 10 receive a hand swab out of all of lhe people in my 
line. As I proceeded through the line, I requested to go through the metal detector because I don't feel comfortable walking through the X-ray machine. I know everyone thinks there is no radiation, but I don't believe that and thought it was my right to 
request another form of screening. While TSA chose who could go through the metal detector, he told me my only option was a "pat-down." He then told me rudely that the ground I was standing on had more radiation than the X-ray machine, which is 
not true. He have me such a hard time about kindly requesting to opt-out. making me feel as though I didn't even have a choice. As people walked by me went through the metal detector. I simply asked why I could not just walk through that. I was told 
by this rude TSA worker that the line next to me was only for "preferred flyers.'' Finally he shouled loudly for someone to do a manual pat-down on me. Again, making me feel like a thief for wanting 10 protect my unborn baby from any unnecessary 
radiation that X-rays contain. The X-rays used far screening have not been around enough to be properly tested in this area and I should have the right to opt-out without being treated as though I am a criminal. 

2015 1 :O?:[ When I traveled to South Korea, Singapore, and Indonesia recently. I was given incredible treatment as a pregnant woman. They believe that it is a special and difficult time in life for a woman. Because of this belief. they treat such women as they do 
persons over the age of seventy, those who have physical handicaps, elc. I am exlremely disappointed in your system and how there is no preference shown to women who are pregnanl in the same way. 

I am requesting that pregnant women be added to the "preferred flyers" group. I cannot understand why we are not already on the list. I would also appreciate if you could pass this along to your workers as I was incredibly kind, but firm and was treated 
rudely and disrespectfully. If I have a choice, I should not be questioned thoroughly and told that I don't know what radiation is. 

Thank you. 

kb)(61 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

2015 1 _07 _, Are you 18 ar over? yes 
· · Are you represented by a third party or an attorney in this matter? 

NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) do you be Ii eve you experienced di scri mm ati on? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? yes 
N at,ona Ii ty? no 
Gender? no 
Disability? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Chicago 0\ Ha re I nte rna ti on al Airport 

What was the date and a pp roxi mate ti me of the incident? 

Feed back Type : Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/Customer Service Current Date/Time · 711212015 5:3020 PM Airport · PHX - Phoenix Sky Harbor International Date/Time of Travel · 07/12/2015 2:00 PM Airline & Flight Number · 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminal 4 Gate B security TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment· PreCheck line was closed at this location. I was told I can still keep my shoes/belt on and go through the metal detector. I have always used electronic boarding pass I my smartphone and when asked what I should do, I was told to put my 
phone through the X-Ray machine and simply tell lhe agenl al the metal detector. The metal detector agent asked for my boarding pass and I informed him of my phone in the X-Ray machine. He says he's not goingt to I lel me lhrough (which I think is 

20 5 6_03 -C the correct action), but I had to track the original agent to have him vouch that I am in fact a PreCheck traveler. 
1 · · This p race ss is fl awed and needs to be corrected. 

Would you like a response?· False 
Passenger's Name : 
Phone Number · 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Screening 
Current Date/Time· 711212015 6:5726 PM Airport: ISP - Lang Island MacArthur Date/Time of Travel· 07/07/2015 Airline & Flight Number· Southwest Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Baggage screening TSA Employee: (If Known) ~omment · 
On the morning of July 7. 2015 I was detained and harassed for about 15 minutes by a TSA agent named IJ:ill£D at MacArthur airport in Islip. Long Island. At the check-in point an agent gave me a blue card because there was not a separate TSA pre
check line. I placed my purse and carry-on on the belt, handed the blue card to the TSA agent at the metal detector and walked throu h. I retrieved my purse and[fil@) took my carry-on off the belt and asked if there was a laptop inside. I told him 
there was and he asked me if I read the blue card. I told him I had not because I though it was only to idenlify me as TSA pre-check (b)(ffi aid I should have read the card because I might have won a lot of money. I lhought lhat was a strange thing to 
say--probably a lame attempt at a joke. Then he said I should have read the card and taken my laptop out. I reminded him I was a TSA pre-check passenger. He just shrugged his shoulders, opened my bag and took out the laptop. Another agent was 
at the exam i nrng tab I e in front of us. going thrrg h a tooler ful I of food that belonged to the passenger in front of me. It was a long. tedious process as everything was rnd1v1d ua 11 y wrapped in pl a st1c bags that were knotted shut. Th ere was another em ply 
table for agents to examine bags and I asked b)(6:1 if he could use that table. He tersely replied with one word, "no.'' I waited some more. After a few minutes. I remarked that I was worried about missing my plane. Again. he just shrugged his 
shoulders. Now I felt tolally intimidated. He was glaring at me. I just s1ood lhere waiting for him to do something. Finally, the food inspeclion was over and~egan to take his sweel time 10 check my computer for (I'm assuming) explosives. When 
he was ready, he placed my laptop on tap of my carry-an. put bath items in a bin, placed it in front of me and walked away. The inspection was over. I had to figure that out for myself. 

2015 7:01 :, Other than what I stated above, I said nothing else to him. After the first shrug I realized this was not a ·nonmal" screening and I didn't want to provoke him in any way. Even though I arrived at the airport very early, I did not want to get involved in a 
situation with an angry, near-mute TSA agent wilh a scowl on his face and end up in a back room somewhere for what could be hours. I did not want 10 do or say anything thal would cause me to be detained any longer and risk missing my plane. That 
is also why I did not ask to speak to a supervisor at MacArthur. I just wanted to get my belongings and board the plane. As you can imagine, it is upsetti!g to b! a law-abiding American citizen, trying to catch a plane ta another American city, and be 
treated this way.!(b)(6:1 !was rude. disrespectful and intimidating. He has a lot of power that he 1s misusing. It is my hope that a supervisor will speak to (b·:1(6) about his arrogant attitude and maybe a re-training class could teach him something about 
just plain manners. 

2015 2:09:: 

Later, I found a card I kept from TSA given ta me when I applied and PAID to have TSA pre-check status. It says "Shoes on, laptop in--What's not to lave?" 

I wo u Id appreciate the courtesy of a response to this di stressing situation. 
Would you like a res onse?: True 
Passenger's Na,,m,..e,...,.b.,.·=5_1 __ _, __ _, 
Phone Number b 1(6) 
Email (b)(61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link : hllp://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Address: (b 1(61 Spokane Valley, WA 99037 
Telephone numbercl!.l!ch~·11.1.R!c·-, __ ---<~':':1!'~"'------------------, 
Email address: HYPERLIN 
Best time to contact via phone: Anytime 9a - 5p EDT on Fridays. You may also try my cell phone at k~b_)~(_6~1 ---~ 

Al I egation based on: C iv i I Rights \ Li bert1es 
U nreaso na bl e Search and Seizure 
Other: Privacy 

Airport: DTW - Detroit Metro Airport. Detroit, Ml 
McNamara Terminal, Security screening to the right of the Delta Sky Priority counter (as you re facing the counter) 

Date and approximate time of the expenence: Thursday, July 9th. approx 2pm 

Detailed description of the experience: I was flying from Detroit to Spokane, WA, via Seattle. Traveling alone. I was wearing a zip up t-shirt with a camisole, jeans, and flat canvas slip on shoes. 

I completed the metal detector scan successfully, but was randomly selected for additional screening. After about a 5 minute wait, a TSA agent checked her paperwork and found that the random screening assigned for the day would be a manual 
examination from the waist down. The agent asked if I was OK have her pat me down with the back of her hands in public, and I said is there a choice? She did not answer, and asked me to step 10 lhe side, in clear view of others who were exiting 
the scanner. She pulled up my shirt and rubbed the backs of her hands down my front side from my belly button ta my pubic bone. She then moved the palms of her hands down my backside and up under my buttocks. Finally, she asked me take a 
wider stance and wrapped both of her hands around the top of my left leg, with her Ii ngers touching my vagina, and ran her hands down my I eg. She repeated this on my right I eg. ag am starting with her fingers touching my vagrn a. 

This is the second similar incident at DTW. With the first incident I was also selected for random screening, which on this date meant going through the scanner instead of the metal detector. I had metal sparkles on the pockets of my Jeans and on the 
right front of my blouse. which triggered the machine to fiag me for additional screening. I had a similar pat down (by a female TSA agent) of my rear end and legs, and the agent also put her hands on and around my right breast. While the male agent 
said thal the machine had obviously flagged me for the decorations on my apparel, the female agent told me I hat it was necessary for her 10 1ouch these body parts. 



2015 3:46:, Caller has a complain! a.bout the screening process. She. is a diabetic and she has an insulin pump. She feels lhe fact that she cannot ask to go through the WTMD instead of the AIT is a violation of her rights. She also feels the patdown was too 
Invas1ve. She felt the officer touched her inappropriately ,n her private area. 

up shortly. Please come back and check again soon.'' If this request has already been submilled, please accepl my sincere apologies for lhe duplicate request(s). 

Feedback Type: Request for Information 
State: Nevada 
Airporl: NEVADA - LAS - McCarran International 
Date of Travel: Jul 1 O 2015 
Time of Travel: 2: 10 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: (WN) Southwest Airlines 396 
Ch eek point I Area of Airport: CID Security Checkpoint 
TSA Employee (if known): 
Information Feed back ( Please se I ect up to 2 items): Sere en i ng I T SA Pre?'" 

Requesl for Information: I have been enrolled in TSA Pre? since September 2013, first as a Frequent Flyer of Delta Air Lines and later as a Trusted Traveler of U.S. Cus1oms and Border Protection (CBP). As one who travels from Las Vegas (LAS) on 
at least a monthly basis. I have always had a positive experience at the Security Checkpoint and considered TSA at Las Vegas (LAS) to be one of the very best at what they da. Unfortunately. my recent experience with TSA Pre? on July 10. 2015 at 
2: 1 0 PM at the CID Checkpoint was a stark contrast to the courtesy and p roles s ional ism I have come to know and expect. 

2015 5:0l:C Prior to en1ering the WTMD, I was required by the TSO to remove my lighl jacket on the basis she would be unable 10 discern whal was underneath. When I returned, lhe same TSO inquired as to the conlents of my pockets which had already been 
completely emptied. Even after I reversed my packets to demonstrate, she did not appear satisfied and continued to question. Not only were other travelers not subjected to the same treatment. I found her tone to be condescending throughout the 
entire experience. While I unfortunately did not get her name, the TSO in question was a Caucasian Female in her 40s; please accept my sincere apologies for my crude descnption. 

From my understanding of TSA Pre?, one is not required to remove their light jacket or empty their pockets of non-melallic items, issues that I have not experienced in the past at any airporl par1icipa1ing in Pre?, including with the same light jackel and 
at Las Vegas (LAS). Furthermore. if this is the result of Risk Assessments at Las Vegas (LAS), which in the past month has resulted twice in TSA Pre? at the CID Checkpoint taking at least twice as long as non-expedited screening, I echo the 
sentiment of other travelers directly eligible for TSA Pre? that at the least Risk Assessments should not have a negative impact on the TSA Pre? screening process itself. 

Thank you in advance for your time and consideration in this ma1ter. While I do not require a response, I would appreciate furlher clarification on the TSA Pre? screening process as to the removal of jackets and emptying of pockets, and if necessary, 
for this feedback ta be used for se tvi ce improvement in the future. 

REASON for the call: Caller has recently went through security screening and wants to know when you have global entry and are passing Tsa PreCheck and you go through the screening and everything is clear, what is the next procedure? 

Caller states that the Seattle airport they completely cleared her through the WTMD and the AIT and then she had her carry-on go through, when she came out of AIT and she went to wait for her bag to come out of the machine and they tald her they 
need to open it and they started looking and they did not find anything. She offered to help them look if they would tell her what she was looking for. Officer told her to let them do their job and they would not let her know why they were looking and what 
they were I ooki ng lo r. It was cl ea red, then they asked lo r her purse and they did not find anything and they cal I ed two other peop I e to check her bags again .The su pe rvi sor put everything through the machine a third ti me, 

Caller also states that she was subjected to additional screening such as a thorough pat dawn, where they started at her hips and they touched her hips forcefully and caused her to lase her balance. At that point the caller states that the TSO asked 
her could she not stand up straight and she told the TSO preforming the pat down that she was 69 years old. The TSO said that she did not tell anyone that she had any issues. 

2015 1 ,58 ., She saw I hat a baseball hat was not I here and neither was her sunglasses weren I there once she got her bags back. 
· · Caller mentioned her nationality but did not indicate that this was why she was subjected to the additional screening. 

Caller wants to know if she asks what they are I ooki ng lo r, do they have to te 11 her? 

Dale Time 07 07 2015 7 45 AM 
Gate Terminal: C 6 
Airport: Seattle Tacoma Int. 
Airline, Alaska 
Flight#: 98 G 



My name is ~!(_b_) (~6_, ___ ~I and I would Ii ke to share my experience of t rave 11 i ng this pa st few wee ks with you, I I oak forward to your response and the a ct ion that you wi 11 take, 

I took 3 flights with my family - husband and 2 nine-ma nth old girls. 

First flight from JFK-SLC on Sunday, June 21. I was grateful for the pre-check, however when the agent took our stroller it was sat behind a table for 20 minutes until I begged someone to inspect it. Even then it took an additional 10 minutes to get the 
stroller back. I get that you have to check it, but have enough staff so that We aren·t holding all of our carry on luggage and 2 babies while we wail for you to decide it's time 10 check the stroller. Additionally, you searched our checked bag and broke 
the zipper sa the bag was taped shut but items were missing. 

Second flight from SLC-DIA was on July 2nd. This was the major problem in our travels. My husband was pulled to be additionally screened. This left me holding 2 babies and a pile of carry-on luggage. Stroller was once again taken away, put 
behind a lable and nol checked. TSA Agenl!rh··,1rr1 Jook my bag to search the baby food. While I'm holding lwo babies he begins to lec1ure me regarding lhe brand of baby food I bought for the lrip. I nicely explained that I usually make all of 
their food and was only able ta find one brand and 2 types al food that they would eat. He held up one of each kind and said, ·really. this is all they will eat?'· I said, yes, along with yogurt and at her foods. He then pulled his name tag so I could see it 
and said, I have a 2 year old and I know that they make food that 1s TSA approved sizes. I said I understand but they don't m this brand, I even looked online. He said, I'm trying to help you you need to buy these brands. It was so bad at this point that 
the woman TSA agent searching someone next to us said. you probably can't get the right size in the brand that the babies are curTently liking. He didn't quit even then. Finally, I said very sternly, why don't you just search my things and stop talking so 
we can gel this taken care of faster? He slammed my stuff back to me for me to put away, which was difficult since I still didn't have my stroller. The stroller finally came, I put the two girls into ii and they told me that ii was positive for explosives and 

2015 4_13 _, that we would all need to be searched. I asked far a supervisor and said that my husband had already been locked away ta be patted down and that all of my bags have been searched by the baby food expert. They let me go. I went to the room 
· ·' where my husband was being searched and asked again to see a supervisor. A woman said why. I said because I wanted to complain about how I was treated. She sighed and said she was a supervisor. When I began to explain about what 

happened she just shrugged and walked away. I told her that I understand that you all have a job to do, but it's unpleasant enough without additional lectures. I followed her and asked for the name of the agent and her name as well as a comment 
card. She gave me the card but I didn't nolice I hat she only wrote his name down. After getting to spend 40 minutes with the TSA folks in SLC it makes me nol wanl to return to Ulah. 

2015 4:14:( 

Third fi1ght from DIA to JFK on July 8. The TSA at DIA are WONDERFUL. They moved us to a lane for families so we had time to pull out all of our ,terns. They took our stroller, ,t only took a few minutes longer than all of the other screenings, which 
was great. A nice woman asked ii she could take our liquids bag to get it started while we were unloading our things before the metal detectors. which was really helpful, The folks on the line were nice and understanding when we missed opening the 
la plop side of the bag. Overall, a very pleasant and easy experience considering how many of us there were to move through. The only hang up was the guy checking boarding passes, he didn'I understand I hat lhe girls didn't have I heir own boarding 
passes but he asked someone else far help and it was quickly cleared up. We even stopped ta tell the folks at the supervisors desk what a great jab lane 9 did that morning. Our total security time went from 1 hour in Salt Lake, 1.5 hours at JFK to 40 
minutes in Denver, what a success' Please send my thankfulness to the folks at DIA for handling families so well. 

Ultimately, I think that the way DIA is handling families should be a model for all airports. I get that we need extra screening, but DIA was the only place prepared for it. I have a slroller because I clearly can't juggle 2 babies and carry on luggage for 
very long, so make screening strollers a priority. I don't mind waiting, and planned an the wait (not the length of time at JFK. mind you) but not having our stroller makes it difficult and hard on everyone when it really daesn·t have ta be. 

I look forward to hearing from you. I hope that you can let me know how you plan on making the process better and how the folks at SLC will be dealt with. 

Al I the best, 

Hi. Your Talk-to-TSA site is down so I'm sending my commenls this way. 

### 

Travel originaled al BWI on Wednesday, June 17, 2015, between 6:30-7:00 AM. At a D-gate scanning machine, middle left localion of 4-5 machines, a gentleman, probably in his lale 20's and possibly Peruvian or from Latin America, and evidently nol 
an English speaker, was having trouble with items in his pockets. I did not see him in the scanning machine. A TSA officer (African America lady, 40 or 50 years old) had him out of the machine and was telling him with a lot of attitude to stand in one 
place. He pul I ed coins out of his pocket to show the ofli cer and she had none of it. te 11 mg h, m to stand the re. He tried to get rid of the coins by p uttmg them on top of a nearby x- ray machine. She barked at him for doing that and wh, I e removing them 
from the machine he dropped some. She again barked at him and told him to pick them up. She wasn't loud but had a lot of attitude. In a frustrated attempt to show he didn't have anything he started to remove his trousers (he was wearing boxers). 
She again barked at him to put his panls on. Anolher officer got a small item bin for the change and got it in lhe x-ray machine. The original officer lhen radioed, "We needed someone else." I was lhinking an officer who spoke Spanish. Instead a 
pa lice officer showed up. This was being escalated unnecessarily. 

At that point lots of p eo pie were backed up and watching so other TSA ofli cers opened up the stand a rd metal detector and I went through, W hi I e ga the ring my items I asked an ofli cer manning the area if that was a I a ng u age problem and she 
dismissed it acling like she didn't know what was going on. I left the area and don't know how it ended. 

At no point did I see a TSA officer try to communicate with this guy. He was given a lot of attitude with no clear instructions other than to stand there. Then it was escalated to law enforcement from what I saw was a language and communication issue. 

I undersland "sland there' is a valid request. Yet it appeared he did nol understand lhat requesl and there was no attempt 10 communication with him. This was an unfortunate communication issue lhat lhe TSA officer was making worse. The guy 
appeared ca nfus ed and frustrated on what ta do. 

### 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories Professionalism/Customer Service: Screening Current Date/Time: 7/1412015 2:22:48 PM Airporl: ATL - Harlsfield-Jackson Atlanla lnlemational Dale/Time of Travel: 0711312015 5:30 PM Airline & Flight Number: AF0688 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport. After leaving customs TSA Employee: (If Known)· Older white hair male Comment. I went through the usual preparation of removing EVERYTHING from my packets and taking off my shoes (which in my opinion is 
ndiculous and not standardized in ALL airports). First a TSA removed my wife"s pocketbook from a bin, it was the only thing in the bin) and put it on the belt. He shouldn't have touched it.secondly it had open pockets and things may have fallen out. My 
tum came and I walked through the walk through a metal detector and it sounded an alarm, I had forgotten to remove my belt. I looked at the TSA agent.I pointed to my belt, and he waved me through. He never checked me to see if I was carrying 
anything besides my belt buckle. I very easily cou Id have had a concealed wea pan anywhere on my person. I was shocked! Are you kidding me???? 

As a former TSA agent.this is absolutely ridiculous and one of the reasons reason I left the TSA. I can·t work with incapable, incompetent people like this. No wonder the TSA is getting so much bad press. you haven't gotten any better since the initial 

2015 4 : 15: 1 roll out in 01 "when I went from a private company to TSA. 

I am appalled at this incompetence I witnessed yesterday. I couldn't reason with supervisors when working with the TSA about certain failures in the system, and there really isn't anything I can do about it now as a civilian. As far as I saw yesterday 
nothing has changed. The TSA only exists to put on a show of sec u nty for the fly mg public. For those of us who really know the inside stones the TSA is a hope I ess case with bum bl mg loo Is as I encountered yesterday and each ti me I fly. 

The lasl poinl I must mention is lhe agenls are rude and bored because of the repetitious work ... and it shows both in altitude and performance. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 

Email !(b)(61 I 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 

On July 13, 2015 at approximate 2:15-2:20pm I entered the TSA Pre-check line AT DENVER INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT. If you have a TSA pre-check. and have disabilities of implants all PASSENGERS have rights to be cleared through security 
quickly and fairly. 

Before putting my items on the belt I told a female and male agent that I had implants. They offered to walk me over to the regular passenger area. I declined as I only had a shirt on and sweat pants, that I would endure a pat down. 

I have flown globally for over 38 years, and Just returned from Europe travels with my family. This is my first time writing a letter with regard to a TSA Agent. 

I was in Denver for the day attending an event. 

,015 10,02, After going through the metal detector (TSA PRE CHECK)it had gone off, andfh·11rr·, !approached me. Are these your items? I responded yes. He then look me and the items to the end of the screen bell. I told!rh··,1rr·, 
flight and any help to get me though the pat dawn would be helpful. I also told him that I had implants in hip and knees, and that was why I had set off the metal detector. 

!that I was late for a 

His response was I hat he had to state everything legally, and the process would lake four minu1es or less. I agreed to proceed. 

~f b_._1(_6_) _~l,,as very rude and demeaning to me from the start He started by talking very slow. He also very deliberately kept repeating his actions. This went on for several minutes. When I asked why he was doing this, he would start over, 

Video wi 11 show that I was screened at I east three 11 mes. He was very rough and groped my genitals. He groped my gemta Is twice. This has N EVER happened to me in ALL 38 years of my !rave I. He a I so stated to me that for him to complete my 
screening I would have to hold my arms up for at least 4 minutes. Which I know is an out an out LIE. If you watch the video. he's making me put my hands in the air multiple times. In which, if I didn't comply, he would start over. 

I stopped him and asked to direct me to his supervisor. If you watch the video he told me that a supervisor was busy. 



Caller Is at the McCarran International airport and the officer at gates A B 1s being very rude with him as well as other passengers One of the ladies at the front desk gave him a card as well as some information.fh··,1rr, I states that the officers 
name 1sl(b)(61 I !/bi(6 1 !also said that while going through the checkpoint he left on his belt and the walk through metal detector went off and the officer began to question him kb1(6i I told him about the belt and (bH6) lied with 
Well it is a metal detector and the belt is metal so thats how it works. The caller is very upset with the sarcastic and rudeness attitude of the officer, he has been traveling since June 5 and he has never had to endure this kind of situation. b)(ffi 
also said that the officer was rude like this with any olher passengers as well as him. 
Date 7 15 2015 

2015 2:37: 1 Time About 2:00 PM 
Airport M cCa r,-an 
Airline NA 
Flight# NA 

The caller says his step-daughter came through the airport this morning with her grandmother. He stated that she is 13 years old and was traveling back to SC. 
He said she is TSA P reCheck. but her a rand mother i sn t so they went through the regular lane. He stated the both went through the WT MD and once they left the checkpoint and sat down. They came back and got her and re screened and patted her 
down. Her name is!(b·:1(6) l He also stated there is a custody issue with her and her real father and she was visiting him and wondering if that would ve been why she was rescreened. He wanted a justification to why they separated her 
r ro m her grandmother and rescre ened her. 

2015 1 :03:c Date Time of Travel: 635am 7 16 15 
Gate Tenminal: NA 
Airporl: Philadelphia 
Airline: USAIR 
Flight# US713 

Caller recently traveled with her son and had a bad experience at several checkpoints. 

At Minneapolis St Paul on June 13-2015 6:30pm caller had gone through security and was told her son did not have to go through the AIT. He proceeded through the metal detector and retrieved his belongings. She proceeded through the AIT and 
received a pat down. Caller tried to ask a TSO named~hy she received a pat down. TSO~refused to answer. A supervisor was called to the checkpoint to conduct the pat down. All other passengers were treated with respect by TSO 

2015 9:40:11ilill§D 

Caller was traveling through the George Bush International Airport June 27-2015 1200pm. As caller was proceeding through the checkpoint her directed to go through the AIT and the caller was directed through the metal detector. Her son was 
pulled out of line and a pat down was performed. A TSO named!(b·:1(6) !was present and when caller asked why her son was being patted dow b)(ff:1 ot in her face and stated You will not yell at me today. Your son must receive a pat down or you 
will not fiy today .~then directed caller to gather her stuff and proceed lhrough the checkpoint. Caller was upset and admits to yelling at lhe TS 1h··,1R··, 



Hi, 

I am a Global Entry customer that has TSA Pre-check. I am a AA Gold member as I fly frequently. Recently, I had a terrible experience with your staff member and I wanted to bring this to your attention. As I said. I fly often, and I have always found 
TSA employees to be friendly and helpful. I will describe the issue below and would like to find out if I here can be something done to reprimand the employee listed. She is not a good representalive for you company. 

On Tuesday: July 14. I was flying Imm DFW to Kansas City for my work. I went through the pre-check lane and showed mJ ID to the gentleman at the front of the line and scanned my boarding pass on my phone. He said to continue on. I then put all 
metal items In the bins and was waItIng In line to walk through the metal detector. I was a pp reached by another employee, b )(6 :, I who seemed to be returning bins. She asked 1/ I was precheck. I said yes. And then she asked for my 
boarding pass. I lei her know thal it was in my purse and had gone through the scanner. She said I needed to go to the non-precheck lane. I told her she could grab my purse and I would be happy 10 show her or ask her coworker who had just seen ii 
who was right behind us. She tald me I needed to have it in hand. I told her that the gentleman who had scanned me at the front of the line needed to inform people if that was the case (I couldn't imagine why they would think we would hold on to our 
cell phones th re ugh a metal detector). She said she would not do either and told me to swap. She was not nice or pleasant and was not willing to accommodate me in any way. She acted as 1/ I was the one doing something wrcng. 

Here are my concerns: 
,015 12:2?: 1) My boarding pass was on my phone - it was not paper. How am I ta walk through a metal detector with it? They say to place all electronics in the bin. 

2) I am 25 weeks pregnant and have done my due diligence to NOT have to go through the scanner. I don't appreciate having to go through 11. 
3) She was not willing to do ANYTHING to find out ii I was really pre-check. 
4) I don't believe it was her role 10 be checking people at I hat point- she was out of process. 

Basically, I don't think I did anything out of the ordinary and definitely did not do anything against what the TSA agent at the front of the line had asked me to do. She came up and hassled me for no apparent reason as well as making me go through 
the scanner that I had ta ken extra effort to avoid. I norm a 11 y recommend T SA pre ch eek to peop I e, However. it does take effort to get the preche ck completed, So, I wo u Id expect that TSA a gents would be hel plu I and lri end ly to those that have done 
the due diligence. 

Thanks for your time. I appreciate you listening and hope that~kb~l~(~6~1---~~o longer represents you company on the front lines in the future. 

Thanks 



Our family trip was coming to an end and it was time to hoard We olaoft jojards home. Little did we know that it was the beginning of a nightmare. I want to start this letter off with some praise for the US Airway staff at Charlotte, NC airport who 
stayed late and worked their magic to help us get homei(b.1(6) and Martine(?? British accent female) were exceptional-thank you. 

Our family of 17 members including adults. children, and infant child booked our trip to Miami, Fl. on Pnceline.com. Initially we were all to fiy together from VA to Chartolte. NC and then to FL with the same connector flight home. On our way back. our 
group was split in half-one group fiew to Dallas for their connector flight while the other hall fiew to Charlotte. The group that fiew to Dallas made it home to Richmond on time. The group that flew to Charlotte missed the connector flight back to 
Richmond because of a delay due 10 maintenance for lhe aircraft. We were promised that they would try 10 squeeze us on the 10:20 flight back 10 Richmond. Some were going home, and some for going to stay in Charlolle overnight. Initially lhey 
wouldn"t let my infant son travel home with me because someone they '"have him registered with my husband." After a while. they were able to fix this so that my baby could at least travel back to Richmond with me. 5 minutes before the plane was set 
to take off. the US A1 rways I ady p n nted off two of the same ticket lo r one passenger and one passenger was going to be I ell behind. Alier an argument broke out the entire group decided to stay in Charlotte. My infant 5-mo nth-al d chi Id slept on the 
floor of the airport as we struggled to figure out a way to get home. We debated renting a car and making the 4-hour trip back, as some of us were scheduled to work the next day. When we couldn't find a car for rent that would accommodate 12 
people, we went 10 customer service to see what they could do for us. The first group of customer service members was not so helpful, as they would not help us locate a hotel 10 stay (lelling us that all rooms were booked and we need to find our own 

2015 2.17., hotel and pay for it ourselves). We were able to locate another service area wher~(b·•,(ffi I an~worked to get our flight straight for the morning and also found us 3 hotel rooms for the night. This was a 4-hour ordeal. We waited for the 
· ·' shuttle to the hotel for over an hour with my infant son sleeping in my arms in the open hot air because we were afraid to miss the shuttle driving by. My baby had a limited supply of formula and diapers (we were given 6 diapers by the airline personnel 

but since my son can only tolerate hypoallergenic formula, we were not able to obtain any). Once we got to the hotel. my husband walked 1 mile to the closest CVS to find formula, but they did not have it. He walked another 2 miles to the Walgreens 
and thank goodness he was able to find a bottle of formula. The hotel room I hat we slepl in smelled of mold and my son's allergy flared up. He was uncomfortable and restless, nose running, coughing, elc. but by the time we 901 to the hotel room, it 
was already 3 AM and we were all so exhausted, it wasn't even worth complaining. 

Needless to say. we are very disappointed with the service provided by US Airways and I am usually not a complainer, but my conscience would not let me let this go unreported. There was a situation that occurred that I believe that US Airways. the 
Transportation Secunty Administration, and Priceline.com should be aware of. This letter will be sent to all three parties and they can figure out how they can improve their operation. This is a senous issue and we will be filing a complaint with the 
BBB and may take it further. Not only were most of the TSA and US Airway employees disrespectful, rude. abrasive, arrogant, and unprofessional, one TSA personnel was extra nasty and threw a racist comment at my 70 year old Vietnamese father 
who fought against lhe communist party during the Vietnam war, escaped death multiple times, and was held prisoner of war for 11 years. He knew little English and did not understand what the TSA personnel were saying. Instead of gelling someone 
to translate, this TSA said "I guess someone didn't eat their noodles this morning.- Due to nature of the situation and not wanting to cause a ruckus and risk getting arrested, I did not say or do anything at this point. I asked another TSA for the name of 
the individual, but the response I got was "I'm not going to give you his name. If you have a problem, talk to my supervisor." She directed me to a room where the supervisor was supposed to be sitting, however I did not see anyone sitting in there. By 
this time, it was time to head to our gate. I was not going to let this go unreported. It was disrespectful, condescending. rude, and outright racist. I may not know the name of the individual, but I do know that he was working the security line on July 
15th al around 5-7 PM on our flight leaving Miami 10 Charlotte al security checkpoint that had a sign leading 10 E 1-E35 and O1-D60. He was Caucasian, bald, and was wearing black-rimmed glasses and stood by the metal detector machines. 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Nam--..:h.;.-.::.,1,.r;-'-·, ,.....,.,.... ___ ......_ ___ _, 

Email Addres.ll"b'-')""6'"'··~' ---,------' 
Phone Numbe ~(b~i~(6~-~i --~ 
Address: 8 Central Street 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 

2015 6:57:, ~~i~:u represented by a third party ar an attorney in this matter? No 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) da ya u be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati an? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? na 
Gender? yes 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Cape Girardeau Region al Airport 

What was the dale and approxima1e lime of the incident? 
07-18-2015 16:30 

REASON for the call: Caller flew from DTW to Amsterdam on Delta airlines. He said that he was selected for TSA PreCheck and he has had a hip replacement. He said that he did not inform the officer until he was already being funneled to the 
WTMD aboul the hip. When he told the officer he said I wish you would have lold me sooner. So he sends him back to be rescreened and he had to have a patdown as well. During the patdown the officer asked him if he had anything in his right back 
packet and he told the officer no. He said that the officer did not patdown his back pocket area and he feels there was a lapse in security. He said that he could have lied and taken something like explosives through in his back pocket and since the 
officer did not ch eek it. He said that he did not have anything but he was concerned because if that happens every ti me someone could get through with something prohibited. He said that he just wanted to re port this because it was al a nm i ng to him 
and he hopes this does not put him on any list that would cause him issues when flying. 
Dale Time 07 06 2015 01 :00 pm 
Gate Terminal: International terminal 
Airport: DTW 

2015 8:59:( Airline: Delta 
Flight#: DL 132 
Bag tag # (1 0digit NA 
Bag De scri pt,on: NA 
Missing Damaged item description: NA 
NOi: NA 

Special Notes: 

I was at LAX today around 12pm PST at United terminal 7 pre-check. I was randomly selected by the metal detector for additional screening - which I did the opt-aut for the pat dawn as I've done many times before. Here were my observations: 

1. There was a significant delay in waiting for the pat down of approx 10 mins. 

20 5 6_ 3_, 2. During lhat lime I lost sight of my belongings on the conveyer belt. A random TSA agent moved my belongings to another area outside of view wilhout asking - while I was waiting for someone to get me for the patdown. This was the most worrying 
1 · 1 ·' aspect. How am i suppose to attest ta the contents of my belongings if I cannot account for it for a period of time? 

3. The TSA person conducting the paid own was p role ss,ona I and actua 11 y did it exactly by the book - which is rare. He must have been new. 

Sent from my iPhone 



The caller would like to report an incident at the screening checkpoint last year at AUS. Her son has ADH D and has a hard time standing in line. The TSO would not allow the caller to hold her son s hand through the walk through metal detector. As a 
res u It her son ran off through the airport to a boa rd i ng gate and was getting ready to board a fl 1g ht. The TSO would not a 11 ow the ca 11 er to go get her son u nti I she started Ira nti cal ly sere am i ng and other passengers got rnvol ved th at were standing in Ii ne. 
She has very Ii m ited flight information si nee the incident occurred one year ago, 
Dale Time of Travel: June or July 2014 
Gate Terminal: The incident occurred at a security checkpoint. 
Airport:AUS 

'015 12:25:. Airline: JetBlue 
Flight#: Does not remember. 
TSO Name: Does not remember. 
TSO Badge#: Does not remember. 

The caller also asked if there was any assistance I hat she could get on her flight this year. She is concerned that the same incidenl will happen again? 

Fromfb,(6) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2015 9:53 AM 
To: TSAExlemalCompliance 
Subject TSA COMPLAINT 

First and foremost, I have been trying to submit a complaint form for 2 full days now. You guys really need to fix all of your website issues. 
Complainl: 

1015 10:17: After completing customs, I was met at the security check by a very lengthy line with unhappy customers and very rude TSA officers. Upon passing through the metal detector I was asked to do a hand sweep, I complied. While waiting to be approved, 
a very foul-mouthed Offlce~must have felt my irritation with missing my connecting flight as she went on a verbal tirade: very loudly if I may add, about customers who have nasty ass attitudes. She went on to explain to a nearby co-worker that -
1 hat is why she does not Ii ke to work with customers be ca use they think that shit is cute , 
Now, I don t know why she felt lhe need to comment on my misfor1unes that had nolhing to do with her nor lhe need 10 express her feelings by using such ugly language bul it was incredibly unprofessional. Altha~ seemed to unprovocalively 
attack me, I was mostly offended by her using profanities while there were families with children present. Something needs to be done about her poor attitude and I would like a personal apology from Ms. Officer~ 
If something is not done I wi 11 wnte every airline company to info rm them that their patrons a re being met by a woman who has a lo ul mouth and has I 1111 e to no conce m for customer service and profession al ism. 
Sincerely, 
A Cance rned Flyer 

Attached are several screen shots of the form "Talk to TSA". It apparently is not working. Also is a description of the incident matching the one above. There 1s also information regarding the flight. The passenger flew on July 20th at 5:00AM. They 
flew into DFW. They were flying on American airlines flight number 0060. She left a name ofb)(ff:1 !and a phone number of !rh·11r;··, ! 



'0151016: 

Your TSA staff and scanner (AIT) readers are DISCRIMINATING against those with leg1t1mate medical devices (silicone implants - no metal). This is unacceptable. You are violating people and their nghts. 

····· Frwarded Message····· 
From: bi(6) 
To: "'T SA-Canta ct Ce nter@d hs .gov'· < TSA-Co ntactCente r@dhs.gov~ 
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2015 2:21 PM 
Subjecl: recent and becoming common TSA experience 

Hello, 

On Wednesday. July 15th around 3:20 PM at Ortando International Airport, Southwest Airtines, I had a hornble experience with your security measures and staff. Your AIT scanner alarmed/flagged my genital area. I received an uncomfortable, 
embarrassing genital pat down. My hand wipe also alarmed, no idea why, as I spent the day at Animal Kingdom. Disney. I was patted down AGAIN, lull body, more thoroughly and aggressively and it was violating. I missed my flight. 

Over the past year, your AIT scanners have been alarming/flagging my genital area - this has NEVER happened before. Nothing about me has changed. My only guess related to this flag/alarm are my medical scrotal implants (made of silicone). 
UNACCEPTABLE. It is absolutely horrendous. embarrassing and discriminatory that I would have to receive a genital pat down EVERY time I go through your security scanner. Your staff should be trained to identify simple/normal medical implants. 

am tired of being hJrassed and violated every time I fly because of this. I will take I his as far as I can, because it is downright DISCRIMINATION. The Orlando airport is not the only airport, it has starled happening over the last year at every AIT 
scanner. 

This is unAmerican, you are nol helping anyone, lhis is NOT freedom. Take a look at Europe"s screening measures, lhey've had more security scares and they slill don"I let that trickle down 10 lheir innocent law-abiding citizens. This is politics, this is 
AIT scanner businesses in with the politicians - it's about money - NOT about our (law-abiding people) SAFETY. 

Your website alludes to the fact that passengers with medical devices would not alarm these scanners- THIS IS NOT TRUE in my case, something needs to be done (HYPERLINK "https:llwww.tsa.gov/traveler-information/advanced-imaging
techno I og y" \nAd v a need Imaging Technology). 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" . Screening 
CuCTent Date/Time· 7123/2015 2:16:48 PM Airport· MSY - Louis Armstrong New Orleans International Date/Time ofTravel, 0712312015 1:15 PM Airline & Flight Number· DL 1277 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, D terminal TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment : what"s the point of TSA PRE CHECK if you have 10 lake OUI the la plop? 

2015 4 ; 0 8;, Have to show boa rd i ng ca rd to go through meta I detectors. Using mo b1 I e check in makes this a cha I Ieng e. 

2015 1 :53:, 

TSA was mixing pre ch eek and norm a I passengers on same checkpoint. 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Caller is at Birmingham airport and his wife and two other customers were intimidated by an officer at the Precheck line. He usually says thank you for keeping us sale to the TSO s but this officer was barking in the faces of passengers, This was at the 
precheck line. He spoke with the supervisor who gave him this number. His wife was with him and she is a pretly slrong woman bul even she was intimidated by I his TSO. He wanted to report this. 

This is at terminal B. 
The TSO was a African American lady with curly hair about 40 to 50 years old and was the only TSO at the WTMD. 



Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" 
Current Date/Time. 7124/2015 12:2229 PM Airport· DAL - Dallas Love Field Date/Time of Travel. 07/24/2015 8:00AM Airline & Flight Number· Wn 4621 Checkpoint/Area of Airport· Wn TSA Employee: (If Known). 
Comment : Length of time for checkpoint too long. Randomly put thru body scanner after passing successfully thru metal detector. Waste of time. Body scanner falsely reported requiring manual search with nothing found. Waste of time. Bag x-ray 

2015 2,10,, technician could not differentiate between an eye glass case and a &quot;large lotion bottle&quot; requiring a futile search for a non existent &quot;large lotion bottle&quot; and re-X-ray. Waste of time. Agent was not initially available to conduct the 
· · search for the non-exislent &quot;large lotion bollle&quot: requiring long wait. Waste of time. Hopefully you get the Iheme of lhis complain!. Redundant procedures, poorly trained, and not suffcienl number of agents. 

Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

To w horn it may concern. 

On July 2oth. 2015 at 6A5am, I arrived to the TSA checkpoint at Valley International Airport (KHRL) for Southwest Flight 12 that departed at 7:20am. 

The reason I arrived at 6:45am is that my boardinr pass had TSA PRE printed on it. as it almost alwars does given that I am a Global Entry member. When I arrived at the checkpoint, the officer that checks your documents called the supervisor in 
charge to tell her lhat my boarding pass only said b_,(61 !when my IDs said kb·:,(6) on lhem. She asked me 10 go back down 10 gel my boarding pass printed properly. 

This came as a surprise to me given the fa ct that every flight 1 've ta ken, my boarding pass always shows on I y my first and I a st name~!( b_l_( 6_-_I -~kB eca use thats what the air Im es ask me for when I pure h ase my tickets. ) 

I did as I was told, I wenl down to get a new boarding pass, the only thing lhe ticket agent did was lype in my second last name and prinl it oul. I went back 10 lhe checkpoint and I find oul I no longer had TSA PRE on my boarding pass. 

So if the OHS via TSAclear me for PRE check with only my First and Last name and my known traveler ID. Why does the supervisor not bele,ve me, or the PRE check selection process? 

2015 8:01 :, I've 1raveled frequently, out of many airpor1s in the US and I had never had lhis problem. I've always entered lhe information lhat is asked of me 1ruthfully (First and Lasl name) and never had a problem like lhis before. It took me 30 minutes 10 cross an 
empty checkpoint with a TSA PRE Check ticket, barely making my flight and not being able to use The priorty boarding that I paid to use. (And I'm not mentioning this to seek monetary compensation.) 

I would've understood 30 minute delay in crossing the checkpoint if the x-rays detected something in my bag, or if the metal detector beeped when I crossed, but not for an issue with my name especially after your system had prechecked me already. 

Thanks lo r your 11 me and I hope to hear back. 

Caller works for the airline, and prefers to use the AIT instead of the WTMD. Caller was told today that she had to go through the WTMD to be screened. but her metal hip alarms the technology. This is the reason the caller wanted to use the AIT. 
Caller said that the blonde, short haired, white female that is about 5 feet, 4 inches TSO was being rude to her in front of her co-workers and other passengers about only being allowed to use the AIT. Caller was asked 1f she had a medical cond1t1on 
that would be an issue with the WTMD, and the caller answered that she did not have to answer that because she feels it is no ones business. Caller wanted to know what the protocol was for the screening technology and if she has to inform the TSO 
s aboul her hip replacement. Caller does have a card from her doctor that explains her hip replacement. 

2015 3:52:1 Date and Time: 07-25-15 at 5:50AM 
Gate Tenminal: A 5 
Airporl: GRR 
Airline: Delta 
Flight# 2211 



Hello. 

I'm writing to voice a complaint at the Las Vegas McCarran airport, security between gates e and d. I proceeded through the security line and the "random selection" alarm popped on. First of all, I went through the process of obtaining my precheck, 
therefore, I should be cleared given the metJI deleclor does not go off. Whal kind of check are you doing with my fingerprinls and life long history thal ru nejd to send me through the scanner? 
Anyway, the TSA agents were extremely rude when I opted out. Actually yelling at me and telling me it's all computerized and only sound waves. I told (b)(6 he one female who patted me down in a very hostile way- I've had these before and never felt 
violated Ii ke tad ay. She contrn ued to speak loud I y of my choice to take the pat down and was extremely rude. Peop I e who we re patrons around me apologized 11 My friend th at I was with was embarrassed a long with me' I work in a custom er service 
Ii eld , trave I quite frequently in my role, and cannot believe this ho rTi b I e behavior is a 11 owed, Smug , unhappy and rude, I understand you are a gave rnment agency, But we the peop I e pay your sa I ary, You owe me a response and an exp I ana ti on of what 
will lake place to prevent lhis from happening again and again. 

2015 6: 16:[ Please respond via email. If not I will escalate the issue as needed. 

Thank you, 

kb1(6) 
Known Traveler # 
!rh,IRI I 
Sent from my iPhone 

The morning of July 26, 2015 my brother and I arTived at Phoenix Sky Harbor air art at 2:45 AM in anticipation for our 5:00 AM United flight 1079 departing for Houston, Texas. As we entered the TSA security area there was not a single agent to 
receive us. In fact, we walked over to the metal detector where TSA agent (b)(ff'r nd another agent were standing. There was not a single customer in front of us, or behind us. Agent[fil@seemed agitated upon seeing us, he was very rude to 
my brolher and was trying to rush him through lhe process as if lhere was a long line behind us. Once my brolher was through I presented my mobile boarding pass and a Texas ID, my concealed handgun license.!rh·11R·1 broceeded 10 say "What lhe 
hell is this?" very loudly and aggressively. He refused to accept it as my identification. He said "don't ever shaw me this. ive me a drivers license•" He proceeded to say '"Don't ever show that to anybody'" In which I calmly told IJ:illfil:Jin the State of 
Texas we display both ID's to officers of the law when questioned, in which~ replied "This isn't Texas I" What (b)(6) failed to realize 1s, my Concealed Handgun license is a State issued identification which should be respected as such. I am 
also aware that Arizona recognizes the Texas Concealed Handgun license as we in Texas recognize Arizona's, Nowhere is it written that the TSA must see a drivers license as an l~n card. If I did not have a drivers license, would!(b)(ffi ! 
refuse me access 10 my flight? As a TSA a gent ~ho ul d not I et his pol itica I views i nfl ue nee how he performs his duty, or di scri rn i na te again st I aw abiding Arne ri can citizens.~ seems 10 have a bi as again st Cance a led Handgun License 
owners. Texans, people of South Asian descent, or all three. If he is ignorant to the fact that a State issued ID is enough to verify a person, and fits within the guidelines of TSA policy then he is not suitable for this position. This is a major issue. and I 
believe that action should be taken so that~ does not harass another American c1t1zen who has done absolutely nothing wrong, and is simply complying to TSA and airport policy in displaying an identification card. I am forwarding this letter to 

2015 8: 2 5: [ my loca I Texas Congressman, as we 11 as Ariza na Congresswoman Krysten Si nema. Arizona Congresswoman Ann Ki rkpat rick. Arizona Congressman Dav id S chwei ke rt, and Arizona Congressman Ruben Ga I I ego, I wou Id Ii ke to know what a ct ion has 
been taken to educate or disciplinefh·\/r;··, I hecause harassing and discriminaling American citizens who have done absolutely nolhing wrong is not lhe way an agent of the Department of Homeland Security should behave. Thank you, and I 
look forward to hearing back from you. 

Regards, 

kb1(6) 



Reason for the call - She wanted to re part a rude screener. 

Airport- PHX 
Airline - U.S Airways 
Flight Numbers - 465 
Departure Times - 7:10 am 
Arri val Ti mes - She went through the checkpoint between 5 and 5: 15 am. 
Date And Time of Incident - 7 23 2015 
Baggage Tag Numbers - NA 
Description Of Luggage 
Color- NA 
Style - NA 
Size - NA 

1015 12:45: Brand _ NA 

Was There An NOi - NA 
Was Anything On The NOi - NA 
Missing Damaged item description - NA 
Localion Of Incident 
Gate -A9 

Terminal - Doe~ ~qt ks-ow 
Phone Number ~(,91(6 i 
Email 1h··,1rr1 
Name Of Actual Person Involved ,.b"-l .. (6"'-·.,.1 __ .,_ 
Special Notes - She told the TSO that she was 26 weeks pregnant and that she wanted to opt out of the AIT. He told her that the AITwas as safe as her cell phone and that she was stupid for not wanting to go through the AIT. He also told her that 
she had more radiation in her cell phone. He made her feel horrible. She went through the AIT. She was told that something was showing up in her stomach area. She had to have a patdown. She was told to lift her stomach and her shirt. She was 
also told to lower her pants. The TSO used a hand held me1a1 detector. This was her first lime flying and it was not a good experience. She said that she felt discriminated against bec;iuse she was pregnant. She did not get the name of the TSO. 
She flew from PHX to ORD. She wanted to make a complaint. 

REASON for lhe call: Caller went lhrough Richmond and she is 78 years old and he has a metal implant and a bladder implant. She 901 a pat down. She went lhrough the WTMD and she triggered an alarm. She has had pat downs before but never 
like the one she gat yesterday. This pat down was more thorough than normal and the TSO tald her that she would be going into and out of her cavities. The TSO was a Female and she was small and trim about 130 pounds with dark hair and wore 
glasses. (She may have been new) She insisted that she had to go back through TSA once she went through customs. 
Date Time: 7-26-2015 at 7:30 to 7:45 PM 
Gate Terminal:? 

2015 5:08:< Airport RIC ( She was flying into the country farm Mexico. 
Airline: lnterjet 
Flight#: 1910 

My family flies about one round trip a year. Mast times the TSAAgents are very professional and courteous. Over the years there have been some issues. My last flight highlights ane al these. 
I recently flew to Houston. Texas, to visit relatives with my family. The security check-in on the return tnp from George Bush Houston to Newark 1s the reason for this letter. 
When I handed the TSA Agent my New York State Driver's License and boarding pass, he asked for other forms of identification. He stated that my license was not good enough. The reason being is that my license only uses my first initial and not the 
full first name. I I hen produced my Fire Depar1ment City of New York Identification Card. He stated thal might work, eilher way, a supervisor would need 10 clear my entry. He I hen disappeared for aboul 1 O minutes re1urned and said that I was 
approved. I have flown probably 12 roundtrip flights since 2001 and my New York State License was never an issue. Second, there was another member in my party whose license also only had first initial, why did they not have to provide a second 
form of ID? 
Why do I take the time to write this you might ask? Am I not happy with increased security? No, I am. One of the other forms of ID that I went to hand him was my Memorial Park ID issued by the City of New Yori< for September 11 Family Members. 
My brolhei(bH6I !was murdered thal day. I arr tired of my family being trealed like a possible lhreat 10 lhis country. On prior trips, my daughters have tripped metal detectors wilh bracelets and have been threatened with slrip searchers (at 

1015 12: 18: the time they were about 9 and 7). My wife has mobility issues due ta Multiple Scleroses. Same agents shaw great concern for her. others act like she is faking it. One is afraid to say anything at the time of these instances because yau read the 
stones in the paper of people being held for hours 1f they cause a prob I em at sec u nty. 
Family Members of those murdered on September 11th should be able to get a special ID so that they are not treated as a possible threat to this country. 

Thank yau for your time reading this. 

rb)(61 

Staten Island, NY 10312 

!(b1(61 I 



2015 7111 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
swIe: California 
Airport CALIFORNIA - $AN - $an Diego International 
Date of T rave I: Mon, 0712012015 
Time of Travel: 8:00 am 
Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Terminal 2, TSA Pre-check TSA Employee: 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Profession al is m/Cus tom er Service 
- TSA Pre? ir.., 

Complaint: On Monday 20 July 2015 at 8am I was using the 
Pre-check line at Terminal 2. San Diego International Airport. 
Two female TSA were at lhe meIaI detector and anolher was al the 
x-ray machine. The agent working the x-ray machine may not have 
been able to see most of the incident as her view was blocked and 
she was intently watching her screen. There were 5 people in 
line, lhars all, no onslaught of people trying to get lhrough, 
just 5 people: myself and another gentleman maybe in his early 
30's, an older gentleman who was using a cane had stepped to 
the side to drink a bottle of water he apparently didn't want 
to throw away, and an elderly couple who were obviously new to 
pre-check and confused. I was behind the elderly couple. The 
gentleman in his 30' s processed through with no issue. The man 
with the cane had left his belongings on the table so we had to 
move around it, a facl thal confused the elderly lady in front of 
me. I then witnessed the two fem a I e agents rol Ii ng their eyes 
and snapping at this e I derly co u pie to hurry up. When they 
realized the lady left her belongings in the wrong spot one of 
the agents snapped at her, "I can't believe this" and 
rudely told her ta put her stuff on the belt, as she shoved the 



2015 711 , 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
SIJle: Florida 
Airport FLORIDA - FLL - Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International 
Date of Travel: Thu. 07116/2015 
Time of Travel: 3:30 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: Della 1615 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: the main checkpoint adjacent ta the airline ticket counters TSA Employee: the supervisor in a suit coat & 14 others in blue 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Profession al is m/Cus tom er Service 
- TSA Pre? ir.., 

Complaint: l"m a frequent flyer in and out of FLL since March 22. 
My comp I a int is based on cum u I ative observations. July 16 

tipped my r rusl rat ion and that or the trave I ers in front and 
behind me in the TSA pre-check lane. TSA line delays are the 
status quo at FL L: at no other airport have I expe nenced such 
delays (MSP, MCO, ATL HLN, SLC). I counted 14 TSA personnel and 
1 roving, s u i 1-coa I ed man who may have been a supervisor. The re 
were 25 - 30 passengers. Even with a 1 :2 ratio. the TSA stumbled 
to adequately and in a t, m ely manner staff a pre-check I in e. 
Actually, it would have been faster to go through the regular 
line. Once through pre-check wilh my blue TSA sticker, there was 
a ne Ii ne at the meta I d ete ctars for two open ca nveyors. After 
seeing the congestion. one T SA opened up a separate I a ne lo r 
pre-check, Previously I asked about the j umb I ed process and the 
reply was people have breaks, they're shor1-s1afled (are you 
kidding?•), and talk to the airlines if you have a complaint. 
FLL is absolutely the worst-run TSA operation I've encountered. 
Are they really interested in efficient customer service? I 
think they're jusl collecting a paycheck knowing there's very 
little recourse the traveler has to put a boot in their blue 

I fiew oul of Orlando airporl on 07\27\15 in the evening on SWA flight 768.1 wenl through the metal detector and was stopped and told your not cleared next thing I know my private area was being touched and in front of other passengers by a tsa 
agent .the only other thing she said was that the machine didnot like my shorts. I was shocked at haw I was treated but did not have time to complain I had to catch my flight back to Atlanta. The confusion and disorganization in the security area was 
ndiculous. 

2015 8:07:'l(b,(6) 

,_,S_e_n_o""ia-,-g-a-3""0,...2"7"'6,----' 

Sent from my iPhone 



'015 12 06: 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
Stale: Illinois 
Airport ILLINOIS - MOW - Chicago Midway 
Date of Travel: Tue, 07128/2015 
Time of Travel: 5:25 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: Southwest 171 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Main Checkpoint - PreCheck TSA Employee: 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Profession al is m/Cus tom er Service 
- TSA Pre? ir.., 

Complaint: 
1. The start of the Pre-Check lane or entry point was not easily 
identifiable. (Perhaps hang signs from the ceiling so it doesn't 
get blocked by groups of people.) 
2. The document checker was rude. 0 ne doc checker was waving me 
forward to a pp roach a podium, however. the TSO next to her was 
barking oul commands simultaneously 10 stay behind the line. 
What line?. No line was distinct. Also. keeping a 20 foot gap 
b elw"ee n the doc checker and the imaginary I in e is not efficient. 
It's ridiculous, especially for a pre-check lane. 
3. When moving from Doc Checker 10 X-ray, everyone was wondering 
if we were in a Pre-Check Ii ne. We didn't know. Things were 
poo rty marked. Eventually we did experience a divestiture 
officer yelling out to keep everything in your bags and shoes on. 
So we assumed it was Pre-Check, but with a great deal of managed 

inclusion in the mix. 
4. The non-Eng Ii sh s peaking passenger Ju st in front of me took 
an item from his bag and placed it into his black cowboy hat. He 
walked through lhe me1a1 detector with the hat on his head. 
Nice. 



From:~b)(61 
Sent: ednesday, July 29, 201 S 10:08 AM 
To: TSAExtemalCompliance 
Subj eel: Di sen mi nation Complaint 

Hello. 

I have attached a statement in regards to an incident th at i have encountered with T SA on Ju I y 20. 2015 for your review. 

'015 12:0?: Attachment 

'015 12:17: 

July 29, 2015 
MEMORRANDUM FOR: Transportation Secunty Admin)Stration 
M utti cultural Branch Office of Ci vi I Rights Liberti es 

ADDRESS: 701 South 12th Street Arlington, VA 20598 
SUBJECT: Discnmination 

On Monday, January 20, 2015, I was encounlered by TSA employe1li:iili]at Philadelphia 
International Airport Terminal A check point approximately between the hours of 7:00am and 
8:00am prior to my departure to Punta Cana on US Airways at 9 :49am. I would like to formally file a complaint on [§RE] on the basis of discrimination. His comments and behavior in front of my infant child was bias and ignorant. I was appalled by 
his actions, I have been through the TSA screening process multiple times In the pa st and never have I be en treated with such di sres pe ct in a bias manner. 

As my husband cleared the metal detector while carrying our daughter. I was approached by ~and he stated that I was being selected for a random Xray examination. I politely requested to opt out the Xray examination because I am pregnant. 
REASON for the call: He and his both received additional screening due to an alarm. He belie~hey were targeted as he attempted to get the attention of a TSO near the WTMD prior to check in because there was no one at the airline ticket 
counter. The TSO directed him next door. He went nexl door and no one was there. He returned to the TSO 10 advise of lhis. He fell thal the TSO gave him atlilude and the impression that it was not his job 10 address his question. The TSO (male, 
Hispanic, short black hair. mustache) ignored him by continuing to look at his phone. He was a the WTMD. 

His wife was patted down more than once. She was advised that there was an alarm of the ETD. A female TSO took his wifes information to complete a form. 

A ha If hoop earring with three diamonds is missing from his checked baggage as wel I as a playing dice. The contents were disarrayed. 

He asked what the chances a re to be rei m bu rs ed. 

Date Time:7 26 15 11 :30am 
Gate Tenminal: 
Airport HXD 
Airline: US Airways 
Flight#: NA 
Bag tag# ( 1 Od1git: He doesn t have it with him. 
Bag Description: Her s ui tease is b I ack and white cow print. 
NOi: Present. He doesn t recall if I here was additional informalion stamped or handwritten. 



I am writing to inform you of a very negative experience my family and I had as we went through the security checkpoint in Terminal 1 at SAN on 7115115 at 7AM, particularly regarding your supervisor~. I've included the names that I was given. 
however I'm not sure about the spellings. 

My h us band and I were !rave Ii ng with our 3 year old and 14 month old boys, and our youngest currently is developmentally behind, unable to walk. and has a feeding tube in his stomach. I was nervous about going through sec u nty with al I of his 
medical equipment, supplies, and formula so as soon as I booked the flights months ago, I called TSA Cares to have them walk me through the process and offer advice on how to go through security. My son would be receiving a feeding at the time 
that we would be going through securily, so lhe person I spoke with lold me that if we could possibly disconnect lhe feeding at the time we walked lhrough security, ii would be easier for the agents to inspect the feeding equipment and we could walk 
through the metal detectors without any issue. 

A couple of days before our flight, I called the TSA Cares line again to schedule a TSA representative to accompany us through security so that we would have assistance with everything. I received an email from !lh \/R\ !with further instructions. 
called the phone number provided and!(b)(6) ~met us al the Southwest lickel counter to walk our family through securily. He was very friendly and instrucled us on how and what to place through the X-ray machine in regards to our formula 
and medical supplies. He as well as the agent working at t e metal detector instructed me to leave my son's feeding machine and bag attached to him as we walked through. I let them both know that the TSA Cares line had advised me to detach it ta 
walk through and I was fine with doing so. I also let them know that the feeding machine would for sure set off the metal detectors. They both told me that we were fine to go through and to not disconnect the feeding, they would Just inspect his feeding 
bag after we walked through. 

2015 4.00., Of course when I went through the metal detector carrying my son, we set off the detector. On the other side I was immediately confronted by the supervisor!(b)(ff•, I and told that I would need to come over to the side to be pat down. At this point 
· ·' I was frazzled be cause a 11 of our things we re sti 11 going through the machine and they were trying to inspect my son's feeding bag as I'm ho I ding h1 m. I also le el very u ncomfo rta bl e with having to be pat down and was rea 11 y trying to a void being in th at 

situation. I told her that I called the TSA Cares line ahead of time to avoid all of this, had a TSA agent walk through with us, and that followed the instructions I was given to walk through knowing the machine would set off the detector. We asked ii there 
was anylhing else thal we could do since we were told to go lhrough knowing that they would go off. At that point she was trying to get a hold of her supervisor and she asked me if my son could walk lhrough the de1ec1or. I let her know that he is unable 
to walk and even if he did ga back through, the feeding machine would set off the detector again since it was still attached. I filled her in on his medical needs and she then told me that I would have had ta have been pat down anyways. I started to get 
pretty upset because I started to feel that my son and I were being singled out because of his disabil1t1es and medical needs. I didnl feel that we should be treated differently from anyone else because of his needs. 

Another TSA agenl thal was there ins ecting lhe feeding bag suggested that I hand my son 10 my husband and thal I walk lhrough the de1ec1or again rather I hen having a pal down. We also asked if we could do the body scan ralher then having a pat 
dawn and were told no. Be/or (b)(ff:, received an answer from her supervisor, she instructed me to hand my son to my husband and walk back through the metal detector. sa I did. She then spoke with her supervisor and told us that he was nat 
happy that she made that decision, that I would still need to be pat down, and now that I had passed my son onto my husband, my husband would now have to be pat down. At this point my husband and I are now livid' We felt that our experience was 
made worse and we were having to suffer because of her wrong cal I. We asked to speak with her sup erv i sorJ b) ( ffl ! and we re to Id that we couldn't speak with him and that he doesn't come out for anyone. 

Once they were done inspecting all aur bags and my son"s feeding bag. we all were ushered aver to the area where we would be pat dawn. There were two other agents that joined us. one male to pat down my husband and another female. At this 
point, we we re receiving a I ot of attention from the crowd so on top of a I ready beginning extreme I y upset about the way th, ngs have been hand I ed by~ and fee Ii ng unfairly treated because of my son's needs, I'm comp I etely hum i I 1ated to be 
having my entire fa mi I pu 11 ed aside to be pat down when I fol lowed the instructions I was given, I began to cry out of embarrassment and lrustrat ion whi I e I received my pat down and my husband was expressing how angry he was that this was 
incorrectly handled b 1h··,1rr1 The TSA gentleman that was patting him down even agreed thal we were being unfairly treated. 



These events occurred on 20 July and then on 24 July 2015 at ._!(bc..· .. 1(-=-6~1 __ _. 
Field, Newport News, VA. 

On 20 July. I had to pick up/send off three unaccompanied minors on an 
American Airlines fiig ht to/from Charlotte, NC/PH F. I had to obtain a gate 
pass 10 go beyond the security check point. I had to go to beyond the 
security check point since I could not process my grandchildren at the 
ticket a re a and the re we re no beverages, no snacks, nothing to keep the 
children occupied available in that area. I was not going to board an 
aircraft, only the 3 minors were flying. 

As I approached the checkpoint. I informed the T SA emp I aye es th at I had a 
knee re placement and had my med i ca I card with me, They waived me through 
the metJI deIecIor which subsequently alarmed. My husband went lhrough the 

2015 4:0 1.1 full body screener -- he had no metal implants or devices. The TSA 
· employees wou Id not let me p race ed through the fu 11 body screener -- I had 

already alarmed the metal detector, I showed them the medical card and 
showed them the scar on my knee. They didn't care. I had 10 endure a hands 
on body pat-down. I asked for a private screening but there was no other 
female available at the security checkpoint to take me to the private 
screening area. I had to endure the public humiliation of an individual 
rubbing their hands over my body, including intimaIe areas, lifting my 
blouse to rev ea I my stomach, being swabbed with an explosive detection 
c lath. having my bra searched. and fee Ii ng my rig ht breast. I al so had 
breast cancer and have had breast cancer surgery on my rig ht breast, I told 
the TSA employees this all before the hands-on pat-down. They continued 
while others walked passed in full view. 

On the second visit on Friday, 24 July, I insisted on a private screening. 
The same procedure happened as before. My husband who has no metal implants 
went through the fu 11 body screener I went through the metal detector and 



There is no official FOIA request in the message below. Thank you for your time. Have a great dayI 

U.S. Department of Homeland Security 

Trans po rtati on Security Ad mini st ration 

Freedom of Info rma ti on Act Branch 

601 S. 12th Street 

,015 10:03: Arlington. VA 20598-6020 

571-227-4300 

From: b)(61 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 5:40 PM 
To: FOIA 
Subj eel: TSA Contact Us: Freedom of Inform at1on Act 

THIS GENERATED EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT FROM http://www.tsa.gov/contactlindex.shtm 

Remote Client IPl~l_h_·-,1_R_--, ___ ~ 
Date Time: 7129/2015 5:Jg:44 PM 
Disability Description: The caller has a service dog and she has severe anxiety. 

Incident Details: The caller flew on Southwest Airlines: she departed MacArthur airport in NY. She called last week to set up assistance and today when she got to the checkpoint she told the TSO she needs assistance and she had a support dog with 
her. They had a male STSO come over and he put her in the normal lme which was part of the reason she set up assistance in the first place because she has really bad anxiety. She got over to the metal detector and the male TSO gave her confusing 
instructions on how to hand I e the screening. She takes anxiety medical ion and the who I e process a I most gave her an anxiety attack, She wants to comp I a in on the ind iv idua I that did her screening because he was re ally awfu I to her and she said this is 
not lhe first lime she flew through this airporl and had to deal wilh this parlicular TSO. She wanls me to add I hat the airport she flies through in Florida is wonderful. 

Date and time of incident: 07 30 2015 5:40am was her flights departure time and the incident happened at 4:40am 

2015 1,33,, Airport of incident: ISP 
· " Airline name: Southwest Airlines 

Flight number: 4644 
People invovled m incident[b·:,(61 !was very very nice and helpful. She saw what was going on with the rude male TSO and made sure to help her. 
Description of incident She called last week to set up assistance and today when she got to the checkpoint she told the TSO she needs assistance and she had a support dog with her. They had a male STSO come over and he put her in the normal 
line which was parl of the reason she sel up assislance in the first place because she has really bad anxiely. She got over 10 lhe medical de1ec1or and the male TSO gave her confusing instruclions on how 10 handle lhe screening. She takes anxiety 
medication and the whale process almost gave her an anxiety attack. 
Caller s contact info: Listed above 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

Rosamond. Ca ~-~----~ 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 

2015 2.13.1 Are yau represented by a third party ar an attorney in this matter? No 
.. NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) da ya u be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati an? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? no 
Religion? no 
N ationa Ii ty? na 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 

What was the dale and approxima1e lime of the incident? 
07-30-2015 11:30 

Caller says that he was going through security. His 94 year old wile was in a wheelchair. He is 82 years old. Their skycap helped them. His wile was able to bypass the normal security line, but he had to go through the nonmal line. He went through the 
firsl set of machines and there was an alarm. He had his belt on and has multiple metal implants in his body. The agent lhere supposedly asked him why he didn t tell her before in a rude manner. He then went 10 lhe AIT where another agenl 
supposedly rudely told him ta remove his hat and then rudely tald him he knew better than to leave money in his pocket. They made him take off his shoes even though he is over 75. His screening resulted in a patdown. but he has no complaints of the 
gentleman who done the p atdown: only the two women who we re supposedly rude to him. He d idn t catch their names. The one at the W TM D was in 30s to 4 Os with short brown hair and maybe g I ass es. The other at the AIT was in her 4 Os to 50s with 
short hair. 

Date Time: 07.28.1511 a.m. Incident occurred at approximately 9 a.m. 
2015 2:33: 1 Gate Tenminal: C 

Airport 
Airline: So UI hwesl 
Flight#: 758 
Bag tag# ( 1 0d1git) NA 
Bag Description; N A 
Missing Damaged ilem descriplion: N A 
NOL NA 
The caller is wanting to file a compliant about a patdown. Her mother,!(b)(ff:, l,vent through the checkpoint today at Washington Dulles Airport and she went through the WTMD. She set off an alarm so they did a patdown. When they did the 
patdown, they asked her to lift her skirt to her thighs and they touch her everywhere inappropriately. They also didn t offer her a private screening and she felt humiliated in front of everyone. This was her first time flying, 

Date\Time: 7.30.15 12:14 pm 

2015 3: 1 O:: G_atel Terminal_: Not Provided 
Airport Wash, ngton Dulles 
Airline: United Airlines 
Flight#: UA 1107 



detector. AT MSY Concourse D there are separate precheck and non-precheck lanes but after producing ID and a boarding pass both the non-precheck and precheck passengers are routed together before going through the metal detector. Just 
before going through the meta I d ete cto r an a gent asks that a boarding pass be produced to verify th at you a re a P recheck passenger, The problem is at that point my ce 11 phone (with my electronic boa rd i ng pass) has been pa eked in my I ugg age to be 
x-rayed. I was then told 10 remove my shoes and jacket and processed as a non-precheck passenger. I spoke to who I assumed was lhe lead on Concourse D who explained lhey don·t have dedicated lanes (even though, ID checks are separate). 
Seems to me that the problem can be solved, as with other checkpoints, by using a crowd control rope to separate both lanes so non-precheck passengers can go through the scanner and precheck passengers can go through the metal detector. 

I later went into the Delta SkyClub where everyone coming through the door was fuming about the breakdown at the checkpoint. 

My opinion is that TSA has had 15 years to figure this out and this level of dysfunction should not exist. 

2015 s 12f~b-l-(B_, _________ ~ 

b1(ff1 



2015813, 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Righls \ Liberlies (OlherJ What is the basis of your allegation? 

- Gend er\Se, 
- U nreasona bl e Search Seizure 

Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 
==Individual Info== 

Primary Pfione: or one 
Phone Number: kb 1(6i I 
PO Bo, ar Street Address: l~1h_._·,1_r,_., ---------~ 
City: San Diego 
State: California 
Zip Code (Post Code) 92108 

Otherc,...,...,.....,..,..--------, 
Email l(b 1(6) 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? Wed, 07\29\2015 
Where did this happen? CALIFORNIA - SAN - San Diego 
I nte rna t ion a I 
What happened? 
At about 2:15 p.m .. I was in the pre-check line (I have a known 
traveler number). I went through the metal detector, Shortly 
afterwards, I heard a ping, so I m assuming I may have set it 
off - it was probably my watch. The rare times I ve set off the 
metal detector in pre-check in the past, I ve had T SA agents 
request th at I remove shoes a nd\or metal and then go back 
through. This time, I was told, We need to do a lower body 
check. 



Gentlemen, 

I hold a TSA Known Travel Number (KTN). Recently at the Kahului HI airport, I had a early morning flight. As I approached the TAS officer at the entry corridor, he informed me that that there were no TSA line. I question him why? His response 
was that it was slow dunng the morning. There were approximately 30 passengers waiting for the single ID checker. At both metal detectors, there were two TSA officers, assisting passengers. one for the CAT scan type machine and the other one 
standing in front of the orig i na I meta I detector machine, just waiting lo r KN T passengers to come thru the regu I ar passenger Ii n e, 

That did not make sense. There were sti 11 the same number of TSA person ne I stationed prior to the scan machines. 

,015 10:01: I told the greeter TSA employee, they could have had a TSA line along with the regular passengers to the single ID checker. When us few get up to the checker, he or she could alternate checking us with the regular passengers. A no brain er• No 
add1t1ona I T SA person ne I needed and st, 11 service the T SA K TN passengers. 

Further, at the Honolulu Airport, we as Hawaiian Air Premier Travel Club member have a separate entry line to the TSA ID checker. The TSA checker then alternates with the regular passengers and the HAL Premier member. This works well. 
There is also a separate TSA passenger line that I could also enter. 

My request is for the Kahului management respond to this concern and initiate the TSA line during early morning, late evening or any other slow times. 

I do pay for the privilege. Thank you for your attention to this concern. 



From (b)(61 

Sent: Friday, July 31. 2015 10:52 AM 
To: TSA-ContactCenter 
Subject FW: Incoming Title VI Complaint 

Please see message below 

I have been referred to Seen a Foster, Manager, Disability Branch, Office of Civil Rights and tiberties 

Best Rega rd s, 

fb1(61 I 
of/, ce of C IV ,i R 1ghts 
Federal Aviation Administration 
800 Independence Avenue SW, Room 1030 

w ashpoto • pc 2P 59 J 
'0151220: Work_b,(BI I 

Fax: (202) 267-8341 

HYPE RL I N K "http :I lwww..faa.gov/a bo utlofflce _ o rglh eadq ua rte rs_ offi cesf acr/feed backf" c id: i mage002. p ng@O 1 CF DE2 7.28AOA060AC H IE VI NG SAFE TY TH ROUGH DIVE RS I TY PI ease click the image to pro vi de feed back 
This e-ma i I message is intended so I e ly lo r the recipient( s) above, The information may be pri vi I eged and confidential, If you a re not the intended recipient of this message, notify the send er immediately and delete the orig i na I message, Thank you P 

From,kb 1(6) ! 
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2015 10:40 AM 
To: 'TSA-ContactCenter@dhs.gov' 
Subjecl: Incoming Title VI Complaint 

Good Morning. 

Our office received I his letter via FedEx July 17th. I have been s1ruggling trying to find who is the POCI who should I forward the letter 10. If you could please advise as to where I can send this to or who I need to call, I would really appreciate it. 
Thanks' 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" 
Cur,-ent Date/Time, 7131/2015 1:54:38 PM Airport: BWI - Baltimore-Washington International Date/Time of Travel: 07/31/2015 1 :30 PM Airline & Flight Number: delta 1451 Checkpoint/Area of Airport, gate D TSA Employee: (If Known): nla 
Comment: The folks at TSA precheck here do a great job. Problem is, lately they aren't ever open. In the lasl four weeks, at lhis gate, they haven't been open in lhe three times I have been through. I paid for the service, and I have given up my privacy 

20 5 2_ 8_, for this privilege. More and more, at other airports, I find you're cutting staff and TSA precheck services are unavailable. This is not okay. I am waiting much longer and treated with far more suspicion. Some of your agents also insist on people going 
1 · 1 ·' through the big sea nne r ( not the metal detector) even though the boa rd i ng pass says pre ch eek. This treatment is not why I was Ii ngerpri nted and checked. Please staff your services and de Ii ver on your promise. 

Would you like a re',>IJl;u;:;"'-'-?-·..w=---, 
Passenger's Na.,m,...e'-';-b.,...·-'1(_6_1 ----.----' 
Phone Number h··,If";"1 

Email bi/61 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 



I am a former prosecutor who believes that TSA normally does a very good job on a daily basis, often under difficult circumstances. I write ta you today because I experienced and witnessed conduct by TSA agents in New Orleans this morning that 
was so u nacce ptab I e that I fee I ob Ii gated to share with you. 

Today Friday, July 31. 2015 I flew with my si, year old daughter from New Orleans (MSY) to Washington DC (DCA) at 7:25 am on US Airways flight #4684. The fi1ght left New Orleans at 7:25 am, and@ 7:00 am we went through secunty. The flight 
flew out of a gate in the C concourse. Both my daughter and I were TSA Pre Check, and we were directed to the TSA Pre line by a TSA agent. We were in the TSA Pre line with about 4-5 other passengers. The TSA agent who reviewed our tickets 
and my driver's license was a very nice, professional woman (wearing a blue head scJrf of some sort). She was very nice, and directed us to go through the nearest of lhe two securily lanes. 

All of us in lhe TSA Pre line put our bags and items on lhe conveyor belt and walked through lhe meIaI detector wilh no problem. However, the TSA agent operating the metal deIecIor began to speak in a hostile tone to us. Al first we couldn't 
,015 9_26 _5 understand what he was saying, but he yelled that we should have taken our laptops out of our bags. Myself and another passenger replied that we had come through the TSA Pre lane, and that it was our understanding that we were not supposed to 
· · · remove our laptops. At this point the most bizarre thing occurred. The TSA agent operating the metal detector, who was a white male with dark hair and dark facial hair (almost a beard) who appeared younger, in his 30s, stood sat up from his chair 

and in a rather rude voice told us that that was impossible because there was no TSA Pre lane open. The group of us who had just come through the TSA Pre lane told him that we had, at which point this TSA agent (white male, dark hair with facial 
hair) operaIing the metal detector began to criticize us for not listening, and nol following orders, and at one point he told another TSA agent (in a lower volume) that we were aI1 ··stupid." 

Another TSA agenl (African American male, older) picked up my bag and asked if it was mine. I said it was, and he then walked away. A few seconds later, my bag came through the conveyor belt, but ii was open, and a lot of my property was litlered 
about on the conveyor belt. My wallet. cell phone. and boarding passes were littered on the belt and I had to dig through people's bags to collect my items. My lap top was also on the conveyor belt. The TSA agent who took my bag never told me he 
was going to open it, remove my laptop, and then send it all through. Most egregiously, he blatantly left the bag open so that its contents would spill out. 

We could not find my daughter's boarding pass. which had also fallen out of the bag due to the TSA agent's conduct. I found the TSA supervisor. who was very professional. The supervisor was an Afncan American male. I think he had a beard, and he 
was somewhat tall and solid. The supervisor seemed to be professional and he went to the conveyor belt and found my boarding pass, which was laying in an area that is only available to TSA personnel, The supervisor apologized and said that this 
crew was normally better. Al this point a few other passengers were upset as well. 

Hi my name is !(b)(ff:, !A 38yrs old Japanese single traveler. Today July 31 from 12pm noon to 12:30 pm at LAX airporl TSA check poinl I was put on the side for 25-30min for opting out and needing female officer assists. 
After I opted out the scan machine I was told to stand ta the right front side of scan machine till female officer assists came. I said ak. I opt out every single time because of my illness and I believe it is better for me to not go thru the radio wave 
machine. Other side of the machine there were 2 officers. 1 male 1 female. About 1 0min in to standing there and waiting, the first officer I opt out to yelled out for female officer assists again. Saw some other officers look. Then the one female officer 
came thru the machine and said to me you know there is only little bit of radio wave and it won t hurt you I said sure but I have Lupus and I do not want to go thru, I m one of those ppl that opt out every time with a smile. She said sure. just wanted to 
let you know and walked lhru and back to her place by machine across from me. I stood for 5more min till I asked lhe first officer I really don t mind having a male officer. He said that is against the rule. I said ok. At lhis point i asked for a chair since I 
am a handicap and can t stand for a long period of time, but no help. Little aver 20min and Btimes of first officer yelling for female officer assists, I felt like I was a target of some sort of game. I have seen prob over 100 people go by one officer come 

'015 927:4 thru the metal detector with bins to refill 3times ... Watched lots of officers take a peek at me and see that Im still here. This whole time the 3 or 4 TSAlines they have there had 5-10ppl lines whole time and was not busy. First officer saw different 
female officer come by the machine and said she has been waiting for over 20min. She looked at me and back at him and said when you opt out the machine this is what happens, you wait. Sadly to say she had a Yo-Yo In her hand and played it for a 
sec before she puts ii back in her pockel. After thal I def fell like targeled. Firsl officer called supervisor and told him I have been waiting for over 20min for female ofticer, he said he will get them right a way. I wailed for another 5min. To remind you 
this whole time I waited I have counted at least 4 female officers around. Def 2 of them knew I was waiting because of the conversation. First officer apologize few times to me. I am sure there is video cameras all around TSA area, I would like you ta 
take a look at them. Between 12pm-12:30pm. Japanese lady with a glasses. I am hoping that they are not playing this game all the time. I am very very disappointed how I was treated by some of the officers. 
Please write back to me and let me know what has been handled after you receive this email. 

Thank you. !(b i(6i I 



'015 9:274, 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Disability\ Medical Condition Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling I his form out for myself 

==I ndivid ua I Info== 
First Name~ 
Last Name li.lW.§.LJ 
Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 
Phone Number!(b 1(6) 
Best Time to co'"n""1a'"'c1-'-'-----' 
- 11:00 am - 1:00 pm 
- 1:00 pm-3:00 pm 
Day of the week: 
- Monday 
- Tuesday 
- Wednesday 
- Thursday 
- Friday 
PO Box or Street Address:i(b)(61 
City: Mirlneapolis ~-------~ 

State: Minnesota 
Zip Code (Post Code): 55405 
Other: 
Email:~f b-•• -,(6-.-1 --------~ 

==Incident lnfonmation== 
When did this happen? Fri, 07\ 10\2015 
Where did this happen? MISSOURI - $TL - Lambert St. Louis 
International 
What happened? I am traveling with two small children, my two 
rnonth old son and rny lwo year old daughter, as well as my father. 
I am breastfeeding and since my daughter was barn have traveled 



'015 9:441 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
StJle: Texas 
Airport TEXAS - AUS - Austin-Bergstrom International 
Date of T rave I: Sat, 08101120 15 
Time of Travel: 4:00 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: Southwest Airlines Flighl 2196 Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Checkpoint 2 TSA Employee: 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: 
- Profession al is m/Cus tom er Service 
- Screening 

Complaint: I was randomly se I ected far extra screening through 
the T SA Pre Ii ne. The officer told me my bag tested pos1t1ve far 
exp I osive mate ri a I . I was told to sit down and take off my shoes 
as they thoroughly searched ever inch of my bags and senl them 
through the metal detectors several times. A female officer 
patted me down in front of everyone. She didn't offer a private 
pat down. Shortly afterwards. a man who indicated he was in 
charge of explosives came and questioned me. I asked him how this 
it was possible my bag could test like this in light al the fact 
1 've trave 11 ed through multi p I e airports in the pa st three weeks 
with the same exact bags without incident. He said the bags may 
have touched something during all those travels (which is 
disturbing) or that I may have touched someone. He asked if l"d 
touched someone recently. I told him our driver helped me out of 
the car so I'd touched his hand. "Did he look like a teCTorist?" 
he asked me. I lold him he's a white male. I explained that I'd 
worked on the Bush presidential campaign as a staff member and so 
1t was i romc that I was going through al I of this. He said 
the re wasn't re ally a prob I em. They just needed to go through 
this process because thal was the prolocol once the alarm went 
off. Shortly afterwards. another officer told me I'd be able to 

The caller was traveling from Phoenix to LAX. And when he was going through the screening process, a TSA officer named!rh·11r;··,t,,as being very rude to him. When I asked Utpal what!(b)(6 !did to make him upset, he stated: I have a hip 
replacement, and I must take my time. I wenl through the WTMD and went over 10 lhe bins to gather my belongings and pul on my shoes.!rh··,1rr1~ept pushing me to go fas1er and saying things like Go faster! Move it. Hurry up• After that; a woman, 
whom was also a TSA officer. was being very rude to me. 
He also stated: I don t wantkb··,(6! to lose his job, I Just want to make sure no one else has to go through this situation. 

Dale Time: 8 2 2015 5:05am 
:J 15 11 :28:, Airport Las Vegas 

Arri, ne: De Ila 
Flight#: 1552 
Officer Description: Looks 21 years of age, tall and skinny, his name is,.kb""·• ... 1(6"'"· ... 1 __ ...., 
The supervisor was also rude ta Utpal. 

Yesterday the caller and her husband were coming back from the Fort Lauderdale airport. 
She said I hat her husband was not trealed correclly and she had an NOi, she wanted 10 know if I his was related. 

They to Id h1 m that the Pre Check lane was closed, they both had a b I ue or green tag put on their boarding pass to signify they had Pre Check. 
When they got to the beginning of the belt he opened his I a ptop bag and was told to take every single thing out of his I a ptop bag and everything out of his pockets. 
As soon as he got 10 lhe other side of the metal detector after clearing, the first lady that initially I hat lold him that Pre Check lane was closed, told the olher TSO s thal his stuff needed to be checked again after already being cleared. 

,015 4:31 :O, She also suggested that he have a thorough patdown with which he had to undergo after already clearing screening. 

Date Time: 08 01 2015 @ around 6-6: 15 PM 
Gate Terminal: B5 
Airport FLL 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight#: 3913 

Description: She was an African American woman, she had short hair, they also think she wore glasses. 



'015 5:321, 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
Stale: Georgia 
Airport GEORGIA - ATL - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International 
Date of Travel: Mon, 07/2712015 
Time of Travel: 1 :45 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: Della 2046 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: If I recall it was the southern check point. for everyone. 
TSA Emp I aye e: Older black le male. wears a hair bonnet 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback: Professionalism/Customer Service 
Complaint: 

am kbl(6) 
Us ua 11 y my fl 1g hts a re unremarkable and bo n ng 6 ut this one was 
differenl. 
Leaving Georgi a I headed tow a rd screening. Arriving at sere en i ng 
I was greeted by a completely o bnox,ous older black le male th at 
was standing behind the metal detector. There was no one in line 
and as I headed toward the metal detector she poinled toward lhe 
full body scan. I then asked if the metal detector was open and 
she re pl 1ed ··11 you want to come through me."' I then asked ag am, 
is the metal detector operating and may I wa I k through it? Again 
she answered "'Only if you're going 10 go through me.'' She I hen 
said a few more things under her breath and smiled as I walked 
past to the fu 11 body scanner. 
This is the '"p role ssiona I TSA ?'" I'm guessing you don't have any 
professional standards. The next time I will not be so nice and 
just walk away, next time I will call a moron a moron and very 
loudly. No '·man" has ever spoken to me like that and I doubt ever 
will. she only got away with it because she was older, black and 
female. 
And yeah. feel free to run my background, I was in 5th SFG(A), 



'015 6:14 2 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
SIJle: New York 
Airport NEW YORK - ISP - Lang Island MacArthur 
Date of T rave I: Sun. 08102/201 5 
Time of Travel: 6:40 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: Southwest Flight 4285 Checkpoinl I Area of Airporl: General Security TSA Employee: 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: TSA Pre?'" 
Complaint: 
While passing lhrough ISP, the pre check lane was closed, as the 
airport was not e,tremel y busy. I i nitia I ly assumed this me ant 
I'd be subjected to a standard screening process. However, I was 
handed a piece of paper indicating I was TSA pre check eligible, 
which I ass urned me ant I could lo 11 ow a 11 I he sl and a rd pre check 
rules. 

After passing through the metal detector, I was informed, rather 
rudely, by a TSA employee, I hat I did not remove my laptop. 
According to this employee, they we re running a "reduced pre 
check'" I an e. My laptop was removed and re-screened. 

I pride myself on u nde rsl anding the TSA checkpoint ru I es, and am 
careful ta fallow them to ensure I pass through security with 
minimal hassle. Over the years, I 've been ab I e to pass through 
dozens of times without being stopped. However, I have now 
encountered a situalion in which the rules were not clear, 
changed significantly, and caused needless delay. 

In this situation, I would have preferred to have just been 
subjected to the standard screening process. Prediclability is 
something that makes frequent travel easier. Situations such as 



'015 6:144. 

Preferred Language: eng I ish 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Righls \ Liberlies (OlherJ What is the basis of your allegation? 

- Religion 
- U nreasona bl e Search Seizure 

Are you Ii 11 i ng this form out for you rse II? No, I m fi 11 i ng this form out for someone else 
==Rep rese nl ati ve Information== 

First Name: b)(61 
Last Name~1'"h""··,1""r;""·1-,--~ 
Primary Phone: e Phone 
Phone Number:""f h .. · .. ·,1'-'R-'-·1 _..,,...,..,.,,,,....-------, 
PO Bo, ar StreetAddressfbi(61 
City: leesburg ~-------~ 
State: Virginia 
Zip Code (Post Code) 20176 

Other,.·,-,--,-,----------, 
Email(b)(61 
Have you been authorized to file this complaint form on behalf of 
another individual? : Yes, I declare thal I am authorized to file 
this complaint on behalf of the named individual. 

==Comp I a i ntant Inform at,on== 

ne 

Hello. 

Re I ati o ns hip with Com pla i nta nt fath,.e,.r....,.,---, 
Full Name of Complainlant: puneet"'b'-)"'"(-'-6 .. 1...,..._.,_ ___ ~ 
PO Bo, ar Street Address of Complaintant~b_·~,(_6 .. 1 ____ ~ 

City: leesb urg 
State: Virginia 
Zip Code (Post Code): 20176 
Other: 
Phone Nokb 1(61 
Emai,(b)(61 

I recently signed up for and received a known traveler number (TSA Pre-Check). The point of me doing this was so that I could pay a fee and move swiftly and unmolested through TSA screening for domestic air travel, Every time I travel through TSA I 
am always subject 10 secondary screening that in lold is random . I am either patted down, wanded, or my palms swabbed EVERY SINGLE TIME. I do not I rigger the metal detectors, I never have items in my pockets, etc. There is no way this is 

,015 7,22,3 random because every time I use the ser,ice I am secondarily screened. Why is this? What privilege did I pay for? Why did I subject myself to a background check if this is going to happen every time. I find this wholly unacceptable. I would like an 
explanation. 

!(b,(61 ! 
kb)(61 I 

On July 23, 2015, my family and I flew out of Orlando International Airport for vacation to California. Everything was going fine until we encountered a very rude security screener (tall, African American male with glasses) who was yelling at everyone in 
line to remove all metal objects. He proceeded to insult a lady that she must be deaf to have not heard him when her hair clip set off the metal detector. 
As I approached, I emptied my pockets and waited for a tray to place the ,terns in. He yelled at me for holding up the line. I responded that he made me wait so the delay is his fault. He then grabbed my cell phone and other pocket items stacked on it 
but told me to keep my cash in my hand, I tried to take the cash from but he had a firm hold on everything and I could not take the money out. He continued to yel I at me and on I y stopped te 11 i ng when I yelled back and pul I ed the i terns from his grasp, I 
told him I hat he has no right to yell at people and if his job working with lhe public gets him uplight maybe he's nol a good fit for the job. He obviously didn'I like my comment and I ignored any response from him and proceeded. 
While I respect the badge and uniform. I hold to the firm opinion that those items are not a license to treat others in a condescending manner and I will not tolerate it. 

,015 8-4 3.2 Perhaps some sensitivity training is in order-I'll even teach the class• 
· · · A response would be much ap prec, ated, 

~hank YOI: 
l(b1(6) I 

once rne American Citizen 

Sent from my iPhone 5c 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories: Professionalism/Customer Service; Screening Current Date/Time, 81312015 8:22:46 AM Airport: IAH - George Bush Houston Intercontinental Date/Time of Travel: 08/03/2015 7:00 AM Airline & Flight Number· AA 1097 Checkpoint/Area 
of Airporl : Terminal A - Pre-check lane TSA Employee: (If Known) : Black woman at Supervisor desk Commenl : First, don't ask for feedback if you don'I wanl it. Your agents are never open to feedback. They are rude and defensive of things they 
couldn't understand. 

:1 15 10,02,, Secondly, please set the metal detection at a consistent level and keep it calibrated. I go through the same lane wearing the same shoes. belt &amp; watch every 2 weeks and maybe a third of the time the metal detector is extra sensitive and alarms. 
· ·• You can 1e11 because every other person is setting it off. This is inefficienl and annoying! I'm happy to take my shoes off if I need 10, but not knowing (in lhe pre-check) lanes is frustrating. 

Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type Security Issue 
Categories : Mis eel la neous/Other 
Current Date/Time: 81312015 12:46:05 PM Airport: EWR - Newark lnternalional Date/Time o!Travel: 072615 11 :55 AM Airline & Flight Number: UA174 Checkpoint/Area of Airport Security check TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment. You may wish to be aware that the security screening:checking at Newark on this day appeared to me (as a retired security professional) to be so cursory as to be wholly worthless. The security official had no idea of the quantity of liquids 

'015 2:02:3 penmitted, and in fact did not ask any member of my family to remove l1qu1ds from their hand baggage. We were also not required to empty our pockets or remove watches or belts or shoes before proceeding through the metal detector arch. 

'015 2:03:0 

Would you like a re,,oq•st;.? - I• 1e 
Passenger's Name ~~-b_,_,(6 ___ 1 ---~ 
Phone N11mhec · 
Email J(b 1(61 l 
To leave a comment concerning this fee~Dack, follow this link . http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Disability I Medical Condition Are you filling this form out for yourself? No, I m filling this form out for someone else 

==Rep rese ntati ve Information== 
First Nam elifililiI] 
Lasl Name®@C I 
Primary Phone· Cel I Phone 
Phone Numberl~(b_,_(6_) ___ ~ 
Best Time to Contact: 
- 1 :OO pm - 3:00 pm 
- 3:00 pm - 5:00 pm 
Day of the week: 
- Monday 
- Tuesday 
- Wednesday 
- Thursday 
- Friday 
PO Box or Sire et Address:!(b 1(6) 
City: Scottsdale ""-'-'--""-------' 

State: Arizona 
Zip Code (Post Code): 85254 

Other=,...,..,...,..,....-------, 
Email: !(b 1(6) 
Have you been authorized to file this complaint fonm on behalf of 
another individual? . Yes, I declare that I am authorized to file 
this complaint on behalf of the named individual. 

==Comp I a i ntant Information= = 
Re I ati o ns hip with Com plai nta nt· Sister 
Full Name of Complaintand .. _ b._1""("-6'-1 ---.==!"------~ 
PO Box or Sire et Address of Complaintanl: !(b 1(6) 
City: Norfolk ""-'-'--""----~ 

State: Vi rgrn i a 



NOTICE 

You are receiving this email from the mobile phone application FlyRighls. FlyRighls is a mobile phone application that allows users to file complainlS of discrimination or profiling at the airport with the TSA, their Member of Congress, and the Sikh 
Coalition, a civil rights organization directly from their phones. The user may pick and choose which of these three entities they would like to send their complaint 

The questions answered by the user below correspond to the TSAaE'" s own official air travel discrimination complaint fonm. You are requested to take action on the complaint of profiling or discrimination by the TSA described here. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Full Name:._(b"".""i("'6"'·., ....,., __ .,_ ___ _, 

Email Address·~=~---...,_ _ __, 
Phone Numbe (b 1(6) 
Address:,.b"-·• ... 1(6"-· ... i ______ __, 

Are you 18 or over? Yes 
,015 2_03.0, Are yau represented by a third party ar an attorney in this matter? No 
- - . NOTE: 

INCIDENT REPORT 
0 n what ground( s) da ya u be Ii eve you experienced di scri min ati an? 
Race? no 
Ethnicity? yes 
Religion? yes 
N ationa Ii ty? na 
Gender? no 
Di sa bi I ity? no 

Which U.S. airport were you traveling through? 
Ron aid Reagan Washington N at,ona I Airport 

What was the dale and approxima1e lime of the incident? 
08-03-2015 10:00 

,015 3_00,2 Caller said when coming through the PDX security check point he opted out of the AIT and WTMD and the TSO that conducted his pat down seemed nervous and out of sort. When going up the callers nght groin his hand was shoved up very forcefully 
· · · and hurt the caller. He was near terminal E. He did not get a name or a badge number. The TSO had an accent and seemed to be around 50-55 years of age. 



'015 4:04 3 

Preferred Language: ENGLISH 
Is your allegation based on: Civil Righls \ Liberlies (OlherJ What is the basis of your allegation? Unreasonable Search Seizure Are you filling this form oul for yourself? Yes, I m filling this form out for myself 

==I ndivid ua I Info== ~---~ 

Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 
Phone Number: !rh··,1r;··, I 
PO Box or Street Address~Kb_.~1(_6~) ----~ 
City: MALIBU 
State: California 
Zip Code ( Post Code): 90265 
Other: 
Email: 

==Incident lnfonrnation== 
When did this happen? Mon, 07\27\2015 
Where did this happen? CALIFORNIA - LAX • Los Angeles 
I nte mat ion a I 
What happened? 
I do not feel comfortable going through body scanner due to 
radiation. We don I rea I ly know what kind of long term effects 
this rad i ati an has on our bodies. Passengers should have an 
option to go through metal detector or have a pet down done soon 
after they opt out. 

At 8 am at Delta terminal, I waited for 20 minutes before I was 
taken for pet down. After I was taken to the station for another 
5 minutes, because someone had to watch the person doing pet 
down. What kind of ridiculous rule is this? Is I his not why 
security cameras are in place? 



'015 7:07 5, 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
StJle: New Jersey 
Airport NEW JERSEY - EWR - Newark International 
Date of T rave I: Mon, 08/0312015 
Time of Travel: 3:30 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: UA 1642 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Terminal C TSA Employee: 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: TSA Pre?"' 
Complaint: 
I have paid and been screened for TSA Pre. upon arriving at gates 
70-99 TSA was allowing more than 50 non-TSA Pre passengers 
through the security Ii ne. I had to I eave the Ii ne and go to the 
other side of the terminal. This side of lhe terminal was also 
letting multiple random people through the pre-checked security 
Ii ne. Mu Iii pie peop I e tripped the alarms with no further action 
from TS A members, and one man a ct u ally tripped the meta I detector 
3 different times and your TSA members did not do further 
screening an him. 

People pay money to have the convince and security of TSA Pre and 
you are putting traveler's lives at risk allowing hundreds of 
random trave I ers through this security check 

Would you like a response? Yes, I would like a response. 
==Passenger Info=.,=,..,....,.,.-----, 

Passenger Name[ b 1(6) 
Phone Number: ~-----~ 

Email Addressj;~b_,~(6_) _______ ~ 



'015 7:07 5 

'015 9:16 2 

Preferred Language: English 
Is your allegation based on: Disability\ Medical Condition Are you filling this form out for yourself? Yes, I m filling I his form out for myself 

==I ndivid ua I Info== 
First Name (b)(61 
Last Name: b i(6i 
Primary Phone: Cel I Phone 

Phone Numbed~<b~l .. /6-'-l~--~1 
Best Time to Contact 11 :00 am - 1 :00 pm 
Day of the week: 
- Monday 
- Tuesday 
- Wednesday 
- Thursday 
- Friday 
PO Box ar StreetAddress:!~(b_·~1(_6~) ______ __. 
City: Richmond 
State: Pennsylvania 
Zip Code (Post Code) 23233 
Ot h eL United States 
Emaill(b)(61 

==Incident Information== 
When did this happen? Fri. 07\03\2015 
Where did this happen? VIRGIN IA - RIC - Richmond 
I nte rna t ion a I 
What happened? 
I had a boa rd i ng pass that indicated T SA Pre-check and I am a 
member of the Globa I Entry program, I a I so have a meta I knee 
implant. I went lhrough the Pre-check line, which only has a 
metal detector, which alarmed, and I had to get a thorough pat 

Complaint 
She had surgery on her ankle so she has to wear a boot. 
She had to have a p atdown on her departing flight be ca use she ca ul d not ga through the imaging technol agy. 
On the flight back she decided that she did not want to be degraded by a patdown again so she forced herself to walk through the metal detector 
She had to have her scooter and boot tested for explosives and something ca me out positive and she had to receive another patd own, 
She did nol appreciate the way the patdown went and she fell that ii was degrading, she received I his from a supervisor who insisted she would do ii. 

She gave me the name: STSO k"'b~l .. (-'-6~1 _ __.! although he was not the one who conducted the patdown. 

Oale Time 8 2 2015@ 2:45 PM 
Gate Terminal: Terminal 2 CP1 
Airport: MSP 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight#: 4062 

Hi, I just wanted to share my expirence that I had at POX. I didn't know much about the AIT scanning that you guys now have through security and I was informed that if I didn"t want to do ,t I could opt out and receive a metal detector and pat down. 
When I approached the front of the Ii ne the re was the AIT scanner and the meta I detector to wa I k through, 
Now when I tried to stay in the line to go through the metal detector I was asked 10 move to the AIT scanner. 

1015 8:28:4 I asked the gentleman if I could choose to stay in the metal detector line ta which he replied with "'Na you can't, but that"s a great question." Now I wanted ta make sure I was informed properly so I came ta your website to see if, in fact. it is my right to 
opt of of ,t if I chose to. 
So I guess my question is if that is something I am able to do why do you have employees blatantly tell me that I cannot? Not to mention talking down to me like I am a child when I am a 24 year old woman asking a simple question. 
If you allow people to opt of the AIT scanning you mighl wanl to let your employees know that. I don't appreciate being treated like an idiot when whal I was doing was complelely wilhin my rights. 



Trans po rtati an Security Ad mini st ration, 

I'd like to file a complaint for what I believe was an abuse of authority by the TSA as supervised by f~b-·~1(_6~'---~ 
I asked to be let through the metal detector, which has always been an accepted aptian. I was told I only had two options: the scanner, which they assured me had safe radiation levels and no "images", or a pat down. I asked the reason I would need 
a pat down and no reason was ever given. I asked for a police officer to be present for any pat down. He refused my request several times. Soon a Delta offlc,al (who refused to give me his name) told me I was to go through the scanner or not travel 
(one option). This forced to go through the scanner which (of course) necessitated a pat down because of suspicious underwire in my bra, During the pat down the TSA agent told me she'd need to get her gloves (twice) for more intrusive checking. 
Somehow my ref us al worked this ti me. 

" 15 10:04 :C The war on terror has me terrified alright. I hope I can have some assurance that my civil rights will be respected when I visit my new granddaughter in New Jersey few weeks' 

'015 2:19:2 

Thank you, 

jth··,/I'.:::\ 

q(b)(61 

Delta flight DL 1557. Salt Lake City airport, 8/2/15 

Feedback Type: Complaint 
State: Colorado 
Airporl: COLORADO - DEN - Denver International 
Date of Travel: Thu. 07/23/2015 
Time of Travel: 
Airline & Flight Number: 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: 
TSA Employee: 

==Complaints== 
Complaint Feedback: 

Disability or Medical Condition 
- Other 
- Profession al ism/Custom er Service 

Complaint: 
I have been lhrough TSA and on 8 flights during my pregnancy. It 
has been recommended th at I not go through the scanners during my 
pregnancy. Without fail after I request to opt out and get a pat 
down, I am then forced to stand there while they yell for a 
female assist. I then stand there waiting and waiting for someone 
to shaw up and get me out of the tiny space I am shoved i nta ta 
try and get out of the I in e. M eanwh, I e. al I of my government 
documents. wa 11 et, plane ticket and persona I items are on the 
belt for anyone 10 help themselves. I conlinue to wait and wait 
while every women on staff(nat many) scurries away while the 
person at the che c kpornt ye 11 s "'fem ale assist"' A lier a wh i I e, I 
then have to beg th em to get someone and a manager has to show up 
and drag a woman oul to pat me down. 

While I am waiting woman after woman with an infant a few months 
older than the one I am carrying are ushered through the metal 
detector without bolher. 



The caller has an artificial hip and was going through the PreCheck lane at DEN. He let the female TSO at the beginning al the line know about the implant and then went through WTMD. The detector alarmed and the TSO at the detector tald him toga 
back through again. The passenger told the TSO about the implant and the TSO got upset and started raising his voice at the passenger about being in that line. The TSO told him he would have to conduct a patdown and asked the passenger 1/ he 
was sensitive to touch. The passenger told him that he did not know because he had never been touched by a man. The TSO repeated his question and the passenger repeated his answer. The passenger claims that the TSO took a very long time to 
do the patdown and addilional screening, lhen finally lei him lhrough the checkpoint. This look place on 7-21-14 and the caller filled out a writlen complaint and Iurned inlo lhe TSA in San Diego on 8-7-14. He has still not heard anything and wanted 10 
know why he had never been contacted about the rude treatment. He requested to be contacted. 

'015 6:08 1 Date: 7-21-14 
Time: 9:30AM 
Airport DEN 
Terminal:A 
Airline: Frontier 
Flight F90551 
TSO Description: Male. Middle Aged. 6 fl, with curly hair. 
To whom it concerns, 

Yesterday, 4 Aug 2015, I took my san to the Dallas Lave Field Airport. I had a pass ta be able to escort him to the gate. I am a disabled Combat Veteran with a service dag, and most of the TSA agents were great. There was one agent. I am sorry did 
not get his name. He was working the security around 1700, a little over weight and had facial hair. I had just taken off my service dogs vest, collar. and leash to put them through the x-ray scanner while we went through the metal detector. I put my 
service dog, Thor, in a sit stay, and walked through the metal detector then I called him to come through. When Thor came through he came straight to me, a little playful, expecting his reward for doing what he was told. I had that TSA agent, very 
rudely, IeI1 me lhat I needed 10 grab his collar. When I explained 10 him thal his collar was in lhe x-ray scanner he then proceeded to tell me thal I needed to grab Thor around the neck. First of all grabbing anybody around the neck is very dangerous 
thing ta do, second of all I explained to him that with him being a service dog that he was under verbal commands. and that under federal ADA guide lines that as long as he was under verbal commands that he did not need to be on a leash. and seeing 

,015 8_08, 1 how we were being held at the metal detector_ so that I could get my hands checked 11 was a little hard to get his _gear back on._ The_ Agent was very rude, and he to_ld me that I neede_d to have Thor marked as a service dog, and wh_en asked to speak to 
· · hrs supervisor, he would not, was rude, and tned to blame me by saying that Thor needed to be wearing something that 1dent1f1ed him as a service dog. I was loosing my cool with him, and I will admit that by this time I started getting a little rude. I told 

him that he needed to brush up on federal ADA guidelines and polices. I was sending this email to let you know that the agents need 10 gel better training when it comes to service dogs. I am not lhe only disabled Combat Veteran I hat is going to have 
a service dag, and they might not be as understanding. 

'015 826:3, 

Thank you, 

Feedback Type: Security Issue 
State: Florida 
Airporl: FLORIDA - JAX - Jacksonville International 
Date of Travel: Fri, 07/31/2015 
Time of Travel: 9:25 am 
Airline & Flight Number: M 2383 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: Checkpoinl Pre Check TSA Employee: LTSO Female 

==Security Issue== 
Sec u nty Feed back: 
- Advanced Imaging Technology 
- Other 

Security Issue: I was processing through the Pre Check Lane at 
JAX around 0927, as I walked through to metal detector I was 
randomly selected for additional screening. I was told to step 
back out and go through the body scanner, after a few minutes a 
female LTSO came over ta screen me and the gentleman behind me. 
When I walked into the machine I handed the LTSO my cowboy hat 
which I was not required to remove but was trying to be helpful 
to screening, she informed me lhat my hat had 10 go through the 
x-ray. at that time I politely asked for it to be hand checked. 
she to me it had to go through and to me it had a metal band 
(pointing to the wrong p I ace where one would be) I informed her 
that I was a random selection and did nol alarm the metal 
detector, I politely asked that she hand check the hat three 
ti mes and was to Id that was not an option. I had a no m al ies on my 
back when I was scanned and she, stated there were no males 
available, and walked away leaving me unatlended for a period of 
30 to 60 sec, without saying anything ta me. My concern is that 
had I not known what needed to happen I could have left and been 
in the terminal without being screened, MAJOR SECURITY ISSUE. 
would like to say thal this was lhe fourth or fifth time I had 



Feedback Type Complaint 
Categories : TSA Pre?"' , Screening 
Current Date/Time : 81612015 6:59:42 AM 
Airport· MSY - Louis Armstrong New Orleans International Date/Time of Travel· 08/06/2015 5:45 AM Airline & Flight Number· United 1117 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: TSA precheck terminal d TSA Employee: (If Known)· 
Comment : It is an end I e ss circle of non-sense at the TSA security che c kpornt in New Orte ans. Today the guard man itori ng the Pre-Check Ii ne announces loud I y &quot;you must take your I a plop out even though this is a Pre-Check Ii ne. &quot; I figure 
okay it's a random thing. Place my laptop in the bin and my bags on the belt and away I go or at least I think so. As I approach the metal detector he asks to see my boarding pass which I don't have because he didn't say this when he told us about our 
laplops. So now I have to tJke my shoes off and head to the body scanner. If he had told us we needed to have our boarding passes in hand I would have kept it on me. 

'015 s:25:3· This is the 5th or 6th time this year and the third time in 60 days I've used Pre-Check in New Orleans and every time there 1s some non-sense to deal with. Who manages this station for you? This person should be fired and a new leader should be 
installed. I've flown 90 segments this year and all-in-all I would say that my TSA experiences have been good, with the exception of New Orleans. I'm back through this airport in two weeks and I can't wait to see what kind of non-sense I'll have to deal 
with. 

'015 6:14 3 

Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

Feedback Type · Complaint 
Categories: TSA Pre?'" 
CurTent Date/Time· 81612015 4:05:31 PM 
Airporl: JFK - John F. Kennedy International Date/Time of Travel 08/0612015 3:45 PM Airline & Flighl Number Virgin America 413 Checkpoint/Area of Airport: Terminals 4 Precheck TSA Employee: (If Known): 
Comment . Insisted on telling everyone to take off belt. When questioned is that the whole point of Precheck he sternly said I better take it off and put it in the luggage as there were no bins. The metal detector personnel asked a woman to take off her 
shoe before going through the detector. 

Worst Precheck line ever at any airporl in the US. 
Would you like a response?. False 
Passenger's Name 
Phone Number , 
Email: 
To leave a comment concerning this feedback. follow this link · http://tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gov/EDB2/ApplicationManager 

I am wriling this email to complain about a TSA worker al San Francisco airpor1. 
I got insulted by a TSA worker at the security checkpoint gate 60-90 in Terminal 3 (at SFO airport). His name is~ orlllifil .. or someone whose name is something like that. -I asked his name to one of the TSA worker there. but I could not hear it 
c I ea rty due to the noise at the checkpoint. 
Before screening, he stopped more than several people and asked them to go\move to the metal detector next to it, even if he was not busy at all .-I am not complaining this, though. 

Then, those group of people moved and waited in fronl of a metal detector beside the one where he was. The TSA worker there asked us to move back to where we were- i.e. the machine where Jett or Jack was in charge of. So, I was moving back 
and then, he said, No. Stay there• I replied to him saying But.. he\she (the worker at the metal detector next to it) told us to go back for screening here. 
Then. guess what liEI]or l:E:ii]sai d to me. He said, o k, th en come and see what you s hou Id go through when you come he re. Can you be Ii eve it? 
After that, he stopped me and made me stay in front of the screen, and kept saying Female Asssit several times. I had to wait. wait, and wait, feeling terTible and insulted. Finally a female worker came and checked my body. then I was able to get out 
of there. 

'015 SAS: 1 I cannot believe what he said and what he did to me. I felt humiliated. How could a worker (from a government) insult a person???., 1 

I do not think he is appropriate for the job. I do not think he deserves the job. 
DO SOMETHING about it! 
I do not want to see him there again. Never ever•! 
I do not want anyone else would experience such things in the future. 



:)151238, 

Feed back Type: Complaint 
StJle: New Jersey 
Airport NEW JERSEY - EWR - Newark International 
Date of T rave I: Sun. 08102/201 5 
Time of Travel: 4:30 pm 
Airline & Flight Number: Southwest 
Checkpoint I Area of Airport: A 
TSA Employee: 

==Comp I a i nts== 
Complaint Feedback· 9lher 
Complaint: Hi this isfo·:,(61 !1 was in concours a gates 
1 0-14 I think. When I first enter the screening area there was 
one line to pass thru metal detector, Then a tsa employee told me 
to come 10 him. Then I wenl to him and he told me to go straighl 
ahead. I was on one side and a rri vi ng passengers were right next 
door to me. I had to wait at I east 2 5 minutes to go th ru metal 
detector. Orig i na 11 y the front Ii ne I notice peop I e going laster 
thru that. I had 10 wait over 20 minutes which is very bad. 
Almost mixed my flight. Didn't like that. Need a response from 
ts a. Very upset with Isa. Thanks j i m 

Would you like a response? Yes. I would like a response. 
==Passenger Info=..,=..,....,.,..----, 

Pa sse nger Na 11'e,_,f,,_b.,l .. 16 .. )..__...,~ 
Phone Number;,.~(_b_l(_6_, ___ ._[ ___ ..., 

Email Address ~b~)_(_6~1 -------~ 

Caller has Pre Check and GE. She recently traveled from ORO and would like to file a complaint about an agent at the checkpoint. Caller has a hip replacement and pins in her foot. 
They only have the WTMD at ORO and not the AIT. She lold the Supervisor aboul the metal implants and he said she could have multiple passes through the machine. When she did alarm, 
the Supervisor went to te 11 a fem a I e a gent th at she had Pre Ch eek and that she s hou Id receive a modified version of the patdown. The fem ale agent that gave her the p atdown. was rude and aggressive to her. The p atdown she gave cal I er was not a 
modified version, but was very invasive. She went up high on her thigh. touched her breast and hips. Caller said she was so upset after the patdown that she was about to cry. She spoke to the Supervisor about it and he said he would talk to her. 
Ca Iler said this is not accepta b I e, She wou Id Ii ke someone to contact her a bout this, She thinks the lema I e agent s initials may have bee rfi2liJ The agent was very i na pp ro pri ate, 

,015 4:58:2 ADD: Caller asked if you have Pre Check and GE is there a modified patdown for you. 

Date Time of Incident 07.31.15 At security Approximately 02:15 p.m. Flight Departed: Around 5:00 p.m. 
Gate Terminal: One Gate and One checkpoint 
Airport: ORO to PHX 
Airline: American 
Flight#: 5620 
Email !(b)(ff1 

Feed back Type . Complaint 
Calegories TSA Pre?'" : Professionalism/Cus1omer Service Currenl Dateffime: 818/2015 12:05:50 AM Airporl: SEA - Seallle-Tacoma International Dateffime of Travel 08/0712015 8:30 PM Airline & Flighl Number 
Checkpoint/Area of Airport : 
TSA Employee: (If Known) 
Comment· Your service tonight was absolutely appalling. Clearly you were wildly understaffed which cause massive lines. To boot you had malfunctioning metal detectors and rude supervisors who were blaming passengers for not arriving 3 hours 

'015 9:36:5 early. There is no airline thal reccomends 3 hours. The problem was enlirely crealed by your own inadequate staffing. 
Would you like a response? . True 
Passenger's Name 

Phone ~ll_mb_er · 
Email :[b 1(6 I 
To leav~e_a_c_o_m_m_e_nt_c_o_n_c_er~ning this feedback. fallow this link · http:J/tsaweb.tsa.dhs.gav/EDB2/ApplicatianManager 



The callers sister is flying from Chicago and she is pregnant. She called her sister and told her that she was assaulted by a TSO. She didn t want to go through the AIT machine and she wanted to go through the WTMD,so she had to have a patdown. 
She said she was taken to another room because she had traces of exp I os,ve mate ri a I on her hands. She did n t te 11 her s1ste r that she had to stn p but her g ra ndmo the r said that she to Id her she had to. The cal I er said that she was hyste ri ca I when she 
called. 

The caller said that she is an attorney and would like to be contacted back about it. 

:J 15 1044 , Date\ Time: 8.8.15 
Gate\Terminal: Not Provided 
Airport Chicago O Ha re 
Airline: Southwest 
Flight #: Not Provided 
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